Cln-istian: tactics of to-day. Are they any better in
-spirit than t.b.JL.ol<i..Inquisition 'r- Are they not .as
brut(- · ·
'\cruel, and as cowardly~ Has
Cbri~
this; that its young disciples
must
n
10 the name of lady a:nd gentleman
D
thts of their neighbors~
I ~
QQ
~ young people will regret their
actio]
;roughly understand its natme
and ] I
)eying the commands of t:Q,eir
mini~
~ed themselvs in a very unfortunate
} .
.
~ w~rld. T_he;y- ha': done that
_ for w1 ~ 01- ; I
iPectmg Cln'l€ltran will conde!nn
~ them'
__ . _..A·edit upon hi~ religion. In the
light
publicity and universal comment these young
people will be ashamed of their discourtesy and will
hereafter be wiser and sadder also. They hav simply
~~·><···wv~ ~themselvs, disgr·aced their cause, and hav
shown the meanest and most contemptible
spirit
persecution. However, Goshen has the salt
of the earth-a few good Liberals whom this experience of " Cln·istian charity" will only stimulate to
gr·eater activity. Dr. North, C. J. Soutant, and others,
among the best citizens of the place, are a noble- company of Liberals, and this land of. Goshen will yet
develop out of its strata of barbarism and, no doubt,
become a bright and shining light from its lofty seat
of new and better things. I expect to return to Torr-ington and Winsted, in the vicinity, and giv other
lectmes, for all about that region thE}re is thought,
cultme, and progr·ess, and though Connecticut has
been the home of " the Blue Laws" it is not altogether
stratified iiito orthodox bigotr:y; but the many streanis
ar·e flowing, and the soil is becoming enriched, and the
smnmer's glory will' eventually burst forth. I hav
lost no hear·t or hope with this unpleasant exper-ience
of Clni.stian behavior, for whom the gods wish to destroy they first make mad, and verily this petty 'persecution shows a gr·eat deal of idiotic madness, which
portends destruction.
The following letter from Samos Parsons givs good
eilcomagement to the work from the land of gold:
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Decur Si1·: I see you hav a great work
laid out for the coming year. I hope our brother Freethinkers
throughout the country will be liberal in their subscriptions
in carrying on the work, especially since Colonel Ingersoll
has made such a magnanimous offer. You can depend on
me to do all that my means will warrant. I send you $20
now, and about next July will send you $20 more. I send
you a list of names of such as should subscribe, and you can
send them circulars. All honor to your leading men in New
York who giv liberally. Sad to lose our good Elizur ·wright.
May success attend your efforts. I am with you.
Respectfully yours,
SAMOS P AESONS.
~~~-Reynoj~s, of Utah, writ~s:
. /.
·
. I hav ueeu wtrtmg all over our territory for rdeas as to how
· best to utilize your visit here. There is a splendid field for
effort. I inclose to you a letter received from Idaho.
·
This is the letter:
·
DEAE MR. REYNOLDS: It see by the Investigator you hav
put a man to work in Utah. I wish we had some one here,
for we hav plenty of timber to work on. There are six subs'cribers to the Investigator, and some to TrrE TRUTH SEEKER,
in this little burg, and all the churches hav failed as yet. I
. Will~
. be free
hav now aI most compI eted bm'ld'mg a haII whrch
for Liberals to speak in, and for a Liberal Sunday,school,
when we get a leader t_o put it in order. The _town has just
built a school-house, and, as I gave the ground, I had it fixed
so that no preacher could use it for the promulgation of his
~reed. We want a leader to make a ·grand success of our
cause in this place.
Yours truly;
JAMES WARDWELL.
Dr. Edson Snrith writes from Santa Ana League:
The Liberals of this place are by no means dead yet, though
few in numbers, but strong in spirit, and rich in hope that
truthWill prevail. Please accept our heartyl;hanks for your
efforts to advancfl the cause of Liberalism throughouc. our
land. When you visit the coast do not fail to come and
d
h'nk'
.
strengthen us, an set the peop1e to t 1 mg .about the VItal
question of our prosperity. Inclosed please find $2.35 from
the League, to be applied in aid of the lecturing fund. More
to follow next month.
D. EDsoN SwrTH,
Secretary of Santa.Ana Liberal League.

to consolidate the working forqes · of Lib~ni.lism in
America thaD. that of any previoll,Ei·J>eriod. . When: this
is accomplished the results will; be a hundredfold
increased in the political and soci~'world.
I want to lectme at every possible place between·
N ew Y orkand California, large or small, in a· h all or
in a private dwelling, and I hope that the Liberals
everywhere will endeavor to hav this lecture tom· of
benefit to themselvs by making arrangements for

'·. A Suggestion of Religiou~ Despotism.

On Th~sday morriing I received a letter from Mr.
s. R. Witherill, the leading merchant and one of the
. most·influential and respected cit~ens of Jobstown:
JoBSTOWN, N . J ., D ec. 22 , 188"().
c. B. REYNoLDs, EsQ., My De111r Si1·: Your lectures hav
caused quite an excitement here; ce;rtain parties, prompted by
sectarian hate, bigotry, and prejudice, hav used their influence with William Griswold, the superintendent of the Rancocas Stock Farm, owned by Pierre Lorillarcl, and induced
some kind of a meeting.
·
him to issue orders to his .foreman to hav all the men disOn Sunday, December 27th, I had the pleasm·e of charged who took any activ part at the lectures or became
lectming befoce the Friendship Liberal-League of members of the Jobstown Liberal League.
Phil d 1 hi
G d
di
t
d th
Is it not the duty of the officers of the American Seeular
a e P a. . 00 au ences were prese_p. ' an
e Union to inform Mr. Lorillard of the facts? If he is in favor
addresses on "~he Demands o(HUlllanity," and "The of muzzling his men we would like to know it, and hav tllc
American Secular Union," were well received. The union publish him to the world, and the /Liberal lecturers
Liberals of th~ city of Brotherly _Love hav passed call attention to his despicable tyranny and injustice at every
through many iehanges and struggles. The "broth- place they lecture.
.
~
erly love" is ilbL altor-"t.her so manifest as it might
What we wish is to bririg this matt.er before Mr. Pierre
~
Lorillard,. as "'e think if he knew he would be held responsi,
be in this orthpdox commmlity. In spite of all, how- ble, he would, if not in favor of it, revoke the order at once.
ever, the .soci¢ty :flom-ishes, and will continue so to Hoping. this may be set right, I remain, yours fraternally,
S. R. WrrrrERILL,
do. Its president, Mr. Riley; its secretary, George
n f . -.-u
S eymom, Mr. W . B on·ow,
Secretary of Jobstown Secular Union.
·L on gf or d ; L,ro
l'Y m.
Mrs. Enllly J!. Harker, and others, are too devoted to
Immediately on receipt of this letter, as chairman
the cause td allow any difficulties to deter. The of the executiv comnlittee of the American Secular
I1.e_~ue is cc~rdially in sympathy with the state and Union, I hastened to the house of Mr. Pierre Lorilnational-mo·
··nt Preparations are being made lard, 389 Fifth avenue, New York. He was not at home,
for a grand
'ebration on Jan 31st, Sunday and I learned it was very uncertain when he would be
evening, at
idress will be delivered by there, as his time was much occupied at Jersey City, Professor E
:q will no doubt be a very Jobstown, and other places .. I then at once mailed
successful·
· ~~1§1~p.uOJ.1r-W.aJ?.!t!so chosen · co~ies of ~he f~llo~g letter, one addres_sed to hi~
.as delegat1
l Convention to be-..~1-i! at :r;esrdence m this mty, and another to his place of
Pittsbmgh
-it '..Lb.c-ped that this state business in J-ersey City:
Conventim
upulse to-the Liberalism of· '
·
-~~~ Y~RK, Dec. 24, 1885.
Pennslyva
d build
<·, ~1
.,ieties. '-, PIE~RE LoRILLARD, J_l:sQ., Dem Sn. I respect~ully call_your
S· h C
u:p D~.cx ar stotc
·' d attentiOn to the followmg extract from a letter JUSL recerved:
uc . 0~'
-~.,.- f be held ill _every s .a e, an
"JoBsTowN, N.J., Dec. 22, 1885.
the local"~" ~"':~ _pu.':'rr -;;rwru:d. It IS by this means_
"0. B. REYNOLDS, EsQ., My Dertr Si1·: Your lectures hav
that the.natwnal we - ~an be most succe.;sfully ad- ca~sed quite an excitement here. Certain persons, prompted
vanced,_and public inter£
excited. Professor Sey- by sectari!ID hate, big~:>try, and prejudi~e, llav used their inmolm; the presider ·;__')£ 11
tate League' is a most in- fiuence wrth Wm. Gnswold, the. supermt~ndent of tl~e Rand f t'·· '-1
·k .-.... :'o:·, l
ec · tl
'
rt d will cocas stock farm, owned by Prerre Lonllard, and mduc~d
e a rgau e wm er,.. ,__ c,,
•.tmeu Y suppo e '
him to issue orders to his foreman to hav all the men drsdo valuable work. I_ It 'f'
o,e a good thing to get charged who took auy activ part in the lectnres, or beca~e
him and Harry HPo-v-,-·r, •
tsbmgh, into the field for members of the Jobstown Liberal League~
constant effort. ·.':"t,!_yj_>
.do much !or the organi'' S. R. WrruERILL."
zation of the now too-. ,u:ely 'acattered elements of
The ob~e.c~s of the J<;>b~town. Lil;l~ral Leagyc are to a;ffo~·d
Secularism. Th ·re is I eed 0 { Itt. least two such ~etter fae~rtres for attar;nng,screntrfic edu?atwn and socrabrl-.
•
.
•
t;;
• !n
~-. . ·
.
rty; especrally advocatmg and entleavormg to secure the
wmke:s ~ eve~-y state_ ~'4 t~e t:.'-mon, and if they could "Nine Demands pf Liberalism," thus insuring to all equal
be mamtamed m such sel~~~e, the cause would be ad- rights and privileges regardless of religious faith or the lack
v!lill.ced as never before. :.tt is, only by constant in- of it.
.·
.. .
.
.
stead of occasional effort tha;~he success of Secular
In behalf of hbert:( a~d Jnstr~e the Amencan Sec~lar Umon
.· · 1
b" ·hi·
d . .. S
p p
requests that you wrll rmmechately revoke the arbrtrary and
pnp.mp es can ,"' ac eve ·
'·\AMUEL · _ UTNAM.
outrageous ~ecree of your sup~rint.eildent, Wm. Grisw?ld.
--- ·
Please notify me of your actwn m the matter. Rclymg on
The progTess of the Sunday o, 'ening movement in your prompt compliance, Very respectfully yours,
this city is seen by the following :rom the New York
'
CIIAs. B. REYNOLDs,
Times:
·
Chairman Ex. Com. Am. Secular Union.
Beylmd a formal 'acknov; kcj.gnl~nt of the receipt of his
D~cember 29th Mr. Lorillard wrote me:
communicatioii makingkne.m the<wishes of fifteen thousand
CHAELES B. REYl'j'OLDS, Clr. Ex. Com. American Secular
taxpayers who desir,l tha.t the Park museums shall be open to Union, Si1·: I consider your letter impertinent. I hav never
the public on Sundays, S. P. Putnam ha~ heard nothing from issu'3d such an order, directly or indirectly, and Mr. Griswold
the trilstees of the Metropolitan Museum,:of Art, or the Amer-. deriies the statement.
icanlduseum of Natural History.
/
There seems to be a nlisunderstanding in this matR ef errmg
· t th
tt er yes t er day' 1re· sar'd: "In vrew
·
f tlre ter somewhere, and I recommend the seci·etary of the
o
o
e
rna
faet that the A
·
iVr
f N"t 1 H' t
h
k d
. appropriation
mencanoft.Luseum
o _.., ura rs ory as as e. Jobstown· Um'on to find out whei·e r't lr'es. I will
for a.n
$200,000 for the enlargement of its
building, the labor orgariizations of ;the city are taking action, then, when we know the truth, take B]ilCh action as is
in the interest of the rights of labol)''tl]c~\}test against the·ap- necessary.
c. B. REYNOLDS.
propriation of any more money fol!'the su'p_port of these museums. The greater part of the bbrden oftaCiiation falls upon
Ben Wade and Bob Toombs.
the working people, and they sho-(1ld receive part of the ben/
efits that are derived from the appli:0~8:tions of public fmids.
This is the. story of the quanel between Senators
As the case now exists they cannqt-feceive any considerable Wade and Toombs as I heard it from the lips of the
benefit from the museums unlesS';: they are opened free of former in 1864:
charge on Sundays. The workil;tginen desire the prosperity
Senator Toombs was a leo-islativ bully.
He asof the-museums, and that the:Y~hould be supported by the
,.
dty, but only on the condition that they be open Sundays. sailed---St'ephen A. Douglas one day in such an abusiv
Hundreds_ of signatures tn the rA.tition of the American Seen- manner that Mrs. Douglas left the Senate gallery in
lar Union are received cl ,-·
.A- petition has just been re- t ·
B
d b Mr W d b
t
· th
coived from the pianomal;,
;th n'early O)le thousand names. ears.
y an
y
·.
a e egan _o grv
e
A petition has also been BL.
,.,-}~h the name of the Rev. R. Georgian bully some hard hits, going' so far~ as to
Hebe,r Newton, and many J;
'>ers' of his congre~ation. The shake his fist in the face __ of Mr. Toombs, whose desk
liberal clergymen, togethe. · ch those of the Jath.Q.lic and was close by, and saying, "Cowards, are we~ Cowards!"
Episcopalian den<imbatio•· _ 2;enerally, favor the Sunday By this time some began to expect a duel, and James
From Texas we hav the following:
. CJperiing movement, anc. ha\
·ed it from their pulpits_. It
f
h
· N
y on,
l
1
Watson Webb, who had oug t mw ill
ew
DEAR Sm: I SE\C in TnE TRUTH SEEKEn that you desire to· is on~y a question of time. !1s
ec.eiving lnmdreds o! thou.
W
f
h
f ffi . hi
· - correspond with Liberal friends in regard to your proposed-A sand, of names to ~he petrt~o1, I_t rs hop~d that the drrectors · wart~d upon Mr.
a_de or t e pm-pose o o erillg s
Western tour. I am glad to leam that you will visit our state, r of.·ohe _muse~ms Will take lmlllediate actiO~!-, and state wha;t- servr~es as second ill case of a ~halleng:e. But_ not
and take the liberty to send the names of Liberals in different
. er ~rfficultres the:e rna:( be to the opemng on Sundays m knowillg much about the sen~tor B fightillg q~alificaplaces .. Be sure not to leave us out at Norse, Texas, though
der that these drfficultreF ~ay be at on.ce removed. It tions he asked him what he illtendect to do rf chalwe liv in the country. We will be able to "scare up" a feF". ccle~s, however:- to be the pohcy of the. ~rrectors to delay len ed ~ "Do~" said Wade "wh I intend to kill
dollars for you. I shall consult friends at once.
I !1ctwn.. There IS no reason why the p~trtw~, should not be . g" -·"
. ·
,
.
'
:r.•
u
Our state being generally a new field missionary work fill' rmmedrately presented, and an answer giVen.
him.
.Ah, mdeed, sard Webb, then I s ppose
1
Liberalism is necessary in order to inspire people with sufll,The Times editoriallj ~ , ds:
you can shoot." "Shoot? ~hy, of c~m·se I can,
ci~nt m<;>ral c?ura~e to e;Xpr~ss their hones.t c?nvictio~s, c~:a must be evident to the tr · "ees of the public museums and Toombs knows it. Let. him put a pr_ece of r:ap~r
atmg chscusswn, mvestrgatwn, and public mterest m ou t~:ntt public opinion will befo·, _ wng insist that those institu- of the size of a dollar over his heart, andrf I don t hit
cause.
.
.
t10'1s shall be opened on Sundays. The only question re- it with a rifle then I'm a coward. But Toombs won't
I am satrsfied that ,you wrll fi~d work enough here, and am mjtining seems to be whether the trustees will yield grace- hall
' h kn
h '11
t kill d"
confident that you. wrll :'cc~mpJrsh much for the permanent . fully to the wishes of a great r.lajority of their fellow-citrzens, c:J
e~ge me, e
ows e ~e
e .
.
advancement of Lrberahsm m our state.
or whether they will w>.lt to be dragooned into consenting. to
Fm t~o or t~ee days aftei. that Toombs wa~ busy
Fraternally yours,
T. THEo. CoLWIOK.
t'1e Sunday opening. The objection that/some of the bene- all the tnne wntillg and franking docume~ts, wrthout
I hope that all Liberal friends will follow the exam- _ )~ors of. the. museums woul<j. object t? the exhibition of ever looking up. At the_ end of the third /d~y he
f th
d
k . f .
.
d d
<:'
"herr contrrbutwns on Siffiday can be readrly overcom,.e at no yawned and stretched himself and then castillg a
1
_pJ.e o
~se go? wor e~s 01 om cause an
ow
great expense by furnishing a separate apartment fffi'. such
· " d' '
th '
f
they can ill theiT own nerghborhood for the advaJ.
I contributions.
The statue of 'the late William E. Dodge is glan~e at yYade, he sard, I on_t see " e use o a
ment of the movemE?nt. Please send to the secret1l,..:y one of the works that would appropriately decorate such a mans ma;IUng a damned fool of lumself.
BuRR.
all the names· and -addresses of those who will be ~hamber. At present th~t statue stan.ds out of doors where
Washmgton, JJ. G., Dec. 27.
· t
t d · th
·
·'
·k I
t J · rt can be seen all day, ana no precautiOns hav been taken to
ill ~res ~ ill e colilll;tg year. s WOI ·
canno i.lOW shroud it from the public view on Snnday.
HoN. W. H. HERNDoN, for nearly twenty years law partner
demde JUSt when I will begm my \Vestern leclme
-~---.....- + - - - - of Abraham Lincoln, writes as follo'ws concey·ning Remstom, but I desire to be in corresponden<;e wifu all
Lectures and Meetings.
burg's "Sabbath-Breaking:" " It seems to me that he has
.friends, especially in Texas, Utah, and Californir,. I
LIBERALS in Kansas. Missouri, and Arkansas, desirous of exhausted the subject of Sabbath-breaking. The language
·wish. to make an extended tom and .become pe: sonlectures
the winter and spring, can get terms and Of the b_ook is plain, the ideas clean-cut, and the argument
ally acquainted with Liberals in all sections, for thus dates of during
E. ~- Wa!ker. -... .. addressing him. at Valley Falls, unanswerable. He has left nothing untouched for others to
use on future occasions. The historic fact that he brings forthe ties of fellowship are strengthened. The:more Kansas. Ha
-t and a great varrety of subjects.
ward that the Christian world has adopted the old pagan day
we know of each other the stronger we shall bej:ome,
'1 re-engaged for the month of
of the sun for its holy day is well timed and proves that no
for instead of diversity there will be unity. TH,~e ~
,~hurch of Alliance, Ohio. Par- one day is more sacred than another. All days are sacred.
.o doubt' that the coming year's work will d(
God, the infinit energy, makes no pets.''
'ctures will addreSs her there.
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An Extraordinary Book-IV:.
Miss Gardener's Address to the Clergy and Others .. answer them pitblicly, since they hav been made~ pub- ..·
MOST OF THE LATIN AND GREEK CLASSICS, TOGETHER
·Up to the present time I hav ti·ied to reply person licly, and are already in the hands of several thousand ·
WITH ALL THE WRITINGS OF THE CHRISTIAN FATHERS, ally to each One who has fav·ored me with a letter 0 people, who could not be reached by tl:i~ir eloquence
FORGERIES OF THE FOURTEENTH, FIFTEENTH, AND SIX- thanks, criticism, or praise of the little book, " Men · if it were poured out on my devoted head in the pl:i~
TEENTH CENTURIES~
Women, and Gods, and Other Lectures," just pub vacy of my own parlor (or ~iting-desk).
Therefore, gentlemen, permit me to say to you all
The pretended heresies were developed after a de- lished, but I find that if I continue to do this I shal
that which I hav already ~itten to several of you
signed order. The first heretics against the Trinity hav but little time for anything else.
introduced either eight lEons, as Ptolemreus, or . The very unexpected welcome the little book ha personally-that I shall maintain that Colonel Inger- .
thirty, as Valentinus, or three hundred and sixty-five, received prompts me to take this plan and means o soil's paragTaph, quoted above, expresses my own ·
as Basilides. Then Marcion and Manies were made replying to many who hav honored me by "-Titing m . ~ews and those of a great many other people, an<i
to talk foolishly about God the Father; then Arius personal letters. First, permit me to thank those wh will continue so to do so long as your efforts to re~ ··
about the consubstantiality of the Word; N estorius hav written letters of praise and gratitude, and to s~a:} fute it are only whispered to me behind a fan, or ip. the
about the u:nity of Chrifjt; Eutyches. about the two that although I may be unable to reply in a privat st1-ict privacy of a letter marked "private and per-:
sonal."
natmes of Christ; Sergius and Pyrrhus about a two- letter, I am not indifferent to these evidences of yo
fold will; the Iconoclasts about the worship of iJn- interest, and am greatly helped in my work by snell. · The arguments I hav given against the prevailing.
ages; then whether an image of Christ could be sympathy and encomagement. I hav also received Clu-istian dogmas 8Jld usages, which you uphold, are
called an image of God, and then began a disputa- most comteous letters from various clergymen who! neither private nor personal, nor shall I all9w~~11e~ .
tion concerning the presence of Christ in the eucha- disagreeing with me, desire to convert me either bj to take that phase. Life is to.o short for m:e to spenCI
rist, a controversy about predestination, etc.
mail or personal (private) interviews.
! hours day after day in sustaining in private a ·publi
When I deny that the Arian, Pelagian, or any other'
It is wholly impossible for me to grant these reL argument which.has never been (and, in my opiniQl!.
heresy existed, I do not say that. there were no here- quests, since my time and strength are demanded in never will be) refuted. And it would do no good to
tics; but if there were those who held the sentiments other work, but I will say here what I hav ~itten to the thousands whom you are pleased to say will be
ascribed to Pelagius and Arius, I say they were Athe- se-veral of my clerical correspondents, and desire to led led astray by my position. You hav a magnificent
opporttmity· to lead them back again by honest public
ists and simpletons. If anyone wants to propagate say to them all:
Atheism, he ought to do it ingeniously.
. Alth~ugh I cannot enter int? pri~ate cone~Qnd:- letters, or lectures, or sermons, not by an afternoon's
·
I ventme to ·say that it is easier to prove the whole ence Wlth, nor grant .personal mterVJ ws to;· such a chat with me.
And, while I recognize the courtesy of your pressng to respond
of the ancient writings supposititious (with the ex- number of yom body, I am ent'
ceptions named) than any: particular one; for their in a public way to any strictr
lJ work which ing requests (made, without exception, in the most._'
gentlemanly terms) to permit you to meet me person~
agreement among themselvs is far more apparent to come under the following
the critical eye. ~han the im:p~ety of any on~ of . 1. ?,11:-~!..,.?t. ~che ;
~0 my book, ally and refute my arguments, I feel cmp.pelled to
them. The abolitiOn of the Wl1.tings falsely ascnbed 1J~el Ingersoll says· "1\
g can answer say that, unless you are willing to show the courage
to the Fathers would be the extinction of all heresy;-' her arguments. -4'l-:'..vi~ i;,;
ll the priests of yom convictions (and the qnality of ymw defense)
Some may ask, How is it possible that the Atheisnjl
·
to the public, I fear they would hav no weight with
me, and I should hav wasted your precious time· as
which you claim to hav discovered in these Wl-iting§ -- ·
~.
has escaped the notice of learned theologians jn former
"'·
well as my own, which I should feel that I had no
times~ I answer by a like inquiry: How happens it
right to do, nor to allow, you to do withm~t 'this frank
statement of the case.
that in our own time, when there are so many no less
clever scholars, and when much finer books are proNow, do not suppose that I hav the slightest objecduced, and are more easily read and understood on
tion to meeting the clergy personally and socially.
Upon the contrary, many of my friends are clergyaccount of the introduction of typography, yet the
same forgery escapes the observation of these men~
men-even bishops-but candor compels me to state
The fraud was not detected before our time because
that up to the present time not one of them has
no one, without first reading those writings carefully
(either privately or otherwise) been able to answer
and critically, could be made to believe that they
either of .the first two lectures in· that little book, and
were all supposititious and false. And tmtil om
as to the third one, .no one of them, in my opinion,
time most of them were hidden away in libraries.
~vill ever· t1·y to answer it.
Enough has now been said, I trust, to enable the
Time·will show whether I am right in tJ:ris.
reader of this introduction. (p1'olegomena) to see that
In the meantime accept my thanks for yvur interest,
the fabl"ications of so mariy works, dogmatical, hisand believe me, Sincerely, HELEN H. GARDENER.
. torical. (so-called), and ecclesiastical, intended, if posThe Gospels of Hate and of Love.
sible to utterly destroy all religion. In my treatis
on the ancient coins of the kingdoms of France I
In his. "Religion of Amity and the Religion of
·
showed that this impious system was meditated and
Enmity" Herbert Spencer says that J_Jl"imitiv hUll1~
begun in the reign of Philip Aug-ustus (1180,1223);
ity had but one religion, and the humanity of the rethat it was· more fully developed under Philip the
mote future will hav but one. "The two," he deFair (1285-1314), and Valesius (1328-1350), and that
clares, "are opposed; and we, who liv midway in the
it then increased prodigiously and continued tlu·ough
course of civilization, hav to believe in both-the
a pel"iod of over 150 years.
'.
religion of amity, and the religion of humanity:" Of
Here ends this 1·emarkable book, published in 1766
course, both are not called religions, but he speaks of
and little noticed by scholars. Being Wl"itten in
things as he finds them rather than of names.
Latin, it has been almost a sealed book, for the task
How true all this is! A code obtains which, six
of reading sqch a work is seldom undertaken even by
clays in a week, sneers at honesty of expression
college professors of dead languages. And yet the
as well as of execution, and on the other day moralpl"incipal part of college education is the pretended
izes upon the 1-ighteousness of candor and the need
acquisition of ability to read Latin and Greek. Oh,
of truth in every-day life. To be in harmony with
what a delusion, especially if Hardouin is only half
the world one must practice deceit and believe in its
1-ight, as we suspect he is ! The learned and sensible
opposit; must preach sincel-ity and practice prevarihistorian, ·Buckle, could find but little use for the
cation. Strife is right on Satmday and Wl'ong on
Latin authors, and considered them tmprofitable
Sunday. Business duplicity and simulation, political
reading. Hardouin would hav agreed with Buckle
cant and dissembling, circumvention, charlatanism,
on that point, and could hav given him the best of
and empiricism blend harmoniously as. the virtues of
all reasons for despising classicalliteratme. If Harthe sexanary existence, the other day being ostensibly
douin is l-ight, the pl"incipal use of Latin and Greek
devoted to the negation of the six-day polity. The
is to make college pedants.
·
latter condition is the outline of the religion of peace
THE IRiJN
<GIN (CLOsED).
In the summer of 1883 we proved in THE TRuTH
[From the TRUTH ' L .KER ANNUAL for 188G.J
at a paradox, wan-ing with strife. Thus one day in
SEEKER that the letters of Pliny to Trajan were
seven we try to make ourselvs believe that we believe
forgeries; but because Tertullian refers to two of
~· in fidelity. It is a desperate struggle, in which.conthose letters we were compelled to date. the forgery in the world cannot
)lain away her objectio:t;tt·' science seeks existence as well as potency.
.
about the year 200, unless the passage in Tertullian There is no explanation. , They should remain dull)b
"This is the age of hypocrisy," declares a philososhould happen to be an interpolation, in which case unless they can s~ow that the impossible is the ·~1>- pher. So it seems. To be in harmon:y with environ- .
the forgery of the letters might be assigned to the able, that slavery 1s better than freedom, that po ·- ment one must be a numskull or a dissembler. To
third or fourth centmy, because Eusebius quotes amy is the friend of woman, that. the innocent v""\1' doubt is bad, but to giv expression to doubt is un.Tertullian on Pliny. But if Hardouin is l-ight, then ju~tl;r s~ffer fo~: the guilty, and that to p~rsecute fo(fpard?nable. . .
.
. .
it follows that the Letters to Pliny were forged after opnnon s sake 1s an act of love and worship."
Still worse IS 1t to propagate, orgamze, and build..
the thirteenth-century, about the time that the works
_Now, whenever a:t;ty one of these gentlen;en;1who 1 Iconoclasm is ·heresy; reconstruction is. d_amnation..
of Tertullian and Eusebius were Wl"itten.
Wish to convert me w1ll . . ow that the colonel Is wrong i Not only is this true of the so-called Clu1.st1an world,.
But again, if Hardouin is right, all the hitherto in this brief paragraph; 'vhenever they will in p1-int or but of the Secular. Reformers, even, are ~amentably
pretended early testimonies to the existence of Christ in public refute the arguments to which he refers, lacking in liberality. So long has oppressiO:t;t sw~y~d
and Clu-istianity must be assigned to the fourteenth, and to which they object, I shall not be slow to re- that liberty is still an almost unknown quality; 1t IS
fifteenth, and sixteenth centul"ies. That is to say, spond to the same.
not understood. It is inte1vreted to mean license for
the. two passages in Josephus concerning Clu-ist were
2. It must be argument, not personal abuse, ar 1 it one and restriction for another. The Deist is sho_ck~d
not interpolated in the time of Eusebius, who first must be condti.cted in a courteous manner and to
a,t the blasphemy of the Atheist. .The Materialist
quo~es them; nor was the passage in Josephus conB. It must proceed upon the basis that I am
..)~.,Agnostic snub each other. Spiritualism and hypcei1.illlg John the Baptist interpolated in the time of honest, as earnest, and as virtuous in my motivs an
1. u~;'ll draw their skirts close about them, and tread
01-ig:en, who first refers to it; nor was anything con- intentions as they are in theirs.
-...'%.1j by on the other side.. Hylo-i~ealism sniffs
cernmg Christ or Clu·istianity Wl-itten by Pliny or
Now, smely these gentlemen cannot object to 4Jpatiently at the priests and the medi~s, and Yl'lt\
Tacitus in the second century, but the Letters of these simple requirements, and since some of them the no·vitiate sees them as a unit in essentials, and _as
Pliny, as. well as the Annals of Tacitus, were forged are men whose names are preceded by a title and fol- vtin fragments in non-essentials. The monogannst
by Benedictine monks or other Catholic savants after lowed by several capital letters (ranging from D.D. to blanches with horror at polygamy and s~uns the pothe thirteenth century. In short, if Hardouin is O.S.F.-which I, in my ignorance, guess at as meaning lygamist, and none of the three dare admit sympathy
l-ight, histm-ical Chl"istianity is unsupported by any Order of St. Francis, but shall like to be corrected if for or fellowship with the Freelover. The labor reearly contemporary record whatever, unless it be such I am Wl'o:rtg) they must b~>lieve that to answer the fmmer fears politics, and the politician despi~es ~he
as the Jews hav in the Talmud and Toldoth Jeshu arguments themselvs is bot}·
"~ ~01.sv.
re!onner. The wage-worker hates the milliollall'e,
which unmi£?takably describe a Jesus stoned and
If they do not so believ
..;o-ht aull the latter sneers at the fonne:r and asks him ww-,
hanged for sorcery a hundred years before the time to occupy the positions ..
'f. · is going to do about it; plans by the n;tillion Jll!lP"
of Pontius Pilate.
·ANTICHRIST.
they do so believe it wi'
compromise, but not one for strict equatiOn.
ARE
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qapitali~t seeks to pauperize the laborer, and the
-laborer hopes to swap conditions. Neither seeks ex-'
act ju~:~tice, and therefore they battle against the tempest. But to tell either side the truth is worse than
_heresy. Truth crushed to earth they fear nqt, but
truth.with radiant wing they evade.
''
_ Oh, what a worlcl of misery there is in man's intolerance ! "I am a social outca.st, a Pariah," exclaimed
SlieUey. His family forbid the mention of his name,
- held no commlffiication with him clming the last five
years of · his life, his ea~·ly fl'iencls had no sympathy
with his writings, the press denounced him, and others
.. remonstrated with him. And yet-·his crime appears
to hav been his writings, which were, as Trelawny
qeclares, "the pure outpom'ings of his inward mind."
He was the victim of the religion of hate. It has
cm·secl the world since the crucifixion on Calva~·y
aye, and long before. The rain falls on the just and
the unjust; the ·glodous sun shines upon them all.
Nature does not discriminate. Only in the exponents
of the religion of enmity is found the- C()ncensus of
the competent. We who Iiv in this age must either
practice this religion or meet rebuffs and sneers at
every corner, and eke out existence from hand to
mouth. The gospel of peace and equity h~s~but one
chance in seven. And even then its inculcation is at.tempted only through precept.
·
They who can catch the glimmedngs of the gospel
of the future must either pose ·as martyrs, .or accept
as sacred and true the pdmi.tiv gospel of hate and
strife. Conscience appeals for the religion of amity;
policy dictates that of enmity. Here and there the
warmth of love is faintly felt, and perhaps the glow
of the seventh clay will, in time, do for every-clay
affairs. But nbt yet. Patience, ffial·tyrclom, and
·work must long intervene.
W. T. D.

" But, then, clon'(you think this cmmtry is on the
eve of a very serious crisis~"
·
. .
·
1.,.
"Yes, but not on the eve of 'an imminent one, as
many believe. This, you likely Jrn,ow, is the· land of
compromise. · There will still he many compromises
before we reach the final goal."/
"Then those are wrong wh1 fear or desire a revolution?"
·
" To hav a revolution you Iimst hav· men to make
it. Where a~·e. they~"
J
" To tell you the truth, I ceHainly had thought you
would be one."
"I don't want to achieve a revolution only to be
hanged. I would onlysta~·t one that I would ·feel
able to conduct to a Sb~cessful issue and that would
bdng lasting good to tne people." .
" I hav ofterr listened to you at the Hall of Science,
at Trafalgar Square, at Hyde Park, and I had presumed that you and yom auditors, would ca1~-y everything before you."
" I believe .if I had asked them to ·follow me anywhere, they would hav done so; but it would merely
hav cost me· my neck, which would hav helped nobody."
·
"But I thought you were a republican~"
"And so I am, but if in m·~er to spring a republic
in this country to-morrow I had only to place your
visitihg-ca~·cl in. the nearest letter-box, I would not do
it, for I do not want to establish a republic in this
country for one clay, but forever."

Mr. Bradlaugh Says He Will Take His Seat.
From an Jntfruiew witk a Sun Corre;pmubnt.

Having left the Atlas omnibus, which runs between
Swiss Cottage and tp.e city at Circus road, once a
busy thoroughfare of St. John's Wood, I inquired at
20, a corner house, the ground floor of which is occupied by a music-seller, if Mr. Bradlaugh was at
home. "Yes," replied a tidy maid.
I gave her my card, and was soon introduced into
a large room with walls lined with books. Mr. Bradlaugh was sitting at a writing table with his back to
an ala.rming fire. The lamp was lit and the curtains
drawn, for the afternoon was dark and stormy. - The
fifth-time elected member of Northampton :was hard
at work, but on seeing me, and knowing I had come
- -~-..j_QI"..the St6n,.he got up and shook hands with a cheering welcome. Mr. Bradlaugh has been in America,
and likes the Americans.
_· He wa~born in September, 1833. He is six feet
high, with large shoulders. The hair is gray and
bntshed back. The eyes are small, but piercing, and
the mouth large, with thin lips. The whole face and
; head m~e one think first of a bulldog, and next of a
irif:. He wears no beard or moustache, and looks
blown, but not broken up. His voice is fine-toned,
. and his elocution incisiv. He impresses one as a man
of unconquerable persistence, with his gameness
sobered down by a great deal of Yankee shrewdness.
He must hav been uncommonly strong. When a
· private in the Seventh Dragoon Guards he challenged
one of the best boxers of the regiment, who was forever teasing him, and repeatedly knocked him down.
Close to the desk where he was writing on my arrival
the ex-trooper keeps as a relic of the past hard times
an Arabic vocabulary, which, having been fmmd
among his scanty chattels by his fellow recruits when
THE IRON VIRGIN (OPEN).
sailing to Dublin to join their corps, created such a
[From the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1886.]
fancy among them that they actually began to play at
football with it.
Mr. Bradlaugh is a widower. He livs with his
"You think that England..will eventually become a
daughters, two tall, ''good-looking, and lettered per- republic?"
sons, who share all the doctrins of the great Atheist
"Yes; undoubtedly; but when, I don't know-peragitator, and aid to blaze them forth in books and haps in ten years, perhaps in sixty."
"I do not quite see why the Radicals are so strong
orations.
"Well, .Mr: Bradlaugh," I began, "what do you against the queen, considering that she does not
think of the elections?"
,cr
seeni to cai:e much for the ai'istocracy, and mostly
11
"Well, sir," said he, "I don't think badly of them associates with her servants and such people."
after all, and if they are not better Mr. Pa~·nell ir:<. re''Did not your Southern planters think it useful to
sponsible for it. He is now Messrs. Parnell.. (;hm;- .now and then go among their slaves'!"
chill & Co. ·This is not merely a most nnl!"o"l.y alli"·what will be the effect of her majesty's death on
ance. It is a most foolish one, both for Ireland and the nation? "
England."
;
"None; what does she do ? "
..
" Were you not smpri.secl at seeing the long list of
" \Vill yon follow Mr. Gladstone if he comes to
Conservativs elected by London and many of t~r: ~lig office"? "
towns?"
·
:.
"Of course. \Ve differ, hut I like him."
"Not very. Mind, in most of the districts 1.·etel1'ecl
"W oulcl you follow Mr. Chamberlain?"
to the Tm'ies had their strongholds. Yet we hav
After a little hesitation, "Yes," was the reply.
tmnecl them out of not a few of them. Look at the
"Would you follow Lord Hartington? "
desperate contests in the metropolis alone, at ]/ins"Yes,"' was the immediate answer, and Mr. Braclbmy, at South St. Pancras, Bermonclsey, Southwa~·k, laugh added: "You niust hav noticed that I answered
,, ..
all. ending in om favor. Then consider this, tha~ t;he yom third query much quicker than yom second. I
Radicals had generally to fight it out single-ha.J:!clecl. must explain. Mr. Chamberlain would rush headThere is a break in the Liberal pa~·ty. The w,J:rigs long against om opponents.
Lord Ha~·tington
::.,..
. a~·e dead and gone, and Liberals do not all ag-ree. would cajole them. You a~·e straightforward people
Collect here in this room Mr. Gladstone, Lord jHar- on the other side of the· Atlantic, a:ri¢1. you will not,
tington, Mr. Chamberlain, and Mr. Goschen/ and perhaps, UJl;J.,- '
~this, but you ge\ more here by
there is haJ:cUy any subject on which they wouliiilliilillllj,iiJI.f·olP··
•ault."
rorcl."
with the chmch?"
(·

·~:·:~Jt::,.,

"Lea~e it ' alone for the present.
Parsons _hav
been doing '\iOnclerfu1 work fat us lately. If I had
laid out all the money needed to buy them off, I
could :Q.ot bav disestablished them at a faster rate;
Besides, there a~·e 21,000 of them, and it would be
stiff labor to work them out at a sti·etch."
" Will you sit this time in the House'? "
"I will."
" But then it might mea~ the use of strong measm·es, as you hav exhausted, I believe, all the legal
means."" Not at all. You a~·e mistaken."
As l was taking leave of him, Mr. Bradlaugh, assuming a most solemn tone, quite in dissonance with
the light one he had used, and 1·aising himself to his
full hight, said: "I am tired, fifty times more tired
than I can say, sir, of the struggle, but I mean and
tell you that somebody shall_ be made to pay for it
before it is over. ~cl mind, this is not confidential."

Notes From the Field.
To THE EDITOR OF TID: TRuTH SEEKER: I hav at
last got settled clo-wn to work in the self-appoint~cl
mission of canvassing· Illinois in the interests of the
Secula~· Union. And although I find it a difficult
task, and one that poorly remunerates the laborer,
yet I hav a la~·ge enough hope to believe that if we
cast om· bread upon the waters, we, or others who
come after us, shall reap the ha~-vest. Last week I
visited several small towns not fa~· from Chicago, and
lectmecl to small audiences with good results. Om
Liberal n'iencl, C. E. Tetley, of Hegewich, invited us .
to visit that place and giv the nativs one or two Liberal lectures. We very cheerfully accepted the invitation, and on the lOth anclllth inst. explained some
features of the Secular Union. It is a matter of regret that, among so many good Liberals as there are
here, none of them take any of the Liberal papers.
We hope that this may not be the case much longer.
We made the acquaintance of Peter Hill, Emest
Steller, H. Theclou, and J. Christ. The latter, I understand, makes no claims of relationship to the
Naza~·ene. On the 13th and 14th I spoke at Carpenters.ville. We shmuel doubtless hav had la~·ge
crowds to hea~· us had it not· been for the great snow
storm that was on, blocking up the roads.
We were kincUy entertained by Delos Dunton and
family. Our next stopping-place was Algonquin,
but as no hall could be had, we could not, of cmu·se,
hold forth. lVIr. Robert Phillips and family made us
welcome for the day, and on parting assm·ecl us
that the latch-string would always hang out for us.
At Dtmclee we were persuaded by William Smith,
a kind gentleman and genuin Liberal, to stop over for
a clay or two and giv a talk in his pa~·lor, which we
very cheerfully did. vV e formed the acquaintance of
several eainest, Freethinkers, and as many more who
made loud professions, but when the time came to
act were not to be found.
Notwithstanding this, I predict that Dundee will
hav a good Liberal society before many yea~·s. I am
soon to start on a long trip over the state, stopping
at the following places : Braidwood, Ga~·clner, Dwight,
Streator Va~·na, Lacon, Minonk, Dana, Bloomington,
Fa~·mer 'city, Clinton, Decatur, Assumption, Pana,
Shelbyville, l\'[atoon, Kinmundy, Centralia, Taillal·ay,
St. John's, Belleville, Carrolton, Whitehall, Franklin,
Gira~·cl, Aubmn; Petersbmg.
W. S. BELL.

Hard

U}lOil

Judge Benedict.

Those readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER who hav been
interested in the account of " Persecution in Australia" and who hav any sense of humor whatever,
cannot fail to see something grimly ludicrous in t!Ie
situation. Just think of it! Aft.er Judge Benedict
had made all sorts of effort to hav it appea1· that D.
1\i. Bennett was "obscene;" after he had lent himself
to the most outrageous perve~sion _of justice ev~r
known since the clays of Pontms Pilate, and sacnficed every principle of integrity, and decency, and
honesty for the sake of getting an Infidel into prison,
here comes a little whiffet of a collector, away clown
in Australia and. insists that the printed report of
the t1'ial of D. l\i. Bennett is "obscene." It would be
funny to know what Benedict _think_s of this state ~f
affairs, just as a matter of cm~ous mterest. I_s t!IIS
the rewa~·cl that Benedict has ea~·ned, after sam'ificmg
so much after all his labor and pains, after his success in ~anaging the trial all hi~ own way, so that his
victim had nothing to say about 1t whatever, no~v to be
informed by a contemptible cust?ms ?ollector m a remote corner of the worlcl that his tnal, the work of
his ow~ hands, whiqh he was at so much pains. to fix
1-ight, is obscene? ·well, well! What tmn will the
obscenity craze take next'?
ED. vV. CHAMBERLAIN.

----

The Promis of 188H.
Now the New Year is upon us with its promises. sublime,_
And we ask wl1at it will bring us down the ~orrrdor_s of ~rme?
Is there life within its waters ; is there healmg on rts wmgs.
And will wisdom and contentment come with other useful
Wn~?
·
Shall we d~n anew our armor, wipe the ru~t. from off our blade,
And o-o forth to fresh achievement in the !me of progress ~~de.?
Yea, tlwse shall come from etiorl, and our _joys be multiJ?hcd,
They are casual little blessings in tile commg d~ys descrre5l.
But the brio-htest n·ladclest promis of the happiest New r car
Is-A new 'ifrmTI~ SEEKEI~ A::s~UAL is shortly to appear.
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where stood the Iron Virgin, and when she had done the state .. and the church, givs the opinion that the
her work upon those who were delivered over to her government w~ch confirmed . ch'urch · nominations·
tender mercies, she let them fall with quick descent · could disciplin and dismiss. President Rocca acF 0 UN DE D BY D. M. BEN N E T T. '
and sudden plunge into the canal underneath, where cepted this opinion fi.S sotmd doctrin, and issued·.a
they floated to the Pegnitz, and from the Pegnitz to decree dismissing Dr. Clara. This was followed by a.
E. M. 1YlACDONALD,
Editor.
the
Rhine, and by the Rhine to the ocean. It is by .·sharp discussion in the press and also in Congress;. ·
C. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager.
" arguments" Sl\Ch all these that the chm·ch was where a resolution was ·introduced calling for !)ll the- . ·
PUBLISHED BY
built up and established. The Iron Virgin is no correspondence. Notwithstanding the decree, Dr.
THE-TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY. longer a factor in pohlmics, but her prototype, the Clara refused to accept his dismissal, and continued
· !lll Clfn&nn Pia"'"• New York.
Virgin Mary, still bears rule with an influence not less to exercise the functions of his priestly office. He·
PUBLISHED E'VERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. fatal to the mind than the embrace of the iron woman even issued a second pastoral, in which he asserted ·
in the tortl,lre-chamber of Nmemberg was· to the that it was his duty to obey instructions from Rome
Addn'ls all Cmnmuniwtions to THE TRUTH SEEKER body. The myth and the monument should go rather than the laws of the national government.
CO.MPANY. .Make all Dmjts, Checks, and Postal Orders together. T-hey should take their places in the muPeople are now divided into two parties, cle:ricaJ..
payable to CHARLES P. SO.MERB Y.
seums, there to stand as a warning and an admonition . and anti-clerical. Congress passed a bill, wlii~h had
against a revival or survival of the superstition and been introduced at a previous session, providing that
SATURDAY,
JANUARY 2, 1886.
brutality in which mankind has sunk under the con- in the school~ of the national capital there should .be
trol of religion and ignorance.
no sectarian test or teaching. In the discussion of Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEWALS, and we hope all
We like the pictme depa1·tment. Th.rough it we the budget of the minister of education and worship
will be prompt. If we !W:e to print pictmes this believe we can do a great amount of good. We think a hot debate took place on a section relating to th~
yea1·, the subscription list must be lengthened. pictmes also add to the attractivness of the paper, suppression of the seminaries for the education of
and, in conjunction with the able writers who freely priests, and Minister De Wild made it known that
We will renew one old subscription for a year,
giv their services to the cause, make THE ':(RuTH the president, by withholding supplies, was deterand send THE TRuTH SEEKER to one new subscriber SEEKER one of the best journals on the continent, and mined "to press the question to the point of sepal·afor a year, for $5. Will not everyone, in renew- worthy the support of every Freethinker. Of comse tion of chmch and state.
we hav not reached perfection in this, the first numDr. Maltera, the apostolic delegate, anathematized
ing, try to get a new subscriber?
ber,
nol'hav
we
attained
om
ideal.
Like
almost
the
normal school at Cordova, of which Miss Clara
.And in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRUTH
everything else, the a1·tistic work for Freethought must .Armstrong, an .American lady and a Protestant, was
SEEKER ANNUAL for 1886.
grow. Never before in this country, until THE TRUTH directress j and having been requested by Miss .ArmSEEKER began, has the a1·tist's pencil supplemented strong to remove the anathema, consented on condiThe Truth Seeker.
the Freethought writer's pen, and we find that artists tion that she secme certain pledges from the minister ·
A Happy New Yea1· to om fl'iends, and many of capable of aiding in this work are very few. But they of worship. This she attempted to do, but was
them! May peace and prospel'ity "be and abide will grow to it, and if we al'e supported by Olll' sha1·ply reprimanded by the minister, who told her
with you all now and forevermore !" as the ministers friends, the fruits of their growth will be gathered that the government employed her to. tea<;h sciences,
for these columns. And right here we acknowledge and that Dr. Maltera had no authority to interfere.
say.
The minister called upon Dr. Maltera for an exTHE TRUTH SEEKER makes its New Yea1·'s calls this with t:Sanks the promis of $15 from Mr. Charles Eckyea1· in a new clress. The old one was so badiy worn hart and the payment of $1 by Mrs. Slenker toward planation of his interference with the laws and
that it had to be cast aside, though we can ill spa1·e the illustrations. This is pleasant indeed, and we authorities of the country, and as the explanations
hope others may be induced by their example to aid were not made, the minister sent the apostolic delethe money the new one cost.
In this number also we begin the publication of a little-at least to the _extent of getting a new sub- gate his passports and required him to leave the
cotmtry within twenty-fom homs. The order was
pictmes. That on the first page is from the a1·tist scriber.
The a1·ticles in this number of THE TRuTH SEEKER complied· with.
who on previous occasions has done such good ser"It is quite probable," writes Mr. Osborn, our
vice with his pencil. The Iron Virgin cuts a1·e from a1·e exceptionally good. What a magnificent tribute
photographs brought from Nuremberg by Mr. Charles is. that of Colonel Ingersoll to Elizm Wright-of minister at Buenos Ayres, in his last dispatch,•" that
Eckhart, and engraved for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. tender gTeatness to heroic worth ! . The other ·com- the president sent in a message asking Congress to
The picture on the last page is from a French book, munications are also of sterling merit. Everyone tells approve a call for a convention to amend tht:I.WRs-~-
"Gros-Jean et Son Cme," published by the''Libraire something new, or teaches some useful lesson. The tution in order to relieve the state from the•chmch."
One of the ea1·ly incidents of the strnggle was a
A.nticlericale," of Paris. These pictmes, with perhaps "Letters from Friends" a1·e va1·ious as the expe1ithe exception of the Iron Virgin, need no comment. ences of the writers, and each is the honest thought procession of more than one thousand ladies of the.
This Virgin is a relic of the Inquisition-of those of an honest man or woman. Woman, too, is strongly first families of Buenos Ayres, which ma1·ched to the
'times when the Oillistian chmch had full control of defended and represented in this issue of the paper, Senate and presented a petition, signed exclusivly by
the world. At present she stands beneath the town and we are vain enough to think that in THE TRUTH women, praying for the rejection of a pending bill,
ah·eady passed by the lowe~· house, which prohi~ted
hall of Nmembe:rg, Bavaria, in a vaulted chamber en- SEEKER, of all jomnals, she finds her best friend. ·
Considering· everything, we a1·e satisfied that we the teaching of religious dogmas in common schools.
tirely dug out of the living rock, except the roof,
which is formed of hewn stone. On the opposit wall, begin 1886 in good style. We shall continue to im- A vote was immediately taken by "smart judg~ent;'
and the bill was rejected by one vote.
suspended by an iron hook, is a lamp, which, when prove as the means present.
This account, condensed from Mr. Osborn's rei)orts.
lighted, shows the goodly proportion!' of "Om Lady."
On the instant of touching a spring the image flings
The Catholics and Public Schools.
by the Sun's Washington correspondent, needs but
open its arms, which resemble the doors of a cupThe people of the Argentine Republic hav recently little comment. It is but cumulativ testimony .
boa.rd, and which, as may be seen, a1·e stuck full on had an issue forced upon them very similar to the issue that the Catholic chmch is inimical to every governthe inside with poniards, each about a foot in length. just met by the French government. The popula- ment that is not subservient to the pope. The stateSome of these knives, it will be noticed, a1·e so placed tion of the .Argentine Republic is mo~tly Roman Oath- ment of Clara that he considered it his duty to obey
as to enter the eyes of those whom the image enfolded olic. Nunneries a1·e the principal product of this re- instrnctions from Rome rather than the laws of the
in its embrace; others a1·e set so as to penetrate the ligion in the country. Popular education is very country, is conclusiv upon this. .And Cla1·a is but
ea1·s and brain, and others to pierce the breast. The poor, and but a few yea1·s ago only twenty-eight one instrnment Otlt of millions the pope uses. We
person upon whom all other means except reason had thousand out of a population of about two millions are having in this count1:y the 13ame interference with
been exhausted, and -who still refused to be a Cath- could write. Lately, however, the governll!ent has om· public schools, and upon .Americans is botmd_ to
olic, would be lecl along the tortuous passage and established normal schools and imported· teachers, come sooner or later the strnggle now going on in
ushered into this vault, where the first object to gTeet mostly ladies; froni this cotmtry. A majority of these this South A.me1ican republic. ']'he Catholic chmch
his eye, the pale light of the lamp falling upon it, -teachers are Protestants. This process of education is the stronghold of treason, and she is undermining·
would be the Iron Virgin. He was bidden to stand has been going on for some · yea1·s, under the consti- our state through her priests. Pa1·ochlal schools are
in front of the image. The spring was touched by tution adopted in 1862, which guarantees freedom of going lip all over the country, in which children of
the executioner, the Virgin flung open her arms, and t~e press, of religion, of association, of education, Roman Catholic parents are being instrncted in their
the wretched victim was forced between them. .An- and equality before the law.
cluk:\, to Rome before their country. It is only a
· year the serpent appeared, and the serpent's few vf~eks since, at the dedication of a parochial school
other spring was then touched, the Virgin closed
L ast
upon her victim; a strong wooden beam, fastened at religion was Roman Catholicism. A series of dis- in St. Louis, for the completion of which nine hunone en~ of the wall by a movable joint, the other patches hav "been received by the secretary of state clred scholars had been waiting unschooled, the Romagainst the doors of the iron image, was worked by a o£ t h is country, which describe the fight now being· ish · orator said:
·,,_ :r;ie Catholic people of America are not here on tolerance,
screw j and as the beam was pushed out, the spiky waged in the .Argentine Rermblic between the gova:,«~m.~JJY seem to suppose; they are here heirs to that freedom
arms of the Virgin slowly but iiTesistibly closed upon
ernment and the chmch. As long ago as April, 1884, purchased by our fathers, and they are entitled to equal
the man, goring him with their ponia1·ds. When the Dr. Cla1·a, a Catholic ecclesiastic and acting bishop at rights witll all men, and if one of these rights is taken from
unbeliever was silenced, if not convinced, it was not Cordova, issued a pastoral letter prohibiting, among us, all are in danger. The Catholics aTe robbed of their
necessary that the executioner should put himself to other things, the sending d'£ Catholic children to rights in this matter of schools, and I clE;mand for them the
the trouble of making the Virgin unclasp the mangled sch ools where Protestant teachers were employed. 'total abolition of the school system (as it exists), ll:\ld in its
stead that the state pay to the church out of the school fund
carcass of her victim; provision had been made for its
The national government, consideL-ing it an act of an amount commensurate with the number of her children;
quick and secret disposal. At the touching of a third disrespect and insubordination, took the matter up, and proportionate to the whole amount collected for school
spring the floor of the image slid aside, and the body and after the exchange o~ several notes between the purposes."
of the victim dropped down the mouth of a perpen- minister of ed<ncation, the gove;··.,-,r of the. p.rovince
Up in New Hampshire, a pm-itanical state where
dicular shaft i.n the rock. Looking down thif! pit, one of Cordova, and Dr. Clara, :refer.•
·· ;.f.torney- Roman Catholics a1·e ineligible to state offices,- the
can see at a great depth the shimmer of the water. general for his opinion. The
...ri~;st of a city endeavored· to hav himself elected, to
A callal had been made to flow underneath the vault long report giving a full re•
>chool boa1·d, that he might nm the schools. He

'

THE' 'l.'RUTE
f5liled; and to be revenged he has built :. parochial .
school alnwst in his own door-yard, and with5Jrawn
all the Catholic scholars from the public schools. He
proposes, through his power over the Irish and
.French voters, to force the city' to giv him a per capita share of the school fund raised by taxation.
There are but few things in the world more cer~ tain than that Roman Catholicism Will ruin this conntry if unopposed by true Secular methods:

Where Was God~
On Friday, Dec. 18th, near Wilkesbane, Pa.,
twenty-three men and boys were imprisoned by a
ca:ve,ill at the Nanticoke mine of the Susquehanna
, Coal CompaJ;Iy; Within forty-eight homs the mine
· was filled with water and gas. fumes.
These men and boys are all dead__:_either drowned
or suffocated. There was no earthly help for them.
All that man can do is to dig out the remains.
The little village of Nanticoke is made up of coalminers and their familie~. It is impossible; say the
dispatches to the daily press, to describe the conster-nation, the dismay, the agony, of the smviving friends
of the dead miners. The whole population was· out
on the streets discussing in the wildest manner the
situation, and exclamations of despair and cries of
agony were heard on every street corner and in almost every household. Relativs of the unfortunate
miners were in the wildest agony, and several were
seized with convulsions.
Aloft, above the blue of the heavens, say the Christians, on a golden throne sits an omniscient and omnipotent· God. Being omniscient, ..he knew of the
cave-in. Being omnipotent, he had the power to save
the men.
Why didn't he do it?
~------~~-------

Agnosticism in a Chicago Court. ·
The oath question has come up in a practical shape
~-.\Illinois, and the Supreme Court of that state will be

SEEKER,

and 1848 guaranteed religious free!lom. Thls was
opposed by the common law. The. Pilgrim fathers
came to this country because they: wished to be freed
from the exaction of the common law. They wanted
freedom to worship as they deemed, best. Tj:J.e devel~
opment of knowledge and science produced Atheists,
and a form: of affirmation was m!),de to suit ·their cases.
Dming the past fifty years there had arisen a large
group who were called Agnostics.
They did not
know whether there was any God or not, but be there
one or be there none, they would act in accordance
with the dictates of their own consciences.
After showing that all the cases cited were decided
under the constitution of 1848, which without doubt
refused the testimony of those "who did not believe in
God, Mr. Prussifig said :

bear his expenses in th~se debates, and, allowing- it aUto be
as Mr. Geddes says, Mr. Jamieson can only be blamed for not
notifying the Freethiii.kers that he would hav to be remunerated. But let us hear Mr. Jamieson's side of the story.

lN protesting against the confiscation of Mormon property
by the United States, '~Monsignor X" in Liberty once more
shows his hatred toward the Freethinkers by saying :
"Where are the so-called Liberal papers while this infamy
is going on? From the newspapers, those professional public harlots, I expect nothing. But where are Wakeman,
Palmer, Ingersoll, Underwood, and the rest? One man,
Horace Seaver of the Investigator, has indeed spoken, and
says substantially, 'Go for them, Grover!' . Shame on you,
Seaver, and all your hypocritical tribe! Your 'Freethought'
is a lie from top to bottom."
If Mr. Appleton will take up his TRUTH SEEKER of December 19th, he will find a very energetic editorial protest against
the confiscation-about the .first protest in the country, and
two weeks ahea(l of our Anarchistic antagonist. We strongly
suspect, however, that no number of Freethought protests
"In 1868 Robert G. Ingersoll was the chief law officer of would induce Mr. Appleton to forego his fortnightly growl
the state of Illinei~-its attorney-general. He made there- at Freethi~ers.
mark that if he was the sole witness of a most diabolical
IN one way this half-holiday reform may hav an important
murder, the assassin would go unhung and unpunished, because under the laws of the state its attorney-general would bearing upon the question of opening museums, etc., on Sunday. It is now argued that working people hav no oppornot be competent as a witness bicause he did not believe in a tunity to visit such places, and that the msthetic and educaGod. The effect of this reuuirk, and the wide discussion tional advantages to be derived from pictures and statuary
which followed, was seen in the constitution of 1870, and the can only be secured to them on Sund11y. But if people of the
blot was forever effaced from the statutes of the state. The working classes generally cease work on Saturday at noon,
Bill of Rights, in the constitution of 1870, says: 'And rro .this argument will loEe its force.-N. Y. Tr1:bune.
The Tribune is mistaken. As we hav before this pointed
person shall be denied any civil or political right, privilege, or
capacity on account of his religious opinions.' In his capac- out, should all shops and stores close at 12M. Saturdays, the
time is not sufficient to enable the workmen to reach home,
ity as a witness he was protected by the constitution."
change their clothes, and visit the museums. The museums
Judge Shepard said the que~tion was one of great must be open on Sundays for the laborers to derive any benimportance, and should teceive longer study. If the efit from them.
position of the defense was correct, a large number
THE Boston correspondent of the Evangelist reports that a
of people would be. incapacitate~witnesses. He week or two since, }fayor Grace of this city wrote to ·Mayor
was inclined to the belief that the cons~ion of 1870 O'Brien, of Boston, inquiring as to the advisability of openstepped in to aid this class of persons. · He would ing the Metropolitan JHuseum of Arts and Natlu·aJ History on
decide that Prussing was competent to testify. The the Sabbath; to which the Boston mayor, after proper
defense noted an exception, and the question will go inquiry, made answer that keeping open the Boston i\T useum
of Fine Arts on Sunday had proved entirely satisfactory to
to the Supreme Court of Illinois.
the trustees, and explained that the Sunday attendance was

Good-Night and All Hail.
DEC. 31, 1885.
As voyagers, standing on. the after~d~k
Of ocean-ship at evening, see their wake
Lit up by setting sun, while crystals fleck
The rolling' waves that into brilliants break;
So do we, giti;ing o'er the year just past,
Discern its tide made radiant with that sun
Whose beaj]J.S are on the troubled billows cast
In kind word spoken and in good deeds done;
And, missing shadows in its golden light,
We say: Ah, glad Old Year, good-night, good-night.
JAN. 1, 1886.
And now 'tis morning; there is light ahead;
The sun new-risen sheds its rays again.
The dead shall chant the requiem of the dead,
The living sing forever life's refrain.
The old is gone, and, weeping, all the earth
Hath said "Farewell! " The newer day is here.
Let _Captain Time with joy record the birth,
While all the voyagers to its name giv ear ..
That name is PROGRESS. Let no mortal fail
To say: "Ah, glad New Year, aJ! hail, all hail!

<dled upon to decide whether an Agnostic is a competent witness. On the 21st ult. Robert Hertel was
being tried in Chicago. Mr. Eugene Prnssing was
an essential witness, and the prosecution would fail
without hi~ evidence. When he was called Hertel's
'---~----~
counsel; 1\ofr. Dikeman, interrogated him :
Mr. Dikemall:; Do Y••U believe in the inspiration of the
Holy Scriptures~
lHr .. Prussing: No, sir.
Dikeman: Do you believe in the ever-living God?
Prussing: No, sir.
Mr. Dikeman then claimed that under the laws of
Illinois 1\ofr. Pmssing was not a competent witnesS,
and read the the statute, the constitution, and several
rulings upon the question.
The state's attorney and
Judge. Shepard were both taken by smprise, and the
question was held under advisement.
The next morning Mr. Prussing, with an armful of
law books, entered. the court room. Judge Shepard
said that he regTet'ted that he had been unable to find
Editmial Notes.
·authorities which fully satisfied his mind, and he
THE disappointment complained of in .the following letter
would like to hear argument. Judge Shepard asked . from one of our correspondents· can possibly be allayed by
Mr. p 1ussing: f
l\'Ir .. Jamieson:
"DELAVAN, MINN., Dec. 10, 1885.
Do you believe in an overruling Providence, call it by what"MR. EDITOR: Last whiter Mr. w. F. Jamieson delivered
ever name you please, God or anything else, which makes a two courses of .lectures in Delavan. Again, in the month of
man accountable in a future existence for sins and crimes June, he gave lectures at lVIapleton, Sterling, and Good
Thunder. His lectures were well attended and well supcommitted here?
ported throughout. The Liberals were extremely well
Mr. Prussing: I hav no positiv belief in the existence of a pleased with Mr. Jamieson, and he in turn appeared to enjoy
God. My position is that I do not know whether God exists his visit to this vicinity very much, remarking to a number,
or not. I neither affirm nor deny that proposition.
before leaving, that he was never better used by any people
Judge Shepard: Do you believe in a future state of exist- than by tlre Liberals of this section. Before leaving, Mr.
Jamieson arranged a discussion with Elder Hill, an Adventence?
·
ist preacher, who preaches at Good Thunder. Everybody
li'Ir. Prussing: I neither affirm nor deny it. I simply do not looked forward to the discussion with more than ordinary inknow.
tere')t, as Elder Hill is quite an able debater, and of course :QO
Judge Shepard: Do you believe in any future state of ex- one doubted that Mr. Jamieson would make it lively for
istence in which you may be punished fo_r the sins or crjmes him At the last moment Elder Hill received a letter from
· ·
li'Ir. Jamies·on saying that unless he would agree to charge an
committed in this world?
.
ent ance fee he would decline the discussion.
Prussing: I simply do not kno.w anythin; ·about it.
' Now,Mr. Jamieson cannot but know that this was equivJudge Longnecker, for the prosecution: "' '. you consider a]. t to declining the debate, for the Adventists never ask
Ol; siders to help defray their expenses. Had Mr. Jamieson
the oath required of you binding on your cou~-jence?
·
I l
"ul
~,
ir ormed his Libera~ friends that it would be necessary for
Mr. P russmg:
co, most certal Y·
tl~em to bear his expenses, the amount could easily hav been
Defendant's Counsel: What is the test by which you feel rltised and the appointment kept. Some of the Liberals deyour conscience bound?
clare that they would sooner hav paid the whole- bill themMr. Prussing: Because the oath is prescribed by law and selvs than hav had a backdown before the church people. By
the statutes of the state. None other.
this strange conduct of Mr. Jamieson, the Freethinkers hav
been made the laughing-stock of the comimrnity. Whenever
Counsel for the defendant argued against the com- an Infidel opens his mouth now, he is met with the taunting
petency of Mr. Prussing; reading copiously from the query, 'How about the great Infidel debate?' If this is the
way we are to be used by our lecturers, what can we expect
constitution of the state and decisions of various in the way of advance?
cases, and called particular attention to the fact that
"Inclosed you will find a copy of the answer to Mr.
Mr. Prussing admitted that the only test of his re- Jamieson's backdown by Elder Hill, and published by the
Mankato Fne P1·ess, which I hope you will find space to
sponsibility was that he would not commit p~~jm-y, print along ~ith what I hav written. By so doing you will
and thus lay himself liable or amenable to thel~_~:.Jtate gr~atly oblige many subscri1Jers to your valuable paper.
'
(;;"
.
"JAMES GEDDES."
law.
'
\;;
lVIr. Geddes writes rather harshly, b'ut is not so severe as the
·~Mr. Prussing made an 3'tgument on his own behalf. minister, whose lP.tter we hav no room to print. As :M:r.
He asserted that the constitutions of Illinois of :Jfl8 .Jlnnieson is a poor man, it can hardly be expected he can
./

>.~L\
.. \.'

chiefly from classes who could not leave their work on week
days, parents and children ·attending together, and that the
visitors were in general an orderly, qujet, and well behavc~l
people.
" ONE of the nicest story-books for children that we hav
seen," says the Fall River 1'imes, "is entitled, ' The Story
Hour,' by Miss Susan H. Wi~on, of this city. We hav nbt
had time to giv it careful examination, but a cursory glance
satisfies us that it is one of the best books for the little folks
that is in the market."
AcooRD.ING to t]l(} Liberal Club program, the Rev. lHr.
Lloyd is to occupy the evening of Jan. 29th, and the birthday
celebration of Thomas Paine will be deferred until the Sunday evening following. It would be more in consonance
with eternal fitness if the dates of those two events were
transposed.
THE Marquis of Lome, Colonel Ingersoll, .lHillionaries
Astor and Carnegie, an Irish member of Parliament elect,
John Boyle O'Reilly, Cassius M. Clay, Sir John Macdonald,
and Frank B. Sanborn hav articles in the January number of
the North American Revie'W.
"\V. H. BuRR, of Washington, has in press a pamphlet with
this title: "Bacon and Shakespere: Proof that William
Shakspere could not write. The sonnets written by Francis
Bacon to the Earl of Essex and his bride, A. D. 1590. Bacon
identified as the concealed Poet Ignoto, A.D. 1589-1600."
THE late king of Burmah, the wicked and wily 'l'hcebaw,
was a Sunday-school scholar, educated by a missionary of
the Church of England, Dr. :l\Iarks, of the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel, and was at one time a promising
pupil.
GEonm: PADDD!GToN, of Fresno City, Cui., w!nts a copy of
Tmc 'l'HUTH SEEKEI~ of date of October 3d. Not having one
to spare at the office, we giv his desire this pnblieity that
some charitably disposed person may relieve him.
TIIE Jlo111e Advocrtte, of :iHapleton, Iowa,. announees itself
as the champion of Freethought. No donbt the .Advocatf can
do a great deal of· good in its state, and we eongratulat.e the
editor on his adherence to liberty.

An Answer at Last.
li't·om Liberty.
The New York Tl!UTII SEEKEl~ makes an effort to answer
"X's" editorial ''Institution-Ridden." Doubtless "X"
will giv this effo~t due and satisfactory attention hereafter.
l\Ieantime I may remark TnE TimTn SEEKEH's statement that
when the Anarchist proposes to hnprision a thief without his
consent, he proposes to set up an institution as really a government as any we now hav. Now, it seem~ to .me that .i~tst
the opposit is the truth, and that the Anarchist, m proposmg
to imprison t!w thief without his consent. is fightii~g precisely
on the line of no-o·ovcrnment. Why? Because m the case
supposed the thief is the government.
MT. Tuck~T is developing Temarkable powers al:l tt
humorist. He cannot mean this as a serious argument; It must be a joke.

SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of
the books we hav for. sale. The catalog is sent free
to any addl'ess upon application.
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SAN FRANcrsco, CAL., Nov. 26, 1885.
EDITOR : Inclosed you will find the name and address
of a new subscriber to your· valuable paper.
·
I am writing these lines on Thanksgiving day, and,taking
:a retrospectiv view of the past year, I fail to see that I hav
:anything to be particularly thankful for, unless it be the
physical benefit I hav derived from following the advice laid
down in that valuable little book, "Directions for Cleansing
the Blood," by Prof. Nathaniel N. Pierce, a notice of which
I first saw in THE TIWTII SEEKER. At that time I was suffering from a severely acute attack of sciatica, and was under
the care of three well-known physicia:ps, whose nostrums I
swallowed and whose advice I was guided by in every way
without obtaining any relief. I dispensed with their services,
and after trying Profes3or Pierce's "Hot-water Cure" for
about four weeks, I experienced decided relief, and at the
expiration of about four months was eiJ.tirely cmivalescent.
I am not writing with any idea of puffing Professor Pierce,
but in the hope that it may chance to meet thetiye of some
other sufferer who, following my example, may experience
the same relief that I)lav. Wishing your paper every sucW. C. LYoN.
cess,
I remain,
~IR.

BELLEVILLE, KAN., Nov. 22, 1885.
Mu. EDrron: We hav just had the pleasure of listening to a
few lectures by that able and logical reasoner, Mr. J. L. ADdrew. His subjects were, "Modern Infidelity," "Christianity and Modern Civilization," and "Liberty and Law." To
say they· were ably handled would scarcely do justice to the
speaker. His logic is clear, forcible, unanswerable. No
cant, ridicule, or bitter sarcasm escaped his lips, but a calm,
convincing flood of arguments flowed so easily forth that the
mind of the listener became fairly bewildered. He is surely
doing much good, and is eminently capable of confounding
the defenders of orthodoxy, and should, if possible, be kept
constantly at work in the Liberal field.
His audiences, when here, were quite small, owing principally to shortness of time and imperfect circulation of notices
of the meetings. We hope at no very distant day to again
listen to ~Ir. Andrew while he is inspir(ld by:the presence of
crowded houses.
Yours,
Du. H. PATRICK.
ALEXANDinA, 0NT., Dec. 14, 1885.
JHu. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for my TRUTH SEEKEH. If,
'1n consequence of its being illustrated, it costs more, I will
remit the balance.
I hope it will be illustrated, and the
more of the right kind of pictmes the better. I don't care
how much more it may cost, but am sorry to say I am not in
a position to canvass. The locality is not favorable and my
occupations are too great. Work, work, and work, in a
busy office every moment of six days in the week, and I
most always hav to put in a good clay's work on the seventh
to catch up, as my occupations are too much for one, and
not quite enough to demand an assistant, and I am one of the
kind of men that cannot bear neglect of duties.
The best I can do for your paper is to giv it away as soon
as I hav read it. I hav a pretty good opportunity to do so,
being in a railroad depot; besides, I often mail it to parties
I imagin may thereby be induced. to subscribe, but what the
result is of my distributing my paper in these ways I never
know. However, it is the best I can do. I do it with a
good intention and some hopes it may do good to your paper
in particular and to the cause of universal mental liberty in
general. If the paper is illustrated I will hav ·still more confidence in its mission work, and will realize more pleasure in
dispersing the papers. I attended part of the Albany Convention; sickness prevented me from attending all. the meetings. You will probably remember me asking you if you
were .!VIr. Macclonalcl, at the entrance of the hall, in the afternoon of the first day. I lieard Mr. Palmer deliver his lecture,
" The Aristocrat." It is certainly a very good lecture, but it
would take a good many such lectures to wake up the people
to the fact that the morals of the people are being led in the
wrong direction, and that the treasures of the world are being
amassed into the wrong chest. Consequently, though I considered the lecture very entertaining, I was hardly satisfied
with its occ«pance of that valuable time. I do not grumble,
but I think and bav feelings like all men, and I am disposed,
if you will allow., to giv my fellow-readers of TriE Tnunr
SEEKER an idea of the impression I got at the Convention.
I saw :iHr. lVIitchell, and bought his papers and read them.
In my estimation the man or woman that finds any objectionable reading in JHr. Mitchell's paper is nothing short Of a
bigot. If such pretended Freethinkers as those who bitterly
denounced lHitchell's paper are, as they claim, emancipated
from slavish prejudice, I don't want to knDw or see anything like what they must hav been in the first place. But
while I see no objectionable reading in lVIr. ~iitchell's Reformer, I consider it a dead failure, as it advocates some principles that cannot and will not be listened to for probably fifty
or a hundred years to come. I believe 1\'Ir. lVIitchell a v~ry
good man; in fact, I believe his only fault is being too good
for this Christian community of strife, ambition, and "selfish.
ness, but tmder existing circumstances I don't like him as an
editor, and furthermore I did not like to see him sell his paper
there. It gave llim a degraded appearance that brought discredit on him. While I see nothing bad in 1\'Ir. Mitchell's
paper, I cannot help approving of Mr. Palmer's note in the
press stating that it was not the organ of the association. I
think such a notice was needed. Mr. Palmer, I consider a
very able man, but I would as soon read his lecture as hear
him deliver it. I was well pleased with Mrs. Krekel's speech.
She is an able speaker, and I always like to hear an intelligent woman speak in public anyway. Dr. Brown entertained me very much. I don't call him an orator, lmt he is a
genial, pleasap.t gentleman. I also took a great fancy to lVIr.

It is safe to say t~at the reverend pulpit-pounder ha<l :beeJ:l (
grossly slandering the devil up -there at Nashville'.. Probably/
he had been giving the people large chunks of Genesis, and';
poor Leviticus went wild at the thought of Deuteronomy, and I
when he got his blood up, tllere was a hasty Exodus of-large
Numbers of that congregation. This crazy man deserves -·
much sympathy. A heavy load of guilt rests on his parents.
People who can in cold blood condemn one of their own
progeny to wear the name of Leviticus in broad daylight, can
never expect to hav anything better than a second-hand
jewsharp to play on when they get ·up there near the great
white throne.
But seriously, this Grinnell ought to be "captured and confined before doing any [inore] serious damage."
If Leviticus ever recovers his wits, he ought to apologize
to his Satanic majesty for declaring in public that he (oldNick) looks like J. Methodist preacher.
·
:
·
About how many years is it likely that the queer old .gentleman from "way down in Maine" will. keep on whining;
about the Albany Convention affair that invested him with
a little notoriety? In TnE TRUTH SEEKER of December.
19th, the queer old gentleman said he was " proud to say
that he " sold a very grand poem, entitled, ' The Reign of
Love and Freedom,'" etc. I imagin that a majority of THE
TRUTH SEEKER readers are willing to take his word for what
grandeur there may be in that poem, without hankering ex- .
cessivly for the sight of a-copy. But in the postscript to the
queer old gentleman's letter, we get a little of his superlativly
pure . and only genuin Liberalism, the Liberalism .·of a
"World's Reformer."
He says : " Why were the inspired pages of THE TRUTH
SEEKER soiled with the account of that trickster and fraud,
Truesdell?"
I a~ glad to know that the pages of your paper are not inspired, and I hav utterly .failed to ·see where and when it has
been proved that Truesdell is a trickster and fraud.
·
Begin with the New Year and giv us something new, SewMINNEAPOLis, KAN., Dec. 18, 1885.
arc!, and leave out the inspiration. We can get enough of
~lR. EDITOR: We hav just had a course of lectures delivered that in the Bible.
N. G. W.
by the successful lecturer John E. Remsbmg. The scholarly
arguments and pleasing style of this gentleman won him
RocHES'l'ER, N. H., Dec. 20, 1885.
many admirers here. His arguments are logical, convincing,
MR. EDITOH: As yet I hav not read Remsburg's " Bible
unanswerable; his style plain, pathetic, eloquent, and full of 1\'Iorals" or "Sabbatlr-Breaking," therefore inclosed you will
happy surprises. He is just the man for the work in which find amormt for the sar:pe, as I would very much like to
he is engaged. The Liberal world can justly feel proud of peruse them. Remsburg is a noble, brave warrior. How I
such an advocate of freedom. His lectures Iiere were pre- should like to hav him go through New England on a lectureminently gratifying to .Liberals, and we hav consummated ar- ing tour; it would do an immense good. The large and betrangements to hav him here again at an early date.
ter class are ready to listen to, such a lecturer. Church
.!VIr. Remsburg was to giv us lectures on tire following elates, going is an old, worn-out entertainment. We hav lots' of
Dec. 14th, 16th, and 17th, but, owing to influences from churches, but as a rule very thinly attended ; we hav four
which we ·could not emerge, we were cheated ou't of his lect- Protestant and two Catholic churches in Rochester, but
ure "Bible Morals," which was to hav been given on the 16th. when Colonel Ingersoll lectured to us last month we had
The Opera House had been engaged by the county for a term
more to hear him than all the Protestant churches combined
of district court, but, upon the assurance of the judge that can get out on Sunday. His subject was, "Myth and
··
there would be no night session, we engaged . the house for
lVIiracle," and he handled it most grandly; thej~BJ.ill!S~
the respectiv dates. above mentioned. On the 15th lVIr. Remsleft was so good that people even now !JXt',, not done comburg delivered his lecture, "Sabbath-Breaking," to a large
menting upon it. One of the clergy:inen undertook to reply
and appreciatiy audience. Next morning the judge seemed
to it, and in regard to " Myth " agreed with the colonel ; then
to hav been informed the nature of the lectures he h~d given
he tackled "Miracle," but made a poor job of it. Well!
way too, and he at once expressed his disapproval of such
·what about illustrating our Bible? I am a little ·afraid that
arguments, saying '' that they were intended to break down insome of your readers do not realize what it will cost to do it ;
stitutions under which we had lived peaceably for hundreds of·
neither do I, but I do know that it will cost a goodly sum;
years." This man, like many other dwarf-minded judges, debut, however, if it can be done, I should be as glad as any
lights to assume a haughty air of importance and "bullone of your readers, and will hold myself in readi!:ress to do
headedness." He concluded to hold court on the night of the
my share as far as my circumstances will admit. Yours for
16th, and all the angels of hell could not persuade him to keep
truth and progress.
E. J. Foss.
his word of assurance to the contrary. We tried him, but all
our appeals were in vain. He held his court, and our lecture
for that night had to be omitted. Happily for us, the court
NoRTHFIELD, MINN., Dec. 14, 1885.
1\'In. EDIToR: The closing of the old year and the dawnin!!:
docket was exhausted-early next morning, and we became in full
.
~
of the new reminds me qf my duties, and one of my duties is
possession of the house, and had the lecture, "False Claims,"
on .the 17th. The so-called judge was actuated in his course to help your paper spread the light, tl;tat others may see the
road that leads to a better and happier life to-day, " and tothrough malice aforetlrought, premeditated and pre-existing
··
day when to-morrow comes still."
prejudices, which are the highest qualities of an CJrthodox
judge. Such a prejudiced mind is placed into power in this
The grand old TnuTH SEEKEH has stood like the giant
district to mete out justice. A pretty spectacle, indeed, but oak, immovable, unyielding to the storms and threatened
destruction by its opponents, the enemy of truth, when I"t was
such may be expected from those who are reared by orthodox
creed. We hav a board of school directors here, also, of the yet but a mere twig in the battle of existence; when it was
same faith. We first thought to ~av our lecture in a school- left as it were like a ship in mid-ocean without a rudder,
room of capacious size, which had for some weeks been used the captain hurled behind the prison bars to swamp him and
fur Methodist revival powwows, but, upon inquiry, were i!l' the paper, if it were possible; but stalwart men with earnest
formed that the school-room could not be had for suc,l,l <:·1)ur~ hearts stood at tlie helm until all was safe. And to-day THE
""
TnuTn SEEKER stands a living monument/with no fear or
poses-Infidel lectures. Our schools are orthodOx,. t,Qo. ''''~'the
Bible is a text-book in them, and the Lqf<l's Pray.er is r{J- danger of being crushed for its bold defiance to assert its
quired to be repeated every mornink';-'b)T ~uvenil c;lasses. right to liv and proclaim its messages to the world. I feel
This prayer is not only repeatt:)cl lly tfiem,,but, tlley ar~;n·e- like exclaiming, as did a reverend the other night at the dedquired to place their hands,togethelr; poif!.e them a.:~.ont;"¢ast ication of the Young ~len's Christian' Association building,
·
·
··
·""} ·
" I feel like congratulating myself that I am here." I ,feel
their eyes aloft, and ..assu.m~: a gh. astly aspilc~h,th.en IIi:~' ncert
like congrat,ulating mvself that I am Oil board TirE T~u'I'II
repeat the words, imitating as near as possi le the faei \,ex~
~
J
'"
.pressions of a teac)ier standing before them in this aw · ·a;tti.: SEEKEH on a life voyage.
tude. And p.otwifJistanding all these disgusting scenes i
Tile closing of this year reminds me, too, of the events that
public schools ~orne Liberals think we are advancing.
hav occured, the great changes that .hav taken place in the
;Libe,rals should awaken from their conser:vativness,
death of so many of the great men. And our heroes, one by
take a bold and fearless stand for the right. Get up a clu in one they fall, like autumn leaves, to be numbered among the
·
·
1
j)ast. And how sudden was the exit of soine, almost " I"n tl1e
every town, village,
an d hanil et. E mploy lect;urers,
ma;ke
the. lectures free to the public, and thereby make the cow- twinlde of an eye!" Wonder if these are the "judgment
munity better. to liv in. For every lectuter we hav to-day clay?" And yet the world moves on as though nothing had
there should be a htindred more. G!v steady work to a thou- happened. But to our world much has happened, and more
·
be long
reinembered by many as not
sand lecturers, men and women,. for ten
years, and. we will is missed, and 1885 "'I"ll
"
~
a
very"
Happy
New
Year."
But
such is life; we know not
hav a happier and better people everywhere.
what the-morrow may bi·ing forth.
W AHREN REED.
\
In THE TRUTir'SEEKEH of November 28th I read: "Shall we
Burin OAK, ·Mwn., Dec. 24, 1885.
hav pictures? First page to be wholy devoted, with several
lVIu. Em'l'OH: Last week one· of our local papers contained others about half the size on different pages."
the following: "At a revival meeting of the Nashville (Barry
Why, ~Ir. Editor, what are you going to do with all the incounty) Methodist Episcopal church, the othe·r night, Levit~· ,tellectual material that stamps upon the brain the pictures of
icus McKinnis went violently insane, ancl, imagining that ·knowledge of how to form character, of how to develop men
Rev. Mr. Grinnell was the devil, made a savage assault upon _a,nd women into the religion of humanity, the production of
him, buL was captured and confined before doing any serious pr+r thinl{ers, the solid mate~! from the brains and m''ilds
damage."
~four modern heroes? Will TnE TnuTH SEEKEH exchange

Wakeman. I did not hear him say·much, but he looks to
me to be the embodiment of goodness, honesty, and charity.
I did not hear Colcmel Ingersoll, but I heard Jl.lr. '\Vatts, and
as I had heard Mr. Ingersoll many ·times before, I preferred
to hear ~Ir. Watts, as I could not hear both. 1\ir. Watts .is a
great man, of great capacity and grand appearance. He
lacks nothing of. an accomplished lecturer-knowledge,
spirit, voice, and manly stature. Like Colonel Ingersoll, he
has it all. While I call the colonel the best orator I ever
heard, I cannot say that Mr. Watts is inferior to him. The
two are not alike, do not speak or look alike, but each in his
way i's eqrially a great man.
Those are all the speakers I heard. I was. not in good
health, and conseque~tly not ·in very good spirits. It was
probably owing to· that that I was not very successful in intraducing myself to friends with whom I had imagined myself very illtimate, though l had never seen them in person.
I recognized every one whose. picture I had seen in the
ANNUAL. I made myself known to three or four, among
them Mr. Remsburg. They did not kick me, but, probably
owing to the low state of my spirit at the time and my natural shyness, the accolade I :received as faor as I went, very
soon suggested me to retire without further intrusion. My
best success was with a gentleman whom I did not know by
riame, by sight, or by '' pict~rre."
On leaving the hall after the morning meeting, I wandered
ainilessly about the city; until I got pretty tired of waiting
for the afternoon meeting, and there was about two hours
more to wait when I met this gentleman at the door of the
hall where the afternoon meeting was to be, and somehow I
engaged in conversation with him, and the remainder o~ the
time passed very pleasantly. Whoever he was-I do not
know his name-I found him very precise and moderate in
conversation, but level-headed and very interesting, and an
advocate of universal mental liberty.
Respectfully,
CnAs. LlrERCIIE.
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,these for pictures? Surely if there is not room enough now
_topublish the transactions, lectures, etc., at conventions and
, congresses, how and where of pictures? I hav no war with
'illustrated papers, but can we afford the chano-e in as valuable
- a paper as TrrE TRm.'n SEEKER? _
"'
These few remarks are no commands, nor even suggestions,
only a few thoughts from one who hopes for the most good
to your many readers. I am with you in all that is progressiv and elevating.
S. J. LENONT.

TE:KAs, Mwn., D.ec. 11, 1885 ..
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to congratulate you on your success
in maintaining free speech in the reliable old TRUTH SEEKEH.
- Long may it liv to demonstrate to the world that a paper can
be kept to the line of equal rights. . I take it for granted by all that whenever a person comes
J_ ~efore the public orally, or by writing, they become public
--property, liable to be questioned or criticised as anyone may
'
be moved to do.
Your issue; of December 5, 1885, contains an article by Ella
E. Gibson, headed, "Remarkable Seances in -Barre, Mass."
I agree with Sister Ella that if Mr. Truesdell did not perf01m
the manifestations attributed to the spii"its of the dead, as he
said he did, he is a base liar and fraud, and a man that should
anc'( will be despised by all thinking people.
Now the question arises, Is the charge against J\'Ir. Truesdell, of fraud, trickery, and slanderous insinuation, true or
false? Let his own experience as a medium tell; let thousands of men and women, scattered over this country from
Maine to California, who hav witnessed independent slate.
writing, tell; yes, let Ella E. Gibson tell, if she will credit her
own senses instead of Mr. Truesdell's assertions.
Mr. Truesdell may be as mean as he claims to be, and in
fact 1 do not doubt it, but when he undertakes to create a sale
- for his book by throwing mud at Mrs. Simpson, of Chicago,_
and other reliable mediums whose character is above reproach,
- he shows a depth of depravity seldom witnessed in mode_rn
times.
. I know that independent slate-writing is a fact, that the
communications, showing intelligence, are written without
the aid of any visible human hand; so does Mr. Truesdell
know it; so does Ella E. Gibson know it. Now, what is the
object of the article referred to? Simply this, to create a sale
for Truesdell's book.
Sorry to accuse a woman of prostituting her pen to such
low mud-slinging, but if she does she must suffer the just
retribution of her own act.
I 'will-add in conclusion that I am convinced by my own
observation that mediumship does not depend on a truthful
character. I hav no doubt that J\'Ir. Truesdell is a medium,
·and so much the worse.
L. S. BuRDICK.
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many centuries been dispensing the latter to its;credulous·
dupes,_ and the effects we all see-a world of ignorance,
fanaticism, superstition, deception, tyranny, and oppression,
so much that I say, if there be a God, damn him for this injustice. I worship no such monster, nor hav I anylqve for such
a fiend of unrighteousness. The devil cannot be worse, and.
my vote is for the latter if either. I wish to say to E. T.
Slight that " slander and misrepresentation" like he givs to
Mr. Winter will convert no lfaterialist to Spiritualism. It
takes facts, and not slander nor abuse. Yon might as well
try to make a Christian out of Colonel IngeJiSdll or put-the
world into a half-bushel. I shall make no attempt to defe:nd
Mr. Winter, for I think he has the truth on his side and can.
ably defend himself. E. T. Slight can no more prove that
Materialism is false than he can destroy the universe or destroy even one single atom of matter in the tmiverse. You
may try, but so far as success is concerned, you might as well
spend your time praying to God. Beware )ww you treat the
matter of Materialism. There may be, and I think there is,
far more and greater power in this so-called (by Spiritualists)
_"vile" matter than they ever dreamed of. You may claim
that yon hate and detest it, but I find that you Spiritualists,
like the Christians, who say they too hav- an immortal
soul, find that none of you seem very willing to die. Yon
send for the doctor when sick, and if you were to be put to
death I am quite sure that you would do just as much kick·
ing as any Materialist. Why is this thus? I ask of you brave
(?) Spiritualists. It seems to me that ,you are all a fine sample of genuin hypocrits, no more, no less. You Spiritualists
hold that mind is independent of matter, yet you are afraid of
death. You remind me of the polygamous Mormons in
Utah; they say tb,j1t they hav perfect faith in the Lord; that
he will protect them, has done so and will do so, yet when-the
United States marshal puts in his nppenrance hunting polygamists they show more faith in Uncle Sam than they do in
the Lord, by getting away on the jump! Just so with an-other class that we will call a mongrel set of "fools, hypocrits, and impostors;" they claim different, of course, but
their actions giv the lie to their profession. Yours for truth
and true men and women,
CnAs. F. BLACKBURN.

l'IEmmrLL, :Wircn., Dec. 7, 1885.
:Nia. EDrro:R: I would like the privilege of replying to J.D.
Mallonee's letter in TnE Trmrn SEEKER of Nov. 28th. He
says, " I accord to woman all the rights I claim for myself,
and m~e more, the r}ght to be protected-protected from the
necessity of participating in the public affairs of the nation."
Very well; let us see what rights he, as well as other men,
claim for themselvs. They claim the right of ballot, whereby
they can make all laws to govern woman as well as man; to
levy all taxes upon the property of our country, whether
owned by man or woman, and, just or unjust, they must be
BLACKBURN :WIINING DISTRICT, lDArro T., Nov. 21, 1885.
paid, pr the property sold. They claim the exclusiv right to
1\'IR. EDITOR : If possible, allow me a little space in the manage the family finances. If a woman wants a little
grand TRUTH-SEEKER. I am not very mad, but want to fight money, she must go to h~r husband and ask him for it, and,
anyway. However, I do my fighting with the pen instead of in nine cases out of ten, ,gets a reply similar· to this: '' What
the sword; nobody will be killed in this battle. In your do you want to do with money now? It was only a few days
isstleof November 7th, I notice a very bigoted and fanatical- ago that I gave you fifty cents. Women are so extravanot to say "malicious "-article, replete with misrepresenta- gant !" I will illustrate by giving a little incident that pctions, written by E. T. Slight, of Wateonville, Cal. Said E. curred in mj store a short time ago. A gentleman came in
T. Slight attacks Mr. T. Winter, of Cincinnati. He (or she, to do a little trading, buying several things, and then called
as I know not the sex) asserts that Mr. Winter is "supersti- for ten cents' worth of bird-seed, saying, "l\fy wife must hav
tious, dogmatic, and egotistic," and abuses him generally, seed for her bird, if we go without everything else," while
simply because he is an outspoken, genuin Materialist. Now, among his purchase# was fifty cents' worth of tobacco. What
in the light of the evidence, Mr. Winter is perfectly right in a time there would be heard if the married women were
teaching Materialism, because there is no mind without mat- spending as much each clay for something as useless and deter, and every atom of matter is just that much evidence in grading as our would-be lords and masters spend for tobacco
f:;tvor of Materialism. Matter is certainly capable of correct and liquor! How would they like to ask their wives for each
and perfect reasoning, as is demonstrated by the human brain. penny they had, to spend? It matters not how hard a wife
The argument of Slight is slight indeed to any person that may work, how economical she may be, striving to make one
has read Mr. Winter's articles on 1\faterialism. In fact, it is dollar take the place of two; at work all the hours of evenno argument whatever, but simply a repetition of misrepre- ing while her ~usband, with his slippers on, is"seated in a big
sentations and slander. Because said Slight cannot disprove chair, rcadin~ the news, smoking his pipe, and endeavoring
the teachings of :Materialism (and no one can as long as mat- to make himi;\~lf comfortable. It all amounts to nothing. If
ter exists), he puts forward a list of abusiv epithets, and at- the lmsbancl~es, the wife has the use of a third of the prop·
tacks the character of Mr. Winter by comparing him as erty aecumulated. If the wife dies, the husband takes the
~imilar to Guiteau, the Christian murderer. Among other whole of it: These are some of the rights that J. D. Mallonee
things said by said Slight, is that "T. ·winter is doing more to accords to woman. He also says, "My wife has sufficient
create bad feeling between Liberal Spiritualists [How Lib- confidenqe in my ability not to demand the right to buy her
eral ?]and Materialists titan an army of Jesuits." Now, E. individual coal or to ask to do her individual voting." This
T. Slight, you being a Spiritualist, yon are most respectfully may be trne. She pos~ibly cares to do neither. But because
asked to speak for " Spiritttalists ,. only, and not for the J\'Irs. J\'~allonee does not care for the ballot is not just cause
Materialists of whom you !mow nothing! You stty that why o~wr women who do care should be denied. If there is
" you despise bogus scientists as much as you do bogus but o~e woman in this broacllancl of ours who wishes to vote,
mediums," etc. Then by your own lngic you either don't she sllotilcl hav that right, and be protected in it the same as
know what science means, or else you are obliged to despis.e a man. 'Yon hav no right to deny her this privilege. The
yomself, for all science is qased upon Mnterialism.
onlyrxcu~c you lmv for doing so is, "She is a woman."
· Spiritualism is the very hight of deception, and is no Then again, he says, '' Why do you never talk of carrying a
more in harmony with science tlum theology is in harmony musket, serving in the militia, police force, etc.?" Now, I
with science. The fact is, science, or the teachings of mtt- w~tld like to a~k J\'[r. J\'Iallonee why he is not a policeman.
ure, show that both Spiritualism and theology are as fnlse as 'rhPre is Iio man who is compelled to join the police force; it
false can be. Both are lies, and won't stand the light of if{'from choice. Could our sex abuse the ballot any more
science. Neither can show any facts, but aTe upheld by the 1ptn two-thirds of the men do theirs? How many men are
mere assertions of impostOTs. Why do you turn clown the flere who will sell their ballot for a glass of whisky or a few
jilillings in money? Could women do worse? It is plain
lights at your so-e!J,lled seances ? Is lighL fatal to spirits?
Are you afraid of the truth? You bewail, it seems, that 1•1o he seen fr~nn his letter that he is afraid of the intellect of
T. Winter has no friends, save yourself. Are you right sure 'woman, if she is allowed the ballot. Again, he says, ''Strong·
you are his friend? Your letter don't show it. Let me tel! I 'minded girls usually die old maids." There may be someyou to not let that trouble you, because, as you say, "he has( thing in this, bnt how many women are there, scattered over
no friends." He may hav more than yott think, and far bet~ this beautiful land, who would hav been far better off and
ter ones, too, than the so-called Spiritualist who claim~ to b~· much happier if they had never married, but had been strong·
a fiiend. Anyway, a man who holds to nothing but demoltt minded enough to hav been old maids, instead of having a
stratecl truth can very likely get along quite well without l1l}' lmsband to say to them, "I will tell you all it is best for you
the people in the world being his friends. He has nothing Jh to know, and when I say go, you can go, but if I say stay,
-fear unless he is to believe some of the lies that Spiritual~·s you must stay." J. D. Mallonee calls himself a Liberal, but
pradtice in that circle where the lights are turned clown.
·. how he can consistently do so and hang to the teachings of
Winter, I think, values truth far more than friends; so cl 't Paul, is hard
tell. Paul says: "\Vives. submit yourselvs
be alarmed. The truth, and not "promoted, falsehoods~ is unto your husbands as unto the Lord. For the husband is
what the world needs now. The churches hav for t ,;sc the head of the wife even as Chribi is the head of the church.
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Therefore as the church is subject unto Christ, so let the
wives be to their own husbands in everything" (Eph. v, 22,
23, 24). If a young girl is thrown out in the world with no
source of maintenance, what hav the men in their kindly protection left for her to do to enable her to get the necessities of
life with? Oh, she can work by the week; just see the wages
she can get, from one to two dollars per week, and she only
has to work from five o'clock in the morning till nine at
night, or if she hav education enough she can teach school,
but no matter how good a school she keeps, slui must not
expect to get as much pay as a man who does the same
work. I made teaching my business when I was voung,
and it was admitted that I taught a better school th~n they
had ever had taught by a man, but they said, "We can
not pay you as much, for you are a woman," thus ma!dng it
an offense to be a woman. In how many instances hav I
known it to be the case, where a man had both boys and
girls, for him to keep them in school until about sixteen
years of age and then say, "This is learning enough for my
girls, but the boys must go to college;" or they must learn a
trade, or hav "a profession, or go into business of some sort,
but the girls are left with nothing to do but look out and
marry well. If the father dies the bulk ot' his property is left
to the boys. The girls do not need any; they must marry
for theirs.
This is one great reason why there are so many unhappy
marriages, and so many girls who take upon themselvs the
duties of a wife when they are scarcely more than children.
This is the reason why only "strong-minded girls are old
maids." In my girlhood I belonged to the church and was a
firm believer in the Bible (and of course did not believe in
woman suffrage), but, thanks be to Spiritualism, I threw off
the yoke of the church and Bible, and I think if J.D. Mallonee would 'throw Paul's teachings overboard it would make,,
him a true Liberal .. I am now a hardware merchant, doing
all the business pertaining thereto, also looking !titer the welfare of my home and children, and I do not think it makes
me any less a woman for so doing. I calculate I hav the
same right to do this another woman has to sell millinerv
goods. I say let each and all, old and young, men· an~l
women, do as they wish, so long as they do not trample on
the rights or liberties of another.
Mns. F. 13. lhrNT.
CANTON, ILL., Dec. 8, 285.
MR. EnrroR: It was my intention in this article tci answl'r
Mr. Mallonee, whose article appeared in your paper of Nov.
14th; but my husband makes a practjce of giving away his
papers, and unfortunately disposed of the one I intended to
keep. I can remember only two of his points: First, the con.
tentment of his wife in being sole controler of home and domestic affairs. Now, I will concede that ~Ir. Mallonee is one
who considers his wife an equal partner, and treats her in the
best husbandly manner that she may still be content to giv
him the sole control of governmental affairs._ In other
words, she becomes, through hiE kindness, a wilJing slave.
Many of Africa's sons and daughters were just such slaves,
and some of them, when their liberty papers were read to
them, shed tears of deepest sorrow at leaving their old nutsters. Kind masters were 15carce in slavery times, but no
more so than to-day. 1\'Ir. Mallonee is only an exceptiona
case. All over this country vile haunts are h:ept, mostly by
men-saloons, gambling dens, dens of harlotry, and dram
shops-where the intemperate husband spends the hard
e,nrnings of his wife, which he .takes from her by brute force,
together with his own. Under these difficulties she must support her family, large or small, by bending over the wash-tub
by day and the needle by night, while he may go to the ballot
box and depof;lit a vote to continue this vile outrage. Then.
the widow who owns a small house and lot-in town, perhaps, for there she can more readily find work-is taxed. fifty
per cent higher, according to the value of her property, than
the lawyer and robber of the poor who livs in a brown-stanc
front.
But this is only the sympathetic side of the question. .Men
argue the incapacity of women to hold office because of their
domestic alliances. Now, when women are teaching from
district to state normal schools, and are not infrequently
superintendents and principals of seminaries, teaching
the opposit as well as their own sex, and yet the
land is filied with good wives and mothers, while . many
-·women follow the various professions, is it not reasonable 1;,
suppose that only those with sufficient experience and proper
freedom would accept the nomination for an office?
I believe Mr. Mallonee states that all strong-minded wonwn
are old maids ; that is, they prefer celibacy and freedom to
conjugal ties to become the slave of man, physicnlly and sexually, for, once entering .that state, they are debarred from
every right that goes to make up human happiness, so that
they may add as much more to that of their masters. Hb
arguments go far to prove that woman should become the
political equal of man, for if equality had· been dealt out 1o
them, they would undoubtedly hav been mothers to-clay, mHl
it is such mothers we want to raise the next generation~.
Strong-minded women are more essential than strong-minded
men in raising future statesmen. Here lVIr. Mallonee loses all
sight of the science of physiological Jaws. It is plain that
should man render to woman all her rights, he would still b('
in advance, having had so much cxpeiience, of which she htts
been deprived. And this change, through the .Jaw:;; which
govem reprodtJCtion, would evolute much better young men.
who would conie into being without the instinct that sonw
other person was superior to them, but would be ruled by
conscience-that self-reliant monitor within of justice. r<•ason.
and common sense-equal with all others, and superior 1n
npne so far as rights are concerned. And husbands would
take more interest in their wives tluin having: a gootl meal
ready on a cold day. He would not excuse himself by going
to the club-room to tallr politics, but would delight to share
his leisure with his wife in discussing topics of vital importance to them and their posterity. M!!s. JouN W. ABBOTT,
or, :iVIns. FLORA A. ABB01"T.

I

ciontfuue these gifts f~om time to time dur-ing newest ink. Th~re he is, read:y: .to· make enthe first month, with the addition offans, um- tries of all, receipts from his guests in pay~
brellas, ·and summer clothing. Benevolent ment of debts of the past yea,r. It is conpeople lay the foundation st~nes of charitable_ . sidered · both· mean and inauspicious for a
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
institutions, such as ·asylums and dispensa- guest not to deposit at least one silver piece.
River, Mass., to wltom all Odmmunicationsfor
ries, on the first day of the year with religious Those who are not indebted put in something
this O!Yrnll'l" sltould be sent.
observances. Tanks for public use ·are also as an advance for their future custom, ·but
begun to be dug on the same day, and rich usually everywhere there are more debtors
"Between the dark and the daylight,
and poor plant trees by the highways to giv than creditors. Practically, this custom is a
When the night is beginning to lower,
shade to the sun-burnt traveler. There is a means of collect~ng debts by bribing one's
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
summer practice in country districts of India, customers with social hospitality, and, as a
That is known as the Children's Hour."
where shops and inns are rare, of supplying rule, most people do not grudge paying off a
tired wayfarers with cold water and peas and portion of their accounts in.a way that makes
A Vision of' the Future.
molasses, free of charge. It is begun on New it least felt. Once, however, the entry-money,
Once I dreamed that I flew out afar through the, Year's Day. Small houses can be seen atin- so to call it, has been paid, the guest may
skies,
tervals on the highways of travel, kept np at
himself completely easy with 4is surTo the planet-fringed border of space,
the cost of rich men, or by some old couple roundings and enjoy to his fill. Those who·
Where the ages I saw with my far-seeing eyes
who wish to secure happiness in the life here- cannot make up the deposit-money' hav to
Roll over our own IVanet's face.
after by spending their last days and small send in excuses of "hot weather," or "exThere was no sudde1l crash in the doings of men,
For they to the changes were bli!ld;
savings in relieving the sufferings of
haustion from making calls;' etc.'· for it would
But the nations went do'ivn and came upwarrl travelers. The host in one of these.houses
seem so mean to stay away:trom a. trader's
again
vites the wearied passer-by and. offe~s him the. hospitality for fear of being obliged to. Pf!'Y a
Transforming the WDl"k of mankind.
cooling refreshment and. rest for his tired just debt, ofteir in not more than only a frac.
As the cycles of time to eternity fled,
limbs. Large tubs fuil of water are kept out- tion~ ' Indeeu/ very few are fduncl· delinquent,
The laws and the codes of the world
side near the door for. the . use of cat)tle and ' and the. plan dn the whole works very well.
Were flung to the past to remain with the dead,
, Who were into oblivion hurled.
passing animals.
practical Yankee might on this point take
No longer the thief or the ~urderer played
Young married ladies.without children,
lesson from-the Hindoo, who ..is generally
On :QlOrtal's historical stage ;
not buraened with the cares 'of the household, thought to be-. given up altogether to mere
Religion and churches were silenidy..J_aid
hav a peculiar summer hospitality of tlieir own, meditation.
.. .
·
In the clust of a barbarous age.
confined to their own class. Kach lady i:ilvites 1 Such is New Year's Day in India, beginBenevolence swaYing the nations of earth,
another of about her own age to be her visit- nilig with the w:.orship of dead forefathers and
War's billows no longer I saw.
ing guest every afternoon of the month, b,egin- enning with making ready for the next day's
The era of glory had taken its birth;
, ·-'Golden Rule was religion and law.
·nllig from New Year's Day. When the guest business. The first thing a devout shopOsceola jJfill.~, Pa.
WM. SCOT'!'.
arrives, the hostess performs the toilet for her, keeper·does every morning after the ·opening
perj'umes her dress and hair with scents, 'and of his new books: is to credit a small sum to
finally treats her to sweetmeats and fruits. the ·nap1e of his patron deity~ The total
Baby Lillian.
At the end of the month she presents her amount is collected at the end of the year, and
In the garden 'mid glory and bloom
guest with a. new dress an·d a small· sum ,of scrupUlously spent in charitable offerings in
Was the patter of Lillian's feet,
money. As the Hindoo female dress is made the deity's name.
A..~RI'l'A LAL RoY.
And a blossom o1· fruit was the same,, ,
A something" Dest pity to eat."
of only one piece of cloth, 'it does not-cost mor~
than a small fraction of. the price of. an ordi-'
Two yearH was her measure on earth,
D~n't Meddle with Firearms~
But we listen with joy and surprise,
nary American lady's ·dress·, and thus all young
We·. often read (/f accidents happening to
As she gathers the fruit to her hand,
Iiindoo women in moderate circumstances can·. children who play With guns :and pistols, and
"0-o-isn't it lovely?" she cries.
enjoy this luxurious method o~ cultivating sometilp.es those who do. are maimed for life
She'saw the green globes as thiJY hung,
friendship. The hostess, in the supposed in- ·or killed outright. ~ The best plan for children
And slowly, with patience, she learned
stance, isherself the guest of another _young is to avoid touching a gun cir pistol, for they
To wait for the ripening frujt,
'Till the colors in brilliancy burned.
friend, whom she visits either before-or li.fter are liable to be discharged in handling, and the
she attends to her own, while her guest of the mischief they do can never be undone. we
'J\'lid the cherries or strawbenies lost,
We search for her hither and yon,
present year may be her hostess of the next. are led to these remarks by a recent letter from
When, with fingers and lips all aglow,
So it is all made up even.
one who. has occasionally furnished interesting
She cries, " All the ripe ones is gone."
Little unmarried girls also learn in the first matter for the Children's'Corner.
And the ·rosy-cheeked apples were picked
day and month of the year to keep themselvs
He writes: "About a month ago, little HowBy her fingers, so tiny and small
busy with thoughts upon a very important ard [his grandson] importUJled his papa to let
That both of her hancls were employed
affair. Marriage is the great idea about girls him go with two of their neighbors gunning.
To encompass a single red ball.
that· troubles the heads of their parents, as it When about to return home, and ten miles
She fancies the blaze of the stars,
For the shine was maturity's type,
fills their own minds so soon as they begin to· awliy, Mr. P--'s gun exploded, and the conAnd she startled us all by the quest,
think. Every Hindoo girl must be married, tents entered the dear little boy's knee, de-.
"Can we eat up the stars when they's ripe?"
though widows are not alowed to marry again stroymg the joint, breaking the kneepan, splitAh, darling, we hope you ma,y feast
-thus every woman being given one chance. ting the lower bones, and tearing off the flesh
Upon dainties celestial and rare,
There are lots of widows. in India· who· may in strips. When they reached home the surAnd the glories of worlds beyond reach
never remarry, but no old maids;-and a Hin- geons were summoned, and a telegram sent to
Be as free to your touch as the air.
doo girl is as much afraid of being left a widow Howard's unc~e, who is also a physician and
\Vno knows but in ages to come,
When no longer the mortal de bars,
as an American girl' of growing up to be a surgeon, When he arrived, he, as well as the
AR an essence eternal, at last
spinster. Little girls, therefore, try to appease others, saw at once what was to be done, and
You may gather the fruit of the stars?
the cruel god of death, Pluto, so that he may the limb was-amputated above the knee. The
ISAAC A. PooL.
not carry off their would-be husbands, by the dear little man stood it bravely, but the long
ceremony
of the Jama-pookw, or death's tank ride, the terrible nature of the accident, and
The Rindoo New Year's Day.
(Jama meaning the god of death, Pluto). It long delay, left him very weak and exhausted.
I believe that all people who coullt their is performed in this way: A little tank, about Little Howard's chances for living or dying
clays and months celebrate the first day of the six inches or one foot square, is dug in the were theJ;J. about equal. . When the ope:r;ation
year as a holiday in some form or other. courtyard of the house. It is.filled with fr~sh, was over,' and the little sufferer placed safely
Some fill it with religious rites, as the Chinese ; cold water every morning. Fish and croco- in bed, then his friends broke clown, and wept
others .with social -observances, as the Amer- diles made of clay are sunk in it, while the as if their hearts would break. Wlleri his
icans, and others again do not forget to sanc- newest flowers cover its body and sides. In auntie saw him the first time after the amputify their business mterests in the name of the the center is placed a clay image of Pluto. tation, he held out his little hand and said,
gods, while social hospitalities are made to The worshiper gets up/in the morning before
'Well, Aunt M--~ this is pretty bad for a
contribute to the same end by filling custom- sunrise, washes herself clean, and puts on a fellow to go through life with one leg.' He
ers with good cheer. W1th the Hindoos the newly-washed cloth. She then sits. by the
said it would make no differe!lce so long as
celebration of New Year's Day includes all srde of the tank, with her face toward the rishe was in_ bed covered up, but when he got
these three forms, and a fourth, for that is the ing sun, an<l begins pouring cold water on the
well he was afraid the .boys might laugh at
great day for offering prayers and gifts on be- clay god, thus to cool his ever-angry head.
him.'' . But we are sure no sensible, truehalf of the spirits of departed ancestors, at the After the bath the god receives an offering of
hearted boy wouicllaugh at·su.ch a misfortune.
same t(me that the future is looked after by eatables and flowers,. while the devotee says
The boys will be sorry, and try to be gentle,
keeping on good terms with the present. It the following prayer:
and careful not to injure dear little Howard in
is, in fact, observed as a connecting link beplaying their boyish games. We are all so sorry
'o'I pray thee, 0 Pluto,
tween the past and the future: · Everybody is
Don't make me a widow.
for this trouble that 'has come upon him so
expected to be at once devout, joyous, and
I'll marry but once,
early in life, but we are glad his life is spared,
hopeful on that -day. The departed ghosts
But will not hav a dunce.
and we trust<he will yet be a great blessing to
hav their offerings of rice and banana, the
May I dine on cake and cream,
his friends and the world. We assure Howard
And ever liv in a golden dream."
children rejoice in sweets; young folks go
he has all our sympathy,.and we hope he will
about making calls, and the business men
But the most important ceremony of the hav good courage, and bear his trials bravely,
open their books for the ensuing"year. An. Hindoo New Year's Day comes off in the
like a dear good boy that he is.
other name for New Year's Day in the lan- evening in the shops of_ the tradespeople, the
Of course Howard .was not to blame for the
guage of the Hindoos is the "Day of New ceremony from which, as I hav mentioned beaccident, for it might hav injured one of the
Books."
fore, the day has received the second name of men had either been in the way when the gun
This day comes off about the 15th of April the "Day of New Books." There is no
exploded. But some boys get injured by the
of the Christian year. It is also the first day business during the day, but in the evening
careless use of guns and pistols, and we never
of the sii'mmer months of India. A set of all the shqps,· newly repaired and cleaned
like to see one in the hands of an inexper-iceremonies is performed and continued by the whenever means permit, are illuminated and
enced person~ They are dangerous, and the
well-to-do throughout the first month, whose made to wear a festiv show. , A rich feast of
best way is to let them severely alone.
meaning is to show the ways and means of sweets and fruits is spread in the inside~
____.....,.___s_:H. w.
making charity to the neighbors and to the while music tempts the guests-the custompoor most useful and acceptable during the ers of the shop-to come in and partake of
Our Puzzle-Box.
ensuing hot days. Water-pitchers made of the go,od cheer. But things in this world are
1.-MA'l'HEMATIOS.
earth or metal are consecrated with their cov- seldom so pleasant as they at first seem. At
A cask has two spigots, one: exhausting at
ers filled with fruits, peas, and molasses, and the entrance to. the shop, behind the counter, the rate of one gallon per )lour! the other one
are then distributed among the family grocer, sits the book-keeper, or the master himself, quart per hour. When one-fifth of the water
barber, washwoman, and other dependants with his new ledger opened, a new pen in his is exhausted, ·the small spigot has been turned
on three times as long as tlle~e one, but in
nnd poor neighbors. 'l'hose who can afford hand, and a new ink-bottle filled with the ten
min~tes more the large ( e has I!Jeen

a

-

.
'

as

on.haif long a~'the .
long would i~ tak!) to
beinp turned on at once?
'-..

- .....

. 2.-MATIIEMATIOS.
_ , . . ·. .·
Write in .figures thirteen thousand twelv~ . · . ·.·.·
hundred and eleven.
..WM. Soo~r1:. · .·'·
3.-SOMETHING TO THINK ABOU'f.
All ~atter, when in motion, stays so until .it
comes in contact with other matter. Now, if .
an iron ball were suspendild in a vacuum .by-~
means of a magnet, i. e., if it were so ar- ..
ranged that the power of the ma&"net wci:qlcl ..
counteract the power of gravitatwn, and if '
the ball were put in motion on its axis, would"
it ever stop? If so, what would stop it?. ·
WM .. Soo.T·r.
·
4.-RIDDLE·.
Please solve my riddle, puzzlers smart,:
And ~iv Miss Wi:xon strange delight;
Somethmg she loves wit~ all her he~·t,
And hates the same With all her might.
'
IsAAO. A.- PooL.
5:~PI.
, ·
Ader ot eb Uert ginthon nac eden a eil
A fluat chiwh sened ti smot wo_;:~s owt bertyhe.
G. w. WrtLIAMS. ,

AJ."fSWEHS TO PUZZLES IN OHILDRE~'S OORJ!rER,
• DEO. 19, 1885.
1. A. $35; B. $25.
__
.·
..
2. Behead, headdress, Dresden; deny, rcy, ,
season, sunset, settee; teaspoon, spoonbill,
bilbo, boasting, stinking.
3. Fire-arms.
Solvers of puzzles two weeks ago "Whose •.
names came too late for insertion last week: .
I. A. Pool, G. H. Scheel. Solvers last week:
G. W. Williams, Kate Brandon.
The "Jasper Nodule" prize puzzle-offered
by I. A. Pool has been correctly solved by
Etta Phillips.
·'
SoLUl'ION: A Toll-gate. Atoll. Poll.. Gate
( obs.) for goat. Ag~.t¥, the gem, ~d a. ldnd_
of type. A, .the negatiV or Greek privatw; as
well as indefinit article.
·

Correspondence.

_..

FIDELITY, JHo., Dec. 12, 188K
li'IIss WIXON, Dear Friend: I seat.myself
this morning to write you a few lines to
rectify my mistake in my other letter I wrote.
Ma says that all little folks make mistakes·more or less, and sometimes more than less, , .
and I am no exception to the rule. 1\oly .birthday has passed since I wrote to you ; I wal;! .
eleven years old. I go to school.... _! s~u_dy. •
reading, arithmetic, geography, g,rammar, a!!d'-..
spelling, and ·I am as far advanced as any of
my age and size. We hav a literary her.e ..
every Friday night. I received my calendar
in good time and order, and was well pleased
with it, but I could not understand it, and: I
got my teacher to look over it, and he can un_derstand it and he said he would explain i} ~0
me. N othiilg more at present, only I remam
your friend, as ever,
VIOTORIA GRUBB,·.
[All are liable to mistakes, and Victoria's: · .
are not serious ones. _We are pleas~d ·to · ·
reckon her with our good girls.-ED, C. C.]_.:·
NEw BRAUNFELs, TEx., Dec., 1885. .
DEAR MISS W;xoN: Be not angry with J.
Jones or with me.. Love is for all living tlte
ltigltest happiness and also tlte clUJapest delight . . . _ ·'
The poor and rich, the sick and sound,
.
Can hav a feeling heart,
For young and· old there is no bound
To love the good on earth.
I hope you may find this, if not in a dictionary, nevertheless right and able to be answered in your honorable "Corner.''
Forever yours truly,
,·
EPISOOI'US INFIDELIS.
[Now, J. Jones, w.:e hope you are satisfied.
The above is a very wise, good, and true
answer to your question; '' If love is not a·
puzzle, what is it ?"-ED. C. C.]
MARY B.-F.-Your poem was received too··
late for Christmas week.-ED: C. C.
JI'IoNtl"GOMEHY, N.Y., Dec.13,-1885.
Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, DeCI!l" Friend: We
take THE TRuTn. SEEKEH, and find much pleasure and profit in reading its many pages, .es. ·
pecially in the Children's Corner, whicli..affords us much amusement on Sunday even•
ings.
Although we are not exactly, children, we
are all (four males) Freethinkers, and the only
outspoken ones in this vicinity. There are.
others, but silent ones. Still, our cause is. ad- .
vancing.
,
.
.
.
Yours, respectfully, 'WM: S. GALLOWA.Y. ·
[It is brave to be steadfast t<;> principle in
the midst of opposing influences, but it pays
in the end to be true.-ED. C. C.]
· ·'
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"NOTES ON INGERS6Ll_l;:•
By B. W. Lacy
A. thorough exposure of the · Cjttholic · priest's

sophistry, unfairuess, aud historical misstatement.
·
Price, ()loth, U.; Paper, GO (Jel•ts.
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TENNl!lSSEE.·

.

BY

UTAH,

I

· A double-page ptcture contrasting scien<ie and
theology, -showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how· the other h-as
· .always opposed it. The German-.A_merican thus
\ ""-~ --:. ~!l@scrlbes it in deJ~il
Tb:-e· :PBiili:Y da;ys ot the' church wltneas the burn
Ine at tile st&Jre of Bruno, the pope and priestli wit
n!llllli.Iig the· burning ot the heretic with expressions
of ~oy, GalUeo 1B represented sitting iii his study
tlie }lope holding the sword of inquisition over his
· · head, and to save his life being forced to recant his
philosophy, Marti.Ii Luther is represented tacking
up his" Right of Private Judgment." Behind him
, stands the pope With the bull of excommunication
- drawn, and beside him the headsman's block and
, ax of intalllblllty. In their study are Morse and
'-l,
StiipheJison applying their inventions to practical
'teats, and in the rear of them the Presbyterian pulpits are filled by two of the broadcloth gentlemen
··denouncing the inventione a.s" Thwarting the wllJ
·-or· God," and bJ:I,Ulding these men and their Inventions a.s "Heralds of Antichrist." Ingersoll stands
on a. platform apparently dellvering his lecture
"Which Way?'' which he holds in hiS hand:. Talmage approaches the platform at the colonel's back,
pulling after him, by the arm, the chief of pollee,
who holds in.hts hand the.warrantot·arresttor blasphemy. The colonel seems to take no notice of the
· spleeny, cadaverous form ascending the platform at
his rear. Then come the modern teachers of salvation,. the Salvation Army, with their drums,
tambourines, and streamers, (and screamers,
'&!so a f&e simlle of our crazy army, A group of
neases of the teache~;s of sCience,H&ecltel,Humboldt,
Darwin, .Tyndall, and Huxley, is alsQ shown. The
likenesses throughout are remarkably correct. As a
· pictorial. history the C&rlcatnres cont&ln volumes.
~ Price; six copies, 30 cents; ·one dozen, 50 cents
..Y:- · twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethough
wo_uld distribute thousands of these telling pic
ur.es.

'.--.. .

THE MODERN BALAAM.

, . Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. It is ·a. splendid pictorial argb.ment. ·Price
per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
.
Address THR TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York>
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"Between the dark' and the daylight, when the night begins to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations that is known as the children's hour."
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Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, $3.
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. The Perpetual Calendar.
Working the Year of ScieD09
And the Common Oompuh.tilns.

A;u Almanac Fo.rever-.
\bowing the day of the week for any d&)" 1>1
month 'for all time past and present ana
'Gille, and other useful information. Price,
Jents;· three for $1.
._
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POCKET ATLAS
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FoUNDED BY AuGusTE CoMTE.
The Society of Humanity, in the name of M.
Pierre Laffitte, the venerable successor of Auguste
Comte, and the Positivists and workingmen of
Paris, to the working people of New York city and
vicinity,
G1·eet-tnu:
All who are desil'Ous of acquiring a knowledge of
' the philosophic and religions teachings of Auguste
Comte are hereby invited without distinction of
creed, nationality, color, or social condition to as. sist at a systematic reading of the
··
",GENERAL VIEW OF POSITIVISM."
The reading will commence next Sunday morn·
ing, 10 o'clock, a.t 97 Market st., and will be continued every Sunday until completed. No collection:
ttl
RICHARD K. FOSTER, Librarian.

THE

SHAKER EYE and EAR B\LSAM.
SIXTY YEARS' INVARIABLE SUCCESS.
Best known 1·emedy for all afflictions of these organs. WEAK EYES, WEAK EARS, DEAFNESS,
and· CATARRHAL AFFECTIONS immediately
reached. FAILING SIGHT. _prevented. ROARING OR DRUMMING OF EARS will cease. One
box tells the whole stot'y.
•
Pl'ice by mail 30 cents.
tOtl
G. A. LOMAS, Shakers, N. Y.

"W"ORLD.
Conta~ing

COLORED MAPS OF EAC!i RTATE AND TERRITORY IN THE UNITED STATES; also
MAPS OF THE CHIEF GRAND DIVISIONS, WITH
C(}MPLETE INDEX OF EVERY COUNTRY ON
THE FACE OF TilE GLOBE.
Illustrated by more than ou·e Hundred
Colored Diagrams, Tabl<>s, Etc.

The POCKET ATLAS OF THE WORLD contams 128 pages. Six pages are given to title,
index, etc.; 65 pages are full-page colored maps,
and 5'7 pages are reading matter, colored diagrams,
etc. The book is new throughout, everything being made expressly for it. The binding is flexible
Leatherette-an imitation of Russia; gold side
stamp, round corners, 'a:nd red edges.
Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of
50 cents, by

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clha1 on Place, N Y.
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The American Secular Union :_ Its
Necessity, and the Justice of its
Nine Demands.
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-A SHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
·
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of, the priaonera in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Chnrch and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circnlated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
iolllen at least. Address
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CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.~The
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles of the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible,_-The
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demption of Man. The Constructiv .Aspect of
Secularism. (1) That the True Guide in Human
.Actions is Reason Assisted by Experience.
(2) That Supreme .Attention Should be Given to
the Facts and Duties of Existence, Regardless of
an}" Considerations of a Life Beyond the Present.
(3) That Science is a more Trustworthy Provider for Man than Relying for Help from any
Supernatural Power. (4) That Morality is of
Natural Growth, and has no Necessary Connection with .Any of- the Theologies of the World.
(5) That the Best Preparation for a Life Superior to this is the Wisest and Noblest Use
of the E:ristonce We Now Hav.
-'22 pages in cover. Price Ten Cents.
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A. Dilemma.
Why cannot I know my ending,
Or is there an end at all1
I'm puzzled to know the wl:lerefore,
The span of life's so small.
When I trace my first beginning
I'm puzzled the worst of all,
For I seem to hav lived forever,
A beginning I cannot recall.
I go back to my ·first recollections
To discover a--fragment of truth,
But that period of life is silent;
Life's riddle begins in youtn.
Were it wise, then, to seek the unknowable,
Or grapple with the winds that blow,
Or examin the world in detail,
To learn something I ne'er can know?
Could I grasp the whole of creation,
Or toy with the stars above,
I should only hav this revelation:
That the essence of life is love.

_':
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w.oman is an object of serious and equal consideration at all.
It is just this little paragraph to which I
refer. · " In this country caste is abolished
and political emancipation achieved.' In the
eyes of the law every man is equal to his fellow-man; every lwnest person [the italics are
mine] has a voice in the government and a
share in making tlw la;ws by wltich lte is governed."
Now, I don't believe that Mr. Watts can intend us to believe that there are no "honest"
women in America:, so I judge that it is his
opinion (in common with the church dictum
and legal records) that she is not a person at'
·all; or else it is simply the force of masculin
egotisw which has to be waked up every
morning afresh to the startling fact t~at m:an
is not all of humanity, and that, after all,
most likely women are folks; that " political emancipation has been achieved" by only
one-half of the citizens of America, and caste
does still cut a rather lively figure in a society where one-half forgets that the other half
are persons at all, fully twenty-three hours
out of every twenty-four.
The other hour is occupied in telling woman
that she is an angel. HELEN H. GARDENER.

they dig and build -and plan and _construct
essays of the hypercritical type .to prove toan
already convinc~d audience (or else to no-audience at all) the philosophical inconsistencies
of transubstantiation, he has lightly shot the
prop out from under it with a little arrow of
wit or ridicule in the presence of an~audience
so large a11d so busy that it has never· even
heard of his learned critic. It i~ all -very well
(and no.one recognizes it more than I) fo_: those
who can do only the heavy work to keep at it.
Let them boom away with their great hlilldredpound balls once an hour. jf it is their pleasure
and inclination so to do. If they. hit a man
fairly there is no doubt that he will be pu~ver~
ized, but in the mean time the Gatling gun and
the flying artillery hav brought down several
thousand who, if not mashed quite so flat, are
sufficiently disabled for all practical pu~p_oses,
after alL 'I heard a ·young man say, only, the
other: day, that he "simply. could 'not wade
through l?p~ncer.' 1 "Hav you.re,ad~gersoli ?"
I asked:- "Well, I sl,wuld tilinl~o, andT do;n't
see any use -in fooiing with, tho~e dry, old' fellows a ,year or two· to get what. he givs)n on~
lecture," said he.
·
· '
So_ with Mr. Remsburg's works. He has
brought what it wo.uld take a vast deal of
"digging" to oQj;ain irito the small compass
of his little pamphlets and dressed it up in
simple language and in a style easily grasped
by his readers or his audience.
_..
In my opillion no better missionary tracts
can be sent out by the benevolently inclined
than Mr._ Remsburg's pamphlets. -H. H. G.

7
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various other more
less intelligent ,though' ,,
dead persons ad<J. their mite' to make up iii.e f~f ;, ~
vohune. Thomas R. Knox, 813 Broitdw\ty,
shDuld be addressed for information as' the
price of this remarkable book.

to

RATIONAL CoMMUNISM: The Present arid
Future Republic of North America.- By A
Capitalist. A handsomely printed clothbound book of 448 pages. ·Price, $1.50.
One of the leading signs of the times is th.e
great attention which is given to socialproblems, and' the number of persons seekirig
for a remedy for the evils with which society
is now affiicted. The author of this work '
thinks he has found it in RationaY Co~- · I·
munism.
. :i
As a picture of the evils of the competh_l~-~-1
system it is _certainly a success. It takes,' :. '~
one after the other, the leading causes of
-,~
trouble and shows their unsatisfactory results,
As to the efficiency of the p:r.o]Josed remedy,
Mr. Watts and the Nine Demands.
we do not feel competent to judge. Before
I hav several times of late been called upon
Rational Communism could. be established,
to explain to a hostil audience the meanmen would hav to change their character, arid
ing, purpose, and ·bearmgs of the Nine Dethey would no longer be the men we are. acmands. I hav 'never felt that I did it< well,
quainted with. For our part, while we benor that I met clearly many of the mental
lieve that co-operation and Commuriism are
objections raised -by my hearers. _ I confess
improvements on the actual competitiv systhat I hav never heard them explained to niy
tem, yet we also believe that before they can
own satisfaction. I do not wish to be
be made successful on a large scale, a regular"
Book
Notices.
unaerstood, when I say this, as meaning
training will hav to be gone through, which ·
that I do not see thei~ justice and understand SABBATH-BREAKING. By Jolll E. Remsburg.
can best be had in small associations. The
New York: The Truth Seeker Company.
-their necesssity; but this is as a person who
Price 25 cents.
book is both interesting and useful, and we
is on that Side. Now, I always try to see
hope will meet with a large sale among perWhen anything written by John E. Rems-'
every subject from the other side, and to presons interested in sg_cial studies.-The Sociol-.
burg comes before my vision I always antici-sent it in such a way as to carry conviction to
ogist.
pate
a
treat,
and
am
never
disappointed
when
I
hav
received
from
the
Truth
Seeker
Com?nyseif if I wm·e on the orthodox side.
pany a pamphlet of something over eighty
Referring to the last-mentioned work, the
Now, from this outlook I say I confess that I lay his work down.
" Sabbath-Breaking" is like everything that
S
B
I hav never yet heard or read what wholly I hav seen from its author's pen, clear cut, in- .pages, bearing the title, " abbath- reaking." author, though ·he makes no claim to gre!l-t
satisfied me as a fair, full, and happy presenI would like to say to the readers of THE learning and scholar~hip, is evidentlyc a man cisiv, full of sound logic, and comprehensiv T
S ·
·
b' t ·
·
tation of the claims of these Demands to genRUT)! . EEKER that the who1e su Jec 1s so of superior intellectual strength-one who has
to the very core of the subject treated. It is
·
th
h
·
eral recognition and acceptance. In other
thoroughly disposed of by the a-u or t at had an activ experience in the " struggle for
words, I hav not yet seen them in what I be_- the best thing I hav ever read on the Sunday nothing remains to be said. The Jewish Sab- existence" and found his "fitness" to survive
· . 1ts
. exactwns;
·
· ·
Sa b - by surviving. He is gifted with a good heart,
or Sabbath question. And as we all wish to bath,. w1th
t 11e Cl1nstmn
lieve to be their best clothes and their fairest
be
posted
on
this
matter,
the
way
to
do
that
__
b.
th
·
·
·
h
h
f
c
t
t'
face. This being the case, I hav read quite
~
a , 1ts ongm; t e c aracter o ons an me, we think, a lively imagination, and power to ·
is -to read the evidence as prepared by com-_
·
S
·
ll
its founder, and the Puritan abbath, w1th a
closely all that I hav seen_ upon this subject
transfer his fancies into living, stirring words,
etent
authors,
and
this
work
of
Mr.
Rems·
'
·
·
·
d
·
·
d
P
in the hope that each time I would find just
theenormltlCsan erne1tlCspractwe uponsuch He presents the reader with a matter-of-fact
what I wanted and so be able myself to deal burg's contains ~he gist of the whole Sabbath ;persons who hav failed to keep the clay as the and truthful .description of the present repubaffair from the begmmn'
· g to the present time.
.
.
· d
more successfully with the subjects hereafter.
bigots who hav been rn power 11av reqmre
lie under our every-fellow-for-himself system,
Every
man,
woman,
and
child
should
read:
all
·
·
h'
1'
·1
b
Therefore was I much pleased yesterday
this and much more 1s m t 1s itt e ook ·l which he denominates one of "spoilation,"
this little volume, and gain new inspiration·
I
·'d.
when, with the compliments of Mr. Charles
If I were young enough for the task, wotu l and then givs a fancy picture of- what he
to
work
for
the
like
togo
before
the
New
York
legislature
imagins the future republic will be under a
from
its
eighty-three
pages
Watts, I received in my mail two little pam· ·
· d'
bl
emancipation of Sunday from all superstitions
1 of m
phlets, one of which was on this subject.
armed with th1s htt1e boor
1sputa e co-operativ community system which he
and frauds, until it becomes, in the grandest
d
1
,
d "f
I hav this moment read it, and while it
facts an unanswerab e arguments, an 1 thinks will follow. We hav grave doubts -as----;_
8
sense,
the
people'
day,
"the
golden
clasp
that
there
were
not
a
majority
of
Christian
ministo
the
possibility
of
his
"vision"
ever-c-On;ing
,
cpmes near-er than anything else I hav yet
read upon the subject to meeting my neces- binds together the volume of the week."
ters-memb ers of t h at b od y, I sh ould h ope t o to pass, and we hav still graver doubts as to
SusAN H. WIXON.
so act upon it that it would set about abro- whether, were it to ever come to pass, it
sities, I am only fair to my own mental obtuseness when I say that I still feel that their
Upon my return here some days ago from a gating the Sunday laws, so that all citizens· w01lld bring about that moral and- social imvery best clothes hav not yet been put upon little lecture trip (which has been duly re- .could use the time of Sunday as best suited provement which he predicts. Having thus
all of those irlne infants.
,
ported to you, I see, in your letter depart- his or her inclination. The price of the pam- expressed our doubts on these points; we
Several of them look better to me than they ment) I found in my mail a copy of "Sabbath- phlet is 25 cents. Its worth as a campaign take pleasure in assuring our readers that the
ever did before, for which I most heartily Breaking," with the compliments of Mr. Rems- document is not to be measured in money.
moral tone of the work is unobjectionable,
thank 1\ir. Watts, but I am still laboring 1mder burg.
·"Lucy N. CoLMAN.
and the most partisan opponeiJ.t of the
the belief that if I were a " Christian legisI had not read it before, although I had seen
Syracuse, Dec. 13 • 1885·
theories advanced therein can not fail to find
lator" I would not be hit very hard by the so many notices of it, and although I always
ST. MATTHEW BEFORE THE couRT.
it a very entertaining and instructiv workcharms of the others.
knew that whatever Mr. Remsburg writes well
By some circumstance the report of the Independent P1tlpit.
In other words, I liav not seen these Demands repays. the reader for .the time and money ex- trial of this famous saint got mislaid since
clothed and-illustrated in what I should call a pended upon it.
last _summer, when it was received by me,
" taking" way, if one chanced to be by eduHis writings impress me as peculiarly fitted· and has only just come to light .
. cation or prejudice on the side opposed to for use in pioneer work.
I.- took ft up to glance over its pages, and
them.
They are simple, direct, clear, forcible, and :instead,. read it thoroughly, to the end, interI do not say that this may not hav been dignified, without being "heavy."
. _ ., :ested with the method of treating an old story,
<lone, I only say that I hav not had the pleasThey bring much needed information with,:_ ':admiring the ability and ingenuity of the prosure of seeing or hearing it, and my own in- in the range of the many on a plane easilynn~-~ <ecutirig. attorney, Secularist, and laughing
genuity in this direction impresses me as par- derstood and remembered. Mr. Remsburg: ;till I shook myself at his grim satire and comticularly lame.
makes no effort to display his own learning at' _:plete winding up of the poor prisoner, St.
The eighth Demand impresses me as one the expense of simplicity and clearness.
· ~-Matthew, who is certainly found guilty of
susceptible of many and apt illustrations, and
Profound works are all very well .for the, ·forgery, but as he turned state's evidence and
yet it comes out, even in Mr. Watts's paper profound, but upon these subjects that class,- ~told all about the wicked transaction, he is
(as it seems to me), always a little wanting in of readers are few, and they already know the: rulowed to go free.
forcefulness, and aptness, and amplitude of facts in the case, while " the million" neither''
Matthew is "haUled over the coals" in the
illustration from a Christian's outlook.
know nor will they ever learn from " solid" _or· court, in a very clever manner, and the whole
I trust that -Mr. Watts, and other able philosophical writings.
_ -trial is 'well worth reading.
·
writers upon this subject, will not infer that I
I believe that I do not say too much when
"St. Matthew Before the Court" is for sale
intend- anradverse criticism upon their work. I say that most of the people whom I meet-- by the Truth ·seeker Co .. , and nobody will
Upon the contrary, -I am peculiarly pleased socially are, at least, of average intelligence: . regret the slight outlay for its perusal.
with -¥!· Watts's success in this particular and mental power, yet not one in fifty of them'
S. H. W.
work, but I am simply stating my own diffi- could be induced to read Darwin, Haeckel;,
culty, and my own desire to- see something or Frederic Hamson, and that one alreili!iU
''TheNext ·world Interviewed," so far as
yet a little fuller, plainer, more striking, if you knows the false claims and impositions of the; mechanical appearance goes, is a handsome
CONTENTS:,
please, upon one or two points.
church.
book, and contains 252 pages. It is by Mrs.
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.
I was a trifle amused by one point in 1\<Ir.
Therefore it is most important to make use S.
Horn, being alleged communications
Zadig; or, Fate.
Watts's work. After a very beautiful, force- of the more easily assimilated mental food of- ·from people long since passed to dust.. The
The Sage and the Atheist.
The Princess of Babylon.
ful, and· dir~ct exposition and explanation of fered by such writers as Mr. Remsburg.
general method of the work is after that inTho Man of Forty Crowns.
the position accotded to women by all .real
A mistake is very often made in thinking· vented by the Star Publishing Company, of
The Huron; or, The Pupil of Nature..
Liberals; after showing that no one who that dull or heavy works show a greater degree Springfield, Mass., i.e., persons who were
Micromegas.
··
'
_
understands the first principles of . justice of scholarship, just as stupidity frE!quently Materialists in life are Spiritualists in death
The World 'as it Goes..
could ask for himself rights and privileges passes for dignity, or silence for wisdom.
, and, through a medium, confess their error in
The Black and the White.
Memnom the Philosopher.
which he is unwilling to allow to women, he
There are Liberals who, proceeding upon, "be1ieving that having died a person is necesAndres Des Touc)ies at' Siam.
unwittingly ~shows that the old "Adam" is this basis, say "Ingersoll is superficial/'he- sarily· dead. If the book is true, this absmd
The Study of Nature.
· . ·.
, still contending for lodgment in his soul, or cause he is humorous, and because he does not :belief is fully exploded. Among the persons
A Conversation With-a Chinese.
rather that he l1as lodgment there all un- lie awake nights trying to drag in an "· auc ''interviewed" are Harriet Martineau, who
Plato's Dream.
·
known to his antagonistic host.
thority" from ancient literature.
. contributes an article on the entertaining subA Pleasure in Having ·No Pleasure. , '
I am sure that Mr. Watts does not even
An Adventure in India.
They do not appear to discover that while·: ject of "Life in the Spirit World; " Titian givs
know this himself, and it is for that very rea- they are laboring to impress the world by their,' 'some "Art Notes;" Fenimore Cooper tells an
~--I
. Handsome 12mo. 448 page!;!,- ]aid·pap,!Jr, --~_'Vf
~on that I take the liberty to mention it right scholarship and -profundity he has laughed Indian story; Herodotus talks on "Prehistoric
6'1 engravings. Price, cloth; _- be:l;ille4-' .
here to show him (and others) how deeply the whole matter out of court and left' tbem_ Man;" Dean Stanley discusses "Spiritualism:
boards, $2.00. Half.<!alf: orha~: ,.-_ ~
rooted is masculin egotism, and how all un- neither client, council, nor case.
_ .the True and the False;" the pope sends out
morocco, marbled edges, 4.00. ·
co;nsciouslj' do the freest of men forget that
They do not appear to realize that while an: encyclical on "Bless, and Curse not," and
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, ·
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In five lectures, comprising "The. Gods"
."Humboldt," "Thomas Pain~," "Individual;
.,.~. icy,'' and " HeretiQB and Heres1es." . ·
;.,,
.;The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth;$;L~5,
·~ ; ·,,
Contents: "·The Ghosts," "Libertjfor ..Man:,
Woman, and' Child," "The Declaration. of
':.
I'ldependence," '' About Farming in DlinoiS, ~·
1
• "The Grant Banquet," The Rev. .A:iexander
Clark,' "The Past Rises before Me-Like a
/
Dream," and " A Tribute to Ebou· C. Ingersoll."
'
:
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Liberal triends al-e remh:tded that if they
tavor me with their orders tor holiday
-to undersell any other ll.rm
cash upon returt~ of goods.
embrs.ces all that is elegant, rich, and
well as a full line ot good
m~;(uiilm:gr•aa,ii·;;O'c;:[Is'7viz., genuin diamond rings,
collar buttons, elegant
and silver watches of evora•cetets, gold· and best goldpens, gold and sliver headed
spectacles; solid silver and
art goode, etc. , etc.
And what is a nieer
present tor either
your lady or gentleman triends than
one or my latest im·
proved' model badges
in solid gold, artistically enameled in
three colors ? Price,
$3, $3. 60. $4. With
genuin diamond in
rtsing sun, $8 and $10.

. ·Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, oO
cents; cloth, $1.26:·

, _ ..

'· 1

· Interviews on Talmage. Paper,50 cts.;

r· .·-:;_-· ··plaincloth,$1.26.

7'\~~··:i.'•:::'•

' • ·. What Must We Do to be SaveciJ P~1
per, 26 cents/

,:·;·; ""' ··...

-The Christian Religion.
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Ingersoll, Judge Jere111iah S. Bl~ll:k;;'a)id:
Prof; George P. Fisher. Paper, ,o(f,!-leiits;
cloth, $1.
, . , ._;_

Orthodoxy.

1.5

Boli~ay Goo as!

?;'·;',;: ·• . -': /
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OTTO WETTSTEIN

56 pages, 12mo, :ifpaper;

IOcents. $1.00 per doz. post paid.':' Printed'
in large, clear type, and containing ~~(ri,iu_ch
as could be delivered in two ordinary:lee$lr.~S;
This. makes a grand missionary docillii'eiit:'
Liberals should scatter it generously,~::''•:::> ...;.

Rochelle, Ill.

Vindication of Thomas Paine;frolh

the attacks of the New York Obs~1i&I'>~Y
Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents::=·.-.':'::

Address on the Civil Rights ,lJJtil.;"
.·

Large size octavo, paper, 16 cents. >":"',!";;<!

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine-aJ{a:fii.- ·
gersoll. Cabinet size; true to'life,

~~ . -KNOW THYSELF.

price $1.60 each. Every admirer. of these
apostles of Religious Liberty should have·
these busts.
·
·. · ·

,Exhaus!'.ed Vitality, Nervous and Physical Deb111ty,
Premature .Decline 1D Man, Errors of Youth, and
u the untold miseries resulting from indis~retion or
,. exeese.ee. A book tor every man, young, middle!. aged and old. It contains 126 prescrtptlons for all
:.1? acute, and chronic dtsea.Bes, each one of which Is invaluable: Bo found bY the author, whose experiL ence· for 23 years is such as probably never before
.8 tell to the lot of any physician. 306 pages, bound in
'
beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, tun gUt,
guaranteed to be a ll.ner work in every sens~:~-"~es chanical, literary, and professional-than any other
work sold 1D thts country tor $2.50, or the money
wlll be refunded in every inStance Prtce only $1.00
by mall, post paid. Illustratlv sample 6 cents.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
NatlQnal Medical ASsociation, to the president of
which, the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate oll.lcers
ot the Board the reader is respectfully referred .
.The Bclence of Life should be read by the young
lllllitrutction. and by the all.licted for relief. It
Llull-flenel!lt all.-London Lancet.
There Is no member of society to whom The
Science ot Life wlll not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guardian, instructor, or clergyman.-.Argo-

Photogt·aphs of Colonel Ingersoll.

Superb photographs, 22 x 28, $5 ·; · pane~ ·
10 1-2xl'7, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, !lO'cts.;

·

i·

j I.ng;;:~~~,:er:~tures Complete.. ~ · ·
(

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher lias
had all his lectures, except the latest onc"Orthodoxy, '' bound in one beautiful volume, in
half calf, library style, and containing· over
1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly i
low price of $6. r Sent by mail postpaid.

Tr,ibutes. There hav been so many

applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute ·to
His Brother,'' "The Vision of War," the
"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent address over " Little Harry Miller's Grave,''
that they }lav been printed on heavy toned
paper, 18X:22, lilumrnated border, and in
large, clear type, suitable for frammg, and
the four will l!te forwarded to any address,
.prepaid, for $1, or either one for 26 cents.

·

naut,

The Sole Yactors. and
Exact Ratios in Its Acquirement and Apportionment

Pros · Poems and Selections. This
new book is a gem. It is 'a model in every
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the
celebrated "Decoration Day Oration,'' never
before publiShed, and all the .famous "trib. qtes " heretofore printed in various shapes,
but never brought together till now, many
other gems, selected from the speeches, arguments, leetures, letters, table-talks, and
day-to-day conversations of the author. The
work is designed for, and will be accepted
by admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine
steel portrait, with autograph fac simile, has
been prepared especially for it. Price, in silkcloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.60;
m half-calf, mottled edges, elegant library
style, $4.60; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquis!,tely fine, $'7 .50; in full tree calf, highest
possible stjle and finish, $9.
Sent on receipt of price,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 Clinton Place, New York.

ELEMENTS
OF

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a -l>rief review of their Origin and Growth; · Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Own-

FOB

By Prof. H. M. Cottin;;-er, A.M.
FreethinkerS will find this, for an outline
history, the best for their use, as Professor
Oettinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports
of the church's actions has stated facts with a
truthful freedom not found in ordinary his·
tories; :,He dates his work from the beginning
of historical certainty and not from the mythi·
cal Eden, as do most "universal" historians,
and brings it down· to 1883, with a brief men. tion of subsequent important inventions and
_discoveries.
TESTIMONIALS:

... : .This book is just what the bu~y world or to-day
· : needs~a pertect compendium or )listory trom 2,000
]· ·years :s.o. on up to 1883, all in a nut-shell.-Elmin<t
' 1/ltnker.

• All a text-bbok 1D schools, the book ·would· occupy
· an important place; in the tamlly it would be no less
·; ilnportant,'ll!i conveying intormation that all should
,be aoquainted with.-Szlsan W...,.,
.· .,,,:. :Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this book are
'_:excellent, and .his standPoint admirable. It may be
'~ commended S8 tulll.lllng ita purpose or a concise and
interesting historical text-book. -Milwaukee Sentinel.
·
Price, (Jiotb, U.!io.
For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Address tbe Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. w.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulll.nch !'treet, Boston, Mass ,
wno may be consulted on all diseases req*ing
skill and experience. Ohronic and obsthlate dts
eases that have ball.led the sklll of allh
Lother
physicians a specialty. Such treated
sti ccessfully, Without an instance otJ
\1 ~ a;,
failure. Mention this paper.1y14
I 0 a;

H

By J. K. INGALLS
ership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
the Productiv. Factors; Partnership and Co-operation; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies ; Suggestions
to Legislators; Conclusion.

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
THE PRESENT
AND

THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA.
BY A C.A.PITALIST.

EA

Lf

DB. B. P. FELLOWS

Is a regularly edUC!l.ted and legally quaull.ed physician, and
l·he most successful
as his practice wu,
pre>ve. He has tor
twenty years treated
excluslvly all dtseases
or the l:!exual Organs,
ln the cures of which
he stands preem1Dent.
S PER MATORRH<EA
and IMPOT ENOY
as the result of selt·
abuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
n i g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power,renderlng marriage improper and unb upy, etc., are cured per
manently by an outside avpllcation in sixty days
NO STOMAOH MEDIOIN USED. It is one of Dr
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which is entirely un
ltnown ro the medical profession, It is not a catchpenny get-np, such as a pad, belt, pas!llle, nor magnetic appliance, but simply a medicine to be ap;vlied
externally on the parts a:trected, which cures by
abserptlon, ·seAd ll.ve 2-cent stamps for h1B "Private Counselor," giving full Information. Address
Dr. R. P. Fellows, V1Deland, N.J., and say where you
saw this advertlsment.

A Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals with
the present conditions of society in this country, ·pointing out their .imperfections. and showing how
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present system. The remedy, the a11thor thinks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the
future Republic of North America, as it will bE' when society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously· and interestingly written.
'
CONTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Republic; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production and Distribution;
Ji'rom the Ironclt14 .Age,
Education; :Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life in the .,. Dr. Fellows Is an outspoken 1nll.del, therefore na
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods Proposed for the· .Jhea.t or humbug, The Freethinkers of the land
lyB
Trans1tion from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger. 'hould giv the doot~r their patronage."
Price, $1.50.
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

UNIVERSAL BlSTO HY
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

\

A Gt-eaLMedical Work on Manhood

'BIBLE MORALS.
TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
GERMAN Sll'tiPLIFIED.
BY SCRIPTURE.
An easy and practical new method, adapted for
selt-instruction as well M for use In schools. To
l 'alsehood and Deception-Cheating-Theft and Rob- consist
ot about twelve numbe1-s. Eleven numbers
bery-Adulterv and Prostitution-Murder-WarR of Con- now published. Sent to any address on receipt of
~~-£jif J:o cents per number, by THE TRUTH
0
quest and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance and 3
"These books contain a wealth of knowledge for
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Chil- ~elt-instructlon.
"-ED. .Albany Union.
Stt
dren-Crueltv to Animals-Human Sacrifices-Cannibalism- Witchcraft- Slavery-Polvgamy- IntemperanceANTHOLOCY
Povertv and V agrancv - Ignorance ·and Idiocv - Ob- BIBLICAL
A Collection of Passe;-es
scenity.
lllustrating the
BY JOHN E. REMSBURG•.

Price, Sln1Jie Copies,

~5

cents;

Special Dl8connt on

Purity and Morality of The Bible.
6 Copies, $1.00

Lar~rer

quantltlel.

Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Trm pope is seriously ill of l,ddney disease.

HAD·.John Knox's religion been of a milder arid
more genial·:character than that taught 1;>;v-John
Calvin, or had he. no religion at all, ·he .would
doubtless liav had more humanity ai1d hav been a
bettt?t man.-D. ,)[. Bennett.

TrrE p,gpulation of Chicago is now placed
nt 750,000.
THERE is to be a crematory built in the
Pere Ia Chaise Cemetery at Paris.

IT is not too-much to say that, ~t this day; a.ny ·
philosophy which sets out with thepremis that an-y:
one of.the historical religions is.absolute truth fails ..
to meet the demand of the times. To ignore thosi~
results of modern historical research which sho~
that allreligio~ts·are of one family and origin, anq
.hav been subject alike to natura]conditious of der
velopJ)lent, and"that each and all of _them are-Jim; ·
ited and provincial-in chm:acter, is to manifest Iioli.
only an incapacity to solve the religio'us problem of
.our age; but even a failure to see what the'real:re·
problem of. the age is.· When Mt; Alcott·
his closing address at the Concord Scho'.ol
that·" :It is safe for young people to
g6 to the Concord School without imbibing any
'heresies,'" he unconsciously' declared the fatal
limitations of .the sch.oc\1 on the side of religi<;>mr
philosophy.. The robust minds among the yoimg
men and young women of om· age are not afraid of
"heresies;" they liav already latgely imbibed·them
and they will justly be suspicious of the thOl'OUgJiness of-any school which promises to fence them in
it" safe" pla.ce where heresies cannot come.-W. J.
. Pottm·:
THE ancient Platonists, you know, 'vere 'the most
•re]igiOllB and clevout of all the pagan philosophers;.
· yet many of· them, particularly Plotinus (205-270
A.D.), expressly declare 'that intellect or understanding is not to beasci-ibed to the deity, and that
most perfect worship of him ci:msists, not in
of vene.ration, revlirence, gratitude, or Jove,
in a certain mysterious self-annihilation or
extinction of all our faculties. These ideas
perhaps too far stretched; but still 1t must be
o~lmrm,]o,cl~o~ that, by representing the deity as so
comp1;ehensible; and so similar to
a human mind, we ·are· guUty of the grossest and
most ·narrow partiality and make om·selvs the.
model oj' the whole universe.-lf~41Ws Dialogs
Natuml Religion.

TrrE number of deaths from small-pox in
lVIontreal during the late epidemic was over
three thousand.
TrrE Newar$:, N. J: children sent to Paris
to be treated by l\L Pasteur for hydrophobia
are progressing favorably.
ABouT $112,000 is now tl:J,e grand total of
the Grant monument fund. The sum of $500
has lately been received from o~a.
TnE architect . of Mrs. · A: · T' · Stewart's
cathedral at Garden City, L. I., has ·been
obliged to bring suit to recover pay for .his
services.
A BIG amount of money is peing subscribed
in this country for the benefi~of Parnell; the
Irish politician, lately returned to the English
Parliament.
·
THERE were but twenty arres!s in, this city
on the 27th for violation of th\Ol Sund~y excis~
law. The facilities for getting a drink,-however, were never bett<~r.
·
Tms is the London Times' recipe for solving the Irish problem : '' Expel the Parnellites ·
from the House· of Commons, and establish
martial law in Ireland."
AuGusT SPIEs, the prominent-Chicago Freethinker and Socialist, last Monday addressed
an audience of Congregational nifrusters of
that city on the aims of Socialism.
·

on

PASTOR DowNs, of Boston, has .begun legal
proceedings to regain possession of the
Bowdoin Baptist church, from whese pulpi1
he has been expelled for immorality.
PoPE LEo is said to hav an income of
$1,500,000 annually, and it is stated on the
authority of Monsignor Capel that the pope's
personal expenses are limited to $2.50 a day.
Srus E. CHEEK, a prominent real estate
ngent at Clinton, Mo., has fled to Canada,
-------- ~-.
---.~:·~~:·cc...-,-_,_ -_-------------_- - - ---- .----------,-,
,
- _ THE_APPA.R!':N6~ QJf tfi;E.:?\TillGIN '(From tlt~ ·Frenclt).
-· ,
being a defaulter for over $10,000. He left
A supernatu!al appearailc~'*hi~h tak~s iJlace whenever the priests' are short of cash.
·
this note: "I am a thief, scoundrel, knave,
and liar."
TnE Rev. Howard Crosby has written a
! Toq big a crop ob apples is a-gwine to b{tsi: de
letter to Joltn S1.ointon's Paper recommending
i limb;
legal limitations of individual wealth. He
An' de gal's lips. allus tast' best w'en de light is
kinder dini.
should write another recommending eqn·al
"I woULDN.iT worry about the. cholera, dear,''
taxation of all wealth.
SCIPTURE DANGEROUS TO FOLLOW.
saicl a lady to her husband; it isn't at all likely it
"Andwhat did the preacher say to-day, Hiram ?'•
A RATHER repulsiv novelty· is shown in a will re11ch this country." "I don't know about said :Mrs Sparks to ,her husband, as he came home
London theater, and is called "A Dance in that," he replied, nervously; "it might reach us from the Christmas service.
any moment, and we might hav a fl'ightful time.
"He said that every mart should love his neighSheoL" Those who hav seen it say it ought I-I think I had better pay the back pew rent anYbor--"
·
not ·to be performed anywhere outside the way."
1
"Love his neighbor !" shrieked the wife.
1
place from which it derives its name.
THE Rev. Dr, Duryea is in favor of Stmday news- ! "That's what I said, Emily, and it's what he
papers. He says : "If people won't go to church,
CrmiSl'MAS falling on Friday, Catholics were they must do something, and a good newspaper is said."
"You can't get me to believe a word. of that,
allowed to eat meat on that day without im- better than a bad book.'' Still, if the fishing is
Hiram Sparks. The preacher never said any such
periling the salvation of their souls. This good, a man can worry through the day very nicely thing, for he knows as well as I do that our neighcomes about through a special dispensation of without a book or newspaper. We dou>t suppose bor is a grass widow, and he knows me well enough
the reverend gentleman ever thought of that.
to know that you wouldn't be able to get to church
the pope, which does not apply to New Year's
MRs. CoLONEL YERGER recently_called on Rev. for a month after trying on that little game while
clay.
·
Surplus Eel. "Parson, I want you to come light l'm !],round. A nice man he is, I must confess, to
· AN unruly lot of Ch,ristians caused a riot in off to my sickhnsband. He has got the smallpox." b!'l giving such 11dvice as that to an old codger like
Detroit, Mich., last Saturday.
They were "Why don't yon go to yo1rr family pastor? You · you."
THJ;: DEACON OF THE FOLD.
the congregation of a Catholic church. The don't belong to my congregation," replied Parson
Eel. "You fiee, Parson Eel, my own pastor is a
A bashful man was Benny Jones,
police had difficulty in suppressing the dis- very good man, and it would be !1 pity for him to
Who llad such winning ways
turbance, and the militia were held in· readi- die, so I thought I'd come for you. You never
That fol)rs were never weary while
would be missed; you never would be missed, Parness to assist.
Tlleir words were ip. hi~ prais9.
son Surplus Eel.
NEw ENGLAND societies in various places
He was uever knowp. to chnc!De ; no,
WE are gratified to leam that Mr, Hormusjee
Not even when a child;
hav recently met to celebrate the landing of Edulgee Kotwai, of Bombay, has been presented
And was !mown to all his neighbors as
the Pilgrim Fathers, now happily deceased. with a silver medal by Mr. Shapurgee Sorabjee
The man who never smiled.
The societies hold their ce1ebrations on Bengalee, and a revolver by Mr. Khan Bhahrdur
He had uo naughty longings for
diverse dates, as they cannot agree exactly as Dadhabboy Pudumjee, in honor of having killed his
The wicked ways of youth,
one hundredth tiger. It seems rather odd, though,
to when the Pilgrims landed.
And his candor was a lesson
that his daring achievement was not also recog'ro the enemies of truth.
Ir was a sad case, that of the Rev .•John R. nized by some tdfle from our old friend Bohdugger
He was so very zealous in
Elmore, a Baptist minister residing near Clay- Munkyrench Jujupahste Bhoy Sorghumgee Hum.
drum Bojum. He must hav been out of town.
His piety, we're told,
ton, Ia. Two months ·ago he was expelled
That the vestrymen appointed him
IN
a
certain
small
town
the
members
of
the
vadfrom his pulpit for bigamy, and the night beThe deacon of the fold.
ous religious sects were very tolerant toward each
fore Christmas he went to his neighbor's fishother. The clergymen, in particular, ·were very
The ladies fairly petted him,
pond, cut a hole in the ice, and drowned !rim- fdendly. On the occasion of the Jewish rabbi's
He led in all the psalms,
self.
silver wedding, he invited the Protestant clergyAnd the parson looked upon him
As a shepherd 'mong his lambs,
TnE Western Union Telegraph Company man and also the Roman Catholic priest. 'When
the reverend clergymen were enjoying the good
But ah, the wily serpent came,
sent out its linemen on Christmas morning, cheer set before them, the priest said to the rabbi :
With sweet, deceptiv tongue,
and they cut six miles of the wires of the .... I know that you are a very liber!11-minder1 gentleAnd left two Bibles lonely in
man,
bitt
could
you
bring
yourself
to
eat
pork?"
United' Lines Telegraph Company. Arrests
The class where Benny sung.
"Certainly I could i·elish some ham, at least on
will be made when the offenders are discov- one occasion." "And that would be?" "At the marFor one Sunday morning early
ered. The trouble is over the questimi who riage dinner of your reverence."
'Twas reportecl by a few
That the parson's wife was missing
owns the poles.
DEBE's a mighty lot o' people w'ats got heaps o'
And the parson's money, too,
common sense,
TnE Dutch Reformed ministers who lisAnd as Ben was minus also,
tened to John Swinton last week on the labor Dat ain't alluz perticular abmtt dere mood and .
''l'was conjectured ~tt the time
tense;
problem held another meeting on the 28th to You passes lots of pretty girls dat's hirl behind a.
Both had sailed in search of cmtve1·ts
To some less enlightened clime.
discuss what he had told them. The most of
veil,
them agreed that JHr. Swinton did not repre- And dere's piles of 'sponsibility rests on an iron
'rhat deaconship is vacant nowrail.
sent the "best class" of Socialists, to which
It has been so of Ia te'Taint the bigges' slickes' boss dat makes the
And this is what old Parson Brown
the religious Mr. Henry George belongs. It
quickes' time;
Has written on his gate:
was the duty of ministers, they thought, to •Taint allnz from de riches' man the poor one gits
" My brethren, shun the Evil One,
de clime;
~·
take advantage of the present agitation and
Keep clear of all his wiles, ·
pour into the blelilding wounds the healing· It's a mighty slender policy to go far out to sea
In a boat w'at's rotten to de core, to show how brave j
And on an equal footing hold
truths of the gospel.
yott be.
The man who never smiles."

Uldds .and §intis

...

THERE never was, I fancy, an organiz~tion less :
·srtscepi;ib:Le to fears.or superstitions than Scott's
When· a friend jokingly urged him, within a .___.. ..,
'
few months of his death, not to leave Rome on a :
'-0,<
·Friday, as it was a day of bad, omen for beginning
a journey, he replied, laughing, "Superstition is
very picturesque, and I make it at times stand me
in good stead, but I never allow it to interfere With
interest or convenience." ·Basil Hall reports Scott's
having told him, on the last evening of 1824, when
they were talking over this subject, that, having
once arrived at a country inn, 'lie wa~ told there
was no bed for him. "No place to lie down at all?" __
said he. "No," said the people of _the house, "none
except a room in which there is a corpse lying;" ,
"Well," said he, "did the person die of any conta- (
gious disorder?" "Oh, no, not .at~!l," said they. ·, "Well, then,"·continued he, "let me hav~nther-.:~
bed." "So," said Sir Walter, "I laid me down and f '
.
never had a bett_!ir night's sleep in my life."-HHt-,. ·!
ton's Scott.
·
A SILLY mouse. thinking each thing. a ca u,
Fell into a helpless worriment the1·~at;
But, noticed by a wizard living near,
Was turned into a cat to end its fear.
No sooner was the transformation done,
~han dreadful terror of a dog begun.
Now, when the wizarcl saw this latest throe,
"Here, be a dog," said he, "and enc(your woe."
But though a dog its soul had no release,
For fear some tiger might disturb its peace.
Into a tiger next the beast was made;
And still •twas pitiful and sm·e afraid,
Because the huntsman might, some ill-starred daYi
Happen along and take its life away.
"Then," said the wizard, turning to his house,
••Yon hav a mouse's heart-now be a mouse."
'Tis so 'vith men; no earthly help or dower
Can add one atom to their earthly power:
Them from their smallness nothing can arouseNo art can make a lion from a mouse.
-Joel :Penton,
"IF heaven is our home," aslred Calvin, "what is
the earth but a place of exile? Only because (tod
has placed us in this world and .appointed us our
functions therein, must it also be our endeavor to
fulfil the same; it is solely the divine command
which imparts a true value to our earthly vocations, which Me of themselvs devoid of value.''
This is clearly a miserable compromise; if our
earthly occupations are valueless in themselvs,_ this
value cannot be imparted to them from without;
but if they do possess such value, it can consist il).
nothing but the moral relations which are implied
by them. Man's earthly existence bears its ow11
law, its rule of guiclance, its aims and ends in.
cluded in itself.-Stra·uss's Ola ana New Faiti!,
SuPERSTITION, without a veil, is a deformed
thing; for as it addeth deformity to an· ape to ·be so
like a man, so the similitude of superstition to re·
ligion makes it the more deformed; and as whole·
some meat corntpteth to little wol'lll~· so. good
forms and orders cornwt into a nnml:iilr of ';r..~•ty ./' ·
observances. There is a superstition in avrf)";'::'' ·.;~·
snperstition, where men thinldo do best if tlf>~i'~ . · ·
farthest from the superstition formerly reoi.'t ,;: ·. r
therefore care would be had (as it farethin i!-~i-~·.• . ··' '
ings) the goo<'l,. be not taken away with tl;~-'-,'~' ·• '
which commonly is done where the people~.;. uUe reformer.-Bacon•s Essays,
A REVELATION is only a rev<,Jlation . to the indi·
vidual to whom (if such a thing be possible) it is
made. His account of it to another is not revelation; and whoever puts faith in that accotmt puts it
in the man from whom the account comes;· and
that .man may be deceived or he may hav dreamed
it; or he may be an impostor and may lie. There is
no possible criterion whereby to judge of the tntthof what he tells; for even the morality of it would
be no proof of revelation.-Paine•s Aae.of Reason;
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UNCLE SAM
CHoRus OF TRUMPETERS FOR REVENUE

IN Har,tford, Conn., Sunday newspapers
cannot be sold on the streets after 10 A.M.
THIS week is appointed by the Evangelical
Alliance as a week of prayer. We shall wait
patiently for the results.
THE trustees of Parson Newman's old
church on Madison avenue are anxious to sell
the edifice, being deeply in debt. They say
the building would make a good theater.
JEsus CHRIST was born nearly nineteen
lnmdred years ago in a world full of violence,
hypocrisy, wrong, and suffering Alas! it is
very much the same world now_.-John Swin-

ton.
THE grinding of the crown glass disk of the
immense lens of Lick Observatory at San
Jose, California, is well under way at Cambridge, Mass. Yet a whole year's work remains to be done before it can be finished.
JUDGE CuLI.EN of the Supreme Court has
just decided, in the suit of Holland against
Smytli, that money left to be spent for prayers after a person's death is a valid bequest.
As long as we hav laws by which the dead
can control the living, Judge Cullen's decision
is sound.
THE Rev. W. H. H. Snyder, a Presbyterian
preacher of Harrisburg, Pa., has been asked
to resign. He is accused of plagiarism, having preached one of Talmage's sernwns ins_tead of his own. They must hav customs in
Harrisburg different from those of Brooklyn,
' where Talmage preached the sermon originaJiy and was not molested.

I

I

ONLY:

. THE faith-cure humbug is rampant in Sweden". A fellow-named Boltzin is its prophet.
Tlie Stockholm police were compelled recently to interfere to prevent the overcrowding of his "Hotel Zion." In Narkoeping a
hotel-keeper advertised rooms where one
might "be alone with God " at a low price,
including service and cure with board.
THE pope has just given $100,000 to the
College of the Propaganda, which is equivalent to his taking money out of one pocket
and putting it into another. This $100,000
is the proceeds of the pope's personal presents. As Brother Joachim has been pope
but a few years, this shows that presents flow
to the Vatican with considerable celerity.
MR. LABOUOHERE, editor of London Truth,
seems not to appreciate as some people do the
English ecclesiastic Canon Farrar, who has
lately ·visited America and carried away a
pocketful of dollars. He says of the canon
that he " often talks and writes nonsense-and
twaddle, and during his tour in the United
States he seems to hav surpassed himself."
A BAPTIST paper recommends to sleepless
preachers the delivery of two sermons on each
Sunday as a soporific. One afflicted subscriber replies that his pastor has tried this,
but that the soporific influence was shed
rather on the llearers than on the sermonizer.
He adds that if the preacher knew how mad
the people were at him for preaching such
sermons he would stay awake all night.
Trus is the latest report of progress of
Christian 1i1issionary work among the heathens: "Lo~nox, J&n. 1st.-Tile king of·
Mombasa, in Central Africa, has seized Bishop
Huntington, who has been engaged in missionary service, and will probably put him to

IN

DISTRESS.

"Pod, our country, and an approp1i.ation."
death. No reason . is given for· the act."
Mombasa is not in Central Africa; it is on
the cast coast, but this should not detract
from the accuracy of the report, or deter us
from sending more missionaries to Africa to
preach to the monkeys.
OccAsiONAL churchgoer (to minister): "That
was good advice you gave this morning, Mr.
Goodman, about laying up treasures where
neither moth nor rust can corrupt, and where
thieves cannot break through nor steal."
Minister (earnestly): "It was, indeed, sir, and
I trust you will profit by it." Occasionat
churchgoer: " I intend to. Every cent I can
raise goes into land. Moth and rust can't
hurt land, and no thief can steal it."
CHARLES RANSOM, a notorious New York
gambler, died recently. In the World's obituary notice the following surprising statement
is found: "It is said that the Rev. John P.
Newman, . known principally as General
Grant's pastor, was an intimate friend of the
gentle-mannered gambler." It would be inte~esting to the student of morals to know if
either of these two men was influenced for
evil by contact "with the other, and if so,
which.
THE certificate of incorporation of the Institute of Social Science has been filed in the
county clerk's office. Its object is to promote
the investigation, elucidation, propagation,
and practice of social science in all its branches
by lectures, discussions, essays, books, and institutions, and such other methods as the institute may determin. The corporators are
Parke Goclwin, Alexander S. Webb, Joseph
H. I'tylance, John C. Zachos, Graham n'lcAdam, Thaddeus B. Wakeman, and Justus
0. Woods.

THE bill making it legal to marry a deceased
wife's sister will be again presented to the
coming British Parliament. This ·bill has
been urged for a long time by widowers having eligible sisters-in-law, whom tlrey made
the mistake of not marrying in the first place.
THE latest grievance in Boston is the disposition of the grocery-keepers to keep their
places open on Sundays. This is corrupting
the average head of the average Boston
family, who now neglects to lay ia his provender on Saturday, and goes about buying the
necessaries of life on Sunday.
AT a late meeting of the Presbyterian Synod
of New York, a resolution was introduced to
be acted upon next year, which urges: "The
imperativ duty of opposing the attitude of
indifference to religion which appears in. our
public school manuals and in the educational
work of our reformatories, and at the same
time of using all proper nieans to secure the
incorporation with the course of state and
national instruction of the following religious
truths as a basis of national morality, viz:
(1) The existence of a personal God. (2)
The responsibility of every one to God. (3)
The deathlessness of the human soul as made
in the image of God, after the power of an
endless life. (4) The reality of a future
spiritual state in which every soul shall giv
account for itself before God, and shall reap
that which it has sown." It has since been
proposed to add a fifth subject for teaching,
viz: (5) The Decalog, interpreted both by
the Sermon on the n'lonnt, and by the life and
example of Christ, as the standard of morality." The Presbyterians will find it much
. easier to put these teachings in the schoolbooks than to make the scholars believe them,
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yet they are continually violating its very principle.
With them private judgment means orthodox Protestant judgment. . Their conduct in this particular has
been thus aptly described in a poem, entitled "The
Dogmatist's Creed:"

flomntnnications.
The Two Isms.
Apart from the numerous minor isms now existing
th.Toughout the Christian world, the two principal
ones are Catholicism and Protestantism. These constitute the religious faith of Western Christendom,
and are regarded by their respectiv adherents as
being unequaled in granclem and unsurpassed in
potency for good. In many respects the two isms
dill'er from each other, but in their opposition to Secular philosophy there is really very little dill'erence
.between them. The antagonistic lines that separate
the consistent Catholic from the sincere Protestant
present a strong refutation of the alleged harmony of
the Christian faith, while the history of each of their
systems is pregnant with facts sho1\oing :how adverse
both are to the development of personal independence and mental freedom. It would be sad, indeed,
to think it even possible for the dark nightmare of
Rome to again overshadow the nation. Its record
has been one of relentless fanaticism, leaving behind
it marks of woe, misery, and intellectual prostration
wherever it has had full opportunity to exert its
power. It would also be despairing to many of us
to believe that Protestant inconsistency and assumption would remain permanently in om midst. Contemplating the present condition of Christendom, how
largely it is permeated with skepticism, the power of
science, and the influence of secular literatm·e, -it requires but little prophetic insight to see that the time
is not far distant when reason and justice will triumph
over traditional belief and theological domination.
There is a striking difference between the two isms
in the relativ. devotion of the adherents to their respectiv faiths. The devotion of the Catholic is far
more intense than that of the Protestant. Entering
a Catholic church at the celebration of high mass, the
visitor is forcibly struck with the reality of the belief
of the superstitious worshiper. This lma:ffected devotion goes on accumulating from the moment of the
entrance of the celebrant priest, sprinkling the devotees with "holy water," until the solemn moment
when the casket in the altar is opened and the supposed body and blood of the son of the Virgin are
elevated. True the devotion does not long continue,
neither is the influence, as a rule, very lasting, for frequently an hour after the congregation is dispersed
the devotee who had so rece;ntly taken the sacrament at
the mass, and confessed his sins, will at once open a
new account by entering into a fight. with . the first
person who shall dare to offend him. In southern
climes it is quite usual for dark-eyed Spanish and
Roman ladies to confess and attend mass ill the morning, and in the afternoon to engage in very questionable flirtations in the Prado at Madrid or the Corso n.t
Rome. Still, the ceremony is real so long as it lasts,
and t~e same fervor and devotion will be again exhibited at night, when the votary kneels before the
shrine or pictme of his or her particular saint.
In Protestant worship there is nothing to equal
this consistent and heartfelt reverence. The nearest
approach to it in our midst to-day is the fanatical
evolutions of the members of the Salvation Army,
who are always taxing their lungs at the expense of
their reason. For a true sample of Protestant worship we must attend the various churches and chapels,
where the proceedings would lead us to suppose
that we were either in a theater, a mechanics' institute,' or at the meeting of the shareholders of a railway company, who were filled with gloom at the prospect of little or no c1ividends. Their religion is like
their Sunday clothes; it is put on on Sabbath morning only to be taken off in the evening. It is a thing
of fashion and convenience, consulted on one day and
ignored on six. With the Catholic it is different.
When he is religious he is all religious. His whole
being is wmpt up in his faith and all else is forgotten.
A most objectionable featme common to both isms
is that of persecution. But even here there is a difference favorable to Catholic consistency. By its
own principles the Catholic chmch is intolerant of
independent opinion, and, therefore, a persecuting
church. Protestant and Catholic accept the Bible as
an inspired and author:itativ rule of faith and life.
They dill'er, however, in this: The Catholic alleges
that it is not the only rule, and the Protestant asserts
that it is. The former avows that the church is inspired and authoritativ, while the latter positivly denies this. The Catholic church claims infallibility,
and acts logically and consistently from this unfortunate premis. It holds the right to close the
mouths of all heretics who deny its authority or disr>ute its cardinal tenets. It has no faith in liberty of
speech and individual judgment. Of course, there
are some semi-Catholics living in partially free countries, such as America and England, who are slightly
contaminated with "heresy," and who cannot accept
their faith in this undiluted form. But take real
Catholics in Rome and Spain, and there the orthodox
principle is can-ied out in its most consistent form.
Protestants, while deploring this Catholic persecution, boast of their "right of private judgment1" and

Believe as I believe-no more, no less;
That I am right, and no one else, confess;
Feel as I feel ; think only as I think ;
Eat what I eat, and drink but what I drink;
Look as I look; do always as I do.
And then, and only then,
Will I fellowship with you.

1

That I am right, and always right, I know,
Because my own convictions tell me so;
And to be right is simply this: To be
Entirely, in all respects, like me.
To deviate a hair's breadth, or begin
To question and to qoubt,
Or hesitate, is sin.
.
I reverence the Bible, if it be
Translated first, and then explained-by me.
By churchly laws and customs I abide,
If they with my opinions coincide.
All creeds and doctrins I concede divine,
Excepting those, of course,
Which disagree with mine.
Let sink the drowning, if he will not swim
Upon the plank that 1 throw out to him;
Let starve the hungry, if he will not eat
lVIy kind and quantity of bread and meat;
Let freeze the naked, if he will not be
Clothed in such garments
As are cut for me.
'Twere better that the sick should die than liv,
Unless they take the medicin I giv;
'Twere better sinners perish than refuse
To be conformed to my peculiar views;
'Twere better that the world stand still than move
Jn any other way
Than that which I approve.

Perplexed, he gazes where a gulf ~livides
Two different and antagonistic sides.
Firm to tlie one his principles prevail,
His wishes follow the opposing scale;
He'd he a Papist, but the mighty force
Of duty stern forbids so bold a course;
In short, between the two he makes his way
Like the proverbial ass amid the hay.

Knowing the natme of the two isms, we, as Secularists, should strive to avoid the influence of both.
Standing upon an impartial pedestal, we can discover
some rays of hope from the fierce war going on between these two theological gladiators. Protestantism, as a state-protected religion, is doomed in England, and as a specially favored relig-ion its death knell
will shortly be tolled on American soil. It may
struggle for its life, and possibly for a time it may
survive, but its state-favored injustice will be of short
dmation. The day is close at hand when the chmch
will hav to exist, if at all, upon its own resolrrces, ~
without being exempted from its just and fan· share
of the taxation of the COlmtry.
Although, perhaps, the day is far distant when the
power of Rome will entn·ely cease, indications are not
wanting of her falling off. Thousands of Catholics
are every year emigrating to this Western Continent,
where, under the influence of freedom, the chains of
the chmch are being loosened. As the present generation dies out, it will, in all probability, be teplaced
by a population born on American soil, where the old
Catholic ideas will be unable to thrive. Protestantism is dying of its internal inconsistency, while
Catholicism is losing ground through its external
consistency. Thus the power of theology is declining; those who rely upon re~son find refuge in Freethought, and those who rest upon faith shelter themselvs in the shade of Catholicism.
Amid these changes and this decay the principles of
the American Secular Union maintain a c1ignified and
progressiv com·se. In France, Germany, England,
India, and the United States, Liberal principles are
gaining noble triumphs on every hand. In France the
priests hav lost much of their power and influence over
the intelligent portion of the masses. The literatme of
Germany indicates the growth of skepticism in that
country of mental freedom, while from India we hear
of the rapid growth of Freethought views. The
colleges of Calcutta and Bombay are, by a COliTSe of
Secular' training, educating the Parsees and Bengalees out of their old notions of supernatmal de~
pendence. In England the school board has taken
the place of the chmch, and theology has had to
yield to the claims of science. Thus while the Freethought ship sails majestically into the haven of
safety, the Christian bark is at sea, being tossed to
and fro with the waves of discord and doubt. The
craft is composed of too flimsy material to enable it
to withstand the shocks of nineteenth-centmy civilization. Already t.he orthodox vessel is c1ivided; ere
long it will float. down the stream of time into the
harbor of worn-out dogmas; and there, in its inactivity, smrounded by folly and superstition, it will
remain as a monument of intellectual weakness and
misguided devotion, while throughout the land will
be heard the voice of truth proclaiming the victory of a progressiv philosophy over theological restriction and priestly usm·pation.
CHARLES WATTS.

Another objectionable feature of the two isms is
that of priestcraft. This is an evil which is supposed
by Protestants to belong ahnost exclusivly to Catholicism. But unfortunately it is also a Protestant
institution. Glancing at the various congregations of
the lesser towns or cities, how many of the members
thereof are there who think for themselvs or who are
free from the influence of then· ministers~ They believe what they hear, not because they hav reasoned
thereon to test its truth, but because the local clergy
uttered it. A skeptical clergyman will, as a rule,
make a skeptical congregation, and a bigoted minister
will beget bigoted followers. Protestants ai'e, in fact,
as much abject slaves to the Bible as Catholics are to
the priests. With most of them, if they are consistent, the "inspired book" is a master whose truth
they dare not question. If it can be proved that the
Bible teaches a particular doctrin or principle, no
matter how absurd the one and how illogical the
other, the orthodox believers dare not reject it.
Protestantism, it is true, has one advantage-its
followers are more easily converted from their faith
than are those who believe in Catholicism. The l'eligion of the " Reformed Church " sits but lightly
upon its professors. The more a man's belief is combined with sincerity, the more difficult it is to convince him of his error. Hence 'Secularism gets fewer
converts from the Catholic than it does from the
Protestant church. The faith of most of the Protestant sects is so inconsistent that to some it is too
contracted and to others it is too plastic. ·About two
Father Hardouin
hlmdred years ago John Dryden, the poet, wrote the
The
statement
that Father Hardouin's book, "Ad
following lines in reference to the Protestant clergyCensuram
Scriptorum
V eterum Prolegomena," has
men:
been little noticed by scholars may seem to some inYour church's substance thus you change at will,
correct, but it is nevertheless true. The Parlement
And yet retain your former figure still.
de Paris, in 1708, suppressed his book, entitled
And again he says :
"Chronologiro ex Nummis Antiquis," etc. This work
was duly assailed by contemporary critics. The author
The church.her old foundations has removed,
And built new doctrins on unstable sands.
of "Tacitus and Bracciolini," 1878, says:
"But wedded to his opinions, and stubborn in the
These lines describe admirably the respectiv parties of the High Church and the Low Church, which maintenance of them, Hardouin reproduced the least
exist far more extensivly in the old country than they reprehensible (~) in his 'Ad Censmam Scriptorum
do in America. They hav indeed " changed the sub- V eterum Prolegomena.' From the manner in which
stance" of belief while they seek to retain their he has been replied to by scholars all over Emope,
"former figure." What a mrrious and "happy fam- ·especially in Holland, France, and Germany, conspicily" the Protestant church presents, ,with its many uous among whom for pith of argument stand Bassects differing from each other as to what should be nage, Leclerc, Lacroze, Ittig, and Bierling, nobody at
included or excluded in the term Christianity r There the present day considers that what he said about the
is no such diversity to be found in the Catholic monuments of antiquity is worthy of the slightest atchurch. She is united although her members are far tention, though everybody acknowledges his wonderful memory, sagacity, ingenuity, and mastery of all
more numerous than those of her offshoot.
At the present time the conflict between Protest- kinds of literatme, especially history and chronology,
antism and Catholicism is raging as furiously inside and above all theology, of which he was a professor."
Now, let the reader mark the fact that the five
as it is outside of the church. Between Freethought
scholars
above named all died between 1710 and 1739,
and Roman Catholicism there is no logical position;
it must be either science or faith. The Ritualistic and therefore knew nothll1g of Hardouin's posthumous
movement in England is a fmitless attempt to blend work, "Ad Censuram," which was not published lmtil
a little of each. An anonymous poet has thus stated 1766. And if in this last work he reproduced his
"least reprehensible opinions" what must hav been
the Ritualist's case:
the character of those expressed in his earlier work~
What is a Ritualist? Ah! there we find
The fact is, every article that we hav seen about HarA question, but no answer to our mind.
douin is full of en-or, showing how little the writers
He is no Papist; to the creed and name
knew of his real opinions. They all say that Cicero
Of Anglican divine he puts his claim.
was one of the four Latin authors admitted by HarAnd yet no Protestant; his acts deny
The faith to which such name we should apply.
douin to be genuin. He did name Cicero at the out" To be or not to be?" he seems to ask
set, but in his last work he substitutes Plautus for
(And finds the problem no easy task)
Cicero. They all say that the wholesale fabrication
Whether 'tis better to espouse the cause
of MJ.cieut writings wv.s a.U assigned by H;a't'd,ouiu to,
Qf Eome 1 or l:)ow to ortlwcloxy's laws.
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power came and made earth beautiful. Darkness is distinct class of human conceptions passes necessathe opposit of light. Without darkness and cold the rily through all these stages, beginning with the thesun and other luminaries would be without a lnission. ological and proceeding through the metaphysical to
Thus evil is the ne.gativ opposit of good. Where the the positiv or real, the metaphysical being a mere
beneficent sun of goodness does not shine, the hor- state of transition, but an indispensable one, n·om
rible darkness of evil predominates. But whexe Good- the theological mode of thought to the positiv or
ness, with her precious, smiling countenance, makes real, which is destined finally to prevail, by the uniher appearance there evil must shrink away. Prob- versal recognition that all phenomena without excepably I shall scare people out of their wits by stating tion are governed by invariable laws, with which no
that there are things which God neither has made nor volitions, either natural or supernatural, interfere.
When men believe that if ,you wish for something
can make or annihilate. One of these is space. God
could fill it up, mayhap, but space would after all be on seeing a piebald horse, the wish will be realized;
there. God is eternal; he must hav had somewhere when they believe that if thirteen people sit down
The Devil.
to stay; space is therefore eternal. Another thing together at dinner, one will die before the year is out;
In a local paper I read a poem evidently the re-. which God neither has made nor can annihilate, I when they believe that if anyone be bitten by a dog,
he will suffer hydrophobia should the clog be aftersult of an irresistibly poetic mind. The poem, which suppose, is himself.
Darkness, I venture to believe, is eternal and has ward attacked by that disease; when they believe that
is entitled, "The Devil," challenges any one to account for the evils in the. world, if there is no devil.
no originator. It is passiv; at the approach of light, a peculiar conjunction of the stars will rule their des· That such thoughts should receive poetic form is a clarlmess must retreat. God existed in space. It tinies-in all these and similar instances people's
disgrace to any age, and a " scandalous outrage" to was cold and clark. He pos'sessed light and heat. lninds are in.the theological stage; they conceive natthe nineteenth centmy.
·
Space was cold, daxk, and comfortless (evil). God me as inclefinitly variable. History is crowded with
Should it be impossible to account for the evil possessed light, heat, and goodness. He said, " Let examples of this conception. In poetry, in literawithout the supposition of a devil'? Let us see:
it be light, warm, and good;" and so it was-not ture, in daily life, we constantly find traces of this
In the first place, look at the origin of the Biblical everywhere, to be sure, but in parts of the universe. prilnitiv spontaneous mode of conceiving of things.
To take an illustration, in the camp of Agamemnon
dev-il. He came directly from heaven, the eternal Darkness, cold, and evil are relativs. A man habitabode of pm:ity and virtue-a bright, beautiful ually in the cold and dark becomes cold, clark, evil. an epiclelnic breaks out, the men die by scores; but
heaven, inhabited by beings entirely pure and holy- Light, heat, attd goodness are relativs; light and heat as the dreadful arrows of death are invisible, a terria place in which God is the center and "all in all;" are the parents; goodness, the son or daughter. A fied army attributes the pestilence to the anger of ofwhere all were made by one perfect, omniscient, faithful associate of the parents gets· the son or fended Apollo, who avenges.an insult to his priest by
omnjpotent God, who coiild not misconceive or make daughter-becomes good, if all other things are the "clanging of the silver bow." This explanation, so
absurd in our age, was acceptable to the facil acmistakes. Those beings he had placed about him in favorable.
his glorious, incorruptible abode were likewise perBut sun-heat and sun-light alone are insufficient. quiescence of that epoch, and expiatory peace offerfect-not a shadow of difference in their composition Om natme is such that we need spiritual heat and ings were made to the offended deity in a case where
-all created to glorify and make "comfortable" the spiritual light, in order to be of any account. False- modern science with its sanitary commission would
hood and ignorance are spiritual darkness. If there hav seen bad drainage or imnerfect ventilation.
palace of their matchless maker.
But to prove that the theological stage is not
In such a place, and without predisposition to sin, is darkness anywhere, there will soon be cold and evil.
how could those angels fall? That they should fall Tmth and intelligence are spiritual light, spiritual thoroughly and universally passed, we need only
must eithe~ be admitted as an impossibility, or that sunshine. Where there is sunshine, it will soon be refer to the monstrous illustrations of om· own days,
when learned men, the teachers of our own people,
"heaven of pm·ity" could not hav been so free from warm and-good.
It is certainly not to be wondered at that there is gravely attiibuted the cholera to God's anger at
sin or temptation as one might suppose.
If neither sin nor the elem~ts of sin existed be- so much evil in the world, considering that, for cent- England's endowment of the Maynooth Roman
fore the fall of the angels, it must hav been their uries, each successiv generation, if instmcted at all, Catholic College.
There was a chmch in Sienna which had often
chief that created it. Yet th Bible states that "all has been instructed in cloctrins which, though clevthings were made by God, and without God nothing erly adjusted and put together, rest upon a false basis; been injured by lightning. A conductor was set up
and it is not necessary, but um·easonable, to suppose in defiance of the "religious world," wherein it was
was made that was made."
Therefore, if sin did not exist before the fall of the that a devil ~must exist on account of the evil. The regarded as the " heretical stake." A storm arose,
angels, God is not the only creator of all things human race·"3 is advancing. The spiritual forces, the lightning struck the tower, crowds flocked to see
intelligence and truth, hav long since begun their if the church was spared, and lo ! the very spider"that were made."
But perhaps sin was not made-only a conception invasion of the territory formerly and yet in great webs upon it· were unbroken. Here we see science
of the intellect. How astonished God must hav been part occupied by their negativ opposits. But false- correcting the mischievous prejudices of theology.
The same tendency to look beyond the fact for a~
upon discovering that one of his creatm·es had con- hood and ignorance, darkness .and cold, are as yet
ceived a new ideal-one of which he himself pre- in the .majority; therefore it often looks so hell- explanation of the fact, to imagin an agency superviously had been ignorant! For, if the fall of the ishly clark. However, it is breaking of day. Dark- added to the phenomena, is visible in the metaphys:
angels was the origin of sin, as orthodoxy claims, and ness is compelled to retreat farther and farther, and ical period.
The notion of invariableness is admitted, and to
if nothing existed that could become sin, it must hav when it grows warmer, evil must take its departure.
been an entirely new idea to God. If it were not, When we shall hav arrived at a point of intellectual explain it some "entity" or "principle" is imagined.
God, who first had the idea, must "accidentally" hav and moral development where people will attend Thus Kepler imagined the regularity of planetary
transplanted it into the prince of devils, showing an schools, not ]llerely to get fat offices and clays of ease, movements was owing to the planets being endowed
imperfection in his charucter. Never could he hav but to find out their own personal worth, and be able, with minds capable of making observations on the
intended that sin shoulcl"come into the world. And in new settlements or neighborhoods, to establish sun's apparent diameter, in order to regulate their
if sin was primarily in God's thoughts, we hav it societies that will keep pace with the advancement of motions so as to describe areas proportioned to their
older places, and not complain because fortune did times
directly n·om him.
When men put up prayers for rain in fine weather
The above scriptmal quotation seems to make two not lift them to the bights of ·glory; when people
grand classes of all things-that of things "made," learn to see the question of Christianity squarely in they are acting upon the theological conception that
and that of things ""not made." If sin, which is an the face; when they shall be able to discriminate be~ these phenomena are not the resultant of invariable
abstract quality as much as virtue, belongs to the tween the true and the false in the book claiming laws, but of some variable will.
The clergyman refusing to pray for rain "while
class "not made," then virtue also evidently belongs inspiration for its origin; when their eyes shall be
to that class. · It makes no difference, therefore, how opened and they be permitted to see how shamefully the wind is in this quarter" nai:vely rebukes the imsin caine into existence; if the devil originated it, he they hav been deceived by their own cre'dulity; when propriety of the request.
In the final and positiv stage men accept nature as
stands beside God as an originator of something of a thorough knowledge of the laws of nature shall be
that which exists-hence, rightfully shares with God their inheritance, and they become as wise as .intelli- she presents herself, without seeking beyond the
the honor which the majority of men seem to confer gent-then darkness will disappear and evil will facts for fantastical entities. It was formerly besln·ivel and wither away, and it will become warm, and lieved that basilisks existed in cellars which had been
upon him.
. .
.
.
God is eternal; God IS virtue-vU"tue, accordingly, the beneficent and genial smile of goodness will beam long closed; they were invisible, but their look killed
is eternal. No one denies that. God is omniscient; forth from every nook and corner, and trees and whoever it fell upon. Sin9e it has become more
from all eternity, therefore, he must hav had the flowers, and waters and meadows, and the rugged generally known that fermentation is produced by
idea of sin or he were not omniscient. Sin could not mountains and deep valleys, will smile ~ncl sing ring- noxious air, whose weight causes it to accumulate in
hav come 'to the world without a precmsory idea. of ing songs of honor to the all-wise and perfect god of low places, we recognize the destructiv agent, and
drive it away by means of fresh air. There you hav
SAMUEL GARBORG.
it. It must consequently hav been a sin in Alpha to goodness.
an example of the two conceptions, metaphysical and
hav had such an idea; and, if omniscient, God must
positiv; the one seeking its explanations in an unbe charged with the sin of transplanting the idea of
Comte's Positiv Philosophy.
known
entity, basilisk; the other, in known laws of
sin.
nature's
processes.
The
third
stage,
the
positiv
or
real,
in
which
the
From these argmnents it appears, first, that_it wot~d
History shows us the, gradual dispersion of superbe impossible for the angels, under the descnbecl cn·- mind confines its search to the marks of relations;
cumstances to fall, and that the supposition of a traces facts to more general facts, whereof they are stitions and fantastic creeds before the light of cerdevil is sim1;ly preposterous; secondly, that if the angels but particular cases; these to others more general tainty which science carries everywhere. In the posreally fell, the kingdom_ of heave~ must hav been lells still, so that its perfection, toward which it tends itiv stage the invariableness of phenomena under
pmethan supposed; thn·cUy, that lf_we should co~c~de incessantly (although quite probably it will never similar conditions is recognized as the sum total of
the possibility of ~uch a fall Wit~out preexistmg reach it), would consist in the power to represent the human investigations. Beyond the laws which regucauses we must attnbute to the devil a power of or- different observable phenomena as particular cases late phenomena it is idle to endeavor to penetrate.
igination which. God alone is ~ai_d to possess; fomthly, under a single general fact, like that of gravitation, So completely are men in the theological and metaphysical stages with respect to the science of society
that God was either not ommsment or he was the first for example.
The positiv or real explanation of facts has substi- that, ignoring all laws and conditions of growth and
one havino· the idea of sin; and, if to the devil is not
to be attr;ibuted such creativ power, sin came, tln·ough tuted itself step by step for the theologimil and met- development, they almost universally believe in the
aphysical as the progress of illquiry brought to light absurd notion of a political change being wroilght by
the thought, n·om Good-a h?rrible supposition!.
These incongruities are evidence of how um·ehable ·an increasing number of the invariable laws of phe- an alteration in the government, or by the adoption
of some scheme or constitution.
is the Biblical account of the origin and cause of the nomena.
For example, they believe that all that is necessary
Comte was the first who ever attempted the comevils in the world. Now it remains to giv a more
plete systematization of the positiv or real mode of to make society republican is to adopt republican
rational explanation.
.
.
.
.
Vv e know that· almost everythmg m existence has thought, and the scientific extension of it to all ob- forms, not seeing that when these forms of governan opposit. So of animals, plants, electricity, et?. jects of human lmowleclge, and in doing this he has ment are given to a nation, instead of growing out of
Cold is a negativ opposit of heat. Whe.re there IS displayed a quantity and quality of mental power, and the national tendencies and ideas, they are merely
no heat, cold predominates. If there were ~o ?old, achieved an amotmt of success, which is simply ma.r- new names given to old realities.
The belief is a remant of the old theological methere were no need of sun or fire, except to giv hght. velous.
chanical
conception, which supposes man to be exThe
generalization
which
belongs
to
Comte,
and
in
-Death is the opposit of li!e. In the be~ning_eve~y
thing upon earth was lifeless. Then life with 1ts which he has not been at all anticipated, is that every ternal to the social organism instead of being an in-

the thirteenth centmy. In his posthumous work he
repeatedly says that the fabrication was begun after
the thirteenth century and continued on into the sixteenth.
It is never safe to judge an author by what thereviewers say, Hardouin was undoubtedly right in
part; the only question is how extensiv was the literary forgery1 Similar frauds are continually being
perpetrated in our time, and many of them are successful. In ancient times and before the revival of
learning the chance of detection and exposure was far
less.
ANTICHRIST.
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tegral portion of it. We must replace this mechan- partially allayed' before now only for the front preical by a dynamical conception, and understand that sented by the labor organizations. I say "partially
the social organism has its laws of gTowth and de- allayed," for it can only be satiated by the millions
ready to pour in as soon as sent for from the celestial
velopment like the human organism.
millions of ten cent laborers on the other side of the
Toronto, Dec. 26, 1885.
R. B. BuTLAND.
Pacific.
If the lands and the mines are legally plundered
Victor Hugo and the Bishop.
from us, what is to prevent this consummation 'I
An article in the London Freethinker says that in
Nothing, for certain.
The money-the educated
1878 the centenary of Voltaire's death was celebrated
force-whether in pulpit, press, or platform, will be
in Paris, and Victor Hugo delivered the splendid
on one side, a disjointed and dynamitical discontent
oration* which we hav published. The bishop of
on tha other. A scene not only may, but logically
Orleans addressed a remonstrance to Victor Hugo on
·nHtst, ensue before which om· civil war will pale into
the occasion. The following letter of Victor Hugo's
an unseen silence. Nothing to prevent it only a reto the bishop will show the kind of sympathy this
sumption
of our lands, our waters, and om· minerals.
great republican had for leading churchmen:
THOS. AINGE DEvYR.
MoNSIEUR: You are guilty of imprudence. You remind
those who might hav forgotten it, that I was brought up by
a churchman, and that if my life began in prejudice and terConverting the Hebrews.
ror, it was the priest's fault, not mine. That sort of educaThe Hebrew Christian Mission of this city filed artion is so fatal that at nearly forty years of age, as yon point
out, I was still under its influence. All that has been said · ticles of incorporation week before last. The trusbefore. I don't dwell on it. I hav a certain contempt for tees are well-known Christian ministers, one of whom
mere futilities: You insult Voltaire, and you do me the
honor to revile me. That is your affair. You and I are two says that the mission is only a sort of trusteeship for
men, better or worse; the future will decide between us. the chm·ch of the Rev. Jacob Freshman, the conThe moral sense is so imperfectly developed in you that you verted Jew.
reproach me with the very act which does ~e l~onor. You
This Mr. Freshman is the gentleman challenged in
undertake to read me a lesson. By what nght? Who are th ,
l
f
·
b M. B ·
·
1
you? Let us come to the point. Let 11s see what a thing - ese co umns some ew wee.>s
smce Y .I. enJa:n:m,
your conscience is, and what mine is. A single comparison I another Hebrew gentleman, to prove his new fa1th.
will suffice. France has lately passed through an ordeal. Mr. Benjamin is 'still of the Jewish faith, though libFrance was free. One nigh_t a man treacherm~sly ~eized ~er, eral and broad in his thought. He is intensely disov.erth;ew her, and g~ggedlwr. He began Ins reign-smce g·nsted with Mr. Freshman for his I)O ta
and h
reign It was-by perJury, ambush, and massacre. He pro.
a s sy, .
as
longed it by oppression, by tyranny, by rlespotism, by an in-~ sent us the followmg letter to supplement his chalclescribable parody on religion and justice. He was at once a lenge:
monster and a pigmy. For him were sung the" Te Deum,"
To THE EDITOH oF THE TRUTH SEEKER Si1·: That Rev
the "J\:Jagnificat," the "Salvum Fac," the "Gloria Tibi," and Freshman should fail to take up the gauntlet and come up t~
the rest. '\ho sang tJ:em? Ask , your.self. The l~w the scratch of my religious challenge is natural enough, for
abanclo~ed the_pe~ple to hlm, the church smrendered to him the very name of your paper is eno 11gh to nauseate him, as
the almighty JUStiCe; honor, cou;1try gave w_ay bPfore t_hat "truth" to ·him is repulsiv. Besides, since the challenge
man. He trampled tmder ~oo! his oath, cqmty1 good faith, would add nothing to benefit himself, it lost all the charms
t~~ glory of the flag, the di_gmty of man, the ltberty of the for him. As for the a-lory of the thing his only glorification
mtizei!-; that ~an's pro~penty perplexed ti;e, consc~ence of is in Christ for so ma~y dollars and cents.
~
mank~nd. Tins lasted n;nete~n yea~s. D~rmg that time you
In order not to be looked upon by your m!lny readers as
were m a palace; I was m exile. Sir, I pity }~Ou.
the ancient St. Paul before his conversion, I will state that I
vICTOR Huao.
look upon Christ as a great' reformer and benefactor of lmmanity, when not allied to bigotry. J\-Iy sole antagonism to
*This oration is for sale at the TRUTH SEEKEI~ office, with ignorance and want of principle, actuated by the love and
t.he original French and the English (translated by James respect I bear toward true and pure Christianity, prompts me
Parton) on opposit pages. The price of the pamphlet is 10 to guard it against the wolves in sheep's clothes like Freshcents.
·
man & Co., who ~tick like leeches to the purses of their
dupes. This convert fraternity history points out to us as
Sweeping Reform Demanded.
leeches sucking the life-blood of thousands, nay, hundreds of
thousands, of innocent Jews during the :Middle Ages. · ·
Of God above or man below
The diso-raceful and falsifying blood accusation could be
What can we reason but from what we know?
also traced and placed at the feet of the converts who, bevVe know that all the corporations and all the em- cause of their external Jewish appearance, mingled unsuspiployers of labor wish to get, and screw hard to get, ciously in the synaa-ogs, where they slipped in a bottle of
blood in the ark, then swore before the authorities, and
it aB cheap as they can. To "-hat a :figme wonlc1 they aroused the fury of the mob, that the bottle with its contents
crush it down no man can tell, if the labor unions, in the ark belonged to Christian children. As to the resuit in
under all their various forms and in all their various consequence, one only need look at the European cemeteries,
localities, didn't mrite to stand in their way. Their including my nativ country, dark Russia, where rows of
are assigned to those martyrs.
theory is this: "We screw down ten cents a day on, graves
Again, in this glorious cOlmtry of the brave, whose soil. is
say, five thous.and coal-miners, or other workers. It too sacred to serve as a receptacle for the perjured bloodwill not be much to each man, and it will be $500 a accusation statements, the Freshman clique is hired by Chrisclay to the company. That will count up to $150,- tianity as walking advertisments to proclaim the followincr
000 a year, and will be a great help to the dividends." good tidings: A man commiting a cold-blooded murder, and
after administering the sacrament to him on the scaffold, his
They tried it on the railroad hands some years ago, blood-stained soul is eagerly sought after by winged angels,
resulting in the heroic revolt which, through blood who tenderly carry it to the celestial abode, there to join its spirnncl flame, took possession of the Pittsburgh fortifi- itual fellow-murderers, already regaled with their wings and
cations. The corporation counted llp a loss of fom harps. If the murderer happens to hail from the sunny land
of the Alps he joins the Italian Colony, who, through the
millions, and modestly called upon the city and free use of the stilletto while on earth, are swarming over
county to pay their loss. Those resisted, and a trial the heavenly avenues as over the streets of Mulberry and
in the comts ensued, which disclosed an amount of Crosby. All these, with the mark of the noose yet on their
rottenness in the legislatme of Pennsylvania, and in necks, are playing and dancing to the tunes of their agonized
the press of Pennsylvania, never before dragged out victims, who, previous to being murdered, might hav participated in the reading of Secular literature like THE TRUTH
to public view. Ten cents a line for harmles8 little SEEKER and Sunday papers, but now are weeping and gnashparagraphs, $100 to $200 for leading articles-meas- ing their teeth while being roasted, broiled, or fried in
ured by circulation and "influence"-snch was the sheol!
Like specialties prevailing with the secular merchant, so
sweeping sale of the press-all the press, or was
does the religious soul-trader Freshman boast of his specialty,
there some of it not worth buying? The tariff for encouraging his dupes that the Jew-even of the Moutefiore
"honorable" legislators clicl not vary nmch-$100 for type, whose prolop_gecllife of charity, endeavoring to allevia silent vote, for a speech and a vote $200, were the ate suffering humanity, iiTespectiv of race or color, even reruling figmes, The theory of the railroad rogues membering those outside of his pale in his will-the hireling,
was, " We run l!-O risk in screwing down wages. If ignorant Freshman seals the doom of the Jew by assigning
him to the darkest and hottist cell in sheol, for no other
om men should rise and wreck things, the state will crime than that the Jew, as a rule, is a loving husband and
hav to make our loss good." Such was and such is father, maintaining stately buildings of love and humanity
the orthodox creed of indeed all the corporation;; of for the sick, orphan, aged, and infirm, incurable, etc., yet
never signs pledges nor enlists in Salvation Armies. Above
whatever kind.
all, since the Jew never died on the scaffold, he naturally
Before the great famin swc1)t out of Ireland three failed to receive the sacrament. This is beyond the endurmillions of the population, a sober, steady day laborer ance of the ignorant Saint Freshman, who slams the gates of
would be very glad indeed if he could get eight pence heaven in the face of the unchristianizecl Jew, thus excluding
a day, one dollar for a whole week's wages, year in him from the sacred concert performed by a powerful orchesand year out. He never got more than tenpence a tra of harps and hand-organs in the the heavenly Murderers'
Row.
day, which would bring the week up to a dollar and
The most lUipardonable crime the counterfeit Christian
a quarter. But that was rare and 1mcertain, ancl Freshman attributes to the Jew is that his clear head makes
there were frequent days in which he could get no him close-fisted toward the conversionists. Thus, according
work and no wages at all. It grew a little better to the gospel of Saint Freslnnan, he administers the rebuke
uttered by St. Matthew, "Depart from me, ye cursed, into
when the landlord famin killed off the laborers in everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels.
1848. I say "the landlord famin," because the grain !<'or I was hungered, and ye gave me no meat; I was thirsty,
·
crops a!1d the beef, the butter, bacon, fowls, eggs, and ye gave me no drink."
If such a clique as Freshman & Co. are made to represejlt
everythmg ·but potatoes, was a good crop as usual.
Christianity, is it to be wondered at, the timidity it displays?
But all those things had to be solcl-were seized at vVhy,
the gr<'atcst acrobatic Brooklyn divine religiously:.!!W
the poinil of the bayonet--.-to fe~<d the debauch of the vacates the arrest of a great thinker for permitting his mind
scoundrels who called themselvs "lords of the soil." to dictate to his mouth. But the Brooklynite spiritual clown
The same scoundrels that are now sticking themselvs forgets that the body, but not the mind, could be arrested.
As the present subject with me is almost inexhaustible, I
into the soil of America.
·
will not further obtrude myself on your numerous intelligent
A double hunger afflicts the corporations. One to readers.
A. BENJAMIN.
devour all the natural wealth of the cmmtry the other
to digest it by cheap labor. A few hlseho'ods and a · SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of
"divide" in Washington has given them the natural the books we hav for sale. Th!'l catalog is sent free
wealth. And their'hunger for cheap labor had been to any address upon application.
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News an<l Notes.
The question, Shall the Central Park :M:useu:rlls he
open on Sunday ~ now engages the public mind.
Morris K. Jesup, president of the Museum of Natural History, has written a pamphlet to show why
they should not. be opened, and I hav written-the following, which, I thin!., shows wherein Mr. Jesup's
argument is weak. It was printed in the New York
1'imes last Sunday :
The recent agitation among all classes of taxpayers, and
especially the laboring elements, advocating the opening of
the Park museums on Sundays, caused JHr. Morris K. Jesup,
president of the American J\Iuseum of Natural History, and
li'Ir. Daniel Huntington, vice-president of the Metropolitan
li'Iuseum of Art, to combine their views on the subject in the
shape of a printed pamphlet, written by "Mr. Jesup, the sub!
stance of which was contained in his statement made before
the Board of Estimate and Apportionment at Mayor Grace'H
office. Their views are not acceptable to those who advocate
the opening of the museums on Sundays, and when in February next the museum trustees meet, a lively time will
occur. Mr. S. P. Putnam, who is the conspicuous champion
of the trade assemblies and the Americ:w Labor [Secular]
Union in this cause, said yesterday:
"J\llorris K. Jesup, in his pamphlet just published, makes
the following objeetions :
" li'i1'8t--Snnday opening would be a violation of contract,
to which I say: The contract reads a-s follows : ' That the
exhibition halls of said building shall on W ednesclay, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of each week and all legal-and
public holidays, except S11nday, be kept open and accessible
to the public free of charge from 9 o'clock A.?.r. until half an
hour before sunset, etc.' The contract does not call for the
opening of the museums on Sundays, neither does it forbid
the opening. It simply leaves the matter with the directors.
There is no legal obstacle whatsoever to Snnday opening.
There is no contract to the contrary. According to the contract the directors are not obliged to open the museums on
Sundays; neither are they obliged to keep them shut. Evidently the cliffic:1Ilty is not in the law, but in the will of the
directors.
"Second--J\'Ir. Jesup affirms that the working peopl~ do
not desire a Sunday opening. To sustain this position he
quotes largely from English politicians and newspapers. He
has not quoted the views of au American newspaper or representativ workingman. It is not to be supposed that this
question, which concerns New York city, is to be settled by
what certain politicians and newspapers and sonie working
people on the other side of the water say: The American
people can decide the matter for themselvs. As a matter of
fact, tile working people of New York city, by resolution
and petition, hav expressed a very strong desire for Sunday
opening. Mr. Jesup sh·ows the weakness of his case by
quoting only from what some ,English workingmen hav declared. In England there is a union of church and state. In
America there is not. The circumstances are different. Some
English working people, no doubt, favor a union of church
and state, but does it follow that American workingmen are
of the same mind ? Let the workingmen of America speak
for themselvs, and they: will do so ,if Mr. Jesup will giv an
opportunity for the presentation of petitions and resolutions.
" Third--Mr. Jesup says that Sunday opening will make
Sunday a working clay. It will do nothing of the kind. It
will make it a better holiday. li'Ir. Jesup w~mts a' rest day,'
whatever that may be. The choice, however, is not between
a 'rest clay '-that is, a religious holy clay-and. a working
clay; but between a 'rest day' with the 'rest' enforced by
law and a holiday with the privilege of spending it as the
people please. Sunday should be a holiday, a clay of recreation, not a clay when all paths but that to the church-door
and saloon are shut, but a day when all paths but that to unnecessary labor are open. So far as possible, it should be a
universal holiday for the good of humanity. In no way will
the Sunday opening make of S1mday a clay of labor. The
more instrumentalities there are for Sunday amusement and
recreation of an innocent character the much less likely is it.
ever to become a working clay.
"li'ourtlt-Mr. Jesup says that Sunday opening will weak<'n
the motiv for the Saturday half-holiday. By no means. The
motiv for both is tile same. The true humanitarian believes
in shortenino- as far as possible the hours of labor. There is
no conflict b~tween the Saturday half-holiday and the Sunday
holiday. What makes for the one makes for the other. The
reason for both is identical. Perhaps some clergymen arc in
favor of the Saturday half-holiday in order to keep intact the
ecclesias!ical Sabbath. They usc the Saturday half-holiday
as a sort of bribe to the working people to let the gloomy orthodox Sunday remain. If this strategy fails, of course the
motiv for the Saturday half-holiday will be weakened. I do
not see any other way for it to be weakened by the Sunday
opening. The more cheerfnl Sunday is made the' better
chance there is for Saturday. The museums would not be
available to the working people on a Saturday half-holiday.
The hours of labor close at 1 o'clock. The museums close
half an honr before sunset. Certainly this in winter weather
would leave but little or no time to go l!ome, dress, and reach
the Park, and, when it might be reached, less tha:!i an hour to
inspect the museums. The working people should hav a
whole clay like Sunday to reap the benefit of seeing the museums satisfactorily.
"Fijtk-J\'Ir. Jesup says that the Sunday opening makes
an additional expense. This is a very little difficulty. If the
directors will open on Sunday they will find ample support
both from the public treasury and by private contributions.
The force of this objection is entirely lost from the fact tl!at
Mr. Crimmins offered to pay the whole additimml expense,
and the offer was refused. Mr. Jesup's difficulties are all
assumed. There is no legal obstacle. The people desire the
Sunday opening. It will make Sunday a better day. It will
help the Saturday half holiday, and the expense can be easil:-;
met. The real difficulty is with the directors themselvs.
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They do not want to open the museums on Sunday, and
therefore they seek for reasons not to open; but the reasons
in favor of opening are simply overwhelming./ What I want
to know is, will the directors giv an opportunity for these
reasons to be presented, or do they purpose to ignore the expression in favor of Sunday opening by the citizens of New
York?"
Mr. Putnam has the hearty support of the trades' assemblies in support of his efforts.
In regard to the above the 1'lines editorially remarks:
We do not see how any impartial person can fail to agree
that Mr. Putnam has the better of the argument. The reasons put forward in the pamphlet to which he replies a're not
strong from the point of view of public policy. If the contract under which the museums are now managed forbids a
Sunday opening, a new contract can be made. ·whether or
not the working people, meaning the people to whom Sunday
is the only day of leisure, desire the opening of the museums·
is a question upon which it is quite idle to speculate. It
can be settled only by experiment. If, after the museums
had been opened on Sunday long enough for the fact of the
opening to be generally known, the attendance did not equal
the attendance on week days, it might fairly be said that the
people who could not Ro on week days would not go on Sunday. The additional Sunday labor caused by the opening of
the museums would be so trifling, in its relation to the community at large, that it is not worth considering. It would
amount to a fraction only of the labor now· employed on Sunday in any line of horse-cars. The objection upon the score
of expense seems to be disposed of by the offer. of a single
citizen to defray the whole cost of trying the experiment of
Sunday openings.
These arc the chief reasons given by 1\'lr. Jesup and Mr.
Huntington for objecting to open the museums on Sunday.
They are so inadequate that Mr. Putnam's conjecture that
they arc pretexts is not unwarrantable. The real reason we
may assume to be a conscientious objection to "secularizing
the Sabbath." This objection justifies any person who entertains it not only in observing his Sunday in the mauncr which
he believes to be commanded.of him, but in refusing_ to be an
activly consenting party to the observance of it in other ways
by other persons. If officers of the museums should hold it
to be their duty to resign rather than to acquiesce in the Sunday opening, they would be within their riO"hts, just as they
would be within their rights in resigning from the directorship of a horse railroad company that ran its cars on Sunday,
or of a club that opened its doors to its members on that day.
They would transcend their rights only when they attempted
to impose their own views upon people who differed with
them. Wben the existing Sunday laws were enacted the
whole community held the same view about the observance
of Sunday that is held by those who now oppose the opening
of museums and libraries on Sunday. The opposition can
not be justified except upon the ground that that view is not
only the true one, but that it ought to be enforced upon tliose
who dissent from it as well as upon those who agree with it.
This is a ground that comparativly few people will now beready to take. Those who do take it are bound by it, it
seems to us, to oppose a great number of practices in which
they now acquiesce.
After receiving several thousand· names to a petition, some of the directors state such a general petition will do no good, but that they might pay attention to one signed 'by "heads of families," or by those
who "helped to folmd the museums." This is a
strange way of dealing with a question in which all
citizens are interested, and in whose decision all
should hav a voice. The most prominent men in the
city hav signed the petition. Is not this enough?
It is evident that the directors do allow their religjous opinions to influence, and having conscientious 'scruples against Sunday opening, they mean to
prevent it by all sorts of delay and the multiplication
of di:fficulties. The discussion has now spread beyond the bounds of New York city, and the whole
country is becoming interested in the progress of the
agitation. The following is from the Philadelphia

Press:
They hav very little public spirit in New York, and they
.rise superior to local pride on the idiotic theory that it is provincial. But they hav something that is either a real public
opinion or a very fair substitute therefor. For years now this
public opinion has demanded the opening of the museums
and picture galleries on Sunday, and especially the opening
of the Central Park Metropolitan lVIuseum of Art on that
day. For years the trustees of this institution hav opP.osed
the notion, and against their fiat the appeals of the press and
the public in general hav been as powerless as were the prosccutors of General Di Cesnola. Recently the president and
vice-president made public a statement of their reasons for
preferring to keep the museum closed. These arc in turn
answ!:lrecl by Mr. S. P. Putnam. 'l'hcre arc various questions
of detail, none of which amount to much, as they could
readily be arranged if the trustees would consent to try the
experiment demanded. This they will not do simply and
solely because they believe Sunday is becoming more and
more a clay of diversion rather than devotion, and, disapproving this, they propose to stand in the breach as long as possible. Their consciences, which will not let them yield, probably prevent them from resigning and making room for
directors who hav some idea of the functions of a museum
and do not consider it a light and trivial place in which the
Sunday that many now spend in the parks or in gin-mills or
dance-halls would be frittered away. In Philadelphia we do
not believe public piety has suffered since the Academy was
opened on Sunday.
The discussion of the Nine Demands is becoming
more· general every yea1·. They cannot be ignored.
The decision of the Supreme Court o~ Iowa, the
case of Mr. Prussing in the Chicago courts, the
opening of the museums, etc., show how impossible
it is to escape these advancing issues. There will be
no cessation until these Nine Demands are acceded
to, and if the f1iends of progress will only make good
use of the opportunities daily opening for discussion
and work, the total triumph of the principles of
Secularization is only the question of a few yeaJ.·s.
We hav compelled the orthodox to a defense. This
is the fil'st step to victory.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

Religious Persecution at Jobstown, N.J.
The following letter tells its own story:
;NEw YoRK, Jan. 2, 1886.
PmRRE LoRILLARD, EsQ., Deal/' Si1•: I gladly apologize for
seeming to entertain the thought that you could be guilty of
such despicable tyranny as to persecute any one on account
of his honest convictions, no matter how much they might
differ from your own.
Your sense of justice will prompt you at once to recall the
expression "impertinent," in regard to my letter to you,
when you learn that William Griswold says: "l did not write
any order to hav men discharged; the foreman who did it,
did it on his own responsibility."
I hav just received the affidavit of one of your employees
(duly sworn before Wm. C. Curtis, ~iustice of the peace,
Burlington, N. J., Dec. 29th, 1885), "Who, on his oath, saith
that one John G. Gardiner at that time in the employ of P.
Lorillard as foreman in the said Lorillard's garden, did come
to him on or about the 21st day of December, 1885. The
said John G. Gardiner told him that lw had orders to dischan!:e all persons that joined Jobstown Secular Union."
This proves my letter, instead of ·being impertinent, was
alike very pertinent and necessary, since such an order having been issued by those, yoa had placed in authority, you
alone had power to revoke it.
The American Secular Union appe:;tls to· your sense of
liberty and justice, and requests you to immediately revoke
the arbitrary and outra()'eous decree to dischrt1'pe all yowr employees ~olw take p111rt in~ 01' join tlie .Jobstown Semtlcw [Tnion,
or any orders to that effect, issued by your foreman Gardiner, or any other person.
Hav the l{indncss to promptly notify me of your action in
the matter.
Respectfully yours,
C. B. REYNOLDS,
·
Chairman Ex. Com. Am. Secular Union.
It is clearly proven that the religious bigots did in::.
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Piene Lorillard, who dared to participate in the exercises of the science school, or join the Jobstown
Secular Union, should be discharged. This attempt
at tenorism was all the more infamous since it was
unauthorized. To the laboring man with a family of
little ones, 6r with an aged and infirm mother, or
little orphaned brothers and sisters dependent on him,
there can be no more tenible tln·eat than loss of emd
f ·
f
•t
__,
ployment in the mi st o wmter, or 1 means stwering, privation, and misery to his loved ones.
Such a scheme of terrorism is worthy of the atrocious cruelty that invented the horrible implements
of torture used by those devout daughters of the
church-Bloody Queen Mary, and her most Protestant Christian sister, Queen Elizabeth.
Some of the Jobstown Cln·istians seem to be actuated by. the same spirit as the Pilgrim Fathers, who,
themselvs fugitivs from Protestant persecution, as
soon as they gained the power, hlmg the Quakers,
and whipped the Baptists at the cart-tail, for daring
to differ with them on points of Bible faith.
Iil would seem incredible that Baptists, who hav so
denounced their fellow-Cln·istians of different faiths
for persecuting Baptists, should themselvs take the
initiativ in persecuting men and women for desiring
to attain scientific knowledge.
But we find all devotees of the Bible, no matter
what their sect of denomination, become inoculated
with the like persecuting spirit, and, whenever they
hav the power, are prompt to exereise it. Read Dent.
xiii, 6-10; Gal. i, 9; John xv, 6; Gal i, 8; 1 Cor. v, 5.
The Christians of Jobstown had no cause of offense
against the Secular Union, for it was only just organized; their excitement and ire was not because in my
lectnres I had spoken harshly. It is admitted I spoke
in the kindest, most considerate, and gentle manner.
I made no assertions, no denunciations, but simply
read texts from the Bible designed to prove that.
Saturday, the seventh clay, was enjoined on all God's
t
1
l
d f ·
h t th
b
rue peop e to t 1e en o t1me; t a
e o servance
of the seventh ctay w~s the sign between him and his
people; that God declared "his covenant he would
not"break nor al.ter the t.hing that had gone out of
his lips;" that Cln-ist declared "Till heaven and

not some mistake of the translators, for not one present would or could adore such a being as the Bible
described God to be. I read to them part of Matthew xxvi, where Jesus himself declares the genuin
Secularist shall hav glad welcome into heaven, for
the question would not be, " Did you believe right~"
but "Did you liv right~"
Among Liberals, I am aware I present the hard
facts iri. all their appalling hideousness, but in new
fields I yield to none in care while endeavoring to
awake to thought, to avoid aJ.'ousing ire or prejudice.
Could they hav refuted my aJ.·gument, explained away
the damaging effect of the texts quoted j could they
hav satisfactorily answered the questions of awakened minds among them, they had not resorted to
forged orders and attempts at tenorism and persecution.
This is not a mere local question, but a matter of
vital import to every lover of right and liberty in the
United States. If such terrorism is exercised on
these employees unrebuked, how long ere every bigoted employer will dictate to all in his employ what
religion they shall believe, what church they shall
,attend, what priest or pa1·son they shall support, what
faith their childl'en shall be educated in ~
Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.
I am glad Mr. P. Lorilla1·d denies ever having authorized such an infamous order and resents the mere
imputation of a possibility that he would sanction such
infamous tp:anny, and I rejoice that the matter assumed
such shape as to render necessaJ.·y the publication of
all the facts, for now the heretofore most lukewaJ.·m
Liberal cannot be longer blind to the necessity of
union and efficient organization as the best means of
protecting and defending the 1-ight to religious liberty and to effectually resist the encroachment of the
bigoted, pliant tools of the chmch to coerce obedience to her insolent dictation. I hope the prompt
and public disavowal by Mr. Pierre Lorilla1·d of any
such order as that the chmch devotees induced his
foreman to issue may put an end to all trouble and
anxiety on the pa1·t of his employees at Jobstown, and
that the Jobstown Secular Union will fulfil its glorious mission of eradicating superstition, inspire the
study of science, and induce all to love and practice
justice.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

,Wl1at a Yam!
l<'l'om the Oshlcosh, Wis., DailY Northwestel'n.

A.t the Congregational church on Slmday morning
Professor Towle, in alluding to the efficacy of prayer,
told how, in a time of great ch·outh in the state of
Ohio, President Finney of Oberlin College prayed for
rain, and prayed so effecti.vly that before the service
was half over rain descended in tmTents, although
when service co=enced the sky was clea1· and
cloudless.

Lectmes and llleetrn.gs.
W. S. BELL will giv a course ·of Freethought lectures at
Atlanta, Ill., Jan. 15th, 16th, and 17th.
C. B. HEYNOLDS left New York last Monday night for Ballston Spa., N.Y., the home of 1\'Ir. William Thorpe, who became a Freethinker by his steps being (providentially ?)
directed to where a page of Trm TRUTH SEEKEH was lying in . ,
the street. From Ballston Spa 1\ir. Reynolds goes to Troy,
and opens Saturday evening, the 9th, with his stereopticon
exhibition.

ON Christmas Day, ncar Winfield, Kan., J. E. Remsburg
experienced bib fifth railroad wreck. He escaped unharmed,
and, though delayed ten hours, reached Weir City in time to
fill his engagement. Satunlay evening he lectured on " Sabbath-Breaking," and on Sunday the W cir City band tendered
earth passed, not the dotting of an i or the crossing him their services, preceding his evening lecture with an
of a t should be changed in the law of ten command- hour's concert. The parsons there feel that something should
ments ;" that the spirit of God commanded James to be clone to stem this tide of Sabbath desecration.
write, "Whoso offends in one point is guilty of all;"
LAST Sunday morning the Society of Humanists, or the
that obedience was the gTeat test, the onlv true war.;
Positivist Prolectaircs of New York, as they variously style
ship, and that Paul declared, "vVhose servants ye are
to obey; his servants ye are whom ye obey;" that thcmselvs, met at 97 1\'Iarket street in one of the few remainthere was no authority for Sunday observance except ing Dutch edifices along the East river front. The meeting
th t 0 f th
d th h 0 1 R
C tl r l
h was held in a loft littered by the implements and appliances
• e pope an
a
e
Y oman a 10 lC c lurc ' of the painter's art, and 'Yas composed of a group of mechanand therefore obedience of Slmday keeping was ex- ics engaged in the stud}' of the writings of Auguste Comte,
alting the pope above God.
the founder of the Religion of Humanity. Mr. McCulloch,
Several Christians admitted they had been de- a sturdy-looking Highlander, read one of 11-Ir. Frederic Harriceived in regard to what the Bible taught on this subson's Positivist prayers. The president of the society, Hugh
f
h
d
ject. Hence the ire o the bigots. T ey coni not McGregor, standing at a table adorned by a fine portrait of
justify the dogma of their creed, but they could the deceased Henry Evans-the first Positivist workingman
attempt tenorism, and. could persecute those they in New York-delivered an animated address on the subcould not convince.
ject of the previous Sunday's reading: "The objectiv basis
On the Sunday evening I refuted the assertion that of Positivism, or the order of the external world as revealed
SeculaJ.-ism destroyed all virtue, order, and society, by science." The audience then commenced the reading of
and encomaged crime. I showed Secularists were a ·chapter of the "General View of Positivi~m," each person
not responsible for N othingaJ.-iaJ.lS; that the one great in turn reading a paragraph. The book was now in the
principle of SeculaJ.·ism was justice; its motto_:_its hands of a yotith of eighteen, and now in the hands of a man
first principle and desire-was to secure to all equal of eighty years; now in the hands of an American, and next
rights and liberty, regardless of religious faith or in the hands of a Russian, or an Englishman, or Swede, or a
the lack of it; to learn what is right and do it ; secure Frenchman. Among the audience was 11-Ir. Claude Rodcl,
our happiness by promoting the happiness of others. of the London Positivist Society, who delivered a prayer, and
I refuted the assertion that Infidels were very Mr. Gottfried Brandt, of the Stockholm, Sweden, group.
ignorant of the Bible and the chaJ.·acter of. God "This meeting," said President 11-IcGregor, "I regard as one
therein portrayed; read the text showing the cruel, of the most remarkable evidences of the mighty forces that
revengeful, vindictiv cha1·acter of God, as given in are fast crushing out the last remnant of an obsolete and
1 the Bible, and appealed to the Cln·istians if there was effete theology."
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gf01nmunicafions.
Conscience is Sick.-The Disease and the Remedy.
There is much complaint that people are not so
conscientious in the civilized world as they ought to
be so late in the nineteenth centmy of the Christian
era. _I believe this complaint is well-founded, and,
recognizing the truth of the adage, "In the multitude
of counsellors there is wisdom," will ventm·e a few
suggestions that hav occurred to me in explanation.
Within the past twenty years I hav heard many
men and women, of full average intelligence, and
members of high standing in Christian ·chmches, say,
in effect, that if it were not for the trinity of fear of
hell, hope of heaven, and the love or fear of a God
who will evel'lastingly punish or reward, they believed
they should be terribly wicked, and would hav no
motiv to be good. In the mean time I hav been making inqurries, as opportunity offered, of Christians
and outsiders who professed to believe in the Christian
religion, aJ!d expect to procme tickets to heaven before the last tra.in starts; and I conclude from therr testimony that such fear, hope, and love constitute the
main part of the motivs of average people to do right
and abstain from doing wrong. In the mean time I
hav also been a n:equent and attentiv listener to orthodox sermons, and am sme that I am fully within
bounds in saying that in them, on an average, fear of
hell and hope of heaven, as incentivs to do good and
abstain from evil, hav been mged in the ratio of
ninety per c~nt against the field. And it must be
conceded by all investigators that in the past Christian teachers and believers relied less upon, and had
a dimmer concept1on of, any other motivs to good
conduct than they do now.
·
With all deference to whom it may offend, I feel it
my duty to say that we might as well expect to grow
fat on pigs by feeding them sand and saleratus, as to
grow a healthy conscience on any such a diet.
And as, dming the last two thousand years, conscience appears to hav been fed on little else, it is a
wonder that it is not even smaller, weaker, and leaner
than it is. Indeed; to me, it seems wonderful that
there is now even so much of a trace of conscience
left as there is said to be of the tcdl of the lower animal from which, according to the Darwin theory, man
is supposed to hav developed, since it is a demonstrated fact that long disuse of any function, faculty,
or member of mind of body will utterly destroy and
eliminate it. Therefore the ·practice of doing good,
or abstaining from evil, from any other motiv than
the natuTal consequences of such actions, mi.tst prove
the death-warrant of conscience, and will, in .time,
cause the species to become extinct. There would
certainly be no serious difficulty in hll-i.ng criminals
by the regiment to be good, i.e., to observe all doctrinal or biblically prescribed formalities of goodness,
so long as their employer should pay them satisfactorily, especially if at the same time they were made
to believe that. so soon as they quit the good work
they would be broiled in hell forever. But, in the
natme of things this mode of inducing or forcing virtue would make only hypocrits. It could not in the
least improve conscience. It would not even be likely
to induce a partiele more of skin-deep goodness than
.was thought necessary to secme the pay. And if the
contract permitted them to put off the work until
they were ready to commence it without affecting
their pay, these employes would be apt· to continue
their deviltry as long as possible, for what to them,
from force of habit, had come to be the fun of the thing.
:2ut how shall we make conscientious men and
women by any other method~ ·what is there to
build upon~ Now, and as I think all can understand, there are some sounds and combinations of
smmds that are agreeable to a healthy though uncultivated ear, and others that are disagreeable.
Follow the hint given by this fact, and gradually introduce variations with prudence and judgment, and
this ear, or those of the successors of its possessor,
through the law of hereditary transmission, will, in
time, as surely be brought to the highest stage of
musical cultme, along an ever-widening path of pleasm·e, as effect follows cause.
.
So with conscience-which is but another name
for that faculty or quality ·of mind which, when
properly educated and blended with the otheT faculties, also healthy and harmoniously developed, and
all up to concert-pitch and in perfect tune; points out
the best and most pleasant way of life, not only for
the individual performer, but the way which, if he
follows it, will confer the greatest benefit on all his
influence reaches. And as to the lowest savage there
are sounds that please, and sounds that displease,
aBd hence some foundation to build a perc~ption and
love of and skill in music upon; so there is always
some fotmdation to build a perception and love of
good, or hatred of evil, upon. At first, the savage or
child-which is but a savage-may be able only to
distinguish good and evil actions as they are immediately productiv of bodily pleasure or pain to himself alone. Then, very gradually, as the reasoning
powers are developed, he may comprehend the fact
that some actions which giv him immediate pleasme

or pain are always followed by secondary opposit
consequences, far overbalancing the first effect; as
in case of his gorgi.ng on palatable but unhealthy
f•Jod, or having a,diseased limb amputated. Here is
a starting-point. A little farther on, if he is kept in
the· road, he will be able to look still farther and perceive that an action, or word, or law that at first and
in itself givs only unalloyed pleasme to him, may, by
its reflex -or remote effects through other persons,
always cause him great pain or disadvantage; as in
case of a priest or ruler who should attempt to take
ctll that his subjects raised instead of a tithe, whereby, whether he starved his subjects or caused them
to rebel and kick him out of office, he would soon
find himself deprived of his robes and compelled to
root or die. Still farther on-much farther-! think
he would clearly see that anything tending in the
3lightest degTee to really improve the condition. of
the meanest and most remote individual of his race,
would tend to increase his own and every one's
safety, welfare, and happiness, aljld vice venct. And,
then, he would naturally govern his conduct accordingly. And is not -such a state of conscientious development attainable without fear of hell, hope of
heaven, or love or fear of a " God of vengeance who
will r·epay .'?" Ask "heathen" Marcus Aurelius, who
seems not to hav been actuated by any such motivs.
He said: " One man when he has done a service to another is ready to set it down to his account as a
favor conferred. Another is not ready to do this,
but still, in his own mind, he thinks of the man as
his debtor, and he knows what he has done. A
third, in a manner, does not know what he has done,
but he is like a vine which has produced grapes and
seeks for nothing more after it has once produced its
proper fruit. As a horse when he has nm, a dog
when he has caught the game, a bee ·when it has
made its honey, so a nu~n when he has done a good
act, does not call out for others to come and see, but
he goes on to another good act, as a vine goes on to
produce again the grapes in season.
"}\'[ust a man, then, be one of these who in a manner acts thus without observing it~ Yes.'' Ancl
again he asks, "\-Vhat more dost thou want when
thou hast done a man a service'? Art thou not content that thou has done something confonnctble to
thy nctture, and dost thou seek to be paid for it, just
as if the eye demanded recompense for seeing, or the
cultivated ear for hearing sweet music?" This is a fairly
developed blossom of a conscience reared upon its natmal mother's milk-i.e., attention to the laws of cause
and effect. And here is a blossom of what I will call a
conscience for~ed by the machine method-the
heaven and hell forcing method, and one of the best
thoroughbreds. It is in the language of the late
"eminent divine," Jonathan Edwards-i.e., "The
damned shall be tormented in the pr.esence of the
holy angels, and in the presence of the lamb, so will
they be tormented in the presence of the glorified
saints. Hereby the saints will be more sensible how
great therr salvation is. 1'he view of the misery of
the damned will double the ar·dor of the love and
gTatitude of the saints" [machine-made saintsJ in
heaven!" And here is this machine-made saint's
(Edwards's) conception of the punishment for the
slightest unpardoned fault of _wife, or child, or
mother, which his ideal God, that he thought worthy
of love and worship, will inflict, and the view of which
punishment over the heavenly walls will, in his opinion, double the ardor of the love and gTatitude of all
machine-made saints in heaven, i.e. : "The world will
probably be converted into a great lake or liquid
globe of fire, in which the wicked shall ·be overwhelmed, which shall always be in tempest, in which
they shall be tossed to and fro, having no rest clay or
night, vast waves or billows of fire continually rolling
over their heads, of which they shall ever be full of a
quick sense within and without; therr heads, their
eyes, their tongues, their hands, their feet, then·
loins, and then· vitals shall forever be full of glowimelting fire, enough to melt the very rocks and
elements. Also they shall be full of the most
quick and lively sense to feel torments, not for
ten millions of ages, but for ever and eve1·; without
ctn.y end at all!" Does not the contemplation of
such a conscience as is here unavoidably implied, and
of which there are now thousands of copies in Christendom, constrain the most hardened to exclaim,
"0 thou compar~tivly kind, considerate, and merciful devil, who (according to the myth) had pity and
compassion on our race, and put it on the way of
knowledge when thou sawest God would keep it ignorant, and who thus gave us all that is or can be worth
having in life, death, or immortality, what do you
think of the conscience of a God who would thus
punish his helpless chilclTen for a sin of then· first
parents, or of that of any he might favor, who would
hav ' the ardor of their love and gratitude thus
doubled?' " Does any one want a conscience that
would not scorn and even defy them both 'l I certainly do not. And I am sme that any blossom less
lovely than that suggested in the quotation from }\'[arcus Aurelius is not a matme thoroughbred of its kind.
I believe that any one less repulsiv and horrible than
that suggested by the quotation from Jonathan Edwards (and which tni.ght easily be matched by quota-

tions from the most popular preachers of the day) is
immatme, a hybrid, or of a different species altogether, mistaken for the genuin machine-made conscience, for such a conscience is the natmal offspring
of that method.
But, after all, genuin conscience is but con(with)
science (with· science), always with it, always a part of
it, so that neither can exist-at least, in a high degree
-without the other. The eminent scientist, Profesror Riley, has lately declared that " science, no matter in what fine-sounding names we clothe her, or
how :Qigh above the average understanding we stilt
her, is, after all, but common sense employed in discovering the hidden secrets of the universe and tmning them to man's wants."
Is not this an apt, common-sense definition of science~ And is it not equally applicable to conscience?
And does it not follow that conscience and sciencei.e., knowledge-if different at all, are yet the same,
as is said to be the case with the persons of the
trinity ~ And is it not almost demonstrated that
as knowledge approaches completeness, it must necessarily tend to blend, culminate, lose, and in a manner forget itself in some such conscience or
character as was suggested by 1\iarcus Aurelius in
the quotation above~ If so, then the chief end of
man should be, not to glorify any God-not a perfect God, for he could not need, desire, or even tolerate it, as he would be rendered positivly imperfect by
it, as a perfect house would be rendered imperfect by
any addition, or as a perfect man would be annoyed
by the continual fawning of a pup. And certainly
we should not worship or glorify a cruel, whimsical,
capricious, jealous, exacting, incapable God, that had
been outgeneraled and beaten all along the line every
day since the dawn of creation (by a "poor devil"),
for such would be only worthy of contempt or pity.
But then man's chief and sole end and aim should be
to get knowledge and understanding, to the end that
he, his neighbors, his country, his race, and all things
and beings aifectecl by him, here and everywhere,
now and forever, might derive from his existence the
most and highest happiness and benefit such existence were capable of conferring. So long as a nation
shall depend upon imported music-boxes, to be wound
only when there is company for music, that nation
will not develop musicians. No more, in my judgment, can a nation develop conscientious citizens so
long as, and to the extent that, it depends upon an
unnatmal imported machine-method of inducing con. scientious actions. vVe hav long been encomaging
the development of .musical talent by natural methods.
As one result we hav musicians who are cheap at
thousands of dollars per night.
vVe- hav lqng been discomaging the development of-conscience, by the only methods capable of developing it, and as one result, a man of more than fifty per
cent of Marcus Aurelius's ideal would starve or be in
the poor-house in any average community in less than.
a month in Christendom, and a character like Christ's
would, in less than twenty-fom homs, be "knocked
out," left naked in the street, put in jail, or crucified,
according as it were his day for tmning his other
cheek, giving his cloak also, raiding the stock exchange, reproving the scribes and Pharisees, pr getting up a corner on mess-pork by bedeviling the
farmers' hogs with devils, which, it would seem,
might better hav been utilized in killing wolves, bears,
and snakes. But Jonathan Edwards-what of him~
I believe he would still draw as well as ever; or, at
least, in the full proportion that machine-made conscience has not been hybridized by the pollen of
common sense-or, I should say, as yet un-common
sense. Sam Jones draws, also Spm·geon, Moody, et al,
who giv the Jonathan Edwards style of hell straight'
and from the word Go.
Then let the light be tmned on, for it is not only
the panacea for dwarfed and perverted conscience, but
it is the universal and only panacea for all the ills the
children of men and women are heirs to-no.t the
dim, one-sided light from the clark lanterns of any
creeds or ologies, which seek to, and can only, perpetuate their existence by illuminating their own narrow points while keeping all else in outer darknessbut the broad, unobstructed light of natme. As such
light prevails, all .narrow creeds and ologies, all
superstitions, will die or hunt their holes as do the
owls and bats, that thrive only in the darkness, when
the morning dawns. Then peace, good will, and universal welfare will take their place and prevail. " Get
wisdom and get understanding."*
Pitt, 0.
CYRUS SEARS.

.

'

*I do not know, nor do I care, what idea Solomon wished
to convey by the use of these wordH. But the idea I wish to
convey is that wisdom may be regarded as the tools of the
mind, and understanding as the ability to use these tools to
best advantage. For, as one may hav the finest set of mechanical tools without the ability to make a decent bootjack
with all of them, so he may hav vaet stores of wisdom, i. e.,
know a multitude of facts, fancies, mathematics, philosophies, languages, etc., etc., without the _ability to do himself
or anyone a bootjack's worth of good w1th all of them, and
be likely to cut his own fingers, or split some friend's head,
whenever he tries to use them; while some "uneducated boor
who never went to school" is actually revolutionizing things
with a few rusty tools or ideas he has picked up by the wayside, but which he has learned how, and when, and where
use to best advantage.
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Mental and Moral Attitude.

I am sometimes at a loss to_ lmderstand why proWill a few suggestions on the best way to spread
Taking a general view of the influences at work
our Freeth ought principles be in order?
directing and molding the opinions of men, and which fessed Liberals exhibit such petulance of spirit beWhat are we doing to reach the yo_ung? Hav we- are to result in benefit or damage to humanity, we cause others will persist in believing certain- things
clone om whole duty toward~ the children, and the_j·find that of priestcraft. When they do not dictate that they deem dangerous and superstitious.
I am led to these rema~·ks through reading " Letyotmg men and young women ·
personally, they manage to make agents of governSince I hav been in the lecture-field I hav seen
ment officials, hence we hav in this country the presi- ters from Friends," and observing how much of this
generation file past me. When I began " preaching dent issuing under ;the seal of the government a proc- petulance is manifested against Spiritualism, which one
the gospel" of Liberalism men and women who are lamation pertaining to religious rites and ceremonies, writer recently affirms is "the greatest humbug of
twenty-five years old now were babes then, and I am thereby not only misrepresenting republican princi- the age," and which, Materialists will continue to denot as old as Methuselah was. Where are those pies, but contemning that unbiased suffrage power clare, tmfits its believers in a great measure for attendb,abes to-day? With the exception of death's share, which elevated him to the highest office withill its ing to the more important duties of the hom.
As an outspoken Spiritualist on all occasions that
the bulk of them bow the knee at superstition's shrine gift. Taking the key from the president, state and
a~·e necessa~·y, I wish first to thank all honest Mateii-the cross of Christ. A few hundred- thousand hav municipal officers are in turn found playing into the
dropped out of the procession of millions who carry hands of priestcraft with the implicit understanding alists heartily for the good service they hav rendered
on their shoulders the Christian chmch. Are there that a good word will :flow out from the pulpit, and, us in compelling us, in a certain sense, to sift the
one million activ Anticlnistians in America? I do throug·h a miseducated class, redound to the benefit chaff from .the wheat. Having done this, and having
not know. I£ there are even one hundred thousand of the politician. While this ball of self-aggrandize- sought at all times to be just to every honest phase
men and women who do not fear the church's epithet, mentis being tossed back and forth high above the of thought, as well as to intelligently inform myself
"Infidel," but rather proudly wear it, what are they people, they are admonished to view the exhibition rega~·ding the mental positions of the different Libdoing to make their work effectiv '? How meager with uncovered heads, in humility and admiration. eral schools, my main pm·pose is always to accept the
om eff0rt to save the children from Christian super- The human race, if they would know it, hav no in- truth, as I understand it, and to _defend it according
to the measme of my abilities.
stition ! \V e lectme to full-grown men and women, terest in common with the office of priestcraft. When
While others, honestly, without doubt, come to a
whose plaudits over our radical utterances " make the a beast of bmden carries a man there is compensation,
welkin ring," while the wise-as-serpent, m·afty Clni.s- for the man feeds, shelters, and cares for the comfort different conclusion, after ari expe1ience of over thirty
yea~·s in the study, examination, and observation of the
tians empty the cradle to fill the chmch. We talk of the beast, but in the former case man clothes, feeds,
labors of Spiritualists and Spilitualism, and after
about om" Radicalism." \Ve are not Radical enough shelters, and reverences the priest, and receives pracreading extensivly the writings and objections of its
yet, if Radicalism· means going to the "root of tically nothing in return.
opposers, my convictions a~·e tmchanged that it has
things," and it does. \Ve need to reach out for the
The governments of both England and Italy are
been the grandest liberator of the. centmy; that it
children. Let us take the children for Freethought acting agents of p1i.estcra£t, and hav agreed, says the
has done more than any other reform to cripple orand we will take the world. How shall it be done? North German Gazette, upon joint action to reconquer
thodoxy, liberate woman, and make respectable the
For nearly ten years we hav had a national organ- the Soudan. If this attempted subjugation of the teachings of an Ingersoll, in less than half a centmy;
ization. Tln·ough it we hav " demanded" that there Soudan is not practically in the interest of Clni.stian more than Mateiialism, and science, and the more Libshould be no religious exercises in the public schools. priestcraft, why do the minions of Catholic Rome eral forms of Cln·istianity did in two hundred years.
We may hav accomplished something in this direction join the hosts of Protestant England? Joint action Even now,. it is this school in the main, or those who
-a little, a very kttle. The pious teacher still shuts in this particular case is considered advisable as a believe in more than " one world at a time," that has
the belated children out in the cold while he "ad- matter of policy. Clni.stian phests' jealousy of rna- the comage to face the question of physiological redresses the tln·one." Here and there is an" ungodly'' hammedan priests' success has reached a point where form, and who cla~·e to htmt down the sham practices
but moral neighborhood· where Liberals hav been it can bmy the hatchet of sectarian war long enough and pleas of popula~· pmity, which, in the name of
numerous and aggressiv enough to make their de- to jointly wreak vengeance upon so powerful a relig- law, makes the present mai'l'iage system a means of
mand for secular teaching felt.
ions rival. There must hav been a tacit tmderstanding enslaving woman and ministe1i.ng to the baser inHad we not better concentrate om forces upon one with the French government that Catholic and Prot- stincts of man.
. demand at time? Is this not as urgent as any of estant p1i.estcra£t was to extend its influence by the
"By their fruits ye shall know them." Tested by
the Nine? Let us secula~i.ze the co= on school. subjugation of Anam, for we hea~·d no protest against this rule, none a~·e superior to the Spil·itualists, and-Our lectmers cannot du this work. They can help. the inlnunan butchery of the Chinese on their own as a class, I think none equal in attending to the
The Liberal people must do it without depending soil from either church. But when it became appar- chities of the hour. Such is my experience with
upon any class or organization. It is no small job ent that the barbarous and inexcusable invasion of a Spiritualistic fainilies; and why not~ They realize
that is before us. To abolish religious exercises from neighboring country was hav!ng a contra~·y effect, we that we a~·e as much spii·its now as ever; that heaven
the co=on schools is a herculean task. We should get the following from official somces at Rome: "Up is a,condition, not a locality; that we a~·e smToundecl
get an adequate conception of the work which is to November 1st, in the vicarate of Cochin, since with angels in and out of the form, and that the gTeat
before us; and then labor for its accomplishment. France co=enced wa~·, nine missionaries, seven na- object of existence is the growth and grandem of
This will be. a g·ood test of om real strength.
tiv p1i.ests, sixty catechists, two hundred and seventy each individual soul into a noble, generous, and just
Now we cq,me to the nub of my story-the " ways members of religious orders, and twenty-fom· thou- individuality.
·
and means."
sand Clni.stians hav been massacred; two htmdred
While I know that there is a large host of noble
Liberal lectmers a~·e abundantly able to hew out pa~·ishes, eleven orphan asylums, and ten convents workers who esteem all such opinions weak and usetheir own pathway tln·ough any orthodox wilder:ness, destroyed, and two hundred and twenty-five chmches less, I also know that vastly the la~·ger per cent of
without taking one dollar from the National Secular bmnt." From the above we conclude that God's the world's gTeat reformers hav been persons of kinUnion.' Instead of receiving pay from the Secula~· patent cultivator, the Cln·istian religion, has struck a ch·ed spili.tual sympathies and tendencies.
Union, every lectmer, I believe, will take genuin snag both in China and Egypt.
w~ w. JUDSON.
As I look over my list of personal niends and
pleasme in soliciting funds for its treasmy as soon as
liansas City, Mo.
acquaintances, with whom I hav mingled and labored
I state my proposition, which is this:
------.-.----for· forty-five years, there is this consciousness, that
Let the funds belonging to the American 'Secula~·
What is Money'~
the Quakers or F1i.ends, including the Shalters and
Union. be devoted entirely to the printing and cirThe advocates of unlimited silver money, like the the Spii·itualists, hav been the most thorough workers
culation of Liberal leaves. Let them be strewn like paper inflationists, think . that by adding to the for human deliverance.
leaves of the forest, all over the country. Let the amount of the etm:ency you increase the wealth of
Among the names I most delight to honor a~·e
lectmers co-operate in this work by distributing the country. They Callllot see that the cmrency of a Lucretia Mott, :Amy Post, Mrs. Severance, L. Ma~·ia
"leaves" at all their public :11leetings; this labor on country is merely the representativ of its wealth. I£ Child; Susan B. Anthony, Wm. Lloyd Ga~Tison,
their pa~·t to be .free.
.
you double the amount of currency, either with paper Phillips, Parker, Pillsbmy, Bennett, and a great host ·
Let us spread them so fast and so contmuously or cheap silver or any other metal, you merely double of others, not forgetting the beloved Whittier-all
that the "tracts" of the American Tract Society will the amount necessary to represent a certain amount never- til·ing toilers for human redemption, and all
be covered ou't of sight.
.
of real wealth. Yom· cmTency only represents hal£ having at least, or more than, a conviction that conMy suggestion is that leaves should not exceed as much; t,he real wealth-the product of the soil !:].nd tinued life and usefulness, after we hav cast off the
eight small pages-from two pages to eight. Avoid necessities of life-is 1;10t changed in value. It is the earthly tabernacle, is one of the conditions of nature.
prolixity, aim at brevity. Doubtless this matter will representativ that is changed, and it takes two dolla~·s
I£ asked for my reasons for thus believing, my rebe in the hands of a publication committee.
ply is this, that what we hav observed and witnessed
instead of one to buy the same article.
It seems to me that the first work to be done
And if you inflate the cmrency with silver and leg- of the phenomena at om· home and at qther places,
should be for the chilcll'en-free the free schools islate to make it of equal value with gold, you giv the as well as what we hav gathered from reading and
from Bible reading and other religious exercises. fm·eign merchant the chance of selling his goods at social intercom·se, has been of that nature that TruesLet this be effected by the free circulation of Liberal the inflated price and taking his pay in gold or its dell's "Bottom Facts," and the asseverations of Mateleaves among the children themselvs, as well as their equivalent, thus practically reducing the tariff on his rialism do not affect. Evidence that came through the
pa~·ents.
The leaves should be matter-of-fact, sensi- goods to the amotmt of the difference in the p1ice of mediumship of wife ancl myself, where trickery and
ble appeals to the l'eason of child and adult.
silver and gold in his country. vVe put on a ta~·i:ff deceit were out of the question, prevents us from
The committee of publication should call to their that shuts om·selvs out of foreign ma~·kets and then doubting continued pro~Tessiv life when we pass the·
aid, as w1iters, the best among scientists and Free- use a cheap cm·rency that admits foreign goods prac- bound of om ea~·thly careers.
thinkers generally. Om Freethought women a~·e fit- tically with but little duty, and this we call statesA mere statement of any pa~·ticular class or phase
ted by natme and ecluca\ion to assume the initiativ manship.
of the phenomena would serve no good pm·pose as a
in this practical work-~usan H. Wixon, Elmina D.
Some argue that we always hav had a silver cur- means of convincing those who oppose us; for it is
Slenker, Dr. J. H.l Severance, Helen H. Ga~·dener, and rency, and why not hav it now, when silver is plenty so easy, lilte Thomas .·winter, to call it all bosh, all
others.
and cheap? Do they know how small an amotmt of ghostly nonsense, or, like the charitable Liberal who
The cream of om Liberal literatme can be culled silver dolla~·s were made since the government was of late says it is the "greate::;t hmnbug of the age."
from the pages of THE TRUTH SEEKER, Boston Inves- founded, until the last few years 'I We always had a Suffice it to say, it is true to us, and a som·ce of contigator, Banne1· of L·ight, and other Anticlu·istian silver eturency for small change, and it is a necessity, tinued joy and peace. The clear mother who left the
publications.
but even it was usually Mexican picay1.mes, bits, and farm in 184G does not seem afar off; she seems ever
Let om pmpose be openly avowed. Hav the quarters, and they were not legal tender for anything nea~·, and under the inspil·ing influence of her deathchildren and all mankind understand om object from over five dolla~·s, I believe. Some men talk about less affection I meet, the more hopefully, whatever
the start, which is to purge the common schools from raising silver to pa~· with gold and keeping it there. the present hath in store, or calleth upon me to perreligious exercises, and the school books from theo- They might as well try to stop the :Mississippi 1-iver, form. My highest ambition is to .see the reign ~£
logical clauses. Then, when Secula~· schools will be with the mines continually increasing the amotmt, as justice trimnphant, where men will no longer, alllan accomplished fact, the chmch will not say of the they a~·e sm·e to do, and while it is used as money matecl by their littleness, deny to woman ap. they
reform, "See what the chm·ch has done ! "
standa~·d it will ine,;itably drive the gold out of the claim for themselvs, and where reformers will not,
I am "on the wing" in the lectm·e work, but shall cotmtry and leave us nothing but a continually ex: through moral cowardice, and in. obedience to t~e
be pleased to hear from Liberals. I may be ad- panding currency for ourselvs, which in any dealings dictum of Th'Irs. Grundy, put off any longer the disdressed at Lake City, Minn., from which point my with other count1i.es where 'they hav a staple cm- cussion and agitation of· any and every question that
has for its object the well-being of om race.
mail is forwa~·ded to me. '·'Let us reason together." rency would not be worth fifty cents on the dollar.
Lockport, nl.
GEORGE LYNN.
w. F. JAJ\ITESON.
J.D.
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person, however, can see that the city only says to
the managers: " You sluxll keep them open on
Wednesday, Thmsday, Friday, and Satmday, and
public holidays, but you need not on Sundays."
Evidently the drawers of the contract regarded Sunday as a public holiday, and on account of its fi·equency absolved the managers from keeping open the
museums on that day. · The exception cannot be
tortmed into a prohibition. But if it could, it is
ver:y easy to amend the contract.
The next argument of JYir. Jesup is the expense.
/ He claims that the museums are mainly supported by
i private subscriptions and the subscribers will not
I t "b t if th builclin
.
d S d
con ri u e
e
gs are opene
illl ays.
This expense account seems slightly mixed. Time
and again the directors hav said that the city contributes about $12,000 annually tu each of the museums.
Inasmuch as the annual appropriation is $15,000 for
each museum, we do not see any sufficient reason for
stating the amount at $12,000. Again, turning to
the Oity Record, the official jomnal of the municipality, we :find that the employees of the museum are'
on the city pay-roll. On page 7 of the supplement to
the Record of December 29, 1885, the comptroller
reports that, under the New York city consolidation
act of 1882, he has paid as follows:

Containing, besides the 1886 Calendar, an Article on the Progress
of Freethought in the United States during 1885; statistics
of money paid to the churches from state treasuries,
etc.; a splendid story by James Payne, entitled,
July 3 Pay-roll, Laborers, etc., for two weeks
"The Curate of Churnside;" a true
$3.95
ending June 27, 1885. ··················!
statement of the facts concern27 Pay-roll, Employees, :i\Ietropolitan J\Iu-1
ing 'Voltaire's death,
seum of Art, June, 1885 .............. .
1,711.74
etc., etc.; also
Aug. 5 Pay-roll Employees, American Museum
ILLUSTRATIONS•
of Natural History, June, 1885 ..... .
1,613.30
Portraits of all the great English Freethinkers and scientists;
14 Pay-roll, Laborers, etc., for two weeks
_
pictures of Girard College, the Lick Observatory,
ending August 8, 1885 ............... .
5 78
the Waco, Texas, Freethought Hall,
15 Pay-roll, Employees, ~Ietropolitan ~Iu1,691.74
Paine Memorial, Mr. Reyseum of Art, July, 1885 ............... .
nolcls's Tent, etc.
19 Pay-roll, Employees, American J\Iuse-1
1,821.60
urn ofNatural History, July, 1885.1
25 CENTS.
PRICE,
Sept. 14 Pay-roll, Employees, ~Ietropolitan Mu-i
seum of Art; August, 1885 .......... [
1,641.74
22 Pay-roll, Laborers, etc., for two weeks
Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEWALs, and we hope all
29.5 9
ending September 11, 1885 .. :: ..... .
26
Pay-roll,
Employees,
American
~Iusewill be prompt. If we are to print pictures ~his
um of Natural History, Aug., 1885.
1,821.60
year, the subscription list must be lengthened..
Total... ....... ·················-f $10,34;1.04
We will renew one old subscription for a year,
and send THE TRUTH SEEKER to one new subscriber

us, that the only obstacle to opening the museums on
Sundays is the lack of inclination on the part of Mr.
Jesup and his fellow-directors.

Generous New York !
The comptroller's report of the money spent in the
city of New York for the quarter ending September
30, 1885, makes a huge paper of sixty-six finely
printed pages. It is interesting reading for tax pay
ers, and not the least interesting portion is that re
lating to the support of asylums, reformatories, and
charitable institutions. We condense:
•
Children's Fold.

For maintenance of children during quarter ending June, 30, 1885.....................................

$3,997.43

}i"mmdling A~ylu7~ of the Sistmw of Glta?·ity.

For maintenance of children during June and
July, 1885................................................

41,152.14

.Hebrew Benevolent S()(Jiety.

For care of children for qmuter ending June,
1885, and amount omitted by mistake during
the year 1884...........................................
Deaf M1tte

11,624.44

I1~stit1ttion.

For support of pupils for quarter ending June
30, 1885 .................................................. .

3,110.42

Institutionfm· the Blind.

For support of pupils for quarter ending J nne
30, 1885 ..................................................~

1,800.00

Instit1ttion fm· Deaf and Dumb.

For support of pupils from April1 to July 1, 1885
,

3,133.23

New Y m·k Juvenile Asyhtm.

For support of childrenfor J\Iay, June, July, and
August....................................................

33,979.80

New Ym·k Infant Asylum.

For "maintenance of inmates for June, July, and
August....................................................

19,277.12

New Ym·k Catholic Protectmy.

For maintenance of children June, and July, 1885

37,542.58

N1trsery and Child's Hospital.

For support of inmates during May, June, and
July, 1885................................................

25,562.89

P1·otestant Episcopal House of Mm·cy.

For support of inmates ...................: ............... .

244.41

Rornan Catlwlie Hmtse of the Good Shephm·d.

For support of inmates for quarter ending June
30, 1885 .................................................. .

403.23

Shepherd's Pold (Protestant Episcopal).

On account of appropriation for the year ........... .
St.

Joseph'~

1,250.00

Institution.

Here is over ten thousand dolJars paid within For support of inmates for quarter ending June
30 1
3 970 35
for a year, for $5. Will not everyone, in renew- three months by the city. At the same rate the city
' ~~!~-P~i~t~.H~;~-~~I~d:,;;t;:;/("P~~t~~t~nt). • ·
mg, try to get a new subscriber~
would pay over forty thousand per year to the sup- For support of inmates for quarter ending June
30, 1885... ........ ................ ...... ..... ......... ....
2,592.88
And in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRUTH port of these institutions. We must confess that we
do not understand the fiscal relations of these muAssociation fm· Bef1·iending Children and f;irls.
SEEKER ANNuAL for 1886.
seums and the city.
For ,the four months ending August 31, 1885 ....... __3,361.01

Wednesday, Thursday, JJ'ridcty, and Sat1tTday of each week,
and on all legal and public holidays, except Sundays, be kept

·Mr. Jesup's third argument is that " it is not for
the interest of the people, especially of the workingmen, to .open the museums on Sunday."
Of comse Mr. Jesup knows "better than the workingmen themselvs what is good for them, but we
really wish he would let them speak for themselvs.
The Central Labor Union of this city, which re})res.ents over 25,000 working:m.en, hav passed a resolution,asking for the opening, and several smaller mrions
hav followed suit. One of the many petitions which
·will be presented to Mr. Jesup and his fellow-directors, if he will allow the opportmrity; is signed by one
thousand workmen in the piano trade alone. Either
these thousands of laborers err, or Mr. Jesup is rnistaken about what is good for workingmen.
For his fomth argument, Mr. Jesup says the Englise people do not open their museums on Sunday.
To strengthen whatever argument there may be in
this he cites several pages of English opinions as to
the beneficent in:fl.llence of the "divine" Lord's day.
This is bosh. Whether the working people of England wish their museums opened or not on Sundays
is no concern of Americans. American.w.orking people do wish their musefuns opened, and it is their
right to hav them opened. If a closed English museum is an argument against opening om·s, then an
open ·museum in Boston is an argument for opening.
But what do we care what the English clergy think~

open and accessible to the public, free of charge, from nine
o'clock A.M. until half an hour before sunset, under such
rules and regulations as the party of the second part shall,
from time to time, prescribe; but on the remaining clays of
the week the same shall be open ouly for exhibition to such
persons, upon such terms as the said party of the second part
shall from time to time direct. But all the professors and
teachers of public schools of the city of New York, or other
institutions of learning in said city, in which instruction is
given free of charge, shall be admitted to all advantages
afforded by said party of the second part, through its museum, library, apparatus, and collections, or otherwise, for
study, research, and investigation, free of any charge therefor, and to the same extent and on the same terms and conditions as any other persons are admitted to such advantages aforesaid."
'
Mr. Jesup const~ues this to mean that the museums
shall not be opened on Sunday. Any unpre"udiced

One reason heretofore given by 1Y1r. Jesup we do
not find in this pamphlet. It is that donations h~LV
been made to the museums with the stipulation that
the museums should not be opened on Sunday. On
this point he contents himself with saying:
" I hav been looking over the names of those who hav
given [to the musenms] this large sum of money, exclusiv of
the city. I hav no right to speak of them, or of their religc
ions belief, but from what I know of their views, I am per
suadecl that the very large majority of these subscriptions
hav come from those who desire to see the Lord's clay observed and protected."
From this we are led to believe that Mr. Jesup's
previous statements were in the nature of general observations and not exact facts. And from his pam-~
phlet the general reader will certarnly conclude, :wJ.th

Mr. Jesup and the Museums.
The pressure upon . the directors of the two
museums in Central Park to open their doors upon
Sundays has induced JYir. Morris K. Jesup, president of the American Museum of National History, to
publish a pamphlet upon "The Museums m the
Park. Should They Be Opened on Slmday ~" 1\fr.
Jesup's argument is also adopted by the managers of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, so that the public
now has before it all that the managers of bQth
museums can say agamst Sunday opening.
The arguments of Mr. Jesup are very weak, and he
could hav saved himself much trouble by giving the
• real reason why he and his colleagues object to Sunday opening by simply writing, "We do not want to
open the museums." That would cover all the
grolmcl. However, since he has not been honest
enough to do this, we will note the main points of
his ostensible reasons. The first is:
" 1. Good faith in carrying out the contract between the
city and the museums, lmcler which the museums are concluctecl, seems to forbid their being opened on Sunday."
To sustain this he quotes fi·om the contract with
t~e city the article governing t~e opening of the museums:
" That the exhibition halls of said building shall, on

Total... ................................................... $193, 001.93
This total is a very respectable sum to be given
private religious institutions for the support of inmates who could be cared for much cheaper, if not
better, in places provided by the state. But so long
as there are votes to be had by appropriating the
city's money to "charitable" institutions we suppose
th~ practice will be continued.'
The only way to reform it is to change the laws of
the state.
_ _ _ __..,...._._ _ __

Happy •

1

, Our esteemed contemporary, the .Independent, has
hit upon an easy plan for preparing editorial New
Year greetings. On the :first day of January, as everyone knows, the correct thing to say upon meeting
a friend is, "Happy New Year!" "It .is right and
manly," concedes om· religious contemporary, ".to
desire happiness." But if the world is to be truly
good and happy, the heavenly father must be consulted. Having got thus far on his manuscript, the
editor opens the Concordance at his elbow, tmns the
pages by IIab, IIctm, etc., until he reaches IIappy.
Then his real labor begins, and he gets the Bible and
copies:
. '' Ha;ppy is he that hath the God of Jacob for his help,
whose hope is in the Lord his God.
"Ha;ppy is the man that findeth wisdom and the man that
getteth understanding.
"He that hath mercy on the poor, ha;ppy is he.
"Behold, ha;ppy is the man whom God correcteth: therefore despise thou not the chastening of the almighty.
"But, and if ye suffer for righteousness's sake, ha;ppy are
ye; and be not afraid of their terror, neither be tl"Oublecl.
'' If ye be reproached for the name of Christ, happy are ye:
for the spirit of glory and of God resteth '\l]JOn you.
"Ha;ppy is he that conclemneth not himself in that thinowhich he alloweth.
"'
"Whoso trusteth in the Lord, happy is he.
"Happy is the man that feareth always.
" Behold, we count them ha;ppy which endure.
"He that keepeth the law, happy is he.
"If ye know these things, happy are ye if ye do them,
"Ha;ppy is that people whose God is the Lord."
The labor o~ ~~ers_coring all this, that _the composItOI may put It m Italics, exhausts the editor, and he

l
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closes his leader, thereby shortening it to the comprehension,_ and no doubt to the happiness, of the
reader, who can spend the remainder of the, day in
reading a poem, specially cabled to the Independent,
which appeared two years ago in the Youth's Gompcmion, published in Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

ister as to his faith in the Bible and in God, very haughtily
replied: ' The scientific difficulties in the book of Genesis
make it impossible to believe that the Bible was t~ue.'"
While we may sympathize with the minister, who knows less
than a fourteen-year-old school-boy, we really cannot blame
the people of Ithaca for remaining away from religious services presided over by dunces.

.A New Cm·e for Hydrophobia.

THE Rev. Kristofer Janson, who distinguished himself by
preaching the first gentlemanly sermon about Colonel Ingersoll
that ever was delivered in a pulpit, sends to the Old Curiol!ity
Shop the following stories: "A farmer down in Iowa writes
to me: 'The minister of the Norwegian Lutheran Synod tried
recently to. impress upon me that a man could very well be a
Christian if he drank himself drunk sometimes. That the
farmers here practice this, his good counsel, you may see
from what one of them said when I spoke of calling you down
for a lecture: "No, I prefer to go to a saloon and drink up
those cents rather than to throw them off to this Kristofer
Janson."' Another acquaintance of mine told me that he
knew a farmer who wanted to be considered very religious,
and who condemned all music as a sin. This farmer went to
town and visited all the saloons, so that his comrade scarcely
could get him home t_o the hotel. Coming there, he escaped
without his boots, mingled in a quarrel, and was brought
once more to the hotel after having obtained a sound thrashing. When his comrade the day after upbraided him for his
behavior, he only answered, 'Yes, all of us sin, but it is still
a comfort that we hav our faith left.' A lady of Minneapolis
has told me that every time she engages servant girls she
asks them if they belong to any orthodox society, and if they
answer in the affirmativ she dismisses them at once, because
she has had very sad experiences. A servant girl had stolen
from her, and when she said to her that such an act was not
in accordance with her Christian confession, the servant girl
answered: 'If we never should sir!, of what use then was Jesus Christ to us? He has atoned for all our sins.' This old
faith must be very commodious."

A clerical conespondent has sent to the Freeman's
Jo'U?'nal (what a name for a Catholic paper !) what
that paper calls a " valuable suggestion" concerning
hydrophobia; Whether there be a natural remedy or
not, he says, there is a supernatural remedy, welllmown
in Holland and Belgium. "It is the intercession of
St. Hubert !"
Saint Hubert, the correspondent explains, was
bishop of Maestricht in the eighth century, and the
faithful of Belgium and Holland possess tmwavering
faith in his intercession. In the Ardennes, he says,
there is a place of pilgrimage dedicated to Mr.
Hubert, called "Lille St. Hubert." .. A stole of the
saint is kept here, "out of which tln:eads are continually drawn, but which, it is said, never grows Tess in
size." Certain obligations are imposed on the pilgrims, the fulfilment of which guards them against
the danger of hydrophobia. It is well, the editor of
the ]i'reeman's Journal quotes commendingly from
his conespondent, that this special devotion to St.
Hubert should be made known. " St. Hubert is a
much more real person than M. Pasteur. But to
many M. Pastern·, of whom we now hear so much,
is very real, while St. Hubert is vague. We hav a
thousand times more faith in St. Hubert's intercessio~ than in M. Pasteur's inoculation, unphilosophical aR this assertion may seem to those scientists who,
blind themselvs, are wholly led by half-blind senses."
These words hav the real old genuin Roman Catholic ring. The papists hav a cast-iron creed, a part
of which is the belief in .saints and the efficacy of
their inte1'cession with Mary, who influences her son,
who in tmn prevails with his supposed father. They
are faithful to their creed in all its subtleties, dogmas, and absurdities. Though we may reasonably
doubt whether the educated editor of the Freeman's
Journal believes in the nonsense of his con·espondent, we may be positivly certain that the majority of
his readers do. And we may be just as sure that
_the editor and his priestly colleagues will use the
superstitious faith of the Catholic populace to further the pm-poses of Rome as we are that St.
Hubert's stole cannot hav thousands of unreplaced
threads drawn from it without diminishing the original size of the stole.
If this tale came from the South of France, where
the wooden-shod and leather-headed peasantry believe all the tales of apparitions of the Virgin and
holy water cmes the priests choose to tell them, it
would be hardly worthy of notice. But it does not.
It is told by an American priest to the American
editor of a paper published in America for American
readers. It is true the claims of these people to be
Americans may rest on naturalization papers, but all
the same they are here to stay, and they hav a vast
influence in American affairs. To what depths of
superstition they are sunk, then, cannot be a matter
of no consequence to patriotic people. It is a matter
of immense consequence.
·when the archbishop of Montreal told his followers
that the small-pox epidemic was a cmse sent by God
to ptmish them for holding an ice-carnival, and gave
as the 1'emedy more f1:equent and fervent prayers to
the saints, it was thought that" his grace's" asininity
could 5}XJt be paralleled. But it has been; and the
archbishop of Montreal and the editor of the Freeman's Journal (which, by the way, is one of the
foremost Catholic papers of the cotmtry) must be
harnessed together. And if the teachers hav such
long ears, to what length must not the amicular appendages of the scholars reach !

Editorial Notes.
LrnAOA, N. Y., has about 10,000 inhabitants, and a very
liberal estimate finds only half of them at church on Sundays.
'l'he Rev. J. F. Clymer, Methodist, of the place, says there
are five reasons why this is so: 1. Poverty; 2. Pride; 3. Absorption in business; 4. A spirit of retaliation; 5. Infidelity.
Regarding this last Mr. Clymer said: "Human learning is
thrusting the dagger of skepticism into the heart of the ministers. Many of the educated classes are casting the shadow
of doubt on the divine origin of Clu·i~tianity. Their influence
is felt through the press, the popular lecture, our schools,
colleges, and in the higher forms of social life." To clinch
his ·argument on this point~r. Clymer told the following
story: "A lad of fourteen years, when questioned by a min-
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they are solemnly slaughtered amid the ringing of bells.
The dead beasts, however, are not now burnt, as they
formerly were, but are boiled, and the pilgrims, together
with the villagers, make a hearty dinner out of the sacred
flesh.
A RusSIAN artist, M. Vereschagens, has painted, and exhibited by means of photographic copies all through Austria
and Hungary, two pictures, entitled respectivly ''The Resurrection" and "The Holy Family." In these compositions .
Christ is depicted as a merely human and historical person.
They are very realistic, and their intent is to show that Christ
accomplished his miracles by trickery and without superhuman power. The pictures hav terrribly_shocked the church
dignitaries, and an expiatory mass has been celebrated in the
Stephankirche in Vienna to ward off the evils that the exhibition of these pictures would otherwise bring. In Hungary
Cardinal Haynald, archbishop of Calocza and Bacs, and the
leading members of the Magyar nobility hav given notice that
they will withdraw their patronage from any institution in
Buda Pesth which exhibits Vereschagens's pictures. · The
imperial government at Vienna has taken up the question,
and, as a test case, has ordered the prosecution of the Russian artist's Vienna agent for selling photographic copies of
the objectionable pictures. If we can obtain a copy of these
pictures, our readers shall hav an opportunity of seeing what
shocks the good Christians of Europe. We fancy they can
bear the sight without fainting.

A VERY good illustration of the injustice of exempting
churches from taxation is the riots that hav been intermittently going on for some weeks in the Polish congregation at
Detroit, Mich. The bishop dismissed the pastor for immorality and financial dishonesty, but the pastor would not be
dismissed, and instigated his parishioners to violently oppose
any change. Scores of people ha v been severely wounded in
the riots, and one man was shot dead. It has been necessary
to station some scores of policemen around the church and
the bishop's residence. The church's property is protected at
an expense to the city of several thousands of dollars, but
THE American miners, writes Frank Wilkeson, are a bold,
not one cent of public revenue is ever clerived from the
honest, hospitable race. They despise all sorts of meanness.
church. We fail to see how pecuniary injustice can extend
They regard cowardice as a sin, and their saying, that the
much further than this.
Lord hates a c<;>ward, is their faith. The larger portion of
these men do not believe in a hereafter. They believe that
LAWYER EDWARD W. CHAMBERLAIN reports that Mr. Burn
men should not shirk danger; that they should not lie or ham Wardwell is at the Putnam House, Fourth avenue, besteal; and that comrades should stand by one another to the tween Twenty-sixth and Twenty-seventh streets. He is still
death, and that. the weak should 'not be oppressed. They also suffering from the terrible starving and freezing inflicted
believe that American miners, well armed and decently upon him in Dedham jail, Mass., and during the whole of
mounted, can go anywhere and accomplish anything. Lands last week was confined to his bed. His many friends, howinhabited by hostil Indians are not sacred to these men. If ever, says Mr. Chamberlain, will be gratified to know that
they hav reason to believe that mineral lies in territory he is surrounded by sympathetic people, who are doing ttll
claimed by the Sioux, or Crows, or Apaches, they go there to that kindness and humanity can do to mitigate his sufferings,
see if the report is true. No danger deters them. No prob- and if there is any virtue in good nursing, the noble old man
apility of death causes them to hesitate. They instantly de- will soon again be in the field to continue his battle against
cide that the possible reward they may secure is worth risk- cruelty and inhumanity in the treatment of prisoners, pauing their lives for. These are the men who hav discovered pers, and the insane.
the mineral wealth of the West. These are the men who hav
THE police justices of this city held their annual meeting
explored the rolling, storm-tqssecl sea of wooded hills that
extended from the northern Rocky Mountains to the Pacific last week to talk over the subject of crime in the metropolis.
coast.· They hav found whatever is of value in the far \Vest. It appe,!lrS by their discussion that the police justices conTheir ranks are constantly recruited by additions from West- template with a good deal of uneasiness the recognized fact
ern agriculturists. The ranks of the hunters of timid, inof- that crime does not lessen in the midst of large and increasing
fensiv Chinese are not recruited from the American miners. communities, New York being no exception to the general
There was not an American-born miner in the cowardly mob rule, and they are at a loss to account for it. But if they
that attacked aucl murdered the Chinese miners in Wyoming. were philosophers, as well as magistrates, they would find
I hav been informed, on good authority, that there was not the solution much easier. Statistics prove that crime, with
an American miner in any of the mobs that attacked the Chi- the exception of ministerial slips, is the direct result of hard
tirues. Preachers, however, commit crimes because a great
nese miners in ·washington territory.
many of them are hard cases.
-------THE publi~ation day of the Labor Union, Grand Rapids,
MooDY is a literal interpreter of the Bible. In one of his
:Mich., this year fell on Christmas clay, and the editor wrote sermons in Brooklyn some time since he gave his audience
a little sermon: "All the worlu over to-day, wherever Chris- this bit of cultured rhetoric. It is exactly orthodox in the
tians are found, on land and sea, among rich and poor, this importance it attaches to belief: ·"That thief on the cross
festival is welcomed and enjoyed as is no other in the whole --he wasn't saved by works, was he? He had a spike
year. And yet, viewed from a purely human standpoint, no through both hands; he couldn't work for salvation. And a
other single event in the world's history has been the precur- nail through both feet; he could not walk to Christ for sal vasor of so much misery to mankind as the birth of that little tian, even if it was to be had that way. But there was no
child in the obscure village of Bethlehem. Announced ages spike through his heart; he could believe."
before as the coming restorer of freedom and prosperity to
TnE Indust1·ial Appeal, of Ottumwa, Ia., says: "The Aphis people, heralded as bringing to mankind peace and good
will-the result was a fiat and fearful failure. His own peo- peal is a paper that goes to the homes of all classes of readple, unable to understand him, refused to believe in him and ers. The liberal-minded Christian and the Freethinker both
at last judici.ally murdeplcl him. The church subsequently fill up on our excellent mental nourishment. To the latter
founded in his name anci' professing to practice and inculcate class we recommend the New York TRUTH SEEKER as a pahis doctrins hastened to ally itself with the then greatest per that will satisfy the most liberal-minded truth seekers of
tyrant and meanest murderer in all the world, the Emperor these very progressiv times.!'
-----Constantine; and as they had. been persecuted and opp!·essed,
"You, gentlemen, hav been preaching for years," said
the Christians became in turn persecutors and oppressors.
And it seemed that almost simultaneously with the advent of August Spies, the Socitilistic agitator, to a lot of Chicago
the new religion what civilization and 'good will' there was ministers, the other day, "and, except in a few individual
on earth took fright and fled away, and left that long night- cases, ·what hav you accomplished? Nothing that I can see.
mare of centuries known in books as the Dark Ages. As There is as much suffering and as much stealing as there ever
that era of gloom and despair slowly passed away, a feverish 'vas."
LAST "Hospital Sunday" the contribution of the Episcopal
activity took its place, and the church of Christ directed that
activity into those gigantic forays of slaughter and pillage church of the Nativity amounted to the magnificent sum of
three dollars. The Episcopalians claim exemption from taxcalled the Crusades."
-------ation on the ground that churches are charitable institutions!
IT appears, says the Pall .il:frtll G(Jflette, that there are still
FREETIIINKERS throughout the state who hav circulated
some Christians in the Russian empire who retain one characteristically pagan custom of their forefathers-the sacrifice petitions to the legislature for the taxation of church property
of beasts as a part of public worship. Not long ago the St. are requested to forward them to us at once that they may
Petenlntrg Zeittmg stated that this practice was in use on be pnt in shape to present to the new legislature.
certain occasions at \Vyborg, in Northern Finland, among
HIGH license has decreased the number of saloons in Chithe Karates, who are devoted adherents to the orthodox cago from 13,000 to 9,000, and added nearly $1,300,000 to the
church. The Sviet now states that the same ritual survives revenues of the city. This is a strong argument in favor of
among the orthodox islanders of Mantschinschart, about
high license.
twenty-five versts from the l\'Ionas'tery of Walaam, where
THOSE of our, subscribers in the city who hav petitions for
.there is a chapel dedicated to the Prophet Elias. Several
times every year three oxen, and sometimes more, are brought the opening of the museums on Sunday are requested to send
by Christian pilgrims to the chapel, in the front of which them at once to this office.
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'![e#trs !(rom Jiritnds.
ELliiOS, TExAs, Dec. 23, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 to pay my subscription for the year 1886. I cannot do without THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I think it the best paper I ever read, though it is all
·I can do to pay for it on account of poverty. But it is doing
good in this country. I send each number out on missionary
work, and it does its work well wherever it is read. Freethought advances slowly here, but, I think, surely. I remain
Yours, etc.,
HENRY MooDY.
SNoWVILLE, VA., Dec, 21, 285.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $1 from Mr. Blenker for Campaign
Fund, and $5 for myself, $4 of which you will place to my
credit on account, and $1 for helping to illustrate TrrE Tnu~m
SEEKER. I wish !·could giv more toward this good work of
picture-making, but I hav too many calls upon my slim funds.
I spend very few dollars for my own special benefit; it nearly
all goes to the public, one way and another, as well as my
spare time and brain-work.
.A:ffectionately,
ELMINA.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Dec. 24, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 on TIIE TRUTH SEEKER
for one year to a new subscriber, and on account for same.
Hope you will alter your plan of make-up, and giv a table of
contents of subjects in each number. It will save considerable time in finding items of importance to many readers,
and we will do all we can to increase the circulation. This is
the only thing that we think the paper now lacks, and hope
it will be illustrated. This is the fifty-eighth person we hav
induced to subscribe in our twelve years.
Wishing you a prosperous New Year,
Jos. F. DUNN.
BALLSTON SPA, N. Y., Dec. 28, 285.
BROS. SOMERBY AND MACDONALD: Please find inclosed $3
·for subscription to your valuable paper, TnE TRUTH SEEKEH,
for 286. Mrs. Thorpe and myself could not keep house
without it, hence it will be a welcome visitor as long as I am
able to pay for it. I hav been trying to get a few more
names, but it seems to me that there are too many gods in
Ballston. After Brother Reynolds has been here there may
not be quite so ma~y. I hope not. We are doing all we can
for mental liberty. Hoping you all had a merry Christmas
and will hav a happy New Year, and that TriE TRUTII
SEEKER may liv long and be powerful in doing much good in
the cause we love, Yours in the cause of humanity,
WM. TrroRPE.
BuRLINGTON JuNCTION, Mo., Dec. 17, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: As my time expires the 1st of January, 1886,
I hasten to renew, and send you one new solid subscriber.
Inclosed find $5, which place to our credit.
Professor Jamieson has been with us this fall, and after delivering five or six lectures, met Elder Grubbs, a Campbellite,
of Kentucky, in a six-session debate, and if ever a man got a
good "grubbing," the elder got it. Mr. Jamieson is shaking
the dry bones of orthodoxy all over Northwest :Missouri
worse than Joshua's rams' horns ever shook the wa!l.s of
Jericho, and it is quite common to hear the old devilish spirit
of persecuting Christianity crop out in such words as, "He
ought not to be allowed to speak such sentiments," or, " He
ought to be burnt at the stake," and many other expressions
that only intolerance could suggest.
Although there are no organizations in this part of the
state, the Agnostic element is very large, and lecturers draw
good houses. The only drawback is that the many wait for
the few to do all the financial part of the work.
I take great pains to leave my Liberal papers where they
will be found by orthodox friends, and if it is thought that I
don't notice it, the papers generally somehow walk away
and are reacl. One of the most eager persons to read THE
TRUTH SEEKER is a Covenanter Gad-in-the-Constitution minister, who has of late abandoned his eternal-punishment-predestination-foreordination and infant-damnation theory, and
is fast approaching the light of Liberalism. Every subscriber
should circulate his papers where they would do the most
good, and induce everyone to read. As to illustrating TnE
TRUTH SEEKER, I would say that I am more in favor of increasing the circulation, so that the price could be lowered
and brought within the reach of the many poor.
Yours fraternally,
Geo. W. MAY.
EAST RoDMAN, N.Y., Dec. 24, 285.
MR. EDITOR: One more paper and the time for which I hav
paid is up, but I hav not the money to remit just now, and
will hav to ask you to continue sending it (if you think you
can trust me), and I will send the amount just as soon as I
can spare the money, or l'lntil I can sell my hops.
Farmers are hard up; most farm produce depends upon
foreign demand to establish our prices. They (foreign countries) hav stimulated production in their provinces of such
products as they most need, until they are not compelled to
buy nearly as much of this country (which has put on a tax
sufficient to boycott their goods) and what they do buy is at
lower prices. I think that prices will be lower next year
than tllis, for the reason given above; I may be mistaken, I
hope so at any rate.
The manufacturer's cry of " protection for the laborers"
puts me in mind of Patrick Henry's speech in which he says:
"Yes, such protection as wolves giv to lambs, covering and
devouring them."
Quite a portion of the Democrat party started out a couple
of years ago to revise the tariff and check the robbing of the
masses for the especial benefit of the wealthy few, but I
guess they sold out to the few; it looks so, to say the least.
Protectionists say that "high tariff builds up the manufactures and givs employment to countless laborers here,"
but when they hav got thein built, and the natural law of
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supply and demand comes in to reduce ·prices and giv the
people the benefit of their competition, they shut down from
a third to one-half of the time, that their goods may be consumed at the protection prices. Now when are we (consumers) to get the benefit of this " building up of home manufactures?" It is very much like building competing lines
of railroad, and after they are done the people begin to look
for the great benefits they hav been told would arise from the
competition. They (the railroads) pool their earnings and
continue their exorbitant rates, and we are left out in the
cold to whistle for the benefits, and we can whistle until the
Methodist's hades freez'es over, and we can walk over on the
ice for all they care. The laborers are thrown OJ!.t of employment and suffer for the necessities of life, or are reduced
)n pay until they are just as bad off, and if they strik~, they,
the manufacturers, will import laborers from other countries,
which sliow just how much they sympathize with the laborer.
Bosh! it is all moonshine.
How much money can I make out of protection? that is all
there is of it. Well, there is more sense in the Catholic
movement toward accomplishing their ends by the means they
employ than there is in the protectionist's method of benefiting the country, and they will succeed l~ng before the former gets his eyes open to the facts in the case. They (the
Catholics) hav withdrawn their children from the common
schools here and established a parochial one, 'Yhatever that
is. Then they got up a fair and raised" money enough to support it, the prominent business men of town aiding, that they
may not be boycotted by them, and shelling out liberally that
they may be patronized by them and considered very generous and almost a Catholic. And not a warning voice from
the press of Watertown. Buildings hav been erected by the
town sufficiently commodious and equipped to accommodate
all of its children, but now they need not be so large or as
many teachers employed.
The free school system has received a blow that will imp:;tir
its usefulness; but then, the Bible had a place in every one
and Protestant teachers to expound its meaning. There is
not much difference between them, only the Catholics are
better organized and can succeed in imparting more superstition to the pound than the Protestants can.
Now, about those pictures I s,hould say, if mo)ley comes in
sufficiently, put in a picture once in a while, and whenever
able send out " missionary tracts " to those who will scatter
them broadcast over this church-ridden country. There are
many who do not know anything but what their good shepherd tells them, and we know that they are honorable men
and wouldn't lie.
Heywood and Mitchell knew that their course at the state
Convention would not meet with favor from a great majority,
of the Convention, and then to take the course they did shows
them in no enviable light. As high-minded and noble men
they stepped down and out in the estimation of a great majority of the Liberals of the country. Let them go. If they
will issue a call for a convention and promulgate their mental
idiosyncrasies as the prominent object of said convention,
they could judge of their popularity by the numbers present,
and then, perhaps, they could see themselvs as others see
them. Hold a convention, please do, gentlemen, and not
make a stink wherever you go, and you will be credited as
more honorable, if your ideas do not meet with an overwhelming success.
M. E. RosE.

place, remarked that it was something strange why ministers
will persist in preaching an angry God and an endless hell.
"Such ministers," he said, "must be bad, wicked men at
heart." Brother Moore's statement is true, but it is easily
explained. The devil is just as essential to the Christian
scheme of salvation as Christ is himself. If there was no
devil, ·there would be no sin, and consequently no use for the
priest. If the devil must go, so must Christ; and if Christ
must go, so must his gospel and the priest who fattens on
that gospel. Remove the devil and his lake of fire, and you
remove the priest. It is utterly ·impossible for the latter to
do business without Beelzebub and his brimstone pit. You
had just as well talk about life existing independent of the
sun as talk about the sky-pilot preaching the gospel independent of his Satanic majesty. They are "pards" in the
"divine plan," and inseparable.
Some time ago some one Q. Fannie Allyn, I believe, suggested that Miss Susan H. Wixon write a story for THE
TllU~l'H SEEKER columns. It was a good suggestion, for, with
her well-known reputation as an authoress, the brilliant and
gifted editress of the Children's Corner could write a story
acceptable to all classes of readers. And I feel safe in saying that there is no one, not even a Christian, who would
not read a story frd'm the pen of th!s accomplished writer
and kind-hearted lady. Her high literary attainments, her
intellectuality, and her attractivness as a writer and novelist,
together with her thorough understanding of human nature,
unquestionably (I was going to say, imperativly) demand
that she favor us with a romance. If her duties as editor
of the Children's Corner will permit, by all means let us hav
a serial from her gifted pen. Yours, for the story,
D. B. CoziNE.
ToRONTo, Dec. 19, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: On Thursday evening last Mr. Charles Watts
lectured on "English Politics and their Effect upon Ireland,"
in Temperance Hall in this city. The audience was small,
but a more appreciativ one it would be difficult to .find. The
lecture was a carefully studied chapter of historical incidents,
clear and perfectly lucid in depicting the effect of English
misrule of the past on the present and future of what Mr.
Watts eloquently described as the warm-hearted and impressionable people of Ireland. Any attempt of mine to describe
the lecture would but do Mr. Watt~ an injustice; therefore, I
will content myself by saying that.of the many discourses it
has been my good fortune to listen to by Mr. Watts this
lecture named above by far transce:nds anything I ever heard
upon the subject named. I am not alone in giving this unqualified approval; the audience returned an upstanding and
'unanimous vote of thanks, and before leaving the hall Mr.
Watts was enthusiastically requested to repeat his lecture in
the same place at an early date, due· notice of which is to be
given. A large committee was at once formed for the purpose of making arrangements for what promises to be one of
the largest mass meetings evet held in the city of Toronto on
the subject named.
Yours sincerely,
J. IoK EVANS.

CINOlliNATI, 0., Dec. 28, 1885.
To HIRAM VAN PELT, Cleveland, 0.: As you wish to be enlightened on the subject of hair-snakes, and as I hav not seen
any reply to your letter of October 12th, I hav concluded to
grant your request.
If you had examined those hairs with a microscope, you
would hav discovered that there was no new creation or evoLExiNGToN, KY., Dec. 3, 285.
lution about them, but that they were covered with the slime
MR. EDITOR: At present we are having a refreshing season.
of the dirty and stagnant water, and that millions of little
For the past three weeks the community has been burdened
animalculre had attached themselvs to the hair and carried it
with one of those old-fashioned ·hell-fire Methodist revival
along, which gave it the appearance of life. The flesh which
meetings. These meetings are presided over l.Sy one Rev. H.
you thought you were stripping off the hair-snake was only
C. :Morrison. To insure good houses he was advertised far
the slime and dirt of the water and millions of these animal.
and near as the eloquent "boy preacher." Right here it
culre, with which the stagnant water is filled where the hairmight be well to remark that " boy preachers" are becoming
snake is found.
Yours respectfully,
C. D. WALLACE.
quite fashionable. ~Iorrison is the third "boy" that has
been developed during the past two or three years. But one,
LAKE BREEZE, 0., Nov. 19, 1885.
to judge from his looks, is bound to acknowledge that he is
MR. EDITOH : I want to get the papers containing an
rather an old boy, for, to all outward appearance, he is a account of the Albany Convention and also the Cleveland
youth of at least thirty-five or forty years. This boy makes Convention. I hav seen a copy or two of TIIE TnUTH
no pretension to education. He knows nothing, he says, SEEKER, and like it first-rate, all but the spelling. I don't
about geography, arithmetic, history, or grammar. In fact, think you can bring the general public up to your standard.
the only thing the "boy" does know is theology, and very You may be able to change their religious views, but you
little of that, if we are to judge from his alleged sermons. can't their spelling. Don't undertake too much at one time.
And thus does the old saying hold true, that the Lord always It distresses me to read misspelled words if I know they are
chooses the '' weak vessels of the earth to con.found the misspelled. It may be foolish, but I can't help it. Inclosed
mighty." The "boy's" conversion, to say the least, was please find 25 cents,. for which please send me your ANNUAL
something remarkable, if not miraculous. Being originally for 1885.
Yours respectfully,
WALT Hoo'r.
a farm hand, or, as he himself puts it, a "plow-boy," the
Lord suddenly and without warning called him to the minisSTEUBENVILLE, 0., Dec. 27, 1885.
try while working in the fields one day. This is 'rather a.
MR. EDITOR: It seems to me that Mr. Watson and some
.weak story, but I suppose we shall hav to accept it, consider- others take a wrong view of the rights of others at conven.
ing that it is inspired like all other pulpit lies. If I were a tions of the League, or American Secular Union. They seem
profane worldling, I would say that the "boy" had the al- to think because we claim to be Freethinkers (although we
mighty dollar in view at the time of his " call," and that his publish to the world the Nine Demands that we are working
"conversion" is simply a business affair, or, to put it more for) that everybody, the advocates of every ism, hav a right
properly, a change of business.
to take up the time of our conventions to air their own peMonday evening, Nov. 30th, was set apart for men only, culiar cloctrins on any and all subjects. This seems to me to
ladies, of course, being excluded. Several Liberals attended, be very unreasonable after the officers of the Secular Union
though out of curiosity only. The "boy" opened fire by hav spent money and time to advertise a meeting of the
saying he had no desire to frighten men into the church, but Union to advance our own ideas; after delegates hav spent
if they did not accept the savior (and he might hav added, money.to attend, and taken two or three clays to try and adthe devil, too, for if you accept the "son,'.' you are bound to vance the cause we are organized for. A crowd of crankH of
accept his brother also), they would surely go to hell, and all kinds might take up the time of the convention, and the
there burn in everlasting fire. Horri9le news for the sinners! business for which it 1yas called could not be attended to at
But none died from fright. "Some people," went on the all. Mr. Watson complains that the time of the Cleveland
"boy," "ask why we don't preach something new. My Convention was taken up with the program, and when anyfriends, there's nothing new to preach. It's the same old one attempted to break in upon it they were sneered at by
gospel. God's plan of salvation remains just the same, and some and laughed at by dthers. And why should they not
so· does hell; and you men who refuse the savior will find be? ·what right has anyone to break in on a convention of
that my words are true when you land in hell." A friend, any kind to discuss matters entirely foreign to the object of
Mr. Charles C. Moore, formerly a preacher, but now an out- the convention? Besides, the trutllof the matter is that nospoken Freethinker, and editor of the Daily Observer at this .one not properly sent as a delegate to represent some branch
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of the League, or Union, has any right to speak without ask- gle or married, must pay taxes the same as a man, yet can
ing leave of the delegates present. "Listening to twaddle," hav no voice in framing the laws of her land nor in choosing
may be very well occasionally, but at a convention of that the men who shall.
kind is -not the place. If Freelovists, Spiritualists, and orEvidently Mr. Malloneee is a true husba.nd with a " true
gal'lizations of any other isms 'Nant to air their views, let them wife," who has made him "her god and her king," therefore
hav conventions every week if they want to, but I do not see he has not realized the truth of the saying that " one half the
that they hav any right to force their ideas on the Secular world does not know how the other half livs."
Union.
J. DowNEs.
"A lot of twaddle about 'slaves to man,' 'woman's
wrongs,' and other nonsense," may probably unfit her for the
SYRAOUSE, N.Y., Dec. 29, 285.
duties of life, but the idea that she has a right to vote for the
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to say to Mr. Mallonee, through men (or women) who are to make the laws by which she is to
your paper, that it will be well for him to go to a woman's be governed never unfitted any sensible woman for the duties
school and learn what the law is in regard to woman's prop- of life. There's '' twaddle " and twaddle, you know.
erty rights before he makes another statement so entirely
I am_a Freethinker, but not a Freelover, and hav not the
false as that in his open letter to me of December 26th. He slightest sympathy wi~h their views, believing in marriage
says, "In all the ·states the laws are in f!Lvor of the wife;" that and home as a grand and sacred institution. Like many oththe husband is obliged to support her to the best of his abil- ers, I hav been interested in the discussions of the " Albany
ity, and when he dies she is his heir for life. This iB totally arrest:'' 'Mr. Palmer has my hearty approval of the course
false; there ha v been many changes in the laws of several of he has pursued. He is evidently a person of refinement.
the states in the past twenty or thirty years in regard to the The Freelove element has done so milch to retard our progrights of a wife or widow, but they need a good deal of doc-· ress. Knowing their views on certain matters are so distastetaring yet, and let my friend be assured that there are women ful, they will, forgetting all the "little niceties" of life,
enough at work to bring about further changes in the near crowd fu and make trouble. I always feel so indignant when
future, as they worked in the past and succeeded, even I think of Mr. Bennett's imprisonment! It brings to mind
though good men like our friend in Clevelaml declared them the picture of the grinning ape, using the poor eat's paw to
"out of their sphere," and, more dreadful still, threaten them draw the chestnuts out of the coals.
with old maidism, and pronounce them Freelovers. I wish
Yet I hav no doubt there are some among them pure and
he, Mr. Mallonee, had defined Freelove; I am sure as I llll- conscientious in their views, but it's like Mormonism, where
clerstand the definition, he himself advocates it, where he a man, a good Mormon too, clings to his one wife and takes
says: ·' Any man or woman who needs law in' the family, no other. Some people do not always practice what they
that is, man-made laws, gad better draw out of the contest; preach, you hav probably· observed.
they are not Liberals, they never will be, and the sooner they
lHy best wishes for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I wish you a
join a church the better for the cause of liberty." Now, for Happy New Year, you and all the office.
the life of me, I do not see why our correspondent is not, acSincerely,
WINEFORD V. AsPINWALL.
cording to his own showing, a full-fledged Freelover-but he
is a man, and it may not hurt a man to be called what is by
CALISTOGA, CAL., Dec. 30, 1885.
some people considered a wicked name; I mean people who
JVlR. EDITOR: In answer to Mr. Mallonee I should say, barhav not s.een this. last definition. JVIr. Mallonee thinks if ring that particular resolution at the Convention, I think you
" our girls were taught that a true wife and a true mother are >Y-rong. First of all, if women are citizens, the suffrage is
were the highest type of womanhood, there would be fewer their right. Second, they are our peers by nature if not by
opportunity, and are entitled by nature to equal rights, opunmarried women seeking employment."
There hav been for several years past a great many married portunities, etc., whether they care to avail themselvs of them
men seeking employment. Would teaching them that or not.
If Mrs. Mallonee is content to hav yon represent her, that
the highest attainment for man is to be true husbands and
fathers giv them employment? Perhaps it would be well to is her business. But many women prefer to represent thembegin your teaching with your own sex. But to be serious, selvs. JVIany hav been badly treated by their male represenmy brother, 'tis too late in the nineteenth century to call the tativs, and for anyone to yield a part of her rights or freedom
" woman's rights reform" "twaddle," or to seek to circum- irretrievably, is to enslave herself to that extent. If she has
scribe the sphere of woman. She was permitted to learn the the right to think for herself, naturally the right to act should
alphabet, she has found out her capabilities, she believes go with it, else she is fettered, and many useful thoughts and
fully in the right to a voice in the laws 'that govern her, she impressions are "born to blush unseen, and waste their
knows the power that money givs, she knows how, and is sweetness on the desert air."
The confidence and sweet assurance that my husband will
willing to earn it for herself; all she asks is " equal rights
and fair play," and Mr. Mallonee is almost the only one of w&tch over my political and legal rights is often lost. Husthe professed Freethinkers who writes himself in opposition. band tlies or gets drunk; brothers and fathers are dead,
Our late ex-president, good and true Elizur Wright, used to drunk, or hav wives and other daughters to represent. And
say the woman's rights reform was the reform of reforms. you know how well they do it. Of course, women suffragMy article is long enough; if Mr. Mallonee finds it difficult to ists talk about the right to cast a ballot. That is because
see the laws that I complain of, I will help him to find them they are denied that right. And if that right granted necessitates their carrying arms, their husbands, brothers, fathers,
in some future time.
Faithfully,
LuoY N. CoLMA.c\f.
and lovers will hav a golden opportunity to show their chivalry. I would grant the ladies the right to vote, and claim
LouDoNviLLE, N. Y., Dec. 28, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Our TRUTH SEEKE!l came to-day, and to-night, the right of protection if I needed it. Has it really proved a
after reading the tale of " Roger the Cat" to my little daugh- failure wherever tried? And if it has, that is no valid reason,
ter (omitting to read the expression '' 0 Lord") I settled clown for self-government often failed before our American attempt.
for a good hour of steady reading, which I hav enjoyed im- I say attempt, because it is only partial yet,
The probability, or certaii:tty if you will, that orthodoxy
mensely, and now I feel just like "speaking out in meetin'."
I am anxious for information. Mr. Mallonee says in his will use the new element to outflank Secularism is not aquesletter to Mrs. Colman: "A woman without a dime marries a tion of right but expediency; and to my mind it is the only
man worth a million. Immediately he becomes re~ponsiblc good leg the opposition has to stand on.
The idea that women might beeome mental duplicates of
for all her debts. He is compelled to support her to the best
of his ability, and when he dies she is his heir for life." Yes, men does not strike me as very bad. Would not the effect
she is heir for life to the amount of one-third only of his pos- be a little reversed, too?
Still, the greatest liberty consistent with the good of others
session should he die without having made a will. Is not
can be met in no other way. To vote or take part in the
that the '' law of the land?"
I remember reading of a case where a woman toiled many government of the country will not destroy any natural funcyears with her husband to obtain a home of their own. Fi- tion of their bodies; it will not change their sex. And why
nally they succeeded, but had enjoyed it but a few years they should be less useful, less thoughtful, or less lovable, I
when the husband died one day, struck clown without warn- do not comprehend. I know that men claim that they will
ing, and without having made his will. They had no chil- cease to be virtuous, affectionate, womanly, etc. But I canclre:Ii, and the law gave her only one-third of his possessions, not view it that way.
"Strong-minded girls usually die old maids." Are you
and, as hill nearest relativs claimed the other two-thirds, the
poor woman was compelled to "move out," antl see the home sure? Well, maybe they get as much pl easnre out of life
she had toiled for sold. Now I want to know, Mr. Editor, that way as if marrred. You might find double the number
if that could really happen. Is that the law? If so, please of weak-minded ones anxious to be free, if that is any arguinform Mr. Mallonee that we hav found one law which does ment.
I am willing to trust the women, nature, and freedom, and
not favor women.
J. C. WEYBIUGIIT.
What fallacy! Well, pray, Mr. Mallonee will you-can fight for them if necessary.
you explain to me why it is that, as a rule, a man can almost
NEw GLASGow, VA., Dec. 20, 1885.
invariably command twice the salary that a woman does for~Iu. EDITOR: Although but a new reatlcr of your valuable
the same work?
Oh, pshaw ! that sounds like real orthodox cant: " If paper, I would like to make one or two suggestions through
more of the girls of America were taught that a true wife, a your columns, and trust that, if not acted on, they will at
true mother, were the highest types of womanhood, there least be received as sincere. First, I would thank you for
the good work you are doing in publishing such works as
would be fewer unmarried women seeking employment.
Let me tell you, sir, the real fact of the case is that if there "Rational Communism," which is so able a work that I
were only more male children born and raisecl, there" would fancy it is written by Lyman Abbott, and if you would pubbe fewer unmarried women seeking employment." Wlmt is lish a few extracts frori1 it (such as chapter IX. and X.) it
a poor woman to do if she has lost father and brother, and would hav a much larger sale,- for anyone reading that much
no man has asked her to be a wife aml a mother. The land would wish for more. Another point is the disposition to
is full of " true )Vives aml mothers" who are toiling daily for quarrel, among Liberals, on unimportant points. Tlns is
"daily bread" for the little mouths, and whose hard earnings wrmrg, and can only lead to the hindering of onr cause. It
go many times into the saloon-keeper's till, while the true is bad enough for religious people to spend time, money, and
h~tsband and ti·ue jatlurr (?) has ever ready a sneer for " an brains fighting over some dogma or creecl, without having
our (at present) small force wmngling among ourselvs, and
old maid."
Had we more tme fathers and tme hu~bands we should we should apply to those who advance what we think wrong
hav fewer aching hearts among the living and fewer broken ideas on love or other conduct the rule we want all others to
apply on religious subjects-will it stand the test of common
hearts hidden under the sod.
A woman who owns her thousands or millions', be· she sin- sense? If not, and your opponent thinks it will, why, drop
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the matter at once. The last thing I wish to mention is the
subject of illustrating your paper. Don't. The illustrations
will cost more than the same space in reading matter, and
though they may attract some, I fear they will not convince
any. For years I hav been a subscriber to the New York
Sun, but I fancy there are many like myself who had much
rather hav it without illustrations. For instance, its story
"Snow-Bound at Eagle's." We all know what a coach looks
like, how men on horseback appear, or how a girl would look
sitting on a bed, etc., etc. Where is the mental. benefit derived from the above?
J. WHIDDEN GRAHAM.
MILWAUKEE, OR., Dec. 17, 285.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of December 5th appeareth
John Hindman, "Surveyor and Civil Engineer," and offers
two years' subscription to your paper to anyone "who will
prove, by geometrical calculation, that the sun is over twelve
thousand miles from the earth." I take it for. granted that
Mr. Hindman, being a civil engineer, knows approximately
how much a degree measures on the surface of the earth.
He knows, for instance, that in going north the north star will
appear to rise about one degree for every 70 miles, and consequently that the comp"utation of the earth's diameter at about
8,000 miles is nearly correct. Now, let him place himself in
northern Mexico, or some point 23 degrees north latitude,
where in the long days of summer the sun at noon will be directly overhead; then, if the sun is only 12,000 miles from the
center of the earth he will be at noon only 8,000 miles, or one
diameter of the earth, away. Hence the apparent diameter
of the sun would be one and one-half as great at noon as at
sun-rise. As there is no perceptible difference, the sun is not
only more, but immensely more, than 12,000 miles away.
Q.E.D.
Again, a circle with a radius of 12,000 miles has a diameter
of 24,000 and a circumference of 75,000 miles. If the sun is
only 12,000 miles from the earth and covers only about 30
minutes, or half a degree, or one 720th of a circumference of
75,000 miles, his diameter is only about 104 miles, instead of
800,000 miles, as astronomers compute ! But the shadow of
the moon in an eclipse sometimes comes to a point before it
gets to the earth, showmg that the sun is larger than the
moon, but in a total eclipse the moon's shadow is sometimes
180 miles across. ·But the moon's shadow being a cone, the
moon itself is much more than 180 miles in diameter. The
moon covers about half a degree, or a 720th of its orbit.
Hence we hav 720x180=129,600 miles for the circumference
of the moon's orbit. The radius of that, or the distance of
the moon, would be at least 21,600 miles. But the moon
passes between the earth and the sun, hence the sun is still
farther away, and therefore more than 12,000 miles. Q.E.D.
If the moon, which is nearer than the sun, was only 104
miles in diameter, one would only hav to go 104 miles on the
surface of the earth to giv the moon a change of position
among the stars of hlJJf a degree, or her apparent diameter,
instead of over 2,000 miles, as is now the case.
Venus passes around the sun in an orbit inside that of the
earth. Wllen she is between us and the sun she is frequently hidden by the moon. Hence when the earth and
moon and sun are in a line there is more than half the tliameter of Venus's orbit between the sun and moon. But Venus
is sometimes 47 degrees from the sun. -Hence Venus must -be
more than two-thirds as far from the sun as the earth.· Hence
if you add V en us's distance to the moon's, you will hav the
sun over 36,000 miles from the earth. This is no attempt to
compute the distance of the sun, but to show friend Hindman that the solar system is no such little orrery as he supposes. If the sun were the distance and size he supposes,
it would be no wonder that God occupied nearly six days in
making this big earth, and only a part of one day in making
the sun, moon, and stars, and setting them in the finnament.
It would not take much of a god to stop such a little billiard
ball as that for Joshua to finish his fight, or to set it back
twelve degrees to illuminate Hezekiah's boil while they cured
it by applying grape juice. Astronomy is no guess-work.
Let friend Hindman stnrly Proctor, beginning with the little
problems, and he will find no ground for disputing the big
D. PmESTLEY.
ones.
CussEl'A, GA., Dec. 18, 1885.
MR. EmTOR: I see my subscription has about run out.
Please giv me credit for the inclosed amount. I am sorry to
see so much division among Liberals. Some of them remind
me of the Hardshell Babtists down here: they strike at every
thing that comes within reach, especially whisky and Spiritualism. The Constitution and laws of the United States giv
men the right to make and sell whisky, and then tax it ninety
cents per gallon, and the state of Georgia can confiscate it.
If that is not robbery between the two governments, I don't
know what it is. 'vVe hav fought .for state sovereignty and
lost, then we took an oath to support the Constitution and
laws of the United States. - Now if the states can over-ride
the Constitution and laws of the United States, what guarantee
of protection hav we for anything? I lost $20,000 by that
foolish attempt !1t state rights in 1865.
I was in hopes never to see it tried again. The Methodists
here, and a good many others, claim that Prohibitionists are
led by Providence. Well, Providence is a dangerous leader;
he led Booth, Freeman, Guiteau, and all those prowling hypocrits that liv off the labor of other people.
I hope in the future we may be more agreed. Churches
here are anything but prosperous; numbers of them are
abandoned. The gain of the Baptist the lr.st year is only two
per cent; Methodist no better; the others all dying out. One
of the judges of the Supreme Court of Georgia is as strong a
Materialist as I ever saw. He says religion will do for women
and negroes, but not for white. men. Lawyers are almost
universally Infidel; so arethe doctors.
Hoping you may hav a Merry Christmas. and prosp·erous
journey through life,
I remain,
W. F. MoULDER.
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reach, then pulls a cord attached to his person
as a signal to the llj,Cn above, ~ho quickly
draw him to the surface.
A good diver will go down 'fifteen or twenty,
times in succession. The labor is extremely
severe; sometimes as the diver comes above
the water blood will issue from his ears, nose,
and mouth ; he is also in danger of being devoured by sharks, which lie in wait near the
diving-places.
At noonday a gun is fired from the shore as
a signal for all the boats to come in, so all the
oysters may be searched for pearls; this must
be done before night sets in, in order to prevent robbery. Yet, with all care and watching, a diver will sometimes find a valuable
pearl and swallow it in a "jiffy" when no one
sees him. Of course, it is indigestible, and
passes through the alimentary canal, and is
again found by the cunning thief.
After the pearls are taken from the shells
they are sold by weight; those taken from the
bodies of the oysters are the purest, and are
termed paragons, or virgin pearls. In cleansing them they are placed in sacks with powdered nacre, and worked to polish them.
They are then passed through a series of
sieves, in order to sort them according to size.
The shah of Persia has, perhaps, the richest pearl in the world; it is valued at $900,000.
Denver, Col.
MRs. BuoKNER-JOIINSON.

Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communicationsf!Yr
this C!Yrner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Beauty.
I've seen the form of faultless mold,
By artless elegance controled
In every movement made;
In charms so rich fair Yen us' art
Could scarce one absent grace impart,
With all her skill arrayed.
I've seen bright eyes, whose gentle beam
An angel's brow might well beseem,
So mild their witching gaze;
Soft cheeks I've seen of fairer hue
Tlian Eden's brightest rose e'er drew
From morning's purest rays.
Not graceful form, nor starry eye,
Nor rosy cheek of loveliest dye,
All cast in beauty's mold,
Hath such rare power to touch my breast
As (on some calm, sweet mien impressed)
The beauty of the soul.
Rude Time the casket may devour,
But far beyond his ruthless power.
Its fadeless gem endures;
So age may bend the fairest form,
And mar each bright external charm,
Soul-charms age but·matures.
S. BREWER.

About the Moon and Ea1·th.

Biographical.
HYPATIA.
Alexandria was, as is well-known, at one
time the great seat of learning, the intellectual
capital of the whole world. It will always
be celebrated as the birth-place of some of the
noblest and greatest of mankind. In Alexandria was born in the year 370 Hypatia,
daughter of Theon, the famous mathematician
of that period. He educated his daughter in
mathematics and philosophy, taking great
pains with her training. Little is known of
her mother, but we infer that she must hav
been a woman of noble qualities to be the
parent of such a daughter as Hypathia, who
was of that high order of intellect which
absorbs knowledge readily, grasping and retaining all that came in her way.
She was sent to Athens in her early clays
and studied under the Nco-Platonist Plutarch,
who taught philosophy and expounded the
ancient oracles of Chaldea.
Under his instruction and guidance she examined theurgy, the supposed art of communicating with the gods.
Finishing her course of study, she returned
to Alexandria, a lovely, highly-educated, and
most accomplished woman.
She was one of the most beautiful of her
sex, witty, eloquent, and possessing the most
pleasing, gentle, and attractiv manners. With
all her wit, beauty, and eloquence, she was
neither vain, haughty, nor self-conceited.
She became a teacher, reopening the school
of Plotinns, and soon became surrounded by
a class of students, eager to learn of one so
gifted and learned in the sciences.
She was called the "lVIistress of Philosophy," and became the literary belle of AlexUndoubtedly, she was the best
andria.
educated woman of her time, and drew
around her the savants and wise men of the
city and surrounding country, among them
the wise and learned Orestes, governor of Alexandria, who often consulted with her and deferred to her opinions in state matters.
Naturally, a woman of her beauty and rare
abilities had many admirers, and many lovers
sought her hand in marriage. But she turned
from them all and resolved to devote her
time and talents to teaching philosophy and
mathematics.
It was unusual for a woman to teach in
those clays, and, as she did not accept the
teachings of Christianity, she provoked the
animosity of those Christians who were then
in power. They declared she rebelled against
'the authority of St. Paul; as she did, for Paul
had said a woman should not teach, but
should sit in silence and subjection. Because
Hypatia disregarded this edict and was a
a pagan in religion, she became an object of
spite to the bigots of the church. Not content with ridiculing her and applying to her
the most opprobrious and false epithets, they
resolved to put her to death, because she
taught among other things that monasticism
was silly and ridiculous.
Hypatia, notwithstanding the threats made
against her person, pursued the even tenor of
her way, studying and teaching every clay.
Cyril, who at that time bishop of Alexan-

Wonders of the Ocean.
PEARLS.
Pearls, those beautiful, solidified drops of
dew, are products of the ocean, the secretions
of the pearl oyster. This animal is unlike the
oyster we use for food. Its shell is lined with
a white, silky, iridescent substance called
nacre.
Pearls are formed from the same material,
only, in place of being deposited upon the
valves in layers, it is gathered together and
condensed in small globules which develop
themselvs on the insides of the shells, or in
the fleshy part of the mollusks.
Generally there is some little particle of a
foreign substance which serves as a nucleus
to the concretions. It may be the egg of a
fish, or a fine grain of sand around which is
deposited in layers the highly-prized gem.
The Chinese, and other Eastern people, turn
this fact to account, and introduce into the inside of the body of the oyster a round grain of
sand, glass, or metal, which in time yields a
pearl. Whole chaplets are sometimes produced by inserting grains of quartz connected
by a thread.
These are used by religious persons to count
their prayers. lVIy clear children, is it not one
vast pity that so many lovely things of earth,
sea, and sky should be made emblems and instruments of superstition? Imagin yourselvs
with a string of beads in your hands; you are
hungry, you go to your father and ask for
food, you slip a bead clown on your string;
you ask again, then slip another bead; he pays
no attention; you ask many times, earnestly,
pleadingly, slipping a bead through your
fingers every time, till ·the whole number of
forty or fifty beads hav passed along the
string; your father has paid no attention
whatever to you. He is certainly very tillkind. Every good, sensible person will say
so. Yet we are told that God, to whom these
people pray, counting their beads over and
over, is a kind father, but he acts just like
the cruel father whom yo:u hav asked for
bread. I hope no children who read our good
Liberal, common-sense papers will ever tease
God for things they can get by their own enclea vor, and, indeed, for no other things; it is
lost time and wasted force.
If you remember this, and act accordingly,
it will be as a valuable pearl of wisdom to you.
Coming back to our sea pearls, I must tell
you how they are obtained from the depths of
the ocean. The oyster is procured by diving.
The divers divide themselvs into groups of
five men each, who labor and rest alternately.
They clive down from forty to sixty feet, often
further, and remain clown from thirty to eighty
seconds. Each man has a stone fastened to
one foot to make him descend rapidly. Having reached the bottom he throws himself on
his face and gathers all the oysters within his

Professor Ball, the astronomer, tells us that
the ocean tides, which are caused by the
moon's attraction, operate as a brake upon
the rotation. of the earth on its axis. The
moon is very slowly receding from the earth,
and as the earth's daily revolution is being
continually retarded, the days are growing
longer in the average. The matter is not
likely soon to become a factor in determining
the time or wages for a clay's work, since the
clay only-lengthens about one second every
thousand years. The change, however, is
constant, and will go on until the earth ceases
entirely to revolve. Some fifty million years
ago the moon was so close to the earth as almost to touch it, and spun around the earth
every three hours. It is one of ·the gratifying
facts that while many of these calculations
can be made with great exactness, the circumstances are such that an error of a few
thousand centuries is of no particular consequence. __________~~~---------

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-A PAL!NDROMIO SQUARE.
A professor of Hebrew, and Latin, and Greek,
A nativ of Friesland, for the first you must
seek.
The Bible translation in Dutch he compared
With other translations and "original word,"
Wherein he so fc.rcibly showed the great gain
Of using the Hebrew and Greek to explain,
That thereafter a knowledge thereof was
required
By some synods of those who to pulpits
aspired.
No Moodys, or Joneses, or Jaspers they sent
To explain what the great Jewish "Jabberwack" meant.
Had these synods for natural seienees held
The Cooks and the T!llmages, too, were expelled.
Contemporaneous with Bruno divine
He died in the Era of Man twenty-nine.
Anything very mimtte is the second,
A small man or Cll'eat1tre, a d1iJ((!}'f, Milton
reckoned;
'Tis only a d1·op of the limitless tide ;
To anirnaleulm and such things a ppliecl.
'Tis a small kind of type, or yet, if you wish,
\Ve'll call it a minnow, a very small fish.
Yet a seeond, my first you must never suppose,
For he had outgrown his small clerical
clothes.
A genus of tropical plants is the third;
A sour-sop, perhaps, is a more common word.
The fourth, and the seeond, the last and the
first,
By pairs are the same, eadt the same, too, 1"8versed.
No matter whic-h side of the square is below,
To the left or the right, down or up you may
go.
Irwin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
2.-R!DDLE.
What root is stronger than oxen?
I. A. PooL.

Chat with Puzzlers.
LENNA G. ATwoon.-You solved the problem correctly. We would be pleased to hav a
longer letter from you for our correspondence
column.
J. K. P. B.-We are glad to hear from you
again. \Ve all miss you when you are not in
the Puzzle Box. The absence of one of our
best puzzlers is explained by the fact that he
has turned astrologer! We shall expect our
horoscope will be cast without delay.
EPISOOPus.-Seven is the" lucky number,"
and Pauline is right-the girls do hav the
hardest lot. We are overrun with communications and puzzles, and all are welcome, but
some must wait. In the mean time, let no one
get "miffed," or get" hoppin' mad" at trifles.
We never will hit anybody's '' crazybone" or
tread on literary corns if we can help it.-En.

c. c.

Correspondence.
ONT., Dec. 5, 1885.
DEAR MISS WIXON: n1:y father and mother
read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and they hav four
little Infidels that read t.lie Children's Corner,
of which I am the eldest except one. I never
see any letters in the Corner from southern
California, so I thought I would write you one
if you thinl{ it is good enough to print. We
came clown from Dakota two years ago because my father was sick. Father and I and
a little brother came around the Southern
route. We were ten days on the cars. W c
saw lots of Indians and cowboys, and I went
up to the ;fort at Yuma. We saw big herds of
cattle, sheep; and goats. We had lots of fun.
My mother and sister and eldest brother came
by the Northern Pacific three months after we
did .. This is a very nice cotmtry. We can
get fruit every month in the year. \Ve lmv
oranges ripe now, but we miss the snow !tncl
ice. IVe never hav any here, so we missed
th'l'l fun of skating and sleigh-riding clownhill, but we get lots of other things to make
up for it. We all go to school now. The
school is kept in one room of the lVIethodist
College. The teacher used to march us all
into the chapel for reading and prayer. My
father stopped us and she did not go. in any
more and got awful mad. We play at noon a
game of ball and ha v a good time now. I
must close, and if this is any good I will try
again some time. I am only twelve years old,
and never tried to write one like this before.
I don't know whether you can read it or not.
LUTHER JoHNS.
[A very good letter, Luther .. Let us hear
from you again.-En. C. C.]
OAK PoiNT, W. T., Dec. 21, 1885.
DEAR Miss \VrxoN: If you are not too
much annoyed with letters from young misses
like myself, I thought perhaps you would like
to hear from some one out here. lVIy father
has taken THE Tm;Tn SEEKE!l for the last
six years, and we all like it very much'. I am
ten years old, and go to the district school in
summer, and in winter we hav a teacher at
home. This last summer we had a lady
teacher, and a very religious one, too. My
sister and I hav always taken pieces out of
THE TllUTII SEEKEH to speak in school on Fridays, and on one occasion this lady told us to
hav some good pieces, for she expected
visitors. My sister spoke "Mr. Tubbs's
Christmas," and I spoke the "Young Inquirer," both pieces taken out of. the TRUTII
SEEKER ANNUAL. The lady was so shocked
that she afterward would allow us to speak
only such pieces as she gave us.
Dear Miss Wixon, we are having a very
pleasant winter out here. We hav flower.s iu
bloom in our garden, and plenty of wild
flowers all around us, and only three clays before Christmas. I wish you and all connected
with TnE TRUTII SEEKER, a Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year.
Very respectfully,
from your little friend,
LIZZIE LAWSON.
[We are never annoyed by letters from our
friends. We are always pleased to hear from
them, especially when they are as interesting
as the above. Lizzie's teacher probably has
not had the advantage of reading so excellent
a paper as TIIE TRUTH SEEKE~, or. she would
not be so bigoted. We are sorry for her and
hope that time will set her right. We thank
you, Lizzie, for your kind wishes, and trust
there are many happy years before yon an!l
all our friends and readers.-ED. C. C.]

FLormNoE, Wis., Dec. 8, 1885.
DEAR lVIIss WIXON: When papa brings
3.-MATHEMATIOAL.
A's money, pl1ts four-fifths of itself, equals home TriE Tnu~rn SEEKER I am always glad to
B's. What per cent must B lose to hav the look over the Children's Corner. I am only
nine years old. I am in the fourth reader at
same as A?
WM. ScoTT.
school. Ilove myteachcrverymuch, and think
you must hav been a teacher some time, as you
4.-MA'l'llEMA'l'!OAL.
$1,200, placed at compound interest for the like the children so much. Some of the puzterm of five years, amotmts to $3,000. What zles I can make out with papa's help. I
write letters to my grandmas and cousins, and
is the rate per cent?
G. W. IVILLIAMS.
uncle; some are in Colorado and some are in
Aledo, Ill.
Ohio. I guess you will get tired reading such
ANSWEUS TO PUZZLES IN OIIILDREN'S OORNER, a long letter, so I will close.
From your little friend, 0LA MARSH.
DEO. 26, 1885.
2.-19.39x.
[You are right, Ola clear, in thinking we hav
3.-" Every honest miller has a golden been a school teacher, and we arc still teachthumb."
ing a large school in the Children's Corner,
4.-A hog's head.
_
SoLvERs.-Alex. Calder, Kate. Branton, 0. and Ola is one among our bFight little
scholars.-En. c, C.]
F. Whipple.
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Agents for The Truth Seeker.
O.ALIFORNIA.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OANADA.
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Welland; Ont.
ILLINOIS.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street., and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.

PH I 0 .E,

FALSE CLAIMS,

~L:d5.

TH-E STORY HOUR.
FoR

YouTH.

CHILDREN AND

Bv SUSAN H. WIXON.

MASSAOHUSETTS.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOIDGAN.

WITH NEARLY ONE HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS.

OHIO

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
3!1 Olinton Place. NEW YORK

Two New Pamphlets
BY

CHARLES WATTS.

The American Secular Union: Its
Necessity, and the Justice. of its
Nine Demands.

3t2

I

"l:letween the dark and the daylight, when the night lJegins to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupatwns that is known as the children's honr."
LONGFELLOW.

SECUL A.RISM :

Destructiv and Constructiv.
CONTENTS:
Introduction. Secularism: Its Nature and Necessity. Its Destructiv Aspect. (1) Biblical
Idolatry. (2) Natural Depravity (3). Theological Supremacy. l4) The Alleged Fall and Re.
demptiou of :Man. The Constructiv Aspect of
Secularism. (1) That the True Guide in Human
NEW YORK:
Actions is Reason Assisted by Experience.
(2) 'rhat Supreme Attention Should be Given to
PUBLISHED BY THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY
the Facts and Duties of Existence, Regardless of
~~ ('T .TNTON PLACE.
Hny Considerations of a Life Beyond the Present.
---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (3) That Science is a more Trustworthy Provider for 1fan than Relying for Help from any
THE
Supernatural Power. (4) That Morality is of
Natural Growth, and has no Necessary ConnecSHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM.
tion with Any of the Theologies of the World.
OC the
SIXTY YEARS' INVAEIABLE SUCCESS.
(5) That the Best Preparation for ~ Life SuBest known remedy for all afilictions of theHe organs. WEAK EYES, WEAK EARS, DEAFNESS,
perior to this is the Wisest and Noblest Use
and CATARRHAL AFFECTIONS immediately
of the Existonce We Now IIav.
Containing
reached. FAlLING_ SIGHT. .Prevented. ROAR22 pages in cover. Pnce Ten Cents.
ING OR DRUlYIJ\iiNG OF EARS will cease. One COLORED MAPS OF EACH RTATE AND TERRI·
box tells the whole story.
TORY IN THE UNITED STATES; also
Price by mail,_ 30 cents.
MAPS OF THE CHIEF GRAND DlVISTONS, WITH
10b1
G. A. L01viAS, ShakerH, N. Y.
COMPLETE INDEX OF EVERY COUNTRY ON
The Greatest or all Anti·Bibli·
THE FACE OF '.rHE GLOBE.
--·~-

POCKET ATLAS
"W'ORLD.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON

THE

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY
FOR 1886.
CHAS. A. WATTS,. Editor.
CoNTEN'rs: AgnoHtic Religion, by R Bithell,
B.Sc., Ph.D.-Shifting the Uenter of Gravity, by
C. N.-1\'l:isconceptions of Agnosticism, by Charles
Watts-A Household of Unfaith? by G. 1\I.lVIcC.ls Agnosticism, of Necessity, Anti-'Christian? by
W. Stewa'rt Boss (Salaclin)-l.egencl of the Devil's
Dyke, Brighton, by Jnlian.-Emotional Agnostieisl'l}} by W. A. Leonarcl.-Agnosticism and Popular uhristianity, by Col. H. G. Ingersoll.-The Special Senses, by H. J. Hardwicke1 F. R. C. S.-Not
. Left comfortless, by F. J. Gonla.-The
1\Iorals of
Aanosticism, by Ignotns.-The Eternal Curse, by
William J\Iaccall-'l'he Catholicity of Agnosticism;
by Winifred, Lady Robinson.-Christ1anity ana
After, by Charles C. Cattell.-Unpalatable Truths,
by F. SydneY J\Iorris.-Op_posit Poles of 'l'hought,
by '1'. Evan-JacobJ B.A.-l!'ortnne and the J\Ienclicant, by Thomas lVIead.
PRICE 25 CENTS.
For sale at this office.

HISTORY
OF THE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
or Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, $3.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tf
33 Olinton Pl., New York city.

The Perpetual

(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Iugersoll.)
CONTENTS:
Introduction. (I.) The Necessity for the A mercan Secular Union having Principles upon which
all [Secularists] can agree. (II.) The Twofold
Nature of the Adyocacy Adopted by the Union.
lliL) The Catholicity of the Nine Demands and
the Ground to be Covered. ·(IV.) An Exposition
and Defense of Each of the Nine DemandR.
(V.) An Appeal to Secular Fidelity.
32 pages in cover. Price Ten Cents.

I

A new book by Owen E. Longsdorf, of interest I
to all Liberals and lovers of thought. Neatl:r 'I
bolpld in cloth, gilt edges, on fine heavy paper.
Pnce one dollar, postage free.
Address the author, 12 Louisa street, Williams-!
port, Pa.
3teow2

Friendship Liberal League No. 257, of Philadelphia, will celebrate the 149th anniversary of the
birth of the Author-hero,
THOJ\:IAS PAINE,
January 31st, 1886, in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood streets, at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M., to consist of
addresses, recitations, vocal and instrumental
music. Entertainments free.
Supper at 5:30 P.ilr. Tickets for supper, 25 cents.
Liberals thronghont the state invited.

Enlar~ed.

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Oriminai. Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Scienct'; the Ohurch
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Oh'llrch and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
~he thousand. Let every reader send for a
lozen at least, Address

Author of APPLES OF GOLD, ALL IN A LIFETIME, Etc.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
.
NEBRASE:A.
Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORE:.
Brentano Bws., Union Square, New York.

SPECIA.L NOTICE.

Revised and

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.

MAINE.

Mills).

--- " ZIIT.A. KII. ''

J. E. REMSBURG.
Price, 10 OTI:! SINGLY; 75 OTS. PER DOZ.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna

N. Hexter, 303 Superior street., and VanEpps
& Co., 259 Superior street, Cleveland.
OREGON.
Wm. Chance, Astoria.
A. Erwin, Lebanon.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
PENNSYLVANIA.
George Longford, 25 Otter st. Philadelphia.
H. CJ.ay Luse, Waynesbara. '
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 North 8th st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3706 Butler street, Ptttsburgh.
TENNESSEE.
Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
UTAH.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
VIRGINIA.
Mrs. Elmina D .. Blenker, Snowville.
WASHINGTON, D. 0.
Brentano Bros.
ENGLAND.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street·,
London.

-BY-

Calendar~

Working the Year of ScieucP
And the Common Computaii ns.

An Almanac Fol'evel'
Showing the day of the week for any da~ !>t
the month for all time past and present ana
to come, and otb,er useful information. Price,
40 cents; three for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
Canvassers address L. Martin, Brunswick, Ga.

I

A double-page ptcture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it. The German-American t!Jus
describes it in detail
'l'he palmy days of the church witness the burn
lng at the stake ot Bruno, the pope and pries~ wit
nesslng the burning of the heretic with expressions
of joy. Gal!leo Is mpresented sitting In his study
the pope holding the sword of lnqulsltlon over his
head, and to save hls llfe being forced to recant his
philosophy. Martin Lttther Is npreeented tacking
up his" Right or Private Judgmeut." Behind htm
stands the pope with the bull o! excommunication
drawn, and beside him the headsman's block and
ax or lnfalllblllty. In their study are Morse and
Stephenson applying their Inventions to practical
tests, and In the rear of them the Presbyterian pul·
pits are filler\ by two of the broadcloth gentlemen
denouncing the lnventlone as" Thwarting the wlll
of God," and branding the!!,e men and tbelr lnven·
tiona as "Heralds of Antichrist." Ingersoll stands
on a .plattorm apparently dellverlng his lecture
"Which Way?" which he holds In his band. Talmage approaches the platform at the colonel's back,
pnlllng after him, by the arm, the chief of pollee,
who holds In hls hand the warrant of arrest for blaB·
phemy The colonel seems to take no notice of the
spleeny, cadaverous form ascending the platform at
h!s rear. Then come the modern teachers of salva·
tlon, the Salvation Army, with their drums, bones,
tambourines, and streamers, (and screamers, too),
·also a rae simile of our crazy armY. A group of llke·
neeses of the teachers of sclence,Haeckel,Humboldt,
·Darwin, Tyndall. and Huxley, Is also shown. The
llkenesses throughout are remarkab'ycorrect. As a
pictorial history the caricatures contain volumes.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethough
would distribute thousands of these telling pic
ures.

lllnstrated by more than One Hundred
Colored Diagram,., TabiPS, Etc.

The POCKET ATLAS OF THE WORLD contams 128 pages. Six pages are given to title,
index, etc,; 65 pages are full·page colored maps,
and 57 pages are reading matter, colored diagrams,
etc. The book is new throughout, everything being made e~pressly for it. The bit~ding is flexible
Leatherette-an imitation of RusRia; gold side
stamp, round corners, and red edgAs.
Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of
50 cents, by

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clio• on Place, N Y.
40

Bible Fabrications Refuted
and

The Errors or the BibleExposf'd.
BY 0. B WHITFORD llf.D.
Price, 15 cents.
=Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

cal Works

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the RevolutiOn."
Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copieR
for $1.00.
TH~ CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

Speaking of this work In connection with tbe prn
posed Independence of America from Great Britain,
Washington wrote: "A few more such flaming
arguments . . . wlll not leave numbers at a loss
to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 35 eeots .
For either of these works, or any of Paine's
writings, Address THE TRUTHSEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, NewYork.

SEND TO ELMlNA FOR THEM.

DIANA.-A startling book l Original

In 1beory, scientific In treatment, and unobjectionable In language. None sbou!d marry wltlooutread!n~ •·Diana." Sexualsatlsfacllon through magnetic
Influence Love rendered permanent and lasting.
Tnlrd ed!•!on, enlarged, revised, and improved.
Price, 21 CAnts.

SOCIOLOGY.-Consisting of essays,

poems, short l!ves or Land R·formers and other re·
forma ory topics; worth $2; bound In cloth and sold
for 50 cents. Written by MaEquerler, a good old man
who bas spPnt a l!!At!me In trying to help humanity.

THE DARWINS.-By Elmina. Price,

cents. " l have read • Tbe Da.rwlns.' and am
plea.oed with It; and so are all to whom I have lent
were such works more plenty, Ohrlstla.ns would
be less numerous. "-JJ. Nielson. Three books tor
$1 on, and Green's· Frel'thonght Directory, price,
$2 00 sent also for $1.10 $2.10 for all rour.
Add;ess :MRS. E. D. SLENKER, Snowville, Va.
50

tt.

Vt~AHDA

PLAJ<l~

* * * This marvelous hou<:e has been built more than
~~~\"~~~)~:~~~~~~ 1~0a;1~; 1 ~;~;) ;~~[ifi~1fn;~ittlk"o~;~\;~~~~

attic

THE MODERN BALAA.M.

nlJove; on 2cl floor are 4 bed rooms aud In
2 ruore.
rlenty of 0lo:'{ets. 'fhe whole warm.ed hy one chimney.

Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price
per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton PI., New York.

to $6,51)(), maY be tound in usuoPPKLT~'s MODE~N Low·
CosT Hou~Es," a large quarto paruphlet.. showmg also
how to select sites, get loans. &c. Sent postpaid on receipt of50c.:. Stamps
or send $1 bill
we will rethe chan'te. Addrefls, BUILDING PLAN ASSOOIA.t'ION.
{llenUon lb!o raper.)
2~ l!eekw"n S~., (Bolt 270'2,)N. Y.

as~el1~~~~~t~3~r~;{l~~ hg~~e!·~~~;;i~~\1~~0~t1:·;~e$~/1°~~
8

turn

0

taken.

and

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
A IDSTORICAL SKETCH.
By G. F. RINEHART.
Erice 25 cts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33 Ollnton Place,
' NEW YORK.
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The Sphinx.
The mystery of good and ill,
The mystery of joy and woe,
Love's ecstatic, burning thrill,
Pain's keen darts and quivering throe;
Life, and bliss, and harmony,
Death, and fear, and misery,
Instinct, thought, and human brain,
Spirit, heaven, or future pain;
God, or law-evolving Chance,
Design, or atoms' whirling dance,
What we guess, and what we know,
Whence we came, and whither we go,
Skiey worlds, and monads small!tiddle.s one, !1-nd ri~dles a!J.
/
In our hands one only clue,
What seems right to bravely do.
Revealed shall all riddles be
Only to Sincerity.
J. WM. LLoYD.

Keep Moving.
The swallow feeds on tireless wings;
"Honey costs work," the worker sings;
No good comes save what effort bringsKeep moving.
Slowblood mopes through life's monotone,
Nor sees his path with pearls bestrewn.
These gems alertness gets aloneKeep moving.
In youth's unrest, its grief and glee,·
Tentativ evolution see,
:Building the man that is to beKeep moving.
The rivers seaward ever flow,
. Singing and shining as they go;
Still pools are pestilential, soKeep moving.
The earth hath its diurnal whirl,
The moon is night's revolving pearl,
The outer orbs a stellar swirlKeep moving.
The winds from many quarters blow,
The clouds float o'er us fleet or slow,
The tides incessant ebb and flowKeep moving.
· Wouldst fain see superstition die?
Nail priestcraft's sanctimonious lie?
See knowledge beam from freedom's eye?
Keep moving.
Dost long for lucre, power, or fame 1
(A gilded life, a sounding name?)
A lover, love ?,-whate'er thy gameKeep moving.
Brooklyn.
JAMES p. KENYON.

Book Notices.

MEN, WoMEN, AND GoDs. By Helen H. Gardener. With an Introduction by R. G.
Ingersoll. Price $1.00; paper 50 cents.
The Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton
Place, New York.
J\fiss Gardener is a young lady who has a
mission, and this mission is to help women to.
lift themselvs up from the position of dependence in which .they now are, and the
first step she takes to advance that work is to
show the fallacy of Bible teachings as regards
women, and the dependent position which
they. must forcibly occupy so long as they permit these teachings to control their conduct
and to regulate their social status. In pursuance of her object she has delivered several
lectures, which are reprinted in the work before us. These lectures rank far above the
average and will take place among the best.
They are not only logical, practical, and
sprightly, being enlivened by a keen' wit and
much latent humor, but there is an earnestness in them that makes itself felt in every
word, and sends them home to the hearts of
the hearers.
One feature specially pleases us. Miss
Gardener does not abuse the men for women's
position and beg for better treatment. She
calls upon the women to dare to think and act
for themselvs, and to gain the place which
rightly belongs to them. She recognizes, if
not in so many words, yet by the whole tenor
of her arguments, that this world is a place of
·conflict, where each must bear his part-in
thinking as well as working-but she indignantly throws off the fetters which the Christian religion has twined around her, and which
forbid women to act and to think as their inteJd!l?iencc and their desires would prompt.
whilc the matter in these lectures is all
good, we feel that it is specially ~ood as commg from a woman, for it is a srgn that the
good work is progressing and that the seed is
bearing its fruits. It is indeed progress that
a young, refined, handsome woman should
dare to mount the rostrum and address large
audiences in behalf of her sex and to impeach
before the bar of reason the false . teachings
which hav been so effectual in keeping women
in their position of industrial, political, and
social dependence, and it is the more encouraging that, instead of being frowned upon and
discouraged, Miss Gardener should be welcomed by large audiences, her lectures commented favorallly upon by the leading papers,
and reprinted in the handsome form presented
in the book before us.
'i'Ve hope and believe that the book will
meet with a large sale. It contains a handsome picture of the gifted lecturer, and is such
a book as all thinking women ought to own
and feel proud of as containing an earnest defense of their rig'ht& by one of their own number.-The Sociologist.
,

preachers in cases where they will be able to
appreciate it. For gentlemen no more useful,
captivating, and elevating selection could be
made for a Christmas present to ladies than
this. The paper, the printing, the whole get
up of the book, including the portrait of the
author, is splendid.-Nqnconformist.

Ingersoll's
The Gods.

W"orks~

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.00

In five lectures, comprising, "The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individuality,'' and" Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25
FREETHOIJGHT NOVELS.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
·Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
$1.25.

Famiiy Creeds. By WILLIAM MoDoNNELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Ch.ild," "The Declaration of
Independence," ".About Farming in Illinois,"
"The Grant Banquet," The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Like a
Dream," and " A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

InterViews on Talmage. Paper, 50 cts.;
plain cloth, $1.25.

_

Exeter Hall. "One of the most excit- What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paing romances of .the day." Price, paper
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.

-per, 25 cents.

Christian Religion. R;y R. G.
Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man. TheIngersoll,
~udge Jereruiah S. Black, and
A Ra.dical novel of marked ability. Equal
to George Eliot's works. By FBEDElUXA
MAODONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.

The Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition.
By Wmwoon READE, author of Martyr.
f1om of Man. SO eents.

Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, $1.
•

Orthodoxy~

56 pages, · 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Pr·inted
in large, clear type, and containing as much
as could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL Vindication of Thomas Paine from
the attacks of the New York Observer, by
SUBJECTS:

Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand- A.ddress on the Civil Rights Bill.
some l2mo volume of nearly 1000 pages, fully
Large size octavo, papert 15 cents.
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in Englishor German. The Busts of Voltaire, Paine and· In·
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
gersoll. O~~obinet size; true to life,
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs,
price $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
the Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
apostles of Religious Liberty should have
Monkey. By Dr. E. B. Foote; five volumes, at
these busts.
$1 each, or $5 per set; or five volumes in one
Photogmphs of Colonel Ingersoll.
for $2.
Superb photographs, 22 x 28, $5; panel,
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR the YOUNG.
10 1-2xl7, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cts.;
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The
card, 20 cen t.s.
fifth volume of " Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Lngersoll's Lectures Complete. _
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128
for Mt. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has
pages. By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
had all his lectures, except the latest on "Or·
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam·
thodoxy, '' bound in one beautiful volume, in
ph,lets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz: "Bacteria in
half calf, library style, and containing over
their Relation to Disease," presenting the germ
1,300 pages, which is sold at the exceedingly
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
low price of $5. Sent by mail po~tpaid.
and Opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam," considering the blue-glass cure---of value Tributes. There hav been so many
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's. "Tribute to
to sick and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
His Brother,"." The Vision of W3.r," the
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The
"Grant Banquet Toast," and the recent adLaw of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages,
dress over " Little Harry Miller's Grave,''
cloth bound, $2; "Heredity," by Loring Moody,
that they hav been printed on heavy toned
159 pages, cloth, 75 cents; "The Law of Heredpaper, 18x22, 1llummated border, and in
ity," by F. H. Marsh, 10 cents; "The Alphabet
·large, clear type, suitable for frammg, and
of the Human Temperaments," with illustrations,
the four will be forwarded to any address,
by Dr. E. B. Foote, 10 cents; " Generation beprepaid, for $1, or either one for 25 cents.
fore Regeneration," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., lOc.;
" Reports of Conventions and Parlor Meetings Pros~ Poems and Selections. This
new book is a gem. It is a model in every
dunng 1882,'' 10 cents; "Third Annual Conven" Men, Women, and Gods " is the title of a tion of the Institute of Heredity, May 29. 1883,"
respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the
recent work by Helen H. Gardener, who will 10 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
celebrMed "Decoration Day Oration," never
be recalled as having lectured in this city some
before published, and all the famous " tribtime ago. It has an introduction written by
TD E RUE OF
utes" heretofore printed in various shapes,
Robert G. Ingersoll, and is dedicated to 1\'Irs.
but never brought together till now, many
Ingersoll, to whom the author refers as " the
other gems, selected from the speeches, arbrave, happy wife of America's greatest orator
guments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and
From Thales to Copernicus.
day-to-day conversations of the author. The
and woman's truest friend." Miss Gardener,
work is designed for, and will be accepted
we believe,· is in some sense a protege of In- By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of
by admiring friends as a rare personal sougersoll, who "·backs her up" in her views of
·"The Reign of the Stoics."
venir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine
things. The book consists of th:ree lectures,
"This is a book not only 1;o be read once, but to
steel portrait, with autograph facsimile, has
be
kept
and
referred
to,
and
pondered
over
from
in which the autllor.ventilates her opinions of
been prepared especially for it, Price, in silkthe Bible, and of the treatment and condition year to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50;
of women as related in that volume, and through the past centuries prior to 1600, the era
m half-calf, mottled edges, elegant library
through the various records of the world's his- of Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the
style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, extory. Colonel Ingersoll declares that the place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
quisitel,r fine, $7.50; in full tree calf, highest
writer of the book has "read the Bible with Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointing
possible style and finish, $9.
open eyes," with vision unclouded by the mist out the white light that has been cast upon the
Sent on receipt of price,
of sentimentality, and has had the courage to lurid clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tell the result of her investigations, and that elty, from the little stream of Freethought that
33 Clinton Place, New York.
no human being can answer her arguments. has flowed in its .ragged, broken, and obstriiCted
It certainly is a red-hot book. It contains a course down through the ages which now liv
ELEMENTS
picture of the author and her autograph. Pub- oply as our realm of Memory and' Admonition."
lished by The Truth Seeker Company, New
OF
PRICE, $~.50.
Octavo, 458 pp.
York.-Synwuse Herald.
- Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SoorAL WEALTH: The Sole Factors and Exact
Ratios in its Acquirement and Apportionm:ent. By J. K. Ingalls. New York: The
Truth Seeker Company. Price $1.
We hav received from the TRUTH SEEKER
office, 33 Clinton Place, New York city, a
book of 320 pages, showing the cause of. poverty and wealth: " The Sole Factors and
Exact Ratios in its Acquirement and Apporionment," by J. K. Ingalls. It shows how
nations hav fought, the stronger oppressing
he weaker, and appropriating their wealth;
the te1.1dency of our own country to the same
barbaric action, on account of the extravagant
growth of wealth and the increase of poverty.
No action of our government to equalize the
toiling multitude with those who toil not, by
giving them a fair proportion of the land of
our country. It is a work that Congressmen
and legislators should read and apply the
remedy for those they profess to represent,
and avert the impendi'llg crisis of desolating
wars. It is a book that all who can should
read, and particularly the very wealthy <Jf
our country, who are in the greatest danger
should an outbreak of the masses occur. Almighty Nature proclaims the equality of man,
and they who trample upon her laws must
suffer the penalty of her omnipotent tribunal.
If the wealthy bring on their own destruction,
then there is no power on earth to prevent it.
"Men, Women, and Gods, and Other LectNo law wiii prevent a sweeping tornado in its
course.-Liberal.
ures," by Helen Gardener, with an Introduction by Col. R. G. Ingersoll. Well, well!
In . this fresh contribution to the ever in- This is quite superb! Every woman who is
creasing volume of literature on economic tired of slavery, and thinks the orthodox Bible
questions, the author endeavors to show that is humiliating her too much, to require her to
land and labor are the only factors in pro- ''ask her husband at home" on matters whereduction, and hav no exchangeable ratio to in she is better posted than he is, should hav
heir own products; that labor, divorced from, this book. The author handles the clergy and
or disinherited, of the land, is only an ab- the system of Christianity with a master hand,
straction without productiv power, and that and bas the faculty of getting at the point by
land without the application of labor is un- short cuts-just like a woman. She tells of a
productiv of economic values; that the whole clergyman who was giving his ''reason for opdevice of income without work is fraudulent, posing medical or scientific training of any
and that all exchanges whiq1 involve pure sort for women." He said: "Her whole enprofit, rent and interest, to the extent that ergy and force of action (outside of the family)
they involve them, are no economic ex- must be expended on religion. If she were
changes whatever, but the fraudulent or haz- allowed other fields of action or thought, her
ardous obtaining of something for nothing. energy, like that of a man, would be withMr. Ingalls asserts that "we are living under drawn from and fatally cripple the church."
a system of capitalistic aggrandizement, or Which the author meets in those few strong
commercial monarchism, which has no par- words: "To me, however, it seems that any
allel in the history of our race." He believes, organization that finds it necessary to cripple
however, that there is a principle of law its adherents in order to keep them, has a
which will giv an equitable share of the pro- screw loose somewhere,"
ducts of industry to each who shares the . This book would be a splendid present to
labor, and that to discover and record this prepare for Christmas time. It would be a
law is the true pro:vince of the legislator.- splendid missionary performance for a few
Ohioago Evening Journal.
ladies to unite and make a present to their
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sEY GBAVES, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;
cloth, $1.

UNIVERSAL HISTORY
FOB

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prof. H. M. 4Jottin;;-er, A.M.

Freethinkers will :find this, for an outline
history, the best for their use, as Professor
Cottinger is a Freethinker, and in his reports
of the church's actions lias stated facts with a
truthful freedom not found in ordinary histories. He dates his work from the beginning
of historical certainty and not from the mythical Eden, as do most "universal" historians,
and brings it down to 1883, with a brief mention of subsequent important inventions and
Biography of Satan; or, a Historical discoveries.
TESTIMONIALS!
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do.
This book Is just wbat the bUlY world of to-day
mains. Price, 35 cents.
needA-a perfect compendium or history from 2,000
The World's Sixteen Crucified Sav- years B.o. on up to 1883, all In a nut-ahell.-E!mina.

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revelations, containing a description of twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two thousand biblical en:ors in
science, history, morals, religion, and
general events. Also a delineation of the
characters of the principal personages of
the Christian Bible and an examination
of their doctrines. Price, $2.

iors; or, Christianity Before Christ.

Containing new and startling revelations
in religious history, which disclose the
oriental origin of all the doctrins, principles, precepts, and miracles of the Christian New Testament, and furnishing a
key for unlocking inany of its sacred
mysteries, besides comprising the history
of Rixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00
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As a text-book In schools, the book would occupy
an Important place; In the family It would be no less
Important, as conveying Information that all should
be acquainted wlth.-Susan Wiz<m.
Mr. Oottlnger's intentions In writing this book are
excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It may be
commended as fulfilling Its purposeot a concise and
Interesting historical text-book. -Milwaukee Sentinel.
Price, Clot;h, U.IJO.
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ot the l:!exual Organs,
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penny get-np, such as a pad, belt, pastille, nor magnetic appliance, but simply a medicine to be applied
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Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, :li. J.,and say where you
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future Repubiic of N ortn America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
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birth,~; 35,696 deaths; 11,716 marriages; 159

foundlings; 74,372 arrests, 54,883 of whom
were-wouien; and 281,170 immigrants arrived.

• 0:('!' account of the prevalent hydrophobia
. ,care, the municipal authorities of New York
i~?av est[!,blished a dog~pound, and policemen
;·are instructed to kill or capture all unmuzzled
Published
·at rTHJ!l·,-.TRuTH
SEEKER Office.· ,dogs.'
.... ..._.. .. . ,__,_ '- .
-'
~

How nirich" 'hgh':ter ·loliillthe'":People 'of England
would hav to" 'Carry to-day; how much ,better off
might be her poore:t: c'lassea,.,had she'i1ot -spent the
thousands ofu:l~'fiJlC:<ihs '~:wai''tl:i:at "she has,• to say
nothing of tEe liundre'ag, of'thorisands that hav
laid down their lives for glory! True, she would
hav fewer colonies than she has now; her dominions would not extend-all around the globe; but it
is very probable that her people would be happier.
-D. Jf. Bennett.

,

THE deity is known to us only br his production,
and is a single being in the unive1·~e, not comprehended under any species or genuH, from wl\ose experienced attributes or qualities we can, by analogy, infer any attribute or quality in him. As the
unive,:se shows wisdom and goodness, we infet· wisdom and goodness. As it shows a particular degree of these perfections, we infer a particular degree of them, precisely adapted to the effect which
we examin. But further attributes, or further degrees of the same attributes, we can never be
authorized to infer or suppose, by any rules of just
reasoning. Now, without some such license of
supposition, it is impossibie for us to argue ft·om
the cause, ot· infer any alteration in the effect, beyond what has immediately fallen under our observation.-Hwne's Essaj/s.
THE manner in which a nation in the aggregate
treats animals, is one chief measm·e of its real civilization. The Latin races, as we know, come forth
badly from this examination; we Germans, not
half well enough. Buddhism has done· more in
this clirection than Christianity, and Schopenhaner
more than all an~ient ancl modern philosophers together; The warm sympathy with sentient nature
which pervades all the writings of Schopenhaner,
is one bf the most pleasing aspects of his thoroughly
intellectual, yet often unhealthy and unprofitable,
philosophy.-Strauss's Ola ana New Faith.

I WOULD not enter on lllY list of fri~nds,
Those grand with polished manners' and ih\e sense,
The man who needlessly setR foot upon a worm.
An inadvertent step may crush the snail
That crawls at evening in the public path
(A necessary act incurs no blame),
But he that has lnnnanity, forewarned,
Will step .aside and let the reptil liv;
For they a.re as free to liv and to enjoy that life,
As God was free to make them at the first,
Who, in his sovereign wisdom, made them all.
-COW]Je'l',

·~

d, cement of Science. The InAMBITioN, my son, says the paternal editor of .the
Boston Transaript, is what other people hav; it is. a .A. ~~ural Address of Prof. JoHN TYNnALL,
delivered before -the British Association
very bad element in anybody's CQIDPO~tio:p:.. N~ve:r
'for'th~ Advancement of Science. With
be ambitious, my son, but simply shbw 'ah 'honest
and praiseworthy desire to excel. Of course•you,
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also
containing opinions of Prof. H. HELMsee the difference, and will act aceorcling]y;
HOLTZ, anrlartioles. of Prof. TYNDALL and
Soru:E person who deserves to be hanged has writSir HENRY TiWliiPSON on prayer. Price,
ten the following reasons why women are called
·cloth, 50 cents. InauguraLA.ddress alone,
ducks: Because they are not all tame. Because
in paper, 15 cents.
there is a good deal of sport to be got out of the
wild ones. Because they may be captured. ·Be- .Amberley's Life of Jesus. His Charcause they may be sold. Because, as proved by
acter and Doctrine.- From the Analy~io
the results of ·public examina tiona, they may be
of Religious Belief.' By 'VIScOUNT _AMBERplucked. Because, as we can see in the illustrated
LEY. Paper, 35 cents.:;. cloth, 60 eents.
newspapers, they may be drawn. Because they
inay he beautifully done, a good deal of butter be- Chronicles · of Simon Christianus.
ing i1sually employed in the process. Because they
His Manifold and Wonderful Adventures
are often well basted. Because they are always
in the Land
Cosm'os. A new scripture
dressed in some fashi'On for dinner. Because they
(evidently inspi,red) discovered by I. N.
hav long bills. Because there are always plenty of
FIDEL... Fi-oin' the · EB.glish, 'Very Rich.
them in the market.
· Price, 2o cents. · :'
GOING TO CHURCR.-A DOMESTIC FARCE IN ONE SCENE,
Dmmatis Perscmce.-The .Tu~:rgins family, cobsist; C1imes of Preachers in the United
.States. . By M. E. BILLIN<;!S. Shows how
ing of A. Juggins, senio.r,.ditto junior, 1\'Irs. Juggins, Emma, :Rose, and .l!'lorrie.
,
thick and. fast the godly hav fallen from
Scene, a parlor; time, Sunday evening at 6:30.
grace. Price, 25 cents.
Family discovered conversing.
~In. J.: "Well, my dears, it is half-past six, we Deity .Analyzed and the Devil's Demust see about being off to church. I suppose you
fense. In Six Lectures by Col. ·
are all going as usual?"
JoHN R. KELSO, A.M. These are r.mong
· J .. Jr.: "Oh, I can't go to-night; I hav·promised
the·· ablest leoturelil ever delivered, and
to meet Tottie at seven o'clock, and I wouldn't disshould, be read by everybody. $1.50.
appoint her for the world." (Fastens ·his masher.
collm·, at the ·imminent ]Jeril of mtttina his throat, Last Wiil and Testament ·of Jean

of

ana exit 7wstil1f.)

·

~IR .

.T.: "Well, Augustus has gone a-fter that barmaid of his; hut I suppose we can make up a party
to do the respectable thing at St. Cucumber's. (To
wife) Are yon going, my dear?"
1\fRs. J.: "I hav- beastly headache, and that
hor1id organ always makes it worse. I'll stop at
home to-night."
· MR . .T. : "Another deserter ! Well, what do you
girls say'/"
ResE: "I'm sure I sha'n't go. 1\'Iy dress is a
shabby olcl thing, and my bonnet is not fit to go
out in. Last Sunday M:rs. Pieces wore a new threeply bomba'Zin jacket, and had a Guinevere hat
trimmed with green baize ruching. She put on
airs because I hav worn the same old bonnet for
two months, and I nearly died with vexation as I
sat next to her. I'm not going to church to look a
fright, and St. Cucumber's must worry along without me till you let me hav a new dress and a hat
like 1\'Irs. Pieces'. So there!" (Tem·s all lib.)
l\'fn. J.: "Well, I will see about the finery. But
yon will go, Flm'lie, won't you?"
FLORRIE: "I can't to-night, papa. I hav promised to accompany Jenny Jumper to hear the Rev.
Silas Windbag, the Roaring Devil-smasher of the
Alleghanies. I wouldn't miss him 'for anything.
He is over here on a preaching tour, and is such a
dear man ! He preaches in a tent, and when he
gets excited he makes the roof fl.ap. Jenny heard
him last Sunday, and she says he ga.ve her a cold
chill fom·teen times in the hour. I ?>wst go, and I

a

THE question is not concerning the being, but
the nature of God. This I affirm, from the infirmities of the h1imau understanding, to be altogether
incomprehensible and unknown to us. The essence of that supreme mind, his attlibutes, the
manner of his existence, the very nature of his
duration; these and every particular, which regards so divine a being, are mysterious to men.
Finite, wealc, and blind creatures, we ought to
humble o1u·selvs in his august presence; and, conscions of our frailties, adore in silence his iilfinit
perfections. They arc covered in a deep cloud
from hmnan cm·iosity. It is profaneness to attempt penetrating througli these sacred obscur- shall."
MR. J.: "All right, trot away. He'll be smashing
ities; and next to impiety of denying his existence
is the temerity of prying into his ·nature and es- devils somewhere else next week, and then persence, decrees and attributes.-Hwne's Dialogs on haps the old shop and old Mr. Snufiieton will be
good enough for you. Well, E=a, you and I
Xatnral Religion.
must go together."
THE doctriri of demonism led to the witchcraft - EMMA: '' 0 yes, papa, I will go' with pleasure.
horrors, and cost the lives of 1mtold thousands of The Rev. Emanuel Duck is to preach to-night, and
innocent human beings during a pet·iod that has I am dying to hear him again. He is a perfect pet
been justly called the age of insanity. During the of a man, and has such lovfly white teeth! I
twelve centuries, from the first Council of Nice to never enjoyed a sermon so much as the one he
the dawn of Western rationalism, a. sa.ne inhabi- p1·ea::.~· last Sunday, on-on-I forget what it was
tant of Christian Europe must hav felt like a philos- on; but his dear hlne eyes were fixed on me all the
opher caged in a lunatic asylum, and subjected to time, and his sweet tenor voice went straight to my
the control of a brainless and heartless keeper. . . soul. I shall be ready in half a minute!"
The god of nature bears 'vitness against the God
1\'IR. J.: ''What! Is that clerical masher, Duck,
of Galilee. To all who hav eyes to see and ears to going to preach to-night? That simpering, oily,
hear, skepticism has become a religious duty. It pain ted tailor's dummy going to hold forth? He's
was once blasphemous to deny the trinitarian dog- only put np to catch the silly gii'ls; his sermons are
ma, it is now blasphemous to defend it. The simply bosh and water. If old Snufiieton-who
slanderer of nature has ceasecl to be our Gocl. does, at least, send yon quietly to sleep-in tends to
The men who were killed for "heresies" against sail his ship with Captain Duck at the helm, here's
the Christian creed hav become martyrs of a higher one of his crew who takes a leap overboard! 'Dear
religion.-Feli:c L. Oswala.
blue eyes!' indeed! (Sm·castically.) Never heard
of any fl.ighty fool of a girl who wants to be Mrs.
•ro-nAYI hav got out of all trouble, or rather I hav Emanuel Duck, hav yon?"
•
cast ant all trouble, for it was not outside, but
EMMA (inaignantt11): I didn't expect you would
within, and in my opinion. Take away thy opinion
insult the curate aucl your daughter! It's too bad.
and then there is taken away the complaint, "I (Tears aa liiJ.', a.~ befm·e.)
hav been harmed." Take away the complaint, "I
1\in. J.: "What! another grand display of founhav been harmed," and the harm has been t:tken tains? Well, I'm oft' to the Pig and Whistle' to hav
away. Begin the morning by saying to thyself: a chat on politics with old Jawkins. Shan't be in
"I shall meet the busybody, the nngratful, the ar- till eleven !" lExit ana ow·tain.)
rogant, the deceitful, the envious, the U!lHocialNoTE.-The Established church of England is
all things happen to them by reason of their igno- the bulwark of our glorious British constitution.rance of what is good,"-Ant<mtmts
G. s. in Lonaon l!'reethtnleer,

':Meslier, a curate ofa Roman church
in France, containing the best of his writings. 25 cents.

Nathaniel Vaughan. A radical

no-yel
of marked ability. By FREDERDLI. MAcDONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to

$1.25.

Nature's Revelations of Character;
or Physiognomy Illustrated~ The

science of individual traits portrayed by
the temperaments and features. Tilusti-ated by 200 wood cuts. By JosEPH
SmMs, M.D. 6fiQ pages, 8 vo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt
edges, $4.50.

New England and the People np
'rhere. A humorous lecture. By
GEoRGE E. MAcDoNALD.

10 cents.

Pocket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com.
prising terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of the terms used in theology. The
only eiitioll in· English. 25 cents.

Tho BiOla Analyza~.
BY

.John R. Kelso, A..M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testa.ment.-The New Testament.-The
Oreatlon,-The Deluge.-The Exodu&,-The llllra·
cles of the B1ble,-The Errors of the Bible.-The
Prophecles.-The Devll or Satan of the Blble.-The
Heaven and the Hell of the B!ble.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Blble,-The Messiah or
Savior.
Oro'm octavo, 883 pp, Splendidly executed. Bent
by ma.tl, post paid. Price, sa.oo.

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBER1 (,, ADAMS.
For Sa.le at _ll.his Office
Oloth. $1.25.

REPLY
TO REV. 'L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'
By B. W. Lacy.
.A. thorough exposure oi the Catholic priest's
sophistry, unfairness, and historical misstatement.
Price, ()loth, Ui Paper, liO Cents.
.A.ddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

FREDERI~K FISHEL, of this c~ty, stole $75,000 from lus employers, spent It on a woman
and on cards and the races, and ran away to
Canada. He is now a prisoner at the police
central office.
·

THE proposition is up to divide the territory
of Dakota and make the southern half a state.
Dakotians are greatly excited over the matter,
and many of them m·e at ·washington to look
after their interests.
THE total number of business failures in the
.United States in 1885 was 10,637 against 10,968 in 1884. The amount of money involved
ln the failures for 1885 was little more than
one-half that of the previous year.
EFFonrs are still being made to recover the
bodies of the twenty-six miners who were imprisoned and suffocated by the recent accident
at the Nanticoke, Pa., coal mine. It is expected that a month will be required to reach
thebodies.
·
THE Rev. Dr. George R. Bristor, whose
servant, Ida Downs, accuses
him of criminally assaulting her, received
three persons into the Spring Valley :Methodist
church last Sunday, and administered the
communion service.
sixteen-yeai~old

THE New Year struck NewYorl..-amid great
oise made by innumerable horns, whistles,
and bells. The old habits of making calls
and filling up with exhilarating fluids was
widely observed. On January 2d the streets
were thronged with ladies making calls on
one another.
GovERNOR ·HILL of New York was inaugurated on New Year's Day. The ceremonies of
the occasion were conducted with a "J.effersonian simplicity" which excelled in magnificence and ornate display- those attending the
ina'Qguration of any of the forty-seven previous governors of New York.
THE Rev. J\!Ir. Gray, of Millerton, and Miss
Rachel Nicolson, of Fox Harbor, N. S., came
to New York and put up at a hotel last Friday
night. Saturday morning the woman was
unconscious from inhaling gas, and it is supposed that she blew her light out instead of
turning_ it off. She is recovering, and Mr.
Gray says he will marry her as soon as she is
well enough.
TnE children who went from Newark, N.J.,
to Chemist Pasteur at Paris to be inocula ted
for hydrophobia are now on their way home.
M. Pasteur thinks they are out of danger.
There is to be a Pasteur institute in America
where the great chemist's researches may be
laid before physicians here. Articles of incorporation of such an institute hav ah·eady
been signed.
TmwrY-EIGHT men hav lost their lives in
constructing the new Croton aqueduct in
.Westchester county, this state, commenced
last year. The grand jury fail to find evi. deuce of any criminal carelessness on the part
of those in charge of the work. It is said that
in the construction of the Hoosac tunnel in
Massachusetts the loss of life was sixty-eight
men to the mile.
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND in a
ietter to
a New York man says: "I don't -~!nk there
ever was a time when newspaper lying was
so general and so mean as at present, and
there never was a country under the sun
where it flourished as it does in this. The
falsehoods daily spread before the people in
our newspapers, while they are proofs of the
mental ingenuity of those engaged in newspaper work, are insults to the American love
for decency and fair play of which we boast."
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"THE SPIDER AND THE

J/pits and Uklippi~!JS.
THE Philadelphia Academy of Science has
just recei'C d a bequest of over $51,000, yielding a present incom~ of $1,500.
Mrss JANE BANOROFT, Ph.D., has resigned
a professorship in the Woman's College of
Evanston, Ill., to accept the Chair of History
~ in Bryn :l\fawr College.
· MoRE people die in one ye,lj;r from trichiniasis than in twenty years from hydrophobia.
,,, Yet the owners of hogs pay.no tax, buy no
muzzles, and hav no hogs shot dowu.
A Loursvrr.LE man who has no late nightwork away from 'lwme. calls for a tax of $100
on ·pistols. The Courier-Journal thinks a
. better scheme 'would be to raise the ·price of
whisky to $100 a drink.
'l'HE St. Louis Globe-Democrat says that
while there may be reason to think that smallpox has 1i'len sent upon Canada as a punishment for her sins, it is very difficult to believe
th11-t slle is so desperately wicked that she
should be required at the same time to endure a series of lectures by Joseph Coole
TnE treasury department has denied the
application of the Rev. Ladislaus Grabowski,
of Polonia, Wis., made to the president, for
the free entry of a. confessional and other
articles imported at :N~w York for the use of
his church. The articles in question consist
mainly of tulle in the piece, embroidered with
metal, chandeliers with lustred crystals or
glass, and finished materials for 'the construe•
tion of confessionals. It is held that these
ltrticles are not embraced in any of the provisions of the free list exempting regalia,

---·

FLY"

THE Eva.ngelist says: "When we are sayperience on the Congo, and were among the
most trusted and enthusiastic of Stanley's ing to ourselvs, Peace and safety, we are in
the greatest danger; for another cloud rises
CHAPLAIN BAss, of .the penitentiary in lieutenants.
and darkens the land. It is the shadow of
Brooklyn, says that twenty years ago only
A DREADFUL famin prevails in Eagle Island, Nihilism-not Russian Nihilism, which aims
five per ·cent of the priso11ers had. previously · Ireland. , Last year's potato crop was the .only at the overthrow of political institutions,
been Sunday-school pupils, but that now most scanty knowu for many years, and of but something far more destructiv, as it aims
seventy-five per cent of actual and .suspected the few potatoes gathered one-half were dis- at the overthrow of our religious faith. A
criminals hav been such. Another minister, ' eased. ·Many hav implored the Dublin Castle generation ago much was said of the danger
:M:~. Crafts, givs an a<;count -of an inebriate authorities to assist these poor people to earn of German Hationalism, as in the generation
asylum where the per cerit is eighty; and an- a living by· building certain 'much-needed before much had been said of the danger of
other of fallen women, where all hav been in public works. The only reply of the officials French Infidelity. But America has proJ was : " The poorhouse is open."
This reply duced a form of unbelief that throws these
Sunday-schools.
IN the investigatiop. b,eing made of the con- , is as absurd as it is. brutal. The nearest poor- into the shade-a skepticism which strikes at
duct of the ·excise ·commissioners of New ' house is thirty miles distant from there, and faith even in God the father almighty, and in
Y<;>rk city in licensing immoral resorts, Mr. \ if crowded to th-3 roof could not hold one- life everlasting. It is cold-blooded Atheism
R. A; Giborn;-a wine-dealer who supplies sixth of the people who are now facing star- which stalks abroad in this land of the Pilliquors to the Haymarket, .one of the most in- vation. ·
grim fathers."
famous of the city's dives, answered thus a
A coRRESPONDENT of the Church Standard
"Busnmss," says 1\f. J. Savage, "has done
question as to whether th(( women he had writes on Dr. Farrar's sermon in Trinity
seen in frequent visits there appeared to be , church, saying : " I would like to strip off more to make the world truthful than all the
reputable : " In my judgment, as a good ' mere verbiage and ingenious alliteration, and instituted religions of the past put together.
Christian, I ought not to say anything about ask what Canon Farrar meant when he said It is feared that religion has not been very
the character of women of whom' I know that God is ' not coffined in ancient creeds.' potent in this direction. The one thing that
nothing."
If the English language means anything, these was needed to giv mankind a sense of brotherTHE Congo Free State hall entered the words express contempt for the anc~ent hood was that races should know each other;
postal union. A list of postal rates ranging creeds. If such works had been uttered by and the one thing that has helped on this mufrom five to fifty centimes has now been Robert Ingersoll, I should not hav been in tlJe tual acquaintance more than all else is comadopted, and five different postage stamps least surprised, as he has never professed to merce. The world's business, then, has done
issued, all bearing the profile of King Leo- believe in the ancient creeds. As a church- more for p!Jilantllropy, for justice, for delivpaid and the words, "Etat Independent du man I believe in no other God except the God eranee from oppression, than all other agenCongo." The business of the new state is set forth by the Catholic church in the an- cies combined. Through a large part of hutransacted in Brussels by four ministers, who cient creeds. And yet, according to Canon man history the inten,sely religious ages hav
preside over the departments of justice, Farrar's rhetoric, my deity is not a living not been distinguished for social purity, for
finance, foreign affairs, and commerce, and God ; for a coffin incloses only the dead, truth-telling, for honesty, for kindness, or for
the interior and police. The state is divided whether gods or men. I ask you, 1\'lr. Editor, justice. And in no great commercial city of
into four administrativ districts, each having in all sincerity, what do you think of such an Europe or America is a business man trusted
a governor, and all being under the charge of expression concerning the creeds of the any sooner to-day because he is a churchCol. De Winton the administrator~general church from one who professes to be a priest member or is prominent in any religious
movement."
The four govern~rs hav had several years' ex~ ' of the church?"

statuary, etc., imported for religious societies,
from payment of duty.
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As the Catholic church was not founded until after .against and _destroy the gove'r~ent, as the ~()rth. ;a..la ;- ·:;~i:
the year 324 A.D;, .it is rather presumptti~us for Capel to uphold 1t. And as for loyalty 1 and mt1zenship, · ·_·.. ·.. ,;
to claim that the apostles represented it in their many of them only acknowledge it and claim protec- · ·
travels. Can Capel inform us .the name and location. tion of the United States government when- their ,..
"The Catholic Church the Mainstay of .American of any European . republic' that existed during the ' lives are in danger as a forfeit of outraged law m' ' I i
.
Institutions."
period that .Romanism held sway? . History does not foteign countries.. The talk about Romanists being
Monsign?r Capel recently delivered a lecture on record the fact. It m.ust,hav·been--ill the wilds'of loyal is a glaring falsehood. :Amel·icans ar_e notso'
this subjeet _in California, in the comse of which he Asia or Africa, where' the blighting i.niiuence of foolish or blind as to believe Capel's glowing lies. .
popery could neve:r .reach them. How can the church Washington warned his countrymen to " beware of ·
said:
There are, at the lowest calculation, from eight to twelve of God be consonant with all ki.Uds of governments, foreign influences and powets." Let us follow 9apel_ _ -'
millions of Catholics in the land who are as true to American when heretical rulers. (all. outside of popery) are de- further. He says:
principles as the needle is to the pole, and who are daily in- nounced with the bitterest hatred by that very
The Catholic church impr:egnates the mind of every child
creasing in number and in influence, and to say that the church ? That church has manufactured " divine 'in her schools with a love for virtue and hatred of vice. The ·
teaching of the Catholic church to such peGple is dangerous law" to suit its bwn convenience. Is the man for- old republics of Rome fell through the vicious customs of
to the American republic is a declaration so false that he who
·
their citizens, and if we in America are not careful, history
makes it should be branded as a public enemy, a disturber of g·etful, ignorant of h istory, or a falsifier'? H e con- will repeat itself in our downfall, just as it did in the dissoluthat peace which should be the bond of union in American tinues thus :
of other governments even in modern days. Ill-gotten:
·society.
The moment an American Catholic child reaches the age of wealth, unlin1ited luxury, and unbridled sensuality are the
Is the lecturer simple enough to believe that A,mer- reason, it is taught by the church that it has certain duties worst foes af Christian governments in these times, and the
perform toward God, its neighbor, and its country. It is countries that are h9ney-combecl by such vices are on the
icans. hav forgotten the past history of the Catholic to
told that it must love God, be just to its neighbor, ancl'be vero·e of that precipice down which other nations as great at~
church, of her Inquisitions, her ·autos-cla-je, her true to its nativ land. In this way Catholic children are o1,1r~ hav fallen. The Catholic church, therefore, ttgain proves
wholesale mm·der of those who disbelieved in her molded into model American citizens, possessing that incli- herself the truest friend of this republic by constantly raising
pernicious doctrins 1 Does he forget that his church vidualism which is so characteristic a· feature of the citizens her voice in the sdwol-room, the pulpit, the press, .and on·
of this country. ~'loreover, the churcll inculcates the vaJue the platfornl, teaching the youth and the adult alike the grand
teaches it as a paramount duty of her supporters that of
virtue and morality into the breast of every child educated· lessons of Christian virtue, true patriotism and morality, by
they must yield implicit obedience to a foreign poten- under her supervision. She teaches that the f'amily is the which alone mankind can transmit to posterity the civil
tate, the pope, and that wherever the chmch has ob- fundamental basis of the strength and perpetuity of any gov-· power of Christian government. For performing this gral\d ·
tained a footing it has invariably bred dissension, ernment, no matter by what name they may be designated. duty the church .is assailed by bigots, and tr3:.cluced by thinly~
·
disruption, and disunion, and has never been at ease The family was founded by Almighty God, and " what he disguised traitors.
had joined together.let no man' put asunder." Such is the·
Let us examin and .see how :p1uch virtue IS t~ught
until those governments were totally overthrown and teaching
of- the church, aucl in thus instilling intoJhe 11\incls
d
the cross-that emblem of superstition and cruelty, of the youth of America a love of God, a friendship for-their by the papal church. Infanticide is justifie by the·
along with' disease and moral death-substituted in fellow-ci.tizens, ariel a patriotic ardor for American principles, holy fathers (in order to hide th,eil: own crimes).
the Catholic church proves herself the mainstay of American Seventy-two theologians of the Jesuits hav taught
their places~ Again, he says:
regicide. Thirty-seven theologians of the Romish
The teachings of the millions of Catholics in America-so institutions.
From the moment the .child ()f a Romanist mother faith hav taught theJig:ht to murdei·. "A priest who
far from being dangerous to the integrity of American institutions, -or their preservation-is the firmest chain that can is born into the world, the offices· of the pl'iest are commits adultery is not crinlinal in killing the buslink American citizens together, and thus the Catholic church called into action-:aye ! long before that; _the mother band who assails him" (Rev. Father Jesuit Henrique's
becomes: at· once the strongest mainstay of the American re- is "churched" and is well-versed into the " patent "Moral Theology," vol. i, book 4). Seventy-five theapublic. 'The enemies of the church and the American autonomy are constantly crying out that Catholicity is a foreign morality" _of Romanism. The abuses and crimes of logians hav taught theft. I could quote many more
religion for the reason that Catholics render obedience to the the confessional are vivid in her memory; and as a "holy t~achings," but it is not necessary. Capel talks
pope. But who can tell the world what religion is pecu- natural consequence become interwoven with the very of ill-gotten wealth, etc.· How does the humble fol- ·
liarly American in its invention?
existence of the embryotic child. Those are the lower of the meek and lowly lamb of God afford to
Spiritualism is about the only form of religious frenzy
which ·America has developed thus far-Episcopalianism, seeds ·of that "virtue ·and morality" of whic.h this pay ten dollars per day for accommodations in. the .
Methodism, and all other isms having been imported into this traveling falsifi.eJ.' speaks so glowingly. Where can Palace Hotel at San Francisco ~ If he is desirous of
country frorri England or some other portion of Europe; children be foundthat are mo.re disrespectful to their finding " unbridled sensuality," he can find oceans of
hence all forms of religion are alike foreign, and thus the parents, more lawless in their acts, more crin;~.inal it in the convents. A nation that is honeycombed'
charge against Catholicism-as being alone foreign-is as than the children of Romanisls, taken as a whole'? with Romanism will soon be honeycombed with
false a~ it is· fraudulent.
In support of Capel's decl&ration that .the chmch crime. Look at Ireland, Spain, Italy, and RussiaDoes Capel forget that Pope Gregmj' VII., other- is the champion- of virtue and morality, I will make a: Greek church. When the truth is told about her
wise known as Hildebrand, who came into power by few extracts from the "Sacred Roman Chancery," in past and present crimes the m;y is raised of "bigots
poisoning his predecessor Alexander (1073), and who which is. contained the· exact sums to be levied for and thinly-disguised traitors." / But I care not. Rodied in exile for his many crimes (1085), had drawn the pardon of each particular sin. Afl long· as par- manism must be destroyed or it will destroy our govup in. the year 1075 11 declaration of papal rights dons are in the market, so long will crime be ram- ei'nment, the 'object it is stealthily aiming at. He
which hav been enforced with vigor by the succeed- pant:
ended his "talking-machine speech" by denying that
ing popes (as long as they had the power) and hav Robbing a church ...... $2.25· Priest to keep a concu- ·
the chmch took any part_ or interest in politics, but
·been submitted to by papists as ordinances from 'Simony ............ ,........ 2.25 . bir,_e ..................... · 2.25 that her whole aim was to build up ,virtue, morality,
God ? - There are twenty-seven of them, and perfect Perjury, forgery, lying. 2.00 Ravis)ling a virgin....... 2.00 and honesty, and repeating the false claim that "the
................ ... . . 3.00 Murder of father, mothh
h
. t
f Am .
· t'
beauties at that. Space will not permit mention of Robbery
Burning a house......... 2.75
er, sister, brother, or
Catholic C urch was t e marns ay o .
encan ms !them all, but I will select just a few directly bearing Eating meat in Lent.... 2:75
wife .. ...... ....... .... .. . 2.00 tutions." (The Fifteenth Amendment, also, I supon the subject uncle1· discussion:. 2. The title uni- Killing a layman......... L75 Nun, for frequent fomipose.) Safeguard of morality in the United States /
versal belongs .to th~ Roman pontiff alone. 7. The Striking a priest.......... 2. 751. cation in or .out of
forsooth ! When did you find it out, Capel? Ro- c
abortion...... 1.50
nunnery.................. 5.00
.
. th
t
d
t
f h
pope has power, accm:ding to circumstances, to. mitke Procuring
D d
JYI
·
f b'clcl
mamsm IS
e grea an secre enemy o
uman
1 ·
1
new laws, to create new churches, to transform a
~~te~.~~-~~~~~~~ ~~~ 3.00 ~~7~~~-~~ ~~ ~ e~ 10.00 liberty.
EMANUEL M. JoNES.
chapter into an abbey, to divide a rich bishopric into
All incests; rapes, adulteries, and fornications committed by
two, and to unite two poor bishoprics. 8. He alone a priest
with his relations, nuns, married women, virgins, and
Radicalism a11d Negation.
has the,. right to assume the attributes of empire. concubines, with the joint pardon of all crimes together, $12.
12. He has a right to depose emperors (and presivVith
much.
interest hav I l'ead "A. B. B.'s" late ar-·
The above are selected from_ Hawee's "Church
dents' also, I suppose). 16. No council can call itself History," Smith's "Errors of the Chm·ch of Rome," ticle on "Constructiv Liberalism." Without the inigeneral without the order of the pope. 17. No chap- '\Vatson's "Theological Tracts," and Moshiem's "Ec- tials, I should hav lmown its author by his peculiar
ter, no book, can be reputed canonical without his clesiastical History." It is so.mewhat strange that pungent style. Om age has but one Arthm B. Bradauthority. 19. He cannot be judged by anybody. the priests should deny that indulgences are gTanted, ford, whom I knew near twenty years ago, as he and
22. The Roman chm·ch is nev,er WI'ong·, and never and yet print a book with all the rules, ·regulations, I were associated on the -Christian Leader, in the
falls into error. 27. The pope can release the sub- grades of crime, and prices attached thereto, for the Free Chmch, battling ag[!.inst " the sum of all villainjects of bad princes from all oaths of allegiance (of guidance of those priests.
ies.'' The brains which kind nature has give~ us,
course all princes who were not papists were bad).
Passing over 'his frivolous remm:ks about divorce, and a sincere love of and diligent search after ,truth,
These absurd, wild, extravagant, and wicked pre- fanlily ties, etc., I come to where he: says:
hav most happily brought us together on a firmer
tensions were acquiesced in and submitted to by the
The Infidel element of our clay has transferred the power grolmd than when we thus stood in the Free Presbycourt of Rome, and are to this day contended for, which comes from God to the people. But we must not be terian church. Then it was on assumptions, now on ..
and would be enforced, in this country, had that de- deceived by the specious assertions of such transposers of science.
testable monster, the papal church, the power to do truth. Every man-from the president to the humblest·while his article clearly shows· the mountain we
so. Neither Spiritualism, Materialism, nor any other derives whatever power he possesses, in the family or the hav to remove and the- means essential to effect it,
nation, from almighty God, and to hirri must he render ati
ism, originated in tpis country, ·but be it said to the account of his stewardship. There were fully forty thousand his faith in its being done, I fear, is too nearly of .
honor of the supporters of all except Catholicism Catl\olics in America during its struggle for independence, the mustard-seed kind.
Neg·ativs are easier than
.. that their belief does not exact allegiance to a foreign and to a man they were found on the side of American lib- affirmativs, and on the whole of more importance.
spiritual prince, as Romanism does. A Romanist erty. Catholic France, Ireland, and Poland sent their sons to The old 'Jewish Decalog has at least eight negativs
in the holy cm,1se of 'this nation's freedom. Washington,
cannot be true to his teachings and be a devoted cit- help
the father of his country, had so high an opinion of Catholic to two affirmativs; thou shalt not, rather than thou
izen of this country-an utter impossibility. He aiel and valor in that memorable struggle that he highly eu- shalt. With this l\1r. Bradford agrees. The blows
further said:
logized the Catholic element for its assistance, both by land that bring down are better and easier than those
sea, in the cause of liberty and right. And even at this that build up. Were it possible for Samson to hav
Our blessed redeemer cannot be called a foreigner in any and
clay the Catholic element is l\lOSt prominent .in the military pulled down the pillars and the mighty temple,
portion of the world formed out of nothing by the hand of defenders
this country. At every military post Catholics
God. Nor can the religion he formed be called foreign, ex- are found of
who are ready to imperil their lives in defense of crushing the thousands under it, the work was probcept by those fanatics who are ignorant of her teachings and liberty's flag
against any foeman, whether foreign or domes- ·ably of more value to'his kind than that of building
her history. The twelve apostles were not looked· upon as
it up. The thousand million dollars in slaves, cursed
foreigners by the nativs of the lands they visited, nor was the tic.
His assertions about man getting his power from and cmsing the heart and the life out of our rep)..lbCatholic church which they represented thus rebuked by the
peoples among whom they were called to preach God's truth. God is mere balderdash and not worth noticing. He lic, as Mr. Bradrord finely says, was destroyed in. a
The chu~ch was commanded to teach " all nations," hence prates about the Romanists' services dming the war moment by a clash of Mr. Lincoln's pen. So is the
her home is in all lands, as she represents God's kingdom in
every clime comprised within the entire universe. Long be- of Independence, and their. present loyalty to the dash· of a thousand pens-'-Mr. Bradford's not the
fori'J the caravel of Columbus touched the shores of America, United States government. A military life is an easy least-destroying the cmse of superstition and
and long before Protestantism was known in the world, re- and a lazy life .in time of peace, and that is why so emancipating hmnan minds. Not only are the
publics had existed .in Europe, and were never menaced in many of the "faithful " are found there. Again, many shackles of priestcraft breaking from the minds of
their principles or disturbed in their progress by the presence
of the Catholic church in their midst. The church of God is of them hav no trades (except praying and preying), our countrymen, but in England, France, and yet ·
consonant with all kinds of governments; she can exist under and thus enlist in the army. · Their services in the faster, in Germany. The rays .of science from Ber- .
monarchy or republicanism, and so long as she can exercise Revolutionary wars was more the result of hatred to lin are'dissipating the gloom of superstition rapidly,
her religious mission she heeds not what form of civil organ- England than of patriotism for the United States. I and happily education means liberty. The twain are
ism surrounds her. In the opinion of the speaker, the best suppose it was patriotism which brought them over so joined together that no man may'put them asl.illforms of govermnent were a limited momirchy and a republic, with a preference for the latter; but popes and priests here to fight for King George III. in 1776 to '83. der. Our free schools are freeing minds. Our text .
hav nought to do with any form of government, so long as During ·the Civil vVar the South furnished as many books on geography, astronomy, and geology are imsuch civil rule is. not antagonistic to the divine Jaw
Romanists, in proportion to its population, to fight bibing the nebular theory- Geology vm·s·us Genesis
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·is bound to: win; Before Mr. Btaclford shall take his gaslights were bmning at the end of Umg tap'erc I to send food, money, and medicin. Were they count- . , last sleep, we hav reason to hope .that evolution will shaped things made. in imitation of cariclles.. Over ing _hairs and feeding sparrows~ And ~he guardian
be taught in our schools, as Woodrow had.to teach it and back of these a piCtme of a naked man nailed to I spints we hear so much of '? Why did they not
to his Christian students. , Truth is mighty and will a cross added its cheering ,influence to the scene, and " materialize" food, cu·irik, and meclicin', blankets, and
'.. prevail, an_d even when mushed to em·th it will rise still ~ther up a sta:ined-glass window .. displa:~:ed nurses'! lfi,~f.le of these sufferers :whoh~ed "for
. again so much the ri:rightier.
.
. '
.
. three likenesses that nnght pass for the king, queen, God's sake ';t'lor water had been yom ''ilhild, your
All we need do is to learn it, proclaim it, and, if and jack in a eucher deck.
·
wife, your -~.hother, your heart's darling, and your
.'need· be, suffer for its sake. Om war is far nobler
Soon the stage armmd the altar began to be peopled spirit had been witness to the terrible pangs of thirst,
.f!ind om victor:~: smer than the many waged wiFh car- with absmclly and fantastically dressed persons. would you not hav ministered unto them~ Would
nal weapons. · The Bibl!3 is too full of ab,smdities to There were boys in red robes, young men. in Mother yon. hav waited for a medium and a dark closet~
stand, for a moment before common sense; honest in:- Hubbards, and a lusty.priest habited in an embroidered
I tell you, my friends, one such a narrativ as this
.vestigation. Hence, with om downwm·d strokes, let cmiosity that, hanging from his shoulders fore and of St. Roche's Hospital is enough to kill all belief in
us "lay on, McDuff, and dal1llled be hlm who first aft, made him look like one of those traveling adver- gods and ghosts in all reas6ning minds. Garfield~s
'qries, Hold, enough."
,
tisers who walk the streets sandwiched between ·two death in the face of millions of }Jrayers made many
,: ; . ' '. Assumption,s and credulity, which mean a want of f\igns. These individuals .all appeai"ed su~picious ~f an Atheist,. and this case of St. Roche's Hospital will
· common sense, make up Bible religion. These .m·e .the altar's intentions toward them. . They. acted as if make many more of them. The poor priest-ridden
neftl"er nothing than something. At best they are no they were afraid of it, and, whenever passing the. ar- people will learn that they themselvs must become
Jil.Ore than untempered mortar, ready to fall·off fastBr I;angement,. they kept an eye on, it as. if the thing were .gQds; and if they want happiness and heaven, they
than the time taken to put them on. They are too liable to jmnp at them. The boys got upon the stage must w:ork for them here and now; work for the
th.in to do much hm·m, or to be in any wise formid- by entering a side Q.oor of the auditorium and riuirc:p.- highest good of all; must become themselvs what
able. · The. Bible _dogmas never hav been nor. ever can ing up a short flight of steps whei'e the leading ~u- they admire and adore in their gods. "Blessed are
be more than half believed. They are quite too light ·sician usually sits. .The priest came en from the :f:hes. the merciful;" buJ; the gods they adore must be mer- .
When the congregation had all ai'rivecl. ~nd done ciful inen, and not the hem·tless gods-wretchesto gl'avitate any. dangerous distance into the mind;
Not one Catholic in ten thousand really believes the their devoirs towm·d the altai·, there wei'e perhaps yvho. can allow and witness such hospital horrors.
wafer to be the body of Christ, or the wine his blood. three hundred people present, t1vo hundred and. fifty Oh, how long it takes to mold a race into humanity,
,
·Freeman, of Pocasset, tried hard to believe in the of whom were women. The music which opened· the love, and kindness!
Long, long, long a-growing,
Abraham and Isaac story, in the resmrection of his services was good..'Instead of reading the Bible the
T?e ft:uit of all t_he Old
.
, mmdere.d little daughter, but all in vain. If he pri,est gave out som~ Latin e;xtracts from.~ lm·ge book
Rtpemng to-day m thee.- Wh~tman.
effected pm·tial, superficial belief, it all went off,· as His words were dehvered with an abommable nasal
Snowville, Va.
ELliiiNA DRAKE SLENKER.
she did not, could not,' come to life. His terrible e~ drawl, called intoning, ·which·, was most offensiv
periment has done more to ma;ke Infidels than ou'r t9 the em·. This· driveling exercise .was interspersed
Religious Agitation.
m·ticles, since the tragedy has l:eached the religious With music and a quantity of -i"idiculoris mummery
mind, beyond om writings or even Ingersoll's lect- incapable of desm"iption. A second emiosity, in the
We of the Secular Union are chm·ged by our
mes. As hydrophobia dreads water, so this sickly form .of ·a pi"iest older and fatter than the first, read. enemies with doing nothing for Seculm"ization. Here
faith of Christians dreads common sense cliscussion, announcements, mm·riage banns, if t~at .is what they ·is an eclitorial whieh happened to appear in the
and well it may, since in om age of. investigation 1t are ?ailed; and the nameS' of pers'!ns , who needed Detroit Evening News dming my recent stay in that
cannot wholly escape it. The refuge at the horns of wa:ymg for. To these he added a tedious ser~on c~n- city. The writer, Mr. Judson Grennell, is also one
the altar is playing out. As a confirmation of the sist.mg of remm·ks ~n ~he worthless~.e.s~ of this,w?.Ild, Iqf the leading contributors to the L. abor Leaf, and is
position that errors callllot be believed as truth, let the glory of th~ n~xt m case you. got mto the nght one of the most logical, concise, and clem· WI"iters
anyone try his own mind. For thirty yem·s ·I tried, berth---'-?therWise It w?uld be hot---cand . the :duty of on all social problems to be found in Michigan. The
for instance, to believe in bodily resmrectiori, and yet supportmg ~he Ca~holic 2hmch. _To this _.e.~cl ~ col- Rev. z.- Grennell, his brother, ~s the high-salm"i~d
never effected it. Seeing that in less than a centmy lectwn wa:s Immediately "aken u:p. ·The VISitm felt pastor of one of the most fashionable chmches m
after death the body goes into vegetables, and as they that the fifteen c~nts he ~ad. paid at the. door. was .that city. Don't think he pays mu?h pew rent in his
are eaten into other animals, it is impossible not to ample :emuneration considenng the _quality ·of the brother'.s .church. He says:
perceive that no body is left on which Gabi"iers horn entertannnent, and he therefore reframed fi"om putThe agitation for a religious revival all over the country as
can act. Were it possible for Joshua to prostrate ting any money into the box which the usher held well ns in Detroit will doubtless be followed by an agitation
on the part of Freethinkers against the church. When the
·
the.walls of Jericho, it is possibl~ for him to hav pros- out to. him on the end of ·a stick. .
In the place of a benedietion the: priest dismissed 1'eaction from the excitement produced by what is termed
trated them had there been none. Let the old
'·' a. spiritual awakening" comes, which awakening is too
. shtughte~-ing sav~ge 'ge'neral come fortJ: and try his the . congregation by maneuvering ·his fing·ers across often nothing but a passing excitement instead of a change
fi'ont, following the lines of an· imaginm·y cr~ss. of heart-a breaking away from evil practices and the leadhorns, if they may be resurrected, on wall-less Jericho,
All along through: the service, baiTing the' serinon, ing of the con,verts' thoughts and ·desires into new channelsand the failme will make him, as he ought to be, the
butt of I"idicule. In view of all this, and thousands which lasted an hom, the auclienee knelt and arose tile enelnies of the church will reap theiT harvest. Physical
cl<'pressiou. wi;I succeeu physi<)al exultation, and in the place
·of other patent facts, we may well take heart. Not- by turns; the women slipped their beac1s along the of
faith' will arise doubts, so that after the religious will come
withstanding the eighty thousand educated and sal- string, and all did the best they could: to wallow in the irreligious revival, and instead of only thTee hundred
aried priests in the devil's service, lVIr. Bradford's the dust.· The man with the badge pin appem-ecl to Liberal Leagues in tbe country there will probably be five
earthquakes of science m·e sme to sink them. ln,deed, be the onlJ . spectator; the rest performed, ancl it htimlred or nne tlwusancl.
For ~,he hold Liberals, Freethinkers, Atheists, Infidels, or
no more than a little surface tremor is needed to gave him a shaky sensation to watch th~m. He felt whatev'cr
they may call themselvs, hav on the public, the
fiighten and put them to flight. . Webster compared somewhat like a man who has a watch which he knows churches are in a measure to ·blame. They lmv taken advanCallioun, stn1ggling in his sloug·h of nullification, to is right, but which disagrees with the timepieces of tao·e of.their numbers and influence to perpetrate a wrong on
a steed sunk in the morass, where every effort at ex- all his neighbors. The Oatholies m·e yet in the mi~l th~ community in general; and on those who happen to
di:iferen1ly from thew as regards religious beliefs in
ti"ication but sunk him the deeper. So of clergymen; clle of tile slough of superstition. If any one doubts think
particular.
This wrong is the exemption of church property
let them try, and try, and try ag·ain, that much deeper this, let him attend a Catholic service. Idolatry, from taxation, which is u semi-official way of uniting church
in the slough of error and fraud must they sink. . Not paganism, religious abasement, could not sink lower. mid state.
E1'er since the National Liberal League came into existso much our noble Lincoln as om· ignoble Davis .freed If Jesus Ghrist had nm across one of these religim\.s
our millions of slaves. The Confederate fire-eating insane asylums in his day, he would hav cleared the ence. nearlv ten years ago, through the attempt of the Natiomil Hl'fo"rm Association to " put God into the Constitution
effort, this silly man at its head, unshackled the op- house with a club.
of the· United States," there has been a steady growth of
--------~~------pressed slaves quite sooner than had the peaceable ads<icietics formed to fight the church. Prof. Francis E. AbWhere Are Your Gods and Ghosts?
bot, now, or tmtil recently, of Harvard University, was in
ministration of Mr. Lincoln had the South kept its
Friends, every n~w and then we read of soin~ ter- 18'72 the· editor of a paper in Toledo called the Indem, and he
peace. Then let us duly appreciate every effort for
Nine Demands which hav generally been accepted
truth and freedom, freely giv to sustain our jom·nals, rible scene of human woe and 1nisery, SSJmothilig so formulated
as tim platform ,of tlw Liberals. The first plank reads:
utterly
heart-rending
ancl
hon"ible
that
we
are
sick
redouble om diligence, and defy a second edition of
'' That dmrehcs and all other ecclesiastical property be no
the Spanish Inquisition.
W. PERKINS. · 1mto death to think of "nian's · inlnunanity to lorio·cr exempt. from taxation," and.on this, more than on all
man;" and w-e wonder how it is possible for anyone the"'other eio·ht combined, hav the Liberals been able to rally
Ocala, Fla.
--------~~~--------to be so callous, cr'L1el, ancl brutal-yet no! brutes the <>Tcatt>sCnnmbcr of adherents. Other demands are that
Ron1at1 Catholic Mummery.
often 'shame such deeds as men dal1lll themsehs in minlsters be no longer employed in a spiritual capacity by
the· civil or military authorities; that appropriations for sec.· ·.
'
·
'
On a· recent Sunday, morning a man wearing a doing!
tarian institutions, whether of a religious or educational charvVhen I read the terrible , sufferings of. the small- acter, cease: .and that "our entire political system be
Wettstein Freethought badge pin was walking along
· East Eleventh street. As he came opposit the door pox patients in St. Roche's Hospital, my first thought folinded and administered on a purely secular basis." In
of St. Ann's Catholic church, the rain began to fall, was, And all this was dolle under the gmu'd and short they call .for the eomplete separation of church and
state,' and they proelaim that until this is done they will ~n
and he went in to get out of the wet. He wt;ts o·uiclance of the mother superior and. the nuns, who ceil'singly cnrleaTOT to overthrow the church by attackmg
obliged to buy a ticket before entering, at an expense hav for ages, in all climes ancl eountries, been called both its govcrmm'nt aml its dogmas.
As pn)of that there is a union between church and state in
of fifteen cents. Young women who looked as if the so. mereiful, tender, and· lmselfish in earing· for the
fifteen cents was all the money they had or were sick ancl suffering! Verily, thieves, robbers, and the United States, Freethinkers point to the fact that the govappoints Christhn ministers and pays them out of
capable of earning paid the same. It is a mistake to o:utcasts, would hav shown more mercy than these ernment
the public purse .to oJicr pnt?e~·s in l~g~slativ halls: that it
Catholics hav done.
.
say that salvation in free.
·
.
satitrics men to teach the. Chnstum rchgwn to soldters and
The 81tn says "the fault is clue in no respect to st1i!ors · that it bestows upon religious institutions millions of
St. Ann's church, architecturally, is somewhere between a jail and a theater. Its interior is about as the sisters," and thei1 telis us that when an attendant the pnlJhc money; that it causes ~he Bible to be read in the
public schools; and that it sets aside one clay as a particularly
cheerful as a grave. The ticket bought at the door brought a few mgged blankets for ac1c1itiomiJ cover- )wly
one, in ubedi~nce. to. ~he demands of ~he ?h~1rch.
landed the visitoi' in a seat well forward. Here, ing " the llll)ls were not .t,o know of it, or they w~ulcl \Vhcthcr these constttute .a. unwn of church and scate, 1t ts un·watching the rest as they c~e in, he· discover.ed that raise hell with him." Ancl one poor demented patwnt l!Ccessary to argue. Suffice. it to say they do. not ~onstitutc
he had omitted a ceremony which seemed an impor- was even put i1~ :the woocl-shecl to be out of the wtty, such a union as the pubhc generally hav m mmd when
. tant feature of the program. This was kneeling- at anc1 this wtts ordered by the lady superior. She nntRt speaking of a state religion. But it is a fact that the exemptimi from taxation of over $700,000,000 of church propthe door of the pew and saluting the altar before en- indeed be a strange "lady," and what must the 'o!-ty in the United States is a wrong that needs righting in
..
,
.
tering-a ljerformance which goes under the term otherS'·be if she is "superior?"
the interest of the churches themselvs.
Perhaps if our churches would, in the. 1!1atter of taxatio~,
genuflexion. The visitor had neglected to genuflex. · If thousands of clolla.n3 m·e freely·given to send re. The thing is done becomingly or not accordi;rig to the lief tothe sufferers '''ho voluntalily seek the North acknowledge the correctness of :he pos1t10n taken by thmr
nnd consent to .pay thetr share of the bnnkns of
gracefulness of the devotee; the young fellow who Pole, 1vhy should oi1ly eight c1olla,1:s a month b~ paid enemies·
o-overmi'tent, they would be more successful in winning souls
got into the slip with the writer dropped upon his to women . to · mu·se the victims of a terrible disease to Christ and in filling their houses of worship with s?ekers
knees ,with a tough swagger, and made a motion like Slriali-pox? And is it not en0~1gh to suffer from after tritth. At least they would wrest from the Freetlnnkers
toward the altar as though abol~t to say, '' vVell, here's the diseaseitself without being feel upon unpalatable one of their nwst cfiectiv weapons. The strength of a chain
shown by its weakest link. The vulnerability of a ship of
lookin' at yees." In each pew is a low ben\)h rnniiing :food, having. no ·care or meclicin, ancl last arid worst, is
war is t;eo-ulated by the part that is most linble to present to
drop
of
water
for
clays,
till
insanity
set
in,
not.
one
the whole length of the pew; It is so ari·ange'd that
the enemy the best chance of penetrating it. So it is with
.,
the worshiper can slide from his seat of knowledge and death came to end it all'?
the churches. One of their weak spots is their freedom from
.Think of these thlngs, my fl"iends, and ask yom- taxation, whereby injustice is clone, and most of their efforts
to his knees with a very slight effort.
•
·
The altar, at the further end of the church, i·e- selvs what yom gods were doing that they lifted no iii behalf of public morality are made abortiv.
.
E. A. STEVE!'IS.
sembled an enlarged soda fountain. Above the altar fing~r to help, that they inspn·ed no benevolent ones
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News and Notes.
The immediate duty of every Freethinker in New
York is indicated by the following from R. B. Jackson, of Long Island. Push with all possible rapidity
the petitions for church taxation, etc., in order that
action may be taken this winter before the Senate
and Assembly at Albany. Co-operate in every county.
Will the Liberals of L<?ng Island please commUnicate
with Mr. Jackson, so that by joining forces more
work can be accomplished~ As fast as signatures are
received, forward to the TRUTH SEEKER office, or to J.
J. McCabe, corresponding secretary of the New York
State Freethinkers' Association, 35 Van W oert street,
Albany, N. Y. An effort will at once be made for the
introduction of a bill to carry out the measures asked
for by the petition.
SEAFORD, QuEEN's Co., N. Y., Dec. 29; 1885.
MR. S. P. PuTNAM, Dear Sir: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of
Dec. 5th you say to the Freethinkers of the state, " Push the
petitions for church taxation, etc., n.pidly." I hope our
friends throughout the state are acting on the suggestion. If
anyone will take an activ part in circulating the petitions,
he will soon become convinced of the urgent necessity for
prompt and vigorous action. If I mistake not, they will discover that nearly the whole power and influence of the
churches are used to oppose our just demands.
We are circulating the petitions in this neighborhood, and
although the influence of th~ one (}Iethodist) church in this
place is against us, we are meeting with very good success.
I hav confined my efforts so far to this (first) election district
of this town (Hempstead). I think I could perhaps help Mr.
Carman in his district (the second). At any rate, I am willing to try if he wishes me to. In the adjoining town of Oyster Bay I can perhaps aid in the work. If you know of any
person or persons in that town who are engaged in circulating, the petitions, will you be so kind as to open the way for
me to communicate with them and ascertain if I can assist in
any way?
Yours. respectfully,
R. B. JAcKSON.

The following address from J. J. McCabe, corresponding secretary of the New York state Freethinkers' Association, contains good words, not simply for
the Liberals of New York state, but for those of
every state in the union. Harmonious action is the
need of the hour. With my whole heart I would
emphasize this address. ·Leu Liberals in every place
come together, if only a few in number, and work for
the common end. In all the history of American
Liberalism there never was a better opportunity for
united and successful effort.
l;ORK STATE FREETHINKERS' ASSOOIATION.
ALBANY, N. Y., November, 1885.
DEAR FRIEND: This year will be memorable in the annals
of Freethought in this country. The well-paid propagators
of superstition, falsehood, hypocrisy, and religious cant hav
determined that. the office of the theological impostor shall
continue to be respected by mental slaves and feared by those
who hav been liberated from the bondage of priestly tyranny.
It is the duty of those who hav been awakened. from the
hideous nightmare of superstitious fear, with its devils, vindictiv gods, and slimy assassins of manly honesty and honor,
to do what they can to eradicate superstitious fear from the
minds of all men, women, and children with whom we come
in contact. In order to giv force and vitality to the cause of
mental libery, Freethinkers in every locality. should try to
organize societies, no matter how small the number at the
start. Notify those whom you know to be Liberal or opposed
to theological dogmas. Either act yourself or select some
NEW

other person to act as president. Hav some one to act· as school also under the public patronage, and is ·paying it b·esecretary. Call- your society by whatever name you choose,. tween ten and twelve thousand dollars a year to be. taught
but if agreeable to a majority, call it· the Secular society of what the church dictates, among which is enmity to public
your locality. If you hav l).O rent 'to pay for the place where schools, to say nothing of the catechisms, infallibility of the
you meet there is no use of charging members for initiation pope at Rome, and the way to count beads.
o'r dues. Let each member of your society do what he or
It was over two years. ago that I saw a boast in Catholic
she can in the matter of enrolling members <Jf your town or papers that the church was getting over $100,000 a year
county organization. If the number in any one locality is·• to "educate" Indian children, and since then hav seen scores
too small to make it an object to meet once a week, try to of notices where the govermnent had placed Indian children:
meet at least once in each month. After you hav organJzed by the scores and fifties in the Catholic schools in the Westyour society please inform me by letter and I will try to send ern states and territories, and appropriated large sums for
reading matter for distribution. In the mean time do all you their pretended "education." The church maintains a
can to encourage our people to support the editors and pub- "Catholic bureau" at Washington to negotiate in these matlishers of those newspapers and magazines that indorse and ters, and bring the influence of the church to bear on corrupt
support the National Secular Union.
politicians to effect its object.
"In union there is strength." Divided and fragmentary
What right has the ·government to use the public money to
efforts, if continued, will keep Freethinkers in the same posi- promote religious bigotry, and teach sectarianism of the Cathtion they hav always occupied, namely, that of an unorgan- olic or any other stripe? I venture to say that the Catholic
.ized band of skirmishers.
church, for purely sectarian purposes-or perhaps any other
. The resolutions adopted at the last state Convention hav sect-will undertake the education of the entire youth of this
struck the priestly orders with terror. They now see that country if the government will foot the bill with the people's
the work of aggression has commenced. The changing of taxes. ·
,
the name of the National Liberal League to that of the
I am decidedly in favor of educating the Indian youth of
American Secular Union has put the great questions in which all tribes, as the best means of progress and developmentwe are interested in proper shape. We are taxed to support educating in what will be useful in making them· intelligent
$800,000,000 dollars of church property. We are taxed to citizens, in the arts of industry and usefulness, the whole
support sectarian education in schools, asylums, juvenil re- scope of secular education, but not in farming them out to be
formatories, and penal' institutions. Therefore we should crammed with theolo~y and priestcraft, which has only been
welcome, cheer, and strengthen the hands of the apostles of the cause of oppressiOn, war, and persecution in all past
Secularism. Out of the sixty million inhabitants of the history.
United States, thirty-five millions are not connected with any
Government can educate the Indian youth as cheaply as and
religious organization. The majority of these are Liberals, better than it can hire it done. Then let this infamous work
Freethinkers, and Secularists. They are not interested in the be stopped. Let the country be waked up to the danger of
welfare of any church. The scientists of the country are enlisting more of the ignorant classes to strengthen the effort
with us in heart, and are only waiting for the rise of the being made for the union of" church and state." The scramSecular tide to enter the field against priestcraft.
ble of the last administration to capture tlle Catholic vote is
If man or woman ever had a glorious cause in which to only equaled by the present one to recapture that which was
labor and make sacrifices, it is the cause of Secularism. It lost in the appointments because they are Catholic. It is
is written that Jesus said. that he did not come to bring peace high time the people's attention was called to this thing
into the world but a sword; to put the parents against their which the corrupt and unprincipled political office-seekers
children and the husband against the wife. Now, if Chris- after power are doing on every hand. And there is no more
tianity has been conducted on this principle for 1,800 years- fitting agency to do it than the Liberals of the country, who
and we all know by personal experience that it has-are we ought to be above party and mere political scramble when
who are in possession of the truth going to allow the propa- the civil and religious 'liberties of the country are thus threatgators of a barbarous superstition to ride over us rough-shod? ened.
I hope not. Therefore let all Freethinkers labor enthusiastWhen a political party, as in the case of the Democratic
ically to organize societies; repel cheeky and ignorant secta- party of Iowa and Ohio, as it has done this year, dares to
rian pretensions witll rational arguments, kind acts, and good nominate a candidate for governor who is in favor of taxing
behavior. Allow no priests or ministers to baptize your chil- church property, the Catholic church takes a hand in politics
in a most lively way. This is manifest in the Cat!wlic Citizen
dren or to pray or preach ever your dead.
In any locality where the number of Freetllinkers is small, of this state, which is a strong Democratic paper, and circuweekly meetings could be held at the homes of the members lates largely in both the above states. It advises all Cathof the society, changing about from one place to another. olics to vote against and defeat these Democratic candidates
In any town where there is a hall that can be occupied for for governor.
I hav long been of the opinion that the Liberalists will
such purposes, Liberal speakers should be invited occasionnever make their influence felt and useful until they organize
ally.
The petition for the taxation of church property should ob- as a voting party or become more independent of party poltain as many signatures as possible. Any person who wants itics than they are now, in seeking the nomination and then
the support of· known Liberals.
these petitions will please write to the undersigned.
But to return to the purpose of this letter-the subject of
Again let me say to you, do what you can to help the cause
govermnent support of sectarian education of the wards of
of mental liberty, justice, and universal brotherhood ..
the nation. Let Liberals everywhere, especially in the terriYours truly,
J. J. McCABE, Corr. Sec.
tories, watch the extent of the practice, and ·report through
I would call attention to the following important THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the country will be surprised to
communication from W. S. Wood, of Wisconsin, an learn how the ·people's money is being used by their chosen
old and reliable worker in the ranks of Freethought. agents to get and retain power by corrupting the very
sources of our safety.
The facts which he relates of the action of the eccleIn haste, very truly yours,
W. S. Woon.

siastical forces should arouse .Liberals to vigilance.
The evidence is multiplying that there is a wide and
The above letters show the interest and enthusiasm
determined effort to capture the instrumentalities of
education for the benefit of the church and theology: there are for the cause for which the American Secular
Union is organized. The question simply is, Shall
SHAWANo, Wrs., Oct. 7, 1885.
we be united among ourselvs ~ Any professed LibSAMUEL P. PuTNAM, EsQ., Sec. National Liberal League,
My Dear Sir: There is a matter of importance that I wish to eral who labors to create discord is worthy only of
call your attention to for consideration at the meeting of the the utmost condemnation. He is doing more injury
League (not to add to the Nine Demands), which might be than it is possible for any Christian to accomplish.
covered by a resolution, perhaps, so as to get the. subject The Cln:istians are our open enemies, and we know
prominently before the people. It is the liberal and scandal- how to meet them and their efforts. But he who,
ous way in which our government is farming out the Indian
children-the wards of the nation-to the different sects to under the guise of Freethought, seeks to distract our
be stuffed with catechism, bigotry, myths, and superstition forces, confuse the minds of the people, and. bring
at the public expense, under the disguise of being '' educated" up false issues, should receive the condemnation of
at sectarian schools.
everyone who desires the progress of Secularism.
I refer now more particularly to that most bigoted and
despotic of all the sects in denying the r~ght of private judg- There are ways by which honest and fair criticism
ment-the Catholic church-because I happen to be near can be expressed, and by which wrong can be righted,
where the t)"rannical ruie of that church is put into practice without an indiscriminate and calumnious attack. He
under my observation. Instance: The Green Bay Agency who lends himself to any such method of redress is
"Qf the Menominee and other tribes of Indians is located near the ally of the church. He is the " cat's-paw" 'of the
here, in this county, upon an Indian reservation, including
also the Oneida tribe in Brown county. The tribe in this county Christian. He covers himself with infamy. The
for some twenty years hav been under the "missionary" in- action of the American Secular Union is open as the
fluence of Catholic priests, who never exhibited any special day. l'here is no concealment. To every proper
interest in their "education" until some two years ago when tribunal there will be a strict and fair reckoning of
the government instructed its agent to erect a large building
at an expense of ten or twelve thousand dollars, as a public. accounts. The thing to be settled, the important
school for the education of the youth of the agency. As soon thing for Liberals, is this: Are there enough honorable,
as the priests found they could not control the school they generous-minded, just, and earnest men and women in
began the erection of a large school-building of their own, this country to maintain a strong, united, and victoand pushed it with such vigor as to complete it before the rious organization'? Or is the body of Liberals in this
government did its building. The government school was
to clothe and feed and lodge as well as to educate. The pu- country to be distracted, like so many theological parpils of its school and the India:.! youth were delighted at the ties, with petty quarrels~ I myself hav faith to believe
prospect.
that the good and noble will triumph-that the spirit
But, Lo and behold! when the school was ready to open, of harmony will prevail. Never was there a brighter
the priests had forbid them to attend it on.penalty of losing
their soufs in hell, and had also exerted such influence upon prospect than now for the union of Liberals. I hope
the parents as to make them prevent their children from at- that· every man and woman who realizes the greatness
tending any but the Catholic school. Thus the good inten- of the interests at stake will rally and do the very
tions of the govermnent was defeated by the priests whom best work he or she can do for the common cause.
it permits to stay among the tribe, and fill them with prejudice and hatred toward public schools, which they represent The attacks made upon the Union should only influas Godless cesspools of infamy, and unfit places for the edu- ence its friends to be more devoted and more detercation and advancement of their children. The government mined to see that its platform shall become the law
was virtually booted off the reservation, and the agent had to of American politics. .
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
go to other tribes not under Romish influences to find students to occupy its building-except in cases of some halfdozen which hav since been taken away through the influence of the priests.
A few months ago a new agent, whose appointment was
asked for by Mrs. General Sherman, of St. Louis, on the
ground that he was a Roman Catholic, hae been appointed,
and the superintendency of the public school has since .been
placed in the hands of a Catholic. It was formerly in the
hands of a friend of our public schools.
But to cap the climax, in the political scramble for Catholic
votes and influence, the govermnent has p~aced the Catholic

Albany Secular Society.
At the annual election of this society, held January
3, 1886, the following officers were elected: J. J. McCabe, president; Mrs. H. A. Iliohan, first vice-president; W. Dickson, second vice-president; C. Herbert
Luck, corresponding secretary; J. J. Jansen, financial 'secretary; C. L. Edinger, treasurer· Thomas
Dugan, custodian.
C. HERBERT Luc~, Sec'y.
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The Division in tb,e Philadelphia Union.
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· To THE EDITOR oF TH..n TRUTH SEEKER JJear Sir:
' Within the· last few weeks we hav had' some hard
battles to fight with certain members who had openly
avowed they wou1d "rple or ruin." These members
were bitterly opposed to paid lecturers in the first
place, and in the second place would ignore all allegiance to the American Secular Union and the
Nine Demands of Liberalism, declaring as far back
as August last that if lecturers were paid from
-the treasury of the League they would not pay their
dues. The above · declaration they faithfully kept
until, according to our by-laws, they were dropped
from the roll of membership, and excluded from a
voi?e ~ the business meetings of the League by a
maJonty vote of the members present in good standing. This resulted in several of the friends of the
disturbersresigning from the League, and, having in
their possession the new charter purchased by the
. League for the purpose of holding property under
the laws of the !;ltate of Pennsylvania, they went
·secret~y, through the following week, and formally
<;J-"faruzed themselvs into a legal organization, rented
the hall over the heads of the old orgamzation, and
e~en declared Friendship Liberal League No. ,257
dissolved. But the founders of No. 257 who think
more of honor than of law, determined to' sustain the
Nine Demands of Liberalism, and maintain their allegiance to the American Secular Union. Hence
they went and secured another hall, took the treasU:r:J with them, and in loyalty to the great body of
Liberals throughout the c·ountry, hav been doing
since w~at little th~y can to spread the Gospel of
Humaruty by engaging the officers of the American
Secular Union to. present before the citizens of our
great city the objects and ainis of Secularism. On
De~ember 13th ult. we _had with us Brother Reynolds,
chrurman of the Amencan Secular. Union, who gave
us two excellent addresses. In the afternoon he
lectured on the " Defense of the Devil," which lecture
was received by his hearers with overwhelming appreciation. In the evening his subject was, '·The
Nine D~man~s of Lib,eralism," which also gave
great satisfactiOn and won for the speaker a triumph
over the prejudices that had been implanted in the
minds of some of his hearers through the influence
of those who were opposed to the platform of the
Union and its officers. On the 27th ult. we were
favored again with the gentle, though logical and
zealous, efforts of Samuel P. Putnaru, secretru-y of the
American Secular Union, who lectured to a large and
appreciativ audience in the afternoon upon the
"Demands of Humanity,"- and in the evening upon·
the "Aims and Objects of the Americ.an Secular
Union." His subjects were .handled in a very masterly manner, and all who listened to the discourses
not only expressed great satisfaction, but also a desire
to know more of Secularism through the sarue chaillel.
And now let me close my remru·ks by stating that on
the 31st of Jan., 1886, we shall hold our Paine celebration at our new hall, Broad and Woods streets,
when we hope to hav a feast both for the body and
mind, consisting of addresS'es, recitations, music,
vocal and instrumental, also a supper for the hungry,
and hope that in the future we may realize for Liberalism what we now desire, viz., harmony and
prosperity.
Yours for truth and freedom,
Philadelphia, Pa.
PRoF. W. SEYMOUR.

The Liberal Club.
"Oratm-y is simplicity," began Dr. P. P. Field of
Boston, in his address upon "The Physiology of the
Voice, and the Delsru·te Philosophy of Expression,"
before the. Manhattan Liberal Club on Friday evening J anuru·y 8th.
The evening was a cold one, but not .~old enough
to prevent a lru·ge audience from being in attendance.
• " The man with the badge-pin" was not there, so
"An Occasional" had to do the duty of reporting the
deliberations of the club.
President \V'akeman first al1llounced an unusual
amount of good literature on the table, particulru·ly
two numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, one of which contained a tribute of respect to Honorable Elizur
Wright, from Col. R. G. Ingersoll, and also an article
-"by yom· humble servant" upon the question, "Is it
Safe to Emancipate Women~" Mr. Wakeman characterized that number, as many others had already
done, as one of the best ever published, which was
saying much considering it was THE TRUTH SEEKER
he was speaking of. "There were also," he said, "four
petitions upon the table to be signed by those who
had not already done so; one for the taxation of the
chm·ches; one for opening museums on Sunday; one
for the repeal of the Comstock Bills [not lawsJ; one
for enfranchisement of women."
Dr. Field went on with his address. His exposition of the philosophy showed that Delsru·te had in
the domain of expression, including that of voice, attitude, and gesture, made the sarue discoveries that
Mr. Andrews has in regard to the universe as ·a
whole, or as fru· as we know it, and of each and every
domain · of the universe, viz., that there is a fundamental threefold distribution to be made. Other
philosophers, Delsarte included, discover the fact in
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different domains of this threefold distribution, while
Mr. Andrews goes further and shows that it is an inherent law of nature that it should be so, and that
nothing can exist upon any other plan.
'
The full significance of this may not be apparent
to the superficial observer, or to anyone until he unde~takes to solve some one of the many problems
facmg the coinmunity to-day. Then he may realize
their importance. Ask one, for instance, how he can
reconcile the Anarchist and the Socialist for reconciled they' must be in order to hav a harmonious
society, and I think he will giv it up as an unsolvable
conundrum, unless ·he understands these inherent
principles of . all peing, and that society must be
constructed upon the sarue basis, and upon the right
balance of these principles in actual working. Then
he will see that the state Socialist will hav to recognize the principle of fr~edom or individuality, and
consequently the individual and the free play of the
individual Callllot be ignored, and the Anarchist will
hav to recognize that the principle of order or government, 'or superiorities, etc., etc., cal1llot be ignored.
Dr. Field's address, illustrated as it was with
charts, was extremely interesting, as was evidenced
by the'interest of the audience.
Instead of the usual discussion following, various
persons read. passages furnished them by Dr. Field
to allow opportunity for analysis and criticism of
voices, and faults and failings of voices. Dr. Field
said he found not one baq voice, and many good
ones, which leads one to ask if Lib~ral thought has
any effect upon the voice. He said also that all
the voices might be improved by proper culture and
f?r this purpose he proposed to form a class ~specially for Liberals.
·
But the most notable event of the evening was the
complete conversion of Mr. Wakeman to the iden. of
the nonnal aud legitimate necessity of culture in elocution, and his open confession thereof. " Hitherto "
he said, "hehad considered elocution and the teaching 'thereof a fraud and hypocrisy, because it had
no foundation, but Dr. Field had shown a scientific
basis for his system, therefore he indorsed it." Aft~rward he. was heard to say that he hoped to get his
daughter mto the school. Altogether, the Liberal
Olubees had reason to be well satisfied with the
evening.

A Brand-new Miracle.

remarkable"incidents in connection with the remarkable meetings which Mr. Welch has <J.Onducted.

Lectures and Meetings.
C. W. STEWART writes: "When I took up your New
Year's number the first thing that greeted my eyes was your
superb cartoon representing the danger that threatens Liberty. This gratified me, for it givs evidence that THE TRUTH
SEEKER has enlisted th.e potent element of art in the cause of
mental freedom. Next came Colonel Ingersoll's splendid
tribute to Elizur Wright, which will find an echo in the heart
of every true Liberal. Then came T. B. Wakeman's unanswerable argument on the suffrage question, which thoroughly
disposes of every objection to that movement. And> so on
to the very last page. I found the entire nu~ber filled with
matter that makes it worth a whole year's subscription, and
I felt very much as a preacher is supposed to feel during a
successful revival. I wanted to shout, 'Glory!' Never in
the history of Freethought has there been such a demand for
work. I hav already received more calls than I can possibly
fill during the remainder of the season, and all the speakers
seem to be equally busy. My third month with the society of
Ottumwa will close January 31st. Preparations are now
beirig made to celebrate the Paine anniversary in an appropriate manner. It is grand to liv in this age and breathe the
air of liberty, and realize that the noble souls who toiled f<lr
the just and true did not labor in vain."
J. E. REMSBURG's recent tour through Kansas appears to
hav been one continual ovation. Immense audiences greeted
him nearly everywhere, many going from ten to fifty miles
to hear him. At several places the bands volunteered their
services. Referring to his Concordia speech in bpposition to
the Bible in the public schools, the Kansas Blaife says:
" The lecture delivered by Mr. John E. Hemsburg at the
Opera House, Monday evening, was just what every person
who knows him expected it would be-a forcible presentation of tlw objections Liberals hav to the Bible in the schools
. . The lecture was' pronounced by many persons wh~
were not supposed to be Freethinkers a masterly argument
against the Christian claim, while Liberals regard it unanswerable." Of his lectures at Minneapolis, the Minneapolis Democ:rat says: ''Mr. Remsburg's lecture Tuesday evening
was well attended. The large audience last [Thursday] night
is the best commentary upon his eloquence and merit as a
speaker." At Newton Mr. Remsburg gave a course of lectures. In addition to a lengthy synopsis of the first lecture of
the course, "Sabbath-Breaking," the Daily Republican of
that city contained the. following: "Professor Remsburg's
lecture at Music Hall last evening was well attended, considering the inclement weather. The audience was composed
of the thinking, reasoning people of the community. Mr.
Remsburg's subject was 'Sabbath-Breaking,' on. which he
discoursed eloquently for an hour, bringin,g some powerful
argumenta:and undisputed authority to bear in support of his
<ilaims." On each of the following evenings the Opera
House was packed with an audience numbering nearly on(>
thousand. At the close of his engagement here Mr. Rems-'
burg was waited upon by a delegation comprising some of
the wealthiest and most influential citizens of Newton, who
wished to secure his services for a year. As an inducement
they offered to pay him a salary equal to the highest salary
paid by the churches of that city for a minister.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I send you
an account of a miracle which I clip from one of our
St. John's papers. It has one advantage' over the
miracles of old, for we know something about the
man.
. He is a man of God, full of faith and prayer, and
1f God answers prayer there is no reason why an
Almighty God could not cast out of a man a quart
or two of cabbage as easily as he cast out a legion of
devils eighteen hundred years ago. Jonah prayed,
and was cast out of a four-inch hole onto dry land,
and yet there are some who will not believe this little
cabbage miracle, because it is not in the Bible ! It is
Giv the Museums Equal Rights witll tile> Saloon.
not treating Mr. Welch fairly, for he has· the credit of
Of the " Sunday question" the Glturclt Standa1·d says it· is
having perfonned another miracle six months ago.
He commanded a sick woman to arise, and she " not easily settled on any basis that requires the recognition
of Sunday as any other than a weekly holiday recognized by
"arised."
M. BABCOCK.
law. That it is to be in any sense a holy day, which the
THE MIRACLE.
civil a;uthorities ar.e called upon to recognize in even the
From the Mason, Mich., News.
A gentleman from Holt was in this office within the past most limited form, is the cause of much of the confusion in
week and gave us the following account of a miracle said the minds of many persons, whose religious insticts are unto hav been performed in Delhi by Rev. Mr. Welch, leader of doubtedly much offended by the idea of what they regard as
the praying band that has recently conducted so successful a desecration of the Sabbath." And after saying, "Abstracta series of revival meetings there. Mr. Welch, according to
the gentleman's narrativ of the occurrence, was dining at the edly we should regret as much as they anything that would
home of a German family near Holt. Among the other deli- tend to destroy thai' reverence for a sacred thing which even'
cacies on the table was a copious supply of sauerkmut. as yet clings to Sunday in the minds of many who hav lost
When Mr. Welch was asked to partake of this he replied that most other ser.se of such kinds of obligation," it asks: "Is it
it was a dish of which he was especially fond, but that the well to insist Oil; the keeping up for a !ime by the arm of the
Lord had forbidden him to eat it, and he dared not disobey. law a state of thmgs that must pass a"· ay whenever the direct
But after smelling the fragrance of the kraut and feeling a question comes up for settlement, V hy is Sunday to be obstrong temptation to partake of it, he finally decided to ask served? Is it wise for those who hav· religious scruples to
divine permission to indulge for this once. So, leaving the insist there shall be no yielding in this matter to the not altotable, he prayed long and earnestly to be allowed to eat of gether unreasonable requirement that one part of the provisthe kraut for which his soul so strongly yearned. At last he ion made by law, and made at the expense of the whole
arose with the assurance that his request was granted, and community for their instruction, or their amusement, or their
that he might eat. After that the kraut was not refused, but benefit, shall be free to all upon that one day upon which the
Mr. Welch partook to his heart's desire.
greatest number can avail themselvs of it? When so many
That evening, when he came to conduct his revival service, and such objectionable places are open on Sunday, and the
the reverend gentleman was smitten with sore gastronomical civil authority is either pawerless, or tmable, or unwilling, to
distress. Something in his stomach hung heavy as lead. He close them, it may be doubted whether one that is not at all
had no doubt what It was; it was the sauerkraut which he objectionable might not better be opened."
had wickedly asked to eat, although conscious when he prof•..
fered his request that it was forbidden him. Now, in punSoME
time
ago
we
printed
a
list
of
amounts
ah:
·~~
for from
ishment of his indirect disobedience, it was lying in his
stomach an indigestible mass. His pain was so great that he this city by the managers of the different asylums, • •,.,rmacould not well conduct the meeting, so he prayed again that tories, and charitable institutions for the current year. 'he·
the kraut might be removed from his stomach to that of a total was $1,094,002.90. Our accommodating board of estiyoung man in the audience, who, in the successful conduct mate and apportionment in their final estimate hav raised this
of the meeting, was willing to carry the clergyman's load.
Our informant assures us that in answer to Mr. Welch's to $1,205,073.50. The tax-paying public is not informed for
prayer, his stomach was relieved entirely, but that the young what purpose this extra $111,070.60 is to be used. It seems
man at once became exceedingly ill, and after experiencing that our municipal government think the people of New York
exceptional pains and sickness m his stomach, went out of will stand the most ,reckless extravagance. New York is the
the church and threw up a large amount of sauerkraut. The most extensivly taxed city in the world. Paris taxation is
miraculous part of the occurrence became most apparent $5.40 per capita; Berlin, $7.35; London, $7.40; Brooklyn,
when the young man confessed that he had eaten no kraut
within six months, and that his stomach was entirely at ease whose people are complaining loudly, pays only $10.88; but
until Mr. Welch's pains commenced to disappear. How the New York citizens pay between $30 and $36 per capita.
pickled cabbage could hav appeared in his stomach except The general extravagance of our rulers is shameful and this
through the intervention ·of some supernatural agency, is the particular item for religious grist-mills outrageous. Think
problem.
The gentleman who related the above is an old resident of of every man, woman, and child in the city being compelle d
Delhi, and a gentleman of 'Undoubted veracity and candor. to annually contribute a dollar to support a lot of religious
He did not giv the story for publication, but as one of the harpies who make a business of charity I
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g[omnrunict-l tiolt.l:J.
Faith and Morality as Factors in Salvation.

1.

The meaning ot the term F(tifh, as used in this
article, is belief and trust ; that of J.1Iorality, good
conduct in this life.
The elementary principle of all the religious teaching of the Bible, and the various chmches based on it,
is faith. This faith is the child of educrttion, and has
not any necessary connection with moral vu:tue.
Fanatic assassins and sensual idolaters hav often displayed a faith nnsm:passed by any Christian sft:iJ1t. An
equally vehement faith has, in many instances, inflanwd the persecutor with zeal and arm\)d the martyr
with endm·ance. Saul, the Hebrew zealot, breathing
forth threatenings and slaughter against the infant
Christian church, was iulbued with a faith as strong as
that of Paul the Apostle. He would hav suffered for
the Jewish law and traditions as much as he afterward
suffered for the sake of Clu-ist. Some of the most
eminent Bible saints, whose pions and godly lives are
emphatically indorsed by the God revealed in the
Bible in terms of the highest commenchtion, according to the statements of the same book, ·were men
of the grossesb habitual vice, with scarcely a redeeming moral trait in their character. This is a very
strong assertion, but it is thoughtfully made, and its
proof is at hand.
For our 'edification and spil-itual comfort, let us
carefully examin the Bible account of the life of the
godly David, to the spotless pmity of whose life an
all-wise and ali-good God gave this explicit testimony, saying, " I hav found Dtwicl, the son of Jesse,
a man after mine own heart, whic;h shall fulfil all my
will" (1 Sam, xiii, 14, and Acts xiii, 22). After David's
death, we are informed that God himselr, by the
mouth of the prophet Abijah, pronounced this glowing eulogy on the_ perfect life of his servant David:
" '\Vho kept my commandments, and who followed
me with all his he1wt to do only thftt ?l'kich 1cas right
-in rn-ine eyes " (1 Kings xiv, 8). And again, to
silence every possible objection to the holy pmity of
this man whom God specially delights to honor, we
are told in 1 Kings, xv, 5, that " David did that which
was tight in the eyes of the L~rcl, and turned not
aside from anythi!l[! tlwt he com·mrmdticlldm rdl tiLe
drtys r~f his bfe, save only in the matter of Uriah the
Hittite." In accordance with this exception, I w·ill
not charge David with this sin in the following b1-ief
review of some of the most prominent actions of his
pious life, as depicted in the inspired pages of God'fJ
most holy word. (Chiefly condensed from BracUaugh's
Life of David).
. vVbile this pious man was living in exile through
fear of Saul, there gathered around him four hundred
people, composed of such as were in distress, discontented, and in debt (1 Sam. xxii, 2). Captain of these
men, he and they led a wandering life, and sometimes
exacted a kind of blackmail from persontl of property.
For permitting Nahal's por:;sessions to escape unrobbed the upright David demanded compensation.
As Nahal did not comply with this unjust demand,
David resolved to mmder him and all his household
for their wicked reluctance to quietly submit to his
extortions. Before David did this, Nahal's wife sa\\"
David and compromised the matter with him. He
accepted her person, and ten days afterward poor
Nahal was found deacl in his heel (1 Sam. xxv).
Shortly afterward David, now at the head of six hundred brigands, went and lived during sixteen months
under the protection of Achish, kll1g of Gath. 1,Vhile
residing there, this holy man robbed the inhabitants
of neighboring places, killing the unfortunate people,
and leaving neither man nor w·oman alive to inform
Achish of his depredations. And as he· always
walked in God's ways, to whom lying lips are said to
be an abomination, he lied to the king to hide .his
base actions (1 Sam. xxvii). Still his conduct must
hav redounded to the glory of God, whose ways are
not as; ours. Shortly after this the Philistines went
to war with the Israelites, and the unpatriotic DEtvid
offered King Achish the help of himself and his band
of men to make war on the people of his own conntry; but the Philistines had the honor to reject the
traitor's aid, and thus save David from the consummation "f!,f his base offer (1 Sam. xxviii, 12; xxix).
\Vhen he' became king over all Israel, we are told that
he captured the stronghold of Zion, and on that clay
proclaimed that "whosoever getteth up to the gutter,
and smiteth the lame and the blind, that are hated of
David's soul, he shall be chief and captain ":.(2 Sam.
v, 8). Joab goes up first, to smite the lame and the
blind, and becomes chief, by odious " merit raised to
that bad eminence" (1 Chron. xi, 6). Ancl God is
represented as being well pleased with this inhuman
·conduct of the brutal monster David. ·who for the
barbarous murder of these poor hel1)less persons rewarded J oab with the leadership of the armies of
God's favorit people. David himself seems to hav
been quite vain of his physical perfections. '['his we
are led to infer from the fact that, on the occasion of
a wonderful religious revival, he slipped off most of
his clothing and returned to the pi-imitiv fashion of
Eden as closely as the degenerate custom of his time

permitted. .I11 this con'dition he danced and shouted
before the adnill:ing gaze of his ·subjects. He seemed
specially delighted to make what in this Infidel age
of the. world would be called an indecent ·exposure of
his g-odly person in full view of the young women of
the congregation. lVIichal, probably the most modest of h~s many wives, saw him go through this little
perfonmiuce, and, in that tone of cutting sm·casm
·whieh offended wives-lmow so w;ell how to use, said,
"How glorious was _the king of Israel to-clay, who
uncovered himself to-clay u1 the eyes of the handmrtic1s of his serv(tnts, as one of the vain fellows
shamelessly uncovereth himself" (2 Sam. vi, 20).
The Lord seems to htty. been highly pleased with
David's c:mcluct on this occasion, and punished
lt'Iichal for her reproof . of David by inflictil1g upon
her the then clreacled curse of childlessness (2 Sam. vi,
13, 2i3) (Kalso). This exempln,ry man, after God's
myn heart, ·whose holmess should mantle the chElek
of Infidelity 1vith the buming blush of shame, according to Psalms xxxYiii, contracted a disease that
made him roar and left neither soundness in his flesh
nm rest in his bones. But to the houor of: this chosen
vessel of gmce be it told that in this severe affiiction
he remained so divinely sntmatecl ·with Bible piety
that he was still able to triumph over his light afflictions, which in the end worked for. hin1 a far more
exceeding and eternal weight of glory. From the
clept.hs ol: his misery h~ rejoicingly exclaims: "In
thee, 0 Lmd, do I hope l " Certainly; why should
you not hope in' the· Lord? You need not despair,
holy David. . By faith take a dip in the cleansillg
blood of the " lamb slain from the foundation of the
world" (Rev. xiii, 8). This will be :your passport
through God's great bankrupt c01ut of salvation, and
you will come out as good as any new-born Methodist saint, ready to join in singing the heavenly song:
I will steal, I will rob, and I'll murder,
Or do any dttrk deed that I will,
Just ceasi11g in time to be· sorry,
And J csus will settle the bill!

And-there will be abundance of joy in the Jewish~
Christian heaven, "more than over ninety and nine
just persons which need no repentance" (Luke xvi,
7-10).
We are told that David repented and was forgiYen for haYing committed the crimes of mm·der ancl
adultery i:D the case of Uriah and his wife, and that
the good God, who is all-just, lriHecl an innocent
child which had no part or share in its father's dreadful crimes, and never chose that it should l>e born
from the womb of Uriah's wife (2 Sam. xii, 14, 15).
After this, David became more muel and merciless
than before, for we are informed .that he now sawed
}Jeople with saws, cut them with harrows and axes,
a.nd made them pass through brick kilns (2 Sam. xii,
31). Da;vid had sworn to Saul that he would not
cut off his seed, ·i. c, he would not destroy Saul's
family (1 Sam. xxiY, 1G-22). But he now took two of
Saul's sons, and. :five of Saul's grandsons, and gaye
them up to the Gibeonites, who hung them. In this
way the godly David kept his sworn promis to Saul
(2 Sam. xxi, 4-9). The anger of the Lord being
kincUed against Israel, ancl he, wi:;hing,. some excuse
to 1mnish the descencbnts of Jacob, moved Da.-icl to
number his people (2 Sam. xxiv, 1). In the account of
the census ·which David c;-.used to be taken, there is
a trivial disagreement to. the extent of 270,000 soldim·s between 2 _Sam. xxi>, 9, anc11 Chron. xxi, 5. But
my. Cln-istiall f:rien.ds must no'G ·let either common
sense Ol' such·a slight, inaecnracy as this stand between them and heaven. Da~·id, it seems, did wrong
in nu:inbering his people, though we· are never told
in the account given lis of his life that he did wrong
in robbing and murdering then· neighbors, or in pillaging peaceal1le people.
The king havu1g· done
1nong, an all-merciful God brought a pestilence on
the people and killed 70,000 of them for an offense
w1rich t.heir rnler lmcl committed and in which they
had no share (2 :Sam. xxiv, 15).
David-at last grows old and weak, and his death
honr comes. Oh ! as the hart panteth for the ·water
brookfl, so p<mteth the Christian heart for the precimlfl consolation of the dying words of the Psalmist.
vVhat pious instruction shall we not derive from the
~1eath-bec1 scene of him "who found favor before
God" (Acts, vii, 1l5-4G; " obtained a good re1Jort
through faith" (Heb. xi, 32, 39), and was indorsed
by Pt-.ul as having been a "man after God's own
heart " (Acts, xiii, 22). Listen to the last words of
Judah's expiring monarch. Let my 1\'Iethodist friends
who,- in their pious zeal, regard an Iniidel as "below
the hn1te," ancl who hav hean1 their ministers retail
the pious frauds and forgeries perpetrated with reference to the death-beds and dy-ing words of the
great', the generous, the witty Voltail·e, who Jaughed
superstition into iits; the manly, sAlf-denying, incorruptible Thomas Paine, who regarded the world as
his country, and whose religion was "to do good"como 'with me to the death-couch of tl1e special favorit of Gol1. Bathsheba's son, Solomon, :stands by
l1is si(1e. \Vltat does the dying 'David say? Does he
talk of. chembs, angels, and heavenly choirs? Nay,
none of these things pass his lips. Does he make a
confes;;ion of hiN erimo-stainer1 life, and beg his son
to be a better lung, a truer maJJ, a more honest citi-

zen, a wiser father~ Nay, not so. No word of sorrow, no sigh of regret, no expression of remorse, escapes his lips. What does the dying David say J.....::.
this red-handed robber, whose life has been extolled
and guarded by" our father- which art in heaven;"
this perjured l;:ing, whose dying lips hav found favor
in the sight of God, and who, when he dies, is safe
for heaven. Does David repent~ Nay, like the ravenous tiger or wolf, which, once tasting blood, is made
more eager for the prey, he yearns fm· blood; he
dies, and with his dying breath begs his son to bring
the gray hft:iJ·s of two o1d men-one of whom he had
sworn not to kill-down to the grave with blood.
Yet this is the life and death· of God's anointed king,
the chief of Goc1's chosen people (1 Kings ii, 1, 10). .
While David is spoken of by Deity as obeying all
the statutes and keeping all the commandments of
God, we are astonished to find that murder, theft,
lying, licentiousness, treachery, and perjury are
among the crimes that may be laid to his charge;
David was a liar, God is a God of truth; David was
cruel and merciless, God is merciful and long~suffer
ing; David was a thief, God says "Thou shalt not
stea1 ;" David was a murderer, God says, " Thou shalt
do no murder/' David accepted the person of Nahal's
wife, God says, "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's
·wife." Yet, notwithstanding all these t,hings, the
Bible assures us that David was "a man after God's
own heart.'"
Had this saintly ma11 any redeeming moral traits
in his chm·acter ~ Was he a good citizen~ If so,
the Bible is silent about every action that would
justly entitle him to such an appellation, and instead
has given us the record of his attempted extm·tion in
the case of N abal, and has furnished us with a notice
of his horde of followers~outlawed, discontented,
ancl in debt. Was he even grateful to those who
aided him in his hom of need'{ Nay; like the torpid
serpent which, half frozen by the wayside, is warmed
into new life in the traveler's bosom, and then treacherously stabs hiul with its poisoned fangs, so David
robbed and murdered .the friends and allies of the
king of Gath, who had given him refuge from the
pursuit of Saul. Does his patriotism outshine his
many vices~ Not even this. Davicl was a heartless
traitor, who vohmteered to serve against his own
countrymen, and would hav clone so had not the
Philistines rejected the traitor's aid. \;vras he a good
king~ His crimes brought a plague and pestilence
on his subjects, and his reign is a continued succession of wars, revolts, assassinations, plots and· cotmterplots, while hir:; whole life is a dark blot on the
page of human history.
vVhile Clu·istian apologists make no clll·ect attempt
to justify David's general conduct, because none can
be made, they yet, in palliation of it, sometimes
charge Infidels with putting an tmfail· interpretation
and coloring on several of the scriptural passages relating to him. This charge is emphatically denied.
It is the Chlistians themselvs whom necessity has
driven to do this, in order to gloss over and' hide in
some small degree the _odiously bacl character of the
sweet and pious singer of Israel. All that has been
clone in this article has only brought forward his
robbing, mmclering, lying~ cruel, licentious, unpatriotic, and perjured traits of character as the Bible itself has painted them, and contrasted them with
othei· statements of the same book respecting him
and some of the leading principles of social morality
-two classes of statements so utterly opposed to
each other· as to render it impossible for any truthful
being to reconcile them. Consequently, to claim elivine inspiration for the contradictory book which
contains them is a gross libel on all truth and justice.
All exalted and noble conceptions of right conduct·
unanimously swear that David Wtts not a man after
the heart of any just being, and that the book which
asserts that he was a good man, as the Bible does,
originated in barbm·ism, and has not even a civilized
man for its author.
In this brief review of the life of the man after
God's own ·heart, it has been sho.wn that the New
Testament indorses the statements of the Old regarcling his holy charact.er. Now it is a well known
fact that in the great- school of life, where all are
scholars, Example has always been the great teacher
of the unreasoning multitude which form the bulk of
its students. In her commanding presence, rational
precepts, however wise and good, stand neglected in
the shade, unknown or forgotten. Scorning reason,
she says to one, " Go," and he goeth; to another,
"Come," and he cometh, and to her obedient servants, " Do these things," and they are done. Hence,
when the borrowed deity of the Christians and the
book which they devoutly believe was inspired by
him, condescend to hon01:, praise, and magnify the
eharacter of a man like David as a life-long ineamation of. every virtue pleasiJJg to God (save in one instance), is it any wonder that so many chm·ch members are so woefully deficient in the practice of justice, mercy, and truth, and nearly every other virtue
which adorns and mmobles human life"? In this sad
state of things, reason, honesty, truth, and chm·ity
m·e at a heavy discount, and blind faith and hypocrisy at a high premium in the stock market of the
Christian church. Wherever she possesses acomma:nd:-
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And now one word in conclusion. The Wl'iter desires to be regarded as having no warfare with men
but only with principles which he believes to be per~
nicious. Hating rheumatism, he has nothing but
sympathy for theunfortunate person who has it. He
believes that the relation of people to each other is
as men,. and to everyone who is willing to allow others every liberty and right which he claims for himself the writer extends the hand of fellowship and
good will.
A. DILWORTH.
Cedar IIill, Tex.

ing ii1fluence, the religious bigot, animated with a
· holy fever of blind zeal for the glory of God, slams
the door of every office of trust, honor, or emolument at his disposal in the face of men of known and
acknowledged moral worth and intellectual ability,
becau$e they are honest enough to say that they hav
ceased to believe in the inspiration and healthy moral
' influence of a book which sanctions with the highest
praise the character of such a man as David, whose
whole life, though crowned with faith, was pre-emi, nent in wickedness and worthy only of being held in
everlasting shame and contf)mpt. "From pulpit and
press, from tongue and pen, still flows 0;he venom of
the church's enmity against all ind.':~;=~endence of
thought and expression which do not cbincide with
her irrational creeds and dogmas." If she only had
her former power she would compel the honest m ,n
who denounce her shams to wear the bandage !of
faith over their eyes, take a sectarian bit in their
mouth, bow the abJ. ect knee in the superst,itious dust

The Sum of All Folly.

If we could get all our goods by wishing for them,
would it not be better than by toiling and spe:qding
money~. If foreign ships brought all kinds of manufactures here and gave them away, who would object~
N sane person, surely. Now, because foreign ships
come h,yre and offer half their goods for nothing (or
all of . :"l!ll so cheap that it amounts to the same
of a by-gone age, let priestcraft mount their servil thing), a ~ertain few obJ"ect, and put such a·heavy fine
'backs and drive them with the lash of starvation .in
this world, and threats of hell in the next, into some or tax on their imported goods as to keep them from
one or more of the popular churches of the clay. Is coming here. The same wic¥:ed selfishness that has
. .
upheld persecution, tyranny, slavery, war, desrJotism,
it any wonder that patient
m many instances
h k"merit
k
f 1 is now upholds t h e tax on trade and decries cheap imcompelled to bear t e Ic s and spurns 0 wly ports. If slavery was " the sum of villainies," our
ignorance and sanctified hypocrisy-that, reduced to tariff is the sum ·of all stu ,idities.
rags and penury, it is often left lmcared for to
A sample of the execrab)} hypocrisy of protection

°
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sumptuously every day, scor
Y pass Y on t e labor." No! no!_ A heavy tariff is put on imported
· other side~
silk manufactures, so that a few thousand persons in
Christianity has occupied the throne of power and silk faci:;ovies, not over ten thousand in all, and mostly
influence for over eighteen hundred years; and the children ·i.:;.;,o: girls, may get big ~lt~·es ostensibly, but
net results of her work in all these centuries is organ- in reality to favor a half-dozen e:afr:k>yers. They are
ized hypocrisy on one hand, and blind belief on tl).e American laborers, and theirs is an industry par exother. Is it any wonder, then, that ignorance apd,.,, cellence. They -must be protected, and more joy is
church bigotry, acting on the said Christian princi ·:~9 made over their paltry product ten thousand times
that "the end justifies thefmeanhs," stilllefadGmen, i .
than over all the results of agriculture itself, whereas
Paul (Rom. iii, 7), to lie or t e glory o
od, a
in fact the hens of any half-dozen counties surpass it.
like him (God), be known by their "breach :;,:~ But the poor creatures who try to produce the raw
promis" amon~ their nei~·hbors (~ee Num. ~v, 34) ~ silk here are left to compete with Chinese and !talWhen we consider the evil and Wlde~pread ~uence ians, in their foreign homes, who work for ten to
of the bad examples of celebrated Bible. sarnts sue~ twenty cents per day. Get into a factory and work
as Lot, Abr:aham, Isa~c, Jacob, and David- ';f~l emi- : up the raw material, and you become an industry and
nent for f~th and wwkedness-;-we are nt- '~ the ru:e to b~otected; bu't go out and toil to create the
~east.su~:pnse~ th_at so many beh~vers grac~ our pen- wealth out of which the manufacture exists, and you
·~tentmnes a;nc. pnsons, ?r, accor~rng t~ tJ.:teir,own dy- are a nonentity, except for taxation.
mg conf~sswns and then· atte?ding mmister s assurThere is something so unutterably foolish in thJ
ance, swrng. from the ga;llo:ws mto that hea_venly Ian~ belief that wages are higher because employers make
of pme ~eli~ht where It. Is all~ged ~hat sm and _evil higher profit, that one knows not how to expose it.
had then· b?·th, ~d Bible samts Immortal reign. But, says a large manufactm·er to me,. we don't preFor of such IS the kingdo~ ~f ~eaven. ·
.
tend to pay more wages because we make more profit.
"To illustrate what Christiam.ty tea:ches regardu~g The point is just this-if you don't protect us we
the relativ value of good works and faith as f~ctors m can't pay at all, or can only offer so little wages that
salvation, we will take the case of a man w~o IS peace- our workmen will leave us and go at farming.
And that is just the truth. Your occupation is no
able, law-abiding, a kind father, .a good neighbor, and
. charitable to the poor a~d s~en~g, ever;y way a good business at all. It is beggary, alms, and extortion.
citizen in the. commmuty m whwh he hvs. He en- Good heavens ! To believe that a vast number of
deavors in all his transactions to do justly and love people can do prosperously what no one' can do withmercy. But this individual is not a religious man ~ out ruin. One man can not neglect his proper busithe church sense of the word. He has never expen- ness to make his own shoes, wagons harness etc.
enced what it calls.' a cJ.:tan_ge of heart,'. possibly he is But several millions can despise the' opport~ties
skeptical as to the rnspn·atwn of the Bible, or even a that are all around and under foot; can waste millfuture life. During a dark night, on his way home, I ions' worth of raw material, the product of their own
where a fond wife and prattling babes are eagerly hard toil or of countless ao·es of natm·e's storing and
watching for his coming, a brute, in the shape of a can violently displace, per~ert, or prevent the natm·al
man, with bloodthirsty instincts, and for the sake of evolution of labor by vast numbers of their citizens
a few dollars, knocks him down with a club and leaves -all to malce a little silk and keep a dozen steel rail
him on the highway a corpse. The villain is arres~ed, mills going, and a few hundred woollen factories and
tried by a jury of twelve honest men, found gmlty, some thousand or two of other mills, foundries, etc.
and sentenced by the judge to forfeit his life. DmThe waste and neglect of raw material in the West
ing the interval between his sentence and the day of and South is something stupendous, all because
his execution he is visited by the clergy, repents, ac- manufacturing is invited or forced into departments
cepts Christ as his savior, professes religion, receives that are unnatural to our present development.
the sacraments of baptism and the Lord's supper, Manufactures should develop naturally, just as the
and declares himself accepted of Gocl
flom mill follows upon the thresher. Natmal home
"He ascends the gallows steps with a firm tread, the demand is the parent of manufactm·es, not a demand
New Testament in his hand, prays fervently, and just forced by embargo on ports and a robber tax. Hostil
before the fatal drop falls assures the gaping- crowd states blockade each other's ports to nlin or distress
that he has found peace in Jesus, that his sins hav the foe. A robber congress has put an embargo on
been forgiven, and that ·within a few moments he will om' ports, and punishes the smuggler as the belligerbe with his maker in heaven. According to strait- ent punishes the blockade runner. Vvere we of the
jacket Bible Christianity, the soul of the mmdered vVest under another flag, how long would we tolerate
man has gone to perdition, there. to suffer ~h~ ever- a tariff by the nation owning the p~rts that compels
lasting punishment declared agamst unbehef; the our products-the exports-to pay It?
, other man's soul to heaven, to spend eternity in
Although we are near sixty millions of people, we are
praising the Lord o~ h?sts and feasting his ey~s ?n n~t ?'s great a nation as we were in 1860 with thirty
the never-ending- misenes of the unfortunate vwtun millwns. vVe are not so compactly settled as we
~f his crime. TJ,is revolting doctrin givs the pre- were in 1850. Since 1865 the whole continent has
mium of everlasting happiness to a man whose whole I been opened up by railways, and we are relativly a
life,~except the last few h?ms, was s.·pent i~ infamy more dispersed, thinly-settled nation. In ~875 lands
and 0 rime, and punishes h~m whose whole hfe was a had fallen lo_w~r than for many years, owmg to the
model of virtuous conduct m the endless torments of countless millions of acres opened up by transconhell. Virtue passes for nothing·, and vice, at ~ast tinental railways and. by the homestead laws. \Ve
crowned with faith, gets the sugarplums. The Bible ·were more crowded m 1860, and om· manufactm·es
and the Christian call the God, whom they represent had increased in less than ten years some eighteen
as acting in this manner, a just God; but he could thousand in number, and the investment one hlmdred
' not be called a just man who 'vould undertake to per cent. From 1870 to 1880 we added less than
follow his exampl~. ~ o _wonder that there i~ so m:uch eighteen ~undred to t~1e number, and only thirty-five
wickedness in the Chnstian world, that beheves m a per cent rnvested capital. . From 1850 .to 1860 was
God having such a character, and that it iR his pre- om free trade era. Then the agricultmal implement
cept which commands them ' to be perfect "even as business originated, created its own mm:ket by extheir father in heaven is perfect' (Matt. v. 48)" (Com- : periments in the fields, and grew to enormous pro)llOn Sense).
j portions. In om· then comparativly compact older
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settled conditions the word tramp was as unknown as
the thing; the t1~amp was the creatme, in England,
of her corn laws, and filled her highways by armies in
1816-48
I hav stated solid facts. Abolish this tariff, and
there will no more be heard of strikes, labor riots,
Communism, Socialism, or tramps, until our lands are
settled up, and some other bad laws are felt.
HoLT.

. Freethought and Aristocracy.
It is well known that popular opinion sustaining
capital against wages; aristocracy against the masses
and the reforms they attempt; chmch policy with its
ostracizing power in society; municipality and court
against civil and moral justice, Freethought and free
speech, and that this opinion is what sustains the
demoralized democracy in favoring all these oppressions. Need it be plainer stated that this popularity
is the executiv despotism of to-day~ Then, how
paradoxical the motiv, how fatal the effort to advance
a counter movement by its standard . of honor?
Simply bowing to its authority, and laying Olll' cause
at its feet. Freethought allowed to all cannot affiliate with aristocracy, save on the hypothesis that the
masses freely think out the condition, and chose the
slavery of obedience to a clan of rulers. That state
not anticipated, leaves the phrase, "Aristocracy of
Freethought" a silly solecism, an ironical test of the
people's logical ability. But the finest scholarship
and best skill in using language cannot devise a form
of sophistry and paint it to mystify the mockery, or
puzzle an average reasoner. It is well that existing
ideas find open airing and honest criticism, all without personal pique, Liberals who are sme that they
know should in kindness say that flattering flomishes, as of triumphal pride, appear insin0ere in om
case, are unadapted to present needs; and wasted time,
energy or means, are suicidal in all applicable senses.
Let us glance a moment at the plausible featme in
the aristocratic proposition. Merit and service are
qualifying tests. Deciding arbiters are impliedvarious minds will be authorized. Doubtless the
author of the idea, with ability to prove his generosity and win good regards, will be considered
solmdly competent. S. Mitchell, with a life of meritorious labor and benign service in many reforms,
will be named prince of the compact. Ezra and
Angela Heywood, having shown what the deep,
blighting wrongs and cruelties of this vicious age are,
and what measmes will abolish and regulate blessings
equally-having well served the nation by defending
themselvs through dire persecution, and in that defense spared others the pail,l of similar injusticehaving thus merited public and personal thanlcs, will
be by acclamation pronounced king and queen of the
nobility. But they will decline the vain proffer, saying, Away with· the signs of caste and coercion, we
are citizens of a fraternal republic. No test can apply but the old one of inherited vampirism. Goodness and greatness love level plains where they can
cheer the depressed and inspire the low; they abhor
a gulf between them and the unfortunate. If by
serving justice we ever merit and achieve a real republic, it seems likely that seekers for delectable positions will somewhere consort with the like-minded,
and that those who hav severed the roots of the
tyTannic upas till they hav freed a country, will
accept the name radicals.
The secretary of the national department says,
" Committees and papers, not conventions, are places
to discuss secular affairs." Search in that plan for
good features is haply successful I educe this: Ex-.
pensiv conventions are useless; each state will call a
meeting when and only when seen useful, and for
such purpose as can serve the cause. Auxiliaries
will make conesponding secretaries, and these, in a
state or section, will constitute a council to consult
together by advice of their business committees, and
see to activ efforts in that section. Ten thousand dollars can pay twenty supervising organizers for as many
states. These will co-operate with councils. Papers
will inform all states what each state is doing-if THE
TRUTH SEEKER overflows, its counterpart, the 1 1ruth
Teller, should be opened; for we, whose hearts are
breaking in love for om· ravished country, must speak.
The warning of our veteran Pillsbury, is pertinent;
implied duties appeal for attention. If this widely
settled incubus be not changed to invigoration, not
only pens of fire, but words of flame and hands of
M. E. TILLOTSON.
steel, will be the call.

Golden Comfort.
'With the new generation the Christian church has
not the influence that could be wished. One thing
in our favor is that it is fashionable to go to church
nowadayR. All the very rich people in New Yorkthe Astors, Vanderbilts, and Goulds-go to chmch
regularly.-Rev. Dr. 1/a.ines.
--------~··~--------

Sauce for the Goose is Sauce for tlw Gander.
J.'J'()}JI

John su·iutou'." PapeJ·.

If the president is to be empowered to appoint
trustees for the Mormon chm·ch, Senator Edmunds,
how about. trustees for other chm·ches ~
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Persecuting the Mormons.
Mr. Powers, one of the federal judges of Utah, has
begun the crusade against Mormonism. He refuses
to naturalize a Mormon alien ·on the ground of his
belief as a Mormon.
In answer to questions by Judge Powers, the applicant for naturalizatioJ;L papers stated that he _was attached to the principles and laws of this country; that
he proposed to obey these laws, those relating to polygamy and cohabitation included; that he believed it
·d
di
d
. ·
righ t f or a man t o h av 1Ivmg, an un vorce more
than one wife; and that this belief would prevent
him from rendel-ing a verdict of guilt~v in a polygamy
case, if he was called as a juror in such a case, even
if the proof should show the prisoner guilty beyond
a reasonable doubt.
Upon this last statement· that he would not, as a
juror, convict for polygamy, Judge Powers refused
the alien his papers. The qualifications for naturalization are that it shall appear to the court that,
" dming the preceding five years, the applicant has
behaved as a man of good moral character, attached
to the pl-inciples of the Constitution of the United
States, and well ·disposed to the good order and
happiness of the same." It is not possible to stretch
this language to cover belief. The United States
district attorney prosecuting a man for polygamons living might object to such a juror as this
·alien, on the same ground that p1·osecuting attorneys
now object to a juror who is opposed to capital punishment when trying a murder case, but a judge can
not constitutionally refuse naturalization papers to
such a man with any more justice than he could to the
man opposed to capital punishment.
We think it would, hav been well for Judge Powers

to hav waited for Congress to ~uthorize him to exclude a man from citizenship because of his belief,
:md not enter upon a little one-horse Christian crusade of his own. And we think that Congress will
also do well to obey the first article of the amendments to the United States Constitution, which prohibits Congress from making an establishment of
religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.
But this is not all, nor is it the worst. The Senate
has passed the Edmunds bill to take the management
of the temporal affairs of the Mormon church out of
the hands of the church trustees and invest it in a
board of trustees appointed by the president, "by
and with the advice and con'sent of the Senate."' The
Mormon church is incorporated under territorial laws
and its business is conducted by thirteen trustees.
Senator Edmunds proposes to appoint fourteen additional trustees, presumably from the Christian church,
1 certai?ly inimical to Mormonism.
These fourteen
trustees are to report every year to the Interior department. It will be seen that the gover]lment' s
trustees would control the organization by outvoting
the church trustees on every question. The thirteen
chmch trustees would of course hav no power by the
side of the fourteen trustees representing the government at Washington. This is to be done because
some of the members of the church hav violated a
law of Congress concerning maiTiages, and because
the church has sanctioned the man-iages which are
forbidden by law.
In the debate upon this bill some remarkable words
of bigotry were spoken. Mr. Morgan addressed the
Senate in support of an amendment offered by him
providing for the disposal of the property of the
l\formon church according to the rules and principles of the common law, as in the case of the dissolution of a corporation. He felt, he said, that we
ought to strike the Mormon church organization out
of existence. It was as a shrewd temporal org~a
tion that it had gained so much power. Its emigrant
aiTangements, its tithing capacity, its money power,
and generally its organizing vigor had been the wonder of our time. Instead of appointing trustees for
the management of these temporal matters, Congress
should cut up the organization root and branch. Mr.
Maxey supporte"d the bill, he said, because he held
that Mormonism was a mere cover for licentiousness.
He thought the judiciary committee had discriminated with great skill between religious liberty and
secular license. Mr. Edmunds said that the trustees
appointed by the president were to see that the
church money, which is enormous, should not be applied to the propagation of polygamy. But in the face
of the words of the bill Mr. Edmunds's statement is'
dishonest. The sections of the bill applying are:

" Tentll-Authorizing fourteen trustees to be appointed by
the president, by and with the advice and consent of the Sen. ate, to take possession and control of the property and affairs
of the corporation of the Mormon church and wind up
its affairs.
''Eleventh- Authorizing the attorney-general to sue for and
escheat to the government all prope_rty of the Mormon
church eorporation in excess of $50,000 of value in real property, except buildings used exclusivly for purposes of religions worship, and devoting the funds realized to conunon
school purposes.
'' Twelfth- Disincorporating the Mormon 'Perpetual Emigration Fund Society,' winding up its affairs and devoting its
funds to common school purposes."
There was but little opposition to the bill. Mr.
Call said he did not believe that Congress had the
l-ight to destroy the religious establishment of the
Mormons. The practice of polygamy did not authorize us to violate the Constitution of the United States
by legislating in regard to an establishment of religion or take pl-ivate property for public use. Refer1-ing to Mr. Edmunds's point that it was' not the religious but the temporal concerns of the church that
were to be administered by the trustees provided by
the bill, Mr. Call inquired what would be thought of
Congress if it should undertake to administer, by
trustees or otherwise, the property and temporal
affairs of, for example, the Roman Catholic Church.
He read from early Puritan laws to show that in the
seventeenth century the Quakers were denominated a
"damnable sect," and that all the persons who encouraged their entry in the colonies were subject to
a fine of £100, as well as imprisonment. Mr. Teller
sa!d he was as• anxious as any man to see polygamy
extirpated but wanted to see it done under the form
and 1mder the color of law. Polygamy was a crime,
but not a greater crime than murder, not a greater
\~

cl-ime than rape. Mr. Teller was willing to "put the
knife in," but wanted to do it in a manner authol-ized
by our Constitution and laws. He believed the old
law had enough authm-ity in it to enable the government to complete the end in view in this matter, but
for fiftee~ years the government had made practically
no effort to enforce the old law. He regarded
Joseph Smith as an aiTant knave, and his system as an
odiqus oligarchy and despotism that must be wiped
out. But if we could justify the transgression ofiaw
in this instance we could in others. ·Mr. Call said we
owed olir liberties to fredom of speech and worship.
We were departing from that ground when we passed
such a bill as that under consideration. The Mormon has as much right to proclaim his faith as " the
distinguished man who denies the divinity of Christ."
When the debate dosed the bill passed by the following vote, and it now goes to the house for · action
thereon:
"YEAs.-Messrs. Allison (rep.), of Ia.; Beck (dem.), of
Ky.; Berry (dem.), of Ark.; Chace (rep.), of R. I.; Cockrell (dem.), of Mo.; Coke (dem.), of Texas; Colquitt (dem.),
of Ga.; Conger (rep.), of Mich.; Cullom (rep.), of Ill.;
·Dawes (rep.), of Mass.; Dolph (rep.), of Ore.; Edmunds
(rep.), of Vt.; Eustis(dem.), of La.; Evarts (rep.), of N.Y.;
Frye (rep.), of Me.; George (dem.), of Miss.; Har1is (dem.),
of Tenn.; Harrison (rep.), of Ind.; Hawley (rep.), of Conn.;
Ingalls (rep.), of Kan.; Jackson (dem.), ofiTenn.; Logan
(rep.), of Ill. ; ~IcMillan (rep.), of Minn.; Manderson (rep.),
of Neb.; Maxey (dem.), of Texas; Mitchell (rep.), of Pa.;
Morrill (rep), of Vt.; Palmer (rep.), of~Iich.; Payne (dem.),
of Ohio; Platt (rep.), of Conn.; Pugh (dem.), of Ala.;
Sawyer (rep.), of Wis.; Sherman (rep.), of Ohio; Spooner
(rep.), of Wis.; VanWyck (rep.), of Neb.; Walthall (dem.),
of Miss.; Wilson (rep.), of Ia., and Wilson (dem.), of Md.
Republicans, 24; Democrats, 14. Total, 38.
NAYs.-Blair (rep.), of N. H.; Call (dem.), of Fla.; Gibson (deni.), of La.; Hampton (dem.), of S. C.; Hoar (rep.),
of Mass.; Morgan (dem.), of Ala., and Vanpe (dem.), of N. C.
Republicans, 2; Dem?crats, 5. Total, 7.
If the house shall concm in this measme and the
president shall sign the bill, the United States government will be fully embarked in the relig-ious business, with a church organization on its hands, and
next we shall be having Congress passing laws as to
what a man may believe. The Constitution is not of
a straw's weight with the Cln-istian bigots who see in
the rival religion nothing but evil.
Mormonism is an imposition. There is no doubt
about that. But so is Christianity and so a~·e all other
supernatural religions.' A great many thousands of
people, however, chel-ish Mormonism as sincerely,
and believe in it as devoutly, as a great many thousa,r;_ds cherish and believe in Christianity. The Constitution of,our country was framed to protect all alike,
and throw the strong. arm of the law around all beliefs, allowing everyone to exercise and ·support his
own prefen-ed religion, be it Christianity, Mormonism,
or Mohanimedanism. Congress has no more right to
USUlJ> the control of the Mormon property than it has
to confiscate the Broadway building of the Methodist Book Concern.
Polygamy is immoral. That is unquestionable.
But it ill becomes those Senators who keep mistresses
to rave about inlmorality. There is a command in
the book these Christians-for-votes-only profess to
revere that the beam in thine own eye shall be removed before much fuss shall be made about the
mote in the neighbor's. In New York fornication is no
crime, and a man may hav forty practical wives if he
can support them, and thlrty-nine hav had no ceremony performed over them. Hundreoond thousands
of the business men of this city-church-members,
too-cohabit with more than one woman. Why not
appoint trustees for the property of all the chmches
whose members are guilty of adultery, if that immorality is sufficient excuse for Congressional interference? Senator Edmunds's bill provides that" the lawful wife of a man cha~·ged with the cl-ime of polygamy may be compelled to testify against her husband
as to all matters except confidential communications
made by him to her." Put the lawful wives of thousands of New York city's or Washington's t<olid men
on the stand, compel them to testify to all they know
except the confidential co~unications of their hns- '
bands, and a state of affairs would be revealed beside
which the polygamous t1-ials of Utah would be insignificant. Why should sexual promiscuity be a crime in
Utah and not in New York?
As to the property question, there was not a wm·d
said in the senatm-ial debate about the danger to the
country of allowing the Mormon hierarchy to continue to control their own revenues that will not
apply with tenfold more force to the Roman Catholic
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In publishing this the Post says: "What this
French experience illustrates and enforces is the
danger of all connection between the church and the
state-the danger, that is, of· any state of things in
which the clergy hav anything to hope or fear from
legislation. As long as they hold anything either in
the way of power, pri"Vilege, or emolument, which the
legislature has bestowed or can take away, and are
compelled to· defend themselvs from attack with
every weapon within, their reach, the more ,pious and
zealous they are, the more fiercely and bitterly they
will fight."
We agree with the Post, rather than with M. Goblet.
If by constitut~on and perpetual prohibition the
church can never obtain a penny from the state, the
is He Owned by the Church 1
motiv for interfering in politics will hav been reGovernor Hill, in his message to the New York moved. Dollars and cents and power are at the botlegislature, devotes two paragraphs to "religious tom of all ecclesiastical machinations.
liberty:"
"I reiterate tile recommendation contained in my previous
A. Word to Our Disputation~ Cort·espondents.
annual message in favor of such wise and judicious legislaThe following from our esteemed friend, J. W.
tion as may be necessary to effectually and· impartially enTruesdell,
explains itself :
force that provision of tile Constitution which declares that
"SYRAcusE, Dec. 31, 1885.
' the free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and
"EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,· Sir: In your issue of
worship, without discrimination or preference, shall forever
the 19th inst, Mr. Seward Mitchell, after thoroughly ventibe allowed in this state to all mankind.'
lating his o.wn peculiar views on various subjects, and de" The duty of the legislature to enforce this constitutional
guarantee of religious liberty by appropi~:tte legislation, manding the same rights for others, closes his strange letter
whereby all just complaints which ilav arisen in regard ·to its as follows:
..·, P.S.-Why were the inspired pages of THE TRUTH
violation in some of the penal and charitable institutions of
SEEKER soiled wHh the account of that trickster and fraud,
our state may be effectually remedied, is clear, and admits of Truesdell?
I was disgusted with every word. A person
no discussion. It is to be hoped that such proper action may who will pen and send to such a grand paper as THE TRUTH
be taken as, upon a thorough investigation of the subject, S,EEKER such a villainous affair as that is no true friend of
lny good cause.'
,
may seem to be justly demanded."
"The above quotation calls for a reply from the editor,
This is a recommendation in favor of the passage
of the Freedom of Worship bill. Mr. Hill was the but as you hav thus far paid no attention to· it, with your
permission I will respond.
favored gubernatorial candidate of Tammany Han.
"·I fully agree with Mr. Mitchell in his high estimation of
Tammany Hall is a thoroughly Roman Cat~olic insti- THE TRUTH SEEKER. Its pages are indeed inspired, for the
tution. An interesting question· is, Was Governor very reason, in my humble judgment, that the editor is libHill's aid to pass this bill one of the conditions of eral enough to giv the public all sides of all subjects, when
they are presented to him in a clean and courteous manner;
Tammany's support.
but when Mr. Mitchell declares that the inspired pages of
--------~~------THE TRUTH BEEKER 'are 'soiled' by the true statements reWhat Americans May Expect.
ferred to, or by any report emanating from the gifted pen of
M. Goblet, the minister of public instruction and so refined a lady as Ella E. Gibson, hjs words betray more
ecclesiastical affairs of France, is in favor of the state anil:p.osity than honest opinion.
voting stipends to the priests, because they then are , . "Mr. Mitchell has the undisputed right to believe, as he
. public officials and can be disciplined. The advan- expresses himself in an autograph letter before me, that
' Spiritualism false is far better to humanity than Materialtage of this position was demonstrated recently.
ism true.' He has also the right to think that any person
During the' late elections for members of the who does not subscribe to the above sentiment is a ' detestaChamber of Deputies, a horde of Roman Catholic ble fraud,' and that he is, himself, a true Liberal and a truth
priests dictated to their parishioners how they should seeker(!).
"He. has an undoubted right to think of :Miss Gibson as he
vote. The matter coming to the notice of M. Goblet,
likes, but when he became rash enough to write her the folthe pay of thll;ty-nine priests was stopped. The
lowing postal card, to say the least, he exhibited exceeding
bishop of Pamiers thereupon began a sharp corre- bad taste. Here is the card, vm·batim ad literatim:
spondence with the minister. The bishop main'' ' Not private. ELLA_ E. GrnsoN: As I read your commu~
tained the right of priests to interfere in politics, and nication in THE TRUTH BEEKER about that detestable fraud,
Truesdell, my whole being burnt with deep indipnation. It is
srud that the state was making systematic atta.cks a shame to fill the grand inspired pages of THE TRUTH SEEKER
upon the church which could not be submissivly re- with such abominable stu:tt: I would cut the accursed thing
out if I could without spoiling the paper. I hav not one parceived by the clergy.
M. Goblet remained un- ticle
of faith in the honesty of Truesdell or the writers in THE
moved.
The pope then protested to the French TRUTH SEEKER.
Indignantly,
SEWARD MITCHELL.
" ' NEWPORT' :MAINE.'
government against the action of 1\f. Goblet, as an
" .2Esop's wolf, as he washed his carcass in the brook that
infringement of the provisions of the Concordat.
flowed from himself down to the lamb, appeared as harmless
December 15th the matter was brought before the
and innocent as a clove, but when he boldly charged the
Chamber of Deputies by M. Goblet, who stated that lamb with 'soiling' the water and making the stream unfit
he would uphold the church, but he would exact from for his royal (!) use, the true character of the brute was at
the. clergy the same obedience that was exacted from once revealed.
" }\'[r. Mitchell has the right to believe in absolute freedom
other state-paid officials. M. Goblet's course was
. approved by a vote of 331 to 167. It was resolved for himself .in all things, including 'Freelove;' he may even
go so far as to think that a free parlor entertainment consistthereupon that M. Goblet's speech and the result of ing of a few feats in legerdemain, and the explanation
the vote should be printed and placarded throughout thereof, is a 'villainous affair,' and the reporter of the same
'is no true friend of any good cause,' but when he publicly
the country.
The Evenin,q Post of this city has obtained a expresses these strange and inconsistent views through the
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER, it ill becomes him at the
copy,of the catechism for the instruction of Roman
same time to charge any other person with ' soiling its
Catl;wlics in France, called, "The V ?ter's Duty," from inspired pages.'
JOHN W. TRUESDELL."
which it translates the following:
'Ve regret that we allowed Mr. Mitchell to use in
" Q. Is it, then, a serious fault to vote wrong? A. Would
these columns the words objected to by Ml·. Truesyou dare to think that it is not a fault to vote wrong? Withdell.
They are not true, and they are harsh and disout wrong voting at the elections should we hav witnessed
the expulsion of the religious orders? Should we be under com·teous. The controversy between Materi tlists
the yoke of compulsory and godless schools? Should we and Spiritualists has been gradually growing warmer
witness the subjection of tile judges to the will of au impious and warmer, and we were scarcely aware of how
gover~ment, of a mi.nistry of Freemasons?
really hot it had become until the limit was over"Q. Is an elector, then, bound to confess his having voted
wrong? A. Certainly, since it is a grave fault. He is bound stepped by JHr. Mitchell.
We hardly think it necessary to say that we believe
to confess, to repent, to correct himself, and to repair as far
· as he can the sad consequences of his offense.
in free discussion of all subjects, for we hav shown
" Q. Some say that tile pric~ts go out of their province in our faith by om wmks in printing the hundreds of
speaking of the electionH in their teaching. Is this true, and conflicting communications that reach us every year.
in accord with Ca.tlwlic doctrin? A. Since it is a rigorous
duty of conscience to vote right, a duty of which each elec- And we propose to continue the same course. ,;v·e
tor owes an account to tile supreme judge, the priests hav do not care to what conclusion a wi-iter may arrive.
the rigiit, and it is their duty, to recommew: 'jlC voters to The idea with which manuscripts sent to us are judged
vote according to their conscience purified by religion, for is, Has the writer something to say? does he know
candidates who giv guarantees that they will defend right how to say it? and will it interest the readers of THE
principles, and not vote bad laws. Tile provincial council of
Turin recommends the priests to instruct their parishioners TRUTH SEEKER ? vV e never allow our own opinion of
the truth or falsity of the argument to determin what
on the obligation of voting and voting right."
hierarchy, and with equal force to the Methodist. The
revenues of these two churches are simply enormous.
They control millions upon millions of property, and
I
thptisands upon thousands of voters. · Already they
manage the temporal aff.airs of such communities as
they hav a majority of voter!3 in, precisely as the
Mormon church influenced the affairs of Utah. Let
Congress, if it shall determin to violate the Constitution, and set .up gospel-;mops, take ho.ld of the
enormous abuse of wealth and power perpetrated' in
every large city by Protestants and Roman Catholics
alike. It is cowardly to pitch into only one sect jmit
hecause it is not the prevailing sect, and is powerless
·before the mighty American nation.

shall be printed. This feeling induces us to allow
the largest possible latitude to our conespondents,
and in this case has caused us to do an injustice to
two worthy individuals. Topreventa recurrence of
this, we warn our disputatious friends to be in the
future more careful of their language. Take pattern
after our law,:-makers at Washington, who in their
speeches manage to convey to the public the opinion
that their opponents exist only because the sheriff
has failed to perform his duty, qut never transcend
the usages of debate.
As Speaker of a very large
house, we shall send the sergeant-at-arms after the
next debater who uses unparliamentary language.

A. New Messiah.
Those who hav been earnestly looking for the cmhing of the messiah will be pleased to learn that he
has anived. Naturally enough, he has communicated
with l'HE TRUTH SEEKER. His name is Lewis the
Light, and this is his invitation. The perspicuity of
it will be at once remarked:
"Oh, come to your savior, come,
Away from the bug he calls hum.
Behold, he stands, with outstretched handsLumpty tum, tootlee tum tum.''
Like his predecessors, Lewis has not been accepted
by the religious world with that avidity which his
divine mission, it would seem, should warrant.
Wishing the editor of this paper a Men·y Christmas,
he writes:
" Dec. 22, 1885.
" EDITOR TRUTH BEEKER, Sir: I've just been crucified by
the damned hypocrits at a Christmas festival, Calvary Presbyterian church--,--crucified bt rejection, as Jesus proplwsied
I should on Calvary, and sealed the testimony with his blood
to save me. Do you tumble?
"The end is not yet. Now, why in hell don't you fellows
hurry up and fire ll'le as a red-hot shot into the churches and
say, 'Take your damned messiah; we don't want Him?' And
as I swear, 'Surely I come quickly,' so will I bounce the
wolves, hirelings, and robbers, to whom I only said, 'Occupy
" LEWIS THE LIGHT,
till I come.' Now git!
"The 2-edged Sword.''
. Passing over the profanity of the above, with a
shudder of several distinct shuds, we hav to confess
to ignorance as to the present whereabouts of this
new savior, as his letter givs no information on that
snbject. In this regard we resemble the wise men
from the east. That Lewis recognizes the fact may
be seen by his query, " Do you tumble?" It will be
recalled that om prototypes desired to fall down and
worship.
The gospel according to Lewis the Light comes in
the form of ·a diminutiv pamphlet bearing the title,
"Bible and Hymns," dedicated to the All in All that
may gather together in One. The Hymns are rather
inferior to the Bible. Here are a few lines of one of
them, called, "Paradise Regained:"
"My love she livs that I feel and see,
Hark to the trumpet call!
She whispers that she will be true to me,
Over the garden wall!"
The " Bible and Hymns" is accompanied by this
note:
"I send you My messianic Bible. Please review t~nclerly,
for she is a sweet young thing. Don't frighten her with
rough vulgarity. Nothing stronger than hades and whisky'
THE BRIDEGROOM.
should be used in this pious era.
"N.B.-She is not copyrighted."
The career of our messiah, we learn, has not been
altogether different from that of the Galilean, as he
has been arrested. His antecedents are also similar,
since liis father was a Jew and carpenter, and he is a
carpenter also.
Let not Lewis be discomaged.
Some 1886 years ago a man was born in Palestine
who made claims similar to his own. He was abused
then, but to-day he has a large and distinguished
circle of admirers.
------~~.-------

Editorial Notes.
E. C. WALKER has resumed the junior editorship of Lucifer.
1\Ir. ·walker is an interesting, and, on subjects where his
premises are correct, a logical, writer.
TrrE Independent says: "If one week of prayer has not
sufficiently humbled and quieted down our impatience," then
"let the week go on inclcfinitly until we get news from
heaven." It occurs to us that if our religious contemporary
keeps the \vorld on its knees till that time it ought to purchase an extraordinary number of very soft cushions.
TnE W01·ld unkindly calls Mr. Jesup's argument against
opening the museums on Sunday a labored essay, and retorts
to his statement that if the museums are opened poor people
will be compelled to work by ironically observing that if
these poor people " are paid for their labor we presume
that will be some consolation.'' The lVo·rld is right. There
are thousa~ds upon thousands of people in this city who
would be glad to work on· Sunday if they could get paid_
for it.
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come desperately enraged at this insult from Inge:.:soll? Alas
for the champions of superstition! They must 'now resort to
the foulest of falsehood in order to· score a point.
" And even editors they bav been kenned,
BRooKLYN, De.c .. 31, 1885.
·
In holy rapture,
l\IR. EDITOH : I hav looked over the last TrmTn SEEKER with
A rousing whid at times to vend,
pleasure. You hav made a great improvement. .The new
And nail't wi' scripture."
dress is beautiful, and the illustrations superb.
0 shades of Paine, Washington, and Jefferson, look down
Yours ever,
P. EoKLEil.
with scom and contempt upon these false friends of humanity, vampires of society, enemieS"· of civilization, the editors
FALL RrvEn, MAss., Jan. 4, 1886.
of the Christian press !
·
~TR. EDITOR : THE Tnunr SEEKER in its new dress and picFind inclosed twenty-five cents for "Bible Morals." If I
torial embellishments is admirable. Pictures convey many
had a dollar, .I would hav six copies. I believe I conld sell
lessons that we learn by a glance, as it were. Th~y often
them here.
NELSON HUNT.
make a deeper impression than the printed word, and you hav
made a great hit by introducing them into TnE TnuTn
MILWAUKEE, ORE., Dec. 15, 1885.
SEEKER, for not only will they be of use to the grown reader,
MR. EDn-ou: You will find inclosed another greenback,
but children who cannot understand the thoughtful essays of which squares up arrearages to .Jan. 4, 1886. By that time I
older minds will readily grasp the meaning of '' Liberty in probably may make a new discovery, and shall want to write
Peril," "Apparition of the Virgin," and other representa_ again. My discovery this time, made within the last two
tions, or these can be explained to the youthful observer, and years, is the true cause of that horrible disease, consumption.
'thus great facts may be implanted upon the brain, never to It is the poison from copper extracted by acids; so don't boil
be effaced. The greatest foe to American libe11ty is Roman your cider in copper kettles, nor make your sauces therein.
Catholicism. The people, in their indifference, sleep above a And another thing-the. cure of small-pox. Take common
powder magazine, liable to explode sooner or later, when unslaked lime, put a pailful of it into a half barrel; add to it
Catholicism will show itself in all ·its hideous array. I trust two pails of wate.r; stir it up, then let it settle till the water
tlley may awake before it will lJe everlastingly too late. I is clear. Let the patient use this lime water freely as a drink,
thank you for your friendliness to woman. All our Liberal also wash in it. By doing as this directs the patient will
papers, I believe, notably the Inve.~tigator, are favorable to never pit nor be confined to his bed. The Castillion Indians
woman's advancement.
SusAN H. WIXON.
knew this method of treatment, and used it, to my certain
knowledge, fifty years ago.
E. W. CRESSEY.
AYER, MAss., Jan. 3, 1886.
!'IR. EDITOR : Please send me '' ~Ien, Women, and Gods,"
SouTH LowELL, ALA., Dec. 20, 1885.
the Tnu1·rr SEEKER A"'-"1\TUAJ~, and "The Story Hour."
l'IR. EDITOR: I am a Spiritualist, and I take TrrE TRUTH
To the picture enterprise I dqnate $1. Your artist givs us SEEKER. I am glad you do the editorial work, for it suits
very spirited pictures .of the past, present, and prospectiv. me. I take your paper because I can read two sides of many
It seems to be the problem of the present or not far distant questions-J\ofaterialism and Spiritualism, Prohibition and
future to decide which shall cover our national banner-the Non-Prohibition, Greenbackism and the banks in opposition,
stripes, the symbol of the past, or the stars, the symbol of labor and its opposit, tariff and less tariff, etc., etc. And not
the future. In the past church and state gave stripes. heavy the least is the light you giv on Romanism and its attempted
stripes, and not a single star of hope. Now our flag displays control in this country.
both. Which shall prevail? This is the question of the
But the principal reason why I take your paper is because
hour. How gladly would the church party hav the eagle- you prove the great difference there is in the causes that imthe ensign of liberty-fold its wings and like the owl perch prove man's condition between church and science, or belief
upon the dead tree of freedom, prophetic of perpetual night; and knowledge. While church and belief command anq dicdeath to every aspiration that beats in the human breast. tate, science and knowledge call and prove. The church
They would roll the world into the past again, and hedge makeE faith the ultimate; science uses reason, both inducabout the path that leads to heaven. Don't forget the price tivly and deductivly, and knows as the ultimate.
of liberty.
Yours ever for freedom,
E. J\hmoK.
We hav extremists in both classes, but in the class of science
they are the surface students, who conclude before solving
NEw BnAUNFELS, TEx., Dec. 5, 1885.
the problem. We should use the known in going near truth.
MR. EDITOR: I hav the honor herewith to pay you $7. You We hav not made all the discoveries that can be known in
may count $3 my further subscription for 1886, $1 my an- any branch of science, and we should be tolerant of others'
nual duty aB member of the American Secular Union, and $3 ideas and charitable to the surface student. The better we
from a new subscriber.
understand material science, the easier it will be to learn dyI like TnE TRUTIT SEEKER, because it has room for every na~ic science. All truths must be connected. It should be
honest opinion, and defends the truth as far as possible. Dr. our aim to keep the chain whole; then we can retrace our
York, now in Australia, givs in No. 47 a very clear and inter- steps and not get lost.
esting declaration of his opinion about Spiritualism.
I like J. D. Shaw's address in particular. Ingersoll is
In regard to our government, I may ask, Is it not a shame always good. Many others giv me much thought.
that the government of the richest people ori earth circulates
If laborers conld be employed at good wages, and the evil
a depreciated silver dollar ? Is it not twice a shame that the habits among them banished, knowledge would increase.
same clare write on this swindle rlollar, "In God we trust?" And this is what THE TRU'l'H SEEKER is trying to do. I hope
0 ye proud. Americans, how are ye nevertheless so despicable? to'be of use to you in this work.
DR. J. K. DEARTH.
Ye cheat yourselvs and others. willingly, and permit your
URBAJ.'fA, KAN., Dec. 28, 285.
government to adore an official god of which your sworn
MR. EDITOR: I suppose that ·a great many of our Liberal
Constitution knows nothing very explicit! Are your first
officers, so doing, not counterfeiters and swindlers, or only friends think· that the sunflower state of Kansas is asleep, or
that the howl and clamor of Methodist revivals hav so enfools and cranks? Away with them.
"Eid und Treue und Gewissen wcrden wie Papier zer- veloped her that our voices cannot be heard. Now, we are
Yours truly,
WM. HILLERT. · neither asleep nor Methodisticallyinclined. Although you
rissen !"
hav seldom heard from us, we hav been at work with the litRicHBuiw, N. Y., Dec. 29, 285.
tle strength that' we hav. A little over a year ago nine perMn. EDITOR: I see it is time for renewals, so I inclose sons of this vicinity banded themselvs together for the purmoney-order for· myself and three new subscribers, which pose of carrying on the work of Liberal reform. That little
pleas~ send to the ·inclosed addresses. I hope you will re- band, the first Liberal League of Neosho county, now numceive support enough to warrant illustrating the paper. bers twenty members. That number we hope to double bePlease send me a copy of "Age of Reason and Examina- fore the year 286 has run its course. In this short time the
-tion of Prophecies," whicl), I think, stands without a peer League has done good work. It has checked the previously
as. a missionary document. 'Wishing TnE Tnu~rrr SEEKER rapid spread of superstition which threatened to ingulf the
success, I remain
minds of young and old. Its position now is such that it
Yours, for universal menta] liberty,
R. P. BARTON.
commands respect, and the name "Infidel" has lost its horrors. The League very much desires to hear from all Liberal
SNOWVILI>E, VA., Jan. 4, 1886.
organizations of Kansas as a matter of mutual development
~fR. EDITOR: We are pleased ever so well with illustrations
and co-operation for more effectiv work. You will hear
in TrrE Tnu'J/n SEEKEn, and hope to hav plenty of them.
more of us. Yours, for humanity,
MAURICE D. LEAHY,
They impress all who see them. People will look at a pictSec. First Lib. League of Neosho Co.
ure who will not take the trouble to react The reading of
the frontispiece of the last TRUTTI SEEKER is emphatic. I
UNioN Crn, Mron., Dec. 30, 1885.
hope we shall hav many such. I am telling all my correMR. EDITon: My subscription having nearJy expired, and
spondents to help about the pictures.
Eu.nNA.
having come to the conclusion that I cannot yet afford to
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SoLDIERs' Hmm, Wis., Dec. 21, E.M. 285.
"General Lew \Vallacc, author of 'Ben Hur,' then an un-·
believer, was riding with Colonel Robert Ingersoll, the notorious Infidel. In course of the conversation, Ingersoll said
to the O'eneral, ' If you want to ha'V no doubt as to the falseness ol'the Bible, take it anrl read it with care.' Acting upon
this suggestion, he did so; the wonderful truths were allconvincin"',
and he was speedily converted to God and gave
0
the world the book which has so stirred the students of literature of the day, 'Ben Hur.' "-1'/w J;£ving Church, Chicago,
Dec. 5, 1885.
MR. EniTO!l: Cannot the veriest simpleton read the Christian lie upon the face of this uninteresting tale? If Wallace
was an unbeliever, why should his friend Ingersoll advise
him to waste his time in poring over the filthy pages of the
Bible in order to become one? \Vould he not hav known
that his friend lHtd read its contradictory and obscene passa.,.es before in order to hav become an unbeliever? And if
W~llace had sense enough to write anything about "Ben
Bur," Ben Bolt, or even Ben Butler, would he not hav be-

drop your paper, the best Liberal journal with which I am acquainted, and the best, perhaps, in the world, please find
inclosed $1.50 to pay for ,it six months longer. For five
years I hav been a constaut and interested reader of your valuable paper, and can say that I heartily indorse the principles
upon which it is conducted, also the doctrins and measures
it advocates. Some five years ago I was led, throngh the
instrumentality of lectures and your paper, up out of the
mysticisms and absurdities of orthodoxy into the paths of
light, truth, and reason, in which paths your noble paper has
constantly encouraged, strengthened, and confirmed me, so
that now I hav not the least desire or intention to return, like
the sow, to wallow in the mire.
Within the last five or six years we hav been favored with
several good lectures. Messrs. Underwood, Jamieson,
Watts, Chainey, and Remsburg all hav held forth in this
city, with good results.
And now may your grand paper cease not its effectiv blows
until every vestige of the effects of priestcraft has been swept

frpm the universe and all humanity: possessed of mental free~
dom and Rationalism.
M. BunLINGAliiF.
ALBANY, N.Y., Dec. 8, 1885.
1\'ln. Enrron: Please allow me a little space in your columns. I do not trouble you very often .. In TnE TRUTH
SEEKER of N:ov. 28th your correspondent, in answering my
question, takes a stand decidedly against '\'{Oman suffrage,
which places him in a very peculiar position. When he
opened his speech at the Convention by saying, "The just
right_., to govern comes from the consent of the governed,n
and afterward opposed a reBolution favoring woman suffrage, I had hoped he only opposed it u.s a plank in the
American Secular Union, but in his letter he informs us that he
is opposed to it in toto. Now, a man sailing under that
motto in his speech, who turns around and contradicts himself
by expecting one-half of the population to be governed 1.Dith- .
out their consent, ought to hav the mantle of charity to cover
him for a few minutes at least. He overlooks his dwn inconsistent position by asking me or anyone else to giv a logical reason why that resolution should hnv passed. Although
that is not really the_ question at issue,. I will giv my reason;
and it is this: The American Secular Union believes in impartial justice. to all, and in refusing justice to their· wives
and mothers and daughters of tlie land, would place itself in
the same position as your correspondent, inconsistent with its
aims and work. And if such intellects as 1\Iessrs. Ingersoll,
Watts, Putnam, Palmer, 1\'lrs. Krekel and others found it
proper to hav this resolution adopted, I, for one, will not
find fault with it, for we know in whom we hav put our
trust.
We find ourselvs classed with Freelovers and Anarchists.
But it is evident in your correspondent's case that prejudice,
commits a multitude of sins toward the woman suffragists.
As far as I know them, they believe in the. sacredness
of hon1e, and the love of one man and of one woman. vVe nrc
also informed that your correspondent carries the pocket-book,
although he givs the wife the perfect right to be mistress of
the house. I hav always had the humble opinion that the
one who carried the cash was in full possession. His wife,
he ·says, has no desire toward tlic ballot-box-which shows·
good sense, having your correspondent for husband; she would
perhaps be a duplicate in case she did vote. I lmv· often
heard that opposing husbands hav wives that do not c.are for
the ballot, but on interviewing the wives, we find a different
conclusion if the husband is not present. He also says:
" Your WO:\lan suffragists are always talking about the right
to cast a ballot. Why not talk about carrying the musket,
serving in the militia, or be in the police force?" In this
question the gentleman givs us a view of his true inwardness;
so to speak, namely, that he believes in physical force instead
of intellectual, in club rule instead of the torch of reason on
Mr. Wettstein's badge. We generally .find the ignorant believe in a government based on the club, but the Liberalminded, the intellectually strong, and the· strong-minded
women want to see reason enthroned.
And when the club is ushered out, and reason ushered in,
the world will be fit to liv in. As Mr. \Vakeman says in his
"Scientific Gospel:" "As the era of wars, revolution, and
conquest will hav passed away under the Republic of :Nian,
every people will become industrial instead of_ military."
That is where all Liberals should work for. Has he served
in our late war, carried a musket, and been on the police
force ? Or did he not smell any more gunpowder than I did?
And does he vote all the same? Has he ever seen prison. birds "that left their striped suits behind them a few days before election march to the ballot-box and cast a vote for the
rnlers of his wife and mother? Has he ever imagined himself in our position on election-day, when these restored .citizens, some of their hands stained with the blood of their victims, go to the ballot-box and vote for law-makers to govern
women's property as well as men's, denying the 'law-abiding
women of the nation a voice or an opportunity to call a halt ?
Is there a woman who does not feel the insult that all these
law-breakers are exalted above them and say by their ballot
who shall rule over them? In the state of New York over·
130 of these men cast ballots at the last election.
Can
anyone see and hear· all these things without feeling that a
great injustice is done to the women of the land? Let us
look at it with an unprejudiced mind, if possible, ·and
we shall see no evil results in granting justice, but a great
evil in refusing it, to law-abiding citizens.
We are always talking of the ballot, he says. That is true,
because that unlocks the door to the inner chamber where all
these unjust laws are made, and is the key to the science of
government, in which all sensible beings should be interested,
in order to remove the Ia ws that exalt the murderer and thief
above the true and loving wife and mother. Yes, I believe
and talk about the ballot, and for good reasons. \Vhcn we
walk about in the world with our eyes open we cannot help
seeing all these things. But then he says strong-minded
girls generally die old maids. Has he ever met a strongminded girl? I hope not-that they hav all been weakminded.
What would become of the Liberal work if strong-minded
girls should allnutrry? Suppose our 1\Iiss Susan Wixon had
been swallowed (Jonah-like) by some individual, and beeome
a duplicate, instead of this beautiful writer and intellectual
woman, who takes such interest in other people's children,
to write beautiful books for them, an<! eonduet.s the Children's Corner in such an able manner. \Vhat a loss it would
hav been to the Liberal cause! And that other unmarried
angel (as Beecher calls them), Miss Ella Gibson, of Barre,
who will ever regret that slw spent her whole life in working
for her fellow-beings, to lift up to a higher plane of usefulness the ignorant and wronged in this world of ours, who is
is still engaged in that work of emancipating the intellect and
making everyone do their own thinking, and work for better
conditions and the universal brotherhood of lnau? Is, inyou:r:
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correspondent's mind, marriage the only calling of girl~? Oh,
what a_mistake! when we look on those sisters who work
out the salvation of so many who are not so fortunate as to
hav the brains to do it with.· How many are there livino- in
"
b
double wretchectness who would clwose single blessedness, if
possible! Has the gentleman never heard of people being
unequally yoked together? Or does he believe that only marriage is bliss ? I think a strong-minded girl oft'en meets a
weak-minded man, and for that reason prefers to be single.
If people· talk carelessly and act without forethought upon this
il'nportant and sacred qu_estion, it is an easy thing to marry
in haste. But if they look upon .it as for a lifetime, and the
happiness· of two beings included, and the well-being of
their offspring considered, it takes a well-balanced mind to
ponder over it, before rushing into wedlocl~. All will rise up
:md call them blessed, these workers in the field, l\lliss Gibson
· ttnd Miss \V-ixon. Does any person call that an ttrgumcnt
- " that strong-minded girls clle old maids?"
I will.:close l>y wishing the American Secular Union o. long
.rfe, also a.ll unmarried angels, and THE TrmTII SEEKER and
your correspondent especially.
Respectfully,
:Mus. HENJ:rCA hronAN.
PIKE, N.Y., Dec. 28, 1885.
Dmp.-Tlmrsday, Nov. 26th, at his residence in Eagle.
Wyoming county, N.Y., Richard Slusser, agecl82 years and
2G clays.
Another veteran from the mnks of truthYet he battled for the right,
While he lived, with all his might,
And his mind weut,evcr seeking after truth.
Many years before his death
He lmd, breathed a freeman's breath,
After slaying all the cloctrins of his youth.
'l'hc deceased had for many years been a subscriber to this
paper. He ·was a deep thinker, and at the arlvanced age of
eighty-two his mentality seemed unimpaired. He was a generouB friend to the unfortunate, and in the community where
he wns known his word was considered as good as a bond.
He raised a family of six children, three girls and three boys,
all of whom are Libemls, and five of whom survive him.
A DAUGI!'l'EH.
·!

\VEin CITY, KAN., De<r 30, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I first saw lVIr. Hemsburg at Bismarck Grove
Convention in Kansas, in September, 1880. He was a quiet,
unassuming; man, and was selling his first book, on Thomas
Paine. I was favorably impressed with his spirit and manhood. Hearing that he was to be at Weir City, nine miles
from me, I induced four of iny friends and neighbors to take
a team and go over with uie to hear Mr. Remsburg. For
myself, I went, not so much to learn his thoughts on "Bible
Morals "-that was the subject-as to compare his matter and
manner with his organism. He has a good physical as well
as mental organism ; an organism solid, firm, persistent, of
good, enduring, wearing material; good heart and lungs;
good digestion, and which seems to hav been comparativly
well used. J;."'':is perception is immense; his store-house of
_facts and history capacious and full, His chain of logic and
his conclusions and results are based upon facts, which he
givs in great abundance and order, and are therefore ir:refutable. In a quiet, unassuming manner he introduces his
hearers at once to his subject, and givs them facts, history,
and rational deductions therefrom. His voice and tones are
pleasant, his enunciation and expression clear and distinct,
his description easy and plain, his language precise and comprehensiv, and there is no redundancy of words, no flourish
of manner or g·esturc for effect, and yet the effect is produced. When by his memory he caused the panorama of
past history to puss before the mental vision of his hearers,
and they saw in all tlreir horrid reality -the vices, the crimes,
the tortures, the murders, and damnable deeds of both Prot~
estant and Catholic persecution; when he >:ith impressiv
words held up to his hearers the millions of men and women
writhing in the agonies of torture and death at the hands of
their relentless Christian enemies, it was enough to arouse
the humanity and moral indignation of everyone who had a
spark of manhood and sympathy. Ah! thought I, how little
cl<l the ·great mass of both ProtestQnt ancl CQtholic dupes and
devotees know of ·the past inhuman and infernal deeds of religious fanaticism, bigotry, and superstition, as the result of
godism, priestcra.ft, and kingcraft!
I cannot too highly recommend Mr. Remsburg to the patronage and employment of the I~ibcral and humane public.
J. I-I. CooK.
JANESVILLE, \VIs., Dec. 30, 285.
MR. EDrrrm: In a late TRUTH SEEKEH is a letter from Ella
Gibson, in which she claims to luw been convinced tlnough
the trick performances of :iHr. John Truesdell that the greater
share, if not :ell, of spiritual manifestations are tricks of fraudulent mediums. Now, then, I hav no wish to discuss this
question further t.l1an to ask these fraud-hunters to exphin
the phenomena frequently occurring in private families through
the mecliumship of children too young to undr!rstaud the arts
of conjurors or counterfeirers. In many intelligent fnmilies
these chilcl-metliums are found, of whom the public kno\vs
nothing·, through whose organisms are given convincing
tests of spirit identity ..
For years I !mew intimntcly a. young girl who was the (;mbocliment of simple, ehildlike honesty, and who was n.
medium from babyhood up to the time of her death, which
occurred at the age of twenty-three. Scores of intelligl'nt
1nen and women, among them reverends or ex-reverends, as
well as students and skeptics, were convinced of a future
life by spirit tests given t.hrongh this girl medium. I lived
neighbor to her for several years, and was a frequent witness
of the phenomenn given through her mccliumship. She was
so perfect an instrument that., without a moment's preparation,
in the midst of work or play, she would be controled by
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New Publications.

some power outside and beyond her own volition and intelligence. -Fraud was out of the question in her case. What
power, then, was it that acted upon or through this young
girl ? Will 'l,'tuesclell & Co. please answer?
Foolish question to ask of those who are not truth seel~ers
but fraud-hunters, and the sad part of it for themselvs is
that so long as they ·act from that motiv they will find what
they seek, upon the general principle that" like attracts like."
The brightest and best things of this life are often counterfeited, whether they be material scrip and coin or' the manifestations of spii·it forces, which are the vitalizing forc'Js
of all tl!at is genuin in human life and expression.
·
Yours for truth,
Mns. ELVIRA WrrEELOOK.

The annual issue of the "Amerikanischer Turner-Kalender"
is out for 188(), printed in German as she is wrote. The
Freidenker Publishing Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., are responsible for it.
P1•og1·ess is a monthly Freethought magazine, published at
28 St!?necutter-street, London, Eng.; G. W. Foote, editor.
Each number contains able articles on religious and scientific
subjects. The subscription price is $1.50.

The I(ansas Blade, the official paper of Cloud county, has
issued an almanac for 1886 containing many illustrations of a
miscellaneous nature, and aclvertisments telling the wayfarer
where to go to get anything he wants that he doesn't see.
Also a calendaT and remarks on different subjects. It is
given away, we believe, to subscribers for the Elude.

MT. VER~oN, IND., Dec. 24, E.M., 285.·
lVIr:. EDITOR: Arthur C. Everett, late of the Labor Advocate
has just started a ne\v form of his old paper in this city. It
is now the Rights of Man. Nearly all of the Freethinkers of
this county are weak. They hav never been organized, hav had
no clisciplin, and hav seen no service. Those most willing to
make sacrifices for the cause are our poverty-stricken wageworkers. Mr. Everett is one of the most heroic and unflinching workers in our ranks. His labors hav been met with opposition, persecution, and threats. To-clay I suggested to
him to make his paper a little milder; to educate his home
readers by easy stages up_ to his standard. He intimated
that if they could not swallow full-fledged Infidelity, he
would never se!lve them with a hybrid compromise. Said
he: " If I hav, to run a- policy paper I will stop right where
I am." His answer had .the right ring. I respected him
more than I did the instant before he uttered it. Thousands
of Liberals may read these lines. I hope all of you who can
will favor him with a yearly subscrip,tion. Do this much for
the Rights of Man, for a cripple,., and for humanity. His address is lock-dmwer N, Mt. Vernon, Indiana.
CnAs. 0. RowE.
411 ~IN'E sT., EAu CLAIHE, WIS., 'Dec. 14, 1885.
lVln. EDITOR:, I much envy the faculty for saying much. in
a few words possessed by my courteous opponent, L. Joy,
but fear I cannot emulate it, because more words are needed
to giv reasons than to make assertions. lVIr. Joy says that
government should be credited with the good parts of civilization because, with few exceptions, it is in harmony with
them. If this were true it would leave the question open,
which was effect, and which cause? But I deny that it is
true. One of the good parts of civilization is procluctiv industry. In Europe, at this moment, full three million men
in the best part of their lives are kept by th.c government
from productiv inchistry that they may collect taxes and kill
each other. Surely, this is a pretty large exception. But to
the soldiers you must add all whose labor is consumed by the
army, all the lawyers, judges, policemen, excisemen, landlords, etc., in order to see how far the government is from
being in harmony with this good part of civilization; which
should be credited, not to it, but to the needs and intelligence
of individuals. Peace is a good feature of civilization, but a
very limited ~mow ledge of history is enough to teach us that
almost all wars (I should say all_ of them) spring from the
ambition of kings and politicians, and not from any bad feeling between the populations who h!)cl to fight. Peace, therefore, so far as it prevails, is not to be credited to o-overn•
.l
b
ment, but to productwn and trade, on wlnct~.~ as above
stated, the military or governing class hav always been a
heavy drag. Freetlwught is a good feature of civilization,
but all governments, our ovm included, support some system
or systems of ·superstition; and all systems of superstition
not persecuted by some other which happens to be more in
favor, hav been most loyal champions of government. The
freedom and equality of the female sex is a good feature of
civilization. But though :Hr. Joy doesn't see it, it seems
absurd to repeat that the only way woman's ,v(clom was
ever promoted is by making her more free, and~;'diat the only
way to make it complete is to make her free ('ntir·ely. This
is so bald a truism to me that if lHr. Joy thinks it a paradox,
I should suggr;st that he devote a. few pamgraphs to explaining his theory of logic before he applies it anr further. l\Ir.
Joy says that those evils which exist in spite of law are not in
harmony with government
a rule. Again I differ with
him. Petty theft is one of those evils which Jaw pr0poses to
correct. But I suspect if law would stop encouraging big
steals, small ones would stop themselvs. Adnltcry and prostitution ar·e contra1-y to law, but the abolition of legal marriage would stop t.h('m both, and nothing else wilL l\Inrder
is contrary to law, but to stop it effectually abolish law, anrl
giv us tire freedom of Wvomin<r or Ari;:ona, where murder
does not mean some expe~1sc and inconvenience, but the next
tree. Sneaking out of debt is an evil the Jaw proposes to
prevent, but the only debts people always pay promptly are
those which the law will not enable them to collect by suit..
.Mr. Joy says that the origin of law is in '.,;oeial usage, but he
neglects to ohsCl've tlmt social, like legal, tyranny is !he work
of >l few officious, pragmatical in(livirlunh;. He ~<'Pills to fl'el
keenly the despotism of )\IrB. Gnm<ly. Did it CYl'r occur to
him to ascertain who the local l\Irs. Grundy is? As our
.statutes can be traced to scurvy politicians whos(' only talent
was that of lJamboo:ding people, so tlte C'dicts of that V('lmw
w)lich ostrnciz('s individuals in :my town or villagp ('mannte
from other imlivirlnalB for whom no om• has any p('rsonal respC'ct, and whos(' powl'r eonsi~.ts solPl)' in n knack of insinwttion. \Vn need a wholesome spirit of rebellion against these
self-eonstitntctl tyrants, for, like tht• ghosts one sees on a rlark
road at night, they nre formidable only to fear and snver;;tition, and will turn into lumnll'ss hit chin~·-posts if Olll' goes
bold1y up to them. I nm sorry :\fr. Jor shouhl praise me
for saying nothing about" legal rob ben;" or !lyuamite. Our
bosses arn legal robbers, :mel dynamite (j\l(lieiously used) is a
very good "prescription" for t.hc law~ers' itch~ .
..
C. L. JA)IJlo.

';J .·

ChaTles A. Watts's "Agnostic Annual" for 1886 sustains the
reputation for ability established by its predecessors. Particulars as to its contents and price may be obtained from the
advertisment. '\Ve like to encourage the publication of Free~
thought annuals, and believe that the best encouragement is
a good exampl.e which givs others a goal of excellence to
strive for. That is one reason, among others, why the TRUTH
SEEKEll ANNUAL is published. Price 25 cents.
Farmer Isaac W. Griscom, of Woodbury, N.J., has embodied his " View of a Protectiv Tariff" in a substantial
pamphlet of fifty pages which he sells for thirty-five cents.
Although a farmer, he has thought about things, and knows
how to express himself in plain English, but does not lay
claim to ornateness of style. He is a free trader, and if there
were not so many strong arguments on the other side his
book would be a clincher. Send to Farmer Griscom for it.

.
1
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Mr. Owen E. Langsdorf is one of those persons who in some
way or another get into what :Mr. lVIantilini would term a
"clemcl state." He calls it the Dim Region of Dreams, and
says· if there is any place in all the wide universe· more delightful he knows it not. lVIr. Langsdorf has evidently never
attended a meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club, but htl
shoulclliv in hope. \Ve are led to make these observations
by the appearance of a book from this gentleman's pen entitled "Ziita KiL" He wrote it while m one of his states.
Those having a curiosity to read "Ziita Kii" ~honld send one
dollar to the author, 12 Louisa st., '\Villiamsport, Pa. The
book looks well.
On the fly-leaf of a book entitled "The Spirit of the New
Testament," dedicated "to my other soul, from whose immortal love the persecutions of earth ha v failed to separate
me," we find this inscription printed: "The Eternal Soul,
'In the beginning, GocL'-TheEmanation, 'The Spirit of God
moved upol..,the Face of the Deep.'-The Materialization,
'Man from ~ne Dust of the Eai'th.'-The Unfoldment, 'The
Kingdom of God is within you.'-The Perfect Conception,
'Behold, a Virgin shall conceive.'-The Revelation, 'The
seed of the woman shall. bruise the Serpent's Head.'-The
Regeneration, 'The Two shall be One.'-The Sublimation,
'The last Enemy that shall be destroyed is Death.'" Boston
:Mass., Cupples, Upham & Co. Price $1.25.
AN elegant pamphlet is one entitled, " In :Memoriam : William '\Vaguer," being JudgeR. B. '\Vestbrook's memorial address at the opening of the spring course of lectures of the
'\Vagner Free Institute of Science in Philadelphia, 1885. Professor Wagner was a liberal-minded German, a friend of
Girard, and a man who by his religious views received the
name of "Infidel." If there is a creator he co'ulcl lay his
hand to no better work than creating more Infidels like Professor ·wagner. The ·wagner Free 1nstitute of Science was
inaugurated May, 21, 1855, and dedicated to the advancenwnt ~,:-;:catnral Science. The entire benefaction is estimated
at half a million dollars. The founder provided that there
should be no religions tests among those who were to share
his bounty, and cautioned his trustees against the introduc:
tion of " religions brawlers" in its direction. I-Ie was a
Deist. Judge ·westbrook's 1\>Iemorial Address does credit to
himself and honor to his subject.
WE arc always pleased to receive bool\s for review from
Messrs. Fowler & Wells, because they are usually accompanied by printed noticcs of tlwmsclvs more comprehensiv
and impartial than we could write without first reading the
book. The notice does not involve extra expense. The
latest volume from that firm is entitled "A Lucky ·waif: A
Story for l\Iothers, of Home and Scl~ool Life." Ellen E.
Kenvon is the author. The review which accompanies it
says": " This work, with its graphic pictures of home and
school life, is full of suggestion for mothers an(l other home
educators who feel the grave responsibility of their relation
to the little people intrusted to their keeping. Written in
the form of an attractiv story, it follows its principal actors
from chil(lhootl to maturity; and as their budding characters
develop under the pen of the author, we arc led to observe
the effects of go()(] and bad cnltmc upon minds of consicleruble natural diversity." Printed in the best style. Price $1.

as
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;, American Jlfoney" is the title of the latest effort of JHr.
John George I-Icrtwig, whose address is post-oJllce box 70G,
IV' ashington, D. C. It is a well-gotten-up pamphlet of 23
pages. Price, 15 cents. \Ve cannot do better than to copy a
portion of the notict' of the book kindly fmnishecl us by the
author. Ile says: "The author is of the opinion that the
United Statc·s notes should llc redeemed by correct silver clollurs and retired, but that for deposits, made with the government by the people of such corTC'ct silver dollars, silver
cert ifieates, :nul for depo,;its of gold coin, made with the gov('nmwnt by the people, o·old certificates should be issued bv
the o·oveninwnt to the p~ople, as a circulating medium in tlie
d(·n~minations of the prcsPut 'C'nitccl States notes, according
to the option of the (h•positors of the gold and silver coin.
IIc thinks that, for the purposes of saving and accumulation,
the A mcrienn people should hnv in their possession as much
o·olrl coin and as manv corrf'ct silvt•r dollars as possible, and
that, for the pnrposc'H of trade and commerce, they should
hav an amply snnieient paper currency, consisting of gold
aml silvl'r eertiJkal<'s. rPdcemnble on demand in the rc;·pt·ctiv
coin, dcpositcr.t for the same with the government."

I
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anything, John Skinner?" and little Sally
Downs assumed an air of importance because
she knew something that some of the others
Edited by. Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall did not.
"Co~e out lwre; we want to see you," said
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunicationsfor
Tom Beers, poking at the crab with a stick.
this Corne·r slwuld be sent.
"He never will come out that way, I can
tell you. Sixty horses could not draw him
" Between the dark and the daylight,
out nnless he had a mind t@' come of his uwn
When the night is beginning to lowe1·,
accord," declared Sally.
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
" Put him in a dish of water and he'll run
That is known as the Child1·en's Hour."
out quickly enough," said Nina Marsden.
" I've seen hermits like that before."
The CJliidren.
So they picked up an oyster-shell and put
How shall I find the words to tell
the queer little creature in it, and then dipped
The thoughts that in my mind are posing,
up some water, and ~Ir. Hermit Crab immeThat poesy with its magic spell
diately began to swim about, he and his
Half hides, and yet is half disclosing 1
dwelling-house, but when one touched him,
They seem to com9 in troops as gay
As do the little lads and lasses,
in ·he V{ent instantly, barring the doorway
When at the merriest hours of play
with his claw.
Joy-freighted every moment passes,
"Now, you see," said Sally, "his long tail
'Whose sunny smiles are followed after
is very soft and delicate, and, without some
With frequent ring of merry laughter.
protection, the yonng eels and minnows dartAs poesy paints the charming scene
Of childlike innocence and beauty,
ing aronnd here would snap off that dear little
We pray that nought may intervene
tail in no time. I suppose his mamma told
To mar the claims of love and duty;
him to get one of these cunning winkle-shells
That children all may learn to know
and liv in it, and then he would not get hurt,
Their true relations to each otherThat none there is too poor or low
you know. T}lere is something fixed on pur-'
But is some sister or a brother;
pose on the end of his tail, by which he fasc
That foulest rags may be but hiding
tens himself to hls shelly house, and when he
The white souls underneath abiding.
grows too big for the shell he gets out of it
Who seeks to warp the y~uthfulmind
and into another bigger one. It is because he
With superstitious, baleful teaching,
livs in a shell house by himself that he is
Obstructs the paths the soul should find
In its aspiring, upward reaching.
called a hermit."
Who say our loved ones are depraved,
The children carried their hermit home and~
That God in his divine endeavor
placed him in the oyster-shell, well supplied
Decreed who should be lost or saved,
with water, on the red seat on the piazza, and
To dwell in hell or heaven forever,
Prove they are dupes to a delusion,
went off to pick berries. When they req.utwrought from errors in profusion.
turned, what do you think ?-there was Polly,
Earth's little ones are pure and fair,
the parrot, who had opened the door of her
Needing our constant, careful training,
cage and walked out to view the new speciAnd yet our better angels are,
men, quietly engaged in chewing it up!
And ever thus through life remainfug.
Their innocence and beauty keep
"Now, isn't that too bad?" they all ex-Our hearts aglow with pure emotion,
claimed. "Polly, you're an old fraud!"
Teaching who sow true love shall reap
Polly laughed immoderately. "Ha, ha, hal
The harvest wealth of true de~ ••vn;
Mince pie good !-goody, goody; goody!"
•Tis thus the children are 'our teachers,
And better far than credal preachers.
said she.
" Polly wants pie-more pie!
more pie!" and thus she went on laughi:llg
They are the source of untold joys
In nature's lavish, generous measure,
and chattering.
.
Proving all noble girls and boys
"I
should call it crab pie," remarked Iss.A mine of never-failing treasure;
bel). "and you've eaten it, Polly, house and
These fill our cups of human bliss
all."
And keep our wayward feet fr'om straying,
Tempting with many a honeyed kiss,
"She does not care anything about hermits,
That on their young, sweet lips are playing,
or, in fact, about any of the wonders of the
And through the clouds life's repining
sea or land, while to us it is all so entertaining
We find this cheery, silver lining.
and interesting. But never mind! perhaps
So thus, dear children, you can see
-yve shall find another hermit by the sea some
The place you hold in love's dominion,
With what you are, and what may be
time." And Sally tried to appear patient and
In every true soul's just opinion;
unconcerned, as they all walked off together
And as the passing years unfold
. down the plank walk that led to the village.
To each the duties that are waiting,
Keep warm the heart, bar out the cold
------~~------S._H.W.
That falsehood brings through its misstating;
Then will your lives grow braver, better,
Our Puzzle Box.
In truth, in spirit, and in letter.
1.-CHARADE.
Loclcpm·t, nz;, Nov. 17, 285.
GEORGE LYNN.
Add a betrothal to a cup of tea;
'Twill giv you something quite too sweet for
A Sea-side Hermit.
me.
I. A. PooL.
His name was crab-H. Crab-and he lived
in a snug little cabin at the foot of a big rock
2.-ENIGMA.
on the border of a bay; and the name of the
In win, not in loose;
In plan, not in roose,
rock was Jumbo. :M:r. Crab was the flllllliest
In go, not in come;
old hermit that ever you saw. He used to sit
In wine, not in rum;
in front of his house, like any old man baskIn rose, not in pink;
ing in the sunlight on his own doorstep, and
In skate, not in rink;
there he would sit for hours watching for seaIn old, not in new;
In lamb, _not in ewe;
spiders and little baby fishes that every day
And all combined, plus final l,
the rising and receding tide brought to his
A friend of mankind's name will spell.
door for food.
A. GILE.
"It is better to be born lucky than rich,"
he would probably think, if he thought at all,
3.-PRIZE RHOMBOID.
Dedicated to JVm.. J. B1~rns.
as he swallowed his dinner, and then with a
whisk of the broom which was attached to Read across.-1. A blanket.
2. A marine chretopod worm.
to his body he would sweep the sand from
3. An article of dress.
his one-roomed house, and crawl inside for
4. A noted Roman theologian.
an afternoon nap.
5. An animal.
.
He was such a curious-looking fellow, was
6. A scraper.
H. Crab. When he was inside of his house Read down.-A letter, a prefix, a color, a
name of certain plants, Spanyou would never know he was there at all,
ish weights, each, a tract of
and he would dodge inside as often as his
land, to trend flax for use, havquick eye detected anyone approaching. And
ing a cord-like appearance, a
when he went abroad his house went also.
prefix, a letter.
''Puzzledom in a Nutshell" for first correct
It was so funny to see him traveling, and
- H. E. JuERGENS.
he could move quite rapidly on his six stout solution.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
legs, and rattled along on the pebbly'beach
like a horse-car on Broadway. When, one
day, ~Ir. Crab saw us, half a dozen girls and 4.-JOJIN BROWN'S TEN LITTLE INJUNS.-A NUMERICAL POSY.
two boys, coming- along innocently enough,
Whoop! John Brown he bad a little Injun!
what did he do but jump back into his man- One, two, three, four, five little Injnns,
sion as qnick as a wink, and bar the en- Six, seven, eight, uine, ten little InjunsTen little Injun boys!
trance with his biggest big claw? But Isabel
Johnson had clappecl her eyes upon him, and The one, two, three, he said was the last;
With hisfour,five, six, he heard a blast·
she exclaimed :
By the five, six, seven, he held them fast';
"Oh! Oh! Oh! Do look, look, look!" and Seven, eight, nine, little men, at lastsnatching Mr. Crab, we all gathered around
.
1'en little Injun boys!
her to examin the newly-found specimen.
Ten, one, two-just half a score;
'·What do yon suppose made the thing Ten, eight, nine-but ten, no more;
creep into such an old shell as that?" said Ten, jour, two-ten as before;
Johnny Skinner.
Thus by tens we count them o'erTen little Injun boys!
"Why, 'tis a hermit crab; don't you know
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Six, four, three, seven, eight, nine-these
Are the aborigines;
Now by each deed of kindness shown,
By every sign to friendsltip known,
Joining hands and circling round,
Ten dear men indeed are found.
Ten little Injun boys I
Irwin,-Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
5.-A FLOOK OF BIRDS.
In the following sentences are concealed
the na!lleS or thirteen birds : 1. Has Winifred
started t& town? 2. The widow rents the
farm upon which she livs. 3. We aver this to
be a fact. 4. What will you read dear? 0
"Bingen on the Rhine." 5. If yo'u can use~
scalpel I can. 6. Let him come before us and
pipe right merrily. 7. He took the rope with
him. 8. Caspar rowed him across the bay.
9. Years ago I saw her on the stage. 10.
Sleep, love! rest peacefully. 11. News from
the Merrimac, awful news. 12. He is still
smarting under the lash. G. W. WIUIAMS.
6.-CONUNDRUM.

one-half miles. I've been to the Forest and
Springs, but never was to the Geysers.
I wish very much to hear Colonel Ingersoll
lecture. He lectured at Napa City a year
ago last November, but I could not go then.
I'm sorry he does not come every year.
Miss Wixon, I want to offer a sugO'esti 0n ,
for your consideration relating to the Puzzle
- department. A priz'e is sometimes offered
for the ji1'8t solution of a puzzle that reaches_
you. Those near· he!ldquarters get their papers earlier tha11 those at a distance, and being as apt at solution, perhaps, and so much
nearer you, their answers can reach you first,
even though they may hav been obtained'
later.
_ !,think those at a distance hav less opportunity to compete for prizes on that account.
I am not expert at solving problems, still, I
hav noticed .some prizes tllat I would hav
been pleased to compete for, but for the fact
that we get our paper so late, and then the
answer would be much later reaching you.
Please do not consider this' in the light of a
complaint, but as a friendly suggestion.
I will close by wishing you a Happy New
Year.
Yours truly,
·
A. LILE WEYBRIGHT.
P.S.-I will send you two puzzles, one
from my brother an4 one from myself.

A. W.

[Thanks for your interesting letter. We
are always glad of suggestions, and should
more prizes be offered iu the Corner, we will
see that ample time is allotted, that all may
hav a chance of trying. 'rhe f~;1·ns you sent
are suggestiv of green fields and a green climate. We' tllank you for them and for puzzles.-En. C. C.]
lHILFORD, :MAss., Dec. 30, 1885.
DEAR Miss WixoN: 'Niy papa has taken
TnE TIW'l'II SEEKER two years, and this is the
first time I hav written to yon. I am ten
years of age, but many people say I am very
Why iS' this mouse like a storm that is at its small for ten years. I tell them if th~y had
hight?
to make my dresses a half inch or an inch
longer every month they would not think so.
7.-WORD SQUARE.
I had ten Christmas presents, and gave only
three. I gave mamma a nice pocketbook and
a pincushion. Papa had a linen handkerchief.
I go to the Park Grammar School, in No.
3, which is next to the lowest room.
I think the answer to the conundrum is
"hog's head." Your constant reader,
GRACIE FAIRBANKS.
P.S.~If ·you don't like the writing please
tell me so if it is printed.
G. A. F.
[Why, Gracie dear, the writing is very
good for a girl of ten, and we would like to see
it often.-En. C. C.]

Easy one for little folks .
8.-00NUNDRUM.

Here's a well-known beverage,
And here"s a well-known tool;
Each is prepared for human use
By following the same rule.

CALISTOGA, CAL., Dec. 25, 285.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I am not a little- girl,
nor a big girl; in fact, I'm no girl at all-l'm
a boy, and a big boy at that. Maybe I've no
business in the Children's Corner, but havin& ·
been a child, and being fond of children, ana
pleased when they are enjoying themselvs, I
came in thi~ evening to say " howdy" to all
the TRUTH SEEKER children and yourself. I
am glad they hav such a genial editor for
their Corner, and also glad there are more
children coming into it. I think if they become well acquainted with its contents they
will be better prepared for a pleasant and useful life.
·
Good food for the mind is much like good
food for the stomach, that is, it makes it
strong, healthful, and useful.
Having said so much, I will bow myself
out, with the hope that, if I'm not too big,
you will let come in to see aO'ain.
Wishing you all aHappy"New Year, I am,
etc.,
UNoLE JoHN.
N.B.-Should these items be of use to you
use them and welcome; otherwise allow them
to ornament the waste basket. I do not want
to intrude.
J. C. WEYBRIGII'l'.
[No intn~sion. We are all children together, big an<l little, and all are welcome in
the Corner. Thanks for your interest and
kind words. Come again.-En. C. C.]

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
JAN. 2, 1886.
1.-70 hours. 2.-14,211. 4.--:-Children's
Corner-Children Scorner. 5.-Dare to be
true-nothing can need a lie; a fault which
needs it most grows two thereby.
[PARKHURST, New York city. The" catch"
you refer to represents Maiden Vane, and it
is said nothing is made in vain. See ?-SuE
BRINEGAR. You will hav to try again as W!;ll
HE <'ANAR'li'·. A New and Remarkable Work
on the Care of the Pet Canary. By mail, 50
as Ruth.-En. C. C.]
cents. Contents table mailed free. Laau A(lents
Wanted. 1\furray _Hill Publishing Co., 12U East
28th Street, New Yorlr.

T

Correspondence.

CALISTOGA, CAL., Dec. 25, 285.
DEAR Miss WIXON: As you published my
other letter, I'm encouraged to try again. I
liv at the head of Napa Valley, at the foot of
old Mt. St. Helena, which is 4,400 feet high.
There is good evidence of its having been a
volcano.
Our place is chiefly adapted to the growing
of fruit. We hav almost every variety, from
the apple to the fig.
We hav had little frost so far this winter.
There are green tomatoes on the vines in the
garden, the Madeira vine is still green, and
the roses are still in bloom. Yon see by this
that our winters are very mild. But, so far,
this winter has been the wettest one we hav
had since we hav. been in California. My
little brother Lewis has a rain-gage, and up
to date we hav had 2 1-4 inches of rain.
The scenery here is very picturesque. I
wish you could see the great blue mountains
east of us and the green hills at the foot of
them. The Petrified Forest is seven miles
from here; the Great Geysers, twenty-six
miles; and the Hot Sulphur Springs, two and
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INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus ..
Fl~JmERIC

MAY HOLLAND, Author of
"'l'he Reign of the Stoics."
" 'rlns is a book not only to be read once, but to
be kept and referred to, and pondered over from
year to year. It ·.is a guide-book of Liberalism
through the past centuries prior to 1600, t,he era
of Copernicus aud Bruno. It does not take the
place of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or
Lecky, but it makes them intelligible by pointing
out the white light that has been cast upon the
lurid elouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty, from the little stream of Freethought that
has ftowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed
course down through the ages which now liv
only as our realm of Memory and Admonition." .
Octavo, 458 pp.
PIUCE, $iUO.
Address 'l'HE 'J:RU'l'J;I S]);EE:lUl,.
By
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Agents for The Truth Seeker.

PHI C E,

CALIFORNIA..
Dr•. J. L. York, San Jose, Oal.
CANADA.
W. B. Oooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
ILLINOIS.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street., and Brentano
Bros., Ohicago.
INDIANA.
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS..
Ohris. Brown, Burlington.
• .
MAINE.
·B. 0. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
'
Mills).
·
MASSACHUSETTS.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MICHIGAN.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Swan & Oo., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
NEBRASKA.
Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.
•
Brentano Bros., Union Squ~tre, New York.
OHIO.
N. Hex~er, 303 Superior street., and VanEpps
& Oo., 259 Superior street, Oleveland.
OREGON.
Wm. Ohance, Astori~t.
A. Erwin, Lebanon.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
.
PENNSYLVANIA.
George Longford, 25 Otter st., Philadelphia.
H. Olay Luse, Waynesb:ug.
Dr. J. H .. Rhodes, 505 1-2 North 8th 1\t., Phil a.
W. F. Schade, 3706 Butler street, P1ttsburgh.
. TENNESSEE.
Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
UTAH.
James Ashman, Salt Lake Oity.
D. F. Keeler; Park Oity.
W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake Oity.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
VIRGINIA.
Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Brentano Bros.
ENGLAND .
. Watts & Oo., 17 Johnson's Oourt, Fleet street,
London.

WOMAN.
'In the

FoR

CHILDREN AND

Bv SUSAN H. WIXON.

-

WITH NEARLY ONE HUNDRED lLLUSTRATIONS. ·

CHAS. A. WATTS, Editor.
CoNTENTS: Agnostic Religion, by R. Bithell,
B.Sc., Ph.D.-Shifting the Uenter of Gravity, by
C. N.-Misconceptions of A!>nosticism-l by Charles
Watts-A Household of Unfaith? by u-.l\L McC.Is Agnosticism, of Necessity, Anti-Christian? by
W. Stewart Ross (Saladin)-Legend of the Devil's
Dyke, B~~f:l'htoJ!> by Julian. -Emotional Agnosticism.-), b~ w. A. .Leonard.-Agnosticism and Popular t.:nnstianity, by Col. R. G. Ingersoll.-The Special Senses, by H. J. Hardwickel F. R. C. S.-Not
Left comfortless, by F. J. Goula.-The Morals of
,Agnosticism, b;~C Ignotus.-'l'he Eternal Curse, by
·William l\IaccaU-The Catholicity of A"nosticism~
by: Winifred, Lady Hobinson.-ChristJanity, ana
After, by Ch:u·les C. CattelL-Unpalatable Truths,
by F. Sydney ll'Iorris.-OPJ?Osit Poles of 'J'hought,
by ~1'. Evan-Jacob, B.A.-l!ortune and the l\Iendicant, by 'l'homas Mead.
PRICE 25 CENTS.
For sale at this office.

HISTOHY
OF THE

·INTELLECTUAL DEVEI.. OPMENT

or EurOilC.
By JOHN WILLIAM· DRAPER, MD , LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, $3
Addres~ 'l'HF. TRUTH 8F.~~KF.R
2tf
RH Clinton Pl.. New York city

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBER1 l-. ADAMS.
Oloth, $1.25.

For Sale at this Office.

J. E. BE.MSRUBG.
Revised and Enlar;::ed.

AS A
MISSIONARY ·DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Ohurch a'nd Morality; Oriminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the priRoners in
the penitentiaries; .the Ohurch and Civilization; the Ohurch and Sciencl'; the Ohurch
and Learning; the Ohurch and Liberty; the
Oh•uch and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance
Reform; ·tho Ohurch and the Republic.
ThaKe pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every· reader send for a
dozen at least. Address
THE TBlJTH SEEKEB.
!1!1 Olinton Place. NEW YORK

Two New Pamphlets
BY

CHARLES WATTS.
The American Secular Union : Its
Necf'ssity, and the Justice of its
Nine Df'mand~.

I

")jetween the dark and the daylight, when the night begins to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations that is known as the children's hour."
LoNGFELLOW.

NEW YORK:

PUBLISHED BY THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY1

SPECIAL NOTICE.

FOR 1886.

YouTH.

Author of APPLES OF GOLD, ALL IN A LIFETIME, Etc.

Translated from the German by Dr. Adams Wal-·
ter. 272 pages; cloth, 75 cent"; paper, 30 cents.
"Capital," a criticism on Political Economy. By
Carl Marx. First English translation. Published
in 27 parts, 10 cents per part. Bubscription, $2.50.
"Anti-Syllabus." By Lily Curry. Price, 3 cents.
LABoR NEws AND PUBLISHING AssocrATmN,
705 Broadway, New York.
(Full list of Labor Publications mailed free.)
3tf

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL

-:BY-

Price, 10 OTI:! SINGLY; 75 OTS. PER DOZ.

and Future.!
BY A. BEBEL.
~

THE

FALSE CLAIMS,

~1.25 .

THE STORY HOUR.

Pa~t, Pre~en•,

Friendship Liberal League No. 257, of Philadelphia, will celebrate the 149th anni·versary of the
birth of the Author-hero,
THOMAS PAINE,
January 31st, 1886, in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood streets, at 2:30 and 7:30 P.lii., to consist of
addresses, recitations, vocal and instrumental
music. Entertainments free.
· Supper at 5:30 P.llr. Tickets for supper, 25 cents.
Liberals throughout the state invited.
3t2
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l.T .TNTON ,PLACE.

THE

POCKET ATLAS

;~nd EAR BALSAll
SIXTY YEARS' INVARIABLE SUCCESS.
OC t.be
Best known remedy for all aftlictions of these organs. WEAK EYES, WEAK EARS, DEAFNESS,
and CATARHHAL AFFECTIONS immediately
reached. FAILING SIGHT .Prevented. ROAHContaining
ING OR DRUl\fMING OF EAHS will cease. One COL(}RED MAPS OF EACS: gTATE AND TERRIbox tells the whole story.
TORY IN THE UNITED STATES: also
·
Price by mail~ ~0 cents.
lOtl
G. A. LOlVlAS, Shakers, N. Y.
MAPS OF"l'HE CHIEF GRAND DIVIS'ONS. WITH
COMPLETE INDEX OF EVERY COUNTRY ON
THE FACE OF THE GLOBl!l.

SHAKEf:t EYE

WORLD.

A~HUR'f LES~ON IN Hl~TORY.

.A double-page p1cture contrasting sci~nce and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
hum3n advan<Jement, and how the other has
always opposed 1t. The German-Amll1'ican thus
describes it in detail
The palmy days or the church Witness the burn
lug at the stake or Bruno, the pope and prlestE wit
nesslng the burning or the heretic with expression'
of joy. Ga\lleo Is rApresented sitting In his study
the pope hohllng thA Rword or lnqulsltton over hts
head, and to save his Ute being torced to recant his
phllo•ophy. Martin Luther Is r~presented tacking
up hi• "Right of Prlv,.te Judg'Tleut." Behind him
stands the pope with the bull or excommunication
drawn, and besl<le him the headsman's block and
ax or tn!alllblllty. In their study are Morse and
Stephenson applying their inventions to practical
t.esu., and In th" rear or them the PresbytPrlan put.
pits are f!lle1 by two or the broadcloth gentlemE-n
d<mouncin~r the tnventlonp as" Tb wartlng the will
or Gnd," and branding these mAn and their lnven.
tlons as "llAralds or Antichrist.. Iogersnll stands
oo' a platt,.•rm apparently delivering his lecture
"Which W>l.y?" whlcb he holds In his hand, Talma!?A appro'lcheR the pl>l.ttorrn at the colonel's back,
pulling alter him, by the arm, the chief or pollee,
wh•• holds In his hand t.hew>l.rrantor arrest for blasphProy The colonel seems to 1ake no notice or the
spleeny, cadaverous form ascending the platform at
his rear. Then come> the modern teachers or salvation. the Salvation Army, with their drums, bones,
tambour1nfls, and streamArs, (al?d

screamer£~,

too),

al•o a rae simlla or our crazy armv. A group or like·
neeses of the teachers or science,Haecket,Humboldt,
Da•wtn, Tyndall, ant! Huxley, I• also shown: The
llkenes•es throughout ~tre remarkab'ycorrect. As a
plcrorlal h!,tory the caricatures contain volumes.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethough
would distribute thousands of these telling pic
ures.

'rH'E MODERN BALAAM•.
Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price
per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $L50.
.Address THE TRUTH -SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

\
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lllnstratf'd by Jnore than One Hundred
Colored DiagraJnM, Tabli'S, Etc.

The POCKET ATLAS OF THE WORLD contams 128 pages. Six pages are given to title,
index, etc.; 65 pages are full-page colored maps,
and 57 pages are reading matter. colored diagrams,
etc. The book is new throughout, everything being made expressly for it. The binding is flexible
Leatherette~an imitation of RusRia; gold side
stamp, round corners, a11d red edges.
Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of
50 cents, by

THE TRU rH liiEEKER CO.,
33 Clhuon Place, N Y.
40

Bible Fabrications Refuted
and

The

Error~o

or the BlbleExposed,

BY 0. B. WHITFORD. M.D.
Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. IngersolL)
CONTENTS'
Introduction. (I.J '!'he Necessity for the Amercan Secular Union having Principles upon which
all [Secularists] can agree. (II.) The 'l'wofold
Nature of the Advocacy Adopted by the Union.
IIII.J The Catholicity of the Nine Demands and
the Ground to be Covered. (IV. l An Exposition
and Defense of Each of the Nine Demands.
·
(V.) An Appeal to Secular Fidelity.
32 pages in cover. Price Ten Cents.

SECULARISM :
Destructiv and Constt·uctiv.
CONTENTS:
Introduction. Secularism: Its Nature and N e·
cessity. Its Destructiv .Aspect. (1) Biblical
Idolatry. (2) Natural Depravity (3). Theolog'
ical Supremacy. (4) The Alleged Fall and Redemption of Man. The Constructiv .Aspect of
Secularism. (l) That the True Guide in Human
Actions is Reason Assisted by Experience.
(2) That Supreme Attention Should be Given to
the Facts and Duties of Existence, Re¥ardless of
any Considerations of a Life Beyond the Present.
(3) That Science is a more Trustworthy Provider for Man than Relying for Help from any
Supernatural Power. (4) Tl1at Morality is of
Natural Growth, and has no Necessary Connection with Any of the Theologies of the World.
(5) That the Best Preparation for a Life Superior to this is the WiseRt and Noblest Use
of the Existence We Now Hav.
22 pages in cover. Prtce Ten Cents.
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
A HISTORICAL SKE'l'CH.
By G. F. RINEHART.
:Price 25 cts.
Addre•s THE TRUTH SEEKER,
RS Clinton Place,
NEW YORK.

The Perpetual Calendar.
Working the Year of Scier<'r
And the Common Oomputat:·. ns.

Au Almanac t··o.reveJ:
Showing the day of the week for any a ...:y <>L
the month for all time past and present ana
to coma, and other UReful information. Price,
40 cents; three for $1.
Address .THE TRUTH SEEKER
Canvassers 11ddress L. Martin, Brunswick, Ga.

FREETH(V·r.;oT

NOVEL~.

The'Heathens of the Heath. A finely
written Radical romanca. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
$1.25.
Family Creeds. By WILLIAM McDoNNELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall. "One of the most exciting romances of the day."
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.

The Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition.
By WINWOOD READE, author of Martyrilom of Man. 30 cents.

l'HE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUA.J,.
Price. 25 oents.
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IJoetrq.
Strong-Minded Girls.
They are brave and they're true, they're good as
they're wise,
Their friendship is ever' a joy and a prize ;
For when the storms come, and adversity's near,
They stand bravely by without shadow of fear;
And all the way through life's noisiest whirls,
They're constant and kind-these strong-minded
girls.
They "buy their own coal" and get their own
living,
No one to them need be constantly giving;
Since they know how to work, to think, and to
plan,
Equally as well as the "muscular man"
Who walks with a cane, and a gay mustach twirls;
These smart, energetic, strong-minded girls.
·
They teach by example, by precepts of grace,
How grancUy to occupy each his own place;
While for weak-brained women and men of no
sense,
,
They oft are a shield-a tower of defense.
Oh, their· worth is far more than diamonds ancl
pearls.
Our brave-hearted ones-our strong-minded girls!
Without them the world would a sorry place be,
Its slaves would hav never a thought to be free;
On the seas of life they would lazily float,
With no wish to act, to speak, or to "vote."
In this changing world. with its swift-rushing
· swirls,
They're the treasures of life-our strong-minded
girls.
SusAN H. WrxoN.

The Lay of the Revivalist.
I'm the great revival preacher, every one has heard
ofme,
,
Pm the world-renov;necl exhorter from the '~ilcls of
Tennessee;
And whenever I am mentioned, giv my name the
proper twist,
This is Reverend Giascutis, styled the Boy Revivalist.
True, I am a boy no lon'ger, for my hair is turning
gray,
But there's money in the notion, so don't giv the
snap away.
I hav always been a Christian, and when 1 was but
a lad,
Though I lied and stole and cheated, and did other
things as bad,
I believed in God and Satan, serving both of them
on shares,
Going i:egular to meeting, where I often 1·ose for
prayers;

And there's nothing so disgusting as au Infidel to
me,
For, the fear of hell denied us, where would all the
sinners be?
I'd a wife when I was younger, but I left her in the
lurch,
For she was an unbeliever, and would never go to
church.
"Be not yoked with unbelievers," is amongst the
scripture's charms,
So I turned her from my doorway with a baby in
her arms.
Now, they say, she sells her virtue-sins to buy my
youngster bread;
And but for the love she bears him she were numbered with the dead.
Maybe it had better be so, but I pmy she may be
spared
To accept the blessed gospel and not perish unprepared.
Yes, it goes against the cloctrin that we ministers
profess,
Though •twould prove to be quite common if the
truth were known, I guess;
But I've dropped the marrittge racket, finding this
is better sense :
Take a wife where'er you 'tarry and you'll thus
avoid offense.
Once; before I went to preaching. I had taught a
Sunday-school,
Scattering saving grace around according to the
gospel ru1e ;
Soon my piety was noted, which no other's could
surpass,
And they made me superintendent of the women's
Bible class.
Everybody in the parish had in me such confidence,
That in taking up collection I would gather in the
pence;
And the same I did sequestrate, and I almost blush
to tell,
When I left that place the people missed the deacon's wife as well.
But I soon grew' weary of her; rather, she got
tired of me,
So she went back to the deacon, and 'tis said they
both agree
That Christianity's a hmnbug, and they'll never
more part
In the spreading of the gospel-mny God grant
them change of heart.
I am wheat and they are tares gone to swell the
devil's grist,
I'm the Hcverend Ginscutis, styled the Boy Revivnlist.
There is nothing hits me closer than a woman
who's aggrieved
With the conduct of her husband, and who thinks
she is deceived;
She is misery embodied, I am hahn personified,
And my style of consolation never fails where it is
tried.
But I wander from my subject, I am hounl'l for
realms of bliss,
There is but one way to get there, and that single
way is this:
Who believes not, he shall perish; who has faith,
he shall be saved;
Human hearts are desperate wicked, we arc totally
depravecL
Who can doubt that blessed doctrin? surely none
with common sense,
Pleading at the court of conscience, here's myself
in evidence.
DUFF.

I 'While connected with !he press he 'aided to He is too ~ise a man to urge it as a patent

Obituary.

form an anti-Sunday League and was one of its
At his residence, in Troy, N.Y., on Sun- founders, Its object was to write up the mat- remedy, and especially .does not dwell upon
day, Dec. 27, 1885, died William H. Peck, ter through the papers, journals, etc., and to the many practical difficulties which such a
aged sixty-eight years. The funeral occurred ~pread Liberal ideas through pamphlets. He system would create i;f put in effectiv'force,
no more than he tries to show where the inWednesday, the 30th. At the request of Mr. furnished a series of articles , thoroughly ex- centiv to accumulation of the capital neceshaustiv of the subject, addressed to the Rev.
Peck, no minister presided at the service. Dr. Spring, and published in the New York sary for production 'would be foul}cl if rent,
profit, and interest were. abolished; but he
Daniel E. Ryan, of this city, one of Mr, Peck's Sunday Despatch, and many other papers.
closest friends, paid the last tribute to the\
He was the last of nine kindred spirits who mainly aims to educate, and there. are many
dead. The following is a synopsis of wlmt made a compact to s'ucccssivly attend each true hits at existing fallacies found all throuo·h
his book. It is a book for thinkers, contaWhe said, and a short sketch of :i\Ir. Peck's life : others' funeral. 'l'he last one to depart pre- ing many truths which we had never se~n ·
vious to :i\fr. Peck was the Rev. C. Chauncy·
\
"A merry Christmas and a happy New Burr, a famous Universalist preacher. They stated in print befo,re.
Year to all the world." These were the last were life-long friends and congenial compan- , To ourselvs, who look upon all socialjnstiwords and this the splendid sentiment tlmt in- ions.
· tutions as a grmvth; who believe that justice
spired the pen of him around whose mortal
Having stated the fa.ets as he gave them to and natural rights lrav no hand in shapincr the
remains we are assembled to pay his memory me, it is for me to bear living witness to the laws of men, but that they arc shaped by the
the t.nbute of our love and respect. ·with ;;ood work of his life, and with you, his old necessities of civilization; who believe that
this kindly greeting to us all as a tina! adieu, time friends and relations, to' lay our verdict while rent, profit, and interest are really as
to show us tlmt his heart beat rcsponsiv to of Nobly clone! on his loving heart, and thus unjust as :i\Ir. Ingalls represents them; they
our own in tlwnghtful love, he hty down to «ecurc his life and ·the manner of his death are a necessity of progress and will endure as
res,t and passed as peacefully into ctemal from nil possibility of Christian calumny or long as progress requires it, we see in this
mo.rtal sleep as ever blessed the happy inno- misstatement. To ns Liberals or Infidels the b,ook another of the many signs of the times
cence of childhood. His last message was treasures of such a man's life we must lay up that unlimited land ownership has had its day
also, as it proves, a signal to us tliat the end here on .this earth, for it is just the living of and that, as civilization can he better advanced
was near at hand, and to clmw our hearts 'HlCh a hfe that helps to broaden this world by a more equitable distribution of the ·soil
nearer to his own. It now beconws our duty into a compamtiv heaven. He was in all the public mind is being slowly prepared to ~
in the presence of what we are tanght is things an horiest man. He did not believe or change in the system of land 'tenure. c ·
death, to sum up his life's work, and pass- .lis believe iu God; hi~ !oving nature prompted 1 We earrteslly recommend " Social Wealth" \ .
ing final judgment, place the vcrclicf on his l1im to hope for a sprntual fntnrc, but he had ;to all persons interested in social problems.
loving heart, now still forever.
.
no convictions on the matter. He had no j'l'hey wil~ find therein the thoughts of a man
To us who may fortunately be I~iberals, f1tith, in Christ. except as a mythical personage, 'whose opmions are worth having, and.whether · ·.
dissolution, not death, may come as a calam- but said that- if he existed as stated in they agl·ee with him or not, they will tind t~'.;:tt
ity, as it docs to other mortals;. but never as scripture, he was a true reformer, and as a his arguments are entitled to respect, and thl\t
a punishment from au angered God, and al- man met the fate that the church always knowledge can be gathered from them.
We wish also to say a word of commendaways as a visitation from nature, that de- metes out to those who attempt to fight its inmands the return of all that springs from her tolerance-martyrdom. In fact, he regarded tion for the typographical.work on this book.
bosom, that in its proper harvest she may Christ as the grandest Infidel that ever lived. lYe hnv received many books published by
treasure the seeds for a new and more pmicct He passed as t~·uly to mortal death as he lived, the Truth Seeker Company, and their work
life.
., child of na_ture, believing to the last that has steadily improved, till now it is equal to
In casting the J,Ja!ance, has the life of our aaturallaws only redeem everything.
· any in the Union. It givs us much pleasure
loved friend come to u ripened ba.rvest ?
Dear friends, these are the main facts of llis to see t~is leading Libe?·a! house taking a
These are the facts jotted clown sorne'l};:ears 'ife. If you think that in his humble sphere stand wbrch, we hope, wrll place them on a.n
ago by his direction, when he realized thafhis .tis work was of limited effect, you are mis- equal footing with the leading plrblishers of
illness would result fatally, and probably in 'aken. He, in his early days, with a few .New York city. And we know of no way by
the near future, On that occasion he said it other 11ohle men and women, was a pioneer which the Liberals can better help tllemselvs
was 'and would be his last wish that I should 'n an almost limitless forest of bigotry, sur- and help their eause than by subscribing to
conduct his funeral services, and tluit no Chris- rounded by the giant oaks of superstition, in- TnE Trmrn SEEKEll and buying liberally of
,.
tian minister was to be permitted to do,:'so un- tolerance, persecution, and social ostracism. their publications.-.1'/te Sodologi8t.
--------· --· ·- -·· - - - - der any circumstances. It is my sad and yet rt is the work of the brave few like him that
my pleasant duty to now fulfil this obligation, 'laV felled these monsters and left the " clearfeeling that there are many h\!re who could ing" almost free for the multitudes like us,
render larger justice from longer acquaint- who hav ·felt little of the fray, and enjoy
FouNDED BY AuausjE CoMTE.
ance, but the sentiments I will utter. spring much of the blessings that bring us just within
The
Society
of Humanity, in the name of :M.
from my heart in a spirit of genuin love for the bounds of perfect liberty.
Pierre Laffitte, the venerable successor of Auguste
the man and faith in his superior manhood
The good life of such men as Mr.Peck shames Comte, and the' Positivists and workingmen of
and principles.
Christians into the fear of being illiberal, and
V{e now pass to the facts of his life_ and it turns the gaze of malice and the finger of Paris, to the working people of New York city and
vicinity,
their value to humanity:
-<corn from the honest, upright Freethinker Greeting:
William H. Peck was bom at Salisbury, :nto the mirror of nature.
All who are clesirOli.s of acquiring a knowledge of
Conn., Sept. 15, 1817, and settled. in Troy
With this tribute I speak for wife, children, the philosophic and religions teachings of Auguste
1830 ; was reared in the orthodox church of f:riencls and acquaintances-for humanity and Comte are hereby invited without distinction of
belief, and his mind became interested early ;mel myself.
creed, nationality, color, or social condition to 'asin religious matters. He became a convert to
Farewell, clear friend·! ·Thine be an hon- sist 'at a systematic reading of the
Universalism at the age of sixtr;en year's, ored, eternal rest. We say with thee,' as thou
"GENERAL VIEW OF POSITIVISM."
throngh reading a sermon by the Rev. Thos. -liclst to us, "A merry Christmas and a happy
The reading will commence next Sunday morn:
Whittemore, of Boston, on the parable of the :~ew Year to all the world!"
ing, 10 o'clock, at 971\farket st., and will be continrich man and Lazarus. As a result of his
At the grave )VIr. Ryan said:
ued every Sunday until completed. No collection.
study and interest, he was duly admitted a
"
0
mighty
~pirit
of
the
great
universe!
preacher by the Hudson River Association of
lt2
RICHARD K. FOSTER, Librarian.
l!niversalists and contributed a number of witness that we hcr~with consign lovingly to
the
bosom
from
wbrch.
he
sprang
the
mortal
pages to their papers,
JHr .Peck was personally well acquainted with ·;·emains of our brother. He is thine-in the
all the patriarchs of that belief from Clement Le :lrcler of nature we retmn him to thee. I in The Greatest o:f all Anti-BibliFebere, Hosea Ballou, Thos. Whittemore, to lhe name of mother, of father, of brother,
cal Works
E. H. Chapin, but felt constrained, and aimed 40n, daughters, and friends return him to thy
By
THOMAS PAINE,
:nst
embrace.
Adieu,
sweet-hearted
friend,
for larger mental and reli!£ious liberty.
"The Author-Hero of the Revohitlon."
A copy of the Boston JnvestigatoT contain- :1 last farewell."
ing a critical notice ·on a book by the Rev.
Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies
John Prince entitled, "A Lecture on the Bifor $1.00.
.Boolr
Notices.
ble," fell under his attention about this time
and, becoming possessed of the book, he be- :'loorAL WEALTH: The Sole"-'Factors and Exact
TH£ CRISIS.
Ratios in its Acquirement and Apportioncame an open Liberal, and ever sinee he has
By Thomas Paine.
ment. By J. K. Ingalls. New York:' The
been aetivly identified with the Freethouo·ht
Speaking of this work in connection with the proTruth Seeker Company. Price $1.
movement. In that relation he mnnbe~ed
posed independence of America from Great Britain,
amon,g his friends the leading m0n and women
washington
wrote: "A few more such fiaming
'l'hiE book is a work on political economy,
~rguments • • • wlll not leave numbers at a loss
advocates known ns IJiberal editors, lectur''ncl
is
really
an
inquiry
into
the
causes
of
to
decide
on
the
propriety of a separation."
ers, and orators, and his activ spmpathy was,
Price, 36 cents.
so well known and understood that he wasi poverty aml wa11t, and into the defects of our
.,oeial institutions which permit some men to
For either of these works, or any of Paine's
in a quiet and nnobtrusiv way, known as
patriarch among the Liberals.
' :tccumubtc such large fortunes from the labor writings, Address THE TRUTHSEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, NewYork.
The late D. JVI. Bennett, proprietor of Trm 'lf the lower classes.
TRUTH SEEKEll, sought him first of all on visOne
hundred
years
ago
political
economy
SEND TO ELMINA. FOR THEM.
iting New York with the idea of founding
that great journal, and his sympathetic spirit was mr unknown science. Since then, AclalJl
OIA.NA..-A
startling book 1 Original
no doubt fortified .lVIr. Bennett's aims and '-lmith, followed by other writers, such as Say, 'lu theory, scientlflc
in treatment, and unobjectionhopes to push ahead.
Hicardo, JVIill, hav laid the foundation of this able in language. None should marry witllout readHe became identified with the practice of science. But their work is not complete, for lnp; "Diana." Sexual satisfaction through magnetic
medicin just previous to 1848 and was knovvn they liav failed to polflt out the remedy for lnfiuence. Love rendered permanent and lasting.
Tllird ed ltlon, enlarged, revised, and improved.
in northeast and central New York and northPrice, 2!i cAnts.
west Vermont as Dr. Peck. During 1848, in the industrial diseases of society, so mn~h so SOCIOLOGY.-Consisting of essays,
partnership with Dr. J. C. Kelly, 1Je practiced I hat their followers are illl partisans of the poems, short lives of Land R~,formers and other remedicin in Boston at 54 'l'remont street.
"let alone" policy, and can -offer nothinrr~ torma ory topics; worth $2; bound in cloth and sold
About tlJis time psychology assumed a gener- better than the trite comfort that the evil will ror 50 cents. Written by Masquerier, a good old man
ally absorbing intt~rest to the public, and, leav- work itself out in time. Such conclusions do who has spent a llfetime in trying to help humanity.
THE DA.RWINS.-By Elmina. Price,
ing mer1icin, he took up with the idea and
cents. "I have read • The Darwins,' and am
traveldcl extcnsivly as a lecturer and operator. not satisfy the more generous and sympa- 50
Pleased with it; and so are all to whom I have lent
Dming this period an interesting episode Lhetic individuals who see so much misery, ' lt. Were such works more plenty, Christians would
was a discussion on psycho~ogy he held at Bris- anrl cannot see any improvcmcJ;Jt as years pass be less numerous. "-D. Nielson. Three books for
oo, and Green's Fre~thought Directory, price,
tol, Vt., with the Hev. Elder Morgan, in the hy, and there has arisen t\ number of men who $1
$2.00, sent also fnr $1-10 $2.10 for all four.
Baptist church of that town on a night when llav triPcl to rliagnosticate the social diseases Address MRS. K D. SLENKER, Snowville, Va.
the temperature was twenty degrees below
and to point out the proper remedy. Most of
zero.
Plenty of people came from a distance of these men hav made no preparation for the
thirty m i!es in wagons to hear it, and excite- work ·they ltav undertaken, and lmv no knowl- ·
ment ran high on the snbjeet. . Subsequently edge of the subject of which they propose to
at a Jeeturc in Vergennes, Vt., he w.as intcrro- treat. Not so with Mr. Ingalls. His work
'"!tted as to the "Hochestcr Knockinrrs " ·tncl
~xpressecl faith in their bci11g facts, a~d,in' ac- · "1.10 ')' 8 :~ll thronghout a c~mplete mastery of
BY
cord with nature. In 1852, at Troy, he called a lns snbJect, a clear perceptiOn of the necessity
.John R. Kelso, A.M.
meeting to discuss Spiritualism, which was nf an exact definition of words, and a careful
~eld in. the old Bethel clr~u.ch, Ge~1. Veilc be- and persistent thinking over of the many sides
OONTEN'fS:
,
mg charrman. The meetmgs exerted general of this difficult subject.
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· . ·
11 tl
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· ·
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FREETHOUGHT WORKtS,
Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the
contradictions and doubts_ in. which· the
, subject !s involved. By W. S. BELL. Re~
vised edition. 25 cep.ts.

Revelations of Antichrist. A:ti exhaustiv work proving conclusivly that no
such. person as J est"ls Chri,st existed in the
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
about a century before, and that his disc
ciples; Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle Paul, both lived and died before
the Christian era. 446 pages· and full index. Pric.e, $2.
· -
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BY JOHN E. REMSBURG.
AUTHOR OF" +IFE OF PAINE," "FALSE CLAIMS,'' "BIBLE MORALS," ETC.

All my Liberal friends are reminded that if they
w!ll kindly favor me with their orders for holiday

Tlth is the best and most thorough work ever written on the Sab· gifts I w!ll guarantee to undersell any other firm
or cheerfully refund cash upon return of goods.
bath t'rom a rational point of' view.
My stock embraC!lS all that is elegant, rich, !'nd
new In the market, as well as a full line of good
LARGE AND HANDSOME PRINT.
medium-grade goods, viz., genuln diamond rings,

pins, ear-drops, studds, collar buttons, elegant.
diamond-set watches, gold and silver watches of every grade, chains, bracelets, gold and best goldplated jewelry, gold pens, gold and silver headed
canes, opera g!aeses. ;;old spectacles, solid silver and
plated ware, ush and art good~, etc. , etc.
·
A.nd what is a nicer
present for either
your lady or gentle-·
man friends than
one of my latest improved model badges
in Bolld gold, artistlca1ly ename!Ad in
three colors ? Price,
$3, $3 50. $4.. With
genuln diamond In
rising sun, $8 and $10.

Tlte question I!' dis cussed under the f'ollowlng heads:

Origin oftheSabbatic Idea-The Je-wish Sabbath-The
Christian Scriptures and the Sabbath- Examination of
Sundav Arguments-Origin of Christian Sabbath-Testimony of the Christian Fathei·s-'rhe Sabbath during the
The Anonymous Hypothesis of Cre- Middle Ages-The Puritan Sabbath-Testimonv of Uhrisation. A Brief Review of the so- tian Heformers, t;cholars, and Divines- Abrogation o1
called Mosaic Account. By JAMES F. Sundav La-wsFuRNiss. Cloth, 50 cents.
·
Price, 2:i Cents; Six Copies, $1.00.

The Brain and the Bible. By EDGAR
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBERT. G.
lNGE_RsoLL, who says of it· "This book,
written by a brave and honest man, is
filled with brave and honest thoughts.
The arguments it presents cannot be answered by all the theologians in the
.--worla~" Price reduced to $1.

The Creed of Christendom.

Address

The Essence of Religion. From the
German of L. FEUERBACH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
reduced to 50 ce11ts.

The Godly Women of the Bible. A

Jt'~
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A. S'l'ANDA.R.D MEDICAL WORK
ONLY $1 BY MAIL, POSTPAID.
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ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

IIi connectiorywit~ another firm we~have just published HeleJil H. Gardener's :first volume.
Helen H. GardeWJr was first introduced to the public by Col. Ingerson; since when she has
won a place in tlie hearts of all Freethinkers by her ability, and by the bntliancy of her lectures. The contents of the volume are:

History of all the women who :figure in the
mies; Geographical Religion; Revelation; EviBible. Shurp and telling iu style. Paper, MEN, WOMEN, AND GODS: Introductory;
.Accident Insurance; Chiefly Women; Why
dence of Faith; Did He talk? What You
50 cents; clot.h, 75 cents.
Muy Think; Intellectual Gag-Law; The ViStipport It; What It Teaches; From
The Heathens of the Heath. A finely Women
Moses to Paul; The Fruit of the Tree of Knowlcarious Theory the Cause of Crime; Revision;
written Radical romance. By WM. Mcedge; Knowledge Not a Crime; As Much InThe Church's Money-Box; Shall Progress Stop?
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
spired as .Any- of It.
·
HISTORICAL FACTS .AND THEOLOGICAL
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc.
500 pages.
VICARIOUS .ATONEMENf': Fear; :Eegmning
FICTIONS: Church Fictwns; Historical Facts
Paper, 130 cents; cloth, $1.25to Think; Creeds; Self-Control What We Need;
-(Civilization, Comparativ Status, Women as
The Holy Bible Abridged. Contain- Vicarious Atonement Not a Lt\ristian Inven- Persons, Education, .As Wives, Not Woman's
ing t.he choice· passages and lovely mortion; Twin Monsters froin ~tellectual Pig-'
Friend, Morals).
ceaus prurticularly pleasing to CbMsTocrr.
. 169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts,
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 60 Cents.

The Jamieson-Ditzler Delmte.

A

nine-days' debate on God, the Bible
Christianity, and Liberalism. Betwee~
W. F. JAMIESON aTJ.d Rev. J A.CoB DITZLER,·
D.D: PSJ:)er. 50 cents; cloth, 75 oents.

The Legends of the Patria1· cbs. By

S. BARING-GouLD. $1.50. The Oong?·egationalist, in speaking of it says: " There
are few Bible .readers who hav ·1ot at some
time wished for just st'lch a volume. It is
a thoroughly interesting book, and will
be.seized with avidity by all students c_
the Bible.

The Martyrdom of Man. Embracin5
the four divisions of War, Religion, Liberty, and Intellect·. A work of rare merit,
.and written in a st1perior style. By WmwooD READE. New edition. 544 pages.
Price reduced from $3 to $1. 75.

The Old Faith and the New. A Confession. By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAuss,
author of the "New Life of Jesus," etc.
Authorized translation from the sixth
German edition. .13y MATHILDE BLTND.
Two volumes in one. The translation
revised and partly rewritten, and preceded by an American version of the au~hors "Preftltory Postscript." Strauss
1s too well known by the ren,ders of America to req nire a single word to be said in
his pmise. Price{$1.50.
' ·

rhe Outcast.

A deep,

finely-written

Radich! story. Frolll the London edition.
By WINWOOD READE, author of "Martyrdom of :M:an." 30 cents.

Tlw Pro aml Con of Supernatural
Religion. Hoth. sides fairly and
ably presented. By E. E. GUILD, exUniversalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.
·

The Radical Pulpit. Comprising ..~is
courses of advanced thouglit. By O'.'B.
FROTHTNGHAM. and FELIX ADLER, two of
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B.
FRoTHTNGHAM: The New Song of Ohr'istmas, The Departed Years, Life as a 'res(.
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New
T.,stament, The Sectarian Spirit, 'rhe
American Gentleman, The Language uf
the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell,
The Value of tho Higher Sentiments, The
American Lady, The Consolations of Rationalism. By FELIX ADLER: The Ethics
of the Social Question, Emancipation
Lec_ture at the ~econd Anniyersary of th~
Somety for Ethwal Culture, Onr Leaders
Hav We Still a Heligion? Conscience:
Price, in cloth, $1.

WETTSTEIN
Roche1le, Ill.

l!'or YOUNG & MIDDLE· AGED MEN

BY HELEN H. GARDENER.
Introduction by.

~ttl OTTO

~ilfOOiU~~

MEN WOMEN, AND GODS.

Its

foundation contrasted with its superstructure. By W. RATHBONE GREG: One
of the clearest ancl ablest works ever
written. $1.50.
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RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
THE PRESENT
AND

THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH

Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physlca!Deblllty,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and
the untold miseries resulting from lndig~retlon or
excesses. A book for every man, young, middleaged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic dlseaseR, each one of which is invaluable. So found by the author, whose experience for 23 years is such as probably never before
fell to the tot or any physician. 300 pages, bound in
beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, !ull gilt,
guaranteed to be a finer work in every sense-mechanical, literary, and professional-than any other
work sold in this country for $2. "". or the money
will be refunded in every instance Price only $1.00
by mail, post paid. I!lustrativ sample 6 cents.
Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the
National Medical Association, to the president ot
which the Ron. p, A.. Bissell, and associate o!l'icers
or the Board the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Lire should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the a1l'llcted for relief. It
will benefit all.-L<mdon Lancet.
There Is no member of society to whom The
Sclilnce of Life will not be useful, whether youth,
parent,,guarulan, Instructor, or clergyman.-.Argo,...ut.
Address tb,e Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch ~treet, Boston, Mass ,
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring
skill' and experience. Chronic and obsti:aate dis
eases that have ba!l'ied the·sk111 of allUEALother
physicians a specialty. Such treatedn
s u ccesafully, without an Instance orr
1::
failure. Mention this paper.ly14
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By J. K. INGALLS
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a hrief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent'; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Own-

A G'l·eat Medical Work on Manhood

AMER~ICA.

BY .A CAPITALIST.

DR. R. P. FELLOWS

is a regularly educated and legally qualified physician, and
the most successful
as his practice Wil,
pr0ve. He has tor
twenty years treated
excluslvly all diseases
of the sexual Organs,
in the cures of which
he stands preeminent.
S PER MATORRHCEA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of sel!abuse In youth and
sexual excesses in ma·
turer years, causing
n i g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sex,ual
power,renderlng mar
t1age improper and un.h npy, etc., are cured per
ma.nent!y by an outside a)Jplication in sixty days
NO STOMAOH MEDIOIN USED. It is one of Dr
FellOws' valuable dlacoveries, wh!ch is entirely un
known to the medical profession. It is not a catchpenny .get-nP. such as a pad, belt, pastllle, nor magnetic appliance, but simply a medicine to be applied
externally on tho parts affected, which cures by
ab•erptlon, Bend five 2-cellt stamps for his "Private Oounselor," giving full illtormatlon. A.ddrefl!
Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, 1-. J., and say where you
saw this advertlsment.

.A Book .Advocating .Associate Life as a Remedy for. Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It dea]s with
the present conditions of society in this country, pointing out their imperfections. and showimg how
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present system. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the
future Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communi~m. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
CoNTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters ure: Present External .Appearance of Our Republic; Governmen't and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production and Dis.tribntion;
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Republic; TJife in the au Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods Proposed for the Liberals, your patronage is solicited.
Traus1tion from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger_
Pnce, $1.50.
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
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Jlews olf the · ffeeh.
r'PRAY.thee, then, w~ar not one ~wad alone, .
That what thou saystis1·ight, ancl nought but that,
For he who thinks that.he alone is wise,
His mincl anclspeech above what others boast,
Such men.when searched are mostly empty found; ·
But for a man to learn, though he be wise,
'
Yea, to learn much and know the time to yield,
Brings no disgrace.
·

THE usual daily report of arrests of Nihilists in Russia continues ..
THE mayor of Des Moines, Iowa, has
ordered the closing of every saloon in the
1lace.
HYDROPHOBIA, with proposed remedies,
prominent among which is the discovery of
M. Pasteur, forms the talk of the hour.

·, '

,-Plumpt?"e's Sophocles's Antiganes.

· FoB law, alil{e as a 'Profession and an instrument
of mental clisciplin, Bm-ke had always the profound
respect that it. 80 amply deserves, though he saw·
that it was not without drawbacks of its own.
"The law," he said, in his fine clesc1·iptipn. of
George Granville, in words that all who think
about schemes of education ought to ponder, "is,
in my opinion, one of the first ·ancl noblest of human sciences; a science which does more to quicken·
ancl invigorate, the understanding than all the
other ldnds of learning put together; but it is not
apt, except in persons very happily born, to open
and liberate the mincl exactly in the same proportion. --John .Morley's Bia·ke.
·
EvER remember that thou art human, n'ot merely
a natural production; ever remember that all , ,,
others are human also, ancl, with all individual dif- ..
ferences, the sarrie as thou, having the same needs
ancl the same claims as· thyself, This is the· sum
and substance ofmorality.--'-Strauss.
To expect that twelve men, taken by lot out of
a promiscttous mtlltitucle, sh01lld agree in· th~ir
opinion upon points confessedly dubious, and upon
which oftentimes the Wisest judgments might be
holden in suspense; or to suppose that any real
nnanimit?l or change of opinion in the dissimting
jurors could be procured by confining them until
they all consentecl'to the'snme ve-rdict, bespeaks
more of the conceit of a barbarous age than the
policy which could dictate such an institution as
that of juries.-P~ley•s ,IJm·al ana Political PhfioS"

IN Germany police measures for the repression of Socialists are approaching in severity
and cruelty those of Russia against the Nihilists.
AT San Salvador, Bahama Islands, several
hundred young girls are infected with an epidemic of religious hallucination, seeing holy
visions, and falling in hysterics. -THE long-expected winter cold came on the
9th inst., accompanied by a storm that produced great damage throughout the country
and wrecked many vessels on the coast, with
great loss of Jife.
AFTER a close fight for the mayoralty of
Toronto, Can., between the Prohibitionists
and liquor-dealers' party, the candidate of the
former has been elected. Many women electioneered for him.
A DISPATCH from Washington says: "The
great mass of matter presented to C_ongress
now comes from jobbers. Their claims and
schemes hav just as much time. accorded to
them as honest measures of national importance."

of

opn?/.

PARNELL has gained strong support in the
present Parliament, and, while once despised,
insulted, and denounced, is now eagerly
· sought and propitiated. Home rule for Ireland, it is now qonceded by all, will soon be
obtained.
THE Gibbs Investigating Committee, an able
body which has been for some time examining into the abuses of the New York city government, and devising remedies therefor, has
prepared a number of radical reform bills to
be submitted to the legislature.
So many of.the "pillars" of the Presbyterian Brick church, on Fifth avenue, this city,
derive their incomes from the liquor traffic
that the pastor was obliged to address them
on the ''sub~ect on Sunday the 12th; urging
them to abandon such business.

;\
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THE MAJ\TEUVERS OF THE LAST HO'UR. .
"How the Old Thing Works" for the benefit of the church.

(!ldds and ifnds.

ANoTHER visitation of Providence. On the
CANON FARRAR came to this country for a rest,
11th ult., in New York city, Mr. James S. ancl took away twenty-five thousand dollars. He
Noyes was killed by falling through an eleva- will take the rest on his next visit.
tor shaft of the Park Bank building, while on
THERE may be sermons in stone, as Shakspere
his way to the fourth story to pay his sub- says, ancl there may not be, but judging from some
big salaries paid some big preachers there is no
scription to the Christian at Work.
doubt about there being "rock" in sermons.
THE legislators of N. Y. state are now enAN eminent statistician has calculated that a man
deavoring to find some method of supplying spends nine dollars per annum more than a woman.
work for convicts other than the old contract This may be accounted for on. the ground that a
system. All recognize that the convicts can- man generally has to buy his wife's clothes as well
not be kept idle without extravagant expense as his own.
"JusT borrowed $900 on my note," said young
to the state, and cruelty to themselvs.
Hardup, "and I feel like a great man's monuPRESIDENT CLEVELAND'S indignant denuncia- ment." "How's that?" said his friend, "'cause
tion of newspaper lying is now learned to hav somebody else has to pay for it?" "Oh, no; not
exactly that; but I've got such a good start on
been· occasioned by the circulation of a
paper."
slander, absolutely baseless and invented, setONE of the stockholders in a New York brewing·
ting forth in detail the contents of two dis- company asked the president: "Don't you think
graceful letters claimed to hav passed between the advance in hops will hav some effect on our
stock 1" ''Humbug! The little amount of hops
him and Mr. Jos. Keppler, of this ~ity.
we put in our beer is not going to affect the shares
LAND-AGENTS advertising extensivly in of stock."
"WHAT dicl you do the first time you got into' a
Northern papers and making extravagant
representations of the advantages of Florida battle? "saicl a young lady to an old soldier. "Of
course you dicln't run ! " " Oh, no, I didn't nm,
land are denounced by recent writers in New miss;
not at all. But if I had been going for
York papers, who charge that they are swin- a doctor, and you had seen me, you would hav
dlers, and their lands, both in Florida and thought somebody was awful sick."
throughout the South, barren and worthless ..
NICE young man Oecturing to a Sunday-school) :
"Now, is there any little boy Ol' little girl, who
THE Rev. Dr. Bristor,. of Spring Valley, would like to ask any questions? Well, little boy,
N.Y., is on trial for seducing sixteen-year- I see yam· hand; you neecln•t snap your fingers.
old Ida Downs. When she attempted to re- What question would you like to ask 1" Small boy :
veal it he beat her and threatened to hav her "How much longer is this jawin' go in' to last?"Chwago Ra1lt!Jler.
sent to jail. In reproaching him with the
MR. AuGUR (to Miss Societe, as he calls her atdeed she said, "Dr. Bristor, God was watch- tention to a young lacly near by) : "There is eviing you." "Yes," replied he, "that's all dent enjoyment. li'Iiss Conleur appears charmed
with young Ultraclucle, cloes she riot?" lVIiss Soright."
ciete (smiling brightly) : "Oh, one cannot tell anyON Dec. 31st the engineers of the New thing by a woman's expression. She knows how to
York city Elevated Railroad Company pre- look amiable when she's being dreadfully bored."
sented to their superintendent a petition askNo novelty to her.-"Here is a curious case,
ing respectfully for a reduction of their hours ma'am," said the superintendent of the insane
of labor in accordance with a former promis. asylum. "This man imagins he is the motiv power
that , runs the world. He's perfectly harmless,
The superintendent promised to consider the though, but he thinks the worlcl wouldn't move
matter, sent around a petition to the engin- without him. Very queer notion, isn't it?" "I
eers for signatures of those " loyal" to the don't know about that; my husband has got just
· road, and securing none, on the 6th ult. the same notion in his head."
,
NO NEED OF IT.
closed the Second and Ninth avenue lines.
The
maid
expects
The public were greatly incensed over the
Her beau to-nigl).t,
stoppage of these lines, Railroad CommisAnd fills the stove
sioner O'Donnell clairp.ing that it violated
With anthracite,
Because the air
the company's charter, and the alarmed corIs raw ancl clamp,
poration immediately reinstated the men and
But quite forgets
started their trains again.
To fill the lamp.

"YEs," said Mrs.·Bennington, "my son, George,
is getting to be quite an artist." "Does he affect
any particnlar school of art?" aslrecl the visitor.
"He paints religious pictures mostly, I thin!{.
isn't it a Madonna that George is· painting now,
Mr. Bennington? " asked the old lady, turning to
her husband. "Yes," saicl the 'olcl man, "it's a
Madonna-a prima donna."
Now the maiden and the youth,
Love to sit and spoon, forsooth,
BY the fireside where brightly burns the log, log,
log.
While her father, raging wroth.
Thinl•s how soon a piece of cloth
Will be taken from his trousers by the dog, clog,
clog.
MAlllliLI. (reading) : "And Daniel was cast into the
the lions' den; but they did not harm him for-"
Little Billy (bursting into tears) : "Oh, ooo ! I
thought the lions were going to eat him." l\famma : "But the naughty lions did not eat good
Daniel, my own tender -hearted little lamb." Little Billy (angrily) : "But I wanted the lions to eat
Daniel; I hate Daniel; besides, it would hav been
more exciting."-L'[fe.
MINISTER: "Johnny, your mother says that she·
gave you ten cents one day last week to buy candy
with, and that you kept it until Sunday, and put
it in the plate at chm·ch." Johnny: "Yes, sir."
Minister:'" You acted the part of a very good boy.
Now, can you tell me what goocl thoughts prompted
you to giv the money to the church, instead of
buying candy With it?" Johnny: "Yes, sir; 'cause
I couldn't spend it in candy, as it had a hole in it."
AT the revival; Preacher: "Young men should
never go to a place where they would not take
their sisters. Is there a Christian young, man iri.
the audience who thinks he may safely break this
wise rule?" Young man under the gallery stands
up. Preacher: "And what is the place, my
young friend, which you think yourself justified in
visiting, and yet to which you would not think of
taking your sister?" Young man: "The barbershop, sir."
·

IN every point.. of view in which those thuigs
call eel "miracles" can be placed ancl considered,
the reality of them is improbable, and their existence unnecessary. , They would not answer any
useftll purposes, even if they were true, for it. is
more diffictllt to obtain belief in a miracle than in
a principle evidentlY moraY without any miracle.
Moral principle- speaks \miversally for itself.
Miracles could be but a thing of the moment, and
seen by but a few. After this it requires a transfer of faith from Gael to man to believe a miracle·
upon man's 1·eport. Instead, therefore, of ltc1mit-ting the recitals of miracles as ·evidence of any
system of religion being true, they ought to be
considered as symptoms of its being fabulous. It
is necessary to the full and upright character of
truth that it reject the erutch, ancl it is consistent
with the character of fable to seek the aiel that
truth rejects.-Paine•s Age of Reason.
I NEVER could discern in Shelley any more· than .
two fixed principles. The first was a strong, irre~ pressible love of liberty; of liberty in the abstract,·
and somewhat after the pattern of"the ancient republics, without reference to the English constitution, respecting which he knew little, heeding it
not at all. The second was an equally ardent love
of toleration for all opinions, but mm·e .especially
of religious opinions; or toleration complete, entire, universal, and unlimited, and as a deduction
and corollary from which latter ·pi·inciple he felt.
an intense abhorrence of persecution .of every
ldncl, public or private.-Hogg's Life Of Shelley.
No matter to what encl the sotll· may exist after
death, exist it must, becau,se it cannofr die. 1\'Ian's
body is material, extended, and composit-susceptible· in consequence of dissolution and destruction. But the sotll is immaterial a:ilcl simple-ex.\
erupt, therefore, from dissolution ancl death. This
was the ancient -pyschology, already exploded by
Kant. All these alleged properties of the soul~
whence its immortality is· cleducecl, are ·most ar-·
bitrarily attributed to it. We hav learned from
closer observations in the domain of. physiology
ancl psychology that the body and soul, even if we
continue to distinguish between them as two separate essences, are nevertheless 80 nearly united,
the so-called' soul so entirely conditioned by the
nature and circ~tmstances of its material organ, the
brain, that its continuance is unimaginable without it. The so·-called spiritual functions. develop,
grow, ancl gain strength along with the bocly, especially with their clistinctiv organ, the brain; decline in sympathy with it in olcl age, ancl suffer
corresponding clisorclers in case of cerebral aft'ections-in such wise, moreover, that the derange"
men t of certain men tal func tiona corresponds to
that of certain parts of the brain. But a thing
clearly ancl completely bound to a physical organism can as little exist after the latter's destruction
as the center of a circle after the dissolution of·
the circumference.-st,-a,,ss's Ota ana New. Faith.
THE study of theology, as it stands in Christian
churches, is the stu ely of nothing; it is founded on
nothing ; it rests on no principle; it proceeds by
no authorities, it has no data; it can demonstrate .
nothing; ancl it aclmits no conclusion. Not anything can be studied as a scheme without· our being
in possession of the principles upon which it is
founded, and as this is not the case with Christian
theology, it is simply the study of nothing.-

so

"YEs, sir," said the druggist, "this Sunday law
is one that cannot be too strictly enforced. It is a
blot on the fair fame of American institutions that Paine's Age of Beason.
drinks should be sold indiscriminately on the SabIF observation, experience; ancl history teach
bath, ancl that saloon-keepers sh011lcl be allowed to
keep. open their doors. John, I think it will be anythiqg clearly ancl unmistakably, it is that the
your turn to tend store next Sunday. Put the strongest and l 'tost intense faith in religious
soda.-water sign out as prominently as you can. dogmas may coexist with the grossest i.mmorality.
We w01llcln't clo enough business on Sunday to pay We see it exemplified in the lives of men to-day.
It has been so in the past. "A wager might be
expenses, if it wasn't for that soda-fountain."
]aiel," says Mommsen in his "Histm;y of Home,"
·ONE of Brown's little nieces' holiday books is a "'that the more base any woinan was, the more'
scripture picture-book. Her mamma was explain- piously she worshiped Isis." ·The Corinth of aning to her an engraving, representing the three 'tiquity .was as full of religion as of vice. The
Eastern monarchs bowing down before the manger Byzantine empire under Christianity existed.
at which two long-eared beasts of burden were nearly eleven centuries. Faith abounded ancl
quietly feeding. "Goocl draw, wasn't it?" said Materialism was unknown. Yet of that ,empire
Brown. "Goocl clraw 1 What clo you mean?" said, Lecky says : "The universal verdict· of history is
his indignant sister-in-law. "Why, yes," replied that it constitutes, without a single exception, the
the unconscious innocent, " three kings to a pair inost thoroughly base and despicable form that
of jacks; pretty goocl, I call it." And he waThed civilization has yet assumed. "-Unaerwooa'sEssavs
ana Lectures,
away, humming softly.
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F'OO;:LI.SHNESS OF CHRISTIAN

The Methodist Foreign Mission has collected and spent over $19,000,000 in sixtysix years.-Rev. J. M~ Buokley.
"HAv you ever seen Mr. Sullivan on the
stage ?"asked a Boston lady of Young Knickerbocker. "No, I hav not," he replied, "I
never admired a slugging exhibition." . Slu~
THE Rev. Mr. Jardine, of Kansas City, Mo.,
ging exhibition!" exclaimed the Boston girl.
having been exposed as a man of most corrupt
"Mr. Sullivan is posing as a Greek god."
morals, committed suicide last week by takTHE editor of the Fargo, Dale, A1·gU8 says:
ing chloroform.
"We can accommodate ten thousand ·girls
AMERIOANS are sending money to Ireland, with husbands in Dakota ·on ninety days'
and Ireland sends it· to the pope. It would notice.
We hav published two thousand
lie worth something to know which takes the letters from as many young women, and made
· most money out of Ireland, the landlords or
as many matches." YouJ?,g woman, go West.
t}le church.
DR. BRISTOR, the Spring Valley, N. J.,
IT is reported that the editor of the new
edition of We.bster's Dictionary, President pastor who is under bail charged with assaultPorter of Yale, has decided to admit " bull- ing a young girl, did not preach last.Sunday.
dozing," "boycott," and " dude" into its pre- His church has failed to take advantage of the
cincts, but is hesitating about " mugwump." immense service his notoriety would enable
him to do the cause of religion, and has susTms is not a religious century, says Rev.
pended him.
Hugh 0. Pentecost, but it certainly is a philTo the list of funny typographical errors is
anthropic one. After that utterance his further statement that philanthropy is the soul just added the announcement of the Brooklyn
of religion fell rather.flat upon the congrega- Union that ''at Wore ester, Mass., a creation
society has just been 'organized, with a list of
tion:
"WHAT do they do when they install a officers whose names are significant of wealth
minister ?" inquired a small boy. ,., Do they and intelligence." The Union meant to say
put him in a stall and feed him?" ''Nota bit," "cremation."
said the father, " they harness him to the
WE should judge by this that the Induschurch and expect him to draw it alone."-St. trial Appeal, of Ottumwa, Ia., is not getting
Paul Globe.
its full share of financial support: ''After this
NosTRADMUs, th·e French astrologer, proph- number of the Appeal there will be no issue
esied that the world would come to an end for two weeks. '\V'e will remain in our office
whe~ever the feast of St. George should fall during the holidays, ready to receive money
on Gdod Friday, the Feast of l\'Iark on Easter, due on subscription. Anyone paying us a
a.nd Corpus Christi day on St. John's day. dollar or more during the next two weeks
Such is the case this year. Those who are in. will, if he dies before the editor of the Aparrears, and who do not relish the thought of peal, be entitled to, and receive, at least half
going to heaven in debt, should waste no time a column obituary notice. Those who are
ambitious for posthumous fame will take uoin settling up.

IJoits and flklippin!!s.

MISSIONS.

Eight hundred starving paupers found within the limits of four blocks in an east
side street in New York.
THE Lancet hopes against hope that boys
tice of this. Now, all those that hav confideuce in our abilities as a eulogist, or our who smoke will draw a lesson from the case
accomplishments as an ingenious or unscru- of a twelve-year-old lad in London, who died
pulous romancer, will come in and pay up." in consequence of smoking a pennyworth of
double twist. ''We may at least," says the
THE Daily News, of Danville, Ill., reports
venerable editor, "advise every sensible boy ·
that four people in Blount township hav lost
to regard tobacco as a poison.~'
their reason through the effects of a revival
THE Norristown Herald has noticed that
and subsequent assiduous reading of the Bible.
If this case is reported to the United States " the clergy: are much more forcibly reminded
Senate perhaps that august body will appoint of the ' und2rtainty of life ' when a millionaire
dies suddenly than when a poor man arops
trustees for the Blount township church.
dead." To which it may be added that ac"WE hav seen of late years," says the Rev. cording to the same clergy the Christian virtWm. M. Taylor, of New York, "an entire ues shine much more conspicuously in the
change of front in the army of unbelief. The career of him who has donated the most libpoint now attacked is not so much any one erally toward their support.
of the cloctrins of revelation, as whether there
ABoUT as tall a story as imaginativ newspaper
is any revealer; not so much any one of the reporters usually start upon its rounds is the
difficulties connected with the administration one from Wake county, North Carolina. The
of God, as whether God, in any personal story runs that John B. Sturdivant, a sixteensense, exists at all."
year-old youth, has been called to preach the
PRoF. J. D. DANA, the geologist of Yale, is gospel. The boy is subject to fits. His
delivering lectures on evolution and Genesis father says that one night, while four strong
in the Peabody museum at New Haven, Conn. men were endeavoring to hold him, he shook
In his first lecture he claimed that the story of them off, sat down at the organ, and played
creation told in Genesis was all the information sweetly, something he never did before. At
we hav on the subject, and that that story was the close of the tune he made a profession of
true because it was inspired; otherwise it religion. A week ago · the boy announced
would not be found in the Bible, which he that God had deprived him of sight in order
holds in the "word of God!"
to convince the people of his divine mission.
"IN six days," said Deacon Buerag, ad- He would, he said, hav his vision restored on
dressing the Sunday-school, "God made the Friday. This, according to the dispatch to
earth. Now, dear children, what did he do the Herald, was done. The boy now has
the seventh day?" No answer. " I will ask hundreds of believers. This is certainly a
you, Johnny Sharpe," continued the deacon, very able piece of work on the part of the repleasantly. "After working six days of the porters, and their great foresight in locating
week, what do people do on Sunday?" the occurrence in an inacessible portion of
"Pleathe, thir, replied Johnny Sharpe, North Carolina stamvs them as ~e!l ot
promptly, "they mostly lay street railroath.' genius.
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fommunications.
Letters to a Cat1IOlic Friend.
I.
FRIEND D. C. : Some months ago, when my Aztec
articles appeared in THE· TRUTH SEEKER, you Wl·ote
me claiming that all my authorities were either garbled or false ; that I had gone out of my way to insult your religion, and also intimated charges which
our early friendship should never hav allowed you to
entertain. On its receipt, I wrote taking exception
to your position, and accepting yom, invitation to a
discussion through t~e public press, knowing that, as
a representa~iv Catholic, you would express the views
of the intelligent laity, and the only condition I
made was that we should agTee "that a belief never
changes a fact.'' After over four months of correspondence you suddenly, and without any satisfactory
reason, changed front and declined the controversy, on
the gTound that yon could not persuade any Catholic
paper to publish it, and you did not care to hav your
name appear in an Infidel sheet. Yom very Christian objection, when crystallized, means that an Infidel would be honored by seeing his name appear in
a Catholic paper, and a Catholic would be disgTaced
by writing for an Infidel"paper, even if in so doing
he were defending his religion. I will not take exception to this position, but really I was in hopes
that a controversy on these subjects would be of more
service to the readers of your papers than the latest
news from Ireland, boycottings, mm·ders, etc., with
which they are usually filled. Neither is it my purpose to ask what is the real reason for this change of
base, but I will content myself with intimating that
the mildness of your last letter, in contradistinction
to the violence of the first, might suggest a slight
attack of fear, for it is' hardly presumable that you
hav allowed your ghostly adviser to deter you from
defending in public what you advocate in private.
I regTet also that all those authorities whom you
proposed to quote should remain hidden and unknown to fame in the recesses of yom library, _and
that the sel-ies of " tmdisputed facts " you said you
would present should not be given to yom co-religionists, and thus strengthen them where they are so
lamentably weak.
I hardly know, my n-iend, what your clique will do
now that you, their champion, hav taken water; but,
as this is not a personal quarrel, and I recognize the
power behind the throne, by permission of Brother
Macdonald I will answer you through his columns.
See that those interested with you receive a copy,
and lest your good name should suffer, only use yom
initial~.

One of my remarks to which you take exception is
" that, surrormded by the mists and myths of Christianity, there is not a scintilla of historical evidence
to prove that Jesus Christ ever lived," and you proposed quoting the testimony of the early writers,
which yon claim should be satisfactory to any reasonable man. If I had had the power to· force you
into a position, this would hav been the one, for it
was by reading these worthies that I first had my
eyes opened to the true status of your chm·ch.
Yours is the course always taken by theologians, because they think that no one will take the trouble to
wade through the interminable arguments and vapid
reasonings of these early saints.
When the question, "\Vhat is the source of faith~"
was put to the assembled wisdom at Trent, the
answer, " Scripture and tradition," met with almost
unanimous approval, and yom· historians even go fmther, and rely almost entirely on tradition.
" Tradition is the foundation of the scriptures,"
says Cardinal Baronius, " and smpasses them in this,
to wit: that the scriptmes cannot subsist llllless fortified by tradition, whereas tradition has sufficient
force without scl-iptme." "vVe shall endeavor to
prove," says Bellarmine, " that the scriptures without the traditions are neither sufficient nor simply
necessary." Coster remarks that " the excellence of
the non-written word far smpasses that of the scriptures;" and Lindanus goes still fmther, for he says:
" Scripture is a nose of wax, a dead letter, and that
kills; a very husk without a kernel; a leaden rule; a
school for heretics; a forest that serves as a refuge for
robbers.''
So, as far as Catholic authority is concerned, you
are abundantly fortified in your positi4>n; therefore,
without furtherparley, let us examin the teachings
and personal experiences of these early writers whom
you value more than those inspired ones selected by
your God in person. As you are a lawyer, I lay down
as a proposition that we can hav no surer guide than
the law of our country, and quote the decision of
Judge Wallace, of the United States Circuit Court,
in the Bell Telephone case. In reviewing the testimony of Drawbaugh, the judge says : "Where a witness falsifies a fact in respect to which he cannot be
presumed liable to be mistaken, courts are bound
upon principles of law, morality, and justice to apply
the maxim, .falsus in nno .falsus in omnibtts."
Therefore, when a man advocates what is manifestly
false, the presumed sanctity ·of his character does not

prevent his being considered unreliable; and if it would
not be fair to apply the above rule~ on the gTound
that he may in perfect honesty advance as a fact that
which appeals to him as such, and yet be mistaken,
it would be equally unfair to claim that if, in a. numher of facts attested to by him and his witnesses,
common sense and a knowledge of natural laws
should decide he was mistaken in the great majority,
he is of necessity correct in the small balance,
simply because it is impossible for him to be mistaken
in every statement.
I deny that the crudeness of the age and ignorance
of the writers are sufficient excuse for the uttering of
a palpable falsehood, as your co=entators claim;
for the attestation of a fact requires no learning;
simply ordinary comprehension joined to a love of
truth. Therefore, I hold that the truthfulness of a
writer's assertions concerning a marvelous occurrence
depends on the evidence adduced, both in regard to
the probability of its having happened and the credibility of the attesting witnesses; and that the credu-·
lity of the acceptor guarantees neither the probability
of the occurrence nor the truthfulness of the writer
and his witnesses. .
The first testimony is from Clement; called your
second pope. He represents himself as a Roman
citizen seriously perplexed by pondering on the mysteries of life. He heard of some one in Judea preaching of the kingdom of God, and set out to make his
acquaintance. Adverse winds drove him to Cesarea,
where he met Peter, who was about to hold a controversy with Simon Magus, which resulted in the conversion of ten thousand, but P\U'ticularly of two,
called Niceta and Aquila. Then Clement confided
his private history to Peter. In his youth his
mother, being warned in a vision (he does not say of
what, or how he became acquainted with it), sailed'
away from Rome without acquainting anybody 'with
her reason, taking his infant twin brothers with her.
His father went in search of them, and he (Clement)
had never heard from any of them since that day.
Shortly afterwards he and Peter visited an island,
where they found a beggar woman, who proved to be
his mother, and, wonderful to relate, Niceta and
Aquila turn up as the long-lost infant twins. One
day, while walking on the sea-shore, they met another
old beggar, who turned out to be the father. The
family became Christians, and after Peter was hung
up by the heels, Clement became pope. This gentle~
man claimed that "Judaism and Christianity are substantially the same;" that it was inlmaterial whether
one received Moses or Christ; that the prophet was
twice born-first as Adam, and then as Jesus;· but
"that he only revealed himself to holy men and inspired them."
.
.
.
A few years ago there was ~ discusswn ill regard
to your firs~ pope, Peter, and 1t was held t~at he had
never been ~ Rome, and that the story o~ his martY:d?m was a pwus fraud. As ;rour pop~ claims to be· his
direct descendant;_the Jesmts were illstructed t~ ~efend the. papal cl~ms. It was shoW? that traditiOn
placed his death ill A.D. 66. According to the Acts,
he was either .i.J; Jerusalem, Cesarea,. or Antioch, till
52. !'aul, . Wl"ltillg to the Romans ill 57, does not
mentwn him, though he salutes by name twentyseven members of t~~t c_hurch. In 62 Paul wrote to
the churches o~ P~ilippi, El?hesus, and Colosse, IJ:lld
although ent~npg illto details, he ~oes not menti~n
Pe~~r; and .ill 66, the year of his martyrdol?, ill
Wl"I~illg to. ~rmothy fr:om Rome, he speaks of his peculiar posi~IOn, suffenngs, etc., and says all men for-·
sook me, except Onesiphorus-not one word of
Peter.
.
.
~he Jesmts were so comp_l~tely_cornered, they,;vere
obliged to confess that then maillstay was the Recognitions," by Clement, and arg:ned that if they
could prove that Peter had been. ill Rome onl,y one
day, the ap?stolic suc~ession would be assur~d: I
became so disgusted With the fall from a P?ntific~te
of twenty-five years to a few hours that the _dis~usswn
had no furt~er charms, and I c~ased f?llowmg It.
St. Ignatms was arrested ill Syna, and sent to
~orne ~o be cast to ~he wild be~sts " 01_1 account of
his. testrmony to Chns~; . and beillg earned . through
Asm, under a most r%[J~d custody, he fortified the
different churches in the cities where he tarri~~- He
exhorted them _to adhere firmly to the traditiOn~ of
the apostles, which, for the sake of gTeater security,
he deemed it necessary to attest by committing it to
m-i~ing." The "Acts of Martyrdom" credit him with
ha~g suffered D~c. _20, ;\·D· 116, an_d that, w~en a
chil~, J e~us h.eld hill_lill his arms. His three epis~les
are ill high repute m your church, but I questiOn
their authen~icity on the foll?wing ground: _That an·
old man of nillety years, can"Ied through Asia under
~he most ~gid :~stody, w_ouJd hav neither time, abilIty, nor dispositiOn to write them.
St. Polycarp was an early martyr. Only one of his
epistles is extant, and though he testifies to having
heard parties say that they had heard other parties
say they had seen Jesus, yet his testimony is inadmissible from a Catholic standpoint, as he states,
"By grace we are saved, not by works." While making him a saint, you repudiate his teaching, and if the
papal anathema be retroactiv, it is very questionable

if this early. martyr be in the company of the·.fil~ssed. ' .
Papias was
disciple. of· Polycarp. · He sii:ys. that·
Matthew made a collection of Ohtist's sayings and
doings in the Hebrew, and everyone translated it a,s,
he was able. He gave it· as the direct teaclll,ng of
Polycarp, received from St ..John himself, that Jesus·
did not die till he was over fifty years old.' · All the
fathers who came after him, except II'enreus, claim he ·
forged this testimony; that, being hard~ pressed by ~ · .
the Valentinians, who asserted the ministryof Jesus···
to hav lasted only one year, he had manufact:ured it,'
and given St. John as his authority. Even Eusebius
admits that he· was "a weak and silly man, whose
writings consist of strange parables and doctrins and
fabulous stpries." lVIost people will agree with Ensebius when they read of the number of dead re- '
stored" to life, and how the saints could drink poison
without harm. Your church calls his epistle a
"treasure held in earthen vessels."
NeX:t comes Justin Martyr, the gTeat apologist,
He claimed for himself " the gift of expounding. the
scriptures, granted by special gTace of God!' There
seems to be no evidence other thaJ;I his simple word
to prove this assertion, for, feeling bound to accept it
as true, your commentators are exercised over his .
many arguments, but particularly that on the·" Mystery of the Cross." In his expoundings he derives
Satan from &tta, an-apostate, and nas, a serpent, but
his admirers say that, as he never claimed to be a
philologist, his mistake is thus accounted for. Mal'-·
tyr taught that when God created the world, he com~.··
mitted it to the care of angels, who fell in love with
the daughters of earth, and by them had childr.en
called Demons. In regard to the Septuagint version
of the Bible, he says that seventy men were . shut up ·.. )
in separate cells·'by King Ptolemy, and were obliged
to translate. the book without having access to dne
another. These seventy. translations, when finished,
agTeed verbatim et literatim. He 'avers that he saw
the cells in which the men were confined, and, after
calling God as witness to the tmth of his story, adds
t)le following piece of historical info:r:ni.ation: That it
was Herod,_ king of the Jews, who sent these sev- '.·
enty men to Ptolemy. As Ptolemy had died three
htmdred y,ears before Herod was born, your thealogians always skip that passage. Martjr was also
·the foundation of what is known as the ".devil
theory." He gravely assures us that the devil, having gained an imperfect kiwwledge of the> prophecies
in regard to the advent of the messiah, contrived an
exact resemblance between the myths, Bacchus, Hercules, and Esculapius and Jesus, so that when Jesus
did come, the people refused to accept him.
,, Hitherto shalt thou come but no farther and
here shall thy proud waves be ~tayed," are the ~ords
of a celebrated Catholic commentator, addressed to
the critics of the early f~J,thers, when they came to
the writings of Irenreus. " He is the terminus a quo
of theological controversies," adds another. "In his
writings he makes it clear that he stood in inlmediate
relations to the apostles," remarks a third. "The
preciousness of his writings bears no proportion to
their bulk." "Behold the light of the Western
world !" Well, allow me to giv you a quotation from
this teq·minus a quo. In describing the origin of
God, he says : "First of all the First-Father was
united in conjunction with his ',['bought; then.the only
Begotten, that is, Intelligence, with Truth; then word.
with life, and man with church. These Eons being
sent forth for the glory of the father, and desiring, of
their own accord to honor the father sent forth emissions by conjunction. Word and life', beside man and
church, sent forth ten other Eons, whos,e names are :
The Deep ~nd Mingling, the Undecaying and Union,
the Self-enstent and Pleasure the I=ovable and
Blending, the Only-Begotten ~d Happiness." I hav
no co=ent to make but the readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER will await explanations. His prophecies are
more understandable, but just as con·ect as his theology. He says: "The day of the Lord is as a thousand years, and in six days created things were finished · it is evident therefore that the world will
come 'to an end in' six thous~d years." He th~n
describes the millenuium, giving as his auth.ority,St.
John and "special revelation:" " The days will come
in which there will grow vinyards, each having ten
thousand vine stocks, each stock having ten thousand branches, each branch ten thousand shoots, each
shoot ten thousand bunches each bunch ten thousand
gTapes, and each gTape squ~ezed shall yield· twenty~
five measures of wine; and when any of the saints ,
go to pluck a bunch another· bunch shall cr.y out, ' I '-,~
am better· take me and bless the Lord through me.' " .. -:
And thus' he speaks of every vegetable, gTain, and. r
fruit. He also avers to the truth of. the Septuagint story, advocates several books since decided
apocryphal by your chmch, and repeats the legend of
the angels mixing with the daughters of men. · His
style of reasoning "Why animals were divided into·
Clean and unclean;" "Why the go~;~pels should be
four, no more, no less," and on the " Law of' Moses,"
would not commend itself to one of om schoolboys,
and is a sad commentary on the sanity of the writers
of ''the purest age of the world." His' viiracity as
·an eye-witness may be very reasonably called into

a

\~

we read in his description ~f the
: tyrdom of. Polycarp that the flames refused to
burn him and foi:med an arch over his head, and the
executioner then thrust a sword into his side, ,where. upon a dove flew out of his bo(j.y, and so much blood
··...came that'the fire was extinguished and the air was
, filled with sweet-scented perfumes. In speaking of
.thi!' ;romanc~r, one of your commentators says: "One
, firm abutment rests upon the apostle John, the other,
.as secure, rests upon the well~known Irenams." Can't
· .you do b~tter in abutments than this~
.
.
, Tertullian was an outspoken advocate of your
theory, and his attestation of miracles is commented
oii as "simply an excess of zeal." He states that
God appeared to a certain sister and gave her, the
exact le~gth and width of the veil . she should wear,
. and from the. frequency of the visits of God to various saints in Africa, one would imagin that the Godhead was on very intimate and social terms with all
the African tribes. His argument "Why the number
of the apostles was exactly twelve," shows that the
mantle of the earlier writers fell on worthy shoulders.
His testimony in regard to the existence of Jesus
will, no doubt, commend itself to your intelligence.
" I find no other means to prove myself ·to be impudent with success, and happily a fool,'' says he, "than
by my contempt of shame ; as, for instance, I maintain that the son of God was· born. Why am I not
ashamed of maintaining such a thing ~ Why ! but
because it is itself a shameful thing7 I maintain that
the son of God died. Well, that is wholly credible,
. because it is monstrously absurd. I maintain ·that,
after having been buried, he rose again, and that I
. take to be absolutely true, because it is manifestly
impossible." His idea· of the trinity differs somewhat from yours, for in his article against Praxeas he
says : ".They are three, not in condition but in degree; not in substance but in form; not in power but
,in aspect." This enthusiastic African is frequently
·. quoted by your theologians, and Neander says of
him: "Tertullian's mind had acuteness, depth, and
dialectic dexterity." In after life he became a follower of Montanus, and ·loudly proclaimed that this
gentleman was the Holy Ghost. He thus just
escaped being read into your list of saints and
martyrs.

resort to the miraculous to help it out. It would seem
to common sense that Jehovah would hav glorified himself more by saving his friend Noah and his family
with the lions, tigers, and hyenas, from drowning by
a whole-cloth miracle, than by obliging the old man
to commit such a blunder in the art of navigation !
The "New Church " insists that the whole thing has
a "spiritual sense." It surely has no other.
As the book of Genesis was not canonized, and
probably not written, till after the Jews "hanged
their harps on the willows" of Babylon, the remnants
of the ark had perished before they could be looked
for, so that theology is destitute of that sort of evidence which geology is able to present. ~ evertheless,
the revisers, taking it for either credible history, or
useful, pertinent, and intelligible allegory, may well
leave the story of Jonah nnrevised. They make the
poor fellow, who rebelliously declined to prophesy
against Nineveh, pray out of .the fish's belly in good
Hebrew poetry, which they translate thus:

creator of the universe was its author-assume it in
spite of his setting, in that book the worst possible
example for moral beings to follow. If Judge Harlan had applied to many books of the Bible the criticism which he did to the "Leaves of Grass," he would
hav purified his department from every officer who
had subscribed to a Bible society or taught in a Sunday-school. He consigned to poverty and the peril
of starvation a man of genius whom he acknowledged
to be a competent and honest officer, for writing a
book which makes the creator a kind father to all his
children inlltead of a ·merciless tyrant to most of
them. He violated, in the most flagrant possible
manner, that clause of o.ur national Constitution which
distinguishes us from all the considerable nations of
the earth, and the worst of it is that in doing it he
had the approbation and support-not of any such
person as Jesus Christ, I gratefully concede-but of
the so-called Christian churches of the United States.
As a purely human book the revisers hav left the
Bible
almost precisely as they found it. It is not
I called by reason of my affliction unto the Lord,
damaged by making it appear better than it was, exAnd he answered me;
Out of the belly of hell cried I,'
cept in a very few matters of literary taste. About
And thou heardest my voice.
all they hav ventured to do is to remove from the
This is the plainest scriptural localization of the text-and in one case out of five or six they hav left
much-dreaded place, and it is to be feared that many it in the margin...,-an expression abhorrent to the
unfortunate mariners and some less worthy European taste of that fastidious lady, Mrs. Grundy, in fact, a
tourists hav gone thither-not long to stay, I trust. word generally considered vulgar, though still reAs to the text, Exodus xxii, 18, which did duty in tained in Webster unabridged, and in two places (2
Salem, Mass, less than two hundred years ago, the Kings xviii, 27, and Isa. xxxvi, 12) they hav substirevisers hav expended energy enough on that to tuted for it a word which does not convey the sense,
make it read: "Thou shalt not suffer a sorceress to while leaving in the same verse another word equally
liv." This is possibly a slight improvement, for the vulgar, and, under the circumstances, more disgustEnglish word sorceress seems to include the vice of ing.
gambling along with that of pretending intercourse · I appeal to all thinking men and women, and espewith evil spirits. But why should the death sentence cially to the consciences of the revisers themselvs,
be leveled only at females, while male gamblers are whether, considering the pressing wants of mankind
so much more abundant~ The revision is out of for more knowledge of the nature of things, more
date, any way, for sorceresses, if anyone knows who justice, more kindness, and less strife of classes, this
they are, almost the world over, are not now put to is not a waste of mental energy, scholarship, and
death. Since the death of Rev. Cotton Mather ·and inventiv faculty. Would not the invention of an imthe discontinuance of the holy Inquisition, the plan of proved soap or a better washing~machine do more for
reforming this world and peopling the next, based on the happiness of the average family than the wh~e
this text, has fallen much into decay. Those higher of this Bible revision will ever do--seeing that its
authorities hav dwindled into personalities no larger chief improvement is the substitution of the phrase
than Anthony Comstock, and, if possible, the still "man child" for that by which the Hebrews distin(TO BE CONTINUED NEXT WEEK.)
smaller one, a Methodist minister who became secre- guished between the sexes-unless, forsooth, the
tary of the United States interior department. If the revision is to result in exploding the Bible theology?
We are asked by those whose palpable interest it
God who gave this commandment, so revised and
:rhe Revised Bible.
enlarged, shall get into the Constitution, the question is to check the progress of Freethought, and keep
From the Boston Herala. ,·
That the ecclesiastical committees in Europe ·and will arise with these pious servants of his, whether mankind the dupes of an absurd religious theory,
America, who hav for a number of years past been there is any reason in the holy scriptures why they "If you set aside the Bible and its divine inspiration,
, employed in producing a revised edition of the Old should not, at the p].lblic expense, kill all the members what will you put in its place~" This question, addresseq to the unthinking, is by far their strongest
and New Testaments, embody a large amount of of the stock exchanges ~
The revision of ·the Bible, so as to giv it the exact plea. It comes too late. The Bible, as an authoritatrained intellectual force cannot be denied. They are
doubtless naturally good and strong men, whose sense of its various discordant writers, if it could tiv and infallible guide of human conduct-and in no
possibly be done, was not worth doing. It required other sense is it proposed to displace it-has already
minds hav been warped by bad trainirig.
. Supposing there exists in or behind the universe a more than hunian inspiration 'to do it, and intelligent been set aside. Science, witty inventions, and better
supreme personal intelligence, by whom these testa- men hav ceased to believe in inspiration, human or books, to say nothing of the dissensions of its advoments were originally given as a revelation of his divine. We Americans know nothing against the cates and interpreters, practically did it more than
rights and our duties to him and other persons, the linguistic abilities of the American scholars headed fifty years ago. Salvation armies cannot replace it.
revision at this late day was not only a waste of energy by Drs. Schaff and Day, but cannot believe them J\IIillions of money may restore the sight of it-the
and precious time, but a- presumptuous, if not specially inspired by anything like supreme intelli- outside of the volume-in every hotel, rail-car,
blasphemous, folly. It intimated that the divine gence, or, indeed, by any such degree of intelligence steamer, and log cabin, but not much awe of it.
author undertook what he was incompetent to per- as would be competent to rule that very small speck There is in its place more knowledge of the universe,
form, that the book, as a revelation, was a failm·e. of the universe which lies within the vision of ordinary more reverence for its order, movements, and laws,
It only revealed the maker quarreling with his own mortals, and still less do we believe in such inspira- more worship of the iufinit beauty of its endless retion for the revising board which met in J erusalero volving and progressiv life, than the Bible ever rework. It belittled the infinit.
Supposing the Bible ·simply a h~an production, chambers, Westminster Abbey. The American com- vealed or produced, and better i·ules for the conduct
like the Iliad of Homer or the plays of Shakspere, pany for the revision of the Old Testament has shown of human peings than were ever condensed into commanifestly it needs revision more than either of those its superiority to the British by appending to the mandments by the imaginary God who ordered Abraworks-weeding out much that is tedious, pueril, work of the latter fourteen pages suggesting more ham to make bm'llt sacrifice of Isaac, and Moses to
immoral, and unreasonable from what is wise, good, than five hundred readings which it prefers to theirs, kill the worshipers of the golden calf.
There is beginning and perceptibly advancing in
and beautiful. And especially it needs so revising and some of them in better taste. A work worthy to
this
life a better salvation than that invented for the
be
called
a
revision
has
not
been
done,
nor
attempted.
that no statement of any important fact in one pl;:tce
The new book is but the confession of the fact. unknowable next, by the ingenious and fanatical Paul,
shall be flatly contradicted in another; as, for· example, the statement in the 24th chapter of Exodus, The changes are trivial. It is better so. For, not- out of the eostly ritual of the Jewish priesthood, and
'9th and lOth verses, that Moses, Aaron, Nahab, withstanding the fact that many parts of the book are the mythical sufferings and resmTection of the man
Abihu, and seventy of the elders of Israel saw the not fit to be read in schools or public assemblies, it of Nazareth. Were this not so no revision of King
God of Israel-feet and all-is flatly contradicted in is worth having in libraries, just as it has been ever James's text would hav been attempted. It indicates
the first chapter of St. John's gospel, 18th verse; since the days of pious King James. It is one of a the expiring throes of priesthoods as governing
and the immorality of St. Paul is flatly contradicted series of writings reaching back almost to the inven- powers in this world. The time has come for every
tion of alphabets, which, though by no means strictly sane htunan being to be his or her own priest-the
by the author of the book of Ecclesiastes.
But hardly a word of correction in this respect has historical, illustrates early history, and the way in tirrie for all priests to make themselvs as useful as
been made; no light has been added; no absurdity has which traditions, crude, magnified, and distorted, possible to other. people-the time for humanity to
been retracted; no example or justification of tymnny were made to answer some of the purposes of history. take the place of religion, and all the religions to acor crue~ty has been expunged. "Hell" has been They show us perhaps more vividly than real history, cord what Protestant Christians never did, the right
changed to " sheol " or " hades " in many places, had it been possible to write it, could hav done, how of private judgment-for men to be never enemies,
but in at least two it is left as it was. Its locality, the human race outgrew its cannibalism and made but brothers. Freethought, free trade, self-governwhether geographical, geological, or astronomical, is paradises out of the dismalest jtmgles, showing that ment, universal co-operation-working i.J;tve~sely as
as doubtful as ever. In the revised text men still it can and will yet make a heaven upon earth prefera- the square of the distance, to be sm·e-Justwe, and
liv more than nine hundred years before they die. ble to what the canonized prophets described in their htunan kindness, are the destwy of the future, and,
instead of destroying social organization and introNoah, at the age of six h1mdred, embarks in a three- new Jerusalem.
And then for the Bible poetry, it is still more pre- ducing universal brigandage, will :qn_ally make the
story barn, 450 feet long, 75 feet wide, and 45 feet
high, and takes with him his wife (who must hav cious and valuable, for some of it is among the grand- cosmopolitan state itself better without a church than
been at least one hundred years old), his three sons est ever produced, because in the upward struggle in the Christian or any other church has ever been.
September, 1885.
ELIZUR WRIGHT.
and their wives, a pair of every species of unclean the human mind the imagination always goes forebeasts on earth and seven pairs of the clean, to say most. The bad morals and senseless miracles, though
nothing of fowls and creeping things-six healthy sandwiched in a barbarous fashion among the best This is Not the Way Christ Dealt with Money Changers.
A little while ago the Episcopalians were tackling the
persons, besides. the old folks, to take care of a men-· maxims, apothegms, and proverbs of all ages, unless
agerie many times larger than Barnum's for a rather made a part of juvenil education as so much divine wicked men of Wall street, and now the Methodists hav set
tempestuous voyage of more than forty days and instruction, need not corrupt the yotmg. The bar- up a " mission" for the conversion of the same moneyed sinforty nights. What a time they must hav had of it, barous origin of the book being known, the wisdom ners. Dr. Pentecost, the ring-master of the circus, uses the
meetings to " refute the arguments of Infidels against the
especially with the creeping things ! Shade of Mun- it contains will be prized by force of contrast.
Its worst faults are condoned by the most re- Bible." We sympathize with the business men of Wall
chausen, what a credulity it must take to swallow iteven as an allegory! The interpreters feel obliged to ligiously orthodox, ·because they assume that the street.
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The Liberal Club.
It was with more than usually bright anticipations
of pleasure that the man with a badge-pin took his
way toward 220 East Fifteenth street, where was to
be held the 395th regular meeting of the Manhattan
Liberal Club. Some little time had elapsed since he
had last attended, but all the old familiar forms were
there, large as life, and several degrees more natural.
Treasurer Morris greeted him cordially as he l!<SSimilated the visitor's bright and shining quarter. Mr.
Putnam was writing his name on· the back of some
tickets to the approaching Paine celebration, and
said he was glad the man with the decoration had
come, because the lecture would be a fine one. The
lady secretary made everyone buy a TRUTH SEEKER or
a ticket to either the Sunday night dance for the benefit
of the workingman's free library, at 141 Eighth street,
or the Paine Festival. Only a few escaped this levy.
President Wakeman read the usual notices of
meetings to be held elsewhere, and passed such remarks about them as he deemed appropriate: Among
other things, the intelligence was given out that Professor George Vaughan, of Virginia, would lecture
somewhere or other on "Practical Co=unism by a
Practical Co=unist." It would undoubtedly be
comparativly a treat .to those who failed to hear it.
N.B.-Mr. Wakeman did not say this. It is thrown
in by the writer. It is understood that the remarks
about Professor Vaughan which hav appeared in these
reports are the cause of his absenting himself from
the Club; from which it is to be seen that the humblest writer may not exercise his pen in vain.
An audience was present that filled all the seats
except one beside a nice-looking young lady, and the
reporter appropriated this one without delay. But
he shortly wished himself out of it, for his neighbor
watched him so closely as he made his pothooks that
it broke him up, and at this writing he finds it difficult to read his notes. The responsibility for any
inadvertence will therefore be readily adjusted.
/.rofessor Gunning, of Cambridge, was introduced
as the lecturer of the evening. J.\oir. Gunning is a
typical scientist, and resembles Professor Tyndall in
appearance. His voice is full and pleasing, and :he is
as familiar with his subject, seemingly, as it could be
possible for a lecturer to become with anything so
complex as " The Origin of Man as Disclosed by
Science." A black cloth was arranged upon a frame
attached to the piano, and the speaker began by
drawing on this an outline of a primitiv brain, and adding to it until it represented the brain of man. Then
the professor made a picture of a 'manlike ape and
introduced him to the audience. This creature was
found on the west coast of Africa. The next step
higher was illustrated in the nativs of the south coast
of Africa. The one was almost a physical duplicate
of the other. The ape lacked the power of speech,
but the "glick-gluck" of the gorrilla was the root of
the language of the Hottentot. The opponents of
evolution had contested the relationship of the nian
and ape, and had abandoned one point of defense
after another, until finally th~ hippocampus in the
brain of the human became their last resort. Professor Huxley had discovered this characteristic in
the head of a monkey, and the last ground for disputing the kinship had vanished.
The speaker alluded to the muscles lying near the
surface of tbe bodies of animals by which they could
twitch their skin to drive away flies, Human beings
hav vestiges of these muscles beneath their skin, but
they hav gone out of use because the body is protected by clothing. They are still functional in the
unclothed face. Everyone has employed them to
scare flies off his forehead. \Ve also hav dormant
muscles once used to move the ears ; but when manlike animals became lords of the forest and had no
further need to turn their ears to detect the approach
· of an enemy, fearing none, these muscles became
useless. A link between the bird and the fish is the
nictitating· or winking curtain which the shark draws
over his eye, not being able to close that organ otherwise. Birds hav this nictitatiiJ,g curtain, or thin film-·
like web. So has the opossum. The next order
above the opossum is the half ape, then the higher
ape, then the manlike ape. In these latter the cm·tain gradually disappears, until, in the corner of the
huma.J?. eye, only a vestige of it is discernible. The
man-like ape will imitate nearly all the acts of man.
It will smoke like him, be sick after the first trial ·
and, like him, it will get drunk, but shows its superi~
ority by not delivering a temperance lecture the next
day. In some of the wild races of men the pliable
prehensil foot is still retained; also the "climbing
muscle," both relics of arborial life.
It is not
claimed that man is the offspring of the ape ; only
that man and the manlike ape spring from one ancestral body.
Professor Gunning dwelt at some length on the
unity and similar characteristics of all organic things,
and said, as an illustration, that an anesthetic produced the same slumber in the simple protoplasm or
yeast bleb that it did in the brain of a human being.
The lecturer closed with the expression of some
tentativ views on the soul, in the present and future
existence of which he is a believer. · The president

then said the floor was open, and admonished those
present to let not the time run to waste.
·
Mr. Putnam improved the opening to suggest a
remuneration for the speaker, and fifteen dollars was
the result of the collection immediately instituted..
Dr. Atkinson followed.
He comp~ented the
performance of Mr. Gunning, and then passed to
some general remarks. The reporter watched attentivly to catch the · central thought, but failed to
grasp it before the doctor made his obeisance and
sat down.
Mr. Rosenbourgh arose to .discuss the problem of
the human soul. If man had a soul, so had the manlike ape. Otherwise it was a thing with which· man
had invested himself. To this latter view Mr.
Rosenbourgh strongly inclined. He believed it was
invented by priests and rulers to gain control over
their subjects by threatening or alluring them with
future punishments and rewards.
Dr. Gunn was solicited to speak, but he declined
on the grotmd that at the next meeting he was going
to talk all the evening.
Vice-president Dr. Foote, Jr., addressed himself to
the question of rudimentary organs, drawing an outline sketch of the appendix vermiformis, which is a
small sack opening out of the large intestin. In this
sack some hard substance was liable to lodge and
produce peritonitis. The object or utility of the appendix vermiformis had never been made clear by the
researches of science. The doctor showed further
that the ear-moving muscles were still functional in
some cases. He presented his left ear to the
audience and flapped it slightly without apparent
fatigue.
Dr. P. P. Field, the apostle of the Delsarte philosophy of expression, spoke of the necessity of physical
culture. The difference between man and brute lay
in the fact that man had a straight and upright spine,
which no beast possessed. Speaking of the long arms
of apes, the doctor closed his hands and touched his
clenched fists to the floor without bending the knees.
This came from suppleness of the muscles of the
back, which should be cultivated.
Mrs. Emertz here arose to inquire whether the
doctors were to hav · a monopoly of that platform.
"Dese chendlemans forgots ·somedings," said the
lady in a charming dialect, and with a clear and comprehensiv misunderstanding of the subject; "off dot
corilla hass vunst broduzed a man, vy don' d he him
agen braduze vunst more, aind it ~"
Madam Delescluze supported the position of the
previous speaker. She renounced all relationship
with the gentleman whose likeness Professor Gunning had drawn on the chart. The descent of man
from the ape was not yet proved, and she demanded
the benefit of the doubt. Hoping for better things,
we should cling to that hope with desperation.
Mrs. Leonard was not ashamed to acknowledge
kinship with her grandfather. "I like to watch the
monkeys in the Park," she said; "and I discover
characteristics in them which I hav myself." About
the soul, Mrs. Leonard continued, we should trouble
ourselvs but little, but the body should be cultivated.
Humanity, she believed, was capable of rising to
great achievements, even to the overcoming of death.
Mr. Wakeman, at the request of Professor Gunning, closed the discussion. He held that the conclusions of the lecturer were indisputable. We were
just beginning to realize the possibilities of humanity and to work in the direction of a heaven on earth.
It should be remembered that the soul had been
spoken of and dealt with by Mr. Gunning only tentativly, not scientifically. The hope that must be clung
to with desperation could not tell a very flattering
tale. Science must giv the final verdict.
Madam Delescluze: " You forget that science deals
with the material, not with the essenqe."
Mr. Wakeman: " Produce the essence and science
will deal with it."
The Masonic society which holds meetings in the
hall over that occupied by the club here began, apparently, the initiation of a member, the noise
created by the goat making further discussion impracticable, and as the hom· was late the audience were
dismissed.
Lectures at the club for the rest of the month will
be as follows: Jan. 22d, "The Truth about Alcohol
Out of and In the Human System," by.R. A. Gunn,
M.D. January 29th, the Paine celebration takes
place, and an elaborate program has been prepared
for the occasion.

Profitable Charity.
Verily the chmch hath a long head. The constitution of New York State having ruled out any special
appropriations to sectarian institutions, the Catholic
Protectory and Juvenil Asylum (Protestant) arranges
with tb.e liberal dispenser of the public funds to take
care of unfortunate children at the rate of $110 per
year, and according to THE TRUTH SEFKER list of .apportionments for charitable institutions, the Protectory will make provision for 2,200 and require an
appropriation of $242,000. It would be interesting
to know how much actual profit there is in this
"charitable" business. We may arrive at some idea
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of this from the thirty-third annual report of t~ec·
Children's Aid Society, .from which we learn that,tl).at
society has caa:ed for over 13,000 children at an aver7
age of only $37.90. If the children of the various
lodging houses of the Aid Society cost only aboitt $40
per year, either they must be kept on very short
rations, or in order to ~?pend $110 on the children of' •·
the Protectory the latter must liv high anGI. be fed on .
the fat of the land. It is, however, more probable
that this is a profitable business which is. being .
worked for all it is .worth in the name of charity,
sweet charity. Of the $242,000 given the Catholic
·;·::
Protectory, it may be assumed, or at least 'inferred,
that one-half is. clear profit, the actual disposition of.
which it would be difficult to discover, and the' same
is to be said of the $104,000 allotted to the New York
·, ..Juv.enil Asylum-a Protestant institution and busi~
.
· ~~.
ness competitor of the Protectory.
'~
E. B. FooTE, JR.
·, '-r.
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Cost the Limit of Price (1).
While generally approving the Views of Mr.· Lloyd
in a late TRUTH SEEKER, I protest, if you allow, against
mixing up with Anarchism this ·equalitarian and arbitrary ruling, incompatible with the free range of personal contracts. The proper sphere of cost limitation
is the protectiv union store, where·it is-provided for
by the joint stock partnership of the associated customers. There it is definitly based upon the cost of
pm·chased goods, and substitutes a definit salary for
the speculativ profits of the merchant, no longer an
intermediary owner. warren, without the support
of a stockholding company, illustrated the feasibility
of this method, whose success at Rochdale has given
it a great run in England and also on the continent
of Europe; No doubt sensible Anarchists may adopt
this co=ercial method, and may develop from it the
feature of a labor and produce exchange currency
independent of specie or government money. For
this it is only necessary that the stock company
should embrace a sufficient number and variety of
producers to substitute exchange for importation and .
reduce outside purchases to an insignificant figure,
or else export as well as import. Between such organization of the cost limit in commerce, and its
affirmation as an ethical principle in all contracts f01·
mutual service, there is an important difference. Anarchism cannot take for granted that Anarchists will.
choose to forego natural advantages of faculty,
strength, skill, and judgment, and adopt in exchange
of services the time table level of hour for hour.
Whether from a generous carelessness, or from religious principle, some persons of superior faculty may
be satisfied with their recognition by honors, without
profits, and the spontaneous evolution of this type of
character will be more frequent in proportion as th('l
means of livelihood are facilitated by the abolition of
monopoly and extortion. Also in proportion as wealth
is socialized by architecture, public gardens, galleries
of art, libraries, games, music, and ·the drama, the
motivs for private advantage in the exercise of talents
are lessened.. Anarchists may contemplate such
equalitarian tendencies with complacency, but Anarchism does not prescribe them.
'
Anarchism opposes arbitrary government, class
privilege, the monopolies of the means of subsistence
by use of the soil and of machinery. These iniquities abated, )Ve remain in presence of very unequal
faculties directed toward the acquisition of property;
and whose more liberal education concerns the future
of society. '
·
Let us scrutinize the economic value of the cost
measure in exchange of services or 'products. It assumes that labor is the basic factor, but this labor
cost is a highly variable element of price. Skill lessens it, and judgment in the use of faculties, as well
as invention, may in great measure obviate the cost
of labor. Now, as skill and judgment are always
most desired, and as from their comparativ raa:ity they
are less subject to reductiv competition than simple
labor, they may please to demand and obtain more
than compliments and honors. Skill is judgment in
the details of execution giving either a greater quantity or a better quality of prpduct with the same or
less l~bor cost at the time. This skill may be either
a natural endowment or the result of previous persevering and laborious disciplin. Persons equally
skilled in presence of a given work are very tmequal
then in the labor cost antecedent.
Strength is analogous to skill, and its differences
between men baffle all attempts to appreciate cost by
effort in the most ordinary physical labors. What is
hard to one is easy to another, and averages must be
arbitrary in their bearings oil the individual. Price
results from the comparison of desires between the
bargainers, as is sensible in transactions by barter.
The basis of price is demand. D,emand proceeds
from the pl,ll·chaser; it is constituted by his desire for
an object, modified by his means of payment. But
as, with the same demand and means, there may be
choice among offers of service, their competition reduces price. \Ve trace this back to' the producer's
desire for other values which he may acquire with
the price received. When these are necessaries, his
offer of labor-cost is limited only by life, and the
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cheapest-live]: will qe employed.
and " contract labor "·issue.
. Marx, although not speculating upon the continuance of .the wage labor system under capitalism, yet
seems to hav written under its influence when he calciliates the hour rates .of payment in divers occupations by the relativ averages of life in each. But is
it to be supposed that with free access to the soil and
wholesome farm work, workmen would be found enlisting for. consumption by breathing steel dust, or
for paralysis and colica pictomtm by working in
· white lead f
What will Rothschild's quicksilver mines be worth
t0 him without the privileged monopoly that he derives- from government, and the other monopolies
that push Jab or into his hades~ Such industries
must either be abandoned, or hygienic methods dev:ised.
For the services of science and art, compensation
by the hour. is simply absurd, and as intellectual labor
is favorable to longevity, so upon this plan the Humboldts, Agassizes, and Darwins ought to be rated
lower· than 'the average mechanic.
It is felt th~~~ such systems are only viable in little
ccirn~I'S, an~that a cotmtry adopting them woUld
soon be deserted l>y its talent and enterprise. They
bear the stamp" of petty despotism, and if feasible in
exchanges of factory labor, this is because of a disciplin like the equality of drilled soldiers, which, though
<;ongenial with state Socialist ideas, is antipodal to
Anarchism. The system of exchanges by equal hours
of work supposes a continual preoccupation with
'Qoolilieeping, as well as conscientiousness and reli.. ance on the conscientiousness of others-an industrial
world going by-clock-work, the apotheosis of mediocri,i;y over the 'grave of ambition; speci1lation of closet
philosophy which the passions will explode.
EDGEWORTH.

The Chicago Union.
The Chicago Liberal League met on Friday evening, January 8th, and reorganized under the name of
Secular Union.
Although it had adopted the name
oCSecular Union since the last Convention held at
Cl~veland, it had never until now been organized
_under that name. A new election of officers took
place, the ,following persons being elected: Mr. Chas.
Orchardson, president; Mrs. A. M. Freeman. first
vice-president; Mr. L. H. Sawyer, second vice-president; Mr. C. A. Fraenkle, third vice-president; Mrs.
Ella LePage, secretary; Mr. A. M. Freeman,· financial
secretary; Mr. E. A. Stevens; treasurer. The Union
here is upon a much better basis than ever before.
The attendance at our meetings is increasing, and
in time we expect to be recognized among the best in
the land. Last· Sunday evening we had a lecture
from Mrs. A.M. Freeman on, "Things I Can't Understand," which was a very able and eloquent appeal
to the judgment and common sense of those present
How any man or woman can listen to the absurd
stories of the Bible as shown up by the lecturer, and
go away unconvinced of the absurdities of their religion, is more than I can understand. The attendance at 1\'Irs. Freeman's lecture was large, considering the very cold weather, as it was the coldest night
we hav had this winter.
On Paine's anniversary, we are to hav an entertainment and dance. The oration of the evening is
to be delivered by Mrs. A. M. Freeman, and we hav
some very fine talent selected for our music and
_recitations. We are working hard to make this a
g~·and success, and all indications are that we will do
so.
ELLA LE PAGE, Secretary.
Chicago, Jan. 12, 1886.

A Reminiscence of Elizur Wright.
In 1846 a few of the old Liberty party refused to
"fuse" with the Free Sailers and Barn-Burners, and
met ill national convention at Buffalo in June of that
year. Our leaders were Gerrit Sinith, Elizur Wright,.
George Bradburn, Beriah Green, William Goodell,
and Frederick Douglass. vVe not only adhered to
Abolitionism, but went in for free trade, land reform,
wo:ooan suffrage, etc., etc.
By the way, this was the first conve;ntion, so far as
Iam aware, to put forth in its platform (penned by
G:errit Sinith) the doctrin of woman suffrage. This
it did in terms square, bold, and unequivocal. And
in that little band of stern radicals there was not . a
dissenting· voice. The" Woman's Convention," which
has had the honor of being the first to ~nnounce
woman suffrage, met the same year, but not till several weeks later.
We nominat~d Gerrit Smith for president. After
the nomination Elizur Wright gave us the following
impromptll :
Smiths hav wroug-ht since time began,
Sometimes forg-ing- chains for man;
Ours who now the anvil smites,
Cuts the chains from human rights.
'\Ve w.ill blow for him to strike,
For he treats all chains alike;
Severed by his trusty hand,
Fall they both from limb and land.
FRANCIS BARRY.

Kent, Ohio.

The Campaign Fund.
Previously acknowledged .................. ·...............
Dallas (Texas) Secular Society (charter fee, per
George Cretien).. .......... ... ... .. ...... ...............
Jas. Wardwell.................................................
Louisa A. Tourley..........................................
C. F. De Mott............ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mrs. C. F. De Mott........................................
Henry H. Geer ........................... ~..................
Joseph Carman..............................................
Mrs. Joseph Carman.......................................

$1,~96.57

5.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Total........................................... $1,808.57

Grand Paine Celebration,
Fridayevening,Jan. 29th,
At German Masonic Hall, No. 220 East 15th street.
Address by T. B. WAKEMAN:
"THE POLITIOAL AND SOOIAL. DREAMS OF THOMAS PAINE."
To be followed by a
Brilliant Musical and Dramatic Entertainment, in which the
following will take part, already well known
in Liberal circles :
Joseph Frankel, Gustave Frankel, Mrs. L. McCune, Mrs.
Fannie Cummings, Frank Fitch, the Krahmer brothers, Miss
Annie Lenont, Madam Delescluze, Prof. P. P. Field, and
others. ·
The admission will be 25 cents. The proceeds will be for
the benefit ofthe American Secular Union. Every New York
Liberal should take special interest in this celebration, both
to honor the memory of
THOMAS- PAINE
and raise funds for ·the carrying on the work of the Union,
especially to enable it to push the movement for the opening
of .the museums on Sunday, which is gaining great force, and
will no doubt result in a noble triumph for Secular principles.
So it is earnestly requested not only. that every Liberal man
and woman come, but make an effort to hav others come, so
that a large number may be present and a great impulse received for the work of Liberalism.
All friends ~,be interested in the following news
from Nova Scotia, from one of the members of the
Union who on the frontier line keeps the battle going.
He shows how much is yet to be done, and what great
prolnis there is for the future:
NEw GLASGow, N! S., Jan. 5, 1886.
DEAR FRIEND PuTNAM: Your letter of Dec. 3d was received.in due time. I cannot say that Freethought is making
much progress in this vicinity. This portion of Nova Scotia
is very orthodox, and there are but few Liberals. I know of
only two or three outspoken· ones in all Eastern Nova Scotia,
and I am well acquainted in every part of it. I know quite
a number who are secretly with us, but who, owing to the
state of society, hav not the courage to say so. I am often
surprised, when I am talking to persons who are thought to
be good Cristians, to hav them tell me that they hav their
doubts, and that they cannot believe that God did the dreadful things charged against him in the Bible. I think if we
can only make Liberalism fashionable, that we shall be surprised at the number who are with us.
I attended the Congress at Cleveland, and listened to a
number of addresses and Colonel Ingersoll's lecture. I think
he is one of the grandest men living. I hav read all his published 'Yorks. Long may he liv to champion the noble cause!
I think Mr. Shaw's address was splendid, and think .it should
be published in pamphlet form and widely d~stributed. I
should like a quantity of them to distribute. If you hav anything that I can do to help along the good work, don't hesitate to command me, for, remember, I am not afraid. I
would send some cash for literature to distribute, but I am a
subscriber to the Boston Investigator and I circulate a good
many back numbers of that paper, and that takes all the cash
I hav to spare just now. I feel much interested in your
present work of getting the museums, etc., open on Sunday,
and wish you success. They certainly can't keep it off much
longer. I hav many a battle with the Christians here, and
yet I can't trace the loss of a cent in my business or a single
social slight to my advocacy of Freethought. I may be exceptionally fortunate, but such is my experience, and my
views are well known to all with whom I come in contact. I
get THE TRUTH SEEKER regularly .. Wishing you and yours
a happy and prosperous New Year, and success to Liberalism,
Yours very truly,
F. M. BoRDEN.
Friend Reynolds, in Utah, also sends messages
from another field of progress. Evidently the western
branch of Liberalism has plenty of life in spite of all
the diffici1lties that smround it--perhaps because of
those very diffici1lties which exist in a new country tl;
has more of the spirit of go-ahead. I hope the tremendous fervor. of the West will pi1lse through and
break up into new forms the too much stratified life
of the East.
Charles F. Blackburn, of Kaysville, Utah, writes:
A few days ago I took one hundred copies of Investigator
and THE TRUTH SEEKER and distributed them to quite anumber of the " Saints." It remains to be seen whether the
"Holy Ghost" or the papers will beat in the case. I hav
strong faith in the papers:
Geo. C. Viele, of Fillmore, Utah, writes:
FRIEND REYNOLDS: I called a business meeting of the Union
here for the purpose of laying before it the matter of Mr.
Putnam's tour. We came to this conclusion, that there are
not more than four or five of us to do anything; therefore,
we cannot pledge any money, but would see that Mr. Putnam
was received at R. R. terminus and conveyed here and lodged
free of charge while among us; and further we would find a
hall for him in which to speak, and see that his coming was
advertised properly. ·Beyond this we will do all we can, and
we would like to hav Mr. Putnam with us. But little may
seem to be accomplished at the time, still that little may make
a ripple on the water that will touch some distant shore, or
rouse some drowsy sentinel. There never was, in my estimation, a time when there was such urgent need of light in
these valleys as just now; and a judicious outlay would undoubtedly bring a rich reward. I think we.could make Utah
one of the most Liberal places in the Union. The Nine
Demands do not int(l,rfere with any man's religious rights.
They proclaim equal liberty to all ; special privileges to none.
It givs one a chance to form any theory he please, so he
does not practice that which infringes the liberty of his
neighbor.
There are many hundreds of places like Filhnm·e

where there are a few Liberals who woi1ld like to hear
a lecture from those who represent the Freethought
of the country, but who cannotpledge anything above
expenses for such a lecture. It is to such places that
the secretary desires mainly to go in order to unfold
the material so that a larger work may come in the ·
future. . For this purpose we hav the campaign fund
so that by a combination of all the Liberals of the
land these weak places may be built up to strength
and progress. Where Liberals are sufficiently prosperous to guarantee a fair remuneration to lecturer,
they can secure the services of such lecturers as
Remsbmg, Reynolds, Burnham, Bell, Jalnieson,Watts,
Prof. Gunning, Helen H. Gardener, and Mrs. Krekle,
who must, in _almost every case, receive something
above the expenses. When this cannot be done with
justice to all, let the few but earnest Liberals who
are willing to do what they can apply to the secretary
of the Union, who will do all in his power to traverse
these pioneer fields through the opportunity offered
by national co-operation.
A. Larsen, of Deweyville, writes:
I had almost hoped that Mr. Putnam mi~ht be with us this
month in order that we might hold our uonvention on the
29th, the anniversary of the birthday of the noble hero,
Thomas Paine. But we will not stop agitating, and sometime during the winter me must hold the meeting.
W. 0. Williams, of Taache City, writes:
I hav called on some Liberals, and spoken to them about
organization. I hav promises from two Liberals t'o aid in
the matter. I am told that there are othe1; Liberals in the
neighborhood, and I will hunt them up. We may be able to
organize here this year, for I find the interest in Liberalism
increasing.
R. Clawson, of Epln·aim, writes:
FRIEND REYNOLDS: Your letter of the 31st is before me. I
must say that it g-ivs me renewed hope and determination to
strike for freedom when I read your letters in connection with
encouraging words from. other friends. I hav been doing·
what little I can to spread Liberal ideas, and circulate
Freethought papers and pamphlets .. I hav gained some
ground, and some good and true friends, and a host of
fanatical enemies. However, the prospect for the future is
bright. There are a good many Freethinkers in this county.
What is wanted is some interesting- speaker to stir us to activity. I hope that Mr. Putnam will come. I want him to
deliver lectures all through this county. He will be appreciated by the majority of the people.
Robert Wilson wTites from Ogden:
Liberal friends here will make arrang-ements for Mr. Putnam's lecture. '\Ve must giv it as large an advertisment as
possible, so that its influence may be felt. Yes, we need
organization in this territory, but to accomplish that we must
hav assistance, and a united force.
With such calls as these, and a Wide field, the secretary must go to Utah, and this he will do as soon
as he has delivered his a=tmition to the directors
of the museums and the legislatme at Albany. Then
for the boundless West with all its glorious possibilities. The world is a-making there, and we must
put in the element that shall constitute it the g~·and
est cosmos in the history of the world.
The Hornellsville Seci1lar Society has organized
with the following officers: Louis Bieger, pres.;
Chas. J. Patten, 1st vice-pres.; Carl S. Hendelishott,
2d vice-pres. ; Chas. Couderman, sec. ; Stephen Caston, assist.-sec; Geo. Couderman, treas. Charles
Couderman writes that the organization is prog~·ess
ing finely.
The Dallas Secular Society has organized with the
following officers: President, J. C. Hart; vice-president, R. Edmonds; sec. and treas., George Critien;
executiv committee, J. Jackson, R. R. Herned, R.
Edmonds.
The secretary writes : "We meet every Sunday at
3 P.M. The majority of those who attend the meetings are quite interested in the movement."
·
So far this,year there are 100 annual members, 10
new life members, and 3 new societies. This shows
that success is bound to come, and the record for
this year will no doubt be better than that of any
previous year. The world moves, and the American
Seci1lar Union moves with it.
Prof. W. D. Gunning lectured last Friday evening
before the Liberal Club to a large and delighted
audience. He is one of the most interesting and
best-equipped speakers on the Liberal platform. He
is a thorough-going radical thinker, one of the foremost scientific students in the country. His language
is felicitous and full of meaning. He givs light and
color to c1Ty scientific data. Every ~iberal . organization in the country shoi1ld secme his serviCes upon
the platform, both for their own benefit and fm: the
noble presentation of truth, as we understand It, to
the general public.
Ilectpred on Stmday evening before the New York
Spiritualist Association on "The Demands of Humanity." Dr. Gunn and Burnham Wardwell followed
with interesting addresses, in which the wants and
social needs of man to-day were eloquently emphasized.
The Central Labor Union, backed by 50,000 working people of the city, hav forwarded. to the American Secular Union a series of resolutiOns to be presented to the directors for the opening of the
museums on S1mday. The working people realize
where truth and justice are, and will be our allies to
the end.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
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g[omrt(ttnications.
The Religion. of Humanity. ·
The :first New York celebration of the "Festival of
Humanity" was held under the auspices of the Society of Humanists on Friday evening, Jan. 1, 1886, at
the establishment of M. Van den Nyden, 102 West
Eleventh street, New York city. The dining room
was most artistically decorated. Between seventy
and eighty persons sat down to a substantial repast,
and when the cloth was removed, toasts were. responded to by Mr. Claude Rodd, Edward King, and
others. The president, Hugh McGregor, in response
to the toast of the London Positivist Society, read
the following address written specially for the occasion by Mr. FreQ.eric Han'ison:
NEWTON HALL, LONDON, ENGLAND,}
Newton, year 97, Dec. 16, 1885.
I.

JANUARY

2s,'i·1sse.

accepted or submitted to in blind trust that good will
come out of obedient discipleship. All modern religions are so taught and propagated. And most modern systems of political or social regeneration are imposed from without by eager and powerful natures
acting on weaker ones, in blind trust, or with, at best,
belief in a doctrin that is very simple and easily
grasped, right or wrong.
Positivism, by its nature, is nothing of the
kind. It means the acceptance, upon conviction, of
positiv truths, all at any time capable of demonstration. "PositiVism" is a French word meaning the
"habit of trusting to what has been and can be
p1·ovecl." Positivism, to translate it :D:eely, means
" the scientific faith; the habit of resting our lives
and our beliefs on solid, provable certainties that we
can understand and teach to others." Hence it excludes all bl-ind trust in authority, and all cut-anddried formulas. No man can be a real Positivist unless he is convinced of certain scientific truths; and
as these truths are numerous and lie in many different spheres, partly intellectual, partly moral, partly
practical, and belong to philosophy, to politics, and to
personal duty and conduct, no man can be a convinced
Positivist all of a sudden by such an inspiration or
emotion as what is called "conversion" in religious
communities, and sometimes in Socialist communities. Positivism does not jump down a man's throat
or flash into his brain in a minute. It is a habit of
mind, a frame of heart, a type of character, slowly
formed by reflection, practice, and experience. The
Cm'istian missionary is fond of converting a whole
meeting in a sermon or two. The converted believer
cries out (often in a state of mere excitement)," Lord,
I believe; help thou my unbelief!" and he would find
it very difficult to put in rational words what he believed; or what he ought to do in consequence of his
belief. The whole thing is a rather hystei'ical spasm,
and thus it is that after a few loud sermons and some
louder and noisier hymns, and often drums, whole
crowds of people, bad, good, and indifferent, are said
to be converted in a week. Some of the political and Socialist propagandists act in a similarly spasmodic way.
Now, Positivism, being in its terms "scientific conviction," and practical purpose of living a definit
life to a given end, does not seek to convert in this
way. Conviction must ripen slowly, and character,
to be efficient, must be formed by effort and practice.
Ancl a humane heart and spirit must come by a long
habit of humane sympathy in act, word, and thought.
A true Positivist would rather say: "Humanity, I
believe, after exaniination; and what I do not understand I clo not believe, but I will try to understand
by further inquiry, and in the mean time I will try to
act up to what I clo understand." That seems to me
more the key-note of a Positivist prayer, meaning by
prayer, " The inward resolution to act outwardly up
to our highest ideal of right."
We never seek to hasten a Positivist conviction.
It would not be conviction if we did. Most of our
most zealous brothers hav deliberately occupied
themselvs for years in reflection and in satisfying
their minds. Nor do we care if we only number here
and, there a few hundreds. Those few hundreds, if
they hav conviction and energy, will impress their
belief on others by thousands and thousands. We
are not in a hurry, and wish to avoid all pressure on
others. We do not seek to distmb any man's sincere religious belief if he is comfortable in it, and it
enables him to liv a right life. We do not think that
those who are not Positivists are going to hell, or are
in a bad way, or are not doing their duty to humanity in honest ways as useful citizens. All honest men
are servants to humanity, all are children of humanity, ancl all are promoting the ul.timate triumph of
humanity, whether they know it or not, and whether
they cling to one of the old beliefs or not. After all,
the simple spirit of the gospel is a part of the Religion of Humanity, and so is the sympathetic spirit
of Socialism. Both Evangelicals ancl Socialists
would be better ancl strohger men, I think, if they
gave up the crueler and narrower dogmas that separate them from their fellows, ancl if they could recognize the larger truths and inspirations of humanity.
But in the mean time, though they cling to a narrower
platform, we can recognize the good in them. Positivism, in fact, is the most free, the most sme, the
most spontaneous, and most humane form of all belief, because its true dominant ideas are scient~ftc certainty and h-mnanity as a whole, and these two ideas
exclude all superstition, coercion, dogmatism. on
the one side, and all secta~'ianism and sectional prejudice on the,other.

The center and essence of Positivism lies in a humane life of sympathy and practical duty-in .the
spirit of its ca~·dinal precept, "Life for- others." '
" Liv for others " is the core of the Religion of
Humanity, and everyone with a good heart and manly
character can act up to this without being a philos- '
opher, without being learned, or rich, or powerful.
The most hardly-worked toiler, the most ignorant.
the most unl!appy, can act up to this, do their duty,
and feel happier and nobler by doing it. We, most·
of us, however hard or lonely be our lot, hav homes,
family, fi'i.ends, comrades. We hav parents, sisters,
brothers, wives, children, companions, fellow~citizens.
We can, most of us, help our own family, do our
duty in our own homes, improve our own knowledge,
bring up our own offspring, influence our own
neighbors, animate our fellows, work for a great
cause, and feel the nobler for a great ideal by trying·
to know humanity better, to liv more vivi<Uy the
lives of servants of humanity, and by sustaining our
purposes by the hope of humanity. If w'e do this
honestly, un:fl:.Uchingly, and intelligently, then we are
good Positivists, and none can be better.
But, although Positivism has a c.entral essential
precept, Liv for others, and a central dominant ideal,
Humanity, it is not to be supposed that this is all,
and that it stops there. This is enough for those
whose lot is at present. so hemmed about by hard
necessity that they can get at no more. But it is
only enough, whilst others are working to get at
more, and to make Positivism a reality as a whole.
Positivism is not to be reduced, like the gospel of
Cm·ist, or the Sermon on the Mount, to a- simple precept such as " Love and fea~· God, ancl do unto your
neighbor as you would be done by." Positivism in
saying, " Liv for others," has expanded all this into
a set of solid and practical precepts adapted to our
life at home, in public, in industry, in education, in
politics-showing what we ought to do and why we
ought to do it, in our conduct toward our parents,
wives and husbands, children, friends, and the public. It has shown what we ought to learn, wherein
and how to lea~n it, how and in what spirit we ought
to work, what the state ought to do for us, an~ what
we ought to do for the state. Altogether, It has
offered a complete practical sketch of the best type
of home, of education, of work-shop, of farm, of
school of chmch of health, of republic, of club, of
gover~ment, of s~nate ancl representation, of municipality and city. It givs a type of the way in which
citizens may liv a healthy, moral, industrious, useful,
religious, social, and pati'iotic life. All this is not
imposed by authority of any pope, priest, king, or
dictator, but a free scheme of life to be accepted on
conviction, resting on evidence, argument, and proof.
No man is asked to adopt it, unless or up.til it satisfies his reason and his sympathies. Nor is it contended, as we contend in Newton Hall, that.all this
mass of educational, social, political, and moral precept has to be formally acknowledged as binding before any man can be reckoned a real Positivist. Th~t
is not how we read Auguste Comte, or teach his
reading to others. We say, here are the types of life
he recommends, and here are the reasons on which
he recommends them. You can adopt them as far as
you are honestly persua-ded, or can follow his reasoning. If that reasoning doe's not convince you, do
not pretend that it does. But the scheme holds
together all of a piece, that you cannot pick out h,ere
and there bits that you like, that it all rests on a m~ss
of ideas in history, science, aiid philosophJ:" to whi?h
you probably never gave a thought in your life. W a~t,
ponder, inquire, and compare, mindful always that a
regeneration of human life ancl thought ":"as not designed by Auguste Comte exactly according to the
point of view of American citizens in the year 1886;
that there were tens of thousands of years of human
life before 1886, ancl millions and millions of keen, earnest, brave souls who lived neither in America nor
in Europe.
We do not ask a convinced Positivist to acccept all
that may be found in the mass of C~mte's wr!t.i~gs.
That we think would be treason against Positlvism
and scientific proof. It will be enough if a convinced Positivist intelligently accepts the great Positivist precepts with all t~at they imp~,Y·. I;n the ;'-lloral
and essential sphere, " Liv for others, hv ill activ employment of your social faculties and instincts. In
the intellectual world, rest in " Order ancl progress;"
that is rest in clemonstrativ knowledge and in view
of hu~an improvement. In the political and social
sphere, "Liv without con~ealment ;" i. e., make Y?ur
life a pattern to your neighbor, and seek to gmde
him through his reason, and never to effect a good
end by secrecy, fraud, or conspiracy.
In behalf of our London Society of Newton Hall,
I offer you a brotherly welcome in your young movement, ancl wish you a good work of it in the naine of
Humanity.
FREDERIC HARRISON,
President Positivist Com. of London.

It was with no small pleasure that the Positivist
Society of London heard of the intention of their
Positivist brothers in New Y0rk to meet at the opening of a new year, that they might commemorate the
onward march of humanity, confirm their hopes and
their belief, and kindle anew the sense of sympathy
and brotherhood. A faith in the power and destinies
of our common' humanity would be a truly ridiculous
affectation if it were consciously confined to one corner of the civilized world, or to one country, or race,
or class of men. It is not so with us. The living
spirit of humanity kindles in all to whom it comes a
natural and instinctiv feeling of om human brotherhood, in the glow of which all kinds of divisions,
limitations, exclusions, antipathies, fade away. Humanity creates a brotherhood purer, deeper, and
stronger than ever was yet dreamed in any religion,
in any pati'iotism, in any community. For, alone of
all the harmonizing forces, humanity repudiates all
kinds of exclusion, of race, of country, of class, of
sect. The. theologies, and Christendoms, and Godhoods of old time hav taught men many good things,
and hav inspired many noble deeds; so too hiw pati'iotism and Socialism, and many another form of generous
fraternity and eqmiJ.ity. But they hav all taught men
as well to hate and attack all those who refused to
stand within their fold. Cm'istians burn with hostility to the Infidel; Deists. despise the heathen; patriots curse the enemies of their country; Socialists
preach the extermination of the rich; and the brotherhood of man in the mouths of Anarchists too often
means the slaughter of their own fathers' sons. Even
the republic, that name of the activ commonwealth
sacred in the eyes of all Positivists after humanity itself, too often requires , a rooted hostility to other
types of society. Humanity alone is able to embrace
all human good or .force, to unite all men, and to fuse
all classes, all sects, and all peoples. Humanity is far
more than the brotherhood of man, for it reminds us
of all the human races in the past, as well as in the
future. It is coextensiv with the planet itself, and
coeval with civilization in the sum.
Hence it is a comfort and an inspiration to all of
us who seek to renew our lives by the light of trust
in humanity to feel that in so many countries and
cities there are gathei'ings of men and women, meeting on the ·same day, with so many languages, and
with past history so different, but all converging to
one idea, and filled by the same hopes. In London
we meet at several places; in Manchester, in Liverpool, in Birmingham, in.Newcastle-on-Tyne, in Leicester, and in many other spots; so too in France-ill
Paris, in Havre, in Rouen, in Bordeaux, in Lyons, in
Marseilles; in Holland; also in Denmark, in Sweden,
in Hungary. So, too, in Russia our devoted friend,
Mr. Frey, is carrying on his courageous teaching.
Across the Atlantic, in the Eastern and in the far
vVestern states and tenitm'ies, and in Canada, the
same spil'it is at work; and in sundry places in India, in China, and in Japan.
We meet to fill our minds with the immensity of
humanity amongst living men, and also with the permanence of humanity, since the days of the rude menmen who lived in caves and fought bears and mammoths; and with the boundless future of humanity, when
all these miserable distinctions of church, sect, class,
nationality, association, and party shall be enlarged
into the supreme brotherhood of Humanity; when the
color of the skin, or the functiol). in the public work
of industry, or the dross of gold or land-wealth, or
the language spoken, or the area of our city or state,
or the faith that we acknowledge, shall no longer
III.
separate man from man, but all men shall be equally
children of our mother Humanity, and classed only by
But when we speak of conviction and scientific
the value of their service given to Humanity.
certau;_ty, we assuredly do not mean that Positivism
n.
can only admit learned persons, or that it is merely a
In the accounts we hav received in London of the for- new kind of philosophy. On the contra~·y it is esmation of the Positivist group in New York, nothing sentially a moral and social regeneration, based on
has given us greater satisfaction than to see that it is philosophical certainties, and le~ding to J?Olitical ~d
entirely spontaneous, free, and self-formed.· In our eyes practical reforms. But the p~osophy IS mer~ly _m
all healthy Positivism is essentially spontaneous and its doctl'inal basis, and the political reforms are ill Its
SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office· for a catalog of
free. It is the only really spontaneous religion now future hopes and ideals. On the one hand, it does
the
books we hav for sale. The catalog is sent free
not
mean
that
all
Positivists
must
be
philosophers,
extant. It is not and cannot be a faith or superstitious dogma, imposed by authority from without, and nor that all regeneration must lie in political reforms. to any address upon application.
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lost; it is ~nly transmuted or changed;
_16, 1887, at which event they hope and expect is created
America
to
take
part.
.All
is
conserved,
and so, where nothing is created or
The ope.t;ring of the year is the proper time for a
So much for Italy. In this country we hav made lost, there is no need for a God.
further report in regard to the Bruno statue at Rome.
The word god has millions of meanings. A friend
The subscriptions received will be found below but little progress with the subscription during the
amounting to a total of $251.88 on the second instal~ last three months. The amounts should be increased was looking over my album one day and saw the pho·
ment, which, with the first instalment of $200 (for- much more rapidly. They will be at once deposited tograph of an old man. He suddenly exclaimed,
warded), makes $451.88. This leaves $548.12 .to be so as to be ·perfectly safe, and will be reported at "That picture represents God as I always see him in
· subscribe~ before the $1',000 promised from .America Rome so as to count as a part of the subscription on my mind-even to his very dress."
Nearly all who believe in a God make him anthro·
the strength of which the grant of the site is to be·
is made up.
.As to the nature and progress of the undertaking obtained. .As soon as the grant is made the amount pomorphic, and indeed it is impossible to think of a
at Rome, an accident has enabled me to lay before will be forwarded. The money will in this way at "Superior.Being" and hav him aught but human.
the public v-ery satisfactory information. The acci- once mge on and secme the pmpose for which it is .All gods that' are not beings are baseless shadows of
dent was the loss of a letter to me from the committee given, without being beyond control, until the grant nothingness.
To love and worship we need a being, and one of
at Rome. This led me, about two months ago, to of the site. is actually secured.
feelings
like our own. Each man's god is only a
Two
events
remain
to
be
mentioned:
the
sudden
write to our fellow-citizen, Daniel G. Thompson, Esq.,
well-known in our city as a lawyer, and to our schol- death of Ron. Elizm Wright, who was a member of superior image of his own best self.
This is why I want the very name erased from exars as the author of a very able work on Psychology, our committee, one of om most liberal contributors,
and c .,.uer books, and who was then at Florence on and one of the most earnest promoters of om tmder- istence, and only matter left as the cause of all that is.
We do not want the " Unknowable," the ".Allhis way to Rome. I requested him to make thorough taking. Even the busy world stopped a moment to
add
~ts tribute of respect to the works and memory Being," the "Omnipresent Power," "The Deity,"'
inquiry as to this whole undertaking, and particularly
as to the four points which are covered by his report. of this good and glorious old man. But to those who " The Infinit Person," or any other " Intelligent DeWe could not hav had a more competent or a more had become accustomed for years to look to him for signer." These are all mere names of some " being"
devoted inquirer. He was afforded every facility by help and cheer in every word and work for liberty, that we repudiate. We want only matter and its
Judge Stallo, om minister to Italy; by many well- at home or abroad, the loss is irreparable. He had evolutions.
We want what i~, and not what dreamers fancy may
known citizens of Rome, and especially by the com- been so long with us that we had forgotten to expect
be. It takes no God behind each atom or life-cell to
his
death.
He
had
already
joined
the
immortals
by
mittee itself, and he writes as follows:
his deeds before death came to make his immortality form living organized existences.
RoME, Dec. 20, 1885.
The living energy and life in matter is all-sufficient
I met with Dr. Giovanni Amici, the secretary, and about secme. His spirit will liv with and work for us in
a dozen other members of the working committee, with om efforts to make liberty a reality by reversing the for everything that is or will be. On our little earth
whom I ·had a very pleasant interview. They showed me the sentence of Bruno and placing his statue in the prog1·ess seems to be the rule, and day by day human
"books, with the amount you sent credited, and informed me Eternal City!
nature is improving-gi·owing more kind, intelligent,
,
that a letter had been sent to you acknowledging the receipt,
We hope that Mr. Walter C. Wright, in every tender, and humane.
and answering your inquiries. I gather the following as .the
.As the love of cruelty dies out, wars and punishsense the son of his father, will take his place on our
results of my attention to the subject:
ment will cease, and love and fraternity will grow and
1. The local members of the International Honorary Com- committee.
mittee are men of high character and position. The list inc
The other untoward event we hav to note is the increase till men and women will be better than any
eludes some of the very best men in Rome. How far they unfortunate illness which has prevented Col. R. G. God ever conceived of by the grandest mind yet
are giving personal attention to the scheme I do not know.
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
The work is mainly clone by the Committee Universal Cen- Ingersoll from giving his lecture upon Bruno and evolved from the elements.
tral, consisting of students. These young men I met and from using his voice in public lectures at all of late.
was much pleased with their appearance. I presume they That this disability is temporary all friends of liberty
Watch Them.
consult with the members of the Honorary Committee, and will rejoice to hear. But we cannot ask him to lectSeveral years ago, some time in 1865 or thereact under the advice of the latter. Of course these students
hav .their careers yet before them, but they are all men of ure on Brurio, as he has promised to do, when he is about, all books and small packages were carried by
unable to keep his own engagements.
respectable standing.
express companies. The companies reaped millions,
2. No application has been made to the authorities for perProf. Thomas Davidson has engaged to lectme for and exacted without limit or conscience. They
mission to erect the monument. The .explanation of this the fund in Brooklyn, and may in Boston and elsewhich was given to us by the committee is that they.hav no where if sufficient results are assured. He may be charged for carrying a :Missouri Report, one volume,
from St. Louis to this village three dollars. This was
apprehension of ·a refusal, . but they desire to wait until
enough is subscribed to substantially insure the success of addressed at Orange, N. J., and his lectme on Bruno the last straw that broke the ass's back.
Consethe enterprise before applying for the requsit leave. Already will be an event never to be forgotten in the life of quence was row, newspaper controversy. Express
they hav on their books about 9,000 francs, and they expect anyone who is privileged to hear it.
. agent from Iowa came down to see Missouri man
to need from 25,000 to 30,000. It is the opinion here that no
The result is this: If we wish the Bruno monument whose hog and hominy rations had made him dyspepdifficulty whatever will be experienced in getting the consent
of the municipality to the use of the Camp·o de Fiori for this erected over the place of his execution we must go tic and quarrelsome. Perhaps also he was not "trooly
right on putting up the money, and it will be done! loil." .Anyhow, agent assured man 'twas "all right,
purpose.
3. The time of commencement and completion is thus as The friends of liberty in Emope and .America must charges regular and customary."
Man ''cussed."
yet left inclefinit. It will depend upon the success of the do it. Let those who hav contributed, or hav not,
subscription. This insured, there is little doubt of the work lay the matter before their friends and send forward .Agent laughed at him. That laughter suggested
an idea, and the man told the agent his " company
being pressed by the committee, whose members seem very
their subscriptions to me as early as possible. They should suffer for it." This put agent into such
enthusiastic.
4. The Campo de Fiori is for Rome a more than usually will be reported at Rome so as to obtain the grant of ecstasy that he retmned to Iowa roaring and laughing
large public square entirely inclosed with building. It is in the site, and be forwarded as soon as the grant is
all the way, first having requested man to inform him
a very good part of one of the poorer quarters of the town. made.
T. B. WAKEMAN,
when "the sufferings would begin."
·
There are some fine buildings not far off, but none imme.Authorized .Agent, 93 Nassau st., New York.
diately upon the square. It might perhaps be compared to
It happened the man had a few friends in Congress.
New York, Jan. 4, 1886, Era of Man 286.
Tompkins Square in New York, although there is no park
.Among others was his good old f1-iend, Daniel S. Norand the square is much smaller; but I mean as to relativ
SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED.
ton, senator for Minnesota, and a true man of the
character of the surroundings. There is one line of omni- S. R. Urbina ................................................... .
$5.00
buses passing, though no tramways, but many other ve- W. I-L Kouther ................................................ .
1.00 people. He wrote to Mr. Norton and asked him to
hicles of all sorts constantly. It is used for a vegetable Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Swan ................................ .
1.00 get up a bill to permit the people to send books,
market on one side. There is a fountain near the center, but S. P. Putnam .... ; ............................................ ..
2.00 packages, etc., of a few pounds weight, by mail. J\!Ir.
no other embellishment. The Bruno monument will look Owen T. Davies ............................................... .
1.00 Norton pushed through a bill, just as Congress adwell there. The square is large enough to giv a good effect. W. H. Blow .................................................... .
1.00 journed, to allow several pmmds to pass through the
I believe this covers the points respecting which you Hussels & Brown ............................................. ..
1.00
wished for information. I see no reason for abating any L. Lamb ......................................................... ..
2.00 mail far a sum 1-idiculously low. The result was, the
effort you may be putting forth, or for doubting that the H. Rowland ..................... , ............................... .
1.00 mails 'vere burdened, and express companies lost
scheme will go through. '
1.00 millions. Man wrote to agent and asked if the com.J. Guger.......................................................... .
I encouraged the committee all I could by words and also E. Puvene ...................................................... ..
1.00 pany's "sufferings had begun." Postmaster Cressby a small subscription. .Judge Stallo, too, said he thought .J. Guilley ........................................................ .
1.00
1.00 well was besieged by the express companies to hav
he should send them something.
G. Hammelhaup ............................................... .
The address of the committee seems to hav been changed C. Brown ......................................................... .
1.00 bill repealed. He used all his efforts to hav it done,
to No. 1~9 Governo Vecchio. They hav a room at the latter C. Thompson .................................................. ..
1.00 but instead of repeal it was modified. The people
1.00 had a taste of this gi'eat blessing. For this one act
place.
JH. Davis ......................................................... .
I leave Rome in a clay or two, but if I can serve you fur- R. '\Villiams ..................................................... .
1.00
2.00 the memory of the Ron. Daniel S. Norton deserves
ther in this or anything else, I am always yours to command. W. Stevens ...................................................... .
to be held in sacred remembrance by all people. Let
Sincerely yours,
DANIEL G. TnoMPSON.
2.00
W. Roberts ...................................................... .
T. B. Wakeman, Esq.
it never be forgotten. But now, to-day, the express
27.00 companies, through one of their hired agents in high
The letter of· the committee referred to by Mr.
28.45 place, are working to deprive us of this great blessPreviously acknowledged in Trm Tuunr SEEKER .. ..
Thompson was received by me a few clays before his John P. Hoe, of Cleveland, ............................. ..
5.00
came to hand. The information it g-ivs is so similar Heretofore acknowledged on second instalment .... ..
191.43 ing. He has asked Congress to repeal a beneficent
act because it does not pay as yet. It don't pay beto his report that it is only proper to add a few
Total.................................................... $251.88 cause not one in a hundred knows of the p1-ivilege.
additional items:
If anything, the rate should be lowered.
1. They assme us that the municipality has been
The Great First Cause.
The express companies which rob the railways of
thoroughly sounded on the subject, and that there is
.A friend says, " vVhy not call the first gi'eat cause, their legitimate business would dep1-ive the people of
no doubt that the site for the statue "rill be formally granted just as· soon as the fund collected is God~" To this query there are many objections. this great p1-ivilege of sending packages of books and
large enough to insme its erection. When this grant First, there is no single cause that is first or last. merchandise, etc., by niail.
It does not look well for our Democratic party that
is made, the statue passes under the protection and vVhere there is no beginning there can be no first ;
guarantee of the city, and its safety and permanence matter, being eternal "with all its powers and potency, no sooner is it in power than one of its highest officials abuses his trust to plead in the interest of one
are secured ever after. The plan of having a corporate cannot possibly hav any first, middle, or end."
The whole universe of matter, of suns, stars, and of the most grasping, heartless of corporations. Not
society to own the site and statue is not practicable
planets, seems to be composed of the same elements. a word has he for the welfare of the people under
under Italian law.
·
2. The idea that the papacy could at any time or And every atom of matter is instinct with life and the act. " It don't pay." No ! It don't pay the express companies.
in any way prevent the erection of this statue, or energy.
Now, Mr. Editor, and you, ye grand old audience
Behind the atoms there is no one " great first
cause the removal, is scouted as absurd. (Such a retr1.ith seekers-many tens of thousands ye areof
cause,"
because
there
is
no
behind
to
that
which
has
sult, it seems, might occur in .America, but not now
no beginning. vVe all hav a desire to know the begin- I appeal to you. Watch this game! 'Vrite to yom
in Rome.)
3. The work has been laid out and the design ning and the end. The science of teleology, of final Cong1·essmen and Senators. You can do as much as
much improved by the artist, owing largely to the causes, has a charm for the thinker, but it is impossi- "any other man !" That is what your Senators and
enlarged contribution prmnisecl from .Ame1-ica, for ble to search out what has no existence, and therefore representativs are there for. Unless you do so, be
which the committee· express their warmest g1·atitude. the first cause and last cause are names that hav no sure the privilege will be taken from you. .Already a
4. The time of the erection depends upon the in- meaning (as regards the vast whole). They are also disposition is shown in Congress to table and swamp
-crease of the subscription. They still hope to lay almost meaningless when used in connection ·with every motion for the benefit of the poor women and
the corner-stone this winter, and to hav the inaugma- single identities; for causes are so linked and com- children of our country, for those who are by fourHoLT.
~ion ou the anniversary of Bruno's execution, Feb. bined that no one cause ever acts alone. No energy fifths majority the masses.
c
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Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEWALS, and we hope all
will be prompt. If we are to print pictures this
year, the subscription list must be lengthened.
That those inclined to help add to the list may find it
no hard matter, we make the following low terms:
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Will not everyone, in renewing, try to get at least
one new subscriber, thus saving money for themselvs
and helping us ?
And in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRuTH
SEEKER ANNuAL for 1886.

Trinity Church's Pest Holes.
The Constitution Club met on the evening of January 6th to hear the report of a committee appointed
last November to " examin into the condition of the
tenement houses of New York city." Dr. R. A.
Gunn is chairman of the committee. He had, he
said, made some notes of his explorations, which he
would read:
"I hav been practicing," he said, "in this city for over ten
years, and hav become thoroughly acquainted with the tenement house question. What I am going to tell you now is
not, however, what I hav seen in past years, but what has
come under my eyes in the past four weeks. In the first
place, the law requiring the name of the owner or agent of
the property to be posted in the hallway of each tenement
house is, so far as I hav seen, never complied with. For this
reason it is genemlly very difficult to find who is responsible
for the terrible state of many buildings.
"I hav learned, however, that Trinity church is the owner
of the worst tenement houses in the city. Trinity church has
the universal reputation, I find, among the wretched people
who are forced to Jiv in such places, of being the hardest and
the meanest landlord in New York. The policy of the Trinity church corporation is to never make repairs on a tenement house they own, but to let it actually fall to pieces, until
no one, however wretched, can liv ip it. Then the corporation tears it clown and builds a store or warehouse or a com-·
parativly expensiv fiat house. But it never spends its money
to improve the condition of the poor. I may seem to be making sweeping accusations, but I know whereof I speak. Let
anyone who wishes to verify my statements go, for example,
to the building No. 34 Laight street, which is owned by Trinity church. The building runs through to Vestry street, and
is inhabited by two hundred people. On the ground floor,
on the Laight street side, is a liquor store, although Trinity
church professes never to rent it to liquor-dealers. The
building is in the most terrible condition imaginable. The
floors of the halls are covered with filth from overflowed
sinks and closets. The halls are so dark that it is almost impossible to see one's hand before one's, face. The stairways

are broken. The. skylights on the top floor are kept fastened,
and how any human being can liv in such a den it is .difficult
to imagin.
·
"No. 63 Watts street is another tenement house owned by
Trinity, and rented to its occupants directly from Trinity's
office. hly attention was called to it by an outbreak of
scarlet fever some months ago. The father of the sick children went to Trinity's office and complained of the defectiv
plumbing. He was told that if he didn't like it he could get
out. The' cellar, gentlemen, was filled a foot deep with
sewage that had leaked. from the broken sewer pipes. The
floors of the halls were so covered with filth from the same
source that it deadened the sound of one's footsteps. The
board of health was notified and was forced to order Trinity
to make some repairs, as scarlet fever was a contagious disease.
"It has, however, been my experience," continued the
doctor parenthetically, "that the board of health is an
expeusiv and useless institution. Time after time I hav
notified them of glaring nuisances, and in almost every case
my complaints hav been treated with supreme indifference.
The gre~o~t majority of my colleagues throughout the city will
agree with me that this has also been their experience as far
as the board of health is concerned. But to return to the
tenement house question: On King street, between Varick
and Hudson, is a whole row of wretched tenements owned by
Trinity church. They are in the most deplorable condition,
and their wretched occupants said that it would do no good
to ask that anything be done, for they had asked in vain over
and over again. At No. 522 Washington street is another
specimen tenement which Trinity owns. Its condition is
almost as bad as the rest of which I hav spoken."

The Museums Again.
The Christian papers and preachers of this city
hav suddenly awakened to an intense interest in the
workingman. They all want him to hav a Saturday
half-holiday, so he can visit the museums and feast
his eyes on the treasures contained therein. This
interest is commendable, but suspicious. The suspicious part is that ev!.JrY time they mge the Saturday
half-holiday they denounce the movement for the
Sunday opening of the museums.
The latest examples of this suspicious interest in
the horny-handed laborer are the Christian Advocate
~d the h~dependent-both able journals in their·
way, but monstrously unfair toward opponents.
Tln:ee ways of opposing the Sunday opening of the
museums hav been developed during the past two
months. The first is to abuse the American Secular ·
Union. The second is to quote from English authorities that workingmen do not want the museums
opened. The third is to say that as the museuins
are partially supported by private donations, the
donors should be allowed to control the museums.
The Christian Advocate dwells upon the first two
of these so-called arguments. Mr. Buckley opposes
the Sunday opening because Mr. E!amuel P. Putnam·
is urging it. He dislikes Mr. Putnam because back
of him is the American Secular Union, with Robert
G. Ingersoll as president, and back of the Union are
the Infidels of the country.
To this, of comse, there is but one reply. It is
true. But if the Infidels are the only advocates of a
public benefit, so much the better for the Infidels,
and so much the worse for the Christians. It is,
however, history repeating itself.
The Advocate's second point, quoted from Mr..
Jesup's pamphlet, that the English people do not
open their museums on Sundays, is entirely in;elevant, and scarcely worth noticing. In England
church and state are directly united, and the church~
largel~v controls the will of the people.
To say·
the English people do not want the museums
opened on Sundays is to say that the church does •
not want them. We in this country do not want,
and do not care for, the opinions of the English.
clergy. But that Mr. Jesup may be entirely wrong,·
and that the English people really do desire to hav
the museums opened, is not impossible. We copy
this from the London Truth:

Trinity chmch, it will be remembered, is the corporation which holds some $15,000,000 worth of
property, $9,000,000 of which pays no taxes. The
cmporation derives an income of some $400,000 per
annum from its holdings, most of which is paid by
the tenement houses. The policy of the directors is
to receive all and giv nothing-. A few years ago
about all of the houses owned by Trinity were let for
gin-mills and infamous.houses, but of late years the
corporation has claimed that none of its prope_rty was
occupied by other than reputable people. The investigations of Dr. Gunn-who, by the way, has for
many years been a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKERconclusivly prove that in making this claim the
secretary of the corporation has been wilfully mistaken.
A friend givs us the further information that dming the recent cold snap in this city a tenant of
one of these wretched Trinity church dens was
ejected for non-pa;yment of thirty dollars rent, and
his family and his few household goods placed upon
the sidewalk. This was done under the personal
inspection of one of the directors of the corporation.
In another house owned by Trinity, the stairways
were in such a rotten condition that a woman fell
through, bruising her leg and causing an abscess to
form upon her thigh. Since then, our friend, a member of the Constitution Club, says the corporation
has expended a few dollars in repairing the stairway.
How many more of such cases will come to the light
tln:ough the investigations of the club is, of course,
not known, but it is believed there will be many.
The barbarity of this Christian association controling such an immense amount of property is revolting.
The Constitution Club will hav earned the heartiest
thanks of all decent people if it can force these fol" The Manchester Art Gallery was last Sunday thrown open
lowers of the "meek and lowly Jesus" to pay some to the public free of charge, and over twelve thousand arti-,
attention to the commonest requirements of civiliza- sans availed themselvs of the opportunity of visiting it_
These numbers speak for themselvs, and prove strongly that
tion."

.

the working classes are only too glad to improve their minds
when the chance is given them on a day on which they hav a
A despatch from London, dated the 13th inst., few hours to call their own. And here is another proof that
the privilege was not in any way abused. All the catalogs
describes the swearing in of members of the new which were lent were returned at the door with one single exEnglish Parliament. We clip that portion relating ception, and that was sent back by post on the next day."

Bradlaugh in Parliament.

to the taking of the oath by Charles Bradlaugh:
" There was a crush of members offering themselvs to take
the oath on the meeting of the House of Commons to-day.
They were sworn in in batches. Among the crowd was Mr.
Bracllaugh, who cordially shook hands with the speaker.
Mr. Peel, before the swearmg in of members began, said it
was hig duty to inform the house that he had received a letter from Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, chancellor of the exchequer
and Conservativ leader of the House of Commons, regarding
.1\'lr. Bracllaugh, and giving a historical retrospect of the latter's case, which, Mr. Peel said, need not be read. The. latter also said that Sir Michael Hicks-Beach thought that Mr.
Bradlaugh should not be allowed to take the oath without
the house being afforded a chance of expressing au opinion
on the subject. He believed that the house, when fully constituted, would decline to smiction the administering of the
oath to Mr. Bradlaugh. Mr. Peel said that he was unable to
recognize anything done by a previous Parliament in regard
to the case of Mr. Bracllaugh, ·and he (the speaker) was
powerless to prevent him from taking the oath. He could
take the oath and take the risks of the Jaw if any were involved. h!r. Bradlaugh stalked the floor of the house in a
defiant manner, kissed the Bible unctuously, shook hands
with the speaker smilingly, and drove away directly after

The Independent bears down upon the dollars and
cents side of the question. Taking Mr. Jesup's pamc
phlet as authority, it thus states the case:
"The collections on exhibition in both the Metropolitan
Museum and the Museum of Natural History hav been made
by private gentlemen, at their own exp.mse. By agreement
with the city, and for the benefit of the city, the city provides
a place for their exhibition-good buildings and good location. The city also appropriates fifteen thousand dollars a
year, exactly, to the support of the museums. This is used
in part for salaries, and in part to keep the buildings in repair. Less than half the expense of equipping the museums
is paid by the city. Thus the Museum of Natural History
has received during its existence, omitting value of public
land on which it stands and building, a total sum of $430,838.18. Of this $110,722.99, or a little more than one-quarter,
has come from the city. The rest has come from generous
private patrons. It costs twenty-five thousand dollars a year
for the current expenses of this museum, and of this ten
thousand dollars has to be paid by members and trustees. •
. The city has not organized the museums, has not provided the objects on exhibition, and pays but three-fifths of
the expcu~e of keeping them open."

more misleading, no't to say dishonest, statement
could scarcely be made. The most protuberant eva-sib$. of the tr~th is the little parenthetical sentence,
" omitting value of the public land on which it stands
and building," and the mor'f decided insinuation that
both museums cost the citfbut $3.0,000 per year.
In the first place, the buildings for the museums
hav cost the city an enormous sum. .LVew York is

, now doing for
management may be undone. If the trustees. do not grant
the secretary of the American S·ecular Union a hearing upon the petitions now in his hands, or if •they
point"blank refuse to open the museums, it seems to
us that public sentiillerit will com1;el the politicians
to refuse any further aid from the city. _If ..the pr.es~
ent' movement shall hav no beneficent fruition, annow paying interest on $958,000.00 worth of bonds, other and another will be organized. When the peorep1·esenting money. given to the ·Metropolitan JYiu- ple thoroughlY' understand their wrongs, they are
seum of Art, and the American Museum of Natural very apt to see them righted.
.•
-~History. We do not know precisely how this has
Editorial N;' )tes.
beendivided'between the two, but as the 1\'Ietropoli-.
TEE
editor
of.
the
Journalist .• in 1·, giving valu~tble space to
tan Museum received one year $162,500.00 for enlargwhat the Ministerial Union, a Philadelphia coterie of evaning the building, it is presumable that the Natural gelical imbecils, has lately voted to remarl{ about Sunday
History Museu;n has received that much less than the newspapers," observes: "The tn:ith in a nutshell is, that the
Metropolitan.
Taking the $162,500.00 from the world moves. Its news must be gathered and ,printed at
$958,000.00 given to both leaves $795,500.00 divided lecy.st once, sometimes twice, and occasionally three or four
. between them-if the division has been fair. This times, a day. Prejudice and theological batteries cannot unlimber the press, truth's mightiestengin. Doctors o~ divinity
would giv Mr. Jesup's institution $397,750.00. Add well know, but hate to confess, that the progressiv American
tc; this the $110,722.99 which he acknowledges hav- editor is a more influential teacher to~day than any of the
ing received from the city upto January 1, 1885, and surpliced cranks who disgrace. the pulpit and mire religion by
:we hav $508,472.99 against $320,115.19 received from hypocritical acts and words. _ Str!ving against the inevitable,
all other sources. It will be seen, therefore, that in- they blindly aim to prevent Freethoughi, and would dictate
to men and women of'culture what brain nourishment is restead o{ the city having paid but a little more than
quired, and when it ought to be tak:en. _ Out upon sue~ cant
one-quarter of the expense of Mr. Jesup's museum it and Phariseeism! The accepted and ~'.;ceptable newst ·1per
'has paid nearly two-thirds of the total expense of of this era is a daily. Its has no vacations. Its calendar is
an unbroken year. Holidays it ignores (save to report their
building and running the museum.
The other point in the Independent's editorial is haps and mishaps), and the Sabbath is only one clay of seven
in a week of events which the people expect to hav published.
that it costs $25,000 per year each to run the muAs the lVIinisterial Union 'is lagging so far behind the age,
seums, of which the city pays only $15,000 to each._ I summarily jerk it before the bar of public opinion." We are
Again is the statement misleading. Allowing that it afraid Mr: Forman will injure the sensibilities of some of the
costs $50,000 _per year to maintain both institutions, clergy by these rather frank remarks~
we affirm that the city spends more than four times
LAST summer several murders were committed in TeJtas in
as much upon the museums"~ do the "generous a very mysterious manner. This winter two other crimes of
private patrons." Tf.e trl,J!Stees .and the "generous of the same nature hav followed. The authmities hav been
private patrons" con\ribute about $20,000 annually unable to trace t)le murderers, whose work was performed in
a peeuliarly cruel way. One woman had a sharp instrument
to the support of the institutions. The same institudriven into her ear, penetrating the brain. A servant-girl
tions cost the :qmnicip;:tlity of New York $84,530.00 was brained with a hatchet. Others were put to death in
annually. The stock of these institutions is in tlnee various fiendish ways. Last week, the authorities of Austin
were convinced, they found the murderer in the person of a
issues, as follows.:
Mexican who is crazed by religion .. He is, he says, controlecl
by the Almighty, who moves him and directs his actions, and
Principal.
Interest.
one of the directions is to go out at night and draw blood.
At 4 per cent,...... ...........
$2,000.00
$80.00 Probably he has been a Roman Catholic, and believing that
14,550.00 the ancient bloody work of this church was the Lord's
" 5 "
" ..................
291,000.00
39,900.00
" 6 "
" ........... ·....... /
665,000.00
doings, is trying to emnla te the pious examples of numerous
Total, ..................
$958,000.00
. $54,530.00 churchmen.
~,-.
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Add to the interest on the s,tock of these museums
the $30,000 given to them annually, and we hav
$84,530.00 as the annual cost to the city of the institutions which, according to the Christian president of
the American Museum of Natural History, and his
Clnistian echoes in the city, are chiefly provided for
by ''generous private patrons." 0 Humbug·, what a
snug nestling-place thou 'findest in the church !
And now, in addition, comes Mr. Jesup asking for
$200,000.00 more for his museum. \Ve are afraid
this straw will break the camel's back. Ah·eady the
museums cost the tax-payers $84,530.00 per year, and
they get no good from them, because the doors are
locked on the only day the most workers can spru:e
the time to visit Central 'Pa:~:k, but Mr. Jesup modestly asks them to take on the extra burden of $12,000.00, annual interest on another issue of stock of
$200,000.00! But before recommending this grant
we recommend our Boa.rd of Estimate and Apportionment to carefully read these resolutions from the
Boycotter,· a jomnal representing the Central Labor
Union,
organization numbering from thirty to
forty thousand workingmen:
"WnEREAs, Eltpenditures for the use of museums, libraries,
and other institutions which are not open on Sunday, are
not for the benefit of the working people, inasmuch as they
cannot enjoy these institutions unless they are open to the
public on that day :
"Resolved, That we protest against the granting of anymore
sums of money from the public t1·easury for the support of
the American :Museum of Natural History and the Metropolitan :Wluseum of Art while they are closed on Sunday, and
taxpayers are deprived of the benefit of the funds thus
appropriated.
"Resolved, That, as workingmen, we especially protest
agaiust the appropriation of $200,000 for the enlargement of
the American Museum of 1\'Iaturnl History, except on the
condition that it is cii)en on Sunday.
.
"Re8olved, That these resolutions be sent to the board of estimate and apportionment as a protest against such exp~' di·tnres, where the rights and enjoyments of the working-' )ple, who bear the greater part of the burden of taxation\, -~
not considered."
We recommend, also, that the arrogant officials of
the museums pay a little more heed to the expressed
wishes of the people of this city, or what the-' ~ity is
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THE Whitminster Secular School, founded by ~'l:r. Glegg
Bullock, a wealthy English gentlemim, and under the supervision of the editor of the Secular Revie'W, is in a very flourishing condition. T. Evan-Jacob, the principal, writes to
the Review that the merits of the school are being widely recognized, Professor Huxley being among those comrilending
the institution. "We are," says 1\'Ir. Evan-Jacob, "a godless, prayerless crew," but every day's work of tl1e school is
commenced with this exhortation: "Be good, be honorable,
be true, and let your speech be pure." If the boys follow
out this exhortation, there can be no fear for their future.
They will be of much greater worth to the world than the
goody-goody yoting hypocrits graduated from theological
seminaries.
TnE publishers. of the Pop~da1' Science 1!fonthly hav notified
us that General John Newton, chief of engineers, United
States army, originator of the plan and director of the. work,
has prepared a complete account of the operations for the
removal of the obstructions at Hell G~tte; from their beginning to the explosion of Flood Rock, in October last,
which will appear with full and new illustrations as the leading article 'in the February number of the Popula1' Science
J1{onthly.
THE Denison, Tex., Sunday Gazetteer acknowledges having
received from this office a " valuable little work entitled
'Social ·wealth,' :written by J. K. Ingalls.", The editor has
read it and " finds it brimful of .information," and proposes
to review it extensivly in his subsequent issue. As the Sunday Gazetteer is edited by men whose good opinion is worth
having, this will encourage ]\'[r. Ingalls,
TEE government of Russia is very loyal to Greek Catholicism, and forbids dissenters to print within the realm any
books upholding their religious ideas. But, not practicing
the precept of Jesus to turn the other cheek when smitten on
orie, the dissenters.hav established a large printing-house in
Roumania, from which vantage-point they are flooding Russia with pamphlets.

, THE last allocution of ~lr. Joachim, otherwise professional
,!Jope Leo XIII.; meets w~th disfavor at the German capital.
The German rulers think that the deference shown. :Mr.
Joachim in asking him to arbitrate in the dispute over the
Caroline Islands has puffed him up with vain conceit.
_ TEE Congregational clergymen o:f Connecticut are endeavpring to suppress l;lunday newspapers. So far they hav met
-\vitli. no success. But suppose the Sunday newspapers
should set out to suppre~s the Congregatiomil clergymen? It
·~ouldn't take long for them to do it. _
__
l
A RELIGIOUS journal broadly insinuates that in their mis~ionary efforts the -various denominations care more for de1;tomillational triumphs than for spreading the gospel-" more
for the sect than for the sinner." No doubt, no doubt; 'tis
human nature.

! TEE

Rev. A. T. Pierson estimates the cost of each convert
Qhristianity in "heathen" countries at $80, " while the
average cost of each convert in Christian lauds exceeds
$560.'' We think he has put the price of the heathen too low.

io

' T~E Rev. ~Ir. Downs's latest aphorism is that "The mo-

JJ1~nt a man becomes a Christian he is exposed to fire." Let's

see: Mr. Downs began to be fired at when he committed
adultery.
·Fou the first time since the Reformation Scotland has returned a Catholic to Parliament. It is believed that John
:j{nox turned over in his grave when he heard of it.
THE death of Vanderbilt, says John Swinton, will not materially lessen jJ1e price of members of the legislature in open
market at Alba~y.. .------~-4~~---------

Lectmes and JUeetings.
W. S. BELL gave four lectures· at Atlanta, illinois, on the
15th, 16th, and 17th inst., and anotl1er of five lectures at
~Iinier on the 19th, 20th, 21st, 22d, and 24th. Letters will
reach him addressed to 302 State street, Chicago, TIL, care of
F. F. Follet.
OWING to the severe blizzard which swept the ~Iissouri
yalley during the first days of January, E. C. \Valker was delayed in opening the midwinter campaign, but finally got off
on the 11th inst., and is now at work in central Kansas, and
is ready to fill lecture engagements anywhere in the state.
Address him at Valley Falls, Kanpas.
J. E. REMSBURG is still at wod' in Kansas. His program
for,Januaryis as follows: Republic City, 9th, lOth, and 11th;
Lincoln Center, 13th, 14th, and 15th; Miuneapolis, 16th, 17th,
and 18th; Niles, (Sunday afternoon) 17th; Delphos, 19th and
20th; Enterprise, 21st; Newtc.;:-, 22d; Halstead, 23d and
24th; Council Grove, 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, and 30th.
Mr. Remsburg will come East again about the first of February. His engagements exterid up to April, and he can accept
~o more calls at present.
THE Liberals of Linesville, Pa., and vicinity will hold a
four clays' meeting in that place, beginning Saturday evening
Jan. 23d. The object of this convention is to advance Freethought and present the Nine Demands to the people. The
convention will close on Tuesday night the 26th with a ball
and supper. Among the speakers will be Chas. Watts, W.
F. Peck (speaker and singer), Harry Hoover, Rev. J. B.
Frost (Unitarian), 0. P. Kellogg, and others. The Linesville
Liberal League extend a cordial invitation to Liberals every\vhere to be present and help giv the meeting emphasis.
People from abroad will be entertained free as far as possible.
W. F. JA~IIESOX abandons his Texas trip in expectation of
a debate at Omaha, Nebraska, and to giv the Minnesota Adventists their fill of debate. He proposes twelve nights' debate with Elder Hill, if the Adventists and Freethinkers can
arrange the preliminaries. Jamieson has just closed his
lecture engagement in Dexter City, :\Io., and says he found a
royal· band of Liberals there. The bitterly cold weather
militated, however, against a large attendance. Seven lectures were given instead of the i1ve as announced. He will
remain another month in l\Iissouri, and invites Liberals of
Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska who want lectures to write
him at once at Joplin, Mo.
R. B. BuTLAXD, of Toronto, writes: ''Charles \Vatts has
been handling the Irish qnrstion, home rnle, etc., to the
great satisfaction of the Toronto public as expressed in the
daily press, and since he cannot induce the Christian preach~:rs to come forth from their hiding-places in the cowards'
castles, the pulpits, and meet him face to face on the public
platform, he has taken occasion to answer the sermon of a
popular divine in the Temperance Hall to a large audience,
and with crushing effect. On JUonday and Tuesday, Jan.
25th and 26th, ~Ir. ·watts speaks at Linesville, Pa.; Sundays,
Jan. 31st and Feb. 7th, at Pittsburgh; Sundays, 14th and
21st, at Chicago. Friends in the West requiring Mr. Watts's
services should send applications at once to his permanent
address, 82 Berkeley street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, or to
the TRuTH SEEKEH office.

A cLERGYMAN in Massachusetts is said to hav unexpectedly
------~~.------become heir to half a million of dollars. The Independent
Mr. Parton and the Sabbath Question.
hopes that he will keep right on preaching the gospel of
James Parton thus commends Remsburg's "SabbathChrist, and doing all he can to save sinners, but THETRU'l'll Breaking:"
SEEKEH will wager ducats that he won't. Clergymen care
"Excellent, bold, direct, unanswerable. I mean this comvery little for sinners when their own bread and butter is se- pact little book upon ' Sabbath-Breaking.' Break, break,
cure.
break !-oh, break it all to pieces!
" I feel more and more, as I hav felt for forty years, that
TnE Oll.dstian at Work thinks that the Christian who
asked for the enforcement of the old Maryland statute that our evangelical Sabbatarian religion is the most pernicious
influence human nature was ever subjected to since its evapunishes by boring with a red-hot iron a hole through the lution. It is a blighting curse upon men, women, children,
tongue of the blasphemer, when Cc:onel Ingersoll first lect- and nations. It bars our road to true greatness as it has
ured in-Washington, was" over-zealous." A trifle, we should Holland's and England's. He is the true patriot who wars
say!
I upon it."
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Wade, and addressed the Secularists there both to their satisc they are people -worth knowing. It is encouragitig, for iii- ·
stance, to meet a man like Mr. Hiram Wilbur. He has been
faction and his own.
The weather continued terribly cold. The air was sharp a Freethinker for fifty years, and he finds the idea .of mental
enough to cut hair with, and breathing it was like drawing a liberty as fresh and inspiring now as ever. The Liberals at
NEw YoRK, Jan. 16, 1886.
wire through the lungs. . The snow had put a high collar on Troy hav a pleasant meeting-place, when you get to it, and
MR. EDITOR: Friday, the 8th, at 11 P.M., I left New York all Troy, and the inhabitants of the city of shirts were happy. hav considerable home talent. There seems to be no reason
for Troy. In this case it was a cold night when New York Monday evening we had over a hundred beautiful views why the Secular Society of Troy should not grow. There is
was left. The air was full of grit that came sweeping down ready to eXhibit. A dozen people were present, enjoyed t~e certainly room enough, and, I should say, sufficient nethe street like a sand-blast, polishing the sidewalks and pave- entertainment, and went away delighted, promising to come cessity.
Anyway, I too]{ home with me from Troy a subscription to
ments, and filtering assiduo,usly into the ears of the pedes- again and bring their friends. Total receipts, $3.50.
trians. I was going to Troy to help 1\Ir. Reynolds run his
At this juncture affairs began to wear a serious and frown- THE TRUTH SEEKER, and orders for several ANNUALS, besides
stereopticon, and having got a check put on the big trunk ing aspect. The receipts did not pay for the gas required to bringing a mind stored with large and silver-plated chunks of
GEOI!GE MACDONALD.
marked " C. B. Reynolds, Illuminated Paintings," I climbed illuminate the paintings. Expenses were accumulating with experience,
into a car. It was a sleeping car prepared to be occupied in a dogged persistency with which it was impossible to inocuVINI!LAND, N.J., Jan. 2, 1886'.
that capacity. On account of·the size of the berth I removed late the receipts; and, wprse than all, here was one of the
MR. EDrroR : Inclosed find one dollar, for which please
my shoes before entering it. A young woman came along best shows possible on earth going along with nobody to
and popped hastily into the berth opposit mine and some look at it. Mr. Reynolds was not discouraged, but he said continue my TRUTH SEEKER. And while I hav my pen in
. two and a half feet distant. Soon I hear sounds of a strug- he believed the people of Troy had no desire to be either hand I wish to say a few words on l\fr. Wakeman's review of
gle. Is it the blizzard toying with the roofs of houses and amused or instructed. The proposed prize fight between "Rational Communism." The two last paragraphs of that
t9ps of chimneys? It is not. It is the young woman trying Paddy Ryan and J o1m L. Sullivan had the public eyt,, and review are in my opinion untrue and unjust to Herbert
to get out of her clothes in preparation for sleep. The strug- nothing would be permitted to intervene. It was certain, too, Spencer, and misleading to some of the readers of THE
gle continues till far toward morning. It is no small athletic that "Spiritual Parlors" was not a favorable place for the TRUTH SEEKER. I consider the philosophy of Herbert Spr,ncer
far in advance of tile teachings of any one of this or.any other
feat for a man to shed his duds in one of these railroad berths; materialization of audiences.
age, and for anyone to say that the sociological teachings of
what it must be for a woman is more a matter of speculation
Tuesday our lecturer was struck with the thought that Mr. Spencer are worthy only of contempt is misleading to
than of certainty.
perhaps the inhabitants of Coxsackie might relish a stereop- those not acquainted with the writings of Mr. Spencer, and
Arriving at Troy Saturday morning, I expected to meet ticon entertainment, and away to Coxsackie he went. As he
a reckless assertion to those who are. If "A Capitalist," or
l\fr. Reynolds at the depot. He was not there, but the storm passed out the door he casually observed that he might not
Mr. Wakeman, attempts to build a square society from
was, and the snow blew through the long building as though 11eturn until the next day, in which case he would expect me
unsquare men they will find that Mr .. Spencer's teachings are
the structure were the nozzle of a big bellows filled with flour. to "do the cackling." The subject for that evening was
P. Rol'HWELL.
• I waited in the depot for an hour, arnusing myself by looking ,:, Japan, China, and Italy." Now, as you know, I was born worthy of some respect.
out upon the scene of desolation which the streets of Troy in America, and hav not paid particular attention to the study
BARRE, MAss., Jan. 1, 1886.
presented. At the end of that time I chartered a vehicle on of oriental customs, habits, and scenery. Besides, I am not
MR. EDITOR : In answer to L. S. Burdick in to-day's issuerunners, navigated by a somewhat mercenary Trojan, and an orator, as Brutus is, and possess none ·of those arts which, for I wish to be prompt and brief-let me say:
drawn by a pair of Trojan horses that would hav caused the in conjunction with gall, secure the attention of an audience.
First, I will "tell," as he requests, again, as I hav done
priest Laokoon considerable deeper misgivings than those he
The afternoon wore away and Reynolds didn't come. I already, in Dec. 5th in those "Remarkable Seances," that I
experienced at the sight of their great prototype. This vehi- made a hasty list of about one hundred views, and arranged did not take "Mr. Truesdell's assertions," but the evidence
cle took me to where Robert Wade livs on Tenth street ; then them beside the stereopticon. At eight o'clock Reynolds of my" own senses instead." Seeing is knowing, is it not?
it took Mr. Wade and myself to where Professor Nelke was still tarried, and we had a larger audienee than we had seen
Second, It is all right for L. S. Burdick to speak for himself
shoveling snow off the sidewalk. The professor explained before. Fifteen minutes past eight, and the void remains and assert: "I know tp.at independent slate-writing is a
that he was fond of shoveling snow, and as it did not come unfilled. With a large effort I gathered myself up, resusci- fact," if he does know, but what right has he to affirm, "So
in the summer he took advantage of the winter months to tated my vocal organs from somewhere in the region of does Mr. Truesdell know it; so does Ella E. Gibson know it?''
gratify his desire for that kind of recreation. Professor N elke my boots, and broke ground by explaining why 1\olr. Rey- I know that Ella E. Gibson do.es not know it, notwithstanding
told us that Mr. Reynolds was boarding with the estimable nolds was not there. Then I lowered the gas and dodged the positiv assertion of L. S. Burdick to the contrary.
:Mrs. Simmons, who keeps an establishment for hungry behind the screen where the stereopticon was and passed in
And, Third, I know further that she is willing to " sufl'er
people on Fulton street. We repaired to Fulton street. A the views. The first one had a picture of a nest with some the just retribution of her own act," in "prostituting her pen
nymph from the Emerald Isle said Mr. Reynolds had gone to open-mouthed young birds in it. Those, I took it, repre- to such low mud-slinging (?)," as he terms it.
.
the depot, and there we cornered him. He was accompanied sented the audience. Next I gave them a picture of D. l\L
Fourth, "Now, what is the object of the article referred
by his son Clinton, strapping youth of seventeen. The ex- Bennett, and explained about his going around the world ·and to? Simply this, to create a sale for Truesdell's book." Inreverend expressed no contrition for not having been at the obtaining these views. The third picture gave us a scene in deed! Mr. Truesdell is not a dead-beat, dependent on the sale
train two hours before. I fear that his fifteen years in the Japan. In this Land of the Rising Sun I got lost, tangled up of " Bottom Facts" for a living. He could giv away· every
ministry had the effect to indurate him.
in its jungles, buried under an eruption of its volcanoes, and copy and never feel the loss. My object in having the seances
All through that day the storm raged. We got our para- its people looked contemptuously at me out of their oblique was to satisfy myself; in publishing them, to enlighten others,
phernalia conveyed to the Spiritual Parlors on Broadway-a eyes. We wandered around Yokohama, Kioto, Nagasaki, as I stated in the article.
Yours composedly,
hall occupied by the Liberals and Spiritualists; spread our Kobe, and other cities. From Japan we skipped across the
ELLA E. GIBSON.
screen, and trimmed the stereopticon to bear on it, manu- sea to China, loafed around among the temples and tombs
P.S.-Thanks toN. G. W.,·of Burr Oak, Mich., for his very
factured the gas necessary for the illumination, and then, there, and then slid off to Italy. Scenes here became more sensible article in to-day's issue.
E. E. G.
when evening came, we waited for the crowd to rush in. I familiar-the leaning tower of Pisa, views of Venice, the
ST. CATIIERINE's, 1\olo., Dec. 30, 1885.
may say here that the crowd failed to rush our way. Mr. Rialto where Antonio guyed Shylock; St. Peter's at Rome,
MR. EDITOR : I need not say to you that I admire THE
Reynolds had expended about twenty dollars in advertising the Fo,rum, the Coliseum, the amphitheater, and all the other
the exhibition, and all the papers had given him good notices. interesting structures that went to ruin before my day. Like- TRuTH SEEKER. In looking over your subscription list you
He had also distributed a few free tickets. We were an- wise I gave them Pompeii-which word perhaps I did not will find that I hav been a subscriber from the first number
nounced to begin at 7:30. At ten minutes before eight one pronounce right; and colonnades and temples beyond num- published in Paris, Ill., never having missed but one number
man came timidly in on a complimentary ticket. Three ber. A fact which I did not divulge to my audience was that in that time, and hope I may never miss another one while I
more followed, each bearing a complimentary ticket. Then the views were as novel to me as they could possibly be to liv, which may not be long. When my subscription fails to
four other men came and paid a quarter apiece, and a boy any one else, that being the first time I had ever seen them. come to time you may make up your mind that is the last of
deposited ten cents with the treasurer. This was our audi- How the persons present enjoyed the entertainment I had no the Mohican. For forty years I hav been what is termed an
ence-small but intelligent, and critical to a high degree. means of knowing beyond an occasional furtiv snicker when Infidel, never trying to conceal it, especially from preachers,
who claim to know something about the Bible.
The Liberals of Troy were not represented that evening, and something of a less depressing nature than usual was said.
The avera()"e Christian knows but little of what is in the
but two Spiritualists materialized. As Professor Nelke
At the close one lady said it was real nice, and another said
would remark: '' Er kam in sein Eigenthum, und die Seinen the entertainment was pretty good, but that it would prob- Bible. Wh;'n the brothers talk to me about sinning against
nahmen ibn nicht auf;" which being interpreted means that ably hav been a great deal better if Mr. Reynolds had been God I say to them, " I know nothing about your God ; there
may be one and there may be a thousand; I hav no evidence
he came to his own and his 'own received him not. At eight there.
of any ; but if there is a personal God and I ha v ever sinned
o'clock sharp we darkened the hall, and turned on the pictWednesday morning the wanderer returned. Nothing of
ures. Mr. Reynolds described them briefly, and the audience a very attractiv nature had been held out to allure him into against him, and if I know just how I hav done it, I will try
looked on. There was no chance to find fault with either the any of the propinquous towns, and he concluded to stay in and make all reparation in my power to undo what Ihav done."
In looking over my past life I think of but one thing that
views or the lecture.
Troy. I left him and his boy Wednesday afternoon preparI did derogatory to his character. That was in my younger
The door receipts were $1.10.
ing for a matinee. Clint has had no experience in running
When Mr. Reynolds w®.t back to Mrs. Simmons's that the instrument, but he worked last fall with a threshing- days, when I accusr-d him of being the author of the Bible.
night it cannot be said that he was in the exalted mental machine, and it is said he can feed as fast any two men can But my early education ought to be. a good excuse for me.
w. E. CRANDALL.
state to which the sudden acquisition of wealth sometimes cut bands; hence I infer he will hav no difficulty with the
raises a man. Still he was not discouraged.
stereopticon. Before I got out of Troy I consulted ·perhaps
LowELL, MAss., Jan. 5, 1886.
The next day he addressed the Secularists in the same hall. a half dozen nativs to find out why they were so apathetic
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for two years' subscription.
His subject was that old serpent which is Satan and the toward so good an entertainment. The verdict unanimously
I am very glad that you hav decided to illustrate your padevil. It is a powerful lecture, and I enjoyed it very much. condemned the hail as being inaccessible, and in addition
paper, and hope its circulation may be greatly increased
Wherever Mr. Reynolds goes he carries a banner with "SuB- there is, as a reporter of the Telegram said, a strong prejthereby. I will recommend it to all Liberal friends with
scmilE FOR Tm:. TRUTH SEEKER" painted on it in big letters. udice here against Spiritualism. The to'"ffi is full of the
whom I meet, and do the best I can to get some of them to
He had this nailed up beside him on the platform, and pre- Holy Ghost. The "Spiritual Parlors" are enough to kill any
Yours respectfully,
N.D. BuuNHAM.
subscribe.
faced his remarks by calling attention to it. The result was entertainment held in them. If the public had known how
Reveral subscribers. I met here a number of people whom I few of the Spiritualists showed up at our exhibitions, they
LA CnEsOENT, MINN., Dec. 30, 1885.
was glad to make the acquaintance of. Among them were might hav buried their prejudice. Professor Nelke, how1\>IR. EDITOit: I received a couple of copies of your paper a
Mr. Hiram Wilbur, who presides at the meetings, Mr. Mor- ever, a Spiritualist, worked for us, as I may say, like a few days since and must say that I appreciate it very much.
rissey, 1\fr. Edgar Brown, 1\>Ir. Jeffers, Mr. Wattenburg, and Trojan, and left nothing undone that he could do. But The biography of the late Elizur Wright, who spent the best
others. These are subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER. They prejudice against the hall, coupled with inaccessibility, did efforts of his life in the interest of four millions of human
inquired with solicitude for the man with the badge-pin. its perfect work, and the public wouldn't come;- Mr. Rey- beings as against the tyranny of masters, is good. It will
The opinion was expressed that a meeting of the Liberal Club nolds may yet return, like l\lazeppa, and bring their houses bring to the minds of many who are prejudiced by the belief
was worth going a long way to attend. This opinion I did down every night.
that the:ranks.of Freethought are destitute of prominent men,
my best to confirm.
These pictures should be shown all over the country. that one of the most conspicuous leaders in the strife for
The address of Mr. Reynolds was cordially received. They make a most instructiv evening's entertainment, and emancipation was a Liberal, who with Wm. Lloyd GarriGan
Nothing was heard but expressions of delight, and I cheered Mr. Reynolds is a lively and interesting talker. My experi- and Wendell Phillips form a trio of Liberals who shed more
myself with the thought that the lecture would repair the ence in Troy has confirmed my previous estimate of him- light upon the horrors of slavery than all the sermons tlmndisaster of the night before. You can therefore imagin that that he has come into Liberalism to stay. There may be dered from the oracles of superstition; who originated and
a cold chill struck me when a member arose to "move you, honester and earnester men in the work than he, but I hav supported the grand theme of emancipation.which orthodoxy
Mr. President, that in default of other remuneration, a vote never seen them, and, owing to the precariousness of our never dreamed of; who labored away the better years of their
of thanks be tendered the speaker for the admirable address earthly tenure, I don't expect I ever shall.
lives in the interest of a cause which they believed both
to which we hav listened." The motion prevailed, but ProMy trip to Troy has been worth something to me, if it has just and noble. This is just your mission-but on a larger
fessor Nell'e wouldn't hav it; so he opened a subscription not materially boomed the cause. A thousan(~ incidents oc- scale-sixty millions against four millions. 'Yes, Mr. Editor,
list, and a comfortable sum was shortly subscribed.
curred that will furnish food for cheerful rethictjon. Besides, you hav entered upon the work of liberating sixty millions
In the evening :fv.l:r. Reynolds went to Albany with 1\>Ir. I met with the Freethinkers there, and I giv -you my word of human beings from the wretched confines of intellectual

~tftrs !from· Jlritnds.

)

a

slavery:_from the disease of superstition-from the seeming idea inconsistent and foolish, and may, like several men I
hereditary creeds of Christendom. Work on, and may you be hav known, prefer a knave to a fool, though I think that
A. D. CAMPBELL.
heartily supported by your followers.
amounts to offering a premium on deceit, trickery, and
theft. A fool is often a simple-minded, honest man, but a
BRoOKLYN, Dec. 22, 1885.
knave never. The above are the characteristics of a knave,
MR. EDITOR: I think it would be useful for a great many and he will always practice them when an opportunity offers.
Freethinkers, and the Freethought propaganda, if adherents We should pity a fool, but despise a knave. So I hope those
of Freethought could meet with as much material advantage who consider me a fool will act accordingly.
!tnd welfare as possible, and if every Freethinker could be
I will now write a few lines about the land question. I
informed as to the best place to secure a situation, to do his think Henry George's book, "Progress and Poverty," is a
trading, or to find social enjoyment. In order to carry out masterpiece, and, leaving out his religious views, only lacks
such a plan it would be necessary, for instance, to establish execution. Mr. Malcolm has also written some sensible letcolonies of Freethinkers, and to strengthen the colonies ters on the subject, and you said it is something to be hoped
already existing; to provide Freethinkers with as many vacant for but not realized, but I don't see why. ~ll newly displaces as possible; to· protect inventors, authors, artists, if covered truths are repelled by the masses because of their
th:f are Freethinkers. I thii-k it would be the best to estab- prejudices, but by persistent effort in teaching them they
lish: an international agency fJbr that purpose, which could be gradually relax their intolerance, and appreciate their beni~n
kept up by small fees.
influence. I think it the duty of those who hav means, leisTo any gentleman or lady who would like to join me in ure, and the cause of humanity at heart, to try and educate
such an undertaking I shall be glad to giv information.
and stimulate the people with the fire of patriotism for their
I am at home from 11-12 A.M., from 4-6 and 8-9 P.M.
own mental, social, and political freedom, and that of every
DR. BARAU, 162 Union street, Brooklyn.
individual in the United States. The Secular Union hav a
The other Freethought papers are requested to copy.
heavy burden, and they are wrestling with it vigorously. But
I do wi~h it would not break their ·backs to ·carry two more
SPRINGVILLE, UTAH, Dec. 12, 1885.
straws, i.e., woman suffrage, and non-vested rights in land.
MR. EDr.roR: It is a hard matter to sell any of our FreeAlas! the people are in a state of apathy, and those who are
thought publications here, for the people are so bound by
said to be the servants of the people hav usurped the sovereign
prejudice, and so full of superstition, there seems to be no
power of the people, and wield it to the misery, degradation,
room in their hearts for anything of a pure and truthful
and premature death of the laboring classes. H. DELMAR.
nature. But whenever I g·lt a chance to sell any of the little
books bought of you I do so, and then send and replace
SPoKANE FALLs, W. T., Dec. 26, 285.
them. I spoke to one merchant here about keeping and sellMR. EDITOR: . THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 19th inst. makes
ing Free~:..vtight publications, but he declined. I think the very sensible remarks upon the " Suppression of Mormontrouble is that our merchants are afraid to hav our reading ism." One sentence in the final paragraph, however, conmatter in their stores; they doubtless think they would lose tains the germ of what is more dangerous to free institutions
many of their customers thereby, and most likely this Free- than would be a score of Salt Lake cities. The sentence in
thought business has got to be too strong food for them as question asserts that " Congress may deal with the inhabitwell ~he most of their customers. With the exception of a ants of Utah as citizens, or, if they break the laws, as
very f!'w, the people here decline to assist me in the spread of criminals." Will THE TRUTH SEEKER point out the source
Freetnought-they fear the power of these Christian organi- from which Congress gets authority to meddle with inhabitzations. Still there is an element of Freethought here, and ants anywhere except in the District of Columbia? "But
even now it ·has its effect on the community. I don't expect Congress has always)egislated for the territory." So it has.
the Christian to like me so long as I pick at his idols, yet I Thomas Paine says that wrongs contemplated for a long
intend to treat all civilly and kindly; show them the better time assume a superficial appearance of being right, and the
way when they desire to investigate. But there are some Constitution says that " the powers not delegated to the
people who know all there is necessary for them to know; it United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
is embraced in their creed, and they want no more. They states, are reserved to the. states respectivly, or to the peoclaim to get truth from the right source and to know that ple. Congress shall hav power to dispose of and make all
their church is the only true one, and that God acknowledges needful rules and regulations respecting the territory or
it as his own, and they all do, so far as I know.
other property belonging to the United States." The inhabitI send a bill of what is wanting this time, and $4.15 to pay ants are not property, and social affairs are not property.
for it.
Respectfully,
LuKE WM. GALLUP.
If Congress may make laws without Constitutional sanction for one purpose, or upon one pretext, then "Good-bye
EuREKA, CAL., Dec. 17, 1885.
Mary Ann." No one can tell to what extent the usurpation
MR. EDITOR: Being unemployed this winter, and a friend may be pushed.
JoHN F. WATKINS.
having loaned me several numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I
hav enjoyed a literary feast such as seldom falls to the lot of
DEXTER, ME., Jan. 8, 1886.
a poor wage-worker. It contains so many logical and cohMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 on my subscription. When
vincing proofs of the utter falsity of Christian dogmas that I am in arrears please let me know. I cannot dispense
had I not lost faith in them years ago I certainly should do so with your able paper. You hav so many able men writing
·now. Among other things I hav been specially interested in for your paper it is very interesting to me. I hav taken
the conclusions arrived at by Materialists and Spiritualists, great pleasure in reading Colonel Ingersoll's lectures. . Every
both having very able advocates. I long since evolved in my word is to the point; not a word lost. What a tnbute to
mind a theory-that differs from them both, which may inter- Elizur Wright! I should like to get some new subscribers
est some of your readers, and, to those who think me wrong, for your paper. I liv in a town of about three thousand
induce them to set me right. Regarding the words mind, inhabitants, with six churches. You can easily judge how I
soul, or spirit as synonymous, definitions to the contrary not- am surrounded by humbug and superstition. I am now over
withstanding, I hav and do still believe in a nature mind. seventy years of age, and by observation and experience I
The Materialist describes it as inherent force or motion, the fully indorse the sentiments of your paper. They are my
~piritist calls it spirit, but I call it an activ intelligent princi- views exactly.
S. !I. INGALLS.
ple that· permeates everything, like electricity. And though
it may lie dormant like a person in a trance, or like the vegBRUNSWICK, Mo., Jan. 1, 1886.
etable kingdom in winter, for a long period of time, yet it
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1 for " Infidel Text
does recur and spring into activity from time to time. To Book" and the "Besant and Hatchard Debate."
illustrate, when a person sleeps he loses consciousness (that
Why don't your lecturers make their passage east and west
is to say, it lies dormant), but it cannot be said that his con- from St. Louis to Jefferson City and up on the north side of
sciousness is dead or annihilated. If nature does not think, the Missouri river to Kansas city some time, for God knows
how then was it possible for her to evolve laws and eternally if he knows anything about it, this north side has as much
enforce them so as to bring forth such a vast multitude of need of the Gospel of Humanity as any place on the patron
diversified objects-as grasses, trees, flowers, fruits, etc., that I hav ever seen. On that route to Kansas are Jefferson,
with their innumerable variety of shapes, colors, shades, Moberly, Salisbury, Keetsvillc, Brunswick, Carlton, Kansas
and tints in the vegetable kingdom, not to mention the ani- City, etc.
·
.
mal and mineral kingdoms? And here let me say it seems a
And of Brunswick I can say, of my own knowmg, they
mis_take, to me, to speak of only three kin~doms. W ou_Jd it hav never had a Liberal lecture here. There are a number of
not be more proper to say the feathered kmgdom, the finny still Liberals here. Our mayor and the editor of our local
kingdom, and the insect kingdom, instead of s~ying the paper, the Brunswicker, are certainly Liberals, together witl1
feathered tribe and so on? But, to resume the subJect, I ask a number of others, but Mother Grundy is supreme here. A
is it possible that nature could do these things without intel- revivalist by the name of !Iisanhamer left Brunswick a few
ligent design ? I also believe that inasmuch as it takes so days ago after having administered the Holy Ghost to 305 of
many drops to make the ocean, and so many atoms to com- this community. Come over into Macedonia and help us.
pose the earth, so our minds are individual e~ements of ~at If there is any balm in Gilead let there be a physician that
nrc's intellectual consciousness, and our bodws a combma- knows how to apply it.
tion of elements of matter that, in the event of death (change),
Please say to Brother Reynolds that I hope he may come
separ-ate and mingle with other elements, and form other ob- next summer to Brunswick with his Tent. I hav not the
jects. And how do we know that nature, in secr~ting pleasure of his acquaintance, but think he in part is rclronseed in the animal organism, does not also secrete the mtel- sible for making my daughter follow the law instead of the
ligence (mind) of those who hav lived on earth heretofore, gospel, but I will forgiv him, with all my ~eart, if he. will
. and thus liv in this life again, only under different circum- come here with his Tent next summer. His board will be
stances, and occupying a different tenement (body)? Again, free with me as long as he will stay, up to three years, and I
those forms of matter which manifest difference of race may will do all I can to help in the cause.
WM. TYLER.
attract those intelligences which will exhibit sympathetic
BALLSTON SPA., N. Y., Jan. 10, 1886.
traits of feeling common to both, and I conceive it possible
MR. EDITOR : 1\ir. C. B. Reynolds gave two lectures in this
that our individual minds can unite with vapory substances,
and appear visible to our sight under certain conditions, al- place January 5th and 6th. They were entitled, "Bible
though the conditions at present req~i:ed are cru~e a~d per- Sabbath" and" Honest Answers to Christian Lamentations."
pl~xing. Yet more intelligent co~ditwns m_ay, m trme, be Only a few were present, but they were thinkers. Brother
discovered, just as machinery and Improved Implements hav Reynolds has sown seed that will take deep root, and if he
supplanted the rude implements and crude methods of past comes here next summer with the Tent he will find plenty of
ages. Perhaps learned and scientific men may consider my hearers, as there are many people who now wish they had

heard him. One reason why they did not is that all the Godhouses in town were having a week of prayer, but I am expecting to hear from him soon, and then I ":ill try to fi~ a
date that will not conflict with the Lord's anomted. Hopmg
we shall hav the pleasure of hearing Brother Remsburg, and
that you and THE TRUTH SEEKER family may enjoy a happy
New Year, I am as ever,
WM. THORPE.
Yours in the cause of Humanity,
WooDsTocK, VT., Jan. 11, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: _I send you an order for ten dollars, to be applied to the Campaign Fund.
Yours, etc.,
JoHN D. PowERS.
P.S.-A second thought: I send two dollars for the pictures
in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
J.D. P.
MoNoNGAHELA CITY, PA., Jan. 7, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: On Monday evening, December 28th, Prof.
W. F. Peck delivered his famous lecture in Jr. 0. A. M.
Hall on "Evolution ver/fUS Creation." The attendance was
small, but well pleased, and should Professor Peck visit this
town again a large attendance will greet him.
R. F. HILL.
NEWBURGH, N.Y., Jan. 10, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1, according to promis,
for pictorial department.
I had intended making some reply to Miss H. Gardener, on
her sex being omitted, or excluded, as she tenns it, in the _
Nine Demands. I thought the whole human race came
under one head, but I do not think I should be able to cope
with her, and do not wish to provoke argument.
Your last picture is pretty hard on the blowers.
RUFUS W. !IIDDLETON.
BRATTLEBORO, VT., Jan. 2, 1886.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find 75 cents, for which send
me THE TRUTH SEEKER, on trial, for three months.
It was not until quite recently that I knew of the publication of so valuable a iournal as THE TRUTH SEEKER, my
friend .A. L. Frisbie, one of your subscribers here, being the
first to call my attention to it, he kindly loaning me a copy to
read. And I wish to say that in Mr. Fris]?ie you hav a stanch
advocate of Freethought, a tried and true man, who dares
think, speak, and act, regardless of the clergy and of public
opinion. If we had more men like him it would not require
many years to revolutionize the religiotfs world. Unfortunately, however, Brattleboro, although the oldest settle_d
town in the state, and with a population of six thousand, IS
very conservativ, there being nine churches within its lim~ts.
These are also supplemented by a branch of the Salvatwn
Army from Brooklyn, N. Y., and a Young Men's Christian
Association. But what a travesty on religion is this army of
bummers and chronic deadbeats I How proud the sanctified
devotees of Christianity must feel of such an attachment!
Slang, cast-iron cheek, and the holy Bible seem t_o be their
stock in trade. They lie in wait for the weak-mmded, and
hav succeeded in capturing a few imbecils, but it is rather
up-hill work for them, and sooner or later they will hav to
"move on." They implore everyone to put his trust in
God, but when they first struck this place they immediately
sought the protection of the police, showing how little confidence they had in the almighty themselvs. A Swede, two
niggers, a variety actor, and several fallen women bav joined
this religious show, and they make night and day hideous
with their incessant howling and baboonish conduct. One
woman sent her daughter away from. home to prevent her
from joining the army, and then became a member herself.
Last week they were unceremoniously fired out of several
billiard saloons which they visited, but that had no pereeptible effect on them, for they were just as defiant and persistent afterward in their efforts to intrude themselvs where
they had been kicked ont as though nothing had happened
to them. Talk about gall-if you want the genuin thing,
join the Salvation Army.
A few Sundays since, the Baptist divine, Rev. F. S. Tower,
informed his congregation that the number of Freethinkers
was decreasing. He also said that they were trying to overthrow the church and government, all of which his credulous
dupes swallowed whole, ns they would a sugar-coated pill.
Was one of these "public charges" ever known to tell the
truth, anyhow? If Mr. Tower will take pains to instrnct
himself in regard to Freethought statistics, he will probably
be somewhat surprised to learn that there is considerable activity among Freethinkers yet, and that instead of their numbers decreasing, they are increa8ing, and, further, that it is
the Catholic and Protestant churches combined that are trying to destroy this government by attacking the Constitution
of the United States, and not Freethinkers, as this quibbling,
cantincr, indigent church mendicant very well knows, if he
knows"' anything. Let this reverend prevaricator and falsifier
of Freethinkers post himself in regard to the same before attempting to tell others that which he knows to be a lie. The
world to-day is groaning under the curse and burden of an
army of just such men as this dominie, and always will, until it refuses to longer support them in their fruitless enS. H. FARR.
deavors to Christianize the world.
WE re"ret to hear that Mr. Charles.Watts has been confined
to his bed for some time with sickness which at one time assumed a mther serious aspect. The illness was brought on
through a chill caught in the Canadian provinces. Several
lecturing engagements had to be canceled. Fortunately Mr.
Watts has quite recovered, and is about to stnrt upon his
tour in the States. Friends West requiring lectures should
communicate with Mr. Watts at 82 Berkeley street, Toronto,
Ont., Canada. All his letters will be forwarded to him without delay.
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·a ;vessel called the Rose Algier,in which t.o
the Children's Corner within a month of this
The Size and Po·wer of the Sun.
go ari4 brln'g back the great ba~s of gold that
The sun is the life of us all. It keeps the date.
Phipps was so confident was to .be haq for the world going. All terrestrial energy is but
Uorrespondence.
going where it was. He set sail witi). bright solar energy at second-hand. I will not disEdited by ·Mrss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall ·hopes, 11nd was gone two years and did not
LEIGHTON,
ALA., Dec. 18, 1885.
River, "lirr.ss., to 1olwm all Gommunicationsfm' find a thing. The crew becamediscouraged cuss the distance of the sun, its dimensions,
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought that I would
etc.,
and
the
methods
of
ascertaining
them,
this Corner should be sent.
. and told him ·he had better· turn pirate:, -that ' although I might make. a very . interesting write to you again, as I saw my other letter
published in THE TnuTn: SEEKER. I like to
he could find plenty of treasures on top of lecture from that point of view; but I will be- read the Children's Corner. I think. it is very
ihe water, and that he would never find any gin at once by stating a few facts, which are interesting. Papa has taken THE TRUTH
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
under it. But Captain Phipps :Qad no inte~~ essential to an understanding of the sun's con- SEEKER ever since I could read, and how
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
tim:). of turning pirate and hoisting tl:\e black. stitution. In the first place, then, the size of long before I can't remember, and I hope he
That is known as the.Children's.Hour.".
flag,: and, as his men were so uneasy, he the sun is something enormous-absolutely will keep on taking it. I havn't been going
to school very regularly this fall because I
sailed back to England with them.
beyond our power of conception. It is a had .the whooping-cough, but I clerk in the
He was no( discouraged; however, and great ball.about 860,000 miles in diameter, or store, for the fall here is the. busiest time.
The Private's Glory.
wished to try his luck again, but the king 110 times the diameter of the earth. Perhaps Papa thinks I am great help to him.
..
Sweet lUtle major, he mounts my knee,
If yon hav ~ot time, please accept this inwould not furnish 'him with another vessel. that means nothing to .YOU; but just for a
And the tender blue eyes look at me;
r:I'he duke of Albemarle then came forward moment imagin yourself at the center of the vitation: I wtll now invite you to come and
" Tell.me, popsie, just once more,
see us. But the most attention we can giv
What did you do when you went to war?"
and said that he himself would bear the ex- snn, if it were possible for 'yo\! to liv there. you will be to show you the negroes. We
And then I tell of the autumn day
pense of Knothh trip, So away went Cap- Suppose the earth were placed: in the center can show you mo:te negroes in a week than
When the Forty-seventh marched away;
tain Phipps once more in. search of buried of the sun, where would the moon come? you ever saw, and more religion to the square
How Cromwell died at Jackson town,
inch than you ever heard of. They (the coltreasure.
Why, it. would be only a little in ore than half
Andl\Iiles on Corinth fielc1 went down;
Arriving at t:Qe spot where he believed the way to the solar sur~ace. If the earth were ored people) are very religious. If you c:ome,
"But how many rebels, tell me true,
I will hav them sing religious songs for you.
sunken ship lay, he sent down a diver to at the center of the Still, the moon would cir- Here is a part of one on a piece of paper.
Did you kill, then, and the whole war through?"
see what he could find. Up he came pant- cle around the earth about half~way from the This is all for this time. I hope I hav written
And I tell him then, with eager zest,
How Jo. Reed blew up a limber chest.
ing, with a handful of seaweed, and declar~ center of the sun to its surface. The radius this so you can read it. From your friend,
.
.
LIDDlE A. TRAUTMAN.
But the major sticks to his question still,
ingthat he had jtouched a Spanish gun,.
of the sun is ·about 430,000 ~iles, and the
P.S.-If I were there I could sing it better
"How many rebels did you kill?"
.... Go back mitd try again!" said Captain distance of the mo.on from the: earth is only
than I can write it.
·
So I told him how, near the set of sun,·
Phipps. Down, deep down under the waters ,240,000 miles; so that if we !iV:ed in the cenThe charge was made and the battle won;
A
NEGRO
SONG.
went the diver, :and the next time he came up ter of the s~;~n its sh.ell would n:iake an admirAnd how, the day.l\'IcClure was shot,
"Some go to church
hebrought a siL~er bar.
When Vicksburg's fight was fierce and hot,
able sky for all the lunar motio~s. Next, the
' Dressed so fine,
Brave Sam Law took C Company in
"Hurrah! Hurrah!" said the gallant cap- sun is about a million and a quarter time's the
Dey ain't got Jesus
Through flame and smoke and the batteries' din ;
tain. "We hay found the long-sought treas- bulk of the earth.' Take 1,300jOOO earths and
In day mind.
How over our heuds the battle broke
ure, and· our fortunes now are made."
roll them into one ball, and it would make a
CHORUS.
With screaming shell und subre stroke,
Down went the divers again and again, and sphere about the size of the suli; but the sun
"Heah Gabil blow
And he wanted to know, thelittle elf,
every time they came up they brought treas- is not correspondingly massiv,ifor it is only
In dat morn.
"But how many men did you kill yourself?"
ures
of all kincj.s-silver pitchers, silver bas.- about 230,000 times as heavy a~ the earth. It
'Say, tell me, popsie, say you will"In dat mornin'
kets, a solid silver table, great boxes full of follows, of course, that it is not so dense as
How many rebels did you kill?"
. Bright and fair,
silver and gold coins, bags of gold, caskets of the earth; it is only about one-quarter Its
So I told him the truth as near as might beIn dat mornin' .
As many of them as they did of me.
Bright and fair,
gems, and a cross of solid gold set with rare dense, or a little more than :uw density of
-R. J. Burdette.
Gwine to hitch
and costly jewels.
water. A bushel of sun wouid weigh only
Up my wings and try de air.
When he sailed back to England you can about a quarter as much as an average bushel .
New Year Resolutions.
CHORUS.
imagin how proud and happy he was with of the earth. The sun, therefore, cannot well
" Heah Gabil blow
There were three little folks, long ago,
his ship-load of treasures.
The duke of be a solid substance, It is norl a ball of rock
)Yho solen1nly sat_in a row,
In dat morn."
Albemarle received him with open arms, and like the earth, but probably a great bubble-a
On a December night,
[Libbie's
letter shows her to be bright and
when
the
treastlre
was
counted
it
was
found
mass of gases surrotmded by a:shell of cloud.
And attempted to write
For the new yeur a good resolution.
to be worth mdre than t1tree hundred thou" Its power of attracting bodies i is very great, intelligent, liberal-minded and useful. TnE
sand pounds-some assert that its value was of course, because its mass is: so enormous. TRUTH SEEKER and all our Liberal papers are
" I will try not to make so much noise,
really much more than two millions of dol- On the·surface of the sun a body would weigh ,educators, and we are glad for those who hav
And be one of the 'quietest boys,"
Wrote one of the th1·ee,
lars.
nearly twenty-eight times as niuch as on the the privilege of reading them. We should
Whose uprourious glee
For his share, Captain Phipps received a earth, so·that if I were· on the :surface of the like clearly to visit Libbie some time, and
Was the cuuse of no end of confusion.
hnndred thousand dollars, was made a sun I would be crushed. I cduld hardly lift hope we may in the future hav that pleasure;
"I resolve that I never will take
knight, and appointed high sheriff of New my hand to my head, for the fqrce of gravity and we shall certainly enjoy hearing .the
More than two or three pieces of cuke,"
England.
·
would be twenty-eight times as strong as it is negroes chant their weird melodies.-ED.
Wrote plump little Pete,
Sir
William
Phipps
returned
therefore
with
here, and it would increase the :weight so that C. C.]
Whose taste for the sweet
great honor to his nativ land, and became af- a pound here would weigh twenty-eight
Was a problem of puzzling solution.
BEEBE, MroH., Jan. 4, 1886. ,
terward governor of !'l:assachusetts.
pounds there. Of course, yo:U · will see at
DEAR }!Iss WIXON:· As I see so many little
The other, her paper to fill,
He was very pious and belonged ·to the once that this is a very important fact, as correspondents in the Children's Corner I
Began with, "ResolYed, that I will~"
But right there she stopped,
North church: in Boston, where Cotton bearing onthe constitution of thesun.-From thought I would write too. I am eleven years
And fust usleep dropped
old. I hav two brothers and two sisters.
n-Iather was minister. He believed in witch- a Lecture by Prof. G. .A. Young.
Ere she cume to a single conclusion.
The. oldest and youngest are boys; the young,
craft, but his lllflt act while he was governor
est is twenty months old, and can talk everywas to issue a gener.al pardon to. all who had
Our Puzzle Box.
thing. I wish you could see him; we think he
Quite a Story.
bce:ri accused ~nd convicted of that curious
is awful sweet. Papa got the TRUTH SEEKER
1.--'-SO)!El'HING TO THINK ABOUT.
ANNUAL for 1885. It is very nice, and we adOnce· there was a man whose name was offense. He diled in England in 1694 at the
If a person who was born blind, and who mire the pictures very much. And, when
Phipps-William Phipps. He was born of ·age of forty-fotl.r.
had known the shape of objects only by the Reynolds was at Ithaca he got Remsburg's
He had a great deal of Puritanic zeal, but sense of touch, should be restored to sight,
poor parents away up in the state of JVIaine,
"Bible Morals" and " False Claims." Papa
in the year 1651. The family was large, Wil- was not more superstitious than the people of could he tell a sphere from a cube without and mamm[j. went to hear Mr. Reynolds lectWM. ScoTT.
ure; they said he lectured very nicely. I
liam being one of twenty-six children, twenty- his time. He :Was a man of good intentions , touching it?
hope my letter will be printed. · I will try and
one of them boys. He used to tend the sheep and great persherance. The history of his
2.-CHARADE.
do better next time.
GRACE G. PEET.
when a lad, and also do little chores about life reads like :a romance, and it verifies the
In possession, I register one,·
[We
are
glad
to
read
such
a good letter as
old
adage
tha;t
"
Truth
is
stranger
than
the farm where he lived with his father. At
By permission, my second is done;
the above. Grace is having the advantage of
With the two I am one for a meal,
eighteen he learned the trade of ship-building fiction."
healthy reading matter, and we trust and beEither swine-flesh, or mutton, or veal.
and at twenty-two he went to Boston, and it
Tile Wonders of an Egg.
ISAAC A. PooL.
lieve she will grow up to be a truly noble
was then he learned to read and write, and,
young lady. We hope she will write again.
Everyone who eats an egg eats a sermon
with the exception of some arithmetic, this
3.-ANAGRAM.
Thanks for the motto card.~ED. C. C.]
was about all the book education he received. and a miracle. Inside of that smooth, symc
"Though Barbarism jeers Benk bangs."
But he had a good deal of nativ talent and metrical, beautiful shell lurks a question
West Union, 0.
J. F. BEcK.
PIPESTON, MINN., Jan. 5, 1886.
shrewdness. It was about this time he mar- which has been the Troy town for all the
DEAR Miss WixoN: As I see so many little
4.-MATHEMATIOS.
ried a widow with some means, which she philosophers and scientists since Adam.
correspondents in the Children's' Corner, I
There is a square field such ~hat the num- thought I would write too. I liv on a farm
used to set him up in busi_ness, But he did Armed with the engins of war-the microscope, the scales, the offensiv weapons of l;Jcr of rods- around it are equal to the number near the Pipestone quarry. The Indians
not seem to succeecl very well and failed.
of acres within it. How many acres does it come here every summer and dig pipestone-,
"I guess I can go to sea," he said, and he chemistry, and reason-they hav probed, and contain?
G. W. WILLIAMS.
and make their pipes and trinkets.
.
took what little money he cotilcl scrape to- weighed·, and •experimented, and still the
Pa takes your paper, and four other Liberal
gether and bought a vessel. Some one had question is un~olved, the citadel unsackecl.
5.~A SHARP-SHOOTER'S INVOLVED CHARADE.
papers. My pa writes poetry sometimes; he
wrote a legend of the Pipestone quarry. I
w!Jisperecl in his ear that there were vast :Professor Bokorny can tell you that albumen
Make a mark a mile wide,
think it is nice.
Half a mile to each side,
treasures hidden underneath the big foaming is composed of' so many molecules of carbon,
I am ten years old, and this is my first letAnd .fire in-tlte center-precise;
billows, and that recently a noble Spanish and nitrogen, and hydrogen, and can persuade
ter. If you think it is worth publishing I will
Only fire iJ;t reverse,
bark had been lost on the Bahama coast, and you of the difference between activ and pastry and write again.
Your friend,
And the ~ohole will rehearse
solid gold and silver bars had gone to the siv albumen, and can show by wonderfully
EvA WnrrEIIEAD.
And the name of your !J~tn it supplies;
bottom with her. He made up his mind to delicate experiments what the aldehydes hav
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
[It is a nice letter for the first one. We
go and search for the buried treasure. With to do in the separation of gold from his comshall be glad to hear from Eva again.-ED.
a stout heart and brave pur]Jose he start~cl on plicated solutions; but he can't tell you why ANSWERS TO .PUZZLES IN THE CHILDREN'S CORNER, C. C.]
JAN.
9,
1886.
his self-imposed mission. But lie was doomed from one egg comes a "little rid bin," and
1.-A:MA:MA
PIPESTONE, MINN., Jan. 6, 1886.
to disappointment. He lost his vessel and from another a bantam.
MINIM
DEAR MISS WIXON: I· am visiting with my
never found the treasure.
You leave your siJ.ver spoon an hour in
ANONA
Aunt Eva, and she wrote a letter, so I thought
Some old sailors spun a long yarn about a your egg cup and i!' is coated with a coml\'IINIM
I would write a little. I am six years old,
ship that had been wrecked fifty years be- pound of sulphur. Why is that sulphur there?
A MAMA
and go to school every clay. I liv a half-mile
fore, away on another coast; and she was Wonderful that evolution should provide for 2.-:An onion-It draws tears (steers). 3.- from the schbol-house. I liv in Pipestone.
Pa does not take TnE TRUTH SEEKER, but I
said to be more weighted with gold and tllc bones of the future hen. There is plws- 44 4-9 per cent. 4.-20 1-2 per cent.
SoLVERS.-,-Joseph F. Levy, G. W. Williams, hav seen the Children's Corner, and think it is
silver than the one he had been in search of.
phorus p,lso in that litttle microcosm, and the W. R. King.
nice, and thought I would like to hav my
Most of· the people thought it was only an 'oxygen of the air, passing through the shell,
[I. A. Pool will please accept our thanks name in the paper, too. I don't want to make
idle tale, a made-up, fairy-like story, but unites with it, and the acid dissolves the for box of valuable geological specimens. my letter too long. Yours with love,
Captain Phipps believed it to be true. And shell, thus making good, strong bones for the Also our thanks are due E. W. Phillips for
EDITH WHITEHEAD.
what did he do but go to England, march chick, and at the same time thinning the elegant paper-cutter and ink-eraser.-ED.
[\Ve hope to hear again from Edith. Next
boldly up to King James, and, telling him the prison walls, Chemists know a good deal C. C.]
time write about your pets and playmates,
story of the sunken treasure-ship, ask him now about albumen, and if they cannot tell
the school and your lessons.-ED. C. C.]
to let him hav a craft to go· and get the us why life differentiates itself therein and
Anotller Prize.
buried gold and silver?
thereby, they can tell yon how not to spoil
A copy of Edwin Arnold's "Light of Asia" ~HE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL~
The king listened, and finally let him take your breakfast by overdoing your egg.
is offered for the best poem contributed to
Prioe, 25 oenta.
'
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WASHINGTON, D. C.

Brentano Bros.

1'he Problem of the UniVPrse. ·and

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
-Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Waif!'! and Wanderings, a New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"1£ prose epic of the war, rich with incident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to ·
las~ with the living spirit of to-day."-John
Swtnton's Paper.

.

Golden Throm', a Romance. " The

author certainly has genius. The divine creativ spark is 'vithin him. The book is filled with
manly thoughts 1 expressed iri manly wordsthe transcript of a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read' Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL.

Ingersoll and JPsns. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.
·

Prometheus. A poem. "It is cra=ed
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWs. $1.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
'
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Charles Watts's Work"'
The History of Freeth ought. Bound

in cloth and" lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethoug_ht and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section Il. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the SiJ<teenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

The American Secular Union; its
Nece~sity,

and the Justice of its Nine :Oemancls.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origm of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; l\Iiracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

S('cularism; its Principles and. its

ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

PERSONAL.
A man 42 years of age, a Liberal, not wealthy
but having some means, would like to correspond
with some lady who is also a Liberal, not over 35,
of good family, fa!r educati9n, and •Villin!' to
work. .Best of references ~g1 ven and reqmrecl
·
Object, marriage. Address U. W. P.,
Care '.rnuTH SEEKER office,
2t4
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Duties. Price, 75 ets.

Tracts: The following tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity;
]\'[oral Value of the Bible: Freethought and
Modern Progress: Christianity, its Nature and
Infj.uence on Civilization; Philosbphy of Seculansm; Science and Bible Antagonistic;
Christian Scheme of Redemption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

FREETHOUGHT

~OVEL".

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

HISTORY
OF THE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

written Railical romance. By Wm. l\'IcDonnell
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day of
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Family CreedR. By William McDon-

O:fEurope.
By, JOHN WILLIAl\'1: DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, $3.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf
33 Clinton Pl., New York city.

The Perpetual

PAINE'S AGE OF ReASON.
The Greatest of" all Anti·BibU·
cal Works,

Calt~ndar.

Working the Year of Science
' And the Common Computations.
An Almanac l oreveJShowing the clay of the week for any dav of the
month for all time past and present and to come,
and other useful information. Price, 40 cents;
three for $1. ·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Canvassers address L. l\Iartin, Brunswick, Ga.

POCKET ATLAS
Of t.he

WORLD.
Containing
COLORED l\'IAPS OF EACH STATE AND '.rERRITORY IN THE UNITED S'.rA'.rES; also
l\fAPS OF THE CHIEF GRAND DIVISION~WITH
COMPLETE INDEX OF EVERY COUNT1W ON
THE FACE OF THE GLOBE

nell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall.

Speakin~ of this work in connection with the
}Jroposed mclependence of America from Great
Britain, Washmgton wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments . . • will not leave number.s at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."
·

Price, 3ii cents.

For either of these works,_ or any· of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
'
33 Clinton Place, New York.

THE RISE

From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of "The
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a boo knot only to be read once, but to
be kept and referred to, and pondered over h·om
year to year. It is a ~uide-book of ·Liberalism
through the past centunes prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
of ·ather histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or Lecky,
but. it m.akes them intelligible by pointing out the
wh1te llght that has been cast upon the lurid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and. cruelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed course
down through the ages whi~h now liv only as our
realm of !\'[emory and Admonition."·
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $3.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

etc. ; 65 pages are full-paged colored maps, and 57
J:lages are reading nuttter, colored diagrams, etc.
The book is new throughout, everything being
made expressly for it. The binding is flexible
Leatheret~e-an imitation of Russia; gold side
stamp, ronnel corners, and red edges.
Sent by mail to >tny address upon receipt of
50 cents by

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, N Y.

CAPT A INS OF INDUSTRYt
on,
l\fEN OF BusiNESs Wno DID So~m·rHING BEsiDES
l\fAIUNG l\fONEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG Al\fERICANS.

BY JAtU.ES PARTON,
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
l\'Ir. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.
$1.2~.

THE '.rRUTH SEEKER.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

~'I:ON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearly 1 000 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in Eng1ish· or German.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome l\'Ionkev.
By Dr. E. B. Foote; Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound.. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents. .
.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets).· By Dr. E: B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,"representin_gthe germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam," considering the blue-glass cure:-af .value
to sick and weU. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof.. Brooks, 336 pages, cloth
bound, $2; "Hereditv," by Loring l\'Ioody, 159
pages, clothh75 cents; ... The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. l\fars , 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments)" with illustrations; by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents;. •·. Generation before Re!'eneration," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., 10 cents; ' Heports of Conventions and Parlor l\1eetings during
1882," 10 cents; "'I'hircl Annual Conv'entwn of the
Institute of Heredity, l\'1:!1.)' 29, 188§t 10 cents.
Address THE TRuTH SEEKER.

THE

EYE and
Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man. SHAKER
... EAR BALSAM
SIXTY YEARS' INVARIABLE SUCCESS.

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika l\'Iacdonalcl. 404 pages. $1.25.
Th~ Ontcast. A deep, finely written
Radical stan'. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of l\fartyrdom of l\Ian. ·
30 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
l\fiss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked degree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of l\fiss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Free thought ranks." Price,
$1.50. Adrlress
THE TR.VTH SEEKER.

ELEMENTS
OF

UNIVERSAL HISTORY
FOR

By

Prof~

H. J111. CBttinger, A.ltl,

This book is just what the busy world of to-clay
needs-a perfect compendium of biston' from 2,o6o
years B.c. on up to 1883, all m a nutshell.-El7n·ina Slenlcer·.
As >t text-book

in schools, the book would occupy
an important place; in the family it would be no
less important, as conveying iufoi·mation t.hat all
should be acquainted with.-S'usan JVi:wn.
Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this book
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It
may be commended as fulfillmg its purpose of a
concise and interesting historical text-book.~ftlwaul"ee

Sentinel.

Prie·e, Cloth, U.lm.
For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEiillR.

Bible Fabrications Refuted
and

'l'he

Errort~

o:f the B1ble Exposed

BY 0. B. WHITPORD, ,lf.D.
Price, 15 centR.

Address THE THUTH SEEKEH CO.,
S3 Clinton Place, New York.

Best known remedy for all afflictions of these organs. WEAK EYES, WEAK EARS, DEAFNESS,
and CATARRHAL AFFECTIONS immediately
reached. FAILING SIGHT. prevented. ROAHING OR DRUMMING OF EARS will cease. One
box tells the whole story..
Price by mail~ 30 cents.
10tl
G. A. L0Jl1AS, Shakers, N. Y.

ASHORT- LESSON IN HISTORY.
A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored· for
human aclvancemeniT, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

TH~

TRUTH:

A Poem in Three Part~.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY, Truth Fin!Zer.
SECOND EDITION.
Price~ 25 cents. . . THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
3~ Clinton Place, New York. ·
.

.

CHRISTIANITY
-'REWARD FOR CRIME.
!iub!ltantiated by the )lible.
BY
0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

Price. to

C••itt~t, 1 PPr

Address

:MODER.N BALAAM.

Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. lt is a splen<lid pictorial argument. Price,
pe1· dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

Dozen, $1.00,

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

OF

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY

Price, paper, 60

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
The POCKET ATLAS OF THE WORLD conAND FOR SEJ~F-INSTRUCTION.
tains 128 pages. Six pages are given to title, index,

Address

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

" One of the most excit-

ing romances of the clay."
cents ; cloth, SO cents.

Illustra'tf'd by 1110re tha11 One H,.udred
Colurcd Dia~ra1n,., TablPS. Etc.

Pric•·,

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 20 cents. Eight· copies for
$1.00,

Se•·ularism;· Destructiv and Construc- BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
SUB.JECTS:
Christ•an Evidences Criticised A PLAIN HOJ\'IE TALK AND l\'IEDICAL COl\1-

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City ..
John A. Jost, Ogden.
.

S P. Putnam''s Works.

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.''
By B. W. Lacy.
A thorongh exposure of· the Catholic prieta's
sophistry, unfairness, and historical misstatement.
Price, Cloth, $1; Paper, 50 Cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The .Busts of Voltaire. Paine, and
Ingerson. Cabinet size; true to

life, pricet $1.50 each .. Every admirer of these
apostles or Religions Liberty should hav these
busts. ·

Iron•Clad and ::\Iann~ Series.
lROS CLAD §ERIES.
A.tone111eut. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Secular Res :>o;•sibility. G. J. Holyoake. 5 eta.
Buddhist NihUisnt. Prof. Max Muller. 10 cents.
Religion of fnhtunanity. F. IIarrlson. 20cts.
ts~:i,\':.tion of Witc;lcl·aft to lteligion. Lya.IL
Essay on l!Iiracles. Dayld IIume. tO ce~ta.
Land ~ucstion. Charles Bradlaugh. scents.
\Vcre &dalll ami Eve Our First Parents T

Ch~rles

Br'-'J.Jaugll. 5 ceu~s.

'Vby Do llleu St••r•·e? Charles Bradlaugh. Seta.
Logie of l .. ir·e, DeduCed frorn the Principle of Free·

thougHt. G. J. Hulyoake.

lU ccuts.

A. Plea for Atbei!nn. Charles Bradlaugh. 10 eta.
IJ:arge or Stnall Fu.ruiJie~? A. Holyoake. 5
cents.
Superstition Dl!il>htycd, with a Letter of Wm.
Pitt• .Au8tiu Hulyouhe. 5 ceut::;.

5

!:~!~nse

of Secular I"rAnci}>les. Chas. Watts.

Is the Bible Relhtble? Charles Watto. Scents.
The Christian Deity. Clwrlcs Watts. 5 cents.
Moral Value ot· the B.ible. Chas. Watts. Seta.
W~t~:e}~e~~~ht

ami l'llodern Progress,

c.

Christ.ia.nity: Its Nature and influence on Clviliza.tion. Clla.r't~:.· \VtLtts. 5ceuts.
·
Thought§ on Atheism. A. Holyoake. Scents.
Is There· •• ~Io.-nl H<n-cruo•· of the Uni•
verse? A. Holyuake. 5 CCUl.S.
Philosophy of Seeula•·isnu. c. Watts. 5cts.
Has ~Ian It Soul? charles Bru.d1augh. 5 cents.
Is There a Gotl? Charles Bradlaugh. Scents.
Labor's .i•rayer. Charles Bradlaugh. Scents.
Poverty; Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H. lO cents.
Scienee and BibieAnt,.go.tisttc. 0. Watts.

ri cents.

Christian Sehen•e ofllede1nptiou. Charles
Watts. Scents.
·
J,ogic of De,.th; or, Why Should the Atheist Fear
to liie? G. J. Holyoake. 10 cents.
Poverty; Its Etrects on the Political Condltlon of the
People. Charles Bradlaugh.

.i

cents.

MANNA SERIES.
New Life of D"vid. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
300 ~nestions \Vithout ,\.m<wers. scents.
Dialogue Betlveen ,. Christian JJiission•
ary and a (JhiiH~se lllanutu·in. to cent8.
(lneries Snbtnitted to the Uench ot' Bish·
ops by a Weak butt Zealou"' t:hristian. 10
cent&.
Searelt A.l"terJie••ven and Hell. A. I!o!yoake
5cents.

New Life ol" Jonah. Chas. Brudlaugll. scents.
A Few Words About the Devil. Chao. Brad·
laugh. Scents.
New Life of Jacob. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Daniel the Dreanter. A. Holyoake. 10 cents.
SpeCi111en of the Bible. Esther A. Holyoake.
10 cents.

Acts ot" the Apostles; A Farce. A. IIolyoake. lf
ceuts.

Ltulierons Aspects of Cluisticnity, A. Hoi·
yoake. U' t•.ents.

_ 'l'welv<e AI>Ostles. Charles Bradlaugh. Scents.
Who 'Vas .J esut< Uhl"ist? Charles Bradlangb.
cents.

KERSEY· GRAYES'S WORKS.
Sixteen :t'laviors or Non~>. BY KER-

sEY GRAVES, anther of the \Vorlfl's Sixteen
Crncified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, aml
Biographyof Satan. Paper, 75 cents; cloth,$1.

What Did .Jesns Teach?

Charles

5~ML

Brad~ugh
~

New .l,;ife of~~hraiia:tu. Chas. Bradlaugh. r, eta
New Life of l!1oscs. Churlc3 Bradlaugh. Scents.
.,_Sef":nh'i.r"C•rR-"" .."1'".

1\

~(llvnnkf\

PP.l"doz •• lOct;ll

Bib1e of Bib1f\s ; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and au exposition of two
thousimcl biblical errors in science, history,
morals, religion and general events. Also a
delineation of tf1e characters of the principal
personages of the Christian Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Price, $2.

Biography of Satan ; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domaim.
Pnce, 35 cents.

The World's Sixteen Crncifled Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Containing new ani! startling revelations in
religious history, which clisclose the oriental
origin of all the doctrineR, principles, precepts,
and miracles of the Christian Ne.w Testament.
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
itc sacre<l mysteries, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental crucifieil gods. $2.
Address THE,TRUTH SEEiiER.
33 Clmton Place, New Yorl\,
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ns well as of39 other hou::o\es, ranc:ingi n cor;~ from $4L() up
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"~HOl'I•F.I.l.'S MoDEHN I~ow

CosT HorsEs,'' a lart;e qnarto pamphlet,

~howin~

also
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turn the chan~e.

Ac.ldre~s,

, (lolentlonthla )'aper.)

BtTILDI:SG PLA:-: AS80r.JATJON,

2! Beekman St., (Box 2I02,) N.Y-.

Excelsior.
The subjoined 'poem appeared recently in the
Halifax Ch!"onicle. It is by an eminent Nova Scotian Freethinker, who, though self-taught, is familiar with Greek and Hebrew, and can converse in
several modern languages. Although at present
employed in the comparativly obscure, though
honorable and useful, vocation of a country school
teacher, it is to be hoped the world of letters will
'b•et hear more of this accomplished writer and
rilliant conversationalist.-B. J. MoFFAT.
Mit Jedem Schritt wird weiter ..
Die rasche Lebensbahn,
Und heiter, immer heiter
Steigt unser Blick hinan.-Goethe.
The age of the gods is past,
The reign of man is begun,
And the specters are vanishing fast ·
'Neath the still ascending sun.
The apostles of fear and of force,
Thou~h armed with celestial right,
Hav finished the shameless course,
Hav lost the unnatural fight.
Opinions, once rooted as deep,
And overshadowing all,
Hav felt the morn breezes sweep
And are swaying to their fall.
Old power, once held to be firm
As the ever lastilrg hills,
Is reluctantly nearing its term
As the popular mandate wills.
Less bitter the sectary's strife,
1\fore wholesome the social breath,
As the growing hope in life
Is supplanting the hope in death.
No tyrant's mock thunder e'er stilled
The watchword by Liberty given ;
·But her mission will not be fulfilled
Till the last ancient fetter is riven;
Till not one heart that has bled
Shall longer be trampled down
And not one human head
Shall put Itself up for a crown.
c;ape Island.
,-11[. H. Niclce1·son.

A Mountain Out of a Molehill.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
I notice that I am accused of " backing down"
from a debate with Elder Hill. Well, if my
unwillingness to bear all my own expenses
for a journey of several hundred miles, and
receive no compensation for time devoted to
such work, is a "back-down," so be it.
THE TRUTH SEEKER says: "Allowing it to
be as Mr. Geddes says, Mr. Jamieson can
only be blamed for not notifying the Freethinkers that he would hav to be remunerated.
But let us hear Mr. Jamieson's side of the
story."
Well and truly stated. I would hav been
to blame if I had not notified the Freethinkers that I would hav to be remunerated.
That is just wlw-t I did do. I offered to come
and hold the debate for less than I receive for
a course of lectures occupying the same
length of time. In other words, I was willing to contribute $10 for the sake of having
the debate with the Adventist. Indeed, I hav
not been able to coax an Adventist into debate for the past eight years, and only one
since I debated with Elder Miles Grant in
Salem, Mass., in 1874.
I stated to Mr. G. W. Rima, a stanch
Liberal, what I could do, and suggested that
an admission fee would probably defray the
expenses of the debate. It was understood
among the Liberals generally, in that part of
the country, that I could not come and debate
for nothing any more than I could travel over
the United States and lecture for nothing.
Nor did the Liberals expect me to do it.
During the summer, fearing that the Adventists might seek to avoid the debate, I
wrote several times inquiring about the prospects of a war of words. I wrote to the elder
also, and to this day not a line in reply hav I
received from him. Mr. Rima wrote me,
stating that the Adventists refused to allow an
admission fee to be charged, although they
were to receive one-half. He then said to them
that if they would hold the debate at Sterling
Centednstead of Good Thunder the Liberals,
who are quite numerous at Sterling Center, would bear the expenses by subscription.
As the two places are but twelve miles apart,
I believe, there was no valid objection to the
change if they were as anxious for the debate
as they try to make people believe.
Up to the matter of admission fee, we
agreed to everything they required. They
refused to agree to anything we wanted. We
asked nothing of them which Christians, really
desirous of debating, hav not again and again
consented to. I wanted to meet them then,
while I was on the ground. They put it off
four months, and then objected to every plan
we could devise to bring about the debate.
I could obtain not one word from my wouldbe opponent until the time appointed expired, when he develops an astonishing eagerness for the fray, and publishes far and near
his wonderful victory in a battle w hich did

not come off. I hav had several Christians
fail to meet me according to agreement, two
this very season; one of them last week telegraphing me that he could not debate with
me. I never thought of " rushing into print"·
over it.
Hereafter I will insist that Christian controversialists comply with the usual order and
rules of debate. It is difficult to. get any of
them to agree to a complete arrangement beforehand.
. Now, what will be thought of our Christian valiants when I tell your readers that my
Liberal friends hav been trying their best to
bring them to toe the mark? Under date of
December 25th, friend Rima writes: "I was in
conversation with an Adventist who said he
'was very, very sorry that the debate had
fallen through, we were so anxious to show
the frailty of one side and the geiminness of
the other.' Now, professor, mark the change
of the falsifiers. I remarked if they would
but grant us one desire we would meet them
without fail. I would sign an agreement
under a forfeit. I explained why we wanted·
it moved to Sterling Center. Well, he did
not know whether Elder Hill would care to
debate now since he had been fooled once.
He hardly thought they would accept the
proposition. Ah ! I said, you are not so
anxious, after all, to hav the prophecies analyzed, and this Jesus Christ business debated.
I am yours fraternally,
" G. w. RIMA.''
Now I come to Mr. Geddes, an earnest Liberal and a good man ; but in this instance he
renders judgment against me without waiting
to hear . the other side of the question, or
rather listened to the otl;ler side, but not
to our side. Liberals usually want to hear
both sides before they decide. He says :
"Had Mr. Jamieson informed his Liberal
friends that it would be necessary for them to
bear his expenses, the amount could easily hav
been raised and the appointment kept.''
Mr. Rima, who had the business management of my series of lectures last June,
knows just what was expected. What Mr.
Geddes thinks I ought to hav done I did do.
In the whole transaction I left not a single
prop on which to rest a single objection by
Freethinker or Christian, friend or foe. Mr.
Rima, who had the matter in charge, did his
best to bring on the debate.
Mr. Geddes says " the amount could easily
hav been raised." Yes, if the debate could
hav been held at Sterling Center, or perhaps
at Delavan, or Mapleton, or Mankato, or any
other point where. Liberals are numerous
enough to pay a lecturer for his time. At
Good Thunder there are but few Liberals.
Knowing this, and knowing that there was but
one chance left for· them to avoid a debate,
the Adventists greedily seized upon it for the
sole purpose, it would seem, of blowing their
horn.
Mr. Geddes says: "Some of the Liberals
declare that they would sooner hav paid the
whole bill themselvs than hav a back-down
before the church people.''
It is a pity those Liberals were not sooner
discovered. I know Mr. Rima as one of the
most fearless of Freethinkers and an excellent business man. In a business capacity he
travels many miles almost every day. Yet
he never met with any Liberals " willing to
pay the whole bill themselvs."
I regret that my old friend, Geddes, has allowed himself to be deceived by the Adventists. Their aim has been to make it appear
to the community that the Infidels dare not
meet them. There is not one word of truth
in it. Everywhere I go I challenge the. clergy
to meet me in debate; invite them to occupy
half the time during my course of lectures
even. Do you suppose they accept? Not
once in a score of towns. They either hold
opposition meetings (as they are doing at this
very time in Dexter, Mo.), or else wait until I
am away filling other engagements, when
they roar in their pulpits and tear Infidelity
to tatters. Is it reasonable to expect that a
lecturer can then travel half-way across a
continent, at his own expense, to debate with
some obscure preacher who probably has
never been heard of outside of his own
county? I am always ready to debate whenever and wherever arrangements can be
made. I hav just closed a twelve sessions'
debate, two hours each, in Maitland, Mo.,
~ith one of the biggest guns of the Campbellrtes, Dr. D. R. Dungan, of Des Moines, Iowa.
Some of the more sanguin Christians were so
sure that the Lord and·victory were on their
side that they prophesied that Jamieson
would not appear after the first day's battle.
I managed to be on hand through the entire
twelve sessions. It is as impossible to stop

Christians from boasting .as roosters from
crowing. The Christians sent six hundred
miles, to Lexington, Ky., for the president <if,
a college, Prof. I. B. Grubbs, to meet me at
Burlington Junction, Mo. ·We debated six
nights: I met Rev. J. W. Damon at Savannah, Mo., four nights. These encounters hav
all taken place within a few weeks. I mention them to show how terribly frightened I
am when a Christian Goliath unsheaths his
controversial sword. The public love debate;
but no better than I do. At the one just held
in Maitland the church was packed after the
first session; nine out of ten, Christians.
People were in their seats sometimes two
hours before the advertised time. No better
opportunity can a Freethinker hav for showing the weakness of the Bible and .the Christian religion. If the Christian yearns to expose the frailty of Infidelity, we are willing
that he should hav the chance.
Afer all the Adventist flourish of trumpets,
J am satisfied that all the Freethinkers can
neither coax, drag, nor drive them into debate. I know them of old. With them it is
" all cry and no wool," with' very few exception. Elder Hill may be one of the exceptions. We will see. I hav never in all my
travels found Christians so eager for debate as
they appear to be. I hope it is not all seeming.
I therefore say to my Liberal friends in
Delavan, Sterling Center, Good Thunder,
and Mapleton that, as there are Liberals found
who are willing to defray the expenses of a
debate; and throw the doors open to the public, I will meet Elder Hill in a debate of
twelve nights. We do not want a mere skirmish of five or six hours.
1. I accept the elder's question, " Is the
Bible a Divine Revelation ?"
2. The usual rule of half-hour speeches
each evening, two-hour sessions, affirmativ
opening, negativ closing, to be adopted. This
brings the disputants into close quarters.
3. To prevent dodging or evasion on the
part of either disputant, I submit this rule,
laid down by a 1\Iethodist clergyman in his
debate with me: " Any categorical question
asked by either disputant must be answered
by his opponent on the spot without equivocation.'' I will abide .by that rule. Let us
see which of us avoids the conflict.
4. Each disputant shall select his own moderator, they two to choose a third party, who
shall preside as chairman of the debate.
5. The moderators shall preserve order,
suppress undue manifestations of applause,
and decide points of order when appealed to
by either disputant.
I appoint, as my )lloderator, Mr. G. W.
Rima, of Sterling Center, Minn.
If my opponent chooses, I will accept the
affirmativ, or laboring oar, for the first six
nights, or the last six, on this form of the
question: The Bible is of human origin, and
its teachings are immoral.
I will affirm that during one-half the debate,
my opponent to affirm his proposition the
other half.
To my Liberal friends I say, I will come
and hold the debate for less than half price.
For a debate of eight sessions I receive $100
and traveling expenses. I will hold a debate
of twelve sessions for $75, and bear my own
traveling expenses.
The debate ought to be held in a large place.
But I leave that with the Liberals and Christians to decide.
If Elder Hill and his friends refuse to meet
us on these just terms, I throw the challenge
down to any other denomination.
I would be glad to hav THE TRUTH SEEKER
print the elder's letter, and then I would like
to hav the privilege of answering it. Christians expect more favors from Infidels than
Christians are willing to grant. Can't we
afford it? I havn't seen his letter. Let us
hav it. It is doubtless an invaluable addition
to claRsicalliterature.
W. F. JAMIESON.
Lake City, Minn.

Ingersoll's
The Gods. Paper, 50 cts ; cloth, .$1.

In five lectures.>... comprising, "The Gods "
''Humboldt.:: "Thomas Paine," "Individuai-·
ity," and "Heretics and Heresies."
.

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghosts( "Liberty.. for 1\fan, · ',
Woman, and Child," "'I he Declaration of fuc
dej)endeuce," "About Farmi)!g in· Illinois,"
•· The Grant Banquet,!" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past Hises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.

What Must We Do to Be Saved~ Paper, 25 cents.

'

The (Jhristian

Reli~don.

By R. G ..

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, and Prof ·
George F. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. ·

Ort.hodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as ·
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures
This makes a grand missionary document"
Liberals should scatter it generously.
·

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

a Nutl).ber of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Franciscan. 5 cents; 50
cept_s. per !lozen ; 25 copies, $1 ; .100 co_pies $3.
M~llions of these should be circulated by Freethmkers.

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

lngersol_J'!i Lectures Complete.

J;~ound m one volume. To meet the demand .
for li;Ir. Ingersoll's works) the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over .1,300
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly low
prwe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

There hav been so many

ltJ>Plications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of \Var," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
be.en printed on hea:vy toned paper, 18x22, illummated border, and mlarge, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, prepaid, for $1, or either one
for 25 cents.

Prose Poems and Selections. This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact~ one of the richest~ brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besiaes the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes"
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches~ arguments, lectures,
letters, table-talks, and aay-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed for
and will be accepted by admiring friends as a
rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purp9se.\ a fine steel portraitl W:ith .autogral;lh
fac s1mue, has been preparea espeCially for It
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges gut back
and Bide, $2.50; in half-calf, mottled edges, elegant library style, $4.50; in full Turk~y morocco, gilt, exquisitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
Sent on receipt of price,

Photogravhs of Colonel Ingersoll.
Superb piiotographs1 22x28, $5; · panel, 10X(x17,
$3; boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 pta.
Address THE TRUTH SEE:KE!t.>
33 Clinton Place, New xork.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scri!Ji;ure : Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; llfurder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman\
Unkindness to Children ; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance ; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. .Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
SpeCial discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Bunda~ Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; ~l'estimonY of the Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath during the Middle A~es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Christian Reformers,
Scholars.._ and Divines·; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws. !:'rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De.

In the Paut, Present, and Fnture.

Thomas Paine.

The Apostle of Re-

BY A. BEBEL.
Translated from the German by Dr. Adams Walter. 272 pages; cloth, 75 cents; paper, 30cents.
"Capital," a .criticism. on Politica) Economy. By
!Jar! Marx. First Enghsh translatiOn. Published
m 27 parts, 10 cents per part .. Subscription, $2.50.
"Anti-Syllabus." By Lily Curry. Price, 3 cents.
LABOR NEws AND PuBLISHING AssoCIATioN,
705 Broadway, New York.
tCf'ulllist of Labor Publications mailed free.)
3

lifious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
o the Author-Hei·o•s life, delineates the leading traits of his charactei· and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis/' "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason "are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
pei:sons of Europe ';tnd A!llerica, many of them
wntten expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
Tbe Apo~o~tle of Liberty. An address
delivered in Paine HallJ before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, Januai'Y 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.
For all the above works address
THE THUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Plac~, New York,

WOMAN,

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
From Tradition to ReaRon.
BY ROBERT
()loth $1.211.

0.

ADAMS.

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash
ington an Unbeliver; Jefl'erson and UnbelieverFame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.;

FREETHOUGHT WORKS,

.

};

Published at
~.,_

THE TRUTH SEEKER

'

Advancement of Science.

Office.

augural Address of. Prof. JOHN TYNDALL,
delivered before the British Association
for the Advancement of Science. With
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also
containing opinions of Prof. H. HEL:T>I·
HOLTZ, and articles of Prof. TYNDALL and
Sir HENRY 'fHOMPBON on prayer. Price",
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone,
in paper, 15 cents.

Amberley's Life of Jesus. His Chaiacter and Doctrins. From the Analysi~
of Religious Belief. By VrscoUNT AMBERLEY. Paper, 35 <}ents; cloth, 60 cents.

!'-'

Chronicles of Simon Christiauus.

His Manifold and Wonderful Adventures
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture
(evidently inspired) discovered by I. N.
FIDEL. From the EBglish. Very Rich.
Pr1ce, 25 cents.

J;_"
~-

MEN,

The In-

Crimes of Preachers in the United
States. By M. E. BILLINGS. Shows how
thick and fast the godly hav fallen from
grace. Price, 25 cents.

w0 MEN'

BY HELEN H. GARDENER.

MI~N,

WOMEN, AND GODS: Introductory;
mies; Geographical Religion; Revelation; EwAccident Insnran<!e; Chiefly Women; Why
dence of Faith; Did He talk? What You
Women Support It; What It Teaches; From
May Think; Intellectual Gag-Law; The ViMoses to Pai1l; The Fruit of the Tree of Knowlcarious Theory the Cause of Crime ; Revision;
edge; Knowledge Not a Crime; As Much InThe Church's Money-Box; Shall Progress Stop?
spired as Any of It.
·
HISTORICAL FACTS AND THEOLOGICAL
VICARIOUS ATONEMENT: Fear; Beginning
FICTIONS: Church FictiOns; Historical Facts
to Think; Creeds; Self-Control What We Need;
-(Civilization, Comparativ Status, Women as
Vicarious Atonement Not a Christian InvenPersons, Education, As Wives, Not Woman's
Friend, Morals). ·
tion; Twin Monsters from Intellectual Pig-

•

Price, 4Jloth, $1.00; Paper, 60 Vents.

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a 1->rief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Own-

The Roaring Lion on the Track. By
M. BAJScOcK.

Price, 15 cents.

The Philosophy of Spiritualism, and
the ·Philosophy and Treatment of Mediamania.
By FREDERIC R. MABvm, M.D.
Cloth, 50 cents.

A. Business Man's Social and Religious Views. Bold and trenchant
blows against theology and ~nhumanity.
Price, $1.

PRIVE, 4JLOTH, $1,00,

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
THE PRESENT
AND

THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA.
BY A CAPITALIST.

A Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals with
the present conditions of society in this country, pointing ont their imperfections. and showing how
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present system. The remedy, the an thor thinks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid pjctnre of the
future Repnblic·of North America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
CONTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Republic; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production and Distribution;
Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life in the
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods Proposed for the
Transition from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger.
Pnce, $1.50.
•
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton, Place, New York City.

.Alamontada, the Galley-Slave. Trans-

REMARKABLE BOOK,"J~'Ub~Jt,D~;

lated from the German of Zschokke by
IRA G. MosHER, LL.B. A deeply philosophical narrativ, intensely interesting.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

a. graduate of three universitiett, and retired after 50 years' practice. he

'"'"'"":'
.,"_.,rr.!'o~-~t;!"l: r.r~c:~::t!~Tl::;,e~::~eC..~1:~~~'!la~:';
is the most pepular and comprehensive book treating of

Beyond the Veil. Claimed to be dic-

V aluable to invalids. showing new means by which they may be cureD
A pproved by editors. physicians, clergymen, critics, and lHerat I
T horough treatment of subJects especia1ly important to younf< me N
Everyone who ••wants to know, you know," will find it interestin a

4 Parts, 35 Chapters, 936 Pages, 200 Illustrations, anti

A NEw FEATURE
AGENTS

timate the Rehgion of Science. By HunSON TuTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75
cents.
·

a 16-paJ<e Conrents Table of Plain Home TBlk. red whire and

circulars, and a sample of Dr. Foote}s BeaUh Hmi.thly,
EE-blue!Fdltlon,
R Standard
$3.25 ~ S~me prin~ f!nd illnstratiol)s. ~he
J

Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of
Yahveh or Jehovah Shown to be

Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents.
Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell.
written. By S. P. Pt-TNAM.

Beautifully
25 cents.

Hereafter. A Scientific, Phenomenal,
and Biblical Demonstration of a Future
Life. By D. W. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

(

Issues of the Age. Consequences Involved in Moaern Thought.
A work
showing much study and great familiarity with other writers and thinkers. By
HENBY C. PBDDER. Price, $1.

,Jesus Christ. His life, miracles, teachings, and imperfections.
26 cents.

,John's Way.

·

Radical story.
15 centJ.

By W. 8. BELL.

A pleasing domestic
By MRS. E. D. ~

just intf<?dnced, consists of" serie•

' of. beautiful colort."'d a~atom·
teal ""harts, in five colors, guaranteed supertor to any before o~ered lD a J!OP"
ular physiolo!liCill book. and renderinf! it "!'Bin the most attractive and qmcksellmg
who have already found a ~rold min~ in it. Mr.
work tOr
.J"
Koehler writes: HI sold the first six books in two
hours.'' Many agents take 50 or 100 at once, at special rates. Send for terms.

.Career of Religious Idea's; Their Ul-

\

MEDICAL, SOCIAL, AND SEXUAL SCIENCE,

roven by the sale of Halt' a Million to be the most popula R
R eadable because writt<!n in langu"''e plain, chaste, and forcibl E
I nstructive, practical presentation of ••Medical Common Sense, med1 A

P

tated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Swedenborg, through the mediumship of Mrs.
FRANCES H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LUNA
HuTCHrNSON, with a steel engraving of
RandO~'tJh.
Price, $1.50.

the Worship of the Devil, with observations on the horrible and cruel ordinance
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Sacrifices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very
Rev. EvAN DAviEs (Myfyr Morgnnwg), D.
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Great Britain,
Translated from the Welsh by MoRION, B.
C. Price, 25 cents.

ership; Private Property in Land: Capital and
the Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operation; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestwns
to Legislators; Conclusion.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

A Carefm

Comparison of Biblical Modern Spiritual.
ism. By MosEs HuLL. Cloth, $1.

KNOW

By J. K. INGALLS

Poeket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com.

. The Question Settled.

Rochelle, Ill.

The Sole Factors and
Exact Ratios In Its Acquirement and Apportionment.

10 cents.

prising terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of the terms used in theology. The
only edition in English. 25 cents.

~d OTTO WETTSTEIN

~'f.ROoo~

SOCIAL '"W"EALTH:

New England and the People up
'fhere. A humorouEs lecture. By
GEORGE E. MAcDONALD.

~

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

Nathaniel Vaughan. A radical novel

science of individual traits portrayed by
the temperaments and features. Illustrated by 200 wood cuts. By JosEPH
SrnMs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt
edges, $4.50.
·

AJll:llY Liberal frienqs are r~minded that if they
favor me With their orders for holiday
gifts I will guarantee to undersell any other firm
or cheerfully refund cash nppn return o~ good~
My stock embraces all that IS elegant, nch, an
new in the markett as well as a full line of ~ood
medium-grade gooast Yiz., genuin diamond nngs
{lins, ear-drops, stuads, collar buttons, elegant
diamond-set watches, gold and silver watches of
every grade1 chains1 bracelets, gold and best goldplated jewelryl gola pens: gold and silver headed
canes\ opera g asses, gola spectacles, solid silver
and p a ted ware, plnsli ancl art goods, etc.! etc.
And what IS a nicer
present for either
your lady or gentleman fnends than
one of my latest improved model badges
m solid gold, artistically enameled in
three colors? Price,
$3, $3. 50, $4. Wi tli
genuin diamond in
rising sun, $8 and $10.

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts,

ilf France, containing the best of his writings. 25 cents.

Nature's Revelations of Character;
or Physiognomy Illustrated. The

H0IIlua
~ . fl ~ I
yu00uS,
willlnn~:y

In connection with another firm we have just published Helen H. Gardener's first volume.
Helen H. Gardener was first introduced to the public by Col. Ingersoll, since when she has
won a place in the hearts of all Freethinkers by her ability, and by the brllliancy of her lect·
ures. The contents of the volume are:·

Last Will and Testament of -Jean
:Meslier, a curate of a Roman church

"! .•

.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

JoHN R. KELso, A.M-. These are r.mong
the il.blest lectures ever delivered, and
should be read by everybody. $1.50.

";,

.

Introduction by

Deity .Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. In Six Lectures by Col.

of marked ability. By FREDERIKA MA.c--;')ONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to
$1.25.

A ND G0 Ds.

Popular Edition,

1.50 5 difl'erenceismpaperandbmdmg.

MIJJUUY BILL ·PIJB, CO., 119 (N.) Eas' 28th St., New York.

THE

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL
FOR 1886.
CHAS. A. WATTS, Editor.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

.4. Great Medical Work on Manhood
Exhausted Vitality) Nervous and Phyliical DebilitytPrematnre Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
ana the untold miseries resulting from indiscretion or excesses. A book for every man, vonng,
middle-aged, and old. It contains Hi5 prescriptions
for all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
which is invaluable. So found by the author, whose
experience for 2-3 years is such as probably never
before fell to the lot of any physiCian. 300 pages,
bound in beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full gilthgnaranteed to be a finer work in every
sense-mec anical! literary, and professionalthan any other work sold in this conn try for $2.50
or the money will be refunded in every instance.
Pricei only $1.00 by mail, post paid. Illnstrativ
samp e 6 cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded
the an thor by the National Medical Association, to
the president of which,...,the Hon. P. A. Bissel, and
associate officers of the lloard the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the yonn_g
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It
will benefit all.-Lonaon Lancet.
There is no member of society to whom The
Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guardian, instructor, or clergyman.-A1'!7onattt.
Address the Peabody Medical 'Institnt~t or Dr. W
H. Parker, No. 4 Bullfinch St., Boston, mass., who
may be consul ted on all diseases requirinll' skill
and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases
that have baffled the skill of all otherHE Lphysicians a S{lecialty. Such treated snc
c e safully, withqnt an.instance of fail-J
ure. MentiOn this paper. lyl4

A

Hy SElf

DR. R. P. FELLOWS
is a regularly educated and lel'(ally qualified physwian, and
the most snccessfnill
as his practice wi
proYe. He has for
twenty years treated
exelnsivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures of which
he stnndsj)reeminent
SPERl\IA'l'ORHH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in m~
turer years, causb.g
night emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power, rendering
marriage improper and tmhappy, et-c., are cured
permanently by an outside aJlplication in sixty
days. NO STO.l\'IACH MEDICIN USED. It is one
of Dr. Fellows' valuable discovelies, which is entirely unknown to the medical profession. It is
not a catch-penny get up, such as a padi belt, pastille, nor magnetic appliance, but simp y a medicin to be applied externally on the parts affected,
which cures by absorption. Send five 2-cent stamps
fpr his "Private Counselor," giving, full informatiOn. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Ymeland, N.J.,
and say where yon saw this advertisment.
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage is solicited.

The Bi~le Analyze~.

FI·iendship Liberal League No. 257, of Philadelphia, will celebrate the 149th anniversary of the
birth of the Author-hero,
THOMAS PAINE,
January 31st, 1886, in Industrial Hall, Broad and
BY
.John R. Kelso, A.M.
Wood streets, at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M., to consist of
addresses, recitations, vocal and instrumental
OONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
music. Entertainments free.
Oreation,-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The MiraSupper at 5:30P.M. Tickets for supper, 25 cents. cles of the Blble.-The Errors or the Blble.-The
Prophecles.-The Dev!l or Satan or the Blble.-The
Liberals throughout the state invited.
IIeaven and the Hell of the Blble.-The Sabbath of
3t2
·he Bible.-The God of the Blble.-The Messiah or
8avlor.
orown octavo, 838 pp. Splendidly executed. Bent
hv mall. poat pal<l. Price. ss.oo.

CoNTENTS: Agnostic Religion, by R. Bithell,
B.Sc., Ph.D.-Shifting the Center of GraYity, by
C. N.-Misconceptions of Agnosticism, by Charles
Watts-A Household of Unfaith 1 by G.li'L 1\'IcC.Is Agnosticism, of Necessity, Anti-Christian_? by
W. Stewart Ross (Saladin)-Le_gend of the Devil's
Dyke, Br!ghton, by Jnlian.-Emotional Agnosticism.-.\ b¥ W. A. Leonard.-Agnosticism and Popular unnstianity, by Col. R. G. IngersolL-The Special Senses, by H. J. Hardwicke1 F. R. C. S.-Not
Left comfortless'[ bY' F. J. Goula.-The Morals of
Agnosticism, b;)' gnotns.-The Eternal Curse, by
William Maccall--The Catholicity of Agnosticism1
by Winifred, Lady Robinson.-Christranity ana
After, by Charles C. Cattell.-Unpalatable Truths,
by F. Sydne¥ Morris.-O{lposit Poles of Thought,
A new book by Owen E. Langsdorf, of interest
by'!.'. Evan·~acob-1.B.A.-Fortnne and the Mendi- to all Liberals and lovers of thought. Neatly
cant, by Thomas 1\'lead.
bound in cloth, gilt edges, on fine heavy paper.
PRICE 25 CENTS.
For sale at this office. Price one dollar, postage free.
Address the author, 12 Louisa street, Williams·
3teow2
HE CANARY. ANew and Remarkable Work port, Pa.
on the Care of the Pet Canary. By mail, 50
cents. Contents table mailed free. Lady A(lfnts
Wanted. Mnrra:r_ Hill Publishing Co., 129 East 'fiRE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAJJ.
28th Street, New York,
J>rtQe laG oeDtll.
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BIBLICAL ANTHOLOCY
A. 4Jollectlon of Pal!lsa;-es
Dluatrating the

Purity and Morality of The Bible,
Price, paper, 35 cents; flexible cloth, 50 cents.
Aldre&S
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Tn-ERE is ·great· suffering in Ireland. fr.om
famin.
LAST week sleighh~g. was. good. i~ and
around New York:
AnouT $115,000 has been sub~cribed to the
Grant monument fund.
TnE health of Pope Leo is in a bad way
He has trouble with his kidneys.
THE New York cigar-makers arc on strUm,
and a general lock-out is looked for;:
.ADDED 'to its small-pox epid!)mie,. Montreal;
Can., luis just had a half-million dollar fir~.
J. E. MuNsoN, a stenographer, has invented
and patented a machine for .setting_ type· by
electricity.
·
ALMOST a water famin was ca~sed at Cleveland, 0., last week by slush clogging the
supply shaft.
A MINE at Almy, Wyo. Ter., exploded
from fire damp last Saturday, and thirteen
·men were Idled.
A TYPE-SETTING tournament just held at
.Chicago was won by Barnes, of New York,
Champion."l\fcCann taking second place.
HENRYNORl\1AN. HuDsoN, the distinguished
Shaksperian scholar, died at Cambridge last'
Sunday. He was seventy-two years old.
The Missionary.

The Reception Co=ittee.

t§tms off Ehought.

(lilds and l!§nds.

THE Christians surely hav very few stones to
throw at the l\Ioham!nedans on the score of massacres and persecutions.-D. .ill. Bennett.

ON the face of it, it would appear to be somewhat personal on the part of a California preacher
to mention the purchase of a mule by a brotL.er
minister as a "remarkable instan'ce cf self-possesc

EvER remember that thou and everything thou
beholdest within and around thee', all that beralls
thee and others, is no disjointed fragment, no wild
chaos of atoms or casualties, but that it all springs
according to eternal laws from the one primeval
source of all life, all.reason, and all good. ·This is
the esseJ)Ce all religion.-St1·a>.tss.
IF everything that happens is God's >'<ill,

Both good and ill,
Then say wherein
Rests man's responsibility? Though sin
Go hand in hand with him through ways of shame,
Is man to blame ?
If everything that happens is God's will,
Both good and ill,
Wbat credit hath
That man who ever shuns the evil path,
And treads with feet that do not hesitate
· ·
The true and straight?
. Do the t)lings external which fall upon thee distract thee? Giv thyself time to learn something
new and good, and cease to be "whirled around.
How much trouble he avoids who does not look to
see what his neighbor says, or does, or thinks, but
only to what he himself does, that it may be just
and pure !-Antoninns.
CosMo, duke of Florence, had a desperate saying
·against perfidious or neglecting friends, as if their
wrongs were unpardonable. "You shall·read."
Said he, "that we are commanded to forgiv Ol;r
enemies; but you shall never read that ·we are commanded to forgiv our friends:" But yet the spirit
of Job was in a better turn: ''Shall we;" saith he,
"take good at God's h~tnds, and not be content to
take evil also?" and so of .friends in a proportion.
-Bacon's Es.~avs.
ALL things whatsoever ye would that men should
do to you, do ye even so to them. . . Not every
one that saith 1mto me Lord, Lord, sh~tll en tel" into
the kingdom of heaven, but he that doeth the will
of my father which is in heaven. !Han:r will say
unto me in that day, Lord, Lord, hav we not
prophesied in thy· name? and in thy name cast out
devils? and in thy name clone many wonderful
works? And then will I profess unto them, I
never knew you; depart from me, ye that work
iniquity. "-Jesus.
BUR!{E thought about life as a whole, with all its
infirmities and all its pomps. With none of the men. tal exclusivness of the moralist bJ· profession, he
fills every page with solemn reference rtndmeaning;
with none of the mcchmticnl bustle of the common
politician, he is cvcl")'\\"lterc consdous of the mastery of laws, institutions, and government over the
character and happiness of men. Besides thus c!iffusing a strong light over the awfnl tides of human

sian."

THE editor of a Rockbridge, Va., -newspaper is
also a preacher.. Wben. a form is pied, or _a c.ompositor makes a little error which takes ·a 6o!unin of
the paper to expiain., he goes upstairs and· delivers
a sermon in the composing-room. Don't mention
it. But although distended by a big moraL, the
story is a lie.
"1\IoTHER," said a little girl, looking up from her
book, "what _does trarlsatlantic m·ean ?" "Oh,
across the Atlantic, of course. Don•t bother me;
you made me forget my count." "Does trans
always mean across?" "If you don't stop bothering me with qilesti<;ms yo~t'li go to bed." "Then
i[oes transparent mean a· cross parent?" Ten
minutes later she was resting in her. little-couch.
TEN "LITTLE. BIGOTS.
[The appended verse is republishe-d by request
of an esteemed reader .l
Ten little Bigots chalked out a line,
One couldn't toe it, then there were nine.
Nine little Bigots full of zeal and hate,
One asked time to thhik, then there were eight.
Eight little Bigots fencing roads to heaven,
One Ctlt across the roads, then there were seven.
Seven little Bigots, at each other shying bricks,
One's pet creed_ was smashed, then there were six.
Six little Bigots fighting who shonid drive,
One got down and walked, then-there were five.
Five little Bigots wrangling more and more,
One heard of Darwin, then t.here were four.
Four little Bigots still could not agree,
One kicked his catechism:, then there were three.
Three little Bigots, madder yet t11ey grew,
One cried, "Damn it all!" then there were two.
Two little Bigots, each with loaded gun,
Aimed one at the other, left was only one.
One little Bigot, crowing all alone,
Tackled Bob Ingersoll then there were none.

THE GREAT REVIVAL SCHEJIIE.
"Dis heah is er great '\':ivai dat we'se got on
han', Brother l\Tarcns," said Parson Hiclmey, addressing a co-laborer in a great cause.
"Yas, indeed; ;"as, indeed. It do me er heep er
good ter see all dese ole sinners 'fessin' de I.awcl,
sho's yer born'd it do."
" lVIe, too, Brudder l\'Iarcus. It do 'pear like de
clay o' de penycost hab come at de las'. an' I
thanks de Lawd fur it. Start up er nude~ hime,
dar," he added, turning to the congregation.
"Yas, Bruclder Marcus, we'se gwine ter git our
circutnstance, Burlt:e hns the sacred gift of inspiring men to nse a grave diligence in caring for high 'ward fur all dis good work we•se cloin'. Say, cleah
whut does de c'leckshuns ermount ter dis
things, rtncl in making their ]h"es at once Tich and b111dder,
eben in' '! ~l
austere. Such a part in a litcTature is indeed high.
H rfen dolhtl'S an' 81' quarter." .
We feel 110 emotion of revolt wlwn Mackintosh
"I thanks de Lawd fur dat, too. Say, Brudder
speaks of Shakspere and Burke in the same breath
1
as being both of them ~hove mere talent. And we l\farcus, we ain gwine ter steal dat money, is we ?n
"No, indeed."
do not dissent when illacaulay, after reading
" J es' gwine ter 'joy ourse'fs er leetle arter sarBurke's works over again, exc1aun8: "How admirable ! The greatest man since Milton !"~John viccs, ain' we'!"
"Dat's all."
Morley's B';,rlce.
"Dar's p)en ty red plan 'a tion liker down de street,
THERE is no method of reasoning more common, ain' dar'!"
and yet none more blamable, than, in philosoph"Plenty o' hit."
ical disputes, to endeavor the refutation of any hy"Gwine ter git some, ain' we?"
'~ 'Deed we is."
pothesis by a pretense of its dangerous consequences to religion and morality. When any opin"Fine ''':ivai dis, Brudder 11-Iarcns."
ion leads to absurdities, it is certainly false; but it
"Monstrous."
"An' we'se thankful."
is not certain that an opinion is false because it is
of dangerous consequence. Such topics, therefore,
"We is dat."
ought entirely to be forborne, as serving nothing
"\Vall, let 'em singer nuder hi me an' den we'll
to the discovery of truth, but only to make the go. Sing er nuder hime, please. Brudder Jake,
person of an antagonist odious.-Hume on Liberty please start de chune an' de Lawd'll jine in arter er
ana Necessity.
while."-A,·Icansas Traveler,

VorcE FlWM WITHIN._-_" My friend,
you forgot to say grace."

THE Newark children who' were bitten by a
mad dog, and who were sent to M. Pasteur
at Paris to be treated, hav returned in excellent health.
JoE CooK spoke to the American Temperance Union at Chickering Hall last ~unday.
. He said America was the drunkest pfople on
the planet.

A PERSON of inelegant Leisure, who had deserv
ec1ly gained the Rephtation of being the Laziest
man in all the Town, became such a Nuisance to
his neighbors that they determined to bury him
·unless he would undertake to Do Something for
himself. As he resolutely refused to make an
Effort, they placed him in a coffin and bore him
TnE value of taxable real estate in New
toward the Graveyard at the Head of a Procession.
A benevolent Farmer, unwilling to see a Fellow- York city, as estimated by the tax· commis.
Creature bu:riecl alive, stopped the procession and sioners, is $1,206,112,404. · This: is an hicrease
offered to giv the. poor unfortunate a Bushel of of nearly $38,000,000 over last year.
Corn if he might be allowed to liv. When this gen- .
erous· offe1; was; repeated to the would-be Corpse, . Miss KATHARL.'!E BA.YARD, eldest daughter
he partly raise'cl his Head ont of the Coffin a;,d of T. F. Bayard, United States secretary of
langnic11y inquired, "Is it shelled?" The benevo- state, was fonnd dead in her b~d l!tst Saturday.
lent" Farmer·was obliged to admit that it wa.s not
shelled. ·"Then," replied the Person of Inelegant The cause of her death is unknown.
Leisure, "let the Funeral go on."
. vVE stop the press to announce that the
Rev. James C. Clarke, Methodist, of Hazleton, Pa., has been acquitted by a church
..,he World's Sages, Thinkers, and committee of the charge of s-tealing eggs.

.TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.
Reformers.

.The Biographies oi.

throe hundred of the mdst distinguished
teachers and philosophers (who were not
Christians)," from the time of Menu to the
present. By D. M, BENNETT. 1,075 pages,
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champio:tis of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical sketches of prominent Christians. A companion book to "The World's
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo.,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern_ Times. Vol. I. giv<>

A NEW telephone company, having head
quarters in Chicago and capital of. $10,0QO,OOO, will prosecute the clainis Of Professor
Gray to priority in the invention of . the ~ell
telephone:
·
·
.PRoF. 0. S. FowLER, the phrenologist, ~as
arrested in Buil'alo, N. Y., last week for illegally practicing medicin. Mr. Fowler is 76
years of age, and belongs to the well-known
firm of Fowler & Wells.
UNDER the head, "Two Infid~ls," the New
York Sun of the 15th says: "Colonel Robert
Ingersoll and the Rev. H. W. Beecher were
unanimously elected members of the Thirte~n
Club on Wednesday evening."

a full account of all the gods the nations
of the eart}\ hav worshiped, including
THE dynamiters of Chicago are endeavorJehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus .
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 ing to get up a scare by announcing their
pages, 8vo. Vol. .II. describes fully all preparation for blowing up the Illinois milithe religious systems of the world, includ- . tia, but the world at large does not enthuse,
ing Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, and moves on with its accustomed indiffergoing fully in to ,its merits. 949 pages. ence.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
THE people of Baltimore desire a delivery
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or of their mails on Sctnday, and efforts havbe'en
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
made to procure it, but without effect. Post$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
master General Vilas refuses the petition
Supernatural Religion. An inquiry out of respect to the alleged moral sense of
into the reality of divine revelation. De- the community.
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv
A :MONUMENT to John 0. Calhoun. is prowork on the claims uf supernaturalism
ever written. By F. IY. NEWMAN, Emeritus· jected at Charleston, S. C. It is to be 33 feet
Professor of the London University. 1,115 high and 30 feet square at the base. Calhoun
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00;
(1782-1850), it will be remembered, was a
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
nativ of South Carolina. He was twice vice·
fhe Great Works of Thomas Paine. president, and a statesman of eminent attainIncluding The Age of Reason, Examina- ments.
1
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop oi
'·
TnE preliminary investigation into the case
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan. of the Rev. Dr. I. C. Pershing, president of
The Religion of Deism, Commou Sense; the Pittsburgh M. E. Female College, began
'rhe Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
whole r
•eded by the Life of Paine, and on Tuesday, and will continue a week or pera steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. haps longer. The tri'11 will be of interest to
Cloth·, $3.00; leather, $4.00; moroeco; all Methodists in the country. The charges
gilt edges, $4.50.
are embraced under the general head of conAnalysis of Religious Belief. An duct not in accordance with the rules of the
examination of the Creedu, Rites, and church.
Sacred Writings of the world. By VrsST. MARY's Catholic church at Fort \Vayne,
oouNT AMBEnLEY, son of the late Lord
Iowa,
is a wreck. On Jan. 13th a steam
ahn Russell, twice Premier of England.
Jomplete from the London edition. 745 boiler in the building exploded, and a loss of
vages, Svo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; $65,000 was the result, when a little watch~orocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
fulness on the ,part of the Catholic god might
The foregoing volumes are called " The hav saved the whole business. The lament1'ruth Seeker Library." ·If all are ordered to- able feature of the affair is that one of the
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be doors fell upon a thirteen-year-old school girl,.
1
i!ling her instantly,
·
··
; deducted from the price of each.
T
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Jjlofts mtd g[lippin!]S(
AN experienced vocalist has, it iE said, during fourteen years cured any number of cases
of obstinate cough by prescribing the free use
of raw oysters as a diet. The remedy is easily
tried.
THE vicar of JHasham, England, thus concluded a sermon to his flock: "And now,
friends, which is it to be-Salisbury, Churchill, and heaven, or Gladstone, Chamberlain,
and hell?"
GtN FuN, a San Francisco laundryman, has
joined the Anti-Coolie League, and posts over
the door of his washee-house the sign: ''The
Chinese must go. None but Melican man employed here."
"Now, sir, you are better," said a Boston
faith doctor to a patient he had been treating;
"tell me just how you feel." "Well, sir,".
replied the victim, '' I feel like a damned fool;how much is your bill?"
."The announcement ,hat Bmdlangh was
cheered on going to the House of Commons
indicates," says the New York Tinies, "'that
the Britfsh mob has a keener sense than British society of what fair play requires. It had
already been explained that Lord Salisbury's
government did not intend to oppose the admission of Bradlaugh. But the confession
that Bradlaugh is entitled to sit is a confession 'that he was entitled to sit in the l,ast
Parliament. That confession, in turn, is a
confession that he has been the victim of a
series of outrageous and scandalomr persecutions which hav disgraced the House of Commons more deeply than any other of ""'>actions for many years. The least that ;~ ~

JUDGMENT

house can in decency do for Bracllaugh is to
reimburse him by bill for the heavy and
almost ruinous expenses he has incurred in
defending what is now acknowledged to be
his right. I-Ie cannot be compensated by
cheers alone."
A ~IAN in Minneapolis sued a church for
$20,000 because he fell clown a stairway
which he took to be a dark closet. He lost
his snit. The jury took the ground that if a
man insists upon going to church, he must
put up with the consequences.
A conNTHY clergyman was one clay catcchising his flock. The sexton, being somewhat badly posted, thought it best to keep a
modest place ncar the door. Bt1t the clergyman observed him, and, divining his object,
called him forward. '' J olm," said he, ''what
is baptism?" "Ou, sir," answered John,
scratching his head, "ye ken-it's just saxpence to me, and fift~cn pence to the prccentor."-Red7·?dh Times, Eng.
AN Alabama negro,' about to be hung for
a horrible crime last week, made the usual
mcet-mc-on-thc-golclen-shorc speech, concluding with the following brilliant remark: ''I
mus' leabe ye bekase de r~a wd needs me, de
angels am er callin' me, de redeemed am
singing hallelujahs, and de grand choir needs
one moah harp." Then the shcriJI moved the
crank, and the heavenly necessity went to
his reward; or, as 'l'tJ:ras SijUn_q8 puts it, he
" played on an instrument of one slring with
the bridge clown."
A PETITION for the introduction of cremation was recently laid before tile German
Rcichstag, containing 23,365 signatures. The
petition was signed by 1,942 physicians, 1,046
lawyers and professors, 1,015 government

OF

HISTORY.

officials, 849 school-masters, 10 Protestant why Protestants, Catholics, Jews, and Freeclergymen, 3 rabbis, 361 women, and 6,000 thinkers may not build a vast mausoleum in
workingmen. The remaining names were which the ashes of thousimds could be deposthose of merchants, manufacturers, trades- ited in beautiful vessels without injury to the
men, and others. It will be seen that, as living. It is probable that, cremation being
usual, the clergy are miles in the rear in this now legal in such an art center 'lS Paris, new ·
and beautiful forms of artistic decoration will
progressiv movement.
grow out of it. The time for the combustion
A wmTEH in the People's Health JoU?·nal of an adult at Perc Lachaise will be two hours.
tells of a debilitated patient who did not
do at all well on beef-tea, but was easily reA PETITION is being circulated in Boston for
stored to health on a diet of bean soup. The signatures, which states that "the right of a
only remarkable thing about this, says the citizen of J\Iassaclmsctts to obtain justice
S 1m, is that the patient ever expected to de- ought not to be impaired on account of the
theological opinions of his witnesses," and
rive strength and nourishment from beef tea
asks that the clause of the public statutes of
alone. Considering that we hav upward of a
hundred thousand doctors, and that a very that state w~Jich _say~ that the_ evidence, of a
laro·c proportion of ·them are fully agreed that person's " d_tsbehcf Ill the ~xlsten?e. ?f God
"'.
.
.
may be rccmvccl to aJiect Ins crcd1b1hty as a
beef tea
.
, b
. c1ausc IS
·
.
. .IS 11lmost. .valueless, except as a. stun- I w1tncss
c repe a! ec1. Tlus
unJust
ulant, 1t IS surpnsmg that people contmue to 1 t t At! . t
b t t
·
·'
1
11
I no o
1c1s s on y, u o. a. smtors m
look upon it as a food.
i J\fassachusctts courts; for the1r mtcrests are
THE London naay .NetD8 reports that in I liable to be injured by allowing the religious
Paris clccorativ artists and sculptors are pre- i opinions of witnesses to affect the credibility
paring to adapt themselvs to the crematory ! of their testimony .
movement, which has now in its favor a i THE repetition of the sectarian troubles
vote of the municipal council adopting the : which agitated Long Island City some years
plan of a mortuary furnace, and granting a ago, and which culminated in the exclusion
site in Perc Lachaisc, where it will operate of the Bible from the public schools, is threatearly in 1886. The expense of cremation is encu. A large number of the taxpayers of the
not, it is settled, to exceed fifteen fqmcs. The first wanl wish to know by what right the
municipality will, at a future sitting, vote the priests of the St. J\fary's Roman Catholic
construction of a sort of lay temple, where church, Hunter's Point, are allowed on ccrfamilies will be allowed to keep urn~, or other tain church holidays to go to the school and
fnncreal vessels, containing the ashb of dead march the Catholic children from their classrclativs. This will not necessarily do away rooms aU<] lead them across the street to the
with any religious ceremony short of that of church to hear;'lUlSS. As the Catholic chilconsigning the dead to consecrated ground; dren form scv•· .1t.y-five per cent of the attendbut, as J\I. Kocchlin Schwartz says, there is no ancc, some ·A the class-rooms are entirely
reason why urns may not be consecrated, or emptied on such occasions.
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C~stian pare~tage to a heathen. temvle, where the presumably as well
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pnest gave it some bread dipped in wine, the re- credible.
Eusebius, the father of ecclesiastical history, comes
mains of a sam-ifice. The mother, ignorant of this,
brought the child to him, to partake of the eucha1·ist, next. He is the mainstay, of commentators, as he .
Letters to a Catholic Friend.
but the child was seized with fits and showed signs was the. compiler of the writings of many of the early
IT.
of a guilty conscience. After ·some trouble, the dea- fathers, which most probably would hav been' lost
St. Clement of Alexandria was a stanch advocate con succeeded in pouring a few drops of consecrated but for his mention of them. I wish every intelligent
of spurious books, and quoles freely from the " Sibyl." wine into its mouth, but "the holy euchai-ist could Catholic would carefully read his history, as it goes
In fact, most of your· early fathers insist that the not remain in a body so defiled, and burst out of the further to prove niy proposition than any other work
" Sibyl " was inspired of God and confirmed by child's polluted bowels." The number of instances I hav as yet met. I would be pleased to hav you
authority of St. Peter and Paul. Is was held to be given by Cyprian of how people suffered for having study Book I., chap. ii, entitled, " Summa1·y View of
equally authentic with the gospels, and, as will be received the sacrament unworthily should hav satis- the Pre-existence and Divinity of our Lord .and
seen hereafter, was quoted as ]ate as the fomth cent- fied every inquiring mind of those days. One well- Savior Jesus Christ," in which you will find the curury to prove that Jesus had once lived. The inter- authenticated instance would answer to~day. Cyp1-ian rent views and early teachings of your chmch. Then
polations bearing on Jesus hav been .proven beyond was what might be called an involuntary martyr. compa1·e them -yvith what is now taught, and ask some
the question of a doubt; not one Cln:istian commen- Twice he ran away and hid himself, leaving his flock priest the cause and necessity for the change. · Do
tator of any note denies it. Among them I find the to the persecutions of the pagans. His various not let him put you off by saying it is an uninspired
following:
epistles to the Jambs who had been caught and were work, and that the chmch recognizes the writer only '
With five loaves and two fishes,
awaiting sentence, exhorting them to stand steadfast, as a historian, for Eusebius is quoted as the pillar of ~ ·loll
He will satisfy five thousand men in the desert.
L
suffer for the truth, and gain their crowns, ai·e cer- early Chl-istianity, and compiler of all the so-called
Then, gathering up the fragments which remain,
facts attesting to the divine origin pf your. religion.
under
the
circumstances,
very
amusing.
Howtainly,
He will fill twelve baskets for the confirmation of many.
ever, from him I glean one fact, that in his day Rome Read his admissions in. chap. iii that " the name of
Also ~J;n acrostic, the initial letters being: "Jesus Christ, was simply a bishopric, with no claims to supremacy, Jesns,·as also that of Christ, were both known and
Son of God, Savior, Cross." So you see, my friend, and he addresses its bishop as " coJleague." In his honored from ancient times." In chap. iv he admits
even in those early days, there was a question as to
27th epistle he says, "The church is founded ,,upon that " the religion announced by Christ was neither
his existence, else why these forgeries? Archbishop the bishops, and every act of the chmch is controled 1mexpected nor strange;" and this read in connection
Wake, no mean authority on these matters, says: "In by them." His remains are preserved in A.rles, hav- with an essay by one of your ea1·ly bishops, Faustus,
the early days many spurious books were forged and ing been cRI·ried there, so it is stated, by ChRI·le- who said, " Do you receive the gospels~ U ndoubtpublished by the fathers, who did not scruple to m;:tgne. The cathedrals in Venice, Compiegne, and edJy I do. Why, then, you also admit that Christ
quote them as true and genuin." St. Clement wrote Rosnay also claim the honor of possessing his entire was boi:n ~ Not so; for it by no means follows that
a commentary on the scriptm·es called "Hypotyposis." skeleton.
in believing the gospels I should therefore believe
Yom church, ages after it had canonized him, deSt. Athanasius has enough theological glory in that Cln-ist was bom," should satisfy any ordinary
clared that it was Infidel in its tendencies, and Pope
being
the formulator of the creed which bears his man that your Christ was simply an idea suggested
Benedict XIV. anathematized the saint and struck
name.
The day for its defense has gone by: There- by the meaning of the word anointed. The term was
his name off the calendar.
fore
I'll
pass it without comment. He vouches as an applied even to Cyrus, else your records RI'e untrue;·-- .·-·-Origen comes.; next. "He was," ·says Rev.· Dr.
eye-witness
to the truth of the records of Anthony, and every high priest was a Ch1-ist. Every petty
Lardner, " a bright light in the chmch of Cln·ist and
ruler was also a Cln·ist, and as he could not hope to
one of those rare personages that hav done honor to and that Satan visited the staint, admitted he felt un- hold his power over the people without the assistance
comfortable
while
in
the
saint's
presence,
and
that
hmnan natme." He was the first author to giv a
of the priests, the addition of a little sacred oil to the
distinct catalog of the books of the New Testament. by his prayers he had deprived him (Satan) of the coronation ceremonies invested him with supernatpower
of
injming
mankind.
Athanasins
decla1·es
that
He taught that " Cln-istianity and Paganism, when
m·al powers, and the superstitious credulity of the
rightly understood, differed in no es~rential points, but an angel supplied Anthony every day with a half loaf masses, inculcated by the priests, helped on the
of
bread
and
a
half
pitcher·
of
driulcing
water,·
and
had a common origin, and were really one and the
fraud. Eusebius says that in his day the term Christ
same religion." He claimed that the father existed whenever anyone visited him, the angel, without hav- was applied to every faithful follower of the church.
ing
been
previously
notified,
brought
the
same
allowbefore the son, but that no human mind can comprePossiply, my :fl-iend, if he had had your late personal
hend " how the unbegotten god is made the father of ance for the visitor. His w1-itings a1·e filled with the experiences with a very pious deacon of the Methodwondrous
doings
of
the
monks,
who
were
his
fu·m
the only begotten son." This is p1·ecisely the posi. I
ist chmch, he would not hav attached the name
tion which Infidels take, and is the reason why they friends, and defended and protected him dm-ing his Oh1-ist "to every pious person." In speaking of the
J.
do not bother themselvs about the unknowable. several banishments. But impa1·tial history has de- Essenes, the monks of Egypt, he says: " The sacred
Origen harps upon the Old Testament, and when clai·ecl that these monks were disgustingly filthy in writings used by this sect were none other than our
pushed has recourse to faith. In the much-vaunted their habits, as, among other things, they were not gospels and the writings of the apostles." A.s it is a
work, " Origen versus Celsus," he puts up his man of allowed to bathe themselvs. A.thanasius boasts of historical fact that the Essenes were in existence
straw and knocks him about at pleasure ; but when Anthony's holy holTor at even the sight of bathing .oeveral hundreds of years prior to the Cln·isti~n era,
Celsus objected to the reappearance of Jesus after water, "by which, except unde1· the direst necessity, che advent of Jesus must therefore be proven from
death, and asked why he did not appear publicly, all his feet were never contaminated." Is it not bru·e1y 3ome som·ce other than " our gospels." The reputayom great authm-ity could say was that "none could possible, my friend, that this is the reason why the tion of Eusebius is not of the most savory natm·e,
see him except those who received eyes capable of devil felt so uncomfortable in his presence r
and his veracity may very reasonably be called into
Epiphanius, styled the "father of ·all bishops, a question, even by Infidels, since the Rev. Dr. La1·dner
such sight." He admits that Ba4Dabas's statement
in regard to the mental and moral status of the apos- shining star among them; the pattern of ancient and other orthodox commentators hav decla1·ed as an
tles was cori·ect-they being not only very wicked sanctity, and man of God-blessed memory," confines interpolation the passage in Josephus attesting to
men, but the scum of creation, and claims that the his attention principally to mii·acles. Besides the the existence of Jesus, and carried its perpetmtion
Christians of his day were performing greater works usual run, he testifies that several fmmtains and home to the very door of this "greatest of ecclesia£than Jesus. In the excess of zeal he construed too rivers were annually tm"Decl into wine. This was tical hist01-ians."
literally the passage in Matt. xix, 12, as he had a half- particula1·ly the case with the river Nile in Egypt.
A.s I hav already made this letter too~lengthy, I
dozen lady amanuenses. Sober second thought, too There can be no doubt of the truth of this. He is will cany my fmther rema1·ks over to my next.
late, however, caused him to regret his action. Tired not quoting on information derived from others, as
Yoms truly,
McARTHUR.
of defending that which, if true, should hav been he solemnly asseverates that he himself frequently
self-apparent in those early days, he relapsed into In- drank the wine from the fountains and rivers. He is
Religious Toleration.
one of the stanchest advocates of the existence of
fidelity. Your church still quotes him.
Jesus,
and
as
I
am
pleading
my
side
of
the
question,
It seems to be an admitted rule that eccentric perSt. Hippolytus is indebted to Baron B1msen for
his present prominent position in church circles, as I feel that you will excuse my not quoting his con- sons are always in the wrong. Happy, therefore,
the baron found his " Refutation of All Heresies " clusiv RI'gurrients. They would smely conveli every must we think it, considering that the concmTent
·
testimony of physicians and philosophers adjudge all _
in 1842 at Mount A.thos. A.s life is short and space reader of THE TRuTH SEEKER, · ·
St. Ambrose, a lawyer by profession, was sent to men to be more or less insane ; that society, in obediin THE TRUTH SEEKER valuable, I will simply giv yon
one short quotation and remark that if you were my Milan as governor. Shortly after his RITival the ance to secret laws of affinity, resolves itself into disdirest foe I might hope that you would be condemned bishop died, and he was elected to the vacancy. Not tinct circles, allowing each prudent lunatic to revise
to read his work-I don't say understand it, but read being a Christian he was baptized, and immediately the display of his aberrations for congenial company
it. "Now this sole and supreme God," says he, assumed the Episcopal robes. His works are many and to enjoy his madness without forgetting his self" first by reflection beg·ets the word, not the word in and cover almost every subject, but it is evident that esteem. I plead only for the protection which this
the sense of speech, but as the indwelling reason of all he knew of your religion or mysteries was due to pa1·agraph provides in the presentation of my thoughts
the universe. Him alone he begat out of things ex- their app1·oximation to those of the pagan worship upon the topic heading this paper. It is a wonder
isting; for that which was, was the father himself, he had just left. Yom church claims that the very that the advocates of religious toleration hav never
the being born of whom was the cause of all things moment he was invested with the Episcopal power considered that, perchance, in this wide world there
produced." I desire to treat your holy writers re- ' his mind was divinely illuminated," but as I a~ may be some aside from religionists who need toleraspectfully, but let me ask you, as a lawyer, if a client personally acquainted with several who hav been tion. Seemingly, this divine thing, religion, is the
of yours had written the above, would you object to anointed with holy oil, knew them both before and specialized thing which is ever in need of toleration,
a commission de lunatico inquirendo?
after the ceremony, and hav never noticed any special recognition, and protection. The devotees of this
St. Cyprian is the next on the roll of honor-" Cy- illumination that I can now remember, either the divine thing must be tolerated under all circnmstances.
prian the bishop." "There were bishops before story must be incorrect, or the oil, owing to age, has It is a crime for any one to entertain an adversehim, there were bishops after him, but never has one lost its power. Certainly Ambrose's works, so fa1· as opinion-this thing must be protected and tolerated.
so magnified the office as this bishop of Carthage." they treat of your mysteries, show no more knowl- With consummate impudence this demand is made by
He was over fifty years old when he "joined the edge, cogent reasoning, common sense, or illumina- the devotees of religion. I am not sure but this
chmch." In less than two years he became bishop. tion than those of the earlier w1-iters. His works on point is wisely taken. A divine thing is certainly
He had been a roue and was considered one of the morals are good, necessary, and well-timed, else the sorely in need of protection and toleration. Its prehardest cases in the city. In his epistle to Donatus history of those clays mislead me. Theologically sumed author, seeing that he is in need of the devohe claims to hav " been born again, and set free from speaking, yon are welcome to whatever comfort you tion of these religious devotees, might reasonably
the bondage of his sins." His biographer Pontius, may gather from his writings. Like Cyprian, he ex- enough demand that his divine religion should hav
in extenuation of his early life, says, " The doings of tolled the sacraments, dwelt on them continually, and, toleration of all nations ; this it has had to a very
a man should not be reckoned from any other point among the thousand and one tales, r~lates that a per- large extent.
This government, in its gracious
except from the time he is born of God." He was a sonal friend was once shipwrecked. Taking a piece liberality, has extended its protectiv toleration to all
man of great wealth, which he distributed among the of the eucharist, which the faithful always CRI'I-ied kinds of religions and religious practices, but, for
poor as soon as he had a change of heart, but when around with them in those days, he tied it in a hand- some unaccountable reason, it never thought that
he ·had attained the bishopric his property was re- kerchief around his neck, and though he could not there might be citizens of this nation withont
stored to him, so it was claimed, by a signal exhibi- swim, boldly plunged into the raging sea. A. special religion, who, in fact, might need the same kind of
tion of divine providence. He made the euchai-ist wave took him on its crest and canied him safely toleration granted to these religionists, especially
his hobby. He says that a nmse took a child of ashore. The other equally marvelous stories are when we remember how intolerant these devotees

through all-history. We :b.av had. enough
toleration specialized-let us hav a little for
:the men and women who are so unfortunate-,-or for'1;unate, as the case may be-to hav no religion at all.
Th!:)se tolerated religions, in this country are so infamously intolerant toward those who do not believe
in the divine thing that they are ready to deny to
'th~m the rights of an American citizen. The most
disreputable knave, being religious, can be heard in a
court of justice, while a man every way trustworthy
and honorable is excluded, and a hearing is denied
him in this same court of justice, he being without
religion. Is there anything more contemptible than
this'! And yet it is often repeated in our halls of justice.
, This is not all that this tolerated, intolerant religion
demands. It also demands that the condition of
truth-telling is that you shall swear by the pains of
hell, and a being who will inflict the same. The time
is w.hen we ought to hav toleration for decency,
though it does not come in the dress of hypocrisy.
Let us hav toleration for worthy men and women who
.cannot swear by the gods, neither heaven nor hell.
'}'his wholesale religious toleration in this country is
one of the great causes of crime and indecent
practices. It is a fruitful source of crime, inasmuch
as this toleration concedes to the superstitious bigot
the unmol~sted right to flaunt in the face of manliness a bloody scheme, a bloody victim, sin-atoning
blood, sin-washing blood, innocent blood for· the sins
of guilt, and the acquittal of the guilty thereby, and
consequently the encouragement of crime.
The world's history demonstrates this : Crimesninety-nine per cent of ail crimes-are from this immunity from guilt through this bloody scheme, and
still the cry is more toleration for these bigots. Yes,
toleration for crime-that is what it. is. I deny that
any authority in this country has the right to tolerate
..,.
or in any way protect crime. There is no liberty in
such protection. There is rio liberty in such toleration. Tolerate Freeman in his religious rite to kill his
daughter. Tolerate the Mormon in his religious rite
of polygamy. Tolerate the priesthood in wringing
~rom their stupid devotees the secrets of their lives.
- Tolerate the incarceration of women in nunneries.
Tolerate inquisitorial fires and hells where crime forever goes unpunished. Tolerate forced fastings and
rites which are in violation of the common decencies
of iife. Tolerate baptism in ice-cold water. Tolerate
the lawlessness of the Salvation Army and the free
1\:fethodist; and thus we find that every kind of foolish, harmful, and wicked practice is in vogue among
these tolerated religious outlaws, and decency has no
hearing or toleration unless it comes under some of
these abominable superstitious religions. Let us hav
toleration for science, philosophy, and investigation,
though they chance to come with- uncovered and unbaptized heads. I ask those who are in the interest of
freedom--'-not that of anarchy-but freedom, which
demands that no practice among· these tolerated religions shall be tolerated or allowed that is inimical
to the health of this community, or the interest of
,,(...------ · the commonwealth, ought not this nation to reserve the
right to abate a nuisance at all times and in all places~
A nation should protect itself against ail foes, and
should not permit any religious or other practices
that are indecent and tend to promote crime. It
should protect its subjects against ecclesiastical dominations and the enforcement of a religion upon the
people which will tend to make them less loyal and
less competent to defend the honor of the nation.
All of this must happen when their religion binds
them to any foreign prince or potentate on earth or
in heaven. Allegiance, first and last, is due the nation
which will protect its subjects in the use of their constitutional rights, but to tolerate those whose practices are in violation of decency and tend to crime is
quite another matter. In this wholesale toleration,
this nation, by its indifference, has placed itself in
criminal league with that very element which, some
day not in the far future, will cost the nation dearly
in its best blood. The Republican party is bidding
for the Protestant. vote by criminal neglect of religious usurpation; and, on the other hand, the Democratic party is bidding for the Catholic vote, through
like criminal neglect of religious usurpation. Religions should hav no more toleration in their bad and
criminal practices than the thief when he steals. The
nation proposes to protect the people against contagious diseases. In this the state, through municipal law, assumes the right to protect even against
that which religions hav ever claimed is the work of
Gods, and to prevent plagues, famin, and pestilence, ~s
far as possible; and, we ask, why not enter a legislativ
protest against these religious indecencies, and that
under the sanction of the national authority"? Can any
one render a good reason why the national government· should permit an infringement upon the rights
of the children of this nation, from whom om futme
lawmakers must come~ Robbed by religions of the
birthright of freedom, priestcraft challenges their
rights from the day of their birth. A nation in selfprotection must prohibit this priestly interf~rence
with the children of this republic. It is an unpardonable offense. It is high treason committed
against an innocent childhood and the mothers of
hat childhood-horrid mutilations, mental and
nJ.LlfElULus

physical. Every· priest; Christian or __ Jew, deserves
tl).e u:D.mitigatedJ contempt of..i all.i,manhood 'and
womanhood for this treason which "they are constantly committing against the children of · the
nation. They should not be allowed to look upon
the innocent face of a child with these rites of savagery in their hands. Tolerate-religions in these foul
practices~ It is a damnation thus to do. To 'tolerate
in this govermnent these imported filthy customs
from the rotten carcase 6f a dead theology, is to
tolerate a stench full of pestilence and danger to the
stability and advancement of this nation. St.·
Patrick saints and Orangemen saints meet religiously,
and the result is murder; but the religion guilty of
these foul murders must be tolerated and protected.
These Poles, coming here full of religion, fight over
their religion and commit mmders, all for Christ's
sake; but this vile religion, guilty of the crime of
murder, must be tolerated and protected.
These representativs of a foreign religion and a
foreign God should not be allowed to bring their
religion or their Gods with them any more than they
should be allowed to bring their contagious diseases
along. If any are to be excluded, there woUld be
less danger to the nation in the exclusion of the former than the latter. They should at least be required to leave their scalping-knife and other instruments of butchery at home with their dead gods.
Such people should not be allowed, when they become citizens of this ·nation, to worship any foreign
gods. They should worship the gods of this country
-American gods; they are bad enough for all practical pmposes.- Is it not in violation of this nation's
protectiv decency, when those who hav found asylum
here are disturbers of the peace through the importation of habits and customs nativ in despotic governments, but only elements of discord and danger here~
Importation should be denied to all of these, whether
they come in a religious or a political form. The
most of our riots and crime come from these sources,
and they should not be tolerated in these distmbing
practices.
But here is another religion bound by a foreign
potentate- protected in its rite-that will not allow
lighting for the honor or defense of the nation; and
thus we pass from one to the other, and we ever find
that they are an element of weakness to this nation.
Would you by national legislation prohibit the religious devotees in their worship? No, by no means;
but these pra9tices to which we hav refened, and
there are many others which are not healthful or innocent-all, at any rate, that lead or tend to indecenQy-ought to be abated, should not be tolerated any
more than any other crime. Whenever they interfere with childhood, enforcing vows, ·baptism, or mutilation, then they should be pronounced criminal or
11 nuisance; and if criminal should be punished, and
if the latter, abat!)d. It may be assumed that religions are pseful, and therefore should be tolerated and
protected. So far as they are useful, that is all right, but
Ghis is not the point in debate. It is the unuseful, harmiul, and indecent practices of these religions of which
we complain Religion cloaks crirue, and tends in many
cases to develop the vilest traits in human character.
To illustrate : 'fake that man in Cincinnati who mmdered his wife. Listen to his last speech before he
was hung. Of course he, by priestly intervention,
was washed white in the blood of the lamb, and hence
when he mounted the scaffold he was nearing heaven.
Only the fall of the trap, and he was there. And this
is what he said: "I hav only one thing to regret, and
that is that I shall not meet my dear wife in heaven."
A religion capable of making such a consummate villain of a man as this is hardly a useful religion. But
it may be said this is not the work of religion, but the
abuse of it. But we cannot separate religion from
its historical features. Its value must be taken in the
light of its history. And what is that history but
one of infamous deeds and bloody crimes? In its
name sixty millions of human beings hav been murdered.
This is essentially religious. There is no religion
without crime in its practices-that is, as a rule. If
there is, then it has stolen the wrong name. We
cannot concede the claim that religions are so far
useful as to offset the evils in the practice of the
same, without swindling history. But let us enlarge
upon this, and inquire as to the benefit religion has
rendered this government that it should demand toleration and protection and thus specialize itself. I
confess that the crinrinal statistics of this country
fail to show that any good -has been rendered this
nation by religion. The penal institutions of this
land hav been and are largely supported for crinrinal
religionists. No mathematics but divine mathematics
can figure a useful factor out of these statistics. The
insane and penal institutions hold a large percentage
of criminals, whereas less than one-fourth of the entire population of this country are classed as religionists. This only shows very justly that tLe laws of
this country do not protect religionists any more
than others whose crimes come within the provisions
of the statutes, but we claim that the criminal practices of religion should be punishable under statutory enactment like all other crimes, and the fact that
they are religionists should not slrield them. We

would: not in any form' limit the freedom of the peo~
ple in belief qr unbelief, or in the expression of the
aame. This should be conceded to all, and this is
what we demand. The right thus to do, without
fear or harm from any .source, must be admitted.
Black, white, yellow, or brindle, the right is, and
ought to be, the same. We ask not for toleration,
only that which is equally granted to all. But this
is not enough for religionists. Xhey want toleration.
and protection on the ground of their religion. We
say, No ! If this is conceded, then it would be only
just that others should be tolerated and pr-otected on
account of not having any religion.
This is not conceded, however, in our courts of
justice, and this is the ground of our complaint-not
that we demand toler~tion. and protection on the
ground of being not religious, and we would not hav
it conceded to religionists on account of .their religion-but on the ground of equality under the laws,
as American citizens. We demand that the national
government shall protect its citizens against the
invidious distinction made in om courts of justice,
so-called. But what is there in religion, at any rate,
legitimatizing these invidious distinctions? An holl'est
man, disfranchised because he will not consent to act
the hypocrit, is frank to confess that he cannot affirm
or deny what religionists affirm as to the being of
a God. This honest confession makes him a criminal. If he will only falsify his conviction by his lips,
then his word is taken, he is trustworthy. But in
telling the truth, there is no toleration for lrim. The
religionist must falsify when he affirms his belief in
this being whom he says created the universe, for
they hav ever told us in their creeds, ailcl by the word
of mouth, that this being of whom they affu·m is
incomprehensible. vVho can affum or deny an attribute, good, bad, or indifferent, belonging to, or not
belonging to, an incomprehensibility~ The man who
refuses to affirm or deny according to this confession
of the religionists is much nearer the truth than he
who affirms. He who affirms falsifies, as he falsifies
when .lte says he, she, or it is incomprehensible, but
his word is the embodiment of veracity, while he who
confesses that he does not know is the incarnation of
vileness, and the courts of so-caJled justice bid him
3tep clown and out! Tolerating such a religious fraud
as this is an infamy which the English language can
not express. A man that would indorse this infamy
ought to spit upon the stars and str~pes and seek for
some savao·e hut where he could lie down and rot.
But it may be said that this incomprehensibility is
known in part. If this is true, then two parts are
more than one, and thus you see thRt a relation is
established between the parts, which reduces that
incomprehensibility. to measmement tln·ough its
pM-ts, and thus we see at once that the story of t~is
incomprehensibility is a falsehood, and hence Its
utter ruin. Its infinity is_ veiled within the terms of.
the limited.
But religion, in fact, can plead for no reality o~y
that coming in the line of inh~ri~ance. The re~g
ions of this world hav a genesis ill no way unlike
that which gave us hands, feet, eyes, and ears. All
of these came from the lowest structural forms.
Many things in this genesis are _harm_ful. Our hopes
are contained in the wisdom which will come to us as
the result of having learned the methods of nature,
.1nd in the application of the same to all o~ those
which are the gifts of the lower. forms. In ~e we
will drop them off as we hav ill the past disposed
of useless members. And thus it will be in time
with the diseases which we hav inherited, and it is
impossible not thus to class religions. Th~y a~e like
the muscle which once moved the ear, whiCh IS now
human but not thus when that muscle was activ.
Religi~n like that muscle, is an arrested development. It belongs to a dynasty which ~s dead .. It
does not belong to rational thought. It IS atrophied,
a.nd has an expression in those fragments of the human race whose development has been forever
JJ.Tested, and it points to ext~?tion. . It ca~ot hav a
cesmrection. This is the diville thing that IS toler.tted. And, as we look upon its slaughtered hecatombs, we are convinced that, were they ,all collected,
they would build a monument whose top _would reach
the. Christian's heaven-at least, the Bible heaven.
I am aware that we hav modern religionists to whom
.ny arguments do not reach. All I hav _to S?-Y is, ~ ~av
been dealing with religion proper, which IS a diville
thing.
J. H. BuRNHAM.
CLEMENT oF RoME.-The name of Clement does not
appear in either of the two epistles ?'scribed to him,
but is added at the end of the first ill the only manuscript extant, the Alexandrian, ":hich is assigned to
the fifth century. The second epis~le was first mentioned by Eusebius. It is now urnversally regard~d
as spurious. The only primitiv preachers named ill
the first epistle are Paul, Kephas, and Apollos (AJhap.
xlvii). In another place (chap. v) Paul and another
apostle are mentioned as martyrs, and as all _the letters of the name of the other apostle are obliterated
but the last two os it has been assumed to be
Petros. But is it 'lik~ly that the alLthor would write
Itephas in one place, and Petr~s ~ another, referring to the same apostle?-Antwhnst.

Gunn.. "They'.hafl met· in conscltat!on, and Dr. ·D~vis. ·open the theater~ to' satisfy.othets? l\'Iuseuds ni~an.
rescribed alcohoL . He was one of those doctors who and theaters factories. ·We ought to exact as little . ft:oll1 .
lt was bad weather that prevailed on the evenillg P
f
the laboring class as possible an,d consistent. W.e should ad~:
had
made no progress in anything or forty years, and vocate natural 1-ecreation, such· as fresh air, as against the
of Fridayj the 22d. The air was full of dampness
still prescribed calomel and jalap whatever the d.is- artificial recreation of museums and theaters. The sale of, ,
and the streets were slushy. But this state of affairs ease.
The med.ical journal ed.ited by him was. the liquor on Sunday must be prevented. The early closing
made no difference in the attendance at the 396th object of just criticism by the whole profession on movement and the Saturday half holiday must not be lost
regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club held account _of ·its chemical, med.ical, grammatical, and. sight of. They-will do much toward a proper observance of·~
.
the Sabbath. Museums can be seen at mght, and they should .
that evenillg. Interest in the club has risen superior
to all outside influences, and no interruptions are rec- typogTaphical blunders. Besides, Dr.. Davis was a then be opened. Our churches should be made more attemperance fanatic, and his opinions were formed tractiv and the stranger received at all times with a he11rty
ognized. An earthquake intervenillg would be called without all. impartial examination of the facts.
welcome.
·
'
·
to order by the president, and then business would
The arguments, one way and the ~ther, Jeft the
Congressman Breckinridge followed Mr. Doane. ·
proceed. The visitor who arrived later than eight listener to settle by personal experiment whether 1\fr. Breckinridge's principal claim to distinction is
o'clock had to search for an empty chair and then sit alcohol was a useful thing or not. · Dr. Gunn was that he fbught in. the Confederate army. He looks
on a campstool.
'
apparently better fortified than were his critics, both like a twin brother of Samuel Colgate. He said that·
No minutes of the previous meeting were read. by facts and experiment, as he admitted that he opening the museums on Sunday ctmld not be a minor
The secretary had so large an armful , of TRUTH sometimes took a little aqua fortis, and had no doubt matter in a ,concatenated syste~. The observance of
SEEKER ANNUALS for 1886 to carry that the minute that many in .the audience had done the same thing. the Sabbath must be ma.llftained, and it would be.
book was left at home, as of less importance. When
The next meeting, falls on the birthday of Thomas He talked for three-fourths of an hour, but this is.all
this was explained to the chair by the secretary, the Paine, when there are to be exercises of an interest- he said.
chair admitted that the secretary's action was ing character. Following that comes Mr. Reynolds's
While Mr. Breckimidge ·was talking Howard
regular.
illustrated lecture, Sunday evenillg, the 31st. The Crosby came in and took a back seat,· from which he·
The lecturer for the evenillg was Dr. R. A.· Gunn, man with the badge pin will worry the stereopticon, gradually worked forward, until at the close he was
and the subject was "Alcohol Out of and In the and he cordially solicits the attendance of all those down in the front. Ml·. Crpsby said he would not
Human System." The doctor led off with a brief who delight to see a fellow-being in trouble.
say a word for a million dollars. He wanted to say,
hist"bry and description of alcohol. It originated
though, that there are no two bigger liars in the
away back in Arabia, and is a colorless, limpid liquid,
world than those who humbug the laboring man with
A Meeting of the Sabbath Committee.
of agreeable taste and odor. Its component parts
the cry, "DoWll. with the Sabbath, it is the badge of
are hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen. Its effects are
The .New York Sabbath Committee. is
organiza- slavery!" and "Hurrah for the saloon, it is the hall .
hilarious. The use of it is almost universal, and the tion said to be composed of laymen of different de- of liberty!" Two classes only advocate these lies.
habit of getting full is older th;m history. Among nominations, who hav devoted themselvs to defend- First, the lazy class, who don't want to work; and,
the claims made by Dr. Gunn were these : that alco- ing the puritanical Sabbath. The committee is, how- second, the greedy class, who want seven days' profit
hol in the system was necessary to sustain life ; that ever, only a jack-in-a-box worked by a string. The out of six days' work.
·
·
it is produced by digestion, being fatmd in the excre- ministers hold the string. · The Rev. W. W. Atter1\fr. Parsons (who was about. the only genuin
·
tions of those ~ho hav never drank it ; that it pos- bery is secretary.
man taking part in the proceedings) asked the
sesses such medicinal properties as to make it almost
One of the strings now being pulled is the circu- ence to .join in singing the doxology, and .. ~·~d:;-.,...··'--·-1
indispensable to the physician; that as a food it will lating of 1\forris K. Jesup's pamphlet against the while Dr. Crosby _prcmounced the benedicticni:-·
sustain life for months; that in the decline of life it openillg of .the museums. The Rev. W. W. Atter- doxology runs in this wise:
is a useful stimulant, and that more injury than good bery (layman, of course) is the distributor. Last
Praise God from whom all blessings flow,
would follow its total abolition. The doctor ad- Sunday the. committee held a public meeting at
Praise him all creatures here below,
mitted the harmful and clire effects of excess. There Chickering Hall. Between two hundred and fifty
Praise him aboye ye heavenly host,
Praise father, son, and Holy Ghost.
would be less d.nmkenness among working people and three hundred people were present, mostly old
if their social condition were improved. Crime is not men with egg-shaped heads, who were evidently
Mr. Crosby then shut his eyes, leaned on the readso lttrgely due to the use of liquor as l.s supposed. living along to save funeral expenses,, middle-aged ing desk, and, with a supplicating look at the ehan]'rom twenty to fifty per cent of the-inmates of pris- ladies very pious, young ladies who had nowhere delier in the ceiling, asked the divine blessing on the
ons are drinkers. So are about the same per cent of else to go, and young men who had followed the aud.ience, including the wicked secrj:ltary of the Amerchurch-members. Fanatical crusades against liquor, young ladies to see that no harm came to them. ican Secular Union, and the totally depraved editor
Dr. Gunn believed, would never hav the effect to re- This meeting was not advertised as a protest against of THE TRUTH SEEKER. The young men then selected
strain intemperance. Lecturers on the subject are openillg the museums on Sundays, but that is what their girls, and, presumably, went home.
·
usually sentimentalists, and hav no practical knowl- it was, and an exceedingly weak protest it turned o~t
To an outsider the meeting presented all the apedge of it.
to be. When Felix Adler spoke in the same hall in pearance of a "fizzle.". There were but few, comparDr. Gunn's address pleased some of the atHijence; favor of opening the museums, OV!Jr twelve hundred ativly, present; there was no enthusiasm; 'the' arguothers, including the president, did not like it at all. people listened to him. Neither was this meeting ments-were of the trashy religious sort, and exceedDr. Weeks was the first to respond to the chair- advertised as a religious gathering. But the adver- ingly weak. The purpose of the committee was
man's invitation to discuss the question. The doctor tisment was deceptiv. The meeting was all piety. transparent-but it miscarried. The effort might as
said he didn't like to appear forwru:d, but if he didn't After a prayer by Rev. 1\fr. Schaff, a former secretary well hav been confined to some church, for all the
come in then he might not get a ~hance at all. Dr. · of the committee (layman, of course) Ml·. John E. effect it Will hav upon public sentiment. If it is the
Weeks had not much respect for the opinions of sci- Parsons came to the front. He said the committee best the committee can do, it will giv: MJ.·. Jesup and
entists. They were all pollywogs. There were as is composed wholly of laymen, and its work wholly his fellow;-directors of the museums very little excuse
yet no frogs among them. Quoting from the poet, unsectarian. All the committee wanted was to pre- for keeping the museums closed on Sundays. ·
Dr. Weeks said, " A little learnillg makes a man a serve the Christian Sabbath. He then announced a
a fool." Alcohol was an irritant, not a stimulant. hymn, one verse of which ran:
ARGUMENTS BASED ON FACTS.
At the end of ten minutes the chair hit the speaker
0 day of rest and gladness,
Frorn the New Yark Hemld.
0 day of joy and light,
on the elbow with its mallet, as an indication that his
Again
I
see
there
is an effort made to open muse0 b~lm of care and sadness,
time was up.
ums, libraries, and art galleries in New York on SunMost beautiful, most bright;
Mr. Minchall, a young Englishman, made some
days.· The non-success of the movement heretofore
On Thee, the.high and lowly,
astonishing statements about the process by which
Bending before the Throne,
is owing chiefly to managers and tJ:ustees yielding
Sing, Holy. Holy, Holy,
alcohol is produced. He said that in fermentation a
too readily to religious prejudice, and if it is to sucTo the Great Three in One.
small insect absorbed something or other, and voided
ceed at all, they must not be weighed down. by misalcohol; so that the best champagne was merely the
When the choir and audience had sung two verses taken notions.
:fluid excretion of an animal. Mr. Minchall seemed of this, Ml·. Parsons pulled the string which stopped
Frequently it is said that there is no need of Sunto possess considerable uncoordinated knowledge of the organist, and said that the Rev. W. W. Atterbery day openillg; · that those for whose benefit it is
chemistry. His statements were wholly contradictory (layman, of course) would tell the audience what the intended care very little about the matter, and would
to those of Dr. Gunn.
work of the committee was., Mr. Atterbery said the not avail themselvs of the privilege should it be
Dr. Lambert felt called upon to flatly contradict committee was comprised wholly of laymE)n. He granted.
·
Dr. Gunn's assertion that all practicing physicians would read a letter from Archbishop Conigan, which
Experience shows differently. It shows that all
found alcohol indispensable. He instanced Dr. Davis, he did as follows:
libraries, museums, and art galleries that hav granted.,.
of Chicago, editor of a medical journal, who, with a
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" Sunday openillg" their use is comparativly greater
REv. W. W. ArTERBERY, Secretary, etc., Rev. and Dear than on any other day. Clerks, salesmen, and saleswide practice, for the past twenty years has prescribed
, no alcohol. Adulterated liquors was no more poison- Sir: In reply to your polite note of yesterday I beg to say women, shop boys, and shop girls-in fact, all those
I hav a previous engagement for Sunday evening.
ous than pure alcohol. The doctor then related a that
As I understand it, the movement for opening the museums who are engaged in exacting avocations or household
ctteam. He went to heaven, and St. Peter objected on Sunday, though advocated in the interest of the working duties during the week, are concerned in it. That
to admitting him because he was an M.D.
Peter classes, is r.eally the entering wedge of a larger and insidious numbers who are weary in mind and body through
said that M.D.'s and D.D.'s were rare in heaven for design which aims at throwing open also on that clay the the week would avail themselvs of a chance for imthe reason that they had done so much harm in adT theaters, drinking saloons, and other places of amusement, proving their condition morally and mentally i.'s eviand so gradually do away with everything that givs the Sunministering wine as medicin and at communion. No day a sacred character.
dent by the success attending those now open in
drunkard should enter the kingdom, much less the
If this view be correct, as there is good reason to believe it Boston and Worcester, Mass.; Bridgeport, Conn.,
manufacturer of drunkards. Dr. Lambert then went to be, the question becomes a very serious one, which de- and various other cities. Managers or librarians of
on to relate that St. Peter inquired after Mr. Wake- serves most attentiv consideration.
To visit the museums on Sunday is in itself harmless. To any of these institutions will show, too, that many
man; but the chair here told the doctor he was out destroy
the general religious observance of Sunday would be who hav no pleasant homes and are without mental
of order and made him stop.
a national calamity. To weaken and endanger its sacred food accept Sunday opening as a happy boon. But
Dr. Eccles said that everything we eat turns into character would be most undesirable, for we all know the shorild only a small number desire Sunday opening
alcohol. Digestion is fermentation, and there is an tendency of human nature, and how hard it is to recall the it ought to be granted as a matter of justice. It is
due observance of the day once the old landmarks are broken
alcoho~c stage . to it through which food must pass, clown.
not right to keep them from what they help to pay
·
becollllllg an amd, the same as cider has its fermented
I am, reverend and dear sir, very respectfully yours,
for. The wage earner can take recreation or relaxaalcoholic stage before it becomes vinegar. Food that
..
1\'I. A. OoRmGAN, Archbishop.
tion only on days of leisure, but the well-to-do can
goes into the mouth as starch leaves the body as carRev. W. W. Atterbery (layman, of. course) con- take it any day. On Sundays, if they want to read,
bonic acid, and there is n~ way of going from starch cluded by quoting Renan's sentiment that "Chris- or study literature, art, or science, they do so, and do
to· carbonic acid except through alcohol. Dr. Eccles tianity is dead; it has lost its Lord's day."
not question themselvs as to whether or not they are
showejl casually that Mr. Minchall did not know what
The Right Rev. vV. C. Doane, D.D., of Albany, came doing right; and if they wish to indulge in riding or .
he was talking about.
forward and grasped the reading desk. Mr. Doane visiting or a so-called sacred concert they do so.
Dr. Gunn, in closing the discussion, could not see wore his Episcopalian uniform, knee breeches and cas- Let the people hav an opportunity of entering amid
that the remarks of his critics were worthy of much sock, and when he had stretched himself across the cenes of interest and influences that humanize and
notice. These men were mere theorists, not practical reading desk and put one shapely leg in view of the civilize.
'
experimenters. 1\fr. Minchall's notion about the pro- audience, h13 said, in substance :
I hav been thanked often for the privilege of com~uc.tion of alcohol would not be advanced by any inTo open the museums is in itself harmless, but when this is ing to the library and reading-room here in Bridgetelligent person. Dr. N. S. Davis was known to Dr. done to satisfy some people, will you not be compell~d to port on Sundays, and hav been told that the ;' clirect-

an

never rendered a gre~ter help to morality " than
when they granted Sunday opelli.ng. Even ministers
and the strictly pious hav become so favorably im. pressed that the thought of closing it on Sundays
would meet with a bitter protest from them. It was
tried as an experiment. The experiment proved a
.
success and became an established fact.
w. J. HILLS,
Director and Librarian Bridgeport Public Library,
·Bridgeport, Conn.
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SUPERSTITIOUS OPPOSITION. '
Prorn Hebmi Newton's sm·rnon last Su,nday.

~-··

In our own city every effort rationally to use Sun~
day for the physical and mental improvement of the
people is met still with the sincere and earnest but
none the less superstitious opposition which similar
efforts would hav met with from the scribes and
Phari_sees in the age of Jesus. When it is proposed
~-to open om libraries or om museums on Sunday, th~
churches which bear the name of the saintly Sabbathbreaker of Judea interpose ·on behalf of that Jesus to
perpetuate the very superstition which he lost his
life in combating. There is still need for those who
discern the significance of his e:x:ample and who believe in the principle which he enu:hciated, to lift up
a calm and earnest protest in his name against this
lingering superstition.
·
It stands in the way of the physical. progress of
man. There are hosts of our fellows to whom it is
the one chance for an outing into the fresh air-the
one chance to build up their bodies toward the measm·e of a perfect manhood. The superstition of the
Sabbath stands in the way of the intellectual .progress of mankind. _ We hav a number . of libraries in
this city. . ·How many of them are _opened on Sunday ~ It is the religious sentiment of this city which
turns the key of their doors in the name of Jesus
Christ. . .Our young men and women may not become
saints by frequenting libraries, but will they not be
more likely to grow into noble manhood and womanhood as they learn to think and read, and thus climb
from tlie life of the animal to the life of intellectual
being?
The superstition of the Sabbath stands in the way
of the mor¥ progress of mankind. No one who
studies our social problems calmly and thoughtfully
can fail to recognize as the most alarming danger of
om time the gulf that is opening even more and
more widely between the classes of om society.
Everything that tends to foster among om working
people the notion of class privilege is making against
the ti·uest morality in our midst. It is the wealthy
people whose homes are private libraries and galleries of art who, unconscious of the seeming hypocrisy,
protest against the opening of our libraries and museums to those who can afford no library and can
buy no pictures. Sabbatarianism is feecling very
dangerous fires to-day.
The superstition of the Sabbath stands in the way
· of the religious progress of man. This superstition
of the Sabbath very largely aids in continuing the
uridue emphasis which ecclesiasticism has always
laid upon secondary elements of religion. This superstition of the Sabbath, now as of old, endangers
religion by caricaturing God, and by drawing above
the life of his children the clark clouds from which
men sln'ink back into the sunshine of life. \Vhat sort
of a God is he whose inalienable prerogativs can
be encroached upon -ey a walk in the fields upon a
Sunday?
·
THE WICKED INFIDELS AT THE BOTTOM OF IT ALL.

•

Fl·om 1lfonaay's Hail a.nd EXIJ1'ess.

In this period, midway between two presidential
campaign, everything favors a development of moral,
religions, and social questions. The rapid 1'ise into
prominence of the discussion of Sunday observance
has been facilitated by these conditions. It has also
been favored by the organizati9n of the most aggressiv Infidelity and Atheism of the time into a propagandist machine called " The American Secular
Union," of which Ingersoll is~ president, and whose
secretary, Mr. S. P. Putnam, has been ·the cil·culator
of almost all the petitions for opening the Museums
of Art and of Natural History on Sundays, as a part
of the war of the Secular Union against everything
that has been held ''sacred." One of the main
avowed objects of MJ·. Ingersoll and MJ·, Putnam's
'3ecularUnion has been and is to secula1'ize the Christian Sabbath.

~

,\

Sound Sense.
From a BapUsC Papm·.

The so-called "Freedom of Worship Bill" is to be pressed
on-the legislature again this winter, and the only hope of its
being defeated is in the united effort of all who are opposed
to the sort of ''freedom" Rome claims. Her idea of ''freedom of worship" is making other people giv way to her, and
pay for her arrogance besides. While under this bill there is
to be "no•additional expenditure on the part of the state," a·
!ar"'e charge for priestly services can be put on the city. The
att~mpt to make it a misdemeanor if the managers of the
Honse of Refuge, and like institutions, do uqt provide altars
and other appliances for celebrating mass is worthy of tiH'
palmiest days of Romish rule,
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News an!} Notes.
Let all the Liberals of New York city and vicinity
remember the Thomas Paine celebration on Friday
evening, Jan. 29th, at German l\fasonic Hall, 220
East Fifteenth street. Come and do honor to the
memory of the hero, and help swell the funds for
carrying on the work of opening the museums on
Sunday. The question is being discussed, and pulpit and platform begin to feelthe waves of agitation.
Some wise preachers hav spoken in favor of this
movement on fundamental humanitarian principles.
The New York Sabbath Committee take the other
side. They held one of their semi-occasional meetings on Sunday evening at .Chickering Hall, which,
out of a sense of duty, in order to know how much
a=unition the enemy really had, I attended. The
audience was small, and, as the New York Herald of
Monday says, the arguments were wealL
.The only argument put forward against the opening of the museums was that it would be an" entering wedge." It was granted that in itself it was an
innocent thing, but human nature was such a terribly uncertain and depraved affail· that if you
granted a harmless pleasure, there is no knowing
what may happen. It is the Inquisition over again
in a milder form. It is assuming that mankind is
desperately wicked and must be kept in a straitjacket. A little freedom, however innocent in itself,
must not be allowed for fear of consequences. Men
and women and children must be punished, not for
what is actually done, but for what the theologians
think they will do, like the parental disciplinarian
who punished his boy every morning, not because he
had done anything wrong, but because the father
was quite theologically certain that the boy would do
wrong before the clay was over. Such is the pitiful
and weak position of those who would close the
museums on Sunday. Quite antediluvian, I should
say, in their ideas of morality, quite on a par with the
logic of the good old Presbyterian deacon who didn't
want a stove put in the chmch to keep the people
warm. This was an "ente1'ing wedge." There was
no knowing what dil·eful consequences might happen
if the congregation received a little warmth on this
side instead of waiting lmtil they got too much of it
on the other side of Jordan. The " entering wedge"
argument is the hight of dogmatic folly. Everything must be accepted by the morality of common
sense for what it is in itself, and not be rejected for
some fancied abuse that may result. Do the right
thing and its legitimate consequences will always be
right.
The following letter, received among others from
the members of the Legis1atme at Albany, shows the
excee~~l:y muddled condition, mentally, of many of
our poht1mans on the fundan1ental question of American politics. The propositions involved are those
rfferring to the taxation of chmch property:

the philosophy of hu~an rights is another. There is
no direct logical connection between the two. Agnosticism may tend to make a man more Liberal, so
that he sees no importance in the spread of a certain
theological belief, but it is still to be hoped that one
may be a Theist and a Christian, and yet deal justly
with his fellow-men on purely humanitarian grounds.
We assure the gentleman that he need not be an Agnostic or any other kind of a heretic or unbeliever in
order to support these propositions, but simply a
wise _student of the Declaration of Independence, and
an honest politician.
F. K. Blue, secretary of the Liberal Secular Uniori
of Liberal, Mo., writes of the efforts that are being
made in that'" Infidel" town for mental and moral
improvement. Meetings are held every Sunday. Jay
Chaapel has_ delivered lectures on religious and
social errors; habits injurious to the individual; the
cultivation of our :finer sentiments-love of music,
art, poetry, ·beauty, etc. The audiences are appre.
ciativ, and the work is encomaging.
I want to call particular attention to the illustr!JJ;ed
lectme of om friend, C. B. Reynolds, next Sunday
evening in this city, when the Liberals of New York
purpose to giv him, a rousing benefit, and thus show
theil· appreciation of his services in the field of Liberal advancement. The illustrated lectures themselvs are very interesting, and will constitute a new
and attractiv feature of the lecture platform. Mr.
Reynolds· has expended a gJ:eat deal of labor upon
these lectmes, but it is labor which must in the
future produce valuable results. By means of these
lectures a large inunber of those who are indifferent
to the ordinary discourse will be brought in and,
along with the entertainment and pictures of the world
as it is, receive many new ideas in the direction of
Liberal progress. There should be various instiumentalities for the presentation of Freethought, and
this adopted by M]:. Reynolds is one of very great
importance, and encomagement should be given to it
so that MJ·. Reynolds may find permanent employment. I hope for a full house next Sunday evening,
and ask all Liberal-friends to come so that an impulse can be communicated to the labors of lVIr. Reynolds that will make them more beneficial and inspil'ing to om scattered forces wherever the illuminating rays may flash. Again, I say, do not fail to
giv a Happy New Year's greeting to the Chail·man
of the Executiv Committee of the American Secular
Union next Slmclay evening.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

Lectures and Meetings.
SEVE:l)'l'Y-FIVE miles by team across the prairies of western
Kansas in the great January storm has been one of the in-_
teresting features of Remsburg's wintc:u campaign.
E. C.-WALKER lectured at Empire, Kan., Sunday, Jan. 24,
forenoon and evening. His trip to Arkansas is postponed
until March, and he desires a few more eng·agements for that
month in that state and Southern Missouri. His permanent
address is Valley Falls, Kan.
THE Liberals of Pennsylvania will hold a state League
convention at Pittsburgh on Satnrday and Sunday, the 30th
and 31st. The•state meeting will be in Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth
avenue at 10 A.sr. and 2 P.:~<r. each day. Saturday evening
will be given up to a Paine celebration at Brooks's dancing
academy. consisting of music, addresses, recitations, etc.,
and cqncluding with a social. On Sunday at 3 P.M. Charles
Watts will deliver the closing lecture on "Science: Its
Struggles and Triumphs."
W. F. JAMIESON is having fine audiences in Joplin, Mo.,
and very friendly notices frpm the daily press. He was delivering lectures in Joplin's ne;v theater, a handsome place
for meetings, and when last heard from there was talk of a
debate with one of the most popular preachers in the city.
He was announced to deliver three lectures in Carthage,
:ll-'I:o., January 25th, 26th. and 27th. Jamieson is now on
his wav northward, and will lecture on his route in Nebraska,
Iowa, Dakota, and :Minnesota. Address, Lake City, 1\finn.

1\fn. Ronn sen(ls us the following report _of the meeting of
the Society of Humanists: Notwithstanding the severe
weather that prevailed last Sunday, the members of the
Society of Humanists met as usual at the paint shop of Mr.
Foster to again continue the reading of the " General View
of Positivism." 1\fr. Hugh 1\fcGregor made· a few observations on what had been read on the previous Sunday, and
AssEMBLY CHA:I-IBEll, ALBANY. Jan. 24. 1886.
brought ont very clearly the Positivist idea that society is
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, EsQ., Jfy Dear Si-r: Yours of the 22d com])osed of sepitrnte organisms, meaning the family an~ not
received and contents noted, as well as inclosed circular.
of individuals. The meeting opened and closed w1th a
In answer I would say that, while I am liberal in my reli«- prayer, as is alwa~·s the rustom. All men who are interested
ious views, I am no Agnostic, and cannot favor the pi·oposf. in the Rclio·ion of Humanity, and who feel the need of the
tions in your circular cuutained.
mora] rCO'elJ~ration of this world, are invited to attend these
YOurs very truly,
H. C. HowE.
meetinO's"' which are held at 10 A.M. every Sunday at 4
What has Agnosiri.cism to do with these proposi- :i\farkcCstrect, New York city.

tions ? No more than astronomy or geology, and the
honorable member might just as well hav said that he
could not favor these propositions because he was not
an astronomer or a geologist. These p,ropositions
are founded upon the Declaration of Independence
and the Constitution of the United States. The
most eminent Cln'istians hav favored them, not because they were Christians, but because they were
keen-sighted men, and understood the principles of
American government. These propositions ani
purely political propositions and hav nothil).g at all to
do with religion pe1· se either for or against. They
simpl~v demand justice-and equality before the law of
every citizen. What has this to do with Agnosticism? The philosophy of the universe is on~ thing;

Sunday in Scotland.
A strange illustration of the idolatry of Sunday appears in
the Rev. Dr. William Ross's recent volume of Scottish local
historv, "Aberdour and Inchcolme," where a kirk session
took :i remarkable view of the comp:1rativ guilt of ~abbath
brenking and criminal offenses. Dr. Ross makes tins quotation frolll the minntes of the kirk session of Aberdour for
-August 30. 1724: "It bein_g reputed that David Allan, Robert
Thompson. and John Reid had broken. the Sabbath day, by
stealing apples on that day, they were cJted, and compearmg,
theY all acknow!Pd.,.ed ,that it wae onlv eleven of the clock on
Satllrday night, and that' they were very sorry it should so
hav happened, and promised nrver to border s~ ll:ear on that
dnv again: and were exhorted to carry as Chnstmns, to behave 'themsclvs as thosE that know that God would not let
them go unpunished that break his day without serious re.
peutance."
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f!Iommunicntions.
Wlmt is Money ~

change is the . fundamental basis of comm~dity for store in dry and cool cellars and shi~ld from :light,
commodity. I am not unmindful, however, of the Tested forty years. Farmers, brother-Libera~s, try ··
D. -HIGBIE, M~D. ' .'I
mischief which may be created. by the variable_ dollar, it and report.
• Burton, Jan. 11, 1886.
but of that I may treat at another time.
Chicago, Ill.
J. K. MAGIE.

A writer in THE TRuTH SEEKER of. January 9th,
over the signatm·e of "J. D.," makes such strange asEuropean Ideas.
sertions in reference to the functions of money that I
The
idea
that
our
folll).ders established a free gov"
feel impelled to answer him. He says: "The advoernment
far
in
advance
of anything ever before expecates of unlimited silver money, like the paper inflationists think that by adding to the amount of the rienced simply because they had broken loose from
currency 'you increase the wealth of the count:y." the control of Great Britain, was certainly most
This assertion is not corroborated by my observatiOn. erroneous and deplorabfe-deplorable because it left
As a rule, this class maintain that money, whether the people to regard great evils as among the privimade of paper, gold, or silver, is not wealth or value, leges of freedom, and checked reform.
The thirteen colonies had already derived from
as those terms are usually understood and applied.
Gold or silver is wealth, but when made into money Em·ope for over a century some very bad laws, cusit is no longer wealth. Its money quality must be toms, and opinions on religion, government, and
destroyed if its metal quality is ever utilized. All economy. First, their idea of military organization
that givs gold or silver value is its metal quality, and was and remains to-day entirely the same as exists in
Europe. Om military system is unworthy of a free
not its money quality.
Again, " J. D." says: "If you double the amount people. Second, we retained many-ideas of religion
of currency, . . it takes two dollars instead of one as we received them from Europeans. Even to-day
to buy the same article." In other words, if all the a large part of intelligent Americans would gladly
currency of the country were destroyed but one dol see " God in the Constitution" and the enforcement
lar, that dollar would buy all the property of the of Sunday observance. Third, we retained slavery,
country. If by doubling the cun·ency its purchasing and encouraged it by legislation, extended its area
power diminishes one-half, then by diminishing the vastly, and nearly one-half of our people fought to
cun·ency one-half its purchasing power doubles. the death to retain it. Fourth, we hav the same sysAnd if this p;rocess should be repeated, it don't take tem of rais:iilg revenues that was cunningly devised by
much ciphering to discover that the last dollar would kings and aristocrats, whereby to tax enormously the
be able to purchase countless millions. Hence "J. common people and relieve the wealthy. We hav
gone further, we hav used the device to build up and
D.'s" reasoning is fallacious.
Again I quote: "We put on a tariff that shuts our- protect monopolies. The" idea of so interfering with
selvs out of foreign markets, and then use a cheap human freedom as to tax imports to keep them out
currency that admits foreign goods practically with is intolerable to the natural mind. Not for one hour
but little duty, and this we call statesmanship." We would we endme it were it not that we hav become
put no tariff on exportation. Nearly all the countries familiarized with it, as we were with slavery.
Strange, what a Inighty educator or miseducator
of the world adinit our surplus products free of duty.
is
law! We see to-day thousands of men who would
If it were possible for our statesmen to do what "J.
D.'' charges them with doing, then that would be be ·shocked at the thought of restoring slavery, yet
what I would call shrewd statesmanship. We should who not long since were either its apologists or adget something for nothing. We would encourage vocates. So if once free trade is established here,
foreign merchants to ship us their merchandise, but all these people who are now ignorantly upholding
would discourage shipments in return to pay for the protection would look amazed at !lllY proposal to ensame. The basis of all. exchange is commodity for slave them under a protectiv tariff. The idea that
commodity. If shiploads come to us, and none go we must not buy any article of · commerce without
paying a great fine ! We are far from being a free
out, then we are so much ahead.
people.
HoLT.
One more quotation: "While silver is used as
money standard, it will inevitably drive the gold out
What·wru the Weather Be~
of the country, and leave us nothing but a continually
I hav long been convillced that simply knowing
expanding currency for ourselvs, which, in any dealings with other countries where they hav a staple and teaching the size, distance, mass, cycles, and
currency, would not be worth fifty cents on the dol- axial and orbital velocity of the planets of our solar
lar." Now, suppose the gold is driven out of the system, and the size, composition, rotation, and comcountry, is it to be supposed that a single ounce of parativ mass of the sun, is of very little practical
it will go without its bringing us an equivalent there- value. As if this great luminary, 750 times larger
for~ In other words, if we exchange our gold for than all the planets and planetoids that sail around.
tea, coffee, or other foreign commodities, are we not him, were swung in the heavens merely to astonish
getting value received~ Gold is a production of this ::md bewilder! Yet this is the sum of what astroncountry, the same as cotton, wheat, petroleum, etc omy teaches to-day. Is it not astonishing that proWe expend labor in these productions, and exchange· found men, such as Herschel, Newton, Laplace,
. the productions for other productions which we pre- Olmsted, and Proctor, never .divined .the reciprocal
fer, and thus are benefited. vVhen we exchange iron electro-magnetic action of the sun and his family of
metal fm· foreign merchandise it is heralded as a sign worlds in the production of storms, cyclones, and
of prosperity. Where, pray, is the difference when earthquakes, when planets pass 80, 170, 260 and 350
we exchange gold metal~ A commodity is a com- degrees on their orbits? Proctor, however, is bemodity, whether it be gold, iron, silver, or petroleum, ginning to get a little light in this direction, as indiand when we exchange these commodities for other cated by his article on "Auroras and Comets.". I
commodities the only vital question involved is whether hav studied this problem carefully, made many barowe get a day's labor for a day's labor. If silver be- :netrical observations, estimated the force of heat on
comes so plenty with us that it passes for fifty cents ;quatorial and other waters, trade winds, etc.; studon the dollar, where does the ruin come in? In other ~ed storms, cyclones, sun-spots; noted the electric
words, if we should discover silver mines so that the 0hrills that sweep over telegraph wires, interrupting
metal could be turned out at the rate of a pound ·nessages, setting fire to tables, and melting the conwhere we now get an ounce, who is that going to Jucting wires, while the electric storm was advanchurt? I am quite sure it won't hurt me. It is said ing, and all synchronous with solar outbursts, caused
he is a benefactor who makes two blades of grass by the 1·eturn charges of devitalized electricity from
to grow where one gTew before, and if sixteen ounces Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus, and augmented by the
of silver can be produced where one ounce was pro- return charges 0f inferior planets. I hav also noted,
duced before, some of us people who now eat with a <1nd, by the aid of others in the same line of research,
tin spoon may be able to enjoy the luxury of a proved conclusivly, the location of storm points as
silver spoon. There are some people who get tenibly designated. I would modestly call the attention of
muddled over a variable dollar. Some years ago, astronomers to these laws regnant in our family of
when greenbacks were about ninety cents on the dol- worlds. This view givs us a living, .stirring family of
lar, a lawyer friend of Inine purchased a draft for one worlds-an electro-magnetic life, pulsating through
hundred dollar on some foreign office, which he pro- the entire organic domain. In a former article, pubposed sending to a member of his fainily then travel: lished in the Missouri Republican, I gave planetary
ing abroad. I happened to enter his office as the distances, except Neptune, which is 2,850,000 miles
draft lay upon the table before him, and, as I hap- from the sun, and his cycle {66 years. The sun's
pened to belong to the fraternity of Greenbackers, he axial and the planet's axial and orbital motions giv a
remarked to me: "See here what I hav to pay for clue to the generation and development of electric
the foolishness of you Greenbackers. That hm1dred energy, the production of heat, clouds, and storms,
dollar draft cost me one hundred and fourteen dol- Vulcan, the recently discovered planet, etc.
I wish to say a few words to all interested. Look
lars." I very coolly remarked: "What of it? Did
you pay more or less than it is worth?" He replied: out for potato rot in 1886. An excess of electricity,
"Why, I paid some ten or twelve dollars more than with much warmth and moisture, is the cause.
I need to hav paid if greenbacks were not at a dis- Heavy rains, hot days and nights at· the time of macount." I answered: "If you hav got half an hour turing, on low, rich, and tenacious soils, will kill poto spare, I'll take that kink out of your head." And tatoes in a few days. Sandy and gravelly lands, with
I did take it out of his head. I challenged him to porous subsoil to quickly filter out water, are better:
find the man who had got his ten or twelve dollars. Water has great attraction for electricity. Plant
There was no more profit to the exchange broker at early, and only early kinds j keep free from weeds,
that time than there is to-day. He soon discovered ·and as soon as they cook mealy, although tops are
Jis enor and acknowledged it. Underneath all ex- green and skin tender, dig and handle carefully and

Commiseration of an Anarchist.
Vice is the ·wrong you do yourself. Crime is the
wrong you do yoirr neighbor. Excepting accidental ··'
hurts, these are the only hmnan agencies that destroy .·.
human happiness. Ignor!1llce is their mother, and · .
she is a most prolific breeder. W !1llt is her favorit ·
condition and prepares· the way for her guilty children. Vice is passiv, crime is activ. The educator
may show the vicious a better way and the moral
revivalist exhort him him to take it, but the criminal
must be r~strained by physical force. All crimes are
violations of individual liberty, and all violations of
.·
individual liberty are crimes.
Liberty is not the natural complement of life, but it
is the rightful one.
e cannot argue for liberty because it is a decree of nature, for it is not; nor because it is the will of 11llY god, for it is not, but
because it is the only condition in· which life ·can be
enjoyed. I would a thous!1lld times rather hav one
master than: two, for then I would fight him tmtil I
was dead or free. But when every m!1ll I mef)t, who
is over a certain age, is a bit of a haughty ruler, I · '
know of no egress of escape, and my chains tinkle on ·
with a inerry ringing tone, and seductivly invite me
to enter for the spoils.
There can be no ruler without a subject. EYery
subject is a slave. Governments are held upon the .
aching backs of slaves. There they were built arid ..-~r
there they rest and ride. He who. is loyal to a
government is so much of a slave, else how could ·he
be governed. The free man governs himself. He is
neither master nor slave. It is the province of the
state to preserve individual liberty, but it does not
do this. The people hav harnessed themselvs up,
built an office in the coach, seated an officer in the
~
office and given him the lines. ~That. will he do ?
Why, drive of course; and as it is some one else's rig,
,
he " don't care . a d--n for horseflesh" either.
·.·J·,

tt:
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Why should he ?
When every citizen of the world loves liberty well
enough to battle ·for his brother's freedom, then the
state will hav to go. But, p.ow, the slave crouches
under the shadow of his master's frown and waits for
the millennium to free him! How foolish ! It seems
so funny to pass that throng and see Putnam and
Macdonald sitting there awaiting the good time
coming. My fellow American slaves, let me whisper
something in your ears. The millennium of which you
speak will never come to you while you wear your
chains. But some people are satisfied with anything
if they can only boss a squad.
S. V. LuMKEY.

Our London Letter.
The result of th'e elections, though not so satisfactory as the friends of freedom and progress could
desire, has yet been felt as a heavy blow to the clerical party. The agricultural voters were continually
being told, previous to the pollings, that the parson
was the best friend they had both in health and sickness, in adversity and trouble ; but it turned out that
the laborer was not to be caught by fair words and
proinises for the futme, and so he voted in his own
favor and against the oppreJlsor. Consequently the
clergy cannot help seeing that their power is drawing
rapidly to· an end, now that they are successfully
assailed in their strongholds ; and to avert the evil
day-for disestablishment and disendowment are
within measurable distance-some of the bishops are
leaguing together with many of the most influential
of the rank and file to take steps for cleaning out the
Augean stable; but they will find theiT scheme of reformation is rather too late· in the day to avail them
anything, and the power they hav exercised so long
and so unmercifully will soon be taken from them ;
and as the vast majority, from theiT training and
traditions, are incapable of earning an honest living,
they will have to go the way of all useless lumber.
As this is the week of "universal" special prayer,
no doubt many supplications will be offered up by
the anointed ones for help against the adversary; and,
though their successors may suffer, the prayer of the
present unjust steward with regard to disestablishment will be, "Not in our time, 0 Lord !" I expect
they will find they are leaning on a broken reed, and
they will get as much assistance as the priests of Baal
are reported to hav received. The time they. hav
held pre-eminence has been long enough to show what
they are, and the opportunities they hav had to help
and relieve suffering humanity hav been thrown away,
and it would be useless and wicked to giv them
another chance. They will never improve themselves
or their system, and the only effectual remedy will be
to improve them off the face of the earth. Plenty 0f
them will still find admirers in sufficient munbers to
minister to their luxmies and make their paths through
life pleasant, but a goodly number will be in no request; and when such is the case, nQ doubt the stock
exchange will get an augmentatior: of members, and
still be able to gain a living by fleecing the unwary .

~

.·

I'

.slightiy diffm;ent manner to which they hav ·
erto been: 'accustomed no doubt, but the result
Of all land-frequen~ing fish, however, by fa:r the
will be pretty much the same, and the employment most famous is the so-called climbing.perch of India,
congenial.
which not only walks bodily out of the water, but
A rather bulky pamphlet has been written by the even climbs trees by means of special spines, near the
promoters of the Japanese nativ village established head and tail, so arranged as to stick into the bark
in London, giving a history, past and present, of and enable it to wriggle its way up awkwardly, someJapan, and I notice that the religious question is thing after. the· same fashion as the "looping" ·of
entered into. The writer of the introduction is a caterpillars. The tree-climber is a small, scaly fish,
. Japanese woman, and she claims to be the only one seldom more than seven inches long; but it has
'"who has embraced and appreciated the blessings of developed a special breathing apparatus to enable it
Christianity," and signifies her intention of eventually to keep up the stock of oxygen on its terrestrial exreturning to her nativ country to explain its beauties cm·sions, which· may be regarded as to some extent
and the religious· liberty enjoyed . here. I don't the exact converse of the means empl0yed by divers
· know what her idea of religious liberty may be, but to supply themselves with air under water. Just
she certainly cannot hav read or heard much of the above the gills, which form of course its natm:al
doings of the clerical members of the church as by hereditary breathing apparatus,. the climbing-perch
law appointed. Perhaps it may be only a little joke has invented a new and wholly original water-chamon her part, or a bid for the patronage of the relig- ber, containing within it a frilled bony organ, which
ious portion of the community. I should certainly enables it to extract oxygen from the stored-up water
be inclined to look upon it as·an artful advertisment, during the course of its aerial peregrinations. Whlle
more especially as she only admits the Protestant on shore it picks up small insects, worms, and grubs ;
section as being the true church. Doubtless if the but it also has vegetarian tastes of its own, and does
show was exhibiting in Spain or Russia it would be not despise fruits and berries. The Indian jugglers
asserted that the Romish or Greek churches were the tame the climbing-perches and carry them about with
only genuin articles, all others being co1mterfeits. them as part of their stock in· trade ; their ability to
The simple-minded J ap has quite as good an eye to liv for a long time out of water makes them useful
business as other individuals who claim a greater confederates in many small tricks which seem ve1·y
amount of. civilization.
wonderful to people accustomed to believe that fish
Several efforts hav been made to draw Charles die almost at once when taken out :of their nativ
Bradlaugh, and find out his intentions regarding element._:_Popular Science Monthly.
what action he will take at the assemblkg of Parliament, but he does not quite seem inclined to divulge
The Opposition.
his plans, and thereby shows great wisdom. The
AFFLICTED .WITH BLIND-STAGGERS.
enemy would be only too glad to be forewarned, and
F1·om Li.berty of Jan. 9th.
it would scarcely answer to let him know what will
The
editor
of
THE
TRUTH SEEKER is a great bouncing good
be done. It is to be hoped he will be able to take fellow. He snuffs the
air as though it belonged to him.
his seat without difficulty, and i,f so the forthcoming There is not a mean spot in him, and he would spurn to deParliamentary debates will be rather more interesting scend to such dishonest tricks as a certain old fox in the
readii~g than they usually are. Progressiv literaturE Freethought line in Boston is capable of. Neither does he
pretend to " culture," and puts on none of those dainty,·
in this country is steadily increasing in circulation, mincing
airs which certain Free Religious sepulchral high
and this appears to be the rule wherever aggressiv priests masquerade in, as forms hardly risen from the dead.
Freethought is establishing itself in the colonies. I For ordinary purposes he is a good, square, level-headed felhope you find your list of subscribers continuallJ low, and publishes the best Freethought journal in America.
But he is, alas! no philosopher. Giv him a good rounded
being augumented, for so interesting a journal onlJ
philosophical statement, and he will prance around it like a
has to be seen to be appreciated
J. D.
monkey, chattering such disconnected and inchoate things
London, Jan. 6, 1886.
·
.that it is very hard to get a grip on him. Yet, if he is honOpinions of the Press.
From the Liberal.

THE TRUTH SEEKER came to us last week illustrated with
two good cartoons.

Adding to The Truth Seeker's Worth.
From Rights oJ Man.

THE TRUTH SEEKER comes out the first of th'e year with a
new dress, adding illustrations, which adds to its worth as a
representativ Freethought paper.

Wl1at is a "Splinter" New Dress ~
From tlte New Thought.

THE TRUTH SEEKER comes out illustrated, and with a brand,
splinter new dress. It was always a good-looking and able
paper, but now looks and is better than ever. E. M. Macdonald is probably the most able editor in the Liberal ranks.

Still Improving.
F1·om the Nonconfm·mist.

The New York TRUTH SEEKER begins the New Year with a
complete new dress of type, and several illustrations. The
:first page contains a large fine engraving from the pungent
genius of our old friend '\Vatson Heston. TnE 'FRUTH SEEKER
is improving.

No; We Do Not Fear the. Hebrews.
From the Ile1J1'BW Stanaara.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, which appears in an elegant new dress,
has in its last issue a vigorous cartoon, entitled, " Liberty in
Peril." It is a sermon in itself and we are glad to note that
the artist does not see in Judaism an element of danger to the
rights of the people. It is a truthful compliment which we
fully appreciate.

lh·. Walker Knows the Artist.
Fmm Lncffm•.

And now comes THE TRUTH SEEKER in a new dress, and
embellished with four pictures, the :first of which is by our
Western artist friend, Watson Heston, of Carthage, l'Io., and
is fully up to the high standard of conception and artistic excellence by which we hav come to recognize Mr. Heston's
productions. Success to the new enterprise.

An Envious Contemporary.
From Mghtfor 'l'hinlcers.

Trm TRUTII SEEKER put on a new dress with the advent of
the New Year. It really looks so neat that we feel envious.
It is a hopeful sign for all of us, when our Freethought and
spiritual brethren are ab~e to put ~n s!yle. T,rrE 1'R~TH
SEEKEH is also launched mto producmg 1llustrat10us wlncl1
are more radical than elegant. It intends to show up the
ridiculous and unjust in religion, and evidently is going to
do it.

The "N. D. C." Also Fighting Catholicism.
F'l'om James A. Bliss's N. D. C. Axe.

TDE TRuTII SEEKER, No. 33 Clinton Place, New York city,
Jan. 2cl comes to us in a new dress and finely ille.strated. The
illustration upon the :first page, entitled, ·"Liberty in Peril,"
is worth the price of a whole year's subscription. Every
member of the N.D. C. should send ten cents for that especial
copy for there is nothing that can so perfectly illustrate the
worl~ of the National Developing Circle as that particular
picture. The illustrations upon pages 6 and 7, "Holy Virgin,"
will show you what we escape for our outspoken sentiments
by l1aving been born in the nineteenth century. Lay on,
Brother Tnurrr SKEKER, you are in the true :field of reform not
one moment too soon,

est he is worth saving; hence from time to time I.hav tried
to ~how him how utterly illogical he is in :fighting the church
while at the same time defending the state, when the two are
simply different arms of one identical body.
In attemptin<T to criticise my late article, "InstitutionRidden," he stgps into a clam-hole and gets over his head.
Then how he does flounder and splash! After calling my
analysis of true social law a mere "bundle of assertions," he
says that Anarchy is unfitted for anything short of the millennium, and makes Mr. Tucker say that it is "impossible of
realization."
Mr. :Macdonald does admit, then, that at the millennium,
which occurs about a thousand years from now, Anarchy
will be in order. This is certainly uo mean compliment to
Anarchy. If Anarchism were radically wrong, it could not
liv so long and capture the world just in proportion as progress moves. What progress hav the old left-handed guns
such as are still wielded in the TRUTH SEEKER office made in
the last four thousand years ? Priests were never so numerous and so fat as they are to-day. And yet in one thousand years Anarchy is to take the field and priestcraft be no
more. Friend Macdonald, yon had better get on board our
tra~n, considering the slow progress of your old team through
sevemlmillenniums.
When the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER asserts that full
voluntary individual co-operation would be an institution as
fully as any, I pass such ignorance gently by with a recommendation to consult Webster's unabridged, if nothing better
is at hand.
Our friend asserts that " the best of governments is a necessary evil, yet that it is necessary no man in his senses can
deny." But why is this true of civil governments and not of
theologicaJ? The vital point, which will not go into Friend
Macdonald's brain, is that civil government and theological
are one and the same thing. Upon this plain proposition the
whole inconsistency of his position hinges, Both rest upon
authority. Both are defended as conservators of good order.
Each invokes the other when violence is threatened. Each
advertises itself as a restraining force. Both assume to be
instituted of God. Both levy compulsory taxes. Both hav
pains and penalties for disobedience. Neither concedes the
right of private judgment, when expressed in acts. Both
are monopolies of natural wealth and the means of wellbeinO': There is, in short, not a single principle that applies
to o-:fe that does not exactly fit the other. \Vhy, in all consistency, then, condemn the one and defend the other? '\Vhy
a theological Anarchist and a civil politician? ·why skepticism here and cringing faith there ? This is the one point
that I cannot hold these Freethought people to. They dodge
and splatter and hide everywhere. Macdonald in his silly
and incoherent reply to me. talks exactly like the editor of
Zion's Herald when replying to him.
·
Editor :Macdonald's greatest fear of Anarchy lies in his.
dread of thieves. What is a thief? Is it not he who takes
your property >yitho~lt yo~r consent ? Wh~t . power is
chiefly engaged lll thiS busm.ess? f~e knOWS It IS t!JC SOcalled government. Yet he sticks to It that the pubhc welfare calls for these governmental thieves. In saying that the
"overnment is the people, he says that the people are thieves.
What people? Does he mean everybody? Still more does
he insult the people by saying that, if they do not want to be
robbed they can modify the thieving institution. Hav the
people,' then, been engaged in setting up an institution to rob
themselvs?
According to Mr. :Macdonald it is the "public welfare"
that demands a government. Who is this individual, Public
Welfare and who O'ave him the right to demand anything?
Individ~als just as"good and wise as Editor l\Iacdonald declare that Public Welfare demands that we should not hav a
goverument. Pnblic '\V elfare, then, seems to be talking both
ways at once. He is on both sides of the fence. J;Ie demands
of Macdonald that we hav a government, aud he demands of

me that we k((fl) not a governmeut. He seems to be about as
irresponsible and uncert.ain a nonentity as that other- incomprehensjble thing, "the people." Cannot Editor Macdonald
giv us some accurate description of these two great ~oten
tates of his? Are their pictures to be found in any thieves'
gallery, or -their biogra~hies in any kno.wn library?
Editor Macdonald's hbel on nature IS about the blankest
piece of pessimistic savagery that I hav seen for many a day. ·
He says that nature is as vicious as God, which is equivelent
to saying that the existing Christian God is as good an ideal as
nature is capable of producing. Hence he charges upop.
nature all the crimes and cruelties executed by the God of the
Spanish Inquisition. Could I believe t~at Friend Macdm;ald
had sunken [sic] so hopelessly low as th1s, I sho~ld ~espa1r. of
him. Tht- fact is that, when he gets tangled up m his own mconsistencies on this subject of Anarchism, he becomes mad.
If there is no more virtue in natural law than in the God of
scripture where, then, are we to look for help? Nothing is
left us, I' fancy, but Macdonald's brain. It were indeed a
hard outlook.
Try again, Brother Macdonald. I repeat that yo_n aie
worth savin<T. The fact that you•lose your head on this one
subject of A~archy alone shows that your conscience is ill at
ease in your ridiculous position. There is no use of monkeying with this subject. of in.dividual liberty. Yoll; want to
make liberty a sectanan thmg. You cannot do 1t. Your
arguments for full individual liberty on the theo~ogi~al side
are pure Anarchism, and yet you say that Anarchism IS nonsense when another takes them out of your mouth and applies them to civil affairs. In setting up this war with yourself and chasiug your own tail, you get dizzy and lose your
head. I do not know where it will end, but shall still labor
and pray for your soul's conversion.

A Trutl1 Seeker) Pah I
From the same paper Qf the same aate.

If "x;" before writing the foregoing editorial, had seen
THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 2d, he would not hav done
Editor Macdonald so much honor. Not seeing it, he has
given him a certificate of character far beyond his deserts.
The paper of the date mentioned contain-ed the following:
AN

ANSWER

AT LAST.

From Liberty.

"The New York TRUTH SEEKF.R ma1tes an effort. to 1)-nSW!Jr 'X's'
editorial 'Institution-Ridden.' Doubtless 'X' :will giv th1s effort
due and 'satisfactory attention hereafter. Meantime~ may remark
THE TRUTH SEEKER's statement that when an Anarchistpropo~es t?
imprison a thief without his consent he proposes to set U,P an mstitntion as really a government as any we now hav. Now, 1t see;ms to
me that just the opposit is phe ~ruth, a~d that thE! Anar~hist, in
proposing to imprison the thief w1thont his consent, IS fi.ghtmgprecisely on the line of no-government. Why 7 Because m the case
supposed the thief is the government."
.
Mr. Tucker is developin~ remarkable powers as a hu;monst. He
cannot mean this as a senons argument. It must be a Joke.
,

Readers of Liberty will remember that the passage quoted
by THE TRUTH SEEKER was the beginning of a _Paragraph the
remaiuder of which was devoted to the seemmgly paradoxical statement that " the thief is the government," showing
that he is such because he embodies the governing principle,
invasion and that those who resist him, either individually
or in ass~ciation do not embody that principle at all, but the
opposit one, self-defense. <?f course, pers~ns unfamiliar ·
with Anarchistic thou<Tht seemg the unexplamed statement
that the thief is a gov~rn~ent, would set its author .down for
a fool whereas if they should see the explanatiOn, they
would'.recogniz~ t'he idea as an intelli~ible one, whether it ·
commanded their approval or not. This l'Iacdonald knew;
so, seeing the chance to play the pettifogger, he improved it.
He did not want his readers to understand me, but snatched
at the opportunity of ?ausi?g them to misund~rstand ~e, in
order to avoid confessmg h1s own error, notbemg suffiCiently
ardent in his search for truth to pursue the latter course.
Hence he descended to this despicable trick, such as "X," in
the kindness of his heart, supposes him to be incapable of.
THE TRUTH SEEKER be<Tins the New Year with new type. It
needed a change of dr~ss badly, but it needs a change of
heart more.
·

Why Are Ministers' Sons Hartl Cases 1
A subscriber in Vineland, N.J., asks:
"Why is it that so many ministers' sons are such bad boys
and such hard cases as men ?"
Not all of ministers' sons are thus bad, but many of them
are. The reasons are as follows :
1st. The avemge minister is a tyrant in his family. Imagining himself to be better than ?ther men, he tries to rule _h~s
boys with a rod of iron. He demes them access and partiCIpation in games, the delight of all people of all ages in all
countries. He forbids cards, checkers, and such harmless
home arn11sements. He freezes them up Saturday night or
Sunday morning, and stands them back till Monday. His
life is so often and so greatly different from his sermons that
the boys notice a failure to connect and get out as soou as
they can.
.
2d. Boys inherit from their mother. Many a Wife of a
minister knows that there is about nineteen miles difference
between her husband in bed and in the pulpit-that he is
not a sweet saint, a neat man,or a loving husband and parent.
Her ideas reach into the minds of her boys. She knows that
in a great many cases her husband is a fraud to a certain extent. Her boys know it and kick out. His attentions to other
women often worry her and thus impress the child before its
birth and thus the world jogs on. The sense of honesty
there' is in every human being is disturbed by the difference
between profession and possession, and the boy is led astray.
The averao-e minister gets so near to God, as he thinks, that
he is a long"' way from his children. No man can influence
children unless he is of them, with them, and for them.
We knew a minister years ago, a cold, psalm-singing
Bible-hanger who preached what he said was religion.
During tlie ~eek he would bruise and torture. his .cows and a
horse that was afraid of him; would pound h1s p1gs over the
head with a shovel because they came to the trough for feed;
would jaw his wife, horsewhip his boys, strip all the clothes
from his dau~hters, and lock them in a be~room to K;eep
them from gomg to the neighbors to play With otl~er little
girls. As f11.st as his boys grew up they plunged mto the
world, finding the lo;vest kind of a hell-hole to be a haven of
happiness in com_panson to what they had at ~ome. One of
his daughters committed sui~ide, and his wife d1ed of a broln;n
heart. His Jwme rule was simply beastly, brutal, and l!1s
boys became, one a professional gam~le:, the other ~ tlnef
who is now serving a term i.u the M1Ch1gan state pnson.Pomeroy's Democrat.
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through'the streets dressed fantastically, shouting for
Jesus, that is his right. If a man wants to cut a hole
in the ice and stand in the water, all right ; his religious insanity will sometimes keep him warm. If man
thinks eternal happiness will be secured by telling
another man how many times during the month he
h~s lied, we see no legal objection.. Let immigrants
bring with them the largest assortment 'of religious
beliefs tlfey hav; they cannot con·upt em-rent Cl:iristianity, any more than a rotten egg can be addled.
In dealing with religion the state should be neutral
-and neutral not only among religions, but among
no religions. " The state should never spend a cent
for religion, nor for no religion. The state is not for
niissionary purposes nor for the propagation of any
special ideas. Wh'en Freeman killed his daughter
the state had to incarcerate him in a lunatic asylum
for the protection 'of others. But it would be a
dangerous stretch of power to incarcerate all his coreligionists because they might become insane. The
state may prosecute a polygamous Mormon, but not
all Mormons because they might sometime become
polygamists. The state should prosecute a priest who
uses the confessional for the accomplishment of crime,
but not all priests, unless they are actually criminals.
The state should rescue from nunneries all women who
are detained against their will, }mt if a woman voluntarily chooses to immure herself we do not see how
she is to be legally prevented. When a S~vation
Army "officer" or a Free Methodist class-leader has
ruined one of h~s female converts, the state may punish him; but we do not see the j-ustice of going to
the next "officer" or next class-leader and saying,
"Here, that fellow is a scoundrel; perhaps yon are,
too," and summarily ordering his "army" to disband,
'or the Free Methodists to disperse. If the state
shall, as Mr. Burnham advises, tolerate nothing "that
is inimical to the health of the co=unity, or the interest of the co=onwealth," then who is to judgeespecially as to what is in the interest of the co=onwealth? If the majority should chance to be of such
. fellows as the writer of the following in the Westerly
(R. I.) Gall, what would become of Mr. Burnham ?
This is in answer to an article in the same paper
favoring the taxation of church property :

00

" I answer that the existence of the churches is as neces-
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Containing, besides the 1886 Calendar, an Article on the Progress
of Freethought in the United States during 1885; statistics
of money paid to the churches from state treasuries,
etc.; a splendid story by JamesPayne,.entitled,
"The Curate of Churnside;" a true
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PRICE,

Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEWALS, ancl we hope all
will be prompt. If we are to print pictures this
year, the subscription list must be lengthened.
. That those inclined to help aclcl to the list may find it
no hard matter, we make· the following low terms:
Single subscription.............................................. $3 00
One subscription two years, in advance..................
o 00
· Two new subscribers.......................................... .
5 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance...................................................... .
5
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance .. .. .. .. .. .. .............. ..... ............... ......
7
0ne subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ...... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ..
8
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance:................................................... 10
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.

50· sary for the public welfare as the existence of the .public
schools.

We might as well tax one as the other.

Our safety

00 as a nation depends upon the churches and schools. We

Will not everyone, in renewing, try to get at least
one new subscriber, thus saving money for themselvs
ancl helping us ?
· Ancl in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNuAL for. 1886.

Religious Toleration.
J. H. Burnham has on another page a remarkably
able article under this heading. But we fear that
·Mr. Burnham's intense hatred of religious intolerance
has lecl him to go to an unusual extreme. It is very
true that the Christian church is outrageously intolerant toward Freethinkers ; it is very true that the
Mormon ancl Catholic churches are strongholds of
treason ancl hot-heels of immorality; it is very true
that the confessional is an infamous religious scheme ;
it is very true that the practices of religious fanatics
many times !!J'e concluciv to the grossest vice, but
nevertheless the law that should attempt to stamp
out the religion that lecl to these things would be
monstrously tyrannical. Neither can we assume, as
does Ml·. Burnham, that religions are useful ancl
should therefore be taken cognizance of by the state.
In his catalog of religious things not to be tolerated
Mr.. Burnham has ihcluclecl not only such acts as Freeman's ancl such immorality as polygamy, but also the
ridiculous antics of the Salvationists, the hysterical
shoutings of the Free Methodists, ancl the almost
suicidal rite of baptism in open air in mid-winter.
Mr. Burnham, too, has almost gone to the length of
advocating the prohibition of foreign beliefs.
All this is wrong. The state has no right to inquire into a man's beliefs. The state has no right to
prohibit any act not vicious or criminal. The state
has no right to interfere with any person who is not
trespassing upon the rights of others. A man in this
country has a perfect right to be a fool-with the
qualifying acljectiv usually written with a clash-that
is to say, he has a right to be stupidly religious. If
a person wishes to shout in a Free Methodist meeting
let him; that is his business, lf he wishes to walk

could not get along without them. It seems to me that it is
policy to encourage and foster them in all possible ways.
One of the easiest ways is to exempt them from taxation.
. . . If any man wants to get a proper return for the aid
which he, by paying a little over tax, givs, let him go to
church every Sunday, and take his pay in listening to the
religious teachings he will there hear. It will not hurt him.
There is little doubt in my mind that a law compelling church
att,endance on tlle piu·t of all would be conduciv to the public
good. . . . The church wishes to make this nation a
Christian nation. Those who are not believers in our creed
and faith m·e at liberfly to depart for other· q7tart&rs. . . . I
hope the day is not to come soon when churches and churchmembers will be thought to be entitled to no more rights than
unbelievers. If it does, what profit will it be to belong to
the church, or even for the church to exist? I say not tax
the churches."

No, friend Burnham, it won't clo-to bon-ow 1\<h.
Ingersoll's expressiv phrase. If the real simon-pure
Christians hacl the majority, you ancl we would hav to
depart for other quarters. The state must not interfere with religious convictions nor with religious
practices unless those practices are immoral or criminal. As we hope for justice, so must we render it.
Education, science, philosophy, ancl investigation,
"lmcovered and unbaptized," must be the weapons
against religion. To use the law against it is to repeat the tyrannical action of the church which forces
us through legal machination to support what you
not inaptly term a disease, inherited from undeveloped ancestors.
_____

____

_.~._

Two Entertainments.
The first is on Friday evening, January 29th, in
honor of Thomas Paine. This will take the place of
the regular Liberal Club program, and will consist of
an address by T. B. \Vakeman, followed by a musical
ancl dramatic entertainment in which Joseph Frankel,
Gustave Frankel, Mrs. L ..McCune, Ml·s. Fannie Cummings, Frank Fitch, the Krahmer brothers, J\lliss
Annie Lenont, Madam Delescluze, Prof. P. P. Field,
and others, will take part. The aclinission will be
twenty-five cents. The proceeds will be for the

benefit of the American Secular Union.
.thll:ik~r in New York' should attend.
The second will be on Sunday evening, J anuaJ.:y
31st, at the Liberal Club (220 East 15th street). This . ·
is a benefit which the New York Liberals tender to
C. B. Reynolcls, previous to his departure for the ,
lecture :field. On this occasion Ml·. Reynolds will
exhibit over one hundred colored views of London
ancl Paris, which he will describe in his unique ancl
pictmesque style. Ml·. Reynolds's efforts in the Free- .
thought missionary :field (if we may so call it) during
the past year entitle him to the thanks ancl assistance·
of all, and we. hope the hall will be crowded. The
entertainment is guaranteed to be worth double the
twenty-five cents charged. The proceeds will be for
the benefit of the lecturer. Let them be large, that
he may go on his way, rejoicing.

Two Anarchistic Gentlemen.
We print in '' The Opposition" this week two
editorials from Liberty in reply to our brief criticism
of Anarchy in THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 19th.
The first is by "X.," 1\'lr. Henry Appleton, the second
by "T.," Mr. Benjamin R. Tucker, editor ancl proprietor of L'iberty. For Ml·. Appleton's personal compliments we "are obliged. We'extencl to him the assmance of our distinguished consideration. For his
derogatory estimate of our philosophical capacity we
clo not care a pin. The editorial epiclennis lo:og ago
became callous. We entered into friendly discussion
of Anarchy because we clesirecl to know just what
Anarchy is, ancl what its advocates want after they
hav overthrown the state. Up to elate we acknowledge
our ignorance, notwithstanding Ml·. Appleton's rather
wincl-millish endeavors to save us. We hav, indeed,
obtained two ideas from Ml·. Tucker upon the subject, the first being that Anarchy is "individual initiativ ancl vohmtary cooperation," the seco:ocl is that
a thief stealing an honest man's property is the government. That is all, ancl the game is hardly worth
the powder. From 1\<h. Appleton's brillia:ot little
essays no satisfaction whatever has been clerivecl.
His defense of anarchy has degenerated into badinage ancl epithet hurling of a not .very witty nor convincing sort. When we ask him what Anarchism
proposes to clo with abusiv ruffians who invade other
people's rights he retorts, "You're institution-ridden !"
When we press him further he howls," You're afi:lictecl
with blind-staggers!" just as· if we were a horse. What
use is it, then, to attempt to reason with a "philosopher " like that ~
In our last to Mr. Appleton we said that Anarchy
was unfitted for any age we could conceive of short
of the millennium, ancl straightway he has it that 'We
admit that in a thousand years Anarchy will prevail.
A philosopher who could draw that inference from
that statement ought to be at once translated to the
ffiillennium. He is of a too logical turn of mind to
linger here. Then, again, what has the fatness and
numerousness of priests to clo with the question of
whether or not Anarchy is a feasible institution? Is
an inch of fat on a priest's 1'ibs an argument in favor
of no go-vernment? Or shall we hav no cakes and
ale because there are numerous priests with distended
waistcoats? Another statement of our philosopher :
'' When the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKEH asserts that full
voluntary individual coope'ration would be an institution as
fully a,s· any, I. pass such ignorance gently by with a recommendation to consult Webster's unabridged, if nothing better
is at hand."

Well, we hav a W ebster-reviS'ecl edition, with
five thousand new worcls-ancl it says that an "institution" .is an established order, or method, or custom. Now, if a voluntary individual cooperation is
neither a method nor a custom, then what in the
worlcl is it'? We pass that phase of Mr. Appleton's
f!Jolishness by without further comment. ·
To om· opinion that no man in his senses can deny
that government is necessary our helter-skelter philosopher of Boston asks: " Why is this true of civil
governments and not of theological?" ancl aclcls:
"The vital point is that civil government ancl theological are one and the same thing." This is nonsense. A civil government is that form of society .
which men hav instituted for their own protection
against u.ncleveloped or wrongly developed animals.
It is cooperation of the people to achieve certain ends
relating to secular affairs.
When Mr. Appleton
walks down to the Nmasrnan .office he treads a pavement provided by r,ooperation of the people-other-

:wise, a· municipal government. To be consistent (because he asserts that the government has no right to
tax him for this pavement), he ought to walk in the
slush of the street. When he retmns home late at
night his way is lighted and his person protected by
the same government. Again, if he is willing to push
his logic to the extreme, he must carry a lantern or
else find his way over unpaved streets in the dark. He
should not take advantage of what other people hav
done unless he is willing to pay his portion. Civil government-or society in its corporate capacity-performs a thousand necessary acts which individuals
cannot do. It protects us from outside invasion j it
gi.vs us a stable currency in place of wildcat issues by
irresponsible parties; it givs us schools, instead of having each fainily teach its own children; punishes domestic wrong-doers, cares for' the poor, the insane-imperfectly, we admit, but still better than individuals canand in all these is but the servant of its creator, the
people. The people can change or abolish it, if they
choose. The people are alone to blame if their servants, chosen to administer. the government, steal
from them. The people of New York city, for in. stance, are phenomenal in their idiocy in allowing
their officials to abuse' their trust as they do.
:But ecclesiastiacism-what is it~ An institution
of scheming men who gull the masses, and by alliance
with political schemers fasten thetnselvs upon the
necks of the people. Ecclesiasticism does not subserve one useful pmpose. Civil government does.
Civil government should be reformed, not abolished.
Ecclesiastical government should be abolished, because it is a bmden from which no good is derived.
Civil government deals with this world, which we
know is here; ecclesiasticism deals with an unknown
world. It is necessary that this old world should be
righted; the other we can attend to when we reach it.
The government of the United States does not assume to b~" instituted by God, but by the people.
Ecclesiasticism cannot levy taxes of itself, but only
through abuse of power by those chosen by the people
to administer' the affairs of society. This abuse should
be reformed, and will be when enough of the people
realize its monstrous injustice.
These points we hav pressed upon Mr. Appleton's
attention several times, but he never attempts to answer them. He is lost in the clouds of his own
crankiness, and will hav nothing to do with facts.
There is nothing in his fmther remarks concerning
the individual Public Welfare, or THE TRUTH SEEKER
editor's pessimism, that calls for comment. Public
welfare, in the opinion of Mr. Appleton, is only his
assertion against oms. If he can deceive anyone
with such a definition, that person is not worth saving. In his comments upon what he calls om pessimistic view of nature, Mr. Appleton gi.vs a splendid
epitome of his method of argument. He asserts we
" charge upon natm·e all the crimes and cruelties executed by the God of the Spanish Inquisition." Now
just analyze, as it were, that "reply." 1. We never
wrote or thought any such thing; 2. Natme is incapable of artificial cruelty; and 3. God had nothing· to do with the Spanish Inquisition. Men, and
men only, perpetrated the eruelties, and it was as an
ecclesiastical government that they did them. Civil
government destroyed the Inquisition. And so it is
all the way through Mr. Appleton's alleged argument
-there is no honesty, no regard for facts, in it.
'' Gratiano speaks an infinit deal of nothing, more
than any man in all Venice ; his reasons are as two
grains of wheat hid in two bushels of chaff; you shall
seek all day ere you find them;. and, when you hav
them, they are not worth the search."
lVIr. Tucker, om other opponent, is evidently in a
state of mental exacerbation. Without doubt he is
angry. Yet why should he be~ In all om controversy, he. has never done more than jerk out from
om criticisms of Anarchy a single sentence to belabor. We did not complain, because our statements
are self-supporting. But when we giv the whole substance of his remarks, the vel"y kernel, he waxes indignant, and says we hav made him out a fool. We
can only reply, in the words of the Hindoo poet,
"You say it,. and not I." But we never intended to
injme the fine sensibilities of om Boston friend,
and to make amends we giv herewith the props
depended upon by him to support the assertion
(which, standing alone; he admits is foolish) that
"the thief is the government:

act of nearly all governments is p.recisely~that of which the
thief is guilty-the taking of property without the consent
of the owner. They who resist the highway robber are just
as truly opposing government as they who resist the tax-collector. And when the compulsory state resists the highway
robber and imprisons him, the spectacle is furnished of one
thief struggling with and punishing another. When a thief
attempts to. take th~ p~~~},"'\?f. anoth~r, he und~rt~kes to
govern, to 1mpose h1s ,h,.:c.,:; :c.tid 1f the mtended vwt1m and
those whom he can get to help hini offer any· resistance, they
become reb,els__ against government, and so far Anarchists.
So, when the state attempts to collect a tax, or when it impri~ons D. l\'1. Bennett in the Albany penitentiary for expressing }\is opinions, it undertakes to govern, to impose its will;
aild the victims of this thief and tyrant are likewise rebels,
arid so far Anarchists, if they resist. The Anarchist is opposed to all thieves and all governments b~eause they are invaders, and against all of them. he claims the right of selfdefense. To call the exercise of this right government is to
betray an entire misapprehension of the nature of government. ,Those who voluntarily associate to exercise this right
are as far removed from the institutions called governments,
which assume to control .the conduct of everybody within
their so-called jurisdictions and to make tllem pay the cost
of this control, as the sun is from the earth."

If this bettel.·s Mr. Tucker's position in the slight-·
est degree, we are glad of it. We do not want to take
an unfair advantage of him. But it would, we believe, be impossible to underrate the reasoning powers of a man who can see in "sneak-thief" or
"highway robber" a synonym for "government."
When a thief breaks into Mr. Tucker's hallway ancl
takes his overcoat from the rack, is he seeking to
govern Mr. Tucker? Rather, is not the thief afraid
Mr. Tucker will seek to govern him by shutting him
up in jai)., and controling his actions for a term -of
years? We hav been referred to Webster for definitions. Mr. Webster says Anarchy is a " state of
society where individuals clo what they please with
impunity." Is not this thief a practical Anarchist~
and in punishing him is not Mr. Tucker acting the
part of government? Although Mr. Tucker is physically capable of coping with the strongest thief, yet
suppose he were not, and should call to his aiel the
sinewy "X.," would not their united efforts be a cooperation corresponding to the municipal government~ Carrying the simile fmther, suppose both
"X." ancl 1\h. Tucker disliked to engage in physical
struggles, and out of their wealth hired their eminent
townsman, Mr. John L. Sullivan, to grapple with the
purloiner of goods, would they not be exactly in the
position of the people of the state,· and would not
Mr. Sullivan be their executiv officer, precisely as the
police and the militia are the excut1vs of the state
ancl municipality? Supposing, further, that it became
their method or mtstom (we hav been referred to
Webster for definitions) to hire their police work
clone, would not they then hav an institution, and is
not the· state an institution~
The whole trouble with these Anarchists is that
they will persist in setting up the " state " as something outside of the people, an entity, a governing
force in itself, having no connection with the governed beyond collecting its taxes. This, in this
country, is all wrong. Government is a means used
by the people for per:t'mming those things necessaTy
for the good of the whole, ancl which can be better
performed by thus cooperating than incliviclually.
When om Boston friends see this, they will stop trying to abolish the state and set about refmming
those abuses which hav crept in owing to the. grasping propensities of unscrupulous men, which propensities, born of the struggle for existence, ancl perpetuated by a selfish theology, would make that state
of society where individuals dicl with impunity what
they pleased a literal hell on ea1ih-formless chaos
and chaotic form.
In an effort for such a reformation we shmuel be
pleased to cooperate with these friends to the fullest
extent of our power.
~------~.--------

Lotteries.

Senator \Vilson, of Iowa, has reported favorably,
from the committee on post-office ancl post roads,· the
bill introduced by him to "prohibit the mailing of
newspapers ancl other publications containing lottery
advertisments. It is intended to close the United
States mails against the transmission of lottery aclvertisments of every kind ancl character. " Without
some law," the report says, " the msiclious temptations
contained in the cunningly devised lottery aclvertisments will continue to invade every state, family, shop,
and office, every place of business or of pleasure, or
" A' government is any power which seeks to impose its public ancl privateresmis, in spite of the efforts which'
will upon other~ and Rtcal away t;lwir rights. The very tlrst the states hn,v macle to prevent it."

"Freedom of the press," the report concludes,
" was not guaranteed for the purpose of intrenching
in our system an enemy to its better conditions; on
the contrary, it was established for the pnrpos~ of
promoting such conditions. If it be prostituted to
the base purposes of crime, ancl the demoralization of
the people, to the swindling devices of the manipulators of lottery schemes, surely Congress may say
that it shall not be entitled to use the instrumentality
of the mail to effect its needs. Evil agencies in
society are sufficiently activ and effectiv of ha1·mful
results in spite of all that is clone to restrain them,
without being reinforced by a cloctrin and practice
which would intrench them in the constitutional
guarantee of freedom of the pl"ess ancl assure them
immunity in the use of the mail."
It is difficult to say anything against the bill of lVIr.
Wilson's, for the incompetent reasoners of the press
ancl pulpit wil,l at once clamor that its opponents aTe
friends of the lottery thieves. Yet for all that, it is a
bacl bill, and should not pass. To admit the p1i.nciple
that Congress has the legal right to inspecl the contents of a mail pouch is to open the doors for abuses
most widespread ancl flagrant in cha1·acter. If a
paper may be denied CaJ.Tiage through the mail because of an adve1iisment of a lottery swindle, it may
be denied the privilege because of aclvertisments of
other swindles-land swindles, quack medicin aclvertisments, bogus investment schemes, ancl so on to
the encl of the chapter. Again, such a law would clo
~o good, . for the lotteries could seal up advertisments printed on slips, and the law could not reach
them. Ancl a Congressional statute that can be
thwarted by a two-cent stamp, it inust be admitted, is
of very little weight.
The leather bags used to convey mail matter a1·e •
not likely to hav their morals corrupted by the
character of their burdens. The people who p1i.nt
ancl those who receive objectionable matter a1·e the
injmers and the injured.
If the United States
government is constitutionally permitted to regulate
the morals of the citizens, let the conductors of lotteries and the fools who spend their money in them
be the ones to feel the effects of law.
But we never could find in the Constitution any
grant from the states giving t&e general government,
at the instance of a church tool, the right to legislate
upon the morality of the people, a,nd the best constitutional lawyers agree that the state is the proper
power to restrain vice, if it be a vice for a fool to send
his mon~y to a knave.
REFEmn~G to Remsburg's lecture on "Sabbath-Breaking,"
in Sarnia, Dr. Pace, the United i!ltates ennsnl there, said: "I
ha• the best of reasons for knowing that many c:imc for the
express purpose of preventing the lecture and breaking np the
meeting. The speaker, however, was equal to the occasion.
His first sentence silenced them, in ten minutes they wen:
applauding him, and throughout the meeting he remained
master of the; situ a tiou."

THE Salt Lake TrUm1w is opposed to JHonnoni~m, ami
argues:
"Were a neighbor of Senator Hoar to go to England or
France and in a court there Tenounce his nlledance to the
United St:ttes government in particular and tPiHlcr his firs!
fealty to the empire of Great Britain or the republic of
France, alHI then returning to the United States attempt to
vote in JVIassachusPtts, Senator Hoar would be among the first
to exclaim against it anrl to point out the absunlity of a man
assuming to be a eitizen of two <'mmtries at the ~ame timl'.
But there is no J\Iormon who t•ssays to vote in the Unite<!
States who is uuv more a citizen than wonlrl hP that. :Massaelmsetts man on· his return from Europe."
This is a very good slap at Romanists, yet we doubt if thl'
Senate \VOnld entertain a motion to confiscate the property of
the Roman Catholic ehnrch.
IVE arc g!arl to receive such testimony as this to the charnet.('!" of the books the Truth Seeker Company is publishing.
J. C. unrlerhill writes it to .John StOI:nton'8 Paper: "Please
allow me to recommend to your readers J. K. Ingalls's recently published book, 'Social Wealth.' As one who has for
years made a special study of political eeonomy. hnving
waded through the principal writings of most of the mon•
noted authors, American and foreign, it is my opinion that
J\Ir. Ingalls has, in this little volume, set forth more sound
sense, more bed-rock truth, more real economic science, than
is eontaiucrl in all the dismal volumes written by the regular
orthorlox school of political economists from Adam Smith
down-down to that pigmy of political economy, Professor
Snmncr, who wrote about · \Vhat Social Classes Owe to Eaeh
Other,' and clemonstratccl therein how much he doesn't /.:nmr.
As an earnest and honest essay toward the coming political
pr,onomy-or, rather, social or indm;trial sciPUCP-whieh
~hall harmoni:w with justice and ethics (which the orthodox
politic:Ll eeouom~· docs not), 'Social Wealth' is worthy of H
place in (•very social reformer's library, side by side with
HPlll")' (tporge's 'Progress and Poverty.' 1 hope it. may haY
tt grea1 eiren\ation, for i1 is worthy."
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OTTAWA, 0, Jan. 12, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I am pleased to believe there are but few
who can think as our friend J. W. Graham does of THE
TRUTH SEEKER'S illustrations. For my part, they are immense. Each illustration speaks volumes, and can be read at
a glance; they are multum in pm-vo. Why, my most straitlaced orthodox friends will take time to read the pictures,
even a Catholic priest. I am sure to leave the paper lying
around my office in such a manner that anyone coming in
cannot htjlp seeingl and as stated, reading, the illustrations.
Orthodox, as you are aware, are a very pP.culiar people of a
peculiar organization, and cannot be induced, at once, to
take strong pabulum as found in ev.ery article ofT. B. Wakeman and men of that sort. Now, those illustrations are
quickly read, easily digested, and in my opinion will reach
the comprehension of those outside of our Liberal ranks,
quicker and more of them, easily digested and assimilated,
than the distribution of one hundred TRUTH SEEKERS unaided
by illustrations.
C. E. :B., a Veteran.
BuRR OAK, MroH., Jan. 18, 286.
MR. EDITOR: I cannot keep still any longer. I must write
to express my unqualified, enthusiastic approval of your pictorial venture. The illustrations are an immense addition tothe attractivness of the paper. When I first see a new one I
feel iike throwing up my cap and giving thre·e hearty cheers.THE TRuTH SEEKER has never said or done anything that
gave me -the entire satisfaction that this new feature givs.
My hatred of the holy Roman Catholic church is beyond expression in words, and every check to its power givs me a
corresponding degree of pleasure. Long life to the artist,
Mr. Heston, and "more power to his elbow!" I hope that
some good Freethinker of equal artistic ability will be ready
to take up the good work when Mr. Heston shall hav to lay
it down. No one should begrudge the space, for there is plenty
of reading in your paper exclusiv of the first page. Everyone whose reading is not very limited knows that the great
illustrated papers wield an immense influence on a variety
• of subjects. Pictures appeal directly to the feelings, while
the reason must be approached by means of the written discourse. Both are required when the most effectiv work is
desired.
Michigan, you see, is coming to the front as a new "holy
land." A state that can produce salt and lumber and sauerkraut miracles is not to be sneezed at. I see that the Mason
News classes sauerkraut among the "delica'cies." Perhaps·
it is a delicacy (though it never happened to strike me that
way), and perhaps that is the reason that the Lord forbade it
to Mr. Welch, fearing that the holy man might become fastidious and sensual. But this kraut business givs rise to some
rather troublesome queries. After this leader of the pray.
ing band" had " prayed long and earnestly to be allowed to
eat of the kraut," and "arisen with the assurance that his re.
quest was granted," why was he "smitten with sore gastronomical distress?" Did the Lord wilfully deceive him-just
to hav a little fun with him and see him squirm-or was it a
case of violated contract, wherein Mr. Welch devoured half
a bushel of kraut when the Lord meant to limit him to a
peck? Those who hav been "born again" say they know
when their prayers are accepted. Why didn't this reverend,
raving, roaring revivalist know how things would wonk?
Either his boasted '' assurance" was false or the Lord deceived him. The saints may take which horn they please.
What use waR it for Mr. Welch to pray ''long and earnestly"
if he was to be punished just the same as he would hav been
if he had taken the kraut without any prayer? Why did he
pray to hav his mass of disgusting sauerkraut transferred to
that young man's ·stomach, well knowing that the young
man's best girl would be likely to attribute the trouble to
forty-rod and giv him the cut in consequence? But a young
man who is willing to carry such a '' clergyman's load" as
that ought to be sleeping quietly under the daisies before another revivalist comes around. The kraut seems to be satisfactorily accounted for, but "our informant" does :b.ot state
whether or not the young man's close of whisky and onions
was transferred to the preacher's stomach as a substitute for
the rejected cabbage.
The Mason News says: " How the pickled cabbage could
hav appeared in his stomach except through the intervention
of some supernatural agency is the problem." Yes, but did
it appear in his stomach? If so, to whom? Who saw that
kraut when it was in the young man's stomach? That is
question No. 2. A suspicious flimsiness, a sort of looseness
of parts, as it were, characterizes the whole story. I think
that a colored individual of Herculean proportions will yet
be discovered in the fence that surrounds this miracle. If
Mr. Welch intends to continue the miracle business, I hope
his soul will not "so strongly year:d" for sauerkraut again.
He ought to go a little above that when he wants to astonish
the nativs with a miracle. Those who hav not seen the account of the miracle should refer to THE TRUTH SEEKER of
Jan. 16th.
N. G. W.
STEUBENVILU, 0, Jan. 17, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I was more than pleased with the cartoon in
your issue of yesterday the 16th. It strikes at the most impending danger to our republican institutions. The Catholic
church is a political association whose primary object is to
keep the masses in ignorance ; and since the church has instructed its subjects,· both male and female, to vote at all
elections for the benefit of the church, it will be tenfold more
dangerous. They will endeavor to get -representativs of the
ehurch on school boards, and in every office where they will
hav a chance to further the· interest and power of the church.
I think you would add to the interest of the :cartoons if you

would, after the style of Puck, write a few lines on the subject of them on the second page, though yesterday's needed
nothing to ·help it along. Generally, however, a few words
from your pen might add considerable to its. effect. In today's issue of the Pittsburgh Dispatch, I find the following
from " Bessie Bramble" on the Edmunds bill to suppress the
Mormons. She complains that his bill only disfranchises the
Mormon women and no.t the men, and says :
" As it is, his bill provides for the punishment of the innocent while the chief sinners go free. Is it not plain that the
territorial government of Utah should not be controled by
the Mormon church ? Church and state should be entirely
separated. Such separation is one of the fou.ndation principles of the government of the country, and that a church
usurps power both political and ecclesiastical in one of the
territories und'er the ~nited States government, shows that
strong measures are necessary. Instead of holding allegiance
to the government, the thousands of emigrants wlw now
people Utah are bound to support Mormonism and the Mormon church. Should these people be endowed with the
privilege of the ballot, to use it for the interest of the church
and the perpetuation of polygamy, il'l the question? The
legislature of Idaho se~ms to hav grasped the situation when
it disfranchised all persons of Mormon belief and disqualified
them from holding office."
'
Now, I would ask, does not all this apply to the Catholic
church quite as forcibly as to the Mormon? There perhaps
is not a genu in Catholic in the country who :would not boldly
tell you he would obey the church, or in other words the
pope, before he would the state. They take the oath of allegiance with that reservation and giv their allegiance to the
pope above the state in all cOl~ntries. Then why pick out a
mere handful of Mormons to disfranchise because they set
their church above the state, when at the same time we are
welcoming hundreds of thousands who giv their allegiance
to a church a thousand times stronger and more dangerous,
which lets our occasion slip to get an advantage over the
Constitution and the state, and wages open warfare against
our public schools?
Inclosed find twenty-five cents for the TRuTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1886.
J. DowNES.

N' D
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by mcorporatmg our , me emands. It wrll be for the gen~ ·
eral in.te:.:est of all of the Indians to hold their land in ·severalty. Holman and Atkins, while on their- tour of inspection
through the Indian country, if they were sober enough, while
standing on the retJ.r platform of a train saw about ten miles
of the Chickasaw nation about Colbert Station. Now, I'm
not dictating terms to Congress, but will hav to abide by
their decision. They profess to deal 'justly by the Indians.
I am a Chickasaw.
R. H. LovE.
NEVINVILLE 1 IA.,- Jan. 7, 188~.
MR. EDITOR: I hav secured a couple of new subscribers
for your paper· at CromweU, Ia., to whom you will please
send it for one year, and fin(l inclosed $5. I suppose t~o new
ones are as acceptable as one old one. Consequently I gave
them the benefit of your offer. I hope to be able to send you
some more names ere long, and you can count on me for life.
I think the pictures are an improvement, and add to the attractivness of the paper. For the other $2 please send me
the inclosed list of books and missionary tracts for the benefit
of a Methodist revival under operation at this godly town.
It seems to me as if a list of all the subscribers to your
paper would form a more complete Freethought directory
than one prepared under H. L. Green's system, in which the
names of many are inserted who are not activ Liberals. This
difficulty would be avoided in the former, and all would apYours,
F. I. GREEN.
preciate one of that kind. ·
LAURA, 0. Jan., 10, 1886.
li'IR. EDITOR: Yours of recent date at hand, and please pnd
inclosed $5.00, and also accept thanks for waiting. Your
illustrations are the best thing yet in Freethought literature.
Keep it up by all means if you can afford it. Your pictures
stir the blood in the most pronounced Liberals, and they will
certainly reach and effect those who will not read.
Yours truly,
J.P. BRANDON.

VVATERLoo, IND., Jan. 10, 1886.
Mr. EDITOR: Please find $5, which implies there is one
new subscriber, and one who, I believe, has come to stay.
These pictures, talk very plainly. They are all that I exGIDEON, KAN., Dec. 31, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : The last of another year has come, and ere pected. If I should suggest any improvement in No. 1, it
this reaches you will be gone forever. Inclosed find $3 to would be to name the limb that elevates and supports the
renew me for one year. I could not do without the, grand clergy. True, the goddess is placed in a very unfavorable condition. Yet her face indicates more fear of her care
old TRUTH SEEKER. It should be illustrated.
from
the enemy that hides behind the almighty dollar. In
Times are duller than ever, and they seem to get worse. I
believe it is due to to the damnable policy of those in power. No. 2, Uncle Sam seems sufficient for the present besetment,
We people of the West want silver money on an equality with if Gabriel does not come to their help. He is sound on the
goose. Lectures are what are wanted. now to let in the truth
gold.
E. R. SHOEMAKER.
We hav had several religious revivals in this neighborhood, and light.
one by the Methodists, lasting four weeks. They had
HoPKINTON, R. I., Jan. 8, 1886.
crowded houses every night, and by hard work managed to
MR. EDITOR: There is an old Scottish story which comgather in fifteen, twelve of these having previously been conmences by saying that "Gilbert Ainslie was a poor man, and
verted and backslid. In just one week one of their converts
he had been a poor man all the days of his life, which were
went to a dance. His father followed, a-qd vowed if his boy
not few, for his thin hair was now waxing gray."
danced he would hav to dance over his dead body. The boy
This is an exact description of my own condition, which, I
danced, however, but not over the father's corpse. After
hope, sufficiently explains why I hav received and read your
the revival the citizens had a meeting to express their opinpaper a full year without having forwarded the pay. ''When
ions on religion and dancing, and we must say the Methodmy years were few" I learned to practice self-denial, and to
ists caught a little sheol. Why can't we hav Watts or Putenjoy life although compelled to confine myself to its absolute
nam to lecture at Lawrence, a town of 10,000 inhabitants ?
necessities, dispensing with all its luxuries. And yet after all
Keep the torch of reason burning,
that I hav learned in life's hard school I am not quite equal
For the people they are turnin!~;,
to the task of denying myself the inestimable privilege of a
Learning every day.
J. W. WATKINS.
weekly perusal of your paper. Still, I shall regard it as an
act of kindness on your part to discontinue it whenever you
BRATTLEBoRo, VT;, Jan. 7, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Please giv me credit for inclosed amount and become entirely discouraged about ever receiving your pay.
I am so frequently amused at the arguments of my Christian
forward your paper as per address.
It givs me much pleasure to be able to add my mite with friends that were I but capable I should occasionally send you
PELEG KENYON.
the rest toward the support of so able an exponent of Free- something about these productions.
thought as is your paper; and in connection with the effort
GIBsoN, PA., Jan. 5, 1886.
now being made to make it an illustrated paper, yon may
MR. EDITOR: Please credit me $5 of the inclosed remitdepend on me for $5 for that particular purpose. I know of tance, $7, on subscription, and for the balance send a copy
no better way to reach the masses than through the pictorial of A. J. Davis's late work, entitled "Beyond the Valley,"
press, and the vast amount of good results to be accom- one copy of Paine's " Age of Reason." and balance in such
plished that way is incalculable. Your issue for January 2d
tracts for distribution as you consider most efficient for doing
is highly commendable, and should be read and circulated missionary work among those who are just beginning to use
far and near by everyone who subscribes for it.
their reasoning faculties. Captain Case, an old Universalist,
I hav just finished reading Miss Helen Gardener's book on and resident of this place half a century ago, used to remark
"Men, Women, and Gods," and can honestly say that it is a that it would not do to feed babes with strong drink. The
book worthy of perusal by every wife and mother in the Universalists of that time were almost as radical as the LibJanel. It should be on the center-table and in the library of erals of to-day, but, like the Unitarians, could not e:ij[lure the
every family throughout the United States. Miss Gardener odium of being called Infidels. They were sufficiently strong
handles her subject well, and her logic is sound and her ar- to build a comfortable church here, which is now unnocguments unanswerable. She should be encouraged in her cupied. Many of the old members continue to take the
noble endeavor .to free her sex from priestly thraldom, for Ohri8tian Leader, not yet comprehending that a disbelief in
she has dared to '' beard the lion in his den " and has come the. miraculous conception and vicarious atonement, which
out unscathed. All honor and praise to this brave little wo- they all entertain, utterly divorces them from Christianity. J
man. May she liv long enough to realize her fondest hopes had delayed renewing my subscription, hoping to be able to
and may her efforts be c'rowned with success, is the sincere
induce some of them to subscribe, but conclude to. renew
wish of one who believes in the untrammeled rights and freenow, and afterward distribute the circulars you sent me, and,
dom of every man, woman, and child, Gods or no Gods.
if possible, get some subscribers.
JosHUA Burmows.
MAZZ!Nl SEVERANCE.
THAOKERVILLE, CHICKASAW NATION, Dec. 29, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Grover Cleveland and his cabinet regard the
Indian question as a great problem. Thomas Jefferson and
Thomas Paine declared all men born free and equal-whites,
Indians, and negroes. The first failure in the problem was
when George Washington made the treaty with the Indians ..
He should hav made them citizens. The next was when Andrew Jackson set apart this territory for the Indians (1830).
His humane policy was for us to starve. I was here three
years before I ever got a full meal-Oklahoma. All that has
been said about Payne and Couch is not about Oklahoma at
all. I will cite to you the eighth article of the treaty of 1866
between the United States and the Chickasaws and Choctaws.
The Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks, Cherokees, and Seminoles are the different tribes or nations to which the land is
to be divided in severalty. This act should be Secularized

THE LAST WAS NOT TilE LAST.
CINCINNATI, 0., Jan. 14, 1886.
J\IIR. EDITOR: I am the last man on earth to quarrel with
tongue or pen, neither will I, no matter who slings mud at
me; my principles stand far above all low manifestations. The
honest truth will stand as a wall of adamant, and all the
superstitions of earth can never overthrow it ; no argument
or test is required to firmly establish Materialism. Grand old
nature stands at its back, and no powers of men or gods can
ignore or refute its undying philosophy.
Thanks to my Materialistic brother, Chas. F. Blackburn, of
Idaho Ter., for his able defense of the honest convictions of
my true inwardness. His good opinions are highly valued,
and I trust thousands of others are blessed with the light of
reason to an equal degree to guide them out of the old ruts
of supernatural superstitiops 1 oPe of w:Pich is l)loder:p. S_pirit.
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lJalism founded on that ancient fraud known by the name of
sorcery. But, sir, the time must come when all this dark-·
ness of mind under the influence of all kinds of religious
quackery will vanish, and bright and glorious reason will
usher in the only solid truth, Materialism., Then, sir, fraud,
hypocrisy, and the many evils springing therefrom will be
extinct, and manhood and womanhood will stand erect; and
neither bow nor crlng to priest craft, medium craft, or any
false and blighting craft which robs mankind of mind and
money.
T. WINTER, Materialist.
P. S.-I do not envy E. T. Slight, of Watsonville, Cal. I
regret that his mind is so small and so low clown in the dregs
of depravity as to make him capable of insulting and abusing
a man who never did him a wrong. I hope he will liv to
know better.
·
W.

•

ment questioning the palpable absurdities and nonsense that
soon become apparent to an inquirer after truth. After the
lecture an informal reception was held in one of the parlors
of the Hilborn House, and Mr. Watts had an opportunity of
~aking the acquaintance of a number of Secular fnends who
had com.;' from some of the neighboring villages to hear him.
Some hacf'-<:'lle from_ Eastwood, a distance of seventeen
miles, and were so well pleased with tJ1e lecture that they
insisted on-Mr. Watts delivering a course of lectures in that
place in the near future. Arrangements were also made for
another lecture in Ayr and one in Galt. If the Secularists of
Canada were thoroughly organized and in perfect harmony
with the spirit of progress; a good lecturer could be kept in
the field constantly and local organizations could be made
excellent training schools for the young people that are growing up in Secular homes. Mr. Watts's lectures are well calOsBORN, 0., Jan. 11, 1886.
culated to bring about this desirable object, 1!-Ud it is to be
MR. EDITOR: You will find my remittance, to be disposed
hoped that more new ground will be opened up ·by him beof as per }nclosed. We cannot afford to let THE TRUTH
fore the month of June, when he intends to return to EngSEEKER die.
Our brave men .hav to die; another one, land to spend the summer months.
WILLIAM ALGIE:
Elizur Wright, is gone, and Ingersoll is growing old, and his
battles too will soon be over. Oh, that others equally able,
LooKING GLASS, ORE., Jan. 1, 1886.
earnest, and brave may arise to fill their places! But' more
MR. EDITOR: I send yon $8.25, which apply on Ingersoll's
important still that TrrE THUTH SEEKER, Investigator, and Lectures complete and the ANNUAL. Credit me also with·
such papers become permanent and lasting institutions.
'
one year'.s subscription to the paper.
S. F. WooDWARD.
As I hav received letters of inquiry from friends about
Oregon, I would like to say a few words in reply through the
ALTON, ONT., Jan.
·columns of your paper. To persons with moderate means
MR. EDITOR : As many of your readers are aware of the
we say, you can secure land at reasonable prices and where
fact that during the last six weeks Mr. Charles Watts has
the climate is much milder than in the same latitude East.
been lecturing in Canada, it may be interesting to giv a brief
Skilled laborers with capital could find employment here by
account of some of the good work done by him during that
engaging in s.ome of the many manufacturing industries that
time. His lecture engagements in Toronto and Hami:lton hav
hav been so sadly neglected .here in the past. The tourist
been marked with all the success that he could wish for. In
and pleasure-seeker, with time and money to spend, we
fact, his Toronto audiences hav increased with a rapidity
think would be amply repaid by the change of scenery both
that is causing some alarm to the goody-goody shepherds of
here and on the route. As to persons looking for free homes,
the orthodox folds.
we think there is little to encourage them in coming West at
Apart from his lecture on Secularism and its general printhis lateday .. It is true, there is some vacant land, but it is
ciples, he delivered two lectures on Home Rule and the Britmountainous and unfit for settlement. I will say that the
ish House of Lords that hav been very favorably commented
writer has been a resident of western Oregon for thirty-three
upon by the leading Toronto dailies, and he has been solicyears, but hav not had the benefit of the donation or Homeited by some of the Irish societies of that city to repeat the
stead law. I hav paid for every foot of land owned by mysame lectures at an early date.
~elf, for the simple reason that the good land was all taken
• Outside of the two cities aforesaid he has been breaking when I came here.
·
considerable new ground in the rural districts of Ontario. It
There is another class-the common laborer, with a family
was my good fortune to occupy the chair on the occasion of
dependent upon him. Recollect you will meet the Chinahis giving two lectures in the town of Ayr, Waterloo county. ·
man here; that yon will hav to put yourself in competition
Ayr is a pr'!Jtty and thriving town on the river Nith, and is
with him in the field of labor. This you cannot do, of
the center of one of the finest agricultural districts in Canada.
course, unless you adopt his mode of living, which no reAs the name would indicate, the population is mainly Scotch,
spectable person can do.
and the town has upon it the impress of the leading characIn writing these few lines I hav been actuated only by a
terfstics of the peon)e from the land of the bluebell and the
desire to benefit that class who expect to help and better
heather. Industry, thrift, and cleanliness are everywhere
their condition by going West, and as much as we would like
visible, and thf- :e is not another town in Cauda where so
to see the country settled up with industrious and honest
·many men ow.:... the houses in which they liv. This fact will.
citizens, still we are not justified in deceiving people by false
.account for the air of thrift that surrounds the humble homes
statement, and thereby misleading them, to accomplish that
of average workingmen in_>this locality. Ayr is well r~pre result.
sented in manufacturing interests, two large iron foundries and
To our Liberal friends who want to come West we say: Do
two splendid flouring mills (whose products are distributed not put too much confidence in the descriptiv circulars that
all over the dominion) giving employment to a large number are sent broadcast over the country to encourage emigration,
of mechanics, and assisting in a great measure the prosperand which generally make very flowery statements. Here I
ity of the town. It is well represented in educational inwill make an illustration: The statement is made that Oregon
terests.
has a large area of unoccupied land. This is true so far, but
Its public school is a large and substantial building where nothing is said about the quality or location of this land.
a number of excellent teachers are employed to teach the The fact is, this large body of land is embodied in two great
young idea how to shoot. Its mechanics' institute, library, ranges of mountains averaging in width from fifty to seventyand reading-room are second to 'none outside of any city in five miles and running the entire length of the state.
Canada. There are a few Secularists here, who for more
Yours fraternally,
FRAZIER WARD.
than a quarter .of a century hav asserted their individuality
and maintained their right to do their own thinking, in spite
OsHKosH, Wis., Jan. 11, 286.
of the strong orthodox tendencies of this truly Presbyterian
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find one dollar for Helen H.
center. Prominent among those veterans in our cause may Gardener's book, "Men, Womep., and Gods;" " Common
be mentioned William Becket, John Rewick, Peter and Sense," by Thomas Paine, and the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
Thomas Hope, and James Brown. They are all men well- for 286.
advanced in years, having passed on life's highway the stone
Well, I went to ch1}rch last evening, as my wife was gone
that marks the highest point, and the shadows are now fall- to visit a sick lady some distance away. The Free Methodists
ing toward the east. But they are all worthy Secularists, havjust put up a brand-new church only a few blocks from
who wear the white flower of a blameless life, and are citi- my house, so I went there. Now please tell me what is a
zens above reproach.
Free Methodist, for I never heard of a Methodist being free,
The most activ Secularist in Ayr is Robert Manson, a man or anyone else that belonged to any of the churches, for that
in the prime of life, and a thorough worker in the glorio'us matter. Well, in his sermon, the preacher told us that any
cause of Secularism and universal mental liberty for the sons man or woman who was not a Christian was a, slave. Now,
and daughters of men. It was through his exertions that . how did he come to know so much about slavery-and he
arrangements were made for the delivery of the first two lect- did not seem to be overstocked with brains either ? His
ures on Secularism ever given in Ayr. They were delivered text was from the 11th chapter of li'Iatthew, 28th, 29th, and 30th
in Reid's Music Hall on the evenings of January 13th and verse~, which says, " Take my yoke upon you and learn of
14th, and, taking all things into consideration, they were the me, for I am meek and lowly of heart." Now, would it not
most successful lectures ever given in defense of our common look more meek if some one else had said that for him? But
cause outside of a city in. Canada. The seating capacity of there was one thing I liked about that preacher-his sermon
the hall is about 450. When we left .the hotel to go to the was ouly half an hour long. I counted every person in the
hall the evening of the first lecture, we found the Salvation house, and there were twenty -nine of the male persuasion and
Army kneeling in the snow at the door (cool work with the twenty-one of the female persuasion, and about twelve of the
thermometer at zero) praying for us and warning the people men were Freethinkers. I had only got comfortably seated
to avoid the devil and Watts.
when they passed the hat armmd for a collection, and yet the
Notwithstanding this, the hall was fully two-thirds filled, preacher said he was independent, for God took care of him
and from the excellent order that prevailed and the frequent and his family, body and soul'. '\Veil, after the meeting was
applause that greeted the lecturer it W!1S made apparent that over, I saw some of my Liberal friends there, and while we
"Secularism, Destructiv and Constructiv," found a response ·stood in a little knot, shaking hands with each other, the two
in the heart and brain-of the majority of those who were preachers came around, and one put out his hand to me and
present. The subject for the second lecture was, '' Unbelief: said, " What is your name ?" I told him it was Hare. "Do
What,It Is and What It Has Done for Humanity." At 8 you know the Lord?" said he. "No, sir, I hav not the pleaso'clock the hall was filled, and Mr. Watts seemed to be in- ure of his acquaintance." Then he took the hand of a saloonspired by his splendid audience. He excelled all his previous keeper and also asked his name, but the saloon-keeper said :
efforts and delivered a two-hour lecture that was repeatedly "Yon hav no use for me, for I sell whisky." ·"Why do you
interrupted with rounds of applause. I will not attempt to sell whisky?" said the preacher. " I hav to or go to the
giv even a brief sketch of the lecture. It must be heard in poorhouse," said the other. "Well," said the preacher, "I
order to be appreciated. It fairly bristled with logic, and should rather go to the poorhouse than to sell whisky."
shattered the foundations of orthodoxy in many a brain that "Well. that is a matter of taste," said the other. Then the
previously accepted the old Jewish story without for one mo- preacher said he would rather hav religion than be president
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of the United States. "But," said I, "there is not so much
money in it. and money makes the mare go. Do you read
the New York TRUTH SEEKER?" said I. "No," said he.
"Well," said I, "you ought to ~ead it, for it is the best paper in the country, for it keeps you'posted in everything."
Then he invited us to come again, and we all' started home.
I am throwing your paper around wherever I think it will be
read, and what few books I hav are loan11d out all the time.
I think those pictures are just grand. I notice that Mr. M.
E. Rose says in his letter, "Put them in once in a while,"
but I will go him one better and eay twice in a while.
Happy New Year to you all.
GEo. M. HARE.
SwEETLAND, low A, Jan. 12, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find postal order for $5$2.50 to renew my covenant with you; $2.50 for one new subscriber. I was born and reared near Blairstown, N. J., a
country that has more superstition and ignorance to the
square mile than any other country Ihav any knowledge ofthe home of the late Rev. JacobS. Harden, who has preached
in my father's house, and who murdered his wife and was
executed at Belvidere, N. J. So you see if I am not a devout Christian it is not on account of my early training.
I was at one time elected school director. The Bible was
used for the first lesson every day. I politely requested the
teacher (who, by the way, was a clergyman's daughter) not to
instruct my children in Bible lessons. That brought down
the church people's indignation. They said they would
meet and kick me out. I said, " Gentlemen, just kick me
out," and I held the fort. They concluded that what could
·not be cured must be endured, and we had no Bible in our
school for over four years. I did not start to write my
autobiography, but I want to keep before the people the idea
that our public schools must be kept free from religious
creeds.
JoHN N. NEwMAN.
BRAMPTON, Jan. 6, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I hope you will excuse me for troubling you
with these few remarks respecting your paper. As a rule I
am much pleased with it; still, there are exceptions. There
has been much correspondence concerning Spiritualism that,
I think, cannot be anything but objectionable to the majority
of your readers. There are two letters in your issue of January 2d-one by L. S. Burdick, the other by C. F. Blackburn-which surely can be of but little interest to the general
reader. The latter one, I think you will admit, is in part in
very unsuitable language. I sometimes put my paper in the
hands of Methodists, but such as this I cannot use in that
way, as it would be sure to cause much prejudice, and make
them worse enemies. I believe Blackburn's remarks as regards God and the devil, or any such language, will do the
cause of Freethought much harm, and, in my opinion, your
valuable space might be more profitably used. As regards
your illustrations, I fully agree with your correspondentS. J.
Lenont, in your paper of January 2d, and conclude with his
finishing remarks.
EDWARD DALE .
MILWAUKEE, Wis., Jan. 10, 1886.
QuESTIONS FOR CoNsERVATIVS: Are you who claim men represent women politically dishonest, or are you ignorant ? Do
you know it is not, nor can it be, done, and yet talk the reverse
for effect, or are you so stupid that you suppose our government is based upon the principle of proxy representation,
and if' so, will you please inform us how many persons one
ballot can represent ?
Will you who are so anxious to advertise yourselvs as not
believing in Freelove please inform us what kind of love you
do believe in? If you hav any love and it is not free of course
it is for sale, hence we can but infer that men and women
who disbelieve in freedom of the affections must believe that
it is a merchantable commodity.
I, for one, am proud to write myself down as believing in
the broadest possible freedom in every department of being,
and that my liberty can be justly limited only by the equal
liberty of some other individual, said individual_ being the
proper person to make complaint of infringement. If I use
my liberty unwisely, I must suffer the consequences of a
violation of natural law. Freedom and responsibility are
commensurate.
JuLIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.
FoRT WAYNE, IND., Jan. 9, 1886.
Mr. EDITOR: Within please find $5, to apply as directed.
Talmage has been to our place this winter. He came, he
saw, he captured (that is, the money). After weeks and
weeks of advertising through our dailies, the enterprise
failed. The gentleman that brought him here has lost money.
So much for the great light of the cross. A few nights following there was a pugilistic contest, and the management
cleared some $500. How is that?
I would like to do more by getting subscribers for your
paper, but times are so llard. I send you one name, and hav
the promis of more for the future.
J. S. F.
ATLANTA, ILL., Jan. 18, 1886.
li'IR. EDITOR: '\Ve hav been having a grand meeting here.
A few of the old patriarchs of Liberalism and defenders of
that man who proclaimed the world his country and " to do
good his religion," hav been gathered together to listen to
that which is not repugnant to their reason nor offensiv to
their sense of justice. Prof. W. S. Bell, of Chicago, was our
exponent. Mr. Bell has been fortified in his posHion by an
experience of five years in the ministry-an experience that
certainly better fits him for an expounder of the truth of Lib-·
eralism. His lectures were largely attended, and by very
orderly and attentiv auuiences. Friday night's theme was
"Liberty and n'lorality;" Saturday, "Common Sense;" Sunclay afternoon, "The Author-hero-Thomas Paine," and at
night, "The Gods." All of these different subjects were
handled ar(J'umentativly, courteously, and ably. No offense
was given to saint or sinner, and the result is, Liberalism will
grow iu Atlanta.
B. H. GARDNER.
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teacher, 11s well as a close student of, the memory high~r than that'of Washington,
inore glorious than that proposed for General
· natnral sciences.
Time ran on, until he met with Benjamin Grant·. But more beautiful and enduring
than marble or granit is the deep appreciaEdited by l\lrss SusAN :A:. WIXON, Fall Franklin, then embassador from this country
tion of his services and worth in the heart of
to
the
English
government,
who
advised
him
River, Mass., to whom all Omnrmt.nicntion8jor
to go to America, which he did at a time every truth-loving and patriotic citizen of
this Corner should be sent.
S. H. 'W.
when the young American colonies were dis- this country or any other.
senting from the oppressiv yoke of British
" Between the dark n.nd the daylight,
Our Puzzle Box.
rule.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Paine took sides with the colonies, and
1.-l'ECUf.IAR SENTENCE.
Comes a pause in the day's occU)Jations
wrote his pamphlet," Common Sense," which
\¥hat is peculiar about this sentence: Evil
'fhat is known as the Children's Hour."
WM. ScoTT.
struck the key-note of our American Inde- did I ere I did live?
pendence. Tile young heart of the nation
2. -ARITHMETlOAJ,.
Boy Lost.
was thrilled by his ·brave words as it had
What principal sum, payable in three anHav .rou seen my bo3r around this wa.r?
never been thrilled before.
nual payments at 8 per cent. interest, havHe slipped from my arms one summer day,
It was this wonderful man who first wrote ing each year's payment of principal and inBut I never dreamed he was going to stay.
the words " The Free and Independent'States terest alike, will produce $332.9G for the
The skies were bright, •twas early Jnne,
IsAAO A. PooL.
of America," who first roused the people to a interest?
And earth was glad with the birds in tunesense of their situation, and to au understandThey caught the airs of its mystic Rune.
3.-GEOGUAl'l!IlJAL AND GUAMMA'l'!CAL.
ing of what this country might become freed
A wonderful child, or so we thought him,
There is a volcano spelled with eight letfrom
the
thraldom
and
tyranny
of
kingly
And many clever things we taught him
ters. The first, second, and third spell someWhen to our hearts in joy we caught him.
rule.
thino- familiar to Irishmen. The third and
When the Hevolutionary war was fairly fomih spell a verb·in the imperativ mode.
His sisters, Polly and Geraldine
(Two sweeter fairies never were seen),
begun he wrote leaflets entitled " The Crisis," The second, fourth, and seventh are interjecPlayed on the grass the trees between.
inspiring >lnd encomaE,ring the soldiers as tions. Where is it, and what is its name ?
HALPII E. WEYBRIGI!T.
And infant strife arising there,
nothing else had done or could do. The first
He sought me at my rocking-chair
number commenced : " These are the times
4.-EASY DIAMOND.
With a light hand laid upon my hair,
that try men's souls. The summer soldier and
Or upon my neck, if the cloud stayedloug, ·
the sunshine patriot Will, in this crisis, shrink
Craving the boon of a baby song,
And his heart was healed, and naught was· wrong. ·from the service of his country, but he that
stands it now deserves the love '{nd thanks of
How well I remember his childish ruse
man and woman."
Of' made-up frowns when told the news
That Jamie usurped his waiting shoes!
He was generous in money as well as in
That he was surprised was plainly true,
mind, and when the troops were suffering for
And we looked for the tears lilm morning dew,
supplies, and General Washington himself
But the mist cleared up and he laughed anew.
was almost discouraged, this brave, wholeAnd gazing down on this tiny prize,
souled philanthropist headed a subscription for
A new light shone in his baby eyesthe soldiers with five hundred dollars, his enPride of ownership without disguise.
tire salary for a year as clerk of the general
"It isn't our baby, we needn't cry,"
assembly of Pennsylvania.
He wisely said when a hearse passed byCentral word the same either downward or
He counted the cost with an older sigh.
It is thought by some, and not without
Can you giv no trace of this boy of mine?
reason, that Paine was the Author of the Dec- across.
You'll surely know him by this signlaration of Independence, as that document
5.-CONUNDlW~L
His lips were red as the autumn wine,
would seem to indicate that the same mind
While his eyes were blue, and his hair waH gold,
that evolved "Common Sense,"" Crisis," and
Hi~ hands might serve as the sculptor's mold,
the " Rights of Man," and first suggested inAnd Iris breath was sweet as a rose-leaf's fold.
dependence, also framed and constructed the
"Grown," do yon say? How strange 1t seems!
sentences of its declaration.
Ah, well! the world with sorrow teems,
And time dispels our clearest dreams.,
When peace was at length secured in
Cleanvatm·, Neb.
1\I')-RY BAIRD-FINCH.
America, this noble man, learning that France
was in need of patriots in her defense, imme"Jack."
diately offered his service in .her behalf.
Franklin asked why he should leave so soon
He wore a pair of tattered pants,
Come guess what sport is h1eant,
A ragged ronnel-about,
'
the land he helped to make free, and said,
Which these three girls do represent?
And through the torn crown of his hat
" Where liberty is is my home." Paine at
A lock of hair stuck out;
once replied, "Where Liberty is not, is my ANSWEUS.'l'O PUZZU;s IN THE CHILDllEN'S CORNEn,
He had no shoes upon his feet,
.
JAN. 16, 188G.
home," meaning that where it was not he
No shirt upon his back;
1.-T-affy. 2.-Ingersoll. 4.-Endearment.
His home was on the friendless s t1·eet,
would assist in se_curing it. lie was elected a
His name was" Little Jack."
member of the National Assembly of France, 5.-1. Redstart. 2. ]lien. 3. Weaver. 4.
Robin. 5. Pelican. G. Owl, Sandpiper. 7.
One day a toddling baby boy,
and because he opposed the death of the king Pewit. 8. Sparrow. 9. Heron. 10. Plover.
With head of curly hair,
(Louis
:&.'VI.)
be
incurred
the
displeasure
of
11. :Macaw. 12. Uartin. G.-Because it is
Escaped his loving mother's eye,
the other members, and they contrived to hav going to abate (a bait).
Who, busy with her care,
7.-T IE
Forgot the little one, who crept
him arrested and confined in jail at LuxemICE
Upon a railroad near,
bourg. The Americans in Paris demanded his
EEL
To play with the bright pebbles there,
release
and
styled
him"
the
Apostle
of
Liberty
8.-'Tis plain enough to anyone
Without a thought' of fear.
in America." Robespierre intended that he
Whose mind is not confused,
But see ! around a curve there comcH
Both ax and coffee must be g1•ound
should die by the guillotin, but, by an unA swiftly flying train ;
Before they can be used.
foreseen circumstance, his life was saved,
It rattles, roars! the whistle shrieks
[We are obliged to decline several good
· With all its might and main;
though it was nearly a year before he was libThe mother sees her child, but stands,
articles on account of their extreme length.
erated from prison.
Transfixed with sudden fright;
Communications for the Children's Corner
He
wrote
the
"
Age
of
Reasoll,"
a
part
of
The babe clasps his little hands,
it in prison. This work was denounced as should be " short and sweet," wise and
And laughs with low delight.
· Atheietic, but it is not so. 1iore properly, it bright.-En. C. C.]
Loolr! look! a tnttered figure flies
Aclown the railroad track !
is Deistical, announcing his belief in a God
(]orreS!Wndence.
His hat is gone! his feet are bare !
and a future existence. On account of thi~
'Tis ragged "Little Jack !"
BALLSTOX St'.l, Jan. 18, 188G.
book
he
has
been
abused,
traduced,
slanHe grasps the child, and from the track
DEAll 1Ii~~ VVIXON: I thon<rht I would
der·ecl more cruelly than any other person that
The babe is safely tossed·write you for tlwfir~t time, as .f see oth&r litA slip ! a cry! the train rolls byhas lived. He has not deserved the '\¥anton tle o·irls write. Well, what I hav to say is
Brave" Little J~ck" is lost!
and wicked assaults upon his name and char- that"' we arc all Liberal at our- house. Pa
'fhey found his mangled body there,
acter, for he was a truly good, true, and takes TuE Tuunr SEEKEH ancl H. L. Green's
Just where he slipped and fell;
noble-hearted man, and one of the best friends J)fa.qazine, and ma takes the hvnclad Age.
And strong men wept who never cared
America or any country in distress ever had. Pa has got D. M. Bennett's library, so we hav
For him when he was well.
He said, '' The world is my country; to do lots of Liberal books. ]!Ir. Reynolds was here
If there be starry crowns in heaven
week before last, and we had a grand time.
For little ones to wear,
good, my religion." He returned to this Yve think he is a nice nmn and is doing great
The star in "Little .Jack's" shall shine
country in 1802, and, after spending a few o·ood. I mn twelve years old and hav a little
As bright as any there !-Eugrme ./. llull.
days with his friend, Thomas Jefferson, he ~ister who is nine years old, and we read
retired to his farm at New Rochelle, which "The Story Hour." Pa says when times are
A Great Hero.
had been presented to him by government. better he will get us the "Apples of Gold,"
which I hope will be very soon. I send you
On the 29th of January, 1737, there was He died in 1809, calmly, peacefully, as he had a card with my name on and my love, if
born in Thetford, Norwalkshire, England, one lived, the same faith cheering him in death you will please accept them. 1 made out to
of the greatest and noblest men that has ever that had helped him in life.
sell five copies of TnE TRUTH SEEKEJ~, with a
He was twice married, but was the f11tlH'r good deal of trouble and many times going.
breathed the breath of life-Thomas Paine.
Yours truly,
SAJ)IE Taom'E.
He grew from babyhood to boyhood, went to of no children. 'fhat he loved ehildren we
[The world will see some splendid women
s,chool, studied the usual common branches, may know by his endeavors in securin~i politlearned to "read, write, and cipher," and left ical peace and justice for them, and also by by and by, when our little girls arc grown.
school at thirteen. Then he worked in his his trying· to erase a cruel and barbarous re- Meta, Katie, Sadie, and the others whose letfather's shop at stay-making for three' years, ligion from the world.· He said, ''Any sys- ters hav appeared in the Corner show that
when, becoming tired of the dull routine of tem of religion which shocks the mind of a they are being well brought up. We hav
often heard of Sadie's papa-that he is a
his life, he went to London-ran away from child cannot be a true system''
A beautiful memorial building was dedi- brave, true man. Her mamnm, too, we feel
home, perhaps. Boy-like, he rambletl about
the city, seeing the sights and working occa- eatetl to .his memory in Boston, Muss., on the sure is good and true, and we wish to be resionally, until finally he shipped on board 29th of January, 1875. It is called the membered to them. Thanl\s for the pretty
"Paine Memorial and Homl! of the Bos1on card and remembrance. J"ove to little sister,
a privateering vessel.
also.-En. C. C.]
At twenty-two he went into business· on his [n'Df8ti[Jntor."
own account, and then married handsome
People are slowly learning the virtues of
'· G.
·
f
f.
l f
St:sxnL\, KAx., Jau. i3, 188
.
Mary Lambert, but sl1e died within a ycnr, tl us
great n: ormer nnt1 :, nen( o .. 1Hn~·vmlty,
DEAl( 1\'Irss \Vrxox: I thongh.t I would
nnd parting with her was the first great sor- and when Ins vast. work for Amerwa Is duly write to you for the fir:"t time. We do not
row of his life. A.tfer this he became a recognized,, a monument will he mi~ecl to his\ take Trm TrmTTI Sl'''KEP., so it is very seldom

Uk!tildnm~s

U[orntr.

that I get to see a copy of that good paper·.
My pa takes the Boston Investigatm·. I lave·
to read the children's department in it. I like:
to read the pieces ancl letters in TnE TRUTH
SEEKER, too. Mr. J. L. Andrew lectured'
here two nights. He was thought a very able·
speaker among the many .Liberals here. I
wOuld love to hav your picture very much,
but do not knowhowmuch it costs. We hav
many pictures of Liberals. I go to school and
study reading, writing, spell-ing, arithmetic,,
grammar, and geography. ]!Iy teacher's name
is G. M. Culver. Re is a graduate from the
state university of California~ Well, I will
close for this time.
Hoping you had a merry Christmas, I remain,
Yours truly,
1\'IETA L. TAYLOR.

I .

·r

DoDGE CITY, KAN., Jan. 11, 188G.
DEAR 1\'Irss WixoN: 1 see all the other little
girls are writing, and I thought I wolild
write, too. Papa has a timber claim out on
Duck Cre'!k-has lots of trees on it. Once
papa, mamma, my little sisters, and myself
went out there, and coming back the carriage·
upset and all fell out, but no one was hurt ..
Papa has been here quite a' while, and says;
we hav had the biggest snow-storm ever wasWe could walk on top of the barn yesterday ..
Some gentlemen, young ladies, boys, and'
girls went coasting. We did it just the same
as pictured in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
The ice is fourteen inches ; it was never so
thick before. I will be ten years old tomorrow. Two men froze-one family and
five children.
Papa says he wants to see me in the Correspondence.
Ever your friend,
KATIE CoLLAJl.
OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 11, 188(5.
ffirss WIXON: Mamma got me the
"Story Hour" for Christmas:, She, and
papa, and I, and sister think it is very nice.
l\'Iy, favorit story is the "Bumble Bee's
Thanksgiving."
Papa says he likes TnE TRUTII SEEKER best
of any paper he takes.
I am in the fifth grade at school, class B •.
:My teacher's name is 1\'liss Briggs; she is very
kind. She lives right across· the street from
us. School begins at nine o'clock in the
morning, and half-past one in the afternoon.
We do not hav recess in the afternoon and we
get out at half-past three.
·
1 hav learned "Mr. Tubb's Christmas," and
the "Children's Hour." Nothing more at
present, only I remain your friend as ever,
MAGGIE GmFFITH.
[We are glad you are pleased with the
"Story Hour," 1\'l:aggie, '!lnd we are glad, too,
that you hav a kind teacher in ]!Iiss Briggs.
Children learn faster with an agreeable teacher
than with one who is disagreeable.---:En. C. C.]

'"

DEAl~

B. F. Robbinf!' writes: "I notice the Children's Corner is as bright as ever. Yours is 11
great work, inasmuch as you giv, shape and
tone to the young mind that in the future will
'pan out" immensely, and save many from
the bonds of superstition. Not that you
should -choose for them their religion; for
they should be left to do that themselvs, and,
in nine cases out of ten, they would repudiate
all forms of superstition. '\Vithout flattery,
your thoughts and methods, as seen in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, cannot be bettered. I always
read the Corner with profit. My little girl is
pleased enough with the 'Story Hour,' and
learns verses from it for recital in school."
[We are grateful to our friend for appreciati0n, and will only say that our heart is in the
work we are doing, and we hope always to
deserve the commendation of our friimds and
readers.-Eo. C. C.]'
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Watkins Convention. 400 pages
of excellent Speeches and Essays.
reduced to $1.00.

PricA

Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation oi
' Ancient E:,;yptian Civilization to the
Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus,
and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By
VAN BuREN J:)ENSLOW, LL.D. 25 cents.

Religion Not History. An able

ex~
amination of the Morals and Theology of
the New Testament.
By Prof. F. W.
Newman, of the London University. 25
cents.

Outline of the French Revolution:
Its Causes and Results. A clear
and comprehensiv portmyal of this inter.
esting portion of human history. By W.
S. BELL. 25 cents.

Outlines of Phrenology.

By F. E

AsPINWALL, l\'I.D.
Most acceptable to
Liberals of anything nf the kind pub·
lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Priee, 20 cents.

PAINE'S VvORKS.
Paine's Theological "Works, including The Age of Heason, Examin11t10n of
Prophecies, Letter to the Bisuvp of Ll11n·
daff, He ply to Ivir . ErE .kine, _Letter ~o Camille J~rdan, etv. 1 etc., W1~h a hfe of
Paine, and 11 steel-plate portrait. 12mo
In pape~· covers, Sl. 00; cloth, $1. 50.

Paine's Great

Wod{s

(complete)

in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
$4.00; morocco, s-1.50.

Paine's Political Works, including
Common Sense, The Crisis, ancl Rights of
l\'Ian. Cloth, $1.50.

The Age of Reason.

An 'investiga-

tion of true and fabulous theology.
Wit,hout n peer in the worlcl. Paper, 2fi
::ents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Age of Reason and Au Exam·
ination of the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Common Sense. Paine's first work.
15 cents.

The Crisis. Containing numbers from
I. to XVI. inclusiv.

Paper, 40 cents;

cloth, 75 cents.

The Rights of Man.
pressed of humanity.

<doth, 75 cents.

For the opPa.per, 40 cents:
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There Is No Rest.
''There is no death," the poet sings,
As lofty dreams inspire his breast;
0 spirit of the tuneful strings,
I answer-neither is there rest !
There is no rest ! the mills of change
Gdnd on-the gods are at the wheels!
The same fierce impulse, swift and strange,
We feel, that every planet feels.
There is no rest ! not even sleep
Is shorn of its roo bill ty ;
The red floods through the body sweep
Forever, like a tided sea.
There is no rest! the granit grinds
To dust, within its marble glooms;
Decay's pale worm incessant winds
Its way through Fame's emblazoned tombs.
There is no rest ! e'e10. Love hath wings
That wearilessly fan the air
In his leal-hearted wanderings,
So fetter less, so free from care.
There is.no rest ! the long gray caves
Of death are rife with force and heat,
Nor Fancy pauses till she paves
.
The floors of heaven with flying feet.
There is no rest ! no sure repose
For souls above, nor souls below ;
Life's tide forever ebbs and flows,
And man must either come or go.
And so, through all the universe,
A rhythmic motion, faint expressed,
Runs onward like an epic verse,
Voluminous-there is no rest !
-J. N. JJ:Iattlunvs.

·An Unfortunate Fanatic.
"Well, J en, be you a-go in' to take in the
circus to-night ?"
" Where's it to be, Jim? I hadn't heard
nothin' of it."
Jenny put a srp.oking dish in front of Jim,~d
then sat down opposit, while he looked ,th
great satisfaction from the plate upon wh ch
he had already deposited
fuming heap of
the savory stew, to his wife's pretty, sensitiv
face. No man was better contented with his
lot than Jim Ayer, painter and plasterer, carpenter and tinker in general. No man with
more reason to be, either. There was not a
thriftier housewife than Jenny there, in her
neat navy blue print dress, and the pink bow
at her throat, in all the village, nor a tastier,
either.
"By gosh!" Jim wonld observe, with_ a
shining face that would hav served excellently to adorn the advertisment of some patent stove polish, or other highly reflectiv and
luminous agent, " the way that little woman
makes them there zeraniums and things
bloom in them pots, and the way she just
makes the house look as cheery and neat as a
-as a bird's nest "-at a loss for a comparison
-"do beat all!"
Jim had had his day when the public house
evening had received him oftener than
of
could hav been accounted for his good. Still
his transgressions of that kind had sprung
more from a love of jovial good fellowship
than from anything more serious, and since
his marrying and " stiddying down " no more
hard-working, sober, pure-living fellow was
there to be found in all the township. Jenny
had not only made him comfortable and
happy, but her pretty home instincts had refined him as well. She had an untutored refinement herself. You might see it by the expression of her delicate, somewl1at dreamy
face.
"Well, t'aint a reg'lar circus," explained
Jim. " It's the new parson, or whatever he
be. Dunno but he's one o' them Salvation
fellers. He's goin' to preach, and they do say
he's got the gift o' the gab, powerful ; so I
thought if you was minded, we'd take it in."
Jenny thought she was minded, and then
she " tidied up" while Jim smoke!i his pipe.
"Vhen she came out with her little new hat on
her head she looked so pretty and bright that
the happy Jim caught her and gave her a
sounding embrace.
The revival meeting was presided over, as
it t.urnecl out, by neither a " parson " nor a
"Salvation Army" disciple. The man was a
dark, strenuous figure, in the vigor of maturity, with ·a decided, albeit wholly untrained, natural eloquence. He had personal
magnetism, and that force of religious enthusiasm-or is it frenzy ?-which, different in
degree, has under other circumstances
brought forth Savonarolas, Arbueses, John of
Leydens. His exhortations led not in the
way of merciful promises. They thundered
out anathemas and such visions of avenging
black pits as the uncultured human mind has
in all times grasped at with a marvelous mingling of fear and morbid, excited avidity.
Reuben Cane had many rapt and perchance
trembling listeners that night, but none more
powerfully moved than Jenny Ayer.
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She was very silent as they walked home.
When Jim suggested jovially that they round
' off the evening's "spree" •by his fetching a
jug of ale, she, for the :first time, entered a
species of demur.
"That preacher said, you know," she began, " that we eat and drink too much, to
the-to the damnation of our souls, Jim."
"Oh, come, now!" exclaimed Jim. "You
ain't a goin' to be takin' everything them
preachers says so dead serious? It can't be
done, nohow. Preachin' and listenin' be one
thing and livin' is another."
"Well, I dunno as we're right," said Jenny;
dubiously; and with some rigidity, looking
pensivly before her.
Jim was a little annoyed. He didn't care
about the ale, but, in a vague and indistinct
way, he was made uneasy, and, as he would
hav expressed it, he was "rasped" by his
wife's tone. It :was quite new. He stamped
about a little and then broke out, trying to
laugh it off:
"If goin' to that.feller's preachin's goin' to
kinder upset you so, J en, I guess you'd better
stay away next time. He ain'.t a bad lookin'
chap, and if so be you've taken such a shine
to his holdin' forth, you'll be takin' a shine to
his phiz next thing!"
It was not a delicately expressed joke, but it
was not au indelicately meant one, as Jenny
well knew. Rather was it a jocose effort to
restore the harmony which somehow seemed
to hav suffered a jar between them for the
first time. But Jenny appeared absent-minded,
and failed suitably to respond.
She did not take her husband's advice about
going to the revival meeting, another time.
Rather did she return- again and again. To
be sure, she was one of many. The men of
the village, those who had not yet come under
Reuben Cane's strong influence, grumbled
that tha " women folks had gone clean daft."
Jim did not say much. He had wanted to
broach the subject a hundred times, but something always seemed to freeze his tongue. He
was palpably growing less and less at ease.
He had the thwarted, estranged, defrauded
sensation which creeps benumbingly over us all
when we look on and see one near and dear to
us changing subtly into something unfamiliar.
For Jenny was changing in these clays. She
began neglecting little housewifely duties in
order that not one of Reuben Cane's denunciatory utterances might be missed. Once or
twice, when Jim came home tired and in
want of her gentle customary welcome, good
fare, and well-cooked dinner, he Irad been left
begging for all three, owing to unusually
prolonged sessions in the hall where Cane
gathered together potentially repentant sinners ..
One evening that this occurred the brewing
storm suddenly broke. Not that Jim was
abusiv at first. All provocation considered,
he bore himself very patiently. But when he
spoke of the exhorter Jenny's face grew cold.
"It ain't for sinners such as you be, Jim, to
·
be judgin' such a holy man."
''Holy man be--!" cried Jim, now fairly
exasperated. " I ain't a-goin' to hav him and
his jaw comin' between husband and wife,
and upsettin' things/'
"He ain't a-comin' between us."
"He be just that! Kin you say that you've
bin just-just the same since he come?"
·" If I ain't it's because you ain't willin' to
come with me in this new life. It's because
you're sot in your sin. If you'll come with
me to Brother Cane and find religion, we can
be as we was before. But if you won't7"""
"Well, what if I won't?" jeered Jim, taking up the phrase in her pause.
"Then we can't be," concluded Jenny." And is that the last word you've got to
say on this ere subject?" queried. Jim, ironically. Alas! poor, foolish Jenny! Could she
hav chosen a more inopportune moment to
push her proselytizing or done it more clumsily?
"I ain't got nothing more to say," she replied, and with that Jim raged from the
house, banging the door after him.
In their four years of married life they had
had no quarrel before. It set Jim's blood on
fire. He was a headstrong, impetuous fellow,
but he loved his wife dearly, and the thought
of the influence that "jawin' ass of a parson"
had obtained over her drove him nearly wild.
His mind was quickly made up as to the
course he should pursue. He would go to
Brother Cane (he brought the name out even
in his thoughts with a satirical intonation)
and tell him to quit, right then, cramming·
any more of his religion clown his wife's
throat. Untutored as Jim was in the reading
of motivs, and all at sea in this new disturbing element in which he found himself
f

launched, his instinct told him correctly that
it was this morbid, emotional religionism
which had turned Jenny's brain, and not any
attraction toward the exhorter as a man.
"Brother Cane," as it chanced, was not at
home. He had gone four miles out to see a
man '' as was took bad," said the old woman
who opened the door. He would be back in a
couple of hours.
Jim had no mind to relinguish his purpose
of seeing the brother that very night. He
could wait. But neither did the idea of goirig
home attract him. He remembered his neglected dinner, and the cold hearth, and Jenny's colder face when she had called him a
sinner, with a too vivid sense of retrospectiv
grievance. The public ]louse stood hospitably open, and he was sure of a warm weicome there anyway. Moreover, he took a
perverse pleasure in thinking that Jenny
would know he had gone in-would reflect
that, indirectly, his lapse was of her doing.
The warm welcome ·was not wanting, and
when Jim came out again the two hours had
passed. Other things. had passed, too, by the
way of his lips, and although it cannot be
said 4 that Jim Ayer was drunk, he was distinctly in that condition when to trifle with
him became a more or less dangerous thing.
He reached Reuben Cane's door just as a
buggy drove up and the latter got out. In
the dark he stumbled against Jim, and then
looked at him keenly as the light of the opening door illuminated the painter's flushed face
and hot eyes. Jim Ayer felt himself at a disadvantage under that look, and no more was
needed to break down the last barrier of restraint. He stepped menacingly nearer.
" What do you want?" said Reuben Cane.
"What do I want? What do I want ? I
want you to stop a-settin' my wife against me,
and fillin' her head with notions that ain't got
no sense in them! I want you," his voice
rising higher and higher, "to let her alone,
do you hear ?"
"You're drunk, my good fellow," said
Brother Cane, coolly; "I'll talk to you at
some other time, when you're sober."
He made as though to go into the house.
Like lightning Jim's brawny hand was on his
coat collar.
"You ain't goin' to get off like this," he
hissed, his eyes starting ominously out of his
livid face.
Cane was- as powerful a man as his antagonist. The spiritual life had not yet tamed
every human impnlse in him. He wrenched
himself away with flaming eyes. Then-who
knows how such things happen ?-Jim Ayer
had raised the heavy stick in his hand, the
blow had crashed down on Reuben Cane's
temple, and a dark form lay stretched upon
the steps of the -house.
Jim Ayer stood there as though bereft of
sense, hearing, or power of locomotion. 'The
animal instinct to run, to hide, the impulse of
the criminal, did not even assert itself. They
made a good deal out of this in the defense
afterward. It was a strong argument in·
favor of his having been temporarily crazed,
that he shonld hav stood there motionless,
looking down on the man he had murdered,
while the old woman, who had been Cane's
houseke.eper, drew the . whole village about
her with her frantic shrieks.
It was not adjuqged murder in the :first degree, after all. The sentence was imprisonment for life, instead.
"That won't be long," said Jim Ayer's
counsel, when it was all over. "The man
won't liv the year out, or he'll be trans pian ted
to the insane asylum, if he does."
He was a r,ising young lawyer with a relentless passion, and he had taken a strong liking
to the criminal.
·
"By Jove," he exclaimed, v.-ith a sort of
fury, "when I think of all the circumstances
-of a happy, peacefu!ohouse, of a fine, honest
fellow ruined, disgraced-damned, by heaven
-by the idiotic emotionality of an ignorant
woman, I-"
He set his teeth. The sentence would not
complete itself.
" These are the things that make me believe
in a hereafter," he subjoined brusquely.
"There is a time when the complexity of such
things is made clear-when the guiltless are
found more guilty t4an those who do the
deed-or there is no justice in this whole
scheme of life."
You will perceive that this young lawyer
was indeed very young, as I hav said.
He was right about Jim Ayer. In less than
a year the murderer of "that powerful
preacher, Brother Reuben Cane," was removed to the asylum for the insane, and
there, after a somewhat longer lapse of time,
·
died.

'
It is more than
doubtful if Jenny Ayer, even \
fn a degree, ever appreciated to its f!lll the
unconscious part that had been hers in the
feariul tragedy of that wrecked life. She
mourned for Jim, but with an appalling sense
that he had been stricken down by heaven
directly in outraged vengeance for· his sins.
This fe¢ling seemed to creep in and chill even
the springs of retrospectiv tenderness. Gradually she came to think, perhaps, more of the
martyred saint, Reuben Cane, than of the
once loving and beloved husband, by whose
hand the martyrdom had been consummated.
If. she had been a great lady she would hav
been a bigot and a devotee: As it was, Jenny
Ayer went about g~ntle, dreamy, abstracted
figure, punctual in attendance on all religious
services; surrounded at all times with a sort
of Sabbatarian stillness. Her atmosphere
suggested a faint chill. When she went by,
though she sometimes smiled upon them, the
clrildren would shrink a trifle away, a~d
nearer to their mother's skirts.-Selected.
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BQok Notices.
MEN, WOMEN, AND Gons, and Other Lectures.
By Helen H. Gardener. ·with an Intro.duction by Col. Robert .G. Ingersoll. 12mo,
158 pp. Yew York: Truth Seeker Co.
This book is very neatly printed and bound,
and typographically does Cr!Jclit to the art preservativ. But the outside of the platter is
not where the attraction lies. That is between
the covers, on every page sparkling with
brilliancy and cutting deep with keen sarcasm and effectiv wit, with vigorous attack
on sacred things and unsparing exposure of
the weak points in theolo<rical dogmas and
scripture inspiration. ·It is a remarkably
brilliant book, by a woman with a mission,
which she executes with unrestrained ridicule
and onslaught upon the Bible, especially its
teachings regarding women.-Day Star.
Miss Susan H. vVixon's" All in a Lifetime"
is a splendid book, full of incident and dramatic' situations following closely upon each
other. Tlie fidelity to New England dialect
and characteristics show the writer to hav
been a close observer of the' habits and manners of those among whom she is living. Her
descriptions, therefore, are exceedingly interesting. But the interest it may excite in the
reader is the least valuable part of the book,
unless we may consider that that interest is
the vehicle by which may be conveyed to
minds not otherwise receptiv many a wise
lesson.
The author's purpose manifestly is to arouse
thought upon important subjects without exciting antagonism, and she touches cleverly
all the vital reforms of the day with great ingenuity, weaving them into her charming
story. The humane purpose of the book can
not be too highly applauded. While the most
important problems arc discusssed in an attractiv way, the reader cannot fail to be fascinated with a ~plendid romance as well as
with the keen insight of the author and
the choice literary merit of her work. As a
means of broadening the mind of a young
person little disposed to earnest thought the
book is of great value. I take it this was the
author's motiv in the writing, and this is the
point which she has achieved with eminent
success. It is especially a work which LibTal-minded people should select for holiday
· eading for their young friends.-Ed. W.
Ghamberla;in, in the Inve~tigato1·.

ELEMENTS
OF

UNIVERSAL HIS TOBY
FOR

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prof.. H. M. Cottin;-er, A.M.
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of history from2,000
years D.C. on up to 1883, all in a nutshell.-Elmina Slenlcer.
As a text-book in schoo Is, the book would occupy
an important place; in the family it would be no
less important, as conveying information that all
should be acquainted with.-Susan Wi:con.
Mr. Cottinger's mtentions in writing this book
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It
may be commended as fulfilling its purpose of a
concise and interesting historical text-book.JJ:Itlwaulcee Sentinel.
Price,

Clo~>h,

$1.50.

For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Perpetual Cal en dar~
Working the Year of Science
And the Common Computations.

An Almanac f'orcve:tShowing the day of the week for any day of the
month for all time past and present and to come,
and other useful information. Price, 40 cents;
three for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Canvas2ers address L. Martin, Brunswick, Ga,
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··The Gods. Jt~;:~er, 50

cloth, $1.

cts j

In five lectu! ,,,.~ comprising, "The Gods\"
~· Humboldt4 ~::/ I'homas Paine," "IndividualIty," and ':' tleretics and Heresies."

Introduction by

,The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth,· 1.25.
Contents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty. for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Independence," " About Farming in Illinois,"
,. 'I'he Grant Banquet" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past uises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
. cloth, $1.25.
lntt'rviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.

What M.uKt We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

'Ihe

l~hristian

·Relhdon.

By R. G.

Ingersolb Judge Jeremiah S. Black, and Prof
George .!!', Fisher. ·Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. ·

Orthudoxy.

,56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t;vpe, and containing as much as
cot~ld be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
T]us makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously,

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
In connection with another firm we have just published Helen H. Gardener's first volume.
Helen H. Gardener was first introduced to the public by Col. Ingersoll, since when she has
won a place in the hearts of all Freethinkers by her ability, and by the brilliancy of her lectures. The contents of the volume are:
mies; Geographical Religion; Revelation· EviMEN, WOMEN, AND GODS: Introductory;
dence of Faith; Did He talk? What You
Accident Insurance; Chiefly Women; Why
May Think; Iu~ellectual Gag-Law; The 'viWomen Support H; What It Teaches; From
carious Theory the Cause of Crime ; Revision;
Moses to Paul; The Fruit of the Tree of KnowlThe CIJurch's Money-Box; Shall Progress Stop?
edge; Knowledge Not a Crime; As Much Inspired as Any.of It.
HISTORICAL FACTS AND THEOLOGICAL
VICARIOUS ATONEMENT: Fear; Beginning
FICTIONS: Church Fictwns; Historical Facts
-(Civilization, Comparativ Status, Women as
to Think; Creeds; Self-Control What We Need;
Vicarious Atonement Not a Christian InvenPersons, Education, As Wives, Not Woman's.'
:B'riend, Morals).
tion; Twin Monsters from Intellectual Pig-

Ingersoll Catt-lehised: His Answers to

Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, :JO Cents.

a Null,lber of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Franciscan. 5 cents; 50
ce!'lt.s per .dozen ; 25 co):1ies, $1 ; 100 co_pies $3.
M~llions of these should be circulated by Freethinkers.

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts,
Address THE 1'RUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

Vindil•ation ·of Thomas Paine from

ONLY U BY HAIL, POSTPAID.

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

SOCIAL "\IVEALTH:

:Address on the Civil Rights' Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

In~t>rsoll's

Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's worksJ the publisher has had
all his lectures1 except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i300
pages, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

rrributes.

There hav been so many

applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
be.en printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22, illummated border, and In large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, prepaid, for $1, or either one
for 25 cents.
.

Prose Poems and Selections.

Photographs of (;olonel Ingersoll.
Superb pli:otographs1 22x28, $5; panel, 10X(x17,
$3; boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 cts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

J. E.
Fals~

Rem~burg's

Works.

Claims .. Revised and Enlarged.

Prw~,

10 cents smgly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
M1sswn!LrY Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subJects considered by 1\'Ir. Remsbur!i are:
The Qhurch and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
~hmV).n~ the creeds of the prisoners in the penItentianes; tl!e Church and Civilization; the
Church and SCience; the Church and Learning·
the .Church and Liberty; the Church and th~
Antislavery Reform; the Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance ·Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bib~e

Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

VICes S~nctioned by Scrill_ture : Falsehood and
Deceptwn; Cheating; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery. and Prostitupiou; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermmation; Despotism· Intole~:ance and Pers~cution;.Injustice to Woihan;
Unl,mclness .to Children; Cruelty to Animals·
Human Sacnfices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft\
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
!J-nd Vag:rancy; Ignor~nce and Idiocy; ObscenIty.. Pnc.e, smgle cop10s, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
SpeCial discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath.-BrPaking.

The Sole Factors and
Exact Ratios tn Its Acquirement and Apportionment.

'By J. K. INGALLS

This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
unqer the following heads: Origin of the Sabbat!c Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; 1'he Christian
Scrtptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Suncla~ AI:guments · Origin of Christian Sabbath; 'l'estm~ony of th~ Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath dunn&' the Middle Al'es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Testn:n<:my of Chnstian Reformers,
Scholars.~,. and DIVInes; Abrogation of StmclaY
Laws. .t'l·ice, 25 cents.; six copies, $1.00.

A Great Medical Work on Manhood

ership; Private Property in Land; Capital and ·. Exhausted Vitality,. NeFvous and Physical Debilthe Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-op- Ity, Premature Declme m 1\Ian, Errors of Youth,
and the untold miseries resulting from indiscreeration;. Law of Contracts; Money and Credit; tion or excesses. A book for every man, young,
Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a middle-aged, and old. It contains 125 prescriptions
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestwns for all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
which is invaluable. So found by the author, whose
to Legislators; Conclusion.
experience .for 23 years is such as probably never
before fell to the lot of any physicmn. 300 pages,
bound in beautiful French muslin, embossed covPRICE, CLOTH, $1.00.
ers, full gilthguaranteed to be a finer work in every
sense-mec anical\ literary, and professionalAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
than any other ~orK solq in thi~ cotmtry for $2.50
or .the money will be refunded m ~very instance.
Pncei only $1.00 by mml, post paid. lliustrativ
samp e '6 cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded
the author by the Nationall\Iedical Association, to
the president of which,Jhe Hon. P. A. Risse!, and
associate officers of the lloard the reader is respectfttlly referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the youn_g
THE PRESENT
fo.r instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It
will
benefit all.-Lonaon: Lancet.
AND
There is no member of society to whom The
Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth,
FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA. parent, guardian, instructor, or clergyman.-A?·go-

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
1'ools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Own-

This

new book is a gem; It is a model in every respect. In factJ one of the richest' brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes"
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
se~ected from the speeches, arguments, lectures,
l~tters, table-talks, and clay-to-day conversatwns qf the author. The work is designed for
and Will be accepted by admiring friends as a
rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
:purp9se,, a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
faq sm~ile, )las been prepared especially for It.
Pnce 1 m silk c]oth, beveled edges gut back
and sH~e, $2.50; m half-calf, mottled edges, elegant li~rary sty~e, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, _gilt, exqltlsitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9
Sent on receipt of price,
·

A STAND..t.RD MEDICtL WORK

}'or YOUNG & MIDDLE· A.G ED MEN

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,

THE

'rt.aut.

BY A CAPITALIST.
A Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals with
the present cond1tions of society in this country, pointing out their· imperfections, and showing how
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present sys·
tern. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the
future Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
CoNTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Republic; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production and Distribution;
Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life iu the
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods Proposed for the
Transition from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger.
Pnce, $1.50.
·
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker ·company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

BOOJ(S FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and

Friendship Liberal League No. 257, of Philadel·
Youth. By Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition;. 'fhe Only illustrated Freethinkers' phia, will celebrate the 149th anniversary of the
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 fttll-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large t_ype, heavv birth of the Author-heroJ
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated.
THOMAS PAINE,
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.
Two Uttle Red Mittens. A Story of January 31st, 1886, in Industrial Hall, Broad and
the Rightway Almshouse. BY Jennie Butler Wood streets, at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M., to consist of
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
Apvles of Gold. A Story-Book for addresses, recitations, vocal and instrumental
t'he Youn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon. music. Entertainments free.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excelSupper at 5:30P.M. Tickets for supper, 25 cents.
lent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
Liberals
throughout the state invited.
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a 3t2
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price, 20 cents.

ThA Youth's · Liberal Guide.

By

THE

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL

Address the Peabod;; Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bullfinch St., Boston, 1\Iass., who
may be consulted on all diseases requirinll' skill
and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases
that have baffled the skill of all other ..
physicians a specialty. Such treated sue"
c e safully, with~ut an ,instance 9f failL
ure. Mentwu this paper. 1y14
II;

EAL

r Hy· s LF

DR. B. P. FELLOWS
is a regularly educated and legally qualified physician, and
the most successfuill ·
as his practice wi
prove. He has for
twenty rears treated
exc:lusivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures of which
he stands prec,minent
SPElH\IATORim<EA
and IMPO'I'ENCY
as the result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, ca.using
night c•miAAions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power, rendering
improper and unhappy, etc., are cured
permanently by an outsi,le a]Jp!ication in sixty
' clays. NO STOliiACH 1\'IEDIClN USED. It is one
of Dr. Fellows' valuable discoveries, which is entirely unknown to the mat1ical profession. It is
not a catch-penny get up, such as a. pacli belt, pastille1 nor magnetic appliance, but simp y a meclicin to be apv.lied externally on the parts affected,
which cures by absorption. Send five 2-cent stamps
for his" Private Counselor," ghing full information. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows 1 Vineland, N.J.,
and say where you saw this aclvertisment.
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage is solicited.

Prof. H. 1\'I. Kottinger, A.llf. Price; $1.00. This
FOR 1886.
volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
CHAS. A. WATTS, Editor.
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
CONTENTS: Agnostic Religion, by R. Bithell,
~'tj~~Eh. sense.
Address 1 THE TRUTH B.Sc.,
Ph.D.-Shifting the Center of Gravity, by
C. N.-1\'Iisconceptions of A!inosticism_z by Charles
Image Brf'akH. Six Lectures: De
Watts-A
Household of Unfaith 1 by u. M. McC.9line of Faith, ;protestant Intolerance, \VashTHE
Is Agnosticism, of Necessitty' Auti-ChristiaD 1 by
m~ton an Unbehver; Jefferson and UnbelieverW.
Stewart
Ross (Saladin)- e_gend of the Devil's
Fame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
FREETHINKER'<~' MAGAZINE
Dyke, Brighton, by Julian.-Emotional AgnostiBY
l5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.;
for January is out, and the contents are as follows: cisll}] by W. A. Leonarcl.-AI:mosticism and P()pu.Tobn R. ltelso, A.M.
ulmstianity, by Col. R. G. IngersolL-The SpeThomas Paine. The Apostle of Re- An Address, by A. B. Braclforcl.-The Church,· by lar
li~ious and Political ~i,berty.. Tells the story J. J. 1\icCabe.-Spiritualism, by William Henry,- cial Senses, by H. J. Hardwicke 1 F. R. C. S.-Not
by F. J. Gould.-The l\Iorals of
!>f the fo_uthor~Hero's life, delineates the leacl- A Plea for Anarchy, by John A. Broaclbeck.- Left comfortless'r
CONTENTS:
by gnotns.-The Eternal Curse, by
mg trait~ of Ius character and genius, and.vin- Christmas, Original Poem. By J. J., 1\'IcCabe.- ,Agnosticism,
William
1\'Iaccall-The
Catholicity of A~nosticism
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
A
1\'Ioclern
Queen
of
Heason
by
Uncle
Lute.-Ex~hcates h~s name from the aspersions cast upon
by Winifred, Lady Robinsou.-Christmnity ancl Creation.-Tbe De!uge.-The E:xodus.-The MiraIt. Chowe extracts from ' Common Sense " tracts from Letters.-This *Iagazine, by the Ecl- After,
by Charles C. Cattell.-Unpalatablc Truths, des of the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-The
"American Crisis," "Rights of !\'Ian," and '"Age itor.-Elizur Wright DeaclJ editoriaL-Consolation,
F. Sydney 1\'Iorris.-OJ:lpOsit Poles of Thought, Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
of Reason " are given; also, tributes to Paine's editoriaL-Book llcview, Dy the editor.-All Sorts, by
by
'1'.
E'.
an-Jacob; B.A.-For.tune and the lYiendi- Heaven and Hell of tbe Bible.-The Sabbath of
by
the
editor.-Frcethought
Directory.-Advertischaracter from more than one hundred noted
t.he 'Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The 1\Iessiah or
persons of Europe and America, many of them ing pages. This 1nagazine is to be published as a cant, by Thomas 11Iead.
~ritten expressly for this work. Second edi- monthly. Price, 25 cents a single number; $2 per PRICE 25 CEN1'S.
For sale at this office. Savior.
CrO\yn octavo,,833 p_p .. Splendidly executed. Sent
tt5lt5
twn, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper year.
by mail, post paid. Pnce, $3. 00.
neatly bou~d, an(\ containing a hanclsom~
HE CANARY. ANew and Remarkable Work
steel portrmt of Pam e. Price, paper, 50 cents·
on the Care of the Pet Canary. By mail, 50
cloth, 75 cents.
·
'
cents. Contents table mailed free. Lady Agents
Wantea.
1\iurrar_ Hill Publishing Co., 129 East
Tbe Apo~<tlt-l of Liberty. An address
28th Street, New York.
de)ivered in Paine.Hall, before the N. E. Free>n}'llledical Compound and lmJ•roTed
St4
thmkers' Conventwn, January 29, 1884. Price
Elastic Supporter 'rruss in,trom80 to
From Tradition to Reason.
90 dav• Reliable re!erencee gh en, )end
10 cents.
'
atamp ro1 circular i and aaJJ it. to hal paplf
BY HOBERT C. ADAMS.
For all the above works address
TRUTH
SEEKER
ANNUAL
you oaw mv adv.,.t..emene. , Addreea (lijj.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO
For Sale at this Office.
Cloth, $1.25.
,'t/,, &- ~~~,~... ~~~lll.lx~,x~~ 11\, ~~,
Prioe. liS oentP,
33 Clinton Place, New Y~rk,

The BiDle Analyze~.
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TRAVELS IN FAITH

rrHE

TnE' poor];louse at JackSon,. _1\'Iich., bui·ut : ·
on the 24th, with fatal results to five inmates.

,vill-

:i\'In. JoACHDf PEccr'sheaith is said to be
· improving. Pecci is an Italian gentleman
doing business as pope of Rome.
THE Grant monument fund grows slowly.
Less than $200 was subscribed last week,
making the total about $114,200.
TmRTY-~INE employees in the 'Orrell coal
mine at Newburgh, W.Va., were killed by
an explosion of gas on the 21st inst.

JuDGE BnEWEH, of Kansas, has decided
that the state must pay for a brewery made
worthless by the passage of a prqhibitory law.
THE cold wave reached Virginia the latter
part of last week, and tllere is great suffering
among the poor, who are ill provided with
winter clothing.

0 JEsus ! if thou \vilt not save my soul,
Who may be saved? Who is it that may be saved?
Who may be made a saint if I fail here?
Show me the man hath suffered more than I.
For did not all thy martyrs die one death?
For either they we1·e stoned, or crncifiecl,
Or burnt in fire, or boiled moil, or.sawn
In twah1 beneath the ribs; but I die here
To-day, and whole years long, a life of cleath.
Bear witness, if I could hav found a way
<And heedfully I sifted all my thoughts)
l\'lore slowly-painful to subdue this home
Of sin, my flesh, which I despise and hate,
I had not stinted practice, Q'my God ! ·
·
-Tennysm>'s Stylites.
WE are lJorn to be, if we please, rational Cl'eatnres, but it is use and. exercise only that make us,
so, and we are-indeed so no fm·ther than inclnstry
and application hav carried us.-J,ooke.

THE Rev. Jacob Freshman last Sunday
baptized into the Christian faith two men
alleged to llav been Jews. jVJr. Freshman
is himself a converted Jew.
J.L\IES FANNING, a compositor in this city,·
having consumption and knowing he could
liv but a few· weeks, shot himself .last Saturday in a philosophical manner.
Tm: Hartford Courant reports that the
Yale College bo.vs liav voted to hav college
prayers at 7:30 Instead of 8:10, in order to
"facilitate the athletic interests."
'rnE Rev. John 0. Bache of this city, has
sued the Hev. D. Brainerd Ray for $50,000.
The charge is slander, .iHr. Hay having said
in three different places that jVJr. Bache is a
licentious ancl immoral person.

I SAY, clelib.erately, of everyone who does realize
the misery there is in this world and remains in_clifferent t.o it; who enjoys his own share of the
good things of this life, without helping his
lmit.lwr; who does not stretch out his hand to l1ft
the fallen oi· raise his voice. on behalf of the downtrodden and oppressed, that that man is living a
life which is the very a.n t.ithesis [oppositJ of a cliYine life-:-a life whicJ~ ha:; in it no beauty and no
nobility, hut is selfish, clespicaJ,le, and mean.-M1·~.

QuEEN V wTom A ope>nPd Parliament one
clay last week, ancl her speech was reacl. She
opposes the granting of home rule t.o Ireland.
It is thought. this may lead to violent outhr'Paks among her <lisaJ'I'ect.<•cl sub~eets.

JonN H. PowELL, the newly elected mayor
of Newport, R.I., is enforcing the Blue Laws
of that eity. He has closed all the places of
lJ11siness except the churches, and will not
PVl'n allow the newsboys to vend their lXLpers.
TIIE members of St. Luke's Episcopal
r:hnrch in Baltimore are scandalize'd to hear
thiL!. their curate, the Hev. Nir. Sylvester, reCPnt.ly left Halifax, N. S., between two days,
leaving a large number of unpaid bills at his
tailor's and other places.
PnoFESSOR DANA_ lectured agai.D. before the
young men of Yale College last Saturday on
evolution. He claimed that evolution was
not necessarily Atheistic, but devoted considerable of his time to explaining the necessity for a God as an assista~t to nature.
TrrE recent big freeze extended over 'nearly
all of the orange-growing portion of Florida,
and totally destroyed the crops, as well as
young trees.
There are fears that the
bearing trees are also killed, which would be
a death blow to the industry of the state.
l\Iuch sickness is caused by the cold weather.
GovERNOR MoENERY, of Louisiana, has
just pardoned from the penitentiary the Rev.
Ben. Jenkins, who was serving a life term
for the murder of the Rev. J. Lane Borden
two years ago. Jenkins alleged at the trial
that Borden, who was principal of a female
seminary, had seduced a young woman to
whom he (Jenkins) was engaged to be mar.
ried.
SoME weeks ago the Rev. Andrew Gray, of
Millerton, N.Y., and Nliss Rachel Nicolson,
of Fox Harbor, N. S., came to this city and
took rooms at a hoteL In the morning the
young woman was found unconscious from
having· inhaled gas. She was taken to a
hospital and has recovered. The preacher
says they came to New York to be married,
; but now that jV1iss Nicolson is well again he
seems t.o be in no hurry to hav the ceremony
performed.
FnEDEmcK P. BuDDEN, of Jersey City,
N. ;J,, who has just given up his position as
keeper in the state reform school for boys at
Jamesburg, says that the institution is a college of crime, that the elder boys teach the
younger ones all kinds of vices, and that
when the boys leave the institution at the expiration of their terms they are weak in mind
and body and morally corrupt. ''If I had a
boy ten years old," he said, " and had the
choice of sending him to the Jamesburg reform school or burying him, I would send
him to the grave."·
.

I

i,;

Tnil great~st sacrifices ever made'~~:~· ~ff~~ed
the name of· religion.' For.this a man
forego
ease, peace, friend, society, wife, and· child, an·that
mortal flesh holds dearest; ,JIO danger is too dangerous, no suffering too s~, t<;> bear, i:f ieliiion
say the word. Simeoidhe Stylite 'will stand -years
long on his pillar's top ; the devotee of Buddha will
tea1· off his palpitating llesh, to serve his god.
The pagan idolater, bowing down to ·a false image
of stone, renounces his possessions, submits to barba.rons and cruel rites, shameful.mlitilations of his
limbs; givs the :first-born of his body for the sin.of
his soul; casts his own person -to destruction, because he dreams Baal or Saturn, Jehovah-or· Moloch, demands the sacrifice. The Christian idolater, domg eqnaJ homage to. a lying. thought; givs
llP common sense, reason, conscience, love· .of his
b1·other, at the same fancied mandate; is ready to·
.credit most obvious absurdities;. accept conti·adictions ; do what conflicts with the moral sense ; b'elieve dogmas that make life. dftrk, eternity dreadful, man fL worm, ancl God a tyraut.__:TIIeoam·e
Par/em·.
.

THE police of London are exercising extraordinary vigilance in expectation of dynamit,e
outrages.

A. J3Psant.

JESUS AND THE MONEY.:_CHANGERS.
Turn the rascals out.

~dds

iind fllnds.

THE man who can write love letters without
making au ass of himself has kept the matter very
quiet.
WHEN a Ch~nese laundryman becomes a member
of the Sunday-school, he does it that his sins may
be washed away.
A PAPER iJ:t Oswego mentions that James Clark
and wife" were bmn, died, and were bnried on the
same day." The life of this remarkable couple
must hav been exceedingly brief.
"WHAT is the first thing yon wonld do, Jones, if
you were stnng blj a hornet?" asked Smith, who
had been reading an article on the treatment of
stings. "Howl," replied Jones, solemnly. And
the conversation abruptly ended.
"UPoN what pemiliar feat]lre are your principal
colleges in the United States founded?" aske(l an
English tourist of an American; "I see that President McCosh has resigned from Princeton." "It
is copied closely from the Engliah systein of government." "How so?" "Why, when your government finds itself beaten in a Parliamentary
division, it gracefully resigns, clon't it?" "Yes."
"vVell, when one of our college base or foot ball
teams is vanquished, the whole faculty resign,
throw up the sponge, and step a good way down
and a long way out. See?"
LoNG and wearily had his anxious wife waited,
when at last the husband entered, and, with hi2
frame convulsed with anguish, threw himself into
a chair, and, burying his face in his hands,
groaned, "We are rnined; to-morrow's sun will
see the prond name of Jenkins among the-list of
bankrupts !" Then out spoke the noble wife-: "Say
not so, my deal~Peter; all is not lost. We hav gone
without' ice for the last three months, and here is
the money you gave me for the iceman," and she
placed fifty thousand dollars on the table. The
worn, weary face of 'the husband lighted up with
joy as he exclaimed, " Maria, you are a daisy; if
we had gone without gas for the same time, I
would hav retired from onsiness."
THE DAYS OF FORGETTING.
"Traveling along in the n1ral districts of 'old
· Kaintnck," said the preacher, "I stopped over
night at the house of a good widow. She, being informed that I was a preacher, invited or called on
me for family prayer. Selecting an easy lesson in
the scripture, and reading it in my clearest accent, I offered a short prayer. There is always a
solemn interval between a 'family' prayer and the
resumption of conversation. During this inter-·
esting interval my good sister thought she ought
to say something bordering on religion, therefore
began as follows : ·
"'Brother Jay, don't you think them fellers in
the time of our savior was mighty fet:~tful?'

" 'Don't know that I call to mind anything so
very forgetful on the part of om· ·forefathers,'
said I.
"'Well,' said she, 'just yon turn to the first
chapter of Matthew; .don't it say as plain as can
be that Abraham forgot Isaac, and Isaac forgot
Jacob, and Jacob forgot Jndas and his brethren,
and so on through a great long list?'
"'You are right, 'sister, there does seem to be
a wholesale forgetting along there,' and I did not
stop to correct her idea of the genealogy.
THE CHURCH CHOIR.
(Some distance afteJ• Tennyson.)

Half a bar, half a bar,
Half a bar onward !
Into an awfnl ditch
Choir and preceptor pitch;
Ip.to a mess of pitch
They led the Old Hundred.
Trebles to right of them,
Trebles to left of them,
Bellowed and thundered.
Oh, that preceptor's look
When the sopranos took
Their own time and hook
From the Old Hunqred !
Screeched all the trebles here,
Boggled the tenors there,
Raising the parson's hair,
While his mind wandered.
Theirs not to reason why
This psalm was pitched too high;
Theirs bnt to ga'Sp and cry
Out the Old Hundred.
Trebles to right of them,
Tenors to left of them,
Basses in fl'Dnt of them,
. Bellowed and thundered.
Stormed they with sb!ont and yell;
Not wise they sang, nor well,
Drowning the sexton's bell,
While all the chnrch wondered.
Dire the precentor's glare,
Flashed his pitchfork in air;
Sounding fresh keys to bear
Out the Old Hundred.
Swiftly he turried his back, Reached he his hat from rack,
Then from the screaming pack
Himself he sauntered.
Tenors to right of him,
Trebles to left of him,
Discords behind him,
Bellowed and thundered.
Oh, the wild howls they wrought!
Right to the end they fought;
Some tune they sang, but not,
Not the Old Hundred.
-Lapeer Ledger.

IF such there breathe, go, mark hin1 well !
For him no minstrel1·aptures swell;
High though his titles, proud his nam0,
Boundless his wealth as wish can claim,
The wretch concentered all in s~lf
Living shall forfeit fair renown
And doubly dying, shall go down ·
To the vile dust from whence he sprung,
Unwept, nnhonored, and unsung.
-Si1· Walter Sean.
T:S:E prevailing theology represents God as a being whom a goocl man must hate; religion is something alien to our nature, which can only i'ise as
reason falls. A despair of man pervades our the"
ology. Pions men mourn at the famin in our
churches; we do not believe in the inspiration of
goodness now, only in the tradition of goodness
long ago. For all theological purposes, God
-might hav been buried· after the ascension of Jesus. We dare not approach the in:finit one face to
face; we whine and whimper in our brother's
name, as if we could only appear before the omnipotent by attorney.-Parker.
CAN it be that the cause of truth requires so
many falsehoods and con traclictions to sustain it?
-D.

1lf.

Bennett.

JoHN SELDEN (1584-1654) was an illnstrions Eng
lish scholar, 1/twyer, and antiquarian contemporary of 1\'Iilton's. The only one of his works that is
now valned or read, except by specialists, is his
"Table Talk,l' of which Coleridge says : "Thei·e is
more weighty bullion sense in this book than I can
:find in the same number of pages of any uninspired writer." This is rather an exaggeration.
Like Coleridge's own "Table Talk," Selden's has
many hits, palpable hits, but also many misses.
Luther's "Table Talk" is the only other work
under the same title; it is still worth reading,
though he spends too much. time with the devil!Hyla:c.

CHRISTIANITY did not bring high moral·precepts
into the world, nor will they disappear from the
world along with it. We shall retain all that was
really achieved by Christianity, as we liav retained
what was accomplished by'Greece and Rome, without the form of religion in which that 1wrnel reposed.as in its husks. Thus only shall we succedin
discarding at the same time the narrowness and
the partiality which adhered through<;>ut to the
doctrinefi' of Christianity.-Stra?.tss's Old ana .New
Faith.

You attribute pel'sonality and consciousness to
God, bnt what, then, do you call personality and .
consciousness? That, no doubt, which you hav
fonnd in yourselves, become cognizant of in yourselva, and distinguished by that name. But if you
will only giv the slightest attention to the natnre
of yO)Ir conception, yon will see that you do not
and cannot conceive of this without limitation and
finality. By attributing that p~dicate to tl;lis
being yon in consequence make of it a finite one,
a creature like yonrselvs; you hav not, as was
yo;u· wish, conceived God, but merely the multiplied [enlarged or amplified ?l representation of
yourselvs.-Flcl!te.
SHAKBPERE and Bacon were not independent
phenomena, bronght together by an accidental coincidence. They were rooted in the same soil, and
the impulse, though it led to different manifestations, was ultimately derived from the same
sources.-Leslie Stephen.
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It is fabled that a box containing innumerable evils was presented to Pandora by Jupiter, from which, when opened, countless ills and diseases issued
Hope alone remaining for the consolation of the race.

Jl.ofts and Qklippin!!s.
THE divorce cases in L~ne county, Oregon,
for 1885, outnumber the list of marriages
twelve to one, according to the San Francisco
Bulletin.
THE Rev. Dr. Hunt has been'dropped out
of the pulpit of the :y.~• Baptist church of
was ,willh:tg and
Hoboken, N. J. The/ ·
the spirit was weak,/
ohe "Rev. Mr. Hunt
got involved in a sea'..:... ~1 •
''DID you ever see anything like this ?"
said a young lady to her escort, at a church
fair where raffling was in progress. "Only
once." "When was that?" "Well, I was
on a Western train one time when it was
rpbbed:"
THE Budington F1·ee Press relates 'that a
philanthropist asked the daughter of a rich
manufacturer, who employs hundreds of men,
if she ever did anything fcfr her father's hands.
"No," was the reply, "but I rub mine with
glycerin and oatmeal every night."

.

!
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•• RuFus, wuz yer to de chu'ch dis mornin'?" "Dar's jis wllar I wuz, Clem." "I
hope yo' drawed in much profit f'om de sarbice, Rufus." "What yo' mean, sah? Jes'
yo ' take noti'ce , Mr. . Clem , dat w'en w·e p 1ay.s
keards in de quiah durin' sarbice we jes'
plays fo' 'museme~t, an' nuffin' mo'.,
ANoTHER victim bas been sacrificed upon
the altar of the Christian idol-the Bible.
.Mrs. Maiden, the wife of a young farmer near
Decatur, Ill., about the middle of last month
began reading the Bible, under the delusion
th&t it was true. In one week the book had

.<.

done its perfect work, and Mrs. Maiden was·
insane. Her first act of violence was to attempt the destruction of !1er two children by
dashing them upon the floor. Her husban(l
subdued her after a violent struggle, and she
was taken to Decatur for .treatment. The
portion of the Bible which crazed Mrs.
~1\'Iaiden was Jeremiah.
':'· "AND now, my dears," said the Sundayschool teacher; "I hav explained to you all
the different forms of religion; tell me which
of them you like the best?" There was a
long pause and then l'Iaster Johnny said:
'' Well, I'd rather be a Baptist in summer and
a Mormon in winter." "I'm afraid we
sho1~ha~ to call you an Optimist, then," rcpli:;fP':the teacher. And so Master Johnny
wf$nt home and said: "Pa, what's an dptimist ?" "An Optimist? Well-er-hum; an
Optimist is a sort of-er-well, perhaps .you
had -better look in the dictionary for a concise
answer." And so they hunted up the dictionary and aLlast found: Optimist, a be1~~er
in Optimism. And ~faster, Johnny thanked
his papa and said he was so glad to know!
TrrE Ga.nanotjue, Ont. ,.Reporter says: '' The
Rev. J. W. Jeffrey gets off some queer ideas
in the course of his speeches. La~t Monday
evening, at Kingston, he told his I}Hdience
that some years ago he arrived in Kine:ston,
~
and was at that time ' seriously de!Jating in
hi~ mind whether to remain a Christian or go
back to Infidelity.' If he had said be had debated as to whether he could make more
money while living a Christian life, or by following practices which he knew to be wicked,
his state of mind could be understood; especially as he added that the receipt of favors
from his Christian
friends decided him to re•.

it unto the least of one of these, my brethren,
ye hav done it unto me. Come, ye blessed of
my father ; inherit the kingdom prepared for
you from the foundation of the world." But
then a good many ministers commit the same
oversight.
THE Boston Evening RecO'rd is informed
that the faith cure is showing some remarkable developments in Chicago. One woman
has been cured of a tumor by having a verse
of scripture read to her once a day. They
THE Syracuse Standard relates that recently
are now experimenting on a broken leg with
Roscoe Conkling and Colonel Ingersoll took a
more heroic doses-half a chapter twice a day
y;alk during the court's recess. They in-and are confident of final success.
tended t.o bring up at Louis Windholz's ~or
PERSONS calling themselvs '' Daniel's Band"
lunch, but missed the place, and strolling on
in East Washington street they entered an- hav been engaged in revival work at Windother restaurant, which is one of the cheapest fall, Ind., for a few weeks past. The result is
of the cheap. It is so cheap, in fact, that given in the Indianapolis Sentinel by a correSuperintendent of the Poor White sends im- spondent from Windfall : " Harmon Haxton,
pecunious individuals to it for ,meals at the a man about forty years of age, having a famexpense of the county. Just r.fter Mr. Conk- ily, began to take part in the meetings about
l,ing and Colonel Ingersoll had sat down and a week ago, and fell in a trance, as they said.
y'llled for oyste~s, Superintendent White He never entirely recovered his mind. He
walked j.n with the most woebegone and was taken to his home, where he remained a
altogether wretched tramp that ever set foot few days, growing worse, became insane, and
in the city. The tramp took a seat at tile is now confined in the Tipton county jail for
next table to that used by the distinguished safety. A lady by the name of Hankins, livlawyers, and ate a plate of beans, supple- ing near Tipton, attended a meeting last
mented by a bowl of soup. He gleaned from night, went into a trance, became wild and
their d:.:nversation who his ·neighbors were, unmanageable, taking three or four to bold
an~ as they rose he turned and said : " Gen~ her, and she left town in a wago:1 in that contle(en, won't you join me in something?" dition. A Mrs. Mary A. Brown, a widow
"I'l~ join my friend.in giving you a quarter," lady of this place, who has long been a memsaid Ingersoll. " Thanks, gentlemen, thanks. ber of the Metb.odist church, went into a
Ah! When shall }Ve three meet again? Sen- trance at her home while the meeting was in
ator Conkling and myself may possibly meet progress yesterday. She remained several
in heaven. But as for you, Mr. Ingersoll, ah! hours in that condition. It is reported that
who can tell?" The tramp had forgotten the she is not in her right mind, and has to be
words of Christ: ''Inasmuch as ye hay done watched."
main ' steadfast· to the faith.' It is nonsens.p
to say that a man can choose deliberately
whether he shall believe in Christianity or be
an Infidel. If the evidences of Christianity
convin'ce his mind of its truth he will. believe
and cannot help himself; and if he is not convinced he cannot believe, let him ' deliberate'
as much as he will. But when it comes to
profession and practice, many men C!tn, and
do, make it a matter of policy."
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and authoritativ a statement on a_matter of this importantle without due inquiry-wit~out. being abl~ to
found himself upon recognized SClentifi.c authonty.
·
h I t
But I wish he had thought fit to name the source
The Interpreters of Genesis and t e n erpre- from whence he has derived his information, as in
ters -of Nature;
that case I could hav dealt with his authority, and I
A REPLY TO MR. GLADSTONE's "DAWN OF CREATION AND should hav thereby escaped the appearance of making
oF woRsmP."
an attack on Mr. Gladstone himself, which is in every
From the Nineteenth Century.
way distasteful to me. .. .
.
Our fabulist warns "those who in quauels interFor I can meet the statement in the ]ast paragraph
pose" of the fate which is probably in store for them; of the above citation with nothing but a direct negaand, in venturing _to place myself between so powe~- tiv.. If I know anything at all about the results
ful a controversialist as Mr. Gladstone and the enn- attained by the natural science of our time, it is " a
nent divine whom he assaults with such vigor in the -demonstrated conclusion and established fact " that
last number:· of this Review, I am fully aware that I the " fourfold order " given by Mr. Gladstone is not
run great danger of verifying Gay's predicti~m. that in which the evidence at our disposal tends to.
Moreover, it is quite possible that my zeal ~- offerillg show that the water, air, and land populations of the
aid to a combatant so extremely well able to take globe hav made their appearance.
.
Perhaps I may be told that ]\;Ir. Gladstone does grv
care of himself as M. Reville may be thought -to
savor of indiscretion.
his authority-that h~ cites Cuvier, Sir John HerTwo considerations, however, hav)ed me to .face _schel, and Dr. vVhewell in support. of his case. If
the double risk. The cine is that though, in my tbat has been Mr. Gladstone's intention in mentionjudgment, M. Reville is who~yin the right in t~at ing these eminent names, I may remark that, o~ t~s
part of the controversy to which I propose ~o restnct particular question, the only relevant authonty rs
my observations, neverth~less, he, as a forergn~r, ~as that of Cuvier. But, great as Cuvier was, it is to be
very little chance of making the truth prev~ Wlt_h remembered that as Mr. Gladstone incidentally reEnglishmen against the authority and t~e ~lect~c marks, he cannot 'now be called a recent authority.
skill of the . greatest. maste~ of persu~srv rhetonc In fact, he has been dead more than half a century,
among English-~peaking , ~en of o_ur t~e. As the ·and the paleontology of our day is related to that of
queen's proctor illter_venes, ill ce~ta~ cases~ between___ his very much as the geography of the sixteenth
·two ~tigants in th~ illtere$ts of JUStrce, sort may
century is related to that of the fourteenth. Since
pernntted me to illterpo,se . as a sort of. uncomnns- 1832 when Cuvier died not only a new world, but
sioned science p~octor. , M;'y second exc~se for my new 'worlds,· of ancient life hav been discovered; .and
meddl~someness rs t~at Im:J?Ortan_t questwns. of nat-. those who hav most faithfully carried on the work of
ural sClence-respectillg which nerther of t_he comba:t- the chief founder of paleontology hav done most to
ants professes to speak as ~n e:rp~rt-~·e illvolved ill · mvalidate the essentially negativ grounds of his specthe controversy ;-.~_and I. think rt rs desrrable tha~ the ulativ adherence to tradition.
p-qblic should know what it ~s that natur~. sc_rence
If Mr. Gladstone's latest information on these matreally has -to say on these. ~oprcs, to the .best, belief of ters is derived from the famous discourse prefixed to
one who has been a diligent_ student of ·natural the Ossernens Fossiles, I can tmderstand the position
science f~r _the last f?rty years. . . · . . :·
... · ' .
he has taken up; if he has ever opene(l a respectable
. The ongmal Prolef!ome_1~es de l}~~stmre. des Relzg- modern manual of paleontology or geology, I cannot.
20ns ha_s not come ,~ m,y way; _but ~- hav ~ead the ·For the facts which demolish his whole argument ~e
translatwn of M. Re_ville s work, pubhshe~.' ill E~g- of the commonest notoriety. But before proceeding
land under the a:usprces of Prof. Max Mulle;r, Wlth to consider the evidence for this assertion 'we must
very great interest. _It putsmore·f11irly ~n:d cle~ly be .clear about- the meaning of the plu·aseology emth~ any book pre~ouslJ: ~own ~o me. the vrow ployed.
which~ manofst~ong repgrous f~elillgs,-but at the _ I apprehend that when Mr. Gladstone use~ the
~arne trme po~sessillg the ~formatr_on and the r~ason- term "water-population" he means. those ammals
illg P?We~ .which enal?le hi_m1 ~~ esttmate the s~-rength which in Genesis i, 21 (Revised Verswn) are spoken
of. scr~ntifi.c methods ofmq-.;ury, and -the wergh~ of of as :'the great sea monsters and every living creats?rentifi.c truth, _maybe e!PE:l?t~d to.take of the r.ela- ure that moveth, which the waters broug~t forth
tron between se1ence ~Jld religJ._on: .
. ,
abundantly, after their kind." And I :presume that it
!n ~he chapter on The Pnnntr:v Rev~latw~, t~e will be ag1·eed that whales and porpms~s, sea :fishes,
sClentr:fic worth of the account of creatwn grven ill and the innumerable hosts of marine mvertebrated
the book of. Genesis is estimated·-!?. terms :vhich are animals, are meant thereby. So "air·"population ' 1
as unque~twnably respectful as, ill my JUdgment, must be the equivalent of " fowl" in verse 20, and
they are JUSt; and, at the end of the chapter on " every winged fowl after its kind " verse 21. I sup" Primitiv Tradition/' M. Rev!-lle· apprais~s the value pose I may take it for granted that by " fo:wl" _we
of pentateuchal anthrop?l~gy ill a. way which I should hav here to understand birds-at any rate, pnmanly.
hav tho_ught sure of. e~stillg the assent· of all com- Secondarily, it may be that bats, and the extinct pterpe~ent Judges, even rf rt. were ex~ended. t~ the whole odactyls, which were flying rep_tils, come tinder ~he
of the cosmogony .and bwlogy of GeneSls ··
same head. But whether all illsects are "creepillg
As, however, the original traditions of natioits ~p~a;ng _up ·things" of the land-population, or whet~er ~ying
in an epoch less remote than our own from the primitiv life, insects are to be included under the denomillatwn of
it is indispensable to consult them, to compare them, and to "winged fowl," is a point for the decision .of Hebrew
associate them with other sources of information which are
th
available. From this point of. view, the traditions recorded exegetes. Lastly, I suppose I may- assume
at
in Genesis possess, in addition to their own peculiar charm, "land-population" signifies '' the cattle" and "the
a value of the highest order; but we cannot ultimat~ly see beast of the earth," and "every creeping thing that
in them more than a venerable fragment, well deservmg at- ·creepeth ·upon the earth," in verses 25 and 26 ; pretention, of the great genesis of mankind.
·
sumably it comprehends all kinds of terrestrial aniMr. Gladstone is of ~ different mind._ He dissents mals vertebrate and invertebrate, except such as may
from M. Reville's views respecting the proper estima- be c~mprised under the head of the " air·-population."
tion of the pentateuchal traditions no less than he
Now what I want to make clear is this, that if the
does from his interpretation of those Homeric myths terms, ' ".water-population," ,, air-population," and
which hav been the object of his own special study. "land-population," are understood in the senses here
In the latter case, Mr. Gladstone tells 1\i. Reville that defined, natural science has nothing to' say in favor
he is wrong on his own autho!ity, ~o which, in such of the proposition that they succeeded one another:
a matter, all will pay due respect; ill the former, he in the order given by Mr. Gladstone; but that, on
affirms himself to be " wholly destitute of that kind the contrary, all the evidence w~ po_ssess goes to
of knowledge which canies authority," and his r~buke prove that they did n~t. Whence 1t wil~ £op.ow that,
is administered in th~ name and .by the authonty of if Mr .. Gladstone has illterpreted Genesrs nghtly (on
natural science.
-·
which point I am most anxious to be understood to
An air of magisterial gravity hangs about the fol- offer no opinion), that interpretation is wholly irTeclowing passage:
oncilable with the conclusions at present accepted by
BU:t the question is not here of a lofty poem, or a skilfully the interpreters of nature-with everything that can
constructed narrativ; it is whether natural science, in the be called " a demonstrated conclusion and estabpatient exercise of its high calling to examin facts, finds that lished fact". of natur·al science. And be it observed
the works of God cry out against what we hav fondly believed to be his word, and tell another tale; or whether, in that I am not here dealing with a question of specut:q_is nineteenth century of Christian progress, it substantially lation, but with a question of fact.
echoes back the majestic sound, which, before it existed as a
Either_ the geolomcal record is sufficiently compursuit,' went forth into all lands. - _·
'
od
First, looking largely at the latter portion of the narrativ, plete to afford us a means of d~te:r;mining the or er
which describes the creation of living organisms, and waiv- in which animals hav made theu· appearance on the
ing details, on some of which (as in verse 24) the Septuagint globe or it is not. If it is, the determination of that
seems to vary from the Hebrew, there i8- a grand fourfold order is little more than a mere matter of observadivision, set forth in an orderly succession of times as tion. if it is not then natural science neither affirms
'
,
follows: on tl;Ie fifth day.
1. The water-population,
nor refutes the "fourfold order," but is simply silent.
2. The air-population,
The series of the fossiliferous deposits, which contain the remains of the animals which hav lived on
and, on the sixth day,
3. The land-population of anim(lls,
" hi h
4. The land population cqnsummated in miJ.n.
the .earth in past agel:! of its history, anCL w ·c can
Now, this same fourfold order is undt!rstood to havbeen so alone afford the evidence requir·ed by natural science
affirmed in our.time by natural science that it ma,y be taken of the order of appearance of their different species,
as a demonstrated conclusion and established fact (p. 696).
may be grouped in the manner shown in the left-hand
" Understood?" By whom? I cannot bring my- colunm of the following table, the oldest being at the
self to imagin that Mr. Gladstone has made so solenm bottom :

~tltcfion.

?e

.

FORMATIONS.

Quaternary.
Pliocene.
Miocene.
Eocene.
Cretaceous.
Jurassic.
Triassic.
Upper Paleozoic.
Middle Paleozoic.
Lower Paleozoic.
Silurian.
Cambrian.

I.

. FIRST KNOWN APPEARANCE OF

Vertebrate air-population (bats).
'
Verteprate air-population
(birds and pterodactyls).

Vertebrate land-population (amphibia,
reptilia[?]).
Vertebrate water-population (fishes).
Invertebrate air and land population (fly·
ing insects and scorpions).
Invertebrate water-population (much earlier, if eozoon is animal).
·

:;:
In th~ right hand colunm I hav noted the' group
...
of strata in which, according to our present information, the land, air, and water populations appear fqr
the first time; and, in consequence of the ambiguity
about the meaning of "fowl,'' I hav separately indicated the :f}rst appearance of bats, birds, flying re~~ .
tils, and flying insects. It will be observed that, if
"fowl" means only "bir·d," or at most flying vertebrate, then the fu·st certain evidence of the latter, in ,
the Jurassic epoch, is posterior to the first appearance of truly terr~strial amphibia, and,possiby of true
reptils,· in ·the Carboniferous epoch (Middle Paleozoic) by a prodigious interval of ·time.
·
The water-population of vertebrated animals first
appears in' th~ Upper Silmian. Therefore, if we
found ourselvs . on vertebrated animals, and take
" fowl" to mean birds only, or at most flying vertebrates,. natural science says that the order of succes~
sion was water, land, and air-population, and not-as
]\;Ir. Gladstone, founding himself on Genesis, sayswater, air, land-population. If a chronicler of Greece
affirmed that the age of Alexander preceded that of
Pericles, and immediately succeeded that of the ·Tr?jan war, Mr. Gladstone would hardly say that t~rs ,
order is " understood to hav been so affirmed by historical science that it may be taken as a demonstrated
conclusion and established fact." Yet natural sci.ence·" affirms " his "four-fold order" to exactly the
·same extent-neither more nor less.
Suppose, however, that " fowl" is to be taken to
include flying insects. In that case the first appearance of an air-population must be shifted back for
long ages recent discovery having shown that they
occur in r~cks of Silurian age. Hence there might
still hav been hope for the fourfold order were it not .
that the fates unkindly determined that scorpions" creeping things that creep on the earth " par excellence-turned up in. Silurian strata nearly at the same
time. So that if the word in the original Hebrew
translated "fowl" should really after all mean "cockroach "-and I hav great faith in the elasticity of that •
tongue in the hands of biblical exegetes-the order
primarily suggested by the existing evidence : '
2. Land and air-population,
1. Water-population,
and Mr. Gladstone's order:
3. Land-population,
2. Air-population,
1. Water-population,
can by no means be made to coincide. As a matter
of fact then, the statement so confidently put forward turns out to be devoid of foundation and in ·
direct contradiction of the evidence at present at our
disposal.*
.
If, stepping beyond that which may be learned from · -~ .
tbe facts of the successiv appearance of the forms of
animal life upon the surface of the globe, in 'so far
as they are yet made known to us by natural science,
we apply our reasoning faculties to the task of finding out what those observed facts mean, the present
conclusions of the interpreters of nature appear to be
no less dir~ctly in conflict with those of the latest interpreters of Genesis.
Mr. Gladstone appears to admit that there is so~e .
truth in the doctrin of evoluti:on, and indeed places rt
' · ·
under very high patronage :
I contend that evolution in its highest form has not been a
thing heretofore unknown to history, to philosophy, or to theology. I contend that it was before the mind of St. Pa~
when he taught that in the fulness of time God sent forth his
son, and of Eusebius, when he wrote the "Preparation for
the Gospel," and of Augustine when he composed the "City
of God " (p. 706).
'
Has any one ever disputed the contention thus .
solemnly enunciated that the doctrin of evolution was'
not invented the day before yesterday1 Has liDY one
ever dreamed of claiming it as a modern innovation!
'.

-~

* It may be objected that I hav not put the case fairly, in-

asmuch as the solitary insect's wing which was discovered
twelve months ago in Silurjan rocks, and which is at presen~
the sole evidence of insects older than the Devonian epoch,
came from strata· of Middle Silurian age, and is therefm;e ,
older than the scorpions which within the last two years hav
been found in Upper Silurian strata in Sweden, Britain, and
the United States. But no one who comprehends the nature
of the evidence afforded by fossil remains would venture to
_say that the non:discovery of scorpions in the Middle Silur~an
strata up to this time affords any more ~round for su~pos~g
that they did not exist than the non-discovery of flymg m- .
sects in the Upper Silurian strata up to this time throws any.
doubt on the certainty that they existed, which is derived
from the occurrence of the wing in the Middle Silurian. In
fact I hav stretched a point in admitting that these fossils
affo~d a colorable pretext -for the assumption thati the land
and air-population were of contemporaneous. origin.

Is there any one so ignorant- of. the history of phi- ·no reason to d,oubt that the fact may be so, ·nevertheSo far as I can see, there is only one resource left
losophy as tci be unaware that it is one of the forms less. Indeed, I think it is quite possible that 'fmther for .those modern representativs of Sisyphus, the recin which speculation embodied itself long before the research ·will show that Homo sapiens existed, not oncilers of Genesis with science; and it has th€1 adtime either of the BishOp of Hippo or the Apostle to only before Equus cq,ballus, but before many other vantage of being· founded on a perfectly legitimate
the Gentiles:~ Is Mr. Gladstone, of all people in the of the existing forms of animal life; so that, if all the appeal. to our ignorance. It has been seen that, on
world, disposed to ignore the founders of Greek phi- species of animals hav been separately created, man, any interpretation of the terms," water-population"
losophy; to say nothll,lg of Indian sages to whom evo- in this case, would by no means be the "consumma- and "land-population," it must be admitted that
luti-;m'was a fainiliar notion ages before Paul of Tar- tion" of the lan,d~population.
invertebrate representativs of these popUlations exsus was· born~ B:ut it is ungrateful to cavil at even
I ain raising. ito. objection to the position of the isted during the lower Paleozoic epoch. No evolu·-the most oblique admission of the possible value of fourth term in Mr. Gladstone's "order "-on the tionist can hesitate to admit that other land animals
one of those affirmations of natural science which facts, as they stand, it is quite open to anyone to (and possibly vertebrates among them) may hav ex:_,·.
really may be said to be " a demonstrated' conclusion hold, as a pious opinion, that the fabrication of man isted dming that time, of the history of which we
and established fact." I note it with pleasure, if only was the acme and "final achievement of the process of kiww so little; and, further, that scorpions are anifor the purpose of introducing- the observation that peopling the globe. But it must not be said that mals of such high 9rganization that it is highly prob~-k'Zi'h if ~here is anJ: truth w_hatever in the doctrin of evo-. p.atma,l science counts this opinion ainong her able their exisi'3nce indicates that of a long antece~
~' . ,;;·~t~lutwn as apphed to animals, 1\fr. Gladstone's gloss on :"demonstrated conclusions and established facts," dent land-popwation of a similar character.
· Genesis in tlie following passage is hardly happy :
for there would be just as much, or as little, reason
Then, since the land-population is said not to hav
for ranging the contrary opinion among them.
been created until the sixth day, it necessarily folGod created( a) The water-population;
. It may seem superfluous to add to the evidence lows that the evidence of the order in which animals
(b) The air-population.
·
that Mr. Gladstone has been utterly misled in sup- · appeared must be sought in the record of th9se older
And they receive his benediction (verses 20-23).
.
Pursuing this regular progression from the lower to the posing that his interpretation of Genesis receives any Paleozoic times in which only traces of the water·higher, from the simple to the complex, the text now givs us support from natural science. But it is as well to do population hav as yet been discovered.
the work of the ·sixth" day," which supplies the land popu- one's work thoroughly while one is about .it; and I
Therefore, if anyone chooses to say that the
lation, air. and water having been already supplied (pp. 695, · think it may be advisabl<') to point out that the facts, creativ work took place in the Cambrian or .Lauren. 696).
as they are ·at present known, not only refute Mr. tian epoch in exactly that manner which Mr. GladThe gloss to which I refer is the assumption that Gladstone's interpretation of Genesis in detail, but stone does, and natmal science does not, affinn, natthe "air-population" forms a term in the order of are opposed to the central ·idea· on which it appears ural science is not -in a position to disprove the
· progi"ession from lower to highei", from simple to to be based. •
·
accuracy of the statement. Only one cannot hav
complex-the place of which lies between the· water~ere must be some position from which the rec- one's cake and eat it too, and such safety from the
. ·population ?elow and the land-poplation abov~and on~ers of science and Genesis will not retreat; some contradiction of science means the forfeitme of her
I speak of It as a " gloss " because the pentattmchal central idea the maintenance of which is vital and ,its support.
WI"iter is~ nowise responsible for it.
refutation fatar Even if they now allow that the'
Whether the account of the work of the first, sec. But i~ is n9t true that the air-population, as a words "the evening and the morning" hav not the ond, and third days in Genesis would be confirmed
whole, is "lower" or less "complex" than the land- least reference to a natmal day, but mean a period of. by the demonstration of the truth of the nebular hypopulation. On the contrary, every beginner in the any number of inillions of years that may be neces- pothesis; whether it is corroborated by what is
study of animal morphology is aware that the orgap.- sary; even·ifthey are driven to admit that.the word ~own of the natme and probable relativ antiquity of
ization of a bat, of a bird, or of a pterodactyl, pre- "creation," which so many ri:rillions of pious Jews the heavenly bodies; whe~her, if the. Hebrew word
supposes that of a terrestrial quadruped, and that it and Christians hav held, and still hold, to mean a translated " firmament" ill the Authorized . Veris intelligible only as an extreme. modification of the sudden act of the deity, signifies a process of gradual sion really mea:ns " expanse," the assertion that the
organization of a terrestrial mammal or reptil. In. evolution of one species from another, extending waters. are partly under this "expanse" and partly
the same way, winged insects (if they are to be through in:J.measurable time ; even if they are willing above It would be any more confirmed by the ascercounted among the" air-population") presuppose in- to grant that the asserted coincidence of the order of tained. facts of physical geography and ~eteorology
sects which were wingless, and therefore, as " creep- nature with the "fourfold order" ascribed to Genesis than It was before; whether the creatiOn of the
ing' things," were part of the land-population. Thus is an obvious error instead of an established truth-,- whole vegetable world, and especially of "grass, herb
theoi·y is as much opposed awobservation to the ad- they are smely prepa,red to make a last stand upon yielding seed after its kind, and tree bearing fruit,"
mission that natm·al science indorses the succession the conception which underlies the whole, and which before ~y kind o~ animal is "a:ffi.rrried" by the appar-·
of animal life which Mr. Gladstone finds in Genesis. constitutes. the essence of Mr. Gladstone's "fomfold ently plam teaching of botamcal paleontology, that
On the contrary, a good many representaVvs of nat- division, set fol'th in an orderly succession of times." grass~s and fruit-trees originate~ long ~ub~equent_ly
ural science wo-qld be prepared to say, on theoretical It is,. that the animal spec~es which compose the to anunals-all these are questi~n.s w~ch, if I nn~
' grounds alo:J?.e, that it is . incredible that the " ai.F- water-population, the air-population, and the land- take not, would be ans:wered dec1s1vly ill ~he negat1:V
population" should hav appeared before the "land- population, respectivly, originated dming three dis- by th~se who are- spe~1ally conversant w1th tl:J,e scipopulation," and that if this assertion is to be found tinct and suceessiv periods of time, and only during ~nces ill:'olved. And It must be _recollected that the
in Genesis, it merely demonstrates the scientific those periods of time.
Issue raised bJ: Mr. ~ladstone IS not whether, by
worthlessness of the story of .which it forms a part.
This statement appears to me to be the interpreta- some effort of illgenm~y, the pentateu~hal_ story can
Indeed, we may go fill"ther. It is not· even admis- tion of Genesis which Mr. Gladstone supports, re- be shown to be n~t <;Jisprovable by sCientific knowlsible to say that the water-population, a sa whole, ap- duced to its simplest expression. " Period of time" edge, but whether It IS supported thereby.
peared before the air and the land-populations. Ac-. is substitut~d fo"r " day;" . " originated" is substiThere is nothing, then, in the criticisms of Dr. Reville,
cording to the authorized version, Genesis especially tuted for "created;" and any order required for that but what rather tends to confirm than to impair the old-fashmentions among the .the animals created on the fifth adopted by Mr. Gladstone. It is necessary to make ioned belief that there is a revelation in the book of Genesis
day "great whales," in place of which the revised this proviso, for if "day" may mean a few million (p. 694)·
version reads "great sea monsters." Far be it from years, and "creation" may mean evolution, then it is
The form into which Mr. Gladstone has thought
me t,Q giv an opinion which rendering is right, or obvious that the order (1) water-population, (2) fit to throw this opinion leaves me in doubt as to its
, ~l:wt.l,,~~· either is 1-ight.
All I desire to remark is, air-population, (3) land-pop:ulation, may also mean substance. I do not understand how a hostil criti. that''iJ whales and porpoises,dugongs and manatees, are (1) watel'-population, (2) land-population, (3) air pop- cism can, under any circumstances, tend to confirm
to be regardM as members of the water-population ulation; and it would be unkind to bind down the that which it attacks. If, however, Mr. Gladstone
(anci.-1f -:t)ley are not, what animals can Claim the reconcilers to this detail when one has parted with so merely means to express his personal impression, "as
designation~), then that much of the water-popula- many others to oblige them.
one wholly destitute of that kind of knowledge which
tion has· as certainly qriginated later than the landBut even this sublimated essence of ·the penta- carries authority," that he has destroyed the value of
population as-'bats and birds hav. For I am not teuchal doctrin (if it be such) remains as discordant these criticisms, I hav'neither the wish nor the right
aware that any competent judge would hesitate to with natmal science as ever.
to disturb his faith. On the other hand, I may be
admit that "the organization of these animals shows
It is not true that the species composing any one permitted to state my own conviction that, so far as
the mos.t obvious signs of their descent from teiTest- of the thl:ee pbpulations originated dming any one of natural science is involved, M. Reville's observations
rial quadrupeds.
·
three successiv periods of time, and not at any other retain the exact value they possessed before l\fr.
A similar criticism applies to Mr. Gladstone's as- of these.
Gladstone attacked them.
sumption that, as the fomth act of that " orderly sucUndoubtedly, it is in the highest degree probable
Trusting that I hav now said enough to secure the
cession of times," .enunciated in Genesis, " the land- that animal life appeared first under. aquatic condi- author of a wise and moderate disquisition upon a
. population consummated in man."
tions; that terrestrial forms appeared later; and flying topic which seems fated to stir unwisdom and fa.nat. If this•means simply that man is the final term in animals only after land animals; but it is, at the same icism to their depths, a fuller measme of justice than
the evolutional-seii.es of which he forms a part, I do not time, testified by all the evidence we possess that the has hitherto been accorded to him, I retire from my
· -•suppose that any objection will be raised to thatstate- great majority, if not the whole, of the primordial self-appointed championship, with the hope that I
rrient on the part of students of natural science. But specie~:~ of eafh division hav long since died out and shall not hereafter be called upon by M. Reville to
].£.the pentateuchal author goes farther than this, and hav been replaced by a vast succession of new forms. apologize for damage done to his strong case by imintends to say that which is ascribed to him by Mr. Hlilldreds of thousands of animal species, as distinct perfect or impulsiv advocacy. But perhaps I may be
,. Gladstone, I think natmal science will hav to enter a as those which now compose om· water, land, and permitted to add a word or two, on my own account,
caveat. It is not by any means certain that man-I air populations, hav come into existence and died out in reference to the great question of the relations
rri,eap the species Ifomo sapiens of zoological termin- again, throughout the eons of geological time which between science and religion, since it is one about
ology-has "consummated" the land-population in separate us·from the lower Paleozoic epoch, when, as which I hav thought a good deal ever since I hav
the sense of appea1i.ng at a later period of time than r hav pointed out, om present evidence of the exist- been able to think at all, and about which I hav venany other. Let me make my meaning clear by an ex- erice of such distinct populations commences. If the tured to express my views publicly more than once
ample. From a morphological point of view, om species of animals hav all been separately created, in the course of the last thirty years.
beautiful and useful contemporary-! might call him then it follows that hlilldreds of thousands of acts of
The antagonism between science and religion,
colleague-the horse (Eq~~~~s cabalh~s), is the last term 'creativ energy hav occmTed at intervals throughout about which we hear so much, appears to me to be
of the evolutional series to which he belongs, just as the whole time recorded by the fossiliferous rocks; purely factitious, fabricated on the one hand by
Ifomo sapiens is. the last term of the series of which and, dmi.ng the greater part of that time, the "crea- short-sighted religious people, who confound a cerhe is a member. If I want to know whether the tion" of the members of the ,water, land, and air pop- tain branch of science, theology, with religion ; and
species :Eqtms caballt~s made its appearance on the ulations must hav gone on contemporaneously.
on the other by equally short-sighted scientific people
smface of the globe before or after .Eiomo sapiens,
If we represent the water, land, and air populations who forget that science takes for its province only
deduction from known law does not help me. There by a, b, and c respectivly, and take vertical succession that which is susceptible of clear intellectrial compreis no.reason that I know of why one should hav- ap- on the page to indicate order in time, then the fol- hension, and that outside the boundaries of that provpeared sooner or later than the o~her. I! I turn to lowing schemes will roughly shadow forth the con- ince they must be content with imagination, with
'·
observation, I find ab1mdant remams of Eq~~~~s cabal- trast I hav been endeavoring to explain:
hope, and with ignorance.
b.ts in Quaternary strata, perhaps a little earlier. The
Genesis (as interpreted
Nature (as interpreted
It seems to me that the moral and :idltellectuallife
by Mr. Gladstone).
by natural science).
of the civilized nations of Europe is the product of
eXistence of Homo sapiens in the Quaternary epoch
2
b b b
ct a" b
that interaction, sometimes in the way of antago· is also certain. Evidence has been adduced in favor
~~~
g ~~
nism, sometimes in that of profitable interchange of
of man's existence in the Pliocene, or even in the
a a a
t~~emitic and Aryan races, which co~enced with
Miocene epoch. It dqes not satisfy me; but I hav
,"I\
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upon thems~lvs I 'But fortunately by the same 'taw the duty
pr rather l~t us sa:y the J?rivilege; falls upon time and PO!lter:
Ity to repair the mgratitude; not only to do justice to our
saviors maligned or slain, but to accomplish the far weightier
task of taking up and continuing their purposes of beneficence till they are finally realized.
:
From this p1atform such JustiCe year by year we hav
sought to render, .on his birthday, to the memory of the
hero-author of the great political and social revolutions of
the last century, Thomas Paine. Here we hav in days past
repeated the eventful story of his life, stranger and more in~ ·
teresting than fiction. Here year by year we hav brushed
away the falsehoods of slander, or the trivial defects which
obscured his glorious career, until his form has begun to
stand f9rth again in the true perspectiv of time as the real
author of American liberty and independence, without whose
pen Washington would hav drawn the sword in vain. This
act of justice is due from every American to the man to
whom perhaps more than to any other one man our great republic owes its existence ..
This is simple justice, but it is not all that even gratitude
requires. Under. the law of evolution the more important
duty rem!linS of COnlprehending his designs and Of continuing his career, until they are realized. Are we not standing
faithless and idle while the great purpose, the mighty mfs"sion, of Paine and his compeers remains unfulfilled? Shall
the blood, the terror, the sacrifices of the age of the great
revolutions be lost by-the apathy of those unwilling to appreciate or unable to realize its mighty plan ?
The best answer to this question, the best lesson for this
hour, is to recall in heart and mind the sublime political and
social dreams which Tlwmas Paine cherished as the hope of
mankind, and to wl1ich he devoted his life. His dreams we
may well call them-not that he entertained them alone or
originated them all, but because he represented and embodTHOMAS PAINE.
"With his name left out, the history of Liberty cann:ot be ied them most consistently, devotedly, and thoroughly in
America and Europe, and but for the selfishness stupiditv .
written."
·
.
and hatred of the English aristocracy he would h~v realized
. The Signal Office prediction held out a hope of them in his day and generation. He was in inspiration and
fail• weather on the evening of Friday, the 29th, but in deed the knight-errant of liberty, the stormy petrel of revinstead of that it rained.. Nevertheless, all the peo- olution, who roused the peoples of America, England, and
as never before. The last quarter of the last century
ple ~at German Masomc Tel;llple was ,capable of France
was his seed-field, and from his so wings the first crop has but
holding came together ~hat mg~t to Celebrate _the partially ripened in Ame.rica. From 1770 to 1800 was the
one hundred a~d forty-nmth a:nn;versary ?f the brrth age of activ revolution, but it was yet more. It was the age
of Thomas Pame ; and a ~atifymg fact IS that h~f of great dreams, ideals, hopes, purposes, and plam. The
philosophers and statesmen of that day saw full well
o;: more of them were ladies. There wa~ an ~dnns great
that a new era-The Age of Reason and of the People-had
swn fee of twenty-five cents, and th~ pr~sident of the begun,
and that time had called upon them to act not selfclub had expressed the fear that this might abate the ishly for the preseiJ.t only, but as the architects of the true
ardor of some and cause a small attendance. Such Temple of Humanity, the political and social future of the
was not the case.. It had no effect whatever. Many civilized world. They were men of wonderful foresight energy, and ability, but they could do no more than to sk'etch
ev~n regarded the fee as too small,. and Mr. Eckhart the
outline and lay the foundations of. the mighty structure,
prud a dollar and would take no change.
. .
and leave the plans for future generations to continue. We
Mr. S. 1;'. Putnam, secretary of the Secular Umon, are neglectful of the highest duties as citizens of America and
was master of cermonies. His likeness will be found the world if we neglect to carefully trace and study the growing plan laid out by the fathers of our new era-neglectful if
at about t ~is we
fail to see where death or the brute force of· tyrants t~re
plac_e. The pwt- their hands from their work-recreant, if we fail to gather the
ure IS not as hru:d- recourses of our greater opportunities toward the completion
·
some as the ong- of.. their mig;hty design.
Be not misled by those who may say that social evolution
inal, but the a:ut?is a growth, and that it will accomplish all needful beneficent
graph under It Is results, without regard to individual effort or conscious coopdone a good deal eration, over political or social desio-ns, past present or
better than Mr. future. The soul and mainspring of human' growth 'and
Putnam usually evolution is fhe human will. Only by human prevision and
writes it. There coi:iperativ effort can evolution hereafter be a providence
working for highest welfare, the good of all. It is wicked
is a sadness, too, and
childish in this age of the world, in which humanity has
about the artist's reached its majority, to trust only to blind, brute evolution
likeness which is the law of natural selection, or the law of the natural survival
foreign to the of the fittest, which means only the fightiest. The human
genial secretary, will, the moral power, the power of agreement, is the grandest
factor in evolution, and under that moral, beneficent guidthough it does ing intelligence, it can only peacefully and beneficently work
not badly repre- out the destiny mankind.
So thought and taught those who were the great American
sent the look of anxiety he wore on Friday night
until enough people had arrived to insure a success- inspirers and monitors of the people in our RevolutionPaine, Benjamin Franklin, and Thomas Jefferson.
ful meeting and to meet the twenty dollars' prelim- Thomas
What, then, were their dreams, ideals, and plans? Were
inary expenses which Mr. Putnam had generously they such as did or could die with them, or were they funda·paid from his own purse.
.
mental, ever-enduring; the common foundation of human
The first event was what the secretary introduced peace, progress, and welfare?
Thomas Paine was the representativ man. He of all men
as a breeze of music in the form of a duet which the
dreamed the prophetic dreams of hi.s age most clearly and
deft fingers of Mrs. McCune and Miss .Annie Lenont fully. What were they? For his first dream, open to the
drew from the piano. George Krahmer recited an first paragraph of his "Common Sense." It is the Dream of
original poem, after which Mr. Putnam announced Liberty-that society, as the word implies (from Latin
a speech from Mr. Wakeman, whom he introduced socius, a companion) should be and must be made a -com:
panionship, instead of a tyranny, a compulsion, a governwith appropriate words. The presi(lent of the club ment,
over man. The consent of• the governed is the prewas greeted with a burst of applause which could be requisit of government. How beautifully he elaborates this
surpassed only by the bursts that foJlowed when his fundamental postulate of .the new era! Not even hav our
stirring references to Paine aroused to activity the Anarchists and Nihilists seen more clearly than he that cooperation, voluntary and free, should take the place of goventhusiasm of all
ernment by compulsion; that taxation should rest upon the
present.
Mr.
needs and consent of the people,- and th:~.t a true republican
vVakeman always
democracy must in the end be the only stable, economical
and needful form of administration of public affairs, leaving
makes a good
the individual as free as possible in the enjoyment of all of
speech, and · his
his rights, privileges, and duties. Government by authority
audiences are alof the great, or of the past, or by the grace of God, must end.
way's sure that he
Government of, for, and by the people must take its place.
Here was born the tricolor motto:. Liberty, Fraternity, 1
will.
It is his
Equality, which circles the world, and which by the degree of
ability to surprise
its realization measures the progress of the people. Under
them with somethis ideal dream he foretold and labored for the destruction
thing a great deal
of every form. of tyranny, force, compulsion, and slavery
better than the·v
over the bodies, souls, lives, and minds of his fellow-men.
He struck, therefore, at once and with all his might and won.
are looking ·fo·r
·derful skill, at the great citadel of human tyranny, the Monthat givs him his
archy and Aristocracy of Great Britain. They were, as he
crowning excelsaw clearly, the great enemy. Could they be overthrown
lence. This was
this ideal Dream of Liberty might be eventually realized:
They held then, as now, the center of the great inertia of the
one of the occasions when he more than fulfilled the anticipations of past against which the surging waves of the new era of
and human aspiration hav·beat for a hundred years
even those who were confident of his making a great thought
but not wholly in vain.
speech. Mr. vVakeman's picture is given above and
But how was this dream of Liberty to be initiated and up.· .
his address is given below. He said:
held? By founding, out of the thirteen scattered, half-rebelMR. PRESIDENT, LADIES, AND ·GENTLEMEN: Yes, it is too lious colonies of America a, glorious republic, which should
true: Republics are ungratefuL This is their misfortune- hav a federativ and a national character.
This was the Second and the grand Political Dream of
inevitable under the law of evolution. The greatest benefactors of our race are its prophets and reformers. Such they Thomas Paine. Read the conclusion of " Common Sense "
could never be except as iconoclasts, breaking the ancient and the !irst and fifteenth numbers of the "Crisis," ~nd (reidols of ignorance, prejudice, and vested rights. No wonder membermg the date)·see how grandly and constructivly <the
that the stones they cast at the old idols are often returned Spirit of Liberty was to be embodied in the wonderful polit-

the dawn of history, when Greek and Phoonician
came in contact, and has been continued by Carthaginian an(!. Roman, by Jew and gentile, down to tlie
present day. Our art (except, perhaps, music) and
our science are the contributions of the Aryan; but
the essence of our religion is derived from the
Semite. In the eighth century B.c., in the heart of
a world of idolatrous polytheists, the Hebrew prophets put forth a conception of religion which appears
to me to be as wonderful an inspiration of genius as
the art of Pheidias or the science of .Aristotle.
" .And what doth the Lord require of thee, but to
do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly
with thy God~"
·
If any so-called religion takes away from this great
saying of Micah, I think it wantonly mutilates, while
if it adds thereto, I think it obscures, the perfect
ideal of religion.
,
But what extent of knowledge, what acuteness of
scientific criticism, can touch this, if anyone possessed
of knowledge or acuteness could be absurd enough
to make the attempt? Will the progress of research
prove that justice is worthless and mercy hateful~
Will it ever soften the bitter contrast between our
actions and our aspirations, or show us the bounds of
the universe, and bid us say, " Go to, now we comprehend the in:finit ~"
A faculty of wrath lay in those· ancient Israelites,
and surely the prophet's staff would hav made swift
acquaintance with the head of the scholar who had
ask e d Micah w h ether, perad venture, the L ord further
required of him an implicit belief in the accuracy of
the cosmogony of Genesis!
What we are usually pleased to call religion nowadays· is, for the most part, Hellenized Judaism; and
not unfrequently the Hellenic element carries with it
a mighty remnant of old-world paganism and a great·
infusion of the worst and weakest products of Greek
scientific speculation; while fragments of Persian and
Babylonian, .or rather .A.ccadian, mythology bmden
the Judaic contribution to the common stock.
The antagonism of science is not to religion, but
to the heathen survivals and the bad philosophy under which religion herself is often well-nigh crushed.
.And, for my part, I trust that this antagonism will
never cease but that to the end of time true science
contin~e to fulfil one of her most beneficent
funct~ons, that of relieving men from the burden of
false science which is imposed upon them in the name
of religion.
This is the work that lH. Reville and men ·such as
he are doing for us; this is the work which his opponents · are endeavoring, consciously or unconT. H. HUXLEY.
sciously, to hinder.

.;.,.m

Mr. Reynolds's Benefit.
Between one hundred and fifty and two hundred
people were in the hall of German Masonic Temple
last Sunday evening at eight o'clock. They had come
to see lYir. Reynolds's illuminated paintings and to
giv the· lecturer a benefit. It was a good-natured
audience, ready and anxious t.o be .pleased, and appreciativ to a high degree. When the gas was turned
off and the hall
darkened preparatory to showing
the pictures, the
audience cheered,
so that the applause began before the exhibition
did. The lecture
was on London
and Paris, but included some of.
Scotland and Ireland. Rather more
than one hundred
views were given
with fine effect, and
the spectators expressed their delight both by clapping their hands and by complimentary remarks.
The author of these lines was behind the screen
where the stereopticon was, and inserted the Views
into the machine. His only bad break was showing
the Grand Opera House in Paris for the church of
the Madeleine, aud the church of the Madeleine for
the Grand Opera House. Mr. Eckhart, who has
been all over the world, including Paris, drew the
writer's attention to his error, and various other persons remarked the inaccuracy. The audience discussed the matter briefly, and the lecturer said that
all, having paid their money, would be permitted to
take their choice, which settled the question pleas:mtly, and things thereafter :proceeded smoothly. It
IS unnecessary to say anything about the pictures:
they were something superb.
The lecture lasted an hour, and everybody was
sorry when it was ended The benefit to Mr. Reynolds amounted to above $45.00. It would not be
doing violence to the truth to say that this made
him happy and that his gratitude to the New York
friends is very sincere. On Monday he went to Vineland, N. J., and from thence he goes wherever there
may be a call. Success should go with him, and it
will if it likes to travel in good company.

The Liberal Club arid Paine Celebration.
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ical fact first by him described as "The Uriited States of
America, free and independent." Never, not even as the
builder of iron bridges,· was he more clear, practical; and
constructiv than in his political efforts to realize this repulYlican 'dream as the body of liberty.
In 1775 the American people were prostrate before the
British .throne, humbly praying for more favorable terms of
conciliation. In a few short months 100,000 copies of " Common Sense " had raised them to their feet as free and inde_pe~dent citizens of a hoped-for republic of independent, free,
Umted States, which by their own brave hearts and arms
and such aid as_they could get from France, they determined
to make a reality. He first clearly projected the independence and the fedetibtion of the United States and called them
into being as a nation~ If he did not write: he dictated the
very phrases of the immortal Declaration. He inspired the
people to demand it and. to stand by it. It is uninteHigible
until "Common Sense" is read before it, and so is the Constitution of the United States until the " Crisis," ·and especially the fifteenth n,umber, is read between it and the great
·Declaration. He who does not read these epoch-making
documents together will never understand either. nor the
spirit of the American Rev0lution, and without understanding that, he will miss the true line of the political and social
evolution of the world. For Paine and his Republican compeers founded the " Free and Independent_ States of ·America" as the cornerstone of the greater confederation of the·
world. Notice as you read his works· how perfect~y cosmopolitan they are. He speaks always as a citizen of the world,
beeeeching Americans to make their land a home for liberty,
which had been cruelly banished by tyrants from the old world.
But from this her home h<il always promised that she should
return again to Europe to expel the tyrants and disenthrall
mankind.
This western home he taught, by "a happy invention" talting
the advantage of the happy accident of the independence and
severance of the colonies: should be made by joining them
into a federal republic. Thus could be secured for general
and national purposes of protection and administration the
strength and utility of the mightiest empire, and not limit at
all, or but little, the freedom of the separate states, the town
meeting, the fireside, or. the individual. Each individual
could thus hav his power and sovereignty combined for his
generaVand special welfare in the most practical forms. Thus
the federal republic, composed of republican democracies,
could be at once a nation and yet the home of liberty, utility, strength. He had hoped that our federal government
would hav been simpler than it is-with one house of Congress who should choose the Executiv. But the great organ-.
izing· chiefs, Washington, Hamilton, and Madison, thought
a stronger government was necessary, arid so they gave us a
Senate, an independent president, and a college of electors.
These are all impediments to the will of the- people. In
time, will not the simpler republic of Thomas Paine and
Thomas Jefferson prevail as stronger and better? · But such
as it was he gave to it his heart's adoration. He was overjoyed and could scarcely believe it when he saw his dream
realized. Not only was America "independent .and free,"
but if so much had come true, why J:!.Ot the rest of his driam
-the federal republic of the civil~zed world?· Instead of
"Rule Br~tannia," he :wrote his new song in this strain:
" Hail! great Republic of the world;
Which .reared her empire in the West I
May ages as they rise proclaim
The glories of thy natal day,
And. states from thy exalted name
Learn to ruie and to obey.
Be thou forever great and free,
The land of love and liberty."
_ Now we must turn to the still greater chapter in his career,
his Third Great Dream, the Federal Republic of the civilized
nations;. and the consequent emancipation of the peoples, and
the disarmament and peace of the world. Open the fifth
chapter of his '' Rights .of Man,!' and you will see his plan
disclosed. thus: Could the alliance then existing between
·America and France. be extended to republicanized England
and Hplland, his plan would be as good as accomplished.
These nations.could disarm except a navy of police. The
other nations would from their interest soon be obli(!ied to
· join this confederation, and the peace, progress, and liberty
of the world would be advanced five hundred years in a life·
time!
Was this dream wild and chimerical? Not more so thanth«;~ dream of American liberty and independence when he
wrote" Ct>mmon Sense." The times were ripe for mighty
changes. America w11s ready. France was in alliance with
her, and ablaze :with revolution. Holland must follow her
example. The plain people of England were i1;1 sullen revolt.
Such facts were his call to a higher stage of action. His
Dream of Political Liberty and Federation must be realized
for the World as it had been· in America.
Ther.efore, he left others to frame the Constitution in
America, and returned to his nativ England, ostensibly to
place an iron bridge over the Weir, but restlly to c_onstruct a
federation of republics which should be the grand security
for the liberties, rights, and peace of mankind forever.
His rep.Jy to Edmund Burke-the first and second parts
of his " Hights of Man "-was to do for England what his
'' Common Sense " and ''The Crisis" had done for us.
Burke aroused the aristocracy and '' quality" of England
against the French ij.~olution: Paine aroused the common
people in favor of liberty.' I hav come to bring you liberty
and your rights, he said. Listen to me! His pamphlets.had
a phenomenal -success and a circulation quite similar to his
earlier works in t~e colonies. But the people were not ready.
They had no arms nor chance to meet or organize, or to act
politically. Church and king sat combined· like an incubus
upon the popular will. Prosecutions against the publishers
and readers of Paine's works followed many and fast, but
still the good work went on for awhile hopefully. M_eanwhile Paine was called to France, by the 'voice of the nation,
to aid in establishing the Revolution and consequent constitution which was a material part of his great 'plan. The important part which he played in those grand events in France
came to be nearly lost to history. But by the diligence of
Hon. E. B. Washburn, our minister to France in 1880, the
main facts and documents hav been recovered, and were
printed in Smibner's Montltly of that year. They are greatly
to Paine's credit, and show conclusivly that the Revolution
and consequently his great plan of international confederation failed because his advice was not taken. The cause of
European liberty was lost, he wrote to Danton, because of
the .foolish execution of the king, and the insane rage of
Marat and the Jacobina. Danton and he who had, as members of the same committee in the National .Assembly, framed
the glorious constitution of the year 1792, were soon in
prison. The European Dream of Paine closed with Danton

under the guillo.tin; and Paine, escaping the same death by
the special providence of having his prison door. open when
the chalk-mark of the condemned was placed upon it, was
left by the negligence of washington to nearly a year's imprisonment, and a prison fever from which he barely escaped
with his life.
.He was finally returned to his place as member of the
National Assembly, but. t.he tide which, wisely taken at its
flood, might_ easily hav. floated into existence the Republic of
the United ·States of Europe, had receded not to rise again
for a century. ·
·
·
We all know how the new era was strangled by reaction.
We hav had since a hundred years of what, in DarWinian
phrase, may be called a period of arrested political development. In France the Corsican bandit, Napoleon, sacrificed the
Revolution to his selfishness. Then came the Bourbons, then
the Orleanists. In E1;1gland the very effort to put down the
Corsican caused military efforts that equally suppressed the
dream of liberty. In America the Federalists came to the
front in politics and in society, and they were soon succeeded
by the slaveholders' aristocracy in the name of Democracy.
But Liberty has had her sleep of a hundred years, startled
only·by the shock of 1848. It has been the reign of the brute
forces which overwhelmed Paine and the revolutions of the
last quarter of the last century. But the signs portend that
the l!lst quarter of the present century will-be also a period of
rapid evolution or otherwise of revolution. Look at France.
There at last a republic is on its feet, looking toward greater
liberty. In our republic, designed by Paine as the prelude
to the Republi'c of Man, mark, that slavery, which Paine, as
the forerunner of the-Abolitionists, was the first to oppose,
declaring as he did that man never could, hold property in
man-slavery, with its aristocracy that rendered all of his
dreams impossible in America, has disappeared, though at a
frighttul and needless cost of blood, toil, and treasure. Not
only hav the Federalists gone, but their "Republican" imitators cannot longer withstand a revival of democracy and
reforms which are rendering the government more popular
and administrativ. But chiefly the Federal plan of uniop. of
independent states has been vindicated and extended. This
policy was first proposed by Paine in his "Public G;ood"
(1780). He proposed to make the territories of the statfls
general domain, .encouraging its settlement and admission
into the union as separate states. This was done, and thus
North America has grown to be a mighty empire of republics large enough to be. in fact 'and influence the model and
the corner-stone of the federated world.
· But has England made no progress? Her queen is but a
figurehead or symbol. The f{ouse of Lords exists by tolerance of the Commons elected by a suffrage gradually becoming universal. Her colonies hav grown so large that they
are separated dominions, and tend to subvert or to transform
the empire itself into a federation. At this crisis Ireland demands home rule, which seems to be impossible except upon
the federal plan. She must manage her affairs as the states
of our union do 'theirs. But how is this possible without
some general alliance with England and Europe for protection, administration, and commerce? And to crown it all,
Charles Bradlaugh,' the republican, of all English statesmen
the inheritor of the policy of Thomas Paine, has finally taken
his seat in the British Parliament. His first act has been
what? To introduce a bill to break up the parks of the aristocrady, and to open all unoccupied and unused lands to use
by the people. Thus the time is coming when a man in England shall be of more worth than a deer!
[Touching Paine's politico-economical views, the speaker
here show'ea that Paine had foreshadowed much that is at
present taught by the foremost social reformers, including
Mr. Heill'y George. For lack of space this portion of the
address is regretfully omitted. Mr. Wakeman· then proceeded:]
And again, he drifts toward the emancipation and elevation of .women.· But time will not permit the substance of
his works in one address. They. hav been neglected long
enough. Let them be opened anew, that his plans may be as
seed for 'the future.
But to do that, notice that he, of all men, has -preeminently
the rarest of gifts-practical common sense-which arises
from the fact that he sprung from, ever represented, and
spoke for the common or " plain people," as Abraham Lincoln called them. The younger Pitt was called the Great
Commoner of England, . but in a higher and truer sense
Thomas Paine was the Great Commo)ler of the world. The
common people of America, England, and France (where his
great works were translated) understood him at once, and
they love him to-day. No name- mentioned at their meetings
is surer tban his to be greeted with applause. They know
that he told them the truth and what was really for their and
for their children's good. All of his great plans are expressed
in homely style, and ciphered out so as to be plain and practical to the average mind, and of his sincerity there could be
no doubt, but that, as he said, he never wrotr!f!ut he dipped
his pen into his heart.
·
Thus his career is representativ. It was the nucleus where
centered .the great ideas and impulses of his age, and whence
by continuous evolution they are living and working on to
realize his dream of the new ordflr, the new political and social life of man. For he dreamed the dream of the regenerated world, which was his country.
This brings us to the last of the dreams we can touch, his
Dream of Emancipated Religion. When you look at it from
the elevation of our time, it seems as though nothing but
multitudinous nonsense had ever been written or said about
Thomas Paine's religion or want of religion. He saw and
felt that all of his great dreams could not be realized until
the common people could be relieved of the superstitions of
Bible theology and the exactions and fear of the priesthood.
He took that theology upon its own pretenses and teachings,
and exposed it by such masterly common sense that his battering-ram would swing freely through most of the churches
to-day. For they cannot but admit that in substance the
learning and research which he had not hav since proved that
his main claims as to the Bible and church theology are true.
For who now claims that the Bible was infallibly inspired?
Who now says that the law of evolution shall not be applied
to it? But the real. religion of Thomas Paine was not in his
so-called anti-theological works, as most seem to suppose.
There is just where it was not. His real religion was that of
Science, Goodness, and Humanity. He wrote about and
against theology chiefly to get his real Religion of Humanity
before a people freed from the old superstitions. It is noteworthy that this very name, "the Religion of Humanity,"
occurs in his seventh '' Crisis " in the liighest sense. We
generally suppose that this phrase came to us from the great
Positiv philosopher of France, Auguste Comte, who died in
1857. But Paine directly charges that the Indian savage way
in which Britain was carrying on the war was a violation of
the "religion of Humanity," as if that were the Jrighest obligation conceival,)le, Will some O!le tell me where the phrase
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had been previously used in the English la_nguagc? But
Paine did not simply use the phrase once. H1s career was a
singular illustration of its substance and spirit. In his letter
to. the Abbe Sieyes (1791), as in many other places, his motiv
of life and action is declared to be his "attachment to humanity," and the" anxietywhic)l I feel within myself for the
dignity and honor of the human race."
_
Such was the mainspring of his conduct among the three
great nations he sought to bless. His. letters to Dundas,
Onslow and Danton are full of this spirit, and of indignation
. at the folly and brutality which violated it. · Never did a
more disinterested man liv. He gave his salary to our soldiers made nothing from his works, and only in his old age,
when' fever and toil had made him an invalid to be cared for
and pitied,· as he was not, did h~ se~k a place to lay his head
or grow chary of his means of livelihood. Strange that the
professed followers of the fabled reformer in Judea, eighte~·
hundred years ao-o, should revile Paine and not see that he, and
not they, can m~st safely appeal to the example of him who
lived and died for the world; who went about doing good.
who snffered persecution and revilings from those he labored
to bless and save, and finally died in ignominy from their
neglect and ingratitude. But the time has come, not only
for justice and appreciation, but for completion of his career
of ·beneficence. The world needs a revival of the spirit of '76,
the spirit of federal republicanism. Our reformers need to be
enlightened as if by the camp-fires by which Paine wrote the
"Crisis" at Valley Forge. They need not learning, not
ability, but the enthusiasm of the Religion of Humanity by
which he was inspired. By that our republic was reared,
and by that it must be purified, saved, and .perfected.
By that, too, the still greater dream of the peace and welfare of the world must be secured in the Federal Republic of
Man. That is the true Temple of Humanity, and the true
Positiv Polity of the Future must be in completing its organization. That is the ideal to which every emancipated soul
looks forward with all the ardor with which the worshipers
of old gazed toward the East. Even now we can see that the
pillars of that grandest structure of Man are being prepared
and are slowly rising in every part of the civilized world.
Soon the connecting federal arch, grand as the sky, will be
thrown over all, spanning all as one sublime and peaceful
home of Man!
.
· Sure as Law, and Hope, and Effort, this great Temple shall
rise some day by the River of Time! Then, when all nations, and races, and tongues shall surge through its gates
and listen to its anthems of joy and peace, each generation
will ask, to whom do we chiefly owe this mighty temple, and
our liberty, peace, and prosperity, so different "from the
times of old ? Then the true historian will raise his finger
slowly up the line of glorious benefactors engraven on its
walls,.till, among the very highest of all, he points to a name
fl,ashing ever brighter in the light of the love and gratitude of
mankind-the name of THOMAS. PAINE!

The speaker's allusion to Paine as the man who
had made it possible for Bradlaugh to . sit in the
House of Parliament, and who dreamed of Home
Rule for Ireland, called out demonstrations of applause hearty and long-continued. This was very
grateful to the orator, but what pleased him particularly, he said, was a present of three splendid king
apples from the Paine Farm, which were sent by the
admirers of Paine at New Rochelle, and presented by the veteran mariner Captain Loyd.
A song by Mrs. McCtme, who is indeed a :fine
singer, formed an appropriate interlude between
oratory and elocution, as a teacher of which Mr.. Putnam introduced Madam Delescluze. "We are having
all the world here to-night," he said; "let me present
to you France." The madam met with a warm welcome, to which both her talents and her acquirements
entitle her, and recited the poem, "How the King
Lost His crown." She was recalled by unanimous
acclaim, and responded with "The Rat and the
1\.fouse."
Mr. Fitch, a gentleman from Massachusetts, performed a flute solo so acceptably that the ·audience
would be satisfied with nothing but a :repetition;
Miss Viva Longford gave" The Curfew," and Mrs.
McCune rendered another song. Then Professor
Field recited "How the Parson's Horse Won the
Bet," and followed it, when recalled, with a humorous
reading about "Sunday Newspapers," being a discussion of that subject between a compositor and a
preacher, in which the comp. had much the better of
the argument.
Dr. Lambert here arose to move a vote of thanks
to Mr. Wakeman, the orator of the evening. Not
only was it the best speech Mr. Wakeman had ever
made, but it was the best the doctor ever heard, and
he had listened to both Webster and Calhoun. The
motion was carried with a tremendous " Aye !"
The entertainment concluded with a sketch from
Dun dreary by the Krahmer brothers and the Misses
Lono-ford. Somebody remarked that dreary very well
desc~ibed the way it was done; but then, criticism of
anything of this sort is always unkind, and punning
is reprehensible anyway.
It was eleven o'clock when the audience got ready
to go home. Everything had passed off according
to the program, ban-ing the non-appearance of
Joseph and Gustave Frankel, and
everybody . was more than satisfied. The entertainment netted
$29.75, which goes into the
treasury of the American Secular Union. Thus the honoring of Paine is made a means
toward the end to which he devoted his life.
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An Unwarrantable Inference.
Some people are very ignorant in religious matters.
Because the pews in Professor Swing's church hav been sold
Texas Siftings thinks Mr. Swing must be very hard up.
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An Examination of Church History.
BEING LETTERS. TO A CATHOLIC.-III.
FRIEND D. C.: Possibly, if you were to read these
early fathers, you would see that the fmther we re. move from t)le scene of operations, and when these
stupendous miJ·acles depend, not on living persons,
but on relics and sacraJnents, that yom writers become more and more dogmatic in their claiins for
the existence of Jesus, and less clear, if ·possible, in
their reasonings.
,
St. Hilary of Poictiers devoted himself to proving
the existence of the Trinity, and wrote twelve books
on the subject. He claiins that this mystery "is sufficiently taught in the office of baptism," which seems
to me to be an· open question, for how can ducking a
man under water satisfy him as to this mathematical
iinpossibility ~ I will admit that he might be induced to confess it if he understood in advance that
he was to be kept under the water till he had accepted it. Hila1·y quoted the saying in Genesis,
"Let us make man in our image," in proof of there
being more than one person speaking. But it is
possible for a man to prove too much, as this quotation is one of the thorns in the side of your
church. .In trying to prove the godhead of Jesus,
he cites the testiinony of the demons, and in answer
to the objections of the Arians who qlioted in proof
of Christ's inferiority, his saying, " My father is
greater than I," he givs the following piece of reasoning, which certainly should iinmortalize him: "This
is rightly said, because he is the father of the son,
who, however, cannot be declared according to his
appea1·ance the slave of the father. But the father is
greater than the son, because he givs to him what he
hiinself is : the son is thus not less than the father,
because he possesses all that the father is.'' .
Properly speaking, Constantine the Great should
be inserted hereabouts, because he was a strong supporter of your theory. This gentleman, to whom
Christianity is more deeply indebted than to anyone
else, not even excepting its founder, has a very unenviable reputation. Seven murders, and aJnong them
his own wife and son, are laid at his door. Blessed with
celestial visions, he stainped Christianity with the
official seal of the empire and made it the fashionable
religion. The Council of Nicea was convened in 325
(the yea1· he mmdered his son) by his express command, in order to prove the existence of Jesus and
settle the difference between " Homoousion" and
"Homoiousion," which, though it apparently consists
only of an i, still "is almost invisible· to the nicest
theological eye.'' Being emperor, it might naturally
be expected that he would cause the records of the
empire to be searched, and the testiinony of Josephus,
Tacitus, and other writers, had they been in existence
at that tirne, and all other documentary evidences, to
be produced; but in his address he rested his claims
entirely on the "Sibyl" and a passage in· the "Bucolics " of Virgil. The first, as ah·eady stated, has been
proven spurious, and the second, if 'quoted to-day,
would not convince the greenest bucoliy. N otwithstanding his perfect faith in the existence of Jesus;
that his saintly mother, Helena, had discovered the
true cross, he was not baptized till he lay on his
death-bed. Even as to this we hav only the testimony of Eusebius, and if yom chronicles be correct,
that is false; for an inscription in the chmch of St.
John Lateran, at Rome, proclaiins that he was baptized by Pope Sylvester, and your infallible popes
Adrian I., Nicholas I., Leo IX., and others, indorsed
this statement from the Vatican. As this legend
brought in its train the fictitious "Donation," your
chmch has been obliged to disavow it, a:o,d therefore
it is an open question whether he was ever baptized.
The Greek church canonized hiin, and celebrates
May 21st in his l:LD:iior; but yom branch was more
fortunate in its action, for, after duly considering h,is
fictitious donation, by a judicious compromise it exchanged holiness for greatness.
Jerome, though born of ChTistian pa1·ents, was not
baptized till he reached manhood, and was ordained
a priest without the power. to perform the priestly
offices. Before his tiine there had been no authorized version of the scriptmes, each translator adding
or deducting as suited his own peculiar form of belief. ~he~e were three editions of the Septuagint,
each differmg from the other on many essential points
and held as authentic respectivly in Palestine Alex~dria, _and Constantinople. Rome does not ~ppea1·
m the hst. Jerome undertook the task of reconciling
these various versions, and you are now reaping the
benefit of his labors. Although-he wrote many works
encomaging young women to embrace a life of
celib!l-cy, he traveled all over the East with a pretty
and wealthy widow named Paula, and became so enaJnored of her that he styled her "the mother-in-law
of God." He was always quarreling with some one,
and became such a general nuisance that_ his co-religionists destroyed his monastery at Bethlehem.
Even St. Augustine felt constrained to ask him to
keep quiet, and for the sake of peace he was allowed
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to ~.ct. a mother-in-law on God, and his version of th_e unknowa~le and. succeeds .in still- f~ther ~~tt::7~~
the scnptures on your church. When Jerome cal}le fymg everything he touches. He w:as most certamly · ·.' J't't:
.on the scene he was too ill-tempered to follow .in the one of the most credulous of men, and gulped down · :~ .\.l'
well-beaten track of the earlier writers, so he struck anything and everything tliat was repqrted to him. · · :);i~
o_ ut boldly in favor of centaurs, satyrs, and fauns, H~is fill~d to repletionwith the recital of .t~e many_ <{~'!;_.:~--~.
w~o, he assures. us, used to present themselvs to the m1racles perfor~ed every qay by t~e. relics of the . :~7:t(
samts and adrmt that they were the heathen gods .. martyrs m castmg out devils and ra1smg the dead.
·):"
Even these ex-heathen gods, if we can credit Jerome, He lays pa1·tiC1ilar stress and attests most solemnly · J~iri
were in favor of the existence of Jesus, and I respect- to the wonderful doings of one Babylas in particular,
':}:j
fully submit, my friend, that you were derelict in Yet the Benedictine monks; notwithstanding his high
· ~~
·your duty as a good Catholic when you neglected position in your church, both as as~;~.int, an 'inspira:. r\.:~~
quoting them aJnong your authorities. Jerome says tional writer, and a pillar of early Christianity, wl1en
<'~
that Anthony once met a satyr in the desert who in- they published an edition of his work, felt it necesc
·..: '!i
formed him that he had been deputized by his tribe · sary to notify the reader that "it is written ill a de- -~.·.·_:;_;"_:_;'~_)_.
to wait on the saint and ask his prayers to "pur com- claJnatory style, qverfiowing with rhetorical figures,
.'
mon Lord and master, Jesus Christ, whom we know, and for the most pa1·t destitute of truth." This ill a
·,·.~·.:_·
_ ·_' .,·.
to hav been sent for the salvation of the world." He quarrel in your own faJnily, my friend; I side with
:: _
also relates that a terrible dragon once laid waste a neither~! aJn siinply recording.
·
province. It was so large that with its breath alone
Theodoret, the great Theodoret, " whose testiinony
<~(!
it sucked in whole oxen and sheep with their keepers. ca11llot be slighted without shaking the credit of all
· ,;,
St. Hilarion was called on by the few remaining in- human testimony," certainly takes the palm for marhabitants, and he ordered a pile of wood to be pre- velous stories. He says that when the Emperor
pared and th~n commanded the dragon to ascend it. Julian attempted to consult the Pythian Apollo of
This he meekly did, and was burnt in the presence of Daphne, the oracle commanded him to remove the
all the people. I could fill twenty colunms of THE remains of Babylas ,(the gentleman Chrysostom
TRUTH SEEKER with like stories, all vouched for by vouches for), which were lying in the neighborhood,
this gentlemen, whose translation of the Bible your else no communication could be given. When I read
council of- Trent decided to be "the only authentic this, I thought it strange that under the circum.~
version, and the church its only legitiinate inter- stances Julian should not hav returned to your
.Preter."
·
r
church, as he had studied for the priesthood-some
"For all the other great fathers we hav found say, even entered it.• But, I suppose, as lie had been. •·· ;,,.
some distinctiv title. This man is siinply Augustine, there, he knew how these miracles were manufacttoo large a figure in the ecclesiastical world to need ured. The saints in the days of Theodoret were terdefining," so sings your church.
The great St. ribly thick-skinned, as he tells us that one Theodore,
Augustine, whose ponderous tomes fill the beholder "having been scourged without intermission from
with awe; whose learning is considered second only the dawn of'day till its close," by order of the Arians,
to that of the Creator; whose naJne is never to be did not suffer one pang, but rather regretted the cesmentioned except with the deepest humility 'and rev- sation of the ;whipping. His description of the
erence, and to question whose authority was seri- attempt to rebuild the Temple was possibly written
ously considered by many theologians to be the " sin after he had quenched his thirst from one of Epiphaagainst the Holy Ghost," without a smile on his face, ni'us's miraculous fountains. He says that although . . ~
infonns us that " as to the fable of the antipodes, that "innumerable multitudes of men" were engaged in
.. ~
is, that on the other side of the earth there are men the work, the excavated ea1·th "retmned dming the , ·
who walk with their feet. opposit to us; this is not night to its former location." And for two nights in ·
credible." In describing demons, he says: "They succession "the figuTe of the sav:ior's cross appea1·ed
are suspended in the air head downward;" and:' as in the heavens and the garments of the Jews were
to ·devils, who are spirits, being bmned with a mate- covered with crosses of a blackish hue." What awrial fire, we say that this can and will be effected fully perverse fellows these Jews were ! Theodoret ·
in some wonderful and ineffable way." He claims has iinmortalized a monk called Siineon-who, by the
that " Christ is the only mediator." The angels a1·e way, is also one of yom saints, and the patron of
powerless, and he does not even mention the Virgin. athletes. Siineon, he says, lived thirty yea1·s on a
He disputes your present position, in fact, the very pillar over fifty feet high and less than fom feet in
foundation of yom religion, for he says: " God circumference, where he spent his days and nights in
speaks to man not by vibrations of the air, not prayer, continually bowing his head till he touched
by visions, but by the truth." For lucidity, his toes. Lest the story may seem iinprobable, he
compactness, and comprehensivness, let me attract assmes us it was easy. for Simeon to perform this
your attention to the following : "Man' is the feat, as he ate only one meal a week, and that a very
image of the trinity, because, fust, he is; secondly, light one of bread and water, and consequently had
he knows that he is; thirdly, he delights in this not much of what Washington Irving has since called
knowledge.': In his essay on original sin he remarks: "rotundity of the b~lt." One day, in company with
"All inen were in that one man who sinned, since we a friend, he attempted to count the number of bow.,·,1.·.:·
all were that o:rie man. For although the particular ings made by Siineon, and grew tired when they had
form in which we as individuals were to liv was not reached 1,234. This gentleman was unfortunately
_·,
created and distributed to us, yet the seminal natme cut off in the flower of his youth and full odor of
~·
was there from which we were to be propagated, and sanctity. The devil becaJne jealous, and, assuming .
I'
this, being vitiated by sin, and bound by the chain of the disguise of an angel, drove up in a fiery chariot .· · ._[\·
death, and justly condenmed, man could not be born and invited him to enter, promising a. free ride to
_·
of man in any other state.'' His worlis on the "Im- heaven. As Siineon xaised his foot to enter the char- ;
mortality of the Soul" and " Of the Quantity of the iot, Satan, taking a mean advantage of his being off
Soul" must be read to be appreciated. Augustine his guard, struck him on the thigh and disappea1·ed. ·. .,
also testifies to miracles performed by some holy The blow produced an ulcer and death ensued. Theearth brought. from Jerusalem; that the relics of odoret also assmes us that Hunneric the Arian havStephen raised four people from death; that the rela- ing ordered the tongues of some of your co-religiontivs of two other dead men sent their garments, which ists to be cut out at the roots, the sufferers did not
were rubbed on the relics, and immediately the· own- lose the power of speech. Possibly feeling he· had
ers were restored to life, and, after giving a long list not done justice to the subject,.he adds that" one of
of other miracles, c'oncludes by' apologizing for relat- the victims, who had been dumb from birth, was able
ing so few instances, when so many well authenti- to speak fluently iinmediately after the operation."
.··.I
cated ones are at his command, and hopes he will be The principal theologjcal work of this gentleman
held blaJneless for this manifest dereliction of duty. "whose testimony cannot be slighted without shakHe also assures us that when he assumed the bish- ing the credit of all human testiinony" is entitled,
opric of Hippo he went out to preach the.gospel, and 'Cme for Heathen Falsehoods<"
But why go on any fmther in this line~ Are you
fo1md a nation of men who had no heads, ttnd a short
distance southerly of them another nation who had not satisfied by this tiine that there is an original
only one eye, and that in their breast. He .devotes basis for Baron 1\funchausen' s tales~ It would be i:intwo volumes to the miracles performed by Stephen's possible to enter fully into the miraculous claims of ,., ·
relics. This Stephen is credited with being your first your early writers and keep within space limits.' I
martyr, and the wondrous tales of the doings of his hav quoted only the principal ones, and then simply
bones (if they be his, which is a questionable fact, as skiinmed the smface; and I would observe right here
they were not discovered till two hundred years after that these quotations are fair examples, and hav not
his death, and then in a vision to a monk) hav been been selected in order to carry a point. They are
,,
refused credence even by the credulous Spaniard ; as sufficient to show you the mental and moral status of
~
one of his proverbs says: "Whosoever pretends. to your early saints, and you can determin for yourself
hav read all the miracles of St. Stephen, he lies.'' As how much credibility should be attached to men who
Augustine did not become a Christian till he was well affirm that holy oil raised the dead, cast out devils,
advanced in life, and he and his natural son, Adeo- cured all diseases; that monks raised . the dead,
datus, were baptized together, it might hav been bet- walked on water, tmned rivers from their natural
ter for yom chmch had he remained a pagan, now that courses into new cha11llels by simple word of comprinting has placed his works within the reach of mand, caused inundations of waters to rise to the
all. ·The high encomiums passed on him hav at- roofs of chmches without entering the doors, which ·
tracted attention to his works, and the student is now stood open, made ·decayed trunks instantaneously
able to detennin that this great pillar "was a veritable blossom into vigorous trees, crossed rivers on the
Munchausen.
backs of crocodiles, and on the warmest days cooled
In his theology Chrysostom does not differ mate- themselvs by sitting inside a fiery fmnace-all
rially from those who preceded hiin.. He grasps_ at vouched for by eye-witnesses, and God-yom G,od-
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on to verify the statement. Yet. you desil:e
to ,believe these men; to discard my reason and
. pin all my hope~ to a religion which is bolstered up
, 'by such lies-for they are lies. Well, I can't. If
there is a God and he cannot manifest himself except
through such men as these, I must decline accepting
him.
· When I learn that one Gregory had so much
power over the devil that on one occasion after driv. ing him from a temple and being 1·eque~ted by the
pagan priest to allow him to return, the saint wrote
on a piece of paper, "Gregory to Satan: -Enter," and
that the devil iinmediately'retumed, I question the
fact, but neither the imagination nor the object of
the writer; and when several others of your pillars
insist that another . saint could discover from the
smell of the bodies or clothes of the men, or even of
' any object they touched, to what particular .demon
they were subjected, I tell you plainly that I feel to
agree with Suetonius, Tacitus, and Pliny that your
.religious prqgenitors were a " stupid, credulous inlpious sect--t)l~ prey of crafty impostors." The~e·is
one point on which I can agree with your early
writers. All urge reform among the clergy-! hav
failed to find one exception; and if your religion cone
sis.ted of this alone, everyone of us Infidels would be
a first-class Roman Catholic.
(TO BE CONTINUED NEX~ WE,EK.)
· illS'

The S. S. V.

;··

The Society for the Suppi"ession of Vice held it~
twelfth annual meeting at the hall of the Young
Men's Christian Association on Tuesday evening, the
27th. The society has its headq:uarters in that place
so as to be near its work.
As usual, a ticket to the entertainment was sent to
· ,THE TRUTH SEEKER office, and the vice-editor scooped
it in. The samE) bizarre old man who took tickets at
·the door last year .was at his post. Two young
fellows gave out circulars of the work accomplished
by the society since its inauguration. 'The circular
gave out the number of tons of inlmoral matter which
Crunstock had seized. It was something appalling- to
those who did not know that when Comstock tackles
a dealer he seizes his whole stock and weighs it,
stereotype plates, printing material, and imposing
stone. He would weigh the building if he could get
it on scales. 'Whether or not the dealer is found
guilty, or the ·matter shown to be obscene, the stock
seized is not retumed, but goes in to make up the
sum total of·"work" accomplished by the society.
At eight o'clock a number of queer looking individuals filed through the committee room, and developed
on the stage. President •Colgate opened the meeting.
This is the crafty old gentleman who once advertised
vaseline for "inlmoral" purposes, and by the aid of
his society might b:av had a monopoly of the 'business
only that some officious_ person mentioned it ·to the
district attomey. Mr. Colgate invited all present to
join the Rev. Mr. Wight, of Hoboken, in prayer.
_Mr. Wight took the~or and proceeded to enlighten
-t:l1,e deity after this fashion: " 0 Lord, our God, we
aO:Jre thee as the high and lofty one that inllabits
eternity, ani!. because thou 1·ulest over us. We rej_0ice that i~ this world of sin and misery thou art
._-~tting up thy kingdom of righteousness and salva,.>:;L:: · "tion against which no weapon can be formed that
shall prosper." Anyone who is familiar with the
prayer sty~e can finish this one out as well as if it
were printed. It ended like this: "We confess our
sins before thee, and to thee ascribe all that is good."
Comstock sat just behind Mr. Wight, and did not
look altogether pleased to hear the almighty getting
all the praise. He therefore reported. The first
stickful of the report was pious twaddle. The Lord
had been his strength and shield and had delivered
him from many trials. To him be the glory. Then
Mr. Comstock did a little. blowing on his own account. His report showed that he had operated
chiefly among gamblers. Mr. Comstock was not so
reckless in his language as he has sometimes been.
He denounced neither the police nor the district attorney, and even endeavored to convey the idea that
opposition to Comstock rule had practically ceased.
Still he had passed providentially through great dangers. For instance, an infernal machine had been
left in the building, evidently designed to injme him,
but by the blessing of God it did not explode. The
facts about this "infernal" machine are that it was
· left in· another part of the building from that occupied· by Mr. Comstock; it contained less than eight
ounces of powder, and if it had exploded, it would
hav injured no one a dozen feet away. Many people
believe that Comstock sent the machine to himself,
and that the loudest 1·eport it was capable of. affording would be heard in the secretary's ·annual screed.
The event of the evening was Killaen Van Rensselaer. He is the treasurer. The wobble to Killy's
jaw is something outside even the ·suburbs of mere
descriptiv writing. It might be imitated by placing
a hot potato in the mouth and talking through a funnel. Mr. Rensselaer said that the society was
$1,240:87 in debt, and needed $9,000 to carry on its
work another year. The treasurer here made a little
speech. He had to mourn the loss of the late Wil-

.·.(' ..

liam E. Dodge, the block-tin man, and :8:. B. Claflin,
the dry-goods man. These and others who were accustomed to contribute extensivly to the treasmy had
been thoughtless enough to die. What the treasurex;
wanted was some one to take the place of those men,
not so much as ornaments to the society as contributors to its funds.
Bishop Huntingdon, of Central New York, being
introduced by Mr. Colgate, said he had heard that
this was an unpopular society, and he did not know
but that explained the presence of so large an audience. The bishop believed it to be the duty of
parents to keep their children ignorant of everything
except good. They ought •not to know that ·there
was evil in the world. It was the object of this society to cooperate with parents to preserve this
ignorance. Ml·: Huntingdon's speech was not, inspiring, and. the Rev. Mr. Wight got tired and went
home before it was finished. · The speaker invited all
to chip in to support Mr. Comstock, a man as pure_as
St. Anthony of old, who, as beautifully repxesented
by the artists, ground his- nose into the dirt rather
than look at a nice gii"l ·en deshabille.• If Bjshop
Huntingdon had been aware that Comstock had just
seized as indecent the artist's illustration of his great
prototype, St. Anthony, he would probably h~-tv omitted this allusion. The bishop then innocently added
that he was willing to stand by the doings of this
society.
· ··
A collection followed the bisho~~and the alacrity
with which some young men got upon the floor with
baskets showed that this was not an altoge4er tm'looked-for exigency.
Comstock read a letter from Elbridge rf. Gerry,
"president," as the reader had it, "of the .Society for
the Prevention of Childxen." · J. Hvati Smith, the
preacher-politician, made a few rematJ s.. ·"Smith has
tlie appearance of a· man affiictecl with some functional derangement. " Comstock," s.aid Mr. Smith,
"is an angel of purity."
· The Rev. Mr. Smith's speech exhausted the re"
sources of the meeting. The audience went home
and the members stayed behind to look over such attractiv things as Mr. Comstock had been able to colect since the last anniversary.

True Liberalism.
Out of the advanced civilization of the century has
grown the living, progressiv spirit of 'Liberalism, or
its synonym-Individualism.
The fact has just
dawned upon the human race that there are rights of
conscience as well as rights of property, and that the
.principles of liberty embrace not only the physical
but the psychical world as well. No mind can be absolutely free when harrowed and repressed within the
circumscribed limits of a creed. No ri:iind can be
free that precludes the. possibilities of mistakes, and
infallibility is only another name for patent ignorance.
When a man raises his conceptions to the universe in
its immensity, and then considers its constituent elements in minutiffi as atoms of the whole, he has attained the ultinlat'um of logical acumen, and the
proper exercise of his mental faculties affords him the
best criterion of opinion. When a man subscribes.
his name to certain articles of faith, asserts their infallibility, and perverts his reasoning faculties by repressing natmal doubts that operate as the advance
guard of the marshaled forces of intellectual development, he is a mental pigmy, a moral plebeian in the
domain of thought. He has proclaimed himself below
·par in the circulating medium of civilization, and is
not the proper person to mold and fashion the opinions of. others. The word " creed" presupposes a
mental contom· beyond which the subscriber cannot
reach-a mental horizon n:om which has set forever
the sun of progressiv thought: No man can be grand
and great unless he has- enlarged his conceptions and
moral and intellectual attainments to a realization of
the human race in its aggregate as well as its individual constituency. He must consider the geographical situation of the different races, the climatic influences to which they are subjected, their habits of
thinking and of living, and derive therefrom by the
method of induction the fact that environment molds
the opinions of nations as ~ell as of individuals, and
that all ideas that are the result of local influences
must from their natme be narrow and local in their
application. .
.
Most theological questions are local in their :D.ature.
The inllabitants of the Polar regions regard hell as
cold and icy, and now we are becoming of the same
opinion. Blasphemy is a geographical q'llestion, and
religion a b:il:thright. We hav Christians that are
such because born in America, and educated under
Christian influences. They come by their religion as
naturally as though it were a hereditary disease or
physical deformity. Had they been bom in Arabia
they would hav been Mohammedans, in ·China or
India, Confucianists or Buddhists. They might hav
been Brallmans had not the simple accident of birth
made it otherwise. With these facts in view is it not
better to enlarge om minds to the· contemplation of
all before. we subscribe to any articles of belief~
There are thousand of people who pretend to be LiberB:1s who present the deplorable aspect of bigots as

narrow and c_ontempl.ible as a theological mummy. They hav mistaken their calling, and aie hugging a
delusiv phantom. The true Liberal is broad, not
narrow; generous, not selfish. He must, of necessity,
be a man of brain, a student, and. a thinker. He
must keep forever in his view the guiding star of reason. He ·must be conservativ, not aggres.siv, and,
above all, he must be constructiv as well as destructiv. He must be a strict adhe1;imt to principle,
careful and preservativ of his own rights, and considerate of the rights of others. He must guard
carefully the sacred right of opinion, and forever hold
himself open to .adverse opinions, and present him-.
self· a martyr at the altar of conviction. True Liberalism is a recognition of the liberties of man, physical and intellectual. It is a recognjtion of the
equality of the human race, and the common fraternity of man. The true Liberal is a man in the grandest, broadest, and best sense of the word.
G. F. RINEHART.

Annihilation.
To me annihilation is unthinkable, and therefore cannot be
true.-Lu.

Annihilation, as well as chance, is often brought. up
as an argument .agafust the idea of there being no
God and no future. Now; we, as Materialists, no
more believe in annihilation than .we do in chance.
All is govemed by law, and there is consequently no
room for chance. All matter, with its powers and
potencies, is eternal, and there is no room for annihilation. We use the words "chance" and "annihilation " in a restricted form. We do not giv them
their full and complete meaning.
· If we throw a handful of pebbles at a small target
set up in the distance, it is a chance if. a single pebble
hits it. Yet every pebble goes to its destination according to laws. If one hits the limb of a tree and
is diverted n:om its course, it is done according to
laws of cause and effect.
We burn up a handful of letters. To all intents
and pmposes we anniliilate them as letters; but nothing is really destroyed. The ink and paper are only
changed into something else.
Just so when we die. We are not annihilated; we
are only changed into lifeless clay. Though this clay
has life in every particle of it, yet as an identity we
are dead and gone forever and forever.
.
Om minds, being born of our senses, from rmpressions conveyed to, the brain by the nerves, become
lifeless also when the nerves cease to make impres. sions upon them.· So what is there to liv. after death
and still be us~ What was there that hved before .
our birth and was still us !
A minute speck or cell of protoplas~, that. must _be
gteatly magnified before we can see 1t, umtes With
another speck of the same .ma:t~rial, and this c?mpound all develops into an md~Vldual ~uman bemg.
What was there in those two nncroscoplC specks that
had ever existed before as us~ Nothing at all. They
were only the beginnings of life. Why, then, should
we expect to be perpetuate~ afte~· dea~h ~
All things hav but one life or 1dentlty. ~he millions and billions and trillions of human bemgs who
lived before us are gone to their long last sleep.
The millions now living will also soon sleep; and thus
countless crowds yet to come will sleep in their tum.
Why expect them to awake any more than the flea,
bed-bug, or gnat~ True, they are of a higher organism, of a grander evolutio~, but, af~er all, they are
mere specks in ~he great umverse of life-specks that
come, go, and pass away forever. Because a few
dreamers fancy facts proving that death does not ~nd
all· because a few events, occurrences, and_ seemmg
~acles take place which as ye~ science ~as failed to
explain by known laws of philosophy, 1s no ~eason
that we jump to the conclusion that t~~ dead hv and
their spirits are all around us. If spmts were ~ere,
and were able to do one hundredth part of the mu·aculous things claimed by believers as being do~e, ten
thousand tinles as much would be done as 1s now
pretended to be done. Seaver claims that Thom.as
Paine would visit him and Mendum at 1\Iemon.al
Hall; I claim that ·D. M. Bennett would visit the
TRUTH SEEKER office and the dear ones he so long
labored with there.
Even I should not thus hav been left to preach
and teach Materialism all these years, when just one
good proof would hav made me a believer.
Snowville, Va.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENRER.
THE APoSTOLIC FATHERs.-The name "apostolic
father" is given to the immedia~e disciples or fe~ow
laborers . of the apostles, and, m a mo_r~ restnc~ed
sense to those of them who hav left wntmgs behmd
them~ There are at most only six, namely, Clem~nt,
Barnabas, Hermes, Ignatius, Polycarp, and Pap1as.
. . Only the first two of these fathers are now
claimed to hav written in the first centmy. But as
to thein few claim that Clement wrote prior to A.D.
95 or Barnabas before 100.-Antichrist.

'
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papers to be a fearful inlpedll:ne~t. Rev. Cli'arles
Deems, who calls himself independent in theology,
denounces Snnday issues, principally for the reas.on
that his church being in a neighborhood, of poor p~o- .
ple his would-be church attendents hav to sell SliDday papers for a livelihood. Presbyterian Mr. Shedd
would not hav his people read Sunday papers, nor
even Gibbon's History, but only the Bible and works
of similar import. "Christian people," he says,
"should constantly commune with the spiritual
world, and their thoughts on the Sabbath should be
distant from all that leads to worldly channels."
Roswell D. Hitchcock, Presbyterian, saves his conscience, and the Sunday papers too; by purchasing
and reading them on ·Monday morning. The Rev.
Philip Schaff, chairman of the American Bible revis-

f!Ons why he' is opposed to Sunday pap~rs. · ·
is, their publication breaks the fourth commandment.
The other three are like unto the first. , John .R.
Paxton, Presbyterian, believes in Sunday newspapers,'
also in opening the· museums and _libraries Sundays.
He is a bright and shining exception to his brethren.
Out· of this lot of thirty-four preachers, four are in
favor of Sunday papers, two indifferent, one undecided, and twenty-seven opposed. The majority is
large enough to justify the conclusion that the church
opposes. But there is one thing these twenty-seven
hav overlooked. While condemning the publication
of Sui:tday papers, they hav each done .their best to
make one issue of the Sunday Star interestillg reading.

A. New Book.

ion committee, thinks that the millions of men and_
No controversy of recent times has excited such inwomen
throughout
the
country
are
corrupted
by
terest
as hav the recent papers of Hon. W. E.
THE
reading
Sunday
papers.
He
himself,
however,
reGladstone,
Prof. T. H. Huxley, and Prof. ~ax
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
mains uncorrupted, for his newsboy is ordered never 1\-lttller in the Nineteenth Oenttt?·y, and Mrs. E. Lynn
AND
to leave a Sunday paper on his doorstep. Mr. Hun- Linton in the Gentleman's Magazine. The recent
FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC.
tington,
Episcopalian rector, admits that if the theory bitter political contest and the present struggle of
i886.
Containing, besides the 1886 Calendar, an Article on the Progress held by some, that the church is only another name parties in the English Parliament hav not rendered
of Freethought in the United States during 1885; statistics
for the nation, were correct, the Sunday paper might the public indifferent- to the mightier, if less noisy,
of money paid to the churches from state treasuries,
not be~ an unmixed evil. As this theory, however, warfare between modern science and the Mosaic theetc.; a splendid story by James Payne, entitled,
do~s not- obtain to any great extent, Mr. Huntington
"The Curate of Churnside;" a true
ory of creation. In " The Dawn of Creation and of
statement of the facts cpncernis
dubious about secular reading on Sunday. Dr.. Worship" Mr. Gladstone has said .the best word for
ing Voltaire's death,
etc., etc.; also
Thomas Armitage, Baptist, says: "It seems to me Christianity; in "The Interpreters of Genesis and·
ILLUSTRATIONS•
that
it "is the Monday and not the Sunday newspaper the Interpreters of Nature" Mr. Huxley has phrased
Portraits of many great English Freethinkers and scientists;
that d!}'!erves the condemnatio.n of religious people. the latest reveahnents of science. We giv this week
pictures of Girard College, the Lick Observatory,
the Waco, Tex~ts, Freethought Hall,
The Sunday issue is prepared nearly wholly on Sat- Mr. Huxley's paper. Lack of space prevents the pubPaine Memorial, Mr. Reyurday, but the Monday paper requires labor on the lication in these columns of Mr. Gladstone's. But
nolds's Tent, etc.
PRICE,
25 CENTS. Sabbath. Crush the Monday newspaper and you ac- we shall issue the whole controversy in book form,
complish more than by exterminating .the Sunday giving Mr. Gladstone's first,· Professor Huxley's,
Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEwALs, and we hope all paper. It is in the construction of the former that, Professor Muller's, and Mrs. Linton's following. in
will be prompt. If we are to print pictures this from early dawn until the last hour of Sunday, edi- the order named. We shall publish them, without
year, the subscription list must be lengthened. tors, reporters, compositors, and pressmen are en- note or comment of our own, under the title of "The
That those inclined to help add to the list may :find it gaged, and thus are deprived of the opportunity to Order of Creation: The Con:flict between Genesis
visit and worship in the churches." Mr. Armitage and Geology." The book will be ready about Febno hard matter, we make the following low terms:
Single subscription .................................... ,......... $3 00 sighs for the adoption of ·a custom current twenty- ruary 15th, in paper and cloth cover~, price 25 and
One subscription two years, in advance..................
o 00 five years ago in the South-no Monday papers. 50 cents.
Two new subscribers ..................... ~ ............... :.....
6 00 Mr. Talmage's views are not clear on the subject--in
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onereother words, he does- not .know what his richest pewProduce the Figures.
mittance.......................................................
6 00
holders think. Justin D. Fulton, Baptist, regards
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
The Independent of last week contained this:
remittance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
7 00 the Sunday paper as "one of the mightiest foes to
"We wish to excite no prejudice against THE TRUTH
·One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 50 the Christian religion and to the church, and no SEEKER on the ground that it boasts of being an Infidel jourOne subscription with four new subscribers, in one
drapery that you can adorn it with will successfully nal. If its arguments in favor of the Sunday opening of the
remittance.................................................... 10 00 hide that fact." Rev. Edward Beecher has ofttimes museums are good then we would hav them carry. We will'
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
bee!)- solicited to write for Sunday papers, but has presume is means· to be fair; but we can easily show that it
with one remittance.
is not. It quotes from us:
Will not everyone, in renewing, try to get at least always refused. Naturally, he thinks, the _papers are
"Less than half the expense of equipping the m?seums is
one new subscriber, thus saving money for themselvs degenerating, and cannot long survive. Vicar-Gen- paid by the ~ity .. Thll:s the l'Iuse~II?- of Natural H1st?ry has
eral Quinn, Roman Catholic, does not care' whether received durmo- 1ts ex1stence, om1ttmg value of pubhc land
and helping us !
on which it stfnds and building, a total sum of $430,838.18.
his people read Sunday papers or not. He seems Of
this $110,722,99, or a little more than one-quarter, lu~;s
And in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRUT~ reasonably certain of the strength of the grip' his come
from the city. The rest has come from generous pnSEEKER ANNuAL for 1886..
church has upon its members. Rev. E. B. Coe, vate patrons. It costs $25,000 a year for the currc!lt expenses
of this museum, and of this $10,000 has to be paid ~y mem--------~~------Dutch Reformed church, condemns the issue of Sun- bers and trustees. . . The city has not organ1zed the
Sunday Newspapers.
day papers because of the great inroad they make museums has not provided the objects on exhibition, and
The Star of this city-a Sunday newspaper- upon religion. Rector Samuel Corke never allows pays but three-fifths of the expense of keeping them open."
" THE TRUTH SEEKER thus comments:
had last week a clerical symposium on the subject of a Sunday newspaper in his house, and hopes that
"A
more misleading, not to say dishonest, state~ent could
Sunday newspapers. Just why the Star should seek none of his parishioners do. In this hope he is probscarcely be made, The most protuberant ~v~~;s10n of the
an expression of opinion from the ministers on this able deluded. Rector Arthur Brooke follows suit, truth is the little parenthetical sentence, 'Om1ttmg value of
subject, it is difficult to see. Ministers do not now but admit~ that his conduct leads to embanassments. the public land on which it stands and building,' and ~he
decided insinuation that both museu!lls cost the mty
represent public opinion, nor are they adequate meas- "Rum, Romanism, and Rebellion " Burchard holds more
but $30,000 per year.
ures of public sentiment. The opinions gathered by the honest opinion that Sunday newspape1•s are a
"In the first place; the buildings for tl;e museull?-s h!lv cost
the Star, however, are interesting as representing all nuisance, and should not be tolerated in a Christian the city an enormous sum. Neto York ts now paym_q tnterest
on $958,000.00 worth of bonds, representing m_oney ,qiven to the
shades of Christianity, and showing just what a community~ Dr. Talbot W. Chambers, Presbyterian, .Metropolitan .Museum of Art, and the Amenean Museum of
stumbling-block real orthodoxy is in the way of the thinks the editors of Sunday newspapers are dishonor- Natu1·al History." '
" How easily this is answered! We did omit the cost of
people.
ing God. He is opposed to them. Rev. I. J. LansThe Rev. Morgan Dix, Episcopalian, is decided in ing, Methodist, acknowledges the church's inability the buildings. And so we omitted, on the other side, the
·value of the gifts presented, which are enormous in quantity,
his opposition to the Sunday newspaper, principally to cope with the evil, but disapproves it. Rev. Henry amounting to hundreds of thousands of dollars, and much
because it distracts people's thoughts from the serious J. Van Dyke, Presbyterian, has not sufficient piety to exceeding the value of objects bought by the trustees. THE
problem of sheol. Dr. Van Dyke, Presbyterian, of stand the Sunday paper, and refuses to be led into TRUTH SEEKER continues:
"The other point in the Intlependent's editorial is that it
Brooklyn, agrees substantially with Mr. Dix. Dr. temptation by taking it. Robert S. MacArthur,
costs $25,000 dollars per year .each to run the mus.eul!ls, of
Tiffany, of this city, likes the Sunday papers. He pastor of Calvary Baptist church, is sorry that sec- which
the city pays only $15,000 to each.. Agam 1s the
:finds them healthful and instructiv. Robert Collyer, ular papers are tolerated on the Sabbath, for their statement misleading. Allowing that it costs $50,000 I?er
year
to
maintain both institutions, we affirm that the mty
Unitarian~ reads his paper on Sunday, and thinks the existence is contrary to God's law. Rector William
spends more than four times as much upon the museums as
talk of stopping the Sunday newspapers is too much F. Morgan is on the fence, but leans to the conserva- do the 'generous private patrons.' The trustees and the
like the story of the old lady with the broom who tiv side. He reads no paper on Sunday. Christian 'generous private patrons' cont;ibute about $20,0~0 a!lnu.ally
to the support of the institut10ns. The same mst1tut10ns
tried to keep the Atlantic ocean away from her door. doctrins, he says, are all against such desecration. cost the municipality of New York $84,530 annually."
Howard ·crosby, of course, is opposed to Sunday Rev. H. S. Carpenter would prefer no Sunday papers,
''It thus adds $54,530 annual interest on bonds issued for
papers, but says the Monday newspaper-upon which but as he cannot help himself ne would like to see them erection of museum buildings to the $30,000 paid by the city
the labor is performed on Sunday-is a matter be- all religious. Joseph Fransiola, Catholic priest, has for running expenses of the .museums. Very good. ' Then it
tween a man and his God. Henry Ward Beecher no objections to reading the religious articles in the seems the city has not paid the $958,000. but has borrowed
reads papers on Sunday when he can get the time. Sunday papers. Because no Sunday paper enters it and only pays the interest. The trustees and donors of
the museums preferred to pay down their cash, and pay no
Reverend C. C. Hall, Presbyterian, of Brooklyn, says the house of Episcopalian Houghton, he is of the
interest. If THE TRUTII SEEKER will count both the money
Sunday newspapers should not receive the patronage opinion that the circulation of Sunday papers is fall- the city has borrowed and has not paid, ·and the interest. it
of religious people. Theodore Cuyler, Presbyterian, ing off, and thereat he rejoices. Presbyterian Vincent has paid, we will count, for the trustees, the moue~ they hav
advises the young men of his congregation to shun is solidly against our Sunday papers. In the opinion paid, and the interest which they hav lost, and wh1ch would
the Sunday paper as they would grog-shops. He de- of G. L. Taylor, Methodist, the Sunday paper is the hav accumulated if they had, like the city, given borrowed
mands that whatever impedes tlie progress of Chris- .champion and ringleader of all social evils. . The money. Let us hav things even 'on both sides. On the whole
it will turn out that the city has given less than the trustees.
tianity sb,&~ l:>EJ QQlitE)rated1 an(!. ~op.siders ~qnday Rev, Mr. Chadwick, ~other Methodist, has.four rea- In return for.what the city has given the mus~ums ~~kept
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free four days out of seven. That is fair. If anything
J. E. REMSBURG left Atchison for the East on the 3d inst.
more is asked it is not to be demanded as a right."
The following is his program so far as.arranged:
Firstly, as the preachers say: The point now made Albany', Mo .... Thur., ·Fri., Sat, Sun., Feb. 4th: 5th, 6th, 7th.
Brookfield, Mo .................................Mon., Tues., 8t.h, 9th.
.by the Independent that the donations of "generous Mechanicsburg, Dl.. ....... Wed., Thur., Fri., 10th, 11th, 12th.
private patrons" largely exceed the objects of interest Geneseo, lll .....................................Sat., Sun., 13th, 14th.
Earlville, Dl ..................................Mon., Wed.. 15th, 17th.
purchased by the trustees may be true, but as no evi- PawPaw,
Dl.: ............................................... Tues., 16th.
dence is presented, we cannot admit th13 claim. And Battle Creek, Mich .................................. ;·....... Thur., 18th.
.if it be· true, it is of no consequence until the donors Wayland, Mich.; ... , ........................................... Fri., 19th,
Hasting's, Mich .................................. Sat., Sun., 20th, 21st.
express themselvs against Sunday opening.
Holland. N. Y ...... <. ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Mon., Tues.~ 22d, 23d.
Secondly. It makes no difference that the cost of Java Village, N. Y .........Wed., Thur.,.FrL, 24th, 25th, 26th.
Troy, N. Y ....................................................... Sun., 28th.
the buildmgs is .still a debt owed by the city. The Warrensburg, N. Y ...... Mon., Tues., Wed., Mar. 1st, 2d, 3d.
stocks are dte in 1903, and will, of /course, bepai4. Cohoes, N. Y ............................... , .................. ,Thur., 4th.
Saco, Me ............................................................ Sat .. 6th.
The contract of the city with the museums of which Portland,
Me .... .............................. Sun. (10:30 A.M.); 7th.
Mr. Jesup is president was entered into in 1877. Boston, Mass .......................... ; ......... Sun. (7:30P.M.), 7th.
Averaging the issues of stocks, and dating them from Providence, R.I. ............................................. Mon., 8th.
•Meriden, Conn~ ............ Tues., Wed., Thur., 9th, 10th, 11th.
1880, would make twenty-three years of interest to be New York ....................................................... Fri., 12th.
Sun., 14th.
paid by the city-reaching the enormous sum, at Baltimore, Md .................................................
.
/
In addition to . the above Mr. Remsburg will speak m
simple interest, of $1,253,890.00. Adding the $958,000.00 which the city must pay in 1903, will giv us Greenwich, Mass.,; Salamanca, N.Y.; Naples, N.Y.; Kent,
0.; Perrysburg, 0.; Tontogany, 0.; Carey, 0.; Bradford,
$2,211,890.00 expended and to be spent, whether or 0.; Spiceland, Ind.; Burr Oak, Mich.; Paris, Dl.; Chebanse,
no, upon the museums exclusiv of the $30,000 a lll.; Cleopatra, Mo.; Maitland, Mo.; Quitman, Mo.; Robinyear for running expenses. Will the Independent son,· Kan.; Morrill, Kan.; Republic City, Kan.; Cawker City,
claim for the tr~stees that they hav spent or w~U spend 'Kan.; Council Grove, Kan.; Brookville, Kan.; Urbana, Kan.;
so much for the museums~ They can withhold their Halstead, Kan.; Newtown, Kan. The Liberals of New
city will note with pleasure his engagement with the
donations at any time; the tax-payers of the city York
Liberal Club for the second E'riday in March.
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cannot. The city has practically paid the money,
and nothing is gained by evading the question in the
manner of the Independent.
The Independent givs no figures. of what the trustees hav given the museums. Until it does we must
maintain that the city pays more than the' trustees,
and we use the ·Museum o! Natural History and. the
figures of its president as proof. . The building cost
the city $958,000.00. As we stated in the editorial
which the Independent is criticising, we do not
know precisely how this has been divided between
the two, but as the Metroplitan Museum received
one year $162,500.00 for enlarging the building, it is
presumable that the Natural History Museum has
received that much less than the Metropolitan. Tak'ing the $162,500.00 from the $958.000.00 given to
both leaves $795,500.00 divided between them-if
the division has been fair. This would giv Mr.
Jesup's institution $397,750.00. Add to. this the
$110,722.99 which·he acknowledges having received
from the city up to January 1, 188.5, and the $5,000
per year (1880-1885-$25,000.00), which the city
pays more than do the trustees, and we hav $533,. 472.99 against $320,115.19 received from all other
sources. This is the excess in cash and stocks ($213,357.80) which the Museum of Natural History has
cost the city up to date over what it has cost the
"generous private patrons"-that is, if the division
of the stock has been equal. The Independent Cannot deny this.
·
Neither. C<>TUlot it deny that the city is spending
$84,530.00 annually on account of these institutions
-$30,000 for running expenses and $54,530.00 for
interest. As the trustees cla:irp. to spend only $20,000 at the outside (and much of this is recovered
from the sale of guide-books, donations, etc.) we do
not see how our contemporary has at alJ disturbed
our figures. The allusion to what the trustees hav
lost in the way of interest on their cash donations is
altogether too vague a clai.Iq,.. So far we hav seen no
figures of what the trustees hav given. Mr. Jesup
lumps it with donations from "patrons, fellows,
members," and we may be excused for surmising
that .the generosity of the trustees has been much
less than he would hav the public believe.
What we would like to see is the donations of the
city and of those who believe in the opening of
the museums on Sundays contrasted with the donations of those who, like Mr. Jesup, do not.
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Lectures and Meetings.
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q. Ronn, reporter for the Society of Humanists, sends the
following: At the meeting of the Society of Humanists last
Sunday morning Mr. Hugh McGregor, in a rather short but
beautiful address, explained how the feeling of patriotism,
or love of country, was the connecting link between family
love and love of humanity. He also read a portion of the
New Year address given by Mr. F. Harrison at Newton Hall,
London, from the Utica Morning Herald, Jan. 21, 1886,
which_ was very welcome and interesting to all who were
present. A few pages of the " General View of Positivism"
were read, and the meeting closed in the usual manner. All
those who are interested in Positivism, and who are conscious of the need of moral regeneration in this world are
cordially invited to attend these meetings, which are held
every Sunday at 10 A.M. at No. 97 Market street, New York
oity.

The Campaign Fund.
Previously acknowledged ................. : ........... ;.. . $1,819.57
Walter Firth, (paid) ....................................... .
5.00
A. Schell,
"
....................................... .
21>;00
.Tohn Ray,
....................................... .
1.00
Manhat.tttn Liberal Club, per Paine Anniversary.
29.75
W. H. Pepper, (pledge) ..... , ........................... :.
25.00
G. Youanides, (bal. on life mem.) ..................... .
7.50
R. B. Jackson, (paid) ............,. ............... ; ......... .
5.00
Thos. Beale,
" · ...................................... .
1.80
Wm. Hunt.
" ...................................... .
1.00
Herman Bohda, " .........•.............................
1.00
Emily Castle,
...................................... .
1.00
.Jos. Gardner,
...................................... .
1.00
Oliver Gardner, " ...................................... .
.21i
Thos. Monaghan, " .............................. ; ........ .
5.00
,John Alberg-er, '', ......... ~ ....................... .-..... .
2.11>
Oha.s. Stowater, " ...................................... .
1.00
William Mansfield " ...................................... .
1.00
Total,...........................................
PLEDGE PAm.-A. VanDeusen,, $100.00.

$1,933.02

PARTICULAR NoTraE.-1 would like the addresses of Mr.
Russell and Joseph Burgess who contributed to the Campaign Fund at Cleveland Congress.-S. P. P.

News and Notes.
All over tl.1e land the Paine festivals hav been held and a
new impulse been given to Freethought by the memory of
this hero. New York fell into line, and. held a most successful meeting. Mr. Wakeman's address was one of the'best
ever delivered upon the subject, and gave. new views of the
illustrious reformer: The receipts were $49.75; the expenses, $20; leaving 29.75for the Campaign Fund.
Mr. Reynolds's lecture on Sunday evening quite delighted
his audienr.e, and we welcome this new instrumentality for
the inculcation of Liberal ideas. Mr. Reynolds enables us
to travel over the world in a short space of time and understand it better than eveJ\before.
SAMUEL FIRTH.
Samuel Firth, a veteran Freethinker and Secularist, died
at Trenton, N. J., on Sunday, Jan. 24th, and was buried on
Thursday, Jan. 28th. The services were conducted by Samuel P. Putnam. A large number of friends and citizens were
present, and attested the worth of his life. He has resided
for ~he.Jast twenty years in Trenton, and won the confidence
and respect of all his neighbors of. every creed, and was
thoroughly respected throughout the city. He was born at
Halifax, England, sixty years ago, and from the age of
twenty-five years has been a constant worker in the Secular
ranks. He organized several Secular and scientific Sunday
schools while in England, and his work is still remembered,
and its results apparent, in old England.
His life and character are a noble testimony to the value
of Secular philosophy. He met the suffering of his last days
with wonderful fortitude, and death came to him as a sweet
rest. He leaves behind a wife and five children, all of whom
are in sympathy with his intellectual convictions. At his
grave the following words were said :
"Death is inevitable. We cannot resist it; we must submit. Death, however, is the teacher of humanity; it teaches
us to be more kind, more humane, more friendly, more devoted to the ·welfare of each. Because we shall see the face
of the loved one no more, hereafter the mother will be more
dear to the children, and the children more blessed to the
mother.
"Farewell, kind husband, and loving father! Farewell,
upright citizen and gentle neighhor! Farewell, thou seeker
for the truth and worker for the welfare of the race! Dust
shall return to dust, but thou shalt still be welcome in the
affectionate remembrance of wife and children. of friends
and neighbors, of the world, which is better and happier
because ~thou hast lived."
POLITIGS AND A FUTURE LIFE.
The following strikes me as being somewhat Pickwickian:
"AssEMBLY CrrAMBER, ALBANY, Jan. 29, 1886.
"SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Esq., Dear Sir: I hav your letter of
of the 22d inst., with form of of petition stating measures
respecting which your friends desire legislativ action. In
reply to your inquiry I hav to state that T am not in sympathy with the purposes or principles of your Union. I hav
the pleasure of a personal acquaintance with your distill-
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guished president, Colonel Ingersoll, and he knows that I am
a firm bEJliever in a future state and the enforcel!lent of the
observances against which you protest. Very respectfully,
"N. M. CuRTIS."
I would like, iii all sincerity, to know what a "future
.state" has to do with purel:V political measures. The Nine
Demands do not by the remotest suggestion refer to belief or
·non-belief in a future state. Does Mr. Curtis mean to assume
that he who believes in a future state has a right to rob the
man who does not? Does he mean tQ say that the non-believer
in immortality has no rights that he (Mr. Curtis) is bound to
respect? What has faith to do with this matter? Would
Mr. Curtis enforce by law his creed concerning future life?
Does he not admit my right to an: honest difference of opinion with him? Does he not believe that every man is equal
.before the law, whatever his rel~ious belief? Is not this the
fundamental principle of the Constitution of the United
States? Does Mr. Curtis oppose this principle? Would he
put authority into the hands of those who believe with him
to make laws against the rights of those who do not?
If. Mr. Curtis is a genuin American, if he believes ~ the
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the ..
United States, he must admit the political equality of all,
without reference to creed. If this is so, why, then, should
he base his opposition to the Nine Demands upon the fact
that he believes in a future state? He might as well base his
opposition upon the fact that he is fond of beefsteak and
plum-pudding. Beefsteak and plum-pudding hav just as
much to do with the Nine Demands as a belief in a future
life, and one might just as logically affirm that the American
Secular Union is organized to destroy a fondness for beefsteak and plum-pudding as to say that it is organized to destroy a belief in a future life. The Union has no such purpose. It has nothing to say against this belief, no arguments
to bring. It leaves this question entirely, as it leaves a thousand other questions, to a m'ltn's own reason and taste. If a
man is happy in this belief, let him believe, if he can do so
with intellectual consistency. I hav not the slightest desire
to take away anyone's comfort in this belief. I should as
soon think of interfering with a man's diet as with his individual notions of the hereafter. The American Secular Union
has a radically different purpose from destroying faith in immortality. ·It is for liberty and justice here in this world between man and man.' If Mr. Curtis will read the Nine Demands he will find nothing to which any just-minded citizen
can object. The Union deals entirely with this world, and
no other, either for or· against. It bases rights of citizenship
upon manhood and not belief. If all the Demands were
granted, how would the " future state " suffer? If a fact, it
would still remain, like the law of gravitation, a fact still.
Mr. Curtis will hav just as good a pair of wings, just as good
a harp, just as white a raiment, in heaven if he will grant the
Nine .Demands on earth. He won't lose a whit of his glory
in the "future state" if he will be just to his neighbor now.
. I ask Mr. Curtis to carefully read these Demands and see if
he can find anything that will lessen the dignity of God, if
there is one; that will mak~ heaven less comfortable, if there
is one, or take one fiery spark from he!I, if there is one.
God and the angels, 11ond heaven and hell, ~o far as they are
realities, will go on in undisturbed serenity while justice is
achieved on earth. There is nothing in the Nine Demands
that any sensible Christian will not agree to if he is a fair and
square man. I don't want Mr. Curtis or others to dodge the
issue and fly off to a future state, where of course it is impossible to corner anybody, for the territory of the hereafter
is so big that one can cut up all sorts of logical maneuvers
and find a way of escape from every blunder. I do not care
to discuss the "future state" with Mr. Curtis. Will he
please to come to the state of New York-that's the state we
are in now, and I will ask him on the ground of political justice to make some solid this-world objection to the Nine
Demands,· something based on human rights, on the Constitution of the United States, on the Declaration of Independence. If he will do this he will present something preeminently worthy of consideration ; but to say that he opposes
the Demands of the Union on the ground of his belief in a
future state is equally as wise as to oppose them on the
ground of his fondness for beefsteak. The things are not
cognate. There is no relation in: word or thought. As one
can subscribe to the Demands and eat all the beefsteak he desires, so he can suhscribe to the same and hav all the belief
in immortality that he desires. The American Secular Uuion
will not interfere with the physical or spiritna' luxury of any.
It only insists that he shall not steal his beefsteak nor enjoy
his spiritual food in a magnificent temple which does not pay
its fair share of that taxation which should be equally levied
upon all property.
I hav no. doubt that when Mr. Curtis fully understands the
scope of the Nine Demandshe will cordially assent to them,
since they are perfectly just to every man, and will not in the
least prevent his ardent mind from passing beyond " the
flaming bounds of space and time."
"A BUSYBODY NOBODY,"
I feel exceedingly honored. The Rev. Carlos :Martyn, who
preaches· in a gorgeous edifice that never could hav been
built excent by the unjust exemption of property from taxation, in his sermon last Sunday calls the se~retary o! the
Union" a Busybody Nobody." Wheu the pnests begm to
howl and call names, it is evident that there are "bloody
noses and cracked crowns" somewhere in their ranks. A
fellow feeling makes them wondrous-ugly. Wouldn't the
the Rev. Carlos like to put on the thumb-screws? Alas, for
him! they will simply remain as one of the curiosities of the
museum to be sometime viewed on Sunday by a far greater
number than his own congregation. This is what troubles
the clergymen, that ~he skull of a gorilla dea? for a thousand
years shall excite a greater intetest than therr own sermons,
and hav a larger and more enlightened congregation, on the
very dav set apart for the priest to earn his own bread and
butter the amount of which depends upc~n the number of his
audito~s., Qf course, the minister5 do not like fluch competitiOI~,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM,
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CoNOORDIA, KAN., Jan. 20, 1886.
EDITOR: Find inclosed one dollar as a contribution toward embellishing THE TRUTH SEEKER. J. M. HAGAMAN,
Ed. Kansas Blaile.
~IR.

Now, let me ask you, my dear brethren, did you ever understand that a belief in Christianity, or in a God, or any
number of gods, was necessary in order to becowe a Mason?
Near sixty years ago I was made an Entered Apprentice
Mason in Watertown, Jefferson county, N.Y., and in a few
years raised to the Royal Arch. I never was a Christian.
I never saw a God of any kind, and I never believed in one·
As far as I know, the majority of Masons were not Christians.
. Now, what is it best to do about it? Suall we commence a
war for Masonry? Will it pay? Is it worth it? If we can't
sustain it without fighting, let it go, or let the Christians hav
it, for they are the bloodiest fighters in the world. Let us
take an account of stoCk, and see if it is worth fighting for.
What does Masonry claim ? First, that it is the oldest. institution in the world (the fig-leaf apron that Adam wore was a
token of Freemasonry). Supposing it was, would that beneiit us now ? Are old things better than new ? Are not railroads and telegraphs ahead of any and all previous institutions of the kind ?
Freemasonry has boasted of its great charity to all, and especially to its own members and their families. Now, what
are the facts? Are there no institutions being introduced
among us as benevolent and useful as the Masonic?
I am obliged to say that I cannot recollect of our lodge
ever giving one dollar to Masons, their families, or any other
persons. The great sums paid into the lodges by the brethren are said to be squandered extravagantly and often in dissipation. Of this I kno~ nothing personally, but fear there
is too much truth in it.
JoHN GAGE.

VERSAILLEs, IND., Jan. 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: A few days ago I subscribed for one year to
THE TRUTH SEEKER and paid my $3, this s•m being what I
regard as high, for a paper furnished to the Liberals ought to be
cheaper, sectarian papers being generally issued for a price
averaging far lower than this. But now it comes to us illustrated; and, by the way, the pictures are far better than any
writing or print that could occupy their place.· They tell it
all in a way, too, that cannot be answered or denied: I am
real glad of this, and hope now that the subscription list will
grow until it is large enough to justify the reduction of the
subscription price to $2. Right here I would suggest, could
not ~HE TRUTH BEEKER issue a prospectus, on a single sheet,
about 8x10 or 8x12 inches, of proper design, offeri.P.g to send
the paper, say three months as a trial, for such sum as you
might wish, and inclose one such prospectus with each paper to each one of your subscribers? I believe in that way,
with slight expense, we might soon double your susbcription.
Of two of your old subscribers from this place one has
died, and the other has removed. The remaining one-your.
servant-is almost discouraged. We hav here a fine hall, a
county seat to")Vll off the railroad five miles, but not a Liberal
lecturer is ever heard or seen here, I wish I had the address
of some one who would come into southeastern Indiana and
MINNEAPOLIS, KAN., Jan. 19, 1886.
· t m
· wa k"mg up t h e d ry b ones of orth od oxy. Th ere are
. MR. EDITOR: The talented lecturer, J. E. Remsburg,
ass1s
many good towns in this part of the state, and I can't see favored us with three more lectures on the 16th, 17th, and
18th inst. On the last-named date we organized a Secular
why all our men pass us by .. If we can't do better, we will Ho;,n,i.,t.v, .and we are now ready to receive and. distribut.e Sechav to wake up ourselvs and organize home talent, and make
or deliver our own lectures and speeches. Long liv the ular literature.
illustrated TRUTH SEEKER! Yours in truth,
I am in favor of a bold, vigorous, and steady advocacy of
·
AnAM SToOKINGER.
the Nine Demands. Liberals should unite into a harmonious
union in behalf of these demands. Other questions may be
CCEUR D'ALENE, InAHo TER., Jan. 11, 1886.
discussed, but it is of paramount importance that we do not
MR. EDITOR: I hav had the pleasure of reading your paper break off more than we·carry, for too great a burden retards
for the last six months. I will just make this remark: Your progress. After the Nine Demands triumph, other questions
illustrations are immense. People who don't, can't, or will receive more attention than it is wise to giv them now,.
won't read, must see, if they hav eyes, and the story is told in connection with the demands decided upon. It is imporjust the same.
tant that we use wise discretion, and make our steps do effiWhen I was a child, back in the state of Maine, I was cient and progressiv work. The Nine Demands are just, and
afraid to go into the cellar without a person with me. Now, the introduction or association of other demands together
in this age, a child of Idaho would go five miles in a dark with them would probably only serve to retard the advance
night, through forests infested with wild beasts, to do an er- of these special ~nes upon which so many truth seekers agree.
rand. Such publications as THE TRUTH SEEKER hav brought Let us force these demands to an issue in· state and national
about this change within the memory of
politics as quickly as possible. After this aim is accomYour servant,
THos. S. DALY.
plished, and the questions be in issue before the people, conservativ, non-committal policy· men will be forced to lay aside
MAITLAND, Mo., Jan. 17, 1886.
their mask of deception and fear, and giv expression to their
MR. EDITOR: We hav just had a debate here between W. honest convictions, and our cause will at once become
F. Jamieson arid Elder Dungan~ twelve sessions, two hours popular.
each, in which the Infidel carried off the palm. The ChrisThe pictorial feature of TnE TRUTH SEEKER is a happy hit.
tians were jubilant at first, but now they are as quiet as The truth has been discovered; now illustrate it. Object leslambs, and many feel that the elder has ~one borne "a wiser sons are quick education.
WARREN REED,
and a sadder man," while such remarks as the following hav
Sec. Minn. Secular Union.
been heard from some of them: " I do not like to say the
Infidel won, but Dungan ought to hav come better prepared. '•
OREGoN, Mo., Jan. 19, 1886.
.Aiter Jamieson had laid down some twenty principles of
MR. EDITOR: The trouble with Lewis the Light (see issue
Liberalism, and accepted all the good things of the Bible, it of Jan. 16th) is that his story is not antique enough, although
was evident to a close observer that Dungan had struck some- antic. Just wait iong enough and his dreams, related as
thing he was not looking for, while this position of the Infi- hearsay, will become fundamental to the faith of millionsdel, as the exponent of Liberal principles, was a general sur- for does not Christianity rest on the statement that Christ was,
prise to the Christians, they believing, as they had been first, conceived by the Holy Ghost; second, born of the Virtaught, that there was nothing good in Infidels, and their gin Mary? Withdraw those two, and what 'becomes of all
teachings were bad, and the burden of the elder's efforts was the fabric of Christianity? Now, this story was floating
to try to sustain t.his prejudice in the minds of the people, around as hearsay when the men who penned the gospels
but it was no go. Infidelity is much more respected and seized on it. It will not be pretended that Christ is the witwidely defused in this section than ever before, or would hav ness, for even if he told it, he being·authority, "his witness
been by other means than the debate. The utter failure, by is untrue." It simply stands on a dream of the venerable Joone of their best men, to successfully defend Christianity seph, reported as hearsay. The dreams of the Uncle Jges of
and the Bible against Liberalism has had a profound impres- to-day who marry virgins and find them ~·great" are laughed
sion, and dealt a blow from which superstition in this section at by the boys. So was this one's by his contemps. Shove a
will never recover. They retained the elder for a week to fancy back ouly a few generations and it becomes a solemn
try to heal up the wound by means of a revival, but the re- fact.
sult was of little value to them. The subjects of the debate
I particularly like our TRUTH SEEKER because it admits the
was: " Infidelity is better calculated to advance mankind freest discussion on all topics. A publisher myself, nothing
physically, morally, and intellectually, than Christianity;" pleases me better than for anyone to attack my most cherJamieson affirmed. 2. "The Bible is the best guide in ished opinions through my own paper. It is remarkable how
morals, and agrees with science;" Jamieson denied.
few people comprehend Liberalism. Almost everybody deI like the idea of illustrating TrrE TRUTH SEEKER. The fines orthodoxy as his own " doxy " and heterodoxy as some
pictures contained in the last two issues will do more to other man's" doxy," as the good bishop did. We all naturdffiuse the true situation among the masses than the finest ally incline to be narrow, and it requires trained effort to keep
articles by our best writers. Count my vote as one for illus- out of our selfish ruts. The art of logical discussion should
Yours fraternally,
DR. H. B. MAXWELL.
trations.
be taught in our common schools, but it is now wholly negTruly yours,
CLARKE IRVINE.
lected.
VINELAND, N.J., Dec. 15, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Our brethren of King Solomon's Lodge, of
BuRR OAK, Mron., Jan. 25, 286.
Toronto, Ont. (it seems from yours of December 5th), hav
MR. EDITOR: This is a country of free (?) speech and equal
expelled one of their members for holding Agnostic views, and rights, and as an illustration of that fact let me tell the TRUTH
are sustained by. the Graud Master, who, in turn, says he is SEEKER readers what happened here.
sustained by grand lodges elsewhere.
Burr Oak has a little weekly paper called the Acorn. In
Next W. C. Bryant, a master Mason of fourteen years' the issue of Jan. 21st there appeared a contribution from
standing in Ithaca Lodge, writes a faithful and truthful criti- some raving Christian imbecil who asked for space to "giv a
cism of the proceedings, and sends to the secretary of the few thoughts in answer to the question which .seems to arise
Toronto Lodge. Next the master of this lodge sends a copy in the minds of a great many people as to whether death is
to the master of Ithaca Lodge, and Bryant is expelled.
the end of this mortal career, or whether there is a life beHere it seems that Freemasonry and Freethought are up yond." There was not a word in the article that even refor trial, and the trial has come none too soon .. These lodges motely approached an argument. It was simply an outburst
assume that Freemasonry belongs to Chri.stianity. This I of the stereotyped idiocy. that may be heard at any revival.
deny. Freemasonry claims its birth long before that of As an indication of the mental condition of the aforesaid
Christianity. Bnt ev"n if it were older, it would hav no more contributor, I will quote this: "After having read the word
right to control Masonry than to control the United States, of God, I found that it agreed with my experience, and for
formed long after Christianity was inaugurated.
that reason I accepted it and firmly believe every word of it."

''·When talk of e~perience
know what
talking about, and all the forces :of the fa~se teachers of this
world and the regions of ·the damned could not blow it out
of me." Here is another: "Is it any wonder that there are
so many disbelievers, when we get from the pulpit that we
cannot hav experimental knowledge of an.instantanebtis redemption from sin?" This is a slap at some preacher, but
who lie is I hav not yet learned. Oth!l_r quotations a·ppear in
my answer. Of course I would not descend to a discussion
with such a specimen of the genus homo (?), but as she, or
it, had brought up the s11bject I thought it a good chance to
encourage the people to giv it some special thought. That
crushing article was signed, "A Well-Wisher." I wrote a
brief reply and handed it to the publisher (Jf the Acorn, at
the same time asking him if he would publish it. After examining it, he declined, on the ground that it would hurt his
business, at the same time stating that he had no personal
objection to it whatever. I think it is high time that the
Liberals of .Bnrr Oak and vicinity should inform. the Acorn
man that he must either look to Christians and hybrids entirely for his support, or else publish a notice that no contribution will be received from anyone that touches on any
religious question. It seems to me that the duty of Liberals
in this vicinity is plain. I inclose the copy intended for publication in the Acorn., which please publish with this.
N. G.W.
THE LETTER.
En. AooRN: Last week" A Well-Wisher" asked for a little space " to' giv a few thoughts" in answer to a very important question. Well, I read the article through, but did not
discover a single trace of a '' thought " in answer to the question which the writer set out to discuss. A plain question
then arose to my mind, namely, why did "Well-Wisher" ask
for space for a certain purpose and then i~nore that purpose
entirely? "Well-Wisher" says, " I would simply"·say that
death is not the end of life, but we hav a soul that will continue to liv through all eternity, either with God in heaYen or
with devils in hell." To "simply say" that is a very easy
task indeed 1 It is " simply" a repetition of the Christian
doctrin of future reward and punishment, and has been heard
and read by almost every person in this country a thousfl,nd
times befor~. But the writer of these lines, being a very
humble and ignorant individual, desires to ask " WellWisher" whether she (no man ever wrote, that communica"tion) considers the above-quoted. statement an answer to the
question whether there is or is not a future life, a heaven and
a hell? "Well-Wisher" declares positivly that no false
teacher in this world or a hotter one can " blow " her experience out of her. If any person has been trying to blow experience or anything else out of "Well-Wisher," that person
certainly ought to apologize for such rudeness, but still I
can't see that any amount of blowing, on either side, proves
anythi.iig. This article is not written for' the purpose of denying any doctrin, nor for ridiculing the Christian or any
other religion, but, being an anxious inquirer after truth, I
simply ask that writers on all subjects shall giv what they
believe to be sonnd reasons for their faith in any theory advanced by them. I ask this in the interest of all who are
honestly seeking information. '' Well-Wisher" also says,
"I am neither a fanatic nor a fool." That may or may not
be true. Unsupported by proof, it is open to question, but,
whether true or not, it throws no ray of light on the question
at issue. But I think the real animus of "Well-Wisher's"
article is contained in the sentence that plainly implies strong
censure of some member or members of the clergy .. It is
quite evident that, in" Well-Wisher's" opinion, some reverend gentleman has been preaching heretical doctrin and deserves a plain rebuke. Perhaps some minister will rise and
throw some light on this point. It is of great interest, both
to church-members and outsiders, to know whether "WellWisher's" implied charge against at least a part of the Christian ministry is or is not true.
WELL-WISHER No. 2.
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BuFFALo, N.Y., Jan. 30, 1886.
MR, EniTi>R: The most interesting part of TnE TRUTH
SEEKER to. me are its discussions, and in its impartiality
it merits its name, !!oDd has my love and preference over all
other publications. Perhaps the most interesting question it
discusses is Spiritualism, and although it pains me to see the
old spirit of intolerance pervades some of the correspondents,
I read all, and would suggest to the participants: GiY us
your best thought and most convincing argument ; discussion ·evolves truth and ever results in good; a little ridicule
may spice an article, but personal abuse is very poor argument. And while we claim the privilege to speak of Christianity as a fraud, and its ministers as humbugs and hypocrits,
let us not get mad if our own pet theories are handled without gloves. This idea was suggested by reading the postscript of a late letter from our old friend, Seward Mitchell,
wherein he speaks of that "fraud and trickster, Tru.esdell,"
and his exposure of Spiritualism as a "villainous affair."
Now I sympathize with Brother Mitchell in many respects.
But while granting Brother Mitchell the right to his ideas,
and the expression of those ideas, as well as combating all
ideas whieh he believes detrimental to his fellow-man, I
must claim for myself, Mr. Truesdell, and all the rest, the
same rights; and while I do not approve the tactics of Mr.
Truesdell, I am aware that the opponents of slavery were not
always particular as to the method they adopted. I would
suggest to Brother Mitchell the magnanimity of A. Ward,
when he says: "I will not call ·that man a liar and a hoss
thief who says my show is a humbug." Brother Mitchell is
an Anarchist. So am I, but warfare is against all authority,
whether of this world or the world to come. For the life of
ll).e I cannot see why a man has not as good right to govern
and control his fellow-man before as after death; and in this
respect Spiritualism is slavery. Webster defines slavery as
"the state of entire subjection of one person to the will of
another." Is not this a aefinition of "spirit-control " for a
practical demonstration? I would refer the reader to Dr.
Chesebrough's article in THE TnuTH SEEKER of March 21,
1885, wherein he claims that Mr. Truesdell is acting under
spirit control. Talk about the credulity of the fourteenth
century 1 Can anything equal this? And yet it "seems to be
quite a general belief among Spiritualists. I hav in mind
this moment a young man, son. of wealthy Spiritualists,
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whose home has been the resort of the best mediumistic
talent in the country.. But with all his facilities for seeing
and hearing, he is a Materialist and disbeliever in disembodied spirits. Of course the explanation is easy enough to
his relativs and friends. One of those provoking "Diakkas,"
whose chief business in life, or death, rather, is to deny their
own existence, has got hold of him. Not with so tenacious
a grip, it would seem, as they hav on Truesdell; his respect
for his parents and friends overcomes their evil influence ·to
. such an extent that he is enabled to keep quiet on the subject. I will not deny that it is
"A .beautiful belief that ever round our head,
On angel wings, are hovering the spiTits of the dead."
But when you come tp "Diakkas," no, thanks! I'll take
non!'J in mine. Is it any wonder that a theory which leads to
such a conclusion should excite no interest in scientific
minds? Science is practical ; what cannot be demonstrated
cannot be utilized, and should be rejected. It is about as
practicable as the god idea. My worthy relativ; a fhm believer in " spirit power," tells me 'the wonders she has seen.
A lily freshly plucked was thrown upon the table, a chunk
of gold-bearing quartz dropped upon the table, being brought
from mines in Nevada, I believe. Now I had been reading
of a case of starvation in our city of plenty, and the idea was
suggested, if gold could be brought from Nevada, or a lily
from a neighboring conservatory, why not a loaf of bread
~rom the baker's? But no,. our spirits are too. busy. with the
tricks of the cabinet. As Ingersoll said of God, " he is· too
. busy watching the sparrows fall and numbering the hairs of
our head to succor the needy." Ah! but the "conditions"
were not favorable; our spirit friends can only act under certain conditions. Just so; then our spirit -friends must enjoy
themselvs hugely in the "summer-land," with their hands
tied and their friends starving. I hav no evidence as to the
truth or falsity of Spiritualism; I believe it to be the twin of
witchcraf~; both the children of Christianity and the Bible,
and probably just as true as any of its systems of theology.
Dio Lewis says: " All Christians believe that the spirit livs
after the body, and it is a precious tenet of their faith that
their departed ones are 'ministering spirits,' ever watching
over their earth friends. Spiritualists say that they believe
this Christian faith is true, and they add that they believe
these ministering spirits can and· do speak to us. This
would hardly seem to be an unpardonable departure from
the Christian faith. The bitterness of Christians toward
Spiritualists is queer." And, I would add. the bitterness of
Spiritualists toward Christians seems a little unfilial, to say
the least.
Notwithstanding Brother Mitchell regards Materialism as
cold, and dark, and dreary, it seems to me to be the only
sure foundation·; and if we cannot build thereon pleasures
sufficient unto this life, who's to blame? ':r'ne prospect, as
Mrs. Besant says, "may not be as wide as tbat seen ffom the
mountain of faith, but then it is solid ground, while the
"other is mirage;" and, unless it is better to believe a falsehood that promises great joy than accept the truth without
any promises, it seenis to me we should study, investigate,
and extract what joy we may from the known, and not speculate on or trust in the unknown. Yet I am aware that

a

" Faith, fanatic faith, once wedded fast
To some sweet falsehood, hugs it to the last."
I would not disturb the faith, if I could, or lessen the comfort of Brother Mitchell in his hopes of immortality; I only
ask his patience and forbearance when I express the groveling wish to be at rest when I die. Like Shakspere's cobbler,
I would "meddle with no tradesman's matters, nor woman's
matters,') after passing to that "undiscovered qountry from
whose bourn no traveler returns."
And it would seem that I am not alone.in this. The Buddhists, we are told, take comfort in their hopes of annihilation.
Think of it, brother. It is enough to giv one the ague entirely. Mill!ons on their knees praying for eternal rest and
oblivion after death.
" That which began in him when he began
Is finished; he hath wtought the purpose through
Of what did make him man.
Never shall yearnings torture him, nor sins
Stain him, nor ache of earthly joys and woes
Invade his safe eternal peace; nor deaths
And lives recur. He goes
Unto Ni1·vana. He is one with life,
Yet livs not. He is blest, ceasing to be.
The dewdrop slips
Into the shining sea."
In the same paper that Dr. Chesebrough outlines some of
the teachings of Spiritualism, Brother Mitchell says, '' There
never was a Spiritualist-no, not one-who ever taught the
doctrin, Believe or be damned." Then follow these words
which I emphasize, ''If human brotlw'l'lwod ever comes to this
ew·th it 1oill be by tlie teachings of Spiritualism, or it will neve?·
come." This may not mean" believe or be damned," but it
is evident we must believe or 'not be blessed-with human
brotherhood.
Shakspere's Portia says, "I can easier teach twenty what
were good to be done, than be one of the twenty to follow
mine own teachings." I think it is so with Spiritualists. At
least.! hav seen no evidence in their gatherings and conventions which leads me to believe that universal brothethood
depends upon universal Spiritualism. Brother Mitchell givs
expression to that superiority which is the boast of all systems of religion. Christ said his teachings must be accepted
or "hell would be to pay."
I regard Spiritism as mental slavery, and, therefore, degrading; as a cloak for de vi try, and, therefore dangerous;
as impracticable, and, therefore, useless.
As Ingersoll says: " I attack the monsters, the phantoms
of imagination, that hav,ruled the world; I attack slavery;
'Why should we
I ask for room for the human mind.
enslave ourselvs? Why should we be the slaves of phantoms

-phantoms that we create ourselvs? The darkness of barbarism was the womb of these shadows. In the light of
science they cannot cloud the sky forever. I plead for light,
for air, for opportunity. I plead for individual independence.
I plead for the rights oflabor, and of thought. I plead for a
chainless future. Let the ghosts go-justice remains. Let
them disappear-men, women, and children are left. Man
·is greater than these phantoms. Humanity is grander than
all the creeds/than all the books. Humanity is the sky, and
these religions, and dogmas, and theories, are but the mists
and clouds, changing continually, destined to melt away.
Let the ghosts go, we will worship them no more. Let them
cover their eyeless sockets with their fleshless hands, and
fade forever from the imaghiation of men."
A. L. BALLOU.
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and sister of our law-making men, and all others?· It is so
humiliating not to be.represented anywhere, when all that is
noble and good in humanity ebbs and flows through woman!
The mother is the world's champion umpire to-day (if they
only knew it, and what a pity they do not!), and time will
define it so. One thing more. I am sorry that the Liberal
element is not all of the same good quality. so it can blend
more harmoniously in every part of the work. I care not
what name they go by, only that they be honest, virtuous,
true, and good. I never thought that to be truly Liberal we
would hav toeindorse the unclean or anything that shocked
our sense of propriety.
Sincerely,
M. M. T.

MAMMOTH HoT SPRINGs, WY. TER., Jan 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan 16th came tonight. I take back all I may hav said derogatory of an ill ustrated TRUTH SEEKER. "The Spider and the Fly" is splenLoTus, CAL., Jan. 3, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed pleas.e· find $6. Apply $3 on my did. Our whole house was in rapture over it. "Cute and it
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, the best paper published, cuts," said one. "A black hole of despair." The words of
'and apply balance as per inclosed list, and if there is ahy Castelar were quoted: '' The Rome of Cmsars would ha v
change coming, send small missionary documents to balance. made the whole world a camp. The Rome of the popes
With best wishes for. the success of your paper and all con- would hav made the whole world a monastery." Watson
nected with it, I am, as ever,
:Heston has our most hearty thanks. Let us hav more. I
Yours truly,
G. W. RAMSEY. 1will try·and get more subscribers.
.
Your editorial on Mormonism is" away up." The boomEL PAso, TEXAS, Jan. 14, 1886.
erang will hit more than Mormonism. I am glad you gave
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed fifty cents for two co pies, the "yeas" and "nays." We will see what the Honse will do
of the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1886, and one dollar for with it. Keep to the high altitude of constitutional freedom
some of the smaller Truth Seeker Tracts.
for all. The Mormon who marries is a thousand times betThe Freethinkers of this town, or at least a few of them, ter than the Mormon of New York city who seduces and then
are now making arrangements to get Mr. J. D. Shaw, of abandons his victim to be trodden under foot. THE TRUTH
Waco, Texas, to deliver a course of lectures here. Texan SEEKER is more than a. truth seeker, it is the justice seeker.
Liberals should organize local societies wherever possible,
Very sincerely yours,
G. L. HENDE?SON.
and induce this gentleman to make a lecturing tour all
_through the state. Mr. Shaw is editor and publisher of -a
DENVER, CoL., Jan. 19, 286.
Liberal monthly paper, the Independent Pulpit, which should
MR. ED~TOR: Inclosed please find $~.00 for dear old
be on the reading table of all Secular societies in America, TRUTH SEEKER for present year. The piCtures are grand,
and in every Seeular home. The subscription for one year "The Spider and the Fly" is so realistic that one shudders as
is one dollar.
one beholds. The picture speaks volumes. Mr. Heston's
If the Secularists of the South were better organized we pencil is doing brave work ; the same amount of space for
could also get some of the northern Liberal lecturers to visit the pen could not tell " the old, old story," one half so well.
us, Mr. S. P. Putnam having already promised to do so, and
"The Maneuvers of the Last Hour!" was there ever such a
I hav reason to believe that Mr. J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw grim sarcasm onje donne a l'eglise?". In these two pictures
City, Mich., could be induced to come amongst us "preach- our "Christian friends" hav a most direct and concise
ing the good word." By the by,how is it that}fr. Burnham's answer to Robbie Burns's prayer,
name is ~ot oftener mentioned in THE TRUTH SEEKER? I
'' 0 wad some power the giftie gie us,
To see oursels as it hers see us."
consider him one of the best lectw;ers we hav, especially
May this New Year hold much of good for THE TRUTH
well versed on scientific subjects, and is well able to make
the latter understood by persons who hav not studied such SEEKER, its workers and friends, is the warm wish of
MRs. BuoKNER-JorrNsoN, J\LD.
previously. I think our friends of Pittsburgh and Toronto,
who had the benefit of his lectures during last winter, w.il!
ST. THOMAS, ONT., Jan. 25, 1886.
support these statements.
CHAS. PETERS.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me the inclosed list of books,
pamphlets, etc., an order which we hope to supplement by a
BuRR OAK, Miorr., Jan. 8, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10.10, which please apply ac- larger one after we are organized, as we expect to be by the
cording to the accompanying order. And while I hav my time Mr. Reynolds reaches here with the stereopticon next
pen in hand, I will, as you requested some time since your month. I received your blanks, and will endeavor to inpatrons should do, express my opinion lipon the. propriety crease the circulation of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER.
The illustrations are splendid. They speak volumes. One
of illustrating THE TRUTH SEEKER.
My humble and individual opinion is that the space occu- thing more and your paper would be perfect-namely, an inpied by the pictures would be better used in pen illustrations dex to the articles. It is growing with me to be more indisand exposures of the many religious and superstitious evils pensable every week. I keep a very few-send them all out
and tyranny yet in practice in all the Christian lands, and es- to do missionary work, together with pamphlets, leafle!;s, etc.
As a sample of the intellectual food our young arweing
pecially so, if by so doing it would increase the price of the
paper, which is already of such dimensions that it too often fed with see the following: A few weeks ago the Pr.~hyte
proves to be a wall that one can neither climb over, break rians of this city got a new minister, the Rev'. Dr. Archibald,
through, or go round, when soliciting new subscribers. My a young man, who, in a sermon to young men, "unvoice, however, is but one, and that a small one. As I hav guardedly," in eulogizing the power and influence of Christaken a through ticket I shall not disembark or change pilots tianity, among other things equally false, said: "Nine new
until I land at my final and everlasting resting-place, which churches in America every day throughout the year were dedcannot be far distant, as I hav already seen threescore and icated to the cause of Christ, and not one temple that he
could remember reared by Infidels dedicated to the goddess
fourteen summers. ·
Yours ever for the right,
of unreason. One in Boston and one in New York had been
M. P. THURSTON.
opened some time ago; both were now closed-the former
[It is a mistake to suppose that the price of subscription to sold under the hammer of the sheriff. And he knew of no
this paper is to be raised on account of the illustrations ; it other temple dedicated to the dissemination of Infidel princiwill remain the same, and reference to our terms on another ples." Again: "Where were the colleges, asylums, refuges,
page will show how to get the paper very cheap.-ED. T. S.] and orphanages started by Infidels? Now here! Philanthropic work and the work of raising fallen man were done
only by the followers of Christ."
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 28, 1886.
I, in an open letter (published in same paper his sermon
Mr. EDITOR: TRUTH SEEKER ANNUALS for 1886 at hand. In was published), the day following, challenged him to-either
my hu~ble opinion they are splendidly got up. And I think through the press or on public platform-meet a rcp~esenta
they will hav a large sale among the Freethinkers throughout ti-v Infidel and produce evidence of the truth of Ius false
the country. If I could not get anDther I would not sell assertions. Touching the philanthropy of Infidels, also of
the sale of the Paine JYiemorial Hall, etc., I said the Paine
mine ·at ten times its cost. I prize it highly for the pictures j)'lemorial Hall was still owned by Infidels; meetings held
it contains of our real saviors of humanity.
there every Sunday, two and three together, with meetings
·
GEo. LoNGFORD.
through the week. The Boston Invest~qator published in
that building. There was also a large stone hall built and
SMITHVILLE FLATS, N. Y., Jan. 15, 1886.
owned by Infidels, and dedicated to the Goddess of (Un)
.MR. EDITOR: I inclose $6.25-$3 for myself another year ; Reason in the town of Alton, Ont. I also gave that list of
$2 for the new subscriber, which I donate to illustrate your Infidel charities published in the Trm'l"H SEEKEn ANNUAL for
1885, and closed by saying: " If the other parts of your serpaper; 50 cents for Helen H. Gardener's new book, '' Men, mon bear the same relation to truth as those parts I hav critWomen, and Gods;" 25 cents for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAr. ici?-ed, I leave an intelligent public to judge its value."
for 1886, or last year's, if it is better than this, or both if you
To say that my letter mised a commotion among the
choose; and 50 cents for " Sabbath-Breaking" and " Bible "unco' guid" is putting it mildly. I hav been congratulated
by more'than one Christian for having published my letter,
Morals," both by John E. Remsburg.
but not a sound has been introduced by this true disciple of
I can cheerfully join with others in saying I am pleased Paul,
this lying, false coward· of the coward's cast!~, who
with the paper and think it is improving. The illustrations believ8s in lying for the glory of God. But, as I ~eheve: a
are perfect; the expressions of the faces portray the exact white-headed follower of Christ anonymously replied With
feeling designed. When Mr. Bennett started around the the '' liary Roscoe story " of the horrid death-bed scenes and
world I made him a present of $10, I think, and donated two recantation of Thomas Paine. I replier! to him, asking him
new subscribers, one of which yon will probably always keep. to, over the name his father gave him, repeat the abeve as
true, and I would prove this equally as false. as I had th& asThe other was the Universalist minister that married us in sertions of Dr. Archilmld. That gun, t0o, is spiked now.
church, a kind-hearted fellow, and I thought he would take Mr. Archibald has not had the honesty or gentlemanly prinit kindly, but I hav lost his friendship for life. So yon see ciple to say he was misinformed, or challenge the truth of
.
they feel just as badly about having the Bible fraud exposed my statements and figures. The reason is obvious.
In conclusion\ I heartily inrlorse every word of the article
to the rising generation as the rabid orthodox do. Science is
by W. F. Jamieson in TnE TRUTH SEEKER of January 9th.
king, and I rejoice that it is being unfolded so fast. 'Tis We must capture the young before reason can ever occupy
cheering to notice, too, the approach of _woman's emancipa- the position now occupied by superstition.
.
Yours, for the abolition of Bible reading and other rehgious
tion. Many years ago I said, Now that the black slave is
D. NEILsoN.
free, why not emancipate the white ones-the mother, wife, exercises from our public schools,
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Corners; then on he went agam, getting quite
.tired and weary, but never losing ho,pe or
courage, all the way to Portland, where he
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall engaged passage on a steamer for Boston, as
River, .Mass., to whom all Communwationsjo1· this place was the Mecca of his hopes.
His scanty purse was almost depleted when
this Corner slwy,ld be sent.
he arrived there. The streets were full of
people and everything was new and strange.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
He applied again and again for some work to
When the night is beginning to lower,
• do, but,the brown-eyed, flaxen-haired boy, in
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
his homespun jacket, stood a poor chance in a
That is known as the Children's Hour."
big city where there were plenty of boys with
friends to help them to chances.
·
Be True.
His father had often told the children at
Young friends, to whom life's early days
home about the time when he had worked for
Are bright mth promis all,
a morocco dresser in Cambridge, who had for
And to whose view the glowing rays
a sign a golden sheep. That sign had often
Of hope uncloitded fall;
glittered before the boy's eyes, and now
To counsel each to choose the good,
Throughout the coming years, I would
seemed to lure him on like a star of promis.
A precept giv to you :
So on he pressed toward the sign of the
Observe, if yon success would win,
golden sheep, which he found readily enough,
The wealth of worth embodied in
still swingi1;1g and sparkling in the sunlight.
Two little words : Be true.
"My father worked here once," he thought.
Be true to nght : let justice still
Her even balance claim ;
"Surely they will be glad to hav his son
Unawed, unbribed, through good or ill,
work for them.""
Make rectitude your aim.
But no-they didn't want any more help;
Unswayed by prejudice, thy mind
and what did they care for the son of a forEach day submitted claims will find
mer workman?
To champion or deny;
Then cast, acording to thy light,
The golden sheep lost its fascination as he
Thy influence on the side of right,
turned
disconsolately away. He would be so
Though all the world goes by.
glad to work-to do anything he could get to
Be true to truth : the proudest name
do. His money was all gone, too, and he
That sterling worth may win
was hungry and cold, and nobody can wonIs soiled and ta;rnished past reclaim
Where falsehood enters in.
der if he was a little homesick and lonely.
No gem that arduous toil may find,
After a while he did find employment, but he
In learning's fields, adorns the mind
fainted at his task, having been long without
Like truth's pure, shining ray.
food and comfortable shelter. Of course,
And from her presence error's crowds
Of worshipers disperse like clouds
they did not want a sick boy to work, and
Before the rising day.
again he started on a search for employment.
Be t~ne to reason : let her light
In a factory where hinges were made he was
Be ever glorified.
asked,
And make through life her beacon bright
''Can you make hinges?"
A fixed, enduring guide;
"Yes," was the quick reply; "if somebody
False views of life young faith may blind,
False creeds allure the youthful mind
will show me how to make one hinge."
And its adherence win,
He required but little showing, and soon
But reason's steady light to tltee
made a hinge to suit, but the old workman
An oracle of truth shall beA monitor within.
appearing at the forge, there was no place
for him, and he again started in search of
Be true to self-respect : the world
May judge thy mptivs wrong,
honest labor.
And slander's poisoned shafts be hurled
Sometimes he found what he sought for a
Where virtue moves along.
short period, and once a dishonest employer
Keep thou the upright ways that find
wronged him out of a whole month's pay,
The approval of thy own good mind" To thine own self be true;"
which was a serious loss to one whose time
So shalt thou proudly walk erect,
was actual bread and butter. These were
And, conscious of thy o-wn respect,
dark and troubled days, but the brave boy
Make others' honor due.
never once lost his courage or· faith in ultiThese are the virtues, these the ways,
mate success.
That bring their own reward;
From town to town he wandered, pleading
A.nd to observe them all thy days
Keep constant watch and guard.
for work of any kind. One Sunday found the
He who from these his guidance takes
young hero, tired and hungry, in the town of
Givs to the race the hope that makes
Abington. The rosy diadem of the great
':P.he march of man sublime;
And each good deed, each wrong withstood,
world had almost grown to a crown of thorns
rfvs, in its influence .for the good,
that pierced his brow as he looked into the
Throughout all coming time !
many strange faces on their way to church or
J.fidale Falls, N. Y.
. D. LoUIS BanGE.
Sunday-school. Finally he met an old gentleman whose face shone kindly beneath his
A Boy's Fortune ;-or, the Sign of the broad-brimmed Quaker hat, and he ventured
Golden Sheep.
to ask him if he knew where a boy could find
Once there was a boy who, when about employment. He did know, and directed
fifteen years old, thought he would like to go him to a manufacturer of shoes.
The manufacturer, whose name was Shaw,
and seek his fortune. He lived on a little
farm with his parents and brothers and sis- and his wife received the weary stranger
ters, away down in Maine, and the big, pleasantly, and promised him work on the
bustling, far-off world appeared very bright morrow. He staid in this place quite a while,
and dazzling to his boyish eyes. He hun- and learned to make shoes. Industrious and
gered to see it, to be one in the great, stirring, prudent, in two years he had saved two huntoiling mass of mankind; and, besides, he dred dollars to pay his father, and had somewanted an education, a -better education than thing left beside.
Do you think he had forgotten his plan of
he could get working on the farm, with only
an education? By no means. Soon he bea few months' schooling each year.
Perhaps you will think it very hard that came a student at Gould's Academy, three
his father wanted two hundred dollars in miles from his old home, to and from which
money for his time till twenty-one, if be went he walked to school, learning his lessons on
away, but that was the custom of those clays, the way, and by candle-light at home. He
and the boy agreed to pay his father that sum had to pay his board, for his father was verv
for the chance of seeing the world and earn- strict in money matters, but when his money
ing his own living. This boy had never was exhausted he went to work and earned
worn any other than homespun clothing, that more.
With him difficulties existed to be overis, clothes spun and woven into cloth by his
mother at home. His wardrobe was not ex- come, and right bravely did he surmount
·
tensiv, either, for it was all tied up in a hand- fuem~l.
In his heart, quick to feel for others' woes,
kerchief, and that was homespun, too, when
was implanted sympathy for the toilers of
he started out to seek his fortune.
A brother took him in a sleigh fifteen miles earth, and for the down-trodden and oppressed
on his journey, then bade him good-bye, and of all n11tious~ He became, as he grew into
left him to pursue his way on foot to Port- manhood, interested in the antislavery moveland, then fifty-four miles distant. On he ment, and, in the face of severe opposition of
trudged with stout heart, for he was young friends and kindred, he boldly spoke ringing
. and brave, and was on a voyage of discovery. words for the enslaved, declaring their equal
" Why didn't he ride?" you ask. Well, he right to.liberty and happiness.
had only nine dollars and he wanted to be
This then unpopular doctrin repelled many
prudent and make his money go as far as he from him, but he knew he was right, and
bravely pursued his way, finished his course
could.
One night he slept in a hotel, and break- at school, studied law, and, mastering it, was
fasted the next morning early on crackers and straightway admitted to practice in the
milk'; but, after traveling awhile, he was so courts. The storms still beat upon him, howhungry that he had to hav a more substantial ever, for where they raged the hardest there
breakfast, which he obtained at Gorham he chose to be, battling ever for truth and

fr.eedom. Those who know him best loved
and trusted him most: His unswerving honesty gained him choice friends, and when his
old employer, Mr. Shaw, died the final settling
of his estate was placed in the young lawyer's
hands as one worthy of all confidence and
trust. Other business of a like character has
been entrusted to him, and every duty was
discharged witl1 the utmost fidelity. Once a
mob surrounded his house, clamorous for a
slave woman who was stopping there on her
way from slavery to Canada and freedom.
Calmly this heroic gentleman met the furious
crowd and sent them quietly away.
So emphatic was he against another kind of
slavery-that of intoxicating liquor-that
three times the adherents of whisky and the
dram-shops set his house on fire.
A short time since he was nominated for
representativ to Congress, and . had he been
elected no braver, truer man would hav met
him on the floor of the nation's capitol. Now
I hav been telling you of no fictitious char.
acter, but of a real, living man, who has
arisen frofn homespun and a lowly condition
to a position of eminence and trust. How
did he do it? I'll tell you. By patience,
perseverance, energy; by integrity, sobr}ety,
honesty, and a correct and honorable dealing
with all persons. The sign of the golden
sheep, that lured him on in boyhood, has lost
its gleam and brightness before a moi:e beautiful, more glittering symbol-the sign ofthe
golden truth-that has never left him for a day
or an hour.
In the glory and splendor of mature life he
is awake to every movement that would
benefit humanity, and is quick to catch the
inspiration of each passing hour. The w.orking man has no better, no truer friend on
earth, and " the cause that lacks assistance"
need never look to him in vain. He is one of
the true and noble men who make the world
better .for living in it. His fortune is in the
virtues, the qualities that belong to a true
manhood, and his example is a beacon light
to travelers on life's highway. If you should
go to Chicago, where he livs, I hav no doubt
he would be glad to see ·you, and tell you
more of his eventful history. His name is
A. J. Grover.

Her Picture.
It is framed in satin and cherry,
And stands on a shelf in my room;
The eyes are as brown as a berry,
With a sparkle that scatters the gloom.
Ih the cheeks there's a hint of a dimple,
And a gracefulness lies over all,
From the make of the b9nnet, so simple,
T0 the knob on the blue parasol.
The face is as fair and as sunny
As the figure is stately and bold,
And when I am counting my m,oney
I reckon her in as pure g0ld.

bur!f'S "Sabbath-Breaking." 4.-~560. 5.Mime-rifie.
SoLVERs.-Edward Bamback, G. W. Williams, ·W m. Scott.
J. K. P. B.-Your answer to" Something
to Think About " is too long and too metaphysical for the minds of our children.
"Little craft must keep near the shore."
-ED. C. C.
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Correspondence.
THOROLD, 0NT., Jan. 18, 1886.
Miss SusAN WixoN, Dear .Madam: I hav
seen so many little pieces in the Children's
Corner that I thought I would send one too. I.
take great pleasure in looking at those Junny
pictures of people with horns and tails, the
like of which I never saw before. This is my
first time of writing to you, so I will close.
Yours truly,
JoHNNY McGILL.
CoLoN, MICH., Jan. 18, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIXON,: I liv with my grandpa
and grandma, and grandpa has taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER for a good many years. · And
we all like it ever, so much. I read the Children's Corner; and I see so many letters from
the little ones, and as you allowed Uncle
John in the Children's Corner, and as I am
nine years old, I- thought you would allow )lle '
there too. My parents liv ten miles away in
·the country on a farm, and I stay here so I
can go to school. We had two weeks' vacation through the holidays, and father came
after us so we could spend the holidays over
at home. We had a nice time. I hav a little
brother, who will be six years old the 22d of
February; and I hav a little sister, who will
be two years old in June. We all had lots of
presents at Christmas time. The baby's stockings were such tiny things she. borrowed a
pair of grandma's and got them full to the
top. We think she is very cunning. She
talks a little, and when she wants anything to
eat she says, ''Please, rna, pie."
Now, if you think this nice enough to put
in the paper, I hope to see it there. Please
find inclosed one of my cards. Yours truly,
'
,
FRANOis B. CoRNWALL.
LIBERTY, Mo., Jan. 22, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I read in THE TRUTH
SEEKER that you liked for girls and boys to
write to you, and so I thought I would write
a few lines. I am eleven years old. I go to
the public school. I liv close to school. I
hav recited several speeches taken from THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I once took one to my
teacher and she said it was not suitable for
me; I asked her why, but she did not say
why. Iliv in the shadow of Williams Jewell
College, where they manufacture Baptist
preachers. There are few Liberals here, and
we hav a hard road to travel. I am in the
fifth reader. I like my teacher, .though she
is a Christian lady. We hav entertainments
the end of every month. My pa has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER several years, and I like
to read the Children's Corner. We girls hav a
nice time sliding and skating, for we hav
plenty of snow this winter. I believe I hav
written enou$h·
Yours respectfully,
NELLIE HAYES,
GATEs, TENN., J~n. 19, 1886.
DEAR MISS WIXON: I thought I would
write a few lines to you: I am just thirteen
years old. I am not experienced in writing
letters. Pa is the only man in Gates that
takes TrrE TRUTH SEEKER. It is only lately
that I got interested in it. I like to read the
Children's Corner very much; it is very interesting. There are not many that can be
persuaded to read it, but pa loans his papers
out sometimes, when he can persuade people
to read them. If this escapes the waste
basket I will try and write again, and will do
better next time.
Yours truly,
HARRY J. WINMAN.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-A METAi\(ORPHOSIS-AND AN INFERENCE.
Let two score men and two
Stand in a line to view,
If from their midst one go away,
There's not a single man to stay;
For metamorphosed now they stand,
Just two score ladies in a band.
Nine tailors go a man to make_:_
To form one woman here you take
One man and just one fortieth more,
Or forty-one to make two score.
'' Logic is logic "-so say I,
"Andfigures," so they say, "can't lie;"
Letters to form the words combine,
Each written word truth's visual signyet so am I, a man of beard,
By these smooth-faced Delilahs sheared.
Irwin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
2.-What is the difference between six
dozen dozen and a half dozen dozen ?
WM. SooTT.

SaDDath-Breaking.

3..:...REBUS.

By JOliN E. REMSBURG,
Author of

..

"False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

"Bible

The best and most thorough work ever written
on the Sunday Question from a rational point of
view.

t:-'
·'
'-'"'~

Largt a-nrl. Handsome Print.
SINGLE CoPIES,
Six CoPIES,

25 cents.·
$1.00.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

The central picture represents a familiar
household vessel, and the surrounding objects, what it might contain.

CANARY. ANew and Remarkable Work
THE
on the Care of the Pet Canary. By mail, 50

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE OIIILDREN'S OORNER, cents. Contents table mailed free. Laav A(l!!nts
Wantea. MurraJ· Hill Publishing Co., 129 .t<ast
JAN. 23, 1886.
28th Street, New York.
1.-No. 2.-Haslet. 3.-John E. Rems3t4
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The Perpetual Calendar. S. P.
Working th_e Year of Science
And the Common Computations.

An Almanac

HISTORY

ol"eve:t

Showing the day of the week for any day of the
month for all time past and present and to come,
and other u~eful information. Price, 40 cents;
three for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER1
Canvassers address L. Martin, Brunswrck, Ga.

ELEMENTS
OF

UNIVERSAL HISTORY
FOR
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS

AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prof. 0. M. Cottinger, A.M.
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of historv from2,000
years B.C. on up to 1883, all in a mitshell.-El-

mina Slenker.

As a text-book in schools, the boolr would occupy
an important place ; in the family it would be no
less important, a,s convey:ing info=ation that all
should be acquamted w1th.-Susan w-v.con.
Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this book
are excellent, and his standpoiu t admirable; It
may be commended as fulfillmg its purpose of a
concise and interesting historical text-book.Mt~wauleee

Sentinel.

P .. ice, (Jlotb, $l.li0.

For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00.
Address
THE. TRUTH SEEKER.

T RUT B:"
A Poem in Three Parts.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY, Trutli Finde~.
SECOND EDITION·
Price, 25 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

CHRISTIANITY
A R E W A. R D F 0 R C R I M E.
Substantiated by the Bible.
BY
0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

Price, 10 Centw, I Pc•r Dozen, $1.00.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

PERSONAL.
A man 42 years of age, a Liberal, not wealthy
but having some means, would like to correspond
with some lady who is also a Liberal~ not over 35,
of good family, fair education, ana willin!l' to
wo:rk. Best .of references _given and reqmred.
ObJect, marnage. Address 0. W. P.,
Care TRUTH SEEKER office,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
2t4

t

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'
By B. W. Lacy.
A. tho1·ough exposure of the Catholic priets's
sophistry, unfairness, and historical misstatement.
Price, Cloth, $1; Paper, :>O Cents

OF THE

INTELLECTUAL D.EVELOP.MENT
Of" Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, $3.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf
33 Clinton Pl., New York city.

PO-·CKET
ATLAS
oc
tbe

VVORLD.
Containing
COLORED 1\fAPS OF EACH STATE AND TERRITORY IN THE UNITED STATES; also
MAPS OF THE CHIEF GRAND DIVISIONS WITH
COMPLETE INDEX OF EVERY COUNTRY ON
THE FACE OF THE GLOBE
·
Illustrat<>d by more tban One Hn1idred
Colnrccl Dta~r;ram ... TablPS, Etc.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Bible Fabrications · Refuted
and

The Errors of" the Bible Expos•· d.
BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Price, 15 _cents.
, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

------

l'lenty offnoRets.

The whole warmed hy oue chimney.
8

0

as~:i~~~~~~~r~~~~~ h~~~:~~n~t~~i~~~ o~~~:·;~le$:&ft~g

to $6,600, ma.y be 1ound in "8HOPPRLJ,'S MODERN LOW·

CosT Housxs," a large quarto pamphlet,.showing also
how to select sites, get loans, &o. Sent poRtpald on receipt ofliOc, Stamp• taken, or send $1 bill and we wiilre
tutn the chan~e. Address, BUILDING PLAN ABBOOIA.TION,
(llollUoll 'hlll'apv.)
:U. BeekmiUI St., (Box 2702,) N. Y.

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Wait's and Wauderlngs, a New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paperJ 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, rich with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day. "-Jolin

Swinton's Paper.

Gold~n

'l'hrone, a Romance. . "The

author certainly has genius. The divine creativ spark is within hiril. The book is filled with
manly thoughts, expressed in manly wordsthe transcnptof amanlymind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.

lnge•·soll and

Jt>sn~o~.

A conversation

For Sale at THE

TRu~·H

SEEKER Office.

Essays on the Sacred Language,
Writings and Religion of the
Parsis. By MARTEN HAuG, Ph. J;>.,
,.

Late Professor of Sanskrit and comparative philology at the University of Mu·
nioh. An account of the ancient Zoroastrian religion and literature. Price, $4.50

Essence of Christianity. By LUDWIG
FEUERBACH. Translated from the German by GEORGE ELIOT. Price, $3. 75.

Exeter Hall. A Theological Romance.
" One of the most exciting romances of
the day.'· Price, paper, 60 cents; cloth,
80 cents.

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

~

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed Faith and Reason. A Concise Ac-

count of the Christian Religion, and of
all the Prominent Religions before and
since Christianity. With elaborate Index,
17 pp. By· HALsEY R. STEVENS, Extra
cloth, 12mo. 441 pp. Price, $1:50.

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
other .A_gnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
For ail of the above address
.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Family Creeds. By WM. McDoNNELL,
Author of ''Exeter Hall."
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Charles Watts's Works.

Festival of A.shtaroth.

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CONTENTs :
Section I. Definition of Freethou_g_ht and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section ll. What it
Owes to Moliammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freeth ought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Price, cloth,

A tale of

Palestine, founded on the destruction of
the Moabites by the Jews. By A. C.
MIDDLETON. Price, 10 cents.

The History of Freethought. Bound

Figures of Hell; or, the Temples of
·

Bacchus. Dedicated to the licensers
manufacturers of beer and whisky.
Mrs. ELIZABETH T:s;,oMPSON. . A book
of facts and figures in regard to
liquor traffic. Price, $1.

and
By
full
the

The .American Secular Union; its Genesis I-II: An Essay on the Bible
Nece~sity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
'<Dedicat~d to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)

32 pages m cover. Price, 10 cts.

Narrative of Creation.
A.M: Price, 50 cents.

By A. R. GROTE,

Sec·ularism; Destructiv and Construc- Golden Mean on Temperance and
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christ1an Evidences friticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origin of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Srculal'ism; its Principles and its
, Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Tr:tets. The following: tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The . Christian Deity ;
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought and
li'Iodern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization ; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Antagonistic;
Christian Scheme of Rede_J!lption. For all of
the above works >tddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

FBEETHOUGHT

:NOVEL~.

The Heathens of the Heath. A :finely
writtenRaclicalromance. ByWm. McDonnell,
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day of
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Price, paper, 60

Vaughan. Priest and Man.
SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM.· Nathaniel
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to

SIXTY YEARS' INVARIABLE SUCCESS.
Best known remedy for all afflictions of these organs. WEAK EYES, WEAK EARS, DEAFNESS,
and CATARRHAL AFFECTIONS immediately
reached. FAILING SIGHT _prevented. ROARING OR DRUMMING OF EARS will cease. One
box tells the whole story.
Price by mail 30 cents.
10t1
G. A. LOMAS, Shakers, N. Y.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

THE MODERN BALAAM.
Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,
per dozen, 30 cents; _Q_er hundred, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

KERSEY GRA. VES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Saviors or Non~. BY KER-

sEY GRAVEs, auther of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, and
Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

Twenty~seven

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thousand biblical errors in science, history,
morals, religion, and general events. Also a
delineation of the characters of the principal
personages of the Christian Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Price, $2.
Bim~r;why of Satan; or, a Historical
Ex,Position of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 35 cents.
PtA Ill,

:FREETHOUGHT WORKS.

'J.1he Problem of the Universe, and

ing' romances of the day."
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

THE

Bible of Bibles; or,

• * * ThiR mn.rvelous hon~:~e has been built more t,han
:~~\:~~~~~~~~ p;~~ll~j .~/~: ;~~:~ri~~~"i~~tlHttj;~~~;~~
a hove; on 2d floor are 4 be~.rooms and In attic 2 more.

Works.

Religion~ or, Common Sense in
Eating, Drinking, Thinking, and Living.
By JoHN E. BuRTON. Price, 10 cents.

Golden Throne. By SAMuEL P. PUTNAM, Author of "I'rometheus" "Gottlieb," "Ingersoll arid Jesus." A Radical
Romanco of pioneer life, delineating the
virtues of natural humanity as opposed
to the hypocrisy of a supernatural religion crowded with incident and full of
progressive ideas and the poetry of the
future. Price, $1.00.

.Good Sense, or Natural Ideas opposed
to Supernatural.
Translated from the
French of BARoN D'HoLBACH. author of
the "System of Nature." Price, $1.00.

Gospel of the KingdoJl!, According to
ihe Holy Men of Old. Hy the author of
" Samson, a Myth-story of the Sun."
Two volumes of poetry. Price, 50 cents.

Government. An Essay by CHARLEs
MqRAN.

Price, 20 cents.

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and Fam iJy Creeds. By William McDon- Half Hours with Some Ancient and
Ingersoll. Cabiiiet size; true to
nell, author of "Exeter Hall." -Price, cloth.
Modern Celebrated Freethinkers:
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.
life, pricet $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
Thomas Hobbes, Lord Bolingbroke, Conapostles or Religious Liberty should hav these Ex·eter Hall. " One of the most excitdorcet, Spinoza, Anthony Collins, Desbusts.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
The POCKET ATLAS OF THE WORLD contains 128 pages. Six_ pages are given to title, index, theology, showing how the one has labored for
etc. ; 65 pages are full-paged colored maps, and 57 human advancement,· and how the other has
pages are reading. matter, colored diagrams, etc. always opposed it.
The book is new throughout, everytliing being
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
made expressly ~or. it.. The bindipg is flexible twenty-five
copies for $1; one hm1dred copies for
Leatherette-an mutatwn of Russra; gold side $3.
'\Ve wish that the friends of Free thought would
stamp, round corners, and red edges.
distribute
thousands
of these telling pictures.
Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of
50 cents by

•i.'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Cllo~1on Place, N I'.

Putnam'~

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors ; or, Chdstianity Before Christ.
Containing new and startling revelations in
reli&:ious history! which disclose the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines 1 ,Principles, precepts,
and miracles of the Chris nan New Testament,
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

The Ontcast. A deep, :finely written
Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great chal"lll of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets ·with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked degree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_htranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CAPT A INS OF INDUS TRY:
OR,
MEN oF BusiNESS WHo bm SoMETHING BESIDES
.
MAKING MoNEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BT 'JAMES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

- $1.25.

Pric<-·,
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

WOMAN.
In tile Pa8t, Present, and Future.
BY A. BEBEL.
Translated from the German by Dr. Adams Walter. 272 pages; cloth, 75 cents; paper, 30cents.
"Capital," a criticism on Political Economy. Br
Carl Marx. First English tra1;slatiol). .. Published
in 27 parts, 10 cents per part, Subscrrptwn, $2.50.
"Anti-Syllabus." By Lily Curry. Price, Scents.
LABoU NEws AND PuBLISHING AssociATION,
705 Broadway, New York.
<Full list of Labor Publications mailed free.)
3tf

I,HE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUA.~
Prioe, 25 ol!nts,

cartes, M. ue Voltaire, John Toland,
Compte de Volney, Charles Blount,
'Percy Bysshe Shelley, Claude Arian
Helvetius, Francis Wright Darusmont, .
Zeno, Epicurus, Matthew Tindall, David
Hume, Dr. Thomas Burnet, Thomas
Paine, Baptiste de Mirabaud, Baron de
Holba.cb, Robert Taylor, Joseph Barker.
By ''Iconoclast," CoLLINS and WATTS.
Price, 75 c Jnts.

Heathens of the Heath (the). By
W..r. McDoNNELL, Author

f...1ll."

of

" Exeter

Price, $1.25.

Helvetius; or, The True Meaning of
the System of Nature. Translated from
the French. Price, 20 cents.

Heroines of Freethought. Containing Biographical Sketches of Freethought
female writers. By Mrs. SARA A. UNDERwooD. Price, $1.75

Historical Jesus of Nazareth.

By

M. ScHLESINGER, Ph. D., Rabbi of the
Congregation Anshe Emeth, · Albany,
Now York. Extra cloth, 12mo, 68 pages.
Price, 75 cents.

History of Moses, A.aron, Joshua,
and others, deduced from a review of
the Bible. Also remarks on the morals
of the Old and New Testaments, and
some of the ancient philosophers. By
J. M. DoRSEY. -Price, 75 cents.

History of the Christian Religion to
the Year 200. An exhaustive examination of the proofs of the authentic·
ity of the books of the New Testament,
showing conclusivly that the canonical
gospels were unknown up to A.D. 170. By
Judge CHAS. B. WAITE. 450 pages, 8vo.
Cloth, $2.25; sheep, $3.5u; half morocco,
$4.00.

History of the Council of Nice

A.D.

' 325 with a Life of Constantine the Ctreat,
) and a general exhibition of the Christian
religion in tbe days of the early fathers.
By DEAN DUDLEY. $1.

Humanity and the Progress of International Law. By EDwARD W.
t>EA.RING.

15 cents.
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The Village Oracle.
Beneath the weather-beaten porch
That shades the village store
He sits at ease, an aged roan
Of three-score years or more.
That ample seat for him is placed
Beside the open door.
His face is very keen and shrewd,
And piercing are his eyes,
As with an air of prophecy
He scans the cloudy skies; ·
And children look with awe on him,
For he is weather-wise.
And jolly farmers, riding by
On loads of fragrant hay,
Call out, " Good morning, Uncle Dan!"
And, "Will it rain to-day?"
·
While boys who would a-fishing go
Await what he will say.
"Wall, ef the wind should change about
[Th€y listen eagerly,
But he is very slow and calm,
For thus should prophets bel
Meb be them clouds will b1•ing us rain,
But I dunno," says he.
And ever, as the seasons come,
And as the seasons go,
The oracle is asked the signs
Of wind, or rain, or snow;
But still he never hesitates
To answer, "I dm1no !"

Gold.
]\fan's evil passions gave to goid
The mighty charm it claims to hold.
Vice and gold, both hand in hand,
Receive the homage of the land,
While simple virtue's honest face
Can find on earth no resting-place.
Saints and sinners fight and prayThe prize is gold, gold alway.
They ask a blessing from above,
Arid yet they make their god of love
Pave the streets of his abode
With sordid, vile, accursed gold.
Gold that crowds the church's aisles,
Gold that builds sin's stately piles,
Gold fm·love, gold for hatJJ,
Gold for pride, gold for state,
Gold for. sickness, gold for health,
Gold for life, gold for death!
Gold that fires the murderer's brain,
Gold that breaks the captiv's chain,
Gold that turns young hearts to stone,
Gold that blights where'er •tis known,
Gold to barter, gold to sell,
Gold for heaven, gold for hell!
-J. H. Hollins.

Book Notices.
HELEN H. GARDENER, My F1iendfor Freedom: If I could speak the words in my heart
after reading your new book, "Men, Women,.
and Gods," which you so thoughtfully and
kindly sent me, how gladly would I proclaim
them to the world, with the hope that all the
ideals your fancy has pictured, and all the
good your heart has wished for, might become realisties. It is not needed that the
genius of the young womanly woman ·be
praised, whose fair hand has showered upon
the pate of superstition such golden nuggets
of truth, for it is so emphatically apparent in
and between the lines that unbiased intelligence will be delighted and feasted.
I hav read no ~ork for years with so much
pleasure and satisfaction.
" Historical Facts and Theofogical Fictions," the last lecture in the book, I had the
pleasure of listening to at the Albany Convention.
Prior to reading "Men, Women, and Gods"
I thought I hated superstition, believed my·self versed in the so-called sacred writ, and
alive to its errors and fanaticisms; flattered
myself that I entertained grand ideals of man
and his possibilities to an exalted estate on
earth without the assistance of faith in the
unlmowable; supposed I was in favor of
every liberty for woman which her advanced
intelligence could conceive, and her purity of
heart and purpose coulq desire; believed I
saw the necessity of checking the encroachments of priestcraft upon mental and physical liberty; and I ·felt that I knew the ethics
of humanity to be a grander and more comforting a theme to base a religion upon than
faith in the efficacy of vicarious atonements.
But now I hav taken a step in advance, and
feel stronger and happier than before. I
would that every human being could and
would understandingly read ''·Men, Women,
and Gods." Very truly,
Lucrus C. WEST ("Uncle Lute").
MR. EDITOR: I hav just read with much
satisfaction one of your latest publications,
"Men, Women, and Gods," by Miss Helen H.
Gardener. The introduction by Col. R. G.
Ingersoll is pointed with facts and rounded
with grace, and he is there, as everywhere
else, on, the side of justice &nd humanity.
What do women not owe him for the death-
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FREETHOUGJi:T WORKS,
blows he has dealt their masters-gods, years of thoughtful silence was required for
the maturity of his!' Qrigin cif Species,' but
..
•
priests, and church?
Like him does Miss Gardener launch out his book stands. He builded better than he Published at THE .TRUTH SEEKER Office.
into the sea of wrongs in which womanhood knew, and to-day his theory of' development' advancement of Science.
The In. augural Address of Prof. JoHN TYNDALL,
struggles-reaching out her small but steady has passed into established science. It is
delivered before the British Association
hand to rescue her sisters from the false edu- maintained by every thinker of consequence
for the Adva.ncement of Scienoe. With
cation and religion which enslave them. Her on the globe. The time is near at hand when
d
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also
stories of the cruelties inflicted on her sex by to deny evolution will be as idiotic as to eny
containing opinions of Prof. H. HEL~those twin monsters, church and priest, are· the rotundity of the earth."
HOLTz, and articlel'l of Prof. TYND.U.L and
" The doctrin of ' development' was apSir HENRY 'l'HO!IIPSON on prayer. · Price,
horrible enough to open the eyes of. the dead,
cloth, 50 cents~ Inaugural A(j.dress alone,
and her statements are backed with proof proached by Lucretius. It lingered in the
in paper, 15 cents.
which all intelligent people must accept. Yet dreams of Epicurus. It was a possible
so dead are many to the physical, mental, and phantom in the mind ot Bruno. Aristotle A.mberley's Life of Jesus. His Chal'acter and 'Doctrins. From the Analysh;
spirituaL outrages perpetrated upon them by had proclaimed it, Goethe ha(j. attained it, and
of Religious Belief. By VIscouNT AMBERman that they will hot realize their position, Lamarck, Wolff, Wallace, and Spencer had
superseded Darwin in its application and
LEY. Paper~ 35 cents; .cloth, 60 cents.
even when so fully explained. Her stateenunciation. Evolution is not new. It is Chronicles of Simon Christianus.
ments are so comprehensiv that her readers just newly established. No one ever brought
His Manifold a:tid Wonderful Adventures
hav no excuse for stumbling blindfo.ld over to it the mass of information accumulated by
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scriptlirti
the world any more. If this brave little Darwin.
.
(evidently 'inspired) discovered by 1: N.
"None had removed it from the realms of
FmEL.- From the English. Very Rich.
author could only make the knowledge of the
necessary
demonstration
to
the
domain
of
esPr1ce,
25 CE>nts.
truths regarding woman's position fashiontablished science.
able, how rapidly eyesight and understanding
"The doctrin of evolution is now an estab- Crimes of Preachers in the United
would improve! For another evil of our false lished fact; Darwin, Huxley, and Haeckel
States. By M. E. BILLINGS .. · Shows how
thick and fast the godly h:w fallen from
education is that fashion· must reign though made it so."
Indeed, I hav. marked so much of the book
grace. Price; 25 cents.
,
reason be stultified. Alas! for the. weakness
of huma:q nature! We all hav olir infirmities, as excellent that I hardly know where to stop Deity Analyzed and tlte Devil's De- '
but I am thankful that among my own I can- quoting. Yet I must giv 11- few ideas more,
tense. In Six _Lectures by Col.
not class the Christian superstition. I am no showing that matter is all there is:
JOHN R. KELso, A,M. These are r.rnong
the ablest lectures _ever delivered, and
idolater, and worship neither man nor man" Creation is the result of the inllerent propshould be read by everybody. $1.50.
made gods.
erties of matter. Matter· and force are one
Miss Gardener's book is peculiarly fascinate and inseparable, and' force' is just as much Last Will and Testament of Jean
:Meslier, a curate of a Roman church
ing and brilliant; forcible enough to be mas- a property of matter as form, density, or
in France, containing the best of his writculip., yet delicate and modest enough to be inertia. · • . . ~find is molecular motion in
·
womanly in· the truest sense of the word; the brain, or' nerve force.' Each thought is,1 . ings. 25 cents.
accompanied by a disturbanqe and readjU!!t" ,., _,, · · ·
•
·
•
combining sufficient of the male and female ment of the molecules of the brain."
Nathamel Vaughan. A radical n<;>vel
characteristics to make a perfect success .of
.
. .
.· .
of marked ability. By FREDERIKA MAcher work. I am proud of the production beI hope friends Will order this epitome of
DONALD. ·404 pages. Price reduced to
cause it was written by one of my own sex. the development of the minds of. humanity
$1.25.
·
Could l hav my wish, every woman in Amer- from the Truth Seeker Company, and scatter
ica should own a copy, and all the clergy the books far and wide as an antidote to the Nature's Revelations of Character;
should hear it read aloud by a woman, just
of the world, as
or
Physiognomy Illustrated. The
before their sermons were delivered. I think theologies and mytholoD"ies
o·
science of individual traits portrayed by
it would be a great inspiration(?). in their well as spiritologies. Price 25c., and. well
the temperaments· and features. llluswork:
·
. worth it.
ELMINA D .. SLENKER.
trated by -260 wood cuts. By JosEPH
I am so pleased myself with " Men,
SIMMS, M.D. 650 ,pages, 8 vo. Cloth,'
Women, and Gods" that I fear I hav monop$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt
olized too much of your valua,ble space, but
edges, $4.50.
my appreciation of Miss Gardener's work
must be my excuse: Truly,
• ~he Greatest or all A.nti;.Bibli· New England and the People up
'fhere. A humorou& lecture. By
Cairo, Ill.
·
AMARALA MARTIN.
. eal Works.
GEORGE E. MAcno!'!ALD. 10 cents.
By THOMAS P.AlNE,
Mr. John E. Remsburg, the well-known
"The. Author-Hero of the Revolution."
author and lecturer, of Atchison, has favored Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for Pocket Theology. By VoL~AIRE. Com.
prising terse, w1tty, and sarcastic de:fini.
,1.00.
. the Gazetteer with a copy of his new book,
tions of the terms used in theology. The
entitled, "The Sunday Question." This is
only erution in English. 25 cents.
THE CRISIS.
the most exhaustiv treatis on the origin and
The Legends of the Patriarchs. By
history of the Sabbatic idea as applied to the
By Thomas . Paine.
S, BA:f\lNa-GoULD. $1.50. The Congregationalist, in speaking of it, says: "There
observance of one day in seven, especially in
Speaking of this work 'in connection with the
are.few Bible readers who hav "\Ot at some
its application. to the. first day of the week, proposed independence of- America from Great
time wished for just such a volume. It is
that has come under our observation. Most Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
a thoroughly interesting book, and will
of us were' taught, when children, that the flaming arguments . . . win not leave numbe seized with avidity by all students c~
"Sabbath-breaker" was an awful criminal; bers at a loss to decide on the. propriety of a sepathe Bible.
to play on Sunday was not to be tolerated a ration. 11
The Martyrdom of :Man. Embracing
Priee, 3ii eents.
moment, and we would not hav been sur-.
the four divisions of War, Religion, Liberty, and Intellect A work of rare merit,
prised to hav seen the boy or girl who did ' For either of these works~., or any of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and written in a superior style. By Wmvisited by some dire caliu:hity-for so grievously
33 Clinton Place, New York.
wooD READE. New edition. 544 pages.
tempting providence. And yet how few are
Price reduced from $3 to $1.75.
aware that there is no command in the New
THE RUE OF
The Old Faith and the New. A ConTestament 'to obse:r:ve Sunday as a holy or
fession. By DAvm FRIEDERICH STRAuss,
even a rest day! To Constantine and the
author of the "New Life of Jesus," etc.
pagan priests who preceded him, and subAuthorized translation from the sixth
sequently to the edicts of the Catholic church,
German edition. . By MATHILDE BLIND.
From Thales to Copernicus.
Two volumes in one. The translation
are we indebted for this custom of resting
revised and partly rewritten, and preand worshiping on " the glorious day of the By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of "The
ceded by an American version pf the auReign of the Stoics."
sun." Paul did not require his followers to
thors "Prefatory· Postscript." Strauss
observe the Jewish Sabbath, which he said
"This is a book not only to be read once, but to
is too well known by the readers of Amer~
was done away with under the new dispensa- be kept and referred to, and pondered over from
ica to require a single word to be said in
tion, and he knew no Sunday Sabbath. The year to year. It is a ~de-book of Liberalism
his. praise. Price, $1.50.
the past centunes );)rior to 1600, the era of
fragments of Jesus's teachings that hav come through
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
down to us contain nothing that wo~ld in- of·other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or Lecky, J1he Outcast. A deep, :finely-written
Radical story. From the London edition.
dicate he considered one clay any more. holy but it makes them intelligible by pointing out the
By WINWOOD READE, author of "Martyr.
than another, while he was an open violator white light that has been cast upon the lurid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty,
dom
of Man."
30 cents.
of the Jewish Sabbath. There'is no question from the little stream of Freethought that has
'
.
about Sunday having been a great holiday flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed course The Pro and Con. of Supernatural
with all nations whose religion was Sabian in down through the ages which now liv only as our
Religion. Both sides fairly and
its origin. The several days of the week realm of Memory and Admonition."
ably presented. By E. E. GUILD, exOctavo, 458 pp.
PRICE; $3.50;
were dedicated to the seven planets, Saturday
Universalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents;
· Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
to Saturn, Sunday to the sun, ·Monday to the
cloth, 50 cents.
·
moop., etc., and the evil influences believed
The
Radical
Pulpit.
Comprising disto emanate from Saturn the Greater Infor,tunate, as he was .termed, in an· probability BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL . courses of advanced thouglit. By 0. B.
FROTHINGHAM and Flj)LIX ADLER, two of
SUBJECTS:
gave rise to the custom of refraining from
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B.
all labor on that day. But the subject cannot
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM-.
FROTHINGHAM: ·The New Sonli( of Christbe properly discussed in a brief newspaper MON ·sENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome
12mo
volume
of
nearly
1
900
pages,
fully
1
mas, The Depar~ed Years, Life as a Test
article. We advise those who wish to pur- illustrated. Cloth, $3.25--in English
or German.
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New
sue the investigation to read Mr. Remsburg's A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
·
Testament, The . Sectarian Spirit, The
book. It can be had of the Truth Seeker
&CIENCE IN STORY; 01~ Sammy Tubbs, the
American Gentleman, The Language of
Publishing Company, New York.
Price Boy Doctor, and Sponaie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By
Dr.
E.
B.
Foote.
Five
volumes,
at
$1
.each,
or
$5
the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell,.
25 cents.-Dennison SundG1J Gazetteer.
per set ; or five volumes in one for $2.
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, The
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
American Lady, The Consolations of Ra"Intellectual Development," by G.· F. 250 pagest illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
tioDalism. By FELIX ADLER: T4e Ethics
Rinehart, of Colfax, Ia., is an interesting, volume or "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
of the Social ·Question, Emancipation,
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recomprehensiv, and· well-written book. Few cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128pages..
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the
will begin it without· reading to the very end By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
Society for Ethical Culture, Our L!'laders,
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pam·Hav' We Still a Religion? Conscience.
and wishing for more.
phlets). By Dr .. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
Price, in cloth, $1.
their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
It comniences the childhood of the race and m
theory, advocating personal and _public hygiene
Tile.
Real Blasphemers. By Col. J.
follows the intellectual growth of each nation, and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunconsidering the blue-glass cure-of value
R. KELso, A.M. Price, 50 cents.
showing the causes why and causes why not. beam1"
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
It is a thoroughly Materialistic work. SpeakHEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law Truth Seeker €ollection of Forms,
Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 p_a_ges1 cloth
ing of the pioneers of human thought, he of
Hymns? an<l Recitations. Conbound, $2" "Heredity," by Loring __ Mooay, 159
taining forms for organizing societies,
says: "Darwin, the true child of Nature, and })_ages, c!otht 75 cents; "The Law of Heredity," by
H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
marriage, funeral services, naming of inone who knew more about his mother than F.
Human Temperaments," with illustrations, by Dr.
fants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc.
any other child she ever had, has contributed E. B. Foote, 10 cents; '·Generation before Re~en
Also 525 Liberal and Spiritualistic hymns
eration" by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr;t)O cents; ' Remore toward an intelligent solution of the ports of Conventions and Parlor lVleetings during
for public meetings, funerals, social gath~
1882,"
10
cents;
HThird
Annual
Convention
of
the
' whence; of human existence than all other
erings, etc. To which are added beautiInstitute of Heredity, M~ 29, 1~{ 10 cents.
ful recitations for various public occa.hinkers who lived and died. T>yenty-two
Address '!'HE TRuTH SEEKER.
lio:u. 550 pp. Cloth. 75 cent~
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' Ingersollf·s. W"orks. ·
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The Gods .. Paper, 1 50 cts; cloth,. ~1.

tnH~b~fJtt~r~sTh~~isri~~~~ ,,",t':f:ar~~g~,·~

0.

ity," and "Heretics and Here~ies." ':: ·' .:' · ~.

i

: 'All my Liberal rriends are reminded that if they
will kindly favor me with their orders for holiday
·gifts I will guarantee to undersell any other firm
or .cheerfully refund cash upon return of EOodsl
Y stock embraces all that iH eleg!J.nt, rich, ana
ew in the market 1 as well as a full line of ~ood
e'dium-grade gooast viz., genuin diamond rmgs1
pms, ear-drops, stuads, collar buttons, elegant
diamond-set watcheH, gold and Hilver watches of
ver_ y grade, chains! bracelets, gold and best goldated jeweu·y1 gala pensi gold and silver headed
:canesl opera glasses, gal< spectacles, solid silver.
!and p a ted ware, plush and art goods, etc., etc ..
·
Andwhat1samcer
present for either
your lady or gentleman friends than
one of my latest improved model badges
m solid gold, artistically enameled in
three colors 1 Price,
$3, $8.50, $4. With
genuin diamond in
rising sun, $8 and $10.

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth;J2§!
Contents: "The Ghost!!!'' "Liberty for Man,
Woman,. and Child," "The Declaration of In~e]lendence," "About Farming in'~Dllii.ois;•~
' The Grant Banque!J" "The Rev. Alexander·
Clark," "The Past tlises before Me Ilike ··a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. InitersolJ:.:"

~

Some Mistakes of Moses. Pap(Jl';'(?Qct~;
-cloth, $1.25.

,

.,

·

.··

Int.. t:views on Talmage. Pap~~.,50<~t8;
plam clotj:t, $1.25.
>: ·' .· ·~.,.:
What Mn11t We Do to Be Saved·1. Paper, .1!5 cents.

·'

The . t:hristiali Relhdon.

By B.: G.

Ingerso!), Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and ·Prof
George J!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cems; cloth, $1.: .

Ort hudoxy.

.

oli~ay Goo Us!

56 pages, 12mo,, pap~r,

10 cents. $1.00 per .doz. post paid. Frinted' in
large, clear type, and-containing as-·mucl). :as
col¥d be. delivered in t")'o .or<lliiar;i>-:'lectuies.
Tjns makes a gr.and nnsswnary document.
·L1berals should scatter it generously. :: ··· "

OTTO WETTSTEIN

Ingersoll Catt~('hisf'd: His Answ¢hdo

Rochelle, ill.

a Number of Vital Questions Prop(ninded by
the editor of the San Franciscan. 5'·cent8; 50
cep.t,s per dozen; 25 COJ:1ies, $1 ; 100 co_ pie-!!.1' $3.
llfi:llions of these should be circulated by .Jfl:eethinkers.
. · ·. ·. · ··

A STAND.t.RD M:EDIC.\L WORK

l!,orYOUNG&MlDDLE .A.GEDM.EN

Vindh·ation of Thomas Paine .·from:

the attacks of the New York ObServer,'br;Rob-.
ertG.Ingersoll. Price,10cents. ;·.·..•. · •.. ·.:

Address. on the Civil Rights: :Pill•.·

·

Large BlZe octavo, paper, 15 cents.

ln~flrsol_l'8

.·· · ·:'

ONLY U BY ltiAIL, POSTPAID.

'

.. ,,..

<'·· ..
To meet the .• demand

LeCtures Con1plete.

llound m one volume.
:for :r.;Ir. Ingersoll.•s war ks1 the publisher has had.
all his lectures, except tne latest mi" "'Ortho-'
dox,Y,".bound m one beautiful.vqlume,in·half
calf, libra,y s~yle, and con tammg over.: 1 000
pal!'es, which 1s .sold at the exceediri"1y. 1ow
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid. ··. J •.· · '

There hav been so

'many

Prose Poems and Selections.

Thiil

Tribn~e~.

.A. (}reat Medical

· !!P.Plicatwns for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribuii.e .to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Bal!quet Toast," and the recent address •over
"L1ttle. Harry Miller's Grave," that. they'hav·
be.en prmted on ·heavy toned paper, 18x22, illu-!
nnnated border, and m large, clear t_ YJ>e, suitable for framing, and the four will be fol.1Warde'd
to any address, prepaid, for $1, or either·.inie.
for 25 cents.
:· . · "
· :
new book is a gem. It is a model in• every respect. In fact1 one of the richest) bri~htest 1
best ever issuea. It contains, besiaes·· t11}l' eel-:
ebrated '~DecoratiOn Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributeH"
heretofore printed in various shapes; but'never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selec. ted from the speeches~arguments, lectlll;'es,,
l~tters, table-talks, and
-to-day coriversatwns qf the author; Th
ark is designed for
and w:Hl be accepted by admiring friends ali a
rare perso;nal souvenir. To help ·it serve this
purp9se., a fine steel portraitl mth ,autograJ?h
faq BJ.II\ile, )las been preparea espem~ for 1t.
· Pnce1 m silk cloth, beveled edges· · t back
and s1de, $2.50 ; in half-calf, mottled e es, elegant library style, $4.50; in full Tur >ey moroccoJ ,gilt, exqu~Bltly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, rughest poss1ble style and finish, $9,
Sent on receipt of pl'ice,
__,...

Phfltoa-rauhs of

the Peabo(Jy Medical Institut~~ or Dr. W
H.
No.4 Bullfinch St., Boston, lY!ass., who
may be consulted on all diseases requirinll' skill
and experience. Chronic and obstinate d1seases
'that have baffled the skill of all otherh
physicians a specialty. Such treated sue
. c e safully, with(!Ut an .instance of failii.
iUre. MentiOn this paper. ly14
J.

EA" l

J Hy S l f

folon~l In~t>rsoll.

Superb pqotographs, 22x28, $5; paniil, 10Ux17,
$8; boudo1r, $1 ; cabmet, 40 cents; card, ~ eta.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

J. E. Remsburg's Works. ,-EXisti;;:g:-RePubliC~ Examinati~i'"the"Obje;tio;;t;'Co;-:;;rri~~7v :M~'th~ci~VJ:'rr~~~~ed~fu;··;b';
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; Trans1tion from the System of Individual P,roperty to a· System of Collectiv Property· Danger
Fals~ Claims.. Revised and Enlarged.! Pnce, $1.5~. ' ...'
. · . ·' .
. .. , ·
.
•· ·
'
·
PJ.:1c~, 10 cents smgly; ?5 !Jents per dozen. As a
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker·Company, 33 Clmton Place, New York City.
Misswn!J>rY Docu~ent 1t 1s unexcelled. Among
·
·
the subJects cons1dered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
,_ _ _ _ _.;..._'""'1~------------------The Qhurch and Morality; Qriminal Stat1stics,
.BOOKo.;-, FOR CRILDR
. EN.
shoWillQ: the creeds of the pnsoners in the penitent1ar1es · the Church ·and Civilization; the The St
F
Childr
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
ory . OUr • or
en and
the .Church and Liberty ·hthe Church and the
Youth. B,y Susan H. Wixon. Without SuperAnt1slavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
stitiono ~'he Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Movement; the Temperance Reform;· the
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
Church and the Republic.
and 25 smaller illustrations; large j;ype, heavy
Bible'
Is, Twenty Crimes and,
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.1!5.
Vices
ned by Scripture: Falsehood and .Two Li_t.tle Red Mit.tens. A Story of
Decept ·, Cheating; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
the R1ghtway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; InBrowne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
toler.anceandPerB!JCUtion; Injustice to Woman; .Ap~les of Hold .. A Story-Book for
Unkmdness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
e Youn~ Folks. By. Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
Second edition. Price; $1.25. This very exceland Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenlent work for young masters and misses, has
ity.. Priqe, smgle copies,~ cent~; 6 copies, $1.
passed through a very- large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
Spemal discount on larger quant1ties.
·Br"akl"ng.
This
·s
the
·best
$1.25,
free of of
postage.
This which
new edition
a
.photograph
.the author
adds has
very
1
Sabbllth
and most thorough work ever written on the
much to the value of the volume.
·
·
1
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large BJake1 Jan'o 200 P
and handsome print. The question is discussed
t
"
Oe ti CaI R'ddl
1
eS.
under the following heads: Origin of the SabPrice, 20 cents.
·
batic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The ChriHtian The Youth's Liberal Gn1' de
Bv
Scriptures and the Sabpa,th; Exaii)in.ation of
·
·
•
"
Sunday Ar"uments; Ongm of CJhnst1an SabProf. H. M. Kottmger~A.M. Pnce; $1.00. Th1a
bath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
vo)uJJ?.e aims at the eaucation of youth in .the
Sabbath durin~ the Middle Al!'es; The Puritan
prmmples of ·Freethought, at the same t1me
Sabbath; Test1mony of Chnstian Reformers,
that it inculcates moral duties and. human
Scholars.~,. and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
rights from a standpoint of pure. reason and
Laws. .!:'rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.
~':k~WR. sense. Address THE TRUTH

H

Image BrPakPr.

Six Lectures: De_

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash
in!{ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson and UnbelieverFame tmd Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Eaeh
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

Tbom11S PnJne.. The Apostle of Relifious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
o the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it: Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man "and "Age
of Reason " are given; also, tribut~s to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly ·for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

The .A pOFit.lf\ oftl.iberty. All address

·
·

delivered in Pai~J'IrallJ before the N. E. FreethinkerH' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.
,
For all the above works address
XHE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
33 Olin ton Place, New York.

Work on· Manhood

.Exhausted
ityt Premature
ana the untold

THE

VOLT liRE' 8 ROMANGES.

. CONTENTS:'
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist:-The Princess
The
·~ of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns.
Huron ; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microruegae.FOR 1886.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
CHAS. A. WATTS, Editor.
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
CoNTENTS: Agnostic Religion, by R. Bithell, With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
B.Sc., Ph.D.-Shifting the Center of Gravity, by Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure jn India.·...;_
C. N.-Misconceptions of Agnosticism.z by Charles
Watts-A Household of Unfaith 1 by u. M. McC.Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid pa,per. With 67
Is Agnosticism, of Necessity, Anti-Christian 1 by eng~avings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
W. Stewart Ross (Saladin)-Le_gend of the Devil's Half calf or half morocco, niarbled edges, $4.00.
Dyke, Bgghtolb by Julian.-Emotional AgnostiAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
oisii.!I b:y W. A. Leonard.-Agnosticism and P()pu33 Clinton Place, New York.
lar uhnstianity, by Col. R. G. Ingersoll.-The ~pe
cial Senses, by H. J. Hard'lviokel F. R. C. B.-Not
Left comfortlesst.. by F. J. Goula.-The Morals of
Agnosticism, b;y 1gnotus. -The Eternal Curse, by
William Maccall-The Catholicity of A~nosticism
by Winifred, Lady Robinson.-Christ1anity ·and
mz.IUedical Compound and ImproTed
Elastic Supporter Truss injrom 30 lo
After, by Charles C. Cattell.-Unpalatable Truths,
90 dava. Reliable references given. Send
by F. Sydner Morris.-OJ>Posit Poles of Thought,
atamp for circular, and 'av in what paper
by'l'. Evan-Ja9ob.,~.B.A.-,!Fortune and the Mendi·
·vou taw mv advortuement. Address O&pt.
cant, by Thomas ro.ead.
·
·
· W. 1.. OOUIDB•,IIIIII\IIvllle,Jell'emll Oo.lt;'f.
PBIOE 25 CENTS.
. For 1ale at tim office.

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL

RUPTURES CUR EDby

DB. B. P. FELlOWS

is a regularly: educated and legally quali~
tied physician, and
the most successfulill
as his practice w ·
p1·ove. He has for
twenty :years treated
exclusivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures of which
he stands preEminent
SPERJVIA'IORRH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
-as the result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
night emissions bydreams, loss of sexual
p ower , rendering
marriage improper and unhappY, etc., are cured
permanently b:v an out~ide application in sixtl'
day-s. NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It is one
of Dr. FellowH' valuable discoveriesJ which is entirely unknown to the m9<1ical proression. It is
not a catch-penny get up, such as a pad belt, pastjlle1 nor magnetic appliance, but s1rupiy a medicm to be applied externally on the pnrts affected,
which cures .by absorption. Send five 2-cent stamps
for his "Private Counselor," giving full information. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N. J.,
and say where you saw this advertisment.
N. B.~Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage is solicited.

The BiDle Analyze~.
BY

.Tohn R. Itelso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodns.-The l'IIiracles of the Bible.-The Errors of the Bihle.-The
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The !IIessiah or
Savlor.
Crown octavo, 833 pj). Splendidly executed. Sent
by mail, post paid. Price, $3.00.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From 'Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
For Sale at this Office.
Oloth, $1.25.
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THE bankers and some others are 'making
war on the Bland silver dollar because it con-·
tains only . 79.50 worth of silver: ,
·
ALL the theaters in Cincinnati, 0., e;x:'cept
two were closed last Sunday through the· in~ ,
tervention of the ''Law and qrder _League.... i
DR. J. M. GoRMAN, a well-known phy.sician
of Nashville, Tenn., cut his-throat iast l!!_atur. day and lay down in bed beside hiS wif~ to
die.
. ·
· .··: ' ~

. .'

.

'

THE breaking of a levee on'Robeit.B Isiand,
Cal., flooded 35,000 acres of l1t11<;l, 12,000' ef:
which was in wheat. The dama.ge is esti-·
mated at $600,000.
·
FouR men were hanged at :warsaw; in Rus"
sia, on the 29th of January. Theil; crime was
beionging to a society called the Proletal-ia.te, ·
which is composed of Socialist's.' ,
·' · · ..

A omcuLAR, evidently written by Gorsuch
the Anarchist, was circulated in Chlcago last
week, calling upon workmen to arm themselves to redress insults· w'hich hav been
offered the Socialists of that city.
IT is intimated from Rome that John J.
Williams, of Boston, is likely to be created
Cardinal as well as l'llr. Gibbons, of Baltimore, so that America will hav two cardinals
in the place of l'IIcClosky, defunct. •
THE grand total of the New York Grant
monument fund at last accounts was $114,
318.26. A bill is to be laid before the national legislature asking for an appropriation
of $500,000 for the New York memorial.
JAcoB ScHAEFER, of New York, and Maurice Vignaux, the French champion, played
a 3,000-point game of billiards last week for a
stake of $5,000. Schaefer won the game by
162 points, and received $'1,500 gate money.
PIERRE LoRILLARD, the stock-raiser, has announced his intention of retiring from the
turf. In a recent letter in theNorth American
Review l'IIr. Lorillard proclaimed himself the
workingman's friend and a modified Socialist.
THE Medical Era says that " the water
drunk by Philadelphians, owing to tlie presence of cemeteries near the river, is a product
of the rainfall into the Schuylkill, mixed with
a large proportion of the distillate of the
bones of their ancestors."
Srx women and one man were publicly
baptized amid floating ice in the Schuylkill
river at Reading, Pa., on the 30th- ult., by a
l'llennonite preacher. The male convert accidentally tripped the minister during the
service and both went under the icy water together.
SoME years ago Peter Dwyer, a disreputable citizen, experienced religion and turned
over a new leaf. Simultaneously with his
change of heart he changed wives, deserting
his own wife and taking another man's.
Then he hired a hall and set up as an evangelist. After numerous ·escapades with 'women, he has now disappeared and taken with
him two female members of his flock.
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circumsj;il.D.oe for me that I am condemned
to die; for one of these two things must necessa-

1& h:ap_l(!!l.nreith_!lr that death will deprive· me en-

trriily of' all sense,.~r else that by dying I shall go
fro!Il.hejl<;~.~t9,,so~e other place. Wherefore, if

a.l:lsense_ is: utterly extinguished, and if death is

'like'that:•.ill~epwhi.cl):,is sometimes so undisturbed
:as:· ,to~be _eyeJi.,Without the visions of dreams-in

.tl1at case,O :ye_gobd;gods! what gain it is to die!
•F.or frha.:f;.len~h)f, days can be imagined which
wou:l<), 'b'e ·. prefera,ble·. to such a night 1_;_Socmtes•s
.S'f!~ec~ a8 (liven in .t¥ :Tusaulan Questions of Cicero
WrlBE ~-~dd;.'fir~ a~4 beaming tapers join
.
_To·cheer the glqom,:there studious let me sit
high <ionver'se
with the mighty dead.
...An:d hold
,.·.,·.
.·.

by'

THE Rev. George F. Babbitt,_ of th~ Maiden·
Universalist church, has decided. that univer-·
sal salvation is a mistake. He has resigned h.is
charge and will join some denomination that
believes in hell and damnation.
·

-

-.r .. · ·

se!lri,..,.Tlieoa~e P~ricer.

l'IIRs. BAYARD, wife of Thomas F: Bay!lrd,
secretary of state, died in:Washmgton, ·:Jan.
31st.. Her death was caused
the f!hock:'' of
her d~ughter's sudden death two weeks ago" .

~" absurd bill has been introduced into theConnecticut legislature, the. object .of ~hich.
is to prohibit saloon-keepers ,fr.om ha:Virig~
a screen next to the bar to hide ,persons·
from sight from the street.
· ·

•

! ·; ~-#£not ~tpou~· lJ.qpe, 0 judges, that it is a fa-

MEMBERS of the Salvation Army at Joliet,
Dl., hav been arrested for disturbing 'the
public peace. They raise the_cry of religious
persecution, and receive. some symp~J,thy.

Ex-BANKER FisH is out of: the Au~·
prison on a vacation, and is stop'ping in ex~
pensiv rooms at the l'llurray·Hill·Hotei.. He·
is needed as a witness in a . ca:se soon t<i. lie
tried.
FIRE-ENGINE No.7 in this city has a' diPJoi:na
in its house showing that it can hitch 'up and
get on the way to a fire in lf seconds, b,eating·
the best records of other engins"by one-half
of a second.
·
·
·
·

l

· 'E~:Bi-·; st~·lil.'. !,or lib'erty, every sea:rch fllr
kno:\~Iedg~;jverl'':e'ft'ort man· h~ts made in the past
for mote. freedom and less faith, has placed the
world ahead cine step, and if it has seemiitgly relapsed,· yet we know by the progr,ess made to-da3'
that it' has still. gone steadily though _slowly onward toward 'the goal of universalliberty.-D. M.
Bennett;
·
1F .o;nly<peqple w.o)l].d take the trouble of thinking
abotit:their religion.; if only they cou:ld be led, or
:even::p:roV:bktid;~in:to'trYing to realiZe _that whicll ·
'theY,: say.tl:iey b!)lieve; then the foundations of the
po);iu:lat'iel_!iip'n w'oPJd be rapidlyundermined and
the. bamier ·of• Freethought ·wou:ld soon float·
prouip.l?.Qvlir :tile. O'rU:mbling rUins of that which
was once a·churcli.,--Mrs. Annie Besant.
.:> Tru{spirl.tual 1lead~rs of evel:y nation-obedient
.aou1s'into .whoni the.spirit enters and makes them
sons of·God:alid prophets'-see the meaning which
.the ·'po:pul,al':notion:' hides; they expose what is
: false, .ptoolaiixdhe: eternal trnth, and as their recoi:np~n,~e ··a,re 'stoned, exiled, or slain. But the
riiar.~h·()f_ :nlankfud,is· over the tombs.of the proph'eta;· ;r',he.W:orld is saved only by crucified redeem·er~. ,'l;'f:~.tru~~i~.no,t silenced with Aris~otle, nor
e:ill!l<;l 'IVltJi A:n,axa,go~as, nor slain with Socrates.
It enter's'We sou:l of its veriest foes, and their children:. bUild tip··the monuments of the murdered

AccoRDING to· the Hawkirt&jf{ll& lfews \~~t.Ef,
are eight times as many bow-1egged meii as
women.
A cHuRCH in Westfield, Ma11s., is. gi$g
chromes as an inducement for outsiders to
attend the evening services.
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First Socrates;
'Who, fil'lrily goodfu Iii corrupted state,
:A:gafust the·rage of t.Yrants ~ingle stood,
In~qibl!l·! Oalm Reason's holy lliw,
Th'e'voicei of'.G,dd'ltibiiin the attentiv mind,
Obe:l@.g; 'felirl~ss or fu life or death :
; 'Gr$9;t m/>ill.CteaC;her; ,,vis est of mankind i
·
:· . · · ·
.~ '
-ThomsOn's Seasons.
··<IT 'is ~a'st n~edless to observe that no wicked: ,nes~.qoli:id ev'er.j\:tsti:fy. punishment without an end,
J that.' iii, ·punjshment for punishment's sake, and
1, ·that the cre~j,ti<in of human befugs whose existence
' ,t~riirlP,!tot~i!-' iri torture wou:ld be itself a far more
terribla.crime.than:any which the br.sest of man·ldnd cal)._!lver co:m~~;-.Amberzey•s .A;w,lysis.
4-LTHOlJGH· 'i.h ·all moral and religious systems
there i.s·a great mixtu,re of important truth; and
although it is in consequence of this alliance that
'errors_ .. al).d absurdities are· enabled to preserve
their hold of the belief, yet it is commonly found
that fu proportion as.an established creed is complicat~d. in its dogmas and fu its ceremonies, and
fu proportion ·to the: number of accessory ideas
which it. has grafted upon the truth, the more dif1 ficu:lt :it· is1 ·for thosewho hav adopted it in child' hood to emancipate themselvs completely fr.om .its
~ ~---,~-- '3'_;'-t,.;~~~;:.o~~..t.f';,;"'~ ti-~"'ci_...,f'~t r:..;~"' $tJ'~~~i~:(~r,'.1~~.~.:~;£:~k~"'.:t~1\
I , . -~.-. -,-:-c--~- -----;-- . infl_q:8I;J.C8 j -:and in th:ese: c·aS88 in Wbi~h th_ey at lli.B_t
hJl..1..1
/It,
AT the reviv'al.-Preacher : Young men_· sholiid succeed, the greater is their danger of 'abandoning,
~uus
Il;ever go-to a;pla.!)eWJ:uit¢ tney'wou1d not' take their along mth their errors, >Lll the truths Which they
=======::::::===·
=======:;=.
s1st~rs ... Is Jhe:r~ ',a; Cl!rlstian y~~g man in the i had been taught to connect with them.-DugaZd
=
audience who, thiriks he· may safely'break this wise . • Stf!Wart.
·
A MINIBTllJB, .b_a:ting. taug]it_ .hiP Jiitle . grrf. the. ru:le 1." .:Y9111lll:..man, llil4er the. gallery_.standing up.,'.
CHRISTIANITY was rather too hard upon the old
Lord's Prayer, ·was surprised to he~j.r her repeat it .. Preacher'; "An:d .wl;tat is; this pla,ce,. my young. superstitions, even whilst pressing many of them
with the following ,variations:: "Giv ·us this day friend, :Which
thiiilt yourseif justified -fu visi~· ' 'into its service; Why shou:ld religion be deprived
our daily bread, o:r biscuit.'. and 'honey,· if you · fug, and yet to·whj:cli;you wou:ld not escort your forever of the element which the Greek sense of
please."
·
·
!lister?" Youngman: "·Thebarbershop,·sir."
b~auty contributed to art and poetry? Why
"T'HERE are two 81'des to th"br·e·a.·d qu· es•1·0 n' ·fel~
. .
· ·· ·
·' · .
shou:ld our devotions be attenuated with the mea.
"
·
.
.
.
.
•
.
'
.
No_w
the
man
riseth.
up
ih
th_
e
morning
ger and repulsiv forms due to the medieval imaglow.-Workmen ' " shout ed a po'li.'t'wa·'1' ·Bpe ea·ker, w an d
An:d readeth_ the newspaper ·
d sh ows you wh'1ch Sl'de I .s t an d upon.."
ination 1 Let us hav a judicious eclecticism, such
·
my recor
With the Florida_ advertisment ·,
"The buttered side," vociferated. some of his felAn:d he bloweth fu . ·
·.
as is already provided in art, where classical and
.low-workmen. ,
·
Ten dollars
·medieval r!)vivalisms. appear to subsist in friendly
rivalry. The public mind is already prepared for
JoHNNY (just after Sunday-s<)hool): "J;lay, Jack,
For orange groves in that sunny clime.
the change... The popular commonplace is that all
what ,is a sockdolager 1" Jack: "Why, don~t you
Then he goeth to Florida.
.
religions· coille- to the same thing, though dissevknow? ·It's what they_sin·g· ~n church when· they
.And he meeteth with swamps;
ered by a few external excrescences. The spirit is
get ready to go home. · The minister· .gets up and
LikeWise alligators;
one' though its manifestations are many.. A new
says, 'Let 118 now sfug the sockdolager;."'
Moreover snakes;
Eiseniken [bed of peace?] may be proposed with
A.LITTLE girl, aged nine, called her father ·to her
Also malaria;
more hope of acceptance when theologians hav
bedside the otlier.evening. · "Papa,"said'the little
And three-ply desolation generally,
once recognized the truth; already perceived.by ·
diplomat, "I want to ask your advice.. '' ''Well,
An:dhe sayeth to himself,
the multitude, that. one set of dogmas .is. pretty
my little dear, what is it about?" "What do you .
"Lo, thils.early in the mornllJ.g; :..
much-as J:(OOd as another.-'Leslie Stephen.
think it would be best to giv me on mybirt.h_day?"
Even· in the w::intry A.M..
,,
-IF we reason· only from- established f~ts, we
I tru:ly hav been
must conclude'that·the hypothesis of a gol'den age,
Sold. "-P:uck.
PAPA: "Bertie, your mother tells me you struck'
garden of Eden, a perfect condition M ;man on
a
the little Bird boy on the way home from the SunA l'!LI.N'.with a grlp-sack fu his hand halted before the earth fu ancien~ times, is purely g1;aiuitous.
day-school to-day.. Now,.that 'jVRB vezy·naughty,
and if I hear of you doing it agam; I shall hav to a Detroit frui~stand and priced a choice variety of The kingdom of heaven is not behind but before
teach you a moral lesson by the use of the rod,'' peaches. When told ·'that they Were twenty cents us. No one can determin, by histoi'ical· e.vidence,
Bertie : "But, papa, he tore my new coat.". Papa : a dozen he whistled to himself, ·walked .softly what was the primeval state of .the human race, or
"What! .He ruined that $12 coat? Bertie, I;am · around, and finally asked, "Are you a Baptist?" when or where or how mankind, at the command
BU11Jrised you didn't chastise. him severely, Why "Hardly." "Neither am I. I didn't know but of God[?l, came into e~stence.-Theoaqre Parker.
didn't you throw your Sunday-school book at that if we belonged to the sa;me denomination you
WHATSOEVER thy hand findeth to do, do·it with
wou:ld throw off a little. Do you lean on the Meth- thy might; for there is no word, nor device, nor
him?".
·
.odists?''
:"Can't
say
that
I
do."
"That's
my
ONE day a flash of lightning struck a mortal;
knowledge, nor wisdom, in the grave. whither thou
pase. I never did take much stock in the Method- iroeat.-Ecclesiaste~ ix, 10.
The ghost he didn't yield·
ists. Twenty cents a dozen is an awful price on
Above his ·heart, and in his bosom pocket,
those peaches, considering how tight money is. I
"On, _those parsons ! I hate 'em all," says MisA Bible was his shield.
expect you are a Univers.alist,. eh !" "No." "Nei- tress Beatrix, clapping her hands togethei·; ''yes,
A marv~Jlous deliverance, and worthy
ther :am I. Can't you say fifteen ·cents for a dozen whether they wear cassocks and buckles or beards
Of any poet's rhymeof these 1" "Hardly." "Aren •t you an Episcopa- and bare feet. There's a horrid Irish wretch who
But just suppose that mortal had been reading
lian 1" "·No, sir." "Neither am I, but I was never misses a Sunday at court, and. who pays me
· His Bib~e at the time !
afraid you were. I've been a. sort o' looking you compliments there, the horrible ninn ; and if you
IT was one of the pastor's best sermons, and he over, and I shouldn't wonder if you trained with want to know what parsons are, you shou:ld see
was describing heaven. It was a place of marvel- j the United Brethren. Come now, own np." "I his behavior and hear him talk of his own cloth.
ous, matchless, transcendent beauty, he said. All 1• never attend that church," was the steady reply. They're all the same, whether they're bishops, or
the mansions were of red brick, with solid white • "Nor do I, either. SaYi what are you, anyhow 1" bo11zes 1 or Indian fakirs. They try to domineer,
shutters, four fuches thick, no cornice, brass domr 1, "I'm a hard-baked old.sinner.". "No? Whoop! and they frighten us with kingdom-come; and
knobs, and white marble steps, with angels contfu~ · That's my_case to a dot!. I'm called the wickedest they wear a snnctified air in puolic and· expect us
ually scrubbil~g them through all the countless man in Washtenaw county. I knew there was a to go down on our knees and ask their blessing ;
ages of eternity. '\Eloquent .Preacher," said the bond of sympathy between us, if we could only and they intrigue and they grasp and they backstranger in the deacon's pew, at the· close of the find it out. Now do you say fifteen cents for a bite and they slander worse than the worst cour~
service. "Philadelphia man, ain't he T" "Ah !" . dozen?" The frui~dealef counted them out with- ier or the wickedest old woman. "-Thackeray's Esmona.
said the deacon," somebody told you."
I out a further objection.
:'·--·;
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EFFECT OF CATHOLICISM UPON THE AZTECS.

A MAINE farmer astonished even the nativs
by his ingenuity in keeping warm. 'On· the
forward part of his sled was 1igged a srp,all,
tight shanty, in which were a comfortable
INFIDELS are wrong when they assert that seat and a hot stove. Two small holes admitdeath ends all. :Qeath does not begin to end ted the reins, and a pane of glass let him s~e
the Gaines case.-N~ (}rleans Picayune.
whither he was going.
TnE Sttn notes that the opening by Queen
CANADIAN lumber-dealers are now glad to
Victoria of the eleventh Parliament of her
reign is a circumstance a parallel to which buy the black walnut fence-rails which farmcannot be fonnd since the time of Henry VI. ers split and used as they would any other
timber twenty or thirty years ago. The long
THE police of Brobklyn stopped a Parnell exp?sure has seasoned the wood thoroughly,
fund concert last .Sunday evening by the en- and it is valuable as material for chair legs,
forcement of the law against Sunday theatri- spindles, and other .small articles.
cals. The churches gave concerts an.d shows
TrrE New York Times is authority for the
as usu.!Jl.
J usTIOE MEEorr, of a Chicago police court; following information: " Col. Robert G. Inhas sued the Rev. Dr. A. E. Kittridge (Pres- gersoll is to open a law office down in Wall
byterian) for libel, placing the dllimage at street, and New York in allli~elihood w~ll l)e
$27,000. It is said that. the reverend gentle- his permanent home for many ye~rs to ~owe.
man lied about the ju_stice;
He has establislwd ~1is f"W.il.Y OJ:\ :Fqth ~ve1111e,
PAnsoN NEWMAN, Grant's pastor, pread1ed and in, a,d,diHoJ:I t\) !'is Ia,w prapttp\l he ~s sp,id/
l~ a MethocFst .pu!Bit lq.~t Su~day even,i~g. to P,e qevoti:pg l'i1ll!l,elf tq litemry work whicl1
f'lp3 sly ~lq W~rso~ 18 tfYIJtg tp P,aSS. himself will P,e give]:\ tq ~4~~ :puP,lip P,efoi:e ~ong in the
off q.s a,. follower of Wpsley, P,ut he will not form o:f a, good""si~ed. YO~\lme, Fl~s thewe is
be able to deceive the Rev. Mr. Buckley, ke);1t a sep:ret, on,ly friends being able to conjecture the subject." ,
editor of the Advocate.
AN anti-treating bill bas passed one branch
GENERAL BuTLER, in a Pecent talk with a
reporter, condemned boycotting as a means of of the Washington territory legislature. It
defense against employers. He had a notion prohibits any person from treating or enterthat the solution of tlie labor problem would taini:ng "gmtuitoQsly, any otller person or
depend upon the election of some,proper rep. persons to or witll spirituous or malt liquors;
resentativ to the presid,e11~Y;
· ,
'
wine or cider, or auy other beverage what1\'TR. :j:l]i:OOI, profess1ol!al pofle, qo~n!S b,usi~ ever, in any public barroom, saloon, beer
·Hess, q.t the ya,tipap: i:q Rome, was la,st week hall, or groc~ry in this territory, or in any
attacked with syncope, which meaus a, tem- other public place of resort and amusement."
porary suspension of tb,e a~tion of t11e :Qea,rt The penalty is a, fine of not Jess than $5 or
and other functions, a:nd ha,d to be parrieci to more than $25, or imprisonment not less than
five or more than twenty days, or both.
b,is eb,amper,, w4ere he sllortly recovered,

iJloits a.nd {J[lippin!!s.

·''

TrrE pope considers that England has not
behaved well to him fn the matter of establishing diplomatic relations with the Vatican.
It is·a matter for query to the general reader
why there should be any relations between a
political government and a religious hierarchy anyway. The pope has what W01lld in
the slang phrase be called a terrible "gall."
TrrE bronze statue of Daniel Webster to be
presented to the state of N~w H;ampshire by
Benjamin P. Cheney, of Uosto:n, will soon arrive in Concord. It ~s eight feet high and
made of Munich b,ronze. The dedicatory exercises will t11ke place on June 17th, the Bunker Hill anniversary, and Preside11t Bt.u:tlett
of Dartmouth College will deliver the oration.
President Cleveland and Cahinet, members of
Congress, and state•governors will be invited.
A l"A'fHE:R had been lecturing his young
hopeful upon the evils of staying out late at
, night and getting up late in the morning,
. "You never will amount to anything," he
colitinned, , , uuless you turn over a new leaf.
Remember that the early bjrd catches the
worm," "Flow about the worm, father,"' inquired the young man, "wasn't he ratner
foolish tu get up so early?" "My son," replied the oldmansolemuly, "thatwormhadn't
been to bed at all. He was on his way home."
"WHAT' Place Should Religion Hav in the
Colleges?" was discussed one evening last
week before Mr. Courtlandt Palmer's Nineteenth C!'ntury Club by President Eliot of
Harvard College and President McCosh of
Princeton College. President Eliot thought
they should be either without religious teaching or wholly unsectarian. President MeCosh thought it was of vital importance that
young men should be trained in a knowledge

of God. Unsectarianism would crystallize
.into Agnosticism.
A n~Sl'ATOH from Montreal to the World of
this city givs an account of the funeral of
Joseph Doutre, the celebrated advocate. The
funeral occurred on the 6th inst. The dispatch says: "Joseph Doutre, the man whose
fearlessness in the celebrated Gnibord case
made him famous the world over as an advocate, was buried quietly to-day in the Prot-,
estant cemetery, 'behind old·Mount Royal.'
With the eccentricity of a profound Freethinker he had bequeathed his body for the
interests of science to the medical branch of
McGill University, but this was. ignored by
request of his widow, and with the full consent ·of the college authorities. The body
was followed to the grave by Freethinking
members of the learned societies and personal
friends. No religions ceremony was held.
This remarkable man was the son of a beadle·
of the Notre Dame Cathedral, and educated
for a priest. But his mind drift.ed into Liberalism, and he joined the bar, where he soon
gained distinction. He fought the influence
of clergy in elections and secured the abolition of feudal tenure i:u the Province. His
fame rests on the well-known Guibord case.
With Joseph Guibord and many others
Doutre belonged to a Freethinking clnb called
the Institute Canadien. It vms ordered by
the church to destroy its heretical library,
and when Guibord died he was refused burial
in QonsecrateCJ ground. Doutre fought the
case at the Vatican and in England, and compelled the church to giv Christian sepulture
to his friend. He died, as he had lived,
a Freethinker, declining all overtures of the
church."
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f!komtr(nnications.
An Examination of Church History.
BEING LETTERS TO A CATHOLIC.-IV.
I do not think it is worth while to go . into your
New Testament evidence. It has been written up so
:frequently that it has become almost an eyesore.
You see, my :friend, the difficulty lies in the fact that
your religion is founded on a dream, and is supported by innumerable dreams. Your catechism tells
you not to believe in them, for it is sinful; yet, if
Mary had not dreamed, she might hav thought J oseph the father of Jesus; much misery would hav
been spared the world; you and I would hav been
the best of friends, and I would hav been saved
many days of hard work looking up your authorities.
But Mary's unfortunate dream has upset everything.
If she had been directed in her dream to select the
proper parties to record her son's doings, much
trouble might hav been avoided. Just look at the
simple redital of a woman anointing Jesus-the evangelists hav so mixed matters that whole libraries hav
been written to support the hypothesis of Jerome
" that it was the same woman who anointed his head
and feet." Look at the simple story of his entry into
Jerusalem-it is such a tangled web that all your
commentators hav been unable to determin whether
he rode on the ass or her colt, or on both, and hav
compromised by declaring that " he fust mounted
one and then the other."
These ignoramuses of evangelists even claimed that
Jesus declared that Moses and the prophets·had testified of him. But, says one of your commentators,
in despail·, " Since the evangelists did not think it
necessary to giv a precise account or deduction o:f the
several prophecies which were alleged by him in proof
of that declaration, it is sufficient to take it just as
we find it, as being true in general." But what are
we poor Infidel}!, lacking the eye of faith, going to
do? Even your own Grotius, whose authority you
cannot question, remarks, "When the evangelists cite
the prophets in this loose and general mam1er, it frequently indicates a sense picked up from many separate passages, rather than from any single text."
Now, if you will allow me as much latitude, nay, only
a tithe of it, I'll agree to take any 300-paged book,
m·itten on any subject, and prove conclusivly the
existence of one, three, or a million gods, or none.
The difficulty is that you stick too closely to that
romancer Matthew. He commenced m·ong. The
idea of placing Jesus's bil·thday in• a rainy month and
calling a lot of herdsmen as witnesses ! He should
hav remembered that the cattle had been housed for
nearly two months. Why didn't the Vil·gin post
him 7 She was there when Jesus was born, and knew
all about it. Then, the year should hav been definitly determined upon, for we are skirmishing from
4 B.c. to A.D. 15. Then Luke ]llUSt mix up matters,
contradict Matthew, and say he was born in a manger and not in the house, and that unfortunate Tertullian comes right in on top of them and says it was
a cave and that the mysteries of Adonis were practiced there even during his time (A.D. 200) in honor
of Jesus. Then they mixed his genealogy-one giving the mother's and the other the father's family tree.
And then that unlucky Matthew comes in again and
says he was born during the reign of· Herod, knowing very well, as he was inspil·ed, that Luke would
say -that it was when Cyrenius was governor of Syria,
and Cyrenius was not governor until ten years after
the death of Herod. No contemporaneous historian
mentioned the ''slaughter of the innocents," not even
Tacitus, " who had stamped the crimes of despots
with the brand of reprobation."
Then, again, he was not well advertised, for J ustfu
Martyr had to remark, "Whilst our Lord's rnil·acles
are preserved by tradition alone, those of Apollonius
of Tyana are most numerous, and actually manifested in present .facts, so as to lead astray all beholders."· Even Simon M~nus had a good manager,
and his show paid, and the people erected a statue to
him. But I blame Matthew more for finishing up as
he did. He had no originality. In this business
originality almost always leads to success. The scene
on Calvary was all right as far as it went, but the
attendant wonders-there is thel trouble.
They
were a blank to the outside world, though every
ordinary convulsion of nat.ure was duly chronicl~d. The da~·kness was not original, as Vil·gil
clrumed that 1t happened at the death of Julius
Cresar. The Hindoo, Persian, and Egyptian saviors all went to hell, and Horace claimed the
same for Mercury. Then, the ascension into heaven
was an old affail·, as it had been accredited to
Zoroaster, Esculapius, and others, and Jerome says
that even in his time the pagans celebrated the resurrection of Adonis.
I tell you, my friend, Matthew is to blame. Under
pretense that Jesus's bil·thplace had been foretold
he romances again, and says: " He came and dwelt
in a city called Nazareth, that it might be fulfilled
which was spoken by the prophets-" He shall be
·called a Nazarene." How careless this was · an inhabitant of Nazru·eth is not a Nazru·ene, and there is

no such prophecy in the Old Te~tament; and in con"
sequence your church is obliged to con;J.e out and say:
"Either Matthew's memory fail!'ld him in the recital,
or he cited it imperfectly or inaccurately, on purpose
to reprove the scribes and pharisees for the same
loose and negligent method of interpreting the scrip"
tures, in which they had frequently indulged them"
selvs." So this little joke of Matthew has caused
serious trouble. If I had been writing that story I
would hav been in' dead earnest all the time.
Look at Peter and Paul. They can't keep their
little quarrels to one another, but must blazon them
to the whole world. The result is that both had to'
admit themselvs to be rintruthful; if the quarrel had
ended there it would hav been all right, but Paul
must get wrathy and directly charge Peter with
lying. Peter, remembering the cock story, very
wisely kept quiet. The whole affair might hav died
out if ·St. Clement had not raked it up, and said it
was not our Peter but some other Peter. This
called Jerome and Chrysostom on the scene, and, for
the first time in his life, Jerome agreed with someone
else. They declared that the quarrel was "wholly
feigned and dissembled," because by this means
Peter, could " insinuate himself into the favor and
esteem of the Jews, and thus· the more easily dmw
them to God!' This was very rational explanation
and suited everybody till, another unfortunate slip
being made, some busybody attracted the attention of
St. Augustine to it. The saint was at that time busy
wTiting his "De Civitate Dei," and he hastily wTote
an opinion, justifying it as "useful and seasonable
lying."
You see, my fTiend, all the early fathers being in"
spiTed and in daily communion with the godhead,
felt so sure they were right that they taught all their
converts that they had "nothing to do with curiosity
or inquiry, but when they had once become believers
then· sole business was to believe on." And this be"
-came so engrafped on your system that even the re"
formers, Protestants if you like, found it absolutely
necessary to couple it with then· reformed system.
Only a short time ago Rev. Dr. Cuyler was reported
to hav said in a Baptist minister's convention: "Breth"
ren, if we hav ariy doubts keep them for the study;
don't bring them into the pulpit. There are many
things we do not comprehend. vVho can -compre"
hend the trinity7 Who doubts it? I do not unders~and it, but I believe it. . People say, 'Do you
preach that which you do not understand?' Certainly I do. I p1'each incarnation; I do not undetstand it, but I believe it." Now, if the doctor be correctly reported, I personally hav no objection to his
continuillg on his present line. It is, I think, the
natural outcome of the situation caused by the teachings of the early fathers, and he is at least honest in
his declaration. And if he chooses to preach on a
subject concerning which he knows nothing, and
people are willing to pay to hear him, that is then·
business, not mine. But I started to. make a comparison. Now, none of your early writers claims to
hav seen Jesus, and then· testimony, if you are inclined to value it, is at the best but hearsay evidence.
Theil· character for truthfulness is summed up by
that celebrated ecclesiastical historian, Dr. Mosheim,
when he says: "The reader will find them all, with01tt exception, disposed to deceiye and lie whenever
the interests of religion requil·e it."
So the testimony of your early saints in regard to
the existence of Jesus would be just as valuable to
me as would be the testimony of the Rev. 'Dr. Cuyler
op_ the incarnation.
In my next I will review your remarks about the
Council of Trent. Yours truly,
McARTHUR.

What is the Matted
One man cries silver; another, no silver; a thll·d,
more currency; a fourth, protectiv tariff; a fifth,
more protectipn; a sixth, eight hours, higher wages;
a seventh, sees all our troubles in the usury on
money, bonds, etc.; while the eighth cries, "Rent,
rent, rent is the underlying secret." Well, all can't be
right. As· to rent, land is cheap, squatters abound,
and suffer with the rest of us;· as to culTency, the
hru·dest times known hav been felt whe1·e money
was so superabounding you could pick :i,t up. And
where money fails its place is taken by bonds, checks,
drafts, credits, orders, clearing-houses, etc., which do
money's work, just as a rock or bit of iron will do
the hammer's work. So all this blather about money
and lands in our country is blatherskite. Granted.
that restrictions in trade cause regulru· crises; that
specie basis is monopoly of money, and makes us the
serfs of a money power; but we might be well-fed,
comfortable serfs, and 8hould be, here, in such a new
nation, where land is so abundant and cheap.
No. There is an underlying cause. Our case is
not little crowded, England's or Germany's. It is
mare like Ireland's, inasmuch as about all the surplus
earned by labor is slowly absorbed by absentees, who
never redistribute, save at distant points.
Our railway system is controled by able men, but
you shall find that about all the improvements in it
are towru·d taking more from us, -temptillg or compelling us to more use. Very different from the

postal service, or' even the street railway service.
Pools ru·e made, palace cru·.s, and Mann boudoil·s, etc.,
but no reduction wibhl.!J. the easy reach of the vast
masses, women and children.
Had the post-office service grown to its present
proportion and necessity with deru· postage, what
should we do? Yet the need of using the railroad and telegraph presses more and more on our more
common life. The very men who work on the roads
finally spend most of .then· wages traveling. The
country people take the purchase money_ for seed to
pay railroad fru·e on some desil·edjourney, and no distribution, to speak of, occurs. If so, if I tell facts,
any fool could infer consequences. It's a running •
sore, and "gets no better, fast."
HoLT. ·
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Freethougltt in Australasia.
The str;uggle fer liberty has advanced another stage
in the backward colony of Victo1·ia. One point hav.
the bigots lost; one point hav the Freeth.inkers
gained-and that is the right to charge for admission
to their Sunday lectures. For many months past a
series of prosecutions hav been pendmg against Mr.Joseph Symes for lectming at the Melbourne Hall of
Science on Sunday evenings, upon which occasions
chru·ges had been demanded for admission. One
method after another had been tried by the advocates
of existing myths to put a stop to the utterances of
the Freethought lectmers, but each had signally
failed, and .the would-be inquisitors, driven to desperation, appealed to the government, by means o:f
their newspapers and deputations, to extend its
mighty pow~r in helping to stamp out that unbearable menace to superstition, the free expression of
opinions. The :~;esult was that l\fx. Symes has been
attending the police court and the Supreme court to
answar the charges against him, witnesses pro and
con hav been called and re-called, the case has been
heru·d and re-heard, and the lawyers paid and re-paid.
And all for what, or rather, with what result7 Simply that om most arbitrru·y and tJl·annical govern
ment has been driven to make the humiliating admission that it is unable to obtain a conviction because
a jury cannot. be obtained which will agree upon it.
Twice has the case come before the Supreme court;
twice has a jury of twelve men been lqcked up for six
hours to find a verdict; and twice hav the persuasiv
powers of Mx. Symes preventeq them from coming
to a unanimous decision ill the matter. A third trial
had been called for, but the authorities hav formally
announced that it will not take place, and 1\'Ir. Symes
is at liberty to cruTy on the same system as hitherto.
This is a great victory to achieve in our slavish commlmity, and although· it has not yet affected any of
the institutions except the Hall of Science, it- ,will
'probably not be long before it is taken advantage of
by others; and before long l\felbourne may, like Sydney, ha,v five or six Freethought lectuxes running
each Sunday, instead of one, or at most two, as at
present.
In the fight for the freedom of the press, Mr.
Symes has not been so successful as in the fight for
the freedom of the platform. The jury had found a
verdict against him for neglecting to find· the £600
securities against "blasphemy" and sedition" as requil·ed by the act, the penalty being fixed at £25.
The full court, to whom several technical points had
been reserved for consideration, decided against the
defendant, thus making the verdict of the jury hold
good, and l\fx. Symes, from a legal point of view,
indebted to the government to the amount of £25. ·
This he said he had no intention of paying, and he I
has kept to his w-ord. On the 9th inst. he received
an official memorandum from the crown solicitor asking him to fmwru·d the amount, together with an additional sum of £100, 19s., 5d., for costs of the
action, to which he sent a polite reply, giving an account of his estate, which he told them he had kept
as neax zero as possible. "Don't you wish you may
get it ?" said he, and he concluded the note with this
significant postscript: " I'll pay the money at the
xesm-rection if you and your clerical masters care to
demand it." And there the matter stands. ·
Melbomne has been fortunate during the last few
weeks. It has actually had two theaters open each
Sunday night for the delivery of Freethought lectmes. This addition has been made by Dr. J. L.
York; who has just paid his promised visit to Melbourne, and delivered his four lectures : " 'rhe
Science of Life; or, How to Be Happy;" " Individuality, ·Love, and Marriage;" " Thomas Paine and
Jesus of N azru·eth as Saviors of the World ;" and
" Romanism vs. Reason ; or, the Auxiculru· Confession." He also lectmed on Christmas uight, in the
middle of a sacred concert, upon "The H.eign of the
Common People." Dr. York's lectures hav been very
well patronized by the Melbomne public, and his
jocular style, his merry mood, and his "Yankeeisms,"
hav attracted the sympathies of many of his hearers
who would be repelled by the bitter, eru·nest language
of Mr. Symes. In fact, Dr. York might be summed
up as a Freethinking Optimist, and Mi·. Symes as a
Freethinking Pessimist-such, at least, is my opinion. Dr. York, however, has not planted hisfoot in
congenial soil in visiting Melbourne-Liberalism not
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yet having been transplanted to these shores. The had not Mr. Terry severely protested both by letters bust of Paine stood upon a pedestal in front of the
religious characteristic of Victorian. society is that it to the press, and letters to the authorities. The re- platform.
is split .up into clearly defined and rigid sec'ts-Chris- sult was that the whole case was delivered up tohim,
In the afternoon the exercises included instrutian, Spiritualistic, or Secularistic as the case may be with the exception of the two books I hav named, mental and vocal music, an oration by C. H. Osgood,
-and the result is that those who cherish Liberal and the volume of Truth ~eeker Tracts containing president of the League, and recitations by Mr .
. principles as of superior import to their own paiticular the " Open Letter."
.
·
Maltby and Mrs. L. Zane. In the evening there
· opinions are isolated and rarely known to one. anAnd once more sending you my best wishes, be- were Oil",ations by J. Philips and J. C. Hannon.
other, and toleration is scarcely ever ' dreamed of. lieve me,
Yom-s sincerely,
D. A. ANDRADE.
~- c:j~a:anon act~d as maste;· _of cermonies, _being
This Dr. York proposes to remedy as soon as posSouth Yarra, Melbmwne, Dec. 28, 1885.
ass1ste~ti~Y a comm1ttee compnsmg Wm. H. B1shop,
sible by starting on a sound basis a Liberal • associaC. H. Osgood, C. A. Rice, and C. W. Tweedy. About
tion of Victoria, somewhat similar to the one at preshalf-past five o'clock supper was served in another
The Day We Celebrate.
ent existing in New South Wales.
portion of the Memorial Hall building.
IN CHICAGO.
The members of Friendship Liberal League, No.
1\Ir. .Symes has temporarily discontinued his series
The Chicago Secular Union, with its customary 257, · conducted their exercises at Industrial Hall,
of lectures in Melbomne; his many legal struggle's
hav necessitated his taking a holiday for a few weeks. enthusiasm, suitably commemorated the anniverrm·y Broad, near Vine street, with the president, E. B.
In the mean time the Hall of Science platform ~ll be of him to whom Alnerica owes her greatest debt of Riley, presiding. The room was appropriately deco.
rated. Portraits of Henry George, D. M. Bennett,
:filled by Mr. W. W. Collins in his stead. This gen- gratitude, Thomas Paine, on Friday last.
A literary and musical program of an exceptionally and others were hung on the walls. A pictme of
tleman, who made his debut in Melbomne on Sunday
last, has come out to A11stra:lia under engagement to high order had been arranged, and everything passed Thomas Paine hung behind the platform, and was
a syndicate of Freethinkers in New South Wales. off to the satisfaction of the most critical and exacting. smrounded by flags. Above it was the inscription,
Our president's brief opening address was in "The world is my conntry; to do good my religion.
He brings with him a good reputation, together with
the special recommendation of Mr. Charles Brad- Orchardso~'s happiest mood. Miss K. Shaunessy, The author-hero Thomas· Paine." Under the pictlaugh. The theater was packed to hear his opening who presided at the piano, is the most artistic pianist m·es of' Bennett and Ingersoll were other inscriptions.
The afternoon exercises were opened by the presilectme, which.was keenly appreciated by his hearers. I hav heard in this center of musical cultme, and in
the duet performance, ''The Mocking Birk," her accomMr. Charles Bright has introduced a novelty into plished pupil, Lizzie Blunt, gave evidence of unusual dent, who made an address, in which he alluded to
Paine, and explained the nature of thy League, which
Freethought lectming by bringing the magic lantern capacity.
·
had, he said, " no positiv religious opinion, but acto its aid. He has been delivering a series of lectmes
The oration by Mrs. A. M. Freeman:proves this cepted all thoughts that were built upon reason."
in Sydney, New South Wales, upon" The Gods and
lady's liniitless capacity. Few, after ajtriumph of The program included vocal and instrumental music,
Goddesses of the World," freely illustrating them
a year ago, would .attempt another ltribute, on addresses by J. Wesley Shaw, James Buckle, and
with dissolving views. The lectmef! hav met with a the same subject, for fear of repetition, nevertheDamon Y. Kilgore, and recitations by Mr. Kershaw,
fair measure of success, and are shortly to be reless, her last apostrophe was more than eulogy, R. J auncey, and H. V. Hetzel.
peated in Melbourne;
expressed more than vindication-it was a brilliant
The evening program consisted of music, addresses
Mr. Thomas Walker, who has so long held the
piece of retributiv justice, almost an apotheosis. La by C. M. Read, Mrs. Rhoades, and the president, and
boards in Sydney, has now taken a trip to New Zea- Rochefaucauld .says, " True eloquence consists in sayrecitations by Wm. BmTows and others.
hmd on a lecturing tour, which promises to be very
ing all that is necessary, and nothing but what is necsuccessful. The prosecution against him for lectm- essm·y." This seems to be the secret of Mrs. FreeTHE CELEBRATION IN MILWAUKEEE, WIS.
ing, when in Sydney, upon Malthusianism, and illus- man's splendid success.
The anniversary of the birth of Thomas Paine was celetrating the same with physiological and anatomical
Professor Scully, formerly of the Illinois Institute brated at South Side Turner Hall on the evening of the 29th
diagrio:.ms, terminated in his acquittal, owing to some of Elocution, rendered the " Closet Scene from ult. About three hundred persons, including many ladies,
technical inaccm·acy in'the summons.. He was cau- Hamlet " in a manner that would make Booth or listened to three orators and a number of declaimers. Music
. tioned against redelivering the lect;ure. He has Irving envious. Chicago's great bm·itone, J. H. was furnished by Duncker's band, and the Socialistic male
sang two songs.
.
stated, however, that he intends to re-deliver it, not Rogers, sang " The White Squall" in sm-passing chorus
Robert Schilling was the president of the evening. Among
only in Sydney, but in New Zealand also.
style, both as to compass and vocalization. " Too thirteen vice-presidents on the stage were four ladies. JVIr.
In my last letter I told you that a Freethought late for the Train," by Miss Bessie AUen, whom Schilling made a few remarks, and then introduced T. W.
hall company had been started in M~lbomne, with a Professor Lyman has had in training for years, and Williams. In the course of his remarks, the latter said:
" In 1775, after the battles of Lexington and Bunker Hill,
proposed capital of £25,000. This, however, appears whom he considers his most successful pupil, was four of the masterspirits of the movement had met together
to hav been prematme, nothing fmther having been given in ail i,nimitable style, and scored an encore. A. to determin upon what course to pursue. John Adams,
heard of it beyond the preliminary meeting at which D. O'Neill, Jr., sang the ".Old Rustic Bridge by the Benjamin Rush, Benjamin Franklin, and George Washinga provisional directorate was formed, and a numbe1; Mill," in a most acceptable manner. Oliver Wendell ton were the four who helji the destiny of this continent in
hands. Franklin was the first to, spe!1k. ' What is to
of shares called for. Steps hav been taken in a some- Holmes's "How the Old Horse Won the Bet" was their
be the end of this?' he asked. 'Is it to obtain justice of
what similar direction, however, the Australian Sec- the difficult selection Mrs. Josephine Tarbell gave Great Britain, to change the ministry, or to reduce the taxes?
ular Association having just pmchased a piece of with extraordinm·y elocutionary power, which is not Or is it for--.' Here he pa~,r: d, not daring to complete
ground (situated in ori.e of the suburbs of Melbourne, smprising when we lem·n that this lady, now study- the sentence. At this criticalt~~ument Thomas Paine, born
in England, was introduced. He understood the cause of the
and at a very short distance from the city) on which ing for the stage, has already received flattering doubt
and gloom which lay like an incubus upon all present,
it is proposed to build the long-looked-for Free- offers from Lawrence BmTett and other leaders of and, rising to his feet, broke the silence with this startling
thought hall-the land alone costing about $16,000 dramatic art.
announcement : ' Gentlemen, these states of America must
be independent of England! That is the only solution
of your money.
An original poem by om- secretary, Ella Le Page, must
. There are two obituary notices to chronicle, and proved a palpable hit, and her cultmed yet nai:ve de- of this question!' He had ¥~iced a sentiment which all felt,
but none had dared to utter. 'The spell was broken. The
both are of a literm·y character. The :first is the de~ livery an agreeable sm-prise. The poem deals with words
acted like an electric shock. All sprang to their feet
, cease of the adri.ill·able W anganui (N. Z.) paper, the the doubts and fears a lady of orthodox proclivities as if ready to cry' treason, tre;tson !' but the words were not
Freethought .Review, and the other is the same, or a experiences while listening to Freethought lectmes uttered, and Thomas Paine proceeded to paint the glorious
similm·, fate which has befallen the Melbom-ne Uni- and debates, and which she communicates to her destiny of America. George Washington was the first to
spring forward and grasp both his hands and entreat him to
tarian organ, ..ZJfodern Thmtght. The latter has gone " John " with much foreboding. It bristles with publish
his views in book form. We celebrate the 149th
to its grave in hopes of a resurrection in a few irony, sarcasm, and humor, and should be published anniversary of his birth to-day.
months, but there is little to warrant the realization for use at Seculm· celebrations. The entertainment
"It must not be inferred that Tom Paine was content with
writino- in defense of civil rights; every stroke of his pen
of such a hope.
concluded with a song by little Bebee Smith, a young was s~pplemented by one with the sword, and what he
The other new ventm-e in the Freethought period- prodigy, who was enthusiastically encored.
wrote in ink he was ready to seal with his blood. He was
ical line, the .R(aionaUst, of Auckland (N. Z.) is proThe floor was then cleared for dancing. Several not only the author of the Hevolution, but served in the army
gressing wonderfully. Its circulation and influen,ce Secularists, known chiefly for forensic eloquence or durincr the whole war of Independence. He stood the acare rapidly on the increase; it has stm·ted a plant profmmd research of philosophic subjects, found knowledged leader of American statesmanship, The tribute
· and machinery of its own; and it has floated a limited "surcease from sorrow" over suffering and supersti- of his greatest enemy was in these words: ' The cannon of
was not more formidable to the British than the
liability company with a capital of £2,000 (nem·ly tious humanity by shaking their heels with unalloyed Washington
p·en of the author of "Common Sense."'
$10,000) to run it. The company, which is entitled happiness till early in" the morning. The tendency
"Paine was by no means so far advanced as the majority
the "Rationalist Newspaper Company, Limited," is of Free thought ·is to make old men young again in of eminent thinkers of to-day whose religious views are
to take fun possession of the paper and plant and all the enjoyment of happiness, and young men old in scarcely inquired into. Even after he had written his 'Age
Reason' he delivered a discourse which would not hav
connected with it during the present month. It is knowledge and experience. All endeavored not only of
done discredit to an orthodox minister. As to his averred
proposed to send agents and canvassers for advertis- to enjoy trhemselvs but to make their neighbors pm·- recantation on his death-bed, it is simply an invention. So
ments all over New Zealand, and to enlm·ge the pa- ticipants in the joy that was unconfined.
far as he had any religion, he was a Deist. He was mortal
had his faults like other men, but these we prefer to forper at an em·ly date.
·
To the arduous labors of Mr. A. M. Freeman is and
A subscription has been started in Australia in aid largely due the success this anniversm·y proved. get and remember only the good he did. He has lain in the
grave for seventy-five years, bnt in the productions of his
of th€ fund for the Bruno statue at Rome, but un- And allow me to acknowledge the debt we owe matchless pen he will still liv and exert an influence upon the
fortunately the time is too limited, and "funds" m·e Messrs. E. S. McLeod, A. D. O'Neill, Chas. A. world when it has forgotten that his defamers ever existed."
C. Hermann Boppe, of the ]1'1·eidenker, said that Thomas
fm· too numerous, owing to recent prosecutions, to Fraenkel, Annie Foster, and L. H. Sawyer, also of
admit of a large amolmt being raised. The amount the Entertainment committee. That they may not Paine did not as yet occupy the place in American history
that his genius and services entitled him to. He compared
collected up to the present time amolmts to about grow W!(al'Y in well-doing is the em·nest hope of
the names of Paine and others like him to stars in the present
$30, but probably a lot more will come to hand at
political and social night. The day would come. A man who
E. A. STEVENS.
very much resembled the American was Carl Heinzen. They
the last moment. Mr. Symes lectm·ed on " Giordano
both championed freedom and the rights of the masses, andreBruno, the Atheist Martyr," a few weeks ago. The
IN PIDLADELPHIA.
pudiated the folly that nations should hate and make war on
lectm·e, which was most opportune, was one of the
each other. Thomas Paine's activity redounded as much to
The one hundred . and forty-ninth anniversm·y the benefit of England as America, and, through tl_le medium
most instructiv and most telling that has been heard
of the birth of Thomas Paine was celebrated by of France, to that of the world. He desired not only the
in Melbourne for some time.
It is needless to say that the politicians m·e as busy Fi·iendship Libe'ral League and Friendship Liberal freedom uf America, but of the whole world. Unlike the
the nobility and royalty presented a solid p~alanx to
as ever botching and manufacturing laws, and the League, No. 257, two distinct organizations. The people,
defend their interests. Even in this country it would be betexercises
under
the
auspices
of
Friendship
Liberal
officials equally as busy in putting them into practice.
ter if there was less veneration shown for great men of the
Some little interest was caused in Melbourne a few League were held in .Memorial Hall, corner of Ninth stripe of Bismarck. Thomas Paine was one of the first think~eeks ago when it was learned that the custom-house street and Girard avenue. The room was prettily ers who dared assail the model state of England. nfr. Boppe
authorities had seized a case of books and pamphlets decorated with flags, piotmes, etc. On the wall thought that he had made only one mistake, to attach too
faith to the system of representativ gbvernment. There
which were being imported by Mr. Terry, of this city, back of the speakers' platform hung an oil painting much
was but little difference between the American president and
from the Truth Seeker Company. Objection was qf Paine, flanked on either side by portraits of George the English queen, except that the former had more power.
The three nir. Boppe dwelt on what he -::onsiders the imperfections of
taken to "An Open Letter to Jesus Christ," by D. Washington and Benjamin Franklin.
M. Bennett, and the report of the "Trial of D. M. pictures were inclosed by two columns, sm·mounted the American government, and quoted some of Paine's sugto help til~ working c_lasses. . Pai~e's reli~!ous teach,,,Bennett" for sending "objectionable" matter through by an m·ch, all made out of clifferent colored tissue gestions
ino·s the speaker did not consider radical m the light of the
paper,
fastened
to
the
wall.
The
m·ch
had
inscribed
the mails. Consequently the whole shipment was
pr~sent time. He believed in a God and hoped for immortalseized, and would hav been confiscated (as were the upon it in gilt letters the motto: "The world is my ity, but rebelled a§o-ainst the intolerance of thfa church.
l\frs. Juliet H. everance thought there was need that a
Freethinkers some time ago in this "free count17") country-; to do good my religion." A plaster cast
0
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Thomas Paine rise up to-day to show the people the dan$ers delivered "The Slave's Dream," in good· strong voice, with
that threaten them from the politicians and monopolists. excellent effect. Ed. Mann, of Hooper, then ascended the
rostrum, and paid a powerful tribute ~f. thanks to Thom~s
Otto Soubron read an original poem.
Paine for what he had done for the politiCal freedom of th1s
PAI:t.'"E CELEBRATION AND PENNSYLVANIA STATE LIBERAL (his adopted) country, and the intellectual emancipation of
the whole race.
LEAGUE CONVENTION AT PITTSBURGH, PA.
Wm. Jones, the well-known venerable ·Welsh veteran of
The Convention was called to order by the president of the South Weber, made his feelings known in a few but well
League, Prof. William Seymour, at 11 A.M., Saturday, Jan. pointed remarks, wherein he established Paine's just (thong~
30, 286, in Maltby Hall, Pittsburgh, Pa. J\'Ir: Harry Hoover unjustly withheld) claim for the victorious 'consummation <;>f
was appointed secretary JYI"O tem., and read the mrnutes of the purposes of the revolution. In a sweet and pathetic
the last meeting at Altoona, Pa.; Jan. 30, 285, which were voice, Mrs. Hamlin sang, "When the Rover Comes Again,"
approved. On motion, it was agreed that all delegates pres- receiving well deserved applause from th~ audience, whose
ent be accepted, whether bearing formal credentials or not.
interest in the proceedings had by this time become fully
Adjourned to 2 P.llr.
captivated. C.. W. I-Iestmark was greeted with applause
At the afternoon session the following officers were elected when he took the stand and acknowledged the blessings that
for the ensuino- year:
.
.
.
. Thomas Paine's writings and teachings had proved to. him
President, Wm. Seymour, of Philadelphia, Pa.; VIce-presi- aad his family-teachings which lead only to freedom, VIrtue,
dents: George Thorn, Clearfield, Pa.. ; George Longford, of honesty, ancl happiness.
Philadelphia, Pa.; F. A. Pierce, PittEburgh, Pa.; secretary,
The speech-making part of the program had come to an
Harry Hoover, Pittsburgh, Pa. ;_ treasurer, S. F. De Jo~es, end and the beautiful art received some more attention by
Pittsburgh, Pa; executiv committee: Roman Staley, Pitts- ~irs. John Ford, who rendered the soul-stirring ~ong of
burcrh Pa.; A. Cuthbert, Butler, Pa.; Wm. Burrow, Phila- "Close the Shutters, Willie's Dead," in a most charmmg nnd
delphi~, Pa.; George Starkey, Scranton, Pa .. Henry Luse, touching style, calling forth an encore to which s~e responded
Clarksville, Pa.; Frank Bacon, Pittsburgh, Pa.; W. E. with the song of "The Newfoundland Dog," which she gave
Baker, Tarentum, Pa. ; finance committee: G. W. Baldwin, with exquisitly worked-out pathos. '
. .
Linesville, Pa.; Simeon Nixon, Butler, Pa.; R. H. Wolfe,
The time was far spent, the hours had flown by on mvisPittsburgh, Pa.; D. J\'I. Miller, Etna, Pa.
.
. ible wincrs without being noticed. Entertaining and instrucThe name of the League was chano·ed to " Pennsylvama tiv though the meeting had proved, it had to come to a close.
Secular Union," and Prof. William §eymour elected state Votes of thanks were extended to the liberal owner of the
lecturer and organizer.
hall, to the managers of, and speakers and singers at the
On motion the orO"anizer and secretary were empowered to celebration. etc.
collect all m~neys aifd report quarterly to the executiv comA motimi was made and carried to the effect that the Libmittee, said report to be published in Truth.
erals of Weber County continue these gatherings around the
The following resolutions were passed :
shrine of Freethought, and form in a compact organization
Resolved, That all members. of every organized society for the defense of independence on religious matters. The
throughout the state be recogmzed as members of the state chairman made some appointments for an initiatory comUnion, and that a tax of twenty-five cents per year for e.ach mittee, and the celebration came to an end, all the particimember of every local society be paid into the treasury of the pants dispersing with. the feeling of having spent a useful,
state union· on or before the first day .of May of each year.
ever memorable evenmg.
Resolved, That in districts where there are no societies or--------~~------ganized, any individual m.ay become a member of the state
The Liberal Club.
Union by the payment of one dollar for one year. Should
there be an organization effected in his or her district durLast Friday night was a bad one to be out. The
ing the year, said payment entitles them to charter member- weather was so cold that everything cres,ked and
ship in the local society, without any other initiation fee.
Resolved, That any member of any local society may be- cracked and' popped under foot, and a fine snow
come a representativ member of the _State Union, and be en- blew across the pedestrian's face and sandpapered
titled to a voice in the business meetmgs of the same, by the his nose. Considering the state of the weather the
payment of one dollar for a certificate.
man with the badge-pin was more or less smprised
Resolved, That all moneys paid into the treasury of the
State Union be expended for propaganda work in building to find that a large number of persons had preceded
up local organizati?ns, spreading Liberal lit~rature, ~nd ad- him at the 398th regular meeting of the Manhattan
vancing the cause m the state of Pennsylvama exclus1vly.
Liberal Club. These stood around the steam heater
At 7:30 P.lll. Brook's Dancing Academy was filled with a to get w.arm. Dr. Eccles was warming himself up
happy throng, anxio.us to honor the aut!IOr-her? of the Re;- by attempting to demonstrate to Dentist AndJ:ews
olution. The exercises were opened with musiC by Staley s
the vital necessity of gold as· a money standard,
orchestra.
The first speaker of the evening was Mr. Harry Hoover, and Mr. Wakeman experienced some difficulty in
his subject being, ''The Verdict of Historr in the Case of calling him to order so as to open the meeting.
Thomas Paine," and was followed by Prof. Wm. Seymour
The chairman first said that the last issue of THE
on "Secularism." He al5o paid a just tribute to the man
who first wrote "The Free and Independent. States of TRUTH SEEKER was remarkable for its report of the
Paine celebration and its illustrations. Everyone
America."
After some neat recitations by Miss Miller and J\'Iaster Ar- should read it. Dr. Lambert was the speaker of the
thur the floor was cleared and dancing began, which was evening upon the question of alcohol. He proposed
continued with zest till midnight.
On Sunday, the 31st, a,~. 2 P.M. Maltby Hall was densely to treat the subject scientifically. Charts were hangpackecl to listen to Charles Watts and Dr. E. A. Wood. Af- ing on both sides of the platform to aid the doctor
ter a duet bv Mr. G. R. Griffith and Miss il'Iary Jaseples Dr. in carrying out this design, but he referred to these
Wood spoke on the •' Slmset of Superstition in Meclicin." but briefly, confining himself mainly to reciting the
· The doctor appeared to be at home on this subject, and constitution of various substances including, incitreated it to the satisfaction ancl edification of all present.
Charles Watts took for his subject "The Struggles and dentally, alcohol. The point which he wished to imTriumphs of Science," and, although having just arisen press was that all forms of intoxicating m·inks were
from a sick bed and still suffering, he delivered a most elo- unhealthful, and that adulterated liquor was no
quent and powerful discourse. J\'Ir. Watts spoke· again at worse than pme liquor. Some time was spent
7:30P.M. in Wilson's Hall in Alleghany City on "The True
Philosophy of Life." This closed the Paine celebration at the speaker in describing what he called a Torgul~s.
The Torgulis, he said, was an animal developed m
Pittsburgh.
HARRY HoovER,
Sec. Pittsburgh Sacular Society. fermentation which eats sugar and passes alcohol.

'?Y

IN OGDEN CITY, UTAH.
Frmn the Ogden Daily IIemld (Ref•lsed pn/Jtication in OtP Ogaen XmJ:s).
Yesterday (Friday) O~rclen city did itself proud with the

most numerous aud suZcessful Liberal demonstration ever
given in Utah. It \vas not of a political or partisan complexion. Its scope was wider, its aim higher. It was in the
spirit of the words of the man who was commemorated" The world is my country, to do good my religion."
Half a dozen settlements, at least, furnished liberal continO"ents of men and women of Freethought, who came to
wo~ship at the altar of reason, anrl bow in homage to the
sanctuary of freedom. James Horrocks had freely given the
use of his spacious and well-appointed hall on the corner of
Fifth and Young streets, and in the afternoqn there was a
joyous and plenteous picnic partaken of by the families ~f
invited guests from the city and the country. It was a sociable prelude to the more serious and momentous program of
the evening.
Near on eight o'clock the well-lit and handsomely decorated hall was crowded with an assemblage of between two
and three hundred people, from the hoary-headecl veteran to
the toddling infant. It was, we believe, the most numerous
gathering of the sort ever witnessed in Utah, giving evidence
that the leaven of Freethought is fermenting among the masses.
C. P. Lambert, chairman of the committee on arrangements,
called the assembled multitude to order, mid gave out the
opening song, "Longing for Home," which expresses sentiments holier than any denominational hymn. He then, with
a few appropriate remarks, introduced John A. Jost, the veteran Freethinker, who had b&en chosen orator of the day.
In an elaborate address, a large part of which was in tluent
blank verse, the speaker delineated the course and work of
Thomas Paine through his disinterested life-struggles in behalf of humanity and against both kingcraft and priestcraft.
He laid especial stress on the injustice of posterity in neglecting to do honor to Paine, whose pen had been as mighty in
the establishment of liberty on this soil as had been Washington's sword. The whole oration, couched in eloquent
language, breathed forth a noble aspiration toward the final
emancipation of mankind from all unworthy fetters and follies. It was listened to with rapt attention, and rewarded
with hearty applause.
After a fine instrumental piece by 1\'[iss Fellows, who exhibited considerable skill on the organ, a recess was taken
for fifteen minutes. On resuming the program, John Ford
sang the thrilling and ever popular song of "A Thousand
Years," the.horus joining with him in his excellent rendition. After a few remarks by Leo Hmfeli, James Horrocks

There were seven milliq;n Torgulises in an ordinary
yeast cake. The effect of alcohol on the system is to
cause a series of microscopic explosions. Alcohol
goes through the part of the brain mo·st used, because the blood vessels are larger there. Thus a
man shows up in his true light when filled with firewater, and hence the origll;t of the saying, In vino
veritas.
By some preconcerted arrangement Dr. Eccles was
the protagonist. Mr. Wakeman said that a blackboard would be necessary to illustrate Dr. Eccles's
remarks, and Deacon Deane roused one out of the
little room beside the stage and set it on a chair. On
i,he upper part of this the speaker made some mys~e
rious marks mixed with capital letters and superwr
figmes. Then on the lower part of the board he made
some more of the same. By reducing these to then·
lowest terms, inverting the divisor, and canceling
common factors, the doctor reached some result or
other which he announced with great energy, and the
audience applauded, though what it was all about nobody seemed to understand. In an eloquent manner
the speaker denied that Torgulises were animals;
on the contrary, they were surrounded by cellulos.
Dr. Lambert was entirely wrong in regard to the
penicillium glaucus, or words to that effect. Alcohol
produces a hobnailed liver. The medical t~rms. used
in this report are not vouched for. The writer mtercepted them with his ear as they cavorted clown the
aisle, but some of them got away. Those captured
are not found in the dictionary, encyclopedia, or concordance. '
Mr. vVakeman followed Dr. Eccles and SUlJported
Dr. Lambert: The fact, he said, that alcohol was
produced in a lower stage of digestion showed that it
could not be fit for food; and the fact that it was
thrown off by the stomach and not allowed to pa~s
into that portion of the digestiv organs where food IS
assimilated proved that there was no nomishment or
stimulant in it. It was merely an irritant.

For some reason or other Mr. Wakeman here repeated the charge, for which there is no foundation,
that Paine, whose birthday had just been celebrated,
was a victim of strong m·ink. It is reported that the
Son of Man came eating and drinking, and they said,
"Behold a wine~bibber and a glutton," yet there are
few Christians who hav faith enough in the Bible to
believe that Jesus Christ was a m·unkard. The cases
of Paine and Christ are parallel, and the accusation is
as unjust in one case as in the other. There hav been
able liars in all ages of the dim and misty past, and
some still survive.
' Dr. Lambert closed the iliscussion with further
reference to his charts, and by replying briefly to Dr.
Eccles. But it was getting late, and the audience
grac1ually dissolVed and flowed out through the doOT,
so that when the meeting was dismissed there were
few present to enjoy the benediction.
At the next meeting Madam Delescluze will talk
about " Oratory and Dramatic Reading." She is a
student and teacher of those arts, and she will therefore speak, as Mr. Anm·ews says, under the fire of her
. own guns. It is safe to promis that the occasion will
be one of great interest. The following week Henry
Appleton, of Boston, will talk fl:b?ut "Scienti~c A;narchism ;" and next the Rev. Wilham Lloyd will discourse upon " Personal Immortality in the Light of
Science." These two last lectmes being mainly upon
speculativ subjects, a large field for discussion will be
opened. All for five cents. Presbyterians admitted
without any cents.
LATER.-An Irregular Meeting of the club was held
at the office of THE TRUTH SEEKER 1\ionday morning
at 11 o'clock. There were present Messrs.· Scott,
Somerby, Sutherland, Richards, of ;Kansas, and the
attaches of the book-store. The financial problem
was ably discussed. Mr. Scott defended the silver
dollar. Mr. Sutherland opposed, and was in a fail·
way to suppress his opponent when the timely intervention of Mr. Richards reinforced the silver man.
Mr. Richards · proved to be a person of great eloquence, and' JYir. Sutherland suffered the fate ~e had
come so near inflicting upon M:r. Scott. An adJOlll"llment was then had. There was no admission fee
charged. Th~ writer was not present; ~his report is
obtained froni the bookkeeper, who witnessed the
proceedings with great glee.

Lectures and Meetings.
Trm Newark Liberal League will celebrate its eighth anniversary on February 15th, at its hall, 177 Halsey street, cor.
1\'Iarket, by a musical an<lliterary entertainment, followed by
dancin". Madame Elizabeth Delescluze, W. G. Mayo, Wm.
Whitti~k, H. G. Avery, ~'liss E. L. Simmons, and the brothers Frankel will contribute to the enjoyment of the evening.
All are invited.
TaE: Ind?.t,stJdal Appeal says of C. IV. Stewart's recent discourse in Ottumwa, Iowa: "The lectures Professor Stewart
delivered at Liberal Hall last Sunday, morning and evening,
were ne plu.s ultJm. :1\'Iany of his hearers went to him in the
evening and complimented him personally on the excellence
of the entertainment. In our opinion Mr. Stewart is the most
accomplished and instructiv lecturer the' Liberals hav ever
had in their hall. We wish he could be retained during the
entire winter."
Mus. F. C. REYNOLDS made a beginning as a Frcethought
lecturer at Jobstown, N. J., last Sunday afteri).OOn. Her subject was "Reasons for the Religion of Humanity." Mr.
C: B. Reynolds spoke in the evening on" Salvation." 'fhcse
two evangels of Freethought will make engagements to lecture Sunday aftewoons 1tnd evenings, and will tlevote their
efforts to circulating J~iberalliterature, obtaining subscribers
to Trm THU'l'II SE!lKE!l and other papers, and building up local
unions. They will lecture on week-day evenings in any
place, in public hall or private house, where there is a likelihood of starting a small or large society or science school.
They can be addressed in care of this ollice. Immediate application should be made.
Mu. Cn,\RLES WATTS, having thoroughly recovered from
his recent sickness, left Canada last Saturday we, k for Pittsburgh, Pa., where he lectured two Sundays to crowded audiences, and on Monday and Tuesday at Alliance, 0. He is
now in Chicago, where he will deliver four lecture~>, after
which he spealui in several Western cities. In April Mr.
vVatts returns to Canada to fill the engagements he was necessitated to cancel in consequence of his illness. He will
then come East previous to going to England to fetch his
wife and family. 1\'Ir. Watts's lectures in Ayr seem to hav
been most succes~fnl, judging from the opinion of the local
press. The Ayr Rrco?'der of Jan. 21, 1886, says: " The two
lectures given in Reed's Hall last Wednesday and Thursday,
evenings by this talented Secularist were well attended, especially 'fhursday evening meeting. Mr. William Algie, of
Alton, presided very efiiciently on both occasions. 'l'o
say that the lecturer is a vigorous speaker of rare elocutionary abilities, great intellectual attainments, one capable
of presenting his views in the strongest possible light, is
only an imperfect testimony to Mr. Watts. No matter how
his hearers may diJier from his views on theology, they must
admit that his expositions of skeptical Freethought h1tv embodied in them· some of the most rhetorical utterances and
sednctiv lo.ric that it has ever been their privilege to listen
to." FrieJi~ls in the West wishing to communicate with Mr.
Watts should address him, up to March 6th, eare of Mr. A.
D. 0'Neill, 107 Park ave., Chicago, Ill. After that to Mr.
Watts's 'permanent address, 82 Berkeley st., Toronto, Ont.,
Canada.
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couraged, knowing, as I do, that there is a predominant Liberal sentiment prevailing in our terl"i.tory, only awaiting
proper methods to be aroused to action.
My experience as a member of the national executiv comROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
mittee has convinced me that it is impossible for any one
Vice-Preddents: ·
man with time and attention divided between work for our
cause and his personal business to accomplish what is needed.
CHARLES \YATTS,
HORACE SEAVER,
WILLIAnl ALGIE,
JOHN E. REMSBURG,
Solid and permanent work must be done in the organization
THADDEUS n. WAKEMAN,
RoBERT c. ADAMS,
of societies, and to keep them alive. If these societies can
lliATTIE P. KREKEL,
TITUS L. BROWN,
hav a strong man upon whom to rely, who will champion
JAl\IES PARTON,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
their cause and fight their battles, it would inspire all with
SAMUEL ;p. PuTNAM, Sec.,
CouRTLANDT PALJ>IER, Treas.,
33 Clmton Place, New York.
850 Broadway, New.York.
confidence. I firmly believe that Montana could sustain an
CHARLES B. 'REYNOLDS,
' E. M. l'IIAODONALD,
able lecturer, and contribute financially to the national cause.
Chair. Ex .. Com.
Chair. Fin. Com.
This I hope will sometime be clone.
Pay us a visit, if only as a John the Baptist to prepare the
way for the real Christ of a permanent Liberal organization.
The Campaign Fund.
Yours truly,
THOMAS BuRKE,
Previously acknowledged................................. $1,933.02
Chairman of Committee of Montana Territory.
Daniel De Milt (paid)......................................
1.00
I now expect, without fail, to begin my Western
John Engstrom (pledge) ..................................
25.00
0

Total,. . ...... .. ... ..... .......... .. ............. $1,959.02
PLEDGES P AID.-Morris Johnson, $5.00; Samuel D. Moore,
$1.40.
~
PAR'l'IOULAR NOTICE.
I would like the addresses of Mrs. Russell and Joseph Burgess, who contributed to the Campaign Fund at the Cleveland Congress.
CormEOTION.-The name Samuel Sharp on the list of contributors at the Cleveland Congress should be Simeon Sharp,
Salem, 0., who contributed $10.

News and Notes.
The following from Can~da is a note of encomagement indeed, and the vigor of old age is still an example for youth:
WELLAND, ONT., CAN., Jan. 27, 1886.
MY EsTEEMED FRIEND PUTNAM : I would like to say something in the way of encouragement in the good work yon are
engaged in, in trying to get the museums, etc., opened on
Sundays for the benefit of a class of people with hard hands
and few friends.
Wealth procures friends and all the good things of this life,
while the poor toiler's time is fully occupied in procuring
bread, and too often comes short of that. His opportunities
for recreation, enjoyment, or improvement are but few. His
situation calls for help, and who so likely to heed his call as
humanity? I need not say persevere in your work; you will
do that. By nature you are fitted for the work better than
many are. If you accomplish it you will hav your reward,
and if not it will be· so much clone in t:!le way of education
upon the subject. I can hardly be selfish upon this subject;
at the age of fourscore years I may not visit the museums.
I ain one of the toilers, a poor but rich man, so inclosed find
one dollar to help in the work. Desiring your encourag·ement
and success, I am, Yours very respectfully, JorrN RAY.

The following is equally cheering-the great West
joins with the solid North:
S. P. PuTNAM, EsQ., Dea1· Sir: I am with you with all my
heart for the good cause that the American Secular Union is
advocating, and if I was able I would giv $1,000 to push the
battle for freedom. You may put me downJor $25. I shall
also try to do what I can among friends.
.
Very truly yours,
J orrN. ENGSTR01I.

The news from Denver shows that a good field is
open there:
S. P. PuTNAM, Dea1· Sh·: I hope you will deliver a few
lectures in Denver. I know they will be appreciated. There
is no city in the West more thoroughly in need of a movement like that in which you are engaged. It has been nearly
two years since we had a Liberal lecturer here. This is a city
of about sixty thousand inhabitants and fifty churches.
Our Christian opponents are working hard this winter,
holding revival meetings nearly every week, but with very
poor success, as I can testify from my own observation, and
as is also shown by an address delivered before the Young
Men's Christian Association convention by the Rev. Cameron,
a prominent D.D., who has been assisting in these revivals,
and who says " that at the present time not more than three
per cent of the young men of Denver are church-members .."
Hoping that you will favor us with a visit,
Yours truly,
FRED. WARI~EN.

They are evidently busy at Fillmore City, Utah,
and it is well that what they are doing should be
known. Let some of the rearward ranks close up
with quicker step when they see what this gallant
troop is accomplishing:
FILLMORE CrTY, UTAH., Jan. 27, 286.
S. P. PuTNAM, Dem· Si1· : Branch 76 of the American Secular Union held its annual election Jan. lOth, with the following result: president, John Kelly; secretary, Geo C.
Veilc; treasurer, Geo. Greeway; editor, A. L. Robinson;
and librarian, Edwin Bartholomew. We hold regnlar meeting every Sunday afternoon ttt 3 o'clock. The young form
part of our audience, from whom we get select readings, recitations, and essays. They also help answering questions,
which are always given out the previous Sunday and must
be answered in writing. We also hav songs and music, and
a short lecture from some of the older persons. Our order of
business is : first, roll-call ; second, Teacling minutes of previous meeting; third, answering questions; fonr.th. debate
or essays; fifth, select reading; sixth, recitation; seventh,
lecture not exceeding thirty minutes; eighth, new business;
ninth, select reading; tenth, recitation; eleventh, song and
music; twelfth, adjournment. We are taking: pattern after
the church-we begin to train from tlw craclle-up. They say
there is no other way, and we believe jt. Hence our program.
,Respectfully,
GEo. C. VEILE, Secretary.

The following waft from the big prairies of Illinois
givs good music for the Union:
MEorrANICsnmw, Ir.r.., Jan. 31, 1886.
S. P. PuTNAM, Dea1· Sh·: Received charter all right. Hav
just organized and elected our officers. President, A. H.
Martin: vice-president, John Thompson; secretary, W. A.
Beck; treasurer, C. B. Hall. We hav a very good organization, all our present members arc live men. \Ve expect to
hav soon a strong society.
W. A. BEoK.

Montana wheels into line:
S. P. PuTNAM, Decw Sh·: Your communication of 23cl inst.
received. I am making effort for combined territorial movement to contribute to Qur national fund. I am not dis-

lecture tour in March. I expect to be in Chicago the
third Sunday in March, and from there go westward
via Omaha and the Union Pacific to Salt Lake City.
I desire all Liberals on this line of travel to make
arrangements for lectuTes. Pay the expenses of a
hall ancl advertising, and I will come. If you cannot
secure a hall, hav a meeting in yoru· own houses.
Parlor lectures are of great benefit, and will be the
beginning of much enduring Liberal progress. I
shall remain in Utah about a month, probably the
latter part of April and first week in May, and hope
to visit every county in the territory.
Attention, Liberals of Utah, and don't fail to hav
one meeting and more, if possible, in your county.
We hope to strike Montana and the Pacific states.
J. D. Shaw is making arrangements for a State Convention in Texas, which we expect to attend during
the summer. There is plenty of work, but we can
not do it alone. The Libei·als must, in their own
vicinity, push the enterprise. And furthermore, all
the Liberals in the country who desire to see om
cause advanced in every place and organization begun
and perfected, are solicited to unite in making contributions for the pioneer work. I shall go into
many places where only the hall-rent and advertising
expenses can be guaranteed. Of comse, something
more can be given when interest and enthusiasm are
aroused. Such a lectru·e-trip as I propose, however,
cannot by any means be a money-making one, and
therefore only till:ough national cooperation can it be
a successful undertaking, giving promis for larger
attainment in the futme. So I hope for a generous ·response from the Liberals of every state and
section fmnishing the sinews of war, so that the
secretary of "the. Union shall not be obliged to leave
any field on account of insufficient remuneration.
The Liberals of New England, of New York, of Pennsylvania, of Illinois, etc., can aid the Liberals of Utah,
and giv them, by their generous aid, an opportunity
to gTow and become a political and social power.
This outside assistance ">ill be of imn:iense benefit.
The great social and political problems of Utah can
only be solved by the triumphs of ;Liberalism.
Mormonism is founded in the Bible, and only by
the overthrow of the authority of the Bible can this
mingling of superstition and enthusiasm be cleared
of its errors, and what is absolutely humane and
truthful in it remain to be of service to the civilized
world. I want to lift up the banners of Freethought
in this country in behalf of public virtue, of moral
progress, of intellectual advancement, of social nobility. Liberalism should be a practical power in politics and society for the selection of what is best .in
the prevalence of an enlightened reason. Only thus
can the mighty problems which now press upon the
troubled way of man be answered with clear and deSAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
cisiv wisdom.
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prejudices of the uneducated wolf, got eaten up.
The late Rev. W. H. Channing once characterized
Thomas Paine as "the turkey-buzzard of literature."
Nowhere in Paine's writings can be found such a
fov} epithet as that used by the aforesaid clerical
champion of the Religion of Humanity. Theodore
Parker lived long enough to think better of Paine's
religious writings, 'and had his life been prolonged to
threescore anQ. ten, like that of his disciple, Channing, it is quite likely that his education would hav
been more nearly completed.
BunR.

J{ansas Statesmen.
To-day, January 29th, is. the quarter-centenary of
the admission of Kansas into the Union. During
this period nine men hav been elected .to the office
of governor: Robinson, Carney, Crawford, Harvey,
Osborne, Anthony, St. John, Glick, and Martin. It
is a notable fact that out of these nine governors not
one was a church-member. St. John ought to hav
been, but was not. Druing the same time we hav
had eight United States senators: Lane, Pomeroy,
Ross, Caldwell, Harvey, Crosier, Plumb, and Ingalls.
Of these eight senators, not one, with the exception
of Pomeroy-an exception most cheerfully chronicled-was a church-member.
It must be refreshmg to the Religious Amendment
fanatics to know that of the two Kansas politicians
who hav so zealously espoused their cause the one
was a bribe-giver, the other a bribe-taker. Is this an
index to what may be looked for when this amendment is carried? When this party triumphs-when
' none but religious men are elected to office,' will
bribery cease to be a barrier to political preferment?
It may be argued that the incentivs to bribery would
in a measure cease because " Christian statesmen"
aspiring to official positions would no longer be compelled to match their· money against Infidel brains.
,T. E. REMSBURG.

Answers to lntluiries.
C. OnNOLD.-There is no truth in the clippings you send.
OLAF OLSEN RAY.-We hav not seen the resolutions to
which you refer.
S. l\L BARKER.-'--You will find a full account of "How
Voltaire Died" in the TRUTII SEEKEU ANNUAL for 1886.
:M:Rs. M. E. ARcrrmALD.-'' Last Words of Infidels" is a
Christian "yarn." See "Paine Vindicated," by Colonel
Ingersoll, and TRUTH SEEKEr~ ANNUAL for 1886 for account
of Voltaires death.
E. CnANTLEu.-If you wish to know just what Clark
Braden is get from the Inde.?) office "The Kind of a l\'Ian
Clark Br;aden Is," by B. F. Underwood, and from L. L.
Luse, of Wilber, Neb., "Brallcn Unmasked." You might
also inquire of G. H. Walser, Liberal, l\'[o.
J. B. TRAVEns.-W c preface the detailed anSWl'T to yonr
questions by the general statement that the Rev. l\Ir.
Sweeney, of the Christian church, is a liar. 1. l\'Ir. Bennett
was not" kicked out of a church." 2. He never had anything to do with Paine Hall, which building is not now a
Bible repository, but is completed, owned by Freethinkers,
and held as a worthy monument to 'l'homas Paine. 3. In regard to Paine, get "Paine Vindicated," by Colonel Ingersoll.
4. The slander upon l\fr. Ingersoll's rclati vs is infamously
false, and the author deserves a cowhiding.

J. W. W.-1. No; wheat docs not turn to chess .. 2. The
origin of Christmas is pagan. The "heathen" nations regarded ·the winter solstice as the beginning of the renewed
life and activity of the powers of nature-in other words, the
birth of the sun. The church 11dopted the custom, only calling it a celebration of the birth of Christ. 3. Y e;;; we believe that as the terms of the public debt make it payable
Thomas Paine's Religion of Humanity.
either in silver or gold, the government can honestly pay it
Several years ago I underscored the words "Re- in silver. The output of $150,000,000 woulLl, it seems to us,
ligion of Humanity " in Paine's "Crisis" No. VII. make better times. A man who owed a large debt, upon
Brother Wakeman now notices the expression, tells which he was paying interest, yet kept a vast amount of
us that the general supposition that it came to money stowed away in his safe, th·awing nothing, woulrl be
us from Auguste Comte is a mistake, and raises the regarded as a poor financier.

question whether it was ever used by anybody before
1778, when "Crisis " No. VII. was written.
Before 0. B. Frothingham left the pulpit he published a volume of essays entitled, "The Religion
of Humanity." And that phrase has long been a
favorit one with advanced religious teachers of the
Frothingham type. Theodore Parker, I. pr:esum_e,
used it frequently, and yet when he was mvrted m
1843 to attend the celebration of Thomas Paine's
birthday, he excused himself by saying: " With
what I understand to be the spirit of his writings on
theology and religion, I hav not the smallest sympathy."
.
"d f
. di "
"Education consists in gettmg n o preJu ce,
said the late Wendell Phillips. It was one of the
best things he ever said, and yet w:hen the sa~e ?rilliant orator a:ffirmed that Buddhism stole rts rdeas
from Christianity he showed that his own education
was not half cdmpleted. The wolf in the fable,
seeking a reasonable excuse for devouring the la~b,
accused him of riling the water. The lamb rephed,
"Water does not run up stream." Then the wolf
said "You insulted me last year." "Not so," said
the iamb, "for I was not born till this year." Bnt
the cultured lamb,· being unable to overcome the

ELLA E. PAGE, secretary of the Chicago Secular Union,
writes: "The charge is oftcumacle against Freethinkers that
their work is destructiv, and not constructiv. That this
charge is not true, the Secular Union of Chicago had illustration last Sunday night. l\Ir. E. A. Stevens delivered before
it his new lecture,·' God in the State,' and it was admitted by
the large and appreciativ audience present to be the clearest,
most practical, and strongest presentation of the Nine Demamls that has yet been given to onr society. J\Ir. Stevens
cited the vP,rious states where discriminations arc made in
favor of believers as against Freethinkers; where church
and state are practically united, the amount of untaxed property held by theological organizations, the stealthy and successful work of the Catholic church to obtain politic~tl power
in this country, and the inevitable future of ignorance, tyranny, and oppression for the people if this work is not counteracted by a united and determined effort on the part of the
Liberal element of the country. l\Ir. Stevens's lecture should
be published, and thoroughly c;rculated among the people,
as it makes a strong appeal in regard to the danger threatening our liberties through the activ aggressivncss of Romanism, a religion, as he demonstrated, the more dangerous as it
is foreign to our soil. As a deserved tribute to an earnest,
vigilant worker, I send these few lines."

-',·.,·
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What is Secularism 1
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Secularism is the term applied to a system of ethical principles begun to be advocated about 1846 by
G. J. Holyoake. As the system has a considerable
number of adherents, and comes not seldom into
public notice, a brief account of its leading doctrins
is here given.
The secular is defined as that which pertains to
this life, and is treated as a thing apart-as independent of, rather than as necessarily opposed to, any
other mode of thought and duty.
Secularism, as regards opponents, claims that to
ignore is not to: deny.. As ~he geometrician ignores
chemistry or metaphysiCs Without a thought of denying them, so Secularism, which conc~n:s its~lf with
this world, refuses to be held as con:fhctmg With that
"other-worldliness" which, if demonstrable, must be
based on an experience to which Secularism makes
no pretension, and toward which it considers itself to
incur no responsibility. Secularism co=ences by
laying down the proposition that intelligent sincerity
is sinless. It does not maintain that even intelligent
sincerity is enorless, but that it is without conscious
guilt, even when it is, as it may be, dangerously mistaken.
The conscience thus educated, thought may be entrusted to inquil:e, and the search for truth may be
begun.
Secularism takes the term "Freethought" as expressing the central idea which it inculcates. It defines Freethought as the unrestricted application of
the powers of the intellect to any subject, the.absence
of any threat or penalty, legal, spiritual, or s?ci~l, -for
the exercise of thought. The Freethought It mculcates is not lawless thought; it is guided by methods
of logic, limited by evidence, checked at every step
by experience, which is omnipresent, and conected
by the results of science.
Freethought is not the rebellion but the judicial
action of the understanding. Reason, the faculty of
following the pathway of facts, .does not despise intuition nor instinct, nor the voice of nature, nor authority. It uses but revises them. It does n?t pretend to beinfallible, bU:t to be the best arbiter we
hav. To the conception of Freethought is also necessary the free publication of opinion, for no one
could profit by the thought of other minds unless it
was freely co=unicated. Hence the diffusion of
thought beco~es an obligat~on o~ each th~ker, and
silence or supmeness a somal cnme. Agam, Freethought that would co=and respect must be submitted to free criticism. Thought :i:s often foolish,
often mischievous, and sometimes wicked, and he
B.Ione who submits it to free criticism givs guarantees
to society t-hat he means well, since by criticism comes
the exposure of false or foolish opinions ; and the
right of criticism is the sole protection of the public
:from enor.
Freeth01~ght must end ill the free action of opinion since he thinks to no purpose whose thought
is ~applicable to conduct, and he withholds the sign
of his own sincerity who does not unite his thought
with action.
Such is that education in Freethought which Secu. larism attempts. It holds that skepticism is the
pathway to . affirmativ truth. So far_ from ?eing a
crime, skepticism is scrutiny. So far from bemg the
end, it is the begilming of inquiry-the first condition for the recognition of unknown truth. He who
would be master of his own mind and know what is
in it, and would hav no pr~ciples there but those
which are pure, true, and rehable, must refuse to believe anything until he is compelled to believe it, it
being no more safe to keep one's mind open to all
notions than to keep one's door open to all comers.
It is clear that the use of Freethought may be a
nuisance, a terror, or an outrage, unless courtesy
takes care of it. Therefore Secularism provides that
advocacy shall be clirected to the exposure of error
and the elucidation of truth, without moral imputation upon those whose opillions are controverted, and
contends that all advocacy wanting in consideration
toward others shall be regarded as a crime against
Freethought. The quality of the tho.ught, ~d not
'the motiv of it, i.s the proper and suffiment subJect of
discussion.
Secularism further ilnposes upon the action of
Freethought the lilnit that everyone shall concede to
others the liberty he claims for' himself, and shall
pennit to others, and shall recognize in each individual, liberty of action in all things by which others
are neither injured nor damaged.
Secularism, regarding the one object of all Freethought as the attainment of truth, finds in the study
of nature its ilnmediate sphere of exercise. Freethought is prompted by a desire to fathom the knowable, and nature and human life are the immediate
sources of truth and duty which it most concerns
man to master. Therefore respect for this life, respect for pure physical conditions, respect for the
moral capacity of human nature, are conditions of
Secular belief.
Secularism is not committed to denying that there
is other good-it does not meddle with that question;
it says whether there be other good or not, the good

Nothing in Secular morals can be insisted upon
of the present life is good, and it is good to seek that
good. It holds that theJ secular is sacred, and seeks with effect save those ·statements which appeal to the
"to find that material condition in which it shall be common experience, and with which you can dare the
judgment of mankind; but if that may be called reilnpossible for a man to be depraved or poor."
It does not say that all things are material, oi· that ligious which appeals to demonstrativ intelligence,
there are no spiritual agencies; it does not enter ·which addresses itself to the conscience, which inculupon these propositions, but confines itself to show- cates love, and truth, and justice; which claims sering that there are material agencies in this life, what- vice and endurance from all men; which places hapever else there may be, and that these, as far as they piness in duty, and makes the service of humanity,the
can be discovered, are the calculable forces of this one object of life and the somce of consolation in
world, which cannot be neglected without folly or death, then Secularism may be so defined, and in this
hurt, and that it is wisdom, mercy, and duty to at- sense it has been described in the following defini- ,
tions:
tend to them.
Secularism is the religion of the present life; it
Without entering upon the question of the interference of providence, Secularism contends that teaches men to seek mm'ality in nature, an~ happiscience is practically the providence of life; that cone ness in duty; guiding the conduct and educating the
science is higher than consequence; tl:iat deliverance conscience of those who do not know, or who, from.
from calamity is more merciful than any system of conscientious convictions, stand apart from Chrisconsolation which only acts when calamity has oc- tianity. Secularism te~ches a man to acquit himself
cuned; and that it is not the pmsuit of happiness, well in this world as the purest act of worship, to
but the performance of duty, which is the end of life. study the truth, to judge by reason, to regulate
Secularism proceeds in the path of Positiv Philoso- human interests by considerations purely human, and
phy, not asking for errors, but for truth; not busy- to aot on that rule of utility which conduces to the
ing itself with negations, but with affirmations. In greatest good of others ; thus endeavoring to deserve
sacred Wii.t ·it seeks for guiding truth and thought another life by the unresting pursuit of duty in this.
which co=ends itself to reason and experience, ac- -Chambers's Encyclopedia.
cepting the intrinsically true without entering upon
the vexed questions of inspiration or authenticity.
Canadian Notes.
Whatever principles Secularism inculcates, they are
The Toronto branch of the Canadian Secular
affirmativ in their nature, relate to the welfare of hu- Union held their allllual meeting and election of
manity, and are det.ermined by considerations purely officers at their rooms, Grand Opera House, on Sunhuman.
day, January 17th, with the following result: PresiThere is unquestionably a vast outlying class in dent, J. A. Risser; first vice-president, George Pidevery European country, and especially in our Indian dington; second vice-president, F. Strange; secreterritories, who are without the pale of Chli.stianity. tar·y, J. Preistman; financial secretary, George Beals;
They reject it, they dislike it, or they do not under- treasurer, Alexandet Ear·sman; who, with the followstand it. Seculari.sm is intended for these, and for ing committee form the executiv committee for the
all who find theology indefinit, or inadequate, or coming year: Scott, Jopling·, Hani.son, R. Earsman,
deem it unreliable. The object of Secularism is to Kelly. Secretary's address, 76 Richmond street East.
afford these classes a knowledge of principles adThe election of friend Risser to the office of presidressed to their common reason and intelligence, by dent is one that reflects credit upon the members and
an appeal to p1i.nciples of a Secular na:ture, common does honor to one who is in every way worthy, and
to humanity in every state and clime. It may be a who has done perhaps more than anyone else in Tormisfortune that the principles of Theism, or the onto for the good of Secularism and the cause in genacceptance of the Bible, cannot be rendered promptly eral. With the pioneer of Canadian Secular·ism, Wm.
acceptable to them. Since, however, this is not the Algie, a~ president of the Union, and friend Risser as
case, it must be of advantage to interest them in president of the Toronto branch, together with the
rules calculated for the moral guidance of their con- able executiv just elected, and such valuable addiduct. Upon these Christianity may be, if shown to tions to the ranks as Messrs. Scott, Preistman, and
be tenable, subsequently superinduced.
.
Jopling, it will indeed be strange if the coming year·
The principles of Secularism are intended to con- does not prove the most successful in the history of
stitute an education of the working-classes, which be- Canadian Freethought.
gins with their reason, grows with their intelligence,
The executiv committee held their first meeting
and ends only with death.
Wednesday evening, and proceeded to appoint subSecularism is not an argument against Ch1i.stianity; committees and make prepar·ations for activ work as
it is one independent of it. It does not question the soon as they take possession of their new quar·ters,
pretensions of Chl·istianity, it advances others. Sec- which they expect will be about the first of February.
u]ari.sm does not say there is no light or guidance Among the committees appointed is one on public
elsewhere, but maintains that there is light and guid- lectures, composed of Messrs. Scott, Preistman, and
ance in secular truth, whose conditions and sanctions J. Hani.son, chail·man. Any communications on the
exist independently, act independently, and act for- subject of lectmes addressed to him at 103 Hazelton
ever. Secular knowledge is manifestly that jpnd of avenue, Toronto, will receive prompt attention.
knowledge which is founded in this life, which relates
Mr. Watts lectured here on Monday evening, Jan.
to the conduct of this life, conduces to the welfare of 11th, under the management of a committee comthis life, and is capable of being tested by the experi- posed of some of the officers of the Irish National
ence of this life. Geometry, algebra, botany, chem- League, the president and secretary of the Toronto
istry, navigation, political economy, ethics, are sec- Trades and Labor Council, and members of the
ular subjects of instruction (distinct albeit from Sec- Secular Society, in the new Temperance Hall ; subularism, which includes the education of the. con- ject, "Home Rule for Ireland, and the House of
science). They are founded in nature, they relate to the Lords."
uses of this life, promote the enjoyments of this life,
This lecture was delivered on a :former occasion,
and can be tested by personal experience. That and repeated at the request of a few of the gentlewhich is secular can be tested in time; that which is men above mentioned, who happened to be present,
theological is only provable after death. If a sum in and who, in moving a vote of thallks to the lecturer,
ari.thmetic is wrong, it can be proved by a new way of expressed the opinion that it was the grandest exworking it; if a medical recipe is wrong, the effect is position of .the true state of affairs in Ireland they
discoverable on the health; if a political law is Wl'Ong, had ever listened to, and one that should be hear·d by
it is sooner or later apparent in the disaster it brings all ni.eiids of liberty. After consulting his friends,
with it; if a theorem in navigation is enoneous, Mr. Watts consented. The lectme was well adverdelay or shipWI·eck warns the mariner of his mistake; tised by bill posting and through the press ; it was ·
if an insane moralist teaches that adherence to the brought before the Irish societies and trades unions
truth is wrong, men can try the effects of lying, when by the members of those bodies who were on the
the disgrace and distrust which ensue soon convince committee, and thete was every reason to expect a
them of the fallacy; but if a theological belief is crowded house at the lectme; but there is an old
wrong, we must die to find it out.
saying that "man can appomt and God can disapThe standard of Secularism is utilitarian. Utility point," and if God didn't do it on this occasion,
is made the test ci:f;right, not the utilitywhich is sen- his self-appointed agents did. As soon as the lecture,
sual and selfish, but that which takes into account the was announced the clergy and the Irish societies took
highest attributes and noblest aspirations of human- fright. "It was Watts, the Infidel, who was to lecture
ity. It is not the agent's own happmess, but the and nothing good could come from a man who was
happiness of others, which the utilitarian is bound to opposed to God and religion." The result was that
promote. The adoption of this rule makes intelli- when the hour for the lecture arriv~d there had been
gence a necessity. Secularism is not skeptical. It barely enough tickets sold to clear· expenses. Howseeks•everywhere positiv truth and regards doubt as ever, the lecture was given, and the audience fully
a difficulty and a danger. It is not infidel, for that made up in enthusiasm what they lacked in numbers.
is a state of mind treacherous to the truth, and truth It was one of Mr. Watts's best efforts, and well
is th(fust!thing:_to_which Secularism teaches allegi- deserved the hearty applause which he received
ance.
throughout. At the conclusion of the lecture the
It is not Atheistic, Atheism being alien to Secular·- president of the Irish National League, in a few wellism, which concerns itself with the affirmativ. Secu- chosen remarks, moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Watts,
larism might call itself religious, if it were allowable which was ably seconded by the secretary of the
to use the term without including some distinctiv same body, and carried unanimously by a standing
the~ry of Theism, which is equally excluded from the vote, every one of the two hundred present rising at
subJect-matter of Secular·ism, as not coming within the call of the chail·man.
the region of positiv knowledge.
The lecture committee held a meeting on the even-
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ing following that of the lecture at the rooms of JYir.
O'Con'lior, Queen. street, where Mr. Watts ·who was
present by invitation, was presented with a neat
' purse (which had been subscribed the night before)
by the committee, as a token of their appreciation of
his efforts in the cause of humanity in general. and
of the Irish people in particular. After spending a
very pleasant evening, during· which friendships were
formed which may bring about great good in the
future, the comrliittee separated, well pleased with
the work accomplished.
This is perhaps tbe first instance on record in
Toronto where the friends of political liberty on the
one hand and the friends of mental freedom on the
other hav tried to work together in harness, and the
result must be considered highly satisfactory. It is
a good and promising sign where men of extremely
opposit religious views can unite and work together
for the common good, and proves the truth of the old
·adage that blood is thicker than water.
Mr. Watts lectures here this (Sunday) evening, on
the French Revolution, after which he goes to the
States for two months, and, as at present arranged,
returning in April.
,
Th~ Toronto friends propose to celebrate Paine's
birthday with a social, which will be the last in their
old quarters. It is also proposed to hold a celebration on the occasion of taking possession of their new
rooms, the particulars of which hav not yet been
arranged, but which will be duly advertised.
'l'oronto, Jan. 24, 1886.
J. NosmRAH.

Change of Fashion jn Virgins.

·_,

It seems that some curates are too fast for their
pious congregations. L' Agric~tltetw cle la Hattte
Saone records a curious scandal of the village .Lure.
Last Sunday the curate unexpectedly announced
to his .flock that he had condemned the old Virgin
which had adorned the chapel for the last sixty years,
and was going to replace her by a new one, a Virgin
of J;.ourdes, where they sell the mi.raculous water and
the best chocolate. The old folks are in quite a stew
about this. They say if the old Virgin is of no account, then what becomes of our prayers to her?
She was good enough, they say, for our old curate,
M. Guiron. Comparisons are odious. The new curate's orthodoxy is seriously questioned. Such an
innovation may disturb the pious faith in relics. It
is true that the priest recreates God .in the real presence at each communion service, but it seems that
the rite 6f transubstantian was omitted at the installati<;>n of the new Vn:gin. Another heterodox idea of
this curate was in ·offering her to his flock free of
charge. That is making goddesses too cheap. The
value of mediation is estiniated by its cost to the
purse of the mediated sinner. The greater faith and
piety of Catholics is proportional to the greater enforcement of collections, and the method by which all
the nnportant events of life, including death and
burial, are rendered tributary to the church.
EDGEWORTH.

Let Polygamy Die Gradually.
The Mormon church came into existence a· good
many years ago, and now that it has grown to a formidable size, it is proposed "by Senator Edmnnds to
'<vipe it out of existence at one grand sweep. Likewise slavery came into existence a good many years
ago, and it was suffered to go unmolested until it
had reached monstrous proportions, and then it was
wiped out of existence at one grand sweep. What
did it cost,~ Take a history of the late war and read
of the human butchery and the destruction of property that were kept up on a grand scale for four
years.
To sun:i it all up, you find that it cost
nearly a million of lives and billions of property
to effect the removal of slavery; and the result
is, the negroes, notwithstanding they hav their freedom and the privilege of voting for the Republican
party, are worse off to-day than they were before the
antislavery agitation commenced. It takes time to
remove any evil. It takes time for a boil to get well,
but it is better to giv it time, and help it along, than
to cut it out and wait still longer for the wound to
heal.
Slavery could hav been removed gradually and
peaceably. It could hav been done without bringing
financial ruin to the South, and it could haY been
done in such a way as to prepare the negroes for
freedom instead of turning th\)m loose without education or means of. support.
The Republican party, which claims the glory of
having abolished slavery, now proposes to take hold
of the "other twin," and achieve some more glory,
The Republican paliy is in a very bad way, and something must be done. The " bloody shirt" is worn
out, and they must haY a new one. Senator Edc
munds comes to the front with a bill to do away
with the Mormon church and confiscate its property.
1This, of course, means bloodshed, but then you }plow
bloodshed always goes along with glory. The Republican party must hav a new lease of life, and if it
costs a few hundred thousands of lives and billions
of dollars' worth of property, wha~ does that signify

when we consider the glory. of having the" grand
old party " in power again.
Now instead of compelling the Mormons to fight
for their religion, suppose we endeavor to solve the
difficulty .Peaceably. In my opinion it would be
wxong to break up marriages, even polygamous marriages, that hav been contracted in accordance with
religion and custom. Suppose we put a stop to any
further polygamous marriages, and let those ah·eady
contracted remain as they are, and the next generation would see polygamy a thing of the past and
that without interfering ·with established domestic
relations. In the mean time, if any parties already
bound in polygamous marriages desire to obtain their
freedom, they should be giv:en a divorce on the
ground of polygamy.
vVe would hav considerable more faith in the
motives of the Republican party, and of Senator
Edmunds in particular, had they not shown themselvs in :favor of the wholesale immigration of the
Chinese, with the "twin relics" slavery and polygamy
in full force and practice.
CoKE EwrNG.

Conclusion of a Remarkable Introduction.
Courtiand Palmer at the first Of this sewwn•s sessions of the Xineteenth
CentuJ•y Club.

In concluding this introduction, I would elwell for
a moment on one more point, and I do so. in order to
CO!Tect a somewhat prevalent misunderstanding.
Even yet, certain of the ~mco [!Micl who are pleased to
regard themselves as par excellence, the aristocracyeven yet, such ones, or some of them, at least, are
disposed-and honestly so, I presume-to look somewhat askance upon us. They take us-if they take us
at all-as they would a dose of medicin. · To these I
would say that it is not so much as a Liberal reformer
as it is as an ari8tocmt that I hav fom1ded this club.
As far as in. me lies I would be an aristocrat of the
aristocrats. This, I know, sotmds like braggadocio,
so I must define what I mean by aristocracy. I do
not mean the aristocracy that bases its pretensions on
mere birth and wealth. I mean the aristocracy of
culture, the aristocracy of art, the aristocracy of goodness, the aristocracy of faithful and fruitful service to
humanity. There is bi.1t one gentility, gentleness;
.there is but one nobility, nobleness.
I hate with all my hatred the social phariseeism,
whose daily prayer ascends: "I thank thee, Lord,
that I am not as other men are;" and which, like the
Levite of old, "passes by on the other side." Hence,
"our set," as such, will hav, with my consent, no
hold upon this enterprise, '' Our set" may hav its
use and place, but this club has no place or use for it.
Instead of " our set," I would see every worthy set
included here, to form in their en8emble a beautiful
and harmonious mosaic. The gentleman of the future
is to be an inclusiv, not an exclusiv man. ·As Emerson says: " The exclusiY excludes itself." Therefore, :M:rs. Grundy, I trust, will never receive a notice
of election here. I hope she will not even obtain a
ticket of aillnission to any of om exercises. Should
she ask any of you to let her in, tell her she had better go to hear the Mikado, or to see Dixie in
" Adonis." The aristocracy of which I speak is the
only aristocracy consistent with democracy. Against
any other kind, against any mear~.er kind, the people
are sm·e, sooner or later, to rise to assail and to overturn it. In tbis high sense let us become, if we are
not now, the real leaders, the veritable aristocracy of
New York, and, through association with similar societies, the essential aristocracy of the United States and
of the world. Tln·ough good luck or good mailagement we hav scored a success. By continuing the
cmwagecms pntclence which has characterized us in
the past, we can develop this enterprise into an institution possessed of its own club house independent
of my own or of anyone's special personality. This
is what I would see.
The club of the future, my friends, is not a man's
club or a woman's club, but a man's ctncl woman's
club, designed, first, for high humanitarian endeavor;
second, intellectual culture, and third, fOl' social
recreation.

. , A Social Dream of Tllomas Paine.
The omitted Pm·tion of Jrh·. Walceman's Paine Add1·ess.

Thomas Paine forecast the true line of political evolution.
Our statesmen, reformers, Socialists, philanthropists are
at fault in not taking up the great movements of the
present as continuations of the great designs and revolutiop.s of the lnst century-traced nowhere more clearly
than· in the conclusion of the "Rights of Man." As there
shown, so now, liberty, peace, prosperity, and relief from
crushing taxation are impossible except under a federation of
the civilized nations. Now, as then, America, France, England, and Holland, could (should they try) compel such federation by force of public opinion, and an' appeal to the manifest interests of all other civilized peoples. Now, as then,
the great obstacle is the Tory aristocrcy of England. Let
England become a republic, and soon, very soon, home rnle
wo'iild be the fact in every land, and federation would make
mankind a family of nations. Thus the political dreams of
Thomas Paine would be realized! Until the government of
these personal dynasties is broken in Europe, what possible
escape is there from armies and their officers, nobilities, privileo-es, taxes, slavery, cruelty, superstition, 1\nd ignorance?
Tl::"e priests, and officers, and tax-gatherers continue the
policy of the feudal system cast into the forms of national
governments. While that continues, liberty can only whisper, suffer, and die-or fly to America. Paine was right, then,

that liberty can only exist when secured and protected by
the democratiG republic in federation with similar republics.
The first step of progress must ever be those of political
emancipation, as the frame-work, security; and guarantee of
all other reforms.
This brings us to refer briefly to his Social Dreams, which
revolution should in his view render possible. Open at his
pamphlet, " Agrarian Justice," and you will strike at once
his .solution of the most important social problem of civilization. He shows that in the lower forms of human society
land is communal and social, and has no value nor ownership
except by the user, because everyone has all he wants .. In
civilization, however, the increase of population enables but
a few to actually occupy the land, and thus they usurp
and expropriate the many from all interest in the land,
which is the common right and inheritance of all, and
which has its chief value because the many are extruded
from their riO"ht to it. The owner so-called, even when the
user really aJ'ds but little to its value by his improvements,
and only temporarily. But the wrong does not end here.
All there is of riches, wealth, or capital, though not land,
comes from land and labor. Wage-labor is only paid enough
. to keep itself alive, and its surplus of product IS held by the
·owners of the land or of capital, as rent, or profit, or interest.
Thus, he says, civilization tends to defeat itself-the rich to
become richer and fewer,· the poor to become poorer and
more. 'rhe result is seen in ever-recurring rebellions of the
outs against the ins, by strikes, violence, and agrarian laws,
and various means of re-appropriation. Thus progress and
poverty ev-er go hand in hand as civilization advances.
Does this remind you of the speculations of Mr. Henry
George? Does it remind some of you of the plans that hav
been presented by me at certain sociological and other meetings through the last five years in this city, whereby, by
means of wages, salaries, and pensions, especially to women,
the redistribution of the products of labor is sought to be
achieved more justly and equitably?
Of course, I cannot answer for Mr. George, but I must candidly confess that, upon a review of Paine's "Agrarian Justice" within the last year, the old motto came forcibly to
mind-" Cursed be he who has said my good things before
me." Only we should say blessed, not cursed; for the step
that follows is surer and firmer than the step that leads. Let
those who wish to pursue sociological speculations intelligently commence where Paine left off; that land belongs to
the people ftmdamentally; that wealth is social in its origin
because the prodl\ct of labor, recent or remote; that it should
be redistributed after being gathered as rents, profits, interest and taxes; that this redistribution should be made in the
interest of the public welfare by means of wages, advances,
salaries, and pensions. This seems to be his plan concisely
stated. We wait for some one to rise and show a plan that is
more just and practical. Of course, the figuring used by
Paine to illustrate this plan is now out of date, but the plan
itself seE;lmS to be the only feasible one' of the hundreds proposed to remove human poverty and misery. Attention to
it may yet be an incalculatlle blessing to mankind.
From his tracts on finance it is clear that, in his view, the
money of a people should belong to the people, and be under
the control of their government instead of usurers or speculators.

All Are Invited.
To the friends of individual liberty, the supporters of free press
and free mails, and the foes of Cornstocldan lawH nnd methods, g1·eeting :
The National Defense Association, with which you were
formerly acquainted, and to whose funds for the defense of
earnest Liberals you contributed generously, has not been
dead nor sleeping. It has been for two or three years quietly, steadily, and with very little expenditure, holding meetings, watching the operations of the enemy, and in all cases
of injustice and oppression affording such assistance as it
qould in the way of giving good points or such advice as the
experience of its members made possible. Its useful documents hav been distributed where they would be likely to do
the most good, and now they are running short. Much material or history has been accumulating which ought to appear in convenient printed form to be used as ammunition
while the battle goes on, and to those who may not hav been
in a position to know of it we will say that assault~ upon perfectly legitimate domains of literature and art contmue. The
enemy with whom our valiant leader, D. M. Bennett, so hotly
contended is yet on the war-path, yearning for the scalps of
procrressiv men, but we feel that the unflinching soul of D. 1\I.
Ben~ett still goes marching on in the hearts of those who
backed him up in his great trial, and we trust that a goodly
number of them stand ready to aid in a work in which he
would be activly engaged were he among us-the protection
of principles of individual liberty, at least to the extent that
we know them to be guaranteed by constitutional provisions.
"Eternal Vigilance is the Price of Liberty" is the motto of
the Defense Association, and we are vigilant. We hav acted
as wide-awake pickets at the posts of danger, but we now
need the sinews of war to enable us to throw hot shot in the
enemy's camp and hold them at bay. It is for this we invite
subscriptions from those who several years ago exhibited so
generous and patriotic a spirit. Let those now send who
never sent before, and those who used to send now send the
more. We'will not only duly acknowledt;"e centributions,
but in course of time we will render to all ', · 11scribers an accountina of our actions, and prove to them ab we hope that
we shallhav acted wisely and to some effect. Though we
were compelled to chronicle the death of our noble president,
Hon. Elizur Wright, but a few weeks after he had written
acceptincr the position, we hav voted to retain his honored
name at the head of our list of officers for one year at least,
for the mere name of such a leader is a tower of strength,
and an incentiv to continued and earnest devotion to the
cause with which he was in full sympathy.
Contributions may be forwarded to our treasurer, E. W.
Chamberlain, 120 Broadway, New York; the secr~tnry, E. B.
Foote, Jr., 120 Lexington avenue, or in care of the Health
Monthly.
E. B. FooTE, Jn., Secretary.
E. W. CHAMBERLAIN, Treasurer.

Doubted!
Fmm tile Jewish Refomu'l".

Progressiv and enlightened Judaism, stri,Pped of its oriental
garb, freed from its shell ":hich no~v threatens t? smot)!Cr the
loner-bid precious kernel, nd of all 1ts shackles, IS destmed to
wil~ the entire world for its sublime and.simple truths.
To the Swansea (England) schopl board, the Rev.
Richards made the exhortation: "Put only the New
ment in the hands of the children; don't ·giv them the
you hav any regard for their morality." Comment
necessary.
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Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEWALS, and we hope all
will be prompt. If we are to print pictures this
year, the subscription list must be lengthened.
That those inclined to help add to the list may find it
no hard matter, we make the following low terms:
Single subscription.............................................. $3 00
One subscription two years, in advance..................
5 00
Two new subscribers .............. :........................... . 5 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance...................................................... . 5 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
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Will not everyone, in renewing, try to get at least
one new subscriber, thus saving money for themselvs
and helping us ~
And in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAL for 1886.

Two Preachers Who Differ.
Years ago old Jacob Harsen left the Bloomingdale Reformed church a large lot of land at
the upper end of New York. As the property paid
no taxes, and the city grew rapidly in that direction,
the real estate turned out to be a bonanza for the
Reformed church, and last fall a $300,000 edifice was
erected from the proceeds of the sale of the land. In
this building the Rev. Carlos Martyn preaches to a
handful of people. On Sunday, the 7th, he undertook
to explain to them why the museums should not be
opened on Sundays. There were three sorts of
people, he said, who were advocating such opening.
The first class is men and women born abroad, the
second class 'is Europeanized Yankees, and the" third
class is a little knot of open and avowed Infidels and
Atheists, organized under a propaganda called the
American Secular Union, whose president is the
notorious Colonel Ingersoll, and its secretary a busybody nobody-S. P. Putnam."
This is encouraging. When the clergy can do or say
nothing else, they take to calling names. Being destitute of reasons why the museums should not be
opened, Mr. Martyn seeks to excite the prejudice of
his people against the petitioners, and thinks he
scores a point in calling tbe secretary of the American Secular Union a busybody nobody. Such talk
only shows l\1r. Martyn's bad breeding, the weakness of his cause, • and the damage done him mentally by his religion.
In striking contrast to the meager audience in the
Reformed church and the intolerant language of its
pastor, are the immense attendance at Heber Newton's church, and the sensible remarks of Mr. Newton ·in favor of Sunday libert~v. The subject was

" The true Sacredness of Sunday," as ·a text for
another sermon on the museum question. Every
seat was filled, and many sat upon the chancel steps.
" Sunday," said the preacher, "·is the ·workingman's
holiday. Rest involves recreation. The true Sabbath has always carried in it more or less of this
idea of recreation. The .Catholic church has always
preserved this aspect of Sunday. It was reserved
for Puritanism to reverse the ancient idea of heresy,
and make it. consist in eating a warm dinner and indUlging in a hearty laugh on Sunday. In . this recognition of Sunday as a feast day or festival is involved the whole question of the lawfulness of
innocent amusements or pure pleasm·e on that day.
Our Sunday is sacred to worship. But worship covers a far larger scope than most men suppose. In
its highest form known to us worship is the emotion
kindled by noble thought, the light and warmth from
the fire kindled in the mind. And so I say that om
day of worship is sacred to the intellectual education
of man. we are not compromising with conscience
or yielding a dangerous ·concession to popular clamor
in advocating the openings of libraries and museums
on Sunday afternoons and evenings. We are urging
a legitimate and historic use of the day which is
sacred to the higher life of the intellect."
Between the Rev. Carlos M~trtyn and the Rev. R.
H. Newton there is a vast intellectual chasm.

Mr. Burnham Hardly Meant What He Said.
Our esteemed friend Burnham sends· us the followmg in reply to our criticism of his article upon
religious toleration in a late issue of THE TRUTH
SEEKER:
"MR. EDITOR, My Dear Friend: I hav read with care your
friendly criticism on my article on ' Religious Toleration.'
I am happy to inform you that I heartily indorse the most of
it. I confess, however, that I ·am at a loss to know where·
you find your data for your criticism. I am sure that it is
not in the paper to which you refer-that- is, only to a very
limited extent. You say : 'Neither can we assume as does
Mr. Burnham that religions are useful.' Mr. Burnham's utterances are too well-known to be guilty of this assumption.
Only in accommodation to others, I said that 'it may be assumed that religions are useful.' I assume that religions are
not useful, nor do I believe that they are in any way useful;
but if they are in any degree, I do not make war upon them
or meddle with them, nor with the opinion, or belief, or honest conviction of anyone. All of this is stated in my article.
It is the bad, the criminal, in the practice of beliefs that I
object to. I am fully of the opinion that those religious
practices to which I referred in my article are thus classed.
They are bad as criminal to a greater or less extent. Your
reference to the Mormons certainly must be called a mistake.
My reference to Mormons was only to polygamous lllformons.
I may very likely differ with you as to the criminal character of the practices of religions. I only plead for the intervention of statutory. enactment in those cases which are either a
nuisance or criminal in practice. ll!fany practices are tolererated on the ground of being religious which would not be
upon any other ground. This is why I demand we should
hav provisions made in the statutes for the punishment of
such criminals. Reference to foreign religions and gods-I
hardly thought anyone would take it very seriously. ,Many
of the rites of religion would not hav been tolerated only that
they are religious. Mutilations would demand the extreme
penalty of the law, as would polygamy, had they not been
religious, and the former I think a greater sin than the latter,
because it is a crime against an unresisting and speechless
childhood, and thus it is with all religious rites. It makes
unsuperstitious decency. shudder, these vile practic~s performed in the name of the filthy gods of religion. The one
religious practice of the :Mormons is now to be suppressed by
the strong arm of the nation, while sacred lying and sacred
gambling, and filthy, degrading religious practices, are allowed to take place on the ground of home and fashionable
religion. I say No; let them be punished just as you would
punish the Mormons, If religion will not conform to
decency in its practices, I do not see how anyone can tolerate
it.
J. H. BURNHAM."
The best way to show our friend how mistaken he
is is to quote his own words. In his communication
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 30th he said:
"I deny that any authority in this country has. the right to
tolerate or in any way protect crime. There is no liberty in
such protection. There is no liberty in such toleration.
'J'olerate Freeman in his religious rite to kill his daughter.
Tolerate the l\formon in his religious rite of polygamy.
Tolerate the priesthood in wringing from their stupid
devotees the secrets of their lives. Tolerate the incarceration of women in nunneries. Tolerate inquisitorial
fires and hells where crime forever goes unpunished. Tolerate forced fastings and rites which are in violation of the
common decencies of life. Tolerate baptism in ice-cole).
water. Tolerate the lawlessness of the Salvation Army and
the Free Methodist; and thus we find that every kind of
foolish, harmful, and wicked practice is in vogue among
these tolerated religious outlaws, and decency has no hearing or toleration unleRs it comes under some of these abominable superstitious religions. I ask those who are in the interest of freedom-not that of Anarchy, but freedom, which

demands ihat

no practice among those tol M·ated relifiion,s slwl
be tolerated or allowed tltat is lniimical to the health of this cMn _
munUy, or the 1:nterest of the .commonwealth-ought not this
nation to reserve the right to abate a nuisance at all times'
and in all places?"
It seems to us .that in the above Mr: Burnham is
pleading against the toleration of the practices mentioned, and we candidly confess we see no reason
why a man should not fast if he wii:lhes to, or why a
Free Methodist should feel the strong arm of the
law. And, as we asked before, who is to say what is for
the health of the community, or in the interest of the
commonwealth? Again, Mr. Bm·nham says:
"These representative of a foreign religion and a fpreign
God should not be allowed to bring their religion or their
gods with them any more than they should be allowed to
bring their contagious diseases along. If any are to be excluded, there would be less danger to the nation in the exclusion of the former than the latter."
Again:
"Such people should not be allowed, when they become
citizens of this nation, to worship any foreign gods. J'hey
should worship the gods of this country-American gods;
they are bad enough for all practical purposes. Is it not in
violation of this nation's protectiv decency when those who
hav found asylum here are disturbers of the peace through
the importation of habits and custMns nativ in despotic governments, but only elements of discord and danger here?
Importation should be denied to aU of the8e, whether they come
in a religious or a political f01·rn. The most of our riots and
crime come from these sources, and they should not be tolerated in these disturbing practices."
We think we hardly need remind Ml·. Burnham
that governmental ~terference with habits and customs approaches dangerously near to despotism.
And~~~re:
·
" Whenever they [religious devotees] interfere with childhood, enforcing vows, baptism, or mutilation, then they
should be pronounced criminal or a nuisance; and if criminal
should be punished, and if t~e latter, abated."
And lastly:
"It may be assumed that religions are useful, and therefore should be tolerated and protected. So far as they are
useful, that is all right, but this is not the point in debate."
These are the sentences in Ml·. Bmnham's article
to which we took exception, arguing that not religions
should be dealt with by law, but only those religious
criminals who hav interfered with the rights of others.
But if Mr. Burnham did not mec~n what the abovequoted sentences say, then we can only deplore the
faulty method of expression he uses, which conveys
to the reader the opposit of the iclea he intends.
Whether the blame is with om esteemed friend
Burnham or the English language we are not prepared to say. We are glad to note, however, that he
has not availed himself of the immense advantage he
might hav gained by laying the blame all on tb.e
printer.

Marriage of a Catholic.
A very amazing instanc~ of ignorance and faith on
the part of a Rom!-\U Catholic woman has afforded the
newspapers of this city considerable spicy fun. At
the same time, the affair well illustrates the folly of
allowing ecclesiastics to interfere in temporal matters.
Maud Miller is a daughter of Joaquin Miller, the
poet. She is also a Roman Catholic. Some time ago
she married a son of the well-known theatrical manager, Mr. Steele Mackaye. Her husband, Mr. Arthur
Mackaye, not providing for her, she went upon the
stage to earn a living. While thus engaged, she met
a Mr. Loudon McCormick, with whom she fell in love,
and recently married, without, however, procuring a
divorce from Mr. Mackaye, or compassing his death.
The reason she givs for her bigamous action is that
her husband, JYir. Mackaye, was never bapti~ed into
the Catholic church, and therefore her marriage with
him was null and void, though regularly performed
by a priest. To sustain her in this queer position
she quotes the written opinion of one Father Preston, of this· city, to whom she wrote concerning her
alliance with Mr. Mackaye. His answer was that so
far as the church was concerned she had never been
marri~d to Ml·. JYiackaye. With childish ignorance
of law and a devout woman's faith in the church, she
thought this settled the matter, ancl took a second
husband.
Naturally, the first husband sues for divorce, and
one would suppose he would hav no trouble in procm-ing it-least of all that she would contest the proceedings. But here the amazing part of the religious
comedy comes in. Her lawyer contests the divorce
on the ground that there never was any marriage, and
of com·se no divorce can be granted where no marriage occurred. The chiim is made that Mackaye
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induced Miss Miller to marry him through f1:aud and
misrepresentation, and that the marriage ceremony
was for that reason null and void. The allegation of
fraud is based upon the statement made by l\fackaye
before the maniage that he had been baptized and
'"Christened in the Roman Catholic faith. Miss Miller's council asserts that Mr. Mackaye had never been
baptized or christened!
Of course the laws of this country ru·e not yet so
' religious that a failure to comply with church regulations can make a civilly legal marriage null and void,
and Miss Miller can hav no case. The statute granting priests and ministers power to unite men and
women in marriage says nothing about such union
being incomplete because of the failure of one party
to comply with certain Catht?lic mummery. So long
as there al'e no civil impediments the ceremony is
binding. It is surprising that a lawyer should even
think of setting up such a claim. Miss Miller's counsel must imagin he is living in some South American
country where the church is also the state.
But it all goes to show how incomplete the education of a woinan is under Roman Catholic . instruction, and what a state of affairs we shot"ild hav if
,Roman Catholicism could get control of the country.

Homeopathy and Catholicism.
The Roman Catholic papers of England are discussing a very serious problem for them-a problem
whose consequences are tremendous and far-reaching,
even to the next world.. Upon the solution of the
question depends the eternal happiness or misery of
thousands of Roman Catholics, and the transient fatness of homeopathic physicians' purses. The discuss-ion is, as the cable informs us :
"Whether homeopathic globules are either food or drink.
If they are, one cannot be taken before Holy Communion. If
they are supposed merely to dissolve in the saliva,· and become a part of that, then, it is argued, they can."
0Lrr readers will see at once the importance of a
right decision upon this question. If by any means
a bit of food should g·et into the stomach of a Catholic before he partakes of the communion, he is a
doomed man, unless he pays the priest to giv him an
indulgence, or dispensation, or absolution. If, the
little hru·mless-looking globule should be food, then
the man who takes it 1s a goner. But this puts a sick
man in a tight place. If .the medicin it necessary to
save his life, and he takes it, his soul is gone., If he
does not take it, his body is gone. Either way, he is
in a predicament, and he must make up· his mind
which is worth the most to him, his soul or his physical life. But if on the other hand the globule assimilates· with the fluids of the body, then he can hav
both his soul and his body. The church ought
really to resurrect some of the Jewish physicians and
chemists she once bmnt to decide this question.
But what is the use of paying a man for making
infallible decisions if the old gent !Lt Rome cannot
settle the matter off-hand? And considering the
great stakes involved, he should decide that homeopathic globules beru· no resemblance whatever to
food. It makes no difference whether they do or
nofr'--the decision must be made for the greatest g·ood
.of the great.est number. A fact should never be
allowed to interfere in religious matters.

O"J

Fi·om the Excise fund was also voted $230.96 to
the" Home for Fallen and Friendless Girls." Out
of the special appropriation which was included in
the final estimate for the yeru· 1885, entitled, "For
the Support of Children Committed by Magistrates
to various Charitable Institutions in the City of New
Yor.k, at a per capita allowance of $2 per wee"tc-:-Deficiency for year 1885," the above tabulated institutions hav drawn for October, 1885, $47,586.35, and
for November, 1885, $46,573.64. For the same
months the "Home foi· F~llen and Friendless Girls'·'
has drawn from the Excise fund $498.49.
These institutions seem to ·be doing a very good
business, and their profits ought to. be lru·ge enough
to enable them to .pay their taxes. But would it not
be a stroke of economy on the part of the state to hav
the children committed to the Children's Aid Society,
which supports them at an a,verage rate (as Dr.
Foote, Jr., pointed out in THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 23d) of $37.90 per year, instead of to these
religious corporations which charge $104.00 annually?
One of the sections of the petition to be presented
this winter to the legislature of this state asks for
the repeal of the laws appropriating money from the
public treasmy for the support of the institutions
founded and managed chiefly by sectarian denominations. In considering this clause, the legislature
could not do better than to appoint a committee to
investigate these institutions trafficking in charity.
A thorough investigation would, we believe, reveal a
thoroughly rotten system,

Editorial Notes.
WE acknowledge with sincere thanks. the donations of J.
G. Rodman, of Locust Valley, of $4.50, and Newton Whitehead of this city, of $4.75 toward illustrations.
REv. :M:u. TALMAGE was in Washington recently, and took
advantage of tile visit to pray to the senators. He had an
audience of four. The rest entered the Senate chamber after
the prayer was finished.
---+---

1\!JR. JOSEPH CooK, the Boston Monday lecturer, informs

the universe that
it is Ireland." The
the S1tn, is that he
body else he wo\1ld

"the chief trouble of Ireland is that
chief trouble with Joseph Cook, retorts
is Joseph Cook. If he had been somehav bad sense.

TALMAGE lectured in this city last week upon "The Absurdities of Evolution." He said that the human race is
going backward instead of forward. We admit that Mr.
Talmage's existence is an argument in favor of this theory;
but then, one swallow doesn't make a summer.
IT is in and by these (Chri,;tian) schools that the Catholic faith,
our greatest and best inheritance, is preserved whole and entire.-

Leoxrrr.

praying that his life might be spared by divine interposition.
The divine interposition not arriving, the negro was swung
up and some fifty bullets lodged in his body. The people
around Henderson regard his religious professions a,s sham,
but we see no more reason to doubt the realrty of his Christianity than that of Freeman.
---~--

AT the request of the Sabbath Association, Mayor Smith,
of Philadelphia, last week issued a proclamation calling the
attention of the people of that city to the law of 1794, forbidding any worldly employment or business on Sunday. The
Sabbath Association thought this would scare the people
of Philadelphia into going to church, or at least into closing
their stores. But the proclamation had no effect whatever.
Proprietors of cigar stores, barber shops, and confectionery
stores continued to do business in the usual way. Milkmen
and newspaper carriers went absut their usual avocations
without fear of the vengeance of tlw Sabbath Association.
The published penalty of. a fine af $4 or a six days' imprisonment in the House of Correction for any violation of the
obsolete and almost forgotten law, did not seem to hav any
terrors for the class of people whom the Sabbath Association
desire to reach, and we recommend the association to establish an inquisition.
A LETTER in the New York Times of February 1st reveals a
funny state of affairs at the Young Men's Christian Association in this city. The writer says:
"Being a stranger in New York, aud wishing to read
the ·.North American Review, I called at the library .of
tl1e Youno· JVIen's Christian Association, Twenty-third
street ancl" Fourth avenue, hoping to find it there. I
was told by the librarian in charge that his instructions
were not to let any one hav it or any book of fiction to
read on Sunday. But he condescended to say that, if
l would tell him what particular article I wanted to read, he
would see if it was admissible for me to hav the magazine for
that purpose. I had seen-a good deal of narrowness in the
work of this association elsewhere, but thought if l\ir. Vanderbilt had provided so liberally for the New York Association in
his will it might possibly be different. In the libmry or reaclino·
room were fifteen or twenty persons reading the good
0
bo oks selected for them, and the only English magazines
were the Presbytm·ia,n and jlfetlwdist reviews, ami Home J\IIissionary reports."
ONcE in a while we find a sentiment in church papers that
we can heartily indorse. Here is one from the C'h1·i.~Unn
Advocnte:
"Of all absurd methods of trying· to convince men and
women of sense of anything, a list of the opinions of great
menseems to us among the most absurd. No man's opinion,
except as an expert in matters of fact that no one but an expert can understand, is of any value except to children and
weak-minded persons, only as the rea.wms upon which that
opinion is founded are valid; and every man of sense must
judge those reasons for himself before he adopts the opinion,
no matter who holds it."
This is a good deal truer than gospel. But iu arguing
with Infidels Christians will ransac.k the graveyards of the
world for names of those who hav been believers in their particular superstition. But they might as well bring the
tombstones from which they get the names and set them in a
row before the Infidel to convince him. For, as Dr. Buckley
says, there is not one thing so impracticable, so monstrous,
so pernicious, that some men or woman of great intellect and
learning hav not believed in it.
·

This is the office of the Christian school-the pt•eservation
of tlte Cathouc faitlt.-Catlwlic Union nnd 1't:mes.
OF the thousands of dollars subscribctl to relieve the vicPrecisely. We all know that, and it is just the reason why tims of the recent earthquakes in Spain, a eorre~pondent of
the American people do not propose to divide the school the London Time~ is unable to find that more than a fracmoney.
tional pa.rt was ever applied to the objcet for which it was
ONE of the sharpest of THE TuuTn SEEKE!t contributors intended. The correspondent says: " It was explained to
writes: "I see that Tucker and Appleton gave you 'fits' in me that the late archbishop had received a great deal of
Liberty. I hav heretofore regarded Appleton as an able money for the victims of the earthquake. No account, howwriter, but when I found him capable of giving utterance to ever, ·is forthcoming of the expenditure. The present archthis absurdity, 'Civil government and theological are one bishop is equally reticent .. On the other hand, extraordinary
and the same thing," I concluded I had been vastly over- activity is displayed throughout the provineD in the rcstommthig him as a rcawner." As we said, our correspondent is tion of churches, convents, and other religions establishments. These works are not limited to the edifices l].amag<'cl
very sharp.
by the earthquake, but many buildings that were only injured
"Now that the bitter cold weather has come, and thou- by the effects of time and neglect are now being renovated .
sands of wretched men and women and children out of em- I was shown two such structures in Granada. People hav
ployment, it is pleasant to think," says Helen vVilmans, "how not failed to wonder how it is that builtlings which had been
warm and comfortable they can keep, leaning up against the left to their fate for so many years happen to he repaired
mitside walls of the magnificent church buildings of this and within a fc·N months after the receipt of the subscriptions for
Doing a Good Business.
other cities. If it were not for this they would be tempted to
the earthquake."
Under the provisions of section 210, chapter 410,
warm themselvs about the stoves iu the saloons and dance_Laws of 1882 (New York city Consolidation act of houses. What a glorious boon to humanity the religion of
TnE New York Tribune says:
" 'Skma' writes to THE T.!WTH SEEKElt that during the last
1882) police magistrates ru·e permitted to commit chil- the churches of to-day is, anyway!"
few mo1ths he has been endeavoring to ascertain how ami by
dren to the care of vru·ious so-called chru·itable instiToo much Christianity is not good for ignorant nl'groes. what means he was converted from Christianity to lnficlelity.
tutions. For this care the law allows the managers One of them went , , up to the Lord, on the 25th ult., at 'And, strange as it may appear,' he states, 'I hav come to
the dispassionate conclusion that the simple reading of the
to chru·ge $2 pel" week. Under this law the Boru·d of Henderson, Ky., because he had too much faith in biblical Bible h9,s done it.' Indeed, that reminds us. Some nights
Estimate hav appropriated from the Excise fund the promises. A wee!~ ago last Sunday morning Calvin Simpson ao·o a policeman ran across a chap uptown, where a great
following amounts to pay last September's bill:
visited the house of J\'[rs. Graves, an aged woman living with b~ildino· is being erected, who was vigorously assaulting an
"' ... ,$7 ,~9 81.. 71 her invalid son and two daughters. All were in bed, the immen;e block of granite with something which he held in
Institution of Merey. .... .. .... ..... .. .... .. .... ... ......
his hand. "' Vvlmt are you doing there?' sharply inquiretl
St. Joseph's Asylum........................................
3,()3().14 hour being one o'clock. He broke down the door, and the the policeman. ·Strange as it may appear,' was thr chap's
3,832. 79 langunge he used left no doubt of his intention. The women rt'ply, as he held up the remnins of a cooked vegetable, 'I
St. Stephen's Home for Children.......................
Mission of the Immaculate Virgin.....................
8,155.43 ran screaming from the house, lmbited only in their night am t.rying to pulverize this gnmit block with a boiled carJVIi~sionary Sisters, Third Order of St. Francis....
3, 784.8(j clothes. The son ran to a neighbor's. Simpson followed the rot.' ,
Asylum Sisters of St. Dominic..........................
3,216.57 Ill d
d ·
1b
1·
This is a very brilliant hit; though where it hits we are
. Dominican Convent of Our Lady of the Hosary...
2,9().').71 o c a y, and strue1z her upon the hea With a e u , crus ung
ARsoeiation for the Benefit of Colored Orphans...
945.85 in her skull. The girls hid under a bridge. The son brought unable to sec. It reminds us, however, of the little girl's
The story says: "A little
St. ,James's Home............................................
1,153.14 the neighbor, who seized Simpson, and, with the hrlp of argument against Atheists.
Association for Befriending Children and Young
others who had become aroused, lodged- him in jail. The western prodigy of a religious turn of miml, aged three years,
Girls........................................................
178.8() next Sunday mornin~ abouc '1fty men visited the jail, took has given forth the following moral lecture in tl;e shape of a
252 · 57 Simpson from his cell, and led him out to a grove a short story: ' 01we there were two colts. One of them belonged
St. Ann's Home.·············································
Anwriean Female Guardian Society and Home
for the Friendless......................................
82!l.57 distance from the town. The leader of the men then asked to a man who had a God and the other belonged to a man
471.43 him whether or not he was the murderer of J\!Irs. Graves. To who tlilln't hav any God. One oft. em looked over the fence
Asylum of St. Vincent de ;paul.........................
St. Agatha's Home for Children .... ,...................
1,07().43 this Simpson answered "Yes" in a sullen tone. ';I'o the qucs- and didn't lutv anything to eat. 1-Ii"s man didn't hav any
St.. .1\Iiclmel's Home ............ ······························
il88.20 tion as to his reasons for eQmmitting the murder he replied: GOll. The other colt cat lots nwllots of grass in his pastnrc,
3· 161 .71 "The Lord commanded me to kill her, and I had to mind and he grew, nnd grew, nnd grew, until he got a tail and n
Hebrew Sheltering Guardian Society.................
Ladies' Deborah Nursery and Children's Pro- '
teetor.y.....................................................
3,350.05 him." "Up you go to the Lord, then," replied the leader. buggy to him. His man hat! a God.'" If the 1't•ilmne writer
- - - - - Simpson was told to do what praying he desired to, and he and the little girl continue their efforts, Infidelity and Atheism
Total.., .... , .. , .. , .... ., . .,.,.,. ... ,. .... : ........... , $44,()90.0() j began by declaring that he bad a commission from God and will soon be unknown.
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CmoAGo,JLL., Feb. 3, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: The editorial, "Religious Toleration," in your
issue of January 30th, is so in accord with my sentiments
that I cannot forbear thanking you for expressing the same so
admirably. How often hav I insisted, "The state has no
right to prohibit any act not vicious or criminal. The state
has no right to interfere with a person not trespassing on the
rights of others."
E. HoPKINS.
FARGO, D. T., Jan. 24, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find· $3 on account of TRUTH
SEEKER. The paper comes regularly, and I cannot say too
much in praise of the policy pursued by you in your effort
to present to the people of this and other couatries the great
truths embodied in our principles as Liberals. We must be
up and at work. The daggers that are being thrust by the
monstrous church are striking at the vitals of all our public
institutions. Their effect is already too plain. \Ve must
organize and prepare· for the conflict, and fight the battles of
right against wrong.
Our good friend, E. A. Nugent, called on us last evening
to consult as to what would be the best course to pursue.
We first decided to organize at the earliest clay possible, because in unity alone there is strength.
We decided to obtai:il the name of every Liberal in this city,
then distribute Liberal literature among them-THE TRUTH
SEEKER to everyone if possible-then call a meeting, and organize a branch of the American Secuhir Union. We hav
plenty of material at hand to draw from, which we hope to
demonstrate to you at a later clay. We hav ;men of bntin,
weight, and influence. \Ve hav the chu_rch also, with all its
glory, superstition, and ignorance in our midst to comfort,
but we are determined to be fearless and outspoken, and
battle for the right and stand by the consequences.
Very truly yours,
JoHN PETERKIN.
NEw YoRK, Jan. 30, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find check for $5. Send me
one ALMANAc; the balance I donate to THE THUTH·SEEKER's
pictures.
NEWTON WHITEHEAD.
JoLIET, ILL., Jan. 18, 1886.
n-IR. EDITOR: I don't know as I can say anything t~ express my views as to the merits of your' TRUTH SEEKER, but
I am surprised at some of your correspondents who claim to
be Liberals, and claim that they are right and every one that
don't think as they do is all wrong. Do they ever think
that there are no two faces alike, or any two minds alike;
that we are all differently constituted, and therefore it is simply impossible to think alike? If they are as Liberal as they
claim to be, why not concede to others what they claim for
themselvs? It make no difference what a man or woman
believes, if they are honest in that belief. Belonging to a
certain church or belonging not to any, makes a man no better. It is a matter of his own choosing, and he is responsible for his own choosing, and no one else. I like Miss H. H.
Gardener's writings very much, and shall send for her book
very soon.
I will try and be more punctual in the future. Wishing
you long life and success in your noble undertaking,
Yours for universal liberty,
J. T. MILLSPAUGII.
Osmcosn, Wis., Jan. 30, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : Well, sir, I went to church agr.in last Tuesday evening, to hear the Free l\iethoclist, and after the meeting was over I had a tilt with the preacher just before starting for home. That evening he gave out word that he would
visit any one at their homes if they wished him to do so, and
after tl1e meeting was over I handed him my card, and invited him to come and see me. "Are you a Christian?" said
he. "No, sir," said I. "I am one of the strongest Infidels
you ever saw."· "Well," said he, "may I "pray in your
house if I come?" "No, sir," said I, "for I want no such
foolishness in my house; but I hav some very good reading
. matter there, such as Thomas Paine's works, Colonel Ingersoll's works, together with the New York TRUTH SEEKER and
many other Liberal works. I also hav the Bible there, and
if you will come, I think I can amuse you very well for an
hour or so. And," said I, "I will giv you the first chance to
convert me, and if you make a failure on rile, then I will try
and convert you." "But," said he, "I can't convert you?"
'' How do you know ?" said I. ''You ha v not tried yet."
"But I know I can't," said he. "Well, then," said I, "giv
'Tie a chance on you." "Oh, you can't convert me," said he,
" and if you will not Jet me pray in. your house I will not
come and see you." "Did you ever get anything you prayed
for?" said I. "Yes," said he; "God cured me of a very
bad cold 'one time." "Well," said I, "some old woman
would have done as well as that for you. But I :uever got
anything that I prayed for, ·and I can make as good a prayer
as you." Then I bad him good-night, and went home.
But the next evening I went there again, and took Trm
TRUTH SEEKER with me, and after the meeting was over I
went to him and said: " Since you will not come and see me,
I will make you a present of this paper, if you will reud it."
"Oh, I hav seen plenty of truth seekers," said he, "but it is
not the truth they are after." "I beg pardon, sir," said I,
"but it is the truth they are after, and nothing else; and you
will find more truth in that one paper than you will find in
your whole Bible." The next evening I went there again,
and when an opportunity offered I asked him if he had read
that paper. "Well, no,'' said he. " I found that it smelled
of tobacco, and I put it in the stove." "Ah!" said I, "that
was only an excuse for not reading it," for I am very <!areful
of my reading matter, urid no tobacco had been· near it.
Just then another man came up and spoke to him, when he

turned upon him and said, " I will not talk with you; you
are drunk." Now, I will swear on· the Bible, or the TRUTH
SEEKER·AL11IANAO, that the man was not drunk, and had. they
been out of doors the man would hav knocked him down·for
his insolence, and I would hav said, "'Tis well."
I hav never been to that church but what he has insulted
me as well as others. The first evening I went there he
asked me my name, and I gave it to hi~, but he was not
gentleman enough to giv me his, and the last evening I was
there I took occasion to remind him of it. " If I approach a
stranger, and wish to learn his name," said I, "I will first
tell him mine, and then ask for his name. I can· at least
teach you what the character of a gentleman is."
I shall probably not go there any more,' for I do not' wish
to be seen in such company. I get Tim TRUTH SEEKER every
Saturday night, so you see I am prepared for church every
Sunday. This Fl'ee l'Iethodist preacher finally told me his
name, Rev. Mr. Sheppard, and said he was from Illinois, and
I guess it must be so, for all he does is to make a noise.
Talk about shouting, he only seems to be mad because he
cannot make more noise; but he don't _get many converts,
and this is a good season, too.
Please do not ·forget my books.
Yours always,
GEo. l\L HARE.
JHIDDLEBURY, bin:, Jan. 29, 1880.
MR. EDITOR: Please allow me a word in the hair-snake discussion. A hair-snake occupies the same position in evolution that all the lower animals do. According to J. D. Steele,
F.G.S., and many other authors who are regarded as standani, they hav an origin entirely different from that given by
your subscribers, a hair never forming even a part of the animal under consideration. The above author says : "The
hair-snake is so called from .the erroneous notion that it originates from horse-huirs soaked in water. Probably by the
eggs being eaten the larvm obtain access to the bodies of
grasshoppers, etc., and, coiling up within theeavity, reach a
length of ten times tenfold that of their host. At maturity
they desert the insects at whose expense they hav been nourished, and seek the water to lay their eggs and die." The
above is quoted verbatim from Steele's "Zoology," and more
authority might be eaSily given to show that a hair never did
or could change or be changed into an animal-at least it
could not without the process of digestion and assimilation.
As the exact origii:t of the animals under disc)lssion is not
very well understood, even by our best naturalists, it is evident that the description of them given by l\iessrs. Wallace
and Van Pelt hav but a single merit, viz., the introduction of
the subje~t and consequent inculcation of truth in the minds
of the many readers of the much-valued TRUTH SEEKER. It
will also be noticed that, while they are both positiv of the
origin, naturalists are not quite so certain, and say "probably." Are there not cases on record, regarded as authentic,
of hair growing after death, the hair using the decaying·
body in its growth, the same as vegetation uses the nutriment
in the soil? Here it becomes, or at least acts the part.of, a
plant, while l\ir. Van Pelt, of Cleveland, would havit change
to an animal. C. D. Wallace's description of the "hairsnake" given in THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 9th 'vill not
beur investigation. Would the millions of animalculm that
make their home in the "slime and dirt," as he asserts, hav
the power to move the hair? If they could, would their
movements be in harmony or unison? Would they not exert
their millions of movements in as many different directions,
making im equilibrium, so that hair, mud, and all would remain in a state of relativ rest forever if there be no other disturbing cause? Would not this be in accordance with one
of the first laws of motion, made known to the world by
Sir Isaac Newton? Again, does the sponge (which is not an
animal, but a colony of animals, or "subaqueous city," as
Huxley remarks) hav the power of locomotion?. Or is not
man the only animal having sufficient intelligence to take
possession of a home and then transport it about with 4im?
And finally, is the sacred, old, and identical story of Samson
and the foxes in accordance with the well-known and fixed
laws of nature? If it is, so is friend Wallace's, and vice versa.
M. R. TEESDALE.
FARMINGTON, 0., Jan. 18, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Apropos of }irs. Wheelock's letter in the last.
TmJni SEEKEH, I wish to say that thirty-five years ago I lived
neighbor to a good Methodist family, in which was a girl not
over four years old that had not attended school, and in her
normal state knew nothing of writing, and yet, under some
influence that would come upon her, she would write; and
the writing so clone would claim to come from the dead, socalled. I tested her myself. The writing would be short
sentences addressed to friends, and signed by some deceased
person.
Now, in the light of facts like these, and ten thousand others, it is the grossest assumption and inconsistency for Truesdell, Miss Gibson, Elmina, etc., to assert that Spiritualism is
fraud. Let them meet our facts. I must say that the disregard for facts and logic which some of our Materialist friends
evince is some palliation for severe language, to say the least.
Do you say we are credulous? Let us see who is credulous.
You admit-we all admit-that Truesdell takes a clean slate,
puts a bit of pencil on it, and ties a slate on this, or puts the
first slate tight up lmcler the table-leaf, and writing is clone
on the slate. Ella tells us she is sure, yes, she may say sbe
'knows Truesdell did it." Elmina gets the name "D. M.
Bennett" under the same circumstances, and " Truesdell did
it.;, We say spirits clicl it, using for the purpose an element.
they find in Truesdell that they do not find in all-in fact, in
few-and utilizing a law which we, as yet, do not understand. Now, in all candor, I ask, who is most credulous?
\Vhy, my clear good sisters, if you see a man tugging away
at his boot-stmps, and he, by common consent, rises up in
the air, you ftt once say," Of course he raised himself," if so

saying (aml so "believing," of course) is necessary to serve
the cause of Materialism!
Why do we say it is spirits?. Elmina has told us; "D. M.
Bennett" on the slate; ''H. W. Curtis," a deceased brother
on a slate in my possession, with a glass screwed over it t~
preserve it; and the slate. full of writing, and this slate I
washed with a·wet towel, and no one touched it but myself,
and I held another slate over this as tightly as the glass now
is; while the writing was done. Here are the sublime facts,
my sisters, before which we rest. Truesdell knows full well
that I hav given the true version.
From the time of the Twing rap till now, and be the phenomena of whatever phase, it has ever claimed to be spirits.
It is not mundane. Are we then such fools? My dear
friends all, you will hav chance to work for Liberalism after
you hav thrown off the mortal coil.
E. F. CuRTIS.
PEoA; UTAH, Jan. 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Seeing nothing· from Peoa in your highlyprized paper, perhaps it wot1'1d not be amiss to drop a few
lines.
I h.ear from a friend that S. P. Putnam will be around here
this winter. Would that he was here, and could stay in this
polygamy -ridden country for at least six months. I think he
could make more converts in that time than the Mormons
could in the Sandwich Islands in that many years.
Three years ago there was not a person in this town that
dare say he was (what they call us now) an Infidel; but now
there are a good many. But most of them are mighty timid
for the reason that they are depending on the community
in a .measure for their livelihood.
I think the people of Utah are ~pening their eyes a little
since hearing Liberalism, and if we could hav some of our
good speakers here it would do much good.
I am of the same opinion as our friend W. F. Jamieson. I
think we ought. to do more than we hav been doing for the
children, and a better idea could not be hit upon than sowing
broadcast Liberal leaves, such as would set them to thinking.
The saints are in a pickle in Utah about the new Edmunds
bill, and hav not got over the scare of the old one yet, as the
underground railroad is loaded all the time with God's chosen
people (the polygs).
Hoping we may seeS. P. Putnam soon, I remain,
Yours, as ever,
H. B. WRIGHT.
OGDEN, UTAH, Dec. 30, 285.
MR. EDITOR: I thought it my duty to write you concerning
our missionary work and what appears to me as our further
prospect in Utah. Knowing the space in TilE TRUTH SEEKER
to be valuable, I shall be as brief as possible. What we need
in Utah is a territorial Union, organized under the auspices of
the American Secular Union. We are all well aware that organization is the indispensable condition of effectiv action.
It should be borne in mind, though, that organization can
only utilize elements already existing, i. e., in order to hav a
right organization, we need the right kind of men and women
to form it; thus if the individuals are not in any respect
right in character and development, they are unfit material
to enter into true organization, and wherever we find a man
who claims to be 'emancipated from the religious creeds and
dogmas, but who proves himself in his freedom selfish, who
takes no interest in the world's well-being, who will associate
with nobody in behalf of progress, whose sympathies a~;e shut
off and his purse-strings tightened against every appeal for
cooperation and help in the emancipation of his fellow-beings
from the thraldom of their religious superstition, such a man
is unfit material to enter into true organization. He is quite
as unlovely an. object to look upon as the orthodox Christian
fanatic who is weighted down with his religious dogmas.
For my part, in choosing, of the two men I would prefer the
Christian by far, for -then we would know what we would hav
to con'tend with. I am sorry to say we find quite a number
of this class of men in· Utah, and a great many of them call
themselvs Freethinkers. This kind of Freethinking is no
benefit to humanity. The world would be much better without it. I will state here that on my missionary trip through
southern Utah I found some men who imagined that to be a
Freethinker was all that was necessary. But we find that
there are other things that are equally, and some even more,
necess'ary than Freethinking.
Radically right thinking
means a vast deal more than merely Freethinking. Freethinking may think right or it may think wrong in the exercise of its freedom. Again, our Freethinking may be riseresB
or injurious rather than beneficial, unless it is right thinking
or critically exact, und this is what we find to-clay-that all
of our leading reformers and agitators are men that are practically and radically scientific, not teachers of wild speculations and that which is unthinkable, but ar". teachers of the
definit knowledge of principles, laws, and methods. I shall
now speak of another class of Freethinkers in Utah, and I
am sorry to say that they are few and far between. Now,
this is the class of men and women who are composed of the
right kind of material to form into a true organization. They
can realize the benighted condition of their fellow-beings.
They hav the true spark of humanity within them. They are
ready and willing to clo all they can in reason, and in some
instances they do more than. they really shoulcl-i. e., I mean
according to their circumstances-to liberate their fellowbeings from the thraldom of superstition. If we had enough
of this kind of mnterial to form a territorial organization, I
would hav no fear for our cause in Utah. The men that we
can tie to here, generally speaking, are in moderate circumstances, and some very much so, and the only prospect that
I can see for our cause in this benighted, priest-ridden territory in the future is to get assistance from somewhere, in
order to start the ball a-rolling until such time, at least, that
we number sufficient to form a territorial Union. Now, here
is a grand opening for some of our philanthropists vho has
the means to spare and who is desirous for the spread of
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Freethought. There is no place in the world that needs it
more than this benighted territory, Utah. Their names would
go down to posterity as benefactors. Now, to be plain in
this matter, all that is wanted here is sufficient means to hire
a Radical lecturer, one who is well acquainted with the tenets
of .Mormonism, and means at his command to hire halls to
lecture in. He should be well supplied with Freethought
matter, Ingersoll's lectures, etc., for distribution. If such a
man could be kept in the field say for twelve months, with a
fair salary and traveling expenses paid, and thus lecturing,
discussing, and traveling from place to place so as to keep
the pot continually bn the boil, I bav no doubt in my mind
that at the end of the twelve months we would hav a strong
territorial Secular Union firmly established, and a large subscription for our papers. Then we would be able to hold our
own and assist the general cause, instead of being beggars.
Persons coming to Salt Lake City, or Ogden, can forD;J. but a
vague idea of Mormonism. In order to find out the manners
and customs of the Mormons they must go to the outside settlements, of which there are a good many, stop a while, and
associate with the people. By this means they would soon
learn what :Mormonism is and its power. The Mormons are
like other Christians in this pmctice of putting the best in
view. They will tell you that they believe in being as wise
as serpents and harmless as dqves, but· let me tell you they
are very far from being harmless. The Mormons as a mass
are credulous and very tenacious. They are generally well
posted in. the Bible, and can get away with any of the Christians with regard to it, and when arguing with Christians they
invariably take the Bible in its literal sense,.and thus you will
readily see that none of the Christian sects are able to hold
their own with ti1em. They take this course, though, only
when it suits them. They are up to all the trickeries of
Christianity, I can assure you. Besides places of worship or
meeting-houses, as they call them, I will state here, they hav
also temples, but they are only used on special' occasions and
for special purposes. On Sunda,rs their meeting-houses are
generally well filled with the credulous mass listening with a
feeling of awe to some elder, priest, or apostle who is rolling
his eyes upward, imploring vacuity ancl nothingness to feed
and clothe them, to confound their enemies, and ,to bring the
wisdom of the wise to naught (climax), with emphasis, and,
'' 0 Lord! thou knowest that no man can serve two masters."
Generally speaking, though, the Mormons are honest in their
belief, and they will often come with sentences like this,
strongly emphasized: " I know that Mormonism is true. I
know that John Taylor is a prophet of God, and I know that
he is God's vicegerent upon the earth." You can see by this
the kind of material we hav to work amongst.
But when they do get their eyes opened, they invariably
make good Infidels and good citizens. Problem: How can
a man be a true citizen to a Secular form of government and
at the same time be a sworn citizen to the;;kingdom of God. or
an a1,1tocratic government? It is absolutely impossible.
If this kind of Christianity is not checked and kept down,
it will only be a matter of time before it will fill our free
country with a strong smattering of the worst kind of traitors.
I will draw my letter to a close, or it will occupy too much
of your valuable space, but before doing so I will make an
appeal to. the Freethinkers, Spiritualists, Materialists, and
Agnostics of Utah. I think that the time has come when we
should wake up to a true sense of our duty, be on the rt1ert,
and cooperate, work with zeal and with rt pull all together.
Although few are we in numbers, yet by using proper tactics
we can accomplish much. This we should_ always bertr in
mind, that all of the ChriRtian sects are oul: -Jitter enemies.
We can look for no favors from such quarters whatever.
We should distribute all the Freethought matter possible
miwng our neighbors, and get all the subscribers we can to
our cause. For ours is the holiest and noblest cause that a
man can belong .to. It is for the emancipation of our fellowbeings from the slavery of superstition, and let our main object be, and as soon as practicable, to organize into a territorial Secular Union. By this means we will grow stronger
and stronger, and we would soon become a power that would
be felt and respected in this territory, instead of being, as we
are, scattered with our energies, ostracized and ignored.
Yours fraternally,
RoBERT WILSON.

astronomy which I am loth to believe, such as this: First,
That the earth travels in its orbit at the rate of 65,000 miles
an hour. If this were the case, it looks reasonable to supposethat the earth would be void of atmosphere, as that would
trail behind and be left in the wake. A cyclone traveling
150 miles an hour carries nearly everything before it. Second,
It is said that light travels 185,000 miles in one second, and
that there are planets so remote from us that it takes light
traveling at that rate 60,000 years to reach us. This seems
to be drawing it rather fine. My philosophy is this, that
light and sight travel at the same speed. A man would be
very old, and then hav to be able to pr:olong his sight to
several generations of his posterity before these remote planets would be visible. Third, It is hard for me to accept the
prevailing theory in regard to the distance from the earth to
the planets. It is said that it is 2,000,000,000 miles to the
pole star, yet when we travel north one geographical degree
the pole star seems to rise about one degree. The pole star
is not visible at a point farther south than forty degrees south
latitude. These things being the facts, it is easy to estimate
the appro~imate distance to the North Stal'. For fear that I
am occupying too much space, I will close by saying that I
will, by the first· of next April, prepare and send to you a
diagram illustrating the re~sons that I hav for doubting the
truth of the supposed distance that intervenes between the
earth and sun. In the mean time I am not much afraid that
my friendly correspondents will force me into very deep
water in this matter.
JouN HINDMAN,
Surveyor and Civil Engineer.
SoLDIERs' HoME, Wis., Jan. 26, E.M. 286.
MR. EDITOR: It was Ben Franklin that startled a plundering world with the wonderful announcement that "honesty
is the best policy." Now, as the Congress of the United
States are a part of this plundering world, would it not be at
least prudent in our statesmen to heed this gentle admonition
of the great Infidel philosopher? Would it not be wisdom in
them to call a halt in their reckless career for place and
power, wh(m they are tempted to pander to the most corrupt
elements of societY and waste the people's wealth upon the
rich and aristocratic? Do they not know that through their
bogus legislation millions groan under the iron hand of oppression, and thousands perish for want of employment? Did it
add one jot or tittle to the honor of ex-President Grant to giv
his wealthy widow $5,000 a year of the people's hard-earned
money? Did it add one jot or tittle to the comfort of :M:rs.
Grant, who had already been more than provided for? Our
government has run the gantlet of a vicious mob of plunderers for a quarter of a century, and when she escaped that
G. 0. P., though bleeding from many wounds, the people
rejoiced at her deliverance. But, alas! she has fallen into
the hands of a fresh horde of plunderers, and the end is not
yet .. Yours for the best policy,
NELSON HuNT.
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same as you poor folks who do not wear the life preserving
underclothes, and still they will not see the fallacy or absurdity of suc'h claims, but are rushing to the temples all the
time to go through their mummery. They are also married
there at the same time for all. eternity (?) (bad for a fellow
who happens .to get a scolding wife). You remember when
Christ was cornered on the problem of "who would hav the
woman-in the sweet by and by--who had seven husbands
here," he kept up his reputation of being smart by answering, "There is no marrying or giving in marriage there." So
on that passage our temples do a land office business, as
none of them want to be without a good supply of wives
there, although at present the efficient United States officers
here make it risky to indulge in plural numbers now.
Wll.r. REYNOLDS.
WEsT CHESHIRE, CoNN., Jan. 26, 1886.
lV[R. EDITOR: Please send by mail to me tlie following :
"Men, Women, and Gods," by Helen H. Gardener; "Sabbath-Breaking," and" Bible Morals," by Mr. Remsburg, for
which find one dollar's worth of paper in this.
'I think Miss Gardener is the smartest writer you hav in the
camp. I read her address to the clergymen and others to
discuss the point in public. I think that the most sensible
thing she· could do under the circumstances. I like Miss
Gibson, too; I think both are splendid, peerless women, and
I hope they may both liv long enough to see woman man's
equal in all things under the law, as she is now his superior
in many things. In morals, virtue, and temperance, she is
man's superior. But I must say I was happily surprised to
find that woman eould reason as well as a man if she only
has a chance, as Miss Gibson shows plainly in her comments
on the acts of old Bible characters. I wish we had more
such women for teachers, I think we might sooner look for
the millennium. I admire her fairness in investigating l\'[r.
Truesdell. I read Mrs. Slep.ker's pieces with pleasure. I
may · say that since I commenced reading TnE TRunr
SEEKEH I hav believed mor!J than ever in woman's rights as
equal in all things before the law. Oh, how I wish we had a
few rich men in the faith of regenerating the world to Freethought. If I had a million of money I would hire all such
women as Miss Gardener, :M:iss Gibson, and Mrs. Slenker to
go out as home missionaries to convert our home people. It
seems to be women's place ~o act as teachers. I like Colonel
. Ingersoll, Mr. Watts, Remsburg, Putnam, and all our men
lecturers and writers, but somehow I like the women's sentiment the best. Could you not get more of the Frcethought
women to write for TnE TRUTH SEEKER?
Yours in the faith forever,
L. P. A.
NEw GLASGow, N. S., Jan. 31, 1886.
MR. EDrrou : I was much pleased to see in a recent issue
of your paper a letter from Dr. Baran advocating the establishment of colonies of Freethought. I hav often thought
of this, and believe it would do more than anything else to
advance the cause of "Universal :Mental Liberty." If such
a colony was formed in an agreeable part of the country, I
for one would locate there. I believe in this way we could
prove to the world that Freethinkers as a rule are better living people than those who profess Christianity. I would
like to see, through the columns of your valuable paper, the
opinions of Liberals on this question. What is your opinion?
Another thing I would like to mention, and perhaps it has
bel.n done although I hav not Reen it. I think it would be a
good plan to ascertain, as near as possible, the number of
outspoken Freethinke>rs in the United States and Canada.
Now that the American Secular Union has lecturers in nearly
every state in the union, and portions of Canada, I think it
could be done without nmch trouble, and I believe that the
advantages we would gain by our strength being known
would pay for the trouble. I would also like to see a Liberal
political party as soon as possible.
Very truly yours,
F. :M:. BoRDEN.

ScoTcH RIDGE, 0., Jan. 2, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I received a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER of
December 26th, and was much pleased with it. I am a
school-teacher and a Freethinker. I am a young man twentytwo years old, and some of my friends think that I hav taken
a bad step, l?ut ,it was through investigation I became what I
am, and not ignorance of facts. When !'was a boy I read
the Bible as many do at the present time, that is, without
reasoning, but believed it all, because it was found in the
Bible. I think we should read the Bible ns we do any other
book, and accept that which is truth and reject the error.
The great trouble with folks is that they think the Bible is
infallible and a true guide in all things; but it has long since
been proved to be fallible, and contains error. Oh, the doctrin of hell is, to my sense of justice, worse than the old
Spanish Inquisition. In short, all that I can say for it is that
I do not respect a man that believes such a doctrin. Folks
are too apt to close their reason and open their Bible, and so·
believe it all because they did not giv it a moment's thought
as to whether it was true 6r not. For my part, I will run my
chances, nnd liv in strict obedien~e to the laws of nature and
McCuNE, KAN., Jan. 24, 1885.
the religion of humanity, which is sovereign justice, which
MR. EDITOR: My TRuTrr SEEKER still comes to hand. I
ought to be the essence of all religions.
I will write again when I get older in the cause, and more want to say to my Liberal friends, let us stop calling each
in love with nntnre. I remain as ever a firm friend to the other hard names or quarreling among ourselvs. We hav
l\L S. GowiN.
cause, and think your valuable paper would be an educator enough to do to fight the enemy.
and a safe guide.
ELMO, ARK., Jan. 28, 1886.
DANYILLE, IND., Jan. 25, 1886.
Inclosed you will please find $1 for your paper till that
MR. EDITOR: In TnE TRUTH SEEKER of the· 9th inst. apMR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5, which please place to our
ALVA KooNs.
pears an article from our friend, :M:r. D. Priestly, of Milwau- time expires.
credit for subscription on Trm TRUTH SEEKER. We like your
kee, Oregon, which I suppose he intended for an answer to
paper much as a fearless advocate of human rights, also the
1\'[ELVIN VILLAGE, N. H., Jan. 28, 235.
my proposition published in Trm TnuTH SEEKER of Dec.
:M:R. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $3 with the name and fair and impartial manner of treating all your correspondents,
5th, 1885. In that proposition I said that I would pay the ncldress of a new subscriber. I am in hopes to send you however they may rliffer. As long as the paper pursues its
subscription price of TnE TrmTn SEEKER two years to any some more names soon. There are quite a number here who present liberal comse consider us not only subscribers, but
person who would prove by geometrical calculation that the indorse the sentiments of Trm TRUTH SEEKER, but dare not firm advocates of human rights. Fraternally yours,
sun was over. 12,000 miles from the earth. I say so yet. It be outspoken eno\1gh to take an Infidel paper. Hoping that
MRs. L. H. GuRLEY.
must be a geometrical calculation shown by figures and dht- the circulation of your paper will be increased, and that the
LoNG LAKE, ~In,':'<., Jan. 16, 1886.
gram, based on known facts, not by a train of imaginary cause of FI·eethought will prosper in the future,
MR.
EDITOH:
I
do
not
pretend to be a censor of ~·our pareasoning based on imagination and the theory of astronomy
MRs. MARY A. HoRNE.
I am yours truly,
per, but I do claim to lmv some unrlerstanding of the amenwhich was advanced near 2,000 years ago by persons whp
ities of life and the usa_ges of civilized journalism, and I sa~
WANSHIP, UTAH, Jan. 19, 1886.
thought the earth was fiat.
Mu. EniTou: IR it not strange what ridiculous things peo- that when you publisl{ed that low, senseless diarrhcea of
I hav not yet said what I thought the distance was from
thl\earth to the sun. I make these propositions simply for ple will believe and do when they are under the influence of abuse in the issue of Jan. 2d, signed b~· C:has. F. Blackburn,
info~mation, not to call down upon myself an avalanche of a religious craze? For instance, '' u·s Mormons" do not get you violated those usages to the extent of offending not only
personal irony from persons who are inclined to use that in- our lives insured, as we use a" life preserver," which makes all of your Spiritualist readers-and I believe they constitute
stead .of fair argument. It·· sqems reasonable that if there Utah a poor field for insurance companies. It is a very the majority-but every decent Materialist as well. At first
ever was a geometrical diagram illustrating the distance that simple and ine:wensiv device, and I do not think it is pat- I could scarcely believe the evidence of m~.· eyes that TrrE
intervenes between the earth and sun, it would still be ented. It simply consists of two three-cornered holes cut in TRUTH SEEKER would lend its columns to the publicity of
extant, and could be produced by some of the scholars of our your underclothes, one on the breast :tnd one on the knee. such billfncrscrate--there surely must be some mistake about
country. Mr. Priestly says that astronomy is no guess-work. The only difficulty yon will hav in procuring L. P. drawers its getting in~ Yau cannot r·fford to publish such a producThis I admit in part. As to the relativ movements of the and undershirt is to hav the "presto change" said aright tion, which, if it had not the respectability afforded by your
heavenly bodies, as they are generally termed, astronomy is qver your initiatory suit, which must be said in some of the columns, would be beneath the notice of every self-re~pecting
no guess-work; that can be determined to the fractional part temples here .. It is true that a party of saints were blown person. I like your paper in general, so I will not say,
of a minute. But this is accomplished entirely by their rela- up (L. P. underclothes and ull) near here last week, and "Stop my paper," although when I read the thing in questiv movements, not by their supposed distance. I would say that trees fall on us, lightning strikes us, assassins kill us, tion I came nearer to it til!tn I ever before thought I could
Jos. H. LYDIARD.
this, that there ~tre some things advanced in the teachings of we drown and smash in railroad accid!)nts, etc., etc., the come.
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Edited by l\fiss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall
Ri'T!er, Mass., to whom all Oommunicationsfm•
<this Corner sl!ould be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Seasons.
SPRING.
When the spring has come again,
With the sunshine and the rain,
And the violets arc peeping through
The earth;
Then the birds with joy will sing,
To welcome in the spring,
Making all things joyous with
Their mirth.
When the rills begin to flow,
And the grass begins to grow,
And the trees are putting forth
In leaf;
'''ben-lovely Nature wakesOur life of hers partakes,
So beautiful are her gifts
Beyond belief.

SUl\IMER.
When spring has come and gone,
Then summer-time will daw11,
And farmers' boys will rake the fresh
Mown hay;
With the ripe corn and tlie wheat;
Amid the clover blossoms sweet,
The busy bee is humming all
The day.
In the summer's fiercest heat,
To the woods we oft retreat,
And watch the flickering sunlight
Come and go,
On many a knoll and nook;
Watch it sparkle in the brook;
As it bubbles and it splashes
In its flow.
AU'~Ul\IN.

\Vhen the summer's passed away,
Then autumn comes so gay,
And is the glorious time of all
rrhe year;
She to all of earth will gh·
Half her life that we may liv,
And she of all the seasons is
The peer.
When the golden and the brown
And the crimson shower down,
Yon see, and love, and want to
Ga tlter all;
Nature shows what she can do,
In the old, but ever new,
Changes of her colors in
The fall.
WINTER.

Then cold winter will be here,
Merriest time of all the year,
When we gather round the firelight's
Cheerful blaze,
While outside the wind will blow,
Drifting high the spotless snow,
Making things sparkle to
Our gaze.
And it covers everythingThe filigree work of the great frost king,
And we wonder which we would hav
Always here,
The budding spring, the summer heat,
The golden fall, the winter's sleet;
Which of all the seasons do we hold
Most dear?
1\'Ins. FLORA W. THoniAS.

.An Engineer's Story.
A few years ago the writer was employed
on one ot the great Western railroads in the
capacity of an engineer. We were running
in what we call the chain-gang, the first in the
first out. Our road was one of the loveliest
in the country-through valleys where the
neat farm building and the sleek herds of cattle and sheep spoke of thrift and comfort,
then through woods where no habitation
would be seen save that of some wood-chopper or tie-maker, ornamented with coon-skins
stretched to dry on the rough, unhewn logs
of which its walls were composed. Emerging from the wood or timber, the road for
miles skirted the banks of one of our largest
Western rivers, while on the other hand high
bluffs reared their peaks hundreds of feet
above the level of the river, and in many
places would actually overhang the road, in
consequence of which the road was very
crooked, and after heavy rains was dangerous
to run on clark nights, on ·account of earthslides and huge masses of rock that would be
washed clown the ravines and lodged upon the
track, or the bridges that might be washed
away. Every few miles, where the people
could find a place on the hill-side to build a
few houses would spring up little towns, and
that you may better judge of the places where
they would build a village, I will say that
often a building would be three stories in
front, while you could step from the ground
onto the roof at its rear.

At the time of which I write business was
good, and the roads were doing their utmost
to keep the freight moving, and thus avoid
blockades ; consequently every man was
worked early and late, night and day. Often
the engin men and conductors would not
hav an opportunity for sleep or rest, except
as they sat on some side-track, aw~iting an
opposing train. On one occasion we had
been perched up in the cab for the space of
over sixty hours, getting down only to oil the
machinery or get a bite to eat at .the lunch
counters kept at different stations along the
road, and we were about worn out.
It was nearing dusk as we approached the
end of our run. The sun had gone down behind banks of heavy black clouds, and, as we
pulled the long train into the yard, the rain
began to fall in that quiet, easy manner that
givs promis of a dark, gloomy, disagreeable
night.
But we did not heed it then; onr only
thought was to register our trip. and find
some place to stretch our weary limbs and
rest till morning,
I will tell you how we were sorely disappointed. While we were reporting work to
be clone ori engin, orders came to send the
engin to R-- for stock train.
There was one engineer to go out ahead of
us, and he was called. In a few minutes he
was in the house, looking sad and brokenhearted, for lus little girl, a beautiful child of
seven years, was very ill and not expected to
liv. through the night.
We knew instinctivly that he longed to
stay with his sick child, and worn out as we
were, and terribly exausted, we volunteered
to take his run. What did that mean? It
meant 263 miles, or about twenty-four hours
without sleep. Our orders read, "Eng. v.
Eng. 394. Run wild from W. toR. 0. K.A. T. I., Supt."
We ·had passed over nearly half the distance
and arrived at Junction l\L There was no
green light ont, so we hurried on, but we
knew that we must hold at the next station to
meet express, or to get orders to run on her
time to the next, still eleven miles on. Everything went well for a few miles, when I
found that I had more than I had contracted
for to watch ahead and keep the others
awake. I got down, threw in a few coals to ·
keep awake myself, filled a short, black clay
pipe and lay back on my seat sure that I
would not close my eyes, for in three minutes
we would be on the siding where we could
get a few moments' rest, bnt I did close my
eyes, and when my head fell forward and·
struck the framework of the eab'I awoke.
There was no station in sight; I looked out,
and almost beneath us, by the aid of headlight, the water of the river was plainly
visible. We had passed and left the station
eight miles behind. I woke the fireman and
looked at my.watch. It was three miles to
the next station, and in five minutes the express was due to leave there. I put on steam;
should she be one or two minutes late we
would make it. At this station, and about
an eighth of a mile from the depot, was a
curve in which stood a large elevator, obstructing the view of men on opposing trains.
We were almost there. I reached for the
whistle lever,, when around the curve shot
the rays .of light from the engin :of the express. To stop our engin, reverse, and start
to back was the work of a moment. "Jo,"
I said, "put out that headlight!" which he
did in very short order. The coming train
was then about a quarter of a mile ahead of
us, and running at a full rate of speed. We
had ten miles to back and keep out of the
way, and to gain enough time to allow us to
get into the switch ; then commenced such a
race as I would never run again to hold a
position on any road. Backing at a high rate
of speed is very dangerous, the .tender is so
short and jumps around, and there is nothing
to hold it steady. But we made it, and when
the express drew up to the station we were
ready to register verbally, and compare time
as though we had sat there for hours. We
had been reported as having run through
against green signals, but the conductor told
the operator that he must hav been dreaming,
as we had sat there for a long time, and that
it was a pity for one so young to be so addicted to strong drink that he should imagin
he saw engins and trains running wild without a'hcl against orders !
Of course the operator was right, and we
knew it, and had the matter been looked up
and proven, it would hav lost us our position
and debarred us from ever finding employment on other roads.
But nothing was ever said about it-as the
officers of the engin department knew how

it was, and they were short of competent
men and did not like to lose one.
But I am taking too much of your valuable
space and will only say .that little Gracie
Reed did not die, but that the last time I saw
her she was a fine little girl of eleven years,
and, like her father and mother, was a Freethinker.
B. I. G.

In the Nursery.
Shoulder to shoulder they march along,
To the rollicking air of au old camp song ;
Jasper is captain, eager and grand,
And he pompously issues his words of command ;
First in the ranlis comes curly-haired Ray,
With bright-eyed Bennie and sweet little Fay,
And following close, with martial tread,
Are blue-eyed Bertie and Baby Fred ;
"Forward! march!" and away they go,
Shoulder to shoulder, to meet the foe.
Shoulder to shoulder they drowsily lie,.
While mother sings softly a lullaby.
Jasper and. Bennie are deep in thought,
And Ray still muses on battles unfought,
And little Fay wonders, with half-shut eyes,
''If birdies ever fly up to the skies;"
While Baby Fred's soft, tiny hands unclasp,
And from mother's strong fingers loose th<lir grasp
Shoulder to shoulder, away they creep
To the Palace o~ Dreams, in the Land of Sleep.
-Our Little Ones.

Our Puzzle Box.
i.-PUZZLE.
Ohw wetes si elfi nehw ehop is ghili,
Dan optins su to eth olga
Werhe lasepures adcen ni eryve yec,
Nad sojy retili gwins fuilldo.
Overton, Ga.
SuE BELL.
2.-ENIGMA.
I am composed of 17 letters.
1\'Iy 10, 13, 4, 8, is what none of us would
like to be called.
'My 1, 7, 17, is an organ of the human body.
My 6, 5, 2, 11, denotes sex.
My 9, 12, 16, is a useful tool.
l\'[y 15, 5, 6, 11, is a coin.
My 9, 3, 17, is necessary to life.
My whole is the name of a friend of 1\'Iiss
Wixon.
PAPA A.
Westboro, Mass.

GEoRGETOWN, CoL., Jan. 28, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would like
to write you a letter. ·
I am nearly nine years old. I go to school
every day. I· am on. page 103 of Swinton's
Second Reader. I want to tell you of our
pets. We hav a lot of chickens, and a fine
old cat, twelve years old. He is tamer tHan
some cats. He lets the canaries get on his
back and he never hurts them. We hav a
parrot, .and I hav fine fun with him ; he bites
my hair and begs for butter and pie. He gets
on the end of papa's walking-stick to play
with me. Last summer he used to fly on the
mountain and go around with the pigeons
and go in their box. He would look at their
little babies, and fight the old birds, and
would not let them go in. He is very fond of
a bath. He has a whole bucket of water to
splash in.
Mamma takes TrrE TRUTH SEEKER, and I
should like to sec my letter in it, if you think
it nice enough.
WILLIE WEsTOO'l'T. OLD.
WEsTBORO, Jan. 29, 1886.
DEAR l\fiss WixoN: I ought to hav written
you before, but I go to school now, and don't
lmv time to write. To-day I am at home with
a cold, so I thought I would write. I got
the handkerchief all right. I think it very
pretty. I sent you a penwiper-dicl you get
it. Papa sent for TrrE TnuTrr SE'EKER from
Dec. 1st for three months, so as to be sure
and get December 19th, but he got all but that.
Papa wrote out an enigma for me last
nig)lt, and I am going to send it to you to find
ELIZA MAY .A.LEXANDER.
the answer.
[Thanks for the nice pen-wiper. We did
not know who sent it till we received your
letter.-En. C. C.]

J. E. REMSBURG'S .APPOINTMENTS.

J. E. RemsburgleftAtchison for the East on the
3d inst. The following is his program so far as
arranged:
Albanv, 1\'lo ... Thnr., Fri., Sat., Sun., Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7.
Brookfield, Mo ............. Mon., Tu., " 8, 9.
1\Iech>tnicsburg, Ill. Wed., Tltur.,Fri., " 10, 11, 12.
Geneseo, lli ................ Sat., Sun., " 13, 14.
Earlville, Dl.. ............ l\Ion., Wed., " 15, 17.
Paw Paw, TIL ..................... Tu., " 16.
Battle Creek, M)ph ............. Thm;., :: 1~.
Wayland,
............... Fn.,
l.l.
Hastings,_.
" ........ Sat., Snn., " 20, 21.
3.-0HARADE.
Hollanill\'1. .N.Y.............. Mon., Tl!·• :: 22, 2~. .
Java V age, N.Y .. Wed., Thnr., Fn.,
24, 2o, 26.
A bright red jewel is tl!e whole,
Troy,
"
............. Sun.~ " 28.
·
Latin diminutiv for coal;
Warrensburg,"
.. Mon., Tu., Wea., lVIar. 1. 2, 3.
Cohoes,
"
............
Thur.,
"
4.
A boil of long continuance sore,
Sacoi Me ............................ Sat., " 6.
Malignant, without central core.
Port and, Me .......... Sun. (10:30 A.Ju.), " 7.
Its first, a vehicle on wheels,
Boston, 1\iass ........... Sun. (7:30 r.nr.), " 7.
Providence, R. I. ................. Mon., " 8.
Or carriage for railways, reveals.
Meriden, Conn .... Tu., Wed., Thur., Mar. 9, 10, 11.
Its second serves at night for bed,
New York ......................... Fri., " 12.
By day it serves for seat'instead;
Baltimore 1 lVId ................... Sun., " .· 14.
In addition to the above, l\ir. Remsburg will
A wooden case-it may be said
speak in Greenwich, Mass.; SalamanC!t, N. Y.;
To be as well sweet cake or bread.
Naples, N. Y.; Kent, 0.; Pe1:rysburg, 0. ;, TontoYour parent's brother is its third,
gany. 0.; Carey, 0.,; Bradfo~d, 0. : Spwelaud,
And these combine to make one word.
Ind.; Burr Oak., Mich.; Pans, Ill.; Cheb>tll"e,
lli.
; Cleol?atra, lVIo. ; Maitla~d, l\io. ; Quitma~l,
Irwin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
Mo.; Robmson, Kan. ; Mornll, Kan. ; Hepublw
City, Kan.; Cawker City,~.Kau.; Council 'Grove,
4.-MATHEMATIOS.
Kan.; Brookville, Kau.; urbana, Kan.; Halstead,
If a boy be seventeen years old to-day, how Kau. ; Newton, Kan.

much money must be put at compound.interest so that it will amount to $5,000 when he
is twenty-one years old?
w~r. SooTT.
5.-MATIIEMATIOS.
If sixteen rails fence a rod, how many acres
in that square field of such extent that every
rail will fence an acre? G. w·. WILLIAMs.
6.-REBUS.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of' all Anti-Biblt·
«'BI Works.
By THOMAS PAINE,.
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

T H ~~ CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Motto for youngjworkers.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE OHII-DREN'S OORNER,
JAN. 30, 1886.
1.-It reads the same both ways. 2.-2,029.
3.-Bogosloo, one of the Aleutian islands.
4.-B
TEA
BEADS
ADZ

,.

s

Speaking of this work in ·connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments . . • will not leave numbers a.t a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 3;) cents.

For either of these worlisl... or fLllY of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRU'l'H SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

BOO:ij:S ON MEDICAL .AND SOCIAL

5.-Deer-stalking (dears talking).
SUBJECTS:
SoLvERs.-Willie Alexander, Edward BamPLAIN HOlliE TALK AND MEDICAL COl\fbach, D.D., Wirtemburg.
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one han,l-

Correspondence.
CnATIIAM, N.Y., Jan. 24, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: My papa takes TrrE
TRUTH SEEKER and mamma reads the Children's Corner to brother Robbi('\ and me. I
never hav seen a letter from Chatham, so I
will send one. I am six years old and hav
never been to schooL only to mamma, but am
nearly through with the Second Reader.
Yours with love, LILLIEL. BROWNING.
ONEIDA, ILL., Jan. 23, 1886.
Miss SusAN H. WIXON, DeM Friend: I
thought I would write you a letter. My
father has taken Trm TRUTrr SEEKER as long
as I can remember. I like the Children's
Corner very much. I am nine years old. I
hav been going to school a month this term.
School is going to last two months more. I
hav two sisters and five brothers. I hav one
little cat-she is yellow. I can play with her.
I hope my letter will be published if yon can
read it. I must stop now.
Good-bye.
Enrm REES.

some 12mo volume of n.early 11900 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-m Engush or German.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or ~5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOH THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready RecipeH. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam," considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sick and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages1 cloth
bound, $2; "Heredity," by Loring Mooay,
15!1
J:lages, cloth 1 75 cents; "The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Marsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human TemiJoraments1" with illustrations, hy Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Rngonerationt by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., 10 cents; "Itoports of Conventions and Parlor Meetinl;l'R dnring
1882," 10 cents; "'l'hird Annual Convontwn of tho
Institute of Heredity, M~ 29, 188lJ1" 10 cents.
Address 'l'HE 'fUuTH SEEKER.
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Dr. J. L. Yorl.:, San Jose, Cal.

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Waifs and Wanderings, a New .Ameri-
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and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day. "-John

Swinton's Paper.
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SIXTY YEARS' INVARIABLE SUO CESS.
Best known remedy for all afilictions of these organs. WEAK EYES, WEAK EARS, DEAFNESS,
and CA'l'AHHHAL AFFECTIONS immediately
reached. FAILING SIGHT ]Jrevented. HOAHING Olt DRUlVIMING OF EAHS will cease. One
box tells the whole story.
Price by mail 30 cents.
10tl ___
G. A. LO_~AS, Shakers, N. Y.

Substantiated by the Bible.
BY
0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

By Prof. H. M. Cuatiuger, A.r.I.

REPLY

This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of history from2,000
years B.C. on up to 1883, all in a nntshell.-El-

TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

mina Slenlee1·.

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'
8)' IJ. W. Lacy.

As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
an import~tnt place; in the family it would be no A thorough exposure of the Catholic priets•s
less important, as conveying information that all
sophistry, unfairness, and historshould he acquainted with.-Susan Wixon.
ical misstatement.
Mr: Cottinger's intentions in writing this book
I•rice, Cloth, U; Paper, GO Cents
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It
ruay'be commended as fulfilling its purpose of a
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
concise and interesting historical text-bo<ik.A-hlwauleee Sent-inel.

' Price, Cloth, $1.1>0.
For Schools, in Quant.~ties, $1.00.
Address
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A Poem i.n Three Part..~.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY,

Price, 15 cents.
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Bible Fabrications Refuted
BY 0. B. WHITFORD, JJf.D.

Goethe,
Rohert Burns,
Richard Carlile,
Herbert Spencer,
Castelar,
Brad laugh,
Chas. A. Watts,
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THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
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Freethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethonght Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

The American Secular Union; its
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
tiv.. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christ1an Evidences Criticised

.A

reply to the " Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Chm·les Bradhmgh. Content~ :'£he Origin of Christianity; '£he Historical Valne of the New Testamcn t ; Miracles ;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. l'rice, $1.

Secuhtrhlm; its Principles and its
Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

oF THE

Containing
COLORED MAPS OF EACH STATE AND TERRITORY IN THE UNITED STATES; also
MAPS OF THE CHIEF GRAND DIVISION~WITH
COlVIPLETE INDEX OF EVERY COUNT.ttY ON
THE FACE OF THE GLOBE
Illustrat.. d by more 1baot One Hnndred
Colored Diagram"• Tabloi>s, Etc.
The POCKET ATLAS OF THE WORLD contains 128 pages. Six_ pages are given to title, index,
etc. ; 65 pages are full-paged colored !naps, and 57
p,agcs are reading matter, colored diagrams, etc.
:rhe book is new throughout, everything being
made expressly for it. The binding is flexible
Leatherette-an imitation of Hussia; gold side
stamp, round corners, and red edges.
Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of
50 cents by

The History of Freethougbt. Bound

Duties. Price, 75 ets.
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with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraol·dinary beauty. "-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

other J\lfnqstic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
For au of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

NEW YORK.

OIIIO.

Ingersoll and Jesms. .A conversation.
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In-fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is'
shown there is much in harmony between.
them. Price, 10 cts.
"''

c::..--Cl88.6~ Q~

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.

author certainly has genius_ The divine crea-tiv spark is within him. The book is filled with_
manly thoughts, expressed in manly words-the transcript of a manly mind. Every LiberaL
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1..
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th F-inaer.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.
A double-page picture cont1·asting science ancl
theology, showing how the one has labored for
htmum advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable 7 The Christian Deity ;
·J.VIoral Value of the Bible: Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Natnre and
Influence on Civilization; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Anta,gonistic;
Cl!ristian Scheme of Redemption. For all of
the above works ltddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

FKEETHOUGHT

written Radical romance. Br, Wm. McDonnell,
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day of
Rest, etc. 500 pages. ·Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents ; cloth, $1.25.

Family ()reeds. By William McDonnell, author of "Exeter Hall," Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day."
cents; cloth, 80 cents.
,

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

The Outcast.

Sa~~ath- Breaking.
By JOffN E. REMSBURG,
"Bible

Tho best and most thorough work ever written
on the Sunday Question fmn. a r .. tional point of

KERSEY GRAVES'S WORii:S.
Sixt•~en Saviors or None. BY KER-

sEY GRAVES, anther of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, and
Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; cloth,$1.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-s"ven

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thousand biblical errors in science, history,
morals, religion and general events. Also a
delineation of tlw characters of the prineipal
personages of the Christian Bible ami an examination of their doctrins. Price, $2.

BiograJlhy of Satan ; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 35 cents.

The Wol'ld's Sixteen Crucified Saviors ; or,. Christianity Before Christ.

view.

SINGLE Corms,
Six CoPIES,

.A deep, finely writte:'l

Radical story. From the London edition. l'.y
Winwood Reade, author of lVIartyrdomof Man·
30 cents.
I

All in a Lifetime. .A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great chann of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages arc those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspieuity I waH scarcely prepared to expect to find, 111 such a marked degree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of lVIiss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most rc•tdcrs in the Free thought ranks." Price,
$1.50. Adrlress
·.r~ TlWTH SEEKEH.

CAPT A INS OF INDUSTRY:
OR,

'l'HE ;t:ODERN BALAAM.

Price, 25 cents.
THE TRUT SEEKER CO.,
Showing the Balaam of modern times to he the
.
33 Clinton Place, Now ork.
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,
per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
Address THE TltUTH SEEKER CO.,
83 Clinton Pl., New York.

"False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

Price, paper, 60

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

SECOND EDITI•

.Author of

NOVEL~.

The Heathens of the Heath. .A finely

25 cents.
$1.00.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Containing new and startling revelations in
religions historyl which disclose the oriental
origin of all tluloC1octrines, ,Principles, precepts,
and miracles omhe Christran New Testamentl
and furnishing a ke~' for unlocking many or
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
aa Clinton Place, New York.
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BusiNESS Wrro DID SOMETHING BESIDEs:
1\IAKING J.VIONEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMEHICANS.

OF

BY .J.-\ 'rlE'!'>

P.-\RTO~.

This hook contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of fortv-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits~
J\Ir. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

Pric·,

- $1.2j).
THE TUUTH SEEKER.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Address
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Pa~t,

Present, and Future.

BY A. BEBEL.
Translated from tho German h~ Dr. Adams Walter. 272pagos; cloth, 75 cents; pttpcr, 30cents.
"Capital," a criticism on Political EconomY. B:or
Carll.VIarx. First English translation. Published
in z:? parts, 10 c~nts per part. Subscription, $2.50.
"Anti-Syllalms." By Lily Curry. Price, 3 cents.
LADOit NEws AND PunLISHINO AssoCIATION,
705 Broadway, New York.
(Fnlllist of Labor Publications mailed free.)
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Book Notices.
Co~ON

SENSE IN THB CARE OF THE PET
CANARY.· By Mrs. :M:. E. C. Farwell, assisted by }lr. Canon Rittenhouse and :M:rs.
• Helen Francis .. Appendix by E. B. Foote,
!,-M.D .. :M:urray Hill· Publishing Co. Price
50 cents. For sale at this office.
The first book we pick up from the deeplyloaded shelf is this brilliantly-covered book
of 135 large pages. If by following the rules
of the book as handsome birds can be raised
as adorn its two outside pages, the 50 cents it
costs will be extraordinarily well expended.
The inside of the book tells how to buy, keep,
feed, tame, mate, and breed canaries ; how to
nurse them and cure their ails; how to treat
their many peculiarities of temper, habits,
etc., and all else pertaining to the pet canary's
life. Not being a practical bird-keeper, however, we are no authority on the subject, and
borrow the opinion of Dr. Foote, in whom
we hav great confidence. He says : " This
little volume from the pen of Mrs. Farwell is
a production of the heart as well as the brain.
The milk of human kindness has trickled
down the pen and mingled with every drop of
ink as the manuscripts were indited. The
gifted author loves birds, and has had a long
experience in the management' of an extensiv aviary. Her affection for the bird and
her experience in the care of it are embodied
in the pages of the book. The most minute
rules are given for mating, for the care of the
cage, for the preparation of the food; and
finally plain and easily-obtained prescriptions
are given for the care of the bird when sick.
This portion of the work is· very thorough,
and takes in all the ails to which the little
bird-life is predisposed. The book is invaluable not only to amateurs who keep a bird or
two, but for those who raise birds for the
market. The low price of the book brings it
within the reach of all. Those who are fond
of stories exhibiting the wonderful intelligence
of animals, even if they hav no canaries,
would enjoy reading this book, as it abounds
in fascinating little narrativs of canaries which
hav been so trained as to exhibit intelligence
only a little inferior to that shown by the
human mind."
GooD SENSE; or, The Religion of Christ is the
Religion of Reason. An Infidel's Pleafor
Christianity. By C. M. Clark, Seward,
Neb. Price 10 cents. For sale by the
author.
Mr. Clark thinks that Christ pointed out the
best way for man~d to liv in this worldthe way that would produce the most virtue
and happiness ; and that if there is another
world, the life recommended by Jesus would
produce the best results there if there is any
difference. We can agree better with JI!Ir.
Clark in his criticisms of the different churches
than with his estimate of the value of Christ's
teachings. Mr. Clark is a Communist, and
because Christ taught that method of life Mr.
Clark allows his sympathy to override his
judgment. Measured by utilitarian standards
most of the original teachings of Christ are
immoral.
MuooA SooB; or, Threads of Prehistoric and
Present History Concatenated. By T. M.
Kelly. Price 50 cents. Sold by the author
at Oak Bar. Cal.
Mucca Scob, the person, not the book, is
an aborigine resurrected by Mr. Kelly, who
learns from him many things which he considers important truths. The book " is de. signed to entertain and instruct you, whether
you be philosopher or fool." Whether it fulfils its mission or not is for each individual
reader to say. We think not; but it may be
because we are not a fool, and we hav Mr.
Appleton's word for it that we are no philosopher.
L'!QUIRENDO IsLAND. By Hudor Genone. G.
P. Putnam's Sons. Price $1.50. For sale
at this office.
"Inquirendo Island " is a satire upon those
religious sects who pay much attention to
the "mint and cumin" of religion, but neglect the" weightier matters of the law." The
tale is that a young man from New York
went out sailing and was blown away from
home, and finally landed on an island whose
inhabitants refused to believe that there was
any other country than their own. It is in
.describing theireustoms and beliefs that the
author satirizes the Christianity of to-clay.
He is, however, very careful to say that he
believes in religion, putting just enough heresy into his work to mal{e it readable, and
enough pandering to Christian prejudices not
to destroy the sale of his work among religious people. The book contains some good
writing and sharp hits, and closes with conalderable pious hog-wash.

Bloo~ AND SnAKSPERE.

Proof that William
Shakspere could not write. The Sonnets
written by Francis Bacon to the Earl.of Es~
sex and his Bride, A.D. 1590. Bacon identified as the concealed Poet Ignoto, A.D. 15891600. By W. H. Burr. Price 25 cents.
For sale at this office.
THE TRUTH SEEKER readers will remember
the Shaksperean papers contributed to these
columns some few months ago, and which excited a great deal of inter:est. JI!Ir. Burr, the
writer, has collected some of. these, added to
them " proof that Shakspere could not write,"
and· other lite.rary discoveries · concerning
Shakspere, and put them into an attractiv
pamphlet with colored cover. Concerning
the matter of the work Mrs. Eimina D. Blenker writes:
".Wm. H. Burr, of Washington city, has
written a startling book, that will revolutionize much. that has passed into history as truth
and fact. He has unearthed indubitable
proofs that the great and world-renowned
poet, William Shakspere, whose alleged works
hav been pronounced as superior to anything
else ever written upon this planet, could not
even write his own name. No one can read
this little book and fail to see that Mr. Burr
has ten times over made out his case, unless
said reader wilfully shuts his eyes to all evidence and clings blindly to preconceived opinions and is, in fact, a bigot

deal to a certain .extent with the history of the
cause:,
''In debate or controversy Mr. Watts impresses me as standing alone in his peculiar
ability and forcefulness.
" I hav never heard· his equal in this department of the Freethought work': Once or
twice as I heard him I hav,· although on his,
side of the case, felt heartily sorry for his adversary, and like calling a halt in what seemed
almost a case for the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
. "As I ·say, therefore, this seems to me to
be, Mr. Watt~'s distinctiv poin.of superiority,
but he is also very able as a lecturer, and as a
writer he is forceful and logical.
" Those who hav not re~J.d his 'History of
Freeth ought • hav, therefore, in store for

themselvs a real pleasure and much useful information.
" It is not a bo~k that one will run over
hastily or lightly, but is what its title sa.ysa 'text-book for Freethinkers.'
•
"It will giv them many of the records of.
which they stand in need in their battle with
superstition.
"It recounts some of the fierce battles
which science ha,d with the· church in her day
of power, and proves with what potent agencies she upheld ignorance and dwarfed the
" Who, convinced againSt his will,
Is of the same opinion still."
.
intellect of the whole Christian wo,rld.
" Whatever Mr. Burr writes is always
" It s.hciws how, with a devil borrowed
based upon bed-rock. You cannot get be- from the pagan world, she succeeded in nourhind, under, over, or around his defenses.
They are insurmountable and impregnable. ishing, long after he should hav died, the
He proves that the so-called Sonnets of Shak- only real devil that this world h.as ever known
spere were written by Bacon to the earl of -the devil of ignorance.
Essex and his bride A.D. 1590, and that Shak" It punctures many of the air-castles of the
spere at that time was a mere nobody. Even clergy, and leaves in a collapsed state many
his daughters were uneducated women. Ju- of their favorit balloons. ·
·
dith in 1611 witnessed two instruments by
" Read it if :you want to inform yourself
making her mark, and Susannah in 1642
showed herself equally illiterate.· If you want in a 'text-book of Freethought,' and if you
real history, read Wm. H. Burr. If all histo- wish to know the able English debater also as
rians had his pertinacity,· perseverance, pa- a writer and' a student of history."
tience, and purity of motivs, we should hav
nwre reliable and readable histories of our
past. Those who desire to know the real :M:EN, WoMEN, AND GoDs, and pther Lectures.
facts, the truth as·to whether Bacon was the · By Helen H. Gardener. Introduction by R.
G. Ingersoll. The Truth Seeker Co., New
bona fide Shakspere, will find it in this book
York. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
or not at all."
Mrs. Elmina D. Sl€~nker says: ''It is with
MARY JoNEs; or, The Infidel School-teacher: extreme pleasure that I speak a few words in
The Handsomest Woman. By Elmina D.
Slenker. W. S. Bailey's Liberal Press, recommendation of Helen H. Gardener's pook,
Nashville, Tenn.. Price 20 cents. Sold at ''Men,. Women, and Gods." It is a brave and
this office.
·beautiful book, and one well worthy of the
Under the title of "The Thi~ker Library," brave and beautiful author, and I prophesy
Mr.. Bailey, publisher of the Nashville Liberal, for it a success few other books of the age
has is~:med these two stories in one pamphlet will obtain. We hav ·so few young women
volume. Almost every Freethinker in the writers among us that this very fact will
country has read the pen-productions of Mrs. attract attention to the work. Youth and
Slenker, and feels for her a 'tender regard, for beauty generally win, and, when combined
the good work she has done for Freethought. with genius, talent, wit, hunior, and solid
Mrs. Slenker does not set up for a novel- sense, they must be triumphant. It is an
writer, and her " plots " are not intricate and honest book, and written for a purpose-writher "situations" are not dramatic. Never- ten earnestly, thoughtfully, and kindly, and
theless, she tells a simple story in a way inter- yet so strongly and solidly logical as to be inesting to thousands, and conveys at the same controvertible in its arguments against Bibles,
time many moral lessons, with common-sense creeds, and churches. It is cine of the most
objections to the prevailing system of religion. effectual picas against the old Jew book as a
Her books hav .done a very great amount of defamer and degrader. of woman, and it is full
good, and we sincerel)r hope that this one will to the brim of sound, logical, good sense ideas
in favor of her perfect equality with man, givcommand a wide sale.
ing oceans of proof that while the Bible is
THE BEAUTIFUL SNow. Duet forSoprarro and h\)ld in law and pub'liq opinion as the first and
Alto. Words and music composed byWm.
McDonnell, of Lindsay, Ont. For sale by best of books, woman will continue to be a
Strange & Co., 120 King st., west, Torqnto, slave to man, and a victim to his caprices,
whims, and pasEions. I hope every Liberal
Ont.
Everybody has read poems entitled, "Beau- woman will buy the book, read, and circulate
tiful Snow," but we do not suppose one per- it, emulating our 'Heathen Helen' in doing
son in ten thousand knows who wrote the good work for freedom, and for this world."
original, and a query to that effect is as likely
Of the same work we clip the following noto go unanswered as is another common ques- tice from the Banner of Light:·
tion as to the identity of the individual who
"The author of these lectures has been
inflicted a blow upon William Patterson. termed by the New York Sun, and not inaptly,
. The words of the original " Beautiful Snow" 'In"'ersoll done in soprano.' Large audiences
were first published by Mr. McDonnell in hav" greeted her appearance on the public
1841. Since then scores of imitations hav ap- platform. She analyzes the teachings 9f the
and their effect upon the condition of
peared. The same year the verses were set Bible
women in language epigrammatic, witty, eloto music in England and sung with great ap- quent, and pathetic by turns in the lecture
plause at the London concerts. Mr. McDon- tbat furnishes the title of the book, and in like
nell, however, did not like the music, and, manner, which partakes largely of that of the
being a musician himself of no inconsiderable o-reat iconoclast who supplies the introduction,
talent, has written music for the song, whic.!}. treats upon 'Vicarious Atonement,' ' Historical Facts and Theological Fictions.' A. poris now printed in Toronto. Mr. McDonnell trait of the author faces the title page."
is author of "Exeter Hall," "The Heathens
of the Heath," and" Family Creeds," which
The Chicago Times is one of the most
are among the most ~teresting of Freethought awake and independent newspapers in·
novels.
America. Its daily circUlation is 43,000
copies; its Sunday circulation is but few hunFREETHOUGEIT: Its Rise, Progress, and Tri- dred less than 50,000. The daily edition is
umph. By Charles Watts. New York: never less than ten pages, while its Sunday
The Truth Seeker Co. Price $1.25,
edition often reaches twenty. Helen H. GarOf this book Helen H. Gardener writes: "I dener may therefore congratulate herself that
am very often asked by Liberals where to find her book has induced so widely read a jonrnal
certain statistics and records in the past of
to giv its world an opinion so damaging to the
our movement, or from whom they can be
cl~ims of Christianity as the following notice
procured.
of" :M:en, Women, arid Gods:"
.
"I hav said that I had ~ard Mr. Watts deal
"Men, Women, and Gods, and Other Lectmore directly with this phase of the work ures," by Helen H. Gardener, is a .dl!odecimo
than any one else, and that his lectures and volume of about 160 pages, contammg three
debates, so far as I had heard him. usually lectures with an appendix, setting forth some

a

of the authqrities froni which the lecturer
draws some of her material.
· The first lecture givs the title ·to the book,
the second is on "Vicari'ons Atonement," ai!d
the third on " Historical Facts and Theolog·
ical Fictions."
· All are keen, vigorous, and acrid attacks on
the Christian church forms . of theology.
They can scarcely be said to be attacks on
religion or, religious feeling, since the· flower
of that plant is charity of thought-and action,
and in this Miss Gardener sees the highest
end of man's emotional side, as in absolute
freedom of investigation arid opinion she
sees the highest end of his intellectual side.
J?:er leading purpose seems to be to show that
women, of all persons, should least support
the Bible and the churches which 'hold it in
reverence.
.
The first lecture is a surprisingly bitter and
scathing denunciation of the Old· Testament
as the sum. of all cruelty and brutality toward women, and she makes up a startlingly
strong case from the pages of the book itself.
If any one does not think the case can be
made strong let him read carefully this book
and also the thirty-first chapter of. •" Num·bers."
The second lecture arraigns vicarious atonement as an inexcusable injustice in itself,
weakening .and corrupting in its influence,
like indiscriminate almsgiving, and points out
that is not peculiar to Christianity, but is
found in some form in every religious system
known to history.
Both these leqtures are strong productions,
but are disfigured with a good .deal of fljppant phrasing, designed, no doubt, to catch
the popular attention by tickling. the popularear. The lecturer's strongest work is done in ·
the third lecture, where her purpose is to
show that our civilization is in no sense based
upon Christianity, and that the Cluistian religion has especially not contributed to the
elevation of woman in any respect. Here she
drops largely her flippancy of style and settles
down to earnest work.
Civilization she holds to be chiefly the
creature of environment, the basis of which,
in this world, is in climate and soil. In
suppor't of her view of the position of
·woman she quotes largely from Sir Henry
Maine, showing, among other things~ that the
position of woman in Roman law and usage,
before the introduction of Christianity, was
in advance of what it is even now in some respects, and that . the tendency of the canon ·
(church) law was invariably to force her
back into the degradation from w~ich she h~d
been rescued by a long and parnful somal
evolution.
In this lecture, too, she answers the questions as to what she would substitute for the
sanctions of Christianity, and she takes considerable pains to show, what one would
think need scarcely be insisted upon in our
day. that the morals of civilization-morals in.
general indeed-are not at all based in or ~e
pendent upon religion, certainly not on Chnstianity, since the so-called " golden rule,"
the highest principle of morality, antedates
Christianity a thousand years. •
.
But space :fails to more tlmn thus meagerly
call attention to this remarkable book. .One
can only express a regret that its vigor and.
suggestivness are weakened .by the flippancy
of manner alluded to. Its material is quite
worthy of being freed from trifling of this
kind, although it must be admitted that there
are minds whose attention cannot be so well
gained in any otlier way.
Without saying anything about :M:iss Gardener's" flippancy"-which is mighty entertaining-"or dwelling especially upon the
many commendatory paragraphs m the
notice, there is one point we would call attention to, and that is the opinion that in this
age of the world the claim tbat religion is the
basis of morals is hardly worth serious refutation. The clergy and religious people generally hav insisted so loudly upon the claim
that they lutv made a good many-including
some Freethinkers. who ought to know better-believe in its truth. Over and/ over
again hav we pointed out how Utilitarianism
is ,the only philosophical and scientific basis
for that general good conduet which gqes by
the name of morality, and that religion" certaihly not Christianity "-has no legitimate claims· to be called the conservator of
morals. We are very glad to be able to add
so influential a journal as the Chicago .Times
to the list of exponents of the Fre!'Jthought
side of the question.

•

SoOIAL WEALTH: The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in Its Acquirement and Apportionment. By J. K. Ingalls. 12mo; cloth,
pp. 320. New York: The Truth Seeker
Co., 33 Clinton Place.
The .author maintains that we are living
under a system of capitalisti? aggrandizement or commercial monarchrsm, that has
no p~rallel in the history ?f mankind. ~lis
aim is in this volume to drrect the attentron
of all to what appears to him to be true,
namely that there ·exists a natural relation
betwee~ the worker and the soil-a principle
of law which will giv an equitable share of
'the products of industry to each who shares
the labor. Intelligence-an exact and systematized knowledge of the great governing laws
of life-he considers to be the only solvent of
the great problems of the age-Banner of
Light.
.
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The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth,
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ity," and "l:ieretics and HereJies."

Popular Jewelry Store, Rochelle, lll.

The Ghosts. Paper; 50 cts; cloth, l

Contents:'" The Ghosts" "Liberty--for.:
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dependence," "About Farmin_g in Tim
•· '!'he' Grant Banquet " "The Rev•. Alexa
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Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, pa

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Print
large, clear t_ype, and containing as· inn•
could be delivered in two ordinary ·lec1
Thilf makes a grand missionary 'docru
Liberals should scatter it generously:·

Ingersoll Cawr.hisf'd: His A.risweJ
a Number of Vital Questions Propound•
the_ editor. of the San Franctscan. 5 eeL
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Millions of these should be circulated oy
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Bound in one volume. To meet the.•ile:
for Mr. Inger·aoll's works/the publisher ha
all his lectures, except tne latest on ~·- C
doxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in
calf, 'libra:ry- s~yle, and containing· over
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J. E. R~msburg~s Wor:Jts.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged:

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
'the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ ai·e:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statl8tics,
~how1n~~: the creeds of the prisoners in the pen1tent1ar1es; t4e Church and Civilization; the
Church and Smence; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
M~;~vement;
the Temper_ance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scrip_tlll·e : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheating; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism ; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism..; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
!lnd Vag_rancy; Ignora,nce and Idiocy; Obscen1ty. PrlCe, smgle cop1es, 25 cents; 5 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.
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Sabbnth-Breaking. . This is the best
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and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Larl!e
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbat!c Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.;, The Christian
Scr1ptures and the Sabbath; J!;Xamination of
Sundal' Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Test~ony of th\l Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath durmll' the Middle .A.f>es; The Puritan
Sabbath ; Test1J!19ny of Chnsti!ln Reformers,
Scholars.~... and DlVmes; .A.brogatwn of Sunday
Laws. .!:'rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.

Image Brenlwr.

Six Lectuxes: De_

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash
in~tonan Unbeliver; Jefferson and UnbelieverFame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta,
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!Jf the ,A.uthor.-Hero's life, delineates the leadmg tra1ts of h1s character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice· extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis,," "Rights of .Man," and "Age
of Reason " are g1ven; also, tnbutes to Paine's
character from· more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for t!lis .1vork. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrai~ of Paine. Price, paper, 5J} cents;
cloth, 75 cents,

. Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debil'.j1ty, Premature D!lcln:te m Mal_l, Errors of Youth,
. -a.nd the untold m1senes resultmg from mdiscret19n or excesses. .A. book for every man, :young
fl m1ddle-aged, and old. It contains 125 prescnption~
,, for all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
which. is inv~luable. So f!Jund by the author, whose
exper1ence for 25 years 1s such as probably never
before fell to the lot of any physic1an. 300 pages,
boun,d in peautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaranteed to be a finer work in every
sense -!..than any other w9rk sold in this country
for $2.50 or the money will be refunded in every
instance, Pricei only $1.00 by mail, post paid.
lliustrat1v samp e free. to anybody. Send now
Gold medal a")Varded the auth~r by the Nationai
Medical.A.ssomatwn, to the pres1dent of which, the
Hon.:P. A. Bissel, and associate officers of the Board
the reader is respectfully referred.
:; AND
The Science of Life should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief lt
THE FUTURE REPUBLIGOF NORTH AMERICA. will
benefit all.-Lonaon Lancet.
·
There is no member of society to whom The
BY. A C.A.PITALIST.
Science of LU:e wi)l not be useful, whether youth,
.A. Book Advocating Associate Life as -a Remedy' for P~verty, Vice, and 9rime. It deals with ~~~~~t, guardian, mstructo:c, or clergyman.-.Argothe present collditions·of society in this country,, pointing out their imperfections, and showing how
.A.ddress the Peabod3; Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present sys- H. Parker,. No.4 Bulliinch ~t., Boston, Mass., who
may
be co.nsulted on al). diseases requiring skill
tem. The remedy, the author thinks; is· in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the and expenence.
Chrome and obstinate dlseases
future Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of that have baffied the skill of all other physicians a
spemalty.
Such
treated
successfully, without an
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
CONTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Re- instance of failme. Mention this paper. 1y14
public; Governm.ent and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production and Distribution;
Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage and. Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life in the
ExisLing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods Proposed for the
Transttion from the System of Individual l?roperty to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger.
is a regularly educated and lef;ally qualiPnce, $1.50.
fied
physwian, and
" Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
the most successft~h
as his practice will
prove. He hns for
twenty years treated
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
exclusivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
The Story Hour. For Children and
in tl1e cures of which
Youth.· Bx Susan H. Wixon. Without Super"
he stands preeminent
stitio:n. The Only illustrated Freethinkers'
SPERJ'viATORRHCEA
Children's Stor:r-Book ever issued.. 66 full-page
and Il\lPO 'l'EN CY
and 25·. smaller illustrations ;. large :t_ype, heavy
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covers; 4to. 224 pp,, bds., $1.25 ..
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
night emissions by
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
dreams, loss of sexual
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
ower, rendering
A.pvles of Hold. A Story-Book for
, are cured
in . sixt~'
t'he Younll' Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
1s one
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excelis eulent work for young masters and misses, has
ili·,)fessf<in.
It is
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of 1
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

DR. R. P. FELLOWS
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Prof. H. M. Kottingert.A..M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense,
.A.ddl·ess THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

THE

N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
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THE
uf the
Quebec will extend $4,000 re:iieftb'tlie'Gaspe •
fishermen.
'
.- . . ·
THE Rev. W. H. H. Milmy;· the ex-.
preacher, is lecturing in New :Hampshire,
where he is regarded as a great_orator.
TnE drivers on several horsecar lines in this
city struck. one morning last week for short~r
hours. They won the strike before noon.·

•been -called .the. 1llilc1est
early reformo]·s, heartily '
Servetus, 'which natur-· ·
1-~~:ti:l~~ir~r';;~;:~~fi~;.;r~~~
'the mildest~inanerecl'
I
Ii>trty approved of biu·;,_iJ;J.g,
•-ex•J:eno.u;Ies would not the passionate ones
Jr. Blfnnett.
IF iuen woUld· otlly be as real inside th~ chur~h
as they a1:e ,outside ; if they would only think and
1nean Wl:ll)-t ·they )lay, the pitiful bnrlesq11e would
·spe.dily.:'b!LPut •an end to, and they would no
longer_ offer l1P,,that sacriike of" lying lipM, which·
are'. Sllld-.ta.:'b!l)' im abomination· to the 'Lord."-'-·.
Mrs .. A. Besamt;

]IIAssAORUSETTS is endeav"oti.ng ·to pass a
law making it a criminal offense to sell or giv
.tobacco to any boy un~1-n years of age.

· _JAC~B,.wh? ~~s·!t good_harld at a ba~g~in:;makes ·
~1s t~:r~~ 'Wltli,J'~hovah lJl a thoroughly business-,
lill:e,_srnnt-•.:".''.~f·God will be with me, etc. '.rheni
shalf.,.the ~<;>rd .be:~ny God, etc'! (Gen; n'viii; 10-22).
The adoptwn.of -Jehovah as Jacob's God being thus
entj,rely., depen.dent. on .the performance of' that
deityAf·J¥~:. ~h!Lte iuthe-contraot.~Ambe?'l<l'IJ'S

THE Rev. Father Gurad, ~f Hoboken, lias
:become insane, and will be sent to th~ insane
:af!ylum at Morris Plains. Re ·iS· thirty~five
:years old.
W ALLAOE Ross ~tnd Fred Plaisted, the oarso
men, say they will row through the Niagara ·.
rapids next August in a boat which tney are
having built for that purpose:
· · ··

A'I'UU!/Sis. ( , ~··~

THE latest ;r,ew,lt of the search ·fDl.' s.:l-lw:~-!
tion has been dev.elo;ped at W;iljamsport, Pa. 1
Jerome H. Smale, .of .that city, has ,eloped;
with a Miss McKee. Both were pillars in the j
Salvation Army. :Miss McKee is ~le!lcribed ·
as a good-looking, buxom y.oung w:om@. ,
Smale has hitherto been a respected dti:(:e,n, 1
and leaves behind a wealthy and very devote<il1
wife. Mrs. Smale has the sympathy of alll
her neighbors, by whom she is mueh re.. ·
: spected.
J_.oNDoN was the scene of a great riot last
. ·M~day. A mob of some fifty thousand
· .mtJ:P,, ,composed mainly of unemployed. work',ingt.lH\~, marched through the streets break.ing .Wii~ljlows and pillaging shops and homes.
·They were led by so-called Socialists. The
,JPOlice were powerless to oppose the mob.
; Tawre were no fatal results, but many inof•Jensiv persons were maltreated by the rioters.
;After dark the mob dispersed and the city
.quieted <lnwn.
J;AST'Satunlay the remains of the late Presi-

dent Garfield w.ere placed in a sarcophagus
:and returned to the vault in Lake View Cem<e:te.ry .at Cleveland, -0. TilC ·sarcophagus is
:said .to be the handsomest one ever made in
.this e~JJntry. It is of bronze, weighing 450
pounds., -and costing $2,000. It is hermetic:aJly .sealed, and it is not expected that it will
.ever .be o.pened. The remains will lie in the
wault until they ar,e placed under the molluooent which is to be ,erected to the memory of
,the dead statesman.

.

to'

I

Dugala Stewart.· ·. . ·

·I -~Vm\- hilv' ~n:Y. thoughts working i~ my head,
project start. in. my mind,- bnt my
i1llmediately to you, and r desire
t() lay' them befor!i yOli. · [T4is letter is addressed
to ·Mr.- Molyn~ux, an Irish gentleman, who did
·himself great· honor by discovering the value of
·Lo:c.k~•s·.m1tiligs ;When they first appeared, and by
·assidli()UBly,· cilltivp,ting the philosophe1"s, friendship.] y oinnay justly think. that this carries a.
pretty severe reflection on my country or myself,
·that in it I hav not a f1;iend• to communicate my .
.. thoughts with .. !cannot much complain of want ·
j· of friends' to other purposes, but a man with whom
.. one can freely seek tn~th, without any regard to
ol(l or·-new,· fashionable or not fashionable, but
truth merelY for truth's sake, is what is scarce to
/'
., b f ·d · an
L ( is Fi
·I- ··L ttiJ
i
e oun m '-.age_.- occe. ' am~ •m· e, .1/S.
I. · MANY of the philosophers of the gentiles hav
t written much concerning the immortality of the
soul, and in numerous books hav. they left it on
record that the soul is immortal. But when you
come to the resnrrectl.o~ of the fle~h, they do '!lot
hesitate, but openly deny that, contradicting it to
such a degree that they declare it impossi)Jle for .
this terrene flesh to rise to heaven.-St. Augustine.
-0~' .a,ny :new.

~shes cai"J:y·me

j
i

'THE ,Chi;ntwlen are being driven out of
:Seattle, W. T. JA,st Sunday gangs of Americans wcn.t through ti,J& place gathering in the
ce!.estials, putting them~o:;~rd a steamer, and
pa.yillg their ;fare to San. Jf:rMdsco. It is
said to be the worl>: of the Kl!ligQ.ts .o~ ;Labor,
but the truth of that st(Ltemeni is n:J).Il.ert~~-:w..

•

. Plleoaor.e·;p._ar.~e?:."' ;

I

· 'if' HE Rev; George R. Bristor, of 'Spring Valley, under indictment for r.ape, has becom~ a
Congregationalist, and will s~rt an independ<ent .church. Those of his congregation who
lbeliewt:~ in sustaining the time-honm~e<l. prewogativf!l ,of a Methodist pastor will stand :by i
Iliim.
.

'

/· •· ~~!E}'~; iire,(!:,llJleak as my understanding in~
!•. st1,1uct~::rp:e,·l11:1-.d,'a~ mine honesty puts it to utter! 'ane,e_;,..:$Qg-7cii:JJBJ·e.: , ·. .
·
·
As in..~rici~iif'J'tllme it was regarded as the. mark·
. of'a gO!Jd•oiti'Zeil;p;~ver to despair of the fortunes
roPhfil'reim"\J;Iic;-~1'\- the good citizen of ,the world;
I.?'Y411i~v.er;;liU~y be:, the political aspect ·of' his own
,·tiriJ.e.~;:,:wlll. neyer _: despair of the fortunes of the
''huma,:Q:'race;but':W:ill net upon the convictio)l thai
·];>~~jlj4tcil~~afei~,··~nd corruption n,t\.lst r,:r>ldnally
::!lLY:W:aYJqJrtJ.th;liberty, and virtue, and that, in:
the Jllarii;l:.world: :as well as in th~ material, the·
)'ur:tli!)r'o{!i·· o.bse'rvations extend, and the. 'longer
tJ;ley are continued, the ·more we shall·per(\eive of
. orde:r and of-'ben~volent design in,the universe.-

THE Rev. James G. Armstrong, of Atlanta,
has been suspended for a perlod of thne hot
to exceed ten years. An eccle!)iastical· court.·
found hi.m guilty of viol-ating hi~ oi:dinath:m
vows.
THE ,chief religious event ·in Boston "last ..
week was the legal attaclim!mt of t_)l.e :Bow-'·
doin Square church by Pastor DoWJJs. Mr.~ : ,
Downs's salary is in arrears ~d'he ;talcoo tb.is
method to recover it.
.
_
~

UNLIKE the average minister,· the Rev .. Mt.
:.Skillman, of Philadelphia, believes that God
\has called him to h:ave the ministry,and he
,has therefore resigned his charge. His ~on
;gregation fear that his mind is unbalanced.

'

com..e, out of:. ~he beleaguered city, and join tliem,
the -coilq11erors qfthe world. Jacob drives· a trade
:with Elamin; the God reeeives a human sitcrifice
_as ~dequate :re~u:rn for his own divine serVice.
' .The: proqiis qf ·(3acl;1 is only "for value r.ecei ved. "-

LORD SALISBURY, of England,' recently received a deputation of unemployird workinen,
aJ;J.d promised to giv the subiect of the-pres~ .
ent distress his earnest attention.
·.
!
THIRTY-THREE women, of varying ages,,
were eumined last Saturday: by the eivil.:S~i:- j
vice examining board for app_oiri.tiu~nt as
inspe.ctresses in the. ·custom House~ ·

RAms hav been made by United :St.ates
.marshals on the residences of George .Q. Can- ;
!DOn, at Salt Lake City, wher-e he keeps his
,numerous assortment of wiv.es. The w;o;me,n 1
1
.:are wanted as witnesses.
JYltt. GLADSTONE has again come to the top :
: ns prim.e minister of England. John.Morley, !
..the Positivist, is chief secretary of Ireland.
H.enry Broadhurst, a. workingman, -is under
o-seer.etary for the home department.

<..

TnERili?-ai;l~inv?ked the gods of their enemy

·~ ;t;tt!
W.. UU1-1
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Dn. HAMMoND says: ''In another thousand
years we will' all be bald." Well, in another thousand years we won't care if we are.
A TASTE for painting 1 I don't know,
He may, perhaps, be full of it;
He did his best topaint a cow,
Ah ! well! he made a bull of it.
A BURL!NGTON man has given up bantering his
wife. He laughed at her for usin:g cosmetics, and
,s};te jnformed him that when he stopped painting
his nose .s;he would stop painting her cheeks.
A FRENGHlii<IN ;frf'\Sh from Bordeaux,
A. sleigh-riding thou~J;tt he would g~aux.
So he purchased a sleigh,
One bright winter deigh·,
To glide o'er the beautiful sneanx.
CAPTAIN BURNABY, who was 1.-illed in the Soudan,
left· a novel behind him; but the chirography of
the man uscrip't is so hieroglyphical that no one
can read it. If Hugh Conway had been as thoughtful, the reading public would hav heen deprived of
J,tl;>o.ut fifty of his novels since his .death ..
A il1fTTkE fellow who had been taught to pray at
evenin~ ;for ,n,ncles, a_nd aunts, and cousins,· bes\des his 0'1:1?1 f~mil:v.:, one e:;:ening, when very tired,
stopped after praY;ing for father and mother,
grandma and grandpa, a;nd then remarked: "I'm
not ~oi,ng to do any more ;pr<tying outsid,e of our
;f~m;ily, _le,t .tl;l,em .<;lo ,the~r OW,!). .pi:~yii'l!l'·"

the answer, W):1;4 q, _sniif!e, "so as I ca,d stad oud
here as a horrible egg~l}ble P'
·
"SAY, Spook, what makes you go to church
rainy Sundays, and'stay at home when it is pleas- ant?" "Greater "inducements rainy Sundays:"·
"Greater incentiv to spiritual meditations, hey?"
"Well hardly that, exactly." "Pray, then, what is
the natnre o;f· that inducement of which you
speak?" ".A fine assoftmeii~ of hosiery to look at,
you know."
"WHAT is the· breed of your calf?" said a wouldbe buyer to a farmer. "Well," said the farmer,
"all I know about it is that his father gored a justice of the peace to death,·tossed a book-agent into
the fence corner, stood a lightning-rod man on
his head, and his mother chased a female lecturer
two miles; and if that ain't breed enough to ask
four dollars on, yon !leedn't take him."
A GENTLE\I!AN, r.ecently caliing at a boardinghouse, left his umbrella in the hat-rack with a card
on which was the following : "Belongs to a man
who ·strikes a fm'ty-pound blow. Will be back in
five minutes;" When he returned, the umbrella ·
was gone, but in: its place was a scrap of paper
bearing. the words : "Taken by a man who wallrs
five miles an hour. Won't be back at all."
"An me !" sighed the lean man, "if I were a fat
ma~1,

How happy the world would seem !"
"S'death !"moaned the fat man," how happy you
thin men!
l\1;0TT .~tr,ee~ :~un_<il~y-school ~e)wol te.ac)1er (to
0 Lord ! If I could be lean !"
W:u.n Lu;n,g-, a .~W l:ec,ruit): ."Do yap u.ndel.·stand, So thus doth the lean man envy the fat man,
WiiJ.ilil Lung, tl;le .b.e,aut~;fulso)lg we h~v just finished,
While the fat man fain would be lean ;
"Where, Oh Wher,e 1)-re tl;le }l:ebrew Children?'"· Oh, happy :un I, not fat nor l\)an man,
Wun L;n.J;~g; "Yep, Jl?.e n;I;ldlestland1" Tea,cher"
qnly'ljetwxt and between .
"Whe~·.e a.r.<'l tll.e )1ebrew ,ch;i).<).rep.?'' Wun Lung :
"He blew childlell. 40»')). on .maxte.e ~>t)eet?' ·
·
WHAT GRIEVED HDII MOST.
Mini,ster : !'And' you feel an awakening within
THE in:fant class of a Suni4Y-.sc),J.Ool were beinJ;
d1:illed by the teacher on the early life of .Ohr)Jlt. yo;u, my friend?"
Penitent printer: "I cj.o sir, I feel that I h~v
"Johnny, can you tell me where Christwasborn?"
said she. "Easton," replied the youth. "Why, been a great sinner, a very great sin){er.' l'1ll
afraid
there's no salvation for ine."
· ' · ·
no, Johnny,"said the amazed young lady," Christ
lVL: " Come, collie, my friend, do not be desponwas born in Bethlehem." "Well," said Johnny,
"I knew it was some place on the Lelugh Valley dent. Yon know the lines, being a printer, abo11t
the vilest sinner returning. I think you are in a
Road!"
hopeful condition, a very hopeful condition:"
'' GnANDMAl\Il\IA," said a Murray Hill young lady
P. p.: "Ah! but I've been such a Sabbathindignantly, "Clara Van Spuyton says that you breaker."
and grandpapa kept a corner grocery store when
M.: "W m·ldng on a Sunday paper, I presume."
you were yonng." ''She .is mistaken," said grandP. p.: "Oh, no. The men who work on Sunday
mamma. ''I knew she was, the mean, spiteful papers don't break the Sabbath. Their work is·
thing! The ideal" "Yes, .she i.s mistaken," went done on Saturday night. I work on a daily paper
on the old lady retrospcct~v)y, ''It wasn't on a and the Monday morning issue is all set up on
corner.n
Sundays. But I'm determined to leave the busi"GoUGH drops, five ceds .a backidge! Greatest ness; I'll break the Sabbath no more by setting
ty-pe."
' - ·· ·
·
·
·
·
thig id the world for a gold id the 'eel ! Odely five
M. : " I rejoice to find you ·in such a fra1ne of
ceds a backidge !" A recl-no.sed, watery-eyed man,
with a flannel muftiCI· around his neck, stood on mind. You will be a bright and shining light in
the corner of Eight and Chestnut streets this ·the church one of these <lays. And you hav had
morning offering cough-drops for sale. "Why to set type on Sundays, my poor friend-reports of
don't yon take some yourself?" aslred the News dog fights, puglis tic mills, and so forth, I suppose?"
man. "You seem to be pretty well stopped up in
P. p.• (weeping bitterly): "No, sir; lJI'inCip~lj.y
the head." "The bad I worg for wode led be," was reports of ministers' ser1nons in solid nonpareil."

PLiri1 reckoniri~ up tho~e ·things ·which he
thought riot to .be in -the. power of G6d1 Jl?.en tions
these tw.o; •; !lioi•taliis ieiernitate a=auand revocau
dRftlnctos "' (to endow men with everlastin:g life,
and to recall the dead to life again).-Pearson on
the Oreea.
ONE of the most curious_blunders regarding orthodox Christianity is that it has tended to the
elevatiop. of woman. As a matter of fact, the
Eastern ideas about women are embodied in.Chris~
tia'nity, and these ideas are eHsentially degraded
and degrading. From the time when Paul bade
women obey their husbands, when Augustine's
mother was beaten, unresisting, by Augustine's
father, and when Jerome fled from woman's
charms, and monks declaimed against the· daughters of Eve, down to the present day when Peter's
authority (and Paul's still more sm·ely) is used
against woman suffrage, Christianity has consistently regarded woman as a creature to be subject
to man because, being deceived, she was first intransgression.-M1·s. A. Besant's Path to AtheiSm.
THE Roman Catholic system is shaken oft" with
much greatm: difficulty than those which are
taught in the refor1ned churches; but when it.
loses its hold of the mind it much more-frequently
prepares the way for unlimited skepticism.DugaW stewart.
HINDOos and Persians, Egyptians and Greeks,
hav thought of God and the invisible as earnestly
as the Israelites, and what the men of greatest piety
and genius among these people hav believed, what
the founders of religion or the philosophers among
them htw declared, so far as it has been preserved
to US in Writing, not only in their HaCl·ed· hooks
but elsewhere· too, fumishes us no small amoimt
that mighto safely be placed b:Y tl1e· side. of m~tnY
portions of the Old Testament at least.-7'/w Bible
fm· Learners.
·
iF man is tho same in all ages, differing only in
degree of development, and this clement (i.e., the
Honse of religion) is natural to him, then we must
expect· to find such expressions of it in the poets
and philosophers, in the religion of India, Greece,
and Rome. Men of the same spirituar elevation
see everywhere the same spiritual truth. If the
doctrin of monotheism proceeded from tradition
alone, then it must be more clear and cli~tinct as.
we approach the source of the tradition. B1i.t this
i~ notorjously COlj.trary to facts.-7'heoqm·e Pm·lcm·.
Ij:E who would ador11
His envied temples with the 'Isthmian crown,
Must either win, through eJl"ort of his own,
The prize, or be content to sec it worn
J3Y more deserving brows.
- Wm·asworth.

(
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"ONOE UFON A TIME A DONK·EY KIOKED A LION.
surprise that clergymen were willing to compromise on such a violation of the Sabbath.
This man forgets that clergymen, like politiRrroDES & MoCtuRli:, literary pirates of cians, will be sa~isfied with what they can get
, Chicago, hav printed Revivalist Sam Jqnes's if they cannot get all they want.
'[HE trouble in the church at Spri'ng Valley,
sermons ·and copyrighted them against the
N. Y., where the Rev. Mr. Bristor preached
author. McClure is himself a preacher.
before he was arrested charged with rape, is
IF an. S and an i and an o and a 1t, with an x
causing great complications. The congregation
at the end, spell " Su,"
has split, some joining the Congregational
And an e. and a 11 and an e spell "i," pray denomination: The two sects boycott each
what is a speller to do?
other in trade. Methodist ·Burr is shunned,
Then if also an s and an i and a g and an 1l e d and ex-Methodist John C. Wood reaps
spell " cide,"
the benefit. '' Bristor's friends refuse to
There's nothing much left for n. speller to do·
drink anything but Congregational coffee,"
but to go and commit Siouxeyesighed.
says one of the Van Houten Hall devotees,
-Oldcago News.
" or to use any but Congregational crackers.
THE new chn.plain of the New York Senate and cheese." · Whether Mr. Burr will adveris reported to be
sentimental parson from tise " Methodist m!lckerel and mowing mathe rural districts. His prayers are 1 exceed- chines "-remains to be seen. The trial of. Paringly short, and giv wide and complete satis- son Bristor for rape will begin on February
faction. With his short task performed and 23d at New City.
'
himself free, he hangs about the ladies in the
.ANDREW CAnNEGIE, the Pittsburgh multiSenate chamber. When there is a scarcity' of
millionaire, Socialist, and Freethinker, began
ladies needing his kindly services, the minishis career as a messenger boy in the office of
ter joins the· senators at their cigars in the
the late Col. Thomas A. Scott, and afterward
smoking-room, where he does not disdain to became an operator in the telegraph depart.
puff a good Havana with the rest. For all
ment of the Pennsylvania road. He was an
these valuable services only five dollars' a day
expert sound reader, and one day, when on a
comes· out of the state treasury.
locomotiv .near the telegraph office at AlNEARI,Y every religious denomi.Uation in toona he heard the news come that a train had
Connecticut was represented at a he11-ring Feb- split in two on a sharp grade a few miles
ruary 4th by the legislativ Committee onrail- away, and that part of the train was coming
}'QJtds on a bill restricting the running of Sun- along like lightning. Young Carnegie told
• /day trains between 9 A.M. and 3 P.M. There the engineer of a passenger train which was
appeared to be no objection to the Sunday waiting on the track,- which the fugitiv train
through expresses between Boston and New wo-uld pass over. There was just time enough
York which traverse the state late in the after- to switch off the passenger train before the
noon, except from one speaker, who expressed runaway came rattling on.
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TRE LION WAS. DEAD."

THE editor of the Estelline Bell, ol Dakota,
intimates that the "tame young man " and
the played-out politician from the East make
a mistake when they go to that state with the
avowed intention of becoming Congressmen.
He says, delicately : " There is no opening
here for any of these embryotic or ruined specimens of humanity outside of the cemeteries.
If the verdict of the community in which you
now liv seems to be that you hav not enough
ability to throw stones at the chickens, don't
come out here, where, owing to excessiv and
exorbitant freight charges, cartridges with
which to practice on you, cost two cents
apiece."
MR. PHILIP D. ARMOUR is a very generous
man. A clergyman in whom he had confidence one day asked him for $30 to relieve a
poor woman whose new-born baby was lying
naked in her one room, where there was
neither fire nor food. 'l'he money was at
once handed to the parson, who afterwards
returned it with a note saying that he had
" discovered that the woman was of ill-rep~1te
and the child the result of sin." Mr. Armour
at once sent word to Mrs. Armour, who gave
the starving mother and child ample assistance, while her husband, stamping with rage,
shouted to his clerk : "If that d--d scomJdrel comes in here again, throw him out."
AN English paper says that the Hindoos are
again complaining about the poor quality of
idols furnished them by the Birmingham mnnufactu'rers. It seems that these manufacturers hav been producing such ugly styles of
idols that even the most religious Hindoo can't
worship them with any fervor. :Moreover,
they are made out of cross-grained, knotty
wood, and are painted with cheap mineral

paint which Ill hot weather comes off when
the devotees kiss them. The Hindoo is very
patient, but it dr,es rile him when the paint of
a high-price god sticks to his lips. If Birmingham does not manufacture better idolR
there may be a religions revolution in India.
"1\'In. RELD, of llbine, who has introduce(!
a bill irl Congress for a constitutional amendment grunting to women the privilege of voting, is going a long distance to reach an object easily attained," says the Fort Worth
Gazette. " A constitutional amendment is
not necessary to giv women the right to vote.
In no place does the Constitution prohibit
them from voting. On the contrary, a reasonable interpretation of that instrument favors
the view that it contempl!ttes a universality of
suffrage not limited by sex. If Mr. Reed
wants woman suffrage, a simple law of Congress will giv it." The Gazette is wrong.
The framers of the Constitution never contemplated woman suffrage. They had not
evoluted far enough. And nil rights not
granted to the general government are re, served to the states. It is a very erroneous
idea that because the general government is
not prohibited by the Constitution from doing
a certnin thing it therefore has the right to do
it. Exactly the reverse is true. Unless the
Constitution empowers the general government to perform an act, the right to do it is
reserved to the states. Congres~ cannot pass
a law compelling the govemment of Texas to
receive the votes of the women. One of two
things must <:>ccur. Either a constitutional
amendment must be passed, , or the states
must legislate upon the question. And one
or the. other of these cannot be done too
quickly.
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!l[omtqunications.
An Examination of Church History.
BEING LETTERS TO A CATHOLIC.-V.
FRIEND D. C.: If there be a period in the whole
history of yom church that you, as an intelligent
man, should deplore and be anxious to hide, it is that
of the Council of Trent, which formulated every
point of yom faith, from original sin up, decided definitly on yom present Bible, and made rules for the
government of the clergy and the laity. I know
·your doctors point to it with pride, and the laity accept its decisions as having emanated from God himself. But how many of either class are aware of the
nature of the arguments, ancl the manner in which
they were used, before even the simplest form became a dogma'?
There were two acknowledged historians, Sarpi
and Pallavicini; and when the edition of Father
Paul Sarpi appeared, then, and only then, clid your
chmch realize the position she occupied. She had
claimed that the Council was composed of the greatest minds. in Cln:istendom; that the most nerfect
tmanimity of feeling hacl been expressed; and one
doctor, a Jesuit, grew so enthusiastic over the subject that he assured his hearers if the ent:iJ:e wisdom
of the balance of the world had been concentrated in
one person, he would even then hav been immeasm·ably inferior to the meanest mind there.
But Sarpi's history changed all this. Being· a very
accm·ate accmmt, compiled from the minutes, it
::;bowed each actor in precisely the position he had
chosen to a_sstune, ancl gave the principal arguments
ju::;t as they were delivered. Europe then learned
why certain dogmas had been decreed, why others
hacl been refused, why changes had been made, and
who effected them-in short, the political undercmrent was laid bare. Decrees which in the:iJ: original
might politically affect a kingdom were softened
clown to meet the wishes of the king, ancl not one
point of doctrin-mind, I say positivly, not one point
-was declared as having been instituted by Jesus
till it had :first received the sanction of earthly potentates.
The reading world was surprised to :find that your
most important dogmas, even in ihe:iJ: remodel eel state,
were passed by a bare majority, and if the respectable minority hacl been treated with ordinary comtesy
and the:iJ: arguments not interrupted by shuffling of
feet, loud cries of dissent, ancl other sig·ns of disapproval such as are to be met at ward meetings, the
result might hav been different; that the fathers resorted to all manner of tricks ancl dodges to carry a
point, and money and political or religious preferment were openly used to convince the wavering or
reward the adherent.
Yom chmch promptly consigned Sarpi's work to
the Index, ancl the Jesuits were call eel on to help the
holy see. A vast amount of material and thirty
years of t:iJne culminated in the history of Pallavicini.
Although he twisted and tmned things to suit his
pm·poses, invented scenes when such were necessary
to carry a point, placed constructions on uttera11-ces
which the context would not admit, and were palpably foreign to the intention of the speaker; used
every device to protect the church, yet even his work
failed in its object, for one of yom doctors says:
"Sarpi has been put on the Index; Pallavicini ought
to be there."
Does not this speak volumes? From 1520 to 1545
your church had been arranging for this council.
When they met, the bishop of Bitonto, the chosen
orator, open eel by saying: "The moment is come.
God must speak, and he will speak." Ancl after exhorting them to repent of their past sins so as the
more worthily to receive the Holy Ghost, he added:
''But were you even to remain in impenitence, do not
go on to :iJnagine that thus you would hav it in yom
power to shut the mouth of God. Happen what
may in that respect, the Holy Ghost will find it easy
to open yoms and employ it in his service." They
sat, off ancl on, for twenty years, and when the proceedings are published by the accredited agents they
are placed among the prohibited books, ancl you, as
a good Catholic, cannot read the speeches delivered
by the Holy Ghost, your God. The arguments
formulated in heaven with an eternity to prepare
them cannot stand the test of human criticism. Dicl
ever an Infidel intimate worse than this? Do you
not think yom trinity is to be sympathized with for
having such a numskull among them as you repref3ent the:iJ: th:iJ·d person? I should like nothing better
than to place either Sarpi's or Pallavicini's history in
the hands of every intelligent Catholic; then Mother
Rome would hav fewer adherents.
When the opening day arrived, three bishops were
on the spot, and they Italians. So this great
ecumenical council adjourned for nine months, and
when they reopened twenty-five were in attendance.
The great universal church represented by twentyfive prelates and seventeen of these bishops in partilnts intidelium-gentlemen without dioceses or members of the pope's household. Not an English
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French, or German delegate. Only during one ses- you should allow yourself to be hoodwinked by a
.
sion did the votes rise to 450, and 270 of these were parcel of Italian lazzaroni. _
I once ·attended one of your ·missions held- under
Italians; and when the decrees were signed in 1563,
· 255 signatmes attested to the ecumenical nature of the auspices of the J estiits, Father Damqn presiding.
this council. The votes .on the various decrees ran After the sermon I followed the crowd into a sideso peculiarly that they reminded me forcibly of the room, and there fotmd several tables crowded with
tactics of the celebrated 306 at Chicago, when Conk- rosai·ies, medals, pictm:es, etc., which I was assmecl
ling tried to foist Grant for a thn·d term; and on were specially blessed, and each had an indulgence atmore than one occasion the German delegation ad- tached. I invested one dollar in a pair of beads
vised then· sovereign that owing to the Italians vot- which the Holy Father himself had blessed, but the
ing in a body they· could not press the reforms they instructions in regard to gaining the indulgence I hav
forgotten. A few days afterward I called at a Cathwere pledged to advocate.
Each Italian was bound by the following oath, olic emporium in Barclay street, looking for a certain
which he took when consecrated as a bishop within book, and saw a pile of the same kind of. beads of
the papal dominions: "I engage to preserve, .to de- which I had bought a sample at the mission. They
fend, to augment, to advance the rig·hts, the honors, were quoted at twenty cents. I then called the atthe privileges, and the authority of the holy chmch, tention of the clerk to the clift'erence in the price beand of om Lord, the pope, and not to take part in tween the store ancl the chmch, and was informed
any deliberation, any act, any transaction against om· that the increase was necessary because the pastor
had charged them 75 per cent on the gross sales,
said Lord or the said chmch."
How many Catholics know that there was a schism and that one-half of it went to the Jesuit Damon and
even at this council; that a portion removed to his crew. Yon can draw your own inferences.
('1'0 BE CONTINUED NEXT WEEK.)
Bologna, where, having thn·ty-fom members out of
an original sixty, they declared themselvs ecumenical,
and tln:eatened to anathematize those who. remained at
Our· London Letter.
Trent; that the war between the two bodies, each
The decision of the speaker in the House of Compresumably directed by the Holy Ghost, became so mons was a sad blow to the hopes of the Conservativs
fierce that Paul III. had to threaten both, and with and religious bigots, as· they appeared to be fully under
the greatest difficulty prevented. a serious disaster; the :iJnpression that they had only to offer opposition,
that the bishops in partibus sent by the pope to the as on former occasions, to prevent Charles Bradcmmcil were so numerous that Paul IV. complained laugh from taking the oath and his seat as a properly
that then· living cost him 3,000 crowns a month, and qualified member, ancl then· disappointment must hav
urged it as one reason why the council should hasten been 'felt very keenly when the :-;peaker stated that
its actions; that the votes on many occasions were he had no official knowledge of what took place in t'he
ahnost a tie, that on divine right being 66 to 71-the previous parliament on this question. Probably the
negativ all Italians?
Tory party were of opinion that by withdrawing then·
People who hav read the history of these t:iJnes candidate for the speakership, and allowing a Liberal
quietly smile when they hear your priests speak of to occupy the post without opposition, they were enthe calm dignity and Roman firmness of Paul, in his titled to his gratitude, ancl that he would therefore
dealings with the Protestants-how he besought play into then· hands. The bigots cann.ot conceal
them, with tears in his eyes, to retmn to the true then· chagrin, and declare they are not going to let
fold, and thus save then· immortal souls, "but never the matter drop, but will proceed against the, to them,
did he waver for one moment, or jeopardize the trust obnoxious member, and do then· best to ruin him.
deposited in his hands by our Lord and savior, Jesus Of course, the nTepressible Henry Varley is well to
Clll'ist."
the front, and rushes into print in the form of penny
Yet the doings of this pope, as recorded in_ the pamphlets, as usual. As his effusions are well circucouncil, inform us that he empowered his tln:ee lated among the "unco' guid," his elegantly-written
nuncios, whom he sent to Germany, to remove every articles are a source of profit, and if he can se1;ve the
kind of excommmlication ancl censme, even for ''big- Lord and himself at the same time, doubtless both
amy and perjury." Those monks who had renounced- parties are well satisfied; and no otie of any consethen· orders could we~r then· old monastic dress quence is likely to take much heed of his v:ll·plent
under then· secular garb, ancl for those who were attacks, and no hann is done except to himself through
man-ied he would make a special enactment to cover becoming confirmed in a habit of slandering better
each case. The laity were to hav the disputed cup men than h:iJnself. and there can be few worse than
provided they would admit the host contained all the a liar, though an:'tong the godly, as long as lying is
necessary elements, i.e., both body and blood Not- for the greater glory of God, it is a vn·tue ancl not a
withstanding these. concessions, Pallavicini says the vice ..,
papal offers were so illy received "it was evident that
The olcl falsehood is dragged out again that Brad- .
all ef!"orts would be useless unless they were sup- laugh refused to take the oath on his :first appearported with arms." And- what was the cause of this ance in the house, and that he wrote a letter to the
apathy on the part of the Protestants? Not a re- papers stating that the oath had no binding value to
form was granted, though every Clu-istian power had him; ancl though this statement has been over and
been outspoken in demanding them. The several over again shown to be entn·ely without foundation,
popes who reigned during the council promised to it is still brought forward with as much r"gulru-ity as
commence by refonning then· own comts, but under the Clu-istmas pantomime.
The examination iww being held to inquire into the
various pretexts the t:iJne was put off. Some evils
were mitigated to a small degree-the lower order of working of the Royal Liver Friendly Society has shown
clergy being em-tailed of some of their privileges, the pm-ity of the motivs which govern the proprietors
but the great scandals which caused the Reformation of religious papers. It has been publicly stated, and
remained untouched.
I hav seen no denial of the charge, that a Roman
It would be useless to enter into the details of the Catholic jomnal, and also one known 'as the PTote8formulation of yom vru·ious sacraments, unless you tant Standa.nl, the latter paper being especially bitbe willing to defend them, which I feel to say you ter in its attacks on Freethought and Freethinkers,
will not; but if you will, I would promis to quote hav inserted in then· columns ru·ticles extremely favoronly those arguments of your own doctors recorded able for this society, which were compiled by the manby Sru·pi and Pallavicini, and, moreover, will allow agers whose acts are now being called in question, and
you to choose which historian is to act as our guide. - received an extra payment for these notices. If such
In event of not heal-ing from you, I will prepru·e an a thing had been done by a Seculru· journal, the
article and uncover the true natm·e of these "abso- whole of the religious press would hav combn1ed to
lutely indispensables."
show up the enormity of the transaction, and SecularNow, let us glance at yom rosary, which I imputed ists would hav been held up as awful examples of the
to the Aztecs. Its origin is credited to St. Dominic, lowest form of vice; but under the cn·cumstances the
but many of your .w1-iters say this is not certain. most that now can be said is' that it might perhaps be
Some ascribe it to the t:iJne of the Crusades; and the considered as a slight indiscretion, and was doubtless
Mohammedan of to-day tells his beads, claiming they the fault of some junior clerk accepting the aclvertiswere instituted by the prophet. The Brahman point~? ment without reading it. It is a great blessing to
back to the mists of antiquity as his somce, ancl it was be a true believer.
the populru· form of devotion among th~ Aztecs. There
It is both interesting and instructiv to read Mr.
is no doubt that your chmch did not possess this cle- Stead's account of his imprisonment in Holloway
votion till after the :first Crusade, and then only in a Jail, and compru·e it with the experience of the three
crude form. Its present condition was not attained blasphemers in the same prison. Those who were
till after the Mexican conquest. Hence my inference. condemned for expressing a difference o£ speculativ
You also object to my remarks about the sale of in- opinion from the majority were treated as criminals
dulgences, though not many years ago you showed worthy of severe punishment, and the one who was
me a relic, consisting of a bone of some saint, which found glililty of abcluctn1g a young girl (whether
yom cousin brought from Rome.' There was at- rightly or wrongly does not enter into the present
tached to it an indulgence of seven days every time question) was imprisoned as a first-class misdemeanyou said seven pate?~s and seven a'ves. It had cost ant, ancl every comfort supplied him, with permission
you ten dollars, and the case in which the relic lay to receive visitors whenever it suited him, ancl every
was not worth more than one dollar. Now, what was facility afforded him to cruTy on his editorial duties.
the balance for~ You may disguise it under any He states in his experiences as a prisoner that he was
name you please-an offe1-ing-but viewed in a com- so comfortable that he enjoyed himself much more
mercial light, it would be called a sale. We Infidels than for years past, and that it was a pleasant change,
call it a sell, and a very bad one, not so much as to and suggests the formation of a company to stru·t a
the amount involved, but that an intelligent man like 1 place of retreat for editors and literary men generally
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on the same principle, which he if; confident will
prove a paying concern. His extreme piety has been
evidently of great service to him, but those who assisted
him in his work hav, unfortunately for them, been
placed on a very different footing with 1·egard to
their prison treatment. Probably they had not "the
fear of. the Lord" so prominently before them, and
hav suffered from divine judgment in consequence.
Godliness is a great mystery, as· it. appears you
can hav too much of it as well as too little. A case
was reported to-day of a man who was converted recently, and attached himself to the· High Chmch
party, and then became a Roman Catholic, but afterwards returned to his :first love, which appears to
hav been too strong for him, for before he could take
up another department of bhe one true chmch,· he
committed suicide, probably with the idea of going to
headquarters to :find out which was.the genuin branch
of the upas-tree. Christianity appears to hav. the
effect of making its adherents either mad or idiotic,
and yet ·professors of this glorious creed won.der why
there can be any Atheists, not recognizing the fact
that there are a few people who prefer keeping in
their right senses.
J. D.
London, Jan. 28, 1886.
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A great many years since, before the Black Friday,
there was frequently seen strolling about Wall street
a man whose strange appearance and conduct in(licated him no ordinary personage, as his searching
and anxious manner denoted him a stranger to his
surroundings. On moonlight evenings he would seat
himself on the steps of the Exchange, gazing for long
hours at the moon with a yearning expression upon
his countenance. His extreme humbleness and inno-''
cence of manner, forbidding· distrust, attracted the
attention of the money-changers. He could speak no
language known to the denizen of \Vall street. The
entire vocabulary of cosmopolitan New York was exhausted upon him in vain. The only reply elicited
was a vacant yet not an unintelligent stare. He evidently could hear, but could not understand. A
venerable and inquiring-minded Sage of the stock
market became much interested in the stranger,· and
employed a learned ling·nist io either ascertain what
language he understood or teach him English and
:find from whence he came.
The waif took kindly to his tutor, learning with
great rapidity and delight, and he was soon enabled
to inform his teacher, pointing upward, that he
came from the moon! "I had long looked upon
your beautiful planet," he said, "until at last cmiosity overcame discretion and I made the venturesome
leap. It had not occurred to me that the people of
one planet would be so tmlike the people of another.
I found myself a hermit in a crowded city. I could
not retmn, and was very unhappy until you, my dear
friend, taught me the means of conversing with yom·
people."
All this was communicated to the venerable Sage,
his benefactor. The Sage was in an ecstasy of delight. "Is it possible," quoth he, "that this good
man is from the moon? He must come to my house.
He shall write a history of his planet. We will gobble up the mountains and make ·a corner on moonlight, to the envy of the damsels .on Fifth avenue.
We will hav .telegraph communication. Yea, I must
monopolize this person from the moon, or some
sharper man will get him. Bring him at once to me.
I will teach him all else he'll need to learn."
Pursuant to this object the Sage taught the Man
from the Moon the :first thing on this planet was to
get money; the next to keep it; that ninety and nine
in a hundred of the people of this world hew wood
and draw water; that the odd one enjoys the fruits
of the labor; that to enjoy life you must hav money,
and all other things would follow. Nevertheless, he
could get no communication from the moon, and the
scheme was abandoned as not practicable. But he
opened for his charge ·an office in Wall street. The
Man from the Moon became a name in :fin(l.ncial circles. His astuteness in getting the products of labor
was phenomenal. He could master all competitors,
for he had been in the moon and knew it was not
green cheese. He soon owned houses, steamboats,
railroads, and lands, but he did no useful work to obtain all these. John Swinton made mathematical calculations proving that he would own the entire planet
and all therein contained in two thousand years.
A change in our friend's life now took place. He
was to be married. He asked the advice of the Sage
and was told it was going through too much to learn
so little. But the Man from the Moon went adverse
to his friend's advice. He had met the lady at a fulldress party in a gown too short at one end and too
long at the other. He was infatuated. She declared
her love to be of long dmation, having often gazed
at his manly face in the moon with admiration. He
was led like a lamb to the slaughter, standing dumb
before his shearers.
Ere many moons two yotmg satellites appearedone he named Satmn, the other Venus.
Now came another change in the life of the Man
from the Moon. Riding out onjj clay with the Sage,

they chanced to drive through Greenwood Cemetery.
"What a beautiful place!" he exclaimed. "But what
mean these blocks of ·stone to mar the beauty of so
lovely a spot?"
"It is a cemetery."
"I do not understand you."
"It is the place where we bm·y om dead."
"You are ineomprehensible," replied the Man from
the Moon.
·
The Sage explained that after a certain period all
must die and their bodies return to the earth from
whence. th~y came ..
"And did you come from the earth?" inquired the
astonished foreigner.
.
"Certainly; you are the only one who came from
the moon."
·
"I am dumbfounded!" the mail replied. "And
how long do we li v on yom planet?"
"The average age among laborers," the Sage returned, "is thirty years; we who neither toil nor
spin are allotted threescore and ten. Some liv a little longer; more die sooner."
"And then what?"
"Well, the body crumbles to its nativ element;
the soul goes to God. If we hav been good in this
life we hav a life in another world without an end, of
everlasting happiness. If we hav been wicked we
inllerit a life of misery and are cast into a lake of
:fire where we bmn forever without ever bmning up."
"Tell me, my friend," mged the Man from the
Moon, "how to shun this lake of :fire; and what is.
this mystery, the so'Ul? Of what use is all my
hoarded gold if my fate for the future is depending
on such a contingency as you tell· me?"
The Sage could giv him no de:firtit explanation of
the soul, and referred him to Dr. Tahnage who was
engaged in that line of trade. Making haste in
keeping with the importance of his subject, tl).e
moon-dweller rushed to see the priest. The priest
was glad to see the magnate from Wall street an:d
former inllabitant of the moon. He astonished his
earnest listener 'vith his knowledge, not of this world
but of other worlds. He handed him the Bible.
"This, my friend, must in the futm·e be yom· guide
to eternal happiness, and you must be born again."
"How can I be born again?"
"You must believe, and you are in the second
birth and your soul is saved."
·
" Tell me, what is this soul7"
"It is the soul; this is .sufficient for you, in. yom
present condition, to know. What you want now is
to believe and be saved, for he that believeth not is
damned. You hav the Bible to read, and me to explain. It will be your own fault if you are lost."
He read to the inquirer the gospel law that God_
gave the life of his only son as proxy to. save souls
whom the devil had run away with. Then he said,
"My friend, do you believe?" ,
"Yea, I will believe."
"You are saved, Now I will read you Christ's
law. It is this: ' Sell all thou hast and giv to the
poor ; hate father and mother, and love yom· enemies.'''
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FEBRUARY 20, 1886.
Wealth and Death.

Back to the remotest period of the world's history
wealth and power hav been the ambitious aim of
mankind. We are told it is necessary as an impulse
to advancing civilization, to growth and importance
as a nation, and the weak must make way for the
strong; that even over the dead bodies of the fallen
in the struggle may be reared a mighty nation, rich,
proud, and invulnerable.
This sounds well in a
general way, and may rouse the patriotism of some
men to an extent that will make them content to eat
the husks while others consume the corn.
But is it not strange that after thousands of years
of existence, and numberless examples of the utter
vanity and futility of riches as a power, the world
struggles to-day for their possession just as cruelly
and remorselessly as at any time in the past ? That
any man, or set of men, hav any inllerent or God-given
right to any more of this world's goods and benefits
than another is denied by the very natme and constitution of man himself. Every man who labors is entitled to just as much as a rich man can use for his
natmal wants, and if the latter uses inore than that,
it is wasted ; if he hoards it, it is worse than wasted;
it becomes a menace to the liberty and rights of
others.
"Money is power;" it is monarchical power; it holds
within its metallic grip a large majority of the inhabitants of this world who thems!Ollvs tighten its hold
by yielding to its behests. They cmse its power,
they :fight it in sections, a sort of skirmishing on its
picket lines. But they hav never massed their army
for a general attack, and when they do they will see
how true it is that "capital is timid;" the enemy will
capitulate at once, and no blood need be shecl. I
think we are nearer to-day to general organization
than ever before.
We must not forget that it is the principle of justice we are :fighting for, and not men. Om· laws, customs, habits are so· thoroughly impregnated by centmies of practice, and rights~of property hav been so
jealously guarded, that to whisper against thei1· continuance is regarded as niliilistic and revolutionary.
'I'he workers of this country are not Nihilists; they want
something, and that something is not chaotic disruption, but a fair clay's pay for a fair day's work. It is a
hopeless task to appeal to the generosity or human sympathy of the gentlemen who hold the money-bags; the
metal of their coin is softer than their hearts. But
if they could only see how like a short dream life
really is, that they, with all their money, "·ill soon be
no more than the smallest drop of water in the great
ocean of eternity; if some magic word could bring
them to a realizing sense of the foolishness and inhumanity of their attitude, then there would be justice in deed and not in name for all men.
There is a feeling in all men of a dominant power
(creator if you will) who created all things; a feeling
of awe at the immensity of creation, of humble trust
in his goodness, and of faith in ultimate happiness in
the hereafter. Far be it from my thoughts or aim to
shake that faith, or distmb any man in his religious
beliefs of a creativ God. But when so-called exponents of the laws of God tell any man that it is God'H
will that he should labor and starve and mmmm not,
that he should obey the laws and question not, it is
perfectly safe to assume that he is either a liar or a
fool either of which is immaterial if you believe him.
Gocf>s laws of equality, of never failing love and
tender care are written in every book of natme, which
is ever ope~ to us. The flowers are given the evening clew, birds their food and shelter from the storm,
flowers bloom and birds sing their gratitude to God;
but men, to whom the earth is given, fight for the
possession of more than they hav ~ny earthly use for.
Many tire of the struggle and kill themselvs, some
become disgusted wi~h existence anc~ rush to ~eath,
others adopt open th1every (not havmg t_he brams to
do it in a leo·al c~overt way), and go to pnson. Some
starve othe~s feed the body at the expense of the
soul· 'some revel in a palace, others die in a hovel;
and if this world is not a hell it is the ante-chamber
to it, made so, not by God, but ~y men who are struggling, pushing, crowding, rush~g pell-mell after a
bauble, which, reached at last, gnm death steps up,
takes it from their unwilling hands, and pushes them
back into their graves to rot.
We are all brothers with one common ongm, one
common destiny. ·would that this Babel. of cross
pm·poses, this fiend of selfishness, would g1_v ":ay to
the God of love. Heaven is where we make 1t; 1t can
be maCl.e here in this world, and this litt.le breath of
existence can be a pleasant jomney with congenial
friends to the borderland of the tmknown country
"from whence no traveler retmus." "\Vhy should we
:fight'? Why envy one anoth~r '? Wh:y: J.?h:me ourselvs above om neiahbor? Of what avall1s 1t? Let
us lmow ye milli~naires, who are ah·eady in the
rotunda ~f death, what has it profited or what will it
profit you?
, .
r
\Vnr. ALLE~; SMITH.
196 Broctdwcty, .LVew lark.

Om friend went to his home, greeting his better
half as follows: "My dear wife, I hav hastened home
to warn you to flee from the wrath to come. You
hav a soul to save. You must be born again or you
will go where the :fire is not quenched."
And these signs followed him that believed: His
wife decided that he was crazy, and sued for divorce
and alimony. His son had been a star in the political horizon, and retired in disgrace to the forest of
Maine. His daughter fluttered a brief period as a
meteor on Fifth avenue, and then sucumbed to the lowneck dress system. He went to the stock board and
put everything he possessed on the market, but the
brokers supposed it another ruse to beat them, and
wouldn't buy. He then placed all in the Marine
Bank, and nothing remained for the poor. He caught
his former friends by the coat-tails, begging of them
to save their souls-" this night thy soul may be required of thee." He was decided to be crazy. Talmage was disgusted at his practical ideas of salvation,
and refused him an interview. He went to the Salvation Army in poverty. They read to, him "Take
no thought of the morrow," and made him a corporal.
He was arrested as a nuisance, and sent to the Island.
When released he went to Rome to ·see the pope,
who, he was told, possessed the only true Bible.
The pope could not be seen-it would dispel the
mystery. From Rome he went to Asia, where he was
told to believe in Allah, and Mohammed his prophet.
He went to Jerusalem; there they informed him that
Christ was a humbug, the real messiah was yet to
come. Sick and weary he sailed for America in a
ship loaded with Mm:mon converts; went to Utah,
and was told that, to be a true Mormon, he must hav
a dozen wives. This was the straw that broke the
camel's back. "No more wives in mine," said he.
He shook off the dust of Utah from his feet and-came
to New York, being gathered in by the Shakers, and
soon death ended his uncertainty. ·What he had
dreaded most came, and his last words were, "BeSEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a .catalog of
lieve in nothing you cannot weigh in a balance or
the b00ks we hav for sale. 1'he catalog is sent free.
measure with a rule."
P Ax·roN.
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The Liberal Club.

The windows of heasen were open all last week,
and the rain kept up a steady squirt through them:
Friday evening it let up a little while, and people
went to the lVIanhattan Liberal Club. The. 399th
regular meeting was held that night, and there was
an audience large enough to fill the hall.
At a little past eight the president imposed silence
upon the assemblage, and introduced the secretar·y,
who I""ad about what had occurred the week before.
The report contained a sru·castic reference to the extreme tenuity of the addxessto which it referred, and
the chairman rose to explain that the secretary had
taken a wrong view of it. The great importance of the
question involved justified its extended tren,tment by
the speaker.
·
The lectmer of the evening was Madam Henri
Delescluze, on the subject of " Oratory and Dramatic
Reading." Being introduced as an old and stanch
friend of the club Madam Delescluze said :
'
If you look into a dictionary for the definition of the word
"oratory" you will find it to be the ~rt of public speaking.
1\'Iark well the word m·t. Oratory 1s not mere sound and
fury, signifying nothing, but "the art of public speaking."
If you look further for the definition of the word "art," you
will see that it is '' a system of rules; acquired skill." We
are told by the same authority that an " orator" is "an
eloquent public speaker; a petitioner." If still curious, and
wishing to be strictly accurate, you search for the word '' eloquence," you will discover that it is ''beauty, power, and
appropriateness of language."
Oratory, then, is governed by a system of rules, and to be
an orator is to be able to speak with power, beauty, and
skill. To be able to speak thus requires in the speaker an
infinit variety of ideas, the habit of thinking, and a vast store
of acquired knowledge. So much for the intellectual part.
Then comes the art of elocution. "W cbster or "Worcester
will tell you that "elocution is the proper pronunciation and
tlelivery of words."
To be an orator in the true sense of that much abused and
misunclerstood word is therefore no easy thing. It includes
a mastery of logical analysis, of ideas, thoughts, sentiments,
and feeling, a knowledge of human history and human charactcr, and the power and skill of presenting these in a manner
that compels attention-that holds and moves an assembly.
In addition to his intellectual equipment the orator must ui1derstand how to use his voice, the wonderful organ of communiclltion between him and his hearers. He must know
wl.mt the six general divisions of the mt of elocution are,
namely, articulation, accent, emphasis, inflection, modnla,
tion, expression. A man thus equipped is armed anrl girded
for bttttle. Woe to the adversary who ventures to attack
him without being equally well pl:ovided for the encounter!
"Oratory," says Dr. Johnson, "is the powl'r of puttinrr
tlown your adversary's arguments." Speech is the most
powerful of all mmms whereby one human being can move
another. liP who would move the multitude must. hav
"vVit, and words, and worth,
Ac.tion, and utternnce, and the power
To stir men's blood."
Huzlitt, thr celebratetl English critic, once wal keel ~ix
miles on a country road with Coleridge, who was a preacher
as well as a great poet. He says of the eloquence and charm
of his voice: ''I could swear that the very milestones hati
ears, and that Harmer Hill stooped with all its pines to listen
to the poet as we passed."
Every other art is known to require study-laborious study
and diligent practice; but every man thinks .he can readone of the most difficult of arts, requiring taste, feeling,
judgment. sensibility, passion, culture-and almost every
man is sure he can please as a public speaker. In fact, in
our country, where freedom of speech is universal and power
resides in the people, every citizen ought to consider it a
duty to know how to speak intelligently and passably well
on public affairs. The country school trustee who, visiting
a neighboring town at a school examination and beinO" invitee!
to make a few remarks, said, "Well, gals, you spclls well,
and you reads splendid, but you hain't sot still," was n:ot a
worthy representativ of the general intelligence of the humblest of his townsmen.
Mrs. Delescluze here read a number of :;elections
to illustrate the oratorical, descriptiv, eccentric, and
sentimental :;tyles of reading. She mged upon all
the importanee of knowing how to speak in public on
the stage.
The chairman invited any elocutionist present to
occupy the platform. Dr. Field, who teaches the
Delsarte system of elocution,· accepted the invitation.
The doctor finds a philosophy at the. bottom of the
ar·t of expression, even to the expression of applause.
For instance, the clapping of hands was the refined
way of showing approbation, while jiggling the heels
was in no wise cultmed. The writer noticed that
some of the audience thumped >the :floor with their
umbrellas, and he was in hopes that Dr. Field would
classify that sort of demonstration, but was not
gmtified.
Mr. J QSlin, of Cleveland, Ohio, said he was no
orator, and his knowledge of orators had not placed
them in an elevated position in his estimation. As
an example, Demosthenes, though he ar·oused the
Greeks to deeds of valor, was the first to run when
the Macedonians came into the neighborhood. Patrick Henry was not a trained orator. He was an idle
young man, and lay m.·olmd the brooks of old Virginia
all day fishing, and never got a bite. A case came up
about the stipend which the farmers paid the clergy.
They wanted to pay it in tobacco, and the clergy
wanted cash. They went to law. The farmers retained young Henry as counsel. He studied law for
six weeks, and then went into comt. His father
was on the bench, and the young man was so awkwar·d that the old man hung his head. The clergy
nudged one another and winked. But Patrick soon
recovered his nerve, and warmed to his subject with
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such good effect that the clergy left the court in
a!fright. ~ot. only did the young adyocate win the
rrght of hrs chent_s to pay the clerg:y m tobacco, but
h': ca~se~ the strp:~d to be abolished altogether.
All thrs wrth no trammg as a speaker.
Robert Blissei:t followed: He made no pretensibns
to oratory, he sard. He Wished merely to make a_few
remar·ks_ ab~ut orators. In the da:ys of the ~mencan
Revolutr?n It was the oratory of Prtt tha~ strmulated
the English to pause. Oratory was the mdex to the
art that, moves the lips to spea~. Mr. Blissert repea:te? part of a speechby t~e Ins~ _orator, Gr_attan,
whwh_ prob_ably l?st none of rts ongTIIal effectrvness
by bemg given with a fine brogue.
Madam Delescluze here returned to the platft>rm,
and read a_poem. It wa~ one which the man with
t?e badge-pm wrote s?me time ago and sold to a pubhsher for t~o lar·ge silver ~ollars. The spea~er had
se_lected this poem because 1t was the productiOn of_ a
frrend of the club; and on account of the expressrv
way she rendered the lines they were received by the
audience without protest. When the reading was
over, to the great relief of the writer, who never .felt
willing to rest his reputation on that performance,
the speaker turned to the defense of oratory as an
ar·t, and made further remar·ks that were agreeable to
listen to.
Mr. Wakeman, by request, closed the exercises.
Oratory, he said, had usually been on the side of the
1 ·
l h
h
osmg cause, anc t ere were many causes t at would
be forgotten but for the oratory they evoked. Oratory has been the voice of Liberty. In ref!)rence to
Cicero, who had been mentioned, Mr. Wakeman said
he was one of the greatest men of antiquity. He was
a believer in the religion of humanity and the federation of the world. His works were fora long time
practically suppressed, and he was maligned, misrepresented, and put to a cruel death. Mr. \-Vakeman
professed to hav little faith in any except natural
oratory, and believed that whatever was in a man
would come out. As for himself, he had never studied. the art of expression, but had always talked from
the shoulder. 1\'Ir. \-Vakeman from his innocence of
dmm:ttic art belongs in the category with the man
who expressed great Slu·prise np9n leaxning that he
had been talking prose all his life without knowing it..
Aft th
t·
1· t
1
h
er e mee mg a comp am was enterec wit the
secretary that last week's account of Dr. Lambert's
lecture did injustice both to the speaker and to THE
TRU'l'H SEEKER, and the opinion was also expressed
that these reports should be judiciously edited, and
the lines tightened somewhat upon the writer. This
is a good su~Zgestion. The man with the illuminated
~
insignia confesses with appropriate grief that on
some occasions he is entirely unable to catch on, and.
that Drs. Lambert and Eccles furnished one of those
occasions. , If some arrange:rp.ent can be made with
the editor of this paper whereby these reports can be
pruned of their superfluous foliage, it would no doubt"
serve the cause of strict accm·acy, but a large rewar·d
would be necessary to bribe people to read them.
On Friday evening, the 19th, Henry Appleton, of
Boston, will talk about Anarchism. Students of that
grotesque philosophy will find in this speaker one of
its ablest representativs.

Chicago Letter.
Entering the hall last Sunday (Jan. 31st) in which
we held meetings continuously for over four and a
half years, I was handed the following brief but expressiv note :
FoRT DEARBORN LoDGE, I. 0. 0. F.,)
CHICAGO, Jan. 27, 1886. J
J'o the Liberal League.

GENTLEMEN: You are hereby notified to vacate Fort Dearborn Hall, after Sunday, Jan. 31st, as it has been decided not
to rent the hall hereafter to any tenants except secret societies. By order of the bciarcl of trustees.
,
J. A. \VuEsT, Secretary.
[Seal.]
This gave us no time to arrange for a hall for today's meeting (Feb 7th), and had it not been for
our generous friend, A. D. O'Neil, who offe1;ed us his
fine hall free of charge, we should hav been effectually left out in the cold-a serious predicament with
Char·les V\r atts coming next Sunday. The hall is all
that could be desired, being fitted up with parlor,
ante-rooms, and banquet hall, but it is a long way up
town, and that may militate against attendar1ce.' We
learned long ago that there were quite a number of
chmch-members belonging to the various lodges
meeting in our old quarters, who hav been howling
loud and long against om "desecration" of their hall
Sunday evenings, but for year·s the sympathy of the
lodge was with us, and they were outvoted on every
occasion, as om· money was considered as good as
that of others. For occupancy of the hall we hav
paid some .fimrteen lmnrll·ecl dollars, and we lately
hav felt too secure in oux quarters. 'l'h.at is the time
'when tlw l'nem'ies of l·iberty alway.~ r1ain m:ctor1>s.
The Christians now "hold the Fort "-Dearbom.
ANOTHER ASSAULT ON LIBERTY.
Lately I notice that ''The American Literary Union
and Pure Literature Bureau" is making an energetic
canvass among om merchants for money. The ostensible purpose of this bureau " is to prevent the sale
and circulation of impure and pernicious literatme"

on all lines of travel, railroads, steamboats, stores,
public libraries, eities, an'd towns. In a pamphlet of
over forty pages, which is being distributed in our
business houses, they boast that the society regulates ·
the sale of literature over 50,000 miles of railroad in
the United States and Canada, and prints forms for
signature by which newsdealers .ru·e pledged to exclude certain publications of .vicious or vulgar tendencies. Here is their definition of what is vicious
or vulg-ar·: "The common law of Great Britain or the
United States is founded on the Christian religion.
Whatever is against genentl Clwistianity is therefore
unlawful; it is so treated by the eourts in Canada,
and should be in the United States, as in the case of
Infidel books, lectm·es, etc.," and further declares
that "all· works, and speeches, and acts assaulting .
,qeneial Christianity ar·e vicious-superlativly vicious
-and associated with, and directly at workin multiplying and extendihg the grossest vulgarity."
Under this covert pretense of bringing about a
purer literar·y atmosphere, tJte malicious fangs of the
theological bigot ar·e plainly discernible, by its
indorsement of a remark of some pious Boston pedagog to the effect that " the public library is a curse
to the school-children." This is surely a clear· case of
atavism-reproducing their fifteenth-centmy proclivities. What with the public school and the public
libraries, these intellectual fossils are having a har·d
time. Not content with their espionage of the mails,
this society propose a syst.qm of Christian boycotting
which shall cover the whole domain of the publication
and distribution of literature. They propose to form
the religious conviction for the individual-not the
individual to form it for himself or herself. They
htw no confidence in the untrammeled, progressiv
intellect; their faith is in ignorance.
' Liberals, as long as this caneerons superstition iH
allowed to spread itself by subsidy from the state, in
the remission of its taxes, it considers itself .not only
backed by the state but a part of it. We should
renew our efforts to show that the state's province is
with men, not with gods ; with knowledge, not beliefs; with rights and necessities, not with fancies.
]hom man's ambition to defraud and govern this
theocratic principle draws its great vitality. No
wonder raih·oad magnates try to foist on their employees these Christian influences, as it is far easier
to govern through promoting spiritual fem.·s than
even by the exercise of m.·bitrary force. The latter
comse is likely to ru·ouse ~ntelligent antagonism; the
former is insidious subjugation and intellectual death.
As intelligence can never be permanently enslaved, if
renson ean be dwarfed a victory for monopoly is
gained. Thus complete mental liberty is the superstructure on which alone all religious, political, and
social progress 1·ests. Remembering these l,rui~ms,
let us renew our efforts for complete secular·ization,.
where the state shall neither demand religion, dictate
religion, nor support religion-neither proscribe,
favor, nor recognize any religion whatever.
\-V e hav two slander cases in this city in which
reverend. "gentlemen" ar·e defendants. This shows
how the apostles of "good will" to men are doing
their master's work.
Soup and religion ar·e being dispensed at the
Adelphi Mission. That's a good deal better than
" hell and damnation," and is largely patronized by
the free-lunch fiends, who heartily approve of this
sort of evangelical work.
Mamie Kear·ney's mother protested in Judge Prendergast's eourt against her daughter being sentenced
to the orphan asylum (Protestant) at Evanston, as
she had been brought up in the Catholic faith. She
is said to be dissolute. The court thereupon prescribed a Catholic orphan asylum and announced that
hereafter the qnestion of religion would always be
considered in this class of commitments. Does this
justice think his function is to dispense denominationalism'? This is another phase of church and
state government, and should be stopped.
E. A. STEVENS.
----~~··~------

Still Ringing.
I left Chicago on New Years, and hav been ringing
my Liberty Bell nearly every night since. Jerusalem!
\-Vhat cold weather we hav had. I found my bed so
cold some nights that I could not sleep, and when I
cannot sleep life is not worth the living.
As you ar·e well aware, I am a self-appointed missionary for the state of Illinois, and if the work I
hav been doing for the past six weeks is not of the
most approved missionary pattern, I would like to
know it. Ihav given lectures where the people did
not know what Liberalism meant-whether it was
an animal or something g·ood to eat. I hav lectmed
where I got nothing at all for my services. I gave
two lectures to pretty fair-sized audiences, and 11eceived the sum of twenty-five cents. Oh, ye gods!
think of it. At another place sixty-five cents was the
gross receipts of the evening. I could mention a few
more instances of similar character. The man with
the badge-pin will doubtless sympathize with rue.
Let us shake, brother.
I would not hav the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
think that Illinois can entertain its Liberal mission-
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aries no better than the abov~ instances would indicate. W ehav met with some ofthe.noblest Liberal men
and women during our past six weeks' campaign in this
state that we hav ever had the pleasure of knowing.
They hav entertained us kindly and made us happy,
and in most cases we found a warm bed and plenty
to eat.
'
It is true, however, that in the filthy lucre business
the hard times havprevented them from attempting to
build up anything like a Vanderbilt fortune for me.
And I can't say that ,I was greatly disappointed.
I think I hav so~n the good seed broadcast, hav enjoyed myself; am fat, good-natured, and clo not find
any reason to complain of the Illinois Liberals. It
is those other fellows, those who pretend to be Liberals, but who in reality are nothing. When I find a
man who takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, Inve8tigator, or
Age, I feel safe in tying up to him for my lecture
arrangements. But a man who can, but won't, take
a Liberal paper ought to-reform and take one.
After my lecture at Cerro Gordo, a chm·chmau
jumped upon a chair to say something, and among
the questions he propounded to me was, "vVhat kind
of people does Liberalism produce'!" My friend, H.
0. Gaston, answered promptly by striking his. hand
p.pon his breast and saying, "Here's one-pays a
hundred cents on a dollar." The man of God stepped down and out, utterly routed by the reply and
deafening shouts of laughter and jeers of the crowd.
No; Liberalism is not dead in this state, but it
_seems rather sleepy and needs a revival.
It seems to me that it would not be a bad idea to
invest some of the funds now being contributed for
t.he spread of Liberal ideas to the work in this part
of Liberalclom. Illinois is a proud state aucl won't
stand a great deal of foolishness.
Letters addressed to me at 302 State street,
Chicago, Ill., wil} be promptly forwarded to me.
Ilinmundy, Ill.
W. S. BELL.

U[Jrt Jlmtrican ~tcular ifnion.
'

Thomas Paiue.
The works of Thomas Paine are being more carefully read of late even by professed Liberalists than
formerly. When speaking of Mr. Paine in truth, it
begets a kind of exasperation ~tt his detractors, the
savage ouslaslaught that is ignorantly being made
upon his name. The organized orthodox priesthood we
could be made to pardon, but for the pretended Liberalist we hav no sympathy. In truth some of these
assumed Freethinkers are just as bigoted as the
veriest Methodist granny that ever screamed in a
class meeting.
My aunt Phebe is one of this kind of Freethinkers
or Materialists. She is a kind-h~-ted soul, and is
overflowing with suggestions for the amelioration of
suffering humanity. But she seems to overlook the
fact that although the world is progressing, it is only
progressing with her in one direction, and she starts
from a very gross base line. She is a professed
Atheist, and believes in individual annihilation, although she says "she would giv her last dollar could
she be assured a continued existence." My aunt
Phebe is a brave heroin, and although the term
Atheist has become obsolete since the invention of
the term Agnostic, she still sticks to the old term.
She is determined to die game.
She is a great admirer of ·Thomas Paine-as what
:B,reethinker is not'? But she was completely dumbfounded when for the first time the following passage
was shown for her observation from Paine's "Age of
Reason"-the first part-which, in fact, looks like au
approximation toward Spiritualism:
Any person who has made observations on the state and
progress of the human mind by observing his own can but
hav observed that there are two distinct classes of what arc
call1ld "though~s :" those that we produce in ourselvs by retlection and the act of thinking, and those tlmt bolt into the
mind of their own accor•d. I hav always made it a rule to
treat those voluntary visitors with civility, taking care to examin as well as I was able if they were worth entertaining;
:tnd it is from them that I lmv acquired almo8t all the knowledge that. I hav.

But I hav ever been charitable to old Aunt Phebe.
In truth, the human mind .has been likened to a
sponge; it is capable of absorbing just such- a
quantity and quality of .fluid and no more. But, as
Mr. Paine remarks, we must not quarrel with nature.
While on the subject of reform, is not THE TRUTH·
SEEKER rather transcending its duties by assailing
the natmal instincts of our nature by endeavoring to
l:lquelch man's universal hopes of immortality? To
expose the frauds of priestcraft in its ten thousand
outcroppings i8 one thing, and meritorious; but to
hold up to derision man's natural hopes 8eems to me
both unwise and unjust.
D. BRUCE.
1J1·ooklyn, E. IJ.
P.S.-For one, I think yom published cartoons,
displaying the absurdities of the Bible, the grave solemnities of priestcraft, and the snaky encroachments
of the Catholic church, hav au eloquence. far superior,
for common thinkers, to the pages of cool logic.
D. B.
[We were not aware that THE TRUTH SEEKER hacl
been endeavoring to "squelch man's tmiversal hopes
of immortality." ·when and where was it, Mr.
Bruce 'l-En. T. S.J
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News and Notes.
The following resolutions. passed by the Albany
Secular Society are a good record of its work for the
past year:
At a meeting of the Albany Secular Society held Feb. 7,
1886, the following resolutions were unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That the Albany Secular Society as an expression
of gratitude tenders its thanks to the following-named ladies
and gentlemen: To Mr J. J. McCabe, who delivered ten lectures; Professor Gunning, who delivered six; ]VIr. Joseph
:McDonough, five; J\'[r. Fero, five; Howard Williams, four;
Mr. Wetmore, three; Mr. Dederick, two; J\Ir. S. P. Putnam,
two; Mr. Schell. one; Rev. Chas. P. McCarthy, one; Mrs.
Diohan, one; J~iiss H. H. Gardener, one; Mr. Alexander,
one: l'Ir. Dodge, one; :!VIr. Jansen, one; :Mr. Lynch. one;
Professor Vaughn, one; Mr. Goodfellow, one; and to :Messrs.
IV. H. Williams, Coleman, and Luck, who on four Sundays
read interesting articles from Freethought publications; and
to Messrs. McDonough. Dederick. Wetmore. Pangbnrn (died
since), Dickson, Dugan, Luck, Van Wie, Jansen. and Mrs.
Iliohan, who helped to make our meetin!!:S sources of pleasure and edification. After the New York -state Freethinkers'
Convention adjourned, which. was held in our city last September, many of the Albany clm·gy took upon themselvs the
task of criticising the work of the convention and the lectures delivered thereat, one of them going so far as to attack
the character ancllife-work of Voltaire, Bolingbroke, Hume,
Rousseau, Paine, and others. The arguments advanced by
these reverend gentlemen were fully .and satisfactorily answered from our platform, ancl in the columns of the Albany
newspapers (Pres8 and Expre8N) by JVIessrs. :JHcCabe, J\fcDonoull:h, Schell, and Jansen. And be it further
Re8olved. That our thanks are due Mrs. Iliohan and J\Ir.
Adam Strever for their labor in behalf of the Liberal Sundayschool; and to the Sunday-school scholars, whose recitations
anq vocal and instrumental music made our entertainments
successful. We also take this opportunity to tender our
thanks to the newspaper press of the city for their many acts
of ki11dness during the past year.
The foregoing has been drawn in' accordance with report
of secretary for the year 1885.
C. H. LucK, Secretary.

We hav quite interesting notes from the Hornellsville Society, as stated by its activ secretary, Charles
Conderman:
HoRNELLSVILLE, N.Y., February 8, 1886.
S,umEL P. PuTNA;\f, Dear Sir: Inclosed please find a copy
of Hornellsville Liberal League constitution. Allow me to
giv a short comment on the success of the undertaking.
About two months ago I started out with Jt blank to secure
names to start an auxiliary League. I succeeded in receiving
some fifteen signatures, with a corresponding amount of contributions. Success fell in our path, and we were given free
use of n. capacious room in a centrally located brick store,
owned by J. D. Couderman, one of onr members. As luck
would hav it we pitched our tent next-door neighbor to a
German church, separated only by a single partition.
We meet every Sunday evening the same time that the
Germans are engaging in their ceremonies, which comes
lmndy, as you will observe farther on.
I sparecl no pains in advertising it- in the town papers,
stating the subject for consideration, and politely inviting the
interested public to 'represent their respectiv sides. We hav
by this means attracted considerable attention and a goodly
supply of the public every evening anxious to attend through
curiosity or to engage in the discussion.
We hav received several new members, that swell our
membership to about twenty. We hav lengthy and interesting considerations every Sunday evening, in which all seem
to take pleasure iri pre-arranging their thoughts for the camino- debates. I think I can safely say that our League is the
mgst successful society organized in the city.
I must mention a word about our music. As large gatllerings require music to put on a finish I brushed the dust off
from the old violin, and started to make a musical crusade.
We found that our membership roll contained some four mnsiciaps, two violin, one flute, and one banjo player. We or"'anized and prepared to open the meetings right next to the
~everend Dutchmen, who, through 'their solemr.. recitations
indistinctly creeping through the wall, wonderfully aid_ed the
banjoist in his endeavors to keep a strong accompamment.
That we call our German accompaniment.
We are to consider the church and state affair next meeting, when we expect something fine.
Yours tlrnly,
CHARLES CounERllfAN.

The Pioneer Secular Union of Johnson, Wyoming
Territory, has been organize:!: President, .Gus.
Hogan; vice-president, Robert Stewart; treasurer,
George Ohlman; secretary, F. D. Htmt.
The respect and power which the outspoken Freethinker will in the end attain, is shown by this ex
tract from the Medina county Nmos. Judge Lewis
has for years been an ardent friend and supporter of

Colonel Ingersoll, and unflinching advocate of Liberal
:

p~inciples

The January term of the Court of Common Pleas of this
county adjourned Monday, February 1st, Judge Lewis presiding .. It has been the longest term of court held in this
county for many years, and a large amount of business has
been disposed of. Judge Lewis is an able judge, and is
growing rapidly in public ~steem as an upright and fair
jurist. His rulings are fair, his decisions prompt, and his
jury charges are considered eminently fair by the members
of the bar.

I hav just been reading Mrs, Slenker's "Infidel
School-Teacher," and find it quite interesting, and a
good book to distribute. Mrs. Slenker always knew
how to put her ideas, and in this book the schoolteacher does not lack any of her power and vivacity.
l\irs. Slenker appeals entirely to the reason, and her
plain and convincing arguments are well adapted to
any mind that is open to the truth. If there were
more school-teachers like the one depicted by lVIrs.
Slenker, who hav knowledg-e and know how to impart it, the education of the race would be much better than it now is. To show what natme really is,
what our true relations and obligations are, and what
we best can do should be the object of instruction,
and we are glad that Mrs. Slenker has undertaken in
her clear and vigorous style to point out some of the
good things that can be clone in this direction.
I shall begin my lectme tour next month with
Pittsbmgh and Chicago, and thence westward by way
of Omaha and the Union Pacific Raih·oacl to Salt
Lake. Will not all Liberals on the line of this route
make an effort for lectmes in their vicinity, and inform the secretary at once of what arrangements will
be made. Sunday, the 21st, I speak before the Albany Secular Society on "Chm·ch Taxation."
SAMUEL. P. PuTNAM.

Huxley and Gladstone.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: I am
greatly pleased to note in your last issue that you
intend to bring out the discussion on the Mosaic cosmogony by Gladstone, Huxley, Max Muller, and Mrs.
Linton in a pamphlet. This will be an excellent
propagandist pamphlet to place in the hands of certain "cultm·ecl" and educated people who could not
be persuaded to read THE TRUTH SEEKER, the Inuestigrttor, or any such papers.
I beg to bespeak for the forthcoming brochure ~L
very wide circulation in the Liberal constituency, and
then, of comse (and through them), outside of Lil>eraldom. Let every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER be
prepared to get one or more copies for circulation as
soon as the pamphlet issues. The very names of
these clistingutshecl writers-especially at this critical
jtmctme of Gladstone's life-will certainly compel attention. Get out your pamphlet as soon as may be,
and get it abroad.
ALLEN PRINGLE.
Selby, Ont., Feb. 10, 1886.

Nothing but a Sunday-school Story.
The often published story of the introduction of
Thomas Paine by Benjamin Franklin to George
·washington and Benjamin Rush in 1775, and the
startling announcement made by Paine that "America
must be independent of England," has no shadow of
foundation. It was invented by a writer of romances.
Paine surprised Franklin with his publication of
"Common Sense."
BuRR.
Remsburg and the Clergy.
THE more liberal clergymen of Kansas, recognizing in orthodoxy the enemy not of Freethought merely, but of liberal
Christianity as well, hav accorded J. E. J;{emsburg a hearty
support this winter. ·Rev. C. H. Rogers, Universalist, of
Seneca, and editor of Ow· ilfi~.-1:on, denominates his lecture
on" Sabbath-Breaking" "clear-cut logic." Referring to hi~
book on "Sabbath-Breaking," he says: "I think it is timely
and important, especially at this time when the wretchr(J
farce of 'God in the Constitution' is being enacted." Hev.
P. IV. Hull, Christian, of Concordia, and an old friend of J\fr.
Remsburg's, was largely· instrumental in bringing him to
Concordia to lecture on'' Bible Morals." Aft(lr hearing the
lecture he said: "You are doing a good and needed wOFk,
and I wish yon Godspeed.". The Rev. F. S. Gibbs, pastor of
the Universalist church of Delphos, tendered ~fr. Remsburg
his pulpit for the deli very of "Bible J\Iorals" and "False
Claims." He presided at the meetings, and heartily indorsed
the lectures. ''Bible lVIorals" he pronounced ''a fair, honest.
and lucid exposition of the subject." With "False Claims"
he was particularly delighted, the more espicially because
the most bigoted orthodox minister of the town, with a portion of 11is tlock, had been inveigled into the church. Tlu·
Rev. Father Bishop, the oldest Universalist clergyman ,of
Kansas. also commended "False Claims," corroboratil;g
many of the charges made against the church.

Good Lor1l ! Good Deyil !
Cherry Bob, of San Antonio, the proprietor of a saloon, is
moved by the announcement that :Messrs. Moody and Sankey
are to visit that city to publish the following card: "Editor
San Antonio Light: Fellow saloon-men! Now tilat l'Ioody
and Sankey are expected to visit us, would it not be advisable to get the inside track of them by closing our establishments on Sunday and keep sacred the Sabbath? Fellow
saloon-men! let 'us close our doors on the Sabbath; let us
keep sacred the seventh day; we will lose nothing by it, but
would be held higher in the estimation of our fellow citizens
and receive the credit of the outside world."
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gio1nmunicafions.
What is llloney?
In THE TRUTH SEEKER o£ January 9th, " J. D." says:
The advocates of unlimited silver money, like the paper inflationists, think that by addtng to the amount of the currency you increase the wealth of the country. They ctwnot
see that the currency of a country is merely the representativ
of its wealth. If you double the amount of currency, either
with paper or cheap silver, or any other metal, you merely
double the amount necessary to represent a certain amount
of 'real wealth. Your currency only represents half as much;
the real wealth, the produce of the soil and necessities of
life, is not changed in value. It is the representativ that is
changed, and it takes two dollars instead of one to buy the
same article.

•

We know and agree to this, that it is tme; logically, therefore, the money-kings, banks, all those who
hav money hoarded, and bond-holders, object to coining more silver, as it will reduce the value of their
wealth, but a plethora of currency is for the interest of
all classes except the rich. "J. D." ought to read
Senator Beck's speech on the silver question and the
Congressional debates going on now. On all the
greenbacks is printed, "This note is a legal tender at
its face value for all debts, public and private, except
duties on imports and interest on the public debt."
All bonds were bought with this money,· then worth
in gold about forty to sixty cents a dollar, and it was
then understood, as the great commoner, the late
Thad. Stevens, asserted, that they were to be paid
again in it; but after the war the powerful influence
of the banks and money kings brought to bear on
Congress changed the contract, and a law was passed,
in the interest of this class, that the bonds shall be
paid in coin, in standard money, gold and silver.
Then the present silver dollar was standard money of
112 grains. Had the administration, especially the
secretary of the treasm·y, done its duty according to
law, all bonds would hav been paid in gold and silver; and if the interest of the people had been at
heart, instead of that of the banks and money kings,
the secretary of the treasury would hav called in all
the bonds due that he was able to pay for with gold
and silver, instead of bm·ying such an immense sum
for years and years for the people to pay interest of
millions of dollars on. No honest man with debt acts
like this.
The tariff is a protection to the manufacturer, but
to say that it is in the interest of the laborer is simply a delusion, as the laborer has to contend against
free trade in labor.
The rich and strong are protected, and the poor
and weak are down-trodden. When will it change?
When? Then, again, tariff is an obsttuction to prog-,
ress, for it is a hindrance to reach a common brotherhood. If a nation discriminates and obstructs the
commerce against other nations, it is only natmal
that they will retaliate, and in the long run all lose.
Therefore am I for progress.
FRED. KoEZLY.
D." IN REPLY TO MR. l\IAGIE.
J. K. Magie, in answer to J. D., who says the inflation of the cmTency makes it of less value, says, "In
other words, if all the currency of the country was
destroyed but one dollar, that dollar would buy all
the property in the cotmtry." He forgets that
in that case we should hav no circulating medium and
would be. thrown back on barter pure and simple. I
hav read somewhere of a c;upposititious case of a large
number of people being placed on a hitherto liDinhabited island, and they concluded they must hav a circulating medium or representativ of value to help in
the exchange of. co=odities, but had neither gold
nor silver on the island. But there was a limited
amount of cockle shells. They decided to use them
as money. All went on smoothly enough till a few
fellows who did not like to work, loafing around the
island, came across a cave that was full of cockle
shells. They kept the secret to themselvs and commenced paying good prices for every co=odity in
the market, and the workers were well pleased to get
such a good price for their product, till finally everything of value was in the hands of the sharpers, who
reveled in their wealth while the masses were literally
starving. Then the sharpers raised the price of everything enormously till they had the bulk of the cockle
shells back in their cave, and nine-tenths of the property still in their own hands, and still gathered into
their barns nine-tenths of the productions of the
laboring masses, as long as they were fools enough to
take cockle shells for money. This seems to me about
the way the silver kings are managing at the present
time.'
The intrinsic value of anything is represented by
the amount of labor employed in the production of it
and its usefulness, and as long as gold is scarcer and
harder to get, it will be more valuable than silver and
less fluctuating in price; and the great necessity in a
representativ of values as a circulating medium is
stability, therefore gold is the more desirable medium
of exchange. For small amotmts silver is, because of
its bulk, better than gold, as fractions of a dollar in
gold are too small for convenience.
The United
Statec; government issued but a very small amount of
"J.

silver dollars until· the few men who hav gobbled up
the silver mines by gambling and other means had
made themselvs a power in the country and bought
themselvs senatorships and places in the House of
Representativs by their silver cockle shells.
J. K. Magie again quotes: "We put on a tariff that
shuts om·selvs out of foreign markets, and then use a
cheap cmTency that admits foreign goods practica)ly
with little duty, and this we call statesmanship;" and
adds, "vVe put no tariff on exportation." \>Ve know
that, but we do what practically is the same thing;
we put a tariff on everything the manufactm·er uses,
so that it is impossible to compete in foreign markets
with other nations that get all their raw material free,
and thus confine him entirely to the home market,
which by om· improved machinery is soon overstocked,
which causes the competition to be so great that, with
all the duties which the consumer has to pay, it ruins
the manufactmer and sucks the blood out of the farmer
and producer. He says, "Suppose the gold is driven
out of the country, don't we get value received for
it?" I answer, No; we pay the foreigner in gold or
its equivalent in his own country, and he pays us for
what he gets in the currency we hav made a legal
tender among omselvs-cockle shells, or silver· coin,
worth now a fraction less than eighty cents. J. D.
"EDGEWORTH" IN REPLY TO J. H. WOOD.
A political Aladdin, in resting from your labor,
your .imagination, under the same sort of reaction
from the facts which spreads sumptuous banquets in
the dreams of starving men, assumes the hehn of that
power to which it is enslaved, and, wielding the ballot· as a talisman, creates money by fiat. 'Much, as
easy as little, since it is but the cost of the paper, and
this prevents the capital of faith from rusting by inaction.. I know not that somnambulists fatten on the
feasts which the magnetizer evokes by a sinrilar fiat,
but I would not depreciate the pleasmes of illusion.
Social illusions, besides, may be realities for individuals. IVIany real fortunes were made by adroit
speculation on the rise and fall of stocks clming that
greenback or fiat money period which 1\'IJ:. Wood
fondly caresses in his memory. Dming a .flush of
currency the business mind is excited, capital flows
out more freely into enterprise, ll10re labor is employed, and, as to wages, it must be the fault of con-.
tract if their sum does not rise to more than compensate for their lesser pmchasing power: These
temporary phenomena own a moral force distinct
from the material basis of the cmTency; they will be
the same whether this is flushed by an immigration
of capital, or by the discovery of treasmes, or by
fiatism. The difference between these motivs of activity is felt at ulterior periods, when collapse .and
bankmptcy reveal the spmious. Labor less employed, reductiv competition among laborers, t}len
determins fall in wages. Fluctuations of cmTency for
a people isolatE)d from the rest of the world would be
chiefly injmious by the advantage they giv to the
genius of speculation over honest effort, and by the
ill-considered rush into enterprises that will come to
grief, like parallel raih·oads, sinking capital, not only
that of money, but of labor unproductivly employed.
In om· actual conditions of co=ercial intercom·se,
the embarrassment, dm·ing collapse, is. increased by
the fact that while shin-plasters sufficed for om home
circulation, om specie drifts off to foreign faithless
markets, those of Europe especially, which need less
of what we produce, and which supply us with luxm"Ies.
Is a fiat cmrency without other basis than faith on
t h e part of its receivers ? That depends on the
nature of its investments, on the continuance of the
'gOvernment that ~ssues it, and on taxation which may
liquidate it.
.
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money, one of my neighbors had recently purchased
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season, the pm·chaser paid for the farm With money
not at par with specie, and which soon became worthless. Had the Confederacy succeeded it might hav
saddled upon labor the liquidation of this fiat money,
received back as taxes, then destroyed. The transaction just mentioned illustrates the advantage to
debtors of flushing the currency; but to what
debtors? Not to those who owe abroad. The
national war debt, whose bmclen of interest is crushing us, is largely owned abroad, its contract calls for
specie ; fiat money here is repudiation, only in a
sneaking way. I favor repudiation, but openly,
squarely, on the ground that all war debts, like
gambling debts, ought to be forfeited. To lend a
people funds for the purpose of injuring a neighbor
people is as bad as to put weapons in the hands of a
maniac or of a hired assassin. Besides, were the
debt an honorable one, it has already been paid and
overpaid by instalments of interest, the continuance
of which is the establishment of economic slavery.
After just critical reflection upon war debts as well
as upon om·" national banks," Mr. Wood speaks of a
"remedy proposed by Socialistic, Communistic dy0
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nailli.ters; a faith, a hope, a superstition, handed
down from ancient dreamers."
This is unintelligible, as the class of Socialists
mentioned propose no other remedy than simple repudiation of the .debt. Tlus is implied at least in the
evohltion at once political and economic by which the
beatified proletary is to be lifted into the state sad- '
die; but I speak of the matter as an outsider.
Farther on, IVIr. Wood, who shows a laudable animosity against the great blood-sucker, interest, makes
the strange accusation against me of " proposing that
all go into the banking business, and all speculate on
each others necessities; which is just as sensible as
the idea of cooperation."
\>Veil, it is difficult to· imagin anything 'more sensible? than cooperation, provided its aims, like that of
the Labor and Produce Exchange Bank which I advocate, are to secm·e to labor the fiuit of its earnings.
In exchanging labor or values we necessarily do
speculate on each other's necessities, but in a manlier
that is mutually beneficial. 'While accepting the
words in their true sense, I can but regret with Mr.
Wood that a sinister meaning has been imparted to
them by the actual system of ·exploiting labor, of
cheating in tmde, and everywhere seeking self-interest at the neighbor's expense. "Let the galled jade
mnce, om· withers are unwrung."
Between Mr. Wood and myself, or the Anarchists
who repudiate Commmusm, the points of agreement
are:
1. The annulment of the war debt.
2. The abolition of usury.
3. The abundance of. a cmrency without intrinsic
value.
The difference between us regards the means of attaining these ends. 'i.Ne probably agree that the
third is necessary to the second, and would facilitate
the first, but 1\'IJ:. Wood must hav a Dens ex machin(t.,
a power above economic society, while I expect the
desired result from the organization of spontaneous
activities of commerce liberated by removal of the
,incubus called government, a God created by manipulation of the ballot-box to replace in providentialism the dethroned Jehovah.
"Let there be. light, and there was light." Let
there be money, and money shall abound. Let all ·
that requires thought, plan, wisdom, combination, be
done for that baby, the people, retaining it in passivness, in heedlessness, in obedience to authority, lest
from thought it should pass to action, and refuse to
be taxed for the support of parasites. The idea of
representing one's property on paper at one's own
discretion ! Why, that it is horrifying. You might
as well expect us to talk in Alwato. Yet that is sUfficient not only to make money plentiful, but to giv
it the soundest of natural bases.
Mr. vVood and many others who cling to the forlorn hope of radical reforms by the instrumentality
of .the ballot, subjectivly attribute to us, whom I
may 'designate as the constructiv school of Anarchists, or simply as the party of personal liberty, disabilities analogous to those which they experience.
I mean of obtaining the consent of the whole nation,
or even of a majority duly expressed through representativs. ThBy are completely in error, but I grant
that this en·or may hav been countenanced by
Messrs. Tucker and Appleton in repudiating segregativ action, by which, and only by which, as I con~
ceive, our ideas can receive a limited and colonial, but
sufficient, illustration.
.
Practical earnestness can adapt itself to circumstances; it needs no futil bravado in refusing t9 pay
taxes, and does not experience the absolute necessity
of blowing up the capitol. It is not even necessary
to be an Anarchist in principle, or to understand anything beyond one's immediate interests, in order to
COOperate activly with Olll" self-regt,liating finance, of
which a protectiv union store will afford the initial institution, carrying out the original conception of Josiah W anen, with inclustl~es suffi?iently varied~ It is
probable that a collateral IllustratiOn may be auorclecl
b y th e aut onomy of· s·ma1oa, an c1 th'IS qui't e unconsciousl .
,
EDGEWORTH.
Y

Why New Yorli's 'faxes Are High.
A very important report was received by the New
York legislatme on Monday of last week. The report was in response to a resolution passed t,hrec
weeks ago at the suggestion of Mr. Van Allen, calling for a full statement from the New York tax cornmissioners of the real estate exempt from taxation in
New York city.
·
By this statement it appears that in the First
ward $20,201,500 of real estate is exempt. Ineluded
in this amount is the Trinity church property, St.
Peter's School, the Custom House, Sub-Treasury,
and the piers and bulkheads ftlong both rivers which
belong to the city. The assessed value of the Trinity chmch p:ropertyis $3,750,000, St. Peter's School,
$80,000, and the government property, $4,200,000.
In the Second ward $958,000 of real estate is exempt, all of which is city property, with the exception of a Methodist chmch in John street, valued at
$30,000, and land owned by the Hoosevelt Hospital.
In the ~Thu·d ward $3,487,000 is exempt. The
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· most,of this is city property. St. Paul's chmch,
valued at $1,750,00,"is exempt in this ward as well
as St. Peter's in Barclay street, valued at $215,ooo.
The total a,mount of exemptions in the Fomth
Ward is $6,058,000. Among the land outside of city
P\operty exempt are that of the Roosevelt Hospital,
$60,000; St. James's church, New Bowery and James
street, $156,000; Madison Street church, $50 000 ·
Baptist c~m:ch, on Oliver street, $75,000; Epis~opal
chmch M1sswn, Pearl street, $15 000 · Howard Mis~ion, $50,000; Children's Aid So~iety: $10,000; JewIsh Cemetery, $20,000; News Boys' Lodging House,
$40,000; Brooldyn Bridge, $5,000,000.
·.
In the Fifth ward $2,122,000 of real estate is exempt outside of city property, among which are the
following: Baptist church, Varick street $50 000 ·
St. John's Episcopal church, $200,000; 'and 'Ne~
York City Mission, $5,000. The city property includes the Chambers Street Hospital, two schools,
one public park, an eng-in-house and some two dozen
piers and bulkheads.
In the Sixth ward $32,265,000 of real estate is exempt from taxation. Among the exemptions a,re:
New York Dispensary, $50,000; church of the Trans:figmation and school, $70,000; Roosevelt Hospital,
$20,000; Five Points Mission, $75,000; Children's
Aid Society, $50,000; House of Industry, $20,000;
St. Matthew's church, $145,000; the Post Office,
$9,000,000. The old State Arsenal, corner of Elm
a~d White, is among the exemptions. .A,mong the
City property are the Tombs, four schools, the new
Court House, City Hall, and Register's Office.
In the Seventh ward $1,504,000 of real estate is
exempt. Among the exemptions in this ward are
· the Catholic Institute, $50,000; Lutheran church,
Monroe street, $15,000; Sailors' Home, Oberry street,
$200,000; Reformed chmch, $8,000; St. Theresa
Academy, $35,000; Baptist chmch, Gouverneur
street, $25,000; All Souls' church, Scammel street,
$300,000; Olive Baptist chmch, $30,000; Hebrew
Free School, $12,000; Sisters of Charity, $24,000;
Childr-n's Aid Society, $25,000; St. Theresa's chmch
and School, $130,000.
In the Eighth Ward $13,346,000 of real estate is
exempt. Among the 'exemptions are the German
Catholic church, $150,000, and the Methodist chmch
$35,000.
Real estate is exempt in the Ninth ward to the
amount of $3,217,660.. The prominent exemptions
are: St. Joseph's church, Sixth avenue, $75,000; St.
. Vincent''s Hospital, $145,000; Gansevoort Market,
$275,000; Jefferson Market, $300,000; St. Luke's
Cemetery, $56,000. A large number of city piers
and bulkheads are also exempt in this ward.
In the Tenth ward, $1,188,000 is the amount exempted. Among the exemptions are the Methodist
church on Allen street, $75.000; Ludlow street Jail,
$150,000; Essex Market $200,000, and Livingstone
street Synagog, $75,000.
Real estate valued at $1,864,500 is exempt in the
Eleventh ward. The exemptions include Roman
Catholic church on Stanton street, $100,000 ; Roosevelt H?spital, Houston street. $87,000; St. Bridget's
Cathohc chmch and property, $75,000; Children's
Aid Society, $65,000, and St. Francis's Hospital,
$240,000.
In the Twelfth ward $42,300,800 is the total
amount of property exempt. Included in this large
sum are St. Joseph's Asylum and School, $225,000;
Grace Episcopal chmch, $125,000; St. Cecilia's
Roman Catholic church, $50,000; St. Andrew's
church, $85,000; Magdalen Asylum, $75,000; All
Saints' Roman Catholic church, $224,000 ; Academy
of the Sacred Heart, $774,000; Home for Aged Females, $100,000; Leake and ·watts Orphan Asylum,
$450,000; Trin~ty Cemetery, $225,000, and New.
York Juvenile Asylum, $200,000.
The total amount of property exempt in the Thirteenth ward is $1,051,000. Included in this is a
Baptist church in Suffolk street, $75,000, and St.
Mary's Catholic church, $14,000.
In the Fonrteenth ward $025,500 is the ttmount of
real estate exempt. Roosevelt Hospital has $224-,
000; Tract Society, $.45,000, and the old St. Patrick's
cathedral a~ $160,000 are am9ng the exemptions.
In the Fifteenth ward, $3,848,000 of real estate is
exempted. This includes the Astor Library, $150,000; St. Joseph's Home, $100,000; Clinton Hall,
Eighth street, $125,000; Grace church, $350,000, and
Presbyterian church, Fifth avenue, $175,000.
A total of $2,344,500 is exempted in the Sixteenth
ward: Included are, the Sisters of Charity, Fifteenth
street, $104,200; St. Peter's church, Twentieth street,
$125,000, and colored church and school in Twentyfifth street, $75,000.
In the Seventeenth ward $6,287,500 of real estate
is exempt. The following are included: St. Augustine's church, Houston street, $150,000; Marble
Cemetery on Second street, $100,000; German
Roman Catholic school, Second street, $150,000;
.Roman Catholic Cemetery in Eleventh street, $200,000; Grace church chapel, $60,000; Cooper Institute, $800,000.
In the Eighteenth ward $19,350,000 is the amount
exempted. Among the exemptions are ;the following:

Masonic Hall, Sixth avenue and 'J'wenty-third street,
$600,000; Academy of Design, $275,000; Young
lVIen's. Christian Association, $600,000; Fomth
Avenue Presbyterian chmch, $300,000; Calvary
chmch, $300,000; St. George's chmch, $300,000;
Society of Friends, $500,000; Presbyterian church,
$200,000; Young Women's Christian Association,
$200,000; College of St. Francis Xavier, $$50,000;
Epi:'scopal chmch, $100,000; · Jewish Synagog,
$275,000; Holy Trillity ~hmch, · $130,000; Free
Academy, $200,000 ; Trinity chapel and school.
$275,000.
Property worth $55,163,500 is exempt in the
Nineteenth ward. Among the exemptions are the
Colored Home and Asylum, $200,000; Hospital for
Ruptured, $160,000; New York State Woman's Hospital, $450,000; Hebrew Synagog, $200,000; St.
Vincent Feners chmch and school, $300,000; Seventh
Regiment Armory, $650,000; Mount Sinai Hospital,
$276,000; Foundling :a:ospital, $600,000; German
Hospital, $300,000; Holy Trinity Dispensary, $40,000; St. Bartholomew's chmch, $350,000; Columbia
College, $750,000; Orphan Asylum, Fifth avenue
and Fifty-second street, $1,200,000; Lenox Library,
$750,000; Roman Catholic cathedral, $2,000,000;
St. Luke's Hospital, $120,000.
In the Twentieth . ward $57,815,000 is exempt.
Among the property is that of the German Catholic
church, $250,000.; School of St. Michael's, $550,000;
Protestant Episcopal chmch, St. Chrysostom, $170,000; Institution for the Blind, $150,000.
In the Twenty-first ward $8,548,000 is exempted.
Among the property exempt is St. Stephen's Roman
Catholic chmch, $350,000; Protestant Episcopal
chmch, Trans:figmation, $250,000, and First Baptist
church, $400,000.
.
In the Twenty-second ward $41,426,000 is exempt. The following are among the exemptions:
Calvary c1mch, $250,000; Centi;fiJ Presbyterian
chmch, $150,000; School and chmch of Holy Cross,
$175,000; Roosevelt Hospital, $600,000; Church ·of
St. Paul the Apostle, $500,000; ·New York Orphan
Asylum, $300,000, and House of Mercy, $150,000.
In the Twenty-third ward $1,458,000 is the amount
exempted. The principal item in this ward is New
York city property. The North Brothers' Island,
$150,000; Ursuline Convent and Academy, $90,000;
and a Dutch Reformed chmch,, $800,000.
In the Twenty-fomth ward, $2,496,300 of real
estate is exempt from taxation. Among the property
exempt is Home for Incmables, $150,000; Sisters of
Charity, $300,000; Woodlawn Cemetery, $600,000;
St. John's College, $400,000.
GRAND TOTAL OF EXEMPTIONS.
The total amount of the exemptions for the twentyfom wa.rds is $277,619,160, classified as follows:
City property, $188,136,730; United States property,
$13,350,000; chmch property, $42,137,500, and
miscellaneous property, $33,994,930.
The report is . signed by Commissioners Coleman,
Donnelly, and Feitner.
--·~·

..·----

Tlte Cause in Toronto.

l.Hr. Watts lectmed on Sunday evening, January
24th; subject, "The French Revolution," and considering the state of the weather he had a large
audience. Snow had fallen during t1le day and
night before' to the depth of about eighteen inches,
and was still falling; the chmches were nearly all
empty (so the papers said next day), and yet the
body of the large Temperance Hall was well :filled to
hear Mr. Watts deliver his last lecture of the present
comse. These Sunday lectures seem t_o be grow:pg
in public favor, if increasing numbers m attendance
are any indication, but being debarred by law from
charging an admission, and being obliged to depend
upon collections, which, as a rule, barely pay for h~ll
and advertising there is consequently a heavy dram
upon the pock~ts of the members. However,. it is
expected that this difficulty will be partly obviated
by the society having taken new roomt> where tJ;tey
will hav a lecture hall of their own capable of seatmg
four hundred people, and where there will probably
be an income from sub-renting.
A great moral wave has s~t in here. Three weeks
ago we had an exciting and m some res:pects a rather
remarkable municipal election ; it was m fact a contest as reO"ards the mayorality, between common
sense and f~naticism, between the business men and
the ministerial association, aided by the teetotalers
and the Salvation Army, and the goody-goody party
came out on top by a large majority. We_ are now
expecting a revival of the old Connecticut. blue
laws. The successful candidate bas gone m for
wholesale reform· everything is to be regulated
with a view to malang Toronto (as he puts it) "the
most God-fearing city on this continent." ~he Sunday-laws and the liquor laws are to be stnctly_ enThe newsboys and bootblacks, the Cigar
forced.
stores and eating-houses, the skating rinks and peanut stands are all to be licensed and inspected at
stated inte~·vals, and-angels and ministers of grace
de fenclus !-the aldm·manic council is to be opened at
eYery session with prayer. Speaking of Sunday
laws, if Brother Reynolcls is pining for martyrdom,

tell him to come here U:ext s~dter and set up his
tent, and I'll wager that he gets not less than six .
months.
'
"Betcher life," this is to be the model city of the
universe. No street cars on Sunday. Oh, no! Mr.
Howland says "the Sawbath will not be desecrated
in that way" while he is in office. He says in one
of his campaign speeches: "I am a ChriFltian; elect
me and hav yom Sunday kept holy. We hav seen
the result of running street cars on Sunday in Chicago, and we will soon see the result of their running
in Hamilton" (he don't say what the results were or.
will be). Again he says: "Toronto is the most lawabiding and God-fearing city in Canada, and I would
rather hav it so than to hav it the most prosperous
city in the world;" and he told his admiring audience
in the next breath that "the city government had
been run for the last few years b.y bummers, heelers,
and scalawags.'' To an inquiring mind the question
might here occm: If the city has become the most
law-abiding, God-fearing, etc., under the rule of bummers, heelers, etc., why change things? Why not
let them keep on running it1 If his honor's executiv ability is no better ~han his logic, may the fates
defend us through his administration.
To show how consistent those Christians are, it
may not be out of place to state that the election
took place on Monday, and that tnis gentleman who
is so anxious to avoid Sabbath desecration allowed
his election committee to organize their forces ancl
arrange their Monday's work all day Snnclay. They
also distributed some thousands of dodgers among
the churches, and to people going to and coming
from chmch, calling upon them to support their candidate.
Had the other side resorted to such means it would
hav been very wrong-shocking, in fact; but this
was done in a good cause, and the end justified the
means. Let us pray.
Secularism in Toronto is by no means a bed of
roses to its· adherents. Only a few months ago a
member of the Toronto society was expelled from a
Masonic lodge on a charge of being a Secularist and
an Agnostic. Nothing else could be brought against,
him. Even the Toronto JJ'1·eenwson, a paper which has
shamefully abused him throughout the whole affair,
was compelled to admit in its last issue that " the
gentlem~n is a good citizen, and respected by all who
know him." You may hear more of this case in the
near future.
And now two other members of the Secular Society, Messrs. Charles Hicks and George Beals, hav
been thrown out of employment, dismissed from their
·situations in the dead of winter without a moment's
notice, for no other reason than their being members
of that body. Their late employer admitted that he
had no other fault to :find with them, but, with a heart
so :filled with the love of God that it contains no particle of the milk of human kindness, he refused even
to giv them a recommendation to another place.
Both of these gentlemen were depending on their
weekly salaryfortheir support, with,in the case of 1\'Ir.
Beals, a wife and family to provide for. 1\fr. Hicks
had served the " house" in which he was employed
faithfully for· six years, and had every reason to expect better treatment, but faithful servitude must
sink before a sense of religious duty. The city is in.
the hands and under the control of religious bigotry,
and we cannot tell whose turn will come next.
Here is a' sample of what the Toronto people may
expect dming the next ··twelve months: The Rev.
Johnson Vicars, who is one of a number of clergymen
who claim exemption from just taxation because they
a1:e clergymen, has presented a little bill to .the c~ty
cotmcil for damages on account of a defectiv dram.
For cool "cheek" this takes the whole bakery. Here
are a few of the items: "To use of means at present
and in future for eradicating the malarial poison from
our constitutions tmcl restoring us to health, $300."
"For loss occasioned to the London Jews' .Society
through being unable t_o preach, $150.". And, "for
loss of time whilst urgmg the corporatwn to grant.
compensation, $25." Ancl so _on,_ to the a:nount of
several hundred dollars. This IS not a JOke, but
l'wwh in all its glory never co1;1tained anything more
funny. They hav their innings, and evidently mean
to "make hay while the sun shines" on the get-all
and pay-nothing principle. "And they did spoil the
Egyptians."
ToRONTO.
-----~·...--------

Is

Profe~sor

Sumner a

Heretic~

The NC.'•' York Bun thinks that the social teachings of
Professor Sumner. of Yale, are strongly Atheistic, and asks,
"Can he be anything else thau an Agnostic?" His leetures
to the students. the Su.n sa~·s, are directly at variance with
the theories of theology and the whole spirit of Christianity.
for he teaches flatly and with cruel emphasis that the scientific doetrin of the survival of the fittest shol1ld be applied
to lnnnan society with all its logical consequences. The
wc:.1kest must go to the wall, says Professor Sumner, and the
strongest must succeed amon~ ml'n as among beasts. Thl'
sentimental view of social questions he laughs at as unworthy
of sensible and educated men, who. according to his notion,
should watch without a quiver the progress of the struggle
which is "hur~ying on the survival of the fittest."
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most certain to refer in terms of de1i~ion to A.llah
and his prophet, Mohammed. This new interpretation of the law, therefore, is expected to bear heavily
~OUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
upon the Cln·istians, who are deprived of the 1-ight to
abuse the Moslem God, while the ribald heathen
E. M. MACDONALD,
Editor.
C. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager. can scoff at Jehovah to his heart's content.
Certainly it is too bad. Perhaps, howev~r, the
PUBLISHED BY
Porte only meant to show how true is Colonel IngerTHE TRUTH SEEKER GOllfP.ANY. soll's statement that blasphemy is but a question of
!13 CUu&oo Pl&c .. , .New York.
geography.

tioil to the Protestant, why should it not do the same
to the Catholic'? Where is the line to be drawn r A.t
Bible-reading~ Why there'?. Because that is a common act in which all can unite. This ·is not so, for
there are many who do not desire the. Bible-reading.
Where, then, shall the line be draWn.. Simply at
every religions service. This settles the difficulty,
and there can be no quarreling.
If religion is to be given in any kind of doses to
om· criminals, let the vroious sects who hav followers
in this class fmnish it freely and voluntarily. Let
The New Book.
PUBLISHED EVERY SA'fURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
them not tax the state to provide any part of this
Since we announced in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Febspiritual pabulum. The state cannot enter intq that
Add1"Ms all Ummnm~ications to THE TRUTH SEEKER ruary 6th a new book, " The Order of Creation: The
sort
of business. It cannot assume that religion will
UOMP ANY. Make all D1·aj'ts, Uhecks, and Postal 01·de'1"8 Conilict Between Genesis and Geology," being a disdo any service to the state. If religion kept people
payable to UHARLES P. SO MERE Y.
cussion in the J.Y:ineteenth Gent1~ry between W. E.
from violating the laws, the state might hav some
Gladstone,
T. H. Huxley, Max Miiller, and a paper
SATURDAY,
- FEBRUARY: 20, 1886.
ground for patronizing it; but the very fact that the
in the Gentleman's .11fagazine by Mrs. E. Lynn Linpeople with religion hav committed crimes plainly
ton, the controversy has grown considerably, and the
THE
shows that religion is not a preventiv, and therefore,
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL book has grown with it. So has the · price. In the since it has not made a man moral outside of tnison,
J anuro·y number of the Nineteenth Gent·ury Mr.
AND,
it will not make him any better inside of a prison.
Gladstone replied to Mr. Huxley's reply, M. Reville
FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC.
The state cannot use religion, even if it were beneto Mr. Gladstone, and in the February number Mr.
1.886.
ficial, for it must, if it is beneficial, be a matter of inThe addition of these
Containing, besides the }886 Calendar, an Article 'on the Progress Huxley closes the discussion.
dividual conviction, and that is something which the
of Freethought in the United States during 1885; statistics
three long papers will swell om reprint to a handof money paid to the chJ.Il"ches from state tr-easuries,
state cannot deal with as a pro·t of its machinery.
some 12mo book of nearly two hundred pages, the
etc.; a splendid story by James Payne, en titled,
Of comse the state, in its relations with the criminal
"The Cutate of Chnrnside;" a. true
p1ice of which will hav to he 50 cents in paper covers,
classes, must look to reform and moral motiv. It
statement of the facts concernand 75 cents in cloth. The chapters of the book ro·e:
mg Voltaire's. death,
does not punish merely for vengeance, but, if possible,
etc., etc.; also
"The Dawn of Creation and of Worship," b~v W. E.
after
the punishment is inflicted, to make the offender
ILLUSTRATIONS•
Gladstone; " The Interpreters of Genesis and the
Portraits of many great English Freethinkers and scientists;
a good citizen. The criminal-should be subjected to
Interpreters of Nature," by Professor Huxley; "Postpictures of Girard College, the Lick Observatory,
humane iniluences. He should be placed, if possible,
the Waco, Texas, Freethought Hall,
script to Solro· nfyths," by Max Muller; "Proem to
Paine Memorial, Mr. Reywhere his better nature will be developed, bnt his
Genesis," by W. E. Gladstone; "Dawn of Creation:
nolds's Tent, etc.
better
natm·e is not his religious nature, but his
PRICE,
25 CENTS. A.n Answer to l\fr. Gladstone," by M. Reville; "Mr.
human nature, and is to be developed by purely secGladstone and Genesis," by Professor Huxley; "A.
ular motivs. This basis is universal, and on this
Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEWALS, and we hope all Protest and a Plea," by Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
basis the state can work to some advantage for the
will be prompt. If we are to print pictures each
This is by considerable the biggest discussion with
welfro·e of plison inmates, but the very moment it
week, the subscription list must be lengthened. which the Clnistian legend has been honored, .and the
trenches upon the domain of religious instruction it
That those inclined to help add to the list may find it conclusion is eminently satisfactory to truth seekers. is in infinit difficulty. If it takes one religion, then
The book will be out abol!-t Mro·ch first, and those
no hard matter, we make the following low terms:
it must take aJi; if it assumes' one religious ser"vice,
who
ero·liest favor us with theu· orders will be ero·liest
Single subscription.............................................. $3 00
then it must assume all. The Protestant 01-i.es. that
One subscription two years, in advance..................
5 00 served.
to
make provision for the celebration of mass is a
Two new subscribers...........................................
5 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onerepalpable union of church and state. The Catholic
The Plain Way Out of It.
mittance.......................................................
5 00
The legislature at Albany' is s~ill in trouble about might answer, Bible reading is equally so; it is a.
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance....................................................
7 00 the "Freedom of Worship bill," or rather its ghost, Protestant religious service, adapted to the ProtestOne subscription with three new subscribers; in one
ant; why should not the Catholic hav that which is
remittance....................................................
8 50 for it is stated that it will n 0t be introduced this sesadapted
to him. So far as justice is concerned, if
s1on. It lies in abeyance to await a more favorable
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . ln 00 time. The snake is simply scotched. However, an one is granted, the other should be also. The fact
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
attack was made upon the appropriation for the that one is simple and the other complex and imposwith one remittance.
•
House
of Refuge, on the ground that it did not giv ing does not change the logic. Both ro·e pm·ts of a
Will not everyone, in renewing, try to get at least
sufficieRt
"freedom of worship." The attack was religious service, and in a seculro· government must
one new subscriber, thus saving money for themselvs
vigorously opposed, and some very good Secular be remanded to pmely individual and voluntm·y effort.
and helping us '?
The government does not discuss religion-it simprinciples advanced. One speaker declared, "If this
A.nd in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRUTH body is not here to enact laws for the body politic, ply ignores it. It is not a part of the state program.
SEEKER ANNUAL for 1886.
but to pander to sectarian prejudice, the sooner it It must be omitted on all occasions. Thus an infinit
adjourns sine (lie and disperses the better." To this amount of discord is avoided. If religion can do any
A Great Injustice.
good it will still hav ample opportunity. Each church
•
we say amen.
The Cln·istian residents in Turkey are suffering
Right hel'e would hav been a fine opportunity, can do its work without hindrance. ' There will be
under Oriental tyranny and injustice, and it will not had any member of the assembly heen sufficiently no quarreling. The moment, however, the state inbe surprising if President Cleveland is. asked to send wise, and bold enough, to suggest a way out of all terferes to patronize any sort of religious instrumensome ironclads up the Bosp"\J.orus.
these religious difficulties which still continue to tality it touches a spring that unloses countless
The grievance of the Christians is the recent mod- haunt our legislation-namely, that there shall be no streams of discord. There is a theological wm· at
ification by the Porte of the law of blasphemy. This approp1iations of money from the public treasury for once in the ro·ena of the legislativ halls. "Touch not,
law has hitherto been one of the most important the support of any institutions founded and managed taste not, handle not," should be the state motto as
of the code for those who hav to bring their chiefly by sectm·ian denominations. Politicians do to all religious affau·s. Total abstinence is the only
wits to bear in overthrowing an adversary. When- not seem to realize that so long ·as such appropria- safe, wise, and prosperous com·se. It is evident,
ever a man had a quarrel and encountered difficulties tions are made there is a practical union of church however, that om· law-makers hav much to learn.
of fact in getting the law after his enemy, it has been and state. A.s the matter now stands there are relig- They hav not yet attained to the simplicity of a seccustomary to charge him with blasphemy. If two ious services at the House of Refuge. It is not a ular state. In fact, we can apply to them the old
witnesses would testify that the culprit used blas- thoroughly secular institution. The juvenil Protest- SClipture phrase, "They are double-minded and so
phemy, the matter passed at once out of the domain ant criminal can be sent there, and hav the benefit unstable in all their ways." They never look straight
of the ordinary courts and became a state cause, of his religion in full, but the Catholic cannot-he ahead, but always around-to see what is expected
which needed no trial, but in which the Sublime cannot hav the benefit of mass. It seems reasonable of them. Hence they do not see the plain way out
Porte itself had the decision of the length of time that if the one can hav what is for the "salvation of of a difficulty.
that .the blasphemer must expiate his fault in prison. his ~;oul," the other should hav the same. The Prot'
More Canadian Superstition.
The privilege of thus punishing an antagonist in a estant has the advantage in the simplicity and' cheaplosing cause has hitherto been enjoyed by all classes ness of his religious services. It does not make
From Montreal comes a tale of a peculiarly mealike, and God and Allah were both secme against much show, and costs compro·ativly little to read the dieval character. It is related that about midnight
the evil tongues of the co=unity.
Bible, and pray, and listen to a sermon. Hence this last Saturday " a most remarkable phenomenon was
J3ut a change has come over the Porte. Recently intrusion upon seculm· principles is not much no- witnessed in the heavens. It appero·ed on the westa Turk ":as charged with blaspheming God, and the ticed. The mass, however, is a very imposing affair. ern hmizon and rose to the north 79 degrees, where
case went to that sublime body for adjudication. To It is expensiv in its paraphernalia. It brings out the it assumed the spectacle of the heavens opening and
the horror of the worshipers of God the Porte decided religious element quite prominently. · Hence there is shooting forth a stream of livid, rose-colored light,"
that to blaspheme God is not blasphemy, but only a opposition at once. The cry is, There is a union of Naturally enough the superstitious population of
looseness of language, and issued orders that here- chmch and state. Evidently there is, but essentially Montreal were frightened. The Catholics thought
after no one shall be held to be guilty of blasphemy there is no more union .of church and state in the the last day had come, and kneeled upon the streets
unless he shall hav blasphemed the name of the celebration of the mass than in the conducting of the praying for salvation from their sins. Two policeProphet Mohammed. The Clnistiaus of the empire Protestant religious services, and we can but sympa- men were roTesting a p1isoner at the time "when
regard this as an unfair regulation. No Moslem is thize with the demand of our ,Catholic fellow-citizens. the astonishing display from the heavens pro·alyzed
likely to insult the name of his own prophet, while It is just that if the state allow the one it should them for the moment, and they both knelt. and relllission~ies engaged in converting the Turks are al- allow the o.ther. If the state givs religious satisfac- turned thanks to heaven for theu· preservation. Two
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Catholics , thought it was the day of· judgment, and
from some cause Ol' other fell dead."
Probably Montreal is the only city on the westem
continent the major portion of whose population can
be frightened-two to death-by a red streak in the
sky. We venture to say, however, that a few preserved their equanimity. They are the members of
the Montreal Pioneer Freethought Club.
'

To Which School Shall the Children Go?
We hav received received the following query,
which is difficult to answer without perhaps stirring
up a family trouble:

" with no church relations, except such as doom them,
with the heathens, to ete~nal and endless punishment."
All this is very sad, from the standpoint from
which the Ne1os pretends to view the question. But
there is a balm in Gilead for the soul of our frightened contemporary. It is this: It makes not . the
slightest difference in the world whether or not there
is even one church-member in 1\'lichigan, nor whether
the churches spend one or a Inillion dollars for each
convert, so far as the "eternal and endless" punishment of that person is concerned. Heaven a,nd hell
are states of mind, not localities either ip. the beyond
or in the bowels of the earth, and these states of
mind are in the people here on earth, according as
theii~ deeds are good oi· evil. The matter of most
importance to Michigan is to raise honest men and
women. Having " done all to stand" by filling her
borders up with these, she need care nothing about
the scarcity of communicants on the church rolls.

"PoU'GnKEEPSIE, Feb. 8, 1886.
"Mn. EDITOR: What is the law of this state regarding the
attendance of children at school? Is it the father or mother
who has the right to school the children, supposing the
mother is religious and wishes the children to go to a religous school, and the father is a Liberal an:d wants them to
attend the public schopl?
"Is there any law on the subject of church and Sunday. school? If a man is Liberal, he will say to his children, 'If
Editorial Notes.
you want to go to church and Sunday-school, go; if you
ARTHUR
C.
EvERETT
has been forced to suspend his Right.~
don't want to go, stay a1vay.' But has the mother a right to
compel the children to attend church and Sunday-school? of J(an.
Has the husband a right, as head of the family, to teach his
AMoNG the·.. religious notes" of an exchange we find the
Liberal views in place of the wife's compulsory doctrin?
statement that there are at present more than three hundred
"J. G."
preachers, exclusiv of Catholic priests and llformon elders,
_The above letter indicates a jar in some Pough~ now before the courts, chiefly for crimes against women.

his place, any persons other than travelers, strangers, and
loclgers. Nos. 10 and 11 make catching fish or shooting
game on Sunday a finable offense. No. 13 exempts the Jews
from the provisions in these laws.
" I GIY my soul and my heart to God, anct say good-bye to
everybody," were the last words of Charles Hermann, of
Buffalo, hanged last Friday for murdering his wife. "Before
he left his cell for the scaffold he partook of the sacrament,
and his last words were precadecl by a prayer from a clergyman. If we may be permitted without blasphemy, we wish
God much joy with such brutes as Hermann. The company in the other fellow's place is more select without them.
"TnEim is only a thin plank," says the Freeman'8 J011.rnal,
" between Protestantism and Infidelity. Let us do nothing
to make it thinner. What of Catholic tradition remains in
Protestantism has helped to keep society from utter corruption in this !arid of freedom. Better that Protestants should
be intolerant and bigoted, and honest in their belief, than
that they should become pagans, burning incense to Joss
and kneeling at high mass with equal reverence. The only
breakwater against the tide of Agnosticism is the Catholic:
church, which teaches that education cannot be clivorcctl
from the Christian religion." For which reason the Catholic
church ought to go.

TnE following is from the Ironclad Age:
"Brother Byers is clamorous for a book thai will giv the
amount and value of clmrcl1 property in the United States of
America, and he oug·ht to hav it-so had every man. Any
man having knowledge of such a compilation will do well to
postal-card this office."
If Brother Byers and Doctor l\Ionroe will eonsult. the
keepsie family, and we do not wish to make it louder.
A POLlOE~IAN, of Fresno City, Cal., lately went insane and
But the law is clearly on the side of the father. He was found by a citizen up a tree in his orchard. He was TnuTll SEEKER ANNUAL for 1886 they will find what they want.
has the legal right to bring his children up as he persuaded to come down, like Zaccheus, and announr~ed Every Freethinker should hav all the issues of the AxNUAI .•
for in them is a vast amount of information, sta.tiHtical and
pleases as regards their mental training. As relig- himself a new John the Baptist. He was committed to an rhetorical, which is invaluable.
ious schools are notoriously valueless, children should asylum.

attend .the public schools. They .vill obtain in them
all the religion they can starid and yet grow up good
citizens. As for Sunday-schools, we think a father,
by judicious teaching, can easily overcome their pernicious influence. But only to avoid a fainily separation, should the father yield. Both parents might
let the children choose for themselvs. In this particular case, however, we think behind the mother's
..wishes is the influence of a priest. If so, that priest
should be made to understand that he will greatly
oblige by keeping his p.ose out of fainily affairs.
In a word, while the father has the clear legal right
to educate his childi;en as he pleases, he should do
everything compatible with honor, and without sacrifice of principle, to preserve peace in the fainily:

WITH the n-Iarch number, which is the beginning of the
fourth volume, J. D. Shaw will double the size of his Independent Pulpit. The price will be raised to $1.50. The
Independent Pulpit bas always been interesting, and now
that the size is doubled the subscription list ought to be.

Churches in Michigan.

THE Young lien's Christian Association of New Haven has
asked the legislature to exempt its property from taxation to
the amount of $50,000 because it is a religious concern. The
Ansonia Young :i\Ien's Christian Association also demands
$15,000 exemption. The Senate passed the necessary resolutions to comply with these unjust demands, and the Fl'buse
will probably follow suit.

The Detroit Evening News is severe upon the
churches of Michigan. Ostensibly berating them for
theii lack of success, and condemning almost without
measure their methods, it furnishes the unbelieving
person who will not be enticed into them the strongest kind of reasons for his course. The churches axe
not worth joining, even as social organizations.
The facts which the News givs regarding the
churches are these: One denomination in Michigan
last year, the Baptist, expended in salaries and expenses $264,294 and received 806 additions to their
membership-an average cost of $327.89 apiece.
Outside of this there was also raised $53,840 for the
support of the Sunday-school, home and foreign missions, and other church interests. Of the 378 Baptist churches in the state 187 report no ·baptisms" a hunriliating disclosure," says their state organ.
Taking the membership of the principal Protestant
churches in the state-the Methodists, Baptists, Congregationalists, 'Presbyterians, and Episcopalians-it
is found they number 142,159, which is an increase
over 1884 of 3,.611. Their expenses .doubtless averaged as high as the Baptists, which makes an aggregate of $1,084,000. Now, when it is remembered
that there were in 1884 over 1,855,000 persons in Michigan, that out of this there are not over 150,000 Protestants of all denominations, and who had less than
4,000 additions to offset the 50,000 yearly increase in
population, can the present church methods, questions the News, be called anything else, in their
attempts to reach the masses, than dismal and
lamentable failures'!
It will be noticed, too, that in the above figures the
losses by deaths, "moved away," and other causes,
are not given. The further question may rationally
be asked, then, was the total number of converts
equal to the losses1 But when the entire country is
taken into consideration, the .News finds the disparity
- ip numbers between what it na1vely calls the elect and
the _lost to be " simply appalling." · By the figures
from the church's own statistics the j'{mos finds there
are over forty-three millions of people in this country

'' THE Gun.D OF KINDNESS " is the name of an institution
belonging to the liethodist New Connection of Great Britain.
The object of the organization is to develop a spirit of kindness among brethren and sisters cif th!l denomination especially, and among all Christians generally. This is
certainly a much needed guild.
JA"IES A. Br,rss !~as changed his Spi1·it Voices from a
monthly to a weekly called the N, D. C. A.a•e. The object
of the National Developing Circle is to increase the visible
supply of mediums, itnd thus work for the good of Spiritualism. 1\Ir. Bliss also vigorously attacks the Catholic church,
wherein he has our heartiest sympathy.

------

'l'nE Valley Falls Lnr:~fer has a new press. \Vhile the
paper prcse11ts a m)atcr appearance than usual, i\fr. Harman
explains Umt he has nol got all out of the new press there is
in it on account of the unfavorable weather. \Ve sympathize
with 1\Ir. Harman in his struggles with the Kansas blizzards
that freeze his press up, and advise him to put some printer's
varnish ora spoonful or two of turpentine in his ink. That's
what we did when we ran a country press.
THE Tulare, Cal., Democratic lhee P7·es.~ is a cautious journal, as we judge by the following : " A gentleman sent to the
Ji'1·ee Pri'~R some copies of TnE Tnu·m SEEKER, a journal of
Freethought and free expression. The fi'ree Press is not a
theological journal, hence will not criticise the columns of
TnE Tmrrrr SEEKER. \Ve are certain that the editorial matter referred to will be praised by Freethinkers generally and
condemnecl by all believers in the established religion of the
1tge. Typographic1tlly the paper is a model of neatness."

IN the proper column the poetically inclined of our rcadrrs
may find the advertisment of a new poem by S. P. Putnam,
entitled, "Adami and 'HevR." It is the story of the Indian
garden of Eden, older by thousands of years than the Oltl
Testament tale. Brahma, waking from "the dull blank of
incommunicable. sleep," makes up his mind to make a world
arid a man and a woman. The legend relates that he put the
man and woman on the island of Ceylon. Adami and Heva
had their courtship and then they were married by Brabma
himself, who said to them, "Remain here; you must never
leave this island." But 'after a while Adami grew restlC'ss and
said to Heva, "I believe I'll look about a. little." He went
to the northern extremity of the island, where there was a
narrow neck of land connecting it with the mainlancl, and
looked across. The mainland appeared more beautifl\J than
the island, and he finally persuaded Heva to accompany him
across, he carrying her on his back. \Vhen they got over
they heard a crash, and, looking back, discovered that the
neck of land had fallen into the sea. Then Brahma cursed
them both. Adami spoke up and said, " Curse me, but
curse not her; it was not her fault, but mine." Brahm a
softened a little and said he would save Heva but not Adami.
But Heva was a true wife, and wouldn't hav it so: "If thou
wilt not spare him, spare neither me; I do not wish to liv
without him; I love him." Brahma, however, sent them out
into the world, but promised to watch over them and their
children. This was ]Jetter behavior all around than wt• read.
of in the Genesis copy, anrl shows that the mythologists of
India had better idt•as of manlines~ and godlitH'S~ than the
ancient Jewish writers. .Jir. Putnam has -~Hitteu thi~ story
up in the superior poetic styh' for which he is noted, and had
it pnblished by the Truth Seeker Company, and now wishes
to sell it for ten cents per copy. And while we do not usually
invest heavily in poetry, we can recommend thh; with a clc1;r
conscience as being a beautiful myth beautifully rc·lated.
Courtlandt Palmer says it is incomparably the besl prorluct.ion
of the author, and that is saying a great deal. The philo,ophy of the poem is that love is the mightil•st forre in tlw
world, beside which even the power of the suprrmc Brahma
was a valueless thing. This is illustrated by ITeva's n•jcction
of paradise without Adami:
" Thon hast been just, Great Brahma. Thee I prai~c:
But I would render back thy precious gift..
Take thy fair Eden- I will walk the earth
'l'o death's dark door with him I love alway.
Adami is my life ; my hl'art is there,
Beating with his whatever fate may do.
Better with him all suffering and all woe:
Better with him the labor and the pain;
Better with him the wildest path forlorn;
Better with him the thunder's blasting force,
Than all that thou canst giv with him away.
Justice is thine, 0 Braluna; love is mine for aye.''

TnE Catholic Union and Tim~s rejoices that in J\'Ir. Gladstone's new cabinet John Morley is made chief secretary of
Ireland. It says: "If Ireland must hav such an official
pending the winning of her national independence, we know
of no one better fitted to fill the duties of that position in a
wise and humane manner than John 1\Iorley." Is :Mr. Cronin
not aware that John :Morley is nu Infidel? Or has it come to
For the rest of the poem, which is all as good as this. the
this, that, weary of looking for justice from Protestants to
reader is respectfully referred to the pamphlet.
Catholics, i\Ir. Cronin turns to an Infidel as the embodiment
of justice i'
TnETm is probably as much heresy of one kind and another to the square inch in Massachusetts as in any Eastern
state. Yet there are laws 011 :i\Iassachusetts's ·statute books
which, if enforced, would make life decidedly uncomfortable
for the "Modern Atheniaus." Last week a petition to the
legislature was prc~ented asking for the repeal of the old
Blue laws. Among them are these: No. 1 makes it an offense to be present at any unlicensed eutertainment, other
than sacred, on either Saturda~· or Suwhy eYcning. No .. 2
prohibits all labor or the keeping open of any shop, exeept
in case of necessity or charity. on the Lorrl's rlay, ami forbids
dancing; on tlutt cl:iy, the penalty being· >1!:50 for c•ach offense.
No. 3 forbids lravcling, except in cases of necessity or elmr.
ity, on Sntunhty Evening or Sunday, and Jixes a fine for any
laucllorrl who cin that day entertains, or allows to be about

Lectures and Meetings.

W. F. JnuEsox is having crowded houses in Ebony, .Mo ..
where it was supposed the people were so pious that they
would not listen to a Freethinker. He next goes to Si! ver
City; after that to Minnesota. Liberals of 1\'iseonsin, J\1innesota, and Dakota should address him at Lake City, Minn.
CHAI1LEs \VATTs's lecturing: cngagl'llll'nts are as follows:
Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 20th and 21st, Chicago. 1\Ionday and Tuesday, Feb. 22d and 23d, Palo, III. ";:-edncsda.y,
Thursday, and Friday, Feb. 241:1, 25th, and 2lith, \Vyorning,
Ill. Sunday, l~<'b. 28th, Davenport, Iowa. All communications as to lecturing engagements with ::II r. vVatts should b<'
sent to him, up to :\larch lith, c:arc• of ::llr. A. D. O'Neill, 10'7
Parke avemw, Chicago, Ill. Aftc•r that dale. No. H2 Berln•lc·y
street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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'£tfttrs !from Jlritnds.
SAGINAw, Mron., Feb. 3, 285.
EDITOR: I think that your illustrations are superb. I
luw no doubt the influence consequent thereupon will tend to
rnlike'the old TRUTH SEEKER stillmore popular than ever. I
hope that you will bav a. ~housand new subscribers at least.
J. H. BmmHA;\1.
1\II~-

CHAHLOTTETOWN, P. E. Isr,Axn, Jan. 2-5, 1886.
1\[n. Enrnm: For inclosed $1 please sene! the TRUTH
1:-'EEKEI: Axxu A1. for 1886, and apply balance to assist in the
illustration of the paper, as should the illustrations, of which
l cordially approve, be continued, I intend to contribute another dollar on my subscription to .the paper to help to meet
the extra expense. And believe' me ever, with increasing re~pect and sympathy,
Yours,
JAs. B. GAY.
01'TDmA, IA., Jan. 30, 1886.
1\[n. EnrTOH: Shake! I felt like jumping as high as the

mythological cow of the nursery rhyme when I read your reply to Tucker & Co. Go for them, for they are doing true
Liberalism more harm in a day than the rest of us can undo
in a year. Their devilish trash i~ thrown in my face often,
and the outsider who is seeking for truth is often driven from
the pursuit by the wild vagaries of the Anarchists.
Truly yours,
C. IV. STEWAHT.
A YEI:. 1\IA~s., Feb. 10, 1886.
:\In. Emnm: I think my dollar given for the picture clepart.ment wisely spent. Such illustrations are powerful argunwnts. They daguerreotype the subject on the mind mprc
I han any sermon of words can do, and which few memories
can hold. These pictures are arguments that children can
l'Omprehend and remain a lifelong history. They will stimnlate "eternal vigilance." Liberals. save your pew-rent and
support TIIE TmiTII SEEKEI:. ·
ELi,rAH 1\IYmaK.
VrNELAXD, N. J, Feb. 10, 1886.
:\IrL EDITor.: Those impressiv illustrations you are now
publishing adtl greatly to the value of THE TimTrr SEEKER.
The majority of persons are more deeply impressed through
1heir eyes than their ears. As this is the case, what a wonderful educator the future issues of tbc gmnd old THUTH
f<EEKER :1re to he! It is my wish that the paper may incre:tse
!.!;reatly in circulation, and that it may liv for years teaching
humanity how to get riel of the curse of superstition.
DR. R. ,p_ FELWWS.
WrDIOT, 0., Jan. 26, 1886.
:'IIR. EDITOH : I inclose you $4, three for THE Tmrrn
HEEKE!{; for the balance please send last. year's TRUTH SEEKEH
AxxuAr., and as many of J. E. Remsburg's "Sabbath-Breaking" work as the m~ney will pay for. LI suppose I will not
likely patronize TnE TRuTrr SEEKER many years more, as I
am now iu my seventy-seventh year, which will make, when
this year is up, threescore and seventeen years, which will
preclude the probabi1ity of seeing many more. I am getting
too old to get around very well. otherwise I would try to
get you some subscribers ; but subscribers are hard to get, as
money is scarce here.
JA:-.!ES ALLEN.
VERXONIA, On., Jan. 25, 286.
J\IIl. EnrTon: I see by the card you sent me that you hav
rPceived my money for my subscription for 1886. I want
you to send me your catalog of books for sale. I think we
will need some of them here. This is a backwoods place,
:mel in the winter the back of the mud is away back from the
top of the ground. Just after Christmas two young JVIetho<list students came in here and told the people that Jesus
Christ had been killed for them. It raised quite an excitement, and you could sec people in sleds pulled by oxen
splashing through the mud, going from house to house, by
a ppointmcnt beforehand, tv tell each other about his death.
I am glad you hav started in on pictures. I put each one
up in a frame, and it is fun to see Christians look at them.
ThPy appear to hav the same influence on them that a red
rag has on a bull.
0. CHERINGTON.
.
AmwnA,·o., Feb. 2, 1886.
l\In. EDITOR: Another fearless anrl untiring hand has gone
to rest. The mother of the writer died on the eve of January 16th after a painiul sickness of three months. Her nanie
was Louisa Fenton. She was the mother of nine children,
seven of whom survive her, the writer beinp: the oldest of
her family. She has always been a diligent and faithful
woman in her family duties-one of the hardest-working·
women I ever knew, always at work, trying to bring comfort to soinc one save herself. She was always at home,
never nmning the streets, as many clo, to flirt and flame
about. She never was a member of any religious denomination. For several years she had been a Spiritualist. On being asked the question, ''Whom do you want to speak at your
funeral?" she replied, "I don't want any orthodox." There
was no orthodox employee!. Mr. 0. P. Kellog, of East
Trumbull, 0., a well-known Spiritualist lecturer, delivered
the discourse, which was· fitting. The lines of Scotland's
pride arc not inappropriate:
"Happy, ye sons of busy life,
Who, equal to the bustling life,
No other view regarrl!
E'en when the wished end's denied,
Yet while the busy means are plied,
They bring their own reward."
11 is often asserted by Christians that unbelievers in their
religion arc afraid to die. This foolish ami silly lie is tmworthy of any notiee whatevN. I saw my mother daily for
thr, !aRt hnmlrerl <lays of her life, and I ean tmthfnlly testify
ll1nt I heard her say again ami again that she was ready, ami
r:cr:n ttn:dons, to rlie, Why should those who hav devoted

their lives to benefit others dread to "lie down to pleasant taught the dogmas of the church. J~et Liberals• see to .it that
dreams." If good deeds will not bring us happiness in time they educate their children in Liberal knowledge and literaor ctt:rnity, then let our fate be what it will hereafter, let us ture.
SARAH METZGER.
clo our duty here. And if rtll mankind would so justly and
A J"ETTER FROaf A CI,ERGYMAN.
untiringly perform their duty as did the one who now sleeps
CrrART.OTTE HARBOR, Fr.A., Jan. 20, 1886.
beneath the flakes of snow, justice would ):Je more evenly
.lH Y DEAR Em Ton: I do not wish to raise a discussion for
distributed among mankind.
B. 0. FENTON.
notoriety, as some do, but I am anxious to learn all I can. I
·wEsT ENosnutwH, V-r., Feb. 1, 1886.
wish to say a few things, and hear your opinion. Now, bellfn. EDITOH: I hav been a subscriber to your valuable pa- fore I come to any point that I would like an opinion on, I
per but a short time, and during this short time luw gleaned will say that I wish church and state to forever remain as far
many benefiting ideas and solid truths. I li v in a eonununity apart as Z and A. First, I believe there is no death of anywhere nothing is taught, and hardly anything read, but or- thing, but everything is and always has been evoluting.
thodox principles, and anyone who cloeH entertain Liberal Second, I don't believe there ever was any place of punishideas is looked upon as a dangerous person in society. vVhat ment, call it what you may. I hav reasons too numerous to
a state of affairs this is! and will this civilized country ever mention for such belief, but one is that spirit, being of lighter,
be riel of this mental slavery, the greatest enemy to the ad- material, would naturally consume the sulphur. Then_ I believe in science, and that science is truth. I believe that we
vancement of scientific education?
If you hav room in your paper, I wish you would publish hav about one thousand worlds in our star or solar system,
the statistics of the growth of orthodoxy in this country com- and our sun and system is one of eighteen millions that de- ..
pared with the growth of population, and also giv us the scribe their circle around the pole ; that there hav already been
Nine. Demands of Liberalism for the benefit of new subscrib- four thousand such grand divisions discovered and still no.
ers. What a feast it would be if we could hav a good Lib- end to space-seventy-two thousand million of suns "'nd .each
eral lecturer for a night or two! It \\·onlcl be like an oasis in surrounded by a thousand opaque worlds ; that each and all
are in a constant state of evolution and all' are describing a
a desert.
Yours, etc.,
C. H. BEsSEY.
circle around some greater head. I believe that God is the
STHASBUIW, ILL., Feb. 6, 280.
power, call it what name you will·, that fills all space, that
.iHR. Eornm: W. S. Bell arrived here Feh. 4th at 2 P.M., and givs each and every thing an understanding according to its
made the acquaintance of nearly all our business men and merit or capacity, from the smallest, where fifteen million can
many ladies. His pleasant countenance made a ,!!,"OOd im- dwell in a drop of water, to the largest world that floats in
pression. In the evening when he went to the hall he found space. I don't helieve there is any darkness only as a thing
the scat~ all occupied, and many standing. His lectnrc, gets in its own light. As the spirit is the light of the body,
"Liberty and J\Iorality," was delivered pleasantly, though so when evil passions get in our light then grt>at is our darkearnestly. Near the close of his lecture there was a slight ness within.
rustle of calico, caused by the deacon's wife and the minister's
I do not believe in the inspiration of the Bible; still, I hewife setting an example for children by hastily leaving the licvc man may derive great knowledge from a proper study
room and stopping the speaker in the miclclle of a story he of the book, laying aside the unbelievable 'and believing such
was telling to show that bacl ]Xtrents generally produced things as agree with science and history. I believe public
bad -offspring, and that a child that had a bad start in the prayer is directly against the commandment of Jesus and that
world could not be improved by pounding.
public blessings are a humbug; but I believe it our duty to
The ladies were not insulted by any language used by the spread the light of knowledge, of science, reason, and tn1th,
lecturer. The Liberals of Illinois should keep W. S. Bell in in all places where darkness and superstition abound. I bethe lcctnre field all the time. There is uot a minister that lieve any man should not be allowed to preach.,. unless he is
can come in here and get a convert thai. is of age. or a minor competent to teach, and that the Bible ought not to be
that will stick. \Ve are totally depraved.
brouo·ht into the school-house only on the Lord's day, or such
Yours truly,
A. Yom;:.
days~ts are set apart for worship. Then the school-house
should be the meeting-house, and when such services were
Jonrx, Mo., Jan. 2[), 188().
1\ill. EDITOR : This, the anniversary of Thpmn.s Paine, over should again return to accommodating the little ones as
America's grandest and purest patriot; a man revered by school~house, and that the preacher should hav no salary, but
the mentally disenthralled thousands of onr nation's son's the teacher should be properly paid.
I don't believe any set of people hav a right to say how or •·.
and daughters; a man that future generation~ will engraft in
the hearts of the millions yet to be; a monument more endur- when another person or sect shall worship, for God judge~
iug, a purer, deeper reverence than that accorded either Con- the one as well as the other while doing our duty here, and
fucius, 1\fohammcd, or Christ; a name that can only be as- ·hereafter. For my part, I can't say what will become of us,
sociated with the most disinterested, the purest, loftiest, but we will certainly evolute. I believe there is some way
noblest purpose; a name without ·a parallel in advocacy of that knowledge can be made manifest by spirit to us in the
human right; a name without a peer in brilliant, fearless flesh. I will cite one among the many I might speak of. In
wealth of brain ::mel purpose; our nation's first; the world's the battle of the 28th of July before Atlanta it seemed to me
grandest champion of universal mental liperty-is a fitting that something told me to move or I would be killed. I was
time to affirm renewed allegiance to the cause which he so lying on my face beside Nelson St. John, of Co. G, 8th Iowa
Infantry, when this feeling came on me and I said, "St. John,
fearlessly, so grandly championed.
It is fitting, while reflecting over the grandeur of this grand move over that way a little." He said," What for?" I said,
man ° r.t this date, that I renew also my allegiance to that "fflove or I'll get on your back." He laughed anrl said,
noble, fearless old advocate of Thomas Paine's principles, Trm "Get on." I raised myself upon his back, when that very
TRUTH SEEKER, that for so many years, laden with the cream instant a shot raked the full length of where I had lain. I
of Liberal thought, has been a welcome weekly visitor at my dropped clown in my place, when St. John laughed again aml
humble home. Yes, Friend :Macdonald, you arc doing a said, " Who in hell told you that shot was coming?" I tohl
grand, a noble work. Your management of Trm Tm;nr him I felt it in my bones. lVIany similar occurrences hav
SEEKER interest in the Freethought publishing department~ taught me to believe in some kind of spirit power. I hav been
your efforts in disseminating our humanitarian literature, warned from the mobs or Kuklux of this state years ago by
your defense of the right and fight against the wrong as you the same power.
And now, Mr. Editor, without worrying you, I wish to
see it. is good enough for me, and I sincerely hope that you
may liv to gather from the tree our beloved Bennett planted, ask, What is your opinion. of this spirit power? I never atand so carefully and ably fertilized and pruned by you, its tended a Spiritual meeting in my life. I always thought the
greater portion of them were humbugs. I hav been commisripe and mellow fruit, and feast thereon,
sioned by different churches to preach. I never took a cent
Long liv and prosper TrrE Tnul'rr SEEKER.
for such services. 1\fy last commission is from the St. John's
IV.\!. 1\L CAKrEI!.
Baptist church of Jacksonville, Fla .. I hav taught school,
Er,Lswm:Tn, KAx., Feb. 2, 1886.
mostly colored, for the last ten years, but being crippled in
1\'ln. EDITon: Y estcrday my husband sPnt you a post-office the late struggle at the battle of Kenesaw, and thus far never
order for five dollars for THE Tmrrn SEEKER np to 1887, and having succeeded in getting a pension, I find it very hard
ten cents for Remsburg's "False Claims." We hav a few scrabbling to liv, and am not able to buy such books as I
Liberals in our town of about fifteen hunrlred r;itizens. I would wish to study. Therefore I hav thought I would
hav lived here since 1868. I am a Spiritualist, but a Liberal. write this letter to you, meaning no offense and seeking no
My husband is very Liberal, and we wish and hope that if notoriety.
Yours truly,
REv. S. n. Hum.BUT.
1\Tr. S. P. Putnam travels over the Union Pacific while on his
l\frLWAUKEE, On., Jan. 26, 286.
way to Colorado, he will stop of at Ellsworth. I do not
MI{. Enrron: In TnE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 5th, is a
know as we can make it profitable for him, but even a visit
from a Liberal would encourage us; am! here let me say, any curious communication from Mr. Hiram Van Pelt, which
Liberals traveling in this vicinity will he. welcome 'guestR at may remind ue that there are superstitions in the domain of
our house, which is situated on the i:'mok_y Hill river. \Ve science as well as religion. He says: " I hav seen three livliv in a square frame house on the hank of the river, across ing creatures called horse-hair snakes, . . . and one of them
the street is a square, stone house. IV c liv On Douglass I caught, and with my thumb and finger stripped the flesh
twtemw on the west side of the street. Tt. is the second street off the hair, and sure enough there was the real horse-hair,
west from the depot. 'l'urn south from mil road track; in- and a good strong one too." He seems to realize that he did
quire for John J\'[etz"er. I hav been to chmch four times in a cruel thing, but if he had only thought to put the hair
fourteen yearH. Th~ last one I attended was the Episcopal back in the water it would hav been all right. This !tccrcMethotlist, Rev. IV. A. Seville. He remarked that all In- tion around a horse-hair, of animals without any fathers or
fidels were taught Infidelity before they became Infidels, and, mothers, may be a valuable discovery if they prove edible.
said he, " What is more natural than for a chi! d to kneel at One would only hav to put a horse's tail to soak over night
its papa's or mamma's feet and repeat it:; evening prayers." to strip off meat enough for a whole family, and then he
I was so disgusted that I got up and went home.· A few could soak it again. This reminds one of the Irishman who
days later some ladies calle<l nt my house, and during the on eating his first ear of green corn, handed the cob back to
conversation one of them asked me why 1 left the church so the waiter and politely requested him to put some more peas
suclclcnly. [ told her that I cxpcctctl the minister to tell the on his stick. Bnt this is not the most wonderful of Mr. Van
truth and if he did not I would not stay a)ld hear him. For Van Pelt's discoveries. A fellow who came to a hotel when•
me, I was always a natural In11<lel, an<l J l>elicve every per- Mr. Van Pelt was stopping seem;; to hav been shedding hi~
stm woul<l be if it were not for their teaching whil<: young. hair rather freely. From fifty to a hundred of them wen•
Oh, how I wish we could see a nation that hue! not. been left in a wash-dish containing water, and in about six hour~
0
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in' the dark, these hairs were developed into living animals,
"clothed with flesh, nerves, joints, and life."
It is interesting to note what sort of statements honest, in\elligent people will make in regard to what ought to be plain
matter of fact. Mr. Hipshier, a preacher of the sect !mown
as "~oul Sleepers," and who, three years ago, was a county
commissioner of Furnas county, Neb., told me that he had
seen Venus pass between us and the moon, and that he could
plainly distinguish it across the moon's disk. Mr. B. (a captain in a Wisconsin regiment during the war, and 'now a
commissioner in a county in Washington Ter.) assured me that
he had developed horse-hairs into life many times. He said
it took several clays, and that they would come to life quicker
in milk than in water. Several others who were present
made similar statements. Mr. B. also knows that ni""hthawks are whip-poor-wills. He and Mrs. B. hav freque~tly
seen them light down and sing right before their eyes. It
availed nothing to urge that the two birds were not only of
different species, but of different genen~r---that" the nighthawk has long wings ~nd the whip-poor-will short ones, and
that they differ in their habits. When I asked why nighthawks do not sing on ~his coast, where they are so numer• ous, he replied that they did occasionally-that a man over
un Lewis river had heard them several times.
These animals are technically called _qrl!f'diaceid(JJ. In ~the
larv::c state they inhabit crickets, grasshoppers, etc. Tenny
says: "They are often: called hair-worms, and persons ignorant of their ·history suppose them to be horse-hairs transformed into worms."
All advance in science has been made ou the assumption
that -the operations of nature are uniform. Diligent research
with microscopes and with the most delicate chemical apparatus has discovered no deviation from this uniformity.
J\Iiles in depth of stratified rocks,, containing a record of millions of ages, with the remains of countless species of plants
and animals, furnishes evidence of this uniformity. The
closest scrutiny with microscopes, magnifying a thousand
diameters, has not led to the discovery of a plant which was_
not developed from a previous plant, or germ, or seed; or an
aninml which did not come from a similar animal, or from
an egg. Eve"ry part and organ of an animal contains the history of a series of wonderful transmutations produced by the
accumulation of minute changes through long periods of time.
Every instinct and mental trait of an animal is the effect of
environment or the result of experience on itself or ancestry.
The eyes of animals are produced by light acting upon certain nerves, and hav heen gradually perfected from a rudimentary condition through geologic ages.
Now those hairs in that wash-dish must hav had a very
limited' experience, and their inheritance was nothing. Of
course if they had been acquainted with Mr. Van Pelt, and
knew what a cruel man he was, and how he had served their
unfortunate kin of the horse's tail, their fears would hav been
explicable.
I question no man's word. If some good and truthful man
should tell me that he had thrown a sailor's rope into the
water and the next morning found it turned into a python (a
big knot in the end of the rope forming the head), and that
he had stripped of!' the flesh and returned the rope to the
sailor, I should neither question the integrity of the witness,
nor experience any belief of his story, But that story would
seem just as true and conformable to the laws of animal
growth as the story of the horse hair.
Not only are the organs of animals slowly perfected by use,
and each added improvement inherited, but organs and members also deteriorate by disuse. The fi~h of the l\[ammoth
and other caves hav only rudimentary eyes which hav been
skinned over and are useless. The pythons and boas hav
rudimentary limbs under their skins, and man has rudiplentary muscles which are useless to him, but which he inherits
from ancestors who used to wag their ears.
All these effects, which paleontological history shows required the influence of the sun for countless ages to accomplish, unr friend declares were produced in six hours, in a
wash-dish, and in the dark.
That is a good subject to practice on to develop faith. It
is well attested by good witnesses who could hav had no motiv to misrepresent, and who arc suffering martyrdom, to a
limited extent, in attestation of the truth of their story. Now
if any pne imbued with the principles of science can succeed
in believing it, I do not sec why he cannot successfully
wrestle with transubstantiation, the miraculous conception,
the resurrection, and thus save his immortal soul.
D. PRIESTLEY.
DENVER, IA., Jan. 6, 286.
Mu. Eon'OR: In number after number of our paper I look
in vain in " Letters from Friends" for letters from ,. the
I-lltwkeye state. Are the friends of THE TRUTH SEEKEI~ in
Iowa all dead? Perhaps the hardest blow the Liberals of
the '\Vest hav received caill'c from their friends. But they
willliv through it. If they don't write, they do "a heap" of
thinking, und some day you'll hear from them. Iowa doubtless contaius as many Liberals, in proportion to her population, g,s' any oth~r state, but her auxiliary Leagues were first
non-96n., and now non est. Too mueh "I" and "u" and
Cop1stock "taffy."
·
Mr. Editor, did a farmer ever tell you how much hay Noah
and l1is boys put into the ark for his gmss-e!tting animals to
feed upon during his 400 clays' voyage? They would require
.at least 400 tons, and, unless the hay was pressed, this would
fill 120,000 cubic feet. The haying season was a long one.
I/ That "black boy," Ham, ran the Champion Mo_wer with a
, span of long-eared donkeys; Shem and J aphet ch!l the hanl1 ing with Buck and Bright; while the old man used Jack be1 fore the sulky rake. Two of the young women helped to
.! mow away the hay in the ark, while the other helped her
I mother-in-law do the house-work.
l hardly dare tell you who did 'ail the feeding in the arl>,

or who cleaned out all the stalls therein and carried the filth
up three pairs of stairs;-and threw it out of the small window.
I don't know how much kerosene oil they used, but I do
know I wouldn't like to be fooling around all the animals
in total darkness, for the ark was pitched inside and outside,
excludi'ng every ray of light except from a small window at
the top. Nor can I tell you how much the eyes of any of the
inmates of the ark were worth after being excluded from the
light for four hundred days and nights. But as all vegetation was killed by the long-standing salt water, the greatest
fun was when Noah drove all the blind creatures out of the
ark, with nothing to eat except one another.' No wonder
Noah got on a bust. "Sacredly" yours, :M:. FAm~INGTON.
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And so I close, wishing you a prosperous year for THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and that the cause of mental liberty embodied
in the Nine Demands may take giant strides till the end is
reached;
T. :M:. Hol!NE.
PACIFIC, J\Io., Dec. 17, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: The J\Iasonic lodge has expelled two of its
members for their avowal of a non-belief in a God. Now the
thought arises in my mind, Has Freethought its greatest
enemy in the church itself or in these large and influential
and powerful organized bodies who are bound by au oath to
believe in a God (at least, such is the condition for membership)? Members of the church itself havno such extra binding-are freer in that respect. I think, since I hav my
thought called to it, that such is the case. Almost every man
you meet belongs to one lodge or another; in fact, lodges and
members are more than the church itself. Here in this small
place, of at most 1,500 inhabitants, we hav at least three
lodges,_ besides members belonging to outside lodges. vVc
hav also five churches, Roman, Presbyterian, Baptist, Methodist, and colored.
I think I see the reason now why there is such hesitation.
in accepting Freethought papers. I hav given my paper to
men who I know don't believe much in church doetrin ;
don't go to church themselvs-some of them not even their
wives or children; but yet dare not say aught against them
or take and subscribe for TnE T1mTII SEEKER or any of the
Freethought papers. Reason in things-or reason at all-is,
after all,.no greater in the average lodge man than in the av·
erage church man.
No matter about the apparent opposition by the church;·
the lodges are its greatest bulwark, its greatest savior.
Yours for being wide awake,
A. H. K.

FREE~rAN, Mo:, Feb. 286.
lHR. Enrnm: Though ·still hybernated, as the only means
of self-protection against the Kansas blizzards that persist in
playing jayhawker, by raiding over into Missouri, still my.
Faber is sufficiently animated in the Florida climate produced
by the l'IIissouri hickory (not administered as in the whilom
days of boyhood, but burnt in a stove instead) to again
materialize in a friendly letter.
Anrl I hav news, too, that is of interest to myself if to no
one else. Yon see I had my Agnostic lecture-'' Views
from the Outside "-all ready to deliver, and was invited to
do it .at the Paiue anniversary celebration at Liberal, Mo.,
when, lo and behold ! I found that man sometimes proposes
while the doctor disposes, for an JYI.D. came to our ranch
on Sunday, January 24th, bringing tt little ten-pound male
Infidel in his sacldle-pocketH, and completely breaking into my
arrangements, or desires rather, concerning Liberal and the
29th ultimo. So I had to write Brother Thayer for a postponement on my part, but I guess the celebration was ,'t success all the same. I dislike to be imprisoned when so many
others are in the field, still '' Barkis is will in'," considering the
WEsT UNION, 0., Feb. 3, 1886.
cause. In other words, I am proud of my boy (my firstMR. EDITOll: In a late issue of your paper I saw a very
born), and will hav to name him Thomas Paine to get even
with him for cheating me out of the Paine participation at formal, logical reason far the preacher's bad boy. It was
good. But I like my reason better, viz. : The preachers alLiberal.
A short time ago I had a letter from W. F. Jamieson, writ- ways turn their children over to God's care, and he is a poor
D.P. W. EYLEr:.
ten from Joplin, l'ifo., concurring with me in some views em- hand to raise children.
bodied in a letter to him based on a eommunication of his in
LAKE CITY, IowA, Jan. 30,1886.
THE Tnm:H SEEKER of .January Dth, entitled "Liberal
Mu. ED ITO I!: Many thanks for your beautiful ANNlJAL.
Leaves."
I think frien_d .Jamieson soundefl a keynote in that article, But as thanks will not make the mare go, I send money for
and I fnr.ther proposed the fm'm of the leaflet should be ac- the one received and three more I want for friends. I do not
cording to his primary suggestion, that is, of two leaves, or think anyone can afl'o,rd to do without the ANNUAL for ten
four pages, those distributed on the first visit of a lecturer to times its price. I should like a "Balaam" picture or two and
be devoted wholly to destructiv work, having on one page also a "Mother Superior," as I gave mine to a preacher who
some of the barbarous absurdities of scripture correctly did not hav sand enough to attack Remsburg when here, but
quoted, aud on the opposit page the argument in simple lan- waited till he was hundreds of miles away and then took
guage, devoted to chilclfsh comprehension, such as the refuge in the coward's castle, the pulpit, and threw stones at
writers named by Brother Jamieson know so well how to get his betters, not even telling a single truth in all his discourse. up-the Wixons, Slenkers;Gardeners, and others. Of course, We gave him an invitation· to discuss the inspiration of the
there are mauy, very many thi.:iJ.gs in the Bible that we can Bible with one of our leading Liberals, but he thotwht best to
not tln1s print, because of the danger of shocking our ortho- decline. I thought him wise for once in his life. But is not
rlox authorities into locking us up like Bennett. However, such conduct rather small?
Well, we still think THE TIWTH SEEKER a grand paper, but
there are still plenty of passages free from obscenity that
could be used to disgust any intelligent school-boy or gir 1 hope the day will never come when such noble old men as T.
with the" false claims" of a book they hav been taught to Winter will be expelled from its columns. He has forgotten
more than many of the persons abusiug him will ever know.
hold sacred.
These are passages the wily priests never allow the tender They cannot answer his arguments. They_hav never yet beeu
J. L. ToMPKINS.
lambs they herd into the Suuday-school to see. Their lesson- touched. Hence the abuse.
papers, cards, tickets, and so on, only contain the nicest and
least objectionable extracts, and the lambs are never referred
GRAND I8LAND, N. Y., Jan. 25, 1886.
to such pa.ssagcs as Kings, xxxvi, 12; 2 Kings, xviii, 27; nor
J\frt. EDITOR: As the Catholic church is pushing her Freearc they cited to David's list ot unnamable crimes, from rob- dom of Worship bill, would it not be a good idea to meet hPr
bery to mmder anrl adultery.· The spiders in sable are too on her own grounds, and liSe the same instruments she IISPR?
sag>tcious for that. But they first entice them into Sunday- I hav been thinking, if we rely on beating her back with
school with pretty music, books, pictures, clothes, and a petitions, she will get her work in before we get Btartctl.
greater ammal bribe of picnics in summer and ChristmasShe virtually boycotts all the politicians she can't usc; why
trees in winter. It is only when thoroughly indoctrinated should we not boycott all those she does liSe? Why uot keep
from youth to manhood that they can be crammed with the a black-list of all those members of the legislature that proswhole book as of "divine" origin.
titute themselvs to her for political advantage, and let them
Now, let us fight it out on the line laid down by the oppo- know we intend to lop off their heads politically ir'thC'}" presition, and carry out .Jamieson's suggestions. Of courBe, it sume to introduce measures of that nature into the lcgi~la
will produce a howl of protest, and may in some instances ture, or vote for such measures when introduced? This, I
provoke violence. But they must take their own medicin, believe, would dampen their amlacity more than anything:
these fosterers of superstition: for they do not hesitate, nay, it else we could clo under the present circumstances. Tl1c conis even their boast, to entice the children of Liberal parents viet forfeits every claim to liberty when he renders his inearinto their Suuday-schools, aml stuff them with dogma and ceration necessary for the public safety. If the C'atholk
nonsense. Let Liberals return the compliment, and fight church can't restrain her adherents from committing aGt~ of
them with their own weapons.
violence upon other people, why should she be allowctl t.o
And suppose it requires martyrrlom-I clo not mean to the enter mir penitentiaries to mock justice by stuffing criminals
death, for they dare not kill us-suppose it means opposition, with superstition she could 'not keep under moral restraint
social ostracism, and all manner of proscription they can ex- when at large. If she furnishes a larger percentage of the
crcise under the law, is any afraid? Docs dread of this social criminals confined in onr reformatory institutions than other
repudiation, nncl an occasional treat to free eggs and rotten people, according to numbers (and she certainly does), why
cabbage, deter anyone from fearlessly doing his duty? If so, should she be allowed to further tamper with them ? 'fhl'
such a weakling had best join a church and be altogether fact that nine-tenths of the criminal!:! come out of tlwse plaees
"respectable."
worse than they went in shows the futility of the presence of
But the time is close at hand when even the dangers hinted Christian priests and ministers in these institutions. Thereabove are not to be feared. By acting on Jamieson's plan,, fore, all clergymen, whether Catholic or Protestant, should be
lecturers will be fast killing the prejudice that endangers, interdicted by law from meddling where they only clemora].
and paving the way for their own support in this worthiest iw. '\Vhy !lhould a priest be allowed to break the force of
cause, independent of aid from the Union.
the law by strutting upon the gallows with a murderer to
This letter is too long, but I can not close it without refer- trifle with him, by pretending to absolve him from his sim;,
ence to the TRUTH SEEKEit ANNUAL just received. It is and giving him a free pass into the New Jerusalem?
certainly "a daisy," and contains more valuable matter to
Can anything be more presumptuous or more demomliziu~ '!
the square inch than any similar publication extant. I huv A man is found guilty of wilfully premeditated murder, ami
not had time to read it all, but hav looked through it, and a judge condemns him to die. Then a Christian priest st. p~
wish it were in the library of every Liberal in the land. in and asks God to forgiv a crime that chills the finest feelingR
Looking over the "subjects of illustratiJLI'' and portraits, so in man, and for which auy mtrthly judge will shrink from
many of whom are Infidels, gave me an agreeable conscious- granting a pardon. ',Now, if t'lis God exists, docs not he
ness of being in good company. Surely no ouc·can blush to know enough to attend to his own business as a great judgl'
be found in the same category with such names as Huxley, in matters of absoiution without taking lessons of a priest'!
1-Iume, Darwin, Rousseau, Castelar, and the twenty-five other Does this God authorize priests to peddle indulgences and
illustrious names you present that are famouR aR poets, his- grant absolution to the worst class of criminals that blaekl·n
torians, scientists, or reformers.
1this planet?
Yours for justice,
'\VALTER SIMMoNDs.
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Edited b.11 Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall
River, 11!ass., to wltom all (Jommunications fw·
this (Jorne:r sltould be sent.
" Between the dnrl< and the claylight,
When t-he night is beginning t() lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."
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Song of the Captiv Bird.
Come list .to the song of the captiv,
Come listen with sorrow-bowed head;
Oh, list to the notes so pathetic,
::\!ore sad than the wail o'er the dead.
It pmus out in eloquent music
Each sorrowful, heart-breaking word-·
:\I ore sad than the grief of Aurora,
The song of the poor captiv bird.
Come list. to it soon in the morning,
Its voice is so shrill and so clear ;
And every rich droplet of sorrow
In melody falls on the ear ;
'' l\Iy heartfelt desire is freedom,
That liberty nature doth giv,
Still, still, •tis bereft of all pleasnl'c,
And parted from freedom I liv.
"At morn when the bright ray of Plncbns
Is kissing the dewdrop so fair,
I long to be .out among flowers,
I long to soar high in the air.
Yon say I sing happy and cheerful,
nut dive to my heart's bleeding con',
Yon find tha-t I sing of mr sadncssl\Iy song is my sorrow's on tpour.
"Hope comes not; I know that this prison
Will still be my terrible doom;
:\fy hear·t is in !')Orrow 18 dark 111nnsion,
O'erhnng with the thickest of gloom ;
Yon know you hav stolen my freedom,
You know I am doomed to remain
Right here, without hope, without pleasure,
'Vlwrc nothinr:; he falls me hut pain.
"Yon know that throur:;h bars of my prison,
When music and harmony swell,
I look and can sec the gay songsters
"Where pleasure and liberty dwell.
Yon know that I long to be with them,
To drink of the morning's fresh breeze,
And hop mnong leaflets and branchesYon know that my home is the trees.
"You kn~w th<Lt m:<· wings •we enfecble<l,
So uselessly folclecl so long ;
And yet you, most cheerfully happy,
Can praise nw most sorrowful song.
Yes, daily my one hope is blasted,
That hope for m:r song to impart
l\Iy sorrow; no, you will not hear me.
Yon know not the words of my heart.
"Oh, tell me why am I imprisoned,
What terrible crime hav I done
That all my whole life should be wasted
In prison alone, all alone?
Oh, tell me would you like such pleasure,
Oh, would you be happy and gay,
Oh, could you sing blithely and cheerful
In soli tude day after da~· ?"
DARLINA BELL.

Little Lena.
Little Lena Maxwell, whose father was
dead, and whose mother 1 for the lack of employment better adapted to one of her strength
and capacities, supported herself and Lena
by washing for other people, stood in the center of a group of girls just outside the schoolroom door.
"Rag-bag! rag-shag!" sang first one and
t.hen another, and afterward all together in
that monotonous, aggravating tone children
sometimes assume.
Mrs. Maxwell could not afford to dress her
little girl as richly as those of her more
wealthy neighbors.
She wore to-day a faded print dress, perfectly clean, and neatly mended in several
places.
"I am not; ragged," said Lena.
"Oh, no," exclaimed Vida ·way, pointing
to the patches; "patch! patch!"
"Oh, yes, yes!" screamed all; " patch!
patch! patch l"
At that moment the school-bell rang and the
children hastened to the school-room, but
Lena was too grieved to attend the afternoon
session and started toward her home, while
those most distant from the door threw after
her several stones, calling, "Patch! patch!"
One of the stones hit her arm, and another
the back of her head, and she went sobbing to
her weary, toiling mother.
"I think you ought to be ashamed of yoursclvs," said Lilly Preston, a sweet, blue-eyed,
ft1 ir-haired little girl, who had not joined in
the cruel sport. '' One of those stones hit her
head-perhaps it will kill her."
They paled a little at this, but there was
time to say no more ere they entered the
school-room.
, .
. · 0" L .
. . ·fll . b . t
Tl w, next
morm~o cna was 8 1 a sen
from school. Inqmry was made for her by
the teacher, but no one seemed to know, and
J;illy volunteered to call at Mrs. Maxwell's at

noon, as her house was near:by, and inquire
the cause of Lena's non-attendance.
"I saw Dr. Munson's team outside the gate
as I came by this morning," said Benny Jones.
The children looked a little anxious and
frightened as they remembered the stones they
had caused to hit her the day before. At
noon Lilly reported Lena to be very ill with
brain fever.
The next morning the teacher called the
school to order and said : " Before you take
your hooks I will tell you about Lena. She
is very ill-so ill that her life is despaired of.
She is delirious, and ·screams at times, as she
lies in her bed moving her head restlessly from
side to side and tossing her arms about, ' 0
mamma ! the little girls are throwing stones
at me. I am not. ragged-! am not rag-shagdon't throw any more-oh, it hit me! it hit
me i They call me Patch-oh,. the rocks!
the rocks!-don't let them hit me again!'
How must the little girls who threw those
stones and called her names feel ?
"They surely cannot feel happy at being
the cause of so much suffering and misery for
a poor little girl and her mother, and all because the little girl was not dressed lLS finely
a~ themselvs. Theil how will they feel if she
dies?"
Again the children paled, and soml' of them
cried.
"You cannot undo the wrong, but you well
know that }irs. .iVIaxwell's poor health has
prevented her from earning a sufficient
amount of money to pay rent, buy food and
clothes, and this accounts for Lena's shabby
appearance at school.
"Now, to show your SOITO\\' for what yon
hav done, I think it your duty-you who hav
pelted her with the stones-to go to your
parents and tell them the whole truth, and
ask them to pay the doctor's fees and provide
a good nurse to assist Mrs. :Maxwell in caring
for Lena. I will also suggest that }Irs . .iVIaxwell be supplied with plenty of .grocerie~, as
she can earn nothing while her child is so
ill."
The repentant children did as they were
counseled by t1JCir teacher, and tlw parents,
grieved at the wrong clone by their children,
at once consented to the request.
When Lena was convalescent-for she did
not die-the children went into her room and
asked to be forgiven, which Lena was very
willing and glad to do, and gave them all a
loving kiss.
Lilly Preston lingered a few moments after
the others were gone.. Lena put her thin
arms around her neck, saying:
"I cannot help loving yon a little the best,
for you never called me names, or threw
rocks at me, but always spoke to me so
kindly, and gave me such sweet smiles."
Little children, be kind to yonr playmates.
Injure them not with tongue or hand, aml if
one of them is shabbily dressetL or scarred,
or deformed in any manner, take extra painH
to be kind to them, and help them to forget
it.
SADIE A. J\L\GOO:\.

Our Puzzle Box.
!.~PUZZLE.

A and B bought a melon for eight cents ;
A paid five cents, and B three cents. They
sold half of the melon for eight cents, and
the remaining half they ate equal!_,.. How
much did each receive? ,
w~r. ScoTT.
2.-PAI.!NDIWMIC SEN'l'EXCE.
A wild ox with a lengthy mane
Is found on central Europe's plain.
'Tis Poland's bison, _and some claim,
From it our common bovins came;
But Cuvier thinks, however linked,
Their species must be quite distinct.
Though llead and neck, you see, be nrt;ught,
Yet in this ox-bow they are caught;
Its body, as this riddle goes,
Is only an old La-tin's nose. .
Upon this beast our Susan find,
But 8/:ttin,qwitlt Iter face belu:nd.
Mazeppa-like must Susan ride.
And this wild ox must be her guide:
So, Susan clear, where e'er you roam,
I'll write for you this Palind?·orneBalaam once 1iried its worth at least:
'' S1t8an forevm· obey-1'/ds Beast."
I1•win, Ia.
J, K. P. B.IKEU.
iJ.-IN\'OLV~;D 'CIIARADE.

A word of four sylables is seen,
By common folks not used, I ween.
The jint is known of many kinds;
Though never seen, one often finds
That, like a ladies fancy fixin 's,
It co,ts him like the very Dicken,.
The .-Pcond is a e~;rtain gait,
Not]mtr;nt, but improved of late.
d f". t'
· t t 11
. I
7 • d
The t,u,r
an Jour 1t, o11 my . must no e ,
Or you would guess it sure as--well,·
We'll sav, '·As sure as fate."
.
But psh~w! I've told you now, .
.iVIy cautwn comes too late.

I
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The man that sometime had the wltole
Performed on him so queer,
Has met my gaze, since childhood's days;
I see him every yea'!'.
He is a second Josep\r, too,
For calmly he does stand,
Although a beauteous maiden sits
And beckons with her hand.
In his presenec love must reign,
For plainly can be seen
The lion and the playful lamb,
"\Vith chilrlrcn in between.
"When I was young I used to think
He surely would get shot,
But still the darts of envy point
Right to the same old spot.
lHiclst all his foes and t.rou bles great.
He seems to hav no wish,
Unless it is to calmly point
And say, "Just see my fish."
Untnd llaqn:dN, j~fich.
EsPRIT .FOl:T.
4.-J(EBUS.

Three towns in Massachusetts.
5.-REBUS.

belled against Spanish despotism, 'they proclaimed freedom to all the slaves. How different wa.s the case 'with the· rebels at the
South in the United States in 1861! What a
great difference between those two Declarations of Independence ! One for t.hc abolition of slavery, the other for its perpetuity.
Truly "there is just as much difference in
some folks as there is in anybody." I could
tell you much of interest about this country,
but am aware that your limited space in the
Corner will not permit. I would like the full
and plainly-written address, in au envelope
bearing a 5 cent. stamp and inclosing a 5 cent.
stamp, for return postage, of all perRons who
would like to ltear and receive relics from me
from various points on our tour around the
world. Till the 15th of next March my adaddress will be Ejiclo No.2, Havana, Cuba.
Hoping this may interest our frien~s who
may like to hear from boys, and that It n;r.ay
find you in health, comfort, and prospenty,
I am,
For ffiiss "'V'ixon aud the Corner,
GEO. SA~L NEW/ON.
[We shall all be delighted with the sketches
of travel that our young Cuban friend pro-.
poses to giv us on his five years' trip around
the world, and we thank him for his kindness
and courtesy toward the Corner. We wish
him and his papa a. plcasttnt and instructiv
journey and safe return home. The story of
the bull-fight is awful to think of. We trust
our readers will always be merciful and 1mmane to our dumb friends, the animals, who
cannot speak and defend themsel vs against
the brutality of man.-Eo. C. C.]
I-L\ImrsnuRG, PA., Jan. 27, 1886.
DEAR :M:rss "'V'Ixo": :My husband and I
both feel as if we had known you personally,
although we hav never seen you. "'Ye ha.v
your picture in the THUTR SEEKER ANNUAL of
1885, and my son_ who is only five and a half
years calls it " Ins lady," and ~hen we read
the Children's Corner of that estimable paper,
we fell that we can almost he~tr your voice.
Imagination, yon will say, ?ut ,_vha~ W oulcl
we be if it were not for Imagmation.0 It
makes beautiful the most prosaic, and clothes
in livino- beauty the most inanimate. Of
course ~ere it not for. this great gift of ours,
church and priest could not hold sway. But
they work in the imagination of the ignorant;
no matter how well educated the people who
" believe " may be, their imag_ination is held
in check and allowed to run ill one channel
only that 'of religion. "\Ve hav cause every
day to be thankful for being Liberals ·and Infidels. I am afraid I am tiring you with a
subject you hear over and over again, ~ut believe me that every one heard from IS one
more added to the list of' those seeking the
truth
I take the liberty of sending an
origi~al poem, and hope · yot! will find it
worthy of acceptance. Yours m the cause of
justice, truth, and right,
Mns. Fum.\ W. TumrAs.

Four different kinds of noises.
WHEATLAND, OR., Jan. 23, 1886.
DEAJ: 1\Irss SusAlil H. WIXOlil: I am one of
the readers of the Children's Corner, and seein()' no letter from Oregon, I thought I would
~ite you a few lines. As it has not be~n
lou"'
since old Santa Claus was around, I Will
0
tell you what he brought me : :MtLjolica
sugar-bowl, pair of mittens, _collar, two h~ncl
kerchiefs, a dollar, and fascmator. I believe
that is all. I hope he has visited all the
homes of'all other children. We liv near the
bank of the "'V'illamett.e river-the boats
come past nearly every clay. The river gets
so low in summer that the boats cannot come
C. C.]
up. There is a large amount of wheat s~IiJ?
ped from here in the autumn, although It IS
Oorrespondence.
not a very large ph~ce. As I canno_t think ?f
any more interestmg news to write I wrll
HAYANA, CuBA, Jan., 1886.
BELOVED .iVIIss "'VIX.ON: Having, in com- close, wishing you goo~ success with the
1' ours truly,
pany with my papa, set out npon a five years' Corner.
lHAUDIR WILLIAMSON.
tour around the world, I hav concluded to
write you for the Corner from various points
of interest at which we may sojourn.
NEw Ros,.;, IND., Jan. 23, 1886.
At some places we expe,ct to remain some
DE.u: JHrss WrxoN: As I hav seen so many·
months, and expect to arrive at the antipodes little girls writing to you I thought I would
some two years hence. In 1884 we tra~'elecl try. I will do my best. I am ten years old.
some time in Europe, but merely on busmess. I hav a little brother seven years old. I go tp
This time it will be on both business and truth school every clay, only when I am sick.-' It
seeking.
is very cold now. I did not go to school toThis Island of Cuba is blessed with alL the clay, for I hav been sick. My teacher's name
natnral advantages that could be desired, but is Eva Jackson. She is a good teacher, .and
it is govemed by a people so bigoted and bar- she is us strict as she can be. My little
barous that, while it is the most prolific and brother's teacher's name is Fanny White.
genial spot on earth, there is much misery and She is o-oocl. I went to her for part of the
destitution among the people. I went the winter ,"hut I got too far along with my lesotlu;r clay to see a bull-fight. In the arena, sons, and I had to go in the other room. I
and to fight with the bull, was one of the study arithmetie, reading, sp~lling, ge~gra
noblest of harmless animals-a horse. The phj, and grammar. I had a little pet krtten
bull o-orecl the horse, tearing open the abdo- but it ran ott. Papa got me the "Story
men,"' and the intestins fell out upon the Hour" for a Christmas gift, and he kept, H
o-rotmd. and the noble steed, with his cars over to l1is brother's till ,Christmas. My.
htid back, and in terrible agony, ran about uncle put a pair of vases on the tree for me,
treadin"" upon his own intestins, while the and mamma put a scmp-book on. I hav it
barbarcftis di""nitaries of the government sat nearly full of pictures. I hav Aunt Elmina's
clapping t!HJ.r hands and applauding the picture, and I pasted it in my scrap-book.
shocking spectttcle. Is not that barbarian? Well, I _guess I must close for this time.
Be it remelnbered that the officers of our govYours truly,
NELLIE BRusn.
ernment at "\Vashington are fully aware of
these European barbarities being enacted in
America, and not even a protest !
CrL\THA~r, N. Y., Jan. 28, 1886.
This, too, is a country t!utt. has been poiD~;Ar: 1\Irss WiXON: l hav four Holstein
sonetl with human slavery. The last, fang of calves. I hav them all named, and help take
the venomous reptil is now receding from the care of them when it is fit for me to go out.
body politic. Next year the very few per- I .Jmv goo9- times riding clown hill with sister
sons tl1at are still in a kind of remunerated Lillie. I do not go to school, but study at
slavery hPre will bt~ free. That is to say, as home, aml am nearly through the second
free as one can expect to be under a military reader. I am eight years old.
despotism. In 1868, when the Cubans reYours truly,
RoBBIE C. BROWNING.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE OHILDREN'S.OORNER,
FEB. 6, 1886.
1.-Fm·ty.two rnen, iJy deleting the central
letter,· is changed to forty 1oornen. 2.-72.
3.-Tumblcr-ice-cream, milk, water, wine,
honey, beer, gruel, tea, jelly, vinegar. ,
SoLVERs.-Nettie Olds, I. A. Pool, "1'1. R.
King, V. K. Htmsen. ·
[B. W. Brockway, Jr., S. Allen, J\Iich.We hav not space to giv forms of solution.
"\Vrite to the author at Escanaba, 1\fich.-En.
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Robert the Devil on Jonah and the
W11ale.

that particular spot, at the particular moment
when Jonah was lnunched on a voyage of
submarine discovery, from which he was,
never expected ever to return, wasn't it mighty
lucky for Jonah?. Just think how vast the
sea is, and how small in comparison a whale!
Why, a drop in a bucket is a big thing compared to a whale in the sea. To approximate
in bulk, it should be a·clrop in a lager beer·
vat, or the whale should be put in a four-acre
fish-pond. So, for a particular whale of forty
millions, more or less, and especially arranged
for the reception of guests, to be on hand to
receive Jonah just as he had walked the
plank, was one of the luckiest things on record, it seems to me. Suppose the whale had
been waylaid by a swordfish and thrasher,
and been brutally assaulted and battered. In
that case he wouldn't hav arrived on time,
and what then would hav been the fate of
Jonah? Ask of the sharks that swim around,
devouring what they may. It's better to be
born lucky than rich, they say, and Jonah
was lucky as they make 'em. That's all I
know about Jonah, and I don't believe it.
ROBERT THE DEVU..

.I

'

,•"

able. By the time one has. gone through· this
The 81YUthern Progress is a bi-monthly ·
book he will feel that he has gained in intel- magazine published at C!J:attanooga, rrenn.,
)ectual. status very preceptibly.--Noncon- by D. P. Robbins. It is devoted to the health
formlst.
and happiness of the Soutl;. Naturally, with
such objectiv point, it is Liberal in its tenThe pages of the New York TRUTH SEEKER dency.
are now· illustrated. This new feature of
"One Way" is a pamphlet poem by Mrs.
emphasizing Free thought may prove v~tluable;
but it will require very careful management. A. Hurd, who sends one here with her comThere is great danger, though, that the ridic- pliments. It is published at Waterloo, lowa.
ulous be allowed to usurp the place of the' The sentiment and. style may be gathered
sensible in getting up cartoon's. Some. of the from the concluding lines :
presentations, so far, are very good, and may
" Paul thought that he would rather die
And dwell with Christ. ·· But I
·
accomplish good, especially those of ''Liberty
Somewhat divine the highest throne·
in Peril," "The Iron Virgin," and "The
Is that of love, and can be known ·
Spider and the Fly." ,., Uncle Sam in DisAnd occupied in any place
tress" is very striking, but not in good taste.
Where charity's the crowning grace.
The same may be said of nearly all the small
So T confess I'd rather stay
Alld with my little brothers play
pictures. Ridicule and contempt may serve
In the New Jerusalem.
tO' gratify the minds of the extremely prejudiced, but rarely accomplish anything in an
TD G .RISE OF.
argument.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has now a position of
great influence and respectability, and we
think ridiculoi1s caricature is ratlJer beneath.
From Thales to Copernicus.
its high sphere of action. If we would conBy
FREDERIC
MAY HOLLAND, Author of "Tha
vince Christi)tn people we must reason with
Reign of the Stoics."
them and not scandalize what they deem
"This is a book 'not op.ly to be read once, but to
sacred and dear. This caution is founded on be kept and referred to, and pondered over from
year
to ;v:ear. It is a ~uide-book of Liberalism
our high appreciation of our contemporary, through
the past centurtes IJrior to 1600, the era of
and our great desire to enhance the cause of Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam1 or'Lecky,
Freethought, aucl we hope it will not be con- but it makes them intelligible by pointmg out the
strued into a hostil criticism.-Independent white light that has been cast upon the htrid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty,
P1tlpit.
from the little stream of FreethOltght that has

I'm the '' devil" in the printing-shop of Gabr·iel's Horn, a paper devoted to Christianity
and hell-fire and brimstone, without which
Christianity would go down to five cents on a
dollar-silver dollars at that-with no takers,
and soon be run out of the market.
The editor of Gabe's Hm·n is a downy cove
who knows which side his bread is buttered
on, and how to lay the butter on thick and
even. He can roll his eyes and tongue in reverential guise for all they're worth, when any
of the helHire jerkers come in, and work off
a whole chapter of the Holy ~Iunehausen and
not stop to spit ; but when a fellow comes in
that· doesn't belong to the holy groaners and
dtms him for a hat or a gallon of old rye-the
forked-tongued galoot nips it on the sly-he
can rear up and cuss like a cowboy, and do it
offhand and gallus like, without cpughing or
blushing. And then to see him settle down to
business and brimstone, when he has rattled
the dun and sent him off as lie came, without
the scads, but plenty of promises, is too sweet
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RUPTURES CUR EDby

-···::o~·-~··- the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr W
No.4 Buillinch St., Boston, Mass., ,~ho
may
c~nsulted on a1J. diseases r_equiring skill
and expenence. Cht·omc and obstmate diseases
that have baftled the skill of all other ph¥sicians a
specialty. Such treated successfully, mthout au
instance of failure. Mention this paper. ly14

DB. B. P. FELlOWS
is a :regularly: educated and legally qualified physician, and
the most successful
as his practice '~ ·
prove. He has for
twenty :years treated
exclusivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures of which
he stands preeminent
SPERliiATORRHffiA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in matm·er years, causiug
night emissions bv
dreams, loss of sexual
power , rendering
mltrrla,re improper and nnbappv, etc., are cured
j)ermaneutlv l>:; an outside aJJQlication in sixtr
days. NO STOllfACH lHEDIClN USED. It is one
oj' Dr. Fellows' valuable di~coveries 1 w}eich is et.ltirely unknown to the madica1 profess10n. It 1s
not a catch-pennj" get up, such as a padl belt, pastille1 nor magnetic appliance, but sunp y a medicin to be applied externally on the parts affected,
which cures by absorption. Send five 2-cent stamps
f9r his "Priyate Counselor," gi viug_ full informatwn. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Ymeland, N. J .,
and say where you saw this advertismcut.
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage is solicited.
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·~··.. ·-~ ~. '-'_:;t ~:_:.~~·1:+··,·(Al!CHBISHOP CormiGAN, of Baltiiriore, ··ha·s
been appointed cardinal for- :t4~s c()im'try~
This givs }lr. C'oiTigan the-:nghtfto?;W~ar a.
red hat.
tl!"·-··

TnE Rev. Daniel O'Conell, pastor 0··st. i
John's church, of Oswego. N.' Y.; who has
been on trial before an eccle.stia,sicaJ co1:;.t. on 1
various charges, has been suspended from i
ctnty.
'
i
TRAMPS are so numerous in Florida that•
the county commissioners hav decided-: to-.··
an~hor freight boats in the St. John's river,<
and send the tramps aboard them for ninety ·
days each.
·

hell." A truer word·
is wisdom, virtue, haps L!~~n~~j~f~~~~'::. vice, a:r;id miserY. Let
f
·
of hell in this world,
and strive to realize here
ki:ngdq:m of heaven [for us 1] ·that
w. Foote (N. s. S. Al- ·

THE demonstration at Seattle, W. · T;,- i
against the Chinese, who wer~ Cil;li.~tly gath:.
ered in and shipped to San Francisco, resUlted
in the calling out of the militia; and several
citizens were shot.
'
.
'·

· T~~Rev~ L~azr: Abbott, associate edito~ of the

;.ch~_t'la:n:'-Uniim;'-ib.lillieves that childrei:J.· may. be

•·"·.borninto:godliness;"that "there is just as m1ich
scriptlli;al.autb,ot1tY ·ror a doctrin of original piety
as· for'a doctrin of:onginal sin ;" and he' further
:says tll.!J.t:,t!ier!):afe'''' the convictions of a lifetime,
Wl'qught.out by ~:h6.!3:tiJerience of two generations."
-S.o does: heresy grow;,-.Anon.
:.-_"Go
lu'l(l ~orlt: with ail your will-uproot
error.~!,, WI:\>1ll.t]ie-reco1·d of a recent visit to the
oid.!'leei·.of Chelsea by a correspondent of the :Bil.tim,oi·e sun).~car:iuze.

TrrE Poles in Chicago hav ~alled a massmeeting to protest against the outrage on
humanity contained in Bismarc~'s expulsion
of Poles from that' portion of their nativ land
within German boundary lines.

;9ri,

TnE recent London riots ·hav.ealled atiention to the destitute condition of the unemployed poor of that city, and practical steps
may be taken for their relief. A' committee
of workingmen called on Ghid_!;!tone last week.

.•'·

THE committee of ministers that has been
investigating the charges against the Rev. J.
C. Pershing, president of the Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Female College, hav found him guilty of dishonest-y, lying, and immoral conduct. Dr.
Pershing is suspenrled from clerical functions.

TnE trial of Parson White, of White Plains,
:N. Y., goes merrily on. 1\'lr. White is charged
with assault upon Miss Elfrida Robinson, an
employee in his household. His criminality
is apparent; w hfther or not it was effected
by assault is the question to be settled by the
court.
HoRATIO SEYMOUR, ex-governor of New
York; died on the 12th instant, aged seventyfive years. He was twice governor of New
York (1862-64), and was candidate for president in 1868, being defeated by Grant. He
was a man of marked rectitude in public and
private life.
l\l[i!R. -EL£7-ABE'rll TILTON has just removed
from Brooklyn to Chicago, where she expects
to remain permttnently. Theodore Tilton,
her husband, is in Paris, living frugally upon
his earnings as a lecturer in the United States.
It is said that Mr. Tilton has declared his intention never to return to this country.

GEORGE Q. CANNON was arrested at Winnemucca, Nevada, last week. The prisoner
lut~ been in hiding for nearly a year.
There
•is great rejoicing among legal men there because of Cannon's arrest, as he is regarded as
the ehief mind in the Mormon church, whose
anthoritativ voice, from his retreat, gave
orders to the faithful to stand firm anrl support polygamy.
1\'L\.JOH-GEN. Wr:">IFIELD ScoTT HANCOCK,
eomrnanding the Military Division of the Atlnntie, Department of the East, died Tuesday
afternoon, Feb. 9th, at his home on Governor's
Islnncl, New York Harbor, from diabetes ag.c;ravaterl by carbuncle. He had been ill only
11 wt>ek.
General Hancock was nearly sixtytwo yenrs of age, having been born on St.
Valentine's day, 1824. He was. an officer in
t!H~ late war, aud ·candidate for president of
the l:niterl States in 1880. Lient.-Gen. Phil
Slwrirlan is his successor as commander of the
Division of the Atlantic. The dead commander's funeral in New York on the 14th
was unaccompanied by any great military or
civic display. The body was taken to Norristown, Pa., for burial.
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""
-;ltilton,
I ''!low can a -"spirit'"
conceive a material body?

iiA.nnY I-lrr.r., tlte·keeper of a !anious· sporting resort, and who was once _called the
wlckeclest man in New York,'appeared.befo;e
Superintendent Murray one day last week, and
made affidavit charging the pqlice with blackmailing him.
Trrn Brooklyn police counsel hav decided
that the autfwrities were not justified in preventing a Sunday evening "sacred·" concert. i
for the benefit of the Parnell fnncl. "The observance of the Christian Sabbath," they say,
"iR not a part of onr law."

THE heavy rains last week did great damage in Boston. Large areas of the city were
submerged and more than a thousand persons
were driven from their homes by the flood.
}Inch loss was eansetl at Troy, N. Y., and
other places, by overflows.

.: ','

.NOT to knq.w.. at large of thing's remote
From use, o)lsce!le~and subtle, but to know .
. ';L~!tt·frhi<ili )j~iir~ ijs lies in daily life, .
';Is,thePlilA_e.)visdom; what is more is fame,
··.·Or emptiness;.·a fond impertinence,
And.J.:encJers us., in'things that most concem;
,unll~~cj;r~ed; unprepared, and still to seek. ·

f

the whole· a~air be miraculous, why try to com. promise matters with. nature by making a kind of
; p'seud?:-father1 Snrely it would be simpler to
. leave It: a complete. miracle, and let the virgin re; main the solitary parent. Except for malting
: the story match better with the elder Greek
: myi;]J.ology, there is' no need to in trodnee a god1 parent in the affair. A child without a father is
' no more. remarkable than a mother who remains a
! vi'l·gih. ···This attempt at reasonableness only
' makes ·the whole more outrageously unnatural,
and provokes criticlsm which would b'e better
avoided.-,l{rs. .Annie Besant.
! If

THE astonishmentwhich the peasant feels when

1

I he sees the 'rites of a religion different from hiH
) own, is not less great.than if he saw some flagrant

1 bJ;each of the moral duties, or some daring act of '

•I

•
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TEACHER of Bible· class : "In what book of the
Bible is the expression foundi 'All flesh i• grass 1'"
Student: "Timothy,".
·
" WE hav entirely overcome the objection we
had once to prohibition," says an Iowa exchange.
Another editor learned to drink out of a jug.
A LADY of charitable disposition asked a tramp if
she could not assist him by mending his clothes 1
"Yes, madam," he said, "I hav a button, and if
you will sew a shirt on it I will be greatly obliged.,THERE is a man in Philadelphia so mean that
when he is asked to join in singing" Old Hundred,"
he churns off "Ninety and Nine" inatead: He says
he has got to make one per cent, anyway, these
hard times.
THERE is nothing more admirable in a public
man than the courage of his1eligious convictions
and practices. It was ex-Alderman Walsh who remarked once ,in the presence of his fellow members of the city government: "Every night I get
down on my knees and say my little prayer, and I
don't care a da,mn who sees me."
A LITTLE girl, a regular attendant at one of the
Presbyterian Sunday-schools of St. Paul, womt out
with her mother to spend the day. A ymmg lady,
a visitor likewise, asked her what church she attended. "I don't know exactly," the little girl replied.' . "I'm not a Methodist and I'm not a Baptist. I guess I must be an advertisment."
"YEs," sighed a recent widow, "we are very unfortunate. Poor John was out of work for a long
time, and when he obtained a good job he died.. "
"What jobdid he get?" she was asked. "He
joined a circus, and got twenty dollars a week for
putting his head in 'the lion's month twice a day.
That's all he had to do. It seems hard he should
havdied." ''What did he die of?" "The lion bit
his head off."
A SouTH YoNKERS Sunday-school .teacher was
trying to explain to her class what the conscience
was, but had some difficulty in making the scholars
understand. "What is thatsmallvoicethat comes
to you after you hav· retired at night 1" she said at
length. "Oh, please, ma'm, I know," quicldy
said one of the bright little girls. "Well, what is
it, Dolly 1" said the teacher, proud that her explanation had been so quickly comprehended.
"Cats, ma'm."
SAM JoNES was preaching' the other night after
his most effectiv style ancl suddenly; to enforce a
point, broke out with this expression as illustrativ
of the confidence with which children look upon
their parents: "Yon go home." said he, "and
wakeup your young son at midnight, and ask him:
'·who is the wisest man in all the world?' and he
will say, 'Ybu are.' " One earnestly inclined parent left the house of the Lord that-night determined
to hav that important point settled by the youthful scion of his family and name before another
sun should hav set. He roused his hopeful andremarked in assumed indifference : "Theo, who is
the wisest man in the world 1" Quicker than

------····~---.

'

ligl).tnirig carhe -the . c~hing'' arlsw~r, " .I am."
:.AD.d )lOW there•'is;a. doubting 'Thomas hovering
about the edge of Sam's spiritual P.asture.
A METHODIST preacher tells it-upon himself that
while on his tra,vels recently he stopped awhile be-".
fore •unuown at a house to spend the night, and
after enteri1ig the house the ·aog came in, ape_
'preached lum good-Iiatnredly, and then, as· If he
hacT ascertained who the 'isitor was, immediately
went out and got after the chickens in the yard.
'
'
"J?RoTHER IKE,". said a gentleman of color to
another dar key yesterday, " yer orter been to de
pra'r meeting las' night. We prayed fur yer."
"Am data fac'1" "Hit am." "Den I'se got faith
in pra'r. Dat·pra'r was answered." "Sure nuff?'
"Fo' God hit wns." "Tell.me 'bout hit, Brndder
The." "Wall, 'Zeltiel, Pze got de fattes' turkey at
my house yer eber seed. An' he wuz roostin' low
las' night-bery low."
BOSTON.
Boston 'is a famous city,
Which her people proudly dub
As the mighty modern athens
And the 1miverse's Hub.
Boston is a pious city,
And the good folks there maintain
That a man who's born in Boston
Needs not be born again.
Boston is a virtuous city,
Though, like many other towns,
In her morals, as in business,
She, too, has her ups and Downs.
A WELL-KNOWN family uptown hav an eight-yearold urchin upon whom a revival at one of the
churches has made a deep impression. He astounded his good mother the other· night by saying: "lVIamma, I am going to church to-night to
be converted." "Converted, Jimmie? Why, you
do not understand what it means." "Yes I do,
and I am going to join the church and be a Chris,tian hereafter." "If you do that you must giv up
dancing and going to the museum." "What is
that 1 Must I quit going to the museum?" "Oh,
yes." "Then," after a minute or two of earnest reflection, " I guess I'll go down and see the fourlegged woman just once more before I am converted."
IT was in the pauses of the lottery drawing.
Stocks were down and he had been losing at poker.
He began looking around to see what he could
gample on, and after dinner, when his wife had
left the table and-retired, one of his friends by a
casual remark threw an entirely new idea into his
head. "I'll bet it's a girl," said he. That started
it, and befol'e the evening was over the young
husband had made a book on the baby. The time
approached, and one evening lltte there was an
unusual commotion. The telephone bell kept
going for an honr or two very lively; a professional-looking gentleman and a professional-looking
old wmnan were among those who responded to
the messages. The last call brought a messenger
boy. "Take that down to the --Club," said
the father. The note was opened there. It read
very simply : "All bets oft'. Twins." He says that
babies are as uncertarn things to gamble on as
cal:ds,

impiety to God; nor is it easy for him to con_ceive
that there can be anything worthy in a mind
which treats with indifference, what awakens in
his own breast all the best and sublime emotions,
"Is it possible," says the old and expiring Brahman,
in one of Marmontal's tales, to the young English_
officer who hacl saved the life of his daughter, "Is
it possible that he to 'whose compassion I owe the
preservation. of my child, and who now soothes my
last moments with the consolatiods of piety, should
not believe in the God Vtshn·u and his nine metamorphoses 1"-Dugala Stewart.
PROGRESS in seience and art is not indeed the
highest of which man is capable, and it may be
coupled with growing immorality, but, for all that,
it is a great gift, and he that. works earnestly for
its sake does something toward increasing human
happiness, and in so far is doing the will of God.
Cultme, indeed, is not devoutness, but still less is
the absence of culture. Science and art alone do
not neake a man all that he ought to be, bi1t ignorance and insensibility to what is beautiful are
surely no quickeners of piety, and are great blemishes on the character of any man and are often
ruinous in their effects.-Bib!e for Learners.
"I HEARD lVIr. Swift [afterward Dean Swift!
sneering at my lord dUke of Marlborough's courage the other day; He! that Teague from Dublin!'
because his grace is not in favor, dares to say this
of him'; and. he says this that it may get to her'
majesty's ear, and to coax and wheedle Mrs. Marsham. They say the Elector of Hanover has a
dozen mistresses in his court at Herrenhausen,
and if he came to be king over us, -I wager that the
bishops and Mr, Swift, that wants to be one, win
coax and ·wheedle them. Oh, those priests and
their grave airs ! I'm sick of their square toes
and their rustling cas.socks. I should like to go to
a country where there was nut one or to turn
Q1iaker and get rid of 'em; and I would only the
dress is not becoming." So rattles Mistress Beatrix, and not without reason, in Thacleerav'sEsmona.
I

Now a' the congregation o'er
Is silent expectation;
For Moodie speels the holy dour
W' tidings o' damnation.
Should Hornie, as in ancient days,
. 'Mong.sons of God present him,
The very sight o' Moodie's face
To his ain hot hame had sent him
Wi' fright that day.
-Burns.
THE Jews in. their early and remarkable passage
from fetichism and polytheism to monotheism-if
we may trust the tale-resolve to exterminate· all
the Canaanites, millions of men, nnoffending and
peaceful, because ·the two nations worshiped different. Gods, and Jehovah, the peculiar deity of
the Jews, a jealous God, demanded the destruction
of the other nation who did not worship him.
lVIen, women, and children must be slain.-Theoclore Parlcer.

·

Gon hath made of one blood all nations of men
for to dwell on th'e face of the earth.-.Acts xvti, ~6.
. THE reformer's chief duty always is to destroy
falsehood, to drag down the temples of imposture
where idols take the place of . the almighty,Frcrucle,
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FATHER McCARTHY, of Providence, R. I.,
was arrested at Pittsburgh last week for
<;lrnnkenness.
A· TEACIIER in, a St. Alban's, Vt., school
asked the class whicll was the longest day of
the year, and promptly got the answer, "Sunday."
WrrEN Caxton introduced the art of printing
into England; the bishop of London said to a
convocation of his clergy' " If we do not destroy this dangerous invention it Vl'ill some
, day destroy us." The bishop was a better
.prophet than Isaiah.
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TrrE · Chinese embassador to the United
States contemplates asking the· government
for damages for the way his countrymen were
hustled' around at Seattle, Wash. Ter., not
long ago. China has often paid indemnities
to the United States in similar cases.
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W IIEN fanning mills for cleaning grain were
firs,t introduced into this country, pious peo. ple objected to their use, and said, "It ie a
grievous sin against the Lord to presume to
' raise the wind by human device, and contrary to the scripture wliich says, 'The wind
bloweth where it listeth.' ,.
·THE jury in the case of Pastor White,
· .charged with assault upon Miss Elfrida Rob·- / . inson, failed to agree on a verdict. The Rev.
Mr. Goss, at whose house Miss Robinson
lived after leaving Pastor White, says that the
Rev. Mr. White is a perjured liar, and Mr.
·White hints that Mr. Goss .got the girl into
trouble himself and now wants. to lay the

FOR THE SPOILS.

blame on a brother-clergyman. If Virtue had n:iost zealous supporters, it depends for its exno other friends than the clergy, she would be istence on a public ~entiment in favor of sclwoling. This public sentiment, left to voluntary
a weeping exile in this comn;mnity.
effort and competition-,--at less than half the
NEAR Walla Walla~ W. T., is said to be a
cost of the public school encroachment and
colony. of religious ·enthusiasts who call their
incubus-would not only result in better techorganization the Kingdom of Heaven on
nic!),! instruction, but would help to restore to
Earth. They practice polygamy, believe in
fathers and mothers their God-intended digthe transmigration of soulS', and cl11im that
nity as heads of families." That is undoubtDavid, Solomon, Moses, J olm the Baptist, and
edly the Roman Catholic idea, but how will
St. Peter hav been born again, and are now in
Americans like it ?..
the colony, and that they will soon commence
T~. Rev. J. 0. Foster, according to the
11 career of. conquest, and subdue the world.
They hold property in common. There are statistics he presented at a recent Methodist
minister's meeting in Chicago, figured that it
very few Americans among them.
had ;J~t $431 for each soul converte<l within
T!IENewYork Sabbath Committee, 31 Bible the Bounds of the Rock River conference
House, has offered five prizes-three of $100 (northern Illinois) during 1885. The Rev. F.
and two of $50-for the best essays by .work. M. Bristol, the pastor of one of the richest
iugmen on the Sunday question. This action south side churches, was able to show a costof the committee-to use a word that is hard lier record than that. He said that six promto pronourice-:-is supererogatory. The best inent south side churches, with a membership
possible essay on the subject is already in of· 3,000, had expended $100,000 last year,
print. -It was written by John E. Remsburg, and had make only 100 converts. Each cona very industrious worker, and is. entitled vert had therefore cost $1,000,
"Sabbath-Breaking." The Sabbath CommitTnE Rev. J. L. Scudder, of the First ·contee should spend 25 cents out of ·its $400 for
gregational church of St. Paul, has made himthis pamphlet, and use the rest to buy coal for
self very solid with the poeple of that city by
the poor.
preaching a sermonona lateSundayinfavor.of
OF 9ur public school system the Freeman's tobogganing. His text was : "Make a joyful
Journal says: "As .to the expensiv, and, as noise. Serve the Lord with gladness." In
more and more seen, fruitless system of public the course of the sermon he said: "Tobogschools-the only trouble is how to get rid of ganing j~ a cheap and democratic diversion,
it. It is au organi~ef], system for public plundeJJ•. and any one who can summon up the courage
People of public influence hav their uncles can take a whiz himself. It stirs his blood
and aunts, and cousins, and nephews, and up mightily and makes every hair stand on encl.
nieces, snugly provided for in a routine hum- By the time he has reached the end of the
drum of foolish performances, not fitting chil- slide and drawn his toboggan back again, he
dren for their future life-but paying tlle is in a warm and physically hilarious conditeac!teJJ•s. As repeatedly acknowledged by its tion. He f9els his youth coming back to him

~gain, and is suddenly seized with a desire to
make some kind of a frightful noise. Thank
God! I say, for tobogganing, that drives dull
care away. God smiles upon such scenes as
these, and if we are truly his children we can
serve him as well by sitting on a toboggan as
by kneeling upon a hassock. Then let us go
on and enjoy it,' both in the name of health
and the name of the Lord."

SrNcE the first week of January a powerful
revival of religion has been going on in the
towns of Haddam, Deep River, and Essex,
:lCcompanied by exhibitions of great fervor
and excitement. Meetings hav been held
nightly. H. E. Johnson, a wood-turner in
one of the factories, was one of the first to experience religion. A .few evenings after· he
announced his conversion. He was somewhat
illiterate, but his earnestness and zeal made a
deep impreesion. He began to act strangely.
His beh~wior gtwe his friends grave anxiety,
for he gave up his position in the factory.
The Lord, he said, had appeared to him in a
vision and had told him to labor for the salvation of sinners. He then began to walk up
and down the streets from morning till night,
with his Bible in his hand, stopping everyone, •:
asking after his spiritual conclit.ion,, and exhorting him to flee from the wrath to come.
He gradually became violent-; and was then
confined to the house, where, away from the
excitement, he gradually recovered his reason, and is uo·v at work again. George Wagner, a farmer in Essex, became insane through
excitement occasioned by this religions awakening; and. saying he \vas "going to heaven
across lots," hanged himself. His almost lifeless body was cut down and resuscitated, and
he is now under surveillnnce.
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reader. Of com·se he became a great miracle worker;
and his strong hold lay in casting out devils. One
day a yol.mg man possessed of a -demon of high rank
came to Anthony, but the demon was too much for
.An Examinatiov of Church History.
that saint, and Paul was called. .Then the war comBEING LETTERS TO A CATHOLIC.-VI.
menced. They had it hot and heavy, and although
FRIEND D. C.: Years ago there was a certain estabPaul worked in the name of Jesus as often as paslishment in Rome, called the "Agency of the Catholic
sible, still the demon would stick.
Then Paul
Apostolate." It was the channel tln·ough which the
really got mad, and ascending a high rock in the blazChancery transacted business with the clergy of
ing sun, assm·ed Jesus that he would neither descend
foreign COlmtries. Let me giv you a copy of it, as
, nor eat nor drink till the demon was exorcisecl Then
directed to the clergy of England:
the devil spoke : ''I go ! I go ! I yield to tyrannic
RE>EREND AND DEAR Sm: I hav the honor to transmit to
force. I will retmn no more. The simplicity and
you the table of the principal p,etitions which the agency unlowliness of Paul hav compelled me to giv in ;" and
dertakes to obtain at Rome. lour zeal for the glory of God
he went.
and the salvation of souls inspires me with the confident assurance that you will select such articles as are best fitted for
Now, my friend, you will find this story in the
obtaining that end.
Lausiac History of Palladius, and it iil copied in yom
Then follows a long list of crimes, each with a peActu Sancto1'wn, published in Rome, and sealed
cuniary indemnity attached. Yolll' writers at :first
with the seal of the Vatican. Does it not remind
said that no such document existed. In answer,
you of a fetich priest~ He takes his little wooden
dozens were exhibited. They then claimed them to
idol, presents it with numerous gifts, and then asks
be forgeries. It was proven they had been forwarded
some favor. No response; he adds more gifts, then
from Eome. Pushed to the extreme, they claimed
more, till all are exhausted. Now he becomes angry,
they were the work of some rascal, and the holy
and taking some nails, drives them into the body and
father knew nothing of the transaction. Let us exassmes his god they will remain there till his request
amin this by the light of probability. Here was
has been complied with. Of the two, I should preRome, a papal city, the headquarters of your spiritfer the fetich man, for he is punishing a piece of
ual leader. So purely Catholic was it that at times
wood, while St: Peter the simple was punishing himan lmbeliever was not secm·e there without a safe Unfortunately, on digging fmther, a bmying-place self.
pass, and not always then. None but Catholics had for children was found. This compromised the virI hav frequently noticed yom co-rf1ligionists bless
any rights, and an outsider could not even bm·y his gins and the pope, not to speak of the cardinals and
child in its consecrated ea1·th (see Young,s "Night clergy, and Elizabeth then clecla1·ed that it was an in~ themselvs as they saw a priest walking· up and down,
Thoughts"). The clerics, in and out of orders, out- vention of the devil to tln·ow discredit on the story,, reading his breviaJ:y, for the poor, dear creatmes
thought he was really sayin,g his prayers. But what
nlllllbered the laity, the police lmder pay of the entangle the holy father, and shame the chmch.
chancery; a small a1·my within the city, and even as
Now, let me ask you, do you believe this story ~ does the brevia1·y con~ain 7 Beyond a few scraps of
late as 1845 the pope was in such supreme control Go to Cologne, and they will show you piles of scripture, it is taken up in relating the miracles of
over the actions of his subjects that he ordered an the skulls and bones heaped in the wall and covered with the saints. It must be very edifying for a bachelor
physicians tln·oughout the papal states to cease at- glass and assm·e you they a1·e the remains of these priest to lea1·n that, whilst a suckling infant; St. An-·
tending any sick person who, after a third visit, could virgins. In N euhausen the bones of the pope are ex- thony of Padua refrained from his breast milk every
not giv positiv evidence of having been to confession. hibited in the chmch of St. Cyriac, and yom "Lives Friday and fast day; and, when he glances under
And yet, lmcler these cu·c=stances, you clesu·e a rea- of the Saints " attests to the truth of the story, even date of October 21st, to :find ~hat St. Hilarion retired
to the desert when fifteen years old, died at eig·hty,
sonable man to believe that an institution of this kind if the numerous miracles counted for nothing.
and for the sixty-five years wore a single garment of
and magnitude could flourish without the knowledge · I will tell you why I do not believe it.
of the authorities. It must hav requu·ed a clerical
1st. There were no ten vessels of that day, noll one sack-cloth, which he never changed or washed. That
force of a dozen, as the cu·culars were issued by the hundred either, capable of carrying eleven thousand St. Vincent Ferreri performed so many mu·acles his
superior ordered him to desist, lest he might cheapen
thousand, and sent to every pastor in Christendom. people for a three years' cruise.
I do not wish to attempt to fasten any crime on yolll'
2d. There was never such a pope as Cyriacus, and them. One day, while retm·ning from mass, he saw
a mason falling from a scaffold. Remembering his
church which cannot be abundantly proven, and un- yom historians admit it.
less you can produce more than a simple denial, the
3d. The sixteenth centenary of the massacre was superior's injunction, he merely bade the man to reweight of evidence will be against you.
· celebrated in 1837, and as it was claimed it took main where he was, suspended in mid-au·, and hastYom· ma1·tyrs, whose blood is the seed of the place when the Huns were retmning from their de- ened to the monastery-a mile away, to ask permischm·ch, were, in the main, turbulent politicians. feat at Chalons, history informs us that the Huns sion to perform a mu·acle. But before he could
return, the whole city collected to see a man seated
Stephen met his death by stoning, a popular method were defeated in 451.
in"
mid-au· with no support, and, procm·ing ladders,
with the rabble of those days, just as om boys treat
4th. If the cln·onicles of the times be true, there
rescued
him. That St. Francis de Paula always
a rabid clog or a stray cat. He had simply made were not that many virgins in the whole of Chriscrossed the sea in his mantle and never got wet.
himself obnoxious, and suffered for it. Look at the tendom.
accOlmt of Procopius, styled the first martyr of Pal5th. The very inscription, Ursulct et ·undecimilla That Gregory Thalunatmgus, wlfrlst supe1intending
estine. When asked to make libations to the four vir·gines, shows its true character and the igno- the building of a chmch, fotmcl a mountain impeding
emperors, which was a political test and had no re- rance of the fabricators of the story, who translated the workmen, and, ordering it out of the way, it conligious significance whatever, what was his answer? the diminutiv' of undecima to mean eleven thousand. siderately moved two miles. The Irish peasant will
Did he giv any high Christian authority for his re·But the Spaniards say that Ursula and her com- assme you that St. Patrick once swam across the
fusal7 Did he confess " Christ and him Cl'Uci:fied ~" panions came from Baoza, a town of twelve thousand Liffey with his head between his teeth, and the
No; he simply answered in the words of Ulysses in inhabitants. You may take yom choice of ·either. French priest is gratified to find in his brevia1·y
the Iliad: "A plmality of sovereigns is not good; Ask sorp.e of your priests how Sakya-MOlmi, the that, after suffering martp·dom, St. Denis walked two
let there be but one prii:tce and one sovereign lord." founder of Buddhism, and his chief apostle came to miles with his head in his hands.
Ask any priest to show you his brevia1-y, and see
For this political act he suffered death; in after be enrolled among yom saints under the names of
years, in order to insure antiql~ity, he was read into Barlaam and Josaphat, and November· 27th dedicated if I make a misstatement. The Italians hav a corner
the list of martyrs, and volumes hav been written at- to them. Possibly it may cause you to investigate on these books. The bull of Pius V., " Quod a
testing to the miracles performed by his relics.
why thBre is such a similarity in the priestly vest- 1Vobis," ordain~ that it shall be used by all the
clergy, and can be p1·intecl only at Home, except by
Take the entire list of the ea1·ly martp·s, divest the ments of both religions.
accounts of everything supernatm·al, and examin
Your chcuch, my friend, is most too grasping· in special permission. Dated A. D. 1568. Seventh of
them,. not with the eye of faith, but as a cool-headed, her demand for saints-among the newest candidates the Ides of July.
The brevia1·y is one of the principal reasons why I
clever lawyer, and you will find all yolll' heroes dwin- being Joan of Arc, Louis XVI., and Christopher
dling down to tmbulent politicians, and their so- Columbus. Their claims a1·e now being investigated, am so strongly opposed to allowing yom clergy the
called heroism more than duplicated by the Russian and any day may place them in a position where you, privilege of instructing even Catholic children.
Niliilist of ow day.
as a good Catholic, must cross yomself at the bare While perfectly willing to allow liberty of conscience,
yet there a1·e duties we owe the state which no good
View them, if you please, with the eye of faith; mention of their names.
admit that yom records are true; then they certainly
Yom· Acta Snnctorwn will most certainly remain citizen will attempt to avoid. Among them is the
wer-e heroic. They suffered for their faith in him as a monument of the stupidity and credulity of advancement of educational facilities, and I claim that
who died for them; did it unflinchingly, and gloried your Italian masters-eighty-five huge volumes re- any set of men who are fed on such pabulum as is
in their pangs; while he-though he had come here cording the doings of your saints, and the compilers contained in the breviary must of necessity be superunsolicited, on a special errand of his own creation; hav only reached October. Let me giv you one stitious and will communicate more or less of it to
'
their charge.
had the advantage of a divine nature; was supported taken at random. The history of Paul, the simple: those .under
by hosts of angels; and, above all, with the con- A plain farmer, aged sixty, finding his .wife unfaithBefore closing this letter, I desu·e to say a word
sciousness that if he did his duty well, he would save ful, seeks Anthony in the desett. But th~ saint re- about yom relics. The Cathedral of Cologne exhibthe entu·e world, with its cOlmtless unborn genera- fused him admission, and closed the door of his cell. its the skulls of the three Magi who came to worship
tions, close up the hell "paved with infants' bones, Fom clays afterward, when he opened the door, An- the child' in the manger; the milk of the Virgin
not a span long," and bring back to man that inno- thony found Paul still kneeling outside, fasting, and Mary is preserved in bottles in over 150 churches in
cence and purity which he had lost through no fault praying. S? he was invited to enter, and set to the late papal states; th' church of Santa Maria
of his own-he, when the supreme moment alTivecl, work making baskets, but no food given him. This del Popolo, in Home, has on exhibition the prewhined like a sick child. Yolll' sacred records tell us continued a week longer, and early one morning An- puce of Jesus ; the head of St. J olm the Baptist is
this, and though yom theologians try to g·loss it thoily set the table, covered it with all the delicacies to be fOlmcl in three different churches-Florence,
over, the fact remains. In this view, why do you of the season in the shape of two small crusts of Ca1ma, and Reggio. Now, all these are abundantly
sneer at the Infidel for considering the human equal bread and a half cup of water, a11d Paul was invited vouched for both as to genuinness anclmu·acles perto the divine when it has proven itself superior? My to draw up to the festiv board. But grace had to be formed, and hav received the s[tnction of munerouF.
friend, glorify your martyrs less, for then· every said, and Anthony beat the record by prolonging it popes; and my question is : Do you as a sane man,
claim is established at the expense of yom God.
till Slmdown, and then, on the plea that a heavy re- a clever lawyer, one who sits in referee cases, and at
In the matter of saints yom chmch is very prolific. past just before retiring would promote indigestion, one time an aspirant to a judgeship-do you believe
Take the history of St. Ursula and her eleven thou- postponed the feast till next day. So the pair re- what is told of these relics, or that they a1·e what they
saud virgins. There is a special devotion attached to tired and rose at midnight, when Anthony com- are claimed to be? If you say you do not, then you
these ladies, and I select them on that accOlmt.
menced the grace where he had left o:f'f, and after a1·e no longer a Catholic, for Pope Benedict XIV.
About A.D. 1165 there was a mm called Elizabeth, thankirg Jesus Christ for ten homs more, gave Paul says : "To conclude the discussion, we declare that
in a convent at Schonau. who claimed to hav visions. just two Olmces of bread and a sip of water. Then whoever shall clare to assert that a pope has ened in
Every time a chm·ch ~vanted relics a grave was they fell to praying again, and after two weeks and in- this or that canonization, is, if not heretical, rash ;
opened, she was applied to, and gave the name, his- numerable graces, managed to finish the crusts and disparages the saints, and COlmtenances heretics who
tory, etc., of the occupant. In a field near Cologne chink the water. This is Peter's introduction to the deny the authority of the church in the canonization
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there Wf')re thousands of graves, aU:d Elizabeth declared they belonged to Ursula and her companions.
She was said to hav been a daughter of a king of
Britain, and prior to her marriage had started with
her companions, in ten vessels, on a three yea1:s'
cruise. Stress of weather drove them into Cologne,
where the retreating ·Huns massacred them. The
story went forth, was believed, and Cologne became
a market for relics. ·
But on digging fmther, bones of men were found,
and, as it would not do to hav men among these virgins, Elizabeth was appealed to, and declared that
when Ursula had been in Rome the holy father, Pope
Cp:iacus, had been warned in a vision to follow her,
which he did with a goodly number of ca1·clinals,
priests, etc., and that they had all been killed by the
Huns, except a bishop called James ; that immediately after the massacre a great number of angels
came, routed the Huns, and Bishop James had each
ma1·tp: bmied in a sepa1·ate grave, with a tombstone
at the head bea1ing the name. To account for Cyriacus not appearing among the list of popes, :E;lizabeth ,stated: "The Roman clergy were so indig;nant
at the abdication of Cp:iacus that they struck his
name out of the list' of the popes." Then an inscription was discovered bearing this legend:
Ursula et undecimilla virgines.

'
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or" saints; savors of heresy, as opening the way to Infidels for ridiculing the faithful; is a maintainer of an
erroneous proposition, and deserving of the severest
punishment. .
Yours truly,
McARTHUR.

..

Miss Gardener to the St. Louis "Post-Dispatch."

below the average .A'merican citizen in ability, morality, or standing. Judge Arnold Krekel, of your state,
is one of them; James Parton, the ablest biographer
of America, is another. Hon. Elizur ·wright, whose
praise was sung by papers all over this country when
he died two months ago, was a vice-president.· Hon.
Thadder,s B. ·wakeman is another. Are these men
with their hundreds of associates not entitled to a
respectful hearing·"? Again you say: "Another of
the protesting bodies is the Nineteenth Century Club
of New York, which has latterly achieved a peculiar
notoriety for the discussion of economical questions.
The club e~inces no especial antagonism t0 Christianity, but enjoys a damaging reputation for unsound and unreliable views." Again you are in
'error: The Nineteenth Ce~tury' Club, as _such, h~lds
no views whatever, da:magm~ or ot~er~I~e. It IS a
club composed of lead~ng soCial and literaiy men and
wm_nen of ~ew York City,_ who mee~ upo_n. stated occasi~ns to listen t? a~;l discuss ~opws of Importance
and mt,erest. It _Is a full-dress. c!ub. It holds the
most ~Ivergent :rews, as you may JUdge when~ _say,
one mg~t Monsig:nor· Capel ~poke for Cat~oh01sm,
the leadm~ rabbi _of Ne~. York for Juda:sm, the
most prornment Episcopalian for Protesta~t~sm, and
Hon. _Thaddeus _B. Wakeman for AgnostiCism; all
of whi:h were 0-scussed under the :nost c~~rteou~
and fnendlJ: ruhngs: Another even:ng the stag_e
was the_topw. Sev~ral able playwnghts dealt with
the topiC from behmd the scenes, and sever~! wellknown and eq:ally thoughtful men handled It from
the outlook of the playgoer. Recently _IYir. Hen;y
George read .a l?aper ~efore the club whwh was chs?ussed. ~t _Is from ~his, I sup:pose, that yo~l !Zet th~
Idea that It IS, :finanCially spe~kmg, a rather fhghty
c~ub .. Now, there. ":ere all sides and phases of :finan01al views and opim?ns expressed, but from the fact
that Andrew Carneg!e and Courtlandt :'?almer (tw_o
very wealthy men)_ are q,~wted as ~akillg ~hat, ~s
usually called the Side of labm: agamst capital, It
has caused much talk on that sule. But the other
side had its say, and had by far the largest number
of friends. This club is the only attempt so far as I
.
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VISitors were not penmtted to occupy the mental
powers of all present, and what is known as the
Encyclopedist Circle grew to be the wonder and
light of Paris, and gave to the world much that was
valuable then and is invaluable now.
Such is the Nineteenth Century Club of New York
in its aim. It has ah·eady clone much to make
wealthy society something beyond a· display of
clothes and a medium of stupid gossip. As to the
other society named, the one conducted by Felix Adler, there is little need for me to speak. It is the
brave attempt of a brilliant man to teach sound moraliiy, self-cultme, and independence upon the splid
basis of eternal, moral principles1 which are universal
in application, and unsectarian in the broadest and
only real sense of that term, where it is large enough
to apply to any and all forms of f~ith, and not sim~ly
to different phases of the same fmth, known as Chnstianity, and unknown to nearly fOm·-:fifths of all
the huma.n race. _Felix Adler's work speaks for itself. I do not agree with him in some of his beliefs,
but the monuments he has built for himself are as
endurino· as time and as universal as charity. The
hundrecls of people of thought and brains, of all beliefs who aid him are recc;>rds of his ability and honesty' of purpose; and the thousands of children made
moral, self-dependent, independent, and honest by
the efforts and schools of this one man will be a
monument to him greater than any in stone or
bronze, which will also be erected to him by an enliahtenecl public wben it once grows to understand
the realmeanina of such work r..s his.
These tlu·ee s~cieties represent many thousands of
people. In the main they m·e people far above the
highest average of the best communities; their leaders are amona the :first men and women in America
and Canada,~nentally and morally. l\lany of them
are lawyers. They claim tbat an illegal as well as an
immoral and dangerous thing is attempted under the
shield of a bequest. They-differing in aims, beliefs,
and methods-unite in this opinion, and offer a protest they hope to see presented, mid its basis argued,
before the legislature. Is it too much to ask-even
if the petitioners were not, cts they w·e, among the
most moral, able, earnest, and thoughtful citizens of
the country1 And if the "source of the protest" is
to decide its worth, is not the vidory already won
when these three children are thus dressed in their
own clothes, and those you lent them for temporary
use are once more retm·necl to the shop of accidental
misfits·/
Respectfully,
H. H. G.\lmENEH,
Vice-president American Secular Union.

Why would not the Post-D·ispatch print it~
Thus I queried upon reading several false state:rhents in the Post-Dispatch of Monday, and I wrote
them this conviction, which they decline to print. Why?
Since I am only a visitor in your hospitable city I
would not presume to expect space in yom· paper
were· it not for the fact that I am assured by one of
your leading citizens that the Post-Dispatch, although
not claiming to be a Sunday-school paper, has arrived
at that state of generosity and fairness where it
yearns to do justice t.o all, and wrong to none. Now
when a papei:· or a person has arrived at a state so exaltecl as this, Sunday-school teachers can fmd no rnaterial to work upon in such an organization, and the
"robe and harp " are ah·eady in full view. However,
let us hope that the ones already labeled .Post-Dispatch will long temain empty, for this world stands
in much greater need of ideal newspapers than does
the other world of inhabitants. Now if the Post-Dispatch really has reached the ethical exaltation where
it is willing to print a reply to and correction of
errors in one of its own editorials, it is truly the "one
in ten thousand altogether lovely." I shall try it.
The editorial to which I refer is in last night's (Monday) paper and is headed "Cornell's New Professorship." To' show you that I am fairly entitled to a
hearing on what I claim to be the (no doubt unintentional) errors contained therein, I will here state
that I am one of the vice-presidents of one of the
three organizations which you criticise, and am persohally well acquainted with the personnel and workings of both of the others. First, then, you say:
Mr. H. 1V. Sage has given an endowment for the establishment of a chair of ethics and pllilosophy in Cornell University, and spet;ified that the instruction should be from a definit.!y Christian standpoint. Now th~ Society.of Ethical C_ulture, headed by Fehx Adler, the ~Iberal League, to which
Bob Ingersoll belongs, and the Nmeteenth Century Club of
New York city, hav united in one appeal to the New York
legislature to prevent the establishment of said professorship.
These societies m~lintain ~hat ~o reli~ious.bell:t can be given
to the methods of mstruction without mvtthdatmg the charter
of the institution. If tl1e spirit and letter of the charter are
to be actually violated in the establishment of a new professorship for instruction from a defiuitly Christian standpoint,
there are ~roun~ls fo~ opposing it:, but _in th.is case the protest
m•.ty be ~Isc:ed1ted m the public estimatiOn by the source
from wln?h It proce~ds.
. .
.
Now, If a legal request or petitiOn IS to be measmed by_ reputation or standin~· of the peopl~ who
present It, our whole system of g-overnment will_hav
to. b~ changed. vV ~ hav held that even_ the y~lest
cnmmal has legal nghtt>_; that th~ lo_whest Citizen
n~ed only hav law and I?ght on his side t? assure
hun of a respectful he~rmg and as s_me ~ vwtory as
~hough he were the h~gh~st. But If this were not
so, and t~e three org~~Izatwns na~ed were forced. to
prov~ then· .respectability a~d sta~dmg· before eam~g
the nght of prot~st or a fan· J:.earmg, they wot~d still
stand a pretty fair show, _I t~nnk, whe~ once divest~d
of ~he wholly ne~. and qmte ~nappropna:te g~rm~nts m
wlndi you hav enoneously, If not facetwusly, dressed
them. Let me remove ~ncl re~m·n to you these garments, and th~n clothe m then· own apparel these
three gn:ces, m the hop_e tha~ theJ: may appear at
least entitled to the consiclemtwn bemg accorded to
any John Smith or Tom Jones who may see .fit to
call attention ~o al?- illegal at_tempt to capture. pr?perty. To ?egm with, there IS no .suclf orgam~atwn
~·s ~.he " ~I?eral L~ag~1e." ~obert Ingersoll Is. J?-Ot
Its presidmg. gem us, . and It has ,not sent a petitiOn
to th~ N_ew York legislature. 'Ihere was once an
orgamzatwn ?alled by th~t name. Rob~rt Ingersoll
b?longed to It, but he With~·ew from It because he
dJd not approve of some of Its ~)roposed measures.
He has been heralded all over this country as a man
who " clefende~ the sendin~· of o?scer~e literatm·e
through the mmls.': So far from this bemg ~he ca.se,
he resigned and with_drew from all co:rnectwn v.:th
the aboy_e-named soCiety b~cause he. disagreed With
~om_e of Its. officers upon thi_s yery pomt. ?'he organIZtltw~ whwh you say has JOI~ed the E~~Ical soCiety
and Nmeteen~h Century Club m th~ petltwn re~erred
~o, and of w~wh Colonel Inger~oll IS now pre~Id~nt,
IS ~he Amencan Sec~lm· Umon! an orgamzatwn
whiCh asks only ~n entire ~eparatwn of church and
state and the JUSt taxati?n of church propert:y.
~?-ny of the most. or~hodo_x mdorse the same. I~ Is
JOIJ?-e~ most heartily m this regard by that certamly
sufficiently orthodox, able paper, the N e.w York (;ndependent and a number of other " chmch papers, and
by a great many clergymen.
.
.
If the f~ct that Colo~el Ingersoll Is now president
of ~he. Umon ren_d~rs It an ~:mt~aw, then t_he bar assocmtwn or pohtwal orgamzatwns to whwh he belongs are equal outlaws. lVIany persons belong to
this UnioH whose religious or irreligious views do
not agree ;vit~ those held by him, but in t~e matt~r
Only Bal"barism Refined.
of seculanzatwn of state they do harmomze as m
. .. .
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I look upon CIVIlizatiOn as refined barbansm, 1!1 winch, Illthis mattw rw IS ill a1mony ill ?-Ibe
pa~ w~
e [ stead of being stuck with a spear or battered with a bl·ndgN ew York .Independent. . Assocmted With him are con, one is stuck by fair promises, and woefu~ly bled in a
men and women who Will hardly be pronounced 1 horse trnde.
Sr Sr.oKu~r.
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A New Feature in a New York Fasltiou ,Journal.
The Oloalc, Suit, and Ladies' TVear .Review
· admits a rational dress department, giving as reasons
therefor " the deep interest in the health-givllig
chain of increasing numbers of thoughtful people of
both sexes .
vVhen editor and manager. of the fashion trade
which controls an ever-changing, ever-health-injming
and exercise-impeding form of clothing, has manliness to put beside these aclvertisments and before
the public, a hygienic system of clothing with its
universal benefits and comforts, it need not be
deemed very difficult for encumbered women, feeble
or becoming so, to assume a scientific costume.
Especially not when inducements for such system
are sustained by general conviction and the experiments of half a century by thousands of women,
among whom are most candid investigators, philanthropists, and physicians. And further, the ripe
decisiqn of scientists, students of natme in all :fields
as related to human conditions, not only favor but
contend for sanitary change in woman's habits, distorting clothing being her greatest violation. The
simple plea of honoring, not outraging, the human
form is alone sufficient. All personal and universal
happiness lies in this balance against avaricious trade
that to its monopoly subjects woman, and, through
her, man. No valid obection has been or can be
made.
The natmal appearance confronting the
oddity of barrel-shaped petticoats during the transition of forms in style is but as a feather on the breeze
in view of the evils escaped, the blessings gained.
It must be about fifty years since the gifted
Fom·ier, in his study for measmes to ameliorate humanity, perceived woman's costume a basic source of
inability, and recommended rejection of petticoats.
The idea was adopted, its improvements testified to
by communities acting on his plan of equity, and
like testimony has followed all later experiments.
l\'L E. TILLOTSON.

Tile Mormons.
I hav not read anything for a long while that so
thoroughly coincides with my views on the lYiormon
question as lVIr. Coke Ewing's article in TrrE TnuTrr
SEEKEH of the 13th inst.
He is humane. Humanity, when the Mormon
question is up for discussion, seems to be about as
far removed from the composition of those Material~
ists who hav ventilated their opinions in that direction, as it is from the composition of ordinary Christians, although the former somewhat outdo the latter
in boasting about its possession.
Friend Ewing has just hit the nail square on the
head. The political charlatans are trying hard to
raise another issue for bloody, cruel war, in hopes,
no doubt, of saving "the dear old party," as he
thinks, and also, allow me to adcl, to distract the attention of the masses from a much more cliffic;ult
problem of statesmanship which their feeble minds
seem incapable of grappling, to wit: The great labor
question; or, capital awl labor, and how to harmonize them. ·what do they care for except party ?
They very well remember that wm· made their party
what it was. And so long as there was a people to
plunder it thrived.
Of course another war, also brought about, as the
last one was, by lashing the religious prejuclices of
the people to frenzy, will giv them another section
of om· country to plunder, and while such war is progressing they will roll up their eyes just as sactimoniously and pray their God just as fervently to aiel
them to abolish the institution of polygamy as they
did when they besought his aid during the last war
to abolish the institution of slavery, notwithsblnding
that same God established both. An unchangeable
God to be sure l But I forgot; unchangeable, perhaps, only in respect to cruelty.
In ancient times he did not care much for people
who did not believe as . his chosen people then did.
So he ordered that they be exterminated-men,
women, and children. And why should he care for
the l\Iormon people'? They don't believe as the
"Teat majority of his self-styled chosen people of today do, and so of course they should be despoiled of
their property, their homes made desolate, their
women outcasts, and their children OllJhans and
bastards. And all the people will say, Amen and
amen ! And when this is nccon1plished it will be
cousidered as au evidence of the great civiliz:•tion of
the nin<)teenth century! Yea, verily! Is man's
inhumanity to man never to cease'! 0 Liberty!
what crimes are perpetrated in thy name l
UreeltJ!Oint, Feb. 15, 188G.
H. 1\I. RomN~ON.
"Snaritcr in 1\Iotlo,

l~ortitcr

in Rc."

Burnett G. Haskell, etlilor of t.hc Trnth, has gone tn Portlaud Orco-on to help remove the Chinese. lit• thud outlines
'his i'ntcll(lctl 'course: "\Vc dc,n't intend to commit any violence or precipitate any strife, but we do intend to lmv the
Chinese leave Portland. The way we intend to remove the
Cltincsc is to remove 1heir goods and chattels and themsel vs
to the wharf, put them on board a steamer sailing for Sau
Francisco, and say to them: 'Got! bless you! Yon are not
wanted here. Depart in peace!' "

!
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Club.

It is bebo·inning to look as if the rainbow painted
across the sky some. years ag·o as a sign of fair
weather w_as a humbug. The floods continue all
ar·ound. Last Friday evening it rained-not har·d,
but just enough to keep the wayfarer undecided
whether it was best to put up an umbrella or not.
The Manhattan Liberal Club held its 399th regular·
meeting that night. The audience was there at
eight o'clock, but the president came not. Everybody sat patiently and waited until half-past eight;
then the man with the badbo·e-pin went out to get a
lantern to hunt up a presiding officer with, and
l\fr. Langerfeld took the chair to open the meeting.
Before the latter had time to get in his work l\ir.
Wakeman came in and peeled off his overcoat,
and
·
Mr. Langerfeld slipped down the steps on the other
side of the r)latform. The president explained that
he was not fortunate enoug·h to belong to the working-class who hav regular hours of labor, and he""_was
sometimes obliged to do night work.
•
The secretar·y said it was too late to read the
minutes, so the speaker of the evening was introduced
-l\fr. Henry Ar)pleton, of Boston, Scientific Anar·chist. Mr. Apr)leton is a pleasant-faced, genial
P erson, rotund and rubicund. He prefaced his
speech by saying that he had no dynamite in 4is
pockets. He never carried it. Anarchism was a
sociological principle. Anar·chists believed in l~berty
and the absolute sovereignty of the individual. The
individual is the actor, the indivi.dual is the state, the
individual is God, the individual is authority everywhere. The maJ'ority had no right to govern the
minority. If maJ· ority nue is right, then the czar· is
right, because the majority of his subjects believe in
him. So with the pope, and emperor, and sultan.
There must be no compulsion; no government without the cons.ent o£ the governed. Anarchists believe
in arbitration, in secession, in sexual freedom, in the
rights of individuals to ·unrestricted wealth. Our
present defectiv social system should be abolished.
It is antiquated and full of superstitions.
Mr.
Appleton did not think that it would be safe to remove all restrictions at once. If he knew the reStr·ai·nt of law rn' New Yorlr was to be thi·own off that

· tions about the continuity of the race, and solidarity,
and one thing and another, which were embalmed in
the archives of the club several y~ars ago, an d are
among its least interesting fossils.
Mr. Appleton had been making copious notes on
some paper, and when l\ir. King had receded he
laid these upon the desk and proceeded to demolish
his critics. He bowled them down pretty successfully 1rntil he came to Mr. Putnam's inquiries about
the citizen who declined to ar·bitrate. Then he remarked that you couldn't expect a speaker to meet
off-hand all the eXI_'gencies that would arise in a great
philosophical system. like Anar·chy. He admitted,
however, that the recusant individual mibO'ht be mildly
coerced, but until such individual became obstreperous his liberty should not be invaded. The speaker
was grateful to the audience for their kind attention
and general good behavior; also for the generous
c~llection they had contributed.
· . hus terminated a very interesting meeting. The
unsettled condition of the questions raised suggested
to this writer the loss' which the club has sustained
through the illness of Mr. Andrews, whose remar·ks
from its I)latform hav in days· gone by so bridged the
chasms between contending advocates. There is need
in the organization of some speaker who can at least
echo the voice of the Great Universal Preacher.
At the next meeting the Rev. William Lloyd will
discuss the problem of "Personal Immortality in the
Light of Science."' No one has been appointed to
meet the reverend gentleman's ar·guments on this
point, and the club has neg·lected its duty in not delegating its president to attend to that agreeable task,
which he might be relied upon to do in a satisfactory
mmer.

night he should skip the town before. morning.
Anarchists believed in rurming when it was necessar·y. Mr. Appleton also indulged in a few shots at
THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Freethinkers, whom he
denominated "theological Anarchists." At the close
of his address the speaker said he had not exhausted
half the mine of wealth which the subject opened up.
The audience were very well pleased with some
things that Mr. Appleton had said, and applauded
him frequently. He has a habit when speaking of
bringing his hands together with a loud pop, and
Madam Delescluze, who is a professional elocutionist,
noted .this, and said that he was certainly an Anarchist in oratory. Mr. Appleton is nevertheless a good
and effectiv speaker, and has much truth to telL
Along with doses of that sort of Socialism in which
the individual is abl3orbed and assimilated by society,
the protests of Anarchists can be taken with good
results.
Mr. Langerfeld has not frequented the club of late
as much as he did formerly, but the announcement
of an Anarchist brought him out. He wanted to
know what the speaker had been discomsing about.
Rights, said Mr. Langerfeld, ar·e sociological institutiona. As individuals we hav no rights. The speaker
of the evening had said a good deal aboutwhat he
didn't want, but not· a word about what he did want.
Having said fmther that "the TRUTH SEEKER fellows"
were trying to destroy much that was good and
worthy of preservation, l\fr. Langerfeld bowed and
took his seat.
lVIr. Putnam followed. He said that Freethinkers
went ~ long way with Mr. Appleton in rejecting authmi.ty, but they held to the necessity of a government, secular in form, and of just sufficient scope to
protect, as Blackstone has it, the rights of the individual. Mr. Putnam would ask what Mr. Appleton
would do with a man who wmudnot consent to ar·bitration, or who, having consented to arbitration,
refused to abide by the decision. W mild it not become necessar·y, in such case, to assert authority over
him? Also if a man had small· pox and refused to
leave the comm1mity and isolate himself temporarily,
would it not be incumbent on society to remove him?
These were questions which Mr. Putnam yearned to
hear answered. He believed that if the Anarchist
invoked authmi.ty in the instances cited, he must also
admit that authority should be invoked in other cases
where it seemed to be necessar·y.
l\frs. Leonard held that we hav had no people on
earth as yet fit to be given freedom. Women are all
slaves. We hav too much law, and it is wrested to
serve the behests of injustice. · If all law were to be
abolished, Mrs. Leonard believed there could scarcely
be more misery on ear·th than there is now.
Mr. King made a speech and raised numerous
laughs. His remar·ks were not materially to the
point. He has absented himself from the club so
much of late that he seems to hav lost the capacity
of grasping great thoughts and handling them in a

. Passing Notes.
My recent sickness rendered it necessary that I
shmuel for a period forego much of my platform
work. I therefore devoted my time to reading some
of the literatme which has lately been issued by
some of my co-workers. The first production which
commanded my attention was Miss Helen Gar·dener's
"M W
d G l , 'th
c1 . t d t'
en, omen, an
oc s, Wl a gran rn ro uc wn
byColonellngersoll. This, without exception, is·one of
the most valuable and interesting books that I hav read
for some time. Miss Gar·dener has done a noble work,
and done it well. Her exposition and defense of the
rights and true position of woman ar·e unanswerable
arguments against the arTogant assumptions of certain "lords of creation." In this part of the work
her demonstration how custom, based upon the
errors of theology, has kept woman in a state of
physical degradation and mental serfdom, is followed
by such a powerf1u vindication of the capability and
the rightful status of the feminin sex as will commend itself to the approval of all lovers of truth and
justice.
In her emphatic impeachment of the creeds and
doctrins of the chm·ches, Miss Gar·dener has exhibited a skill and power that but few older in the ranks
of theological warfare could equal.
In the latter par·t of the work an array of historical facts are given in correcti.on of stereotyped
theological errors that should appall those who hav
hitherto been misled by orthodox pretensions. This
grand contribution to Freethought literatme cannot
be over-estimated as a comprehensiv expose of longcherished delusions and a complete vindication of the
necessity and duty of the unfettered exercise of
reason and mental freedom.
It is needless to say that Miss Gardener's style of
writing is of the most finished order-light, without
being frivolous; humorous, without being offensiv,
and argumentativ, without being wearisome.
Throughout the entire work she is graceful in manner, chaste in expression, and brilliant in conce:~ttion.
Her sentences are as charming to the refined taste as
they are instructiv to the cultmed intellect. Miss
Gardener has allied with these very rare features an
earnestness and boldness that giv immense force to
her work. She says what she means, and undoubtedly means what she says. With her no topic is too
sacred to be discussed, and no~ opinion too hallowed
to be respectfully .criticised. Women' should read
this book to inform themselvs of their past history
and their present duty. Men should peruse it to
learn the wrongs they hav countenanced and the
rights now demanded of them. The rising generation should study it for the pmpose of knowing the
path to avoid and the course to adopt to make them
real men and women in the future of the world's
greatness.
Having car·ef1uly read Mr. Remsburg's "SabbathBreaking," I hav no hesitation in sajing that it is
unique of its kind. So far as I am aware there is no
other work upon this subject either in England or
America that contains so much valuable information
upon the subject treated as does Mr. Remsburg's
pamphlet. The numerous facts are compiled with
great car·e and discrimination, and placed before the
reader with a vigor that is peculiarly the writer's own.
The popular orthodox notion that the Sabbath is a
divine institution, and that Christians hav always re-
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erroneous, and the charge that Secularists desire to
1.-.
S unday is most ably ref uted. M r. Remsdestroy t.u.e
b urg IS
· a so I'd
1 wn't er, an d wh a t ever h e un d ert ak es t o
't
h
d
· d upon
wn e e oes 1't well . I congratul a t e my· fnen
his achievement in giving to the world truths in reference to the Sabbath question, which were previously too little known. Every Secularist should
· a copy of th e pamp hl et , an d th oroughl y s t u d:X
obt am
its contents.
.
,
I am g·lad to learn that there is a great demand for
the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for the present year; it is
· f ormat'wn t o th e s ecu1ar par· t y.
an encyc1opedi a of rn
A par t f rom th e por t rar't s of E uropean Fj ree th'rnk ers,
and "numerous other illustrations," the facts and
fi gures gwen
·
· 1't s pages as t o money exact edb y th e
rn
· of crune,
· ,
ch urch es, an d th
· e ar t'1c1e on " Th e R e1'1g10n
· ch .arge d f or t h e ANJ:<UAL.
ar·e wort h more t h an w h at 1s
Th e t rus t worthy account o f "H ow y oIt au·e
· D'1ed ,
-'d b e rn
· possessiOn
·
sh ow
of every memb er of th e
AmeriCan
·
s ecu1ar U mon.
·
It 1s
· a convrncmg
· ·
answer
t o th e oft -repeat e d fa1seh oo d s an d s1an d ers of th e
,church, and its blind devotees, as to the last days of·
Voltaire. Those who wish a calender giving a fund
· f ormat'wn; a k now1e d ge · of th e growth
of s ecu1ar· rn
· A menca,
·
Aus t ra1'm, auc1 m
· oth er
of Fj ree th ought rn
t
f
th
ld
1
·
11
1
par· s o
e wor ; a so specm y arrangec s t a t'1s t'1cs
on a var·iety of subjects, should secure a copy of the
well printed TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1886.
Th e " A gnos t'1c A nnua,
1 , publi sh e d rn
· L one1on,
E ng1an d , cop1es
· of wb'1ch I see can b e h a·a from T HE
T RUTH s EEKER offi ce, g1vs
· an exce11 en t 1·aea of Agnosticism as expounded in the old country. It contains
· 1es f rom some of t h e abl est E nglish a d vocat es of
art:LC
thi s par·t'1cu1ar· p h ase of t h ought .
While writing I wish to intimate to friends that,
having entirely recovered from my late indispositiqn,
I am again activ in the lecturing field, speaking
near·ly every night in the Northwest. In April I go
to Canada to fulfil a six weeks' engagement; from
thence I take a trip to England. In August I shall
retmn 'to the States, and, after spending a few weeks
in the East, commence a lengthy tour through the
West, commencing in Chicago the first week in Octof
h W
ber. All applications or lectm·es in t e . estern
states shmuel be addressed to me care of Mr. A. D.
O'Neill, 10 7 Park avenue, Chicago, Ill., who will see
that all arTangements ar·e made during my absence.
Chicago, Feb. 18, 1886.
CHARLES WATTS.
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Tlte Statue to Giordano Bruno at Rome.
JHAMMorn Hor SPRINGs, WYoMINGl
(YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK), Feb. 1, 1886. )
Giordano Bruno was burned at the stake in the city of
Rome on February 17th, 1600. His heresies are now taught
in all our schools as matters of scientific fact. He was
therefore the first martyr for science and the new civilization.
It is proposed to erect a statue to his memory on the spot
where-his body was consumed to ashes. It is hoped that
America and the United States of America will make a generous donation toward such a monument. We are the hl\irs
of the truths he promulgated; we reap· the benefits of his
courage and self-sacrifice in· their ·behalf ; we revere his
name and would consecrate his memory; we would transmit
his revelations to posterity and his virtue and heroism as
worthy examples to those who love truth and the human
race. To this end we subscribe as follows :
G. L. Henderson and family, l\fammoth Hot Springs ... $2.00
E. Lamartine......................
"
1.00
By a Friend........................
1.00
VV. C. Douglas...................
"
1.00
David Rhode.................... .
1.00
W. A. Donnahoo................
"
1.00
Jack Barronett, Barronett, Wy. T...................... .... 1.00
W. C. Cannon..
"
" ........................ , 1.00
Total. ............_............................................ . $!l .00

In addition to the above, which shows well how
subscriptions should be obtained, the following hav
been received since the last report:
By Professor Thomas Davidson's lecture before the 'Literary
Association of Mr. Chadwick's church, Brooklyn, N.Y ................................................... .. $14.55
2.00
Professor Davidson's further donation .................. ..
1.00
0. McMenemy, Blair, Neb .................................... .
2.00
E. E. Cross, Decatur, Ill ..................................... ..
1.00
Annrew H. H. Dawson, New York city ................ ..
1.00
C. H. Butterfield, North Andover, Mass ................. .
1.00
Frederic Braden, Boston, Mass ............................. .
1.00
V Milani, Pittsburgh. Pa. (per Mr. Mendum) ......... .
32.5!3
He~etofore acknowledged, including $5 by lVIi~s ?vr.
Goddard........................................................ 451.88
Total.................................... .. .. .. . .. .. . $484.43

This leaves $515.57 still due on the promis of $1,000
from America for this statue. Please to send it forwar·cl.
The news from Rome, as found in the newspapers
sent .to 'me, is encourfl.ging, The committee, relying
upon the promis of $1,000 from America, hav applied
to the municipality of the city for a site upon which
to erect the statue. They hav no doubt but that this
request will be granted. A celebration of the martyrdom of Bruno (February 17, 1600) was arTanged
for by the committee, and of it we shall dot1btles~
hear good report in due time. Let us show thai
America will do her part in this great act of hist0ri
cal justice.
T. B. WAKEMAN,
93 Nassau st., New York city.
New York, Feb. 20, E.M. 286.
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ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
Vice-P1·esidents:
CrrARLES ·wATTS,
HoRACE SEAVER,
JorrN E. REMSBURG,
WILLIAM ALGIE,
•.rrrADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
RonERT C. ADA.Jlls,
lVlA'rTm P. KREKEL,
•.rr~·us L. BROWN,
JAMES PARTON,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Sec.,
CounTLANDT PAL~mn, Treas.,
33 Clinton Place, New Yotk.
850 Broadway, New York.
CrrARLEs B. REYNOLDS,
E. M. MAcDoNALD,
Chair. Ex. Com.
Chair. Fin. Com.

The

Camp~ign

Fund.

Previously acknowledged ................................ . $1,971.02
L. C. Geertson ................................................ .
5.00
Louis Woolfe ................................................ .
1.00
E. Peterson ................................................... .
2.00
Wesley Jloiilliken ............................................. .
2.00
]\'!art in Jloiiller ................................................ .
1.00
Kate P. Wolfard .......... , ................................. .
1.00
D. Wolfard .................................................... .
1.00
V. Wolfard ............................................. : ...... .
1.00
W. II. Pearce ................................................ .
10.00
B. 1V. Brockway ............................................ .
2.00
M. C. Cottinger ............................................... 1.00
Harry S. Beesley ............................................ .
2.50
:Miss Rast .......... 1
[ ........ .
1.00
1.00
' Mr. Broecker .....
1.00
Mr. Hamstettcr ... per Mrs. Helen Celler
Mr. Ncef...........
. ....... .
1.00
Mrs. Wagner......
' ........ .
1.00

Jl

. . Jl.........
··· ······
.

Total............................................ $2,005.53
PLEDGES P.Am.-M. P. Thurston, $5; Judge G. W. Lewis,
$25.

News and Notes.
S. P. PUTNAM'S WESTERN 'rOUR.
S. P. Putnam will lecture at Pittsburgh, March
14th; at Chicago, March 21st; and Omaha, March
28th; and from thence proceed westward by the
Union Pacific railroad to Ogden and Salt Lake City.
He will remain several weeks in Utah, and it is expeeLed that meetings will be held in every county in
the territory, a~d the Liberal issues of the day will
be thoroughly discussed. Mr. Putnam will, if possible, extend his route to California, and it is desirable
that the Liberals of the Pacific states communicate
with him at once in order to make arrangements for
lectrires in their vicinity.
It is of great importance that Liberals make use of
this lecture trip of the secretary of' the Union to
awake interest in their own communities and to aid
the general movement. The secretary will giv every
week "News and Notes" of his experience; and by
this means the strength of the movement will be better understood; there will be a more cordial acquaintanceship among the Freethinkers of the country; the
organizations, both national and local, will gain more
power, harmony of purpose will prevail, and thus om·
ideas will receive the increased considemtion of the
public. The following is the list of subjects of the
lectmes by the secreta:ry, and friends can select the
themes which in then· judgment will be best adapted
to the special wants of their own communities:
" The Demands of Humanity."
"The New Heaven and Earth."
"The American Secula:r Union: Its Aims and
Methods."
"The Philosophy of Freethought."
" The Secular Sunday a Day of Rest."
" The Glory of Infidelity."
"Universal Mental Liberty: What it Is and How
to Achieve It."
"Individualism: Its Necessity and. Safety."
"The Foundation of Morality."
In making arrangements for lectures, it is best, if
possible, to arrange for two or three evenings in succession. In this way more interest will be excited,
and there can be a better presentation of those ideas
which lie at the basis of our movement. Not only
must these ideas be understood fully in themselvs,
but also in their many rebtions to human life and to
the social framework.
· Our work n1volves nob only reconstruction, hut
construction itself. It involves profoundly revolutionary processes both of thought and action: It requires the most thorough study to grasp the ~ull
meaning of that method of truth and art to whlCh
the Freethought movement is committed. To discover truth is a great thing·. To know how to discover it is of the first :llnportance. Tq know how t.o
apply it is of even greater importance. How to liv
the best; how to get the most out of this world ;
how to unfold from science the forms of ·art, so that
life is one with beauty-this is what must keep even
the best furnished mind most constantly activ. He
who has nothing new to learn has indeed a very poor
prospect before him. The spni.t of Liberalism impels every individual, no matter how much he has acquired, to continual progress.
The more books we hav, the more lectures, the
more contributions from all quarters to our Liberal
papers, the more thought and ~gitation there are, the
better will the process of enhghtenment go on. It
is to behopecl, therefore, that the instrumentalities
of progress-the book, the platform, and the pape~·
will receive the generous support of those who, bemg
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free from superstitious motiv, a:re actl!-ated by those
Lectures and Meetings.
which a:re wholly humanitarian.
Mns. H. S. LAKE and husband, Prof. W. F. Peck, who
The following from Utah indicates the work to be hav been speaking for the Spiritual Society of Cincinnati
done:
during the month of February, hav been reengaged for
FRIEND PUTNAM: We are looking forward with much March.
hope to your expected visit to Utah, and its results. With
ON Sunday evening, February 14th, J. E. Remsburg lectthe commotion now here, we think it a good time to ad v3;nce ured in the Opera House at Geneseo, Ill., to an audience of
Liberal principles, and organize the Liberal element mto
seven hundred. It was estimated that the aggregate attendworking order_ Yours, for progress,
H. W. HAIGH'£.
ance of the thirteen churches of the toWn O!J the same evenLuke W. Gallup, of Springville, Utah, writes:
ing was less than three ,hundred.
I received your letter of the 9th; was "glad to hear from
W. F. JAMIESON has received a lecture call to Wentworth,
you, and n•.ad the resolute spirit that prompts you to act in
the cause of human progress. We allne~d more of. the de- Dakota, which will be his third visit there. The Dakota
sire to be up and doing, and to make thmgs count m every Liberals are requested to address him at Wentworth, as he
way we can.. A few are now in the. field fighting for 01_1r will deliver lectures in the territory until the first of April.
ricrhts. I expect to do all that my circumstances here Will
allow of, and will visit those whom I think will respond to Mr. Jamieson should be addressed at Lake City, Minn.
the cail. Labor and money are both needed. ·I hav some- Eldin· Hill is afraid to meet Jamieson in debate. Mr. Jamiethincr of the former at my disposal-of the latter not so much. son has challenged all the clergy of that region to meet him.
It is"scarce with me as well as with others. I shall be glad He will soon be on his way northward, at present is lectur-.
to meet you and hear you. I am in for our cause and its ad- ing at Elmo, Mo., Silver City, Iowa, and Omaha, Neb. The
vancement all the time.
Omaha Liberals want to hire him for a year.

Liberal friends will thus see the earnestness of our
allies in Utah, and that they are willing to do their
best for the cause. It will be seen, however, that
they need the cooperation of ,the whole body of Liberals in order that the work in the frontier fields may
be most effectually sustained. So far as labor is concerned our friends in Utah will do then· full share in
aid of 'the secreta:ry of the Union. But they cannot
fmnish all the sinews of wa:r to enable the secretary
to m,ake the best of his fighting chance. It is hoped
that those who can will gi.v substantial aiel to this
enterprise, the results of which may be so fnutful in
the hereafter.
A veteran Liberal has gone. Several years ago,
while laboring in the West, I met this friend Lewis
Grant, Sr., and admired his comageous radicalism.
He was for many yea:rs a resident of Vincennes, Incl.
The News of that city says :
"Hundreds of friends and admirers assembled to pay a
last tribute of respect to the memory of a man of who?J it
can be said he died without an enemy. If ever a man liVed
who was honest in his views, that man was Lewis Gral).t, Sr.
1Vhenever he saw a fellow-being in distress he did all in his
power to relieve him. Every act in his life was filled with
charity, which he dispensed with a ~avis~ hand. Men,
women, and children of every creed pard h1m homage, and
the chief mourners, aside from his own family, were people
who differed from him in politics and religion."
·

Ron. 0. F. Baker, himself a Liberal, whose friendship we hav enjoyed in past clays, delivered an
eloquent and affecting oration at. the grave. The
city officials, members of the council, fire clep~t.rtment,
police, every employe of the 0. and M. s~?ps, where
Mr. Grant had been foreman, and other Citizens composed the concomse that was present. Mr. Baker said:
In the old old way, sorrow, standing voiceless beside the
cleft earth s~on to ellfold the loved one, listens for the faintest token if but an echo from beyond. As the dead giv us
back no ~hisper from the eternal dream, neither studied oration, ancient leg~nd, nor sacred script can bestow upon us
more than the famt spray of hope.
He was a man and the spirit of such a one goeth upward.
It may not be th;oucrh parted clouds and broken skies, but
just as he hath cool~d the face of toil, lit with gladness the
brow of sorrow, and sweetened the bitter cup of adversity,
all that remains of him ascends to the hights of man's conception of O"ood. His intellect was strong, clear, and brave.
The univer~e of thouo-ht contained no caverns he dared not
explore, it reared no peaks he was not brave enough to desire
to scale. In the pursuit of truth he was not awed by the
burning bush, or ceased to investigate when upon holy
ground.
Without subscribino- to a belief in the existence of an
offended deity to be appeased by works of charity, he gave
abundantly to the needy, and administered comforts to the
unfortunate. Without fear of the frowns of a supreme
beino- he shunned all intemperance and hardness of heart,
and lived unstained by vice. Without proof, he could ~~t
believe, but without such belief he was honest, pure, d!h<rent faithful, loving, and helpful.
" L~t me speak of the dead husband and the loving wife as
but one, for surely these twain were but one flesh. Loving all:d
trustino· and sustainino·, like a sublime monody, the musiC
of their? lives ran on a~cl on to this open grave-this dark
spot upon the green sward. Surely in the p.hilosoph,y of our
dead brother the universe deserved no grauder destmy than
to produce such a love.
Over the clark line at our feet our friend has preceded us,
bnt he has left us lessons of the highest import for our good.
In obedience to a.n oft-expressed wish I pronounce his last
o·ood words of peace, love, and knowledge to you all who
~taJHl sorrowing here. To the chambers of memory, the
palace of echoes, where the perfume ·of good deeds ~!-ever
fades, I commit his past, and into thy bosom, 0 provrdent
earth, I now commit his dust.
1 Thus pass the brave and true to then· eternal rest.
We know not and we· fear not. There are the tears
of grief, but not the look of terror. If hope shines
not, neither does despair cm·se, and the garden of
memory hath its deathless flowers. On accmmt of
other eno·aaements I was oblibrrecl to defer my lectme
b b
t
at. Albany on Sunday, the 21st. I shall lecture a
Newark Feb. 28th and Albany, l\'farch 7th, and then
for the :, setting su~," where we hope to rejoice in the
rising beams of liberty.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAl\1.

TnERE was a. parlor meeting· of the members and patrons
of the Institute of Heredity in and about New York at Dr.
Foote's r~sidencc, 120 Lexington avenue, corner East
Twenty-eighth street, on '!'lmrsday evening, February 25tl~.
Rev. Jesse H. Jones, of l\Iassaehusetts, secretary of the Institute of Heredity, gave the opening address "upon "l\Iarriage
and Parenta!!;l'," in continuation of the consideration of the
subject prcs~nted a.t the January meeting.

Mn. CrrARLES WATTS has been having a goocl time of it in
Pittsburgh, Chicago, and surrounding districts. He has 1Jeen
speaking nearly every night, and his audiences hav been
large and enthusiastic. The following are his engagements
previous to his leaving in ~fay for a trip to England: 1\Iarch
2d and Bd, Salem, Ohio; 4th aucl 5th, Scio, Ohio; Sunchty,
7th, Pittsbmgh, Pa.; Sunday, 14th, to 21st, Philadelphia ancl
districts; 'March 28th and every Sunday in April, Toronto,
Ont. Friends in Canada who hav not already arranged with
Mr. Watts for week night lectures during April should at
once communicate with him at 82 Berkeley street, Toronto,
Ont., Canada.
IT is not often the citizens of Newton hav the privilege of
listening to so instructiv, learned, and logical a dissertation
as was given them last night at .Music Hall by Mr. Rems?mg.
His subject was the "Sabbath." He demonstrated by mclubitable evidence that Christ and his apostles did not observe
the Jewish Sabbath as a sacred day; that they did not enjoin its observance upon others, or institute any other sacred
day in its place; and that for a long period afterwards the
early Christians observed no uniform sacred clay. It was
shown that the Emperor Constantine, whose hands reeked
with the blood of his own rclativs, including his wife and
son, established the Christian Sabbath by edict, his reason
for selecting the first day of the week being because he could
enforce its observance better than any other clay, since many
of his semi-barbarous subjects already worshiped the sun on
that day. From this. comes the Christian Sunday. Coming
from such a source, of course it is a holy day! Mr. Remsburg closed by dealing some telling blows against our statutory enactments, which make it a criminal o!Iense for others
than the clergy to labor on this day.-Newton Daily Republican.
S. R. WETHEIULL, secretMy of the Jobstown, N.J., Sceular
Union, writes: "On Sunday, the 14th inst., the Jobstown
Secular Union had two lectures delivererl by Mr. and Mrs.
Reynolds, which were well attended. In the afternoon Mrs.
F. C. Re.Ynolds delivered her able lecture, entitled: 'Reasons
for the Religion of Humanity,' which _was pronounced by
our best-read members to be a splenchd lecture and very
orio-inal. There has not been any outside criticism, all agreeing"that she was a good talker, but did not like her doctrin.
All the orthodox folks that were there think that she told
the truth, but still they could not agree with her. How
could they and still be faithful? I think all Secular Unions
would do well to hav Mrs. Reynolds to deliver lectures for
them, judging by the impression she left here. In the evenino- the lion from the tribe of Judah, C. B. Reynolds, gave us·
hi~ lecture, entitled, 'Salvation,' and when he finished all
preSQnt felt as if they could be saved with?ut the. bl?od of
Jesus, as it is disputed that he shed any, or 1f he chd 1t was
pretty well watered. After his lecture. a coll_ection was tal~en
to establish the Jobstown Secular Umon Library, at whrch
twenty-five dollars was raised, and we propose to keep the
ball a rolling. vVe only wish we could hav 1\Ir. and 1\Irs.
Reynolds to talk for us every Sunday."
1\'[ns. F. C. REYNOLDS spoke on Friday evening, Feb. 19th,
at Industrial Hall, Philadelphia. Prof. Wm. Seymour, 1\'[r.
Harker, and others, who, despite all opposition and discouragements, made especial efl:m"t.s, determinecl to affor_d
the friends a.n opportunity to hear 1\Irs. lleynol<ls, and thcrr
endeavors were crowned with gmml snecc~ss. The hall was
filled. This was only the second time of 1\Irs. Heynolrls's appearance as a public speaker. ~he dclighted!lcr a:1dienc~, winnino· words of eulogy aml prmse, and $22 l!mmcJal testmwny
of :pprcciation. From Pllihttlclphia, in company with J\Jr.
Reynolds, she went to Boonton, N.J., where 1\Ir. Reynolds
was engaged to speak on the evening of Saturday, Feb. 20th,
also on Sunday afternoon following, Mrs. Reynolds Sunday
evening. 1\'Irs. Reynolds's lcetnre was well attended, and the
people were not only anxious to hear but al~o to s~e wha~ a
woman looked like who dared speak in public agamst religion. And some a shade of Stldness wore because she said
nothino- to shock the most delioa.te. These are the first Liberal le~tures delivered in Boonton. 1\Ir. Reynolds writes:
"\Ve find earnest, whole-souled Liberals here, who love the
cause, and who show their faith by their works. T!re ~vho~e ·
are enJ~}:mg, IS
family of A. Jloi. Booth, wh?~e hospitality
of this kind a family of ab1hty and cnltm e. At then home
Tuesday ev~ning, the friends of lh~ cause nwc;t for the organization of a Boonton Seenlar Umon, for whrch purpose we
stay over until the following Wednesday, when we cross the
mountains by private conveyance, rm~ JUrs. Ren~olds a~cl
myself speak to the people of Bloommgdale. :i\h. G_eor"'c
Cramer from that place, wnlked across the mountams, a
distanc~ of nine miles, to be pTesent at ?nr _lectures, and, at
his solicitation, we speak thPre." Apph~eatwns fo;- lectures
should be addrcsscd care of 'l'nE Tuunr t:lEEKEJ: office.
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Pessimism by an Optimist.
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The one great overwhelming tragedy of universal
existence in all space and during all time, towering
far above all minor catastrophes as the Sierras soar
in magnitude far above the Indian huts planted at
their base, consists in the lamentable fact of the
abstract existence of individual life, sensation, and
consciousness in general. 1Vben the physical conditions ·of a planet first are favorable to the evolution
of animal life, then the age of sf!rene peace is supplemented by an age consisting in large proportion of
the pangs of individual struggle, misery, and woe,
culminating often in the anguish and affliction only
experienced by the highest type of men and women.
The great imaginary boon, now and ever sought
and hoped for by existing humanity, of life, long life
-which morbid desire has even resulted in the liDreasonable hope and almost universal·faith in an endless, rn:i:J.·aculous kind of an existence-is in fact a
condition and an experience most lamentable and, to
say the least, very undesirable, and which to the philosopher is only endurable on accmmt of his absolute
knowledge that death, to him, ends all. Fortunately
puny man's most urn·easonable longings, prompted
by his ignorance and egotism, can never be realized.
Unconscious but arbitrary laws of nature usher him
into existence precisely as the lower order of animals
are ushered into existence-as the rose is created in
it~ fragrant beauty, the oak in its giant strength, or
the ripple on the water-without motiv or volition,
without choice or consultation concerning when,
where, how, whence, or whither; permit him to stay
a very short time comparativly, often force himalso saclly against his wishes-to witness the evi- deuces of his decay in his wrinkled brow, gray hai.J:s,
and other deformities; gently beckon him to make
room for his offspring, then kinclly usher him back
into that eternal and blessed condition of unconsciousness wherein he was previous to his debut
among the living upon this or other planets.
Between the vast periods of beginningless time
preceding man's existence and the equally endless
period of' time sm·e to follow his existence, man exists
but for a moment. As no reasonable claim has ever
been made by the millions of votaries who now so
fondly cling to a hope in an eternal life that they hav
existed dming the eternity preceding their birth as
the identical individuals they now represent, so they
should not claim a pm·ely rn:i:J.·aculous existence-entirely beyond scientific research and human understancling-dming all the eternity to come, after the
body which gave them origin and inclividuality has
been swept away and is no more. And as no claim
has ever been made that the eternal conclition of
non-existence prece~ling the origin of man is a calamity or an evil to the man who is yet to be-who as
yet does not exist-so no reasonable claim can be advanced insisting that non-existence after death or absolute annihilation of the inclividual can possibly be a
tragedy or a calamity to him who at the very moment
he dies entirely ce,-tses to exist, and consequently then
can no more realize good or evil conclitions th:;m those
who will liv a thousand years he~ce can realize them
now.
Conditions previous to and after man's existence
are identical.. At the moment of death to him the
universe is virtually extinguished. All relationships
cease, all sources of joy and misery end. Nothing
can be good or evil to him who has retm·ned to unconscious dust.
Then why weep for the dead? As well weep for
the non-existence of the unborn as mom·n over the
non-eXistence of .the dead. Weep for the treasm·e
you hav lost, molun over yom· own affliction, pity
yom own loneliness, but. envy the dear one whose
struggle is over, and rejoice that yom darling has
entered conditions of eternal peace!
Death is sleep. Do you clread sleep? Supposing
you should go to sleep to-night and, perchance, never
awaken, could any condition possibly be a calamity
to you of which you could never be conscious~
No, I never pity the dead. On the contrary, a
silent feeling of envy comes over me in their presence.
But when I behold the infant in its cradle I involuntarily pity its sad fate and think of Schiller's ominous
verse:
Iltm ruhen noel! im Zciten~choosc
Die schwartzen und die heiteren J~oose.

Indeed, I would not liv always. The desire is
madness, the demand absm·d. Do you lmow, my
friend, what eternal existence implies? It means
life, lmconclitional life, dm·ing all the ages of endless
time to come, and no recourse. "Liv, liv, liv for
ever!" is the terrible decree. "Never die!" There
will be no choice, no alternativ. If immortality is a
fact, death is impossible. If natme decrees no
death, your wishes or longings cannot expunge this
law or you cannot violate this order of nature. You
cannot die if you want to. No, not even take your
own life by violence, for remember you are immortal.
An i=utable fate will say to you: "Thou shalt liv
fonwer-must liv fonwer {lnd ever. Thon cn,ust not
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die though thou may desire it. Liv, liv, liv! No rest, cient, these forms organize into life. As smrounding
no death for "thee!" Yes, my friend, no matt'.lr what conditions modify, life changes. It must adapt itself
conditions may surround you during the cycles of to environment, which is but the influence of exterages to come, no matter how tired you ma,y be of ex- nal organized bodies of matter. As environment
istence1 if immortality is true, you are doomed to liv modifies, only the moclified survives, while the unchanged must become obsolete. ·Matter is indestruc-damned to liv, and cannot die !
Poor wretch! Your greed has made you mad, and tible and non-creatable-has always existed in some
you would scorn a fate of eternal peace, which is an form and always will exist. Its forms are constantly
infinit blessing in comparison to the impossible, and changing, and the same particles of matter are, incorfictitious happiness you seek in eternity.
· porated into different organisms. All organisms were
These views will be pronounced decidedly pessi- the result of modifications of the primal organization
mistic, yet I claim to be an optimist in every sense of and hav attained their differentiation by the survival
the word. I concede to no one greater appreciation of those most nearly adapted to environment. Force,
of life and the beauties of the world we liv in, greater being a property of matter, is also indestructible. . It ·
proportion of happiness, and a more benign degree is easily. transposed into different manifestations, but
of contentment than I enjoy myself. I love the it is never destroyed.
All the operations of nature are characterized by a
beauties of nature and the grand achievements of art,
poetry, and continually study to utilize every minute, readjustment and equalization. Nothing is lost but
hour, and day of my life conduciv to my happiness. individual organization. Natm·e's operations are one
And I enjoy my "religion." If I did not, and for a continuous change of individualities into univ~rsal- .
moment could entertain the idea that others fmmd a ities, and vice '/Jersa. Matter livs, but specific organgreater degree of contentment in theirs, I should ization is lost, and the motion of molecules ·that susnever again raise my voice or pen in proclaiming my tain organization is dissipated and reasserts itself in ·
views to the world. But I think the degree of hap- other forms.
1\find is potential energ-y in. the brain, and cannot
piness I find in this true gospel of natm·e and science
is so infinitly more comforting than all beliefs in be conceived except in association with- matter. Mind
myths and miracles that I seek happiness in pro- is force, and, again, force is a property of matter and
claiming it "from the house-tops" upon every occa- cannot exist apart from it.
Life is nothing but 01'ganized and animated matter,
sion. I believe the happiness the Christian as well
the Spiritualist derives from his belief is fictitious which is but another name for force, which is but a
and deceiving. I hav been there, and judge from ex- property of matter; hence we conclude tha,t life is
perience. If I believed such strange and mystic doc- force and a property of matter. Life then must extrills now, I should, indeed, feel a terrible restraint ist as long as matter, but, being force, it differentiates
as force.
from taking the fatal leap!
1\[atter thus goes on with destruction and reproI believe the average lot of man not worth living,
and once dead I would prefer not again to take my duction, a.nd always with the certainty of equalizachances in the battle. As I said before, I consider tion. This I conceive to be the opinion of modern
life a calamity, but once being placed in the ranks of Materialism. It will thus be seen that matter is not
warriors, I consider it a duty we owe to our family, viewed as lifeless and inert, but that it "possesses
to our country, and to _humanity, to fight the battle the promis and potency of every form and quality of
to the best of om ability, and thus contribute om life "-that it is the universal mother that brings all
things forth as the products of her own womb. In
mite toward the happiness of the race.
And, lastly, I insist upon it that any condition of such Materialism I conceive nothing degrading or
heavenly or spiritual continual bliss is absolutely liD- demoralizing. But in my humble judgment such
thinkable, especially when deprived of the many conceptions would harmonize ideas that are now in
pleasmes incident to the gratification of the physical antagonism, and be altogether the most rational con:
man. And of these-our bodies being denied us- ception of all things in aggregate and detail.
G. F. RrNEHAR'l'.
we, of cmuse, will be deprived. No happy relation---------.-~.--------ship of husband and wife, parent and child, will be
Christianity and Savagery ..
possible. No lovely children growing up to cheer us
What has the world gained by Cln·istianity and
on om lengthy journey. We will be profoundly impressed with the recollection of all our earthly joys, civilization? Immensely in chicanery of every sort.
but alas! of necessity, shall be deprived of all of them Immensely in hypocrisy in every shape. I=ensely
in the sweet by and by. ·what om occupation will in crime of every variety. Immensely in everything
be to make life endmable and a satisfactory somce of that is off color morally.
Crimes that never were heard of or Ch>eamed of in
happiness during cmmtless millions of years when
not struggling for the necessities of life, for wife, paganism and savagery flalmt themselh in the face
children, and the comforts of home, I, for, one, and eyes of Cln·istianity. They thrive and grow
could never learn. Nude spirits sweeping through apace and multiply malgre Clnistian civilization.
Christianized beings practice criminality knowingly,
the tempests and storms of om· mundane sphere to
act as guarding angels perhaps to those who hav for- and with malice aforethought; practice it as they
gotten them, or are now clasping substitute wives or practice law and medicin, for a living, and because
husbands in their arms, or hovering around loved natmally inclined in that direction. Yet are i'1ey
ones they cannot reach except. through strange Christianized and civilized.
The crimes of savagery are few comparativly. ln
mediums and strange conditions, are not greatly to be
envied; and otherwise astronomy or Spiritualism has its lexicon of morals crime has scarce a foothold,
so far sadly failed to reveal to us the mythical spirit- compared ,vith its solid standing in that of civilized
land. In fact, the conflicting reports from these Cln·istianity.
Christianity can "see" the crimes of savagery and
som·ces concerning vital points upon which there
could not possibly be any dispute, if based upon fact, "go be+tter" to an unlimited extent. With Christianlargely tends to establish the whole thing as a sad ity crime is a classic in many of its phases; in a large
delusion fmmded upon hopes and desires, and a rem- measm·e a "fine art." Christianity commits murder
in the most unique, savagery in the simplest and
nant of old Bible theology.
OTTO "WETTSTEIN.
most primitiv way.
Rochelle, Ill., Feb . 1, 1886.
The Cln·istian kills his foe preli\"';ditatedly and escapes justice on the plea of emotio~}al insanity, knowMaterialism.
ing, however, that he is a murderer. The savage
The Materialistic conceptions of recent thinkers kills his foe in rage, or kills from impulse, settling
are radically different from those usually attributed with the family of· the defunct by giving up a few·
to them by orthodox _and Spiritualistic opponents. heads of cattle, according to said defunct's valuation
The Materialistic generalities of the present are not in the community. This squares matters, and he
·cold, icy, and barren, as so many suppose, but a warm does not for a moment think he is a murderer.
vital principle pervades the Materialism of our times. Therein lies the difference between the Christian and
The universe is all there is, and there is nothing out- the savage.
side it. It is composed of space and the matter that
Cln·istian civilization has produced kings like
occupies it. Matter has certain inhen;mt properties Bomba, popes like Borgia, presidents like Hayes,
that shape it into visible and invisible forms. Among generals like Butler, statesmen like Tabor, financiers
the properties of matter are form, density, and iner- like vV ard, cormor ants like -Gould, toadies like Sir
tia. Matter is organized by a something· called force, Cyrus, bankers like Fish, divines like Nero, clowns
and we know of its existence only in its association with like Talmage, moral reformers like Comstock,)' _ates
matter. They are mutually coexistent, coequal, and like Sullivan, liars like Sharp, come-by-chai..ces lilw
interdependent, hence we conclude that force is also Squi.J:e, and so on acl jinem. Savagery never probut a property of matter. Matter must exist in some duced anything of the sort. From the Silurian ages
form, and those forms are assumed tln·ough the action down to the present day it has not evolved a speciof its inherent properties. So far as we know, all men that would app1;oach within a thousand miler of
matte1· is composed of fom· primary constituent ele- any of the above-named lights of Christianity. l .:.ow
ments, and the combination and association of those to be en vied is savagery !
·
elements produce all the forms in nature. A " con~
Christianity imprisons the poor debtor ev_en for
stant cmuse of procedure" in those formations we life. Cln·istianity imprisons the unfortunate witness
designate by the term "law." Law does not create, of a crime, and for a money consideration-it is ever
nor is it a cause, but i.t is an effect. Matter is not money, money, money with Christianity-allows libinert and lifeless, but it.possesses the power of self- erty to the criminal. Savagery does npt thus
org11,nization when the conditions of its environment strangely move its wonders to perform.
are propitious. Matter, by its attraction and gravSavagery has produced the king of Dahomey, an
ity, assumes certain forms, and if the influence ex- honest man as far as heard about, but from custom
erteCI by other organized bodies of matter is suffi- given to phlebotomy. But there Christianity hfl.S let
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out more blood than ever did savagery-and for
Christianity's sake?
It is said that on a certain day of every year Dahomey's monarch slaughters-by proxy, of course--.:.
seven hundred young virgins of the realm, without a
pang or qualm of conscience.
But this is not from love of butchery and blood,
albeit he takes the blood for cement to be used in the
building of a sacred temple and for blood-puddings
for his own immediate family and friends, but from
custom sanctioned by a long line of predecessors, and
to which a superstition is att~ched, as to many Christian observances; a religious obs-ervance, in fact, and
never for a moment thought by him to be a crime,
and consequently not a crime in his own eyes or .the
eyes of his people.
The sovereign aforesaid might, in a pique, or for a
purpose, cut a Christian throat with the keen edge
of a scimeter, but never, I am convinced, would he
cut a Dahomian throat with the feather edge of a
·financial blade, as did vVard the throats of those of
his own persuasion.
Savagery in certain districts has been given to anthropophagy. But this, to the savage mind, is not
criminal or horrible. He was brought up to the eating of "long pig," and, liking it, ate of it whenever
it was to be had, a fat missionary being to him as a
canvas-back to a Christian, the duck pa?· excellence.
He knows nothing of crime in the matter, and consequently is not criminal.
Christianity sends missionaries to the antipodes toproselytize with the Bible and civilize with New England rum. If not with the Bible., it succeeds with
the· rum, civilizing the savage to drunkenness.
Savagery does nothing of the sort. It has no desire to proselytize, and, not seeking for Christianity
and civilization, stays at home and minds its own
business, never becoming an intermeddler in the
affairs of others. Hurrah for savagery !
Christianity evolves the prize-fight, the dog-fight,
etc., etc. It fosters the fox-hunt for the delectation
of its . fashionables, who run a trapped fox over
hedges and ditches until it drops, society belles not
infrequently being " in at the death."
It sanctions deer hunts (?) in royal forests, where
the animals are driven up to be slaughtered by royal
imbecils seated at ease and supplied with weapons 'by
sycophants dancing attendance.
' These and many more are styled "sports" by civilized Christianity.
Savagery knows nothing of these things, and is to
be congratulated.
.
Christianity, as it progresses, becomes more and
more the master of finesse. ~o-day it is finessing
almost wholly in the direction of pelf. Pelf is the
main dish of its ?nenn, with crimes of various sorts,
. and "sports," such as we hav mentioned, let in as
flide dishes, and for illusion's sake.
·with Christianity, such things are possible and
frequent as the· Credit Mobilier and Pan Electric
scandals. Are they with savagery 7 No. Happy
savagery!
.
The "untutored savage!" We often read about
him, and the sentimental weep that he is untutored_
\Veep not. Let him remain as he is. Tutor him up
to the point and practices of Christianity, and ten to
one he becomes a hypocrit and villain.
Better he should remain an "untutored savage"
than, becoming tutored, evolve to a Jay Gould, Jake
Sharp, or anything of the kinc1-much better.
vVhat has Christianity done for the world? Ask of
the legions everywhere masquerading ill the stolen
om·b of rectitude, who serve the god of greed de~outly, and the God of their imaginations professedly,
that their own base ends may be accomplished.
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"Nuts for :Skeptics to Crnclr."
Just think how loving are our Christian clergymen!
They think so much of us skeptics that they even giv
us'' nuts" to crack. Yes, "nuts!" Some one sent me
a portion of such " nuts," and I began to crack them.
From the reputation of Christians as loving and beneficent beings, I expected something good in these
"nuts." I thought, "Now, maybe there is something in them that will force me to return to the
sheepfold." And I cracked away, but, to my great
surprise, found that they fell to pieces almost before
I touched them. Whew ! They were rotten !
It is H. L_ Hastings that has immortalized himself
by sending out some of these "nuts." One lot he
calls "Natme and God." The artificial polish he has
given them renders them ve:·y attractiv7 and. Chri~
tians who are by no means m the hab1t of mvestlo·atido- the spiritual food they get from their shepherds~ swallow the polished " nuts " m sweet
unconsciousness of then· rottenness.
I hav cracked some of these" nuts," I say, and will
.show to the ren.der what they conta,ined.
Hastings says : " There are Infidels who do not
believe in a God who judges, punishes, and afflicts.
They believe in nature and inni1ture's laws. Bnt what
do they gn.in by the change? . A:·e not 'the laws of
1mture,' as they term them, as unmutable as those
inscribed on tables of stone?"

\ -

.J~der by officiating at the funeral
This is the first "nut," and the man who sent it of being om best ir ;" Mr. Tilney gave one of his ever
thinks the Infidel cannot crack it. But here it is:
of "Buck Fansha:: 0 .. P. Dildock added to the disThe Infidels gain much by the change. The laws favorit songs, 1\i~ed the audience with a string of well
of nature are more immutable than " those inscribed tress and paral' there was not -a dry eye in the house
on tables. of stone." Infidels, by believing in the dn·ected puns_·), and Mr. Harrison piled up the agony
laws of nature, and knowing that they are absolutely (from laught do the "cork leg" (let us hope he won't
immutable, are more apt to conform to them than by trying 1). After the audience had somewhat rethose who believe in the laws "inscribed on tables of do it agai·rom this last ordeal, Mr. Evans delivered
stone;'' and know that even if they do violate them, covered,_on of the evening on "The Life and Work
then· God, in then· imagination, is ready to forgiv. · the or!le," which was well received by the much enHastings goes on: " Do not fires burn, floods over- of J:?a:g listeners. Mr. Priestman made his deb1tt bewhelm, waters drown, earthquakes swallow up, light- durr bhe Toronto friends, and gave an excellent readrungs blast~, etc., etc. And," Are not toil, and labor, fr.>g, and Messrs. Hicks and Richmond assisted in
and hunger, and famin, and pestilence, and all the iil!n1 out what was after all a very good program.
nameless agonies of dying men in accordance with After the concert the friends indulged in dancing un' the laws of nature 1' Does not the God of nature til a' late hour, and everyone was well pleased with
do all this~ Pray, then, what do men gain byth1:ow- the evening's entertainment.
ing away their Bibles, which they will not believe,
Canada has long been known as a "stampingwhen they must find the same facts, and worse ones, grm~nd" for fugitivs from· justice in the States, dein the book of nature, where they can neither doubt faulting bank cashiers, confidence men, etc., but Cana-them nor deny them? The facts will stand.
" Q.ians are beginning to think that honors are pretty
And this is the " nut" you would make believe near easy, as it is well known that a large proportion
is so hard to crack. \Vhat strange digestions those of Canadian criminals find a refuge in " the land of
Cln·istians hav ! A thing that falls to pieces of itself, and the free."
stinks besides, they swallow as a good "nut." Horror!
One of the last to leave the country for the connHere, Christian, compare it with a good one, and try's good is one, "Happy Sid," a member of the
you will see what a nasty thing it is, if you cmmot Salvation Army, a shining light, whose record shows
judge of it when you see it alone. The facts of that he did three months in a London jail for robbing
nature will stand in spite of the Bible, and when the his employer, and after robbing the vVesleyan mission
Bible hides some of them, which Hastings implies it fund house made his escape to Canada. Since his
does, it is doing an irreparable injustice to man and arrival here he has been connected with several robto natme's God. It is because nature displays its beries in Barrie; he also got away with the funds of
powers in spite of the teachings of the Bible that we the" saved army" nL that tmvn, and, after robbing the
(in a sense) throw that book away. For, pray, since mail~bag at Kippen, made his escape, this time, to
"fire burns, floods overwhelm," "tornadoes desolate, the States. Sic tntn8it. Next ! "By then· fruits
tempests destroy," and all the rest-since all these, to: shall ye know them."
the superstitious, horrible things take place whether
The Toronto ministry by then· actions would seem
you believe in the Bible or not, then pray what to be entirely cut off from all communication with the
would be our gain in accepting it? It is just because outside world. While the different religious papers,
the laws of nature are immutable that it is wise to such as the New York Ea~mnine1·, the Cong?·egcttion~
learn them, love them, and conform to them. Strir:t. ali.~t; and the Ch1wch!man, and the several religious
conformance to the laws of om· being would do away ~tssociations in Boston, Chicago, and elsewhere, are
with "pestilence," and many of the "nameless ago- discussing such questions as, for instance, "The
nies of dying men," which Hastings tells us aTe sent Doctrin of Evolution in Scientific Theology" (whatupon us by the god of natme (sic).
ever that means) or "The Reconciliation of Genesis
This orthodox .notable goes on: "They (Infidels) and 'Theology," which is at least an advance from the
cannot argue pain out of then· bones [can the Cln·is- old style of discourse, while, in a word, the religious
tian ?], misery out of their hearts, nor death out of world in most civilized countries is making at least
then· families." Can the Christian? In making it an effort to hang on to the tail-end of advancing
appear as if Infidels had- more misery, and guilt, and ideas, we in ToTonto are getting the old, old stOTy.
conde=ation at heart than the Christian, he simply The fall of man, the blood of Jesus, and hell fire are
errs.· If personal testimony can strengthen this state- dealt out as they were fifty years ago. It is -somement, I' will say that ever since I began the ventme what amusing 'to hear the Rev. H. M. Parsons get up
of admitting natmal truth as against scriptmal impo- on his hind legs and tell his long-eared congregation
sition, my heart has been at peace, and my happiness that Adam was the finest and the greatest man (exgreatly enhanced. "And sonow, and guilt, and con- cept Christ) that God ever created. Instead of
demnation," as Hastings says, "will follow them," not evolution, we get (or at least the people get) "the
however, "in spite of then· doubts and skeptical ob- temptation of Adam and the temptation of Cln·ist
jections," but because, if any of these do follow them, compared," or "vVhat did Cln·ist preach to the evil
they are sent upon them by Cln·istian peTsecution, or spirits in sheol '?"
in consequence of early Christian foolishness. " Then
A short time ago the question to cremate or not
what do they gain," asks his "ri,.-erince, '' "by their to cremate was being discussed in some of the daily
efforts to get rid of God?"
papers, and to forever settle the matter, one of the
' The trouble with the last "nut" is that getting papers sent a reporter to interview some of the leadrid of the Bible as a revelation is not necessarily get- ing undertakers and ministers of the gospel, and
ting "rid of God."
thus get a sense of the public feeling on the que~,, \Vhat they gain," says this great man of God, "is tion. Well, as a matter of course (and also of lmsljust this: They put away the chastisment of a father, ness), the tmdertakers were against the idea, and; as
and fling themselvs amid the revolving gearings of an might be expected, the ministers were also dead
almighty machine that crushes them in the dust, and against it, and mostly on scriptural ground. "It was
grinds them to power." Ah, ha! That's something opposed to the laws of God and man." "The
I didn't know had happened me, or anybody else, scriptures plainly state," said one of the reverend
yet. Can anyone swallow such a "nut?" Then he gentlemen, " that at the last day all shall arise from
repeats: "They hav the sn.me facts they had before, their graves ; and how could they arise if they were
with no possible relief from them." No ! and they consumed; tm·ned to smoke and ashes ?" The Rev.
don't seek relief. It is the coward only who tries to Dr. Potts, at the conclusion of his interview with the
dodge facts_ \Ve think ~ve are made in harmony with reporter, said: "Cremation will never be tried in
natural law and to ask relief from the law of our be- Toronto, or if it is, it will be by some Infidel who will
ing, when donformity to them is the surest salvation, do it out of bravado." They seem to know instincmust be as crazy as absmd.
.
tivly whom they will hav to fight on this question in
Further: "They retain every trouble, and reJect the future. By the way, this is the same Dr. Potts
every consolation." Pshaw! vVhat a "nut!" _Re- 1 who said, some time ago, speaking of the prevailing
tain ever;r trouble, and reject everJ;', con~olatwn ! ~kepticism in regard to a bmnin~ hell, that he
Yes, "believe as we do, or be damned; that s conso- ''banked God from the bottom of h1s heart that he
lation to be envied.
tL~\l cl:id believe in a literal, bmning hell. The most
\Yell, we need no more of this kind of "nuts." Giv stil,-<>lical instance of the wish being father to the
us some better ones next time, and we'll crack 'em, diabL~ht that has come under the writer's notice.
and, 11erhn.ps, pay "sixty cents per pound," but not though1,tters not to these Toronto divines that the
for these.
SAMUEL GAnnonG.
I~ :r;ut~~ government is about to spend eight thonPanslan '•,ds in the erection of a crematorium, or that
Cnna(linn Notes.
sand pouh':"-four thousand people in Germany, among
There was a sound of revelry by night at the rooms sometwent~~~.OOO physicians, 2,000 lawyers, profesof the Toronto Secular Society, Grand Opera House, whom are :.:,olmasters; 1,000 government officials,
on the evening of January 28th, when the members son·, and scho,,~ant clergymen, bn.v petitioned the
and friends assembled to celebrate the natal day of and 10 ProtesL'vor of the introduction of cremation,
Thomas Pn.ine_ It was a grand gathering; the ladies government in fa ·. of the medical profession in Engof the society "turned out to a man," and, as a con- or that the leaders ·,'G) in favor of it. Dr. Potts has
sequence, the rooms were crowded with, perhaps, the land and America ah:n,tion, and that settles it.
most brilliant and stylish audience that has assembled declared ag~inst. crem!.oqen cremation or corruption,
there for many a day.
.
"Tho chmce 1s betwr')n " and true to then· record
Mr. Jopling occupied the chair, and performed the purificn.tion or putrefacti<'. ~: off side. vVhile forever
duties of that trying position with the stoic~sm of _one these crentlwnen take~ the ·1e no thin o- of its history
"' they will not'
"·ho had resi•,.ned himself to his f:tte for the tune bemg. ga2ing"'into the past, t h ey sq\l hearing
The trouble beo·an with a piana solo (u.s mmal) by "that seeing they see not, an(
J. NosrnRAH.
one of the hdie~ then :1 song by Mr. Lakin, af~er understand."
'hmmto, Feb. 14, 1886.
which lVIr. Piddington well sustained his reputatwn
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Christians who are zealous-with their organs of
speech-for the pom; workingman, are handicapped at
the start by this anathema of their God, and we know
not if it be not blasphemy for them to attempt to interpose between the Almighty and the miserable subjects of his wrath.
.
. . .
.
a· t
However, as the mterpos1t10n 1s not, accor mg o
the learned professor of Columbia, to take the shape
of increased wages, but only an approving pat upon
the back of the laborer who is striving to better his
condition, it may do. But as to Christianity preventing the employment of women and children in factories, what would i"t hav them do-starve? If the
wages of the husband and father are not to be raised,

========================'

bow can the women and children exist, when it now
_
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takes
all the whole family can earn to keep body and
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soultogether?
·
The
world
has
had
eighteen
centuries
of
ChristianIN PRESS.
! ity, an(\ to-day is worse off than ever before.
Wars
THE ORDER OF CREATION~ and bloodshed abound; men are dying of starvation
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
in the midst of plenty; . social revohttions of vast conGLADSTONE,
MULLER,
sequences are impending·; discontent, disorder, and
HUXLEY,
REVILLE,
bitterness of spirit almost inconceivable, are everyLINTON.
where; the poor hate the well-to-do and the rich, and
On the Conflict betw-een Genesis and the well-to-do and the rich fear the poor; ..social chaos
Geology·
and anarchy beside which the French Revolution was
This is a new book, and contains the latest discussion on the mis· but a street brawl, are all but upon us. And these
takes of 1\ioses. The names of the participants are
a guarantee of its able character.
Congregational tailors of Tooley street talk of what
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Christianity and Labor.
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The Congregational Club of this city last week
held a mental wrestling-match over the mighty sub~
ject of "Christianity and the Labor Problem." Ros~
well Smith thought that Christianity might be adJ
vanced if capital would treat labor justly. The RevJ
Mr. Munger told his experiences among the railroad
men when be was one of the chaplains employed byi
the Pennsylvania road, and the Rev. James. H. Rose
e~tertainingly showed his ignorance of the batter's
strike in Norwalk last year. Professor Smith of Columbia-the college in which professors of philology
go out of their way to abuse Freethinkers before their'
classes-instructed the minist(;lrS in the history of
labor "from the time when it was simple slavery,
through its development in guilds, which were institutions essentially religious, to the wage-earning
period in which Atheism had taken root. Christial)/
ity, be thought, might well apply itself to e]evati:l'labor-not by increasing wages, but by raising p1;~11.g
opinion to appreciation and approval of the effr -'!.tbhc
labor to better itself. Christianity should ste~j~rts of
prevent factory labor by married women and ~-(l_lll and
children."
-" 0 Y young
Well, this is going back a good way tri
labor is hard and the laborer oppressed: 0 learn why
italist," but he might hR.v gone back i':.. ~y the "capto the time when the Boss of all cr'' a httle further
owned the cattle on a thousand hiF4pitalists, he who
the anathema upon labor that bl)'lus, thundered forth
. of Chns
· t"tan t yrant s mn
· uzy. ·J.s been. the J..ustifica.
t wn
ing of the poor: " Cursed is +;4ierable m therr gnndin sonow shalt thou eat of-1 .;he ground for thy sake;
Th orns a lso an d th1s tl es r "lt all the days of thy life :
and thou shalt eat tl:V;hall it bring forth to thee;
sweat of thy face ~haVe hherb of the field. In the
"'t t ou eat bread, till thou return unto the grou:r:d ,
o

,,
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One at a Time.
Our Boston friends, Tucker and Appleton, Anarchists, seem determined to convert us. 1\'Ir. Appleton publicly avows that we are worth saving; and
although Mr. Tucke1' differs from him he nevertheless
continues to advance what he no doubt thinks are
reasons in favor of Anarchy. Perhaps, however, he
is only trying to disentangle himself.
In the last Liberty Mr. Tucker replies to our rejoinder to him in THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 30th.
In the next Liberty, we understand, Mr. Appleton
will endeavor to resurrect himself. In Mr. Tucker's
reply there is nothing new, as he confines his. effort
to answering some queries propounded by us. · We
asked, "When a thief breaks into Mr. Tucker's hallway and takes his overcoat from the rack, is he seeking to govern Mr. Tll;cker ?" To this Mr. Tucker
says:
"Most decidedly. If appropriation of another's property
by force 'or fraud i£ not an act of government, I should like
to know what is."
As our little difference with Messrs. Appleton and
Tucker seems to hinge somewhat upon definitions;
and as Mr. Webster has been refeiTed to as authority
by Mr. Appleton, and accepted (as will be seen further along) by Mr. Tucker, we will refer this to that
eminent lexicographer. He says that governme~t
means to direct and control, as the actions or conduct
of men, either by established laws or by arbitrary
will; to regulate, to influence, to direct, to restrain, or
to manage. If the thief's relation to Mr. Tucker
comes under any of these heads, we ask to be excused
for our mental blindness. Taking an infinitesimal
portion of a person's prope:~;ty by force or fraud does
not constitute government, for, as in this case, the
loser's action would not be changed, and the thief
would not seek to restrain, or manage, or direct, his
career. Further we asked: " Rather is not the thief
afraid Mr. Tucker will seek' to govern him by shutting him up in jail, and controling his actions for a
term of years?" To this the reply is:
" Such a course would not be governing. To use whatever
meas1:res may be necessary to vindicate your right to be let
alone IS not to govern others, but to prevent others from governing you."
·
·
It seems to us that this course is precisely that
which comes under l\Ir. Webster's definition of gov-.
ernment, to wit: to direct or control, as the actions
or conduct of men, either by established laws or by
arbitrary will; to restrain or to manage. If Mr.
Tucker will not abide by Mr. Webster, then will he
please make his own definitions ? In our previous
paper we quoted Webster's definition of Anarchy,
which is "a state of society where individuals do
what they please with impunity," and asked, "Is not
this thief a practical Anarchist? And in punishing
him is not Mr. Tucker acting the part of government ?" Mr. Tucker replies:
'' N'J, this thief is not a practical Anarchist, but a destroyer
of Anarchy. It will be observed by aL xcept Mr. Macqogald .

that Webster says individuals (plural). Now, the moment
the.thicf begins his stealing, there is at least one person, his
victim, who is prevented from doing as he pleases, and thus
Anarchy disappears. The terms' of Webster's definition
imply ari exclusion of such individual acts as are inconsistent
with the liberty of all individuals to do as they please-that
is, an exclusion of all acts of invasion, interference, government."
But supposing the victim of the thief was· not
pi:evented from doing as he pleased, where then is
the thief's attempted ""government?" If a pickpocket
should take ten dollars from Jay Gould, it would not
interfere in the smallest degree with 1\ir. Gould's actions; yet the thief would be doing a wrong for
which he should be punished, and for which the
power the' people hav chosen to control the actions of
men should incarcerate him for a period of time.
Webster's definition of Anarchy is precisely the opposit of what Mr. Tucker bas it, as it implies a state of
society where individuals commit whatever acts they
please with impunity, i.e., exemption from penalty.
Mr. Tucker says further:
"A municipal government is a compulsory partnership of
all persons living in a certain district, each one of whom is
compelled to pay a portion of the expenses."
This is true enough, and Mr. Tucker would find his
system of "individual initiativ and voluntary coope~
ation" would very soon become just what our municipal government~ are. If an individual in the scheme .
of voluntary cooperation should trespass upon the
rights of others, be would hav to be restrained or
ejected from the society. _Restraining or ejecting .
him would be controling his actions either by established laws or arbitrary will, and would be government. There is no escape from this conclusion, which
nanows Anarchy down to about this·: Whatever good
it presents is not new, and whatever· new it presents
is not good. So far as we understand what Anarchy
is (and that we fully comprehend it we do not claim,
for the very good reason we cannot persuade its high
priests to enlighten us), there are several fatal objections to the system, the first of which makes the enumeration of the others ·Unnecessary, to wit: the practical impossibility of its realization.
Before the
Liberal Club last Friday night l\Ir. Appleton said
that, if be knew that Anarchy was to be proclaimed
the next day and all goyernmental restraint to 4e removed at 12 o'clock, he should leave town before 10
o'clock. This is conceding everything we claim:
that government is a necessity, and must b'e fostered
and used for the benefit of the people. Government
always has been a necessity as far back as history
can trace; it is a necessity to-day throughout the
civilized world and, uncivilized world; and will be
a necessity in the future as far as prophecy can look
ahead. This being so, al).y philosophy which cannot
adapt itself to facts is worthless for practical purposes, and of exceedingly small value as a mental
exer01se. Starting with the fundamental proposition that a person lias the inherent right to do
as be (or she) pleases so long as be injures no one
else, it is found that the actions of a man, either
within the pale of civilization or among a tribe
of savages, are at once circumscribed by the rights
of others. His slightest action, his lightest word,
has an influence upon those around him that he
is bound to consider. Society has rights as well
as the individual. When Mr. Spencer published his
"Man and the State," Mr. Harrison said it might be
called, " Mr. Spencer against all England." As an
illustration we may use this title. Mr. Spencer has
his inherent abstract individual rights. So has every
other man in England individually. But as against
Man's individual rights-and the rights of every other
individual-Society, that is, all Englandjn its corporate capacity, has its rights equally with thE:r'i~vid
ual Man. When individuals collectivly choose to
make rules for the guidance of the members individually, it has that right, subject to the limitations imposed by the rights of the individual to life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness-as the Declaration of
Independence puts it. The necessity of a government being admitted-for Mr. Tucker says that his
voluntary cooperation society will use force when r JCessary-the rights of individuals are protected 'by
constitutions, beyond the provisions of which society
in its corporate capacity cannot go-that is, cannot
go under democratic forms of government. This restriction on individual freedom is, as Mr. Andrews
puts it, precisely analogous to friction in machinery
-something we can never hope to be entirely rid of,
but which we should constantly exert ourselvs tore-
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duce to the narrowest ppssible limits. Moreover, we
must accept it, and maintain it when it conduces to
the well-working of the social ~anism. Remove the
"governoi· "·of an engin and the machine ~uns away
and flies to pieces. Destroy the " governor" of society,-tha~ :is, the relation which each individual sustains tci every other individual in society-and the
!>~cial m,achine would fly to pieces, and Anarchy
would reign.
Mr. Tucker now regards the man who votes as
particeps criminis with the "government." Yet in
a recent issue of Libm•ty he says that Anarchy justifies carrying a sword as long as there is any liability of
needing it, and on more than one occasion- has he
si)oken encomagingly to the dynamiters. But what
kind of logic is this 1 If war and dynamite are to be
jqstified, notwithstanding they are the extremest limitation upon personal freedom, and notwithstanding
the tremendous and inevitable danger of inflicting destruction upon the innocent along with the guilty,
why not accept the midclle and less extreme danger
of sacrificing some individual rights, while removing
governmental abuses by legislation, instead of war1
But no ; Mr. Tucker would exalt to the pinnacle of
fame the man who dynamites an emperor, while he
scolO:s like a fish-wife anybody who uses his individuality by voting to restrain monopoly by the more
quiet and more effectiv exercise of the power of voluntary cooperation, as we find it in a democratic for{u
of government.
' We cannot see, so far, how Anarchy is going to improve om· condition. Its fundamental position that
the.individual has all rights, society none, is not true,
for no individual livs, or can liv, who is not in relation with every other individual around him, if not in
individual capacity then as a member of that society
of which the inclividual is himself a part. This fact,
which cannot truthfully be gainsaid, givs society its
rights 'qually with the individual. The real social
problem;~;terefore, is how to grant to the individual
the utmost possible personal freedom of action, and
yet maintain the solidarity of society, which insmes
to the individual protection to life and property as
well as the benefits of civilization which arise from
the voluntary cooperation of the people. It seems
to us that to put all the emphasis upon the individual's rights is as wholly wrong as it would be to put
it all upon the rights of society. The latter would
giv us despotism; t~~.c~-~--.
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he puts words into meaningless juxtaposition, we from E!mina, a part of it her own free gift and a part for his
publications that she sold." Mrs. Blenker is by no n1eans
doubt if anyorie would feel called upon to dissent.
wealthy. The factory is a small one, and frequently Mr.
Blenker must take his pay for cloth and yarn in trade, as
Two columns and more of last week's Lucifer were filled money clown in Virginia is scarce. Mrs. Blenker deserves a
with E. C. , Walker's praises of J. K. Ingalls's '' Social great deal of credit for her many kindnesses.
Wealth," published at this office. The book merits all of
A LADY whose daughter attends the Vineland, N. J., publfr. Walker's commendation.
lic schools protests to the editor of the Ro8tJrum against the
-----CusTOM HousE CoLLECToR PATToN, of Toronto, has seized practice in the schools of compelling the scholars to commit
and destroyed D. M. Bennett's "Open Letter to Jesus to memory portions of the Bible. The children are required
Christ," sent by Mr. Baldwin, of Chicago, to Mr. Cooke, of to learn a verse a clay, and must hav that perfect, whether
Toronto. Mr. Baldwin thinks that the United States should the lessons are or not. The lady says:' ,; I would make complaint and hav it stopped, but I know my child would be
not annex Canada at present; it first needs civilizing.
sneered at." The editor confirms the lady's fears. " The
"THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL," says the New Thought, other children," he says, "and probably the bigot of a
" is filled with such literature as every Freethinker will not teacher, would sneer at the child and berate the parents who
only want to read but will want to preserve for reference." clare to think outside of the theological channel and be deWe hoped this would be the case when we were getting up sirous that the child should be left free."
the volume, and are glad to hav our hopes confirmed.
A GEORGIA negro, living near Savannah, is the last insanely
REOENTLY Professor Mcliwaine, principal of one of the religious man to offer to God a human sacrifice. J olm
schools of Pittsburgh, Pa., suspended eight pupils whose Graham lived in a cabin some six miles from the city with
parents are Catholics because the children refused to attend his wife, his mother, and two sons. In the early part of last
the devotional exercises. The school board sustained the week he disappeared, and after th:J;ee clays' absence w'as
principal, and the parents threaten to test . the matter in s9ught by his wife. She had not gone far from the cabin
court.
''\vhen a flock of buzzards attracted her attention. Going to
THE Missouri Liberal is much improved in appearance by the spot over which they were hovering she found the corpses
a rearrangement into an eight-page paper, with three wide of two negro boys, tied hand and foot and bound to a tree.
columns to the page. With Jay Chaapel's experience as an In a graveyard near at hand, crouching behind a tombstone,
editor, F. C. Browne's practical skill as a printer, and Mr. was the missing lunatic. He was secured, and the coroner
Walser's push and enterprise, the Liberal ought to reflect called. _The latter's investigation developed the fact that
credit upon the town. By the way, we would like to know Graham, while insane, had slain the boys as an offering to
the name of the Freethought lecturer who, Mr. Walser says, God. He says he met the boys, and went up to heaven and
prayed with them at God's bidding, and that he had anointed
"would giv twenty-five dollars for a church in LiberaL"
them with water. He then strangled them. Near the corpses
THE Madras Secular Society seems to be doing good was found a tin can containing part of the water which
work in Inqia counteracting the efforts of the Christian mis- Graham had used in anointing them.
sionaries and enlightening the people. We hav received the
THE Kingsland, Ark., Keeker (the peeper or pryer) throws
two last numbers of the society's journal, The Thinker, an
eight-page paper printed in English, and filled with good this interrogation poi~t at us:
"Among the many new features presentecl hy THE TRUTH SEEKER,
reading selected· from English and American sources.
'Freethought' journal published in New York city, is one in 0!'Among the contents of the later issue we notice an article by athography.
In all words terminating in ve the e is dropped. For
Mr. Putnam, and a long instalment of Mr. Remsburg's example: 'Have' is written 'hav ;' 'give' is written 'giv ;' 'de"Sabbath-Breaking."
structive,' 'destructiv ;' etc. Where is the "'nthorit;- for this whole-

Editorial Notes.

Mrss GARDENER, in an article printed elsewhere, takes a
western editor very sharply to task for abusing the American
Secular Union. The cause of the outbreak is the alleged
fact that the Union had petitioned the legislature not to
allow the establishment of a chair of theology at the Cornell
University. In her reply Miss Gardener loses sight of one
important fact which she might hav employed to good advantage, namely, that the American Secular Union has sent
no such petition to the legislature.

THE Oregon Oity Courier reports that Archbishop Gross,
of Oregon, has issued an imperativ order forbidding Catholic
parents to send their children to the public schools, when a
school belonging to the church is accessible. According to
the archbishop the teachers in the public schools are mostly
~
....
""'·o.....
followers of the damnable heresies of Luther and other
'"-,, schismatics of the period called the Reformation, and he, in
mmon with the other priests of America, views with alarm
A certain man of old is 'alleged to hav said, "Suffer
e influence of the schools on the children of the faithfuL
little children to come unto me," but nowadays those
case Catholic parents do not wish to send their scholars
who engage in charity as a commerce go him a great to parochial schools they are not to attend any school what-

/~~~ighting-f&--4ill~Sp~ils.·

i

many better and force the children to come unto
them. The man of old is said· to hav meant kinclly
to the children; the managers ()f om asylums mean
only business. The state allows two dollars per
week for the support of truant children, and the managers of the charitable institutions find it profitable
to keep agents at the police comts to influence the
commitment by the police justices of unruly children
to their several institutions. Sometimes the contests
are about even, but the Catholic usually wins. The
New York Juvenil Asylum this year calls for $104,000; the Catholic Protectory, for $242,000. This
money will be used to train a few thousand more
children in Christian grace. But if tlie man of 0ld
could see how these children are treated in these
places he would hav punctuated his entreaty into the
painful statement, "Su,ffe1;, little chil;'!r~n who ar
" '"! ' ·~·;/. "'J ~~
. v'/ ..
b rought un t o me. --·· . / -·-' ;c;./ c; o U

Sounds Large, but Means No!Juu .
The Rev. Dr. R. _s, .Storrs;·or£liis" city, is one of
those anomalous beings who with their feet on the
earth yet dwell almost entirely in another realm. By
his flock he is regarded with open-mouthed reverence. Mr. Storrs's sermon last Sunday was upon
Christianity and Freedom of Thought. One of his
rhetorical sentences reads:

J. '-.

" Slmptics are slaves, because they gaze on a phosphorescent picture on the clouds."

There are one or .two errors in this statement.
There are no phosphorescent pictures on the clouds
for skeptics to gaze at. If the1'e were, skeptics would
not gaze at them, being occupied with useful affairs.
But if they did, looking at a cloud would not make
them slaves.
If some denominational antagonist were to say that
the: Rev. Richard S. Storrs, D.D., is a fool because

\
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sale tem·ing up of Webster? Please giv us a ray of light on the subject, 1\fr. Macdonald."
'

The reason of our spelling is that we believe in reformation, orthographic as well as religious. Our "mles" are the·
recommendation of the American Philological Society. The
rule for dropping the final e on the class of words mentioned
is to drop it when the vowel preceding the last consonl1llt is
short, as in "give." This also furnishes a key to the pronunciation of words, as, for instance, "genuine." With the
finale left on, many might pronounce the i long, but with
the e left off, the most careless reader knows the i is short,
and givs the word the right pronunciation. 'l'IIE 'l'uuTir
SEEKER is about twenty-five years ahead of the rest of the
world in this, but then it is an Infidel journal, and that is its
place.
Mu. BuADLA.UGII has introclueecl in Parliament a land bill
of a most radical chara'cter. It p~~~les "that from and
after the 1st clay of January, 1887, any person shall be guilty
of misdemeanor who shall hold in any agricultural district
any land of more than one hundred acres in extent in a
waste or uncultivated state, unless such land shall not for
any purpose be cultivable with profit, or unless such !ariel
shall hav been devoted to some purposes of public utility or
enjoyment." Persons convicted of so holding lands shall,
after trial, be evicted, but shall receive from government
annually for twenty -five years a pension equal to the average
value of the annual actual produce of the lands calculated
over a period of fourteen years prior to the date of conviction. The commissioners to be appointed under the act shall
then let the land by public aclvertisment in lots not exceeding forty acres to one person. The second reading of this
bill is set clown for April 14th. }'[r. Bradlaugh has also
placed on the order book of the House a notice of his intention " to call attention to the method of collection of labor
statistics in the United States of America and in the Dominion of Canada, and to move, That, in the opinion of this
House, immediate steps should be taken to insure the full
and accurate collection, in this country, of similar statistics."

N Wednesday two weekR ago 1\iary Morris, of Troy, this
sta , put a pot of boiling water o~ the floor of the kitchen
in I ·r dwelling, leaving her niueteen-months-old-babe creeping bout the floor. She went into an adjoining room. Soon
afterward the infant began to scream. }irs. Morris rushed
bacl~ and ~ouncl it sitting in the pan of scalding water. She
clres~ecl the terrible scalds and put the child to bed. She
was yrgecl by neighbors to call a physician, b~t refused, saying tpat she would trust that the prayers of the family to
save iher baby's life would be heard. The next clay one of
the ~~ighbors asked a doctor to see the child, and he visited
the J;iouse. Much against !Irs. Morris's will he redressed the
wol)hds, which he considered fataL The infant lingered
un~H Sunday of last week, when it died, }irs. Morris said
afj{er its death : '' My baby was all right until the doctor !aiel
Jfs heavy hands upon it. The almighty heard our prayers
,and would hav saved our baby but for the wicked man who
IF the Rev. Dr. Buckley is compelled by force of circum1
sent that doctor to her. I believe in prayer, and know God stances to " hedge" as much in his theological statements as
heard ours." Why, then, clicl Gocllet this infant die?
in his financial, he will hav difficulty in keeping his flock in
TrrERE are few kinder-hearted people in the world than line. In an editorial in the Ckrifitian Advocate of January
Mrs. Slenker, and few do as. much according to their means 21st he said that our silver dollar is a " cheat." A Colorado
for the poor. We find in a spiritual exchange an acknowl- subscriber, who is evidently a silver man, now asks him :
edgment of this by Jeremiah Hacker, of Berlin, N.J.: "She "How can I pay you for my paper without cheating you?
is kind-hearted and generous to the needy. I hav had many Silver is about all the money we hav here, and we hav very
positiv proofs. She has repeatedly sent us stocking-yarn, little of that. Now, sir, if the silver dollar is worth only
and the pants I now wear, the only pair I hav that hav not eighty cents, as you say, do you want me to pay three sobeen patched, were made of cloth that she sent me witlu;mt called silver dollars, and thus make good the ' cheat ?' Or,
any hope or expectation of reward, she paying the express hav you faith enough to ' trust in God' for the twenty
cents out of each dollar? It is true that I ~ave a dollar's
charges and refusing compensation for that. }'[y wife has worth of wheat, which I grew on my farm, for this dollar.
also a woolen dress that Mrs. Blenker sent her from their The man I received it of took it for a dollar, on debt, and the
factory. All these things were sent by.her without our ask- man who received it of the governmenc paid a dollar's worth
ing for them, or even intimating that we needed them, yet of labor for it. I cannot see who is wronged thus far, but
were just what we would hav chosen to hav. When people for fear that you will be the innocent party who will sutier
I shall wait for your answer." To which fi[r. Buckley
hav given her money for us she has had the trouble of mail- answers: "We must adjust ourselves to the currency, whating it to us and paid postage, refusing to receive anything in ever it is. Send on your legal tender. The responsibility is on
returl)., and I hav never had reason to think but what she the government, not on you." Like most other ministers, .iHr.
was strictly honest as well as benevolent. D. Tuttle, of ·Buckley's preaching and practice will not han~ together. If
Ohio, who died poor, in his letters to me, spoke of Elmina's he honestly believes that the sil l'er dollar IS ,worth only
eigllty cents, he ought to hav insisted on the subscribL•r paykindness and benevolence to him in the most grateful' terms. ino· twenty cents extra on each dollar. And to be cxuct.!y
The late Mr. Broom was here nine clttys over a year ago, and lw~est JHr. Buckley must r'·.y twenty cents extra every time
again eleven clays before death, because· he had no other he passes a silver dollar. But instead he throws tile blame
place to lay his head. On both his visits he received money on the government, just as he loads his sins upon Jesus.
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'!£etters front Jffrientls.
NEw YonK, Feb. 10, 1886.
1\Iu. EDITOR : I hav taken advantage of your liberal terms
for TnE T!lUTII SEEKER in senclin~ two subscriptions in.one
remittance. Inclosed you will find five dollars to pay for my
subscription and one new subscriber.
Yours truly,
JAcon Znnmu.

to

the. priest for information? Ten to one, he would. hav to
"see a man" or " catch a car."
Ladies, buy the book; it is only fifty cents in paper covers,
th~ first lecture being worth the price alone.
Buy it, read
it, and hand to your friends to read. r.. ook the matter
squarely in the face, and say, "Henceforth we will be
women, free American women, and women of common sense,
in spite of old St. Paul, the priests, dogmas, and creeds."
D. B. COZINE.

FmENDSHIP, N. Y., Feb. 12, 1886.
HrLr.Ymw, N. Y., Feb. 6, 1886.
Mll. EprTon: Please find inclosed subscription for 1886.
J'l'[u. EmTOH: Yon will find inclosed $1.25 to pay for the I should hav sent the 1st of January, but did hope to obtain
"Story Hour," by J'liiss Susan H. Wixon.
three other subscribers. I will send them later if forthcomI am a little girl of ten years old, and when I get my book, ing.
so that I can show it to my cousin, she will serid for one.
I am greatly pleased with Prof. T. H. Huxley's reply to
CormrA MoonE.
Mr. Gladstone. It is always a true delight to read from his
pen. G. F. Rinehart is felii:\itous in his remarks on "True
WARREN, Feb. 6, 1886.
i\fn. EmTou: Inclosed please find $3.25 for renev.:al and Liberalism." The letter of A. L. Ballou is full of choice
ANNUAL for 1886. lYe hope to procure the services of some thought counselling toleration, a virtue much needed. Then
lecturer here soon. There is quite a large floating popula- the photos-of C. B. Reynolds, flashing enthusiasm, zeal, and
tion in this country seeking oil territory, among which I fre- earnestness so characteristic of himself; and the indefatigable Putnam, determined that truth and right shall triumph,
quently meet men with Liberal views, and wme are outspoken Infidels. Great good might be accomplished in this invincible, unconquerable; and last, ·but greatest, T. B.
benighted re~ion by Htich a manns J'lir. Reynolds. We hope Wakeman, from whose face beams the amber richness of the
deft traces of thougl,t, which glorifies every feature! How
to induce him this way soon.
Z. H. EDDY.
proud we arc of such laborers! I hope these will be followed
by some of the heroins, such as Mrs. Juliet H. Severance,
HARSHAW, AmzoNA, Feb. 5, 1886.
JHu. EDI1"0R: That wns a very interesting communication JH.D., J'lllrs. Mattie Krekel, Mrs. H. S. Lake, and others.
Would that the masses were more interested in Secular
from Holt in TnE Tnuni SEEKER of Jan. 23d, 1886, under
the hen.cl of "Watch Them" in regard to sending books, ideas and the progressiv spirit of the nineteenth century!
GnACE L. P ARKHUHST.
merchamlise, etc., through the mails. I hope Liberals everywhere will watch them, because it depends upon Liberals
LErnGn, IA., Jan. 25, 1886.
everywhere to keep the wheels of progress moving. If it
1\'[R. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $6, which pays for my
don't pay to run the post-office department at present rates,
restore the three-ct'nt rate on le,tters. The reduction to two own and a new subscription to TriE TRUTH SEEKER one year,
and the balance to be applied to my subscription.
cents was mainly to benefit the business community.
I am truly sorry that I cannot do more to advance the good
I woulcl say ht connection with this subject that the citiwork
in which you are so earnestly engaged, but, being unzens of this place nnd vicinity got up a petition to the postmaster -general asking him to recommend Congress to gi v us fortunate enough to be only a wage worker (a miner) the
a postal t'xpress in connection with all railroad and steam- world's wealth with me is scarce. I am exceedingly well
pleased with the new dress of TnE TnuTn SEEKER. The pictboat mail routes.
Now Liberals, what do you think of that idea? As the ures which hav appeared are good. I think, by all appearreaders of THE Tnunr SEEKER are thinkers, we appeal to ance, the artist is fully competent to perform his task in the
exposition. It is impossible to describe in full with the pen
them to push things that arc for the benefit of the masses.
the hypocrisy and falseness of the orthodox church without
F. A. LA~IONT.
the aid of the artist's pencil. \Vith both combined in THE
TnuTH SEEKER old orthodoxy shall receive double defeat.
VINELAND, N. J., Feb. 9, 1886.
JVIn. EDITOR: It is with pleasure that I write, for our dis- There should be no mercy shown her nor quarter given her.
tinguished Brother C. B. Reynolds hns been here, and paid She has been the curse of this world. Humanity has sufus a very pleasant, but to him. pecuniarily, a very profitless fered with no other curse, including famin, pestilence, and
visit, for the elements above and below conspired against disease, as it has at the bloody hands of orthodox Christianhim, so that he could not exhibit the stereopticon views. The ity. The growth of ages has been retarded, blighted, and set
lVIikndo opera advertised on the same evenings, and the gas back in old night and despair under the rule of her iron
works were out of repair, so that we had naught but lamp- hand, and in all ages she has kept the fire a-burning with the
light to ncld to the general discomfort. Our brother was bodies of our best philanthropists, philosophers, and sciencheerful and buoyant, and we tried to make his way as easy tists. I am happy to think that I liv in an age when the enas possible. And we made arrangements for him to speak lightenment of Freethought is fast spreading amongst the
for us on Sunday forenoon on "Honest Answers to Christian people of all lands, and the seeds of sound reason and comObjections," whieh >Yas much appreciated. In the evening mon sense which ltav been sown by Freethinkers are beginhis subject was, '·~Why I Left the,Pulpit," which was very ning to grow up in the place of the old orthodox, poisonous
beautiful. The earnestness of pnrpose, and, at times, the seeds.
lVIoral truth is gaining the day,
sublime pathos brought to the surface, received the just enIllumed by nature's glorious ray,
comiums of his hearers. He leaves behind him an indelible
Anathema is flying away,
mark in Vineland. \Ve shall wa~t to see and hear him again.
With priest.s and cliels.
THOMAS STREET.
Sound reason and the scepter sway
Hard at her heels.
PoRTLAND, 0., Feb. 8, 1886.
Wishing you grand success in your new departure,
lVIR. ErJJTOJ:: I hav been Lilicral for once and hav given
RonT. FLE:\IING.
away all my TmrTn i-lEEKEHS since t11e 1st of Januarv. I
could not holcl them, but wanted to send them broadcast
PITTSBURGH, Feb. 12, 1886.
over the land, and. ns Brother Reynolds said at the Cleveland
Mu. EDITOR: On Sunday, Feb. 7th, Charles Watts delivered
Convention when he dropped a slip of paper that fell among two very remarkable lectures here. The first was delivered
the audience, " Let them bring what they will fetch."
at Maltby Hall in Pittsburgh and entitled, "Theological FalMr. \Vnkeman's speech in TnE Tuunr SEEKEH of Feb. 6th lacies; or, The Fall and the Atonement.;" the' other at \Viiis worth to me the price of the paper for six months. I son's Hall in Allegheny City, on "Agnosticism or Theismnever could fully comprehend the meaning of his frequent Which?" I deem them so excellent that I would like to call
remarks in T1m Turrnr SEEKEH, but this last is as clear as the attention of your readers to a few points in them that
clay. And there is Elmina, too. Not a word of Iter writing will giv some idea of their scope and merits.
in your paper but what I read and reread. These noble
J'liir. \Vatts began by saying that the fall and atonement
men and women are working for us, aml striving to help us were the foundation-stones of orthodoxy. He then showed
break the shackles of superstition that we may be a free peo- that the. fall could not be true, and if true Eve's sentence was
ple. Let us look to their interest before they get beyond our the most cruel and unjust imaginable, and would make God
reach.
a fiend. He accounted for the church's barbarism on this
Those illustrations are grand, so keep on in the good work. principle. God either knew Eve would sin or he did not. If
You may not inherit the kingdom of heaven, but surely he knew it, then Eve could not be to blame. If he did not,
you will receive the blessings of mankind.
then he was not omniscient. In either case he was solely reJ. D. WrrEELER.
sponsible. The whole story was a rehash of a I-Iindoo myth.
He defined sin as " an act conceived and executed aside from
I.,ExrNGTON, KY., Feb. 15, 1886.
extrinsic circumstances." If God were holy he could not giv
Mu. Emron : I ha v just finish eel reading Miss Gardener's permission to sin. So man could not sin. Oanon Farrar was
new book, "Men, IV omen, and Gods," with its wealth of quoted as saying, "No theory of the atonement was ever
truths and arguments. But what can be said in i.ts pr,tise? universally accepted by the church. The different theories
The book speaks for itself, as all readers of THE Tm;nr were tabulated as follows:
SEEKEH know tllat :Miss Gardener doesn't mince matters, but
Augustinian : All men fell; w"II u"r·e savecl.
speaks to the point, and says what she thinks and thinks
Calvinistic:
"
a few only saved.
what she says. Every woman in the country should read
Evangelical:
all who believe are saved.
this little volume. It would show them the position of
Catholic:
ceremonies save.
women ns taught by the Bible; that all of their troubles, soUnitarian:
man reconciled to Gocl.
cially, morally, and politiclilly, cnn be tracecl to a common The scheme is unjust and partial. Missionaries had better
origin-the Bible; and that to defend and Hnppport a book stay at home. Morality is the true savior of mankind."
that hasn't a good won! for them is to defend ancl support
In spea1dng of Agnosticism Mr. Watts said there was a
their worst enemy. St. Paul, who v;ou)cl rather hav them gcrwral misapprehension as to the position of Secularists on
remain iu mental darkness, would, perhaps, not recommend Tbcism. Our position is not Atheistic, but Agnostic. The
the book before us. " If yon wish to know anything, go to· term Agnostic means " not knowing," and that explains our
your lms!Jrmd," he wonlrl say. But suppose her husband attitude toward the unknown and unknowable, such as God,
knew nothing, and had never heard of the trinity or Nebu- the origin of nature, and a future life. We deem it unreaehadnezzar, aml r:onlcl not explain away the ohjcetions , sonablc to profess to bt~lieve in that of which we hav no exspoken of by Miss Gardener, what is sl1e going to tlo? Go J perience. God objectivly is a reflex of the individual who

for~s the conception, but practically his God is his prime passion, whatever that may be.
·
If God, theoretically, be infinit, universal, ancl absolute,
then we, because of our limitations, can form no idea of him,
as we are finite, conditioned, and relativ. Ultimates are
inscrutable. We only know of phenomena. A personal im- ·
material being is impossible. There is no personality without materiality, knowledge, memory, and hope, q,nd these
imply change.
Creation out of nothing implies an external agency. Wh\)-t
was it? Where was it? And how could it exist? God
must hav been either in or out of the universe.
If the universe was everywhere it could not be created.
Creation implies a place where there was no place. If so,
where was God? He could not act without something to act
on. Mind is not an entity, but the result of orgitnized matter. There is no design in nature, but simply order. The
evils of the world disprove, or at least .do not prove, a moral
governor of the universe.
\Ve try to observe and comprehend the order of nature
instead of the origin of the same. We let God alone. To say
that we hav any conception of him is affirming that we hav
an idea of an idea, of which we can hav no idea. \Ve try to
improve ourselvs. Utility, honor, and fidelity ,are oi1r watch>Vords. We try to make the world better, and are content
with having lived in it.
HARRY HooVER.
MoNMOU'l'II, !LL., Feb. 7, 1886.
Mu. EDITOR: For some time past I hav been in arrears
with my subscription, and consequently indebted to your
kindness for continuance of opportunity to peruse the everinteresting, thought-inciting pages of TJIE Tnu'fn SEEKER.
For that I tender you my thanks, and assure you I fully appreciate the favor. I now gladly avail myself of the chance:
to take a jump ahead, and will try, by sending a dollar now
and then, to maintain that position.
Inclosed fiml five dollars, which please apply in that direction.
The illustrations are an immense stride forward,·and cannot fail to be effectiv in opening the eyes of many who heretofore hav been led and gulled by "blind lenders of the
bli'nd." They speak volumes in a language_ that cannot be
misunderstood. "The ·Judgment of History" most particularly attracted my attention. It is splendid. I had to laugh
the first glance I took at it. How comfortable and self-satisfied they all appear, and evidently all unconscious of their
pitifully ridiculous plight, the old pope with his " bull " at
the head of the " holy cross," Brother Beecher at the tail end,
and Talmage in the middle with legs crossed, " holy Bible"
on his knee, his whole attitude and expression that of a baby
hugging a pet kitten. The countenance of Brother Beecher
seems to convey the idea that he is a little doubtful; not altogether satisfied. On second thought I must except him; he
appears to be in a meditativ mood, as though trying to discover the next phase of evolution. There is hope, I think,
for him, but the two others are hopeh,;ss idiots. I suppose .
the robed and spectacled priest who is hanging on to Beecher's ·
legs, and trying so earnestly to bear clown, or at least to balance the scales, lllust be Heber Newton. \Vel!, pull a;vay,
good Brother Newton; do your best, but you will find all the
strength you can exert, though multiplied ten thousand tin1es,
will fail to overcome the gravity of the weights in the opposit scale. Poor Pat, whilst I laugh at I yet pity you, you
poor, innocent soul, full of confiding, unquestioning trustfulness; ignorant and deluded though you be, there is no question of your thorough honesty, and that is more than can be
said of thousands of priests who burn incense before tawdry
altars, cha:nt masses, perform genuflexions, ancl cut up other
monkey shines in the name of religion that would disgrace a
set of intelligent Hottentots, and who, whilst you are counting beads, are slyly chuckling as they comit over the "Peter's
pence" wrung from your hard earnings, and all the time
keeping you in subjection through fear of excommunication,
and pronouncing the most fearful anathemas ag!linst. the nol_>lest thinkers of the age, who, like the immortal Paine, proclaim to the world the " Rights of Man," and strive to inaugurate the "Age of Reason," whose dawning rays are
already chasing away the darkness of superstition, aml whose
sway shall establish justice, freedom, and fraternity throughout the world. You hav plenty of company, Pat, and not
all in your church either. However, the scales are held in
thij fir.Ill grip of eternal justice, and the "Rights of Man"
will ever outweigh all theological dogmas and creeds, will
exist long after they are forgotten, and sooner or later will be
firmly and immovably established.
Revival meetings hav been the order of the day, or rather
night," around this section. The Methodists, Presbyterians,
Christian church, and others hav been doing their level best
to save precious souls, and "snatch them as brands from the
burning." Pity they would not spend the same amount
labor and money in trying to save precious. bodies that are
shivering in almost nakedness, and suffering for want.of food.
There are plenty of them. Olt, pshaw! Eighteen hundred
years of Christianity, and what has it done for the world?
"Love your enemies; bless them that curse you," who does
it? \Vhat so-called Christian nation on the face of the globe
that does not spend untold millions in the glittering trappings
and fearful armaments of war for the sole end that onr set of
Christians may butcher another set of Christians, or mvacle
the territories and destroy the homes and lives of so-called
heathens, and, according to Christian creeds, thus, hurry the
souls of those heathens to irretreivable damnation, and all
this whilst ignorance, and hunger, and sufiering, and the
utter destitution of hopeless poverty abound on every hand
within their own borders, engendering clisease. and crimes.
without end? "He that hath of this worlcl's goods, and seeth
his brother in need, and Rhutteth up his bowels of compassion upon him, how dwelletlr the love of God in that man?"
How many Christian millionnires, bn.nkers, corpomt.ions,
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etc., ponder that. question? But I ;~ust quit. Befqre doing
so, however, I Will tell you something that was related to me
~sa fact. Revival meetings hav been held up in :Moline. Durm¥" the pr?gress of one a holy " servant of the most high"
mmgle~l With the congregation. Accosting a mechanic he
asked: "Brother, are you working for Jesus?" "No" was
the ref!ly, "I'm working for John Deen for a dollar a~d ten
?,ents a day·." Turn~g away from him he addressed another:
Well, my brother, do you feel any change?" Thrusting his
hands down into his pockets the "brother" answered, "Not
a damned cent."
With best wishes for the success of TrrE .TRU'l'II SEEKER,
and all who earnestly seek the truth, I remain,
yOurs truly,
R;roHARD T. WATSON.
' IoNIA, Mwrr., Jan: 15 1886.
l\'[u .. E~rrou: Please find my remittance of $5 to r~new my
subscnptwn and. for one new subscriber. I was determined·
to send you at least one new subscriber to encourao·e you in
the cartoon business. Tliey reach a certain class of minds.
I l~ope to .send you more soon, but the outspoken Liberals ·of
tins place seem very indifferent about such matters and say if
people are fools enough to believe such stuff let them hav it
-and so say I, if they would run it at their own expense, but
as long as I ha:v to pay $5 a year extra tax to relieve th.e
churches from paying their own, and $5 more in school tax
~or the one-twentieth of the time of the schools spent in teachmg theology, also in state tax for chaplains and also while
the_l~ypocritical clergy and their adherents h~v influence and
pohtJCal power enough to dictate legally what I must do or
not do with the one-seventh part of my time I shall not fail
to expose the tricks of their trade to the exte~t ~f my ability.
. We hav the full complement of church variety here, includI~g Catholic, Presbyterian, Baptist, Episcopal, Congrefl'atwn~l, three kinds of Methodists, a Lutheran, and a Ca~p
belhte, each of which runs a church, besides Salvatioli
barracl~s, and Young l\1:en's Christian Association rooms, and
~\_d vent1sts to boot, all in a little city of fi vc· thousand inhabItants, .and representing over $300,000 worth of untaxed
church property. I do not believe there are ten unskeptical
male church-members in town, except Catholics. Oh, that.
Reynolds with his Tent, or Watts, or Ingersoll, or some other
of our great Infidel lecturers could be induced to come here
and form a League l The harvest would be immense. I
lmvn't time to stir up my few Liberal friends to call some
such meetings, but all seem,.like myself, to hav too much to
do to giv it much attention. I loan my papers and books,
and always speltk out to thinkers or the pulpiteers whenever
occasion offers, which is about all I can do.
In my j m~gment, all that is necessary t'o kill the clergy and
the church IS to show up the holy Bible in its true light.
Respectfully,
S. M. BA'YARD.
ANAHIEM, CAL., Feb. 23, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTIT SEEKER of January 9th eontains
an appeal to Liberals by our worthy worker, W. F. Jamieson, of more and greater moment to the secnla~ization of the
rising generation than_ the Nine Demands. I hav long felt
the need of our attractmg t1IC attention of our children. The
graphic pictures are telling a true story to the eye. I often
explain to the girls and boys the " Short Lesson to Christians," as I hav it on my wall.
Above all else let our purpose be avowed that we will hav
plenty of " Liberal Leaves," and let everyone that has outgrown superstition help ~o make them, and buy them by the
lnmclrecl and thousand, till Brother Jamieson's plan is carried
out. We here are so far from the general path of Secnlnr
Liberal lecturers that we hav got tirec} of waiting for them
to c?me. But it does seem to me to be the most feasible sng.
gestiOn of the present chty. Above all else, let us all trv to
avoid ~ickcrings, disagreement, and harsh language to ~ach
other m our letters to Trm TRU'l'H SEEKEg or other I~iberal
papers, but let us show toleration to all as regards nncertainties, and endeavor to so liv that our record shall be pure and
clear from faults m!-d vices, so that we can proudly point to
the class styled "Infidels," and defy the tongue of slander to
prove aught ag·ainst the lives of those that luw outgrown the
Bible God, with all the myths and miracles of an ignorant,
bttrbaric age, when one was called on to oonfess that 'three
are one; when men S>1id the sun stood still to let men kill ·
when priests taught girls that they must love them and fea;.
God, or he would send the bears-even to welting them on
the neck till scars were left. I've seen them myself.
Yours for equality,
i)!Ius. K. PAHKER.
l\'lEHIDIAN, TEx., Feb. 6, 1886.
EDITOR: I feel impressed that it is my duty to write
you that I am just as J. H. Burnham expresses himself in
TnE Tuunr SEEKER of Jan. 30, 1886. , If you don't agree with
him, yon ought not to hav the selected piece on another page
of Trm Tuunr SEEKEH. I hav known two just such cases in
my limited experience as the selected story describes, and in
my own family all the evil shadows were cast, though fortunately, by circumstances, were driven out; bnt I can never
hav any good feelings toward that thing· called religiOn.
You also take Mr. Tncker to task for saying a sneak-thief
or highway robber is like government. The Thracian robber, when he was brought before Alexander the Great, convinced him that he waR a robber too.
I think \Villiam Penn convinced King Charles that 1JC had
no rights in North America, and if I was a good hand to
write I could convince you that the state of Texas was a robber,·aml one of the worst type. I will try and illustrate my
case to you. I hav two tracts of land, one in Hood county,
one in this county. On the one in this county I hav paid the
taxes all the time since it was patented to me. Private individuals lmv sei:r,ed it and set up their claim and hav been on
it; for t.en years. I hav been trying to law them off year after
year, but they talw every c~oclge and advantage that can be
J\!I~t.
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THE_TRU'l'H SEEKER of Feb. 13th, over the signature, "E. F.
Curtis, Farmington, Ohio;" and if you will allow me a few
lines to explain my position, I will try and not be very
lengthy:
First. There is a genuin mental and physical phenomenon
k~own as Spiritualism, which, I believe, has its origin on
thiS planet, and in living human beings, aided and promoted
by their environments, including the laws of mind and
matter.
·
Second. I hav never denied these facts. How could I,
havin¥" been a known exemplificator of many of them, such as
electncal detonations and illuminations, and all the various
phases of what now is known as clairvoyance, magnetism, and
healing, ever since my birth, nearly sixty-five years? but these
genuin, I know, are often imitated and counterfeited by
mediums.
T!Li1·d. I believe other manifestations such as materializati?n, independent state-writing, the projecting of living
b1rd.s, persons, flowers, stones, vegetables, and solid substances through the walls of buildings, were never clone in
one single instance; but I only require proof of the facts in
order to admit them.
Fourth. If others are genuin mediums and do not produce
the manifestations themselvs, I know J\!Ir. Truesdell' performed his himself in the case contested. He did not tell me
so; I saw him do them; and is not that stronger proof that he
did do them than the negation, "spirits did them," when no
one saw spirits do any such thing? I not only saw him perform them, but every one in the circle heard him repeat how
he did them, and many of the tests he proved to them he did
do, one by drawmg his cardboard "Ella" from out of his
sleeve and producing" Ella" on a lady's arm in sight of us
VALLE.ro, CAL., Jan. 30, 1866.
all-the
very name we had seen on his arm a few moments
MR. EDITOR: I hail with much delight the wonderful imbefore, pronounced by them all a wonderful display of spiritp_rovement apparent in the last few numbers of the paper. I
smcerely hope that you can continue the picture department. power and intelligence.
· Now "let us see who is credulous," demands l\fr. Curtis.
And, now that I think of it, I will donate $2.50 toward the
"You admit, we all admit, that Truesdell takes a clean slate
picturP.s.
puts a bit of pencil on it, and ties a slate on this, or puts th~
I clicl hope to be able to obtain aiew more subscribers, but
first slate tight up under the table-leaf, and writing is done
this burgh is such a pestiferous hot-bed of Catholicism Preson the slate. Ella tells us she is sure, yes, she may say she
byterianism, Methodism, and several other isms eqn~lly as
'knows Truesdell does it.' We say spirits did it, using
absurd and dangerous, if not as powerful, that the introducfor the purpose an element they find in Truesdell that they
tion of healthful mind-food is a cririie that is classed with
do not find in all," etc., etc.
murder, highway robbery, and general rascalitv. I hav been
'Why, Mr. Curtis, Mr. Truesdell wrote some of those mesan avowed Liber_al for s.everal years, and aithough I hav
sages and showed them to us on the afternoon of the day on
made- many enemies, and am often publicly insulted because
they were exhibited in the evening, and do you sup?f my principles, I still manage to hold my own, and, by try- whichspirits
wrote them over again at his dictation, or in
Ill? to lead a more exemplary life as a Liberal than my ene- pose
other words copied them, and others he wrote at intervals
mies do as church-members, I hav succeeded of late in earnduring the seance after he had obtained the names by opening, a little more respect than heretofore from the "rosarying the ballots on which they were written, which I saw him
mum biers" and the " devil-dodgers." This I ha v considered
do? I know how all this writing was done just as well as
a favorable advance in enlightenment and good sense. IV11en
the circle knows how" Ella" was made on the arm. I saw
a man of my extreme views can induce those about him to
J\fr. Truesdell make the letters in the afternoon of the second
cast aside their prejudice and treat him and his belief with
clay and paste them on the cardboard for evening use, he
resper.t, it argues that reason is beginninp: to assert her supehaving obtained the name the night previous by hearing one
riority over ignorance and priestcraft. If the present favorof the circle say, "I suppose Mrs. R--- was disappointed
able c~nditions continue, I may before long hav a few new
in not getting a message from Ella;" hence the name the
subscnbers for yon.
next evening on J\lr. Truesdell's arm. "Conditions were
. I ain cha!rman of the board of trustees of the public
favorable." Sometimes the slates were changed after they
library, and m that capacity first antagonizerl the good Chriswere sponged off, and sometimes other measures were retians of the community by enrleavoring to introduce Liberal
sorted to to produce the writing, but you may rest assured
literature into the library. One of the members of the in-every instance it was done by the hand of l\Ir. Truesdell;
b?ard is a ?alvinistic minister, another is an embryo sky- and in the Mrs. Simpson test, after the slate was put under
pilot, and still another is a devout Calvinist. As the board the table, a very ingenious trick but very simple, however,
consists of but five members, I, of courRe, belonrr to the clirr- after you know how it is clone. You seem to be sure that
nifi_ecl but useless minority. I regret exceeding!;that in su~l1 spirits do it because you cannot account for it in any other
a nch field for labor my efforts in the Liberal cause should be way, but there arc ways, you perceive, to aceount for too
of no avail.
many of these performances for any one to be very sure that
~ am to be a candidate iu the spring elections here for the
all are not either trick or our own minds. But l\fr. Curtis asks
office of superintendent of public instruction. I am informed (and J\'[rs. ·wheelock in Jan. 16th asks the same question
that because of my principles and views, I shall meet with an substantially) how "a girl not over four years old that had
overwhelming defeat. In fact, the feeling is beginning to not attended school, knew nothing of writing, under some
grow so strong that an organized fight is to be made against influence would write, the writing would clnim to come from
me. The confessional, that secret service bureau of the the dead so-called;" how could she thus write?
church, that destroyer of domestic peace and purity that
Who has not heard of a self-induced psychology, and a
barbarous relic of an age of crime, ignorance, and su~ersti psychology not self-induced that one person exereises over
tion, is already exerting its potent influence to accomplish another, as did Professor Grimes nml other operators over
my defeat. I await in good spirits, but not with an " unfal- their subjects, where they could be made to believe they
tering trust "-for Rome and Calvinism are powerful-for the were kings or queens, or in a .moment become great orators,
onset of the battle. Though I fear that " Dickon is bought thou gli never having before raised their voice in public, anrl
and sold," I shall enter the lists with that assurance and pride doing other things equally as wonderful? I hav not the
that.' I~Y ~nother used to say, crowned those martyrs of early least doubt that the little girl did just what is credited to
Chnstmmty, who went forth to death without fear and with- her, also, in tlte case cited by :;\Irs. Wheelock, for I hav clone
out regret, because some greater and nobler fellow had quite as remarkable things a hundred times, but being an
always preceded them, for emulation was the keystone of evolutionist and not believing in a designer, I can account
th~ir faith.
So I. Many, many greater and nobler nien than for it satisfactorily to my own mind without the aid of
this Infidel in the far \Vest lmv even felt the screws of Rome spirits.
and the flames of Calvin, and received an ignominous quietus
Mr. Curtis says, "Let them meet on facts." l\Irs. Wheein a Cimmerian night of oblivion, their great hearts. hushed, lock inquires, "Will Truesdell & Co. please explain?" Yes,
and _the things that dwelt in the woundrous realms of thought but you will not accept our explanation of the facfs any
destmed never to be known. " But we, the heirs of all the more than he will yours. Shall we the/ call names and
ages," think the things that they hav thought, and "from out stigmittize? Now it does not hurt me to be called "fraudthe fulJ?-ess of our years" we hear the ever, ever, Hcason hunter" by implication; I who hav been sccldng trnth all
shall rule! "whispered by the phantom years, and a song my life more than any other one thing else, but who somefrom out the distance in the ringing of our ears," whose glad- times four,J <rn,ucl instead, and was honest enough and brave
some burden shall be of .universal truth until time shall be enough to adn11t and avow it when a pparcntly it was against
no more.
my interest to do so It has cost me something to speak
\Vith best wishes; and with the assurance of my humble what I knew was truth all these yea:·s since I discovered as I
thought the facts underlying Spiritualism, so-called, were not
assistance at all times in the one great cause, I am
attributable to spirits, anrl my self-respect rlemnuds of me an
Fraternally yours,
IV. J. TomN.
expression of tlw same; also that I clo not believe in "enuin
materialization and slate-writing. No, not for one m~ment,
TO ,m. CUilTIS AND ~[1(8. WIIEELOCK.
even the wonderful tests reported from Liberal, l\Io., that
BAHHE, l\IAss., Feb. 14, 286.
hav recently so startled the country.
I hav no disposition to impute bad motivs to every believl'r
MR. EDITOH: It is a mistake. l\'Iiss Gibson never "asserted
in
Spiritualism, nor fraud to every so-called nwclium, while
that Spiritualism is fraud." She 0nly declares that some of' I am
free to say that I hav bnt little charity for the spiritual
!·he mediums practicing it are to her knowlcrlge fi·auds. It swindlers whb hav impr..~cd upon our Owens, Chaineys, WalIS very desirable and necessary, l\Ir. Editor, that I should set sers, and other noble, honest, intellectual men aml wonh n.
myself right before Spiritualists who are constantly makinrr
I trust I am now nnderstoocl.
Yours tmly,
,ELLA E. GillSON.
statoments similar to the Above, which I lmv just read i~

devi.sed-hav beaten meso far. The one in Hood countywas
sold by the state for taxes in the year 1878. I sued for that.
The District Court rendered judgment against me. I appealed to the Supreme Court and got my case reversed and
rem~mlecl.
I am not able to say yet whether it will be of any
serviCe or not to me. The two law-suits hav impoverished
me so that I can't pay for my paper, etc., and now the great
state of Texas simply stands by and says:
" Fight, dog, and fight, bear!
There is no dog of mine there."
. These facts I hope will enable you to see that government
IS ?nly a nec~ssary evil at best. You certainly will see my
pomt-that IS, when the government givs a .title to land it
should protect that title and indemnify the person in his losses
or in other words should pay the expenses when her official~
act with negligenr.e, ignorance, or malice.
When the priests come around beguiling the women, the
government should take them up as vagrants, etc. Those are
my notions.
Yours,
S. D. GREER.
[O~r c?rrespondent falls somewhat short of grasping the
full s1gmficance of mental liberty. There is no way consistent :Vith equal rights by. which the law can prevent the
expressiOn of anyone's religions views. If people will be
lmmbugged, that is their misfortune. As to rrovernment of
~ourse it is at best but a necessary evil-nece~~ary to pro~ect
ourselvs against ourselvs. The thief to which our correspondent compm·es the government, on the contrary, is not a
ne?essary evil by any means, and serves no good end. Lik~mmg a government to a thief is one of the emptiest comparIsons ever expressed in print.-ED. T. S.]
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Edited by lVIIss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communicationsf01'
this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight.,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

From Childhood to Age.
Dear, gentle child, with the sunny brow,
The canvas is spread and thy vessel's prow
Is turning away from the eastern shore;
Thy ship is to Rail life's waters o'er.
The skies arc bright, and the pearly spray
Is dancing and sparkling along the bay.
I look around on the landscape green,
There are beautiful hills and vales between;
The lambkins are skipping in innocent glee,
The birds are building in wall and tree;
Sweet perfumes arise from gardens of thyme;
The bells are swinging in silvery chime.
'Tis a lovely land thou art going to leave,
For its innocent joys thou wilt sometimes grieve,
For the emerald glades where the violets sleep
On the tossing seas thou wilt sometimes we•lP;
As thy bark shall traverse the troubled surf,
Thou wilt often long for the velvet turf.
Go forth, 0 my child, and gather the flowers;
Go, gather the vines from the woodland bowers.
They will wither, 'tis true, their hues 1vill depart,
But their scent will remain to comfort the heart.
It will whisper to thee of the morning land,
As thou bearest away to the western strand.
The jewels of 1~isdom thy mother gave,
Take in memory's casket upon the wave;
Take thy gircUe of truth, with its flowing length,
To gird up thy loins when thou need'st strength,
And fold, for tho voyage, thy garments white;
Thou wilt need them to wear in the Isles of Light
l\Iy darling, farewell, time cannot be stayed,
The ship is afloat, the anchor is weighed;
The breezes are on t and the billows play,
As they boar thee from childhood to age away.
IYI!ty thy heart be bm ve and thy courage strong,
Should the seas be rough and the journey long.
Denver, Col.
MRs. BucKNER-JoHNSoN, M.D.

Sunny Memories.
In looking back from fifty-five to sixty
years I think of the joy I used to feel over
the glory of an English springtime, when the
crocuses and violets came to gladden the
hearts with their beauty, and the latter especially with its (lelicious odor. When quite
young, with what delight we used to trudge
along the hedgerows that were beginning to
show their myriad tips of fresh green, to
gather these early flowers! A little later in
March or early April came the lovely primroses, almost white in their vrimitiv state,
but by a curious process of culture, viz., the
frequent turning upside clown of the roots,
made to assume all shades, from the creamy
white to the deep carnation. After these the
charming daisies, and the lovely cowslips,
and the jubilant buttercups. This wealth of
natural flowers is one of nature's best means
of education for the little lads and lasses of
":Merry England." Under these inspiring
influences, 'tis no wonder that the little
people, free from the curse of shop or factory, hav such bright, plump, ruddy faces.
I remember also with what delight the little
chaps hunted for the shells the snails had left,
partly for vurposes qf adornment, but more
for the purpose of ])laying '' Snigp;y." This
game was the pressing of the apex of your
shell against that of another boy's, the owner
of the victorious shell taking one from the
loser. " Harvest time " had two seasons of
great interest to girl and boy life. These were
"gleaning" and " harvest home."
The "gleaners," composed of all sizes and
ages, but principally the mothers and the
girls and boys, would line out the wheat
fields and file along as steadily as soldiers on
dress parade, save laughter and mirth were
freely mingled >~'ith the picking up of every
spear , of grain the generous or close-fisted
farmers had left. Of course it was tiresome
for us little folks, but the jolly times we had
for a season after we had sat in a circle to eat
our dinners made us more than forget all
our effort .in the way of tiresome labor. The
mothers were girls again, and the sweet, rosy
cheeked girls were concentrated joy itself.
There were all kinds of innocent games,
mixed with laughter and song, and kissing,
and the jolliest of all the fun was for us little
fellows to chase the mothers and smother
them with kisses. So much are these impressed on my memory, that like the fragrance of the violets, those mother kisses
'they gave us in return are felt now. "Harvest home!" what a glorious affair this was
as the last load of grain was trimmed with
oak and beech, and the little people 'piled on
the top, and driven into town or village amid
shouts and laughter, where we were drencheLI

with water thrown on us from any source by
anybody. It was a joyous jubilee. I could
go on and tell you for a long time how much
of joy and delight .were crowded into an ordinary girl's Qr boy's life in those days, but I cannot paint the untold joy they hav left along
the " lif~-line" of the years till now. These
belong to the externals of early life; there are
another class of memories still mote precious.
These consist of early friendship, early love.
Always first with me is the love I bore my
mother, and out of which has grown, and·
still remains a charmed influence, diffusing
itself through my whole being, commending
where it is deserved, and chiding where it is
necessary.
Next in order is the recollection of my
school-day companions and their peculiarities
-the bashful, awkward boys and the pretty,
saucy girls, with all the mental and moral
shades between. What f1m it used to be to
tease some of the bashful boys, who were
'' head over ears in love," and dare not say so.
There is always the pert boy, who is usually
a tyrant, and I laugh now as I recollect how
one of these had the conceit taken out of him
by getting a sound thrashing from an awkward, bashful lad who had been thought
rather cowardly. The occasion was at a topspinning· game, where one of these perts
abused a smaller boy. The tyranny was so
apparent that the English ·love of fair play
that is part of a miniature John Bull's inheritance roused the indignation of the bashful
lad, who said, " Why don't you take a fellow
of your size," and suiting the words to the
blow struck him in the face and made his nose
bleed. A little tussle, of course, but justice
was triumphant, and the girls as well as the
boys shouted for the victor.
Our school-days, though not oppressiv as to
numbers, were full of sunshine-and why?
·Because we always sought to seek the loving
side, to avoid quarreling, and yet to fight our
way sooner than submit to the school-yard
tyrants.
Out of these rudimentary causes the woman
and man are perfected, and just as in early
life we lay the foundations of happiness will
the superstructure of later years be seen.
Whether these little people can or do catch
the brightest sunshine of early life depends
very much on how well those who exert a
guardian care over them perform their duty.
While the great prol;llem of human rights is
under discussion, the more important phase
of it, rights of children, is very apt to be forgotten or disregarded. Among the first of
these is the right to be;well born; free as possible from any hereditary taint of mind or
body. Next the right to healthful and pure
associations, entire freedom from all theological bias, and an .opportunity to develop mind
and body in harmony with the highest scientific conception of what nature's laws are.
Such a thought as an aristocracy of race or
sex should never be even hinted at, and all
teaching in this regard save that which inculcates the democracy of human nature in its
entirety should be avoided. This truthfulness
and integrity toward children would call out
and leave completely free their generous impulses and nobler instincts.
Now, my dear young friends, you perceive
how it is in your power, if the elders do their
duty, to build up your own temples of happiness; to make them the source of comfort,
strength, and perpetual delight; not for narrow, selfish ends, but for the broader and nobler purpose of encouragement to others
whose early associations hav been less bright
than yours.

is preferable to external adornment or bookish smartness. It is well indeed if the riches
of the mind, with beauty of form and dress,
are united, but where they are not loveliness
of character is the superior, for it exhibits,
and produces, a never-failing supply of sunny
memories.
GEORGE LYNN.
Lockp01·t, Ill., Feb. 1, 286 E.M.

Mr. Delmar's Little Story.
DEAR CnrLDREN: When I was a boy of perhaps ten years of age, I lived in a village
where they had a young lady school teacher.
I did not attend school myself, but the report
of the children who went there was to the
effect that she was very good and kind to
them, that she entered with a spirit of emulation into all their .little games of pleasure
and amusement, and my boyish heart warmed
toward her, and I had a yearning desire to
make her acquaintance, and hav her take
kindly notice of me. But I was ignorant,
and knew not how to do it. In fact, though
not a pleasant reflection, I was considered by
many a stupid blockhead. Nevertheless I
made up my mind to attract her notice somehow, and waited •and watched a long time
without an opportunity presenting itself, until one Sunday, when the people were leaving
church. She was among the number, bnt
walk,ecl separate from the others. In a fit of
desperation, I ran to her, grasped her dress,
and gave it a violent pull, and then stood still.
Instantly she turned, and with eyes blazing
with anger, and a tone of voice I shall never
forget, she said, "If you do that again, sir,
you shall suffer for it."
Her manner and tone of voice absolutely
paralyzed my senses for a while, and I stood
rooted to the spot, until I was jostled by the
other churchgoers retmning home. I then
turned my steps homeward, while the tears of
shame, grief, and regret welled up into my
heart and my eyes in unutterable woe. If
she had turned and said kindly : '' You are
very rude, my little man, but I guess you did
not mean to be, did you? What is your
name, and where do you liv ?" etc., she
would hav retained the prominent place in
my heart she had so long occupied, butwell, she mis1urderstoocl me.
The moral for children is to study how to
show the~r love and admiration for their elders in a polite and becoming manner; and to
teachers and others to be lenient with children, and not be forever ready to misconstrue
their intentions, and remember that the budding minds of some children unfold very
slowly, who, from their ignorance, and the
oj:Jscurity of their perceptions, manifest. an
uncouth manner and rude familiarity in singular contrast with their sincere and loving
hearts.
H. DELMAR.

Eu1'ek(t Cal.
[True it is that many children are thus repulsed and [misunderstood. A wound is
made in their delicate, sensitiv natures that
remains for a liife-time. Had the teacher, in
the above instance, come from a school of
science and humanity, instead of a church,
she would, we trust, hav better understood
the law of kindness, and would hav met the
little boy in a more tender and compassionate
spirit.-En. C. C.]

" The Infidel School-teacher and Handsomest Woman" are two pretty stories under one
cover, written by:lVIrs.•E. D. Slenker, the wellknown Radical writer and reformer. These
are healthy, wholesome stories, and full of
strength, beauty, usefulness. All the chilIn attaining this condition, threats of future ch·en, of course, and young folks, as well as
punishment or promis of future heaven is not old ones; will want to read them; and as the
necessary. If the vision is not obstructed, it price is only 20 cents, of course everyone can
will see clearly all within the scope of its afford to buy a copy, and thus encourage the
view; 'tis so with the mind unclouded with author to write more Liberal stories for the
superstition and base conceptions of the rights young.-E:O. C. C.
of race or sex. It will understand that the
false and unjust, wi1ich cause pain, should be
Our Puzzle Box.
avoided, and that mutual dependence, or our
1.-00NUNDlWM.
obligation to others for much we get and
need, requires that we should be as willing to
assist as we are to be assisted. Lydia Maria
Child said in her" Letters from New York:"
"Everything has its bright side." It is
equally true that there is the shadow side also;
therefore while we may gather-to use a
figure-the sunshine and scatter it, we may
reap the shadows and fill the memory with
ugly and disagreeable pictures. It is not a
hard thing to store the mind with pleasant
things; 'tis much easier for girls and boys to
hav a good than a miserable time. Generosity
is better than selfishness. Beauty of action
and conduct makes plain faces charming and
What object mentioned in the "tent scene"
attractiv, while selfishness and vanitymar the between Brutus and Cassius is here repromost perfect features. To be esteemec1 good \ sen ted?

2.-DOUBLE .ACROSTIO.

I

The initials aud final lt!tters of the objects
here represented, taken in their order, will
giv the names of two foreign animals.
ANSWERS i'O PUZZLES IN TilE OHILDl!EN'S CORNER,
FEB. 13, 1886.
1.--'-How sweet is life when hope is high,
And points us to the goal
Where pleasures dance in every eye,
And joys their wings unfold.
2.~Eliza May Alexander.
3.-Carbuncle.
4.-$3,960,468. g.-655,360 acres.
6.-"Not how much, but how well."

Correspondence.
hHAOA, :Mwn., Jan. 23, 1886.
DEAl! l\1Iss WixON: I see my other letter
was not a bmden to you, so I thought I
would bother you ngain, for ma often says
little girls are "miserable little comforts." I
guess you will think so too, so ma.ny little
girls writing to you. \Ve hav very nice
weather up in l\Hchignn this winter. Splendid sleighing now! Papa takes me to school
every morning-picks up all the little girls
and one little boy on the way. We hav a
happy time. We hav a graded school and
six teachers. In my room we hav sixty-nine
scholnrs. Your little friend,
FANNIE KELLEY.
[We call little girls, and boys too, "blessed
little comforts," and we are never tired of
their letters.-En. C. C.]
MolVIINNVILLE, On., Jan. 24, 1886.
To TilE EnrroR oF THE CmLDI!EN's Co!!NJm,
Dear Jl!rulmn: 1\'Iy father is a great reader,
and thinks much of Trm TRUTII SEEKim, and
by his request I will try to write you a letter.
It is my first experience in anything of this
kind, so you must not expect much.
We are having a pleas~mt winter; no snow
until the 17tq of Jnn:uary, nncl then it snowed
one foot deep and lay on three days. To-clay
the ground is bare. During December we
had considerable rain, but that is nothing uncommon for this state.
We hav two large orchards, which bear us
apples, pears, prunes, plums, and peaches.
There is not much profit in drying fruit to
sell, as it is so plentiful.
J\'Iy father is a farmer chiefly. He and his
two sons run a farm of two hundred acres.
He is seventy-five years old, but, when well,
he makes as good a hand as most of the
young men.
I'll not write any more this time, as it is
the first; will try and do better next time. I
am thirteen years old, and this is the first letter I ever tried to write to a paper.
Your friend,
NETTIE 0Lns.
Fox LAKE, ILL., Jan. 25, 1886.
DEAR lVIIss WIXON·: When I read THE
TRUTII SEEKER and see so many children
writing such nice letters, it makes me feel as
though I wanted to write to you and send
you ·my thanks for the nice stories in the
Children's Corner, which I so much like to
read. Grandpa and grandma take THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and I read it and am delighted with the Children's Corner.
I am a little girl eight years old, and I hav
two little sisters ; one is three years old.
l'liamma died about a month ago, and left a
darling little baby a few hours old. It has
no name yet. lVIy auntie has got her. Now
we hav no mamma, but grandma stays with
us.
I had the "Story Hour," and liked it so
well that I learned the stories almost by
heart; so I gave it to my cousin, Gertie
Drury. I want to get the "Apples of Gold"
very much, but grandma snys I must wait till
my ship comes in. I hope it will come soon.
But I must close now, for I hav no doubt
you will hav hard work to make out what I
hav written. Please accept my respects and
good wishes.
ConA lVI. HowAim.
[We all feel very sorry for Cora ancL her
little sisters in the loss of their dear mamma.
We trust they will always be just as good
girls as if their mamma were living, and as
she would wish her little girls to be.-En.
C. C.]
SuNLIGHT, NEB., Feb. 1, 1886.
DEAn J\1Iss WIXON: I am eleven years old,
and I go to school every clay. I hav two sisters and three brothers. The oldest and
youngest are girls. I wrote this in sob lol. I
like to read the letters in the Corner. .
Yours truly,
STELLA ·soMERs.
A LITTLE AnvroE.-We wish ~ur correspondents to be careful and spell correctly,
to write with ink, and on one side of the paper only, whcri writing for the press; and always try to write briefly on interesting subjects. Sometimes the editor is obliged to
rewrite some of the children's letters, which
we hope will not occm· again after ·these
hints.
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Swinton's Paper.
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ill0 til!!.
Two Lives.
Time laid his hand on the budding leaf;
It turned to crimson, then brown and gold.
He touched the grain ; •twas a garnered sheaf,
A laden bm--and the year was old.
You walked in the sun when time was young;
I grew in the shade and was ever old;
M_y_life at last to the daylight sprung,
And yours-crept under the graveyard mold.
Two ways, two lives, two leaves of years,
A sudden eland, and a glare of sun,
Written in passion, erased in tears!
Is the chapter ended or but begun?

Labor in Chains.
He stands before the rich and great,
Like captiv Samson, blind and bound,
And "inds his mighty arms around
The lofty pillars of the state.
From lips of brass and hearts of stone,
Around him slaves and masters rmse
Their songs of worship, fear, and praise,
To 1\fammon perched on Dagon's throne.
He hears, and all his pulses thrillNot to the measure of their songTo memories of want and wrong
And toiling in the prison mill.
0 hope deferred and longing vain !
0 gyved limbs that once were free !
0 scarred eyes that may not see!
0 breaking heart and reeling brain !
All careless of his misery,
Or, mocking him, the rulers st.and.
Will no man take him by the hand
And lead him forth and set him free ?
-John Swinton's Paper.

Logic ·from Chicago.
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THE REASONING FACULTIES OF THE EDITOR OF
TH~ MORNING NEWS.
lVIEN, Woli!EN, AND GoDs.-This is a book
by Miss Helen H. Gardener, with an introduction by Robert G. Ingersoll. It consists
of three lectures, entitled : "Men, Women,
and Gods;" "Vicarious Atonement," and
''Historical Facts and Theological Fictions."
The design of the book is the emancipation
and elevation of woman. The end is certtlinly a very laudable one, but whether the
end would in this case justify the means may
well be doubted. The author evidently expects to see the day when woman will be free
and in the full enjoyment of ail the rights,
privileges, and immunities of man and recognized as his equal. in every particular. But
in order to do this she rleems it necessary that
all forms of religion shall be utterly destroyed.
She recognizes no true religion, but is possessed by the conviction that all had their
origin in fables, and that the one and only
thing on which all are agreed is that women
hav no rights which men are bound to respect. She sees but little to choose between
the various systems, but on the whole regards
Christianity as a little worse than any of the
others, and of all the gods of the Pantheon
Jehovah ·is a little the most arbitrary, unreasoning, and cruel. She teaches, and undoubtedly believes, that the influence of every
form of religion has been bad and only bad
and is without the slightest mixture or color
of good. She admits that the condition of
women is better in some Christian countries
than in some heathen countries, but this she
explains by declaring: " What I hold is thisthat the primary and controling causes of the
various stages of civilization are climate and
soil.
1' There are, of course, many other things
which modify the social development or civilization in any country, . . . but no one of
them can claim the primary place."
In the course of the discussion she incidentally and informally, though none the less
really, divides the human family into three,
possibly four, classes: First, knaves; second,
fools; third, Freethinkers, and possibly fourth,
cowards.
The first includes the clergy of every name
and order, or every land and every age. If
the class includes any others they are not
speCified, and the reader is left to infer that
the priesthood. embodies the whole brotherhood of scoundrels.
The second class ineludes all grades of religionists below the order of the priesthood,
whether activ or passiv.
The third class includes those, and those
only, who actually declare their independence
of all religion and assume a hostil relation
to it.
The fourth cla~s includes a possible remnant who, not being quite silly enough to
accept by an honest faith the teachings of
reli[J"ion, are, nevertheless, frightened by some
sort of bugaboo into the adoption of its outward forms.
Mr. Ingersoll in the introduction says her
arguments are" unanswerable." If this were
admitted, still the question suggests itself:
What good is to come of argument, either pro
or con, if only knaves and fools on the one
hand and men and women so wise as to be
. beyond the reach of instruction on the other
are to constitute the audience? It really
seems strange that a lady as brilliant as :Miss
Gardener undeniably is should expend her energies in an effort which promises so little.
Surely, a system intrenched as religion is in
the hearts of the people, even though they be
knaves and fools, requires weapons of larger

cttliber than the fair lecturer has broug1Jt to
bear to accomplish its overthrow.
.
If it be asked why religion livs (lncl thl"ives
in spite of all opj1osition the answer might be:
Because man has a religious nature and can
not liv without it. If this is npt thought specific enough, note tlw following:
1. There is in man a desire for life which
clings to him until death-a desire so strong
and s•o constant as to awaken a conviction
that life is to last beyond the incident of
death.
2. There is in man what, for want of a better term, is called conscience. This recogc
nizes a distinction between right and wrong,
begets a feeling of responsibility, and points
to some power without and beyond the man
to which he is accountable for his conduct.
But the terms right and wrong imply a law qr
rule of conduct which places upon man an
obligation to do the right and shun the wrong.
Not that there is any .intuitiv perception of
what is right or wrong, bnt a recognition of
the fact of such a distinction in moral conduct.
3. Another of the common experiences of
mankind is a sense of dependence. This feeling, the offspring of human wealmess and
need, comes with more or less intensity to all,
and at times becomes a burden almost too
heavy to be borne.
The above analysis is, of course, very far
from exhaustiv, but is believed to explain
why men believe in a future life, in a moral
law, and in a God. So firmly is this faith
imbedded in the universal soul that when one
comes forward and challenges its .truth,
whether it be a brilliant Ingersoll, or his glibtongued echo, the world pronounces him a
crank. And, though the mob may rush to
hear his ravings, it is done for the same reasons that would prompt the same crowd to
views the" freaks" in a dime museum. New
York. The Truth Seeker Compauy.-Gldcago

Morning News.
In the iss1,1e of the News containing this remarkable review of Miss Gardener's book we
find on the editorial page an equally remarkable allegory to show that a ''God" e:xis,ts. It is
entitled
RODOLPH A"''D illS KING.
"Tell me, father," said the child at Rodolph's knee, "tell me of the king."
"There is no king, my child," said Rodolph.
"What you hav heard are old women's tales.
Do not believe them, for there is no king."
"But why then," queried the child," do all
the people praise and call on him-why do the
birds sing of the king, and why do the brooks
always prattle his name as they dance from
the hills to the sea ?"
"Nay," answered Rodolph, "you imagin
these things-there is no king; believe me,
child, there is no king."
So spake Rodolph, but scarcely had he uttered the words when the cricket in the chimney corner chirped loudly, and his shrill
notes seemed to say: ".The king-the king."
Rudolph could hardly believe his ears; how
had the cricket learned to chirp these words?
It was beyond all understanding. But stlil
the cricket chirped, and still his musical
monotone seemed to say, "The king-the
king," until, with an angry frown, Rodolph
strode from his house, leaving the child to
hear the cricket's song alone.
But there were other voices to remind Rodolph of the king. The sparrows were fluttering under the eaves, and they twittered
noisily as Rodolph strode along. "The king,
king, king! The king, king, king," twittered
the sparrows, and their little tones were full
of gladness and praise.
A thrush sat in the hedge, and she was singing her morning song, It was a hymn of
praise. How beautiful it·was! "The king,
tlie king, the king," sang the thrush, and she
sang, too, of his goodness. It was a won-·
drous song, and it was all, all about the king.
The doves cooed in the elm-trees.' "Sing
to us!" cried their littlecones, stretching out
their pretty beads from the nests. Then the
cloves nestled hard by and murmured lullabies, and the lullabies were of the king who
watched· over and protected even the little
birds in their nests.
Rodolph he11-rd these things and they filled
him with anger.
"It is a. lie!" muttered Rodolph; and in
great petulance he came to the brook.
How noisy and romping the brook was;
how capricious, how playful, how furtiv.
And how it called to the willows and pratt]('d
to the listening grass as he scampered on his
way. But Rodolph turned aside and his face
grew darker. He did not like the voice of
the hrook, for lo ! just as the cricket had
chirped and the birds had ~ung, so did this
brook murmur and prattle and sing ever of
the king, the king, the king.
So, always after that, wherever Rodolph
went, he heard voices that told him of the
king; yes, even in their quiet, humble way,
the flowers seemed to whisper .the king's
name, and every breeze that fanned his brow
had a tale to tell of the king and his goorlness.
·• But there is no king!" cried Hodolph.
" They all conspire to pla~nc me. There is
no king-there is no king."
Once he stood by the sea and saw a mighty
ship go sailing by. The waves plashed on the
shore and told stories to the pebbles and the
sands. Rodolph heard their thousand voices
and he heard them ~elling of the king.
Then a great storm came upon the sea-a
tempest such as never before had been seen.
The waves dashed mountains high, and over-

whelmed the ship, and the giant voices. of the
winds and waves cried of the king, the king!
Tht; sailors sti"Ove in agony till all seemed lost.
Then, when they · could do no more, they
stretched out their hands and called upon the
king to save them-the king, the king, the
king!
Rodolph s<tw the tempest subside. The
angry winds were lulled, and the mountain
waves sank into sleep, and the ship carne
safely into port. · Then the sailors sang a
hymn of praise, and the hymn was of the
king and to the king.
"But there is no king!" cried Rodolph.
"It is a lie-there is no king!"
Yet everywhere he.went he heard always
of the king~the king's name and the king's
praises were 011 every tongue; aye, and the
things that had no voices seemed to wear the
king's name written upon them, until Rodolph neither saw nor heard anything that
did not mind him of the king.
Their in great anger Rodolph said: "I will
go to the mountain tops; there I shall find no
birds, nor trees, nor" brooks, nor flowers, to
prate of a monarch no one has ever seen.There shall there be no sea to vex me with its
'murrnurings, nor any hun1an voice to dispute
me with its superstitions."
So Hoclolph went to the mountains, and he
scaled the loftiest pinnacle, hoping that there
at last he might hear no more of that king
whom none had ever seen. And, as he stood
upon the pinnacle, what a mighty panorama
was spread before him, and what a mighty
anthem swelled upon his ears! The peopled
plains, with their songs anclmurmurings, lay
far below; on every side the momrtain peaks
loomed up in snowy gmnclenr, and overhead
he saw the sky, blue, colcl, and cloudless,
from horizon to horizon.
What voice was that which spoke in Rodolph's bosom then as Rodolph's eyes beheld
this revelation?
"There is a king!" ·said the voice. "The
king livs, and this is his abiding-place!"
Ajld how did Rodolph's heart stand still
when he felt Silence proclaim the king-not in
tones of thunder, as the tempest had proclaimed, nor in the singing voices of the birds
and brooks, but so swiftly, so surely, so
grandly, that Rodolph's soul was filled with
awe ineffable.
Then Rodolph cried: " There is a king and
I acklowledge him. Henceforth my voice
shall swell the songs of all in earth .and air and
sea that know and praise his name !"
So Rodplph went to his horne. He heard
the cricket singing of the king-yes, and the
sparrows under the eaves, the thrush in the
hedge, the doves in the elms, and the brook,
too, all singing of the king; and Rodolph's
heart was gladdened by their music. And all
the earth and the things of the earth seemed
more beautiful to Rodolph now that he believed in the king, and to the song all nature
sang to the king Rodolph's voice and Rodolph's heart made harmonious response.
" There is a king, my chi\(V' said Rodolph
to his little one. "Together let us sing to
him, for he is our king, and his goodness abicleth forever and forever."
We hav seen no instance where an editor
"gave himself away," as the rude boys say,
so completely as the News man. The story is
printed under the department heading of
"Sharps and Flats "-sharp -writer and flat
editor?-and is of a piece with the dull reasoning used by the book reviewer. Miss
Gardener would hav no difficulty in classifying this specimen. He would come in the
class "which includes all religionists below
the order of the prieethood."

Miss Gibson's Com})liments.
To tlte Editor of the T1·uth Seeker:
I will only say your illustrations are immense. No one need be told it who sees THE
TRUTH SEE).l:ER.

To John E. Remsb1trg :
Permit me ,to thank you f.or the receipt of
a copy of your "Sabbath-Breaking." Just
now, when legal enactments against the violation of Sunday laws are being agitated as
scarcely ever before, your book is a beacon
light to those not conversant with the facts it
reveals. Perhaps the most valuable and important portion of the whole work, among all
its good things, is the proof that the Christians Sunday is not the Hebrew Sabbath of
old, and is unauthorized by Jesus and his immediate followers. 'fmsting it will hav an
immense circulation, anu be proclnctiv of the
goocl yon anticipate, I am with you for the
!Lbolition of the authority and legality of the
Christian Sapbath.

To William Hen1'y Bu1'r:
Posterity will thank you . for ''The Sonnets." My opinion is of no value in deciding
the merits of the question whether Shakspere or Bacon wrote "The Sonnets," aml I
only hope to call attention to your work because it i,, your work-where depth of
thought, critical acumen, correct analysis,
anu historical accuracy are always found;
hoping thereby to increase its circulation and
usefulness and gladden the heart of its
author.
Yours truly,
ELLA E. GmsoN.

Inger~oll's Tributes
REDUCED IN PRICE.
\Ve hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnifice~t pro~e poems of 1\fr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 incheH, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. 'l!he titles arc:

:'1

\·

Tl1e Vision of' War,
Tribute to llis Brot11er,
· Tile Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these heretofore has. been $1. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY .CENTS. Mailed secur~
from breakage. Add1'ess 'l'HE TJ;l,UTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
-

LITHOGRilPIIS
OF

CHARLES DARWIN.
-aAdmirers of the Great N•<turalist, and practically
the father of Evolution, will be glad to know that
we hav a fine lithograph of h1m for sale-size
1S?i)x24 inches on heavy plu.te paper. Framed, the
picture will make a . splendid omament fDl' the
parlors of Freethinkers. Price, 25 cents.
'
Address THE TllUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

-

A NEW PAMPHLET.-JUST OUT.

ADAMI AND HEVA.
BY S. P. PUTMAl\I. ·
A poe.tic version of the Indian Story of the Garden of Eden, in which its superiority to the mntila ted copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

J. E. REMSBURG'S APPOINTMENTS.
J. E. Remsburg left Atchison for the East on the
3d inst. The following is his program so far as
arranged:

Troy,
N.Y. . ............ Sun., Feb. 28.
Warrensburg,"
.. l\'Ion., Tu., 'Ved., Mar. 1. 2, 3.
Cohoes,
"
............ Thnr.,
" 4.
Sacoi Me............................ Sat., " 6.
Port and, Me .......... Sun. (10:30 A.nr.), " 7.
Boston, Mass ........... Sun. (7:30P.M.), " 7.
Providence, R. I. ................. Mon., " 8.
Meriden, Conn .... Tu., Wed., Thur., 1\Iar. 9, 10, 11.
New York ......................... Fri., " . 12.
Baltimore, l\Id................... Sun., " 14.
In addition to the above, :Mr. Remsburg will.
speak in Greenwich, 1\fass.; Salamanca, N. Y.;
Naples, N. Y.; Kent, 0.; Perrysburg, '0.; Tontogany. 0,; Carey, 0._; Bradfo,·d, 0. : Spicela.rid,
Ind. ; Burr Oak., JVIich. ; Pal'ls, Ill. ; Chebanse,
Ill.; Cleopatra, Mo.; Maitland, Mo.; Quitman,
Mo.; Robinson, Kan.; 1\forrill, Kan.; Republic
City, Kan. ; Cawker City, Kan. ; Council Grove,
Kan. ; Brookville, Kan. ; Urbana, Kan. ·; Halstead,
Kan. ; Newton Kan.

PAINEiS AGE OF REASON.
Tile Greatest of' all Anti-Bibli·
cal Workli,
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the RevoJution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments . . . will not leave num-.
hers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa-·
ration.''

Price, 3a cents.

For either of these works, or any of Paine's
writings,
Address 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

BOOiiS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJ EC'l'S :
PLAIN HO!IfE TALir AND 1\fEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearly 1!000 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25---in Eng ish or German.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
'
SCIENCE IN STORY; m· Sammy Tubbs, the
BoY·Doctor, and Sponsie, the'1'ronblesome Monl<ey.
By'Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health 'Hints and Heady Hecipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. l~oote. 25 cents.
'
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime ,Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: ":E:,cteria
m their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing Yaccinn.tiun; "Health in the Sunbeam," consiClering the hlue-gla,ss cure-of value
to sick and well. Ily mail, 10 uents e•wh.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "TheLmv
of Heredity," hy Prof. Brooks, 336 pages, cloth
bound, $2; "Heredity," by Loring Moody, 159
J:lages, cloth\ 75 cents; "The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Marsn, 10 cents; '"l'he Alphabet of the
Human Temper!Lmentsz" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Genert1tion before Regeneration?" by Dr .. E. B. Foote, Jr.t)O qents; ",Re- .
ports of Convcntwns an<l P!Lrlor lVleetmgs dnrmg
1882," 10 cents;· "'fhird Annual Conventwn of the
Institute of Heredity, M!IX 29, 188~~, 10 cents.
Address THE '!'RuTH SEEKER.
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Inge:fsoll's "Works.

\'.

f Otto Wettstein's

The Gods. P-aper, 50 ct~ ; cloth, $1.
In five

lectures~

comprising, "The Gods,•
" r.homas Paine," "Individual·
1ty," and "1:1eretws and Heresies." ·
~· HumboldtJ~

Popular J eweh·y IStore~ Rochelle~ Ill.

The Ghost.!" Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25
Contents: "The Ghosts " "Liberty for Man
Woman, nnd Child," "11he Declaration of In
de_pendence," "About FnrmiJ!g. in Illinois,'
,. 'l'he Grant Banquet" "The .Rev. Alexande;
Clark," ''The Past Rises .before· Me. Like 1
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon:C, Ingersoll.·

Genuin diamond jewelry; fine gold and silver
watches, cJ:ains, bracelets, gold and plated jewelry~ silver and plated warel-optical, art, and fancy
gooas. 3 oz., coin.silver, .J£lgin watch, $9; 4 oz.,
$10.50; 4oz .., stem wmd, 11 Jeweled, $14.50; same, 15
jeweled, $19; same, adjusted, $22. In tilled ~old
cases, W!Lrrantecl 20 years, .7 jeweled, stem. wmcl,
$21; 11 Jeweled, $23.50; 15 Jeweled, %28; adjusted,
$Ill. Best tilled cases add $4.50. Ladles' filled, best
cases, $20J 7; $22, 11; and $30 for 15 jeweled move. ment.s.. .Ladies• solid gold, 10 k., $22, 7; $24, 11;
$32, 15 Jewels. For 14 karat cases add $8. Gents
_equally low. Watches cleaned, $1; springs $1; and
1'eturned per reg_isterecl mail. Best spectacle in
the world, $1. All goods must suit or cash back.
And what is a nicer
present for either
your lady or gentleman friends than
one of my latest iniproved model badges
m solid gold, artistically enameled in
three colors ? Price,
$3, $3.50, $4. With
genuin diamond in
rising sun, $8 and $10.

ISome Mistakes or .M.ose~. Paper, ·50cts
· cloth, $1.25.
·
·
Intt>l'V1ews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts
plain cloth, $1.25.

.·

·

~.

What .Must We Do to Be Saved~, Pa
per, 25 cents.

·

' ' ·.

·

1

The l!hristian Religion ... By R..G
Ingerso!1 Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof
George .1!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orl.hodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed il
large, clear t;vpe, and containing as much a
could be delivered in two ordinary lectureE
'l'jlis makes a gran c1 J?lissionary document
L1berals should scatter 1t generously.'
Ingersoll (.)ate~.hised: His .Answers .t<
a Nuii).ber of Vital Questions Propounded. b:
the ecl1tor of the San Franciscan. 5 cents; ·5
cert.s per !lozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 ccipie!!J $:'
M1ll10ns of these should be circulated by J!'ree
thinkers.
.
·

~

the attaclrs of the New York Observer, by ·Rob
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents. · .

Ingersoll'~'~

Rochelle, ill.

A STANDA.RD lUEDICil.LWURii.

l!'or YOUNG& MIDDLE-AGED MEN

Address on the Uivil Rights Bill
.

~ OTTO WETTSTEIN

~'JIIDitYij1J!~

Vindication of Thomas Paine frori
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents,

'1.43

\

ONLY $1 BY MAIL, POSTPAID.

.

ILL'O'S'l'RATIV.E SAM.E'LE FREE TO ALL,

Lectures Compfetfl•. ·'

Bound in one volume. To meet the demanc
for !VIr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has hac
. all his-lectures1 except tne latest on "Ortho
doxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in hal
calf, library style, ariel containing over 1i3()
paf!'es, which is sold at the exceedingly ov
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

There hav been so ma.IP

.
!

·!l.PPlications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute t~
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Gran
Banquet Toast," and the recent address ove.
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they ha•.
been printed on heav;v toned paper, 18x22, illu
minated border, and m large, clear type, suita
ble for framing, and the four will be forwardec
.~o any address, prepaid, for 50cts, or either on'
±m: 15 cents.
'
·

~

A Great Medical Work on Manhood

H 1ty~
. Exhausted
Vitality, Nervous and Physical DebilP.remature D~clil).e in lVIaJ?., Errors of Youth,

•.'. a.nCl the untold m1senes resultmg from indiscret19n or excesses. A book for .every man, young,
:q:nclc11e-aged, and old. It qont!J-lllS 125prescriptions
for all acute and chrome d1seases, each one of'
whicl~ is invaluable. So f.ound by the authOl', whose
1'he Busts of Voltaire.• Paine, ani
exl?enence for 25 years .1s such a~ probably never
before .fell to the lot of any ph)'SlClan. 300 pages,
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; tr:ue t(
\ boun,d m ):leautiful French muslin, embossed covlife, price, $1.50 each. Eve1·y admlrer of thes·
i' ers, full gilt, guaranteed to Loa liner work in every
~R~~~~es of Religious Liberty should hav thea·
sense-than any other \York soltl m tins country
for $2.50 or th~ money will be refunded in evei:Y
mstance.
Pncei only $1.00 by mail, post paid
Photogravhs of Colonel Ingersoll
Illustrativ samp e free to anybody. Send now:
S~perb pJi:otographs1 22x28, $5; panel, 10.)9x17~
--·-----·----"-1--'ll"olq medal a~aFded the authqr by tb,e National
.-.:---rr:£~=-:r:lEi.:5 E I'l I - - - - - - ·
$3, boudmr, $1 ; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 ctB;
edical Assomatwn, to the president of which, the
Address THE TRUTH SEE:KE!t.>
,
Hon.P. A. Bissel, and associate officers of the Board •
AND
33 Clinton Place, New .rork. >
the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the young
fo.r instruction, and by the afllicted for relief'. It
THE FUTURE REPUBLIC.OF NORTH AMERICA. will
benefit all.-London Lancet.
There is no member of society to whoni The
BY .A C.APIT.ALIST.
Science of Life will not be meful, whether youth
or clcrgyman.-A1'!70:
Fals~ Claims . Revised and Enlarged.
.A Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals with parent, guardian, instructor,
.
•
Pnce, 10 cents smgly; 75 cents per dozen As a the present cond1tions of society in this country, pointing out their imperfections, and showing how uaut.
Address
the
Pea
bod>:
Mecli,cal
Institute, or Dr. W.
Mission!J-ryDocuD,lent it is unexcelled. Among it is almost impossible that the peop)e should be other than poor and vicious under our present sys- H. Parker, No. 4 Bulliinch f'!t., Boston,
!Vfass.,
who
the subJects considered by Mr. Remsburf!' are:
he cqnsulted on a.l.J. diseases requiring skill
The Qhurch and Morality; Criminal Statistics, tem. The remedy, the author th1~ks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the may
and expenence. Chrome and obstinate diseases
~hovq.ng; the creeds of the prisoners in the pen- future Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of
that
have
bafllecl the skill of all other phvsicians a
Itentlanes; tl!e Church and Civilization ; the Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
specialty. Such treated sncce ssfhlly, without an
Church and Smence; the Church and Learning;
instance
of
failure. 1\iention this paper. 1y14
CONTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Re·
the Church and Libertyh· the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights public; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production and Distribution;
Movement; the Teii!Jlerance Reform· the Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage "-lld Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life in the
Church and the Republic.
'
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods Proposed for the
Bible Mor-als.
Twenty Crimes and Trausttion
from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger.
is a regularly edncatVices Sanctioned by Scripture : Falsehood and
ednnd legally qualiDeception; Cheating; Theft and Robbery· Pr1ce, $1.50.
tiod physician, u.nd
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
tho most successf1~h
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Inas his practice will
tolerance and Persecution; Injuatice to Woman·
prove. He has for
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals :
twenty
years treated
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcra-ft;
BOOJ{S FOR CHILDREN ..
exclnsivly all diseases
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty The Story Honr. For Children and
of
the
Sexual
Organs,
!J-nd Vagyancy; Ignor[\nce and Idiocy; Obscenin the em·es of which
Youth. By Susan H. Wixon. Without SuperIty. _Pnqe, smgle copies, 25 cent~; 6 copies, $1.
he
stands
preeminent
stition. '.rhe Only Illustrated Freethinkers'
SpeCial discount on larger quantities.
SPEHiiiA'l'OlUtfl<EA
Children's Story-Book everissuecl. 66 full-page
nurl Il\Il'01'ENCY
ISa.bbath-Breakiug. This is the l;>est
and 25 smaller illustrations; large type, heavy
ns tho result of selftoned paper, broad m>trgins, illtm1inated
and most thorough worlr ever written on the
almRe
in ~'outh and
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bcls., $1.25.
Hexual exceSHCS in maand handsome print. '£he question is discussed
'fwo
Little
!led
Mittens.
A
Story
of
turer
years,
en.using
unqer the following. heads: Origin of tho Sabnight muissious ~by
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie .Butler
batiC Idea; The JeWish Sttboath; The Christian
dreams,
loss
of
sexual
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
p ow e r , rendering
Sunday Arguments ; Origin of Christian Sab- Apples of Gold.
A
Story-Book
for
1narriage iinproiJQr and unbappy, etc., arc cured
bath; 'l'estimony of the Christhm Fathers· The
t1le Youn~ Folks. By lVIiss Susan H. Wixon.
permanently by an onteicle application in sixty
Sabbath dnrinf,l' the llfidclle Ages; The Pu'ritan
Second edition. Price, $1.25. · This very exceldays. NO STOilfACH IVIEDIClN USED. It is one
·Sabbath; 'Iostn;n<;mY of Christi!'n Reformers,
lent work for young masters and misses, has
of· Dr. Fellows' valuable discoYcries, which is enScholarsJ and D1vmes; Abrogatwn of Sunday
passed through a very large edition, and a
tirely unknown to the maclical profession. It is
Laws. J:'ri\)e 1 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.
second has been issued at a reduced price of
not a catch-penny got UJJ 1 snch as a ;pacl, belt, pa~
Image .lh·e'lV£t>r. Six Lectures: De$1.25, free of postage. ThiH new edition has a
tille nor magnetic appliance, but s1mply a mechphotograph of the author' which adds very
cin to be applied externally on the pm·ts affected,
~line of Faith, ;protestant Intolerance, Wash
much to the value of the volume.
which cures by absorption. Sell<l tive 2-cen t stamps
• mg;tonan Unbeliver; JeJl'ersonancl Unbelieverfor his" Private Counselor," giving full informaFame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
tion. Address Dr. R P. Fellows, \ inelancl, N. J.,
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts. Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddl~:>s.
Price, 20 cents;
and say whore yuu saw this advertisment.
1.,';

· J. E. Remsburg's Work!'!~

DB. R, P. FELLOWS

Tb~n~HIS Paiu~ .. ·

The Apostle of Re- The Yonth's Libernl Guide.

hgwus and Pohtwal Liberty. Tells the story
~f the ,A.uthm:-Hero's life, delineates the leadl~g tra1t~ of Ius cl.Iaracter and genius, and vindicates Ius name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis.," "Rights of Man," and ''Age
of Beason " are g1ven; also, tributes to Paine's
characte1· from more than one hundred noted
per;sons of EuroJJe >tnd A!llerica, many of them
wntten expressly for th1s work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 ceu ts.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~ A.M. Price; $1.00. '£bis
volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
tluit it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense.
Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

THE

N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is·
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronag'0s_~l_i_ci_t_ed. _ _ _ __

VOLT AlR£' 8 ROMANCES.

CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The 1\Ian of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-1\ficromegas.FOR 1886.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
'l'he Apostle of Liberty. An address
-Men:inom the Philosopher.-Ancl1·es Des Touehes
deFvered in Paine.Hall be1ore the N. E. FreeCHAS. A. WATTS, Editor.
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
thmkers• ConventiOn, January 29, 1884.. Price,
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THE·Grant monument 'fund-·fs- ~htbst·at a•'
stanqstill. The total is not:li,uit~',$115,000. '
ONE of New Y~rk's p'olic~menand ah -~:;.
policeman havjust been convicted of 4ighway
robbery.
A LARGE subscription has· been raised· for·
the widow of General Hancock, who <;lied on
the 9th. A bill is before Congress to gi,v her
$5,000 a year pe~sion.
'I1HE British Parliament reass·embled on the ·
18th. Mr. Gladstone announced that the
question of home rule for Ireland would: Jiot
come up until late in March.
·

,

'

;~ally teach us the age of the '
of":riltanikil9-d,. and people ·who are deter- .
.
.
. lllllk(l .'if . so only get laughed at by
'..
· . '!i-Ii~eis.t11-rrd the subject for being so prej! udiced as,to-r~lyupon such erroneous statements.
!Jl'oigeo,Iog:r.'~nd·ast_r9riomy teach us that· the tmiverseJP,u$t,.a~ any:.:.ate, be hundr~ds ofmilli6ns 6f
yeats 'old,-: and .tliii.t. even our earth counts its
'cep:turies. by ·the- thousand already, and that
,' th()ugll: the'', historical researches which hav
hroug!it to li!'(ht the remains of the cave-dwellings, ·
the tombs
tlie-a~<'e 'or stone, and the inscriptions
·of .tP.e-~gyptiantitqR_-m:~en!s, giv us no certain in:formatiqn)jl;S·.-to·the·antlqmty of the human race,
yet they, make. us smile at the figure, 6,000, for before-·
:this a qatll a :tlourish:iJ1g kingdom certainly existed
1 in Egypt. '.Even the statue of the Egyptian king
~h$phreii<,_-t~~t was to b~ seen at the last intemaI. t10nal
exh1b1t10n at Pans, was· hewn about f01:ty
oent~ies'before our_.era.-Btblefor Learners..
'_WHEN thou: 'findest a lie that is oppressing thee,
·extinguish it,·.· Lies-eXist only to be extinguished;
't.hey··fl·····ai_. a.:i:td cry ea-rnestly. for extinction.~Car)yle. ·
· . . · ·.
- ·: . · . S - .b~ok~ are lies frae end to end,
"
: d.some great lies were never penned;
E'en ministers, they hae been kenned
In holy rapture
A rousing whid (fib) at times to vend
Wi' faith, and hope; and love, and drink,
- ' And nail't wi' scripture.-Burns.

:WoRKMEN are repairing Cyrus: W. Field's
monu:r;nent to tl;te spy Andre, ·.at· Tappa)l,
N.Y. It is said that the stone will be reset,
and the present inscription e:ffaceiL

'01'

YsEULT DUDLEY, the young Englishwoman
, who fired upon Dynamiter O'Donovan Rossa,
and who was committed to the Middleton Jnsane Asylum, now desires liberty. She-claims
to be no longer insane.
·

l

of

ON Wednesday of last week.-sonie fishermen
found a body floating in .the. river.
It
proved to be that of the Rev. J~sse :Brady, of
Nortonville, Ky., who while intoxicated- had
either fallen or thrown himself !lito rhe water.
MAJOR FEGLEY, of the .Salvation Ariny at
Wellesville, N. Y., got a· divorce from his
wife and married a little girl, thirteen years
. old, whom he_ had converted:: The people
of the town got a rope and foll()wed the warrior to Corning with the determinatio:ll_ to
lynch him. He was not caught-.
THE Rev. Mr. Dyson, a Wesleyan preacher,
of London, has been committed for trial on
the charge of murder. A woman named
Bartlett is implicated with him, her husband
being the victim. It is alleged that the min. ister assisted in making away with the husband that he might possess the wife.
THE question of suffrage for the women of
Rhode Island has long been urged by the\remale citizens of that state .. Recently the mitt,
ter was referred to a comll1ittee. Dr. Mary
Walker, the lady who dresses in male attire,
, addressed this committee last week. ~he was .
:tttired in a black coat, trousers, and cravat,
with a high collar.
THE Rev. Messrs. F. B. and F. F. Converse, editors of the St. Louis Ol~ri8tian Ob. server, are iccused by their brother-clergymen
of havir.g lied, wickedly and wilfully, in many
particulars and at sundry times. They are
also charged with slandering divers churchmembers and religious bodies through the
columns of their paper.
DR. KING, of the Hudson county, N. J.,
luhatic asylum, reports that he recently tried
the experiment of putting two violently insane
men in one cell, giving· each the impression
that it was his duty to watch the other. The
lunatics accepted the scheme, and at the end
of two months each reported that the other
>;Vas cured, which was true, and· both were
discharged.
A YouNG man, named Peter McCormick,
sat at the bar in the General Sessions in this
ciCy, one day last week, incessantly praying
and blessing all around him. He was accused
of. stealing a sealskin sack. Two doctors
testified that he was religious to the point• of
insanity, and was not responsible for his acts.
Still praying and blessing everybody, young
McCormi_ck was placed in the lunatic asylum.
JonN B. GouGn died at Philadelphia on
Thursday of last week. He had shortly before sustained a stroke of paralysis, from
wnich he failed to rally. Gough was born in
England in 1817, and was therefore sixtynine years of age. He was at all times an orthodox Christian, and an able orator when
sober. He did much for the cause of temperance, both as an advocate and as a terrible example: In this dual role he made money, and
died quite wealthy.
·
IT is 'reported that Bismarck will yield entirely to the demands of the pope in the settlement of the religious dispute that has been
waged between Prussia and the papacy for
many years. A bill is to be passed in the
Prussian legislature providing that students
for the Catholic priesthood shall be admitted
to the royal college free of charge, and shall
be supported by the state during the collegiate course. Thus the government of Germany bids fair to become a spiritual as well
as political despotism. Between Bismarck
and the pope it will be a good country to get
out of.

1 IN ·the name of religion, Sir Thomas More, the

t/dds and flnds.
PHYsro beats the faith. cure, beca~e it has the
inside track;
, . ,
"GETup, Mr. Muldoon; the shanty's on fire, an'
the roof'll fall in on yez !" "Never fear, Mrs .
O'Hara; it's me sill that's illsured ag'inst accidents."
A STREET-cAR, with the men sitting down and
the women standing up, and the straw on the floor,_
reminds-one of the pig-sty.
·
IN the present style of shirt-collar, a young man
of fashion may be safely trus_ted in the gilded halls
of pleasure. An entire corps de ballet could not
tum his head.
PRoGRESSIV jack-straws is slowly but surely SUPplanting eucher among the elite. Progressiv
Simon-says-thumbs-up will .probably be the next
fireside vagary.
AN Eastern professor is lecturing upon " The
Forgotten Man." It is not stated whether he refers
to Adirondack Murray, of Boston, or Rutherford B.
Hayes, of Fremont.
'VILLAGE Doctor: "Well, Blundy, how' did you
vote, after all?" Rustic: : "Well, sir, I promised
the Blews, bu~ the Yallers got hold of my missus,
and I says, 'Yes.' So, when I went 'to the bewth,
and they givs me my ballot-paper,' Conscience forever !'says I to myself, goes into the box, shuts my
eyes, and makes ·a ·big ·cross, promisc'ous-and
Lord knows how I voted. "-Punch.
"MY dear friend," said a long-haired 'country_
man to the biographical expounder of a dinie museum, "is _that unfortunate being really a cannibal?" and he indicated a South Sea islander from
Cork, who was sitting on a divan. "Yes, sir, that
great living curiosity was~captured while in the act
of roasting a Presbyterian missionary over a slow
fire." "Great heavens !"gasped the countryman,
"can't you .convert him?" "Convert him!" said
the biographer, with dis2:ust. "Do you s'pose the
great American public would pay ten cents to see
a Christian?"
·
THE ROMANCE OF A WATCH.
One day his father said to John:
" Come here and see what I hav boughtA Waterbury watch, my sonIt is the boon you long hav sought."
The boy could scarce believe his eyes-' .
The watch was shiny, smooth, and slick..:..
He snil,tched the nickel-plated prize,
An' wound away to hear it tick.
He wound, an' wound, an' wound, an''wound,
A.n• lrept a windin' fit to killThe weelrs an' months, an' years rolled round,
But John he kep' a windin' still!
As autumns came, an' winters went,
An' summer follered arter spring,
John didn't mind-he was intent
On windin' up that darned ole thing.
He's g,-Jt to be a poor old manHe's, bald, an' deaf, an' blind, an' lameBut, like he did w:hen he began,
~e keeps on windin' jess the same.

i ablest head of .his time, will believe a bit of bread
: becomes the Almighty God, when a lewd priest but
: mumbles his juggling Latin and lifts up his hands.
In our own day heads as able as More's believe
doctrins quite as abslird, because taught as relig' ion and God's command. In its behalf the foolishj est teaching becomes acceptable ; the foulest doc·u'· r·
. trin.s, the grossest conduct, cr~mes that, like the
. '' .
.. n
. .h
fabled banquets of Thyaster, nught make the sun
· .
,
-.
•
. . .,
:1sickei{at the sight, and turn back aft'righted in his
~e Wo:d~ S S~~ges, ~hinker~, and j course-these -th_ings are counted as beauti~ul,
. ~formers. .
Biographies ..-ol superior to reason, acceptable to God.-Theodare
·throe hundred 0~' the most .distinguished· Pm·ker.
-teachers· ·an(}. philosophers (who wer.e. not
IN statesmen then;
Christians), from the time of M;enu to the
And patriots fertil. Thine a steady More,
present. By·D. M. BENNETT. 1,075pages,
Who, with a generous though mistaken zeal,
8vo. · Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; morocWithstood a brutal tyrant's useful rage,
co, gilt edges, $4.50. Like Cato, firm; like .Aristides, just ;
Like rigid Cincinnatus, nobly poor;
The Champjons of the Church; Their A dauntless soul E)rect, who smiled on death.
·
-Thomsan's Seasons.
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical sketches of prominent ChrisTHE very idea of a God' as creating or in any way
tians. A companion book to "The World's ruling the world is utterly absent in the Buddhist
Sages," etc. By D. M. BE~TT. 8vo., system. God is not so much denied as he is simply
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; not !mown. Contrary to the opinion, once confidently and generally held, that a nation of Athemorocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
ists never existed, it is no longer to be disputed
The Gods and Religions of Ancient that the numerous Buddhist nations are essentially Atheists, for they know no beings with
.and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs greater
supernatural powers than any man is supa full account of all the gods the nations
of the eart.h hav worshiped, including posed capable of attaining to by virtue, auRteritY,
and
science,
and a remarkable in~lication of this
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
Christ, 'Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 startling fact is to be seen in the circumstance that
at least, of the Buddhist nations-the Chipages, 8vo. Yol. II. describes fully all some,
nese, Mongols,· and Thibetans-hav no word in
the religious systems of the world, includ- their
language to express the notion of God.ing Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris- Chambm·s•s Eneyclopeata.
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages,
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. WHEN the fish swims out of the water,
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
When the bird soars out of the blue,
Albany. In cloth,- $3.00 per volume, or Man's.thought may transcend man's knowledge,
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
And your God be no reflex of you.
,
-The Htnaoo Slceptic.
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
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BELIEF is not a matter of will, it is a matter of eviAn inquiry dence.
If evidence enough supports an assertion, we

into the reali·t~of d1vine. revelation. · Decidedly the m t thorough and exbaustiv
work on the c 'aims of supernaturalism
ever written. By F. W. NEWMAN, Emeritp.s
Professor,of the London University. 1,115
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5;00;
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

f

'rhe Great Works of Thomas Paine;

Including The Age o£ Reason, Examination of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan,
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense,
._The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
··whole r - ·eded by the Life of Paine, and
a steel-plate portrait. · 800 pages, 8v6.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco;
gilt edges, $4.50.

lnalysis of Religious ·Belief.

An

examination of :tlie Creeds, 'Rites, and
Sacred Writings of the world. By VrscoUNT AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord·
Tohn Russell, twice Premier of England.
Jomplete from the London edition. 745
vages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
uwrocco, gilt edges, ~4.50.

must believe it, while, if the evidence be insufficient,
:we must doubt it. Belief is neither >t virtue n81~ a
vice; it is simply the consequence of sufficient evidence. Theological belief is demanded on insufficient evidence. Such belief is called, theologically,
"faith," but in ordinary matters it would be called
"credulity.'' . . . It can never be a "duty" to
believe; if the evidence of a fact be convincing,'
belief in that fact natmally follows, and non-belief
would be very stupid; but tho word "duty" is out
'of place in connection w!~elief."'7'.itf1·s. Annie
Besant.
"""
IF, instead of the "glad tidings" that there exists a being in w':tom all the excellences which the
highest human 'inind can conceive exist in a degree inconceivable to us, I am informed that the
world is ruled by a being whose attributes are infinit, but what they are we ·cann:·,,t lean1, nor what.
are the principles of hiH goytn•,:'ment, except that
" the highest human morality·::vhioh we are capable of conceiving" does not sanction them; convince me of it, and I will bear my fate as I may.
But when I am told that I must believe this and at
the same time call this being by the names which
express and affirm the highest human morality, I
say in plain terms that I will not. Whatever
power such.a being ma~· hav over me, there is one
thing which he shall not do-he shall not compe
me to worship him. -I will call no being good who
is not what I mean when I apply the epithet to my'
fellow-Cl·eatures, and if such a being can sentence
me to hell for not so calling h[;:~, to hell I will go.

The foregoing volume,; ;llre called "The
i'ruth Seeker Library:," If fill are ordered together and-sent by express, on'e dollar will be
deducted from the price of each•.
-J.

s. .itlill.
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CLERICAL SURPRISE

PARTY .

.And it came to pass that the scripture was fuiftlled which w~~os spoken in Revelation the twenty-first chapter and eighth verse.
DAILY papers, says an exchange, record
.with satisfaction that the pr!Jlcipal Chinese
gamblers WE!nt on their New Year's Day in
carriages to call on their Sunday-school
A. msPATOH from Vienna, A.ustria, says: teachers.
"Experts declare that there are autograph
THE Brooklyn police say " costumes and
l~tters of Mohammed among the papyri acscenery render Sunday concerts illegal."
quired in Egypt by Archduke Renier.i' .
Churches parading Chinamen will take noTrrE Rev. Mr. Boswortl1,. of Boston, says tice.-John Swinton. How about the Episthat he knows of ten Baptist ministers around copal service, with its uniformed rector and
the city who are as bad as the Rev. Mr. choir, and the Catholic mummery, with cosDowns. One of them is the father of an ille- tumed priests and other harlequins on the
gitimate child.
stage?

Jlolts and_ Uklippings.

·:
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A. MAN was placed in the county poorhouse
at Scottsborough, A.la., lately, who has one
son an eminent Presbyterian divine and president of a college, and another a doctor of
dentistry in Texas.
A OLERGYMAN of Stonington,· Conn., who
has been compelled to saw and· chop wood,
ring the bell, and build the church fires all
winter, in .addition to performing his clerical
duties, threatens to resign unless the work is
lightened.
TnE Rev. Thomas K. Beecher has been
nominated for mayor by the Republicans of
·Elmira, N. Y. As long as the priests .and
·ministers run this country any way, perhaps
it is as well to elect them to office, so that they
can do it in ihe manner prescribed by law;

THREE churches, one in New York, one in
Brooklyn, and one in Yonkers, were damaged $40,000 by fire last Sunday. A.ll were
insured, so that the tax-payers who furnished
half a dozen fire-engins and a few hundred
men to fight the flames were the only unremunerated losers. The churches, of course,
expected this protection the same as if they
had not been dodging their taxes for years.

A.N old case was decided at th«:' recent term
of court at Newberry, South Carolina. It
was a suit for the payment of a note given
for the purchase of a negro in 1859. The
note with interest amounted to about $1,900.
The jury gave a verdict for about $900, and
on the jury hearing ·the case there was one
negro,

TIIE president of the Guatemalan republic
has issued a decree to the effect that, although the government is bound to.foster immigration for the promotion of science, arts,
and industries in the country, it is equally
bound to impede the ingress into the republic
of persons who constitute a perniqious element, which proves an obstacle to the ad-

·:\
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THE pallium from the pope to Archbishop
Corrigan, the new American cardinal, is on
the way hither from Rome. The pallium is a
cloak which the pope sometimes bestows on
dignitaries of the church. If Archbishop
Corrigan's friends in Ireland could see him
when he gets on the pallium and red hat, they
would say this is a great country.

vancement of liberty and progrees. The
decree then alludes to the Roman Catholic
priests belonging to other nationalities who
breed discord in the republic and create opposition to the government, and orders that
such priests shall, on the discovery of their
designs, be expelled from the country. The
date of this decree is Jan. 6, 1886.

when asked who his presidential candidate
would be, he added : "A. new man, one not
identified with the old quarrels and mistakes;
one who believes in the present and future;
one who knows that the war is over with
the South, but that it is still raging with
ignorance, injnstice, and prejudice; one who
believes in larger liberty for the human race."

THERE is a controversy over the religious
services held on Sundays in the New Jersey
Reform·School at Jamesburg. The trustees
hav made a report in which, according to a
Trenton despatch, they declare that " they
try to put the children under the care of a
minister of the faith of the parents, if they
had any." There must . be, comments the
Sun, some extraordinarily unfortunate children in New Jersey.
AN unrepealed law of. New Jersey, .passed
while the state was a British colony, reads as
follows: " That all women of whatever age,
rank, profession or degree, whether virgins,
maids,· or widows, who shall after this act impose upon, seduce, or betray into matrimony
any of his majesty's subjects by virtue of
scents, cosmetics, washes, paints, artificial
teeth, false hair, or high-heeled shoes, shall
incur the penalty of the law now in force
against witchcraft and like misdemeanors."

TrrE Montreal Post relates the following :
"In the police court 'yesterday, when Mr.
MacGillivray was called, he objected to be
sworn, as an oath was not binding upon biJl'
any more than his word. Judge Dugas-1::
you believe in God? lVIr. .MacGillivray-~
neither believe or disbelieve. Judge Dugas- ~
Do you believe in a future state? Mr. MacGillivray-How can I believe in anything of
which there is no proof? Judge Dugas-Do
you make this declaration to prevent your
being sworn? Mr. MacGillivray-! hav'held
these views for years. Judge Dugas-Do you
believe in a future life? l\Ir. JHacGillivrayI don't know anything about it. Judge
Dugas-Do you mean to say that you hav no
faith in the doctrin of a God and a future life?
Mr. MacGillivray-! don't know anything
about it. Judge Dugas-That is no answer.
Mr. MacGillivray-'l'here are two hundred
and twenty-three doctrins; which do you
mean? Judge Dugas-! don't think you are
sincere. You are beating about the bush.
l\ir. MacGillivray-! could not say ~1.... ·bing
else. Judge Dugas-! must hav a straightforward answer. Do you believe in a future
life and a God? There is no question of sect
or cloctrin in that question. Mr. 1\IacGilli·vray-I hav no faith in the doctrin which says
there is a God and a future life. lHr. MacGillivray was then permitted to affirm,

REOENTLY Colonel¥lngersoll was in Indianapolis. A. newspaper correspondent says he
interviewed him upon politics, and obtained
the opinion that Mr. Ingersoll did not believe
Cleveland would be renominated, for before
the next presidential election he would
manage to lose the support of both wings of
his party. The Republicans, Mr. Ingersoll
thought, would be successful in 1888, and
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An Examination of Church History.

affections, he desired ' it might still continue its sympathy and retain its love for mankind. Jesus advised her to assure his friends, the Jesuits, he desired
a special reverence· and worship for his heart, and
would commit the care of it to their particular protection.
The Jesuits worked the case for all it was worth,
and for two centmies it was a theological foot-ball.
Wben Pio N ono, whom even your writers admit having· been their tool, I had almost written fool, ascended the papal till·one he decreed on Aug. 23, 1846,
the nun to be "heroic," and on Aug. 19, 1864, made
her a saint, the Jesuits testifying to her miracles.
But the order was not satisfied. They obtained in
France twelve million of signatures to a petition,
botmd them in thirty handsome volumes, which were
duly forwarded to the pope, and, in answer, on Apiil
22, 1875, a decree was passed consecratipg the mliversal Catholic church to the sacred heart. Each of
these twelve million signers had tJromised his efforts
to the extinction of heresy and restoration of the
temporal power.
Schools had been started all over France in the
name of this new worship, and the female branch of
the order, under the same name, monopolized the
teaching of the girls. The French army was flooded
with their boys; from 1854 to 1874, the single school
of St. Genevieve sent more than one thousand of its
pupils to St. Cyr, the French West Point. On J nne
16, 1875, the thirtieth anniversary of Pio Nono, the

roused the indignation and horror of good men.
Libertills hav made it the subject of raillery. I do
not think it becoming even to speak of the amorous
dialogs which are supposed to pass between Jesus
Christ and Mary Alacoque. Everywhere Jesus Christ
employs the language ·of human passion to ,declru·e
his love for Mary. I am far from believing that such
forms of speech-as sensual as they are indecent-- ·
may not mislead many souls," etc.
Here you hav the foundation of your latest fonn
of worship, and _if you can· gather any consolation
from it you are heru·tily welco~e. I agree with your
bishop, that the book is a disgrac~ to our civilizatio?-,
and should be suppressed, and vyill add, the worship
also. I hope you will no longer wonder at my apology to the Aztecs for having intimated that they were
connected, even in the remotest degree, with your
"'Sacred Heru·t." The vei'Y name of the nun, A-lacoque, shows that it is nothing more than phallic
worship thinly disguised under a sugar-coated Jesuit
pill, and possibly inl:lpired by some frequenter of the
J ru·din lVIabille.
·
.
(TO_ BE CONTINUED NEXT WEEK.)

BEING LETTERS TO A CATHOLIC.___:_Vll.
FRIEND D. C. : ): had fully intended my last letter
to finish this, to me at least, disagreeable task, as the
deeper I enter yom mysteries the more I become disgusted with them; but, finding I hav not as yet utilized a fiftieth part of the notes I had made in anticipation of our controversy, I feel to use a few more
of them, and will call your attention to some of your
most popular superstitions, which hav been foisted
on you by that unfortunate imbecil, Pio N ono.
In 1839 a letter written by Jesus was brought to
his attention. Jesus appeared, it seems, to saints
Bridget, Elizabeth, and Matilda, gave them a written
account of his passion, the :immber of soldiers who
attended him, and kicks, blows, and wounds they inflicted. He had lost exactly 38,430 drops of blood.
Pio N ono, then only ru·chbishop of Imola, granted an
indulgence of one hundred days to every one who
would hang up a copy in his house, and say certain
prayers. But when he became pope, a little girl in
Taylor and Carlile.
St. Marcel, France, received another letter from
By
the
kindness
of Mr. J. W. Corfield, who will
Jesus, which differed in many essential points from
be known to many readers of THE TRUTH SEE_KER
the first, and he increased the blood-letting to 3,000,800 drops. Pio N ono kindly accepted this letter also,
as one of a very earnest band of reformers, I am perand bestowed on all who bought it a vruiety of indulinitted to forwru·d to you two copies of letters which
may possibly be interesting to your readers by reason
gences, and the faithful were prolni.sed that it possessed nliraculous powers. Of this I had a practical second centenary of the sacred heart was celebrated. of t~e work and suffering undergone in the cause of
In Paris, thirty acres of valuable land, donated truth by the men who wrote under such conditions
demonstration.
tru·ough the exertions of Mrs. Eugenie Napoleon, and that the answer to one letter is interlined with the
A few yeru·s ago I had occasion to call on a builder, on
which the Jesuit church of Montmarte had been
. . l
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copied the reply from Taylor to Cru·lile in red ink,
smiling face, " she will not die. Of that I am cerBefore givmg you some quotatwns, let me attract
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of Cru·lile was some wru·rant for this outspokenness,
Well, the doctor's judgment proved correct, for the
N ?w let us turn t? the life of Samt Marguente but at this period, when both men to us seem equally
lady died.. The widower now has more faith in medicin and good nmsing than in the letter, though at one Mane Alacoque, by Bishop Languet: At the age of important it does apperu· somewhat extreme to read
time he thought he nlight hav been the innocent four yeru·s she was so virtuous that even "the sig:ht "You hav' done many things most unwisely, and
cause of the non-operation of this miraculous power, of me~ :otmde~ her mo~esty and alru:ned her ill- scru·cely anything in reason."
Feru"lllg she might lose her vrrtue, she re- · The tone of the whole of Cru·lile's letter is someas he had forgotten till too late that one of the con- nocence.
ditions was that the holder should not be . in a state tired to a convent, and there w!-l's visited by J esu~, what that of a man very much the elder w1iting to a
who made love to her ~d app~mted a day for their young and new disciple who has got into • trouble
of sin.
The holy coat of Jesus is another case in point. It betrothal. Wben the trme anived, now I. use her through the teachings of the elder. Taylor's reply
was supposed to be one of the garments for which words, "he made me understan~ that he Wished me adds to this feeling. "You hav, and it is well for you
the soldiers cast lots. So great was the veneration to t~ste all that was most sw_e~t m the tender caresses that you hav, betterfiiends than Robert Taylor," says
for it that at one time no less than eleven were ex- of _his _love. In fact, these divm~ caresses were from Carlile. And then Taylor na'ively admits, "I don't
hibited in vru·ious pru·ts of Emope, each being duly this tJ?le for:vard so overpowermg that they ma_de like him so well as I did myself."
Seeing that "Taylor was ·six yeru·s the elder, and
vouched for, but the preponderance of testimony ;me qmte beside m~self, and. rendere~ me ahnost_ illseemed to center on one which dated back to the capable of any physiCal exertwn, and It was a subJect that both were in prison, it to-day reads rather droll
time of Gregory, in 596. In 1514 Leo X. thought of such stranRe embanassment to me that I dared not that "yom dignity is theatrical," "yom letter was an
.
.
.
.
outrage," when the writer was in prison on much the
that so many coats for one who declru·ed he had no show myself.
place wherein to lay his head might make people . Th~t Jesus ~as very muc~ srmtten with this nun same sort of -chru·ge, and undertaking to cheer the
think he had been in the old clo' business, investi- 1~ eVIdent, for ill order to br;nd her more_ clos_ely to other prisoner. ·
This 1etter till·ows a side-light on the matter of
gated the claims of all and decided in favor of the one ··himself he caused her to WI"J.te the followmg m her
exhibited at the cathedral of Treves. For three o_wn blood: "I c?nstitute ~h~e heir of my heart for prison disciplin somewhat interesting. I do not
hundred yeru·s ten old coats went sorrowing, and a ~rme and_ for etermty, p_errmttmg th~e to make use of know how matters ru·e ananged in America, but I
prorms thee that thou think there is much more freedom allowed to prisonrich widow in 1843 caused Gregory XVI. to declare It accordmg to thy desrre.
that Leo had been mistaken, and the cathedral of shalt never lack succor until ~ l~ck power. T~ou ers there than in England, generally. I think Th'Ir.
Argenteuil was accredited with having the genuin ar- shalt be fo:;ever the beloved disClple, the pl_aything Bennett had much more chance for reading and writticle. As Leo XIII. hM not yet been heard n:om, of my heart s good pleasm·~, the holocaust of _Its love. ing, especially writing, than was allowed to the
yom· cathedral may be the next possessor of that That alon~ shall be the ObJect of a~ ~y desn·es. ~t editor of the Ji'?·eethinlcer, who in his published record
wonderful garment. Possibly that may be Capel's shall reparr and supply all thy defiClenCles, and acqlllt of his prison life mentions that he was supplied with
thee of_ all thy obl~g~tions." 0 Beecher! Beecher! paper with very wide ruling, and to write between
mission to this country.
.
the ruling was prohibited; he evaded the intention of
In my ru·ticle on Mexico, I referred to the fact of where IS thy nest-hi~g letter now? .
. Of com·s~, 3: J es_mt could_ n?t wnte these lines the rule to some extent by Wl·iting with almost
the Aztecs being fond of hearts and preserving skulls
and bones in their temples, and intimated that possi- Without brmgmg m the Vrrgm, and I find the microscopic fineness. A featme of prison life of the
bly your chmch had amalgamated a part of these cer- "queen of heaven" ~aking pity on her. daughter-in- time of Carlile was an extreme of punishment, cruelty,
emenies with hers, and you speak bitterly of this, law, and one day while the mm was fatigued after a and horrible general vinclictivness on the part of the
saying I had gone out of my way tci offer a direct long interview with her son she came in and swept authorities, balanced to some extent by considerable
insult. Wben I WI·ote that particular item, I spoke the dormitory for her, but moth~r-in-like gave her liberty of action; this ·is shown bywhat Carlile says
as to what he will or will not do, or allow to be done
on general piinciples, as I felt satisfied there was no two slaps over the face for her laz~ess.
But Jesus turned out a very faithless lover after to him, and the suggestion as to food. Readers of
belief or ceremony of yom chmch that could not be
traced to some pagan SOUl'Ce, and your gentle hint all, and, seemingly forgetful of the agreement in Linton's memoirs of James Watson may remember
reminded me that I had not given the matter as blood, came to her one day and "showed her his di- that his wife liv(ld with him in prison dllling part of
thorough an investigation as I should hav done. So vine heru·t under the symbol of a glowing furnace; his term.
It is one of the most approved humbugs for the
I hav taken considerable trouble to look into the but she saw also two other hearts, which were about
matter, and hasten to asslll·e you that I retract aJ;td to tmite there and lose themselvs in it, and he then Grimdyites of to-day to assert that in England all
apologize to the Aztecs. They never could hav been said: "It is thus that my holy love unites these three ru·e equal before the law, and that if a man is criininal
guilty of such a senseless and degrading worship as holy hearts forever." Two of the heru·ts were those enough to warrant imprisonment he is served no
that of the "Sacred Heart." I will giv you the result of Father La Columbiere and herself. ·when she better and no worse than any other ciiminal. We
told the priest of this "he was much confused by it." hav had dm·ing the last few months twr instances to
of my investigations.
I might go on and quote column after column, but giv the lie to this claim-one, Mr. Y ..tes, editor of
In the latter pru·t of the seventeenth century the
Jesuits were being run out of every decent commu- I question if even a sporting paper would dare to the lVorld, condemned for libel; and. the other, Mr.
nity, so they found it necessru·y to make a bold stroke. publish the amorous scenes that take place between Stead, of the Pall )!fall Gazette. The treatment acAbout 1672 one of their number, Father La Colum- the lovers. Lest you may think that, as an Infidel, I corded to these men, backed as they ru·e by wealth
biere, found among his penitents a hysterical nun am drawing on my imagination, and trying to injure and religion, reads very well with that accorded to
named Margueiite Marie Alacoque. This woman yom chmch, I will quote the opinion of one of your the so-called blasphemer.
claimed Jesus to be her constant companion; that he own people, De Caylus, Bishop of Auxerre.
But in spite of all the liberty or license of old-time
assured her he had ascended to heaven with his cor"The life of Marie Alacoque," says he, "is un- jails, perhaps because of it, there is a very serious
poreal body, which, with the exception of his 1eru·t. doubtedly, in all respects, one of the worst books of meaning, a suggestion of terrible possibilities, in Carhad become etherealized. He had kept his heru·t still its class that has ever apperu·ed; it is revolting to lile's charge against self-murder. He knew by his
sensuous Md sensible, beca,use, being the seett of the everyone, whether in the chmch or out of it. It b1-1-s bitter experience at Dorchester, to which he refers,
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the horrors to be undergone; that a prisoner should
commit suicide was for the authorities often the best
thing which could happen, and without doubt means
were taken to that end at times.
·
The letter was written on a sheet of full-sized foolscap, and, as usual at the time, was so folded as to
form its own cover. Carlile's postscript, therefore, is
on the same page as the indorsement or address. In
case American readers may not be well up in the history of domestic developments I may explain that the
"Jones's Prometheus" refen·ed to were simply lucifer
matches, and so the· motto was very happy and
· doubtless the lucifers were acceptable.
'
All that is written in red is written by Taylor.
This is shown by the handwriting and the color of
the ink, which is very different from Carlile's and
from the ink used by him.' I mention this again, as
it may be noticed that the initials "R. T." are put to
some places and not to ·others, as the five lines on
the last page. This is as in the original.
I hav taken so much space to Carlile and Taylor
.that I am almost afraid to begin on the Taylo;r-Watson letter. Perhaps a few remarks may be permitted
in view of the similarity of the position of affairs then
·and now.
..
As to petitions, I am a very firm believer in the
idleness of them without the other half, the argument.
For over five years petition upon petition and resolutions in heaps were used to insist on the plain constitutional right that Northampton has to two members.
Mr. Bradlaugh has taken his seat; but, as a crown
advocate once said of a political prisoner who was
acquitted upon trial after a long imprisonment,
"although you acquit him, God himself can't undo
what he has suffered." During the years of this
fight, besides the worry and wear caused to 1\lr.
Bradlaugh and his immediate workers, opportunity
has been taken by the rogues in power to do things,
illegally in many cases, for which generations yet unborn will hav to suffer and pay. Ireland stands a chance
of some measures of speedy justice but very much
because of the enlarged scope of the arguments used.
Hetherington's "metaphysical warp" is seen in too
many of to-day's workers against bigotry, and
that, added to the indifference which Taylor speaks
out against, is as much of a curse to-day as then.
Are not some of the American. people just a little
sorry for allowing by carelessness the passing of the
·last set of Blue Laws~ And is it not very much
easier to prevent a restriction of a right or liberty
than to regain it when once curtailed~ What Taylor
says as to pulling together and the want of it should
be carefully taken into consideration by Freethinkers
and l.ibe.rals all over the world. We can all of us
call to mind recent proofs that there are a number
yet who act as if they really would rather sink the
ship than sail together. In spite of all the work of
men such as these now being written about, and all
the advances made since their time, there is from
time to time plenty of evidence afforded to prove
that the bigot of to-day has all the will to go in for
all the old methods, even the Iron Virgin of N uremberg; they only lack the power, to gain which "they
lie, they perjure, they trick and catch." We should
constantly bear in mind that unless we hang together
we hav a very great chance of hanging separately.
· Having just seen the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for
1866, I take leave to draw special attention to the
last paragraph of James Parton's note on Voltaire, as
it has much bearing on this matter of pulling together
and on views which are sometimes expressed in criticism of Carlile and the older reformers.
It may not be possible for the workers and writers
of the new generation to feel the same amount of
veneration for past workers as do the few, very few
who worked with them. You will see by the pam~
phlet and circular inclosed how Mr. Corfield recently
expressed his respe?t to the men I refer to, and with
all of whom, exceptmg, of course, John Bellers, 1696,
and Thomas Spence, he worked and··was more or less
intimate. Some may think sach an expression
extreme. I submit it is a better extreme than
the extreme of fault-finding which is sometimes
given vent to by writers who charge Carlile and his
colleagues with coarseness and violent language. He
and they " took the course that then seemed best "
and I will go further, and say, as Ruskin says : "Ydu
will find in the end that no man could hav done it
bttt exactly the man who did it" (" Queen of the
Air"). This may be worth the attention of some
captious critics.
THoMAs SHORE, JR.
London, Eng., Feb. 10, 1886.
CARLILE TO TAYLOR.
GIL'l'SPUR STimET ColiiPTER, July 27, [1832 ?]
The glorious. 27th! Drink to it, if it be in water!
DEAR Sm: I hav received your bulletin of yesterday this
morning. It is absolutely necessary that you should put
yourself, and allow your friends to put you, under a disciplin. Let me proclaim that you will not see a friend until
you can see a friend, as I can see a friend, for free ingress
and conversation, in your jail apartment. [Yes I yes I R.
T.*] This should hav been determined at first, which would
hav most certainly been my determination. [ Wlty not mention
*These interpolations in brackets and italics are the replies
of Taylor, written in different colored ink between the lines
of Carlile's letter.

this before.~ R. T.] My view 'of your struggle in jail is that
you hav done many things most unwisely, and scarcely anything in reason according with the necessities of your situation. [Well, forgiv me I R. T.] I will begin with granting
one thing, and that is, that I had not conceived an idea of
the existence of such an atrocious set of magisterial villains
as ha v you in their clutches. [Nor I either. R. T.] I
thought that I had met the worst in England in Dorsetshire
but I forget their crimes toward me when I contemplate thos~
of the Surrey magistrates toward you. I fear there is a mischief brewing for you [And so do I. R. T.] of which you
do not dream. [I hav good nights, and don't dream of anytlting. R. T.] I do not rest on my own surmises so much
as on the relation of the town whispers to this new regulation. I cannot say more at present than that we hav a formidable preparation for it. You hav, and it is well for you
that you hav, better friends than Roaert Taylor. [I don't
like him so well as I did myself. R. T. J
For my part, I hav determined that I will never partake of
an indignity offered me. I would neither hav seen a friend
at the iron gratings nor at the palisadings. I would hav
waited silently and patiently until there had been a barricade,
at which I could hav seen and shaken hands with a friend.
[ What do you mean by " barricade ?" R. T.]
Retire to your cell. [I will. R. T.] Get in what books
you can. Write to me by post as much as you please, and
what you please. Only begin again to number the letters,
and pray keep the numbers by you for reference in your
journal, that there may be no doubt if a number be missing.
Liv as well as you can in food, and take what exercise your
mind can bear under such restraint. [I woefully want air.
R. T.] I think _you will do well not to write to any person but to me [I will not. R. T. J unless it be in the shape
of common civilities to your friends. Your two letters to
Lord Melbourne do you no credit. The first was a silly
effusion, the second absolutely an outrage. J fear your
admirers will never be able to elect you to be a general or a
statesman. You must alter very much ever to hav my vote
for either appointment. [I will get your vote, and deserve it
too! R. T.] Your warfare is truly of the church militant
order. It is not precisely what we want in this "age of reason." Your dignity is theatrical, and confined to the stage
with an!J.pplauding audience. Hav mercy UIJ_On your friends,
and save them the means of saving you. [Twill! I will! I
will! R. T.] If you will be silent toward every person but
me, I will undertake to cheer you in your dungeon. [Agreed.
A,qreed. ·Upon my promis, agreed. R. T.]
I want-particularly, especially, want-the journal for
which I wrote, and which you promised me on Saturday.
[Here it is.] As matters now stand, I would hav you sketch
and ·send me daily a copy of yo.ur journal. Otherwise, what
you write in Hor£emonger Lane jail may be burnt in Hersemonger Lane jail. What you send to me is preserved in
publicity, if it reach me. The want of this journal from you
has spoiled my letter to Lord Melbourne this week, unless I
succeed in getting it to-day. [This letter had been opened and
read before delivered to me.]
·
I will send you my exposure of Freemasonry. Study it,
that is, get it by heart. ,[No, I won't.] It may appear nonsense, but if you do get it by heart you will turn it to good
account. You were deficient in your lectures of a knowledge
of modern Masonry. [Deficient only of knowledge not ~oortlt
acquiring.]
I send off this as soon as Thomas comes. If it reach you
in time he may wait for an answer.
When you say ''liberty is lost forever" if you are not
brought out of that den, you mean, of course, your individual liberty. [I ought to hav meant so. R. T.] I cannot
allow of that license of language which induces a man, one
man, to think that all the world hinges on his fate. [No
more can I. R. T.] If you die in jail, your death so
brought about will but accelerate the general liberty of your
survivors. [And ~oelcqme!J But be patient for a (damned)
(not an "eternal") little while, and if you love, or as you
love, the progressing welfare of the human race, I charge you
not to kill yourself. [On my lwnor, my dear friend, I ltav
never a thought at any moment of such a folly. R. T.]
RIOHARD C\\.RLILE.
P.S.-It was a maxim of Cato's never to travel by water
when the journey ?ould be made by land. Our gracious king
on Monday next IS about to travel by water because he is
afraid to travel by land. He shall hear the name of Taylor
and Horsemonger Lane jail. rl!fr, Watson brought me £1
14s., ~ohich had been collected at Windmill street. R. T.]
From Richard Carlile in the Giltspur Street Compter to the
Rev. Robert Taylor in Horsemonger Lane Jail, with a box
of Jones's Prometheus and 17s. 6d., change of a sovereign.
'' Nascitur flammeus et moritur flammeus."
Admirable! There is a motto for you, Prometheus.
[Suppose I say I will see nobody but the servant, Tlwmas, as
I lwv no right to subject my friends to humiliation? Yet how
am I to ,qet things carried back and forward if I don't see
Thomas?]

ROBERT TAYLOR TO JAMES WATSON.
DEAR MR. WATSON: As a fellow-prisoner and a fellow-sufferer with you in different departments of one and the selfsame just, and great, and glorious cause, I should owe you
the best expression of of my sympathies, even if I knew no
more of you than what might be learned from the sheets of
the best and most manly and philosophical work that has
ever been devoted to the mornl emancipation of the laboring
classes7 Tlte Working l!fan's Friend. But its editor has been
very especially my friend, and though my remembrances
seem to me to be the most contemptible of any man alive,
they are all that I am worth, and they shall be devoted to
your service. You acted by me, Watson, in a peculiarly
noble manner. I know more about it than it becomes me to
speak of. It is index enough to say that you had been my
friend, and that when I fell into trouble, then it was that you
took your opportunity to feel and net by me as if that friendship had never for one moment been suspended. This was a
nobility of soul which dukes and lords know nothing of.
But you are a prisoner, my friend, and an oppressed and injured man, and I know the heart of a prisoner, and of such
a prisoner, too sensibly and too smartingly to be capable of
withholding the sweetness of a good-natured word when it is
possible that I may hav it in my power to pour that healing
balsam on his afflictions. So, my friend, you will knowhow
to apply it ; but not all the gums of the blest Araby are of
such sanativ efficacy as to feel-as you shall hav a rigltt to
feel when you shall know-that the most virtuous and excellent individual of the whole human race, whose good opinion
I know you value, as I do, more than life itself, spoke of you
to me on Saturday last in the very highest terms in which
you could wish to be spoken of, though not higher than I
could and did reach up to, and affix my most heartfelt and
grateful confirmation. Yon hav reason, then, to be able to
outface the brow of bragging insolence; and to stand firm
afoot before the detestable pe_tty tyrants, who hav nothing
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about them that would not make as great and consequential
a personage of any unhanged thief as of them~elvs. Keep
up your courage, Watson, for this reason-because you hav
a right to be courageous.
'
· Your petition against the [banker Hoare was excellent, and
most strikingly so, from its judicious and modest temperance.
But I calculate that your experience has taught you, 1)-S mine
has, to limit your expectations on. petitioning to the effect of"
the exhibition merely of your wrongs, without a dream of
probable redress. I want to find, if I can, a single instance
(one out of the whole world's history) of a petition which
was ever granted on the ' claim and merit of the petition
merely. To my mind it seems that no petition ever was or
will be successful but under the predicaments, either expressed or understood, of holding the petition in one hand,
with a brickbat in the other, so that the scope of the argument may be uflrum ltorium mavit.
·
I much admire your excellent plan of affixing such striking
and beautiful quotations from Shelley, Southey, Otway, etc.;
they indicate the man of taste, and, which is still a higher
recommendation, the man of reading. You need not, I
should suppose, confine yourself to the poets, nor make any
scruple of repeatin,q a quotation frequently when it may
serve as an indication of the character of the matter of the
number. The quotations seem to me to stand as guarantees
for the diligence of the editor, as it really is, and I know the
effect to be so; that something like a resentful disgust arises
in the mind of a true lover of knowledge when he sees his attention challenged to the writings of one whose writings
show at once that he has never been a reader.
This is fatal to the vapid compositions of some whose
names you may guess at; who, although they do not profess
to respect inspiration in others, act as if they believed they
were inspired themselvs.
I was sorry to see that in your copy of the Sunday coercion
bill, you omit the very first sentence of the preamble, which
sentence happens to be the most pregnantly mischievous, and
to admit of the heavier battery of such artillery as religionists themselvs would allow to be brought into play. Of the
whole piece of stuff, Mr. Hetherington strikes hard and well,
but not on the nail's head; there is, I know, a metaphysical
warp and somethingness of the tabernacle ab.out him that
prevents the possibility of his putting in a hit -at hypocrisy
which would be likely to hurt it. It is all askew about
'' how does Sir .A:ndrew Agnew know what the Lord's holy
will is?" The line of impingence would hav come down
vertically upon what might be fairly argued to be a blasphemous innuendo against the all-sufficient and only acceptable
sacrifice of the death of K-~t, whose sacrifice would afford
no ground of faith and hope, if it be not more .acceptable to
God, and infinitly more than any true and sincere worship
which his creatures could offer him. You see the use which
might be made of the following out of this suggestion, and
so, no more of it.
But, Watson, all my auguries assure me that the bill, hideous and horrible as it is, will pass, and pass by means of that
very indifference and contempt which its monstrous character provokes. It irritates me out of all politeness when I
hear the shallow noodles who know nothing of the machinations of priestcraft, content with snapping the finger, where
they should clench the fist, and satisfied with crying out,
" Oh, it never can pass! It's impossible! It's too absurd!"
Ay, and the enemy wishes nothing more than this. By this
indifference the duty of resistance will go begging, each one
will put it off from himself, and the bill will pass while men
sleep, to awaken too late to the reality of the horrors which
they had deemed too improbable to be feared. And "Who'd
hav thought it?" and "0 my God!" will be-the ejaculations
of the thousands who shall see all the possible happiness of
the poor man's existence crushed under the wheels of the
Christian Juggernaut-no place to meet in for rational converse on his winter Sunday, no excursion into sweeter air in
the summer. And then the suggestion of a repeal or modification of the act, after it shall ha v once passed, will bring on
a man such charges of Atheism, etc., etc., as there is not
virtue enough in Mr. Hume, Roebuck, Cobbett, nor would
be in Mr. Hetherington himself, to venture to encounter, so
hypocrisy will triumph, and the aristocrats, not being inconvenienced themselvs, will neither feel nor care for the weight
of the fetters on the working classes.
My experience has shown me that there is no wickedness
too wicked, no villainy too villainous, to be resorted to by
the religious fiends, our tyrants, for the sanctification of their
tyranny over us. They lie, they perj,u.re, they trick, they
catch, and all with such an air of solemn gravity as paralyzes
the power of resistance. But their power results from a principle which is fatally wanting among their opponents. They
combine, they pull together, and are therefore omnipotent.
We must learn a little of this from them. The three individuals of the whole human race who hav most ogposed this
principle are, as it seems to me, Owen, Carlile, and Hetherington, who hav each seemed to act as if they would [rather] sink
the ship than sail together. Your converse with Hetherington wit!, I hope, tend to cure his mind of that mischievous
and vitiating principle of Hetheringtonism which givs !Ln
ugly cadence to every sentence he constructs, and warps lum
mightily from the rectitude which he propounds. If I should
come out before you I shall make it one of my first duties to
come and see you, as it will be one of my first pleasures to
shake hands with a man whom your superior philosophy
shall hav recovered from the sectarian littleness which lies
like an incubus on his nobler nature.
I remain, dear Watson,
Yours with great respect,
RoBERT TAYLOR,
Horsemonger Lane Jail, April 8, 1833, being the 644th day of
my second martyrdom.
To Mr. James Watson, 33 Windmill street, or to be forwarded to him.
------~~.--------

Mr. Pot's Contribution.

There is a little private poker club in Chicago, whose
members, according to the l!fail of that city, meet at each
other's homes and play a modest game, winding up with a
jack pot, which is ''liberally sweetened" until it is of good
proportions. On a recent Saturday evening the tina~ jac_k
pot grew until it contai?-ed $120, and b~fore the bettmg 1t
was decided that the wmner should put It on the contnbution plate at church next 1'norning. It was won by a regular
church-goer and rather liberal giver, who, fearing such a
contribution would provoke comment, asked leave of the
party to make it up in a pac~'~ge and h_and it to the sexton.
This was agreed to on conditiOn that It was to be labeled,
"From a j. pot." This was done. The sexton took it immediately to the pastor, w:ho was so high~y deligh~ed that he
announced from the pulpit that " a mumficent fnend of the
church-a fflr. A. J. Pot-whom it was not his pleasure to
know peTsonally, he was sorry to say," had that morning
sent in a most generous donation of $128 to the church fund.
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The Liberal Club.
There were divine services at the 400th regular
meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club: A large
congregation was present, which speaks well for the
religious enthusiasm of the members, as the weather
was rough enough to justify anyone in staying at
home and rubbing up against the stove. The papers
Saturday morning reported that the wind had been
blowing eighty-four miles an hour.
At eight o'clock, the door being left open, the Rev.
Mr. Lloyd blew in. This was the speaker of the
evening, his subject being "Immortality in the Light
of Science." 1\fr. Wakeman introduced him as one of
the watchmen on the walls of Zion, looking out for
new and desirable truths. It was with great pleasure
that the presiqent presented Mlo, Lloyd to the Liberal Club audience.
,
Mr. Lloyd is a Congregational minister who does
regular preaching in a chu~·ch in this city. He is
also a member of the Nineteenth Century Club. He
is a rather queer-looking duck, and his personal appearance gave small indication of the ability which he
shortly developed. Mr. Lloyd prefaced his remarks
by announcing his intention of obtaining a copy of
THE TRUTH SEEKER. He was interested in the adventures of Jonah and the whale. Then he proceeded to say that he was earnestly and honestly
trying to find the truth in regard to immortality.
The greatest minds of every age hav monkeyed with
the subject. Man has an inherent desire that this
. life should be continued in our next, and his personality is projected on the surface of his consciousness.
Referring to Frederic Harrison, 1\Ir. Lloyd said that
Harrison hau a conception of things equaled only by
that of Christ himself. George Eliot's "Choir Invisible " also pleased Mr. Lloyd so much bhat he recited
it in full. There was something of the hymn about
the poem as the preacher gave it, but it was not by
any means spoiled in the recitation. The " Choir Invisible" Mr. Lloyd considered in:finitly nobler than
the eternity of harp-playing looked forward to by
some Christians. The speaker proceeded to say that
he accepted evolution, which relieves God of responsibility for many things derogatory to his character.
Perhaps somewhere in the evolutionary process life
picks up the faculty of continuance. As for Mr.
Lloyd, he believed in a soul and immortality. Science had not disproved it, and there was no reason
why we should doubt it. And he further held that
when he was dead, and one voice said, "Dust to dust,
ashes to ashes," another voice would say, " Life to
life, soul to soul, spirit to spirit."
The lecture VI as much like a sermon.
Mr. Wakeman brought the audience ·back to temporal affaiJ:s by saying that they should all buy a
ticket for the coming month. Every one should
come up to the help of the treasurer against the landlord, who was the great enemy. The floor was open
for the discussion of the able lecture to which we
had listened in speeches of ten minutes each.
J\tfr. Putnam thereupon arose and spoke for twenty
minutes. He ran over the various points of the lecture, and blunted them somewhat. He said it was
not the province of science to disprove immortality
or anything else. There were two methods of procedure, either of which might be adopted in a discussion. One was the theological method which. starts
out with an assumption, and proceeds' to adapt the
facts to the theory. The other was the scientific
method, which begins with the facts, and formulates
a theory in accordance with them. Ml·. Lloyd had
pursued the theological method. There might be a
God and a future life, hut the processes of evolution
could furnish no evidence. that such was the fact.
Mr. Langerfeld desired to thank the speaker of the
evening for demonstrating that a man could be a
preacher and still speak respectfully of the Positivists.
It was not known before that such a thing was possible. Mr. Langerfeld then announced that he would
indulge in a little criticism. He would remind Mr.
Lloyd that this was not the Nineteenth Century Club,
and that he need not therefore look for all the euphuisms which distinguished that society. If Mr. Langerfeld'~ criticism appeared rough, it must not, he said,
be attnbuted to anything except a desire to be brief.
The speaker then pointed out to the reverend gentleman the places where, in his estimation, the latter
had dulled.
Mrs. Augusta Cooper Bristol made a modest little
speech. She did not take the platform, but merely
arose to express her appreciation of the lecture.
Then Mrs. Bristol went on to say that she was
brought up in the backwoods, but always believed in
immortality. Reading a. work by Herbert Spencer
confirmed her in that belief, and she was somewhat
surprised. to fi:r:d tha:t ot~ers interpreted Mr. Spencer
as a sordid behever m this world.
·
Prof. Van Buren Denslow, who has just joined the
club, defined Ml·. Lloyd's argument as a Christioscienti:fic one. Mr. Denslow said, touching the resurrection. of Chri~t, that if Cln·ist was a god-man his
resurrectiOn furmshed no proof that we shoulcJ rise
again, as we are not god-men, and what was possible
to him might be impossible to us. If he was not a
god-man, then his value as a precedent would depen.d

on the confidence we place in the account of his resurrection. The Cln·istian heaven, with its harps and
things, JVfr. Denslow said, would make a man weary
of paradise in less than two hours unless the players
possessed great skill; and it would not take half the
time to disgust him with the egotism of a supreme
being who could endure continual adulation. The
speaker recognized much in nature which he could
not explain. For instance, what taught the cuckoo,
which of itself is incapable of hatching its eggs, to lay
them in the nests of fifty different birds, and always
to match the other bird's eggs both in size and color'?
If the natural faculties of men should malre them immortal, the superior faculties possessed by some lower
animals should make them immortal also. He believed, with Von Hartmann, that there was an underlying and all-pervading something that made things
as they are. .
·
J\'Ir. Br~hy took up the lectmer's assertion that
because science did not disprove immoxtality there
was no reason to doubt it. He said this was equivalent to one man charging anothei" with stealing a
dog, and claiming that unless the accused should
prove his innocence the jury would hav no excuse
for acquitting him.
Brother King had attended the club that evening
because some one told him it was a good time to be
there, as everybody was to be presented by the lecturer with an immortal soul. He noticed that the
critics see~ed averse to accepting the gift. Mr.
King explained that the reason Liberals objected to
this dogma of immortality was because theologians
had connected it with ethics and had taught that belief or disbelief in it was attended with dire and everlasting consequences. For the personal G0d and
personal immortality the Liberals would substitute a
social God and a social or corporate immortality.
Mr. King did himself great credit.
At this time it was eleven o'clock, and the Rev.
Mr. Lloyd was invited to administer to his critics
the proper antidotes for the heresies they had imbibed. He :first congratulated the club on the
acquisition of so powerful a member as MI·. Denslow.
Then he said that the previous speakers had been
wandering on foreign ground. He had too much
faith in the discriminating powers of the intelligent
audience which he saw before him to believe for a
moment that it would accredit his critics with having
in any manner answered his arguments. Mr. Lloyd
seemed to possess but little of the faith which was.
delivered to the saints. He spoke very irreverently
of Jonah and alluded to Tertullian as a dead issue.
A devout Christian Spiritualist could giv him a long
start and get to heaven :first, if reaching that locality
depends in any degree on veneration for alleged
sacred things.
At the next meeting the land question will be discussed by Ml·; Washburn. Following him, John E.
Remsburg addresses the club on some topic of interest not yet announced. Treasurer Morris will admit
any one who pays him :five cents. The meetings increase in value with each succeeding week. The
club has now held 400 sessions, yet age does not
wither it, nor custom stale its in:finit variety.

Canadian Gossip.

grandest exhibition of celestial pyrotechnics that
mortals ever gazed upon. Let us hope it will happen
on the -Fourth of July.
Among the celebrities who hav been here lately I
forgot to mention the naines of Matthew Arnold and
(Janon Farrar, although as Fanar's I can understand
they can hardly be considered in the same boat with
the· others. We hav also the celebrated Rev. Dr.
Sexton, of London, Eng., who is at present lecturing
in the country. His special mission seems to be the
annihilation of Infidels. He lectures this week in the
town of Ayr, Ont., being brought there for the special purpose of counteracting the influence of the
lectures delivered there a few weeks ago by Mr.
Watts. Freethinkers are particularly invited to
attend. In this case, however, Ml·. Watts will prob- ·
ably hav the last say, as our president, Mr. Algie, has
made arrangements for a couple more lectures by
Mr. Watts in Ayr on his return to Canada. He is
also .trying to arrange lectures for Mr. Watts in Orangeville, Banie, and other p~aces, an? while doing
so has managed to get up a httle exCitement on his
own account. He is engaged in a debate this week
at the Science Hall, Alton, with a traveling preacher
who hails :fJ:om Dayton, 0., the Rev. Mr. McKeown.
You will probably get a report of the affair from
headquarters in a few days. There is a rather amusing incident connected with this debate which the
reverend gentleman tells. When he arrived in Alton
he went into the bar of the hotel (thinking probably
that that was the most likely place to find an Infidel)
and inquired for Mr. Algie. He there encountered a
slightly inebriated individual, who said: " 'Scuse me
-hie-minister -of-hie-gospel, I 'spose~" "Yes."
"·what denomination~" "Baptist." "Well-.-hiesorry. I'.m ~;t-hic-Presbyterian, I am. But-hiedon't yer go near them-hic-Algies. They're a bad
lot-hie-and they don't-hie-know nothin'." The
parson found J\'Ir. Algie at his office, al)cl after spending a few hours in "Liberty Hall" he gave it as his
opinion that for "a bad lot" they were certainly the
most comfortable and happy family he had met for a
long time-an opinion in which all who hav enjoyed
their generous hospitality will heartily concur.
The great moral wave which struck Toronto a few
weeks ago is still booming. The police inspector has
notified the cigar-store proprietors and all barber
shops, including the hotel shops, to close on Sunday,
and now the traveling public are informed that " no
faces are shaved, and only souls are saved on Sunday." The customs authorities hav·seizecl a consignment of Infidel books addressed to W. B. Cooke. The
New York lVorlcl and Police Gazette will not be allowed to come into this country any more. The bar
rooms are to hav all screens removed, and clear glass
:fJ:onts put in, so that the· poor sinners must drink
under the public· gaze. This last idea emanates from
the ministerial association. (Wonder how the same
publicity would work in their business.)
The keepers of all houses of ill fame hav been notified to leave the city, and all convicts, as their terms
of imprisonment expire, will be provided with passes
to some more congenial clime. "Now, by St. Paul,
the' work goes bravely on," and the Bible is to be
again read in the public schools. They bav been
using a compilation of Bible selections for some time,
but the school board voted at their last meeting to
hav the "book" restored and "put into the hands of
the pupils in all its purity." They poison the foun
tain while vainly trying to clam the flood.
If any of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER want to
take a short cut to heaven, let them purchase a ticket
via
ToRONTO.
Feb. 26, 1886.
0

0

Toronto has been favored during the past week
with a visit (or visitation) from the celebrated Rev.
Dr. Tiffany, of New York, who, by some means
known only to himself, has discovered the objects,
plans, and modus operandi of the Lord in regard to
the world, its creation, and ultimate destiny of the
inhabitants thereof, and is giving the whole scheme
away to the wondering public.
Among other things, he tells us that " God is
busily engaged in working out his grand idea, formed
Boonton Secular Union.
after the fall of man, of redeeming all mankind with
great glory, which is a work of ages. He all~wed folir
Through the zeal of Edwin Worman, the lifelong
thousand years to elapse before he began the work champion of Secularism, aided by the veteran Freeof redemption, but he is calm and ever working, a thinker, John Maxfield, and the ·Booth fa,,uily-ever
heavenly calm, so to speak, and it will take ages to united in every good work, adorning by their lives
complete the work." In answer to the lying Infidel their profession of Secularism-Mrs. F. C. Reynolds
statement that Cln·istianity is dying out he tells us and myself gave a brief course of lectures at this
that "in one hunili·ed years, or from the eighteenth place, resulting in sixteen persons emolling them(1784) to the nineteenth ce~tury (1884) the number selvs members of the Secular Union. Tuesday' evenof Christians increased from two huncll·ecl to four ing, the 23c1, the first meeting was called at the
hundred and ten millions." Great Scott 1 Again he Booth mansion, By-laws were adopted, a science
says: " Christ will in his own good time subdue all school inaugurated, and the following excellent list
that is evil-bad literatbre [I expect THE TRUTH of officers elected: President, Edwin Worman; viceSEEKER comes under that head], the Atheistic tenclen- president, Mrs. A. J\1. Booth; secretary, Miss Florcies in science, disease, and :finally death." So mote ence Hennion; treasurer, Thomas Dennis; vigilance
it be 1
·
committee, Hubert Booth, John Maxfield, and Kate
During the past year we hav had all the "big Booth; educational committee, Mrs ..A. M. Booth,
guns," Beecher, Talmage, Swing, and now Tiffany. Thomas Dennis, Florence Hennion; soc' :tl committee,
They each know all about the divine plan, and they Thomas Booth, Ada Booth, and JessiE. Booth.
all hav it differently. One might think there are as
Subject of study for ensuing week and Sunday
many " divine plans" as there are preachers-" you class: "The Nine Demands of Liberalism." Dues
pays your money and you takes your choice." But payable monthly in advance: J\fan and wife, 25 cents
we hav a prophet of our own, Dr. Wild, who clowns per month; unmarried men, 25 cents; tmmarriecl
them all. According to the gospel of Wilcl, the women, 10 cents; minors, between twelve and sixworld will be consumed by fire in the year 1935. teen, 5 cents. All paid dues for the month in adThey who are living at that time will be caught up vance, and the meeting adjourned with a vote of
into the clouds while the worlcl's cremation is going thanks to Mr. and MI·s. Reynolds, and tln·ee times
on. There is something cheerful in this view of the tln·ee cheers for·the Boonton Secular Union.
m""tte:r, .Some of us young headl':l Play liv to §ee the I
C. B. REYNOLDS,
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S. P. Putnam will lecture at Albany, Sunday, March
7th; at Pittsburgh, Sunday, March 14th; at Painesville, Ohio, March 17th; at Ridge Farm, Ill., March
19th; at Chebanse, March 20th; at Chicago, Sunday,
March 21st ; at Rochelle, March 23d ; at Rockford,
March 24th; at Leon, Ia., March 26th; at Omaha,
March 28th; at Ogden, Utah, April 18th; at Salt Lake
City, April 25th and May 2d. Other engagements
will be announced hereafter.
Below is the list of subjects of the lectures by the
secretary, and friends can select the themes which in
their judgment will be best adapted to the special
wants of their own communities :
" The Demands of Humanity."
"The New Heaven and Earth."
" The American Secular Union: Its Aims and
Methods."
"The Philosophy of Freethought."
" The Secular Sunday a Day of Rest."
"The Glory of Infidelity."
"Universal Mental Liberty : What it Is and How
to Achieve It."
"Individualism: Its Necessity and Safety."
" The Foundation of Morality."
The following givs a good account of frontier work:
OHLMAN, WYo., Feb. 22, 286.
S. P. PuTNAM, Dea;r Sir: We had a splendid turnout at
our meeting yesterday, considering the number of people in
our neighborhood and the bad :r;oads, which are abnost impassable for freighters this time of the year. A very_ good
lecture was delivered by T". F. Hersey, at the conclusion of
· which he challenged any respectable and regularly ordained
minister to debate on theological questions.
If we could arrange for a lecturer to come over this road
we could probably organize an auxiliary society in Sheridan
and Buffalo. There are good halls to be had in each place.
I think we can build a hall of our own in Ohlman after a
while. In tbe mean time we hav the use of a hall at Dayton
four miles away free of charge. There is a good country
about us, and there are many Liberals. I'Ve are one hundred
miles.from the Northern Pacific Railroad. I shall do the
best I can to raise the means so that you can lecture for us
on your return from Utah.
Yours truly,
Gus HoGAN.
Another veteran has gone-William S. Bailey, of
Nashville, Tenn., editor of the Libercd. I Temember
with pleasure my mee-ting him at Nashville in my
work of last year. Although over eighty years of
.age, he was still an earnest and radical Freethinker,
and was always ready to do his share of the labor.
His life has been a long and eventful one. He has
been a pioneer from youth to age, and in death he receives the honor of a brave and sincere reformer.
SAMUEL p PUTNAM.
0

Edmund W. Mitchell.
Edmund W. Mitchell died at West Junius, N.Y.,
on Monday, Feb. 22d, in the sixty-fifth year of his
age. He was born in Maine, and in eal'ly manhood
came to vVest Junius, where for many years he has
been a useful and honored citizen. He has held
offices of public trust; has always been an ardent
reformer, being especially interested in the Antislavery cause and the progress of Freethought. He
has never concealed his Radical and Liberal convictions. He has been thoroughly respected in a Christian community, and no difference of opinion has
lessened the popular acknowledgment of his integrity.
His word was as good a-s his bond. In all the relations of business he had the confidence of his associates.
He leaves a wife and six children;who are in entire
sympathy with his advanced ideas. His wife has
been a most faithful companion in all his work for
human welfare.
.
The funeral services were held in the old Quaker
meeting-house at vV~terlo?, ~- Y., about two. miles
from his home. Th1s buildmg was famous m the
days of Antislavery conflict, and resounded with the
voice of Garrison, Pillsbury, Foster, and other of
those devoted adherents of liberty. Here for over a
quarter of, a centlll"y hav b~en held every June the
yearly meetings of the Fnends of Progress. Mr.
Mitchell and Mr. Hemy Bonnel~ of Waterloo, and
others hav been prominent supporters of these gatherings, wherein every variety of opinion has been ex-
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pressed. From all the surrounding country the
attendance was large, and these assemblies hav become quite a feature in the reform movement of
western New York.
·
It was fitting to bid the last sad farewell to our
friend in the place which he had helped to consecrate
with his own fervent labors. There was a large
number of friends and citizens present. The services were conducted by Samuei P. Putnam. He
said:
·
To understand the character of our friend we must know
qre ideas and motivs of his life. What were these?
First, he believed simply in nature. He knew of nothing
above or beyond. This universe was to him the unbeginning and the unending. He recognized its laws, and to obey
·
them was the highest wisdom.
·Secondly, in nature the highest form of life and intelligance
to him was Humanity. This was the supreme being from
whence sprung the noblest motivs of action. Human relations were to our friend the highest and most sacred relations, and involved the greatest duties of which a man is
capable. .To be a good husband, father, citizen, friend, and
neighbor was to his mind the best tbat was possible to do.
There is no conceivable quality of being higher than that of
Humanity. If we conceive of a God, he must hav the qualities of human love, justice, wisdom, and power, or he is
nothing to our heart and hope. The old scriptures say that
we must love man in order to love God. Only through man
can we reach any wort!1y conception of God. Infinit goodness must be like human goodness or it is no goodness at all.
So, whether there be a. God or not, Humanity is the supreme
quality of being-in essence there can be nothing nobler or
!}lore beautiful. Therefore the relations of one human being
to another are the highest relations of duty and service that
are conceivable.
~ Our friend was commonly known as an Infidel; an honorarable name, because of the history that belongs to it. It is
said that the Infidel believes nothing. This is untrue. The
Infidel does believe, and he believes most vividly, for his belief is founded upon and is one with his knowledge. He believes all that the human mind can believe in truthfulness;
He believes in Nature, its majesty and beauty, its wondrous
laws, its mighty forces. He believes in the sunshine and the
flowers, the blue sky, the seed-time, and the harvest. He
believes in humanity, in what it is and what it can be. He
believes in human goodness, virtue, heroism, self-sacrifice,
love, affection, duties, and labors. What grander and more
inspiring belief can one ha v than this ? · This was the belief
of our friend, this was his creed, his philosophy. Through
this we see the nobleness of his life. It was rich, full, free,
radiant, because he accepted the truth, and only the truth.
As we stand by his grave we can hav no fear for him. He
can front the universe because he has been a faithful man. If
he survives the shock of death, the same power that makes
for beauty and virtue here, will giv the same brightness in the
hereafter. All life is one; Nature, which givs the sun and
flowers now, the harvest, the fruit, will always do the same
in every realm of being and effort. If our friend sleeps, he
sleeps well; if he livs, he livs with that same power which is
present in this world, and the same laws, and the same
beneficence are with him as with us.
We must weep, but our tears glisten with the sunlight of
memory ai:td hope. Our friend has given to us a priceless
inheritance. It is a joy to recall his life through the many
years that are past; to think of his good deeds; of the flowers,
the seeds of which he planted; the harvest that he helped to
make, the paths that he made joyqus. Through memory,
and through love, in death he becomes a deathless impulse.
\Ve shall be more true and brave, more kind and neighborly,
because he has left for us so beautiful an example. He will
be a constant inspiration-a presence still in this elevating
influence, which, like the light of stars, is made most potent
by the darkness that shadows his being. Does he not also
giv us hope? Hope in this world, hope in Humanity, hope
in progress, hope in virtue. The to-morrow is brighter because he has lived with us to-day, because he has shown
what man can do in the strength of his own nature. Thus
grief flows to joy deeper than ever, for life is more grand and
solemn as we stand by the open grave·.
From the grave we go forth into the world and its constant
struggle with greater heart and hope, for our brother hath
left living words behind tbat like a trumpet call summon us
.
to duty.
He speaks the word Liberty. He struck the chains from
the oppressed, the shackles from the body. The slave eould
bless him for his aid. He speaks also for mental freedom,
the foundation of morality, the beginning of all virtue.
He speaks the word Science. He submitted to Science.
It was to him the gospel of life, the only source of knowledge, the sole interpreter of the universe, and the guide of
human effort.
He speaks the word Humanity, the highest word of all,
that for which liberty and science are-the ennoblement of
man, his happiness, the building of heaven on earth, the
attainment of that earthly paradise which is the dream of alL
We lay our brother in the grave; farewell, farewell, we
say. Farewell, kind husband, dear father, upright citizen,
gentle neighbor, brave reformer, friend of humanity, lover of
progress, farewell! Dust returns to dust, but thou sJ:mlt. liv
in the memory and the affections of those that mourn thy
death. Thy death shall be a blessed teacher ; it shall teach
love, devotion, kindness, and sympathy. Hereafter, because
of thy now silent lips, the mother shall be more dear to her
children and the children more blessed to the mother. We
cover thee with earth and giv the last look to thy dead face,
but in the chambers of remembrance thou shalt shine-in the
thoughts of wife and children, of friends and neighbors, of
the world which is better and happier because thou hast
lived. To the bosom of nature we commend thy body, but
thy virtue still abides in the stream of humanity, in all the
inspirations of human progress.
Tile Voice of" the Workingman.
F1·om the Inaust1"ial Ap]Jeal of Ottnrnwa, Iowa.

TrrE TRUTH SEEKEH, printed in New York city, is very
much occupied now in aiding the effort to open the museums
of that city on Sundays. This will be for the benefit cf the
laboring classes, who can get no time on other days to visit
these places of instructiv entertainment. But the hide-bound
church bosses are fio·htin"' the scheme with all their power,
because, they affirn~, it ';,vill desecrate the Sabbath. We
hope the plan will succeed.
TriE Tmr'l'n SEEKER is amon"' the very best of FreethouO"ht
papers. Among i~s numermi~ entertaining articles is gne
entitled "An Exammation of Church History," by some one
who knows the early '1istory of the Cl}tholic church. The
pnper is broad and liberal in its views.
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A Jewish Notion of Genesis.
The opening chapters of the Bible, as a treatis on
geology, may or may not present truth. I incline to
the belief that they do not. For all the attempts to
prove that they do, do violence to every sound principle of interpretation. Days are lengthened into
periods ; light is drawn out .into cosmic fire. With
the magician's wand words and phrases are transmuted into technical terms of a manual on geology.
And the strangest thing of all-after all the labor
spent-is that the scientific mind which thousands of
years anticipated both Darwin and Lyell, should hav
been such a bungling tyro in the easier art of expression as to cloud up his meaning most egregiously,
we _even can only get at the real kernel by piercing
in the sweat of the brow through the hard husk !
And all ages before herein failed to draw the sweeter
milk of the truth treasured for thinking mankind.
Was before the Copernican system the world not
equally; sure that Ptolemy and Moses were agreed?
And before Ptolemy, and after, were not Aristotle
and the Pe1;1tateuch teaching the same things ? How
dangerous this method of interpretation is, and how
elastic, the recent controversy between Gladstone and
Huxley showed to all that had eyes to see. With
what right will you dispute that the plural in the
name of the deity and his speech is not a proof of the
trinity, if you allow his other positions? You cannot
come with rebuttals from Philo or the Midrash, showing that they explained the passage differently, and
more correctly. The mag·ician who reconciles Darwinism and geology with the first chapter of Genesis,
has an equal right to reconcile Mosaism with Trinitarianism. Yea, the whole method is-Christian.

-E. IL G, in the Jmvish Reforrnm·.
AN ENGLISH::\UN'S IDEA.
Modern critics, believing or unbelieving, who hav
studied the Biblical books as literature-studied
them, for instance, as Professor Dowden has studied
Shakspere-concur in pronouncing the Bible absolutely free from natural science. They find there
history, poetry, moral philosophy, theology,- lives and
letters, mys~ical, devotional, and didactic pieces; but
science there is none. Natural objects are, of coUl·se,
repeatedly refened to, and with unsUl'passed sympathy and accuracy of observation; but neither in
the intention of any of the innumerable authors nor
in the execution of their work is there any direct
trace of scientific teaching. Could anyone with any
historic imagination for a moment expect that there
would hav been? There was no science then.
Scientific questions were not even asked then. "To
hav given men science would not only hav been an
anachronism, but a source of mystification and confusion all along the line. The almost painful silence
-indeed, the absolute sterility-of the Bible with
regard to science is so marked .as to hav led men to
question the very beneficence ·of God. Why was
not the use of the stars explained to navigators, or
chloroform to surgeons? Why is a man left to die
on the hillside when the medicinal plant which could
save him, did he but know it, lies at his feet ? What
is it to early man to know how the moon was made?
"-'bat he wants to know is how bread is made. How
fish are to be caught, fowls snared, beasts trapped
and their skins tanned-these are his problems.-

.P?·of. Henry Drummond in the Nineteenth Oenttwy.

Lectures and l\Ieetings.
E. C. WALKER's lecture engagements at present are: six
lectures at Silvan Springs, Ark., beginning March 13th; St.
Joseph, Mo., April 4th. Between these dates engagements
are wanted in southeastern Kansas, southwestern J\olissouri.
and northern Arkansas. After April 6th work is wanted on
the western divisions of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe,
the Southern Kansas, and the St. Louis and San Francisco
during the remainder of that month and first ten days of
l\'Iay. Address him at Valley Falls, Kan.
A couRSE of four lectures will be delivered before Friendship Liberal League in Industrial Hall, Broad and Wood
streets, Philadelphia, Pa., by Charles ·watts, as follows:
Sunday, ~Iurch 14th, at 2:30 P.)J., subject, "Civilization:
What has Promoted and What has Retarded It;" at 7:30
P.lii., subject, "The True Philosophy of Life." Sunday,
M.arch 21st, at 2:30 P.M., subject, "Freethought: Its Struggles and Triumphs;" at 7:30 P.~r., subject, "The New Testament: Its History and Its Teachings." N. B.-These lectures are free to the public. Liberals throughout the state are
cordially invited to be present.
J. E. REMSBURG's meeting at Hastings, Mich., Feb. 20th
and 21st, was a great success. When the doors of the Opem
Honse were opened. Saturday evening, every seat was quickly
filled, and still the crowd came pouring in. Masonic Hall
near by was emptied of its clmirs and two hundred additional
seats provided. The stage was covered with chairs, and
still many were comrJellefl to stand. The meeting Sunday
afternoon was but a repetition of this, while on Sumltly evenin"' many were unable to gain admittance. On Monday
m~rnin"' Mr. Remsburg left lhstings, and the same evening
spoke ht Holland, N. Y., _more th_an four hu?-dred miles
distant. Mr. Remsbu;g ca;ned m~t Ins program for Febr:mry
as announced, exceptmg Ius appomtment at Wayland, MiCh.,
which had to be postpon~l~ on accoun~ of inability to secure
hall for date set. In add1t10n to appomtments announced he
lectured at Naples, N.Y. From Feb. 4th to Feb. 28th he delivered twent.v-six lectures.
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~tltclions.
A Protest and a Plea.
In the Nineteenth Oentut·y of last November Mr.
Gladstone published a remarkable article, which has
already received two answers. Professor Hurley has
. dealt with its science, Professor Max Muller with its
· mythology and etymology ; and even the "Ulysses
of dialectics" will, I think, find it hard to reply to or
refute either the one or the other. This protest of
mine is founded on a much smaller point, but one on
which I am entitled to speak, inasmuch as Mr. Gladstone did me the honor to allude to me directly and
by quotation, though not by name.
The phrase to which I object occurs in a paragraph
which expresses surprise "·not only at the fact, but
at the. manner in which in this day, writers, whose
name is legion, unimpeached in character and abounding in talent, not ollly put away from them, cast into
shadow or into the very gulf of negation itself, the
conception of a deity, an acting and ruling deity. Of
this belief, which has satisfied the doubts, and wiped
away the tears, and found guidance for the footsteps
of so many a weary wanderer on earth, which among
the best and greatest of our race has been so cherished by those who had it, and so longed and sought
for by those who had it not, we might suppose that
if at length we had _discovered that it was in the light
of truth untenable, that the accumulated testimony of
man was worthless, and that his wisdom was but
folly, yet at least the decencies of mourning would be
vouchsafed to this irreparable loss. Instead of this,
it is with a joy ancl exultation that might almost recall the frantic org·ies of the Commune that this, at
least at first sight, terrific and overwhelming calamity
is accepted and recm;ded as a gain." (The. italics are
my own.)
The phrase is cruel, misdirecting, unjust. As reverently as those who believe that the Bible is the
word Qf God-the ipsissima ver;ba-and the church
of Christ the sole ark of salvation, do we, who doubt
of both, worship the truth and stretch out our hands
to the light. If we think that such religions as the
world has hitherto seen have been subjective and not
given from without-self-generated and not revealed-it is not because we are indifferent tc the
religious idea, not because we want to get rid of a
restraining moral influence, nor yet because we despise the consolations of faith and the peace which
follows prayer. It is simply because certain things,
integral to those revelations, cannot stand the test of
scientific truth, and fall to pieces under the touch of
reason. And what is this joy, this exultation, to
which Mr. Gladstone assigns so shameful a parallelism~ Is it in our sense of freedom, through our
deliverance from the cruel superstitions which have
overwhelmed brave men with abject terror, reduced
feeble minds to imbecility and inflamed ardent ones
to maduess--which have ruined the happiness of
multitudes, destroyed innumerable lives, and put instruments of torture into the hands of fanatics wherewith to oppress their .victims, till the hell they
preached was translat~d to earth, and the devil tbey
painted was embodied in their own persons ~ Must
we bury that devil with the " decencies of mournmg,"
and hang up wreaths. of parsley and crowns of immortelles on the closed gates of hell~ Yet neither
the one nor the other is to be extricated from the
conelative ideas of God and heaven as given to us by
the Bible and the Christian churches. vVhat is our
exultation~
To feel that we are men, sunounded by
unfathomable mysteries, but free from the fears
which desolate and degrade-to feel that we can look
up to-heaven above unabashed if questioning-that
we are one with the nature we do not yet understand,
but part of the whole, and not ruled off to a special
destiny of eternal torment-to have broken our
ghastly idol, the Moloch of om sorrow, blo9dstained
and tear-bedewed, and to have enshrined in its place
Infinity and Law-this is our joy, deep, solenm, selfrespecting, abiding; and we would that all humanity
shared it. But to question the objective truth of
the anthropomorphic religions accepted by man ~s
revelations, and to have cast from us the hideous
superstitions bound up with them, is not to repeat
the "frantic orgies of the Co=une."
The theory of direct revelation creates a dilemma
from which I see no escape. Either it is necessary
for the spiritual well-being of man that truths taught
by God himself should be known and believed, or it
is not. If the former, then we are landed in the
mystery of Partiality and the Favored Nation; with
the corollary of injustice to those excluded for no
fault of their own-by the mere accident of their
birth deprived of benefits essential to their eternal
happiness. If the latter, then it seems scarcely worth
the trouble for Onmipotence to have delivered a message in the tremendous form assumed by Christians,
if the fate of the excluded is not touched thereby,
and everything is made pleasant at last for every one
all round. If we accept the theory of a U :..tified
Truth delivered by direct revelation, we are forced
into the position occupied by Roman Catholics and

Moha=edans-that is, the exclusion of unbelievers
from the privileges pronlised to the faithful-and the
consequent injustice of the divine being, who favors
some and disinherits others, irrespective of personal
merits and for motives of pure caprice.
Better than a divine source seems to me the purely
human origin of this belief ill a specialized arid partial revelation, and how it is the translation into
religion of that passionate patriotism which makes its
own tribe, race, nation, the finest in the world, the
preservation and supremacy of which is of the first
importance. It is no other than the egotism which
is necessary for self-preservation, but which cannot
bear the test of reason exterior to itself. Standing
apart from all, and impartial to all, we can judge better than when we are face to face with one alone. And
standing apart, judging for the whole human race
and on the broad grounds of equal justice, we see
how infinitely unjust would be any· partial revelation-any creation of a favored nation which should
exclude from participation in its benefits the innocent
disinherited. If we find joy, too, in this deliverance
from the injustice involved in partial, local, and racial
revelations-revelatimis made to some and withheld
from others-it is because we open the doors of truth
to all :humanity alike-making it general and not
special-because we think our spiritual democracy a
nobler thing than the creation of an aristocracy
among souls, where inherited belief in Christ, Mohammed, Jehovah, or Vishnu confers celestial rank
and eternal privileges, denied to the excluded. But
to see ollly the mind of man in concrete religious systems is not to deny nor to despise the religious
idea-the instinct of reverence for the Highest
Ideal-the worship which is inspired by the sense of
Infinity-the confession of that Something beyond
ourselves and our knowledge, which some men call
God, and others the Unknowable, and others, again,
the Law of Righteousness by which we are governed and to which we strive to attain.
The_ very. fact that there are more religions than
one in the world, and that each consoles and sustains
its worshiper, smely of itself proves the subjective
quality of creeds. Who can deny the power which
belief in the gods of Olympus had on men~ When
wild thoughts and tumultuous desires disturbed the
Greek girl's heart, did she derive no calming spiritual
influence when she fled to the altar of Artemis and
laid her offerings. before the goddess, beseeching her
divine support ~ Where was the difference between
her prayer and that of her younger sister who kneels.
before the shrine of the Virgin to-day, or turns in
fear · of herself to her patron saint, her guardian
angel, asking each to defend her frolll; sinful thoughts 1
Was the story of Actreon, slain for his presumptuous
intrusion on divine privacy, less real to the Greek
than is to the Jew that of the fifty thousand and
three score and ten men of Beth-shemesh, smitten because they had looked into the Ark of the Lord~
When women, in .their hour of trial, cried out to
Lucina, was it with a different feeling from that
which makes the Sicilian invoke the aid of la Madonna
della Catena ~ Was the mystery of the birth of
Dionysos more incredible than th~t of the Miraculous
Conception, or the avatar of Crishna ~ Like our own
Divine Triad, unseen by excess of light, hidden behind . the clouds, veiled in the summer sunshine,
heard in the tempest, and present in the darkness of
the night, ever unseen but ever there, the gods of
Olympus drew in council. together and watched. over
the affairs of the men they had made. And the pious
believed what they did not see, and worshiped by
faith, not knowledge. When some bold skeptic denying possibility, or ardent believer seeking to realize
his faith, climbed to the top of the Sacred Hill,
searching for proof, what did he find~ Was there
but one feather of eagle or of dove, of peacock or of
owl, to attest the truth of the greater by the evidence
of the less ?-one solitary stain of the old gray stone,
swept by the wind and bleached by the snow, which
showed where the nectar had fallen from Hebe's cup
or Ganymede's unpracticed hand '?-one spangle of
gold from the girdle worn by the " Most Beautiful~"
Was there one smallest material proof of the existence
of those Divine Twelve, to whom so many temples
had been raised, so many prayers addressed ~ Do
we believe their objective existence now~ and have
we buried them with the " decencies of mourning ~ "
What to us is that vision of Athene which inspired
the artist and cheered the. faint and feeble ~-what the
worth of those processions and prayers, those offerings and sacrifices, which then were held all-powerful
to avert war or secure victory, to give good crops to
the land and bring divine favor to the devout~ What
to us are those divine advocacies or enmities in which
Achaian and Trojan so implicitly trusted ~ Do we
believe in the visit of Jove and Mercury to Baucis
and Philemon-even those of us who accept as divine
the stories in the Bible of how God and his angels
came down to visit Adam and Eve, Abram and Sara,
Moses and Mary? Where are the satyrs who frightened the nymphs in the woods, and the fauns who
linked the- human with the brute ~ Where are the
rude gods of the river, fathers of men ~-the Eumenides and Ate, Styx and Cerberus ~ Do we not now

confess their phantasmal, subjective, self-generated
existence ~ Do we not say : " These things riever
were, but were ollly thought to be?" Yet one of the·
charge,s which cost Socratj:ls his life was that he'despised the tutelary deities of the state, putting in
their place another divinity; which was as if a
medieval Spaniard should have denied the actual
appearance of Saint J"ago at the battle of Clavijo; or
his brother monks have que,stioned the holy visitation
to Fra Angelico; or as when some modern thinker
stands apart from the anthropomorphism of the Chris- ,
tian creed, doubts direct revelation, and questions
the divine authorship of the first chapter of Genesis, ,
in favor of unchangeable law and progressive iDJ.provement in knowledge, brain-power, and cosmic
conceptions.
Admit the theory of an Omnipotent Artificer outside Lltw-of an Author of Creation who could have
made all things differently if he would-and we are
caught in a network of contradictions from which
there is no possibility of freeing om·selves. Where
do we find the benevolence of that acting and ruling
deity, belief in whom has, truly enough, "satisfied
the doubts, wiped away the tears, and found guidance
for the footsteps of .so many a weary wanderer on
the earth~" Not in nature, of which man is but one
manifestation among the countless millions. All
through nature we find pain and strife and death as
the charter of existence. The weak are the prey of
the strong, and life must incessantly be sacrificedthat life may continue to exist. We make great
account of our own pains, and put up prayers in
churches when certain microscopic organisms have
taken possession of us, and are rapidly destroying
our vitality; 'but who prays Omnipotence for the
small crab held down by the big one, and slowly
picked to death . by those ruthless pi'ncers tearing
fragment after fragment from the quivering flesh beneath the shell~ What feebler-winged creature
invokes supernatural aid against the tenible dragonfly, the murderous wasp, bearing down ·on it for
destruction ~ Look at the spider, the vulture, the
tiger, the cannibal, and the tyrant among men. Are
they not all parts of one great whole-integral to
creation as it is-different manifestations of the same
law~ But if not the result of law, working inexorably and automatically from its own center, then are
they the deliberate work of an independent creator,
who might have done differently and more mercifully
if he would. In which theory lies the most reasonableness and the most" humility ?-in that which confesses ignorance of the causa causans, or in that
which creates unanswerable contradictions because of
its declaration of knowledge, and its ascription of
pain, misery, and death to the will of a beneficent
deity and an omnipotent and all-wise father~
If there be any truth in science at all, and astronomy, geology, chemistry, biology are not so many
delusions of the senses, there was a time when our
ancestor-whom, for wan,t of a better term, we call
Primitive Man-was removed from the brute ollly in
somuch as he had a more erect carriage, a little bigger
brain, and more completely differentiated members.
Of religion, morality, decency, pity, sociallaw,·patriotism, he understood no more than the ape, his
brother. He was' as much outside the pale of the
moral law as the spider or the vulture. In his mmders, his cannibalism, his bestialities was no sin, because there was no knowledge. He was simply a
brute, inclosing in himself potentialities of futme d · ·
velopment. The product of the law of evolution, he
had within him the power of evolution. By slow
degrees his brain grew and his thoughts ripened. He
learnt the value of fixed laws for government, and
the consequent need of obedience, with punishment
for infraction. He developed a conscience, and he
developed morality; and among his moral qualities
he developed pity for suffeling. Fear of the pitiless
elements, of the ferocity of wild beasts, ignorance of
causes and consequent fear of results, together with
dreams, sickness, and death, had already created an
Elemental God. When the social conscience was
born, the creation of a Moral God, the pitiful helper
of man, followed as of necessity-by the same law as
that which created the elementaJ deity, and made visible fetishes of stones and trees, prefacing the graven
images and painted idols. Imperfect social conditions
necessitated a Comt of Ultimate Appeal. The man
oppressed here by his stronger superior, and helpless
in a state of society where might was right and law
was not justice, needed some one to redress his
wrongs-if not now nor here, yet in the future-the
beyond. The tyranny of the potent kings must be punished by the wrath of the one omnipokat; the sufferings of the innocent and helpless m' ~at be avenged
by the eternal ruler who holds the scales and metes
out justice. But our God was, and is; the transcript
of our social condition-the measure of our knowledge. The social and personal wrongs of which we
make so much account are but the translation into
human action of the material sufferings pervading all
animate creation. Why must a man be eternally compensated for a cruel and untimely death, or for the
loss o~ his worldly goods and gear, while the worm,
pulled asunder by two blackbirds or slowly devoured
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by flies-which tried Frederick Robertson's faith so
sharply-the smaller lobster, which is ejected from
its safe hiding-place among the rocks and thrown out
· into the waste of the sea to perish by its enemies is
but fulfilling its appointed destiny, without which fife
would not exist at all ~ This necessity for a Comt of
Ultimat\l Appeal and a righteous Judge who shall
compensate those who have been afflicted here while
punishing the oppressors, seems to me no ~ore a
necessity when life is over than compensation for the
wo~m or the lobster. Each is the same thing, differentiated by circumstances and conditions-the homogeneity of natme and the invariability of the universal
law being surely among the first lessons to be learned
by those who dare to think.
Better and truer than the individual consolations
' o.f eternity are the general ameliorations wrought in
t1me. By the law of evolution which rules societythe expression of man's mind-just as it rules the
translation of organisms, wrong and injustice create
better' laws when the human brain has advanced to
the point when it can understand that injustice and
shape a nobler ideal. The world, which in its barbarous nonage prostrates itself at the feet of crowned
robbers covetous of their neighbors' vineyards--of
royal murderers setting obstructive husbands in the
front of the battle that the wives may bepossessed
in peace-in its manhood sees the greater good of
equal justice to all, and preaches the nobler law of
rights and duties as against that of submission and
privileges. The specialized inheritance of the few
enlarges itself into the generous democracy of Christ,
which swept down the bfl,lTiers of the court and rent
the veil of the temple. The Favored Nation was
called on to share ; the aristocrats 'of heaven had to
enlarge their borders, and the Elect to add new
t~nones to their number. But as presbyter, once a
liberal protest, grew to be only " old priest writ
large," so Christianity, which was in the beginning
as wide as humanity, by the law of consolidation and
contraction working in things spiritual as well as
material, has become as close a guild and as exclusive
a sect as the Judaism it was pledged to displace. By
the dogma of a Unified Truth, of a divine and direct
revelation, giving privileges to those who believe and
entailing loss on those who are excluded, the Savior,
whose salvation was in his universality, has been narrowed into a sectarian deity, like Jehovah, like Allah,
like Vishnu. It is the Agnostic who now takes up
this lapsed creed of universality-who preaches
afresh the democracy of souls--who, in his belief that
the religious idea is one to be improved and finally
perfected by evolution and knowledge, sees the true
salvation of men and their final redemption from
error. In this belief lie his hope for the futme and
his patience with the present. -He trusts to time to
carry on the work of mental enlargement, as it has
already, together with that of physical improvement;
he trusts to science to give us increase of veritable
kn?wledge-and he knows that his trust is not in
vam.
All bitterness and reproach, all persecution and
scorn, are among the things dead and done with to
the Agnostic. As little as he would curse the elements which wrMked his house and ruined his land
would he cmse-though he would prevent-the spiritual cruelties of his brother, acting according to the
law of an uneducated mind, a brutish nature·, and
walking by the dim light of that dawn which is not
yet morning. He knows that humanity must fulfil
the universal law, and from low, amorphous beginnings reach up to moral nobleness and spiritual
beauty. He knows that all society is experimental,
all laws are tentative; that the stream of tendency
does indeed make for righteousness, with many windings and much doubling back on its way, but always
flowing onward from the darkness to the light-from
the narrow rock in the mountain to the broad and infinite sea. In the abhorrence which good men feel
for crime he· sees the ultimate destruction of crime ;
in the great Man-God which forms the ideal of all
religions he sees the projection of humanity itself on
the screen of the futme ; in the fact that this humanity has eve~''•touched the level of Moses, Buddha,
Christ, he sees the possibilities of the whole race.
He knows alid humbly confesses the great wall of the
Unknown between him and the Ultimate Verity.
But in measuring where he stands now from that
brutish Primitive who was his ancestor, he sees no
limit to further infinite advance. He sees no limit
save that of the individual. Every man must be born
helpless, and if he lives to the end of his·tether he
must die decayed, carrying his exveriences with him.
All the same the race survives.
Let it be so. The individual is nothing. He is no
more than the diatom, the bit of protoplasm which
helps to make a geological stratum and a biological
world. From the individual as he is now-striving
.after righteousness, suffering for truth, offering himself as a fragment in the great stepping-stone-will
come the race which shall some day be as gods,
knowing good and evil. The storms of the present
may wither the vines and blight the fig-trees, but the
'·oots remain ; and it is better to be among the eternal
·.coots of Yggclrasil, barren of beauty for ourselves,

but helping in the life and solace of others, than to
be one of the fairest of the annuals-things born of
the day and perishing with the day, leaving nothing
permanent nor solid behind. Ah! better than all
personal gain of riches or of love, which perish with
our lives, is that immortality of infl.].lence fmmd in
the example of those who have done a noble deed or
spoken a brave truth ! Worst of all the errors, most
deadly of all the irreligious denials, is that egotistic
preference of individual gain over the general wellbeing. Not against those who doubt .the divine ,Personality they .cannot see-who question the fatherly
care and beneficence of an omnipotent artificer who
has made sorrow, suffering disease, and death necessities of existence-but against the egotists who
make th~ unit of more importance than the whole
should such men as Mr. Gladstone turn their arms.
Speculative opinions are incapable of proof, but moral
heroism is a certain quantity ; and the belief in and
practice of Altruism are essentiallyparts of that code
which has to come to the front in the futme. Once
men did not see the higher ideal contained in the
spiritualized Lord whom Paul preached, over the
deities whom Ovid vulgarized. They preferred their
joyous hymns and pictmesque processions to the
colder, more sublime, ·less tangible worship of the
"pale Galilean," belief in whom included the socialism
of general poverty for this world and the hope of
happiness transferred_ from life here to life after
death. What was it to the joyous Greek, to the
strong and sensual Roman, to whom Hades was but
a world of shadows, to be told to give up all hereall that was lovable, pleasmable, tangible-for the
hJ'Vothetical joys of heaven~ Did he not say: "I
will take when I can and hold by what I know~" just
as those to whom Altruism is unwelcome because of
its destruction of egotism say: "What to me is the
race~ I suffer-Ilove_:_I desire; what do I care for
the rest~" But it has to come. The nobler life is
inevitable; and the day when Duty shall overcome
Pleasme, and Altruism be stronger than Individualism, is as certain in the future as is the calculation
of an eclipse or a new discovery in chemistry.
The loss out of his life of a personal deity does not
dismay the Agnostic, and the destruction of his belief in direct revelation has not left him desolate. As
a brave man knows how to die and pass into the
darkness of the grave with calmness and dignity, so
a brave soul knows how to live by the light of an
educated conscience only-that conscience being the
result of gr!'l.dual development, as much as is the
sense of justice and the consciousness of shame. He
waits for the time when better knowledge shall enable
men to reconcile the mystery of the material cruelty
of natute with the pity, the justice, the moral sense,
which are the active and substantive possessions of
man only-who, after all, is only matter conscious
of itself to the highest degree yet attained. He does
not know why the House of Life .should be thus divided against itself, nor why he, who is only a higher
translation of the Force which expresses itself in the
worm and the crab, should ·feel pity when he sees the
one pulled asunder by two blackbirds-a sickening
kind of indignation when the living flesh of the other
is being slowly picked out by the pincers of the
stronger. One with nature, and the product of
material things, his revulsion from the circumstances
of his origin is not to be explained by the theory of
a moral sense-that something extra added by the
God who has originated these circumstances. This
would be to make the creator ashamed of his own
creation, and to make man his judge and assessor.
It is a mystery; and the greatest of the many by
which we are smrounded. Why matter, fully conscious of itself in the mind of man, should find the
inevitable law, the tmalterable conditions of life,
cruel, and should do what it can to ameliorate them,
is an enigma not to be explained away by the story of
Adam and Eve-a talking snake standing erect-a
God who walked in the garden in the cool of the
evening-a Forbidden Tree and a Tree of Life-or
any other of the mythological circumstances to which
the orthodox pin their faith, finding them sufficient
for their peace.
Let us go out into the open and judge for ourselVes. Let us climb to the top of Mount Olympus,
of Ararat, of }\l[eru; let us lift up the lid of the Ark
of the Covenant, enter the Sepulcher, touch the stone
at Mecca, feel the wheels of the car of JubO"bo-ernaut,
and test what we find by the aiel of reason and such
science as we possess. If we find there things which
vanish as we look-things vaporous as clouds that
cannot be held-unstable as the riyer mist which can· h b" ·
not be compelled-can we still believe m t e o 1ectlve
existence of the faiths bmmd up with these things~
Or shall we not rather say they are all of the same
order-prophet and pythoness, angel and demigod,
Madonna and Hera, Crishna and Christ, Jehovah and
Zeus-they are all names, not persons, an? all represent analogous conditions of brain differentiated by
climate and the tendencies of the race~ Beyond
them all lies the boundless and impersonal Infinite·
.
·
the grandeur of unpart1allaw-the p:·lZeS to be won
from the depths of the as yet nnl,nown-and the
one con,crete imperishable essence of all religion-
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our duty to our fellow-men, and om duty in selfrespect to ourselves.
Always the popular faith has been the last word,
the supreme revelation, to those who believe; and
always the first doubters-the Uhlans preceding the
army of destroyers and subsequent reconstructorshave been made martyrs to their negation. To be
said to doubt the tutelar deities of the city cost
Socrates his life-Socrates, who, before all men, taught
reverence and preached virtue. To deny that Jesus,
the Son of Mary, was God Incarnate has cost many
hundreds of lives. To question the divine mission
of Mohammed has been as fatal to thousands as was
the denial of the supremacy of Jehovah to the priests
of Baal. Thewo.rld reveres its idols, and looks neither
to the fashion of their make nor to the passions they
typify. Jealous or cruel, punishing the children for
the father's l:lin or demanding the sacrifice of the innocent for the redemption of the guilty-these idols
are precious beyond all else, and their worship is
held as dear as life itself. And ever the deniers of
their divinity have been accuE\ed of preaching the
wildest immorality as well as the most godless irreligion, and of desiring to break all the wholesome
restraints which keep men from crime and vice and
force them to obey the moral law. "The frantic
orgies of the Commune!" Yes, that is the modern
name for the old stone. It is always the same stone,
renamed according to circumstances. But by and by
the world comes up to these pioneers. Then it
ceases to revile, and takes their place, crying out :
" We 1."llew all this before; you are telling us no new
thing."
There is no more sin in questioning the· objective
truth of religious systems than there is in verifying a
scientific position. We seek the truth, and the fact
of this seeking is the proof that we have not yet
found. " Judicial blindness" is the phrase of certainty so far as the individual is concerned. But his
realization does nothing for another; on the contrary,
that one man realizes one thing and his brother another incontestably proves the subjective quality of
each creed. The cry of the human heart is yet
unanswered, and the reconciling medium between
man's moral sense and the natm·allaw is yet to seek.
The world stands with parched lips, waiting for this
dew 6f Hermon by which its thirst will be slaked;
and till we can reconcile these two opposing manifestations of the same Force it must remain unsatisfied. The solution is not to be fmmd in the doctrine
of Original Perfection, the Fall, and the consequent
sufferings of all life for the childish disobedience of
one man. Meanwhile, we who believe in the futm·e
of humanity by the law of progress wait, hoping and
of good heart. Schools are om temples ; science is
our ritual; time is om· heaven ; the hlJ.man race contains our future gods ; and the Satan we have to
conquer and to chain is that arid Egotism which despises for the race what it cannot enjoy in its own
person, and cares more for the salvation of its own
individuality than it does for the redemption of the
world. If in this creed can be found any analogy to
the frantic orgies of the Commune, I for one am content to stand in the pillory, and let Mr. Gladstone
and his co-religionists pelt me at their pleasure
'
E. LYNN LINTON

Seeing God.
Moritz Saphir, a distinguished writer and a Jew,
died in 1858 at the age of sixty-four. He was a special favorit of King Ludwig-Carl (Louis-Charles) of
Bavaria, who abdicated the throne in 1848 in consequence of an unholy alliance with Lola Montes.
King Louis was a Catholic, and his wife a Protestant.
This royal equation of religious profession was necessary to the maintenance of the equilibrium of the
kingdom, Louis persuaded Saphir to become a
Catholic. By and by the queen induced the Catholic
Jew to embrace Protestantism. His conversion in
both cases was easy. But on a festiv occasion, while
in a convivial mood, he amused the king and his parasites by saying: "When I was a Jew my God saw
me, but I didn't see him. When I became a Catholic
I saw my God (pointing to Christ on a cross), but he
didn't see me. When I became a Protestant my God
didn't see me, and I didn't see him." ANTICHRIST.
Iteligion an<l Scotch Whisky.
A Scotchman said: "When I was a lad I belonged to a
relio-ious family. l\'Iy father would never go out or :tllow us
to clo so on Sunday, except to see the 'beauties of nature,'
though I think that he was temporizing with hie conscience
when he went out to walk, even on that plea. We used to
be sent to church and Sunday-school regularly with our
Bibles in d'nr hands-every one carries a Bible when he goes
to church in Edinburgh-and one Sunday, when I lost my
Bible up on Arthur's t:;eat I had to lie about it, and sar that I
lost it in my seat in church. But what. would astomsh the
spiritual eludes of this town and generatiOn was the fact that
Sunday-school conventions used to be held in the gin-mills.
Oh, it's a filet! Every IV cdncsday night, sir, the. Sundayschool superintendents and teachers used to meet m a pothouse li~rht their lono-0 '"churchwardens," call for a can
apiec~ ol'sti:ff grog, and sit there with it before them, sipping
at intervals and discussing lessons and methods. That was
before the time of the temperance. agitation, and those o!d
lmrcl-shells thouo-ilt there was notlung more anomalous m
sitt.ing in a giu-l~ill to t!llk ~eligio_n than your Su_nday-sclwol
teacher nowadays does m d1scussmg church aiimrs at a Darca$ society tAa-party."
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and helping us ~
And in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRuTH
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The Irish Problem a Religious Issue.
When the Irish Nationalists and Home Rulers
were in a hopeless minority in Ireland, and the outlook for an Irish parliament was years in the distance, the pope, and, of course, his prelates and
priests in Ireland, held aloof, and extended no aid to
the people. When, however, the fight between
the Liberals and Tories became so close that it
was evident the Irish contingent in Parliament
would hold the -balance of power, and could dictate terms to either" party called.. to govern, the
pope sent word to At,chbishop .Walsh to see that
none but Catholics were\!'Jlected. He did not put his
instructions in just these\vords, but the meaning was
there. Archbishop Walsh\sent out a circular to the
priests, instmcting them to\take part in the nominating conventions, and the resi,llt is, of course, nearly a
solid parliamentary delegatio\J. of Catholics.
Upon the defeat of the To~,y ministry, and the advent of Mr. Gladstone to po\ver, the Tories seized
upon this sectarianism as a polivical weapon. Charges
are made that Home Rule me~ns Catholic rule, and
consequent persecution of Prot~stantism. Whether
this be tme or not, the political ~tmggle is assuming
a distinctly religious color. Construing the return of
nearly all Catholics to be a challeng~, Lord Randolph
Churchill, the Tory leader, has res~onded with the
cry _of Orangemen to the front, al:\d unless he is
choked off by Salisbury he promise~ to stir up a
lively religious riot. Last week he visited Belfast
with the avowed purpose of inflaming the Protestants to declare that they will hav a ciyil war rather
than home rule. His speech was ditected against
popery, and his denunciation of the confessional was
very bitter. It was, in fact, a harang of the sixteenth
century kind, when religion entered into every question of the day.
If 1\fr. Churchill had spoken from a secular point
of view, indicating the dangers from an exclusiv
Catholic rule; if he had advocated the establishment
of a government for Ireland which should ignore and
refuse to provide for religion, he might hav the sympathy of a great many good people who wish Ireland
well, but know that it never can be well with her as
long as her people are taxed to the last shilling to
support a horde of priests. As it is, he is but the
fomenter of religious strife, a Protestant partisan, a
demagog of a politician, instead of a patriot. When
Catholic and Protestant get each other by the throat,
the country is lost sight of, and the sect becomes the
impelling force and object for victory. History very

clearly demonstrates this. Time 'and' again has Ireland been ravaged by contending religious armies.
The instmctions of the pope previous to the election
last fall and the present attitude of the Orangemen
make in not impossible that she may be again.

A Stagnation in Methodism.
The Detroit Evening Ne1JJs is constantly prodding
the ~hrirches of Michigan with a sharp stick. Two
weeks ago it read the Baptists a severe lesson upon
their general inutility in the community, and now it
gently warns the Methodists that they are about
equally useless. In casting up the church work of
the Baptists in Michigan, the News found that they
had increased their membership during 1885 by only
eight hundred and six, at an expense of $327.89 'per
head. This, the News candidly admits, is a dismal
failure.
The Methodists of the state number something
like sixty thousand. They own over two millions and
a quarter of untaxed real estate. The expenses for
ministerial support for 1885 were $355,021; for current expenditures, $67,571, a total of $422,592. The
number of converts was 1, 784, making the cost per
head $242. The Baptists, says the News, " believe
that when once a person is converted it stands for all
eternity. God, they say, does his work so thoroughly
the first'time that he never has to do it over again.
The Methodists, on the other hand, teach that a converted person can 'fall from grace,' and therefore
needs to , be reconveded before he can be saved.
With the Methodists, therefore, it may be said that
the Sunday services are as well for the saved as for
the lost. The saints must be kept in the straight
and narrow path, while the sinners must be enticed
from the broad road that leads to everlasting damnation. Just how much of the. expenses, therefore,
should be put down to the cost of saving sinners, and
how much should be set against the expense of
keeping sinners saved, we Jeave each reader to figure
out·for himself."
This is cold-blooded reckoning to apply to such a
fervid subject as religion, and will, we fancy, be unpalatable to the churches. But what can they say~
Figures do not lie, and if the Methodists honestly
believe that not only conversion to Christianity in
general, but a quickening of spiritual life and a new
birth in Christ in particular, is necessary to escape
eternal damnation, they ought to feel grateful to the
editor who calls their attention to the awful state of
affairs now prevailing. Moreover, should they not at
once seek for the reason of the almost utter impotence of Methodism, which was once so powerful with
the illiterate and unreasoning masses ~
This question is not a new one. It has been agitating the leaders of Methodism for several years ..
Many answers to it hav been given by those outside
and inside the church. Some eminent Methodist
authorities consider the church fair to hav been a
great source of mischief. Respect for religi<;m, they
argue, must inevitably decline when the worldly see
its advocates and supporters openly using means to
cheat the public out of its cash which bear such close
resemblance to gambling that they cannot distinguish
between the two. Others take the view that revivals
drive away from the church many more than they
gain. Revivals, they say; gather in only those whose
emotions are easily wrought upon, and who backslide
at the first opportunity, to the merriment of the
scoffers and the detriment of the church. Revivals,
too (add these church critics), often unsettle the
reason of converts, and increase the population of insane asylums. They hav also to ·admit the ]ustice of
the reproach of the pathologists who point out that
the emotions awakened by the spiritual new birth
conduce very frequently to physical new births.
Other Methodist critics (and we may cite Dr. Buckley in this instance) urge that the habit of long
prayers by aged and prosy class-leaders has a tendency to keep the seats empty at prayer-meetings.
Another class of critics (but these are evidently hastil, and perhaps should not be quoted) say that the
frequency with which Methodist ministers are before
the courts in company with a female parishioner
exerts a strong influence upon the minds of the unTegenerate people, and does much toward retarding the
lengthening of the church-roll. The average man,
these critics allege, feels a hesitancy about subjecting
his wife and daughters to the temptations of pastoral
visits, church sociables, and emotional prayer-meetings.
But the severest criticism w_e remember to hav read is

that of Bishop Randolph S. Foster; of the Ohio con-.
ference. Mr. Foster entered the Methodist ministry
in 1837, and was ordained bishop in 1872. He is
one of the old-fashioned Methodists, who would hav
the clergy follow the exainple of John Wesley, and
preach in barns, or the streets, or in almshouses and
prisons, wherever a congregation could be gathered
together, or forced by workhouse keepers and jailers
to listen to him. He does not believe in the modern
Liberalism that is creeping into the church and finds
expression in _literary essays from the pulpits. "The
church of to-day," he thunders, "is courting the
world. Its members are trying to bring it down to
the level of the ungodly." . Mr. Foster sees in balls,
and theaters, a.nd art, a dangerous force making inroads into the sacred inclosure, and as an effect only
the inci·eased fuss made over. Lent, and Easter, and
Good Friday. In this, however, there is no gain.
These occasions are used principally because they afford the opportunity for display of dresses and outward piety, without the inner substance, and for the
ornamentation of churches. Methodists, he asserts,
"in violation of God's words and their own disciplin,
dress as extravagantly and as fashionably as any
other class. The ladies, often the wives and daughters of the ministers, put on pearls, and gold, and
costly array. The plain dress insisted upon by John
Wesley, and worn by Hester Ann Rogers, would now
be regarded in Methodist circles as fanaticism." . In
this assimilation with the world, the bishop sees terrific consequences. But added to it "is the neglect
of the poor, substitution of the form for the fact of
godliness, a hireling ministry, and an impme gospel,
which, summed up, is a fashionable church." In the
music, too, there is damnation: "Elaborately dressed
and ornamented choiJ:s, who in many cases make no
profession of religion, and are often sneering skeptics, go through a cold artistic or operatic performance, which is as much in harmony with spiritual
worship as an opera or theater. Under such worldly
performances," he says, ·"spirituality is frozen to
death." The difference between the Methodism of old
and of the present he finds to be great. " Formerly
every Methodist attended class and gave testimony of
experimental religion. Now the class-meeting is attended by very few, and ill man~v churches abandoned.
Seldom the stewards, tmstees, and leaders of the
church attend class. Formerly nearly every Methodist prayed, testified, or- exhorted in prayer-meeting.
Now but very few are heard. Formerly shouts and
praises were heard; now such demonstrations of holy
enthusiasm and joy are regarded as fanaticism.
Worldly socials, fairs, festivals, concerts, and such
like hav taken the place of the religious gatherings,
revival meetings, class and prayer-meetings of earlier
days. How true that the Methodist disciplin is a
dead letter. Its rules forbid the wearing of gold, or
pearls, or costly array, yet no one ever thinks of disciplining its members for violating them.
They
forbid the reading of such books and the taking of
such diversions as do not minister to, godliness; yet
the church itself goes to shows, and frolics, and festivals, and fairs, which destroy the spiritual life of the
young as well as the old. The extent to which this is
now carried on is appalling. The spiritual death it
carries in its train will only be known when the millions it has swept into hell stand before the judgment." This is Bishop Foster's opinion of the pews,
but his aJ.Taignment of the pulpit is no less severe.
The early Methodist ministers, he says, went forth to
suffering and sacrifice. _ They sought places of privation rather than of ease. They had no large salaries,
gorgeous parsonages, non-luxury-loving congregations. All this is now changed, " Oh, hqw changed!"
he exclaims. " A hireling ministry will be a feeble,
a timid, a truckling, a time-serving ministry, without faith, endmance, and holy power. Methodism
formerly dealt in the great central truth. Now the
pulpits deal largely in generalities, and in popular
lectures. The glorious doctrin of entire sanctification is rarely heard and seldom witnesr ed to in the
pulpits."
Perhaps in some one of these explanations the
Evening News can find a satisfactory answer to its
query, why do the Methodists spend so much money
and hav so little to show for it~ But if not, then let
the editor look deeper into the question, and it will
find that the Baptists and the Methodists are not
alone in their suspended growth. Every sect but the
Catholics is losing its hold upon the people, and every
denomination .but Rome is permeated with heresy.
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And though they should gain. m numbers they are
steadily losing in principle. The creeds of the past
no longer satisfy the people. They hav outgrown
·· them, as a child outgrows the nursery rhymes that
once amused and fed its mind. One after another of
the dogmas is quietly dropped and relegated to the
lumber room, to gather dust and be finally forgotten.
Even the bishop's darling dogma of entire sanctification is scouted as only the mental athletics of a
pmitanical hypochondriac. Who would believe, after
a horse trade with a deacon, that "the saints gi"OW in
grace, perfecting holiness in the fear of God ?" There
are but few sections in the Methodist articles of religion, from "faith in the holy trinity" to "a Christian
man's oath," that the people believe. The reason is
that the entire foundation of the whole system of
Christianity has been undermined by the scholarship
of the last quarter of a centmy. A man nowadays
who believes in the "fall of man" is regarded as a
fossil. Yet, upon it depends the whole scheme of salvation. If God did not create Adam as recorded in
Genesis, if he was not perfect before the " fall," of
what use was Christ's sacrifice on Calvary? Evolution shows, as Beecher . puts it, that man bE;Jgan at
zero and has been rising ever since, instead of having once been perfect and falling constantly.
The growth of the worlcl to-day, it cannot be
denied, is farther and farther away from a belief in
the scriptmes, as a "sufficiency for salvation." The
better sense of mankind rejects the ferocious dogma
of hell, and it certainly is an unprovable speculation.
But what is theology without a hell with which to
terrify the people into the fold? Christ's three days
in the tomb are called a prolonged syncope, and the
resmrection a figure of speech. What medical man
will risk his reputation by vouching it possible for
Christ to truly rise from the dead, take his own body,
" with all things appertaining to the perfection of
man's nature," and ascend into heaven and there sit
"until he return to judge all men at the last day?"
The machinery of the chmch is altogether too cumbersome, and impossible of being put into action. A
man cannot believe unless a statement appear to him
reasonable. ~o the people of Michigan, as to the
rest of mankind, Methodism probably does not so
appear, and that is the cause of the poor showing
made by the chirrches. They hav outgrown the
Methodism of vV esley, and the Methodism of to-day
does not sufficiently impress them with its importance. If there is no hell to be saved from, they probably argue, and if the scheme offered is worthless
though there were, of what use is it to join a church?
There is better ·amusement at the theaters, more solid
information to be gathered from books, and if one
must meditate upon the briefness of human life, why,
a visit to a graveyard is a little more cheering than
the 3verage Methodist sermon. Let the Detroit editor brighten up. There are many things to get in
this world of vastly more importance than religion.

William Shreeve Bailey Dead.
The last issue of the Nashville, Tenn., Liberal
brings the unwelcome intelligence that its venerable
editor has learned all there is of life and death. He
was in good health until February 17th, on which
date he contracted a cold that rapiclly developed into
pneumonia, and after an illness of three days he died
at the close of Satmday, the 20th ult. The funeral
_occurred on Tuesday, February 23d, the services
being conducted by Dr. Thomas Foster.
lVIr. Bailey was eighty years of age. His life had
been one of constant struggle, as indeed were the
lives of all the antislavery agitators, of whom he was
one of the bravest. He was born in Centerville,
Ohio, February 10, 1806. In his boyhood he received a good education, and later entered ·upon a
preparatory course of study for the ministry. He
was compelled to sacrifice this ambition, and learned
the machinist trade, afterward engaging in business
for himself in Newport, Ky. Here, in 1851, being
obliged to take a printing office in payment of debts
due him, he entered into the printing business, publishing a small daily paper, the Evening News.
·Being an outspoken Abolitionist, vigorously denouncing negro slavery, his establishment was soon
dest~:oyed .by an incendiary fire. The citizens who
sympathized with him at once raised funds, and he
was soon the editor of the F.··ee South, a weekly with
the emancipation of the slaves as its avowed object.
On October 28th, 1859, his office was attacked by a
mob, and the press and type taken out, put upon a

ferry-boat, conveyed to the middle of the Ohio river,
and there sunk. The immediate pretext for this outrage, Dr. Foster says, was an editorial in which Mr.
Bailey expressed his belief-" that John Brown, in his
Harper's ·Feny raid, was actuated by religious convictions and humane considerations of right; that
he was honest, if mistaken." Northern citizens who
were in sympathy 'vith Mr. Bailey contributed funds
sufficient for another printing outfit, and a little
, working capital, with which he again began the printing business. About the close of the war he started
a daily paper, the Evening Leader, at Covingt-on,
Ky., afterward removing to Nashville, and in company
with Hon. John Ruhm published the Nashville Daily
.Repttblican. This office was destroyed in 1875 by
fire, the work of incendiaries.
The .Republican was Mr. Bailey's last newspaper
venture previous to publishing the Liberal. After
the burning of the office Mr. Bailey came North, and
aided by letters of high praise from Governor Claflin, Elizur Wright, Edward ·Everett Hale, Photius
Fisk, Hon. F. L. Ames, John M. Forbes, and other
distinguished Massachusetts citizens, soon collected
money for still another printing outfit. Returning to
Nashville, he once more hung out his sign of job
printer, on Cherry street, where he lived and worked
until death came to him. The Liberctl is now in its
fifth volume.
Mr. Bailey renounced the creeds of the church
in his early manhood. The "Age of Reason" was to
him the embodiment of truth. He wrote for the
Boston Investigator in the early days of that journal, and all through his eventful life he maintained
his opinions with vigor and ability. The star ever
before him was Freethought. ;He was generous, too,
often beyc;md his means. No poor left his door with
the impress of hunger upon their faces, and there are
many in Nashville to-day who will suffer through his
death.
·
Whatever else may be said of him, writes his
funeral eulogist, this tribute cannot be· denied him:
he had courage, the com·age of his convictions. In
the face of public opinion, pro-slavery or religious,
of bold self-interest or_of educated prejudice, he never
faltered. Whether suffering persecution for his Infidelity, or standing in front of infuriated mobs, he
never quailed. He was a brave, an honest man. He
beiieved heartily in what he said and wrote. And
when lying upon the bed of death, no change of sentiment came- to him. He died as he lived, an honest
man.
So passes away another of the antislavery heroes.
There are but few now left-they can be counted
almost upon the fingers. A few more years and they
will hav all passed from the earth. But we shall still
hav·the influence of their lives to spur us on .to effort,
and to remind us in every moment of their years of
incessant toil, and their all but hopeless work, till
suddenly, like a flash of light, their labor was
crowned with victory.· William Shreeve Bailey is
golfe, but he is still here in his influence upon those
who met him or read his paper. - His little joumal
will liv after him, we hope, and through that the
work he began may be continued, and his name still
be mentioned among those who hav made the world
better.

Heretics of' a Generation Ago.
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Taylor's release from Horsemonger jail a difference
in sentiment as to methods estranged them. It
may be tliis estrangement antedated Mr. Taylor's release, and accounts for the reproving tone of Mr.
Carlile's letter noted by Mr. Shore, Jr. Mr. Taylor's
first trial for blasphemy was founded upon his series
of sermons in "The Devil's Pulpit," a name given
them from the circumstance of the author having
been called the devil's chaplain by Mr. H. Hunt.
After Mr. Taylor's release from his second imprisonment, he married an estimable lady and retired to
France, spending the remainder of his days in tranquility.
Richard Carlile was first imprisoned for blasphemy~
in Dorchester jail. Six indictments were procured
against him upon such publications as Paine's theological works, "Doubts of Infidels," and "Watson
Refuted." In 1819 he was sentenced for three years
and fined £1500. At his wish his wife continued his
work, and after various attempts the Christians succeeded, in 1821, in getting her into the same jail that
held her husband. Mr. Carlile's sister then undertook the work, but she was soon sent to keep her
brother company. Then a Mrs. Wright and seventeen men raised some funds to continue the publication of Infidel books, but, one after another, they
were arrested, tried, and imprisoned for periods varying from six months to three years. Dm-ing the
whole period of Carlile's incarceration he edited his
paper, the .Republican, and to make his perscutors
more arig1·y he dated it in the "Era of the Carpenter's Wife's Son."
Carlile's second term lapped over that of RobertTaylor and it was then that he wrote the letter which we
print this week. In 1830 he was conducting the
Sunday-school for free discussion in the Rotunda.
Shortly afterward the Whigs came into power, and
though the Tories had abstained from meddling with
Carlile's and Taylor's meetings in the Rotunda, the
Whigs were less forbearing, and Mr. Carlile was sent to
Horsemonger jail for two years. His crime consisted
in delivering Freethought lectures. In 1834 and
1835 Mr. Carlile passed ten more weeks in prison for
refusing to pay chm·ch rates assessed upon his house
in Fleet street.
James vVatson; to whom the second letter 'is
addressed, was a colleague of Carlile, and was in his
employ.
He was arrested for selling a copy of
Palmers' "Principles of Nattue," and sentenced to
twelve months' imprisonment in Coldbath Fields
Prison. Mr. Taylor seems to hav had a deeper affection for him than for Mr. Carlile. Reformers in
those days, as in these, were self-willed, and apt to
think that only their way could be the rig·ht one.
Against the enemy they preserved an tmbroken front,
but among themselvs they had their factions. This
must inevitably be. the case in all reforms. It requires a strong will, a great deal of individuality, and
a large development of what phrenologists denominate the organ of self-esteem, to stand up against
popular prejudice, and go bravely to prison rather
than yield to the clamor of the mob. Such qualities
are the very ones that lead to divergence from
others. In this country, in antislavery times, the
Abolitionists differed furiously as to methods. Not
infrequently the leaders let fall sentences scathing
their colleagues scarcely less bitterly than they denounced the "sum of all villainies." But these
small specks on their characters are to-day lost sight
of, and the world unites in honoring them as its
benefactors. It is well, however, to bear -these things
in mind as a lesson to the reformers of to-clay, and
the enemy may lay this to heart: No matter how
much individuals may differ, no matter how diyergent may be their ways and methods, they are all
working for the common cause-the cause that, like
evolution, will steadily progress in spite of all
obstacles.
lVIr. Joseph .vV. Cm·field, referred to by l\Ir. Shore,
is one of the noble men of the present clay "·ho delight to honor reformers. In Kensal Green Cemetery, near the monument to Robert Owen, he has
erected " The Refmmers' l\femmial," a gmnit pillar
seventeen feet high, upon which he has placed the
names of over fmiy of the prominent heretics of the
present century, together with a brief statement of
the work performed which entitles them to this
distinction and grateful remembrance. The memorial was unveiled August 22, 1885.

The letters of Richard Carlile and Robert Taylor,
furnished us by Thomas Shore, Jr., of London, take
us back to old times. Freethinkers then were used
about as they are to-day, but their persecutions by
the Christians were conducted with . more boldness.
D. M. Bennett's imprisonment had to be
brought about under another charge, and the indictmelit of G. vV. Foote included the word " indecent"
through fear of the prosecutor that " blasphemous "
was not sufficient to proctue conviction.
Robert Taylor was first imprisoned for blasphemy
in 1827, in Oakham jail, one year. It was in this
jail that he wrote the "Diegesis," and "Syntagma."
In 1831 he was again imprisoned for blasphemy in
Horsemonger jail, his sentence, beginning July 4th,
being for two years. Having, in a fit of desperacion,
threatened the life of the jailer, this fact was made
use of to prolong his imprisonment.
Between
his two imprisonments he formed the acquaintance of
Richard Carlile, who had established a Sundayschool for free discussion in a theater called the
Rotunda, riear Blaclr£riar's bridge. .Taylor and Carlile
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NEw BRUNSWICK, N. J., Feb. 13, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find check for $5-$3 for paper in
advance, and $2 to assist you in illustrating the journal.
Yours,
HoRACE L. FAIRCHILD, M.D.
ELDORADo, IA., Feb. 1886.
J'iiR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 to pay for TnE
TRUTII SEEKER another year. I want your paper as long as
·I can read it. I had a severe spell of sickness, and did not
expect to read it again; but I will risk it once more. I am
seventy-nine years and seven months old. I hav taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER ever since it was printed in Paris, Ill.
JoSEPH I-lUNTZUGER.
KIRKSVILLE, l\'Io., Feb. 22, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: As there has been of late some discussion
through your paper concerning hair-snakes, allow me to state
a fact which is absolutely a fact. I hav seen a horse, of
course dead, lying covere<!, or nearly so, in perfectly still and
clear water, in summer time, and the tail or hairs all alive,
squirming, and struggling apparently to break loose, and at
the same time many that had evidently broken loose were
swimming around in various directions. I offer no explanation, for such a law of nature is beyond my comprehension.
I hope you will preserve your illustrations or cuts and put
. them together in pamphlet form, squaring the pages with
items of interest.
WM. HART.
BuRR OAK, MrcH., Feb. 17, 286.
MR. EDITOR: In TrrE TRUTH SEEKER of February 13th, E.
F. Curtis tells a wonderful tale of a little girl who wrote
short sentences " signed. by some deceased person," and the
writing "would claim to come from the dead."
See how easily people can deceive themselvs and unwittingly use deceptiv language. Neither that writing nor any
other ever claimed anything. The claim has in every case been
made by some substantial flesh-and-blood person. E. F.
Curtis is shocked at the inconsistency of Truesdell, Miss Gibson, Elmina, etc., in saying that Spiritualism is a fraud. The
above-named persons may or may not notice the Curtis letter; but as one of the etceteras (I hav never said that Spirititualism was a fraud, however), I want to say a few words.
Curtis says: "Let them meet our facts." Here the self-delusion is shown agatn. If Truesdell, Miss Gibson, or Elmina
lias ever denied or evaded a fact, that denial or evasion has
not been printed in TnE TRUTH SEEKER nor any other paper
that I hav seen. They hav seen the so-called Spiritual phenomena, but still they do not know that any such thing as a
spirit exists or ever existed. That is all the evasion of facts
amounts to. If anyone else knows that spirits exist, that
person is to blame for not proving such existence. It has
never been clone. Curtis accepts nothing that is not logical,
for he says that'' the disregard for facts and logic," etc., is
some palliation for severe language. Here is a specimen of
the Curtis logic, reduced a syllogism: "Many people are
able to write. Elmi:::la had a slate with writing on it, but
don't know how the writing was. done; ergo, spirits wrote on
the slate." But here is the kernel: "We say spirits did it,
using for the purpose an element they find in Truesdell that
they do not find in ali-in fact, in few-and utilizing a law
which we, as yet, clo not understand." Oh, how convincing
that is; how soothing to the troubled breast of the anxious
inquirer! And so plain ! Why hav we not all thought
about that element Truesdell has concealed about his person
so long, and about that law that nobody knows anything
about? Come to Curtis j-u-u-u-st now for logic.
Curtis has a slate with writing on it, carefully covered with
glass. Probably this is a fact. It is not likely that any Materialist in the world would deny this fact. Let Curtis make
the existence of a spirit as clear as he can the existence of a
slate with writing on it, and if the Materialists then refuse to
believe, they will deserve all the contempt Mr. Curtis can
shower on them. He says '' It has even claimed to be a
spirit." Bring out it, and let us see what this it that makes
claims looks like. I hav never received an answer to the
question asked long ago, viz.: Can any one giv a sound, logical reason why any of this childish, hocus-pocus slate-scribbling, folded paper, etc., is necessary when a spirit communicates with the living ? Again: Can anyone giv a logical or
scient~fic reason why a spirit cannot or will not take a pencil
and write just as readily in broad daylight on the upper side
of a single slate, in anybody's presence, as it can on a double
slate or under a table, and with some persons necessarily exciuded? When these questions are answered satisfactorily,
I shall be ready to investigate the dark circle business. As
spirits are invisible, no blame could attach to them if they
should wear garments somewhat out of style, or even come
en desh,abilte. The investigators would be none the wiser. As
Mr. Curtis admits an unknown element and an unknown law,
why did it not occur to him that these might be sufficient ·to
produce writing without any spirits at all? To declare this
impossible is to say that the unknown is known.
In the same issue (February 13th) Jos. H. Lydiard says
that you violated the usages of civilized journalism " to the
extent of offending all of your Spiritualist readers," etc., by
publishing in the issue of January 2d a letter from Charles
F. Blackburn. Something should be done for Joseph right
away. I will clo something for him, in hopes that it may
slightly calm the waves of his boiling indignation. I will
direct his attention to certain facts: 1. It has been repeatedly
stated in TrrE TRUTH SEEKER that the editor does not necessarily either indorse or oppose any contributed article. Any
one who can read ought to be able to see this, even if it had
never been mentioned, hence no one ean justly complain un.
less they are denied a chance to present their side of any
question. 2. Mr. Lydiard must hav noticed that Blackburn

was picking a crow with one E. T. Slight, a Spiritualist,
whom he charged with "slander and misrepresentation," so
that the alleged " abuse" is not all on one side.
It seems that Slight slighted the, views of Winter, and
Blackburn burned to make the winter of his discontent most
decided, if not glorious, 'summer; to make it hot for, or in
other words to raise heol-beg pardon, sheol-among the
Spiritualists generally. (The genders sometimes get confused owing to my unfamiliarity with the revised version.)
It matters not whether Mr. Lydiard or I would hav indorsed
Blackburn's views, he was only expressing his own sentiments. It is readily admitted, however, that Blackburn's
letter was quite devoid of euphemism; it was whollv unadorned with the polished phrases of the accomplished
writer; vigor was much more prominent than refinement.
Blackburn's training in the art of elegant expression has
been sadly neglected. He is a miner, a rough nugget; Mr.
Lydiard should hav made allowance for this also. It was
certainly in bad taste and quite indefensible for Blackburn to
speak of " the ;Ii~s that Spiritualists practice in that circle
where the lights are turned down," unless he was prepared to
make specific charges and able to substantiate them, but the
only real "billingsgate" in his letter came in where he was
railing at the churches, not at Spiritualism. 3. In the same
issue, January 2d, immediately preceding Blackburn's letter,
is one from one L. S. Burdick, a Spiritualist, and one of the
I know kind. This person knows " that independent slatewriting is a fact," and he knows that Truesdell knows it,
and that Ella E. Gibson knows it. He also knows that
Miss Gibson's article, printed December 5th, was written expressly "to create a sale for Truesdell's book," and adds
this cant, " Sorry to accuse a woman of prostituting her pen
to such low mud-slinging," etc. Did Blackburn's letter contain anything more contemptible, more worthy of objection,
than that base, unsupported charge against a lady of irreproachable character, so far as Burdick knows? I think
not. There is quite a difference between Burdick and his
brother in the faith, E. F. Curtis. The latter modestly
admits that there is an unknown law, but there is nothing
unknown to the former. , All kinds and conditions of knowledge, from Socrates to Spencer, are spread out like an open
book before the massiv-minded --k. The secret motivs of
all THE TRU'J:H SEEKER's readers are known to him. Beware! Of course Mr. Lydiard is not responsible for what
other people say, but why did he wax indignant over the
publtcation of Blackburn's letter, but pass over Burdick's
without a word of censure? This letter is growing long, and
I leave the subject with this question.
N. G. W.
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., Feb. 16, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I hav not read D. Priestly's answer to John
Hindman, but I hav John Hindman's communication in
your paper of the 13th inst., wh~ch appears to cover the
ground of dispute; and will say at the outset that Mr. Hindman does well in making his propositions " simply for information," and that they do not call for "an avalanche of
personal irony." The distance of the sun was ascertained
thus : The relativ distances of Venus and the earth from the
sun are known, if Mr. Hindman demands, I can explain how,
though it is evident that to explain the whole of astronomy
requires some space. I assume it for the present, and they
are to one another as 72 to 100. This being known, the
transit of Venus over the sun's disk furnishes a parallax by
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means of which the absolute distances can be calculated. In
the diagram, V represents Venus, and the two observers, A
and B, looking at her by conc.3rt from different parts of the
earth's surface at the same time, see her respectivly at S and
SS. The length of the base-line on the earth is known, of
course, and Mr. Hindman, being a surveyor, can certainly
finish the calculation for himself. .Transits of Venus were observed for the purpose of calculation in 1764, 1769, 1874, and
in 1882, on the day of D. M. Bennett's death. The enormous
distance of the Pole Star and other fixed stars, which Mr.
Hindman incorrectly calls planets, is inferred from this:
That even so vast a base-line as the diameter of the earth's
orbit givs no parallax upon them, bu,t they remain relativly
to the other fixed stars in just the same position all round,the
year. This is why they are called fixed. Planets (i.e. wanderers) continually change their relativ position to other
stars. 'fhe rising of the Pole Star toward the zenith, as you
go north, has nothing to clo with its distance, but depends on
the rotundity of the earth; the tangent to whose circumference always defines the plane of the horizon. If the position
of the Pole Star relativly to others was different in different
parts of the earth, this would afford a parallax from which a
short distance could be inferred. But, as stated above, the
position qf the Pole Star relativly to any other fixed star is
the same, not only from every part of the earth's surface, but
from every part of the earth's orbit. As to the velocity of
the earth's orbital motion, it is, indeed, marvelous; but not
more so than all nature. It is legitimately inferred from the
distance the earth is known to travel in a year. That the air
cannot be believed to stick to the earth in such a gallop is an
objection of the same order as that the earth cannot be
round, because, if it were, the people on the under side
would fall off.
C. L, JAMES.

BosToN, Feb. 6, 1886.
l\1n. EDITOR: The illustrations in TrrE TRu-Trr SEEKER are
truth-telling, presenting truth with more lasting effect than
descriptiv words can ever tell. The imprint on the mind will
last when words are forgotten. " Theology and Common
Se:p.se in the Balance " is as volumes to the reader, as also the
infliction of the Jericho band on Uncle Sam. This ram's-horn
band· are infesting the whole country. Wherever they can
reach the ears .of any executiv official who can be bewildered
with their tooting, they besiege him, hold U]) his doubting
hands, and tickle his vanity that he is on the road to the presidency, vide Cleveland, when he is only on the little spur with
a heavy clown grade. These trumpeters' first round was war
on obscene literature (except that found in the holy Bible protected by letters patent of the church). Their second round
heralds the sentence on Sabbath-breakers, ''Whosoever doeth
work therein ·shall be put to death "-in the church or tomb
(the sentence modified). Will these guardians of virtue andreligion stand by their own accepted authority? The son (the
second partner) says, "My father worketh hitherto and I
work. The Sabbath is made for man, his servant." Even
Paul would hav each man true to his own convictions-" Let
no man judge yon in respect to holy days, or of the Sabbath."
Now, in this ripe age of the world a man is intrusted with
the affairs of a people, of a state or .city, their secular affairs
only, a right honorable man of more than ordinary ability, a
man of strong convictions and the courage to liv them out.
He, listening to the b'uzzing of the clergy, forgets the constitutional rights of every man and woman; for the Consti;
tuti.on forbids even Congress, and hence all subordinates,
trenching on the religious rights of any. "Where are we
drifting, or are we anchored to three thousand years ago?
Forbid the sale of Sundq,y papers or the sale of Secular
papers on Snl).day; order livery stables ,closed and forbid
riding on Sunday (except to church), because it detracts from going to church tmcl interest in the preaching of
those whose interest in the salvation of souls is in exact proportion to their moneyed interest ; prohibit reading (selling
all the same) and riding on Sunday; struggle as you will,
it is too late to roll the world into the past, the dead past,
again, and as a political stepping-stone it won't bear your
weight.
How interesting, how instructiv, to the enlightened mind
to feed the intellect on the feats and exploits of the ancients
-how the prophet went up in a chariot of fire and so lost his
way that he cli<:l not return for some hundreds of years, and
then with an alias instead of his true name-how fire burnt
not only sacrifices but also green wood and water! One story
might interest ragged, bare-footed children and tramps-the
commissary department of the march in the wilderness-how
the shoes and clothing lasted forty years, and how they were
provided with food, free and abundant, and above all their
pilotage. And then leave them to wonder why some of this
easy way of living was not reserved for them. And how the
same authority which commanded them not to kill ordered
them to go and kill everybody and steal everything from unoffending people.
The papers forbidden by the bigotry of our time giv us
facts which interest us now, something that we can understand, and this is what people want, need, and will hav, too.
Coercion in religion, either direct or indirect, positiv or negativ, serves to set the masses against church dicta.
It is curious to observe the change, the degeneracy. Once
the smoke of burnt offerings " went up as a sweet smelling
savor to the Lord of Hosts." Now the chime of merry
sleigh-bells grates harshly on the ear, one-seventh of the
time. Age may hav something to do with the impairing of
the senses.
Let melancholy and sickly veneration for old puritanic
austerity go with the old flint-lock guns that fought the battles of the Revolution. Hang them up, superstition and
musket, side by side, with their muzzles down, honored but
harmless now.
Every attempt to enforce religion creates hatred. Tell
man that he was made for the Sabbath, and he will war
against it as against a tyrant.
When the way to happiness and improvement leads
through the church, men will go there. But the religion of
the churches has come clown to us freighted with superstitions which rob it of half its value.
It is safe to adhere to the injunction, Let everyone be persuaded in his or her own mind.
JAMES C. EARLY.
ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 16, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I haY just received and read a copy of Mr.
S. P. Putnam's latest literary achievement, a poem in blank
verse, entitled, "Adami and Heva." It is a poetic version of
that old Asiatic fiction which inspired the founders of the
Sanscrit nations to deeds of patience, valor, exploration,
horror, virtue, and marital love and fidelity.
This aspirational fiction, the outcome and evidence of sage
and varied experience, refined and virtuous manhood, was
in after ages plagiarized, corrupted, and adopted by a nation
of polygamists who were rooted by inheritance to a land of
sterility, where imperial priestl10ocl pressed the yoke of
ignominious servitude on the shoulders of an ignor ,mt and superstitions people. The land of Utn,h in our con' '"ry is an example and copy of that so-called holy Janel. The poem is
written in the English classic style of blank verse. There is
a graceful and easy flow of florid expression from the opening to the close of the poem. It ought to become a. cOmpanion book to Mr. Arnold's "Light of Asia." That Mr.
Pu.tnam is a poet of no mean ability it. would be useless to
gainsay. There is a poetic vein running through nearly
everything he writes. To say that he has au aptitude for
word painting would be a thoughtless expression, betraying
an undiscriminating reader. Every person who has read ll1r.
Putnam's various writings, and heard his lectures, will indorse
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what I say when I declare that he has a natural proclivity
for word painting and poetic phrase.
Another consideration is that there is no appearance of a
laborious expense of time in the construction of the poem.
Mr. Putnam has not made the plain and simple story of
Adami and Heva su:fl'er any obscuration by clothing it in
poetic garments. It is a little gem that every Freethinker
should hav a copy of in his house, as the price advertised by
the Truth Seeker Company is only ten cents.
J. J. MoCAnE.

'
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influence the many when labored arguments go unread and
unnoticed.
We thank you again for your generous sacrifice of profit
that we may more easily double your circulation here and
bring the blessings of enlightened Freethought within the
reach of the many weighed down by debt and out of employment, for you must know that it is uphill work canvassing
and collecting money in these times of commercial depression. A few workers, singly or. collectivly, must giv weeks
of untiring effort, even at the reduced price, to raise your
subscription list to 50 names, or even 40, and that for no pay
or profit save boycotting by the Christians. Yours, for free
FLINT CITY, Mrorr., Feb. 15, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: In this city,' on the 31st of January last, the and right thinking,
MARIUS HEIGHTON.
admirers of Thomas Paine and many others met to celebrate
HASTINGs, Mrorr., Feb. 22, 1886.
his memory. Ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham delivered an eloquent
MR. EDITOR: The Freethinkers of this place hav just had
address. The following is a very imperfect brief of his splendid endeavor to do justice to the memory of one of America's the pleasure of listening to the eloquent Liberal orator of the
best friends in the hours of adversity. He commenced by West, John E. Remsburg, of Atchison, Kan., who delivered
saying : '' If I were to ask a chemist to take that jet of gas his lectures, "Sabbath-Breaking," "Bible Morals," and
and turn it back to the coal from whence it came, and then "False Claims;" to large audiences in Union Hall, Saturday
still backward, until he found the primeval forest in which evening and Sunday afternoon and evening, Feb. 20th and
the special parts grew out of which this special jet of gas 21st inst. The lectures were well advertised and Liberals
came, separated out of and from all others, what a difficult are delighted and more than satisfied. If these lectures do
task I would impose upon him ! Were I to ask a biologist not produce good results I shall be surprised. Mr. Remsto go down time's records until he could converse with the burg is learned, logical, and eloquent, and the lectures are
first form of life on this globe, and trace that through all of framed with remarkable tact and judgment. They also fit in
the varying changes in the genesis of evolution, until he ar- so nicely that when the last is delivered the whole ground is
rived at Thomas Paine, what a burden I would impose upon covered. I wish to assure Liberals who hav not had the
him ! And even thol1gh this could be' clone, what startling pleasure of listening to this able champion of Freethought
difficulties would stand in the way of isolating him from and free speech, through your valuable paper, that he is all
ever-changing environments so that his value could be taken that he is represented to be, and that they need hav no hesifor just what he is in himself! You will see, ladies and gen- tation in recommending him as one of the most pleasing
tlemen, il,l this discussion of the merits of Thomas Paine how and eloquent orators in the lecture field. They will hav
troublesome it is to rescue him from his surroundings, so ·tha,t nothing to take back or apologize for. If I hav recommended
we might see him squarely in the face. We are forced to Mr. Remsburg too highly, I want some Liberal, who has heard
him, to call me to order.
CrrAs. H. BAUER.
study him under many disadvantages.
"Yet we are fully persuaded that, even in their presence,
we will find in him one of the grandest noblemen of all history. A defense of Thomas Paine in detail has been made a
thousand times. I will not repeat this to-night. I am sure
that he is not any longer in need of this kind of defense. It
is true that he has been in his grave for nearly a hundred
years. The heart of hate was happy when he was consigned
to the dust. The religious world breathed free again, and
its duty rendered clear by prayer, which immediately pointed
to the use of measures on the part of ecclesiastics to prevent
a resurrection of this man so much hated by the clergy.
They remembered, with deep and prayerful satisfaction, that
St. Paul had said: ' If through my lie glory redounds to
God, why am I judged a sinner?' This scripture reminded
them of the kind of work they, through prayer, would need
to do for Thomas Paine in the full assurance of their faith
that thereby they would render it impossible for him to arise.
'If through my lie glory, redounds to God let us lie.' In
this prayerful mood, it did not take them long to find out
that Thomas Paine was both immoral and a drunkard.
Hence, we will cover his memory with the drooling slime of
religious hate and bigotry. Such solid tons of slander rolled
at the mouth of his tomb will prevent any possible resurrection of this man who wrote the 'Age of Reason,' which we
hav never been able to answer. Millions of prayers hav been
offered for the repose of his soul in hell, not so much for repose as for his continued staying there. They were anxious
that Thomas Paine should never arise to torment them and
repulse their foul slanders. This ' Age of Reason' has been
the dragon in the pathway of the clergy. Had he not written this, the world would not hav heard of the immorality
and drunkenness of Thomas Paine. Herein is the secret of
his vileness. Had that book never been written., he would
hav been in the calendar of saints; he would now rest side by
side with other great names stolen by the saints. Was it not
an act of grand larceny when they placed the names of George
Washington, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and
many others of like fame in saintly company? And there are
others ·". )ill they are now \)ndeavoring to steal-Emerson,
Mill, and Mr. Darwin. The aid that Mr. Paine rendered
Washington during the Revolutionary struggle counts for
nothing, seeing he wrote that unanswered 'Age of Reason.'
But in the presence of clerical slime and hate for nearly a
hundred years, which hav followed him, justice comes. The
Goddess of Liberty has spoken in defense of Thomas Paine,
and the priestly slander, which had resisted justice so long,
was compelled to giv way, and down came the huge walls of
superstition which had stood sentinel over his tomb for nearly
a century, and in spite of all he has arisen. He is vindicated
in this resurrection, and he stands to-day before this republic one of the brightest stars in the constellation of noblemen
over whom the stars and stripes are waving. Millions of
American citizens speak his name with reverence, knowing
that in him they hav one of the best friends of freedom this
or any other country ever had. His resurrection vindicates
him from the foul slanders with which whelps of sin hav
sought to cover his name, knowing that it never has been the
lot of bad men to come forth vindicated. After the rot of a
hundred years, Thomas Paine, like a star, shines in the sky
of this republic; his name, honored by everv true American
citizen, will pass down through centuries to come, when the
North Star of to-night will no longer be a guide to the people
READER.
of this republic."
PIPPIN LAKE FARM, KENT, 0., Feb. 18, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Your subscribers here, whom I one year ago
persuaded to pay a trial year's subscription, are more than
delighted with TrrE Tnunr SEEKEH in its new dress. The
illustrations are immense, and will do more to open the people's eyes, and expose the so-called holy church fraud~ and
their impositions and burdens on a suffering people, than all
the rest of the paper combined. Caricature will reach and

OXFORD, NovA ScoTIA, Jan. 8, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3, half of which is to
renew my own subscription for six months, and the rest for
six months' subscription from date for another subscriber. 1
do not know how I should get along now without your paper, and wish I could persuade more of my friends to become subscribers and thus advance the cause of Freethought
in this place.
There has been a series of protracted meetings here during
the past fortnight, in which a Mr. Vance has been taking the
leading part, and the Christians hav been praying earnestly
to their God to turn the hearts of what they term the few Infidels of the place, but their prayers hav at present been of
no avail. A few of us attended the first evening, and one of
our members commenced taking notes, when Mr. Vance, instead of attending to his discourse on "Jonah and the
Whale," remarked tllat he saw some had come only to take
notes, and that they took the chaff and left the kernel. From
what we hear of his proceedings in other places,· he wants
the kernel for himself, and his followers are welcome to the
chaff. A susscription is being raised among those he has
been frightening by holding up everlasting torment to pay
him for his labor, although he professes to preach for Christ's
sake, and not for filthy lucre-thus showing that he does not
wholly trust in God for his daily needs.
I would like to see a good Freethought lecturer through
the Maritime Provinces, and endeavor to show the people
t.hat part of the Bible which is omitted by the clergy, and
also the unreasonable meaning they put on the part they do
preach.
Yours truly,
E. H. SorrURMAN.
BunuNGToN, KAN., Feb. 8, 286.
After passing through the political campaign
of 284, and witnessing and reading of the misrepresentations
and intrigue practiced by politicians to elect their candidates,
and elevate their party into power, on mature reflection I became discouraged and hopeless of ever rescuing the administration of our government from the iron grasp of the monopolies, money gamblers, and national bankers, who are
gradually enthroning gold as king, and calling on the laboring classes to pay homage to their deity,
Money, the god of civilized life,
The cause of wars and civil strife;
Worshiped by preacher, king, .and slave,
Adored by sinner, saint, and knave.
Judging by the late annual message of the president he
emphatically declares in favor of the national bankers and
the gold men. And let us reason from cause to effect. The
curse of African slavery was agitated and debated in anger
and spite in the halls of Congress and out, and persecutions
and murders were perpetrated in different parts of the country. And in this wrangling it took thirty years to educate
the people to declare in favor of the non-extension of slavery
into free territory by the election of Abraham Lincoln, president. And many of us remember with sorrow the suffering
and anxiety of mind that followed in passing through a four
years' war, and whi:le our brave boys were contending on the
field of battle with the enemy, the gold gamblers and money
sharks were forging tile chains to enslave the laboring classes
(not sectional as African slavery was) in every part of the
country. And to-day they are reaping a rich lwrvest from
the class legislation by Congress in their favor, and their Shylock conduct ·in gambling on the life and blood of the soldiers
who were contending amid blood and carnage for a united
country, in gathering in their dishonest wealth from the interest of a national debt which they want perpetuated to
make of our wealth-producing laborers a nation of serfs.
Never in the history of the world hav there been such
princely fortunes amassed by the few as there hav been during
and since the war. In 1870 there were seventeen families on
one street in New York who had amassed two hundred and
fifty million of wealth. And not taking into account Jay
Gould, Vanderbilt, the money kings, we could furnish a
MR. EDITOR:
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long list of names whose fortunes are counted by the millions.
And it is a proverbial saying that our United States Senate is
a house of millionaires, for eighteen senators represent fiftyeight millions. If those whoor;'ltused to be inscribed on our
silver coin "In God We Trust," had caused it to read, "In
this we trust," they would hav come nearer the truth.
The question of questions that is at the present agitating
the minds of all those who are laboring to save our country
from a church and state despotism, and evolve the people to
a higher plain of development, is, What remedy shall we apply
that will hav the desired effect? The following would be my
specific:
The first would be for Congress to repeal all laws granting
to the national banks the issuing and controling of our money,
and. to supply the people with a safe currency. Issue legal
tenders to the amount of fifty dollars per capita, and call in
all bonds and cancel the. national debt with them. And all
bondholders who refuse legal tenders in payment, repudiate
their claims.
And to supply our people with a metallic currency, who
prefer it for a medium of exchange, keep the mills running
and coin until they are educated that paper with the fiat of
the government is as good and more convenient than gold or
silver.
Tax all church property. Congress should pass a law establishing a graduated income tax, and when their income
counts millions tax them a larger per cent than smaller
incomes.
Pass laws to pul'cha,se all railroad, express, and telegraph
property, and if the corporations will not sell for a fair compensation, build and equip railroad and telegrapll and express
lines competing with their through lines.
Abolish the office of president of the United States, and
state senates, and all chaplaincies. All public lands should
be reserved for actual settlers in quantities that they could
cultivate, not to exceed 160 acres. And all those large tracts
owned by railroad corporations and foreign,and nativ capitalists should be transferred back to government and reserved
for actual settlers. And all industrious people that want to
come West and settle on the public domain and hav not the
money to move and open their farms with, government
should assist in their undertaking.
All prohibitory and Sunday laws should be repealed. We
hav too many laws, and we should learn that we cannot
force virtue into people nor vice out. The church has been
trying it for ages and has failed.
And laws for the collection of interest and rent should be
repealed.
To accomplish the reforms necessary for the elevation of
our people to a higher plane of morals-education is the only
remedy that can accomplish it. Everyone should understand that the ballot is the palladium of our liberties, and is
as sacred as our lives, and that money is not a commodity
nor wealth, but is a medium of trade and a representativ of
wealth.
Cums. BuowN.
CARLISLE, IowA, Feb. 13, 1886.
EDITOR : We hav four churches here in this village.
All denominations say they are right, and all agree that it
does not make so much difference what a person does so he
believes as they do. TuE TRUTH SEEKER acts like a bombshell here. I may be crucified for taking TnE TlmTH
SEEKER, but I am opposed to the idea of a person being hired
to do what is right or his duty, or being scared into doing
right. I understand it to be my duty to do right from a
basis of principle, and not by reason of the promises of
heave11's favor or the threatenings of hell's torments. The
preachers find many faults in those who think for themsclvs,
but there is one thing certain I hav observed, in a life of
sixty-nine years, which is that if you stop the preacher's pay,
the prcaclJ, is certain to stop also. If there is anything to be
seen outside of organic law as God's special favor, I hav
never noticed it. The Christians are praying just now for
more knowledge, favor, and opportunity to do right, when
the fact is they hav never been known to use any of the old
stock they hav had on hand for years. R. R. R.umLE)IAN.
MR.

SouTH DAYTON, N.Y., Jan. 27, 1886.
Mr. EDITOR: I hav herewith inclosed a few more names to
swell the petition to the legislature. I obtained all the names
in the school district in which I liv but two, and they were
Free Methodists. I think if C. B. Reynolds could be here
with his tent for a week it would wake up the people so that
we could hav a League, as the names I hav sent were obtained within three or four mi cs, and might be nearly
doubled if the territory had been thoroughly canvassed. I
sec a good many of your subscribers are in favor of pictures.
I hav no objection, only the cost. I cannot get any subscribers, because the price is so high. If it could be had for
$1.50 the circulation would soon be doubled, and would be
more beneficial to the cause which it advocates. I should be
glad to see it in every house in this vicinity. The books I
D. W. LIBilY.
sent for came to hand all right.
UPLAXDS, ONT., Jan. 8, 1886.
l\ill. EDITOR: I am doing all I can to get people to read

and think for themselvs, and to subscribe for your paper. I
got some to hav trial subscriptions. Some hav subscribed, I
see, and others find it so hard to get the necessary funds that
they ha v not done so.
We hav quite a few Freethinkers in this part of the world
now. I can count about twenty-five, old and young, and
when I came in here eight years ago I was alone in my
views. Even my wife belonged to the English church. All
those who hav seen the light feel that they hav made a great
change for the better, but they bav to stand the attacks of
their friends for a while, and then the said friends giv it up,
and get used to it, and I suppose think there is another soul
J ouN BoYLE.
lost.,
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Edited by l\fiss SusAN H. 'VIxoN, Fall
River, 1lfass., to wltom all C01nmunicationsfo1'
this Co•rner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dfty's occupfttions
Thftt is known as the Children's Hour."

The Bobo'link.
[PRizE PoEM.-A few weeks since Mr. G. E. Macrlonald kindly offered Edwin Arnold's "Light of
Asift" as a prize for the best poem written for the
Children's Corner. From a number of excellent
productions\ all of which will be printed in the
Corner, we llftV selected the poem below ftS best
entitlecl to the prize, though where ftll hav so·
much merit, we must confess it is difficult to make
a selection.-ED. C. C.J
Hobert of Lincoln sat high on a tree,
I spoke to him, and he answered me,
And ever thus our argitment ran:
\Vhich must be greater, tl1e gods or man?
Robert'~ song seemed a voice divine,
With melodious argument smothering mine.
And it kincUed my anger the more to see
That he was, only a bird on a tree;
So·I thought with scorn to crush the bird,
Since ever he spake the wiser word.
"Sir Robert of Lincoln," I criecl in rage,
"I wish that I had you shut up in a cage;
But since yon are free to come and go,
I'll call y.ou a niclcnarne to all below.
Bob-o'-link, Bob-o'-link, oh, what a word!
It sounds worse than buzzard or goose for a bird. '•
Now Bobbie sat up on the highest limb,
A.nd he sang it to me as I spoke it to him:
'' Bob-o•-Iink, Bob-o-link," in his song he said,
And at every note he bobbed his head;
And the melody rose, ancl the forest stirred,
And the blue sliy bent to hear the bird.
"Bob-o-link, Bob-o•-link," and the Orphic hymn
Drew all the earth beneath that limb.
And the sun arose, and came, and stood
Over that tree in the shady wood,
Anrl droppecl a crown of radiance rare,
A lmlo, down through the trembling air.
And that song, with its sweet and melting tones,
Did more than to soften the hardest of stones,
For at last it subdued the rock in my breast,
'l'ill I too did homage along with the rest.
And now I confess that the cause is larne
That ·rrt:~tst rest 1:ts is.~ue b'nl on a narne;
And, again, auy rUt7ne.o11. nwrlt beslowea
Pits into a IJOe?n or rnusical ode.
lJ"Win, fa.
J. K. P. BAKER.

a secret longing for kindness, ·yet they do not
realize their wants, not knowing that affection gratified is the highest emblem of human
happiness. And if kindness was the wealth
for which all would strive, unhappiness would
soon float away, leaving joy and kindness to
flow on like a calm and peaceful stream.
The kind conquer the unkind. 'Should we,
when harshly speaking, always receive mild
and gentle words in reply, we soon would
find the unevenness of thoughts and expressions melting away before them. Kind words
are within reach of all, and, when rightly
used, are productiv of good. Hence we
should all cherish that trait of character of
which they are the result. But many who do
not realize their influence, think they are of
small importance, and thus neglect them.
But we must remember that our lives are
made up of small things, and the more there
are the stronger will be the foundation, so
each kind word that we suppress takes a
pebble from the foundation of our happiness.
All kind words spoken, whether in praise or
censure, at home or abroad, tend to strengthen
those social ties which unite individuals into
a common brotherhood of love. Everything
that ''treads the earth" leaves its footprints
imprinted upon the soil. And every word
expressed leaves an impression on the mind
of some one that hears it; hence kindness we
should cultivate, and always endeavor to use
kind words, so that when we sever our associations with our friends, and some shall ha.v
passed beyond the realm of this life, we will
hav in our memories only the pleasant conversations and innocent pleasures we enjoyed
with them.
WILL. R. KING.
J01'dan Valley, Or.

" Lost, Strayed, or Stolen."

A sweet little maiden not quite .three years old,
With a sun-bonnet tied over ringlets of gold;
Merry brown eyes that the sunshines lurks in,
Two rosy cheeks and a white dimpled chin;
Dear chubby hands kissed quite brown by the
sun,
And a voice like the brook's, full of laughter and
fun!
She left me this morn with a kiss and a smile,
And now has been gone such a weary long while,
Oh, tell me, good folks, hav you seen her pass by
Chasing a bird-or a gay butterfly 1 ·
She carried a doll and a little blue basket,
Inflmnce of' Kind Words.
And "My name is wee Elsie," she'd say, if you'd
This is a subject on which all should giv a
ask it.
thought, for it concerns everyone from in- She may hav gone down where the chattering
fancy to old age. And •by reflecting over it
brook
we can see there are few, if any, in whom Runs 'round on itself with a queer little crook,
And watching the fish in the shadows at play,
kind words are not sometimes wanting. The Perhaps
she 'forgot she was running away;
most righteous, benevolent, and moral per- Or it may be the fairies, by some mystic spell,
sons will occasionally giv way to angry pas- Hav lured her away to their haunts in the dell.
sions, and let unkind words escape from their If once they find out what a darling she is,
lips, making those unhappy who chance to be I fear they will keep her to love and to kiss.
within their hearing. And how little do we Perhaps she lay down somewhere under a tree,
leaves with the sunbeams are dancing
think of the influence that words exert on Whereinthe
glee,,
the minds of those around us, of how they And gazing 'way up at the blue summer sky,
might be made weapons for the production To watch the white clouds as they sail slowly by,
of evil or instruments for goocl; and thus it She too may hav sailed into dreamland away! wonder, I wonder, how long will she stay?

is that words often innocently spoken bear
the fruits of evil. Words are like water,
which, stored away in the clouds above, can
fall in the form of hail, destroying fiel<ls of
grain, or descend as mist upon the vegetable
world, making it bud forth with new life, and
under the morning sun glisten with beauty.
For unkind words, even when lightly spoken,
often fall with a force upon the heart that
tends to discourage an honest effort by
W<;mncling a sensitiv nature, while trying
through bitter suffering to remedy the ill
condemned. But kind words, like mist upon
the plants, nourish and sustain the brilliancy
of tile most noble qualities of man's nature,
and are welcome guests to the ears of all that
hear them; thus in response often bring life
and action to faculties of the mind which before lay dormant. And words, like music,
telling the nature of the instrument from
which it comes, also reveal to us what lies
hidden within the heart of the person by
whom they are spoken. If they proceed
from an ill-nature they will be harsh, while if
they are the offspring of affection they will be
gentle and kind; and great is the influence of
kind words on the pleasures of those around
us. They soothe the troubles ebbing to and
fro in the human heart, like calmness on the
disturbed waters of the ocean, and as they
quiet the troubled waves of man's thought,
they increase human happinc:ss, which is the
highest aim of man.
Words produce the most good when, in a
kind manner, they express wise thoughts.
Persons often speak unkindly even to their
deare~t friends, using words soon unpleasant
to recall. In this way many homes are made
unhappy which, with kind words and actions
in place of the harsh, would sparkle with the
sunshine of peace and happiness. And many
homes there are in our land in which there is

with the girl, who had become rested and
contented, and saying, "Now, I'll sing for
you," pw voice which had held hundreds
entranced, now filled the little kitchen. For

has taken Tim TRUTH SEEKER nine years altogether. I like the'" Story Hour" so well I
cannot decide which story is the best, and l ,
think little Susie's picture is beautiful; I
know she was a nice little girl and I hope to
a long time she helc1 the girl entranced by be better acquainted with her Aunt Susie.
the spell of that charming voice, and when I will close, so good-bye.
·
she went home left her happy, where she
I remain yours truly, InA M. JoHNSON.
had found her restless and discouraged.
[Yes, Ida may call the editor of the Corner
auntie if she wishes, and she will be pleased
Our Puzzle Box.
to hav her do so.]
1.-0HARADE.
A 8pot or blemi8h first you take,
Or, if you choose, a little lake.
Now, next you for tlw auth01' look
Of those five books called Pentateuch,
Wherein he tells how, when he died,
God buried him, his grave to hide,
And how that " even till this day"
. vVhere he was buried none can say.
I own it seems a little odd
To be tlms buried by the God.
His own obituary, too,
How he could write I never knew.
Well, having found him in your hunt,
Affix that blemish to his front,
When lo! the Bible text comes true,
This author vanishes from view.
Some small marsupials stand alone,
And leave his grave in all unknown.
hwin. Ia.
J. K. P. EAKEn.
2.-A PARADOX.
From a scientific point of view
This paradox is strictly true.
In New York city once did dwell
A brewer who, as I've heard tell,
A tub did hav for holding beer
'l'hat held a thousand [!allons clear.
No more, no less, would go therein
When filled exactly to the brim.
Trade got so poor, he thought it best
To" pull up stakes" and" go out west."
In Denver he did settle down
In Colorado's noted town,
Where, plumb and level, up he sat
His famous thousand gallon vat ;
But strange ! here in this land nf gold
His tub could not be made to hold
A thousand gallons, as of late
It held when in the Empire state.
Gmnd Rapids, .Mich.
0. H. RIOHMOND.
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DEAR MJss WIXON: I crayoned these in
school; they are not very nice. I got whipped
in school yesterday, for leaning against the
side of the house. She tore my pictures and
made me mad. She is an ugly, wicked
teacher. I wish I never had to go to school
to her again, but mamma Sf1YS I must; so I
shall hav tb. Oh, clear, I wish you were my
teacher. I never would be naughty. I hav
a new dollie. I hav named her Susie Wixon.
She behaves the best of all my dollies. I love
you, oh, so dearly, and so does mamma. So
good-bye. From your little friend CoRA.
[We are sorry that Cora had to take a
whipping for such a slight offense. SJ1e
should tell her teacher that the tender flesh of
a little child was never made to be beaten.·
Fighting characters should choose one of
their own size and build when they wish to
fight. Cora must try to be good and kind to
her teacher and thus make her feel ashamed
of her naughtiness to so good a girL-En.
C. C.]

MANCIIESTEI!, IA., Jan. 31, 1886.
DEAR lVIIss WuoN: I thought I would
write you a letter for the Children's Corner.
I am eight years old. I liv on a farin. We
3.-A;\!ETRYST PRIZE CHARADE.
hav a good many cattle and horses. We hav
One givs an added zest to milk,
a pet dog. Her name is Gyp. She is a rat
In two the ladies show their silk;
terrier. It is fun to see her shake a rat and
Botlt make a wholesome, toothsome dish,
kill it. She plays ball with me,
'' Strange meat, that's neither flesh nor fish."
I go to school. I study reading, arithTltr·ee, like a tiger, slays and kills;
metic, spelling, geography, and grammar.
At four we drown our woes and ills.
.My pa sent for the "Story Hour." I like it
Tltese two the welcome bottle holds,
very much. My pa has taken Trm TRUTH
And all the four as well enfolds.
SEEKER seven years. I will not write any
For the first solution of the Amethyst sent more this time. From your friend
direct to me at Escanaba, Mich., P. 0. box
CHAI!LEY l\'lEAD,
7fi, I will giv as a prize a plant of my new
seedling dahlia; named ''Edelweiss," a splenThese Books are well Recommended.
did double, snow-white, and worth a dollar
each for young plants, free by mail.
PLEASE ORDER ELMINA'S ROOKS OJ<'
Escanaba, .Mich.
IsAAC A. PooL.
ELMINA.
4.-DIA:\IOI'.'lJ.
1st. A letter.· 2cl. A bud. 3d. Pierced. 4th.
A fabulous sea animal. 5th. A general in the
late war. 6th. To paint. 7th. A letter.
Bramwell, W. Va.
R. BERNHEIM.
5.-00NUNDRUM.

Oh, if you should see her, pray tell her from me
That mamma's as lonesome as lonesome can be ;
And if she has gone with the fairies to stay,
Or off into dreamland has drifted away,
I'll hav to adopt some poor wandering elfWhy, who was it that kissed me? •Tis Elsie herself.
-M. K. B'uclc in Chica.go Advance.

A Great Singer's Kind Deed.
Stories about Annie Louise Cary hav the
refreshing novelty of not being advertisments,
like those told of most women with voices,
and this from the Pittsburgh Di,9patch is
rather pretty: One summer, as was her enstom, she spent some little time in her father's
old home, a short distance from Portland,
which she made her own during her va..
cation. lt was after she had been feted at
home and abroad, had sung before crowned
heads and nobility, and diamonds h~td been
but one of a profusion of gifts showered upon
her. One morning she ran into a neighbor's
kitchen as if "she were not Miss Cary," as
the girl said, where a girl of eighteen or
twenty stood, ironing. Like many bright
New England girls she longed to get away
from her small surrounding and try a larger
sphere. "Why, I hav my trials," said Miss
Cary, "and you could not understand them."
"Oh," answered the girl, "what are
troubles to you? You can do as you please
with the world, instead of waiting to see
what the world is going to do with you."
"You are tired, let me iron awhile," said
the famous songstress.
The girl protested. Miss Cary insisted,
and carried her point. As her iron moved to
and fro, she entertained the weary girl with
stories of her own life, showing with what
1 labor sLe had achieved her present success,
and the trials incident to a public life. Wheu
she, too. became weary, she changed places

SooTTS, Mwrr., Feb. 10, 286.
Miss WIXON: I read the Children's Corner
in 'l'rrE TnU'l'H SEEKER and like it very much.
I think you publish some very nice stories.
I go to school this cold winter. I hav to go
one and a quarter miles. My father is. a Freethinker and bas taken TnE TutT'I'H SEEKER for
nearly five years. He belongs to the Grange
'
and the Knights of Labor. I am nine years ·
old, and this is the first letter that I hav ever ·
written. I will hav to close for this time.
Yours fraternally, JOSEPH B. MILLIMAN.

Four Infidel Novels useful for Missionary Work:
"John's Way'' shows the superiority of Infidel
training in raising a family. 15 cents.
''The Darwins" >describes an Infidel family and
givs good arguments for our side as well as
good moral lessons. 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
The Clergyman's Victims," or Preachers' Pranks.
25 cents.
"The Infidel School Teacher" converts her pious
lover, and the same argument" will convert
your pious friends. 20 cents. "The Hand
somest Woman," inclosed in the same volume:
Stamps gladly taken.
Address
4tiO
ELl\UNA D. 8LENiillR, Snowville, Va.

t'AINt'~
A boy has killed two copperheads,
And hung them on the fence;
In what respect are they just like
Old-fashioned copper cents ?
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN '!'HE OIIILDHEN'S OOHNER,
FEB. 20, 1886.
1-A. 6 cents. B. 2 cents. 2.-Susan, obey,
aye, Bonasus. 3.-Gastrotomy. 4.-Newport,
Fall River, Bridgewater. 5.-Roar (rower),
creak (creek), hark, ring.
SoLYEJ!S.-Katie Lansing, lVIary 1\icLin,
John Akin, Tobias A. Secord, J. K. P. Baker.
[Correspondents will please remember that
do not want 8ermons for children. We
bav received an essay qf seventeen pages of
foolscap for the Corner ! Its doom is the
waste-basket. Write short, brief, bright urticles, if .you wish to see them in print, and
write with ink. The printer has a hard time
enough without deciphering illegible pencilmarks.-En. C. C.]
~e

Uorres j)O ndence.
HooPESTON, ILr.., Dec. 31, 1885,
DEAU AuNT SusiE: Seeing all the little girls
writing to you I thought l would write and
ask yon if I could call you Aunt Susie. Papa
and mamma·got me the "Story Hour" for a
birthday present.
l am ten years old,
and I go to school and am in the
fourth grade, class C. I am very much
pleased with the Children's Corner; I like to
read the correspondence. I can't work many
puzzles. Papa and mamma say TIIE TIWTII
::\>:EKE!! is their Bible, althougll we hav a
regular Bible-old filthy thing-here. Papa

AGE Of KtASON.

The Greatest of" all Anti-Bibll·
eal Works.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

TH~

UHISIS.

By Thomas Paine.
Spealdng of this work in connection _with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Brit.ain, ·washington wrote: "A few more such
fiaming arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation.n
0
Price, :Ji'i cents.
For either· of these works, or any of Paine's'
writings,
Address 'l'HE '1'RU'£H SEEKElt,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

THE

.Kl~f!:

OF

lNTELLEGTUAL LIBERTY
From Tha1es to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY ROLLA' D, Author of "Tha
Reign of the S' Acs."
"'l'his is a book not only to he read once, bnt trbe kept and referrqd to, m~cl pondere<l o.ver frmh.
year to. year. It IS a ~mde-book of Liberalism
through the past ccntunes prior to 1600, the era of
C<,>pernicn.H an<~ Br~mo. ,It cloes not take the place
of other lnstoneH hkc Grbbon, Hallam 1 or Lecky,
bu~ it m.akes them intelligible by pointmg out the
whrte light that has been cast npon the lurid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
i\owed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed o:mrse
down through the ages which now !iv only !Ls our
realm of !VI emory and Admonition."
·
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $3.50,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Agents for the Truth Seel{er.
.

S. P . Putnam'N Works.

Price, Twenty-Five Cents.

CALIFORNIA.

Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.

The Problem of the Uuivf'rSf', and

THE

CANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiand, Ont.

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Waif.. and Wauderlngs, a New Ameri-

TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL

ILLINOIS.

F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
·
INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, rich with incident
ancl elrama tic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John

Swinton's Paper.

Goldf'n 'l'hr·onP, a Romance.

-AND-

KANSAS.
:-'•,

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
· Mills).
.

FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC

MASSACHUSETTS.

c::--C 18 8

Joseph Marsh, NorthaJ?pton.
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popular lecture ·on Sabbath observance justly
woman on the earth, the sun ·and moon and "Flowing and dancing, breaking into stars;
the
stars
in
the
heavens.
Woman,
in one ·Long trains of light and comet's golden hair, . earned the title of ' Sabbath-Breaker.' In
ADAMI· AND HEVA. A New Version. By S ..
And rythmic sweep of cloud with brea.st of fact, he broke the Sabbath up into fragments
P. Putnam. New York. The Truth Seeker story,' it is said, b,ad birth in an expanding 1~
fire,
tus on the Ganges,' and was re.ceiv.ed by the Whence constellations burst and traveled as small as the souls of the Puritan bigots'
Co. Price 10 cents.
wlio instituted that 'holy day' in order to
first
man,
Adami,
in
his
paradise.
Tliis
is
space."
Almost · every one is familiar with the old
rob poor humanity ·of one-sevent,h of the sunthe
version
that
Mr.
Putnam
has
given
in
his.
And
yet,
0
,poet,
one
word,
,
. version of Adam and Eve as related in Geneshine thai is part of our inheritance from
sis, And every person of sense and understand- poem. How coarse, how cruel, the old story
"Cou~d I be loved by woman as man is."
Mother Nature."
ing must feel indignant at tl1e way the story reads, "And the man shall rule over theei'~
He, Brahma, was a man. masculin, a god!
The Independent Pulpit thus refers to J. E.
reads, beginning with insults to womanhood No wonder that there should be an old rab- He would lose all for woman's love. How
binical
legend
to
the
e:ffect
that
the
first
that follow her like some evil spirit through
many shining stars, how much of omnipotent Remsburg's book on "Sabbath-breaking:"
woman, Lilith, rebelled against this mandate,
the Bible, and down to the present time.
power would he surrender that he might be " This little work contains about all that can
But few, comparativly speaking, are aware demanding equality, and, failing to secure it, love.fl as man love.s woman? We doubt the be said on the subject, and it will never be
of the legend, infinitly superior, and older by flew away out of paradise, and· a second answer, remembering, among a thousand refuted. No well-informed minis\er will· ever
thousands of years, from which this myth in edition of spare rib was necessary-thus more, the pathetic story of the devoted hav the hardihood to try to answer it. ·-If
accounting for the two distinct stories of
every man and woman in this countrycould
Genesis was taken.
Heloise and the priest Abelard.
S. P. Putnam has rendered a new and cor- creation as recorded in the first and second
0 great Brahma, is it to be ever thus? be induced to giv this book one fair and imrect verkion of the old, old story, and given it chapters of Genesis.
'When the gods weigh out love for human partial perusal, it would produce an e:ffect
This alleged inferiority of woman 'has led
in such perfect lines of poetic beauty that the
souls, as the old legend has it, is the woman's equal to.that produced upon our colonial anreader is at once charmed and delighted with to her subjection in all ages, .and in no other measure always,- from its greater weight, to cestors by Thomas Paine's 'Common Sense.'"
its perusal. He has revealed it as a sweet and myth is the story so brutally told as in the tip the balance-to send man's· up lightly till
tender story, throbbing with life and love. It Christian legend.
it touch the beam? MRs. A. M. FREEMAN.
In "Paradise Lost," a book regarded· by
is matchless poetry, too-the poetry that
Christians
nearly
as
sacred
as
the
inspired,
· THE INFIDEL SCHOOL TEACHER.
sweeps· and sways the being like the music
REDUCED IN .PRICE.
The above is the title of a pamphlet fresh
of the pines, or the low sighing surge of the volume itself, John Milton writes, " He was
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
formed
for
God
only,
she
fortheGod
in
him,"
from the gifted pen of Elmina D. Slenker, of
sea. Every page is brilliant and glowing with
offer these magnificent prose poems of ll'lr. Ingerflashing gems of poetic fire. The love and putting her, it must be admitted, on pretty Snowville, Va., and is for .sale by her at the
soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
short
rations
for
a
God;
and
he
questions
imlow l!Jrice of twenty cents.
constancy of man. and woman are eloquently
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illum1portrayed. Bulwer Lytton, in the "Lady of potently of Omniptence, doubting the wisdom
Aniong all the good things written by Mrs. nated border, large clear type, suitable for framof
the
act,
why
he
created
woman
:
·
Slenker, this little work, in my humble judg- ing. The titles are:
Lyons," where Pauline says,
" Oh, why did God,
ment, is the most fitting to the times, and de''Tell him even now that I would rather share
serves t'he widest circulation. It is a true The Vision of War,
His lowliest lot, walk by his side an outcast; Creator wise, that peopled highest heaven
Tribute to his Brother,
Work for him, beg with him, liv upon the With spirits masculin, create at last
story in the main, representing certain phases
This novelty on earth, this fair defect
light
The Grant Banquet Toast,
of
human
character
as
clearly
as
anything
Of one kind smile from him, than wear the Of nature, and not fill the world at once
ever written by Dickens; illustrating and exWith men as angels-without feminin ?"
Address at Harry Miller's Grave. ·
crown
In the new version given in Mr. Putnam's emplifying thousands of cases all over the
The Bourbon lost!"
The price of these heretofore has been $1. We
land, where Jnfidels as a class are either offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
Does not more beautifully and powerfully ex- poem, Heva asks :
press the devotion of woman than does Mr. '' ' Ah, wilt thou love me, love me .evermore ?' ignorantly or purposely misunderstood by THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. l\'lailed secure
the orthodox: branch of society.
'Will love thee ever, evermore,' he said.
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Putnam in these lines :
Mary Jones, the heroin of the story, is a
'The stars may perish and the sun grow dark,
88 Clinton Pl., New York.
" Take thy fair ·Eden, I will walk the earth But I will love thee, life and death, alway.'" well educated, respectable, and sensible young
To dea~h's dar~ door 1~ith him I love alway.
The old question, the old answer-the lady who has reasoned herself out Of all belief
LITHOGRAPHS
woman's fear of change, the man's assurance in ghosts and hobgoblins of every name and
Better ~th h~m all suffering and all woe;
OF
Better with him the labor and the pain·
of constancy. The question asked and an- nature. She is' a fair representativ of the
Better w~th h~m the wildest path forlo~;
true
Infidel,
neither
dogmatic
hi
asserting
her
swered when the world was new, asked and.
Better With lnm the thunder's blasting force
opinions nor hypocritical enough to quietly
-aTha~ al! tha.t thou canst giv with him away.il answered thus when a million hearts had
Admirers of the Great Na turaliat, and practically
Justice IS thme, 0 Brabma, love is mine for broken, and so tq be answered while human drift along through life and at all time.s allow
the father of Evolution, will be ~lad to !mow that
herself to be mistaken for a Christian.
aye."
hearts beat for each other tenderly.
we hav: a fine lithograph of him for sale-size
Such
is
the
character
The
Infidel
18;Jix24
mches on heavy Jllate.paper. Framed, the
"The
woman
whom
thou
gavest
me,
she
This poem which is offered for almost nothpicture will make a splendid ornament for the
School
Teacher,"
and
it
is
not
surprising,
but
parlors of Freethinkers. Price, 25 cents.
ing, ten cents only, should be sold by the mill- did tempt me," says the old version, cowAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
very natural that some one of the opposit
ion copies. I think it is chief among the ardly.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
sex should deeply admire her. ' Sissons
author's poetical jewels, and I hope, some- " ' On me the punishment alone should fall.
time, to see it issued in more substantial form Be righteous, Brahma, curse not her with Holmes, a good, honest, innocent, and " GodA NEW P AMPHLET.-JUST OUT.
me."
fearing Christian," loved Miss Jones for her
and illustrated. It would make a most eleHeva, refusing to return to paradise, to good sense and her many virtues, but was
gant and charming gift book. .
desert Adami, says:
.
pained and shocked at her Infidelity. As
SusAN WrxoN.
"'Justice is thine, 0 Brahnia; love is mine every honest Christian ought. to _do, Mr,
BY S. P. PUTMAM.
for aye."
·
Holmes took upon himself the difficult task
The church has given to the world many
of enlightening the heathen. For this purversions of its old story of creation. claiming ·And great Brahma affirms:
A poetic version of the Indian Story of the Gar~
pose he addressed his lady friend a long let- den of Eden, in which its superiority to the mutifor each an originality that it has been quite ." 'I, God, can giv no greater joy to thee
unable to substantiate. Mr. Samuel P. Put- '!'han each to each can giv in love's delight." ter, couched in the most tender and persuasiv lated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
nam, in his last book, "Adami and Heva,"
And here our poet's verse becomes daring, language, urging. her to renounce Infidelity,
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
leaves no need for further research in regard from an orthodox standpoint, when he asks : and with him "come to Jesus." Miss Jones
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
replied in excellent terms, thanking him for
to .the old myth. Its Eastern origin is appar83 Clinton Place, New York.
" And was there passion in the God's strong
his tender solicitude, while at the same time
ent, and yet the imitation in Genesis lacks all
breast
·
the beauty and dignity of the story as un-· When he beheld the bloom of human love?" she gave him his first lesson in.Infidelity,
E. REMSBURG'S APPOINTfolded in this Oriental poem.
And Brahma, sole sovereign of a universe, which thoroughly convinced Mr. Holmes that
In Genesis we hav a bungling, imperfect admits, " There is no curse when man and he had ''caught a Tartar," and that he had
MENTS.
account of creation-the green grass growing, woman love," and enviously, de.spairing(y, never btlfore understood the true meaning of
J. E. Remaburg_leftAtcbison for t.he Ea~t on the
the term Infidel. Eight long letters, cover- 3d inst. The following is his program so far as
flowers blooming, and fruit ripening three exclaims:
arranged:
·
ing over forty pages, pass between these peo- Warrensburg,N.Y
days before the sun and moon were created.
... ll'lon., Tu., Wed., 1\'[ar. 1. 2, 3.
" I would abandon all my wealth of stars,
ple,
which
no
one
can
justly
review
in
a
In the Hindoo account the great Brah~a saw The majesty, the sovereignty, the grace,'
Cohoe_s1
............ Thur.,
' 4.
"
li'Le............................ Sat., " 6.
the sun, and the sun existed. He saw the That changes not amid the changing spheres; newspaper article. Every page of this book Sacoi
Port and, ll'le .......... Sun. (10:30 A.M.), " 7.
is as full of merit as an egg is of meat, and Boston, 1\'[ass ........... Sun. (7:30P.M.), " 7.
moon and the stars, the green earth and the I would surrender heaven's eternal throne,
R. I .................. l\'Ion., " 8.
every letter from both parties a.s an educator Pro~dence,
high heavens, the purling streams and the And all the worship of uncounted hosts ;
ll'lenden, Conn .... Tu., Wed., Thur., l\'lar. 9, 10, 11.
is worth double the price of the book. I New York ........................ :Fri., " 12.
mighty oceans, and they all existed. Man I would dissolve my crown in ll.eeting dews,
Baltimor!l1.Md........... , ....... Sun., " 14.
Could I be less than what I am, supreme.
sincerely wish it might be read by every perwas outlined in his tlwught, and man existed. I would a toiler be on earth's bare breast,
In addition to the above, ll'lr. Remsburg will
!Jpeak
in Greenwich, l\'Iass.; Salamanca, N. Y.;
son in the land.
JoHN W. TRUESDELL.
IVoman arose in his mind, and woman ex- And earn the food for hunger day by day;
Naples, N. Y.; Kent, 0.; Perrysburg, 0.; TontoSyr(JjJuse, Feb. 20, 1886.
gany. 0.; Carey, 0.,; Bradford, 0. : Spiceland,
isted. He beheld every living and creepin()' I would meet anything that fate might giv,
Ind.; .Burr Oak,_,,li'Iwh.; Pans, ill.; Chebanse,
thing, his work was complete, and it was all Most cruel blows upon the mortal flesh;
ill.; CleoJ?atra, 1V10. ; Maitlal}d, Mo. ; Quitman,
SA.BBATH,BREAKING.
All that the finit suffers and endures,
1\'[o.; Robmson, Ran.; l\'lornll; Ran. ; Republic
good.
Or imperfection reaps on error's path;
City, Ran.; C!J-wker City~. Ran.; Council Gi'ove,
Remsburg's "Sabbath-breaking" is pro- Ran.;
In the Hebrew copy we hav man made Disdain my Godhead and be made of dust,
BrookVI.lle, Ran.; urbana, Iran. ; Halstead,
Iran.;
Newton Iran.
·
nounced
by
Parker
Pillsbury
"
a
valuable,
or
from dust, followed by an unsatisfactory, re- Could I be loved by woman as man is."
rather an invaluable, work on the Sabbath
pugnant surgical operation, supplemented by
I do not recall any words, in any poem, in
a temptation from a serpent, and the curse of any book, braver or grander than these lines problem." Referring to the institution of the BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Jewish Sabbath, Mr. Pillsbury says: "Even
a God that it should crawl all the days of by Samuel P. Putnam.:
SUBJECTS:
the super-orthodox Andover begins to deits life .. As the serpent had always crawled,
What would value the isolated power of velop some common sense on the great Jewish
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COl\'lto the Hebrew or Christian mind this curse Omnipotence debarred from human love ?
ll'lON SENSE. By Dr.·E. B. Foote. In one handbears no meaning. Trace it to its Eastern What were golden crowns, golden harps, and enigma of a weary God resting after a hard some 12mo volume of nearly 11900 pages, fully
illustrated.
Cloth, $3.25-in English or German
origin, where a belief in transmigration was golden throne.s, as reward' for well-doing here week's work, and hallowing it a.s holy time A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
·
SCIENCE. IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
a part of religion, and it is left in no obscur- if the loved ones were forever banished to eternally afterward throughout tlie universe!
Boy
Doctor,
and
Sponsie,
the
Troublesome
1\'[onkey.
ity. Heretofore he had be~n capable of as- lower, darker scenes? As a woman-poet has Strange Gods, strange men, strange women, By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $5
and strange works were had in the distant per set; or :five volumes in one for $2.
suming higher forms of life, and, through said:
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
past. And ditto to day."
long ages of progression, of final absorption " If I by the throne should behold you,
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth ·
volume
of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
into the divine being. The curse of Brahma
Smiling up, with those eyes loved so well, ' Mr. Remsburg in his pamphlet on the SabHAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Re-bath has compiled sufficient evidence to prove cipes.
was that he should forever retain his serpent
Close, 'close in my arms I would fold you,
A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
And drop with you down to sweet hell."
that the Sabbatarian laws, mostly enacted to By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
form; and that the Mosaic account was stolen
SANITARY-SCIENCE
SERIES.,, (Dime Pamfrom the more ancient story we ..need no furLove itself is a reward for all suffering, and satisfy the narrow views Of fanatical preach- phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote,
Jr;, :,.iz.: "Bacteria
ther proof than that throughout the Old Tes- even in unrequited love it is better " to hav ers, are a gross usurpation of the rights and IIi their Relation to Disease," repre. ,Jnting the germ
theory, advocating personal ant:'pliblic hygiene
privileges
of
the
community.
It
is
to
be
detament Adam's creation is nowhere referred loved and lost than never to hav loved at all."
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunconsidering the blue-glass cure-of value
to, from· the fifth chapter of Genesis to the
In his "Light of Asia," Mr. Edwin Arnold sired that such preachers would giv, if possi- beami"
to sic rand well. By mail, 10 cents each.
last chapter of J\IIalachi. The myth was no has given the life of Buddha, so similar to that ble, this pamphlet a calm perusal.- W. McHEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 pagesl cloth
doubt supplemented as a· prefix to the Penta- of Jesus of Nazareth, which. it antedates Donnell.
bound, $2 • "Heredity" by Loring__l\'looay, 159
teiJch long after the latter was written.
by at least six hundred years. The beauty of
Mr. William Algie, president of the Free- J2.ages, cloth\ 75 cents; 'lThe Law of Heredity," by
.In the Genesis of India we hav a shoreless the language in this poem of " Adami and thonght Association of Canada, in the Inde- F. H. ll'lai:sn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperamentsz" with illustrations, by Dr
ocean upon which a golden egg tloated. It Heva " is I).Ot inferior to that of Mr. Arnold's, pendent Pulpit, referring to the Cleveland E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Re~<'en:
erationJ'' by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr. 10 cents; ''Redivided into heaven above and earth beneath. and for warmth of expression and gorgeous- Congress, says: "Prominent among the many ports
or Conventions and Parlor Meetin?s during
Two substances were formed, mortal and im- ness of imagery equals "Lallah Rookh."
kindred spirits with whom I came in contact, 1882," 10 cents; "'rhird Annual ConventiOn of the
In'btitute
of Heredity, ll'l~ 29, 188~~, 10 <;.ent;s.
mortal; and again two more-roan and
This for instance, in regard to creation:
I may mention J. E. Remsburg, who in his
Address 'l'HE TRuTH SEEKER.
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·Ingersoll's 'Worke

Wattstein's

·. The Gods. Paper, 50 cts:; cloth, $

In five lectures.t.. comprising; '." T.·he : God1
'' Humboldt " " Thomas Paine," "'.Inlli'vi.du:
ity," and "Heretics and Heresies.'~ .
.·

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts i Cloth; 1:2

Contents: "The <Th.ost~J" "Liberty for Mv
Woman, and Child," "1:he Declaration of J
dependence," "About Farmin._g in lllinoi
,. The Grant Banqueh" "The ltev. Alexand
Clark," "The Past uises before Me Like
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C; Ingersol

Some Mistalms of Moses•.P.aper, 50ct
cloth, $1.25. ·
· .. ' . . ·
lntt~rviews on Talmage. Paper, 50ct
plain cloth, $1.25.

·

' ·. · . ·

,

What Must We Do'to Be Saved1 .P:
per, 25 cents.

,.

. , ... ,

The ·()hristian Religion•. \ By R. (

IngersoJ1 Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and pre
George Jf. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth; $1.

Orf.hodoxy.

56 pages, 12ino, pape

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed·:
large, clear .t;viie, and containing as·much
could 'be delivered in two ordinary lectur1
This makes a grand. missionary . dbcfunei
Liberals should scatter ~t generously;
·· ·

Ingersoll CatA(\hised: His. Answers·

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded '
the 'editor of the San Franciscan. '· 5 cents;
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 cqpie.!> :
Millions of these should be circulated by Jrn
thinkers.

OTTO WETTSTEIN
Rochelle, ill.

Vindication of Thomas Paine fro
the attacks of the New York Observer, by
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents. '

Rc

STANDA.RD UEDIC.\.L WORK

Address on the Civil Rights Bil
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents: ·

YOUNG&MIDDLE·AGEDMEN

.

ONLT U BY MAIL, POSTPAID.

Inf.!,'('rsoll's Lectures Complete.'

ILL'U$'l'RA'l'IV.E SAM.FLE FREE '1'0 ALL,

Bound in one volume. To meet the 'dema·
for Mr. Ingersoll's worksJ the publisher hash
all hisJectures; except tne latest• on "Ortl
doxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in h:
calf, library style, and containing over 1 :
pall"es, which is sold ap the ex,ceellingly 1'
prwe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid. ·
Tributes~
There hav been so mar:
!!.pplicationa for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute ·
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Gra:
Banquet Toast," and the recent address ov
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they h1
been printed on heav;v toned paper, 18x22, rn·
minated border, and m large, clear type, suit
ble for framing, and the four will. be forwardt
'to ahy address, prepaid, for 50cts) or either 01
for 15 cents.
·

G'l'eat Medical Work on Manhood

1

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, au
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true · t
life, price~ $1.50 each. Every admirer of 'the1
apostles or Religious Liberty should hav thet
busts.

Photog:ravhs of Colonel lngersoli

Superb p)i:otographs1 22x28, $5; panel, 10~x1
$3; boudmr, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 ct~.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
!
33 Clinton Place, New York.;

J. E. Remsburg's

Work~. THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERJCA.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcellt~d. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
The Church and Morality; Crinlinal Statistics,
showing; the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization ; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scrigture : Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices ; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance ; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discoUnt on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Br·eaking. This is the best

BY A CAPITALI~T.

A Hook Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals With
the present conditions of society in this country, pointing out their imperfections, and showing how
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present system. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the
future Republic of North' America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
CoNTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Republic; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production and Distribution;
Education; Morality and ~eli~on; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life in the
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods rroposed for the
Traus1tion from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger.
PriCe, $1.50.
.
.
·
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Compan?', 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. B;y Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large :type, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and. handsome print. The question is discussed Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabthe Rightway Almshlmse. By Jennie Butler
batic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Browne. Pdce 10 cents. For sale at this office.
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sunda;y Arguments· 01igin of Christian Sab- Apples of Hold.
A Story-Book for
bath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
t'he Youn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Sabbath durin&' the Middle A/l"eB; The Puritan
·
Second
edition.
Price,
$1.25. This very excelSabbath;. Testnnony of Chnstian Reformers,
lent work for young masters and miss-es, has
Scholars.~-- and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
passed
through
a
very
large edition, and a
Laws. J:'rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.
second has been issued at a reduced price of
Image Brea.kN·. Six Lectures: De$1.25, free of. postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washmuch to the value of the volume.
in&'ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbelievei'i
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
5 cents; bound, prper, 25-.cents; per doz. 40 cts.
Price, 20 cents.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle o:f Re- The Youth's Liberal Guide.
ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it; Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are given ; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. . Second edition~ 160 pages, printed on :fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Hall,~ before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.
For all the above works address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New ¥ork.

The Perpetual

Cal~ndar.

Working the Year of Science
And the Common Comp)ltations.

An Almanac IForeveiShowing the day of the week for any day of the
month for all time past and present and to come,
and other useful information. Price, 40 cents;
three for $1.
' .
.
Address THE TRUTf!: SEEKER1 .•; ·,
Canvassers address L. Martm, BrunsWlclt, Ga:

Exhausted Vitality_, Nervous and Physical DebilYtPremature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
<1 the untold miseries resulting from indiscren or excesses. A book for .every man, :young,
ddle-aged, and old. It con tams 125prescnptions
all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
hich is invaluable. So found by the author, whose
erience for 25 years is such as probably never
ore fell to the lot of any physiCian. 300 pages,
?,und in beautiful French muslin, embossed cov.s, full gilt, guaranteed to be a finer work in every
'.nse -than any other work sold in this country
•r $2.50 or the money will be refunded in every
stance, Pricei only $1.00 by mail, post paid.
\.ustrativ samp e free to anybody. Send now
pld medal awarded the author by the Nationai
·aiedical Association~ to the president of which, the
Hon.P. A. Bissel, ana associate officers of the Board
the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the af!:licted for relief. J:t
will benefit all.-London Lancet.
There is no member of society to whom The
Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guardian, instructor, or clergyman.-.Argonaut.
Address the PeabogY. Medical Institute~ or Dr. w.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bullfinch St., Boston, )'lass., who
may be consulted on all diseases requirinll" skill
and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases
that have baf!:led the skill of all other ph:ysicians a
specialty. Such treated successfully, Without an
instance of failure. Mention this paper. 1y14

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
·rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense.
Address . THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

THE

DB. B. P. FELLOWS
is a regularly: educated and le~ally qualified physwian, and
the most successfqj.1
as his practice will
prove. He has for
twenty years treated
exclusivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures of which
he stands l'reeminent
SPERMA'l'ORRH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
uight emissions by
'dreams, loss of sexual
power, rendering
marriage improper and .unhappy> etg., a~;e ct~red
permanently by an outside applicatwn m siXty
days. NO STOMACH MEDICIN T)'SED.. It ts one
of Dr. Fellows' valuable discoveries, wl.nch IB ei?-tirely unknown to the madical professwn. It IB
not a catch-pennY. get UJ?, such as a ;pad< belt, pa~
tille nor magnetiC appliance, but srmp!Y a medicin to be applied externally on the parts affected,
which cures by absorption. Send five ?rcent stamps
for his "Private Counselor," giving. full information. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows 7 Vmeland, N.J.,
and say where you saw this advertisment.
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage is_s_o_li_c_it_e_d_.- - - - -

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES.

·coNTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromegas.FOR 1886.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
CHAS. A. WATTS, Editor.·
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversatiqn
CoNTENTS: Agnostic Religion, by R. Bithell, With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A.Pleasp.re m
B.Sc., Ph.D.-Shifting the Center of Gravity, by Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure rn India.
C. N.-Misconceptions of Agnosticism.t by Charles
Handsome 12mo. WI pages, laid pa_per. With 67
Watts-A Household of Unfaith? by li. M. McC..Is Agnosticism, of Necessity, Anti-Christian 1 by engravings. Price, cloth, be•·eled boards, $2,00.
W. Stewart Ross (Saladin)-Le_gend of the Devil's Half calf or half morocco, ma-rbled edges, $4.00.
Dyke, Brightolb by Julian.-Emotional 1\gnostiAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
cisll:}} by w. A. Leonard.-Agnosticism and Popu33 Clinton Place, New York.
l~r uhnstianity, by CoL R. G_. Inger~oll.-The SpeCial Senses, by H. J. Hardwwkel F. R. C. S.-Not
Left comfortless,_ by F. J. Goula.-The Morals of
Agnosticism, b;)' .Lgnotus.-The Eternal Curse, by
William Maccall-'l'he Catholicity of Agnosticisml
by Winifred, Lady Robinson.-Christlanity ana
my!Uedical Compound and Impro..-ed
After, by Charles C. Cattell.-Unpalatable Truths,
Elastic Supporter Truss injrom30 lo
by F. Sydney Morris.-Opposit Poles of Thought,
90 day•. Reli!Lble references given. Send
by'!'. Evan-.iacobJ.B.A.-Fortune and .the Mel1diata.rO..'P for circular1 aud sav in what paper
vou saw mv advm-tlseme,t. Address~ Ca.pj.
cant, by Thomas !\lead.
·
1.. Coll~DSs,Sl!lltllvlllo,Jolfol'llo~ co. li;l'.
PRICE 25 CENTS.
For sale at this office.

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL

RUPTURES CUR EDby
w.

Tho Bi~lB Analyze~.
BY

.John R. Jielso, A.ltl.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-'fhe Mn·acles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the B~ble.-The
Prophecies.-II'he Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bi]?le.-The Sabb~th of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
.
Crown octavo, 833 p_p. SplendiqJy executed. Sent
by'mail, post paid. Price, $3.00.

TRAVElS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBER'r C. ADAMS.
Fot Sale at this Ottice.

Cloth, $1.25.
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TilE Grant monument fmilF/has.~made.·no'
perceptible progress in the past we~k~ ,: ...

~e,cea.saJ:1ly

slow, but if it is )lever be. be consp.mmated ....:.n. M. Bennett•.
. . . , , .,
. , FAREWELL, happy fields, . ,
'Where joy. forever dwells ! Hail, horrors ! Hail,.,·
.
Infei·nal world ! And thou, profoundest hell;
ReceiYe thy new possessor-one who brings
:A.lnind not to .be .changed by place or time.
The.mind.is its o'wn place, and in itself
Can;make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven.

AnouT $35,000 has been contributed to the·
fund for the widow of the late' General Hancock.
TnE eighty-fourth anniversary of:the bi,rth
of Victor Hugo was celebrlljted at Paris ·on'
the 26th ult.
THE trial of the Rev. George R Bristor, of
Spring Valley, N.Y., indicted for rape onhis
servant, has been postponed.~>·
' '·
.

"

'

.

·

··· '

·

·

•

-,.Milton.

shoi:t-sighted, and very often see but:.
"
; our views are not· extended'.,.
has: a. ccmrtectlo'n with it. From this deWe see but in part;
and therefore it is i:w
not , right from .our
might instruct the proudest ·
parts how useful it is to talk
_...,,., ... --·--·-·:with others, even such as come short
in' capa:'oity, quickness, and penetration ; ·
foi:' smce no 'irian sees all, and we generally hav:
different prospects of the same thing, according to
om'differeiit,.as·I may say, positions to it, it is not·
·incongruous .to think, nor beneath any man to
ti:y, whethllr:an6ther may not h~v notions of things
which 'hail:'' escaped him, and which his 1·eason
woUld ni~tke.use of if they came into his mind.,

I

A TOAST proposed to Queen Victo;\a was '
1
hissed at a meetin.i in Londol19f th~ "Workingmen members of Parliament oJl t~e"25th nit,
TrrE legislature of Maryland li(ts voted:down1

a proposition to compel tlie state printer' .to:
employ only men belonging to the· printers'
union.
·
:.
·
. ·
THE Rev. Father Smith, p~storoLSt. Stephen"s Roman Catholic church, Sj.racuae; N~
Y., attempted suicide last Saturday:bysllodt~.'
ing himself.
: :· .
. · ·· · ·

Loqke'S, Oonauot

o.r the Undm·stand·ing.

· WHY need I .name thy Boyle, who~e pious search

Tim horse-car drivers of. Troy, follo~ihg.
the example of their brothers in this city,' hav
had their hours reduced from seventeen to
twelve without reduction of'wagel(!.; .·

· Amid the dark recesses of his works
·The great· creator sought? And why thy Locke,
Who made the whole internal world his own?
Let Newton,:Pm-e intelligence, whom God.
To mortals lent, to trace his boundless Works
Frol)l·'law's inib1imely simple, spealt thy fame .
Il;l, all philosoph¥.
-Thomson's Sea8ons.·
PoL~BEl:s:M: is the next stage to .fetichism in the
religious development of manldnd. Here, refiec·tion begfus .tppredominate over sensation. As. the
·laws of nature, the habits and organization of ani imals, beifu to' be understood, they cease to represent .the,true objects of worship. No marl ever
.deffi.ed weight imd solidity. But as men change.
slowly from form to form and, more slowly still,.
from the foi'm to the substance, coarse and mate- ·
. rial fetichism must be idealized befo~e it coulcl
:Pass away. No doubt men, for the sake of example, bowed to the old stocl' and stone when they·
!mew .an idol was nothing. It might offend the
. weak tq giv up the lie all at once. -Theodore Par/em·.

lVIns. GRANT has just received a check for .
$200,000, being the first instalment fi:.om t,he
publishers of the general's boEfiK. Her profits
on the two volumes will .probably be half a
million dollars.
..
·
THE affection of Deacon Lathrop, 'of Willimantic, Conn., for the widow Wilbur, of the 1
same place, has got him irito trouble. After I
having spent a good deal of money on the
widow, she now sues him for $7,000, which
she alleges she has loaned him.
ARTICLES of incorporation· of the Golden
Gate Religious and Philosophical Society hav
been filed in San Francisco. Saine of the objects of the society look toward the "·elevation and progress of humanity" and "the
more general diffusion of the science, philosophy, and religion of Spiritualism."
·

·'·To the age which belieyes in Jack-and-the-Beanstalk and the adventures of Cinderella, all things·
are possible; whether it be Jonah in the whale's
belly, or Tom Thumb in the stomach of the red
cow, all is gladly swallowed with implicit faith;
the children grow out of Tom Thumb in the course
of nature, bl1t they are riot allowed .to grow,out of

S?-

.
I

1 Jonah.~lffrs. :A. ,Besant...

At a regular meeting of the Shakspere
ciety in Columbia College this city, last week,
the copy of. the second folio of Sh~kspere,
discovered in Utah some months ago, was
exhibited. The book, which is yellow with
age, bears upon the fly leaf the signatures of
William Shakspere and John Ward, the actor.

NOW REA.DY.

THE· ORDER .OF · CREATION.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN

TrrE Rev .. Alfred Powell and the Rev. John
A. Williams, both hardshell Baptists preaching near Goldsboro, S. C, had a misunderstanding one day last week, and the Rev. Mr"
Powell filled the legs of the Rev. lVIr. Williams with squirrel shot from a long gun. The
affair causes some excitement in the neighborhood.

GLADSTONE,

HUXLEY,
LINTON,

MULLER,
REVILLE,

On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology. ·

TrrE Rev. lVIr. Downs, the distinguished
Boston divine, has sued the Rev. Franklin
Johnson, D.D., of Cambridge for $10,000 for
slander, and also attached the latter's property. Last Mon<'lflY Mr. Downs added to his
laurels by attempting to thrash a reporter.
Botanically classified, Pastor Downs is a
daisy.

This is a new book, and contains the latest discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The
names of the participanjs are a guarantee of its able character.
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(Jidds and .ilnds.

A NEW prophet named Smith has arisen in
Missouri, and is working up religious insanity t'0 the best of his ability. He announces
himself as an embassador of Jesus Christ.
One of the conditions of salvation is the giving up of all property to the prophet. Smith
already has the deeds· of dozens of farms
which his dupes hav placed in his hands.

a

LITTLE PAUL is having good deal of -difficl:1t:Y
in committing to memory the Lord's prayer. Tfie
other night after repeating it with the assistance
of his mamma, he looked up and said : "Mamma,
won't the Lord be glad when I can say this th1·ough
without a break?:'
•
A LITTLE boy who had heard a good deal about
the work of the Home Missionary Society in the
territories, was se-en putting away carefully a cent
which had been given him to spencl. "What are
you saving your money for ?0' he was asked. "Oh,"
was the reply, "I'm going to save all my pennies
till I get a lot, and then I'm going to send 'em all
out West to Jesus!"
WHAT THE FLOWERS SAY.
The red rose says "Be swee,t," '·
And the lily bids, "Be pure,"
The hardy, brave chrysanthemum,
"Be patient and endure."
.The violet whispers, "Giv,
Nor grudge, nor count the cost;"
The woodbine, "Keep on blossoming,"
In spite of chill or frost."

MANY persons were killed and injured during the gale of the 27th and 28th ult. in various parts of the country. The water was
swept off the bar of New York harbor, thus
imprisoning all the outgoing vessels in port,
Travel was delayed at all the ferries, roofs
were blown off ho·~ses, and many personal
injuries were reported, though none of a fatal
character. At sea the casualties were many
and the suffering and death caused by the
storm were almost unprecedented.
TnE Rev. Edward Palmer, who died in
this city on Wednesday of last week at the
age of eighty-four years, was formerly a
Unitarian clergyman in lVfassachusetts, but
having been too aggressiv an Abolitionist, he
lost his charge. Forty years ago he was
known as No-money Palmer in Boston on account of his belief that no currency should be·
used by Christians. He wtts afterwarcl a
member of the North American Phalanx and
the Haritan Bay Socialistic SocietiPs. The
Rev. Robert Collyer conducted the funeral
services.

· · '·

-Philadelphia Gall.

TH'E railroad companies want to lay their tr~tcks
with hardened sleepers. One of the New Haven
ministers says that his congregation has material
enough to set up a whole parallel road.
"WHAT is the proper use of Sunday?" aslts areligious weekly. The answer is so numerous that
we havn•t space to print it. The woman \l-ith a
new bonnet has one answer ; the man who loves
fishing has another, while the owner of a pair of
fast horses may differ from both. The base-ballist
seems to think that the proper use of Sunday in
the West is to •pla)' a match game for the championship, but in the ;East he devotes the day to explaining how the last four games lost by his nine
might hav been won. There is nothing so diverse.
as the diversity of opinion in regard to the ppoper
use 'of Sunday.-Nm·ristowr. Herald.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.
A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has Iabore<! for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one ·dozen, 50 cents;
twen tv-five copies for $1 ; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Free thought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

The crocus says, "Beware,''

l

The daisy adds, "Don't scoff,"
And the chaste and fair anemone,
With a patient sigh, "Come off!."
The pansy moans, "Look out
For the Shanghai's clumsy feet."
"My heart, he's coming, he's coming
To pull me. up!" criecl the beet.
The tnrnip yelled, "Keep still.
Don't giv the racket away!"
When the cabbage flapped his leaves and flew
Far into the dying day.-Puclc,

'l'H'F. MODERN RA J,A \ '1\T.
Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,
per dozen, 30 ccn~~-; per hund~;ed, $1.50.

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In-

vestig>ttion. Revised E<lition. 'J'his potmphlet
refers specifically to . 148 Bible r.ropositions,
with numerous references and cttat.wns, that
m·e contrn<licte<1 in terms hy the same number
of other propositions in tlle sa,me lNolt. Price
25 cents.
;

A MAN of benevolence, whose mind is enlarged
by philosophy, Will always in~ulge agree.able. anticipations with respect to soctety; he will Vlew all
the different improvements in arts, in commerce,
and in the sciences, as co-operating to promote the
union, the happiness, and the virtue of mankind;
and, amidst the political disorders resulting from
the prehidices and follies of his own tnnes, he will
look forward with transport to the bleshings that
are reserved for postedty in a more enlightened
age.-Dugald Stewart.

IT is true that we sometimes say with a sigh th~t
life passes by like ·a dream; but it is a bad sign to
make such complaints as this, for if a man sleeps
away through a do-nothing life, it seems short
when he lopks back upon it; but if we work hard
and think hard, then our life becomes full and
rich; nay, it even seems long as we look back upon
it, because so much has· happened in it. Whole
years of a dawdling or selfish or licentious life are
worth less than a single day lived by an earnest;
thoughtful man.-Biblejm· Learne1"S.
WHo that would ask a heart to dulness wed,
The waveless calm, the slumber of the dead ?
No! the wild bliss of nature needs alloy,
And say, without our hopes, without our fears,
Without the home that plighted love endears,
Without the smile that partial beauty won,
Oh, what were man? A world without a sun.
-Campbell.

THAT education only can be considered as complete and generous which fits a man to perform
justly, skilfully, and magnanimously all the. offices, both private and public, of peaqe and of war.
-lfl'ilton.

·

ARE not two sparrows sold for a farthing? Ariel
one of them shall not fall 'on the ground without
your Father. But the very hairs of your heail are
numbered. Fear ye not, therefore; ye are of moi:e
value· than many sparrows.-Matt. :c, 29-31. See
also Luke xii, 6, 7. We belong to the minutiw of
nature;· we are in her sight as the rain-clrop in the
sky; whether a man livs, or whether he dies; is as
much a matter of indifference to natin·e as whether
a raindrop falls upon the field and feeds a blade. of
grass or falls upon a stone and is dried to death.
She does not supervise these sm~tll details. This
discovery is by no means flattering, but it enlarges
our idea of the scheme of creation. That universe ..
must indeed be great in which human beings are• ..
so small.-Reaae•s lflartyrdom of lffan.
•SELF-TRUST is the essence of heroism. It is the
state of the soul at war; alid·.,'its ultimate objects
~tre the last defiance of falaer;'•lod and wrong and
the power to bear all that cmi be inflicted by'evil
agents. It speaks the truth; and it is just; generous, hospitable, temperate, scornful of petty cal- ..
culations and scornful of being scorned. It persists; it is of an undaunted boldness, a)ld of a for~
titude not to be wearied out.-Bmerson.
SELF-UJWERENCE, self-lmowledge, self-control,
'l'hesc three alone lead life to sovereign power ;
Yet not for power (power of herself
Would come uncalled for), but to liv by law
Acting the law we liv by without fear ;
And,,became right is right, to follow right
Were wisdom iu tho scorn of cousequence.
-7.'ennvson,
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Jlolts and Qklippings.
MRs. LANGTRY, the actress, is saving of her
wealth. She has $150,000 invested in real
' state in this city.
THE husband of Tennie C. Claflin,. sister. of
Victoria Woodhull, has just been made a
night, so that Miss Claflin that was is now
Lady Coole
M. PASTEUR, the French chemist, hopes to
e able to treat diphtheria and other diseases
uccessfully by a method of inoculation simar to that of his treatment of rabies.

TH1l: orthodox Christians of Akron, Ind., do
ot favor higher religion. A lot of them,
masked, stoned a church the other night in
· which a number of persons claiming to be
anctified were worshiping. The meeting
was broken up, as well as the windows, and
several persons were badly hurt ..
OLD Science Hall, where the Liberal Club
used to meet, ,has been losing prestige ever
ince the club moved away. Beer saloons
moved into the building, then a dance house
made the neigborhood disreputable until
pulled by the police, and now the Salvation
A:rmy has made the hall its barracks.
THE Young O!mrchman is responsible for
he statement that a religious paper in this
co_untry printed two editions of the issue in
which a notice of Geueral Grant's death appeared, one for the North and the other for
he South. In the edition for th~ North it
said : " Grant defeated Lee with ease by
reason of his superior gen>Jralship," and in
the edition for the South· it said: "Grant deeated Lee only w.ith great difficulty and by

WAVE

FROM THE WEST.

reason of his greatly superior numbers." played with his watch and chain awhile, and
Piety and lying are not incompatible.
finally nestled its little head down on his arm
THE American Society for Psychical He- and went to. sleep. The tired mother also
search has appointed Josiah Royce, Dr. dropped to sleep, and the colonel cared for
Morton Prince, Col. T; W. Higginson, J. C. the baby for upward of a hundred miles beRogers, T. E. Abbott, Roland Thaxter, and fore the mother awakened and relieved him."
THE Methodist Orphan ·Asylum at Decatur,
Woodward Hudson, a committee to consider
the subject of, apparitions and haunted houses. Ga., is scarcely the beneficent institution it
_ A MRs. PoTTER, of ,New York, has thrown ought to be. A dispatch dated February 4th,
Washington society into shivers by reciting, to the Herald of this city, says: The asylum
before a company gathered at Secretary furnishes to-day another chapter of brutal
Whitney's house, the poem "'Ostler Joe," whipping of its inmates. Arthur Il!!,rrison,
written by G. R. Sims. The poem deals with a small boy, it seems has run away several
a woman who forsook her husband and led a times from the institution, as he says, on acgay life until her beauty had vanished and her count of bad treatment. Friday he ran away
liealth was gone, when she was received back and was captured at Atlanta yesterday and
by her husband and buried presumably at his carried back to the asylum. This morning
expense. The poem may be immoral in he was confined in a room in one of the buildspirit, but there is nothing indecent about it, ings, his clothes taken off, and severely
and the society prudes who were shocked by whipped. After being whipped he again ran
away and came to the city, where he made
it are the objects of much sympathy.
known his treatment. Dr. Goldsmith, who
A ooRRESPONDENT of the Pittsburgh Disexamined the child's back, expressed the
patch writes to his paper: " Ingersoll is the
opinion that the boy had been brutally
kindest-hearted man I ever saw. Riding all
whipped. The Orphan's Asylum was founded
day with him between Omaha and Chicago I
by Sam Jones and has a board of trustees livsaw a little incident that will illustrate this.
ing in Atlanta.
On the_ train was a pale, sickly-looking
NORA PERRY has written some reminiscences
woman, with a fretful baby .. The woman
was in shabby mourning, and was almost of Wendell Phillips, in which she thus illusworn out with the crying and worrying of trates his power as a "fascinator :" "In the
her little one. The passengers were very old anti-slavery days a Southerner, who was
much annoyed, and kept looking around and visiting Boston, said to a friend that he wanted
frowning at the woman, who was evidently to hear Wendell Phillips, ihat he had' heard
doing her best to quiet the child. Finally so much about him and his eloquence that he
Mr. Ingersoll, who had been reading, noticed was curiou8 to judge for himself. The friend,
it. Getting up, he stepped across to the with some misgivings, took the Southerner to
woman and took the babe, telling her to take Fanueil Hall one night when Phillips was to
a little rest, and he would take care of the hold forth upon his favorit topic. The Southchild. The little one stopped crying at once, erner sat stolidly through it all, not an angry

gleam apparent in his face, but looking at the
orator with a fixed, concentrated attention that
never wavered. At the end, Boston leaned
forward and asked : " Well, what do you
think of him? Of course he must hav offended
your prejudices; you couldn't agr.ee with what
he said.' ' I don't care a - - what he says. I
could listen to him all night,' was the unlooked-for response."
A VERY bitter religious fight is being waged
on Staten Island. Alice Cronin, a domestic
employed by William Hunter, of Tottenville,
is the cause of the commotion. Miss Cronin's
parents are Catholics, while her employer is a
Methodist. Last week Alice attended a revival meeting in St. Paul's Methodist Episcopal church, in Tottenville, and, under
religious excitement and the persuasion of a
companion, was induced to go forward to the
altar. While there she testified to her conversion. WhenMrs.Croninheard of her daughter's act she became furious. She went to
Captain Hunter's house and demanded that
Alice should go back with her at once to
Perth Amboy and renounce her new foup.d
faith. Alice firmly refused, and this so enraged Mrs. Cronin that she became violent.
A policeman was called to take her from the
houoo. Mrs. Cronin says she will hav her
daughter at all hazards. On the other side
of the question, Tottenville being a strong
Methodist community, some of the people are
determined 'to protect the young girl's right
of conscience if she desires to remain a Protestant. The Roman Catholic residents are
the more incensed, as several other Catholics
hav recently been converted to Protestantism
in Tottenville. Tile case will probably come
before the civil courts during the week.
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populatio~ do not show sufficient interest in matters of refinement and culture; and
·
WHEREAS, It being impossible for workingmen and women
to visit the public places established for the purpose of furnishing all with the means by which their knowledge and
The Museums in the Park.
appreciation of such things may be increased, largely beWHY THEY SHOULD BE OPENED ON SUNDAY.
cause on the only days when the working people hav~ the _opTo the Con~"erence Committee oif the Metropolitan portunity for such diversion and improvement the hbrarws,
V'
museums, and art gallleres are closed; and
Museum of Art and the Mttsettm of Natural
WnEHEAs, The working people have to contribute the large
Historv:
share toward the maintenance of these public inetitutions;
In presenting this petition, signed by more than therefore, be it
.cc
h f I
Resolved, That we, as representatives of many_ thousands
nine thousand citizens of New York, I ouer t e o- of these unpriviledged men and women, hereby demand that
lowing reasons why it should be granted:
all public libraries, museums, and art galleries be kept open
I.-THE PUBLIC DESIRE FOR SUNDAY OPENING.
on Sundays and holidays.
The petition itself is evidence that the people of
The Central Labor Union is the official representthis city desire the opening of the museums on Sun- ativ of 121 workingmen's organizations, numbering·
day. T?~s is clearly evid~nt from the following facts: some 50,000 workmen. In addition to this are the
The petitiOn b_ear~ the signatures of the r~pres~nta- resolutions of similar purport passed by the Labor
tive. ~en of thi_s City-those. wh~, from therr emme~t Lyceum,· the FIITriers' Union, the Furniture Makers'
positwn_, ?orne m contact dail:yWith hundreds of therr Union, the Engineer Roisters, the Cabinet Makers'
fellow-Citizens. Among the signers,~ call your a:tten- Union, Father Mathews Society, and others.
~io:J?- to such men as Ros?oe Conkling, the emment 1 Upon one petition, which I present to-day for your
JUnst and ex-Senator of this state. Also:
consideration, you will find the names· of about one
David McAdan;, Chief Justice City Court of New york; thousand piano makers, employers as well as emRecorder Frederick _Smyth ~Court of General Sesswns); ployees among them Chas. H. Stein way Felip Kramer
Charles P. Daly, Chief Justice Court of Common Pleas;
'
.
. H . '·W
. O '
Nathaniel Jarvis, Chief Clerk Court of Common Pleas; N. Stetson, Hazelton Bwthe1s, mace ate1s, tto
Maurice J. Power, Judge 1st Police Court; Michael Nor- Koch, Messrs. Sohmer & Co., Henry C. Becker,
ton, _Judge l~t ~udic~a~ District Court; Charles M. Clancy, Henry Betz, A. Weber & Co., J. & C. Fisher, Haines
JustiCe 2d DistriCt CIVIl Court; Alfred Steckler, Judge 4th Brothers Kranich & Baeh and others Indeed the
Judicial District Court; John Henry McCarthy, Jud~re 5th
·'
d · full '
t a· d th ' k
Y _represen e '
ey as
District Court; G. \V. Cregier, Secretary 6th District Police whole ~Iano tra e IS
Court; F. G. Gedney, Judge 8th District Court; Henry P. as a unit for Sunday openmg. But I will not weary
McGown, Justice 9th Judicial District Court; J. Henry you with pointing out in detail the quality of this
Ford, Judge Court of. Special. Sessions; J. T. Kilbre~h, petition. Taken as a whole, it is indisputable eviJudge Cour:t of Spectal Sesswns; Thon;s Bo~se,_ Chtef deuce that the people of this city desire Sunday
Clerk Supenor Court ; Randolph B. Martme, DistriCt At.
.
.
.
torney; William N. P._!)nney, Assistant District Attorney; openmg. There IS, however, one thing I would llllDelancey Nicol, Assistant District Attorney; Gunning S. press upon you-that no elaborate effort has been made
Becl!Qr_d, A~ist~nt District Attor~ey; A~brose Ji· P~Irdy, to secure signers; no money has been spent except
Assistant DistriCt Attorney; Julmi! Ca!J,!ll, Jr., Asststant for printing and distribution. no canvassers have
District Attorney; Edward L. Parris, Assistant District At- b
I
d A
h I .' .
b
f
roue
arg~I num e~ 0
names
torney; John M. Coman, Chief Clerk District Attorney's ~en emp oye ·
Office; John Sparks, Clerk General Sessions; S. B. French might have been secured by this means, If thought
(President), Police Commissioner; J. J. Porter, Police Com- desirable. The object of those who circulated the
missioner; J olm R. Voorhis, Police Commissioner; E. petition has however been accomplished-namely
Duyf?us; Tl;wmas W. By_rnes, Poli.ce_Inspector; William the obtaining' of undeciable proof that the inhabit~
H. Kipp, Cluef Clerk Pollee CommiSSIOners; Carl Jussen,
. .
.
.
Secretary Fire Department; G. F. Britton, Secretary De- ants of this City desire the openmg of the museums
partment of Charities and Corrections; Rollin M. Squire, on Sunday.
Comm~ss~oner Pub!ic Works; D. Lowber Smith, D~puty
Perhaps, however, I may be allowed to state that
CommissiOner Pubhc Works; John H. Chambers, Registrar many clergymen like Heber Newton Robert Collyer
(Water) Dept. P. W; Joseph Blumenthal, Supt. Bureau of
.. '
G .
. ' .
h . '
Incmnbrances; :Martin J. Reese, Keeper of Buildin~rs in Theod_ore Will!ams,_. emge Ramsfmd, and ~t e1s,
City Hall Park; Adolph L. San~rer, President of the Iroard have signed this petitwn, and spoken from therr pulof Alderman; Jacob ~eabold, 'Deputy <?ommissi_oner De- pits in favor of Sunday opening of the museums. And
partment Street Clearune;; M. if· MorriSon, Chief <;Jerk I would remind you also of the petition you have on
Department Street Cleanmg; MIChael Coleman, President fil
t d
t
.
·
d b 12 000
Department Taxes and Assessments; Alston Culver, Water
e, presen e so~e. wo years _ago, Signe
Y ,
Purveyor Department Public Works; Charles H. Woodman, o~ our German c~tizens. T~s should J?-Ot be _Io~t
Secretary and Executiv Officer Civil Service Supervisory sight of. The eVIdence, I think you will adnnt, IS
and Examining Board; Fer~l~and . Le_vy, Coroner; . 4-m- overwhelming of a very great desire on the par·t of
brose ~onell, J~dge 7th Ju~lCI~l Distnct Court; WI.llmm the people of this city that the institutions under
Dorsheimer, Umted States Distnct Attorney; H. A. Gilder.
S
sleeve, Judge General Sessions; Congressman Joseph Pul" your car·e shall be opened to the pubhc on unday.
itzer; and others who signed With them.
· H.-THE JUSTICE OF THE PETITION.
In returning the petition sent to him, Judge NorThe next point for your consideration is the simple
ton says:
justice of what these petitioners desire. If the muI herewith return your paper with a few names, together seums were private institutions sustained by private
with my own, as fully approving the good work that your donations, we should have no right to present this
Union is doing in behalf of the great body of workers of our
. ·
B t h
· blitl · t"t t"
city that have been deprived of so many of their rights.
petitiOn.
u t ese are semi-pu
ms I u IOns, susAnd I would particularly call your attention to tained principally from the public treasury. Those
this sentiment of Justice Gedney of the 8th District who have signed the petition have contributed toward
Court:
the support of these institutions, therefore, they are
I am .a strong believer in the law of substitution-one par·t owners of these institutions, and they have a
thing for another; and while men are educating themselves 'right to ask for themselves the largest benefit from
by studying works of art and good books, they certainly are these institutions.
not occupied in matters which destroy them; but in museThe city has contracted on account of these muums and libraries they learn that which elevates them and seums a debt of· nearly one million dollar·s ($958,000).
makes them better citizens. We must not blame men who
You have received the buildings and the land. The
lead wicked lives if they know of no other.
city also contributes $30,000 per year for running
The press is almost tmanimous. The Herald has expenses, and to this must be added the $54,530 for
printed many columns in favor of the movement, as interest on museum stock, making a total of $84,530
have the 1'imes, the World, the News, the Evening which the museums cost the taxpayers of the city
Post, and scores of the smaller journals have been every year. I would_ like to call your attention to
outspoken in favor of the Sunday opening. This in this a little more in detail, for the benefit of some of
itself is the strongest kind of evidence that the public you, who perhaps have not thought upon the matter
desire the Sunday opening. The business men are very closely. A statement has been made recently
in favor of the same. This is evidenced by the ex- by the honorable president of the American Museum
pression in the public press of their opinions by the of Natural History that that institution had received
best business men of the city, and by their signatures up to January 1, 1~85, only $110,722.99 from the
to this petition. Upon the petition with Roscoe city as against $320,115.19 from other sources. Now,
Conkling's name you will find some eight hundred of if you will bear with me a moment, I will show how
the best men doing business in the city-men who that in this statement justice is scarcely done to the
have families, who ar·e identified with the city's in- city. As no doubt you are aware, the issue of stock
terest, and may be supposed to know what is good on account of these museums is in three issues (due
for the municipality. This Sunday opening has been in 1903):
asked for officially by the Boar·d of Aldermen, by the
Par·k Commissioners, and by the Board of Estimate
Principal. I Interest.
and Apportionment. In addition to these, as I have
shown you, are nearly all the judges of the city, At 4 per cent................. . $2,000.00
$80.00
the District Attorney, and all his assistants-gentle- At 5
14,550.00
"
................. . 291,000.00
39,900.00
men of the highest standing in the legal community At6
"
................. . 665,000.00
-the Police CDmmissioners, and a Iar·ge portion of
Total. ............ $958,000.00
$54,530.00
the most prominent of the city officials. Surely, the
opinion and prayer of all these must have great
weight with you. You may safely conclude they
Saying nothing of the value of the land, this shows
would not ask for Sunday opening did they not re- you that, as I have said, New York is now paying ingard it as of importance to the city's welfare.
terest on $958,000 worth of bonds, representing
The workingmen desire it, and have expressed the money given to the Metropolitan Museum of Art and
desire by numerous resolutions and signatures. I have the American Museum of Natural History. I do not
received from the Central Labor Union an official know precisely how this has been divided between
resolution of which the following is a copy:
the two, but as the Metropolitan Museum received one
WHEREAS, It being a standing co!llplaint that the working year $162,500 for enlar·ging the building, I have pre-

{lotnmunications.

a:n

{

sumed, for the sake of the argument, that the Natural
History Museum has received that much less than the
Metropolitan Museum. Taking the $162,500 from
the $958,000 given to both leaves $795,500 divided
equally. This wouldgivethe Museum of Natural History $397,750. Add to this :the $110,722.99 which
is acknowledged having been received from .the city up
to January 1, 1885, and we have $508,472.99, against
$320,115.19 received from all other sources. It will
be seen, therefore, that instead of the oity having
paid but a little more than one-quar·ter of the ex·
pense of the Museum of Natural History, it has paid
nearly two-thirds of the total expense of building and
running the museum.
.
Of course, if the Metropolitan Museum of Art has
received more than $162,500 in excess of what the
Museum of Natmal History has received, my figures
muf'!t be changed by that excess. But I trust it IS
sufficiently plain that the honorable president of the
Museum of Natural History misled-unintentionally,
of course-the public upon this point. Again, as to the
supl?ort of the Museum of Natural History, the honorable president divides that !J.S follows:
The city................................................ $15,000
Subscription of members........................
4,000
Paid bytrustees.....................................
6,000
Tot11!........... ............ .... ... . $25,000
This showing is, of course, accurate. By it we see,
however, at once that the city pays three-fifths of the
running expenses of the Museum of Natmal History.
Surely, that entitles the citizens to the benefit of the
institution. And on the total cost of maintaining both
museums, the city pays $84,530.00, as against some
$20,000 paid by members and the trustees.
Further, the Legislatme of 1884 and 1885 authorized the city to issue bonds for near·Iy a quar·ter of a
million of dollar·s more. These bonds have not yet
been sold, owing to the low rate of interest guaranteed, and it is probable that the rate may be increased.
If so, and these bonds are mar·keted, the city will have
to pay annually several thousands of dollars more for
the support of the museums.
·
I submit it to you if this does not entitle the tax-payers, as a matter of simple justice, to the opportunity to
visit these institutions on the one only day when a very
large proportion of them can find the time. The annual public outlay upon these institutions is very
lar·ge, and the people should hav adequate return.
Every citizen has certain rights which cannot be
ignored. Those who sign this petition are asking
for a right, not for privilege. They have paid their
money, they have an ownership in the museums. To
refuse to grant their petition is an injustice; it is a
denial to the tax-payers of the utmost retmn for
what they are compelled to pay into the public treasury. In many cases there is no return at all, for there
are thousands out of whose har·d earnings the treasury is supplied who can visit the museums only
on Sunday. Unless there is a mighty reason found
in public policy for the closing of the musetrms on
Sunday, then they should be open. There is no
other course to pursue.
III.-PUBLIC GOOD.
I would also give as further reason for the opening
of the museums on Sunday, that it is a public good.
It is for the benefit of the whole community, and not
for the injury of any. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one is disturbed. Those
who wish to enjoy the museums can do so; those
who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a
solely humanitarian question, a question of human
relations and human welfare, and therefore, the only
standar·d by which we can decide in that of public
virtue.
That which enlarges the mind, that which cultivates
the sense of beauty, that which ennobles human history, that which relieves from weariness and drudgery,
that which gives innocent pleasure, that which entertains and instructs, that which brings people together, that which emphasizes and illuminates the
highest part of our being-that is for the good of
humanity on all days. No day can be set apart for
anything higher than that. The museums do this oil
Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays; they
will do this on Sunday also, ffi?.d with greater effect,
for there will be greater numbers upon whom these
fine influences can work.
Those who go to the museums on Sunday will not
go to immoral places of amusement, as perhaps they
now do; but whether the visitors to the museums on
Sunday come from the church or from the indifferent class who go to neither, or from the· crowded
tenement house, or the luxurious home, they will receive only that which is for mental and moral improvement. Every argument for the ',xistence of a
museum at all, for its opening on ·any day, is an
argument for Sunday opening.
That which is benign, beautiful, instmctive, and
ennobling on Saturday is equally so on Sunday. The
laws of Nature do not change on Sunday, neither do
the laws of human welfare and progress. If it is not
public policy to open these museums on Sunday,
then it certainly is not public policy to open them at all.
IV.-IT WILL BENEFIT THE MUSEUMS.
Let me further say, what I think you will all
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acknowledge, that Sunday opening will be of incalculable benefit to the museums themselves. It is
our earnes~ :wish that you have more multiplied instrumentalities, so that these museums in every respect may be equal to the best in the world. In
order, however, to accomplish this you must create a
vast popular interest. The people must know what
you are doing. In order to be interested in the
works of art, the people must see them as often as
possible. The taste is cultivated by the vision, as
Ro~sseau says. There must be the amplest opportumty for observation. There are multitudes in our
city who know scarcely anything about the museums,
because they have never visited them. They can only
visit them on Sunday. Many of them come to the
park on Sunday, but the doors of the museums are
closed against them; they do not know what is within
their walls. Under these circumstances how can you
expect a lively interest in the welfare of these institutions~ I speak not only of the working 'people of
this city, but of the prosperous business men also.
You know the enormous demands of trade; the business man has no leisure, however cultivated his taste
to visit the m?-seum on week days. Not seeing
them, only reading about them, his interest, which is
simply that of his judgment, will flag. Let him
visit the museums, let him become personally interested in its treasures because he looks upon them
with his own eyes, and his interest will become enthusiasm, and his benefactions will flow to your support. vVith this thorough acquaintanceship among
all the people of this city with your admirable undertaking, do you not see immensely improved capabilities for excellence 7 The city will cheerfully give of
its funds when millions are the appreciative recipients
of your labors, and the benefactions of the wealthy
will largely increase. Then will there be a demand
which cannot be refused for larger and better means
for your enterprise. You must build these museums,
I say, in the life, the affection, an·d the taste of the
whole people.
The population of this city needs education in art.
There is nothing so stimulating as art, there is nothing which so relieves the drudgery of toiL The people need the museums, and the museums need the
peop!e; they need the interest of the people, the,r
need the knowledge of the people. How can this
knowledge be acquired 7 Art cannot be told; in
order to appreciate Art one must come and see.
Sunday is the supreme day for thus receiving this
personal knowledge. It is the rest-day, the joy-day
of the- week. No other day is like it, no other day
can be like it. It has been consecrated by human
history to the ennoblement of man-of man as a
worker. The fundamental use of the day from the
very beginning is physical recreation. It is for the
cessation of labor in order that labor may be a dignity
and a joy.
No other day can have such wealth of leism·e, be so
free from anxiety. It is the day above all days for
art, and music, and poetry. It is the day above all
days when the museums can be brought into most
fruitful contact with the people, when they can exert
their greatest influence. If yon have the interest of
the museums at heart, how can you refuse the
golden opportunity of the Sunday for the making of
those conditions whereby you benefit millions of people, and whereby these millions return to you almost
unbc unded means of growth.
The public treasmy and the private purse will not
be stinted in their supplies, if you thus completely
fulfil the demands of justice and public policy, for
Sunday opening.
The reasons I have thus given-namely, the desire
of the people-the justice and the wise public policy
of it, and the incalculable benefit which must result
to the museums by so doing-these reasons, I think,
are simply overwhelming unless some valid objections
exist. Allow me to state the objections which have
been made, and which, it seems to me, have no weight
when fairly considered.

not forbid evening opening, how can it forbid Sunday
opening 7 · Is not one as well as the other entirely
within your choice 7 For good and sufficient reason
you can open on evenings, for good and sufficient
reason you can also open on Sunday. This, it seems
to me, is the only interpretation that can be made of
the contract.
It is said that many donations have been made to
the museums with the implied, though not expressed,
understanding that they should be closed on Sunday.
The museums, I affirm, should not accept gifts with
such conditions attached. The people of New York
have contributed the land and the buildings, and large
appropriations from year to year, and they have rights
in this matter which should be strictly regarded
along with the rights of donors. The donors cannot
claim that because they have given something to the
museums, therefore, the museum buildings should be
shut. They have not given the building, and have no
control over that. If they still have some sort of
control over their gifts, they can either take them
away, or refuse to have them exhibited at the Sunday
opening. If they ought not to be exposed on Sunday, they ought not to be exposed on any other day.
If it hmts the feelings of the donors to have them exhibited on Sunday, they can be covered up, or placed
in a room by themselves, which can be kept locked
and guarded on the forbidden day. This is the only
just way to settle the matter, if the gifts are not full
and free gifts to the people, and are not to be used
for the greatest good of the greatest nUiiJ.ber.
VI.-THE EXPENSE.
Again, it is objected that the additional expense is
a very great difficulty in the way of Sunday opening·.
The additional expense of Sunday opening would not,
however, be any greater than that of evening opening. I think that to open one or two evenings in the
week, with the cost of electric lights, etc., would be
far more expensive than Sunday opening, without
giving by any means the same satisfaction.
Sunday opening, as I have shown, will create far
more interest among the people-not only among the
working people, but business and wealthy peopleand you will receive a far larger amount of private
donations, besides a more cheerful giving from the
city itself. I am satisfied that if you will simply declare by resolution that the additional expense is the
only difficulty in the way of Sunday opening, that
difficulty will be very easily overcome.

VII.-THE HALF-HOLIDAY MOVEMENT.
Again, it is objected that Sunday opening would
weaken the movement in favor of the Satmday halfholiday. I do not see how it could do so. But
even if it did, that fact would not make less imperative the reasons for Sunday opening already stated.
These reasons stand of themselves. The reasons
also for the Satmday half-holiday are just as strong,
whether the museums are open or shut on Sunday.
The right use of Sunday is one question, and the
right use of Saturday is another. The movement in
favor of the Satmday half-holiday is based upon its
relation to other working days, and not upon its relation to Sunday.
It might as well be mged that Fomth of July, or
Decoration Day, would be less observed on account
of Sunday opening as that the Satmday half-holiday
would be less desirable, or that the interest in it
would be less strong for the same reason. We may
safely assume that what makes the Sunday more
beneficial to labor will have the same influence for
Satmclay. There is no antagonism between a cheerful Sunday and a cheerful Saturday.
In this connection, let me refer to the proposition
made that on week-day evenings and Satmclay halfholidays the working people can visit the museums,
and that this obviates the necessity for Stmday opening.
It strikes me that the working people cannot visit the
museums with any great satisfaction or profit on
week-day evenings. They have to labor until six
o'clock, then travel, many of them, two or three miles
to their homes, eat their suppers, and fu·ess, and they
v.-No BREACH OF CONTRACT.
. cannot reach the museums until eight or nine o'clock.
It is said that it would be a breach of contract to and they reach them with jaded bodies and minds.
open the museums on Sunday. To this I say that if The same objection lies against any large benefit to
there were such a contract it should be changed, for be derived from visiting the museums on the Saturit is a limitation of the rights of the tax-payers of the day half-holiday. The working people are at their task
city. A new contract should be made on the basis until twelve or one o'clock. They cannot go home,
of the equal claims of all. There is, however, no such dress, and reach the museums until two or three o'clock.
contract. Stmdays are excepted by the contract, but The museums close half an hom before sunset. At
an exception is not a prohibition. You are not com- the utmost, they have only an hom or two on Satm·pelled to open the museums on Sundays as you are day for visiting the museums, while on Sunday they
on some other days, neither are you compelled to can have several hours, and with them the strength
shut the doors. Plail,fly the matter is left to your and freshness of the day. The very heart and core of
own discretion. If the city had the power to open the day can be given to Sunday visiting, while on
on Sunday we should not bring this petition to you; other days it is only " the ragged edges " that they
there would be no need of it. By the terms of the can use.
·
contract we are obliged to appeal to your good sense
The wealth of art, the treasures of science, t11e
in the matter, and this we have done. If we can give wonderful lessons of human history, cannot be rereasons sufficient to convince yom· minds that Stm- ceived.in any such hurried manner. Art, as the poet
day opening is wise, you can do as you think wise to says, is long; it requires leisure, study, and contemdo; the contract does not say nay. It prevents com- plation and meditation. There must be a thorough
pulsion, and leaves you to a voluntary act. The assimi1ation into the mental system of all that one
evenings are excepted as well as Stmday, and even- looks upon.
ing opening is suggested by your president to take
This requires time and attention, the choicest mothe place of Sunday opening; but if the contract does ments of the mind and body.

Even, however, if the week-day evenings and Saturday half-holiday could be made thoroughly beneficial for museum visiting, the Stmday problem is not
solved. The day still remains a day of leisme to be
:filled up with something. Thousands of people will
not go to chm·ch, and you cannot compel them to
go. Will you have these working people stay in their
homes?
In winter they cannot go forth and enjoy natmewill you forbid them the pleasmes of art 7
The working people must do something on Sunday.
They will not stay at home, they will not go to church.
They must go somewhere. They ask for bread; will
you give them a stone-the closed and barred doors
of this building which they themselves have helped
to build, in which you imprison the angels of human
good, which might do incalculable service to the toiling millions of this city 7 You push men from these
doors. Where do they go? Frequently to immoral
places. Are you ready to assume this responsibility?
It is affirmed that the working r)eople do not desire
Sunday opening. This petition is absolute proof to
the contrary, and the assertion needs no fm-ther answer.
Vlii.-ENGLISH OPINION.
The opinions of English working people and English newspapers and politicians have been quoted for
our instruction. To this I reply that they can decide
for themselves and we must decide for ourselves, according to the different circumstances in which we
are placed-as we did in the days of the Revolution.
If we had followed the no doubt honest convictions
of English working people and English newspapers
and politicians, the battle of Lexington would never
have been fought, and the stars and stripes would
never have :floated. Then, as now, the fact that a
thing is " so English, you know," is not a conclusive
argument in its favor. However, the English working people are not a unit on this question, and there
are facts to show that many of them do favor Sunday
opening. I quote the following from the London
1\ntth:
The Manchester Art Gallery was last Sunday thrown open
to tlte public free of charge, and over twelve thousand artisans
availed themselves of the opportunity of visiting it. These
numbers speak for themselves, and prove strongly that the
working people are only too glad to improve their minds
when the chance is given them on a day on which they have
a few hours to call their own.

I am perfectly willing to follow our English cousins in such an experiment as this. Throw open the
doors, and see if the working-people will not enter.
There is no smer way of discovering their wishes.
. IX.-THE " REST-DAY" ARGUMENT.
Again, it is objected that Stmday opening will destroy the Sunday as a "rest-clay," ancl make it a
working clay. I affirm that the tenclency would be
exactly opposite ancl would make it more impossible
for the Sunday ever to become a day of labor. The
more beautiful you make the Sunday, the more
attractive, the more noble and varied in its pleasmes
and instructions, the more difficult it will be to
change its character, the less danger there is that
greedy employers will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the clays of toil.
I clo not object to calling the Sunday a "rest-day."
I prefer to call it a joy-day; but rest in the true sense
of the term is joy. It is not lassitude, it is not doing
nothing at all, it is not mere sleep, it is change of
activity. In this sense the Stmclay is a :• rest-day,"
and in this sense the people will always preserve it
as a rest-day.
It is affirmed in President Jesup's pamphlet that
"going to museums, poring over books, amusements
of every sort, improving the mind, are equally pernicious as hard work." If this is so, then in the
same breath we must affirm that going to chmch and
listening to sermons and prayers is equally as pernicious as hard work.
If you shut up the museums for the sake of rest,
then shut up the churches also; lock the doors, stay
at home, sleep all day long. Is this the rest that is
needed '? Of comse not. lYian is so constituted that
he must be active. Inaction is not rest, ancl no one
argues in favor of a completely inactive Sunday. It
is action to go to church, to Sunday-school, to the
Bible-class, to the prayer-meeting; to those who like
it, it is rest; to those who do not, it is the hardest
kind of labor, and 1Ionday's toil is a relief from icJ
weariness. If you insist upon absolute rest, then
shut up the churches with the museums. It requires
as much intellectual labor to attend religious services
as to read in a library, or go tln·ough a museum. I
do not think that any of you would argue in favor of
those who go to church to sleep; you believe in
listening to the sermon, no matter how knotty the
point with which it deals, and exercising the mind by
following its thought. .
The chmch, therefore, by its very nature opposes
itself to absolute rest. If you make an exception to
absolute rest in favor of church-going, by what
authority clo you there fu·aw the line 7 If you say
that some kinds of activity are restful, I assert that
others are equally so, and that a rest-day, therefore,
is ·a. clay of action, ancl it is for each man to decide
what, kind of action contains for him the most rest.
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You cannot object to the opening of museums on the
ground that to do so would break the perfect rest of
Sunday, for the same argument would bolt and bar
every church-door in the land.
There are secular rest-days as well as religious
rest-days. A secular rest-day is not necessarily a
working day. The Fourth of July is a secular day,
but it is not a working day, and never will be. So
far as the state is concerned, the Sunday is a secular
rest-day, that is, a rest-day for the benefit of the people here and now. There should be as much rest on
Sunday as is compatible with civilization; but men
must still think ; they must go from place to place;
there cannot be a complete cessation of work, but
there must be an opportunity for change of mental
and physical activity, and that culture afforded
by which one can realize that he belongs to humanity, however humble his toil, and that. the greatest
achievements of humanity in art, and science, and history are for his benefit and ennoble him with every
other.
X.-SUNDAY OPENING WILL DIMINISH VICE.
Again, it is said that the demand for Sunday
opening of the museums will be followed by a demand for opening of theaters, saloons, etc. To this
I reply that the museums are entirely different from
the theaters and saloons in their relations to ,flociety,
in the reason of their being, and in the desires which
they gratify. The theaters and saloons are private
affairs, and we can make no demand upon them; we have
no claims upon them; the proprietors can run them
for their own benefit provided they obey the regulations of the muncipality. If the theaters and saloons
were supported by public funds, we should certainly
demand that they be used for the public good; but
as they are not, we have not the slightest demand to
make upon them; in the very nature of their relations to society no demand can be made upon them.
The museums are public institutions, supported
by public funds, and for that reason we make this
demand, and for the reason that they are one of the
greatest instrumentalities that can be brought into
play to lessen the number of those who go to unlawful places. We ask for opening of the institutions
under your care for the very purpose of diminishing
the custom of those places which are open every
Sunday, thousands of them throughout the city, in
spite of the law, and it is to aid law and public
virtue that we ask for your assistance. Are you not
convinced in yom· own minds, if these museums
are open on Sunday, and twelve or fifteen thousand
visit them, or twenty-five thousand, or one hundred
thousand, as we hope will some day coine, that
thereby you have taken a vast number from the city
slums ? The influences here are altogether elevating,
and the museums will be the most potent enemy of immoral resorts. Will you refuse with such a noble
power in your hands to be the ally of this community
in its struggle with gigantic vices ? ·
.
It is admitted that Sunday opening is hanuless in
itself-so says Archbishop Corrigan, so says Bishop
Doane, so says the New York Sabbath Committee.
It is objected, however, that it produces evil. This
objection cannot be maintained; the very moment
one admits the essential harmlessness of Sunday
opening he surrenders everything; there can no
longer be a particle of valid opposition. What is
harmless in itself must be harmless in its results·
it can be nothing else. If evil comes, it must com~
from othei· somces. "What underlies this objection?
It is the assumption that the people of New York
cannot govern themselves; that they are unfit to
hav~ an innocent pleasure. Such an objection is an
arraignment of the virtue and intelligence of the people of this _city; it is saying to them, You are so desperately Wicked that art and science cannot open to
you their treasure-houses on Sunday.
It is impossible to decide as to the right or wrong
of anJ:"thing if we allow ourselves to go beyond the
essential character and regard the thousand possible
consequences which might arise because of the evil
in the world. Of course, we must study consequences, but only natural consequences, those which
result from the thing itself. You have a right to
consi.der the natural consequences of the Sunday
open~g of the museums, but not what might be
done m regard to other things for different reasons.
One thing might follow another without any possible
relation of effect to cause.
XI.-THE DESIGN OF TIDS PETITION..
It has been stated by some that there is an ulterior
~esign in the presentation of this petition, that there
IS a subtle conspiracy to use this petition as a means
to an end. This I deny.. The petition stands for
itself a:nd :rothin;s· ;more. The thousands who sign it
hav~ diffenng o~mwns and purposes upon many other
subJect~, ?ut this makes no argument for or against
the petitiOn; that stands upon its own merits and
~ppeals to you ~th its own re~sons. In considering
It _Y?U have no ng~t to surmise other purposes and
opmwns on other thmgs that have no connection with
this. I have argued this question on grounds common to all. I believe that you will have the wisdom
to take up and decide simply the question before
you, the question of opening the museums on Sun-
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day. Neither my opinions nor the opinions .of the
petitioners on other subjects are before you for approval or condemnation. Citizens of every variety of
belief, of ·the widest divergence of thought, have
united in this prayer to you, which is for the universal
good.
XII.-THE EXPERIMENT SHOULD BE MADE.
I think I have answered all the objections fairly,
and none of them when analyzed seems to have the
slightest weight; and the reasons I have presented,
appealing to your judgment and to your desire for
the welfare of the comm1mity, and the increased excellence of the institutions under your care, are too
powerful to be refused. I do not ask you to commit yom-self to a permanent policy, but simply to
make an experiment; there is no other way to reach
the real truth of the matter. The experiment has
been tried in other cities with eminent success;
certainly there is no danger where others have
shown the way with such hopeful results. I ask
you to try the experiment for a year. You hold in
your hands a great instrumentality for the benefit of
this people; you can bring light where now there is
darkness; you can give knowledge where now there is
ignorance; you can make noble impulse to put into
the place of degrading influence; you can give joy to
labor. What you choose to do will be widely and
deeply felt.
In view of what is possible to be accompli<>hed by
revealing these treasures of art to those thousands
who have not seen them-who cannot see them, except on S1mday-are you not willing to make the experiment?
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

The Liberal Club.

a

Last Friday was great day for labor. The cardrivers won a strike, and in the evening when the
man with the badge-pin strolled over toward the
German Masonic Temple he observed that they were
in a jubilant frame of mind. The horses had had a
good long rest, and went up and down the street
a-kiting, their harnesses ornamented with little
sample American flags, stuck through the rings on
the hames; and up over the drivers' heads a broom,
displayed, suggested a clean sweep. .The 402d
regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club was
held at the usual place, and whenever any of the
speakers desired to get a round of applause an allusion to the car-drivers' strike and the power of organized labor was all that was necessary to that end.
After the secretary had discoursed the minutes of
the previous meeting according to the rules of the
Delsarte school of expression, Mr. Wakeman directed
the notice of his hearers to the new book on the table,
namely, "The Order of Creation," published at THE
TRUTH SEEKER office. The chairman also spoke of
the deep interest which attaches to the remarkable
journey of the prophet Jonah, as illustrated in this
paper. Then the speaker of the evening, Mr. C. A.
Washburn, of Morristown, N. J., was introduced.
1\'l:r. Washburn is patriarchal in appearance and
somewhat infirm of step. He is a brother to the
Washburn who was United States minister to France.
"Graduated Taxation-the Land to Pay All the
Costs of Government," was the speaker's theme. He
said there was tillable land enough to giv every
family in the country a farm of one hundred acres;
and workingmen ought to own farms instead of paying rent. It was natural for the young man and
woman to mate and set up housekeeping, but the
precariousness of life under the rent system discouraged them. The system of taxation which Mr.
Washburn proposed would tax only land, and land
would be taxed the same whether it had buildings on
it or not. This would incite people to either build
or get rid of their land, and then large owners must
unload. The graduation he suggested would increase the rate of taxation one-tenth of one per cent
for each additional ten acres acquired by land owners. This was the central idea of the lecturer, and
his discourse was devoted to its elaboration and to
argument in its support. Mr. Washburn is not a good
reader and showed unfamiliarity with his manuscript.
The sentences that he got through successfully, without a mistake or repetition, were the exceptions, and
these exceptions were heartily applauded by those
who were watching the struggle. It was uphill
business all through.
One listener would drop
asleep, another would read, and another still would
take out his watch and wind it up in a dreamy
and absent-minded way. The lecture was replete
with Biblical illustrations, involving Cain and Abel
and Ahab and Naboth; and the last part was very
much like the first. It was entertaining to those
who took that view of it.
The president said he had heard a good deal more
brilliant addresses from the Liberal Club platform
than this had been; but in real, practical worth it
was unexcelled. Mr. Wakeman divulged that he was
himself something of an agriculturist. He owned a
farm up in Connecticut, some forty miles from New
York, where in summer time he communed with
Mother Nature through the instrumentality of a
garden rake. He pictured the life of a farmer in
eloquent words. In the spring he turned up the soil
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and introduced the fecund seed; later on he hoed his
oats with the glittering tedder; and then, when fall
came, with his good right hand he dug the golden
pumpkin from its earthy bed, cut it up with a shovel,
and fed it to the lowing kine. With what pride
does the New England farmer drive to the barn with
his load of rustling corn! With what precision does
he knock down a post going through the bars, and
with what unchanging regularity does he get stuck
trying to drive into the barn floor! Then, again,
there are the evenings spent in reading the patent insides of the county Prevm·icato1·, or discussing the
question whether corn should be hilled up or not at
the first hoeing. Every one having an income sufficient to afford it should be a farmer.
Robert Blizzard took a less roseate view of the
granger's life. He had lived on a farm himself when
he was young, and he would be damned if he wanted
any more of it. He had to get up before it was
early in the morning, and work until after it was late,
to make four acres and a half support a family of
eleven. Reforms were not to be brought about by
putting men on farms, but by the Knights of Labor
and boycotting.
Lawyer Searing reproved Mr. Blissert for some of
his expressions. Mr. \Vashburn, the speaker thought,
belonged to a previous generation, and was not
abre:1st of the rushing present. As for farming, Mr.
Searing had been a farmer too himself. He had also
been a mechanic, and he desired to testify that the
farmer worked harder and more hours, and got less
return for it, than any other workman.
Madame Delescluze gave a history of civilization,
brief but as comprehensiv as could be expected under
the circumstances, and told how in various instances liberty had been achieved by the "destructionists," as the Socialists and Communists were
called. The popular conception of a Socialist was
an idiot with a torch, bent on destruction. This was
erroneous. Socialists were not all idiots. There
were exceptions.
Dr. Weeks followed, but before he could get under
way the heft of the audience went home, and probably
will never know, until their eye falls on this with a
dull thud, that they missed the best speech of the
evening, as the writer learns from the secretary.
· Mr. Langedeld, it is further recorded by the secretary, followed Dr. Weeks, and then, by request,
Mr. Wakeman, in behalf of the lectm-er, replied to
the criticism.
The man with the badge-pin, as he sailed serenely
and leisurely home, pondered upon the things which
he had heard, and made to himself a great speech.
He has spoken to others on the subject, and finds it
an almost universal fact that a person can make a
better speech to himself than he can to an audience.
It is unknown how many weighty problems hav been
solved in this way. It is not given to us all, Tesponsiv to the public call, to win forensic glory, but, with
a badge-pin on om· vest, we can assemble with the
rest, and hear the oratory. 'Tis ours to catch the
burning thought in words of wisdom to us brought,
and quite the proper caper to hear what all the
speakers say, then write it out another day, and put
it in the paper.
At the next meeting, Mr. Remsburg, of Kansas,
will address the club, and an interesting meeting is
assmed. As Mr. vVakeman says, Mr. Remsbmg
never speaks in vain, nor do his hearers listen in vain.
On the 19th, Dr. J. N. Beegle speaks on "Hydrophobia: an Inquiry and Theory as to its Origin;"
and on the 26th, "The Iniquities of Modern J omnalism," will be discussed by Augustus A. Levey:

Socialism .Alleged to be Atheistic.
Fmm a sermon by the R·ev. Eawin B1·own, of PJ·oviaence, R.I.

Socialism, as a political and industrial system,
whether of the state or Anarchist type, is avowedly
antichristian and largely Atheistic. This is 1.1ffirmed,
not now to condemn Socialism, but only to characterize it. This is not said as characterizing all who call
themselvs Socialists. But in the sense in which we
hav heretofore defined Socialism this statement is
true of Socialism in its philosophic basis, in its predominate tone, and as judged by the utterapces and
the practices of its recognized leaders. Socialism regards the church as the French Revolutionists regarded it-an instrument for the oppression of the
masses, for the soothing of conscience, for the lulling into quietude of all manly discontent; a thing so
entangled with these institutions which democracy
assails that it is compelled "to reject the equality
which it professes to love, and to cm·se, as a foe, that
cause of liberty which it might halloTr by its alliance."
"We want no chmch," cries the ·,ypical Socialist.
Down with the church! Away with Christianity!
The priests, the preachers, are worse than drones in
society. They are deceivers. They are oppressors.
They are the allies of the money tyrants who are
growing fat upon the blood and toil of the poor.
They are the hired defenders of the accursed system
of wages slavery ! At a large religious conference in
Berlin, Dr. Rocholl, of Cologne, in a paper on
" What Does the Social Democracy Preach to the
Church~" said: " Social Democracy is irreligious; it

-
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wants to abolish God, and to retain Christ only as
-the first Social Democrat." No Socialist leader has
contradicted this statement. In a discussion in Berlin between Christian Socialists and Social Democrats,
one of the latter, now a noisy propagandist in America, said: "The Social Democracy will not recede; it
will pursue its course and accomplish its design, even
though all priestdom should rise against it, like a
cloud of locusts thick enough to darken the sun. The
Social Democracy knows that the days of Christianity
are numbered, and that the time is not far distant
when we shall say to its priests, ' Settle your account
with heaven, for your hour is come.'" A woman
speaker said: "My religion is Socialism, and it alone
is truth, morality, justice, and brotherhood. Down
with the priests of every robe and every hue. The
first reform to be accomplished is to change all
churches into good habitations for workingmen."
There is no mistaking the meaning of this language.
This is unmistakable hostility. This is the attitude
toward the church of large numbers of workingmen
in Europe, and of no insignificant number in America.

Anarchy and Pantarchy.
F1·om Liberty.

The article of J. W m. Lloyd in Liberty of December 26th is so strikingly clear in its discrimination, so
strong in its conclusions, and so fairly open to
counter-statement when wrong, that I am tempted to
say a word from my own point of view. The expreESsions that I wish to criticise are these:
And this question of human right must be studied from
the standpoint of the individual, Nature having made no collel!tiv reason to attend to the needs of humanity, but only
individual reasons to the needs of individuals. And this is
the true standpoint from which to study the needs of humanity. Those reformers who hav endeavored to legislate for
the individual from the standpoint of humanity hav usually
only succeeded by their jack-o'-lanterns in leading him into
deeper swamps, from which he must extricate himself as best
·he may. But no reformer ever secured justice for any single
man without benefiting all men for all time. The simple
truth is grander than the most glorious error. But there is
no real conflict here. From a philosophical elevation the
needs of the individual and of the race are seen to be identical. Why, then, is it not as well to take humanity for a
starting-point as to take the individual? Because the only
way to adequately understand the needs of the whole is to
understand the needs of the parts.
That Nature has made no collectiv reason to attend
to the needs of all humanity, but only individual reasons to attend to the needs of individuals, is a statement that may be permitted to stand, in its first
branch as to the absence of a collectiv reasonalthough this may be and is questioned-but that the
individual reasons hav no other functions .than to
attend to the needs of individuals is demurred to.
Our individual reasons hav, on the contrary, two opposit things to attend to-one the needs of individuals, and, second, the needs of the collectiv whole;
and hence to study the needs of humanity from the
point of view of individuals is no more the true
standpoint than the other; and finally, there is, third,
the point of intermediation and reconciliation between
the other two.
When lVIr. Lloyd appeals to the failure of legislativ
reforms in the past, from the standpoint of humanity,
he ceases to be the philosophical thinker, and becomes only the commentator upon the bungling facts
of an unscientific historical past. He returns to his
character as a thinker when he says "no reformer
ever secured justice for any single man without benefiting all men for all time." That is true, not literally, but ideally; but it is just as true that no reformer would ever attain to and promulgate a just
system of the collectiv truths of humanity without
ideally benefiting all the individuals of all time.
But he adds: "There is no real conflict here.
From a philosophical elevation the needs of the individual and of the race are seen to be identical."
This is a radical mistake. It is precisely at this point
that :M:r. Lloyd and nearly every other approximately
radical thinker slide a way from the demands of rigorous
logical analysis, and fall into error. There is a very
1·eal conflict between the two things. From a still
h(qher philosophical elevation the needs of the individual and the needs of the race are seen to be never
identical, but always in opposition to each other. They
are, however, reconcilable, and it belongs to social science to reconcile them. The first step in doing this is
to recognize their separateness and oppositness, to
draw, in a word, rigorously the line of difference between identity and reconcilableness. They concern the
same subject-matter as viewed from the two opposit
ends of the stick, and can never be made one,
aithough we, in our consideration of them, may harmoniously oscillate between the two. If two points
approximate each other until they occupy the same
position, they are ident(jied, or become one, obliterating their difference. This is identity. But if the
two points remain distinct they are always antagonistic, each asserting its supremacy, or giving emphasis
to itself, and endeavoring to subordinate the other.
Anything to be at aU must assert itself, as against the
whole universe, and is therefore in essential antagonism with whatsoever it is contmsted. It is only,
then, by inserting an intermediate point around
which they shall oscillate, admitting the element of
time, change of the point of view, or continuous al-

ternation, which is the method of harmony-an immensely different thing from mere identity, and the
comprehension of which makes the true or integral
philosopher in the place of the partisan or mere social sectarian, although this last is the more effectiv
man for the special occasion. Whosoever fails to do
this and givs a supreme emphasis to one or the other
end of the stick or beam cants it, and himself is dealing in cant, however philosophical and discriminating
he may seem to be. It is not with the compulsion of
legislation that we are now to compare the freedom
of Anarchy, but with the supreme compulsion of
philosophical analysis, definition, and demonstration,
to all which Mr. Lloyd should himself, with his order
of mind, be eminently amenable. It is this oscillation of harmony between the principle of freedom
and the principle of order, which Pantarchism contrasts
with AnaJ.·c}lism pure and simple.
It is not true that the only way to adequately understand the needs of the whole is to understand the
needs of the parts. It is just as true that to adequately understand the needs of the pa1·ts it is indispensable to comprehend the needs of the whole, and
to take always as one of our points of depa1·ture the
Unities of the Race, in respect to Religion, Government, Social Constitution, Language, and the like; in
a word, to be" Pantarchical in our outlook no less
than Ana1·chical.
The question may arise, Why is it necessa1·y to
make so much ado about an abstract discrimination
like that between identification, which wipes out or
slurs over differences, and harmony, which reconciles
them? The reply is perhaps now obvious from the
illustrations that hav been made. But it should be
added that in matters of this kind the least things
are the greatest things, and the minutest lines of discrimination the most important from their consequences. In this case the mere failure to comprehend this difference between sameness and difference
with reconciliation leaves Individualists insusceptible
to the claims of the Higher Integration; while, with
it understood and adopted, they become at once
amenable to the whole immense scope of PantaJ.·chal
philosophy. If, then, "Christianity says, Carry neither sword nor shield, and. Anarchy says, Carry your
sword for protection, and use it only when your
shield will not avail," then PantaJ.·chy says, Do one
or both according to exigency and adaptation; and
whenever the time has arrived, "beat your swords
into plowshares, and your spears into pruninghooks, and leaJ.n war no more;" that is to say, become peaceful social reconstructionists, instead of
either victims or soldiers in revolt, and to that end
study and avail yourselvs of Universological SociolSTEPHEN PEARL ANDREws.
ogy.

Canadian Notes.
At a meeting of the Central Executiv of the Canadian
Secula1· Union, held in Toronto, Friday evening, Jan·
uary 22, 1886, the following resolutions were canied
unanimously :
Resolved, That the Canadian Secular Union should make
some provision to carry out the last wishes of deceased
Secularists and Freethinkers in the matter of their funeral
rites and ceremonies. That suitable persons be selected who
will be willing to officiate on such occasions-in any part of
Canada where their services may be required-without fee,
provided only that their traveling expenses be paid. That a
fund should be raised from which such expenses may be
paid in cases where the family of deceased is left in destitute
circumstances.
Resolved, That a propagandist fund should be raised so that
lecturers of ability may be sent into those sections of Canada
where the Secularists and Freethinkers are so few in number
that they cannot afford to pay all the lecturer's fee and expenses.
Resolved, That the president, Mr. William Algie, of Alton,
Ontario, be a committee of one to solicit subscriptions
throughout Canada, to be applied to the purposes named in
the foregoing resolutions.
Applications made to Wm. Algie, Alton, or J. A.
Risser, Toronto, for some suitable person to officiate
at funerals on the foregoing terms will be promptly
attended to.
The different religious bodies of Toronto seem
determined to make it the holy city, the Mecca, as it
were, of Canada.
l\fontreal has long laid claim to that proud distinction, but alas! "how are the mighty fallen." On
last Monday the people of that city elected for a
second term the first Freeth ought mayor ever elected
to that office in any Canadian town.
Just think of it, Montreal, the city of Jesuit catheCh·als, colleges, and churches, of nunneries, convents,
grottoes, and shrines, of holy water and sacred wells,
priestly fraud and magic spells, where it used to be
said " that one couldn't throw a stick out of the window without hitting a priest!" We hav heard of
Atheistical popes and skeptical monks and bishops,
but a Freethought mayor in the most Catholic town
in America, 0 tempo1·a., 0 nw1·es I
How did he get there'? Well, I'm told it was thuswise: It has been the custom there for some years
(by mutual consent) for the English and French
speaking, or, in other words, the Protestant and
Catholic sections of the population to take turn and
turh about in their choice of a chief magistrate.
At the time of the 0lection a year ago, one of the
pa1·ties went back on the usual arrangement, and the
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other party, finding there was very little chance of
electing their man, went solid for the Freethought
candidate, and the result was that Mr. Beaugrand
was elected by a small majority. Which proves the
truth of the old adage, " When rogues fall out, honest men get their due."
Mayor Beaugrand is a member of the Montreal
Pioneer Freethought Association, who feel justly
proud of their member.
·
During the past year he has proved himself the
right man in the right place. His action in the matter of enforcing the sanitary laws during the late
small-pox scourge, when, it may be said, nea1·ly the
whole Roman Catholic population of the city were in
aJ."ms against him, shows him to be well fitted for the
office, and so won the respect and esteem of the people generally that out of about 8,000 votes cast at
last Monday's election he received 5,098, or a majority
of nearly 2,000.
It might be well for Toronto if, by some combination of circumstances, she might be forced to try a
similar experiment. A little common-sense management in the city affairs, a little less fanaticism, and a
little less attention to aJ."ti:ficial crime might make
real crime less prevalent. Till-tapping, house-breaking, and all kinds of real crime go on apparently unchecked, while the whole attention of the city fathers
and the religious associations is occupied in trying to
enforce the Sunday laws.
In the same paper in which I read that the school
boa1·d hav decided to reintroduce the Bible into the
public schools, I find an account of a woman brutally
murdered by a brother-in-law, who committed the
act while in a fit of insanity brought on by an overstudy of the same infernal book. One more Freeman,
and one more inmate of the asylums already crowded
from the same cause. This sort of thing makes
heart and brain grow weary, and makes one feel that
a change of any kind would be a relief. "Come reason, or come chaos."
There is an old saying to the effect, "Put a beggar
on horseback and he will ride to the deviL" I presume it will also apply to parsons; at any rate the
Toronto presbytery, having for the time being got
the upper hand in municipal affairs, are riding in that
or some other direction at a devil of a pace. At their
last meeting the committee which had been appointed
two weeks before to investigate and consider the best
means for stopping Sunday railway traffic reported
that they had called upon the managers of the Grand
Tnmk and Canadian Pacific Railways, who had
informed them that "they could not compete with
East bound freight on the American lines without ·
Sunday work." And now they hav requested the
committee on Sabbath observance to correspond with
the Presbyterian church in the United States with a
view to international action and by legislation in both
countries to minimize and ultimately do away altogether with the Sunday railway work.
A more gorgeous example of asinin stupidity and
adamantine "gall" it would be difficult to find.
Wonder they didn't include canals and ocean steamers! But no doubt this will come in good time. Giv
them room.
ToRONTO.

The Museums.
At the meeting of the Trustees of the Museums on
Februa1·y 1st and February 27th, a Committee of Conference was named and the following communication
sent to the Secretary of the American Secular Union:
NEW YoRK, Feb. 27, 1886.
SAMUEL P. PuTNA)l, Es<~., Dea1· Si1·: At a meeling of the
joint Conference Committee of the American Museum of
Natural History and Metropolitan Museum of Art, held this
day, your several communications to both museums were
read.
I have been instructed to inform you that this Committee
will be crlad to receive the petitions you refer to, and any further co~munications in writing which you wish to present.
I am, sir,
Very truly yours,
L. P. DI CESXOLA,
Secretary.
On receipt of this communication the petitions
were forwarded with the following letter and the
aJ.•gument printed in another part of this issue of
THE TRUTH SEEKER:
NEw YoJlK, March 10, 1886.
L. P. di Cesnola, SecretM.Y of Joint Conference CommUtee OJ
the American Museum of Natural Histor.v and the 1l£etropolitan Museum of A1·t.

DEAR Sm: I have the honor herewith to inclose to you a
petition signed by many of the citizens of New York, !~cads
of families, officers of the city, judges of the conr~s, bnsmess
1nen, and working people, together with resolutiOns pas~ed
by labor organizations representing 50,000 of the wor~;:mg
people of this city. I sincerely hope that }:our conu_:m~tee
will give a most earnest and respectful attentiOn to tins Important request, and to the address and reasons for Sunday
openincr which I forward with the petition.
An e~rly reply is respectfully solicited.
Yours truly
SA)!UEL P. PuTNAM,
Secretary or' the American Secular Union.

LECTURE ENGAGE)IENTS.
Pittsburgh, March 14th; Allianc_e, Ohio, lVIaJ.·ch
16th; Painesville, 1\farch 17th; Rrdge Farm, Ill,
March 19th; Chicago, Mm·ch 21st; Rochelle, .lVIaJ.·ch
22d and 23d; Rockford, 1\'farch 24th; Ottumwa, Ia.,
Ma1·ch 25th· Leon l\Iarch 26th; Omaha, Neb., March
28th; Ogde~, April 18th; Salt Lake City. Apri~ 25th
and May 2d. The lectme at Chebanse, Ill., wrll be
postponed until the return trip.
S. P. PuTN,\1\I.
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fllomtt(unications.
.A.n Examination of Church History.
BEING LETTERS TO A CATHOLIC.-VIII.

Since we are dealing with Marys, let us take a look
at the Virgin. You will pardon the term, but I consider this one of the greatest frauds in your scheme.
Of comse, if a savior were to be born, it had to be
of woman ; so a betrothed one was selected, and you
know, as a lawer, that according to our laws it was a
rape; a bad beginning for the advent of a God. Why
a betrothed and not a married woman was selected
troubled all yom early fathers, and Origen claimed it
was " to baffle the cunning of the devil, and keep
him in ignorance of the Lord's advent." Your theologians agree with this opinion, and I hope it is in
accord with yoms.
, Then Mary dreams; Joseph dreams; they all
dl·eam; and although yom catechism particularly cautions your believing dl·eams, tells you it is sinful, yet
you are asked to believe these dl·eams.
The angel "probably bore the form of an ordinary
man," and the salutation is borrowed from Dan. x,
18-19, "The Lord is with thee;" Judges vi, 12,
"Blessed art thou among women;" Judith xiii, 18;
the rest following naturally. Of ·course, the Virgin
could not be satisfied with her heavenly visitant, and
needed earthly testimony. So she visited Elizabeth,
who saluted her as "Mother of my Lord." In retm-n Mary composed the "Magnificat," which is
founded on Hannah's song of thanksgiving, 1 Sam.
ii, 1-10, and "exhibits an intimate knowledge of the
Psalms, prophetical writings, and books of Moses,
from which som·ces almost every expression of it is
drawn," and the words, "From henceforth all generations shall call me blessed," are borrowed from
Leah's remarks on the birth of Asher (Gen. xxx, 13).
Pretty good evidence to me that some priest had his
finger in the pie.
Her son never called her "mother," and always
spoke to her reprovingly. He had a kind word even
for the dying thief, and was particularly fond of the
reformed Mary Magdalen. Although it is claimed he
appeared ten times, yet he never came once to her,
never sent her even a message. She sinks into the
obscurity whence she came, and even yom· sinking
fund, the catacombs, are silent about her. Your
chm·ch, in referring to this, says: "The darkness in
which we are left is in itself very instructiv ;" and,
allow me to add, very clestructiv to the whole scheme.
Her present position in your chmch has been attained by gradual growth, as no early writer even intimates her exaltation. The CollJI·idians, a sect of
the fourth century, attempted to elevate her, but
were persecuted by your church, and St. Epiphanius,
whom you honor every May 12th, wrote: "Let Mary
be in honor. Let the Lord be worshiped. Let no
one worship Mary."
About 600, during the pontificate of Gregory the
Great, a pestilence devastated Rome. As the ordinary prayers and masses, and all the relics, etc., were
unable to check it, a lucky idea presented itself to
the holy father, and he ordered a procession, carrying a picture of the Virgin, painted by St. Luke the
Evangelist, to proceed to the church of St. Mary
Major. In every street through which they passed,
the pestilence ceased at once, an angel was seen on
the Towers o1 Adrian, sheathing a blooding sword,
and a chorus of angels were heard singing the
anthem, "Regina Cceli." This was her first wellauthenticated act since her assumption into heaven,
and of com·se she grew in demand. Honors were
showered on her particularly by the Spaniards, and
in retm-n, on many occasions, she assisted them in
their battles by throwing dust in the eyes of their
opponents.
The theory of her immaculate conception was first
started in 1130, and St. Bernard wrote against the
theory, calling it " a presumptuous novelty, mother
of temerity, sister of superstition, and daughter of
fickleness." He brought the whole family to bear
against her. Nearly one hundl·ed years afterward
Dtms Scotus and his Franciscans advocated, and St.
Thomas Aquinas (one of your doctors whom you are
not allowed to dispute) and his Dominicans took
strong grounds against it. Pope John XXII. almost
anathematized, and Sixtus IV. openly advocated it,
and authorized the first festival in 1476. Some of
the doctors at Trent openly favored it, and, my
friend, if you were only allowed to read the doings
of this council, your heart would swell with joy and
pride when you read the bmning words of Cardinal
Pecheco, imploring the Ecumenical Council, of sixty,
to save the Virgin from this taint; and I know the
tears would well up in your eyes at the pathetic appeal
of the Archbishop of Sassari, who in vain tried to
save t.he mother of God and refuge of sinners. As
the H0ly Ghost did not enlighten the council, it was
referred to the pope, who decided to allow matters to
test in statg quo, and Mary remained in original sin
until1854, when Pio Nono took compassion on :1er,
,md freed her from the taint without the aid of a
eouncil, declaring that it hall been " revealed by

God." The Council of Ephesus, 431, announced her
as "the mother of God," and it took God over 1400
years to determin that she was immaculate.
The most of the trouble was caused .by the opposition of St. Bernard, whose writings were held in
high repute by the doctors at Trent, and yet he was
the author of that prayer, "Remember, 0 most
pious Virgin," etc., to the saying of which there is
attached an indulgence.
One of the greatest factors in the elevation of Mary
was St. Ligumi. He was declared a doctor of your
church March 23, 1871, and .it was announced that
" the fact of an opinion being found in his works is
ample warrant for its adoption, without any need to
weigh its reasons." Now take his " Theologia
Moralis," turn to his treatises on the Confessional,
and see if you would permit them to fall into the
hands of any decent female. Yet he is one of your
most revered saints, performed numerous m:b:acles,
and the Jesuits will tell you when Pope Clement
XIV. was on his dying bed he found that God would
forgiv all his sins except that bull in which he suppressed their order. In some mysterious manner the
pope found that Liguori was the only .one through
whom he could obtain abso_Iution, and although the
saint was in Naples, celebrating mass, he contrived
at the same time to be in Rome and 'shrive the holy
father. This story, being well authenticated, was
considered one of his chief miracles, the Jesuits taking the credit of saving the pope's soul. But here
they grow silent, and I never could find one to explain why the pope did not revoke the bull, as he had
ample time to do so.
In his "Glories of Mary" Liguori places the Virgin
above the Godhead. He says: " Our salvation is in
the hands of Mary." "Whereas it is said of other
saints that they are with God, of Mary alone can it
be affirmed that not only is she not subject to the
will of God, but that God is subject to her will."
".All things, even God himself, are subservient to the
empire of the Virgin.'' "By thy governance, most
holy Virgin, endnreth the world which thou, with
God, didst fotmd from the beginning." He grows
enthusiastic in her names, calls her, "Queen of
Heaven and Hell;" declares that ";no one can enter
heaven except through her;" assures his readers that
"the salvation of all depends on her favor and protection," and that " she and her son redeemed the
world." He bestows several hundreds of terms on
her, ransacks the heavens and the earth to find her
endearing titles. The catalog of the church Santa
Maria del Popolo, in which is preserved the prepuce
of her son, has her entered as the "True and Sacred
Lamprey of tlie Sea," and I searched Liguori to find
if he had called her a seraphic porpoise, or sacred
lobster, or angelic fried oyster, or happy clam, but he
had unfortunately missed all these endearing and
suggestiv names.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Heroic Headlines.
The Chicage Times is not generally looked upon
as a great religious daily, nor is the professional
"headliner" usually admired or employed because of
his resemblance to a theological student or a petrified saint. But, notwithstanding these facts, those
two lively agents compined sometimes send out a sermon which goes deeper and reaches farther than any
issued from pulpit or prayer-meeting the world over.
One headline which appeared in the Times several
years ago has been the cause of more talk, and more
real moral sentiment, than any sermon I ever heard.
I hav heard that headline abused in almost every
language, and in almost every city from_ Boston to
San Francisco. Everybody agreed that it was a
shocking headline, and everybody says it hit hard,
and it brought down its game. "I never was so
shocked in my life, but it set me to thinking," one
heard on all sides. I hav no doubt that every reader
of the Times would know, without my telling him,
just what headline I refer to. "Jerked to Jesus"
would attract attention because it is alliterativ, but
when it is found at the head of an account of a hanging, there are several othe:f reasons why we cannot
forget it. It is a satire, a' sermon, a rebuke, and a
stinging sarcasm in three words.
We hav become so accustomed to read that "he
made his peace with God in the few minutes the
lynchers allowed him;" or, " The officiating priest held
the holy crucifix before the condemned man's eyes
and assured him of Christ's willin,qness and power to
forgiv and receive his soul into everlasting peace and
rest prepared for the penitent;" or, " He was prepared to meet his God by Rev. Smith, who prayed
with and consoled him, and to whom he expressed
his willingness ·to die and his belief in a glorious
resurrection;" "He was baptized by Rev. Tompkins, and partook of the holy sacrament for the last
time yesterday, and feels that his sins are forgiven,
and that he will, like the thief on the cross, be with
Christ to-day in paradise." These are exact copies
of a few recent orthodox reports of these outra~eous
and dangerous travesties of justice and incentlvs to
crime, which were read without protest or shock by
the clergy and the people. Being couched in "hered-

itary forms of speech," being solemn and stupid, they
appear all right; but when the Times struck out a
short cut, an original expression which fitly pictured
the abominable idea and practice, these same people
are shocked. Shocked at what? Simply at the
statement of their own theory in plain words, without mummery and deceit. It is the theory, not the
statement of it, which is shocking, demoralizing, disgusting; and so long as the theory obtains and this
religious encouragement of and incentiv to crime
continue, I hope that this one newspaper at least
will continue to hav the courage and the sense to
treat it with the contempt it so richly deserves.
Nothing else will hav so wholesome an effect, nothing else will so soon call attention to the bald immorality and danger of the practice and the belief; nothing else will so soon compel its discontinuance,
because nothing else will so surely startle the people
into a realizing sense of the true meaning of the
solemn and accustomed formulas which disguise the
meaning of exactly the same thing under stupid
forms of theological inanities, which, stripped of their
solemn pretense and useless verbiage, mean literally
"jerked to Jesus." It is well to sicken these gentlemen upon their own horrible and immoral nostrums,
given in allopathic doses, with the sugar left out. It
ought to be a punishable crime to teach criminals
that they can commit murder with safety to their own
souls if not to their own necks. We cannot afford to
support that sort of schools for the promotion of
crime. They always hav been and they always will
be productiv of evil to sound morality and an actual
danger to society.
HELEN H. GARDENER.

.A. LettPr from Dr. Yorlr.
I know that THE TRUTH SEEKER will be glad to
hear a word from the South Seas. I am still on the
warpath, pounding away at the tough hide of superstition, and hav put in six months' steady fire in
Sydney to large and appreciativ audiences, besides
one month in the great city of Melbomne, where I
hav promised, if possible, to retum for another
com·se of lectures before my departure for home.
Om· thanks are due in Melbourne to yom· correspondent, William Andrade, a most excellent young
man, whose interesting letters I hav read from time
to time in THE TRUTH SEEKER. His head and heart
are both right, and his kindness to us we will not
forget as strangers in a strange land.
We gave om· last and thirtieth lecture at. the
Theater Royal last night, and on next Friday evening
we hold a Paine memorial celebration, and, as I am
informed, the first in Sydney which promises to be
largely attended, and with this meeting we close •our
labors in Sydney. We go from here to Brisbane,
and from thence to the principal city of New Zealand,
and then hope to turn om faces toward the land of
the stars and stripes-not that I would depreciate this
country-but I love om· country more. The climate
here is hot and trying on me, and I begin to long for
home. Our thanks are due in Sydney to J.\l[r. Gale,
Messrs. Keep, Walker, and others, for a helping hand
in om work. I am to be followed in Sydney by Mr.
Collins, just arrived from England, who comes well
recollllllended by Charles Bradlaugh and the Secular
Association. I hav had the pleasme of meeting him
and inviting him to pay us a visit in America on his
way back to England. Our cause is a world-wide
cause, and we need to cultivate a :D:iendly spirit between the workers and speakers of all lands, and I
am glad to learn of the great success attending
Charles Watts's labors in America.
But, Eugene, somehow I can't feel reconciled to·
the change of title or name for our National Liberal
League, and I do not think England has anything to
spare which we need in that direction. English
Secularism is far from being Liberal as we understand
it. At least, judging from what I see of it in the
colonies. Here Secularism is as sectarian as any
Christian sect, and the term is so narrowly defined
as to depress as idiotic all who entertain the idea of
a future state. To my mind this is far from being
Liberal.
I cannot forget the attitude and teachings of om
noble old friend Bennett, whose life-work was to
bring into friendly relations the whole Freethought
family for work against the common enemy. The
American Freethought Union would havbeen a thousand times better as a watchword and battle-cry than
the name Secularism-when the effect of it seems to
be to widen the gap between different phases of
Freethought. Freethought implies mental liberty to
hold an honest opinion as to the import of the spiritual phenomena, and such an honer ,J difference
should not drive Freethinkers into an unfriendly
attitude to each other, especially when they agree so
fully upon nearly every other subject in the field of
Freethought reform.
The so-called spirit phenomenon is a natmal manifestation of force in this world-not another worldand as such is quite as much entitled to consideration
as any other natural phenomena, and any honest
person will not evade or hinder a sincere conviction
and expression upon that or any other subject.
The Secularism of these colonies is of such a peen-
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liar type, and involves so much of antagonism against
a large class of the Freethinking element, whose good
will and influenqe would add greatly to the efficiency
of Freethought in righting the wrongs of church and
state, that I fear the narrow definition given by many
of the word Secularism.
But I shall hope that, notwithstanding the change
in the title of our national organization, true Liberalism, characterized by a spirit of toleration and kindness, will always prevail amongst our workers in
America.
By the way, Eugene, there is a crank residing in
San Francisco, by the name of Emmette Coleman.
This wise man, to whom D. M. Bennett once paid his
respects in no flattering terms, has seen fit to misrepresent me in the columns of the Rel-igio-Philosophical Journal. I hav not seen it, therefore I cannot
defend myself. Should it fall under your eye, and
you deem it worthy of remark, say a word in my behalf, as you know by my work during all the past
years whether I deserve the lashing of a slanderous
tongue.
DR. J. L. YoRK.
Sydney, N. S. W., Jan. 25, 1886.
[We are as ignorant as is Dr. York as to the matter referred to in the last paragraph. We do not
exchange with the paper named, and never shall.
Our advice to our old friend in Australia is not to
notice anything that writer writes or that paper
prints. Those who lmow him will not believe what
the R.-P. Journal says about him; and those who
know that paper will not believe what it says about
anybody~-ED. T. S.J
--------~.--------

" In tile Beginn1ng ."
For years I hav been trying to catch on to that
fragmentary polyglot; that remarkable collection of
ghost, fish, and snake stories; that mess of contradic- tions got up on the instalment plan, and yclept in the
parlance of Christians the holy Bible.
·
What I mean by catching on is, to get on terms of
.understanding with this unique conglomeration of
literature from the pens of divers individuals, some of
questionable character, and all more or less bizarre,
yet which is styled the word of God by those who
profess to take stock in it.
Some parsons and laymen will tell you that a child
can understand this Mosaic; other pulpiteersBeecher fo?· one-say it is very difficult to understand, and too much for them; and when I consider
the thousands and tens of thousands of priests and
parsons that hav been trying for ages to expound
these scriptures, each according to his own understanding, I am satisfied that the book is beyond mortal comprehension, so do not blush to own it is too
much for me, and that I giv it up.
Yes, I am still on the" ground floor" of non-understanding in regard to the polyglot mentioned, if not
indeed in the sub-cellar .thereof, and despair of ever
raising myself out of the slough by my own efforts,
or getting out with the aid of others of no more
horse-power in the matter of lifting than myself. I
hav seen those who declared they understood the
polyglot clear through from A to Izzard. They do
understand it according to their lights-each according to his own light, which is different from every
other light-but these lights are not my lights, and
do not light me on the way to understanding.
As we all know, this remarkable aggregation of
. writings opens and starts off as follows:
"In the beginning God created the heaven and the
earth."
· Here I am at the very outset brought right up
against a stone wall, as it were, too high to jump or
even climb over. The average Christian, I know,
takes this wall as a thoroughbred jumper a fivebarred gate. Throwing away the curb and snaffle of
thought and reason, he vaults it wiUwut touching,
and in this manner goes through the book from index
to finis as the steeple-chaser from start to finish in
the day's run. But I am brought up all a-standing
by this stone wall of obscurity, and there I would
stand only for the flank or oblique movement which
enables me to pass this obstacle, to stumble on others
later on.
="In the beginning God created the heaven and the
earth."
- In the beginning of what~ Time or eternity, or
both ~ My theistical friend, Wynkoop, says, " In
the beginning of all things." So will they all say, I
suppose. This al.Tangement would appear to include
God and eternity, in which case God must hav yreated
himself, eh ~ But according to the polyglot, God
has forever existed. If so, there must hav been an
incalculable period of time-or eternity, if time did
not commence until the creation of the heaven and
earth-that God had no abiding-place. W'bere did
lie abide before building heaven~ There is only one
answer, nowhere. But if he existe~ there must hav
been a somewhere. Where was 1t ~ The answer
takes us back to nowhere. But let us call it space,
an illimitable empty void, full of utter nothingness
save God. And what a cheerful abode it must hav
been without sun, moon, stars, and things, which did
not exist!

What a happy thought the building of heaven was,
to be sure ! It seems very, very strange to me that,
with all the attributes accorded him by Theists, God
did not think of this before. Millions of trillions of
years, multiplied by the same number millions of
trillions of times, will not begin to measure a millionth
part of the time that God must hav been without an
abiding-place before he established heaven, which
would seem to argue a great want of forethought on
his part, to say the least. This seems remarkable to
me, as even the Esquimaux, moved by about the
lowest form of human life, would never go tlu:ough a
single polar winter without building an ice hut for
his accommodation and comfort.
However, God at length established heaven as an
abiding-place for himself and favored ones of his
creation, and if Brother Talmage's account of it is
correct, it must lay away over the Vanderbilt palace
for gorgeousness· and splendor, and rival the domain
_of fairydom.
Yes, he created heaven and the ea:dh, we are
assured; but why the earth~ What call was there
for the earth~ Human life was not, animal life was
not, and what call was there for earth ~ lv.Ian was
not about, hammering on the doors of heaven, and
demanding a suitable abiding-place; nor were the
lower animals in their way appealing for requisit
quarters.
It must hav been that the building of the e!lJ:th
was an afterthought, a venture, a speculation. That it
turned out badly we hav only to read from his alleged
word to satisfy ourselvs, and since the time when he
first became dissatisfied with it it seems to hav
grown no better very fast.
Why the earth was ever created, I never could
understand. There was no call for it in any quarter by
anything. The Lord would hav saved himself an
immense amount of trouble had he not builded the
world, and the trouble that mortals would hav escaped
-oh, my!
The troubl!'l the Lord had with the world for many
years after finishing it is recounted in the polyglot
writing that deals with the events of that period.
According to these reports, he supervised in person
the affairs of mankind, various members of which led
him a life of trial and tribulation.
Like man in form-for he made man after his own
image, his own words, as alleged, attesting this-he
seems to hav been very much like him mentally and
morally, and actuated by the same passions and impulses; which state of affairs, he being boss of all,
made it hot for all concerned, he being vexed and
wrathy most of the time.
Those were the days that tried men's souls, if any
ever did, when in person the Lord supervised the
affairs of man, even to the smallest particulars. The
days of Valley Forge were nothing to the days when
the Lord was around in person, and I for one, having
had life thrust upon me, rejoice that said life was
postponed until after the Lord had resigned as overseer in person of men's affairs.
The Lord vouchsafed no reasons to man for the
making of the world, and man, of course, cannot tell
why it was made. From the theistical belief in a life
hereafter-a life of bliss for the righteous, and a life
of torment for the ungodly, harping the hottest on
the latter-it would seem that the world was made.
as a propagating ground for the production of angels
in the rough, so to speak, who were to do duty as
polished angels after death and resurrection.
But for a God who could create thoroughbred
angels, all ripe for heaven, as easily as he could man,
this would seem a roundabout and most uncertain way
of supplying heaven with angelic representativs.
But this must be the underlying idea with the Theist,
else must he be fuller of egotism than ever a goat of
theater posters, to think that the Lord, having made
him without any ulterior purpose, concluded on second thought to make an angel of him in the end !
But the Theist is nothing if not egotistical, and I
leave him in order to flank the stone wall against
which I run-" In the beginning."
Sr SwcuM.

Notes from Illinois.
I am still swinging round the circle. It has been
my privilege and pleasure to meet most of the good
Liberals of Illinois, and, nothwithstanding the cold
weather, hard times, and my temporary illness, I hav
had a grand time. I hav not yet canvassed the entire state, but shall try to do so hereafter as opportunity may offer. In most places where I stopped
the revi-val business was in full blast. I hav noticed
in times past that when the people suffer from hard
times, when they hav no work and no money, they
aa·e willing to take anything, even religion. But
when they hav plenty of business, and enough to eat,
they aa·e disposed to postpone religion until a more
convenient season-and generally haa·d times is that
convenient season. It has become my duty, at times,
to attend revivals, and to take the ministers to task
for talking about things of which they know positivly
nothing.
In the little town of Auburn, in this state, where I
was advertised to speak on "The Whims bf the Boy
Preacher" (Harrison), who is pro_bably not older than
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forty or forty-five years, a minister asked his congregation to join with him in praying that God might
make the Infidel so sick that he would not be able to
come to town. This was carrying the thing too far;
this was stretching his prerogativs, and consequently
a number of sensible people asked him to explain
what he meant. His prayer became the town talk.
It was a huge joke, and passed all along the streets.
The minister was ·compelled to explain, and he did it
somewhat after this fashion. He said to his own
congregation, "I did not express myself fully the
other night when speaking about Professor Bell. I
asked you to .join with me in praying that he might
be made sick. But I intended to add sick of sin, but
somehow I failed· to do so." What an explanation !
A few nights after, when referring to this explanation,
I said it reminded me of a gambler's explanation.
Once upon a time a gambler was converted, and
joined the Methodist church. One Sunday morning
during the solemnities of divine service this convert
fell asleep, and, while dreaming of old times, he
shouted, "Hearts are trumps, by God." Opening
his eyes and taking in the situation, he piously added,
"Let your hearts triumph in God." Preacher, thy
name is impudence.
I am going to Chicago for a few weeks to arrange
for more lectures.
W. S. BELL.
Chicago, Ill. (302 State st).

Why Capital Favors Piety.
The Antimonopolist hits hard in the following:
"During the days of African slavery the slaveholders
took great pains to hav their slaves get religion and
become pious, as it made them more docil and more
valuable servants, and the slaves, having no other
source of enjoyment, took to camp-meeting religion
as a duck takes to water. Nevertheless, the morals
of the slaves were very bad, honesty, chastity, and
truthfulness being scarcely known among them,
which has been true of all slaves, everywhere and in
all times. We see a repetition of this to-day in the
establishment by railroad managers of Young Men's
Christian Association rooms, the support of special
m1sswnaries among their underpaid employees, and
in the general efforts of wealthy men and corporations to advance sanctimony among the poor. A
corporation, having no soul, cannot be religious, but
having business sagacity it knows that it is a good
investment to put some of its big dividends on watered stocks into religion for the dupes it is daily
robbing of their earnings. It makes them more contented with their hard lot here, as a drink of whisky
does, while not injuring their capacity to work as
much as liquor. But more than this: it absorbs all
their leisure time and little surplus money, ·and all
their mental energy, which effectually prevents them
from studying practical questions and so far mastering the science of social and political economy as to
know they hav natural rights to life, liberty, and
happiness, which are abridged or taken away by their
employers. Slaves, whether chattel or wage, must
be kept ignorant, as it is impossible to enslave any
but the ignorant, and to this end nothing is more
effectual than to provide a channel into which all
smplus time and energy left from labor can be safely
directed and easily controled. Vanderbilt gave a
portion of the eighty millions he has already derived
from dividends on the water he put into railroad
stocks to found a theological seminary at Nashville,
and McCormicks, of Chicago, ga-ve $150,000 to a. similar institution at the same time they reduced wages
of six hundred employees to the starvation point.
The Santa Fe, Gould, and other railroad managers
are very solicitous for the spiritual welfare of their
employees, while continuing to charge all the traffic
will bear and exacting rates that pay high dividends.
on five or ten times their actual investments and getting title to millions of acres of public lands to which
they hav neither a legal nor equitable claim."

Father Hardouin's Extraordinary Book.
The "Man of Sin" has loaned po several persons a
copy of his series of articles lately published in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, entitled "An Extraordinaa·y Book:
Are Most of the· Latin and Greek Classics, together
with All the Writings of the Christian Fathers,
Forgeries of the Fourteenth, Fifteenth, and Sixteenth
Centuries~" One learned gentleman, who is the successful author of some remarkable books, and is soon
to publish another of a still more startling character,
which will challenge refutation, writes:
I return the article as requested. I read it with great interest. The theory it enunciates is very possible.

Father Hardouin's theory leaves nothing for Christianity to stand upon but th.e scriptures and tradition. All church history up to the revival of leaJ"lling, he stoutly affirms, is a Benedectine ~orgery.. Th~s
is the assertion of a most learned J esmt who died m
1729 at the age of eighty-three years, leaving a manuscript containing his proofs, which manuscript was
not published until 1766, in London; and being in
Latin the book seems to bav had no readers, nor tu
hav attracted the notice of anybody until now partially tran'slated by
ANTICHRIST.
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tent himself with setting forth the superiority of
Positivism, as he understands it, over Professor
Fiske's Neopantheism and Mr. Depew's fossilized
Christianity. If these two gentlemen could be got before a popular audience, and their vain conceits
mercilessly exposed, it -might conduce to the advancement of truth. As it was, the wisdom of Mr. Wakeman was wasted.

A Few Figures from Canada.

Editorial Notes.
THE Winsted, Conn., Press says the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL is worth four times its cost. It is pleasant to be able to agree with our contemporaries.
THE only ones in New York who oppose an open Sunday,
writes Brick Pomeroy, referring to the opening of the museurns, "are the mental wasp-waists and one-idea fanatics
whose religion is based only on a fear that there is a hell,
and that they will be ordered to spend eternity therein."
THE New Thought, Moses Hull's paper, published at Maquoketa, Ia., is to be enlarged with its third volume, which
begins April 10th. The price will remain the same. The
New Thought is a Spiritualist journal, and when enlarged
will undoubtedly be the best paper of that faith west of
Boston.
THE bill introduced in the Senate by Mr. Wilson, of Iowa,
doubling the postage on fourth-class mail matter should be
defeated. A cent an ounce is enough to pay on packages of
samples of merchandise. The bill is in the interests of express companies. Write to your senator and Congressman
to this effect.
TnREE weeks ago E. A. Stevens called attention to the
work in Chicago of the "American Literary Union and Pure
Literature Bureau." Since then the society has presented
to the Illinois legislature several yards of petition, signed
wholly by church people, against pernicious literature.
What steps the society wishes the legislature to take we are
not informed. The Union's definition of pernicious literature is "whatever is against general Christianity."
-

THE North American Review for March presents twelve
articles, most of which are of more than ordinary interest.·
One of the contributors is Jefferson Davis. Another is Cyrus
W. Field, who thinks the government should purchase the
telegraph lines-at the figures of the directors, of course. Mr.
Field's patriotism is of the kind that honors Revolutionary
spies, and supports his own government for the sake of an
appropriation. The Review can be had at 30 Lafayette Place,
price 50 cents.
Two instances of the beneficent effects of a large admixture
of Christianity were last week before Judge VanWyck, of
Brooklyn. James Mor~<n insisted that a committee of saints
and angels had waited upon him and begged him to offer
himself as a sacrifice for the sins of his fellow-men. Judge
VanWyck thought they could find an altar for him at the
insane asylum. Mary Monissey confidentially informed the
To the Andrew Mercer Reformatory for Females at judge that her soul had preceded her to heaven, her body
Toronto, there were committed during the year 142 alone remaining on the earth. The judge committed her to
new inmates, who were prejudiced in favor of the dif- keep Mr. Moran company.
,___
ferent creeds as follows :
J. E. REMSBURG's" Sabbath-Breaking" has been reprinted
Roman Catholic .... , ......... 561 Epi~copalian................ 48 in England. A portion of the work has also been republished
Presbyterian ................... 11 Methodist.................... 21 in India. Mr. J. R. Upshon, secretary of the Madras SecuBaptists......................... 5 Unknown.................... 1 lar Society, givs it the following indorsement: "I consider
At Penetanguishene there is a reformatory for it the best book on the subject that I hav read. The author
boys. On September 30, 1885, there were 220 boys has dealt with the subject in an able and most exhaustiv
manner, and has completely proved that there is no such
enjoying the hospitality of the institution, 51 of whom divine institution as a Sabbath for Christian believers, or Inhad been committed during the year. The total fidel unbelievers, to break. The book deserves a place in
number committed since the establishment of the in- every Freethinker's library as the text book on this subject."
stitution is 1,501, with religion as follows:
L. S. METCALF, formerly connected with the No·rth AmerRoman Catholic ............. 5121 Church of England ....... 495 ican Review, has inaugurated a new periodical venture, and
:Methodist ..................... 269 Presbyterian . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 138 named it 1'he Forum. It is similar in character to the ReBaptist.············.············ 67 Other denominations..... 20 view, and the first number is the equal in all respects of that
As usual, the Catholics lead in this matter, but they representativ monthly. The articles of most interest to Freeare closely pushed by the church most similar to thinkers are one by James Parton on newspapers, and another,
relating his religious experience, by M. J. Savage, of Boston.
theirs in rites and creeds. The Presbyterians and Heber Newton shows Romanism to be but a baptized paganMethodists are about equal, though the •comparison ism, but his conclusions are disfigured by a sad exhibition of
would be more edifying if we knew the proportion illogic and a causeless and witless attack upon Colonel Ingereach sect bears to the total population of the province. soll. The Forum is published at 97 Fifth ave., at 50 cents
It might also be interesting to compare the ratio of per number and $5 per year.
----+--To pray or not to pray is the question at Harvard College.
Catholic criminals in Ontario to the Catholic population with the ratio of Protestant criminals to the At present the students are compelled to attend prayers, and
Protestant population. We recollect reading in sev- this they do not like. The 0. K. Society has petitioned the
president and overseers to abolish this custom. The peti·
eral Protestant church papers lamentations over the tioners say, among other things: '' However large a part
scarcity of people of their faith in Ontario, and it laziness may hav.,in ordinary opposition to prayers, it would
may be that it would turn out that the most of them be a mistake to suppose that there is not a genuin conscienare in jail, for certainly the Presbyterians and the tious disapproval of them. This disapproval is founded on
Methodists make a goodly showing in the foregoing the widespread feeling that religious practices should be
made matters for individual taste and feeling to direct; that
tables. During 1885 a sort of religious revival has been everyone has a right to follow his own bent in such matters.
gradually percolating among the citizens of Toronto, So widespread is this feeling that it underlies the arguments
until it has culminated, as our Toronto correspondent of those who defend compulsory prayers as well of those who
related last week, in a municip'a:l coming to Jesus. We oppose them."
Trm University says that in Chicago there arc between
fear, however, there is a difference between the official
opinion of the people of Toronto and their private thirty-five and forty thousand nativs of Bohemia. The maconduct similar to that traced by Mr. Lum between jority of them hav come to America since 1870. Few of the
adults can speak English, but they publish several journals
lVIr. Cleveland's official opinion of Mormonism and in their own language, one a daily, called the Svm·nost. The
certain events in his life which it would be unkind majority of the Bohemians are said to be Roman Catholics,
to allude to. In short, we fear our Canadian. neigh- but most of the men treat the claims of the '.burch and its
bors are given to hypocrisy, for we read in the report doctrins with open contempt. 'fhe publicati .ns of the Boof the Canadian prison officials that in Toronto alone hemians teem with articles and pictures ridiculing not only
the doctrins of the Romish and Protestant churches, but also
in 1885, some 3,397 persons of both sexes were cared the fundamental ideas of religion-the existence of God mul
for in the jails. 'fhis was an increase of 146 over the immortality of the soul-the statement being repeatedly
1884, when no particular religious wave was washing made that if there were a God, "he would keep things
the people's sins away. It occurs to us that it would straighter than they are." The Bible is regarded with parhav been better for the city to hav gone along in the ticular contempt. The Svornost has recently published
Paine's "Age of Reason" in instalments in its Sunday edisame old way, than to hav obtained religion at the tion, and is now publishing a series of Bible scenes in cariexpense of additional criminals. Just what prop or- cature, accompanied by what a correspondent of the Interir.J·
tion of this increase was from the Salvation Army describes as " most scornful and blasphemous comments in
vile doggereL" The title of the series is given as "'l'he Holy
. r~s we :jla,v no me~W,s of 1rrtqwiug.

During the year 1885 there were in the various
jails of Ontario 11,426 persons of both sexes. Their
religious proclivities were as follows:
Roman Catholic ....... . 4,286 I Church of England.. 3,558
Presbyterian ........... . 1,46811\fethodist.... ........ .... 1,416
698
.
Other denominations.
Total............. 11,426
In the Central Prison at Toronto there were confined 761 persons who worship.ed the Lord after the
manner of their ancestors as follows:
And in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRUTH Roman Catholic ............. 274 Church of England ....... 245
SEEKER ANNuAL for 1886.
Methodist...................... 99 Presbyterian................ 94
Other denominations...... 49
Total. ................... 761

The Order of Creation.

Those who hav mailed us their orders for this book

will hav received it ere this, and those who now
favor us will receive a copy by return mail. The discussion continues to excite comment from the press,
and many magazines are printing the papers in successiv numbers. Our book, however, contains more
than these will probably print, and comes cheaper.
The seven chapters are:
I. DaWii of Creation and of Worship. By Hon. W. E.
Gladstone.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters of
Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
ill. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max Miiller.
IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial. By Hon.
W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone.
By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
The price is 50 cents in paper covers, and 75 cents
in cloth.

A Profitless Discussion.
The confusion existing in the minds of certain
" philosophers" was well .illustrated by Prof. John
Fiske's essay before the Nineteenth Century Club last
week.
He is, he maintains, a Christian, yet he
rejects the fundamental article of faith of Christiansa personal God. According to his view, God is "an
infinit and eternal power which is manifested in every
pulsation of the universe." This is pantheism, and
not Christianity, and the church once burnt a very
notable man for expressing the same sentiments.
Professor Fiske can split theosophical hairs from now
till the monument to Bruno shall hav been erected,
and crumbled into dust, but he will be able to make
nothing else than pantheism of his fine-spun theories.
He is, therefore, very far from being a Christian.
Belief by "a supreme act of faith" is Christian
phraseology, but it might mean a. belief in the existence of the anthropophagi ·as easily as in the existence
of God.
When a man believes, and will not hear of argument against his belief, all attempts to reason with
him are, as Paine said, like giving medicin to the
dead. Such a man is Chaunce~v M. Depew. He
swallows the Bible as easily as the whale swalloved
Jonah. His mother believed, therefore he believes.
He has faith, and that ends the matter for him. Such a
m~, by operatioJ:!S in railroad stocks, m~t;r become a
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Bible fol' Sport. Written under the Insp-iration of the Holy
Ghost, by Fr. B. Zdrubek." But the same correspondent
bears witness that while vice and crime are shockingly prevalent among some of the inhabitants of this region, yet the
people are as a rule industrious and law-abiding. Probably
the vice and crime are committed by those who still hold to
the Roman Catholic religion.

One minister denounced the scheme as Communistic, but he
was probably a thirty-five-hundred-dollar man. We are glad
that the Baltimore conference cannot disturb the breezy editor of the New York Advocate in the enjoyment of his threethousand-dollar "sit" and about nine months a year leave of
absence to run round the country and deliver lectures and
perform marriage ceremonies and funeral rites at about the
---+--THE women engaged in sewing Bibles over in the Bible average rate of $50 a perform.
---+--House are, according to John Swinton's Paper, the subjects
THE Christians of Kansas are making herculean efforts to
of much ill treatment. It is alleged that the majority of keep the state university a Christian institution. A few
them cannot make over $2.50 to $4 a week; that their months ago Miss Kate Stephens, the Greek professor, whose
wages hav been cut down at least twice within the past few success as a teacher had become noted in other educational
years; that their work is irregular; and that they hav in institutions, was removed because she is an Infidel, and now
large measure been supplanted by sewing-machines, under an effort is being made to supersede Prof. W. H. Carruth,
which old people of long service are turned out to the one of the most scholarly men connected with the university,
streets. In the mean time, while the poor toilers of the Bible for the same reason. The A11>ti1l1>onopolist says that "an imHouse suffer in these ways, there are men drawing large sal- ported zealot connect!:'d with tll.e Young Men's Christian Asaries from the treasury of the American Bible Society. And sociation, seconded by the chancellor, and at least one prowe agree with J\llr. Swinton that the matter should be investi- fessor, and the local clerical influence, has inaugurated a vengated. But the investigation should not stop with the sew- detta against everything modern, progrcssiv, or Liberal, and
everybody who docs not bow the knee to their particular
ing women.
Baal, avowing their intention to bring the university, as a
WM. W. AsToR, late minister to Italy, has resurrected a whole, into line with their fanatical and outgrown ideas."
letter written by Lucretia Borgia, just previous to her death,
to Pope Leo X.: "And so great is the favor of my all-merciTHE paper of Mrs. Linton, entitled "A Protest and a Plea,"
ful creator, that it is accorded to me to know that the end of on page 146 of last week's issue is from the Gentleman's Magamy life approaches-that in a few hours it will hav ceased, zin~, and forms the concluding chapter of the new book, elsethough not before I shall hav received the holy consolations where advertised, "The Order of Creation," which is now
of the church. Arrived .11t this solemn extremity, I bethink ready for delivery. J\llrs. Linton's rebuke of Mr. Gladstone
me a Christian-albeit a sinner-to ask your holiness the is pointed and eloquent, but Freethinkers will derive the
spiritual treasure of a benediction that may bring peace to solidest satisfation from Mr. Huxley's second reply to tire
my soul. Ancl while entreating this favor for myself, I fur- English premier. He exposes J\IIr. Gladstone's scientific inther commend my husband and my children, who are devout capacity; reflects upon the unreliability of modern sermons
_followers of your holiness, to the benefits of your spiritual upon science; and, in the quietly sarcastic manner of which
grace." Whatever else she may hav been, Lucretia Borgia he is so perfect a master, shows that the author of the Penwas a good Christian.
tateuch, whoever he may be, was. in no wise competent to
handle the subject of the genesis of the .JJ.niverse. It is a
TnE Vice Society's machine runs· a little hard just at preschapter calculated to injure the feeli~gs of the clerical reconent, owing to the lack of financial lubrication, and one of
cilers of Genesis and geology, but we feel sure J\llr. Huxley
Mr. Comstock's attempts to procure a trifle of oil has come to
wrote it in the kindest spirit, and for their special enlightenom· notice. Arthur F. Dueret, whose name has appeared from
ment. It is a great paper, and deserves a million readers.
time to time, signed to Comstock's decoy letters, and who
has long been a stenographer in the employ of the Vice
BEFORE a church society of Milwaukee Mr. Silas Chapman
Society, has quit his employers. Mr. Ducret furnished his recently read a paper upon churches in the olden time in
minutes of an examination to counsel for some one of Com- Massachusetts. One paragraph of his recollections is interstock's intended victims, transcribing his notes at home in esting, as showing the change between the customs of the
the evening, and being under no obligation to account to Puritans and the customs of their descendants: "At that
Comstock for the fees received therefor; and the trouble time church and state were united. Every taxpayer was
arose from Comstock's efforts to bulldoze Mr. Ducret into obliged to pay a yearly tax for the support of the gospel.
turning over these fe• to the treasury of the Vice Society. This tax was assessed the same way and collected by the
Mr. Ducret very properly resisted this effort to exploit the same officer as any other town tax, as school or highway.
proceeds of his labor, and being unable to remain in the This money thus collected, if no objection was made by the
office with comfort on account of Comstock's overbearing taxpayers, was for the benefit of the first church established
obstreperousness, resigned his position. We are glad that in the town, whatever its denomination. As most of the first
such tricks are becoming necessary, as the society feels more· churches were Congregatiol).al, that denomination was pracand more pressure from lack of funds, owing to the gradual tically the state church. If there was any other church in
withdrawal of public confidence in its management, and we the town the taxpayer could designate in prescribed legal
congratulate J\llr. Ductet in getting away from bad company, way that he desired his tax to go to the benefit of that
and tru~t he may find more reputable and more satisfactory church, whatever denomination, and to that church his payemployment.
ment went. But he must pay the tax for the support of the
gospel,
whether he was Jew or Infidel, Chinese or saloon
Trm University and UJLity of Chicago hav been consolidated
under the name of the latter. Unity is a sixteen page weekly keeper. All this was abolished in 1833 by the Massachusetts
journal, devoted to Unitarianism. The paper is edited with legislature. There was ouly one church in our town, and
much ability, and by more or hiss Liberal men, as evidenced consequently all the tax went to that church. All the busiby the following notice of the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL: ''This ness now given to the trustees of our churches was done in
is the almanac of Protest; of protest against various forms of town meeting. The town was the trustee. It voted and
injustice still perpetrated in the name of dominant church paid the minister's salary. Our minister had $400 a year
religions, that by which the evidence of Freethinkers is and some perquisits, among them thirty cords of wood. He
denied in courts, by which museums are closed on Sundays, usually picked out the richest girl in town and married her,
by which the churches and their belongings (estimated by and had the homestead, and when his father-in-law died he
the almanac compilers for the United States as worth nearly usually left him a cider mill and a distillery."
$750,000,000) go wholly untaxed, etc. It is the protest of
which Ingersoll is the prophet, and which claims alliance
with many noble men whose faces make a gallery here of
thirty portraits. Not ours the baud who make this almanac;
but they are fighting part of the world's battle for liberty,
and we are not ashamed to giv them gratitude, but would be,
if we were. And that above their protest, and their, 'Let
the church go!' they hav their affirmation and ideal, and
that in it their best selvs and the best self of the churches
are at one, these lines by Courtlandt Palmer, found on one
of the pages, shall attest :
"'Self-hood lost
In self-surrender, joy in others' joys
Attained, love and its peace encompassed
In loving rather than in being loved;
In giving, not in getting, our redemption gained.'"

'T'nE lYiethodist preachers belonging to the Baltimore conference hav been holding a meeting at Washington. One of
the subjects considered was how to equalize the salaries.
Under the itinerary plan preachers are sent hither and yon,
sometimes to charges which pay very litt-le. There are many
" soft jobs" within the gift of the various conferences, but
big preachers with " pulls" are assigned to them. Naturally there is dissatisfaction. A report read on the fourth day
of this m'eeting shows that the aggregate salaries allowed by
one hundred and forty-six charges to one hundred and eighty
pastors in the BaltimOI"e conference were, including houserent, $165,066, but that on these claims there was a total deficiency of $8,089, leaving the average .of actual receipts at
$982. Deducting from this the rental value of parsonages,
the ttctual average salary was reduced to $785. There are
sixty preachers who receive less than the average, and one of
them only $100. The net income of more than one-third of
the conference members is about $350, or less than a dollar a
llay. The highest salary received is $3.500. The report
does not mention the amount of wedding and funeral fees nor
donation parties. Various plans were discussed to equalize
the pa;v of the prel).chers, but. no definit action was taken.

THE editor of the Melbourne, Australia, Harbinger of Light
(Spiritualist) calls upon Liberals of every stamp to impede
by every possible means the insidious work of the theologian.
The danger which now threatens Australia is the introduction of the Bible in state schools. "Depend upon it," says
Mr. Terry, " the organization for this object will use all
their influence on candidates at the next election to extort
promises of support for their nefarious project, and it is only
by counter action on the part of broad-thinking people that
they can be successfully met, and their scheme frustrated.
As a rule liberal men do not allow a candidate's religious
opinions to bias them in their judgment of his fitness for a
legislator, and this is as it should be, but the present case is
an exceptional one, which demands the sacrifice of all minor
considerati9ns, and the man who will not pledge himself to
opposed this retrograde movement is unworthy the support of any true progressionist." Mr. Terry. it will be
recollected, is the gentleman who imported a large lot
of books from this office, and had them confiscated
by the customs officers because the consignment included the "Trial of D. JilL Bennett," "Sinful Saints,"
and "An Open Letter to Jesus Christ." 11'Ir. Terry
has, however, forced the collector to deliver to him all but
these, and he now advertises the books in his paper. But the
grip of Christian power upon his neck has evidently been a
revelation to Mr. Terry. The Australian Christian papers hav
defamed his character by publishing him as an importer of
obscene books, and he instituted proceedings against one, the
Argus. But upon application to the prominent lawyers of
Melbo·urne, he was told that he did not hav a ghost of a
chance to obtain justice. While the matter he complained of
was undoubtedly within the statute, and he had a good legal
case, the Argus people could demand a trial by a jury, and
the lawyers were positiv that no jury could be drawn who
would convict a Chris~.i::tn of libeling a .Freethinker. One
lawyer pointed out that as the majority of jurors were members of some Christian denomination, their prejudices would
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be against those who introduced literature antago'nistic to
their belief, and it was doubtful whether sufficient unanimity
could be obtained among them to secure a verdict. Another lawyer indorsed this view. He said that the counsel
for the defense would appeal to the prejudices of the jury
by enlarging upon the contents of the two pamphlets seized,
which from an orthodox point of view were blasphemous, and
so work upon their feelings as to blind them to the true state
of the case. Mr. Terry then abandoned his suit. But he
does not rest quietly under the wrong, and proposes to do
what he can to change the administration of injustice. He
feels now like opening war upon the churches, with the view
to help destroy the vicious "dogmas which cramp men's
minds and engender hatred and persecution rather than love
and freedom."
THE Rationalist of New Zealand has suspended publication.

Lectmes and Meetings.
MRs. H. S. LAKE will speak for the Spiritual Society of
Cleveland at the anniversary of modern Spiritualism, March
31st, after which she goes to Providence, R. I., for the Sundays of April.
J. E. REMSBURG spoke in Boston last Sunday and is expected to speak in Baltimore next Sunday. From Baltimore
he goes to Ohio, lecturing at Kent on the 16th; Garrettsville,
17th, 18th; Perrysburg, 20th; Tontogany, 21st; Carey, 22d:
Brandford, 23d, 24th.
FROM Sunday, March 28th, to Sunday, April 4th, inclusiv
the Southern Association of Spiritualists and the Spiritual
Society of Louisville, Ky., will celebrate the thirty-eighth
anniversary of modern Spiritualism at Louisville. For particulars address H. C. Krell, 618 East Jefferson street, Louisville, Ky.
THE Wisconsin State Association of Spiritualists will holdits next quarterly meeting (and anniversary of modern Spirit.
ualism) in Musical Society Hall, No. 381 Milwaukee st., Milwaukee, Wis., March 26, 27, and 28, 1886. Attendants will
pay full fare on all roads to the meeting, and will be returned
for one-fifth fare. Board may be had at first-class boardinghouses at $1 per day. Wm. :n.r. Lockwood, President.
W. F. JAMIESON writes: "In Wentworth Dakota, I hav
closed my fourteenth lecture, being my third visit there:
lectured this time every evening for a week to good houses,
although the weather was unfavorable. There are enterprising Liberals in Wentworth, such as W. L. Horton, N. Wentworth, the Zimmermans, formerly of Milwaukee, Mr. Clauder, and forty or fifty others. Since I lectured in Wentworth. a little over a year ago, there has been a determined
effort by the Christians to take the place. I'he Christianity
there is of a rather bitter sectarian character. But the Liberals propose to build a Liberal hall, spacious and comfortable, and not too sacred for the everyday use of the people.
I submit that the Liberals everywhere, instead of helping to
build churches that are too holy to allow a Freethinker to
tell the truth in, should build one good hall, at least, in every
town, where the whole population can assemble, if need be.
Ten clays ago I came from a six months' tour through the
Southwest. Memory is full of cordial greetings and pleasant
episodes; but for climate, the dry, pure air, giv me the
Northwest. The push, remarkable energy, and general
prosperity of Northwestern people meet me on every side.
At this writing, March 3d to lOth, I am expounding the gospel of Freethought in Madison, Dakota, a town which has
the reputation of being very pious, but from the cordial manner in which our first lecture was received, I presage we will
hav an excellent hearing. Mr. Horton and Mr. Clauder, of
Wentworth, are to blame for it~ They drove down here,
hired a hall, and set me to work. My address is Lake City
Minn., where I soon expect to be to take a needed rest." ·'
THE subject discussed at the last meeting of the Nineteenth Century Club was " The Idea of God: Is Pantheism
the Outcome of Modern Science?" The essayist was John
Fiske, of Harvard; the protagonist, Chauncey M. Depew, railroadlawyer and Calvinistic Christian; with T. B. ·wakeman,
Positivist, to conclude. Professor Fiske was described in
the notices of the meeting as a "cosmic Theist," whatever
that is, but he took exception to this summing-up of his
creed, as he contended that the Christian chnrch was broad
enough to hold him. He defined the difference between the
anthropomorphic and the cosmic conceptions of God, to show
that as man progresses the anthropomorphic conception disappears, and man ceases to apply to God the feelings, sentiments, passions, and actions of men, and substitutes the idea
that the natural order of the universe is the outcome of deity,
that nowhere is quiescence to be found in nature, that evolution and natural selection are the methods of the lleity so far
as they hav yet been explained or understood by men, that
they are consistent with human progress to the highest and
best by the elimination of the worst as the fittest surviw.
Professor Fiske thought that there is " a dramatic tendency
in the universe," and he was a 'l'heist by " a supreme act of
faith." Chauncey III. Depew repeated the stale falsehood~
about the French Revolution, said that all the old philosophie"
are dead, while Christianity livs, and concluded by asking.
Who made protoplasm and cosmic dust? He wisely stoppt>d
short of the final question, Who made God? He believed lhP
Old and New Testaments precisely as they are presented b_,.
Christianity. Ilc was in antagonism, he said, with :J\[r.
Wakeman, who dismisses the Bible as entirely a mass of lt>gend, and with Professor Fiske, who accepts it with an interpretation entirely his own. :J\Ir. Wakeman closed the discufsion with a defense of American Positivism. He claim.ed
that tile Religion of Humanity takes in all that there is goo(]
for anything in every other religion; that it does not make a
fetich of one book, but absorbs the good of all books.
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'1[tfttrs from Jlritnds.
MELBOURNE LETTER.
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, Jan. 25, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: The year 1885 has passed from sight, and
the new year has come, not amid the cold and wintry storms
of a northern climate, but in the heat of summer. Its birth
was heralded with festival and holiday rejoicing-picnics and
races, boat-riding and boat-upsetting, hurrying the hapless
and reckless occupants into another state of existence without notice or warning. Holidays are not confined to a few,
as with us in America, but they are often and long, and entered into with spirit, giving one the impression that merrymaking is the chief object of life.
They were closely followed in Melbourne with labor
strikes, the butcher, the baker, the candlestick-maker, all
concluding that they were giving "their valuable services at
too low a figure, and that the hours of labor were too long to
allow them to cultivate their literary tastes; and so the
wharf-lumpers, the stone-masons and plasterers, the wardens
in tlJe prison, the pastry cooks, with others, hav refused to
worl' or allow others if they can prevent. Hence labor is
being imported from Adelaide and New Zealand to fill the
places of the discontented ones, thereby giving them unlimited time for literary pursuits. Even the letter-carriers
are objecting to a single mail delivery on holidays, reminding one of the man who said, ''Bad luck to the man who invented working by the dirty light of a candle," and was rc ..
plied to, "Bad luck to the man who invented working at all."
The trip from Sydney to Melbourne by water occupies
about fifty-six hours, and many points of beauty meet the
eye, more particularly in the neighborhood of Bass strait
(named in honor of a young navigator, George Bass, who in
a voyage of eleven weeks in an open whale-boat with six
seamen made valuable discoveries, and his name immortal)
and Wilson's promontory, where a dozen islands are in sight,
But these are considered dangerous waters. Only a few
weeks since a vessel loaded with wool strnck on a rock and
disappeared from sight, and not until a reward was offered
by government was her whereabouts discovered and a buoy
placed over the spot. The Heads of Port Philip, or Hobson's
Bay, are a long, low stretch of land, and the harbor is an immense body of water, with its channel marked with buoys
and lightships, possessing but little of the beauty of Port
Jackson or Sydney harbor. About thirty miles from the
Heads is Williamstown, an extensiv seaport on the western
side of the bay, and as one of the suburbs of JHelbourne it
holds an important position. It is at the mouth of the Yarra
river, and nine miles from the city. Here heavily-laden ships
unload before proceeding up the river, a crooked, muddy
stream. A canal is being constructed which "l'.rill shorten the
distance several miles and be of great advantage to the shipping interests. The great city of Melbourne was firbt
foWfded in 1835, by a man named Faulkner. It made but
little progress up.til the discovery of gold in 1851. From that
time, like San Francisco, it has made rapid ~trides, showing
what the energy of man can accomplish, and it is its boast
that it never was a penal colony. Its streets are broad and at
right angles, giving it the appearance of an American city.
The buildings are modern in style, but largely built of blue
sione, imparting a somber appearance to .the city. It is
comparativly flat, and its system of sewerage is all above
ground in stone gutters outside of the sidewalks and crossing
them at cornrrs of streets and allies.
The Public Library here is said to be the finest in the
southern hemisphere, containing 100,000 books and 15,000
pamphlets. The annual number of readers and visitors is
266,000. It has in connect.ion with it a museum devoted to
the sister arts of painting and sculpture.
The Royal Park and Zoological Gardens occupy a spacious
reserve of several hundred acres, with a fine collection of
animals and birds. The beautiful plumage of the tropical
birds and the ease with which they acquire the use of language is truly wonderful to those who hav been acquainted
only with birds of colder climates. The National Museum of
Natural History and Geology is a place of absorbing interest
to the student of nature. The city proper is surrounded
with thirty-seven suburban towns or villa,ges, most of them
with their own city government. The town hall is a lofty,
In every suburb, Melbourne, like
steepled building.
Sydney, is interspersed with various parks and gardensbreathing-places for the masses. The city has one line of
cars, or trams, as they call them, about three and a half miles
long, and others in construction, but all parts of city and
suburb are connected with lines of cabs and omnibuses.
Victoria and New South Wales now stand at the head of
the colonies, the former with over eight hundred thousand
inl1abitants, while the latter has six hundred thousand. The
public revenue of each is about four million pounds per annum. The yearly imports of Victoria amount to fourteen
million pounds, and New South Wales thirteen million.
Victoria has about six hundred miles of railroad in use, but
its' rail accommodations are behind the age-cars divided
into compartments where the traveler is locked in and at the
mercy of the guard whether he is permitted to leave it at the
stations or not, and with none of the arrangements for the
comfort of passengers with which the American cars are provided. Some of the experiences of travelers are more amusing in recital than in reality. Another fact is that in changing cars every traveler must look after his own baggage or it
will be left, no matter if it is checked.
Melbourne may well be called a city of churches, and if
the money used in building their tall steeples and towers,
and the useless chimes of bells, were used in build' ng homes
for the industrious poor, it would giv their God greater
glory, and cause for more happiness on earth. Melbourne
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has many charitable institutions, but I do not mean charity,
but help to help themselvs. Rents are enormously high for
a common-sized family; a house with the poorest accommodations cannot be had less "than from £2 10s. to £3 a week,
and the lessee must keep it in repair, and pay the rates, or
taxes.
Bigotry reigns supreme, and strenuous efforts are being
made by the government to destroy the growing Liberal
thought of the day. As your readers are aware, the government prosecuted Joseph Symes, editor of the Liberat01· and
lecturer for the Australian Secular Association of Melbourne,
for publishing his paper without a license, upon which
charge he was convicted. He was also arrested, and had
two trials, the jury failing to agree both times, for selling
tickets of admission to Sunday night lectures, the law defining the crime as keeping a disorderly house, and he was
ordered for a third trial, but the government, realizing that
to continue the case was to court defeat, dismissed it, claiming, however, that it is still the law of the colony, and it is
impossible to-day for a lecturer to. hire a theater in Melbourne
and sell tickets of admission Sunday, for the lessee is threatened with having his license taken from him, if he sublets
for that purpose. As yet this fight has borne no fruit in that
direction, but it is to be hoped it will in the future. In that
respect Freethought is much crippled in Jl.ielbourne, but
thought is growing, and the people are bursting the bands
with which they hav been trammeled, and are using their
liberty as did our pilgrim fathers use their new-found liberty
to persecute all that did not think as they did. The Secularism of Australia has no adhesiv qualities, its aim being to
tear down and destroy everything that bears tlJC name of
religion or Spiritualism, while they hav nothing better to
offer. They furnish no material with which to erect a better
structure.
Secularism is a word much used here, and the impression
it leaves upon our minds is not pleasing, and we were sorry
to learn that the National Liberal League of America had
been changed to t1JC Secular Union, because there is no union
in English Secularism as evidenced in the colonies. The
name in progressiv America perhaps will not imply what it
does here, for here it i~ of the Thomas Winter school. No
one has rights but the Materialists, and while they hav not
succeeded in tearing the churches to pieces, they are at present engaged in tearing themselvs to pieces as organizations.
The same is true not only of Sydney but of :Melbourne and
Auckland as well. However, evolution is nature's law;
change and the refining process is more hopeful than crystallization. They hav not yet caught the spirit of true Liberalism.
We spent the month of December in Melbourne, Mr .. York
speaking to large and increasing audiences; but, having a
further engagement in Sydney, we left Melbourne with the
intention of returning before leaving· the colonies. Since our
first arrival in Sydney, Mr. York has been suffering from
ill-health. The sudden changes of climate of this southern
world do not seem to agree with him, and the length of our
stay here depends solely upon his health. We are now in the
midst of summer, but our experiences of Melbourne climate
were not agreeable-one day in danger of ·a sun-stroke, the
next almost needing an overcoat. They are having very
heavy rains in many parts of Australia and in some localities
severe floods and hail-storms. There is much more rain in
Victoria than in New South Wales, and the soil being more
productiv, most of the vegetables that are used in the colonies
are grown there, and New South Wales gets satisfaction by
calling it the Cabbage Garden. A lively jealousy exists between the two colonies. Living is expensiv here; a pound is
looked upon·about the same as a dollar is in America; at any
rate, the purchasing power oftwenty shillings ($5) here is no
greater than of twenty shillings ($2.50) in California, while
of double the value. But for a home giv me America and
our own dear California.
With the best of wishes for all TRUTH SEEKER readers, I
MRs. J. L. YoRK.
bid them all a Happy New Year.
BROOKLYN, E. D., Feb. 28, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Anything in relation to the history and doings of Thomas Paine with all Freethinkers must be interesting; hence the article of mine in yo'ur last issue was the
result. Unfortunately for me, I loaned my last paper, containing its telling cartoon on Catholicity and priestcraft in
general, to a friend, ·who in turn passed it round to convulsed
Liberalists, and it has not found its way back yet. Well, let
it sail around. No doubt it is doing its work. There must
hav been something therein that touched my very sensitiv
feelings, when the subject of Spiritualism is qroached-perhaps a letter from our astute friend Brother Thomas Winter,
or Aunt " Elmina."
The fact with me seems to be, I was fearful you were
going to throw up your hand and go into Spiritualism, and
this would never do! We must hav a strictly neutral sheet
on this important subject, for if we don't, where are we?
The venerable Thomas Winter, the Materialist, wants something he can grasp with a pair of tongs, and Aunt Elmina
the autobiography of ourselvs before we are born! I am
sorry for Aunty. as she seems to hav lost all confidence in
human veracity. But who can blame her, for old King
David was somewhat iu the same fix, when he declared in
his wrath "all men were liars." Perhaps the old saint had
just come from a spiritual seance! For between you and
me, Friend Macdonald, I hav little confidence in public
mediums, and yet I hav seen wonderful ·things, both with
public mediums and in my own house.
Now in relation to the world emancipator, Thomas Paine.
I think I can put you in the way of getting a genuin likeness
of the great man. It was painted by his friend and renowne<1
artist Jarvis. It is in this city. An anecdote is told of
the Episcopal bishop Provost, who was getting his portrait
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taken by the same Infidel artist. The bislwp, while sitting,
naturally asked Mr. Jarvis what his religious belief was. Mr.
Jarvis only remarked, "Please, keep your mouth shut, and
keep your eyes fixed on that portrait." The portrait was
that of Thomas Paine. Please credit me with $3.
Yours, for Liberalism,
DAviD BRUCE.
[Mr. Bruce should not hold THE TRUTH SEEKER responsible for any opinions advanced by our correspondents. He
has no more right to accuse us of trying to "squelch man's
hope of immortality," because we print a Materialistic communication, than the Materialists hav to accuse us of advocating Spiritualism because we print one of :Mr. Bruce's
able articles.-ED. T. S.]
BEU.EVILr.E, RAN., Feb, 24, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Those illustrations-well, they are simply
grand, and add immensely to the convincing value of TrrE
TRUTH SEEKER. The conscious brain is reached through the
eye far quicker than the ear, and usually the impression is
more lasting. This fact admitted, it will be difficult to
rightly estimate the future value of the grand old TRU'rrr
SEEKER as a teacher. Long may it liv, and that it may succeed in the permanent overthrow of all superstition, and in
the final establishment of trnth, science, and reason, with
Universal :Mental Liberty, is the earnest wiBh of
Yours, &c.,
DR. H. PATRIOIL
P.S.-Inclosed you will find P. 0. draft for $12, which
apply as per inclosed order and oblige the subscriber.
H.P.
MoNTPELIER, VT., Feb. 21, 286.
MR. EDI'l'OR: I send you by this mail $4-$3 for TrrE
TRUl'II SEEKER for another year, 25 cents for the ANNUAL,
25 cents for Remsburg's "Sabbath-Breaking," and the
balance to help the pictures-in my opinion the best· thing
that could be thought of. They speak volumes. Long may
Watson Heston liv to giv his beautiful head-work to the
world.
Yours for truth,
DAVID FLEMING.
EARLVILLE, ILL., Feb. 19, 286.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER (for you seem dearer than ever before to me): Having Mr. Remsburg in our midst to defend
Thomas Paine, and giv us a treat on "Bible Morals," I hav
felt just like saying to you, like Simeon of old, Mine eyes
hav seen one of the saviors of the world-from superstitions
and bigotry-the first Freethought lecture I hav ever had
the pleasure of attending. It was a glorious success, and
full house and good order. If it made anyone's ears tingle
to hear the truth; it will probably make people think for
themselvs, which is very necessary among so many churches.
I was SOI!l,_ewhat a curiosity myself as well as JHr. Remsburg,
for I learned I was pointed out by some as the woman who
got up the lectures, but I think they gave me too much
credit, for others· helped. However, I will accept the honor
with thanks if they think I deserve it, for it was a glorious
treat for me to listen to, and I hope Mr. Remsburg will liv
lon_g with good health to battle with superstition and priestcraft in this nineteenth century.
SARAH C. HILTON.

.
Pow~ Ill., Feb. 24, 1886.
}fR. EDITOR: We hav had the pleasure of listening to two
lectures by }ir. Charles Watts, Monday and Tuesday evenings, the 22d and 23d inst.; subjects, "Secularism: Destrnctiv, and Constructiv," and "Unbelief: its Nature and Service to Mankind." We had all we could comfortably seat"in
the largest hall in our place, and an attentiv and appreciativ
audience. It has caused a " a great shaking among the dry
bones."
}ir. Watts is considered the ablest man upon these subjects we hav ever listened to. We tried hard to get up a
discussion between him and the ministers of this pla~;e_, but
so far hav not succeeded.
C. D. REED.
CoRUNNA, IND., Feb. 25, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I see that the gmnd old TRUTJI SEEKER is
gradually evoluting from a Bible pounding to an overdue
scientific journal. Although we love the grand truths of
scientific research, yet Trm TRUTH SEEKER will fail to accomplish the objects so fondly hoped for if Bible fighting is
neglected. TrrE TRU'l'II SEEKER is valuable as a missiou>1ry
document only when it contains plain expositions of the
Christian B~ble. I feel assured that it is the desire of a large
majoTity of your patrons that your invaluable journal should
contain at least two pages of plain Bible expositions, so that
in the hands of Christians it would accomplish grand results.
Do not think that our destructiv campaign is ended, for it is
scarcely begun. Faith in the Bible must be destroyed before
science can reign in our benighted land. If the editor of
TrrE TRUTH SEEKER should spend a season in this vicinity, he
might be made to believe that Thomas Paine has not yet
been born. Yours, for more Bible pounding,
JosEPH A. SHADE.
Sou-rrr LowELL, ALA., Jan. 24, 1886.
Mr. EDITOR: Some think the Mormons and the Roman
Catholics are the only sects who obey a supposed higher
authority than the eivil government. But they are mistaken.
The missionary Baptists of this state (tb i North River Association) hav published the minutes of U )ir annual session for
1884, and also their declaration of faith, and the fourteenth
article says: '~Of civil government-That civil government
is of divine appointment, for the interest and good of human
society, and that magistrates are to be prayed for, conscientiously honored and obeyed, except in things opposed to the
will of the Lord Jesus Christ, who is the only J"ord of conscience and the prince of the kings of the earth."
Now, I hope others will examin the faith of other denominations, and let us sr~e who and how many are making this
government and its laws secondary to some other power.
All who respect some other government as superior to our
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form should stop voting, and depend on their higher for
protection, and not on our despised civil government. They
despise the rule of the people by the people, but want the
pope or Jesus to rule us. Let us find who are the friends of
the people.
The time is coming when we must know who is to rule
this nation, whether it shall be science or faith; whether
man's interests, or the pope's, or Jesus's, are to be protected;
whether the people are to rule themselvs, and bav a republic, or one is to rule, and hav a despotism. And let us watch
our law-makers, both in the state and in Congress, and learn
who are the friends of the people and science; and when we
vote, know who to vote for, to save what we now hav,
viz.: The people shall rule themselvs.
J. K. DEARTII.

could converse intelligently on all the common subjects of
life, and yet had never seen a word. Now, how did he know
the meaning of words? Certainly not by letters. It should
be known and truly understood that the only and proper office
of a letter i"S to spell a sound-that is, represent a sound to
the eye. In arithmetic we hav only nine simple numbers and
as many figures to represent them, with a nought to keep
place. These figures always ~ignify the same numbers, so that
a child knowing how to count readily learns the figures that
spell these numbers, and need not be mistaken.
Now, if there be thirty-four or thirty-five simple elements
of speech or sounds in the English language, and each should
be spelled by a specific letter, how long would it require a
child to know how to spell thirty-four or thirty-five sounds
as certainly as it can the numhers?
A. B. PIKARD.

THREE RivERS, Feb. 25, 1885.
MR. EDITOR of the champion periodical of Liberalism and
Freethought: You can scarcely imagin the great pleasure and
real in.terest I find in reading the many glorious communications with which each number comes filled.
The illustrations speak volumes of themselvs longer to be
retained in the mind of the beholcfer than prose or poetry
however well composed.
The letters from A, B, and C are mostly real pearls,
gems of. thought and intrinsic worth. It really seems as
though it were wrong for me to feast on the good things of
my brother and sister Liberals, devotees of progress, unless I,
too, cast in my mite of encouragement for the benefit of our
noble and praiseworthy cause, true Liberalism, without
blemish in thought, word, or deed.
It seems to me; if the blessed good old hero of modern independent Freethought, D. M. Bennett, can return from beyond the silent tomb to abide in spirit with his old friends,
he is either with our present editor, E. M. Macdonald, inspiring him with wisdom, zeal, and perseverance in conducting the dear old (battle-ax) TrmTII SEEKER, or else the lessons
of him who died a martyr to the cause hav been well learned,
and, if anything, improved upon since the great preceptor
passed away.
It was hard for me to become reconciled to Brother Bennett's death. And why not? let me ask, since it is a fact that
in the days of our youth we were both school and classmates,
play-fellows and messmates, living together several years,
and, if not bedfellows, we were certainly room-mates and
intimate cronies, well agreed in our channels of thought.
Of course we enjoyed ourselvs as only dear friends could.
I do not recollect of ever detecting the least breach of a good,
truthful, upright, moral character in any of his walks of life.
He was always pleasant, cheerful, and good-natured. We
used to write many a sheet of old-fashioned foolscap paper
chuckful to each other, both in poetry and prose,· none of
which, however, has been preserved from the waste basket.
He was much more of a student, or ''book-worm," than myself, so, while I used to be out recreating or playing with
others, Bennett would usually be in his closet poring over
some scientific or literary work.
On his return voyage around the world he. called and spent
two days and nights with us at our present home, and we
had a gala old time in recapitulating the scenes of our boyhood and youth.
I was sorely disappointed and grieved at his sudden demise,
as I had previously learned that he had intended to make a
tour through the western states, when I fondly anticipated
another pleasant time with our dear old friend, the brave
founder of TrrE TRUTII SEEKER paper, which I hav taken and
faithfully read from its first commencement in Paris, Ill.
I think there should be an anniversary day kept by us Liberals in memory of the birth of so important an event when
Bennett drove the first wedge of Liberalism into the old crossgrained log of Christian superstition and false-hearted egotism
and bigotry.
What say yoti, Brother ~Iacdonald, and what say you,
brother and sister readers of the mighty TRUTH SEEKER?
E. D. BLAKEMAN,
Author of the 200 riddle book published by the Truth Seeker
Co., and for sale by the same at 33 Clinton Place, N.Y.
20 cents per copy.
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her footsteps it is useless to proclf!-im ourselvs as Free-masons.
We are not free. The chains and fetters of- a law based upon
a superstitious dogma are as galling upon the mind of a Liberal Mason as were ever the iron chains upon the limbs of a
negro slave. We are not free ; we are bound in the fetters of
a dying creed. We are little else than a prop to the church,
that in its day of supremacy forced upon our brotherhood its
God, its Christ, its saints, its "holy" Bible, and all of our
laws which tend to the suppres~ion of honest thought and the
complete crushing out of every intellectual advancement. If
Agnostic Masons will unite in the reformation and regeiiera.
tion of our brotherhood, there is no doubt of our ultimate
success. The whole drift of scientific and intelligent thought
is toward Agnosticism, and if our order cannot keep pace
with the advancement of the age it must necessarily giv way
to some other organization that can adapt itself to the environments.
Will not "A. H. K." and his expelled friends, and all other
Liberal Masons, make some inquiries in their respectiv localities and see what the prospects are for forming a Masonic
lodge under a constitution, by-laws, and ritual sufficiently
free from bigotry and superstition as not to bar from our fold
or expell from our ranks an honest man on account of his
opinions? I hav the requisit number pledged to form such a
lodge where I liv, and when the call is made for a national
meeting for the purpose of organizing and framing the constitution and by-laws, etc., we will hav a delegate present.
Let every man, whether a Mason or not, who is in favor of
such a move, write a few lines for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
PLUMB LINE.

WAYNESBURG, p A., Feb. 25, 286.
TnE TRUTH. SEEKER CoMPANY: I inclose money for two renewals and one new subscriber. Let me say that the new
one is a stanch Freethinker who will stay with us.
I do not like your pictures. It seems to· me it must be a
perverted taste that enjoys such caricatures. I consider their
introduction the greatest mistake THE TRUTH SEEKER has ever
made. The pictures are repulsiv exaggerations of truth,
which would be very appropriate in Puck and other papers
that appeal to man's sensual nature, but are sadly out of
place in the old TRUTH SEEKER. They will very much mar
the good influence of your paper among those who most need
its light. Repulsiv pictures glaring up from both the outside
pages will cause many to throw the paper down with disgust
who might otherwise be induced to read it. I never was
ashamed to open up my TRUTH SEEKER any place ·until you
FILLMORE, UTAH, Jan. 28, 286.
spoiled its neat outside appearance with hideous cartoons. I
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 16th I find an
want you to publish this, and if there are others of the same
article entitled "Persecuting the Mormons," in which Judge
way of thinking I should like to hear from them.
Powers is taken to task for failing to naturalize an alien beFraternally,
H. CLAY LusE.
cause of his belief as a Mormon, with which I beg leave to
BuRR OAK, MICH., Feb. 20, 1886.
differ. Is it not contradictory for a man to say that he
MR. EDITOR: Having long been a reader of your interest- believes in polygamy and could not as a juror convict a man
ing paper, I hav read many articles from the pen of "N. G. found guilty of that charge, and at the same time say that he
W.," and had always considered him a person of average is attached to the principles and laws of this country? The
good sense and sound judgment. You can therefore judge anti-polygamy law is as much a law against polygamy as a
of my surprise on reading his letter in TnE TRUTH SEEKER law against stealing or counterfeiting. It is rightfully said
of February 6th. To think that, after proving to the best of that it is not possible to stretch the clause defining the rehis ability the author of the article he refers to, in the Burr quirements for qualification for citizenship to cover belief.
Oak .Acorn, to be, if not quite a fool, but a few degrees re- But when belief culminates in action, and that action is unmoved from one, he boldly asserts; ''No man ever wrote lawful, as it clearly is in this case when a man says he could
that."
not or would not render a verdict of guilty in a polygamy
Evidently he thinks the•weak-minded are all of the feminin case, I hold that he should be debarred from citizenship, begender. Poor fellow! He is undoubtedly an old " bach," cause he denies the supremacy of the laws of the land he
and his poor opinion of the good sense of the ladies arises would adopt. It does not help the case any to cite the case
from the fact of his never having been able to persuade one of capital punishment and say that some people are opposed
of their number to change her name to Mrs. W.
to it. If an alien should apply for papers of citizenship in a
A WoMAN.
state where capital punishment formed part of the penal code,
and the officer to whom he should apply, having the authorDETROIT, MroH., Feb. 23, 1886.
ity, should ask the question if he would convict a man, the
MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed. $5 please send me "Men, proof being conclusiv, and he should answer No, I wott!d
Women, and Gods," by Helen H. Gardener; one TRUl'H debar him on the same principle.
SEEKER &'fNUAL for 1886 ; two copies '' Crimes of Preachers.''
A man may not like a certain law, he may even think it is
The balance I contribute to the extra expense of the pictures unconstitutional, yet he may not disobey it with impunity.
as now published in TnE TRUTH SEEKER. I am well pleased Of course a man has the right to test the constitutionality of
with the push and beauty of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I take a law, but if he does and it is decided against him, he should
much pJeasure in reading it Sundays. There is more truth abide by the result. I do not like the Comstock laws, and
and common sense in it than in all the sermons preached in always hav urgetl, and always will urge, their repeal (the
our city. May you continue in well-doing.
E. CHOPE.
question of modification is not worth considering), but until
they are repealed I shall endeavor to obey them. It is in the
BuTTE CITY, MoN. TEHR., Feb. 11, E.11r. 286.
mean time my right and privilege to agitate and petition for
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3, for which send THE TRUTH their repeal until I get it. I wish I could see as good excuse
SEEKER another year.
for some of the acts in the Edmunds bill, notably Sections
Our Liberal Union is an organization of the past. None of 10, 11, and 12, referred to in the same article of THE TRUTH
us had the backbone to take the lead, and consequently the SEEKER. If the property of the Mormon church and the eminfant died. Our president, Dr. 0. B. Whitford, did all in igration fund can be taken and be appropriated for public
his power to keep us afloat. The doctor's pamphlets, . uses, I do not see why the ·property of any or all of the
"Christianity a Reward for Crime" and "Bible Fabrica- other denominations cannot be likewise used. He should
tions Refuted," created a sensation here, and were undoubt- hav included all while he was about it. I suppose, however,
edly the cause of his defeat last spring when he ran for there is good reason why the honored senator refrained. It
mayor-an office he had been elected to twice in this city of would hav hit some darling institution of his own, where part
the mountains. But, then, his views at that time were known of his treasures was lodging, and from whicli he expected
BENTON HAHBOR, Mron., Jan. 14, 1886.
to but few, and conseqp.ently when the pamphlets appeared another lift in the future, besides a passport to everlasting
lVIR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find five dollars·-three for re- everybody had something to say about them, and the followglory and a big harp on the other side of Jordan. I believe
newal of my subscription to TnE TnuTII SEEKER; one dollar ers of the "meek and lowly"" did all in their power to defeat
there are plenty of means within the bounds of the constitufor a copy of "Men, \Vomen, and Gods," by Helen H. Garhim. They did it, though, by only about 40 majority out of tion for putting down polygamy without using means that are
dener, and one dollar for the Campaign Fund. We began 1,200 votes cast. They tried to injure him in his profession
clearly unconstitutional according to my idea. Or, if constitaking TnE TRUTII SEEKEU while D. M:. Bennett was in too, but the doctor's reputation was too high.
tutional because it is alleged that they use it to fight the govprison, and hav taken it ever since.
Respectfully,
FRED. CooKE.
ernmep.t and bring in immigrants to help defy the laws of the
What has become of John Peck and Converse Close? Ihav
iand, where is the sect who has not used its means to fight
not seen a contribution in THE TRUTH SEEKER from them in
the state when the latter came in contact with her pet
Feb. 22, 1886.
a long time.
MR. EDITOR: In your last issue is a letter from" A. H. K. ," schemes? To me it seems that our law-givers hav been tryWishing you success in the glorious cause of Freethought,
of Pacific, ~Io., stating that the Masonic Lodge had expelled ing to see how. long they·coulcl beat around the bush without
I am,
·Yery respectfully,
EMILY CASTLE.
two of its members for non-belil3f in a God. I wonder how routing the enemy. In one thing, however, they hav sucCANYON CnY, CoL., Feb. 6, 1886.
long the Liberal and Freethinking masses intend to quietly ceeded; they hav made themselvs despicable not only to the
MR. EDITOR : When you see or know of men who, though submit to the persecuting, domineering spirit and bigotry of Mormon people but to the world. They hav also succeeded
convinced of the falseness of religious claims, yet do nothing Christian fanatics. Fully one-half or two-thirds of the :Masons in keeping up an enmity between the l\formons and outsiders
toward correcting the error, but giv to the church to support within the circle of my acquaintance are Agnostics, and this that could not hav been so bitter if they had either let them
it because of their business and relativ surroundings, and the Grand Master of New York stamps as" practical Athe- alone or made them respect the laws of the land.
To me it is immaterial which course they pursue; but they
leave truth and good men to strup;gle for the i"edemption of ism," which his grand jurisdiction will not tolerate. Well,
the world from a host of parasites, your confidence in such let him so stamp it if he wishes, and in a few years he can should hav done the one or the other long ago.
It is a consolation to know that Infidels as a class ha v no
men must be lost. I judge for myself-mine would be.
stamp his feet in a rage of despair, for just as sure as the
Now, is there no likeness between such men and those who night follows the day there is going to be a reformation in the share in this crusade. It is the Bible God following his old
business, inspiring the weaker to stand up and be crushed by
know the absurdity of our unreasonable, unmanly, and Masonic constitution, by-laws, and ritual.
greatly damaging orthography and yet clare not do anything
No intelligent Mason now believes in the efficacy and the stronger. When they get done with the Mormons they
to correct it when our country is suffering twenty-five million power of prayer; few believe in the inspiration of the Bible, will likely take hold of the Infidels. I am not afraid of anydollars every year, and as much more in education, besides or that it is a gift from God to man, and none pretend to fol- thing they can do to us so long as they keep within the spirit
the damage clone to children's faculties of logic? The eyes low its teachings. How absurd, how ridiculous, then, for and letter of the Constitution, but past experience teaches
of people are blinded by a false method of learning. They Freethinking, Liberal-minded ~Iasons to teach those old, that they stretch it like India rubber. In fact, in the hands
are taught in such a way as to suppose that letters indicate worn-out fables when both "Master" and "candidate" of united Christianity is becomes a rope of saud.
Therefore we shonld strengthen our forces while we can,·
the meaning of words inHtead of Himply the sonnds of words. , know that it is but a pack of falsehoods and fraud.
I knew a man of consiclemble inltelligeuce who waH born ! The Grand Oriente, of France, bas set us·an example that as every one gained from the majority counts two for us.
'
Respectfully,
GEo. C. VEII.E.
blind, was a good musiciltn, well versed in grammar, and is well worthy of our consideration, and until we follow in
1
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ings the boys liked to go bathing, and brother
would bring Cap to me to keep until he called
for him. The moment he heard the boys>
voices in the water he was wild, and if one of
Edited by 11Iss SusAN H. WixoN, "Fall the children opened a door, out he went. He
River, jlfass., to ~olton~ all Comm~tnicationsf01' would stand on the bluff and look until he
this Carne1· sh rntld be ,qent.
spied his master, then plunge in the water,
and brother either had to come ashore of his
own will or Cap would bring him by force.
"Between the t'lark nml the da>•light,
When the night is beginning to lower,
He would find brother, no matter how mitny
ComeR a pnn"e in the day's occupations
there were, or how much they tried to puzzle
_ That is known as the Children's Hour."
him. He did not appear to care if all the boys
in town were in the water so long as Seward
was not there.
Truth.
Nothing made him quite as angry as to fool
" The rich man's child is clad, forsooth,
him in any way. He would try to tear father
In garments rich and rare;
or brother all to pieces if they played any
And shall my child, my own clear Truth,
tricks on him. Another thing that angered
Hav nothing then to wear?"
Then looked I down upon my breast,
him was to talk baby-talk. Oh, how it did
\Yhere she had sweetly sunl< to rest;
disgust him! He acted as though he was
The light of heaven was in her face
utterlv dumbfounded; would smirl, show his
Its blue was in her eyes so sweet:
teeth,· and get out of sight as soon as possible.
Unclad she lay in my embrace;
I felt otu hearts together beat.
Seward carries quite a scar on one of his
The dancing dimples on each cheek
cheeks, where Cap snapped him once when
Seemed fairies playing hide-go-seek,
he held him and talked nonsense to him.
Now in the chin, now on the neck,
Now on her side a floating speck,
He once undertook to bring up two young
Now ambushed on her heaving breast,
motherless chickens. When they were very
Then flitting to the cheek's ''home-rest."
snutll he would lie down and put his great
Her lips, a parted rosebud, drew
shaggy head over them, and they would nesThe nourishment by which she grew.
An infant's lisp was on her tongue,
tle close to him and appear perfectly conSimple but sweet the songs she sung,
tented. For a few days they got along nicely,
Her speech of shortest words and few,
but when large enough to run around and get
But all its meaning kind and true.
away from him, his trouble commenced. His
"The rich man's child is taught," I cried,
"In style to speak, to dance, to smg:
efforts to keep them together were amusing ;
i\Insic and teachers are supplied
he would walk around them, put his nose
To every daughter of a king.
aga nst them, and lie down in front of them ;
So shall my Truth, my own dear pet,
but, finding his efforts fruitless, he set his
Her robes, her books, her teachers, get.
Bring forth, bring forth the magic ring
great paw on them to hold them fast. Of
The fairies gave her at her birth;
course they did not run any more. Then he
That little gem bring forth, oh, bring,
was puzzled worse than ever. After looking
For it is all Truth has on earth.
at them and turning them over several times,
Its magic spell can loss restore,
The friends and pleasures that hav fled;
he brought them to mother, mutely asking
Can giv us what we had before,
what was the matter. Mother then buried
Can even resurrect the dead ;
them, but he d1Ig them up and brought them
But it cannot create anew
back. She then took them and when he was
To please a vagrant wish or whimThen sell this bauble to the Jew
off with brother carried them quite a distance
And take, oh, take, his gold of him !"
and threw them into a field, but, in a few
Then Pride went forth, as I desired,
hours, home came Cap with those cilickens !
With eagerness she flew;
Finally she put them on a pile of brush and
And then my cherub was attired
In garments strange and new;
set fire to it and cremated them.
Nurses and governan tes were hired,
He a! ways liked to work, and would carry
A strange and motley crew.
potatoes all day if some one would put them
And day by clay, as this transpired,
in a basket for him, tried to help feed the
Further apart we grew,
Till, into royal greatness grown,
cattle, and always carried in wood when any:l\Iy child no more I knew.
one else did. When he was about twelve
In vain my loss I aclYertise :
years of age some malicious person poisoned
A thousand false pretenders rise
him, and we all mourned him sincerely.
·\Vitb, ''I am Truth,'' and"!," and"!,"
" Come, prove me, try," and, H Try," and" Try."
E. L.HULL.

g[hildrttls g[arntr.

A.h, well they know, these claimants bold,
I sold Truth's magic ring for gold,
And now I ha v no test to try
If these be Truth, or if they lie.
The cunning Jew her ring will hold,
And I hav misery-and gold.
Oh, for one moment of the past
When next my heart I held Truth fast!
Faith, faith !n You mach:, you mock me sore !
Faith cannot my lost joy restore.
01·, could I think Truth changed like this,
It only more \\·onlcl war my bliss.
Nay, let me monru my child as deail'Tis better than to be misled.
Till I 'l'ruth's natal ring shall find,
Faith's consolations are unkind.
The naked Infant-then, once more
I'll nourioh, worship, and adore.
IJ··lcin, Im.ca.
J. K. P. BAKER.

"That's How."

After a great snow storm, a little fellow began to shovel a path through a large snow
bank before his grandmother's door. He had
nothing but a small shovel to work with.
"How do you expect to get through that
h
drift?" asked a man passing along.
"By keeping at it," said the boy, cheerfully, "that's how."That is the secret of mastering almost every
difficulty under the sun. If a hard task is before you, stick to it. Do not keep thinking
how large or how hard it is ; but go at it, and
little by little it will grow smaller and smaller,
until it is done.
If a hard lesson is to be learned, do not
Our Dog Captain.
spend a moment in fretting; do not lose a
O.nr dog Captain was a large Newfound- breath in saying, "I can't," or, "I don't see
land, almost as white as a sheep-yes, whiter, how;" but go at it, and keep at it. Study.
for his hair was a clear white, not even That is the only way to conquer it.
creamy. He had one black eye, one black
ear, one black foot, and two or three small
On the Eve of Boyhood.
black spots on his body. Like all dogs of his
A gentleman passing along Franklin street
kind he lovetl the water, and to go hunting yesterday saw two children, apparently five
in a boat was his chief delight. Brother and six years old, playing in the gutter. The
trained him to fetch and carry, until he could elder wore pantaloons, while the younger
fill the place of an errand boy in many re- still clnng to infantil dresses. Stopping, he
spects.
addressed the boy with pantaloons: "Are
J\Iy home was one-fourth of a mile from you both boys?" "No," was the answer!
my father's, and it was not unusual for Cap- "I'm one, and Johnny's going to be one next
tain to come to my door and set a basket or week."
pail down at my feet, and woe betide the one
A Considerate Lad•.
who offered to touch it except myself.
.\father had said, "Cap, take this to Vira."
Little Charley-" Papa, will you buy me a
\'ira might hav it, but not anybody else.
drum?"
I would take off the cover and find a note,
Fond Father-" Ah, but, my boy, you will
aud put in. whatever it called for, and, put- disturb me very much, if I do."
ting the bail in his mouth, say, "Take that
Charley-" Oh, no, papa. I won't drum
to mother," and he would immediately start except when you're asleep."
home with it. If mother did not happen to
he in, he would stand guard over it until she
Onr Puzzle Box.
returned. He knew all our names as well as
1.- l'ALINDROli!IO SENTEl>oE.
we did, and would deliver anything to the
., I am a ___ I"
one it was sent to, and to no one else. He
A beast of da~el kind;
frequently brought a basket of eggs, or a pail
On my name supply
of butter, and I would- send back meat or
A palindrome to find.
groceries.
Irwin, Ia
J. K. P. B.

full sight of the fire, suddenly called out the hot~house roses. Do you not think him very
names of three eminent authorR, which also kind ?* I expect to spend next summer on
expressed his great excitement. What were Bullock's Point, as papa has recently bought
the names?
MAMMA A.
a cottage there. We spent last summer there,
and liked it very much. It is not very far
3.-l\IATHEMATIOS.
from Fall River. I will now close, hoping
If a certain rectangle were as Ion~ and as you will like this well enougltto publish it. I
wide as the length of its diagonal, It would remain,
Your loving friend,
MAUDE DAviS.
hav four times as much area as it would hav
·if it were only as long as it is wide. If it
*[Yes, it is always pleasant to be-rememwere as wide as it is long, its area would be
what per cent of its diagonal's square?
bered when sick.-ED. C. C.]
W:ll. SOOTT.
DoDGE Crrv, KAN., Feb. 9, 1886.
4--PUZZLE.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I saw my letter in the
Children's Corner, and I thought if I wrote
A
1.
again I could do better. I am in the Fourth
A
2.
A
Reader. My teacher's name is Mrs. Keating.
A
A
3.
I like her very much. We had examination.
A
4.
A
When we say to my little sister, "Where is
A
5.
A
niamma ?" she says, "Da da." She will be
A
6.
A
two years old in July. If this letter is not
A
7.
good enough please do not print it. Papa
1. A rampart. 2. An inpenetrable stone. says he will get the "Story Hour" for me.
3. Thorough-going. 4. A volatil~ ~lkali. 5.
Ever your friend,
KATIE CoLLAR.
Affording food. 6. To take origm. 7. A
plant.
R. BERNHEIM.
TOHONTO, Jan. 25, 1886.
B1·am~oell, W. Va.
DEAR Miss WixoN: My pa takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and thinks so much of you
5-REBUS.
that he .has your picture, which was in the
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, framed, and when I
look at your sweet face I know you are too
goorl to make fun or burn a letter from one of
your friends, so I write you. Do not be
afraid of being liked by me, for I am only ten
years old, but I am getting older fast. I can
"rassle" any boy of my size that I know of.
Three cities of the United States.
I got a first-class certificate in W ellsley street
school for perfect lessons and good conduct.
6.-00NUNDRUM.
:Miss Spence, our teacher, does not say much
about God, but she has to read a chapter in
the Bible every morning. The other day she
read about Jesus feeding five hundred folks
on five small loaves and two fishes! I asked
my chum, Jack Wright, if he thought Jesus
could do that, and he said he thought tlutt was
the biggest lie ever started out on J csus, and
if it ever was true wouldn't he be a first-class
man to run a boarding-house? Then we both
latwhed, and we had an extra page of lessons
to ;rite. I think it is a good thing to hav
to hav the Bible read in school, because it
cheers a fellow up just as good as " Gnlliver's
Travels," "Robinson Crusoe," or "Arabian
Nights." It Juts been snowing here for about
two days, and the snow is about two feet deep
on the streets. but I guess you won't much
care to hear about the weather in this north
country. I go with pa to hear the Freethought lectures. I am going to lecture myself. I cannot talk much about it now, beWhat virtuous trait has this bird?
cause pa says they would expell me from
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE OIULDREN'S CORNER, school if they knew I was an Infidel. But
just you wait and I'll bet you'll hear from
FEB. 27, 1886.
1.-" An itching palm" (a niche in palm). me. I weigh eighty-seven pounds, and my
2.-Kite, awl, note, gap, arch, ruta-baga, hear! measures twenty-two inches. Now you
must not think I am a blower, but I do feel
onion, owlet, kangaroo, elephant.
SoLVERS.-Libbie A. Troutman, Alma V. proud that I am healthy and strong. With
Yours truly,
Klargvist, Willie Alexander, J. K. P. Baker. best love I am,
EDWIN F. CHUROHILL.

Uorrespondence.
ELY, VT., Jan. 30, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIX~: As I am a reader of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, I think I will write a few
lines for it. I am fifteen years old and go to
school. Our teacher is an Advent minister,
although he is very kind, and tries to help us
in our studies. I study arithmetic, geography,
grammar, history, reading, and spelling. I
like to read the pieces in the Children's Corner very much. I think the piece in the last
copy was very nice. Thomas Paine surely
was a great hero. My papa has the "Age of
Reason " and if people read it thoroughly
they ca~ get a great deal of reason from it.
JHy mother is a reader of ~HE TRUTU SEEKE.R.
I hav a twin brother who IS also a reader of It.
My only sister died two years ago with ~he
typhoid fever. We hav her youngest child.
He is three years old, has long, curly hair and
black eyes. If he livs to be a youn~ man he
will. be a Freethinker. Now, aear Miss
Wixon I think I must close. This is the first
·piece I' hav ever written. If you think it is
worth printing, I should be pleased to hav you
print it, so good-bye. From your true and
Iovingfriend,
DENA L. DnroND.

TEXAS, Mron., Feb. 20, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I hav often read TnE
TmrTn SEEKER at my grandpa's for several
years past, and hav thought I would like to be
one of the many who correspond in the Children's Corner. I am fourteen years old, and
go to school when I am well enough. I hav
often got the answers to puzzles in other
papers, and think that I hav the enigma in
Trm TRUTH SEEKER of l!'ebruary 13th.
Miss Wixon, I would like to see my letter
printed, if it is correct and you think it good
enough. I will try an<Ldo better next time.
Ever your friend,
MARY MoLIN.

BRAli!WET.L, W.VA., Feb. 18, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: In your Chats with
Puzzlers, I noticed your )dnd inquiry of my
whereabouts, but, being in my uncle's store at
Pocahontas, Va., at the time, I could not
write for the Children's Corner, for he, as an
orthodox is very much opposed to TnE TRUTH
SEEKER. 'I left Newburgh in June, and, as
we hav had no post-office until lately, we had
to go without THE TRUTH SEEKER for a while.
Bramwell is surrounded by seven mountains.
The Bluestone river flows around it in ·the
shape of a horseshoe. It is about three thousand feet above the sea. I inclose you two
ALLIANCE, 0., Feb. 9, 1886.
Miss SusAN WixoN: I hav seen so many puzzles, and hope you will find them acceptYours respectfully,
pieces in TnE TRUTH SEEKER, and I thought I able.
RoBERT BERNIIE!llf.
would write, too. My papa has taken TrrE
TRU':('H SEEKER for a long time, and I take so
much pleasure in reading the Children's Cor[We would like to ans.yer all our corre _
ner. I go to Progressiv Lyceum, and I say a spondents individually, but hav not time to do
good many speeches out of THE Tnu~l'H so. They are all clear to us, and we arc proud
BEEKER. I go to· public school, and am in the
Second Reader. I am nine years old. I hav of their little letters.-ED. C. C.]
two brothers and three sisters. I think I hav
written enough this time! and if you thil~k
this is nice enough to put m the paper I will
try to do better.
HENitY Bmcn.

PAWTUCKET, R.I., Feb. 12, 1886.
DEAlt Miss WixoN: Papa takes 'rnE TRUTH
SEEKER and has for the last three or four
~ears. 'I never thought apything a~out readmg .it until a few days ago I took It up and
read the Child-ren's Corner. I was so pleased
with it that I thought I would write and tell
you. I correspond with a little girl, and she
livs in Bermuda. She sent me a leaf from the
allspice-tree in one of her letter~. I hav been
sick with the scarlet fever, and hav not b(een
out of doors yet. I am twelve years old, and
]Je appeared. to be very much afraid my
2.-WHAT WEllE TilE NAMES?
am in the highest grammar sc:hool. I hav a
brother. was gomg to be drowned. My house
A gentleman walking toward the great very nice teacher. His name IS Mr. Harr.ub.
was qmte close to the lake, and summer even-\ Boston fire in 1872, turning a corner, came in On my birthday he sent me some beaut~ftll

"• *
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, MARCH 1.3. 1.886.A Lecturer's Story.

TWs is the story that was told roe by Barnaby Barnhuller, the reformed lecturer:
" I can't recall the year, but it was a good
while. ago, that I made an engagement by
letter to deliver my then famous humorous
lecture, ' The Bulldog's Smile,' down at Dagsboro. You hav heard the lecture yourself,
apd know full well how I used to almost paralyze intelligent l;LUdiences with it-how the
most obscure announcement of my coming
never failed· to bring out the janitor of the
hall and the local editor, even in the most inclement weather.· 'The Bulldog's Smile' was
in its prime then, and I took it to Dagsboro
with perfect self-assurance that it would
reach the laughers of the soleronest, and
shake out the shoe-pegs of the painfully: grim
and sedate. I did not know anything about
t at the time I made the engagement, but it
all came out afterward, and in a very annoying sort of way, too, that the Rev. Joseph Q.
J. Potts, the great archeologist, had been engaged by another committee to deliver his
great lecture, 'The Universal Deluge,' in the
same town and on the same evening. I wa~
to run on the fountains of my humor in one
hall, and the Rev. Potts was to review the
Deluge in the other, for there were but two in
Dagsboro. I learned later, too, that there
was a strong sentiment against my style of
humor in Dagsboro, and that the Potts lecture had been arranged by the opposition
party to draw away the people from 'The
Bulldog's Smile.'
'' Trains that carry lecturers are liable to
delays. The one that carried me on thls occasion held up with a hot-box or something,
and set me down in Dagsboro half an hour
after the time announced for the lecture to begin. A. young man met me at the train, nervously asked if I were the lecturer, and, receiving an affirmativ reply, hurried roe off to
the hall and on the stage without as much as
a word of introduction to the audience.
" The hall was packed, and I never saw a
more solemn congregation of folks at any
funeral I ever attended. What with the delay on the road and the hurry from the train
to the hall, I was a bit nervous; but with the
opening sentences I regained my usual composure.
" I let loose in rapid succession a few of my
choicest gems of humor, and then paused to
note the effect. You could hav heard a sixty_
days' note fall due, and there wasn't a smile
on a face before me. I was perplexed. I had
never, in all my professional life, struck an
audience so hard to fetch as that. But I was
not easily discouraged in those days, and be
sides, I was loaded to the muzzle with fun. I
brought out my most effectiv ammunition. I
described the unfortunate wooer .fleeing from
the foot of an irate parent, and in my roost
beautiful imagery, pictured Wro attempting
to climb the five-rail fence in Ws way, while
the family bull-dog clung to the slack of his
trousers, oblivious of the mysterious future
and of the dead and silent past. I told of the
honorable and scantily clad citizen pursuing
the wayward ~potted steer round and round
Ws garden at midnight's solemn hour. I sung
of the cook and the kerosene can, and of the
gathering of the remains in the adjoining
county, and I warbled also of the long red
wasp in the Sunday trousers of the pious roan
who had never learned to swear. A.nd yet
there was not a smile. Faces before me that
were but a foot in length at the beginning,
now, to my excited imagination, seemed to
hav lengthened to a yard. But I went on. I
marshaled my broadest and hardest-hitting
jokes, and marched them· in merriest step before those rows of solemn faces; but I looked
in vain for one little smile. I was mad. I
was half tempted to take up a club I had seen
on the stage, and go out among those people
and show them that the feelings of a humorist could not thus be wantouly trifled with for
even as much as one hundred dollars per
night.
"My audience was respectful, but "totally
uncomprehensiv, and at last, thoroughly disc
gusted, I cut my lecture short off, left the
stage, received my fee from the young man
who had met me at the train, went to "the
nearest hotel, and locked myself in my_room.
"The first man I saw on the train next
morning was roy old friend, the Rev. Joseph
Q. J.. Potts. The meeting was a mutual surprise. Neither of us knew the other had
been in Dagsboro.
"'I lectured there last night on 'The Universal Deluge,' said Mr. Potts, in answer to
my query; 'and such an unmannerly audience may the blessings of an over-ruling
providence spare me from ever meeting
again. They smiled at my finest word-paint-

ing, they laughed uproariously at my most
tear-starting passages, and at my grandest
climaxes they just got up and stamped their
feet and howled. When I was describing the.
animals coming from the ark in grand and
sole:rri'n procession, perhaps the most deeply
pathetic passage in my lecture, one man
howled himself into a fit, and had to be
carried out. I tell you, friend Barnhuller, I
I don't want to ever pass through such another experience. I am almost tempted to
leave the platform forever.' ·.
·
".The thing was as plain as daylight, now.
The men who had met us at the train had
blundered. The Rev. Mr. J. Potts had lectured to those who had assembled to hear me
tell of the bull-dog's smile, and I had talked
to those who wanted light on the universal
deluge. When Mr. Potts had heard my experience, he seemed to be annoyed, though I
cannot now see why he should hav been.
His lecture, if he spoke the truth, was a tremendous success. I only had cause to feel
hurt.
"During the following two months I received six offers to repeat my lecture at
Dagsboro at double my regular rates, and I
sent every one of them to the Rev. Joseph Q.
J. Potts, who treated them with silent contempt. Some men would hav been proud of
a colossal success like that," concluded Mr.
Barnhuller; "but the Rev. Joseph Q. J.
Potts, the eminent archeologist and able
commentator on the universal deluge, was

not.''-Swtt Way in Puck.

Book Notices.
ADAMI .AND REV A.
I hav just read this charming contribution
to our poesy-or, as I should say, this valuable addition to the literature of the agewhich, nevertheless, will redound to the ·credit
of the Liberal cause. "This power of poetry
to refine our views of life and happiness is
more and more needed as society advances.
It is needed to 'Yithstand the encroachments
of heartless and artificial manners that make
civilization so tame and uninteresting," wrote
William Ellery Channing, as though referring
to this very Hindoo idyl which Putnam has
presented us.
·
Poets find poor financial consolation, for
Goldsmith exclaimed of poetry:
'' Dear charming nymph, neglected and decried;
My shame in crowds, my solitary pride·
Thou source of all my bliss, and all my 'woe,
Thou found'st me poor at first, and keep'st
me so.''
This should not be so, for "Adami and
Heva" is a historical ode to the " divine passion," love, embracing the imagery of an Addison, the sweetness and delicacy of a Wordsworth, and the strength and fervor of a
Shelley.
Prepare the laurel crown for S. P. Putnam,
poet laureate of Liberalism l
E. A.. STEVENS.
I hav read this new poem with genuin delight. It is an intrinsic gem, whose beauty
would charm me if I found it in a desert, and
never learned its author's name. I indorse
its philosophy. Love is indeed life, and the
highest law. I am glad this book is written.
It is an argument for th.e existence of the
most magnanimous conceptions independent
of the Jewish Bible. I hav read it to several
friends, including one of the finest literary
critics in the world, who pronounced it really
fine, and interrupted me with exclamations
of pleasure and admiration. This New Version should be read by all. It is the poetry of
truth and the truth of poetry.
EDGAR C. BEALL.
The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERs' A.r.MANAO for 1886 is full of interesting matter. It has thirty portraits, some
of them very good indeed, of distinguished
Freethlnkers, scientists, and philosophers. In
these last one or two likenesses are included
on very slight grounds. There is a well-filled
calendar, and the first article is a very ably
written 1·esume of the present position of
Freethought in the United States. James
Parton writes approvingly to the editor,
who contributes an excellent paper headed
"How Voltaire Died.'' David A.. Andrade
sends a full report to date of Freethou()"ht in
Australia,. The ANNUAL is admirably prlnted.

-National Reformer.

?f the entire Sund11y question. Published by
the Truth Seeker Comropany. For sale by
Robert Clarke & Co. Price 25 cents.-" TRUTH SEEKER's A.LliUNAo, 1886.'' Full of
quaint Wstorical· facts and statistics, with
thirty portraits of prominent European Freethlnkers, scientists, .and philosophers. Price
25 cents.-·-"Adami and Heva." By Samuel P. Putnam. Mr. Putnam in this short
poem has dressed up the Brahman version of
Adam and Eve. It abounds in many fine
passages, and some of the descriptions are
replete with a highly imaginativ coloring.
Published by .the Truth Seeker Company,
New York.-Oincinnati Enqui1'1J'J'.
ELMINA'S BOOK.
Mrs. Blenker's new book, " The Infidel
School Teacher and the H~ndsomest Woman,"
is very interesting as well as instructiv, and
will make an admirable book for Infidels to
buy, read, and hand around to the young
men and women of their neighborhood to
read. In times of religious revivals it would
save people from an insane asylum, for how
often is it the case that some poor mortal
loses their mental balance through the excitement of the revivals, and, as Liberals, it is our
duty to do what· little we can to enlighten
people. It is not enough· that we bask in the
sunshine of intellectual freedom, we -must
lead others from the darkness of superstition
into the light of science and truth, and 1\'Ir-s.
Blenker's book·will help us to do it.
MEs. N. E. TERRELL.

Ingersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of M:r. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The tities are:

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Gr~t Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Gra-ve.
The price of these heretofore has been $1. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

J..ITUOGRA.PHS
OF

CHARLES DAR WIN.

FREETHOUGHT WORJ{S.
For Sale at THE TRuTH SEEKER Office
Birth and Death of Religions.• By
Jmm E. BURTON.

Price, 10 cents.

·Christian and Deist.

A Business

Man's Social and Religions Views. Bold
and trenchant blows against theology
and inhumanity. Price, 1.00.

Christianity from a Scientific and
Historical Standpoint. By WM. N.

LAUREN, attorney at "Law. Contents: IntroduetioD:f Unrevealed Religion, Old
Testament Religion, Evidence in Support·
of Christianity, Alleged Failure of Christianity, Proposed Substitute for Christianity, Conclusion. 50 cents.

Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas

of

Christianity. St. John never in Asia
Minor: Iremeus the author of tho Fourth
Gospel; The Frauds of the Churchmen
of the Second· Century Exposed. By GEo.
REBER. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2

Classified Bible Extracts · . or, the
Holy Scriptures Analyzed.
CooPER. Price, 25 cents.

i!y RoBEBT

Confessions of an Inquirer.

Why

and What Am I? By JAMEs JACKSON JAilYES. Price, $1.25.

Cooper's Lectures on the Soul. In

whlch the doctrin of immortality is religiously and philosophically considered.
Price, 75 ce~ts.

Cradle of the Christ.
Primitiv Christianity.
INGRAM. Price, $l. 75.

A Study in
Bs 0. B. FRoTH-

Cultivation of .Art, .A,nd Its Relations

to Religious Puritanism and Money-Getting. By A. R. CooPER. 12mo, 48 pp.
Price, flexible cloth, 3.5 cents; paper, 20.

Divine and Moral Works of Plato.

Translated from the original Greek. With
introductory dissertations and notes.
Price, $2.50.

Doctrin of Inspiration : being . an

Inquiry Concerning the Infallibility, Inspiration, and Authority of Holy- Writ.
By the Rev. JoHN MAONAUGHT, M.A., Incumbent of St. Chrvsostom's church,
Everton, Liverpool, England. Price, $1.50

Elegant Extracts from the Bible

(Perhaps inelegant would be a more proper
term.) Price, 10 cents.

English Life of Jesus. BY THoMA.s

ScoTT. Dedicated to those who seek
rather to know the truth of facts than to
look on unhistorical pictures. Price, $1.50

Epidemic Delusions. A Lecture by
FBEDE:BICK R. MARVIN, M.D. Price, 10 cts

--aAdmirers of the Great Naturalist, and practically
the father of Evolution, will be ~lad to know that
we hav a fine lithograph of him for sale-size
18~x24 inches on heayy _plate paper. Framed, the
pi-cture will make a splendid ornament for the
parlors of Freethinkers. PriceJ.25 cents.
Address THE ~'RuTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

Essays on Mind, Matter, Forces, The
ology, etc. By CH.A.RLEs E. ToWN

ANEWPAMPHLET.-JUST OUT.

WORKS OF PROF. DENTON.
Be Thyself. Price, 10 cents.
Christianity no Finality; or, Spirit

ADAMI AND HEVA.
BY S. P. PUTMA.M.
A poetic version of the Indian Story of the Garden of Eden, in which its superiority to the mutilated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

sEND. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404pp. Price
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same au
thor. Price, 75 cents.

ualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents

Common Sense Thou~hts on the
Bible. Price, 10 cents.
. Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10 cts
Geology; The Past and Future of our
Planet.

Price, $1.50.

,

Is Spiritualism True1 Price, 10 cts
J. E. REMSBURG'S APPOINTMan's True Savior. Price, 10 cents
MENTS.
J. E. Remsburg left Atchison for the East on the Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is

3d inst. The following is Ws program so far as
arran_ged:
New. York ......................... Fri., Mar.12.
Baltrmor~ 1 .Md ................... Sun., "
14.
In a~ditwn to .the above, Mr. Remsburg will
~peak m GreenWich, Mass.; Salamanca, N. Y.;
Naples, N. Y. ; Kent, 0. ; Perrysburg, 0. ; Tonto~
gony: 0.; Carey, 0._; Bradfo~d, 0. : Spiceland,
Ind., Burr Oak,_,_ Mich.; Pans, ill.; Chebanse,
ill.; CleoJ?atra, 1110.; Maitland, Mo.; Quitman,.
Mo. ; Robmson, Kan. ; Morrill, Kan. ; ltepublic
City, Kan.; Cawker CitYJ.Kan. ; Council G1·ove,
Kan.; Brookvill~ Kan.; urbana, Kan.; Halstead,
Kan. ; Newton .tl.an.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.
A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
•human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
.
Price, six co~ies, 30 cents ; one dozen, 50 cents;
twenjy-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$<!· vy e wish that· the friends of Free thought would
distnbute thousands of these telling pictures.

'rHE MODERN B.A.LAAM.

Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
"Sabbath-Breaking.'' By John E. Rems- priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,
per
dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
burg. .A.n exhaustiv pamphlet on the origin
·of the Sabbath day, and an examination into Bible. l~quirer. A Key to Bible Inthe Sunday arguments, together with a hisve~tlgatwn, Revised Edition. This pamphlet
r~fers specifically to 148 Bible propositions,
torical account of the Sabbath in the Middle
Wlth numerous references and e1tatwns, that
ar;e contradicteg. tn ter:ms by the same number
Ages, as well as testimony of scholars, diof other propos1t10ns m the same book. Price
vines, and reformers. A valuable 'Vade mecum
25 c\)nts.

True. Price, 10 cents.

Radical Discourses on Religious Sub
j ects.

Price, $1. 25.

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25.
Sermon from Shakspere's Text
Price, 10 cents.

Soul of Things; or, Psychometric Re

searches ana: Discoveries. In three vol
umes. Price, $1.50 per volume.

The Deluge in the Light of Modern
Science. Price, 10 cents.
,
The God Proposed fo)." Our National
Constitution. Price 10 certr.
The Irreconcilable Records; OJ:,Gene
sis and Geology
25 cents.

i

Cloth, 40 cents pa:'Qe~
'

The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents.
Is Darwin RighU Price, $1.25,
What Is Right 1 Price, 10 cents.
• in the Light
What Wa~ He~.1 or, Jesus
of the NmeteeJith Century. Price, cloth,
$125; paper, $1.
--.;

Who are Christians 1 Price, 10 cents.
Who Killed Mary Stannardt 10 cents.

./
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Ingersoll's 'W·orks.
The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lectures).... comprising, "The Godst
" Humboldti' " Tnomas Paine " " Individuality," and ".Heretics and Here~ies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Independence," "About Farmin__g in lllinois;"
•· The Grant Banqueh" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past .ttises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
·
. ·
Interviews on Talmage. Paper,-50cts;

move-

plain cloth, $1.25.

7; $24, 11;

$8. Gents
$1; and
spectacle in
cash back.
what is a nicer
present for either
your lady or gentleman frwnds than
one of my latest improved model badges
m solid gold, artistically enameled in
three colors 1 Price,
$3, $3.50, $4. With
genuin diamond in
rising sun, $8 and $10.

What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Pa,...'
per, 25 cents,

·

The Christian Relhdon.

By R.

G.

IngersoJb Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George Jf. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Ortl;wdoxy. · 56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordiJ:iarJT lectures.
This makes a ·grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously. /
·

Ingersoll Catee.hised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions· Propounded by
the editor of the San Franmscan. 5 cents; 50.
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 co_pie§ $3.
Millions of these should be circulated by Jfreethinkers.

~

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

Rochelle, IlJ.

A STAND.t.RD ltiEDIC\L WORK

the attacks of the Nf!W York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Pnce, 10 cents:

'or YOUNG&MIDDLE·AGED MEN

Address on the Civi I Rights Bill.
Large size'octavo, paper, 15 cents,

L,ndl OTTO WETTSTEIN

!!liSI"""

~~UG~

ONLY U BY lll&IL, POSTPA.ID.

·

ILLtl'S'l'RA'l'IVE SAMPLE FREE 'l'O At.L,

lngrrsoll's Lectures Co.rn,plete.

Bound in one volume. To meet· the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works the publisher has had
all his lectures, except the latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1 300
pa,.es, which is sold at the exceedingly low
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

, KNOW THYSELF

There hav been so many

!w.Plications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Ba~quet Toast," \tnd the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they liav
be_en printed on heavy .toned paper, 18x22, illununated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, prepaid, for 50cts; or either one
for 15 cents.

/j.<t Great Medical

~

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size;. true to

I.

·life, price, $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles of Religious Liberty should hav these
busts.

Photogravhs of Colonel Ingersoll.
, Superb pliotographs 1 22x28, $5; panel, 10)9x17,
$3; boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 cts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
33 Clinton Place, New York.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

1

.

.

AND

·THE FUTURE .BEPUBLIC oF NORTH AMERICA.
·1\Y A CAPITALIST.

Fals~

Claims.. Revised and Enlarged.

A Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals WJth
·Prwe, 10 cents smgly; 75 cents per dozen. As a· the present conditions of society in this country, pointing out their imperfections, and showing how
Missionary Do.cument it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are: it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under our present sys·
The Church and Morality; Crinrinal Statistics, tern. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life, and he has dr~.wn a vivid picture of the
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the pen- future Republic of North America, as it willoe when society shall be org~~ized on the principles of
itentiaries t the Church and Civilization ; the Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written: ·
Church ana Sdence; the Church and Learning;
CoNTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Re·
the Church and Liberty ·hthe Church and the
Antislavery Refonn; t e Woman's Rights public; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production and Distribution;
Movement t the Tem_perance Reform; the Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life in the
Church ana the Republic.
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods rroposed for the
Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and Transition
from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger.
Vices Sanctioned by Scdpture : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheating; Theft and Robbery· Pnce, $1.50,
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York CiJ:Y.
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals ;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism ; Witchcraft;
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
!tnd Vag:rancy; Ignora,nce and Idiocy; Obscen- The Story Hour. For Children and
Youth. By Susan H. Wixon. Without SuperIty. _Pnqe,·smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
stition. The Only illustrated Freethinkers'
SpeCial discount on larger quantities.
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
and 25 smaller illustrations; large j;ype, heavy
and most thorough work ever written on the
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sab- Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
bat~c Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
Scn:Qtures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sundax Arguments i Origi~ of' Christian Sab- Apvles of Gold.
A Story-Book for
bath; 'l'estilJ:\ony of thE? Christian Fathers; The
t'he Younli Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Sabbath durmlf the Middle Ages; The Puritan
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excelSabbath; Testnnony of Christian Reformers,
lent work for young masters and .misses, has
Scholars-~.- and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
passed through a very large edition, and a
Laws. .!:'rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.
second has been issued at a reduced price of
Image Breaker. · S1x Lectures: De$1.25, free of' postage. This new edition has a
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washphotliograph of the author which adds very
muc to the value of the volume.
ington an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
6 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts. Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price, 20 cents.

Tbomas Paine. The Apostle of Re: The Youth's _Liberal G:uide.
ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
!Jf the ,A.uthm:-Hero•s life, delineates the leadmg traits of hlS character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of' Reason-" are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
WI'itten expressly for this work. Second editiont 160 pages, Printed on iine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Work on Manhood

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility\ Premature D~clil).e in MaJ?., Errors of Youth,
apa the untold nusenes resultmg from mdiscrejwtu:m or excesses. A book for _every man, :young,
e middle-aged, and old. It con tams 125 prescnptions
for_ all_ a,cute and chronic diseases, each one of
which 1s mvaluable. So found by the author, whose
experience for 25 years is such as probably never
· befor~ fell to the lot of any physiman 300 :Qages,
b'oui\d in peautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaranteed to be a finer work in every
·, sense-tlian any other work sold in this country
' for $2.50 or th~ money will be refunded in every
mstance. Pncei only $1.00 by mail, post paid
lliustrativ samp e free to anybody. Send now:
Golq medal a }Yarded the auth~r by the National
1 Medical Assomatwnt to the president of which, the
Hon.P. A. Bissel, ana associate officers of the Board
the reader is respectfully referred,
TJ;le Scien~e of Life should be,read by the youn_g
for mstructwn, and by the af!licted for relief It
will benefit all.-Lonaon Lancet.
·
There is no member of society to whom The
Science of Li(e wiJl not be usefUl, whether youth,
parent, guardian, mstructor, or clergyman.-.Aryortaut.
Address the Peabod~ Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4Bulliinch St., Boston, Mass., who
may be consulted on all diseases requirinl' skill
and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases
that.have baftled the skill of all other ph¥Jlicians a
spemalty. Such treated successfully, Without an
instance of failure. Mention this paper. 1y14

By

Prof. H. M. Kottmger~A.M. Pnce; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense.
Address THE TRUTH
SElr.KER.

THE

DR. R. P. FELlOWS
is a regularly: educated and legally qualified physician, and
the most successfulill
as his practice w·
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NEARLY. $36,000.. has bee~~~~Jt!J?yJJ~~:,;
scription for the widow of ;~e~~~J~~CO!}lt;j'
AoToRs were arrested la,~Sttild~y'!ln':cyri,;
cinnati for breaking the Sa,bl:Jath byappear-l;
ing on the stage.
·
· · · · .

impossibilities
in the darkness of
requires _ignorance to
iP,ocajibility.-D. M. Bennett."
vi·mrnn•·Pn

means the only one of her
if women are fools, God
so to match the men.-Mrs;

THE REv. THOMAS K. BEECHER was last;
;eek defeated in his aspirations for the
mayoralty of Elmira, N. Y. ·
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND decides: tha.t· ·no in~
demnity is due to China
account· of anti-·
Chinese outrages in this cotmtry...
BRIG.-GEN. ALFRED H. TERRY _has been
nominated by the president to be major-general vice Winfield Scott Hancock deceased.

on

A NEGRO was clubbed nearly to death and
then hanged by lynchers at EatontOwn, N.J.,
last week Friday. He had.assawted arid ~'lit
raged an invalid young woman.
JusTIOE MEECH, of Chicag~, has br~ught
suit for libel against the Rev; A. E. Kittridge
of the same city. Kittridge, ·in: a sensational
sermon, accused Justice Me~ch of acceptillg
bribes;
· ·
·

THE husband of Poet, Joaquin. ~er'~
daughter, Mrs. ·Mackaye;. lias secured:·:ac
divorce. She claimed never to hav beell. re~
ligiously married to Mackaye De(!_a_!J.S(lie was
not a Catholic.
· ,...
·
'
':·

•"

·)..,

A LARGE meeting of Morinon w9men. was·
held in a theater in Salt Lak~ City last Satl.lT-(lay. They defended their right to·enter:polygamy, and appointed a eqmm.ittee to memorialize President Cleveland to let them
alone.
JuDGE PuTNAM, of Uxbride, Mass., has
been sued for slander by the Rev. Mr. Bremner. The judge accused the preacherofmaking improper advances toward Mrs. Putnam, •
and the lady corroborates her husband.· She I
several times very narrowly escaped being the
victim- of the violence of the Rev. Mr.
Bremner.
As the Rev. J. A. Rood, of Cohasset, Mass.,
was returniD.g from a prayer-meeting one
evening last week he was 'fired at by some
person unknown. The parson, who chanced
NO.W 'R'.EA-DY::.
to hav a revolver in his pocket, returned the
"
. - "'""
.
-;
-.....1
.,.:f '
fire, though with no marked reswt. He attributes the assault to the liquor interest,
which he has been fighting.
THE Rev. Mr. Bache, of this city, who
sued the Rev. Mr. Ray for slander, and .esA DISCUSSION BETWEEN
timated the damage to his character at $50,000, has withdraWn. the suit and paid all the
GLADSTONE,
HUXLEY,
MULLER,
preliminary costs. The slanderous statements imputed by Mr. Bache to Mr. Ray·
LINTON,
REVILLE,
were to the effect that Mr. Bache had more
wives than one and kept a mistress.
On the Conflict betw-een Genesis ari..d Geology.
ONE night last week a sick man, welldressed, was picked up in a street in Jersey
City and taken to a hospital, where he gave
This is a new book, and contains the latest discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The
the name of Harris. The next day the physinames of the participants are a guarantee of its able character.
cian told him he would die, and he then said
he was the Rev. C. E. Rider, of Williamsport,
Price,
Paper, GO cts.; cloth, ?'~ cts.
Pa. Having said this he fell back dead. No
further particulars of his death ha v been made
Published by the TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 33 Clinton Place, New York.
public.
SoME time ago Jim Holland came to New
IN days of a past that is flown,
York' from Abilene, Texas, to see the city.
When dead folks were buried, I ween,
~nds.
He fell in with one Tom Davis, a dealer in
The dying one feebly would groan,
counterfeit money. Davis tried to shove
"Please see that my grave is kept green."
some of the bad money upon Holland, and in
"EVIL to him," etc.-" Look here, my friend,
Cremation, alas, has to-day
the course of the discussion which followed, your molasses and whisky are not pure," said GilThis saying completely abolished.
It isuow the custom to say,
Mr. Holland fired a bullet through li'Ir. Davis hooly to an Austin grocer. Grocer (striking a
tragic attitude): "To the pure all things are pure."
"Just see that my urn is kept polished."
and kille.d him. Last week Holland was
MINISTER: "That was averyvividpict1ireidrew
tried here for murder and acquitted.
CONSISTENT PRONUNCIATION.
,~· ~

~

e/dds and

THE pallium which the pope has recently
sent to America was not conferred on the
new cardinal, Gibbons, as stated, but upon
Archbishop Corrigan. Mr. Gibbons catches
a red hat instead. The ceremony of conferring the pallium, or pall, or ulster, took
place in St. Patrick's Cathedral, in this city,
on the 4th. With the usu(Ll mummery Archbishop Corrigan was seated on the throne of
McCloskey, defunct, as spiritual ruler of the
papists of this diocese.
0::-< Friday of last week about 15,000 men
employed on the horse-car roads of this city
and Brooklyn " tied up" and resolved not to
go to work again until Deacon Richardson, of
Brooldyn, would pay his men $2 a day for
twelve hours' work. At the end of ten hours
the deacon surrendered, and the cars all over
the city were soon running. The character of
Mr. Richardson is thus outlined by John
Swinton's Paper: "As Deacon William Richardson, of Brooklyn, is the most pious, so he
the most penurious and grinding of railroad
monopolists."

·

in this morning's sermon of the burnine- tortures
of the lost, deacon, and yet the congregation did
not seem to be particularly impressed." Deacon :
"Yes, I noticed that myself, and I partly account
for it by the fact that the temperature of the
church'· was only a degree or two above freezin2'."
IT WON'T WORK.
A bluebird perched on an aspen limb
In the February glitter,
You can't fool me with your siren Ify:mn
· Or the twit of your tunesome twitter;
I know, while of vernal things you blab,
That the buds won't burst nor the brookletli bab,
And that 'neath your promissory gab
There's an ornithological titter.
It's a chestnut, birdie, so it isThis little toot you're tooting;
You seem to make it your annual "biz"
To come at the first saluting
Of genial air, and chirp about
The dandelion's coming out,
Ancl the rhubarb's readiness to sprout,
And the verdure's general shooting.
But the bluebird perched on an aSflen limb I
This spring you sing's a specter,
You can yawp the thing till your senses swim
In the sea of a god-kissed nectar,
But you can't inveigle a chap that's cute
To shuffie his f0ur-ply flannel suit,
Or, in a·moment of rashness, shoot
Hili all-wool chest-protector.

My faithful dawg
All through the fawg
Pursued a hawg
Into the bawg,
And leaped a lawg
Where sat a frawg
With eyes agawg.
But my good dawg,
Intent on hawg,
Kept on his jawg
And missed that frawg.
THE MORMON AND THE OHINAMAN.
A·Mormon going southward,
A Chinaman going westThey stopped beneath a sign-board
To sit them down to rest.
"Now, what a damned-mean country
This is !" the Mormon said.
"A too-muchee must glo countlee !"
And Chin Wong shook his head.
" Oh, whel you goin', Molmon !"
"Look up and you will know."
The Chinese climbed the sign-board,
And read, "To MencoW"."
" And where you going, heathen?"
"Look upee," said Chin Wong.
They read the.other sign-board,
"This road to 'reach Hong Kong

w-."

T!m'.Cartesian doubt, were it ever possible to be
att,aiD.ejl ~Y- any :lliiman creature (which it plainly
-~(I_J.ot),,w~uld b!l.:entirely incurable and no reasoninjr 'cotddi!JYer'obring him to a state of ass1irance
'-or:co:tivictforr'tlpon:any subject. It must, however,
be opllfessed 'in~\ this species of. skepticism, when
·J_D.or& l:noderatei1llay'be understoocl in a very l:1easbna'!Jlii sens'ili'il:nd'ihis a necessary preparation to
the"'study of philosophy, by preserving a Proper
im:Pa;rtiality in our judgments, ancl weaning our
mii;ld from ail those prejudices which we may hav
imbibed from education or rash opinion. To begin
1
with Ciear and:self~evident principles, to advance
·b'y timorous 'ail.d-'imre steps, to review frequently
our concluSions and examin acmira tely all their
.coriSeqU:ences; ·thmigh by these means we shall
~C!tb; P.:!!l<iw a_n,d a short progress in our sysare the only methods by which we can
.
ever hope to· reach ·-truth, and attain a proper stability in certainty in our determinations,-'-Hume's
Academical

.ama:

Skepti.cat Pllilosophy.

.·

OURI<iUS INSTANOES OF HISTORICAL ILLUSION.
THE cont~mporaries of Louis the Fourteenth
thought him tall. 'Voltaire, who might hav seen
him and who had lived with some of the most distinguished members of ·his court, speaks repeatedly of his majestic stature.- Yei it is as certain as
any fact can be that he was rather below than
above the-middle size. He had, it seems, a way of
holding himself, a way of walldng, a way of swell-.
ing his chest and rearing his head, which deceived
the eyes of the multitude . .Eighty years after his
death, the royal cemetery was violated by the Revolutionists, his coffin was opened, his body was
dragged out, and it appearecl that the prince
whose maje&tic figure _had been so long and
loudly extolled was in truth a little man.-Macaulav.

AND behold the vail of the temple was rent in
twain from the top to the bottom and the earth did
quake and the rocks rent; and the graves were
opened and many bodies of the saints which slept
arose and came out of the graves after his resm·rection and went unto the holy city and appeared
1mto many.-MaU. :c:wli, 49-53.
SUPPOSE that all the histmians who treat of England should agree that on the 1st of January, 1600,
Queen Elizabeth died; that both before and after
her death she was seen by her physicians and the
whole court, as is usual with persons of her rank;
that her successor was acknowledged and proclaimed by the Parliament; and that after being
interred one month [and not merely three days
and three nights, according to the Jewish mode of
speaking, but actually only thirty-six hours] she
again appeared, resumed the throne, and governed
England for three years. I must confess that I
should be surprised at the concurrence of so many
odd circumstances, but should not hav the least
inclination to believe so miraculous an event. I
should not doubt of her pretended death aud of
those other public circumstances that followed it.
I should only assert it to hav been pretended and
that it neither was nor possibly coulcl be real. . .
The knavery and folly of men are such common
phenomena that I should rather believe the most
extraordinary events to arise from their concurrence than. admit of so signal a violation of the
laws of nature.-Hume's Essay on iJfi1·actes.
So soon as men understand that they must not
get their geology from the Bible, but from their
knowledge of the earth, then geology as a science
was Suddenly found making a marvelouS progre~s.
So soon as men understood that they were not to
look to the Bible for their knowledge concerning
the science of life, then biology began to develop.
So astronomy developed with marvelous rapidity.
So soon as men cut loose from their dt i;lendence
upon the Bible for their geology, astro·. :vmy, biology, and the other sciences, then the~e sciences
began to grow and progress. It will be the same,
depend upon it, with respect to the science of morality.-Fe!t:c ACZler.
DEATH has two aspects; dreary and sorrowful to
those of prosperous, milcl and almost genial to
those of adverse, fortune. Her countenance is old
to the young and youthful to the aged ; to the former, her voice is importunate, her gait terriflo;
the latter she approaches like a bedside friend and
calls in a whisper that invites to re~t.-'-W. S.
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Jlolts and f/klippinys.
SAM JoNES and Sam Small object to dancing. Sam Jones chews tobacco, and Sam
. Small, it is said, smokes cigarets.
TnE Boston Athenrnum will hereafter open
its library for visitors on Sunday afternoon,
though no books will be given out on that day.
TnE Rev. M. D. Sfutter, Baptist, of Minneapolis, has resigned from his pastorate, giving
as a reason his inability to longer believe in
the faith. of the Baptists, or to sympathize
with them.
AT Homer Village, a few miles futheast of
Ottawa, Can., Clarence J. Sears, over eighty
years of age, recently had some trouble with
his. wife upon the subject of religion. To
settle the question he procured a hand-saw
and slashed her so fearfully that she died in
a couple of hours.
TnE New Orleans Pieayune suggests: "One
good Lord's day at the Exposition would be
profitable. Let it be on Sunday, and let all
members of all religious denominations go
there to worship in a millennium union service, and pay their way in at the gate i~ lieu
of· putting a nickel in the contribution box."
THE Ohurchman is still unhappy over the
religious situation at Harvard, as explained
by President Eliot. It intimates rather broadly
that Christians who send their sons to Harvard may expect judgments instead of blessings. And in the blackest of italics it calls
this venerable university a school of irreligion.
It is quite evident that the ministers and the
church papers intend to make it very lively
for the reforming president of Harvard.

T 0

WE get this from· Dr. Foote's Healtlt
Monthly : ''It is related that at the burial of
the Hon. Elizur Wright, the sun came out
just as he was lowered into the grave. It
had been storming steadily for a week, but at
that moment the black cloud rose suddenly,
a golden sunset lit up the sorrowing faces
gathered around the bier, and a rainbow appeared in the sky opposit ; and then it all
darkened again as the earth fell heavily on
the casket containing the precious remains."
THE Austrian government has set out to
suppress Socialism. The Committee of the
Hungarian Diet has given its approval to a
bill fn the suppression of Socialism. Under
the provisions of this measure summary deal.ings with all Socialists are authorized and. severe punishment will be visited ripon any person. having letters on his person declaring
Socialistic tendencies or anyone providing
rooms for the meeting of Socialists. Keepers
of public houses allowing Socialists to hold
sessions on their premises will be deprived of
their licenses.
BISHOP SELWYN, who interested himself
greatly in the poor, one day; coming on a
company of miners, heard them talking in a
very ·animated way, so loudly that he said to
them," My friends, something seems to interest you all very much; I heard your voices
quite in the distance-may I inquire what it
is?" To which they replied : '' You see that
copper tea-kettle there? We found it, and
we were just sasing that the one who could
tell the biggest lie should hav it." "Oh !"
said the bishop, " I am sorry for that; I hope
you will never again tell lies. 'Tis a fearful
bad habit, and so unmanly. Why, I never

THE IRISH QUEST I 0 N.
tolcl a tie in my life." Whereupon the four thoughtful scholar. Every man of sense
miners shouted in one breath, "Giv the gov- knows more of the world than Voltaire can tell
him; and what he wishes to express of such
ernor the kettle."
knowledge he will say without a snarl." Of
IT is reported that the Communists and So- course we hav not Voltaire's opinion of Ruscialists of Cincinnati are drilling and practic- kin. Mr. Lowell says of the great Frenchman
ing rifle-shooting weekly. This is alarming that he was one '' who, if he used ridicule too
on the face of it, but the fact tl::at there are often for the satisfaction of personal spite, emnever more than nineteen men in line on one ployed it also for sixty years in the service of
occasion, and that the object of the organiza- truth and justice, and to him more than to
tion is _mainly to fire at a target and drink any other one man we owe it that we can now
beer socially, will allay the fears of those who
think and speak as we choose."
liv at a distance from Cincinnati.
THE Saturday Evening Ga2!ette, of Boston,
PosTMAsTER-GENERAL VILAs has refused to says: " Mr. Joseph Cook has Graiiano's talent
allow a Sunday delivery in Baltimore. The for saying an infinit deal of nothing. In comTribune comments: " O.:ut of respect to 'the mon with that other windy, quarrelsome, and
moral sense of the community,' Postmaster- nonsensical person, the Rev. Mr. Talmage, he
General Vilas declines to giv Baltimore a possesses an unfortunate gift for verbosity
Sunday morning delivery. A large accum- which he mistakes for both eloquence and arulation of moral sense, nut to speak of horse gument, and this erroneous estimate leads him
sense and common sense, backed the petition into no end of trouble. He has, during the
whi:ch the busin~s men of the United States years which he has poured forth unfathomaddressed to Mr. Vilas, begging him .not to able torrents of words, accomplished nothiug
array himself against them by crippling the more important than talking himself into nomail service. But Vilas, who is so tender of toriety. He has worn the public out by his
Baltimore's Sunday morning, showed that he volubility, and the wonder is that he has not
cared nothing at all about the best interests of worn himself out as well. The only explana
business men. It is statesmen of the Vilas tion that offers is the indestructibility of wind.
school that strain at a gnat and swallow a The potency of humbug when assisted by
whole caravan of camels,"
invulnerable egotism was never more feliciTwo distinguished writers hav just ex- tously exemplified than in the careers of these
pressed decided opinions 'concerning Voltaire, Tuppers of religious polemics, Messrs. Taland it is interesting to see these opinions in mage and Cook. Ridicule, no matter how
conjunction.. Thus Ruskin: "Voltaire.-His justly provoked, or how unerring its aim,
work is, in comparison with good literature, hurls its shafts at them in vain. '!'heir hides
what nitric acid is to wine, and sulphureted are impervious, and the professors of verhydrogen to air. Literary chemists cannot bosity continn€1 to pour out words in an endbut take account of the sting and stench of less, wishy-washy flood' Like neighbor Ver·
him; but- he has no place in the library of a ges, they will be talking."
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f!komtf(Unicatians.
.An Examination of Church History.
BEING LETTERS TO A CATHOLIC.-IX.

Liguori assm·es his readers that a simple depeude_nce· on the Vn:gin is all that is necessary to secure
salvation. N.o matter what may be the nature of the
crime, attend to her particular devotions and all will
be well ; but if you slight her, woe betide you.
To impress this on his readers he says that in 1610
some people dishonored the vigil of Pentecost by
drinking and dancing. The Virgin came in person,
set fire to the building, and fifteen hundred were
burnt. This is attested by five eye-witnesses.
This proves her powe1:; now for her morals: A
notorious robber being urged to repent declared it
was too late, but promised to fast every Saturday in
honor of Mary. After awhile he was caught, tried,
beheaded, and thrown into a ditch. The virgin came
with four angels, wrapped the body in a cloth embroidered with gold, took it to the nearest city and
told the guard to tell the bishop to bury it in conse~
crated ground, because he (the robber) was her faithful servant.
.
Another robber in Normandy had also been beheaded, and his head was heard to say, " Mary, giv
me confession." A priest was sent after and confessed the head, which admitted that the only thing
its former owner had ever done for the salvation of
his soul was to fast one day in the week in honor of
the Virgin.
_
The "Glories of Mary" contain several dogmas of
like stories, and the. gentleman who records . and
vouches for them is not only a saint, but a doctor of
your church. JJomimts vobiscum I
There are many letters written by Mary in heaven,
and sent down to her admirers on earth, but the following is, as near as I can find out, the only one she
wrote while here on earth. It is directed to the citizens of Messina, and can be seen in therr cathedral :
The Virgin Mary, daughter of Joachim, the most humble
mother of God, Christ Jesus crucified, of the tribe of Judah,
and of the stock of David, to the people of 1\1essina health
and the blessing of God; the omnipotent father :
It appears by a public instrument that you, recognizing
the way of truth through the preaching of Paul, the elect
apostle, hav in your great faith sent to us embassadors and
messengers; you confess our son, begotten of God, to be
God and Man, and that after his resurrection he ascended to
heaven; for which cause we bless you and your city, and
will be her perpetual protector.
.
Jerusalem, in the forty-second year of our son. Indiction
first Thursday, June 3d.

This letter was first brought to light in 1629 by
the Jesuit Inchofer, one of the accusers of Galileo.
An infallible pope, by solemn decree, has guaranteed
its genuimless, and authorized copies to be sold to
the faithful.
There is hardly any need t~ refer to the fraud of
La Salette. Even your church is ashamed of it, and
the good Jesuit fathers no longer point to it with
pride, as the late national pilgrimage to that shrine,
though numbering 200,000 votaries, resulted in the
expulsion of their order from France.
When the Virgin appeared at Lourdes and said, "I
am the :iJnmaculate conception," people thought it a
queer expression, and awaited results; which, when
they culminated in a spring flowing one thousand
barrels of holy water a day, they were constrained to
feel was a useless waste of holy things. But the announcement was an indorsement from on high of the
latest dogma, and that, together with the water
being shipped to all parts of the world, and entered
duty free in every Catholic country, may repay the
Jesuits for what they hav lost by being turned out
of France. The order has fallen on evil t:iJnes, for
even the house of Loretto refuses to take wings and
fly. When the Infidel Piedmontese took that town
the house refused to budge. The power of Infidelity
had overcome the power of the angels, and the pope
negotiated to hav it taken down and carried piecemeal to Rome. But as the Italians took that city in
1870, God was again foiled. I hav lost track of the
house; can you fm·nish me with tl:le sequel~
The veneration for Mary has most certainly grown
into an adoration. We can now look back on the
past, deplore· the darkness of the Middle Ages, pity
their condition, even pardon many faults; but I do
object to your shielding ourself behind specious arguments and theological terms. Your theologians
claim you do not worship the Virgin in the true
sense of the term, and hav distinguished it by hyperda_lia in contradistinction to the term latria as applied to God. But how many of you Catholics know
the difference? How many know that- any difference
is claimed~
Pio N ono, in his decree, December 8, 1854, says:
"Let all the children of the Catholic church most
dear to us hear these words, and with a most ardent
zeal of piety and love, proceed to worship, invoke,
and pray to the most blessed Virgin Mary, mother of
God; conceived without original sin." As Pio Nono
says worship, they will worship, and will continue to
worship, till you can explain satisfactorily to the Irish
servant-girl the difference between Hyperdalia and

Latria. I am an ~rdinarily intelligent man, a.nd)ia~
examined as olosely as I am able the two systems,
and will say that if I were to be the object il,nd had
the choice I should choose the position of your Virgin to that of your God._
.
·_ ·
Subtle distinctions hav.some weight with the intelligent, none with the ignorant. The masses are attracted by that which appeals to the senses, and very
frequently a picture will -sway a multitude when an
argument would be powerless. I call-your attention
to a picture. sold openly in the streets of Rome. In
his controversy, Mr. Gladstone referred to it. .At the
top is God the father bestowing his blessing; at his
right band the Virgin Mary; at his left St. Peter;
directly beneath him the Holy Ghost, showering rays
of light on Pio Nono, who, as the central figure, is
seated on the papal throne, dressed in all his insignia, and Europe, Asia, Africa, and America in ad oration at his feet.
And your God, Jesus Christ-where was he? Conspicuous by his absence.
·
With the ordinary private scandals of any religious system I hav nothing to do. Baptists, Methodists, Episcopalians, Catholics, and the rest of the
pagan crew hav plenty of them, but an outsider can
very reasona'bly object to any public scandal which is
directly traceable to -your peculiar methods, and
therefore I propose to point out a few.
The first is what are known as Cb!istian lies. Not
long ago Colonel Ingersoll was advertised to deliver
his lecture," Which Way?" in a certain New England
town, and I went ten miles to hear him _ To me, at
least, it was two and a half hours of music and
poetry; and, from the respectfur mamier of the audi-.
ence, and what I heard as I passed out, it was evident that a serious :iJnpression had been made. The
next morning I had occasion to call at a drug-store,
and found a deacon of the Baptist church, surrounded by half a dozen men, speaking of the lecture. I listened, and, to my .surprise, heard the deacon say that Mr. Ingersoll had pulled out his watch
on the platform and said, "If there be a God I defy
him to kill me within three minutes," and after waiting that length of t:iJn~;J declared, as he was still alive,
it was proof positiv there was no God. I then ventmed to join the group, said I had attended the lecture, occupied one of the front seats, had my eyes riveted on the speaker from his entrance to his exit, and
did not hear anything of it; that the action and
rema~·k would hav been worthy of a blackguard, and
1\'Ir. Ingersoll was a gentleman, and asked the dea,con
for his authority. I was referred to a laundryman
down the street. I called on h:iJn, stated my business, and was told that his informant was Mr. - - , a
salesman in a drygoods store opposit. I crossed the
street and interviewed this gentleman. On repeating
the story, as given by the deacon, he laughed, and
said his words had been garbled; that during the
lecture Colonel Ingersoll had pulled out his watch,
and at this movement it had flashed across his mind
that some one, under s:iJnilar circumstances, had used
the remarks already quoted, and he wondered if the
colonel, was going to repeat them. Now, here was a
Christian vilifying a perlect stranger· simply because
there was a difference in opinion, although the Infidel
was trying to clear the skirts of his God from the
cr:iJnes his own followers had i.rnputed to him.
The very moment any of you can answer the
colonel, you will cease this vituperation, and set to
work repairing the rock he has shattered.
But this is a Baptist lie. Well, let me giv you a
Catholic lie. It is not a score of years since I accompanied your wife and self to a mission held by
the Redemptionists. The subject was, "Infidelity!
Its Cause and Cure." I will giv the priest credit for
being one of the most eloquent men I ever listened
to. I wish I could say as much for his truthfulness.
In the course of his remarks the reverend gentleman
came to treat of Thomas Paine, and pictured in the
most glowing manner all his vices, traced him tlrrough
the Ame1-ican Revolution, then the French, back to
Ame1-ica. He spoke of the ''Age of Reason," informedus that his duty as a priest had compelled h:iJn to
read it, gave us a synopsis of its contents, and his
appeal to the cqngregation never even to look at its
cover was equaled only by his picture of the death
sceJ:!.e. I could see that Infidel as he lay on his bed
deserted by God and man, his pinched, wan face and
hungry eyes b~tokening early dissolution, striving in
vain to remember the prayers leai"!led at his mother's
knee. As he writhed in agony, almost gasping his
last breath, the Virgin was depicted kneeling at her
son's feet, imploring h:iJn by the love he bore her to
save the lmhappy man. Around the bed were a score
of devils ready to seize th'e soul as soon as it was
freed from the earthly tenement, and- Lucifer h:iJnself,
conscious of his p1-iority of claim, stood by to defend
his rights. Jesus, with his heart full of compassion,
was about to accede to the Virgin, when the father interposed sayillg that as Paine had lived without a
God, he should die without one. A whole procession
of saints and angels joined with the Virgin, but all to
no purpose. The decree had passed. Then the
devils advanced to seize their vict:iJn, and with one
despa:iJing shriek Paine, in his eageruess to escape

them, fell out of bed and died with his head in his
chambet,· . The· :iJnaginary shriek of Paine was answered by 'several throughout the church, and one
·lady, only a few pews in front of us, was carried out
in a dead· faint. Though it was winter, beads of perspiration stood on my forehead, and, if I remember
correctly, you were equally :iJnpressed. This sermon
haunted me for months, and was one of the reasons
why I did not read the "Age of Reason" sooner.
When I read it I found Mr. Paine did believe in God,
was in fact a Unitarian, and gave his reasons for h_is
belief in no less than seven different parts of his work.
N.ow which was the worse, the Baptist or the Oatholic lie? Here was your priest in the very sanctuary
of God, under the very shadow of the bC'dy and blood
\~
of Jesus, telling a wilful, deliberate, and malicious
lie. Oui bono .'II
If it be true that "the consecrated wafer is not only
the body of Jesus Christ, it is Jesus Christ upon the _
cross, Jesus Christ dying for us," then I ean see your
God, writhing in agony and despa:iJ·, regret his sacrifice; for the pagans, from whom he came to save you,
inscribed in their temples the legend, "De rnortuis
nil nisi bonum." Those eminent Christians, Me1:1srs.
McClintock and Strong, say: "The religion which
Paine proposed to substitute for Christianity was the
belief in one God as revealed by science, in :iJnmortality as the continuance of conscious existence, in the
natural equality of man, and in the obligation of justice and mercy to one's n-eighbor."
But this was under the excitement of a revival.
W ~ll, let us look further. Examin the career of
Capel, "the wandering prelate of the Vatican." He
comes to America with the title of monsignor, secreta~·y or confidant of the pope, and authorized to speak
for him. Take his lecture on the Inquisition. What
a mess of stuff and lies! In the Dominican church,
and in the presence of that Jesus "at the mention of
whose name every head in heaven, on earth, and in
hell bows," he claims that the church is entirely free
from the stain of blood spilt by the Inquisition. Now
you and I hav conversed many t:iJnes on this subject,
and, although you would not go as far in dennnciation as I, yet I hav heard you say that the church
was responsible. ·Do you think if Capel were visiting
you, and this subject were to a~-ise, that he would use
his a~·guments in your parlod You know he would
not. You would consider it an insult to your intelligence, and would so inform him. So then he has less
respect for his God than for you. You could answer
him; his God could not.
If there be anything you Catholics prate more about
than another, it is of the consolations of your religion in the hour of death. Theoretically you may be
correct; practically I know you are not. Let me giv
you·an instance or two.
A relati'v of mine, a good Catholic, was called on
to mourn the loss of his oldest child, a bright, intelligent lad of eleven years. It had been sudden; the
family were in deep despa:iJ·; the mother particularly
was inconsolable. A few days after the funeral, the
lady was surprised by a visit from a clergyman who explained his presence by saying though he had not the
pleasure of her personal acquaintance, he knew her
husband, had been a college mate, and was intimate
with his family. Hearing of the loss, he had taken
the liberty to call, offer his condolence, etc. As he
warmed to his subject the bereaved mother interrupted him and, motherlike, said: "Why did God
take away my da~·ling? Death, you say, is the punishment of sin, and s~ely my innocent boy was blameless. If sin was committed, I was the one, not he.
Why did not God take me away and leave h:iJn ?"etc.,
etc. "1\'Iydear madam," answered thereverendconsoler, " the ways of God are mysterious. Humble
yourself in his presence, for this may be a blessing ill
disguise. Possibly, looking into the future, he saw
your boy, the pride of your heart, having grown to
man's estate, enteraliquor saloon, become intoxicated,
engage in a brawl, and take the life of a fellow-being.
Knowing you to be a model wife and mother, and a
good daughter of our holy church, he has taken your · . ,
boy away. thus early in order to save you from a
greater pang." The lady quietly rang the bell and
told the servant that the reverend gentleman wished
his hat and cane. Now, I know this to be a fact ; I
had it from the lips of my relativ. So where are
your consolations? Tell a bereaved mother that her
son was taken from her to prevent his being a murderer !
But you may say this is an isolated case. Let me
giv you another. All the actors are (l.ead, so I will
use names. I speak of John Mann('s. You knew
h:iJn as well as I, and though you may not be aware
of every de.tail, yet you know enough about it to
check me -if I state a falsehood.
I had received a letter from John, inviting me to
the marriage of his, daughter, to .take place in six
weeks. Within a month I was shocked to read in the
Herald the announcement of her sudden death. I
packed my valise, hurried to your city, and ardved at '
John's house just at dusk. He answered my ring at
the bell, and his cold hand, as it lay in mine, spoke
more eloquently than words. I did not attempt any
consolation. I am glad now that I did not. He
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ushered me into the parlor, where hiy the corpse,
dressed in her bridal robes, hands folded over her
breast, and a tiny forget-me-not, thE;J last gift of her
lover, held between her fingers. .A.s we stood over
the coffin, poor John's eyes riveted on the face he
loved so well, a ring came and in entered a priest.
Bowing to all, he g·lanced around, quickly passed to a
table, and taking from it two candles, lit and placed
them among the others at the head of the corpse and
rearranged those at its feet. It was done with the
self-possession of a man who knew what he was doing. He then came over to John's side and took his
hand, but before he could speak my poor friend bmst
out into an apostrophe which chilled me_ to the very
manow. His appeal to. her for just one word, one
look of recognition, I shall never forget. But no an. swer ·came. Then, turning to the priest, he said,
"Father, where is Lou~ Where is my pet~~~
Now was the opportunity I had so long sought.
Here was one.who claimed to be commissioned to
speak. From his actions with the candles, he was
acquainted with every minutia, every detail-he
· knew everything. I looked up in his face, and a
smile covered it as he answered, " My dear sir let us
h ope--" H e proceeded no further. John
' had
dashed his hand aside, and if ever I saw despair pictmed on a human countenance I saw it the:a. John
reeled to a sofa ; the scene was ended. I remained
for the funaral, and never desire to duplicate my experience. .A.nd poor John-what of him~ For over
forty years he had been a good and faithful son of
the chmch; had fasted and feasted at her command;
was a regular communicant; and his check-book
could show that he had not been called on in vain.
One by one, he had seen }tis children, then their
mother, laid in their graves, and now, when called on
to part with his last, all the consolation he could obtain was, "Let us hope." Of what consequence were
"the glad tidings of great joy" to him~ He had
pinned all to faith and discarded reason, and now, as
you know well, reason had almost discarded him.
If this be all the consolation that the religion
founded by Jesus can giv, after being established
eighteen hundred years, I'll hav none of it. It has
cost millions of lives and countless treasm·e, and
when the supreme moment arrives the priestly hypom·it, who is too lazy to do an honest day's labor, and
. has been fattening on yom credulity, quietly folds
his hands over his well-filled paunch, raises his sanctimonious eyes toward yom imaginary heaven, and
with a self-satisfied smile simply says, "Let us hope."
I hav already made this letter too long, but will
try to finish all I hav to say in my next.
Yoms truly,
McARTHUR.

·Inhumanity.
Bobbie Bmns has said that "man's inhumanity to
man makes countless thousands mourn." Nothing
could be truer than this saying of " nature's sweetest
bard." The 1aw of heredity has incorporated into
manhood some of the elements of the brute as well
as those of humanity. Nothing could better serve to
prove man's evolution from the lower animals than
the fact that he has .brought up with him some of
their characteristics.- We hav all seen exhibited in
man the elements of a coyote, hyena, and a snake.
Artful cunning, cowardly treachery, deceitful hypocrisy, and poisonous venom each fil).ds a habitation in
the mind of man. Brute force is argument, and
might is often made the criterion of right. Vices
hav been characterized as viJ:tues, and the tenderest
mercies were but the basest cruelties. The very
thought of all the vice and villainies of man is enough
to make the impressible cheek of modesty crimson
with shame. .A.ll the great and good of earth who
dared to think and speak their thought were given
'to the sword and stake, save those alone who could
elude the vulture's eye or kneel in abjmation of their
life's long thought. Thousands hav been the victims
of mistaken crimes, but for every victim natme bleeds
and justice weeps. On every hand we hear the cries
· of deep distress, of sunken hopes, of blasted aims.
The fluctuating sea of life has drunk the hosts of fell
despair, and thousands now are sleeping on beneath
its restless waves. These cries are not in vain. .A.ll
social .wrongs must be retrenched. Each sad and
wounded heart inhuman monsters broke must sme
be healed. Through social wrongs the mind of man
must reach and penetrate the festered mass. Corrupt and injudicious laws must be repealed, all useless sinecm·es must die. 'fhe shallow, brainless, wandering waifs who never knew the force of love, the
soothing balm of j oyotls homes; the denizens of
countless slums, examples of the force of want-all
indicate a growing need, a panacea unsupplied.
Distressing cries smmount the air. From foreign
lands resound the wails of much-abused and starving
souls. .A. million hosts, unknown to freedom but to
serfdom born, must toil and weep and sweat to clothe
and feed in luxmy and ease the chronic paupers and
royal loafers of imperial thrones. In the brazen face
of plenteous wealth thousands die of growing want.
On every hand we hear the cries of Labor seeking for
his rights. What. does it mean? It means that
gilded capital must step down and out from power

that the knight of labor dispossessed may rule
instead. It means that equal rights, equal liberties,
and equal opportunities ·must be extended to all, and
that upon the domed firmament above, inlaid with
suns and wrapp·ed in the fraternal harmony of the
stars, we must inscribe -these three words : Liberty,
Fraternity, Equality, the grandest words that ever
dropped fl"om human lips. The wrongs and cruelties
of earth . are weat; a helping hand must come. In
cming ills we need no saints, much less a sacred
shrine. The power lies with man, and he alone, when
rightly led, can render aid. The grandest hearts are
those who grasp the diverse needs, the various wants,
of all mankind. Exhaustless charities their portals :fill.
The hopes and aims of each and all should be to so
condition man that all remediable ills should cease.
When man shall rise above the brute, assert his
higher powers and aims, and banish all ignoble traits,
Utopia will gleam.
G. F. RINEHART.
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Sam Jones.
Chicago is just now being overhauled by the
Georgia revivalist, a man who blends superstition
and common sense in equal proportions more nearly,
perhaps, than any living man.
There is scarcely a Freethinker who cannot indorse·
his mental independtJnce--that rare thing among
Christians. Take this as a sample:

YoU: want courage, brother; courage that will stand in its
tracks and die there. I hav had this old world play its intimidating tricks on me. I hav had dynamite· on my premises, and if you don't shut your mouth about some t"hings
we willput it in your dwelling and blow your whole family
into eternity, and I hav walked out on the streets and said:
11
I will never hush my mouth; I will ·denounce you as infernal scoundrels, violating the .law of my state;" and, said
I: "Put your dynamite under my home and blow us up.
You will giv us a good start, arid I had just as soon go to
heaven by the dynamite route as any other God can make"
[laughter and applause]. I never could be bought, I never.
could be scared; I never intend to swerve a hair's breath from
Syracuse, .Kan.
what I see is right until this old world shall hush my mouth
forever; and you could take me and dip me and drown me
------.~------in ten fathoms of water in this lake, with a rock around my
A. Cosmopolitan Republic.
neck, and every babbling wave will sing it out on you, 11 You
The idea of a grand central universal government hav drowned a man who had the courage to say what he beis not a despicable one. The reasons it has as yet lieved" [great applause].

failed of realization are obvious.
Napoleon had the idea, and it nerved him in his
greatest Inilitary efforts. Many others, and probably
all of royal blood, hav slightly dreamed of a universal
crown. But all these golden dreams hav been doomed
to infamous annihilation. Why~
. The reason evidently lies in the natme of the govequnents which those royal aspirants hav meant to
establish.
It is natmal and right for men to be self-interested.
But, since it is as proper and just as natmal to a
common man as to on·e of royal ancestry, self-interest
has been circumscribed by tolerably de:finit limits.
Besides, thel"e hav been and are too many princes en·
tertaining the· same ambition. Their interests hav
been antagonistic; and, sustained by their less ambitious, but nevertheless, though more unconsciously,
self-interested adherents, they hav defeated each
other's schemes.
It is evident that the greatest amount of poverty,
and much of the sufferings, of people in monarchies
are the result of the extravagance and immorality of
their so-called merciful paternal sovereigns gratia
.Dei. What insanity for starving nations to expend
billions of dollars upon their houses of worthless
princes and princesses, when their public and private
safety can be seemed by a republican government
a thousand times better and not half so expensiv !
The world is gradually, and more rapidly than generally supposed, being instructed in republican principles. Democracy is said to be the one progressiv
principle; which claim, if true, must enable us to believe that it will soon fill the earth like Nebuchadnezzar's- stone.
The nation doing most for the enlightenment of
the world upon the advantages of republican institutions is doubtless the United States. It is the most
extensiv, and is composed of people from nearly all
other nations, who, still connected by ties of consanguinity with their mother countries, _are, consciously
or unconsciously, spreading the doctrin of human
rights, and a knowledge of the advantages of the
governll).ent under which they liv. This leads us to
infer, and the frequent efforts in different parts of the
world to shake off the chains of despotism prove, the
fact:
The president of the United States is paid for his
services not one-twentieth proportionately of what
the king of the Scandinavian peninsula, for instance, is
paid. The president really does something, and works
hard for the people he serves, while what the king
usually does with all his might, and by the assistance
of his sons, daughters, attendants, and ministers, all
paid by the people, is to oppress his employers and
waste his wages in disgraceful dissipation. Can
people much longer see this and not see through it ~
If all the monarchs of the world, like the king of
the Sandwich Islands, had sense enough to see the
unprofitableness of their service, and would enter into
negotiations with the United States, their subjects, I
thin'k, would immediately say Amen to the transaction. .A. voluntary universal sale of crowns would be
the greatest benevolent act of which the monarchs are
capable. How changed would soon become the aspect
of the earth ! What a grand tl:).ing would be a cosmical
republic ! States in every respect coordinate! .A.ll
peoples, though living in different countries, equally
hen·s of all the blessings of the whole earth! No protectiv tariffs to destroy the equality of rights; no
wars to mmder body and soul and impoverish humanity; no state chmch to encroach upon the libertie!3 of men ! .A. single, practical, cosmical cong-ress
representing all nations, and in which all nations
would hav a never-dying interest! .A. single, amicable, cosmical brotherhood ! How sublime! The
thought ought to recommend itself to all thinking
people as one of the grandest of om age.
And when sometime you can engage
In ment"al grasp
·
The thought which animates t"he age,
Then you're a sage.

SAMUEL GARBORG.

I want to commend the trait, which even Christians applaud to the echo if it is exhibitecl in defense of Christianity. I am liberal enough to
admire this trait of mental independence even in a
Cln:istian. But does a Christian admire and commend the same fine quality in an Infidel? No. I
think the Rev. Sam Jones has a sort of Christian
contempt for it when it leads to, and results in, a
c?mplete rejection of Christ and Christianity as diVllle.

In the presence of an audience of six thousand
people in Chicago Sam Jones (he callS' himself Sam)
said about Infidelity:
I said once before that there is but one soil in the universe
of God that Infidelity will grow in, and that is the soil that
is littered. with the unfaithful lives of professing Christians.
No compliment to Christianity, or Infidelity either, to say that,
but that's the truth as certain as Xam standing here to-night.

:Amazing ignorance! Yet on just such misrepresentations the clergy, and especially revivalists, are
feeding then· sheep. The man shows that he does
not understand the first principle of Infidelity. Evidently the reverend Sam never suspected that the
principle for which he was willing to be dropped into
Lake Michigan is exactly what stiffens the spine of
every Infidel in the land. Though every Christian
on earth were a paragon of purity, that fact wou~d
not make his Christianity one whit more logical or
true. When will Christians comprehend the issue
between Freethought and Christianity'?
Wentworth, .Dakota.
W. F. JAMIESON.
P.S.-I am about to hav a debate with an Adventist in Madison, Dak., if he is not another Elder Hill
--so anxious to debate that he can't be even coaxed
in~~

~

How General Washington Swore.
When General Washington became president he
was mged to hold levees. After resisting the importunities for three 'weeks he yielded, and Colonel
Humphries was charged with the al.Tangement of
ceremonies. When the hom arrived, the pompous
colonel conducted him into the reception room, and
with a loud voice callE)d out, "The President of the
United States." The president was so much disconcerted that he did not recover.from the shock dming
the whole evening. After the company had retn·ed
he said to Humphries: "Well, you hav taken me in
once, but by God you shall never take me i.p a second
time." · .A.nd every afterward he had the company
introduced as they entered the room, where he stood
to receive them. The levees were preserved in· all
then· vigor at short intervals under President Adams,
accompanied by sumptuous entertainments. But
Jefferson discontinued them. He had but two days .
for public reception, the 4th of July and 1st of January.
This is taken from Rayner's "Life of Jefferson,"
1832. Theodore Parker, in a. lectme on Washington,
once said: "It is refreshing to know that this great
and good .man did sometimes swear."
BuRR.

State Socialism in Russia-An Object Lesson.
The Russian government controls and operates the
post-offices and telegraphs, the canals a:nd _thE;) railroads, i.e., the whole system of commurncatwns and
transportations, with result of a deficit for the twelve
years past of $20,000,000 per annum. It also controls and operates most of the banks and the mines,
hence not only coin and cmTency, but bullion also.
It derives from excises a revenue of $149,000,000,
and from customs $80,000,000; from dil·ect taxes,
$63,000,000. It pays for. the management of its
finances $57,000,000; for 1ts army and navy, $123,000 000 · imperial household, $5,000,000. The interest
thi~ ye~ on its national debt is $106,000,000. _Total
income estimated at $394,000,000, and expenditmes
at $407,000,000. But if so, the deficit will be little
over half what it has averaged for ten years past,
namely, $2'J,OOO,OOO. Let America follow in these
illustrious footsteps. The figmes ·are Bradstreet's.
EDGEWORTH.
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gressing unsteadily and by jerks. Nature was also
like a hired man, resting on rainy days. Plants, he
· A "chapel send-off" kept the regular reporter from said, rest in cloudy weather, and the average is one
the 403d meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club. day in seven. In winter, nature takes a long sleep.
The "send-off" was given to .A.mrita Lal Roy, a Mr. Eccles concluded by saying that if the Liberals
Hindoo of high caste, who has sojourned in this would .not call the ministers damned liars, damned
country three years, and confesses that the moriths hypocrits, damned rogues, but should allow that they
spent in THE TRUTH SEEKER office are the happiest of all were honest men, as he knew them to be, more
the thirty-six. The" send-off" is elsewhere described progress would be made in obtaining the ends
by the Man With the Badge-Pin. It should hav been sought. From their standpoint, the ministers were
a sad affair, but was, the writer is privatelyinformed, logical, and must be coaxed instead of driven. Mr.
Eccles and Robert Blissert are the only Christian
a sadly jovial one.
A detachment of the Salvation .Army followed J. E. orators of the club, and the only ones who habitually
Remsburg up Third avenue to Fifteenth street, and use profane language on the platform.
Dr. Weeks agreed with what Mr. Eccles had said
fears were entertained that somehow they had got
wind of his presence and contemplated storming the more nearly than with any other speech he ever heard
German Masonic Temple. · But the cloud passed on him make. He also agreed. with the lecturer. Dr.
and over, and Mr. Remsburg reached the hall in Weeks favored two rest-days in the week, or even
safety. On this occasion Mr. Remsburg did not three, rather than none. He was also in favor of the
speak by the card, for Acting-president Wakeman had eight-hour law. He thought the clergy were better
forgotten to put him on. However, he was not un- men than he would be in their place. This allusion
done, but made a good speech instead.
to a Brooklyn pulpiteer's celebrated letter brought
When Acting-president Wakeman had called the out much laughter from those whose memories were
attention of the audience to the brilliant character of long enough to enable them to catch the point, and
the last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKEJi (which paper it gradually dawned upon the others. All through
was a standing proof of the truth of the saying that Dr. Weeks's ten minutes occasional snorts of mirth
the last was the best), spoken encouragingly of the marked the dawning of the joke upon the audience.
progress Jonah was making on his journey, and in- Dr. Wee~s said that preachers could not be expected
formed the people present that Your Humble Servant to tln·ow away their bread and butter. They are the
(meaning the acting-president) was going to Albany lawyers of the corporations called churches, and they
to enlighten thEl legislativ Committee of Ways and must earn their fees by defending the corporations.
Means as to the advisability of revising our state tax
Calls for Mr. King were loud and continual. He
laws, and especially of the necessity of taxing the had left the "chapel send-off," and had taken· a
churches, he introduced Mr. Remsbm·g as our evan- modest seat near the door of the hall. In response
gelist John.
.
to a direct appeal from the acting-president, he stated
This lecture on Sabbath-Breaking, as Mr. Remsburg that he had nothing to say. Mr. Wakeman remarked
delivers it, grows upon one who hears it often. The that this was a wonder, and the secretary made a
writer has listened to it twice in New York, once in note of the fact.
Jersey, City, once in Albany, once in Cleveland, has
No other champion of the clergy entering the
read it before and since it appeared in THE TRUTH lists, Mr. Remsburg rose to put the dagger of mercy
SEEKER, and has carefully conned it since it appeared (as the knights of old called the weapon with which
in pamphlet form. He feels, therefore, qualified to they dispatched their opponents after disabling them)
report upon it, which he does to the effect that it is to the throat of Mr. Eccles. He thanked 1\fr. Eccles
good, and would be a healthy lecture for the New for disagreeing with him, 'but he would remind him
York Sabbath Committee to hear. Just now it is that the Bible did command the seventh-day observparticularly appropriate in this city, when the museum ance. God rested on the seventh day from the betrustees are considering the petition for the opening ginning and hallowed it. The seventh day is
of these institutions on Sunday, and the press is vig- implied, and it is admitted by all Cln'istians that the
orously urging them to do so. lVIr. Remsburg spoke seventh day was the day given to the Jews. They
very spiritedly, and the audience, which reached rest on that day. It would be absurd to claim that
clear back to the door, responded with applause. A they hav lost a day. This was Friday, not Saturday.
local hit at Talmage-the lecturer pleading for Sun- It is absurd to suppose that Sunday is the seventh
day rights of the " clown in the tent as well as the day. There is no passage in the Bible commanding
clown in the Taberna~le':-endangere_d the floo~, and the people to keep one day in seven. The command
brought the Germa? Jamtor out of his retreat m the is to observe the seventh day. The lecturer quoted
baseme~t. The pomts made by the lecturer are to ?e from .Archbishop Whately: "There is no injunction
fo_und m t_he. pamphlet, and though the reader will ·to sanctify one day in seven throughout the whole of
~mss the strrrmg eloquence of. the orator, the matter the Old Testament. We never hear of keeping holy
IS there, and that, after all, IS the best part of a some one day in every seven, but the severith day, the
speech.
day on which 'God rested from his labors.'" Mr.
. Mr. B:emsburg closed about nine o'c~ock, ~d Ac~- Remsburg said his :work was not against Christians
rug-president :Wakem~ rose up to. clinch With his as individuals, but against :priestcraft. "I may be
ponde~ous ~ogw the poillts o~ the spikes the l~cturer severe," he said, "but I never expect to win the
had driven illt~ the Sabbatanan coffin. He SlJ:ld that clergy. Their living depends upon keeping up the
the argument ill THE TRUT~ S.E~ER f_or _ope~g the Sabbath. That gone, they are gone. In the words
museums on. Sunda;ys was illVIDCible ill Its logw and of Parker Pillsbury, 'Break this one yoke, and
statesm~ship. This would hav made Mr. Putnam priestly domination is no more. With their holy day
feel glad If he had beeuther~, but h~ had_ gone up ~o must go their holy office, and with it their holy and
see Colonel Inge~soll, and missed this prai~e from. Srr reverend selves.' I might kiss them all, but I could
Hub_ert. The Liberals of New ~ork, s~d Actillg- not win them.'' Mr. Remsburg wished to congratupresident. Wakeman, must c~·y this q.~est~on of Sun- late the Liberals of New York upon the practical
day openmg of the muse~s. mto politics If the trus- work done in connection with the museums. "Every
te~s do not grant the petitiOn. The _museums are year," he said, "we meet in convention and pass resochiefly supported by the general public, and at the lutions, stirring, just, and grand; but without work
nex~ electiOn the offi~ers who compose the Board of these resolutions are useless. Work, practical work,
Est~ate and ApportiOnment-the mayor, co~troller, just such as you hav been doing here in this city, and
president of the Board of Aldermen, ~d president of are going to do at Albany before the legislature, is
the Board of Assessment and TaxatiOn-should be what is demanded Keep on in this work and you
given to '?"nderstand that they must not vote away will triumph.''
·
the people s money to the museums unless they are
The audience ·then went .home some half hour
open on Sundays, so that the people can get the ben- earlier than usual owing to the absence. of enthusiastic
efit of them. The acting-president then quoted from Christians
'
fit. Paul to the effect that no man goeth to war at his
·
NEw YoRK, :March 13, 1886.
own charges, and appointed Mr. Deane and the
This is to certify that the writer personally appears before
secretary a committee of two to visit the audience me and acknowledges the foregoing to be a true account of
and receive their favors. The lady secretary bor- the proceedings at the Manhattan Liberal Club on Friday
evening, March 12, 1886. Witness my hand and seal,
rowed a hat, and when she 1·eturned it informed the
[L. s.]
A.. GROWLER, Notary Public.
owner that $14.37 had been deposited in it and Mr.
Deane's head-covering.
Roy.
The acting-president then announced that the
floor was open. Dr. Weeks ·said that he would like
There was a notable gathering in the composingto hav some Cln'istian come forward to defend the room of THE TRUTH SEEKER on the evening of Friday,
Sabbath, and afterward be annihilated by the lecturer. the 12th. Amrita Lal Roy, a young Hindoo, who
In accordance with thi's suggestion a cordial invita- has been employed here for a year or more, left for
tion was extended to any Christian in the hall. None India Saturday morning. Friday night's festivities
being forthcoming, Dr. Eccles was called upon as a were arranged by his fellow-employees to giv him
substitute. He agreed with the trend of the what is technically known as a "chapel send-off.''
lecture, but could criticise details. He did not see The word chapel here has no religious significance,
what Biblical authority the lecturer had for the state- but is the name of the organization of printers in the
ment that folks must keep the seventh day (Satur- establishment. There were present at the gathering,
day). lfe thought the command was a general one besides the members ·of the chapel, Mr. C. P. Somto keep one day in seven, and it did not matter which erby, James Redpath, Colonel Hinton, Edward King,
day. He also thought the lecturer erred in saying Henry J. Thomas, J. N. Bogert, and Messrs . .Archinature knew no rest-day. Nature, he said, was full bald, Somoff, and Harris.
of rhythm. In its early condition the earth was like
At about seven o'clock coffee and other things
a drunken man, swaying back and forth, and pro- were served upon the imposing-stones, which had

The Liberal Club.

been scrubbed to unusual whiteness. Mr. Stevens,
father of the chapel, was chosen president, and after
mentioning to the assemblage that this was a little
send-off that the boys had prepared for Roy, he invited everybody to lay aside their natural reserve and
participate in the spread which they saw before them.
The first toast, "Our Guest," was responded to by
James Redpath, of the North American Review.
Mr. King, perhaps the best knpwn of all the speakers at workingmen's meetings, did the presentation
act, the gift being a valuable pen, donated by Mr..
Bogert and the heads of the various departments of
this office, and Mr. Roy accepted the gift with such
words as the occasion seemed to require. Colonel
Hinton, of the New York Star, spoke to the toast,
" The Press." He called· attention to the remarkable
fact that in an office dedicated to Freethought and
the destruction of superstition we had met to speed
a parting guest back to the land which, so far as we
knew, was the very cradle of all superstitions. Further, it was significant that while in this gathering
were representativs of many nationalities, English,
Irish, German, Russian, and Indian, and represent-·
ativs of divers views on all subjects, yet Freethought
was over and around all.
Mr. King talked of "Organized Labor;" Mr.
Archibald told about the "C. L. U." (Central Labor
Union), and wished Mr. Roy a godspeed in Irish;
Mr. Somoff; a Russian, paid his respects the "United
States," and Mr. Bogert conveyed the regrets of John
Swinton at his inability to be present. Mr. Roy
spoke again of the great profit to himself of his stay
in THE TRUTH SEEKER office. The intelligence and
kindness of his fellow-workmen had been to him valuable teachers, and above all he had learned that the
cause of labor and the cause of Freethought are identical. Being a high caste Brahman, and therefore
supposed to be descended from the Supreme Brahma,
he had clung for a long time to the traditions of
his ancestors, despite the endeavors of the missionaries to convert him. But what the missionaries
failed in, Freethought and the workingman's cause in
America had accomplished. He now dropped for ·
good the sacred thread which connected him with all
gods, and merged himself with the great family of
mankind, who embodied all the godliness of which
we hav any knowledge.
·
The foreman of the office was called on, and proposed tllree cheers for Amrita, in which everybody
joined. That terminated the regular progTam, and
the visitors shook hands with the guest and departed. The printers then had the floor, and the real,
bona fide proceedings began, and the official farewells
were said in the traditional style. The departure of
the mild Hindoo was more after the nature of an
escape than a "send-off," but he finally got away.
The boys lingered a little while around the stone,
developing considerable vocal talent, and setting the
office in order for the next day. Beyond anything
that was expressed in words, the loss of Mr. Roy is
felt in THE TRUTH SEEKER office; for,· somehow or
other, the little chap, in spite of his dusky face, had
worked himself into the regard of all who associated
with him.
·
A testimonial is to be engTossed upon parchment
and signed by all those who attended the gathering,
and then forwarded to Roy in heathen lands.

Canadian Notes.

The epidemic of sti'ikes and labor troubles which
has prevailed so largely in the States of late has at
last reached Canada, and the scenes enacted in New
York last week during the street railway strike hav
been repeated here in Toronto for the last three days.
Some three hundred men are out, not of their own
accord, but on account of the arbitrary action of the
managers of the Toronto Street Railway Company.
The men hav been working for years sixteen hours
a day, at from eight to nine dollars per week,
with no hope of anything better, and always with the
knowledge that they might at any time be discharged
without a moment's notice. They hav, in fact, been
in a condition of slavery far worse than that of the ·
southern slaves before the war, and the present
trouble arises from an attempt of a number of them
to form a union for the purpose of improving their
condition.
They held a meeting in the .Arcade building on
Tuesday night at 12 o'clock. The superintendent
of the road was on hand and took the names of all
who entered, and the next morning at 6 o'clock the
whole lot were summarily dismissed. By noon the
same day nearly the whole force c :' the road had
joined them, and by five in the aftr}noon there was
not a car running in the city. If there is not much
originality among Canadians, they certainly hav the
bump of imitation pretty well developed, for the mob
hav carried out to the letter the program of the New
York strikers, by derailing cars, dumping coal carts,
etc. The men hav the public sympathy strongly in
their favor, and as they ai~e supported by the Knights
of Labor, they will no doubt come out right side up.
They hav made no demand, either for shorter hours
or more pay, but are shut out simply for exercising
the right which all men claim, of organization for
self-protection.

·,
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The excitement over the affair has been increasing,
~ecular
and the crowd g1·owing larger and having things
pretty much their own way until this morning when
the police, foot and horse, charged the inob and ciub bed
The Campaign Fund.
some of them most unmercifully. The result for to- Previously acknowledged ................................ . $2,038.52
day is a number of broken heads, and two or three of S. Levine ...................................................... .
1.00
the police sent to the hospital hors de combat. At J. J. McCabe ... -. ............................................ ..
10.00
1.00
the present writing it is hard to say how the matter P. Malone ....... ; .............................................. .
2.00
will end, but if a gigantic and a grinding monopoly r&:~l~~~~;~~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1.00
are taught a lesson, some good will be accomplished. Anne Hart .................................................... ..
1.00
On Monday evening of this week, in the Temper- Jay Mellen ..................................................... .
"1.00
6.95
ance Hall, was held one of the liveliest public meet- Albany Secular Society (per collection) ............ .
10.00
ings which ever took place in Toronto. It was a Peter Eckler.............. ; ................................... .
C. P. FarrelL ................................................. .
5.00
meeting called by the ultra loyal and Orange portion Neosho Secular Union Charter-fee, per C. E.
o~ the community, for the purpose of giving expresAlexander ............................................... .
5.00
5.00
SIOn to their sympathy with the struggling loyalists Scott Douthitt ................................................ .
1.00
in Ireland. And such a meeting! The hall has a Edward Bambach ......................................... ..
Ervin ....................................................... ..
4.75
seating capacity of one thousand, but there was not A.
S. R. Shepherd ............................................... .
1.00
less than double that number crowded into it on
. that night. A number of the Home Rule and Land
rrotal... ......................................... $2,094.22
Leaguers managed to gain admission early in the
evening, and although outnumbered by ten to one,
News and Notes.
they contrived to make things interesting. At 8
On Sunday, March 7th, I lectured before the Troy
o'clock the hall was crowded to the doors, and· the
fun began. Among the speakers present. were Secular Union. This Union is now doing good work
Prof. Goldwin Smith, Professor Clark, the Rev. Dr. New members are being added from week to week,
and its influence upon the community is becoming
Wild, Rev. Dr. Potts, and others.
The first two named gentlemen, in eloquent extended. On Sunday Mr. Eemsburg lectured under
speeches, worked up the race prejudices of the audi- the auspices of the Union in the Opera House. In
ence, and the two reverends, by wilful misrepre- · spite of the exceeding cold weather, there was a large
sentation and abuse of the home rulers and Roman audience present. The effort was a great success,
Catholics generally, fanned the fires of religious and Mr. Remsburg by his able address has given a
bigotry and sectarian hate into a white heat, and had fresh impulse to our friends at Troy. I found them
it not been for the strong police force present there full of !lnthrisiasm and ready to put their shoulder to
the wheel when necessary. Heaven helps those who
certainly would hav been blood spilt.
Our old friend, Jimuel Briggs, was early into the help themselvs, and I believe that the best of fruit
fray. He opened the ball by attempting to move an awaits the courage and persistency of this Union.
On Sunday evening I lectured at Albany on "The
amendment to the first resolution. He fought his
way to the platform, and stood there pale and trem- Taxation of Church Property." A good report of
bling with excitement, vainly trying to be heard,' this was published in the city papers, and it thus rewhile the crowd stood up on the benches and yelled ceived an extensiv hearing. Ever since the Convenlike demons-cries of "Put him out," "Giv him a tion there has been a lively battle at Albany. The
show," "To hell with him," etc. His life was saved clergymen hav evidently been aroused, and hav
by his being jammed into a seat at the back of the poured into our camp all the hot shot they had to
spare, and supposed that they were utterly demolishstage, and incontinently sat upon.
·
ing
our fortifications. But the well-directed fire of
Dr. Wild said he would like to meet these homerule people face to face, when an excited individual in President McCabe, Mr. A: Schell, Mr. McDonthe center of the hall yelled, "You're a damn liar! ough, and others has shown our adversaries that our
You hav been invited· to their meetings, and you ammunition is inexhaustible, and although we hav not
won't attend." Tremendous excitement and fight hell-fire to make a heat with, yet our hot shot is just
near the door; two thousand people all trying to be as good as theirs. Indeed, they hav been driven to
heard at once, and the reverend doctor doing a Tal- a discreet silence, and hav concluded that so far as a
magian pantomime. After the pandemonium had defense of orthodoxy is concerned "silence is golden."
subsided, and the unfortunate individual (or his re- President McCabe has kept our forces in effectiv sermains) had been thrown out, the doctor proceeded. vice. He has himself delivered several lectures,
"He would be a colonel in any movement to assist which hav had good reports in the Albany Express,
the brethren in Ireland." Dr. Potts said that he and thus the whole community has been kept in
would be a captain in the same regiment, and the agitation and thought in regard to our important enwhole Orange force present wanted to enlist on the terprises.
A comprehensiv bill for the taxation of church
spot as privates. Great applause ; more mteiTupproperty
and other exempt property is now in
tion. Barney Lynch, a prominent member of. the
Land .League, tried to speak, but was howled down. the legislature, and this will be vigorously pushed.
Cries of "Go on, old man; you've the stuff." Dr. On Tuesday last Mr. Wakeman delivered an arguPotts, continuing, said: "I'll touch the ears of the ment in favor of the bill before .the committee.
·handful of Fenians who hav found their way here to- Many members of the legislature hav expressed opinnight. The Fenians of Toronto would do just what ions in favor of the bill. Of course we know that
the Fenians did in Phrenix Park if they could." politicians hav a godly fear of the "religious racket,"
and we can hardly expect from many of them an indePo~ting his finger at Mr. Lynch, he exclaimed:
"What is that I see down there~ What right has pendent vote. Yet this bill is so essentially right
that thing to be here~" The bold Barney sprang to and so in accordance with American ideas of governhis feet, struck an attitude a la John L. Sullivan, ment that as time rolls on and thought progresses it
and dared the whole house to put him out, but the must receive a vast popular support, and the politicolone_l, the captain, and the whole regiment were cians will .then embark with flying colors upon this
"stream of tendency." Meanwhile we, the pioneers,
unequal to the task, and Barney remained.
The reverend doctor finished his remarks by telling must keep hard at work and bear the brunt of the
the audience that the Land League were bringing a battle. Those who come in at the eleventh hour may
murderer to Toronto to lecture on St. Patrick's day. receive as much and perhaps more gold than we, but
This statement seems to hav been a deliberate false- they won't hav the comfort of knowing that they hav
hood. It has been found upon inquiry that the Irish really done something for the progress of humanity.
societies will hold no meetings, and as far as known The progress of humanity serves them, but they giv
no one is coming to lecture on that day. But it nothing in return. Life is hardly worth living on
served the reverend gentleman's purpose, and helped such conditions. The worth of life abides in the
to perpetuate the sectarian warfare upon which he deeds that are done for the universal welfare.
The petition for the opening of the museums on
and his kind are fattening.
Sunday
has been presented with quite a large inSeveral others spoke in a similar strain, and the
disgraceful affair ended by the audience singing " God dorsement from the New York press, as will be seen
elsewhere. The action of the Union has compelled
Save the Queen."
the attention of the directors of the museums to this
"How these Christians love one another."
The foregoing account may perhaps giv the friends question, and they must now meet it with frank and
in the States an idea of how the ministers of the honorable argument. As theN ew York World says :
" gospel of peace" are working in Canada, and at "Nine-tenths of the people of New York city desire
the same time explain how it is that in a city lil•e Sunday opening, and in the end it must be g1·anted."
The work in the East so far has progressed to
Toronto, where there is so much religious fanaticism,
satisfactory
and practical issues, and the organized
Secular lecturers can come and go without being interfered with. Roman Catholics and Protestants find Freethought of the country has been felt as never betheir whole time occupied in fighting each other, and fore. We do not expect to· win immediate success,
but the ear of the public has been gained; the . newsso we hav comparativ peace.
papers of the country show a tenfold interest in our
1'01·onto, March 12, 1886.
movement. They publish our l~ctures. The! in
dorse much of our work and express the drift of
A. Practical Reason for Prayers.
American
opinion, that, with increasing earnestness,
At the close of a novel called "After His Kind" there is
this conversation between child and parent: "And oh, papa, is in favor of Liberty and Justice for which we stand.
but Judy is naughty. She refuses to say her prayers. Only
And now I expect to turn my attention to the
.hink!" "I thought Judy was more obliging; you must West and two thousand miles away, to form the line
hav been very tiresome." "No, indeed, papa! We only of battle for another onset. The' secretary ought to
advised her to get down on her knees and say her prayershav a pair of seven-leagued boots in order to do all
so we could climb on her back."

Uflre Jlmerican
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the work that is required of him. As it is he must
content himself with the lightning express and cover
all the points that he can. After Pittsburgh, where
I lecture on Sunday, the 14th, I shall be at Alliance,
March 16th; at Painesville, March 17th; at Ridge
Farm, ill., March 19th ; at Chicago, March 21st; at
Rochelle, March 22d and 23d;. at Rockford, March
24th; at Allumna, Iowa, March 25th; at Leon, March
26th ; at Creston, March 27th; at Omaha, March
28th; at Creighton, Fremont, Plum Creek, Leonard,
Lincoln, Stanton, North Platte, and other places in
Nebraska and Wyoming the two following weeks;
at Ogden City, April 18th; at Salt Lake City, April
25th and May 2d.
The following are the places I shall visit in Utah:
W anship, Peoa, Park City, Kamas, Heber, Coalsville,
Morgan, Unitah, Logan, Collingston, Deweyville,
Slaterville, Hooper, Kaysville, Farmington, Sessions,
Murray, Stockton, Lehi, Provo, Springville, Payson,
Goshen, Nephi, Juab, Wales, Ephraim, Fillmore;
and also Lost River, Idaho, and places in Montana,
etc. It will be seen that the secretary has considerably lively traveling to do both day and night, on
foot and horseback, as well as by car and stage, and
all sorts of occidental conveyances. He does not
expect to be sustained by any miracle, nor will the
birds of heaven bring him anything to eat, nor will
he find honey in the carcass of a lion, nor will he sojourn in the belly of a whale for three days and
nights, even to save hotel fare, which is a great item
in these non-scriptural days; neither does he expect
to walk in a fiery furnace, and he certainly will not
go to grass like N ebuchadnezzar. He expects to
meet with royal friends who will enable him to bear
many a hardship, who will do their hest to giv him
welcome, cheer, and victory. It is to be hoped that
while a small minority is thus waging the battle
against a huge and superstitious majority all the
friends of progress in every place will giv what they
can, for humanity must take the place of deity, and
kindness and fello)Vship the place of miracle, and, as
we hav not the "grace of God," it is to be hoped that
we shall hav the aid of inspiring comradeship. We
shall giv reports of our progress from place to place,
and it is our desire that this extended tour among
distant friends :may make the union of all Liberals
more fervent and powerful and productiv of a )Jetter
social and political life.
Relativ to lecture engagements correspondents
may address me at the places named (providing their
letters are sure of reaching the towns by the dates
given). Letters on Union business should be sent
as usual to New York During April letters sent 'in
care of William Reynolds, W anship, Utah, will reach
me earliest.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

The Museums.
From the New Ym·k Wm·ra.

There appears to be a union of church and state involved
in the present conditions of the Metropolitan }!useum of Art

and the Museum of Natural History. The city owns the
grounds on which the buildings stand, and the people are
taxed to pay for their erection. An appropriation of some
magnitude has recently- been made for needed additions. In
sO far the museums are· state institutions and the people hav
a right to demand that they shall be opened on Sunday or
any other day they see fit.
But the contents of the museums belong, it may be said,
to representativs of the church, since the owners, or the prevailing part of them, object to their property being exhibited
on Sunday on account of their religious views. General di
Cesnola states that the owners will remove the collections if
the buildings are opened on Sunday. The reasons may be in
part other than religious on~s, but if they are religious at all
the principle involved remams the same.
Now the question arises as to whether the people should
be taxed to furnish accommodations for collections placed
under such a restriction, and, if we are going to hav public
museums whether they should not be placed wholly on the
state basi~. It is an ungrateful thing to look a gift-horse in
the mouth, but nothing should be allowed to stand in the
way of principle.
F1·om the New Yo>'k 'l'imes.

The latest petition for the opening of the museums on Sunday is in one respect the most noteworthy of all the petitions
for that purpose. It has nine thousand signatures, and
among t}\em are four clergymen, and the representativs of
one hundred and tweive labor organizations. These four
clergymen are aware that shutting poor people up on Su~
day to a choice between the church and the grog-shop. will
not necessarily increasa the attendance at church. It IS to
be hoped that more clergymen may make this discovery and
use their influence accordingly. The pa:t taken by ~he
labor organizations disposes of tl~e gratmtous assun~ptwn
that the laboring classes do not ~esire the Su_nday openmg so
far as that assumption can 'be disposed of without the actual
trial which the persons who p1ake the assumption arc opposed
to giving.
From the Yew Yorh' Snn.

The laboring men want shorter and more regular working
hours every week day in order to get more time to rest, and
they want Sunday, their weekly holiday, to go to chur.ch on
and to devote to such interesting and instructiv modes of
relaxation as the town affords. Unfortunately, the best possible means of supplying that want is denied t~em because
the doors of the museums are shut on Sunday. Some day,
though, th<Jy will be open on Suuday as well as on other
days.
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flkommitnitilfions.
Is Life Worth

Living~

In THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 27th is a communication from Otto Wettstein, upon which, with
the editor's permission, I would offer some comment.
In the first place, Mr. vVettstein depreciates life in
this world as hardly worth living. _In the generality
of cases, especially in large cities, where in the terrible struggle to get rich, humanity is ground to
powder between the upper and nether millstones of
business, I agree with him that mere life, such as that,
has nothing compensatory in it, and that death and
annihilation would be infinitly preferable.
In the second place, he spe~ks of the theory of a
future state of existence in a way and spirit that
astounds me with its dogmatism, coming, as it does,
D.·om a .Freethinker, and so good a man as 1\'I.r. W. is.
I know nothing so discouraging in the whole Freethought movement as the bigotry displayed by so many
in its ranks. It shows by its temper that if it had
power it would establish an Inquisition as dangerous
to liberty as was that of the Catholics. Listen to
Mr. Wettstein: " The ~tnreasonable hope in an endless, miraculous kind of existence "-"which, to the
philosopher, is only endurable on account of his absolute knowledge that .death ends all"-" Puny man's
unreasonable longings, prompted by his ignorance
and egotism, can never be realized," etc. It seems to
me that a dozen Si.J: Isaac Newtons or Charles Darwins, wrapped up in one skin, would blush to speak
on unsettled questions with so much conceit and
.
confid
Mr W tt t . d
. th
.ove.rw eenrug
ence as. . e s em oes m e
words I hav italicized. "Who, of all the believers in a
future state of being, ever said that it would be a
"miraculous" kind of existence~ Not one. On the
contrary, every representativ man among them rejects
the doctrin of miracle entirely, and claims that life
after death is just as natural as life before birth. If
Mr. Wettstein is ignorant of this:fact, he is unfit to
discuss the question, because he don't understand
what the question is. If he is not ignorant of it,
then he dishonestly imputes to those he opposes
what he knows to be false, and so must be debarred
D.·om court as an unfair advocate. Just think of a
man saying that he has absolute knowledge that
death ends all !
Suppose that, a hundred years ago, at a meeting of
the "British Association for the Advancement of
Science," a seer had risen up and told the crowd of
savans present that before the close of the nineteenth century, by new discoveries and. inventions in
electro-magnetism, a man standing in New York city
could speak to another in London, as one speaks to
his neighbor face to face, the whole of them, feeling
that their intellects were insulted by such an announceme~t, would havproclaimed, with united voic_e,
"False Wizard! avaunt!" Indeed, when Franklin
WI'ote his dissertation to prove that electricity was
lightning, and that it could be controled by natural
laws so as to prevent it from striking houses and
killing their inhabitants, the Otto Wettsteins in the
association were so numerous that they refused to
allow his papers to be recorded among its archives !
They said, as our Otto says, it was impossible/ they
knew absol~ttely that it was impossible ! But the
telegraph, and the telephone, and the other wonders
of our times were possibilities a hundred years ago
·as truly as they are realities now. Ought not such
astounding facts as these to make a man modest?
Is it reverential to the dignity and eternity of truth
for a man, when he stands among the mysterious
facts of the universe, and is one of the most mysterious of these himself, to say of this proposition and
the other that the one is absolutely impossible and
the other absolutely foolish? Anyman who reads the
antenatal history of a human being which the science
of embryology givs, and notes the countless changes
it undergoes during the forty weeks of its development, would choke, it seems to me, if he would clare
to say that another change was impossible at the time
of death. The universe is all matter. What is called
spirit, or mind, is but a form of matter, and among
its infinit possibilities may there not be one that
the thinking and remembering faculty which constitutes this personality and individuality survives
the disintegration called death? As this is a scienti?-c q:rrestion, and not a religious one, any more than
brrth IS, ought we riot, in discussing it, to imitate the
modesty of the greatest of all the sons of men who
in pouring out the wealth of his attainments to th~
world, began by saying" .Franciscus de verulamio sic
cogitavit ?" Men who call themselves inquirers
s~ould nev~r s~y I know tm,, by a calm and unprejudwed exammatwn of both sides of a question they
hav aiTived at the quod erat demonstrandum~ He
then has a right to say, I know my opinion is founded
on truth ~d Y?urs on falsehood. ![e is no longer a
seek_er, an mqmrer after truth. He is a possessor.
As Mr. vVettstein thinks that a future state of existenc.ewol!ld be s.o gr~at a b?rethat one would pray to
hav his bemg extmgmshed hke a candle, let us inquire
wheth.er th~re might no.t be a state of things on
earth m which human bemgs would be as perfect in

happiness as a clock is perfect in its movements as a
time-keeper; and whether, if such a condition were
projected into the future, there would be any need of
the bitter mournings over the emptiness of the future
life in which Mr. Wettstein indulges.
·
Happiness is our being's end and aim; and the
first condition necessary to it is ·perfect health, of
body and of mind, which means a constitution
adapted to its environments. Mere life, if its owner
be in vigorous health, is full of happiness. I hav
heard a child in such circumstances exclaim, " Oh,
how happy I am!" l\fy word health would include
the physical development of the person; no ugliness
of feature, no deformity of the body, to occasion constant worriment.
The second condition necessary to happiness is a
sure competency to meet all the reasonable wants of
the person, in books, travel, etc. I carefully avoid
saying wealth/ for wealth, which is a large excess
above competency, is a millstone hung about the
owner's neck, and impedes his freedom of movement.
It is to a man what baggage was to a Ro.man army" impedimenta," hindrance to motion, instead of
help. A morbid desire for wealth is a form of insanity, as much so as it would be in a man to insist upon
wearing a dozen overcoats instead of one. A sure
competency is all that we can enjoy. All over it
brings carking care.
.
The third condition is care. Except during the
growing period of childhood, a person without care'
is a person without happiness. Care must not be
excessiv. Too much is as bad as too little. I had
occasion to see this illustrated in the case of a rich
man's daughter in the city, who went to "spend a year
· h famil f
·
m t e
y o an intelligent farmer, where order
was the rule, and disorder the exception. At her
father's home this girl had nothing in the world to
do. She had not a single care. ·Consequently, she
suffered from ennui, and was so dissatisfied and miserable that she became out of health. At the farmh
house, w ere every member of the family was busy,
yet, because of their orderly arrangements, all had
plenty of time for company and amusement, the mistress of the household assigned Miss Jennie to duty.
She must lay the table three times a day, feed three
broods of chickens, and care for them, and go to the
post-office on foot, or on horseback, every clear day.
In a week the good effect of this disciplin was perceptible in the girl's health, spirits, and happiness.
The secret was, she had care, not too.much, to embarrass and oppress, but just enough to make her
conscious of responsibility, and to feel that there was
a place in the big universe for her to fill, and that
~!~;;.a~sn~tgt.~:~!o~~~!~J.; c~~~ ~:.s therefore as
The last condition necessary to happiness is that
the seeker after it hav an activ, inquiring mind. The
fields of knowledge are more than I hav space to
. mention. The sciences are a. sisterhood, and flourish
in the neighborhood of each other. To ·those who
study them, they are the sources of the purest happiness. Observing the phenomena of nature in all
her departments, communicating the knowledge we
get to others, one never suffers from enn·ui or monotony. Under the law of change he is in a perpetual
heaven. The more he drinks of the fountain of
knowledge the more he thirsts, and in the quenching
of this thirst consists his purest happiness.
Now, all these conditions being present, with
father, mother, husband, wife, brother, sister, friends,
and congenial neighbors superadded, what is to hinder a human being from enjoying perfect happiness
for, say, seventy years of his life~ Such a one has
no idea of, and no craving for, any more happiness
than he enjoys. Life, in these circumstances of endless change and variety, is a blessing which no one
would be willing to giv up, until old age, with its
infirmities, overtook him, and from sheer weakness
made it too heavy a burden to bear. But suppose
that the function of death was merely to shift him to
a new stage of being, and that he carried with him
his identity of person, his attainments in knowledge,
the tastes he had here, and entered upon a period of
perpetual youth and strength, why might he Iiot go on
enjoying his new lease of life for a million of years?
I can easily understand how playing eternally on a
harp of gold and walking the golden streets of the
New Jerusalem in silver slippers, as I once heard a
preacher assure his delighted audience was to be the
employment of the saints in heaven, would be a very
monotonous and tiresome business, and cause a man
to wish for a change. But with the fields of knowledge all open and the thirst for knowledge never
satiated, might not existence in the endless future be
as much a delight as it would be in the supposed
case in this world?
As to a future life, I vex not myself about it. I
was not consulted as to whether I would be born
into this world or. not. Neither hav I been consulted
as to whether I would like it or not, to liv after death.
The fate of one is the fate of all. My business in
this life is to get as much· good and to do as much
good as my circumstances allow, and then calmly
and cheerfully meet my destiny, whatever it may be.
Enon Valley, Pa., March, 1886.
A. B. B.

Fiat and the Function of' Money.
The question of money has been discussed by
several correspondents of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and as
it is one of those questions which are fundamental
allow me to participate and set forth my views. i
began the study of money, banks, and currency
when a boy, just coming on the stage of action at the
first election of General Jackson as president in 1828.
I was an ardent Jacksonian, and all through his administrations was a large reader of the current political literature incident to the financial policy he
promulgated, and finally establiShed. I hav never
los£ my interest in financial questions; because, as
I hav grown older, I hav seen that the general principles upon which I based myself more than fifty
years ago hav proved correct; and must in the end be
acknowledged and become the corner stone of the
financial system to be adopted by the United States.
I do not propose to discuss the subject at length,
only advert to a few points pertinent to a clear understanding of the matter. I propose to write of Fiat
and the Functions of Money. For my text I take
a paragTaph which appeared at the head of the editoriitl columns of the Providence Daily Jonrnal, ·a
few days ago, as follows: "A standard silver dollar,
worth only seventy-nine cents, is as entirely fiat
money as the greenback."
Evidently this" was intended as a kick to silver and
greenbacks, one of those sinuous slurs which are
made to answer for argument by the goldites ; that
is, those who. would hinge om financial system on
gold, and make everything tributary to it. I admit
the statement, and at the same time declare that the
gold dollar, worth one htmdred cents (more now) "is
as essentially fiat money" as the standard dollar or
the greenback dollar. Neither would be money without the fiat of the government. This fiat is the essential element or factor which makes gold, silver, or
paper money. Take this away and they would cease
to be money, value or no value.
This thing or property we call value has nothing
whatever to do with the special function which belongs to money. The best possible material for
money is a something whose value is aEt near nothing
as possible. The experience of the world is a positiv
demonstration of this proposition. It is not possible
to demonstrate any proposition in Euclid more
clearly. This value notion in connection with money
has been, is, and always will be, a most mischievous
one. It is a disturbing element, and so long as it
obtains in practice will be such, introduce whatever
checks we may.
·
"What is money~ The bankers, the bullionists, the
writers on political economy generally, tell us it is a
standard or a measme of value, and they would limit
this term money to gold. But can gold be a measure
of value for all commodities, inasmuch as it is a commodity itself, varying in value or price as does coni
or cotton~. The same of silver. Both are commodities,
and we might as well use any other commodity, say
pork, potatoes, or flour. Does not the reader see the •
fallacy of this claim for the precious metals, s·o-called,
to be made standard or measures. As well hav a
yard stick which can be shortened or lengthened,
measuring 36 inches to-day, 40 inches to-moiTow,
and 30 inches the next day. The truth is-truth
rooted in the nature of things-no commodity can be
made a standard or measure of value.
·
What is value ~ Value is the relation of things,
and when you talk of "intrinsic value," a constant
something inhering in a commodity, you are talking
sheer nonsense. Relations vary and values change.
Some forty years ago, then residing in eastern Connecticut, I remember a heavy frost on the morning of
June lOth. Corn was well up and began to show in
the rows. Within an hour or two after smrrise the
rows disappeared, the young corn blades being frozen.
Apparently the corn was killed. A panic ensued
among the farmers, and there was quite a rush to
the trade centers of that locality, Norwich and Providence, to purchase corn. There was a rapid rise.
Within twenty-four hours corn had advanced from 87
cents to $1.25 the bushel. In three or four days it
was noted that the frost had not injmed the roots ;
the blades began to put forth again, and within ten
days corn fell to the ante-frost price of 87 cents a
Suppose corn had been the standard of
bushel.
value, who does not know that the effects would hav
been most disastrous? This illustrates the impolicy
of a commodity standard of value, for with such a
standard there is ever uncertainty and danger, the
danger being a constant factor which no e0onomic or
political alchemy can eliminate.
.
I again query, "What is money? We 1tl.v seen that
it cannot be a standard measure, if a commodity, because no commodity, not even gold, possesses a
dead-level value. Money is a representativ, not of
values, but services rendered, for in the last analysis
it must come to this. I work for A to-day, and ·receive a dollar greenback; to-morrow, for B, and receive a standard dollar; the next day, for C, and
receive a gold dollar. I then hav three kinds of
money, each dollar representing services rendered. I
therefore hav stored up in each a day's labor. If I
keep them in my pocket, they are only tokens or res-
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is certainly a far less horrible hell than the orthodox
hell; but the trouble with it is that it isn't "mthodox," and the orthodox won't hav it; and they are
the large majority, fo~ we all know that professional
Christians-practical Christians are rara aves-are
nothing if not "orthodox." Inoculate a sinner with
the " spirit," and he is orthodox from the word Go.
He bolts everything from Genesis to Revelation without a strangle, and takes in hell-fire eternal torments
without the least sign of a wry face, and would account it blasphemy in one who doubted that literal
brimstone-the brimstone of commerc~was an important factor in hell's fire!
Well, .the Rev. Mr. Kramer, having made his
choice of the three hells, as set forth by him, it is in
order for anyone else to make choice, one having as
.good a right as another to set up ahell of his own.
If neither of these three hells suits-the " Hell of
Universalism" ought to find favor with most any one
insisting upon having a hell of some kind-it is an
easimatter to improvise one, for instance, listening
forever to Talma.ge's bizarre vaporings. Wouldn't
that be hell~ ·Picking over pied type for eternityProviden~e, R. L
whew ! and so on, and so on.
--------~~~----But let us dismiss hell-the "three hells," all
" The Three Hells."
hells:_and do what we can to make as much of a
The Rev. George R. Kramer preached a sermon in heaven as possible of earth, all we are sure of, and of
· the church of the Blessed Hope last Sunday evening, that only for the nonce.
Sr SLOKUM.
·his subject being, "The Three Hells," which hells he
denqminated respectivly as "The Hell of UniversalAlive or Dead.
ism," "The Hell of so-called Orthodoxy," and " The
· Hell of the Bible."
The abuses that grow up in our government of
Mter quoting scripture in regard to hell in the ab- late are enough to utterly demoralize the people, if
stract and in the concrete, the reverend gentleman said continued. Who ·that has resided in closely-conto his hearers, "We are shut in to the three views of tested counties or states does not know that General
.
hell as specified in the subject."
Black has not disclosed the half of the abuses of the
"Shut in," 'eh ~ It doesn't appear that there is pension office ~-applicants and pensioners intimimuch of a "shut in" here, with three hells in view, dated or awed by those missionaries called examiners;
the choice of which is open to any and all, and each not directly, but indirectly, through vile agents, the
of which has its advocates and supporters. "Shut scum of village society, boards appointed to retain
in," no, no. Why, instead, we hav a triple panorama German votes or other coherent voters.
Of all the
of hells rolling out before us, and the view thereof, abuses the spy and detectiv system is the most abomor the three views, certainly ought to satisfy the inable. Let gray heads reflect on the effect of letting
longings of the most exacting of Christians who re- loose on society swarms ·of spies prior to 1860. What
fuse to let hell slide, and stick to it like a sucker-fish would people hav said and done~ There would hav
been some lynching of spies. The people of Northto a ship's keel.
With three hell views on exhibition, it would seem ern states hav never been so cursed by this system
that one could pay his money and take his choice, but, as those of the South. Spies hav patroled every
. unhappily for the truly blue and hide-bound Chris- township and caught up tens ·of thousands of our
tiB.!ls, two of these views, and one the most popular people since 1865. Thousands among the best citiwith truly blue Christians, are dissolving views, ac- zens hav been blackmailed or utterly ruined. The full
history can never be told. What a horror of suicides,
cording to the lights of the Rev. Kramer.
The hell of Universalism, which he says is but a murders, assaults, burnings, revenges, heart-breaktemporary hell at best, from which sinners, after be- ings it would be ! · Allan Pinkerton, at the end of
ing sufficiently and justly punished, are sent on their " Claud Melnotf.e," says, " The detectivs are even
way rejoicing to heaven and eternal bliss, the rev- worse than the criminals they hunt." Sure that is
erend gentleman cavalierly dismisses as a hell in good authority. A commissioner of internal revenue,
· which· no fair to middling Christian should take any Mr. Raum, in his report for November 25, 1881,
stock whatever, it being an unsatisfactory hell to the says: "The amounts of fees of United States district
average hell partisan, who would hav no spirits in attorneys and marshals depend almost wholly on
Instances hav
heaven that were forced to be purified by the hell- the suits they prosecute.
1
been brought to my attention where numerous prosefire process !
. The reverend gentleman did not say this in so cutions hav been made and arrested parties carried
. many words, but he is a fair to middling Christian- long distances at their great inconvenience and exnot a stalwart of stalwarts ; and we all know that the pense for no other ·reason than to make costs."
F. to M. Christians and stalwarts-Universalists are Could anything more atrocious be devised~ No tywithout the pale-would never consent to the escape ranny on earth has a more damnable enginry of terof a soul from hell, even though incandescently ror and oppression than a system that leaves it to the
ple~tsure of a few officials to drag citizens hundreds
purified )Jy the fires thereof-no, never!
The " Hell of Orthodoxy" was next taken in hand of miles at their own expense on mere whispered
by the reverend hell expounder, who frankly acknowl- charges. Tens of thousands of citizens hav been
edged-not being a stalwart on the subject of hell- ruined by it who were innocent of wrong in even
that this hell was too much of a hell for him to take thought.
But the system and business of spying hav grown
to his bosom, as it were. He said that " to believe
in the orthodox version of hell would bring most and become a state favorit, since near twenty-four
minds to the verge of insanity." Why didn't he go a years ago, when the writer watched over the death. little further, and say, with· truth, away over the bed of a noble youth who was shot down by a blun~
border of, and quite into the domain of insanity~ dering, pretentious United States detectiv (spy) by a
Then would he hav said the truth and nothing but mistake, until to-day, what a stream of good blood
the truth. And yet how many profess to believe in has been made to run under the system ! A case
that not long ago occuned is attached to this article.
1 the orthodox hell ! Profess, yes, that's the word. Did
they really and truly believe in it, nine-tenths of them "Dead or alive!" By what authority do these
would be in insane asylums, the remaining . tenth- patrons of the Comstocks issue such proclamations?
. being as cruel-hearted as the God who instituted Where can liberty be if spies from anywhere-the insuch a hell, would keep a level head, unless love- or fernals alone know-may enter your house, or stand
to waylay your path and order, "Qome with us, our
losses of lucre in stock speculation broke them up.
The preacher went on to say that "even the most prisoner," presenting a pistol~ Tried and condemned
modified view of an orthodox hell was too horrible to in your absence ! Outlawed ! "Take him dead for
contemplate," thus flatfootedly giving himself away as so much, alive for so much." Why try one again if
heterodox. It was not the hell of the Bible, he said, such a sentence may be issued, even if you are guilty?
and, contra.sted with the idea of a just God, absurd You are presumed innocent, are you, but on suspicion
in the extreme; besides, it was a base libel on God, may be taken "alive or dead?" Cruel and unusual
whom he thanked for not being able to believe in punishments are unlawful by general government
constitution, and a citizen has thirty-eight guarantees,
s11ch a hell, thereby helping on the libel.
· Relegating this hell to the pit of non-belief, with in so many states, of his safety as against such; but
the "hell of Universalism," the reverend gentleman on even no suspicion may be taken "alive. or dead "
took up the third hell, or hell of the Bible. On this on mere whim of informers or spies-these ineffable
hell he took his stand, and might hav exclaimed with scoundrels buried as men till theil: hearts rotted and
the poet, " This rock shall fly from its firm base as then resurrected, as Curran said. Or after convicsqon as I" from this hell. This is the ground-floor tion you may be handed over to be lashed, smothered,
of hell-belief with him, and budge he won't and can't. starved, gagged, and bucked, and otherwise tortured,
And what is this hell of his, the "hell of the Bible~" none of which treatments are "cruel and unusual!"
A place of punishment for sinners, but only so long 0 ye Constitution guaranteed free Americans ! Inas Satan livs. When Satan dies, sooner or later, then voluntary servitude, etc., shall not be inflicted, but,
die the· sinners, and all is at an end, save with the be ye tramp or stranger, every village boasting its
blest ~ heaven, who shall liv in bliss forever. This mayor can arrest and put you in .the chain-gang
ervoirs, one as good as the others. The capacity of
the gold dollar is no greater than that of the silver,
neither is the silver dollar of gTeater capacity than
the greenback. To b.e of any practical use to me, I
must redeem each of them by making them subserve
my wants. I go to a store; with my gold dollar I
bu~v fifteen pounds of sugar, and could hav bought
as much with either of the others; with my silver
dollar I buy coffee and tea; with my greenback I buy
steak and potatoes. Thus I make my labor subserve
my ~ants, redeem each kind of money, as I must
always redeem my money to hav it avail me anything.
Had all my dollars been gold ones, I should hav been
no better off. I should hav been obliged to redeem
them in like manner. Thus vanishes another illusion,
the supremacy and superiority of gold, for that nev:er
can be an unerring standard or measure, and it must
always be redeemed as well as silver or paper. Gold
· therefore possesses no advantages above silver or
paper, provided the latter are truly money-that is,
bear upon their faces the stamp which registers the
fiat of the government.
· WM. FosTER, JR.

where you will work whether or no. But enough.
Here is the extract which tells a tale of a tra.gedy
whose like occurs almost daily in some of its features.
It is from the New York 'l'ribtme:
KILLED IN MISTAKE FOR ANOTHER MAN.
MEl'ROPOLIS, Ir.r.., Nov. 29th (Special).-Soille time ago a
barber, Thurston Pollingsworth, in a quarrel killed George
Robinson. Pollingsworth at once fled to Clarksville, Tenn.,
where, after changing his name, he went into business, and
was entirely unsuspected. A few days ago, however, he decided to come back, giv himself. up, and stand trial, making
the plea of self-defense. This be did, and at a late hour last
night the jury in his case returned a verdict of '' not guilty."
Before he gave himself up, circulars and photographs of Pollingsworth had been sent broadcast over the country, together
with offers of a liberal reward for his captnre dead or alive.
Incited by the promised reward, two Tennessee officers
turned detectivs, and after working on the case some time
got track of a man who they decided must be the murderer
wanted. They immediately gave chase and followed the
man through Kentucky, in West Virginia, and back again
into Kentucky, at last catching up with him. They told him
he was wanted here, and insisted on bringing him by the earliest train. The man protested that his name was not Pollings-worth, that he had never been in this town in his life
and was not wanted anywhere, while his business was such
that he could not consent to any delay, but would prove his
identity if allowed. With this he attempted to go his way,
but the officers, considering his action a resistance to their
authority, shot him dead. Thus, at just about the time the
real Pollingsworth was acquitted hy the jury here, the marshal was informed . of the killing of the supposed Pollingsworth in Kentucky and a demand made on him for the reward offered.

Oregon, Mo.

HoLT.

Miss Gardener Scolded.
In a recent TRUTH SEEKER an article appeared
(in reply to some strictures of the St. Louis PostDispatch) by one whose particular claim for distinction consists in having been introduced by Colonel
Ingersoll as a lecturer at Steinway Hall some time
ago, coupled with the fact that. our distinguished
president has been amiable enough to write a preface
to her book. No wonder she should feel grateful for
such services, but in showing her gratitude it was
scarcely necessary to be unjust to others who hav
done valiant service in the cause, by such remarks as :
To begin with, there is no such organization as the
"Liberal League." Robert Ingersoll is not its "presiding
genius," and it has not sent a petition to the New York legislature. There was once an organization called by that name~
Robert Ingersoll belonged to it, but he withdrew from it because he did not approve of some of its proposed measures.
He had been heralded all over this country as a man who
"defended the sending of obscene literature through the
mails." So far from this being the case, he resigned and
withdrew from all connection with the above-named society
because he disagreed with some of its officers upon this very
point.
·

The last sentence contains the plain inference that
those who remained in the society did "defend sending· obscene matter through the mails "-a chargA we
are accustomed to hear from the enemy, not from
our friends. If that imputation remains as a result of
this lady's letter-writing, we shall be ready to exclaim, "Save us from the folly of our friends." If
Ingersoll disagreed with the society and resigned,
that was clearly his right. . There were several who
tho~:ght the matter comparativly inelevant and remained, as well as those who were in such dead
earnest. Notwithstanding the writer speaks with
authority, but very obscurely, as "one of the. vicepresidents of one of the three organizations " criticised, 'she probably is so unfamiliar with organized
Liberal efforts as to be ignorant of the fact that the
Hon. Elizur "Wrl.ght, "whose praise was sung by papers all over the country when he died two months
ago," was then its president, and whose opinion was
just as worthy of "respectful hearing." Why did
not the writer candidly and fairl? state that the Liberal League had changed its name to that of the
Secular Union? Many who h:w ·worked just as
faithfully·under both names-wlrose time and means
hav been freely devoted to the cause-will, with myself, scarcely thank this vice-president for her uncalled for apology. Neither will it help the Secular
Union, in my judgment, to pretend that our attitude
on complete secularization of the state is indorsed
by "many of the most orthodox." .
It is the work of the true and steadfast reformer
to raise from infamous the famous; to make the
epithet of reproach of one period the synonym for
respect in the next; to reach Distinction through
the toiling path of Disfavor; in short, to exchanKe
Odium for Admiration. It may be this will entail
adversity, but he or she "who has no stomach for
this fight" should read what the "immortal bard"
puts in the mouth of Henry V. before the battle of
Aginconrt, and-"brace up."
E. A. STEYENS.
Inconsistent Inconsistency.
Christianity, as formulated, is inconsistent, yet it is consistent with its inconsistency, and it docs not inaugurate a
consistency or an inconsistency incompatible with its inconsistency. It is much more consistent with its inconsistency
in rendering its support to a supreme incomprehensible personal intelligence in whom all things consist, and by whom
all thincrs are and were created. Then an infinit, impersonal,
nnintelllg~nt, unknowable being is an inconsistency inconsistent with its inconsistency.
J. H. BunN!lAM.
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Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEWALS, and we hope all
will be prompt. If we are to print pictures each
week, the subscription list must be lengthened.
That those inclined to help add to the list may :find it
no hard matter, we make the following low terms:
Single subscription ... ··········································· $3 00
One subscription two years, in advance.................. o 00
Two new subscribers............................................ l) 00
One subscription with one new suUscriber, in onere5 00
...... ············
··················
··················
One mittance
subscription
with two
new subscribers,
in one·
remittance ......... ......... ... ............... .......... ...... 7 00
One remittance
subscription...................................
with three new subscribers,
in one 8 60
:................
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. ,. 10 00
Any.;~~~~: ~:!~t!:~:.t the same rate, invariably
Will not everyone, in renewing, try to get at least
one new subscriber, thus saving money for themselvs
and helping us !
And in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNuAL for 1886.

The Museums.

•

All that the American Secular Union can do at present has been done to induce the managers of the museums to open them to the public on Sundays. It now
remains entirely with the trustees, 8.Jld there is not too
much ground to hope that their reply will be favorable. Still, there is a chance of a partial concession
from them.
The attitude toward the public of the trustees of
the Metropolitan Museum of A:rt, if we may judge
by the tone of the trustees' report at the annual meet-

that the press is . on the people's side, and that the
politicians on some matters are for the public good.
It will also place the blame for continued closing
where it belongs. And it has done this: It has
made certain the fact that when another attempt
shall be made-and that another will be we can assure the museum trustees-the result will be a compliance, or a decision in accordance with Mr. Prime's
alternativ-the museums will get out of the park.
Another thing. The museums need money for additional buildings. The Metropolitan Museum wants
the city to market the bonds already authorized by
act of legiEtlature.; the Natural History Museum
wants the Board of Estimate and Apportionment to
ask the legislature to authorize the issue of two
hundred thousand dollars to be used for giving it
more floor room. Perhaps these grants may be
made contingent upon a Sunday opening. Who
knows what wise things our city officials may be induced to do~ We predict that this prophecy of the
Sun will be fulfilled: " Some day, though, the
museums will be open on Sunday as well as on other
days."

Mud and Water from Boston.
In a recent issue of Liberty, the editor of THE
TRUTH SEEKER is again written against in very undigni:fied language. To save the reputation of Mr.
Appleton, we copy only those paragraphs which, in a
manner-however remote-bear upon the subject
we hav been discussing. Mr. Appleton says :
"Macdonald says that when I go from my house to my
office and find a sidewalk intervening, it is my duty to either
help pay for it or walk in the slush of the street. Yet even
after I take to the street I am still a trespasser, for that has
been paved for me. My plain duty is to get out of the town.
But after I get out of the town I am no better off, for somebody has built the roads for me. The thin,g very soon reduces itself to the plain proposition that, if I do not like to
pay for the traps and trumpery that hav been laid ahead of
me in my path in life without my knowledge, request, and
consent, it is my duty as a consistent man to get right off of
this planet.
Now, Editor Macdonald, I hav just as good a right as you
have. You want to drive me off because I demur from paying for things that I hav not ordered. Do you like to pay
for what you hav not ordered? You say I should not take
advantage of what other people hav' done unless I am willh:g
to pay my portion. I cannot help it, unless I commit suicide; but does this fact constitute any valid reason why I am
morally bound to Iielp pay for what I had no part in ordering? Upon your sublime reasoning every fat-bellied Catholic
priest of whose ecclesiastical paunch you take advantage in
getting up your TRUTH SEEKER cartoons ought to tax you to
pay for a portion of his big dinners."
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h e sar .
no common sense, not even wit. If Mr. Appleton re"There seems to be a foolish notion abroad that the public
has a. say in the managem.ent of this museum. We want it mains upon the planet-and far be it from us to inunderstood that we're running our own machine here, and sinuate that his departure woul d be desirable-he
.
fere d wit
. h · we havn't given
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don't propose to be mter
a must use the improvements the preceding generation
th ought t 0 th.Is 0 PenI·ng on Sunday busi"ness that the newsPa- has made, and if he_ is such a constitutional deadpers are harping upon so much. The newspapers can say beat that he is unwilling to help repair the damages
what they .like. The question with us is not whether we'll
open on Sunday, but whether we won't get out of this build- he is doing, then a government would seem to be
ing and out of the park altogether."
n~cessaryto force him to be squ~e.
k
The trustees of the American Museum of Natural
But Mr. Appleton says. he does not wish to ta e
History were less stiff-necked, and appointed a con- advantage of these public improvements; he is forced
ference committee to receive the communication of to do it. This statement is the strongest argument
the petitioners, with the result that the document to show that Anarchy is impracticable that could
printed last week in these columns and petitions with be adduced. The life of every individual is so
nearly ten thousand signatures were forwarded, with interwoven with the life of every other individual
the request for an early reply.
that a complete "individual sovereignty," which is
But, as we said, the outlook is not hopeful. Keep- the basis of Anarchy, cannot be attained. A lone
ing in sight the" mind-your-own-business" attitude of person in a lone land is the only one who can liv out
the trustees of the Metropolitan Museum, and the Anarchy. Add a second person, and new relations
fact that ¥r. Jesup, president of the Natural History spring up, new co'urses of life"must be adopted, and
Museum, has published a pamphlet argument against new forces and relations are to be taken into considSunday opening, we incline to the opinion that we eration. One man may do as he pleases; two men
hav appealed to a too prej11diced court. The case, cannot, because the pleasure of one may conflict with
we think, was decided before being heard. Possibly the rights of the other. They voluntarily make rules,
the array of prominent names upon the petition may which they agree to observe. When the community
effect a change of sentiment, but it is doubtful. The grows, executiv officers must be chosen, the rules engood of the agitation, therefore, will be confined to forced against violators-and that is government:
narrower limits than it ought. However,· it has The rules must be enforcecl, for those who help make
served to show that the public desire the opening, them are the ones who break them. If the adoption

:t

of a law against stealing should be submitted to peaple to-day, every one would vote for it, yet to-morrow
some one would break it, and, ~ there were no government, might escape punishment. There must be
force used. It is impossible to get along otherwise.
This Mr. Appleton admitted when he said at the
Liberal Club that if Anarchy were to be proclaimed
the next day at 12 o'clock, he would leave the city
before 10 o'clock.
We will say nothing about Mr. Appleton's "argument" that we ought to contribute to the rotundity
· h
t ·
d
of a priest, because our artist as once or mce rna e
that prominent in his illustrations. We are anxious,
as a friend, to save Mr. Appleton's reputation, which
is seriously endangered by his last lucubration.
We stated that civil government perforiJ+s a thou- ,
sand necessary acts which individuals cannot do. In
one of the few lucid paragraphs in the article we are
considering Mr. Appleton asks:
"How do you know what individuals can or cannot do
when civil government takes their business by force out of
their hands?"
.
We know by the experience of the race. There
were individuals before there were governments, and
governments were instituted because they were found
necessary. . There are certain things to be dpne • in
every community in which every jndividual is interested, and to the accomplishment of which he is - _
willing to contribute. By uniting and delegating to
individuals the power to do those things the people
form a government. This government derives its _
powers solely from the people, and can be changed
or abolished at will. What individual could defend the country -against belligerent invasion by a ,
foreign power1 Oh, says the Anarchist, the peaple would unite and do it! Very well. The first
thing they would do in unitjng would be to elect men .
to direct their movements, make rules for their guidance, and see to the support of those bearing arms.
That is government. No matter where you start, or
how you reason, you must come right around to the
fact that gove'rnment is a necessity. You may call it
voluntary cooperation, or what you will, but there it
is, a factor which can never be eliminated from
human society, any more than friction can be done
away with in machinery.
Only one or two more points in Mr. Appleton's re-.
joinder are worth noticing. Such retorts as "ask
your taxpayers in New York about that," to the statement that government protects us from outside
.
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is a question of fact, and 1\'Ir. Appleton can probably
read history. One point he attempts to make is that
it is because government conducts our schools that
Freethought children are forced to hear religion
h
taught. If government were a force outside of t e
people there might be some sense in this. But he
never will take into consideration the very patent
fact that our government is the people, and when an
evil creeps into one of our institutions they can removeitas the evil of Bible reading is being removedgradually. To destroy the government and the
schools to get rid of this evil would be like burning
d f
the house whjch shelters you to get ri o a gnawing
rat. Both schools and government ar·e necessary,
·a f
and if both were destroyed- to get n o the imperfactions, it would be only to reestablish them again
at once. Another attempted point is similiar to this.
We pointed out what everyone knows, that government cares for the poor and the insane. This is
M A l t
. thi
evaded by r. pp e on m
s way:
"But first settle whether it is itself not the chief of wrongdoers. Does it ever punish itself? Is it not the fact of its
own Lxistence that primarily creates the poor arrd the insane?"
To this we say: Men hav abused their trusts, and
prostituted governments to their own individual purposes. They were practical Anarchists, "individual
sovereigns," with no regard for the rights of society.
The :first question, Does governme: c't ever punish
itself~ is nonsense. How can a cor.:dtitution ·punish
itself, or a statute shut itself up in a state prison 7
To the second question, Is it not the fact of government's existence that primarily creates the poor and
the insane~ we oppose a distinct No! If Mr. Appleton asserts it, let him prove it. The onus is upon ,
him, unless, like the theologian, he proposes to argue
from an unsupported assumption.
The last, and most wonderful,· of Mr. Appleton's
paragraphs are these:
"But at last civil Deacon Macdonald wheels in his big
gun. He says the people can change or abolish the govern-
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ment if they choose, and they are alone to blame if their servants steal from them.
" It is, as it were, as if somebody should roll a big stone
before my door. When I protest, the man says that I am to
blame if I tolerate it, for there is a constitutional pr6v1sion
by which I can change or abolish this state of things whenever I will. But what is the stone before my door for? I insist. The man then has the effrontery to say that I helped
roll it there.
''This is just the position of Brother Macdonald. I ask him
by what right this big stone (the state) is rolled before the
door of my individual liberty in the first place, that I should
be at the pains of abolishing it constitutionally ? Macdonald
says I helped roll it there. He knows better. But, finding
no other way to get out of my house, I climb over it, and
thus make use of it. For this forced use of the stone Macdonald says I ought in duty to pay, or else get off the planet.
0 thou wonderful youth! thou rising prince of truth seekers!
thou dost indeed deserve a chromo.
'' On~e again do I call Brother Macdonald back to the original queetion of his blank inconsistency. I expect that he
will do little more than 'whee up' aga,in, but, as I say, if
he continues to show the best end of himself long enough, he
will furnish an argument stronger than my philosophy,
which, unfortunately, he seems constitutionally incapable of
' assimilating."

That our readers may see all his " points," we are
obliged to let a little of Mr. Appleton's scurrility slip·
in, for which we beg our readers' pardon. The expressions " whee up," and " show the best end of
himself," which he uses are delicate bits of humor indulged in to indicate that individuals who differ n:om
Henry Appleton are four legged. The sarcasm is
very fine, and the conception extraordinarily convinciqg.
Before our Anarchistic philosopher dilates further
upon our statement, we wish him to show that it
is not true. Let him prove that the people of this
country cannot change the government. Unless he
does this his attempted reason is not only pointless
but is a dishonest attempt to evade the question.
There is no use in speculating what government is
like when everybody knows what it actually is like.
Mr. Appleton has taken lessQns from the ·churchmen of the fifteenth century, who maintained that
the earth was flat though Magellan had sailed around
it. He calmly brushes aside a plain statement of
a fact as of no consequence, and proceeds to tell what
.he thinks the government is._ If a brick lay upon his
desk before him he would look vacantly over it at the
wall, and begin to speculate upon what a brick is like.
A brick, he would say,. is, as it were, forty thousand
miles long, sixty thousand miles wide, and one hundred thousand miles high. It is made of feathers j is
good to eat, and a sovereign remedy for small-pox.
Then, waving his pen in the air, he would ask, What
right has this brick which I hav described upon my
desk ? I did not order it, and I will not pay for it.
It is monstrous tyranny for me to hav to tolerate it.
This brick, which is in my mind's eye, is the cause of all
poverty, of all insanity, of all crime j it is the black
beast of society, the impediment to progress, the enslaver of woman, the devil generally. And all the
time the real brick would be only six inches long,
four inches. wide, and two and a half inches high-a
very useful article for building purposes. To himself
lVIr. Appleton's brick might be real, but other people would conclude that it existed only in his hat.
When Mr. Appleton disproves that government in
.this country is of the people, and can be changed by
them, or abolished, if they will, then we may follow
him in his speculations. At present it is useless.
We cannot assimilate fol-de-rol, though its author
may thin:k it philosophy. If, in the explanation of
Anarchy, facts are not to be taken into account, then
we hav no further interest in the matter.

Editorial Notes.
HELEN H. GARDENER has returned to New York city, and
intends to make it her future residence. She should btl addressed in care of this office.

------

SAM JoNEs offers to convert Indianapolis for five thousand
dollars. It would be worth that to the churches if Doctor
Monroe of the Iron Clad Age could be included. But we hav
our doubts on this poin-::.t:_:_._ _ _ __
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CoMPLAINTS having been received of the method of reporting the meetings of the Manhattan Liberal Club, we last
week procured the services of a gentleman of more years
than the Man With the Badge-Pin numbers in his life, and
therefore SUJ1posed to possess that sedateness of character
necessary to report the doings of Assembled Wisdom. We
hope his report will be found satisfactory, if uninteresting, as
it is attested to be veracious.

50 cents; cloth, 75 cents; " The Pyramid of Gizeh," 25
cents; J. E. Remsburg's " Bible Morals" (third thousand),
25 cents ; ''Ecce Diabolus," 25 cents ; ''Will the Coming
Man Worship God?" 10 cents; " Scientific lVIaterialism;" 10
cents. We hav in press also new editions of "The Age of
Reason," Fronde's "Science and Theology," Huxley's lectures on "Evolution," and Mr. Remsburg's "ImageBreakers," which will be ready in a few days.

AN account has recently been published of the fact that a
large number of manuscript sermons by Robertson, of
Brighton, hav been lost. They were mislaid on the platform
of a railroad station, and hav never been heard of since. It
is said that there were enough to fill two volumes. This, the
Advocate says, is an irreparable loss to certain ministers, who
hav already preached through all the published volu~es of
Robertson, and, having been compelled to look elsewhere,
exhibit a marked deterioration of style. If an Infidel should
thus accuse the ministers of stealing their sermons he would
be scouted as a blasphemer. ,._

A OIIILDREN's lyceum has been organized by the L'iberals
of Waco, Texas. Mr. Shaw's Independent Pulpit, of the
same place, comes to us this month with twenty-four pages
filled with the best of Infidel reading matter. One editorial
for which we feel very grateful is a defense of D. l'tf. Bennett
against the attacks of the Methodist journal of Texas of
which Mr. Shaw was once an editor.

the secretary of schools in the Elmira Reformatory is peculiar reading :
"The chm·ch has long' and vainly been struggling with its greatest problem-bow to reach the low and depraved. The first condition of the problem is to get physical hold of them. Once the
church practically did this by her own machinery. Men and women
with pions aspirations voluntarily sought the benefits of confinement within prison walls furnished by or in connection with the
church organization. Here they lived abstemiously, and worked
hard as a religions service. Their righteousness worked its natural
profitableness, and the profitableness, coming ·to be sought for its
own sake, wrought the corruption which broke up the system. The
church has lost this machinery and never will regain it. Bnt, behold, the state has already done this work better than the church
ever could. Here and now, the state hsts seized these sinners, has
cleaned them up, thus giving them the reqnisit physical diet ancl
disciplin, and is to-day callin~r to the invisible church : ' We hav
cleared away the entrance, come in and feed these famished souls
with the bread of life !' The prison should be the paidagogos to the
church, the servant furnished by the state to lead the nmuly candidates for education and training in dghteonsness, secured from
truancies, to the school of disciplin in which members of the invisible church should be teachers."
·
That these are the sentiments of the sectarian instructors
in our penal institutions there can be no doubt. They furnish an unanswerable reason why the disguised priests should
be kicked out. The state the servant of the church! When
was this principle engrafted upon an American Constitution,
most high and mighty masters?

TilE Spiritualists of Cleveland and vicinity celebrate the
thirty-eighth anniversary of modern Spiritualism on Wednesday, March 31st, at Weisgerber's hall. lVIrs. H. S. Lake and
Professor Peck are the chief speakers. The celebration will
close with a ball in the evening, and the children of the
Lyceum will hav an exhibition on Sunday, April 4th,

THE Nonconformist prints the poem, " Our Father in
Heaven," on its first page with a border around it. The poem
is one of the best and most convincing documents ever
p'i'inted, and we hope the Vincents will scatter copies of it all
WE call the attention of the Philadelphia Liberals to the around. It has been widely reprinted, in secular as well as
Freethought journals, in England, on the Continent, and in
following letter:
DEAR EDITOR: For two years I hav been an almost constant the Orient, but the Nonconformist is the first paper we hav
reader of the (I think) grand old TRUTH SEEKER, buying it in single seen that has given proper credit to the author, Charles Stenumbers at the League ineetings, of which I'm a member, No. 257 phenson, and the original publisher, THE TRUTH SEEKER.
of Philadelphia, and I would like now to ask a question. Is there a
person, or a body of persons, to your knowledge, in this City of
Brotherly Love of whom an Agnostic may, without any hypocrisy,
Lectures and Meetings.
ask aid in the form of employment or the necessaries of life while
looking for work 1 I'm a married man, with wife and three chilJ. E. REMSBURG speaks at Perrysburg, Ohio, March 20th;
dren, the youngest of whom is only one month old. I hav been out
of employment for three weeks, and am now penniless. Those of Tontogany, Ohio, the 21st; Carey, Ohio, the 22d; Bradford,
the League had an opportunity of lending me a helping hand last Ohio, the 23d and 24th.
winter, if they felt so disposed. One or two of them did manifest a
CHARLES WATTS lectures before Friendship Liberal League
little interest, and gave me letters to ot,hers for employment, but
not one asked as to my appetite or· how did I exist. Hoping for of Philadelphia, at its hall, Broad and Wood streets; next
better times soon, I am
Yours most respectfully,
Sunday, the 21st. Afternoon lecture at 2:30, subject, "FreeHARRY. G. CRISSWELL, Philadelphia, Pa.
thought: Its Struggles and Triumphs;" at 7:30, subject,
IN a country where the church and state are supposed to "The New Testament: Its History and .Its Teachings."
be separate, the following quoted paragraph in the report of Seats free. The public cordially invited.

___

__

Literary Notes.

W. F. JAMIESON has lecture engagements in Alexandria,
Sterling Center, Mapleton, Minn.; in Spring Valley, Wis.;
and is invited back to Wentworth, Dakota, for the fourth
time, where he has created greater interest in Freethought at
each visit. But, as he is engaged in complt:ting a literary
work, he will remain at home in Lake City, Minn., for a few
weeks before filling them. He will travel eastward and lecture all summer, and would like to visit Canada. Address at
Lake City, Minn.
,
F. F. FoLLE~l' writes: "Prof. W. S. Bell has just got home
from a nearly two and a half months' ·lecturing tour over
central and southern illinois. He has traveled five hundred
miles and delivered thirty-three lectures during his trip to
generally good audiences. And he returns hale and hearty,
and full of enthusiasm for future work in the Liberal lecture
field. Those wishing to engage his services anywhere in
illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Wisconsin, or Michigan, will please
to address him in the care of F. F. Follet, No. 302 State st.,
Chicago, TIL"

WH:;LIAlii SEYMOUR, president of the Pennsylvania State
TrrE Freethinkers' Magazine for March is at hand. It con- Union, writes from Scranton, Pa.: "On Sunday last, the 7th
tains a number of excellent essays. It may be purchased at inst., we held three meetings in the interest of the PennsyI vania
this office ; price, 25 cents.
State Secular Union. In the morning C. B. Reynolds deliv" TrrE WIFE oF No. 4,237" is the title of a new serial be- ered an able address upon the subject, ' Honest Answers to
gun in Liberty. It is from the Freneh of Sophie Kropotkine, Honest Objections.' The afternoon was spent in presenting
to the public the objects of the Union, and, the necessity of
translated by Sarah E. Holmes.
organic and united effort in the cause of Secularism. In the
W. S. BAILEY's heirs express the intention of continuing evening Mrs. F. C. Reynolds spoke with great earnestness
the publication of the Nashville Liberal. Mrs. R. B. Wolfe and eloquence upon 'Woman's Reasons for the Religion of
appears to be the head and front of the heirs.
Humanity,' and so interested were those who heard
TilE Headlight,- of Northwood, Dakota, is another local her that an earnest request has been made for a repetipaper with Freethought principles. The editor, E. C. Kiley, tion of the lecture. After Mrs. Reynolds's lecture an adis not afraid to print his honest sentiments on matters of dress was given by the writer on the 'Principles of
Secularism.' Everybody seemed pleased, and though the
religion.
congregation had been listening attentivly for more than two
TrrE London Sec~tlar Review having finished the reprinting hours, at the close of the meeting they lingered in the hall,
of J. E. Remsburg's" Sabbath-Breaking," is now laying be- as though they were still thirsting for more. On .Monday
fore its readers McArtlmr's "Examination of Church Hisevening, 8th inst., I spoke to a large audience on the 'Moral
tory." Saladin has a keen sight for good things.
and Social Relations of Mankind,' which was followed by
J. K. P. BAKER writes of Miss Wixon's "All in a Lifetime:" " The more I think about it the more I think ' All
in a Lifetime' is certainly something to be proud of. It is
not a whit behind lVIrs. Stowe's 'Uncle Tom's Cabin.' Suecess is not the measure of merit. 'Uncle Tom's Cabin's'
success was due-much of it-to the excitement about
slavery."
"CoNTAINS much useful religious and secular information.
Its statistics are very valuable, and its contributed articles
well written. It can be read with profit by everybody."
This was said by the Hebrew Standard of this city, not of the
Pentateuch, but of the TRUTII SEEKER ANNUAT,, a very much
superior production of the printing-press, whose authors are
,
all known.

WE recommend the right reverend bishop of Niagara to
giv his audiences Mr. Huxley's reply to Mr. Gladstone as well
as the latter's misleading statements. They would then hav the
latest word of science, and if the bishop should adopt Mr.
Huxley's views, he would be saved from the painful position
BESIDES publishing one new book last week-the Gladhe now occupies of a wilful perverter of scientific truth.
stone-Huxley controversy-we republished several others,
You can tell by the persistency with which they attack it, and would call the attention of our book-buying friends to
what persons think is the chiefest sin, says the Independent. new editions of the following: "The Holy Bible Abridged,"
Some think it is Sabbath-breaking, others drunkenness, and 30 cents; Mr. Babcock's" Religion of Humanity," 10 cents;
others, again, the greed of money. The Freeman's Journal J. E. Remsburg's ''.False Claims of the Church" (sixth thoudevotes its severest and most frequent censures to the im- sand), 10 cents; S. P. Putnam's" Problem of the Universe,"
piety of adulterating with mineral paraffine the wax candles 25 cents; "St. Matthew J?efore the Court," 10 cents ; "·The
Besant.Hatchard Debate," 25 cents; ",Maria .lVIonk," paper,
wAich l;ntrn b,efqre t4~ ")lost."

Mr. Reynolds on the subject, 'The Sabbath and the Bible.'
On Tuesday night lVIr. Reynolds spoke on the subject, ' Why
I Left the Pulpit.'" C. B. Reynolds adds : ''Under the urgent
solicitations of the friends, we ren;t!_tined over at this place to
lecture again on Sunday, the 14th inst., and to aid in })erfecting the organization of the Scranton Secular Society. We
had good attendance. After a lecture by lVIrs. Reynolds on
the Religion of Humanity, and C. B. Reynolds giving the
Bible declarations of what constitutes the Christian heaven,
the audience was dismissed, and those interested in organization of a Secular Society with science school on Sunday were
called to order, and the following oftlcers were elected:
president, B. B. Wells; vice-president, Mrs. Anna Starkey;
secretary, E. A. Jacquinot; treasurer, Alfred Harvey; vigilance committee, Anna Starkey, Oscar F. Freeman, and
Alfred Harvey; educational committee, George Starkey,
lVIargaret C. Jones, and Thomas C. Jones; social committee:
J. E. Whitbeck, l'tfaria Whitbeck, and Edward Farr. Mr.
Edward Farr, an earnest, zealous Liberal, givs the free use
of his new hall for the meetings of the Society. Thcirmeetings will be held at 2:30 P.~r. every Sunday. Initial·subjcct
, for study by all the members during ensuing week and lesson
for science school Sunday the 21st: "The Nine Demands of
Li!Jera,lism."
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l[ttltrs from Jlritnds.
BUFFALo, N. Y., March 5, 1886.

MR. EDITOR: Your illustrations are doing an excellent
work, and carry conviction where all that might be written
upon the subject- would fall far short of the mark. One
column alone of your valuable paper, that of "Gems of
Thought," is well worth the subscription price. The excellences of all departments make up a grand whole surmounted
by a noble desire to be lenient to all who persist in freeing
their minds whether in or out of place.
May you ever be successful in the battle against the '' creed
curse" -and ignorance, is the desire of,
Yours for universal mental liberty,
L. E. JoRDAN.
YouNGsviLLE, N.·Y., March 2, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Please find my remittance of $3, to renew
my subsct:iption to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I like your valuable paper very much. The pictures speak volumes, and
the paper. should be read by all, old and young. The church
thinks it is an unpardonable sin for me to take THE TRUTH
SEEKER, then giv it to others to read, but I shall continue to
do so, and will not seek the church's pardon for it. There
are two churches in this place, Presbyterian and Methodist.
The Americans and Germans of the Presbyterian denomination both hold their meetings in the Presbyterian church
-Americans in the forenoon and Germans in the afternoon.
Whether the Dutch God cannot understand the Yankee God,
or what the trouble is, I cannot tell, but they hav been in a
constant quarrel for two years, and the end is not yet.
Yours respectfully,
T. S. QuroK, M.D.
LoUDONVILLE, N.Y., March 6, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me a copy of Mr. Putnam's
poem, " Adami and Heva," for which I inclose price. .
The illustrations are splendid, and botmd to win converts.As I looked at last TRUTH SEEKER I thought : '' How pleased
Uncle Bennett would be to see the dear old TRUTH SEEKER
· illustrated."
Well, I suppose, if Spiritualism is true, he knows all about
it, ·and I hope it is true. If not, I want to know what is
going to become of the mind that actuates this body. They
say there is no annihilation. We all know that there is none
of the body, but what becomes of the invisible elements?
Brother Winter, please rise and explain this point.
Ugh! what a happy (?) thought that these hands, this face,
and all of me shall be naught but food for worms, unless I be
incinerated. What is the good of education and all that sort
of thing if it is to end in that narrow pit in the earth or a
handful of ashes?
I am not yet a Spiritualist-only seeking the light, the
truth. ' 1 To be or not to be," that's the question that agitates
me.
W. V. AsPINWALL.
HAVEN, KAN., Feb. 23, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed herewith find $5.25, for which please
send me the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1886, and continue
sending the paper till May 1, 1888. I hope you will be able
to continue the illustrations. If the pictures should continue
to be as good during the entire ymtr as they hav been thus
far, what an interesting picture book they would make all
bound in one volume!
Something that happened here this winter should beaterrible warning to those that are in the habit of attending
church Sunday nights, and that is this : A gentleman started
with his family to attend church, and they were riding in a
farm wagon and sitting in chairs, and, as one of the wagonwheels passed over an obstruction, the chair in which the
gentleman sat tilted· to one side and he fell to the ground,
his injuries being such that in eight days he died.
This has been the coldest winter ever known here, and
great numbers of stock and several persons hav been frozen
to death. During one of our coldest days I had several
callers, and one of them told the following that happened to
some of our neighbors during the cold winter of 1874-75,
and which I had never beard before: I was in Michigan
to spend that winter. Times were hard, and people had
to rustle to get enough to eat, and among other means resorted to was to go on the range and kill buffalo. Three of
my neighbors, on such a hunting expedition, were caught in
a blizzard and started for home. When about twelve miles
from there they became nearly exhausted, and one of them,
who is a church-member, proposed that they pray; but instead of agreeing to that one of them commenced cursing
and wanted him to keep going, but he was bound to pray, so
he knelt down in the snow and commenced praying. The
one cursing continued to "cuss," while the third one reached
into the wagon (they had to walk to keep from freezing), and
got a blacksnake whip and commenced to apply that to the
man engaged in prayer, at first lightly, but after more vigor~
ously, until the latter became angry, got up, and began chasing the man with the whip, and thus got warmed up. After
that they reached home without further mishap.
I remarked at the time I heard the story, as I looked out
the window, "What a bright idea it would be for some one
to go out and kneel down on the -porch, and pray for this
storm to cease!" He would hav frozen to death in a very
short time.
G. S. BISHOP.
ELKTON, D. T. Feb. 13, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find three dollars to pay. for
THE TRUTII SEEKER another year. My time was out Jan. 1st,
I think, but you, by mistake, put it June. You corrected a
mistake to favor me in 1879, and now you may correct this
to be ju~t to yourself. I like the illustrations much. The
paper illustrates the development theory, for it has stey.dily
grown from good to better all these years, of which I may
judge, for I hav taken it from almost its first is~ue. Then

there is a nice mutual properiy about it-it develops its
readers. When I find an old TRUTH SEEKER reader I see at
once that he is happy to liv and not afraid to die. An old
truth seeker is the happiest being alive-Mrs. Blenker, T.
Winter, and the whole TRUTH SEEKER family. This land of
homesteads and timber claims is too thinly settled to be
worked by· Liberal lecturers, and the people too sensible to
be caught by the preachers who " tell the old story, ah !"
The sinner harvest in the villages-is about over for the season; havn't heard of a catch, though one local editor said
"much good was clone." Two years ago, in a ,neighboring
village, they ''saved" one little girl whose mother had recently died. Too bad, isn't it, that to save a sinner its mother,
or husband, or child must be taken away? I read one of
Moody's sermons in which seven death-bed scenes were described. I like that better. One ca;n cry, and come to Jesus,
and ~peak in meeting all the same, but, as a matter of fact,
there was no orphan, or widow, or childless mother; that was
all talk, you know. We who liv· out on homesteads hav a
more tangible fear of getting ''lost " if we go to town to evening meeting than we hav of being " lost" if we stay at home.
Elkton has a rink, which means concerts, balls, etc. ; a good
literary society, a G. A. R. post; so the people get along well
without ''that consolation naturally arising from a belief
in eternal fire."
Well, if Congress won't admit us into the Union, I fear St.
Peter won't admit us into heaven, for we are not saved by
good works according to Calvin or the Democratic party.
Yet I would like to get into the Union by 1888, if so be that
Mr. Ingersoll, or Putnam, or Wakeman could be nominated
for president.
Yours truly,
DENNIS JAooBs.
NAPLES, N. Y., Match 3, 286.
MR. EDIToR: Abler artists hav attempted to draw Remsburg and failed. I shall not try. He has come and gone,
and the people will long hav something to talk and think
about.
The Bible, the bed-rock of the old superstition, was fairly
left in tatters. The Christian mask which the old idol had so
long worn was torn off in the presence of a respectable audience, and, what was worse than all, the Qhristians cannot talk
back. Every nail waS' driven home and clinched. There is
no getting. behind his position; it is actually unassailable:
Mr. Remsburg is a great success. He is of good fiber and
willlastlong, and there is a world of work in him, and the
Liberals of the country can do no better than to keep him
constantly engaged in the work for which he is so admirably
adapted. His sturdy blows will ultimately knock superstition
into its corner.
I said I would not draw Remsburg. I. hav not and I can
not; he must be heard to be appreciated. He is. gentle and
kind in his manner, and though he mangles with unsparing
hand the absurdities and barbarisms of the Bible, like a wise
physician, he cuts and cauterizes only for the patient's good.
All praise to Remsburg. Friends and brethren, the most
acceptable way to do him homage is to keep him constantly
engaged in his chosen field, and reward him far more liberally than I was able to do when he was here.
Although the mercury was down to zero, and a howling
wind was hurling clouds of snow into the faces of the people,
there was a goodly number out, some coming many miles, in
spite of the storm.
Let the Liberals turn out .whenever Mr. Remsburg moves
the sickle in the standing grain. The harvest is abundant,
and we shall hav more such workers when they are better
rewarded.
JOHN PEOK.
TRoY, N. Y., March 3, 1886.

MR. EDITOR: If you had been to Troy two weeks ago, you
would ha v had an opportunity to sail along the streets of that
beautiful city.
I expect the Lord thought he would try the faith of his
chosen people, and so he sent forth a flood, which entered the
cellars, basements, yea, even the second and first stories of
several houses, causing the people to flee to the upper chambers, and there to wait for the waters to abate at the word of
the Lord. One of the Lord Jehovah's "black-beetles," as
Saladin names the ministers, was in the sanctuary of the
Lord, probably praying the ruler af all things to spare wicked
Troy from a second deluge for the sake of his people. But
the Lord heard him not, and the black-beetle was fain to trust
his safety in the hands of the brave of his congregation, and
be rescued in a boat.
The flood not turning the hearts of the wicked Trojans, as
they continued to advertise a lecture by John E. Remsburg,
of Kansas, the great Infidel in the Griswold Opera House, the
Lord sent file upon the city. He did nqt rain down fire from
heaven, as of old, but sent his mighty, wind, .while the thermometer was below zero, to blow fire from the furnace of a
carpenter's shop among some shavings, which soon grew to
such an extent that the whole of the northern part of the
city was threatened with destruction.
This occurred on February 26th, and had 'not the brave
firemen worked with might and main, instead of praying, the
poor city of Troy would hav had much to mourn.
However, there is more trust to be put in the strong and
willing hand and heart of a fireman than in all the god
almighty's that ever were, are, or ever will be. And so Troy
was saved, but not by the God of the black-beetles.
Sunday, February 28th, cam.e, and the winds had abated to
such an extent that the Infidels of Troy were able to turn out
in good numbers and welcome the "Ingersoll of the West,"
John E. Remsburg, who lectured on "Bible Morals," in the
afternoon, at Keenan Hall, and in the evening, at the Gris,·wold Opera House, on" Sabbath-Breaking."
At the latter place people of all denominations turned out
to see and hear what the Infidel had to say. You will be
pleased to learn that the Infidels hav some influence in
wick'ed Troy; so much that Mr. Maschke gave a full band

free for an hqur's concert before the lecture, Mr. Maschke
attending himself.
The concert was greatly enjoyed by all present, and the Infidels of Troy fully appreciate the kindness of Mr. Maschke
and his whole band for their services. They played as if
they were paid, and well paid at that.
When Mr. Remsburg appeared on the. stage he was greeted
with applause, and held the strictest att_ention of his audience, although the cold was severe.
Cold as it was, however, the Baptists thought it not too
cold to immerse a·young lady at their church. When wearrived home, we found a little boy who had been a spectator
of this immersion, pale and trembling, afraid to go home,
for, said he, "They put her in the water clothes and all, and
won't some one please to go home 'with me?" Of course, his
fears were calmed, and he was taken·home.
Oh, what a religion, to strike terror to the heart of a young
child! How different would the feelings of that young boy
hav been had he been listening to the strains of Maschke's
band, and heard instead of the minister's plea, "Flee from
the wrath to come," the soul-stirring words 'of JohnE.-Remsburg, of Kansas.
JEANNIE. ARMSTRONG,
Correspondlng Secretary of Troy Secular Society.
GARDNER, ILL., March 4, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find money order to pay
on my subscription for the next six months.
After a pretty long interval Gardner had, this week again,
the benefit of-a (free) Liberal lecture on "Liberty and Morality," delivered by Mr. W. Bell from Chicago. Although Mr.
Bell arrived here quite unadvertised, the necessary preliminaries, as hall, defraying of expenses, were quickly settled,
and this mainly through the efforts and generosity of two or
three friends of the Liberal cause, .and the lecturer had the
satisfaction to enjoy a full house; and the satisfaction was
mutual, as the attention the auditory paid the lecturer from
beginning to end clearly proved. A fragmentary excerpt
from the lecture would not do it justice, and a more extended
one space forbids. May it suffice here to state that Mr. Bell
is an effectiv orator, and, although not indulging in high-flying, philosophical phraseology that oftentimes mofe obscures
than enlightens a plain mind, knows how to strike the
popular key-note that makes ears and common sense
equally vibrate. To infer from the one given to us, a lecture
by Mr. Bell cannot but leave a good impression behind.
After the close of his lecture Mr. Bell invited ministers or
their aunts and cousins to ask questions, raise objections, or
take exceptions; and "mum was the order of the day"probably they "wasn't" there. Guess. this is tb.e trouble
with our so-called but misnamed ministers of the Lord·;
though they are always meddling where they are not wanted,
like their boss beyond the clouds, they never can be found
when they are needed.
J. N. STEIMLE.
SAN DmGo CITY, CAL., Feb. 27, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : The breath of priest is a upas that poisons
_the whole atmosphere. ·where God is liberty is not. For
these long years I never hav been able to get a eubscriber to
your paper that belonged to any secret organization, and hav
often been cursed for soliciting it. You must know that
Masonry and Odd Fellowship are Siamese twins, begotten
by monarchy and nursed in the lap of a priest; that they
claim to be divine institutions and the Bible their great light;
that the members are creed-fixed and oath-bound; that we
often read obituaries of these pious saints that they were
devout members of the church, devout Christians and bright
examplary Masons, and hoped to meet in the grand lodge
above. How then can you expect me (believing the whole
thing to be a fraud) to affiliate with such dumb nonsense?
I admit there may be Masons better than their oaths and
creeds, and that there are thousands of Christians far better
than their gods; but I must consider in lump all heathenism.
The grand climax was reached when the Liberals were so
bamboozled as to call their organization Secular Union,
which means almost anything or nothing, and opened a door
broad enough for every nefarious ·secular priest to enter, and
I must believe this was done so that every member of a
secret affiliation could claim some self-respect to stand on.
Do the owners and controlers of THE TRUTH SEEKER suppose
that there are none but fools on this coast? Do you expect
me to ligate my tongue, close my eyes, and seal my lips to
known iniquity? Do you expect me to go down on my
knees at the fulminations of a priest and abjure my individuality? Do you think that one who has studied symptoms
for fifty years knows nothing of diagnosis? Do you flatter
yourselvs that no one but the sworn initiated knows anything about this modern priestly popery? Do you for a
moment conclude that' you can destroy all individuality?
Do y<111 ask me to affiliate with the huggers and kissers of
Bibles when I believe ttJ,e whole damned thing a heathen
fraud to get something for nothing, and further believe that
these orders are the makers. and supporters of all monopolies,
and a general curse to any people ? Surely the world is very
wicked and foolish yet-on every corner an owl and in every
street a priest. Over every temple arch should be;, written
" Slave-pen," and over every church-door engraved ' ·Lunatic
Asylum."
,.
I hope you will not consider me a Secularist or a Christian, or a Christian Secularist, or in any way connected with
the evident frauds who are fighting for mammon. Out of
self-respect I must call myself a Radical, and I must certainly
think that every truthful thinker will think and act the same.
To me it matters little, to the world much. I am through
with gods and popes, but I cannot believe it right to do
wrong or refuse to, express my honest convictions when
called by circumstances to do so, and I grant the same to
others. Neither can I consider it necessary for the support
of a republic or democracy to veil it in secrecy. I may pre,
sume you understtmd me without more emphasis,
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It is to be regretted that religion has ever so disrupted
society, that hypocrisy is a birthright and falsehood a peerage. In looking back on my past I must believe that I hav
made more enemies in the last year by speaking truthfully of
the truth than by all the lies I hav ever told, while on every
hand I see canonized fraud deified and truth crucified.
Secularists on your side of ihe divide are making great complaint against non-taxation of church, while the Secularists
on this side are making donations to themselvs. One 'year
ago our governor advised a grant of twenty-five thousand
dollars, and the legislature voted it to the g-s of the republic to splurge on. Such is Secularism on this coast, and I
am forced to believe that government is a fraud, the officials
a set of sworn thieves, and the common citizen a fool, dominated by that great monarchical fiend, Masonry, where pray.
ers are a requisit and a priest a necessity; such I consider
Secularism. It will now be in place for your popes to read
me that merciful prayer in their holy book from off your
holy altar, contained in the fifty-ninth psalm, and then to proceed to the maranathema ab aqua et ignis.
ABRAM BRONSON.

'

MILWAUKEE, OR., Feb. 21, 286.
MR. EDITOR: I do not wish friend Hindman to pay my
subscription to THE TRUTH S!!:ER:ER. I prefer to pay my own.
But surely I did prove by geometrical calculation, based upon
known facts, that the sun is more than twelve thousand miles
from the earth. It is not necessary, to make computations
geometrical, that they should be illustrated by diagrams.
Diagrams are mere conveniences to assist the memory. The
real lines and angles must exist in the mind before they ca!J.
be represented upon paper.
. Mr. Hindman says: "I hav not yet said what I thought
was tb,e distance from the earth to the sun." But in his first
letter he says: " I claim it can be proved by geometrical calculation that the smi is not over twelve thousand miles from
the earth."
The earth is a fact. Its form and size are simple matters
of fact and calculation. They are not matters of opinion
among intelligent people, but of demonstrated knowledge.
No man has a right to call himself a surveyor who does not
know approximately the shape and size of the earth. That is
all I asked him to admit. I took his claim that the sun was
not over twelve thousand miles away, and proved that the
statement led to the contradiction of the most obvious facts.
Mr. Hindman objects to the undulatory theory of· light;
He says: "My philosophy is that light and sight travel at
-the same speed." He seems to think that, in observing a
planet or a star, light starts out from an object and sight
from the eye at the same time, and meet each other exactly
half-way in the intermediate space.
But his inost wonderful piece of information is that " the
Pole Star is not visible at a point farther south than forty
degrees south latitude," and from that. fact (?) he tells us it
is easy to compute the distance of the North Star. When Mr.
Hindman gets up his diagram, will he please to illustrate how
it is that people manage to see the Pole Star through nearly
five thousand miles of solid earth when they get to the fortieth parallel south, and how at that point it becomes sud, denly invisible? How it is that, as he admits the Pole Star
goes down one degree for every degree he goes south, he yet
passes over eighty degrees of the earth's surface to ~ring the
Pole Star down forty? Is Mr. Hindman going to repudiate
primary arithmetic ? Is he trying to fool a simple fellow
like me, or doces he not really know that the Pole Star is in
the horizon at the Equator and not visible south of it? Or,
to be more exact, the Pole Star is not exactly at the Pole, but
appears to revolve around it at a distance of about a degree
and a half, as is explained .in every treatis on surveying (in
giving instructions how to find the true meridian), and consequently th~ Pole Star cannot be seen more than a degree
and a half south of the Equator.
·
I assure Mr. Hindman that I hav not aimed any personal
irony at him, but almost suspect that he is trying to fool me
and some others of your humble readers who are not surveyors and civil engineers, and his proposition to bring out his
·.diagram on the 1st of April rather tends to strengthen the
' suspicion.
D. PRIESTLEY.
MIDDLEBURY, INn., Feb. 22, 1886.
MR. EnrroR: Error is not always crime, for errors in chronology are found. in the works of Shakspere, contradictions
in 'Pope and Milton·, bad grammar in Byron, and palpable
blunders in the writings of almost every classic celebrity, but
very seldom do we find anything that bears a ·comparison
with the writings of John Hindman, surveyor and civil engineer, of Elino, Arkansas. Being a regular reader of the·
grand old TRUTII SEEKER, I cannot refrain from saying a few
words to him through its columns. Last December Mr.
Hindman requested anyone to show by diagram that the sun
is more than 12,000 miles from the earth. He now seems to
think that there is no such diagram extant, and he of course
regards the figures on the sun's distance as mere guess-work.
That there are plenty of diagrams, etc., on the subject ·we
simply refer him to Loomis's Astronomy, pp. 219-221, or
Steele's Astronomy, pp. 302-307, where diagrams with complete descriptions of the method of calculating the sun's distance during the transit of Venus may be found. These
diagrams, with explanations, would be too lengthy for publication in TnE TRUTH SEEKER without permission, at least,
from its editor. But reference to any of the works of our
late a'stronomers will convince him th!lt there are diagrams
that show the method of finding the sun's distance, approximately correct (and he will please remember that that $6
he offers will buy a good work on the subject).
He also claims astronomy to be "guess-work in part,"
when in fact it is one of the most certain nnd best established
of the sciences. Speaking on this point, Steele says : ·''All its
theories and distances are based on the most' rigorous mathe-

matical demonstrations." That there are theories not fully established all will admit, but we cannot all admit that "it is
reasonable to suppose that the earth would be void of an
atmosphere, moving, as it does, at the rate of over 68,000
miles per hour." Can it be possible that friend Hindman does
not know that the air has weight ? Would not the ocean or
the earth itself be as liable to "be left in the wake" as would
the atmosphere? It would be easy traveling to go up in a
balloon and wait until the earth turned the proper place under
us; but the air having weight, it of course revolves with the
earth, and no such cyclone a~ he speaks of is produced. Again,
knowing that the atmosphere has the same motion now,
around the sun, that the earth has, the earth would be as
liable to stop as would the atmosphere. This would be in
accordance with Newton's great law of motion that "if a
body be in motion it will continue in motion if it be not disturbed by the action of some external force."
Mr. Hindman also says, " My philosophy is that light and
sight travel at the same speed." What is sight but the sense
of seeing which is produced by the light striking the retina of
the eye, the optic nerve then transmitting the vibration to the
brain? We really never see an object, but simply see thereflection that the object produces on the retina of the eye.
Indeed, the optic nerve itself is insensible to light, so sight
exists only in ihe brain, and does not travel at all. Or, if we
call it sensation, it would only travel about 100 feet per second, while light goes about 186,000 miles in the same time.
But Mr. Hindman evidently does not believe that light travels, although the discovery was made 269 years ago. Before
1617 it was considered instantaneous, but Roemer, an eminent Danish astronomer, accidentally made the discovery,
when engaged in a series of observations on one of the moons
of Jupiter. This moon in a certain part of its path becomes
eclipsed to an observer on the earth, in consequence of passing behind its planet. ~owing that the revolution of the
moon must be performed in the same time, Roemer supposed
that the intervals between these invisible periods would, of
course, be uniform. To his surprise he found that they differed a little every time, increasing for six months (at the
expiration of which the eclipse was 16 minutes later than at
first), and then decreasing at t}le same rate for a similar period, till at the end of a year he found the interval the same
as at first. ··The conclusion was inevitable. The discrepancy
was caused by the difference in the earth's distance. If the
first observation was made when the earth was at that point
of her orbit which was nearest to Jupiter, six months afterward she would be at the most distant point ; and the light
from Jupiter's moon would hav to travel the whole distance
across the orbit (about 186,000,000 miles) farther than before.
Here was the key to a grand discovery which immortalizes
the name of Roemer. If light was 16 minutes, or 960 seconds, in traveling 186,000,000 miles, it was easy to find how
far it travels in 1 second.
Our friend also says that the North Star is not seen south
of 40° south hLtitude. He admits the fact that when we
travel north one degree the North Star seems to rise one degree. Now, the North Pole points within 1:\- degrees of
Polaris, and if we were at the North Pole the North Star
would be nearly directly overhead. Starting from the pole
and going 90 degrees south, we would, of course, be at the
equator, while the North Star would always appear in the
horizon. Hence, as he claims it can be seen 40° south of the
equator, he is just 40°, or 2, 780 miles, from "the facts." Or
if he is right, the equator is 48° south latitude; and 40° plus
90° = 130° = 1 quadrant or 520° in one circle, instead of
360°, which is always used.
Indeed, "a little knowledge is a dangerous thing," and we
can but think that Mr. Hindman's opinions are mostly formed
from some of the musty old compositions of man, and not
from the grand and endless book of Nature, whose contents
were written by Nature herself in indelible characters which
no man can forge or obliterate, and the pages of which are
equally open and free to all. Referring to one more " point,·
in Mr. Hindman's last letter, we will Close by first asking the
editor to pardon the length of this communication. Among
the things that he " is loth" to believe, we find that llght requires 60,000 years to· reach us from some of the distant stars,
when in. all pl'Obability there are stars or suns in the far-off
regions of space whose light has not yet reached our planet,
although they may hav existed countless millions of years;
and may there not be others so distant that their light can
never reach our earth on account of intervening globes or the
resistance of that subtil ether, of the existence of which we
are certain, although its immeasurable tenuity precludes all
possibility of discovery ? Indeed, would not this all be in
harmony with the fact that the only limits to the grand and
magnificent operations of nature are endless eternity and unbounded space?
l'rf. R. TEESDALE.
WAYNESBURG, March 1, 1886.
Mr. EDITOR: My uncle, Henry Luse, died of pneumonia at
his house near Clarkesville, Pa., Jan. 27, 1886, being nearly
fifty-six years old. He was an honest, intelligent man, well
respected by those who knew him. He was the dupe of no
superstition, bnt tested whatever presented itself to his mind
in the crucible of reason. His father was a Freethinker, and
impressed upon his mind the importance of honest investigation as a means of intelligent belief. This early privilege of
using his reason as the best guide, along with an inherited
spirit of independence, soon led liim to reject the popular
faith, and defy the contumely of fanatical believers. He battled for more than a quarter of a century in the cause of
mental emancipation. How thoroughly he was imbued with
the importance of untrammeled investigation may be seen in
a provision of his will which directs that his children shall
hav free access to the import(tnt works on both sides of all
social, political, scientific, and religious problems. He knew
that there was a possibility of his being wrong, and he was

anxious that his children should not follow in his footsteps
until convinced that they led in the right direction. He had
no evidence of a future life, and believed in none; yet he ·
passed calmly and peacefully into the unknown realm without fear, enjoying the f!onscious satisfaction of having acted,
while living, according to his highest conception of right.
His death was a calm, quiet, powerful refutation of the
priestly wail, "I! will do to liv by, but it won't do to die by."
It will do to die by. The Christian's whole life is a direct
preparation for death, but, alas! when he comes to die he
realizes the vagueness and uncertainty of the faith which he
-has fostered so long, and gleans but little satisfaction from
reflecting that the chief aim of his life has been to gain a
happy death. 'fhe Secularist livs to make himself and others happy while here, and thus indirectly prepares himself
for a peaceful ending. An unclouded conscience is the healing balm of death.
H. CLAY LusE.
QuiTMAN, Mo., Jan. 27, 286.

MR. EDITOR: Last night I attended church. Now, don't
infer from this that I don't attend church, for I attend quite
frequently. But, as a revival is in progress at this place, and
a few sinners hav begun to think they are 'in need of salva.
tion, I thought I would write of my last night's experience.
Perhaps it might be well enough to say that I hav had considerable experience since I hav been the principal of the
public schools here.
At the time Mr. Jamieson and Miss Gardener were here
there were many people much grieved to know that their
" professor was a wicked Infidel," and very recently our experience with the school board was that Infidels could no
longer teach school in Quitman. But to my experience last
night.
The preacher took his text from Gal. vi, 7-8, "What a
man soweth, that shall he also reap," etc. I knew what was
coming, and I was in no way disappointed. After discoursing on Infidelity in general and to their humble servant in
particular for about an hour, the man of God called for sinners to come to the sinners' bench and mourn. Although
feeling myself somewhat of a sinner, I had not lost anything
to mourn over, so I did not mourn.
They succeeded in getting a couple of "mourners;" then,
after considerable singing and praying, the preacher asked
for those to stand to their feet who wished the prayers of the
Christians. There were only two forsaken-looking males
arose, and one of these had whipped his wife that morning.
Then all those in the congregation were requested to stand
who would pray for the penitents at seven o'clock the next
morning._ A few of the saints arose. The minister then
made the startling announcement that God had been with us.
You may imagin that I felt somewhat queer, as I never expected to"sit in the same audience with Jehovah.
I looked about me to see if I- could get sight of the God
who authorized slavery, waged wars of conquest, and commanded the slaughter of women and children, but, not seeing any one whom I could think would resemble that old
worthy, and remembering that " had been" was in- the past
perfect tense, I just took his word for it that he " had been
there," knowing from the sermon that had been preached
that.the good pastor would make no misstatements. Upon
the whole, I thought the entertainment very good, considering that, for once, no collection was taken up, making salvation free. But, I thought, if people acted in Paul's time as
they do now, it was no wonder the old saint was constrained
to say: "We are fools for Christ's sake."
GEo. H. DAwEs.
NEw LoNDON, CoNN., Feb. 25, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Find $1, for which please send me one copy
each of the "Christian Religion," by Ingersoll, and " Men,
Women, and Gods," by Helen Gardener. I wish everybody
on earth would read Helen Gardener's book. If that could
be done you would see superstition leaving. The only objection I hav ever heard to her book was by a good, pious
soul that m:y wife loaned it to. She soon returned it and
said she did not think that woman was very smart to try to
tell older people than herself what to believe. My wife is in
a fairway to recover from the shock.
J. W. STORRS.
Soro, 0., March 6, 1886.
l\iR. EDITOR : Mr. Charles ·watts delivered two lectures in
this place on Thursday and Friday evenings, l\farch 4th and
5th. The subjects on which he spoke were " Secularism :
Destructiv and Constructiv," and" .:Unbelief: Its Nature and
Service to l\iankind." · Mr. Watts had a large and appreciativ audience to hear him on both evenings. As an evidence
of his success, I Illight state that everybody who heard him
the first night came back the second, and many brought their
friends along. Mr. ·Watts's lectures are on a high plane of mo.
rality. They are extremely logical, delivered in an eloquent
manner, and his friends and foes alike praise him for the
spirit of fairness which is manifest in everything he utters.
The Liberals of this locality may fairly claijll as a reslilt of
these lectures that they now occupy higher ground in public
favor, and the orthodox portion of our community will respect us and our opinions more than they hav heretofore
been in the habit of doing. The appearance of some of the
church-members while listening to the fair and unanswerable
argument of Mr. Watts reminded us of a very young boy
smoking a very strong cigar.
Let us hope that such lectures will soon cease to shock
their nerves, and that they will eventually take to Secularism
as kindly as they now accept the results of the antislavery
movement, which they even more vehemently denounced.
1\ran speed the day when the new philosophy will reach the
understanding of the priest-ridden people of our land. If
we had enough men like l\fr. Watts to teach Secularism we
might soon clean up the fading shadows of Christian theology
and carry the war into Africa,
J. M. HAmiiSON.
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been so filled with awe as on this morning of
my· first ride over the Rocky Mountains.
When we arrived at the summit we took on
several more cars, and commenced the deEdited by Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall
scent with quite a long train. The conductor,
River, Mass., to whom all Communicationsfor
three brakemen, the mountain brakeman,*
this Corner sl!m~ld be. sent.
and my friend were on the top, clinging to
the brakes,. the engineer working steam every
foot of the way.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
I expected him to shut off the steam and
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
put the reverse lever in the back motion, or,
That is known as the Children's Hour."
by using the powerful air-brake with which
these engins are fitted, try to control its speed.
The Nutting.
But no, there he sat as unconcerned as though
at home in the midst of his family, while
Dear Memory, swing thy censer now,
Let purple incense rise;
his fireman, an Irish boy with a brogue that
The desert sands hav ceased to flow,
would hang a man, was singing " Sewal and
Time's heavy hand has left my brow,
McClosky," while I-well, I was lost; and
The present from me flies.
when, a few minutes later, we went rushing
Back, back to childhood's. happy years,
out upon the highest trestle in the United
So full of joys, so free from fears
I stand a child to-day;
States (that across the O'Kief Canyon, which
Sweet, sunny visions, simple, fair,
is about three hundred feet high, is built on a
Touching as some old cradle air,
curve, and in which the largest timber is but
Hav swept all care away.
eight inches square) at the rate of thirty-five
The hill tops wear a hazy look ;
miles per hour, I felt homesick. When we
The Indian summer's here,
reached the division station I had a talk with
The voices of the crystal brook,
Creeping along each pebbly nook,
my friend (the conductor), the result of which
Are chiming softly clear.
was that he telegraphed over the hill for two
On everything a dreamy haze
passes, and when the express pulled out of
Is resting like a veil;
that
station that evening it carried as passenThe idle oxen cease to graze,
gers what the mountain men were pleased to
And, in a lazy sort of maze, .
call two first-class prairie men.
B. I. G.
They roam the pasture. dale.

!/Ihildrtn's !Jiorntr.

My mother says, "Your tasks perform
With careful hands and fast,
The day is very :fine and warm,
We'll go beyond the upper farm
To get our winter's mast."
0 joy! the nimble fingers fly,
The work is all complete;
We call to her with gladsome cry
To see and praise our industry,
That wrought the toil so fleet.
We climb the stony brookside path
With· footsteps tripping light,
We pass the hermit's lonely hearth,
To where the noisy stream in wrath
Falls like a torrent quite.
Across the pretty forest glade
We hasten on our way,
To find the beech-trees' thicker shade
Beyond the talked of railroad grade,
Where sunbeams scarcely play.
Oh, see! here on the leafy floor
The wealth of nuts so brown,
Yet still, to hav a richer store,
My brother climbs to harvest more,
And shakes them tumbling down.
The squirrels chatter saucily,
And scamper. right and left;
A gray one talks with sanctity
About the sin of robbery,
And charges us with theft.
At last we're tired; a pleasant sound
Falls restful on our ears;
It is the cry of" Homeward bound."
We leave the charming nutting-ground,
And leave the charming years.
Denver, Col.

MRs. BucKNER-JoHNSON.

A Ride Over the Roclry Mountains.
Being out of employment, I, in company
with a friend (a conductor), secured passage
and started for the far West, to find work
and to" grow up with the country." On the
mountain division of one of the Pacific railroads we found what we were seeking, and
reported for duty. We were sent a trip over
the mountains to learn the road before being
entrusted with a train. From where we ·got
on board to the summit, a distance of thirty
miles, the grade is so heavy that the huge engins that could on ordinary lines draw 150
cars can only take from four to seven cars.
Every few miles there are safety switches,
to catch runaway cars, or those that may
break from a train and go plunging down the
mountain side.
On mounting the engin, I was surprised
to find it in charge of an old friend, who remarked, when he learned the object of my
trip, that he could show me more road in l'ess
time than I had ever seen before. This remark did in no wise tend to make .me more
. comfortable, for, although he was a good
man and an able driver, he had lost his position where I had first known him for doing
some very recli:less work, and among his
friends (the engineers) it was said that his
home was in the ditch.
The road winds along the ~ide of the mountain under overhanging ledges of rock, across
trestles which span the ravines; then along
the edge of some dark dismal gorge, where,
hundreds of feet below, the bottom is strewn
and piled with masses of rocks, and where no
flower ever blooms, no ray of sunlight ever
penetrates. I had had experience on rough
roads; had sat on my engin and it almost on
its end; had been mixed up with box cars,
floating ice, and bridge timbers; had been on
colliding steamboats, and stood by and
worked the engins with the water waist-deep
on the deck, and I will say that I had never

*He is called the pilot.

Reverie.
The morning hours of cheerful light
Of all the day are best,
And as we speed our hasty flight,
If every hour be spent aright,
We sweetly sink to sleep at night,
And pleasant is our rest.
And life is like a summer's day,
It seems so quickly past;
Youth is the morning bright and gay,
And if 'tls spent in wisdom's way,
We meet old age without dismay,
And death is sweet at last.
-Selected.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-PROBLEM.
A field is twelve rods square. How may
trees can be planted in it a rod apart, putting
none nearer the fence than half a rod?
·
WM. ScoTT.
2.-DIAMOND.
1.-A consonant. 2.-A covering for the
head. 3.-A month. 4.-The atmosphere.
5.-A consonant. Centrals, read down, giv
the name of a beautiful city of Europe.
Lindsay, Qnt., Can.
GEo.l\'L BATESON.

The truth and Palindrome require
That we should mark the number higher,
Say, two, three, four, five, six, or seven;
Nor mind "the book that came from heaven."·
Irwin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE CHILDREN'S CORNER,
MARCH 6, 1886.
1.-Mar-Moses. 2.-The surface of liquids
conforms exactly to the spherical figure of
th~ earth. Denver being at a much greater
altitude than New York, the surface. of the
liquid would be some flatter, so that the tub
would not hol<;l so much above the brim.

4.

M

GEM
GORED
MERMAID
MEADE
DIE
D
5.-" Heads on one side, tails on the other."

Correspondence.
ARLINGToN, NEB., March 2, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
write you a few lines. My pa takes TrrE
TRUTH SEEKER. I like to read the Children's
Corner very much. I am ten years old. I
go to school and read in the Fourth Reader.
Mamma bought the '' Story Hour" for me.
The stories in it are all nice, and I like to read
them very much. It is time for me to close.
Yours truly,
JusTIN J. HAMMER.
LoGANSPORT, IND., Feb. 29, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I would like to take
my seat in the Children's Corner again. I
begin to feel at home there. My mamma
says that there is a great fuss made about the
new pictures in THE TRU'l;'H SEEKER, but
they say nothing about the Children's Corner,
and she thinks it is doing more &ood than the
pictures, for it is making the children feel as
if they had something to say in the paper,
too. I am ten years old and I read the
Children's Corner. Wit.h best regards, Iremain
Your little friend, DELIA STOLL.
LINDSAY, ONT., Feb, 16, 1886.
DEAR Miss WI~ON: As it is about three
months since I wrote to you, I thought I
would write again, as my last letter appeared
in THE TRUTH ·SEEKER. I received the Calendar, for which accept my thanks. It is
quite a curiosity. I liv on a farm, about
three miles out of Lindsay, which is a town
of about six thousand inhabitants. Pa exchanges TH:E TRUTH SEEKER with Mr. Goodwin, of Lindsay, for the Investigator. Pa has
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER as long as I can remember. I am fourteen years old to-day,
and a stormy day it is. I am in the Fourth
Reader, and study geography, grammar, history, drawing, arithmetic. ~ hav two mi.les
to go to school. I hav a nice teacher. I obtained the highest number of marks in my
class last month.
GEo. M. BATESON.

KALAMAZoo, MraH., March 6, 286.
DEAR Miss WixoN : I thought I would
write to you, because you said that every one
was welcome to the Children's Corner. I do
not know what I should do if we did not take
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I think the illustrations
are grand. The Jonah pictures are very
funny. Those on the front side are splendid·
right to the point.
'
I think our grown up folks "sass" each
other quite too much through THE THUTII
SEEKER. As M. S. Gowin says, in a recent
letter to it: "We hav enough to do to fight
the enemy-superstition." I hav one of your
books," The Story Hour," and am ver;vmuch
pleased with it, and a little' Liberal frwnd of
mine (Nellie Bedel) had the other, "Apples
of Gold," and we exchanged books, and each
of us was very much pleased with the
other's. Inclo&ed find a puzzle. I did it
myself.
I think the TRUTH SEEKER ALMANAC, is
1. Why is this girl like a sum of borrowed good-better
than the one before. " The
mrney?
Curate of Churnside" is a splendid story.
2. Why is she like a window pane ?
But I guess I will close now, as my letter is
3. Why is one of her shoes like some occu- getting
rather long. I am keeping this letter
pation in which she is greatly interested?
a secret. No one, father or mother will
know of it till they see it in the paper.' .
4.-REBUS.
Yours for liberty, science, and humanity in
the place of slavery, theology, and God.
LYLE GAULT.
[We are glad to hear from Lyle. He is a
hoy of the right stamp.-ED. C. C.]

I will close, as I am afraid of wearying you
with such a long letter. If this is printed I
will tty and. write a more interesting letter
next time. I remain,
Yours truly;
CHARLEY BooNE.
P.S.-I would like to correspond with some
of the little boys and girls.
C. B.
WEsTFORD, CoNN., Feb. 12, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: As I see so many little
cGrrespondents in the Children's Corner, I
thought I would write a few lines to you. I
liv on a farm in Westford near the town of
Ashford, Conn. I am ten years old and this
is my first letter. Papa takes THE TRWH
SEEKER, and I lo:ve to read the Children's ·
Corner. If you think this worth ·publishing
I will try and write a~ain.
.
Yours respectfully,
NETTIE CADY.
MEMPHis, N.Y., Feb. 21, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIXON: My grandfather takes
THE TRUTH SEEKER,. and I ·read the Children's Corner every week. Grandfather said
he would like me to write a letter for the paper. I am eight years old, but thought I
would try and do as well as the other children.
I go to school, and will tell you what I
study. I study geography, spelling, arithmetic, and read in a Fourth Reader and
Monteith's "Popular Science Reader." We
hv beside grandfather. Father works his
land. We liv on one farm,oand grandfather
and grandmother on the other. I think a
great deal of them, and hav good times with
them. We all hav very pleasant hpmes,
near the cars, and we are situated pleasantly.
I hav a nice organ, and enjoy playing on it.
I am learning to work, so I can help grandmother sonietime. I am the only child in
the family, but I do wish I had a little
.brother or sister. But I hav to take up with
my doll. It is as big as a little baby I saw
the other day.
Good-bye. I wonder how this will look
printed. Grandfather will laugh. From
JULIA C. TILLEY.

' ·~-

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY1
OR,
MEN oF BusiNESS WHo DID SoMETHING BESIDES
MAKING MoNEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .JA1UES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav ·
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

- $1.25.

Price,
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

3.-CONUNDRUM;

Eleven prominent cities.
5.-PALINDROME.
There are some people who believe
That all..mankind are sprung from Eve,
And some may think our Palindrome
Requires just one in Eden's home;
But fables false can scarce excuse
The posers who such fictions use.
From wlwm then came these various races,
Diverse in form, hue, mind, and faces?

VOLT AlRE' 8 ROMANCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromegas.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.

UNION STAR, Mo., Feb. 28, 1886.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laiclpa.Per. With 67
DEAR Miss WIXON : I am a reader of THE engravings.
Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
TRUTH SEEKER and like it very much. Papa Half calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
has taken it ever since I can remember. I
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
read the Children's Corner with pleasure. I
33 Clinton Place, New York.
thought I would try and write you a letter if
I can interest you, as I don't see many little
boys in the Correspondence. I liv on a farm
one mile from Union Star (a little town
situated on the C. B. & Q. R. R.). I hav one
sister and one brother, older than I am· we
all go to school in town. We do not farm
any. Papa is a lawyer, has his office in town
so we rent the farm. I hav never tried plow~
ing yet as 1 hav not been old enough. I must
tell you about a little religious disturbance
which occurred in our village last week.
* * * This marvelous hou<le hns been built. moro than
There came along a minister who professed
~~f)\~~~.~~~~~~~ rr~~1~; t!{,~~~f) ;;~~ir~~/t11l~ltt'Wtoil~ ~~~~~:~~
to be sanctified. This did not suit the reniJove; on2ll floor a.ro 4 bed r~>Oms and ln at.tic 2 ill(lrfJ.
ligion of the trustees' so they locked the doors
Plenty of0lol'!{'tR. 'l'lle whole warmed hy oJ;(; chilllncy.
Lrtrfre illustrations and. full description of tlie n.tJo,..e
of the church on him (although the people
as w:~ll n.R ot'39 ot.her house~, r:t.n,!!ing in coAt from $·JOiJ 1:p
were eager to hear him). It raised a dispute
to $ti.fi•t(), maybe tound In "HH01'PF::LL'B MO!ll•;RN LOW·
COST
HOUSES," a.lar~e quarto pamphlet, shu\\ ing also
between the people, and made hard feelings
~~;tt~:r:Jg~t ~i~r~~~~~~~~~r ~~ild~l~'b~~r~~ts~;g :iTt~=
all around. Of course he is a ''crank " but I
0
think he should .hav had his rights.' Well,
f~~~~i~~~ ~~:~~;er~uuro2i :~~~~~; lt~-,~~~i~1~lj 'fi. Y:
PI.AIII~

~
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Price, Twenty-Five Vents.

Agents for the Truth Seeker.

i89

S. P .

Putnam'~

Works.

CALIFORNIA.

Dr: J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.

The Problem of the Universe, and

THE

OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. C. Cappison, Hamilton, Ont.

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Waif8 and Wanderings, aNew Ameri-

TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL

IDAIIO.

A. Erwin, Murray. ·
ILLINOIS.

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts
"A prose epic of the war, rich with mcident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
SWinton's Paper.

I

F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., 0hicago.

-AND-

Golden 'l'hrone, a Romance. " The

INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe,. postmaster, Dunkirk.

FREETHINKERS' ALM.ANAC

KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

(E. M. 286.)

MA88AOHU8ETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOHIGAN.

WITH THIRTY PORTRAITS OF DISTINGUISHED EUROPEAN FREETHINKERS, SCIENTISTS, AND PHILOSOPHERS, AND
NUMEROUS OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S, D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.

Calendar for x886,
•
•
•
•
5
Freethoughtin the United States, x88s, 17
How the Church Filches from the
State,
•
•
•
•
•
24
Public Contributions to the Church,
28
The Religion of Crime,
•
•
31
Chaplains in our Army and Navy,
32
The Higher Life. By Courtlandt Palmer, 34
My Dream. By Samuel P. Putnam,
37
The American Secular Union, -·
40
Statistics of our Foreign-born Population,49
The Curate ofChurnside. (Selected Story.)
By ]as. Payne,
•
•
•
•
SO
How Voltaire Died. By the Editor,
64

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
OHIO.

.N. Hexter, 303 SuperiOr street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.

Wm. Chance, Astoria.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Dr. J, H. Rhodes, 315 North 10th st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
H. Clay Luse, Waynesburg.
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.

The Iron Virgin, •
•
Religious Divisions of the World,
Paine Memorial Hall. (Illustrated),
The Story of x88s,
Immigration to the U.S. x82o-x884,
Freeth.ought in Australia,
Freeth ought on the Continent,
Subjects of Illustration,
Freeth ought Journals,
~eligious Denominations,
Area and Value of Farms,
Population of Large Cities,
Liberal Lecturers, -

77
82
83
84
87
88
92
95·
100
I02

103
103

104

TENNESSEE.

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.

Lick Observatory,
Girard College, Philadelphia,
Freethought Hall, Waco,
Texas (Interior view),
Freethought Hall, Waco
Texas (Exterior View),
The Tent,
Iron Virgin,
Paine Hall,
Moncure D. Conway,

VIRGINIA.

Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

Saladin,
Annie Besant,
Mary Wollstonecraft,
G. W. Foote,
Austin Holyoake,

]. S. Mill,
George Eliot,
Geo. Standrinf.,
Ernst Haecke ,
Auguste Comte,

Edward Gibbon,
Max Muller,
Thos. Huxley,
Voltaire,
Chas. Darwin,

Rousseau,
Humboldt,
Byron,
Shelley,
David Hnme,

Goethe,
Rohert Burns,
Richard Carlile,
Herbert Spencer,
Castelar,
Brad laugh,
Chas. A. Walts,
]. A. Froude
John Tyndall.

Charles Watts's Works
The History of Freethought. Bound
in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS
Section I. Definition of Freethought and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

The American Secular Union; its
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.
32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Sei·ularism; Destructiv and Construe
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christ•an Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Iritroduction by Charles Bradlaugh. Con
tents: The Origin of Christianity; The Histori
cal Value of the New Testament; Miracles
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christian
ity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas

TH.E

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM.

NEW YORK:

SIXTY YEARS' INVAI\IABLE SUCCESS.
Best known remed_:y for all af!lictions of these organs. WEAK EYES, WEAK EARS, DEAFNESS,
and CATARRHAL AFFECTIONS immediately
. reached. FAILING SIGHT prevented. ROARING OR DRUMMING OF EARS will cease. One
box tells the whole story.
Price by mail,.~q cents.
Otll
G. A. LOm..aS, Shakers, N. Y.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization;_Philosophy of Secu
lari.sm ; Science and llible Ant~~gonistic ·
Christian Scheme of Rede!Il_lltion. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEK
ER, 83 Clinton Place, New York.

33 CLINTON PLACE.

FRE£THOUGHT :NOVEL"'.

The Heathens of the Heath. A :finely

The Secret of the East·

'

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

FOR

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
By Prof. H. H. Cottinger, A.B.
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000
years B.a. on up to 1883, all in a nutshell.-Elmina Blenker.

For sale at this office.

THE

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL
FOR 1886.
CHAS. A. WATTS, Editor.
CoNTENTS: Agnostic Religion, by R. Bithell,
B.Sc., Ph.D.-Shifting the Uenter of Gravity, by
C. N.-Misconceptions of Agnosticism..! by Charles
Watts-A Household of Unfaith? byu. M. McC.Is Agnosticism, of Necessit~, Anti-Christian 1 by
W. Stewart Ross (Saladin)-Legend of the Devil's
Dyke, Br!ghto~ by Julian.-Emotional Agnosticisl:l_h by W. A. Leonard.-Agnosticism ahd Popular unristianity, by Col. R. G. Iugersoll.-The Special Senses, by H. J. Hard,vickel F. R. C. B.-Not
Left comfortless,_ by F. J. Goulct.-The Morals of
,Agnosticism, bJT .lgnotus.-T~~ Eternal Cur.s~, by
William Maccall-1.'he Catholicity of AJ,rnostimsm
by Winifred, Lady Robinsori.-Christmnfu and
After, by Charles U. Cattell.-Unpalatable Truths,
by F. Sydne~ Morris.-O@osit Poles of Thought,
by 1'. Evan·JacobJ.B.A.-Fortune and the Mendicant, by Thomas Mead.
PRICE 25 CENTS.
For sale at this office.

As a text-book in schools, the book wonld occupy
an important place; in tl:fe fa;milY it 'Yonld be no
less important, as conveymg mformatwn that all
should be acquainted with.-Susan Wixon.
Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this book
are excellent, ·and his standpoint admirable. It
may be commended as fulfilling its purpose of a
concise and interesting historical text-book..Mtlwaukee Sentinel.
Price, Cloth, U.liO.

For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00.
Address·
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

PROOF THAT

WILLI&.lll l!iHAKaPERE
Conld Not Write.
THE SONNETS
written by

FRANCIS

IIACON

to the
EARL OF ESSEX AND HIS BRIDE, A.D., 1590.
BACON
Patefactus Poeta Occnltatus

"JGNOTO"
A.D. 1589-1600.

By WU. HENRY BURR.
Price,

2~

Cents.
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i~10.50; 4oz., stem wind~,ll jeweled, $14.50; same, 15
Jeweled, $19; same, aajusted, $22. In filled ~rold
cases, warranted 20 years, 7 jewelei:r, stem wmd,
$21 ; 11 jeweled, $23.50 ~ 15 jeweled, $28; adjusted1
$81. Best filled cases aad $4.50. Ladies' filled, best
·<:laSes, $2Q_, 7 ~ ,$22, 11 ; and '$8() for 15 jeweled move. menta. Laaies' solid ~old, 10 k., $22t 7; $24, 11;
."$82, 15 jewels. F<ir 14 karat cases ada $8. Gents
equally low. Watches cleaned, $1; springs $1 \and
, returned per registered mail. Best spectacle in
the world, $1. All goods must suit or cash back.
And what is a nicer
present for either
your lady or gentleman frrends than
one of my latest improved model badf(es
in solid gold, artistically enameled in
three colors? Price,
$8, $3.50, $4. With
genuin diamond in
rising sun, $8 and$10.
.elry~ silver

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
· . .
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth; $1.25.

What .Must We Do to Be Saved l Paper, 25 cents.

Reli~ion~
By R G.
· lngersoJ1 Judge Jeremiali 8. Black, and Prof~
George .1!". Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

The Christian
Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. P11inted in
large, clear t_ype, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordiiiary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document,
Liberals should scatter it generously. .
·

Ingersoll Catechised: His ~swers to

a Number of Vital Questions. Propounded by
the editor of the San Fra'TIC'iscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 co~ie.!!l $8.
Millions of these should be circulated by .!freethinkers.

-~

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

Ingersoll'~.o~

Rochelle, ill.

l!'or YOUNG& MIDDLE·AGED MEN

Address on the Vivil Rights Bill.'
·

~~OTTO ~TTSTEIN

A STANDARDMEDIC\LWORK

the attacks of the New York Obserrer, by .Rob-:
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.
;

Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

.

~tno~G~

ONLY U BY MA.IL, POSTPAID.

!

ILLtTSTRATIV.El SAMPLE Fll.EE TO ALL,

Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Ortho-:
dozy," bound m one beautiful volume, in hall
calf, library style, and containing over 1i30(.
paj!'es, which is sold at the exceedingly 011
prrce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
·

Tributes.

There hav been so manJ

!!!P.Plications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute t<
His Brother," "The Vision of War;" the "Gran·
Banquet Toast," and the recent address· ave!
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hM
been printed on hea:vy toned paper, 18x22, illu·
minated bordllr, and·m large, clear type, suita
ble for framing, and the four will be forwardec·
to any address, prepaid, for 50Cts, or either ant:
for 15 cents.
,
'

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
IngersoJJ. Cabinet size ; true tQ
life, price~ $1.50 each. Every admirer of thes!
apostles or Religious Liberty should hav thes!'
busts.
·

' Photogravhs of Colonel

In~ersoll

Superb pliotographs1 22xll8, $5; pan81, 10.!5fx:t:~,
$8; boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 ct ,.·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
33 Clinton Place, New York..

J. E. Remsburg's Works~
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statrstics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiarres i. the Church and Civilization ; the
Church ana Science; the Church and Learrring;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement i. the Tem_perance Reform; the
Church ana the Republic.

Bible .Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y Scripture : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheatmg: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism ; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; "Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance ; Poverty
and .Yagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; 'l'he Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Bunda:!' Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin!f the Middle A,ges; The Puritan
. Sabbath ; Testimony of Christian Reformers,
Scholars.:.. and Divines ; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws. .!:'rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.

Image Breaker.

..4. Great Medical Work on Manhood
~
·Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debil.~ ityt Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
l! ana the untold miseries resulting from indiscre~. tion or excesses. ·A book for every man, :young,
middle-aged, and old. It contains 125 prescrrptions
for all 9,cute and chronic diseases, each one of
'.·J' which is invaluable. So found by the author, whose
experience for 25 years is such as probably never
before fell to the lot of any physicran. 300 !'ages,
botmd in beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, fullltilt, guaranteed to be a finer work in every
sense-tlian any other work sold iu this country
for $2.50 or the money will be refunded in every
instance. Pricei only $1.00 by mail, post paid.
lliustrativ samp e free to anybody. Send now.
Gold medal awarded the author by the National
-----=QQ=~-- ---·------T ---------- -·---T--~~J· · ......_____ -- _ .......k 1 · -~·~ ----····
. 1 Medical Association~ to the president of which, the
Women Support It·, What.It Teaches·, From.·
May Think·, Intellectual Gag-Law,· T_he Vi- Hon.P.A.Bissel,anctassociateofficersoftheBoard
the reader is respectfully referred.
.
Moses to Paul; The Fruit of the Tree of Knowlcarious Theory the Cause of Crime·; Revision;
The Science of Life should be read by the youn_g
edge; Knowledge Not a Crime; .A.s Much InThe Church's Money-Box; Shall Progress Stop? for instruction, and by the affiicted for relief. lt
will benefit all.-Lonaon Lancet.
spire d as AnY 0 f I t.
HISTORIC.A.L F.A.CTS .A.ND THEOLOGICAL
There is no member of society to whom The
VIC.A.RIOUS A-TONEMENT: Fear; Beginning
FICTIONS: Church Fictions; Historical Facts Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth,
to Think; Creeds; Self-Control What We Need;
-(Civilization, C6mparativ Status, Women as parent, guardian, instructor, or clergyman.-.A?·uoVicarious Atonement Not a Christian InvenPersons, Education, .A.s Wives, Not·Woman's ~Jd.ress thePeabo_~yMedicalinstitut.~!or Dr.W.
Friend, Morals).
H. Parker, No. 4 :Buillinch St., Boston, 111ass., who
tion ; Twin Monsters from Intellectual Pigmay be consulted on all diseases requirinw,,skill
and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases
Price; Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 Cents.
that have baffied the skill of all other ph:y:sicians a
specialty. Such treated successfully, Without an
The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts,
instance of failure. Mention this paper. 1yl4
.A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New Y ark.

DR. B. P. FELlOWS

SOCIAL -V7EALTH:

is a regularly: educated and legally qualified physrcian, and
the most successfu]1
as his ll!_actice will
prove. He has for
twenty years treated
exclusivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures of which

The Sole Factors and
Exact Ratios in Its Acquirement and Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Own-

ership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
the Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operation; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestions
to Legislators; Conclusion.

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00.
.A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washin!{ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,

io

Th.omas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

THE PRESENT
ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leadAND
ing traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense," THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERIC.A.
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man " and "Age
of Reason "are given; also, tribute's to Paine's
BY .A. C.A.PIT.A.LIST.
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
.A.
Book
Advocating
.A.ssociate
Life
liS a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It d~ls Wlth
written expressly for this work. Second edition~ 160 pages, Printed on fine tinted paper, the present conditions of society in this country, pointing out their imJ?e;fecttons, and showmg how
neatly bound, and containing a handsome it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and VICIOUS und~r .our present syssteel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents; tem. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life, and he has dra":n a v1V1d prc~r~ of the
cloth, 75 cents.
·
future Republic <if North America, as it will be when society shall be orgamzed on the pnnCiples of
The Apostle of Liberty. .A.n address Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
delivered in Paine HallJ bel'ore the N. E. FreeCoNTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Rethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
public; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production an~ Dist.rib?tion;
10 cents.
For all the above "Works address
Education· Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Republic; L1fe m the
.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Metho~s Proposed for the
~ Clinton Place, New York.
Trausrtion from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectrr Property; Danger.
Pnce, $1.50.
.
.
c·
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clmton Place, New York 1ty.
Working the Year of Science
And the Common Computations.

N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of th!!_ most prop.oun!J~d character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage lB solicrted.

The BiDle Analyze~.
BY

.Tohn R. Relso, A.M.
CONTEN.TS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-'J'he Mrracles cf the Bible.-1'he Errors of the B~ble.-The
Prophecies.-'-The Devil or S~tan of the Brble.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Brl)le.-The Sabb~th of
the Bible.-The God of the Brble.-The Messralr or
Savior.
Crownoctavo,_833p_p .. Splen didl
.. yexecut e d . s.ent
by mail, post pard. Pr"Ice, $8.00.

The Perpetual Calendar.
An Almanac r oreve:tShowing the day of the week for any day of the
month for all time past and present and to come,
and other useful information. Price, 40 cents;
three for $1.
·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER1
Oanvassers address L. Martin, BrunsWlck, Ga.

RUPTURES CUR EDb~

Bible. Inquirer~ A

mylUedieal Compound nndJ;mproTed
Elastic Snvporter 'I' russ tnjrom 30 lo
90 days. Reliable references g!ven. Sen.d"
stamp for circular 7 at~d sa:v tn what paper
you saw my adverl18emenl. Address Ca])t.

w. A. Collmgs,Bm!thvUie,Je!l"e!IOll Co.

~.I.

~~Y to ~ible In-

vestrgation. Revrsed Editw~. Thrs pa~J?hlet
refers specificallY to 148 Brble proposrtwn~,
with numerous references and crtatwns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same numl)er
of other propositions in the same bQok. Price
nts.

~i>rl~%fltf,(;}i¥flr&1

and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
night emissions by
•---o--'--O---o--• di-eams,loss of sexual
power, rendering
marriage improper and .unhappy, et<)., are Cl!red
permanently by_ an outsrde al'plicatron m . srxty
days. NO STOMACH MEDICIN l;JSED.. It ~s one
of Dr. Fellows' valuable di~coverres, wJrich rs e~
tirely unknown to the madteal professwn. It rs
not a catch-penny get u_p, such as a padl belt, pa~
tille nor magnetic appliance, but srmp Y a medicin be apQlied exterl)ally on th~ parts affected,
which cures by absorptiOn. Sen.dP,ve 2-ce~t ~tamps
for his" Private Cotmselor," grvmg.full mformation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows1,Vmeland, N.J.,
and say where you saw this advertrsment.

TRAVELS IN FAtTH
FPom Tradition to Reason.

I

BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
For Sale at this Office.
Cloth, $1.25.
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;&~L'i<uo:Ns·~r~·dyii:J.g. all around us, but.out.of
thefrJ ashes·'wiJl rise the spirit of brotherhood
which:' sh~ll 'unlock the shackles of creeds; and
unite the P'eople'of the earth in a common bond of
·aY¢prii:iiy iin(J.-i<ive.-D. M. Bennett.
:

TnE amount now. on hand fdr the Gran~
. Fl
monument is $115,880.92.
RAILROAD strikes are· takiiJ.g place in many
parts of the country, usually with promising;,
results.
·
THE Rev. Oscar Brown, whose temporary;'
disappearance a short time since caused his;
friends so much uneasiness, is again missing.

I

0 DEATH fthe poor man's deai·est friend,
· The kindest and the best !
Welcoine the hour my aged limbs
Are laid with thee at I'est.
The great,.the wealthy fear thy blow
· Fr.om pomp and pleasure torn,·
But oh ! a blest relief to those
· ·who;··wear.y-laden, mourn.
.::_Burns:

A SEVENTEEN-YEAR-OLD boy at Osage Mis~
sion; Kan., last week killed his father, mother,' ,
sister, and brother with a hatchet and a knife.'
CmEF MAHEDY, of the Fourth Battalion of
the New York fire department, lost his life:
in a collision while going to a fire on the 12th,
inst.
·
Dft.AusTIN FLINT, one of New York's mosf
learned and distinguished physicians, died of
apoplexy last Saturday. His age was seventy-;
three.
·

WH:A.TEV$R.:C'may be the case . respecting the
alleged' 'decline of indiViduality, and the increasing
tyranny. of cus~om,. there can, at all events, be
'hh.ddubli(thatin reli'giouli .matters public oPiliion
1~ coi(~t!l<P:,t1fP,~.coz¥:ng more liber~L .The legal ,
'P,E!l!a.ltfes .whj.cq. our _Ignor~nt and mtolerant ancestorsiriflic.t(ldupon whoever differed from ~hem
'8elvs','atil':!Io:W ~orne of them repealed,·and some of
~!:teni.opsoje.t~: ))Tot only ha,v we ceased to murder
.o.r tor,tm'e tl;l(iSe who disagree with us, but, strange
to say, we hav even recognized their claim to polit1pal crigl!ts ;\i.B'·Well as to ,·civil equaJJilry. . . We
hav, th{l:r:ef,or:e> every reason to con~atulate o~r
selvson having. outlived the reign of' open persecution,· ·We 'tiuiY:.'fairly suppos'e that the. cruelties
whloh ortr f<itefaithers committed in the name of
religiou,could npt now be perpetrated, and that it
woUld:.he 'iin'Po~ible to punish a man merely be- ~
'cause he e:iPressed notions which the majority considered to b.e profane and mischievous.-Buclcle's

I

DEMPSEY, of New. York, and La Blanche,'
of Boston, fought a p.rize fight last Sunday,;. :
which was won by Dempsey in thirteen' 1
rounds.
.·
· ,
'DHE art collection of the late Mary J~ne
Morgan, of New York, has just been so_ld at i
public auction. _ The proceeds amounted to; i
$1,207,052.
.I
PAT FoRD and John Murphy were. hanged
for murder at New Orleans on the 12th. They:
had managed to procure poison from some;
source, and both were carried 'to the gallows:
unconscious.
MR. 0. A. BABEL, a wild cowboy from.
Texas, is surprising New. York audiences by i
his skill as a pianist. He has never received ,.
any instruction, but his execution is pro-f
nounced marvelous.
,
TwENTY Methodist missronaries who hav r
been in trainino- for a few. weeks, preparatory
to attackino- the heathen ·on the Congo in
Africa, are "about to 'start for that land of'
malaria and cannibals.
. .
.
MASKED robbers overpowered and killed a i
messenger and robbed a safe of $20,000 on
the express train between Joliet and Morris,
Ill. Two men suspected of the crime hav
been arrested at Joliet.
1

.

THE postmaster-general has received a let.
ter from Cheyenne City, Wyoming, in which
the writer confesses to thefts commit_ted by
himself twenty years ago. The w.ritei: signs
himself" A Christian."
THE fund for Mrs. Hancock is about
$41,000. It excites some remark that neither
Mrs. Grant nor Mrs. Garfield has subscribed
to the fund, though both hav been objects of
public solicitude and are now. wealthy.
THE Willard House ill Washington has.
been connected by a new. kind of telephone
with an office in New. York. The distance
between the two cities is 228 miles, but conversation can easily be carried on from one
to the other.
THE Ministers' Association at Minneapolis,
Minn., recently passed resolutions to withdraw. their patronage from all newspapers
published on Sunday. Their action has not
as yet had the effect of stopping. the publication of any Sunday papers.
THE Cunard steamer O~;egon collided with
an unknown schooner near this port last Sunday, and sank in sixty feet of water. All her
passengers and crew. were saved.
The
schooner went down with all on board. The
Oregon was valued at $1,250,000.
MR. PEoK, commissioner .of statistics of
labor, says that the street-car drivers hav
more grievances to complain of than any
other body of workmen, and that the "most
illiberal, unjust, and tyrannical" manager in
New. York state is Deacon Richardson, of
Brooklyn.
PASTORS White and Bristor, both under a
cloud charged with criminal assault upon
young girls, hav retired temporarily from the
bright sunlight of publicity. Nine out of
twelve of Pastor White's jury took the ground
that the relations between him and his victim
were reciprocal, and Pastor Bristor is running
about loose pending a motion of J:lis counsel
for change of venue.
THE evangelical ministers of. Boston and
vicinity last Monday invited George E.
McNeill, district secretary of the Knights of
Labor, to address them upon the subject,
''The Knights of Labor and the Labor Question." Mr. McNeill told the clergymen in
effect that he was glad to see them waking
up on this topic of the day, as for the past
twenty years they had been dumb on questions touching human welfare.

Esslivs,"···.;:;; . . ·

. .

·

WELL, suppo~e life be a desert 1 There are halting0plaoes,,'a#Q. Shades, and refreshing waters; iet
,l;(s :Pi:<ifit by .ihe'!ll to-day. We know that we must
march· on. when •to-morrow comes, and tramp on
:·our
destiny•
onward~-Thackerav.
~j
~';
r: .
~ ; '
.
'
'

:

• .

:·· TAKE, there.for'e, no thought for the morrow, for
the morrow shall take thought for the things of
its'eli 'Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.
-:Matt. v, 34.
AND lead us not into temptation, but deliver us
froin evil, 0. V.; and bring us not into temptation,
but d:eliver us from ·the evil one1 N. V.-Matt. vl, 13.
'

SATAN ~as. a personage of supreme importance

I 'With the old chUI'ch fathers, as indeed he still is
j with

no small· numbers of modern theologians.
They saw him and his bad influence everywhere,
Hence the incredibly superstitious notions 'which the same .
1
fathers held respecting the actual-present eXei'CiBe
' of diabolical agency in their own day, and in some
cases, as they believed, under their own eyes. Any ·
,one may see the evidence of this by referring to an
accessible book, Conyei'B Middleton on the
1'·easily
':Miraculous Powers, in which is shown, by the·
'itation of their words, that the fathers held the ·
·~elief in Satan in the most gross and superstitious
.form. They make statements on the subject
which are incredible,. and could only proceed from
ignorant ·and inconsiderate men. As a matter of
·course the Greek fathers read the Lord's Prayer
by the lurid light of· such ideas. . . But these
same fathers were not infallible. They were ve~y'
much· the contrary, and the· probab!Hy is, when
all the considerations bearing upon tlie subject are
duly weighed, that the fathers were wrong, and that they wei'e simply misled to intei·pret the words
as they did by the superetition of-_their times, the
burden of which weighed so heavily on themselvs.

-<

i .as they are stili seen by multitudes.

----~---

.-.-

. . ,.
.. . .
across ine, head;! a~d With, a pen .or ~ron b_urnt
· :S:r-revenge · ab.ove It! Arid the. s~ghing mghtWinds· wanderrng ~th ~omplaimng cadeu_ces
- .
.
.
. .
. . ' . . through the .s":a~g pmes! ·the. murn:runng
WHEN dollars and religion aremiired together in streams. that g_o smging down 111, the sunless shadow~ .of the mighty canyons, and the,stm:ms that
business, the· dollars alwa:v.s ·come to the top.
shriek .and ~oar thro'tlgh forest and r~vme, ever.
"MY motto is,' Liv and let liv,'" said the soldier, an~ always smg to me the one unchangmg theme,
as he turned his back to the enemy and fled from Amita and Revenge. Waugh!"
the battle-field.
"CAN I tell when the millennium will come," my
AT a recent chnrch entertainment in Surrey, son 1 Indeed I can. It won't come at all. YoU:
England, the following item was seen on the pro- can just stake your happiness .on that. The milgram: "Mrss FisHER-' Put me in my little bed,' lennium doesn't come to us; we go to the millennium or we don't, as the case may be, but in. any
accompanied by the curate."
event it won't come to us. I think I hav known
A DAILY newspaper has been started in Green- some
people who hav already walked in the first
land·. Durlng the year when the days are three
years of it,_ a~d I know some men who, if theyli':ed
months long, the editor doesn't get down to the for
ten million years, would never catch up With
.office until three weeks after breakfast, and stops •t
'f th did th 'd di
1 · d •t
I ' or, I . ey
' . ey . ve c ear un er I ·
work two months before sundown.
'
THE :Minneapolis Trtbune says : The telegraph
A TEXAS clergyman, about to be appointed chap- recently ~pprised us _of the re~arka~le fact that a
lain of the penitentiary,. preached a farewell ser- ma tron m. Valladolid had given buth to seven
mon to his congregation, who had treated him babies-three pairs of twins and one to ca:I·y, as it
rather badly. He selected the following text : were. Our _poet happened to see the artiCle, and
"I go to prepare a place for you, so that where I burst forth mto a verse as follows:
am ye may be also."
A man down Vallado~d,
. .
.
IN reply to the New England lecturer who asks
Longed a:r;td y_earned for a prormsmg kid,
his
wife
gave
him
seven
When
"What does a man owe his neighbors 1" we can
He shouted "Great heaven !
say only that it depends on whether his wife is
Maria, just see what you've did!"
one of thoffe women who are always running over
to the next house to borrow a cup of sugar, or an I'M glad it is going, its blowing and snowing,
Its cold waves and blizzards, its ices and frosts;
egg, or a wad of lard.'
For it all there's no knowing just what I am owing,
TEACHER: ":Miss Sinnico, please parse the sen•Tis only a youngstei' can guess what it costs.
tence, 'Adolphus married Caroline.' " Miss Sin- For midwinter sleighing comes higher than l\<Iaynico : "Well, 'Adolphus' is a noun, because it is
ing,
A sail on the river costs less titan a ball.
the name of a thing; 'married ' is a conjunction
because it joins Adolphus and Caroline, and ' Car- When the opera's playing the fiddler you're paying,
But a picnic in August costs nothing at all.
oline' is a verb, 'cause it governs the noun."
IT was a sma'!l boy from down in Maine who, I'm tired of its dancing; its lancers and prancing,
Its "Tuesdays," "At homes," and its "Five
visiting his Boston relativs lately, was asked about
o'clock teas,"
his school, his progress in his classes, etc. "I can't
thpel worth a thent," said the Maine youngster, Its social romancing, its gossip entrancing,
I sigh for the desert, to liv-as I please.
"and tho I hav to thtay at the foot, but [very
And now I affirm it, and time will confirm it,
proudly) I've got the biggetht feet in the clath !"
I'm ao tired and poor that my sins I'll repent,
And I'll be, as "they term it, a pious old hermitSAMPLE STREET GREETINGS.
The
holiest man on the earth-during Lent.
"Well, how are you?"
THE following vei'Y good story is told as having
"Well. How are you?"
actuaUy occurred iii a Sunday-school on the east
"Well. How are the folks?"
side in this village. Of course, as Professor Shep" Well. How are yours ?"
pard would say, the point of the story could not
"Well. Cold enough?"
be applied to any good Samaritan in Saratoga. It
"Well, I should smile."
"Well, so long."
might do in Schenectady or Amstenlam, or possibly in Albany. The teacher was testing her small
"Well, good-by.''
pupils as to their understanding of what constiONE of the finest qualities of "Red-Handed tuted ·a good Christian, when one of' them, whom
Rufe," or any other wild, Western hero who we will call Avery, with his face.aglowwith knowlwhacks bulls, scalps Indians, writes poetry, and edge struggling for expression, ejaculated: "S~j-Y•
goes play-actin' on the stage, is his ability to drop teacher, I know who is a good Christian." "Well,"
slang and adopt fine talk when he shifts from the replied the teacher, "who is a good Christian ?'•
commonplace to the "pothetic." "Waugh !" says " Caley M--!" he replied with emphasis. "Well,
the scout, patting old Killsure as he cut another , tell us why you think he is a good Christian," said
notch in the stock, '' thar's another blank blanked ' the teacher. "'Cos whenever he has,anything he
greaser wiped out, an' thar's anotherun agoin' to . don't want he givs it to me !"
foller.him right soon. Dod rot my etarnal feelins
ef I ain't goin' to foller this hyar trail tell it ends
TRAVELS IN
in a pool of blood. Fur I wasn't allus jest this
way, stranger'; but· when the dog-blamed skunks
From
Tradition to Reason.
run away weth the gal I cottoned to, the purest,
·~y ROBERT C. ADAMS.
loveliest being that ever robed her womanhood
with the beauty of the angels, I wrote her name
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cunous about the curmg of epileptics, demomacs,
lunatics, or about casting devils out of Magdalenes
or into swine but Middleton's wOI'ks divided
public attentidn with the early volumes of Gibbon's "Decline and Fall 1" and they ai·e still worth
reading by those who h av a taste for antiqnal'ian·
inquiries. Chambei'B's Encyclopedia says of' them,
"All Middleton's. pamphlets, treatises, etc., were
collected and published under the title of' 'Miscellaneous Works' (4 vola, London, 1752-1757), and con.
·
·
·
d 1 bl
th 1
tam much that IB curwus an va ua eon eo ogical and antiquarian topics."-0.1.
IF thou art worn and hard beset
With sorrow, that thou wouldst forget;
If' thou wouldst r'ead a lesson, that will keep
Thy heart from fainting and thy soul from sleep,
Go to the woods and hills! No tears
Dim the swe.et look that nature wears.

-Longfellow.

IF we make our belief in the doctrin of the immortality of the soul depend upon assertions. contain.~d in books regarded as sacred, it will follow
that whenever these books lose their influence, the
doctrin will be in peril. The basis being impaired,
the superstructure will tumble. It may well be
that, in the march of ages, every definit and written creed now existing is destined to die out, and
to be succeeded by better ones. ',rhe world has
seen the beginning of them, and we hav no surety
that it will not see the end of them. Everything
which is· essential to the human mind must sUl'vive
aU tlre shocks and .vicissitudes of time, and· dogmas, which the mind once did without, cannot be
essential to it.-Buclcle's Essays.
WHE;RESOEVER the c'arcase is, there will the
eagles be gathered together. -Matt. xxiv, 20.
Wheresoever· the body is, thither
the eagles
be gathered together.-Luke xvii, 37,(
WHERE'ER ye shed the honey; til~' buzzing flies
will crowd;
Where•er ye fling the carrion, the I'aven's croak is
loud;
Where'er clown Tiber gai·bage floats, the greedy
pike ye see;
And whei·eso'er such lord is fomicl, ·such client
still will be.
-lffacaulay's V'lruinia.

mll

EvERY plant which my heavenly father hath not
plan ted shall be rooted up.-Jesus.
·
AT present let us remove what is bad, which
must always be done before good of any kind ean
spring up,-W. S. Lanaro,
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· Jloits and Uklippings.
THE city courts of Philadelphia granted 24
divorces one day. last week. The Press of
th~t city says this is one branch of trade tl>.at
enjoys all the exhilarating vivacity of a constant boom.
MoRE than fifty years ago the Christians of
Connecticut persecuted Prudence Crandall
for teaching colored children in Canterbury,
and now a· strong effort to induce the legislature to i.Iidemnify her for damages inflicted
then seems. likely to fail.
THE season of Lent is being somewhatextensivly observed by those who believe in that
sort of fol-de-rol. The custom of kee::,>ing
Lent ·arises from the alleged forty days' fast
of Christ. The forty-two days' fast of Dr.
Tanner has nothing to do 'Yith the case.
SoMEBODY has discovered that this is a remarkable year for Fridays. It came in on a
Friday, will go out on a Friday, and will hav
fifty-three Fridays. There are four months in
·· year that hav five Fridays each; changes of
the moon occur five times on a Friday, and
the longest and shortest day of the year each
falls'on a Friday.
·• A POSTAL clerk who stole $140 twenty
years ago has sent $145 to the post-office department. He signs himself" A Christian,"
and postscribes : "I am sending $5 extra."
This. excellent Christian, comments the Balti. rnore .American, should know that the ordiftary interest for the twenty years he has had
that money amounts to $168. At compound
interest it would be much more. And yet he
seuds $5 extra I His conscience needs reconstruction.
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Tim chief attraction at agricultural fairs
where church-members congregate is the trotting race. It is a striking fact that the two
largest church contributions, Mr. Vanderbilt's $100,000 to the Moravian church at
New Dorp and Mr. Bonner's $125,000 to Dr.
John Hall's church on Fifth avenue, should
hav been made by the former and late owner
of Maud S., neither of whom ever drove out
on Sunday.
A PROPOSITION to abolish " Fast Day" is
being agitated ~n Boston. If this fell reform
is carried out, the New England boy will no
longer hav a fixed date to begin playing ball,
and his mother will not know when to look
for early shad. Unless this irreverent spirit
of iconoclasm is promptly sat down upon, we
shall not be surprised to hear that some daring soul has ventured, even in sight of Boston
Common and its historic frog pond, to speak
disrespectfully of brown bread and baked
beans.
D Avrn MILLER, of West ville, two miles from
New Haven, Conn., committed suicide March
12th in a peculiar manner. At 4:30P.M. his
mother found his dead body in the woods,
about three- hundred feet back of the house.
He had cut a stick, and made a niche in it to
fit the trigger of his gun. Then, lying full
length on his back, and steadying the gun
with his left hand, he pulled the trigger with
his right, discharging four fingers of coarse
shot into his head; which he had raised on a
level with the gun-barrel. The. upper part of
his head had been shot completely away.
Reli,11;ious excitement was the cause of the suicide. Miller had been a frequent attendant
at the Salvation Army meetings, and there
experienced religion.
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ELIZABETH CADY STANToN has written a
letter to Rose Elizabeth Cleveland asking her
to use her influence as "first lady" of the
land to reform the low-necked style of dressing, or undressing, prevaient a111ong society
women. Miss C.Ieveland writes that she is in
favor of bare arms and of decollete dresses,
but holds that there is a distinct line between
the neck and the "bust," beyond which it is
not in good taste to go.
TWELVE years ago Henry J. Durstock, of
Covington, Ky., became helpless from a
stroke of paralysis, and the doctors said he
could not be cured. Several weeks ago his
pastor, Father Baumeister, got some of the
holy water of Lourdes, France, and Henry
began taking it in daily doses of one drop,
the priest praying with him daily. Last week
Wednesday the inv.alid said he could get up.
A suit of his br9ther's clothes was brought,
and he arose and dressed himself and diped
with his family. He will probably survive
until the fool-killer makes his next visit.
ONE aspect of some "religious" journalism
is thus presented by the Hartford Courant:
"The representativ of one of the great socalled religious papers of the country called
at the office of one of our large Connecticut
factories and offered as a personal favor to
write up the whole concern in big shape for
$1,000. The offer was declined in the same
noble spirit of self-sacrifice with which it was
made. Then it was renewed at $500 (under
request for secrecy if accepted). This was
declined, too, and the religious representativ
knocked himself down, step by step, until,
while his first.demand wa!! for $1,000, his last
offer was to do it all for nothing if they'would
take fifty copies of the paper containing the

proposed article. And they ~ouldn't accept
that; they didn't so much object to ·being
written up, but they didn't know what to do,
·
they said, with the fifty papers."
THE fruit production of California is something wonderful. During 1885 she produced
in raisins over 9,000,500 pounds, or nearly
three times as much as in 1884. She also sent
to market last year 1,500,000 pounds of
prunes, 1,823,000 pounds of apples, 1,900,000
pounds of peaches, 1,139,000 pounds of
plums, 650,000 pounds of. apricots, 2,250,000
pounds of honey, 1,250,000 pounds of walnuts, and 1,050,000 pounds of almonds.
·
ATTENTION is called to the fact that Prohibition has a very serious effect upon the
health of the communities in which it is proclaimed. The town of Saco, Me., has a pop·ulation of only about six thousand, and no
liquor can be sold there except for medicinal
or mechanical purposes. There is but one
sui,ply agency in Saco, and the statistics show.
that sixteen thousand prescriptions were put
up at this shop in about six months. This
argues wretched health on the part of Sacu.
TALMAGE says that the law of supply and
demand is the "most cruel and infernal law
with which the human race has ever been
affiicted," while the Rev. llr. Mallory claims
that it is an "enactment of the supreme lawgiver," whoever that legislator may be. John
Swinton remarks : "The differences of opinion between the two sacred oracles on this
subject are extreme and violent; and we wish
they would hire a hall and show us which of
them can quickest scale the skies to ascertain.
whether the Brooklyn Presbyterian or the
N,,w York Episcopalian has got nearest to
the truth."
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children was a boy who from birth had been of
unsound mind. When he had attained about
twenty-five years, the father was advised to hav him
sent to an asylum, but, as he was not dangerous, the
An Examination of Church History.
advice, unfortunately, was not followed.
BEING LETTERS TO A CATHOLIC.-X.
In t4is poor lad the animal predominated, and one
FRIEND D. C.: I will now call your attention to the day a certain clergyman took advantage of .it, and
sacrament of matrimony. Of course you believe that married him to a woman of unsavory reputation, the
it was instituted by Jesus, and it is not my purpose mother of several children, and, as rumor has it (for
to attempt your enlightenment on that point. I this, of comse, I'll not vouch), one of them resembled
merely desire to look at it practically, and see if it the reverend gentleman. The family were stricken
will recommend itself to an outsider as of divine with shame on receiving news of this fearful blow,
and I, accompanied by the poor boy's brother, called
origin.
In September, 1885, I cut the following from a on the reverend scoundrel to find out the particulars.
We were assured that the marriage was correct in
New York paper:
Tire London lVc>rld says the cost of obtainino- tire pope's every detail, and, complacently settling himself in a
dispensation to the marriage between Prince \~aldemar of comfortable arm-chair, he facetiously added, "I did
Denmark and Princess Marie of Orleans was £5,000. Its the job, and tied them fast." If I had had my way
most important conditions are that the daughters who may there would hav been another "winged pauper," but
be born of the marriage are to be brought up in the Catholic
more prudent counsels prevailed, the matter was
faith, but the sons as Protestants.
Of course the high contracting parties, and their hushed up, and in a few years the poor imbecil died.
I could giv many instances within my own circle
agents, are the only ones who can positivly testify to
the truth of the monetary part of the contract, but of acquaintances of how this sacrament works, but
the rest is history. Charges of like natme hav been these two are sufficient to illustrate my point.
Now let ·us glance at the sacrament of holy orders,
brought against your popes on numerous occasions,
which
places one class so much in advance of all the
and yom clergy hav always claimed them to be lies,
manufactmed by Infidels, or instigated by the devil. others. I will giv you an instance that happened
Ask one of your theologians by what divine right not many years ago, and of which you are well aware.
yom pope has the power to make conditions which, Scene-a church not a hundred miles from the corner
if your chmch be true, will consign to hell one por- of 105th. street and Second avenue.
There was a professional gentleman who had occution of a family, and secure the salvation of the
balance. If the Holy Ghost has whispered in his pied a government position. Rumor had it that he
ear either that there will be no issue, or that all the had lost his place owing to his strict adherenqe to
children will be females, then the holy father has ob- yom faith. Be that as it may, he lost it, and came
tained money under false pretenses. It is not a fair to yom city to build up a practice, where I was inbusiness transaction. The husband is taking chances troduced to him by a relativ, who lived in his neighfor male issue, and the pope, knowing there will be borhood. He located up-town, and went to the
church in question, but, as he felt that his means
none, has taken his money. It is a skin game.
But if the Holy Ghost don't know, or, knowing, would not warrant the taking of an entire pew, he
has not informed the pope, then it is a gambling engaged only one seat. When there was a collection
compact, and, if there be a book of fate, you will find he gave as far as his means would allow, and was to
it recorded thus: "For and in consideration of the all intents and purposes as good as the best. Bui
sum of £5,000 lawful money of England, to me in the pastor thought otherwise, and stated to certain
hand paid by - - , the receipt of which I hereby ac- of his confidants that the doctor was a mean man,
knowledge, I, Leo XIII., sovereign pontiff of the and he would Chive him out of the parish.
You know one of the rules of yom chmch is that
holy Roman and apostolic chmch, founded by Jesus
Christ for the salvation of souls, do hereby, by the a priest is not. obliged to visit a sick person after a
power in me invested, consign to yom satanic maj- certain hour at night unless the demand· is accomesty the immortal souls of - - , and - - , and --," panied by what is called "doctors' lines," or a statement from the doctor that t~ patient is seriously ill
etc.
This is one side of your sacrament, let us look at and in immediate need of spiritual consolation.
another. I cannot giv names, you will recognize the vVell, whenever the lines from this doctor were presented, the messenger was abruptly dismissed, the
initials.
You remember L - - N--, who married S--j priest saying : "I do not recognize Dr. - - - . He
she a Catholic, he a Protestant. A dispensation was is no doctor. Understand me plainly, I'll not attend
obtained from Rome, and Archbishop Hughes per- any calls signed by this man." Of course, under
formed the ceremony. Things went on well for a these circumstances, the practice of the doctor among
time, then the husband took to dT:ink and fast women. a certain class visibly diminished, but being a really
The wife suffered in silence, and, woman-like, tried to good physician, and as he was still gaining a living,
shield her husband, the father of her child, from the he concluded to remain.
One Sunday morning at· early mass, the congTegasneers of the world. Time and again she threatened
to leave him, but the bonds of your sacrament held tion were edified by hearing a long tirade against the
her tightly, and she was as often dTiven back to his doctor, and although names were not used, a direct
arms, for yom chmch makes the wife subservient to charge was made from the altar that his daughter
the husband, and, no matter how brutal he may be, was illegitimate. Some say the mother alone was
any refusal on her part to satisfy his desires is a mor- present j others that the daughter, a lovely and lovetal sin. A second and, if I mistake not, a third child able young lady, was also there. Be that as it may,
were born to her. Unable any longer to liv with the shaft struck. The young woman was avoided by
him, she obtained n·om the church what is called a her companions, sickness ensued, and the doctor folseparation. Strange as it may appear, she did this at lowed her to the grave. 'fhe mother did not long
survive her daughter.
the earnest solicitation of her mother-in-law.
Staggering under this double blow, he prepared
Time passed. She met one whom she could love
-one whom she could trust-but she could not charges, and many affidavits (twelve, I believe) were
marry him. Your sacrament prevented her. It had taken of parties who had been present and heard the
been instituted by J esns himself, and although he had pastor make the charge.
He called on the cardinal, was politely referred to
advised a divorce only in cases of adultery, yet your
infallible popes, with a wisdom superior to the God- his secretary j thence to the various vicars-general,
head, had decreed that in thus advising Jesus had and after thus tossing about for a long time, was advised that nothing could be done, and begged as a
erred.
One day, in a conversation with her mother-in-law, good son of the church not . to pmsue the matter
she was informed that her husband had never been further, but leave it in the hands of Almighty God,
baptized. This was delightful news. As a good who in his own good time would right it. This he
Catholic, she now knew she was free, and hied away was obliged to do. The cardinal either would not or
to a priest, gave the necessary information, the papers could not help him, and he did not care to bring a
were made out, and, as far as the chm·ch was con- scanqal on the church by a public trial.
Whether God Almighty had any hand in the
cerned, she was a free woman. The law soon released her from the legal bonds, and she man:ied the sequel I don't know, but the visible agency was rum.
man of her choice.
Some months afterward there was a fair at the
But what does all this prove~ say you. It proves academy, and among others this pastor came. He
that if the husband had had a little water sprinkled was under the influence of liquor and made himself
over him, no matter what a . scoundrel he might be, so obnoxious that one of these same vicars-general
your church would not hav released the bonds j fail- felt obliged to advise him to go home. What was
ing in this sprinkling, the wife was free. But at his answer? " Go to hell." He had been educated,
what a cost! admitting she had lived in adultery as I understl'l.nd, at Rome, and was so accustomed to
with her presumed husband, and that her children hear tbe "anathema sit" of the holy father that it
were illegitimate.
came involuntarily to his lips.
Is this the ennobling religion you talk so much
His friends took him away. In a few days charges
about? Is this the sacrament instituted by your very were preferred against him, and an ecclesiastical
God~
Faugh! One well-authenticated instance council sentenced him to be tmfrocked.
such as this makes that sacrament stink in the nosServed him right, say you. Amen, say I. But
trils of decent people.
what is the moral? Here is a man who outrages all
Do yon need another instance of how this sacra- the usages of society j deliberately plans the ruination
ment worked"? It happened, I shame to say, among of a man's business j failing in that, becomes morally
my own relativs.
responsible for the death of his wife and daughter,
One of them had a large family, and among the 1 and nothing can be done with him because he has re-

flkomlt(Unications.

ceived. one of your sacraments and been anointed
with a little grease. But the moment he insultsmind, only insults-another whose grease is a little
more holy than his, then he is punished.
I could ;multiply instances if I chose, as I hav a
rare collectiOn of them, and it might be very edifying
fo~· the pious Catholics of your city to know somethmg of the early career of the reverend Jesuit.
G---, who is now posing as a saint in embryo,
and I feel sure they would not consider themselvs_
perfectly safe in allowing their young daughters to
crowd his confessional box.
~ell you, my friend, this country is no place fo~· a
pnvileged class. It would not take many instances
such as this to cause even Catholics to rise up and
drive them into the sea. You onoe told me of an
instance happening in South America, where you saw
a priest, immediately after celebrating mass, with his
garments still damp with the asper;sions of holy wat~r, a?d the body and ~lood of his God undigested,
hre himself to a cock-pit, and with a pair of favorit
c~ickens gamble away the pious offerings of the
farthful. You deplored it. But the fact remains.
I hav seen chains stretched across the entranc~ ~f
one of your churches, to prevent those .:Vho should
go into a side aisle from contaminating their richer
and consequently more favored co-religionists of· the
middle aisle. ·And quite frequently I hav noticed
poor women kneeling outside your churches, telling
their beads and saying their prayers. They could
not enter, as they did not hav the change, and on one
of these occasions I gave a poor old cripple a dime to
pay her entrance fee. Just think of it-she could
not hav entered the presence of her God if it had not
been for the generosity of an Infidel. Ancl'this is
Christianity.
One of the reforms most urgently demanded by all
the Catholic powers at the Council of Trent was that
the charges made for the administering of the sacraments should be abolished. Car·d.inal del Monte
afterwar·d Julius III., advocated it very strongly and
presented a bill "that the administration of the sacrament~ should be gratuitous," _basing it on the gospel saymg! "Freely ye hav receivedj freely giv." It
IS uncertam what caused Del·Monte to father this
bill while car·dinal, for he opposed it when he
ascended the papal see. As there was much at stake
~~e oppositi~n was great, and. it was deemed impol~
Itic to press It to a vote. So It remains an unsettled
question. However, you know that when you des:ir·e
a special mass you must pay for it, otherwise the
party you wish prayed for will only be mentioned by
the priest.
·
One of my servants lost a little brother, and for the
twelve succeeding months she had a mass said for
him. They were called, if I mistake not, " months'
mind," and each one cost her five dollar·s. She carne
regularly to me for a $5 bill, and on questioning her
I was told this. So, to test it, on one occasion I gave
her a check, and I saw from its indorsement to whom
it had been given. This satisfied me.
I know that when a rich man's child is to be purged
fro~ original sin, the church is lighted, altar boys
are m attendance with candles, and the child receives
all the extras, because the money donation is supposed to be in proportion to the holy outlay. And
on one occasion I escaped being a godfather only
because I was not one of the faithful. I was nearly
caught, though, for the priest, thinking because I was
well Ch·essed I might do the handsome thing, insisted
that as my cousin, the godmother, was a good Catholic, I could serve-but I declined the responsibility.
Now take the same ceremony with a poor childone candle, words mumbled and hurried pocketing of
the fee, and off he goes like a shot. There is only
one dollar· in it, and time is precious. Mind, I don't
mean to say that a priest would absolutely refuse to
baptize a child unless a fee were paid, but he would
make it so uncomfortable for the parents that they
would prefer selling their clothes and raising the
money. I could, if I chose, giv an instance to the
point, in which a relation of yours figured, where a
poor mother, deserted by her husband, and with five
childl·en at home, wus tntstecl till she could obtain
the money. Of course I should not hav known of
this, and I admit I would not hav believed it, if your
relativ had not mentioned the transaction to us both.
Among the many acts of rascality committed by
your church, none surpassed that of the " Donation
of Constantine." For centuries the temporal power
was based on a document which your writers now admit to hav been forged, and the · Japal anathemas
were thundered against those who ' .;tempted to even
question the right of the holy see. Entire conntries
were donated to favorits, and the slightest attempt at
expostulation by the enslaved people was visited with
ecclesiastical censure.
You, my friend, the son of an Irishman, should
not be ignorant of the history of your own people.
Once they were free, happy, prosperous, and theiT
manufactures, world-renowned, made your little •
island one of the richest on the globe. The arts and
sciences flourished, and the many institutions of
learning made Ireland the pride of Christendom.
But Pope Adrian IV. changed all this, for in 1155 he
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presented her to Henry II., and one of his successors indorsed the gift by re-deeding her again to Queen
Mary, wife of Philip.
For hundreds of years your once happy country
was the scene of outrages almost un'paralelled in history,_ and to-day Protestant England lords it over
Catholic Ireland and points to your infallible popes
as the prime cause.
We hav a case nearer our own times. When Catholic Poland, bleeding at every pore, rose against her
Russian tyrant, she naturally looked to Rome for
sympathy. But Austria, on one side, and France, on
the other, were threatening the Papal States, and
Gregory XVI., to save his temporal power, entered
into an alliance with Russia, and in 1832 issued his
bull recognizing the czar as the legitimate sovereign
of Poland; anathematized all Catholic Poles who disputed it ; called their leaders " lying prophets whose
mischievousness and perfidy ought, in fine, to be exposed," and the various Catholic papers, taking their
cue from this, joined in the hue and cry, and branded
as noble a band of patriots as the world ever saw
with the epithet of "brigands."
My friend, to the dirty, greasy Italians all are
, pagans except the inhabitants of the Eternal City.
They laugh at, sneer, and insult you, and I will show
how and where. When Bishop John Conroy, of Albany, was deemed incapable of performing the duties
of the episcopate, McNierney, the cardinal's secretary,
was sent, ostensibly to assist, in reality to succeed
him, and was consecrated bishop in partibus injideliwn. The good Catholics of Albany assisted at the
ceremony, and the old Knickerbocker families, who
are too proud to visit with the common herd, received
this new bishop, little thinking that in so doing they
accepted the title of pagans, by which they had been
dubbed by a parcel of Italian lazzaroni.
I always blamed Cardinal McCloskey for this, as
Albany had been the seat of his early labors, and its
people, regardless of creed, had helped him build up
the diocese.· But on the burial of this "lady bishop,"
as his people loved to call him, I found that he also
had been subjected to a like insult, as the pope,
!llthough he had 365 churches to select from, could
not spare for the first cardinal of America anything
but an old pagan temple-" Holy Mary Supra Minerva "-which had been cleansed of its heathenism
by the aid of a little holy water. Orate fratres I
(TO BE CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

Mr. Dana, Mr. Slocum.

•

To THE EDITOR OF THE NEw YoRK SuN, Sir: In a
late editorial, entitled, " Three Articles," you say in
regard to Professor Huxley, who furnished the Nineteenth Century with one of the "three articles "
alluded to by you, "If he is right, our whole religion
is based on nothing but superstition;" and you say it
as though it never before occurred to you that such
was the case, and evidence such as hidebound Christians only will dispute, but cannot refute, staring you
in the face from the apex of the time-honored rock of
ages away b~J.ck in the vista of the past. Now, let me
respectfully ask you if you think our religion is based
on any solider foundation than that of superstition.
The bed-rock of Christian theology (mythology) is
the Bible, a book which deals largely in supernaturalism, the belief in which is superstition;. and which
supernaturalism has not the merit of being original,
having been stolen from races of men that were ancient long before Adam, the reputed "fu·st man,"
began to. make a rec0rd on the page of biblical history. Crammed with stories of the supernatural
order such as put to shame the efforts ·of Munchausen, yet is the Bible the bed-rock of a religion that
has held a portion of the world in chains for eighteen
centuries, though the last hundred years-the last
twenty of the hundred more particularly-hav done
much in the way of striking off the shackles, the next
hundred to do much more to relieve a groaning world
of a hor:rible incubus. Can you read this book and
say our whole religion is not based on superstition~
"If Professor Huxley is right," you say. Now, let
me respectfully ask you if you do not believe Professor Huxley is right.
Your editorial concluded with this interrogatory:
"Yet will Professor Huxley, the Rev. Mr. Newton,
and the Rev. lYlr. Savage [the two parsons who furnished two of the "three articles "] say that the world
can get along without religious faith and a God to
worship~"
·
·
It is cock-sure that one of the two parsons, from a
desire to hold his fat place, albeit he kicks Christian
theology back into the crypt with mythology, 'with
which it belongs, would not say Yes to yom query.
As to the other parson, he could say Yes if he would,
while the professor would certainly say it if directly
asked. Let me respectfully ask you if ymt do not
think the world could get along without religious
faith and a God to wor(>hip. If you do not, there are
others who do, they even having the presumption to
think that the world would get along a great deal
better without religious faith and a God to worship
than it does with them-better in every way, shape,
and manner, one reason, and a weighty one, being
that hypocrisy would hav to retire from the field,

horse, foot, and dragoons, leaving but a few stragglers scattered about here and there.
Cold the day for hypocrits when Christian mythology is knocked into the crypt of the past, where lie
buried the remains of a thousand religions, more or
less, none of them a whit more ridiculous in its palmiest days than the Christian religion of the present
day. Yes, a cold day; but as they are numerous,
with powerful motivs for keeping the Christian
religion to the fore, it will not slip back yet awhile
where it belongs, if they can help it. Heaven and
earth! what would all the saintly bank presidents and
cashiers, trustees, parsons; and others do without the
stolen livery of heaven in the prosecution of their
nefarious schemes ? Why, they couldn't steal a dollar where. they now steal thousands; nor could the
clerical ones, their occupation gone, lead astray so
many confiding ewe lambs as they do now in the livery of an alleged heaven, which they train themselvs
to wear as though born to the cloth. Yet it is going,
this Christian religion, slowly but surely going, going, going, and the day is coming when it will be
gone. Would that day were to-day; but as patience
is a virtue, let us be virtuous and wait for the wagon,
so to speak; thanking common sense and thought
and reason that Christian theology is daily losing its
grip, to be numbered later on with the things that
were but are not.
And don't let us forget to thank Voltaire and Tom
Paine, Darwin and Huxley, Ingersoll and Bradlaugh,
and a thousand and one other high lights of free
thought and free reason, free speech and free action
within bounds of propriety; not omitting to thank
THE TRUTH SEEKER, which, if last-mentioned, is not
the least by ~ny means in the grand assault on Christian mythology-as our "religion" will one day be
called-all along the line, parsons as well as laymen
taking a hand in.
Going, going, going; it will be a happy day for
the world when it is gone-the Christian religion!
Respectfully yours,
Sr SLOKUl\I.

Random Thoughts.
·

The business of life is conducted on a sliding
scale; that is, it slides from fair market values to fancy
prices.
The piety of the seller is no safeguard against his
rapacity. Caveat emptor was the cautionary proverb of the heathen Roman. Its interpretation,
" Keep your eye-teeth skinned," is the legend of the
Christian Yankee.
To trust in the assurances of the seller is the
poetry of simplicity, or rather the doggerel of selfdeception.
"God made of one flesh all the people that dwell
upon the face of the earth."
To make Hottentots, calling them men, may be an
.amusement to the infinit mind; but to finite beings of
the higher types the workmustever be regarded as unjustifiable. It has not even the excuse of the practice of the court of Dahomey: his majesty standing
the drinks to hav a fellow made tight, so that by his
antics he might amuse the ladies and courtiers of the
palace.
In the Comte God, however, all varieties of the
human may be found, so that the spectacle of Hottentot life may be farcical and funny to one phase of
his being, while the grander characteristics of the
civilizee may please him in another; recreation in the
former, business in the latter. A show of real, live
Hottentots would pay we.ll among us.
It would be absurd to suppose that any God
would exact the same degree of moral accountability
from the Hottentots and other benighted humans
whom he· created .that he demands of the civilized
Christians, the pope and his educated masses, for instance.
To impose the recognition of the duties and restraints of the civilized man on a Hottentot would be
equal to demanding of him that he shall lay out a
plan of a modern city, and build houses equal to the
finest mansions of our day. Equally idiotic would
the poorly organized Hottentot be in the discharge
of moral obligations. And what shall we sq,y of the
Digger Indian on the other side of our great mountain range~ Pshaw ! there are man-monkeys all
around us; fellows with Bibles in their hands eveu.
To know that there are su:ch wretched human
specimens among us is enough- to make one doubt
the claims of the modern scientist, accepting the
dictum of the humorist : "Better not to know so
much than know so much that ain't so."
It is claimed that from the literatme of the ancient
Greek and Roman are drawn the finest specimens of
poetic composition known to our colleges, as well u,s
the most profound dissertations on dialectical philosophy. The sublimest conceptions also of man's relation to the eternal mind are to be fOlmd in their writings, while their ideas of immortality are lofty and
pure as are those of the greatest names of our age.
It would be a curious study-granting the modern
theory of the selectioP. :>f the fittest--,what hav been
the interfering agents in the evolutionary processes
during the passage of so many years which hav denied to our times the. evidence of unfoldment of the

intellect, claimed by the modern scientist, through
natural development. Waiving all advancement in
material progress, we inquire, why hav not om· later
poems, om· sculptures, our paintings, our oratory,
our philosophy, not taken precedence of the best of
the productions of the antique~ Or do we grovel to
fetiches and kneel at shadow-altars in clinging to the
old models? To the inquiring mind a chance would
be given for much ground and lofty tumbling in the
reach for argumefl.ts to satisfy all; much intellectual
gymnastics. To the explorer would be found entanglements and complications from which there might
appear no chance for extrication. In such chaotic
regions he would find
Hills peep o'er hills as Alps o'er Alps arise.

Educational preferences, involving and snarling;
religious prejudices, endless and confusing; national
disputes, with wars devastating and deranging internal disruption, discordant and turbulent; with other
ills that life is heir to, making confusion worse con
founded.
No doubt, however, but human enterprise will yet
accomplish the task of aggregating needed testimony
to solve the great Darwinian problem-drawing from
the jlunbled litter of the past, biological as well as
geological, well-attested data; giving a panor~ma
majestic and satisfactory of the cosmos of the SClentist, blotting out forever the pueril tableaux of the
Mosaic record.
M.
LeRoy, N. Y
------~~.-------

Our London Letter.
For the purpose of assisting the very much overworked clergy, and to consult as to what reforms
can be made in the church of Christ as by law appointed, a House of Laymen has been formed, and the
reports of their meetings are amusing, if not instructiv. It might, perhaps, be thought by the lillinitiated that a chmch for the maintenance of which
so much money has been spent and so much blood
has been shed must hav reached a state of perfection,
being under the direct supervision of Nos. 2 and 3
of the Trinity, and I am assured by those who know
that the arguments that can be nsed to prove this are
unanswerable, which may be true; I cannot say, never
having heard them. Those I hav heard are not up
to very much, so I conclude the unanswerable ones
are reserved for special purposes, and not produced
for the benefit of Infidels. The majority of the nonconforming sects are, I believe, fairly lmanimous that
the only effectiv plan of reformation is disestablishment, while the members of the state chm·ch are
aomewhat divided in their opinions on the subject.
The abolition of the right of sale to next presentations has been suggested in the House of Laymen,
but this, together with the tithe question, having
been shown to be impracticable, as it would affect
"vested interests," of course, such suggestions could
not well be carried out. Indeed, every proposition
of reform that has been made appears to pinch the
corns of some priest, and so, doubtless, the matter
will be left in the present comfortable position for
those who are deriving benefit from the legalized
robbery as it is now. The clergy are certainly
shrewd 'men so far that they don't quiet believe in
the " blessed promis of the Lord" they recommend
for their deluded flocks. " The Lord will provide "
may be very well to preach to the u~employed poor,
but not quite good enough for a pnest to rely upon
when it is a question of remitting tithes, or taking
only a portion of the rent of glebe lands. Mansions
in the skies will do all right enough when you get
there but while you are in the flesh you naturally
want' something more compatible with this sphere of
existence.
It is very wicked indeed for anyone ~o sugg~st
that parsons should fall short _of t~~ luxunes of llfe,
seeing how valuable they are. m g1vmg goo~, sound
advice to laymen. Take, for mstance, the b1shop of
London, who said in the pulpit, a few clays b~ck, ~hat
" the masses must be taught not to bear then· pnvations sulkily, but, by true self-denial, to seek a higher
purpose and a nobler life." Surely the man wbo can
utter such a splendid sentiment as that is cheap at
£10,000 a year, besides a palace and grounds. If
people will not listen to such wo~·ds of ~eep_ and
sound wisdom, but prefer hardenmg then· WlCked
hearts, you surely cannot blame the man of God, who
must hav been inspired to make such a speech. I
maintain that good and great men like this bishop
are cheap at any price, .and if they were compelled to
work for a bare sustenance, the world would be considerably the loser. I don't exactly know in what
way, but some one who does k~ow t~ld me ~o, and
therefore I cannot be far '\Tong m bern:mg my mformant out to the best of my ability.
The annual meeting of the Congregational Chapelbuilding Society has just been held, and the repo~·t
shows that it is doing pretty successfully-cash m
hand is almost £GOO; investments, £5,000; and
promissory n?tes are held to _t~1e extent of over £11,~
000. In my 1gnorance of sp1ntun.l matters, I should
hav thouo·ht this was a very fair amount to go on
with for a"'year or two, and that the society might hav
kept from begging for a time and let some other
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equally useful society hav a turn, but of course I am
wrong, as the chairman states that "the Nonconformists had not yet won the great mass of the people,"
and as this is bound to be done, more chapels are
required, and of course more money to build themso the hat must still be kept busily moving.
Dr. Parker, of the City Temple, who is a Nonconformist free-lance, has taken the bull by the horns,
and while other shepherds are talking he intends acting, and signifies his intention of introducing a military band into his church. If this does not get hold
of the masses no doubt his fertil brain will invent
something more enticing.
With all the efforts of these good men, " General "
Booth leaves them far in the rear. He started the
" Salvation Household Troop" off last week. As
there are only eighty soldiers in it, however, I presume quality more than quantity has been considered. These are stated to consist of " converted
roughs, parsons, coal-miners, gentlemen, costermong(Jrs, and poachers, with representativs from various foreign countries." Truly a goodly company!
They are divided into a "Flying column," "Flying
squadron," "Jaunting-car company," "Cavah·y contingent," and "Speaking, Praying, and Singing
Brigade," and will doubtless leave their usual traces
on the path they take.
I learn with pleasure that you hav beatified a priest
who died at Vienna in 1820, two of his alleged miracles having been proved. It must be very gratifying
to the deceased when he hears that his merits hav
been so speedily discovered and rewarded-as no
doubt the news will be co=unicated to him at his
present address through the usual channel, whatevet
that may be.
J. D.
London, Eng., March 7, 1886.

.A. Liberal Wedding in Philadelphia.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, SiJ·: I send
you the details of a Liberal wedding performed under
the auspices of the Friendship Liberal League, in the
presence of some six hundred chosen friends and
invited guests. The contracting parties are both
members of the League. The ceremony was as follows:
Piano selections ............................ :........... Miss De Bugh
Soprano solo, operatic selections................ Miss Carwell
Wedding march, Strauss............................ Sig. Fernanzo
The bridal procession entered: Six ushers; bride
and her father; bridegroom and bride's mother;
four bridesmaids and four groomsmen. Headed by
the master of ceremonies, William Bishop, the party
approached . the president's desk, and 1\fr. Bishop
said:
·
MR. PRESIDENT : I hav the honor to present, on this occasion, two moral herofls to this League. In the most momentous and the happiest era of their lives they make you
their chosen witness. By this act alone they honor themselvs
and you; themselvs, because they are brave enough to defy
that superstition which by pretended authority of God seeks
to control the conscience and the institutions of society, and
declares birth, marriage, and death impious without its
priestly seal. Our heroes honor us and our noble cause by
coming here to avow their affection for each other, and to assume the grave responsibilities resulting therefrom. It is
their testimony of confidence, at the holy altar of mental
libert-y, to the religion of humanity, whose only creed is-.love,
whose gospel is a blameless life.
The party then arranged themselvs in a row, facing
the audience, the bride and groom in the center.
J. C. Hannon, the president, said:
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: The auspicious occasion which
has called you forth has no precedent that I am aware of,
and those of you who bear witness to this interesting ceremony should engrave it on your memory as one of the radical events of the times. You are called upon to-day to bear
witness to the solemnization of a matrimonial alliance between Mr. Edwin Lyson and Miss Augusta Smith. The
parties contracting this alliance, which every sensible person
will admit is the most important event in the philosophy of
life, having rigidly complied with all the legal requirements
of this commonwealth, are now prepared to consecrate their
pledges of fidelity to each other in the presence of this assembly of chosen friends and invited guests.
In making these premises the altar of their confidence,
they hav rent the shackles of social slavery, and to-day they
stand upon the broad platform of universal mental freedom
as the pioneers of a social revolution; they hav added another
gem to the crown of human progress by assuming a moral
and intellectual dignity before which the silly conventionalities of the age must eventually yield. It has always been
assumed bycertaininclividualsmasquerading under the claims
of inspiration that they alone possess the lmdisputed right
to consecrate the marriage tie by their sublime and solemn
presence. If any such persons, or their representativs,
11hould constitute a unit in this vast assembly, let them bear
witness to the fact that all the show with which they embellish their respectiv ceremonies can never make them anything but a legal contract, and they the individual witnesses of
the same. Now, inbehalf of this League, let me thank you
for the manifestation of your individuality, and assure you
this association is conscious of the honor you hav bestowed
upon it, and we sincerely wish your union may be blessed by
endless joy.
If any person in this audience can show reason why this
couple should not be united, let them step forward now or
forever after hold their peace.
'
The master of ceremonies then went through the
service, ancl pronounced them husband allcl wife. At
the close of the ceremony Signor Fernanzo sang
"Blending Loves," and a lecture by Professor Atkinson closed the evening's entertainment.
Yours respectfully,
JAMES C. HANNON.

The Liberal Club.
The 404th regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club was attended mainly by men. The evening
was so rainy that few ladies ventured out. Besides,
the lecture was on "Hydl:ophobia," which is :riot a
subject calculated to fire the popular female heart.
In opening the meeting Mr. Wakeman said that
THE TRUTH SEEKER's contribution to the Irish question should be in the hands of all, and that the
interest in the journey of Jonah seemed to deepen
with the flight of time.
Dr. Beegle, of Ocean Grove, N. J., was introduced,
and, as the secretary will hav it, '' delivered his lecture
as announced on the program, entitled 'Hydrophobia: An Inquiry and Theory as to its Origin.'"
As the word hydrophobia signifies, the disease is
supposed to be a fear of water, but such was not
always a symptom of its presence. The object of
the speaker was to point out wha{ he believed to be
the cause of hydrophobia. In the first place, the
symptoms of this malady are closely allied with
those of blood poisoning. The disease follows the
bite of a rabid dog in· about forty days, and terminates fatally some five or six days later. A fellowstudent of the speaker was inoculated with poisonous
fluid from a cadaver, and neglecting to properly
cauterize the wound, died in about that length of
time, his symptoms being similar to those marked in
true hydrophobia. The fluids of putrefied flesh were
well-known to be the most deadly of slow poisons.
Another fact, the saliva of the mouth may become
poisonous when the human being or the animal is
excited by anger. The doctor's theory of the origin
of hydrophobia was this, that hungry curs fighting
over a putrefied bone would unite the poisons of the
angry saliva and of putrefaction, and, inoculating the
wounds of one another with this virus, hydrophobia
might result. Dr. Beegle said that he had made no
experiments to test his theory, but he believed that
such should be made, and as dogs were the originators of the disease they should come forward ancl
offer themselvs as sacrifices in the interests of science.
If it killed them all a desiJ:able end would hav been
sub served.
The audience listened with close attention to Dr.
Beegle's lecture, which was short, connected, and delivered in a business-like manner. At the termination
President Wakeman invited any visiting physician
present to address the meeting. There being no
response, Dr. Foote, Jr., was ·appealed to. Dr. Foote
said that he saw nothing in the theory of Dr. Beegle
that he could not fall in with. There was a good
deal of humbug in circulation relativ to hydrophobia
and very little accurate information. At a meeting
of the French Veterinary Society held the past year
there was no one p·resent who would say that he
could lay out a line of symptoms so any one could be
sure of correctly diagnosing hydrophobia. Dr.
Foote thought that the method of inoculating for all
diseases would lead to endless and serious complications. At one season we must inoculate for smallpox ; at another, fol' typhoid and other fevers ; then
for diphtheritic affections, hydrophobia, and so on.
The condition of a man's system with all these different microbes cavorting through -his blood vessels and
gamboling about the by-ways ancl interstices of his
liver would not be such as the ordinary mind could
readily comprehend. All dogs that do not know how
to liv hygienically should be put out of existence.
lVIrs. Leonard did not claim to be a doctor, but she
did think she had more or less common sense. The
reason dogs go mad is that we abuse them so. Mrs.
Leonard spoke of a dog which possessed sufficient
intelligence to get out of the way when it was in
danger. Thereby, the speaker thought, the clog
showed an acumen superior to that of some men.
Mrs. Leonard inquiJ·ed why it was that female dogs
never went mad.
Dr. Weeks desired to ask if hydrophobia was
known among hyenas, which habitually eat bacl meat.
Robert Blissert said that all the evils of the hydrophobia virus and germs, microbes and spores, did not
represent a drop in the bucket compared with the
evils oi the teneme:ut-house system. Having thus
thrown .the subject into a shape where he could
handle it, Mr. Blissert inquired, " Whither are we
drifting to ? " and make hi$ usual speech in behalf of
the workingman. In conclusion he said : " I don't
like to pray, but I say, Damn the doctors."
Mr. Wakeman followed by request. The theory of
Dr. Beegle as to the origin of hydrophobia looked
reasonable to him because it was supported by the
microbe theory, which was the most brilliant pathological discovery of the present generation. From
this Mr. Wakeman proceeded to a consideration of
Blissert. He said that he now learned for the first
time that all the questions pertaining to politics,
sociology, and other matters of human interest could
be thrown together and treated under the general
head of Hydrophobia. This had been done by " Dr."
Blissert, who, whereas two weeks ago he was opposed
to farm-life, was now attaking the custom of living in
cities. Mr. Wakeman proceeded to point out the inconsistencies of Mr. Blissert in a very entertaining
way. The victim bore it calmly until he was accused

of having lived in Ireland, when he jumped to his.
feet and made a vigorous speech in the thickest of
brogues. Then Mr. Wakeman gave it up, and said
anyone who had heard Mr. Blissert speak would no
long·er insist that he was an Irishman.
Dr. Foote, Sr., arose to remark that as the sub~
ject of microbes was up for discussion it worud be
proper to state that their discovery was first announced by a woman some thiJ:ty-five years ago:That name was not given them, but neyertheless
the discovery was made at that time. Further exercises consisted of a kind of catechism of Dr; Beegle,
who said he was somewhat bewildered by the drift
the subject had taken in the case of Blissert. Dr.
vV eeks wanted to know about the hyenas. Dr.
Beegle said he never heard of hydrophobia among
them. Lawyer Chamberlain inquired why, if putrid
meat caused hydrophobia, the dogs of oriental cities,
who were numerous and lived altogether on offal,
were not_ affiicted. Dr, Beegle replied that they
probably did not fight over their food. Mrs. Leonard called attention back to the question whether
female dogs were subject to rabies, ancl Dr. Beegle
said they had their share. Other questions were
fired from various directions, so that interest was
kept up until the usual hour for adjourning, when
all went contentedly and blithely home. The next
lecture will be by Mr. Levey on the "Iniquities of
Modern J om"Dalism."
The present writer cannot conscientiously close
this report without to some extent animadverting
upon the report of the last meeting preceding this. ·
An inaccuracy especially prominent appears in the
reference to the presiding officer as the ·•·acting president." It would be as correct to refer to the chief
intellect of this paper as its acting editor.
The ·
lVIan with the Badge-Pin may occasionally lack that
seriousness with which great subjects should be
treated, and he is well known to be something of a
liar; but it is not on record that he ever failed to adjust a statement to the fact in so conspicuous an in~.
stance as that to which attention has been called.
Admission to the meetings of the club is but five
cents.·

Canadian Gossip.
Matters are just a trifle dull in the Secular circle
here at present. We expect to take possession of the
new rooms some time within the next two weeks,
when it is anticipated that things will brighten up.
lVIr. Watts will be here to assist at the opening. He
lectures here Sunday, the 28th, and every Sunday
after through Aprli, after which he leaves for England.
The committee are working with a determination
to make the opening conveJ·sazione ·the event of the
year. There will be a musical and literary entertainment, after which dancing and supper. A pr.ograin
of unusual interest has been prepared. Mr. Algie
and other friends from the country are expected to
be present, and "we won't go home till morning."
His grace Archbishop Lynch, R.C. "(no relation to
the judge), last Sunday evening preach~d a sermon
on Agnosticism to a large congregation. He said:
" A deluge of I:bfidelity has inundated France and is
rapidly spreading over Emope. A great proportion
of the people in all Emopean countries are really
drifting into paganism. We in this country are not
quite so bad, yet in Canada and the States Infidelity
under the name of Agnosticism is cropping up every- where."
His grace then proceeded to show his congregation
the absmdity and fallacy of the Agnostic position,
and besought them, young and old, not to be led
astray, but to place implicit trust in the grand old
truths of the Bible and Christianity, and so they
would be happy on earth and blessed in heaven.
His grace John Joseph is doing well. He has
been for some months past trying to keep his enq up
in a triangular fight between himself, on the· Catholic
side, and the Rev. Colonel Wild and Rev. John Carry
on the other or Protestant side, and yet he finds time
to go for the Agnostics.
The idea of his explaining the fallacies of Agnosticism to a congregation who on the average know as
much about Agnosticism as they do about the conservation of energy, or the precession of the equinoxes, is really too rich. But it is gratifying to hav
the good news of the spread of Freethought confirmed by an archbishop of the ·strongest church in
Christendom.
Brother Tiffany, of New York· told us a few weeks
ago of the miraculous spread o1 • Christianity, of four
hundred millions of worshipers in 1885, ancl now the
archbishop (an equally good authority) tells us that
"a large proportion of the population in all Christian
countries are Infidels, pagans, or Agnostics.'' Will
somebody straighten this matter out and oblige a
bewildered ou tsicler?
Referring to the statement made by the Rev. Captain Potts at the public meeting last week that the
Land Leaguers were bringing a murderer to Toronto
to lecture on St. Patrick's Day, the doctor bas made
a correction.
He_ says he made a mistake, but only in regard to
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locality. The man he referred to, a Mr. Burke, who
is to lecture in Montreal and not in Toronto, was
·condemned some years ago by the British governnient on a charge of treason-felony, and this is why
he spoke of him as a murderer.
If the Rev. Dr. Potts is coiTect in this definition,
there are at the present time two murderers holding
. seats in the British House of Commons-O'Doherty,
of North Meath, and O'Brien, of Mayo, both of whom
hav been imprisoned for treason. If the reverend
gentleman is coiTect, George Washington was a mur;
derer, but it might not be well for the doctor to say
so-in New York, for instance.
It is hardly a question which is most murderously
inclined, the man who takes up arms or enters into a
conspiracy against oppression or he who, by exciting
religious intolerance and sectarian hate, puts murder
into the hearts of one class of the community.
The Tribune, speaking of this m~tter, says: " The
Mr. Burke Dr. Potts spoke of never committed a
murder, was never suspected of having committed a
murder, and was never charged with anything of the
kind. He is a man of ability, holds a respectable
position in New York, and is far above the reach of
such calumnies as that employed by Dr. Potts to fire
his excitable audience."
The writer does not wish to appear to be taking
sides in .the "Irish stew," but he has an idear--or.
is it an inspiration ?-that if a few of the ranting
demagogs of both sides the Wilds and the Pottses
O'Donovan Rossas and' Parnellites, men who ar~
filling their pockets out of the patriotism of servant-girls and idiots, if they could be brought
together somewhere and left to fight it out, to exterminate each other, like the famous Kilkenny cats, the
world would be the better for it and the Irish difficulty soon be settled.
'
I throw this out as a hint to Mr. Gladstone in his
present dilemma and only ask in return that should
• he act upon it h~ will giv me credit for having sugt d th 1· d
ge~~ront~ ~~·ch 19 1886 _
'
'
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News and Notes.
Again in the lively city of Pittsburgh, where even
the river is set on fire, so tremendous are the energies
at work round about, and so impetuous is the natural
gas ! It must find vent even throug-h the bosom of
the Ohio, and the bubbles flash with flame, and a
torchlight procession seems to go with the current.
In this marvelous city I again find myself with HaiTy
Hoover, Roman Staley, S. F. De Jones, Frank Bacon,
, and a goodly company of others. The series of lectures here has been very successful. Full houses were
present at each. On Sunday afternoon I lectured in
the city on "The Glory of Infidelity." After the a_d. dress there was a very lively talk and some attempts
to defend Christianity and the deity.
In the evening I lectured in Allegheny City, and
the hall was full. I gave the " Foundation of Moral
Obligation," which I placed the recognition of the
unity of life, and that the proper way to develop
morality was to develop sociability-get people together and make them better friends and neighbors,
·I said that a high pulpit, where the minister was
afar off from liis congregation, was the hight of immorality, while, on the other hand, the church kitchen
tended to morals, for it cultivated acquaintance, and
even the church soup, althoug-h there might be but
one oyster in it, tended more to righteousness than
their icy prayer-meeting, where people never got near
enough together for a handshake.
.
.
There was qui.te a breeze of opposition to many of
my statements. One opponent declared that the
ministers were a good class, and that they worked
" like slaves" for the benefit of the community. To
this I replied that m1 greatest. objection to the
clergymen was that they did work "lilm slaves." I
said that they should work like freemen, and then
their endeavors would be of some value, but they
really couldn't hav much moral impulse in the world

so long as they had to be intellectual idiots and declare solemnly that they believed the whale did
swallow Jonah, and failing to digest him gave him a
return trip at cheaper rates.
On Monday evening- I lectured at Sharpsburg, and
broke new grmmd. The hall in which I gave my
"New Heaven and Earth " is almost constantly occupied by the Salvation Army, and when I cast my
eyes around I saw the banners and mottoes of this
queer eruption of primitiv Christianity. On the platform were a couple of tambourines. This, I suppose, is what constituted the band and excited pious
reflections. I looked at the mottoes in red and white,
and how comforting they were! Here are a few :
"Reject Christ and Perish;" "Death is at Hand;"
"After Death the Judgment;" "Heaven or Hell,"
and such other delightful and suggestiv insinuations.
But greater than all, right before me on the wall was
a flaming announcement as follows :
'
Salvation Army; Sixth Annual Review; National Rifle.
Hall; All Ni~ht of Prayer; Official Council of War; Great,
Grand, Glorwus; Baptism of Fire; Mammoth Feast;
Heaven upon Earth. Admission, single ticket, 10 cents ;
banquet, 25 cents; combination ticket, 50 cents.
·
This was a "combination and a form indeed."
Such is the live Christianity of to-day. It has left
the head, and the hear~ too, almost, _and is now at the
he_els. Through the VIgorous ex_ertwns of lVIr. D. M.
~ler, of Sharspburg, the meetmg was well advert~sed, and the hall was full. Members of the Salvati_on Army were present, and a n~lmber of. boys and
grrls; but there was not the ~hghtest. disturban~e
t~ougho~t th~ lecture. All paid attentiOn, and this
fust _n;eetmg m one of the most orthodox of commnnitl~S has done good.
.
.
The debate after the lecture was mterestmg and
good-na~ured. One gentleman wanted to know what
~ood thi?-g there was to-day that was not r~corded
m the BI?le. I answered th~t one goo_d thmg was
the eqdualiStyt opf wlodin;dnan;tof whitchknthe Bthibtle made Il;O
recor .
. au
seem o
ow a woman IS
the equa~ of man". N obod:y in the B~ble se~ms to
know this. It has been discovered smce, like the
telegraph, the railroad, and the sewing-machine, etc.
Solomon said there was " nothing new under the
sun." If he should wake up to-day he would be surprised at the thousand new things in the modern
world. Above all, he would be overcome at the absolutely novel thought that each of his seven hunill·ed wives was just as " good a man" as he; !IDd
St. Paul also would be entirely disconcerted to behold so many wives knowing more than their husbands-and some women better informed than himself. I should like to introduce St. Paul to our
women lectm·ers and then see if he would ask woman
to "keep still."
I lectured on Tuesday evening at Alliance, Ohio.
A good audience was present in the Independent
Chm·ch. I spoke on" The American Secular Union:
Its Ainls and Methods,'' presenting the Nine Demands as the basis for practical Liberal work, including in their scope principles of the highest importance, yet principles upon which Freethinkers of every
shade of opinion can unite. The Materialist and the
Spiritualist both recognize the preeminent claims of
justice and humanity in this world.
The greeting of friends at Alliance was as pleasant
as could be. Mr. Thornbm-gh, Smith and sons, and
others well known in our ranks maintain the cause
with persistency.
Wednesday morning I left Alliance for Painesville,
and at noon found myself at the pleasant residence
of Joseph Sedgebeer, a calm philosopher eightythree years of age. Mr. Sedgebeer has seen much
of life, has been a Freethinker for more than half a
century, and is as bright and enthusiastic still as any
of us.
In his younger days he was a Christian, but" doubts
came, which he tried to overcome by prayer. Oftentimes while felling trees in Canada he would drop
upon his knees and ask God for help. He read the
Bible carefully, noted its contradictions, and by the
exercise of his own judgment became a Freethinker,
and discarded Christianity. It was quite a pleasm-e
to meet him and his wife, and I spent a happy day at
Painesville.
I lectm-ed in the evening at the Methodist chm-ch.
A large audience was present, many of them Christians. I gave " The New Heaven and Earth," in
which I showed the true relation of Liberalism to the
past, and its hopes and aspirations for the futm-e. I
was listened to with the closest attention, and I believe that the spirit of inquiry has been started, and
that new thoughts will prevail in that conservativ
community. The Young Men's Christian Association
was quite scandalized at my being allowed to lecture
in the Methodist chm-ch, and prayed .over it, b.ut for
all that the chm-ch for once did hav the honor of an
Infidel discom-se within its walls. So we can put
one mark to its credit.
I cannot close these news and notes without giving
a specimen of Salvation Army tactics; a reminiscence
of my lectm-e at· Sharpsburg, Pa. This is quoted
from their own paper, The Little Soldier, which I
came across at the hall where I lecture. I giv it
word for word, spelling and all. I especially call
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the attention of the Independent to this latest phase
of Christian advertisment. I suppose the next
thing will be "Death-bed Scenes, The New Birth
etc., furnished to order. C. 0. D." Here it is :
'
DO U C?

We R in need of some good songs testimonies, death-bed
scenes, conversions, etc. We should like every little soldier
who reads this notice 2 write something at once and send it
on to
THE CoMMISSIONER,
25 State street, New York city.
. From The Little Soldier of March 4, 1886, published at New York, I preserve this in my notes as a
curiosity, which I shall giv to the museums, lillless
they open on Sundays, as a specimen orthodox
"brick."
I lecture at Omaha, Nebraska, March 28th; at
Creighton, March 29th, 30th, and 31st; at Seward,
April 3d, 4th, and 5th ; at Ogden City, April 18th;
at Salt Lake City, April 25th and May 2d.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
What Do All These Insinuations

Mean~

· F1·ont the Philarlelphia Evening Item.

The allegations made against Brother George K. Snyder,
head man of the Good Templars and tall man of the Law and
Order Society, are somewhat serious. Snyder has been posing before the community for the last three or four years as
the avenging apostle of Prohibition. He was the great vindicator of Sabbatarianism, the champion of a dry Sunday,
and consequently one of those philanthropists who at rare
periods come forward to sacrifice themselvs for the good of
mankind.
Snyder has in some cases personally exhibited himself as
an· informer. In others he has been the employer of other
informers. Such a pure, good man would not be expected
to expose himself, even to the false accusation of having
done all this for the purpose of " pinching" tavern-keepers
and compelling them to ''sock" in order that they may be
"let up."
He may be wrongly charged and falsely accused. Still,
the charges made against him by some tavern-keepers are so
direct and circumstantial that they ought to be investigated .
It will not do for the Law and Order Society to mildly express opinions, such as are reported to hav been made by
their law:~;er, Vail, that if the allegation against Snyder was
true, "it was very wrong to do so."
Neither will the Law and Order Society escape upon the
assertion of President Burton that " if the report was true it
should not reflect upon the society, which is entirely sincere
in its work, and all its motivs are of the purest and highest
character." It is not a question of motivs, Mr. Burton, so
much as of the means by which it is sought that these motivs shall be gratified.
--------~~-------

The Holy Humbug's Prayer.
Front the Lewiston Labor A avocate.

Cyms W. Field "thanked God for cheap labor," says
John Swinton. Pres~dent !'Iitchell, of the St. Paul Railroad,
says the almighty" keeps up his dividends." At a meeting
of the stock gamblers in this city, a few days !Lgo, they referred to themselvs as "Christian merchants," and the leading speaker quoted scripture against the coinage of the silver
dollar. All of which reminds us of the "Holy Humbug'lil
Prayer:".
Bless thou, 0 Lord, the crooked ways
By which I roll up wealth untoldBy which I fleece the toiling poor
To swell my unearned store of !(Old.
Bless thou the plans I lay so deep
To hold the workerH in my grip,
That I may get their labor cheap
And ever hav them on the hip.

The Boston Anarchists Hard to Please.
F1·om the Winsted

(Ct.)

Press.

·Tucker, the Boston Anarchist, calls Batterson's proposition
to divide annually one-third of the net profits of his business
among his employes, in addition to their regular wages,
" one of the foulest plots against industry ever hatched in
the brain of a member of the robber class." It must not be
expected that anything on earth or in the heavens above will
please an Anarchist. The laws of nature will hav to be entirely abolished before these fellows will see a ray of hope
for humanity/.
'
Monsignor "X" Slurs a Labor Reformer.
From John Swinton's Papm·.

We recently made a few pleasant remarks !},bout the
monthly sheet of Henry Appleton, and Appleton thinks fit to
repay with a slur that is petty and false.
Tl1e Truth Seeker Keeps ltlen Thinking.
Front Pomeroy's Derrwcrat.

TrrE TuuTH SEEKEH is very lively reading about these days,
with its pictures of biblically-told incidents. One of them
represents Jomih, who resembles an agent for Peleg White's
Sticldn!l" Salve, starting for Tarshish and going aboard a
Green Point ferry-boat Another picture represents the boat
steaming away toward Buttermilk Channel, whil_e Jonah is
entering what appears to be the mouth of an East nver sewer,
but which is meant for a whale or a balloon. THE TRUTH
SEEKEU not only sets men to thinking, but keeps_ them at it.
Our "Dandy" Artist.
From the Deaison, Te:cas, Sunday Gazettem·.

The artist who gets up the religious illustrations for the
New York TRUTH SEEKER, wh,ich appear weekly, is a dandy
in that line. Nothinll" better ever appeared in P1wk. Those
who hav not seen the" series of pictures entitled, "The Journey of Jonah," never hav got at the pith and true inwardness,
as it were, of the narrativ.
Christian Preferences.
Frmn a Serrnon by Sam Small.

I prefer a drunkard to an Infidel for a teacher, and would.
rather my boys grow up hewers of wood rather than ther
shouldJearn all the sciences and beconlC lnfidels.
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Christ as a Teacher of Hate.
The Rev. Dr. Rexford has said: " When Ingersoll
criticises this doctrin of Jesus, that one must forsake
his family, if need be, to follow him, and calls it a doctrin of hate, a doctrin of inhumanity, he is guilty
of inte11ectual dishonesty. Jesus and his religion
hav done more for mankind than Ingersoll and all of
his fellow-humanitarians ever hav done or ever will
do. The religion of Christ is a religion of love. If
we wish to see how much this religion of love has
done for man, all we hav to do is to compare Christianity and its provisions for the unfortunate with
the rest of the globe. The humanities and charities
of Christendom are unparalleled anywhere else.
Christ's whole teaching w.as love-love one another;
love thy neighbor as thyself; love all mankind. It
is dishonest to take this teaching of Christ out of its
connection, and declare it a gospel of hate. It was a
part of his gospel of love. Jesus was combating
the narrow sympathies of Judaism, which was of
hatred to all except a narrow circle in Palestine. He
taught his disciples that they must leave the old doctrin and separate from its sympathies. Staying with
the folks meant clinging to the old gospel of hate.
This staying with the folks has always been in the
way of new ideas of moral and intellectual progress.
It is what made Luther an outcast; what imprisoned
Galileo, bmnt Bruno. Leaving the folks to follow
Christ-that is, to follow the light, the truth-is what
has brought us ·out of the theological mist of the
Middle Ages, has brought about all the intellectual
and scientific progress of which l\fr. Ingersoll and
his fellow skeptics boast."
This disciple of the loving Jesus pronounces l\fr.
Ingerson guilty of intellectual dishonesty. And why~
Because Mr. Ingersoll dared to pronounce this doctrin of desertion of father, mother, wife, and babies
for Christ's sake a doctrin of hate. How any sane
man can judge it in any other terms is a miracle.
A crime like this in a civilized country meets with the
severest condemnation. Desertion of this kind
among decent people is a crime, and the law of justice demands the punishment of such offenders. This
charge, made by the Rev. Mr. Rexford, of the church
of the Father, in the city of Detroit, in the state of
Michigan, against Mr. Ingersoll or any other man, is
a serious one, at any rate. Good reasons should exist in making such a charge as this. Shame sometimes should doom the lips to silence, and this is a
case for the exercise of this virtue of silence. When
Dr. Rexford made this statement, seemingly he must
hav known that he was convicting himself of this very
thing in his indictment of Mr. IngersolL If the doctor's statement is true as to Mr. Ingersoll, it follows
that Mr. Ingersoll was rationally and intellectually
convinced at the time he made this utterance that
consciously it was false. Yet it had a seeming truth
through a disconnection from its environment. This
disciple of love, and a disciple of the loving Jesus,
knew enough, had seen, read, and heard enough,
about Mr. Ingersoll to know that his statement was
false. I hav too much respect for the unassisted intellect of Mr. Rexford to believe for a moment that
it indorsed the utterances of his lips when they formulated this indictment of inte11ectual dishonesty
against Mr. Ingersoll.
.
I imagin if this doctor of love is really anxious t.o
find a case of intellectual dishonesty I can render
him eminent assistance. He is in accord with Mr.
Ingersoll in this, that he (Mr. Ingersoll) is endeavoring to destroy the doctrin of hell and eternal punishment. But is Dr. Rexford ignorant of the fact that
if Mr. Ingersoll indorsed the Christian Bible upon
which Dr. Rexford builds his "gospel of love," he
would be compelled to say to Dr. Rexford, "You are
'intellectually dishonest?' " Dr. Rexford must know
that the Christian Bible can be forced into the
support of his doctrin only through the most shameful vilification and twisting it out of aU its most consistent and reasonable meaning, and at the same time
perverting the sense of the Christian world in a most
disreputable manner, before he can make it support
the doctrin of ''a gospel of love." He is compelled
to the most vicious twisting of the word of his God
before he can make it accommodate his theory. He
says that " it is dishonest to take Christ's doctrin out
of its connection." Did anyone ever find a gospel of
love in the Bible until he did the very thing which
the doctor calls dishonest~
Mr. Rexford is now invited to take a look at some
of the clear statements in his sacred book. The author of Dr. Rexford's gospel of love enlightens us
thus: "He answered ~nd said unto them, He that
soweth the good seed IS the son of man; the field is
the world; the good seed are the children of the kingdom; but the tares are the children of the wicked
one. The enemy that sowed them is the devil · the
harvest is the end of the world; and the reaper~s are
the angels. As therefore the tares are gathered and
burnt in the fire, so shaH it be in the end of this
world. The sou of man shall send forth his angels,
and they shaH gather out of his kingdom 2ll things
that offen~ ancl them which do iniquity; and shall
cast them mto a furnace of fire; there shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth," We must remember that

this is the explanation of the parable of the sower and
the se-ed which Christ himself gave in answer to the
question as to the meaning of this parable. Can
anyone not intellectually dishonest read these words
of the Christ and believe that he taught " a gospel of
love?" And again, this author of this gospel of love
says: " The kingdom of heaven is like unto a net,
that was cast into the sea and gathered of every kind,
which when it was fuH they drew to shore and cast
down, and gathered the good into vessels, but cast
the bad away. So shall it be at the end of the world.
The angels shall come forth and sever the wicked
from among the just, and shall cast them into a fmnace of fire; there shaH be wailing and gnashing of
teeth." This is in exact accord with the preceding
parable, and is meaningless only in the light of the
same explanation. This same author of the gospel
of love goes on to say, "And fear not them which kill
the body, but are not able to kill the soul; but rather
fear him which is able to destroy both soul and body
in hell." This is pointed and explicit. "This is the
gospel of love." It is observable that the author of
this gospel of love speaks in the terms of the people,
in a way that seemingly leads one to believe that he
was anxious to be understood. Is it possible, if this
is true, that " a gospel of love" could, by the most
remote implication, be true? Hear this master again:
" Enter ye in at the strait gate, for wide is the gate
and broad is the way that leadeth to destruction, and
many there be which go in thereat, because strait is the
gate and narrow is the way which leadeth unto life, and
few there be that·find it." If the-gospel of the Christ
was a gospel of hate, in what terms could it hav been
rendered in conveying this idea more definitly than
in the terms which we hav just quoted~ Had his
gospel been a gospel of love, the terms of this text
would hav been changed so they would hav read,
" Wide is the gate and broad and inviting is the way
that leads unto life, and many there be that go in
thereat, while narrow is the way that leads to destruction, and my love has so hedged it in, and has made
it so dark and dismal, so infinitly forbidding, that
none will ever go in thereat."
A man might be a believer in a" gospel of love"
upon this rendering, and maintain his intellectual
honesty; but take it as the words of the master
evidently intended it should be, and how supremely
ridiculous it is to so pervert or change this as to
force it out of the field, as well as a hundred other
passages of like import, that this " gospel o{ love "
might be voiced in the pulpit! "If thy right eye
offend thee, pluck it out and cast it from thee; for
it is profitable for thee that one of thy members
should perish, and not that thy whole body should
be cast into hell." " And if thy right hand offend
thee, cut it off and cast it from thee; for it is profitable for thee that one of thy members should perish,
and not that thy whole body should be cast into
hell." vVbat do these scriptmes mean in a gospel of
love ~ Love knows no language like this. Reason
must pronounce this a dreadful gospeL What an
alar'ming stretch of the imagination one :nmst hav to
see in the teachings of the Christ a gospel of love
that takes all in at the strait gate, when he positivly
says that "there are but few that find it !" We are not
left here without more consolations of like character.
" When the son of man shall come in his glory, before him shall be gathered an nations; and he shall
separate them, one from another, as a shepherd
divideth his sheep from the goats, and he shall set the
sheep on his right, but the goats on his left ; then
shall the king say unto them on his right hand:
Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom
prepar·ed for you from the foundation of the world.
Then shall he say also unto them on the left hand: Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire prepared
for the. devil and his angels. Then these shall go
away into everlasting punishment, but the righteous
into eternal life." These are only a few of the mimy
scriptures . bearing upon this question of endless
punishment in hell which hav, no doubt, engaged the
attention of om charitable Christian doctor of divinity. What would be the rational verdict of intellectual honesty in the study of th~se sacred scriptures ? Only one possible verdict without violence to
all that is rational in the human mind; that is, if these
scriptmes mean anything, as they fell from the lips of
the master, then that verdict must be that they teach
the doctrin of endless punishment. But when Dr. Rexford makes an application of his patent Tmning and
Twisting Exegetical Machine to these hateful-looking
scriptures, it at once turns them into a "part of the
gospel of love." These scriptures are not to be
taken in the terms in which they came from the
Christ, but they are first to be ground through this
Tmning and Twisting Exegetical Machine, and the
result is that hell and eternal punishment are
frightened to death. Though these scriptures are aU
in the doctor's Bible, yet we are not to take them as
they read. How unfortunate for the world that Dr.
Rexford was not ca11ed up from the shadowless world
of emptiness for consultation! His timely suggestion
would hav called the attention of the Gods to this careless manner in the use of words. He would doubtless
hav cautioned them about putting hell and damntlltion

and eternal punishment in the Bible when there are
no such things in the universe of God. What an
ocean of innocent blood would hav been .saved had
he been there and told the Gods what they meant,
especially when that revelation was meant to carry to
the world such important information as the destiny
of the race ! That Dr. Rexford, like thousands of
others, wants a better God than can be found in the
Bible is evident. The Bible knows nothing about
a God of love. The Bible God is uncertain ; he is
more likely to be angry than otherwise, he kills people upon very slight provocation, he is angry every
day, he takes vengeance of 'them that knows him not.
He in a passion one time drowned the whole earth;
only one drunken man and his falnily were saved.
He comes with pestilence, famin, plagues, earthquakes, tornadoes, cyclones, frightful storms, and reveals his Godlike traits in setting up the wholesale
business in parasites, vipers, snakes, insects, who hav
the ability in a thousand ways to affiict human being's;
and then he has a thousand ways of making people sick
and killing them finally, and consigning them to an endless hell. I do not wonder in view of these facts that
Dr. Rexford feels the need of a better God. I blame
him not for this. I confess that the world has so far·
advanced that it feels the necessity for a better God.
Here is where we are compelled to convict Dr. Rexford of intellectual dishonesty. This felt need is
founded upon a higher intellectual conception, and
formulates a better God in the light of that higher
intellectual conception, instead of perversion and
twisting of the old Bible in hopes to find this better
ideal therein.
Mr. Rexford knows that the Bible contains no such
God as he preaches about. Why will he not confess
to the world what he knows must be true to his
deeper consciousness~ To confess this truth would
cost him his pulpit, and hence the Bible must be
twisted to meet this higher ideal of a God. And
with sorrow we are convinced that Dr. Rexford is
guilty of intellectual dishonesty. l\fr. Rexford says:
"If we wish to see how much this religion of love has
done for man all we hav to do is to compare Christianity and its provisions for the unfortunates with the
rest of the globe. The humanities and charities of
Christendom ar·e unparalleled anywhere else." I
deny that Dr. Rexford can point to a single Christian
gestme through its eighteen hundred years of existence where a benefit has come to any people or nation or any individual without an element essentially
uncln·istian. It is a fact that the Christian religion,
its humanities, and its char-ities, owe all, where in any
way it has been a benefit to any people, nation, or
individual, to an antich1i.stian potency. Its very
existence to-day is a consequence of this anticlni.stian
power. · There ar·e no humanities or charities in
Christianity proper. A divine changeless scheme iB
the presence of om changing environments is atrophied, and it can hav no conception of good whatever. Humanities and charities are human and not
divine, and hav arisen in spite of Christianity. This
will appear clear·ly evident as we take the qualitativ
value of Ch1-istianity. The claims made for it by its
founder must determin this question. A disciple of
the Christ necessar·ily implies obedience to what he
taught, doing what he commanded, and not doing
what he prohibits, sharing his glory and suffering
his disgrace. He must take up his cross and follow
his Lord and master. But we will allow the founder
of this gospel of love to settle this question himself:
" But let yom communications be yea, yea, and nay,
nay, for whatsoever is more than this cometh of eviL
But I say unto you that ye resist not evil, but whosoever shall smite thee on the right cheek, turn to
him the other also; and if any man shall sue thee at
the law and take away thy coat, let him hav thy cloak
also; and whosoever shall compel you to go a mile,
go with him twain; giv to him that asketh thee, and
from him that would borrow of thee tmn not thou
away. I say unto you, love yonr enemies, bless them
that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and
pray for them which despitefully use you and persecute
you. If ye love them which love you, what reward
hav ye ~ Do not even the publicans even so? Be ye
therefore perfect even as yom father which is in
heaven is perfect. Take heed that ye do not your alms
before men to be seen of them, otherwise ye hav no
reward of yom father which is in heaven. Lay not
up for yourselvs treasmes upon earth, where moth
and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves do break
through and steal, but lay up for yomselvs treasmes
in heaven where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt,
and where thieves do not break tl: i·ough nor steal ;
for where your treasure is there ·.till your heart be
also. Therefore I say unto you, take no thought for
your life, what ye shaH eat, or what ye shaD, drink;
nor for your body, what ye shall put on. Behold the
fowls of the air, for they sow not, neither do they
reap, nor gather into barns, yet your heavenly father
feedeth them. And why take ye thought for raiment~
Consider the lilies of the field how they grow ; they
toil not neither do they spin, and yet I say lmto you
that even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed
like one of these. Wherefore, if God so clothed the
gr&S!'J of the field, which to-day is, and to-morrow is
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cast into the oven, shall he not much more clothe
you, 0 ye of little faith~ Therefore take no thought
saying, What shall we eat, or what shall we drink or
wherewithal shall we be clothed, for after all these
things do the gentiles seek. Be ye not like unto
them, for yom heavenly father knoweth that ye hav
need of all these things, but seek ye first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these
things shall be added unto you. Take therefore no
thought for to-morrow, for to-morrow shall take
though~ for the things of itself. Judge not that ye
be not JUdged. Love not the world, nor the things
that are in the world, for if any man love the world
the love of the father is not in him. He that cometh
unto me and hateth not his father and mother cannot be my disciple."
If the words of the Christ hav any meaning, we
are now in possession of all the evidence necessary in
· determining this question-What is Christianity~
The law and the testimony settle the question.
These we hav given in the words of the master. It
may be said that they are inconsistent and foolish.
This may be true, but it is no fault of mine. I hav
only given you his words, and I deny that I or any
other person hav the right to change these words so
as to make them reasonable, and bring them into accord with our human ideas. This would answer if we
were dealing with human things, but this will not do
when we are dealing with divine things; this will not
do when we deal with the word of God. Dr. Rexford has no right, then, to change or reject any part
of these words of the God Christ, and he is intellectually dishonest when he does this. Christ meant
what he said or he did not. ·Are we justified in taking him at his word or are we not~ We must do
one or the other. Honesty seemingly demands that
he should be taken and understood in the light of
the position in which he claimed he stood. I claim
that it is intellectually dishonest to cheat the Christ
in perverting his words so that they may seem
rational to us, and in such an unwarranted assumption as this, which results in the destruction of the
whole scheme in its divineness. Dr. Rexford claims
Christ as divine, and yet he subjects him to this extreme humiliation of being only a man, and therefore
twists his words so as to make them human in sense.
This is clishonest. If divine, then interpret them in
the light of that divinity. "Take no thought for tomorrow what ye shall eat or drink} or wherewithal ye
• shall be clothed." " The gentiles do these things,
be ye not like unto them." "Consider the fowls of
the air, which hav neith~r storehouses or barns, yet
yom heavenly father feecleth them. How much better are ye than they !"
These words of the Christ are clear and easy of
understanding, but in om divorcement from Christ
they will not do. We are compelled to take thought
for to-morrow; but not thus with a disciple of his,
for he is forbidden strictly thus to do. A Christian
_cannot take thought for to-morrow without dishonoring Christ and denying him before men. Now, to
play this double game of being a gentile and doing
the thing which he does, and at the same time hav
the benefit of thus doing, and yet be dishonest enough
to hold yourself a disciple of his, is an outrage committed in the face of decency. There is only one
way of honor in this matter, and that is-If we are
disciples, if we call ours,elvs Christians, then we
ought to take his words without perversio:J?.. Not
only this, we must thus do: A disciple of the Christ
is not like a man of the worlcl, he is not like a gentile;
he is laying up his treasures in heaven; he takes no
thought for to-morrow, his savior will provide for
him. ~' By this shall all men know that ye are my
disciples, if ye hav love one to another." Heavens
and earth ! What a burlesque to repeat this in the
face of Christianity's bloody record. But be this as
it may, we hav no authority to change his words.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

What Will the Weather

Be·~

solar system. He is 886,852 miles in diameter, and
revolves on his axis in 25 1-2 clays. He is 750 times
the mass of all the planets and planetoids that sweep
in silent grandeur around him, and by his positiv
electric energy he controls and guides all their
motions. There are nine primary planets and many
secondary. Vulcan, the recently discovered planet,
is a magnificent worlcl from 35,000 to 40,000· miles in
diameter, and flies around the sun in 23 clays. He is
about 15,000,000 miles from him and moves 138,000
miles per hour. He is, so far as known, the nearest
planet to him. Mercury, the second, goes 112,000
miles per hom. Venus travels 75,000 miles per hom;
earth, 68,000; Mars, 55,000; Jupiter, 30,000; Saturn, 22,000; Uranus, 15,000, and Neptune, 10,000.
Jupiter is 1,400 times larger than the earth, turns on
his axis in 10 homs, and his equatorial diameter is
6,000 miles greater than his polar. Satmn revolves
on his axis in 10 1-2 hours, with his two magnificent
rings and 7 moqns.
The orbits of planets are not true circles, but
elongated easterly. Their nearest point to the sun
is called perihelion, and the farthest aphelion. The
orbits, large and small, for convenience are divided
into 360 degrees.
During fifteen years of close and careful observation
it has been thoroughly and repeateclly demonstrated
that when planets pass 80°, 170°, 260~, and 350",
storms occm. The energy and violence of these
storms is proportionate to the numbers, mass, and
velocity. In electrical science it has been abundantly
proved that in all revolving bodies electricity is generated along the line of axial rotation and evolved
upon their equators. So immense an orb as the sun
generates inconc~ivable quantities of electricity, and
it is evolved upon his equatorial belt of 16° in width,
and from thence hurled upon flying planets as they
pass these points _of rapport, producing clouds,
storms, cyclones, etc. The SliD is positiv to his family of worlcls, hence they are negativ to him, and as
negativs attract the positiv at the points designated,
this great celestial battery poms off his tidal electric
wave upon each planet as it passes the point of excitement, to its full capacity of receptivity. The
magnetic and also the strongest points are at 170°
and 350° on the orbit of each planet. The electromagnetic energy comes from space. Hence there is
enough for each, enough for all, enough for evermore. Hence the perpetuity of the solar system.
So we need not fear any great cataclysm, "crash of
worlcls, or crack of doom." Each· planet generates
electro-magnetic energy while in quadratme-i. e.,
between the storm points-and with the aclclecl force
from the sun is rejuvenated and never bankrupt.
This period of excitement and electric tension lasts
from three to five clays. This represents the period
of heat, or low barometer in summer and winter, and
when the combination is such as to evoke heavy
charges it brings us the great thaws and break-ups
in the midst of some winters, and the very hot clays
of some summers. The cool or cold weather that
directly follows is called rising or high barometer.
These electro-magnetic vital waves, or charges, are
the life of all worlcls, of all living beings and things.
When they hav swept the circuit of revolving orbs,
vitalized, purified, stirred, and motionizecl all fluids
and gases, they become devitalized, hence electronegativ, and must return to the sun as the electropositiv center for revitalization, and thence repeat
their ceaseless rounds. These are the statics and
dynamics, the rest and motion, the ebbs and flows,
the perpetual pulsation, of omnipotent natme. This
circulation of vital energy through planetary worlcls
is analogous to the circulation of blood in the human
body. The arterial blood flows out from the heart at
every pulsation reel, vital, electro-positiv, laden with
supplies for bodily sustenance, and when these are
deposited, and effete and useless elements enter the
venous channels, it becomes devitalized (clark venous
blood), and hence electro-negativ, and must flow back
to the lungs as the permanent positiv battery of the
house we liv in. Hence this force is the cause of the
circulation of the fluids in the human body. The
heart, arteries, veins, and nerves are the tubular routes
for its circulating energy. The return charges, from
Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus, energized by Vulcan
and Mercury, produce solar explosions, sun spots,
and synchronous with these telegraph wires snap and
blaze, operators are shocked, etc., proving an electric
origin. Our frequent storms are produced by Vulcan, Mercm·y, and Venus, energized and prolonged
by the larger planets. Jupiter passed 170° on 26th
of October last. He was the chief cause of heavy
fall rains iJ,l California and elsewhere, and of potatorot on tenacious and wet soils. Look for it the ensuing fall. Dig early. Any ordinary person can fore-·
cast the weather by having the tabulated position of
planets. This is the gist of the whole question.
This the "Weather Guide"* givs. The weather can
be foretold. All those heavy storms of January and
February were written out last year, the days clesig-

Allow me to present a few -thoughts to your intelligent readers on the causes and character of storms,
cyclones, earthquakes, auroras, etc. We claim our
theory of forecasting the weather is scientific. Theory
is not science, but when theory is demonstrated it
then is science whether people believe it or not.
Galileo proved the globular form of the earth, and
that it moved in its orbit around the sun, instead of
the sun whirling around the earth in twenty-four
hours. His opposers would not look through his
telescope to be convinced, and for teaching this astronomical fact he was shut in prison and his prop~rty ·confiscated.
Nature holds her secrets well.
Only to those who honestly and reverently seek her
arcana will she unfold her laws and profound secrets.
In order to giv the reader a bird's-eye view of the
causes producing the various kinds of weather common to the United States and Canada, I will state
they are produced by the reciprocal action of the
sun and planets that circle around him. This action
is electro-magnetic, and its energy is proportionate
*''The Scientific W cather Guide" for 1886 contains foreto the mass or size, the rapidity of axial and orbital casts
for the entire year a:td much other matter in regard to
motion, and the combinations of the planets at or weather. Price 20 cents. Published by Lillingston & Pierce,
about the same time. The sun is in the center of the 200 S. Fourt.h street, St. Louis, Mo.
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natecl, the planets and their combinations specified,
as the " Guide" will prove.
If an electric charge is heavy, the cold following is
proportionate. How valuable this knowledge to
farmers, gardeners, stockmen, etc.! In Kansas alone
100,000 head of stock anc1100 men perished by colcl!
The forecasts indicated intense colcl, and a little
effort would hav saved. this sacrifice of life and property. Compare the elates of the clestructiv storms of·
England, France, Spain, and Portugal, and the United
States, and then say it is guesswork if you clare. Private citizens, editors, thinkers, students who had
the "Guide," and took pains. to observe, report
wonderful accuracy from Maine to California. The
last heavy snow over New England, New York, Canada, and Michigan were produced by Vulcan and
Mercury, the fastest moving planets of the solar system. The wind on February 27th at Mount Washington movec1140 miles per hour; in New York city
and coast of New Jersey, eighty miles per hour.
Please note from the 9th to the 22c1 of March some
very heavy storms, followed by heavy frosts, even
in the Gulf states. See the " Guide " for the
clays and causes. The old theory of the sun's heat
producing storms, cyclones, earthquakes, am·oras,
electric tidal waves, etc., must go. It cannot stand
the test of near approach and close examination.
True, the sun produces evaporation during our
northern winters from tropical seas and oceans, but
how does it develop high and low barometers, organize a great storm and drive it from the Rockies to
the Atlantic, and propel it across the Atlantic Ocean,
and clash it in terrific fmy on the Eastern continent~
Does the sun's heat alone do this~ The sun helps
produce the vapor, but planetary electro-magnetic
charges organize and condense the vapors, and drive
the storm over continents and around the globe~
Heat does not do it. In a former article, published
in TnE TRUTH SEEKER of January 30th, the salient
points of this treatis were omitted, from some cause.
If the reader will send and get a "Guide" for 1886,
he will find a new light dawn on his pathway.
Burton, JJiich., March 8, 1886. D. HIGBIE, M.D.

Notes.
THERE is a bill before the English Parliament granting suffrage to unmarried women. Mr. Bradlaugh has moved to
amend the bill by including married women.
TnE Andover Review says that the attempt to find a reconciliation between Genesis and science "sufficiently exact to
be worth anything for evidentinl purposes is doomed to hilure from the start." Exactly. Mr. Huxley makes this very
clear in his answers to Mr. Gladstone.
TrrE last victim of Harrison, the venerable " boy preacher,"
is a colored woman who since her conversion is possessed by
a hallucination that she must kill her husband and baby as a
sacrifice. The trouble with these cranks, says the Omaha
Republican, is that their hallucinations are never in the direction of killing themselvs.
MAJoR D. C. WILLIAMS is a new revivalist. He is following
the path marked out by Sam Jones, Btartling the Christians
who employ him by telling unpalatable truths. He said to a
Stockton, Cal., Presbyterian assemblage that he found a church
in Arkansas in which two hundred and ninety out of three hundred members did not believe all the Bible. As for himself,
he believed the Bible to be all true or all false. He belieyed
every word within its covers, "fish story and all." Mr. Williams appears to be the regulation fool.
AooonDING to the Beacon Light, the Spiritualist jourmil of
this city, there are among the Spiritualists of New York those
who would borrow ecclesiastical machinery to make the new
faith attractiv. Against this the Beacon Light protests.
" Superst.ition and old forms," it says, "become the cowled
monk, the swamp exhorter, the dishonest money-making
minister, the howling dervishes, and the population of priestridden, clmrch-goycrned countries, of which l\iexico and
Central America are good examples; but we hav no use for
the paraphernalia or sacerdotal furniture of ecclesiasticism,
its crosses, robes, holy waters, sacred hosts, incense burners,
chalices, bells, printed prayers, Latin chants, masses, incantations, beads, medals, croziers, and amulets." The Beacon
Light is right.
Crvn funerals having become an institution in France, it is
considered necessary to provide for the cases in which the
Catholic family of a deceased Freethinker might object to
compliance with his wishes on this point. A bill sent up to
the Senate by the last Chamber and amended by the former
was consequently discussed by the new Chamber a short time
since. Its chief provision, reports the National Rrformw, is
that any adult or emancipated minor competent to make a
will may regulate the conditions of his funeml, and may depute one or more persons to watch over their execution.
Such directions expressed in a will, in a declaration before a
notary, or in a memorandum in testamentary form, are to
ha v the same force as bequests of property, and are to be
subject to the the same rules as to revocation. Bishop Freppel advocated a clause enabling the local judge to decide
within twenty-four hours as to the character of the funeral,
and this was eventually agreed to. Any person violating the
new law is to be liable to a fine of from 16f. to lOOf., and for
a second offense to from two to live years' imprisonment. At
the instauee of l\1. de l\Iortillet, the eminent anthropologist, a·
clause .was added enabling any person to dispose of his body
in favor of educational or learned societies,
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authorized to procure a hearing before the assembly
Collllilittee on Ways and Means, to which the bill
had been referred, and of which George Z. Erwin is
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
chairman. The hearing was set down for Tuesday,
Editor. the 16th. The following is the text of the bill:
E. M. MA.onoNALD,
Business Manager. "An act in relation to the taxation of property.
C. P. SoMERBY,
"The people of the state of New York, represented in senPUBLISHED BY
ate and assembly, do enact as follows:
THE T.RUTH SEEKE.R OOMPANY.
11
SECTION 1.-The following property shall be exempt from
33 (JUutou Plaee, New York.
taxation :
"1. All property, real or personal, exempted from taxation
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. by or under the constitution of this state, or the Constitution
of the United States.
" 2. All property, real or personal, the title to which is, or
Address all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER
COMPANY. Make all Draft8, Checks, and Postal Orders hereafter will be, in the United States, or in this state, or in
any city, county, town, or village within this state, and
payable to CHARLES P. 80lriERB Y.
which is used, or intended to be used, for public purposes.
" 3. All property exempted by law from execution.
MARCH 27, 1886.
SATURDAY,
"SECTION 2.-From and after the date on which this act
shall take effect, all lands and all personal estate within this
Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEWALs, and we hope all state, whether owned by individuals or corporations, shall be
will be prompt. If we are to print pictures each liable to taxation, except as otherwise ~pecifically provided
in Section 1 of this act. Provided, however, that the owner
week, the subscription list must be lengthened. or holder of stock in any company liable to taxation on its
That those inclined to help add to the list may :find it capital stock or property, shall not be taxed as an individual
for such stock.
no hard matter, we make the following low terms:
"SECTION 3.-All property, both real and personal, exSingle subscription.............................................. $3 00 empted from taxation, either in whole or in part, by or under
One subscription two years, in advance.................. o 00 any law of this state in force before this act shall take effect
·Two new subscribers...........................................
5 00
(except as provided in sections 1 and 2 of this act), shall,
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance ...................................................... . .," 00 after this act shall take effect, be assessed and valued in the
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
same manner and upon the same basis of valuation as other
remittance ................................................... . 7 00 property subject to taxation, and shall be taxed upon its full
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 8 oO assessed valuation, as follows, namely: in the year 1887 at
one-tenth of the rate at which other property of the same or
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . lO OO a similar description in the same town or ward is taxed; in
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
the year 1889 at three-tenths of such rate; in the year 1891
at five-tenths of such rate; in the year 1892 at six-tenths of
with one remittance.
Will not everyone, in renewing, try to get at least such rate; in the year 1893 at eight-tenths of such rate; in
the year 1895 at nine-tenths of such rate; in the year 1896,
one new subscriber, thus saving money for themselvs
and in all subsequent years, at the full rate at which such
and helping us 1
other property is taxed, and such taxes shall be levied, colAnd in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRUTH lected, and applied in the same manner as taxes on other
property subject to taxation.
SEEKER ANNuAL for 1886.
"SECTION 4.-All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with
the provisions of this act are hereby repealed:
. Week's Ca,·toon
"SECTION 5.-This act shall take effect immediately."
ThIS
...
•
In the break-up now going on in the church creeds,
It is a rule of committees to grant advocates of
there are but two roads for those of unsettled faith measures before them only ten minutes, but this rule
to travel-the one to Rome, the other to Liberty. was waived on the occasion of. the advocacy of this

for this bill has got to be done by the people upon
the people. Legislators are weather vanes, turning
with the wind, and a hurricane of public sentiment
must be aroused that will snap them around to the
right position or blow them o.ff their pedestals.

The Museums.
Very opportune for the people of this city is the
action on Sunday opening of museums and libraries ·
taken by the English House of Lords-about the
only commendable action this fossiliferous body has

performed for many a weary month. We print entire the cable despatch to the New YorkHe?·ald. It
is dated London, March 20th, and reads as follows:
"The much-mooted 1 Sunday opening question' may be
regarded as settled in this country. No one doubts now that
soon the Commons will follow the Lords, who last evening, .
by a majority of fourteen, voted that 1 the time has come
.
when, in the interests of religion and education, all national
collections should be opened to the public on Sunday as on
other days.'
"The Archbishop of Canterbury and seven bishops, of·
course, voted with the church traditions of the past, in the
minority. All the peers of ability voted for the measure.
Lord Bramwell, better known as Mr. Justice Bramwell,
made a stirring speech in favor of keeping the museums
and picture galleries open on Sundays. Turning toward the.
primate and his fellow-bishops; he said: 1 I am perfectly
satisfied that it is the religious part of the matter that is at
the bottom of the opposition to the motion. We are alone in
Christendom in observing Sunday in the way we do.
" 1 The English view of Sunday is a novelty. I object to
the way in which Sunday is observed, because it is a day
wasted. It ought to be a day of recreation and enjoyment.
There is nothing in a man's nature which tells him that it is
wrong for him to enjoy himself on s1mday. The proper in.
terpretation of the supplication, " and lead us not mto temptation," is "do not lay down for us a rule for Sunday which
we cannot observe."
"I Prince Bismarck has recorded that when he was in England he always had a painful impression of the English Sunday; that he was always glad when it was over, and that he
was sure that many Englishmen had the same feeling. That
is the condition of things that I ask the House to set about to
remedy. The English Sunday is misspent. It is worse than
misspent. It leads .people into temptation. This is riot a
question of the working man only, for there are plenty of
other people who are entitled to consideration. It is idle
and selfish for workingmen to object to being employed
on Su.nday at places of recreation.'
One of these roads, and the heaven it leads to, is de- bill. The Constitution Club was represented by
"Several morning papers are jubilant over this victory of
picted by our artist in this issue. While a few-very Samuel B. Duryea, the American Secular Union by progress over cant, and one paper hails the vote as an evifew-Episcopalians, like Heber Newton, hav joined T. B. Wakeman, and the Liberal Christians by Gil- deuce that the peers are waking up to the power of popular
the Protestants who are evoluting out of Christianity bert R. Hawes. This bill has the support of a great sentiment when such men as Lords Granville, Coleridge,
. "t
.
b . . l b k t
many unorthodox Christians and a few orthodox Roseberry, Spencer, Ripon,Wolseley, Napier, Bute (the Ro. l th
en t rre y, e maJOTI Y are gomg su IlliSSIV Y ac 0
man Catholic convert and the original of 1 Lothair'), and
Rome. Already in this country rectors are introduc- ones. One of its activ supporters is a director of young Lord Houghton-his first vote-join against the arching Romish rites into their services, and an Episcopal the Young Men's Christian Association of Brooklyn bishop."
monastic institution is one of the very recent acquisi- (which association now escapes the annual payIn his pamphlet against opening the museums of
tions to New York piety. Both in England and ment of about $3,000 on its building in Brooklyn), this city on Sunday, Mr. Monis K. Jesup dwelt with
America Episcopalian parochial schools are being es- and all of the members of the Constitution Club that great emphasis upon the opinion of certain Englishtablished. Decided intimations of this retrograde we talked with are more or less Christian. But the men who dislike to see the people enjoy themselvs on
movement are the Rev. Dr. Dix's Lenten sermons. burden of the argument fell naturally to the repre- Sundays. In fact, English opinion was the chief of
Dr. Dix would hav a pope. Private judgment he sentativs of the American Secular Union. Mr. Wake- Mr. Jesup's arguments, occupying six of the sixteen
likens to a lunatic asylumj its only legitimate office man spoke for some forty or :fifty minutes, and won pages of his pamphlet. This action of the House of
being to verify the dogmas of the church-nothing applause from the listeners, which was promptly Lords, however, completely disposes of that imported
more. It has no right to disprove them. "When checked by the committee. There is no question objectiQn, and we hav deemed it of sufficient imporChrist came into the world the private judgment of thai. the real sentiment of the assembly is in favor of tance to forward it to General di Cesnola, secretary of
man had no right to discuss, no power to settle ques- this bill, but legislators hav such a fear of the relig- the committee of conference of the two museums, as
tions, such as the priestly office, the promises, the i?us ele_ment that we cannot exp.ect_it to pass. Pub- a supplement to the eighth division of the argument
co~ands. But men had a right to verify the lie sentiment must be_ arou~ed m Its favor,~~-- jent with the petition, with the request that he submiracles, to compare what he said of himself with c)1urches, ~,2mbated with therr ownwl:l.~P..<?E.S.v' There- )!lit it to the trustees as a part of that document.
what was. written in their sacred books, to satisfy )8 no use
your dom~(anything more about this j ·In the legislature we hav found an ally in Mr. Edthemselvs that h~ did really die on the_ cross, m:d, (bill," said a member of.th~ legislature to~- .~c~abe. ~ard P. Hagan, of the . sixteenth assembly district
above all, to convmce themselvs that he did truly nse • "Why?" asked he. "Is It not a good bill?
Yes, pf this city. He has introduced the following bill,
from the dead." To those who are disposed to fol-; good.enough," replied the Solonj "but"-here he ex- ~hich Wll!B read twice, referred to the committee on
low Dr. Dix back to Romanism we recommend a!' ecuted a complicated wink-"the members will get ~ffairs of cities, reported favorably from that comthoughtful study of the picture on the first page of; the tip to defeat it." To Mr. McCabe's endeavors to rl:tittee, and committed to the committee of the whole
this week's issue.
get him to tell who would giv the "tip," he would for action:
say nothing positiv, but intinlated that the Catholic "An act to authorize further appropriations for the mainteBefore the New York Legislature.
, priests would be heard from on the subject. That · nance of the museums in the Central Park, in the city of
While the agitation for the Sunday opening of th~ this is so was brought out by one of the e~nators.
New York.
Museums has been going on, the graver issue o£ A member of the Constitution Club called upon him,
': 1 The people of the state of New York, represented in
and assembly, do enact as follows:
Church taxation has not been lost sight of for an in- read the bill to him, and asked his opinion of its seii,ate
1i' SECTION 1.-The department of public parks in the city
stant. And, unexpectedly, just as the petitions to the merits. "A good bill," was his comment. "Will of ;New York is hereby authorized to apply in each year for
legislature for that purpose were ready to be pre- you introduce it in the senate?" asked the club man. tl1 ~ keeping, preservation, and exhibitions of the collections
sented, outside aid is offered. Upon Mr. Putnam's re- "H'mj I think you had better try to get Mr.-- to in !he buildings in the Centml Park, that arc now or may
cent visit to the·state capitol, he found, through con- introduce the. bill. Perhaps he will do it. You see" heneafter be occupied by the Metropolit ,n Museum of Art
bl
h t
b"'' -this in a burst of confidence-" there are six Oath- an~ the American Museum of Natural H.dtory, in addition to
f h
suiting various memb crs o t e assem y, t a a Ill
th~ sum or smp.s now authorized by law for such purpose,
had been introduced through the efforts of members otic institutions in my district, and if I introduce. srf:h further sum as may be appropriated therefor as hereinof the Constitution Club, of Brooklyn, which would, this bill I shaUJ:>.!:l_.killed. ''
· ·· · ·· · .. ·.-- .".
after provided, not exceeding twenty thousand dollars; upon
giv us all we asked, and more, and when the secre- ~'--Th·e:re we· h~v the reason why the fight we hav en- condition that, and only so long as, the collections in said
tary of the Union retUTIIed to New York he arranged tered upon must be a long one, renewed from year to museums, or either of them, shall be kept open and accessfor a meeting between the supporters of the bill and year, and from legislature to legislature. We shall ible to the public on Sundays, free of all charge, within such
k
hours, and subject to such rules and regulations as may be
himself, the president of the Liberal Club, and. the next week print the arguments of Messrs. Wa eman agreed upon between the trustees of said museums and said
editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER. It was detern:.ined by Duryea, and Hawes, before the committee, and we department.
these to support the bill, and Mr. McCabe, secretary urgently beseech every Liberal in the state to scatter
"SECTION 2.-The board of estimate and apportionment in
of the New York Sta,te Freethinkers' Asso(lia,tion, was the papers a,s widely as possible. The real, solid work said city may, in its discretion, annually include iA Hs flna.l

of
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estimate of the. amounts required to pay the expenses of conducting the public business of the city and county of New
York for the then next ensuing financial year, the additional
sum specified in the last preceding section, or any smaller
sum for the purposes in said section provided.
"SECTION 3.-For the purpose of providing funds to enable
said department of public parks to carry out the provisions
of Section 1 of this aet during the current year, said board of
estimate and apportionment is hereby authorized to set apart
from any of the moneys appropriated for the uses of said
department for the present year such sum or sums not exceeding in all the sum of twenty thousand dollars, as in the
judgment of said board the occasion may require.
"SECTION 4.-This act shall take effect immediately."

The trustees will see by the bill that they can obtain five thousand dollars a year extra from the city
if they open their doors upon Sundays, and another
of Mr. Jesup's chief arguments-additional expense
-is therefore of no force. Indeed, if anybody was
ever thoroughly answered by facts and logical reasoning, it is the trustees of these museums as repr.esented by Mr. Jesup, president of one of them. We
think it will be difficult for them to find reasons for
refusing to make the experiment.
In the Senate another ally is found in· Senator
Daly, chairman of the committee on cities, before which
committee is a bill to appropriate money for extending the museum buildings. " The friends of the
bill," said Mr. Daly to a reporter, "hav urged upon
me the necessity for this improvement. I hav told
them all, however, that they can only gain my consent to allowing the bill to go out of the committee
by l?ersuading the trustees to open the museum on
Sunday Unless the museum is opened on Sunday,
I think that bill ·will never see the light of the
Senate."
In a book of mingled myth and history, there is an
account of a stiff-necked king who saw, at a. feast,
mysterious characters upon the wall. They were a
prophecy which was fulfilled in the death of the king
and the possession of his country by a Median.
There is a lesson in the ancient legend that the
trustees of the museums may profit by.

Is a Great Injustice Being Done 1
When the .American contingent of the Circumpolar
Observation party returned there was probably not
a man in the civilized world who did not feel for all
the members composing the party the profoundest
pity. It will be the part of some historian, perhaps
now tmborn, to fix the responsibility for the misfortunes upon some one or more persons, or it may be
upon this nation.
On whomsoever it rests that
memory will be sc·arred, and it may be indelibly
blackened, while the memory of the events remains
with man. Had we navigation laws that make our
navy inefficient·~ Had luxury or greed of gain made
us an unmanly nation, that we abandoned brave soldiers of science to perish in the relentless ice~ Was
the secretary of war inefficient or careless~ These are
questions that we may in the hurry of business forget; but like the oft-quoted ghost they will not
down, and damning to some one or more persons will
be the answer. We may ignore them, but years
hence, it may be, some German historian, perhaps,
with their terrible thoroughness will unravel and uproot till the truth.is known.
But though there was probably not a person in the
land who knew of it who had not the profoundest and
most sonowful sympathy for them in the indescribable sufferings they underwent, concerning them the
truth ought to. be told with unpitying justice. As to
the charge of cannibalism it might be said that there
may be times when the best use a dead body can
serve is to be eaten. If true it was a misfortune and
a disgrace to us as a nation for allowing the circumstances that required it; the worse because it never
occurred in any other Arctic expedition. A man was
shot to death, which never occuned in any other ex·pedition. If a struggle of starving men over food
caused this, is it not our disgrace or some public
servant's? •
There was an enthusiastic Arctic explorer in the
party, a devotee of science, whose services were confessedly of prime value in keeping the party in health.
His body alone, of all who perished, is not brought
back. His death occurs on the day the other man is
shot to death. We understand that he was compelled by force to giv up to Greely a private journal
that he was keeping for his wife; that for his first
re.fusal he was court-martialed, put tmder arrest. His
widow who supported herself by her own labors
"while her husband was giving his life for science and
the glory of this republic, and who is the daughter

of a Protestant clergyman; and who has struggled
through every adversity to vindicate her dead husband's memory, begins in this (March) number of the
North American Review an article on the subject.
It will be followed by the Arctic journals, or a part
of them,- kept by Doctor Pavy. It is a sad, a disagreeable affair; and we approach it in a spirit of
fairness to all. .But we think it pertinent to ask,
What became of the journal taken from Dr. Pavy?
Surely there lives not a man who would blot out the
. just fame of another to exalt himself ?

A Worthy Enterprise.
We received not long ago the following card from
the well-known philanthropist whose name is attached:
"NEw YoRK, Feb. 28, 1886.
"To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will youdo
so much for the interest of the Free Reading Rooms and
Library at 141 Eighth street as to send a reporter there to investigate a work that needs and seems to me deserves the attention of a generous public? And oblige thereby,
4
' ELIZABETH TIJ:OllfPSON 0"
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pressions of satisfaction from the visitors were earnest a.nd
generai, and when the opening is more widely known the
capacity of the room will be severely tried. The quiet and
order which prevailed rendered it difficult to distinguish between the reading-room in the public library and the study
of any well-regulated house. We recommend these facts to
the attention of the trustees of the New York museums and
the Mercantile Library.
.._..

___ __

WE cannot accomplish the objects of the following letter,
from the present editor of the Nashville Liberal, better than
by printing it:
NASHVILLE, TENN., J:l'l:arch 12, 1886.
E. M. MACDONALD, Dear Sir: I wish you would say in your next
issue that I desire to get a stone for my father's grave. It will cost.
$50. Tell the friends of the Liberal cause to giv me a helping hand,
as I am poor, and father left me without any means to defray the
funeral expenses. Please hav all letters directed to W. W. Bailey,
135 South Cherry street, and oblige
Your friend.
W. W. BAILEY.

Surely no further words are needed in this case.

JoDGING from the various reports we hav received of Mr.
Charles Watts's lectures we should conclude that his recent
tour in the states has been most satisfactory to him. While
his audiences in small places hav been large, in the principal
cities, such as Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, etc., the halls hav
been packed. We understand that for the next five Sundays
The apartment at 141 Eighth street occupied he lectures in Toronto, Ontario, and during eaeh week he
as the Free Reading Room and Library is the one speaks in various places throughout the dominion. We congratulate the first vice-president of" the American Secular
rendered historic by the late D. M. Bennett's labors Union on his marked success.

and his arrest by the infamous Anthony Comstock.
Here, before the Liberal publishing business had
grown as bulky as it is now, :Mr. Bennett had his
editorial sanctum and book store. The appearance
of the room upon first opening the door brings up
recollections of the old days, the walls being lined
now as then with books and papers. The room
formerly occupied by the printertt, together with the
one adjoining in the rear, the partition between having been removed, is now used by the Central Labor
Union as a meeting place.
The library, founded chiefly through the efforts of
Mr. Julius Bordollo, secretary and organizer of
Branch V. of the Socialistic Labor Party, contains
at present from three hundred to four hundred volumes. Many of the books are not new. They are
in English, German, and French, and treat mainly
of social and scientific subjects. Marx, Lassalle,
Henry George, and Herbert Spencer are well represented. A bright new copy of "Rational Communism," from THE TRUTH SEEKER office, is conspicuous,
and more works from the same source will follow.
Here is a copy of Paine's "Age of Reason," and there
are Ingersoll's" God's," Volney's "Ruins," Meslier's
"Superstition in all Ages," and Reade's "Martyrdom
of Man." There is also a fair sprinkling of novels.
The books are all gifts to the library, and bear the
names of the donors. Mrs. Cynthia Leonard, Julius
Bordollo, and Mr. Pfeister are prominent contributors.
Among the hundred or more newspapers, labor
journals are the most numerous, and Freethought
papers are next. THE TRU'I'H SEEKER's exchange list
is almost duplicated. Of course Liberty is there,
with the Alarm, La Revolte, the Proletttriat, and
the Freidenker. .Der Arme 'Teufel is the singular
name of a German paper. The Herald of Life and
of the Coming Kingdom was the only religious
jourp.al noted, though there may be others. Two
Bibles were gathering dust on a top shelf.
On the wall is a list of donations to the library,
with room for more. Here occur the names of Henry
George, who givs $5; Dr. Rylance, $10 ; the Central
Labor Union, $10; and Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson,
who contributes an even $50. Others swell the sum
to the neighborhood of $125.
The Free Reading Room and Library has now
been in existence a little more than three months.
During that time an average of about thirty visitors
for each day hav shared its benefits. The librarian
is Miss Anna Johnson, who has thus far attended to
the duties of that position without remuneration.
This library is the only place of the kind in the city
where the working man can feel at home, and where
he can :find the literature in which he is and ought to
be most interested. The managers, of course, are
free to confess that they stand in need of more literatme, and solicit contributions of books from those
able to giv them. Donations in money toward the
support of the enterprise are also appreciated. This
Free Reading Room and Library should not be permitted to languish.
TrrE reading-room of the public library in Detroit is now
open on Sundays. The experiment promises well, tile attendance being large, and consisting of young men who hav
heretofore had nowhere to go except to church, and those institl!tions, a Detroit paper says, never sa.w)heir fa.ces. Ex-

FRIENDS to the number of sixty gathered last Monday evening at the residence of Dr. Foote, of Lexington avenue, to
celebrate the seventy-fourth anniversary of the birth of Mr.
Stephen Pearl Andrews. Speeches were made, and it was
a pleasant party. This custom of celebrating the birth of
public benefactors while they are yet living and able to appreciate the act is a good one. Mr. Andrews is one of those
characters whose contributions to the education of the world
hav sent it a long step ahead. It is doubtful if, a thousand
years hence, it may not be truthfully said, " And there arose
not a prophet since in the universe like unto him."
MR. HERBERT SPENCER has contributed a most important
original article to the Popular Science Monthly for April on
the limits and interpretation of the doctrin of natural selection, and tile position of _Mr. Charles Darwin in respect to
the theory of evolution. There ho,v been so much confusion
and exaggeration upon this subject as to make desirable an
authoritativ statement of Mr. Darwin's just claims in connection with the doctrin of evolution, and no man, says Mr.
Youmans, is so capable of making this estimate as Herbert
Spencer. The paper will be elaborate and striking, and is
certain to be very widely read.
"AGNOSTIOUS" will please accept our thanks for his donation of $5 toward the illustrations ; W. Whittick. for an
equal amount; E. Chope, for $3.25; Rufus Perkins, for $1;
James B. Gay, for 75 cents; vY. J. Tobin, for $2.50; Horace
L. Fairchild, for $2; Warren M. Beales, for $1 ; A. J. Bell,
for 25 cents ; DaYid Fleming, for 50 cents ; I. C. Singer, for
90 cents·; Darius Harris, for 50 cents; Wm. Courson, for
$1; Fred. Garing, for 25 cents; S. T. Williams, for 40
cents ; li'Iichael Secrist, for 75 cents ; li'Iorris Johnson, for
$1; vY. W. Treat, for 25 cents; Anti-Bigot, for $5; George
Thorne, for $2; A. N. Burgess, for $5; Zenas Kent, for $1 ;
Rufus Middleton, .for $1; John D. Powers, for $2; J. M.
Hagaman, for $1. So far, thosa who like the pictures are
greatly in majority over the critics.
J. E. RE).IBBlTRG spoke in Baltimore on Sunday, the 14th
inst., to a large and enthusiastic audience. Lengthy reports
of his lecture appeared in both the .Amm·ican and the S~tn.
From Baltimore li'Ir. Remsburg went to Washington, where
he was the guest of his friend, Senator Ingalls. While there
he met President Cleveland. He also attended a session of
the Supreme Court, and visited both houses of Congress. He
was particularly pleased to hear the chaplain of the House
pray God to "deliver us from superstition," and thinks the
first step in that direction should be the abolition of chaplaincies. Twenty-two years ago, llfr. Remsburg marched through
Baltimore with a musket on his shoulder and a Bible in his
pocket. Mr. Remsburg expected to reach home March 27th.
Since the beginning of the lecture season last fall he has
traveled fourteen thousand miles and delivered one hundred
and fifty lectures. He goes to Texas next month.
AROTIBISIIOP ComnGAN has promulgated the following regulations for the observance of Lent by the Catholics in this
archdiocese:
1. All the week days of Lent from Ash Wednesday till Easter SundaY are fast days of precept on one meal, with the allowance of a
moderate collation in the evening.
2. General usage has made it lawful to drink in the morning some
tea or coffee.
3. The precept of fasting implies also that of abstinence from the
use of flesh meat, but by dispensation the use of flesh meat is allowed in this diocese at any time on Sundays and at the principal
meal on l\Iondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays, with the exception of·
Holy Thursday.
4. It is not allowed to use flesh meat and fish at the same meal.
5. Lard may be used in preparing fish, vegetables, etc.
6. The church excuse,; from the obligation of fasting (but not of
abstinence from flesh meat, except in special cases of sickness or
the like) the following persons:
Young persons under the age of twcnt)'-one years, the sick, those
whose duties are of an exhausting or laborious character, women
in pregnancy or nursing infants, all who through wea!mess can
not fast without great prejudice to their health.

We are a little late in printing this, and some of our readers
may hav violated its provisions, but perhaps they cim catch
up by omitting the moderate collation in the evening. Or
they may make affidavit that. their labors fire of an exlun\sting
nflture,
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'![etters f(ront Jffrittuls.
NEw YoRK, March 15, 1886.
DEAR EDITOR: I hav received by mail the following notice,
and I want you to help me spread it. Obscene piterature
should be put clown:
TAKE NOTICE.
Any person to whose !mowledge the dissemination of any kind of
obscene matters, circulars, etc., by mail or otherwise inay come,
will render great assistance to the cause by sending such obscene
matter, etc., with all particulars as to where it came from, with the
lettel" or envelope inclosing the same, to
ANTHONY COl\ISTOCK,
Secretary of the Society for the Suppression of Vice,
150 Nassau street, New York City.

I am glad I got the notice; yea, more than glad, and I invoke good Mr. Comstock's aid right away. Last week when
I came home from work-I am employed in compounding
vaseline and salicylic acid in a soap-boiling establlshmentI found a book on the table, which, in answer to this, I forward to Mr. Comstock. There are no wrappers or envelopes,
or I would send them. I asked my wife where the book
came from, and she said it was left by a lady. I turned over
the leaves and began to read. The first part told about a
naked man and woman in a garden who were not ashamed.
I skipped that, as my eldest daughter was looking over my
shoulder. Then I read, a few pages along, about a man
named Joseph being talwn to a captain's house and the captain's wife making improper proposals to him. There is a
picture of this in the east gallery of the Metropolitan Museum
of. Art. I lost a day last week, and went up to see the museums. Sunday I was there, but the doors were not open.
This picture is just at the entrance of the outer gallery. The
woman's clothes are falling off, but she get's Joseph's co at
and perhaps puts it on. I turned over the leaves of the book
pretty rapidly when I saw my daughter reading this story,
and I hit a chapter headed" Sundry Laws for Men-Servants."
Thinks I, here's a treatis on domestic, if not political, economy which may be useful. It said that when a servant was
purchased, he should serve six years, but the seventh he
should go free. This was a new scheme of emancipation,
and I was just thinking of sending the book to Dom Pedro,
of Brazil, as an aiel to him in freeing the slaves, but I read
further that if a servant survives a flogging for a day or two,
the master shall not be punished, and I thought, perhaps,
Dom Pedro might get cruel ideas from the book, so I didn't
send it. Then I read, further along, about somebody the
writer-his name is not given-called the Lord burning up
two men because they put cologne on a fire. I didn't think
that was right, and turned down some more leaves. My
daughter read, " And the man that lieth with--" I saw
the verse, and you bet I skipped along. I found a chapter
about the Miclianites being defeated. Oh, thinks I, this is a
description of some battle, so I paused. The story is of
some general named Moses, who killed all the tribes he
warred against. Then he made the conditions of peace. I
read the stipulations: "But all the women children that hav
not known a man--" Again I turned over the leaves. My
daughter's eyes were bulging, and I said to her to go and
help her mother with the dinner. She went, and I continued
to reacl. I found a story of a king who saw a woman in her
bathroom naked, and he sent for her and took her because
her form pleased him. Another was about a young man and
a girl named Tamar. Another was about a Mormon with
seven hundred wives and three hundred mistresses. Jingo!
thought I, he must be as rich as a Washington Senator-only
they don't hav but one wife, and I don't know how many
mistresses. There were a lot more of just ·such stories, and
I got tired of reading. The book was in two parts, and I
thought perhaps the second part might be different. But the
first story I read, after a lot of names from sotne Jewish
"Burke's Peerage," was about a young woman being enceinte
without the knowledge of her husband, and I threw the book
down, breaking one of the covers right in two.
Just then my daughter came to say dinner was ready, and,
seeing the book on the floor, stooped and picked it up. I
took it away from her, and locked it up in the bureau
drawer. "Wife," I asked, when we sat clown to dinner,
"Who brought that book here?" "A lady," she replied,
"who said she was a city missionary." "That can't be
true," I said; ''she was playing it on you. It mnst be some
advertising scheme. Missionaries go out to do good."
"That's what she said, at any rate, and she talked just like a
Sunday-school teacher I heard when I was a girl. She
asked me if we had a Bible in the house, if we went to
church, if the children went to Sunday-school, and if we
loved Jesus. She rnnst be a missionary." "Well," I said,
" I'll see who prints the book," and I unlocked the drawer
and looked at the title-page of the book. This is the imprint,
I think you publishers call it:
NEW YORK
AilffiRICAN BillLE SOCillTY.
Instituted i11DCCCXVI.

I was astonished. We took up a collection down in the
shop a while ago to help the Bible society to send books to
the heathen, and as our boss recommended it-indeed, we
had to do it, or he would hav clischarged us-I thought it
must be a good thing. It couldn't be possible, I exclaimed,
that Mr. Tollgate sent this book to anybody. Why, it's abominable!
The next morning I started early, so as to find out where
the Bible House is. I found it. It is a large brick building
near Cooper Institute (where they teach shorthand and drawing free), and takes up the whole square between Third and
Fourth avenues ami Eighth and Ninth streets. Mr. Comstock
can easily find the place. The office was not open, and the
watchman told me the clerks didn't get clown till 10 o'clock.
But I got our foreman to let me off an hour earlier, and I
went there on my way home, and asked to see a Bible. A

man with a white necktie handed me one, and said he hoped
I would read it. I opened it at the beginning, and there was
the same story about a man and a woman in a garden, and
about the captain's wife, just as the picture in the museum
shows it. It was the same book, and I told the man with the
white necktie that I guessed I didn't want the book. "Do
you hav.people circulating these books," I asked, "who call
themselvs city missionaries?" "Yes," he said, "we employ
a good many missionaries to canvass the city and leave the
Bible in families who hav not got them." "Well," I said,
for I was mad, "if you leave another one at my house I'll
bring it here and stuff it down your throat. I want my wife
to be a good woman, and my children to grow up virtuous."
When I got home I told my wife that she was right. The
woman was a m1sswnary. Then I unlocked the bureau
drawer again, took the book out, and was going to the kitchen to put it in the stove, when my wife handed me ll'lr.
Comstock's notice. So I hav sent it to him, and told him
just where to find the publishing house. If I knew ·where
the woman livs who sent it, I would tell him, so he could
arrest her. If he could get her in Mr. Benedict's court, I
know he would imprison her, and, as Mr. Comstock says,
the world is better off without such people as distribute obscene literature.
I giv you all these particulars so if some fellow in the postoffice should steal my letter to him Mr. Comstock can know
just where to find the fellows who sent the book. I hope he
will get Mr. Ducret to write for a copy, and then imprison
the Bible Society agent.
Yours against obscene literature,
Mox.
BooNTON, N. J., March 9, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: The first meeting of the Boonton Secular
Union was on the 9th of March. Hubert Booth gave an essay
on the "Nine Demands of Liberalism," which gave great
satisfaction. We hav fifteen members, and hope to hav more
in a short time. Mr. Reynolds is a fine speaker, and Mrs.
Reynolds is splendid. They are liked very much in Boonton.
Yours truly,
A. M. B.
PARsoNs, KAN., Feb. 18, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: For the first time in many years we hav been
fortunate enough to hav three lectures by Mr. J. L. Andrews
on "Modern Infidelity," for whicf\ our people giv him credit,
and will make arrangements to hav him come again before
long. We hav many Liberals, as in many other places, who
are quiet for fear of their business, but at some future day
they may come to the conclusion that it is their duty to come
forward and help keep church and state separate.
Mr. Andrews secured you several subscribers for your
paper.
W. M. BLAU.
CATHLAMET, W. T., Feb. 21, 286.

MR. EDITOR: At last I can report from our League. We
had a lecture Friday evening, the 19th, at the hall, delivered
by Mr. Bruce Polworth, one of our League brothers, entitled, "Infidelity-Its Aims and Uses," and a very enjoyable
evening was spent. Mr. Polworth is a young man of rare
promis as a lecturer, and intends devoting his life to the cause
he so ably advocates ; and Freethought gains an enthusiastic
recruit. May we obtain many more of the same kind. After
the lecture the secretary obtained the names of three more
for membership, making a total of twenty-eight members,
with prospects of still more.
I hope Mr. Putnam will come as far West as Portland, Oregon, this fall, at least; also Mr. Remsburg. Hoping that
you will succeed iri your task of freeing the minds of people
from superstition, I am
Yours for love of truth,
LIDA I. ALBERT,
Secretary Walikeakum County, W. T., Liberal League.
GENESEO, ILL., March 1, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : J. E. Remsburg has come and gone. He delivered three lectures, "Sabbath-Breaking," "Bible Morals,"
and "False Claims." In spite of the very muddy roads and
the large orthodox element, he had good audiences. A large
hall (the best in the city) was nearly full, and they all seemed
well satisfied. Geneseo is full of churches and church-goers,
there being only two outspoken Freethinkers in the place
that I know of, and a population of nearly four thousand.
Yet, with all the ministers on the alert to keep the crowd
away, even instituting prayer-meetings on Sunday afternoons
while the second lecture was being delivered, the crowd came
and listened with rapt attention while Mr. Remsburg in his
earnest, candid way presented truths to them new and
strange. A l'l:r. Ostrum and wife, living near Galoa, some
thirty miles away, seeing a notice in TnE TRUTH SEEKER of
:Mr. Remsburg's lecture, came on the' cars to hear him, they
and myself being the only ones that met Mr. Remsburg at the
depot. Sorry there are no Liberals living in Geneseo to welcome them to their homes.
Right here I wish to say, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 20th Mrs. Sarah Metzger writes, among other good things
she says, "And here let me say any Liberals traveling this
way or in this vicinity will be welcome guests at our house."
I wish to thank her for such sentiments, and say further, to
her in particular, and all good Liberals, I and wife extend the
same invitation. We liv five miles northwest of Geneseo,
Ill.,. north side of Green river, where we will be pleased to
see our Liberal friends at any time.
Taking it all in all, Mr. Remsburg made a good impression
in our town, and his candid, gentlemanly bearing won him
many friends, and many express a desire to hear him again
in the near future. I hear the Episcopal minister has delivered a sermon in his church demolishing Mr. Remsburg and
his logic, and fully, in his own estimation at least, settled the
divine claims of his God-inspired book. I think he was hit,
else he would not flutter. With many good wishes, I reYours, etc.,
L. G. BARNES.
main,

HoMER, N.Y., Jan. 17, 1886 .
MR. EDITOR : Will you please giv me a small space in your
more than valuable paper, as I havtaken your valuable sheet
for seven or eight years and hav never asked the favor before? I will say on the start that I am a Spiritualist of the
first water, having been converted to it while I was a mem- •
ber of a close Baptist church; not going after it, for it came
to me in my own home, and through the mediumship of a
daughter of mine, then eight or nine years old. She was a
rapping medium, and also writing tests of all kinds were
given through her to strangers and all that called at our home,
and for years people came from ten to thirty miles around to
get communications from their friends on the other side.
Through her I received all the tests I ever desired, and of
course I did not keep my standing in the church, as I could
not and be a Spiritualist; and as J could not go back on my
own senses and knowledge of what I knew to be truth, I left
the church. They called it heresy. Now I wish to say here
that I hav had all and every test that I hav ever desired.
and through my own organism, for I am mediumistic myself.
I hav attended spiritual gatherings and materializations, and
hav had the opportunity to detect fraud if it was practiced;
and only in two cases hav I detected fraud. These pretended
mediums are more properly tricksters, and as Miss Ella E.
Gibson has spoken of one of them as being connected with
"Bottom Facts," I will say here that I am acquainted with
J olm Truesdell, and know that he is a medium and a
trickster both; ha v known him for twenty years and over,
and I would like to ask why she and also Elmina are willing
to take his statement that he does it and not put him to the
test. There was just such a man came here two years ago
and advertised himself as going to knock Spiritualism all
endways. He and his wife were both mediums, and they
gave out that they would demonstrate to the audience that
all was a mere trick, and he would show how it was done.
He had a cabinet in our Opera House and all our clergymen
came. The hall was filled, but he kept putting theni off as
to showing them how some of his phenomena were done until
the last night, but failed to show them. This Professor Star
wanted to buy a horse and buggy, and I had a horse and
buggy to sell, and I told him I would make a proposition,
and made it to him before the audience. It was this : I had
seen a medium, Horatio Eddy, go into a cabinet with his
coat sewed up in front to his chin, and bound with cords
tightly bound all over; saw him go into a cabinet, and in
less than fifteen seconds the cabinet door opened and his coat
came out on the floor, and he was bound with cords as when
he went in, and his coat also sewed up as before. Now this
was the offer I made Professor Star : That if he would go
into the cabinet in the same condition that H. Eddy did and
produce the same trick, as he called it-and I said I don't
know but you may do it in the cabinet-but if you will
take your chair out and place it before the audience and do
the same thing and show it all to be a trick, then I will at
once hitch up my horse and buggy and yon can take it as a
trophy of your exploits. I hav promised myself a great
many times within the past year that I would say a few
words as regards Spiritualism and l'l:aterialism, but of course
I hav no sympathy with Materialism.
But w.e are all seeking for another end, that is, the liberation of this country from the thraldom of superstition, and
are seeking to place in power men who will all see that those
Nine Demands are accomplished, call for and giv to woman
the ballot, and stay Catholicism where it is and destroy its
power in toto. Mr. Editor, as I am an unlettered man I want
you to correct all my mistakes, and, if you can get my meaning, giv me this privilege in your paper, and I wish to say
here that I will accept your kind offer on the paper from
another year on, and before my subscription is out I will
send you the five dollars, and would order some pamphlets
if I had your catalog. Please send it now. As I hav said,
look this over and write it up in shape so it will read more
intelligently. I will be glad. I am much pleased with the
pictures on the outside of your paper. I think the "Spider
and the Fly" is just the best thing I ever saw, and to Miss
Susan H. Wixon I hav a thousand thanl•s for what she is
doing for the children. May TnE TlmTh SEEKER liv to overthrow superstition.
A. BATES.
SYRAOUSE, N. Y., March 3, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : It is not very often we see in your "Letters
from Friends" a communication from Syracuse, and then
from Mrs. Colman or John Truesdell. The former I hav
never met, but Truesdell I am slightly acquainted with, and
know him to be one of the leading men of this city, and
especially in all that pertains to charity, and know that he
givs to the poor of this city more than all the profits he ever
realized from the sale of his book, "Bottom Facts." I hav
been a reader of Trm TRUTfi SEEKER for four years, and I
am more than pleased with its illustrations, ami think your
experiment in that line a success. I wish we had more men
of the stamp of T. Winter and John Truesdell to tear away
from the skirts of Liberalism such hangers-on as Spiritualists.
Liberalism can never be a success until it cu~ itself loose
from and ignores all superstitious "isms.~' This city is full of
]freethinkers, but has no organized body, and w i hav very
few lectures. Yonrs as a truth seeker,
H.·M. C.
IowA CrrY, lA., Feb. 18, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: In yom issue of January 2, 1886, you ask:
Where was God at the time of the Nanticoke mine disaster
in Pennsylvania, when so many of the inhabitants of this
planet were suffocated with the foul air that their God had
prepared for that purpose? In answering that question I am
a little perplexed, as I sometimes think there must be several
gods who are watching over the affairs of this earth. I am
sure one of the gods is here in Iowa this winter. I will tell.
you why: Some two .\'('ars ago the people of Iowa passed a
law prohibiting the 5alt; of liquor in this state. Since then
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the Prohibition people hav been praying to their God to
come down and enfOTce it. They· do not try to enforce it
themselvs, as they say it will ruin their business. The devil
has retained all of the lawyers of any note, and the most of
the judges. Now their only recourse is to get God to come
.down from his home in heaven and go to work and whip out
the devil and his army of followers in Iowa.
I am informed by as good authority as there is in this city
-men who claim to hav been captains and recruiting officers
for some years-that God has actually gone to work to remove the curse from the state. I see that the devil is likewise hard at work recruiting his army for the battle that is
momentarily expected to come off. The devil has sent
Beelzebub to Iowa City to look after the recruiting officers.
They hav already opened forty-two places, which are kept open
from six o'clock in the morning until twelve at night. His
headquarters are at Des Moines, and will be until after the
legislature adjourns.
The Prohibition army hav opened some twelve recruiting
offices, where they are hard at work recruiting their ranks;
some three or four keep their offices open through the week,
but the balance only open about once a week. They are very
particular whom they enlist, as the uniforms must be kept very
clean and neat. Should a recruit come in who cannot purchase a good uniform, and cannot contribute pretty well to
pay the expenses of the officers God has sent here to run
these recruiting offices, they do not encourage him to come
around very often. They usually take a recruit on six
months' trial. During that time should he learn the tactics so
he can repeat them over in response to the drill sergeants,
and keeps his uniform neatly cleaned, respond to roll-call
every week, pay the amount required to keep up the headquarters, mess, and regimental band, then they muster him
in and enter him on the muster rolls of the army of God. If
he is unable to perform these duties he is requested to keep
out of the camp ur go back and be trained awhile longer in
the awkward squad. Some time ago they were not so particular as to whom they recruited. They took all good, ablebodied men, regardless of their financial condition. But
now they are compelled to take only people who can keep up
with the times. As soon as the army is properly recruited
they will make an attack upon the camp of the enemy (provided their God will lead them in person) and drive the devil
and his gang clean out of· the state. They never will stop
this side of Chicago-the last ditch.
The department commander has detailed St. J olm, the
Prohibitionist, to go to hell for the purpose of trying to induce the brimstone makers to strike for more wages. If it
can be effected, the new recruits from Wall street and the
Chicago Board of Trade will put up a corner on sulphur
which will bull the market and compel the devil to leave
Des Moines and go back to look after the market. In that
way the Prohibition army will surround the capitol. The
noise they will make by the blowing of their horns will cause
the walls to tumble, leaving them free to murder every man
in the camp, and every male child, and save the women for
the Wives of their young men. The soldiers of the devil
caught one of their lawyers in the ranks of the enemy, blowing his bugle for Prohibition. The prisoner was captured,
court-martialed, and sentenced to be tarred all over, decorated
with three goose quills in honor of his profession. . The
temperance people are looking on with a great deal of interest to see the outcome of the battle. Should the outposts
report anything serious, the temperance people will declare
an armistice, stop the fighting, place a heavy revenue on all
liquors sold in the state, and in that way once more restore
peace and harmony.
OLD SoLDIER.
NEWPORT, ME., March 13, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Of the very many readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER I doubt if any one has thought more intensely than I
hav on those truly cheering words of Frederic Harrison in
his paper on "The Religion of Humanity," printed izi THE
TRU'rrr SEEKEH of January 23d. Alone with myself I reviewed my life, and asked myself, Hav I lived for others?
What a grand theme for contemplation! and how shall we
" liv for others?" I venture to say that if even one-half of
the human family unselfishly lived for others, not a pauperhouse or a prison, nor a house of prostitution, nor a disgracful army or navy, no crime or intemperance, no sickness
or sorrow, would be in all this wide world.
Again I ask, What is it to liv for others? Did Mr. Harrithink deep when he .penned those mighty meaning words?
Now let us honestly see what we must do to liv for others.
Those who unselfishly liv for others cannot bind by law anyone in any of the business transactions of life. All business
must be carried on on the principle of love instead of for
gain. Taking pay for the use of money, no matter how
small the compensation, will not be thought of for a moment.
Those who liv for others cannot take pay for preaching
truth. Those who liv for others will not be bound by, or conform to, man-made laws, but will be a "law unto theinselvs."
Those who liv for others will come out from this mad, insane
world, and devote every moment of their lives for the good
of others.
No person who livs for others will engage in any business
the effect of which is injurious to anyone. Could this grand
principle be put into practice to-day, not a bar-room would
open to-morrow, not an ounce of tobacco would be touched
at all, and every stalk would be left standing in the field.
To liv for others would require everyone to hav clean
stomachs, and cease to keep and eat earth's abominationfilthy swine.
To liv for others, not a manufactory in the world would
run over six hours a day. To liv for others is to inaugurate
the reign of human brotherhood here on this earth, and when
human brotherhood is lived Oilt practically, cooperation and
community life will be in practice elsewhere. When people
come to community life, buying and selling, weighing and

measuring, relics of barbarism, will be unknown, and money,
the·world's great curse, will be abolished forever. (In THE
TRUTH SEEKER of February ·6th is a poem entitled "Gold."
Its importance can never be told. At least twenty-flve years
ago my eyes began to be opened to see what is now perfectly
clear, that" the one devil to be destroyed is money." And
that poem proves the truth of what I hav many times said,
that I never advanced an important truth, no matter how
"crazy" it might be called, but I hav lived to see it indorsed·
by others. Now this poem, by J. H. Hollins, in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, fully confirms it.)
When this glad day dawns on this earth, cities, those
great cesspools of corruption, will be depopulated. When
men universally liv for others, all night travel on land will
cease, and tired man and beast will rest, as nature designed.
The wise will understand..
SEwARD MITCHELL.
P.S.-Since writing the above, the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
is at hand, and what a splendid treat for the ·low price of
twenty-five cents! And as I read the story of "The Curate
of Churnside," and came to the words, "But he had forgotten
to reckon with himself," I felt that in that one sentence I had
ample remuneration for the cost of the book. If all children
were taught that some time in their lives they must "reckon
with themselvs," instead of having to giv an account to an
unknown God, whom they will never meet, not a disgraceful
prison in all the land would long be seen, and gradually poverty and crime would disappear. And those beautiful words
to the children in the Westminster Secular School, printed
under the heading of "Editorial Notes" in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of January 23d, "Be good, be honorable, be true;
and let your speech be pure," ought to be printed in golden
letters and hung on the walls of every school-room and private dwelling in the world. How many children taught such
elevating words would ever become inmates of a prison? I
venture to say not one in many thousands.
I hav read with great interest the account in the ANNUAL of
the arrest of the saviors of the world, especially that of D. M.
Bennett, nature's grandest production, but fail to see the
names of E. H. Heywood and Seward Mitchell. The two
most honored names that will be remembered in history are
D. M. Bennett and E. H. Heywood, and while the former
cannot be mentioned too often, the latter must never be forgotten, for his services for humanity are too great to be carelessly passed by as long as tyranny sits enthroned in church
and state.
S. M.
YUEA CrTY, CAL., Feb. 18, 286.
DEAR FRIEND AND EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: I will
acknowledge the receipt of the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, also
a few words to be placed in the columns of Letters from
Friends, should i-t escape the waste basket, I hav read a
good deal in the last fifteen years, but I must confess that I
never was so interested by simply the reading of a book until
two years ago last January, when I got hold of and read two
books written by Thomas Paine, the " Age of Reason" and
"Rights of Man." I had my doubts several years ago. I joined
the Christian or Campbellite clmrch. After that I read for myself, and the more I read the less I believed the minister that
preached to us. I don't believe the Bible to be the inspired
word of God Almighty, no more than it is my word. What
is good IIJld edifying I accept, but what is obscene and hurtful to the minds of our children, I say, Away with it.
The preachers are preaching against crime and vice, using
the Bible as their bludgeon to annihilate Satan and all crime.
The preachers are the greatest blasphemers and criminals in
our fair land. They accuse and proclaim from the pulpit to
their congregation that God through the Holy Ghost came to
this earth and betrayed a virgin. I am not very good, but I
never accuse or blaspheme the name of the deity in any such
language as that. I like THE TRUTH SEEKER so well that I
cannot do without it. When the papers come Saturday THE
TRUTH SEEKER is the first. I want to see the illustrations of
Watson Heston; they speak louder and with more force than
words.
I hav not read the ANNUAL all through yet. I see some
items of historic fame that I never saw before. I want so
much to be among that goodly number who are trying to
break down the walls of superstition; but all that I can do
at preseni is to take your paper, for I am a poor man. The
people are indifferent to any reform. Not one-fourth of
the people go to church in this neighborhood? They seem
to hav a prejudice against Col. R. G. Ingersoll and
Thomas Paine. Ask them if they ever read any of their
works, they will tell you, No, and don't want to. They
will also say there is too much spiritual reading to suit them.
I wish your paper and all other Secular reforms prosperity
and Auccess.
P. W. RowE.
EAsT PoRTLAND, OR., March 1, 1886.
l't'IR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $8.50, and apply as directed.
It is the hardest thing imaginable to get subscribers for a
Liberal paper. Though you may find people to agree with
you that Mohammedanism is a bubble, Christianity a false
light, and Judaism full of miracles that could not be explained and a million to one that tlwy are all falsehoods, yet
the truth is an unwelcome visitor to them all. We had this
winter two revival meetings here. The first was an English
lady's, She held a revival here before Christmas, and I attended to learn if there was anything new about it. I found
the same old stock in trade, frightening the people with
death-bed scenes and telling them of the endless tortures of
hell, but the converts they gained by it were a remarkable
lot. Bo.ys and girls between the ages of ten and fifteen years
were jn the majority: the rest were intellectually bankrupt.
I hav been very much pleased to read the many letters in THE
TlWTH SEEKER, but above all come Mrs. Blenker's. Did we
hav many of her stamp, IJriestly superstition and spiritual
humbug would be of short duration. The TRuTH SEEKEH
pictures are admired by all Liberals, but I showed " The
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Spider and the Fly" to a church-member, and he pronounced
it more truth than poetry. Hoping you will continue them,
Yours respectfully,
C. L. SILVERMAN.
I remain,
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., March 14, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : Tally one for H. Clay Luse. The ninety and
nine had expressed their approbation, and the monotony was
becoming painful. In the nature of things somebody ought
to kick. Who should the kicker be? The finger of fate soon
solves the problem, and points to H. Clay Luse as the
" chosen vessel."
·
And so H. Clay Luse don't like the pictures! And he
thinks it the greatest mistake THE TRUTH SEEKER ever made.
Not so, my brother; it was the greatest hit THE TRUTH SEEKER
ever made, and it is the sharpest arrow in her well-filled
·
quiver.
The idea of cartooning the enemy was an ''inspiration"
from "on high," and I almost cried for joy when I saw the
grand, heroic old TRUTH SEEKER stock her arsenal with this,
the most effectual weapon of modern warfare.
What if the colors are vivid? The truth demands and
poetic license sanctions it. Heston is a brick, and will yet
" down" N ast as a cartoonist. The " Clerical Surprise
Party " was the best thing of the season. Giv 'em sheol!
s. R. SHEPHERD.
CHARLOTTE HARBOR, FLA., Feb. 27, 1886.
MY DEAR EDITOR: In the letter I wrote you, published
Feb. 20th, "8th Iowa" should have been nintl!. I think the
8th was with General Canby. I am sure they were not with
the 15th army corps. As some might doubt all I had to say
(which was not much) on account of this error, I wish you
would rectify it. My little Negro School is out to-day, and I
shall start Monday to find the county superintendent. It is
no small job in this country, for our counties are large. If I
succeed and can get a bill I will send you $1. I am sorry
my contributions to so valuable a paper hav to be so small.
If I succeed in getting my pension I will do better. I am, as
ever, Yours for Freewill, Freethought, and Free Religion.
REv. SAMUEL B. HuRLBUT.
NoGAL, NEw MExroo, Feb. 22, 1886.
- MR. EDITOR: I remit $10, for which amount please giv me
credit. I hav had the benefit of your valuable paper for a
long time free, but am at last able to contribute something
toward the spread of Liberal ideas.
I am a miner and hav been struggling against "hard
luck," sustained by hope and rough fare, for several years.
Something to eat and how to get it has claimed my attention to the exclusion of everything else; but I feel that I
should either stop my paper or pay up, and as I don't want
to do without THE TRUTH SEEKER, I choose the latter course.
I prize your journal because it is the most fearless champion
of liberty, and the most enterprising opponent of prevalent
fanaticism that I hav ever seen. I hope to soon be able to
order some of your publications, especially Bennett's
"Around the World."
NATHAN!EL MoonE.
OKETO, KAN., March 10, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I hav been a subscriber to your paper for but
a short time, although an occasional reader, as Brother Howell, of Nebraska, furnished me with copies from time to time,
and I hav derived a great deal of pleasure as well as profit
'from the perusal of your paper, and as long as TrrE TRUTH
SEEKER can claim such a corps of able, fearless, and fairminded contributors it is bound to win the esteem and support of all liberty-loving people who hav at heart the progress
of humanity.
I find especial pleasure in reading the contributions of
"Holt," and although some of his ideas may be branded as
European, they contain a bitter truth that we of the West
and South can testify to. Nor hav I been a disinterested
reader of your contributions on the educational, problem.
This is the most important and at the same time the most
difficult problem that Liberals are called upon to solve. The
snaky hand of superstition is upon the throat of our little
ones, nor will it loose its hold till the monster itself is throttled. That the Bible, with its stultifying cloctrins, be kept
from the public schools, is not sufficient. In all my experience as a teacher, which is quite extensiv, I cannot call to
mind a single series of books that hav not reproduced most
of the pernicious dogmas of the Bible, and in most of the
primary books gods, devils, and angels are paraded in such
a manner as to leave them in the minds of the children living
realities. Here is sown the seed that afterward ripens into
religious fanaticism, that causes the demented devotee to
thrust the murderous knife into the quivering flesh of his own
offspring, or nerves the hand of the assassin to remove the
chief magistrate of a great nation.
Nor is this the only difficulty. Infidelity is unpopular;
there are few, if any, districts that would employ an avowed
Infidel without meeting opposition from some of the patrons.
I know whereof I speak; the teachers know tl1is. 'When we
consider these facts we see at once that a premium is placed
upon hypocrisy, and I will add that the clerical cloak does
not cover all the hypocrisy in the world.
I might illustrate. Some years ago Pr.ofessor - - , while
conducting the Normal Institute for this county, read the
Mosaic account of creation, and after the conclusion requested all those who believed, that to be literally true to rise
to their feet. A large majority rose at once. He then said,
"If there are any in the room that hold different views, I
should like to see them rise also." Two yotmg men arose,
only two, and they were brothers. The crestfallen appearance of the professor, who was himself an Infidel, may be
better imagined than described.
Inclosed you will please find $7.50, for the renewal of my·
own subscription and for two new subscribers-one of whom
is a fqrmer pupil o:L mine, which givs me especial pleasure.
JoHN A. l't'lAYREw.
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Editeil by Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
Ri'Ve:r, Mass., to ~olwm all Communwationsfor
this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Heifer and the Bottle.
A TEMPERANCE FABLE.
A fine red heifer graced my stall,
Ever obedient to my call;
Frisky and gentle, kind and wild,
As wayward as a petted child.
The neighbors said, with cool survrise,
"Just see the mischief in her eyes !"
As round the barn-yard free she ran;
"She knows as much as any man."
Daily I gave a warm bran mash;
Not that deceitful, hurtful trash
That first is" soured" and then distilled,
Whose spirit has its thousands killed;
But clean and wholesome from the wheat,
And fit for man or beast to eat.
One clay, when she had licked her pail
As though her rations seemed to fail,
Then turned and licked it o'er and o'er,
And looked at me to ask for more;
By chance I saw my neighbor's man,
A poor old tipsy toper, Dan.
His rags would all the crows affright;
His" blossom" nose a sorry sight;
Though hungry he'd too much to eat,
Wbisky his bread and rum his meat.
I knew his pockets would contain
The filthy master of his brain,
And called, "Come in and let me take
Your bottle, Dan." "For mercy's sake
Don't ever think of such a thing,"
Said Dan; "avoid the serpent's sting,
Its wound is worse than death and hell."
"Oh, yes," I cried, "I see it well,
I want to giv Reel Bess a taste."
"Well, take the bottle, do not waste.
The very smell will drive her hence ;
To taste it she has too much sense."
I poured about a tippler's dram,
And, rushing, Bess looked," Here I am,"
Thrusting her nose among the mess;
Then madness seized the gentle Bess.
Snorting, she tmned and kicked the pail;
With head erect and switching tail
Around the yard in rage she ran,
And looked with strange disgust at man.
Old Dan exclaimed, "I told yon so;
A man as much as beasts should know."
I tried to soothe with soft caress,
"Co-boss, co-boss, come, bonny Bess."
She shook her head anc1 ran away.
When with the mash I came next day,
She stood aloof and at me looked,
And sniffed the mess so nicely cooked;
Her doubt expressed, "I've had enough,
I will not taste the horrid stuff."
Nor would she touch it, till I took
The pail and hand by handful shook
Around her nose that she might see.
Then Bess again was friends with me.
A week went by, when, o'er the fence
Old Dan exclaims, "How's Common Sense?
Here, take the bottle in a11d show;
Let's see if Common Sense will know."
No sooner had it reached my hand
Than bonny Bessie took a stand,
With head held clown and horns turned out,
Quite ready to defend her doubt.
A'nd when I shoolt it near her face
She charged on me, to my disgrace,
And drove me headlong from the ground;
"Well," shouted Dan." now ain't she sound?
You can't fool her with 'tangle-foot,•
And man is meaner than the brute !"
I gave old Dan his bottle back.
And zigzag ran his clumsy track,
As down the road he passed from sight;
But what think you he did that night?
"No doubt he went and signed the pledge."
Alas ! next day beneath the hedge
We found his body stark and stiff,
While bonny Bess, with snort and sniff,
And shaking head, stood ncar to say
In language plain, "Behold the way
That horrid stuff to me you gave
Prepares a subject for the gl'ave.
When deep philosophy can't teach
You nobler creatures born to speech,
And graver morals will not suit,
Then take instruct.ion from tbe brute."
Escanaba, lrfich.
IsAAc A. PooL.

A Big Joke.
A TRUE STOHY FOH THE CHILDI!EN.
When I take a seat by the fire, in the evening, and light my cigar, it is the signal for my
little seven-year-old girl, named Merta, to
climb into my lap and say,
"Now, papa, tell me some more stories
about the war."
I hav told her a great many, for you must
know, children, that I was in the army over
four years, and at the front all the time.
Last night I told the following true story,
and as it pleased ~Ierta I tho~rght it might
please the other little Liberals. I call it, '' A
Big Joke," and a big one it was, I tell you, in
more senses than one.
It was in the winter of 1864, and our regiment, as well as our brigade, lay at Nashville,
Tennessee, where we were in what is called

"winter quarters." Troops generally stay
some time in the same place when they go
into winter quarters; so we took great pains
to build us neat little houses about, like your
play-houses. And, indeed, children, I do
think if you could hav seen the rows and·
rows of little buildings, with little chimneys
sticking out of them, and none of the houses
over seven feet high, and covered with cloth,
and with little doors on the ends and little
8x10 windows in the sides, you would hav
laughed, and thought you had found a city of
little folks, like our old friend Gulliver. And
our houses we1·e "play-houses" to a certain
extent, for in nearly every one you could hear
such remarks as:
"My deal, Bill."
"Crown my man there."
"Bob, it's your play."
" Confound the luck! Nothing but eight
and nine spots."
''I pass."
"That makes us six to your four."
'' l\f uggins, Jim, M uggins!"
"I'm game to your high, low."
"Check!"
"I order it up."
Mind you, children, this was not from one
tent or house, but from different ones, for the
walls are so thin that you can hear what is
going on in each tent all over the company
camp-ground. Yes, we used to hav some
high old times in camp, to make up for the
hardships of marches, battles, and picket
duty.
It was the last of February, and we had
had a very cold winter, and even as late as it
was, we .had more or less snow every night.
That is, light snow, for they do not hav such
snow-storms as we hav in Michigan, by any
means. About one o'clock in the afternoon
we drew five days' rations, as we had been
doing all winter-what is that, dear? You
don'-t know what " rations" are? Why, rations are the food-the "hardtack," coffee,
sugar, and other thing~-the government givs
the soldier to eat. They giv him just so much
for a day's eating, so if the soldier eats it all
at one meal, he has to go without the next
two, except under certain circumstances I
will tell you about some other time. No! we
did not draw rations on a hand-cart, nor with
a piece of chalk, little one. I will explain that
some other time, too, for I must get along to
tell you about the joke.
Well, on the day I was telling you about, an
orderly-that is, a soldier that stops at the big
general's headquarters, or office, as you might
say-came riding up to our colonel's tent and
said, " Colonel,. prepare for thirty days'
march at midnight to-night, by order of the
general commanding." "Hav you a written
order?" asked the colonel, excitedly. "No,
sir," replied the orderly; "this is informal
merely. You will receive written orders before the time." Away rode the orderly, in
great haste, to the other regiments lying about
Nashville.
But how can I tell you the effect of this
sudden charge on our boys ? Orderly sergeants rushed to the companies with the news,
and such a swearing and grumbling as the
boys set up was awful to hear. " Cuss the
luck!" exclaimed Jim Leonard, as he gathered up a pack of cards to put away; "the
idea of leaving our nice, comfortable houses
this cold weather to tramp off on a month's
march ! It would make the chaplain swear!"
"Darn it all!" cried Warren Hall, my
chum, " all my shirts and socks are at the
washerwoman's down on Smoky Row."
''Where can we be ordered to, anyhow?"
asked Madison Wade of me.
"Don't know, I'm sure," said I, "but it
can't be to any place near here."
" Perhaps we are going to be transferred
to the Army of the Potomac," said Bill
Thayer, another of my chums, as he chucked
a big chunk of pork into a camp-kettle over
the fire.
"Be jabers !"exclaimed Uncle McGee, who
sat pounding coffee in an old iron keWe, " be
jabers, byes, I'll bet yez a dozen har<.)tack, so
I will, that we are going down to capsure
New Or-lins."
No one trok the bet, however, but some
small bets were made tbat evening as to our
probable destination.
I remember that I made a small bet that we
were going to march down into Georgia.
Ah! little did I realize then that when we did
really do that we should hav to fight every
step of our way for over two hundred miles.
By this time we were all cooking up all our
five days' ra'Jons, for we knew tl1at on a
forced march, as we inferred this to be, we
would not hav much time to cook meat,
beans, split peas, etc.
Night came and the men were busy around

great camp-fires, packing blankets and all
sorts of camp equipage.· All of us took the
canvas tops off of our houses and packed the
tents ready to move.
"Whoop!" yelled a big chap in our company (A) named Bob Sutton; "let's hav a
fire-to dry our clothes," and he began to tear
out his bunks and the sides of his house.
Several others followed Bob's example, for it
began to rain by this time, and our opentopped houses were poor protection.
. "Hold on, boys," said several of us; "that
is mean, to burn up your boards that way.
Some other troops will come in here to take
our place, and these houses will do them
good."
"Don't care a snap," yelled one of the
board-burners; we don't need 'em any more,
and there shan't any other traveler hav the
boards I helped to forage and carry on my
back a mile or so, not by a good deal!"
"Pile 'em on, boys!" cried another; and
·sure enough they did. Ia spite of all a few
in each company could say, about half the
houses, bunks, and straw-beds throughout the
regiment were burnt that night.
My mates and myself sat on our bunks and
would not let any of the wild fellows destroy
our property.
At about eleven o'clock at night everything was ready for the march, even to the
headquarter tents, which were all taken down
and packed on mules ready to move.
Just then a man rode up to the colonel with
a letter and gave it to him, wheeled his horse
and rode away.
"Marching orders!" said some one.
The colonel read it and began to laugh.
The major read it and began to swear. The
quartermaster read it and said, " Well, I will
be--!"
We found out the contents of the note
afterward. It was:
DEAR CoLONEL: I see you are all ready for
March, which comes at midnight, and lasts thirty-

one days. But you need not set up for it any
later.
Yours for the champagne,
S - I - , A.A. G.

Such a time as we had then! Some laughed
and some swore, and I think you can guess
who did the swearing.
Our squad very quickly fastened the tent
back on our house, and we were as wllll off
as before, except our meat was all boiled, so
we could hav no more fried meat for five
days. But we did not care much for that.
But just think of the rash fellows who had
burnt up all their boards, used to make
bunks, tables, stools, and houses, and not a
board to be begged; borrowed, or stolen
within four miles of Nashville!
I tell you it was a lesson to them that lasted
to the end of the war, for I do not remember
of seeing a man in our regiment ever destroy
the camp stuff collected by him on· leaving
camp.
In fact, we all learned the lesson that it is
good policy to " Do by others as we expect
others to do by us under like circumstances."
If I find the children of the Corner are.
pleased with this story of the war, -I may get
time to tell them some more of our memorable adventures during that bloody four years.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
0. H. RroHMOND.

In look, but not in see ;
Not in flm, but in glee;
In foot, but not in feet ;
In row, but not in seat ;
My whole is the name of a poet.
Lyons, N. Y.
C. R.
3.-PUZZLE.
Herein lies a saying of D. M. Bennett's:
1. When I go down town I will tell you.
2. The bird has flown. 3. That child is innocent. 4. He is going to-day. 5. We discussed it p1·o and con before I evicted him.
6. The circus is coming to-morrow. 7. The
condemned roan is led out to die.
LYLE GAULT.
4.-00NUNDRUM.

How can you tell the difference
(Your attention you must fix)
Between three worthless curs
And thrice three walking sticks ?
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE OHILDHEN'S OORNEH,
MAHOf! 13, 1886.
1.-I am a llama, I. 2.-Dickens-HowittBurns. 3.-75 per cent.
4.-P AR APE T
ADAMANT
RADICAL
AMMONIA
P ABU LAR
E:MANATE
TOBACCO
5.-C4J_cinnati. 6.-It is honest (on nest.)
Frankie and Ruthie Thomas, of Harrisburg, Pa., hav our thanks for their beautiful
cabinet photos. May they continue to grow
in grace, strength, and loveliness, bodily and
mentally.-En. C. C.

Correspondence.
DELAVAN, ILL., Feb. 28, 1886.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I see so many little
girls writing, I thought I would try.
I am almost eleven years old, and I am in
the fourth room. I go to a graded school.
There are eight teachers and one principal.
I like my teachers very much.
It is very cold, and snowing now very hard.
I guess, if it keeps on snowing, it will be
good coasting by to-morrow.
Papa takes TuE TIWTH SEEKER, and I
like the Children's Corner very much. I
think the story of" Little Lena" is very nice,
also about "The Captiv Bird."
·
I hav a large black and tan dog. He is
very fat. He is 10~ inches across the shoulders. If he wasn't so fat he would be very
small. His name is Bangs. '.Ve hav two
pet birds. They are both yellow. l\'Ia's bird's
name is Fay, and my bird's name is Fayette.
:My father is a butcher; that is the reason
Bangs is so fat, I think.
I guess I will stop now, and try to do bet-_
ter next time. as this is the first letter I ha v
ever written for a paper.
Ever your true friend, ANNIE T. SToNE.
[Very good for~ first letter.-En. C. C.]

CANON CITY, CoL., Feb. 28, E.M. 286.
DEAH l\frss WrxoN: Pa has taken TnE
TRUTH SEEKER four years, and this is the first
time I hav written for it. I hav three sisters
and two brothers. When my little sister is at
play she calls herself Mrs. Rosebud; she is
four years old, I am thirteen. I go to school
and literary meeting. · I hav to write an essay
Om· Puzzle Box.
for next literary evening
1.-PHOvERB ACHOSTIO.
The other day one of my school-mates and I
went for a walk, and she said when she was
grown she was going to be a missionary and
go around the world. I told her that was the
worst thing she could do, that the Bible was
the most unreasonable book ever printed.
She said everything in it was true. I told
her about Samson's fox story, and she declared it was not in the Bible. I told her it
was and could be found in the fourth and
fifth verses of the fifteenth chapter of Judges.
She said it was not in their Bible, and that
ours must be an Infidel Bible. I told her Infidels did not hav any such book-that it was
a Christian Bible, and that pa bought it of a
Baptist preacher. She said a great many
preachers did not believe what they preached.
I asked her where God is. She said he is
everywhere. I asked her if he is in the devil.
She first said he is, then she said he is not.
I asked her if God made him. She said he
did. I asked her what use lw had for
such a bad being (although I nev Jr heard of
anything mean he did). She lid he had
plenty of uses for him. I told her I could
not believe the Bible, and if I went to the bad
world it would be his fault; that, he should
hav either made the Bible so I could believe
it, or me so I could believe the Bible.
Read initial and final letter of eaeh word ;n
I told her that he never answered a prayer,
order.
and I did not see any use in praying. She
said he answered her prayers, and that some·2.-ENIGMA.
tinH s she prayed and asked him if he thought
In lane, but not in road ;
it beet to let her go some place, then she would
Not in mane, but in toad;
ask hPr mother if she could go, and if she
In barn, but not in house;
said Xo, God die! not think it best, and if she
In gnat, but not in louse ;
said Yes, he thought it best.
In Fred, but not in Sam;
I told her it was her mother let her instead
In sheep, but not in ram i
of God. I asked her if she believed in polyg0
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11he Problem of the Universe, and

THE

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.
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TilE LIVING IlAV A RIGilT TO CONTROL
TilE WORLD.

By JOElN E. REMSBURG,
Author of

"False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

"Bible

FRANCIS

on the Sunday Question from a rational point of
view.

to the
EARL OF ESSEX AND HIS BRIDE, A.D., 1590.
BACON
Pa tefactus Poeta Occult a tus

"IGNOTO"
By WM. HENRY BURR.

Price. 2:i Cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

Large and Handsome Print.
FREE TilOUGilT WILL GIV US TRUTil.
SUPEUSTI1'ION IS THE CHILD OF. SLAVEHY.
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REASON IS 'l'HE LAMP OF 'l'HE MIND,

TilE ONLY TOUCH Oli' PROQ-RESSo
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TilE SCilOOL-IlOUSE IA MY CATilEDHAL.

'rilE TIME TO DE HAPPY IS NOW,
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NEVEU THOUJlLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUJlLE TROUBLES YOU.
... ; ........... oo, ..... oo .. o•••••••O·······••o•o······

.

Prtc,, Cloth, U; Paper, GO Cents

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven
•••

:················o•···········:················••O••··

TilE WORLD IS MY COUN'rl\Y ;
TO DO GOOD lilY RELIGION.

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM.

sEY GRAVES, anther of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, and
Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

AND TilE PLACE TO JlE HAPPY IS HEllE.
••••

SINGLE CoPIES,
25
cents. "NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'
Six CoPIEs,
$1.00 .
By B. W. Lacy.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
A. thorough exposure of the Catholic prieta's
sophistry, unfairness, and historTHE
ical misstatement.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Saviors or Non~. BY KER-

UNIVEHSAL MENTAL LIDER'rYo

~

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

........................................................
•

BACON

A.D. 1589-1600.
The best and most thorough work ever written

.

............... o.o.o·······················••o••······

The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Free thought societies there is a large card
22 x i5 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York City.

author certaiuly has genius. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book is filled with
manly tlioughts 1 expressed in manly wordsthe transcnpt of a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.• "-INGERSOLL. $1.

Ingersoll and J t-sns. A conversation

6. 0-....:::>

Bacon&Shakspere

Sa~~ath- Breaking.

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper> 60 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, rich with mcident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
Swinton's Paper.

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.
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Waift'j and Wanderings, a New Ameri-

Golden 'l'hrone, a Romance. " The

FREETHINKERS' ALM.ANAC

Agents for the Truth Seeker.

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome" placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by .22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:

S. P. Pntnam'M Works.

Price, Twenty-Five Cents.

amy; she said she did not. I told_ her that
nearly all of the Bible men were Mormonsthat Solomon had seven hundred wives, but
she said that God punished them for it.
A few days since she was here, and I
showed her the fox story. The first thing she
did was to look on the back of the Bible, and
saw, "Holy Bible." She has said no more
about it, except that she could not find it in
their Bible.
Your friend,
0RALA LoK.
[Ora is a very intelligent girl, as her letter
indicates, and she is doing good work by
showing her schoolmates the absurdities in
the Bible and the Christian teaching. We
are pleased to welcome Ora to the Corner.ED.C.CJ

MottoeR for Freethinker~.
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Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thousand biblical errors in science, history,
morals, religion, and gen<Jral events. Also a
delineation of the characters of tho principal
personages of the Ohristian Bible and an examination of their cloctrins. Price, $2.

Biography of Satan ; or, a Historical
Ex;posi tion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnco, 35 cents.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Containing new and startling revelations in
religious liistory! which disclose the oriental
origin of all the aoctrines, ,Principle)!) precepts,
and miracles of the Christ1an New Testament,
ana furnishing a key for unlocking maPy of
its sacred mysteries, besides' comprising the
history of sixteen onen tal crucified g_ods. $2.
Address THE TRUTH SEEK~R.
88 Clinton Place, New York.

Prometb.ens. A poem. "It is crammed
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth!, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty. -DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
·
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Charles Watts's Works.
The History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section L Definition of Freethought and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedamsm. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Contlict during the Sixteenth,
Seven teen th, and E1gh teen th Centuries. Section V. Freethouglit Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

The American Secular Union; its
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
<Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Set nlarism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christ an Evidences t 'riticised

A

reply to the "Christian E'idence Society."
IntroductiOn by Charles Bradiaugh. Contents: The Origin of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies ; The Practical Value of Christianity; 1'he Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 ets.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible lteliable 7 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible: Frecthought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Infinence on Civilization ; Philowphy of Secularism; Science and Bible .A.nt>~.gonistic;
Christian Scheme of Heden!Ption. For all of
the above works address TH~ TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.
FKEETHOUGHT~OVEL~

The Heathens of the Heath. A :finely.
written Radical romance. By Wm. McDonne!l 1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day of
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Family Creeds. By William MeDon-

.

nell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
paper, 75 cents.

$1.25;

Exeter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.·'
cents ; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60
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George Eliot's works. By Fredenka l\Iacdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.
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Radical story. From the J~ondon editwn. By
Win wood Heade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
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All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
l\Iiss Susan H. Wixon. "The great cha>:m of
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and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked degree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant ancl lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethought ranks." Price,
$1.60. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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"John's Way'' shows the superiority of Infidel
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good moral lessons. 60 cents ; cloth, 75 cents.
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" The Infidel School Teacher" converts her pious
lm·er, and the same arguments will convert
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same, but fugersoll is far ahead of Bradlaugh
in general culture and literary attainments.
This does not alter the case of Bradlaugh a
whit, however. He has been elected by the
(Jortez Christianizing Mexico.
voters .of Northampton to represent them in
Low down on the Guadalquiver,
the imperial Parliament, and no logical objecShining was the ancient river;
tion can be urged against recognizing him in'
Dark fleet on its breast a-shiverthat capacity. What right hav the repreBorne on to the Mexic sea.
sentativs
of other constituencies to dictate to
Dim halls of the Montezumasthe people of Northampton as to the beliefs
First light where the Aztec home was,
Glows yet where the mountain dome• has
or disbeliefs of their representativ ? The AtFlamed out on the Mexic sea.
lanta Constitution talks about the '' outraged
'Proud wave of the proudest waters,
representativs of Christian Brita n." SomeGrand Queen of the Aztec daughters,
body should tell the Constitution that the
Rolls deep with inhuman slimghters,
British Parliament is an imperial Parliament,
Rolls on to the Mexic sea.
and that the people wl10 are responsiv to its
Spain wrought with her fierce in>aders,
decrees comprise Christians, Jews, Agnostics,
Red hands had the bold marauders,
" Spare not !" were the priestly orders;
Infidels, Mohammedans, Buddhists, BrahBlood•red was the Mexic sea.
mins, Confucians, barbarians, savages, idolaEnvoy for the papal glory
tors, non-worshipers, and nearly everything
Reeked not of the older story;
else in the religious and non-religious cataNew leaf from the pages gory
logs.
Why should "Christian Britain," then,
Comes now from the Mexic sea.
arrogate to itself the right to hav none but
Waning slow the old commotion;
orthodox Christians in the imperial ParliaTrue light from the golden ocean
ment? English Tory papers that take pride
Truth bears with a steady motion,
Swift up from the Mexic sea.
in their imperviousness to the spirit of progNo more shall the priestly slaughters
ress no doubt can put forth reasons why
Flow red on the classic waters,
Bradlaugh should be excluded from the ComFairesfof Aztec daughters,
mons; but that a prominent journal, sup.'
Away down on the Mexic sea.
posed to breathe and express the spirit of
Clearwater, Seb.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
• Richardson said in his book, " Beyond the American democracy, should sturdily plant
Mississippi," that the few remaining Aztecs still itself on the ideas of a hundred years ago is one
keep the1r sacred fires burning on the mountains,
of those marvels that only this country is cawaiting for the reapp~arance of their savior.
pable of producing.- Galveston News.

1Jotf1'Q.

American· Toryism.
Our esteemed Tory contemporary, the Atlanta Constitution, is very much disgusted because Mr. Charles Bradlaugh, whom it is
pleased to describe as the fugersoll of England, has been permitted to take the oath of
. allegiance to his sovereign as a member of the
British Parliament. The Constitution makes
no effort to deny that Mr. Bradlaugh was
nearly unanimously elected by the people of
· Northampton to represent them, nor does it
assert, as it should hav asserted .to make its
remarks logical, that Northampton should be
disfranchised and denied representation. The
fact is that the remarks of the Constitution
are hardly calculated to throw luster on
American journalism, either. for liberality or
intelligence. Noting the admission of Bradlaugh to Parliament, the Constitution says:
In their comments upon this remarkable proceeding many of our exchanges speak of it as an
indication of progress, and as an. evidence of the
growing strength of the people's will even in mona,rchical countries. There are many old-fashioned
people in England and in America who will see it
in a different light. For many years Bradlaugh
has been to England what Ingersoll is to America.
He has waged a bitter warfarf' against the Christian religion. Possessing many of the arts of the
demagog he has time and again been elected by
his Northampton constituents only to be repeatedly rejected by the House. The members of
Parliament felt that it would be a bitter mockery,
the very irony of solemui ty, to administer the oath
to such a man. Session after session the blatant
scoffer came to the bar of the House with an inso. lent leer of triumph to be hurled back, and all but
kicked through the outer gates by the insulted
and outraged representative of Christian Britaill.
In an evil hour, when demoralization followed the
bitterness of partisan strife, the arrogant Atheist
trod all the anCient principles, traditions, and
forms of the Commons under his heel, and was admitted into the proudest of the world's parliaments. Is this progress 1 If it is, then P1'0gress
is not an unmixed blessing.

To impartial people, language of this kind
sounds very much as if the Georgia paper
were trying to fit itself to the worn-out and
cast-off shoes of Massachusetts. It would not
hav been astonishing to read something like
the article quoted above in a Massachusetts
paper a hundred years ago, but at the present
day no such sentiment of intolerance has
either stable footing or respectable· audience
in the land of Cotton Mather. But, on the
whole, the Atlanta Constitution is as sound
an organ of Tory principles as modern England can produce. The Constitution favors a
high tariff on the necessities of the people,
and so do the Tories. The Constitution favors
sumptuary ahd prohibitory legislation, and
the curtailment of the rights of the individual,' and· so do the Tories. The Tories cling
with the tenacity of barnacles to old ideas,
old-fashioned customs, and special class-made
and class-favoring laws, and so does the Atlanta Constitution. No wonder, then, that
the English Tories and the Georgia organ of
alleged public opinion should think the same
way about the admission of Charles Bradlang to the British House of Commons. The
Constitution compares Bradlaugh to Ingersoll.
This is doing Bradlaugh altogether too much
honor. He is much inferior to fugersoll.
Their ideas concerning the Bible, ecclesiastical establishments, and theological tenets are
much the same, and their public declarations
concerning the rights of man are much the

John Toogoo(l.
The stage-driver said to the minister : '' I
heerd some bad news this morning,, elder."
"I am sorry to hear that," replied the min~
ister. "Is it about anyone I know ?"
" Oh, no ! you never see nor heerd tell on
him. Not many people ever did. He was a
young minister down in C'netticut, where I
was brung up. One o' my schoolmates he
was,. 'n jest the best boy 't ever lived. Never
cut up, John never did; never whispered,
whittled the desk, nor flung paper-wads, nor
no thin'. Allers had his lessons tip-to. Why,
he was so good 'at, actilly, some days the
master'd forgit he was tiler ! jist forgit him,
an' seem ter look right through him without
seein' him. Think o' that! An, the scholars'd
forgit him, too, an' step on him or run agin
him, 'fore they noticed him ; an' then, stid o'
rippin' at ye, or askin' what ye meant he'd
beg your pardon."
"Quite angelic," said Mr. Austin, waiting
attentivly to hear the conclusion and the
moral of this fable.
"Wall," continued Lezer, "he got ter be a
minister, an' he was that good-never sayin'
nothin•·· to hurt nobody's feelin's, an' never
preachin' no sermons 'at had sharp pints to
'em, an' never doin' nothin' 'at folks could
find fault with, that bimeby it happened jes
es it did in school. Folks forgot him ! Yer
see ther want nothin' about him to talk about.
He hadn't no p'ints nor corners, nor nothin'
ter git a-holt of, an' no shape an' no color to
ketch your eye, an' they jest forgot him.
'fhey forgot to go to church, an' forgot to pay
his salary, au' finally his boardin'-house
keeper f'Orgot to call him to dinuer." Lezer
paused.
"What became of him?" asked Mr. Austin,
knowing that the question was expected of
him.
"Wall, here day 'fore yietdy-lemme see,
must a ben nigh on tertwenty-five years arter
they'd forgot him-some boys chased a chipmuck into an old, empty, tumble-down buildin', an' lo-an' behold there was pews an' pule
pit an' orgin; and a moth-eaten carpet on the
floor ; and the plaster hangin' in tatters from
the ceilin' ; an' there, leanin' over the cushin
o' the pulpit, was a skellitun with a suit of
black cloze on I" The solemn romancer
paused again, shaking his head mysteriously.
"Is that all?" asked the minister, politely.
" It's the heft of it," repiied Lezer; " but I
might as well tell the rest now I'm about it.
The hull town come runnin' together, but they
couldn't giv no explynation. · Nobodyrekkignized the skellitun, an' nobody knowed what
the old buildin' was, But the boy what
chased the chipmuck heerd a little squeakin'
in the skellitun's coat-tail pockit, and ru~ his
hand in. He drawed it back mighty quick,
with three chipmucks a-hangin' by their bus.
iness-like teeth to his fingers. Wall, arter
they got the chipmucks all out, they found in
the bottom o' the pockit a chawed-up yaller
paper, sayin' in a tremblin' hand, 'n' all
kinder blotted an' blul'red, ' Oh, thet I hadn't
a ben so harmless, so noot'ral, so transparently seraffick! Oh, thet I hed early learned
to rap people over the knuckles, to stir 'em
up with a sharp stick, to make 'em mad an'

git 'em down on me I Too late I diskuvver
what a preshus boon enemies is. How bles. sed to be abused an' lied about, for then you
know that you've did somethin' to make
yourself felt 'n' remembered1' They was
some other words, but too much gna~ed by
chipmucks to be made out, an' then come his
name. · An' who should it be but my old
school-feller, John Toogood? Poor John!
His own mother hedn't missed him, an'
couldn't just rightly remember about him,
but sed ther did uster be somethin' settin'
round the house, an' gittin' in folks's way, an'
·she guessed that must 'a' ben John. Wall, it's
ben a dreffie sollum lesson to me, an' it's reely
gin me a turn o' hypo. Folks don't lie enough
about me. I ain't abused as a real live man
oughter be. I'm afraid I'm sorter fadin' out
an' goin' to be forgot, like poor ole John,
ferzino."-Chicago .Advan()IJ.

Book Notice.
A magnificent Agnostic poem, descriptiv of
the ever novel and ever mysterious l.egend of
Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, is the
latest work of Mr. S. P. Putnam. It treats
of the legend from a Brahmistic view, and is
entitled " Adami and Heva." In this new
version the man is to blame, and not the
woman. fustead of their being cursed and
sent abroad upon the earth, the Brahma,
Adami, and Heva hold converse sweet, and
the lady in the case shows such wonderful
devotion to her liege lord that Brahma, the
eternal and ever-living one, becomes enchanted with her fidelity and avows that all
that he is and has would be sacrificed" could
I be loved by woman as man is." This is
rather flattering to the daughter descendant
of Heva. The story is told with a wealth of
language, a beauty of diction, and a purity of
thought which mark Mr. Putnam as a genuin
poet. The poem is for sale at THE TRUTH
SEEKER office, 33 Clinton Place, New York
city. Price 10 cents.- Universe.

Anecdotes of Religious Folks.
A young lady, living not a thousand miles
from Greenville, recently emigrated to Utah
to join the Mormons. She was the daughter
of a minister, and all his parental influence
failed to shake her determination.-Chattanooga (Tenn.) Times.
Joe Cook, of Boston, says: '' If I had a dog
that was addicted to smoking I would shoot
him." If we had a dog that preached we
would build him a tabernacle. That is the
wide difference between ecclesiastical views
frequently occurring on a variety of topics
wise and otherwise.-Pittsburgh Commercial
Gazette.
At a Lynn church, on Sunday, only the
clergyman and sexton appeared, on account
of the ·severe weather. The sexton was complaining at the lack of attendance, when the
clergyman remarked: "You and I are the
only salaried men in the church, and were
it not for that fact, ~robably we should not
hav ventured ·out."-,L,ynn (.Mass.) Union.
Superintendent: " Children, this is Rev.
Dr. McSnorter, from Gowanus, who will address you a few brief remarks. Children, he
has come all the way to try and save your
souls from hell. You are not paying attention. Now, can any little boy or girl tell me
where this gentleman is from." Chorus of
children: "From hell."-Chicago RaJmbler.
"Mamma," said a Philadelphia girl, "I'm
not going to sing in our choir any more."
" Hav you had any trouble with any of the
girls?" "No, rna; _but the other three· girls
hav beaux that sing in the choir, and when
they are courting during the sermon it makes
me feel lonesome. I'll resign if they don't
allO'w Charlie to sit with me."- Philadelphia
Call.
A young lady friend of mine has a mission
class in an Episcopal Sunday-school. She
has been trying for several Sundays to explain to them the meaning of Lent and the
solemnity of its observance., Yesterday she
asked: "Now, which of you can tell me what
Lent is ?" For a while no one replied; then a
little girl in the corner answered : "I know."
''Well, Maria, what is it?" "Its the time
when the ladies ask the gentlemen to marry
them."-LouisviUe Post.
.A. Methodist pre~cher in North Louisiana
has a horse ·which possesses either strong
reasoning powers or a remarkable memory. On the first and third Sundays of the
month Mr. Cadian holds service in a town
.which is reached by taking the left fork of
the road, while on the second and fourth Sundays the town in which he preac)1es is at the
termination of the right fork of the road. The
horse, without a word or a touch of the bridle, never fails on the first and third Sundays
to take the road on the left and on the second and fourth Sundays that. on the right.New Orleans Picayune.

THE HUMBOLDT LIBRARY.
Price 15 cents each number, unless othll'I'Wise mm·kea•

1. Light Science for Leisure Hours. A series of
familiar essays on astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Proc. tor, F.R.A.S.
2. The Forms of Wttter in Clouds and Rivers.~. Ice
and Glaci,.(lrs. 19 illustrations, By John Tyndall, F.R.B,
3. Physics and Politics. An application of the
principles of Natural Science to Political
Societ¥; By Walter Bagehot, Author of
"The J.Lnglish Constitution." ·
4. Man's Place in Nature. With nume1·ous illustrations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
5. Education, Intellectual; Moral, and Physical.
By Herbert Spencer.
6. Town Geology. With Appendix on Coral and
Coral Reefs. By Charles Kingsley.
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous Illustrations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.
8. Study of Lang_uages, brought back to its True
principles. By C. Marcel.
9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory of Sound in its Relation to Music.
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro
Blaserna.
.
11. } The Naturalist on the River A.mazon. A record of 11 years' travel. By Henry Walter
12. Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
13. Mind and Body, The theories of their relations. By Alexander Bain, LL.D.
14. The Wonders of tho Heavens. 32 illustrations.
By Camille Flammarion.
15. Longevity. The means of prolonging_life after
middle age. By John Gardner, M.D.
16. Origin of Species. By Thomas H, Huxley,
F.R.S.
17. Progress : Its Law and Cause. With other disquisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
18. Lessons in Electrimty. 60 illustrations. By
John Tyndall, F.R.S.
19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.· By
Richard A. Proctor.
20. Romance of Astronomy. By R. Kalley Miller,
M.A.
21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essays.
By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
22. Seeing and Thinking. By William.. Kingdon
Clifford, F.R.S.
23. Scientific Sophisms. A veview of current
theories concernin~ Atoms_, Apes, and- Men.
By Samuel Wainwright, D.JJ.
24. P@ular Scientific Lectures, Illustrated. By
Prof. H. Helmholtz. ·
25. Origin of Nations. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
Oxford University.
26. The Evolutionist at Large. By Grant Allen.
Zl. RiBtory of Landholdin!f in England. By
Joseph Fisher, F.R.H.S.
23. Fashion in Deformity, as illustrated in the
customs of Barbarous and Civilized Races.
Numerous illustrations. By William Henry
Flower, F.R.S.
29. Facts and Fictions of Zoology. Numerous
illustrations. By Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
30. } Study of Words. By Richard Chenevix
31.
Trench.
32. Hereditary Traits and other Essays. By Rich
ard A. Proctor.
33. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.
34. Philosophy of Style. By Herbert Spencer.
35. Oriental Religions, By John. Caird, Pres.
Univ. Glasgow, and Others.
36. Lectures on Evolution. Illustrated. By Prof.
T. H. Huxley.
37. Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. By John
Tyndall.
Geological Sketches. By Archibald Geikie,
39.
F.R.S.
40. The Evidence of Organic Evolution. By Geo.
F. Romanes, F.R.S.
41. Current Discussions in Science. By W. M.
Williams. F.C.S.
42. History of the Science of Politics. By Frederick Pollock.
·
43. Darwin and Humboldt. By Professor Huxley,
Professor Agassiz, and others.
Dawn of History. By C. F. Keary, of the
45.
British Museum.
46. Diseases of Memory. By Th. Ribot. Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
47. Childhood of Religions. By Edward Clodd,
F.R.A.S.
•
48. Life in Nature. Illustrated. By Jas. Hinton.
49. The Sun: its Constitution; its Phenomena;
its Conditwn. By Judge Nathan T. Carr,
Columbus, Ind.
Money and the Mechanism of Exchange. By
51.
Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
52. Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Translated from the French by 'if. Fitzgerald.
53. Animal Automatism, and other Essays. By
Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S;
54. Birth and Growth of Myth. By Edward Clodd.
F.R.A.S.
55. Scientific Basis of Morals-~. and other Essays.
. By William Kingdon Clinard, F.R.S.

38.}

44.}

50.}

gU Illusions.

By James Sully.

58.}
The Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin.
59.
Two double numbers, 30 cents each.
60.

Childhood of the World. By Edward Clodd.

61. 1\'liscellaneous Essays. By Richard A. Proctor.
62. Religions of the Ancient World. By Prof. Geo.
63.

64.
65.
66,

67.
68.
69.

70.

71.
72.
73.
74.

Rawlinson, University of Oxford. Double
number, 30 cents.
Progressiv Morality.
By Thomas Fowler,
LL.D.! president of Corpus Christi College,
Oxford.
Distribution of Animals and Plants. By A.
Russel Wallace and W. T. 1'hiselton Dyer.
Conditions of Mental Development; and other
Essays. By Wm. Kingdon Clifford.
Technical Education; and other Essays. By
Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
The Black Death. An t\.ccount of the Great
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Century. By
J. F. C.. Hecker.
(Sp~cial number, 10 cents.) Three Essays, by
Herbert Spencer.
"
(Double Number, 30 centsl. Fetichism: A C}mtribution to Anthropo ogy and the His.':1.iry
of Heli!l'ion. By Fritz Schultze, Ph.D. Tianslated from the German by J. Fitzgerald,
M.A.
Essays Speculativ and Practical. By Herbert
Spencer.
Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson..!. LL.D.
With Appendix on Archeology, .tly E. B.
1'ylor, F.RS.
The Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
Evolution in History, Language, ancl Science.
Four Addresses delivered at the London
Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and
Literature.
1.'he Descent of :Man; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwm. In 4 parts.
15 cents each.
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Otto Wetts~ein's

Ingersoll's W"orks.
The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lectures~ comprising, "The Gods"
" Humboldt~ "Thomas Paine," " Individua'ity," and "l:l.eretics and Heresies."
·

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.
Contents: "The Ghostfu" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Inde]lendence," "About FarmiJ!g in lllinois,"
•· The Grant Banque~t" "The Uev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past .ttises before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll.!?

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.

What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
The Christian Religion. By R G.
Ingerso[, Jl!dge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George .1!'. F1Blier. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.. 56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t,Ylle, and containing as much as
coJ+!d be delivered in t'}'o .ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand nusswnary document
Liberals should scatter it generously.
•

·,

Ingersoll Catee.hised: His .Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San FranCiscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copie.§.> $3
Mi).lions of these should be circulated by J!'ree.:
thinkers.

Rochelle, ill.

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

ANDARD MEDIC lL WORK

the attacks of the N~w York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Pnce, 10 cents.

i!

{!

',.,

..

:i ILLtTSTRATIVE SAMPLE FREE '1'0 ALL,

Tributes.

IItKNOW
THYSELF
Great Medical

There hav been so many

1\PPlications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that tliey hav
been printed on hea:v;v toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and mlarge, clear type, suita.ble for framing; and the four Will be forwarded
to any address, prepaid, for 50cts, or either one
for 15 cents.

The Busts of Voltaire,- Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to
life, pricet $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles or Religious Liberty should hav these
busts.

Work on Manhood

~

1
"
u

Photogranhs of Colonel Ingerson.

Superb pliotographs1 22x.ll8, $5; panel, 10,Jgx17,
$3; boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40.cents; card, 20 cts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
83 Clinton Place, New York.

J. E. Remsburg's Works~False Claims, Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur!f are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Stat1stics,
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiimes · the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement~ the Temperance Reform;
the
Church ana the Republic.

Bible .Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned bJ! Scripture : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheatmg; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice toWaman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, s1ngle copies, !5 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

'~CARIOlTS--ATONEMENT: Fear; :Beii-rl~g-·

\to Think; Creeds;

Self-Control What We Need;
Vicarious Atonement Not a Christian Inven. tion; Twin Monsters from Intellectual Pig-

"

FICTIONS: Church Fictwns; Historical Facts
-(Civilization, Gomparativ Status, Women as
Persons, Education, As Wives, Not Woman's
Friend, Morals).

.

Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper,
-

~0

Cents.

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts,
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SOCIAL ""VVEALTH:
The Sole Factors and
Exact Ratios In Its Acqulrt!ment and Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief re- ership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
and most thorough work ever written on the view of their Origin and Growth; Rise and the Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-opSabbath from a rational point of view. Large Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase: eration; Law of (Jontractg; Money and Credit;
and handsome print. 'l'he question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sab- profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth; Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a
batic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestions
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Own- to Legislators; Conclusion.
Sunday Arguments i 01igin of Christian Sabbath; 'l'estimony of the Uhristian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin!!' t4e Middle A(5es; The Puritan
P.R.ICE, CLOTH, $1,00,
Sabbath; Testnnony of Chnstian Reformers,
Scholars-1.-.and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Address
THE
TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
Laws. J:'rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.

Image· Breakflr.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, WashinJilton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pa1ne and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

'i

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of ·his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis ""Rights of Man " and "Age
of Reason " are gfven; also, tribut~s to Paine's
character from mOl'e than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly f'or this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted l'aper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents. ·

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debil-

tyt Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
na the untold miseries resulting from indiscre'don or excesses. A book for every man, young,
,iniddle-aged, and old. It contains 125 prescr1ptions
'[or all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
,,\vhich is invaluable. So found by the author, whose
~xl!erience for 25 years is such as probably never
before fell to the lot of auy physiman. 300 pages,
)ound in beautiful French muslin, embossed covlrs, full gilt, guaranteed to be a finer work in every
:ense-than any other work sold in this country
\or $2.50 or the money will be refunded in every
,Instance. Pricei only $1.00 by mail, post paid.
:Ulustrativ samp e free to anybody, i:3eud now.
}old medal awarded the author by the National
M:edical Association, to the president of which, the
ilon.P. A. Bissel, and associate officers of the Board
ihe reader is respectfully referred.
' The Science of Life should be read by the young
lor instruction, -aud by the affi.icted for relief. It
ivill benefit all,-Lonaon Lancet.
There is no member of society to whom The.
Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guardian, instructor, or clergyman.-.Argonaut.

Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bullfinch St., Boston,li'Iass., who
may be consulted on all diseases requirinj't skill
and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases
that have baffied the skill of all other physicians a
specialty, Such treated successfully, m~hout an
instance of failure. Mention this paper. 1y14

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
.i \

ON.LY U BY MAIL, POSTPAID.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.
Ingersoll'~ Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. . To meet the demand
for ~r. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all h1s lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1?300
Paj'tes, which is sold at the exceedingly !OW
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
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YOUNG& MIDDLE .A.GED MEN

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
THE PRESENT
AND

THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF

N~RTH

AMERIC,A.

BY A CAPITALIST.

is a regularly educated and legally qualified physwian, and
the most successfl?-}1
as his practice wiJJ
prove. He has for
twenty years treated
exclusivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures of which
he stands t,;reeminen t
SPERllfATORRHCEA
and IlliPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in matllrer years, causing
night emissions by
~---o--·O---o~-• dreams, loss of sexual
power, rendering
marriage imiJroper and unhaPPY.> etg., a~·e Cl!red
permanently b:v an outside applicatiOn m SlXtY
days, NO STOMACH li1EDICIN TJSED.. It ts one
of Dr. Fellows' valuable di~covenes, w)nch 1s e~l
tirely unknown to the madical professwn. It 1s
not a catch-penny get up, such as a padj belt, pa~
tille nor magnetic appliance, but SIIDP Y a. mechciu to be applied externally on the parts affected,
which cures by absorption. Sen!'LP,ve 2-cen.t stamps
for his "Private Counselor," g1V1ng. full mformation. Address Dr. R. P ..Fellowsl.Vmeland, N.J.,
and say where you saw th1s advert1sment.
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pro~onn!l(ld character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage 1s solic1ted.

The Bible Analyze~.

A Book Advod!l.ting Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals w1th
the present conditions of society in this country, pointing out their imperfections, and showing how
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious under ·our present system. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the
future Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the principles of
BY
The Apostle of Liberty. .An address Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
John R. Itelso, A.M.
delivered in Paine Hall..l be:l'ore the N. E. FreeCONTENTS:
The
titles
of
some
of
the
chapters
are:
Present
External
Appearance
of
Our
Rethinkers' Convention, January 29,1884. Price,
public; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; Production ·and Di8tribution.,
10 cents. '
CONTENTS:
For all the above works address
Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life in the
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Existing Republic; ·Examination of the Objections to Communism; Methods Proposed for the
83 Cli.n,ton Place, New York.
Creation.-The
Delug-e.-The
MiraTrans1tion from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger. cles d the Bible.-The En·orsExodus.-';l'he
of the B~hle.-The
Prwe, $1.50.
Prophecies -The Devil or Satan of the B1ble.-The
Heaven au'd Hell of the Bil)le.-The Sabb!]<th of
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
the Bible.-The God of the B1b!e.-The Mess1ah or
Working the Year of Science
Savior.
Crown octavo, 833 pJl. Splen d'dl
1 y execut e d . sen t
And the Common Computations.
by mail, post paid. l'rice, $3.00.

The Perpetual Calendar.
An Almanac Forevel'

Showing the day of the week for any day of the
month for all time past and present and to come,
and other useful information. Price, 40 cents;
three for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Canvassers address L. Martin, Brunsmck, Ga.

RUPTURES CUR EOb,

mi!tledieal Compound and ImproTed
Elastic Snll'POl'tCr Truss inJ~rom30 to
90 daJI•. Reliable references given. Send
stamp for circular, nnd aav in. what paper
1/0U saw m11 advert1Mnient. Ad! dress Capt.

W. A. Ooll!l1gs,Sm!tllvlllo,1e!I;'HO~ Co. liT. f.

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In-

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamphlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible v.ropositiom,
with numerous r!lferences and 01tat10ns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. Price
25 cel!ltH.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
For Sale at this Office.

Cloth, $1.25.
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_ THE he~·oic ~truggl~ fo1· llbe1'ty made for eighty

THuRsDAY, March 18th, was Grover Cleve-_
land's birthday. He was forty-nine years old.'

1years .by_:the.. ·sturdy d\j(ellers in the lowlands· of

t Europ~ IS marred ·by the pe1·secuting spirit of
: Christianity, which seems to hav converted its be: lievers into fanatics, bent upon the destruction.of
· everythin~r _opposed to them. Since the eal'ly
i Christians wandered through the catacombs of
i Rome they hav been relentless persecutors. From
· Cqnstantine to the present day they hav endeav' ored by one means or another to crush all differ' ences of opinion in matters of faith.-::D . .M. Bennett.

W. S. S;ROUT is an enterprisuig Iieut~nant I
of the Boston Salvation Army. Just now he i
is held under $1,000 bonds for having two
wives.
.,A.'ToTHER blizzard is reported from Maine.
As there was already much snow in that local-·
ity, it is expected that the spring break~up
will produce freshets on the Penobscot.

!

THE£grand :ipquisitor, like pope and pag~n, has
in our age lost most of his teeth. There can
THE president of Mexico has sent $500 to 1'
hardly be a S\!Ier.way of conferring a benefit on a
man of learning and virtue ·than by persecuting
the Grant memorial fund. The mikado of ,.
i~~Jor,Jrl~opiJ?.io*)iJ;~e. He gej;sall_the advan"
Japan has signified his intention of·cQntribut.-,
-tage ofadjersitY.-Withol:tt disablement, and obloquy ·
ing an equal sum. The grand total is now I
~t-4()Ut ':~d.i.~i~a;c~:~ ;i.tii'.-iias th!) opportunity (too
~9,~
I'arely_ ocour:PJ:tg :ip the,.~avant•s career) qf showing·
-courage, sincerity; and dignity of chai·acter. .A.nd ·
THE "Maine law " is still supposed to be in
,meantime his "in,fl,uence is not impaired, )mt.inforce in Maine, yet of 1,933 an-ests reported;
; ci1·eased.; his booka·hecome more widely lmow:ii ; his.
cpersonality.is invested _'With greater interest. 'l'lie .
for last year by the city marshal of Portland,
ctime, moreover; is pa!it'when anything can be done
1,320 were from crimes directly resulting .
o"J!oi:.. opinions countiiil. orthodox· QY raising them .
from liquor.
_;'rho hold them to posts for which they are other'wise imfit." ·These are· not days when incense can
ARRANGEMENTs hav been made for a great:
icii,v i.Ii.fl.uence orofficili.I precedence make prosConfederate reunion at Montgomery, Ala. :
·'elytes.::...Fi-ia. w. H. ·Muers.
·
Jeff Davis will lecture, and the proeeeds will
·.. Miss CARLYLE t~ed of her _little dog Nei·o :
go toward a monument in memory of Con- i
:~'He is extra vagaJitiy. fond of me,· but only very
federate soldiers.
i;riwderately of Carlyle. If I am away for a little
~--and come in, N era boimds and frisks and is dec.
· THE Rev. ·" Sam " Jones lectured to four
''lighted. If Carlyle is' away then he just yelps a
thousand girls in Chicago last Saturday. He
;:little when he returns, that's all. But he cannot
took occasion to ridicule the " dude ''· and
':~xPect otherwise. Carlyle delights in torturing
i:him, which he calls piayi.ng with him. He snaps
denounced many of the most cherished instiothe tongs at him, and Nero does not like that.
tutions of society.
· Carlyi.e once even tied ari empty tin to his tail and
THE argument on the motipn for a change
:.sent-the poor dog scampe1·ing all over the house in
"great terror. n· was cruel in him to do that, ab, of venue in the case of the :feople against thej
solutely !lr.uel in him, and I told him so. I told
Rev. Mr. Bristor, of Spring Valley, N. Y.·, :
:,bini it was an -amusement unfit for a philosopher,
for rape, was postponed in Brooklyn Satur- ·
·low and degrading:"-Dr. Knighten.
day to April 5th.
•THE hear't is hard in nature and unfit
-For human fellowship, as· being void
TnE schooner that sunk the ocean steamer
Of sympathy, and therefore dead alike
Oregon has not yet been reported. The belief
:To love and friendShip both, that is not pleased
is held by some that the steamer struck
-With sight of animals enjoying life,
· No.r feels their happiness augment his own.
against a sunken wreck instead of colliding '
..
·
.. . . ·. ' , .
,
-COWj)er.
with any other vessel.
I No more expect· to see my countrymen again
ABoUT twenty Methodist missionaries sailed
I content with the mere semblance of a representa.. tion than to see them again drowning their
from this port for the Congo regions last Sat.
witches or ·bUI"ni.ng heretics, trying causes by redurday. They took with them a good stock of
hot plowshares or offenng up human sacrifices to
firearms, and a small cargo of Bibles, the lat.
wooden idols. I no more expect a reaction in
ter, presumably, for gun-wads.
, favor of Gotten or· Old Sarum than a reaction in
:·favor of Thor and OdiiJ.. I should think such a
BABEL, the Texas cowboy piai:rlst, who
reaction almost as much a miracle. ItS that the
has been astonishing New York_ folks by.....his
;--shadow should go b'ack upon the dial.·- (Wbo so
·
-----·----::--~:::::·~:-----;----.-;----~-:
----.~~--:·
·--·-----·--~
--~-~
rea-deth,
let him understand!) Revolutions proskill, is now declared to be a fraud. It is
~ J_~ J!J. ~nd. ·_-/it~~ J!J.· ·
agMn.wheii~'a poH~erri.~n ~~me. an·d o~der~d him, ·duced by violence are often followed by reactions;
said that his father was a first-class music
!)gUU;
uJlljfi.U;
to move on. The apostle went off bemoaning the' the_ victories of I'easori once gained are gained for
teacher and that Babel is ·a professional.
lack of faith in Israel, while the crowd took pity. eternity.-Macaulay'sfJpee.ches onParlW.mentdrv Repianist.
on the blind man and purchased ills entire stock form.
Dm. the book called the Bible excel in purity of
ARAB-BIT and a cat were.once,jour"ney-ing_to- of pencils. "Cranks _are of some use, anyway,"
THE Communists of New York celebrated
muttereq, the blind ·man, as he went off to ·pur- ideas and expression. all the books now extant in
last Sunday night the fifteenth ailniver~a~y of gether, when they came 'to an irui., ·in- front of chase a new stock of merchandise.
the
world, I would not take it for my i·ule of
which was the sign, " Rab-bit Pie for Din-ner- Tothe revolution of Paris. A great crowd met day." On be-hold-ing· this sign· the Cat fled in
A SETTLER in a Welsh colony in South America faith, as being the word of God, because the Pasin the Germania Assembly Rooms, listened to great Tercror, while the Rab-bit went on his way sends a: letter, which has been published in the sibility would nevertheless. exist of my being imspeeches, recitations, and singing, and then a-lone. My lit-tle friendS, tlrls Fa-bie ·that Un-cle Manchester City Nevis. ·It contains one of the best posed upon .. But when I see thr(lughout the
Mike is tell-ing you teaches us that Rab-bit Pie is missionary stories we hav read for some time. greater part of this book scarcely anything but ·a
had a dance.
un-health-y Di-et for Cats, and that all is not Gold One of the Indian chiefs was dying, and a Spanish history of the grossest vices, and a collection of the
pr;iest was sent for to administer consolation. The most piUtry and contemptible tales, I cannot disA NEw YoRK .alderman named Jaehne is that Glit-tcrs.-Chicago Rambter.
writer was asked ·to· interpret between them, and honor my creator by calling it by his name."TAKE
it
away,"
said
the
tall
solemn
passenger
in jail. He is charged with taking a $20,000
to the train-boy. "Take that book a:way. I want thus describes the conversation : Chief: "To Paine's lge ot Reason.
bribe from Sharp, the railroad man, for his
IF others will not deal fairly with their own
none of Ingersoll's writings near me. That book what sort of a country do the Christians go after
vote in favor of the Broadway franchise. It is an abomii:tation. It is a sacrilege. Its very death?" Priest: "Into a noble country," Chief: minds, does that make my errm·s truth or ought
is said that J aehne has made a confession im- presence in this car is enough to call upon this "Is there sufficient pasture for all cattle ?" Priest :' it to make me in love with them and willingly to
plicating nearly the whole board of aldermen. train and all of its passengers the vengeance of the "There is plenty." Chief:. "Hav they plenty of impose on myself? If others love catamcts on
ahnighty. Take it away, I say." "What's the guano and of ostriches there 1" Priest : "Any their eyes should that hinder me from couching of
ST. PATRICK's DAY was got along with in matter with you?" inquired the train-boy, with a amount." Chief: "Are the1·e lions in that place?' mine as soon as I could? Everyone declares
"Yes, millions." "Are the~· able to hunt and against blindness, and yet who almost is not fond
this city without any unusual demonstrations. scowl. "Pd hav you know," retorted the pas- catch the lions." "Only those who die good Chris- of that which dims his sight and keeps the clear
senger, "that I hav a right to speak as I do. I am
The way the day was celebrated givs rise to a D. D." "Oh, is that all?" was the response; "I tians can catch the lions." Chief (stooping down light out of his mind, which should lead him into
to the visitor, in a very low voice}: "Hav they got truth and knowled'ge? Such are usually the
the belief that if St. Patrick had driven the thought you was a D. F."
brandy there?" P1·iest : "Brandy! yes, without prejudices imbibed from education, party, reversnakes out of whisky he would hav conferred
MINISTER : "I think if a notice of my forthcom- any end." Chief <falling back on his pillow): "I ence, fashion, interest, etc. This is the mote
a greater favor upon the pope's Irish than he ing donation were to be placed in the newspapers die a Christian."
which everyone sees in his brother's eye, but never
did when he expelled those reptils from Erin. deacon, it might tend to the-er-glory of the oC:.
regards the beam in his own.-Locke's Cona·uct o.r
casion." Deacon: "I think so myself, Mr. Goodthe Unaerstanain(!.
THE Rev. John B. Horan has sued the Rev. man. I will tend to the matter at once." MinisAND why beholdest the mote that is in thy brothJohn J. Brady and the Rev. John J. Griffin, ter: "But avoid the Sunday papers as you would a
er's eye, but considerest not the beam that is in
viper, deacon. They are an abomination." Dea~EDUCED
IN
PRICE.
all of Jersey City, for libel. One of the de- con: "Weil-er-Mr. Goodman, the Sunday pathine own -eye. · · · Thou hypocrit, first cast out
We hav made arrangements whereby we can the beam out of thine own eye, and then shalt thou
fendants has proclaimed that Horan is an pe:s. hav a much larger circulation than the daily
immoral man, and the other says he is a editwns through the week, and a notice would be offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Inger- see clearly to cast out the mote·out of thy brother's
eye .-Matt. vii, 3-5. See alSo Luke vt, 41, 42.
drunkard and an adventurer. Mr. Horan seen by a greater number of readers." Minister: soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
"H'm. You surprise and grieve me, deacon. But printe'd on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumiI HAD ridden to Edinburgh, there to consult a
places the damage to his reputation at $50 _ I knowlittle of such worldly matters. You must
doctor, having at last reduced my complexities to a
nated
border,
large
clear
type,
suitable
for
fram000.
' use your own judgment, deacon; and may heaven
single question : "Is this disease curable by
ing. The titles are:
bless you. Good morning.''-N. Y. Su11.
medicin, or is it chronic, incurable except by
KARL BLIND, the German liberal politician
regimen·, if even so?" This question I ea1·nestly
-!'- LONG, lean, la~k, cadaverous-looking ·man, The Vision of War,
in a letter to a friend, strongly denounce~
put; got response," It is all tobacco, sir; gi.v up
Tribute
to
his
Brother,
mth
lbng
gray
hall'
and
beard,
and
very
thin
home rule. He says it would entail upon
tobacco." Gave it instantly and stl'ictly up.
clothes, yesterday approached a blind man at the
The Grant Banquet Tqe.st,
Found, after long months, that I might hav as
England constant vigilance and expense and southwest corner of Thirte.enth and Market streets
ridden sixty miles in the opposit direction
.Address at Harry :Miller's Grave. well
danger of a foreign invasion, would subject who was peddling lead pencils. The strange;
and poured my sorrows in'W the long, hairy ear of
the loyal Irish to the yoke of popery, and scanned-the features of the blind man for some
The price of these heretofore has been $1. We the first jackass I came upon, as into this select
would imperil, religious. equality and civil in- time and at length said: "Brother, art thou totally offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH ; medical man's, whose name I will not mention.blind?" "Yes," answered the pencil merchant
Carlyle's Reminiscences.
stitutions.
"Hast thou never tried to be healed?" "No use ;, THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
WHEN all things were made, nothing was m:·)e
replied the other. "My eyes were burnt out in 'a from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
THE following is from London, dated the powde1·-mill explosiofi." "If thou hast faith thou
better than tobacco; to be a lone man's com~'an
83 Clinton Pl., New York.
20th: "Mrs. Adelaide Bartlett and the Rev. canst be healed," safd the stranger. "Let us
ion, a batchel01' 1S friend, a hungry man's food, a
sac1 man's cordial, a wakeful man's sleep, and a
Mr. Dyson, a Wesleyan minister, were com- pray." By this time a crowd had gathered round
A NEW P:A.MPHLET.-:JUST OUT.
chilly man's fire. There is no herb like it under
mitted to-¢1ay for trial at the Central Criminal _the pair a~d a lively interest was manifested in
the canopy of heaven.-Kingsley's Westwa1·a Ho.
the proceedmgs. The apostle of faith cure knelt
Court on the charge of having caused the do'Yll and offered a long prayer for the blind man,
MosT earnestly would I urge upon those who
death of Edward T. Bartlett, the woman's while the_ crowd kept increasing until it nearly
cherish tbe doctrine of immm·tality, not to defend
blo~ked
up
Thirteenth
street.
Mter
p1·ayer
the
husband, on New Year's Eve. The allegation
it, as they too often do, by arguments which hav a
BY S. P. PUTMAM.
is that by advice of the clergyman, to whom a_nmen~ a:ose and went through a series of gyrabasis smaller than the doctl'in itself. I long to see
tiOns similar to a mesmerist. He made all manner
A poetic version of "the Indian Story of the Gar- this glol'ious tenet .rescued fl'Om the jurisdiction
s-everal years ago Bartlett had surrendered his
of passes in the air wifh his hands, and finally
wife, she killed him with chloroform fur- took hold of the man, nibbed bis eyes, slapped his den of Eden, in which its superiority to the muti- of a narrow anc1 sectarian theology, which, foolishly ascribing to a single :religion the possession
nished by the pastor, while. she was resisting back, pinched his cheeks, and asked him if he lated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. of all truth, proplai.ms other religions to be false
PRICE, io CENTS.
an attempt on the part of her husband to re- could see. To the great disappointment of the
and debases the most magnificent topics by conaudience
l:le
replied
that
he
could
not.
The
faithAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tracting them within the horizon of its own little
gain the place he had given the preacher."
cure man was about to begin his perfonnances
83 Clinton Place, New.York.
vision.-Buckle's Essays.
·
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The devil trembled when God sent a man into the world who knew how to think.-Bi9hop Spalding:
ber. Of course he,.didn't refer to "Rev. J.
B. McCullough, D.D.," who gets $1500 a
year for editing the "rat organ "-the PhilaPRoFEssoR: "My dear sir, you cannot be a delphia Methodi9t. Boycott the Methodi9t ! subject for the mind-cure unless you hav faith The Tocsin.
in it." Applicant: "Ah, I see; the mind must
SIGNS are not wanting, says the Pall Mall
be unsound before it can be open to the Gautte, to show that the clerical ascendency
cure."
over Frenchwomen is on the decline, and will
A CORRESPONDENT asks US to name the pet ere long be a thing of the past. Mme. Giraultsin of the ministerial profession. H-u-s-h, Lesourd has just given to the city of Angers
man I Everybody knows it, and how often it the magnificent sum of £8,000 to be expended
breaks out from Brooklyn's ups to Boston's on the foundation of an orphan asylum, with
these conditions: that the staff of the orphanDowns.-Pomeroy's Demoerat.
age consist in perpetuo solely of laymen and
STANLEY, when he started across Africa,
laywomen, and that it shall remain entirely
took with him sixty-nine books for entertainunder civil, to the exclusion of all religious,
·ment on the way, and the only one to survive
control.
the trip was the Bible. It is amazing how
A SuNDAY-SOHooL teacher was telling her
long the Bible will last some people. I:J;t some
·families the good book, bound in flimsy mus- children how the devil goeth about like a
lin, will Outlast a dozen novels substantially roaring lion, seeking whom he may devour,
bound in lcather.-Norri9town Herald.
and after the ·lesson was through, she said
AN audacious young man put his arm that those who wished could ask questions.
around a young woman who sat in the same At once a little boy spoke up arid asked how
pew with him during service in the United fast the devil could run. "Hush, Johnnie,"
Brethren church at Fort Wayne on Sunday said the teacher, "such questions are very
night, and kissed her. She was so pleased profane." "Well, I don't care," said Johnnie;
that she laughed right out in meeting, and "he can't outrun my pa, anyhow, 'cause· I
others joined with her. These young people heard pa tell a man down the street the other
are to be indicted for disturbing a religious day· that he caught the devil the night he
came home from the lodge."
meeting.
A MAINE Sunday-school teacher, bent on
THE Methodists, while " building two a
day" and-" crossing the million line" for mis-' clearly defining the relation of children to the
sions, it seems from the conference reports arc Episcopal church, was anxious to impress on
starving some of their ministers. A prominent her extraordinarily dull class the propri1,1ty of
minister-a presiding elder, in fact-asserted being confirmed. The age of twelve, followin the conference the other day that he knew ing the usage of the ancient Jewish church,
a minister's family who were compelled to was especially-emphasized. After a dull dissubsist uponfour cents a day for each mem- cussion of the matter, the teacher tested one

Jlolts and g[lippings.

of her relativly brightest scholars by suddenly
·asking: "Now, what is done to children
properly instructed, when they reach the
age of twelve or thereabouts?" "Lick 'em,"
was the prompt reply. Confirmation was not
further touched upon at that lesson.
M. CHARLES GIRARD, chemist, of Paris, recently amused himself by investigation of the
ingredients of a beautitul red-currant jelly,
charmingly put up for export to the United
States. There was not an atom of fruit in
·the mass, as was demonstrated by the adding
to it of methylated alcohol, which would hav
turned it green had it contained any fruit
acid. It was found to consist of gelatine,
sweetened with glycerine residue, colored
with pichsine (a poisonous mineral extract},
and flavored with no one knows what. A
great many people in this country imagin no
currant jelly so good as that which is imported from France.
M. VERESOHAGEN, not content with proving,
by copious scripture extracts, that he is fully
justified in painting the holy father as one of
many members, now turns the tables on his
detractors, and, protesting against the epithet
"antichristian," which has been applied to
his pictures, asks in his turn: "Is it Christian
to represent God and tJ;te ~aints sitting on
clouds, as though.on chairs or armchairs? Is
it Christian to make Christ a Roman patrician, and the saints of both sexes slaves of his
household? Is. it Christian to muffie up the
image of Christ with costly dress material, to
scat him op a throne of gold or silver, enriched with jewels, ~~:nd put a crown on hi!!
head and a scepter into his hands? All this
in the clouds ! Is it Christian to dress the
Virgin in _!'ompadour costumes, and to cover

her with trinkets weighing polll).ds? I had
occasion to study the cults of different religions, but among the Buddhists and Brahmanists I hav never found stranger idols than the
Madonnas in some Christian churches."
THE growing hostility between the church
and the state in France has been accentuated
by a protest addressed by the three French
cardinals, the archishops of Paris, Lyons, and
Toulouse, to the president of the republic
against M. de Freycinet's criticism of the
conduct of the clergy in the last election. As
this protest was no doubt approved at Rome
before it was published, it is important as indicating the irreconcilable nature of the religious conflict that ;has been going on in
France during the last few years. The recent appointment of M. Paul Bert to an important post is regarded by Catholics much as
Englishmen would regard the elevation of
Mr. Bradlaugh to a ministerial office. Indeed, it is asserted by French Catholics that
the government deliberately tries· to antagonize the church. In this way they explain the
frequent suspensions of clerical salaries, the
reprimands of bishops, the total suppression
of some hundred and fifty unattached vicars,
and the constant attempts to harass and
annoy the religious orders. Church property and even church edifices are frequently
seized by the government on the plea that a
better use can be made of such property by
the state than by the church. Under these
circumstances it is not wonderful that an irritating skirmish is constantly going on between the civil and religions authorities.
And, unfortunately, the situation promises
to become worse before it becomes better.New York T1·ibune.
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~gislativt.
A Plea for· Impartial Taxation.
On Tuesday, March 16, 1886, arguments in favor
of the following petitions and bill were heard by the
Committee of Ways and Meaus of the New York
Assembly. The fiTst petition is from the Constitution Club of Brooklyn:
To the Legislature oft/i.e State of New York:
We, citizens under the constitution and bill of rights, claim
equality without discrimination or preference in the liberty
of our conscience and equality of religious liberty, and remonstrate earnestly against all practices of legislative action
which in the past have discriminated as between individuals
and corp?rations by acts of exemption on personal and real
p_roperty ~n f!tv:or of said instit.utions and in prejudice of the
rights of mdividuals by an unJust and unequal distribution
of the burden:s of the support of. government.
The exceptiOn to a rule by a tax exemption works in the
essence of an additional tax.
W.e. are convinced t~at the principle of "the equality of
sacrifice" for the mamtenance and support of the state is
the rock foundation upon wh,ich a free people may maintain
their governmental integrity.
It is high time that a halt should be taken by the refusal to
pass all acts granting exemption from taxation. In our
cities, the municipal corporation, acting as agent for the state,
collects and pays over to the state the share of the state tax
levy. There is no essential difference in the levy of an assessment for a local improvement and the levy of a tax for the
maintenance of local government which provides for the protection and care of property.
Private institutions of a charitable or religious character
should not be exempt from the municipal cost of the maintenance of a police and fire department any more than they
should be exempt for the construction of a sewer or for the
use o,f w~~;te_r. One step in exemption naturally leads to another.
At first It IS not felt. It amounts, apparently to a trilie but
it ~9;s grown to a monstrous evil in specialleglslation, so' that
~illwns of property held by rich corporations is increasfug
m value and has become, on account of its not being taxed
a burden upon the individual tax-payers· and the want of
uniformity by legislative and municipal action has transcended the constitutional limitations.
The discrimination between a class or profession and the
different kinds of property violates a rule of equity which
will endanger the integrity of the commonwealth.
We therefore request that you will pass a bill which provides for a more equal distribution of the burdens of government, and we herewith submit the resolution passed at a meeting of the Constitution Club on January 19, 1886 as follows:
Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Club that no property should be exempt from taxation except such as is the
property of the public and is used for public purposes.
Signed by the Executi,ve Committee of the Constitution Club
of Brooklyn.
SAMUEL B. DuRYEA.
GEoRGE B. DouGLAS.
JoHN HENRY HuLL.
EDMUND P. :MARTIN.
J. WAUREN GuEENE.

The f?llowing bill was introduced by Assemblyman
Hotchkiss, of Brooklyn, and referred to the Committee by whom the arguments were heard:
An act in relation to the taxation of property.
The people of the state of New York, represented in senate and assembly, do enact as follows:
SECTION L-The following property shall be exempt from
taxation:
1. All property, real or personal, exempted from taxation
by or under the constitution of this state, or the Constitution
of the United States.
2. All property, real or personal, the title to which is or
herea~ter shall be, in the United States, or in this state, o~ in
any mty, county, town, or village within this state and
which is used, or intended to be used, for public purpo~es.
3. All property exempted by law from execution.
SECTION 2.-From and after the date on which this act
shall take effect, all lands and all personal estates within this
state, whether owned byindividuals or corporations shall he
liable to taxation, except as otherwise ~pecifically provided
in Section 1 of this act. Provided, however, that the owner
or holder of stock in any company liable to taxation on its
capital stock or property, shall not be taxed as an individual
for such stock.
SECTION 3.-All property, both real and personal exempted from taxation, either in whole or in part by or ~nder
any law of this state in force before this act shah take effect
(except as provided in sections 1 and 2 of this act) shall
after this act shall take effect, be assessed and valued 'in th~
same manner and upon the same basis of valuation as other
prop.erty subject to taxation, and shall be taxed upon its full
assessed valuation, as follows, namely: in the year 1887 at
one-tenth of the rate at which other property of the same or
a similar description in the same town or ward is taxed· in
the year 1888 at two-tenths of such rate; in the year 1889 at
three-tenths of such rate; in the year 1890 at four-tenths of
such rate; in the year 1891 at five-tenths of such rate· in the
year 1892 at six-tenths of such rate; in the year 1893 at seventenths of such rate; in the year 1894 at eio-ht-tenths of such
rate; in the year 1895 at nine-tenths of such rate· in the year
1896, and in all subsequent year~, at the full rate at which such
other property is taxed, and such taxes shall be levied collected, and applied in the same manner as taxes on ~ther
property subject to taxation.
SECTION 4.-All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with
the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
SECTION 5.-This act shall take effect immediately.

The fust argument was by Samuel B. DUTyea, representing the Constitution Club of Brooklyn. The
hearing before the Committee was procured by J. J.
McCabe, Secretary of the New York State F:ueethinkers' Association. Mr. Duryea said:
SPEECH OF SAMUEL B. DURYEA.

MR. CHAIRMAN: In coming before "your committee
I hope you will bear in mind that we present ourselv~s. as advocates of a measure that looks wholly t.o
the mterests of the commonwealth. It is a measure
fundamental, based on principles well established
upon which writers of wide distinction do not differ.
. From the differing schools of philosophy and religIOn we are unable to find a logician who is willing to

base his reputation upon an argument to be made in no one who has watched the vast accumulations of
favor pf tax exemption. It is only when individuals. wealth derived by various incorporated institution,s
representing societies desire money that they make can fail to see the danger arising from these soulless
appeal to the legislature with an argument based institutions, which gather strength like a river that
upon selfishness, as they are often found appealing flows to the sea. Already, at Albany, ·there have .
to the public to sanction a lottery, or raffie, or a grab- been bills introduced to allow one institution to be
bag, and, like these, they are only supported by that exempt on property to the enormous value of two
specious argument that the end justifies the means. and a half millions-or upon incomes amounting- tci'
If this bill becomes a law you will be relieved from $250,000 per annum.
The farms and homes of the citizens of the United
a great deal of vexatious special legislation which
has in the past cast no honor upon the legislature in States are to be made tributary to these money-loVing
·
the state of New York, and has been the cause of institutions!
Already are established more charitable and religstrife among its people.
It is not my intention to delve into the arguments ious institutions than .a thriving, industrious people
relating to the principles of taxation, but it is enough should be called upon to maintain. The weakness of
to say that the system is intimately connected with ·a community is measured by its need of eleemosynary
the growth of government in the human race, and has institutions. By undue and unwise legislation home
developed from an arbitrary assertion by power to a life is destroyed. The tenement house and the flat
reasoning basis. It differs to-day in all the nations are at variance with Saxon liberty, and break down·
upon the face of the earth, according to the form of the privacies of life. Those institutions, maintained
government and enlightenment of the people. In by religious enthusiasm, which develop artificial conthose nations which are included among the Christian ditions and distempered lives· not in harmony with
powers, we have an easier chance for perusal. Those the normal condition, should be discountenanced.
It is manifestly unjust that the state should
which have been influenced by the power of ecclesiastical religion have exerted an influence over the state charge directly or indirectly upon the whole people
whereby they have been enabled to levy taxes for the the support, even partial, of any institutions restricted
support of a peculiar sect, and the maintenance of a in any measure for private or sectarian uses. In this
doctrinal theology in the institutions of learning, and state the church property exempt from taxation,
exemption from all the costs and maintenance of gov- according to the census of 1850, was $21,132,707,
ernment. As early as 359 A.D. an attempt was made and in the census of 1870 it is reported at $66,055,to have the lands belonging to the churches exempt 755. The official report for the commissioners of the
from all taxation. It was due to the demoralizing city of New York states that, in that city alone, the
influences of the reign of Constantine, when the church property exempted is valued at $42,137,500;
church united in the political intrigues of a corrupt and other property held by private institutions,
· empire. Throughout all the conflicts among nations either religious or otherwise, for charitable and other
to the present day, the evil influences of the uniting purposes, amounts to $33,994,930. In the. city of _
of church and state may be traced through every Brooklyn the exempted property for church anCI.
Christian nation on the face of the earth. Happily charitable purposes, etc., according to the report of
the development and civilization of the world has 1880, amounted to $16,271,300. According to the
been steadily-from the time of the Reformation to report of the state Board of Assessors, it is estimated
the present-in favor of the entiTe and absolute sep- that the liberal exemptions of property consecrated
aration of the spiritual from the secular; yet now, in to religiqus worship, to the uses of charity, and eduthis country, in the state of New York, we have re~ cational institutions of a private character, aggregate
in value over $500,000,000, and a very large promaining exemptions from taxation.
Inasmuch as we have no state belief nor national portion of the property is held for speculative purposes and not directly used for its ostensible object.
church, why should we have an exemption relating to
This exemption from the burdens of the mainreligious bodies, which is none other than a tax upon·
tenance of the state by the exemption of many.
the whole community for the support of a doctrine or
millions results in the increased bUTden to be borne
doctrines from which they may derive no benefit, and
by the breadwinners. The agricultural interests of
in some cases believe to be detrimental to the genthe state and laboring classes have to meet a larger
eral welfare? It is by many believed that a repubshare of burden, and the home is taxed unduly for
lican state should not mix up its civil functions with
the maintenance of institutions of a private character
the belief of any creed, and that all exemptions of
that do not touch the whole body politic. It is upon
property on the ground that it is a religious corpothe homes and the public schools that American inration is a trespass upon the freedom, liberty, and
stitutions are founded, and the safety of the state is
equality of the thought of the people. A charitable
in the entire and absolute separation from the church.
institution, which is open to all without restriction,
The growth of charitable institutions is not indicative
has a claim upon the state. Educational institutions
of
a healthy condition.
should be founded on the principle of impartial jusIn many cases they develop pauperism, and to a
tice. Anyinstitution that is exclusive has no right to
claim exemption; and if it is unable to exist without very large extent they are the outeome of an immigration which has been forced upon the country by
state support, it should be swept away.
the emptying of the poorhouses of Europe.
Now, let us look at the ql!estion as it presents itIn a paper prepared by Dr. Charles S. Hoyt, secreself to the practical mind. Here in a city is unim- tary of the State Board of Charities, and :t;eported to
proved property situated upon an avenue, which has this legislature on January 28, 1886, it is stated: •
been graded, paved, sewered, and lighted. In prog- " vV e are forced to the conclusion, therefore, that
ress of building are houses, banks, libraries, and this country is being constantly burdened with the
churches. Here are piles of lumber, and iron, and insane and paupers of different European countries, or
stone, and brick. These materials are all going into with persons from those countries so enfeebled by
these different structures. On what grounds will privation and hardships through successive generayou argue that the material that goes into the one is tions as to become insane. or otherwise dependent
to be taxed; while that which goes into another is to under slight exciting causes, depmted from their
be exempted from taxation? The savings bank or a homes for no other purpose than to relieve their sevbank of depqsit is not exempt. It is a benefit to the eral communities of troublesome burdens, ·and for
community. The factory, with its thousand spindles, a whose support and care we are no more liable than
beehive of indu"stry, giving to the poor employment; for the payment of the national debts, or the mainthe healthy homes for the operatives, which have more tenance of the standing armies of the various countries
to do with the maintenance of family life and the whence they are sent.
stability of the state than any other known cause,
"According to the census of 1880 the native popbear their full burden of taxation. The beautiful ulation of New York was 3,871,492, and the foreign
Gothic church, with its artistic spire, gorgeous inte- population 1,211,379; total, 5,082,871.
'
rior, enjoying all the protections of state and munici"The number of insane of native birth was 7, 790,
pal government-for the pleasure of those who ad- or one to every 497 of the native population; while
mire the beautiful, and for the use of those who can the number of insane of foreign birth was 6,321, or
pay for the luxury of fine music and eloquence-is ex- one to every 192 of the foreign population."
empt from all taxation. On what ground~ Is it
Herbert Spencer has very ably presented the evil
more the house of God than the cottage that in- effects of compulsory charity, by which many of the
closes love, where childhood is developed under natural laws are set aside, and swR,rms ·of good-forparental instruction into manly and womanly virtues? nothings are fostered and multir: ied by public and
The one may be open but one day in seven, and then private agencies.
but for a few houri!!. It may have cost more money
Dr. Wayland, in his work on Political Economy,
than would have builded a thousand houses. It is a says:
luxury; it is to be treated as a luxury, and should be
All that religious societies have a right to ask of the civil
taxed at its full value as such. And what will you government is the same privileges for the transacting their
do in regard to the religious charitable institutions'~ own affairs whi<;h societies of every other sort possess. 'fhis
So long as they are private institutions they should they have a right to demand, not because they are religious
be taxed. If they are doing a work of charity for societies, but because the exercise of religion is an innocent
of pursuing happiness. If it happen accidentally that
the benefit of mankind, they should be required to mode
others are benefited it does not follow·that they are obliged
make returns under oath as to the amount and cost to pay for this benefit. It cannot be proved that the Chrisof their w:ork, and should be paid for the work done tian religion needs the support of civil government, since it
by a general tax, provided the same is as economically has existed and flourished when entirely deprived of this
and well managed as it could be under the direct support.
In a memorial adc~1 !iSS to the General Court of
control of the local aut.horities. The danger accruing to the United States was fust officially pointed Massachusetts in 1775, we find the following sentiout in the message of President Grant in 1875, and ment tersely expressed:

...
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For a civil legislature to impose religious tax is, we conceive, a power which their constituents never had to give,
and therefore going entirely out of their jurisdiction. We
are persuaded that an entire freedom from being taxed by
civil rulers to religious worship is not a mere favor from any
man or men in the world; but a right and property granted
us by God, who commands us to stand fast in it. We should
wrong our consciences by allowing that power to men which
we believe belongs only to God.
An exemption is simply the presentation of a re- ceipted bill for taxes. The Rertl Estate Record,
Brooklyn Eagle, Brooklyn Tirnes, Union, and
Standard, have protested against the injustice of
this system.
·
If sectarian institutions are unable to hold their own
without the exemption, as provided for in this bill,
which only charges at one-tenth of the rate at which
other property of a similar description is taxed in the
first year, two-tenths in the second, and so on, giving
ample time of ten years before they are chargeable at
the rate of other property it will be proven that they
have not the support of the community One of the
evils which is attendant upon the release from taxation
of church property, is that it leads to extravagance in
the purchase of land and buildings, especially in cities.
In New York city churches are located on the finest
avenues and not within the reach of the poorer
classes. They are aristocratic, and not suited to accommodate the masses, and not more than one-fourth
of the population can possibly be accommodated. If
in that city the churches were taxed at the same rate
as adjoining property it would tend to the building
of structures suited to the wants o:f the people, more
commodious and less expensive.
The present system results in the placing of a
burden indirectly by exemption, but which, nevertheless, increases the rate of the tax levy upon a large
majority who do not believe in sectarian teaching,
but, on the contrary, believe that it is unwise and
actually detrimental to the best interests of the commonwealth. It is for the interest of the municipality
and the· state that the church should be as interested
as the citizen in providing for an honest moral government. They should be recognized as corporations
and bear their share.· At present under the laws they
are assessed for sewer, water, and street improvements. The municipal tax is mtl.de up of items, of
expenses for police protection, the maintenance of a
fire department, and other items which go for the
- preservation and protection of property, and there is
no adequate reason why churches should not pay for
the sustaining of a fire department as well as pay for
water. With regard to burial grounds, if taxed they
would be assessed at a valuation which would consider the use to which the property is devoted, under
the decision in the Court of Appeals reports, People
v. the Mayor, 63 N. Y., 291.
To be considered under this subject there is the
churchyard, the farm burial grounds, the sectarian
cemetery, and the large general cemeteries. None
of these are public burial grounds. Many of them
bring in large revenues, and the sale of plots is as
much a matter of speculation as the transfer of any
real property. Those devoted to sectarian use do
not tolerate the burial of any one not in communion
with the church. In Article I. of the Constitution of
this state is the following : " The free exercise and
enjoyment of religious profession and worship, without discrimination or preference, shall forever be
allowed in this state to all mankind/' In the discussion in regard to exP.mption, the facts show that they
are based upon principles of inequality; that there has
been a discrimination which will not bear inspection;
that there has been an injustice done to the whole
by the granting of favors to the few; that large
properties have been accumulated in the hands of
private institutions which are run in the interest of
a sect ; and that this preference is a burdensome discrimination against the free exercise and enjoyment,
and against the liberty of conscience which was intended to be secured in the constitution of the state.
Charity founded on the universality of human
want and suffering, a gift without restriction or limitation, open to all and for all, should not be taxed.
The title to such property cannot and should not be
held in any sectarian board of trustees or in a bishop,
as a private 1·esource, but should vest in the state.
If hospitals, orphan asylums, and other eleemosynary
institutions, desi.J:e to hold their property for the advantages that shall accrue to any sect, corporation, or
person, for reasons of their own, they should make
no claim to exemption. The same principle holds
good in reference to all private schools, colleges, and
other institutions of learning that may prefer to
limit themselves to private purposes. Many argum~mts have been advanced in favor of exemption, but
hardly any but would bear with equal, if not stronger,
force in relation to the homestead and the farm.
According to the census of 1880, there were more
than 219,000 persons over the age of ten years in the
state ofNew York who were unable to write, although
we had 26,693 teachers.
The total value of the property belonging to public schools is placed at only $31,235,407, and the
annual expense amounts to $11,035,511.
It is quite impossible to enforce compulsory edu-

cation while the state does not provide ample accommodation.
It is astonishing to find that the total value of all
the property i.Jwested in school-houses in the United
States amounts to only $212,252,491, while the exemptions in the state of New York alone amount to
more than double that sum.
I therefore earnestly urge the principle of "equality
of sacrifice " for the maintenance of civil government.
Mr. Duryea was followed by T. B. Wakeman, representing the New York State Freethinkers' Association and the American Secular Union. During the
past few months the State Association has ci.J:culated
the following petition, which has received several
thousand signatures:
To the Senate and Assembly of the State of New York:

The Constitution of our state guarantees that " the free
exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and worship,
without discrimination or preference, shall forever be allowed
in this state to all mankind." The general principle of
American government is equality of all men before "the law.
This, as your honorable body is aware, involves the principle,
already acknowledged in theory, of the total separation of
church and state. But church and state are now practically united by the following statutes :
1. The law exempting church property from taxation.
2. The laws appropriating money from the public treasury
for the support of institutions founded and managed chiefly
by sectarian denominations.
3. The law compelling the observance of Sunday as a religious holy day.
The undersigned, citizens of the state of New York, do
therefore respectfully but earnestly petition your honorable
body to repeal all the laws or parts of laws of this state
which are violations of the above principles. Our reasons
for asking this are :
. 1. The churches are voluntary associations properly to be
supported by the voluntary contributions of their members.
2. The state is compulsory. Every citizen must pay taxes.
And we submit that it is unjust to a large and growing body
of voters to be compelled to pay for the support of churches
which they cannot conscientiously attend; for the hire of
ministers in our legislature and public institutions, in whose
doctrines they are unable to believe; and to observe as holy
a day to them no more sacred than any other. We also submit that the exemption of churches from taxation, the appropriation of money for the hire of ministers and the support
of sectarian institutions, and the legal observance of Sunday
as a holy day, are discriminations in favor of one form of
religion, are abridgment of the free exercise of religious
preferences, and are therefore unconstitutional.
In support of this petition, and of the foregoing
bill, Mr. Wakeman said:
ADDRESS BY T. B. WAKEMAN, OF THE NEW YORK BAR.
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legislature, at the instance of your predecessors the
Committee on Ways and Means, ordered the state
assessor to obtain from the local assessors all of the
particulars in regard to this exempted property.
The reports of the local assessors have not yet been
made public except in a few instances, but fortunately
the law has been complied with by the assessors of
the city and county of New York. There we are able
to see very well illustrated the gross injustice against
which we protest. But in addition to this, on the
ninth of February last, Messrs. Coleman, Donnelly,
and Feitner, the tax commissioners of New York,
made a supplemental report oil this subject in answer
to a resolution of the legislature pas~d upon the
motion of Mr. L. L. Van Allen, of New York, which
report gives the latest figures on the subject.
It there appears that the property actually
occupied by the churches and exempted from all
taxation amounts to $42,137,500; miscellaneous exempted property (not public), $33,994,930; total,
$76,132,430. Nearly all of this church and miscellaneous exempted property consists of :
1. Ecclesiastical edifices and lands.
2. Educational institutions.
3. Charitable or·eleemosynary institutions.
4. Burial grounds and cemeteries.
Nearly all of this property is under the control and
influence of the churches, or exempted on the same
principle or pretenses that are alleged as the grounds
for church exemption, and therefore should in principle and in fact be counted with those exemptions.
This being so, we have -only to recall that the
average taxation in the city and county of New York
is on the average two and one-half per cent to learn
how much the church department of that city costs
its people; for two and one-half per cent of $76,132,430 is about $2,000,000.
To this add personal
property tax, say $500,000. But this is by no means
all of this tax. Our city makes very large annual
donations under the pretense of charities, etc., to
these church institutions. Mr. Dexter A. Hav;kins
has carefully collected the figures on this subject and
published them in a pamphlet,* showing that on the
average the Catholics receive $700,000 of this money,
and the Protestants $350,000, making a total of
$1,050,000. Nor is this all, for the custom of the
city is to wholly or largely remit the assessments for
local improvements which would fall upon this exempted property. Very much of this property is
held in the part of. the city where the streets, sewers,
and public improvements are being extended. No
official figures have been published as to this important item, but they exceed, as I am reliably informed, per year over $500,000. But this is not all,
for, as Mr. Dexter A. Hawkins also shows, our religious bodies have only to ask in· order to receive
gifts of our real estate annually, either by direct or
indi.J·ect action. Thus the splendid block of ground
on which the Catholic cathedral is built was practically a gift of the city. Such gifts are, of course,
i.J:regular; but, as Mr._ Hawkins shows, they are very
substantial.
But without considering or counting assessments
remitted or these gifts, we have already -shown that
the churches and their institutions in New York city
receive over $3,000,000 annually, which is a di.J:ect appropriation for their benefit. For by this exemption
these institutions have, practically, given to them by
the city a receipted bill for this amount due from
them to the city. In other words every inhabitant
of our city is compelled, whether he will or no, to "pay
to the churches over two dollars a year. Every inhabitant I say, for the taxes are in the long run paid
by the consumer. This enormous tax is levied and
collected underhandedly, but it is no less a burden
grievous to be borne, especially by the non-churchman. If he could see this tax of three millions and
over when he pays his taxes, on the back of his tax
bill, as he does the other great appropriations he has
to pay, the enormity of the burden would be apparent, and he might obtain some relief. But it is all
done so silently and in the dark, that no one sees or
will believe that the church institutions of New York
really receive the largest appropriation of· public
money made. If, as we read as follows on the back
of our tax bills (taking up the tax bill of 1885):
For public charities and corrections ............. $1,501,058
For health department................................
46!J,75S
For police department................................ 3,727,350
For street cleaning department.................... 1,200,000
For fire department·································:·· 1,709,773
For education department........................... 3,859,800
For judiciary department............................ 1,305,150
If, I say, we should find among these great appropri~
tions, as we do not, $3,000,000 for churches and then·
institutions, we should b,egin to see the enormity of
this exaction. This tax exceeds the tax for any other
city purpose, unless it be that for the great departments of the police, and public education; and if the
figures could be fully obtained it is. very doubtful if
this silent tax would not exceed those. It certainly
costs more than our park, our health, our street, or

We are here to ask your report in favor of impartial taxation. The gentleman: to whom you have just listened
[Mr. Samuel B. Duryea, of BrooklynJ has explained
to you the general purposes of our bill, and enforCBd
them J?y the general considerations which apply to
the interests of the citizens of the state a.t large.
As the president of the Freethinkers' Association
of this state, I have been requested by the American
Secular Union, and many other societies which represent the people outside of the churches, to speak on
behalf of the great mass of our population who are
not church attendants, and who have no, or a very
slight, interest in the churches at all. After me Mr.
Gilbert R. Hawes will speak on behalf of many
churches and church people who believe that the
exemption of church property from taxation is no
longer desirable, or beneficial to them. Thus we
hope to show you that the general interests of the
state, the large majority of the people outside of the
churches, and a large portion of those still connected
with the churches concur in the object which this bill
is designed to attain.
·
First, then, the great mass. of the people who have
no connection with the churches complain that the
exemption of churches and of their institutions from
taxation is a gross injustice to them. It is a fact too
often forgotten that the mass of our people are no
longer church-members or attendants. In the city
of New York, with a population of over 1,500,000,
the church sittings all told do not exceed 400,000.
The church people are not a third of the population.
Yet this minority exempts its own property, and practically runs the city as if the majority had and ought
to have no voice whatever. In the state the majority
are ignored by the church minority in practically the
same way, as the census will show.
Now, it is a mistake and an injustice to suppose
that the large majority of our people who are not
church-attendants have no rights or feelings in this
matter which legislators are bound to respect.
They have been ignored hitherto simply from want
of organization and cooperation, while the churches
are solid organizations which hitherto have tacitly
cooperated for their common exemption, although
otherwise unable to agree as to their own doctrim.s,
or indeed as to anything else.
·
Year after year this matter has been brought to the
attention of the legislature, until now the abuse has
grown large enough and the people aroused enough
to demand that the great act of justice, the principle
of impartial taxation, should be inaugurated.
That the abuse is large enough has J?een abundantly
* See the pamphlet referred to, r.nd the TtmTII SEEKER
shown by the general figures already presented to ANNUAL for 188\\ to be had at TnE TRUTH SEEKER office, No.
you by my colleague, Mr. Duryea, but fortunately, as 33 Clinton Place, New York.
(Continued on page 214.)
a part of the agitation of this subject, in 1884 the
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Honor Where Honor is Due.
Brief reference was made last week to the reception
given at Dr. E. B. Foote's residence on Lexington
avenue on the evening of Monday, March 22d, in
commemoration of the seventy-fomth bi.J:thday anniversary of Stephen Pearl Andrews. It was an occasion very gratifying to Mr. Andrews, and very creditable to those who arranged for and participated in it.
Between fifty and sixty of the great universologist's
pupils and personal friends were present. He himself lay at home upon a
sick bed, to. which ·he
has been confined dming the entire year past.
The gathering was held
in Dr. Foote's parlors,
arid the guest being absent in the flesh, art was
made to represent him
for the occasion. To
this end was placed in
one corner of the front
parlor on an easel a halflength life-size
portrait of him, handsomely framed and decorated with growing
ivies and potted ferns; and in a corner of the back
parlor, on a pedestal entwined with smilax, stood a
life-size bust taken in 1880by Pickett, the sculptor who
executed the statue o.f Morse, familiar to visitors to
Central Park. An excellent cabinet photograph, of
which the pictme of the Pantarch given above is a
duplicate, rested among the tulips and other flowers
on the front mantel.
Dr. Foote's genial countenance was more genial
than ever as he looked around upon the gathering,
and upon the huge punch-bowl which he had placed
upon a broad and convenient table, and filled with
lemonade and based with fruits, icecream, and cake.
At half-past eight he called the people to order, and
made the opening address. He drew attention to the
earnestness of Mr. Andrews in his life-work, how he
had always elected to be in the midst of every battle
for human rights, always in the van, chasing rather
to keep fighting while there was aught to contend
for rather than win lamels in one engagement and
rest upon them. Dr. Foote spoke of Mr. Andrews's
antislavery career, and of his service in introducing in
this country the art of shorthand writing. Continuing, the doctor said that the Pantarch's works were
largely sealed books because of the scientific training
necessary to unlock thei.J: meaning, but he had no
doubt that the seals would .one day be broken, and
their treasmes laid open to the world. In conclusion
Dr. Foote said :
Now, a word about our entertainment to-night. I hav
here a letter which presents Mr. Andrews's views, and we
will probably all feel disposed to acquiesce in his recommendations. I will read the letter:
THE LETTER FROM MR ANDREWS.

My Dear FriendS: I hav been kept aware that it is a purpose with
so111e of you to hav a sort of assemblage of my circle of half pupils
and half friends, as my reception for them on the occasion of my
birthday. The tlme selected is 8 o'clock P.M., Monday, the 22d inst.;
and the place Dr. Foote's hospitable parlors. I hav very definit
ideas with regard to the basis of the new sociability, which will be,
I think, quite distinct from ordinary habits of thought. I having
made an effort to state my views to a few of the leading friends,
they, Dr. Foote, Sr., especially, were so impressed by them as torequest that I would throw them on paper and hav them read on this
occasion as my contribution.
They are .to this effect: All our present habits and ideas of
sociability are so based upon and ingrained in the old isolated institutions of soCiety that it will cost a generation of reoeneraUon to
get them back to their natural basis of daily social intercourse. No
sooner is somethin~;: sociable proposed in radical quarters than
every one flies in Imagination to a ball-room, a concert-room
a lecture-room, or something of the sort, which are merely so many
additional methods of keeping people asunder in their several
classes instead of nmtinr; them in closer acquaintanceship in
the intimate sociability of mdivicluals 1 families, and habits. A close
inspection of motiv would show t~t the real charm of our public
assemblages centers in the half hour while the company are gathering, and the other half hour whilst it is dispersing; during which
there is a momentary glimpse of a true, untrammeled sociability;
afterward the interest passes from the heads and hearts to the feet
and fingers, which are dominant in the old order.
In the new order dancing, music, theatricals, and all the numerous contrivances for amnsmg the people will giv place and preponderance to a developed skill on the part of the memberhood to
amus·e each other and themselvs with merely the natural resources
of heart and mind. Imagin an assemblage of the great and good,
the elite of humanity\ having to resort to an orchestra to titillate
their ears lest they snould not be amused ! What the people are
really yearning for is the opportunity to come together in their
great and useless parlors, and to inaugurate the parlor visit as the
basis and type of intimate sociability-visitarium. 'fhe full development of this idea would require volumes of written and printed
matter and years of experience in the best method of breaking
down the old barriers between soul and soul or man and man in the
common intercourse of life. 'fo charm in conversation is the
greatest and the highest type of social attainment.
S. P. ANDREWS (per A. J. P.).

I am inclined to the·opinion that Mr. Andrews's proposition is well suited to a liberal, social assemblage. In fashionable society, where there is little of value to talk about,
music, recitations, and other diversions are indispensably
necessary to giv variety to the entertainment. We do not
wish to giv up these exercises altogether, but, for an evening
like this, short speeches of ten minutes, and a little music
thrown in, will quite suffice, thereby saving the most of the
evening for social intercourse.

tools. In the speaker's opmwn Mr. Andrews's philosophy was par excellence the philosophy of the
futme, and that, too, of the i.Jnmediate future. It
was not a philosophy of compromises, but of balances.
It was what its name implied, integral. Spencerianism was but a half truth-it compassed only the halfcircle known as Individualism. The philosophy of
Mr. Andrews was a whole truth. It took Mr.
Spencer's_ Individual (which had also been the
speaker's Individual until quite recently) and added
to:it the rest of humanity, for which Mr. Spencer, unfortunately, could find no room_ Until quite recently
Mr. Cook had regarded Mr. Andrews's Pantarchical
ideas in the light of a harmless vagary, believing for
hi.Jnself that the social solution lay in quite the opposit direction. But the logic of events had converted
him. The Pantarchical idea was actually now in
practical operation. What was its central idea but
the subordination of self for the good of the whole?
In barbarism it was a despotism, in an enlightened
age it would prove the most beneficent of 1·egirnes,
and the grand army of labor to-day instinctivly turned
to it as the only social arrangement with which to
confront the individualistic Moloch of Gapital. But
a single generation hence, and the name of their
friend would be honored of all the world, and be
canonized as one of its chief benefactors_
Mr. Wakeman said :
FmENDs: We cannot but say to the good doctor, our kind
host, that this is a pleasant event. Already it has sent a quiet
atmosphere of mild and gentle happiness stealing througli
the hearts of all. Some, one at least, I know, has come here
from a day of misel·y and agony that would seem to crush
the very soul to hell with force enough to knock the very
bottom out. But the soft murmur of your little assemblage,
breathing out the mingling voices of sympathy and hope,
courage and new endeavor, are potent to charm the very
demons from the souls of the damned ! All of the new
angels of the world are social, and the first of them is sympathy; and the charm of that blessed spirit is here! We rejoice together over the victory of a mighty mind and heart
after seventy~four years of conflict. We share in common
the great harvest that life has garnered for us to be the sustenance not only of "the friends" now, but perhaps of distant
peoples and ages. We are glad to pass the word from one
kindling face to the other tbat the universal teacher, now the
great invalid, is better to-day than he has been for weeks.
We cherish still the hope that he may recover, but if not that
his career may be transformed into a mightier power than
any individuality can 13e on earth. Thus he seems now to
float on the borderland of existence like the distant setting
sun on the horizon, illuminating by his departing yet ever
newly rising rays the two worlds of existence-tile present
and the to be. Such a transition of the great in mind, or
heart, or deed is ever a sight "full of worship," more glorious than any Elijah translation to any heaven of old.
The voice, too, that has come from this great soul, read to
us by the doctor, is one of comfort and good cheer in any
event. It is the voice of one at peace and rest with the world,
of serene trust in the harmony of ~hings. It is not that the
comforter is to be sent, but is here in the higher sympathy
and social life which the new Universal Integral view of
the world and of man's lot and fate opens to those who catch
the meaning of its newer, higher life. He exhorts us to a
new sociability, based upon the recognition of all of the facts
of the world as they are, as if inevitably and therefore rightfully as they are, but not rightfully ever to continue as they
are. It takes all sorts to make the world, and those sorts
must be recognized as found, or they can never be reformed
into the elements which shall compose the better world.
Thus the Universal Philosophy is integral. It only has a
scheme of things and a spirit that recognizes the sociability
of all things, and makes all appear and feel at home. In its
analysis it goes down to the individual and recognizes every
thought, feeling, and capacity as having rightful play; in its
synthesis it pasees out and up from the individual and the
now to the distant star worlds. Nay more, to the laws of
those worlds, and the conception of the laws of abstract
thought, independent even of space and time.
Surely the man in whose conception the universe is one
ever freely making toward harmony and righteousness, is
the one to admonish his friends to the recognition of a new
sociability of worlds, systems, thoughts, feelings, lives, and
aspirations. He has fonnd a universe which is large enough
for all, for of it all are needful parts.
Here, then, in this evening's group, let us not regret our
differences, but see in them the elements of a higher, richer,
because a more multifarious unity. Even in our social contact let not the differences be expressiv of more than a desire
to find our corresponding elements of sympathy and cooperation. Such contact on the broader sphere to which the
harmonia! philosopher invites us, means a new place of social
life. In our present state of society repression is the basis of
society. Even in parlor meetings like these there must be no
free nor high conversation. Only a few words of gossip or
weather talk are admissible in "good society." To go beyond these would be as much out of place as the omission of
the regulation evening dress. So men and women are concealed from each other effectually. Civilization is d wal'fed and
its higher evolution becomes impossible. This, perhaps, is all
right enough as a fact, and a necessity of the older stage of
social authoritarianism, but the newer life means that all aspiration is to be set free so as to learn its true sphere and
inevitable limitations. There are th.ose now, says our great
friend this evening, to whom such a new sociability should be
possible_ He has paid to us the immense compliment of supposing that we may be of them. The incli vidual is his unit,
the whole family of the nations and peoples are his ultimate.
The sociability of all is his ideal under the great laws of humanity and cooperation which his philosophy expounds.
Yet the highest begins with the unit. Uan its complete existence be secured, with healthy play of all its faculties? The
great result of the harmony of all will be also seeured by
natural and artificial selection of the best. From such
recognition and sympathy come new hope, courage, and endeavor, with higher and ever-increasing virtue and happiness. That such sociability may commence with us this
evening is doubtless his wish, and that it may hav some time
to begin my words may very properly end.

Mr. F. F. Cook spoke of the guest as the greatest
philosophic intellect of our time, uniting to a mind of
extraordinary breadth an incisivness no less extraordinary. Thus there was added to a remarkable universality a no less remarkable personality. The man
they had assembled to honor had ever beGn a generous giver of hi.Jnself. To instruct others was with
him a labor of love. And none knew better how to
giv. The mind of thei.J: friend was one against whom
Remarks were also made by Hon. W. S. Andrews,
others freely sharpened thei.J: own blunt intellectual Dr. Dwinnell,. and Dr_ Atkii:lson, and letters were

read from 1\frs. Wallace Britton, Mr. Courtlandt
Palmer, and Prof. J. H. Cook, of Kansas.
At the close of the exercises, upon motion of Dr.
Caleb S. Weeks, a committee was appointed to visit
Mr. Andrews at his home on Thirty-fourth street and
convey the c~mgratulations and cheer of all his friends
represented. The committee consisted of Dr. Foote,
Sr., Elder Evans, of the Shaker comnnmity, Mrs.
A. C. Macdonald, and Mr. John Bently. The patient
was fotmd bright and cheery, and exceedingly thankful for this act of remembrance. He. begins his
seventy-fifth year, if not fortified with good health,
at least supported by the best wishes of all who hav
enjoyed his acquaintance, and by the kindest offices
of those by whom he is surrotmded. While with
most of us a birthday is but a milestone upon the
jomney toward the end, with this sage, working in
advance of his day and generation, it is a step onward
toward that recognition by the future which the present has in a measme de:riied hiin. It will not be
strange if in time to come people gather together
upon each recmring anniversary of his birth to celebrate, perhaps in a language yet unspoken, the
memory of this man whose restless brain turned and
toiled for them while thei.J: own parents slept.

The Liberal Club.
The 405th regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club left nothing to be desi.J:ed. Exercises were
well along when the man bearing upon his vest 1\fr.
Wettstein's emblem of intellectual emancipation took
his seat at the secretary's table, and yanked his stylographic pen into a condition of utility. The lecturer
of the evening proved to be Augustus Levey, Esq.,
who had chosen" The Iniquities of Modern Journalism" for his subject, and who at the period referred
to was making an exhaustiv exposure of the methods
of running a newspaper.
Mr. Levey spoke of the press first as to its editorial
management, and then as to its value as a gatherer
of news, and condenmed it in both these capacities.
He had reduced his own newspaper reading to a
mini.Jnum, and anyone who should follow him in such
an experiment would be surprised upon finding how
small that mini.Jnum might profitably be. The editorials of a daily paper, he held, did not express the
convictions of the writer, but of the corporation.
What we read in the papers as " financial news " is
often written by some member of. the Merchants'
Exchange, who pays for it as an advertisment, and
makes the investment profitable by blackmailing his
rivals. Great displayed headings in a paper, 1\fr.
Levey said, did not necessarily indicate that anything
startling had occmTed, but only that newspaper
space was cheap. There is no conventional phrase
more false, the speaker continued, than the one which
refers to the daily journal as a history of the world
for a day. The fact is that the most i.Jnportant mov'ements of the world are often entirely overlooked, and
colunms are devoted to something that may never
hav happened at all. Paraphrasing Herbert Spencer,
Mr. Levey said that the progress of newspaper lying
was from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous.
The redeeming members of the press were the musical
critics, who were the only writers who appeared to
hav been seiected with regard to fitness for thei.J: position. These men he held to be public educators,
because by discussing thei.J: subject intelligently they
arouse a dormant public to a c· ndition of musical
receptivity.
Mr. Levey's address was a well-written and concise
statement of his views on the question, and occupied
little more than half an hour in its delivery. It was
full of sharp points, and kept the large audience in a
pleasant state of animation. At its close the chai.J:man invited any newspaper man in the house to come
forward and show cause why he should not hav his
neck wrung forthwith. 1\fr. Wakeman Temarked
casually that THE TRUTH SEEKER was to be found upon
the table, and that its report of the last meeting of
the Liberal Club was an adequate refutation of what
the speaker had said about reporters.
Robert Blissert, or Blizzard, attained the platform
ahead of anyone else. This speaker passed first to a
criticism of the lecture by Dr. Field to be delivered
at the next meeting. He then produced a copy of
THE TRUTH SEEKER containing a pictme of ftll Irish
cabin, the artistic accuracy of which he proceeded to
criticise. It was his opinion that the man wot
dhrowed that picture had contorchered the throoth.
Here Mr. Blissert, or Blizzard, lost his temper, and
broke into a copious flow of profanity and abuse of
this paper. He seemed to think that the man wiih
the badge-pin was responsible for the picture. If
Mr. Watson Heston had known what trouble he was
getting this writer into when he made that contribution to the Irish question, it is doubtful if he ever
would hav made it. Just as the speak!;)r began to
show symptoms of exploding, his time expired,
and that disaster was happily averted. The audience
called for the representativ of THE TRU'l'H SEEKER, and
Blissert shouted his defiance at that individual, whom
he unkindly referred to as an elephant. 1\fr. Wakeman assured the audience that the person in question
could take care of himself. and asked that the dis-
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cuss~on might be confined to the subject, whereupon
the audience applauded, and order was restored. The
man with the badge-pin thought at the time that he
would tell in his report what kind of a man this Blissert is, but to show how charitable it is possible for
him to be, he will content himself with procuring a
, handsaw at some other time, and sawing up the object of wrath into small pieces.
Dr. C. S. Weeks observed that newspapers were
like soap-they were not good without some lie.
The cartoon which had come so near proving fatal to
Blissert was mischievous only on account of its
truth, even admitting it to contain mischief. The
good work which THE TRUTH SEEKER was doing far
overbalanced the bad.
.
Mrs. Iliohan, of Albany, being present, was invited to the platform by the chairman. Mrs. Iliohan
said that she always read with great interest the reports of the Liberal Club meetings. The newspaper
was the great public educator. By reading newspapers Mrs. Iliohan, who is from Holland, learned the
English language. The English of the press was the
English of the people. By reading the Monday
morning papers containing reports of sermons, often
from the same text, yet always differing, she learned
that ministers were sometimes mistaken. She also
got her knowledge of the laws of the country from
the press. Thus the newspapers had worked out her
salvation.
Lawyer Searing said that this had been a better
lecture than he ever expected to hear.
. Madam Delescluze apologized for the editor by saymg he must look out for his living, and that in this
age of greed he sometimes lost sight of the truth in
the pursuit of gain.
Mr. Redpath, of the N01·th American Rev-iew, said:
There is no man for whom I hav a higher respect personally than for Mr. Levey, yet if he is proud of his profession I
am proud of mine. If I had to li v my life over again I
would be a journalist. The newspaper has always been the
friend of the people, taking the place of the priest and the
teacher. When I heard Mr. Levey, a lawyer, attacking the
journalists, it reminded me of Satan rebukin()' sin. There
never was a criminal so great that a lawyer "could not be
fouhd to defend him. If we hav bad laws, who is. to blamethe.journalists? No. Seven-tenths of our legislators are
lawyers. What Mr. Levey has said is true of some papers
and false of others. The papers of this country cannot be
thrown together and judged as a body, for they are as diverse
as the people. Ninety-nine out of a hundred of the state·ments that appear in a newspaper are true, except the advertisments, which are not written by the editor but by the
merchants, who thank God that they are not as .these wicked
journalists are. Excepting further the congressional speeches,
but these are delivered by the lawyers, who also thank God
that they are not as these wicked journalists are. As for the
style of newspaper writing, it is plain and easily understood,
and that is just the peculiar~ty of the work of the abiest and
most distinguished writers. The poor or hasty writer uses Ion()'
words ; the able and careful writer employs the simplest
.language, to do which requires tile best knowledge of a
tongue. I was the originator of the custom of interviewing.
The great critics of the interviewer are the clergy, yet they
preach from a book which they claim is an interview with
God. They say, "And God said," when the fact is that God
never said anything of the kind and the clergy know it. And
these gentlemen also thank heaven tl:!at they are not as the
:Vicked. newspaper men are. I hav spent my life among
JOurnahsts, and hav never known a more honest, upright, or
conscientious body of men. The sins which hav been
attributed to them are not the sins of journalists; they are the
sins common to all humanity.
MJ.·. Levey directed his closing remarks more especially at the last speaker. He said it was more his
misfortune than his fault that he was a lawyer, but
that had nothing to do with the question. His statements would be none the less true if he were a pirate.
There was no doubt that the joUl'nalists. were an
honest and upright class of men; the trouble was
that they did not allow any of their honesty and uprightness to get into then· papers.
The program of the club for April is an attractiv
one. It is as follows: April 2d, " The Six Laws of
Art" (illustrated), by Dr. P. P. Field; 9th, "The
Silver Questions," by Van Bm·en Denslow · 16th
"'3trikes: their Ethics and Objects," by F. ]'.'Cook;
23d, "The Historical Evolution of Liberty, and its
Bearing upon Anarchy," by Dyer D. Lum; 30th,
"Around the World in Eighty Minutes." Illustrated
with stereopticon -views, by Lillian Leland.
If in perusing the foregoing account of the proceedings at the 405th regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club the reader detects the presence
of a feeling of sadness and longing that is not. akin to
pain, and resembles sorrow only as the mist resembles rain, he may attribute its. origin to the depressing influence of Mr. Blissert's remarks. If it should
ever become necessary to the peace and well-being of
this community for that Frenchman from Cork to be
gently but firmly sat upon, the writer of these lines
will willingly conduct the obsequies of that solemn
occasion. There is a vacant chair beside Professor
George Vaughn, of· Vn·ginia, in which Mr. Blissert
would be eminently ornamental.

Trm two articles, "Examination of Church History" and
"Christ as a Teacher of Hate," promised for this number,
are necessarily crowded out. Both will be concluded next
week. The series of articles by McArthur hav attracted considerable merited attention, and form one of the most effectiv
contribution~ to chnrch literature that hav been printed of
late years. The ot]ler article is by J. H. Burnham.
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News and Notes.
I was quite pleased when I stepped upon the platform at Danville, ill., to meet Ml·. J. M. McKinney,
of Pilot, Ill., on his way from a distance of about
thirty miles to my lecture at Ridge Farm. Ml·.
McKinney is one of our pioneers in eastern Illinois.
Through his efforts Mr. Remsburg gave a lecture at
Pilot which quite stirred up that rural community.
One of the results of this affaiJ: was the dismissal of
Ml·. McKinney's son as teacher in the public schools
simply on account of his Infidelity. This is a specimen of what the church is doing all over the country
wherever it has the opportunity. Its petty persecutions are innumerable, and are severely felt in our
smaller communities.
Within three miles of Mr. McKinney is the famous
Crazy Family, consisting of a mother, daughter, and
two sons. They are well to do and hav always been
respected, but religion got hold of them like a whiJ·lwind, and reason went by the board. The daughter
thinks that she is the mother of God; the sons think
that, like Jesus Christ, they can cure disease. They
are quite handy with the revolver, and hav a way of
pointing it at the heads of passers-by and compelling
them to take a certain course through hedges and
ditches if need be. This is a very forcible kind of exhortation, and for the time being is very persuasiv.
The sons hav been put in the asylum. Of course
f · d A 1 t will
t
·
th'
nen
PP e on
pro est agamst 1S. The gov·ernment should not interfere. Has not one a right to
use his own revolver as he will, especially when he is
animated by a religious conviction?
I had a good audience at Ridge Farm. There is
·
qwte a Liberal element here among the business
men and farmers. Mr. J. L. Brown, E. A. Brady, J.
C. Pierce, Dr. Sulzer, Mr. Dicken, and others are
quite interested in the Freethought movement. It
·
d
·
1S propose on my return trip to hold a county convention·at Danville, and no doubt there would be a
large attendance. Only twenty miles from here is
Paris, well-known as the birthplace of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Remsburg lectures there in a few weeks,
and Liberals from a distance are making ready to go.
Chicago is like a woman; when she is ugly she is
fearfully ugly. Her tears are by no means April
tears, glittering with J. ewels; but. they are mountains
f
o mud. It rained and snowed all day Saturday, and
when I got to the Garden City the heavens were
black, and the sidewalks more so, and the streets
simply indescribable-a melancholy aspect indeed.
But how could I hav a particle of discouragement
when the moment I landed I met the genial face of
that tmconquerable Liberal, E. A. Stevens? So I
cared no more for the storm, but knew that somehow
things would be right in spite of the clerk of the
weather, who had taken on such an orthodox fit.
It rained and snowed throughout Sunday, but
spite of all there was a good attendance in the
afternoon, and nearly a full house in the evening,
and the meetings were very interesting, for after
the lectures President Orchardson and Mr. Stevens,
and General Trumbull took part in the debate.
Especially able was General Trumbull's address, and
he gave the "two Sams" a most searching analysis,
and with them the popular Christianity of to-day
which must resort to such means in order to make
any impression upon the community.
The Chicago· Secular Union met this Sunday in
then· new hall, a beautiful and convenient one, and I
was glad to dedicate it to "The Glory of Infidelity."
This union is going on to success. Mr. Stevens
knows no such word as fail. MJ.·s. Freeman is not
only eloquent, but, with a woman's enthusiasm, does
the needed work. Professor Orchardson, General
Trumbull, Thomas Galpin, Frank Smead, Chas. A.
Frankel, and Mr. Reickweld, who has just joined, and
others, make a company that will allow of no retreat.
Our colors will be kept a-flying in this great metropolis.
I wanted to stop longer and become more acquainted, but had to hurry on to new fields. Here I
am at Rochelle in the elegant home of Otto Wattstein, and a very pleasant time am I having, thougr.
in a few hours I must speed away again. I lectmed
here on Monday and Tuesday evenings, and the Town
Hall was full at both meetings with people, the majority of whom had never heard a Liberal discomse.
There are as yet only a few declared Liberals in this
place. Some liv on farms several miles from the village, and those who lrno'w the depths of Illinois mud
will not wonder they could not be with us as we
hoped. However, we had by railway some Liberal
friends from Creston, six 'miles distant, and from

Foreston, thirty miles distant. No doubt these meetings will hav good effect. Those present seemed to
be thoroughly interested'in the ideas advanced.
Only a few miles from here is where I labored for
three years in the orthodox pulpit and built a church.
This was sixteen years ago, when I' didn't know quite
as much as I do now-although I thought I knew it
all, for hadn't I been three years to a theological
seminary~ I was quite enthusiastic in those days.
I preached in the morning at De Kalb, then walked
six miles on the railroad ties to Malta, and preached
in the afternoon, and then walked back again to De
Kalb. . I don't think I shall do that any~more. However, the physical exercise was good, whatever might
hav been the mental exercise. I· presume that twelvemile walk helped to giv me backbone enough to be
an Infidel. If I had been rich enough to ride in a
carriage I might hav been orthodox still.
All readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know Otto W ettstein. He is one of om best thinkers and most vigorous writers, and he has a future still before him.
I had an idea I should meet a gray veteran of the
cause, but instead I met a young man, capable of
doing great things yet in the cause of freedom with
his clear brain and forcible language. He is enthusiastic, and is ready to work and spend money generously for the advancement of Liberalism. For years
he has been an outspoken Freethinker when there
were scarcely any to stand by his side. It is remarkable that he has been enabled to do so much in the
world of thought when from his youth up he has been
so immersed in business and has not had that leisme
which every thinker so ardently desires. MJ.·. W ettstein's advertisments are in our Liberal papers, and I
can heartily say that he is worthy of confidenpe. He
is capable and honorable. l\'Ir. Wettstein has shown
me his improved design of the Freethought Badgepin, and it is quite attractiv. As the combat deepens
and we need to know one another better, it is well to
hav this significant emblem of our thought and the
future for which we labor.
Mrs. Wettstein is also a Liberal of the workipg
order. A few more such women, and theology would
hav no chance. She had the good fortune to hav a
Freethinking father, and so she was born in liberty.
This is a pleasant home, indeed, with wife and children, and shows the beautiful results in life of absolute
Freethought. These Liberals hav the respect of all,
because with true manliness and true womanliness
they never flinch from the plain yet courteous expression of then· individual convictions.
I shall hav most delightful memories of my sojourn
here. All, so far, has been most encouraging. Westward still, with the music of spring in the air.
The following is my lectme route so f.a,r as arranged.
Applications for lectures may be sent
accordingly, allowing ample time for the letters to
reach places named by the date given. Letters on
Union business and contributions to Campaign Fund
should be sent to New York as usual. ·
LECTURES IN NEBRASKA.
Stanton, April 1st and 2d ;, Seward, April 3d, 4th,
and 5th ; Plum Creek, April 7th and 8th ; North
Platte, April 9th and lOth.
LECTURES IN WYOMING.
Laramie City, April 11th ; Rock Spring, April 12th.
LECTURES IN UTAH.
W anship, April 14th; Park City, 15th ; Heber,
16th; Kansas, 17th; Peoa, 18th; Coalville, 19th;
Morgan, 20th ; Ogden, 21st; Farmington, 22d; Park
City, 24th ; Salt Lake City, 25th ; Hooper, 26th ;
Uintah, 27th ; Deweyville, 28th; Logan, 29th and
30th; Ogden, MAY 2d ; Kaysville, 3d ; Tovele, 5th;
Stockton, 6th ; East Bountiful, 8th; Salt Lake City,
9th; Lehi, lOth; Provo, 11th; Springville, 12th;
Payson, 13th and 16th; Goshen, 15th; Mount
Pleasant, 18th; Ephraim, 19th; Spring City, 20th;
Fillmore, 23d and 26th ; Kanosh, 24th ; Corn Creek,
25th.
Other places and dates will be given as arranged.
SAllffiEL P. PUTNAM.
Eoclwlle, Ill., l\'Iarch 24, 1886.
Preaclu~rs.
Prmn tlw Snnaay lrfercur?./. ·

Pharisaical

While the l'vluseums of Art and of N!ttural History, and
libraries are kept closed in this city on Sundays, and the
Puritans of the pulpit are still uselessly inveighing against
the Sunday newspapers, the British House of Lords hav voted
to open all national collections of art and history on Sundays
as on week-days. The Commons cannot be less liberal than
the Lords. The archbishop of Canterbury and the bishops
under him of course opposed such progress, but they are
powerless to stop it. So the working people of London and
elsewhere will soon be relieved from the Blue Laws which
make Sunday a day of gloom instead of a day of recreation
and jubilation. The bill now before our legislature, setting
aside twenty thousand dollars per annum to keep the museums in Central Park open on Sundays, ought to be amended
so as to include the Museum of Natural History in Manhattan
Park, aud passed immediately. A number of ecclesiastics
hav written to the legislature in opposition to the bill. It
perhaps never occurred to them that museums are educators
and most elevatino- in all their tendencies. Their master loved
the hard-working"' poor people, and would never hav denied.
them innocent enjoyment on the on_ly d~y they can haV: it.
The crusade a""ah1st the rights and hbert1es of the workmgpeople is as crf1el aml ml('hristian as it is unrepubliean and
pharisaical.
·
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our :fire department. The religion of the minority
is too expensive ! Certainly, this is separation of
church and state with a vengeance !
How it is done, open this report at random. Take
for a sample the Twentieth and Nineteenth wards of
New York city. The exemptions soon roll up into
the millions as you draw your finger down the
page; thus:
Property of Young :Men's Christian Association
Fourth A. venue Presbyterian church..............
CalVary church...........................................
St. George's church......................................
Society of Friends........................................
Presbyterian church ...... .'..............................
Young Women's Christian Association............
College of St. Francis Xavier.........................
Episcopal church........................................
Jewish synagogue.......................................
Holy Trinity church.....................................
Free Academy.............................................
Trinity chapel and school..............................

$600,000
300,000
300,000
300,000
500,000
200,000
200,000
550,000
100,000
275,000
130,000
200,000
275,000

In the Nineteenth ward we strike :
Roman Catholic cathedral.. ......................... $2,000,000
St. J"uke's Hospital.................................. .
120,000
Lenox Library (free?)................................
750,000
Qrphan Asylum........................................ 1,200,000
St. Bartholomew church............................
350,000
Columbia College......................................
750,000
German Hospital.......................................
300,000
Holy Trinity Dispensary............................
40,000
Mount Sinai Hospital. .............. ,.................
276,000
300,000
St. Vincent Ferrer's church, etc...................
Hebrew synagogue. .................... ...............
200,000
Woman's Hospital.....................................
450,000
Hospital for the Ruptured ... ;......................
160,000
Colored Home and Asylum.........................
200,000

And so we might go on page after page. In this
way, throughout the wards of our city, the roll of
exemption goes on until seventy-six millions and
over are rolled up, with the annual tax of three millions
as the result.
In a similar way, though doubtless in a smaller
ratio, the returns from the local assessors of the
state will foot up an enormous amount. The property actually in use by churches in this state and
exempted will amount to $150,000,000, while the institutions and cemeteries under their practical influence and control will doubtless more than double
that amount.
Now, this abuse is one of constant and enormous
growth, ever increasing with the rise of property. It
is, in a word, an enormous real estate speculation, in
which the fortunate owners are the only speculators
exempted from the often crushing drawbacks of
taxes and assessments. They can mortgage without
tax to friends, and so have the value of the property
in hand, and yet, by holding the title as a church or
church institution, it is all exempted. This exempted
property grows in value, therefore, by every assessment and tax paid in the neighborhood, until its
annual increase of value amounts to millions. President Grant was fully justified, in this. view of the
case, when he said that this abuse must be stopped,
or confiscation or revolution would inevitably result.
His admonition in these words is one of the most
striking he ever uttered. He said:
In connection with this important question, I would also
call your attention to the importance of correcting an evil,
that, if permitted to continue, will probably lead to great
trouble in our land before the close of the nineteenth century.
It is the acquisition of vast amounts of untaxed church property. In 1850, I believe, the church property of the. United
States, which paid no tax, municipal or state, amounted to
$87,000,000. In 1860 the amount had doubled. In 1870 it
was $354,483,587. By 1900, without a check, it is safe to say,
this property will reach a sum exceeding $3,000,000,000. So
vast a sum, receiving all the protection and benefits of government, without bearing its proportion of the burdens and
expenses of the same, will not be looked upon acquiescently
by those who have to pay the taxes. In a growing country,
where real estate enhances so rapidly with time as in the
United States, there is scarcely a limit to the wealth that may
be acquired by corporations, religious or otherwise, if allowed to retain real estate without taxation. The contemplation of so vast a property as here alluded to, without
taxation, may lead to sequestration without constitutional
authority, and through blood. I would suggest the taxation.
of all property equally (Grant's Message, 1875).

President Garfield put on record a similar voice of
warning. In Congress, June 22, 1874, he said:
The divorce between church and state ought to be absolute. It ought to be so absolute that no church property anywhere, in any state, or in the nation, should be exempt from
equal t.axation; for if you exempt the property of any church
organization, to that extent you impose a tax upon the whole
community.

Such expressions from statesmen, jurists, and even
clergymen could easily be collected to fill a volume.
The voice of the Democratic party, in its convention
is noteworthy. At the national convention in 1876
the Democratic party declared in favor of "education
and schools without largesses from the treasury to
any," also " the separation of church and state for the
good of each; and common schools should be fostered and protected." In 1880 that party repeated
its declaration in substauce. In 1884, when Cleveland was nominated, the party declared in favor of
" the separation of church and state and the diffusion
of free education by common schools, so that every
child in the land may be taught the rights and duties
of citizenship."
But the Republican party is equally clear. Compare the following statements of this great political

party: The Republican party in national convention
in 1876 declares in favor of "an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States forbidding the
applic~ttion of any public funds or property for the
benefit of any schools or institutions under sectarian
control." The Republican Convention of 1880 repeats in Plank 4 the above declaration " to forbid to
the legislature of each state the appropriation of public funds to the support of sectarian schools." In
1884 this party "renews" its allegiance to these general principles.
Time does not permit further quotations nor are
they needful. There is not, there cannot be, any
question but that this enormous, but underhanded,
taxation is unjust to those who are not church-members, and a direct violation of the principle of separation of church and state which is fundamental in
our country and upon which otir liberties depend.
THE CHAIRMAN oF THE CoMMITTEE (Hon. George
Z. Erwin, of St. Lawrence Co.): Allow me to ask you,
Mr. Wakeman, has not the practice of exempting
such property as you refer to prevailed since the
settlement of our country in every state? if not, what
states hav abolished the exemption ~
MR. WAKEMAN: Certainly the custom is an old one;
it has come down to us from time immemorial when
there was a complete union of church and state. The
states which have abolished the custom are California
and (partially) New Hampshire, and I believe some
of the territories, Washington Territory for one. In
other states the matter is in process of agitation
with every prospect of an early change in favor of
impartial taxation. Fo)."This change is being rp.ade necessary by the other
changes to which I have just referred: (1) the enormous increase of the exemptions and of their value;
(2) the enormous increase of non-church-members;
(3) the necessity of separation of church and state,
in order to preserve liberty; and (4) the consequent
assumption by the state of functions which the church
used to perform before our Revolution.
From the time of Henry VIII. down, the church,
and finally the churches, took charge of the most important functions of the government. It was the
source of education, charities, and all decent burial.
No one could be born, educated, medicated, married,
or buried without the church. In the church the
people lived, and moved, and had their being-such
as it was. But all that is changed now. More and
more the state, or private or corporate enterprise,
performs these functions. Notice our grand system
of public schools which should be and must be extended. Notice our grand public and private charities. Notice the great cemeteries, which are cities of
the dead, gradually passing. beyond the church and its
control.
Now that the churches have ceased to perform their
old public functions, they should cease to receive
public pay. Certainly nothing can be more just.
The state is being compelled to take up these old
church functions more and more every year. The
state must do this or submit to a practical reunion
with the church, as it has now largely done in the
city of New York. Unless this course of union with
the church is to be pursued to its fatal end, the time
to prevent the further abuse of exempting church
property has certainly come. There can never be a
better, safer, or 1p.ore convenient time to begin to
abolish these exemptions than now-before the
amount becomes so large that, as President Grant
says, only revolution· can furnish the remedy.
Now, secondly, let us advert for a moment to the
excuses for exemption.
1. It is said that the churches and their institutions do perform their old functions to some extent,
and therefore they should be paid for them. We
answer, certainly they should be paid, but only by
those who receive the benefits, or who wish to contribute for them.
Our state, which is separated from the church, has
no right or justice in forcibly taking and giving to
the churches the money of those who object to these
church functions, and who do not receive them, nor
wish to contribute to them.
The time was that the church and state were one.
Everybody was born into the church, and lived and
died there. Now the state is the church to the
masses of the people, who hav separated it from the
church, and support it by thei.J.· taxes, and in which
they are represented. Not one-third of the people
go to the churches, or are rep1;esented there, or have
anything to do with them. Why should they be
compelled to pay this enormous tax without representation, and often for purposes which they abhor?
They say that the Dark Ag6s were the church ages;
that the more barbarous and retrograde countries of
Europe and America are now those most under
church domination; that in the city of New York
the majority of the Climinals and paupers are of the
church which receives the larger portion of this enforced contribution to our "ecclesiastical department," and which can boast of its millions of dollars,
and its millions of paupers.
But further, many of the non-church people believe that many of the church doctrines and practices

are inherently immoral; that, however it might have
been in the past, the present light of science has
shown them to be unproved and detrimental to the
public welfare in the present age. They therefore
have conscientious convictions · against furnishing
further means to teach, for instance, the doctrines of ·
total depravity, hell, the fall of man, the. atonement,
forgiveness of sins by prayer, the absolution by penance, the practice of circumcision, baptism, the infallibility of pope or church or bible or revelator.
Now, it is to them an outrage, in a state separated
from the church, to be compelled to pay for the
teaching and support of such dogmas and practices.
Let those who believe in such traditions support
them. But let no law compel others to support
a religious belief abhorrent to their inmost convic~
tions of truth or right or duty or the public welfare.
2. But it is said the moral influence of the churches
pervades the whole social atmosphere ; thei.J.· education and charities and burial privileges are free to all;
therefore, all should pay for them.
The facts are otherwise. What moral influences
there may be from church schools, dogmas, and influence:;; are limited to thei.J.· own believers, and as to
them the statistics prove they are sadly defective.
1\fr. Dexter A. Hawkins proves by the figures that
those children trained in the parochial schools in New
York are more than three times as likely to get into
jail as the children trained in the free public schools.
And as we have before remarked, the largest church
shows by the figm-es to be the most prolific mother
of criminals.
But their colleges and schools are sectarian, and
open only to theix own sectaries or to those wealthy
enough to pay for them. It is a shame that while
the common school system cannot give the rudiments
of learning to thousands for want of means, we are
by exemption paying millions to wealthy sectarian
colleges like T1inity and Columbia and the University. Our city cannot now, owing to the limitations of our state constitution, raise more money, not
even to open evening schools sadly needed. Let
there be no more exemption of sectarian colleges until
the whole people are taught to read and write!
·
Nor are the church cha1ities and burial-grounds
open to the people. They are open only to thei.J.·
own sects, unless they are amply paid by the city or
by the applic~t for all they give or do. Such are
their hospitals and asylums and protectories. Yet
for taking care chiefly of their own vagrants, poor,
sick, and infu·m the city gave to such institutions last
yea~· (1885) in actual cash, as appears on this tax-bill,
the enormous sum of $1,108,057.51, besides the exemptions aforesaid. Certainly ignorance, poverty,
sickness, and misery are good things for a church !
They are the chief sources to derive its public revenue from. Why should it stop the supply of its
delinquents?
As to bm-ial privileges, the chm-ches only grant
them to their own members who a~·e qualified for
"consecrated ground," while cemetery companies
open "cities of the dead" as real estate speculations.
Such grounds are the sourees of enormous revenues
to their church or other owners. As graveyards they
should be declared inviolable, but they should pay
taxes like similar property, or the custody and control of such property should pass to the county or
state and be under public co: ,trol. The churches
should not have the power, afte .' a century of exemption, of selling out their grav'eyards as real estate
speculations, as they have done in the lower pa~·t of
New York.· When they ceased to be used or kept as
graveyards, they in equity belonged to the city which
had given them and made every cent of their value.
3. But it is said the state institutions are wholly
unable and insufficient to teach morals, educate the
people, care for the sick, and bury the dead. We
answer, if this is so, let the state institutions be enlarged and extended until they can do these things as
far as the necessities of the public welfare may
requiTe. Let the rudiments of morals, Of civil and
criminal law, and of politics and government, be
taught in all our schools from the lowest department
to the highest. The churches do not do that. Let
the public school system be extended so that it may
not be said to our shame that there are over 200,000
people. in the Empire State who cannot read nor
write. Let the hospitals and asylums and work-fa~·ms
of the people be extended until those who need ca~·e
can be cared for. Let the dead-if not crematedbe buried by the state, county, town, or city in something other than the "Potter's Field," unless, perchance, they can pay a la~·ge sum to a priest or a
great cemetery corporation. Let the people, in a
word, learn to take care of themselves either through
public or private means.
4. But finally it is said, How can our public institutions get the means to do these things? Are not
our taxes too high now 1 Can we trust our politicians
with more money?
We answer that there would be money enough to
do all of these things if taxation was only just and
impartial. Take the sum of $3,000,000 and over,
which our city expends on these churches and church
institutions, and expend it for the public, in addi-
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tion to what is already expended, for- educational
and charitable purposes, and the difficulty would be
solved without further taxation, and at once. How
could our day and night schools then be increased!
Our hospitals and··asylums enlarged! Our cemeteries
be opened to the public! Nor is there any reason
to believe that our Secular and public teachers or administrators of charity would be less expensive than
our ecclesiastical. What do we get now for this
$3,000,000 7 A few sectarian sick and poor taken
care of under sectarian influences. No administra-- tion of charity could be more ruinously expensive
than this. Many is the contractor who would take
this $3,000,000, and have a large profit after lodging
every pauper or patient it. now cares for, on beds of
down, and feeding them on luxuries from plates of
gold!
·
Thus finally, we see that the very arguments alleged
in favor of this method of indirect performance of
publicrequirements, by farming them out to churches,
and then paying for them by the indirect taxations of
exemptions and subsidies, are all wholly fallacious,
and lead to the opposite conclusion. It is found to
be grossly unjust to the mass· of the people; partial
and sectarian in its application ; insufficient in volume, and ruinously expensive.
One consideration more is not to be lost sight of.
It is founding within our secular republic an imperium in imperio~· a power greater than the
republic and independent of it. Finally; here, as
lately in Italy and Mexico, and now in Utah, the
question will have to be tried out which is the real
government of the people, the republic or the church.
By exempting the churches we cut them loose from
any part and lot in responsibility for our public welfare, and make them a foreign element, and when. ever their interest may be adverse to our schools, our
laws,- our public interests, we shall find too late that
we have spent our millions to rear up in our midst a
deadly foe to our republic and its institutions.
These considerations are so clear and overwhelming that it seems strange that this practice of exemption has been allowed to go on increasing from year
to year. But the real difficulty has been perhaps not
want of courage on the part of legislators to meet it,
but the want of some practical device whereby the
shock and change to the public and to vested interests, incident to the change, might be avoided.
Happily, by the plan embodied in the present bill,
which we owe to the Constitution Club of Brooklyn,
all bad consequences of the new measure may be
reduced to a minimum. By this plan one-tenth of
the exemption is dropped every year, so that the
church institutions and the public institutions may
easily meet thei.J: new requirements, until, in the
tenth year, the government of the people, for, and by
the people, may be realized by the complete separation of church and state. Thus, by a gradually increasing grade of impartial taxation, we shall finally
and safely reach the position which both justice and
safety requi.J:e us to take. We pray you to begin
without further delay this easy but rising grade to
the Temple of Justice.
Mr. Wakeman was followed by Gilbert :R. Hawes,
Esq., on behalf of the liberal Christians who believe
that churches, like other corporations, should bear
-thei.J: share of public burdens. Mr. Hawes addressed
the Committee as follows :
ADDRESS OF GILBERT R. HAWES, ESQ.
MR. CHAIRMAN: I appear before your committee for
the purpose of advocating the bill now under discussion. The parties whom I represent are the intelligent and liberal Christians and church-goers of
to-day who are sufficiently broad in thei.J: views as
individuals, and public-spirited as citizens, to appreciate the great blessings which will result from a repeal of the present law exempting church property
from state taxation.
This important question cannot be approached in
any narrow spirit of bigotry or blind partisanship. It
is neither political nor sectarian, and must be discussed
solely upon its merits, in order that we may reach a
proper conclusion as to what course is best for the
public 1oelj"are, which, after all, is of greater importance than the building up or tearing down of any
particular creed or sect.
.
My argument must necessarily be brief, and what
I have to say naturally divides itself into three heads:
1. Justice to the state.
2. Justice to rival churches.
3. Self-preservation.
1. Justice to the state requires that every religious
corporation or society owning real estate should
bear its proportionate share or quota of taxation.
Otherwise this burden must be distributed among
and assumed by the general taxpayers. The only
logical or legal reason or excuse for granting this exemption would be some benefit extended by the
church to the state in return, as a consideration
therefor. But in this country we have no such
hybrid combination as " church and state." Each is
useful in its own sphere, while yet independent each
of the other. No particular religion is recognized,
because all are recognized. Consequently, there can

be no such institution as "the church." We have
very many church organizations, none of which can
in any way influence or affect the solidarity of the
state or the autonomy of .the state government. In
other words, under the wise provisions of the
Constitution, as framed and adopted by the patriotic
statesmen of the Revolutionary period, the state in no
way derives any rights, benefits, or powers from the
church, and therefore the state is under no obligation
to grant special privileges where there can be no return. This is a government "of the people, for the
people, by the people," and our only safety lies in a
stern determination to allow no infringement or impairment of the people's prerogatives.
To properly sustain the government, taxation must
be evenly distributed. No exemption should be·
allowed unless it be in a matter of ptlblic necessity.
The very indirect and indefinite benefit to the state,
as claimed, in the improvement of the morals of the
community, thereby lessening poverty and crime, is
no~ a sufficient reason for granting exemption from
taxation for all the property acquired by the various
churches, whethm: used by them for religious purposes or not. For very many years the churches have
enjoyed this immunity. Having received so valuable a franchise from the state, it is only just and
right that he1·eaj"tm· they shall be asked to contribute
to the support of that government which protects
them in their rights.
.
2. I have already shown that the state recognizes
no particular church or sect. All should be treated
alike, and have equal opportunities of prosecuting
the work of securing converts, increas:i.:ilg their numbers, and filling thei.J: coffers. But it is unjust to
rival churches that particular church corporations
and societies should be permitted special privileges,
thereby not only diminishing the rights of the citizen,
butereating discriminations which are neither wise
nor fair.
For example, why should Trinity church corporation (to the positive detriment of the poorer and
weaker church€s of the Episcopalian denomination)
monopolize to herself so much valuable land in the
city of New York, on which are erected not church
edifices, but tenement houses and office buildings?
There is the Trinity building, 115 Broadway, and the
old cemetery property in the Ninth ward, valued at
many hundred thousand dollars, on which not one cent
of taxation is paid into the state or city treasury. This
not only removes so much property from the tax list,
but gives Trinity ari unfair advantage in the bitter
fight which is being waged by all denomin11.tions at
the present time for " the survival of the fittest."
Time does not permit me to more than refer to a
few other glaring instances of this partiality and
favoritism on the part of the state to some rich and
powerful church corporations who can wield quite as
much influence as any railroad corporation.
Grace church has been able for many years to prevent Eleventh street from being cut through from
Broadway to Fourth avenue, in the city of New York,
simply because the parsonage stood in the way.
But this line of conduct is not confined to any
particular sect. In the upper part of the city on the
west side, Bloomingdale Asylum, controlled by Protestants, and the Convent of the Sacred Heart, controlled by Roman Catholics, have been able to prevent
the opening up of streets necessary for public purposes and demanded by the citizens generally, and at
the same time have escaped taxation on the large
tracts of land and buildings owned by them.
This fai.J·ly represents the state of affairs as it exists to-day. It is unnecessary for me to quote any
figures, as the speakers preceding me have fully presented the matter from the statistical point of view.
Suffice it to say that in the state of New York real
property to the value of many millions is allowed to
remain exempt from taxation. This property is held
for the most part by a few wealthy and powerful · churches. As has already been shown, this
operates as an injustice to the state, imposes a proportionately heavier bmden on the taxpayer, and
practically grants special privileges to the few at the
expense of the many. Shorn of these special pri·vileges, all would stand on equal footing, as it should be.
3. Self-preservation is the first law of nature.
Some of the wisest and most far-sighted men in the
chmches of to-day begin to perceive that in many instances there has been reckless extravagance in the
management of their business concerns; that looking after large estates does not harmonize well with
the religious duty of "saving souls," and that the
attempt to amass great wealth, and build magnificent
and costly edifices, is not altogether consistent with
the teachings of t.he lowly Nazarene who advised his
followers to "lay up treasures in heaven," and who<>e
gospel was to be taught and heard "without money
and without price." But now everything religious
must be regulated by the edicts of fashion. This
means increase of ·expense in all directions, and
corresponding risk. We have only to study the sad
history of the 1\-Iethod.i.st Book Concern for proof of
this. Many of our missionary and other societies pay
large salaries to their presidents, secretaries, and
other officers, provide for them elegant and sumpt-
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uous offices, and then "save at the spiggot" by paying
the poor missionary among the savages and heathen,
doing the actual work, such a miserable pittance by
way of "salary" that he is half starved. Consequently
every now and then an appeal goes forth, and a "missionary box or barrel" is made up by contributions
from the good people who have already paid their
money to the church, and been taxed by the state to
make up for the exemption enjoyed by this same missionary or charitable organization, which still begs for
alms, and, like Oliver Twist in always, "asking for
more." "Ne sutor ultra crepidcun "-"Ye cannot
serve God and Mammon." In order that the church
should preserve its vitality and retain its i.I).fluence on
the masses of the people, all business speculations, and
like enterprises, must be abandoned. I read from
the New York Tribune of to-day:
Two important Protestant Episcopal church corporations
are making arrangements to move their church buildings
further up-town and away from the scenes of business and
traffic which have inwtded their present neighborhoods.
These are the Christ church, of which the Rev. Dr. Jacob S.
Shipman is the rector, and the Church of the Holy Trinity,
whose rector is the Rev. Dr. Wilbur F. Watkins. Christ
church is at Thirty-fifth street and Fifth avenue, aud all
around it are stores and boarding-houses. "Our people ha vc
been disposed to movfl for several years," said Dr. Shipman,
yesterday. "This neighborhood is losing most of the members of the parish. It is being filled up with places of business, and many of the elegant dwellings you see about you
are little else than boarding-houses. So we are going to
move elsewhere, if we can possiby sell our present property.
We are asking $300,000 for it-not, I think, an exorbitant
figure. There are 64 feet in Fifth avenue and 125 feet in
Thirty-fifth street. That makes a big lot, and the building
could. be converted for a great many useful purposes. Some
friends of the church, whose names I do not care to mention,
have bought eight large. lots on the Boulevard at Seventyfirst street, and are reserving them for the corporation. This
is simply a private matter of their own, thou~h the church
understands and appreciates it, and expects m case it can
effect a sale of this property to take their very moderate offer
and build a plain, substantial structure on the Boulevard corner."

This, again, shows that om chmches desire to be
located not where they may do the most good, as
among "boarding- houses," but where it is more
fashionable and aristocratic.
We hear on all sides lamentations over the decadence of religious faith and the constant falling-off in
attendance on places of worship. There seems to be
but one remedy-let each church stand alone, without depending on the arm of the state, or any support
other than the free and voluntary offerings of its
members. Let it eschew all business other than that
belonging to its special work and functions. If it
does desire to accumulate wealth rather than
"sell all and give it to the poor," let the church
be put on the same basis as other business enterprises, and taxed accordingly. This would perhaps
rouse the church to a sense of how far it has strayed
from the original purposes and objects for which it
was organized. It would at least be productive of
good in teaching care and prudence and inculcating
proper business methods. It would relieve the overburdened tax-payer and elevate the church to that
position where its influence for good would be more
largely felt and appreciated throughout the community.
·
The first step will be taken toward this desirable
result when church property is no longer exempt by
law from taxation.
~------~~-------

Ruskin's Latest Idiocy.
Sir John Lubbock recently compiled a list of a hundred
books which every nineteenth century individual should
read. Among the authors recommended are J. S. Mill, Darwin, Gibbon, and Voltaire. John Ruskin has undertaken to
criticise Mr. Lubbock's list, and the authors especially
selected as the objects of his holy wrath are the four above
mentioned. "Sir John Lubbock," he says, "ought to hav
known that Mill's day is over." Darwin should ~ot be read
"because it is every man's duty to know what he ts, and not
to think of the embryo he was nor the skeleton that he shall
be. Because, also, barwin has a mortal fascination for all
vainly curious and idly specnlativ p_erson~,. an? has collec!ed
in the train of him every impudent tmbeethty m Europe, hke
a dim comet wagging its useless tail of phosphorescent nothing across the steadfast stars." Gibbon is ~ondemned for
the reason that "primarily none ?ut the malignant an~ the
weak study the decline and fall ettl!er of state or orgamsm.
Dissolution and putrescence ~~;re ahke common and uncl~an
in all things; any wr!ltch or simpleton may obs!lrve for htmself and experience lnmself the processes of rum; but good
men study and wise men describe only the grow.th an? ~tand
ing of thincrs-not their decay. For the rest, Gtbbon s ts the
worst Eo.rfish that was ever written by an educated Englishman. H~vin<r no imacrination and little logic, he is alike
incapable of Plcturesqu~nes~ or wit; l~is epithets are malicious
without point, sonorous Without wetght, and hav no offi~e
but to make a flat sentence turgid." After that th~ rea~er ~s
prepared for .anything Ruskin can ~ay about Voltatr.e :. H_ts
work is, in comparison with good literature, wl~at mtr~c aetd
is to wine, and sulphuretted hydrogen _to atr. Ltterary
chemists cannot but take account of the stmg and stench of
him but he has no place in the library of a thoughtful
sch~lar. Every man of sense knows. more of the world than
Voltaire can tell him, and what he wtshes to expres~ of s_nch
knowledge he will say without a. snarl." Mr. ~uskm ~Junks
it more useful to study the habtts of t~te shrnnps_ wht?h. he
eats for breakfast than the authors menttone_d. Thts opmwn
is not more surprisin cr than the fact that tts !inthor should
hav been consulted about books at all. A prejudiced, and
self-opinionated man~a sort of cross between a <::arlyl~ ~nd
a court jester-there is no earthly reason ":hy hts opmw.n
should be sought, nor, being ob~ained, ~vhy f!- reasonab~e
world should care for it. Leave lnm to Ins shrtmps and ht~.
mirror.~His stomach and his vanity must be fed,
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If Mr. Heald had obeyed the positiv orders of
State Superintendent of Schools, Mr. Ruggles, he
would not hav introduced his devotional exercises.
He was not hired to pray, but to teach. The Catholics of his district are right in objecting to him, and
we sincerely hope that he will be punished for his
assault upon Miss Walsh by a term in jail. Public
schools must be made wholly secular, and religion
left to home instruction, or the Catholics will hav
very good reasons for establishing parochial schools.
One such bigot as Heald is worth an argumentativ
fortune to the Catholic priest of the town.

court would convict a chicken thief on such evidence ?
Upon what grounds can the statement. be based that
·one place is glorious, the other awful? If the Bible
be only presumptivly true, then heaven and hell are
only presumptions, and it can only be presumed that
differing courses in life will land us in one or the
other, and in such an awful matter presumption is
not " as good as the highest possible proof." Supposing a man presumes wrong, then what ~ And
that some of the Clnistian sects are presuming wrong
we hav the testimony of all the other sects. Every
one is bound to follow his best light, of course, but
suppose his best light is a firefly lamp leading to the
Presumption.
dismal swamp ? The summing up of this remarkable
The followiilg argument appeared in the Inde- editorial is equally curious :
pendent. It is a remarkable specimen of Christian
"The thing to be done on the basis of a presumption, and
didactics :
·
equally on that of an absolute demonstration, is to repent of.

"Whether the Bible is of divine authority, and hence binding
upon the faith and conscience of men, is a question. of
Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEWA~s, and we hope all
fact, to be answered affirmativly or negativly in the light of
will be prompt. If ~e are to print pictures each the evidence. All must admit the possibility of its divine
week, the subscription list must be lengthened. authority."

our sins and believe in Christ, and bring forth 'fruits meet for
repentance and faith; and this, upon either supposition, is.
the only safe course for anyone to adopt in the practical conduct of his life. Every other course takes the hazard of
being ruined for eternity; and this surely is a hazard that no
Not so. The possibility of the Bible being of di- man can wisely take. There is a safe side in religion as well
That those inclined to help add to ·the list may find it
vine authority cannot be admitted until the existence as on other subjects; and that safe side commends itself to
no hard matter, we make the following low terms:
our common sense, as furnishing a good rule of action."
of divinity itself has been established. Divinity must
00
Single subscription;.............................................
This is an ex cathedra statement, of course, but it
One subscription two years, in advance..................
., 0 0 be defined, and the definition proved.
is
one that must make the Independent's Roman
Two new subscribers...........................................
5 00
"Every candid person will also concede that there is at
Catholic
neighbors smile. "The thing to be done
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one releast some presumption in favor of the divine authority of the
mittance ......... ,.............................................
5 00 Bible."
on the basis of a presumptipn is to believe in Ch1ist."
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance....................................................
'1 00
Another error. The presumption cannot be con- Where did they get Christ from~ On what pre0ne subscription with three new subscribers, in one·
ceded upon reasonable grounds unless the divine sumption did he ride into view~ Where is the
remittance .......................... : .. ,......................
8 50
authority has first been shown. One assumption presumptiv basis in any of the foregoing presumptions
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance.................................................... 10 00 based upon another assumption is two steps in the for repentance and faith ? Where the basis for the
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
air. The higher one goes in this fashion the harder dogmatic statement that every course other than
with one remittance.

$!

Will not everyone, in renewing, try to get at least
one new subscriber, thus saving money for themselvs
and helping us ~
And in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNuAL for 1886.
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is the fall.
" What, then, is the rule of prudence and sound discretion
in the light of this presumption? Our answer to this question is that such a presumption is, for all purposes relating
to our practice, as good as the most absolute demonstration."

Let us see. So far we hav three steps in the air.
A divine authority is presumed The Bible is presumed to emanate from that authority. And it is
It Would Be a Lame Law.
presumed
that these presumptions are as good. as the
Our German friends of Brooklyn-and the city of
most
absolute
demonstration ! These premises being
churches has no better citizens than these same
laid
down,
the
argument begins :
Germans~hav introduced a bill at Albany providing
"The Bible being a revelation from God, we are then'in thie
for the sale of ligJ;lt wines and beer on Sundays from
world probationers for immortality, here forming a character
2 o'clock P.M., aft:'er church hours, until 11 o'clock at that will determin whether we shall apend that immortality
/
night.
in heaven or in hell."
As affording uninterrupted opportunity to obtain
This is a beautiful specimen of what the lawyers
beer, this bill is all that is needed. From 2 to 11 call·a non seq~dtur. Upon one assumption and two
o'clock is quite long enough for one day's visit to a presumptions another assumption is based-that the
sacred concert. But the bill is all policy and no prin- Bible is a revelation from God. Upon this the
ciple, and we are not a little surprised that the Ger- thinking editor of the Independent builds again. He
mans, who are usually independent, are willing to presumes a personal immortality, then presumes a
acknowledge even tacitly that the demands of the heaven, then a hell. Now, we would like to call him
churchmen that they shall not violate the Sabbath back to earth for a moment, and hav him prove his
are founded upon right. If it is wrong to drink beer immortality, then prove his heaven, and lastly, his
and wine during church time, it is wrong to drink hell. If what he has written further be true, it is abthem at all. And while, for physiological reasons, solutely necessary for the good of men's souls that
it may not be wise to use wines in the morning, the he do this. We can never admit that "such a prefact that a few people are listening to a sermon can sumption is, for all purposes relating to our practice,
not make the use wrong. If the church people hav as good as the most absolute demonstration."
the moral right to control the appetites and actions Neither will scientific men admit it. When Darwin
of the Germans in the morning, they hav the same lost a link in the chain of evolution, he said so, and
moral right to continue their espionage all day.
acknowledged that the missing link weakened the
The Germans should amend their bill to demand chain. Presumption, with him, was never counted as
the abrogation of all Sunday laws, and let the saloons good as absolute demonstration. Tyndall abandoned
be governed by the same laws on Sundays that they a faith in prayer because its efficacy could not be
are on other days. Besides, our Teutonic brethren demonstrated. And we respectfully contend that if
hav forgotten the poor Americans who like their cock- the following be true, the foregoing presumptions
tails in the morning. Their proposed bill would and assumptions must be m!l,de facts :
leave these to slide in at side-doors precisely as they
"The difference between the two [heaven and hell], considdo now.
ered in relation to our interests, makes the broadest contrast

Turn the Bible Out. ·
George Heald is the teac~er of the Pleasantville,
N. Y., school. He is a Protestant, and rather pious.
It has been his custom to make devotional exercises
a part of the day's study in his school. Some of the
scholars did not like them, and took advantage of his
closed eyes, as he led in prayer, to disturb the quiet
of the occasion. Until last week he was. unable to
detect the authors of these disturbances, but on
Monday he prayed with the weather-leech of his
eye lifting, as a sailor would say, -and located the
noises among what he called the Catholic element.
He singled out three girls, and whipped them
severely, one of them, Miss Walsh, brutally.
The girl complained to her father, and he has carried the matter to the courts. The teacher offured
his resignation, but it was not accepted. The Catholic children's parents object to their learning theology
from a public school teacher.

repentance and faith is at the hazard of eternal ruin !
And if there is a safe side in religion, which side is
it 7 Is it the side upon which shines the best light ?
Ah, but that "best light" notion is heresy. The best
light is private judgment, and the Romish church
says that leads to damnation for every follower. The - ·
best light also leads millions out of the church altogether, and that, say the Protestants, is likewise
damnation-ruination· for eternity. Where, then, is
the safe side! What must we do to be saved 'I
The Independent's argument for Christianity-and ·
it is as good as can be offered-amounts to just this:
Divine authority is assumed, that the Bible has the,
sanction of this authority is presumed, this presumption is presumed to be as good as absolute demonstrft.tion; and the further presumptions that there is
such a state as immortality, such places as heaven
and hell, that there is a being called Christ, that
repentance and faith are necessary to avoid hell and
gain heaven, and, suppositionally, there is a safe side
in religion !
Such is the reasoning of the elders and prophetsassumption, presumption, and supposition ! We
search in vain for one little fact ! Presumption is
the best they hav to giv. And the mightiest presumption of all is that everybody will be cast into
hell for disbelieving a scheme which itP advocates can
·
only presume is true !
" Great God I on what a slender thread
Hang everlasting things."

Voluntary Associations ami Government.
The Galveston .Daily News, perhaps the most
enterprising daily journal in Texas, takes up a point
in our reply to our Boston friends that they seemed
afraid to meet. The News says:

"The New York TRUTH SEEKER professes to be unable to
see the difference between a mutual protectiv association and a
government. The difference is radical. A mutual protectiv.
association derives no revenue by forcing anyone to be a memconceivable. Nothing can be more glorious than the one, ber or to contribute. A government sweeps all persons in
and nothing more awful than the 'other. And if the Bible is who reside within its territory."
but presumptivly true in what it says about this life and
We readily admit this theoretical difference, but
that which is to come, and the relation established by God the point we emphasized is this: that voluntary assobetween the two lives, so that one course of action will secure
ciations must endow the chosen governors with power
to us heaven, and the opposit course will involve the. damnation of hell, then this is sufficient to giv a rule of actwn, and to enforce their decision-subject always to the rules
just as sufficient as would be the highest possible proof. made by the people themselvs-else the society would
This would then be our best light, and every one is bound to go to pieces and mob law be the result. In other
follow his best light."
words, voluntary associations must hav government

How can anyone admit that there is any difference
between two places of whose existence he knows
nothing 'I The evidence offered so far is an assumption of the existence of a divine authmity, a presumption that the Bible emanated from that authority, a
presumption that this presumption is as good as absolute demonstration, a totally unwarranted conclusion
that the people of this world are probationers for
immortality, and the assumption, unsupported by
even a presumtion, that there exist these two different
places, respectivly named heaven and hell! What

or they could not exist. The experience of the world
demonstrates this. If no law existed, selfish men
would grasp everything, and the brute force of individualism would rule. We did not contend that
there is no theoretical difference between the two, but
that there could be no practical difference-at least,
until everyone had become as perfect as the angels
are supposed to be. The News continues:
"Under the most liberal governments yet invented the
majority elects a· Ret of rulers who under some restrictions
exercise a general and arbitrary power of taxation-that is to

.:.
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say, levying forced contributions for almost any purposeand an arbitrary power to regulate the business and moral
conduct of every inhabitant, without even a guarantee that
'taxes shall be for the equal benefit of all the people, or that
regulations of trade and morals shall be simply deferisiv.
The officials elected by the majority can oppress the minority,
and even the very persons who elected them."
In much of this criticism of existing governments,
the News and the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER are at
one. The persons elected to power often· do abuse
their trust, and against this we will ever protest.
And we may go further, and demur to a great many
of the rules the people hav seen fit to adopt for their
own guidarice. But we believe in refonnation and
not revolution. The News says that our rulers,
"under some restrictions, exercise a general and arbitrary power." So· they do; and right here is the
point. The restrictions should be enlarged and enforced. This would do away with the fearful abuses
under which the country now suffers, while not permitting lawless individualism to dominate. Officers
should hav no power to levy taxes except for purposes approved by the people as specified in the rules
adopted by themselvs. A very little government.and that relating solely to mundane affairs-is all that
is necessary ; but that we can do without any we do
not think the News will claim. Neither can we think
the News will assert that voluntary associations can
get along without rules for the members' guidance,
for ·a rule without a power to enforce it lodged
somewhere would be no rule at all. This question
of government or no government is not, as our
Anarchistic critics would hav it, a matter of theory ..
It is entirely a question of fact. Here we are in the
world, good, bad, and indifferent people. Can we
to-day liv in peace without some government~ Are
there any indications that within any reasonable time
we can so livT Yes or No! If Yes, when! If No,
what are you going to do about it! Spend your time
in advocating an impossibility, or put your shoulder
to the wheel and work for refonnation of recognized
abuses? That the editor of the News sees this there
is no doubt, and therein he differs from his Eastern
brethren of the Anarchical school. His concluding
remarks we can adopt: ".Set production and exchange
as free as religion is; let the individual grow to perfect manhood; and reduce government to the proportions of a police power and national defense power,
after which, if deprived of invasiv attributes, it would
hav undergone an essential evolution and could no
longer be the spoils system which all governments at
present are." Whether government can be reduced
quite as much as the News indicates is a matter of
doubt. There are some functions of society now
perfonned by government which the News's subsequent editorial in reply to a statement of ours has
not convinced us can be safely left to the care of
selfish individualism. We mentioned as one of the
good things resulting from government a stable currency. To this the News retorts:

cation of those powers. The matter of justice becomes in
that way a petition for benevolence. It can be nothing
more, when addressed to a power not under the necessity of
entering into any bargain with the complaining persons, who
hav no power to withhold obedience which serves instead of
consent. THE TRUTH SEEKER would complain if the publications of the Infidel sect were excluded from the mails.
But Christians generally may consider them worse than either
wildcat issues or lottery tickets or flash papers, and may add
to the list of desiderated services by government the suppression of Infidel papers. Perhaps the state as yet tolerates such
papers because they do not attack its existence. Whenever
they do, and become formidable to the state, they may learn
whether a gqvernment is not an institution supreme to the
units who create it."
This is going too far. There is such an instrument in existence as the Constitution of the Unite
States, an instrument defining and delegating to Con .
gress the power it may exercise. The power to pr -f
t 1 t
·
·
t d 1
d
C
1
ven
tenes IS no
e egate to
ongress. It i •I
therefore, reserved to the states. Congress may co ·1
stitutionally establish post-offices and post-roads, b ~
it may not inspect the contents of the mailbags.\
There is no constitutional nor legal powei· in this
An
·
d
h
country to' 0 t at.
d when the Supreme Court'
went out of its way to say it bad (an obiter dictum
judgment, the lawyers- call it), the judges violated
their oaths to support the Constitution. But on that
account we do not advocate the abolition of the
Supreme Court. We would, instead, hav the people

°

hold the judges to the constitutional restrictions
placed upon them. Under our Constitution Christians cannot suppress Infidel publications, nor can
the government punish him who advocates its abolition. The definition of treason is clearly limited to
overt acts. There are a dozen papers in this country
crying out against the government, but the freedom
of the press. is. guaranteed by the same article of the
same amendment to the Constitution that guarantees
religious freedom. The News's remarks on these
points are deprived of their force because of lack of
conformity to facts.
There is a scholarly courtesy in the criticisms of
the Galveston New{J becoming to a great journal,
which we miss in the editorials of the smaller Liberty.
Whether or no it would not giv force and dignity to
their utterances to copy the style of Mr. J. L. Walker
of Galveston is a question we leave to the judgment
of Messrs. Tucker and Appleton.

Editorial Notes.
A PRIZE of $100 has been offered by the American Baptist
Publication Society for the best tract on " Giving to the
Cause of Christ." The manuscripts are to contain not more
than 1,050words. We shall contend for that prize, and here
is the tract: "The horseleech [the church] hath two daughters [Protestantism and Catholicism] crying, Giv, giv."

WE hav received the first number of La T1ibune des Peuples,
a monthly devoted to the social movement. The editors also
send this notice: "We engage livdy those of our readers
who knows the french language to read this interesting
monthly review. The first No is send gratis and free of expense, to all those who wish it, and who address themselvs
"A stable currency, perhaps. What currency? Perhaps to the bookseller's shop of des Deux-J1ondes." The address
one kind; perhaps many kind-perhaps an unstable curof the publication is 17 Rue de Loos, Paris, France.
rency. Hav not governments made execrable currencies,
and licensed corporations to make the wildest of wildcat
THE island of Barbadoes, an English dependency in the
issues? Is not the government continually on a see-saw, and West Indies, is a good place for the priests. Its area is 106,470
are not the people kept in a state of agitation about this very acres; the population numbering 171,860, of whom 155,806
matter, because the government assumes to settle and again are colored laborers. The church and state are united, and
to alter and tinker with a matter of business?
the government supports a bishop at £1000 per annum;
All of which is true enough so far as it goes, and nineteen rectors at £320; twenty-one curates at from £200 to
from o:q.e point of view. But there are more than £300, and Ieeser officials in proportion. The Blue book givs
a list of the fees allowed the church, "being appropriated to
one side to most questions, and this is no exception. the use of the officer receiving them." The chancellor of the
Bad as governmental issues may be, the old state diocese has perquisits as follows :
banks were over thirty times worse. And individual On the consecration of a church or chapel ................... £4 s.4 a.0
or mutual banking without governmental backing On the reconstruction of a church or chapel where by law
required ...................................................... 2 2 0
would be still more unendurable. Without going On the consecration of a burial ground ...................... 1 13 4
The registrar of the diocese has these :
into the intricacies of the cun:ency question, we think
the consecration of a church or chapel. ...................
all will admit that the United States note, good in On
On the reconsecration of a church or chapel. .................

any state, is better than state notes, or individual
notes, to the extent that thirty-eight states form a
more responsible party than one state or one individual. If banking were under no ·governmental
supervision, it requires no prophet to foresee that
there would be an immense amount of swindling going
on. Our banking system has quite enough objectionable features without multiplying them.
The Ne'Ws continues:
"THE TRUTH SEEKER combats Senator Wilson's bill to pro. ·
· · I
hibit t I1e mai Iing of pubIrcat10ns contammg ottery advertisments. _But Mr. Wilson probably considers alotteryquite as
bad as the wildcat bank, which appals THE TRUTII SEEKER's
imagination. They agree in distrusting and forbidding freedom of commerce, and lodging despotic powers in Congress,
or in state legislatures. After that they may contend for a
lifetime as to the wisdom and justice of any particular appli-

REPORT has come to our ears that THE TRUTH SEEKER is to
be boycotted fer publishing in its issue of March 20th a cartoon entitled, "A Contribution to the Irish Question." The
boycotter-in-chief is Mr. Robert Blissert, to whom the cartoon
in question has given offense. We are therefore to be deprived forthwith of our Irish constituency. It was before
the Constitution Club of this city that Mr. Blissert first made
known his dire determination, his action at that place being
followed by a violent attack upon the paper at the last meeting of the Liberal Club, and he will lose no opportunity, he
declares, to lower THE TRUTH SEEKER in the estimation of
the workingmen. Now, THE TRUTH SEEKER does not propose to take back anything that was expressed by the spirit
of the cartoon in question. Wi111 anybody's misinterpretation of it we hav nothing to do. The great.epemies·of Ireland,
insist, are_~he_pope and the priests.. It is malfer of-history
that in the year of grace 1155 the pope of Rome presented
the Emerald Isle to Henry II., and that a later pope re-deeded
it to Queen Mary,__ . Catholicism has gone through that counc
try like a flock of geese, devouring everything before and
ruining everything behind it. · It.has brought Ireland to poverty and depende~<;-y,'and made her a perpetual pauper
among natio~s,. With the grip of the pope upon her unbroken, J:Iome rule to-day would be practically Rome rule, as
the .German liberal politician Blind has pointed out. ·-.The
Irish people or any other people must be mentally free before
they can enjoy political freedom without abusing ,!t, ·· That·fs _/
what-Tiiii:-TufrTri SEEKER-desired to poii1t oiit,-and the sooner
the Irish people recognize its truth the better for them. As
for the boycott which Mr. Blissert proposes, it would be altogether out of order. That method of moral suasion was not
invented and should never be used as an engin of religious
persecution; it has been directed altogether toward industrial
ends. This paper is on good terms with the trades unions;
when it breaks with them, there will be at least an excuse for
a crusade against it. Mr. Robert Blissert is making a fool of
himself.
THE Catholic Mirror of Baltimore concludes an address to
the Maryland legislature against the injustice of refusing any
portion of the school money to the parochial schools as follows:
"If we show that we hav one-fourth of the.school-children of 1\'Iaryland in parochial institutions, on what principle are we denied an
equivalent share of the taxes raised for the purposes of education,
and paid by the whole people? Let it be understood that we ask no
concession, we beg no favor. We simply demand that an intelli-.
igent inquiry be made into the facts of this question. If this he
done in a spirit of justice, we hav no fear that the cause we advocate will not receive the amplest vindication."
Oh, certainly! Giv them the whole country and make the
pope president!
THE first of last month the World of this city printed this
dispatch from Harrisburg, Pa.:
"Mrs. Eliza Sloan Boyd, the oldest nativ-born resident of Harrisburg, and the first white child born in this city after the town was
laid out-being born in 1800-died yesterday. When a young girl
her parents moved to New York city, and while there she frequently
went on missions of charity. On one of these occasions she visited
the house of Tom Paine, the Infidel, when he lay dyinfl, and it was
frequently asserted by Mrs. Boyd that Paine did not die a disbeliever, but called on God in his last hours."
Paine died June 9, 1809, when this estimable lady was only
nine years old. At that age she must hav been a very competent
witness. The inventor of the story, however, overlooked a
point. Paine believed in God, and there would hav been no
incongruity in hismentioningthe name of that formless shade.
Tlle writer should hav alleged that he ca'led upon Christ.
THE Baltimore Methodist Conference adopted a report of
the committee on Sabbath observance recommending that
the Methodist clergy should preach once at least each year
against the selling of newspapers, traveling by car or steamer,
opening the museums, art galleries, libraries, and so forth,
on Sunday. An amendment including street cars was lost,
as a matter of course. Traveling ministers can reach their
appointments on Saturday night, but in cities they would
find it difficult to reach the churches on Sunday without the
street cars. These saints might hav expressed their meaning
more clearly by adopting some such resolution as this: "Resolved, That we unqualifiedly condemn and denounce as sinful, and contrary to God's law and the scripture, everything
that we do not want to do ourselvs." And they would hav
been more honest, though scarcely better understood, if their
last resolution llad been: "Resolved, That we are hypocrits."
FoR the last four months Louis B. Keller, a faith-curist of
Newark, N. J., lias been running a mission in the upper part
of this city. Lately he announced that he would return
to Newark, as the city had too large a lleathen population for
his purposes·- He complains that the roughs put tar on the
benches of his hall, burnt pepper to drive the people away;
twice they turned ·out the gas; once filled the church floor
with fetters; once took full control and danced; once struck
Mr. Keller with stones in the head, cutting it; twice they
dragged him by the whiskers; broke the meeting up three
times by drunkards; stole two stoves from the church; broke
the door and windows and drove nearly all the Christians
away, and wound up by setting the house on fire. After recounting these indignities suffered, Mr. Keller closes with
"a few words to the churches of New York: You had better
see to your heathen in Ne\v York, and leave the heathen in
Africa, China, etc., for God, for there is much more hope for
the heathen in China to get to heaven than the heathen one
block from Dr. Taylor'R church, Thirty-fourth street and
Broadway, New York. God hav mercy on heathen New
York city!"

4 4 o
On the consecration of a burial ground ........................ 1 13 4
Collation to a benefice with stipend ............................ 5 5 0
For letters of orders, prie~ts or deacons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 o o
For a license given or transferred.............................. 10 0
Faculty for' removal of a body from one bnrial ground to
8
another ...................................................... 3
Faculty for the removal of a body from one spot to another
in the same burial ground.... .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . 10 0
Facult:y for the removal of more than one body in the prosecutwn of additwns to or repairs of t.he fabric of a church
or chapel. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 0 0
Faculty for building a vault in a graveyard ................... 1 0 0
Fttcnlty for !l"enoral alterations in a church chapel. ......... 2 . 1 0
Facult!ly for mtrodnction of organs, or removal of pulpit or
ga ery1 or for reseating, if fixtures, or for removal of
Lord's table,
or font ........................................ 1 13 4
Faculty for the introduction of monumental tablets, or
memorial windows, or tables of commandmentshor a bell
or bells, or ornaments of the Lord's table, ot er than
decent covering, books and communion phttcs-t. e., the
ornaments regnired by canon law........................
5
Lic~~~~i~L~.ny ..~~1~~~~.~ ..
t~e ..perfo.rm.~~-c-~. 0:.. divi.ne 10 0
Visitation fees to be paid by each chmch or chapel district .. 1 0 0
W. S. BELL lectures in Cherokee, Cherokee Co., Iowa,
Barbadoes seems to be a pretty good place for professional AprV 6th, 7th, and 8th. Possibly he may remain there as
pietists, and the trade of soul-st_tving there must be a lucrativ late as the 10th. Persons wishing lectures by him may ad.
dress him a,t that point.
one.
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l[ttters !from Jlriends.
BLoOMINGDALE, N.J., March 18, 286.
l\iR. EDITOR: Having observed a few lines from l\Ir. H. C.
Luse in TIIE TRUTH SEEKER of March 13th in reference to
the cartoons on the outside leaves, I could no longer resist
writing a few lines on the same. With Mr. H. C. Luse, I
would say, "I do not like your pictures." I made an effort
to secure subscribers. I succeeded in getting three for 1886;
this encouraged me to try and get more. I recommended
the paper highly to others. Having three sample copies, I
sent them to persons of sl1ort acquaintance, two of whom
were ladies, and when I received my paper of February 6th,
the same as the copies I sent, I at once wrote apologies for
speaking so highly of such grossness (I h<tv reference to the
outside picture). I received a note from one of the ladies
before my apology reached her; this is some of the language:
" The paper you sent I received (thank you); the picture was
horrible." This has not encouraged me to solicit much since,
especially among ladies. I fail to learn how these P.ictures
are to be productiv of any good, for they, in my judgment,
elevate neither morally nor intellectually. Why not hav
pictures in astronomy, geology, or botany, which would. be
more instructiv?
Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds visited this place on the 24th ult.
Mrs. Reynolds delivered in an earnest manner a lecture, "A
Woman's Reasons for Secularism." Much excitement followed. Infidelity with all its evils was preached from two
pulpits for over two weeks. Hell and brimstone hav been of
great service to the clergy here at the present time to frighten
their flocks back to their old rut of bigotry, with their imaginary heaven ahead, and their imaginary hell behind and on
all sides, and in their imagination smelling the fumes of
brimstone from the place of the damned that are ever burning. Every Infidel has been denounced as vile and too
wicked to liv in this Christian land, where all the good has
been due to Christianity. This town bas been disgraced, and
the questionable reputation of Mr. Reynolds is to be inquired
into by the Rev. T. Hall of the l\'I. E. church. Infidelity is
going to suffer now. Look out, Infidels-great shall be the
crash. The few Infidels here are afraid to say their souls are
their own, and when Mr. Reynolds was here they made themselvs scarce lest they would be seen by the Christians.
· Oh, for a shower of common sense and reason, to take the
place of blind faith and priestcraft.
Yours for mental liberty,
GEORGE KRAHi'<IER.
DuRAND, ILL., March 15, 286.
MR. EDITOR: I favor your publication of the pictures most
decidedly. Properly studied, they educate and enlighten.
They supplement and illustrate the written word of Liberal
literature and argument, and, I think, tend to giv quality,
positivness, and strength to the spinal column of the average
Liberal or Secularist, a thing much needed in some quarters.
They place in view to all observers the earnestness and selfassertion which honest thought is acquiring. In these pictures there is philosophy, logic, and truth. There is a deal
of the mathematical in them also. They point the finger of
derision, 'tis true, toward sham and pretense; they express a
scorn of the lie of religious humbug or hypocrisy, and they
teach us to defy ecclesiastical tyranny and priestly and religious hate, but this in no wise proves or indicates a perverted
taste, but the contrary.
All this is legitimate moral endeavor as a method of reform
in law and manners. It is in the line of self-defense against
the perverted and immoral; a legitimate war against corruption, again~t social and governmental vices, against a
slavery from which, as victims, we would emancipate ourselvs.
These remarks are prompted by a deliverance of H. Clay
Luse, of Waynesburg, Pa., published in Trm TrmTH SEEKER
March 13th.
I hav no doubt Mr. Luse is a model young man. I formed
an agreeable though slight personal acquaintance with him
at the Cassadaga Congress of the National Liberal League, in
284 (1884).
Friend Luse docs not "enjoy such caricatures," deeming
them "repulsiv exaggerations of the truth." I am sorry for
the" mistake" and" influence" which hav led to this unlikeness, and would gladly contribute to my young and earnest
brother's relief.
The element of comicality which pertains to the cartoon
method of propaganda, in the case and cause of Liberalism,
I suppose, is to remove from said propaganda a measure and
degree of the acerbity and austerity which the tragic implies, and which inheres in the principles which- antagonize
us as Liberal citizens and Secularists. If tl!e comic i~ repulsiv in appearance, it may yet be a necessity as a means to an
end, which. I think, should, and does with me, remove its
repulsivness.
I do not consider the truth exaggerated, or exaggerated
upon, except it be contradicted, which I do not call to mind
as having been done in any instance as recently published in
TnE TRUTH SEEKER.
In the idea and principle of .the comic in cartoon logic it is
expected that a suggestion somewhat of the ridiculous and
grotesque will develop; the artist is not bound to .a literal
exactitude of detail. It is sufficient if, in the plot on design,
the analogy symbolical of the leading ideas is maintained.
I consider Watson Heston an adept in ideology, or, if you
please, in cartoonology. His pieces indicate the philosopher
and the well-read citizen and Liberal and I cannot app1 eciate the remark of Brother Luse that their publication is a
'' mistake." They lead through the "sensual nature" to the
intellectual and the moral nature, and only the "influence"
of priestcraft can be "marred" by their pungent and unanswerable logic. I consider THE TRUTH SEEKER in place in

using the picture element, magnetic and electrical, in giving
force to the "cyclone" which commenced rising in the days
of Bruno, and to which was added volume in the American
and French Revolutions.
May " superstition and ecclesiastical tyranny " go to and
under the wall as the final result.
Truly and fraternally,
JoHN STEVES.
NoRTH PARMA, N.Y., March 7,1886.
MR. EDITOR : It has been my privilege during the last
year to be a subscriber to and a reader of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. With very much of its contents I hav been well
pleased and edified. But I must say that upon the reception
of last week's paper I was very much disgusted with 'the
illustration, ~ntitled, "A Clerical Surprise Party." While I
am an out-and-outAgnostic and Liberal, and do not entertain
the slightest belief in anything that savors of the S\lpernatural,
and tenaciously hold to my -right to tbink and act upon theological matters for myself regardless of the views of the
Cltfl.stian clturch, I do not ask any more for myself than I am
willing to accord to otlters.
Wbile I may radically differ with the views promulgated
by the church, I believe and know there are many of its ministers and lay members who are earnest and honest, and are
endeavoring to do good and make the people better. If they
can get any consolation out of their doctrins let them enjoy
it, unless we, who think that we hav a better than they, can
by our example, and sound logic, and good reasoning, convince them of their error. You cannot do it by abuse or
throwing mud. The religious world is moving in the right
direction fully as fast as we can expect. The preaching of today would not hav answered at all thirty years ago. Very
many of them hav given up such absurd ideas as the doctrin · of election, special providences, the Bible theory of
creation, a literal, burning hell, and many other of the
absurdities and outrageous wrongs which the "good book"
teaches. Bnt it is a hard matter for an individual to giv up
the ideas and doctrins of a lifetime. If Beecher were twentyfive years younger he would be an Infidel. Let us giv him
and others of his class credit for being as liberal as they are,
for they are doing very much good. As to the illustrations,
continue them. There are plenty of subjects which can be
shown up with advantage and profit that need not offend the
sensibilities of the intelligent and refined, but will set them to
thinking in the right direction. Permit me to suggest for
instance, it might be well to show up some of the doings of
that exceeding wise man, Solomon, or some of the caprices
and cruelties of the "man after God's own heart" (David) ;
for instance, his putting Uriah in the forefront of battle
after having seduced his wife, or his loving kindness to his
enemies after taking them prisoners, 2 Sam. xii, 30, 31 ; and
in conclusion let me advise that we, as Liberals, act to others
as we wouldlike to hav them act toward ourselvs. There is
an old saying, "Whom the gods wish to destroy they first
make mad." Now we, as Liberals, do not wish to destroy
anyone, but to convince them of their errors, and make the
world better for our being in it. But I hav drawn this out
too long, and will close. Fraternally yours, J. ToMPKINs.
NEWPORT, ME., March 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I decidedly disagree with your correspondent Luse about the pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER. They
are grand, and instead of my being " ashamed" to show
them, I am proud to do so. The church has no respect for
our feelings, She delights to slander Infidels, and when she
speaks the name of one of nature's grandest productimi.s,
Thomas Paine, does she ever call him anything but "Tom"
Paine?
I wish I had a million illustrated TRUTH SEEKERS to circu.
late instead of one.
SEWARD MITOHELL.
UNION, l\io., March 15, 1886.
Mr. EDITOR: Inclosed I send $1, for which send me
"Humphrey-Bennett Discussion." You say it is a splendid
book to loan to Christian neighbors. I hav always loaned
THE TRUTH SEEKEll to my Christian neighbors, but since you
hav illustrated the paper with those nice (?) pictures, I feel
ashamed to show the paper to any church-member, and I
fully agree with Mr. H. Clay Lnse that the pictures are re.
pulsiv exaggerations of the truth. We Liberals don't need
such pictures, and a church-member or Christian feels insulted if you show him the paper; even if he looks at the
pictures he will not read the paper.
Your last cut on the front page is childish, and at the same
time insulting to all church-members, and, as Luse said, out
of place in a grand Liberal paper; and judging you, Mr.
Editor, by your writing, I believe you yourself are ashamed
of such pictures. I am an Infidel, and also a Liberal, and I
know, and every Infidel should know, that we can only
change a church-member to an Infidel by using kind and
liberal arguments, and not by insulting him. If you follow
Mr. Joseph A. Shade's advice, and use two pages of your
paper every week for plain Bible expositions, and .also keep
such insulting pictures out of your paper, and not allow
every crank to publish his fanatic opinion in your paper, it
will be better for your paper and for our cause.
I notice that many of your readers are delighted with the
pictures, and after one had said they were immense, the rest
followed, and they all said immense. Yes, they are an immense absurdity, and unworthy of your pape!'.
I hav no right to dictate to you what pictures to print, or
how to conduct your paper. I bav only given you my opinion as a friend of your paper; but if you continue to print
the same kind of pictures, I don't want the paper any longer.
Don't let your fanatic friends ruin your paper.
Truly yours,
CHAS. REMHARD.
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followed it to tbe letter. I cannot see why even the most
professed Christian should object to the teachings of that
"book. I think the minds of the people can be reached by
this method better than any other way, as they set the people
to thinking as well as reading their Bibles. I am quite sure
that if the people will read their Bibles understandingly they
will all become truth seekers, as every church I hav ever
heard of professes to teach the whole truth, and ·nothing but
the truth. This is the reason why so many thousands of the
people like your valuable paper, and are turning their attention to it!! teachings. I think it one of the grandest truths of
modern times that we hav a paper wherein we can deposit
our grandest and highest thoughts of God, and the only way
to reach him is to follow all truth. I know the church
always teaches that good work availeth nothing, contrary to
the teachings of Christ. And what can any Christian say of
the church that does that? Long may THE TimTH SEEKER
liv. As long as it confines itself to all truth it will liv.
CIIARLES SAOH.
FoRT SuLLY, D. T., March 16, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Since you commenced illustrating your valuable paper, I hav often thought that it might interest you
to know what we here think about it, and that is the reason
I send yon these few lines.
Well, we are not satisfied with those illustrations. We
think the good old TRUTII SEEKER is too good a paper to be
decorated the way it is now. The quantity is too rich and
the quality too poor for anything. I will admit that good
illustrations can help a cause considerably, but as for TrrE
TimTII SEEKER's illustrations at present, I think them a failure. It is my hope that it might change soon, so if we can
not hav THE TRUTH SEEKER as it was before, let us hav less
of illustrations and something finished. ·with best wishes
for our cause, I am
Yours,
JENS l\1. C. MARIAGER.
SNowviLLE, VA., March 17, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I wish thee would issue once a year a•book
of the pictures of THE TRUTH SEEKER in a volume by themselvs. Can't you do it? Don't be alarmed because one now
and then objects to pictures. My correspondents are legion,
and all who speak of them are delighted with them and the
forcible good work they will do. They are effectiv weapons,
and I hope will be continued.
ELM INA.·
SAN JosE, CAL., March 8, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I want a few cheap pamphlets; you will find
the money, if you look sharp, in the corner of this card.
Putnam will soon ·be in California, and we must try and
arrange to hav some good lectures. Your pictures show up
old popery first-rate. Hit 'em again !-giv 'em ''Hail Columbia!" And the Protestants are about as bad.
SAMOS pARSONS.
.
SAN BERNARDINo, CAr.., March 13, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I am casting a few crumbs on the water and
hope they may return to you a subscriber or two. Wishing
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberals success, I am glad to see
sturdy blows both right and left against all for~s of igno- ·
ranee and error. Keep on swinging the battle-ax of freedom
unt·il every man, woman, and child is free from the fear of
sheol or church influence.
I vote for the pictures ; may their shadow never be less.
Sheol, with hell in the background, date March 6th, is simply
immense, and graphic. Let all the world hear what the pictures say unto the supporters of churches.
l\ir. Putnam must not pass us by. San Bernardino needs
a warming, and he is the man in the right place.
Respectfully,
N. WooLSEY.
BosToN, MAss., March 16, 1886.

MR. EDITOR: I hav been much pleased wit'1 all of your
first page illustrations, but I must say that the' me in the last
number (March 13th) is particularly fine as weL as prophetic.
The position of Beecher is good; in fact, it is immense. I
feel to congratulate you on securing the services of an artist
of the keen originality of Heston, and I feel confident that
it will prove a feature of great attractivness to the general
public. I feel anxious that you should perfect the arrangements you mentioned in a former letter to place them on
sale in our city, and the larger cities of New England, and
the news stands. I would also suggest that the cuts be
printed on a sheet for distribution as a tract. I inclose herewith a half dozen names of gentlemen whom I would like
you to send a sample copy of THE TIWTH SEEKER-if possiHENRYS. BAOON.
ble, last week's number.

PITTSBURGII, PA., J\iarch 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Last Sunday,.March 14th, we had the pleasure of listening to the genial secretary of the American
Secular Union, Mr. Samuel P. Putnam. His subject was
'' The Glory of Infidelity." This is a new lecture, and one so
good that it will bear repeating. 'fhe following is a brief
outline : "Who is the Infidel? He is one who is popularly
supposed to be unfaithful to his duty, but really the most
faithful of the faithful. He is the clement of the unexpected,.
the horror of Mrs. Grundy. Society abuses him, and finally
·builds him a monument and calls him a hero. Orthodoxy is
a brick in the house of propriety. The orthodox will not use
anything until it has the .dust of ages on it ; worships
monotony. Infidelity is just the opposit of orthodoxy, and
is glorified both in its spirit and results. Its methods ann
opinions are innocuous in themselvs, but the way we hold
them is an important matter. The spirit of Infidelity is th()
spirit of inquiry. Since orthodoxy began to be it has always
had a thorn in its side-Infidelity. It has always been 11 red
flag, and the orthodox bull has always been obliged to be
mad. Infidelity turns a frog-pond into a sparkling rivulet,
GRAND RArms, Mrorr., ]\'[arch 15, 1886.
it tests the truth and makes assumption furnish proof. It is
MR. EDITOR: I am very much delighted with your better even to draw the sword for error than let the truth
pictorials. I hav been reading the Bible, and find you hav rust in inaction. Orthodoxy must tl!ank Infidelity fo:r keep-
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ing it a live corpse; it shows its greatest activity in refusing
to be buried. ' Paradise Lost' was written to justify the
ways of God to man. Infidelity compels orthodoxy to be
bright in self-defense. Suppose Infidelity should ()ease its
endeavors, everybody would go asleep. An attack on Infidelity is a bonanza for modern pulpiteers. Ingersoll has
given more vitality to orthodoxy than a thousand ghosts.
He has put it on its good behavior. If Christianity does go
down it must thank Infidelity for a respectable demise. Infidelity has alw'ays kept the world alive. The Infidel is a
supreme necessity; the world would willingly destroy him,
but must answer him. The word of the Infidel is the living
word, because it demands proof, it sets the world on fire.
That which is cannot always be the reprcsentativ of what is
to be. You cannot revolutionize society from the top, you
must. begin at the root. The Buddhas and the Christs were
in opposition to established custom. Infidelity has been the
door of progress. An Infidel may be a beggar, but he carries the infinit treasures of the new world. Like a shell he
bears the music of the universe. The Infidel's face has always been turned toward the dawn, and he has borne the
banner of victory. Faith broods. Doubt discovers. It has
been claimed that Infidelity may be wise without being ~ood,
but Infidelity denies for the sake of morality. When an overzealous minister claimed that Emerson would go to hell,
Father 1'aylor replied : 'Don't whisper it, then, or everybody
will want to go that way.' The only virtue of the church is
'that it makes a good policeman. The minister is a kind of
guide-post, so it pays to keep him whitewashed and in good
order. Orthodox society is like a tread-mill. True morality
is something infinitly more than respectability. It is one's
moral nature that makes him an Infidel. It is not a simple
question of logic, but one of manhood. Even in the field of
art the Infidel is true to nature. Even here the Infidel is
obliged to turn reformer in fidelity to the true and the beautiful. Voltaire, Hugo, Lessing, Goethe, Shakspere, Byron,
and Shelley were noble specimens of Infidelity in literature,
and Whitman a grand protest against orthodoxy in poetry.
Nor must we stop here. Wagner was au Infidel in music,
and his triumph was commensurate with his courage. The
Infidel loses his life to-day to find it to-morrow. We must
forever make and rectify mistakes. That which changes not
is already in its grave-clothes. If our opinions were never
questioned I would hope that some inconoclast might arise
and destroy them. I am proud to declare that I am an
Infidel."
Mr. Putnam also lectured on Sunday evening at Wilson's
~all, Allegheny City; subject, " The Foundations of Morality," and at Sharpsburg on Monday evening on "A New
Heaven and New Earth;" but the present length of this communication precludes the propriety of giving them the notice
they otherwise might receive. The lecture delivered at
Sharpsburg was the first one of the kiml ever delivered in
that orthodox borough, and much credit is due Mr. D. M.
Miller, of the adjoining village of Etna, for making the necessary arrangements.
Mr. Putnam made a good impression, and left with the
kind wishes of all. Success to him in his trip across " the
Rockies."
Yours truly,
HARRY HoovER,
Secretary Pittsbu:rgh Secular Society. ·
McQuEEN, ILL., Feb. 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4, three to apply on
subscription, seventy-five cents for the new book, "The
Order of Creation," which I think will be a book of J,igh
order judging by what of it I hav read; for the balance you
may send me Remsburg's "Bible Morals." THE T.RUTH
SEEKER has come into my house to stay, if I hav been a little
tardy in making my remittance this time. It was always
good, but is certainly improving ; especially hav I enjoyed
reading McArthur's letters to" D. C.," possibly better than
'' Dogged Churchman " does, and 1 think such articles are of
much value in a paper. They represent in condensed form
the fruit of much reading and study of books, many of which
we are not able to buy and might not hav patience to read.
The church never like to hear of councils. They dislike to
learn that they only hav man's judgment for what is God's
word. But it will never do to commence to tell what the
church dislikes in history, if I did this letter would run on
ad infinitum, so I will close, wishing prosperity to THE TRUTH
SEEnm. Let its motto always be: Truth the natural language of the brain.
G. H. BRITTON.
PlWYIDENOE, R. I., March 12, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: We hav had a visit from Mr. Remsburg, and
he has left a strong impression. Many of those who heard
his lecture, "Sabbath-Breaking," pronounce it a masterpiece.
1 feel confident that his next visit to Providence will excite
great eutlnisiasm, and draw large numbers.
There has just ended a Methodist revival here, headed by
"Widow" Van Cott, who quietly walked away with $400
for four weeks.
What surprises me most is that there are not more dishonest people who are smart enough to assume the role of
leading lunatic, and fill their empty. purses. How easily
people can br> humbugged out of their sense and dollars!
With a word of admiration for the last poem in the Children's Corner, by Mrs. Buckner-Johnson, M.D., I am,
Yours,
W. P. BLYTITE.

robes, and soap-stones, and merry hearts with stirring sentiment, prevailed, however, and the whole was voted a success.
The occasion for such journeyings was as follows: Liberals in Holland, Erie county, resolved to hav a hearing right
there, and engaged that prince of iconoclasts, J. E. Remsburg, to lecture on Monday and Tuesday evenings, while
equally energetic ones about Java Village, Wyoming county,
secured a hall and the same speaker for three lectures, on
Wednesday and Thursday evenings and on Thursday afternoon. Of course, we could not afford to miss such an opportunity for hearing a prime favorit; be8ides, we were
indebted to some of these friends for social and pecuniary
aid at several of our own gatherings. And truly, the warm
welcome and hearty hospitality that greeted us, as well as
the delight of listening again to the choice rhetoric and fearless logic of the able orator, made the week one to be remembered. Neither of these towns had before ·known public
utterance of this kind, and some thought, as well as considerable feeling, must hav been awakened. It seemed to us
that if these five lectures could be followed in the course of
two months by one in each place from Charles Watts on the
advantages of Secularism, which he treats with incomparable
force, a grand beginning would hav been made toward rooting out senseless superstitions and making way for rational
views of life and religion. Like noxious weeds in the fa-rmer's fields, the old, false teachings will withstand much skilled
and persistent assault before they show signs of yielding; but
by and by go they must. Let us work while for us it is day.
The little band in Yorkshire-two or three Spiritualists,
two or three Materialists, and two or three Agnostics, wf'rking in harmony with mutual toleration-hav been trying
earnestly to raise funds for lectures by Lyman C. Howe one
Sunday in each month for a year. He will speak for us on
March 21st, when the matter will be fully decided.
With bright hopes for the future of the good seed sown, I
remain
Ouvlj: DALEY SHERMAN.
ALPINE, March 2;;), 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I am much grieved to learn that you havretired the Boy with the Badge-pin from the Liberal Club
report. I miss that buoyant spirit and the spice which the
report was always spiced with. I hope you will soon reinstate him.
I wish you would use one small corner of THE TRUTH
SEEKER to define the hard words in the paper. I found it
one of the objections to the paper that they couldn't understand the hard words in it. Much of THE TRUTH SEEKER is
written above the heads of the common people, and the common people we so need l The educated we are sure of. Try
it. The pictures are good.
F. J. DovE.
lTHAOA, N. Y., Feb. 10, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its illustrations,
comes to me weekly with a welcome. Though I hav no devotional songs of praise, like some, to entertain my Lord's
coming, if my plain virgin experience, with my vessel filled
with oil and lamp trimmed and burning, is not an indorsement for deity, it is evidence that I am none of his or hers.
Your illustration of Jonah, who had orders by individual
Freethought to go to Nineveh (pleasure), and disobeyed
in contemplation of Tarshish, .where a storm of difficulty
arose with the waters (minds) of orthodoxy concerning the
opening of the public librariea on Sunday, show that ev~ the
sacrifice of Liberal Jonah with a long list of names is no paL
liation. Christians are preparing a whale to gulp in Jonah at
one swoop by a system of control, by a stoppage of Liberal
literature on all the railroads and public highways, as -vile
as immoral and un-Christian. Illustrations are grand because they are the negativ pointing to the positiv.
ZENAS KENT.
SoLDIERS' HoME, Wis., March 10, 286.
MR. EDITOR: Thanks; THE TRUTH SKEKER comes all right
now, in Ben Parkins's name. I shall henceforth get it when
Ben gets his. I am also more than thankful for " Bible
Morals." It is peerless for missionary work here. It is so
small and handy, and yet so vast and comprehensiv in its
character. Long liv Remsburg, and also the indomitable
John R. Kelso. They comprise a vast amount of the salt of
the earth. They are saviors of the human race, and, combined with the immortal· Darwin, they are the rock upon
which this monster, Christianity, will perish, and be remembered only as the vilest curse of a barbarous age.
NELSON HuNT.
Respectfully,

DowuN, TEx., Feb. 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I profess to be a phiianthropist, a lover of
mankind. I think it likely that I am older than any correspondent you hav. Under this impression, I will venture to
ask a favor, free. Please publish the following: I, John A.
Rutherford, of Dowlin Post-office, Lamar county, Texas,
herein and hereby propose to every editor and publisher in
the United States that if she or he will send me two copies of
the paper that he or she is publishing,.in a few weeks, I
pledge myself to distribute them to the best advantage to the
author. I am well known in Lamar county. I lived in the
territory before it was organized into Lamar. I was the presiding officer in the case. I was county judge four years.
My bragging puts me in mind of the man Moses in the Birle.
bioses said, "The man Moses was very meek, above· all the
men on the face of the earth." I am well known to be honYom{snnm, N. Y., March 10, 1886.
Yours, etc.,
est and truthful.
MR. EDITOH : During the last week in February members
J. A. RuTHERFORD, born Jan. 31, 1799.
of our Freethought circle enjoyed about forty-eight miles of
CoLLEGEVILI.E, PA., March 1, 1886.
sleigh-riding. \Ve experienced the usual vicissitudes, good
MR. EDITOR: Please send me the seven chapters on "The
roads, sunshine, and fine bracing weather alternating with
pitiless nor'westers, huge drifts, au overturn, one broken Order of Creation," and B. W. Lacy's reply to Lambert's
whiffletree, and numerous prolonged stoppages, while stout "Notes on Ingersoll," in paper.
Is it not possible .to establish a Freethinkers' College, equal
hands wrought, sometimes in midnight darkness, to extricate
the sleigh from clogging masses of suow. Warm wraps, to Yale or Harvard, in the East? I feel almost sure that
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Professor Sunderland, brother of the late LaRoy Sunderland,
would giv away his college for such purposes. We hav, and
hold in it, a Scientific Club every Sunday afternoon. Mr.
I. K. Rhoades belongs to it, and he givs out a TRUTH SEEKER
every week. It is to him that I am indebted for your notice
E. S. MosER.
of Freethought literature.
CARROLL's PRAIRIE, TEx., March 20, 286.
MR. EDITOR: It has been quite a while since I wrote to
you, as there are so many interesting friends to hear from
that I would much rather read than write. But thinking
some of our friends who contemplate coming to Texas
might like t~;>hear from this part, I giv them a little of what
I hav seen. The strike is all the talk at present, all sides of
the matter being discussed at length, and the conclusion
generally arrived at here is that the strikers did not giv sufficient reasons for making this. strike; that it was only to show
their strength, etc. Be this as it may, it is very amusing to
hear the Christians express their opinions. They think the
strikers did wrong in striking, but think if they were in Jay
Gould's place they would hav done just as he has. Anyway
to make the most money. One of them was excusing Gould
for what he had stolen by the fact that Gould !Iad only
robbed the rich man who robbed the poor man, instead of
robbing the· poor· man direct, and added if he had as much
money as Gould he would hav done the same, and so would
his friends to whom he was talking; and they assented that
they would.
Now I had been talking to some of them on the evils
of Christianity just before the above conversation occurred.
Of course they had claimed that everything that was right
and moral was taught by it, and, above all, that they believed
in and followed this Christian doctrin. But it seemed to me
they "let the cat out" when they admitted they would
do certain things that Infidels declare wrong if they had the
power. They all seem to hav an indiarubber conscience.
But that isjnot what I hav seen, so will I say I've seen
prairie and woodland, rich soil and some that was not so rich,
and other things that are not of interest. But some things
that may be of interest I will speak of. For the last four
days the thermometer has stood at 80" in the shade, bnt you
do not notice that it is uncomfortably warm; you see flowers
growing in the woods and on the prairie, oats are up, the dogwood and other trees are in bloom, the grass is green, thousands of birds are in the trees, and everything says srring is
here, especially the woodtick-he has been on hand for a
month.
Of course this is all nice, and the best part is, there is a fine
chance for a poor man to liv easy. The soil will produce
anything-cotton, corn, cane, vegetables, fruits, etc.
Land is cheap-unimproved good land for $2.50 per acre;
improved land from $5 up, according to improvements.
.
We expect to get a location soon for our cooperativ society.
We will raise ribbon-cane and grapes for the market. There
is plenty of money to be made on these two products.
Now we will not take up anymore of your valuable space,
but if anyone would like information I will be glad to furnish
same.
E. E. PARK.
OGDEN, UTAH, March 13, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been intending to write you ever
since the beginning of the year, but hav been delayed by two
or three causes, one of which was the hope of getting some
additional subscribers.
I hav been trying for the last two or more years to revive
our League and Secular Union, but without effect. 'Tis too
long a story to tell you-all the difficulties that spread themselvs in the pathway. My last effort was to effect a Union
of some kind, to meet and support Mr. Putnam when he
comes. But, alas ! A snag again has caused another shipwreck, and now my last effort will be when Mr. Putnam
arrives,· when, if something is not done that will form a good
basework for the continuation 0f the good work, I shall fall
in the rear, but will assist any others to carry out the work.
Never again will I stand in the front to work, but the grand
purposes of the American Secular Union, though, while I liv
I will be ready to render any assistance to forward the work.
· I am now trying to open up an institution on my own
account, which, if any can be found interested enough to
seek, will or may find something that will giv some light on
the great work that is agitating the minds of those who are
working for humanity. The people will not take papers or
buy books by which to understand what is going on, and
what is necessary for their own good. So, as a last effort, I
will offer to them the light free, as far as I, within my limited means, can keep it burning. I hav fitted up a room
twenty-four feet square for a free reading room for evenings
and Sundays, and which will serve for small meetings, and
with my own books and the periodicals I take, and as many
more as I can add from time to time, shall be devoted to the
good of those who will be initiated into the service of reform,
as opposed to the powers that now prevail, causing the poverty and misery, etc., of the working classes by depriving
them of the opportunity to earn a comfortable support, by
their political and religious schemes for their own aggrandizement.
This, I think, will be ·my last effort, if it succeeds well. If
not, then I shall feel I hav done all, and will be contented to
pass over with a good conscience, ami without fear. I am
now in my seYenty-fifth year, healthy and activ, and may liv
some years yet, but that is as it may be.
Inclosed please find post-office order for $10-$3 to continue
TnE TuuTrr SEEKEH, and the balance to place to my credit.
I shall want some books, and will send au order soon. I
will perhaps be able to sell some to visitors to my free reading-room, and shall want them at your lowest rates. Send
your·Iatest catl'log. We are looking for :Mr. Putnam, and
will giv him the best reception we can.
JonN A. JosT.
As;ever;yours,
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Ukhildrtn~s

temptation, I dreaded to meet my father and
mother, whom I could see sitting in the house,
but as I knew I must, I finally went in.
My co-ming was, no doubt, a great relief to
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
them, althou.!,l;h I did not realize it then. Very
Rivw, Mass., to wltom all Oommunicationsfcnlittle was said to me after inquiring where I
thi8 Oornw should be sent.
had spent the day. I was told, however, to
eat my supper, and when about to go up-stairs
"Between the dark and the daylight,
to bed my father remarked that we must hav
When the night is beginning to lower,
a settlement in the morning.
•
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
I
did
not
get
up
next
morning
until
my
That is known as the Children's Hour."
father had gone again for the day, and the
m:,ttter was never mentioned between us afterLittle Lo.
ward. My mother, however, talked with me
about the affair, and, finding me repentant
Near to the Elkhorn's sparkling water,
and submissiv, reassured me somewhat by
Charming water that ripples so,
A weary mother and little daughter'saying that if I remained dutiful and obedient
And child is mother, as mother's go.
she would try to persuade my .father not to
Little La, with her soft hair shining,
punish me, and I do not remember that he
Little La, with l1er dainty ways,
ever did but once afterward (and that was the
Does dailY toil without repining,
result of a misunderstanding of his orders on
Cycle of summer and winter days;
my part and without reflection or inquiry on
Smoothing the way for feet fast chilling
his), although I lived with him until after I
With touch of death and the icywa>e,
had reached the years of manhood. In thinkCalmly, cheerfully, sweet hands willing,
May lure her back from the yawnh1g grave.
ing of the first occurrence since, I hav conLittle La, with her blue eyes pleading,
cluded that he attributed my conduct to the
Little La, with her golden hair,
treatment I had received at his hands on that
Invalid mother gently leading.
morning, and feared to arouse my resentment
And deftly placing the easy chair.
further by additional punishment. I, howHelpful feet to a helpless mother
ever, had no such thought. It was due to a
Is little La, with her wee brown hands,
combination of circumstances operating upon
As oft, mayhap, you've seen some other
Captiv following silken bands.
me in an entirely different manner from a
disposition to defy his authority. I think it
But never you saw a childish maiden,
Guiding the footsteps weak and slow,
was just as well, and that I was quite as obeNever a pair of small hands laden
dient afterward as though he had punished
With grace like this of Little La.
me further.
Hands like these are beautiful ever
The above occurrence shows, I think, how
If brown with tan or white as suow.
infinitly important it is that we should learn,
0 suffering world, you may not sever
as far as possible, the motivs which actuate
Humanity's needs from Little La.
others before censuring them, also the imporCopy them now in bronze or granit,
Mould their beauty, and let them go
tance of resisting the temptation to do wrong.
Unto the world to paint the sonnet
Nothing will destroy our respect for another
I may not sing of little La.
sooner than being wrongly accused.
Clearwater Neb,
. MARY BAIRD-FINCH.
u~wLE GEOlWE.

florntr.

A Reminiscence.
Almost fifty years ago, or when I was about
nine years old, my father sent me to the ]louse
of a neighbor about half a mile from my
home to get some grain-bags. He started me
off early, tllat I migllt return by the time himself and two or three other in his employ had
finished their breakfasts and were ready to
start for their work, which at that time happened to be two or three miles away in another direction from that in which I was sent.
When I reached the place I found a threshingmachine set up where it was to be put in
operation that day. This was something new
to me, and an object of great interest, as machinery has ever been. The importance of
my speedy return was driven from my mind
for some time by an examination and my
anxiety to see it in operation, which I had
been told by a young man who got the bags
for me it would be in a short time. My curiosity being partially satisfied by my examination, it occurred to me that I was expected at
home even before that time. Somewhat reluctantly, as the machine had not been started,
I left for home, which I soon reached, and
found that my father had sent the men to
their work some time before, while he waited
for my return.
He seemed to think that I needed a lesson
in promptness and lively stepping. He arso
thought that, in order to make it more impressiv, the lecture he gave me should be illustrated by the artistic use of the brush-which
he had cut from a neighboring apple-tree. I
need hardly say that the illustration was more
forcible and more deeply felt than the lecture
which accompanied it. Leaving me to reflect
upon the lesson, my father went to his place
of business, not to return until night.
Now, it so happened that, on this eventful
day, the militia, or the men in the vicinity
(in central New York) "between the ages of
eighteen. arrd forty-five, liable to military
duty," were to meet at the village near by for
drill-it was "training day." As I lived near
the village, and within hearing of the music
used upon the occasion, my curiosity, if not
my patriotism, was strongly aroused, and,
having little to do, I was strongly attracted in
that direction. At first 1 thought I would go
''just a little way" where I could see as well
as hear, and though not intending it when I
started, I was finally drawn to the field (nearly
a mile from home) where the drill was going
on. Once there, the sights and sounds, with
other boys, were sufficient to hold me as long
as the dtill lasted. Then, the excitement
being over, and thinking of what I had clone,
I was afraid to go home, as I well knew that
my conduct would not be approved there.
. The result was that l did not return until
dark, when, feeling tired, guilty, and altogether miserable because of having yielded to

Yet in its central rejl;uent tide
A tapering roll of hair is spied.
Now in this waterfall I mean,
No hairy '.'waterfall" is seen;
Once in t7w eye, alas, you'll find,
'Tts something that may make you blind.
Fi1·st View.
·
But turn it now and then behold
What wondrous visions thus unfold;
A feline with nine lives prevails,
A monster said to hav nine tails.
Nine constellated stars next shine
In southern skies with light benign,
Whose name, a pali-ndromic slnine,
An altar we translate, define.
The thi?·d is ji1·st, of heart bereft,
Of little value all that's left;
In fact its worth as plainly meant,
E:~p1·essed in full is just one cent.
Second Vi~ew.
The instrument again we turn,
No stars about an altar burn;
Bnt tail to tail, the fi7"8t and 8econd,
Ajeline anrl a 1·odent reckoned;
What need to tell what must ensue,
The tllinl expresses what they do.
1'lti7'd Vieto.
Again, reve-rsely seen, behold
A 1nei_qht that's usedjiYI" weighing gold;
Altho' this weight is but jo,ur grains
That southern altar it contains.
Its first is known as "Charles's wain,"
That 7'odent, second, draws the train;
And thus the t7"'lte chamde* we find,
A can·t-load, cart anrl team combined;
But now the whole j01t7' g1·ains delete
That feline stands again complete. ·
Inoin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
*Vide Webster.

2.-REBUB.

Games for tlw Children.
MY LADY'S TorLET.-Every person represent.s some article of the toilet-comb, brush,
soap, brooch, jewel-case-and the lady's maid
stands in the middle of the circle and says,
for instance, ''My lady wants her brush!"
The person representing the brush must immediately jump up or pay a forfeit for negligence. Once in a while the maid announces,
"~'[y lady wants her whole toilet," when all
the players must rise and change places. At
this time the lady's maid herself endeavors to
get a chair, and the person left without a
chair must ·become the lady's maid.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-A COMPLEX KALE!DOSCOI'IO CHARADE.
Subject.
Turn the kaleidoscope and, lo,
Wlu1t various changing fignrcs show!
They tlash lilw lightning into place,
Or twinkle into newer grace.
A few smal) bits of colored glass,
Eac~ piece a jal?ged, shapeless mass,
Yet m this mag1c instrument
All glories in one glory blent.
And sue!• kaleidoscope I own,
But I, instead of glass alone,
Put in whatever thing I choose,
And then enjoy the changing views.
Now let us take a waterj£!ll,
Tho' not of hair, as ladies call ;

GENEvA, NEB., March 7, 1886.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: ~'[y papa has been taking TnE TtmTrr SEEKER for a good many
years. I like to read the Children's Corner,
and think it is nice. Papa got me " The
Story Hour," and I read stories to my
mamma, and she like.s them very much. I
like to go to school, b11t our school will be out
next week. I will be sorry, but it will commence next April. I am eight years old, and
I hav two sisters and one brother. Three of
us go to school. If yon like this letter, I will
write again some time.
Your little friend,
IRENA J. WmTZEL.
LEONARD, IowA, ~farch 10, 1886.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would
write you a letter seeing all the boys and girls
are writing to you. I go to school. ·We lmv
three weeks more of school. I hav a mile and
a half to go to school. I study reading,
arithmetic, spelling and geography. I am
only twelve years old, ancl this is my first attempt in writing a letter for any paper. My
father takes TnE TRUTH SEEKER. I will hav
to close for this time. Yours truly,
E. s. LEONARD.
RoswELL, N. l.IL, March 3, 1886.
DEAR Mrss ·wrxoN: I see many letters from
little folks in the Corner, but none from this
country, so I thought I would try and write
one. I am a little girl just eight years old.
I go to school and study reading, writing,
arithmetic, and spelling. I am going to study
geography and history next winter. I hav a
gentleman teacher, and lik<t him very much.
I hav a grandpa and grandma in this country.
Grandpa takes THE TnUTH SEEKER, has ~een
takino- it for a good many years ; he thmks
there ls no paper as good as it, and 'would not
do without it for anything. Dear Miss Wixon,
I am afraid I am making my letter too long,
so I will bring it to a close. As it is my first ·
I am afraid it is not good enough to print,
but I hope so. If it is, I will write again, and
write about my little pets and my playmates.
Well, good-bye. From your loving little
friend.
MAGGIE OVARD.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.

The Story Hour. For Children and

hnTATION.-To play this game the players
sit in a circle; one of them takes a cane in
his right hand, and sa4s: " They can do little
Ten words, the four last syllables of each
who cannot do this, this, this," pounding the in the center.
floor with the cane three times, as he says the
3-I!EBUS.
last three words. He then passes the cane
from his right to his· left hand, and givs it to
the next person, who is told to say and do exactly what his predecessor did. He may
think the catch is in repeating tlle words or
in pounding the floor a certain number of
times, while it is in passing the· cane to the
left hand, and with the left handing it along.
A forfeit must be paid for every mistake.
ORCIIESTRA.-Select a conductor, who is to
arrange the players in a semi-circle, eaeh
being assigned to play some imaginary instrument, and instructed how to play it. The
conductor first calls on his orchestra to tune,
and then, naming some lively air, begins to
hum it, at the same time waving a baton,
when all the players must join in, imitating
by voice and gesture their instruments, such
as violin, harp, cornet,- tenor horn, trombone,
flute, piccolo, clarinet, double bass,· drum,
cymbals, etc. S_olos may be called for, and
the person representing the instrument
named ·must respond or pay a forfeit, as must
all who fail to play when called on, or who
break clown by laughing. There are few
games which afford more fun than this, if
played in good spirits and in a lively manner.

years, and enjoyed the letters and stories of
the Children's Oorner. This last year I hav
been going to school to Mr. Vasey in the
highest room in the public school of this village. For the past week I llav been at home,
as I hav had a bad cold, and we are moving
to a farm which papa bought a year ago last
summer. I hav never lived on a farm, and I
am afraid it will be lonesome, though I hope
not. Miss Wixon, I should like very much, if
I see the next TRUTH SEEKER, t.o see this letter
in print, if you think it will do.
Yotn·Iittle friend,
GRACE STEVENS.
P.S.-Answer to Puzzle No.2: DickensHowitt-Burns!
G. S.

Youth. BY Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. ;fhe Only Illustrated Freethinl<ers'
Children's Stor:y-Book everiHsued. 66full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large i;_ype, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

A.pvles of Gold.

A Story-Book for

t'he Yonnll" :Follis. f\Y Miss Susa,n H. Wixon.
Second editwn. Pnce, $1.25. Th1s very excellent work for young maHters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author wl--.ich adds very
much to the value of the volur. 9.

Blakeman's 200 Poetic. al Riddles.
Price, 20 con ts.

The Youth's LibN·al Guide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M, Price; $1.00 •. 'l'his
volume aims at the ectucatwn of youth m the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure rcaROil and
common sense. Address 'l'HE 'l'HUTH
SEEKER.

MARRIAGE.
To what city in Massachusetts are these
boys going with their boats?

Correspondence.
, LAKE MAITLAND, FLA., March 7, 1886.
DEAH Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would
write you a few lines from the tlunny South.
Papa takes 'l'nE Tnu'l'II SEEKER. I read the
Children's Corner, and am delighted with it.
I am eleven years old. I bav a sister nine
years old and a little brother one month old.
I go to school-am in the Fifth Reader. I
study grammar, spelling, arithmetic, geography, dictation, exercises, anrl writing. Papa
has a large orange grove; he. los~ about one
thousand boxes of oranges tlus wmter by the
frost. We are east of Lake Maitland two
miles, and one mile from Lake Howell, a
beautiful sheet of water, two miles long and
one mile and a half wide. There are five
boats on the lake, and we catch lots of fish.
We came from Illinois thirty months ago.
We like Florida better than any place we ever
lived in. Some winters I go barefoot all
winter. I hope this letter gets in TnE Tnunr
SEEKER. Please excuse mistakes and bad
-writing.
From your friend,
J. GAIL DENNING.
IVEST MoHENHY, March 14, 1886.
Mrss SusAN WrxoN: I hav often read TrrE
TIWTH SEEKER at grandpa's for the last few

Wanted, a goocl young lady, nativly from a goocl
family; age between fifteen and twenty-five years;
must be a graduate from some good school; who
1·eads 'filE TnuTH SEEKER. A merchant's daughter from the state of New York, especially in the
city or near the city of New York>....would be preferable. Address
A. D. VJ!;GA.
P.O. box No. 18.
Donaldsonville, La.
1t14

Ingersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent pro He poems of 1\fr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The 'fributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. Tho titles arc:

The Vision of War,
Tribute to l1is Brotl1er,
The Grant Banquet 'foast,
A1ldress at Harry Miller-'s Grave.
The price of"thcse heretofore has been $1. We
offer them now >tt FIFTEEN CENTS EACH ;
THE FOUH FOR FIFTY CENTS. IYiailed secure
from ln·calmgc. AdilrcHs THE THUTH SEEKEH,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

l'RE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
Prioe, 215

otlnta~
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Agents for the Truth Seeker.

S. P. Putnam's Works.

Price, Twenty-Five Vents.

OA.LIFORNIA •

. Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.

'l'he Problem of the Universe, and

THE

OA.NADA.

.TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology, Price, 20 cts.
WaifK and Wanderings, a New Ameri~
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 eta,
"A prose epic of the war, rich with mcident
ancl dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-Joll.n

-AND-

G'olden 'l'hrone, a Romance. " 'I'he

FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

c::--C ~ ~-. ~-._::::)
(E. M. 286.)

Prometheus: A poem. "It is crammed

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Welland, Ont.
T. C. Cappison, Hamilton, Ont.
IDAUO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA..

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MA.INE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield -(Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
•
MASSAOIIUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.

Swinton's Paper.

WITH THIRTY PORTRAITS OF DISTINGUISHED EUROPEAN FREETHINKERS, SCIENTISTS, AND PHILOSOPHERS, AND
NUMEROUS OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS.

MIOIIIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.

--+-

MISSOURI. ·

Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Cltas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
Van Epps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.

Wm. Chance, Astoria.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
l'ENNSYLVANIA.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North 10th st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
H. Clay Luse, Waynesburg.
·
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butler street, Pittsburgh.

The Iron Virgin,
Religious Divisions of the World,
Paine Memorial Hall. (Illustrated),
The Story of r885,
Immigration to the U.S. r82o-r884,
Freethought in Australia,
Freethought on the Continr:nt,
Subjects of Illustration,
Freeth ought Journals,
Religious Denominations,
Area and Value of Farms,
Population of Large Cities,
Liberal Lecturers, -

.

Lick Observatory,
Girard College, Philadelphia,
Freethought Hall, Waco,
Texas (Iuterior view),
Freethought Hall, Waco
Texas (Exterior View),
The Tent,
Iron Vir~in,
Paine Hall,
Moncure D. Conway,

F. T. Colwick, Norse.
UTAII.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
.VIRGINIA..

Mrs. Elrnina D. Blenker, Snowville.

87

in cloth ancllettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethought ancl its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought lYlart.yrs ancl Confessors. Section IV.
l!'reethought in Contlict clnring the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, ancl Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought 'l'riumph in the Nineteenth Century.
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Saladin,
Annie Besant,
Mary Wollstouecraft,
G. W. Foote,
Austin Holyoake,
]. S. Mill,
George Eliot,
Geo. Staudring,
Ernst Haeckel,
Auguste Comte,
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Shelley,
David Hume,
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FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH.

.······················································
.
SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.

33 CLINTON PLACE.

FLORIDA.
WANTED.-A man and woman, together or separately, to join the nnclersigned-one in a fruit
nursery, the other in an egg and poultry business;
both branches being already established.
A small capital (200 to 500 dollars) desirable.
Adclress
MARY A. VOHE,
4t13
Palatka, Fla.

Sa~~ath- Breaking.
By JOaN E. REMSBURG,
Author of

'rHE ONLY 'rOl\CII OF PRQGRESS.

"False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

"Bible
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UNIVERSAL 1\IENTAL LIBERTY.

PHOOF 'I'HAT

Family Vreeds. By William McDon-

"\VILLI.t.M SHAK!!iP.ERE
Could Not Write,
THE SONNETS
written by

FRANCIS

BACON
Patefactus Poeta Occultatus

on the Sunclay Question from a rational point of
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Price,

25 cents.
$1.00.

SINGLE CoPIES,
Six CoPIEs,

Address THE THUTH SEEKEH,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

THE
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SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM.

The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Free thought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, printocl in colors, with an engraved
heacling, containing the Nine Demancls of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splenclicl ornament for
the lecture-rooms. of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, secm·ely
wl"a!'>pecl, on receipt of price.
Adclross
THE THUTH SEEKEH,
33 Clinton Pl., New York City.

A NEW P.AMPHLET.-JUST OUT.

ADAMI AND HEVA.
BY S. P. PUTMAM.
A poetic version of the Inclian Story of the Garden of Eden, in which its superiority to the mutilated copy-the Genesis legencl~is shown.
PHICE, 10 CENTS.
Adclress THE THUTH SEEKEH,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

2~

Cents.

Aclclress THE THUTH SEEKEH CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

view.

THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY j

TO DO GOOD 1\IY RELIGION.

1589-1600.

By WM, HENRY BURR.

Large and Handsome Print.
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to the
EARL OF ESSEX AND HIS BHIDE, A.D., 1590.
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THE TilliE TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HERE.

Secularism; its Principles and its

Bacon&Shaks~ere
"IGNOTO"

The best ancl most thorough work ever written

········•••o•ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo,oooooooooooo

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Charles Bracllaugh. Contents: The Origin of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; l\1iracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

:················································"'';
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS 1\IY CATHEDRAL.

tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts .

Christ,an Evidences Criticised

Watts are pnblishecl at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Heliable 1 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethonght and
Moclern Progress; Christianity, its Nature ana
Intluence on Civilization i... Philosophy of Seculm·ism; Science ancl .tlible Antagonistic·
Christian Scheme of Heclemption. For all of
the above works aclclress THE TRUTH SEEKEH, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,

:····················································:
ll.EASON IS THE LAMP OF THE MIND 1

Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demancls,
(Declicatecl to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Duties. Price, 75 cts.

NEW YORK:

Mottoes for·Freethinkt~rs.

THE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL
TH~ WORLD.

'fhe American Secular Union; its

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

:····················································:

The History of Freethought. Bound

Setularism; Destructiv and ConstrucGoethe,
Rohert Burns,
Richard Carlile,
Herbert Spencer,
Caste1ar,
Brad laugh,
Chas. A. ·watts,
]. A. Froude,
John Tyndall.

Edward Gibbon,
Max Muller,
Thos. Huxley,
Voltaire,
Chas. Darwin,
Rousseau,
Humboldt,

ENGLAND.

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome" placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borclers, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

Charles Watts's Works.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

TEXAS.

Gottlieb, His · Life. A Romance of

77
82
83
84

TENNESSEE.

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.

with life, thought, ancl profonncl emotion,
pourecl forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.
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in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Inficlel ancl the Galilean Heformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts ..
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au thor certainly has genius. The divine oreativ spark is within him. The book is fill eel with
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"strong crying and tears." Still I got no relief. But, as weeks went by, my melancholy.
gradually wore away. I came at last to hope
once more, but never with the joy of such
The End of the Gods.
complete assurance a.s others told ·about. I
Thou hast conquered, 0 pale Galilean ; the world think my tardy peace was a hair despair of
has grown gray from·thy breath;
doing anything more. And I came to feel
We ha v drunken of things Lethean, and fed on the
that if God did not save me I could not help
fnlness of death.
La nrel is green for a season, and love is sweet for a it.

l!otlfl!.

dQ;

•

But love grows bitter with treason, and laurel outlive not May.
Sleep, shall we sleep after all? for the world is not
sweet m the end ;
.For the old faiths loosen and fall, the new years
ruin and rend ..
Fate is a sea without shore, and the soul is a rock
that abides ;
.
But her ears are vexed with the roar and her face
with the foam of the tides.
0 lips that the live blo·od faints in, the leavings of
racks and rods !
0 ghastly glories of saints, dead limbs of gibbeted
gods!
Though all men abase them before yon in spirit,
and all knees bend,
I kneel not, neither adore yon, but standing, look
to the end.
Will ye bridle the deep sea with reins, will ye chasten the high sea with rods?
Will ye take her to chain her with chains, who is
older than all ye gods ?
All ye as a wind shall go by, as a fire shall ye pass
and be past;
Ye are gods, and behold, ye shall die, and the
waves be upon yon ~J,t last.
In the darkness of time, in the deeps of the years,
in the changes of things,
Ye shall sleep as a slain nian sleeps, and the world
shall forget yon for kings.
Though the feet of thine high priests tread where
thy lordH and our forefathers trod,
Though these that were gods are dead, and thou
being dead art a god,
Though before thee the throned Cytherean be
fallen, and hidden her head,
Yet thy kingdom shall pass, Galilean, thy dead
shall go down to thee dead.
Of the maiden thy mother men sing as a goddess
with gr~tce clad aroUnd ;
Thou art throned where another was king; where
another was queen she is m·owned.
Yea, once we had sight of another: but now she is
queen, say these.
Not as thine, not as thine, was our mother-a blossom of flowering seas,
Olothed round with the world's desire as with raiment, and fair as the foam,
And fleeter than kindled fire, and a goddess, and
mother of Rome.
For thine came pale ·and a maiden, and sister to
sorrow ; but ours,
Her deep hair heavily laden with odor and color of
flowers,
White rose of the rose-white water, a silver splendor, a flame,
Bent down unto us that besought her, and earth
grew sweet with her name.
For thine came weeping, a slave among slaves,
and rejected; but she
Came flushed from the full-flushed ·wave, and imperial, her foot on the sea.
And the wonderful waters knew her, the winds
and the viewless ways,
And the roses grew rosier, and bluer the sea-blue
streams of the bays.
Ye are fallen, our lords, by what token? We wist
that ye should not fall.
Ye were all so fair that are broken ; and one more
fair than ye all.
But I turn to her still, having seen she shall surely
abide in the end;
Goddess, and maiden, and queen, be near me now
and befriend.
0 daughter of earth, of my mother, her crown and
blossom of birth,
I am also, I also thy brother; I go as I came unto
earth.
·
Thou art more than the gods who number the days
of our temporal breath;
For these giv labor and slumber, but thou, ProserPina, death.
Therefore now at thy feet I abide for a season in
silence. I know
I shall die as my fathers died, and sleep as they
sleep ; even so.
For the glass of the years is brittle wherein we
· gaze for a span ;
A little soul for a little bears up this COrPSe which
is man.
So long I endure, no longer; and laugh not again,
neither weep.
For there is no god found stronger than death;
and death is a sleep.
:....swtnourne, in Hymn to Proserpine.

How a New Convert Felt.
I had heard it preached all my life that only
a few feet really enter the "narrow way," and
that it was very easy to be deceived as to the
genuinness of one's experience. A great fear
took possession of me. I doubted the reality
of my supposed change of heart. Then for
weeks I went through "deep waters of afiliction " such as I hope few children ever know.
Being only thirteen years old, I was indeed a
child for the bearing of such aburden of sorrow. JHy only peace was in a few hours of
troubled sleep. Parents, brothers, friends,
ministers, tried in vain to comfort me. I
spent my time in praying, in reading the Bible, and in all ways seeking for one ray of
light. Night after night I cried myself asleep,
and awoke in the darkness only to get up and
kneel by my bedside over and over again in
prayers which,· like the Psalmist's, were

*

*

*

*

*

After awhile I found i was being regarded
as unsound on many vital points. Complaints
began to be made, not so much on account of
what I preached as because there were certain things I did not preach. I had become
an earnest student of science ; and whispers
began to reach me that I was coming to be
looked on with suspicion, from the fact of
having so large a number of scientific books
in my library. About this time I was ap_.
pointed to read an essay before our association
of churches and ministers on the f!Ubject of
Darwinism. And as Balaam, when called
by the Moabitish king to curse the children of
Israel, disappointed his employer by pronouncing a blessing instead, so I disappointed
and scandalized the church authorities by declaring my conviction that this new, ridiculed,
and hated doctrin was the very truth of God.
I had not indeed as yet outgrown the reconciliation folly, so I tried hard to think that
that Genesis and the "Origin of Species"
might lie side by side and in peace together
on a minister's study table. But I was not long
in seeing that the fall and the ascent of man
could hardly both be true. I tried indeed to
believe that a miraculous ChJ:ist and a supernatural redemption might still be retained,
though I had surrendered all faith in the supposed fact which constituted the. only reason
for their existence. But I soon became convinced that when evolution came in at the
door the whole orthodox " plan of salvation"
must go out at the window. I learned the
fundamental and uniTersal. truth that every
theological system springs out of and takes
shape in accord with some cosmology or
scheme of things. If, therefore, the .new
revelations of science were true, I felt sure
that evangelical Christianity could not be
true. For science was telling us of a new
universe, in which the fundamental conceptions of the nature of God, the nature of man,
and their mutual relations were being radically reconstructed. If, instead of a. perfect
creation followed by a catastrophe, which
called for a scheme of redemption by way of
recovery, there bad been a gradual and
orderly evolution from the first under the
guidance of an all-wise power, then there was
neither necessity nor place for any of the
cardinal points of the old faith.-M. J.
SG/I!age in The Forum.

Book Notices.
SociAL WEALTH: The Sole Factors and Exact
Ratios in its Acquirement and Apportionment. By J. K. Ingalls. New York: The
Truth Seeker Co., 33 Clinton Pl. Price $1.
The author of this work tells his readers
that he can remember when the first railroad
was built in this country. We happen to
know that he was one of that famous "Old
Guard," who, back in the Forties, sturdily
contended for free land for all. He has, then,
had rare opportunities for observing the development of our social conditions, enlightened, as he was, so many years ago as to first
principles with respect to creating and distributing social wealth.
In form the volume is a series of essays
written with the purpose of " directing inquiry to questions intimately related to all
human life and employment.". That is, the
argument of the author is directed ·toward
points of investigation which often escape the
economist, but which, when settled, serve to
clear away the rest. In the performance of
his task, he makes a brief review of economic
schools, their origin and growth; traces the
rise and growth of capitalism, and analyzes
those sources of unearned increase-profit,
interest, and rent. Chapters follow on the
conservation of wealth, tools, and improved
machinery, the nature of wages, land ownership, etc., with an exposition of the law of
contracts, and of the relations of money and
credit to production and exchange. The
closing chapters of the book relate to proposed remedies, reforms, and suggestions to
legislators.
In summing up his conclusions, the author
says: " Labor divorced from or disinherited
of the lar.d is only an abstraction without
productiv power;" and "Land without the
application of labor is unproductiv of economic values." "The whole device of income
without work is fraudulent, and without the
least justification in ethics or economics."

Therein is· seen the drift of the book. Here
and there in its pages are striking passages;
and here are some of. the pithy sentences:
"Forced competitorship is only fully realized
at the very bottom of the industrial scale."
" From conquests with bludgeons, swords,
and spears, as in the earlier ages, civilism has
inaugurated a war of cunning and fraud,
whose weapons are technical terms, shrewd
devices,. class legislation, and forms of law
recognizing no rights as supreme ·but those
of property and the law of the market."
"The false merchant works for profits, and is
J?.Ot a cooperator in the social industry, but a
despoiler and tribute-gatherer." "The quickwitted child early becomes a very ' prince of
economists.' To get something for nothing
becomes a habit and a cultus, which, as a
man grows in years, he tries to reduce to an
art. If by shrewd device or subtle pretense
he can wholly escape work, and saddle the
expense of life upon others, he learns that,
under the teachings of our 'exact economy'
and 'reformed theology,' he will be entitled
to social distinction and respect, and to hav
his" position defended by learned professor
and titled dignitary, both secular and religious."
Mr. Ingalls's book will stimulate thought.John Swinton's. Paper.
THE ORDER OF CREATION, the Conflict between
Genesis and Geology. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents. New York: The Truth
Seeker Company.
Under this title those essays hay been republished which hav appeared in the Nine.
teenth ()entu"i/ in the discussion between Mr.
Gladstone and those distinguished author.
ities who deny that Genesis contains a divine
rev-elation and that the assertion made therein
can be reconciled to the accepted facts of
science. The first essay, "Dawn of Creation
and of Worship," by W. E. Gladstone, was
called forth . by the "Proiegom€mes de l'Historie des Religiones," of Dr. Reville in which
Mr. Gladstone is made the representativ of
those who find warrant for a belief in a primitiv revelation in the scriptures. Mr. Gladstone, with his truly wonderful command of
English, attempts to show the connection between the Hebrew traditions of Genesis and
the Olympian mythology of Homer, and to
prove that there is a divine revelation contained in Genesis I. The second essay, "The
Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters
of Nature," is by Professor Huxley, who
deals with the proof which Mr. Gladstone
draws from science in support of his theory
in such a manner that Mr. Gladstone is obliged
in his second article to modify many of his
statements, and change some of the argument
which he sets forth in his first. In the third
article, "Postscript to Solar Myths," Prof.
Max Muller deals rather severely with the
mythological and etymological arguments of
Mr. Gladstone .. Mr. Gladstone in a second
essay, entitled, "Proem to Genesis; a Plea
for a Fair Trial," defi,nes more exactly his position in the discussion, and defends it with
great plausibility. Dr. Reville in the fifth
article, "Dawn of Creation," states with great
clearness and defends with much force his
views on the book of Genesis, and his opinions
about the mythology of Homer. Professor
Huxley follows with a very able article, entitled, "Mr. Gladstone and Genesis," in which
he attempts to dispose of Mr. Gladstone's
modified, as effectually as of his original arguments, at least th@sewhich he based on scientific discoveries. The last article, "A Protest
and a Plea," by E. Lynn Linton, is a very
skilful defense of the position which the
Agnostic occupies, and a powerful plea for
the belief which she herself holds. However
we may condemn many of the publications of
the Truth Seeker Co., we must thank them
for the convienent form in which they hav
given us these essays, as they present in very
accessible form arguments with which every
one should be familiar.-The Princetbnian
(Presbyterian College Paper).

"I just sat there without a thing on-"
"Oh, Alice!" said the mother, almost cry.
ing.
" I say I just sat there," continued the girl,
not noticing the interruption; " I just sat
there without a thing on except my verr.lightest summer cloth.ing, and read .my Bible all
the afternoon. Will you hav some more soup,
doctor ?"-Elmi1·a Gazette.
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By Prof. D. M. Cottinger, A..M.
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000
years B.o. on up to 1883, all in a nntshell.-El-

mina Slenker.

As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy an important place; in the family it would be no
less important, as conveying information that all
should be acquainted with ....:.susan Wixon.·
Mr. Cottinger's intentions in J'vriting this book
are excellent, and his standpt)nt adinirable. It
may be commended as fnlfillin''·: its purpose of a
concise and interesting histohcal text-book.Milwaukee Sentinel.
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She Shocked the Divine.
A prominent divine was the invited guest
of Mr. B. and family. Miss Alice, the charming daughter of the host, was gracing the festivity, and said impulsivly :
"Oh, mother, I've been roasting up in my
room all afternoon. It's hotter than-"
" Alice !" said the fa tber, sternly.
"I say it's hotter than-"
"Alice I" said the mother, excitedly, and
the divine looked at her in alarm.
"l say it's hotter than I ever saw it before;"
continued the young lady coolly, "and I just
sat there without a thing on-"
"0h, Alice!" said her father, in alarm.
This tinie the divine was thoroughly frightened.
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Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.
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Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. · To meet the deman
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the.publisher has ha
iill his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthc
doxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in hal
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price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
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J. E. Remsburg's Works.
·False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburl!' are:
The Church and Morality; Climinal Statistics,
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Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
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Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
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Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
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Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

In connection with another firm we have just published Helen H. Gardener's first volume.
Helen H. Gardener was first introduced to the public by Col. Ingersoll, since when she_ has
won a place in the hearts of all Freethinkers by her ability, and by the bnlliancy of her lectures. The contents of the volume are:
MEN, WOMEN, AND GODS:. Introductory;
mies; Geographical Religion; Revelation; EviAccident Insurance; Chiefly Women; Why
dence of Faith; Did He talk? What You
W om_en Support It; What It Teaches; From
May Think; Intellectual Gag-Law; The ViMoses to Paul; The Fruit of the Tree of Knowlcarious Theory the Cause of Crime ; Revision;
edge; Knowledge Not a Crime; As Much InThe Church's Money-Box; Shall Progress Stop?
spired as Any of It.
HISTORICAL .FACTS AND THEOLOGICAL
VICARIOUS ATONEMENT: Feai; Beginning
FICTIONS: Church Fictions; Historical Facts
to Think; Creeds; Self-Control What We Need;
-(Civlliwtion, Comparativ Status, Women as
Vicarious Atonement Not a Christian InvenPersons,. Education, As Wives, Not Woman's
tion; Twin Monsters from Intellectual PigFriend, Morals).

-T-•~ ?tv--~~ tlirer-Yil&rB,Causing
1 ~· ~.o: JJY
night emissions b;y

•--a----.:-o--o--• dreams, loss. of sex:ual
p ower, rendermg
marriage improper and unhappy,-etc., are cured
permanently b:y_an outside aJl:plication in sixty
days. NO STOMACH MEDICIN lJSED .. It ~s one
of Dr Fellows' valuable discovenes, which IS entirely unknown to the mQdical profession. It is
not a catch-penny get u_p, such as a pad1 belt, pa~
tille nor magnetic appliance, but srmply a medicin to be applied externally on the parts ajfected,
which cures by absorption. Send five 2-cent stamps
for his "Private Counselor,'' giving_ full information. Address Dr. R. P. Jfellows 1 ,Vmeland, N.J.,
and say where you saw this advertlsment.

N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage is solicited.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
.

Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, :iO Cents.

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
BoLDoctO!z and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
BY Dr. E . .H. Foote. Fiv~ volumes, at$1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes m one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Re- ·
The Sole Factors and
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
Exact Ratios In Its Acqnirt·ment and Apportionment.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz._: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,"representmgthe germ
By J. K. INGALLS
theory, advocating personal and _public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam111 considering the blue-glass cure-of vaJue
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a l:>rief re- ership; Private Property in Land; Capital and to
swK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
view of their Origin and Growth; Rise and the Productiv Factors; Partnership and- Co-opHEBEDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase: eration; Law of Contractg; !Janey an~ Credit; of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 pages1 cloth
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth; Of Value or Economic Ratws; Taxation as a bound, $2; "Heredity," by Loring_Mooay, 159
l'_ages, cloth\ 75cents; "The Law of Heredity," by
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggest10ns .F
H Marsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Own- to Legislators; Conclusion..
Human Temperaments/" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before R~fen
eration 11 by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.t)O cents; Re- PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00.
ports of Conventions and Parlor LVleetings dming
1882," 10 cents; "'fhird Annual Conventwn of the
fustitute of Heredity, Mav 29, 1883...t" 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
Address THE TRuTH SEEKER.

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts,

SOCIAL "W"EALTH:

-----

RATIONAL GOMMUNISM,

The Bible AnalyzeG.

THE PRESENT
ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the stars
·of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leadAND
ing traits of his character an'd genius, and vinBY
dicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense," THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA.
.Tolm R. Itclso, A.M.
"American Clisis " "Rights of Man " and "Age
of Reason " are gfven ; 8J.so, tribut~s to Paine's
BY A CAPITALIST.
character from more than one hundred noted
CONTENTS:
persons of Europe and Amelica many of them
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
A Book Advocating Associate 'me as ~ Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and. Crime. It de!-"ls wtth
written expressly for this work. Second ediCreation.-The
Deluge.-The
Mirathe present conditions of society in this country, pointing out their im~e;fectwns, and showmg how cles cf the Bible.-The ErrorsExodus.-';I'he
tion~ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
of the Bible.-The
neatly bound, and containing a handsome it is almost impossible that the people should be other t!tan poor and VICIOUS und~r _our _present sys- Prophecies.-The Devil or S!)tan of the Bible.-The
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents; tem. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communal hfe, and he has dra":n a vlVld p!C~ure of the Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
cloth, 75 cents.
Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be organtzed on the prmmples of the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
The ApoRtle of Liberty. An addr~ss future
Savior.
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and interestingly written.
Crownoctavo,833pp. Splen did! yexecu t i d . S en t
delivered in Paine HallJ before the N. E. Free•
CONTENTS: The titles of some of- the chapters are: Present Externa~ Appearance of Our Re- by mail, post paid. Price, $3.00.
thinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Plice,
public· Government and Laws· Finance· Public Improvements; Production and Distribution;
10 cents.
For all the above works address
Educa~ion; Morality and Religio~; Marriage and Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life in the
THE TR{)'TH SEEKER CO.,
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Metho~s Proposed for the
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Transttion from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger.
OR,
Price, $1.50.
.
.
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clmton Place, New York Ctty.
The Origin of the f'hristian Religion
Working the Year of Science ,
and the Significance of its
And the Co=on Computations,

The Secret of the East ;

_The Perpetual Calendar.
An Almana~ Foreve:r-.
Showing the day of the week for any day of the
month for all time past and present and to come,
and other useful information. Price, 40 cents;
three for $1.
AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER1
Canvassers address L. Martin, BrunsWJ,ck, Ga.

RUPTURES CUR EDb,

m}'Medico.l Compound and lmproTed
Elastic Snp}!orter Truss in from 30 lo
99 dall•· Reliable referenr.es gjven. Beod
atamp for circular, and •nu1n tohat papw
J/OU '""' mv advertuement. Address O&pt.

w. A. CO!lmia,BIIIitllville,Jelrei'IOII Co. ~n.

Bible

Inquirer~

A ~~Y to -~ible L•-

vestigation. ReVIsed Edit10p.. This paiY-I?hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible propositwng,
with numerous references and mtatwns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same numl)er
of other propositions in the same book. Pnce
25 cents.

Rise and Decline.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price. $1.00.

For sale at this office.

''-··\

Bill-F.A.Lo, N.Y., had a $400,000 fire on the
26th'wt."
·
·
:SE(JRETARY MANNING, of the U.S. treasury,
i~ dangerously ill from over-application to his
'officiaLduties.
,

EsTiM~TEB last week made .the total num.
ber of strikers or idle in the countl'y 52,538.
Two: weeks ago there were ~2,129.
B.A,RNl!M's circus is· in town. Ban·ing the.
•entertainment given by the Rev. Mr. Talmage; it- is said to be the greatest show on
earth.__
'·
.]: :··;·i.

. A Lp)lll)oN justice has decided. that a d,ivorce
·obtained· in America from the bonds of a
mil.iTiate; performed in England is Invalid. in
Eiiglari_g.:
·

.. A w..clRAN'r was issued

at Jamaica, N.Y.,
last Sat~day for the ·arrest of the Rev. Joseph
· Francis;-' charged with practicing medicin
.withOut'S.
. .- ., "
' license •

. · ;·~'Airi':EiwAN JAEHNE,

indicted and jailed for
alleged bribe-taking; has been admitted to
bail. He has resigned the vice-presidency of
· the Board of Aldermen.
PRUDENCE CANDALL, who was in her young
days persecuted by the church and state of
Connecticut for her philanthropy to slaves,
·has at last been granted an annuity of $400 .
. THE Rev. Mr. Bristor, of Spring Valley,
;N •. y., under indictment for rape, ·has commenced. suit against the trustees of the Methodist ch)ll'ch of that place for evicting him
from the parsonage.
·

-----~

9Jtms oJ Ufhonghl.
THE persecution of the Quakers by the Protestants forms one of the saddest cha.pterB ill the vol-·
ume of ecclesiastical crime. That a quiet, peaceable, honest, inoffensiv sect, no matter how
strong their delusion, should be subjected to the infernal rule of bigoted Christians is a reproach
upon the manhood of the world, and the perpetrators of the outrage cannot be denounced in too
strong terms.-D. M. Bennett.
ANoTHER virtue, the example of which has passed
strongly into me, w~s my father's settled, placidindifference to the clamors or the murmurs of public opinion. For the judgment of those that had
no right or power to judge him he seemed simply
to care nothing at all•. He very rarely spoke of
despising such things. He contented himself with
altogether disregarding them. Hollow babble it
was for him. There was something truly great in
this. The very perfection of it hid from you the
extent of the attainment.-Cal'lV!e'S Reminiscences.
Fadlis desc~s aveni, etc. <Yirgil). Enter ye in
at the strait gate, for wide. is the gate and broad
is the way that leadeth to destruction, and many
there be which go in thereat : Because strait is
the gate and narrow is the way which leadeth
unto life, and. few there be that find it.-Matt. vii,
13, 14.

THE journlJY down to the abyss
Is prosperous and light;
The palace-gates of gloomy Dis
Stand open day and night
But upward to retrace the way,
And pass into the light of day,
Then comes the stress of labor-this
May task a hero's mil:ht.
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TRoY Parishioner: And so you don't like this
place? Rector : No,. I can't say I do, exactly. I
don't find the right field here for me. PariShioner :
Right-field 1 We'll be very sorry to lose- you; but if
you must go, they're looking for a right fielder at
Albany.
SAM JoNES says: "The best man in Chicago is
the man who spends t_he most of his time on his
knees. I don't care who he is." The man that
makes a busine.ss of putting down carpets would
appear to hav a pretty_sure thing on_ eternal glory,
-Gaze!ieer.

THEBE are 1,400,000,000 people living on· the
planet which we inhabit, and yet there is now and
then a man who wonders what the rest of uti will
do when he dies. There a~·e people in "society"
who honestly think that all the world closes its
eyes when our set lies down to sleep. There are
men who fear to act according to their own convictions, because perhaps ten persons in a crowd
of 1,400,000.000 will laugh at them. Why, if a man
could only realize every moment what a bustling,
busy, fussy, impor-tant little atom he is in all
this great ant-hill of fussy, impor.tant little atoms,
every day he would regard himself less, and think
still less of the other molecules in the corral.
THE LADmS' LENT,
SCENE.-SiXth avenue st1·eet car, DBAMATIS

PER~

soNll!l.-Blaclc Eyes ana Blue Eyes.

Blnck Eyes: Why, how do you do? I havn•t
seen you since Lent began.
Blue Eyes : No; I'm· awfully busy-church
every day, and-C<mingtoo!s Virgil.
Black Eyes: Church all day, you mean. I go to
THE true Agnostic is one who says: "I do not eai·ly communion andBlue Eyes: Oh, you're High; we're Low, you
loiow a.nd do not believe that I can know God;"
but he does not say; "There is no God." That know; butBlack Eyes : Yes, I'm high; besides, Mr. Credo,
kind of talk is the counterpart of the orthodox
bigotry that says: "I know all about God, and the curate, does early serviceBlue Eyes : Oh, I•ve seen hinl. He's awfully
you'll be damned if you don't believe what I tell
you l" Both positions are illogical and wrong. handsome. Our rector has no assistant, and he's
an
old married man. It•s too stupid.
The only honest, modest, true, and tenable ground
Black Eyes : How you talk ! I just love to go to
is that of the man who admits, as the evolutionist
does, that there is a persistent force, a permanent church. The five o'clock service is perfectly lovely.
reality, an inscrutable mystery, an unknoWn and I'm so glad Lent has come.,..
Blue Eyes : So am I. I was all tired out.
unknowable power, behind or in phenomena that
Black Eyes : I was, too. I resorted to everywe cannot comprehend, and there leaves it, and
waits and works patiently and ip. trust for more thing, the last two or three weeks before A.sh
Wednesday; kept up on quinine and beef-tealight and vaster knowledge,-.A nun.
Blue Eyes: Did you 1 I took massage treatment.
THEN shall he say also unto them on the left And
I hadn't a rag left to wear.
hand, Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting
Black Eyes: Nor I, positivly. Mr. Standround
fire, prepared for the devil and his angels (Matt. marries
Molly Wallflower soon, I hear.
ixv, 41). God is!Plea.sed often to appeal to men fol"
Blue Eyes: Yes; I'm to stand with her. Such a
the justice of all his ways ; and therefore no such bore
! We can't any of us go aecolleie.
doctrin ought to be admitted, that carries in it an
Black El'es : Why not.
idea of cruelty beyond what the blackest tyrants
Blue Eyes: Because Nell Needle, the maid of
hav ever invented.-Burnett's TM?'tl/-nine A?'ticles.
honor, is so scrawny, she won't.
Do not try to reason, or you ar&lost.-Mooay, the
Black Eyes: She can't, you mean. What hav
Evangelist.
you given up this Lent 1
Blue Eyes: Novels; my eyes are very weak.
REASoN must be our last guide and judge in
Black Eyes: I hav given up meat. Mama has to
everything.-Loclce, the Philosopher,
b:av chicken, or fish, or a bit of terrapin every
NoTHING can be consistent which has not re~son meal
for me.
for its foundation.-Cicero, the Heathen.
Blue Eyes: You are brave. Hav you seen those
HEAR now my reasoning, and hearken to the lovely sa tines at Blank's 1
pleadings of my lips. -Job, the Pat?·iarch.
Black Eres: No. I'm going shopping this afterREASON is the only faculty we hav wherewith to noon before church.
Blue E~es : They're too pretty. Mamma ancl I
judge concerning anything.-Butzer, the divine.
selected &ix. We always get such summer dresses
REAsoN is the supreme authority, and there is no out of the way in Lent. A.re you saving Easterappeal from its decisions.-J. M. Wise, the Jewish money?
Rabbi.
Black Eyes: I expect to begin right away. I•m
IN deep questions, where great names militate· em,broidering a cashmere for Easter Sunday, and
against each other, ap. appeal to authm·ity only and it takes all my pocket-money to buy the silk
thickens the confusion.-Burlce,
and beads.
·

THE New "York Herald says: "Forty million people, or one-fifth of the subjects of thf;l
~-.
'empress of India,' are in a state of chronic
-Blue Eyes: I .haVD.•t much· put away, either .. It starvation. Fainin succeeds famin at the rate'
bo:ught-a. par.asol yesterday; that ruined me for of one in every five or six years."
.
this week. ;Eighteen dollars. .
.
·
.
. .
Black Eyes: I must see it. Mr. Credo doesn't , ONE of M: Pasteur•s·hydrophobia patients
want us to dress much this year-is trying to get died last week. He was a Russian who had
the y?ung ladies to set the example of quiet Eas- been bitten by a wolf and it is thou""ht that
ter toilets.
'
o
.
Blue Eyes :. How odd! Fancy Easter, though, he was scared to death. Other patients bitwithout a new dress.
·
ten at the same time are doing well.
Black Eyes: ·A.h, I shall hav a new one, but
A REcENT decision of the secretary of the
nothing striking. It's a dove-gray silk. The
front breadth is solid work, studded with cut interior restores 2,451,200 acres of land to the
steel beads. I am embroidering it myself, and it's public domain. The land lies along the line
awfully hard work. Mr.·Credo.wanted me to take of the Atlantic and l;'aci:ic Railroad from San
a Lenten Iuission-class, but Pin-too· fully occupied.
Blue Eyes: We hav a sewing-club. I wish you'd Buena ventura, on the ·Pacific ocean, in Calijoin. It•s great fun.
· fornia, to San Francisco, a distance of 384
Black Eyes : Perhaps I Iuight manage that. miles.
What is it?
A TYPE-SETTING contest held at PhiladelBlue eyes : A.h, a dozen or so of us meet every
Tuesday and Saturday evenings, sew till nine, phia last week was won by Duguid, of the
wb,en a few men come in, and we hav tea and Cincinnati Inquirer, who during the thirtysandwiches, and a quiet little time, you know.
three hours' work of the tournament set
Black Eyes : No dancing, of course? ·
Blue Eyes : Oh no, indeed; that is, not really. 69,200 en'ts, or an average of nearly 2,200 per
A. valse or two, perhaps, that one of the girls plays hour. The work accomplished by the ordinary
for. And we break up promptly at midnight.
compositor is about one-half that a_mount.
Black Eyes : It must be great fun.
THERE is an elaborate flower-show now
Blue Eyes : Yes, and we wear the cutest little
aprons, you know. I've one for Saturday, trinlmed open at the Metropolitan Opera House in this with lace and orange bows;
city. It is not closed on Sundays. Attempts
Black Eyes : Oh, I'll join. I've got some embroidered mull that will be lovely for an apron. And were made by the New York Sabbath. ComI'll wear white bows, I guess. Good-by, now. ·I mittee to suppress the exhibition on that day,'
get off at the next corner, and I've got to rush, but the authorities hav dec!,~ed that looking
too, to get to the dressmaker's, and over to church at flowers on Sunday is f;l>t necessarily dein time for the 12 o'clock service.
,,Blue Eyes : -Oh, never mind if you are a little moralizing.
late.
'
A YAWL boat recovered at sea and brought
Black Eyes: Yes; but the seats are free at this
service, and unless I•m early our pew. is sure to be to this port a week ago has been identified by
a former captain of the schooner Chas. H.·
full of strangers.
.
Blue Eyes : So I think. I like my own pew ; the Morse as having belonged to that vessel.
cushions are just right to kneel gracefully. Well, This is looke_d at as another link to the chain
good-by.
of evidence tending to show that the lost
Biue Eyes : Good-by.
Black Eyes: Good-by. Oh, Jen, I forgot. Do ocean steamer Oregon ran down the Morse
you think hussar pompons will be used this and was sunk by her.
spring?
THE railroad strike in the Southwest, cenBlue Eyes: So all the swell milliners say. I shall
tering at St. Louis, Mo., was on Sunday dehav one.
Black Eyes: Shall you, really 1 Well, I don't clared off, and the men ordered to their work
know; I can •t decide.
again, and then on Monday it was ordered to
Blue Eyes: Don't right away. You've got tilL
be continued. The contradiction arose from
EastH to thinlt it over.
a misunderstanding between Master WorkBlack Eyes: Thanks, awfully. Good-by.
Blue Eyes: Good-by. -P. H. Welch, in Puclc.
man Powderly and Jay Gould on the question
of arbitration. The end is not yet.

--- · --
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Bible Fabrications Refuted
and

The Error!! .of tlte Bible Exposed
BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New Ym·k.

CAPT A INS OF
INDUS TRY:
OR,
JI-IEN oF BusiNESS WHo Dm ·SoMETHING BESIDES
MAKING MoNEY.
A. BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
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GARRET MAYBEE, of Brookville, L. I., the
half-blind man on whom negro Rugg made a
murderous attack on the day he killed Mrs.
Maybee and her daughter, is said to hav become insane. He is haunted by the idea that
he is pursued by Rugg, the murderer of his
family. Rugg, it will be remembered, expe-.
rienced religion previous to being hanged, ·and
is now in heaven.
·

THE Rev. Oscar F. Brown, of Bayonne,
N.J., left his home and family on the 4th of
March, and industrious search was made for
BY J A. !liES P ART.ON.
him by his wife, whofearedherhusband'smind
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed, had become affected through overstudy. Pubtreating of forty-six characters in history who hav lic anxiety has been somewhat allayed during
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They the past week by the discovery that the Rev.
are standard.
Mr. Brown has since his disappearance been
- $1.2:i.
Pric--,
living in comfortable intimacy with a woman
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address
in the upper part of this city.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
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GOVERNMENT

GENEROSITY-NEW YORK'S GIFT TO. THE
.,

OVER $1,400,000 has been contributed from
other countries, mainly from America, to
help Ireland. It is ·to be hoped that this
THERE is talk of a world's fair in Washing- money will not, like that sent to relieve the
ton in 1892, to commemorate the fourth cen- earthquake victims in Spain last year, be
spent in the rejuvenating of decayed cathetennial of ·America's discovery.
LADY CooK. once Tennie C. Claflin, who drals and for the further glory of the pope.
married a noble lord of England, has a stepWHILE the Rev. Dr. Kittredge, of Chicago,
son forty-two years old, which is about her was describing in a sermon on Sunday mornown age.
ing how there were red-handed Anarchists
BY a vote of 169 to 137 the Geiman legisla- lurking about the. city ready to burn or otherture has decided to continue the anti-Socialist wise destroy property, escaping steam hegan
law. Meanwhile mutual concessions between to issue from the pipes of the grand organ just
Prussia and the pope of Rome are being back of the .pulpit. A moment later the enmade.
tire congregation apparently began having
SAM JoNEs, the revivalist, has given up the visions of dynamite bombs and Socialists.
use of tobacco. It is said that in his sermons The members were soon skurrying through
he plainly shows the effect of this self-denial, the aisles pointing at what they thought to be
being absent-minded and rambling, and- re- smoke. When the audience was on the" verge
of a panic, Dr. Kittredge said he was "only
peating himself often.
THE captain of a Salvation Army in Shen- forcibly admonished to put more steam in his
andoah, Pa., refused to carry the stars and sermons," and order was restored.
stripes ahead of their own banner, and perTnE Windham, Conn., Transoript says:
sisted in carrying them in the rear, Last "Spring is here, and earth turns to the sun
Sunday a crowd of old soldiers and other in all the warmth of young love that in· millpatriotic persons took the flag away from ions of years· has not abated one jot or one
the army.
tittle. She carries us past the. dividing line

Jlolts and flllippings.

IN his last Lenteri lecture Dr. Dix, of this
city, emitted the following wail: "Here hav
we the philosophy of Materialism _and Naturalism full blown. The old religion seems
tottering, crumbling; the powers of heaven
are shaken, those majestic powers which once
restrained the lawless, comforted the sorrowful, a·nd helped the lowly; the light grows
dim;. 'woe unto us I for the day goeth away,
for the shadows of the last evening are
stretch_ed out.' ''

between winter and summer, and we turn our
backs on the. snow-clad hills, and face the
sunny vales, and -t)1e fields that to-morrow
will be as new and fresh as though they were
born or created yesterday. We wait the
flight of the frost king for the running of the
waters oceanward, babbiing and singing as
they go. The warm rains at hand will delight
the meadows, which the spring virgins will
strew with flowers." N oth~g_ ·· anal6gous to
this has as yet b,een remarked in New York.

CHURCH

BANKER SE!.IGMAN, the wealthy Israelite,
recently visited the Workingmen's Free
Reading-Room and Library and interviewed
Mr. Bordollo, the organizer. A few days
later he sent the institution a . big dictionary
and a check for $25, with a broad intimation
that the library might depend on him hereafter for the price of its rent, which he proposed to pay. All this occurred just after
Mr. Seligman had read the article in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of March 27th on " A Worthy
Enterprise," to which his attention had been
called. ·
A LADY said: "My boy is rather slangy,
but he has a very strong faith in everything
that bears the stamp of ecclesiastical authority. I was reading the other evel!ing after
he had gone to bed, when he called to me,
and I went to his bed. He said, ' Mamma, I
want to tell you a story.' Then he related-the
story of Samson· and the foxes, and when he
had come to the end said: ' Of course that's
true, for the book I read it in had Bible Stories on the back. But you don't think that if
any kid on the strt<et should tell me that I'd
believe him.'"
ONE of the prettiest entertainments in this
city is " Pepita," now enjoying a successful
run at the Union Square Theater. The lady
who takes the title rolt;, and who under the
name of Lillian Russell has by her beauty and
talents won a first place in the public estimation, is the daughter of Mrs. Cynthia Leonard, our friend of the Liberal Club. " Pepita" is a great achievement. Miss Russell is
so pretty that everybody admires her; the
scenery and costumes grow more attractiv the
more they are gazed upon; Prop~ietor Hill is
one of the risin~ managers of New York; anci
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the audiences are all that could be desired.
Those who postpone a visit to the Union
Square Theater are wasting time that might
be most profitably employed by going to see
",Pepita.''
THE cause of religion, humanly speaking,
was· brought to a practical test by Lee and
Cline at Perryville, W.Va., recently. Cline,
championing religion, got the drop on Lee
first, and made him get on his knees and offer
a prayer to the throne of grace in orthodo_x
fashion. Apparently there was not much attention paid to his prayer, for soon after deliveril;tg it he procured a gun and shot the life
out of Cline. Lee is in jail and Cline is
doubtless an angel. It is a great pity that
Cline's services on earth were dispensed with
so soon. He was a very practical and forcible
evangelist, and the denomination to which he
belonged should. take steps to hav him canonized.-Ex.
EDGAR M. FoRREST, a reformed gambler
and drunkard, is holding exciting and profitable revival meetings in Missouri. He says
that he was converted about six years ago
while running a faro game in Parsons, Kan.
One night while dealing, being then several
hundred dollars ahead of the game, he says
he felt as though a hand was laid on his
shoulder,. saying, " Stop! " So impressed
was 'be with the thought that it was the hand
of God that he threw all his winnings upon
the table and exclaimed, "Right here I quit!"
He went to work the next day exhorting the
drunkard and the gambler to fd1low his example. :Mr. Forrest showed a level head in
stopping ahead of the game, but some people
will wonder if he would hav quit so promptly
if he had been behind.
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flkamtt(ttnications.
An Examination of Church History.
LETTERS TO A CATHOLIC.-XI.-CONCLUDED.
To none of your sacraments hav I paid such especial attention as to that of the eucharist. In the
coUrse of my reading I met a work on the wonderful
doings of the holy wafer. I noticed that the Jewsa rather practical set, by the way-were the usual
objects .of divine vengeance for their temerity in
interfering with this sacrament. One instance in
particular made a great impression on nie. A Jew
had obtained a wafer and called in the whole congregation to help him annihilate Jesus. Armed with
knives and headed by the rabbi, they attacked it, and
at the first stab blood came in such quantities that
they threw the wafer into a well, the water of which,
although it was very deep, became crimson in a moment. The wafer floated on the surface and emitted
a peculiar light which attracted the attention of a
policeman, who entered the house, discovered the
Jews, arrested them, etc., etc. Such an immense
quantity of blood came that it was only by a signal
exhibition of divine providence that the city was not
inundated. The wafer, so the story ran, was now ou
exhibition .in the cathedral of the "Most Holy Sacrament."
After reading various stories of like ilk, I determined to test . the matter for myself, so by the judicious use of a little flattery, with the addition of a $5
note, I persuaded my cook to bring me some consecrated wafers. For two succeeding Sundays she
attended early mass and edified all by partaking of
. the sacrament, bringing me each time the wafer in
her handkerchief. I now had Jesus under my own
roof, and awaited with impatience an opportunity for
a fair test.
I ordered my man to dig a trench from under my
window to the banks of the river, aud had a six-inch
pipe connect it with my sanctum. You see, my
friend, like you, I was inclined to believe these stories, and as I had just lifted a mortgage from the
homestead and did not own any real estate on the
other side of the river, I was not very anxious to hav
my house floated over onto somebody else's property.
I selected a beautiful Sunday in mid-summer. The
house was quiet and no neighbors around. Drawing
a table up to the window and just over the outlet
pipe, with a large dipper near at band in case of
emergency, I placed my wafers before me and with a
fine cambric needle was about to commence operations, when, glancing through the window facing the
Hudson, I noticed a small yacht lying in the stream.
Not a breath of wind fanned the waters, and her sails
flapped as she swung at anchor. I could see the
yachtsman as he sat astern, pipe in mouth, the smoke
hanging in clouds over his head.
If there be anything I delight in more than another, it is a surprise, and I pictured to myself the
astonishment of the yachtsman at being suddenly
struck by a squall and seeing the river overflowing
with blood. His testimony, should he outliv the
experiment, would be corroboratory of mine; I would
write to the holy father; be invited on to Rome;
possibly a cardinalate given me; and even-yes, my
friend, I saw canonization in the distance. We can
not control our thoughts,.-and I shame to confess I
aspired to that holy and exalted position.
After commending my soul to God, I very gingerly
jabbed one of the pieces-and looked in vain for even
one drop of blood. I then rushed to the window to
see theeffect on the elements. Everything remained
in statu quo-not a ripple on the water, not even the
faintest trace of a breeze. I scanned the horizon to
the north, west, aud south-no indication of even a
little cloud. Nature remained serene.
I was disappoiitted, and, returning to the t~ble,
jabbed one piece, then another, then the two; but all
to no purpose. The yachtsman remained in his same
old position, in blissful ignorance of the surprise I
had intended for him, and whatever blood may hav
come left no traces on my table and was soaked up
in the trench. I was disappointed, but reasoned that
in some mysterious manner the essence of Jesus had
left the wafer and gone into my cook when it was
placed on her tongue.
_
One day, while reading the " Treatis on the Mass,"
by Pope Innocent III., in which he queries what
would become of Jesus if the wafer were eaten by a
mouse, I prayerfully reconsidered my determination
not to experiment again, for I wanted only the very
faintest evidence, and would then proclaim it from
the house-tops.
You remember my breed of light Brahmas. Well,
I selected my best hen, and, placing her apart from
the rest, made her fast, ancl then feasted her on one
of my wafers. You cannot imagin with what anxiety
I watched the result. The next clay when she
cackled I was seated on the veranda ancl im1.1ginecl
she was more joyous than usual; she seem eel to say,
" Good luck! good luck!"
Now that the moment of success hacl. arrived, I was
powerless to move, to act, even to think. It seemed
BEING
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as if tl'ie air were tee~g with a host ~of holy visitants singing hosannahs; the heavens opened, ap.cl the
sweet strains of the " Venite Adoramus" mingled
harmoniously with the joyous exclamations of my angelic friends ancl a vOice whispered softly in my ear,
"Well done,' thou good and faithful servant."
How long I remained thus I cannot say, but as the
strains of this heavenly music died away, aurl I
caught the last view of the· smiling faces o: the
angelic choir, my physical assumed the master:, ancl
I hurried to the nest; ancl lo.! there lay my eg :·. It
was apparently the same as any other, but I hugg~cl
myself witli delight, as I thought that I then helcl m
my hand the only egg in the world possessing eternal
life. I carried it carefully to my sanctum ancl tenderly placed it in cotton batting.
.
.
.
Reclining in my easy chair, I allowed my Imagination full sway. I was undetermined what to clo with
it. Should I giv it to the pope, and obtain my reward? Should I exbibit it, and make money1 What
ought I to clo'? I had a treasm:e, an~ it was mycl~ty
to unborn generations not to fntter It a~ay. An ~ward monitor seemed to say, "Keep qmet and awrut
results."
For weeks I would go several times a day to examin it, being always careful not to handle it, for as
it was a mystery, I dicl not know but some mysteions process of incubation might be going on. Happy
thought! I might .obtain a "type." Of comse, I
clicl not know what a "type" was, ancl I never had
met anyone who dicl; but, as I had read so ~uch of
them in holy books, I felt convinced that, like
.
taurs; fauns, ancl satyrs, they had once existed. Possibly it was to be my good fortrme to renew the
brood. Here my imagination again hacl full sway,
ancl I pictured myself as the sole possessor of tl!.e
"type breed," ancl with what pleasure I would present
one to each of my Catholic acquaintances! and believe me, my friend, I thought frequently of you.
To attempt to portray my feelings, hopes, aspii·ations, during this trying period would. be useless. I
hacl no peace by clay, ancl at night wandered around
d la Theodore Tilton. Any moment might be the
culminating one. It arrived. One day I beca111:e
aware of a peculiar ancl unsavory ocler, and traced It
to its' source, and, my friend, would you believe me?
-it was the egg. Eternal life had become eternal
death.
Sadly I consigned it to the ·compost-heap ; my
hopes were blasted, my faith shattered. Ever since
then I hav abhorred eggs, ancl the light Brahmas are
no longer my pride. I could not for a long time eli vest
myself of the impression that my failure was due
to the devil. You know how he a: ways intrudes, and
whenever there is to be a manifestation from "on
high," he generally sucqeeds in outwitting the omnipotent, omniscient, ancl omnipresent Gocl. I placed
my solitary wafer carefully away, and for months
gave it no consideration.
I hacl become so thoroughly disappointed that I
now became cautious, and recommenced by reading
works on the Lord's supper, ancl, to my surprise,
found it hacl been a custom long practiced in paga:ti.
Rome. Even Cicero, a hundred yeru·s before the
advent of Jesus, hacl written against it as a senseless
ancl old-time superstition. On lookng further, I
found that even in debased Tartary they hacl this
sacrament. Tlte Egyptians. also, hacl padaken of
the· body and blood of O;,;il·is; the Persians of that of
:Mithra; ancl the Athenians, in celebrating the Eleusinian mysteries, were, in this point at least, good Catholics. But when my investigations into the Aztec
question satisfied me that they also practiced the
same ceremony in honor of Quetzalcoatl, I was forced
to conclude that your holy eucharist was a relic of
those barbarous clays when the cannibalistic propensities of our ancestors were in the ascenclency.
I then examined your therory more carefully, and
found that in its present shape it differed essentially
from the practice of the early church. Then it was
held as commemorativ of the last supper; ancl the
holy pix, now esteemed so saCI·ecl that a special saneturu·y is built for it in every church, ancl which, when
a priest is carrying it to a dying man, imposes perfect
silence ancl the deepest meditation, was, prior to the
ninth century, carried by the faithlul on their persons
and kept as a talisman in every Christian household.
I read with interest that Paschasius Radbert, in 831,
was the first to advance what is now known as the
cloctrin of transnl>l>tantiation, and wondered why the
faithful hacl been kept for eight hundred years in such
complete ignorance of thi;,; greatest of all blessings.
But when I came to the writings of Berenger, who
attacked the clocti·in in 1050, ancl formd that your
greatest pope, Gregory (Hilclebrancl), protected him,
aiicl remained his constant friend through these persecutions, I was completely mystified. I followed its
history clow11 to the Council of Trent, where a bare
majority of an ecumenical council of sixty-fonr, representing, as they claimed, ihe entii·e of Chdstenclom,
declared that it had always been in the church, of the
church, and hacl been taught by Jesus.
I read with surprise the arguments of your theologians in proof that substance is the essence, the
spiritual part, ancl when the mystic words are pronounced the essence of the wafer is changed into the

·essence of Jesus. I tmned to your scriptural tale
ancl found represented merely an ordinary ancl :very
plain repast, when one of the sitters broke a piece of
bi;eacl, ancl giving it, with a cup of wine, to his companions, remarked as often as they dicl so it wo~cl
be a gentle reminder that he hacl once been with
them. (How often hav you and I clone the same over
a parting glass 7) I searched in vain for anything in
regard to essence, ancl transubstantiation was never
mentioned. I examined your missal ancl found that
when your priest places the wafer on the ~o~gue o~
the communicant, he says : " Corpus clommi nostn
Jesu Christi," etc.-" May the body of our Lord
Jesus Christ "-ancl does not say any word about essence; so I wondered why your theologians changed
the terms ancl garbled the meaning of their Gocl in
their teachings, ancl in their practice dicl the direct
opposit.
Here was something for an investigating mind, so
I cletenninecl on another experiment. In my collec_tion I formcl a sermon by the most Rev. Archbishop
Kenrick. It hacl been published in pamphlet so as
"to ennble the faithful to answer all questions," etc.
One of the statements made was that for over eighteen hl!ndred yeru·s the mass hacl been celebrated
daily by over one million priests, ancl at least two
million of the laity daily pru·took of this sacrament.
So I procmecl a very fine scale and weighed my remaining wafer, and found just how many it took to
the pound, ancl I computed how many pounds hacl
been consumed by these two million daily communicants in the eighteen hundred years. I then estimated that the pix used by the priest weighed ten
times as much as the one in my possession, and by
closely observing the quantity of wine ancl water used
at each mass, which I estimated at two ounces, I
satisfied myself as to the total amount of raw material used by the clergy. Now yom writers represent
Jesus as both small ancl mean-looking, ancl I allowed
125 pounds for his weight ; so by simple division I
found he hacl reproduced himself over 872,000,000 of
times or about once a minute for the past 1800 years,
in order to satisfy the cravings of the faithful.. Th~s
result satisfied me that your scheme was a gigantic
humbug, ancl the ?hange of do~trin an attem:pt at the
further mystificatiOn of a mystified CI·eecl whiCh could
not bear even that slight investigation which the
slumbering intelligence of man during the dark ages
was bringing to beru· on it.
A short time ago I saw a statement in one of your
papers in regard to the low spii·itual condition of
the Southern negro. The writer cleplorecl this, ancl
begged alms to keep up the mission, ancl giv these
poor unfortunates the benefits of the gospel.
Now, I ·should lilre ask you a question. I presuppose that you ru·e somewha_t familiar. with what. is
railed fetichism; so, presummg Archbishop Kennck
to be correct, and my figmcs not faulty, do you know
of, dicl you ever hear of, could you possibly imagin,
any form of fetichism so clegradi~g, so incon<;eivably
stupid, as this bulwark of your faith-the sacrament
of the Eucharist? And why, in the name of common
sense clo you wish to impose it on the negro, who
already has. more superstitions to contend with than
he can well master?
The most bitter opponents of your church feel to
congratulate themselvs .th'at you .Possess. the J esuit_s
and recognize them as your Jeaclmg society. Ha~ It
not been for them, most of the le,-;cnds on whiCh
your faith is founded would hav rem_.iuecl sunk in the
obscnrity of convents; Mary would hav been ai1 ordinary woman; Jesus Christ the head of yom ~burch,
ancl infallibility a dream. Therefore I, for one, say
let their numbers increase, ancl in the near futm·e we
may hear that the second advent has become reincru·natecl in the general of t.heir order.
In conclusion, allow me to regret ngain your. inclisposition to meet me as per your own proposition; ancl
when I look at a bushel of notes I hacl made, ancl
think of the rare treat I anticipated in having you
ans,ver them, I feel you hav taken an unkind aclvantage. Should your objection be personal, you will
find ten thousand Infidel readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER anxious for light. Any of them will willingly
meet yon. For my part, I will assure your opponent that you are a good lawyer, with strong common sense on all subjects except religion, ancl as
capable as any one I know to represent the opinion
of the Catholic laity of America.
Your friend,
McARTHUR.

A Uhallenge.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: For the
pas£ three years I hav, at opportune times, investigated that phase of Spiritualism known as "Spii·it
Photography," ancl am convinced of its genuinness.
I desire to convince others, even the most skeptical
Materialists. Therefore I submit the following proposition:
The editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, ancl · all of its
readers who are interested, to nominate a committee
of five or more to supervise all arrangements in connection with the sittings.
To select a photographer known to them to be au
fait in the art in every particular, who shall be pres.
ent and critically_ watch every step taken,
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He may make the developing bath according to the
formula used by the medium artist and procure the
plates at my expense.
. In short,.every method that can be thought of by
your committ~e to prevent fraud may be resorted to,
and the detmls of the various experiments and the
results ~ublished in THE :rRUTH SEEKER.
All this ~ay be done Without cost to anyone except
myself. . ""\"\ ho responds ?
R. M. RoBINSON.
Greenpoint, L. I.,.N. Y

To

.-

Friend~

of Truth.

. Will friends w~o are continually elaiming that
Truesdell·is a medmm, and was helped by spirits in
the tricks he performed in the presence of Elmina
while she was at Syracuse, please inform her how
this can be when Mr. Truesdell showed her how the
tricks were done, and told who did the writing, and
brought proof and eviclence each time? I could hav
done each trick myself (with a little practice). Am I
then a medium ? . Do spirits aid me? I hav had :0.
M. Bennett's mime in large script, in plain sight here
in my room for three months, and hav vainly ask0d
any and all mediums to tell me what it is written
upon. A little, simple test, and yet they cannot do it.
ELMINA.

The Origin of the Whole E usine3s.
Three hundred centuries ago, more or less, probably more, a man in pnris naturalibus sat ou a rock
by the placid waters of a lalw that reflected the b1ue
of the arch abov{l.
He was meditating-thinking aloud~in regard to
the race in general and himself in particular. He
propounded sundry and divers conundrums a5 follows, or about as follows:
"Am I not the superior. animal· of all the animals
on earth? Most certainly.
"Am I not superior to the ox, the ass, the hog, the
hyenrt, and things, even the mastodon and megatherium? Most decidedly.
Does any other
"Do I not walk upright?
Yes.
animal? No.
"Hav I not the power of speech 1 yes. Has any
other animal ? No.
"Can I not reason? Yes. Can any other animal 1
No. How do I know they can't?_ I know they
can't. The idea is preposterous that the ox and the
ass, aud things, can reason. But I can? Most ceriaiuly.
· "·when these animals die, is that the end of the-m~
Uncl.oubtedly. When I die is that the end of me?
It c'!:j.u't be-can it 1 I don't· know. Yes, I do-it
can't be. I, the highest order of living things, the
talking antl reasoning animal that walks upright,
perish a'3 the ox and the ass, the hog and the hyena
perish 1 It can't be. Perish the thought.
"But my material being will die and rot as the hog
dies and rots. Smely. But is there not an inner, a
spiritual being-a something or other, I know not
what-that will liv after my body has perished ?
There must be, there must be. I, the upright-walk-.
ing, talking, and reasoning animal, man, cannot surely
die as the hog dieth.
"No, no, no, it cannot be. I surely must hav aa-what? A soul-yes, I will call that something
which, with my body, forms :1 duality, a soul. \Viti
not this soul, which no other animal possesses, liv on
aud liv ever after the death of my body 'I It must;
it must. I feel it; I believe it; I wish it; I know it.
Ha! ha ! I am i;mmortal! Mau is the only immortal
being of the earth's array. The ox, and the ass, and
things shall perish, but I shall liv on after my body
perishes, and liv on forever! 0 my prophetic soul,
thou teachest me this, and I believe."
Here he leaned over and saw his reflected form in
the pellucid waters at his feet. He started, and·
came to a perpendicular position. What he had
seen was a revelation. He never--before saw the reflection of his noble form, and now he was more in
love with himself thau ever. Stretching forth his
arms he leaned over the water minor as far as possible, without falling, and saw himself reflected as the
letter T. Then he raised his handi!! above his head.
Then he lowered them to his sides. He lifted one
leg, then the other. He posocl. itl divers attitudeshe tried to see his back, but the view, for obvious
reasons, was not satisfactory-and looked himself all
over in the liquid mirror at his feet.. He was pleased,
more than pleased; delighted with himself as he
never before had been to such a degree. Then he
voiced himself again :
"Yes, surely hav I a soul that must liv after the
body cl.ies. Where will it liv? I know not. But
there must be a place for souls. But what about
souls ? Our bodies are from nature like those of the
ox, and the ass, aud things. Does nature furnish the
soul 1 No ; else hav the hog ancl. the hyena souls.
Ha! there is a higher power than nature? Yes,
surely. I will call that higher power God. 'God
made the human soul. Where dwells he my soul
shall dwell. Heaven-! will call it heaven-the
abiding-place of God arid human souls.
"But there are bad souls as well as good. ·will
they liv! Yes1 for they are immortal. But where?
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There must be a place for bad souls. Undoubtedly.
I will call it hell. There the bad souls shall forever
liv in torment, while the goorl souls are at peace in
heaven. Is not God, the maker of my soul, to be
praised, to be honored, to be glorified, to be loved,
to be feared to be supplicated to be bowed down
to? Most a~suredly.
'
" 0 my God, I bow <:I own to thee and praise
thee. I love and honor thee. I thank thee that my
soul is not like some other souls. I fear and supplicate thee, and will be thine forever. .Amen!
"Should not God be worshiped by man~ Most
certainly. What shall I call the belief in and worship
of God 7 Religion. I will call it religion. I will
inaugmate it at once, and boom it to the best of my
ability. I wi~l be the mouthpiece of God and a
power among men. ""\Vith religion I will hold them
in check, in thraldom. They shall bow to it, to me,
to God. I will frighten them with hell. Stay; must
there not be a master of hell, as of heaven 1 There
must. God of heaven, who of hell! Devil-I will
call him the devil. Ha! I will frighten them with
the devil and hell. I will hav them on the hip. I
will rule them by divine right. I feel the right and
the might. I feel inspired. I am inspired by God!
Yes, I am the God-inspired man. Glory to God! I
am the one holy living man. My God, I bow down
to thee and thank thee that I am the one man holy.
I will be the high priest of the Lord. Lord is a gooL1
word. I will be the high prieRt of the Lord, and
preach to the people. They shall ackuowledge me
and the Lord. I will hold them in subjection for the
Lord through fear of the devil. With religion the
world shall be policed and held in chains."
Leaning over, be again surveyed himself in the
liquid mirror at his feet., and to his satisfaction.
Then, straightening up, he .threw up his hands and
cast his eyes aloft, exclaiming:
"Up there iu the blue is heaven, the home of
God. There livs God, and there is heaven. Down
there, under the earth, is hell, the home of the -devil.
There livs the devil, and there is hell. Here am I,
man, with a soul immortal-a soul with a life eternal. Glory to God and the soul within me!
" I go to preach God and devil. I go to preach
heaven and hell. I go to preach man's soul immorta:
and life everlasting. I go to preach eternal happiness and eternal torments. I go to preach religion
and the consequence of denial. To be sure, all these
are of my imagination, but I feel they mur;t be realities. I wish, I hope, I desire to that end. They
are realities. I know there is a God and a heaven
for my soul through all eternity. I know there must
be a. devil and hell for wicked souls through all
eternity. I know man has a soul to be saved or
damned. I believe. I hav faith. I know. As to
religion, there is none; but there shall be. I proclaim it as God's prophet. With this as a weapon
wielded for the Lord, it will be a glacial period if I
get left!"
The man ceased and strode away, soon being lost
to view behind a hill. Thus origi.nat'J,l iu the egoism
of man the all-permeating essence of his mental composition, God and the devil, heaven and hell, the
soul immortal, and life eternal; and thus was religion
started iu to hold the world in thraldom.
SI SLOKUM.

Peayer, Ancient and Morlern.
We read in ancient (modern) books where propheb
and mischievous priests with feeble prayers hav
sought to stay the providential hand; where craft
pierced heaven with a bitter curse on gallant youtlJS
who in their sport mistook a stupid dunce for jovia
and good-natured age; where hungry bears with
appetites increased by God made but a small and
dainty meal of forty bright and happy youths and
maids just budding into life's sweet bloom. We also
read where prayer closed the friendly clouds, and
famin with relentless curse brought dPath and desert
fields. The sun al.ld moon at man's command reversed their course to giv a beastly mob of brutes
more time to butcher fellow-men. 'Ve read where
Egyp.t's fertil fields were changed to barren cl.esert
wastes; where seas and rivers parted wide to let the
feet of men tread dry, and first-born babes in purest
innocence were slaughtered by divine command.
Egyl?t's hosts were robbed of gold; the rivers ran
with crimson blood; sticks were changed to coiling
snakes, and dust developed into lice. Frogs supplied
the place of rain, and winds with pestilential breatL
brought men unnumbered woes. Miracles were
wrought; the ass of Baalam spoke, and Babel, with
her thousand tongues, at once relinquished work.
Fish were made to swallow .men auLl not digeat.
Fresh water streamed from barren rocks. The
heavens oped and granted one. unsavory dish for
forty years. Dyspeptics eager cried for change, and
lo! from heaven's portals snakes ancl. quails came
tumbling down. Divinity at man's command saved
Lot ·from Sodom's fires. At convicts' prayers the
angels oped the irOI1 gates. When Jesus raised
imploriug hands the ancient towers fell, the dead
carne forth, and empty vauJts resounded naught.
The times hav changed. Entreating hands are
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raised in vain. The prison walls reecho now unanswered prayers. Devotees stand beside the sick and
vainly strive to frighten death away. Men die at
nature's call, and when the fatal die is cast there can
be no demurrer, no pardons or reprieves. The Inillions prayed for Lincoln's life; the same for Garfield's
too. They died, and now they pray that Christ may
wield the scepter over all the world; but Reason's
flaming torch enkindles Superstition's walls, and now
her once embattled towers .are crumbling into smoke
and dust. Holy water will not quench the flames.
The winds engendered by the priest but lap and kiss
the eager flames. The church must die.
G. F. RINEHART.

The Canadian Man with a Badge-Pin.
Mr. Watts arrived· i~ town on Tuesday, 23d, and
will remain in Canada until about the 1st of May,
when he will go to England. He lectures here next
Sunday, 28th, and evei'y Sunday for the next few
weeks. A number of lectures hav been ananged
through the country, which he will attend to through
the week. He is greatly rileased with the Society's
new hall, and will assist at the opening to-monow
night (Friday).
His numerous friends will be pleased to hear that
he has entirely recovered from his late indisposition,
and "Richard is himself again."
The unhappy individual who for the last few weeks
has ground out the items for this corner of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and who is do!ng it partly for amusement, partly with the hope of interesting perhaps a
few people in the other suburbs of civilization, and
partly to keep himself out of other Inischief, has been
the subject of some criticism, some little abuse, and
also the recipient .of some kil!dly advice from a few
friends. The latter is accepted with thanks, but the
former requires some little explanation, and as there
is not much in the way of news this week, with the
consent of our much-abused editor, I will rise to ex~
plain.
_
Among other things, I am told if I don't like Christianity, by all means go for it, but let individuals
alone. "vVhat right hav you," says one, "to attack
the ministers as you hav done in the case of Drs.
Wild and Potts?''
·
I might say broadly that I only claim the right
that the public press hav taken in dealing "'ith these
gentlemen. The papers in Toronto and elsewhere
hav given them, aud particularly Dr. Potts, a more ,
wholesome dressing-down, and called them more hard
names, than I hav done, but of com·se the newspapers
as a rule are Christian, and can with other Christians fight and say what they please o( each other,
but for outsiders, "Hands oft'!"
But I claim a better right than this for my alleged
attack on these reverends. We don't as a rule make
war with individuals. There are hundreds of Christians of my acquaintance, among whom m·e a number
of ministers, all of whom I know to be upright and
just citizens and generous rriends. But these gentlemen, Messrs. Potts and vVild, hav gone considerably
out of their way to attack Secularists-not myself
personally, but the Secular Society in general and
some of my friends in pm-ticular.
A year ago, in Montreal, the Rev. Dr. Potts made
a most scurrilous attack on our friend Mr. Watts, and
was principally the cause of the non-success of the
debate at that time be.tween him and Dr. Sexton. He
used the most violent langurtge, going so far as to
say that Mr. Watts ought to be driven out of the
city. Had it been fifty years em·lier in the same
town, he would no doubt hav been driven out, and
driven, if possible, to the orthodox hell, by the same
class of bigots. Oh, but I'm told Dr. Potts is sincere. Of comse he is, but I think history will prove
(see Draper's "Conflict" and ""\Vhite's "Warfare")
that Christian leaders hav been dangerous in exact
proportion to their sincerity.
And Dr. Wild three years ago made the boast from
the pulpit that the Toronto Secular Society would
never succeed while he was in. the city. He has repeatedly denounced us, and repeatedly refused to
meet us in debate, and yet we must deal with him
genily. He delivered a lecture a few weeks agosubject, "Bradlaugh and LiLerty''-in which 12e demonstmted that he kn nv no mora of one than he did
of the . other. He denounced l\fr. Bradlaugh as a
hypocrit, and repeated the old lie of his having, ou
his first applying for a lmission to the House of Commons, refused to take the oath, and, although written
to on the subject, he refuses to correct his statement. These are the men that week- kneed nothingarians say we hav no right to attack. I take no stock
in the precept which Christians profess to believe in,
"If thine enemy smite thee on one cheek, turn to him
the other also," and I don't act up to it-neither do
the Christians.
I am also told that it is unmanly to attack them
under the cover of an assumed signature. \Veil,
that's all right; but for fear that there may be somebody in Oregon or at the Antipodes who holds the
sam~ opinion, let me say that I liv in Toronto, always
bear that in ruind; also that I am in business there,
and for various reasons wish fol' the present to re-
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main so; also that I state nothing but the truth, but
am not strong enough, financially or otherwise, to
fight single-handed the whole church militant of this
hot-bed of orthodoxy.
·
There is an old chestnut which explains the situation : An old sinner had been lying on a bed of sickness for many months. He was wasted away to a
skeleton ; the doctors gave him up, aud the parson
was called in. Said he: "My dear friend your days
are numbered; you hav only a few hours to liv; don't
you think it is time you commenced to wrestle with
the Lord?" " Wrestle with the Lord? What ! with
them 'ere legs?" at the same time sticking out a fearfully emaciated leg from under the bed-clothes.
"Pshaw! he'd toss me into hell the first throw."
See ? I'm theologically out of order. I'm not strong
enough on my "pins " fi.nancially, socially, politically,
to wrestle with the orthodox party in Canada. If
they didn't toss me there they would toss my business into sheol in no time. No, thank you, not any
in mine! I am glad to hav the opportunity now and
then of doing what little I can to help along the
cause, but martyrdom is out of fashion, and never did·
any good anyway.
March 25, 1886.
The opening of the new Secular Hall on Friday
evening, March 26th, ~as a most unqualified success,
an event long to be remembered, one which marks
the beginning of a new era in the existence of the
society and augurs well for its future prosperity.
Thanks to t_he efforts of the committee, Messrs.
Hicks, Earsman, Elliott, Edwards, and others, who
had given their whole time for some days to the
work-and thanks also to the ladies who assisted in
the work of decoration-the hall at the hour of opening presented a beautiful appearance~
The walls were tastefUlly htmg with pictures and
a number of neat bannerets bearing the names of
noted Freethinkers and scientists, living and dead.
The stage and windows were handsomely festooned
with flags and lace, and the two handsome gas chandeliers put in by friend Earsman and son threw a
radiant light upon the prettiest hall of its size in the
city.
A good program had been provided of music, singing, reading, etc., the rendering of which gave general satisfaction. President Algie occupied the
chair, and during the concert ~fr. '\Vatts made-a short
but eloquent address, setting forth the aims and objects of the society. The ladies furnished an excellent board of refreshments, which were duly appreciated; and after the concert came dancing until the
small hours. Everybody was delighted, and if a
" thousand hearts" did not "beat happily," it was
only because there was not that number present.
At all events, for those who were there, " all went
merry as a marriage bell," and there is a consensus
of opinion that the affair must be repeated at an early
date. Arrangements are already being made for
doing so.
On Sunday evening, the 28th, Mr. Watts lectured;
subject, "The Bible or Science, '\Vhich ?" and Mr.
Algie, who was again in the chair, performed the
duties of that position as only he can. The hall was
well filled with an appreciativ audience. Mr. vVatts
was in his best vein, and made an excellent impression, the applause being hearty and frequent.
He lectures to-night and to-morrow in Listowel,
and next week goes north for a few days, lecturing in
Galt, Ayr, and later on in Alton.
Altogether, the Toronto Society hav made an excellent start in then· new quarters. They hav a splendid hall in a new and handsome building-a hall
which they are all proud of ; and with the experience
gained while in the old rooms, seeing where mistakes
hav occmTed and profiting thereby, they expect to
make Secularism more popular than it has been in
the past, and under the improved conditions manage
the affairs of the institution so as to bring profit and
pleasm·e to all concerned.
The library and reading-room will be open at least
three or fom evenings during the week and all day
Sunday, and country friends visiting the city will be
cordially welcomed.
The citizens of Toronto are in a somewhat peculiar
condition just at present. They are living, so to
speak, under the guidance of a headless corporation.
Our immaculate mayor has been unseated, his
Christian supporters are at their wits end, and
"chaos is come again." Some meddlesome busybody
discovered that Mr. Howl!l.nd did not possess the req. ui.sit property qualification, and the law ~n the case
having been tested, th~ office of mayor IS declared
vacant and the city pays the expense of a new election. 'Mr. Howland will be again nominated, and in
all probability reelected; but some of those in a
position to know say that if elected he will be again
unseated on similar grounds. As the fellow in
the Mikado says, ''Here's a state of things."
The law in this matter is clear enough, and a little forethought on the part of tlle mayor or his
friends would hav saved all the trouble, but as a
rule this class of people don't think to any great extent ; they go into politics as they do in religion, m:~d
thought or reason like "the flowers that bloom m

the spring, tra-la, hav nothing to do with the case."
There seems to be no immediate danger of disaster from this trouble; in fact, a stranger wouldn't
know that he was inside of a decapitated municipality.
Some of the leaders in the late crusade of fanaticism
hav a sort of a dazed, far-away look in then· eyes, and
a generally crushed appearance, but otherwise things
go on pretty much as usual, and no doubt the people
will manage to liv through the crisis.
A few weeks ago the Rev. Dr. Potts preached a
sermon on, and took up a collection in aid of, foreign
missions, said collection amounting to something
over twenty-three hundred dollars. A few days
afterward eleven hundred idle laboring men sent. a
committee to the mayor requesting him to giv them
work on the streets. I may hav au awkward way of
putting things together, but it would seem that to
relieve the poor at home should be of more importance than the foreign missions.
In the course of his sermon, while pleading for
large contributions, the doctor said that, '' giving was
a means of r;race." I rode down town with him the
other morning in the horse-car, and I couldn't help
thinking, from his oily, sleek and generally stall-fed
appearance, that grease would hav been the proper
word. I may be hauled over the coals for this, but
it can't be helped; from the nature of -the thing it
slipped out before I could stop it, and it's only a case
ToRONTO.
of quid pro quo.
March 31, 1886.
--------~~-------

The Liberal Club.
Various causes conspn·ed to render the 407th regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club one of
the most interesting of the season. A fine audience
was present, such as any presiding officer might deem
it a privilege to call to order. Before producing the
lecturer of the evening, President ·wakeman spoke of
THE TRUTH SEEKER as being better than ever, announcing that it :was to be boycotted by J.\tlr. Blissert.
This had the effect of sendiug numerous persons to
the secretary's table for copies of this paper, and the
unusually large stock on hand wa:; exhausted with
alacrity.
Dr. P. P. Field was the lecturer, and he announced
that the central thought of his discourse would be
"The Six Laws of Art." The original six arts he described as architecture, painting, sculpture, literature,
music, and oratory. All of these were desirable, but
the greatest and crowning art of all was oratory.
The various phenomena which are marked in connection with ora.tory Dr. Field called repose, economy,
opposition, succession, etc. The Catholic church and
John L. Sullivan represented repose; nature was
economical; the dude violated the law of opposition
by bowing and pulling his hat in the same direction
that his alleged head goes. Dr. Field had a fanciful
way of telling off each pru:t of the human anatomy
to represent some abstract but immeusely significant
thing. There was no necf,ssary couuection made apparent between them all, but the attempt to find one
was extremely ingenious.
Dr.. Field read several extracts from a book to
illustrate the laws of oratory, aucl struck many pictm·esque attitudes. It must be confessed that those
in the rear ofthe hall cou'd not understand what he
read. They could see that his mouth was working
violently, and cou1d plaiuly heru· the sound of his
voice, but the articulation was defectiv and the sense
was sacrificed. Some of the reforms which he
claimed to hav accomplished in h:td speakers bordered on the incredible. 'rhe spen.kcr wore a frock
coat, open with the exception of the lower button. In
his most frequent attitude he stood with his left hand
hanging at the side, rmd his right thrust inside the
breast of his coat. The lecture was eutertaining, because the audience were intereRte<l in studying the
speaker as well as his words. Dr. Fie~d is to open a
school at Dr. E. B. Foote's house on Lexington
avenue, where for a very moclBmte smn he will giv
lessons in the art of orrttory. He is highly spoken of
by competent judges of me1·it in that jne.
Dr. Eccles responded to an invitation from the
president to address the meeting. This speaker has
hitherto been demnell a s.omewhat energetic orator,
and the clock ha,.; often been known to stop and
listen to his eloquence. Lut on this occasion he had
himself well undn· control. Dr. Eccles would not
depreciate the art of oratory, but he did not believe
that he himself con cl u1ake any headway learning it,
because of the di Cficu tv of teaching old clogs new
tricks. This spealwr hau no criticism to offer upon
Dr. Field's dramn:i<' rtlli:ity, hut eonfined himself to
pointing out the philoRopbical errors into which the
speaker of the eyenh1g had fallen. Dr. Eccles was
working his way up toward the bights of oratory
which he has been wont to att~tin whc·u the chairman
called time on him.
Madam Delescluze, who is somdhing of an elocutionist herself, ·wi,,hed to Ray that she wrts extremely
surpriJ'led to learn that Dr. Eceles lmtl never taken
lessons in the dramatic n.rt. Hfl certainly bad all·the
mannerisms of the studied elocutiouiHt, and it was
hard to understand where he got them. It was evident that Dr. Eccles had been taking lessons in "repose" since he delivered that lecture before the club

on Socialism, on which occasion his gesticulation and
rolling of his 1·'s had reminded Madam Delescluze
what a fine melodramatic actor he would hav made.
The madam wished Dr. Field great success as a
teacher of elocution. He appeared to hav studied
the subject, and would doubtless do very well. Madam Delescluze added that she herself was naturally
one of the shiest women in the world.
The next orator was Robert Blissert, who said he
was shy also. It wits going out of his domain to
talk of elocution. Mr. Blissert ·had evidently not
read the last number of tllis paper, and his language
was mild.
Dr: Field explained that shyness was necessary to
the good speaker. The orator must be sensitiv. He
then answered Dr. Eccles. Standing on his right
foot, he threw his left leg out and his right hand up
until a stmight line drawn from that hand to the left
foot would hav followed both the arm and the leg
very closely. He held that. position for a moment,·
and then abandoned it with a loud snort. Dr. Field
told Dr. Eccles that he didn't believe Dr. Eccles
could do that. Dr. Eccles did not try it. Then Dr.
Field went further. ShoVing both hands into the air
as high as he could reach, he stooped and touched
his fists to the floor without bending the knees or
breaking his back. Then he looked triumphantly at
Dr. Eccles. The latter hadn't a word to say, and the
conquest of the orator of the evening was complete.
Mr. Denslow, an eloquent man, who goes deeply
into all questions that he bends his mind to, will address the club on Friday evening, the 9th; and when
that solemn time comes round, the present writer
there'll be found, with literary tackle; and while the
oratory flows, and while the audience repose, he will
record the cackle. The price of admission to the
meetings of the club remains the same, notwithstando
ing then· ever-increasing attractivness.

The Tent.
I propose to start the Tent the last of May, or, at
very latest., the first week in J nne. Last season demonstl·ated beyond all question that the Tent is the· most
effectual and best possible method to propagate Liberalism during the summer season. Thanking the
friends from all sections who so generously contributed to the Tent Fund, I wish to call attention to the
faet that I do not desn·e to pitch the Tent where
there is already a strong Liberal society able to engngo lecturers, but in places where prejudice and bigotry are so· great that halls are refused, or where Libern.lH are so few, or sectarianism so strong, that a
eonrse of Libeml lectm·es in winter is impo::>sible.
We desire to go where by a comse of lectures and
earnest, judicious efforts an efficient Secular Society,
with science sehool on Stmday in which the women
awl children sha.ll be deeply interested, may be the
rPfmlt.
·
Last year we charged ten cents for the use of our
(':tnn >;E'at chrtirs, and made plank seats in the larger
h:t:f uf the tetlt free to a'l. This year it is proposed
to hrtv friends who desn·e the Tent in their neighborhood to draw up a paper rtnd canvass all Liberally inclined in then· vieinity for contributions toward expenses, and giv to those who so contribute the
cane-seat tickets for distribution among their friends
and neighbors who they desire should attend. At
suitable times collections will be taken up. But the
main dependence 1vill be on the Lib•;[·al contributions
of those genuin f1 iends of Secularir:,,':n who liv up to
their principles, aud find then· greatest happiness in
promoth1g that of others.
The Tent effort is not simply for the gratification
of rtcknowledged Liberals, but to help the thousands
of honest hearts who are looking for beacon lights to
lertcl them from the errors of the ·past, from useless
rites and ceremm1ies, to the exercise of reason, and
living lives of love and truth.
All agree that Secularism is doinp as well as
douhtin.q. Let us, then, do justice to our friends
and neighbors by helping them, as we hav been
helped, out of the cruel bondage of superstition and
priestcraft, and endeavor to promote then· best welfare and happiness Ly diffusing the light of truth,
so that they may Rhare with us the liberty, peace,
and happiness we enjoy.
Friends desiring tent effort in their neighborhood
at·e requested to write me soon as })Ossible, so that
my route can be positivly decided, dates fixed, and all
the necessary arrangements fully com1)leted. The
tent needs a lot (smooth greenswrtrd preferred)
not, less than 70x75, in a place easy of access, and the
use of forty ordinary planks, sixteen feet long. We
return them uninjured, as we do not ch-ive nails in
them. The tent-master and myself must be provided
for during our stay; the tent-master, sleeping in a
small tent, requires only use of pillows and quilts.
Immediate application is absolutely necessary as we
do not wish to waste time and money taking long
jumps, rtnd and must arrange so as to avoid loss of a
single day from the 1st of ,Jnne to the 1st of November.
Address me, cnre of TnE TRUTH SEEKER.. office, 33
Clinton place, New York, or Box 104, North Parma,
N. Y.
c. B. REYNOLDS.
April, 1886.
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THE DEMANDS OF LIBERALISM.
1. We demand that churches and other ecclesiasti~al property shall be no longer exempt from just taxation.
2. We demand that the employment of chaplains in Congr~sB, in state legislatures, in the navy and militia, and in
pnsons, asylums, and all other institutions supported by
public money, shall be discontinued.
3. \Ve demand that all pnblic appropriations for educational and charitable institutions of a sectarian character
shall cease.
4. \Ve demand that all religious services now su·stnined by
the governn~ent ~hall be ab~llished; and especially that the
use of the Bible m the pnbhc schools, whether ostensibly as
a text-book ·or avowedly as a book of religious worship shall
be prohibited.
'
5. "W_e demand that· the appointment, by the president of
the Umt~~ States ~r by the governors of the various states,
of all rehgwus fest! vals and fastA shall wholly cease.
6. \Yc demand that· the judicial oath in the courts and in
all other d_epartments of tlie government shall be abolished,
and_ that Simple affirm~tion l_m~er the pains and penalties of
perJury shall he estabhshecl m rts stcud.
7. \Ve demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcintr
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be repealed. "'
B. \Ve demand that all laws lookinn- to the enforcement of
" Christian" morality shull be abrog~tecl, and that all laws
shall be conformer! to the requirements of natural momlity
equal rights, and impartial liberty.
'
9. \Ve demand that not only in the Constitutions of the
£!nited St~tt~s an~ of the several states, but also in the practrcal admtmstratwn of the sume, no privile(J"e or ad vantacce
shall be con?eded ~o. Christianity or any0therbspecial religio~;
~hat our enttre pohtteal system shall be founded and adminIstered on a purely secular basis ; and that whatever changeR
shall prove necessary to this end shall be consistently, unfliilchmgly, and promptly made.
·

'l'he Camp:tign Fund.
Previously acknowledged ................................ .
Rochelle, Ill.. ............................................... .
Rockford, " ................................................ .
Ottumwa, " ............................................. .-... .
T. IV. Lemmax .............................................. .
Wm. A. Allbold ............................................. .
John Stewart ................................................ .

t~.\~~;~;~::::::::::::::::::::.-·::::·_:::::·.:_:~_:::::.:_:_:_:_:_·:":

J. Holz ........................................................ .

~ree~~~n: ~ft~~:~~ ~:: ·.: ~~~: ·.·:.::: ::: ·.:~ ·. ::::·. ::: :~·.:·. ~: ·.: ::: ".".".".

Omaha, Neb ............................ : ..................... .

~- ~- Ifr~-1d~-i~~·.::::: ::: :~ ~ :::::::::::::::::::: :':: ::::::::::::

F.~· Mo~lineaux

(pledged) ............................. .
lbena Umon (charter fee) ................................ .
"
" for pamphlet~ .............................. .
N. D. Goodell.. .............................................. .
Total............................................
PLEDGES P AlD.-Chicago Secular Union, $15.

$2,133.64
3.4:)
5.00
7.00
1.00
1.00
50
50
1.00
1.00
1.00

:iO
7.50
8.00
1.00

1.00
2.00

5.00
1.00
6.00
$2,187.09

News and Notes.
"Rockford, Ill., is a city of. about 20,000 inhabitants,
and is quite conservativ. Nevertheless there is a considerable radical element. 'fhe Liberal Christians
hav a prosperous society under the care of Dr. Ken,
who is almost on t.he line of our own work. In f,tet,
as he himself said, there is lmt little difference between us, not enough to quarrel about. He has a
dash of transcendentalism, and accepts the philosophy of Spencer, and finds in the conception of au
in:finit energy tl...e opportunity for prayer and a~;pi
ration which simple humanity does not affonl These
Platonic ideas, accommodated through bhe" Unlmowable" of Spencer to modern science, are quite fascinating, and so long as they are held in a generous
sph·it, and with a recognition of the equal dignity of
purely scientific thought, are rather to be welcomed,
like music and poetry, and all thing_s which are pleasing and at the .same time unprovable. Dr. Kerr is
enth·ely undogmatic, and the tendency of hio; work is
to that for which the Secularist strives--a h:1ppy life
where we now are. I enjoyed meeting wit.h so cultivated, genial, and thoughtful a man as Dr. Ken,
and can but hope for his continued success a.t Rockford. Mrs. S. B. Miller and friends, who nn:angccl
for the lecture, made my short stay in Rockford very
pleasant. I arrived in the afternoon, and "·as obliged
to leave on the midnight train for Ottun11m, and I
had but little time to study the situation. 'I' !Jere was
a good audience present, and. it strikes me tlmt. Rockford will be an impOl"tant point in the futme of Lib·eralism. The country round about is pennmteLl with
Freethought, and a Secular Union in this city would in
·time find a growing local support. I was gl:.ttl to meet
among those present at the lecture 1\Ir. Steves, of
Durand, who has been for years in the Liberitl mnks,
.~J;nd also others from a distance, showing the interest that is felt in the national organization.
At Ottumwa I ttlso found a cordial welcon::.e. There
is large society here, in which the Sph·itttalist element predominates, but an element that is quite in

a

harmony with the aims and methods of the Union.
M.r. Howell, the present speaker, introduced me to
the audience. 1\:Ir. Stewart and 1\Ir. Remsburg hav
been working effecti dy in this field. Mr. William
I,indsay, lYir. and l\frs. McCarroll, and others keep
the forces in constant activity.
A full house was present at the lecture. It is desired that I should spend a Sunday at Ottumwa on
rn.y return trip, and I am in hopes to be able to do
tlu:;. I hope also that the Ottumwa Society will be
able to secure for awhile the services of l\Ir. Reynolds,_ who will find in Iowa a very promising field
f~r _his energy and many a place where he can pitch
ln:; T_ent and find crowds of intelligent listeners.
Iowa IS one of the best of territories fm the pioneer
of freedom. Its broad and breezy prairies do not
take to orthodoxy. They are too much like rolling
ocean to be favorable to sectarian nm-rowneRs. The
chmches ~av for the .most part a dilapidated appearance-as If they suffered from alternate chills and
fever. Leon, to which lively place I came from Ottumwa, was all agog with a revival when I arrived.
The ~hristi_:.ms heard that the Infidel was coming,
aml tmmechately sent to Chicago for a man to stm·t
the r~vival business, and it was in full operation on
the mght of my lecture. Two meetings were held in
the churches. In spite of this, however, the Opera
Honse was occupied t.o its utmost capacity. A good
Christian met me in the afternoon and told me that
the prayers of the fa.i thful had been offered up for
my conversion. I replied that I wa,; perfectly willing to be converted if good and sufficient reasons
were preseuted to my mind for such a change of
opinion. In the evening a free platform was oftered,
but no one stepped forwm·d to giv any evidence.
Therefore I am an Infidel still. 1Ir. Remsburg has
already lectured here, and arrangements are being
made for another, and perhaps a Reries of lectm·es during the summer. lHr. J. W. Long, Mr. Gammon, and
others are interested in the movement. Without doubt
a Secu.lm· Society will be formed here. The county
has many Liberals, and although they are not rich
they hav enthusiasm and courage. I met Mr. Lemmax, of Princeton, :l\fo., and he reports quite anumber of Freethinkers in his vicinity, and if possible I
shall lecture at Princeton on my return.
Still on the move-from Leon I went to Creston,
where Mr. F. J. Green, of Nevinsville, hacl made
anangements for a lecture. Here also. there is a
strong Seculm· element. Leading business men are
Liberals. For some yem·s the Uuitarians hav done
good work. lVIr. Derr, of Creston; Mr. Wick, of
l\furray, who came about thirty miles to attend the
lectme; l\Ir. Geer, of CromweJl; Mr. F. J. Green, of
N evinsville, will make this part of Iowa good for
Liberal progress. l\Ir. Green has already done some
effectiv work. He engaged Mr. Remsbmg for Nevinsville, but the Christians, who had control of the
hall, by one vote refused, to let him hav it. But
lV.Ir. Green was not to be defeated, and he moved his
forces to Cromwell, where a most successful meeting
was held:.
From Creston I went to Omaha, in the midst of
driving snow. ·when I aJ.Tived there were several inches on the ground, and it looked as if I should
hav no more than a corporal's guard at my lectm·e.
There was no use to fret; nature is very impartial,
and treats the Christian and Infidel alike. However,
there was a good attendance, both afternoon and
evening. Omaha is a point of very great importance.
It could count a thousand Liberals if they were well
organized. I was sorry not to be able to remain
longer. There is an auxiliary Union here, but many
difficulties htw been in the way. I know, however,
that it will eventually prosper. I shall endeavor to
lectme here again on my retm·n, and reorganize the
Liberal forces. Mr. Thomas Foreman, "i\Ir. Higgins,
Mr. Davis, l\fr. Jacobson, author of" Rihle Inquh·er,"
and many others whom I met, aro reaL1y to "lend a
hand." Mr. Foreman especially, who made arrangements for l\fr. Jamieson's lectures, haR done very
eft'ectual service. 1\fr. Jamieson's lectures at Omaha
were quite successful. I find that he has been doing
splendid work in this country, at Omaha, Creighton,
Seward, and other places.
Rev. Mr. Copeland, of the Unitm·ian chmch, outside of the formality of prayer, to which even radical
Unitm·ians cling with a wonderful fondness, as if
somehow or other they could persuade the inexorable
laws of nature to do a good. turn-outside of this
Mr. Copeland is a first-rate Liberal. He is my successor in the Unitm·ian church at Omaha. I left here
about eight years ago for the breezy common of the
universe. Even the mildest form of Christianity was
to me a prison-house. Still I can't find much fault
with so broad and genial a man as Copeland, and I
hope for him success. In the real issues of the day
for liberty aucl justice, he is th~roughly with us. I
rather enjoyed going into the chmch where I used
to preach, but in my hem·t how thankful I was that
not even its gilded chains could fret my soul any
more.
I am now at Creighton, N ebmska, a bright and
lively place indeed. I feel quite at home. Although
there llJ:e five chmches here, the Liberal:; are really

the commanding power. lV.Ir. Quimby, aided by Mr.
Jamieson, has done much to bring about this favorable position. I had a large audience last night at
the Opera House notwithstanding the bad weather.
I expect an increased number this evening. From
here I go to Stanton, Seward, Plum Creek, on to
Lm·amie City for April 11th, and Rock Springs, April
12th, and then I strilw Utah and take the route as
already announced, laicl out for me by that indefatigable worker, ·william Eeynolds, of Wan ship, chairmail of the executiv committee of Utah Territory.
Those.. who desh·e lectures in Idaho, Montana, and
Dakota will please address me at W anship or Salt
Lake City.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

A New School.
Directly in the line of progressiv ideas is the new
school just incorporated for this city. Its existence is principally due to the business tact and generous philanthropy of Courtlandt Palmer, the treasurer of the American Secular Union. Section 2 of
the following Act (chapter 67 of the Laws of 1886)
clearly defines its scope and purpose:
SEcTION 1. Alexander S. Webb, F. A. P. Barnard,
Charles .1!'. Chandler, Abraham S . .Jiewitt, Parke Godwin,
E. L. Youmans, R. Heber Newton, Francis B. Thur-.
ber, \Villiam Lloyd, Andrew Carnegie, Gustav Gottheil,
and Courtlandt Palmer, and. all other persons who may
become members of the corporation, are hereby constitnterl a body corporate by the name of the Gramercy Park
School and Tool-house Association, with perpetual succession, and power to use a common seal, and to alter the same
at pleusure, and to sue and be sued, and to take and hold by
grant, purchase, and devise, real ancl personal property to an
umount not exceeding one hundred thousand dollars in value,
for the purposes of said corporation, and to sell, convey,
lease, and mortgage the same, or any part thereof, subject,
however, to the laws of this slate in relation to devises.
SECTION 2.-The purposes and objects of this corporation
shall be to establish anrl conduct a school and tool-house for
the instruction of children of both sexes, so as to combine
thereby general and theoretical education in science, art, and
literature, together witb practical and technical instruction
ancl manual and business training in the various trades, arts,
and professions.
SECTION 3. The amount of the capital stock shall be fifty
thousand dollars, to be paid for in money or property.
SECTION 4. The number of shares of which such capital
stock shall consist shall be one tbonsand, of fifty dollars each.
SECTION 5. Said corporal ion shall carry on its operations
in the city of New York, with the privilt:'gc of establishing
and conducting branch schools of the same general character
elsewhere.
SECTION 6. The number of trustees shall be five, and the
following are the names of the trustees who shall manage its
concerns ~or the first year, to wit: Benjamin S. Church.
Robert H. Lamborn, Courtlundt Palmer, \Vaiden Pell, and
Rush C. Hawkins.
SEOTlON 7. Said corporation ~hall also possess the general
powers and be subject to the restrictions and liabilities prescribed in chapter forty of the Jaws of eighteen hundred and
forty-eight, and of the acts extending and amending the
SaD:). e.

It will be seen that the school proposes to be to
youth what the kindergm·ten is to childhood-the successor of the latter institution, Mr. Palmer calls it,
both being the natural outgrowth of the modern ideas
which m·e gradually taking possession not only of the
educational, but of all domains. The scheme of education of which this· school and tool-house forms a
part divides the lem·ning period of the young into
three stages, as set forth by Comte, but shortening
each somewhat. The first stage of a child's life is the
six or seven yem·s of infancy, when the babe gradually acquires a knowledge of things m·ound him by
contact, very much as a calf learns by experience not
to butt his head against a stone wall. From six or
seven up to thirteen or fourteen the chief chm·acteristic of the human animal is cmiosity, and a natmal
propensity to pry into things. In successfully re~·
ing a boy to the age of twelve or fourteen th1s
school and tool-house plays an important pm·t. In
the first six or seven years the kindergarten is the
method employed; in the second, the tool-house, in
which he not only acquires knowledge, but also learns
how to apply it. Mathematics applied becomes a
pleasme when mathematics in the abstract is dull
and uninteresting. The tool-house continues t~e
work the kindergm·ten has begun, and the scholar IS
introduced into the mysteries of nem·ly all the trades.
This education is therefore the best possible basis for
those youths who must depend upon then· own brain
and hands for a living, fitting them as nothing else
can for the hard practicalities of an unsentimental
world.
In inaugurating this school, Mr. Palmer has done
New York city a great service, and it is to be hoped ·
that he will find substantial aid in maintaining it. As
may be seen from the bill, the funds for the support
of the school m·e to be obtained by the sale of stock.
The enterprise is not a charity. The stock books are
open at the office of Gilbe~·t R. Hawes, ~20 Broadway, one of the gentlemen mter~sted, and :who procmed the passage of the act of mcorl?oratwn. lV.Ir.
Hawes is also putting through the legislature a bill
to establish an evening grammar school among the
denizens of the East side of this town similar to the
one in successful operation on the West side. . l\Ir.
Hawes is soliciting but not begging aid for the
Gramercy Park School and Too~-~ouse, and ~ealthy
philanthropists can help the nsrng generatwn by
calling upon him.
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Ukommnnications.
Christ as a Teacher of Hate.-Concluded.
Ch:r:ist seemed to be intent upon this one point, so
to impress his followers with such a sense of providential care that they would need no thought for
to-molTOW. "Ask the father what ye will in my
name, and it shall be granted unto you." "Forsake
all and follow me." Simple trust in him was the
grand vn·tue. He enforced this practically when he
fed five thousand people on two loaves and a few
fisb<Js, and also when .he ordered· his disciple to go
and cast a hook into the sea, on which he would catch
a fish; in his mouth he wonld find money with which
to pay the taxes. These things were to impress his
followers with the supreme sense of faith in him, and
that faith would provide for them and at the same
time saye them. How absurd to tell us in the presence of his life, sayings, and teachings that he only
meant t.ha.t they should not hav tmdue anxiety .about
to-morrow. \Vhat treachery is this in this to this
so-called divine teacher 1 vVhat did he mean in his
pointed prohibition when he said: "Be not like unto
the gentiles~" They were doing the things which
this prohibition covered. They were taking thought
for to-morrow in food and ch·ink. Can anything be
more stupid than to charg-e this Christ with this
moral depravity, saying what he did not mean 1 "Sell
all you hav and giv to the poor." "Lay not up your
treasures upon earth." "To him that would borrow
of thee turn thou not away; lend without hope of
return." "He that will lose his life shall find it,
while he that will save his life shall lose it." What
do these words mean if they do not convey to the
mind the same thought, that of trust in God and not
in forethought, as in prudential measures~ He
warns against human providence in the saying, "He
that will save his life shall lose it." Intellectual dishonesty is seen in this forced construction put upon
the words of the Christ, that there might be some
kind of an apology for tmning gentile. Is it not true
that these professed Christians are in all things but
name gentiles, for they do the things which the gentiles do, and they make a gentile of Christ~ If they
could only be induced to tell the truth, that would
end the farce, and then we would see just what we
see now, nuder a false name. If there is any intellectual dishonesty in this world, I would like to know
where it is if it is not in these devotees of the Cln·istiau religion who swear by the Cln·ist and at the same
time crucify his words. Here is where we find the
strength of Dr. Rexford, and others like him who are
known in the churches through then· extreme praises
of the Christ and his go:->pel of love, and at the same
t:me twist and torture h:s wo.·ds out of all that i!'! natural. Deprive D1·. Rexford of the use of his twisting
and turning exegetical machino, and he is as weak as
wail Samc>on when shorn of his locks; but as long as
it meets with success as a foraging and skil·mishing
operation around the commissary department of old
orthodoxy, all is well. The scriptures which we hav
introduced are all in harmony with the entire doctrins of Christ. But the important question now
arises, How is it possible to find the products of
industry in a scheme which fundamentally ignores
industry~ This is eminently true of the gospel of
the Christ. " Take no thought for to-morrow" does
not produce humanities or .charities. It does not
build asylums nor institutions of reform, or those
that are in the interest of civilization. It has no
school-houses, no institutions of learning, no art, no
science, no improvements.
"Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavyladen, and I will giv you rest." Forsakng occupations of industry to follow the footsteps of an adventurer, or of a God, will not produce civilization, build
railroads or churches. And the obvious reason why
we see these things in connection with Christianity is
because of the antichristian element, the potencies of
human industry divorced from all .that is divine or
supernatural. For want of this obvious discrimination, we often hear those stupid devotees, doctors of
divinity, talk about what Christianity has done in
comparison with all else in the civilization of this
world. Christianity has become gentile: it has lost
all but its name, and this it would discard had it not
lost the honesty of its founder. It has stolen the
forbidden things of the Christ, which is the principal agency used in its propagandism. It has stolen
the way and methods of the world to carry on its
purposes. It has long since trampled in the dust all
that once made it Chrietian. It is now of the world,
and its devotees love the world and the things that
are in the world, and they are busy in laying up their
treasures on earth. In spite of the Christ who forbade
this, they will not sell then· treasures for any proffered mansions in the skies. They hav become like
other men when shorn of then· hypocrisy, which has
fastened itself upon them as a result of their endeavor to serve two masters. They know thu 1, living
up to the teachings of the Christ renders civilization
impossible, What would become of the emporiums
of fashion if those calling themselvs Christian should
turn Ohristia.n 1 Wh!!.t would become of the Qhris-

tian millionaire if he should turn Christian and sell the narrow sympathies of Judaism, which was a religion of hatred for all except a narrow cn·cle in Palall that he has and giv to the poor~
If the Christian ladies' phylacteries should be cut estine." This divine religion, the religion of God's
down so that they would come within the primitiv chosen people, thus vilified-a religion of hate. This
dimensions, where would our fashions go to? This is the way this man of God talks about the-father of
all goes to show that Christianity is nothing but one his Cln·ist. This i:s the hight of Christian audacity.
huge system of premeditated hypocrisy. The Christ What can smpass this, coming from the lips of
of Palestine is dead, and hangs a corpse in the grand priestly -love? The best that God could do was -to
cathedrals and splendid churches of to-day, and tpe giv to his chosen people a gospel of hate. \Veil,
worship therein offered is a sublime mockery. Its doctor, it is all right; there is no hell, and hence Dr.
priestly devotees cannot be ignomnt of this fad. It Rexford can rest in quiet though he does condenm
is treason against the intellectual life of the race. the father of the Cln·ist. And still he persists in tellThe anticln·istian element permits Christianity to hold ing the people of the love of God. He is the pastor
up its head by its splendid suffrage, without which it of the Chmchof our Father. \Ve are not left without
would hav had dishonorable sepulture in the black, more of this deep logic which is so peculiar to the
historical gestmes of its own infamy. It is the low- Christian minister. He says: "Staying with the
est kind of uninformed civilized thought to assign fo:ks at home is what made Luther an outcast; what
humanities and charities to the infiuenc_e of Christ's imprisoned Galileo, burnt Bruno." This certainly is
doctrin. \Vill Dr. Rexford please inform the world a new revelation. I hope that the doctor bas not
why this "gospel of love, with its tmparalleled hu- · turned Mormon. History i)oints to the fact that this
manities and charities," so utterly fails to make itself church of Cln·ist did these foul deeds. The chmch
kno\vn and felt in the land of its bn·th-in the land of the living God imprisoned Galileo, bmnt Bruno
of infiuit Gods, Cbrists, and Bibles'? What can be and Servetus, and millions of others. The doctor's
the measmo of this stupendous failure"? \Vere gospel of love did these bloody deeds, and it stands
there "chariots of n·on in the mountain" which before the enlightened judgment of civilization con- denied success to this divine gospel of love-this demned as the vilest of all criminals. To make the
gospel of love driven out of the land of its birth, world indebted to Christianity for its civilization is _to
never more to enter there? This is one of the sad- falsify aU history and read it backwards. Had Chnsdest chapters in the history of this gmrpel of love. tianity passed down unimproved there could hav been
What a shame in the presence of this impotence is a no philosophy, no science, or art; there could hav been
divine scheme to maintain that this gospel of love no inventiv skill. There is nothing in Christianity to
can produce humanities and charities, when it so produce any of these things. Nono of these are
utterly failed to make itself known and felt in its Cln·istian. The gospel of love, in the mind of its
nativ land! But no doubt this failure is a part of author and his disciples, had only a short work to do.
this gospel of love, and all goes to show that failure It was to be done before that generation passed
is the common inheritance of the gods of all away. This is the obvious reason why Clni.st had no
religions.
_
words for industries or improvemeut.s. ''God w~
It has met with success only where it has fallen provide. The time of my return is so near you Will
in with an antichristian civilization. In such an en- only need to attend to the one thing needful. Be ye
vironment it will succeed, as any other religion ready, for the son of man cometh in an hour when ye
would, and hence it is that Chrir:;tiauity exists by the think not." This fact fully explains his m_arked indifsuffrage of a civilization which it did not create, and ference to all of the ituportaut things of this li!e.
it owes its existence to this civilization, and there- He was silent on the questions of law, statesmanship,
fore it is evident that the boast of Dr. Hexford is ex- medicin, science, philosophy, art, poetry, and literatreme folly: "It has done more than JYir. Ingersoll ture. He founded no schools. He gave the world
and all of his fellow-skeptics hav done, or eyer will no treatis on any of the many absorbing interests
do." In the line of begging, this is eminently true, whieh contemplated the good of the people. He said
and in making instruments of tortm·e it is tmparal- nothing of the moral power of home, but ruther comleled. Hospitals and asylums which it controls are, manded desertion. He never wrote a word except
as everyone knows, largely supported by the gener- some unknown wordH in the sand. He left no guide
osity of those whom it must danm. The support whatever, under his own signature, to which dis:putawhich these institutions receive comes from the hu- tion might refer. No, no, all was left to a few Ignoman, and hence is antichristian. It is human provi- rant fishermen who 1aY no historical existence.. Yet
deuce, and not divine. But this wise docbr tells us Dr. Rexford tells us about Christ's gospel of love.
that "this is a gospel of love." "It is all love." If there is such a gospel it is an absmd one. But
"Love is the all iu this diviue scheme." '·Love one how does he know that he, Christ, ever left such a
another." "Love thy neighbor as thyself." "Love gospel? Ecclesiastical exegetical gymnastics is the
all mankind." \Vhat a senseless philosophy this is! somce of his informatiou. The numberless dispu!aLove is not the slave of command. It cannot be com- tions which hav taken place over the divine authonty
manded. A command to "Love one another," " Love evidently tell the truth, that his demonstration (_•f
all men," " Love God," is profoundiy insane. It is the truth of this gospel of love came as we hav sagimpossible. You might as well command a mother to gested. In all honesty, is it possible that the thoughthate the babe which she so fonJly caresses, and for ful clergy of this age are so stupid that they ~o not
whom she would giv her life, as to command anyone see that this entire scheme is purely a human mYento love, much le::;s to command the loving of an tion, and a very poor one at that~ Suppose that ~he
enemy. Love and hate obey no one's command, they world had acted as commanded by one of the lovmg
do not come within the provisions of such authority. disciples of Cln·ist as to the method of obtaining wisA command to love God, whom we hav not seen, is dom. "If any man lack wisdom let him ask of God
the most consummate absmdity. \Ve never love that who giveth liberally, ancl upbraidet.1 < not, and it shall
which comes not within the provision of our senses. be given." \V e see that this at )nee explains the
We know not of God; to love such is impossible. silence of Cln-ist upon the all-important question of
We can only love in the presence of sense percep- education. What would hav been the schoo~s, coition, 'vithout which love or hate is excluded. \Ve leges, and universities of this, or any other age, if this
form ideals in the absence of sense perceptions, and had been the way to get an education 'I The follo:vthese are what we love or hate, but not the real. But ing statement is legitimate. Had the gospel of Christ
we are informed, at any rate, that Christ's doctrin is not been arrested in its development there would hav
love by this eminent D.D. The 6ame is true of Mo- been no school-houses, no universities, nor any place
hammed's gospel, "If ye believe not that I am he, ye of education anywhere under its reign. 'ro speak of
shall die in your sins." "If I had not come and any growth, any improvement, any civilization, anyspoken unto you ye had not had sin." "These shall where as a result of Christianity is to speak in measurego away into everlasting punishment." "Ye hypo- less terms of folly. One of. the. fortunate thD:gs. in
crits, ye serpents, ye generation of vipoos, how can ye the history of recent centmies IS the total reJection
escape the damnation of hell?" In a parable of the of the Christian scheme practically. The devotees
Clu-ist in illustration of the kingdom of heaven, he practically do not believe it as formulated by the
takes a wedding feast. Those not coming that were master. ·Their unbelief is, in fact, o11:e of _the prininvited, he ordered his servants to go out into the cipal factors which keep .the chmch m eXIstencehighways and hedges, and compel them to come in. that is, the Christian chmch so-called. The tr~a~on
This being done, one was found >vithout the wedding of Christian devotees is the real ground of Chnstian
garment; he was bound hand and foot and cast out hope to-day. But the humiliating part is in this
into outer darkness, he being thus for no fault of matchless hypocrisy in claimed fidelity to Christ
his, being compelled to enter the wedding feast, and while they crucify him. In the light of another sta.tethen he was forced to submit to this cruel treatment. ment made by one of his disciples, what kind of me~
How can anyone call this a gospel of love without ical institutions would ·fill our civilization to-day If
hazarding mental suicide? It is J>romised by one of his statement had been ado~ted by the world·? •· If
his inspired apostles that the ' Christ shall come any are sick among you let him call for the elder~ of
with a flaming sword, taking vengeance of them that the chmch, let them anoint him and pray over him,
know him not." This is a gospel of love!
and he shall recover." If this inspn·ed authority was
And then the endless punishment to which they respected there would hav been no medical univerare consigned who reject him thunders a negation sities, no physiology, no surgery, no anatomy, no
to this false claim, a gospel of love. No, not in the M.D.'s; nothing of this s01·t would be in existence..
last will and testament of the Christ can anyone for The elder, with. his brush and grease-pot in hand,
a moment believe that the gospel of Christ is a gospel would hav done the work, assisted by prayer~. ~his
of love without the most disgraceful perversions of work being thus performed, the assurance IS ~ven
the clear statements of the Christ. But this· doctor he shall recover, and, a consequent result, the rum of
opens our eyes once more when he impeaches his the updertakers' business. Bnt om Clni.st~an devGod, Hear whP,t he says: "Jesus was combating otees do ;p,ot believe this. When they are s1ek the;y
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send at once for a physician, good, bad, or indifferent
morally, t~ come and treat them, and never giv the
elde.r, or h1s grease-pot, a thought. · Surely these are
the days· of the unregenerate. Now dear doctor if
you f~l to see where. the intelledtual dishone~ty
comes m, read these sayrngs of the Cill-ist1 and then
consider how· you are forced t.o pervert his words
before you can make out a case in the interest of
·Christ's gospel of love.
'Ve must now consider the gospel of love in its humanities an,~ ~ts char_ities, which ar~ "unparalleled anywhere else m the hght of what IS fundamental in it
from a moral point of view. 'Ve are often invited to
consider this gospel of love in its unsurpassed moral
excellences. I hav for many years been a student of
~his g?spel o~ lov~, and if its morality is the basis of
Its clarmed VIctones, I am at a loss to know in what
se~se this _is true.
Th~s gospel really nowhere treats
this qu_e~twn of morality at all. Its moral phase is
only accidental. The law and testimony must decide
this question. Its morality is virtueless. Is there
anywhere in this gospel of love even an illusion to
the value of vil-tue or morality ~ Hav we not for
cen~m-ies , been. to~d that morality is useless as a
saviOr~
' Chnst IS the only salvation." Does the
Christian devotee hope for a mansion in the skies
upon the ground of vil·tue or morality,· or because he
has kept the moral law ~ Certainly not. The vil·tue
by wh1ch he secmes a through ticket is commercial.
~e believes in t?e au~hor of this gospel of love, and
IS saved--unbelief will consign him to hell. If he
obeys the master, then he has a mansion and a har·p
in heaven ; if he does not he has the assmance that
he is lost. Is there any moral justice in this that
?ecause a man refuses a g;ift, a gratuity, therefo~·e he
~n~urs the penalty of ~erdition! This, to say the least,
IS _llliDoral. Heaven IS offered as a br-ibe, and if this
fail, then the tlu·eat of hell comes in; and if these fail
then comes the execution--he is sent to hell. Thi~
gospel of love is founded upon commercial value and
nothing more. Society in its evolution had an-ived
at nothing higher at that time. To act because it
was right had not reached religious consciousness.
All was ~omm~rcial. Will it pay~ It will pay to
follow th1s Chnst, for you hav a promise of the life
that now is, and everlasting life hereafter. Virtue is
in the market and has its p1-ice. To obeythis gospel
of love is heaven; not thus to do is hell. The fifth
commandment illustrates the whole Christian ethics:
" Honor thy father and thy mother." Because it is
~h~il· . due~ N?; t~is would be to do right because
1t IS nght. This will not do, but because potatoes
and eggs hav a value in the market. "Honor because you may liv long in the land which the Lord
thy God giveth thee." Everywhere in the gospel of
love this principle prevails. Take the case of the
rich man and the beggar. The first goes to hell, and
nne latter to heaven. One would natmally ask why
this discr-imination ? Any sane one in the contemplation of this marked difference would say that there
must hav been reasons founded in the eternal fitness
of things. The wickedness of the first must hav
been measm·eless, and the latter the incar·nation of
all virtue; but we will allow Father Abraham to explain this matter. ·A Christian should not for a mo~ent hesitate to take his expl~ation. Well, here it
IS : "Son, remember that thou in thy lifetime received good things. Likewise La11aa:us received evil
things; now he is comforted, while thou ar·t tormented."
In these words of Father Abraham there is not a
shadow of sin in any form charged against this r-ich
man now tormented in hell fire, no charge of immorality at all. Why, then, is he thus punished~ The
answer comes from heaven, and it must be the true
answer. Listen while heaven justifies the "ways of
God to men:" "He in this life received good thing$."
And this is the reason why he is in hell "lifting up his
eyes in torment," and asks for a dl·op of water to cool
his bmning tongue. So we see that this gospel of love
sends men to hell, not because they ar·e immoral, but
because they "receive good things." 'Vhat were
these good things which this 1-ich man received in his
age in compar-ison with the good things that fall to
the lot of the average Christian of to-day, to say
nothing of om wealthy and fashionable Cill·istians!
If this rich man was sent to hell for the good things
which fell to his lot, how many times must the present followers of Ch1-ist be sent to hell for their good
things, which ar·e ten to one of his! But why send
this beggar to heaven~ Because he was moral"? No,
not at all, but because he received evil things. . It is
evident that morality is not a factor in the contract in the admission of a devotee to heaven, and it
is also evident that immorality is not a factor in consignment to hell. The sayings of the Christ do not
honor morality. Hear· him : " He that smiteth t.hee
on the right cheek turn to him the other also." "He
that compels thee to go one mile go two." " He
that ·will sue thee at the law and take away thy coat
giv him thy cloak also." " He that would borrow of
thee tmn thou not away--lend without hope of
retUl'n." All of these would tend to encomage immorality. " Resist not evil " is the secret of crime.
Tlu~se cr~y rules:&r(l P.Pt;mor!¥1 even if the~ !Wf) ~wt

immoral. . They ~re simply foolish. Human society
would be 1~poss1ble, regulated upon this plan. We
~ho_ul_d resist all . forms . of encroachment upon
mdiVIdual and soCiety nghts.
The unresisting
~d the meek do not move the world to higher
-:rtues or more exact morality. Tho13e who do
nght b~cause it is right scorn heaven coming
as a_ b;nbe, and hell defy coming as a till·eat.
Herem IS the strength of human society. The yea
yea, nay, ?ay, loving your enemies, hav ever bee~
powe~less m the accomplishmen1 of good in any age
of th1s world. Mr. Rexford's gospel of love is, as it
eve~ h~s . been, incompeten-t to do good. It is the
anti~ill1.stian element in the church that renders him
possible. His gospel of love has made the bloodiest
pages of_ ~1 history; it has slaughtered more than all
oth_er r~li~_pons._ ~ill-istianityunbaptized by the world,
actm~ m 1t~ d1v!fie capa~ity, has shown in one thing
only mventiv skill; that IS seen and only seen in instruments of torture. It invents hells here and hells
hereafter.. These things consign it to to the ranks
of barbansm. Its historical gestures are dl·aped in
the bloody vestments of its slaughtered millions and
the bloody yictim's blood of Calvary cannot atode for
su?h black infamy as characterizes the past history of
t¥s church full of dead men's bones.
. J. H. BURNHAM.

An Impostor.
We are gla~ to note that our warm-hearted a~d energetic
Greenback fnend, Robert Blissert, the well-known tailor at 852 Broadway, has been elected chairman of the New York
Centr~l Labor Union. This combination of labor or of those
who liv by labor, can within one year carry this city and
s~ate and_ elec_t candidates of its own nomination, entirely
drsregardmg erther of the old parties, if it wishes to. ·

To ?'HE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
foregomg_appeared in last week's Pomeroy's .Democrat, _and IS r~markably false. And, while it pains me
~o t?mk the little lie should hav had much cuiTency,
It gws me great pleasure to hav thus an opportunity
to bate ~he blare of this noisy tiumpet. This blizzardy_ Bliss~rt has had no official connection, in any
capaCity, With the Central Labor Union for more
than two years; and, although he goes spouting to
the lyceums and clubs about the labor movement I
know not a soul in any union \vhom this "energetic
Greenback n-iend" _of "B1-ick" really represents. He
has no more standmg before the unions of this city
than Ben Butler or Jake Sharp, and the sooner people who now look upon him as a leader know the
truth the better it will be for all hands. If I could
hav my notion adopted, the Central Labor Union of
New !o~·k woul~ pass and hav published a vote of
repud1atwn of this two-faced tailor and a few of his
colleagues among the soi-disant reformers who go
about doing so much damage, when taken as samples
of our stock.
·At l~as~, let me assure your readers who may hav
seen this rtem that Blissert is not a member of the
Central Labor Union; that we elect a chail·man every
Sunday for that d!1y on~y; and that we rigidly exclude fro?I our deliberat~ons every topic that might
te?d to divert our attentiOn from the pressing industnal needs of the hour to politics of any kind.
Yours respectfully,
J. N. BoGERT,
Trustee Central Labor Union.
New York, March 29, 1886.

--------~~~---------

Authorship of the Declaration of Independence.
In Mr. Wakeman's address at the last celebration
of Paine's birthday, he said that if Paine did not
write he dictated the very phrases of the Declaration
of Independ~nce. T_~e question of the authorship of
the DeclaratiOn was little thought of until Jefferson
beca~e a candidate for president in 1800. About
that time the Virginia Gazette insisted that it was
drafted "by some anonymous person." Now Paine
was a:nonymous all through the Ame1-ican Revolution.
He did not publish himself as the author of " Common Sense" in 1776, and all the numbers of the
"Crisis" were signed "Common Sense." "Wnen he
returned to England in 1887, he published an anonymous pamphlet, entitled, " Prospects on the War."
Four years later he came out openly as the author of
"Rights of Man," and then some CI-itic detected him
as the author of the former work.
The earliest hint of Paine's authorship of the Declaration of Independence, so far al;! I hav been able to
discover, was in the Newark Gazette, Oct. 5, 1802. I
quo_te the paragraph with the editor's own italics and
capitals:
It has !ong been supposed that Mr. Jefferson drew up the
Declar~twn o~ Independence. This 1·eport 1oas raised to further lt~s electt?n, and the philosopher has thought fit to

countenance rt. It was thought absolutely necessary to
pr?ve that ~e had done at least mM good act in !tis life, and
th!s was prtched upon. :M:r. Jefferson was one of a commrtt_ee of five, i~deed, a?d after they had jointly drawn up
the mstrument rt was grven by Congress to a certain person,
who, above all others, the Democrats would dislike to hear
had corrected the writings of Mr. Jefferson for revision and
amend~ent, and it wa~jrmn tlti8 person it received tlte ELEGANT
DRESS rt now appears ~n."

The sta~ement th3:t it was "jointly drawn up" by
the comnuttee we now know is not true. It was not
until 1823 that Jefferson ventured to say "I drew
it." It is also untrue that "it was given by' Congress
to a certain person for revision and amendment."
Jefferson in 1821 said that he was requested to draw
the Declaration, and he adroitly added : "It was accordingly done, and being approved by them I 1·eported it to the House on the 28th of June ~hen it
was r~ad and ordered to lie on the table."' Only a
few shght amendments had been made in the committee by Franklin and Adams, but it underwent
m~ch change in the House, and was engrossed and
prmted ex;actlJ:" as it had passed t.he Congress.
The article m the Newark Gazette was published
Oct. ~' 1802; twenty-five days later Paine landed in
Amenca from a n~tional ship, having been 'brought
over from France m the same by order of President
Jefferson.
The earliest public and positiv assertion that Paine
wrote the Declaration appeared in Cobbett's Registe1·
about _1835. The first proof ever adduced was in
1872,. m "Junius Unmasked," whose author never
heard that anyone else ever suspected it. The first
knowledge I had of the qiscovery was about January
3, 1872, when. Joel Moody, of Kansas, was introduced
to me. His book was already in stereotype, and on
Sunday, January 21st, exactly one hundred vears
afterthe date of the last letter of Junius I announced
the discov~ry at a ~eet~g of about fm·ty persons, at
the same time holdmg m my hand the first printed
copy. of the book. lHr. l\~oody was not present ; he
remamed three mouths m Washington and desil·ed
for a time to remain unknown. Hence the authorship was generally ascribed to me. I hav never
claimed it, but I hav made several fm·ther discove1-ies
of Paine's secret work.
BuRR.

Dead.
To THE EDITOR OF TnE TRuTII SEEKER, Sir: John Cana':'nn, a member of the Albany Secular Society, and a stanch
~rberal, died :Marcl_r 24th, _after a brief ill_ncss. Always willmg to do hi~ share mnelp:ng to spread Lrberalism, he will be
m!~!>!l<:l. by hrs co-workers m the Liberal cause.
Your2 respectfully,
·
C. HERBEin' LuoK,
I:?~Prrw..r,r All?fm;v 5ec\l.l~r Society,

231.

/I

.A. Letter from Chicago.
Putnam's precursor was a violent rain storm, which, while
on my way to welcome him to the western metropolis on
Saturday evening, set me to speculating whether or no an
orthodox conspiracy har1 not been hatched up with the
weather clerk, for everything wore a most woful frown
never relaxing until too late to benefit Liberalism:
Sunday was a misnomer; it was ureary enough for the most
approved Presbyterian Sabbath, for Old Sol had little chance
to penetrate the dense clouds emitting melting snow, making
the slushy streets a misery to pedestrians.
.
Our Union has engaged a new hall in the same building as
the _old one, an~ its furnishing combines comfort and beauty.
Besrdes the mam hall, there are reception rroms, a banquet
hall, work rooms-in fact, all the modern conveniences, and
a sable attendant thrown in. The ante-rooms were hurriedlv
furnished, as it was the intention of the Union to hav give~
the secretary a rousing reception, but his engagements would
not permit.
Sllllday afternoon the storm was particularly severe, and
largely prevented attendance at the dedication or consecration
of the Secular Hall, on which auspicious occasion the visit of
Secretary Putnam was quite opportune, as well as the theme
of his discourse, "The New Heaven and Earth." All present were ennobled by the mental elevation attained where a
true ra!ionalist pleads for an idealization of this weary, humdrum hfe, an~ rts ceaseless round of ignorance, injustice and
w:ong, and trres to·point how to bring it in conformity 'with
scrence and reason, so that this world-the Christian~' vale of
tears_-maf bloom with brig~1t images of human happiness
and rllustnou~ thoughts, winch shall put an .end to social
anarchy, and maugurate on earth thG new heaven-a heaven
where with improved manhood and associations we shall all
iiv to love and enjoy each other's happiness.
Having been struck by the literary beauty of Putnam's
"Glory of Infidelity," given at the Cleveland Cono-ress we
selected that as his evening lecture, and as the storm' had
s?mewhat diminished, a large audience was prese~t. I believe I express the unauimous sentiment of our society when
I say that for a lecture of its character it has never been surpassed, anu seldom equaled, on our platform-a platform
famous for the talent it affords.
. A true lover o~ Liberalism-who loves the principle for
1tself-loves also rts finest examples, and delights to contemplate the moral heroism of those who hav bequeathed to us
the mental liberty which it is our duty. so far as in us lies to
make universal. When greatness-in the field of eitber
physical, moral or mental heroism-ceases to be an abstraction, when it becomes embodied in human conduct and character, w~ ar~ compe~lc~l to indulge in feelings of gratitude
and admrratwn. Tlus JS the greatest and grandest impulse
which seizes the human mind. "The Glory of Infidelity" is
th~ adoration of this enthusiasm; it fairly bristles with good
tlungs, and each sentence is an epigrammatic secular sern;on .. Putnam is the very embodiment of whole-souled
smcentv.
9ur_Union h:ts had ~ good many financial claims upon it
tins wmter, and I, as rts trensurer, feel under obligation to
the me_mbers for generous assistance. Thos. Galpin and G.
IV. Rerckweld each handed me a '' Y" on the nio·ht of Putnam's lecture, and A. C. Berg, U. C. Dahl, and Fr~nk Smead
hav often given evidence that they are Liberals. Dr. E. S.
McLeod has left our cit.y·for the \Vest, and the best wishes
of our society go with him, for he was one of the most generous and genial gentlemen we hav ever had.
E. A. STEYE~B
P. S.-Hav just received a private note from my friend
Gen. :M:. M. Trumbull, than whom there is no more competent authority, who was present Sunday eveuing. He says
in reference to Putnam's lecture on "The Glory of Infidelity: "
"FmEND STEYE:-.'S : I can say t!rat it wus a very eloquent
and inslJiring production, full of nobl6 sentiments, ltnd the
highest tUQJ'fl.! instnrc,:tion,
Very sincerely yours,
'
' ' ···
·
· '
~'"~L :rvr. TRuMBuLL.''

·'
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Now Is THE TIME FOR RENEWALB, and we hope all
will be prompt. If we are to print pictures each
week, the subscription list must be lengthened.
That those inclined to help add to the list may :find it
no hard matter, we make the following low terms:
Single subscription........................... . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. $3 00

One subscription two years, in advance..................
li
Two new subscribers...........................................
5
One subscription with. one new subscriber, in one remittance...................................................... .
5
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
'Z
remittance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0ne subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance.................................................... 10
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.
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Will not everyone, in renewing, try to get at least
one nl;lW subscriber, thus saving money for themselvs
and helping us !
And in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNuAL for 1886.

Prayer.
We make .haste to chronicle the first instance
known of
benefit accruing from the habit of praying. The incident occurred in the city, and will be
valuable as a text for our ministers, though perhaps
the fact that the benefit was cori:ferred upon one who
denies Christ will dull the point of their sermons.
It is the custom of one Bernard Polak, a denizen
of Catharine street, to rise every morning at three
o'clock for the purpose of visiting a synagog to sa;y
his prayers and read the Mosaic law. Just as he was
getting out of bed one day last week, a man smashed
in his window and leaped into the room. Early
rising has made Mr. Polak peculiarly vigorous.
Although the intruder was a powerful man, M]:. Polak
soon subdued him and handed him over to the police,
after which he went to the synagog, read the law,
and prayed.
As a religious journal, THE TRUTH SEEKER cannot
allow this proof of the efficacy of prayer to go unheralded. The benefit in this case was threefold. 1. The
habit of getting up to pray at three o'clock in the
morning enabled Mr. Polak to be out of bed to receive
the visitor at an hour when non-praying people are
sleeping the soundest. ' 2. The early rising on the
part of M]:. Polak presupposes also early retiring.
Early retiring prevents dissipation, since worldly revelers choose the hours of night for their orgies. 3.
Early retiring and early rising hav made Mr. Polak a
healthy and hale old man, and given him the muscle
necessary to overcome bold and bad marauders.
Hence it follows that the habit of prayer is threefold
in the nature of its benefits, and we respectfully submit the foregoing case to Professor John Tyndall as
an answer to his challenge to the churches to show
the efficacy of prayer.
But on the other hand it is also our duty to protest against prayer. As we hav seen, prayer may be
beneficial under certain combinations of circumstances, but there are other combinations in which. it
not only is not beneficial but is a positiv nuisance.
As a burglar alarm it may be all very well ; as a
means of working off a stump speech in the House
of Representativs it is to be discountenanced.
Simultaneously with the praying Mr. Polak's appearance before the public, the chaplain of the lower
house of Congress has brought the fact of biB existence into view. He has begun a series of prayers
especially designed to apprise the Almighty of his
views upon various topics, and to seek that powerful
shade's help to enforce them. One' day our chaplain

any

brings up for the Almighty's consideration the reprehensible practice of shearing lambs in Wall street.
" Rid the land," he implored, " of . all gamesters,
whether they gamble with dice or cards, or chips, or
with wheat, or stocks, or corn, or cotton. Deliver
us from the influence and power of robbers, who, enticing their victims to boards of trade and stock exchanges and bucket shops, name their practices of
plunder ' shearing the lambs.' " The next day this
cabinet officer of deity instructs his chief as to the
labor question. He prayed that .God might forbid
the rich and prosperous from attempting to import
and reproduce on our new soil the pomps and shows,
the folly and fashions, the luxury and pride, of other
climes, lest the giant .Anarchy, blind through ignorance and rage, like. sightless Samson; goaded to
madness by oppression, should put forth his haiJ:y
strength and celebrate his self-murder in the ruins of
his oppressors till chaos come again. As an indirect
condemnation of the " philosophy " of our Boston
friends, we think this is unfair, unless the Anarchists
are invited to pray to the representative, and allowed
full opportunity to explain to the Almighty just what
Anarchy is.
This method of stump speechifying is, moreover,
open to other objections. This great and glorious
nation pays the chaplain nine hundred dollars a session for his services, and the understanding is that
for that sum he is to tell God how much superior
this country is to any other, and to beseech him to
confuse all our enemies. To reveal to him that the
United States are sometimes torn by internal dissensions, and very far from being a perfect nation, is to
invite divine reprobation; for, as Napoleon said, God
is on the side of the strongest battalions in war. So is
be with the nation that least needs him. In proof
of this we hav only to refer to disrupted Poland, discontented Ireland, conquered aud abused Madagascar, and other small nations preyed upon by the
strong. Therefore to let the Almighty know that the
United States has weak points is almost a direct appeal for him to withdraw his patronage.
With the newspaper criticisms that these kinds of
prayer are Billy and blasphemous, disgraceful to the
House, and ought to be stopped, we hav no sympathy. So long as our representative disobey the Constitution by paying some pious mountebank for
praying, we do not think they can be disgraced by
the quality of the service. And as blasphemy toward particular deities is only a question of geography, so blasphemy. toward any country's God is
only a matter of opinion. If there is any use in
prayer at all, let us hav it practical. If this chaplain
shall continue to make himeelf a praying nuisance
until the members of the House recollect that Congress has no official business with religion, and dispense with his services, it will hav been, next to the
case of Mr. Polak, the most fruitful instance of
prayer known in this country.

the beautiful things in the museums were contrib- ·
uted by Christian men and women, who would be
certain to remdve them if this bill became a law. Mr.
Erwin has evidently been supplied with Mr. Jesup's
pamphlet and had an interview with Bishqp Doane.
These arguments are very familiar. Mr. Platt, of
Dutchess, wanted to amend the bill by substituting
two evenings a week for Sundays. He said that in
England in 1882 the question was .b:rought up
whether certain public institutions should be thrown
open on the Sabbath there. _It was submitted to the
societies of English workingmen. Against it were
2,412 of these societies and for it were only 62. By
actual count, 6,500,000 persons visited these same
stitutions when they were subsequently opened two '
evenings in a week. Mr. Platt, who is an editor, has
.also read Mr. Jesup's pamphlet, but seems not to hav
beard of the recent action of the English House of
Lords.
The speakers in favor of the bill were Robert R.
Hamilton, of the eleventh New York assembly dis- .
trict; J. A. Cantor, of the twenty-third district;
James Haggerty, of the twentieth; Edward P. Hagan,
of the sixteenth district ; Daniel E. Finn, of the first
district; J. P. Windolph, of the thirteenth district;
and John B. Longley, of the tenth Brooklyn district.
Mr. H. B. Hotchkiss, of the eleventh Brooklyn district, pointed out that the bill was not mandatory, but
permitted the local authorities to increase the donations to the museums by $20;000 per year, provided
the institutions are kept open on Sunday. The
Board of Estimate and Apportionment i.s authorized
to appr9priate this sum if it sees fit. The bill
passed by the following vote:

m-

Y:us.-Messrs. Ainsworth, James S. Allen, A. H. Baker,
Barnes, Bates, Berry, Binder, Bowe, Brennan, J. A. Brown,
Bruns, Buckley, Bush, Cantor, Chase, Cheney, Cole, Collins,
Conlan, Connelly, Craft, Dalton, Demers, Dickson, Dickey,
Dinkelspiel, Donald, Doyle, ·Farrell, Finn, Fitch, Freligh,
Gallagher, Gardner, Giese, Gordon, Greene, Hagan, James
Haggerty, Henry F. Haggerty, Hamilton, Hardin, Hall,
Hayes, Hill, Hotchkiss, Howe, Kiernan, Knapp, Kraus,
Lawlor, Leete, Lindsay, Longley, Mable, Maher, Manville,
McCann," McCarthy, McClelland, McEwen, McLaughlin,
McMahon', McManus, Newton, O'Brien, Porter, Power, Shea,
Sheehan, Shelley, Charles Smith, Wafer, White, Windo~ph,
Wolf-76.
NAYs.-Messrs. G. Allen, E. P. Babcock, J. Babcock, Batcheller, Cutler, Curtis, Davis, Decke:.:, Edson, Erwin, Hadley, Hogeboom, Hopkins, Ingersoll, Kilby, Kruse, Parsons,
Peart, Pierce, Platt, Rea, Robinson, Seaver, Sime, Clark E.
Smith, R. H. Smith, Stacey, Tuck, Van Allen, Wood, the
Speaker-31.

That the museum authorities are opposed to Sunday opening, and will do everything they can to prevent it, is shown by theiJ: opposition to this bill, which
does not force them to open, but only removes one
of the obstacles upon which they hav laid great
stress-the expense. They evidently do not wish
the obstacle removed, preferring that the museums
shall suffer rather than that their religious bobbies shall be overridden. . We trust, however, that
the Senate will take as wise a view of ':;be matter as
has the Assembly, for v.-ith a reward of !:twenty thouThe Progress of' the Museum Business.
The Hagan bill to authorize further appropriations sand dollars in front of them the managers of the
for the maintenance of the museums in Central Park, museums may be more amenable to reason.
printed in T1IE TRUTH SEEKER of March 27th, passed
The Tax Bill.
the Assembly, after a lengthy debate, on April 1st. It
is a pleasure to :find that only one New York city
Bishop Doane of Albany, the same who told the
member opposed it, M]:. Lucius Lucullus Van Allen New York Sabbath Committee that open museums
by name, and of the seventh New York assembly dis- on Sundays meant open factories as well, bas
trict by habitation. The reporter of the Sun says come to the help of the Lord against the mighty
that "the flaps of his great shirt-collar took on the to evade payment of taxes on his property. Tuescharacter of angels' pinions as he thundered against day, March 30th, Mr. Doane addressed the Assembly
legalizing the breaking of the Sabbath." Mr. Van Committee on Ways and Means in antagonism to the
Allen read a list of names of clergymen and business bill we printed last week forcing impartial taxation
men protesting against the opening of the museums upon all property alike.
on Sunday, but if the list was longer or more repreHowever, the bishop did not hav things all his
sentativ than the names asking for the opening which own way. Just as he had put into full view of the
the assemblymen read in the pamphlet laid upon committee that noble right leg of his, covered with
their desks by the American Secular Union, the re- the Episcopalian silk stocking, M]:. J. J. McCabe,
porters bav evaded their duty by omitting to· men- secretary of the New York State Freethinkers' Assotion the fact. Another opponent of the bill was Mr. ciation, walked into the committee room armed with
Erwin, of St. Lawrence county, the chairman of the bundles of printed proofs, from this office, of the adWays and Means Cominittee. Mr. Erwin, the scoff- dresses of Messrs. Duryea, Wakeman, and Hawes,
ing Sun reporter says, looks at Sunday from a North which he presented to each member of the committee.
Woods standpoint. He said that he knew he should Mr. Doane then proceeded with his speech. He said
be called an old fogy and puritanical for opposing the Freethinkers were undoubtedly behind the bill,
the bill, but he desired to remind the members that which he considered cowardly, insolent, and illogical
this same puritanical spirit had made this country in its provisions. He was not opposed to Freewhat it is-a free land. The poor people who were thinkers. They had undoubtedly existed in all ages.
alleged to be in sympathy with this move were the But the bill is a blow at tluee great interests,_ educavery people who would not make use of the institu- tion, Christian charity, and religion. As a great
tions if they were opened. Nearly three-fourths of many hospitals and charitable institutions had bee!).
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erected with the understanding that such property
would be exempt from taxation, to impose taxation
now would undoubtedly be unconstitutional. Bishop
Doane knew that some of the one hundred and twenty
place~ of worship in the northern .part of the state,
which he visited, would hav to be closed if this tax
were imposed.· He recognized in this measure a
preparatory attack on the principles of the religion of
Christ. It was on the same line with that impious
legislation of France which prohibits the name of
God to be written iu a text book. The bishop then
read a letter written by the late Governor Di1: on a
-similar measure, in which that gentleman declared
his belief that such a law was virtually a tax upon
the worship of God. If the bill could be treated as
he would prescribe, it should be reported adversely
by the committee, killed in committee of whole of the
Assembly, sent to the Senate and be referred to the
Committee on Ways and Means, reported adv~rsely,
killed in committee of the whole of the Senate, and
lastly, sent to the governor and vetoed by him.
When Bishop Doane had concluded, Mr. McCabe
had the floor. He pointed out to the committee that
the bishop was in error in attributing the bill entn·ely to the Freethinkers. Freethinkers, said Mr.
<McCabe, had a bill of then· own, but as they found
that this bill would accomplish all the purposes they
had in view in regard to taxing the churches, they
-had adopted this bill. Bishop Doane's claim of the
moral and civilizing influence of the church is not
supported by history or statistics. 1\'fr. McCabe
claimed that the moral and civilizing infl~ence of the
New York State Freethinkers' Association is much
g~·eater than that of the church, yet its members did
not ask to hav property which the association might
hold exempted on that account. Nor did they ask
for appropriations from the state. llr. McCabe said
· that the bishop's reference to French legislation was
unwise, for that country was only trying to keep
pace with the march of progress-it was a good example fot this country to follow. People had been
under the control of priests too long in eve1y country. The struggles of the poor churches were no concern of those who did not believe in religious dogmas, but yet were taxed to support them. Governor
Dix, whose letter the bishop read, was an interested
party. His son presided over the richest Protestant
church corporation in this country, Trinity church,
New York. General Grant was at least as good a
patriot, and it is now admitted that he was one of the
greatest of America's sons, yet he was in favor of taxiug church property. Grant said that if church
property should increase in the future as in the
past, in the year 1900 its ,·alue would be at least
three billion dollars, and that confiscation would follow. Therefore, if the legislature and the church
were opposed to taxing church property, taking General Grant as a prophet and a statesman Mr. McCabe
personally was not interested in lVIr. Duryea's bill. He
. could afford to hopefully wait for the year 1900. There
were a great many people who would not drop many
tears if property which had been obtained by illegitimate means should meet the fate predicted by General Grant.
Thus the matter rests with the committee. Whatever their report upon the bill may be, there is small
chance of its passing this session. But if the supporters of the measure are persistent, the year will
undoubtedly come when this bill or a similar one will
grace the statute books of the Empire state.

A Medal for the Methodists.
Recently in comparing the tendency of the different
Christian denominations in Canada to get into jail,
we wrote: "The Presbyterians and Methodists are
about equal, though the comparison would be more
edifying if we knew the proportion each sect bears to
the total population of the province." A friend from
Kansas sends us the desired figures, as follows:
"The Roman Catholics, with 16 4-5 per cent of the poputation, furnish 37! per cent of the criminals. The Church
of England, 19 3-10 per cent of population, and 3114--100
per cent of the criminals. Presbyterians, 22 per cent of the
population, and 12 85-100 per cent of the criminals; and the
Methodists, 33 13-100 per cent of the population, and 12 4--10
per cent of the criminals."

- According to the percentages, therefore, the results
would be as follows: Roman Catholics, 25,500 commitments; Church of England, 18,435 ; Presbyterian,
.6,673; Methodists, 4,468.
This is good showing for the Methodists, and we

congratulate Dr. Buckley upon the immunity from
punishment of his Canadian brethren. We would
willingly concede that the Methodists are more virtuous than the Presbyterians were it not so well known
that the sin most affected by Methodists is one not
the oftenest found out. The Presbyterians are robust rogues, the Methodists effeminate.

. Pennsylvania as elsewhere before human rights are
attained. Why cannot the Pennsylvania State Seenlar Union take this grievance to Harrisburg 1 A
little persistent and well-directed work will make an
impression upon the judges of the state, even if the
statutes discriminating against Atheists are not at
once repealed ..

Liberalism in Pennsylvan·a.

Editorial Notes.

~----~~~------

A SHORT time ago we recorded the suspension of the Auck" Bles~ed are they. which are persecuted for righteousness'
land, N. Z., Rationali8t. The last mail from Australia brings
sake."
several copies of the revived paper. We hope that this time
Messrs. Plack, Kline, and Kemp are members of it has come to stay, for it must, from its ability, do much
the Altoona, Pa., Liberal League, and are all exten- good in New Zealand.
,__

sivly engaged in business. Like other business men,
they occasionally become involved in lawsuits. Blair
county is a Christian community, and some of the
tricks resorted to by their legal enemies are worthy
of Christians. Recently Mr. Kemp was sued by a
Mr. Piper for the recovery of a wagon. That Mr.
Kemp's cause was righteous is evidenced by the jury
finding a verdict in his favor after being out less than
half an hour. Mr. Kemp being known as an officer
of the League, the plaintiff's attorney tried to use
that fact to exclude Mr. Kemp's testimony, and probably would hav succeeded had not Mr. Kemp been
too shrewd a polelnicist to be caught. The following
conversation between Mr. Kemp and the assistant
counsel to Mr. Piper, and the court (Hon. Judge
Dean) is interestj:ng:
"John R. Kemp sworn to make true answers.
" BY MR BALDRIDGE: Do you believe in the existence of a
God? A.: I thought this was a court of knowledge; the
judge has told everybody here he don't want to know what
people believe, but what they know.
"Q.: I want to a~k you whether you believe in a God or
not?
''BY MR. NERVINE: Do you believe in a supreme ruler of
the universe?
"BY MR. BALDRIDGE: Do you believe in God? A.: Which
one?
·
'' Q.: In a God ? A.: Every man has his god ; mine is a
power; I never saw it, to the best of my knowledge; I don't
know anything about it; it is a supreme power; I don't believe in the Jew God, I don't believe in the Mohammedan
God, nor I don't believe in the Christian God.
'' BY THE CoURT: Do you believe in a state of future re.
wards and punishments? A.: Yes, sir.
"BY THE CoURT: I think he is a _competent witness.
'' BY MR. W ooDOOCK: If you believe in future punishment,
where do you believe it will be, in this world or hereafter?
A.: I don't know where it will be; you say man is eternal; if
so, he would hav to liv before he was born; an eternity with
the end cut off wouldn't make an eternity.
"Q.: Do you believe in any hereafter at all? A.: Yes, sir.
'' BY MR. BALDRIDGE: Do you believe in thJ Bible? A.:
Yes, sir; what is true.
"Q.: You don't accept the whole of the Bible as truth?
A.: No, sir; I don't.
" Q.: Do you believe in a future state of rewards and punishments? A.: Yes, sir.
" Q.: Do you believe in the existence of a God who will
punish you if you swear falsely? A.: I don't know anything
about him."
"Q.: Do you believe in the existence of a God who will
punish you if you swear falsely? A.: If you explain what
you mean by the word 'God' I will tell you; every man has
his own idea.
"Q.: Don't you know what I mean by the Christian God,
the God of the Bible? A.: I don't need to believe that. I
don't believe he was ever as wicked as the Bible purports
him to be.
''BY MR. NERV!NE: Do you believe in a supreme power?
A.: Yes, sir.
" Q.: That will punish and reward according to your acts
here? A.: Yes. sir; if you do wrong you hav got to suffer
the punishment.
"BY THE Co urn-: I think the witness is competent.
"The witness was then sworn generally."

In the jury-room, one of the jurors brought up the
question of 1\Ir. Kemp's religious belief as affecting
the credibility of his evidence, but the foreman sat
down upon him by saying, '-'The jury might as well
consider Mr. Kemp's political affiliations."
In the case of Mr. Plack the same inquisition was
begun, counsel asking him if he believed in God.
Mr. Plack retorted by asking, "Which one7" The
court cut the matter short by ordering the counsel to
take the evidence.
There ru·e two morals in this,- or rather one immoral and one moral. The immoral is that Christians
who hav poor cases can now abandon the practice of
abusing their opponent's attorney, and, instead, begin
an inquisition into their opponent's religious beliefs.
If the opponent is kno,wn to be a member of a Liberal League, and a good Christian jury can be obtained, the "religious racket " can be used to good
effect. . It is not always that juries are manly enough
to ignore prejudices in arriying at then· decisions.
The moral is that there is much work to be done in
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THE appeal of Mr. Bailey's heirs for money for a tombstone for the grave of t.heir father has been answered gener.
ously. A life-long Boston friend of Mr. Bailey's has signified
his intention of putting up a monument at his own expense.
If the generou-s friend is the one we suspect, it only adds an.
other to a very long list of praiseworthy acts.
WE hav forgotten to mention that the argument for open.
ing the museums on Sunday is printed in neat pamphlet
form for distribution wherever it will do good, and our
friends in this city are requested to'aid in the work. Copies
will be supplied upon application at this office. We trust
also that New Yorkers will feel inclined to do what they can
toward paying the cost of printing. A little from each would
make the cost of this Sunday opening movement inapprecia.
ble to any:
THE Burlington Fne P1·ess devotes a whole column to the
consideration of the health of country clergymen. The Fne
Press finds this trade to be much overworked, poorly paid,
ill-fed, and not sufficiently appreciated. This state of affairs
worries the country minister into a decline. The remediPs
the Free Pre.~8 gi vs are to preach less, eat more, work less, and
exercise more. Another remedy which did not suggest itself
to the writer is one that we hesitatingly make public. It
is that if the business of preaching does not agree with the
minister he might get out of it. There are many honest.
channels in which he may be useful.
LAST Friday was a beautiful spring day. The air was
mellow and the rays of the sun shed a cheerful warmth over
New York. Yet it seemed to be the forecast of a cold day_
for the clergy. One paper published on one page three sep.
arate indications of a drop in the ministerial mercury: "Dr.
Brister to be tried on Ida Downe's charges by a committee
of his brethren." "A church trial for Pastor White. Two
other clergymen mixed up in the Miss Robertson scandal to
be tried also." "Another preacher gone wrong. A scandal
involving the Hev. Dr. Philip Krohn, formerly of Troy."
Just now, the poor preachers are in extraordinarily hard
luck.

Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON, after a two weeks' rest at home, is atlect.
ure work again. March 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th, and 31st he
was at Mapleton, Good Thunder, and Sterling Center, Minn.
He may induce the Adventists to debate, but it is doubtful.
April 6th, 7th, and 8th he is to lecture in Iroquois, Da.
kota, the first Freethought lectures they will hav had. The
latter part of April he will giv five lectures in Alexandria,
Minn. He will then proceed on a lecturing tour eastward.
His address is Lake City, :Minn.
GoPAL VrNAYAK JosuEE, a nativ of Bombay, Hindostan,
will deliver two lectures under the auspices of Friendship
Liberal League of Philadelphia, in Industrial Hall, Broad
and Wood streets, Sunday, April 11th, 1886, at 2:30 and 7:30
P.M. Afternoon sub_;ect, "liissionary Labor in India;"
evening subject, " The Manners, Customs, and Religions of
India." The public are ~nvited. Mr. Joshee has given Iect.
ures to large audiences; but as he is too radical for the
churches the Philadelphia League has opened its hall to him.
THE opening of the new Secular Hall in Toronto appears
to hav been' been a great success. The place was crowded
on Sunday, March 28th, to listen to Mr. Watts's first lecture
of his present course in Canada. On March 30th and 31st
Mr. Watts lectured in Listowel to good audiences. Next
week he speaks as follows : Sunday, April 11th, Toronto ;
Monday and Tuesday, April 12th and 13th, Galt; W ednes.
day and Thursday, April 14 and 15, Ayr; Friday, April 16th,
Woodstock ; Sundays, April 18th and 25th, Toronto; Thurs.
day and Friday, April 29th and 30th, Greenwich, Mass.; Sun.
day, May 2, afternoon and evening, Boston.
ON Sunday, April 4th, Mr. Sereno Edwards Todd, of
Orange, N.J., author and editor for twenty years past in
New York city, lectured in Newark, N.J., in the hal!177
Halsey street, on the subject of "Science Better than Ortho.
doxy." Mr. Todd recently stated to the editor of THE TRUTII
SEEKER that all his maternal relativs, clear back to the great
Jonathan Edwards (who was Mr. Todd's great-great-grand.
father), were Presbyterians, and he was bred, born, and educated in the Presbyterian faith, but is now a member of the
Congregational church. The only difference between Pres.
byterians and Congregationalists, he states, is that when dis.
ciplin is to be exercised in the Presbyterian church over a
recalcitrant member, the deacons, elders, and minister, take
a rope and hang the offender; but in the Congregational
church they giv the refractory son of Adam a rope, and let
him hang himself. Mr. Todd has been a lecturer on scientific
subjeuts for many years past, but now proposes to turn his
efforts more particularly to Secularism and secular philosophy, as eminently superior to orthodoxy.
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MoRRIS, MANITOBA, March 16, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $5. 75, to be applied as directed in
inclosed list. I am of the opinion of the majority of your
correspondents, that TnE Tl~UTJI SEEKER is the very best Freethought paper published. I know I could not do ~vithout it.
The illustrations speak to the minds of those that do not read,
and I hav seen many orthodox Christians laugh in appreciation of the facts they portray so well.·
L. F. ~L\TnE:

iliar to everybody, ·are nightly' in view when our atmosphere
is clear. How could that. be possible unless they revolve.
arounrl the sun in unison with our planet? How could they
possibly revolve in unison or at all, unless the globular circle
of expanded matter in which they are suspended revolves
around the sun carrying those bodies around with it?
I hav assumed that the sun is at the center of our planetary
system, but shall protest against that evident delusion. 1\'Ir.
Higbie asserts that the central body is an electric battery:
That has been my view for the last half century. Mr. Higbie
being the first man I hav met who has the courage to indorse
it, if the intelligence to comprehend it, I will congratulate
him. Openings hav been observed in our sun through which
vapor is passing a! ways from the observer. Does vapor
usually gravitate towarrl the center of the body in whose atmosphere it is generated? When I look at the flame of a
lamp or gas-jet, though less tlmn the sixteenth of an inch in
thickness, its density obstructs my view of objects on the
other sirl.e. Then how can human vision possibly penetrate
a mass of dens«ly illuminated atmosphere from thirty to
forty miles in depth?
J. A. TUTTLE.

ELBA, Omo, March 25, 1886.
1tln. Em Ton: Inclosed find list of subscribers for your
paper, and money order to pay for same. These are all
thorough Liberals in belief, and will probably stick to your
paper.
)Ve hav a Methodist E],iscopal church, .ignorance, and
indifference to contend with here, but ho'e the circulation of
THE TnuTrr SEEKER will awaken people to the issues, which
is all that is necessary to spread our doctrins. If we had a
few Liberal lrctures delivered here it would do much good,
GREELEY, CoL., Feb. 17, 1886.
and had we a hall or other suitable place we would !Ja v them.
Jib. EDIToR: I want to ask R. G. Ingersoll if he intends to
"\\'e like the illustrations very much. Success to you.
continue advocating and supporting a finaneal superstition
Yours truly,
vV. J. DuTTON. that is n greater curse to civilization at the present day than
all the theological superstitions he so manfully and ably deBUTTE CrTY, MoN. TERR., :llfarch 18, E.M. 286.
nounces. I think the mistakes of l\Ioses are slight compared
MR. EDITOR: The books came in good condition. Thanks.
to his at Cincinnati, June, 1876, when he said the people
The "Story Hour" was a pleasant surprise. Freethinkers
wanted a man for president who knew enough to know that
ought to be proud that such a fine book can be produced by
money was not made by bw bllt by labor. If he still beus. ,As to the contents, "Our Susie" is well worth the price.·
lieves that is true, he ought to giv us his reason for it. I cerH. Clay Luse don't like your pictures. His reasons as
tainly would like to kno\.v. In 1837 I ran away from "borne
stated in TnE TnuTII SEEKER, 1\farch 13th, seem to me flimsy.
to go whaling, and hav wandered from 60 degrees north latiThe pictures are favorably commented on by my Liberal
tude to 60 degrees south, and over every degree of longitude
friends and attract attention from Bible-believers.
on the earth's surface, yet I bav never been able to make
Respectfully,
FuED. CooKE.
money. I would like him to tell me how to do it.. I am one
of y~ur old subscribers.
SAM GRAHAM.
PINEGROVE, PA., March 8, 1886.
J\<b. EDlTOI{: I can't do without the best paper in the
NEw ERA, 1\'Iroa., March, 8, 286.
world, to my knowledge. I Ilav tried to get some; new sub:M:n. EDITOR: Inclosed find one dollar and fifty cent~, which
scribers, but the times are so hard that it is impossible.
credit on TtmTrr SEEKER account, also twenty-five cents for
There are a great many people here who favor Freethought
TRUTH SEEKEll A:s-NUAL, also ten. cents' worth of Putnam's
as far as talk is concerned, but when it comes to helping tlle
"Ingersoll and Jesus." !.would be ghd to send you a donacause with money tiley are willing to be counted out. I wish
tion to assist the late improvement iii the paper, the o.bject
Mr. Reynolds.could come here. I think he could stir up the
lessons. I hav made two enemies since the illustrations belatent energies to an equality with the situation.
one was a Canuck Cathqlie, the other the Protestant
Yours truly,
,V. Tno~JPSON. gan;
type of bigot. Is it. uot a little odd that so long as the illustrations show up the Catholic in his true colors, l'vlr. ProtestORTONVILLE, Mrcrr., March 25, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: H. Clay Luse, of Waynesburg, Pa., Eayd yon ant applauds, but reflex the picture aud you maktJ an enemy
hav gone and spoilt THE TlWTn SEEKE!l with cartoons, and forthwith?
In a lyceum, lately, in which I took· part, some of the
wants an expression from your readers on that subject. His
idea to me is as lightning out of a clear sky. How could he speakers broadly charged Infidelity with all the crime now
think of such a thing? But there is no accounting for tastes, cursing humanity. When my turn came to speak I offered
don't you see? For me, I think 1\fr. Luse's vote will stand 1i ve dollars for the name of every bona fide Infidel found on
nearly alone, believing as I do that almost eycrybody else's the records of any penitentiary in the United States, and all
vote will be for them. The last, Uncle Sam bestowing the I a~ked was that the person be known to be an utter disbedollars at one door while the Irish Biddy is poking them out liever in Christian theology as. a reforming power ..
I hav it a little better now than I had it six or eight years
another into the pope's bag, is immense. The gifted ·watson
Heston is a prodigy, and his original designs and excellent ago. Then it was tar and feathers and threatened burnings,
skill are beyond all praise, while the Jonah-whale nian is old and no phwe to lecture in; but now tire old Atheist can get
a hall in either vtllage if he chooses to pay for it. This takpersimmons! Just glorious !
. iug it up and playing alone at all times and under all circumYour old friend,
Dn. T. S. ANDREWS.
stances is quite a load in a country where everybody is a
BIG BEND, KAN., March 15, 1886.
Christian, but my horizon is getting brighter.
Mn. EDITOR: Please fiud inclosed $5 for Tnll: Tnu'l"H SEEKYour well wisher,
J. M. LoGAN.
ER, and I again ask tl!at my date of subscription be set
PoRTLAND, On., March 18, .1886.
back to January 1st instead of February 1st. The little
EDITOR:
1tiy
admiration
for l\'Ir. Putnam, and the
Mn.
amount that I sent over my subscription on a former occasion was credited all to me, making a month over. The work he has don'tl and is doing, as presented in the issued of
little amount I only sent for the benefit of Trm TIWTH SEEKER. :!\larch 13th, is great. He is a smart, capable man, aud just
You will please find stamps, thirty-five cents for the TrmTII the one to push such work right through to a glorious
SEEKER ANNUAL. Tile illustrations in TnE 'l'lWTII SEEKER triumph. 1tiay succes> and its attending blessings ever be
are the most stunning hit of the times. The one where the his. is my wish. With the receipt of every TRUTII SEEKER
clericals are tooting their religious foghorns for appropria- my liking for it increases. It is a grand paper, and doing a
tions is certainly the hardest hit I ever saw. Credit me with noble work. The pictures are splendid, and a great addition
two years' subscription and send along the ANNUAL, and ever to its attractivness. The cyclonic wave is already on the
roll, and its roar, as it sweeps irresistibly on in its course,
believe me,
Tours for \l!'reethought (not Liberalism),
can now be heard l:iy all men that will listen. I wish some
S. Ji'l. TJ!AVIS, J\II.D.
lecturer could come out here and wake the people up, and
MIDDLEBURY, IND., ]',farch 20, 1886.
organize Secular Unions.
}!R. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3.25, for which please renew
Yours for the advancement of. humanity,
READER.
my subscription to the greatest champion of Freethought
LEXINGTON, KY., March 28, E.M. 286.
published in the world, ami send me a copy of the TRUTII
Mn. EDITOH: As so many of your readers hav expressed
SEEKER ANNUAL for 1!:!86.
I find great ple~sure in reading the many good articles opinions concerning your illustrations, will you allow me a
which come each week in the paper, and I will never do little space in your valuable columns to say that I approve
without it so long as I am able to raise the subscription most heartily of your new departure? The pictures are
price. The illustrations are immense. They convey the practical and effectiv, admirably executed and artistically got
idea to many who would otherwise take no notice. I think up, and as a school of instruction, to use a slang phrase, they
Brother Blakeman's suggestion of an anniversary of the "take the cake." They are original in design, and a valua"event when Bennett drove the first wedge of Liberalism ble.addition. They present our cause in a new but none the
into the old cross-grained log of Christian superstition " is less attractiv light, aml at the same time embrace all that can
good. Such events should be kept sacred by Liberals. I be said or written about tile hypocrisy and falseness of the
feel particularly interested in the controversies of the writers church. That they receive the highest encomiums from all
of the" Letters from Friends" department. The benefit and quarters I am truly glad to note, but that a few should dislike
information to be derived from this department is great in- them is also to be expected. H. Clay Luse is of the latter
deed. Wishing you success in the glorious cause of Free- class. He seems to think that pictures mar the appearance
of the paper and says it " must be a perverted taste that enthought, I am,
Yours for the right,
IsAAC IvrNs.
joys such caricature." Perhaps so, but I should think that
BnooKLYN, N.Y., March 25, 1886.
those who are unable to appreciate art, even in its simplest
MR. EDITOit: Being desirous of acquiring reliable informa- forms, are incompetent to judge. Indeed, they display such
tion on the· question of planetary distances, and perceiving little taste in their criticism as to require the aid of a powerthat some of your correspondents are willing to giv us such ful microscope to discover whether there was any ''taste "
information as they hav on the subject, I will invite attention displayed at all.
to some apparent discrepancies that I am unable to ccinpreIn the department of "Letters from Friends" appear many
hend.
peculiar epistle! from many peculiar people, but the mo~:~t
I will also invite attention to the fact {hat the Polar stars peculiar of all, perhaps, arc those from the wise sage of Neware always on a line with the center of our earth; the constel- port, li'Iainc, Seward Mitchell. This·modern Solomon appears
ations, of which the scvep stRrtJ tmtl the milkr-wa,r ar!l fam- to bi?H<Jve in t!lf.l clootri~ of t.he An!!.rc4~st, ~g.d, lik!! the two

Boston gentlemen, Tucker and Appleton, is full of zeal for
individual law and no government. He says in the last TRUTH
SEEKER: "Those who liv forothers will not be bound by,·.or
conform to, man-made laws, but will be a law unto themselvs." This doctrin of self-law will never do, 1\fr. Mitchell.
As the editor of .THE TimTH SEEKER says, government is a
necess~ry evil. As long as we hav those arouud· us who are
ready at any moment to inv~j.de and trainp}e under foot the
rights of others, just so long w(ll " ni.an-made laws" be of
absolute necessity. The murderer, robber, thief, and seducer
are a "law in themselvs," and do what in their eyes seems
their right to do. Bah! Away with your so-called selflaw! It is impracticable, and will not stand the test of reason, common s~nse, and e.xperience.
Another thing, our wise philosopher asserts that money is
the "one devil to be destroyed." Oh, my! But suppose we
destroy this alleged devil, what is the result? Stagnation of_
business would set in, progress stop; and enterprise and im-·
provement would coiue to an end. No one would hav the
least ambition to work, or to better his condition, simply because there would be nothing with which to reward him for
his toil, care, ann trouble. Money; instead of being a devil,
and. man's worst enemy, is his bc:st friend, I think. But
admitting Mr. Mitchell's "important truth " to be a fnct, I
would ask him why he insists upon using what he considers_
a devil. Why not dispense with .money altogether .and work
for the love of glory only? But it is useless to argue further
with this wise Anarchistic philosopher, since he doesn't
appear to be desirous of learning anything new, cupidus discendi.
At the end of his peculiar letter this peculiar mim adds a·
peculiar postscript. He says that he has read the account of
the arrest of saviors of the world in the ANNUAL, but that the
name of the greatest of all, Seward Mitchell, is omitted.
Now, Mr. Editor, this is a sad mistake on your part, for
whiCh you will doubtless go to sheol. It's a pity you failed
to mention tile " arrest" of this "savior" in your ANNUAL!
His should· hav been the first name in the list, for his "services for humanity " are too great to be so carelessly omitted.
What say you, suppose you republish the ANNUAT. and mention his "honored name," together with his "arrest?" I
think it would be a good idea.
D. B. CoziNE.
NEw ALBANY, PA., March 10, 1886.
MR .. EDITOR: My son, John Heverly, died the fourth of
this month. He was thirty-five years of age. He had been
sick a great deal through life, and bore his affliction very
patiently, making no complaints. He died without a struggle. If he had been a member of some church the preacht:I's ·
would no doubt use it at revival meetings to make converts;
but he wa.s not a Christian, and they would rather he would
hav left the world in distress that tl.J,ey might hav something
out of which to. make capital. I would not hav had a sermon preached if I could hav bad my choice; but my wife
belongs to the church, and I let her hav her way.
I get so tired of hearing people pr:ay that I sometimes think
I would rather hear a man swear just for a change. This is
the most gospel-ridden place I was ever in. We hav three
preachers and two churches, and yet our borough has only about four hundred souls all told.
Now, 11-fr. Editor, if you can read these few lines and publish them in THE TRUTH SEEKER, I will be very thankful .
The papers about here are so filled up with religious items
that I prt'sume they would feel themselvs disgraced by publishing the death of an Infidel.
A. HEVERLY.
OxFORD, NovA SoonA, Feb. 28, 1886.
liR. EDITOR: Methinks Mr. Neilson, of St. Thom~ts, OJit.;
is rather rough on an anointed assistant of the almighty ..
For, if through Archie's repeating some stereotyped lies, tile
glory of a God of truth more abounds, why should he be
judged a sinner? Parrots and priests l:t and repeat I!O
much by rote, are so iunocent of honest, iu .. elligent thought,
it seems almost unreasonable to ask them for a reason for the
faith that is in them, or the balderdash that comes out of
them. · Archibald may not be what he seems; likely be is a
member of the most holy sermon exchange association, and
got that sermon per post and knew nothing whereof he
spoke. Judging by the specimen presented, we had that
same clerical stink-pot fired at us last fall by a callow cleric
who, for the glory of God, and so much filthy lucre per annum, breaks the bread· of life to a chosen few of Christ's sheep.
Occasionally for a change from the ordinary innutritiv theological flap-doodle, he doses them with some second-hand
scurrilious composition, such as has disagreed with Mr.
Neilson's mental digestion. We promptly produced an Investigator of the ·previous week, printed and published at
Paine Memorial Hall, .Boston, showed it to some of his jubilant admirers, and asked for explanations, at the same time
gratuitously giving them our opinion that their oracle was
either .an ignoramus or a liar. When God's mouthpiece was
brought to book he mumbled something about Joe Cook
being authority for the statements. They hav cheek enough
for three rows of teeth who circulate untruths and take
shelter under such shady authority, and are mendacious
enough to assert that Moses and Munchausen are models of
veracity. When blatant Christians boast of Christian liberality in building and maintaining hospitals for the sick, asylums
for their insane, poorhouses for the poor, they are only proclaiming their own shame; their unbelief, Infidelity, hypocrisy. That is, if Christ is any authority amongst modern
Christians ; if he knew what he said or said what he meant.
In the gospel according to Mark, xvi, 17, Christ says: "And
these signs shall follow them that believe (in Christ). Iu. my
name shall they cast out devils. They shall take up serpents,
and if they drink any deadly tiling it shall not hurt them.
They shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover
[good tests."] What do they want with such materialistic
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simply laying on of hands? If they don't cure the sick by
such a pleasant process, the obvious inference is that they
' can't because of their unbelief, and that they are head and
tail howling hypocrits. And why should there now be any
poor to provide for if Christ's commands were obeyed or his
threats feared? " Sell all thou hast and gi v to the poor."
"From ·him that would ask of thee turn thou not away."
"If any one ask thy cloak, giv him thy coat also." "It is
easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for
a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven." "Lay not
up treasures upon earth." "Take no heed for the morrow,"
etc., etc. There is now plenty of wealth in the world; a
superabundance of power to produce enough to make all
comfortable. If it were a little more equitably distributed, if
none now laid up treasures on earth superfluously, riches
would go a begging without takers.
Though the church is not, as of old, a safe sanctuary for
the vilest criminals, it is yet a refuge for clerical moral assassins, reputation thieves. An iniquitous law throws its regis
·over the church and pulpit. Therein the professional priest
is safe from correction, however grossly he lie, however
vilely he may insinuate, however he may blast the lives of
those who will not subject the inteJlcct, bow the knee, or be
subservient to him. Great Scott! What a travesty of juStice, right, truth, to endow with such powers and privileges
a class that has ever been the virulent foe of every new truth
of science, of progress, of oppressed men; who do nothing
useful, who produce nothing but discurd; who toil not, except to spin some tough, immaterial yarns; who contribute
nothing toward the expenses, nor risk their sacred carcascs
in defense of the state. It is strange that an almighty God,
who created all things (including his pet man), and pronounced all good (yet man alone is vile), who controls all
events, cannot control man; who foreordained whatsoever
should come to pass, is thwarted by man, and gets mad
about it, too; who, tireless, wheels the mighty orbs through
space; whom the winds and wuv<'s obey; at whose nod the
scasops come and go, trees, grass, ·grain, flowers, fruits grow,
animals act according to the nature he endowed them with;
yet he cannot fix his crowning handiwork, man, so he will
go .to his satisfaction. The Christian religion, his latest invention for improving the pPrverse morro, don't seem to redtwe the pesky back-action worth a cent, and is not self-acting,
.like all his other mighty works. So he has to call tens of
thousands of man-servants to come to his help against the
mighty. He impresses them into his service, and expects
they shall work with a single e}'e to his glory, yet he don't
pay them for their work, but turns them loose on man, to
wring their pay out of poor duped wretches, who sometimes
hav enough to do to eke out a miserable existence, miserable
sinners who hav to tighten their own belts whilst helping to
increase the rotvndity of belt of wallowers in blood, blazes,
an:! brimstone. And the priests do liv on the fat of the ldnd,
with the help of God, women, pious knaves, and some questionable devices. Y ct we are told God can do anything
quicker than wink. So he could make fifty tons of gold
eagles as easily as minister or missionary could a lie, and so
foot his own bills. God's way may not be as men's ways;
that is no reason why they should be meaner ways. Pay for
all you get, and if possible pay as you go along, is a good,
honest rule. God should not be dishonest, if only for appearance's sake.
God don't need any devil, so long as the multifarious levites
arc on rarth. They can raise hell ad libitum. How long,
cnmmon sense, how long will men desire to be humbugged,
or submit to be traduced, wronged, robbed, by ravenous
religious rcptils?
WM. GHAY.
ANoKEE. MINN., :March 4, 1886.
M1:. EmTon: I hav taken Trm TRUTH SEEKEH ever since
D. M. Bennett was stabbed with the dirk of Christianity. 1
hav not a half-dozen papers on hand, bal'ing mailed them to
all parts of the United States where I thought they would be
·food for a well-balanced mind. I hav had some sent back.
. Then I thoughtof a passage in that book of myth: ''The sin
of ignorance is winked at."
Inclosed find $4.35forTHE TRUTH SEEKER," Bible Morals,"
one ANNUAL, and" Religion of Humanity," by l\L Babcock.
w. s. KING.

could to defeat us, we had good houses. We went right
among them, and hired a hall and gave them three lectures.
It cut them terribly, but they had to take their medicin as
dished out by the Infidel. It was a bitter pill.
I hav a great deal more to say, but do not want to take up
too much of your space, as others can do more good than I
can. Let me say to friend Jamieson, Again we thank you;
and to the old TRUTH SEEKERs, Sail on to victory! With
Brother Heston in the art gallery the ship is well armed.
Yours fraternally,
L. W. HoHTON.
KEoTA, lA., March 12, 1886.
b'IR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $8 .for my yearly subscription, two new subscribers, one TnuTrr SEEKER A.'I'NUAL
of 1886, one Remsburg's" Sabbath-Breaking," and Ingersoll's
"b'Iistakes of Moses."
I am a prisoner of that terrible enemy, asthma. I hav been
marching around the grave a good many years, and am welldrilled in dying; bnt when the swallows call again I may be
able to be out some, and will undoubtedly drive some more
subscribers to surrender to your gallery of pictures.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 20th I read a letter
of the Rev. S. B. Hurlburt, that wonderful preacher who
takes no pay for preaching (honor dne to him as a teacher),
stating that in the battle at Atlanta, while lying on the
ground, he had a sort of spirit-warning to ".get out there,"
and as he swung himself on his neighbor, Nelson St. John,
Company G, 8th Iowa Infantry, a shot raked the full length
where he had lain. Now, there is either a mistake by the
printer or Comrade Hurlbut forgot his regiment. I hav
served in Company F, Sth Iowa Infantry, and I know that
that regiment was not at the battle of Atlanta. [It was a
typographical error, which Brother Hurlbut has since corrected.-ED. T. S.] But to his spirit-warning. I guess that
every soldier who comprehends the situation will hav minutes of such feelings (which may become the mother of panics), but brave boys will soon calm, and resolve to" hold that
ditch." If a ball passed that instant when his emotion
moved him on to St. John's back, it can only be an accident.
Currents of thought may be carried by magnetic currents
among the Jiving. Although bullets arc rather lively sometimes, I hav never seen them correspond with & brain before
entering.
Thanks to Otto for his "Pessimism by an 0 ptimist," in
THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 27th. He is a 'Vettstcin,
indeed, allegorically, and Spiritualists will whet their quills
on him for a time, but their weapons will remain dull. There
is no mid-air depot between the ethereal light of science and
the dark aisles of creed. The Agnostic says, "We do not
know whether or not," and the Spiritualist," We do know,"
yet his illusion of eternal, individual, conscious existence can
not shake the Materialistic granit of truth.
Keep the ball rolling.
CHARLES NAuMAN.
Bno~soN, FLA., Jlfarch 17, 1886.
kin. EDITOR: Inclosed fin~! $4 to apply on subscription.
TuE TRUTH SEE KElt has become a mental necessity with me,
and I can no more do without it than I can do without my
breakfast. Its illustrations hav greatly enhanced its value
and interest to me, and I hav no doubt that all its readers
agree with me on that point. The eye is easier reached than
the car, aud its electric flashes upon the mind arc far more
vivid than telegrams from the ear. Hearing is understanding,
but seeing isbclicving.
The mental atmosphere of this region is thick with superstition, on which pricstcran thrives and fattens and Liberalism languishes. Yet I can sec that some progress has'bcen
made since I settled here five years ago. I pass TnE TimTn
SEEKER round and several of my neighbors arc becoming interested in it, particularly now that it is illustrated. I sometimes wonder that Liberalism is so slow of growth, but when
I remember how long it took me to outgrow my early religious education I am no longer surprised. l\Iy eyes were
first opened to the inconsistency and tyranny of the church
and clergy forty yea.rs ago when I was pleading the rights of
man on the antislavery platform in Maine, Jl'l>tssachusctts,
and Rhode Island. Nearly all the churches shut their doors
against me and I was obliged to speak in school-houses and
town halls. Human rights could get no hearing in a house
that Jmd been educated to the worship of that prince of slaveholders and tyrants, the Christian's Bible God. The priests
and levites of that period were too busy saving souls and getting a fat living for themsclvs to take any notice of whipped
and shackled bodies.
By comparing that time with the present, progress is
plainly visible. Slavery has been crushed beneath the tread
of an indignant people in their onward and upward march to
a higher and grander civilization. The pioneers of that great
civil revolution won also mental liberty for thcmsclvs, and
since slavery went down many of them hav labored to break
the chains of religious superstition, and a harvest of Freethinkers has rewarded their noble efforts. Instead of retreating and hiding from public view Liberals arc now moving
upon the enemy's strongholds, and the enemy arc now defending instead of assaulting. But the old soldiers who
were my compeers of the " long, long ago" hav nearly all
succumbed to our common but invincible enemy, Death, and
soon, very soon, there will be none of us left to recount to
younger minds the stirring incidents of our early struggles
for freedom. A review of those days so stirs the blood of
age and quickens every pulse that I sometimes yearn to
again step upon freedom's platform and again let loose a
tongue that has long been silent there.
0. RwrrAtmsoN.

WENTwo~nr, D. T., March 8, 1886.
MR. EDITO!t: Inclosed find $5 to renew my passage for another voyage, and also one new subscriber. Could not think
of doing without the old flagship. Professor Jamieson has
just closed another course of six lectures here to crowded
houses. We threw out challenges on every side, but our
Christian friends lost again the opportunity to demolish us.
The arrant cowards can only ·stand in the fence corners and
throw mud. 'l'he professor's small guns were brought to
bear directly upon them on every occasion, and at times one
of his solid shot would pierce them through and through.
But all we could get in response was a little orthodox dirt in
the shape of far off" what we could do if we had a mind to."
They never get in the right frame of mind. "\-Ve hav a start
here now that all the orthodox creeds on earth can never stop.
There is a strong talk of building a liberal hall here the ensuing summer. If we do we will hav a hold they can never
shake off. Other towns around about us arc beginning to see
the necessity of doing something for the cause. The Christian bigots hav seen that their spleen will not kill us, and so
they begin to respect us. We intend to ha v a grove meeting
some time in June next, and want to get about three speakers for the occasion. Professor Jamieson will probably be
one of them. The people never tire of listening to him. The
VERSAILLEs, IND., Feb. 28, 1886.
longer he talks the better pleased they ~eem to be. The bigMr. EDITOR: Our Mr . .-Remsburg, in one of his trips to
ots tried to drive me out of towp. htst summer, but r seem to
survive some of them, and hav v!lry gooQ. b.e&ltb yet. The Michigan, said : H The priests run the women, and the women
profesaor delivered three lectures ·at Madison, our county run the church."
A young rna.n from here, 11ot a, Catholic, loved & Otltholio
ilCat, whUe here, au<l altho.ugh tho Cltr!BtitHJ~ lUll ~ll they
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girl, and wished to marry her, but the girl had been raised
and trained up as a Catholic, and refused to proceed with the
courtship unless the priest was satisfied. The young man
was then compelled to go to the priest and prepare himself to
become a Catholic. He was placed upon a three weeks'
course of Catechism, while he paid his board at the hotel.
He was baptized and went to the confessional, and then his
intended and himself promised the priest that their children
should be strictly brought up in the Catholic faith. They received the host (a little· square piece of bread), which they
were told was the actual flesh of .Christ, and after the priest
was paid the two were married in the church.
Every truth seeker will see that the priest used the woman
to gain the additional member, and the assurance of whatever
children they may hav as additions to the church. This is a
true bill, the facts having come under my own observation.
The pictures of THE TtmTII SEEKElL arc certainly good,
but they fall far short of doing that infamous church full
justice. Indeed, it is not in the power of pencil or pen to do
it justice as it deserves. I am, however, glad to see there
arc more men and women through the country who arc Infidels than I had dared to hope for a few years ago. The
people arc fast becoming emancipated from the church and
the priest. In some families he is only tolerated as a necessary evil, and when the priest leaves they count their
chickens.
Will you send me for the inclosed a copy of the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAL for 1885 and 1886?
ADAM SToCKINGER.
VIsALIA, 1\Iarch 18, 286.
JlfR. EDrrott : Find inclosed a copy of :.t letter sent by an
absent father to a D.D. rnnning a.revival meeting near his
home. It tells its own story:
"REv. SIR : I learn that my wife is the VIctim of a religious
epidemic started and conducted by you at Three Rivers. Now I
would most respectfully request you, as a gentleman, not to approach my children in the interest of him for whom you do business (Christ), and further, since there are over t-hree hundred
·preachers now up before the civil courts, mostly for crimes against
women, I most emphatically request you not to approach them at
all. And I hop@ my request will be respected. But if not, if you
should attempt to baptize or otherwise monkey with those girls,
you· will surely make of my wife a widow; of my children, orphans
-the result of filling your hide so full of holes that it would not
hold black-jack brush.
T. J. CoNLEY."

Some men take kindly to Christianity, others do not. The
author of this letter evidently is one who docs not.
SuBSCRIBER.
Bmm OAK, llftcn., llfarch 29, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: In TnE TtlUTII SEEKER of ·March 20th "A.
B. B." givs :rtfr. ·wcttstein a vigorous overhauling, showing
the rcpulsivness of the latter's dogmatism.
The criticisms arc just and timely, but there is one statement in "A. B. B.'s" article upon which light is required.
He says: '' Wh_at is called spirit, or mintl, is but a form of
matter, and among its infinit possibilities may there not be
one that the thinking and remembering faculty which constitutes this personality?" etc. He says that the question of
survival of personality after death is a scientific question,
which is true, but does he hold that spirit and mind are identical?
I think he will find few among the believers in spirit life
who claim this identity.
\Viii "A. B. B.'' please name one modern scientist who
affirms that" mind is but a form of matter," and quote the
arguments given to prove the truth of that affirmation?
Is "A. B. B." himself pre1:iared to pro>c it? If so, he can
bring relief to thousands of anxious hearts, aud I think he can
engage in no task that would be of more importance. Again,
is it a fact that the thinking and remembering faculty " constitutes this personality?"
Is he prepared to prove this? If so, I hope we shall be
enlightened on the points named.
In the same issue, on the next page (183), is a criticism of
Miss Gardener, ·by E. A, Stevens. Mr. Stevens says that
Miss Gardener's " particular claim for distinction consists in
having been introduced by Colonel Ingersoll as a lecturer,"
etc., and in " the fact that our distinguished president has
been amiable enough to write a preface to her book."
I think that the majority of Liberals will agree with 1\Ir.
Stevens that it would hav been better if Miss Gardener had
stated frankly that the League had changed its name and that
Colonel Ingersoll is its president, but surely, the above-quoted
ungenerous and irrelevant remark might well hav been
omitted.
Besides, is it true? If Miss Gardener's work merits distinction, the fact of the president's introduction and }trefacc
is of comparativly slight importance; if her work is unworthy, is not Mr. Stevens's remark rather a reflection on the
colonel than ao honor to Miss Gardener?
·
Let eharity prevail in our counsels.
:rtir. Editor, doubtless I ought to feel highly flattered to
learn that '' A Woman" had always considered me a'' person
of average good sense," etc., but truth constrains me to say
that the judgment displayed by" A ·woman" is far below
the average, for either man or woman.
I did not say nor imply that because the Christian article
was foolish it must hav been written by a woman. I had
good reason to think that a woman wrote it, and I said just
what I thought. I did not wi'ite to please "A Woman," "A
Man,"" A Society," nor anybody else, and "A IV oman"
may rest assured that I shall never retract a word.
What" A Woman" has considered, now considers, or may
hereafter consider about me is a matter of supreme indifference to me.
'l'he brassy but irrelevant remark that I hav never" been
able to persuade " a lady to change her name may or may not"
be trno, but I hav reason to feel profoundly thankful that I
hav escaped a life union with one t>f tile chtss represented by
"A Woman.''
N, G. '\\',
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time, he thinks t]lere never was just such another sister quite as good as she. He has a
good deal of self-respect, and is honorable.
Edited lJy Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall He is worthy of confidence, and by all these
Ri'Dtrr, Mass., to whom all Communimtionsfm· signs I know Charley will grow into a good
and noble man.
E. H. W.
this Corner should be sent.

A Turnip Story.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

will come to the party with three quotations
·memorized. When these quotations are given
the name of the author is to be given by any
one of the company who can do so. The one
who first guesses or givs the name receives a
favor, usually a flower; if this is not practicable, a bit of narrow, bright ribbon that can
be tied in the buttonhole is substituted.

That Noisy Boy.
His name is Charley, and he goes about the
l10use, clattering, clamping, dancing, whist.
ling, and singing. He is a bright, manly
little fellow, is Charley, with rosy cheeks,
black eyes, and curly brown hat"r. He t"s a
great skater, likes to play marbles, and sometimes runs away to kick foot-ball. His pockets-oh, you ought to see Charley's pockets!
Strings, a jackknife, lead pencil, slate-pencil,
bits of colored glass, shingle nails, a penknife with a broken blade, marbles, broken
crayons, some crumpleD: pictures, parts of a
Puzzle, a dried frog's leg, a "lucky bone,"
some shells, a couple of fish-hooks, a mud
turtle, a piece of. gingerbread, and ever so
many more articles are crammed and stuffed
into that boy's pockets. He is always whittling; making boats, spoons, and rolling pins,
and sometimes tries his knife on the chairs
and table legs. He " talks back" sometimes
when reasoned with, and jumps up and
shrieks-such unearthly, boyish shrieksequal to the shout of a wild Indian. He
sings songs in the highest key, and once in a
while will tell all he knows to visitors, thinking he is entertaining them charmingly, as he
probably is.
Charley is not a goody-goody, Sundayschool boy; but, ranting, wrestling, tearing
his pants, and kicking out his boots, he is
just a hearty, healthy, harum-scarum Yankee
boy, who will grow up into one of the best of
men.
How do I know that ? I'll tell you. He
keeps his word every time. If Charley tells
you he will do a thing, you can depend upon
him. You can trust him. Charley stays in
evenings, reading and asking the drollest
questions imaginable. He is a bit saucy .
sometimes, but he is obedient and truthful.
He loves his mother and father, and when
spoken to he does :qot say, "Ya-as-guess
so," but" Yes, sir," and" No, sir."
He teases his little sister; but, at tl,te same

Correspondence.

STllEATOR, ILL., Feb. 21, 1886.
DEAll Mrss WrxoN: I hav often thought of
writing to you, but never hav got started until
to-day. Papa take.s THE TRUTH SEEKER and
Om· Puzzle Box.
he likes it very much. I hav one sister and
we like to read the Children's Corner. I am
1.-A CURIOSITY.
The shortest sentence that contains all the sixteen years old, and go to school every day.
The other day one of my schoolmates and
letters of the alphabet is the following:
myself were talking about the churches, and
Pack with my box
I told her I was growing up to be an Infidel.
Five dozen quills.-J. Gray.
.......
She said she was too, that her papa arid
H. VAN PELT.
mamma were very strong Infidels, and I said .
mine were too; she said her father took THE
2.-PROBLEM.
A room is 10 feet hi~h, 20 feet wide, and 40 TllUTil: SEEKER, and she loved to read the
feet long. If an ant ts in one of the upper Children's Corner; she said she was going to
corners, what is the shortest distance he can. write you some day. Her name is Ella Nelson.
I make out some of the puzzles, but nevet
go to the opposit (diagonal) lower corner?
send them, but I always firid them to be cor.WM. ScoTT.
rect. I will send the ones I hav solved ·this
week .• Hopi1;1g my letter will be a pleasant
3.-WORD SQUARE.
one to you, I will close.
A foreign coin.
Yours truly,
KATIE LANSING~
Custom.
A heap of stones.
MooDY, TEx., March 14, 1886.
To yield.
DEAll Mrss WrxoN: I will try to write, as I _
Maxim.
c. R.
never hav written. My father and mother
Lyons, N. Y.
are both Liberals, and hav been ever since I
can remember. They hav taken THE T!lUTH
4.-PUZZLE.
SEEKEll four years. I read the most of it. I
1. The end of man;
think it is the best paper I ever read. There
.2. A seat in public assemblies;
is a big Cambellite meeting going on about a
3. A Christian name:
mile from us. Parson Jones is the preacher;
4. One of the great cities of the world;
he has about twelve members, and has been
5. An emblem· of royalty;
holding his meetings about fifteen days. He
6. A primary condition of metals;
got three or four grown members-all the
7. The middle of pickles.
rest were little children who could not hav
Hamilton, Can.
S. C. LrTTLEHALEH.
told what they joined for if they were to be
killed the next minute. The preacher says
5.-WORD SQUARE.
that Infidels hav no sense, and that they are
liars and thieves, and all sorts of things like ~
t.hat. Ma was there the night that he preached
that; she said that she was so disgusted that
she could hardly listen to him. He said that
the Infidels would come up to the preachers
grinning like possums with their contrad"ctions. After all they were not contradictions.
I will close for this time. Excuse bad writing
and spelling. Yours truly, E. L. StMMONS.

A farmer was once told that his turnip field
had been robbed, and that the r<•bbery had
been committed by a poor, inoffem·iv man, by
the name of Palmer, who many of the people
in th<> village said had taken awn:r a wagon
Addrl'ss to a Robin Redbreast,
load of turnips.
BEEN ON THE GREENHOUSE ROOF IN ESCANABA,
Farmer Brown, much exasperated by the
FEBRUARY 14, 1886.
loss of his turnips, determined to prosecute
Ah! robin redbreast, thou'rt far' astray
poor Palmer with all the severity of the law.
In Escanaba this wintry day;
With this intention he went to lioll :e Sanders,
Vi'here the cold of zero, and far below,
the washerwoman, who had been busy in
Envelops the world in ice and snow.
spreading tile report, to know the whole
Art thou an explorer, ordered forth
To study the realms of the frozen northtruth; but Mollie denied ever having said anySome Kane or Greely of feathered tribes 1
thing about a wagon load of turnips. It was
Your tales will awaken jeers and jibes,
but a cart-load that Palmer had taken, and
When you report to the summer lands
Dame Hodson, the huckster, h[td told her so
What you beheld on these frozen sands;
over and over again.
How, under the snow in an icy cave
The farmer, hearing this, went to Dame
That managed a patch of summer to save,
Hodson, who said that Molly Sanders was
You saw from your snowy perch above,
The tangled branches and vines you love,
always making things out worse than they
With roses and blooms, and deep-green leaves,
really were, that Palmer had. tal:.en onlr a
A8 fair as the mildest summer weaves;
wheel-barrow load of turnips, anti that .she
Tall ferns and mosses, and spreading palms,
had her account from Jenkins, the tailor.
Ancl, when you tapped your request for alms,
Away WP-nt the farmer to Jenkin~, the tailor,
H•>W you sipped from the roof the overflow
who stoutly denied the account alt1)gether; he
Di"t.illed from their homes benenth the snow.
had only told Dame Hodson that Palmer had
But the honey bells of Abutilon.
And the leafy branches they hung upon,
Pulled up several tnrnips, but how many he
With Fnchsias and Heliotropes, all and each
could not tell, for that he did not aee himself,
Were tenibly, tauntingly, out of reach.
but was told it by Tom Slack the plowman.
About .ron the howl of a winter storm;
Wondering where this would end, Farmer
Beneath your fe•·t was a Hummer warm,
Brown next queetioned Tom Sla1:k, who, in
Wlwre ripe, red cherries in clusters hnng
his turn, declared he had never said a word
(S.,lannm berrieH) to tempt your tongue;
ttbout s(·cing Palmer pull up several turnips;
And making though never so much ado,
he only said that he had heard say that
Its icy top wouldn't let you through.
You could only look and wing away,
Palmer had pulled up a turnip, and that
But liv to tell of the tale to-day.
Barnes, the barber, was the person who had
Then chattering jay, and twittering wren,
told him about it.
And croaking ravens, like owlish men,
Tile farmer, almost out of patitnce at this
Will declare your story exceedingly nice,
account, hurried on to. Barnes, the barber,
About the summer patch trapped in ice,
who wondered much that people should find
But add as a caution, with vote of thanks,
pleasure in spreading idle tales which hav no
" We've heard your stqry of northern pranks;
You mustn't expect we shall swallow such.
truth! He assured the farmer all he had said
You're as foolish as man, and hav seen too much." about the matter, while he took off the beard
I hav also learned that a doubting race
of Tom Slack, was that, for all he knew,
Demand for themselvs the foremost place,
Palmer was as likely a man to pull up a turTake the upper and lower left hand symOffended if others dare to know
nip as any of his neighbors.
Of things they imagin can't be· so,
bols, and the upper and· lower right-hand
symbols and form a square.
But ever insisting their fancies crude
Mark the only course that should be pursued.
YL t I know that the message you will sing
To your mates in the far-off land of spring
Is every word and note of it true,
For I was within and looking at you.
Adieu, dear bird, good cheer of mine;
I remember you as my valentine.
Escanaba, Mich.
ISAAC A. PooL.

(sole) is in it. · 4.-Venice, Buffalo, Baltimore,
Washington, Paris, Montreal, Moscow, Manchester, Indianapolis, Vienna, Columbus.
5.-Seven Eves.

Games for the Children.

6.-REBUS.
"EMPEllOR oF MoRoooo."-This is one of
those games in which the art consists in preserving an immutable gravity under every
provocation to laugh. In "The Emperor of
Morocco " two of the players, generally one
of each sex, advance with measured steps
into the middle of the room, ceremoniouslv
salute each other, and the following dialog
takes place, the players being compelled to
look one another f!lll in the face.
Formerly the sailor's dread.
First Player-Tile emperor of Morocco is
dead.
7.-ANSWEll TO AMETHYST PlliZE CHARADE BY
Second Player-I'm very sorry for it.
I. A. l'OOL IN TRUTH SEEKER OF MARCH 6TH.
A pale dyspeptic, pressed for time
First p layer-He died of gout in his great
left toe.
Wherein to leave his desk and dine,
Plain mush and milk might choose!
Second Player-I'm very sorry for it.
A light repast leaves room to take
First Player-And all the court are to go
Some tidbit for the stomach's sake.
into mourning, and wear black rings through
Wilt hav it? Don't refuse!
their noses.
Sweet, tender, juicy-shall it be
Fish, flesh, or fowl? Well, let me see,
Second Player-I'm very sorry for it.
Oh, now I hav it-neither one,
They then bow again and retire to their
But a mushroom, and nicely done!
places, while another pair comes forward to
Impatient idling while 'tis brought,
go through the same impressiv dialog, and so
A trembling mouse the cat has caught
on till the game has gone all around the airExcites a thought of pain.
cle, a forfeit being the penalty for the slightThen musing on the various ways
How one kind and another preys
est approach to a giggle.
He turns to sup again.
.
SHADOW BUFF.-A large sheet is stretched
Waiter, how long-ah, here it is,
Vanish all gloomy thoughts at this!
across one end of the room, and one of the
This bottle? Waiter, when I dine
party sits on a low stool between it and the
You know I never order wine!
light. He is to look right at the sheet, and.
He turns it round nor needs reply
neither· sideways nor behind him. The other
As Mushroom Catsup meets his eye !
players then pass between the light and the
Middle Ii'aUs, N. Y.
D. Lours BoDGE.
seated person, disguising themselvs by action
or clothing as much as they please, while he ANSWEllS TO PUZZLES IN THE CHILDREN'S CORNER
MAllOH, 27, 1886.
is to guess, by their shadows, who they are.
1.-L-I,
Vane,
andiron, doll, epaulet, L-I,
When he guesses correctly the person whom
Vine-" Liv and let Iiv." 2.-Longfellow.
he names must take his place.
3.-" When the innocent is convicted the
THE MAMMOTH SNEEzE.-If there are enough court is condemned."
people to take part, "the mammoth sneeze"
4.-The dogs ca-nines we call;
Nine..canes against the wall.
will hav a laughable effect ..
Divide the company into three divisions,
SoLVERs.-J. K. P. Baker, G. W. Williams,
The persons in the first division arc to say E. E. Moore, D. Louis Bodge, Sidney C.
when the signal is given, "Hish !" emphasiz- Littlehal'3s, Lyle Gault.
ing the first "h; " the second division say ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE CHILDREN'S CORNER,
"Osh ! " The leader counts, " One, two,
MARCH 20, 1886.
three," and at the last word the three divis1.-152.
p
.ions spout their syllables with all the force 2.HAT
they can muster.
MARCH
QuoTATION PAHTY.-A pleasant entertainAIR
ment for a few friends is called a "quotation
s
party." When the invitations are given the 3.-Because she is a loan (alone). Because·
re9.uest accompanies them that the. recipient she has a sash about her. Because her soul

PERRYSVILLE, M:arch 13, 1886 ..
DE All Mrss WIXoN: I read the letters in the
Children's Corner of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
I thought I would write one, too. We are
sorry for Cora M. Howard and her sisters. I
am seven years old. I go to scilool every
day. I am in the Third Reader. I hav a little brother; his name is Harry Humboldt.
He is five years old, and goes to school sometimes with me. We hav a little dog-we
call him Tip-and two cats. We call. ·one
Maggie and one Belcher. We hav four bantam chickens. We call one Susie, one Buff,
one Pet, and one Charley. Grandma Beveridge gave me the "Story Hour" for a present. If this is good enough I would like to
see it published in the Children's Corner.
From yonr little friend,
EFFIE JANE PEAllOE.
SUNLIGHT, NEB., March 12, 1886.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I go to school every
day. I am sick to-day. Papa went to town
to-day, and mamma is sewing. I hav a bad
cold. JHy little sister had the croup last
night. My little brothers and sisters went to
school. We hav been practicing our pieces,
and I know mine all by hf;•:rt. I see you spelled
my wrong; you put m in:.:the place of w. We
are to hav an exhibition t1te last day of school.
We hav lots of snow here, and it is thawing
to-day. Yesterday I. put my little sister Hattie on the sled, and turned the corner too
quick, and she pitched off head first in ·the
snow, and stuck straight up.
Well, I guess you will think I hav written
too much. Good-by, my friend.
Yours,
EsTELLA SoWERS.

Ingersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for fra'ming. The titles are: •

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these heretofore has been $1. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton PI., New York.

HISTORY
OF THE

.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

or Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Revised E<lition-2 vola-Price, $3.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
tf
88 Clinton PI., New York crty~
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F. ]f.- Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
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INDIANA.

KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; pai>er, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, rich with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-da.y."-John

Swinton's Paver.

Golden 'l'hront>,

-AND-
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MAINE.

·B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
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We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-blf'BR-ourhome" placard~ whiuh disfigure the wotll~ of so
many houses. They are printed on hea YY cardboard, 9 inches l>y 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borilers, with an illuminateil monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:
:oooooooooooo•oo•oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo;

THE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WORLD.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COM:PANY,
33 CLINTON PLACE.
-------------------·

F*-ORIDA.
WANTED.-A man and woman, together or separately, to join the undersigned-Due in a frmt
nursery, the other in an egg and poultry buHiness;
both branches being already established.
A small capital (200 to 500 dollars) desirable.
Address
MARY A. YORE,
4t13
Palatka, Fla.

Bacon&Shakspsre

FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH.
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SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.

•

Sa~~ath- Breaking.
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By JOHN E. REMSBURG
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REASON IS THE LAMP OF THE MIND,
THE ONLY TORCH OF PROGRESS.

Author of
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The best and most thorough work ever written
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on the Sunday Question from a r ..tional point of

fl'rl•·e 2-i Cenls.

:

Ao: dress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pi., New York.

view.

THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HERE.

HEPLY

:.,,.ooooooooooooooooo•oooooooO••oooooooooooooooooOoo:

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
: •••••••• o•o··

25

SINGLE CoPIEs,
Six CoPIEs,

ooooo•••ooooooO•••••ooo•oo••o•oooo••o•:

cents.

$1.00.

Addi·ess THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New Yorlt.
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'J'IIE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY ;
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.

•

0
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'rhe price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is'a large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with 1tn engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberali8m. Framed it makeR a splendid ornament for
the lectlll'e-rooms of Liberal societies. Priee, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton PI., New York City.

A NEW PAMPHLET.-,J['8T OUT.

ADAMI AND HEVA.

lJy B. lV. Lacy
tltorou~~h

exposure of the Catholic prieta's
unfairness, and histm·ical misstatement.
I• ric, Cloth. U; Pa1>er, liO tJents
Ado! ress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
"' 1 •lristry,

'I' HE

SH.AKEK EYF: and E.-\.R

ro REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
.. N 0 T 1!1 S 0 N INGER S 0 L L.'
A.

BUJ·~.All

!{EmlEY GR.A VES'S WOltl{S.
S xtPI'ri Saviors or Non,.. BY KERsEY GnAVES, auther of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Savim·R; The Bible of Bibles, and
Biogrn phy of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.
Bible t~f BthiPs; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty .seven bibles and an expoRition of two
thousav.d biblical errors in science, history,
mm·a!a, religionJ anti general events. Also a
de linea l-ion of tne characters of the principal
p!H'"<mnges of the Christian Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Pdce, $2.

Biogrll.fi by ot' Sat an ; or,· a Historical

•

BY S. P. PUTMAM.
A poetic version of the Indian Story of the Garden of· Eden, in which its superiority to the mutilated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton· Pla9e, New York.

A Romance of

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25-cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand,

and

Charles Watts's ·works.
The History of Freethought.

Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethought and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedamsm. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Free thought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

The .American Secular Union;

its

Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Destructiv and Construc-

tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christ•an Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the " Christian Evidence Society."
Iritroduction b;Y Charles Bradlaugh. Contents : The Orig1n of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Chdstianity. Price, $1.

St'cularism;

its Principles and its

The following tracts by Chas.

FREETIIOUGHT J\OVEL•.
Afinely

Tht> Heathens of the Heat.h.

written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day of
Hest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

}'amily Creeds.

PROOF THAT

\VI
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Gottlieb, His Lif'e.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization i-._Philosophy of Seculadsm ; Science and .ljible An t~~Eonistic ;
Cln·istian Scheme of Redem_ption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKEH, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

NEW YORK:

-----~

A poem. "It is m:ainmed

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extmordinary beauty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

Tracts.

.Mottoes for Freetltinkt;r~.

A conversation

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

Duties. Price, 75 cts.

ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

•

Ingersoll and JPsus.

Setularism;

ILLUSTRATIONS.

TEXAS.

" The

other _A,gnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

CONTENTS.

NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.

a Romance.

author certainly has genius. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book is filled with
manly thoughts, expressed in manly wordsthe transcnpt of a manly mind. Every Libeml
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.

Prometheus.

(E. M. 286.)

MASSAOHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.

Universe~ and

Waif"' and _Wanderings. a New Ameri-

FREETHINKERS' .ALMllNllC

J. R. Mop.roe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

Works.

Its Scientific Solution, with some Critic1sms of
Universology. _ Price, 20 cts.

TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL

IDAHO.

.

'l'he Problem of the

THE

_

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

Putnam'~

Exposilion of the DeYil and his Fiery Domains.
Prwe, 85 cents .

The Wm·ld',. Sixtt•en Cr·u<'iflt•d Savior·s ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Containing new and startling revelations in
religious liistoryl which disclose the oriental
origin of all the uoctrines, principles, precepts,
and miracles of the Christ1an New Tcstamentl
and furnishing a key for unlocking many ot'
its sacred mysteries, besides comi>rising thtl
history of sixteen oriental crucified g_ods~ $2.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
83 Olinton Plaoe, New York.

By William McDon-

nell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.·'
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

Nathaniel VitUghan. Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked abilit;f. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Fredenka Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

Tlw Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Iteade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
ancl perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked dejl'relb. even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in theFreethoug_htranks." Pdce,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

MATRIMONIAl.
An educated gentleman, fifty years of age, a
pronounced Atheist, respectfully solicits con·espondence from Infidel ladies in the vicinity ot
N<-IV York, with a view to speedy marri~tge. All
communications (which should be as exphcit as
poHHiblel will be regarded as sam·ed, and the letter"
returned if desired by the writers or demanded by
the n·q uirements of propriety.
Please address,
CAPT. PAUL JONES,
Care of Armstrong and O'Connell,
28 E. 14th LSt., New York c1tr.

LIT IIOG R.-\ J»ll 'i
OF

CHARLES DARWIN.
-aAdmirers of the Great Naturalist, and practically _
the father of Evolution, will be glad to know thai
we hav a fine Iitho 0 raph of him for sale-si?:e
18)V'x24 inches on heavy platepaper. Framed, tile
piclln'e will make a splendid ornam{ nt for tl1e
parlors of Freethinkers. Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

fRAVE'Ls IN FA•TH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Cloth, $1.25.
For Sale at this Olfice.

Bible Fabrications Refuted
and

The Error" of 111 ... Blhlf" Expo8• d. ,
BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Price, 15 centR.
Add1·ess THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
38 Clinton Place, Ne1V York,
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My Cathedral.
:Like .two cathedral towers these stately pines
Uplift their fretted summits tipped with cones;
The arch beneath them is not built with stones,
Not Art but Nature traced these lovely lines,
And carved this graceful arabesque of vines ;
No organ but the wind here sighs and moans,
No sepulcher conceals a martyr's bones,
No marble bishop on his tomb reclines.
Enter! the pavement, carpeted with leaves,
Givs back a softened echo to thy tread 1
Listen ! the uhoir is singing ; all the birds
In leafy galleries beneath the eaves
Are singing; listen! ere the sound be fled,
And learn there may be worship without words.
-Lon(Jfellow.

What is ''Orthodoxy 1"
From the Lonacm Trutnseelcer.

An industrious American has taken the
trouble to collect .from authoritativ documents the chief Articles of Belief of " orthodox" churches. The result is somewhat
curious, not a little melancholy, and eminently instructiv:
DEOREES; FoREORDINATION; EvERLASTING
DEATH. By the decrees of God, for the manifestation of his glory, some men and angels
are predestinated to everlasting life, and others foreordained to everlasting death.-Constitution of the PreiJbyterian Church of the
United States, second edition, published by
authority of the General Assembly, 1846; or,
·Westminster Confession of Faith, chap. ii,
sec. 3.
All who will be saved were the objects of
God's eternal and electing love, and were
given by an act of divine sovereignty to the
son of God.-Art. xiv of Deelamtion of Faith
of the Congregational Union of England and
Wales.
TuE FALL; ORIGINAl. SIN; ToTAL DEPRAT"ITY. We believe, teach, and confess that
original sin is no trivial corruption, but is so
profound a corruption of human nature as to
leave nothing sound, nothing uncorrupt in the
body or soul of man, or in his mental or bodily powers.-l/utheran Confession of Faith,
the Formula of Concord, art. i, sec. 3.
Our first parents, being seduced by the
subtlety and temptation of Satan, sinned in
eating the forbidden. fruit;
. by this sin
they fell from their original righteousness and
communion with God, and 80 became dead
in sin, and wholly tlefiled in all the faculties
and partli of soul and body;
. and they
beinO" the root of all mankind, the guilt of this
"' imputed, and the same d eath Ill
· sm,
·
sin was
and corrnpted nature, conveyed to all their
posterity, descending from them by ordinary
· origma
· 1 corrupgeneration.
. F rom this
tion, whereb; we· are utterly indisposed, dis-·
abled, and made opposit to all good, and
wholly inclined to ·an evil, do proceed all
actual transgressions.-Confession of Faitlt of
t~e
1 Presbyterian Ch~t1"clb pp. 38--40.
'

Goo's WRATH AND CuRsE; AN ENDLEss
. f ll
HELT.. All mankind b Y their a 1ost communion with God, are under his wrath and
·
curse, and so made liable to all the miseries
in this life, to death itself, and to the pains of
hell forever.- Westminster Slwrter Catech?:sm,
Answer to Question 19.
The fa!l.of the first man involved that of all
his natural descendants ; all men are consequently sinful by nature and are under the
wrath of God.-Baptist Priu Catechism, 1866.
ETERNAL ToR111EN1"B. The souls of the
wicked are cast into ],en, where they remain
in torments.
. The wicked shall lie cast
into eternal torments.-Confession of Faith of
the Presbyterian O!mrcfl, pp. 161 and 165.
SMALL SINS. There is no sin so small but it
deserves da.mnation.-The Westminster Confession, chap. xv, art. 4.
THE AToNEMENT. As sin cannot be pardoned without a sacrifice, Christ gave himself
a sacrifice for the sins of the world, and thus
made sal vat ion possible for all men. He died
for us, suffering in our stead.-Confession of
the F·ree-will Baptists, chap. vii, 1868.
Christ's work of atonement consisted in his
perfect obedience to the law of God, and in
satisfying divine justice by suffering in the
place of sinful men.-;-Baptist Priee Catechism,
1866, question 23.
A DEITY CoMPOSED oF THREE PERSONS·;
BELIEF IN THIS NEOESSARY TO SALVATION.
Whosoever shall be saved, before all things it
is necessary that he hold the Catholic faith,
which faith, except everyone do keep whole
and undefiled, without doubt he shall perish
everlastingly. And the Catholic faith is this:
That we worship one God in Trinity, and
Trinity in Unity; neither confounding the
persons nor_ dividing the substance. For
there is one person of the Father, and another

of the Son, and another of the Holy Ghost.
So the Father is God and the Son is
. He
God and the HolY Ghost is God.
therefore who would be saved must think
thus of Trinity.-Athanasian Creed.
BELIEF IN THE· DEITY OF JESUS NECESSARY
TO SALVATION. It is necessary to everlasting
salvation that we also believe rightly the incarnation of our Lord Jesus Christ. For the
right faith is, that we believe and confess that
the Lord Jesus Christ is God,
. God of
. Perfect
the substance of the father.
God,
equal to the Father as touching
his Godhead. . . This is the Catholic faith,
which, except a man believe faithfully, he
cannot be saved.-Athanasian Creed.
INFANTS SUFFER AND DIE BEOAUSE ADAM
FELL. Infants are a part of the human faroily, and their sufferings and death are to be
accounted for on the ground of their being
involved in the general moral ruin of the
race.-The Auburn Declaration, 1837, sec. 5.
[The highe.st doctrinal authority in the .Presbyterian church of America.]
THE DEITY OF CHRIST; CIIRIST DYING TO
REooNOILE Goo TO l.VIAN.-The Son, who is
the word of the Father, is the very and eternal God, of one substance with the Father,
who truly suffered, was crucified, dead,
and buried, to reconcile the Father.-Disdplin of the Methodist Episcopal Ch1trch, chap.
i, sec. 2.
REGENERATioN. As man is a fallen and
sinful being, he must be regenerated in order
to obtain salvation. This change is an ~nstan
taneous renAwal of the heart by the holy
spirit.-Confession of the Free- Will Baptists,
chap. xi, 1868.
AN INFALLIBLE BIBLE. We believe that the
holy Bible -vvas written by men divinely inspired, and is a perfect treasure of heavenly
instruction; that it has God for its author,
salvation for its end, and truth without any
mixture of error for its matter.-The NeUJ
:'::c-"psh?:re Baptist Confesll!:on, art. i, 1833.
[This confession is more generally accepted
than any other among Baptists in America.]
INFANTS LosT UNLESS REDEEMED BY THE
BLOOD OF CHRIST Aim REGENERATED BY TIIE
HoLY GHOST. All infants, as well as adults,
in order to be saved, need redemption by the
blood of Christ and regeneration by the Holy
Ghost.-Auburn Declaration, sec. 6.
RESDRREOTION OF Til& BoDY. They (Congregational churches) believe that the bodies
of the dead will be mised again.-A.rt. xix of
Declaration of the Congregational Uni,on. of
England and Wales.
CrmrsT AscENDim INTO HEAvEN, BonY,
FLESH, AND BoNES. Christ did truly rise from
the dead, and took again his body, with flesh
and bones, wherewith he ascended into
heaven. A~ic!es of Religion (art. ~ of .the
Reformed y~scopal Chunh of
menca.
Adop~ed 1~7u.
.
Christ. did. truly nse fro~ the dead, and
took agamlus body, wherewtth he ascended
into heaven.-Methodist Articles of Religion,
art. iii.
DooTRIN oF ALI. THE EVANGELICAL CuuROIIEB.
The American Board of the Evangelical Alii:wee, which represents all the leading Evangelical churches of this country, arlopted in
1867 as its doctrinal basis, among others, the
following doctrins: The utter depravity of
human nature in consequence of the Fall.
The justification of the sinnerbyfaith alone.
The resurrection of the body.

Catholicism in the City of Mexico.
A few days ag-o I stopped before the door
of the chapel of the Third Order of San Francisco, in Cholula, to read a "religious announcement" posted thereon. It was to this
effect: " In the drawing of the lottery of
souls, which took place in this chapel last
Thursday, the soul of Don Miguel Fulano
drew the first prize. Funeral honors will be
paid him in this chapel on Thursday of this
week." Horrified, I asked for an explana.
tion, and this is what I learned : In every
church is an altar called the "altar of souls;"
near it is a collection-box into which the
faithful put their money. When a snfficient
sum-from one to five hundred dollars-has
been collected, the names of four or five,poor
people who hav died are shaken together; and
the one whose name is first drawn obtains the
first prize; that is, his soul is entitled to a
solemn malis for the purpose of getting him
out of purgatory!
Yesterday morning a grand requiem mass
was sung., for the repo~e of the soul of a
wealthy lady who died two years ago. · To
everyone present was given a card containing
prayers which could be applied in either one
of two ways-to shorten ,one's own days in
purgatory, or those of the lady whose funeral

rites were'in progress. "My Jesus, mercy I''
shortens one's length of time in purgatory one
hundred days for each time it is said-only
one must indicate, before beginning to pray,
whether it is for his own soul or that of the
lady for whom mass is being said. " Sweet
heart of Mary, be my refuge!" takes off three
hundred days each time it is said; and "Merciful Jesus, giv me eternal" rest!" takes off
seven years.-Fannie C. SnoUJ.

A

Confud~n

to a Christian.

The following letter was written to the
Portland Oregonian by a Chinaman in answer
·to an attack on his ,countrymen by a minister
of the town. Judging by the dignified, if
sorrowful, tone of the letter; Chan Ron Fan
is better qualified to civilize the preachers
than they are to do "missionary work" in
China:
PoRTLAND, OnE., Feb. 24, 1886.
To TIIE EDITOR oil' THE OREGoNIAN, Sir:
I was asked by many of my countrymen
"whether any respectable, law-abiding citizen in this city has anything to do with the
'anti-Chinese movement' or not."
My answer was no; but on seeing a short
article.in the Oregonian of the 18th inst. in
answer to Rev. E. Trumbull Lee, it led me to
look for his article.
Having read over and over carefully the
al'ticle of Mr. Lee, I am convinced that the
sentiment. of it is not only" calculated to make
riot and bloodshed," but it also misrepresents
a class of law-abiding citizens of this fair city.
When Chinese riots occur in China, attempting to injure and annoy the foreign missionaries, the Chinese converts do their best to
conceal and shelter them from harm until the
power of the gover.nment can come and pro'tect them. C never heard that the Chinese
converts ever exposed their foreign missionaries or inflamed the rioters to injure them.
But at such a time as this, when the Chinese
are everywhere exposed to dan_ger and annoyance, both in property and in life, what benefit can it be for Rev. E. Trumbull Lee to
write such false things about the Chinese?
This is too mysterious even fOF those whom
he termed the "almond-eyed, unclean, and
immoral pagan Chinese" to comprehend. A
man like him brag about "our better civilization" and glorious rAiigion that the Chinese
cannot compare with! Why not use his time
and brain to write about what the mea:Qing of
the word civilization is. and how to liv to be
called civilized people? Does civilization include the following words: "Be good to
strangers?" Or he might preach a sermon on
the "golden rule;" tell wh&t the savior said,
that. "Therefore. all things whatsr'ever ye
·would that men should do to you do ye even
so to them," which was taught, thouO"h negativly, by our sage Confucius a bout 2,4'00 years
ago, and not only prea~h it, but take pnins to
practice it himself. By so doing, I think the
Chinese might be Christianized easier here
than in their "own lands," because here they
they hav a great deal more p:oorl teachings by
example of good Chri~tian people!
But if Mr. Trumbull Lee thi11ks the idea of
Rev. William B. Lee, of Olympia, is right hecause he thinks that the "Chinese are far
more likelv to be marle Christians in their own
lands by our rlevoteil missionaries there, than
they are here in contact with the lowest orders
of American society-gamblers, speculators,·
profane men aud women, and commercial
and political scoundrels of every sort "-of
courRe anv man with common sense knows
that it is not the fault of the Chinese that thev
are surrounderi bv the "lowest orders of
American society;." and if such is the case
how can the Chinese see the beauty and excellency of Christianity ? For they are not
fools nor idiots. The intelligent Chinamen
are like any other class of sensible mt>n. If
anything comes to them that is contrary to
their reason and observation, they are by no
means willing to accept it. For thiA reason.
and this alone, I want you, Rev. E. Trumbull
Lee, and yon, Rev. Wm. B. Lee, to know
that you, being preachers of Christianity, and
men that enjoy that "better civili7ation" in
enlightened America, llav, by your unki'ld
words, become great ~tumbling-blocks before
a race of benighted souls whom Jesus came
to save.
If some of the intelligent pagan Chinamen
should take up Rev. E. Trumbnll Lee's
article and translate it into their own language
and send it back to China to be circulated
there among the Chinese, then you would find
out what a hard time your "devoted missionaries" would hav there in Christianizing
them.
I know that you do not care for this, because you are too good to be sent as a missionary to convert the "pagan Chinese," but
this is a fact. Therefore, in the :name of God
and humanity, I entreat you, Rev. Mr. Lee,
to not lower yourself by sympathizing with
the lawless persons on the Chinese question,
but let the true beauty -and excellency of
Christianity be more seen through your good
sentiments and Christ-like example, and then
the " pagan Chinese " can better comprehend
and better appreciate, and may adopt, your
"better civilization" and Christian religion,
but not otherwise. · Yet why should the
Chinese go? For " God hath made of one
blood all nations of men for to dwell on all
the face of the earth." We are here by the
invitation of the United States government,
and will be protected here by the stipula-

tion of international· treaty rights, as the
American citizens are protected by our govCHAN RoN FAN.
ernment in China.

Boolr :Notice.
TrrE ORDER oF CREATION: The Conflict between Genesis and Geology. A Controversy between the Ron. W. E. Gladstone,
Prof. T. H. Huxley, Prof. Max Muller, M.
Reville, E. Lynn Linton. New York: The
Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place.
Pp. 178. Price 75 cents.
These essays, which attracted wide attention and were read with deep interest when
they first appeared, collected and reprinted
in a neat volume, are now in a form convenient for reference and suitable for the library.
They are of great value to all who would
know the latest word contributed by eminent
writers to the discussion of the old question
whether the order of Genesis and the order of
geology are in harmony or in conflict, and
other cognate subjects suggested by the controversy between Mr. Gladstone and Professor
Huxley. We do not believe that the defenders of Genesis will care to assist in the circulation of this volume, although the religious
press of tl1e country hav quoted freely from
Mr. Gladstone's article presented in the same
volume with the replies and criticisms here
·
reprbduced.
They make a work which, so far as read by_
intelligent minds, must be effectiv in destroying the faith still surviving in the inspired
and authoritativ character of the so-called·
Mosaic account of the creation.-Inde:v.

Everybody Should Read .it.
Through the courtesy of the Truth Seeker
Company, of New York city, the Gazetteer ~s
in possession of a handsomely bound copy of'
"The Order of Creation, the Conflict Between
Genesis and Geology." This volume contains
"Dawn of Creati0n and ·worship," by W. E ..
Gladstone, in reply to certain strictures in
"Prolegomena to the History of Religions,"
by Dr. Reville; a reply entitled, "The Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters of
Nature," by the celebrated scientist, Prof. T.
H. Huxley; a further reply to Mr. Gladstone's
article, by F. Max J\IIiiller, written as a postscript to his last work, "Solar Myths;" a rejoinder by Mr. Gladstone to these articles of
Professor Huxley and Professor Max Miiller,
which he entitled, "Proem to Genesis; aPlea
for a Fair ·Trial;" "Dawn of Creation," an
answer to Mr. Gladstone, by Albet:t Reville,
D.D.; another article from the pen of Professor Huxley, entitled, "Mr. Gladstone and
Genesis;" closing. with "A Protest and a
Plea," by Mrs. E. Lynn Lynton. No contro-·
versy of a ·religious character has attracted
more attention than this since the celebrated
discussion· between Robert G. Ingersoll and
Judge Black. The volume before us is a
handsomely-printed book of 170 page!!, and
all these articles are given without comment,
or even a preface. The reader is furnished·
with the learned arguments pro and con and
is left free to decide as to the, merits of the arguments presented without (;n attempt to bias
opinion on the part of the ,;publishers. The
price of the book is 50 cents in paper covers,
or 75 cents handsomely bound in muslin. It
deserves a wide circulation.-Denison (Te~.)
Sunday Gazetteer.

ELEMENTS
OF

UNIVERSAL HISTORY
FOR

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS'
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prof, H. M. Couln,;er, A..l11.
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000
years B.o. on up to 1883, all in a nutshell.-.E!mina SlenJcer.

As a text-book in BCh(!lols, the book would occupy
an important place; in the family it would be no
less important, as conveying informatio.n that all
should be acquainted with.-Susan Wi:wn.
· Ur. Cottinger's intentions in writing this book
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It
mn,y ·be commended as fulfilling its purpose of a
concise anrl interesting historical text-book.Mtlwaukee Sentinel.
Price, Clot-h,

U.~O.

For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHRISTIANITY
A R E WARD F 0 It C R l M E.
Substantiated bf the Bible.
BY

0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

P.-fce,IO Cents. 1 Per Dozen, $1.00.
Address
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THE TRUTH SEEKER,
38 Olinton Place, New YQrlt,
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Ingersoll's · ·W"erks.
The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

OttO~'Wettstein's

1

Ih fi'"il' lectures comprising, "The · Godst"
" Humboldt " " Thomas Paine,"·" Individuality,>• and" Heretics and Heresies."

· opnlar Jewelry Store, Rochelle, Dl.

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts ;·cloth; 1.25.
Contents: "The Ghost!!!" ·"Liberty.for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Inde_pendence," "About Farming in. ·Illinois,"
•· '!'he Grant Banqueh" "The. Rev•. Alexander
Clark," "The Past ltises ·before Me Like. a
Dream," and "A Tribute to.·Ebon C. Ingersoll."
·

Some .Mistakes of Moses.· Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
·. ·" .·
, .' ·..
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.

..

·.

What Must We Do to Be Saved l Pa- ·
per, 25 cents~ . ·

, ' · · · ' · · .. .

.

;

Reli~don. , · By R .. G.
IngersoJb Jl).dge Jeremiali, S. Black, and ;frof.,,

The thristian

'George .If. Fisher. Paper,. 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

.

. ,

56· pages; 12ni6; p!!<per;,· ·

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, ·and conta:iniJ!g "as ·muQh as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary. document.
Liberals should scatter it generously,
·

Ingersoll Catf'(•.hised: His .Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Franctscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen ; 25 copies, $1 ; ·100 co]lie.!!i ·$3.
Millions of these should be circulated by J!Tee.
thinkers.
.

Vindication of Thom·as Paine from
the attacks of the New York; Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

Address on the Civil Rights Bil1.
Large size octavo, paper, 15.cents.

lng<>rsoll's Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To.meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works) the publisher h.as had
all his lectures, except the latest on· "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1 300
pall"es, which is sold at the exceedingly 1ow
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

.Tributes.

There hav been so many.

is a reln!larly: educated and legally qualified physician, and
.the most successfw1
as his practice wiu
prove. He has for
twenty years treated
exclusivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures of which
he stands preeminent
SPERMATORRH<EA.
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
night emissions by
.io---<l---D---<>---> dreams, loss of sexual
power
rendering
cured
sixty
one
enis

1

applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the:"Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea:vy toned paper, 1~ illu~
ruinated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, prepaid, for 50cts, or either one
. for 15 cents.
·

The Busts of Voltaire, .Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true .to

B

life, price~ $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles or Religious Liberty should hav these
busts.
· ·

UJ

Photogra.Dhs of Colonel Ingersoll.

:w-

Superb pliotographs1 22x28, $5; panel, 10~x17,
$3; boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 cts.

w

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims

Revised llJld Enlarged.

· Price,10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. :Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburj:' are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showin~ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty - the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t 11e Woman's Rights
Movement;. the Temperance Reform; the
Church ana the Republic.

Bible Morals.

·~·

Image Ureaker.

_Price, Clutll $I.oo·; Paper, iiO Cents.

SOCIAL VVEAL.T B:.
The Sole Factors and
Exact Ratios in Us A<'quirt:ment alid Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS
CO:STI<~NTS: Ecouomic Schools: a hrief review of their Origin . and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
p1·ofit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Wag~s; Pnvate and Social Wealth; Land Own-

PRICF,

~LOTH,

$1 (lO.

A !dress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,

Tbomas Paine. The Apostle of Religious and· Political Libe.rty. Tells the story
of the·· Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"A.n;J.erican Crisis/' "Rights of _Man," and ·~Age
of lteason "are given; also, tnbutes to Pame's
character from mo}il than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition, :160 pages, printed on fine tinted IJaper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

The_ .Apostle of Libet·ty •. .An. address

delivered in Paine Han., be:Pore the N. E. Freethinkers• Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents. . . .
For all the above works address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

The Perpetual Calendar.
Working the .Year of Science
And the Common Computations.

..

ership; Private Property in Land: Capital and
the Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-op·
eration; Law of CoutractH; Money and Credit;
Of Value or Economic Ratios; 1'axatiou as a
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Sug-gestzons
to Legislators; Conclusion.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washin!l'tou an Unbeliver ;.Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; vhristian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

·'

~'riend, llfo~als).

Address THE TRUTII SREKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

Twenty Crimes and

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath. from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. 1'he question is discussed
under the following hea<ls: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; 1'he Je'\\ishSabbatb; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Exammation of
Sunday Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers;.The
Sabbath durin&' the Middle All"es: The Pmitan
Sabbath; '!estimony of Chr1stian Reformers,
Scholars.~.. and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws. J:'rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.

---~~~-, ~-~"~-·~--------,-·~."

Qhurch Fi~tJons; Historical Facts
-(Civilization; Comparativ· Status, W.omeu as
Persons, Education, .As Wives, Not Woman's

'l'he Trade Supplied at Special Discounts,

Vices Sanctioned by Scri~ure : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheating: '!'heft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children: Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.
.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

~'lOTIONS,:_

V'ilC.ARIOUS ..ATONEMENT: .Fear; Begmning
:'to 1'hink; Creeds; Self-Control What We Need;
. Vicarious Atonement Not. a Christian Inven'.tion; Twin Monsters from Intellectual Pig-

. An Almanac Forevel'.
Showing the· day of -the week for any day of the
month for· all time past and present and to come,
and other useful information. Price, 40 cents;
· · three for $1.
·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER1
Canvassers address L. M;artin, Brunswtol!:, Ga•

THE PRESENT

BOOKS ON·ltlEDlC.AL A 'lD SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearly 11900 pages, fully
illu8trated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr.' E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or$5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. ~.l!'oote, Jr., viz ..: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,"representm_g the g!lrm
theory, advocating personal and· pubhc hygrene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam!" considering the blue-glass cnre-<>f value
to sw , and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages1 cloth
bound, $2; "Heredity( by Lodng]\loOf!Y, 159
Jlages, cloth\ 75 cents; ' The Law of Heredrty," by
]!' H Marsh, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperamentsz" with ill~1strations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents.;.' Generahon before R<i~en
eration " by Dr. E . .u. Foote, Jr.t}O cents; Reports of Conventions and Parlor ro.eetinll's dming
1882 " 10 cents; "'l'hird Annual Conventwn of the
Institute of Heredity, Ml!}' 29, 1883," 10 cents.
____•___ !-ddress THE 1'RUTH SEEKER.:_

The Bi~le Analyze~.

AND

THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA.
BY A C.APIT.ALIST.
A B·ook Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, and Crime. It deals w1th
the present cond1tions of society in this country, pointing out .their 1m~c;fcctions, and showing how
it IS almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and VICIOus under our present sys·
tern. The remedy; the an thor thmks, is in communal life, and be has drawn a vil•id picture of the
future Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be organized on the pnnciples of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and intere~tingly written.
CoNTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present Exttrnal Appeatance of Our Republic; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improve~ents; Production an~ Dist.rib~•tion;
Education · Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; life m the New Republic; Life m the
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; Metl10?s Proposed for the
Trai1s1tioil from the System of Individual Property to a System of CollectJv Property; Danger.
Price, $1.60.
.
•
.
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeket Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

Jnbn R.

BY
Jl, clso,

A.M.

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Crention.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-':)'he Miracles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the B\ble.-The
Prophecies -The Devil or Satan of the ll1ble.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Crown octavo. &'33 PP• Sp1en did! y executed . sent
by mail, post paid'. Price, $3.00.

The Secret of the East;
OR,

The Origin of the f'hristian Religion
and the Significance of its
--------------·--~----~------------~--------Rise and Decline.
Bible lnquir~er. A Key to Bible, InEDby
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my!Uedical Compound and J;mproved
Elastic Sn'PPOrter Truss mJ;om 30 I<>
90 davs. Reliable r~fereno•s g~~en. Send
stamp for circular 1 and aav tn whnt prrper
vou taw mv advertzsement. Address C&p_;
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vestigation. Hevised E<litio~l. This Pa11_1J?hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible propos1t1ons.
\vith numerous references and c1tahons, that
a1·e contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in. the same book. Pdce
25 cents,

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this o$Bce.
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J)Jtws of tht fltth.

SECRETARY fuNNlNG ls getting

bett~r; ,

IF Gbd:~ote a ietter or book to' his children to
giv. tlieni. the information they needed, he should
not mislead them by talking about the foundations,
tlie,pilla,rs, the ends and corners of the earth, when
it has nothing of the kind.-D. M. Bennett,

Tim law is making sad work amoV:g New

York aldermen, and numerous arrests~,!Qr:;
corruption hav taken place, with more "to ;
follow.
·
j'
" AN entertainment and hop, under the
auspices of t:tie congregation 'Gates of
Prayer,'" was recently recorded as having .,
taken place in Boston.
M. PASTEUR, the French chemist, has lost
another patient whom he had inoculated for
hydrophobia. The patient was a Russian
mujik bitten by a wolf.
.
THE annual boat race between the Oxford
and Cambridge university crews took place 1
on the Thames river last Saturday. The 1;:
Cambridge crew won by half a length.
1·
1
GARRETT MAYBEE, one of the vi~tims of
Rugg, the negro who murdered Mrs. Maybee
and her daughter in Brookville, L. L, and ~;rj

NATIONs, like individuals, hav their periods of
youth, of manhood, and of decay, Religions are
the same.. The same inexorable destiny awaits
them all; · The gods created with the nations must.
perish with their creators, They were created by
m,en, and, like men, they must pass away. The
deities of one age are the byewordil of the next.
~e religion of our day and country is -no more exempt from the sneers of the future than .others ·ha v
b~en~ When India was supreme, Brahma sat upon
the wprld•s throne. When the scepter passed to
EgyPt, Isis and Osiris received the homage of mankfnd, Grliece, with her fierce valor, swept to empire, a~cl-;zeus put on the purple of authority. The
earth' trembled with the tread of Rome's intrepid
sons; arid Jove nasped with mailed hand the thundcll:bolts of heaven. Rome fell, and Christians,
from her territory, with the red sword of war,
carved out the ruling nations of the wor}d,.and
now JC)hovah sits upon the old throne. Who will
be hi.s snc_cessorT-R. G. In(IB'I"So!l.

j.
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~!o d~lmost killed Mr. Maybee, died on .~

DuRING the month of March 469 vessels of
all kinds entered this port from foreign countries, of which 152 were American vessels and
209 British. The. German flag was. third on
the list, with 35 arrivals.
WHILE he was offering prayer on Friday
night of last week, in the First Methodist
church, in U;nion Hill, N.Y., James Russell,
a member of the congregation, fell back into
his seat, and died of heart disease before a
physician arrived. He was forty-eight years
old.
·
JuDGE ALLEN, of the Massachusetti-'Supreme Court, has just decided that the bishop
of a diocese is not liable for moneys depoSited with a priest. The case was one of several growing out of the collapse of a Catholic
society at Lawrence, by which depositors
were swindled out of more than $200,000. ·
WILLIAM AcKERMAN, of Ackley, Ia., was a
promising "boy preacher" until he• got into
a scrape with a girl and came to New York

·,

;i
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SEVERAL Israelites were arraigned last Sunday before a New York justice charged with
keeping their places of business open on Sunday, and the justice discharged them, saying
to the officer: "The statute is plain that
these men hav a right to keep open on Sunday if they do not sell on Saturday. You
can't expect them_to keep two holy days in
one week."
THE rajlroad strikes in the Southwest are
still unsettled. There was a riot at Fort
W_orth, Tex., last Saturday, and a collision
occurred between the strikers and the militia.
Several men were dangerously wounded. The
strike was at one time last week supposed to
be settled, but the men refused to go to wo.rk
unless they could be taken as a .body. This
the railroad refused to do, llnd i;v'iilling their
places with other men. ·
f
AN arbitration bill has passe~ the House of
Representativs at Washington) The bill provides that when any controversy arises between a railroad corporation ahd its employees in any state or territory, or the District of
Columbia, the differences may be submitted
to ·a board of arbitration of three members,
one selected by the corporation, a second
selected by the employees, and the third
selected by the other two, the government to
pay the expenses of the same.
'·
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and tried to commit suicide. The doctors
fixed him up, but he says he will never preach
again .. If he keeps his word, it must be acknowledged that adversity still has its sweet
uses.
Tms time it is from Canada. The dispatch is dated April 2d and says : "The
wife of Nathan Griffith, of Westchester, cut
her husband's throat with a razor while he.
was asleep this morning. Her mind became
unbalanced by religious excitement. She
says she wanted to kill her husband aJ?.d go
preaching."
THE Rev. William Hammond, Freewill
Baptist, at Franklin Falls, N. H., recently
married a widow with $2,000 in the bank, induced her to let him draw out the money,
and then decamped. He has been arrested
and forced to disgorge, but his wife, who is
worth $20,000, refus~s to hav anything more
to do with him.
·
THE Rev. Dr. Philip Krohn, of Abilene,
Kan., and Miss Anna Staenhoeffer, of the
same place, went to a hotel at Junction City
one day last week, engaged a room, and prepared themselvs for rest. They were disturbed by the young mati to whom Miss
Staenhoeffer was engaged, ·and the minister
was ejected and the girl carried home.

.

CHRisTIANS make a great deal of fuss about faith
iri a future life, and if one does not ha v this faith,
he is considered a bad person I do not know
whether man livs after he dies out of this body, I
d() kil.ow that he livs here. I am not sure that I
can do anything to make man happier beyond the
·grave; I kil.ow that I can help him now. Whether
there be or be not another life. after this does not
affect our duties to mankind. When Thoreau was
dYing he was asked if he had faith in another
·world. · "One world at a time," he said. That
Should be ihe motto of every man. Make this life
better: insteaq of living for another. We hav
heard enough about our earthly existence being a
.season of probation, an opportunity to prove our
character and qualify onrselvs for another state.
I believe this life is to be lived for itself, and to be
made good without reference to the future. We
cannot do business in another world while living
in this. I say help men all we can here, and, if we
meet in another world, do the same there.-L. K.
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WashbUrn,

. THE DELIGHTS OF LITERATURE:
OTHER ·recreations do not belong to all seasons
nor· to all ages nor to all places, These pursuits
nourish our youth and delight our old age; they
adorn our prosperity and giv a refuge and solace
. to orir troubles. They charm ns at home. They
: are not in our way when abroad. They go to bed
1 with us. They travel about with ns. They accomi pany ns when· we escape into the country:-oicm·o.
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WHEN land is gone and money spent,
Then learning is most excellent.-Shenstone.
_ WHILE we grant one origin to all reliltions, we
c·c:
:. ,~
·.- · ·
J:l
. · .. ·
. . -~cannot insist that all shall havthesame issue. The
way, Mana, did y~u atte~d to mailing the notiCe , primal source of Philip II.•s billotry and of Chanof my se.rm~n and 1ts H?bJect to all.the ~ewspape~s · ning's libjj~'alism was the same-the religious eleso that 1t will appear m the mornmg T· She sa1d ment i.u'flian The difference of result makes one
she had attended to it.
I a poison, pot.yet worked out or' Europe, the other
""PLEAsE, sir, will you help a pOor woman wit1. a medicill not yet worked into America. -Julia W.
five children and a sick husband T Please, sir, we Howe.
havn't ·tasted· food in two days." "I'm sorry, my
. MIRACLES now hang as a mill-stone about the
poo'r woman, very sorry ; but I really can't do any- neck of man:r a pions man, who can believe in rething for yon. You had better apply to the public ligion, but not in the transformation of water to
charities, Yon. see, we are sending all our money wine or the resurrection of a body,-Parker.
to the starving fishermen of Ballahoo, and we
GIV me the storm and tempest of thought and achavn't a cent to spare."
tion rather than the dead calm of ignorance and
HE FIRED ON TilliE.
faith;
banish me from Eden when you will, Lut
They engaged a new porter at the Lahr House.
Eyerybody liked him, he was so cheerful, so oblig- first let me eat of the fruit of the tree of knowlinll, and so rigorously and scrupulously exact in edge.-Inglfi:Boll,
carrying out every order given him. On last TuesSo long as an opinion remains strongly rooted in
day Mr. J. B. Johnson, the vice-president of the the feelings, it gains rather than loses in stability
Omaha Chilled Plow Works, put up at the hotel. by having a preponderating weittb t of argument
Mr. Johnson is a very dignified and polished gen- against it. For, if it were accei;;ed as a result of
tleman, and extremely particular about his room argument, the refutation of th<' argument might
and service, That evening a very extraordinary shake the solidity of the conviction; but when it
thing occurred. Some say it was about 9 o'clock; rests solely on feeling, the worse it fares in ai·guothers place it as late as 10 :80. At any rate, some- mentativ contest, the more persuaded its adherwhere near that time Mr. Johnson was amazed to ents are that their feelings must hav some deeper
see the door of his room open and a man step in.
ground which the a1·guments do not reach, and
"Who the devil are you T" inquired Mr. Johnson. while the feeling remainR it iii always throwing up
"Oi am the porter," replied the stran~er, delib-. fresh entrenchments of arguments to repair any
erately removing his coat and rolling up hi1 breach made in the old.-J. S. JfUI.
•
sleeves.
.
.
ON
all
hands
of
us
there
is
the
announcement
"Well, what is the meaning of this singular in- audible enough, that the old empire of routine has
trusion T" inquired Mr. Johnson. ·
Thomas did not r(lply. He spit upon his hands, ended ; that to say a thing has long been is no
executed a rapid and fantastic jig, and leaped reason for its continuing to ba.-Om·lule.
TRUTH is the only Messiah. · Reason has resuddenly upon the astonished guest.
" Help ! Murder !" bellowed Mr. Johnson; claimed the human family from barhari•m, and
·u crazy man killing me !"
will complete the work of redemption. If I spt ak
" Shut up, ye dhirty spalpeen !" exclaimed of reason as the h1ghest authOI·ity, I do not mean
Thomas, obtaining a firm grip upon the bust of my reason or your reason ; I mean reason itself,
his trousers, and propelling him rapidly out of the universal and eternal, in which and through
room. "It•s none of the loikes of ye that's wanted which the human family is a unit, and God is I'ein a dacent house."
vealed to man. Reason is the connecting link he"But, my good. man!" gasped Mr. Johnson, his tween God and man.-Ral>l>i Isaac M. Wise.
words coming by excited jerks, "there is some
MAN is dear to man ; the poorest poor
mistake ! Let me explain !"
Long for some moments iif'a weary life
"Niver a ward, ye hoodlum !" replied Thomas,
When they can know and feel that they hav been,
rushing him toward the stairs; "we're onto ye !
Themselvs the fathers and the dealers-out
The house has had ye spotted."
Of some small blessings; ha v been kind to such
The next instant the guests in the corridor were
As needed kindness ; for this single cause
amazed to see two figures, ·one spluttering and
That we hav all of us our human heart.
kicking and the other grim and determinE'd, shoot
-Worct~~Wortlt,
down the stair-case, plunge through the lobby, and
SoLoN, the celebrated legislator of Athens, endisappear into the outer darkness. In a few moments Thomas returned pantinll' and rolling down . acted a law for the punishment of every citizen
who should continue neutral when politics ran
his sleeves.
uWhat in the name of heaven were you doing T" high in that republic.-Rvl>ert Hall.
asked Mr. Weekly, the proprietor, when he recovTHoBE who compare the age on which their lot
ered sufficiently from the shook to speak.
has fallen with a golden age, which exists only in
"I was firing that dhirty blackguard Johnson," their imagination, may talk of degenemcy and
replied Thomas.
but no one who is conectly informed as
"Firing him T Hold me, somebody! Who put decay;
to the past will be disposed to take a morose or
such an infernal idea into your head T"
"Here she is," replied Thomas, with an injured desponding view of the present.-Macaulal/.
air, holding the slate before the proprietor's eyes.
Taus, at the shut of eve, tbe weary bird
"By-the-great-horn-spoon," gasped Mr.
Leaves the wide air, and in some lonely brake
Weekly, and swooned away.
Cowers down and dozes till the dawn of day,
This was what he read :
Then claps his well-fiedged winll and bears away,
"No, 40: fire at 10:80."-LctJavette Comet.
-Blair's" Grave."
1

t/dds and ~nds.
IT is now beginning to be understood that
Joshua commanded the sun to stand still until he
could wind np his Waterbuty watch and set it by
solar time,
·
-.
A NEw YORK judge has decided that it is not a·
crime to be poor, This may be true, hut certain
investigations in New York show that in a great
many cases it is a crime to be rich.
A SAN Francisco family recently engaged a
young girl from· the East who advertiSed that she
had been "four years in her last place." The family subsequently learned that she would hav remained longer than four years in her last place if
the governor had not pardoned her when he did.
TALMAGE did not preach yesterday, which was
decidedly hard on our esteemed contemporaries
who get advance-sheets of his sermons, and hav
them in type ready to publish as soon as they are
delivered in Brooklyn,-Plttsl>uruh Uhrantcze'Pelegraph.

·

Now, suppose the wives of the Knights of Labor
were to strike for fewer hours of labor and more
wages ! Their husbands would either hav to grant
the demand or take their meals at a restaurant, to
say nothing of sewing on their trousers buttons
and darning their own hose.
"DoN'T you think this story is a little hard to
believe T" asked the Horse Editor. "What. story?''
queried the Snake Editor. "That a girl in Chicago
is in the habit of sleeping five OI' six days at a
time." "Oh, no, not at all strange; she is probably a saleslady in a store that doesn't advertise."
THE newspapers say that General Logan receives
two hundred letters every dJLy. Ha! as there are
only twenty-six letters in the alphabet, it is evident
that there is a good deal of tissue ballot in the
general's mail. What ho ! without there ! An
investigation committee for one, please. Hav it
hot, and send it pP right away.-Brooki!/D Ea(Jle,
THE historit¢' doesn't know where this story had
its actual origin, but it was "told for true "on a
recent oee'an voyage to enliven the company. A
gentlemltn who had indulged quite too freely, and
. hadn't had the fuscovery made for him in season
to get a c&rriage, was helped home by a very good
Sama1-itan. He was very grateful in an exhilarated way, and asked his benefactor's name, "MY'
name T" said the gentleman from Samaria. "Oh,
I'm St. Paul." The inebriate steadied himself by
a final effort, and looked dreamily at his departing
friend. "I shay," said he, "St. Paul ! Did yon
ever get any ansher to that damned long letter you.
wrote the Ephesians T"
"MARIA," said the preacher Saturday afternoon,
after having read his sermon aloud to her, "what
do you think of itT Hav I not portrayed the evils
of Sundayfnewspapers in a way that must affect
the congregation t" "Indeed you hav, John," was
the reply. "I thought so," said the preacher. "I
feel that in this sermon I llav fully demonstrated
the iniquity of Sunday publications. I trust there
will ~e 11. large congregation to-morrow, By the
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PREFERENCES

not interpret them right. They meant for
you to 'Go pick cotton,' or 'Go plough corn.'"
This equals a well-known sculptor's interpretation of the Catholic monogram'' I. H. S."
A PRESBYTERIAN paper says that the num- which he holds stands for " Ignorance,
ber of Americans ruined by Chinese opium is Hypocrisy, and Superstition."
greater than that of Chinamen" converted."
A DEvouT but weary worshiper in St. JoAoooRDING to the Jewish Messenger; there is seph's church, on Sixth avenue, fell from the
'' not a single synagog in this city founded by gallery during a nap, smashed an image of
an American-born Israelite ; not a single St. Joseph, created a panic, and nearly
pulpit occupied by an American-Born min- laid an officiating priest up with nervous
ister."
prostration. The moral, says the JJferTnE noisy and empty-headed preacher, cu'l'l/, against falling asleep in church is a
named "Jo." Cook, has proclaimed war upon little weakened by the fact that the man
the Knights of Labor, who interfere, says who took the tumble was not injured, whereas
John Swinton, with his mutton by their op- he ought naturally to hav broken his neck.
Yet those who are inc)ined to grumble in his
position to quackery.
case should rememfief that if all who go to
TnE repreEentativs of the woman suffrag- sleep in church were to break their necks the
ists hav followed their remarkable letter to mortality among Christian people would .
the pope with another to Mr. Gladstone, amount to a first-class epidemic.
thanking that gentleman for his '' glorious
TnE remains of Nelson M. Barlow, who
stand for justice, freedom, and peace in Iredied here recently, were buried in his nativ
land." The effusion was signed by Clemence
city, New Haven, on Tuesday. At his reS. Lozier, M.D., Hamilton.Willcox, and Ida
quest, no religious services whatever were
Louise Dildine.
held, but his old friend, R. G. Bronson, read
THE Rev. Dr. Rust, of the Freedman's Aid a paper in which were these· words: "His
Society, recently addressed the Newark, mind was too broad to be occupied entirely
(N.J.) M. E. Conference oil the work of his with mundane subjects. It went out through
society. In giving some instances of the space to the contemplation of eternal quesanxiety of young colored men to preach, he tions. He was not' blind to the errors taught
said that one young man, who was considered in the name of religion. He could sympaunsuited for preaching the gospel, said that thize with the troubles of others, and he was
he knew that he had been called to preach, always ready to assist a man in distress. As
because in a dream he had seen the letters to his companionship, it is sa\d truly that a
"G. P. C.," and that meant "Go preach man may be known by the company he keeps.
Christ." An old colored brother arose in the His mind's companions may be known from
conference and said': " Young man, you no the following verses found in his pocket at
doubt saw the letters 'G. P., C.,' but you did the time of his death." Here the speall:er

ILLUSTRATED.

read two poems, the burden of which was destroy the Catholic churcli in France, and
that self-approval was the only encomium a assured them that, if that was their purpose,
man should seek, and that good deeds were " as well might a mouse IIJ(tempt to swallow
Mont Blanc." The comparison did not imbetter than prayer...:_Hun.
. A METHODIST clergyman of St. Paul, Minn., prove the situation, for the Chamber immediately, at the request of the government, voted
recently expressed himself as follows: " I am
by 369 to 175 the order of the day, pure nntl
so much better satisfied with this country
simple.
than iny old position in the East. There the
members of my conference were so close and
A PREECHER wich had been a wicked gamnarrow-minded that it did not seem as bler fore he was a preecher, be seen a feller
though I drew a full spiritual breath during wich was a gambler, too, and he said, the
all the time I was there. Here the people are preecher did: "lie jest play cards with this
so much broader and so much more liberal- pore mizable sinner and win ol his muuuy,
minded. Why, if I were to go into my old and when he is busted maybe he will listen
conference and enunciate the views I hold to the divine truth and be saved." So they
here I would be tried as a heretic. I tell you played, and the preacher win ned ol the feller's
when our conference meets next year I be- munny, every cent, and then he sed: "Now,
lieve it will be the most heretical conference see how wicked you hav been to lose yure
in the United States. The ministers here are munny, and yure whife and baby havn't got
broad, liberal, and strong-minded, a_nd do not no bred for to eat." And the gambler he sed:
hesitate to enunciate their views when called "That's so," and he bust out cryin'. Then
on." ·
the preecher he sed: "Pore sinner, if you
Hos'l'ILITY still characterizes the relations of prommice me onto your onner to not play
the church and the government in France. cards again lie giv it all back, cos I'm a
One of the results of the last budget debate preecher." So the gambler he was astonish,
was the suppression of a large number of in- and he sed: " I never see such a gcod man;
cumbents' stipends. Mgr. Freppel, bishop of I prommice, yes, indeed, and haven bless
Angers, who has a seat in the Chamber of you!" and l1e burst out cryin' agin, the gamDeputies, or lower house of the Parliament, bler did. Then the preecher he giv him back
feels especially indignant. Eighty-two in- ol his munny, and the feller he put it in his
cumbents of his diocese had been suppressed. pocket, and wiped his eyes and blode his nose
At a recent meeting of the Chambers the gratefle, and then he thot a wile, and pretty
bishop called upon the government to sup- soon he cof!ed, and he sed to' the preecher:
ply stipends .for incumbents when recom- "I feel mity mean taking back this hundrecl
mended to do so hy the local municipal coun- dollars from a man ·wich bas rescewed me.
cils. This was opposed by the Minister of from card-playing; tell you what lie do; yon
Worship. The bishop became indignant, re- put a other hundred agin it, and wee! toss up
proached the government with being uncon- for the pile, heds tails, best two out of three."
ciliatory, charged ministers with a purpose to -San Francisco Argonaut.
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Metaphysics.

HOW TO THINK, HOW TO FORGET1 HOW TO CURE A FEVER,
HOW TO BE BURIED ALIVE .AND DUG UP ALIVE, HOW
WE SLIP OUT OF OUR BODIES BY NIGHT, HOW WE SLIP
IN AGAIN BY DAY.

1'1', 1886.

mind .before it is taken. When mind or spirit is
knocked out of the body there is no walk in that
body. Every walking-match chaiDpion is, they say,
~consciously a metaphysician.
That is, he works
his racket through a mental and not a physical law.
He does it by unconsciously calling more spirit or
unseen vitalizing element to his body. That is, his
spirit, while walking his body, has the power to
draw to itself from the elements about it more power.
So do we all. The body, they say, is not sustained
or nourished altogether by the food we put in it. It
is ~ourish'ed in part by om unseen self-the Rpirit
which draws strength from without. Your spirit, they
say, leaves your body every night and wanders about.
Sleep they call a self-induced mesmeric trance. In
this state you slip out of your body, though tied
still to it--go as far as you may-by a fine electric
c~ord: It's not the body that is rested at all by puttmg It to bed. It's your spirit that is rested by
getting its forces together. Every one of your
thoughts represents a part of. your spirit, your real
self. When you send these thoughts in ten thousand
cliffe~ent directions during the day you ru·e actually
sending your unseen self in so many directions. In
this way you "scatter yourself." Dm·ing sleep your
spfi:it slowly pulls itself (its thoughts) together
again. When it is so together it is strong. Then it
awakes and again takes possession of the body. If
you could so pull yourself together in half an hour,
you would be as much rested as though you had
slept four.
Some persons hav this faculty. One was the first
Napoleon, the other is Ben Butler. It amounts
simply to this: focusing all yom thoughts to a center,
say a spot on the wall, thereby making the mind a
blank for a few minutes. In so doing you collect
your scattered forces,. i.e., thoughts. "It rests the
mind. To rest the mind is to rest the body. People. are wo~king while they think. Every thought,
be 1t what xt may, costs an outlay of force. People
now need to know how to stop thinking as well as to
think. There is an art almost unknown-the art of
tempo~arily forgetting anything you want to forget.
There IS no sense or profit in remembering a trouble.
This focusing the mind or spirit to a center is just
what the mesmeric operator does to his subject. He
puts a coin in his hand and tells him to look at it.
When in so doing the subjects thoughts ru·e gathered
to this one center, the operator has the power to draw
his real self from the body it uses. He (the operator)
t~en t~kes po~session of that body by the power of
his will. It IS not the subject at all tha.t sings
dances, tastes, and is pleased or scared as the mes~
~nerizer wills. It's the mesmerizer's thought thrown
mto the -:acated. tenement, the _body of the subject.
So ~hen m India the "adept" IS buried alive, kept
buned for months, and then dug up and resuscitated
it's not the adept that is buried at all; it's only hi~
b?dy. . _The adep_t has himself the power of drawing
h1s spmt from his body as the mesmerizer wills out
his subject's spiri~. D.~·ing the burial the adept's
real self may be m spmt hundreds of miles away.
The electric chord between his spirit and body keepb
enough life in the body to prevent it from decay.
The Boston metaphysicians make short work of the
old mystery about one's spirit. They say it's as
material as are our bodies-composed of real elements
and subject to chemical laws, o~ly there's lots of laws
in natme we know nothing about. 'Ve are, as to our
real selvs and the powers in our· real selvs, on the
verge of ~ new world. Boston ~etaphysics says we
hav five, if not more, very supenor senses of which
we know nothing. Om unknown eye for instance
ean see miles wh ere the one we now use' sees inches.'
The t~ouble is, it's n?t opened. As to that part of
our bemg we are as blind and deaf puppies.
PRENTICE MULFORD.

·for currency which ru·e -practically equivalent to con·.
·
traction.
Of all classes, the farmer least needs money, because his consumption forms a local circuit with his
production. Pioneer farmers may for years do without money altogether. Need of it comes with taxation, and then with the cultme of tastes fostered by
the merchants for store goods. Near Guntersville,
Alabama, though there is no extreme poverty, few
fru·mers handle as much as fifty dollars in the course
of a year. Well, now, since the war, taxes hav been
increased, the internal revenue has ruined many
frumers. Thirsty ones especially hav stood a bad
chance. And as merchants and lawyers liv easier and
make more money than any other classes, their numbers hav increased proportionally at the expense of
the fru·mers. Mortgages and usmy, though not reducing the quantity of farm produce, hav very
greatly lessened the proportion of self-sustaining
fru·mers. Now a :floating poprilation needs moi"e cmrency than a fixed population.
The operativ also, though less paid, uses more
money than the artisan did, because he cannot exchange services or produce with other producers
directly. Neither of these classes, the agricultmal
nor the manufacturing laborers, enjoy practically the
faculty of the commercial, i.e., of dispensing with
money by bills of exchange.
Labo~ exchange banks, in conferring this faculty,
would In a measure obviate the present distress.
They would enable those who are still independent
to remain so by keeping out of debt, though they ~
might not touch the case of operativs enslaved to the
capitalist and his truck store.
To expand and contract natmally with the needs
of exchange, a currency must represent impru·tially all
exchangeable values. This cannot be while any one
value, variable and arbitrary, is assumed as the
standard, to the exclusion of others. The interven~
tion of government now defeats spontaneous adjustment. Finance becomes an art of trickery, sustaining _
toward values a similar relation with law towru·d
EDGEWORTH.
ju::;tice.
.

There are half a dozen schools of metaphysics in
Boston. Most of them are private. They say they are
learning unutterable things.
· · ··
The Boston metaphysicians say that our thoughts
are things as real as air, or gas, or electricity, or any
unseen element. Where the bottom drQpped out of the
old system of metaphysics was iii the unconscious
assumption that our thoughts were myths or as near
nothing as possible. The new system says that a
thought and a stone, or a :flower, hav in them the
same elements, only those of the thought are infinitly
refined. A man or woman is only a bundle of
th~ug~ts, and this bundle of thoughts uses the body
as Its mstrument. It seems that for ages we've been
under the wrong impression that what we saw of
ourselvs or each other was all there was of us. Not so.
The Boston metaphysician says we havn't yet
formd out the art of thinking; that we don't think
at all when we try to; that when we try to think we
can't get an original idea at all, but only the same
old ones going round and round in a circle; that our
new thoughts always come when we don't try to
think ; that if we want bright, .fresh thoughts we
must set our minds in a certain attitude or condition
to receive them, not exactly as we set a trap to catch
a mo?se, but sometJ:ing analogous; that when we try
to think we are puttmg out a force to drive new idea
from us ; that when our minds are held passiv or
when we don't try to think, the mind becomes the
open trap for new idea, or in other words it's the
magnet which attracts the thought, i.e., the real thing
or element in the air. This is the reason why you
can never remember a name you've temporarily forgotten when you try to, and why it always comes
when you stop trying. So long as you tried you
Our Great Non-needy and Non-deserving U. S.
made of your mind a magnet which repelled or drove
Paupers.
the. memory _of the name ~way;_ when you stopped
As
readers
of
THE
TRUTH SEEKER, of com·se, all
trpng the mmd reversed Itself mto a magnet which
know, a pauper is any person who, without rendering
attracted the remembrance of the name.
!o the public any equivalent .service for such support,
Boston metaphysics wipes out all disease and all
IS "supported by some public provision."
necessity for pills, powders, and physicians. It says
As a rule, paupers are understood to be poor per-·
all disease commences in the mind or spirit, and must
son~ who, from som_e physi_cal or ~en~al disability,
end or be cmed in the mind or spirit, or it won't
are mcapable of earmng therr own livelihood. That
really be cmed at all ; that, though pills, powders,
condition o~ extreme poverty and helplessness, howand plasters can cme, _the;r only do so temporruily;
ever unavmda?le and undeserved it may be, which
that when any complaint IS cured in the mind it is
renders a pubhc support necessary to its victim, has
cm·ed for good and all, and can never come again;
always been regarded, though unjustly so, as in some
that there ru·e people even now living up to this
way a rep~·oach .to th~t victim. · The word pa:uper,
principle who never take cold no matter how wet
therefore, mvolvmg as It does the idea of this conditheir ~eet ma:y get, or how many ~aughts they sit in;
tion, has come to be regarded as a term of reproach.
that If any mterested person will study their colds
A 1•oor man would almost as lief be called a rascal as
they will find they do not always catch cold fro~
to he called a pauper.
sittin~ in a draught, _and do catch cold when they
Pa~pers, however, ar~ not ne?essarily thus poor and
can giV no reason for It ; that the real reason is and
thus
mcapable of earnmg therr own livelihood. On
they will aclpwwledge this when they see it, th~t the
the
contrru·y,
many of our most noted and most burcold came when the body was from some cause weak
densome paupers are persons of great wealth and exand exhaust~d, a;nd going b~ck of this they'll rememcellent. health, and it is of this class of paupers that I
ber that then· mmds were d1stm·bed from some cause
now WISh to write. I wish specially to notice those
and that this distmbance of the mind disturbed and
of this class who are supported by alms drawn from
weakened the body, and that, in short, this attempt
the treasury of the United States, and whom for this
to cme the body of any imaginable complaint, from
reason, I call the U. S. paupers. Of this class of
a cold up to a cancer, without cming the mind first
paupers, the notorious New York banker, the late
is the putting of the cart before the horse. Docto;.
U. S. Grant, and Mrs. Grant, ru·e now the most promyom mind, they say, and your mind will doctor your
inent examples. For this reason and this alone I
body. You can f1·et yourself into a fever. This
will uotice them in a special m~ner. The other
proves the law. You've erected a frame of mind
paupen• of this class, however, ru·e not to feel that I
whic~ weakened the body and brought on the fever.
hav neglected them. They ru·e to take to themselvs
Frettmg does weaken the body. A fever is nothing
respect~vly all of this article that is applicable to their
but the lack of strength in the body to throw off its
Contraction.
respectiv cases.
.
dead matter through the closed skin pores. Lack of
"
,
.
.
It is t_rue tha~, from feru· of offending the pride of
..
~hat strength closes the pores. The efforts of the
I~ :~~ ruti~le,MrA Less,on ?f t~e Past, which, like these anstocrabc and consequently highly respectable
mternal force (the real self or spirit) to force this ·eveiy
m_g 0
· Holts, _Is vigorously penn.ed, I recipients of unearned public support, they are never,
matter out sets the blood in rapid motion causes am surpn~ed at the conclusiOn; wh~re contractiOn of as a rule, called paupers. So also, as a rule, the
some friction, and this friction causes the fev'er heat. cm!ency IS. not only regarded as madequate to ex- princely but mistaken charities bestowed upon them
. When the real self is exhausted the blood ceases so plaiD the _tightness of the money market, but 11bso- are never called alms· and their palatial residences
rapidly to circulate. ~ence the chill. It gathers lutely derued
· wh"ICh t h ey fare sumptuously
'
.
.· . .·
.
.
.,
m
every day upon the'
new strength from· mthout and starts in again.
Without mchnmg to one-sided VI~ws whiCh exag- proceeds of these mistaken charities, are never called
Hence more fever. Such is the metaphysical view gerate the force of any one factor m the economic almshouses. And yet the name really makes no difof a fever. Change the state of mind that caused· the troubles. of our age and country, I canno~ see why ference. Since the recipient of an unearned public
fever, and you'll cm·e it in as many hours as it now cont;actwn should be left out of the quest_wn.
support is certainly a pauper, and since they are the
takes days ; and more, soon be beyond the power of
Given an equal ~mount of ~unency '':1th that of recipients Qf such support, they ru·e certainly paufevers to affect you. The metaphysical view of our more p;osper?us times, yet either an mcrease of pers, no matter what they may be called and no matbodies is that they are about the smallest part of the populatiOn. or mcreased dell?-and for ~xchang~s would ter how little they may need this suppdrt. So also,
real us. The. real "I," or "you," he or she, as the ha_v the force of a c~nti·act~on. Besides which, it is since unearned money given by the public for the supcas_e ~ay be, IS the unseen organization, the spirit. en dent t~t contractiOn ensts to the extent of. the port of any person is certainly al
d ·
th
8
?'his IS not wholly inside the body, and never was or money corned and locked away, instead of liquidating money received from th
bl"1 bm t'han Sl~t~ .e
IS. It acts on and uses the body as its instrument. the national debt with it
·
. ~ pu ~ Y ese pal Ies IS
. .
.
·
not earned by them, It IS certamly alms no matter
The more you put of your thought on any one thing, . How _IS
It possibl~ to kno'Y t~e amount actually in what it may be called, no matter how gr~at may be
the more. d? you put of your real self on that thing. If crrculatwn, smce pnvate capitalists may hav the same its amount and no matt · h
· f
. hh .
.
,
er ow l"ttl
1 e 1·t may b e nee d e d
you ru:e hftmg a heavy weight you put your thought, mo t"IVS as M r. Mannmg
or hiWit oldmg It from. cir- by its recipients· So , fmall y, smce
·
· wh"ICh
t"
~
I
d
t
f
t
e h ouse m
ul
a:ncl With your thought your real self, in the arm that cf a,~?~· I kn no r~ er 0 s per~onal spec_ula~wn_s, person~ supported gratuitously byth the
public
reside
hfts. If you stand on one leg for any length of time 0
ow notl_llng, but to _hiS theoretic b1as m IS certainly an almshouse; and, since these parties are
" 10
y~ur fo~ce, or strength, or ~pirit (all really the same), favor of the exclus1v gold bas~s, consequently of, thus supported therr·
dit
· t d
.
I
,
res1·a·ences ru·e cer t a1·nry ahn swill be m th~t leg. There IS, they say, no such thing
ere ?rs ~~aiDs
ebtors, and . especially of bond- houses, no matter how palatial they may be, and no
as a mechanical or physical act apart from mental act.
holdeis pnvil~ged by p~yments m g;old.
matter how little the inmates rna need the ublic
Every step you take in walking has to be planned in
Let us consider certain causes of mcreased demand support received by them.
y
p
0

°

l
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. If these persons who thus, without ret:nrning any are forced to pay hundreds of thous~ds of dollars which was for food that it did not receive. It needs
equivalent, receive from the public a yearly sum suffi- to " boom " him, as a pauper emperor, into his last no 'blanket. ' No blanket could ever again make it
cient for their support, be not paupers, will some one resting-place 7 And is it for these services that we, warm. Then why does its mother work so "late. into
of their number please, in reply to this article, ex- the poor toilers who produce all the wealth of the the night? She knows that her little darling, now
plain what paupers really are, and in what respect nation, are to be still further bled to giv immense so cold and so still; in all its life never enjoyed a
himself and the other members of his class of public sums yearly to the wealthy Mrs. Grant 1 Do we owe single luxury. Now she is determined to afford it
beneficiaries differ from.real paupers? Will he also her any such sums ~ If not, can they constitute a one luxury-the luxury of a nice little coffin in which
please giv, from some standard lexicon, some word pem;ion~ If not, what can they be but misappro- to be buried. But luxuries are taxed. She is now
which is more applicable to himself and to each of the priated alms ! And if, under the circumstances, she working out the tax; and-rejoice again, my dear
members of his class than is the word pauper' Can receives them, is not the fact that she does.so a good sister !-a part of that tax goes to yourself and your
he do either of these things!
proof that she does not deserve them ! Cf!,n she class. There are tens of thousands of such toilers, all
These public burdens may claim to be pensioners. reeeive them thus unearned, and not be a pauper 1 of whom are thus adding to the contents of the wellBut· what is a pensioner 1 " One," says Webster " to A pauper in her sense of right as well as in the ordi· filled coffers of the great protected capitalists of this,
whom itn annual sum of money is paid (not given) nary sense of that term 1 Can she giv any reason "the best government under the sun," and of yourby government in consideration of past services." why she should receive this money! Is it not self and other non-needy and non-deserving United
The italics and parenthesis are mine. But, in con- entirely on account of her husband's great notoriety States paupers. You can find some of them near
sideration of what " past services" are these parties that this immense donation of the people's money your own door.
being "paid~" That which is paid must first be has been made to her by those well-paid instruments
But, see there ! See that pretty young girl! Why
owed. And for what services do we, the people of of the bankers, the bondholders, the great monopo- is she out so late at night? She is scarcely fifteen
the United States, owe these extravagant consumers lists of our country-those well-paid but faithless years of age. Yes, hold your dress away! She
of our hard-earne~ money? Mrs. Grant, for instance, ";servants" of the people, the Congress of the United might brush it with her polluted garments-not
is receiving from the treasury of the United States States 1 And if notoriety alone entitles a man to be polluted yet-she is still a virgin; but they will be
an annual allowance equal to twenty-five times the doctored, prayed for, buried, monumented, etc., at polluted before morning. Begin,. then, in time to
pension of a fu·st lieutenant for full disability, and to great expense by the taxpayers of the country-if it crush her with scorn ! She will soon be what, under
over fifty times the pension of a totally disabled pri- also entitles his widow, no matter how wealthy she similar circumstances, one of our own dear sweet
vate. And can she, or some friend for her, name the may be, to vast sums of the people's money___:then daughters "might hav been," a prostitute. She has
extremely valuable ''past services" for which she is Mrs. Jesse James should come in for her "pension" been long struggling to buy bread for herself and
being "paid" this munificent sum of the people's and for her late husband's funeral expenses. Frank medicin for her sick mother, her only true friend. She
money 1 Do we not all know that she never per- James, John L. Sullivan, and many other persons of has from no fault of her own been thrown out of emformed any services at all for the public 1 "But," it great notoriety, should also be buried, and soon, too, ployment. Her own hunger and her mother's sufmay be said, "she draws this pension because she is at the people's expense, and their widows should be ferings hav made her desperate. See that "gentlethe widow of a deceased soldier." This may be a placed on the " pension roll " with Mrs. Grant and man " with the splendid dress, the cane, and the
good reason. Let us examin it.
others of her class.
cigar ! He has caught her eye and he is following
The widow of any soldier who falls in battle or
As to that maudlin, man-worshiping sentimentality her. To him for a few dimes she will sell all that
who dies of disease contracted, or of injuries received, now so prevalent among the American people, which she has, her "joy of earth and hope of heaven;" her
while in the line of his duty, is legally and justly en- holds the characters of noted persons-especially if virtue- She will pay the tax on what she needs, andtitled to a pension. Having deprived her of her those persons happen to be dead or condemned to rejoice once more, dear sister-a part of that tax th11s
supporter, the govemment is in law and in justice die-as too sacred for adverse criticism, I regard it earned will, without being earned at all by you, go
bound to make her some amends for the great injury with the utmost of contempt. These are the very to swell the contents of your well-filled coffers. She
it has inflicted upon her. And this it does by giving pa1;ties, above all others, whose defects of character is only one of hundreds of thousands who thus earn
her some pecuniary aid, generally very little, in the we should hold up to the public view in adverse their share of your so-called pension. Most of them,
form of a pension. Had Mrs. Grant been thus de- criticism. Are they not public property~ And is driven by want which the president of a dozen years
prived of her supporter, in the person of her husband, the man who has suffered death any more entitled to ago helped to produce, twelve girls each hour on an
she would hav been entitled to the pension fixed our sympathy than is the man who has yet to suffer average, day and night, are thus added to the vast
by law for the widows of officers of his rank. In death 1 Is the man whose aching tooth has been army of fallen women who tread to the music of the
this case she would hav applied, as does the deserv- pulled any more entitled to our pity than is the man dead march to the lowest depths of ruin and despair.
ing widow of any other soldier, not to Congress 'for whose aching tooth is yet to be pulled 1 Let every And these are all my poor sisters !
a special act, but directly to the pension department. public man, whether living or dead, appear in his true
Now let us go-what! are you "sick1" No
No one, however, pretends that, through any injury character. Of their private- lives only we should wonder ! Then, sister, we will go no farther. These
to her husband, the government ever deprived her of seem to know nothing.
are nothing to what we would still hav to see. But,
any portion of her support, or that it owes her anyOf Mrs. Grant, as a woman, I know nothing and 0 sister, be brave ! Rise to the highest plane of
thing on his account. On the contrary, we all know I say nothing. I suppose that she, like most other womanhood ! Return to the source whence it came
that through him the government increased her women, is, in the highest sense of the term, a true all the unearned public money you hav received.
means of support. a hundredfold. No one pretends lady. In any case her private character, like that of Severely reprimand the unfaithful servants of the
that her husband, for any injuries received by him in every other person, is too sacred for public discus- people who hav dared to insult you by placing your
the line of his duty, was himself entitled to a pension. sion. When, however, she appears in the character name on the list of our great non-needy and non-deNo one, then, can claim that she is entitled to a pen- of a public charge-a very expensiv pauper-for serving United Stat.es paupers. Only do this, and
sion on his account. That he was a soldier no one whose benefit we are all, by tax and tariff, forced to instead of being cursed as you now are by many of
p~·etimds to deny. That he· faithfUlly performed his
contribute, then she becomes a proper object of pub- the overtaxed, toiling millions, as an unjust and
duties as such few will venture to dispute. But that lic discussion; and if she prove to be receiving more grasping woman, a burden to the poor, you will be
he was more faithful or more deserving than any alms than she is entitled to receive, we, the furnish- hailed as their savior, and your name will go down
other good soldier has never been made to appear. ers of the alms, certainly hav a right to object, even into history equal in the glory of its brightness to
And that he was as fully paid for his services as was if in so doing we do wound her pride.
any other name of the nineteenth century.
Reader, the scenes which I hav drawn are not
any other soldier for his no one will venture to deny.
To
her
I
would
say:
Sister-for
aU
women,
no
No one, then, can possibly claim that the governfancy pictures. They are real. I hav seen them and
ment owes his widow anything on account of his matter what their enors mayhav been, are my sisters many more like them. Hav you never seen anything
-come and go 'vith me, and let us see how the five of the kind! If you hav, then, oh! join with me in
military services.
Since, therefore, Mrs; Grant is certainly not en- thousand dollars or more a year received by you is helping to remove those causes which render such
JOHN R. KELSO.
titled to any of the people's money on account of her collected. See that poor cripple toiling in yonder scenes inevitable.
Longmont, Col., March 16, 1886.
husband's military services, and, since he never per- field. Does he contribute to your so-called pension 1
formed any other services, except as president, it He does. He is a disabled soldier. He receives
must be for these latter services that she claims only ninety-six dollars a year, and has to pay a part
· Fair Play is a J eweI.
"pay," if, indeed, she claims her so-called pension as of that for the making out of his vouchers ; less in a
year
than
you
receive
in
a
week.
He
faced
death
in
To
'fHE
EDITOR
OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am
'' pay " at all. She surely would not claim pay from
the people of the United States for his services as over fifty battle-fields. He is honest and sober. He requested by Friendship Liberal League, No. 257, of
a financier. But was he not fully paid for his ser- is dressed in rags, and yet he is proud. He wants a which I hav been secretary ever since it has been
vices as president at the close of every month 7 Did new suit of clothes in which he can attend church, organized, to notice the letter which appeared in THE
he not sign a bill doubling his own pay for the four and without mortification visit his friends. By great TRUTH SEEKER of March 20th, in reference to a memyears of his second term of office ~ Did he not also self-denial he has sl).ved the price of the coveted suit, ber needing assistance, and signing his name Harry
sign a bill giving himself fifty thousand dollars out- twenty dollars; but a tariff laid by your husband and G. Criss well. Now, I hav carefully looked over the
right, facetiously calling his act of robbery-for such other wealthy men for the benefit of the wealthy, has book which contains the members' names, and I find
it certainly was-the taking of" back pay;" as if there added ten dollars more to that price. For this ten there is no such name in the book. I may say here,
could be any "back pay" on services for which he dollars he is now toiling, shortening his life in pain, in behalf of the League, that not one of its members
had received full pay already! Did he ever even and a part of this ten dollars goes to yon, my gc.od would suffer want kno,vingly. Although our League
pretend that he had ever performed any services for and wealthy sister. There are thousands upon is not a charitable institution, we believe, as far as
this immense sum of the people's money 1 And what thousands of such toilers, each of whom is compelled practicable, in assisting the needy, even if persons are
to contribute of his life's blood to the maintaining of not members. '\Ve hav no millionaires in our League,
was the nature of his services 1 Was not the signing
yourself
and your class in ease and splendor. I my- and the membership consists chiefly of hardworking
of the above bills a fair sample of a great portion of
those services~ Did he not veto a bill that was in- self am one of these disabled toilers, and in the mechanics. There is one thing I hav noticed. Occatended to benefit the soldiers 1 Did he not sign that above description I hav nearly pictured 1i1y_:;elf, only sionally a perfect stranger comes along, makes applimost damnable of all damnable bills-the bill to I receive a little larger pension. I was an officer, cation for membership, and the first or second Sunday
change the payment of the. five-twenty bonds from and as such I receive as rimch in a month as you re- after joining makes application for relief. This is
hardly fair, but such has been my experienc~; and,
greenbacks into gold~ Did he not by that unspeak- ceive in a day. For a soldier I am fortunate.
It is midnight. · See that pale, sickly woman sew- considering that the Le~tg11e has been duped In the
ably cruel and wicked act increase the people's ~h~ost
intolerable burden . of debt by about the prodigious ing in that cold, cheerless garret. Is she taxed for past, it is absolutely necessary that '~e act ~o~·e causum of eight hundred millions of dollars 1 Did he your benefit 1 She is. She wants another blanket tiously with strangers in the future. I could, 1f It were
not thus add that amount to the enormous profits of to cover her little ones who lie shivering on the floor. necessary, giv several instan?e~ wherein the League
the Shylock bankers and gold merchants 7 Did he At three cents an hour she is working out the tariff has been greatly duped, but It IS not necessary here.
not thus financially crush more men than wel'e ever on the blanket, and-rejoice, my dear sister-a part Suffice it to say that if there is a needy penmn who
is in our meetings, and will come forth and lay the
before crushed by any single act 1 Did he not thus of that tariff goes to you !
But, see there ! In the other end of the same case before the business meeting of the League, they
drive multitudes of men to crime, to insanity, and to
suicide, and multitudes of women to despair and to cheerless room is another poor, pale woman also sew- will be heard, and I venture to state they will be asprostitution T In short, for political corruption, did ing at three cents an hour. Her· :>nly child lies upon sisted; if not direct fl"Dm the treasury, the memberGEo. LoNGFORD,
not his administration constitute the " dark ages" of a little table near her. It is thin and cold. Its ship will help individually.
Secretary
Friendship
Liberal
League No. 257.
pinched
lips
tell
why
it
died
so
young.
·
It
seems
to
our country !
Philadelphia, :¥arch 29, E.M. 286.
And is it in consideration of these services that we be sil!Utly :prolonging in death it's last cry in life,
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The Liberal Club.
The "Silver Question" was up for discussion
before the 408th regular meeting of the Manhattan
Liberal Club and when the writer went in he contributed ten' cents to that subject. Mr. Blissert
stood at the door giving out cards announcing that
W. A. Croffut, Esq., would shortly deliver before the
Constitution Club "A Plea for Capital and Corporations."
A large and intelligent audience was present. Before introducing the lecturer, Prof. Van Buren Denslow, :Mr. Wakeman spoke of the death of George
MeWatters, which occurred on Wednesday. Mr.
McWatters he said, though never heard upon the
platform, ~as always ready with his means to help
on the cause of Liberalism. Then Mr. Wakeman
presented Professor Denslow, "formerly of Chicago,
but now, fortunately for us, of New York." ·
Professor Denslow proceeded with his address.
According to Archibald Allison, he said, the fall of
the Roman empire was caused by the exhaustion of
the gold and silver mines of Greece and Spain, which
restricted the amount of money in circulation, causincY luw prices on goods and high values on the
pr~cious metals. From this the speaker argued the
beneficence of a copious circulation of money. It
need. not necessarily be specie money. The specie
dollar was fulfilling its best use when lying in some
oank with ten dollars of paper money in circulation
based on it. Specie was the substance, credit money
the shadow · one the cause, the other the effect. A
paper dolla1: represe~ts hope; a specie do~ar, realization. Rome was disenthralled by the discovery of
gold in South America, but the thousand years that
followed the ascendancy of Christianity was exactly
the opposit of the millennium that had been prophesied, being a thousand years known as the Dark
Ages-the age of superstition. The speaker showed
how prices of commodities had depreciated during
the last few years, with times growing harder as a
result. The cause is the separation in bullion value
between silver and gold. What is needed as a remedy
is the free coinage of silver. No matter if a silver
dollar is worth only eighty cents as bullion, the government stamp makes it worth its face value as coin.
Besides, if it induces foreigners to bring their f;lilver
here to be coined into dollars, they must spend it
here also, because nowhere else would eighty cents'
worth of silver buy a dollar's worth of goods. Mr.
Denslow's address was more than an hour long and
very interesting. It was eloquent as well, being
closed, as all speeches should be, with a well-rounded
:flourish~ in which the speaker said tha~ the eagle of
prospenty would lead the hosts of mdustry on to
tuccess.
Mr. Langerfeldt led the opposition. In the first
place he referred to the speaker of the evening having
exceeded his time without remonstrance from the
chair. Mr. Langerfeldt had observed that this
occurred only when the speaker agreed with the
chair. In such instances, said 1\-fr. Langerfeldt, growing more unparliamentary, the chair sits like a painted
Chinese idol and wobbles its head. Then Mr. Langerfeldt said he would pluck a feather or two from
the eagle with which Professor Denslow had taken a
flight in his peroration. The professor had cavorted
about like a circus horse in the midst of a jingle and
had not touched the truth except when he talked
wiser than he knew. Mr. Langerfeldt then introduced his argument. The same was bulging with
significance, but the writer did not catch any of it.
Mr. Sutherland took up the statement that the
stamp of government makes any substance worth its
face value, and inquired why such was not the case
with United States paper money during the war.
Money, he maintained, was valuable only when based
on gold. Prosperity would be brought about only
by the stoppage of the coinage of silver.
Dr. Eccles arose to a definition of value. Labor
had nothing to do with it. Value was based on
human desire. The more a thing was desired the
more it was worth. When the desire ceased or was
satiated, Dr. Eccles explained, the thing went down.
He also said that too much money was to be avoided,
at which the audience laughed in a way that confused
him.
Mr. Willy occurred. next. This speaker said to
Professor Denslow that he (the professor) had never
addressed a more intelligent audience in his life.
Yet he had not been understood and his argument
had not been touched. For the information of Mr.
Sutherland, Mr. Willy explained that the paper
money of the United States was below par during the
war only for the reason that it was not made a full
legal tender by the government. No money bearing
the legal tender stamp of this country had ever been
below par, but it had been at a premium over gold.
Mr. Bouton, an old member of the club, and a
Greenbacker from the ground up, as he said, assured
Professor Denslow that all the criticisms that had
been passed upon his lecture were as tallow candles
beside the meridian sun. 'l'he very men who decried
the silver dollar as a fraudulent coin would take it
for debts at its face value and pay it out to their em-

ployees. Mr. Bouton saw no necessity for any other
than paper money.
The discussion closed with Mr. Bouton, Professor
Denslow merely remarking that the critics had
answered one another. Thus passed another most
profitable evening. The lecture was dignified and
scholarly, the discussion was mainly of the sa~e
character, the audience was intelligent and attentiv,
and Blissert kept quiet. Next Friday Mr. F. F.
Cook will lecture on Labor Strikes. At which, by
paying fivepence at the door,* the badge-pin man will
fetch his writing things, to make a note of what the
speaker sings, and print the same as hereuntobefore.
*Admission to the meetings of the club remains but five
cents.

Canadian Notes.
The Toronto branch of the Canadian Secular Union
held their regular monthly meeting, the first in their
present quarters, last Sunday, April 4th, President
Risser presiding; the members showing their appreciation of their improved surroundings by a large attendance. Matters of considerable importance were
dealt with, among which may be mentioned the naming of the new hall. It will be known hereafter as
the "Toronto Hall of Science," the second of its kind
in Canada; the first, as most of THE TRUTH SEEKER
readers already know, being in Alton, Ontario.
The meeting also decided to engage Mr. Watts for
three week-night lectures during his present stay,
the first to be delivered on Thursday evening of thi10
week, and the two weeks following on Saturday
evening. The clergy will be publicly invited, particularly Drs. Wild and Potts, and from past experience it is safe betting that they won't attend. Still,
there is a possibility of their turning up, and advertising the lectures in this way shows the public that
Secularists make no "coward's castle" of their platform, when they extend a privilege to the orthodox
party which they, the clergy, dare not accord to
Secularists.
In the evening at 7 o'clock, Mr. Watts delivered
the second Sunday lecture of the present course ;
subject, "The Old Testament ; Its History and
Teachings." This lecture is entirely new, never having been delivered before, and ranks among Mr.
Watts's best efforts. It is one well adapted for pioneer work, being destructiv in nature, and simply unanswf)rable in logic, and should be utilized by the
friends everywhere who employ Mr. ·watts, and who
appreciate the value of the destructiv side of Secularism.
The hall was crowded to the doors with a splendid
audience, the largest that has yet assembled in the
Hall of 'Science, who listened to the lecture throughout with marked attention, and who manifested their
approval by generous applause, the general verdict
at the close being that "it was a grand lecture, and
one that should be heard again and often."
If there is any truth in the old saying that "there
is no rest for the wicked," J.\;b-. "\Vatts must be a very
wicked man, at leaRt he will hav but little rest for the
next two weeks. He lectures here as usual next Sunday evening, then Monday and Tuesday ·in Galt,
Wednesday and 'rhursday in Ayr, Friday in Woodstock, and Saturday again in Toronto, when he will
reply to a sermon delivered by Rev. Dr. Wild last
Sunday evening, in which the reverend gentleman
makes a most unreasonable, illogical, and untruthful
attack upon those. whom he is pleased to ?all Infidels
and Agnostics. Among other extraordinary statements he said: "The record of Infidelity and Agnosticism had been a black one. There was not an
instance in history where Infidelity, in the third generation, had not produced Anarchy and bloodshed."
He cited the French Revolution as a case in point.
The writer has heard this reverend humbug "wager
his reputation as a scholar" that he was right in a
certain point which he was trying to establish, but
be can make a more substantial wager with "yours
truly" that he won't dare to meet Mr. Watts in debate, and attempt to make good the above statement.
He will be in vi ted by letter and through the ·press
to attend the lecture on Saturday evening of next
week, or to meet Mr. Watts at any other time or
place, or under any conditions (in reason), and giv
his credulous congregation and the public genera:ly
an opportunity of hearing both sides of the question.
The writer don't wager his reputation as a scholar
(perhaps in that case the loss of the wager wouldn't
affect him.any more than it would the doctor), but he
will wager-say, $25-that this self-alleged scholar can
not make good his allegations in that sermon in public debate with Mr. Watts; or he will subscribe that
amount towards paying Mr. Watts's expenses, and
allow the proceeds of the debate to be given to any
charitable institution that the doctor may name. The
doctor will receive this offer, and if he fails to respond, the public, or at least that portion of the
public who hear Mr. Watts lecture for the next few
weeks, will be able to form their opinion of a man
who preaches nothing but bald assertion, and who
can be neither waxed nor bought out of his coward's
castle.
Refen-ing to the mayoralty trouble mentioned last

week, it may be well to state that the matter ha:s
been quietly settled. The mayor bas properly _qualified, and, nobody coming forward to oppose him, he
is reelected by acclamation, and so the horrors of another religio-political election campaign hav been
averted, Deo gratias.
The Listowel Banner, speaking of Mr. Watts's
lectures in that town last week says: " Mr. Charles
Watts, of London, England, who is. at present on a
visit to this country, delivered a lecture on Secularism and kindred subjects, in the town hall, on
Wednesday and Thursday evenings. The first lecture
was to show what unbelief from a religious point of
view bas done for the world, and the second was to
prove that the scriptures of the New Testament a~e
not divinely inspired. Apart from what may be srud
about the lecturer's views on these subjects, he is a
remarkably fluent speaker, a keen debater, and treats
both the arguments and those who hold different
opinions with courtesy and respect-a very marked
defect in the majority of those who differ in their
religious sentiments."
Such testimony from an outside source will, no
doubt, be as pleasing to the friends of Mr. Watts as
it must be gratifying to himself.
ToRONTO.
April 8, 1886.
----------~.---------

Obituary.
When President Wakeman said, in opening the
last meeting of the Liberal Club, that there was a
vacant chair that night which had been occupied but
two weeks ago, everybody knew that he had the venerable George MeWatters in his mind. Mr. lVIcW atters was one of the most regular attendants at the
club, a long-time subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and a liberal contributor to all good ends. He died
of pneumonia at his home in East Eighteenth streep,
after an illness of five days. The following particulars as to the life of Mr. MeWatters are given by
the New York Sun:
Mr. Mc\Vatters was seventy-four years old. For nearly a
quarter of a century be was a marked figure in the busy
haunts of the custom house, a loved visitor at the soldiers'
homes, and could count his personal friends by the hundreds
among the policemen, veterans, and newspaper men of the
big city.
.
He was bom in Scotland in 1812, and came to this country about 1847_ He settled in Philadelphia at first, and
served as an officer in the city courts. He became deeply
interested in the Brook Farm enterprise, and, after living at
Brook !•'arm for a time, he went to Long Island with a number of followers and established a similar community at
Brentwood, which was called "Modem Times.,
He came to this city in 1856, and joined the police force
under Captain Caffray. Then he went to Captain, afterward
In~pector. Thorne's command, and was one of the squad of
brave policemen who backed Captain Thome up in the repulse of the rioters who were bent on setting fire to the old
T1·i&1tne building. He was wounded in the fight with the
rioters. He attracted the attention of Superintendent Kennedy, and was transferred to police headquarters to take
crharge of the" Bureau for the Search of Lost Persons."
He Pstablished thl: system of sending out photographs and
descriptions of the missing. In his leisure moments he wrote
a description of the interesting experiences of a detectiv's
life, which \vas afterwards published by subscription, under
the title of "Knots Lntied." It attained an extraordinary
sale throughout the country, and waH republished in Eno-land
and Australia. It still finds readers and a sale.
"'
When the war broke out he got many recruits for the
police regiments, and after the war he exerted himself constantly for the bettering of the condition of the old soldiers
and their widows and orphans. General Butler and VicePresident Wilson were his friends, and through their aid he
had several bills put through Congress to secure more frequent payment of pensions to the war pensioners.
When he left the police force twenty years ago, General
Butler and Vice-President Wilson secured him a place as inspector of customs, and he l1eld it to his death. He was the
only activ male member of the Ladies' Union Relief Association, and as almoner visited the charges of that association,
and rlistributed the relief funds. He was a well-known and
well-liked member of the New York Press Club. He leaves
a widow and two sons and three daughters.

The Press Club trustees passed resolutions of condolence, and President Cummings appointed these
men to attend the f~neral: 'Charles H. Bladen, William N. Penney, Thomas Bonar, James Pooton, John
A. Greene, Gideon J. Tucker, and George W. Pearce.
The funeral services were at the house, Robert Collyer officiating, and the remains were taken to Brent- .
wood for burial.
DIED-In Syracuse, on Friday, 26th of March, Mrs. Aurelia
F. Danforth Raymond, widow of Capt. Eben Raymond who
rwrished by sl1ipwreck in 1845.
'

l\:Irs. Raymond was born in Lenox, Mass., Dec. 7,
1819, and married to Captain Raymond, of Taunton,
same state, 17th of July, 1843, a person of fine culture, and every way of excellent qualities. She was
sister to Mrs. Lucy N. Colman, whose name bas often
been seen in THE TRUTH SEEKER and other Liberal
journals in recent years, as it was in the antislavery
papers a long time ago, when her earnest and often
eloquent voice was heru·d in the antislavery meetings
and conventions, both in the eastern and western
etates. Mrs. Raymond and.herselfwere Abolitionists
in those early "times that tried men's souls " and
bodies too, and the bodies and souls of women as
well. The temperance cause, also, and woman suffrage,
found in them brave and consistent advocates, and in
due time the labor problem no less.
Mrs. Raymond, after the death of her husband,
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studied medicin, graduating at a homeopathic medical college in New York, where she resided for some
years, subsequently removing to Syracuse, where
she and Mrs. Colman lived together during her last
years. Her disease was consumption, a younger sister dying of the same many years since, she also
under Mrs. Colman's sisterly attendance and care.
Mrs. Raymond resisted disease during three lingering years, much of the time in great suffering; so
that death, when the hour came, was a most happy
release, and her sister and all her friends who knew
her best could but rejoice with her. She was all her
life one of the most quiet, undemonstrativ persons I
ever knew, though possessing power8 of mind, espeA
cially reasoning faculties, seldom surpassed.
reader, too, she was as well as reasoner, beyond most
women, discriminating wisely among books, but
making the. contents of the chosen volumes her own.
And over all her faculties and forces, conscience and
love of humanity ruled supreme.
P. P.
The Jobstown SecUlar Society hav experienced a
very sad bereavement in the death of then· highly
esteemed and efficient librarian, Mrs. Emily Borden.
Since the lectures at Jobstown by Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds, Mrs. Borden, a lifelong Baptist, made rapid
advancement out of the bonds of superstition, and
was an activ and zealous worker in the interests of
the Jobstown Secular Society Library. She died
March 30th, of pneumonia, after a sickness of only
eleven days. The Liberals of Jobstown afford evidence of what good results very .small numbers can
accomplish by earnest, united effort. It is less than
two months since the library was first started, and
. they hav already eighty volumes, which are kept in
activ use, and help greatly in giving influence and
interest to the society and advancing the cause of
Secularism.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

The Challenge Criticised.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: Sir : The
letter of R. M. Robinson in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
April lOth has the appearance of fairness; but it by
no means follows that its non-acceptance would hav
a.ny significance. To begin with the last paragraph,
first comes the question of cost. I would like to be
on the committee, and am familiarwith photography,
having made a variety of. imitation spiritual photographs myself; but time is an element of cost, and if the
" conditions are unfavorable," my loss of time is without avail. The next preceding paragraph, allowing
method~ of prevention of fraud to be resorted to,
may be subject to the two preceding paragraphs,
which imply that the medium artist is to manipulate
and develop the plates, while the expert photographer
is merely to watch. What can he see in the dark
room 7
Going back still another paragraph, we find the
saving clause of the whole offer in the word "sittings." If this means that there are to be several
meetings, at each of which several pictures shall be
taken and developed, giving the committee opportunity to consider and devise methods of preventing
fraud, it will giv a much fairer test than I hav ever
lmown to be allowed in an investigation of thn·ty-five
years. With that understanding I think the investigation well worth making. Critical watching would
not be required ; there would be no opportunity
for changing the plates or other skilful manipulation,
for I do not believe there can be any fraud committed
of any description which photographers cannot find
certain means of preventini', and such means as other
photographers would see to be decisiv.
173 Gates av., Brooklyn. HENRY M. PARKHURST.
REPLY TO THE CHA:ULENGE

CRITICIS~L

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: By the
final clause ~ my challenge in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
the lOt.h inst., I certainly intended everyone interested
to understand that no plan human ingenuity could
devise would be left untried to satisfy any reasonable
skeptical person as to the fact of the genuinness of
spirit photography. It reads as follows :
In short, every method that can be thought of by your
committee to prevent fraud will be resorted to, and the details of the various experiments and the results published in
THE TimTH SEEKER.

Surely this is comprehensiv enough, and certainly
its non-acceptance would hav a significance.
As to the question of cost, I do not propose to pay
any or every member of the committee for time consumed in making the tests.
Doubtless there are enough earnest inqun·ers after
}mowledge to offer services in its interest for the purposes of establishing the truth or falsity of any
;asserted scientific fact.
If spirit photography is a fact at all, it is so scien·,tifically, and can be proven, and so I affirll).
I trust Mr. Parkhurst will act as one of the committee, and accept my assurance that it will take but
very little of his time to make him desirous of giving
.considerable. Certainly no test will be good for anything which leaves a possible chance for deception.
It is asked: ' 1 What conditions do I impose-there
must be some ?"
· Well, yes, if the following m11-y be ctllled a. copdi,
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tion : The committee must not try only such
methods as they think will prevent a satisfactory
result, and refuse to try methods suggested in the
interest of Spiritualism and in conformity to the
laws which are understood by Spiritualists to govern;
but giv both sides a .fair chance.
It is asked: " Will a member of the committee be
allowed to watch the inside of the camera while the
exposure is being made?" Certainly, if the expert
artists consider jt practicable and necessary.
The following questions are also asked: Will you
allow me to bring the plates? Will you allow me to
develop them myself~ Can I develop them at home~
To all of which I reply, Yes.
Question. Must you, or some one for you, be present when the plates are developed? Answer. No;
but both ways can be tried.
Q. Can you bring the spirits with you to be taken
by my camera at my house ?. A. Yes, if they are
willing to go. It will be tried, and no doubt they
will accommodate you.
Now, skeptical friends, send in your suggestions,
and don't leave a stone unturned to settle this matter once and forever.
R. M. RoBINSON.
Greenpoint, L. L, N. Y.
[We think that an extended discussion of the preliminaries of the test in our columns is unnecessary.
Mr. Robinson is honest in his desire to convince
skeptics, and Mr. Parkhurst is an honest skeptic.
The committee should be appointed and proceed to
business. If any results are arrived at of interest to
the public we will print an account of them.-ED. T. S.]

to remain over Sunday at Lincoln. The railroads of
Nebraska are not run altogether for the benefit of the
traveling public, but rather to cut each other's throats
and giv custom to the hotels. Belated travelers are
rather frequent. Thus it took me three days and
nights to travel one hundred miles, when with proper
connections I might hav made it in a few hours. I do
not believe in sectarian railroads any more than in
sectarian churches.
Heaven helps those who help themselvs, but there
is alwaysan exception to the general rule. · I did my
level best, but I could neither walk nor I-ide, for the
mud was knee-deep, and I had no special train and
no special providence, and so I submitted and took a
Sabbath day's rest. However, I met some Liberal
friends at Fremont and Lincoln, and made aiTangements for lectures on my return ti-ip. I got to Seward on Monday. The town was full of election
excitement, and there seemed no chance for a lecture.
The citizens' caucus for the nomination of officers was
to be held at the court house in the evening. It was
proposed I should make a speech after the caucus to
those who would like to remain. This I consented
to do. The caucus lasted until half-past nine o'clock
and the court house was crowded. Very few departed, and I spoke to three or four hundred, and
under the cn·cumstances many orthodox people were
present who might not otherwise hav listened to a
radical discourse. I simply said enough to show
what the platform of Freethought is. The statements
were well received by the miscellaneous gathering. I
shall come back to Seward on my return and make up
for loss of time. I anticipate, however, great pleasure in so-doing, for there is a dominant Liberal
element here ; the churches are in a discouraged conNews and Notes.
dition and two of the ministers hav to preach for
If we had more bold pi~neers like Messrs. Qnimby not~g. 1\ir. H. L. Bo;yes has been ~or over sixty
and Rothwell, of Creighton, Neb., we should soon years a working Freethinker, and he IS one of the
hav our forces in organization. The fact is, however, leading citizens of the place, and elected to offices of
that many Liberals are still afraid of the churches, the highest responsibility without opposition, for in
and while in private they frankly express their intel- spite of his outspoken Infidelity even the orthodox
lectual beliefs, when it comes to public action they hav to acknowledge his stainless integrity and vote
are not ready; and the reason is that they fear the for him. This town is beautifully situated on a lofty
social ostracism of the church. The clergymen are rolling prairie, and I suppose that acc~unt_s for the
now so far subdued by the spirit of the times that Liberal spirit that prevails and the destlt.utwn of the
they will allow one to hold his radical opinion in churches. The fresh breezes and the broad horizons
peace. All they ask is not the "new birth," but a are too much for the latter. I hav met C. M. Clark,
five or ten dollar contribution to then· support. But author of that interesting pamphlet, "Good Sense;
the moment organization is proposed, and the funds or, The Religion of Christ is the. Religion of Reaso_n."
of Liberals are likely to be diverted from the chan- I don't exactly agree with m:f fnend, alt~~ugh he IS a
nels of the church and pockets of the ministers, then stanch Infidel. It is a questiOn of definition. If the
the dogs of war are let loose, and just so far as pos- religion of Christ is the Go~den Rule, well and good
sible ecclesiastical persecution is begun. 1\iany Lib- -that is reasonable. I thmk, however, that as a
erals do not care to meet the storm and so do not matter of history the religion o~ _Christ is ~om_etbing
show then· colors, and this is one great difficulty in else. For modern days the religiOn of ~hrist IS very
the Freethought organization. Even when Liberals poor political economy, and for the last eighteen hunare a clear majority in the community this tyranny of dred years the world has much improved upo;n wh~t
the priesthood prevails. However, there are some Christ said and did. Of course fnend Clark IS wntbold spirits, and protest is made. Two years ago ing of primitiv Christianity, w~i~h i_s a much different
the churches started a furious revival at Creighton. affair from ecclesiastical Chnstian1ty. It was a deMr. ·Quimby sent for Jamieson, who came and spoke mocracy and an enthusi~stic brot~erhood. Still,
to crowded houses for a few evenings, and so the re- however it was mixed With much Ignorance; and
vival gave up the ghost. This winter the ministers however' good in feeling, was quite ~scientifi~, a:nd
put their heads together for another revival, when can furnish no model for present actwn. Chnstian
Mr. Quimby told them he would send for Jamieson communism will not make a perfect society. What
again. They prudently refrained, having a very is far better is scientific cooperation. That alone
wholesome dread of the agitation of Freethought will solve the problem of human' happiness. We
lecturers.
can't depend on mere ~eeli_ng or t~e ~olden Rule
At Stanton I found a splendid worker in Philip simply as such. Scient~fic mformation· IS necessary
Helmerick, who has always been outspoken and do~e as well as good intentiOns.. Mr.. Clarke's _Pl~a _for
such effectual service that now there are many m Christianity is a plea for an rmag:nary C~·Istlan~ty.
Stanton who are earnest for the advancement of Lib- The Chi-istianity we hav to deal With practi~al~y IS a
eral ideas. I arrived on Wednesday, and having a different affair. It is not the Golden Rule; It IS desleisure evening went to an orthodox revival meeting; potism and fanaticism and ignoran~ f~th. However,
for instantly when it was known that the Infidel lect- one good point Mr. Clark makes-It IS not those verurer was coming, two revival meetings were started, sons who hold the tenets of Christianity that we must
one by the Congregationalist church, and one by the condemn but the tenets themselvs. It is against a
Methodist. Christians can't even work together system df belief that
mu~t . st~-ike. We _war not
against the common enemy. They must hav separate with individuals but With the lllJUI"Ious doctnns they
revivals, fearing that one might gain an advantage profess. It is a battle of ideas in which we are enover the other. Christians of different sects hav a gaged, and not of persons.
.
profound distrust of each other, even in the matt~r
I wish to call attention to Professor Cottinger's
of saving souls · and the Methodist always keeps his books "Youth's Liberal Guide," and" Universal Hisweather eye op~n for the Congregationalist. I went tory."' Professor Cottinger has spent a long life in
to the latter's meeting, and a curious medley I heard. the service of Freethought. He has read much, and
The preacher said, "Come, let us reason together," from the standpoint of Liberalism. he givs much v_aluand the following is a specimen of his ":easo_n :" "To able information to those who desire a compendious
do right is not to be moral." "To do right IS not to view of man's history.
.
be kind to your neighbor." " Commit ten thousand
From Seward I go to Plum Creek, North Pla~te,
murders and you can go straight to the gates of Laramie, Rock Spring, and then for Utah, according
heaven fling your sins upon Jesus, and forever be to route published.
happy." Such are Christian ethics, and yet I he~
LIST OF LECTURE!'!.
some Freethinkers say, "Intellectually the church IS
Wanship,
April
14th; Park City, 15t~; Heber,
all nonsense but morally it is a very good thing, a
police influe~ce." How can it be when it thus upsets 16th; K11nsas, 17th; Peoa, 18th; Coalville, 19th;
Morgan, 20th ; Ogden, 21st ; Farrumgton, 22d ; Park,
the very foundations of moral truth?
I ha~l large audiences at Stanton in spite of the City 24th· Salt Lake City, 25th; Hooper, 26th;
revivals. Mr. Helmerick, Mr. Lamb, and others who Uintah 27th · Deweyville, 28th; Logan, 29th and
constitute the most intelligent part of the community 30th; Ogden,'MAY 2d; Kaysville, 2d; Tovele,"5th;
and its leading bus~ess men will ma~e Sta;nton_a very Stockton 6th · East Bountiful, 8th; Salt Lake City,
strong point for tne growth of Liberalism m the 9th· Lebi lOth· Provo, 11th; Springville, 12th;
Pa;son, 1'3th a~d l~th; Goshen,. 15th_; Mount
future,
I left Stanton at ml4IJ.ight for Fremont in order to Pleasant, 18th; Ephraim, 19th; Spnng City, 20th;
Creek,
an-ive at Seward for Saturday and Sunday. But the Fillmore, 23d and. 26th ; Kanosh, .24th ;
Union Pacific train was two hours behind time, and 25th. Other pla.ces a.nd dates will be gwen as arSAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
thus I w&s lm&ble to m~e oonnection, and W!lS obliged r~Wg-ed,

:ve
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git.nnmttnications.
Bible Temperance.
THE BIBLE AND THE WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION.

PREFATORY NOTE.
This investi""ation was entered upon in the interest of temperance, and ~f moral and intellectual. honesty. The author
believes that whenever a good cause 1s supported by an appeal to supernatural authority it is put upon an insecure
basis and is liable to serious injury when men discard the
creed embodying tenets affirming tLe existence of said supernatural authority. Especially is this true when, as in the
case of the Bible, the creed is directly the opposite of what
it is claimed to be by its advocates. Did the Bible really
teach temperance we should regard this as one of its human
excellences, and cherish it accordingly. B11t the overwhelmIll~ weight o.f its argument, precepts, and the exampl~s ?fits
samts is a.,.amst temperance. Therefore, so long a~ It IS regarded as "'of divine origin, or as wholly humanly true, it is an
obstacle in the path of temperance reform. But its dangerous character is not fully perceived until we recoznize the
fact that Christians. driven to hypocrisy and rank dishonesty
by the absurd claim of their church that the Bible is the infallible word of God, proceed to support their plea for temperance by an appeal to the Bible, claiming that it is tlw true
basis of all abstinence and temperance propaganda, even going so far as to say that temp~rance is impo~sible so !ong as
the teacllin""S of that book are Ignored, declarmg that It must
be kept in the schools as the great fomitain of morality, and
be made the basis of our civil law.
Now all these claims and assertions are false, hypocritical,
and dan""erow;-false as to fact, hypocritical in intent, and
dan.,.ero~s to morality, to character, and to temperance.
Dangerous to morality, because they m·e false; to character,
because they destroy moral fiber by making men insincere
and deceitful; and to temperance, becaus.e they rest the demand for it upon a book which does not teach it, and when
men shall discover the cheat they will be very apt to throw
temperance principles into the rubbish heap along with the
book which it is falsely claimed inculcates these principles.
No one who has not made a careful study of the Bible has
any conception of the paucity of temperance precepts and
examples which it gives to the world. In view of these truths I
respectfull:r ask for the following paper a careful perusal.
Valley 11 all!J, Kan.
E. C. WALKER.

" ThE.' education of the children of the republic
in temperance principles logically involves the maintenance in those schools of the Bible as the great
text book in morals."-Rev. T. P. Stevenson, of Philadelphia, editor of . the Christian Statesman, the
organ of the National Reform Association, alias the
Gad-in-the-Constitution Party.
This is my text, ·and I shall discomse upon it somewhat at length. Rev. T. P. Stevenson is a representative man among those Christians who hold that all
civil power comes from God, that Jesus Christ is the
ruler of nations, and that the Bible is the divinely·
revealed rule of faith and practice. He is also a fair
representative of that much larger class of believers,
and pretended believers, who clailn that the Bible
clearly and unequivocally teaches the principles of
prohibition, and, what is much more important, inculcates the lessons of temperance. In arguing for the
retention of the Bible in the schools be but echoes
the utterly false assumptions of theW. C. T. U., the
Y. M. C. A., and similar and affiliated associations,
when he asserts that such retention is necessary for
the proper moral training of the children of the land,
and especially useful, nay, essential, in impressing
upon them the ilnportant lesson of sobriety. He
knows, none better, that his assumptions have no basis
in fact, that th~ Bible has ten texts in favor of winedrinking to one that condemns it. It is a useless
waste of the courtesies of discussion to assume that
such men as Mr. Stevenson really believe that they
have warrant in the Bible for the fierce crusade in
which they are embarked against the liquor trade,
or that they can find any really valuable argument
for temperance, much less for total abstinence, in
that book. He knows, though many of his. ignorant
dupes do not, that the cob-house of Bible or Christian temperance is built upon a very quicksand of
pretense and hypocrisy. But. the chmch is· losing
her hold upon the intellect of the world, and it has
become necessary to once more appropriate to herself
the products of the labor of om common humanity.
As she now credits herself with the overthrow of
American slavery and tlie elevation of woman; so
does she attempt to make us believe that the temperance movement owes its inception and development
to her teachings and labors, and the precepts of her
sacred book. No more impudent and unfounded
claim was ever made, not even either of those above
mentioned, brazen as they are; and I am amazed that
seemingly· sincere and earnest, though fanatical, men
and women can have the hardihood to assert and
insist that the Bible is the only sme authm-ity to
which appeal can be made in support of the temperance cause. But the claim is made, and it is made
by the great majority of the ministers of the Protestant chutches of this country, by the majority of
the active Prohibitionists, by very many of the temperance workers, by the W. C. T. U., and other silnil~r organizations. An epidemic of falsehood seems
to have spread through the ranks of the more or less
closely allied armies of temperance and of prohibition,
and I hav no doubt that very many of the Christians,
and proxy Christians, who, for ·the most part, read
their Bibles by the headings of the chapters, hav
come to honestly believe that the term " Christian

temperance" is an exceedingly appropriate one, when, thorough investigation reveals to us . the fact that
wine was about as common a drink as water among
in fact, it is a most grotesque misnomer.
It does not come within the limits of this article to the people of the Eastern land from which the
show how the church opposed the moral suasion tem- greater part of the Bible came, and that its use was
perance movement ; how she only espoused this cause, not generally condemned is very natmal. These men .
and the woman suffrage movement as well, when she are not to be idly denounced because they could not
perceived that she must attach her lumbering and see all that modern moralists and scientists have disleaky old barge to some stanch steamer of Reform, or covered of evil in the use of the stronger liquors of
else drift hopelessly down the swiftly-rushing stream these later centuries, the disastrous effects of their
of eventR, and be lost forever in the ocean of oblivion. enormous consumption augmented and intensified by
These portions of the work have been attended to the high-pressure life of our rushing civilization. But
by others, and ably attended to, and yet the exposure these Christian priests and editors, these lay mountehas not to all appearances checked the flow of the banks of the rostrum-what can be said severe enough
stream of canting fasehood coming from the lips of in condemnation of their trickery and trifling, of their
the accredited spokesmen of the church. I arp. here gambling with truth and "wresting of scripture," of
reminded by memory of the fact that a few years ago their covert.insinuations and bold slanders, of their
the pastor of the Presbyterian Society at Watkins, audacious denials of the most palpable facts, and their
Iowa, refused to open the church for a temperance persistent teaching of the manifestly absurd? Alas!
lecture, claiming that such use of the sacred edifice they are the victims of their own creed. " God wrote
would be a profanation. What he said and did then, the Bible," says that creed; and so they are driven to
almost every Christian minister one hundred years the desperate resort of making it say just the things
ago would have said and done, and many would say which it does not, in truth, say,; of covering up, evadand do to-day if they dared. Really, Christianity has ing, allegorizing, perverting; indulging in all sorts of
logically nothing to do with practical reform. The demagogery, unworthy even of the lowest ward polilogic of its creed would compel it to attend only to tician. Who can estimate the evil of all kinds which
the other-world interests of its children, and t)le fact this dogma of inspiration has brought upon the
that many devoted Christians in all ages have labored world 1 Behold the spectacle of these cultured ladiEs
for the improvement of the race here upon this earth of the W. C. T. U., loving and earnest in their labor
only proves that tben· humanity was stronger than in behalf of the victilns of dipsomania, attempting to
lead men to a better life, and themselves marshalled
their religion.
I propose to show, from the book itself, that the under the banner of "Christian Temperance," a flaBible cannot in justice be claimed as a text-book of j;I·ant and flaunting lie! How can they expect us to
place confidence in them when we know that in every
temperance.
In List "A" I shall include all texts which un- speech made, in every prayer uttered, in every song
given to the air, untruth is Iampant and regnant'?
equivocally condemn the use of intoxicants.
Brought together under "B " are those passages Are they so blind as not to see-are they so foolish as
which commend or enjoin the use of Wine, or strong to tbilik-that we cannot see that if a God exist, and
drink, or which promise an abundance of wine as one that God wrote the Bible, he will never grant then·
of the blessings to be bestowed upon certain favored prayers for the suppression of the liquor traffic?
That the God who is assumed by the ladies of the·
individuals or families or tribeR, or upon the Israelitish nation, or include the deprivation· of it among W.C.T.U. and by Mr. Stevenson to have written the
Bible was not a prohibitionist, did not believe in
the punishments inflicted upon the disobedient.
List " C" will include those texts which condition- total abstinence, and was not even a friend of temally or impliedly condemn the use of wine arid strong perance, as temperance is defined by the most conmink ; which forbid its use in excess, or by certain servative of its advocates to-day, I now proceed to
show, giving first, however, all that the book has to
persons, or on stated occasions, etc.
say which can, by the most liberal interpretation,. be
Under the head of "D" will be included such
construed as supporting the claims of the Christian
texts as mention the use of alcoholic beverages as a
temperance workers and Bible apologists:
matter of course, and evidently with no thought in
the mind of the writer· that there was anything LIST A.-PASSAGES UNEQUIVOCALLY CONDEMNING THE USE
wrong in such use, or that God had condemned it, or
OF WINE.
would punish the one or ones who so indulged. Of
Prov. xx, 1: "Wine is a mocker, strong m-ink is
course, such texts, found in a work for which is raging: and whosoever is deceived thereby. is not
claimed a divine origin, can be regarded by the be- wise."
liever as amounting to notbing less than a positive
Prov. xxi, 17: "He that loveth pleasme shall be
command from God to his children to make use in a poor man ; he that loveth wine and oil shall not be
this way of such portion of his bounties.
rich."
Arranged in List "E" are found the texts which
Our writer must have thought that oil was indlshow that the wine mentioned in the Bible would gestible, and productive of erupti>e diseases, and,
and did intoxicate, though this is stoutly denied by therefore, the cause of as much evil as was intoxicar
the Scripture apologists of om day; on·ather by that tion; else why did he include it in terms of equal
portion of them who think it essential to the success opprobrium with wine? Only temperance people
of the temperance cause, or necessary for the pres- who are eschewers of fat food, as well as of wine,
ervation of popular faith in then· paper aud ink fetich, will fully coincide with the author of Proverbs in his
that the Bible be made to appear to harmonize in its opinion of wine and oil.·
Prov. xxiii, 20: " Be not among wine-bibbers;
assumed moral teachings with modern ethics ; as other
exegetists and apologists have tried to harmonize its among riotous eaters of flesh."
asserted science with the discoveries of these later
It seems incontestible that this writer was a vegetimes.
tarian, but when quoting hiln our disingenuous
Doubtless it will be. objected that the Bible does Christian temperance people do not dwell much upon
not mean what it so plainly says; it will be strenu- the anti-meat part of his teachings.
Prov. xxiii, 29-32 : " Who hath woe? Who bath
ously insisted that we do not read it aright; that
the translators have not given to us a correct render- sorrow? "Who bath contentions~ Who hath habing of the 01-iginal text, etc., etc. But these objec- bling7 Who hath wounds without cause? Who
tions have no possible weight so long as it is believed hath redness of eyes~ They that tarry long at the
that the book is the worq of God. If an infinitely wine; they that go to. 10eek mixed wine. Look not
wise and powerful God wrote it or dictated it, it then upon the wine when it is red, when it giveth his
is just what he wanted it to be, just what he de- color in the crop, whe,n it moveth itself aright. At
signed it to be. It teaches the lessons that he wants the last it biteth like a serpent, and r;;tingeth like an
taught; its moral precepts are the outcome of his in- adder."
fallible wisdom and goodness, are the incomparably
Isa. v, 22 : "Woe unto them that are mighty to
perfect fruits of the trees of Life and of Knowledge, ill-ink wine, and men of strength to mingle strong
and it is futile to mge that the translators have made drink."
mistakes. We can have no possible guarantee that
See criticisms on verses 8, 10, and 11 of this chapthe volume is the word of God unless we assume that ter, in list C.
all who have been concerned in its production, transI sa. xxviii, 1, 3, 7: " Woe to the crown of pride,
lators as well as writers, were under the direct in- to the drunkards of Ephraim, whose glorious beauty
spiration of God. The common people never had, is a fading flower, which are on the head of the fat
and have not now, any means of knowing whether the valley of them that are overcome with wine. . . .
word translated wine means an intoxicating liquor or The crown of pride, the drunkards of Ephraim, shall
whether it means only the unfermented juice of the be trodden under feet. . . . But they also have
grape, or of other fruits. Unless .they depend upon erred through wine; and through strong drink are
the apparently clear declarations of the book itself out of the way, the priest and the prophet have
they are utterly at sea. Until very recently Chris- erred through strong drink, they are swallowed up
tian meu_have almost, if not. quite, universally believed of wine, they are out of the way through strong
that wine meant wine, a fluid that, drank in sufficient drink; they err in vision, they stumble in judgment."
quantities, would intoxicate, and the context proves
I think that these verses should have been, in
that they were _right. The frantic attempt to make it strict justice, included in list C, but I am very willappear otherwise is only a dishonest dodge to sub- ing to give the Bible the benefit of the doubt, and so
stantiate the ass~ption that the writers of the Bible I have placed them ·here. It is plain, however, that
were moved of God to write, and that consequently the censure is visited upon the excesses of the priests
that work is the repository of all truth. To such and prophets, and is in no sense a condemnation of
straits are men d:iven who start out with an unnat- what the people of that time regarded as a necessary
and moderate use of stilnulants, and upon which
ural and therefore ilnpossible theory.
We need not be surprised when a patient and j " God " bas set the seal of his approval ten timefil
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where he has,. even conditionally and inferentially, people, ev-en among the whole multitude of Israel, as evil ? - They must if they follow the same line of readisapproved of it once.
well to the women as men, to every one a cake of soning that they do in interpreting these texts.
Hos. iii, 1 : "Then said the Lord unto 'me Go bread, and a good piece of flesh and a flagon of
Isa. xxvii, 2, 3: "In that day sing ye unto her, a
yet, love a woman beloved of her friend ·y~t an wine."
'·
vineyard of red wine. I the Lord do keep it ; I will
adulteress, according to the love of the Lord toward
<:?uery: What would the Christian temperance water it every moment; lest any hurt it, I will keep
the children of. Israel, who look to other gods, and ladies have done with that wine had they been present it night and day."
love flagons of wine."
when David, the man after God's own heart, dealt it
Figurative, doubtless! So is the next, but all the
Hos. iv, 11 : " . . . and wine take away the heart." out to all, men as well as women?
influence of these passages is on the side of intem. ~ab. ii, . ~5: " Woe unto him that giveth his
2 Sam. xvi, 2 : " And Ziba said, The asses be for perance, necessarily, for the simple reason that the
neighbor drink, that puttest thy bottle to him and the king's household to ride on; and the bread and great mass of the people will take them literally, and
makest him drunken also, that thou mayest lo~k on s~mmer fruit for the young men to eat ; and the for the further reason that the constant association
their nakedness."
wme, that such as faint in the wilderness may drink.'' of wine with "good news" and symbols of religion
This is. the offense of the minister or of the deacon
In Kansas and Iowa many get "faint in the wilder- familiarize the mind with it and serve to give it some-who passes the communion wine I
derness," judging by tht:l business of the tlrug stores. thing of a t~acred character. This last-mentioned fact
Four alone of the Old Testament writers utter an No doubt they have all seen this prescription given helps to explain why the church so long opposed the
unequivoca~ condemnation of intoxicating drinks, and
modern temperance movement. But here is the
by God.
these only m a very few passages, while in at least
2 Chron. ii, 10 : "And behold, I will give to thy passage above indicated, Isa. lv, 1: "Ho, everyone
an equal number they as unequivocally commend
servants, the hewers that cut timber, twenty thousand that thirsteth, come ye to the waters, and he that
them,* Isaiali and Hosea saying more for than against
measures of beaten wheat, and twenty thousand hath mourning; come ye, buy and eat; yea, come
while the writers of Proverbs and Habakkuk lean th~
measures of barley, ana twenty thousand baths of buy wine and milk without money and without price."
other way. Of theN ew Testament writers not one has wine, and twenty thousand baths of oil !"
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
clearly said that wine and strong drink are curses to
The article which Solomon, " the wisest of all men,"
the children of men. And yet our ears are continually dinned with an outcry about " Christian Tem- gave to the servants of the king of Tyre in one-fourth Mr. Stewart Might Find a Better Use for His Money.
From the Liberal, Mo., Liberal.
payment for their labor in preparing the temple
perance!"
Our friend Wm. Gray wants us to name the ''Liberal lectwhich he built to the Lord, was probably especially
LIST B.-PASSAGES COMMENDING OR ENJOINING THE USE blessed by the Lord for that use, and so rendered urer who offered $25.00 to help build" a church in Liberal.
OF WINE OR STRONG DRINK, OR BOTH, OR INCLUDING non-intoxicating, else we must conclude that he pays The editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER asked the same question
through his columns, and others through pri·rate letters.
A PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF WINE AMONG THE BLESS- those who build houses for him in what friend St.
We cheerfully comply with their wishes. It was Prof. C. W.
INGS TO BE BESTOWED UPON FAVORED INDIVIDUALS John would call "liquid danmation."
Stewart, who is quite a prominent lecturer in the West, and
OR TRIBES, ETC.j OR INCLUDING THE DEPRIVATION
And inasmuch as Solomon was the wisest of all men at present located here in Liberal. From the good reports I
OF IT AMONG THE PUNISHMENTS INFLICTED UPON (or God made a mistake when he so said), and the had heard of his labors in Iowa, during the fall ann winter,
I must confess I was much astonished at his offer, though, to
THE DISOBEDIENT.
temple was for the said God, I am justified in con- do him full justice, he said, after the senior editor's paraJacob, blessing Judah, said (Gen. xlix, 11, 12): cluding that this God regards wine as a legal tender, graph in these columns respecting the same, that he only
"Binding his foal unto the vine, and .his ass's colt and so I put the above passage in this category as one offered $10 for a church here. But that does not chang·e the
principle at all.
unto the choice vine; he washed his garments in in which God has sanctified the use of wine.
However sincere Mr. Stewart may be in his offer, I think
wine, and his clothes in the blood of grapes. His
Neb. v, 11 (To the usurers): "Restore, I pray it a very serious mistake in anyone, and a strange paradox
eyes shall be red with wine, and his teeth white with you, to them, even this day, their lands, their vine- for a Freethought lecturer, to offer any sum to build a church
milk."
yards, their oliveyards, and their houses, also the anywhere on the earth. I am reminded here of an incident.
Doesn't look as though Yahweh, the " God of hundredth part of the money, and of the corn, the One cold day in 1882 a thinly-clad colored woman called on
my friend Mrs. Amy Post, in Rochester, N.Y., and solicited
Jacob," thought wine a very bad article.
wine, and the oil, that ye exact of them."
a contribution to build a church for her oppressed race.
N urn vi, 20 : " After that the N azarite may drink
N eh. x, 39 : "For the children of Israel and the Mrs. Post, in her pleasant Quaker manner, refused. The
wine."
children of Levi shall bring the offering of the corn, colored lady, knowing of Mrs. Post's life-long labor for the
In Dent. vii, 13, God, through Moses, said to his of the new wine, and the oil, and we will not forsake negro, became very urgent, and said, "Giv me something,
even one penny." I can still see the bright light in that
chosen people: " And he will love thee, and bless the house of our God.
brave and noble woman's eye as she replied with a stearly
thee, and multiply thee; and he will also bless the
Wine, old or "new," seems to have been always firmness: "Not .one penny for a church anywhere on this
-fruit of thy womb, and the fruit of thy land, thy acceptable to " our God," whether tendered as a holy earth. I will giv you $5 for a public hall for free discussion
or to alleviate yo!lr personal wants, but never a penny to
corn, and thy wine, and thine oil," etc., etc.
offering or otherwise.
Just think of it, W. C. T. U. people, God has sol" The Lord" makes wine, according to the Psalm· sufpress free speech, as all churches try to do."
am in full accord with her and with Mr. Gray's article,
emnly promised to bless his faithful children With an ist:
"Let us hav Justice." All the crimes namable ancl unnamespecially large vintage, a better vintage than that of
Psa. civ, 15: "And wine that making glad the able are charged upon Spiritualists and Freethinkers by the
their unbelieving neighbors ! Rather rough on the heart of man, and oil to make his face to shine, and churches, for no other reason than questioning their dogmas
and uncovering the vice and iniquity dealt out to a gullible
heretic French and the Infidel Germans !
bread which strengtheneth man's heart."
under reli~?ious cloaks; so with him I say, Let us carry
Deuteronomy xi, 14: "That I will give you the
If "the Lord" lived in Iowa, Lozier and Foster public
the war into Afnca.
rain of your land in his due season, the first rain and would have him arrested for violation of the new ironthe latter rain, that thou mayest gather in thy corn, clad prohibitory law.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: "How
Prov. iii, 10: " So shall thy barns be filled with
and thy wine, and thy oil."
Yahweh is determined that the supply of wine plenty, and thy presses shall burst out with new wine." great a fire a little matter kindleth !" You hav seen
Prov. xxx~ 6, 7: " Give strong drink unto him that the attack made upon me in the Liberal, and Mr.
:shall not fall short.
Dent. xiv, 26: "And thou· shalt bestow that is ready to perish, and wine unto those that be of Walser tells me that you wrote to him inquiring who
money for whatsoever thy soul lusteth after, for heavy heart. Let him drink and forget his poverty, it was that offered ten dollars toward building a
church here.
.oxen, or for sheep, or for wine, or for strong drink, and remember his misery no more."
The facts are as follows: Some time in February a
In these two verses, the author of Proverbs has
·or for whatsoever thy soul desireth; and thou shalt
.eat there before the Lord thy God, and thou shalt more than nullified all the good things he said in his number of us were discussing the narrowness of a
rejoice, thou, and thine b,ousehold."
earlier chapters, and which I have quoted in List A. certain class of Liberals, and I remarked that I was
Rev. Mr. Stevenson to the box! Repeat yoU:r tes- I am quite sure that where they have prevented the in favor of building up our town in every legitimate
timony, please. "I said that ' the education of the drinking of one glass of wine or strong drink, these way; that it was about time to quit fighting each
.children of the Republic in temperance principles pass!).ges have led to the drinking of oue thousand. other, adding that it would be !t good thing to hav a
few Christians to combat, instead of elbowing each
logically involves the maintenance in those schools of And this is a mild statement of the case.Eccl. ix, 7: "Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy, other so much. I said that I would giv ten dollars
the Bible as the great text book in inorals.'"
Dent. xv, 14: "Thou shalt furnish him liberally and drink thy wine with a merry heart ; for God now towards getting a church here, not that I believed in
its doctrins, but because it would produce a healthy
-out of thy flock, and out of thy floor, and out of thy accepteth thy works." ,
Song of Sol. i, 2: "Let him kiss me with the kisses mental competition. Immediately the proprietor of
wine-press; of that wherewith the Lord thy God
the hotel, a radi0al Freethinker, indorsed the idea,
of his mouth; for thy love is better than wine."
hath blessed thee thou shalt give unto hi,m."
This is said regarding the manumitted .Hebrew
From this we gather that, next to love, wine is the and the entire company spoke favorably of it.
But my remark was carried to :Mr. Walser and a
:slave. And so it is a blessing for God to give the best thing in the world. This is the opinion of most
fruit of the wine-press to his children 1 And we are bacchanalian experts, I believe. Sqlomon seems to well-meaning but misguided man named Chaapel,
neither of whom likes me very well, because I do not
have had much experience.
·
.to emulate him !
It seems that God punishes his people by blasting
Song of Sol. v, 1: "I have churned my wine with fall in with t.he idea of turning our town into a Spir.their vineyards, and thus cutting short their supply my milk; eat, 0 friends; drink, yea, drink abun- itual Mecca, and the week following the item apappeared which caused your inquiry.
dant1y, 0 believers."
-of wine, as below :
Now, I hav this to say, that if my labor in the
Is this the earliest mention of milk punch T
Dent. xxviii, 39 : " Thou shillt plant vineyards,
Song of SoL viii, 2: " I would cause thee to drink cause of Freethought during the past fifteen years is
and dress them, but thou shalt neither drink of the
wine, nor gather the grapes, for the worms shall eat of spiced wine of the juice my pomegranate." Meta- not sufficient guaranty of my loyalty to its principles,
I am unable to furnish a better one.
phorical, undoubtedly.
them."
The secret of the matter is that I hav struck some
Isa. i, 22: "Thy silver is become dross, thy wine
Verse 51 of the same chapter tells the people that
pretty hard blows at the " Anarchistic" idea, and the
their cattle and wine and oil shall be taken from mixed with water."
Have your wine full strength, as much as you promiscuity hobby, and a few of the brethren, unable
them if they disobey God's commands. This is the
famous "cursing chapter" of the Bible, and ·is just would have your silver unalloyed, is the admonition to answer me, hav resorted to the bigot's weapon,
persecution. I hav also severely criticised the bigthe reading calculated to make a man believe that of God's prophet.
otry of a certain class of alleged Liberals, and they
Isa.
xxiv,
7:
"The
new
wine
mounteth,
the
wine
God was the first pope of Rome.
are angry about it. .
Deuteronomy is a very good book for the Woman's languisheth; all the merry-hearted do sigh."
Feeling that you were perhaps unacquainted with
One more in the long list of passages wherein it is
Christian Temperance Union, and I suggest that it
hold a special meeting . to pray for the evidently said that God -punished his chosen people by cutting the fact tha.t this town has been dominated, to its
"rum"-loving god who wrote it. There is much- off their vintage. What God regards as a real depri- detriment, by the above-mentioned spirit, and that a
other matter in it that helps to make it an admirable vation to lose must be good to have and to keep, in one-idead town is, like a one-idead man, generally a
his opinion, whatever the W. C. T. U. people may failure, I thought it proper to say this much by way
work for use in the schools.
·
Judges ix, 13: "And the vine said unto them, think about it. Verse 9 says: "They shall not drink of explanation.
We hav an excellent class of people here, many of
Should I leave my wine, which cheereth God and wine with a song; strong drink shall be bitter to
them that drink it." Verse 11: "There is a crying whom silently agree with me in my opinion concernman, and go to be promoted over the tree~?:' .
Ah ! so it appears that God, the "ongmal pro- for wine in the streets ; all joy is dar~ened; the mirth ing the status of the town. And I will conclude by
saying that, happily, the backbone of crankism and
hibitionist" according to the W. C. T. U., ~drinks of the land is gone."
· ·God thus punished them by taking away their illiberality is about broken, and soon all inbarmowine, else bow could it cheer him?
2 Sam. vi, 19 : "And he dealt among all the j>e~- wine, on the same principle that he punishes us by nious elements will " pass to spirit life."
Very truly,
C. W. STEWART.
killing our children, as Christians say that he does.
Liberal, Mo., Aprjl ~. ~8E6.
Will thel copten~ _th~t chil<;h·e~ ~e ,i:J:lherently an
*See List B.
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hand .men some of the worst of them. Another
count in the indictment of Mr. Most is that he ·
posts Justus Schwab-whom Mr. Tucker labels "an
exceptionally honest man'' -in the Freiheit .as a man
with whom no Socialist should hav anything to do.
These are the important facts in Liberty's ea;pose of
a wing of the so-called Anarchists.
Philosophical Beasts.
We hav given this space to the matter for two
The last issue of Liberty contains a hot defense of reasons. The first is that Mr. Tucker calls upon the
the philosophical Anarchists against the practical press of the country to pass the exposure along, that
gentlemen who claim to belong to that school of the Anarchistic goats may be separated from the Anthought. Mr. Tucker givs currency to the doubtless archistic sheep. The second reason is, to defend the
unfounded report that Henri Rochefort said to an Anarchists from this honible charge of one of their
interviewer that "Anarchists are merely criminals. own number, and also to defend the Communists n·om
They are robbers. They want no government what- the same accusation.. Mr. Tucker's heading his exever, so that, when theymeetyou on the street, they can posure, "The Beast of Communism," and his direct
knock you down and rob you," and retorts, "You lie!" assertion that these firebugs are "a party of Comwhen this definition of Anarchy is applied to those who munists," are as wilfully wrong, as maliciously misonly "deny all external authority over the individual, leading, and smacking as much of party dishonesty
whether that of the present state or that of some as the assumption by the gang of criminal beasts of
inuustl:ial collectivity or commune which the future the title either of Anarchists or Communists. The
may produce." We can scarcely credit the report tme condition of the matter, as we understand it
that Hem-i Rochefmi uttered the words attributed to from having been a humble private in the labor ranks
him, for he is usually thought of as a man of common of this city for. some time, is this :
sense, with the fairness to discriminate between
There are a lot of men in this city, mostly foreignthinkers like Bakounine and footpads who rob foes ers, who hav for years been more or less conspicuous
and swindle friends indiscriminately. J:vir. Tucker, in the "labo1· movement," holding meetings in lagerhowever, goes on, in the interest of the mental An- beer halls, and calling themselvs Socialists, Anarcharchists, to expose the practical Anarchists such as ists, Communists. In the vacuum. in their heads
Rochefort describes. He says that "in the face of which they are pleased to term their minds, these
all logic and consistency, the word Anarchy has been words are interconvertible. It is our opinion that
usurped by a party of Comnwnists who believe in a they do not know enough to know the meaning of
tyranny worse than any that now exists, who deny to either of these words, and for some reason-probthe laborer the individual possession of his product, ably from selfish motivs-their leaders hav never
and who preach to their followers the following doc- seen fit to enlighten them. B.1t these m'ln do
trin: 'Private property is your enemy; it is the beast not in any sense or ma.nner repre.:~ent the labor
that is devouring you; all wealth belongs to every- movement, nor hav they even a legitimate part in it.
body; take it wherever you can :lind it; hav no scm- Go to any labor leader in the city, n·om the chief expies about the means of takin~ it; use dynamite, the ecutiv to the most recently initiated Knight of Labor,
dagger, or the torch to take it; kill :illnocent people and ask about them, aud the reply will be, "'\Ve don't
to take it; but, at all events, take it.' " Mr. Tucker know them; they are none of us." These, then, are
charges that in carrying out this rather destmctiv the fellows, the Ishmaelites of labor, against whom
program the Anarchist-Communists of New York hav Mr. Tucker's charges are brought. They are not
engaged in incendiarism as a business. Here is his Anarchists, except as any common thief is an Anarchindictment:
ist, doing what he pleases with impunity. The real
"For nearly two years a large numher of the most activ Anarchist, as we grasp the meaning of the term, is
members of the German Group of the International Working one who accepts the doctrin of individual sovereignty,
People's Association in New York city, and of the Social with individual effort as the base and means of all
Revolutionary Club, another German organization in. that
city, hav been persistently engaged in getting money by progress, but alwayslimitingtheindividual's right by
insuring their property for amounts far in excess of the real the equal rights of others. This limitation absolutely
value thereof, secretly removing everything that they could, precludes anysuch invasion as the firebugs described
setting fire to the premises, swearing to heavy losses, and by Mr. Tucker hav been guilty of. Rightly, they
exacting corresponding sums from the insurance companies. can no more be called Anarchists than a thief " on
Explosion of kerosene lamps is usually the device which they
employ. Some seven or eight fires, at least, of this sort were principle" can be termed a supporter of the rights
set in New York and Brooklyn in 1884 by members of the of .property. For the practical working of ABarchy
gang, netting the beneficiaries an aggregate profit of thou- we are unable to refer to any published scheme.
sands of dollars. In 1885 nearly twenty more were set, with
The Socialist is the man at the other end of the
equally profitable results. The record for 1886 has reached
philosophical.
and governmental cord. He rejects
six. already, if not more. The business has been carried on
with the most astonishing audacity. One of these men had Josiah Warren's doctrin of individual sovereignty,
his premises insured, fired them, and presented his bill of loss and would create a paternal government, which shall
to the company within twenty-four hours after getting his conduct the bus~ess of the country and see to it that
policy, and before the agent had reported the policy to the all hav e!llployment and consequent plenty. An outcompany. The bill was paid, and a few months later the
line of the prog1·am of the Socialists may be gleaned
same fellow, under another name, played the game over
again, though not quite so speedily. In one of the fires set from Gronlund's" Social Commonwealth."
in 1885 a woman and two children were burnt to death. The
The Communist, opposed directly to the Anarchist,
two guilty parties in this case were members of the Bohemian and in some measure to the Socialist, lays the greater
Group and are now serving life sentences in prison. Another emphasis upon the brotherhood of man, and believes
of the fires was started in a six-story tenement house, endangering the lives of hundreds, but fortunately injuring no one that in the extension of the family lies the remedy
but the incendiary. In one case in 1886 the firemen hav for the labor and other social troubles. The Comsaved two women whom they found clinging to their bed- munist believes in very little government, and that adposts in a half-suffocated condition. In another a man, wo- visory by councils of the communes, but holds that
man, and baby lost their lives. Three members of the gang public works shall be owned by all, and individual
are now in jail awaiting trial for murdering and robbing an
support guaranteed by all, provided each individual
old woman in Jersey City. Two others are in jail under
heavy bail and awaiting trial for carrying concealed weapons performs his share of useful labor. A comprehensiv
and assaulting an officer. They were walking arsenals, and and entertaining practical plan of this social philosowere found under circumstances which lead to the suspicion phy may be found in "Rational Communism."
that tbeywere about to perpe~rate a robbery, if not a murder."
From the foregoing, if we hav clearly stated the
Mr. Tucker complains that the individuals acquiring positions of the parties, the opponents of Anarchy
wealth in this manner. do not use the profits "for the may see how unjust is the general public clamor
benefit of the movement to which the criminals be- against the Anarchists. And we sincerely hope that
long," but that the increase "goes to fill their own Mr:Tucker will also see that his attack upon Comempty pockets," and is "often spent in reckless, riotous munism is equally unjust. The true representative
living." John Most, Mr. Tucker charges, while in no of these three schools of social reformers in this city
wise the originator of this not altogether novel method -which is the scene of the deviltry revealed by Mr. :
of making a living, nor in any way a beneficiary of Tucker-are men of scholarly attainments, of depth
the scheme, is responsible for not denouncing the of thought, of probity, and many of them possessors
gang in the columns of the Freiheit. Mr. Tucker of material wealth, gained by their own honest exerallows that for a l0ng time Mr. Most was ignorant of tions. The author of "Rational Communism'' is a
what is' going on, but when made acquainted with the gentleman possessing large wealth, a clear head, and
facts, Mr. Tucker says, he has refused to repudiate a big heart. To connect his social scheme in the rethe criminals, but ~ersists in retaining as his right- motest degree with the firebugs of t4e ]?owery is a.s

territory,. but he will not admit the monstrous tyranny
of disfranchising and robbing a larger body of people because of a fanatical breaking of law by a small
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
portion of them.
Truly, our law-makers hav curiously-constmcted
Editor.
E. M. MAoDoNALD,
heads.
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uo hard matter, we make the following low terms:
Single subscription.............................................. $3 00
One subscription two years, in advance..................
o 00
Two new subscribers...........................................
o 00
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00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
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Will not everyone, in renewing, try to get at least
one new subscriber, thus saving money for themselvs
and helping us ?
And in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNuAL for 1886.

Woman Suffrage.
There is a bill before the Senate at vV a::;hington
· providing for the admission to the Union, as a state,
of Washington Territory. Under the present laws
of that territory women {lre voters. When the bill
came up for discussion in the Senate last week, a
mossback Solon from Louisiana, Mr. Eustis, moved to
amend by confining the right of suffrage to male citizens. The only argument he advanced to support
his motion worth reporting was that if women are
allowed to vote in the proposed new state, it might
send a female senator to Washington.
Well, what of it~ We guarantee that no woman
who would be selected could be more incapable than
some of the present senators, and the chances are a
hundred to one that, whatever woman was chosen, she
would be more moral-less given to cold tea and
mistresses-more inconuptible, and less liable to
pass unconstitutional measures, than the.members of
the present body. Besides, women hav just as good
a right to make the laws they must obey as men hav.
There is one good trait in the character of Senator
Hoar, of Massachusetts. He believes in woman sufn·age on principle, and not merely to be amiable to
the ladies. Mr. Hoar reminded Mr. Eustis that as a
Democrat and supporter of state rights he was inconsistent. The proposition to disfranchise the women
of '\Vashington Territory was destmctiv of the fundamental principles of republican liberty; the power of
electing representativs, and of being elected such,
was an essential principle of liberty. The senator
from Louisiana and his party friends, who had been
in the habit of invoking this principle in connection
with states' rights and in defense of slavery, now
denied it against the free and fair decision of the people themselvs of Washington Territory. According
to all American principles of government the people
of Washington Territory had a perfect right to regulate suffrage in their own territory.
Senator Platt, of Connecticut, agreed with Senator
Hoar that the people of the territory had right to
manage their civil affairs in their own way. Senator
Edmunds, also, saw no force in Mr. Eustis's argument. He defended the right of the women to vote
in the proposed state, and said it would be as logical
to propose that men should be disfranchised, and
that only women should vote.
Senators Hoar, Platt, and Edmunds are clearheaded in this matter; we only wish they might talk
as sensibly on all other que~tions. Edmunds can see
the unconstitutionality of disfranchising citiz;eps Qf a

a
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unjust as to lay upon the Anarchistic editors of
Liberty the responsibility· of the .Phoonix Park
murders.
But let us for a moment leave aside all this; and suppose there were a s.ociety of Communists in this city,
some members of which had been guilty of the crimes
charged by Mr. Tucker. Even then he would not be
justified in saying that for such acts Communism is
responsible. These fellows are acting, if the indictment is a true one, in their individual capacity, eX:er. cising the individual sovereignty side of Anarchy,
but unrestrained by the other side which limits their
acts to those not trenching upon others' rights. The
main body could not be held responsible for such
acts, unless by a vote of the members it had sanctioned them. The commission of crimes by these individuals would only show that their philosophy had
made them no better men, precisely as the crimes of
professing Christians prove that the Christian religion is not a sufficient restraining moral force. ·As
there is no logic in contending that the peculations
of a pious cashier prove the dishonesty of the whole
bank directorate, so there is no point gained against
the .principles of Communism by charging that an individual Communist has been found guilty of arson.
lVIr. Tucker has been unfair, and he should apologize
to the Communists, or the next time a conflict comes
between the police and some gentleman who denies
''all external authority over the individual," the press
of the country can not be blamed if they head the
item recording the conflict, " The Beast of Anarchy."
'Ve agree wholly with neither of the three parties
whose positions we hav briefly and, of course, inadequately outlined, but fair play is a brilliant of attractiv form allll color, and in passing Mr. Tucker's exposure along we could do no less than point od, as
we hav often done before, the errors his onesidedness
leads him into.

Two Statutes.
" And if a stranger sojourn with thee in your land, ye shall
not vex him. But the stranger that dwelleth with you shall
be unto you as one born among you, and thou shalt love him
as thyself; for ye were strangers in the land of Egypt : I am
the Lord your God."-Lev. xix, 33, 34.

This statute contains the principle abunchwtly repeated by Christ in his gospel.-Independe,,t.
" Y e shall not eat of anything that dieth of itself : thou
shalt giv it unto ..the stranger that is in thy gates, that he may
eat it; or thou mayest sell it unto an alien: for thou art a
holy people unto the Lord my God."-Deut. xiv, 21."

What does this statute contain?

Fighting Preachers.
Since the year opened three army chaplains hav
been retired for age and three new ones appointed.
The treasury, however, is not rid of the reti.J:ing men.
They will continue to draw pay at the rate of about
$150 per month each, while the new appointees will
liv in such luxury as $125 per month affords.
One retired chaplain has just caused the House
Military. Committee some annoyance, if we may
judge from the language of its adverse report on his
bill for relief : .

.

" The claim has been persistently pressed by a large mimber of very respectable people, who put their support upon
personal grounds, and very largely upon sentiment, b,·cause
of the clerical profession of the claimant and the supposed
sufferings and hardship he has undergone. If Congre~s was
purely un eleemosynary corporation, and its members were
selected as public almoners, the reasons presented might hav
considerable weight, but to us, as legislators and trustees of
the public funds, whose duty it is to 11.ee that they are applied
to the purposes for which they were collected, the legitimate
expenses of the government, they only show how readily
people become generous in their sentiments and sympathies
when the disbursement recommended is to be macte from
funds other than their own, and tb.e responsibility for the appropriation falls upon others than themselvs. The Forty-dghth
Congress, tired and worn out by the repeated and persistent
efforts of the claimant and his friends, passed an act. nuder
which Chaplain ·Blake received and accepted crctlit for
$5,454.55, which sum had before that time been a charge
. against him for overpayment that had been made t.o him.
This donation seems only to hav whetted the appetite of the
claimant, and he now returns, 'like Oliver, asking for more.'
Your committee feel that he has been generously dealt by in
the past, and are unwilling to reopen his account and extend
him further generosity. · They therefore report the bill adversely."

Mr. Blake, it seems, overdrew his pay by a few thousands of dollars, and then induced Congress to make
him a present of the amount. This is an exceedingly
polite way of stealing, and the still healthy state of
Mr. Blake's nel'Ves is developed in his request for
more. It might be well to giv him the keys of the

treasury vaults and ask him to help himself. If the
task of .carrying off all the money in the treasury
proves beyond his strength, there are enough churchmen in the country to help him.
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days shall pass the Senate and be signed by the governor the
religious fervor of the trustees will not be proof against the
temptation to obtain this money. These gentlemen seem to
be acquainted with each other.

UPoN "Adami and Heva," the Southland says, Mr. Putnam
may rest his reputation as a .poet. "If Mr. Putnam, the
IN the course of a lachrymose editorial upon the passage author, had written nothing else, it would entitle him to take
by th.e Assembly of the bill. granting the museums in the park rank among the foremost of our Jiving poets." Yet, as ever
$20,000 annually, providing their doors are open on Sunday, since its publication, we shall conti11:ue to mail the poem for
the Oltristian Advocate reve'itls that every Methodist minister ten cents.
in this city protested again~t the passing of the bilJ, and asks
THE Mt. Desert Herald, of Bar Harbor, Me., will please acits readers throughout the state to scan the list of those vot- cept our thanks for courtesies extended. The Herald, we
ing for and against it. ;" Iii maintaining the institution of a may add, for the information of our Maine subscribers, is. a
Christian civilization," saith the Advocate, "we need to be first-class weekly local journal with an Infidel editor.
supported by the Christian sentiment of the whole state." We
THE Montreal Witn&s says that the sacrilegious act of the
should like to ask what. a Christian in Buffalo has got to do
with the local institutions of this city. New York supports city of Pari! in removing the name of the deity from the
primers used in the Parisian schools will certainly meet with
thes<~ museun!s, and New York ought to govern them.
divine vengeance. This, of course, is authoritativ.
IN opposing Sunday opening of the museums, the trustees
A NEW thirty-two page quarto catalog of the Truth Seeker
hav posed as public benefactors, and alleged that their insti- Company's publications has just been printed, and will be
tutions are the property of private gentlemen who are devot- sent free upon application.
ing their fortunes to the good of the race. They should therefore be let alone. Yet we notice that what the people get from
Lectures and Meetings.
the museums they are required to pay extra for. For a long
MR.
AND
Mns.
C. B. REYNOLDS will be in Toronto, Canada,
time a lecture course has been· maintained at the American
Museum of Natural History. Professor Bickmore, the lect- during May. llfrs. Reynolds will lecture there on Sunday,
urer, has instructed thousands in natural history, zoology, May 2d, giving "A Woman's Reasons for the Gospel of
comparativ anatomy, physical ge'ography, and other sciences, Humanity. May 9th Mr. Reynolds will preside at the
and the Saturday afternoon talks hav been in every way ad- "Trial of Satan," and endeavor to determin whether he is
mirable. But it rather astonishes a public used to the phil- really black or only so painted by the theologians. :M:rs.
anthropic claims of the trustees of the museum to find last Reynolds will speak again on the 16th, and the 23d will be
week a bill passing the Assembly appropriating from the New used by Mr .. Reynolds. Previous to his visit to Toronto :M:r.
York school fimd $18,000 to pay for such lectures. The trus- Reynolds will make a trip to Michigan. Canadian societits
tees should either be milder in their claims or visit the public desiring his services will please address him care of J. Harrison, 77 Richmond street, West, Toronto.
treasury Jess freque~tly
__· ------~

Editorial ·Notes.

J. E. REMSBURG, having filled his engagements in MisA CERTAIN Michigan clergyman, feeling it incumbent upon
him to answer Remsburg, recently addressed a letter to the souri, now goes to Texas, where he will deliver fifty lectures.
Rev. Dr. Tevis, of the M. E. church at Atchison, desiring to His dates, as far as arranged, are as follows :
Denison .............................................. Fri., Apr. 16th.
know what Mr. Remsburg's standing in the community was,
.Trenton ..................................... Sat., Sun., 17th, 18th.
what his domestic relations were, etc. Being but little acTerrell ................... Tues., Wed., Thur., 20th, 21st, 22d.
quainted in the place, Dr. Tevis applied to the editor of the
Dallas ......................................................... Fri., 23d.
Oltarnpwn, Governor Martin's paper, for the desired informaHenrietta .................................. Sat., Sun., 24th, 25th.
Fort Worth ...........Mon., Tues., Wed., 26th, 27th, 28th.
tion. He received the following reply: "Mr. Remsburg enCorsic!\na ......._...... Thur., Fri., Sat., 29th, 30th, May 1st.
tertains some theological opinions which I do not indorae,
Kerens ......................................... Sun., Mon., 2d, 3d.
and if your clerical friend can demolish them I shall be glad
Waco ........................................................ Wed., 5th.
to hav him do sc. But if he has no better arguments than
Norse ......................................... Thur., Fri., 6th, 7th.
those he is evidently. hoping to obtain from Atchison he
Granbury ..................................... Sat., Sun., 8th, 9th.
had better assign the iask to a more competent man. Tell
San Antonio ......... Tues., Wed., Thur., 11th, 12th, 13th.
Austin ....................................................... Fri., 14th.
your friend that Mr. Remsburg has been a respected citizen
Walnut ..................................... Sat., Sun., 15th, 16th.
of this state for eighteen years; that during this time the
Houston ................................................... Mon., 17th.
people hav elected him to offices of trust and honor, and that,
Livingston .............................................. - Tues., 18th.
so far as his domestic relations are concerned, he stands
Moscow ................................ Wed., Thur., 19th, 20th.
above reproach."
Henderson ................................... Sat., Sun., 22d, 23d.
"\VHAT an eye heaven must hav! Actress Maude Stewart
FniENDSIIll' LIBERAL LEAGUE held a meeting in the hall at
died at the rooms of Actor Frederick de BellevilJe, Sunday Ninth street and Girard avenue, Sunday evening, April 4th.
night, the 4th inst. Mr. De Belleville's grief over his loss was Professor William D. Atkinson delivered a lecture on
great and sincere. The couple were not married, though Mr. ''Paleolithic Man of the Stone Age." He said : ''If it had
De Bellville said to a friend that they would hav been" if it not been for the discovery of implements of flint, stone, and
had been possible for him to wed her according to law. But bone, the paleolithic age would hav been an utter blank and
there were two women who would make him trouble, and paleolithic man would hav passed into oblivion. These
Mande was already the wife of Ed Marble. In the sight of stone sermon~ show the utter littleness of the dogma of man's
heaven, however, theywere man and wife." Miss Stuart, or recent ci' ilization. The man of the paleolithic age exMrs. Marble, was Mr. De Belleville's third affinity; he was her perienced the glacial period. He attained his summit in
<econd. These folks are not freelovers, but only children of that period and then passed away and a new man made his
the world and Christians, t,b.erefore heaven had its eye upon appearance. The paleolithic age then gave place to the neothem, and it was all right. But if they had been "free- lithic age, or more particularly the reindeer period, called so
lovers" what a moral might hav been pointed!
on account of the numerous remains of reindeer that ha v
been found in England, Italy, and France. As the reindeer
BY strict attention to business, Eli Perkins has won the never abounds in the tropics, this proves that the glacial
enviable reputation of being a talented liar. He has also period extended far into the stone age. As the glacial
won cash. One of his ways of winning the latter article is to period receded the reindeer and the paleolithic man receded
lecture for Sunday-schools and churches; and to procure
with it. I believe to-day that the Esquimau is the descendthese engagements he sends Out a large advertising sheet ant of the paleolithic man. The reindeer was to him as it is
filled with recommendations and quotations from his writ- to the Laplander to-day-the most precious gift of nature."
ings. A strong point with him is the "showing of the sophThe professor with the aid of the magic lantern showed
istry of the Infidel;" in which he quotes a minister a! thankseveral scenes from these two periods.
ing him tor telling'' how to handle Ingersoll and Infidelity."
This is all very well; Mr. Ingersoll and the Infidels can
W. S. BELL writes: "I left Chicago on the 5th inst. for the
stand it; but Mr. Perkins might hav a more honest title to small town of Cherokee, near the northwestern corner of the
defender of the faith if he ceased to print among the extracts state of Iowa, where I arrived next morning, and was met at
from his own writings a.very much mangled paragraph from the cars by our Liberal friend, Mr. Charles Goldsbury, a very
Colonel Ingersoll's "Man; Woman, and Child." Dishonest prominent man and activ Liberal. The people here hav
Christians are common enough, and Mr .. Perkins's precedure never heard a Liberal lecture, and, as a matter of course, the
elicits no surprise, but wh~n some of his ministerial friends pious sort are scandalized, and don't see why such persons
as Infidels are allowed to speak against the Bible and the
find him out explanations will be awkward.
church. I hav publicly offered to debate with any of the
JuDGE PARKEll, of the United States District Court for the ministers of the town, but none of them can be induced to
western district of Arkansas, has sentenced some seven stand up for Jesus. If they do they want to stand up in the
unfortunates to be hanged by the neck till dead at Fort coward's castle, the pulpit, where they are in no danger.
Smith, on April 23, 1886. This happens to be Good Friday, There was a time whan the cloth would show fight, a time
the day commemorated as the anniversary of the crucifixion when they would defend the church of the living God, buL
of Christ, and a Southern crank wants the judge to postpone that time now seems to be past. A minister said to me the
the execution so as to respect the " religious sentiment of the other day that he d'.d not think any good would come out of
country." Hanging is. the, worst possible use a man can be such a discussion. I replied, Let me tell you a little fable :
put to, but if he has got to hang, Good Friday is as good a A hen went into the stall of a horse and said to him that she
day as any. Besides, the man whose execution it recalls would not tread on his feet if he would not tread on hers ;
'For,' she added, 'no good can come out of our tramping on
was crucified as a seditious person.
each other's feet.' Wise old hen, wasn't she? I hav given
WITH its issue of April 14th, the In'l!estigafmo entered upon three lectures here to crowded houses, which is a source of
its fifty-sixth volume, and the forty-ninth with Messrs. Men- great pleasure to the speaker. :r.Iy new lecture on 'Antidum and Seaver as managers. We wish our two greatly- prohibition,' which I hav recently publitihe~, creates quite a
esteemed friends many more years of activ work, and all great deal of discussion in this state, espemally where they
manner of prosperity for the paper. The Investigator is em- now hav an ironclad prohibition law. But it does not work.
phatically a good Infidel journal.
It is not a success Ulld cannot be. I shall return to Chicago
THERE is a general fear among the religious press that if ina few days.'' Mr. Bell's address is302 Statt: st., Chicago,
the bill giving the museums extra money for opening on Sun- illinois.

.-.
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retttrs from IJritnds.
KENT, 0., April 4, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : Having just read Chas. Remhard's strictures
upon THE TRUTH SEEKER's management for introducing
" repulsiv" pictures to its readers, I feel impelled to tell our
yesterday's experience. 1r1r. B. F. Conaway, a former TRUTH
SEEKER subscriber, who has been influenced to again renew
because he appreciates your picture arguments, in cpmpany
with the writer dedicated the day to TimTH SEEKER work.
Armed with Bishop Spalding's illustrated quotation and the
telling cartoon, "Where Moses Was When the Light Went
Out," of your last issue, we went forth to win new friends for
ymu paper, and in seven hours we secured as many new
subscribers. On another day the writer visited Ravenna
equipped with the cartoon, "A Contribution to the Irish
Question," which was shown to fair-minded men,· and in six
half-hours your subscription-list and our club were aided by
the addition of six new names and the necessary cash.
Without exception, all saw the force and appropriateness of
the illustrated argument. Notwithstanding all objections,
giv me the illustrated TRUTH SEEKER when I am called upon
to work to gain new subscribers,'for without their aid the
work of canvassing is doubled.
Yours for wise illustration of THE TmiTH SEEKER,
MAmus HEIGHTON.
FoREST GRoVE, OR., Feb. 25, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3.2.'>, for which you
will please forward to my address for another year THE
T.RUTHSEEKER, and the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1886.
Yea, I intend to take the fearless, outspoken, Catholicdemolishing, Protestant-leveling, grand old TRUTH SEEKEn as
long as reason holds its seat, and I intend to pay for it too.
But if anything sl;wuld happen that I could not pay for it, I
most certainly would write to you and accept your generous
offer to pay when I could. But I hope you won't find many
reduced to these extremities; There are lots of Liberals here,
but somehow or other they do not appear to patronize Liberal papers very well. I can't account for it. It is not for
the lack of filthy lucre, I know, for many are in affluent circumstances. I think there must be a power behind the
throne or something .of that sort. Mr. or Mrs. So-tuid-So
might not like it, and then the devil would be to pay. I hav
very little patience with such. Your iltustrations are just
grand. The idea of Thomas Paine's works outweighing
Beecher and Talmage, the old pope, cross and all, is durely
good enough; and then the imploring look of Paddy with
his knee-breeches and hands clasped in agony looking after
the wind-bags is another good one. You hav undoubtedly
struck the keynote in thus illustrating THE TRUTH SEEKER.
A great many people like to read pictures, and children
especially so. The paper will now reach that class, and there
is no predicting the results for good and the spread of Liberal views, which I think are the only rational ones, and
which I think will hav to come to the front or our nation
and liberties will be swept into oblivion. Every TRUTH
SEEKER that I get has got to do missionary work. I keep
them going. This makes the bigots nervous, but then I am
serene and happy.
Tnos. G. ToDD.
WEsT WINFIELD, N. Y., March .. 29, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I will say right here that I arn well pleased
with your paper, also the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUALS. I hav
taken three years' ANNU ALB and bound them together with a
small copper wire, and now they make a valuable book-the
portraits of our own and foreign writers and speakers make
it valuable to me.
·
D. E. F. BEALS.
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., April 2, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: As the success of any journal depends upon
what its patrons think of h, and as some hav taken occasion
to speak out against the cartoons, I wish to giv my opinion
also, which is ih favor of the illustratjons for many reasons.
First, they show up theology in its true light, and to i:nany
that otherwise would never see it as it really is, absurd and
spurious. George Krahmer, in No. 14, has sonic objection to
the cartoons and apologizes for them to his friends, one of
whom says, "The picture was horrible." "This," he says,
'' has not encouraged me to solicit much since, especially
among the ladies." Now we hav never yet seen any pictures
in THE TRUTH SEEKER we thought more horrible to ladies
than to gentlemen. Horrible! they are, we admit. But is
not the thing they represent also horrible ? It is impoosibl e
to make a nice picture of an ugly thing. The picture of
" The Surprise Party" is both horrible and ridiculous, but
we think not so much so as the damnable idea and falsehood
it represents. "The Journey of Jonah" is not more ridiculous than the Bible account of the same, which is gulped
down by many as easily as the fish swallowed Jpnah. The
picture of the pope is no more horrible than his rule.
Brother Krahmer further says (and he has a right to his say
and opinion, as any one): "I fail to learn how these pictures
are to be productiv of any good," etc. Well, first they reach
the eyes of the children, and rouse a curiosity that the paper
otherwise never could; they are quickly read and understood. Since the cartoons hav appeared my neighbors'
(church-members) children hav been anxious to see. them,
and come to see "what is in THE TRUTH BEEKER this week;"
and such questions as the following are asked: "Could a
man liv three days in a fish's belly ? What is sheol? Who
built it ? Who made the devil ?" and many other of a like
nature which we take pleasure in answering to the best of
our ability, and the unanimous opinion is that "the Bible is
a funny book and God a mighty mean man or thing." "Why
not hav pictures in astronomy, geology, or. botany, which
would be more instructiv?" In answer we will say that such
pictures are numerous elsew).lere, ~d those ..s-iveu .i1l THE

.TRliTH BEEKER nowhere else, and to make successful students
of astronomy or geology they must first unlearn theology,
which can be done in no better or speedier way than by studying the illustrations of THE TRUTH BEEKER. Therefore, we
vote for their continuance.
H. H. HuTorril:soN.
RocHELLE, ILL., April 5, 1886.
MR. EDITOI! : In ·view of the extended trip our worthy
secreta::-y now contemplates making in the "far West " and
among strangers, I feel it a duty incumbent on me, for the
benefit of those who will soon hav the pleasure of meeting
him, to relate shortly the. impression he made among all of us
while here a few days.
Well, we enjoyed it thoroughly, and his visit was delightful. Our orthodox friends who attended the lectures· hav
now had occasion to learn that we hav indeed an intellectual
and moral basis for our '' new religion," something they never
dreamed of before. His first lecture, "The Demands of Humanity," was good, but-ihe second one, "The New Heaven
and Earth," was grand. His manner of delivery is very
agreeable, fluent, and earnest, showing entire self-possession,
and using neither manuscript, notes, table, or pulpit.. He
spoke nearly two hours, holding the entire audience spellbound. I hav heard Phillips, Beecher, Tilton, Ingersoll, and
many other faJJ:J.OUB orators, but, intellectually, hav never
been better entertained in my life. This lecture covers nearly
the whole ground of the Liberal work laid out, is bubbling
over with sound argument, grand and self-evident truths,
clinching logic; meets all the popular clamor and ob.;ections
against the Secular movement, and presents our aim and
philosophy in a light so reasonable and beautiful that, wherever delivered, it cannot help but do a vast amount of good.
and largely increase the degree of respect and charity now
entertained by Christian neighbors toward us. Wherever
only one lecture is to be delivered, I trust our friends "out
West" will select this.
Socially Brother Putnam is as genial and .interesting as any
guest it has ever been my privilege to entertain. He seems to
be favored by }lother Nature with a free-and-easy disposition, a sound constitution, and that greatest of all blessings,
a good liver, and has the very agreeable faculty of being "at
home" wherever he is entertained.
I cordially recommend him, socially and intellectually, to
the protection of our Western friends. OTTO WETTSTEIN.
LANTON, Mo., March 27, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: After many months' delay, I once more wish
to say' a few words to your readers. For the last five months
the vicissitudes of life with myself and wife hav been very
different from our previous married life, consisting of some
over thirty-six years. We left our home at St. Johns, Ill.,
the 22d of October last, on a vigit. We first visited a brother
in this (Howell) county, Mo. From here we visited another
brother,· in Ozark county, Mo. From there we went to Jackson county, Ark., where livs another brother. It had been
nearly twenty-one years since I had been with this one, who
resides in Arkansas, and near twenty-five since I had seen
the one who livs in this county. We landed back home the
16th of December, and commenced to make preparations to
emigrate to our present place of residence, which was consummated on the 18th of February.
The design of coming to this rocky, rough country was in
order to be benefited in health, our health having been very
bad for several years. It is true, we feel somewhat lonely in
our new locality, being isolated from all our children, and
many Liberal friends left behind. But so is life, and a
thought pre~ents itself to me that our experience recently has
been similar to one of old, whose perambulating excursions
are recorded in that book called the word of God. I now
refer to his Satanic majesty, who on many occasions when
the sons of the Lord congregated together (no doubt to discuss plans for an expedition of plunder and murder)-any
way, Satan was possessed of cheek and curiosity sufficient to
present himself also, and, on being asked, "Whence com est
thou?" answered, From walking to and fro up and down the
earth. So hav we been traveling up and down on the cars,
and ha.v come in contact with many differently-constituted
minds, .and hav been confirmed in my partially-previous
opinion that, if Christianity is not a disease, it is something
detrimental to progress, and consequently to happiness.
Saturday; Feb. 13th, at 8 P.M., our able friend, ·W. S. Bell,
delivered an address at the City Hall, Du Quoin, Ill,, to the
organization of the K. of L., which, so far as I could learn,
gave satisfaction. By the way, let me say that Brother Bell
is an easy and fluent speaker. In addition to this he is a very
congenial companion in conversation. It has been my good
fortune to hear him deliv_er two lectures, seven years ago, at
Du Quoin, also two this visit he made us. In Febr~ary his
second lecture was on the afternoon of the 14th, at the schoolhouse of St. John's, TIL His subject was "Liberty and Mo-·
rality." An English friend, who is pretty well versed on general subjects, said to me it was the best lecture he ever heard.
Being now located in a part of the state of Missouri where no
Freethinker's voice has ever been heard in public, I fear
that we will not hav the pleasure of ever seeing Brother Bell
again in earth life; and as for a prospectiv future, Brother
Bell and myself hav not yet learned sufficient to pretend to
giv any information, or speculate, or dogmatize. As yet to
us that is an unknown region. But I will say this, that, if I
am situated where we at present are not benefited by Freethought lecturers, while I hav the gift of speech, and occasion requires it, I will be heard in private conversation maintainiilg truth against error.
I hav not time to wait to learn whether so-called Infidelity
is popular or unpopular in the vicinity of my new location.
It is enough for me to know that Christianity is a gigantic
fraud to oppose the blighting influence. Neither hav I
time or patience to enter into the insignificant fault-finding
between Materialist and Spiritualist. Oh, how long will it
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take for those claiming to be Llbetal8 to be emancipated from ·
the dregs ·of religious prejudice? At the risk of being
thought dictatorial, I will say to my Brother Materialists, w&,hav no tight, or at least we should hav ·none, with our
brothers and sisters of the Spiritualist persuasion. Are not
a great majority of them doing as good and noble work in
the field of Liberalism as we Materialists are? It appears to
me anyone whose mind is stored with a general knowledge
in regard to the matter, and is not contracted with some pet.
hobby, can discover this fact. Although I hav not yet
learned that we will survive the dissolution of the body, or
that spirits exist and can communicate, I think It would be
presumptuous in me to say no one else· has ever learned those
things. No, I will leave those responsibilities for more daring ones to perform. I am not yet preparerl for such an
emergency. I greatly desire to see those claiming the name
Liberals grow out and stand above such ostracism. Some
among both wings of Liberalism are even so sensitiv as to
seem to be jealous of our worthy editor, insinuating that he
is partial in publis]Jing letters. Now, I lay no claim
extra
insight, but I do take great care to read the items of .correspondence, and·, for the life of me, I cannot discover wherein
Brother Macdonald fails to do his duty as one among the
most impartial ~ditors I hav ever read the writings of. On
this subject I will now giv you all a rest, hoping never to
hav occasion to refer to it again, for to me it is by no means
pleasant.
I read with pleasure the letter of our esteemed co-worl•er,
Dr. York, who is battling ag:tinst superstition in a foreign
land; also the letter of Mrs. York. No doubt in my mind
we hav hundreds of Liberal women who would be an honor
to our cause as writers if they would.only apply themselvs to
that work. I received two letters from Mrs. Mellie New kirk,
of Illinois, last fall, just previous to starting on our visit.
We took the letters with us, and took pride in presenting _
them to our re!ativs and friends, in order that they could see
the intelligence of women who were developed from the
clutches of the church and teachings of priestcraft. I do
think that women that are so gifted shonld feel it at least a
duty to giv to the public more of the productions of their
fruitful· minds.
Dear old TRUTH SEEKER, it has been several months since I
hav said anything through your columns, which to me and
family hav became so very dear that it seems to us to be essential to our happiness to read its pages, which we hav
been doing over twelve years.
My subscription expires the 4th of April. Inclosed you
will find $2, which will pay to Jan. 1, 1887; also $1, for
which send me the ANNUAL for 1886; also the '' Order <if Creation" and " Bible Morals," all included, $3.
Wishing you a long and useful life, I remain
Yours fraternally,
WM. A. TrroMPSON.

to

RooK IsLAND, ILL., March 31. 286.
MR. EDITOR: You will see by your books that I hav long
been a reader of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER-grand for
many reasons. First, because D. M. Bennett, its first editor,
was a noble specimen of humanity. He had that integrity
of purpose that c.aused him to face a thirteen months' imprisonment in Albany penitentiary in the interest of truth,
science, and a free press, rather than truckle to that iniquity
of all iniquities-the Christian church, that fruitful mother
of superstition, ignorance, and crime. It was too late in the
nineteenth century to pile the green wood about the grand
old hero's body, so they did the next best thing they could
under the circumstances. I hav been well pleased with the
course pursued by THE TRUTH SE&KER editor in this. He seems
to giv a respectful attention to all phases of Liberal thought.
The reports of the Manhattan Liberal Club, I think, are
especially interesting. When will the Christian minister
standing in a Christian pulpit dare invite a ten mintltes' crit:
icism from his audience of his last hour's mystification of the
word of God. I think the Tent enterprise of last season,
whether a financial success or not, is one of the best ways of
reaching a class of people that could not be reached in any
other way. The great misfortune to humanity is the Chris~
tian church gets hold of nearly every child, and in their
Sunday-schools his mind is. perfectly demoralized. They
are made to believe that a man can go straight up to heaven
with a coach-and-four starting from Wall street, New York.
If the little ones of America could be gathered together every
Sunday for an hour and be taught by rnen and women to
believe the universe is goTerned by Ia w, ignorance and
superstition would vanish as the mists of night flee before
the rising sun. This theme il! endless, so I must ·break the
connection here. Inclosed please find money order to, renew
my subscription and for a few other things, per memoranda.
Yours, for the advancement of truth and science,
'
J. L. BEAN.
•
MINDEN, NEB., March 27, 1886.
Mrt. EDITOR: Several of your valuable papers having come into my hands through Liberal friends, and not seeing
any communications from this part of Nebraska, I thought I
would endeavor to giv you a few items. I was visiting a
Free Methodist neighbor the other day, and while there
picked up a paper (the Free Metlwdist) published at Chicago.
My attention was soon attracted to an article entitled, ''A
Plea for our Denominational Schools." I read it, and was
surprised at the outspoken language used in that "plea"
against their people sending their children to the common
schools. And now I am going to. giv you a few facts in regard to the handful of that denomination living in our own
school district. Ever since we organized a district we hav
had school in a sod school-house, and they held their meetings there without opposition till last fall, when we built a
nice frame house, and the school board refused to giv them
leave to hold a protracted meeting in it. Now they hav sent
off to one of their denomlnl!.tior;tal schools at Orleans, Ne?. 1
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nea:rly as much money as our house cost, O:nd they are still
dependent on our school-house for their meetings. Not being satisfied with the decision of the board, they circulated a
petition in the district to hav the house opened to moral
meetings (which meant their meetings, of course), and
through misrepresentations of one kind and another got
most of the voters of the district to sign it. Then they held
a protracted meeting eight weeks with very little effect, ~nd
when they got through the house would not havbeen healthy
for pigs. Each night they would take for their text, tobacco,
and Iiammer away, and, of course, the boys who used tobacco would do their best to use as much as possible while
they talked. Now, it does seem strange to me that decent
people must be taxed to build and keep up a school-house to
be ruined and torn down by Christianity. I do not see why
flUr legislators should not pass a· law saying whether or not
our school-houses .are school-houses or church houses.
Yours,
D. S. NEWBOLD.
BARRE, MAss, March 29, 286.
MR. EDITOR: If "A. Bates" (Homer, N.Y.) has "taken
your valuable sheet for seven or eight years," he cannot hav
read it very carefully, else why does he inquire in March 28th,
" I would like to ask Ella Gibson why she is willing to take
~lr. Truesdell's statement that he does it, and not put him to
the test," since not taking his statement, and putting him to
the test, is the very thing I claim to hav done in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of December 5, 1885; January 23, 1886; February
27, 1886, to which numbers I would most respectfully refer
A. Bates, asking him to read carefully and weigh candidly
before again accusing me of believing instead of knowing.
Is not almost my entire "Barre Seances," in Dec. 5th, test that
I saw with my own eyes? He can doubt my word and ability, but how can he doubt my statement? Did not I say in
January 23d, in reply to Mr. Burdick's flings and assertions
of what he knew that Ella Gibson knew, which made me out
a hypocrit and liar, that I "did not t:tke ':Mr. Truesdell's assertions,' but the evidence of my' own senses instead;'" and
then, again, as recently as February 27th, in answer to repettted false statements, similar to the one I am now refuting,
did I not restate that I did not take ~Ir. Truesdell's word
alone for my authority, but knew for myself by saying: "I
know Mr. Truesdell performed the manifestations himself in·
the case contested, lui did not tell me so for I saw him do tl~em,"
and then I detaillww I saw him do them, and yet in the face
of all this authority for my knowledge of these facts, A.
Bates calls out: "I would like to ask why she is willing to
take his statement that he does it and not put him to the
test?"
Verily, verily, A. Bates's taking THE TRUTH BEEKER for
seven or eight years has been with little profit, in this case,
if he has read so carelessly as not to understand that I did
"put Mr. Truesdell to the test," and did not "take his statement," but had him come to my home for the very purpose
of this trial, which has satisfied me fully. How many times
more shall I hav to burden THE TRUTH BEEKER with my reit. erations that I "saw with my own eyes, and tested Mr. Truesdell beyond a doubt, others seeing also." ELLA E. GmsoN.
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to the yoling folks ; giv them something to read, and start suffi.ciently organized, but would not this be the quickest and
them to thinking. Get the young with us, and the old will surest means of organization? Let us hear from others.
H. B. MAXWELL.
soon die off.
· I want to say to our Liberal lecturers that we old Infidel
BLAOK HrLLB, DAK., l'llarch 7, 1886.
farmers are like John the Bap~ist-preparing the way before
MR. EDITOR: As I hav for the last two years been a subthem. Success to THE TRUTH BEEKER.
J. F. HARRIS.
scriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and feel a steadily growing
interest in it and the cause it defends, I would like to say a
MERIDEN, CoNN., March 27, 1886.MR. EDITOR:. More th~n forty years ago there were but few words about this place. Lead City is a little mining town
three churches, and two secret societies requiring as a condi- with about 1,600 people, but has in spite of its small size no
tion of membership a belief in the Bible being a divine revela- less than three-churches;· so you see. the church is strongly
tion from God, and but one fearless, outspoken Infidel, in our represented here. But it is seldom any service is held in
town. The disciples of the Second-Advent-mills pitched these churches, from which I conclude that orthodoxy has a
their tent on one of our highest hills and principal street and far weaker hold on the minds of the people than its buildings
hung their prophetic banners on its canvased back walls, are made to show. I hav been distributing some copies of
warning our people of the second coming of Christ and urg- TnE TmlTH SEEKER and tracts, but not with much effect.
With others I hav been arguing on religion, often in a pretty
ing them to flee from the wrath to come and singing:
hot discussion, and although they used the best of Bible argu0 ye young, ye gay, ye proud!
"When you die you'll wear the shroud.
ments, common sense has set many of them thinking, and a
Then you'll cry and want to be
few hav been convinced of their error. We hav some LibHappy in eternity.
erals, but not many of them outspoken in that line for fear of
One of the most conspicuous revivalists, a middle-aged being disfavored by tl1e Christians. There is also a hall
Scotchman, after delivering an earnest prayer, rousing the called the 11Iiners' Union Hall, where a Freethought lecturer
large audience up to the utmost enthusiasm, would. wave could speak to a large audience, if we could get the lecturer.
them to their feet with:
I myself was once a Christian religionist, but, being fond. of
On Jordan's stormy hanks I stand and cast-a wishful eye
reading, I happened to get hold of THE TRUTH SEEKER and
To Canaan's fair and happy bind where my possessions lie.
read some of Ingersoll'Jl books, and read them over and
0 Canaan, bright Canaan, I'm bound for the land of Canaan.
When you hav been there ten thousand years, bright, shining 3S the thought over them, finding the Bible inconsistent with every
principle of science, justice, and common sense, and so I
sun,
You hav no less days to sing God's praise than when yon first begun. threw the old superstition away, and asserted the Liberal~
(Only think of Jonah in the last TRUTH SEEKER sitting for- doctrins as expounded in your paper, and which in my humever in that h~t sun.) Not being content with obeying the Bible· ble opinion is the way Mother Nature has destined for ber
injunction of multiplying the earth with abo11t a dozen chil- children. How much much more glorious, is it not, how
dren, his days were soon numbered here, he having disgraced much more pleasant and peaceful to the mind, to believe in
one of our most respectable widow's families by seducing one ·her teachings ratl1er than the horrible and cruel creeds of the
E. PEDEHSEN.
of her daughters, then added insult to the outrage by pub- Christian religion?
lishing a chapter from divine revelation about harlots betrayWEsT SuTToN, MAss., March 1, 1886.
ing the sons of God. Up to the time when Colonel Ingersoll
}Iu. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for TnE TIWTH
delivered his first lecture here a few years ago about tile
"Gods" and "Ghosts," the truly good people of God huv SEEKER another year, and $2 for" Men, Women, and Gods,"
had their own mi.disputed way, and told the same old story, the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL," "Sabbath Breaking," and
built ten or a dozen churches, organized fifteen or twenty ''Bible ~!orals."
lt is quite difficult to obtain subscriptions here for 'fHE
more secret societies, and continue to camp out every year,
not on Jordan's stormy banks in the New Jerusalem, but TRUTH SEEKER. Most of the people are a short-eared kind
down in Old Haddam on the Connecticut river, to preach of Balaams, who choose to be ridden by expounders of the
hard-shellism.
about and pray for the coming of that fellow in the clouds to
I hope· the day will come when TnE TIWTH SEEKER will
knock everything and everybody into smithers for the espegain the victory, and the people rejoice to experience the
cial benefit of the select few that he has fooled so many times.
freedom of its Nine Demands far equal rights and justice,
After forty years of travel through the wilderness of superand
when its demands will be extended to the rights of
stition and credulity,
women. ,Grant strong-minded girls and women liberty and
The morning light is hreaking,
equality, and see how many liv old maids intentionally.
The darknes"i! disappears,
J. E. PHELPS.
And Zion's sons are waking
To crocodile'" tears

over the boys selling papers and the cars running through
town on Monday, and the lectures of Ingersoll, Underwood,
and Remsburg-the last of which was delivered in the largest hall in town before a large and appreciativ audience two
weeks ago, notwithstanding Emma Abbott with her English
opera troupe performed at our opera house and one of our
prominent clergymen lectured on London thl" same evening.
If either of the gentlemen favors us with his presence again
he will no doubt be welcomed with much larger audiences,
for instead of one Infidel we hav hundreds of them now, and
the people are getting tired of spending their money on
monstrous claims as false as sheol and a fabled heaven that
has not as much substance as the fain\.l~st glimmer of moonshine. Herewith please find draft for $10, for which please
send THE TRUTH BEEKER as indicated, "The Order of Creation," Ingersoll's Tributes, and Watts's. Annual; balance to
Bruno Fund.
Truly yours,
N. F. GmswoLn,

VEsTuLA; IND., March 25, 1886.
MR. EniTOR: The inclosed is for three copies of the last
TRUTH SEEKER (March 20th). It contains many articles of
merit, as is always the case with every number, but the prize
piece isM. R. Teesdale's reply to John Hindman, the twelvethousand-mile man. One would think Hindman would now
let silence proclaim his wisdom (?) for a short time at least.
Your readers out here are waiting anxiously for his diagram.
The illustrations in THE TRUTH SEEKER are just the thing;
they place the paper beyond comparison with any other .Liberal journal in the world. Watson Heston is indeed a
grand artist. What has become of li-L Babcock? Every
A.1AITLAND, ~:Io., April 4, 1886.
sentence he used to write was a gem of itself.
MR. EDITOR: For a long time I hav been convinced that
I will close by asking some of your scientific re~ders to
please explain why the moon looks the largest when it first Liberals as such should. take a more decided position and derises, and, second, what causes the roaring in our lakes when mand the recognition of their principles in such a way as
would bring practical results. Our principles and demands
they are covered with ice.
Miss E. :M:. BERRY.
are right and just, and for the best good of the most people,
and when they are once brought squarely before the people
PARSONS, KAN., l\'Iarch 29, 286.
1\'lR. EDITOR: I see my time is up for the paper. Inclosed in a way that all will hear them, they will be weighed by
find $3. I had the promis of two more subscribers, but them and we need h.av no fear of the results. ~Iy experience
is that when you can get people to hear and read our· princitimes are terribly bard, and they can't send at present.
We had three good lectures here this winter, by J. L. An- ples and reflect upon them we are always the gainers. What
drew, that did good work. The next week ·after Mr. we want is discussion and ventilation of our principles .. And
Andrew's lectures :Mr. I. E. Wilson, a farmer friend of mine, here let me ask, by what means could this be more thoroughly
had a four nights' debate with a Dunkard preacher six miles done than by political campaigns? At the next presidential
northeast of Parsons, on the "Inspiration of the Bible." election put our man up for president and make the race with
The house was crowded every night. :1\:Ir. Wilson is a calm, the Nine Demands of Liberalism as our platform. We
clear reasoner, and all admitted that he was too much for the might not, nor do we expect to, elect him, though the result
preacher. The debate ended Saturday night. Sunday night might surprise many of us very much. Many a man who
a Methodist preacher gave a lecture on the same subject, now goes quietly along doing his own thinking and saying
and put in most of his time in personal abuse of Ingersoll. nothing would slip in a vote, and we would find many more
to really be Liaerals whom we had previously thought to be
Fine argument to prove the Bible the word of God l
On Monday night another sky-pilot spoke for three hours. -Christians; while the bringing forth upon the stump in
Nearly all of his discourse, also, was personal abuse of Infi- every town and village such facts as are brought forth in the
dels, and falsehoods. When be was through I asked for the addresses of Messrs. Duryea, Wakeman, and .Hawes before
school-house Wednesday night. Two of the school board the Ways and Means Committee of the New York Assembly
gave their consent. One old man jumped up and objected. would be fraught with such results as would astonish even
1 got the house, but it rained very hard, and the crowd was the Liberals themselvs. Our people are quick to see their
not large, I spoke about an hour~every blow square· from own interests when they once hav it brought squarely before
the shoulder. Mr. Wilson asked for the school-house the them and are equally as quick to adopt them when once
next Sunday night, but two of the school board were church- seen. And again let me ask, by what means could these
members. They had had enough. So they refused to let things be more quickly and thoroughly brought before the
people than by a political campaign? Our first candidate
him bav the house, and took refuge in the coward's castle.
1 write this to let you see we are not idle, and we are gain- might be beaten, but I do not believe the second one could
.ing ground steadily. When I settled here sixteen years ago be. With such a man as Ingersoll at the head, and such men
I was tbe.only Infidel in the .neighborhood. Now I hav lots as Wakeman, Remsburg, Jamieson, Bell, Peck, and scores of
of Infidel neighbors, and, best of all, nearly every young man others that we know, and many others that now we do.not
and boy here is an Infidel. The old men we can't change, know, to stump every state, the results would be a surprise
but we are getting all the boys. We should always be kind o.nd ot v:ast im,Portance. It might be .a~gued that we are nut

BALAMANoA, N. Y., April 1, 1886.
}lR. EDITOR: Permit me to announce through the columns
of THE TRUTH SEEKER that the Aprll number of the .J?rec_
tltinker8' Ma,7azine contains Thaddeus B. Wakeman's great
speech on "The Political and Social Dreams of Thomas
Paine," the same as heretofore published in TnE 'fuuTn
SEEKER, in clear, large type, revised by the author, with explanatory foot-notes added; also this number contains the
able Memorial Address recently delivered by L. K. Washburn,
on the life and character of Elizur Wright, in Paine Hall,
Boston, before the Ingersoll Secular Society; also an essay
by Hon. A. B. Bradford on "The Fall of ]\Ian and Endless
Punishment," an article by J. "\Vm. Lloyd on "Religion,"
and an original poem by Conrtlandt Palmer, entitled, '' An
Easter Rhapsody," besides much more valuable reading matter. The price of the number is 25 cents, and it can be had
at THE TRUTH SEEKER office or of the publisher,
•
H. L. GREEN.
GREELEY, CoL., April 5, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed 75 cents for A...'INUAL
and "Men Women, and Gods." I hav a good many back
numbers of TnE TRUTH SEEKER and a few numbers of F1·eetltinker~J' 1lfa.7<U$ine, which I will send to any Freethought
lecturer for distribution, if the lecturer will giv me his address.
This is quite a Liberal town, and if Putnam, on his way to
the far West, will stop here, I think he will meet with a host
of friends, and perhaps financial success.
J. w. LEIGHTON.
JuNCTION CITY, KAN., March 27, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: Mr. S. G. Winters, of :Miltonvale, Kan., for
seven years a subscriber to the old TRUTII SEEKEn, passed to
the land "beyond the river" on February 2Gth last, his wife
having passed over about three months before. Mr. Winters
was one of the few outspoken, true Liberals of Kansas, and
would always giv for the struggling cause of universalliberly
fretily. He was one of the true nobility of nature, and the
weary lecturer always found a haven of rest and welcome in
his humble Western home.
D. C. SEYMOUR.
NEWTON, KAN., March 27, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: C. W. Stewart, of Liberal, ~Io., has just
closed a course of lectures here on "Evolution,." The
meetings were largely attended by the most respectable and
intelligent citizens of our city. l'IIr. Stewart was highly
recommended to us by J. E. Hemsburg, of Atchison, who
also gave us a course of lectures last fall. Our expectations
were more than realized in Mr. Stewart as a gentleman, a
fine scholar, and an able advocate of the doctrin of evolution. He makes strong points and he has the happy faculty
of m!lking what has generally been considered an intricate
and complex subject quite pl.ain and highly interesting to
his hearers. Those who desire to hear truth fairly and convincingly presented will do well to employ this able defender
of progreseiv principles. Yow-s for Freethought, J. I. R.
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g!hildrtn's g!orntr.

Androclus was. captured the lion was taken
also, but it was not known that the two were
friends.
The emperor was so pleased with the story
Edited by Miss SusAN H. W1xoN, Fall
that he ordered Androclus to be set at liberty,
River, Mass., to wltom all Oommunioationsfor
and presented him with the lion, who ever
this Oo,rner should be sent.
afterward followed him everywhere he went,
his most faithful friend and attendant:
"Between the dark and the daylight,
This story illustrates the fact that kindness
When the night is beginning to lower,
and good deeds, done even to animals, hav a
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
wonderful power. We are never sorry for
That is known as the Children's Hour."
being kind, but unkindness brings not only
sorrow to others, but many regrets to all conThe Silver Lining.
S. H. W.
cerned.
A fisherman sat at his door one day
Watching the clouds that, heavy and gray,
Obscured the sunlight's shining;
And he said to Bright Eyes at his knee,
"Look yonder in the west and see
The cloud with a silver lining."
I think when our skies are cold and gray,
And we vainly seek to find the way,
Somewhere the light is shining.
If we bravely resol>e to do our part,
And bear our griefs with a patient heart,
And free from all repining,
We shall be led to a higher way,
To a better work than we do to-day,
And find love's sunlight shining;
For truth of spirit and strength of soul
Will make the darkest cloud unroll,
And show its silver lining.

2.-MATHEMATIOAL.
A tree is 100 feet high, and breaks off so
the point strikes the ground 60 feet from the
root of the tree, the piece that breaks off still
remaining connected with the stump_ How
high is the stump?
w~1. ScoTT.
Osceola Mill8, Pa.

Remember, Bo-ys Make Men.

3.-00NUNDRUM.

When you see a ragged u :chin
Standing wistful in the street,
With torn hat and kneeless trousers,
Dirty face and bare red feet,
Pass not by the child unheeding;
!:!mile upon him. Mark me, when
He's grown he'll not forget it;
For, remember, boys make men.
When the buoyant, youthful spirits
Overflow in boyish freak,
Chide your child in gen tie accents ;
Do not in your anger speak.
You must sow in youthful bosoms
Seeds of tender mercies; then
Plants will grow and bear good fruitage,
When the erring boys are men.
Hav you never seen a grandsire,
With his eyes aglow with joy,
Bring to mind some act o4' kindnessSomething said to him, a boy ?
Or relate some slight or coldness,
With a brow all clouded, when
He said they were too thoughtless
To remember boys make men?
Let us try to add some pleasures
To the life of every boy;
For each child needs tender interest
In its sorrows a~d its joys;
Call your boys home by its brightness,
They'll avoid a gloomy den,
And seek for comfort elsewhereAnd remember, boys ma\;e men.
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Om· Puzzle Box.
1.-ENlGMA.
I am composed of 10-letters. My 1, 5 6, 7,
is a part, of a house. ~Iy 2, 3, 4, a kind of a
tree. My 8, 9, 10, 7, 3. is an instrument to
handle fire or metals. My whole is the name
of a revolutionary general.
C. R.
Luons, N. Y.

A monkey's mental powers
Are rated very low ;
The two you see you'll admit to be
Half-witted, anyhow.
4. -CONUNDRUM.

Androclus.
Androclus was a Roman slave, aud is said
to hav lived in the early part of the first century.
His master, as the story goes, was very unldnd and tyrannical toward him. One day
when he could bear the insults and severity
of his master no longer, he ran away. A
search was made for him, and he was captured and returned to his cruel owner, who
to punish him and set an example for other
Blaves condemned !lim to be devoured by
wild beasts in a circus. Sadly Androclus
awaited his fate, from which, it seemed, there
was no redress or reprieve. At length the
fateful day arrived, and Androclus was leu,
fainting and trembling, into the arena, where
at the same time a hungry lion, almost starved
for the very occasion, was loosed from his
cage to meet and tear instantly in pieces the
unhappy slave. But what was tlle amazement of the people who had gathered to witness the scene to see the starving lion rush
fiercely forward, and th.m pansing, walk
gently toward Androclus and affectionately
lick his hand, caressing thus in his dumb way
the victim placed there to appease his hunger!
.The audience sat in speechless bewilderment
for a moment, and then cheer upon cheer rent
the air as Androclus patted the head of the
lion, returning his mute caress.
The story coming to the ears of the emperor,
he sent for Androclus, and inquired if he
could tell the reason of the action of the lion.
Androclus then related that when he ran
away from his master he sought refuge in a
cave. After awhile a lion came in limping.
Something seemed to be the matter with hb
leg, and he was apparently suffering terribly.
Instead of attacking the man, as one would
suppose he would do, he held up his paw and
moaned. Androclus examined the paw and
found it pierced by a thorn, which he carefully extracted. The lion appeared grateful
for the relief from pain, and made no effort to
hurt him, .but, on the contrary, he attached
himself to the man, and brought him food,
and by his conduct manifested a desire for
his companionship and friendship. When

What city?
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE CHILDREN'S CORNER,
Al'UIL 3, 1886.
1.-SUBJEOT, CATARACT.
First View: 1. Cat. 2. Ara (The AltarAst). 3. ct. (cent).
Second Vz:ew: 1. Cat. 2. Rat (tar, reversed).
3. Act.
Tl!ird View: 1. Carat (reversed). 2. Ara
(c-ara-t). 3. Car (Charles's
Wain).
4. Rat. 5. Ca(Arac)-t, ca-t.
2.-Legibility, eligibility, divisibility, incompatibility, plauRibility, sensibility, indivisibility, impassibility, compressibility, defensibility. 3.-They are going to sail 'em.
SoLvERs.-Lydia Secord. Jarvis Henderson.

Chat With Puzzle1·s and Others.
H.-When is the time to write? you inquire. Just when you are in the mood, and
opportlllity offers.
BAKER.-Your explanation in last letter is
just right, and accords with our own view of
the subject. Men and women are not unreasoning brutes, or should not be, but should
be governed in all things by judgment and
intellect.
RALPH inquires what it means that so large
a number of our correspondents are girls. It
means that the girls of to-day foreshadow the
women of to-morrow, who will be brave,
true, intelligent Freethinkers, and not supporters of the church and a false religion.
T. B.-You ask what we consider a good
puzzle. To fit our Corner it must not be too
long or difficult, and so cleverly and ingeniously constructed that there shall be nothing
hidden or ambiguous about the solution. It
should be original, instru~tiv, and not too
obscure in meaning.

Correspondence.
GmEoN, KAN., March 18,1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: My grandpa luis taken
THE TRUTH SEEKRE for three years, and I
think the Children's Corner very nice. This
is my first letter. I am eleven years old, and
go to school every day. I study reading and
arithmetic and geography. I -think I hav
written enough for this time, and if you can
read it I would like for you to print it, and I
will do better next time.
Yours truly,
BARRY W Al'KINS.

I inclose you a puzzle we hav just made up.
The answer to Diamond No.2 is Paris.
I rem!tin, with best wishes,
SYDNEY C. LITTLEH.ALES, aged 13.

VERMONTVILLE, MroH., April1, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I hav seen so many
little letters in THE TRU'l'H SEEKER that I
thought I would like to write one, too. I am
ten years old. I go to school. I hav to go a
mile. I hav been every' day. Our teacher's
name is Sarah Bobier. My papa takes THE
Tl!UTH SEEKER. I like to read the Children's
Corner.
MILLERSTOWN, March 18, 1886.
I am afraid I am getting my letter too long,
DEAR Miss 'VrxoN: I saw so many little
girls writing I thought I would write too. I so good-bye. 1 should like to hav my letter
think it good enough.
am eleven years old, and I hav one brother. published if you
Yours truly,
InA Mum.
He is fourteen years old. I go to school, and
am in the Thrrd Reader. Papa got "The
HARTINGToN, NEB., March 26, 1886.
Story Hour" for us, and I like it very much.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would
I like the Children's Corner. I hav two birds,
one cat, and one dog. Well, I must close for write to you. I am twelve years old. I hav
been going to school, but we are havin_g a vathis time.
Yours truly,
cation. My father has taken THE TRUTH
GRACIE M. JOHNSON
SEEKER from the first number. He is a Freethinker, and say!' he likes TnE TRUTH SEEKER
TwiN MouND, KAN., March 20. 1886.
DEAR l'l:hss WixoN: Father takes TuE better than any other paper he takes, and I
TRUTH SEEKER and I thought I would '~rite like to look at the pictures and read the Chilto you. I am nine years old and I go to dren's Corner. Well, I guess I will close, and
school and study the l<'ourth Rea• ler, and if I see this in the Children's Corner I will
arithmetic, and geography, and spelling. We write again and try to do better.
Yours ever truly,
DoY R. CuRAS.
liv on a farm twenty miles from Lawrence
and about the same from Topeka. I think
HAVANA, CuBA, March 2, 1886.
the- pictures are very funny. This place is
OuR BELOVED ~lrss WIXON: In the Boston
called Twin Mound because th~re are two
I nve-l!tipato:r of Feb. 24, 1886, pall"e 4, I observe
mounds alike.
0TI HIATT.
the following : "The objectiOn is urged
against Infidels that, while pulling down anPARSONs, KAN., l'!'[arch 23, 1886.
DEAR l'lbss WIXON: I am a reader of THE other system, they evince no desire to build
TRUTH SEEKER and I thought I would write a up one of their own." This reminds me of
few lines for it. I am eleven years old and the old wall that once surrounded this city.
five feet and three incheE in hight. I go to Where the old wall once stood are built the
school in the highest room in our building, finest edifices in Havana, and now there is no
and am in next to the highest class. We wall at all around the city. These finest edionly hav four teachers beside~ the prindpal. fices in place of the old wall are the same
I like to read the Children's c.,rner. uud I as would. be colleges and other institutions of
think the pictures of Jonah are veryfnnny. I science arid learning in place of the various
think I hav written enough this time. 11nd if systems of humbug called religion; and no
you think this worth printing I woultl like to wall (religion around the people) at all, in
this age of the world, should be built around
see it in print. From your friend,
the city.
BLANCHE WELLINGTON.
The Rev. Kristofer Janson thinks that' if a
man will ~et drunk occasionally he can more
KEmms, TEXAS, March 19, 1886.
DEAR ~!Iss WixoN: My papa has taken readily beheve in religion. See THE TRUTH
THE TRUl'H SEEKER ever since the first copy, SEEKER, Jan. 9, 1886, p. 25. As soon as my
and I hav never been taught to believe the papa saw it, he exclaimed, "Yes, if a post be
Bible. I never attended a Sunday~school in set firmly in the ground and tilted in any
my life, but hav been to .church through direction, it can then be more easily tilted in
curiosity. I like to read the Childrt>n'R any other direction."
I herewith inclose you a silver milagro (mirCorner. I am ten years old, and my name is
Tom Paine VaufO"hn. I hav two sisters older acle). It represents an eye. In this country
than myself.
hav no pets, but I hav two the Christian dupe, if he has a sore eye, goes
dolls that I love very much. My mamma to the Roman Catholic church and makes a
and papa and my two aunts that are with us promis to a saint, saying that if the saint will
are Infidels, and not afraid to speak what cure the eye, he will go to a silversmith, hav
they think. I hav made my letter long a milagro made and present it to the saint.
enough until I know whether· it will be ac- ·when the eye gets well, he has the silversmith make the milagro for a dollar or so, and
cepted or not.
ToM PAINE VAuGn~.
he takes that milag1·o to the church and hangs
it upon the saint. The priests collect the
CussETA, GA., Feb. 14, 1886.
milagros from the saints and sell them as old
DEAR ~:hss SusAN : As I was to-day look- silver, or gold, as the case may be, and thus
ing over THE TRUTH SEEKER, more especially gull the gawkies out of their money. These
the Children's Corner, and hav nothing else milagros are made to represent every organ of
to do, I will write to you.
the human body, and to represent horses,
We hav a fine school; it numbers sixty. dogs, and other animals, and in the same way
Our principal is married. Cuss.eta is situated are used for the same purpose. I will here
in the southwestern portion of Georgia; it has take occasion to say that these milagros used
about six hundred inhabitants. I will attend in this way are just as efficient as are prayers,
the commencement in La Grange, Ga., this and yield a greater profit to the priest; and
summer. I will close with much love,
then in this country they constitute the prinRosA NELLE.
cipal source <'f the silversmith's profits. So
you see that in this country Christianity is a ·
NEw MILFORD, P A., March 17, 1886.
little more nearly pure than it is in our o'vn
DEAR Miss WixoN: My parents hav taken benighted states.
THE TRUl'H SEEKER ever since I can rememI will here take occasion to say to the very
ber. I never took much interest in it until many friends from whom I hav received letvou started the Children's Corner. I think it ters that I will answer them in due form beis very nice. I liv on a farm. We keep six- fore we leave the island.
teen cows, make lots of butter, and send it to
Because of business, and rheumatism, with
New York city. My parents come from the which papa is slightly beset, he says he thinks
East. I often thought, I should like to visit we will remain here till July. .A.ll who write
some of the places -lying nP-ar the water. I me should inclose a five-cent stamp for return
think Onset must be a lovely place that you postage, and the amount of stamps on the enspoke of some time ago.
velope should be five cents. Hoping this may
We hav your picture in the TRuTH SEEKER find you well and comfortable, 1 am for Miss
ANNUAL. I hope I may hav the pleasure of Wixon and the Corner.
meeting you some time.
GEo. SAM NEwToN,
I remain yours truly,
CoRA GRINNELL.
Egido No.2, Havana, Cuba.
[Thanks
for
the
milagro. It is another emNEw MILFORD, P.A., March 16, 1886.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I am a little girl thir- blem of the superstition that has enslaved
teen years old. My father and mother hav millions, and which I am happy to know our
separated, and I had no home. So one cold young friend is trying to do his part in wiping
day in February (for it bas been dreadful cold out.-En. C. C.]
in northern Pennsylvania this winter) I
started out to find a home. I came to a
house that looked so warm and cosy. I went
~~~Sls~
in to see if they would take a little girl to liv THE LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK. 150 Beautiful
Songs
of
Liberty
and
Freethought.
Read and
with them. 1 could work some. They were
sing them at home. Read and sing them at
very sony for me, had me get warm, and
meetings. Teach them to the children. Price
gave me some dinner. They said I could
25 ce-nts.
Address TRUTH SEEKEH,
come and liv with them. They are Free33 Clinton Place, New York.
thinkers and take THE TnuTH SEEKER. I THE HANDY POCKET .ACCOUNT-BOOK.
like the Children's Corner. I deatly like to
FOUR PARTs, EACH IMPORTANT AND
read tt. I like my new home, for they are CONTAINING
CONVENIENT FOR POCKET USE.
kind to me. My new mother has named me
Part I. shows plainly how to keep accounts.
Part II. consists of business forms 1 as. notes, reMay Grinnell. I think when I get to be a big
etc., useful rules, and tables for reference.
girl I shall be a Freethinker. So good-by for ce!Pts1
Pan III. shows why and how to write good letYour friend,
this time.
ters.
Part IV. consists of 48 blank pages, ruled for Dr.
M.H GRINNELL.
0

HAMILTON, March 21, 1886.
MY DEAR Miss WixoN: We amuse ourselvs
Our little friends must not be impatient if on Sunday evenings by reading the Children's
Corner and trying to solve the puzzles. I fear
they do not see their letters in print immedi- that we shall not hav THE TRUTH SEEKER
ately. They will appear in due time, as much longer, for my father and mother are
&pace permits..
En. C. C.
displeased with the pictures on the front page.

EVERY LIBERAL

and Cr. Heavy paper, on which to keep accounts.
Size, 6 x 3 3-4 inches; 32 _pages printed : bound
with pocket and flap. Sold by dealers, or sent
postpaid· on receipt of pric~J 50c. 2-ct. stamps accepted. Agents wanted. unsold books returnable, money refunded. Address
lt
F. 0. JOHNSON, Onalaska, Wis.

l'HE TRUTH SEEKER A.NNUA.L~
Prioe. ifi octntl.
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James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
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A. Erwin, Murray.

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology, Price, 20 eta.

Waifs and Wanderings. a New American Story. Price, cloth, $1,00; paper, 50 eta.
"A prose epic of the war, rich with incident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
· last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
SWinton's Paper.

ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
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· Bros., Chicago.
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We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses, They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored bo1·ders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:

:······························.-·····················:
THE LIVING HAV A BIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WORLD.

······················································
······················································
•

0

FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH.

······················································
0

0

SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.

0

•

FLORIDA.
WANTED.-A man and woman, together or separately, to join the undersigned-one in a fruit
nursery, the other in an egg and poultry business;
both branches being already established.
A small capital (2()() to 500 dollars) desirable.
Address
MARY A. YORE,
4t13
Palatka, Fla.
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By JOHN E. REMSBURG,
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BEASON IS THE LAMl' OF THE MIND,
THE ONLY TORCH OF PROGRESS.

Author of
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"False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.
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The best and most thorough work ever written
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THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
0

view.

FllANtal!i

dA«JON

to the
EARL OF ESSEX AND HIS BRIDE, A.D., 1590.
BACON
I atefactus Poeta Occultatus
"IG~O"J"O"

Bs WM. HENRV BI'RR.
Prll'e, 2!S Cent11.
Aoldress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
88 Clinton Pl., New York.

Larue and Handsome Print.

REPLY

0
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NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
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:
•

THE SONNETS
written by

0

AND THE PLAIJE TO. BE HAPPY IS HEBE.

0

_h,.K!i!PERE

Could Not Write.

on the Sunday Question from a notional point of

UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.
0
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PROOF THAT

WILLI''"

A.D. 1589-1500.

0

0

Bacon&Shakspere

CATHEDRAL.
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THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY;
•ro DO GOOD MY RELIGION.
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:
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,The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York City,

A NEW PAMPHLET.-JUST OUT.

:AD~MI

Cl1arles Watts's Works.
The History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Pi·ice, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethought and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedamsm. Section III. Freethought Moutyrs and Confessors. Section IY.
l<'reethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section Y. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

The American Secular Union; its

Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
(Dedicat~d to Colon~! Robert G. Ingersoll.)
82 pages m cover. Pnce, 10 eta.

Se. ularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages iB cover. Price, 10 eta.

Christ1an Evidences l'riticised

A

reply to the " Christian Evidence Society."
Iutroduotion by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origin of Christianity; 'fhe Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Chlistianity; 'l'he Progress of Christianity. Pi-ice, $1.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the B1ble Ueliable 7 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible: l!'reethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization; Philosophy of Secularism ; Science and Bible Ant~onistie:
Christian Scheme of Redem.Ption. · ]<'or all of
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

NEW YORK:
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
33 CLINTON PLACE.

Mottoes fur Freethinkers.

0.

other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 eta.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

MY

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

ENGLAND.

THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

Secularism; its Principles and its

1

Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.

0

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinarybeauty."-Dn. HENBYW. BELLOWS. $1.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.

'

Ingersoll and Jesus'. A conversation
Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

MASSACHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.

author certainly has genius. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book is filled with
manly thought~ 1 expressed in manly wordsthe transcript or a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne,' "-INGERSOLL. $1.

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 eta.

~C·l886.<>-:?

MAINE.

Works.

The Problem of the Universe, and

TRUTH SEEKER AN.NUAL

IDAHO.

Putnam'~

S. P.

AND HEVA.

BY S. P. PUTMAM.
A poetic v;rsion of the Indian Story of the Garden of Eden, in which its superiority to the mutilated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown,
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
113 Clinton Place, New York.

SIXTY YEARS' INVAlUABLE SUCCESS.
Best known remedy for all afflictions of theRe organs. WEAK EYES, WEAK EARS, DEAFNESS,
and CATARRHAL AFFECTIONS immediately
reached. FAILING BIGHT . .Prevented. ROAllING OR DRUMMING OF EARS will cease. One
box tells the whole story.
Price by maill !JO oen ts.
G. A. LOMAS, Shakers, N. Y.

Prfe•, CJotb. U; Paper, GO Cents.

Adolress

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

KERSEY GRAVES'S WORKS.
SixteP.n Saviors or Nonf". BY KER-

sEY GnAVES, anther of the World's Sixteen
Crucifird Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, and
Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; cloth,$1.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thousau.d biblical errors in science, history,
morals, religion1 and general events. Also a
delineation of tne characters of the principal
personuges of the Christian Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Price, $2.

Biogravhy ot' Satan; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 85 cents.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors; _or, Christianity Before Christ.
Contammg new and startling revelations in
relil{ions history1 which disclose the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines 1 ;principle~ precepts,
and miracles of the Christian New TeHtament1
and furnishing a key for unlocking many or
it_s sacred tpysteries,. l:tesides comJnising the
history of s1xteen onental crucifie<!_g_ods. $2.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKJ!;R.
88 Olhlton Place. Now York.

1\0VEL•.

written Radical romance. Br, Wm. McDonnell,
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day of
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price I'educed. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Family Creeds. By William McDonnell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.''
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked abilit,r. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Fredenka Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

The Outcast. A ·deep, finely written

Radical story, From the London edition. By
Win wood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.
·

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
llfiss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked dejl're~. even
from so gifted a pen as that of M1ss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug]1t ranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

LITHOGRAPH§

REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

25 cents. "N 0 T E S 0 N INGER S 0 L L.'
SINGLE CoPIES,
$1.00.
Six CoPIES,
By B. W. Lacy.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
88 Clinton Place. New York.
A thoron!l"h exposure of the Catholic priest's
sorohistry, unfairness, and hist~rTilE
ical misstatement.

SHAKER EYE and EAR DlLSAll

FREETHOU~HT

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

OF

CHARLES DAR WIN.
--()-

Admirers of the Great Naturalist, and practically
the father of Evolution, will be ~lad to know that
we hav a fine lithonaph of h1m for sale-size
18)<)'x24 inches on heavy .Plate .Paper. Framed, the
picture will make a splendid ornament for the
parlors of Freethinkers. Price,~.25 cents.
Address THE TRu1'H BEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

TRAVELS IN FADTH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
For Bale at this Oftice.
Cloth, $1.!15.

CAPT A INS.,OF
INDUSTRY;
on,
MEN oF BusiNEss WHo Dm SoMETHING BESIDES
1\IAKING MoNEY.
__
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY

.YAI'IIE~

PARTON.

This book contains 400 :pages, :plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need n ~commendation. They
are standard.

I:" ric~,

Address

- $1.2ii.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

33 Clinton Place, New York,
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THE TRtrT:a: EIEEK.ER--Al?RtL 1?1, 1-ss'a.
bat had not believed the stories of Jo~ah, and. ley, l'rore~sor
Muller; M. Reville, and
Noah, and Samson, he would hav been a: E.:Lynn Linton. The articles thus brought
train-robber or a street-car driver. Let us' together constitute the most valuable and inpray.
teresting discussion that has been had in
11. I accept the Bible as an i. m. g. because recent years regarding the Genesisiand Geolsome parts of it cannot be read before a l'e~ ogy coritroversy.-~'!:"ffalo (Jou?ier.
SJ,ectable congregation. Anything that is not
fit to read must be holy and moral. I will ADAMI AND HEVA. A NEW VERSION. By
Samuel P. Putnam, Published by the
stake my reputation as a logician and a theoTruth Seeker Company, New York. Price,
·
logian on this statement.
10 cents. ·
·.
.
12 .. I accept the Bible as ani. m. g. because
This little volume is a beautiful poetic verit is a nice thing to kiss. Take an old piece sion of the Indian legend of.the Gard.en of
of calfskin and let it be pawed over by twen- Eden. The thoughts of the author are vivty-five million men, without regard to race, idly and picturesquely expressed, while the
color, or previous condition of filthiness, or measure.and arrangement of the verse show a
present drunkenness, and any man who skilful·hand and scholarly conception.- Galwould not yearn for a chance to glue his lips veston Dailu News.
to that calfskin is no better than an Infidel;
and will go into darkness where there i~ MEN, Woinm, AND Gons.' By Helen H. Gardener. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. New
whaling and smashing of t~eth.
York: The T~th Seeker Company, 33 Clin13. I accept the Bible as ani. m. g. because
ton Place.
nobody· knows who wrote it. An unknown
Though a mere girl in years, Miss Gardener
writer, especially if he lived before the :flood,
and in a barbarous country, is sure to be is aged in mental culture and moral strength,
moral and inspired, probably even· holy. and is extremely well fitted as a leader in the
Moses would not hav gone. into the cleft of path slle bas _cho~en. -. Her book bears evirocks and watched the Lord pass by, and dence of her earnestness of purpose .in helpsaid nothing -about it for hundreds -of year~ ing woman to break the shackles which hav
. after his death, if he had ~ot been a moral so long bound her, and establishes beyond
man. An immoral-man would hav gone over doubt _the fact that pliestcraft and the church
to neighbor. eniith's and told about it .the hav caused her disabilitie~ and degradation.
Its exposure of Bible myths and the vices,
same afternoon .. ·
14. I accept the Bible 11-S an i.m; g. because crimes, and inhumanity which are the outit furnishes any argument you want. It growths of Christianity, should open the eyes
favors hate, love; kindness, cruelty, peace, of all rational women. Indeed, were this
war, freedom, slavery, polygamy, celibacy, little volume substituted for the purple velvet
laziness, activity, poverty,· riches, usury, any- prayer-books which women like to hav seen
thing. All the hosts of skepticism cannot in their possession, it would, no doubt, hav a
wholesome 'effect on their minds. Although
move me from any position I may take. ·
it
d~als with the everyday ills of life, and
15. I ac9ept the Bible as an i. m. g. because
priests can liv on souls, and I propose that more. especially the wrongs of women, it is
not depressing, but heavy only in importance.
they shall be paid in souls hereafter.
"But if the priest buy any soul with hie The unwholesome f11cts it reveals are relieved
money, he shall eat of it, and he that is born by the fine vein of hunior and wit which_
sparkles through almost every page, making
in his house" '(Lev. :xxii, 11).
I could giv many more extracts showing truth 80 palatable to t')lose who hav a horror
the great superiority of my book over the of "dry reading" that they are fully interother of the same name. I want you to warn . ested and in sympathy with the subject at
all good people against the other book, be.. once. It advocatee justice and denounces
cause it is spurious. Mine is the only real wrong, in whatever guise, and, in so doilig,
Bible Morals. Please· .say that my book is a brings into play the. fireworks of reason and
logic, and the batteries of unanswerable argulong felt want.
Why is every book that comes out a long ment. And the rattle of artillery and the
felt want? Why don't they make wants of brilliancy of display surpass any Fourth of
some other material, and why. don't they July on record.
· I hope every Spiritualist woman who can
make some short ones ? INFIDEL Su. YER.
will purchase this book, if for no other reason
than to let her Christian neighbor read it and
Book :Notice'!•
"corner the parson" with its ·arguments.
THE ORDER OF CREATION: The Conflict between Genesis and Geology. A Contro- Miss Gardener is the feminin Ingersoll of the
versy between the Hon. W. E. Gladstone, day, and as one of the many of her sex who
Prof. T. H. Huxley, Prof. Max·MU)ler, M. appreciate her work for woman, I tender her
Reville, E. Lynn Linton. New Yoi-Ii_: The my heartfelt thanks.-.Amarala Martin in a
Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton ·!Place. Spiritualist paper.
Pp. 178. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50
cents.
·
SCIENCE LF:CTlJRirS~
Who or what the Truth Seeker Company
may be we do not know, but 1t has certainly . Liberal fiiends visiting Philadelphl~ should atlaid the reading public under great obligations tend· the. Spring Course of. Science Lectures,
by reprinting for that public, in .. a compact every Sunday evening, at the Hall of Friendship
League, Ninth and Girard ave.
and convenient form, the controversy which
Debate at 2:30 <Secular questions).
recently took place in the columns of 1'7uJ
p_aoF. ATKINSON, F.R.A.S.
Nineteenth Century between those protagonists of theology, science, and antiquity, Mr.
Gladstone, Max Miiller, Huxley, and Dr. ReThe Greatest of' all Anti·Bibll·
ville. First Gladstone searchingly reviewed
cal Workw.
a work by Reville, and set forth his views of
By THOMAS PAINE,
the "Dawn of Creation and of Worship" as
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
taught in the book of Genesis. Huxley, in Price, Single Oopies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.
the character, as he puts it, of "a sort of uncommissioned science proctor," took up the
THE ORISIS·.
cudgels for M. Reville, and made a vigorous
reply on the scientific aspects of the question.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Then 1\'Iax Miiller put in his word about
Speaking of this. work in connection with the
"The Solar Myths." Then Gladstone rejoined·. proposed independence of America. from Great
By this time Reville, who was in Italy, Britain, Washington wr~te: "A few more such
heard of the fray, and getting Gladstone's ·flaming arguments . • • will not leave numarticle replied for himself. Also Huxley bers at a. loss to decide on the propriety of a. sepa.came again to the scratch. Finally a Mrs. ration."
Price, 3~ cents.
Linton, who is a "mighty smart" woman.
but, alas! what DeQuincey would call "a
For either of these workst.. or a11y of Paine's
Address THE ·xRUTH SEEKER,
female Infidel," gets in her work-and char~ writings,
83 Clinton Place, New York.
acteristically feline work it is.
THE
JlUE UF
We do not undertake to pronounce judgment on all the points of the controversy.
We, however, believe the Bible, and we believe in tlie "grand old man," and are ready
From Thales to Copernicus.
to back him in a scrimmage like this with all
By FREDERIO MAY HOLLAND, Author of "The
our gold. The controversy is managed, .so
Reign of the Stoics." ·
far as language is concerned, in the most dec"This is a. book not only to be read once, but t<"
be
kept
and
referred
to, and pondered over fron..
orous manner. But _the hands, though gloved,
year to year. It is a jtllide-book of Liberalism
are the hands of athletes in deadly earnest.- through the past centunes J>rior to 1600, the era. of
Copernicus and Bruno, It does not take the place
Bujfalo Expre8B.

lfu:x:

What Then¥
Is there a. God T "Yes," shouts the parson, hotHow strange tha.t he should know, while I know
not I
But does he knowT No more, indeed, than I;
He but believes, and yet" Iknowl"will cry,
As if belief of knowledge were a. well,
All doubting, heres.r a.s black a.s hall!
Yes, he believes-he says he must believeWhile I cannot, because I ca.n·t receive
The writings relativ to God, by men
Who wrote, as is alleged, with inspired pen,
As other than the work of mortals; who,
To hold mankind in thrall, the long bow drew,
And to the very longest arrow's head,
Hittinll the mark when reason stron(l' had fled
In fear before the superna.tnra.l,
The bowmen's stock in trade and ca.pita.l.
These archers shot much better than they knew,
Secured a "bag " a.sfonishing to view;
And their successors ha.v been shooting since.
The peasant bringinll down a.nd pampered prince.
But nowa.da.ys the evidence is weighed
In reason's scales, by those who can't persuade
Themselvs to take, on the mere reading, stock
In stranger tales than those of fabled roc,
··or dodo, dragon,'salamander direReputed it to thrive in hottest fire;
In miracles, so-called'-pure jullglery;
In acts of terrible severity,
Committe!l, says the Word, by the good God,
Who, though all mercy, ruled with iron rod!
Who will believe in God-so says the Word- .
Shall soar to heaven like a little bird.
On this belief the parsons rave and rant"Believe! be saved!" they cry. But if I can't
Believe the book With monstrous stories crammed
By romancers, what then 1 Why, then, I'm
damned !
Sr SLooUM.

Bible Morals.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TnE TRuTH SEEKER,
Sir : I am sure you will say something real
good about my new book in the back part of
your paper opposit Voltaire. The title of
my book is "Bible Morals." I stol~ the title
from a blasphemer who travels under-often
behind-the name of J. E. Remsburg. It is
no harm to steal from a man of sin. I will
giv some extracts :
1. I accept the Bible as an infallible moral
guide, because it is holy. A book that is
simply a Bible is not enough. But a holy
Bible must be right. Open this book almost
anywhere and you will see the holiness pouring out. We who read the Bible every day
are all crusted over with holiness so that sin
cannot enter. Without this blessed book we
would lie and steal· and play progressiv
pedro and be awful wicked.
2. I accept the Bible as an i. m. g. because it givs three kinds of baptism ; with
water, with the Holy Ghost, and with fire.
Wicked people would rather hav the water
last to put out the fire, but that is because
they are without grace. It is so long since I
hav seen anyone baptized with the Holy
Ghost that I can't. remember whether the
holy man sprinkled on a handful of ghost or
led the baptizee down into the ghost and
soused him under.
3. I accept the Bible-. as an i. m. g. because it givs English and American scholars
something to do. To sit in a parlor and
wrestle with a Hebrew word every day for
two or three years broadens a man's mind
and keeps him away from the museums
where_he might become corrupted.
4. I accept the Bible as an i. m. g. because it is so plain.
" He that findeth his life shall lose it, and
he that loseth_ his life for my sake shall find
it." Any boy who cannot understand that at
once is too dull a boy to ever become the
father of his country, or father-in-law.
5. I accept the Bible as an L m. g. because
it promotes faith. When -you come to any
account that is nonsensical and impossible,
all you need is a renewal of faith.
6. I accept the Bible as ani. m. g. because
it givs men and women a chance to earn
twenty cente a day in the Methodist Book
·Concern. A camel can go through the eye of
a needle easier than those persons can get
rich, therefore they will be sure of the
kingdom.
7. I accept the Bible as ani. m. g. because
it is responsible for Clark Braden. Clark
thinks that if the truth of God abounds more
through_ his lie, the more l~e lies the more the
truth w1ll abound. See? 'Rah for Clark.
8. I accept the Bible as ani. m. ·g. because
it iivs us the size 'lnd shape of heaven. It is
cubical, 144 cubits each way. It is not
crowded yet;
9. I accept the Bible as ani. m. g. because
. a twenty dollar copy of it looks ·well on the
center-table. And the manufacture and sale
of this book givs employment to many pious
persons.
10. I accept the Bible as ani. m. g. because
Ttt.lrna.ge believes it. If this well7known aero-

PAINE'S AGE OF RtASON.
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THE Truth Seeker Company of New York
has just published in book form the notac
ble articles on" The Order of Creation; or,
The Conllict between Genesis and Geology,"
.contributed to the English magazines by
William E. Gladstone, Professor T. H. Hux-

of other histories like Gibbon, Halla.m! or Lecky,
but it makes them intelligible by pointmg out the
white light that ha.s been cast upon the lurid
clouds of_ i@orance, superstitio_n, and cruelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
flowed in its rag1red, broken, and obstructed course
down through the ages which now liv only as our
realm of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp.
· -PRIOE1

"'.1!0.

Addres1 THE 'l'BU'l'R SEEKER. .

THE HUMBOLDT LmRARY.·
Prl.ce lli cents each number' unless otherwf.se. ma~·kea.

1. Light·science for Leisure Hours. A series of

familiar essays .on astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By Richa:~d A. Proctor, F.R.A.S.
·
2. The Forms of Water in Clouds and Rivers.~. Ice
and Glaciers. 19 illustrations. By John '.l'YDdall, F.R.S. ·
8. Physics and Politics. An application of the
principles of Natural Science to Political
Societ~ By Walter Bagehot, Author of
. "The .rmglish Constitution."
4. Man's Place in Nature. With numerous illustrations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and Physical.
By Herbert Spencer.
.
·
6. Town Geology. With Appendix on Coral and
Coral Reefs. By Charles Kingsley.
.
7. Conservation of Eoorgy. With numerous illustrations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.II.
8. StUqy o_f Languag:estprought back to its Tru'~ .
prm01ples. By C •. ll'larcel.
9. The Data. of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory 'lf Sound in its Relation to Music. .
·
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro ·
Blase rna..
11. } The Naturalist on the River Amazon. A record of 1f years' travel. By Henry Walter
'12.
Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
13. Mind and Body. · The theoiies of their relations; By Alexander Bain, LL.D.
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 82 illustrations.
By Camille Fla.mma1ion.
. 15. Lop.~evity. The means of prolonging_life after
·
nuudle age. By John Gardner, M.D.
.
16. Origil). of Species. By .. Thomas H. Huxley,
F.R.S.
.
17. Progress : Its Law and Cause. With other disquisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
18. Leasone in Electricity. 60 illustrations. B:;
· John Tyndall, F.R.S.
19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. By
Richard A. Proctor.
.
20. Romance of Astronomy. By R. KalleyMiller,
M.A.
.
21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essays.
By Thomas H. Hmd~y_, F.R.S.
22. Seeing and Thinking. By William 'Kingdon
. Clifford, F.R.S.
23. Scientific Sophisms. A review of current
theories conce :uing Atom'll_ Apes, and Men.
By Samuel Wainwnght, D.lJ.
24. P()I>ul~r Scientific Lectures. illustrated. By
Prof. H. Helmhdtz.
'25. Origin of Nations.· By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
OXford University.
·
26. The Evolutionist at Large. By Grant Allen.
-a. HiKtory of Landhmding in England. By
Joseph Fisher, F.R.HJ:!.
28. Fashion in Deformity. as illustrated in the ·
customs of Barbarous and Civilized Races.
Numerous illustrations. By William Henry
Flower, F.U.S..
·
!II. Facts and. ·Fictions of Zoolqgy. Numerous
illustrations. By Andrew-Wilson, Ph. D.
lQ. } Study of Words. By
Richard Chenevix
·H.
Trench.
'!2. Hereditary Traits and other Essays. By Rich-. '
ard A. Proctor.
'l3, Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.
'l4. Philosophy of Style. By Herbert Spencer.
35. Orientl\.1 Religions. By John Caird, Pres.
Univ. Glasgow, and Others.
36•. Lectures on Evolution. illustrated. By Prof.
T. H. Huxley.
37. Six Lectures on Light. Tilustrated. By John
Tyndall.
:38.} Geological
Sketches. By Archibald Geikie,
:~.
F;R.S.
40. The Evidence of Or_ganic Evolution. By Geo.
J. ll.omanes, F.R.l:l.
4i. Cnn-ent Di)lcussions in Science. By W. M.
Williams,·F.C.S.
·12. History of the Science of Politics. By Frederick PollocK.
t-3. DRrwin a11d Humboldt. By Professor Huxley,
ProfesHor Agassiz, and others.
44.l Dawn of History. By C. F. Keary, of the.
15.( Bdtish Museum. .
·
<Jti. Diseases of Memory. By 'fh. Ribot. Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
47. Childhood of b.eligions. By Edward Clodd,
F.R..A.S.
48. Life in Nature. Dlustrated. By Jas. Hinton.
49. The Sun: its Constitution; its Phenomena; ·
•
its Oondit10n. By Judge Nathan •.r. Carr,
Columbus, Ind.
oo.l Money and the Mechanism of Exchange. By
51.{ Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
M. Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Trans-·
lated from the French py J. Fitzgerald.
53. Animal Automatism, and other Essays. By
Prof. T. H. Hnxley, F.R.S.
54. Birth and Growth of Myth. By Edward Clodd.
F.R.A.S.
55. Scientific Basis of Mora:I.s~·a.nd other Essays. ·
By William Kingdon Clinord, F.R.S.
~:} Tilusions. By James Sully,
58.} The Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin.
59.f 1.'wo double numbers, 80 cents each.
.
60. Childhood of the World. By Edward Clodd.
61. Miscellaneous Essays. lly Richard A. Proctor.
62. Religions of the Ancient World. By Prof. Geo.
Rawlinson, University of Oxford. Double
number, 20 cents.
63. Pr_ogressive Morality.
By Thomas Fowler,·
LL.D.! president of Corpus Christi College,
Oxfora.
64. Distribution of Animals and Plants. By A.
"tussal Wallace and W. T. 'fhiselton Dyer.
65. Conditions of Mental Development; and other
Essays. By Wm. Kingdon Clifford.
66.. Technical Education; and other Essays. Dy
'fhomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
·
·
67. The Black Death. An A.ccount of the Great .
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Century. By
J. F. C. Hecker.
68. <SI1!lcial number, 10 cents.) Three Essays; by·
Herbert Spencer.
69. (Double Number, SO cents). Fetichism : A Contribution· to Anthropology and the History
of Religion. By ]'ritz Schiiltze.._Ph.D. Translated from the German by J. Fitzgerald,
M.A.
70. Essays Speculativ and Practical. By Herbert
Spencer.
'11. Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson..t LL.D.
With Ap_pendix on Archeology. »Y E. B.
'l'ylor, F.R.S.
72. The Dancing Mania. of the Middle Ages. By
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
.
78. Evolution in History, La.n~roage, and Science.
Four Addresses delivered at the London ·
Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and .
· Literature.
74. Tho Descent of Man; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwin. In 4 parts.
·15 cents each.
·

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, Nuw York.
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Iilgersoll~s

·Ut~' Wettstoin's

Works.

The Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, .$i.
In five leotures.t;. comprising, "The Gods ".
" Humboldt~ " 'J:nomas Paine," " Individua\ity," and " .t:l.eretics and Heresies. n
· .

\Popular Jewelry Store, ·Rochelle, Ill.

'l'he Ghosts•. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1,25.
Contents: "The ·Ghostfu" "Liberty for Man,

'i '

'

Woman, and Child,"" The Declaration of ·In-·
de]lendence," "About ·Farmin_g in ·Illinois,"
•· The Grant Banque!t'! "The .ttev; Alexander.
Clark," "The Past lti.ses before Me Like a
Dream," and" ATribute toEbonC. IngersOll."'

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.211.
·
. ·
lnte.r;views on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;'

·

plam cloth, $1.211.

•·

What .Must We Do to Be Saved! Pa:.
per, 25 cerits.

\.;

'

a:..;

Christian ~~!!ion. . By R ..
Ine-erso!!J Jqdge Jere ·
S. Black, ~nd Prof.
, Geore-e J!'. Fislier. Paper, 50 cents; cl<ith,.$1.

'I' he

56 pages, 12mo, pap~;· .

Orlhodoxy.

;;

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed .in '
large, clear t,YPe, and containing as much··as
could be delivered in two ordiiie.ry lectures,
T!rls makes a grand missionary document; '
· Liberals should scatter it generously
. · '

Ingersoll Cateehised: His .An~wers' t;;;

a Number of. Vital Questions Propounded 'by;
the e,ditor of the San Frt;~-rictscan• . 11 cents;,.ll!i. ·
cep.~s per dozen; 25 coxnes, ,$1; 100 COJlie.!!i''$3.
M:\llions of these should be crrculated by JrreC:.' ;
thinkers.
·· ·
·
· ·· ·
,·.' '

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

, .the attacks of the New York Observer, by Bob' · ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.
,
.

Address on the Civil Rights Bitt
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents..

lngflrsol,l'~S Lectures

.

Complete.

.,

.

· Bound m ·one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. lngersoll!s works, the publisher has had
all his lectures, except. tne ,latest on. ",Ortho-.
doxy," bound·m one beautiful volume, m half
calf, library style, and containing over 1 sro
pa~es, which is sold at ·the exceedingly low
PriCe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
'

·'rribu~e~.

~~.pplicat10ns

There hav. been so ma.iiy

for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant· ·
Banquet Toast,". and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they.he.v.
. been printed on hea~ toned paper, 18x.22, illu•
minated border,·and mle.rge, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any·e.ddress, Pr!lpaid, for 50cts, or either one
for 15 cents.

The Busts or Voltaire. Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabillet size; true to

life, price~ $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
. apostles or Reli&'ious Liberty should hav these 1
busts. ..
.1 -·-------~·-- --·---·--·PbhtOgraDhS of Colonel Jngersoll.'\MEN, WOMJ<~N, AND GODS: Introductory;
. Superb Pt!otographs1 22x28, $5; panel., 10J.fx17, ! Accident Insurance; Chiefly Women; Why
$3; boudmr, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 ots. , Women Support It; What It Teaches; Froin
Address THE. TRUTH SEE:KE!t_,
Moses to Paul·. The Fruit of the Tree of Knowl83 Olinton Place, New .tork.
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J. E. Remsburg's Works. v:J~re:r~~:7T~i~MENT:
False Claims

Revised and EnlargeCL

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbtirjl' are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showin~ the creeds of the prilloners in the pen-i'ten tiar1es ~ the Church and Civilization ; the
Church ana Science; the Church and Lee.J'ning;
the Church and 'Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement ;, the '.femperance Reform.; the
Church .ana the Republic.

Fear; Begmning
to Think; Creeds; Self-Control What We Need;
Vicarious Atonement Not a Chl'istian Inventi_on; Twin Monsters from Intellectu~<l l'ig·

--mies; Gep~r~.I!}lical Jiellglon; ~eve.i!l.tion; Evi~

.·
·
·
power,
marriage imJlroper and unhappy, etc., are
pe'rmanentll' by -~n outside aj>plication in
days, NO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It is one
of. Dr. Fellows' valuable discoveries, which is en·tirely unknown to the m9dical profession. It is
'not,. catch-penny get UJl, such as a ;pad1 belt, pastille nor magnetic appliance, but srmp1y a medicin tt; be applied externally on the parts affected,
which cures by absorption. Sen•lfive 2-cent stamps
for his "Private Counselor," giving full information. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows1 Vineland, N.J.,
and say where you saw this advertisment.

dence of',~~\~i. DJd·He tallt?,'.i,What You
May Tliriik\ · Iiitelledual Gag-Law; The V1·
carious Theory the Cause of Crime; Rev1sion;
The Church's Money-Box; Shall Progress Stop?
HISTORICAL FACTS AND THEOLOGICAL
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that. he is
FICTIONtl: ·Church }'ictlons; Historical Facts an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Lil:!erals,
your. patronage ill solicited.
~(Civilization, Comparativ Status, Women as
Persons, Education, As Wives, Not Woman's BOOKSON MEDICALANDSOCIA.L
}'riend, Morals).

SUBJECTS:

Price, CloUt $1.00; Paper, ·:iO Cents.

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand·
some
12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages,• fully
The Trade Supplied at Special Di~counts, ·
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in Engrisb IJl' German.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
Address Till~ TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
Bo:r_Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $0
per set.; or five volupiea in one for $2.
Bible .Morals.· Twenty Crimes and
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
Vices Sanctioned b:f ScriJ>!ure : Falsehood and
250
pages~ illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
Deception ; Cheating : Then and Robbery·
volume or "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
Adultery and Prostitution ; Murder; Wars of
HAND-BOOK of Health J;I:ints and Ready ReConquest and Extermination; Despotism; In'I be Sole £actors and
cipes. A valuable reference J)amphlet of 128 pages.
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
~xacl Ratto• In Its A~qul~:ment llDd Apportionment;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism ; Witchcraft;
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <!lime PamSlavery; Polyl(amy; Intemperance; Poverty
phlets). ·By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
and Vagrancr; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenm
their Relation to Disease,"representing the germ
·By J. K. INGALLS
ity, Price, smgle· copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
Special discount on larger quantities. ·
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sun·
1» considering the blue-glass cure-of value
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a hrief re- ership; Private Property in Land;. Capital and beam
to SICK.
and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
and most thorough work ever written on the view of their Origin and Growth ; Rise and .the Productiv }'actors; Partnership aud Co-opHEREDITY
and Pamphlets). " The Law
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase: eration; Law of Contract~; Money and Credit; of Heredity," <Books
by Prof. Brooks, a.'l6 pages1 cloth
and handsome print. The question is discussed profit, interest, r·ent; Conservation of Wealth; Of Value or J.;uuuowic ,l~atios; Taxation as a bound, $2i "Heredity:"
by Loring__Mooay, 159
under the following heads: Origi_1;1 of the Sabp_ages, clotn\ .75 cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by
batic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath· The Ohriatian Tools. und Improved Maclunery; The Nature o.~ Remedy; Reforms, not. Remedies; 8uggesttons F.
H.
Marsli,
10
cents;
'~The Alph9:bet of the
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Own~ to Legislators ; Conclusion.
·
Human Temperaments!" mth illustrations, by Dr.
Sundax Arguments· Origin of Christian Sab1
E. B. Foote, 10 cents,;. Genemtion before ~r:en
bath; 'festimony of the Christian Fathers; The
eration" by Dr. E. Jj, Foote, Jr.t}O cents; ReSabbath durin~ the Middle AJ<es; The Puritan
PRICE, CLOTH, $l;CIO.
ports of Conventions and Parlor M.eetinJi:B during
Sabbath; Testimony of Chnstian Reformers;
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of the
Scholars.l.and Divines ; Abrogation of. Sunday
Address. THE .TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
Institute of Heredity, Mil.X 29, !883," 10 cents.
Laws. rrice, 115 cents; six oovies, $1.00.
A.d~ess THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SOCIAL 'W" E A LT.H:

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washin~ton an Unbeliver;.Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; uhristian. Sabbath. Each
11 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

----------~--------

RATIONAL GOMMUN.IS·M,
THE PRESENT

, ·ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the stozy
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leadAND
ing traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Ohoice extracts from • Common Sense," THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTHAM~RICA.
"American Crisis" "Rights of Man" and "Age
BY A CAPITALIST..
of Reason " are lti'ven ; &leo, tribut~s to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
A Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for PovertJ, Vice,.~ild CriiD.e•. It. deals w;th
written expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper. the present conditions of society in this uountry, pointing out_ their Imperfections, and showing .how
neatly bound, and containing a ha.ndsome it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor and vicious· tinder our present syssteel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents; tem. The remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life; and he has dmwn a vivid·.picture of the
cloth, 75 cents.
'
fu~ure Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall be .organlze.d on the. principles of
.The ApO!!tltl of Liberty. .An address Rational Communi~m. The book is vigorously and interestingly wri~ten. ,
delivered in Paine Halh before the N. E. Free·
CoNTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our Re·
thinkers' Convention, Januacy 29, 1884. Price, public; Government and Laws; Finance; Public Improvements; P.roduction. and Distribution;
10 cents.
Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage aud Divorce; Life in the New Republic; Life in the
For all the above works address
THE TROTH SEEKER CO.,
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Communism; . Methods rroposed for the
83 Clinton J;'lace, New York.
Transition from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; .Danger.
Pnce, $1.60.
.
.
·' ...
· Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York.City.
Working the Year· of Science
· And the COmmon Computations.

The Perpetual Calendar.
An Almanac ForeveJ-

Showing the day of the week for any c:lav of the
month for all time past and presPnt and to come,
and other nseful information. Price, 40 oents;
three for~ddres~ THE TBUT~ ~

Oe.nvassel's address L. l4artin~ok, Ga

RUPTURES CURE Db,

m.r_ltledlcal Comp~und and lmjlroTed
Elaatlc Su_pporter True& lnjr~30 to
90 dav•. Reliable reterenr.ea given. Send
atamp tor cirouia~ 1 and "'II In fl!llat p~per
11ou tato m11 adv.,..,..mmt. A.ddreaa ~m

Y, A. Oo!UII\biUlnllt,ltftnOI Go. :M'.Z'o

Tho Bi~lo AnalyzaU.
BY

.Jobn R.

~

ebo, A.ltl.

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-Tbe New Testament.-The
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-'fhe Mll'acles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the B1ble.-Tbe
Prop':J.ecies.-The Devil or S~tan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the B1hle.-The Sabb~th of
the Bible -'!'he God of the Bible.-The Mes8lah or
Savior. ·
·
.
. ,,
t d. s t
Crown octavo, 883 PJl. SplendiiUy execu e
en
by mail, post paid. Pl'ice, $3,00.

The Secret of the East ;
OR,

Th(l Origin of the <'hristlan Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Deelin.,..
Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In'

'

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pami?hlet
refers specifically ·to 148 Bible propositton~,
with numerous refe.rences and CitatiOns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propoaitions in tlle same book. Price
25 cents,

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Prioe, $1.00.

· For sale at this of!lce
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PROFESSOR HUXLEY opposes the home ~e
. 'J'HE_ways_of ProVidence indeed are inscrutable,
'arid:' it -his apologists 'speak tru1y he is guilty of
scheme for Ireland.
,.
:deeds that the-worst man living would blush to be
THE Baltimore Herald says- that Grover
:canght·at•.....;.D: M. Bennett.
·
Cleveland is a Spiritualist.:
_
;lN things of the mmd, we look for no compulTHE police arrested eighty-two persons who
sion but' that of :light_· and reason.-Oztver Oromwe'U. : . ··
sold liquor in this city last Sunday.
'
· No ~ond~r'th~t fable is the enemy of knowledge.
THE Rev. Mr. Gray, a colored p:teacher of
.A:.maii ;with·a :(~iie:diamond shuns the society of
Denver, Col:, shot a man the other dayandis
)apid&!i!ls;,.I!!D.~ ~(is npon this principle that
now under bail.
:sn_p,erstitiol} ':!:~~or~~ sdenoe.-Ingersoll.
THE Central _Labor Union last Sunday ,
'OH, may I join the choir invisible
·or the11'il immo.rtal dead who liv again
passed resolutions proposing to boycPtt Jay ,
.:fu minds made better by their presence; liv
Gould in every way possible.
In pulses'- stirred to generosity;
·
THE bill providing for the free coinage of
:IJi'deeds'c'if ii.ii;rlhg rectitude, in scorn
.For miserable tWils that-end with self,
silver was defeated in the House on-the 8th.
IIi. 'thoughts snblbrie that pierce the night-like
A motion to suspend coinage waS :alsO lo~t.
. ..stars;··· - ·
.
THE Methodists hav just bad a,n. important
And witli-' their mild persistence urge man's search
•To-V'aster issue~.;
-Gwrue El-tot.
conference, the result being_ the deposirig of
. THAi- ih~1 de* Should appear personally to the
three clergymen for ministerial conduct with
·son of ~d· ·is. oert&inly not more wonderflll than
women.
:that he ·should! in a more remote age,-hav appeared
·.,
A FIFTY-FOUR-ToN gun was _ilu~ssflilly c.,at
among'the so.i:ls'·:cR God, in the presence of God
:.•;
'himself,':tcitempt' and- torment the righteous Job.
at Boston last week. It was the :fifth and
:Blit that SataB Should carry Jesns, bodily and litlast of the large rifled ca"!lllon ordered by the
-'·
:liemuY'; through ,tlie'air-first to the top of .a high
government.
:ni91#!tirlii; .~nd th~Ii .to the topmost pinnacle- of the
, temple:-is whollY inadmissible; it is an insult to
A WASHINGTON barber kept his shop open
! our•undeps~f!,riding,,.;-Dr. Gtzes's Oli.Mst. Recoras.
on Sunday, the 4th, and shaved President
ali•it' niaY. seem that the juice of the
Cleveland. Before night he'was arreSted for
~s(ima-pla.nt sb.olilcl'be at once an object saorified
breaking the Sabbath.
.....
'o:&~e altaFiobther1gods and a QQd himself, such
UNDER a new pension act those who hav
. a .confusion of attributes will be less surprising to
•those who.&re ,familiar with the Christian theory
been receiving $8 per month will hereafter
'of the atonemlmt; in which the· same God is at
get $12. This applies io widows and par•once· the- same p~rs_on who decrees the sacrifice,
tially disabled soldiers.
, the. ;pel'lion who· accepts it, and_ the victim. At
~l~aii~, ~he_-double function of soma is less perplexA YAN running for justice of the peace mit
: ing,th,an .the triple function of Christ.-Amberle1/.
in Dakota announced that if elected he would
marry any couple :for a dollar, and would
: .,PER .CoNTBA.-There is no omi book, in any lan-,
giiage·; or· iJ;J. any conn try, which can, in any
charge nothing unless christening should.
!-degree, be compared with the Bible for antiquity,
result. He was elected by an everwhelming [
for authority, for-the importance, the dignity, the
majority.
'
-variety,- and curiosity of the matter it contains., Bishop Por!~(mll; [Porteous died in 1808, and in
LuxE LEAXER, 55 years .old, of St. Mary's,
his ilay_ he ~as"clbnsidered a shining light; but we
W.Va., eloped last week with the 11~year-old
-donbt.il. ma.n:i of 'the bishops of the church of
daughter of Samuel Russell, -of the saine
England would talk so at the present day. If they
place. When Leaker retlirned, Russell shot
did_,_ many_ more· woulJilaugh at them than the ·
numbers' that wonld';'With open mouths, listen to
at him four times with revolver, one bullet
them; ·The good prelate doth, methinks, protest
passing through Leaker's breast.
too'ii'trongly.'-OJ
·
1
THE Rev. Dr. Bosworth, of Boston, Jms
· To:belleve in Jeans as the Christ, as the savior
risen to deny that he ever said he knew ''nine
·'
i of the world,- is to believe in him q,s the QQd, as
· iant,• saidhe;·oalling an officer,' you just go and the creator of the world. Then, not only was the
ministers who were guilty of gross immoralmake a 'd,etail of three hUndred men, and take 'ell' man-Jesns born in Bethlehem, arid crucified, but
ity." The Rev. Mr. Bosworth might hav
down to the creek: and hav •em baptized. Nf) God, "the soul that standeth in the bodies of all
kept his seat. There was nothing incredible
· d-d regiment in this corps shall go ahead Jr beings "-the spirit, not of onr body, but of all the
about the statement attributed to _him.
"S.u, John, I see they hav fonnd out what rnn Billy Wilson's Zouaves.• And," continued the gen- millions of worlds that exist in the vast idea which
THE Rev- J- Benson Hamilton, pastor of a intotheOregon." "No,whatwasit1" "Water." eral, laughing heartily at the reminiscence, we call spa_ce-was born and crnci1led on the
"blamed if the adjutant didn't obey Billy's earth; that is, the, one great, all-filling spirit of
·.Methodist church in this city, preached last
THE Smith College girle hav organized a society orders."
the universe, which dwells in uncounted worlds,
in ·stars, millions ci'f miles· away, and which are
. Sunday on "How to Fill Empty Churches." for the protection of birds. The larks of the
CLERGYMAN: "I was disappointed not to see you more than a million times as large as the earth,
His scheme was to hav sermons illustrated bv young gentlemen will receive their first attention.
1
"MAMMA,' is it true that God makes all little at praver-meeting last evening." Deacon : "
was born in a manger and put to death on a cross,
pictures. He will therefore procure 8. ste;. boysT" "Yes, dear." "Well, I ha-v'been lpo)ting wanted to come; but, yon see, we are having a in a forgotten place g'I)-one of the smallest bodies
eopticon and accompany his remarks with at my legs and my arms very carefully, and I don't clearing-out sale, and we kept the store open until in the· heavens! Absurd as snch an idea is, we
see any stitches."
··
ten o'clock." qergyman (sadly} : "Ah, my friend, mnst believe it in order to he Christians.-L. K.
dissolving views.
, I am sorry to see you try to serve heaven and Washburn.
·
A FRIGHTFUL railroad accident occurred last
BEING remonstrated with for wearing a bustle, mammon at the same time." Deacon : "I don't
a
Burlington
girl
silenced
her
critic
by
saying,
try.
1
never
think
of
serving
heaven
in
my
store.
MEN
tell
us
that
this
life
of
itself
is
not
worth
week Wednesday near Deerfield, MaBS. A
"Well, we girle, like everybody else, must hav I'm not the man to mix my religion with business." living, when the truth is that people hav been so
passenger train plunged down an embank- something
to fall back on."
taken up with dreams and unrealities in the skies
ment two hundred feet high, and ten persons
THE. LOBD WAS IN THE HOUSE, BUT THE DEVIL that the realities of this life, with its changing
" I LIKE smart women well enough," said Fe~;~
WAS IN THE BTOVEPil'E. ·
sunshine and shadow, laughter and tears, joy and
met death by fire or drowning or mutilation. derson, "but I wouldn't care to marry a woman
The Rev. Dr. Jones was a well-known Presby- sorrow, hope and despair, truth and falsehood,
Some thirty others were more or less injured. who knew more than I did." "And so," suggested
terian preacher. Just after he had finished. his strength and weakness, and all its infinit possibilThe disaster was caused by the slumping of Fogg," yon hav been forced to remain single."
theological course, the tremulous thought-a ities of improvement, tears to be dried, prisons to
the earth under the outer rail where the road
A BosToN lady last summer attended a.. funeral thought which, it see:ms, h!l-cl never occurred to be demolished, sickness to be lessened, poverj;y,
curves around a hill above the Deerfield river. in a country church. After the singing of a hymn him before-of facing a large and fashionable squalor, and filth to be annihilated, and libertJ-';to
·
a man who was sitting beside her remarked.: audience began to oppress him. He at length
CHARLES ·IJ. DAvis, of Parkertown, N.J., "Beautiful hymn, isn't it, ma'am 1 The corpse asked permission to experiment with a small con- be won, that they havneveryetfelt one hundre(;th
gregation in the country. The request, of course, part of its power to inspire and ennoble. If we
was superintendent of the Methodist Sunday- wrote it."-Utica EaglP.
could get away from the courts and pomps of im·
FATHER (starting down-town}: "Yes, _Robert, was granted. He waR not at all embarrassed when agination which men hav built in the skies, we
school in that place. On Sunday night,' the
he
stood
in
the
presence
of
the
modest
country
peoshould soon discover,. like the banished Duke in
4th, he started to see Miss Florence Parker my son, keep in mind what your mother says, and ple, and he at once be~~:an to preach with a fearless l:lhakspere, that this out• life
always Nay please. Though a little word, it indi- ardor. His eloquent utterances grew warmer and
home, but took her beyond the outskirts of cates the gentleman. Here, wife, hold my overwarmer. An old negro, unable longer to restrain Finds tongues in trees, books in the running
the village and assaulted her. Miss Parker, coat and hat; be quick abont it."
hi& feelings, sprang to his feet and began to shout.
. brooks,
who is twenty years old, is a member of the
AN Irishman·from the country was st1mding The wild hallelujahs, the violent acknowledgments Sermons in stones, and ~~:ood in everything.
Methodist church, but is otherwise of unblem- on one of our wharfs the other day gazing very of sanctity, and the eccentric didoes of the old
-Geo. Ohainey.
ished reputation. Davis fled and cannot be thoughtfully at a large anchor lying close by. · A negro annoyed the doctor. It would not do,
policeman came along and told him to move though, t.o command him to desist, for he saw that
found. He leaves a wife.
on. "Divil a bit will I move on until I see the the people looked with profound reverence at the
GLADSTONE's long-talked-of speech on the man that uses that pick," pointing to the anchor. performance. Old Ike, for such was his name. ·
REDUCED IN PRICE.
question of home rule for Ireland was safely
A cOUNTRY minister who, in addition to his cler- receiving an unexpectedly strong twinge of the '
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
delivered on Thursday of last week. He pro- ical duties, followed the profession of a photog- '"fiuence," leaped high into the air. When he
came down the' stovepipe fell. . The doctor, prob- offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingerposed to giv Ireland a parliament of its own, rapher, waa called upon to perform the marriage ably moved by ~he sudden faith, crie<l out :
"Now, then, young man," he said to
soll's at greatly reduced.prices. The Tributes are
with the 101 present members of the British ceremony.
"Pick it up, Uncle Ike; it won't burn you."
the groom, who was nervous and excited, as all
The negro seized the pipe with both hands. He printed on heavy toned paper,18x22 inches, illumiParliament as the first members of- the Irish ~~Tooms ought to be, "just keep your eye on that
dt·opped it, cast a reproachful look at the preacher, nated border, large clear type, suitable fo1· framParliament. The viceroy should be retained, crack in the wall, and try and look pleasant."
and said:
ing. The titles are:
and the disabilities resting on Roman CathoAT a. recent dinner party the subject of eternal . "Dcr hell it won't."
life
and
future
punishment
came
up
for
a
lengthy
lics should be removed. Mr. Gladstone spoke
'· The devout people, forgetting that the fi!!sh is The Vision of war,
for more. than three hours, the House of Com- discussion, in which Mark Twain took no part. A ;undE'r "cut-throat" mortgage to the devil, roared
Tribute to his Brother,
lady near him turned suddenly toward him, and ·'with laughter, and the preacher, observing old
mons being crowded to its utmost capacity.
The Grant Banquet Toast,
exclaimed : "Why do you not say anything 1 I ·Ike looking at his hands and shaking his head,
THE railroad strike centering at St. Louis, want yonr opinion." Twain replied, gravely: snorted and brought the sermon to a close.
~ Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
yon must excuse me. I am silent of
"Why didn't you hold on to it, Ike?" some one
Mo., is still unsettled. On Friday; the 9th, "Madame,
The prlc~ of these heretofore has been $1. We
necessity. I hav friends in both places."
asked.
seven persons were shot down by the deputy
offer th~rn now at FiFTEEN CENTS EACH;
"W'yn't who hol' on ter it?"
GENERAL STEVENSON relates the following incisheriffs employed to watch the property of dent of the war. He said that in his command
"You,· of course."
THE FOUR FOB FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
the railroad company- There was apparently was a very devout and energetic chaplain, exceed"•Ca'se I wa'n't darter hol' on ter H. Wa'n't my from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
no provocation f9r the act, as only one of the ingly earnest in regard to the spiritual welfare of bidnez ter hol' on ter it jes> at· dat time. Lemme
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
tell yer dis fack. De'Lawd mont o• been somewhar
persons shot was a striker, and he had com- the soldiers, especially before going into battle. in
de house, but de old debil wuz in dat stovepipe,
"The preacher;"said General Stevenson, "came
mitted· no act of violence. One of the victims down to where.Billy Wilson's Zouaves were en- sho."--..il"kansas Trai!IJ!e.r.
CHRISTIANITY
was a woman. The deputies gave themselvs camped, and had a talk with Billy. He said that
HISTORY
up to the authorities and were placed in jail his efforts had been wonderfully blessed ; that he
A R E WARD F 0 R C R I M E.
OF THE
for protection from the mob. The Knights of had baptized fifty men fyom one regiment, a hunSubstantiated by the Bible.
dred from another, and so on, enumerating theLabor condemn and repudiate_ violence on fruits o! his religious labor, and he suggested to INTELlJECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
BY
Europe.
.
..
the part of the strikers and demand -that all Billy that as they were on the eve of a battle it
0. R WIDTFOBD, M. D.
_,guilty of overt acts should be brought to would be well for him (the chaplain} to talk with By JOHN. WILLiAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Pr1ee, 10 Cent11. 1Per Dozen, $1.80.
Revised Edition--:.2 vols-Prlce, $8.
justice. . The presence of troops in St. Louis Billy's men. Billy was very proud of his command,
and he turned to the chaplain and &aid : 'That
Address
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
will probably prevent any further outbreak.
33 Clinton Pl., New York Olti.
ain't nece111ao/ i. l'llaave ;you that trouble. A.dJu- · tf .
Ill! Clinton Place, New 'fork,
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THE COLOSSUS OF

NEW YORK.

INTRODUCING ARCHBISHOP CORRIGAN, BY GRACE OF GOD SPIRITUAL PRINCE, AND BY GRACE OF TAMMANY HALL AND THE BOODLE ALDERMEN
POLITICAL SOVEREIGN OF MANHA.TT.AN ISLAND·.

IJolts and ··g[lippings.
, THE managers of sever11ol ~ew York
. theaters hav been induced to clos,J their
hou~es on good Friday, which comes on the
·
23d inst.
HENRY ·GEoRGE says "the lesson, practically, {)f Sunday-school and church is, ' Be
good, that. you may die rich, and leave a lot
of money.'"·
·
- CoMPARISoN shows that the cn'mt'nals of
Great Brl'tat'n average· et'ghteen pounds less t'n
wel'ght and two in_ches less·· t'n ht'ght than the
law"abiding population.
IN officiating at.·an installation in Boston
last week the Rev. R. R. Meredith assured
. the new pastor that there were more cranks
, in that city than in any other. _

of wood, a wooden cross, and brass candelabra, a table and pedestal, several ~hairs and
benches, and a number of photographs of
scriptural subjects,_ which were similarly
presented to said. church, are properly subject to duty under existing laws.
THE clergy ar.e coming to the fore in the
·
.d'tscnsswn
of t h e 1ab or troub1es. T he R ev.
N . W ar d ener, pres1'd ent of t lie Genera1 Conf erence of t h e.W es1eyan M etho d 1sts, sen d s to
Jay Gould ·"my congratulations for the
stan d ·YGU hf av tak en against
b d' the would-be
d espot1sm
o the secret an 1tti known as the
K nights of Labor.''
.
ONoE ma while a true Christian is found.
The New York Sun relates that a woman in a
remote Maine village, crazed by excessiv
Bible reading and revival excitement, ewieavored to gouge her eye out, and afterward cut
off an arm with an ax, in order to obey the inJ'unction, "if an eye offend thee, pluck it
o

TnE A ugusta, Ga., presbytery refuses to
prefer charges against Professor Woodrow on
account of his b.elief in evolution, although out," etc. She is recovering, but is still inseveral of his brethren are hot after him with sane.
undeniable accusations of heresy.
AN act known as Assembly Bill No. 368 is
greatly agitating the moral and religious coniGovERNOR PATTisoN, of Pennsylvania, has m unity of New York. It is called a bill to.
been investigating the soldiers' orphan schools prevent contagious diseases, and provides for
of that state. The report says that the chil- a committee to be chosen to enter houses of
dren are treated" worse than brutes." The immoral resort, and examin the female occusuperintendent, Dr. Higbee, and the inspec- pants as to their health. The bill is objected
tor, the Rev. J. W. Sayers_', .hav been removed. to on the ground that it licenses vice instead
THE treasury department has decided tltat of discouraging; it.
a figure of St. Joseph, painted glass windows,
AN exchange says: "A. C. Wheeler, the
and a Bible, sent from Dusseldorf to New well-known 'Nym Crinkle' of tbe New York
Ylork as a present to the chapel of the Sacred World's dramatic columns, has accepted the
Heart at Tompkinsville, Staten Island, are offer of ,Mr.. J. M. Hill, and_ has begun his deentitled to free entry' but that artiCles form- livery of. lectures intended to prove the faling parts of a church altar, including a railing lacl of Rob.ert G. Ingersoll's skeptical argu-

ments. WJ;teeler is a bright man, but there is
a general impression that he has taken too
heavy a contract on his hands in the present
instance."
THE Catholic editors 11ore discussing the
desirableness of abolishing the practice of
reading from the pulpit announcements of
picnics, excursions, bazars, and lectures
shortly to _occur. It is generally condemned,
coming as it does between the prayer and the
~
sermon, distracting attention from the petition
just addressed to the throne of grace imd unfitting the mind for receiving the message
about to be delivere d . T he ed'ttors say nothing about the cheerful effect of reading the
undertaker's advertisment which invariably
meets the eye of the worshiper as he enters
the city church, even on Sunday. ·
THE Ohristi~n Lender says: " So many
clergymen of orthodox antecedents, having
renounced the orthodox system,· swing rapidly over into extreme radicalism that the
prudent among us are weary of extending an
early welcome to such. They often begin by
discarding eternal torment or the Trinity,
and continue by giving up historical Christianity. Such men may find a congenial fellowship in the Unitarian body, or may ·nelp
our Ethical Culture friends to work out their
destiny; They can do nothing in the Universalist church but divide and desolate. Our
church is not an asylum for bankrupt beIievers." .,
IN 1680 an English clergyman named
Goodwin made the following argument
against Christianizing the.negroes in Virginia:
"1. The negroes are not men. 2. If they are
men they are pre-Adamites, and therefore are
not entitled to the ·promises of either cove-

nant'. 3. If they are the children of Adam,
still they are born under the curse of Ham,
and are not entitled to any spiritual privileges. 4. You can do them no good, for they
are incapable of being made Christians. 5.
If we should make them Christians, they
would get such ideas of liberty and of their
rights that they would murder us. 6. We
did not come out here to make Christians,
but to raise tobacco and make money." And
as a general clincher he adds, "We should
lose besides all their time on Sundays."
THE following, with the name of Joe Cook
attached, recently appeared in a Boston paper. It contains as much sense as is usually
found in one of Cook's lectures : " Domer
somewhere says, 'ThEk.~'l]fiomatic, when reduced to the prosaic, seldom fails to counteract the probationary.' The same thought appears in my Monday _Lectures (vol. 1, pp.
89-91, passim). This thought will bear expansion. 1. If the axiomatic be looked at
historically, what do we see? (a) Chaos.
(b) Slight luminosity. (c) Inclusivness. But,
2. Intrinsically, these are substantially the
same; for (a) polarized light strikes both
alike, and (b) neither is injured. [Propositions from 2 to 56, both inclusiv, are necessarily omitted here.] Again, when I (we, it
should be said) was (were, rather) in Rome,
we and I investigated this whole matter (see
my Dover an<i Oil City lectures). It then was
found: 57. That the subscriptiv view of denominational perturbation is less copious
than the Andover. 58 to 63. Therefore, the
axiomatic cannot be the telescopic or the terrifie. [A.ppla·1se.] Beg pardon; we meant
to say that this view would make a sensatiou."
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f!Iommnnications.
Bible

Temperance.-11~

THE BIBLE AND THE WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION.

Isa. lxii, 8: "The Lord hath sworn by his right
hand, and by the arm of his strength, Surely I will
no more give thy corn to be meat for thine enemies;
and the sons of the stranger shall not drink thy wine,
for the which thou hast labored/'
Rev. Stevenson should suggest to the Lord that,
whereas wine is an evil thing, and the Bible a "great
text-book of morals," and the palladium of temperance essential in the proper training of our children,
therefore, he, the Lord, should have clearly shown
that he meant that the enemies of his chosen people
should take from them thei.J: wine that through such
. deprivation they should be bette~: and happier.
But, no I he ranks wine with corn, and registers a
mighty oath that the people shall have them both.
Isa. lxv, 8 :. "Thus saith the Lord, .A.s the new
wine is found in the cluster, and one saith, Destroy
it not, for a blessing is in it, so I will do for my servants' sake, that I may not destroy them all."
J er. xxxi, 12: " Therefore they shall come and sing
in the bight of Zion, and shall :fl.ow together to· the
goodness of the Lord, for wheat, and for wine, and
for oil," etc.
J er. xl, 10: "B'nt ye, gather ye wine, and summer
fruits, and oil, and put them in your vessels, and
dwell in yom cities tliat ye have *en."
·
Probably "wine" here means gi·apes, though it is
used in the same construction as "oil."
J er. xlviii, 33: "And joy and gladness is taken from
the plentiful field, and from the land of Moab, and I
have caused wine to fail from the wine-presses."·
D::m. i, 5: "And the king appointed them a daily
provision of the king's meat, and of the wine which
he drank, so nomishing them three years, that at
the end thereof they might stand before the king."
Here God intends, plainly, to convey the impression that wine is nourishing ! The only way in which
the . Christian temperance people can relieve him
from the imputation of teaching lessons so opposite
to theirs is to enter the plea that he did not inspire
the writer!
Hos. ii, 8, 9: "For she did not know that I gave
her corn, and wine, and oil, and ·multiplied her silver
and gold, which they prepared for Baal. Therefore
I will return and take away my corn in the time
thereof, and my wine in the season thereof, and will
recover my wool and my :fl.ax given to cover her
nakedness."
Of .course, if these passages, and very many of like
import, are any argument against wine, they are of
equal weight in the scale against corn, wool, and
many other useful and necessary articles.
The
authors of such verses, wherever found, unquestion-.
ably looked upon wine as one of God's good gifts
to his children, but which he was compelled to sometimes deprive them of because of their disobedience.
Hos. ix, 2: "The. :fl.oor and the wine-press shall
not feeu them, and the new wine shall fail in her."
That is, Israel shall be punished for her transgressions by the destruction of the fertility of the
soil.
Evidently the perfume of wine was pleasing unto
the Lord, for he says, in promising his blessing to
the repentant people (Hos. xiv, 7): "They shall revive as the corn, and grow as the wine; the scent
thereof shall be as the wine of Lebanon.
Joel i, 5: "Awake, ye drunkards, and howl all ye
drinkers of wine."
.
'
This, taken by itself, would be an unqualified condemnation of intoxicants, but such was not the
prophet's meaning. The verse conclud~s: "Because
of the new wine, for it is cut off from your mouths."
.. In the vision of the prophet he sees the great evils
that have come upon his country, the palmer-worm,
and the locust, and the canker-worm have destroyed
the crops. "The meat-offering and the urink-offering is cut off from the house of the Lord, the corn is
wasted, the oil languisheth," etc. While in the verse
~noted the. drinkers are mildly requested to l:J.owl,
m verse thirteen we have, "Gird yourselves and
lament, ye priests; howl ye ministers of the altar."
No t.emperance admonition or lesson here that is
~~
'
Joel iii, 18 : " ~nd it shall come to pass in that day
that the mountams shall drop down new wine and
the hills shall :fl.ow with milk, and all the riv~rs of
Judah shall :fl.ow with water," etc.
Thus, again, among the gren,t blessings to be bestowed upon the faithful is wine in abundance. One
of the facts that strikes me most forcibly, in making
such an examin::ttion as this, is the almost universal
favor with which the Hebrew prophets looked upon
wi?e and wine-drinking ; and in prophesying the
evils to come upon the people because of their disobedience to God or their oppression of their fellows,
they rarely fail to include the cutting off of the wine
supply. This they evidently regarded as one of the
g1:eatest of calamities. Our Ulu·istian temperance
fnends _would gladly, so they say, visit wholesale
destructiOn upon the vineyards and barley fields, and

they seem almost to seek to convey the impression
that God made a mistake when he created grapes and
barley. This proves how honest they are when they
say that the Bible is a temperance book In Amos
v, 11, we have another example of the above-mentioned fact in the utterances of the prophet. Denouncing the people for their injustice, he says:
"Ye have planted pleasant vineyards, but ye shall
not ill·ink wine of them." In the preceding sentence,
he had said: " Ye have built houses of hewn stone,
but ye shall not dwell in them." Houses were good,
wine was good ; but becalise of their sins they should
be deprived of both. There is here no argument
either di.J:ect or imp~ied ill behalf of abstinence.
Amos ix, 14 : ".A.nd I will bring again the captivity
of my people of Israel, and they shall build the waste
cities and inhabit them; and they shall plant vineyards and m·ink the wine thereof ; they shall also
make gardens and eat the fruit of them."
It does not seem that even lVIr. Stevenson would
ventme to claim this verse as a Bible argument for
temperance. They sh.all drink the wine!
Mich. vi, 15 : "Thou shalt sow, but thou shalt not
reap; thou shalt tread the olives, but thou shalt not
anoint thee with oil; and sweet wine, but shalt not
ru·ink wine."
How can apparently honorable men claim that God,
as revealed in the Bible, disapproves of the use of intoxicants when he is continually telling his chosen
people that he will punish them by destroying their
corn, and their wine, and their oil; evidently taking
particular pains to impress upon them the fact that
they (wine, corn, and oil) are equally good and
useful~

Zeph. i,. 13 : " They shall also build houses, but
not inhabit them ; and they shall plant vineyards,
but not drink the wine thereof."
The same old story !
In chapter i, verse 11, Haggai calls for a drouth
upon the land to punish the people, and he includes,
as usual, the corn, and the oil, and the new wine
among the things to b!3 destroyed.
Zech. ix, 17 : "Fm- how great is his goodness, and
how great is his beauty; corn shall· make the young
men cheerful, and new wine the maids."
Rather a singular apportionment of his bounty, unless " corn " means something stronger than wine.
Matt. xi, 19: "The son of man came eating and
drinking, and they say, Behold a man gluttonous;
and a winebibber, a f1~end of publicans and sinners.
But wisdom is justified of her children." But are these
her children who claim Jesus as very God and yet
:fl.y directly in the face of his precepts and practice ?
Or is it moral uprightness instead of wisdom that
they lack?
In Matt. xxi, 33 to 41, and Mark xii, 1 to 9, Jesus
gives us the parable of the vineyard and the husbandmen, and in it all there is no hint that there was
anything wrong in the business of wine-making.
The thought that we find expressed in Matt. Xi, 19,
is given again in Luke vii, 33-4-5, where we read:
" For John the Baptist came neither eating bread noi·
ill·inking wine; and ye say, He hath a devil. The
son of man is come eating and drinking, and ye say,
Behold a gluttonous man, and a winebibber, a friend
of publicans and sinners ! But wisdom is justified
of all her children."
Whoever uttered these words, man or God; whoever wrote them, John or some one else one hundred
or more years later, there can be no disputing regru·ding the lesson which is taught. It is that each
individual is to determine for him or herself in all
things pertaining to personal conduct and habits.
" Let every man be fully persuaded in his own
mind" is the central idea of the vru·ious renderings.
There is no rebuke, expressed or implied, of intemperance; there is nothing that can be tortured into
a condemnation of wine-drinking or into an approval
of the principle of total-abstinence, or that of .prohibition. Here was his opportunity to condemn the
drinking of wine, to speak for that which is now
called temperance ; but from his lips fell no words of
warning·; to those gathered about him he said nothing in favor of the great reform which Christians of
to-cl::ty, falsely assuming to speak in his· name, declru·e finds its sanction and inspiration, its bulwark
and tower of defense, in the Bible.
It seems that the good Samru·itan (Luke x, 34) had
with him a supply of wine with which he dressed the
wounds of the stranger.
John ii, 3-11: ".A.nd when they wanted wine, the
mother of Jesus saith unto him, They have no wine.
Jesus saith unto her, \Voman, what have I to do with
thee~ Mine hour is not yet come. His mother saith
unto the servants, ·whatsoever he saith unto you, do
it. .A.nd there were set there six water-pots of stone,
after the manner of the pmifying of the Jews, containing two or three firkins apiece. Jesus saith unto
them, Fill the water-pots with water. And they filled
them up to the brim. And he saith unto them, Draw
out now, and bear unto the governor of the feast.
.A.nd thay bare it. When the ruler of the feast had
tasted the water that was made wine, and knew not
whence it was (but the servants which drew the water
knew), the governor of the feast called the bridegroom, and saith unto him, Every man at the begin-

ning doth set forth good wine; and-when men have
well drunk, then that which is worse: but thou hast
kept the good wine until now. . This beginning· of
miracles did Jesus in Cana of Galilee, and manifested
forth his glory; and his disciples believed on him."
John iv, 46 : " So Jesus came again into Cana of
Galilee, where he made the water wine."
· The first miracle which Jesus Christ performed
was to convert six pots of water into wb:Je! .A.nd this
feat convinced his disciples_ of his supernatural origin
and powers l And he· did this to manifest forth his
glory ! Either this is true or the Bible is false. 'Vhether true or not, it has been a most powedul
argument against abstinence; it has resulted di.J:ectly
in making ill·unkards, as it has indirectly in making
hypocrits and Jesuitical sophists. I of course mean
by this last sentence that the seeming 11ecessity to
prove the Bible a temperance work has made any
number of Christian apologists resort to all kinds of
specious arguments and make any number of false
clai.Jns in order to make good thei.J.· assertions. The
assumption that this wine was not of an intoxicating
nature is pmely gratuitous. There is not even the
ghost of a fact to be found in support of it. Hundreds of passages, which I have quoted under their
appropriate heads, prove beyond a doubt that the
wine so ofte~ mentioned in the Bible was intoxicating;
the words of the governor prove that this mi.J.·aculously produced portion of it certainly was of the very
best, for it is against all reason to suppose that men
accustomed to the taste and effects of wine would
pronounce simple grape-juice to be better than all
that had ah·eady been served to them at the feast;
and, finally, the declru·ation that this act of Jesus's
was a miracle and that it made his disciples to " believe on him," gives the last stroke to the already
nearly dead " non-intoxicating" theory.
Col. ii, 16: " Let no man therefore judge you in
meat, or in drink, or in respect of a holy day, or of
the new moon, or of the Sabbath days."
In other words, judge for you~·selves in all these
matters, submit to no dictation from without. How
does that strike you, Messrs. Bible Prohibitionists?
1 Tim. v, 23 : "Drink no longer water, but use a
little wine for thy stomach's sake and thine often
infirmities."
It is probable that this shortverse has led to the
consumption of more wine and caused more intemperance than any other equal number of words in any
language or contained in any book It bas had a
more potent effect upon the mind of the Christian
believer than have twenty passages which in a hesitating, half-hearted, uncertain way caution against the
use of much wine.
Comparing this class of passages with those
grouped under " .A.," we find that the Bible pleas for
temperance are outvoted more than jive to one by
those in favor of the use of intoxicants. The record
is an astonishingly bad one for the Bible as a total
abstinence and prohibition work, and should put to
the blush all of its worshipers and apologists who have
been so foolish or so unscrupulous as Lo claim that it
is indispensable to the temperance cause and in the
education of our chilill·en. Both claims ru·e absurd:
LIST C.-PASSAGES CONDITIONALLY CONDEMNING THE USE
OF WINE, ETC., UPON STATED OCCASIONS, BY CERTAIN
PERSONS UPON CERTAIN OCCASIONS, ETC.

Lev. x, 9-11: "Do not drink wine nor stron.r
ill·ink, thou, nor thy sons with thee, when ye g ,
into the tabernacle of the conf:,'Tegation, lest ye die;
it shall be a statute forever throughout your generations and that ye may put difference between holy
and unholy, and between unclean and clean; and that
ye may teach the children of Israel all the statutes
which the Lord hath spoken unto them by the hand
of Moses." ·
This command is made much of by the Christian
Prohibitionists, but it must be plainly apparent to
every unprejudiced 1eader that the inhibition extended to the priests alone, and to them only when
within the tabernacle ; and the implication is plain
that the reason the command was given was because
the priests m·ank so that they could not tell the "unclean from the clean," nor perceive the difference between the "holy and unholy" articles upon and
about the altar. But if this command was really, as
it cleru·ly was not, intended for all people at all times,
why do Christians use wine at communion, and why
do the ministers use it then, for they are surely shut
out from such indulgence if the command was for the
gentiles as well as for the Jews, and if it was not for
the former, what means all this hypocritical clamor
over the text? And why not obey the commands,
g-iven in the same connection, concerning the meat
offering~ If one pru·t of the command is yet binding, why not all of it~
Num. vi, 3: "He shall separate· himself from
wine and strong drink, and shall drink no vinegar· of
wine, or vinegru· of strong drink; neither shall he
drink any liquor of grapes, nor eat moist grapes or
dried."
This, of course, only applies to the time in which
a Nazarite should separate himself by a vow "unto
the Lord," and eating grape jelly is as deadly a sin
as drinking wine.
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At the expiration of the allotted time and after
the priest has performed some ceremo~ies, "The
Nazarite may drink wine" (v. 20). Cold comfort for
Mr. Stevenson here. ·
Judges. x_iii, 4: "~ow, therefore, beware, I pray
thee, and dnnk not wme, nor strong drink, and eat not
any unclean thing." This was said by the "angel of
the Lord" to the wife of Manoah, the father of Samson, and the context shows that it had no more extended application. But if it had, the command also
forb_ad_e "unclean things," i.e., many animals which
Christians greatlJ: con_s:ume, evidently" with no thought
that they are vwlatmg any of God's ordinances,
~ho~1~~ they tr:y to make it appear that this alleged
mh1b1tl0n of wme and strong drink is yet in force.
. Prov. xxxi, 4, 5, " It is not for kings, 0 I,emuel, it
1s !lot for kings to ~b.·ink wine, nor for princes strong
drmk; l~st they dnnk and forget the law, and. pervert the JUdgment of any of the afflicted."
In striking contrast to this, read the Gth and 7th
verses of the same chapter given in list B.
Eccl.. ii, 3: " I sought in mine heart to give myself
unto wme, yet acquainting mine heart with wisdom."
Isa. v, 11: "-woe unto them that rise up early in the
morning, that they may follow strong chink; that
continue until night till wine inflame them."·
Reading this verse by itself, one would naturally
conclude that it was a condemnation of wine and
strong chink to excess, and the Christian temperance
man will doubtless accuse me of classifying it
wrongly, saying that I should have put it in List A,
but an examination of the contents shows that I am
dealing generously with them in not putting them in
List B. Verse 8 of this chapter says : " 'V oe unto
them that join house to house, that lay field to field,
till there be no places that they may be phced alone
in the midst of the earth !" The prophet is denouncing
avarice and covetouPness, not intemperance, and in
verse 10 he says: "Yea, ten acres of vineyard shall
yield one bath, and the seedof a homer shall yield
an ephah."
.
Here, as in many other places in the Bible, ~ve find
that a failure of the vintage was threatened as apunishment upon the people for their transgressions, or
alleged transgressions.
In verse 2 of same the chapter we find the same
thought in another form. God is said to liken J ern. salem to a vineyard in which he had planted vines
and made a wine-press, and the vines yielded only
wild grapes, and hence the judgments fulminated in
verses 5 to 30. The argument of this chapter is
against instead of for abstinence.
Isa. xxii, 13: "And behold joy and gladness, slaying oxen and killing sheep, eating :liesh and drinking
wine; let m; eat and drink, for to-mouow we die."
This is an incidental condemnat1on only of winedrinking, the context showing that the general
worldly character of the people had once more
brought down upon them the denunciations of the
prophet, and it will be perceived that the eating of
flesh is coupled with the drinking of wine in the
category of serious offenses.
J er. xxxv, 2: "Go unto the house of the Rechabii!Ers, and speak unto them, and bring them into the
house of the Lord, into one of the chambers and
give them wine to chink."
But the Rechabites would not chink the wine,
which has rarely failed to be found conveniently near
to the "house of the Lord," and they said (verse G):
"We will dtink no wine, for Jonadab· the son of
Rechab oiu· father commanded, saying, Ye shall drink
no wine, neither ye nor your sons forever."
W. C. T. U. people stop right here, prefeuing to
teach falsehood when it seemingly gives strength to
their assertion that the Bible is a temperance work
But the Rechabites said something more. What was
it? It .was to the efl"ect that J onadab had also com.manded them not to build houses, nor to sow seed,
nor plant vineyards.
Verse 7 says: "Neither shall ye build houses, nor
sow seed, nor plant vineyards, nor have any; but all
your days ye shall dwell in tents, that ye may live
many days in the land where ye be strangers;
8. Thus we have obeyed the voice of Jonadab the son of Rechab our father, in all that he hath
charged us, to chink no wine all our days, we, om·
wives, our sons, nor our daughters ; 9. nor to
build houses for us to dwell in; neither hav we vineyard, nor field, nor seed; 10. but we have dwelt in
tents, and have obeyed, and done according to all
that J onadab our father commanded uR."
How many of our modern pretended Rechabites
have done all this'? Is living in a house and plantiJJg seed equally wrong with planting vineyards and
drinking wine"?
If these passages are carefully read, the investi"ll
th t tl
h
b
·
h
gntor WI see a ley ave no earmg w atever on
the tem1)erance problem.
Ezek xliv, 21: "Neither shall any priests drink
wine when they enter into the inner. court."
And every Christian priest who partakes of wine
in the sacrament disobeys this command!
Dan. i 8: " But Daniel purposed in his heart that
'
d
·
·
h
.
h~ v.;ou!d not efil~ himself. With ~ e I.)Ortlon ~! the
kings meat, nor mth the WUle which he drank.

It was because the wine came from the king, and
not because it was wine, that Daniel would not drink
it. He wanted food from another somce, or perhaps
he had made some vow which did not permit him to
use wine. But be this as it may, he set as strong an
example against meat as against wine, though those
who quote this text in support of their position do
not usually, unless they are Adventists, pay any regard to the argument against meat.
The first, second, fourth, and twenty-third verses
of the fifth chapter of Daniel make mention of wine
and wine-drinking, and the phosphorescent letters on
the wall appear after those present were well filled
with something besides the holy spirit ; but we read
no word of rebuke of the drinking, but only of the
manner of it and of the consequent idolatry. J ehovah had been insulted by the adoration offered to the
other gods, and the condeml\ation from the lips of
Daniel was clearly intended to have effect in support
of the claim of his divinity's supremacy; it was in no
sense intended to be a temperance lecture i indeed, it
is doubtful whether Daniel ever heard of temperance.
Dan. x, 3: "I ate no pleasant bread, neither came
flesh nor 'ol'ine in my mouth, neither did I anoint myself at all, till three whole weeks were fulfilled.
Texts like this need no comment; they explain
themselves; they give not the least support to the
W. C. T. U. claim.
Joel iii, 3: '' A.nd they have cast lots for my people; and have given a boy for a harlot, and sold a girl
for wine, that they might drink."
Micah ii, 11: "If a man walking in the spirit and
falsehood do lie, saying, I will prophesy unto thee of
wine and of strong drink, he shall even be the prophet
of this people."
Prophesy whctt ·concerning wine and strong drink?
Rom. xiv, 21: "It is good neither to eat flesh, nor
to chink wine, nor anything whereby thy brother
stumbleth, or is offended, or is made weak.
From the preceding and the following verses it is
clear that the thought uppermost in the mind of the
apostle was that he who did that which his conscience
condemns because a ·stumbling-block in the way of
others. "Happy is he that condemneth not himself
in that thing which he alloweth," he says in verse 22,
while in verse 23 he continues in further explanation:
"And he tbat doubteth is damned if he eat, because
he eateth not of faith; for whatsoever is not of faith
is sin." In verse 20 he had said, "All things indeed
are pme; but it is evil for that man who eateth with
offense." That is, the man who does that which he
believes to be wrong, ·though, as a matter of fact, it
may be right in itself considered, is debasing himself
and is likely to cause others to go astray. This, and
not any real condemnation of wine-drinking or of
meat-eating, which, by implication, are declared to
be pure, is the lesson which a 'fair analysis of these
passages conveys to us.
Eph; v, 18: "And be not drunk with wine, wherein
is excess; but be filled with the spirit."
In other words, to drink wine lmtil :yon are ch·unk
is to be guilty of excess in the use of that article, but
there is here not the slightest intimation that the:use
of wine in moderation is wrong.
In enumerating the qualifications of bishop, the
apostle tells us in 1 Tim. iii, 3, that he must not (be)
given to wine, no striker, not greedy of iilthy lucre;
but patient; not a bawler, not covetouR. Eighth verse:
"LikewiRe must the deacons be gntYe, not doubletongued, not given to much wine, not greedy of filthy
lucre."
·
Mzteh wine! This amolmts to saying that they
may drink in moderation.
The same canting we find in Titus i, 7, and il, 3,
but in the fom passages (in Timothy and Titus)
there is nothing which the modern total abstainer
would reg"ard as unqualifiedly sound temperance do·ctrin. '1 Peter iv, 3, speaks of " excess of wine," indicating that the authoi' condemned the '·excess" only,
not the moderate use.
The candid Christian must admit that there is
nothing in any or in all of the passageR in this Li~t
which contains a condemnation of wi1w when used m
what the writers of the Bible rPgarded a::; moderation.
The condemnation, where there is auy, is of its excessive use, and e:>pecially of its excessive use by the
priests when engaged in. the duties of the altar.
A number of the passages put in List "A" should,
in strict justice, have been included under this head,
but, as previously remarked, I preferred to give the
Bible and its apologiRts the benefit of all doubts and
obscure readings. The case against them is bad
enough, at the very best.
(CO::S'CLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

Prayer.: Its Efficacy.
Although for many years I hav ceased to believe
in the efficacy of prayer, still I hav always treated
with respect those who seriously did believe in it,
however ludicrous or unreasonable to me their belief
might seem. And I hav at times had to repress a
smile at the seemingly impel'tinent familiarity with
which the Christian God is addressed. People who
pray in this style smely never reflect how grossly
insulting such appeals would be if addressed to a
friend or any fellow-being from whom was expected a
favor. But "God" is appealed to as a person to be
tickled with flattery, cajoled with praise, and appeased with the promis of good conduct in futme.
Not long ago a friend related to ine his experience
in the matter of prayer. "Recently," he remarked,
"I attended the sick-bed of a seriously afflicted young
man, of a pious and wealthy family. I liked the
young man in spite of his many breaches of moral
decm·um, to which the wealth and piety of his family
blinded the eyes of society. He was habitually too
social, and not unfrequently took too much wine for
his stomach's sake.
"But here he was, his bmning temples swathed
in flannels saturated ,vith cooling liquids, and his
feverish body writhing in agony. I really loved the
young man, as I said, for I thought I saw shining
through his wayward exterior redeeming virtues
which under more favorable conditions would hav
made him a useful citizen. As I entered the sick
man's chambe!,. the reverend pastor was in the full
tide of a fervent prayer. Great drops of sweat stood
out on his moistened brow as he evoked every kind
of pious exertion in behalf of this erring child of
grace-and he pledged in his behalf the fulfilment of
every kind of impossible service. He should henceforth sing the praises of J ebovah and the holy
redeemer ! He would make midnight cheerful with
melody, and the starry firmament hum with Christian
devotion! As the pastor paused for breath, some
pious, sympathetic brother coaxiiJgly threw in his
private appeal sutto voce, ' Do, Lord, do!' The pasto!' resuming continued, ' 0 Lord, thou canst restore
this youthful saint to health! 0 Lord, thou hast in
times past done wonders! Thou hast raised the
dead. Thou hast increased the widow's oil. Thou
hast cleansed the leper. Thou hast mude the blind
to see. Thou hast made the cripple to walk In times
past thou hast miraculously parted the Red Sea for
JVIoses and thy chosen people. Through thy servant
J oshll.a thou hast commanded the sun and moon to
stand still whilst thou hast vanquished the enemies of
Israel. Thou La«t compelled the sun's shadow to go
back ten degreeR on tl1e dial of Ahaz. Thou hast
miraculously presened the disobedient prophet
Jonah in the whale's belly, and hast been the producer of hundreds of recorded miracles! And now,
0 Lord, do not go back on thy divine record, for thou
hast already done it for greater sinners than this suffering child of grace, the pet of his parents and pride
of thy holy church !'
"·what further was 8aid I know not, for I quietly
withdrew from the house and the sound of this insane
rhapsody."
"-well," I inquired of my friend, "what became of
the afflicted young man? He died, of com·se ?"
"Not a bit of it," replied my friend. "'fo the surprise of all but these lunatics he recovered; and his
cure went the round of all pious circles as a notable.
instance of the power of prayer."
"Of the young man-was the reformation permanent?" I asked. .
"For a short time only; for, alas! John Barleycorn was too potent for the church or temperance ;
and his body was re~ently dmwn from the dock and
became a subject for the coroner.
D. BRUCE.
Brooklyn, E. D.
Jkg·inning~.

For some years of my youth I was thrown into a
lonely, obscure region occupied chieily by I1~d~ans ..
There I saw the life of the sttvage, and the ongm of
ciYil Rociety, thH foundations of empire. Great
towns. populous, thriving communities, haY ~Town
up. ·while we were all poor and had eyerythmg to
do then was the best of times. ·when wealth became
su{)erabnm1aut, then was the worst of times for lack
of money. Wheu <wything passed for money th~t
had the signature of a, well-knowu honest settler, th1s
money and all other things desire~1 were st~pe~·abnn
dant. I learned then that money 1s a ccrtam form of
credit in circulation.
I learued alRo in my intimacy with Indians that
here r.nd there is tt mind of nativ grandeur and originality as superior to all those aroLmd him as would
be the educated wl1ite man. I conclude that we are
indebted for all our progress to a few minds, the
masses being inert, improvident; but greedy and
selfish individuals often lead them wrong. I learned
many things which ·those educated in old ~a-called
civilized society can neyer know save theoretiCally.
HoLT.

lllissert Not Wanted.
recent issue of Pmmmry'8 Dem~c·rat
HUtted that Hobert Blissert (who was referred to as Bnck's
.
'' energetic Greenback friend") had been electccl chamnan
of
the Central Labor Union of New York, and that the body
now h:ld an opportunity to elect its candidates irrP~,pectiv of
either of the two old parties. One of the c. L. U. Trustees
was authorized by last Sunday's meeting to eontrad.ict tl~e
statcm81~t; and he a~surcs us that not only ~oes the C. _L. 'P.
rule a"amst the electiOn of a permanent chmrman, but It disSEND to THE TRUTH tlEEKER office for a catalog of
connt~nances everything political-even ·from the Greenthe
b0oks we hav for sale. The catalog is free.
backers.-T/w Boycotter.
,
~lr.
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every time. Organized labor he held to be a tyranny. applause, and the announcement that Dr. Wild would
The Liberal Club.
The Lenten exercises at the Manhattan Liberal There probably wasn't a poorer man in the house than be invited to publicly debate with Mr. Watts~hall
Club were continued at its 409th regular meeting. he was, but h~ would fight on the side of capital and advertisment free, the proceeds to go to some
When the writer, having seen that his badge-pin was He had had intercourse with all nations of the earth, public charity-fairly brought down the house.
Mr. Watts also announced that on Monday, 2Gth ·
in a position where its attractions were not obscured, both civilized and barbarous, and had made observa.entered the hall at 220 East Fifteenth street, he ex- tions. These observations he would like to lay before (the day before he leaves for England), he will detracted a five-cent piece from his pocket and gave it the club in a lecture. Captain Clark then gave an liver a lecture. in aid of the hall fund ; tickets, twentyto Treasurer Morris, this being the regular price of imitation of the forensic peculiarities of Robert Blis- five cents. He not only givs his services free for
admission to the meetings of the club. Ladies and sert, and spoke disparagingly of the club and its ora- this lecture, but generously offered to act as ticket
tors generally. He said the listener must go through agent, and sold $14 worth before leaving the platform.
Presbyterians are not required to pay anything.
The society having been at great expense in fitting
It was a fine gathering. AJl the seatE) were occu- a bushel of chaff to get a grain of wheat. Having
up
the new premises, Mr. vVatts's generous action is
thus
cut
everybody
up
fine
and
hurt
the
feelings
of
pied, and fully half of those present were ladies. A
glance around revealed many familiar countenances. the president, Captain Clark left the platform in most opportune, and will not be forgotten by the
friends.
There was the smoothly-shaven face of Mr. Tompkins, triumph.
On Monday Mr. Risser wrote to Dr. Wild a long
Dr. Weeks followed without protest. The shalthe Houston-street barber, who is likewise the author
letter,
which concludes as follows:
lows
sometimes
murmur
when
Dr.
Weeks
rises
to
of the poem "Venus and Adonis," and also fuventor
On Saturday evening, April 17th, Mr. Charles Watts will
ofthe appliance by which a_loaded car is deRigned to speak, but the deeps are dumb; and the doctor usu- deliver
a special lecture in our new hall in reply to your serpropel itself with the assistance of its own weight. ally givs the murmurers a shot about then· lack of mon of last Sunday evening. He will.correct some of your
manners
that
makes
them
dumb
also.
This
time,
as
Lawyer Chamberlain was also there, conspicuous
misstatements and misrepresentations of our views, which,
for his good look:>. Mr. Eckhart tipped back his has been remarked, there were no signs of dissent, no doubt, were innocently and ignorantly made.
We extend to you a most cordial invitation to be present
chair in the northwest corner and listened comfort- and Dr. W.eeks made a series of philosophical obseron that occasion, to set us right where you believe us to be
ably. Mr. Eckhart is one of those far-seeing persons vations upon the subject of the evening. The man wrong. We hope you will see your way clear to signify
who rightly believe that any scheme of reform is with the badge-pin was not permitted to hear the your acceptance. You hav a duty on hand that you can
futil that does not provide for the abolition of the rest of the discussion, being lured away at•this point. scarcely refuse to perform. We will assure you a friendly
Roman Catholic church. Mr. Langerfeldt ornamented He learns from the secretary that Madam Deles- greeting, an attentiv hearing, and a respectful consideration.
and let us reason together.
his accustomed place by the treasurer's table. cluze gave Captain Clark "hail Columbia," and whit- Come now,Yours
sincerely,
J. A. RISSER,
tled
him
down
good.
Dr.
Foote,
Jr.,
told
how
a
.. Madam Delescluze was there, and smiled as amiably
Pres. Toronto Secular Society.
strike
looks
from
an
elevation
of
six
feet
and
several
upon the writer of these lines as though he had
On ·wednesday Mr. Risser received the following
never written anything which she deemed it neces- inches, and did a little punning at the expense of laconic and characterl.stic reply :
Captain
Clark,
after
which
Mr.
Cook
replied
to
and
sary to rebuke.
.
J. A. R£sse1·, Esq., Dear Slr: Yom letter of 6th to hand.
The lecturer was Mr. F. F. Cook, and he had confounded his critics.
In reply I regret to say that I cannot attend your lecture on
At
the
next
meeting
Dyer
D.
Lum
will
lecture
ou
chosen the contemporary subject of " Strikes " upon
Eaturday evening.
Yours kindly,
JosEPH 'WILD.
which to discourse. Mr. Cook is a fine-looking man. "The Historical Evolution of Liberty and Its Bear"Only
this,
and
nothing
more."
It was hardly exHe read his lecture in a clear and impressiv voice, ing upou Anarchy." And at the close of the debate pected that he would accept the invitation, but surely
putting the emphasis where it would do the most good. -uules:'l the hour has grown too late-in the manner the courteous and gentlemanly letter of friend Risser
He took highly philosophical grounds and viewed customary, the business gathering ·occm-s, to elect a deserved at least something in the way of a reply
the question from that altitude. Strikes, he said, Board of Officers and Assistant Secretary. All mem- from one who is supposed to be teaching a gospel of
.were to sociology what the storm signal is to meteorol- bers of the club are requested to be present.
love. However, there is a rod in pickle for the docogy. The question was one of morals. The speaker
tor, and he may yet be forced to gi.v a reason for
drew a distinction between capital and capitalism, the
Canadian Notelets.
refusing to meet men whom he has wilfully maligned,
one being a beneficent force, the other a cruel, lustful,
Crowded houses hav been the rille thus far in Mr. people who are morally and socially at least as good
and tyrannic power. Capital itself is simply so much Watts's present course of lectures. The expe1i.ment as himself, and away above what some of his own
stored energy. The right of the workingman to strike of a free week-night lectur·e was tried on the evening congregation can be shown to be.
Mr. Cook regarded as beyond dispute, but he denied of Thursday, April 8th, aud in point of numbers was
Last Sunday evening the Rev. Hugh Johnston, of
the right of any man to take the place of the a success, even beyond expectation, although the col- the Metropolitan (Methodist) church, preached a serstriker. The latter, h~ held, had an intangible lection was hardly up to the mark.
mon against theaters and theater-goers which has
right to the position which he had won through
Mr. Watts gave his great lecture on "The Fall brought out seveml caustic replies in the city papers
long service. The position was vacated through aud Atonement," one of the most destructiv in his (the inclosed letter from the 1Vorld of last Tuesday·
the wrongs of one laborer, and the right of none list, and calculated to bring out opposition if there is a sample), which prove that Secularists are not
could be based upon the wrongs of another. is any present.
the only peopl.e who are disgusted with the ravings
The case of the printer was instanced. On a
Well, we got something this time, but it could of these "sanctimonious, self-righteous hypocrits."
morning paper aeompositor must work and wait as hardly be called opposition. The lecture was well
The Rev. Cauon Demoulin also preached on the
a substitute perhaps for years before he can secure advertised, and it was hoped that some uneasy clergy~ same subject. In both cases tl.le se1·mou was an outa "frame" at which he can work full time. Having man or divinity student might stray in and make pouring of the vilest denunciation and wholesale
won this position thus, Mr. Cook held, the printer's things interesting; but perhaps an all-wise Provi- abuse. The theaters were spoken of as "dens of·
intangible proprietorship in the frame is as worthy dence had willed it otherwise. At any rate, they infamy," and their patrons as " horse-thieves," gamof respect as the owner's tangible proprietorship in didn't come, and the audience were afllicted for about blers, fallen women," etc., and they giv the secret of
metal and wood forming the physical thing. There- twenty minutes, at the close of the lecture, with the then· hatred away and show where the shoe pinches
fore, an outsider had no more right to occupy the ravings of a couple cranks who took advantage of the by whining "that the theaters are making more
position without th€ consent of the printer than to opportunity offered them to ventilate their peculiar money than the churches." Aye, thel'e's the rub.
carry away the type without leave from its owner. alleged ideas, to insult the lecturer, and to beauti- Said the Rev. 1\ir. Johnston: "A certain theater in
lVIr. Cook's remarks on the subject would arouse the fully illustrate the folly of inviting indiscriminate Chicago takes iu as high as $7,000 iu a siugle night,
enthusiasm of all good printers. In the matter debate.
while the income of the Metropolitan church is only
of the strike in the southwest the speaker counThe first to answer to the call of the chairman was $24,000 in a year." §Iirabile dictu I aud yet the
seled compulsory arbitration. Failing to submit an old man over whose head the snows of some eighty heavens dou't fall.
to this, the railroad company should not be al- odd winters had successfully passed, and who ought
vVill the editor of THE 'rnuTH SEEKER kindly send
lowed to hire anybody. If the workmen failed to to hav been in the church or the asylum. He star·ted to these "gentlemen" (who hav maligned better men
abide, then the arm of the law should be stretched out with the first chapter of Genesis, and wandered and womeu thau themselvs), Messrs. Johnston and
out to protect the company against all acts of vio- dreamily o;ff into space, giving the sore-eared audi- Demoulin, a copy of the "Crimes. of Preachers,"
lence. At present the government puts out its war ence an account of the 01-iginal nebula and its gyra- at my expense, and add thereto the names of Hamarm first, instead of its arm of peace.
tions through primeval chaos, that must hav caused ford, Parsou Downs, and that miserable devil Dyson,
The audience had to listen attentivly.to Mr. Cook the bones of Laplace aud Herschell to shake in their who saved his owu dirty neck by putting the rope
around that of the woman, his partner iu crime, and
in order to catch his meaning, as he has a habit of coffins.
using words that are long and hard to define. For
The next to face the music was a very excitable the host of others who are always cropping up in the
that reason, though willing to applaud what they member of the Salvation Army, who lashed himself, newspapers 'I
Nothing but crass ignorance, or consummate
understood, the listeners were sometimes in doubt into a fury, warned the audience to :flee from the
about the meaning of the last remark, and the wrath to come, and gave a blood-cmdling description cheek, c9uld llav made the Rev. 1\'Ir. Johnston take
applause was hesitating and characterized by more or of the death-bed scenes of Infidels. The name of for his text last Sunday this: " By their fruits shall
ToRONTO.
less scarcity.
Ingersoll over the platform caught his eye, ancl ye know them."
April 15, 1886.
It is perhaps unnecessary to say that Mr. Langer- seemed to lend him inspn·ation. It must hav been
--------~··~-------feldt was the first speaker. Referring pleasantly to inspiration, nothing else could hav clone it. He act'l'he Truth Seeker Editor Answered.
the blatherskite kind of stuff which we sometimes ually gave us an account of the scenes at .the deathlienj. R. 'l'ucl"e1· in LUJm·tu.
hear, he explained that he did not class this. with bed of Colonel Ingersoll. The screams of la:ughter
In concluding a feeble effort at reply to a Galveston New8
that kind of business. He was glad to see the club at this junctur·e might hav been hear·d on the esplan- criticism of TnE THUTIJ SEEKEH in its recent struggle with
doing something besides Christ-killing. As to arbi- ade, and when informed that the colonel at last Anarchism, the editor of Trm Tnunr SEEKEU remarks :
tration, it would not work. There was a board of accounts was alive and in his usual healtll, he " sup- "There is a scholarly courtesy in the criticisms of the Galveston News becoming to a great journal, which we miss in t]le
arbitration in England, and its office is never invoked posed he must hav been misinformed."
editorials of the smaller Liberty. Whether or no it would
by anybody. Private property should be abolished.
There were buckets of fun while it lasted, but, as not giv force and dignity to their utterances to copy the style
Mr. Langerfeldt then went home. It was the great- this sort of thing is not calculated to add dignity to of Mr. J. L. Walker, of Galveston. is a question we leave to
est effort of his life.
the meetings, and rather mars the effect of the lect- the judgment of Messrs. Tucker and Appleton." If there is
Colonel Hinton indorsed the lecture as to its time- ure, the powers that be hav decided to prevent its one thing more than another that Auarchists believe in, it is
the principle of contract. Now I hav a contract to propose
liness and applicability to the present state of affairs, recurrence in the future.
to the editor of TnE Tnu·m SEEKER. If, in all future discusbut he could not accept it in its ultimate. Private
Mr. vVatts lectured again, Sunday evening, 11th, sions between Tim Tuunr SEEKEH and Liberty, he will show
property was a law of individualism. The relations subject, "TheN ew Testament : Its History and Teach- one-half the brains and one-tenth the honesty of J. L.
between society and individual must be closely ings," and again the hall was packed with a splendid ·walker, I will show twice his courtesy. Is it a bargain?
studied, so that we may know precisely wht;Jre the audience, who were evidently deeply impressed with
Professor Seymour's Illness.
function of each begins and ends. Until we ascer- the gr·and lecture they hear·d. There were ,quite a
To THE EDITOU o:F THE Tuu-ru SEEKEI~, Si1·: Allow me,.
tain this we are groping in the dark.
number of strangers present, all of whom expressed through the columns of your paper, to inform the friends.
Captain Clark, who has follo;yed the salt water all unqualified approval, some of them afterwar-d send- and Liberals that Prof. W. Seymour, President of the Pennhis life in every capacity from deck-hand to sea ser- ing in application for membership.
sylvania Secular Union, has been confined to his bed for the
pent, said the lecture was an admirable statement of
At the close of the lecture Mr. Watts announced a past two weeks with congestion of the brain, and although
things, but he could not accept it as a finality. He special lecture for Saturday evening, the 17th, when he we hav so~etimes despaired of his life, through the applicaof medical skill, and constant watchfulness and care,
held that we were all slaves to the rest of the com- will reply to Dr. Wild (in the sermon spoken of last tion
we are pleased to feel at this time that he will soon be remunity; but if he could choose his master, he would week). The statement that the doctor, and also Dr. stored to his normal condition af health and usefulness.
take the aristocrat ~ preference to the sans culottes Potts, would be especially invited was received with
Pltilade/pltia, Pa., April 18, 1886.
JEAN E. RoBERTS,
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News and Notes.
I am somewhat surprised at the number of friends
and acquaintances that I hav met with out West. I
might travel for days in New England and not meet
anyone I know; so many stay at home and indoors
in that placid country. I suppose it is called the
Hub of the universe simply because it is so slow iu
turning round. Here, out vVest, we are on the
outer circle, and always in a whirl, and things are
conLinually happening, and at almost every stoppingp ·al!e I come across a familiar face that I had no more
idea of meeting than of the premier of England. I
imagin they are far away, but the mighty West has
taken them into its enormous whirlpool, and fate
brings us together. Westward is the stream of
The trains are full.
I hav to sleep
tendency.
almost standing up. The fat man has no show.
Day after day I see the tented wagons go by. The
people are beginning to settle even on the sandy
bluffs where never a flower has grown before, and
somehow the harvest begins to shine, the rains fall
and the skies shed blessings as the busy step of .th~
white man advances. There seems to be a magic in
his touch. Like Alexander Selkirk, he is monarch of
all he surveys, and evokes its riches the moment his
plow penetrates the soil.
I wag a schoohnaster once, in the happy college
clays, when I thought I knew everything because I
could decline a Greek verb. It was up among the
green hills of Y ennont, in one of its loveliest villages.
I remember the lyceum we had where youthful genius
plumed its wmgs for many an airy flight. I remember the squirrel hunt and the rides by night amid the
lonely hills in search of game, for it was lawful in
those combats of the rival Nimrods to lie, cheat and
steal in order to count the biggest number and' win
the dinner.
I remember the old meeting-house
perched on the hill, too venerable and mighty for the
preacher, and so he held forth in an humbler chapel
by its side; but for -one night this ancient edifice
blazed with the fires of the muse of the drama, and I
for once enjoyed the romance of the stage.
All this jlashed upon me, when, thousands of miles
away, amid the prai.J:ies, I met one of my pupils. I
found her a stately matron and member of the Presbyterian church in good and regular standing.
Apparently she had lost no faith in the creeds of her
childhood, and scarcely knew what Liberalism meant;
and yet, when I asked her if she believed all that was
in the Bible, she replied, "Oh, no ; only that which
seems reasonable to me." ''Do you believe in the
story of J o:aah and the whale~" "I do not," she
l'eplied, utterly oblivious of the terrible heterodoxy
of her statement; "why, nobody believes that today," she added. Thus in her words she showed the
unconscious drift of the intelligent mind that still
remains within the church, and that will to a certain
extent think for itself. It, however, does not realize
how totally it has abandoned the old, and entered
upon the new. This was indeed something of a rev~lation ~o me of the immensity of that change which
1s passmg over the world. The ministers do not
know the deep current of thought that is in their
very congregations, and that will some time all of a
sudden tumble their churches about then· ears. I
told my friend that I thought she was a very poor
Presbyterian, but a first-rate Liberal. "Oh no"
'
sa1'd sh e, "I am a good Presbyterian still." I ' could
only leave it with time to settle the matter and I
guess it will.
'
After an all-night ride, bright and. early I met J.
J. Jensen at Plum Creek. He, together with Mr. H.
S. Qlmste~J,d, had ru·ra,nged for the lectures at this
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place. They are both stanch Liberals and subscribers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that, I suppose,
accounts for their energy in this campaign for
Freethought. I also met a former comrade of the
plains, R. D. Thompson, and his wife, too, who used
to work with me in the Unitarian church at North
Platte. It was a pleasant surprise to meet these
friends.
.
There were scarcely half a dozen houses in Plum
~reek when I left the plains some year$ ago. Now
It ha~ over one thousand inh11bitants, and is a bright
and hvely place, and the country round about it is
rapidly filling up. My lectures were the first Freethought lectures ever given, and excited an unexpected 0terest. It was the means of introducing
many Liberals to one another who did not know before that they belonged to the same ranks. The
Lectures were well attended. An auxiliary Secular
Union will be formed. The following are the members at present: Dr. J. F. Snider, temporary secretary; Dr. William Bancroft, J. J. Jensen, Jacob
Blumer, Ferdinand Zimmerer, W. J. Lamma, T. W.
Hanna, John Gunn, A. J. Watkins, H. S. Olmstead,
R. D. Thompson, M. Cole, W. D. Kelsey, George A.
Watkins, T. G. Watkins, Virgil Allyn, R. F. James,
S. 0. Hall, and H. Cox. These are the leading business and professional men of the place, and I hav no
doubt that a good Secular Society will be formed
with such noble and progressiv elements in the city
and the country round about.
I was quite surprised to meet here Mr. and Mrs.
T .. G. Watkins, of Pennsylvania, who hav come to
this country to liv with their children. I met these
friends at the Cassadaga Congress, and well remember then· interest and enthusiasm in the Liberal
cause. They are a welcome addition to the Freethought ranks of Nebraska.
From Plum Creek I came on to North Platte,
which is one of my old camping-grounds. There
for two yeru·s I worked in the Unitarian hruness,
and built the Unitru-ian Hall. I went to look at
the building wherein I had put many a hard day's
work, and thought, and hope. It did not look
so big as it once did, nor was it so emblematic of
the future of mankind. It was a somewhat melancholy monument-a relic of what was forever dead.
Unitarianism is to me no longer a thing of beauty as
it once was. It belongs to the past-the sunset of
an ancient world, not the morning of a nobler future.
There was something inexpressibly sad in the remembrance of the immense changes which had taken
place since I first put my foot on this soil, which, in
the geographies of my boyhood, was put down as in
the Great American Desert. The desert has disapperu·ed, and all about are smiling farms, and
North Platte has trebled its population since I left.
Then the wi1d buffalo came prancing into its streets
and the Indian loafed along trying to sell the spoils
of the hunt. The buffalo and the Indian hav gone,
and I guess the doctrins that I then preached are
gone as effectually as they, and will never reappear
in the path of civilization. It was a great pleasure,
hywever, to meet with many friends and liv over again
some of the happy days of the past. I could only
stop for a few hours. I shall lecture here on my
return trip. There are plenty of Liberals in this
thriving city of the plains.
Here I am at Laramie City, over seven thousand
feet above the level of the plains and within sight of
the Snowy Range, the beginning of the Rockies, and
where winter reigns eternally. Never qoes the crown
of frost disappear from these gleaming summits.
The softest skies of summer still bend above their icy
foreheads.
I must confess the ail· is rather thin, and a little
exercise. makes me ti.J.·ed. But there is a certain
exhilaration also in this lofty atmosphere. We seem
to be at the top of creation. Soft and brilliant colors
are along the horizon, and deck the clouds that float
over the blue as intense as that of an Italian sky.
No wonder there is plenty of vim in this elevated
spot. Jove upon Olympus did not uccupy a higher
seat; and why, then, should not this be the dwelling
of the gods? Nature spreads her palace here and
man can revel in his exalted station.
I had good audiences afternoon and evening at the
Opera House. There is a fine Liberal element in the
place, and an auxiliary Union will be established.
As at Plum Creek, the lectures hav developed an
unexpected force for Liberalism.
The Methodist minister of the place undertook to
tackle me in the midst of my discourse on Sunday
afternoon, but he retired with somewhat disordered
forces, and although I gave him plenty of chances,
he did not rally sufficiently to make another onset. I
was saying that I had too much respect for the intelligence of the clergymen of Laramie to think that a
single one of them believed in the story of Jonah and
the whale. He impetuously leaped up in his seat,
and amid the small cheers of e. few surrounding allies
declared that he believed the whole story from beginning to end. I answered that I was very much
surprised at his declaration <;>f faith, and admired his
sincerity, but wondered on what evidence he' believed
the story, "~f ~on wjll a1lqw J .will tell you," he
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said. "Go on," I answered. "I believe it " he
replied, "because the Bible says so, and be~ause
Jesus affirms it." I then said: " You believe that the
whale swallowed Jonah simply on the testimony of
the .~ible. In that case you occupy exactly the same
pos1twn that Sam Jones does. He believes it for the
sa:me reason, and with sound logic says that if the
B1ble affirmed that Jonah swallowed the whale alive
and that the whale remained three days and night~
in the belly of Jonah, and then came up and went to
Nineveh, he would believe this just as quick as the
other story, and, of course, so would you." The
minister saw the point and sat down, evidently strrprised at the drift of his .own argument. I could not
get him to say another word. He had come to the
conclusion that " discretion was the better pru·t of
valor."
He caine to me after the lecture with a few inquiries. He asked me if I did not think it possible for
the whale to swallow Jonah, etc., provided the Bible
God was a matter of fact. I answered of course it
was possible if the machinery for its performance was
at hand. But that was the very question at issue, Is
there such a machinery, such a God? Science denied
it. It is both inconceivable and unprovable. I found
it useless to talk with the gentleman, for he was so
possessed with the devil of theology that I couldn't
pin him down to a single logical sequence. At last
he said, "Good-bye, I hope to meet you on the other
side of Jordan." I told hi.Jn 1 should certainly be
there if the " other side" was a fact, and that I should
get the best of it there by making the best of it here.
I was pleased to meet with Mr. P. Farrell, an old
resident of this country, a subscriber of THE TRUTH
SEEKER and veteran Liberal.
He has a ranch
eighteen miles south of Laramie, and came ~n on purpose to hear the lectures. His son is also a stanch
Freethinker, and livs in the city.
.
Mr. H. Breitenstein, who arranged for the lectmes,
editor of the Pacific Railroad Emplo;1;ees' JYiagazine,
is one of the foremost :Liberals of the West. In connection with the Knights of Labor, of which he is a
prominent member, he advances not only reform but
Freethought. He thoroughly understands the vital
relation of the two, and that Liberalism must prevail
in order that justice may be obtained for labor. I
expect to lecture at Laramie on my return trip. I
go from here to Rock Springs, and thence to Wanship, for the campaign in Utah.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

TheNew York Freethinkers' Convention for 1886.
Why not make the New York Freethinkers' Annual Convention a camp meeting, covering two Sundays, to be held at some suitable grove the last of
August or eru·ly in September~ The .Tent would
save cost of opera house and insure attendance of
ten times as many people, and the very class we most
desire to be present.
Family tents can be hi.J.·ed at very low rates, all enjoy a glorious picnic, and the much-talked-of, longdesired, but never before attained opportunity for
sociability (so that Liberals from all parts of the
state and vicinity could become personally acquainted)
be realized.
·
Liberals could invite friends and neighbors to
share the hospitality of their tents. What a splendid opportunity to disabuse their minds of prejudice
and clerical misrepresentation ! What an excellent
opportunity to distribute Liberal literature to those
really interested, to read and investigate! What a
field such a meeting would afford to secure subscribers to our best Liberal papers ! How greatly such a
meeting would popularize the Nine Demands of Liberalism ! Ladies, let us hav your opinion; our reliance
is, as always, on you. Gentlemen, what say you'?
Will all interested giv this matter consideration and
write me their views and suggestions? It is not too
soon to decide, for much time is needed for perfecting
all arrangements and insuring grand and glm-ious
success.
Let every one write who favors the suggestion.
Address me care of TRUTH SEEKER office, 33 Clinton
Place, New York.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
'rhe Truth Seeker Hits Hard.
'fhe last issue of THE TIWTn SEEKER has a humorous cartoon, entitled, "The Answer to the Conundrum, Where was
Moses when the Candle was Blown Out?" and shows us
Moses in a darkened room filling his pockets with Pharaoh's
treasures. TrrE TRUTII SEEKEH hits hard sometimes, but we
nevertheless admire it for its honest bluntness.--Hebrew

Standm·d.

The Ablest in the Country.
F1·om lhe Xewsman.
The Truth Seeker Company is tl~c largest establishment
dealing in Freethought publications in the country. While
the Newsman, as a trade organ, has nothing to do with men's
opinions, it recognizes that Freethinkers are a numerous
body in every country, and most of them sincere in their convictions. To such TriE Tnunr SEEKER recommends itself as
the ablest journal published in this country.
The discussion between Gladstone and Huxley will be voraciously read by all classes. The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL is
also a very y&lual]le almanac for tl1ose ii1terested in Freethought,
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{Jk01nrt(unications.
Infidel and Christian.
The other evening I was one of a group of individuals who were ventilatil).g thei.J: views in regard to
-official corruption in general, and that which obtains
in the m1micipal government of New York city in
particular. Something I had remarked prompted
one of the party, whom I did not know, to tackle me
later on, .when the group had broken up, in regard to
a matter in which he was deeply interested evidently.
"Excuse me, sir; but from what you said a moment
ago, I judge you are an Atheist."
"You do, eh '? "\Yell, your judgment is not in the
least at fault, sir."
"You don't tell me so'? Is it possible'?" .
"Not only possible, my dear si.J:, but absolutely
certain."
"An Infidel, eh-denying the existence of a God?"
"An Infidel, yes; no, to the rest of your proposition."
"You don't deny there is a God'?"
"No."
"Do you believe there is a God'?"
"No."
"It is a negativ position you occupy. You don't
deny, and you don't believer'
"Exactly."
" Why don't you believe there is a God'?"
"\Vant of proof."
"But there is the Bible."
"No proof."
"No proof?"
"None."
" Don't' believe the Bible, eh ?"
" To believe the Bible is to believe in the God of
the Bible?"
" Why don't you believe the Bible'?"
"For the same reason that I don't believe :M:unchausen."
" :&1onstrous !"
"Yes, that's just about the size of it-monstrous!"
"Oh, I mean it is monstrous that yon shoul<l eompare the Bible to 1\funchausen."
"Well, it isn't complimentary to 1VInnclumsen,
that's a fact. But I suspect the baron didn't aim for
the sublimely incredible, wishing to keep witltin
something like reasonable bounds."
"You experience no satisfaction or pleasure in
reading the Bible'?"
"Very little; for the most part horror, with a sem;e
of the ineffably ridiculous and absmd. When I wi~h
to regale myself on horrors I go to the ' Three Spaniards,' and books of that class; and for stories of a
supernatural cast, where horror ii not the chief factor, I take up the 'Arabian Nights,' whose stories
are far more artistically told and interesting than the
Bible stories."
·"You astonish me!"
" I do, eh '? Well, I suppose I do if you are a
thick-and-thin believer. "\Vere you a woman, I suppose you would say to me, 'Oh, you are perfectly
awful!' .
" I suppose I should. Do you believe in a life
hereafter'?"
"No."
" What do you believe in'?"
" Oh, many things. For instance, I believe there
is a hideous and far-reaching corruption in the offices
of om city government, from the judiciary clown."
" But I mean as regards religious things, aml religion itself."
" I hav no particular belief in regard to religion,
having never made choice from the many in vogue all
over the world."
"But there is only one true religion-the Christian
religion."
·
" Every devotee to the thousand and one religions
will tell you the same thing : ' There is only one true
religion, and that is om·s.' "
" I think you are an Infidel, iron-clad. Goodnight."
"One moment, si.J:; give me an inning, having had
yoms. You are a believer and Christian'?"
" I should hope so."
"Why'?"
"Because I hope to. be saved."
.
"Because you don't wish to be damned '?"
"Yes."
_
" Then you are a Christian and believer from fear
of damnation'? "
. "Yes-that is-well, doesn't the Bible say that unbelievers shall be damned forever '? "
"I believe it does say something of that kindwords to that effect."
"\Vell '?"
" Well, what if it does'? "
"W'by, that settles it."
" In yom mind '? "
"Yes.''
"You believe the Bible clear through, from A to
Izzard, I suppose 'I "
"Implicitly."
" Well, not to detain you too long, there are one
or two things I would like to hav you explain-there

are very many, but I will trouble you only on one,
and that is-"
"Oh, there are many things in the Bible that I can't
explain-! couldn't to an Infidel, anyho";-but my
belief in the Bible is not lessened on that account."
" Is not, eh? "
"No ; I believe in the Bible; in God; in a future
life; in Christian theology; in heaven and hell, where
the good will be rewarded and the wicked punished! believe in all."
" One moment. If you did not belieye in a hell,
would you believe in the rest of the program '? "
There was no response save a look that spolJ:e volumes could it hav been translated, and the-thick-and
thin belieYer was gone.
Was he not a fair sample of Christians as they
run'? Filled with superstition to an extent never
reached by a goat in a good season for theater
posters, they believe this book without questionprofess to, or think they do-looking with astonishment, if not horror, on one who "impiously" does
question it ; getting away as quickly as possible to
avoid staggering queries, as " Tug". Wilson did from
Sullivan to avoid his staggering blows. But for the
stupid fear of bell would there be any lovers of Godof the God of the Bible ~
Sr SLocuM.

A Lesson in Astronomy.
I hav been thinking the matter over, and hav concluded to accept Mr. Hindman's rebuke, and in return
for his lesson in politeness will, by your permission,
giv him a lesson in astronomy. Before receiving Tat'
'fRUTH SEEKER, March 6th, containing Mr. James's
communication, I had been studying how, in a brief
article, to giv an intelligible outline of the ~acts allll
calculations which deter min the distance of tile earth
from the sun. It is so often taken for granted that astronomical P-stimates are mere opiuic ns, that one brief
lesson in mathematical astronomy might be useful,
even to some of your intelligent readers. A few elementary propositions in geometry will hav to be
taken for granted, most of which are nearly self-evident, and their proof within easy reach of anyone
interested in the subject.
Angles are considered as diverging from the center
of a circle, and are measured by the circumference,
,rhich, for eonvenience, is divided into 360 degreeR,
each degree into 60 minutes, and each minute into GO
HeCOIHb.

In Fig. 2 let E represent the earth, V Yen us, and S .
the sun, as they appea1" in a transit of Venus when
she passes directly between us and the sun. Let two
observers at stations 1 and 2 observe Venus at the
same moment. Let the observer at station 2 ma1·k
the time when Venus has just passed its width upon
the sun. The observer at station 1 finds that Venus
has passed, at that exact time, about 31 seconds of a
degree beyond that point. This proves that half the
diameter of the earth would represent 31 seconds at
the distance of Venus, for the two stations are 90 degrees apart. The number of seconds which a semidiameter of the ea1·th would measure at the sun
would be in the inverse proportion of the distance,
and would be as 100 to 28. 'fhat is, 100 is to 28 as 31
seconds is to the angle which a semi-diameter of the
earth would measure at the distance of the sun.
Twenty-eight times 31 seconds equal 868 seconds,
which divided by 100 equals 8 68-100 or8.68 seconds.
The whole number of seconds in an entiJ:e circle is
360x60x60=1,296,000 seconds. Now as 8.68 seconds
is the measm·e of a semi-diameter of the earth, or.
3,962 miles, at the distance of the sun, it is contained
as many times in 1,296,000 seconds as 3,962 miles is
contained in the number of miles represented by the
whole orbit of the earth. If we divide 1,296,000
seconds by 8.68 seconds, we hav 147,000 as the
quotient; and this multiplied by3,962 will giv us the
circumference of the ea1·th's orbit. One hundred and
forty-seven thousand times 3,962=582,414,000 miles,
the distance the ea1·th travels in going around the
sun. The ci.J:cumference of a circle is 3 1416-10000
or 3.1416 times the diameter. Hence, 582,414,000
divided by 3.1416 = 185,200,000, the diameter of
the earth's orbit, and half of that equals 92,600,000,
its radius, or the distance of the ea1·th from the sun.
Of course, as neither the ea1·th nor Venus moves in
exact circles, but in ellipses, different measurements
diifer from each other a few fractions of a second, but
by romparing many different measurements, astronomen; hav ascertained the ea1·th to be about 93,000,000 miles from the sun. The distance of Venus
from the sun is 72-100 of 93,000,000, equal to 66,960,000 miles. Venus at its transit measures about one
minute of a degree, and hence it is a little smaller than
the earth~ Mr. Hindman will readily see that in Fig.
2, in the triangle. extending from the ea1·th to Venus,
we hav the angle at Venus equal to 31 seconds ; that
at the earth's center equal to 90 seconds, and that at
station 1 equal to 89 degrees 59 minutes 29 second!'!.
Thus having two angles and an included side he can
compute the length of the other two sides.
All these computations a1·e based on simple
observed facts, and involve nothing more intricate
than a sm·veyor uses in calculating the distance
across a lake or river to any inaccessible point.
JJfilwau!cee, Or.
, D. PRIESTLEY.

Bacon and Shalispere.
A correspondent of the Indianapolis Sentinel, signing himself " R.am-Chusa-Chnm," has been discussing the quest.ion of the authorship of Shakspere in a
series of articles. He is a most decided Baconian.
In regard to 1VIr. Burr's pamphlet, "Bacon and
Shakspere," he says :
Let any man take what Lhe records disclose as to Shakspere's genuin writing, which consists of these five scraps reproduced by l'rl:r. Burr, and if he will examin them carefnll}',
I'il Fig. 1, let S represent the sun, V Venus, and without bias or prejudice, he will be forced to the conclusion
E the Earth. Suppose that at sunset, when Venus that Shakspere was an ignorant fellow, who has for nearly
·
is farthest from the sun, it is 45 degrees high; that is, three centuries humbugged the literary world.

F{g.I.

that the angle S E V measures 45 degrees. The
angle at V is a right angle, or 90 degrees. But all
the angles of any triangle a1·e equal to 180 degrees.
The sum of the angles at V and E equal 90+45=135
degrees, and the angle at S=180-135=45 degrees.
Hence the angles S and E are equaL In any triang:e
the sides opposit equal angles are equaL Therefore
the side V E is equal to the side V S.
Again, E S is the hypothenuse of a right-angled
triangle, and the squa1·e described on it is equal to
the sum of the squares described on the other two
sides; and as in this case those two sides al'e equal,
the square described on E S is equal to twice the
square described on V S. As we do not know the
distance E S, let us represent it by 100, and its square
will be 10,000, which is twice the square described on
V S. Hence the distance V S equals the square root
of 5,000, which is a little more than 70: That is, if
the distance of the earth from the sun is represented
by 100, the distance of Venus would be 70. But
Venus, at its greatest elongation, reaches 4 7 .deg~·ees
instead of 45 degrees, and the exact proportwn lS a
little more than 72 to 100. Subtracting 72 from 100
we hav a E (Fig 1); the distance of Yen us .from the
earth when she is between us and the sun 1s to the
distance of the earth from the sun as 28 to 100.

And in rega1·cl to the sonnets of Shakspere, he thus
concludes:
Now, who was the poet? vVho was the friend? Who was
the lady whom the poet loved in vain? The disinterested
student of literature will find these questions .answered according to the facts and Lhe eternal fitness of things by Wm.
Henry Burr. They were written by l<'rancis Bacon to the
Earl of Essex and his bride, the beaut·iful widow of Sir Philip
Sidney.
Essex was gallant, rich, and very handsome. Bacon persuaded him to marry. Bacon loved the Widow Sidney, and
Essex was preferred by her. His marriage was kept secret
from Queen Elizabeth. Essex was very fond of Spenser, the
poet alluded to in the sonnets 80, 83, and 85, and he built a
monument to him. He tried to advance Bacon to the post
of attorney-general, and when disappointed in that he gave
him an estate worth nearly £2,000.
Fix the date when the poems were written at 15!JO, and the
sonnets are as symmetrical and truthful as they are beautiful.
Mr. Burr deserves much praise for the study and learning
spent in solving the mystery which htts puzzled the learned.

The same writer refers to a magnificent work published in 1883 by Mrs. Henry Pott, of London, entitled, ''Bacon's Prom us of Formularies and Elegancies."

Certain notes of Bacon were preserved in the British Museum, unnoticed and not deemed worthy of examination.
She took them and arranged the fifty sheets or folios so· as to
show clearly that the Promus was Bacon's workshop wherein
he arranged sentences, axioms, proverbs, quotations, forms
of expression, of compliment, application, excuse, and repartee. These are his own invention. Among these are also
apothegms, verses out of the Bible, and lines from the Latin
poets. Out of this workshop, as she explains in her preface,
Bacon drew forth things old and new.
This mdustrious and charming writer has. taken these en- .
tries, 1,680 in number, and classified them into proverbs;
those from the Bible and classics, English, French, Spanish,
Having the relativ distance of the earth and and Italian; next aphorisms; then metaphors, similes, and
Venus from the sun, let. us compute the real distance. figures; then turns of expression; then single words, mot-
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works of 3'28 known writers who flourished during and before the time of Bacon (more than 5,300 works in all) and
she finds that this workshop was used to write Shakspere's
plays. If not, these two men must hav read the same books
frequented the same society, learned the same Ian(J'uages and
studied the same sciences. Bacon either wrote the plays or
be took notes for the use of Shakspere, since the Pro~ms
notes are nearly all reproduced in the pla:ys and sonnets.
And Mrs. Pott finds, after a close and severe mspection of all
previous and contemporary writers, that these notes of Bacon
nowhere else appear.
If Delia Bacon did become insane on the eve of-her great
discovery, an able, fogical, and learned disciple of the same
sex has produced a book on the same subject which I defy
any worshiper of the pretender Shakspere to answer.

But the most astounding discovery in regard to
Bacon and Shakspere is claimed to hav been made
by the Hon. Ignatius Donnelly, of :Minnesota, whose
letter to Mr. Appleton Morgan, of New York, is
printed in the Indianapolis· Sentinel of March 8th, from
a copy taken by the coJ.Tespondent. Mr. Morgan is
the author of a book entitled " The Shaksperean
Myth." Mr. Donnelly has for several years been
working out a cipher, which he alleges he has found
in the Shakspere Folio of 1623, and he writes to Mr.
].\'Iorgan as follows :

•

•

I liav jtist been working out the details of Harry Percy's
visit to Shakspere, at Stratford-on-Avon, and it is told with
- the utmost detail. ~is whole family is de~crib.ed-his young
brother Edmund, Ins daughter Susanna, his wife, and sister.
The very bill of fare at supper is given, and a very mean one
it was, consisting of "dried cakes, mouldie and ancient,"
roast mutton, far advanced in decomposition, the odor of
which perfumed the room ; bitter beer, and worse Bordeau• stuff. The smell of the meat took away the appetite of the
dandy Percy. Percy told Shakspere that the queen's officers
wer-e after him, to arrest him as the author of "Richard II."
[1598-9],.which represented tbe deposition and murder of
the king, and was an incentiv to treason, and that he (Shaks. pere) must fly to Holfand or Scotland, and stay there until
-the storm blew over. Shakspere became abusiv of Bacon,
or Master Francis, for getting \im into such a scrape and
said that he would confess all, and show who was to blame.
Percy then told him that to prevent Bacon's exposure, Master
Francis would deny the authorship and the world would believe him. "Who would conceive," says Percy, "of one
-man putting the honor of such immortal works on the shoulders of another ? Did you not gi v yourself out as the author ?
Did. you not flourish in new silks and feathers in every
bawdy-house in London as the writer? Hav you not profited by these plays-grown rich out of them? Why kept
thou in silence St1 long?-" and much more to the same purpose.
I 1mow it is hard for the world to believe that one set of
great writings could be macle the vehicle of another set; but
the character of the age must be remembered as an ao-e of
tyranny and oppression, and also the extraordinary char~cter
of the. mind that wrote the plays-a mind not to be measured
_by any ordinary standard of ability and industry.
Why should I assert that I hav found a cipher-not a hopskip-and-jump cipher, but a mathematically accurate ruleif I hav not? I ask no money from any one. If I should
publish. a work that was a fraud and a delusion, the few
copies I would sell before the truth was discovered would
not compensate me for the everlasting shame and ridicule
that would fall upon me. And can anyone believe that I
would concoct a deliberate lie which a few months would explode? And as for notoriety, I hav enough of .that already.
Is it to be believed that I would imperil whatever little honor
I may hav gained by my exceptionally successful books,
''Atlantis" and "Ragnarok," by a pretented claim to a great
discovery ?
.
'
I say to you, my friend, dismiss all theorizing. Francis
Bacon was the real Shakspere. The Mecca of the world is
St. Albans, not Stratford. This will be made as plain in a
few months as that two and two make four; it will be made
as indisputable as the multiplication table. There is no getting away from arithmetic, and the Bacon cipher in the
Shakspere plays is vitalized arithmetic. ·
I don't mind the flings of the daily press-the witlings
must hav their quips. An eastern paper sent a correspondent
the other day to interview me. The correspondent frankly
told me that the editor's instructions were to make ~port of
my labors. I showed him some of my manuscript, and the
result was that the correspondent went away thoroughly
converted, and wrote an article' to that effect, which the editor refused to publish because it would help to advertise my
book. Fancy a continental journalist refusing to publish"
- anything about Champollion's interpretation of the H.osettu
Stone, which htid bare the secrets of the Egyptian hieroglyphics, because it would advertise Champollion's book!
Fancy a Spanish journalist in the davs of Ferdinand and
Isabella (if any such then existed) refusing to notice the return of Columbus, fresh from the discovery of the ncm· world,
unless paid advertising rates for the same!

A Moral Boycott.
We gave. expression last week to our view of boycotting,
condemning the practice as we think it ou.ght to be condemned, severely. No men hav a right to combine against
others to their detriment, and to render them unable toLcarry
on the free exercise of their calling, ns the boycott tlemands.
It is a conspiracy, and if there nre not laws adequate for its
punishment such la.ws ought to be rnade. And yet there is a
method by which, in a modified form, the boycott can be
used to advantage. There is a moral boycott which we advocate. For example here is the Sunday newspaper. \Ve
urge a moral boycott against it. The Sunday newspaper is
issued for the purpose of making money. It is not desio-ned
as ail engin of moral progress.-Ilht.~tmted 0/n·istian We~kly,
March 6, 1886.

As a representativ evangelical paper which is circulated in thousands of Sunday-schools, aud for which
all good little boys and girls are enjoined to brina
their pennies, it is supposable that the sentiment~
quoted above -voice a very large proportion of the
Christian reading public. Boycotting, as a peaceable
and legal means to right the wrongs of labor, it condemns, and asks for laws to suppress it. Boycotting
has beeii going on for ages, long before the birth of
the man who gave it a name, and labor has been the
boycotted, and capital the boycotter ; and yet our .

Christian friends hav never before raised a pious
howl against it.
Corporations may meet and conspire against the
just demands of labor, but if its individual members
contribute liberally to the church, even when the
money may represent (as it often does) the very
life's blood of the toiler, the church accepts it joyf'?-lly, and calls the giver "a large-hearted Christian gentleman and enterprising citizen."
No better proof of the close partnership of the
church with monopoly can possibly be adduced than
tbe demand from this Christian paper for a law to
puni~:;h beJycotting.
Punishment for boycotting !
Are we in Americ~t-free America-where every man
is allowed to be his own best judge as to whom he
shall giv his custom, and from whom he shall withhold it~ Does this imperial editor imagin for one
moment that such a law could ever be enacted, much
less enforced~ Or shall we charitably conclude that
his thoughts and ideas were a little mixed, and that
'he imagined himself in China or Japan, or some other
heathen country for which so much money is raised,
and so little ever arrives at its alleged destination~
But there is a" moral" bovcott which he .advocates, and that is against Suna"ay newspapers, and he
advit'es all classes not to purchase them. This is a
"moral boycott" with a pecuniary resulting loss to
somebody, and differs from an ordinary boycott about
as much as a boiled lobster does from a live one.' One
is cooked and palatable and can be eaten; the other
cannot, but still they are both lobsters all the same.
Now, because this " moral " boycott is diJ:ectecl
against a Sunday newspaper, and having been boiled
down and made palatable by naming it "moral," the
whole religious world will swallow it at one gnlp.
What if the editor and his subordinates are all forced
to the wall, its owners ruined, what does that matter
so long as it is a " moral" boycott? Besides, our
saintly scribe lifts his hands in holy horror and tells
us with unfeigned sadness the awful fact that the
Sunday newspaper is published for the sake of making money. Horrible, if true, and total depravity, no
doubt. Newspapers as a rule publish their issues
entirely for the benefit of the people, without money
and without price, and open their advertising columns
free to all; and if it can be proven that the Sunday newspaper is published for the sake of making
money, its editors and owners should be dealt with
in a summary manner-say, for instance, compelled
to listen to the reading of the Illustrated OhrZ:stian
W'eekly until they beg for death. In this way they
would no doubt be disposed of quickly enough.
Religious cant and hypocrisy bav become so very
transparent that people of almost the lowest order of
intelligence bav awakened to the fact that the church·
first and foremost goes for the money, and that sinners in casting their burden an the Lord receive back
a heavier one, which they must caJ.Ty or be damned.
My clerical friend, your moral boycott is a delusiv
sha;m, and is a fit companion for other pious shams
whi..;h are used as occasion may require.
WM. ALLEN S:r.nTH.
--------~~~---------

Superstition in the Labor 1\fovement.
I followed the crowd into Irving Hall one night last
week when the workingmen had their mass meeting
in favor of the eight-hour system. The hall is one of
the largest in the city, and it was full. It looked to
me as if this ought to be a great day for the movement, and may be it was, but I don't think so. A
certain Mr. Quinn had been choseu chairman of the
meeting, and when I entered he was contending for
the ~tbolition of poverty on the ground that " God
Almighty never intended for men to be poor," which
was rather a novel proposition to lay before a multitude of intelligent people. The position of God on
the ~abor question is not of the slightest importance,
but 1t may be suggested that he would scarcely hav
given the assurance that the poor we would always
hav with us if he had intended wealth to be universal.
There is nothing quite so tiresome as listening to
those dogmatic persons who attribute their own conceits to God and deliver them as revelations from the
divine will.
The attraction which had drawn the people together on this occasion was Mr, Henry George, the
author of "Progress and .Poverty." Mr. George is
also author of a scheme for the nationalization of
land, which, as I understand it, would make all land
the non-transferable property of the government. A
man, under Mr. George's proposed scheme, may not
buy land, but he may liv upon it and improve it, and
if he wish to move he may sell the improvements.
But as improvements on land, especially such as
effect its productivness, and therefore its value, are
inseparable from the Janel itself, the land would'
necessarily ·go ·with the improvements. Under our
present defectiv system it is the land that is sold
improvements included. Somebody may be able t~
point out the practical difference between selling land
and throwing in the improvements, and selling the
improvements and throwing in the land, but I hav
not been able to see it. Yet I beliflve it is upon the
merits of this scheme for land nationalization that
Mr. George's reputation as a political economist rests.
4-t f!. fl)ir ii;l tlfe prohibition state of Maine there
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was upon eiliibition a striped- pig. Every man who
paid ten cents to see the striped pig received a glass
of liquor gratis; and thus under prohibition of landselling every man who pays for certain improvements.·
will receive ~ farm gratis.
To recur to ". -meeting, Mr. George was received
with overwhelmin-g applause, and was 1istened to
with the closest and most respectful attention. It
soon transpired from the direction of his remarks
that he favored an act of the legislatme which should
make it a misdemeanor for an employee to work more
than eight hours ·out of the twenty-four. Leaving
in the background the fact that we already hav in
this state a similar law, to which no one pays the
slightest attention, Mr. George went on to develop
his argument in support of such a statute. And
what grounds do you think he based it upon? -He
placed it plumb beside the Sunday lawR, whose beneficence he defended with all the strength of his lungs.
To the Christian Sabbath, he held, which had its
sanction and authority among the thunders of Sinai,
fl'Om the creator himself, the world owed all the
progress which it had achieved. Except for the Sunday laws, he argued, mankind would still be in the
degraded state industrially, whatever that may hav
been, in. which it was situated before the Sunday was
establi,shed. Such was Mr. George's main argument
in favor of an eight-hour law, and it is clue to the intelligence of the audience to say that it was not
received with marked enthusiasm. The remainder
of the address was good in a general sense, but it had
slight reference to the eight-hour movement.
Mr. George is one of those who hold the superstition that something can still be done by law to better
human conditions ; one of those who believe that it
is possible for a workingman's law to be either passed
or enforced. He holds, too, in the face of fact, that
the religious and labor questions are one ; that the
ministers are the workingman's best friends, and that
the Salvation Army fanaticism is of vast industrial
significance.
A comical illustration of the clergy's deep insight
into the labor problem has just been furnished by
the Baptist ministers. The "Social Union" of this
sect recently invited John Swinton, the labor advocate, to. address them on the burning questions of
the day. Mr. Swinton could not find the time to do
so. But of course, he remarks, they found a speaker;
and one who, judging from their hilarious displays,
suited them infinitly better thau he could hav done.
Who was the man~ "By the beard of the prophet,"
says John, they picked out the very man who, next
to Jay Gould, is the most vicious embodiment of
piety and capitalism in this part of the countryDeacon Richardson, of Brooklyn, "whose raptLcity
and inhumanity brought about the recent street-car
strike that tied up all the lines of this city, and
whom his victims fought through all the thickets of
cunning and treachery until they forced him to a surrender whose terms he has ever since been trying to
pervert." But Deacon Richardson suitecl the ministers exactly, and when he told them that the best
cure for strikes was "phlebotomy," £.e., blood-letting,
they applauded him to the echo. Having listened to
this address on the labor problem, which they doubtless think, after all, was practically the satne as Mr.
Swinton would hav delivered, the Baptist preachers
are prepared to rest from then: labm:s, having "investigated" the industrial question as far as they are
capable of understanding it.
The clergy do not nowadays actuo.lly go out of
their way to decry the labor agitation, but they are
not as activ in forwarding it to the right solution ·as
others are who hav less opportunity to do so. If
they could instruct their flocks in the principles of
trades unionism, for instance, as a beginning, the result might be salutary. I do not suppose that St.
Paul's prohibition against a bishop being· a "striker"
extends to the whole clerical profession so as to prevent theiJ: saying a good word for those who are
strikers. It is possible, however, that the Catholic
church is taking ·a greater interest in the Knights
of Labor than will prove to be healthy to the latter
organization. It goes undisputed that Master vVorkman Powderly is a member of the Romish chmch,
and the forty days during which, according to
his late instructions, no new members are received
into the order, httppen to be eontemp_orury with
Lent, though that may be merely a coinc~denc~.
A large number of workingmen, of course, are 1dentlfied with the chmch. Perhaps as •vith vice,
Seen too oft, familiar with her face,
They first endure, then_ pity, then embrace.

I hav read of some church father, now happily
dead, whc> explained the necessity for four gospels
on the ground that the earth b~s four eome~·s: I am
also prepared to hear the notwn
the tr1mty supported on the theory that the earth 1s three-cornered;
and when these arguments are acce1~ted as sound it
will be time to base a plea for the e1ght-hour clay on
the evident design of "God," and to argue its ado~
tion from the beneficent. effect of Sunday Jaws. Until
then it will be sutiicieut to lmow that. shorter hours
for labor are demanded by the interests of humanity
and by the Central Labor Union.
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1884, in considering this subject we said-and we
cannot say it better now: Perhaps one-half of the
nominal Christians of the country accept the theory
of evolution. To put it broadly, and yet accUl"ately,
no one can be a Christian who is an evolutionist. It
is utterly impossible to reconcile with Genesis the
laws of natural selection, of the survival of the fittest,
and of the gradual ascent of man from the animal
kingdom. Yet upon Adam's creation, and subsequent fall in the manner specified, depends the whole
scheme of vicarious atonement, which . is the very
essence of Christianity. Theologians may qUibble
and twist and squirm as much as they like, but they
can never get around this. If Eden is a myth, Calvary was useless, and the sacrifice of the "god " upon
its cross of no more avail in the remission of sin than
the lives of the two thieves .said to hav been crucified
with him. We believe in consistency. Truth is an
agreement of statement with fact. There is hardly a
statement or position of Christianity-no essential
one-that a~:,>"J.·ees with ascertained and demonstrated
facts. And while the great body of the people of this
country acknowledge and accept the demonstrated
facts, a portion of them still delude t4emselvs with
the fancy that they are Christians. Popular Protestant Christianity is getting to be a very vague and
shadowy system of theology. People are allowing
themselvs to be called Christians when they are no
more real Christians than are Hottentots. They do
not believe in the fundamental assertions of the system, nor in the formulated creeds. They are simply
moving along with the drift of the times, and that
drift is very well known and acknowledged to be
widely divergent from the narrow current setting
toward the church. No comparativ estimate of the
strength and weakness of denominational Christianity
in this country can be within a million miles of accurate which does not take these facts into considera-

Now IS THE TIME FOR RENEWALs, and we hope all
will be prompt. If we. are to print pictUl"eS each
week, the subscription list must be lengthened.
That those inclined to help add to the list may find it
no hard matter, we make the following low terms:
Single subscription........................... . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . $3 00
One subscription two years, in advance.................. o 00
Two new subscribers...........................................
5 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance ................................ ·....................... 5 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'i 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance . . .. .. . .. .. . ... .. . .... ... ... . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 8 50
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance.................................................... 10 00
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.
Will not everyone, in renewing, try to get at least
one new subscriber, thus saving money for themselvs
and helping us !
And in renewing inclose 25 cents for the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNuAL for 1886.
tion.
Last summer Dr. Deems, of this city, made the
The Numerousness of Christians.
same assertion that the Sunday-school paper makes.
In a doubtful election some time ago a celebrated Colonel Ingersoll was shown the paper, and his
politician was appealed to to know· what the party opinion of the statement asked. He replied: "I supmanagers should do. His reply was, "Claim every- pose that the population of the earth is greater now
thing." The ministerial caterers for the unread than at any other time within the historic period.
Christians hav adopted Hte tactics of this politician. This being so, there may be more Christians, so-called,
A correspondent asks: "Will you please inform me in the world than there were a hundred years ago.
if the statement of the Ame1·ican Sunday-school Of course, the reverend doctor, in making up his
Union Quarterly is correct in regard to the number aggregate of Christians, counts all kinds and sectsof Christians in the world?" The statement is that Unitarians, Universalists, and all the other 'ans,'
the number of Christians in the world was, is, and and 'ists,' and 'ics,' and 'ites,' and 'ers.' But
will be as follows:
Dr. Deems must admit that only a few years ago
1st century........ . 500,000 17th century ........ 155,000,000 most of the persons he now calls Christians would
3
5,000,000 18th " ·· ···· · ·200 •000•000 hav been burut as heretics and Infidels. Let us com13dth " ······ · · 15,000,000
19th "
...... .4001000,000
15th " ........ 100,000,000 20th " ........ 800,000,000 pare the average New York Christian with the Chris16th " ······ · .125,000,000
tian of two hundred years ago. It is probably safe
This of course is guess-work, as are the most of to say that there is not now in the city of New York
foundations of the Christian creeds, and it is very a genuin Presbyterian outside of an insane asylum.
poor guess-work. Schem's "Statistics of the World" . Probably no one could be found who will to-day
givs the following figlll"es:
admit that he believes absolutely in the Presbyterian
Christians ............ 388,000,000 Confucians .......... 80,000,000 Confession of Faith. There is probably not an Epis14•000 •000 copalian who believes in the Thirty-Nine Articles.
Buddhists .........
·· 340
•000 •000 JSinto
religion
.......
Mohammedans
.....
201,000,000
udaism..
.........
... 7,000,000
Brahmanism........ 175,000,000
Probably there is not an intelligent minister in the
The figures are inconclusiv for the 11eason that the city of New York, outside of the Catholic church,
gatherers of the statistics are indiscriminate in their who believes that everything in the Bible is true.
classification. They put the United States down as Probably no clergyman,· of any standing, would be
all Christian, when the most ignorant person that ever willing to take the ground that everything in the Old
edited a Sunday-school paper must know that there Testament-leaving out the question of inspirationare many hundreds of thousands of Infidels in the is actually true. Very few ministers now preach the
land. France is likewise classified as Christian, and doctrin of eternal punishment. 1\Iost of them would
her whole population called Christian in the face of be ashamed to utter that brutal falsehood. A large
the fact that the recent census-takers found 7,000,000 majority of gentlemen who attend church take the
of persons calling themselvs Infidels. If the Chris- liberty of disagreeing with the preacher. T-hey would
tians should confine their claim to some three hun- hav been very poor Christians two hundred years
dred million they would be nearer right. As to ago~ A ·majority of the ministers take the liberty of
what then· numbers will be a hundred years from disagreeing in many things with their presbyteries
now, they hav no means of knowing. The indications and synods. They would hav been very poor
are that the number will be less than now instead of preachers two hundred years ago. Dr. Deems fordouble. Schem's statistics, too, are questioned. The gets that most -Christians are only nominally so.
Union Bible Dictionary says that the Protestants and Very few believe their creeds. Very few ev.en try to
Greek, and Roman_ Catholics count only 175,000,000 liv in accordance with what they call Christian docnoses. As the Dictionary and Schem compute the trins. Nobody loves his enemies. No Christian
entire population of the globe at about the same when smitten on one cheek turns the other. 1\fost
figUl"es, the reader may take his choice between their Christians do take a little thought for the monow.
-respectiv estimates of the to_tal number of Christians. They do not depend entirely upon the providence of
In considering this matter, however, it is not hon- God. Most Christians now hav greater confidence in
est to call every man in a so-called " Christian " the average life insul'ance company than in God-feel
country a Christil,l.ll. Aside from the outspoken easier w:aen dying to ;know that they hav a policy
Infidel, there are a great many people in the United through which they expect the widow will receive ten
States, for ili.stance, who should properly be classified thousand dollars than when thinking of all the scrip~
among 1;4o~;~~ outsiqe th!l cJ:qi!ch,. Months ago, in ure promises. Even church-member£! do not trust i.u, t
"
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.God to protect their own · property. They insult
heaven by putting lightning-rods on _their temples, They insUl"e the churches agamst ·the act of God.
The experience of man has shown· the wisdom of ·
relying on something that we Jill.ow something about,
instead of upon the shadowy supernatural. The poor
wretches to-day in Spain, depending upon their
priests, die like poisoned flies-'-die with prayers between then· pallid lips-die in their filth and_ faith."
""~Ne think these two paragraphs are quite sufficient
replies to the boasting of the chUl"ch. The truth of
the matter is that nobody knows how·many Christians
there were in any century from the year 1 to the
present, and least of all does anyone know how many
there will be next century.
------~~.-------

Lottery Circulars.

Judge Barr, sitting as federal judge in Lo"Qisville,
decided that a newspaper containing an advertisment
of a lottery is not a lottery circular, and is mailable.
This, it seems to us, is a constitutional decision, for
if Congress may prohibit the mailing of advertisments
of lotteries, it may prohibit the mailing of anything
else it chosesj and who can say where it would stop7
SuQh a power would be dangerous in the hands of a
body of men with strong prejudices. We agree with
the Galveston News that "practically there are no
bounds to the inconsistencies and usUl"pations of lawmakers, nor can it be infened that· there ever will be
while the grant of powers is a jumble of everything
relating to business and mora.ls instead of being
strictly for protection against force and fraud."

Modern Martyrdom. .
In former times, when the Christians found a
heretic among them, his path was made· seriously unpleasant with the least possible circumlocution. They
went to the root of the matter dn·ect. The heretic
usually went to the stake. If a man doubted the
apostolic authority of the chUl"ch, he never was allowed grounds to doubt the authority of the Inquisition. .If to him Genesis was a legend, the rack was
not. It was a palpable and historical fact. If .to
the mind of the heretic the supernatuml birth of
Jesus was incredible, he readily found proof of the.
existence of n·on vn·gins bringing forth corpses.
And though he might· asseverate never so stoutly that
graves did not giv up their dead, he had no difficulty
whatever in discovering dungeons to which the
never-yielding grave would hav been infinitly preferable.
·
This is somewhat changed now. There are dungeons yet for unbe~ievers, it is' true, but not those
above flowing rivers whose tide bears the dead on to
the seas or casts the bodies .uiJon unknown banks
j
l
and neither do the dungeons open so frequent y as
of yore. A decent respect for .the opinions of mankind compels the Christians to be more careful.
Imprisonment for heresy is now. the exception and
not the rule. Still, there is persecution going on for
opinion's sake. If we could get ·_an Infidel from eacf
town and city in the country to·stand up in a line,
no doubt the grievances would corr-espond
with the
.
number so arrayed. Social slights, p~tty persecutions, trade troubles, business and professional b~y
cotts, with other little lapses back ·to the time of
Christian control of the world, would make an indictment much longer than any moral law ever observed
by the "children of light." These things do exist
and overcome us like a summer cloud, but without
any special wonder, because atavisi:n is recognized as
a more or less ineradicable trait of the human animal.
But if any scientific student of religious hu1nan
nature wants to bag a few specimens of nineteenth
century persecution of heretics, let him call at this
office. If he can classify them among any species
heretofore known, he will be amply remunerated for
the time spent. No doubt the readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER hav noticed that occasionally the paper is
badly printed. Sometimes, too, the paper arrives at
a subscriber's town from one to three days late. A
great many would-be readers hav complained that
THE TRUTH SEEKER is non-purchasable at newsstands.
In fact; the complaints of one: sort or another run up
into the scores, and occasionally the managers are
accused of lack of business capacity, energy, enterprise, or what not.
It is a sound principle in philosophy that every
effect has a cause. Listen to our tale of woe and thEtDsay whether the effects we hav mentioned hav not a
cause. Once in the long ago we got on the right
~id,e 9f 11, post-o~Q~ (llll]?lo;yee1 -W~ (\o:Jl't ~9W Pi~
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· name, so it will be :useless to ask. He was a sub rosa
Freethinker. We asked him something about the interior working of the establishment to which THE TRUTH
SEEKER contributes a thousand or two dollars per
yeru:. One question in particular we wanted answered.
· Why is it, we queried, that, when THE TRUTH SEEKER
is ·mailed Wednesday night, a subscriber in Orange,
N. J., never gets it till Friday or Saturday, when a
train leaves every half hour or so, and Orange is only
twelve miles out? " Huh! that's easy," he said;
"them fellows know yom wrappers, and that it's an
Infidel paper, and they discriminate. That's all."
It was enough. All that could be done was to change
the wrappers.
A Freethinking acquaintance was superintendent
of a press-room down town. His fum was given the
printing of the paper. By and by the firm failedf•but
the successors kept on printing. Every two or'flhree
weeks about five hundred papers were printed over;
next the edition would be short about that number.
What was the matter? "Oh, the pressmen don't
like Infidelity; guess they don't take much pains in
counting the paper." The firm is notified that the
paper is to be printed elsewhere,· and promptly we
get this gentle note: "Glad of it; don't want to print
your damned blasphemous sheet, anyhow."
·
Over across town goes the paper to another printer,
and the illustrations begin. So does the trouble.
When Mr. Heston had a good hit at the Protestants
the persecution was mild; when he rapped the Catholics the pressmen got in their solid work for their
savior. Mr. John's likening Leo XIII. to the devil
brought down the house. Other people's ink was no
object to those grimy sons of Rome in that pressroom. If Colonel Ingersoll couldn't be suppressed,
his pictme could be covered up. If the Catholic
.church burnt Bruno, no one in this century was go.
ing to know it if printer's ink would hide the fact.
Away in the background Mt. John painted Russ in
the flames. But no gazer at that pictme ever knew
it.
On the last page Mr. Heston. satisfactorily
answered a conundrum that has puzzled people for
years. He threw in a few ornaments for good measure. Who among our readers knows what those ornaments were? Where is the chair that Pharaoh hung
his clothes across when he went to bed and left his
jewels exposed? If Rome had revered Moses, we candidly confess that we do not believe a microscope
would hav found even his outlines h3ft in that picture.
That firm does not now print THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Down in Rose street there is a fat and goodnatmed printer-one of the best in town. He hao;
printed thousands of books for this concern. A short
time ago a new edition of the "Age of Reason" wa~
requi.J:ed. He got the job. But we did not got the
books. What was the matter~ Only the pressman
refused to "feed" an Infidel work; that's all. Not
much, the Christian will. say; but still it was enough
to imperil the eternal souls of the Truth Seeker Company, if thinking damn will do it.
A down-town printer was approached by the business manager with a proposition to print THE TRUTH
SEEKER. " Yes ; be glad to do it." " Well, how
about yom pressmen?" asked the cautious business
manager.
"This paper hits the Catholics pretty.
hard." "Oh, that'll be all right; the only trouble
we hav with our men is when we print some Catholic
work; then they steal a good many copies. I don't
think they'll steal this paper." BLtt the chances were
too great, and the present printer is a man who does
work for the pay, and. we hav an i.J:onclad contract
that will ruin hi.Jn when he fails to do the work
promptly and well. But if som\'1 week the readers
cannot see what the pictures represent, or are tmable
to read what any writer has said, let them posses!'!
their souls in patience and think of the business manager running around for a new pressroom.
On another tack the Christians hav us on the hip.
The biggest news company in the country refuses to
take a book with om i.Jnprint, and the newsdealers
throughout the country, with a few bcil.liant exceptions, refuse to handle the "damned Infidel sheet."
Recently .a small news compf.lJly took a great number
of papers, and placed them on sale at the newstands.
Straightw:a.y we were the recipients of postal cards
informing us that our father, the devil, had a place
_prepared of which om immediate occupancy was
energetically desired_. One objurgatory postal card
brought the information that the newsagent wouldn't
keep such papers as THE TRUTH SEEKER, and to pile
the religious Pelion on the Ossa of persecution, he

forwarded, for the benefit of the editor, No. 1 of the
"Anti-Infidel Library," bei.Iig a lectme on the " Inspiration of the Bible," by H. L. Hastings, the militant editor of the Boston Christian. Its chief argument was that Moses was a general, while Mr.
Ingersoll was only a. colonel. Mr. Hastings does not
believe in the criticism of superior officers by subordinates.
Cases could be drawn out as long as a Down East
deacon's face on Sunday, but space in THE TRUTH
SEEKER is finite. Only a few of the pleasant paths
trod by heretics, and particularly publishers of heretical papers, hav been pointed out. There are highways and byways in the business that none but a
pachyderm can tread without committing mmder.
Nevertheless, modern martyrdom is preferable to the
the ancient style, and perhaps we ought, instead of
grumbling at the small annoyances of Catholic workmen and pious newsdealers, to congratulate ourselvs
that we are not all dead.
The chmch of Christ is a great institution.

Prose Poems and Selections.
A new edition-and almost anew book-of" Prose
Poems and Selections " has been prepared by Mr.
Ingersoll's publisher, Mr. C. P. Farrell-a gentleman, by the way, whom it is a privilege to know and
a pleasme to do business with-and placed on sale
with the Truth Seeker and other bookstores: The
edition is of the same quarto size, and the printer and
bookbinder hav exhausted their respectiv resomces
to make tbe volume an ornament to the libraries and
center-tables of the buyers.
The matter of the book includes all in the old ~di
tion and a great many new articles. The previous
short paragraphs upon Abraham Lincoln hav been
replaced by " Motley and Monarch," and the Tribute
to Elizur Wright is also included, as is one to the
Rev. Alexander Clark. The other new pieces are:
Apostrophe to Liberty, The Warp and Woof, Originality, What is Worship? God Silent, Night and
Morning, The Conflict, Death of the Aged, The
Charity of Extravagance, Woman, Apostrophe to
Science, Imagination, No Respecter of Persons,
What is Blasphemy~ and a poem on the Birthplace
of Burns.
Of course it is unnecessary to say anything concerning the beauty of the selections. lHr. Ingersoll
dresses the truths· he speaks in the most magnificent
garb it is possible to weave from the English language, and it goes without saying that all these prose
poems and selections are masterpieces of composition.
The price of the volume remains at $2.5), and we
shall be glad to fill orders for it.

The 'fen Commandments.
A correspondent asks, "vVhere did Moses get the
Ten Commandments?"
vV e might answer this in letter by saying Moses
did not get them ; but the spirit of the inquiry needs
also to be satisfied, for is. it not written that the letter
killeth but the spirit giveth life?
The writer of Exodus borrowed the manner of
Moses's reception of the law from the legends concerning Bacchus, the sun-god, who was also called the
lawgiver, and whose laws were written on two tables
of stone. The idea of receiving them on a mountain
is taken from the Persian legend re1ated of Zoroaster.
Prof. Max Muller says: "What applies to the religion
of Moses applies to that of Zoroaster. It is placed
before us as a complete system from the first., revealed by Ahuramazda (Ormuzd), proclaimed by
Zoroaster." According to the tale of Zoroaster's disciples (as reliable as some of the disciples' stories
about Jesl!s), that eminent lawgiver went one day to
a high mountain to pray, and in the midst of thunder
and lightning the Lord himsel'.f appeared before him
and delivered to him the book of the law. Zoroaster
escaped unharmed from this interview with the Lord,
just as, when Moses came down, "the skin of his face
did shine." The book of the law is called the ZendA vesta, which signifies the "living word."
The Buddhists also hav the Ten Commandments
almost identical with the Hebrew ones. It is also related that Minos, the lawgiver ol the Cretans, ascended a mountain and received from the supreme
lord (Zeus) thesacred laws. Diodorus, the Grecian
historian, says that "the .idea promulgated by ·the
ancient Egyptians, that their laws were received direct
from the most high god, ha,s been adopted with sue-
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cess by many other lawgivers, who ha:v thus insured
respect for their institutions."
The writer of Exodus obtained the idea from these
traditions floating through the different .countries.

Editorial Notes.
TnE editor of the Day Statr seems to hav experienced a
change of heart toward Colonel Ingersoll as gratifying to the
friends of that gentleman as previous editorial slurs were
repelling.

_

THE enlargement of the Independent Pulpit is an exceedingly valuable change. The April number contains some
twenty articles of permanent value. Mr. Shaw is as good an
editor as lecturer, and with his enlarged space will undoubtedly provide the best of Liberal literature for a constituency
which we hope will grow as the merits of the P1tlpit deserve.
IN the spring the Administration lightly turns to thoughts
of love. The statement is generally credited that President
Cleveland is about to be married. Considering his violent
denunciation of Mormon practices, doubtless there are papers
in the country-though TnE TRUTH SEEKER is not one of
them-who will inquire after the woman whose name figured
so largely in the last presidential campaign. We believe she
is not yet dead. 11Ir. Cleveland is a Presbyterian.
THE World's .Advance Thought-the Avant Cou1·ier ojthe
New Spiritual Dispensation is the name of a large quarto
paper of which the Progressiv Publishing Company of Salem,
Oregon, are editors and proprietors. The matter contained
in the first issue corresponds in tone to the general drift of
the title, and the paper is well printed. We notice that the
company has listed TRE TRUTII SKEKER as its New York
agent, but as we are entirely unacquainted with the publishers we must decline to receive the honor.
Tn'E Somerville Christian Observer is of the opinion that
the account of Moses's burial is a foot note by some editor of
Deuteronomy, which has somehow been run into the body
of the book. The Christian at Work scoffs at this explanation as " but an application of the higher criticism on the
principles set forth by Professor Briggs." The CltriHtian at
Work says that if Jesus's "reference to Moses as the author
of the law settles the question of the 11fosaic authorship of
the Pentateuch, why flinch at the last chapter? Why not
include that, too, and make Moses the prenostic narrator of
his own funeral? "
TnE Diocesan Union of Brooklyn is composed of ten socie- ,
ties connected with the Roman Catholic church'. Attached
to the Union is a debating society which meets in the rooms
of the Young 11'(en's Association in the cathedral on Jav
street. Recently the following subject was discussed.:
"Should the Preaching of Infidelity be Prohibited by Law?"
We record with gratification that in the Catholic church
there are priests who are graciously pleased to admit that to
this subject there are two sides, and on the occasion spoken
of two of these tolerant gentlemen took the negativ of the
proposition. The first speaker was of a bloodthirsty disposition. He said that " the necessity of having some means
whereby we may check the evils accruing from the· so-called
philosophical preaching of the Infidel is apparent to every
sincere Christian who has given the subject his serious attention. The Infidel of to-day is just the same as he has been
for centuries past. They are actuated by a hatred of God
and the teachings of his holy church, prompted by the devil
through the instrumentality of self-conceit. Can this state
of affairs be tolerated in a Christian country? Wl1at says a
conscience guided by the holy and ennobling teachings of
Christ? It says it is wrong, and, as it is wrong, it becomes
our duty to suppress or obliterate it. This is a duty that we
owe not only to ourselvs, but to God aud to posterity. Every
Christian is aware-or should be-that he should, if necessary, lay down his life in defense of God. We, as citizens of
this country, hav it in our power to suppress these insults to
God, and the means to this end is law. And, as Christians,
we are obliged to do so. The non-fulfilment of this obligation God will hold us strictly accountable for on that day
when men shall be judged in strict accordance with their
acts here on earth." Another good Catholic said : "While I believe in free speech, there should be a certain limit to it. The
preaching of Infidelity should not be tolerated in this country. Its preaching is far more serious than that of treasou ·
while the state allows freedom. of speech, it does not allo;
anyone to blaspheme God. Who ever heard of anyone placing the Almighty in a second place? The Infidels of to-day
are doing a great deal of harm. If people hear Ingersoll, and
they in any way get prejudiced against their ow.n religion,
they not only injure themselvs, but also their families. At a
meeting of clergymen in the east a few weeks ago one of their
number preached on Socialism. He held that Socialistic societies, as a rule, were Infidels, and that if one thousand rich
men were done away with, it would be better for them."
.Auother gentleman asserted that the preaching of Infidelity
ruins the mind of everyone who listens to it. "The church,"
he added, "had always stamped it out." On the other side,
there were two speakers, who advocated the heretical notion
that Infidels hav a right to liv. They were eloquent gentlemen, and. the jury decided that they had the best of the argument. The Freethinkers of the country may therefore rest
secure. The debating club of the Diocesan Union has granted
them a little longer lease of life.
W. S. BELL lectured at Palo, lllinois, April 12th.
THE sixteenth annual convention of the American L1.1bor
Reform League meets at 141 Eighth street, New York, Sunday, }fay 2d, forenoon, afternoon, and evening. R .. W
Hume, Cyn.thia Leonard, Wil:iam Rowe, Henry Beeuy, Dr ..
C. S. Weeks, E. H. Heywood, and other speakers arc ex-

pected.

.
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l[ttters !from Jll'iends.
ST. PAuL, MI:\'N., 11farch 26, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8; $3 of which is for
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKEU, and $5 to go toward
illustrating your most excellent paper. You will remember
I promised $10 a year for that purpose. This, of course, is
exclusiv of the regular subscription price, $3. I will remit
the balance before the expiration of the year.
Yours respectfully,
JouN C. RoE.
REEDEH, KAN., April 7, 1886.
1\fR. EDITOR:· I hav had the pleasure of reading THE
TRUTH SEEKER for two months, and am well pleased with it in
in every particular. The illustrations arc grand. It is pretty
strong medicin, judging from the wry faces some 'arc making at it, which, I think, is a pretty good indication that
there are still some of the old impurities in the blood.
Doubtless they hav had homeopathic treatment, which often
fails iu old chronic· cases, but no milder remedies than you
are giving will ever effect a radical cure.
Yours,
·wiLL L. FnAzEn.
WooDSTOCK, Yr., April 12, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I see that some trouble has arisen on account
of the pictures. I suppose each has his or her opinion, aud
has a right to it. But this difference should not go so far as
to destroy TnE TimTrr SEEKE!l.
As for myself, I think in many respects they convey something more lasting upon the mind than if only written.
Therefore I wish that they may continue to embellish TrrE
TRUTH SEEKEH, for which I send a post order for $3. I am
Yours, with respect,
JoHN D. PowERs.
DENVEH, CoL., March 30, 1886.
DEAn LIBERAL FiliENDS: The '' ueautiful snow" has been
falling ~ost of the time for several days: during this condition of chronic monotony the grand old Ttn:TJI SEEKER has
come to hand, frei.~hted with excellent things. Leaden skies,
falling snow, slushy streets, are for the nonce forgotten as we
turn to these leaves of inspiration for comfort and cheer.
First, here are the splendid cartoons, which tell so much in
so small a space and help some people to see themsclvs as the
enlightened eyes of others see them. Then come the
"Friendly Letters." The one ~.ignerl "l'vlox" is a masterpiece in good hits aimed straight at the marie Mr. Comstock ought to be deluged with Dibles; there is uot such another obscene, cruel, bloody book iu the wori<l. True, there
are excellent things iu it, but who with proper self-respect
will go through a sea of filth for a few gems wheu these same
gems lie all around us in clean and lovely places? How
modest people can hug this volume to their hearts and call it
holy, with its recountals of tales of lust, polygamy, murder,
theft, and every crime in the calendar, is beyond comprehension. When I was a church-member I always felt uneasy at
a public reading of the Bible for fear Rome of the shocking
recitals therein would be read. I hav heilrrl many Christian
women say the same. A few Sundays ago I attended church;
the preacher Tead a chapter and took his text from the writings of that arch-polygamist, Solomon, informing us he-was
the "wisest man of all time," and spent most of his breath in
his discourse in abusing the Mormons. 0 consistency!
Three cheers and a hearty hand-shake for ".Mox."
The letter of L. G. Barnes shows a big Liberal heart. Any
.Liberals traveling, I feel comfortably sure, will find liberal
treatment iu the homes of l\frs. Metzger and l\[r. Barnes.
There ought to be that cordiality aurl hospitality, that enthusiastic.feeling of" Hail fellow, well met!" among Liberals
-that there used to be among the old-time :1\Iethodists.
l\Ir. Shepherd's unique compliment to the cartoons is, like
them, "worth its weight in Hocky Mountain gold." Lida
Albert's letter from away up in ·wyoming Territory gladdens
our hearts for the cause of Liberalism iu that far-off region.
The blessed Children's Corner is bright e:!lough for the
snowiest day. What a queen of cheerful, solid sense -Miss
Wixon is! She and Mrs. Blenker are doing a vast amount of
good for our young people. I hav just read " The Infidel
School-teacher" aud '' The Handsomest Woman," by til is
last-named author. They are sweet, inspiring stories, imbued with a sensible, lofty morality.
Our young people will read; ins tend of their reading-books
filled with superstition and a false, degrading system of
morals, I beg parents to be wise in time and lay the foundation of enlightened good sense by giving their children proper
mental food.
There is not one line in either of these ladies' writings that
can call a blush to the gentlest brow or produce a bad thought
in the purest mind. This cannot be said of the generality of
books, which teach that ·wrong can be made right by the
blood of a man said to hav been nmrdererl nearly two thousand years ago.
Liberal friends, buy good Liberal books for your children;
they are cheap. If I had a child I feel certain I could not
make a grander, surer investment of a few dollars for him or
her than in the purchase of good books. I well remember
how my own childhoou anrl youth were tortured and befogged by reading Sunday-school literature; then came long
years of womanhood and arrested mental development in
which life was more of a pain than a pleasure, the direct result of orthodox teaching.
:McDonnell's ·• Heathens of the Heath" and ''Exeter Hall"
broke the spell ten years ago, aud here I am, though I hav lost
property aud friends by death and because I hav ceased to believe orthodox creeds, happy in tile sense of mental freedom
and the continued progress of humanity. Dear Liberal friends,
giv the young people good Liberal reading.
Mns. BucKNER-JoHNSON, }'I..Q.

NEw YoRK, April 11, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: ,Your readers will doubtless recall the passage in holy writ which says that when rogues fall out honest
men get a rest. I rise to an illustration of that remark. Yon
may hav observed that many well-meaning persons hitherto
enjoying the distinction of counting Anthony Comstock
among their activ enemies are no longer the objects of his
special attention. · This is because there is war in the family
of humbugs. Squaring off at Anthony Comstock, and calling him all sorts of names, is one Mr. Lnm Smith, of Philadelphia, editor and proprietor of the Agent.,• llera.l<l, a paper
devoted to booming advertisers iu novelties who patronize it
and abusing many who do not. As a non-advertising dealer
in rare literature and objects of art, Comstock receives a good
deal of adverse criticism in the ·Herald. Iu his issue for
M:arch, and iu a printed circular, Mr. Smith goes for Anthony
"iu a way that I grieve." He dives down deep into the
yawning chasm of the past and drags his opponent's r<>cord
unfeelingly to light. He shows that Comstock is, to say the
least, insincere in his efforts to check the dissemination of
perilous literature, by pointing out that the same Comstock
in 1877 rented a post-office box at Squan Village, N. J., from
which place he advertised-not, however, in the Ilerald-to
send "a book for sports," price 50 cents, to all who would
mail him that sum. An answer to this advertisment resulted
in the receipt of a copy of the New Testaml'nt (old version)
followed by a book containing reading matter of a disastrous
character, and a picture that was most demoralizing. I cau
testify, Mr. Editor, to the accuracy of this description of the
book and picture, having seen them myself and narrowly
escaped demoralization thereby. fflr. Smith's objection to
-this conduct of Comstock does not seem to lie so much
against the book and picture; what he is prejudicerl against
is a man sending that kind of literature along with '' the New
Testament of God." Mr. Smith expresses a doubt that any
good motiv could actuate a truly devout man to do a thing
like that.
The Herald man regards this indictment agaiu~t Comstock
as a settl~r, and with a parting kick and a little pious reflection about the wickedness of calling the New Testament a
"book for sports," he turns his .attention to President Colgate of the Society for the Suppression of Vic:;. He indicates at the outset that l\Ir. Colgate is a humhng, which he
substantiates by showing that after Colgate had been enthusiastic in securing the passage of a law to thwart the designs
of those who, having married, would prevent nature from
taking its course, the same Colgate went iuconti wnt.ly, as it
were, into the business of manufacturing the very dort of
article which his ·own law was intended to suppress.
Not content with making this.chargc against the venerable
Mr. Colgate, the Herald man then procce:l> to prove it by
documentary evidence; which is what might be called adding
injury to insult. Of course Mr. Comstock has known all
along that he is a rascal and that the presirlen.t of the society
is an old fraud; and both of them know that they hav been
bad eggs all their lives, but they are willing to let the dead
Past officiate as its own undertaker while they pose before
the living Present as Knights of the White Cross.
Finally, if there i8 anything that.. would delight the soul of
the hilariously fiendish Mr. Smith, it would be to hav Colgate
and Comstock sue him at law where he could display his
chunks .of truth before the judicial eyes of a judge and jury.
:Mr. Smith prays God to that end, and this test of the efficacy
of prayer will be watched with great interest.
On the other hand, as I learn from the same Herald, Comstock has his eye on·Smith. He ranks him among the sensational class of frauds 1vho gull the public with advertismcnts
of schemes by which "$10 to $25 per dar" may be made
"in your own b,ome," and sees just as good reason why
Smith should be suppressed as Smith sees why Comstock
should be laid out. All good people must hope that Comstock and Smith will continue the fight. It will keep them
both out of worse mischief, and whatever injury they do to
each other cannot in the least affect the honest-dealing portion of the community. Nevertheless, of the two, Smith is no
doubt the least objectionable person. But I am not writing
this to call attention to Smith. He may not be a desperate
man, though the pions twaddle he prints shows him to be a
hypocrit. I think it best for the people to keep it in mind
that Colgate advertised and sold a contraband article for
alleged immoral purposes, and that from all appearances
Comstock increased his own revenue by sending through the
mails the vicious matter which he had taken by force from
others. Mr. T. C. Leland used to say that it was not so important to keep. God out of the Constitution as it was to keep
the devil out of onr post-office.
MoRITz.
PAHSIPPANY, N.J., Apri\7; 1886.
l\In. EDITOR : Two meetings were held in Pythian Hall on
the 4th, in the interest of the Boonton Secular Union. There
was a fair attendance, des::;>ite the bigotry and prejudice of
the people against attending Liberal lectures, and the gloomy
day and the melting snow in general, which made the traveling for pedestrians unpleasant. William G. Mayo, president
of the Newark Secular Union, lectured in the afternoon on
"Liberalism." He is an excellent speaker, and put in some
teiling blows in defense of truth and right. The province of
Liberalism is to turn the attention of the men and women
away from the gods, to turn men and women from an imaginary world to a present world of reality. It is to take
them in their social relations and apply the discoveries of
science, and the plainest moral principles as between· men
and women, and produce that which is the aim o'f all philanthropists-human happiness. The truly noble -men and
women will ::lo acts of kindness without the hope of heaven
or fear of hell, for they put their declaration of independence
in the Religion of Humanity. He spoke with great earnestn(lss of Hypatia-Hypatia, whom men went to hear by the
thousands, ~nd wondered at her words. We admire her

courage, her white face haunts us, for down through the
long centuries that hav passed away there comes an agoniz-.
ing shriek. She was dragged limb from limb, and her
flesh was torn into shreds and scattered far and wide. This
was the work of the priests and the monks of the Rom!sh
church. These brutal monsters will go to heaven sure, if
there is one, for they were men after God's own heart. ·rt
was in this way that the last of the old philosophers died.
We remember these grand, heroic ones with reverence, who
hav gone we know not where. We remember that through
their wo1·k, success, and bravery, we dare say to the gods
"that they had better keep· their hands off from the homes
of the people and the government."
All Liberals who are Liberals of the right stamp will agree
with us to the etiect that the more orthodox the people are,
the more liable they are to commit a crime, and no sensible
person will doubt the criminality of John Calvin, of whom
the lecturer spoke also. It will be well to say right here that
the most orthodox audience we had was in the afternoon, but
the most intelligent and attentiv oue was in the eVEning.
.ttJorge Krahmer, of Bloomingdale, gave us an able addres's on" Wl!Y Are We Liberals?" iu the evening. For a
young lecturer who has not been loug in the field, he bids
fair to become more popular as time passes ou.
it would wake the people up again, the clergy too, if they
would only attend (little cowards dare not come) our lecture8.
If we had the brilliant lecturer, C. B. Reynolds, to lecture on
·" Why I Left the Pulpit," it would set them to thinking
and keep them at it, especially the ministers, and the ones
who say he is a crank that got kicked out of the pulpit. His
platform oratory is characterized by enthusiasm, thoughtfulness, and dignity.
Mrs. Reynolds, too, is an eloquent speaker and can giv it
to the orthodox audience in the way of what she believes to
be right, and what she believes to be wrong. Good! \Ve
will continue to hav Liberal lectures, and in spite of the
prejudiced and bigoted people not believing in Freethought,
Infidelity, Secularism, and Liberalism,- they do come any\vay to the lectures.
l\1. FLORENCE HENNION,
Secretary Boonton Secular Union ..
ImnN, IowA, April 1, 1886.
:MR. EDITOR : I read TnE TRUTH SEEKER of March 27th
late at night, and by the time I had finished A. Bates's letter
I was quite sleepy; but it seemed so ho:nest and straightforward that it set me to thinking. I thought of the time when
I was a lad, over thirty years ago, when the n,1ilder phases of
"spirit manifestation," such as table-tipping, knocking, and
writing, were very common and furnished a gay pastime for
the young folks, who did not seem to be very deeply impressed
.with its bearing on the question of man's future destiny. It
was the older people who made a religion and a "divine revelation" of it, aud who found in it the evidence of man's continued existence beyond the grave, regaling us with ghost
stories, aud leading us to emulate the raising of Saul by the
witch of Endor, and such stuff as that. When we were told
of recent manifestations in a near neighborhood that were
far more wonderful than any that we had had we naturally
felt it as a. reproach, and were soon able to furnish just- as
good right at home. To what extent we "played it on each
other" all around-to what extent we mutually and wilfully
.deceived each other-'or to what extent we were but involuntary actors and" honest mediums," I can hardly say.
Man is an emulativ creature, ambitious to excel even in
the ghost business.
He is al8o an imaginativ creature, and when he is an
earnest believer in anything, uine times out of ten his testimony about thnt thiug is not worth a straw till a very large
part of it is very carefully eliminated. This remark furnishes
no occasion for Spiritualists to fall into a fit of insulted anger
and " take the lie" to themselvs. As a law of evidence it
speaks of a common human weakness. It prevails in every
question for determination by human testimony, and I do
uot think any odium should attach to any one on account of
the rejection of his testimony under its application. It is
certainly creditable to take an earne_st interest in a great
question, even though that interest calls for extra care in
weighing the evidence which it prompts. As a Materialist I
regret that Spiritualists seem more amenable to· this rule of
evidential criticism than our own realistic philosophers.
Tile maxim, "False in one, false in all," as a rule of evidence is quite misleading, unless the "false" be qualified as
being intentionally false. The remedy then lies not in its entire rejection, but in its critical examination, and the rejection
of that part only which is false. This examination involves
not only the evidence in its own substantial unity and mutually
related parts, but also makes in.quiry into ihe mental, moral,
and physical condition, and all the circumstances of the witness as well as the like considerations in relation to the investigator himself.
When a witness testifies contrary to the common experience
of the race, appealing. to his own extraordinary individual
experience, he is not to be tTusted-shoulrl not trust himself.
The internal aud external experieJ;lces that are adduced to
prove Spiritualism either do not lead to that logical conclusion, or the al~eged facts are but shadows of the imagination
or false sensat10ns of the nervous system.
Interest sometimes prompts to falsehood, but even interested lying may be less abominable than speechless indifference, and may really do the cause of truth less damage. Yet
even the stigma of " lying in the interest of truth," or "for
the glory of God," t__hough once favored by Christianity, is
now repudiated; and the falsehoods that now spring from
interest or zeal are not intentional, but involuntary.
The zealous witness falls into grave mistakes. His cars,
his eyes, his sense of touch, but above all his heated imagination, are all intent to 'catch the viewless messengers of
truth and giv them embodiment. He thinks he hears what
he does not hear. The tympanum vibrates, not in uniso~
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with the- aer.ial undulations, but in response to his eager expectation. He hears where there is no sound, and sees where
there is no light.
Brother Bates says he is "mediumistic," and speaks of his
own " organism" as being different from other human flesh.
He is no doubt honest about it, and does not mean to be
offensiv in his assumption of superiority over others; but
this assumption is one of that peculiar class· that s~ould be
- .closely criticised, for it is tha_t stuff of which superstition
weaves her web. If Brother Bates is severely just with himself he will find he is mistaken. Brother Bates knows that
John' Truesdell is both a trickster and a medium.
Now, Brother Bates, that's just a little too much! " A
doctor in spite of himself."
Brother B. says he (Bates) is a medium. I admit the assertion requires proof. I assert I am not a medium. Does my
assertion require proof ? Just here my head began to nod,
and I fell into a dream that was so vivid, and withal so pertinent, that I hOJle you will pardon my telling it. It did not
seem that I was asleep, for I got up, put on my coat and hat,
and walked out, for day had already broke. I soon met a
neighbor, who took off his hat, and knelt down before me
with clasped hands in the most ridiculous manner.
"Why, why! My good friend, what's the meaning of all
this?" I said. But he began to call me "the almighty
father, the everlasting God, the prince of peace," and to invoke my favor.
I tried to tell him that I was not a god; -that I was only a
man, and his neighbor. But the "bug" had got into his
head, and he continued to follow me wherever I went.
Whenever I did the most ordinary thing he called it a miracle
that attested my deific character. I went to the well and
drew some water, upon wi1ich lte exclaimed: "Behold, bow
the great and mighty God causeth the waters to spring from
the earth." I tried to explain to him how that the pump,
constructed according to certain mechanical principles,
caused -the water, when the piston was moved by the handle,
to rise in the stock and tlow out through the spout. Here he
broke off my explanation by a devotional ejaculation in
prai'se of my more than human humility in taking the form
of a man. and even refusing deific honors.
I was in a dilemma. What could I do? In everything
else the man appeared to be fairly sensible. Soon he was
joined by others, and then by others still, and all seemed infected with the same strange delusion that I was a god. I
was' vexed to the core, for if there is any one thing that I
would rather not be, it is a god-in fact, I don't believe there
' really are any gods-and now to be made a god of in this
strange way, why, it vexed me. At first I had felt a little
amused, for I knew it was a mistake, and that I was not a
god, though everybody should swear to it. At last the persistent clatter and worship of these idiots became an insufferable nuisance, but just as my discomfort reached its greatest
point I awoke to fillll it a dream.
Now, Brother Bates, if you m'Mst be a medium, be one to
your heart's content; but don't, don't insist on making
- mediums of your poor, helpless neighbors. You hav found two
frauds-p1·etenden. Pretenders to what? To mediumship?
No; they pretend that they are not mediums. We read of
- many historic pretenders, but they all pretend to be kingsor something. This is the first instance of the kind on record where a man's claims as a pretender are purely negativ.
It is the most amusing and ridiculous thing to any man who
has not got a" !Jug in his head." Bedlam callllot giv any
· one single token of insanity that is more plain.
I am no god, John Truesdell is no medium; so don't
bother us with such foolishness. Your head is level elsewhere. Your purpose is right, and although you hav a
peculiar spiritualistic egotism, I don't regard it in a personal
way.
J. K. P. BAKER.
STEWARTSYH,LE, Mo., April5, 1886.
lVIR. EDITOR: TnE TuuTII SEEKEil comes to me like an
angel of mercy, laden with truth, justice, and charity for all.
I am sorry to hear that some of our friends do not like the
_pictures in your noble paper. Well, we cannot all see alike,
- but for one I think the ·ridiculous absurdities of priestcraft
and the Bible cannot be too strongly pictured to the people ;
and if they will not read the paper after looking at it, they
will hav seen the pictures, which, in my opinion, can do
more for some people than reading. I hav been showing
THE TRUTH SEEKER to many of my friends, and to-day one
of them said, "Please send for the paper for me." Inclosed
-please find tluee dollars, which will pay for one year, and if
possible send back numbers commencing January 1st, 1886.
The' pictures did it. I am the only one who has taken your
-good and glurious paper in this godly town up to this time,
I beliove. The priests hav their poor dupes so completely
under their thumb that if they look cross at the congregation they will nearly faint for fear the Christians' big God
will instantly destroy. them.
Yours truly,
S. N. BRADFORD.
LEIOESTE!l, ENGLAND, l\'farch 19, 1886.
- Mu. EDn·on: Some time ago you sent me "Rational Communism." I like the book well. It is better got up in
print, _and paper, and binding than our average English
· books. It is a great and good thing that "A Capitalist" has
the courage to write honestly.
I see by our papers that you hav some heavy strikes about
- you. We hav had one in this town, which is celebrated for
its hosiery, and especially stockings. About eighty thousand people earn their living in this town and neighborhood
in making hosiery. The strike arose because the small workshops had been grinding their people down to starvation
prwes When they struck work they went in thousands and
demanded the workpeople at the large workshops to strike
-with them against all work until they could obtain a settle-
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ment. The cause of their demanding the large shops to stop
work was that they believed that some of the masters were
supplying work for the orders where the strike was on.
After a week or ten days the masters agreed to pay the
prices demanded, and all went to work again.
In this town we hav a- very fine Secular Hall which cost
over £4,000 or about $20,000. If you would be interested I
would send you an account of what we do there.
I told you when I wrote before that I wanted a specimen
copy of John Swinton's Paper. He sent me several and I got
him two regular subscribers, namely, tile Secular Society and
the Covperativ Soeiety, who hav very fine reading-rooms
which are' open daily for the public use.
TnE TRUTH SEEKER illustrations are much liked in Leicester,
and if you keep up the quality of the pictures to their present merit I thinL that you would insure a very great financial success.
I inclose a postal ordar, for which please send me " The
Order of Creation," ~nd "Diana."
il'IAx H. BuNTON.

the meeting, his lecture was well attended. At half-past
seven the president; Mr. T. C. Heighton, introduced him to
the audience. I forgot to mentiOn that :Miss Daisy :Marsh
sang a beautiful song, and Mrs. Hattie Longcoy presided at
the organ, for which we all feel grateful. The speaker, in a
few well-chosen remarks, introduced the subject, aml went to
his work in a calm, dignified manner, and in a clear m:;td convincing way proved that the holy Sabbath was nothing but a
historical humbug; and ~ must say that I never heard so
much evidence from the ear-ly Christian fathers and standardbearers of the cross presentee!, showing that it was but a
-pious fraud, from Constantine down through clark ages of
terror and persecution to the present time. He also clearly
proved thn.t it was a heathen aut! pagan institution, and that
much that we al'e taught to accept as Christian religion is
nothing but-paganism under the garb of Christianity, and I
will here introduce the testimony of Bishop Newton on this
point: "Is not the worship of saints and angels ·now in all
respects the same that the \,·o1·ship of demons was in former
times? The name only is different. The thing is identically
AYER, MAss., March '2!7' 1886.
the same. The deified men of the Christians are substituted
- Mr .. E~,ITOR' Please sen~ me one copy-~f "_The Order of 1for the deified men of the heathens, and, as the worship is
Creatwn,. am~ the four copws of Ingersoll s Tnbutes.
the same, so likewise it is performed with the same cere. The Pl?to~ml department of THE TRUTH SEEKEit ha~ monies, .the burning of incense or perfumes at one and the
mcreased lts mterest. and power for good at le~st twenty-five same time, sprinkling of holy water, the lighting of lamps
per cent. Yon hav mdeed secured a good artist.
or candles and wax candles in the day-time before altars aucl
. If people res?oncl to Comstock's ad ~ertisment for o~scene statues of their deities; the bowing down or kneeling before
ht!'rature, he w1ll ~av to enlarge _the library part of,Ius mu- images; the solemn rites under the notion of penance; the
SPllm t~ keep the Btblcs sent to hm~.
variety of religious orders of priests; the imposing of celiIntelhge~ce doll~ reason are bmstmg the turtle-shell of btg- bacy and vows of chastity on the religious of both sexes; all
otry and bhnd fa1th.
EL!JAH lVIYRlOK.
these and many more are equally parts of the pagan and
popish superstition; in short, almost the whole of paganism
PAINTED PosT, N.Y., April 3, 1886.
lib. EDn·on : Please find inclosed $4-$3.50 for TilE is applied to popery." And he might bav saicl the same of
TnUTfi SEEKEU and pictures, and 50- cents for some tracts, Protestantism, for it is nothing but paganism under the name
among otll!'.rs S. P. Putnam's "Problem of the Universe." I of Christianity.
The .i\Iethodist minister honored us with his presence,
expect to take TnE TRu·rn SEEKER as long as I am able to
but
stayed only a few minnles. This was more than we
pay for and read it.
I wish to ask a question on a subject that has occupied my conld expect, as it requires but a short time to fill a small
uiind for a number of years. Can an absolute being, the sole vessel. 'i'Ve all feel more than satisfied with Mr. Remsburg's
creator of the universe, knowing .all things from eternity to lecture, for he spoke as one having authority, and not as the
eternity, create a being with a will and power to act contrary scribes. 'Ve suppose our orthodox friends are inquiring,
"I-lav any of the elders believed on him?"
to the will of his creator?
Our thanks are due to the trustees of the Universalist
It seems as if man, in relation to his creator (if he has a
creator), is but a machine, and every act of his life is con- church, and to Profes~or l\Iarsh, for his influence and his
troled by circumstances; and his creator knowing the chain mom! courage in defense of tnith and righteousness.
Yonrs for the truth,
.JosEPH I-IElGilTON.
of causes and effects from eternity to eternity, there is no
0

escape from fatalism or predestination.
"Assuming the other position, that matter is eternal, possessed of inherent qualities that produce worlds, men, and
mice, then we may farther assume that there is no revengeful creator to punish men after death, when it will neither
reform the individual nor benefit society.
I merely ask the question and giv my views that some one
better qualified may set me right if wrong. I am an old man
with 1imited education. and perhaps you had better drop this
in the waste basket. I shall not complain.
Fraterpally yours,
B. C. WooD.
CLINTo:or, KAN., April 8, 1886.
1tiu. EDl'l'OR: I hav seen two numbers of your paper, and
like it VAry much. I valneit very highly as an agent of reform,
and at no distant date will become a subscriber, if I am successful in my undertaking; but for the present don't insist on
my taking it, as I am a great advocate of" cash on delivery."
Your paper is a great organ for the destruction of superstition. The Bible says that God made everything that was
made. Then he made the devil; no one seems to deny that.
Well, it seems that God was a mechanic or inventor (and a
poor one at that, judgi-ng by the Garden of Eden business),
and it seems he wanted an apprentice, in order to hav some
one to whom he could charge all the bad jobs. Well, to me,
however, it seems;; shame for a father who is a poor mechanic to take one of his boys for an apprentice in order to
hav some one on whom to cast the blame, atid then prepare
an endless torment for his apprentice· and his children, in
order to prove to the world \.hat be (God) is simon-purt>.
Some time ago I had an argument with a member of the
Christian faith, and after defeating him on various points, I
began making fun of his God. I told him he worshiped a je:tlous
God, llt.which he became quite indignant, and said the Bible
didn't say that God was jealous. He bet me $2 that the
words jealous God were not in the Bible, and another member of the Christian faith, being present, added $2 more to
the bet. I said: " All right; I am four dollars ahead, or at
least there will be $4 coming to me," and told them to read
the 20th chapter of Exodus. I hav been patiently waiting,
but the $4 bas not arrived. I thinlr since they llav found
that their God is jealous they hav come to the conclusion that
he is not worth $4, and will let him go for the debt.
A short time ago I had a talk with a Methodist on the subject of prayer. I asked him if he believed that God was omniscient, unchangeable, etc. "Yes." "Well, do you believe that God answers your prayers?" "Yes." "Then
you .believe he has done what he would not hav done had the
request not been made?" "Yes." "Well, then, he is a
changeable being, or a creature of circumstances." The poor
fellow was almost convinced that his prayers had all been in
vain.
I will bid you good-day, as I do not wish to tire you, seeing that I am a stranger, but, if agreeable, I may call again.
Very respectfully,
C. V. WILLIAMS.
KENT, 0., lVIarch 28. 1886.
MR. EniTOR: Mr. J. E. Remsburg gave us a ver.\' interesting lecture in Kent, on Tuesday evening, March 16th. The
meeting was held in the Universalist church. His subject
was "Sabbath-Breaking,'' and although the Salvatio1;1 Army
were holding forth, and other influences operating against

ABILENE, KAN., April 5, 1886.
M1c l<}nrrol{: I >Lill told that yon hear botl1 sides of a. question. I therefore hope that, although an Infidel, you will be
fair enough to publish this Jetter. I sincerely trust and pray
that its plain statements of disgraceful facts will so disgust
your readers that they will never want to hear of another
Infidel lecture. A young upstart. by the nu.me of Rogers has
been giving some Infidel lectures at Industry, and as the
clergy were particularly invited, I attended one night, but
shall never do so again.
Instead of the courteous treatment we were promi~ed, we
were most indecently slandered. He began by saying that
for every dollar you spellll you should receive an equivalent
value; that whoever takes a dollar without giving an equivalent is a robber. He then trictl to show that the ministers
cost the American people a vast sum, but return no valuethus leaving the audience to infer that they are robbers. In
trying to show that money is uselessly spent 6n foreign missions. he said that gmfting Christianity onto Butldhism is not
an actual improvement: thnt importing orthodox preachers
into that country to improve the avcmge morality was like
ltoltling a match under a thermometer in hopes it wouldmake the weather warmer.
After abusing preachers in general, he proceeded to compare noted churchmen with Freethinkers. Professor Braden,
the author and college stuclcut, who h:ts forgotten more than
this Infidel ever lmew. was clcnouncecl as a foul-mouthed
slanderer. The speaker reltll from a paper several affidavits
to show that the professor had spoken falsely about an Infidel
town. It is my opinio11 that he made the pieces np as he
read, especially as one chlimerl. to be from a minister, setting
forth that the Infhlels were tleceut. folks. He wound up this
tirade by ~aying that the slander had reached as f:tr as Enrope; that Professor Braden is a disgrace to the American
nation, and could do a patriotic thing by committing suicide.
At this disgraceful remark the audience laughed and applauded. J\fay God forgiv them.
In spcaldng of Brother Boles, the county evangelist of this
county, he became still more abusiv. He said Brother Boles
made the great mistake of his life when he left the brick-yard
for the ministry. He made great sport of his lecture against
Ingersoll, a~d said that to compare Ingersoll to an orthodox
preacher was like comparing Bunker Hill monument to a
toadstool. In speaking of Brother Boles's assertion that if
Darwin is right there would be some specimens half-way between man and monkey, he said it would be impossible to
deny that as long as Brother Boles is :tlive. Had I not seen
it, I could not hav believed that any audience was so lost to
all sense of shame as to lau!!h at such.blasphemy.
There arc malty Iufidels ~l this county, but this one is the
mean!'st. He nearly broke up Elder Knapp's class, that a
hard winter's work built up, and when Elder Boles moved
his tent into the neio-hborhootl last fall, and everything was
ready for a great rc;ival. this Infidel began to scatter papers
and books and lecture in the school-house againstreligion,
and although the meeting was held fifteen nights. not a single
convert was obtained. 0 Infidel! what souls you will hav
to answer for! But. his efforts, like all others, will come to
nothing. Voltaire said one hundrd years ago, "In one
hundre'cl years there will be no more churches," but there are
more to-day than ever.
REv. GEoRGE OLIVER FISHER.
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rhyme. I accepted his offer gladly, so I send
A melancholy tho't, I know,
gave the lawyer for his kindness to her in the
you my thoughts thus transposed for the
When scarce such fruit is .found below.
past.
perusal of our little readers.
But
"nature
~roans and man is sad,"
The next day the lady left for New York,
ELDA BILLINGS.
Arid,. by the J mks, it must be had.
and thence sailed for Florida. Through her
Children's Corner is a treasure
Irwin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
Prized by little folks at home.
benefactor the story reached the ears of a Bee
River, Mass., w whom all Communi.cationsfor
Who its hidden worth can measure
4.-THE "TREE PUZZLE."
reporter,
but
the
condition
was
imposed
that
.
In
the future years to come 'I
this Curner slwuld be sent.
The "tree puzzle" that follows is one of the most
Children's Corner is a blessing
no names should be used. The story is a re- ingenious
tnf!es of the kind now current :
E•en to children l:trgel" grown;
markable one, and, as remarked before,
'Tis a treasure worth possessing,
1. What's the social tree,
This nice corner called "our own."·
2. And the dancing tree,
" Between the dark and the daylight,
shows how an act of kindness can completely
3. And the tree that is nearest the sea 1
Auntie Susan Helen Wixon
When the night is beginning to lower,
change the course of a life.- Omaha Bee.
4. The dandiest tree,
Has a pleasant word for all.
Comes a pause iu the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

TJ1e Plow and Sword.
There was a count, the story runs,
. Who knew that shortly he must die,
So called he to him his two sons
To share his goods and property.
Now for a plow, also a sword,
The aged warrior made reqnest;
They brought him these, the sons adored,
That he could make them his bequest.
l\I:v elder son, my valiant heir,
You will this sword in future wield;
The mountain with its castle there
And all of honor you shall shield."
To you, not less, my kinder son,
To you the plow do I now giv;
In lands which quiet huts stand on
There you in peaceful toil shallliv."
Life-wearied then he falls to sleep
As he this simple blessing givs,
The sons his mandates truly keep,
And faithful are throughout their lives.
To-day where is that sword of will?
That castle and its hero man 1
Where are the lands with villas still?
And where the humble, peaceful yeoman 1
Oh ! ask not how the story ends,
'Tis known full well throughout the throng;
To ruin• deep tile castle bends,
Tilat tn1stJ sword bas rus~ed long.
The lands, though, lie in lordly pride
Beneath the sunshine's gladdening rays;
The golden barYests ripen wide
For one has held the plow these days.

How a IHml .Action Changed the
Course of' a Woman's Life.

~

-·

·I

'

·-'
J

A little incident was brought to the attention of a reporter recently which illustrates
in a m!trked degree how much good a little
act of kindness may accomplish. About
twelve years ago a young girl, only about
thirteen years of age, was brought into the
police court charged with being a disorderly
person. She was fatherless and motherless,
and had led a life which was quite the oppo-site of refining in its tendencies. But still
her face was round and rosy, and with her
golden hair she was a beautiful child. What
to do with her was a question with the authorities. Si1e was undoubtedly guilty of
what she was charged with, and the only
remedy for her case seemed to be a short
term of confinement.
Just as she was about to be sentenced,
however, a well-known attorney who was
present asked to be allowed a few moments'
conversation with the girl, which was
granted. At its cloee, the gentleman surprised the court by asking that the girl's case
be dismissed, promising that he would be
responsil;>le for her actions in the future. As
it was the easiest way out of the dilemma,
the judge was only too glad to comply with
the gentleman's request, and the self-appointed guardian walked out of the .courtroom with his protege in charge. He secured
employment for her as a domestic in a private family, 'lndmade ·her promis to come
and see him as often as possible.
The girl lived up to her agreement, and the
gent.leman's kind treatment and advice which
he gave her in her little troubles completely
won her heart. Time passed rapidly, and the
little girl became a young woman. She was
au excellent housekeeper, her character was
beyond' reproach. She became more and
more beautiful as she matured in years, until
at nineteen she met a wealthy railroad man,
who fell deeply in love with her. She re~
turned his affection, but when he asked her
hand in marriage she refused him. He
pressed his suit, however, and finally she re.
lated to him the story of her early life, giving
it as the reason why she had refused his snit.
Her lover was not thus to be driven from her,
and she finally gave consent to the marriage.
The wedding occurred shortly afterward, and
the newly wedded pair took up their residence in an elegant home in a Western city,
where they now liv.
Last week a beautiful woman, handsomely
dressed, arrived in the dty and called upon
the lawyer above referred to. At first he did
not recognize her, but when she spoke of the
little girl whom he had taken from the police
court years ago, his eyes were opened, and
he knew his visitor to be his former protege.
Both were deeply affected by the meeting,
IJ,nd fervent were the thanks which the lady

Frank Ford's Fast.

5. And the kissable tree,
6. And the tree where ships may be 1
7. What's the tell-tale tree,
8. And the traitor's tree,
9. And the tree that's the warmest clad 1
10. The languishing tree.
11. The ohronologist's tree,
12. And the t.ree that makes one sad 1
13.. What's the emulott• ti'ee,
• 14. The industrious tree,
15. And the tree that will neve1" st.trtd still?
16.' The llnhe!t)thiest tree,
17. The :lngyptian~plagtie trtel
18 And the tree neither up nor down hill?
'
19. The.corttentptlble tree;
20. '.rhe. niost yielding tree,
21. And the tree that bears a curse 1
22. The red•lisb brown tree,
23, '.rile reddish blue tree,
24 And the tree like an Irish nurse 1

Frank Ford filched five fat fowls, four finny
fish, from fond father for Friday fast. Fearing fatal finis, Frank fasted from filthy flesh
five Fridays 'fore Florida feast. Frank fasted
faithfully (?)
Frisky fowls flew from Frank's fine fence
for food; found finny fish 'fore Fmnk fed
fowls. Four fowls fought for first fill, Fowls
fought furiously; flopped, fretted, feigned
fine feints, filched fine feathers from fancy
frocks. Fun fur fifth fowl. Finding firkin,
fish floating, fifth fowl feasted. Few fowls
•
25, What is the tree
fast Fridays, for fear fatal finis. Fowl finish'!'bat makes each townsman flee 1
And
what round itself doth entwh1e?
ing fourth fish, flew for field far fl'om fighting 26.
27. What's the housewife's tree,
fowls.
28. And the fisherman's tree,
Frank fouud firkin, fish filched, fowls fight- 29. What by cockneys is turned into wine 1
30. What's the tree that got up,
ing, felt fearful faint. Frank flung fuel furi31. And the tree that was lazy,
ously. Fowls fled. Frank followed, flingiiig 32. And the tree that guides ships to go forth 1
33. The tree that's immortal,
·
fuel, fretting for filched fish.
34. The trees that are not,
Far from farm fence fickle fowls fled. 35. Ancl the tree whose wood faces the north?
36. The tree in a bottle,
Fierce fox from forest found fowls faint from
:r.. 'l'he tl·ee in a fog,
fighting. Fowl flesh flue food for foxes. Few 38. And what each must become ere he's old 1
39. The tree of the people,
foxes fast Fridays for fear fatal finis. Frank
40. 'l'he traveler's tree,
fled for flail, fight fox. Fowls filled fox full. 41. And the sad tree when school-masters hold 7
Finishing fourth fowl, fox fled for forest. 42. What's the tree that has passed through the
fiery heat,
Frank, finding fowl feathers, finding feet,
43. That half-given to docto1·s when ill?
flung flail, fretted, felt far from funny.
4!. The tree that we offer to friends when we
meet?
Fierce falcon, flying from field, found fifth
45. And the tree we may use as a quill?
fowl fighting flies from fine feathers. Fowl 46 • What's the tree that in death will benight you,
47. And the tree that your wants will supply?
flesh fiue food for falcons. Few falcons fast
48. And the tree that to travel invites you,
Fridays fear fatal finis. Falcon flew for fowl.
49. And the tree that forbids you to die 1
ANSWERS.
Fowl fluttered. Falcon fatally fixed fowl for25. Citron.
ever. Falcon, finishing fowl, flew for forest 1• { Pear.
26. Woodbine.
Tea.
far from Frank's farm.
2. Hop.
27. Broom.
28. Basswood.
3.
Beech.
Fit finale.- Fox, falcon, feastetl; fat fowls, 4. Spruce.
29. Vine.
30. Rose.
finny fish, furnished foorl. Frank Ford fasted 5 }Tulip.
· tYew.
31 JSatin.
faithfully.
D. G. CRow.
6. Bay.
· Aloe.
7. Peach.
3~. ( )elm.
F01·t Bayard. N. 1lf.
33. Arbor-1itae.
8. Judas.
34. Dyewoods.
[The above is a fine sample of alliterativ 9. F1r.
35. Southernwood.
10. Pine.
composition, showing the manner and mo~iv 11.
36. Cork.
Date.
12.
Weeping
willow.
{Smoketree.
of the custom of fasting. We are obliged to
13. Iv:v.
.37· Hazel.
its author for the contribution, and hope to 14. Spindle-tree.
38. Elder.
39. Poplar.
15. Caper.
hear from him again.-ED. C. C.]
40. Wayfaring tree.
16. Sycamore.

Onr Puzzle Box.
i.-CONUNDRUM.

17. Locmt.
18. Plane.
19. Medlar.
20 {India-rubber.
· Sagopalm.

{Fig. .
Damson.
22. Chestnut.
23. Lilac.
24. Honeysuckle.
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What a bashful person dislikes.
2.-UONUNDl!UM.

•

41. Bireb.
42. Ash.

43. Coffee.

44. Palm.

45. Aspen.

46.
47.

Deadlv nightshade.
Breadfruit.

48. Orange.

49. Olive.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE CHILDREN'S OORNER
APRIL 10, 1886.
2.-Fifty feet.
3.DUCAT
USAGE
CAIRN
AGREE
TENET
4.N
PEW
EDWIN
NEWYORK
CROWN
ORE
K
LAMP
5.AGUE
MULE
PEEP
6.-Cat-o-nine tails.
SoLVERS.-C. R., Lyle D. Gault.

Uorrespondence.

Why is Carrie not in earnest ?
3:-A MOUTII-l\IAKING PUZZLE.
la.~t ninety-nine,
A single word which we define,
"Relating to the surgeon's sleight
Of forming, making mouths aright."
Here in the blank from " S" to "p,''
A large love-apple you may see;
And so the mouth is formed with skill
Which we with thi~ love-apple fill.
But for Talmagean features wide,
A six-inch dash should be supplied ;
While to displace this awful dash,
'fo well. conceal the horrid gash,
The frmt that such a need supplies
1\iust ~row to pe a melon's s~e.
S-p

LIBERTY, Mo., April 3, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Pa has taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER for several years, and I like
to read the Children's Corner. I go to the
public school, and study arithmetic, geography, grammar, and I am in a third reader,
and soon will go into the fourth. I hav five
brothers and one sister. My sister is twelve,
and I am only ten years old. My little
brother don't go to school. but we teach him
at home; he can spell some words; he is
only four years old, and I am teaching him
"The Ten Little Bigots." I hav twenty-six
little chicks, and I am afraid that I will hav
to knit some stockings for them. It is snowing very bard here, and it is about four inches
deep. I had a piece to say Friday, and the
name of it is "Ragged Jack." I think there
are so m.any good pieces in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and especially in the children's letters, and the pictures in the paper are very
amusing. I can't make out your Puzzle Box.
This is my first attempt in writing a letter, so
I will close, for I will weary your patience
with so much nonsense.
Ever your friend,
DoRA L. HAYES.
P~ S.-1 will send you one of my cards. /

For she does not feel above us,
Though we are but children small.
Writes for us such Pretty stories,
Givs ns 1 too, sttch good advice,
IJLonr Corner1 too, are puzzles
Executed very nice,
Homer, Helen Mar, and Elida,
Constitute" our trinity,•i
But the verY last name mentioned
Is myself, as you can see.
Ten years old in this month (April),
Go to school and try to learn.
Greet the children correspondents,
Each and every one in turn.
Elda Billin&"s sends kind wishes
.To the cb!ldren, far and near,
H()JJes when we are little older
We can pen our thoughts more clear.
P!!Pa renders me assistance,
.Puts my prosy thoughts in rhyme.
Will you put them in "our Corner"
If I'll wnte again-some time 1

[Elda's letter in rhyme is very pretty; and
.so is the little picture sent us, which shows
that she has artistic talent, and will in time
perhaps become a celebrated artist.-En.·
C. C.]
SuNLIGHT, NEB., March 13, 1886.
DEAR ~!Iss WixoN: I thought I would
write you a few lines. My name is Edith
Sowers and 1 am fourteen years of age.. I
love dearly to read the letters in the Corner.
Ma and pit went to town to-day and we are
here alone. I am going to school now. Ol!r
school has fifty scholars, but they do not all
come; there are ninety-two in the district.
Our teacher's name is Mary Hutchin. We
are going to hav an exhibition tl}e last day:
Our school is out two weeks from to-day. I
like to go to school, but I like to read the
letters in the Corner better. We hav a town
hnlf a mile from our home. I love to liv in
tgwn. I am as bright as any girl is of my
age. Pa says that I am dull and don't know
anything, but I will show him. Well, I
guess I will quit for this time. Good-bye,
dear Miss ""Wixon.
Yours truly,
EDITH SoWERS.
CLEARWATER, NEB., March 27, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIXON: The weather has been
very cold some of the time this winter. My.
father has bePn sick, and I hav had to do all
the work. 1 hav had to take care of nine
horses and six cows, and a lot of hogs-, and
draw water out of a well eighty-six feet in
depth. The wells in this country on the table
lands are from forty to two hundred feet deep.
The most of them are bored with augers fourteen to sixteen inches in diameter. Sometimes when they are boring a well they come
to trees down eighty or a hundred feet. The
wood looks some like cedar, but is harder
and finer grained, which shows that this
country has at one time been a lake, as geoloEARLE A. FINOII.
gists affirm.
P. S.-1 hav read" All in a Lifetime," and
like it well. It is a nice story.
E. A. F.
WHEATLAND, OR., March 29, 1886.
DEAR M1ss WIXON: I l1av seen so many
little boys and girls writing I thought I would
write too. I am fourteen years old. Our
school was out a week ago. When I r. J to'
school I study arithmetic, history; dictim 11ry,
geograplfy, and grammar. Well, as I ca.mot
think of any more interesting news I will
close.
Yours truly,
JENNIE MAGNESS.
SALEM, ILL., April 5, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIXON: As it has been said iu
the Book of Books, as others ha:v written. I
thought I would write. But I don't claim
that my pen is inspired, as man is liable to
error. My age is fifteen years. I hav been
going to a six-months school, I hav studied
all the seven common branches, and also Bryant's Common School Bookkeeping. We hav
had ciphering matches almost every week. I
hav four brother, two being twins, and two
sisters alive; the two are named aft.er two
intelligent men, Alva Leslie, and Alta Darwin. I think the gourd-vine over Jonah is a
different specie from that we now raise. It
is the first gourd-vine I ever saw that grew
straight up. When the paper is read of an
evening, the things to look at are the beautiful pictures and the Children's Corner. I
hav been reading Mr. Bennett's "Around the
World." I think it is beautiful. There is
one thing I would like to see in print ; it is
the orthodox "Sweet By-and-By." If you
know of any quick rules of arithmetic, will
you inform me of them? Hoping to sec this
Jn print,
Yours for truth,
RuFus WILLIA!Ils.
[We know of no quicker rules than are
found in our modern school arithmetics.ED. C. C.]

MooDY, TEx., March 28, 1886.
DEAR MISS WrxoN: As I am a reader of
THE TRUTH SEEKER I think I will write a few
lines for it. I am ten years old and I go to
the Waler school-house to school. My moth_er
takes TnE TRUTH SEEKER and I hav a little
sister three years old. I hav a little brother
DEAR ~Iss W rxoN : My papa said if I would nine monthe old and his name is Robert G.,
writ_e to yotl he would change my prose into ~~t~r Robert G. Ingersoll, DEssm SIMoNs ..
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delineat.ion of the characters of the principal
personngcs of the Christilm Bible an<! an examination of their doctrins. Price, $2.
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cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
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83 Clinton Pl., New York City,
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We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome" placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
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Charles Watts's Works.

Se1·ularism; Destructi v and Construc-
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Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

32 pages in cover.

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.

•

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 eta.
For ail of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
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'Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
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with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-Dn. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

MISSOURI.

-

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

(E. M. 286.)

MASSACHUSETTS.

a. Romance. · " The

author certainly has genius. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book is filled with
manly thoughts 1 expressed in umnly wordsthe transcript of a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 eta. "
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B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office Smyrna
Mills).
'
MICHIGAN.
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Exposit ion of the DeYil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 85 cents.

The World's Sixteen Crucifl1•d Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Containing new and startling revelations in
relij:(ions histo>:y1 which disclose the oriental
origm of ~til the ooctrines, _Principle~ precepts,
and mira.cles of the Christian New Testament,
and fnmishing a key for unlocking many of
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental cruoified gods. $2.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
33 Olinton Place, Ne'lf York.

nell, author of "Exeter Hall." Piice, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.·'
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

The Outcast. A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London editwn. By
Win wood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance.

By

i\Iiss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
'personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked def(reeJ. even
from so gifted a pen as that of IIIIBS Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familia1· to
most readers in the Freeth ought ranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER
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we hnv a "Secular Funeral and
AT LAST I, Marriage
Hand Book," which
can be used in all cases, and is indorsed by all

classes of Liberals.
Price (cloth bound) by mail, fifteen cents in cur
rency or postr,ge stamps. A liberal discount to
agents.
Address Dr. A. R. AYRES, 810 Broadway1
2t17
Hannibal, Mo.
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CHARLES
DARWIN.
-aAdmirers of the Great Naturalist, and practically
the father of Evolution, w>ll be glad to know that
we hav a fine lithovrnph of him for sale-size
18)<fx2! inches on heavy platepaper. Framed, the
picture will make a splendid ornament for the
parlors of Freethinkers. Price, 25 cents.
Address THE THU'l'H SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
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MAKING IIIoNEY.
A BOOK FOH YOUNG AllillRICANS.

RY JAMES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who ha v
helped the world; together with eight portrait".
Mr. Parton's works need r.o commendation. They
are standard.

Prier,

Address
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What Then1
With "ashes to ashes and dust to dust,"
Life's elrama closes-what then 1 what then 1
We shall go, to be sure, where perforce we mustPerhaps it will be with the wicked men.
Or we may be bon1e upon pinions strong,
Beyond the clouds, through the upper ah·,
To the regions above, where no more we'll long
For tho unattainable, all too fair.
But shall grasp, and bold, and call it our own,
And roll in such very excessiv bliss,
That we'll list with joy to the trumpet's tone,
And wouldn't a thrill of the harP-strmgs miss.
Oy we may, like clods, in the coffin lie,
And dry, and crumble, and moulder away,
Till there's nothing left of the once proud "I,"
But a very small handful of worthless clay.
Then who shall say what the end will be,
When we hid farewell to this earthly crust
And cross forever the boundless sea,
Bn t ashes to nshes and dust to du~t?
-J. JV.

.Book Notices.
THE ORDER OF CREATION : · The Conflict between Genesis and Geology. A Controversy between tlte Han. W. E. Gladstone,
Prof. T. H. Huxley, Prof. Max Miiller, M.
Reville, E. Lynn Linton. New York: The
Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place.
Pp. 178. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50
cents.
As a relief to the worries of the political
situation last year Mr. Gladstone fell foul of
the Hibbert Lecturer for 1884, Professor Reville, of the College de France, whose "ProIegomenes de l'Histoire des Religions" was
translated by Squire in that year, with an in~
traduction by Max Miiller. In "Da~yn of
Creation and of Worship" the distingui10hed
rhetorician who sways the destinies of the
British Empire attempts to demolish the
position of Reville as to the meaning of the
first chapter of Genesis, moved thereto by
Reville"s. choice of an early book by him
(Gladstone) as an example of the eiTors of
men of intellect regarding this momentous
subject. Gladstone does not cite Professor
Dana, of Yale College, but his mode of reconciling the first chapter of Genesis with the
geology of to-day is so similar that at each
page one expects to find that name. Dana's
essay has been before the public these thirty
years in the various editions of his most
valuable ":ILmual of Geology," which is a
text b~10k lterc and abroad. Gladstone acknow' .. l~es that since he wrote the book
citell by Raville he has changed his mind
considerably, but after establishing to his own
satisfaction the coincidence of the Genesis
creation with that told bythe rocks, branches
off into his favorit study·of Greek mythology,
and ends with a pathetic note concerning
Mrs. Lynn Linton and another woman writer,
who rejoice at the prevalence of the doctrin
of evolution.
Professor Huxley took up the cudgels for
science and Reville in the December (188i>)
number of the .Nineteenth Cent1try, and
pointerl· out the difficulties in the way of accepting Mr. Gladstone's adjustments. Then
Max l\Iuller had his say, chiefly to protest
against the Gladstonian insinuation that he
considers the solar theory of the myths a
panacea. Next comes Gladstone's reply" to
Huxley and ~fuller, in which Professor Dana's
name appears ancl Prof. Asa Gray is quoted.
A postscript to this paper givs one to understand that he l1as just heard of Dana and
Arnold Guyot, of the United States, and of
Prof. Othniel C. Marsh, of Yale. The turn
of the French professor comes next. Professor Reville is even more courtly in style than
his English· defenders, but makes a very admirable defense. Huxley says a word more
in Febrnary of this year, remarking incidentally, "I thinlr that JHr. Gladstone might hav
been able to put his case with a good deal
more force if he had thought it worth while
to consult the last chaptPr of Professor Dana's
admirable 'J\fu!~<IUl of Geology,'" and referring him to the ''Lectures on Evolution,"
which J\fr. Huxley delivered in New York.
Finally, l\Ir~. Lynn Linton comes in for a
"Protest and a Plea."
The controversy seems to show that all
Professor Dana'~ skill in marshaling his profound learning had not convinced advanced
evolutionists like Huxley of the agreement
which he found long ago between the geologic
and the Genesis record of creation. There is,
however, much to be said on both sides, and
the champions say it with a. good deal of
spirit.-New Y 01"k Times (April 4th).
THE ORDER OF OREATION CONTROVERSY.

l\Ir. Gladstone's review of Reville's "Histo_ry of Religions," which appea:t·ed not long
ago in a London periodical, and in which he

undertook to affirm the harmony of Genesis
and Geology, drew forth answers from Pro-·
fesRor Huxley and Professor · Max Miiller.
Then followed a rejoinder from .the propounder of the harmony theoty, which in
turn elicited communications in rebuttal from
Professor Huxley and Dr. Reville. A woman
also figures in the list of disputants, an allusion in the original article having brought out
a protest from Mrs. E. Lynn Linton. These
parers hav attracted unusual attention owing
to the eminence of the principal controversialists in their respectiv fields, and many
persons will be glad to learn that they hav
been collected in a volume reprinted in this
city by the Truth Seeker Company. It may
be said at once that while all the authority resulting from distinction and admitted competence in scientific inquiry is arrayed upon the
side of Mr. Gladstone's antagonists, yet such
a master is he of rhetoric and dialectics, that
for the majority of readers the victory may
seem doubtful. Let us try to set forth briefly
what Mr. Gladstone sought to prove, and the
grounds on which his assertion was challenged by Professor Huxley, the specific issue
raised by Professor Max Muller being of
subordinate importimce. . Mr. Gladstone contended in his preliminary
essay, and, with some modifications, reaffirmed in the rejoinder to his critics, that
" the origins, or first appearances of plants,
fishes, birds, mammals, and man arc given to
us in Genesis in the order of succession in
which they are also given by the latest geological authority." This scriptural order of
succession has, he says, been " so affirmed in
our time by natural ·science that it may be
taken as a demonstrated conclusion and established fact." From the-assumption of this
coincidence of the Pentateucbal story with
the results of modern investigation, he draws
the inference that "either the writer of Genesis was gifte_d with faculties passing all human experience, or _else his knowledge was
<livine." Inasmuch as the fir~t "branch of
this alternativ is truly nominal and unreal," the
conclusion is, "so stands the plea for a revelation of truth from God, a plea only to be
met by questioning its possibility."
Professor Huxley begins by submitting that
if 1'\'Ir. Gladstone's assertion of the confirmation of Genesis by geology can be shown to
be not merely inaccurate, but directly contradictory of facts known to every one who is
acquainted with the elements of natural science, his deductions touching the inspired
character of the scriptural narrativ must obviously collapse. He has no difficulty in
showing that the term " great sea monsters''
(used in the passage of Genesis under discussion) must include the most conspicuous of
great sea animals like the whales, do)phi.ns,
ancl porpoises, and as these are indubitable
mammals it is impossible to affirm that mammals come after birds, which are said to hav
been created on the same day with fishes and
sea monsters. Inasmuch, moreover, as these
cetacea and sirenia are certainly modified land
animals. their existence implies the antecedent existence of land mammals.
Furtl~etmme, Mr. Gladstone's term fishes
is shown to be too narrow to cover all the
moving creatures that hav life which, according to Genesis, were bidden to fill the waters
in the seas. Such moving creatures. of the
seas would include marine mollusks and crustacea, echinoderms, corals, and foramenifera,
which are abundant in the paleozoic rocks,
ages upon ages older than the rocks in which
the first evidences of true fishes appear. If,
then, in a geological book Mr. Gladstone finds
the quite true statement. that plants appeared
before fishes, it is_ only by a complete misunderstanding of the word fishes as technically
used is zoology that he can be led to imagin
that the statement serves his purpose: "As
a matter of fact at the present moment it is iL
question whether, on the bare evidence afforded by fossils, the mal"ine creeping things
or the marine plants hav the seniority. No
cautious paleontologist would express a decided opinion on the matter. But if we are
to read the Pentateuchal statement as a scientific document, then, as it is quite clear that
only terrestrial plants of high organization
are spoken of in verses eleven and twelve of
Genesis, no paleontologist would hesitate to
say that at present the records of sea anima1
life arc vastly older than those of any land
plant describable as ' grass, herb yielding
seed, or fruit tree.' "
These objections seem sufficient to· refute
b'Ir. Gladstone's reconciling hypothesis, but
there are others which are merely glanced at
iuthe following sentence: "As in my apprehension," says Professor Huxley, "there is
not a shadow of justification for the suggestion that when the Pentateuchal writer says

' fowl ' he excludes· bats (which, although
mammals,· are expressly. included under
' fowl' in Leviticus), and as ·I hav already
shown that he demonstrably includes reptils
as· well as mammals among- the creeping
things of the land, I may be permitted to
spare my readers further discussion of the
'five-fold r order.'"
After all, to read this second paper by Pr9fessor Huxley seems like witnessing the slaying of the slain, for, as the following sentencefrom Mr. Gladstone's rejoinder shows; the
latter felt himself hopelessly overmatched,
and endeavored, by attenuating his original
assertion almost to the point of impalpability,
to lay a basis for an interminable logomachy. ·
In the following sentence Mr. Gladstone seems
to resort to the e)l:pedient of those sea animals
which, when in peril, manage to eject a cloud
of inky fluid between themselvs and their
pursuers: "If lam asked," he says, "whether
l contend for the absolute accordance of the
Mosaic writer as interpreted by me, with the
facts and presumptions of science as I hav
endeavored to extract ·them from the best authorities, I answer that I hav not endeavored
to show either that any accordance has been
demonstrated, or that more than a substantial
accordance-an accordance in principal relevant particulars-is to be accepted as shown
by probable evidence."-New York Sun (April
11th).
OUR RELIGIOUS-SOIENTIFIO DISOUSSION.

The dis~ussion of the great subjects of religion and science that has been going on in
this paper since December last has recently
been enriched and intensified, the scope and
compass enlarged, and the whole reading
world .directed to it by the engagement of a
siQJ.ilar discussion across the Atlantic, in
which Dr. Reville, an eminent diVine and
scholar of France, perhaps the most famous
in that country noted for its rich and splendid literature; Hon. W. E. Gladstone, the
greatest statesman of Great Britain, and who
is styled the "Ulysses of dialectics," and who
is said by Professor Huxley to be the "greatest master of persuasiv rhetoric among English-speaking men of his time;" Mr. Huxley,
who heads the world's special scientists,
and whom Mr. Gladstone recognizes as an
authority than whom there is none higher;
Mr. Max Muller, the most finished scholar of
classical literature; and Mrs. Linton, a novelist of sufficient reputation to hav been specially mentioned by Mr. Gladstone in one of his
papers in this famous discussion, are the
combatants. On this side of the water these
papers hav been republished in a scientific
.monthly, with copious comment by the
editor, and are undergoing review by Mr.
Henry Drummond, and will no doubt receive
widespread attention. These papers combine the thought of the ripest scholars of the
age on a theme that has been eloquently discussed in all l_l.ges and in all languages. They
are collected in book form by the Truth
Seeker Publishing Company, 33 Clinton Place,
N.Y., price 75c. Everyone interested in this
discussion should send for a copy of this
work.-Ocala Ba-nner.
Our enterprising publishers hav resorted to
a new device for attracting the book buyer.
We hav offered to us books that are Round
Tables of controversy. If some leading article in an English review by a famous hand
is answered by an equally famous one, and in
tum is answered by the former, eliciting a
rejoinder, and so ad naUBeam, then the American publisher gathers them into a book and
baptizes it with the name of " that irrepressible book." The duel between Mr. Spencer
and Mr. Harrison finds a successor in what,
from the number of combatants drawn in, we
must call the qu~drilateral duel between Mr.
Gladstone, Mr. Huxley, Mr. 1\iax Muller, and
M. Reville._ In the Nineteenth Century for
November, .1885, Mr. Gladstone opened.fire
on M. Reville, the distinguished Hibbert lecturer for 1884. M. Reville givs us an amusing account of how, at a table d'Mte in Italy;
one day he took somewhat warmly the side
of Mr. Gladstone against an old English lady,
who was vehemently denouncing the leader
of the Liberal party. The irony of fate, he
says, occurred a few days, after, when an
Italian count suddenly said to him : "You
are M. Reville, are yon not, professor of the
College de France?- Well, it seems that Mr.
Gladsto:ne has been attacking you sharply in
an English review." That was the first news
he had of the encounter that has resulted in
this neat book issued by the Truth Seeker
Company of New York.-Unity.

thought~ The· theory adopted is that :man's
relations with the soil are intimate and interdependent. Labor and the soil are the two
essential and primary factors in production.
Since labor is the source of. man's subjl.iga.tion of the soil, labor. has aright to a fair
share of what is produced. The author then
comes to the scheme w:hich will restore the
equilibrium and giv labor the 'means of living.
in proportion to its effort. The remedy is
limitation of land~holdings. By allowing one
•.'
man to hold only so many acres he thinks
there will be enough tQ go around so that ; . _
everybody can be sure of a. respectable and
wholesome life. "Rational Communism'
purports to ):tav been written by a capitalist.
It begins with a vision· in which the United ..
States appears as it would if the laws of equar
distribution and justice were observed. The
rest of the book is devoted to showing how a:-- ·
~ational communism would bring about the>ideal state. This author, like Mr. Ingalls, l--lias no patience with the notion of property\, .
illland.-Kansas City Times.
f·

A NEW YERSI()N •. By
Samuel P. Putnam. Published by the
Truth Seeker Company, New York. Price
10 cents.
There is hardly any department of learning
that has not received new lights from lndia.lt is in the ancient world of Vedic literature
that the germs of Aryan religions are to bestudied.
No one can understand even the historical
po~sibility of the Christian religion without
knowing something of the Jewish race, which.
must be investigated chiefly in .the pages of
the Old Testament, And in order to appreciate the true relation of the Jews to the rest
of the ancient world, and to understand what
ideas were peculiarly their own and what ideas
they shared in common with the other members of the Semitic stock-or what moral and
religious impulses they receive from their historical contact with other nations of antiquity,
it is absolutely necessary that we should pay .
some attention to the history of Babylon,
Nineveh, Phcenicia, Persia, and India.
In the legends of India and the legends of
the countries to the west there are strange
coincidences to be found, without our being
·
able to say how they traveled.
That at the time of Solomon there was a
channel of communication open between
India and Syria, and Palestine, is established
without doubt by certain Sanskrit wordswhich occur in the Bible as names of articles
of export from Ophis; articles such as ivory,
apes, peacocks, and sandalwood, which,- ·
taken together, could not hav been exported _
from any other country but India.
.
The Mosaic account of the origin of man
and of creation were no doubt drawn from
ancient records which existed in his day, and
which assumed different forms among the
various nations of the old world.
The poem, whose title stands at the head of
this article, is one of those accounts of the >
creation of man, after the manner of t:;-,e
translations frOm the sacred books of t]:ie ~:;
Hindoos. The work is without a preface,
but is otherwise of that rich, lu;mrious, andglorions style so characteristic of the oriental
mind.
The description of the awakening of Brahma and

.....

ADAMI AND HEVA.

"Creation'8 dawn upon the hollow gulfs;
The sparkling eflluence of divinest joy,
Flowing and dancing, breaking into stars,
Long trains of light, and comets• golden hair,
And rhythmic sweep of cloud with breast of fire,
Whence constellations burst and traveled space,''

is· dramatic, and if not equal to some of the
great epics of the west in the brilliancy and ·
variety of its coloring and the music of its
style, is not inferior to them in that masculin power which only rude, uncivilized.
nations can produce.
As an example of the author's style his description of love may be taken:
''Love can enl"ich the sweetest life of all,
Adami said. It is the heart of fire
Within the lily's bloom and star sublime;
It is the music of the summer's wind,
.It is the song the birds sing evermore.
Tl:ie waves do whisper it by day and night;
The thousand leaves are tremulous with its breath.
It is the sectet grace of every joy ;
There is no perfectness in anything,
So love makes not its home within its breast."

The "new version," as it is termed, is
written by Samuel P. Putnam, of N~w York,
and is well worth the perusal of every one.
It can be had of the Truth Seeker Co.-Denison, Texas, Sunday Gazett~er.
HORTHAND Text-book and Instruction by

S

mail to master it, given by the author of the

J. K. Ingalls has written a book called
system for $6. Mos.t po_pular and EASY method.
· Indorsed by 1,000 graduates and _professional
" Social Wealth." It is very radical in its
stenogra,phers. Book alone $1. D. L. SooTT·
views, but written with. force and evident BRoWNE, 23 Clinton Place, New York, N.Y. -
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Ingersoll's W"~rks:-.

Otto Wettstein's

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1:
In five lectures,_ comprising, "The· Gods"
'•.Humboldt " " 'J.'nomas Paine," "Individua~ity," and "Heretics and Heresies."
·

~Popular Jewelry Store, Rochelle, IDo

The Ghosts. · Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.~5.
-·~

Contents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for- Man,
Woman,·and Child," "The Declaration of Inde]lendence," "About Farmin__g in Illinois,"•· The Grant Banquett" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past uises before Me Like a
· Dream," and" A Tl'ibutetoEbon C. Ingersoll"

...

u Genitin diamond jewelry; fine gold and silver

~atches, chains, bracelets, gold and plated jew- .
ielryt stlver and plated ware+.optical, art, and fancy
)gopas. a oz., coin silver, .l!>lgin watch, $9; 4 oz .•
l$10.50; 4oz., stem wind, 11 jeweled, $14.50; same, 15Uieweled, $19 ; same, adjusted, $22. In filled ll'old
ilcas'll!,. warranted 20 years, 7 jeweled, stem wmd,
1$21; 11 jeweled, $28.50: 15 jeweled, ~; adjnstedr
$31. Best filled cases add $4.50. Ladles• filled, besl
cases, $20..1 7; f2"<. 11 ; and $30. for 15 jeweled movements. .Ladies' solid gold, 10 k., $22t 7; $24, 11;
$32, 15 ·jewels. For 14 karat cases ada $8. Gents
equally low. Watches cleaned, $1 ; ~pl'ings $1 ; and
' returned per reg_istered mail. nest spectacle in
1 the world, $1. All goods must snit or cash back.
,
And what is a nicer
present for either
your lady or gentleman fnends than
one of mj' latest improved model badges
m solid gold, artistically enameled in
three colors! Price,
l
$8, $3.50, $4. With
'
genuin diamond in
1,
ri•ing sun, $8 and $10.

Some .Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
. ·
•
Intt>rviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.

·.

What Must We Do to Be Saved r Par-

1.

per, 25 cents.

'l'he thristian Relhdon.

By R. G.

IngersoJb Judge Jeremia1i S. Black, and Prof.
George .If, Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Or1 hodoxy.. 56 pages, 12mo, paper,
I

-

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid, ·Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Ingersoll (.;att't'-hhwd: His Answers to
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San F~·arwtscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 co]lies,·$3.
Millions of these should be circulated by Free~
thinkers.

~}) ~

Vindh•1ttion of Thomas Paine from

I .

the attacks of the New York Observer., by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price·, 10 cents.

lugi·rsoll'l'l Lectures

..

Complet~.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, jrl half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i800
pajl"eB, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

·Tributes.

~tJlPlications

There hav been so many

for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Bl'Other," ''The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry :Miller's Grave," that they hav.
been printed on hea:ry toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and mlarge, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be fot·warded
to any address, prepaid, for 50cts, or either one
fot· 15 cents.

.1'be Uusts of' Voltaire. Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; trne to
life, pricet $1.50 each. Every admirer uf these
apostles or Religious Liberty should hav these
busts.
iures.

Photo~ruphs

of Colonl'l Jng.. rsoll.

Superb pliotographs1 22x28, $5; panel, 10.l!fx17,
$3; boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 eta.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
83 Clinton Place, New York.

J. .E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims

Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
li'Iissionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburll' are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showing the creeds of the pl'isoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the
Church a1rd Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty· the Church and the
Antislavery Heform ; the Woman's !:tights
Movement; the Tem]lerance Reform ; the
Church and the Republic.

' Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned· by Scripture : Falsehood and
Dec£>ption; Cheating: Theft and Habben• ·
Adultery and Prostitntion; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despoti•m; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unldndness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacl'ifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Po\"erty
and Vagrancr; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, Slllgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
. Special discount onlil.rger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking.. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view, Large
and handsome print. '.rhe quest.ion is discussed
uude1· the followmg heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea: The JewiBh Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and. the Sabbath; Examination of
Smula_)' Arguments· Origin of' Christian Sabbath; '!'estimony of the Christian Fa-thers: The
Sabbath durin~ the Middle Ages; The Pmitan
Sabbath; Testimony of Cht'istian Reforme1·s,
ScholarsJ.. and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws. J:'rice, 25 cents: six copies, $1.00.

Image Breaker.

'fl10mus Pniue.

WOMEN, AND GODS: Introductory; · mies; Geographical Religion; Revelation; Evi·'Accident Insurance; Cbietly Women; Wily
dence of .Jo'aith; Did He talk? What Yon
·.. ·Women Support It; What It 1'eaches; From
Muy Think; Intellectual Gag-Law; The VIMoses to Paul; 'flte .Jo'rmt of the Tree of Knowlcarious Theory the Cause of Crime; Rev1sion;
edge; Knowledge Not a Cnme; As Much InThe Church's Money-Box; Shall Progress Stop?
spired us Any of lt.
l'IISTORICAL FACTS AND THEOLOGICAL
VICARIOUS ATONEMENT: l<'ear; Begmning
FlCTIONB: Church Fictions; Historical Facts
to Thiuk; Creeds; ·Self-Control What We Need;
-(Civtl\rotion, Comparativ Status, Women as
Vicarious Atonement Not a Christian InvenPersons, Education, As Wives, Not Woman's
tion; Twin Monsters from Intellectual PigFriend, Morals).

Price, Cloth $1.00; Paper, iiO Cents.

'l'he Trade Supplied at Special Discounts,
AddresR THE TRU'l'H Sl<JEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

SOCIAL 'NEALTH:
Tile Sole Fl\ctors and
Exact Jlatlos In Its Acquirt:ment und Appot•tionment,

By J. K. INGALLS
CO~Tl~NTS: Economic Schools: a hrief review of tlleir Origin aud Growth; Ri~e and
Growth of Capitahsm; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
1'ools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Wagas; Pr1vate and Rocial Wealth; Laud Own-

ership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
the Productiv :Factors; Partnership aud Co·Op·
eration; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Of Value or lkonomic l{atios; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestwns
to Legislators; Conclusion.

PRICE, CLOTD, $1 t.iO,
Address THE TRUTH S~EKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.

BATJONAL COMMUNISM,

The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his n!\me from the asperswns cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Ueason " are given ; also, tdbutes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
pet·sons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper.
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portmit of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address.
delivered in Paine Hall.J bei'ore the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
1

The contents of the volume are:

ME~,

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washington an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Eacli
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

°F~~~Ii the above works address

. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

The Perpetual Calendar.

THE PRESENT

An Almanac Forevel'

Rochelle,

rn.

is a regular!~ educated. and le!{ally qualified physwian, and
the most successfJ!-1
as his practice will.1
prove. He has for·
twenty years treated!
exclusivly all diseases,
of the Sexual Orgaus,,.
in the cures of which.
he stands ~reeminent·.
SPElt:MAl'OHRH<EA..
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse in youth .and;
sexual excesses in tpa-.
turer years, causmg:
night emissions by
~---o---o---o--• dreams, loss of sexual
power, rendering
marriage improper and unhaPPY.• et9., a~·e Cl!red
IJermanentlv by an outside apiJlicatwn m stxty
days, NO STOJVIACH MED!CIN lJSED .. It is one
of Dr. FellowB' valuable discovene~, w!:nch 1s e~-
tirely unknown to the mGdical professiOn. It ts
not a catch-pen11y get u_p, such as a pad~ belt, pa'ltille, nor magnetic appliance, but s1mp1y n.. mechcin to be applied externally on the parts affe'cted,
whic~ cme~ by absorption. Sen,d jive 2-cen.t s.tamps
for hts "Pr1vate Counselor," gJ.vmgfnll mformation. Address Dr. H. P. Fellows7,Ymeland, N.J.,
and say where you saw this advert1sment.
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is·
an Infidel of the most prononn~~d character. llro,
Liberals, your patronage 1s sohmted.

BOOJ{S ON JUEDICAL A~D SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of n13ar1Y 11(!00 pages, fully
illuBtrated. Cloth, $8.25-m Engush or German.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50,
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
BoyDoctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
lly Dr. E. D. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or t6
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volllllle of "Seicnce in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints anrl Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pampillet of 12!:! pages.
By Dr. Faa te. 25 cents.
SANITAlW-SCIENCE SEHIES (Dime Pam
phlets). lly Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz._: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease," representmg the germ
theorv, advocating personal and pub.lic hygiene
an<l opposing vtwcination; "Health m th.e Sunbeam " considering the blue-glass cure-<>f value
to swl{ an<l well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEHEDITY (llooks and Pamphlets). "The Law
of HereditY," uy Prof. Brooks, 336 pages\ cloth
bound, $2;. "Heredity," by Loring__ Moo~ y, 159
r>ages, cloth\ 75 cents; "The Law of Heredtty," by
F. H. Marsn, 10 cents; ':'l'he Alplu~bet of .the
Human '.rcruperameuts," w1th illustra.twns, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; '·Generation before It~r-en
cr~ttion," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.l}O ~ents;
~te
ports of Conventions and Parlor JVleetmgs tlurmg
1882," 10 cents; "'.rhird Annual Convcntwn of the
Institute of Heredity, l\ia,~; 29, 1BBe1" 10 cents.
Address 1HE 1'1\uTH SEEKER.

The Bible Analyze~.

AND

BY

THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA.
BY .A. CAPITALIST.
A Booli. Advocating .Associate Life as a Remedy for Poverty, Vice, aud_ Crime. It deals w1th
the present conditions of 1100iety in this country, pointing out their uu~e~fectwns, and showmg how
it is almost 'impossible that the people should be other than poor and Vlcwus und~r _our present system. The. remedy, the author tlunks, i~ in communal life, and he has dru\':n a VJV!d ptc~ure of the
future Republic of North America, as 1t will be when society shall ~e orgamzed on the pnnctples of
Rational Communism. The Uo<lk is vigorously and interestlllgly wmten.
_
CONTENTS: The titles-<lf some of the chapters are: Present Extt rna! Appearance _of ~ur _Republic; GQvernment and Laws; J<'inance; Public.lmprove~ents; Pro~uctJon aud Drst_nb';lt!On;
Education; Morslity and Heligjon; Marriage au~ Dtvorce; life l_ll the .New !{epubhc; L1fe m the
Existing Republic; Examinatiou of the Objectwns to Commumsm ; .Metho~s I'roposed for the
Transition frem the System of Individual Property to a System ot Collect1v Property; Danger.
Pnce, $1.&0.
·
· ,
.
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York C1ty.

Working the Year of Science
And the Conunon Computations.
Showing the day of the week for any day of tbe
month for all time past and present and to come,
and other useful information. Price, 40 cents;
three for fadress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Canvassers address L. Martin,. Brunswick, Ga

.

iDR. R. P. FELlOWS

Ad'dress on the Vivil ·Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

. , GfJ OTTO WETTSTEIN

1 ~rlOOIU~H~

RUPTURES

CURED~,.

UI')'Medlco.l Compound and 1mpreYed_ 'll
ElasticS p oTter 'l'russ "'f!'om3Q.to ·
90 davs. 'Nefloable oreterenr.cs g!ven • ..S<Uld

stamp for aircul&r:, <ltld StU/ tn what .paper
110,. oaw mil adv.,.t,..•ment. Address C~pt..
A. ~Bmitii?Ull,lofariGll.CO•

w.

.»..r.

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible Investigation. Revised Editio!J. This pal!l:r;>hlet
refers specificallY to 148 B1ble proposttwm,
with numerous references and mtahons, that
are contradicted in terms by the same .n um'Qer
of other proposiiions in the same book. Price
25 oents.

.John R. It eho, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-11w New Testament.-The
Creation -'.rhe Dehu~e.-The Exodus.-The 1\flracles cf tl~e Bible.-The Errors of ,the ll(ble.-The
Prophecies.-The D'·vil or S~tan of ~he ll1hle.-Th~
Heav£•n an<1 Hell of tLe lllhie.-1be .Sabuath ol
the' llible.-'l'hc God of the llible.-The llfes•iah or
SMior.
.
Crown octavo,,833 pp .. Splenrhcpy executed. Sent
bj· mail, post patd. l'rwe, $3.00.

·£HE BEST YET.
R.ev.A. J.Swnrte, cdilor llfENTAL SCIENCE MAGA·
ZINE AND

MIND-CGRE

JoUH.NAL, null

preside~t

Mental Science Cuiversiry, 161 La Salle St., Chl-

or

Cllgt,, Ill., I!Ut< jt~sned three panqJhl· 18
10 pnges
e.'LCh.
·1 be ]Bt-nEYOLUTION, •ruE GARDEN, TUE
SEHPEN'l\ THE 'l'J:.E;IL
A NEW TIIKORY ON THR
Ot:lGIN nF EnL. n 'l'hl81s original and overn~rns
e~n- 11 tl:eorY yet advanced.
Jt io un.ansu·eruble.

The.:4f-'·Pt.:R~oN:'LlTY A~f! lDEN'rlTY., dcenoys
forcn·r th'' eclcntJUc poss1lnlty of a local heaven
or n locnl God. The 3d-''ls GoD A PxnsoN1'' lt
it:1 u~eleFs to argue the indh•hluality, or .visible
nature. of God in the face of tllis lecture. Every
j)r~achcr sho11ld read this. It shatter• llo1(rnas

Each of the above 3 cts, a copy, or 24 eta. per d""·
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, WHEN Will men and :Women learn to be just and
charitable toeac·h other 1 When can the simplest
demands and instincts of nature be answered withe
out a life of cruel disgrace to follow 1~D. M; Bennett.

THERE is a general movement in·NewYork
in favor of the Saturday half-holiday, ·
',GoVERNOR HILL has signed a bill making
twelve hours a day's work on the street cars.

~tance,

1

· Mrss FoLSoM, of Buffalo, the ymillg lady who
report says is to marry President Cleveland,
is twenty-two years old, a college graduate,
and· good-lo?king. Mr. Cleveland is in luck.

'[EvereU Hale.
1!

A liUN wllo is married to a woman his inferior in
intelligence finds her a perpetual dead-weil':ht.,· or
~orse. than a dead-weight, a. drag, upon every as:piration of his to be better than pubhc opinion re·:quires him to· be. It is hardlypossibleforonewho
\il! in these bonds to attain exalted virtue. If he
:differs in his opinion from the mass; if he sees
'truths which hav not yet dawned upon them, or if,
:(eeling in his heart truths which they nominally
·recognize, he would like to act up to those truths
:more conscientiously than. the generality 'of man'kind, to a!! such thoughts and desires mamage is
the heaviest of· drawbacks, uhless he be so fortu:nate as to ha\7 a·Wife as much above the common
Jevel as he himself is.-Mill's Suv}ectian of Womffli.

fldds and ~nds.

A PHYSICIAN in Laurens county, S. C.,
claims to hav found a twelve-year-old boy
IN a popular choir a man whisiles an accompaniwhose backbone is prqlonged into a tail ment. See here, Brother Talmage; are yon going
eight inches long, covered with a thick . to allow them to get ahead of yon in this way,. ..
growth of hair. The boy can wag the tail.
"How do yon like Smith 1" "First-rate; only
A TERRIFIC tornado visited St. Cloud and he is so superstitions." " How soT" "He never.
goes
fishing on Sunday, because he is afraid the
Sauk Rapids, Minn., on the 14th, nearly defish won't bite on Sunday,"
stroying the two towns. From seventy-five
TEMPERANCE advocate (to young man in restauto one hundred persons were killed outright,
rant): ''My dear young friend, do you know that
and two hundred or more injured. Great sufthe Bible says, • Look not upon the wine when it
fering prevails.
is redT'" Young man (surprised): "No, does itT
TnE railroad strike in the Southwest is still Here, waiter, make that Rhine wine instead of
claret."
on, with small prospect of immediate settleTHE story is told of a famous Boston lawyer,
ment. ~Iartin Irons, the local leader at St.
that, one day, after having a slight .discussion
Louis, bas been indicted for tapping Gould's with the judge, he deliberately turned his back
telegraph wires. His arrest is generally be- upon that personage, and started to walk off.
lieved to be unjustifiable. Conferences and "Are you trying, sir, to show contempt for the
court 1" asked the judge, sternly. "No, sir," was
consultations are tmder way.
the reply. "I am trying to conceal it."
A MAN named Adams, who had committed
a murder, was hanged at Northampton,
Mass., last week Friday. In the morning of
that day he humorously remarked that he
would prefer to go off early, so he could.
reach hell in time for dinner. He was evidently a good man gone wrong.

,;."

So]long as. men b~lieved, with Dante, for inthat this world was the center of .creation,
-!Lnd the important piJrl of it, that sun and stars
, ·were only convenient lights set to enlighten this
· :World, and revolving daily about, so long it was
, not Wfficult to believe that God once took aspecial
human .form, went and came in Palestine, and, if
you please, died upon the. cross. So long it was
. ·POsSible to think of' him in a certain place; to
think of the savior as now .. sitting at his side,"
and to adopt in good faith many of the medieval
formulas of theology. or Christology. But, in that ·
sense, this is not possible now. When a man says
i:tow that God• was incarnate in Christ, he does
: not mean what the church fathers of the Middle;
1 !.\ges meant. When, therefore, an amiable and~~well-meaning man, like Dr. Thomson, says that
i .when Jesus Christ walked about Nazareth, he
hav t~ken a peculiar interest in trave~ng
j',must
:about the hills he had. made, he says somethmg
.)which is simpiy ridiculous to men of this time.
!They know. that Nazareth and its hills were formed
)>y an infinit power, about whose name there may
!be question; about whose nature there ,may be
pivision. And t)J,ey ki10w that.it is not in any fair
.sense of words that anyone says that Jesus Christ,
!who walked in: Nazareth, made those hills, any
imore than Mary, his m~ther, made them.~Eawqra

THE bishop of Madrid, in Spain, was fatally
shot last Sunday morning by a recently dismissed priest.
· WHILE Catherine Brennan was praying in
church last Sunday a thief ·robbed f1J.er of a
pocket-book containing $12.
A GREAT flood in Montreal last Sunday in- ,
undated many of the principal streets'and
did a large amount of damage.
1
BARNUM's great elephant Alice, the former
consort but now the relict of the deceased
Jumbo. arrived here last Sunday.

CoMSTOOKISM is carried so far in Montreal,
Can., that a gentleman has been prosecuted
for hanging a picture of the Venus de Milo
and other works of art on the walls Of his
own house.
REPORTS from Quebec, Can., say that a
· large trade in innocent girls is carried on between that city and the larger cities of the
United States. The authorities are ~onsulting
over the matter.
IT is discovered that an Ipswich, Mass.
selectman who warns the druggists of the
town to stop selling cigars and candy on Sun~
day has himself been selling cider all winter
without a license.
TrrE Rev. W. A. Hammond, of Franklin.
Falls, N. H., who recently ran off with $2,000
of his wife's money and was brought back and
· arced to disgorge, has disappeared again, this
time taking his wife's clothing and silver.

\'

t.

I

THE Shoe Salesmen's Union takes adv!'ntage of the Sunday law to coerce. those who
keep their stores open on Sunday. Several
. dealers hav been arrested for that offenSe.

·-

MABEL and Floy Atherton, a clergyman's daughters aged eight and six, respectivly, were overheard one day in the following conversation.
Saysl\l[abel, "Now Floy, which would you rather
do, liv here and hav a good time, or die and go to
,feaven 1" "I'd rather hav a good time," innocently returns Floy. "Why, Floy Atherton," was
the response, "is that all yaur rPltgton amounts to 1"

HJP hjp fjhurrahj! The. Minnesota Norwegians
DmvERs on the Third avenue horse-car line
of this city struck last Friday, and only a hav again been celebrating the discovery of America by Niels Niederson the Red. The exercises
few cars were run. The company failed to opened with the reading of the DJeclaratjon of
come to terms, and on Monday the drivers Fjinderpendjience, and· closed with the singing of
and conductors on all the other lines except
H}ail Cjolumbia, Fjhappy Jland,
two deserted their cars. Up to the present
FJail, ye Jheroes FJheaven bjornyterne bjand,
wri.ting the affair is not settled ..
whjich wjas gjven wjth a vjim that lifted the fjroof
off the wjgwami.
JoHN H. NoYEs, head of the Oneida ComDEACON BoNESET: "Mornin', Brndder Wilsung.
munists, died at his home at Niagara Falls, l's powfullypleased wid dat summon ob you'n las'
N. Y ., on the 13th inst., aged 74 years. He night." ·Brother Wilson : "Wall, I'~ glad yo' liked
was bora at Brattleboro, Vt., studied theology it. But, ter tell de fee•, l's rudder discou'aged."
at Andover, and was licensed to preach. He D. B.: "How so.T \Ve .sut'nly had encou'agin'
signs." B. W.: "Yaas, but yo' see, arter I had
was a fervent Christian, his peculiar doctrin
done closed wid dat pow>ful appeal, an' axed all
being that women, as well as goods, should dem ez felt de desiah to commence a new life ter
be enjoyed in common lot. He led an inter- come forrard, not a soul stirred. An' den when I
axed all ez was Christians to stan' up, de hnll conesting and eventful life.
gregation riz-not one ob dem a sinner, not one
BoTH Mrs. Bartlett and the Rev. JIIIr. Dyson, ob dem !-Hm·per's Bazar.
of London, were acquitted of the charge of
IN EXIBLE.
murdering the former's husband, who died
Cast ashore on· a lone, barren isle
from the effect~·:of chloroform. It' came out
In the sea into which flows the Nisle,
_in the course of th!J trial that Mr. and Mrs.
With no clothes but a battered old tisleFrom a fnllsnit a rather scant pisleBartlett were married with the understandI, of course, could not dress with much stisle,
ing that their relations were to be "platonic,"
While I dwelt in that residence visle;
and that the Rev. Mr. Dyson was to be the
But as there was no one to smisle,
real husband, which program seems to hav
I managed the years to begisleThat had else been a long weary whisle
been carried out with great fidelity and
With many a s~roll in my tinle,
assiduity on the part of the woman and the
. And many an innocent wisle,
minister. Mrs. Bartlett testified that when
That kept in good order my bisle;
her husband seemed inclined to vio1ate the
Till a ship that sailed many a misle
Bro1,1ght me home from my dreary exisle,
terms of the marriage agreement she had a
And I this way the tale place on fisle,
habit of checking him with chloroform. It is
With the trust that it no one will risle.
upposed that he committed suicide.
-Norrtstoum Herala

THE WAIL OF A CmCAGO WIDOW.
I show by my distressful tones
And by my doleful features,
How much I miss the Rev. Jones,
That best of modem preachers.
When hili Chicago work was done
He paused not to-consider
What grief the parting brought upon.
One lorn and lonely widder.
I used to wend my way each :iligh1
To revel in his teachings ;
My burdened soul grew airly light
Benea~h his magic preachings.
I occupied a seat reserved
For struggling young beginners.
And hung upon the blasts he served
To unrepentant sinners.
Farewell to those delicious times
Of silent adoration ;
My idol speeds to other climes
To ply his sweet vocation.
Oh ! that he might forget her not
Who boldly makes assertion,
That from her lonely, widowed lot
She hankers for conversion 1
.
-Chicago News.
THE BEAUTIES OF THE ENGLISH ORTHOGRAPHY.
A scribe in writing right may write
To write and still be wrong ;
-For write and rite are neither right,
And don't to Wright belong.
Robertson is not Robert's son,
Nor did he rob Burt's son,
Yet Robert'K sun is Robin's sun,
And everybody's sun.
-The person lies who says he lies
When he is not reclining;
And when consumptiv folks decline,
They all decline declining.
The dyer dyes awhile, then diesTo dye he's always trying;
Until upon hi~ dying bed,
He thinks no more of dying.
Alas, a lass is sometimes false ;
Of faults a maid is niade, ·
Her waist is but a barren wasteThough stayed she is not staid.
The springs shoot forth each spring, and sl10ots
Shoot forward one and all;
Though summer ki4Js the !lowers, it leaves
The leaves to fall in fall.
·
I would a story here commence,
But you might think it stale;
So we'll suppose that we hav reached
The tail end of our tale.
·

·THE KING'S GATE.
A beggar sat at the king's gate
And sang of summer in the rainA song with ·sounds reverberate
Of wood, of hill; and plain,
That, rising, bore a tender weight
Of sweetness strong and passionate;
A song with sigh of mountain' pass,
Ripple and rustle of deep grass,
The whispering of wind-smote sheaves,
Low lapping. of long lily leaves,
Red morns and purple-mooned eves .
The king was weary of his part,
The king was tired of his crown;
He looked across the rainy land,
Across the barren stretch of sand,
Out to the breadt)J, of rainy sim.
He heard the wind beat loud and free,
The gilded casement, snllenly
Fallingly away with mist and rain.
" But, oh, it is a weary thhig
To wear a crown and be a king !
Oh, for one golden hour and sweet,
To serve the king with willing feet!"
But he would sleep and from his heart
The jeweled, silken girdle loose,
And giv it room to turn and choose
An easier measure for its beat.
Into the gilded chamber crept
A breath of summer, blown with rain
And wild wet leaves against the pane.
The royal sleeper smiled and slept.
"I thought' that all things sweet were dead!"
They heard him say who came to wed
The crown again to 'the king's head.
-Boston Transcrtpt.
THE parts and signs of goodness are .many. If
a man be gracious and courteous to strangers, it
shows he is a citizen of the world, and that his
heart is no island cut off from other lands, but a
continent that joins to them; if he be compassionate towardB the affiictions of others, it shows that
his heart is like the noble tree that is wounded
itself when it givs the balm; if he easily pardons
and remits offenses, it shows that his mind is
planted above injuries, so that he cannot be shot;
if he be thankful for small benefits, it shows that
he weighs men's minds and not their trash; but
above all, if he hav St. Paul's perfection, that he
would wish to be an anathema from Christ, for
the salvation of his brethren, it shows much of
divine nature, and a kind of conformity with
Christ himself.-Bacan's Essays.
IT is the duty of a man
To bless his greatest foe,
And shield the arm that late was was raised
To work his direst woe.
Just so, the scented sandal-tree,
In all its pride and bloom,
Sheds on the ax that lays it low
A sweet and rich perfume.
-Boole of Epigrams.

ASHORT LESSON lN HISTORY.

TRUTH and the book of Genesis cannot be reconciled except on the hypothesis that the Bible means
anything It can be made to mean-but then it
A double-page picture contrasting science and· means nothing.-Theoaore Parker.
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how 'the other has
IT is a shocking waste of time to spend an evening in discussing the frailty of some woman with
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents; whom the divorce court will hav dealings, when
twenjy-five co_pies for ~1; one hundred copies for the women of Shakspere wait for an introduction,
$3. We wish that the fnends of Freethought would or to keep company with a man of doubtful repudistribute thousands of these telling pictures.
tation, while Tennyson is neglected, and Walter
Scott unknown.-Christtan Register.
·

THE MODERN BALAAM.

Showinf the Balaam of modem tiriies to be ~he
priests. tis.a splel\did pictorial argument. Price,
ver dozen, 80 cents: p~r hundied; $1,50,

\:.

THE first grave was the first cathedral. The
first corpse was the first priest; and when the last'
J>rieat is one the world will be free,- Ingersoll,
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IJofts and tklippinys.
A GROOERYMAN, of Portland, Or., has been
expelled . from a Baptist church for saying
that he " would rather go to hell with a white
man than to heaven with a Chinaman."
TnE Dallas News has,' as the boys would
say, got Chicago justice down tine. It says :
"They don't positivly know that they hav
the map at Chicago who threw the bomb, but
the man they hav will do to hang. He knew
all about who did throw it."
A DAKOTA real estate agent was visiting in
the East. '' Hav you a church at your place?"
asked a friend. "Church?" "Yes, a church."
" Oh, yes, I know what you mean_:_one of
these things where they ring a bell like thunder every Suuday morning. Yes, we've got
one." "Don't you ever attend?" " Me?
No, I never hav yet. ·I put in $25, though,
toward building it." "How df you come to
do that, if you don't take inttfest enough ·to.
attend?" " Oh, I knew what I was doingwe couldn't ~I any town lots without one.
There's nothing will catch the Eastern speculater when he comes out to buy. real estate
like a church with a long, slender steeple
sticking up on it like the nozzle on a tin
oil-can.''
·
THE Sunday.schoel will g!lt a bad name,
says the Hour, if it keeps on graduating
criminals at the rate it has been doing.
Nearly every bank defaulter and embezzler
of recent years has been it Sunday-school
teacher or superintendent, and now, as if
tired of that prosaic and sordid kind of
roguery, it is beginning to develop suicide
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,.
and murder. Cluverius, now under: ·sentence
of death at Richmond for murdering his
cousin, Miss Madison, was a most devout
church-member and superintendent of Sun-day-school, and the broker, Latimer, who
shot himself the other Sunday morning, had
just. finished notes for a Bible lesson he was
to hav delivered before the Sunday-school
attached to Dr. Talmage's Tabernacle.
JoHN JARRETT, ex-president of the Amalgamated Association of Iron and Steel Workers, and Henry George. spoke at Cleveland,
0., May 26th, at the American Congress of
Churches, on ·the· reasons that the workingman distrusts the church. Jarrett said Christ,
himself a carpenter, preached equality to all,
but the preachers of to-day seldom preach
Christ and him crucified, and are too loth to
preach that the extortioner and oppressor, as
well as the drunkard, and the employer who
robs his men, hav no place in heaven. Mr.
Jarrett has been a Sunday-school teacher for
years, and related incidents illustrating how
the church truckles to the rich. Henry George
said that the feeling of the workingman
against the church amounts to open hostility,
because he recognizes the church as the bulwark of the condition of oppression of laborers.
THE Sydney, Australia, ..Evening News reports the following : " On the 17th of February, at the sitting of the Metropolitan
Court of Quarter Sessions, presided over by
Judge Forbes, Mr. T. M. Williamson, the
attorney for a prisoner, was proceeding to
test a witness's knowledge of the nature of an
oath, when he was Interrupted by his honor
excl&iming, 'What nonsense I' Mr. William-son : Surely, your honor, I can ask the wit-

ness whether she knows where she will go to
when she dies if she tells & lie? His honor:
Do you know?· Mr. Williamson: Oh l welL
His honor: I don't. think you do, or any one
else. Mr. Williamson: But the law allows
us to anticipate. His honor: You would be
satisfied, I suppose, if the child said, ' If I
tell the truth I will go to heaven, and if I tell
a lie I will go to hell.' Mr. Williamson: Yes.
His honor: It's all claptrap-absurd. The
attorney abandoned the question."
IT struck me as an incongruity, says the
New York Tribune's "Man About Town,"
whe~ I strolled into the office of a leading
cemetery association, the other day, to find a
stock ticker beside the secretary's desk, and
to see that officer consulting the tape occasionally. But that does not compare with
the experience of a friend who is a good
church-member, and who went the other day
to secure a pew in a city church. He told
the sexton what he cemld afford to contribute
yearly to the church, and got the reply:
"Bless you, sir, that would not pay (he
ground rent of a pew. Land comes high in
New York, and we hav to rent our pews accordingly." My friend does not now go to
church, and he is in favor of opening the
libraries and the art galleries and similar institutions on Sunday.
TnE New York Sun printed, a few weeks
ago, an account of a young girl who
had been abandoned by her mother, and
whose father was unable to support her, becoming a regular and apparently seriously-intereeted attendant at a series of revival meetings which were being held at Milford, Pa.,
and who received one day a note signed
" Ladies of the Church," telling her that her

presence at the meetings was not desired unless she could come clad in better clothing
and hav a more presentable appearance. As
that was impossible, the unfortunate girl,
whose name is Tabitha Weeks, ceased going.
to church, and, finding no one in the place
who seemed willing to giv her a helping
hand, she drifted from place to place, and a
few days ago went to Port Jervis. There she
stole some jewelry from a house, and was arrested and sent to the pe:o,itentiary for four
months.
REv. DR. TALMAGE is ~ot always happy in
his illustrations. In a recent pulpit address
he thus depicted Anarchy : " Anarchy-Is ·the
abolition of right and property. It makes
your store, house, money, and family mine,
and all mine yours." Most persons, says
Cooley's Weekly, will readily agree with the
Brooklyn Tabernacle orator that Anarchy is
a very bad thing indeed, but, after all, isn't
Anarchy, as described by Mr. Talmage,
exactly what 11-Ir. Talmage's Lord and master
preached while on earth? In fact there is no
more doubt that the Lord and master preached
Communism than there is that the servant and
follower preaches something very different.
Christ was crucified because he preached that
doctrin; Mr. Talmage doesn't mean to be
crucified. But why should Dr. Talmage,
whose soul ought to be exclusivly concerned
with his heavenly possessions, take heed for
those earthly treasures that moth and rust
may, corrupt, and that thieves may break
through and steal? If Talmage has any
property, any .store or house that he calls
'' mine," he should make haste to share 1t
with his " dear brother in the Lord," and not
prate about the "rights of property_."
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f/iommtmications.
A Bill of Indictment Against Religions Per Se.
BY

JACOB HENDERSON.

n.

But I retUl'n from this digression to the line of my
argument.
THE CHURCH THE OFFSPRING OF THE RELIGIOUS SENTIMENT,
AND THE CAUSE OF STRENGTHENING ITS DOMINION IN
THE WORLD.
Eighteen hundred years ago the Christian church,
as a new sect of religionists, began its career, and her
priesthood, setting aside the claims of the old heathen
e~orcists, monopolized the business of working the religious sentiment as a mine of wealth and power for
themselvs. Like their illustrious pagan predecessors,
the Christian hierarchy continued the policy of keeping the people in ignorance, well knowing the advantage it gave them in canying out their ends. They
appropriately called themselvs shepherds, and the
people sheep-the most simple and gullible of all
animals, whose nature is to follow wherever the shepherd, with his bag of salt, leads, and whose function,
in the plan of the world, is to yield their fleeces to
the shepherd for his clothing, and their carcases for
his food. Like Christ and the apostles, the new
hierarchy were firm believerS in demoniacal possessions, and continued the practice of casting them out
in the old way. The church accepted from the Jews
their bloody law of the eight letters, "Thou shalt not
suffer a witch to liv," and, at her instigation, and to
secure the favor of God for their rigid obedience to
the divine precepts, the governments of Eill'ope"occupied themselvs for ages, mainly, in the work of
hunting down heretics and putting witches to death
thus proving themselvs to be true Christian governments.
In regard to witchcraft, it is almost impossible for
us to believe the records of history as to the numhers that were sacrificed to this Moloch of religion,
and the cruelties practiced upon them by. law and
custom before they died. The thousand years of hist_ory called. the Dark Ages constitt~t~d the most reh~ous. penod of the church. Religwn had everytJ:ing 1ts own_way, and had a cha~ce to act out, ~d,
did _act out, Its own character without let or hm~ance. Crime in all its_ferocity, and vi~e in all its
Ignoble forms! were sanctiOned and sa~cb.fi.ed by the
~hn:ch, ,proVIded they were . committe?. ~y the
samts.
!>-man of man of_ ordinary sensibility who
reads the history of those. times feels ashame~ that·
he belong~ to a race of bemgs that could be guilty of
such atrociOus deed~ ; and all t~e more because t~ey
were. p~rpetrat~d at the sug~estwn, b_y the authonty,
and m illustr~t10~ of a sentu~en~ W:hiCh we hav been
~aught _to ~elieve IS a good thmg ill Itself, and a great,
• if n~t mdispensable, adornment of the human characte1.
THE FIRST BLOW UNINTENTIONALLY GIVEN TO DESTROY THE
SUPREMACY OF THE RELIGIOUS SENTIMENT.-LUTHER.
This reign of religions, dictating both faith and
practice, continued till, by another step in the process
of evolution, Martin Luther, in the sixteenth century,
appeared upon the scene of hu.man affairs, and soon
attracted as much attention in Em·ope as a new constellation would which had unexpectedly revealed
itself in the heavens. It seems as though all the millions of the dumb spirits of the human race, in revenge for what they themselvs had suffered at the
hands of religion, and to save posterity from a similar
fate, knowing and taking advantage of this man's
natUl'al courage, mightily struggled and finally succeeded in extorting an utterance from his lips that
would turn the coUl'se of events into a new channel,
and giv a death-blow to the sentiment of religion
itself. For, although a priest of the church, and
without even seeming to suspect what would be the
legitimate result of his utterance in the ages to come,
he proclaimed in the ears of Europe, concerning the
Bible, which at that time was universally regarded
as a revelation from God to the human family, that
man, as man, had a right to read its pages and to
judge for himself as to the meaning of its contents.
Nay, more, that this right of private judgment extends not only to the meaning of the scripture text,
but to the previous question, Whether the Bible
itself was, or was not, the word of God, and infallibly
inspired in all its parts. Luther, in the exercise of
this right, rejected several of the books of the Bible
which had been from the beginning, and still are
deemed canonical, because in his judgment they had
no proof of inspiration.
Then it was, I think, that the human race passed
the period of its childhood, and entered upon the
career of its youth. What Luther did, and what in
that day required the courage of a lion to do, and
what should make his name immortal, was to proclaim
that mankind had an inherent and inalienable right
to listen to what was then considered to be the voice
of -God in the Bible immediately, and not be compelled to take the echoes and reechoes of that voice
as they cam~ from ·the lips of the priesthood, from
one generatiOn to another to the end of time. That

Luther meant his utterance of the right of private
judgment to be mainly his justification for abjuring
the despotic authority of the Romish church; that it
was a suggestion of the intellect alone; that he had
no idea whateve:r of the pregnancy of the principle he
established, is verified by the fact that when he saw
the leaven of his principle beginning to do its proper
work of enlightenment among the populations of Enrope, and freeing them from the bondage of superstition, the religion that WaS SO deeply imb~dded in
him, true to its blind and ferociOUS character, Waked
up, assumed its sovereignty, and prompted him to
draw up a creed of dogmas, and compel all his followers to accept it on pain of eternal damnation. He
refused the hand of brotherhood to Zwingle, the fairest and most chivalrous of all the Reformers, and
even held it to be extremely probable that, although
he died for the Protestant cause on the field of battie, he would, nevertheless, suffer et~rnal torments in
hell-fire, because he did not believe with Luther in
the "real presence" of Jesus Christ in the sacrament
of the Lord's Supper!
If there ever was a real demoniacal possession,
Luther's religion was one; and as there was no e~or
cist in that generation powerful enough to cast it out,
and as he was so infatuated by its satanic influence
that he did not want it cast out, but blindly cherished
it as a good spirit, the work of reformation, so happily begun, suddenly stopped in its progress, and
has made no correspondiug advance since. But after
all his inconsistent blundering, the unintentional
blow he gave to religion per se was a mortal one.
THE SECOND BLow: BACON.
In .ae next centUl'y, and by a logical sequence,
Francis Bacon arose, and, standing upon £he solid
ground which Luther had prepared as to the right of
judgment, taught mankind ho1c, in all the departments of knowledge, they should exercise this right
-by the induotiv, rather than the old theological
method of deduction.. For the religious word credo,
I believe, which had been in vogue from the beginning of the Exorcist's reign, he substituted the words
skeptornai, I inquiJ:e, and scio, I know. The jumble
of ideas which had entered the human mind through
the wide door of implicit faith were driven out by the
:uew learning, and gave room to real knowledge, arranged in an orderly manner, and fit foi· practical
use The intellect of man thus liberated from the
old. bondage by Luther, and taught how to use its
:U:eedom in investigation by Bacon, soon became conscious of its powers, and began a career of inquiry
into nature and her laws which has resulted in making the nineteenth the most wonderful of all the
centuries of time. It has democratized knowledge
and political power. It has filled the houses of the
common people with blessings which their ancestors
never dreamed of. It has set in motion causes which
are bound, in due time, to equalize the condition of
mankind, do away with war, and ultimately establish
fellowship among the nations of the earth.
THE TillRD BLOW: PAINE.
But toward the elimination of this blind and dangerous sentiment of religion from the human character, the_ most heroic service ever done by . man, all
things considered, was performed at the close of the
last century by Thomas Paine, who, made an intellectual freedman by Luther, and taught how to use
his freedom by Bacon, and whose holy indignation at
the cruelty of superstition was so intense that he took
the Bible, which the church had made a fetich of,
and brought its historical parts, and its prophecies
and miracles, in detail, to the infallible test _of reason,
and proved, to the satisfaction of every impartial
reader, that the book itself neither was, nor claimed
to be, a revelation from God. His treatis, entitled,
"The Age of Reason," was mainly written when its
author was in a French prison, liable at any moment
to be sent to the guillotine, because, as a member of
the National Convention, he pleaded for the life of
the king, and proposed that he should be allowed to
accept an asylum in the United States, as the English people, in their revolution of 1688, had allowed
King James II. to accept an asylum in France. The
indebtedness of the world, and especially the people
of the United States, to Paine for his "Age of Reason," and his political writings, has never been paid.
For, although his services in our war for independence and nationality, and in founding the republic,
were as valuable ·as the sword of Washington, the
demoniac spirit of the church religion has blackened
his reputation for a hundred years. It is even more
relentless and unscrupulous in our day than it was in
his, because his immortal work, so well adapted to
the comprehension of the common mind, and circulating, as it does, among the English-speaking peoples of all lands, is doing more than any other book
of the last century to destroy the power of the priesthood;' and to extirpate from the human character its
most dangerous element.
NO WONDER THAT RELIGION STILL HOLDS SWAY.
But it is not wonderful that an insLinct which it
took countless thousands of years to engraft upon
the human character, and whi~h the church for the
last eighteen centm-ies has been constantly engaged
in strengthening by every conceivable device of fraud

and_ power, should be as blind and as strong to-day
as it ever was. We are told in the New Testament
that some devils who had entered into some persons
were so determined to hold possession of · their
.victims that the excorcist, although endowed with
miracle-working powers, could not cast them out
without resorting to auxiliary expedients. And
therefore, in this nineteenth century, and in the·
light and liberty which science has given it, there remains still the same old fear of an angry, personal
God, and of the devil as a roaring lion seeking whom
he may devoUl'; the same old dread of. the mystery
of death; the same chilling doubt concerning the
happiness of a future state of existence; and these
fears chase their victims to the church, and lead
them to hope, if not believe, that by some hocuspocus which they cannot understand, the priesthood
can make it go well with them at death and hereafter. I say we cannot wonder at this. For these
dreadful ancestral experiences of ignorance and fear,
reaching through so many ages, with no science to
counteract the malign influence of the everywherepresent priest, worked the sentiment of religion so
effectually into the warp and woof of the human
character that it can still laugh to scorn both science
and philosophy. But the case is not hopeless. It is
in the power of science to create -new environments,
and, as the sun, advancing in his upward march to
the zenith, scatters the rays of light everywhere, so
science will change the condition and circumstances
of mankind, and bring them under the operation of
the eternal law that all creatures, from man down to·
the insect, must conform to _their environments or
perish from the earth.
THE CHARACTER OF RELIGION AS PROVED FROM CHURCH
HISTORY.
I hav been reading once more the great text-book
on church history, recognized as authority in all
Protestant theological seminaries, where young men
are sent to prepare for the Christian ministry. It is
entitled, " Institutes of Ecclesiastical History,
Ancient and Modern," by .John LaurenCE;J von
Mosheim, D.D., chancellor of the University of Gottingen, translated from the Latin by the Rev. Dr.
Murdoch. It givs a detailed history of the Christian
church from the birth of Christ to the seventeenth
century inclusiv, and I feel safe in· saying that if an
educated Hindoo, who had never heard of Christianity or the Bible, and therefore had no prejudices,
either pro or con, would read these three volumes, it
would inevitably produce the conviction on his mind,
first, that the institution called the chUl'ch, from the
very beginning of its existence, was a fraud and a
swindle practiced by the priesthood on the ignorance
and credulity of mankind, and, secondly, that the sentiment called religion, which it was the sole function
of the church to cherish, has been the deadliest cun;e
that ever affiicted the human family, and that civilization might hav been advanced a thousand years from
where it now stands but for this obstacle. Mosheim
notes, in sections of his chapters on the early centuries, the " pious frauds" of the times, or the brazenfaced lies and forgeries, as we would call them now,
practiced by the church on principle, for the purpose
of strengthening her hold upon the ignorant masses;
and it is very remarkable that the nearer you go biu~k
to the time of the apostles the more numerous they
become. The evidence is clear that the more intense
the piety and zeal of the churchman, the more unscrupulous was he as a liar and a forger. It was by an
implicit faith in what the priest told him that the
humble Christian was sure to find favor with God
living ·or dying.
THE EMPTINESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM OF PROMOTING
POLITICAL FREEDOM.
The church claims that her doctrin of the salvability of all souls, whether a man or woman, bond or
free, king or subject, countenanced the American
doct_rin of the equality of all persons before the tau·.
I admit the fact. But it was a mere obiter dictum,
never used nor intended to be used as a political
principle in the affairs of this world; for, despotism
of the most crushing kind reigned supreme through
the centuries, and the chm-ch was always on the side
of the monarch against the people. The sciences of
anatomy and physiology, counting the bones and
muscles and examining other parts and functions in
the bodies of the various races of mankind, and seeing that they were all physically alike, taught the
doctrin of human equality ages before there was a
church or a Bible. To be sure, as in the case of the
church, it was obiter dictum / for the sole function
of science is to ascertain facts, leaving the philosopher,
the statesman, and the inventor to draw such inferences from them and make such uses of them as
they see fit. Besides, it was during the reign of the
church despotism that Roger Bacon, for the. crime of
having ground common glass on a stone so as to giv
it a highly magnifying power, was sent to prison on
the charge of magic and being in league with the
devil. In those Dark Ages, science, chased like a
wounded deer by the hounds of the. church, was
afraid to tell what she knew, or even to call herself
by her own name.
.
But the doctrin of equal rights which is now. shak- .
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ing civilized nations to their center needed no revela- dates with scorn; and he submits, not because he infinitly varied phenomena, into the cranium of either
tion from heaven to prove it to be true. As men of ought to submit, but because his priest commands a hail·-brained fanatic or the profoundest thinker in
the world. Hence, the unknowable thing called God
all races mingle with each otper, and see that they him to do so.
But, even admitting that converting the church has eternally eluded human cognition. In the nature
are alike human, it is a dictate of common sense that
if one man is endowed by nature with inherent rights into a police force, armed with religion as a bludgeon, of things, and for the reason I hav tried to explain,
which ought to be respected by the rest, then each might, in some cases, serve a good purpose, the con- the best thing the savage or civilizee could do in the
of all the rest has the same rights ; and the material ditions of the world, past and present, show that creation and investiture of a god was. to giv him perduties growing out of these convictions constitute with all the enginery of heaven and hell at their com- sonality and certain of the attributes of his creator.
the code of natural morals. The founders of this mand for eighteen hundred years to work upon the Thus the poor barbarian stood,
republic who were, almost without exception, Infidels hopes and fears of mankind, practically, and as a
Watching the shade from his own soul upthrown
Fill heaven and darken earth, and in such mood
to all religions, with the great book of nature lying general rule, these doctrins hav lost their restrainThe form he saw and worshiped was his own.
open before them, adopted the principle of human ing force. The statistics of crime show that the
equality so ably expounded by Thomas Paine and his three largest sects in this country which .use this
Of course. What other form could it hav~ "What
political associates, and made it the corner-stone of sheet-iron thunder to· frighten ·sinners away from can we reason but from what we·know~" Hence
the government. Seeing also from the history of the crime-the Catholics, the Methodists, and the Pres- the gods of all tribes and ages hav been m.ere
world and what was then transpiJ:ing before their own byterians-hav produced more convicts for the gal- transcripts of the temper and culture of men and
eyes in Europe what a nuisance and a curse religion lows and .the penitentiaries than any of the rest in their times. Christians hav adopted the Jew God,
was and always had been in the affairs of government, proportion to their numbers. The fact is that the and to show how far they hav progressed in the art
they drew up a Constitution for the protection of preventiv and reformatory power of pwdshment de- .and mystery of god-making I need only refer the
their posterity which most scrupulously ignores the pends, not upon the amount of it, but upon the reader to the end of the thirty. third chapter of Exovery existence of a God, of a church, and of religion absolute certainty of its infliction upon the trangres- dus, in which the carver of the Decalog shows Moses
sor; and this certainly is destroyed entrrely by the his "back parts." This, too, after the pair had conin any of its forms.
THE EMPTINESS OF THE PLEA THAT SOCIETY WOULD REVERT doctrin of the forgivnes~> of sins. The very first versed "face to face" in the same chapter! This
TO BARBARISM BUT FOR THE RESTRAINING INFLUENCE lesson which the church teaches a child is to fear an illustration of manners can hardly be called godlike,
imaginary God .and an imaginary devil, and in case and was not the best schooling for a man who was to
OF RELIGION AND THE CHURCH.
of sin to depend upon the priest as a meditator be- wield so vast an influence. But to "Our Name."
The chmch to-day, unable to defend her creed of
tween him and them. Such a false education, taking
From the foregoing it will be seen that the· mental
dogmas from the· attacks of reason and criticism,
away from a man all ennobling motivs, and reducing attitude of nearly all Liberals toward these contested
pleads for the continued existence of religion and of
herself as an organization for the sole purpose of him to the condition of a mere cowardly churchling, points will need a little readjustment. It will be
is sure to make him a dangerous member of society; necessary to abate somewhat of the confidence of our
strengthening and perpetuating it, on the ground
that her teaching and influence are necessary to the and it seems very ungenerous ·and unfair that his assertions, if not of our convictions. We may be
formation of a good moral character ; that society superinduced scoundrelism should be made a reason ever so firmly convinced that the forces inherent in
for continuing the policy of degradation. Refor- matter are equal to the production of all ·the phewould become disintegrated, and its members degenmatory efforts of all kinds, as is shown by the failure nomena of the universe, which is my belief; or we
erate into brutes and devils in two or three generaof the temperance enterprise to make sober men out may be quite unable to account for the harmonious
tions, but for her restraining power; that. we owe to
drunkards, to be successful, must teach men to plan of things without infening a designer-a
her teaching our knowledge of right and wrong, and
respect themselvs too much to descend to the deg- necessity to which the Deist finds himself driven ;
that the hope of heaven and the fear of hell which
radation of vice and crime; to stand on their own
constitute the religious sentiment are absolutely legs instead of depending on their religion or the but, after all, neither of us knows. If my postulate
(just stated) be true, and if "nature makes nothing
necessary to any advancement in civilization. But I
helping grace of God; and to achieve by disciplin the in vain," there would seem to be but one conclusion
deny these claims, because they are founded in falsepower of self~control so as to stand and not fall in left for the rational mind-since, under the postuhood. The estimate we put on the value of the
the moment of temptation.
late, there would be neither need nor function for the
church and her religiqn, as civilizing agencies during
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Deist's designer. Yet, let us cease to either nffirm
the past ages, is based upon the facts of history writor deny in connection with questions so far beyond
ten by her own sons, and not by her enemies, and, in
Our Name.
our finite faculties, and so manifestly umelat!3d to all
view of the record, no sentence in all the voluminous
People who hav not learned to differentiate the human interests. Conjecture and speculation will
works of Charles Darwin embodies more truth and
wisdom than the one I hav placed at the head of this value of names in their influence on the progress and still be permissible, either as a logical exercise or an
essay, that he " did not see the need of any religion." fate of a movement or the popular acceptance of a intellectual pastime, but all dogmatism is obviously
If the arrogant pretense of the church were well doctrin are apt to think of a certain flower that, so forbidden by these considerations, and all bitterness
founded, that nothing but religion keeps mankind, long as its fragrance pleases, it is immaterial whether of feeling and bigotry would natirrally disappear with
·
and each of the individuals who compose the genus, it be called a rose or a skunk-cabbage. Differing as the dogmatism.
The final outcome of this canvass is to teach us a
from reverting to their primeval state of brutality, I do very widE>ly from those who think in that way, I
then Charles Darwin should hav nearly lapsed into wish to addre:;s a fe·w words to them on this subject modesty and moderation to which we are equally
the condition of a quadruped going on all fours, for through the columns of the stel"ling old TRUTH bound by duty and policy. Let us eliminate from
our doctrins and nomenclature everything grossly
he was destitute of every spark of religion, and ig- SEEKER.
nored it entirely. He feared no gods above, no devils
Suppose two armies meeting, prepared for a con- offensiv. All through my mature life the name of
beneath, no hell of fire and brimstone, and no priests flict a l'ontrance, and that one of the belligerents Materialist has been good enough for we; but latof any faith; and as for death, he considered it as possessed a charm which would paralyze or very terly, shough my opinions hav not changed a jot, I
natural an event as birth. Yet, for .all that exalts much reduce the force of the other side; would not hav come to regard that title as too nearly akin to
man in the scale of being, both for nativ intellect, that charm be of very great value to its possessor? the offensiv word Atheist, which I believe no man or
attainments in knowledge, and excellence of moral Now, sir, we are one of those armies; and does it not woman has a right to use; especially (for the reasons
character, he had no superior. He had spent his behoove us to adopt every available means toward already stated) if the word canies with it the positiv
whole life in scientific investigation. He had studied disarming the bigotry and preventing as much as assertion that there is no God. The name which I
the history of the human family, and the part enacted possible of the misrepresentation which we must in- prefer lacks the familiarity of l\Iaterialist, but a little
by religions·in theiJ: slow progress from barbarism to- evitably encounter? I suppose the answer will be a persistent use would make that all right. That name
ward civilization. He observed the workings of the universal affirrnativ. In any case, when we get into is Agnostic, which the scientists of the world hav
religious sentiment in his own and other countries, close quarters we are safe enough, the caliber of our lately done much to popularize. This name is fortiand in all its different creeds and ceremonies; and, artillery and the skill of our gunners amply compen- fied by our finiteness and reason, and would divest
after profound reflection, he tells the world, in the sating- for any disparity of numbers; but let us not our cause of that opprobrium which grows out of
simplicity and honesty of his truth-loving cba1'acter, meet an enemy unnecessarily exasperated by false grating and too positiv and extreme assertions.
" What are you as to religious belief'?" queries the
that he does not ·see the need of any religion. Dar- conceptions of our character and belief.
win was a mere scientist. He did not profess to be
The several sections of the Liberal host, till quite Christian. The reply of the Liberal is, "I am an
a reformer, and the sentence quoted was only a mini- recently, hav been sailing under desig-nations not suf- Agnostic." "And what may that be?" is the next
mum of what he believed and felt. But, notwithstand- ficiently explicit or indicativ. We hav Deists, Lib- question. To which the reply is, " I am a finite
ing this sober judgment of one of her wisest and erals, Freethinkers, Materialists, and Atheists. The being, with no pretensions whatever to comprehend
most illustrious sons, the English government ex- first and last, of course, affirm diJ:ect opposits-the infinit things." Would not such a modest reply go
pends more than twenty millions of dollars annually, one that there is a personal God, and the other that far to shame the intelHgent opponent and disarm
and employs more than twenty thousand clergymen there is no such being. The intermediate names are bigotry of its venom'! \.Y oulJ it not be a far fitter
in one st'lct alone, to say nothing of others, in keep- vague, and indicate little or nothing; and. they all, as and more consistent reply than the avowal, "I am an
ing in existence a totally useless thing ! May we not far as they are dogmatic, are equally guilty of pre- Atheistf' Would it not throw the onus of the affirruativ on the superstitious maggot who might affect to
hope that the opinion of Darwin, like leaven in a sumption.
hav
compassed infinity? Why not, then, adopt the
The
Deist,
for
a
reason
presently
to
be
stated,
can
mass of meal, will gradually and smely spread itself
among the priest-ridden people of England, till they not know; while, for·the same reason, the Atheist's name Agnostic for the Liberal host, and at once slough
see theiJ: way clear to abolish a system so useless and negativ asseveration is equally iJ:rational. Wh( n "e off from our body the odium attaching to the word
expensiv, and install science as the people's teacher~ reflect upon this universe, in which our world is a Atheist? I am not pleading for cowardice, but for
mere microscopic speck-this limitless space, across consistency and policy. It will impugn no man'::;
THE ESOTERIC PHILOSOPHERS.
courage nor disparage his persJJicacity to confess that
We hav a school of timorous thinkers among us which lightning may fly forever, in any direction and he knows nothing of things about which the wisest
with
unabated
speed,
and
never
get
out
of
the
center;
who maintain that while they and the rest of the reof his fellow-beings cannot possibly know anything.
fined and educated classes hav no need of the re- and when we further consider the organic potentiali- If a lrnowledge of the being and attributes of God
and
vital
tendencies
of
the
matter
around
usties
straining influence of the religious sentiment, and
were essential to human happiness or virtue, that
reject it as sheer superstition, we must · hav some how pueril and crude seem all positiv asse1 tions God, being good, would hav rendered doubt as to his
anent
the
deific
problem.
Tlre
men
who
dogmatically
kind of popular religion with a hell and a devil in it
existence as impossible as it is to doubt the existence
which the priesthood can exoterically teach and manip- assert that there is a God are only a little less illogi- of the sun. He has not done so, and therefore the
cal
than
tbose
who
as
confidently
antagonize
the
ulate, or else society could not protect itself against
inference is irresistible that either God is not good
the vicious and criminal classes such as gather in large affirmation-for aught either side knows, there may or a knowledge of him is not among human needs.
centers of populations. They point to the fact that be a billion gods or not one at all. ·Before they expect
The cause of mental freedom never occupied so
when a posse comitatus, or even a company of armed people to accept their conclusions on this subject-- proud and dominant a J'Osition as it does to-day.
soldiers, fail to quell a mob or an insurrection in a which can be logically based only on the comprehen- ·with nearly every scieutist in the world either an
penitentiary, a priest cari accomplish the object if th13 sion by the mind of a grub of this Hmitless area, with its avowed or knpwn-to-be Agnostic-Henry ·ward
insurgents be Catholics, as they are likely to be, by furniture of blazing suns and whirling worlds, let them Beecher admits that ninety per cent of the men enthreatening the criminals with the displeasure of the try the infinitly easier task of forcing the liquid con- gaged in the higher fields of research are of ·that
church, excommunication from its privileges, and finally tents of a hogshead into a gill measure. Theil: failure class-what is to hinder the progress of Liberal
hell fire in the next world if they do not obey the in such an experiment may teach them modesty. It thought if its champions do but remove such impedipriest's command and submit. The criminal saint has may suggest to them the impossibility of crowding a ments as I hav indicated? Let us still hope for the
no fear of the civil magistrate, but treats his man- boundless space, its innumerable contents, and its

soe
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dawn of that day when man shall shake off the manacles ?f p~estcraft and stand no longer enthralled by
sanctimoru~us humbug and superstitious hopes and
fears. It IS to hasten that dawn that this letter is
written. Science, a growing popular intelligence,
and such papers as T~ ~RU.TH SEEK:F!R are making
havoc among the erewhile viCtims of pnestly artifice;
and speed the work, say I.
JAMES P. KENYON.
Brooklyn, May 18, 1886.

cease fighting over the plans of the different architects. Men
hav ar;ived at an ast?nishing point of progress in the arts
and sciences. There Is scarcely a known insect on the globe
that some student has not examined with the closest attention its tiny structure, and watched with the most persistent
ca.re its habits. The only animal man refuses to study
Wisely and carefully is himself. Nothing in this world tod~y, ~fter all our a?vancement, is held so cheap and in such
d1sdmn as the multitude of men and women. Nothing c,;mld
be ~ore deplorable than the chaos reigning in what IS called
SOCiety.
Until this is changed, until society comes to think that all
The Liberal Club.
the achievements of art, all the discoveries of science are inThe meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club held signi~cant when compared to human welfare, and that the
.
happmess of the humblest mortal is a matter of importance
on t h e evenillg of May 28th was the last of the to the state, the palace of truth cannot be built-the structseason. At the d_oor the man with a badge-pin ure fit. for the king and queen-the people-will not endure,
chased a :five-cent p1ece around his pocket and hav- but will surely crumble beneath a storm.
ing captured and delivered it over to 'Treas ·e1.
:S:uman g~nius has pr?duced wonderful and beautiful
:LVI ·
.
.
UI
J thmgs to satisfy the matenal comforts of the race.
A prayer
OITIS as a souverur, passed mto the pleasan~ _hall. of thankfulness we':t up from her heart for these. She often
T~e seats. were nearly all filled, many of the VISitors felt a sense of gratitude to the humble workman who laid
bemg lad1es, most of them young ladies, the others a ~agstone that k~pt her f~et out of the mud, but in social
young~r. Several familiar faces were absent. The scwnce we were. still barbarians.
solid member, Mr. Eckhart was missed-he had gone
Mrs. Cynthia Leonard followed the speaker of the
to Europe. The tall me~ber, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., evening. She had, she said, _nothing but prais~ for
was not there-he had gone to Boston. The hand- the lecture. "She alluded feehngly to Mark Twam at
some member, Mr. King, had not found time to the last resting_-place of Adam, weeping ?ver the
come.. RoJ:>ert Bli~se~t,_ the member from Killarney, grave of a relat1v. She felt that all mankmd were
~as diSt:lOntillued his visits altogether. Nevertheless, her brothers;. even the tramp was a brother, and
1t was a large meeting.
there was nothing about our ~overnment to be proud
Mada~ ElizaJ:>eth M. Delescluze, the speaker of of so lo~g as a single per~on m?st sleep on the
the evenillg, radiant in those embellishments of attil·e benches ~ the parks unprovided w1th a home. The
with which womankind love to adorn themselvs sat palace. whwh man had built was full of iniquity and
by the secretary's table studiously conning a copy of Impunty, and a .. general house-cleaning, in which
"_The Order of Creation." She beckoned the badge- :woman sh?uld cooperate, ~ould be necessary to make
pill man to approach, and inquired if a brief synopsis It a fit residence for mankmd:
.
of her remarks handed in at the office the next mornDr. Eccles followed, speakmg ill a modulated tone
ing would be acceptable. This was not done to im- of voice. His remarks, which were extended to great
peach the accuracy of the account which it was length, touched. t~~ ?nstom which some writers and
~own the scribe would render, but merely to save papers hav of ~ntim~mg ~ SJ?eakeiJs sty~e ~f discourse
~rm the labor of deciphering his notes, for which he m~tead of deahng With h1s 1deas. He ~~1mated that
IS duly grateful.
The synopsis will be found in its this course was adopted because the cntws were unproper place.
able to c?mbat the speaker intellectually. He did
President Wakeman had an extended list of an- not consider that styl!'l the true scientific method.
nouncements to read. The Spiritualists were to hav Th~ audienc~ lis~ened to Dr. Eccles with a tranquility
a . D~coration Day celebration, and, providence per- whwh, c~ns1dermg the longevity of his discomse,
mittmg, the president of the club would address the was certainly commendable.
vi~itors .at t~e \Vorkingmen's Free Library, 143
Re~arks were next ,made by Mr_. Swartour, a new
E~ghth st., Fnday evening, June 4th. The extra enter- accessiOn ~o the clubs membership; and then the
t~ent which the club had promised for the present s~m·e~ary, ill. f1:U ornate speech, called upon our diseverung had, for obvious reasons been deferred until tmgmshed VISitor, Dr. Cyrus Romulus Remus Teed
the opening of the fall seaso~, October the 3d. to address ~he meeting. Dr. Teed complied, with
Through Third Vice-President Edward W. Chamber- the explanatiOn that he believed the secretary's relain, the committee appointed to ffi·aft suitable reso- marks to hav been made in an ironical spirit. He
lutions touching the bereavement of the club in the then ad':anced _the thought that there would be no
death of its first vice-president, Stephen Pearl An- pr~g1:ess10n until we had a new genus of mankind.
dr~ws, made the report which appears elsewhere in Th1s IS the Tee~ o~ th~ "Benn~tt-Teed Discussion,"
this paper.
and has no hes1tatwn m affirmmg that he believes
Madam Delescluze, being introduced, spoke as fol- himself to be a reinca~·nation. of Moses, Enoch,
lows on "·Our Palace:"
Abraham, and Jesus Chnst. H1s utterances, therefore, hav a high scientific value.
Ours. is a palace wi.thin a myriad of palaces-the Earth in
After J\tladam Delescluze had pointed out the weak
th~ Umv~rse. Our little earth holds a very modest place, it
bemg only a fourth- or. fifth-rat.e planet, and very insignifi- places in the critics' arguments, President Wakeman
cant v.:hcn compared with the b1g planets of the solar system adjourned the meeting to October 3d. Then every-JU]:!Iter, Saturn, Neptune, and Uranus; yet it is a vast and body shook hands, and the audience dispersed. "The
beautiful palace, the purpose of which seems to be to furnish
mank!nd ~ith all things necessary for its happiness. Oil the w~rm weather has admonished us that indoor gathmaten.al side, man has all that is necessary for his comfort ermgs are no longer practicable, and it is therefore a
and Ius pleasure. On the spiritual side he has love faith relief to all to lay down the burden of attending
hop~, aspiration. He is furnished with light from th~t larg~ them. This makes it agreeable to the attendants
lummary, t!Ie sun, at the speed of 200,000 miles a second. but the writer of these reports is desirous to kno~
The earth Is 93,000,000 of miles from the sun and light
reaches us in eight minutes. To be sure, when' we think what is to become of him. It looks as if he would
of. some o~ the fixe~ stars, their magnitude and their incon- be obliged to temporarily subside. But when Octoceivable d1stance-hght from which would require thousands ber comes again, when the summer is past and· the
of years to reach our poor little earth-we should feel very harvest is ended; when death, poetic death, with
mode~t and humble, and should readily ima$in that" awe"
of wh1ch Spencer speaks as being the sentiment which in- hands that color what they touch, weaves in the
spires the religion of the Unknowable. Carlyle speakin(J" of 1wtumn woods its tapestry of gold and brown-at
the universe, said we lived in the midst and ~ere a part of that season of the year he will again emerge and take
the most astounding wonders. Some persons there are on once more the character of the veracious reporter
lw~ever, who .understand it all. They hav sounded th~
umverse_fro!ll !ts_lowest note to the top of its compass, and of the regula~· weekly meetings of the Manhattan Libsee nothmg mit to awe or overwhelm. To other poor souls eral Club.
Meanwhile the club is not dead. Nothing beautimee~ and susceptible, who are thrilled and confounded on
lookmg through a bi,g telescope, there is only one thing that ful can know the touch of dissolution. Bright things
comes to answer their cry-faith.
can never die, e'en though they fade.
We are a part of this vast immensity, these palaces of
worlds, and hay, as they hav, a destiny. llverything needResolutions
ful Iu1;s be.en ~1ven to the heart, the intellect, the hand of
man! m .th1s Ius palace of the earth. What has he done with ON THE DEATH OF STEPHEN l'EAHL ANDHEWS ADOPTED llY THE
MANHATTAN LlBE!lAL CLUB, 1\IAY 28th.
al_l lns g1fts? Has he_ build~t! a palace within this palace of
Ius? It has. been sa1d to hun for ages, " Build me a palace
The Manhattan Liberal Club adopts and records. upon the
fit !o~ the kmg and queen." But heretofore his efforts at occasion of the close of the life visible on earth of its most
bmlc!rng hav been poor and incomplete.
eminent and learned member and late vice-president, Stephen
. It IS related of a ~ertain monarch that, having ordered an Pearl Andrews, the following statement of its sense of his
1mme~se and b~antlful structure to be built, he made ruady worth and of its esteem for his memory:
·
when It was fin1~hed. to _occupy it on a certain day. But a
Resolved, That our brother was a ripe, broad, profoundly
great s.torm rose m the mght, and when morning dawned, it cultured, acute, original, and fruitful philosopher, skilled in
was discovered that the great palace was in ruins. The all the practical things of life, but in his later years having
necessary amount of lime had not been put into the mortar no time for them, because it was his most useful mission to
and the huge structure seemingly so strong had fallen uncle; be a teacher of the teachers, an inspirer of the profound; a
the stress of a storm.
mediator of the world's antagonisms. \'Vith the close of its
It is al~o related that a certain king sent for all the wisest author's life, his system of philosophic thought will begin to
men of Ius realm and commanded them to erect for him the dawn upon the world.
grand and stately palace of Truth. Each of the wise men
Re8olved, That the philosophy of Integralism. gatherino- up,
h!td brought a stone, but each insisted that his particular as it does, and utilizing the most opposit modes of tho~o-ht
marble should be used as the foundation stone of the temple. forms of character, and types of life, philosophies, sk~pti~
So a terrible discussion and wrangle ensued. As the days c_isms, religions, and superstitions, virtues, passions, condiand finally. the months went on, the wrangle _grew fiercer and tiOns, c;asses, and even crimes, so as to reduce them and the
hotter, un!Il they-the wise men-forgot all about the palace principles which giv rise to them to harmonious and coof :r:uth m the debate over the stones. One morning, on herent elements in the world's true life and composit progarnvmg at the arena of their wrangle, full to the brim with ress, and the science of Universology on which it is based
zea~ for fig\1t, they found not a stone. They had, through are the most comprehensiv statements yet evolved of the re~
their quar_rels, con;e umler the power of the wicked genii, lations existing between the various departments of knowlwho haa, m the mght, scattered the stones of Truth to the e~ge and phases of being, out of which alone can grow the
four corners of the earth.
highest conceptions of social law, of economic interest of
.Madam Delescluze urged that the palace fit for the king legal right, and of ethical study,
'·
and queen, man and woman, can never be built until men
Resolved, That philosophy is the systematic comprehension

of ~he. con.stit?tion o~ things as ~hey are;_ tha1 re~igion is the
actlv mspuatwn which works 1n all bemgs to mduce their
best al\d highest becoming; that while there appears to be a
certain dualism and conflict in teachin()" both the wisdom of
~l!e constit?tion of things !ls they are, ;nd the d_uty of workmg for their better becommg, the key to the h!O"hest life lies
in the recognition of both truths· that the broaclest and most
scrutinizing philosophy ever rem~ins allied to the truest religion, skepticism perfecting instead of paralyzing thechan()"e
from the being to the becoming religion itself. He who be~t
knows what is, best knows what best can be· therefore the
e~sent!al ~octrin o! Int~gralism of obtaining 'unity through
chvers1ty m all thmgs IS not only profound in philosophy
but must prove to be the most salutary of all truths in its re~
lig!ous and ethical infl_u~nce, for he who. can accept philosophies and embrace religiOns as they are, IS both less religious
and less philosophic than he who can hasten their becoming
wlu1t they must and will next be.
Resolved, That we commend to all minds the brief philosophic tracts, !tnd afterward the larger treatises, upon Uni.
versology and Integralism, prepared by Mr. Andrews. The
scientific generalizations contained in them cannot rest as
theories, b?t will mold opinions and legislation, religions and
codes, ethics and manners, as the teachings of Aristotle
molded the Homan law, and the discoveries of Galileo put
out the fires of persecution.
The c~mmittee appointed at the last meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club to draft and present-suitable resolutions
upon the death of our first vice-president, Stephen Pearl Andrews, respectfully report the foregoing resolutions and recommend that they be adopted and spread upon the minutes.
En. W. CHAMBERLAIN.
.
E. B. FooTE, JR.
VAN BuREN DENSLow, Chairman.
New Y m·k, l'tlay 23, 1886.

Freethought in Texas.
During the past week my work has been confined
to eastern Texas. This is not the Texas that I hav
heretofore been laboring in. The people of northern
and centr_al Texas hav caught the progressiv spirit,
and constitute the advance guard of the New South
-the South that is to be. Eastern Texas bel0ngs to
tbe Old South. There are some intelligent persons
to be found in it, but the masses are :fifty years behind the age.
After leaving Houston, I went to Polk county,
where 1\'Ir. J. A. Handley had engaged me to deliver
a series of lectmes, no Liberal lecturer ever having
penetrated this region. l\'Iy :first lecture was to be
given at Livingston, the county seat, at 2 P.M. on
Tuesday. J\tlr. Handley living some twenty miles
away, and being unable to attend, had placed the
matter in charge of 1\Ir. Epperson, the sheriff. I airived in Livingston at noon. It was raining, J\tlr.
Epperson was sick, and no hall had been engaged.
The meeting had been announced, but I could find
~o one who seemed to know or care anything about
1t. I had almost abandoned the idea of speaking·,
when a young man, Mr. John Tackaben·y, county
attorney, volunteered his services, procured a hall
and rallied a respectable audience. I gave my lectme:
and then pr.oceeded to Moscow.
If my reception at Livingston :was cool, that at
Moscow promised to be exceedingly wa~·in. The orthodox had resolved that no Liberal meeting should
be held in the town. An alleged doctor named
Powell and a preacher named Kirby were leading the
opposition. This Kirby was some years ago deposed
from the ministry for cutting out the tougue of a
neighbor's horse that had invaded his premises. He
has since been permitted to resume his pastoral
duties, and doubtless thought that it would be more
agreeable to his chmch for him to work on an Infidel's tongue. A paper was put in circulation calling
upon all patriotic citizens to unite in a demand that
my appointment for Moscow be withdrawn. I
informed them that I wasn't built that way· tbat I
had been engaged to deliver a lecture there, ~nd that
the engagement would be :filled at the hour announced. This only increased their rage. The next
morning was one of unusual excitement and activity.
The sleepy old town was for once aroused. The
Liberals were few and timid, and it looked for a time
as though orthodoxy was destined to win. Before.
noon, however, the Infidel hosts began to pour in
from distant parts of the county, and soon the streets
w:ere full of them. The skirmishing commenced, a
vigorous war of words ensued, and then the soldiers
of the cross retired. A large crowd assembled and
the lecture was delivered. The lecture was "False
Claims," with the variations usually rendered on such
occasions.
The next meeting was to be held in the Bear Creek
settlement·in the eastern part of the county. Ten or
twelve miles of pine forest intervened, and a Texas
pony was provided for me with which to make the
trip. In the saddle, Richa~·d was himself again.
The meeting was held at eleven o'clock on Thqrsday
morning. Nearly everybody turned out to hear me.
A clergyman drove seven miles with an ox team to
bring his family. Professor Parrish dismissed his
school that he and his pupils might attend. It was
a good, old-fashioned pioneer meeting.
John A. Handley resides here. He is one of the
la~·gest planters and leading merchants of eastern
Texas, and has done much to Liberalize this community. Among the other sterling Liberals of Polk
county may be named J. Morse, formerly of Iowa ·
John Morgan; the Parrishes ; the Gay family ; M/.
and 1\Irs. Pope; B. F. Haynes; Dr. Doughty and
brother; and Stephen Lewis.
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Mr. Hickman, an intelligent farmer living near
Moscow, had, previous to our meetings, entertained
strong prejudices against Freethought. He was one
of those who opposed me, declaring that I ought not
to be allowed to speak. He was, however, induced
to attend our meeting at Moscow, and became so
much interested that he rode ten miles to attend our
meeting on the following day. He has experienced
a "change," and, while the church has had his sympathy in the past, the Liberal cause will hav his support in the future.
On Thursday evening I returned to Moscow.
From here I started for Henderson, which, after a
tedious and roundabout journey over the narrowgauge roads of the pineries, I reached Saturday
morning. Saturday night, Sunday morning, and
Sunday afternoon I lectured here. It had been arranged for me to speak in the court house, but Dr.
Carleton, a Baptist theologian and author of some
note, kindly tendered us the use of his church, which
was accepted. Large audiences were present at each
meeting. Dr. McBride, of Tyler, came fifty miles to
hear me. Mr. Whitley, a lawyer of Overton, and
editor of the Ol)erton Sharpshooter, with his family,
also attended.
Henderson is probably as free from bigotry as any
town in Eastern Texas Capt. C. L. Nunnaly, Mr.
Lacy, ·william Baxter, and Mr. Rosenbaum are a few
of the intelligent Freethinkers whom I met here.
Sunday evening, in company with Mr. Whitley,
I took the train for Overton, arriving there at 6
o'clock. It happened that none of the churches held
religious services that evening, and when Mr.
Whitley informed the people that a Liberal lecturer
was in town they expressed a desire to hear him.
The word "Liberal " had a pleasant sound, and the
lecturer wore· a pious countenance. These at once
commended him to their favor. The officers of the
l\iethodist church cheerfully granted us the use of
their edifice. Had it been 8 o'clock instead of six I
would now hav the pleasure of stating that I lectured in two orthodox churches in one day, and this,
too, in Eastern Texas. But two hours gave time to
discuss and reconsider, and the result wa'l, our meeting was held in the school-house instead of the
church. A large audience was in attendance, however, and everything passed off pleasantly.
From Overton I came to Longview, where I am
engaged in giving a course of lectures. I hav now
filled twenty-five engagements and delivered fortyfour lectures since I entered this state.
J. E. REMSBURG.

U[l(t JJmel'ican lecular Jlnion.
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.

Vice-,P1·esidents:
CHARLES WATTS,
HoRACE SEAVER,
JOHN E. REMSBURG,
WILLIAM ALGIE,
THADDEus B. WAKEMAN,
RoBERT C. ADAMS,
MATTIE P. KREKEL,
.
TITUS L. BROWN,
JAMES PARTON,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Sec.,
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treas.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
850 Broadway, New York.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS,
E. M. MACDONALD,
Chair. Ex. Com.
Chair. Fin. Com.

The Campaign Fund.
Previously acknowledged ................................ . $2,345.36
Lehi (per Henry Goodey, Samuel Brigg, and
others ..................................................... .
3.50
Luke W. Gallup ............................................. .
1.00
P1tyson (per Dr. Greer, Charles Long, and others)
4.50
Gbshen (per J. W. White, David L. Evans, and
ot.hers ..................................................... .
3.80
Joel Shoemaker, ............................................. .
.50
Mt. Pleasant (per J.D. Page, and others) .......... .
17.60
J. H. Flickenger, (annual member) ................. .
1.00
E. 0. Smith,
"
................. .
1 00
G. M. Arttur,
"
.....•............
1.00
Levi Goodrich,
"
................. .
1.00
J. C. Kendall,
"
................. .
1.00
................. .
Charles Otter,
1.00
W. W. Williams,
................. .
2.00
Wm. E. Cooper,
"
................. .
1.00
Herman Christensen,
................. .
3.00
Peter Madsen,
................. .
1.00
Total.. . ...... ..... ......... ........ .......... ... $2,389.26
In the campaign fund printed May 8th, $10 were credito:d
to Joseph Elliot, which should hav been credited to Josiah
Elliot.

News and Notes.
The audience at Payson, Utah, on Friday evening,
May 14th, was larger than the one on the previous
evening, the opera house being nearly full. The
larger part were members of the Mormon church.
The maddest man in town, I understand, was the
Presbyterian minister, who has an. audience every
Sunday of about six, and of course it' vexed hi.s righteous and Calvinistic soul to hav the Infidel gather a
hearing almost a hundred times larger than his own.
I believe he is about to retire from the field, for he
has converted but one Mormon since he has labored
in Utah-a period of several years-and his work is
not encouraging and therefore not healthful.
. I took a horseback ride upon the spurs of Mt.
N ebo, and drank deep of the enchanting loveliness of
the vast scenery, with the lake set in the midst, like
a flashing diamond, the meadows on either side

spreading for miles with blending colors of green and
brown; with half a dozen villages in view, nestling
along the bases of the Ip.ighty hills, and the hills
melting with infinit variety of form into the luminous
horizon. Horseflesh is a wonderful exhilarator when
it bears one with the fleetness of the wind amid the
splendid sunshine and a thousand pictures of beauty;
and I spent a delightful afternoon. And although Mt.
Nebo towered above me with its snowy peaks, I
never once thought of Moses. I was not thinking
of the old, I was dreaming of the new.
On Saturday I had a long, glorious ride of twentyfive miles with Dr. Greer, up into the canyons and
over the hills to Silver City, into one of the great
mining regions of Utah, where fortunes are made by
the millions, where gold is found in an almost pure
state, and a pocketful will make one wealthy. Winding up the canyon for miles, the view from the ridge
was one of the most beautiful in the world. The gray
hills rolled away from your feet to the softly-shining
waters of the Utah lake, and beyond that the white
and blue peaks rose in dazzling grandeur; lilld right
before you opened the vistas of the American Fork,
jeweled in its very center with an eminence whose
precipitous forms seemed to catch all the glories of
the departing clay. It was like a vision from fairyland, and no knight of old ever looked upon a more
charming prospect or was refreshed with a sweeter
glimpse of nature's exquisit face.
At Silver City I had the pleasure of delivering the
word of science and humanity, where there was no
priest and no church, where the sermon had not been
heard nor the voice of prayer. I was ahead of the
million emissaries of theology, and I was happy indeed. Silver City, with its cordial folks, will be a
delightful remembrance, as being the fir~t green spot
in all this earth where the church has never set foot,
and where the first' discourse was a plea for liberty.
The Freethought pioneer has something in this experience to giv his heart a glow of supreme satisfaction. The church has_ ruled for centuries, but there
are some spots still unblasted by its presence.
On Sunday morning we came back to Goshen-a
quiet land indeed-where you might imagin yourself
on the "other side of Jordan," there is such a tranquility in the very air, while Mt. Nebo in the distance, like
a white-veiled prophet, givs its perpetual blessing ;
for indeed, if it were not for the everlasting reservoirs
of snow in its cavernous bosom, this valley would
never bloom with harvests, and would be a desert
indeed.
'
On our way down the mountains we met a pretty
Mormon girl running away with her lover; he would
not go through the nonsense of the " Endowment
House," but wanted to be married in sensible gentile
fashion, and so did she; and on this bright Sabbath
morning they stole away, and, with swift steeds, went
where a civil ceremony could be performed. Thus a
dash of romance checkered the way of the pilgrim.
It is not all philosophy ; there is poetry now and then.
At Goshen I bade farewell to the pleasant companionship of Dr. Greer. He is a noble Liberal indeed,
a:qd has done great service to our cause in one of the
strongholds of Mormonism. The Mormons would
like to " ]Joycott " him, but they can't do it ; for they
will get sick, and it seems there isn't brains enough
in the Mormon church to make a first-class physician,
and they must employ the " gentile." Dr. Greer has
gope sometimes 150 miles to attend patients. ·whatever talent the Mormons may hav goes into either
theology or money-getting. If a Mormon youth has
any brightness, he becomes a preacher-that is, if he
retains the faith; or he goes into Zion's Cooperativ
Mercantil Institute and tries to get dch. The
Mormons are money-getters, like the Jews. I see
that Dyer Lum, in Liberty, has some praise for the
cooperativ system of the Mormon church, but there
is no genuin cooperation at all-it is only a form of
monopoly to put the profits into the hands of a few.
If anything is run by the capitalist, it is the Mormon
Z. C. M. I., with its "Holiness to the Lord." There
is not a particle of democracy in Mormonism. It is
the most thorough-going aristocratic and despotic
institution in the world. It makes the few rich and
the many poor.
I had an overflowing house on Sunday evening at
Goshen. All the dignitaries of the church were present.
I had a most enjoyable visit with Mr. J. W. White and
David L. Evans, stanch Freethinkers who hav fought
their way out of Mormonism, and know by actual experience what a tremendous tyranny it is.
The
Mormons are the original inventors of the " boycott,"
and in the palmy days of the " saints' kingdom" they
hav used it with deadly effect.
On Monday morning I went down to Nephi, and
from there to Mt. Pleasant, where I found plenty of
good friends, l.VIr. J. D. Page, Mr. Cahoon, JHr. Ericsson, Mr. Bowman, and others .., I lectured on Tuesday evening, May 18th, to a full ·house, and should
lecture there ao-ain on Friday (this evening), but the
Mormon who has charge of t4e hall will not let it go.
My discourse was too much 'for him. There being
no other place of meeting, the g!.ving of another
lecture must be abandoned. I find the Mormons
rather Jesuitical. They are vm~y affable so long as

they expect something favorable to their side, but
when they see that you will not defend their institution, then they show the tiger's claws and the bitterness of orthodoxy. The Mormons hav a smile for
every new comer, but they also are prepared to strike.
On Wednesday I came down to Ephraim, where I
am now writing this letter, a distance of seventeen
miles from Mt. Pleasant. I came with R. Clawson, .
who is the trinity of Mormon abhorrence-he is an
apostate, an Infidel, and deputy marshal; but for all
that his neighbors like him, for he has the sterling
qualities of a gentleman. I here met the president
of the "stake," as it is called. He was quite friendly
and attended my lecture in the evening, but I never
found out how he liked it. I had a full house, large
numbers being obliged to stand. There are some
good Liberals in this pla!'P., hut, of course, the vast
majority are against them, and it is uphill work; but
every day brings an improvement.
On Thursday I went with Mr. Clawson and Mr.
Quinn, another Liberal friend, to Manti, seven miles
from Ephraim, and the county seat. Here, also, on
the side of the mountain, is one of the magnificent
temples of the Lord. It has cost nearly a million
dollars, and is indeed a beautiful building; but what
is the use of it? It is built by the money of the
poor, and it is for the convenience oi the priest.
Christ is expected to come here and reign. This
temple will no doubt stand for a thousand years, but
I fear the "Lord" for whom it is erected will never
make his appearance, and all this wealth and toil is
uselessly expended, and this massiv structure will be
a sepulcher of human hopes.
I was glad to meet with Rev. Joel Shoemaker at
Manti-once a Campbellite minister, then a Mormon,
and now a Liberal. The first thing I saw when I
entered his store was the face of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
the last number, which I eagerly perused. It was a
delight indeed to find THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal
literature for sale in this far country. I did not expect anything of the kind-right under the shadow
of the Temple, too, and the eye of the bishop. Mr.
Shoemaker introduced me at the evening lecture.
He has a full understanding of Mormonism, and has
facts concerning it which are quite interesting. I
also met here Mr. Herman Christensen, once a leading
Mormon and president of the Danish colony, but
now for twenty years a Freethinker and pronounced
opponent of the church. The "saints" hav tried to
crush him, but his cattle and sheep prosper, and he
can snap his fingers at the church's inquisitorial
power. I had a full house at the the!l'ter in the eyening and the lecture was well rece_Ived. Mant1, of
codrse, as a sort of church center, is overwhelmingly
Mormon, but there are Liberals in it who keep up a
brave fight.
I hav thus given three lectures to audiences averaging from three to four hundred in San Pete val!ey,
which is considered the stronghold of Morniomsm
outside Salt Lake City. No lectures of this kind hav
ever before been delivered here. They ai'e sure to
create a vast discussion, and I look forward to beneficial results. All desire that the campaign be continued, and I hope to visit this valley again.
I came last evening in the moonlight from Manti
to Ephraim. The last I saw of Manti was the huge
temple just beginning to glisten in the rays of the
moon that was rising over the dark boundary of the
hills. It flung a weird splendor over that vast and
to me sepulchral edifice. I almost seemed . to be in
some ancient city, far away from the mneteenth
century, and even before Christ, upon the mountains
of Judea where barbarism still reigned and science
was almo~t unknown· and I wondered if the light of
day would ever pen~trate these shimmering wa!ls,
and if this moonlight of fancy would ever vamsh
before the dawn of a glorious reality-or would this
temple be for centmies yet the refuge of an ignoble
superstition?
. .
.
I am now in a quiet, comfortable nook wntmg this
epistle, with a day's rest ~efore. n;-e, green trees all
around blue skies flecked with brilhant clouds, happy
birds, ~nd the sparkle of gentle stre':l'ms. I can dream
for awhile, take off .my spms and he upon the grass,
and let the hours go as fleetly as they may, I will
tak~ no note of time. The universe may move as it
will; I will no longer be a reformer, an icol?oclast,
but will take things as they are-the sunshme and
the songs, the flowers and the grass, the trees .and
all their blossoms, the measureless sky and the Circle
of resplendent hills.
To-morrow, however, I must up with the sun and
away. That vigorous campaigner, George C. Viele,
of our Fillmore League, has got a week's work
planned out for me, and, rain or shine, I must be at
the front. But until to-morrow's dawn, the long
golden afternoon an~ the moonli~ht evening, shall be
a tent of peace, and hfe shall be hke summer s breath
of music.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
May 21, 1886.

----

....

MRs. A. H. CoLBY's address for June; July, and August
will be 176 Terrace street, Buffalo, N. Y.

SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of
the books we hav for sale. The catalog is free.
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f/lomrt(llnicafions~
Freethought in Australia.
"We liv in a free country." Such is the expression
which incessantly greets the ears of a Victorian resident. We hav just bad another instance of Victorian
" freedom" looming up in front of us, this time in
the postal department. The prosecution of the Liberator having fallen through, the authorities having
decided to take no further action in the matter, the
bigots hav decided not to let the matter stop there,
but hav for some time been spurring on the government to prevent its being sent through the post.
The result is that the matter has been brought under
the notice of the postmaster-general, 1\ir. Derham,
and he has decided that no copies shall be sent
through the post until they hav undergone a careful
scrutiny and shown no traces of "blasphemy" or
" offensivness" of any kind. The section of the act
under which the Liberator is being denied the right
of mailing reads as follows: "Notwithstanding anything in this act contained, the postmaster-general
may at any time direct any letter, packet, or newspaper having anything blasphemous, obscene, offensiv, or libelous written or drawn on the outside
thereof, or any obscene inclosure found :in any letter,
package, or newspaper, to be destroyed." The postmaster-general, who appem·s to be the cat's-paw of
the religious party here, is determined to enforce this
law in the case of the Liberator, according to the
reports in the daily papers, and if he does, the Freethinkers of Victoria will hav another lively tussle
before them, for 1\ir. Symes is equally determined to
fight it out. As he told the audience on Sunday
evening last, "If that be true, there is a little more
fighting for us. If they do stop the Liberator from
going through the post, they shall repent it." Past
experience of JVIr. Symes has shown us that he is not
the man to cringe before such malice as that, -but
when he says a thing, he means it.
There is another section in the same act which is
not yet decided upon, but which the postmastergeneral bas put into the hands of his legal advisers
to ascertain its applicability to the Liberator. It is
as follows: "If any person kno\Vingly puts into any
post-office in Victoria any letter, packet, parcel, or
newspaper bearing any indecent, obscene, profane,
or libelous address, signature, marks, words, or designs, or containing any indecent or obscene print,
photograph, lithograph, writing, engraving, book, or
card, or other indecent or obscene article, he shall be
liable to a penalty not less than five nor exceeding
fifty pounds." So you see they are determined at all
hazards to crush out Freethought in this benighted
community. They are not satisfied with an attempt
to destroy another's property, but they also seek to
heavily punish a man for using an institution which
he is taxed to support, and which in common justice
he has as much right to use as any of the bullies who
seek to prevent him. If you fail to receive the Liberator by this mail, you will know the reason of it.
JVIatters hav been enlivened of late by a little rioting which has taken place. The new Factories and
Workshops act, which came into operation on the
beginning of last month, has been a fruitful source
of discord in that direction. By that act, all shopkeepers, with a few trifling exceptions, are compelled
to close their places of business at 7 o'clock sharp
each evening, except Saturdays and public holidays.
JVIany storekeepers hav stood out against this arbitrary rule and kept their shops open contrary to the
law. The result is that in one of the suburbs mobs
of larrikins met nightly in the principal thoroughfare,
hooting the shopkeepers whose establishments were
open after the fatal hour, smashing their windows
with road-metal, and sadly interfering with the traffic.
Efforts were made to create similar disturbances in
other parts, but without success. A riotous disturbance has also taken place at W oodend, a country town
in Victoria, not through any legislativ act, however,
but in consequence of a Freethought lecture which
was delivered there. JVIr. Joseph Symes paid a visit
to that sanctified district last month, and delivered,
or attempted to deliver, a Freethought lecture; but
it was more than they could endure. Freetbought
logic is a tough article for a cultured clergyman to
tackle, and it is no wonder that the \V oodend people
should find it rather a heavy strain on their endurance. However, they brought their own arguments
to bear against the lecturer's, but unfortunately their
arguments were of a coarser kind, and consisted of
stones, pepper, and rotten eggs, which they did not
fail to hurl at him. They were more saintly than
civilized. 1\fr. Symes and his friends had to fight
their way back the best way they could, and make for
their lodgings. He intended to visit another town
in the vicinity of W oodend a few days later, but he
was too unwell. The Salvation Army mustered in
full _force to receive him, no doubt anticipating a glorious scrimmage, but they were disappointed. A
few days afterward, he bad sufficiently regained his
strength to revisit the religious hot-bed. He spoke
- for about half an hom, but could not make himself
heard above 'the howls of these wild maniacs, and

ultimatelyhad- to desist. There was no further disturbance on that occasion, as the lecture was delivered in broad daylight; on the former occasion the
mantle of night had lent its aid to the malice of these
"imps of darkness."
Since that little episode another gentleman has experienced somewhat similar treatment at the bands of
the disciples of" the prince of peace," this time at Panamatta, Sydney, N. S. W. Mi·. ,V. H. McNamara took
occasion to reply to one of Christianity's defenders a
few Sundays ago, and was proceeding to vindicate the
character of Thomas Paine and the heroes of the
French Revolution, when the mob made a rush at
him, and commenced to yell and boot at him with a
vehemence characteristic of these " gentle lambs" of
a celebrated shepherd, in order to drown the speaker's voice. The devoted advocate of ancient ignorance waved his Bible exultingly in the air, and
helped to swell the ~ubbub. He and some others
eommenced " orating," and after a while the defender
of Freetbought had to leave the ground, followed by
a booting and jeering mob. Last Sunday be again
stood the ordeal, and, I am informed, with still more
disastrous 1;esults.
1\fr. Symes is continuing his activ lecturing propaganda, and his utterances are as keenly appreciated
as ever. On Sunday last he delivered an admirable
lecture before a large and enthusiastic audience upon
" Home Rule for Ireland: Its pros and cons." He
bas been asked to publish it and also to re-deliver it
in the Melbourne Town Hall, if it c~n be obtained.
Mr. W. ""\V. Collins, who has lately visited these
shores, has fully realized, if not exceeded, the expectations formed of him. His pleasant manner and wellchosen la11guage hav won him admirers in each state
he has visited, while his well-stored mind and retentiv memory make him a valued worker, whom om·
New South Wales friends will· not feel readily disposed to part with. He has already plunged into the
journalistic line by starting a new Freethougbt
paper, the only one, I believe, now existi11g in New
Sout.h ""\Vales. Another one has been contemplated,
but I do not think it has yet seen the light. 1\Ir.
Collins's paper is entitled, 'l'he F1·eethinker ancl New
Sunth ·wales R~former. Each number is illustrated.
The Rc~tionaUst of New Zealand is still struggling
along bravely, and, although it has been beset with
"ups and downs" in its brief career, its indefatigable
editor, Mr. Joseph Evison, still continues to keep it
to the front.
A new society has been recently started in Sydney,
bearing the name of the Australasian Freethought
Union. Dr. J. L. York and Mr. Thomas ·walker are
the leacJing movers in it. A Freethought Society
bas also been started recently at Gosford (N. S. W. ).
The movement is also being energetically pushed on
in Newcastle, Lambton, Goulbmn, and the Hunter
River District in the same colony, and in, Ballarat,
Sanclhurst, and Bairnsdale in Victoria--a new Secular Society having been formed at the latter place.
Adelaide plods along in its quiet, steady way, and
would almost be forgotten were it not for its frequent
"unemployed" demonstrations.
Great interest is taken in the expected visit of 1\Ir.
Charles Bnullaugh to these shores, and each colo~y
is activly making arrangements for his reception.
An extraordinary scene took place last month at a
Presbyterian chmch in Grafton (N. S. W. ). Five
members of the congregation called a meeting, when
they resolved to take possession of the church and
depose the minister. They accordingly fastened all
the church doors, and when the parson and the congregation made their appearance on the following
Sunday they were, of course, unable to enter. After
beseeching in vain to be admitted, the parson procured an ax and burst open one of .the doors, when
some one inside stnlCk him a tremendous blow on the
temple with the clenched fist, the blood streaming
down his face. There was instantly a violent scrimmage of men and women, which was said to "baffie
description." Eventually the parson and his followers succeeded in ousting the five obstructiv members, and, after cleaning himself as well as he was
able, the unfortunate cleric went on with his setvice.
You will recollect that a short time ago a case of
TRUTH SEEKER publication was seized by the Victoria
custom house. officers, and Mr. Terry, who was importing them, had great difficulty in obtaining them.
A week or two ago the same gentleman landed a fe-\v
English publications, among which were a few copies
of a London Unitarian magazine, edited by J. P.
Hopps, and entitled, The 'l'ruth Beeker. The official
confounded it, and still persists in confounding it,
with the much-hated TRUTH SEEKER in which this
letter appears, and seized the whole case!
S. Yw·ra, JJielbonrne, A·as. DAviD A. ANDRADE.
JusTus SomVAn, the Anarchist Socialist, facially resembles
the celebrated picture of Jesus Christ. A writer in the Boston li!Yrald says tliat to maintain this reputation, he studiously, but without outward affectation, adjusts the volume
and dress of his hair as nicely in conformity with the great
painting as though it hung suspended above his toilet table.
When his confreres, in the heated discussions of the evening,
maintain that Christ was in principle a Socialist, the argumenL ends by pointing to Schwab, with the loud exclamation:
"Da. habben Sie es /-There you hav it!" ·
·

Canadian Notes.
"Woman: Past, Present, and Futm·e," ·was the
subject of Mrs. Reynolds's lecture last Sunday
evening, and the large audience in attendance were
manifestly well pleased with the able manner in
which she hanclled ·what was in some respects a
rather delicate subject to deal with, especially so in
dealing with the women of the Bible. To Mrs.
Reynolds belongs the credit of being the first lady
who has had the ability and pluck to stand before a
Canadian audience composed largely of her own sex,
and to show them to what extent they are indebted
to Christian teaching and Bible superstition for
woman's degradation in the past, and many of the
disabilities under which she labors at present.
As a gentleman in the audience afterward remarked, "It was a pity the lecture was not delivered
in the Metropolitan church." This remark will be
appreciated when I state that the average attendance
at that institution is three thousand, fully two-thirds
of whom are women.
However, there were quite a number of ladies
(strangers) present, who no doubt went away taking
with them considerable food for thought. A vote of
thanks at the close of the lecture was unanimously
and most enthusiastically carried, many of the audience remaining to congratulate the lecturer, and
also to say good-bye, this being her last lecture here
for the present.
As before remarked, friend Reynolds is to be congratulated on having so able a partner in the lecture
business, and it is to be hoped· he will use his. influence to keep his wife in the field. He tells us that
this was a sort of trial trip, and if so he certainly has
nothing to complain of. l.Hrs. Reynolds's lectures hav
been well received; both the matter and the manner are
first-class, and we can heartily recommend her to the
friends in the States.
We want more women in om· movement; their
numbers are the strength of Christianity; their lack
of numbers among us the weakness of Secularism;
and perhaps there is no better remedy for this state
of affairs than to render all possible aid and encouragement to those women who hav the ability and
pluck to take lhe platform in the face of the fearful
odds of fashion and popular prejudice.
Mr. Reyno1ds lectured last night (Thursday) to _a
fair audience, and will giv his last lecture of this
comse next Sunday, after which he goes to the States
to start the sumlller Tent campaign. He went to
Monisburg, Ont., last Monday, being under an engagement there for three lectmes, and has had a
rather lively experience, having been prevented from
lectming by bigoted rascality in regard to the hall engagement, by intimidation and threats of personal
violence. THE TRUTH SEEKER bas no doubt got particulars of the affair from lVIr. Reynolds. He thinks
of taking his Tent down there this su:tnmer; but if
he goes without first getting his life insured, he is a
more improvident and reckless man than he looks.
The old adage that "Satan finds mischief for idle
hands" is truly confirmed by the actions of the
Toronto Ministerial Association. Having nothing
better to occupy their time, they make themselvs
ridiculous by passing all sorts of silly resolutions,
and agitating for legislation with a view to making
the people sober and virtuous by act of Parliament.
They are determined that nobody but themselvs
shall do any business on the blessed Sabbath; even
the undertakers are to be shut up on that day, their
latest freak being to call for united action by all the
churches to put a· stop to Sunday funerals. They
conRider it sinful in the sight of God for a man to fill
up a grave on Sunday.
If this isn't running absmdity into the ground,
what is it~ It would seem that, to can-y out this
idea, they will hav to legislate to prevent people from
dying on Friday, and then no doubt they will endeavor by law to prevent people from being born on
Sunday, and so on ad-rot!
It has probably never occurred to these fanatics
that there are cases where the keeping of a body
over Sunday is likely to spread contagion and death
among the community.
For the last year the city government, under pressure from this same ministerial association, has been
trying to extirpate the social evil. Last week one of
the city papers contained a statement to the effect
that the good work had been nearly accomplished, the
last "house" had been raided, and the inmates given
a week to leave the city. Immediately below this, in
the same column, was an account of the finding of
the dead body of a new-born infant in an ash-barrel,
and two others hav been found, one in a lane, the
othe~· in a back yard, during the past week. Can it
be possible that these circumstances bear the relation to each other of cause and effect ~ All medical
men agree that to attack a disease that breaks out on
the surface with the idea of driving it back will only
cause it to break out again in some other and, perhaps, more malignant form. The social evil is a cancer on the body politic, but it is in the blood, gentlemen, and you must attack it from within. Take the
sage's advice, and if you would reform young men,
begin with the mothers twenty years before the
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young men are born. When you pay half as much
attention to the raising of human beings as you do
to raising cattle, the race will improve; and as long
as you preach and teach that the blood of Christ
cleanses from all sin, as long as you place a premium
upon crime by teaching that man can sin until the
last hour, and by then taking an imaginary bath in
this blood go straight to glory, just so long will you
hav the social and all other evils to contend with.
Here endeth the first lesson.
KANUCK.
Toronto, May 21, 1886.

The Chicago Troubles.
I left our Union to catch the cars the first Sunday
evening in May (just after the semi-annual election of
officers) for a brief trip through Michigan, little
dreaming of the teqj,ible notoriety some familiar
names were shmtly to achieve in connection with
inciting to or committing crime. Several prominent in their efforts to " impeach " your humble
servant were anested, besides the unfortunates who
are "indicted." Mrs. Holmes (nee Swank), ~Irs.
Ames, and the redoubtable A. H. Simpson were arrested, but I believe hav all been released. Had
those part.ies still been members of our society the
whole Secular movement would hav received a blow
from which it would hav been extremely difficult to
recoyer.
NeYertheless, the ministers are howling that Anarchism is only the ripe fruit of Infidelity; that
Atheism and Anarchi~m are synonymous; that Infidelity will hav to be suppressed before Anarchism can
be stamped out; and last Monday's Methodist ministers' meeting resolved to the effect that the blame for
the so-called Haymarket riot should be chargeable to
Robert Ingersoll. Chicago seems to hav beco.me an
overgrown lunatic asylum, and press and pulpit (~he
IIemld excepted) vie with each other in suggestillg
the most diabolical means for the punishment of the
indicted persons even before they hav had a hearing.
That saintly organ of Sam Jones, the Inter-Ocean,
prints approvingly a communication suggesting that
an immense dried-beef cutter should be procured;
that the most innocent should be taken first, arid,
commencing at the feet, they should be sliced up,
slice by slice, until they reach the cro~ of the hea?,
and the rest of the victims be compelled to watch this
sickening process until their turn came. This veritable blood-tub who out-Nero's Nero, signs such an
atrocious diab~lism in the name of " Justice." 0
justice! then indeed thou art fled to b:Utish ~easts,
and men hav lost their reason. For this feromty we
cannot but feel more sympathy with these Anarchists
than if there had been the slightest disposition to do
them justice. You know how I regard the criminal
folly of those who hav been dubbed dynamiters; but
the ruffianism of the police, the injustice of the press,
and the frenzy of the pulpit hav made me feel more
consideration for those old confreres than I hav felt
£or a long time. Thro.ugh this circumstance, everything progressiv they will attempt to suppress. I
hav heard that all communications se13king to calm
public excitement against the_m hav been refused
publication in nearly all the mty papers, and people
dare not say a word against the police on a car, or
they are dragged to the station. Every one with a
grain of sense knows there was l_ess rea~on for the
police being the aggresso.rs on thi~ oc?as~on t~an at
hundreds of similar meetillgs held ill this mty without
interference during the past two or three years.
·while these Anarchists hav used very violent
language, no one acquainted with the~ supposes them
likely to put their threats into executiOn. That only
one bomb was thrown puts the question of a concerted plan out of all probability, a:nd it is likely that
some unbalanced follower determilled to do somethincr on his own account.
That the wild vagaries of Anarchism hav gained
any foothold in Chicago. is directly attributable to
the daily press. If anythillg, they are more culpable
than the Anarchists. If their (the Anarchists') utterances were treasonable and indictable before a handful of listeners, how much worse to disseminate those
utterances among tens of thousands, merely for the
sake of a sensation ; and this is what the press has
done day after day, week after week, until, inflated by
this notoriety, each of those speakers becomes more
and more reckless. The Chicago press want a sensation-either Sam Jones sensationalism, which is reli()"ious slush or frenzy, or Anarchistic sensationalism,
which is a labor frenzy. Let a good, sound, scientific
lecture be given, and they hav not a word to saynothing, if they cannot ridicule it. O_ur editorial_
idiots (the IIerald excepted) mix Anarchism and S<_>cialism so inextricably that little of what they say IS
worthy of credence, especially since that bomb was
thrown. People's houses hav been ransacked by th_e
police without law or waiTant, but merely on suspicion of containing Anarchistic literature. Had they
called on me and discovered the TRUTH SEEKER cartoons, the holy mother church would hav ~ou?tless
got me " on the list!" For Rome rules this mty as
well as New York.
E. A. STEVENS.
0/iicago, Ill., May 25th.

Mr • .Appleton's Tribute to Mr • .Andrews.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, .Sir : There
is to me a peculiar soul-felt loss in the death of
Stephen Pearl Andrews. I seem to hav been bereft
of a sort of spiritual and intellectual father in this
sad announcement, and beg to put on record through
your columns my appreciation of one who, I believe,
taken all in all, carried the heaviest intellect on this
continent, if not on any other.
Without immodesty I may perhaps be allowed to
say that I hav played some. little part in shaping the
advanced thought of the times, but at every step, as
my intellectual methods developed, I leaned upon Mr.
Andrews for instruction, and was made mentally
whole in many a thought-dilemma by his wonderful
analytical powers. Once upon my telling him that I
could not quite understand him, he replied characteristically: " I am not trying to hav you understand
me, but rather to hav you unqerstand yourself, which
is your chief concern." I confess that no man has
ever helped me to understand myself and find my own
intellectual bearings as has Mr. Andrews.
When I see the papers filled with t~e goings and
comings of rum-eaten politicians, military butchers,
official rogues, canting divines, and little 6xl0 frauds
of every description, while this grand mental and
moral figure goes out of the world almost unnoticed,
or is booked by the "public ju<:J.gments" as .a crank,
how miserably cheap a thing becomes what IS called
public opinion ! How infinitly contemptible is the
butchery and vulgarity of Grant, the low political
cunning of Garfield, and the gilded ecclesiastical harlotry of McClosky, beside the r~c01·d of this d~voted
teacher of the teachers, who patiently and labonously
gave his life to truth, an~ counted ~he shining prizes
of society as naught beside the achievement of lodging the seeds of etemal truth in places where they
would bring forth a higher life and a grander humanity after he had gone hence.
.
Whatever I may in the future be able to achieve
for right thmking and truer social life, I shall ever
carry with me the silent and grateful acknowledgment
of what Stephen Pearl Andrews has done for my
mental development, and hold in ki?? r~mem?rance
the tender generous, and hearty spmt ill whwh he
bestowed ~pon all the benefits of his rare intellectual
training and gathered wisdom.
HENRY APPLETON.
Boston, May 23, 1886.

Jamieson's Type Shm·thand.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : For
more than twenty years I hav been at work, fr_om
time to time to devise an instrument for reportmg
speech legibiy and accurately. I was not particular
who invented it, so when Edison's phonograph, or
"talking machine," appeared, I concluded that the expected machine had arr~ved. It proved a toy. The
stenograph was next ill order. It W:J:S a:nother;
although fairly good work ma:y .~e done With It. But
it is lacking in speed and legibility: .
In 1868 (eighteen years ago), whi!e ill Havana, _III.,
filling a six months' engagement, I Imparted my_ Idea
of the possibility of reporting speech by mac~ery
to Dr. James Boggs. The result was not satisfactory.
.
.
.
In January while stoppmg With my fnends, Mr.
and Mrs. H~ald, Burlington Junction, Mo., the
thoughts became clear and irresistible, and I be~an
to reduce them to writing (in phonography) sayillg
nothing to anybody until the plan was matured.
Yesterday, April 27th, I received my papers from the
commissioner of patents through my attomeys,
Messrs. Munn & Co., of the Scientific American. I
hav also received from the librarian of Congress my
copyright of title to " Class Book of Type Shorthand."
This summer while traveling and lecturing, I will
be engaged in perfecting the invention during !flY
study hours. If I do not attain a speed surpassmg
that of the pen or pencil of the stenographer no one
need expect me to offer ~o te~ch it. In legibility it
eclipses anything ever devised ill ~h?~thand.
My purpose is to make t~e acqmsition of_the art of
reporting so easy and so plaill that school-children can
readily acquire it.
.
.
I am too familiar with the history of sCience, mvention, and discoveries in general to expect a hospitable reception for my ar~ frot? the old phonographers, albeit I hav a few tned fnends among them.
My champions will be the you~g.
.
By the way, you kindly pubhshed a letter of mme
last January, entitled "Liber~l Leaves." I hav received several letters concernillg that recommendation to the Secular Union to do something practical.
Is the Union in existence for the mere purpose of
sending one or two ~is~ionaries out _lectming and
organizing a few auxihanes, ~nd holdmg an annual
convention to listen to a few set speeches? If so,
Liberalism makes a very large expenditure of money
for very meager result.s.
Far better invest money for back numbers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, Boston Investigator, and other Liberal ~ournals, for free ~istribution at the han~ls of our
pubho lecturerj;J, Rmssue a large numbo of the
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best tracts by Bennett, Denton, selections from
Wixon, Slenker, Gardener, S~verance, Lake, Colby,
Gibson, Ingersoll, Chadwick, Br~dford, a~d others.
As a lecturer, I will take pleasure m scattenng broadcast the writings of these people among the orthodox,
who seldom, or never, read our literature, nor listen
to our lecturers.
Why can we not do more to get the writings of
Miss Wixon, Mrs. Slenker, Mr. Putnam, ancl others,
into the hands of orthodox children 1
We must do more for the rising generation. The
opinionated, middle-aged, and rapidly-passing-awa!
old people are convinced of their youthful super~ti
tion at a time when the enthusiasm of youth has died
out. Hence the apathy of Liberals in public work
for others; their standard expression, " Let others
find out their follies as we hav."
Let us save the you11g from the torments of Christian dogmas. Is there any better plan than I hav
proposed? Let us hear what it is.
Alexandria, Minn.,
W. F. JAIIIIESON.

Heaven for Murderers.
As a recent illustration of the demoralizing effect
of the Christian scheme of atonement, I take the case
of Wilson a negro, hanged in Missouri two or three
weeks ag~ for the pACuliarly deliberate and at;·ocious
murder of his companion, of whom he was Jealous.
On the scaffold, among other things, he said : " I am
the sorriest man to-day living on the globe, but not
because I must die-not at all-but for the one who
is gone, for whom I pay the death penalty. I am
sorry for her because she had no chance, as I hav,
.
.
for eternity."
No emphasis could add aught to t~e ~ernb_le. Import of these words. Read them, Chnstian divilles,
and blush for your creed. It was your creed that
led this ignorant creature to believe that, because he
had given his victim " no chance" when he sh?t her
down, therefore his and yom God should grv her
" no chance" in the hereafter. It was your creed that
had filled his brain with the poisonous thought that
it was better to be a murderer than to be murdered;
that taught him to measure the transient pains of the
"death penalty" against the infinit agonies of a:n unending hell; it was your creed that taught him to
say that he hoped God would bless the young men
present " as he has bles8ed me."
How had God blessed this murderer? Why, by
making him a murderer, and thus giving him a
" chan~e" to repent and be saved, while his victim,
not having any " chance" to repent, as she had murdered no one, plunges. straight to he~l. _Did. you
make a remark to the effect that no ones hfe would
be safe were it not for the "Christian civilization?"
I am aiming this interrogatory at you, Rev. C. B.
Taylor of the Congregational church of Valley Falls.
Som~ tender-hearted Liberals are much hurt by the
TRUTH SEEKER pictures. No doubt Mr. Heston's cartoon in the May 1st issue will shock the g~o~ people.
In the lower part of the picture we see a Jail, a s~af
fold and upon the latter stands the condemned cnminal: his legs and arms pinioned, and th~ rope around
his neck. Back of him stands the sheriff, bl~ck cap
in hand. In front of him is· the robed pnes_t, the
crucifix in his right hand, the outstr~tc~ed mdex
finger of his left pointing upward. This IS Scene 1,
the Departure.
.
.
Scene 2, the Arnval (fifteen mmutes later), occupies the upper part of the page. Angel~ ar~ gr·eeting the "late lamented" of earth. Their wmgs ~e
full size while those of the new member of the choir
celestial' are just sprouting from his should~rs. One
white-garmented and aureole-crowned beillg hands
him a harp, and another_ puts upon his ~ea~ a halo,
while Guiteau comes with a wreath .m his han?.
Rugg, the negro wife-murdere_r, is J?layi?g upon his
harp, and the recording angel IS registei:mg the na~e
of the new arrival, who, but for the whiteness of his
face might reasonably be supposed to be the late Mr.
Wil~on. of 1\!Iissouri.
Now' I respectfully say to Mr. Luse, Mrs. Lenont,
and all' others who object to cartooning the absurdities and barbarities of the old faith, that so l~ng as
Christianity shall giv birth to such monstrous Immoralities as those mouthed by Wilson and hundr~ds ?f
other criminals, and which hav abundant sanctiOn m
the Bible and in the creeds of mo~t _of the churc~es,
every weapon of satire, sarcasm, ndwule, and canca~
tme is legitimate, and perfectl;r proper to be used,
d therefore I heartily exclrum, Clearness t? the
:;e fertility to the artistic imagination, and _skill. to
the hand of Watson Heston, and may his tnbe
increase !-E. 0. Walker in Lt~cif'er.
A wmTER in the Brooklyn Times notes that '' Th~mas
Paine, as the pamphleteer engaged by Congress to ~g1tate
political questions in the early period of the ~evolutiOnary
war was the first man to earn a livelihood in tlus country by
the 'pen."
Tn& Evening Hnlletin, San Francisco, Cal., of ~~y ?,t~,
prints an iten\. under the heading of "Oakland Brevities, Ill
which it is stated that snit for divorce ?as been hrough~ by
George Chainey against Martha A. Charney. , ', · :·_ .·c
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The Impudence of Catholicism.
The people of Cloud county, Kansas, hav just been
treated to a rare specimen of ecclesiastical impudence
by the Christians of Concordia. It seems, in the
words of a resolution adopted at a meeting of the
churches of Concordia, that "the Catholic bishop of
the great state of Kansas, as well as those who with
him hav charge of the widely-diversified interest of
that church, hav been looking with watchful interest
over the middle. and northwestern portions of that
state for a suitable place for the center of one or
more dioceses, and hav been attracted to the beautiful
city of Concordia, which sits nestled in a rich valley
almost surrounded with picturesque hills o~~ [,he
proper elevation for the location of a college, cathedral, hospital, or any other edifice needed to round
out the most extensiv see;" and, with the thrifty business habits of the managers of the Catholic church,
the bishop and his aids bethought them of a scheme
to reduce the cost of these buildings to a minimum.
The proposition of the bishop was that the people of
Concordia should present the church with $5,500 to
enable "Father Perrier and the trustees of the Catholic church of Notre Dame of Concordia, Kansas, to
purchase an eligible and suitable site for college and
cathedral grotthd~ for said church."
Private subscriptions to the amount desired not
being forthcoming, the priest called a meeting in one
of the halls of Concordia, which was attended by a
considerable number of the inhabitants. After the
priest had explained the object of the meeting,
speeches were made by several gentlemen in favor of
raising the money somehow. At last a happy plan
was hit upon. Concordia has just issued several
thousand dollars' worth of bonds to raise money to
build new water-works, and these bonds are now being marketed by the authorities. The meeting therefore passed a resolution as follows:
'' Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that if need
be, and to expedite prompt action in this matter, that the city
council be authorized and requested to borrow said amount
of $5,500, from the water-works fund as soon as said bonds
shall be cashed."

A committee was also appointed to make sure that
the city council was informed of the "sense of the
meeting," and it strikes us that some such committee
was· absolutely necessary. The council otherwise
would never hav learned that the meeting possessed
any sens.~.
But Concordia is blessed with quite an Infidel
population, among them J. M. Hagaman, editor of
the Kansas Blade. Although in a hopeless minority,
Mr. Hagaman bravely protested against the steal.
The coristitution of Kansas positivly prohibits taxation for support of religion or religious institutions.
Mr. Hagaman brought this fact to th~ attention of
the meeting, and in his paper of the following week
he said:
"The attempt to tax the people of this city to aid a religious society, as was done last :Monday night, was one of the
most unwise, absurd, and high-handed outrages ever attempted. Of course the mayor and council will pay no
attention to the action of the meeting, as to comply with its
request would be to violate their oaths of office, and to subject them to imprisonment. In the mean time the public
should keep a close look upon those aspiring gentlemen who
are trying to steal the water-works money, and to tax them
for the s:upport of religion and church edifices. If they can
tax us to build churches, why may they not tax us to support their preachers ?"

With the constitution on his side, Mr. Hagaman

will proba)>ly be able to prevent the consummation of
this attempt to fasten fifty-five hundred dollars of
debt upon the city.

If alone he is unable to do it,

he should appeal for help from all over the country. which is, that he has been le~t so long in a comparativly obscure position. So extraordinarily intelligent
"An injury to one is the concern of all."
a man certainly deserves promotion. Genius must
A Test that All Christians Fail Under.
be unappreciated in Australia. '
While the genial and energetic secretary of the
American. Secular Union is out among the Mormons The Prison for Anarchists on General Principles.
Six months ago it was the popular thing to sneer
endeavoring to remove from their minds the superstition which keeps them slaves t0 priests, the at- at the Anarchists, and Communists, and Socialists as
tacked hierarchy has sent recruiting emissaries East. long~haired reformers, lunatics, fanatics. Six weeks
Seven Mormon missionaries began, week before last, a ago it became popular to denounce them as incenproselyting crusade among the people of Pennsylva- diaries, traitors, murderers, thieves. This last came
nia. ['heir first effort was made near Fayette City, about through the acts of a few men in Chicago, and
in W ashlngton township. The meetings were largely a few in Milwaukee. It is by no means certain that
attended and a great many converts were made in the latter place the people were not more sinned
among the illiterate Christians of the community. against than sinning, while it is certain that in
This aroused another portion' of the citizens, and Chicago the police were tha aggressors, and clubbed
efforts were made to induce the missionaries to and shot many innocent people for the acts of a few
leave the place. The last meeting held by the insane foreigners. But the great American nation
Mormons was the largest of all. Many people were has been frightened into fits, and blatant preachers
impressed by the sermon, wherein the preacher and sensational newspaper writers hav taken advanclaimed supernatural aid, saying that in the fulfil- tage of the situation to do a great deal of bloodment of scripture he could drink deadly things and curdling writing. The police, as usual, hav proved
handle serpents. The prospect of converting more expert liars. In Chicago they hav found bombs at
every turn-if we believe them. Scarcely a square
ignorant Christians was flattering.
At the conclusion of the services Barker Clay- yard of sidewalk, from the lake to the center of the
baugh, a justice of the peace, obtained the floor. He state, but that has been undermined, and the space
produced a glass containing a solution of arsenic, used to store dynamite-if the police are truthful.
which he challenged the preacher to drink. The The water in all the gutters ripples over long lengths
preacher refused to submit to the test, and Clay- of gaspipe plugged with pine, and filled with the
baugh branded him as an impostor. The meeting deadly chemicals that are to blow Chicago skyward
broke up in a great tumult, during which clubs, stones, -if we let the police tell the story. A clamor has
and other missils were used on the missionaries. been raised that drowns all words of soberness.
They fled for their lives, but were so closely pursued The Americ11n people are drunk on Anarchy.
It is this childil'lh hubbub over the Chicago and
by the mob that they implored the protection of the
justice, who succeeded in calming the turmoil and Milwaukee fracases, and a stupefaction of moral
conducting them in safety to their stopping-place. sense, that ha:s convicted John Most in this city. lVIr.
Irresistibly one is reminded by this occUITence of the· Most is not a l!lavory personage, and it is far from
heathen lashing their gods because the representativs popular to say a good word for him, but nevertheless
of divinity hav failed to please them. 1t seems that he is as much a victim as any political prisoner now
the Pennsylvania Christians actually believed what rotting in Siberia's mines. , Most was indicted and
the preacher told them, until an Infidel came forward tried for in9_iting to riot, and has been found guilty.
to apply the test. Then their idol was shattered, and But when our authorities seriously and soberly conthey turned upon him· and would hav torn him limb sider his case, they will find they hav played the part
from limb had not the skeptic protected him from of tyrants. When a man is put in jail, the first question asked by the people is, What has he done 1 In
their wrath. Heathen act in the same way.
Probably few of the mob knew that the missionary the case of l\fost and his confreres, the only answer
was but claiming for himself a sincere and unfalter- can be that he talked! Twenty-five, yea, five years
ing trust in Christ, and that the offering of the hence, we predict that the people will regatd this
poison by the skeptic was an overturning of holy conviction as repugnantly as they now do the convicwrit. It is related in the last chapter of Mark that tions of Abner Kneeland and D. M. Bennett.
The substance of Most's remarks at the meeting
after his resurrection Jesus appeared to the eleven
and upbraided them for their unbelief and hardness on the 23d of April was that the workingmen should
of heart in not crediting the story of his resurrection: arm themselvs. As he put it in his address to the
"And he said unto them, Go ye into all the world, and jury which convicted him, he said:
preach the gospel to every creature. He that believeth and
is baptized shall be saved ; but he that believeth not shall be
damned. And these signs shall follow them that believe : In
my name shall they cast out devils ; they shall speak with
new tongues; they shall take up serpents; and if they drink
any deadly thing it shall not burt them ; they shaU lay hands
on the sick, and they shall recover.
"So then after the Lord had spoken unto them, he was
received up into heaven, and sat at the right hand of God.''

"The capitalistic classes .are · well armed. The police.
their servants, are well armed. Only the workingmens Jmv
empty hands. There hav been done lately terrible things
against workingmens, women, and children, not only by lit<'
special police, but by the private police of the Pinkerton
institution, bought, piece by piece, for $5, like in. East St.
Louis, to kill peaceful men and women. To
peaceful
assembly there come the $5-a-day hirelings of Jay Gould,
hired for the very purpose to kill anybody, with repeatincr
rifles; and perhaps, gentlemens, they didn't cost $12, btrt
$25. Then I explained what kind of arms were to be bad.
I said: 'In the Constitution of the United States of North
~erica there is no specification as .to arms, no exclusion.
You can hav a cannon if you please, and, of course, a bomb
if you please. You can hav a rifle. They hav made a Jaw
against concealed weapons; Therefore don't conceal them.
Show them, free and open.' "

a

There was the lVIormon missionary's authority;
there is the measure of every man's Christianity.
Either Christ went to his father with a lie upon his
lips, or Christians are proof against poison. How
many followers of Jesus will stand the test' Not
one. Like the Mormon missionary, they are hypocrits. They deny their savior; they doubt God himThis sort of talk is foolish in the extreme, but if
self, and their fate is pronounced by Christ : " He
that believeth not shall be damned." A cheerful the existence of the American Republic is threatened
by it, why, the American Republic. is in a bad way.
prospect for a good many besides the Mormons !
Some of the witnesses against Most swore to curious
What's In a Name'l
evidence. One said that Most advised the throwing
If any of our readers are familiar with the London of vitriol out of windows upon people. As the speech
Truth Seeker they will be amused at the report of was in German, the witness was asked to repeat the
our correspondent that the Australian customs author- actual word uttered by Most. The witness said
ities hav refused to deliver to the much-persecuted vitriol. The word used was schwefelsaure. Another
Mr. Terry a case of books because a few numbers of witness said Most referred to the Chicago riots and
advocated a like insurrection on the part of the
that magazine were among them.
Our London namesake is the mildest kind of a workingmen of New York. Most delivered his
Unitarian periodical, one of the prunes and prism harang on the 23d of April. The Chicago riot ocsort, with its heresy sugar-coated a mile deep. A curred in May!
On the Fourth of July and other patriotic occacareful perusal of only one number would leave the
reader in doubt whether the editor had any settled sions America is lauded as the land of the free, and
convictions upon theological matters, and never would the effete monarchies of Europe are vigorously deit be suspected that he is an Infidel. The collector nounced. But the American eagle is screaming to
need not fear; the church cares nothing for that sort little purpose~ and must be set down as a very hypoof Infidelity, and he can do his master no good by critical bird, no better than a turkey-b1,1zzard, if
every man who pulls a feather from its tail is to be
suppressing it.
There is one thing in connection with the .acts of shut up in jail. The eagle and the orators must roost
this custom-house official that fills us with wonder; considerably lower on the fourth of next month if
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Most's conviction stands. ,It is the most unjust legal desolate, and hell be depicted to their bosoms." This did understand that Colonel Ingersoll is not in the habit of prayproceeding that has happened within many months. not occur in 1486, but in the year of our lord and savior ing, but is it not better for a man never to pray at all than
eighteen hundred and eighty-six.

The Love of God.
In a recent issue of the Forum Monsignor Preston
has definitly set forth what the Roman Catholics
want in the matter of public schools. In concluding
his statement Mr. Preston asks: " Why not let the
gentle ha!!-d of religion, guided by the love of God,
do its part in the commonwealth~"
There are, it seems to us, several reasons why the
"gentle hand of religion" should be kept out of governmental affairs, and the love of God refused permission to guide the nation. In the first place the
hand of religion is not gentle, and, in the second, the
love of God is synonymous with hatred of man. A
gentleman of rather higher eminence in the community than Thomas S. Preston has stated the reasons
why the proposition is untenable: "In the name of
God every possible crime has been committed, every
conceivable outrage has been perpetrated. Brave
men, tender and loving women, beautiful girls, and
prattling babes hav been exterminated in the name
of Jesus Christ. For more than fifty generations the
church has carried the black flag. Her vengeance
has been measured only by her power. During all
these years of infamy no heretic has ever been forgiven. With the heart of a fiend she has hated;
with the clutch of avarice she has grasped; with the
jaws of a d~·agon she has devoured; pitiless as famin,
merciless as fire, with the conscience of a serpent;
such is the history of the church of God."
A few of the deeds committed by the "gentle hand
of religion, guided by the love of God," may not inappropriately be specified, as a further reason why
Mr. Preston's suggestion should not be too speedily
act!Jd upon: "In 1208 the Inquisition was estab:
lished. Seven years afterward the fourth council of
the Lateran enjoined all kings and rulers to swear an
oath that they would exterminate heretics from their
dominions. The sword of the church was unsheathed,
and the world was at the mercy of ignorant and infuriated priests, whose eyes feasted upon the agonies
they inflicted. Acting, as they believed, or pretended
to believe, under the command of God ; stimulated
by the hope of infinit reward in another world-hating heretics with every drop of their bestial blood ;
savage beyond description ; merciless beyond conception-these infamous priests, in a kind of frenzied
joy, leaped upon the helpless victims of their rage.
They crushed their bones in iron boots ; tore their
quivering flesh with iron hooks and pincers; cut off
their lips and eyelids; pulled out theiJ: nails, and into
the bleeding quick thrust needles ; tore out their
tongues ; extinguished their eyes ; stretched them
upon racks; flayed them alive; crucified them with
their heads downward ; exposed them to wild beasts;
burned them at the stake; mocked their cries and
groans; ravished their wives; robbed their children,
and then prayed God to finish the holy work in hell.
The Catholic burned the Lutheran, the
Lutheran bumed the Catholic, the Episcopalian tortured the Presbyterian, the Presbyterian tortured
the Episcopalian. Every denomination killed all it
could of every other; and each Christian felt in 4uty
bound to exterminate every other Christian who
denied the smallest fraction of his creed.
Giv any orthodox church the power, and to-day they
would punish heresy with whip, and chain, and fire.
As long as a church deems a certain belief essential
to salvation, just so long it will kill and burn if it has
the power."
From this Mr. Preston can see why it would be inexpedient, at this time, to let the gentle hand of
religion-at least the Christian religion-do its part
in the commonwealth.

Editorial Notes.
'frrE Observer advertises photographs of Irenmus, the ancient editor of that pious organ, in sealed envelopes; which
causes the wicked to wonder if there is anything about the
pictures to cause their confiscation if sent in the usual way.
W. W. CoLLINs, the English Freethought lecturer who recently left England for Australia, has begun at Sydney the
publication of a weekly journal called The Freethinker and
.New South Wales Reformer. Judging by the clergy's hatred
of Mr. Collins, he is an exceptionally able representativ of
English Secularism. The first issue. of his paper is very bright.
A PmEs:r in Australia was opposed to the election of a certain candidate, and from his pulpit he ordered his people
not to vote ·for him. Those who would not obey he denounced in these words : " May the flesh rot from their
hones, the grass wither under their feet, their homea he made

to pray like that?" So far the heretic appears to hav the
best of the argument.

TrrE Spiritualists of Melbourne, Australia, are raising
TrrE Bible is either inspired wholly by God, partly by God,
funds to build a $75,000 hall. A children's progressiv
or not at all by God. If wholly, then to doubt the truth of a
lyceum and Spiritualistic lectures are to be maintained.
single syllable is treason to the Almighty, and punishable by
WrrAT will the readers of the New York 07Jse1"'/Je1" say of it spiritual death-in other words, by a sojourn of eternity in
when they find out, as they are sure to some time, that its sheol, revised version. If only partly inspired, then who is
"seven activ editors" hav been wilfully, persistently, and to decide which part? Somebody might believe in the wrong
knowingly lying to them, and concealing the truth about part, and the consequence would be fearful. If not at all
Thomas Paine ? If this reaches the eye of any editor of the inspired, th!'n it is of far less use than Rollin's Ancient HisNew York Observer, we trust the thought will giv him pause. tory and Shak~pcre's works. There is no foundation for the
Christian religion, and the ministers are blind leaders of the
lN taking charge of the Sierra Valley Leader, Mr. Pritchard
blind. We commend these brief comments to the Rev. Dr.
thus defines his religious position:. " In all religions faith is
Kent, of Halifax, Nova Scotia, who is floundering around
the principal thing necessary, and my 'bump' of faith never
trying to subject the Bible to human reason, and at the same
developed, which was no fault of mine. I only desire to be
time save its alleged divine qualities.
honest with my conscience, and consequently am at the pres"L.<~.ST winter," writes Mr. Remsburg to [ucifer, "a Chrisent time a Darwinian Evolutionist." So! Another Infidel
tian clergyman said to me, 'The most damnably corrupt
editor in the West.
A RELIGIOUS paper whoge editor was recently invited to institution in America is the Women's Christian Temperance
make the lot of the prisoners in the Tombs in this city harder Union.' For brazen hypocrisy this and kindred Christian
by preaching to them, reports that most of the accused peo- temperance associations hav certainly never been surpassed.
ple are Christians. Of the bJys, ten out of twelve are Roman Every honest and rational movement in favor of temperance
Catholics. Rum, he says, is the cause of seven-tenths of the is to be commended; but this nauseating stuff called ' Bible
crime committed by his temporary congregation. All of temperance' is unbearable. I hav long felt that this sham
which. if true, is a very good argument against Rum and ought to be punctured. It has been done at last, and most
effectually done, by the logical pen of E. C. Walker. His
Romanism.
paper on 'Bible Temperance' that has just appeared in TJIE
THE religious business is better in some localities than in TRUTH SEEKER ought to be flaunted in the face of every
others. In Buffalo it seems, from the following reading hypocrit in the land." The papen by Mr. Walker to which
notice, to be booming: "We hav just received an invoice Mr. Remsburg refers hav been put into pamphlet form, with
from New York and Philadelphia of religious goods, com- cover, which !\Clls for ten cents per copy.
prising statuets, crucifixes, glass, brass, and onyx candleDuRING the year endinp; Oct. 31st last the Ohio penitentbry
sticks, rosaries, holy water fonts, rosary cases, etc. New
'styles and reduced prices. Call and examin at Catholic Union received 766 prisoners, whose religious antecedents were as
follows:
and Times office."
PARK CoMMISSIONER BoRDEN advocated at the last meeting
of the Park board a resolution forbidding all licensed amusements in Central Park on Sundays. The resolution included
sailing on the lake, riding in the goat wagons and the merrygo-rounds, and the use of the swings. The resolution was
deservedly defeated, and Commissioner Borden's piom1 backers are much depressed. There will be music in the Park
this summer on Sunday afternoons by Cappa's Seventh Regiment band.
TnE New York Sun says that the advocates o'f increased
pension payments "should be locked up, if it c&n be done
lawfully." The Sun has been, heretofore, a newspaper of
brains and American ideas, but it seems to be losing its grip.
There is altogether too much loose talk about locking folks
up and suppressing freedom of speech floating around nowadays. Because a few Anarchists of Chicago lost their heads
is no reason why the whole American pop~1lation should
throw their reason overboard.

--------

THE TnuTn SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, N.Y., with our old
friend E. M. Macdonald at the helm, is increasing in all
good arid pleasant things each week. Its illustrations are a
marked feature of the progressiv thought of the age, and are
doing more to educate the people in the right direction than
three times the space of reading matter. Our neighbor at
Carthage, Mo., Mr. Heston, is doing a noble work, and deserves the gratitude· of all Freethinkers. His last cartoon,
"Jesus Paid it All," in the May 15th number, speaks volumes,
and ought to be carefully studied by all.-.ilfi,som·i L1:beral.
·SoME of our readers may recollect that a few months ago a
Hebrew correspondent of THE TRUTH SEEKER charged that
the Rev. Jacob Freshman was converted from Judaism to
Christianity ,for the money there is in it. A Christian paper
now publishes the following advertisment:
THE REV. JACOB FRESHMAN,
Son of a converted Jewish rabbi, will lecture in ................. .
on .................... at 8 o'clock.
SUBJECT: "The Jews: their Manners, Customs, Religious Ceremonies, Literature," etc., etc.
The lecturer will appear in the garb of a Jewish rabbi, and will
exhibit all the articles used in J ewisb worship, such as phylacteries, fringes, scroll of the law, etc. All Sabbath-school workers and
all interested in God's ancient people should not fail to attend.

We are inclined to think from this rather circusy advertisment that our Hebrew correspondent was right.
AT a meeting of Methodist ministers in Chicago recently
the blame for the late riots in that city was all laid 9y the
Rev. Mr: Fawcett upon the broad shoulders of Colonel Ingersoll. A citizen of Chicago thereupon wrote to the Herald
asking for specific statements. He says: "Mr. Fawcett did
not specify any time, place, or occasion where or when Colonel Ingersoll ever advised or encouraged any such wickedness, or any violation of the law whatever. Is that fair?
The accusation rebounds upon 1\'Ir. Fawcett and his order. I
might content myself in a general way by referring to the
many inflammatory Socialistic sermons that hav been delivered from the Chicago pulpit during the past year, and from
other pulpits, too, but I will be fairer than Mr. Fawcett was,
and present specifications: Three weeks ago, at the Methodministers' meeting here, a bishop mentioned a private citizen
by name, and said that he ought ' to be taken by the nape of
the neck and kicked ali over the city of New York.' Was
that not urging passionate and revengeful men to violate the
law? A few weeks ago a MethoC:.ist minister, occupying a
national and lucrativ office, that of chaplain to the House of
Representativs, offered a public prayer to God, in the presence of Congress, in which he invoked a 'reign of terror,'
and gave thanks that although 'for long the few bav mastered the many, because they understoqd the open secretthe· tools to those who can use them-yet now the many hav
learned the secret of organization, drill, and dynamite.' I

Swedenborgians .................................... ,. . . . . ......
1
·-.~,uakers ................ .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . ..
1
'Dunkards . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .
4
Hebrews........................................................
4
Congregationalists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .
5
Universalists..... . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 10
Disciples. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 21
United Brethren..... . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Episcopal. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. 28
Presbyterian......................... . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 58
Lutheran................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 01
Baptist.......................................................... &;
Catholic........................................................ 18M
McthodiAt.............................. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 221
Number whose parents were not religions.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5:J

Of those 766 criminals 622 had received a Sunrlay-scbool
training, and 144 had not. The mental food furnished by
the library of this prison is adulterated with 1,711 Bibles and
Testaments, old versions, 11 revised· New Testaments, and
116 Bible commentaries and dictionaries. It is said that the
convicts greatly enjoy their religious privileges.
WE find the following in the Catholic Union and Times:
"Those American dupes who are just now subscribing liberally
toward the erection of a monument to Giordano Bruno should
learn that the killing of Anarchist apostles is an act of self-defense.
Bruno was burnt at the stake in 1600, not for heresy as many allege,
but for the preaching of Anarchy. The burning of one man like
Most might save the lives of dozens of faithful policeman, one of
whom is worth more to the community than a thousand Socialibts.
If THE TRUTH SEEKER persists in picturing Bruno as a martyr of
free speech, it must now espouse the cause of Spies, Schwab, Parsons, and other Brnnoites."

People hav become so accustomed to hearing heretics lied
about that the foregoing will not cause any surprise. If
Bruno was an Anarchist, so was George Washington, and so
is Charles Stewart Parnell. But Jesus Chrbt is well known
to hav been a Communist. He held "unlawful assemblagGs,"
advocated a Socialigtic distribution of wealth, and on OPe
occasion resorted to violence. We do not see how any person who accepts Jesus Christ as a teacher can object to the
Communists of to-day. Justus Schwab holds himself to be a
practical follower of Jesus, ami he is more consistent than a
majority of the so.called Christians. The person who re,;ects
the doctrin of Communism denies the plainest doctrin of
Christ.
TIIERE is a bungler connected with the Christian Advocate
who, whenever a prominent Freethinker dies, takes advantage of the occasion to write himself down an ass. Here is
his latest deliverance:
"Stephen Pearl Andrews, known as the Pantarch and Apostle of
Universology, is dead. We hav been familirn with this eccentric
human being for many years-familiar in the same sens~ as with
George Francis Train, whom we hav often beard, whose writings
we hav read, but whose personal acquaintance we hav never enjoyed or suffered. The Pantarch, as a speaker, w,ts not content
with driving a substantiv and six. His method of thought was that
of generalizing from particulars and then exptncling his generalizations into something more impalpable than the universal ether.
He certainly bad no competitor as the great American 'phrasegrinder.' He spoke for forty-five minutes once, during which time
he did not complete the statement of a single idea. The audience
numbered about eighty. A person present selected the only mqn
who looked as if he understood the speaker, and asked him what
the Pantarch was driving at. He received this reply: 'I think that
he io propounding a conundrum.' He was one of the curious, abnormal growths of the nineteenth century. His funeral services,
conducted under the auspices of the Lii.ieral Club. with Thadden"
Wakeman as orator, with the congregation singing,' Nearer, my
God, to Thee,' and an address by the Rev. G. W. Srtmson (can this
last be true 1) was as extraordinary a nwlanoe as we hav had occasion to report for a long time."

This may be regarded as the final outcome of nineteen
centuries of Christian charity. The congregation did not
sing, "Nearer, my God, '.o Thee," but that the Rev. G. W.
Samson made an address at the funeral of his dead friend is
true. The onJy salvation of the Christian clergy from uttoc
and universal contempt rests in the fact that there is occasionally found one among their number who is neither a bigot
·
in religion nor a fool in philosophy.
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food; his beef, probably American; and that the best, better
than the American retains here for ilis own people. His
meals are not the regulation three, but four, and in many
cases five, per day.
He does not go to work in apparently as good clotiles as
his brother workman here. for his clothes are bought specially to work in, good strong fustian or corduroy. He has
extra clothes equally as good as, If not better than, people
wear here, for Sundays and Saturday afternoons. Has every
American workman two sets of clotiles? I wish you could
truthfully say Yes. How many workmen here occupy·
houses all to themselvs, from the cellar to the garret? I hav
not seen one in a hundred in that happy condition to be able
to say, "This house is my castle; this roof shelters none but
me and my family; I stand at my own door; I join with no
one." Now, this is the rule in free-trade England, while
tenements, or unfurnished rooms, if you J.>lease, are the rule
here.
We are all tainted with prejudice about the places where
we were born and reared. Few of us can say with Thomas
Paine, "The world is my country." But, believe me, I hav
not written in a spirit of running down your country to prop
up my own, but· only to al1ow you protectionists that the
evils you speak of as the results of free trade flourish also in
the sunshine of protection.
THOMAS RAYNER.
I vote for the cartoons.

irregular proceeding which, will probably be prohibited at
the approaching meeting of the General Assembly.
. c. L. JAMES.

SouTn BosToN, l'liAss., l\fay 8, 1886.
FILLMORE, UTAH, May 2, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : With your permission I would like to""'reply
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber for your valuable
to some statements made by l\fr. Octavius J. Brosius in THE
paper for upwards of ten years, which may be deemed conTRUTH SEEKER of l\Iay22d. Not that I thinkl\fr. Holt is not"
clusiv evidence that I indorse its general features. One
capable of taking care of himself, but because of :Mr. Brosius's
marked characteristic I specially admire is that it affords an
apparent invitation to discuss "Freetrade vs. Protection"
equal opportunity to parties of opposit views to express
with some mechanic like himself, for he insinuates that Mr.
their honest tlv;ughts. If there is anything I despise, it is
Holt cannot be one or he would never advocate free-trade
bigotry or intolerance .. - If one is a lover of fair play, will he
principles. Now, sir, I am, like him, a mechanic, a machinnot gladly extend the same courtesy to those who may differ
ist, and earn my living by the hammer and chisel, the file
with him as he would wish them to extend to him? Cerand the lathe, and hav always had to work for my living
tainly. But I regret that many who deem themselvs Liberals
from twelve years of age up to now. I am an Englishman,
forget this, and seem ready on every opportunity to deand hav had the advantage of living in· the most free-trade
nounce all who do not tread in their special grooves of
country in the world, and, I had almost said, the most prothought. This, in my estimation, is altogether foreign to the
tectionist also.
spirit of genuin Liberalism, which, I think, involves p-erfect
l\fr. Brosius speaks of the starvation wages and poor living
freedom of thought in every conceiyable channel, and only
of the toilers in England, Scotland, Germany, and France,
asks that honesty of purp9se be manifested in any theory adand contrasts this with the "fresh meat Beven days in the
vanced. To pronounce a man a knave or a fool because he
week, good clothes, comfortable homes," etc., of the Ameriadvances ideas not in harmony with ours indicates a very
can workingman, and attributes these different conditions to
contracted view of humanity and its surroundings. No one
the different policies, free trade and protection, respectivly.
has sufficiently explored the universe to entitle him to speak
Now England and Scotland are free trade countries, while
authoritativly as to its infinit resources, and as we can reason
Gt:rmany ancl France are protectionist. So here, according
only from what we know, which is little indeed compared to
to his own showing, are starvation wages under both systems;
what is beyond our ken, it is well to be modest in our asEnm, l\'lay 24', 1886.
can he explain this? Nay, more, can he explain how it is
:MR. EDITOR: I herewith hand the distance and time that, sumptions.
that-~ ages are higher in Scotland and England than in pro- according to the divine revelation given to man, is certainly
No one who has observed the correspondence on l\fa terialtectionist France and Germany? But I ask, is there no such the best time ever recorded. Your pictures lately published ism and Spiritualism in your paper can hav failed to notice
thing as starvation wages in the United States? If not, then in TnE Tnu-fn SEEKEH of Jonail's voyage caused some com- ·how certain each seems to be as to the truth and consistency
why- these great combinations of workingmen, and these vast ments upon this whale of a story,. but what was our surprise of his side of the question, and undoubtedly each is equally
strikes at the present time? Surely the workingman here is when Captain Louch told us that this whale with poor Jonah sincere. Yet, as both cannot be right, in Bpite of their strong
intelligent enoughto know when he is well off, or is it be- actually had to travel over 15,000 miles in 72 hours. Ac- convictions, possibly both may be wrong. It is well, therecause he is never satisfied, but, like a true protectionist, cordingly he has taken pains to giv us the exact distan.ce, fore, to be temperate in expressing our convictions, so that,
wants the whole hog? I would like 1\[r. Brosius to read a and assures me it is right. I want some orthodox divine to while we may feel eertain we are right in our conclusions,
few copies of John Swinton'8 Prtper, and he will learn a little answer this and explain. Talmage and Jo Cook would be we may manifest liberality enough to concede that our oppomore of wages and living of the toilers of this country than be the most competent, because, no matter what they say, nents may hav good reasons to decide adversely to us.
he seems to know.
they hav their congregations so trained tilat they believe any- Controver~<y conducted on this principle has a tendency to
I quote now from his letter: " When England lands her thing, no matter how absurd. Trusting you will publish it, enlarge our view, and enable each to see his own mistakes
goods on American soil and s(•lls them at a discount over I am, as ever,
and correct his own errors.
C. L. HAWES.
American goods or American prices, the arms that produced
I will now, with your permission, say a few words in refJONAH'S VOYAGE IN THE WilAI.E.
them hav·been working at very nnremunerativ wages." I
miles
erence to your new departure. I notice that many sueak in
2,300
Across the Mediterranean sea ......................... .
am not sure about that. Let us reason. 'When American
favor of your illustrations, but, with all due deference to their
6,700
West conBt Africa Cape Town ......................... ..
farmers land their grain on English soil, doeR it prove that
opinion, I most emphatically enter my protest against a great
4,200
Cape Town to Cape Guardafui. ........................ .
American faru!Crs are in a worse condition thnn the English
2,00(J
many of them as caricatures of things deemed most sacred
Cape Guanlafui to Tigress River ..................... ..
farmers? Ole! ham (England) sends hrr cotton yarns into
Up river to Nineveh .................................... .
450
among mankind, and therefore apt to create in the minds of
these States; but does this prove that Oldham operativ spinthoughtful and well-meaning persons a feeling of disgust and
Total.... . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 15,650
ners are paid less than their fellow-competitors in Fall
loathing.
Duration of ''o;-age........................... 72 hours
Hiver? Not at all, for the reverse is the case, and I refer
Speed per hour...........................................
217.3.':1
The lady who pronounced them simpll/1W1•rid was not far
Speed per minute........................................
3.62
Mr. Brosius to the secretary of the Fall Hiver Spinners' Asout of the way. I would willingly pay something extra for
Allow
for
fceclinl!,
blowing,
and
resting
12
hours,
and
you
insociation, Mr. Hobert Howard, as my authority.
euitable illustrations, such as would be worthy of a gre:tt
crease the speed 16 per cent. and make it 4.18 miles per minute.
Again I qnote: "It is not wicked selfishness, as you asFreethought journal, which treats of the gravest and "most
CAPT. ABnAI!AM J. Louc!l.
sert [meaning l\Ir. Holt], but natural, legitimate horne promomentous questions, but all such caricatures I would leave
tection-protection from foreign capitalists, who would take
HKMPSTEAD, N. Y., April 22, 1886.
to Puck and P~mch, as bt·longing to comic literature. I
the bread from my own and your children's mouths." Now
l'l'lR. Evnon: Mr. Heynolds's proposition to make the New really don't think they add to the respectability or intrinsic
if my protection friend is really a workingmnn, and if he has York State Freethinkers' Convention a camp-meeting has worth of THE TimTII SEEKEI!. Riclicule may at times be
worked for more than one capitalist, he must know that cap- just been read. I am in favor of the proposal. Hold it the necessary, but good logic and sound argument are much
last week in August, over two Sunda.ys, and I will come. more effectiv weapons in demolishing superstition than anyitalists are much the same the world ovt,r.
Again: ''It is a protection (lemanded by the voters of a My family will come, and some of our friends will come. amount of raillery.
·
free and grand reJmblic, who ask the right to sell their labor Let us hav the greatest reunion of Freethinkers the world
Hoping that my remarks may not be deemed offensiv, I
to the highest and bc·st bidder." Good. This is what I ask has ever seen out in the vast and 8plendid temple of nature. close with kind rt>gards for you and kind wishes for THE
With best wishes,
C. F. DEli'IoTT.
and demand. Yes, I claim the right to sell my labor in the
JonN KELLY.
TRUTH SEEKER.
clearest market, be it in Europe, America, Asia, Africa, or
Australia, and I don't ask for any law to accord me this right
EAu CLAillE, Wis., May 15, 1886.
l'riEmDIAN, TExAs, l'riay 15, 1886.
to the exclusion of another man.
MR. EniTOI!: Your article on the so-ealled riots in Milli'IR. En non: I am at this time just able to send you my
l refer now to the anti-Chinese laws in force in this "free waukee and Chicago is creditable, as being nearly the only subscription for the year 1886.
and grand republic." Yes, I claim the fullest freedom of one in type which lays the greater part of the blame on the
I hav read the Edmunds bill. I think it unconstitutional,
locomotion-over every inch of this earth, provided it is not proper shoulders. But you weaken a little before you get and farther think no good, honest man would accept an apalready usefully occupied by another man. llut more than through. You call the Socialist leaders "madmen;" say pointment under it. Such as Blatchford or Benedict, of Benthis. I love freedom so much that I claim also the right to buy they "hav a capacity to talk, a stmng disinclination to work, nett fame; would. Is not Blatchford in Utah now, robbing
in the cheapest as well as to sell in the dearest market. My and a fanatical belief in force as a factor in social economy." the people of their rights and money both? I feel that our
protectionist friend may say that by so doing I may be injur- After admitting that the police at Chicago charged a mass government is in the hands of the priesthood.
ing my neighbor friends. Granted, but if my neighbor won't meeting "from which no riot· promised to spring," you say
When such men as Senator Coake, of Texas, say to the
treat me as well as the stranger at a distance, he is no friend that in what followed the rioters were in the wrong; and voters, "You must scourge back these preachers and cut off
at all. The man who givs me the most for my money and that at :Milwaukee the rioters seem to hav been wholly to their rations," it is high time for TIIE THUTII SEEKER to show
the most for my labor is my best friend, be he near or far. blame. In all this I differ with you. It is not pretended up on all sides with pictures and reasons why they should be
Neighbors, as far as my experience goes, are not the fairest that at Milwaukee a single one of these ferocious rioters was scourged back.
of people to deal with, as is proved by the fact that some shot. Of the five victims, one was a school-boy armed only
I attended J. E. Hemsburg's lecture at Morgan on May
American goods can be purchased cheaper in England than with his books. Another was an aged cripple who was feed- lOth, and was pleased as well as surprised at the men and
here. Manufacturers often sell cheaper abroad than at ing chickens. The others had no weapons. None of the women who came to hear him. I found good Liberals that
home.
heroes who shot them were injured in the affray. This is I had no idea of.
l\Iy neighbor friend, who docs this, and clamors for a pro- strange, but something stranger is behind. I hav observed
This conflict for subsistence, or the life of a laborer, is hard
tection law to coerce me from buying abroad, has queer ideas that in such cases neither soldiers nor rioters ever do get hurt. to bear when one is getting old. The weight of years is on
of liberty, justice, and freedom. :Mr. Brosius says: "Do It is always innocent people. Can you forgiv a skeptic's me, and I feel like turning aside to some resting-place, if it
you wish to see the fair daughters of America dig in the suggesting as the reason that there· are never any but was to be found on this earth-for instance, Sinaloa, as A. K.
mines to keep the wolf from the door of poverty ? If you soldiers and innocent people there? The Milwaukee affair Owens proposes-- to build up in Mexico. Can't you giv us
do, tilen we do not wonder at your free-trade logic."
was a cold-blooded massacre. The St. Louis tragedy, a few light on A. K. Owens's plan, etc.?
Now, I challenge him to prove that women work in the weeks earlier, was a cold-blooded massacre. Similar atrocities
Query: What has become of Mary W. Bennett? Is she yet
mines of England or Scotland. Such has been the case in are committed at every strike, for no other purpose than to alive?
years gone by, I believe, long before free trade principles intimidate the people. At Chicago the police advanced with
Now the greatest troubles are the patent turnings and
were propounded by Cobden, Bright & Co. Women do work drawn revolvers, crying, "Shoot the sons of b--s !'-' This twistings of the exegetical machines of the reverend divines
now, or did up to six or seven years ago, on the top of the time the people were not intimidated. They came armed, or preachers. " The word was, and the word was with God,
mines in the Wigan district. But I refer Mr. Brosius to which the Constitution says they hav a right to do, and they and the word was God" (John). That is, they will make a
John Swinton's Prtper again for my authority for saying that thougilt they would vary the monotony of being shot by do- lie look just like the truth. And it seems that the masses of
this very kind ot dirty, unbecoming w0rk for females is clone ing a little shooting. You say even in war no nation would the people had rather believe a lie than the truth-that is,
under protection laws in this country, down in the Pennsyl- [should?] use such horribly murderous weapons a~ dynamite they are afraid of the realities of this life, and seek comfort
vania coke regions. Yea, under still worse sickening condi- bombs. The Austrian government thinks differently. So in superstition and absurdities.
tions, with their babies with them.
do I. . All the epithets, "barbarous," "cowardly," etc., now
Your Truth Seeker Company must not get too rich. PerSir, I hav worked in the mill~ and workshops of Lanca- applied to dynamite were applied to gunpowder in its day. secution and hard work made D. l\'l. Bennett bright.
shire. I hav done the same here. This protectionist talk Yet gunpowder superseded spears and swords, with the parYours with respect,
S. D. GHEER.
about ·• fresh meat seven days in the week," "good, com- adoxical result that war is far less sanguinary now than for[Mrs. Bennett is alive and well, doing what good she can
fortahle houses to liv in," and "clothes of the very best," . merly. And dynamite will supersede it, with the result, I in her unostentatious way. There does not seem to be much
etc., is all brag, like his talk of a "free and grand repub- hope, of putting an end to war altogether.
danger that the Truth Seeker Company will get t~o rich.
lie "-as if there was no freedom outside of these States.
In regard· to your article, "Knights of Labor Bigotry," I The expenses balance the receipts with provoking regularity.
Now, the English factory operativ may not dine every clay would say that the laws of the Knights absolutely forbid all We are not familiar with the plans of Mr. Owen, but he has
in the week on fresh meat-though I know there are excep- religious discussion at their meetings, and all discriminations published them, we believe, in a pamphlet entitled, " Inte·tions. Still, what he does eat is good, plain, substantial on account of religion. Boycotting by local assemblies is an gral Cooperation," price 30 cents._:_En. T. S.]

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 5, 1886.
ToRoNTo, 0NT., May 11, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: Having removed from Weiland to this city,
I hav missed the kind attention of our friend James Foster
in the matter of subscriptions, and your dues on this account,
or some ~ther, ?a; been neglected. I now take pleasure,
however, Ill remrttmg for the current year, and in sending
also the subscription of William Tom, Credit Forks, Out., to
January, 1887.. Mr. Tom, like myself, formerly lived at
Weiland, and I may add that several others hav removed
from that town, which leaves the Secular Society there in a
somewhat weak condition in point of numbers. Besides,
there are those remaining who refuse to assume any prominence, mncb less to accept office in the society, and organized Secularism is, therefore, very much stunted in its development. But these are, no doubt, the experiences of
most country t0wns, and still there is hope for the final
triumph of this society, no matter where on earth established.
Just so soon as the printing-press and the public schools are
sustained, and men of intelligence and independent thought
are born into the world, just so surely must the theological
fabric, base<! on the hell-anti-damnation theory, crumble to
its fall, and with tlutt fall must rise higher and higher the
grand superstructure of the religion of humanity, under
whose broad arches may stand together the man who, like
Thomas Pnine, believt~s in "one God and no more," and the
man who, with equal sincerity, rejects the evidence adduced.
With regard to our city of Toronto, and the Secular Sbciety here, I need scarcely speak, seeing we hav another and
abler correspondent. I may say, however, the condition of
the society is improving, and with age and experience it will
at least be able to'' stand alone." Formerly, quite in contrast with the tendency at Weiland, for instance, everybody
aspired to be an office-bolder, and a gread deal of difficulty
was experienced in the creation of offices and the distribution of places. Again, the formation of the executiv committee, as well as numerous sub-committees, with power to
add to thGir numbers, which power was invariably exercised,
and all of which resulted in numerous and long-drawn-out
reports, occupying usually the full time of our sittings. All
this we hav had to contend with, and with the handling of
so much red tape even we had almost forgotten the religion
of humanity, and trampled on our Nine Denumds. But, as
before intimated, the atmosphere is clearing somewhat, and
as Brother C. ~- Reynolds and his good wife are now holding a revival in our midst, we must surely come out all right
in the " sweet by and by."
J. PRIESTMAN, JR.,
Secretary Toronto Society.
NEWARK, ~IIOH., ~Iay 16, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: I come to you as an humble individual, but
as one who has been a Freethinker in the fullest sense of the
term from his fifteenth year, and as one who is deeply interested in freeing the human mind from the slavish thralldom
of superstition and the blighting incubus of priestcraft. I
venture to state my views as touching some phases of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I will state in the outset that experience
bas taught me that ridicule is not the weapon with which to
successfully combat superstition when intrenched, as it
usually is, behind the bulwarks of reverence which hav been
built by the hand of parental affection. The citadel of
ecclesiasticism, in my opinion, will never be taken by storm,
but if taken at all, strategy, and that of the highest order,
must be the weapon with which to disarm the enemy. I hav
seldom failed in bringing a person whose confidence and
affection I hav first been able to win, to my way of thinking.
Show a person by kindness and conrtesy that yon are his
friend; that yon are deeply interested in his welfare, and he
is then preparcu to he.ar the voice of reason, anti yon may
proceed, judiciously, to sow the seed of reason, with the assnrance that it will fall upon good ground.
But when you attack the object of any person's reverence
with ridicule, you are sowing seed upon unprepared ground,
which will only be made more hard and ·stony by your
assaults. Such, I apprehend, will be the effect of most of the
illustrations recently published in THE TnuTir SEEKER upon
the minds of those whose prejudices they are intended to
reach and remove. They may amuse and please those who
are already skeptical, and may add large numbers of Freethinkers to your subscription list; they may even afford
amusement for those who hold no religious opinions in particular; but will they reach the minds of zealous working
Christians in such a way as to do good rather than harm?
We thin!< not. On the contrary, we think they cannot fail to
make such people less vulnerable to the appeals of reason..
I think also that some of the articles upon political questions and upon the labor question contain sentiments that are
so extreme and utterly impracticable as to displease and disgust really intelligent and practical people. The spirit of
dogmatism that pervades some of the articles is entirely unbecoming to one who claims to be liberal. While I agree
with Mr: Kelso that the principle involved in granting
gratuities to any person is wrong, and that the people ought
to repudiate every member of Congress who votes away their
money to those who hav not rendered an equivalent for it,
yet I think many of his strictures upon General Grant are so
unjust and so uncalled for as to disgust all fair-minded peopie. In his reference to questions touching finance and the
tariff, he displays a spirit of dogmatism unworthy of a Liberal. In your paper of the 8th inst. Juliet H. Severance
makes the remarkable statement that the national debt was
uine billion dollars when the war broke out. Shades of departed school-boys, arise and rebuke such recklessness!
In conclusion, I would say that if the mission of THE
TRUTH SEEKER is the overthrow of religious superstition, it
must not be made a mouth-piece for political and social extremists, ranters, and cranks; but must confine itself to the
work in hand, and exclude from its columns everything that
may hav a tendency to create discord among those who

would be co-workers with it for the accomplishment of the
end in view.
Trusting these remarks will be received in the same spirit
that dictates them, I am,
Yours for truth and. reason,
S. E. SowER.
NoRsE, TEx., Jlilay 13, 286.
Mn. EDITOR: The able worker in the Liberal cause, Mr.
John E. Remsbnrg, delivered his grand oration on Thomas
Paine, the apostle of liberty, to a fair audience here on the
evening of the 6th inst.
He traced with vividness the career and public services of
this great and noble man, and wilh thrilling eloquence portr~yed his self-sacrificing labors for freedom and humanity, his
heroic devotion to liberty, the undaunted mon1l courage of
him whose magic pen first wrote, "The Free and In,lependent States of America;" the inspiring genius that thrilled the
American heart with the first glad notes of liberty-that first
implanted in the patriot's mind a fixed resolve to do or. die."
The speaker vindicated Thomas Paine's ehara<;ter against
the vile aspersions cast upon it by superstitions bigots, and
paid a glowing tribute to his memory. lie placed Paine's
fair name where it justly belongs, among the highest pinnacles of fame, as he was one of the most illustrious of liberty's
promoters and defenders.
I also had the pleasure to attend .llir, Remsburg's lecture at
Clifton, eight miles from Norse,. on tlui night of the 7th in st.,
when he delivered his excellent lecture on "False Claims
of the Church" to a good audience.
He invited criticism of his lecture, and a Rev. llir. Barry
had the temerity to say that the lecturer had made many
false and erroneous statements. When .called on to speeify
any such, he disputed and wanted proof of the presidents of
the United States not belonging to any church. ~Ir. Remsburg cited abundant proof of his position, and thus silenced
the parson. The reverend gentleman appeared to be very
anxious to arrange for a debate to be held in the future, after
clue preparation, but he did not mention it after finding
that the lecturer's position became only the more impregnable from his attempt to weaken it. T. TrrEo. CoLwiOK.

meaning?" Everything the mind can conceive of is matter
in different degrees of. fineness and purity.
The cartoons in THE TRUTH SEEKER are doing immense
good. That banging-bee ought to make every orthodox
asb2-med of his system of religion and his history.
J. K. DEARTH.
AsTORIA., On., May 12, 1886.
1\fR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find remittance to be disposed of for new subscribers, etc., as per memorandum.
Expect to be able to get you new readers right along.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is grand and the illustrations giv force
to "your otherwise mildly expressed views." There are
probably more Liberals, proportionately, on this coast than
anywhere else. I know whole settlements where the majority are Freethinkers. In such localities visiting preachers
are not always treated as they should be(?); there hav been
cases where they hav actually been made to work for a
night's lodging. Outrag;eous, is it not? Heaven's r<"presentativ was furious, and in one case, it is saicl, he swore; but
be worked half a day making hay.
The pictnres of Paine ·and Ingersoll, in beautiful frames,
adorn the walls of many happy homes, and a few are
members of the American Secular Union. A great many
Liberals reside in remote localities, and when we hav been
favored with a visit from a Liberal lectnrer the announcement bas reached them too late, to their great disappointment. For instance, when Colonel Ingersoll visited this
coast two years ago, certain postmasters withheld his circulars, and the farmers learned of it when the biru had flown,
and thereby lost the opportunity of listening to " the nineteenth century Infidel and the world's greatest orator." If
we could induce one of your Liberal lecturers to ,·isit us
this summer we would do our utmost to make it. pleasant as
well a financial success for him.
Well, Mr. Editor, this is my first venture iu your columns,
consequently I feel a little timid, and I therefore take the
liberty to figure under the n01n de pl1tme of
UNo.
CAuTnAGE, Mo., May 16, 28G.
EDITOR: Please send us your valuable paper and
terms for one year. We hav been borrowing it for a long
time, ancl it suits us exactly and explains our views so
accurately that we hav concluded to subscribe for it. \Ve
hav read the borrowed papers until they were worn out, and
we show them to our orthodox friencls when they rlrop in.
They grin and squirm and some ~et mad and say that no
such stuff is in the Bible. Then I just turn ri).!;ht to it.
Then they will say, "Ne,•er mimi, when you come to die
you won't talk so." This county is well steeped in superstition, there being several heathen pagodas in this neighborhood where they chant and rant praises to their God. Oh!
how I do bate the church. The money is wasted, thrown
away, to erect useless church houses when it is so much
needed and should be laiu out to help the poor that liv right
under the shadow of the old church. Let them build good
schools, good homes, distribute good clothing, not old castoff clothing as I hav known many Christians to do; but
good, new clothing that was not made for their backs; ami
then after all the suffering is relieved and everJbody happy
and contented, let them build pet houses for anything they
hav a mind to; bl):t let the poor be provided for first. I
don't think they would hav very much left. after doing that.
'Ve also bav a few Liberals, too, that would take your papl'r
if they but read it once. I will elose. Hoping to lwar from
you soon, we remain,
Yours for truth and liberty,
CALVIN AliD LIDA THAHP.
~In.

liiYRTLE PorNT, ORE., 1\fay 1, 1886.
lliR. EDITOR: I see by reading Friendly Letters that there
are two sides to all questions, and I am sorry to be in the
minority concerning the pictures in the good old THUTII
SEEKER. I say old, as I hav been a subscriber from the first
number, and I thought thnt I always should be a subscriber,
but if this picture business eontinues I think I shall hav to
say good-bye, old friend, and wish you well.
A good many years ago, when Brick Pomeroy published
the Lacrosse Drmoc,rat, he also bacl such thingR, or pictures,
as you call them; and I well remember that tl!C HepnblicanR
used to say that the Democrats could not read letters, but
knew pictures, and so now the enemies of Freethought make
the same remarks. I had a )Icth.odist elder up at my house
this week, and he made that remark. I can see no good iu
them, so if you continue to print pictnres you may discontinue my paper when my subscription expires.
We hav a good many Infidl'ls here, but the greater part of
them do not preach it much for fear of the church. I hav
been brought up a German Heformed Christian, but hav long
since had my eyes opened. I am now nearly seventy years
old, and I am getting fnrlher away from the chmch everv
day, and am considered beyon(] redemption by the saints and
soul agents, although they come to see me and stop over
night,· anrl ouee in a while one will pick np TnR Tmrm
SEEKE!l and read it, but It-ave oJ[ making comments, for I
keep a good supply of FrcetlJOught books on my table.
'VANSIIIP, Fnll, l\fay 17, 1886.
Inclosed find .50 cents for Hemsburg's c; Sabbath-Breakl\In. Emrim: l\Ir. St~mnel P. Putnam is very ably enlighting."
C. LEHNIIEN.
ening Utah as to the aims and objects of the American Secular Union. People seem to be surprised to hear an Infidel
AxTELL, KAN., l\Iay 14, 1886.
advocate
morality and right-doing. He has delivered twe~ty.
liiH. EDrron: " Large bodies move slowly" is probably the
eight lectures to crowded houses, and only arrh·ecl here on
reason that you hav not heard from us ere this. The book
of forms, etc., came all right, and we hav a good Union, with April 14th.
His utterances, that a few years ago· would ha v consigncrl
eight of as good and prominent men to start with as either
of the churches here bav. I feel sure that the Axtell Lib- him to the dungeon or stake, are vocifcronslyapplancled.
eral Union is a permanent power in the land, and that its His eloquent poem, "Why Don't He Lend a Hand?" is
nsefulnesE ami influence will widen, and that the next revival listened to with breathless silence, then a storm of applause.
This lecture tour of our illustrious secretary is the greatest
sky-pilot will not say, as the last one <lid, "that every Infidel
boon
that ever strnck Utah, and although some seed may hll
is a liar, and that Ingersoll is tlte eltief of liars."
We bav hired the best hall in town, and any leturer coming on stony ground, I look for good results. All lhe towns and
villages he has visited contain warm friends of our cause,
this way will pleas~ write us. W c wish S. P. Putnam would and
the energy they hav displayed in procuring: halls, audicome back this way and giv us lectures. I find that ther(,l is ences, and entertainment for our eloquent secretary is highly
no town around here but has outspoken Liberals in it, and commendable, and proves that Utah has a solid basis for a
vr~l- RE"fliO!.DS.
all they want is to get an opportunity, and they make it prominent Liberal district.
warm for the clergy.
GALION, 0., l\Iay 10, 1886.
We like the pictures, but if the paper could be afforded 50
1\IIl. EDITOR: I received the books all right.
I am decents a year less without, we that are poor would appreciate
the reduction. I would like to correspond with Liberals in lighted with their contents. "l\Ien, Women, and Gods"
Texas, with a view of moving there to engage in farming. I should be read by every Christian man in the lancl. I think
hav read TnR TuuTTr SEEKEH most of the time since it started. it would make them better even if they are good; better
husbands and better citizens. Every waman should peruse
We are very thankful for past favors.
E. W. nlrNEH.
the book; it is r xcellently adapted to lead women in the way
to light anrl truth; it is a grand production. Helen H.
SouTH LowEr.L, ALA., May 16, 1886.
Gardener is the Ingersoll of her sex. Now let me thank von
Mu. EDITOR: In THE Tnunr SEEKEH of l\Iay 1st Elmina for past favors, arid for the within one dime send me IngerD. Slenker says: "\Vhen we leave far behind the stone age, soll's "Orthodoxy."
Yours truly,
Jonx P. Fum;:.
the brass age, and even the golden age, and reach the gloLA WHENCE, 11fAS~., l\Iay 8, 1886.
rious intellectual age, where mind 1·ules mattm·," etc. I wish
M11. EDITOR : I am not a subscriber to your paper, THE
to ask Elmina what is mind? Is it superior to matter, and
is it something or nothing? Please giv a scientific and defin- TnuTII SRRKEI!, but I get it every week from a newsdealer,
and I like it first.ratc, especially the pictures. I show them
intiv explanation.
Again, Mr. Wettstein, in same' paper: "We know. what around to people I know, and they nearly always <lraw a
laugh. I get the Hreetldnker from England every wel'k, too.
causes the heart to beat, luu~s to respire, etc." Now, will be
or some one else tell me what does this? We know the heart I hav heard Bradlangh,. Ingersoll, Dr. Aveling, and Collins.
I think I am a Secularist by birth, although brought up in
beats, but what causes it to beat.·and lungs to respire? Facts Sunday-school and church. I can honestly say that I never
are things or truths, but what causes facts and truths to ex- swallowed the Bible. I never avoid an argument, although
ist as we see them in life? Again, who says that "a spirit- I seem to stand alone among my acquaintances.
HARRY OLDFIELD.
ual body is a shadow without substance; a name without a

I
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" I thought that all little boys were fond of order to giv his memory exercise, he was in
the habit of daily reciting 600 verses from
pie," he said.
"They are," said Bobby. "I could eat different languages.
that hull pie; but rna said if you didn't take
Edited lJy 1\[Iss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall
any
I niust.n't, an' she'd save it for to-morrow."
Our Puzzle Box.
Ri'Der, Mass., to wlwm ·all CommunicationsfM"
1.-NUMERIOAL PARADOXES.
this CM"ner should be sent.
Two More Prizes.
One hund1·ed eighty-four of ~l8 1
1. Is only just a scu·re of ns;
[The following letter speaks for itself.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
Again, with all these tricks of ns,
With four prizes in the field we shall look for
When the night is beginning to lower,
2. A score is only si:v of us.
competition.
We
thank
our
generous
a
lively
Comes a. pause in the day's occupations
3. In six there's only three of us ;
That is known as the Children's Hour."
friend for his kindness toward the Corner,
4. In nine but four yon see of us;
5. In three times 1U:ne, eleven of us ;
and trust that he, too, with our other kind
6. "A Baker's dozen," seven of us;
friends, may liv long and be happy.-ED.C.C.]
Gipsy and Fay.
7. "Two Baker's douns," nine of usLEXINGTON, KY., May 25, 1886.
Please answer true each sign -of us.
Gypsy and Fay were playmates two,
~ftss WtxoN: From the many excellent
Irwin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
One had black eyes and one ha.d blue;
stories and beautiful poems you publish in
One had dark hair and one had light,
Both were beautiful, fair, and bright.
2.-00NUNDRUM.
the Children's Corner, I know there must be
A gentleman walking down the street met
Glistening eyes of darkest hue,
some talent among our young friends for
Radiant orbs of deepest blue;
literary work; and to encourage all such, I three tramps who asked him for money. To
the first he gave ten cents, to the second he
Which will you hav, the gipsy girl,
hereby offer, in addition to the two prizes gave five cents, and to the third he gave ten
Or fairy sweet with hair in curl;
you offer in THE TRUl"H SEEKER of ·May 1st, cents, what time of day was it?
But first, yon tell me, I must say
four dollars for the best original compiled
Lyons, N. Y.
C. RooKER.
Which is the best, GipHY or Fay 1
story, and two dollars for the second best,
Then I must tell yon what I know,
Both are loved wherever they go.
3-PUZZLE.
both to be written and sent to your address
by the 30th of June. The stories must not be
Both are gentle and ever kind,
Loving, trustful, sweet, and refined,
over three columns in length, nor nuder two,
Obey their parents' first request,
and the competitors must be between the
Never others wrong or molest.
ages ,jf fourteen and twPnty years. No one
Never rudely treat a playmate,
who has written and published a story will
Never sneer at, taunt, or berate,
be allowed to compete, as the prizes are inAnd scorn to strike; or throw a rock,
Or ridicule a shabby frocl<.
tended for the benefit and encouragement of
young writers alone; all others being exAll the sorrowing and the poor,
From hillside, valley, and the moor,
cluded. I will leave yon to decide as to the
List for tlie tripping of their feet,
Objects to be seen in this picture : 1. An
m£>rits of the respectiv stories, which are to
The music of their voices sweet.
account to settle. 2. Part of an army. 3.
be published in the Children's Corner as soon A romantic story. 4. l\Iy own dear self. 5.
And smile with joy and pleasure "rare
as space permits; and if you will kindly Part of a sentence. 6. What is unfair. 7.
A.t a sight of their faces fair,
favor me with the names and addresses of the Source or beginning. 8. The refuse of flax.
Like angels sweet from paradise,
They change to smiles all tears and sighs.
successful authors, I wiii promptly remit 9. Food and lodging. 10. Explosion of a rifle.
them the prizes.
No more sorrowing, no more tears,
4.-00NUNDRUM.
No more anguish and no more fears,
And now, after wishing yon the success
No more darkness and no more night,
you so richly deserve, I hav the honor of
If all we·re like these maidens bright.
remaining,
Most truly yours,
SADIE A. MA<JOON.
D. B. CoziNE.

g[orntr.

A Word from Candy-Land.

Equine Pets.

I was in a confectionery store the other
day, where there were such quantities and
qualities of candies, of all sorts, shapes, and
sizes-of nearly all colors, too-that I said,
''This must be a veritable candy-land."
" It's a 'branch store,'" replied the smiling
clerk from behind the counter.
"Any adulteration in these pretty sweets?"
I asked.
"Oil, no; indeed-not in oun. We make
our own candies. Come in the back shop
nnd take a look."
Inside the back shop there were kettles and
boilers and worl\ers; sugar, molasses, and
extracts; and candy in c very form. of development-caramels, lozenges, gum drops,
kisses, cocoanut, chocolate creams, Jordan
almonds, peppermints, cardamons, cassia
buds, cloves, and bonbons of all flavors. The
odor was deliciouB, and to watch the process
of candy-making was delightful. I tasted
and tasted and tasted, and was surfeited with
taste of sweets and sours. Of course, I did
not detect 1\ny adulteration of the confectionery. I am not an expert at that business, yet
I feel quite certain the adulteration was
there, just the same. The articles that giv
the lovely coloring to candi~s are poisonous,
whatever ·may be said to the contrary; and
starch and terra rr,lba, or white earth, are used
to a great extent in the manufacture of candy.
Sugar is adulterated with terra, alba, and that
is never fit to be taken into the stomach.
You hav sometimes seen when the earth is
moistened how solid and compact it becomes,
and when by the heat of the sun it is made
still harder, it is finally a solid mass, almost
like a stone. In the human stomach, terra
alba hardens the same way, and causes indigestion and vomiting. If not then thrown
off, spasms, great suffering, and death at last
are the result. There is no doubt many
candy-loving children hav been poisoned in
this way. Perhaps the purest candy is the
white rock, so-called, and even that may not
be wholly free from adulterating properties.
The old-fashioned boiled molasses candy,
made at home, may be as harmless as any,
and in small quantities is beneficial, rather
than otherwise. This and the rock candy,
these two, are the only kinds I would recommend for children or adults. The other kinds
are pretty to look at, but not very good to
eat.
S. H. W.

Some years ago I owned a horse, writes a
correspondent of the St. Louis Globe-D~rrw
crat, with which I undertook to drive to a
neighboring town over the hills in the winter.
A spot of hidden ice suddenly tripped her,
and for a time it was impossible for her to get
up. But, hy efforts that entirely exhausted
me, I finally got her on foot. again. She.
never forgot it. My approach to the "stable
was invariably welcomed by cordial neighs;
and, that not sufficing, she would put her
head affectionately on my shoulder or under
my arm.
On one occasion my pet Morgan called me,
while I was engaged fifty rods from the
barn, with loud and persistent calls that I instantly understood meant trouble. Going
hastily to the stables, I found the cows had
broken down a door, and were capable of
doing mischief. As soon as I approached
the horse gave a satisfied whinny, followed
by a long sigh of relief, and went to eating
very quietly.

all

--------~.--------

Rt~markable

:Memories.

There was a Corsican boy who could· rehearse 40,000 words, 'Nhether sense or nonsense, as they were dictated, and then repeat
them in the reverse order without making a
single mistake. A physician, about sixty
years ago, could repeat the whole of " Paradisc Lost" without a mistake, although he
had not read it for twenty years. Euler, the
great mathematician, when he became blind,
could repeat the whole of Virgil's "Eneid,"
and could remember the first line and the last
line in every page of the particular edition
he had been accustomed to read before he
became blind. One kind of retentiv memory
may be considered as the result of sheer work,
a determination toward one particular achievement without reference either to cultivation
or to memory on other subjects. This is
frequently shown by persons in humble life
in regard to the Bible. An old beggarman,
at Sterling, known about fifty years ago as
"Blind Alick," afforded an instance of this.
He knew the whole of the Bible by heart, insomuch that, if a sentence was read to him,
he could name the book, chapter, aHd verse;
or, if the book, chapter and verse were
named, he could giv the exact words. A
gentleman to test him, repeated a verse,
purposely making one verbal inaccuracy.
Alick hesitated, named the place where the
Bobby Exposes the Scheme.
passage was to be found, but at the same
"Will you hav a piece of pie, Mr. Good- time pointed out the verbal error. The same
man?" asked Bobby's mother of the minister. gentleman asked him to repeat the ninetieth
"Thanks, no," he replied.
verse of the seventh chapter of the book of
Bobby was asked the same question.
Numbers. Alick almost instantly replied:
"N-no, I guess not," ijaid Bobby, rather "There is no such verse.· That chapter has
hesitatingly.
only eighty-nine verses." Gassendi had acThe minister looked at Bobby in surprise.
quired by heart 6,000 Latin verses, and, in

VOLT AIRE'S ROMANCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromegas.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid pa_per. With 67
engravings. !'rice, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
Half calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

THE RUE

OF

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of "Th@
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be read once, but t<be kept and referred to, and pondered ovor fron.
year to year. It is a ~uide.-book of Liberalism
through the past centunes prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
of other historie~ li.ke G~b~on, Hall~_tm 1 or Lecky,
but it makes them mtell1g1ble by pomtmg out the
white light that has been cast upon the lnrid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed course
down through the ages which now liv only as our
realm of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $8.50.
Address THE TRUHT SEEKER.

ELEMENTS
OF

UNIVERSAL HISTORY
FOB

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prof. H. M. Cotttn:;-cr, A.M.
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000
years B.C. on np to 1883, all in a nutshell.-E/mina Slenker.

·

As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
an important place; in the family it would be no
less important, as conveying information that all
should be acquainted with.-SUSan Wixon.
Mr. Cottinger's mtentions in writing this book
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It
may be commended as fulfilling its purpose of a
concise and interesting historical text-book.Milwaukee Sentinel.

Prif'e, Ctotoh,

u.:'iO.

For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER.

This girl has cut her finger
Upon the navy sword;
And now they're like each other,
They are upon my word.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN TilE OIIILDREN 1S CORNER
MAY, 22. 1886.
1.-Claymore. 2.-In- haste accuse no man.
3.-Tympans. 4.-Because he is seeing it wade,

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

THE
CONVE~TIQNAL

LIEiii OF OI."R
CIVILIZ "-TION.

From the German of l\fAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Phila. RACO>"d.
This Book is not a Book! It is a Deed! nnd
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vienna News. Pric_El; 50 cents.
Address Tl:iE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
83 Clinton Pl., New York.

Correspondence.

NEWARK, N.J., May 25, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Is bas been a long
time since I wrote to you, owing to my
school and studies. .I happened to take up
THE TRUl'H SEEKEH of May 15th to-day, and
looking over the Children's Corner solve_d
MOSE>; BEFORE THE COURT;
the enio-ma which is second. The answer 1s
OR,
"Stephen Pearl Andrews." It is a little late,
but I hope it will reach you in time. I attend The Forgery of the Old Testament.
a school quite a distance from my home. My
Dedicated to the clergy
studies consist of arithmetic, geography,
BY
grammar, spelling, and history. I also hav
H. J. SEIGNEURET,
writing, reading, and drawing to attend. My
Secularist.
teacher s::>metimes reads physiology to us,
Price,
10 cents.
but not frequently. I will now close.
A1ldress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
I remain your sincere friend,
CoRA JEWELL MARSIIA.LL.
[We are pleased to 1\;elcome Cora once
more, and hope to hear from her soon again.
OR,
-ED. C. C.]
MEN OF BUSINESS WHO DID SoMETHING BESIDES

CAPT A INS OF INDUSTRY:
MAKING MoNEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BOO}{"' J<'OR CHILDREN.

The Story Honr. For Children and

Youth. By Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustra tiona; large type, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 2'-M pp., bds., $1.25.

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler·
Browne. ;price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Apules of Gold.

A Story-Book for

the Young Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photogranh of the author which adds very
mnch to the value of the volume.

BY .JAMES

PAKTO~.

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

- $1.2;).

Prtc.,,

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
aa Clinton Place, New York.

THE

AGNOSTIC ANNUAL
FOR 1886.
CHAS. A. WATTS, Editor.

CONTENTS: Agpp~tic' Religion, by R. ~ithell,
B.Sc., Ph.D.-Bhiftmg the Center of GraVIty, by
C. N -:M:isconceptions of AgnosticiHm--1 by Charles
Watt"s-A Household of Unfaith 1 by u-. M. :McC.Is Agnosticism, of Necessit~, Anti-Christian 1 by
W. Stewart H.oss (Saladin)-Le_gend of the Devil's
Dyke, Brighton, by Julian.-Emotional Agnosticism by W. A- Leonard.-Agnosticism and Popular Chnstianity, by Col. R. G. Ingersoll.-The Special Senses, by H. J. Hardwickea F. R. C. B.-Not
Left comfortless! by F. J. Goul .-The J.Vlorals of
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE ,~\.gnosticism, by- J.gnotus.-The Eternal Curse, by
William Macca!l-The Catholicity of A1;'nosticism1
.
BIBLE.
b:l' Winifred, Lady Robinson.-Christ1anilY ana
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thou_g_h Alter, by Charles C. Cattell.-Unpalatable Truths,
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W. by F. fu'dne:y Morris.-OJ!Posit Poles of Thought,
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More by T. Evan-JacobJ_B.A.-Fortune and the Mendithan 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents. cant, by Thomas ro.ead ..
PRICE 25 CENTS.
li'or. sale:a.t this office.
For sale at th1s office.

Tbe Youth's _Liberal G:nide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottmger, A.M. Pnce; $1.00. Thts
volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH'
SEEKER.
---
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Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
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E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
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Chris. Brown, Burlington.

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Waif:-. and Wanderings, a. New Ameri-

TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL

IDAHO.

INDIANA.

The Problem of the Universe, and

Tl-IE

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper1 llO cts.
"A prose epic of the war, rioh with mcident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-da.y."-John
Swint<m's Paper.

-AND-

Golden 'l'hrone, a. Romance. " The

FREETHINKERS' .ALMRN_AC

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

(E. M. 286.)

MASSACHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
WITH THIRTY PORTRAITS OF DISTING'lJISHED EUROPEAN FREETHINKERS, SCIENTISTS, AND PHILOS< >PHERS, AND
NUMEROUS OTHER ILLU!ITRi\'i 10NS.
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Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.
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THE WORLD.

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLows. $1.
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Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
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We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
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author certaillly has genius. The divine crea.tiv spark is within him. The book is filled witll.
manly thoughts1 expressed in .manly wordsthe transcript or a manly mind, Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.
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or Europe.
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BOI>histry, unfairness, aud historRevised Edition-2 vola-Price, $8.
ical misstatement.
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Prtc.., Cloth, U; Paper, riO (Jenl8
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THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
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Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
lnfiuence on Civilization ; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Ant~~.gonistic··
Christian Scheme of Redem_ption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

FREETHOUGHT l\ Ot'EL·.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely
written Radical romance. By: Wm. McDonnel11
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents ; cloth, $1.25.
Family Cr~ed~. By William McDonnell, au thor of "ExeteJ:" Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hllll. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.·'
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

Nathaniel Vnughau. Priest and Man.
KERSEY GR.A.YES'S WORKS.
A Radical novel. of marked ability. Equal to
Sixteen Saviors or Non~. BY KERGeorge Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25 .
......................................................
sEY
GuA.VEs,
anther
of
the
World's
SixteeiJ
. SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY. .
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles! 1md f'he Outcast. A deep, :finely written
of
Satan.
Paper,
75
cents;
cloth,$1.
Bio(:ra(lhy
.······················································.
By JOHN E. REMS"BURG.
Radical story. From the London editwn. By
Bible of Bibl.-~; or, Twenty-seven
Win wood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
.······················································
. Author of "False Claims," "Bible
80 cents.
·
·
Divine Revelations, containing a description of
REASON IS THE LAMP OF THE MIND,
tweHty.seveu bibles aud an exposition of two .All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Morals," Etc.
THE
ONLY
TORCH
OF
PROGRESS.
thot<Bav.d
biblical
errors
iu
science,
history,
.
.
FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH.
.······················································
.

······················································

.······················································
.
.
. THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS CATHEDRAL. .
······················································
liiY

.······················································.
.·································.·····················
.
THE TilliE TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HERE.
.······················································.
UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.

······················································
NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

······················································
.
.
THE WORLD IS liiY COUNTRY;
TO DO GOOD

liiY

RELIGION.

······················································

The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15Inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 80
cents. Auy of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York City.

A NEW PA.MPHLET.-JUST OUT.

ADAMI AND HEVA.
BY S. P. PUTMAM.
A poetic version of the Indian Story of the Garden of Eden, in which its superiority to the mutilated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Olin ton Place, New York.

The best and most thorough work ever written
on the Sunday Question from a rational point of
view.

Larue and

Handsom~

mor tis, religion) and general events. Also a
deli •eat.ion of the characters of the principal
per! onnges of the Christian Bible aud an exami iation of their doctrim. Price, $2.

Biography of' Satan; or, a Historical
Exposit ion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Prwe, 35 cents.

Print.
25 cents.
$1.00.

SINGLE CoPIEs,
Six UoPIEs,

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place; New York.

CHRISTIANITY
l R E W .A. R D . F 0 R C R I M E.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Contamin_g new and startling revelations in
religions history1 which disclose the oriental
origin of all the doctrines, principle!!! precepts,
and miracles of the Christian New Testament1
and furnishing a key for unlocking many or
its saored mysteries, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental crucified ![9ds. $2.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
1!., Oliut.on Place. New York.

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "·The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked dejl're~ even
from so gifted a pen as- that of Miss wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in theFreethoug_htranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A'f LAST

f we hav a "Secular Funeral and
• Marriage Hand Book," which
can be used in all cases, and is indorsed by all
classes of Liberals.
Price (cloth bound) by mail, fifty cents in ourrency or postage stamps. A liberal discount to
agents.
.
Address Dr. A. R. AYRES, 810 Broadway,
6t19
Hannibal, Mo.

Substantiated b)' the Bible.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

LITHOGRAPH§

BY
0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

The Greatest or all Anti-Blbll·
cal Works.

CHARLES DARWIN.

Pl'lce,IO Cenb. I Per Dozen, $1.00.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Au thor-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISI~.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection wiih the
proposed. independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote : "A few more such
fiaming arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation.J"

Price, 3a ·cents.

For either of these works!... or any of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place. New York.

'rHE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
Frioe, lJ& oenU.

OF

--a-

Admirers of the Great Naturalist, and practically
the father of Evolution, will be ~lad to know that
we hav a fine lithovtaph of h1m for sale-sij!:e
18Mx24 inches on heavy .Platepnper. Framed, the
picture will mnke a splendid ornament for the
parlors of Freethinkers. Price, 25 cents.
Address THE ~UTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

The Seeret of the East ;
OR,

The Origin1)f the rhristian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this oflce
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Questioning.
Is there a God who sees and hears,
Who notes the sparrows when they fall,
Who knows his children's griefs and fears,
And never answers when they cail1
Who guides them with a loving eye,
Permits no evil to assail?
Is near them when to him they cry,
Whose tender mercies cannot fail?
Nay, for I sought him in the morn,
I sou~rht him in the eventide;
I sought him when, with cruel scorn,
One whom I loved cast me aside.
I lifted to him pleading eyes,
I came to him with " silent speech,"
So like the helpless babe who tries
Ita mother's helping hand to reach.
Ah, {f. there is a God who hears
And pities when poor mortals cry,
He would regard my prayers and tears
And heal my soul's deep agony.
But neverio.ore an answer comes.
Back on my soUl the surging tide
Of grief and sorrow rolls.and looms;
No flowers bloom my path beside.
Tell me not, then, there is a God
Who bends. to hear us from above, •
. And ~·hen he lifts the cruel rod
Applies it in the " tenderest love."
Such cant may do for those who make
Their living by the hideous lie,
But in my soul no echoes wake;
We do, we suft'er, and we die.
ELVIRA MARIA SMYTHE.
BuJJalo, X. Y., May 21, 1886.

Obituary.
HILTON.
This Liberal lady fell into the dreamless sleep
which awaits us all, May 21, 1886, at the residence of her only daughter, Mrs. Sarah J.
Paine, near Earlville, LaSalle Co., Ill. She
was born in Embden, Somerset Co., Maine,
June 11, 1818. Her parents were Timothy
and Jane (McFadden) Cleveland. ·
Mrs. Hilton was baptized by the Rev. S.
Stillson and became a member of the Free
Will Baptist church, which relation was continued for twenty-five years; but as her religious views underwent a change, she found a
happier association in the company of Freethinkers; and accordingly joined the New
York Freethinker~' Association, ard the Illinois State Liberal League. She was a woman
of decided character, and possessed of a good
and well-informed mind. She was known by
all the community in which she lived as an
out-and-out Liberal. For she added deeds to
words, and was ever ready to lend a helping
band to those in siclmess and suffering. Her
funeral was attended by a large number of
friends and neighbors, many of whom wen;
greatly surprised and scandalized at the profanity of having such a ceremony without a
Bible or prayer, or a mention of the name of
Jesus Christ. Her last words were:
MRS. SARAH O.

" •Tis a long, •tis a last, •tis a beautiful rest,
'Vhen all care and sorrow has passed from the
b1·ow and the breaHt."

Your humble servant read the burial service.
W. S. BELL.

Death of Another Worker.
p,·om the Uberal.

From the effect of uric poisoning, Brother
Frank Searls, of New Lenox, Ill., cast off the
mortal body Tuesday, May 11th, at ~ A.M.
His sickness was not of long duratio~, but
during the last three or four years he had at
times had very serious attacks of a complicated nature.
Brother Searls was a man of no ocdinary
make-up. He was born in Westchester
county, N. Y., in 1828. He came weHt in
1850 and settled in Homer township, Will
county, ami was married to Miss Emily
White, of Lake county, 0., in 1851. The
following year, in company with others, he
'' crossed the plains" and dug for golden ore
for over a year.
Shortly after his return, in -1854, l1e moved
with his wife and baby boy about six miles,
to th~ township of New Lenox, ·on a farm, ori
which they made a lovely home, and which
they hav occupied for over thirty-two years.
Brother Searls was a practical farmer and
was noted as a very successful bee raiser.
The family consists of two children, the
eldest a son who is quite successful as a physician. The daughter, 1\Iiss Aga, possesses
rare artistic gifts.
Brother Searls and his wife were among
the early outspoken Spiritualists, aud both
at·e an honor to the cause, and exemplars of
the broa1lest and truest Liberalism. Frank
had the reputation of the most sterling integrity, for his word was never doubted. His
moral courage was too true and pure for any
trimming or time-serving, and it is the common expressed opinion that in him was no
taint of sham or hypocrisy. He was as generous as brave, and the tenderness of his
heart found an outlet in the generous deeds
fJf his hands in time of need. As his last

written words to his friends, and which he
desired read ere his body was committed to
the earth, he said that, in view of the uncertainty of life, he desired to say that he wished
no display or eulogistic manifestations over
his remains. He did not wish his body taken
to a church, and desired that no member of
his family should wear mourning, as he was
satisfied that this had. grown into a foolish
and senseless custom. All that did not come
as the result of our pure emotions were of no
avail. If there was aught in his lifP- worthy
of imitation, imitate it and bury his imperfections with his remains. Without casting
any reflections on his friends, he was sorry to
say that the custom was too common of trying to outvie each other in doing and saying
good things about those who~ad passed be. yond the reach or need of their good opinion,
meaning thereby that the better way is to assist our friends while they are with us and
the assistance will be more practical.
As one of his old time friends, by previous
arrangement I spoke on the occasion of his
funeral. Lar~e numbers attended the services ; and this I can say in all truth, after an
acquaintance of thirty years I look upon
him as the most complete man I hav ever
known.
He was a friend and patron of TnE Tnu·rn
SEEKER, and a contributor to the Bennett
monument.
GEORGE LYNN.

Book Notices.
THE ORDER OF CREATION : The Conflict between Genesis and Geology. A Controversy between the Hon. W. E. Gladstone,
Prof. T. H. Huxley, Prof. Max ]\fuller, M.
Heville, E. Lynn Linton. New York: The
Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place.
Pp. 178. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50
cents.
This book embraces the five articles which
made the famous controversy on the above
subject between W. E. Gladstone, Prof. T.
H. Huxley, Max Muller, Albert Reville, D.D.,
and Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
These paperi_ hav attracted unusual attention owing to tli.e eminence of the principal
controversialists in their respectiv fields, and
many will be glad to learn that they hav been
collected in a volume and reprinted by the
Truth Seeker Company. It may be said at
once that while all the authority resulting
from distinction and admitted competence in
scientific inquiry is arrayed upon the side of
Mr. Gladstone's antagonists, yet such a master is he of rhetoric and dialectics that for the
rna ;ority of readers the victory may seem
doubtful. To all who wish to keep abreast
of the time in its best and most authoritativ
utterances on these subjects the reading of
this book cannot well be dispensed with.Day Star.
The Tnurn SEEKER ANNUAL AND FnEE'l'ITINKERs' ALMANAC for 1886 is replete with
information of a useful and varied charar.ter.
It also contains thirty portraits, in which we
find " Saladin " (Stewart Ross) and Charles
A. Watts mixed up with such celebrities as
J. S. Mill, George Eliot, Mrs. Bcsant, Bradlaugh, Haeckel, Comte, Gibbon, Darwin,
Huxley, Tyndall, Voltaire, and Humboldt.
We hav no word to say against these young
men; but they might hav ·been left to win
their spurs before being knighted. There is
a· good article on " How Voltaire Died,"
which will tend much to destroy one of tl!e
strongest evidences of Christianity and with
it one of the most awful warnings to unbelievers. It is a tl!ousand pities that the pious
stories so often told of the death scenes of
Voltaire and Paine are no truer than the fall
of man, the birth of Jesus, or the fitneEs of
St. Kerferd for the judicial bench; but, alas!
so it is. We expect the Christians will be
compelled soon to invent a few noted modern
death-bed .scenes wherewith to defend their
blessed religi'on. Without lying, it cannot be
made to worlc-Melbourne, Australia, Libe?·ator.

Impending Danger to Personal Liberty.
From tile Mercul"/1.

It is proper at this time tG call attention to
the fact that there is great danger of degrading the law to the level of oppression. The
brref anarchic outburst at Chicago and the
labor troubles at Milwaukee and in this city
hav caused the more inconsidemte of the press
to raise an unnecessary clamor which bodes
no good to personal rights. In some cases
selfish interests hav prompted the clamor and
judges hav availed themselvs of it to ride into
cheap popularity. But it is a great mistake
to think that public opinion is veering towards despotism. The people are not ready
for martial law in the guise of civil law.
Judge Rogers, of Chicago, went very far in
his charge to the grand jury when he made an
accessory in a crime a principal. His idea.
seemed to be that of the days of Toler, the
Irish judge, who was more incendiary than
the alleged incendiaries whom he tried. There
would be little freedom of speech if his views
were carried out. Anarchists are a hateful
lot, but their presence should not imperil free
speech everywhere. Judge Mallory, of Milwaukee, charged the grand jury that trades
unionists become conspirators when they combine to secure their objects. Such construction of the principles of law would cause the
dispersal of political assemblies, in which the
harangs are often violent and even revolutionary, and make every secret association
punishable for conspiracy. The Federal Constitution prohibits Congress from making any
law " abridging the freedom of speech, or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble and
petition the government for grievances." That
limiting clause applies to Congress solely. It
affects the people of the states but indirectly.
But what says the Constitution of New York?
It directly ordains that " no law shall be
passed abridging the right of the people peaceably to assemble and petition the government
or any devartment thereof." It will be perceived that the state constitution givs a larger
scope for the redress of grievances than the
Federal organic law. But what is remarkable is the larger liberty given by the state
constitution to the freedom of speech and of
the press. It ordains that " every citizen may
freely speak, write, and publish his sentiments
on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse
of the same." Responsibility for abuse, as
the clause shows, alludes to the remedial proceeding in the nature of libel, and not to
prosecutions by the state for incendiary language. But the clause is most specific and
peremptory, and concludes, "'and" no law
shall be passed to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech or the press." There is just
now a need of a knowledge of personal rights
as defined in the state constitution and which
will be found in all the constitutions of the
states. The right of free speech involves the
liberty of the press, and when the mouths of
all citizens are closed by law a free press will
cease to exist.

Ingersoll's Tributes
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at g1·eatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 1Bx22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
Tlte Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these heretofore has ueen $1. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN -CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
from breakage. Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl.. New York.

The June number of the North American
Review has articles as follows : Socialism in
A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
America, by Richard T. Ely; Free Trade in
OF
Discussion, by Gail Hamilton; Edwin 1\I.
Stanton, by Donn Piatt; Why am I a Pres- APOLLONIU~
OR THE
byterian? by the Rev. John Hall; Defense of
First Ten Decr~tl"l.~ ('f Our Era.
Charleston, S. C., by Gen G. T. Beauregard;
BY
The President and the Senate, by Dorman B.
DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Eaton ; Gladstone, by Gen. Adam Badeau ;
Designed to show upon the authorit.y of History
The Labor Crisis, by Henry Clews, Rufus that Apollonin• of Tyana performed miracles and
spoke
wise sa)•ings equal to those attrib,uted to
Hatch, and S. B. Elkins; Notes and Comments, by Senator Ingalls and Jessee Cool- Jesus Christ. 350pp., octavo, best style. Pnce $2.50.
Sold at 'l'HE TitU'l'H SEEKER office.
idge. Price fifty cents. This magazine may
be ordered through the Truth Seeker Co.

OF TYAN A,

A STUDY

! ~HURT LESSON IN HiSTORY.
A double-page picture contrasting science ana
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
P1·ice, six copies, 30 cen ta ; one dozen, 50 ccn ts ;
twen_ty-five copies fo1· $!; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the fri'enda of Freeth ought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictmes.

THE MODERN BALAAM.
Showing the Balaam of modern times to be ~he
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argumeiit. Price,
,.per dozen, 30 cents pqr hundred, $1.50.

OF

PRIMITIVE CHRISTl ANITY
BY LEWIS 0. JANE;,

This book treats of the natural evolution of the
ChristiRn religion, its historical antecedents in
Palestmian Judaism and Homan Pal;':tnism; investigates the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jeans, and his genuin teachings are
separable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ1 and traces the natural development of
Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
Complete references and full index. 820pp. Bvo,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
Sold .at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

THE HUMBOLDT LIBRARY.
Prtce 15 cents each '/lumber, unless otherwise ma1·1cea.

1. Light Science for Leisure Hours. A series of
familiar esaa,ys on astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.S.
fl. The Forma of Water in Clouds and Rivers.:, Ice
and Glaciera. 19 illustrations. By John TYndall, F.R.S.
8. Physics and Politics. An application of the
pri'q.ciplea of Natural Science to Political
Societ~ By Walter Bagehot, Author of
"The .l!.ngliah Constitution."
4. Man's Place in Nature. With numerous illustrations. By Thomas H: Huxley, F.R.S.
5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and Physical.
By Herbert Spencer.
6. Town Geology. With Appendix on Coral and ·
Coral Reefs. By Cha1·lea Kingsley.
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous illustrations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.
B. Stuqy of Lan@agea~prought back to its Tru3
prmmples. By C. ro.arcel.
.
9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory 'lf Sound in ita Relation to Music.
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Piett·o
Blase1'na.
·
11. } The Naturalist on t.he River Amazon. A record of 11 years' tl'Rvel. By Henry Walter
12.
Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
13. Mind and Body. The theories of their relations. By Alexander Bain, LL.D.
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 illustrations.
By Camille Flammarion.
15. Longevity. The means of prolonginglife after
middle age. By John Gardner, M.D.
16. Origin of Species. By Thomas H. Huxley,
F.H.S.
17. Progress : Ita Law and Cause. With other disquisitions. J;3y Herbert Spencer.
18. Lessons in Electricity. 60 illustrations. BJohn Tyndall, F.R.S.
19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. By
l!ichard A. Proctor.
20. Romance of Astronomy. By R. Railey ·Miller,
li~

I

21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essays.
By Thomas H; Huxl6y, F.ll.S.
2.2. Seeing and Thinking. By William Kingdon
Clitford, F.R.S.
~3. Scientific Sophisms.
A review of current
theories conce :nilil;l Atom'!.!. Apes, and Men.
By Samuel Wainwright, D.v.
24. Popular Scientific Lectures. Illustrated. By
Prof. H. Helmhdtz.
·
25. Origin of Nations. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
Oxford University.
26. The EYolutionist at Large. By Grant Allen.
27. Hi.tltory of Landholding in England. By
_
Joseph Fisher, F.R.H.S.
28. Fashion in Deformity, as illustrated in the
cuatoma of Barbarous and Civilized Races.
Numerous illustrations. By William Henry
Flower, F.R.S.
!9. Facta and Fictions of Zoolog,·. Numerous
illustrations. By Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
!{). l Study o( Words. By Richa1·d Chene,·ix
·!!. {
Trench.
12. Hereditary Traits and other Essays. By Richard A. Proctor.
J.3. Viguettea from Nature. By Gmnt Allen.
::1-1. Philosophy of Style. By Herbert S!JCncer.
35. Oril'ntal Religions. By John Cah·d, l'n·H.
Univ. Glasgow, and Others.
36. Lectures on Evolution. lllustmtecl. By Prof.
'1'. H. Huxley.
37. Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. By John
.
'l'yndall. ·
Geological Sketches. By Archibald Geilde,
~9.
F.R.S.
40. The Evidence of Organic Evolution. By Geo.
J. ltomanes, F.R.S.
41. Current Discussions in Science. By W. JH.
Williams, F.C.S.
42. IIJ,(ory of the Science of Politics. By Frederick Pollock.
43. Darwin and Humboldt. By Profeaam· Huxley,
Professor Agassiz, and others.
44.1 Dawn of History,_ By C. F. Keary, of tl,e
45.{ British Museum.
1ti. DiHcases of 1\'Iemory. By Th. Ribot. Transl~tted from the French by J. Fitzgemld.
47. Chi!u.llood of I-.cligions. By Edward Clodd,
F.R.A.S.
43. Life in Nature. lllustmted. By Jas. Hinton.
4U. The Snn : its Constitution; its Phenomena;
its Conclitwn. By Judge N,tthan '1'. C>LIT,
Columbus, Ind.
;;u.l l\loney and the 1\fechaniam of Exchange. .Dy
;,I.f Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
5~. DiseaHes of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Tmnslated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
:;~. Animal Automatism, and other Essays. By
l'rof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
.
'-I. Birth and Growth of l\'Iyth. Byl!:dward Clodd.
l!'.R.A.S.
55. Scientific Basis of 1\Iorals, and other Essays.
By William Kingdon Clifford, F.R.S.
~~-}
illusions.
By James Sully.
01.
58.1 The Origin of Species. BY Charics Darwin.
w.{ 'l'wo double numbers, 30 cents each.
130. Childhood of the World. By Edward Clodd.
61. 1\'liscellaneoua Essays. By Riclmrd A. Proctor.
62. ltehgiona of the Ancient World. By P1·of. Geo.
Rawlinson, University of Oxford. Double
numbet·, 30 cents.
63. Pror.esaive J.\Iorality.
By Thomas Fowler,
Bxi£-J.president of Corpull Christi College,
64. Distribution of Animals and Plants. n,· A.
~uasel Wallace and W. T. 'l'hiaelton Dyer.
65. Conditions of Mental Development; and other
Essays. By Wm. Kingdon Clift'ord.
66. Technical Education; and other Easa;-s. By
Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
67. The Blaclt Death. An A.ccount of the Great
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Century; By
J. F. C. Hecker.
68. (Sp!!cial number, 10 cents.) Three Essays, by
.
Herbert Spencer.
69. (Double Number,30cents). Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropology and the History
of Religion. By Fritz Schultze,_Ph.D. 'l'rans'lated from the German by J. Fitzgerald,
M.A.
70. Essays Speculativ and Practical. By Herbert.
Spencer.
71. Anthropology. By Daniel Wilaon..t LL.D.
With ~pendix on Archeology. J:Sy E. B.
'l'ylor, .lf.lt.S.
' 72. The Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By
:
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
73. Evolution in Histot:l", Language, and Science.
Fom Addresses delivered at the London
Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and
Literature.
74. The Descent of Man; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwm. In 4 parts.
15 cents each.
··
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Ingersoll's "Works.
The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lectures,_ comprising, "The Godst
·"Humboldt"·" Tnomas Paine,"" Individuality," and "liereties and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.
Contents: "The Gl10st!!t" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Indejlendence," "About FarmiDE in lllinois,"
•· The Grant Banqueh'! "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past ltises before Me ;Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper; 50cts;
cloth, $Uili.
··
·
Interviews on Talmage. Paper; 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.$.

What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

The fhristian Religion.

By R.

G.

· lngerso!b Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and' Prof.
George Jr. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1•.

Orl.hodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, ·paper;·

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. "Printed in'
large, clear t;vpe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinacy lectures.
This makes a grand missionary .document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Ingersoll

Cat~e.hised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions· Propounded by
the editor of the San .Franctscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 copies,
Millions of these should be circulated.

ss:

Vindication of"

Tbom~Cs

Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by ~bert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.
·
.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

lng.-rsoll'~;

Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
· for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, -library style, and containing over lj300
pajres, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
prwe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
·

Tributes.

There hav been so many

IWPlications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea:vy toned paper, t8x22, illuminated border, and mlarge, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

The Rusts ot' Voltah·e. Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to

life, priceL $1.50 each. ETery admirer uf these
apostles or Religious Liberty should hav them.

of Colonel Jng.·rsoll.

Superb pliotographs1 22x28, $5; panel., 10Mx171
$3; boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 eta.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur!!" are:
'rhe Church and Morality; Criminal Stat1stics,
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Chmch and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement ; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Dible Morals.

Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

This

new book is a gem. It is. a model in eve.ry respect. In .fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, lettersl table-talks, and day-to-day conversations or the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpos~~ a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fac simile, has been prepared especiallx for 1t.
Price, in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and side, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style1 $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, _gilt, exquis1 tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Photo~ravbs

I

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned bf Scripture : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheatmg: 'l'heft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism ; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vag;ranc;v; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Prwe, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and most thorough· work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the .following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbat)U The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; J!iXamination of
Bunda~ Arguments· Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin~ the Middle A_ges; The Puritan
Sabbath; Test1mony of Chnstian Reformers,
Schola1·s.z.. and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws. .rrice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.
Image Break~r. Six Lectures: Dedine of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washinl{ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents: bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

1,homas Paine. The Apostle of Religious and Political Lib. erty. .Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leadof his character and genius, and vindicates h1s name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from • Common Sense,"
"American Crisis_," "Rights of Man "and "Age
of Reason " are g1ven; also, tribu t;s to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Euro_pe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine _tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

=h~g trait~

The Apm1tle of Liberty. An address

de)ivereq in Paine.HallJ before the N. E. Freethmkers Conventwn, .January 29 1 1884. Price,
10 cen~s.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

Helen H. Gardener was first introduced to the public by Col. Ingersoll, since when she has
won a place in the hearts of all Freethinkers by her ability, and by the br1lhancy of her lect'
ures. The contenGS of this volume are:
ME~,

WOMEN, AND GODS: Introductory;
mies; Geographical Religion; Revelation; EviAccident Insurance; Chiefly Women; Why
dence of l!'aith; Did He talk? What You
Women Support It; What It Teaches; From
May Think; Intellectual Gag-Law; The ViMoses to Paul; The Fruit of the Tree. of Knowlcarious Theory the Cause of Crime ; Revision;
edge; Knowledge Not a Cnme; As Much InThe Church's Mouey-Hux; Shall Progress Stop?
spired as Any of It.
HISTORICAL FACTS AND THEOLOGICAL
VICARIOUS ATONEMENT: Fear; Beginning
FICTIONS: Church Fictwns;. Historical Facts
to Think; Creeds; Self-Control What We Need;
-(Civilization, Comparativ Stat_tts, Women as
Vicarious Atonement Not a Uhristian IuvenPersons, Education, As Wives, Not Woman's
tion; Twin Monsters from Intellectual PigFriend, Morals).

Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 60 Cents.

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

Plwto-Engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale at tllis office. Price, 40c.; witlt autograplt, 50c.

SOCIAL ·"W""EALTH:
The Sole Factor8 and
Exact Ratios In lt8 Acqulr~ment a.nd Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS

DR. R. P. FELlOWS
is a regular!)' educated and le(l'ally qualified physwian, and
the most successfuh
as his practice will
prove. He has for
twenty years treated
exclusivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures of which
he stands preeminent·
SPEHllfA'rORRHCEA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of self- ·
abuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
night emissions by .
---o----u>----o---• dreams, loss of sexual
power , rendering
marriage improper and unhapp:v, etc., are cured
permanently by an outside a_ppllcation in . sixty
days. NO STOMACH MEDICIN lJSED.. It !Bone
of Dr. Fellows' valuable dis.covene~, w)nch 1s e!Jtirely unknown to the medwal protesswn. It 1s
not a catch-penny get up, such as a }'adi belt, paRtille, nor magnetic appliance, but snnp Y a mt·dicin to be applied externally on the parts aliectNl,
which cures byabsmption. Send live 2-cent stamps
for his" Private Counselor," giving full information. Address Dr.
P. Fcllows1 Vineland, N.J.,
and say where you saw this advertisment.

R.

N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Libe1·als, your patronage IS solicited.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL ASD SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

PJ,AIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearly 11000 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
BCIEN.CE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and SponHie, the •.troublesome 1\Ioukey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. l1ive volumes, at$1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOlt 'l'HE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
PRICE, CLOTH, $1:00.
volume uf "Science in Story.") 50 ccn ts.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Heady lleAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York City.
cipes. A valuable refereucn pamphlet of 1:JH pages.
By Dr. Foote. 2(; cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SEHIES (Dime Pam
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease," rep1·nsenting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam:" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
THE PRESENT
to S!Cit and well.· lly mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
AND
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages1 cloth
•
bound, $2 · "Heredity!" by Loring Illooay, 159
THE FUTURE REPUBLIC OF NORTH AMERICA. pages, cloth~ 75cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by
F H. !lfarsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
BY A CAPITALIST;
H;1man Temperamentsz" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 ceuts; ' Generation before RerenA Book Advocating Associate Life as a Remedy for Po~erty, lice, and Crime. It dools With eration " by Dr. E. B. Foote, J r •1 .10 ccn ts; ' Heports of Conventions and Parlor JTieetingB during
the present conditions of society in this country, pointing out their 1mr;e~fections. and showing how 1882,"
10 cents; "'rhird Annual Convcutwn of the
it is almost impossible that the people should be other than poor aud \•Jcwus under our present system. The remedy, the author thmks, is in communal life! and he has dra":n a vivid pict_ure of the Institute of Herl~iJi-~~IifB:~•.j.fflj:~.~ SE~I(ER.
future Republic of North America, as it will be when society shall ~e orgamzed on the prinCiples of..
Bo,ks on Frac ica.l Steps in Fre~en~ Needr.
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously and intere8tmgly written.
CONTENTS: The titles of some of the chapters are: Present External Appearance of Our ReHistory of Woman's Costume -1\fovcmcnt; its
public; Government and Laws; Finance; Public. Improve'?ents; Production and Dist.rib1_1tion; first 35 years, Events and Perse~ntions, Snpplenoented
by I\Iodern 1\Iartyrdom. 132PJJ., tine paper,
Education; Morality and Religion; Marriage and Divorce; Life 1? the New Repubhc; Life 111 the ~G. ProgrcsA
YA. li"a.l'ihion.
32pp., DR per, 10 ·
Existing Republic; Examination of the Objections to Commumsm; Metho?s Proposed for the Woman's Way Ont. 3~pp., paper, tOe. Love anJ
Trans1tion from the System of Individual Property to a System of Collectiv Property; Danger. Transition. Poetic, in tiVo p1u ts; an Jj:pw Rnd au
Argument. 191pp., in fine cloth and gilt, 75:J. ,
Price, $1.50.
, .
.
Sent on receipt of pdcP. hv the author,
Published and for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, 3:! Clwton Place, New York C1ty.
tojnl
III. E. TILLOTSON, Vineland, N. J.
CONTENTS: Ecouomic Schools: a hrief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned lucrcase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Wages; PrJYate and Social Wealth; Land Own-

ership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
the Pruluctiv Jt'actors; Partnership and Co-operation; Law of Contract~; 1ftmey and Credit;
Of Vallie or l!!cououuc Ratios; Taxation as a
Remedy; Refo1·ms, not Remedies; Suggestions
to Legislators; Conelusion.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,

RUPTURES CUREDb,

Bible Inquirer. A Key. to Bible In-

mvUedieal Compound und lmproYed
Elastle Supporter Truss in}.rom30 to
90 d<lv•. Reliable referenr.ea given. Be11d
stamp for circular, and •au in what p_apef
1/0« taiD m11 adcortiaemtnt.

Address

Ca~.L

:w. A. Colllllp,lllll1\l1Tillt,1tlmoa Go. I.~

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible proposi twn~,
with numerous references and mtatwns, that
a1·e contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book; Price
25 centa.
·

Bible Fabrications Refuted
and

The

Error~>

of th., Bible Expost'd.

BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Price, 15 cents.
Address THE THUTH BEEKER 00.,
88 Clinton Place, New York.
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ENGLAND sliould rid herself of pries.tcraft and
the shams of theology. They itre expensiv incubi
that bear down mercilessly upon the masses,
and cause them to believe the most absurd falsehoods and to munificently sustain their promoters.-D. M. Bennett.
IF it be possible to interest the imagination and
the heart in favor of error it is at least no less -possible to interest them in favor of truth. If it be
possible to extinguish all the most generous and
heroic feelings of our nature, by teaching us· to
connect. the ideas of them with: those of guilt and
impiety, it is surely equally possible to cherish
and strengthen them by establishing the natural
alliance between our duty and our happiness. If
it be possible for the influence of fashion to veil
the nativ deformity of vice, and to giv to low and
criminal indulgences the appearance of spirit, of
elegance, and of gaiety, can we doubt of the possibility of connecting in the tender mind those
pleasing associations with pursuits that are truly
worthy and honorable 1-Dttgala Stewart.
IN the last year of the reign of Charles II. a
great change was made in London. An ingenious
projector, named Edward Henning, obtained letters patent conveying to him for a term of years
the excluoiv right to light up the city. . . His
scheme was enthusia•tically applauded and furiously attacked. The friends of improvement extoled him as the greate•t of all the benefactors of
his city. What, they a•ked, were the boasted inventions of Archimede• when compared with the
achievement of the man who had turned the nocturnal shades into noonday 7 In spite of these
eloquent eulogies, the ·cause of darkness was not
left undefended. There were fools in that age
who opposed the introduction of what was called
the new light as strenuously as fools in our age
hav opposed the introduction of vaccination and
railroads, as strenuously as the fools of an age anterior to the dawn of history doubtless opposed
the introduction of the plough and of alphabetical
writing.-Macaulav.
THE belief in "the millennium" lasted on with
the vulgar and with some ennnen t Christians
after the most thoughtful and educated men of
the church had abandoned it and frowned upon
the Apocalypse, just as Luther did. St. Jerome
(3!5-420), who is called the most learned of the
fathers, pronounces " the millennium and the
earthly rule of the savior" to be a Jewish error;
but he adds that, by his disbelief, fury will be excited against him in persons of importance.-F.
W. ,\"ewman.
No wonder that fable is the enemy of knowledge.
A man with a false diamond shuns the society of
lapidades, and it is upon this principle that superstition abhors science.-Inuersoll.
THE law of servitude in marriage is a monstrous
contradiction to all the principles of the modern
· world, and to all the experience through which
those principles hav been slowly and painfully
worked out. It is the sole case, now that negro
slavery has been abolished, in which- a. human
being in the plenitude of every faculty is delivered up to the tender mercies of another human
being, in the hope, forsooth, that this other will
use the power. solely for the good of the person
subjected to it. Marriage is _the only actual bondage known to our law. There rema1n no legal
slaves except the mistress of every house.-Mtll's
Subjection of Women.
CoMPASSION ought, like all other feelings, to be
under the government of reason, and has, for
. want of such government, produced some ridiculous and some deplorable effects. But the more we
etudy the annals of the past. the more shall we
rejoice that we liv in a merciful age, in an age in
which cruelty is abhorred, and in which pain, even
when deserved, is inflicted reluctantly and from a
tense of duty.-Macatt!al/.
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Jlofts and Qklippinns.
Mns. MARGARET DoNNAN, a widow, cut the
throats of her three young daughters, May
18th, and then killed herself. She resided in
Lincoln county, W.Va., and left a statement
~nying she had been called upon by the Lord
to make the sacrifice to satisfy divine wrath.
TrrE Rev. J. H. Cason, of Graham, Texas,
said: "I am thinking of going North to beg
some money to aid in building two Baptist
churches in Texas. What would you advise?" We advised him to take with him
enough to pay his expenses back.-Richmond
Religious Hera.ld.
IT is reported in an Augusta, Ga., newspaper that Sam Jones is making money fast and
investing it with care. He owns several
farms near Cartersville, and his house is the
finest in the town. His family rides in a fine
earriage drawn by good horses, and they do
say in Cartersville that the first time ~Irs.
Jones aired her carriage she drove by the
house of a certain neighbor thirteen times by
actual count.
A THEOLOGIOAL paper quotes an attempted
translation of a passage from Edward von
Hartman's "Religion of the Future," the following being the corrected translation :
" Without eudremonological pessimism evolutionistic optimism must lead to irreligious
seculttrism ; without evolutionistic optimism
eudremonologicru pessimism must beconie an
indolent despondency or degenerate into re.
ligious ascetism." The theological paper attempts to ridicule this as unintelligible. The
sense was clear enough, even in that which
the critic had before him, the word " must "

{33 CLINTON PLACK} $3.00 per year.
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being the only one misplaced, the translator
having followed the German idiom too slavishly. If the theologian does not permit a
-suitable technical expression for worl•s of
philosophy, he can find at least as much matter for sport in in the machine shop, in the
laboratory, or in any branch o{ art or science. It would not do, however, to deprive
theology of its technical vocabulary.-Gal.
veston News.
GEORGE W. VAUGHAN, of Buffalo, has a big
Confederate flag that floated over the Hichmond Dispatch office until Richmond fell.
Some time ago he wrote to the Dispatch people telling them that he had their old flag,
!llld offering to exchange. it for a Union flag.
The answer came promptly and politely that
they had had ali they wanted of the rebel
flag, and that :Mr. Vaughan was quite welcome to it.
ON Sunday last the Roman Catholics dedicated in Stamford, C'mn., one of the most
magnificent church buildings in the United
States. It has been sixteen years in building,
and its total cost is more than half a million
of dollars. Twenty-five thousand more will
be required for a spire and bells. A chime
similar to the famous Shandon bells will be
put in when it is completed. It is superior to
some cathedrals in large cities. That church
has probably cost more money than the entire
Catholic population of Stamford possesses,
unless their circumstances hav changed within
a short time. Roman Catholic methods command pecuniary success. They exact from
the poor the two mites, " nolens volens," and
from the rich all they will giv ; and then, by
a species of solicitation behind which the
figure of the boycott appears, induce Prot-
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estant storekeepers and mechanics to contribute to their various collateral and subordinate enterprises. Hence, the magnificence
of their churches does not imply the prosperity or even the comfort of their own people
iU general, but is one of the causes of their
poverty.-Oh1-istian Advocate.
Mn. RICIIARD H. TnoR~ToN, of Portland,
Oregon, writing in the Church P1·es.~ on Sunday observance, says : " (1.) St. Paul
classes Sabbaths with' new moons' (Col. ii. 16)
in a manner simply impossible, had he regarded the decalog as integrally binding.
(2.) Every commandment of the decalog,
except the fourth, is substantially repeated in
the New Testament. The fourth is not repeated, because it is ceremonial rather than
moral. (3.) There is not a trace of any persecution of the primitiv Christians for refusing to work on Sund~y, though many Christian slaves were owned by pagan masters,
and the question must hav arisen everywhere,
if the Fourth Commandment had formed a
rule of their life. (4.) Passing by the opinions of writers like Grotius and the continental reformers, who are on my side, I refer
to the decision of Bishop Sanderson, of
Lincoln, a most illustrious divine, who assisted in the Prayer Book Revision of 1662.
Certain cases of conscience being submitted
to him, he decided' that no part of the law delivered by :Moses to the Jews doth bind
Christians unto the gospel, as by virtue of
that delivery; no, not the Ten Commandments themselvs, but least of all the fourth,
which all confess to be, at least in some part,
ceremonial.' He allows ' the moderate use
of lawful recreations on the Lord's day,' but
suggests, as to popular ammements, that

'shooting (with the bowl), leaping, pitching
the ball, stool-ball, etc., arc rather to 1 e
chosen than dicing, carding, etc.' (See
Sanderson's Works, Oxfonl edition, vol. v.;
and a valuable letter on this topic in the
Auu1·icrtn Litera,ry UhuTckman, July 16, 1883).
The shield of Sanderson is broad enough to
cover an Anglican."
SnE declaimed with fervid vigor on the miseJ y
of the Digger, cut a most dramatic figm e
while lamenting his condition.
And she sttid the bare Numiclian, and the
much-tanned Abyssinian, and the Cannibal and Guinean overflowed her with
contrition.
And her deep sighs weighetl the breezes for
those lands where bread nor cheese is,
for the Turks and 'l.he Chineses she was
filled with deep emotion ;
And hn ardent love was greater, all the more
she strove to cater to t\JOl:lC tribes beyond
the· er11mtor or across a 11istant ocean.
And like Hachad, that sweet Jcwcss, she
wept tears as thick as glue is, at the actions of St. Louis and Chicago's degrada
tiou.
And that these towns where such sin is, such
n race for golden guineas, might be matle
as good as Lynn is, was her p;nycr and
supplication.
And the wilt! men of Alaska or of barbarous
:Marlagascar, she would say, if you,
should ask her, thnt she loved them clet'p
and tender,
Vlhile her husband, luckless victim, looks as
if the fates had licked him, and through
back streets where they kicked him,
willked ttbout with one suspender.Lynn Union.
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Qkommunications.
A Bill of Indictment Against Religions Per Se.
BY JACOB HENDERSON.

III.
RELIGION IN THE LIGHT OF SECULAR AS WELL AS CHURCH
HISTORY.

•

I now come to examin the character of religion i.n
the light of general history. In the Bill of Indictment I hav drawn up, not only to substantiate the
remark of Darwin that it is not needed at all as a
factor in making society either safe or happy, but
that it is the most positiv and dangerous element in
the human character, the difficulty is to know where
to begin and where to end in citing the proof.
It is said that a tiger's whelp, wh(ln taken at birth
from the dam, will lap milk and gambol round its
keeper like a kitten, but that when grown up the
smell or the taste of blood will develop its carnivorous propensity so that it will tear to pieces and
devour its benefactor. It is exactly so with the
religious sentiment.
Overawed by circumstances
and unprovoked, it remains latent, a;nd its possessor
gets the credit of being amiable. But when circumstances change by its being invested with power, and
provocation comes, it rouses from its sleep and shows
Its true character. If there were a consensus of all
the religionists in th.e world as to what religion really
is, in itself conside1·ed, imd as to the way it should
develop itself, as proof that it was a good and safe
principle of action; that jts wrath would only be
kindled against some form of error or of wrong upon
which they were all agreed, the world might know
what to expect. But it has a peculiarity visible in
its whole history that, while it is intrinsically and in
essence the same in all ages and nations as a force in
the human character, it is totally unprincipled in
selecting the objects on which it expends the force. It
has a whole pantheon of gods to fear and worship,
pagan, Jewish, Christian, and Mohammedan, with
creeds as antagonistic as fire and gunpowder, and,
like a Swiss mercenary, it has always been willing to
serve each and all of them at the same time in shedding each other's blood. Its thirst for blood is unquenchable.
It inspired the Athenians to put
8ocrates to death to appease the pagan gods of
Greece. It impelled the Jew to stone to death even
the wife of his own bosom if, for reasons satisfactory
to herself, 5he changed her opinions and worshiped
any other god but Jehovah. It enthused the
prophet Samuel with holy zeal, and strengthened his
arm when he hewed his captiv Agag in 1neces before
the Lord. It fired the Moslem's faith and made him
giv his Christian foe the alternativ of accepting the
Koran as a revelation from God, and Mohammed as
the prophet of God, or the cimeter. It animated the
Christian in slaughtering the Moslem beca]Jse he
would not giv up the holy places at Jerusalem to be
occupied by the church, and to be made ready for
Christ at his second coming. It prompted Catholic
nations to war against Catholic nations, and Protestant nations to war against nations of its own faith.
Its utter unscrupulousness made it act like a pack of
wolves whose hunger is so intense that they fail upon
and devour each other. It was not Catholicism,
Methodism, Presbyterianism, Episcopalianism, and
Baptism, which in 1850, converted the ministers and
members of those great national churches of the
United States into legal bloodhounds to chase down
Cln·istian fugutiv slaves and return them to a bondage
which they dreaded worse than death. It was their
propitiatory religion which, believing that slavery
was a divine institution allowed by the Old Testament
and the New, sought to please God and brighten their
hopes of heaven by io1itating the inspired apostle,
Paul, who returned the absconding Onesimus to his
master. Our late civil war was essentially a religious
movement. The clergy having taught the people till
they believed it, that slavery was an institution of
. the Bible, what could so honor God as to found a
vast Christian .empire upon it as the chief cornerstone~ To be sure their scheme, if canied out,
would defeat the intentions of the fathers of the republic, and blast the hopes of the world for universal
free government. It would require the sacrifice of
half a million of men in the prime of life, and fill the
land with widows and orphans. But what of that~
They were faithful to their religious convictions, and
believed, almost to the last, that the God of the Bible
would interpose, as if by miracle, to assist them in executing then· plans. This accounts for the fact that
from Davis and Lee down so large a portion of the
civilians and officers of the Southern army were devotedly pious and full of faith.
It was the same blind and cruel sentiment which
led om Puritan fathers to propitiate heaven, and giv
ease to their tender consciences, by torturing witches
and Quakers and putting them to death in the most
agonizing forms. When Servetus was burning at the
stake in Geneva, Farrel, the reformer, and Calvin's
right-hand man, implored him, with tears running
down his cheeks, to confess that Christ was the
eternal son of God, and thus be snatched as a brand
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from the burning in a double sense. It was the
human heart throbbing in his bosom that was touched
with pity for the sufferer. But it was the cruel devil
of his religion which, when Servetus refused to
recant, whispered in his ear that the gacrifice then
being offered up was acceptable to God and made
him acquiesce in the order to pile on the fagots.
After the destruction of the Jewish natwnaltly, the
bulldog pertinacity of the religious se;'ltimen ; · xhibited itself for eighteen hundred years m the persecution of the Jews. Although Christ himself was a
Jew, and "the Virgin Mother of God" w~s a J ~wess,
The Christians persecuted the Jews until their race
character was entirely changed. In Palestiue they
were an agricultmal and home-staying people, living
contentedly by their industry, and drawing their subsistence from the soil. But the religion of the Christians, by itf'l undying hate, converted them into a nation of traders and money-lenders, whose wealth they
could put into their pockets when the torch of persecution was lighted and they were compelled to ~ee
for their lives. The very clannishness and exclusiVn~ss of their character superinduced by such long
continued and cruel treatment has been the occasion
of social discrimination and hatred in om day, and
even under the American flag. ·
The Catholic Inquisitio;n, which tortmed the lives
out of thousands of its victims, was called the "holy"
Inquisition, because these human sacrifices were suggested by, and satisfied, for the time being, the craving of what is considered the holiest instinct of our
nature our religion. When the massacre of St. Bartholo~ew took place, and the streets of Paris were slippery with the blood of Protestants, a:nd w~en t~e glad
tidings reached Rome, the pope, With his retmue of
cardinals, bishops, and priests, marched in solemn
procession to the chmch, and there poured out their
thanksgivings in a 1.'e cleum la~telamus for the holy
achievement of that faithful son of the church, Charles

IX.
But you say it ·was the Catholic religion which
in this, and in so many other cases, painted its own
character with blood. Let us see if the Protestant
religion is any better. In 1630 Laud, the Episcopalian bishop of London, in the exuberance of his
pious zeal, set the hounds of the Star Chamber upon
the track of the Rev. Dr. Leighton, a Puritan preacher,
for a yamphlet entitled, ''Sian's Ptea Against
Prela,cy." For thus daring to question the divine
authority of episcopacy, he was tried and sentenced
to be publicly whipped at Westii;J.inster, to stand in
the pillory there, to hav one ear cut off, one side of
his nose slit, one cheek branded with a hot iron, the
whole of this to be repeated at Cheapside, the following week, upon the other side of his mangled head,
to pay a fine of £10,000, and suffer life-long imprisonment in the Fleet (see State Trials, vol. iii). When
this teiTible sentence was pronounced Laud took off
his hat in the Star Chamber, and thanked God!
In 1634 Prynne, a Pmitan lawyer, wrote a book
against the theater, which the king and queen often
attended. For this he was fined £10,000, branded
in the forehead, had one ear cut off in Cheap side, the
other in Palace Yard, stood twice in the pillory, had
his books burnt before his face, and was imprisoned
for life. Laud was the chief inciter of the process.
Prynne, while in prison, wrote against prelacy a
second time, was again indicted, was pilloried in
Palace Yard, had his ears cut off again-for they had
been sewed on, and had healed during his long imprisonment......:and he was fined another £5,000, and
sentenced to imprisonment for life. Laud, in the
Star Chamber, made a most virulent speech against
Prynne, and concluded by thanking that iniquitous
court for its defense of the chmch. No one can
read with dry eyes the account of this execution in
the State Trials; how the executioner cut off one of
Prynne's ears so close that he cut off a piece of the
cheek with it; and how Laud, the bishop, refused to
allow Prynne's servant to tend his masters sores.
But the great principle of reaction in human affairs
came into play, and, although Prynne was sentenced
to bankruptcy and imprisonment for life, lle lived
long enough to come out of jail, to see Laud's head
cut off by the executioner at •rower Hill, to hav the
Star Chamber sentence reversed by the House of
Commons, and an award of £5,000 damages against
the judges of that court.
'
My object in these quotations from the volume of
State Trials is to show the utterly diabolical character, not of Laud and his fellow-persecutors, but of
that feeling or instinct called religion, which made
them the cmel monsters they were. It selfishly demanded all the agony its victims endured, so that the
persecutors-not the sufferers-might secure the
favor of God by stamping out heresy. The religious
hunger in man is by no means fastidious in its taste.
It relishes one kind of food as much as another, provided it be bloody. In the two cases just recited it
was the Episcopalian religion glutting itself with
Puritan blood. But the Puritan religion was as fond
of this diet as that of the pagan, the Catholic, and
the Protestant Episcopalian. For, when Cromwell,
the Puritan, returned from the wholesale slaughter
of the Catholics in Ireland, he was as devout in his
ascriptions of praise to God for the success of the

cruelties he had so unscrupulously practiced as the
pope and cardinals were over the massacre of St.
Bartholomew.
·
Does the religious instinct behave any better in
the "orthodox," or Greek, church than in the Catholic or Protestant chmches? See a single sample
in Elizabeth, the daughter of Peter the Great, who,
although she was a notorious strumpet in her morals,
condenmed two ladies of her court to receive fifty
lashes of the knout, in the open square of St. Petersburg, to hav their tongues cut out, and be banished
to Siberia, for divulging some of her many amours.
But what of that~ She atoned for it all by her scrupulous yearly confessions at Easter, by her punctuality in all the daily offices of religion, and by the
intense and exalted spirituality of her secret devotions. .Her murderous crimes were mere peccadiloes
-spots on the sun that don't affect its light oi: heat.
A crime, if practiced by a saint, loses its blackness,
if it be not whitewashed into a virtue.
The Crusades, which occupied the exclusiv attention of Emope for several centuries, was another
purely religious movement of the Clni.stians, who,
hallucinated with the belief that, whereas Jesus failed
to make good his promis that after his death he
would return to earth during the lifetime of that
generation, and set up his visible kingdom, he would
now, at the close of the prophetic period of a thousand years, fulfil his promis. But as the throne of
his power must be where his- sepulcher was, at J eru- _
salem, and as the holy city was in possession of the
Moslems, Peter the Hermit, after infuriating the
religious zeal of Christendom, raised a vast army to
march to Palestine, dispossess the Moslem, and prepare David's throne for "David's son," ,when he
should come in the clouds of heaven to assume the
royal scepter. But Jesus never came. The delusion, however, cost untold expenditures of blood and
treasure, and ought to hav satisfied the world then
of the danger and utter unreliability of t.he religious
instinct which created it. But it lasted long enough
for religion to display another feature of its character
besides its taste for blood-its disposition to plunder.
It was then that the priesthood, again taking advantage
of the ignorance and credulity of the people, persuaded
the pious crusader, when he enlisted for the holy war,
in view of the end of the world being near at hand,
to deed over his houses and lands to the church,
leaving his wife and children penniless. The implicitness of the people's faith in the priesthood, and
their brutal ignorance, are seen in this, that it never
seems to hav occurred to the crusader to ask the
rapacious priest, as he signed the deed of conveyance,
"Of what use will these lands be to the church, if,
after we hav expelled the Turks from the holy places,
and Christ has taken his seat upon his throne, the
world is going to be burnt up?"
The modern sects, that hav come into existence in
later times-Baptists, Methodists, Quakers, Unitarians, and others-congratulate themselvs that. their
record is not stained with the blood of slaughtered
heretics, as is that of the old sects-the Catholics,
the Episcopalians, the Presbyterians, and the Pmitans. But it is because they hav had no chance to
let their religion show itself. They hav all, however,
shown their canine teeth, which proves them to be
the children of the same mother. Even Unitarianism, which boasts of having no creed, and which has
scarcely any individuality of character at all, has
plenty of the old leaven of religion, for it ached
fairly, like the Catholic Torquemada, "to put a hook
into the jaw " of the Boston heretic, Theodore
Parker. But, shamed by the spirit of the age, t)le
same men whose religion prompted them to attempt
to silence his lips while he lived, like their illustrious
predecessors, the pharisees of Jerusalem, are now
garnishing the tomb of the great prophet by republishing his utterances with approbation.
THE ARGUMENTUM AD VERECUNDIAM.

The argument addressed to one's modesty is not a
very modest one to use when he who uses it, however
humble he may be, belongs to the class in whose favor
it is urged. But facts are facts. As proof positiv
that men may not only suppress their hereditary
weakness called religion, but accomplish its entire
eradicatio~, and thus appmximate perfection in moral
character, I point to the master minds of this age,
scientists and philosophers, in England, France,
Germany, and the United States. I point, also, to
that long list of noble women whose intelligence and
love of truth hav liberated them from the bondage of
this sentiment, which has constituted their sex a degraded caste for eighteen hundred years. For their
knowledge, their uprightness in all the relations of
life, and for their calm courage, and loyalty to their
convictions of truth, there is no class of people so
exemplary as the class called "Infidels." Among the
bank defaulters, who plunder the trust funds of widows
and orphans, and other transgressors of the law who
obtrude themselvs upon the public attention in the
courts of justice, how few, if any at all, are Infidels!
All over this country, when the charge of Infidelity
is made by the church people against anyone, it is
presumptiv evidence that he is a thinking, intelligent
man, and upright and honorable in his dealings. The
singularity of this fact is fast changing the old, re-
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proacbful epithet of " Infidel" into a term of honor.
The superior intelligence of this class, their selfrespect, and their consciousness that compliance wit.b
the rules of natural morality is both right in itself
and best for the interests of society, make them willingly obedient to the law, and they giv no trouble to
their country as criminals.
See, in contrast with this class, the astonishing
number of religionists who are pilloried in the newspapers, shut up in penitentiaries, or compelled to join
th~ Canadian colony of criminal saints, many of them
bemg clergymen who in their lives violate tbeiJ: own
teachings in the pulpit, and prove to the world that
the hopes of heaven and the fears of hell, which constitute their reb:gion, bav no restraining influence in
making them either just or decent men. As a further
elucidation of the point in band, everyone bas observed, in the long list of clerical delinquents in this
country, that the most flagrant iJnmoralities-rape,
robbery, and other penitentiary offenses-do not
seem to impair the confidence of the rank-and file
"saints" in the religious character of the criminals
as ministers of the gospel. · After the commission of
the most abominable outrages, these "embassadors
of Christ" go into their pulpits and perform tbeiJ:
clerical functions, and their people listen as if nothing
· had happened! Thus the eternal distinction between
right and wrong is entirely wiped out at the bidding
of religion.

to sit at a table where food is coarse and scarce; to
rise at four in the morning, to work all day, and throw
your bones on a miserable bed at night; to liv without leisure, without rest, without making those who
love you comfortable and happy-this is not living ;
it is dying-a slow lingering crucifixion.
The hours of labor should be shortened. With the
vast, wonderful improvements of the nineteenth century, thel'e should not only be the necessaries of life
for those who toil, but comforts and luxuries as well.
What is a reasonable price for labor1 I answer:
Such a price as will enable a man to lay by something
for his declining years, so that he can bav the feeling
of a man.
I sympathize with every honest effort made by the
children of labor to improve their condition. That is
a poorly governed country in which those who do the
most bav the least. There is something wrong when
men bav to beg for leave to toil. We are not yet a
civilized people; when we are, pauperism and crime
will vanish from our land.
I sympathize with the wanderer, with the vagrant
out of employment-with sad, weary men who are
seeking for work. When I see one of these men,
poor and friendless, no matter how bad be is, I think
that somebody loved him once ; that be was once
held in the arms of a mother; that be slept beneath
her loving eyes, and wakened in the light of her
smile ; I see him in the cradle listening to lullabies
ONE REASON, PERHAPS, WHY THE SAINTS ALLOW THEII-I- sung soft and low, and his little face dimpled as
BEL VB TO SIN.
though by rosy fingers of joy. And then I think of
When we analyze the emotions growing out of the the strange and winding paths, the weary roads that
religious instinct, we find that the criminal saint be bas traveled from that mother's arms to vagrancy
when he is tempted to transgress the law, lays th~ and want.
flattering unction to his soul that Jesus, the great
There should be labor and food for all.
bondsman, will pay the debt be is about to incur, if
Concerning Christians.
he himself remains in good health, and repents of it
before be dies. He bas heard the cheering words of
Christians! What about Christians 7 Where are
Jesus that "there is Joy in heaven over one sinner they to be found 1 What a query or brace of queries
that repenteth, ?JWJ"e than in ninety and nine just when they surround one on every band! Yes, the
men who need no repentance," because they bav not Christians are a numerous body, counting in all
sinned; and under the influence of this secret bribe claimed to be such, including all those born in sobe induces himself to believe that be will make the called Christian lands of so-called Christian parentsheavenly arches resound with the accll,tmations of Christians nominally by accident of birth-and a very
angels and glorified spirits, when, after be is satiated much mixed lot they are, too, spreading out as they
with sin, and repents, be will be brought back to the do, from pulpit to penitentiary, in every Christian
fold as the lost sheep by the great shepherd, while land. But the real simon-pme Christians, ranking
the rest of the flock remain in the wilderness. with the truly good men of any other or no religion,
There can be no doubt that the natural tendency of do they abound to any alarming extent 1 No; they
the doctrin of vicarious atonement is to place him are as few and far between as angels' visits or
who believes it, and applies it to himself, at the mercy doctors' cures.
of any temptation that assails him, because he secretly
The saying, born in diplomatic circles in Europe,
feels that his sins were atoned for before be was "Scratch a Russian and you will find a Tartar,'' canborn, and that, when be commits them, be can draw not be applied in the Christian case, for one might
by faith on the merits of Christ's atoning blood to scratch a thousand Christians and not find ten truly
satisfy the demands of the violated law. A spend- good men. The writer has been scratching them for
thrift son, whose deceased father had placed millions thirty years, right and left, and the number of his
of money in the bank subject to his check, contracts fingers and thumbs exceeds that of true men found.
debt without hesitation, because be knows he is IV ere there a saying to this effect, "Scratch a Chrisabundantly able to pay. This doctrin, laid hold of tian and you will find a bypocrit," the rarity of exby the necessities of religion, bas always made the ception would prove it an iron rule ; yes, an iJ:on
church a city of refuge for transgressors of all kinds. rule, indeed.
To· day, and in this country, when a shrewd and saga"Then you assume," says a Cbrisfi,m at the
cious man becomes an :J,rdent religionist, and is de- writer's elbow, "that the average Inti. del is a better
voted to the church, he awakens suspicion, if he man than the average Christian~,
occupies a responsible position in a moneyed institu"Inasmuch as be is not a pious fraud, stealing the
tion, that he is out on a plundering expedition.
livery of heaven in which to serve the devil, be is a
The Infidel, for a motiv to an upright life, is under better man," the writer answers. "An Infidel may
no such delusion as that which misleads a Christian. be a moral, but, of course, cannot be n. religious
Happily for himself and society, be bas no religion hypocrit; and of the two evils be is certainly the
at all. He does right in his relations to himself and lesser one, for the religious P,ypocrit is always a
others because it is right in itself so to do, and con- moral bypocrit-a duality in hypocrisy.
duces to the general welfare of society of which he is
Now, of two horse-dealers, one an Infidel, the
a member. Besides this be believes and practices other a Christian, and I wanted to buy a horse, I
upon the fact that for a wilful deed of wrong, either should certainly go to the Infidel, for, taking it for
against himself or any other person, there is no such granted that I should he cheated in either casething as forgivness; that, as it is a debt which be somehow or other there seems to be an ironclad inhimself bas contracted, so be himself must pay it, compatibility between honesty and the nature of a
even to the uttermost farthing. The ·inexorableness horse-dealer-! should much prefer to be cheated by
of this law of natural morality, and the fearfulness of him than the other, as he wouldn't protest that be
that most terrible word in the English language- was a servant of Christ all the while be was trying to
remorse-as illustrated in the lives of evil-doers, are stick me with a wind-broken or ·spavined plug.
omnipotent motivs, and secure the perpendicubrity Being an Infidel it is natural, I suppose, that I
should go to the Infidel horse-dealer, the Christian
of hi,; walk through life.
as naturally going to the other, finding consolation
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
later on in the fact that be was not stuck by a godless
-----~~~~---man, but by a man of God.
Ingersoll on the Labor Question.
Square-toed, broad-backed, honest-Indian ChrisJi'rorn an Interview.
Every man ought to be willing to pay for what h11 tians are, in the light of my experience with CbriEgets. He ought to desire to giv full value for what tians as they run, rara ewes ; yes, indeed, rare birds.
be bas received. The man who wants $2 worth of It must be underst.ood that the writer speaks of prowork for $1 is no honest man. The man who wants fessionai Christians. There are multitudes of nomothers to work to such an extent that their lives are inal Christians lumped as the ·genuin article, but
burdens is utterly heartless. The toil of the world neither fish, :ftesb, nor fowl in the matter of thesboul!l continually decrease. Of what use are your ological opinion or religious belief, that would pan out
inventions if no additional comforts find their way to a large percentage of square-backs, let us hope, even in
the homes of labor~
the face of recent developments in high places; but
Why should labor fill the world with wealth and I iterate and reiterate that square-backs are rara
liv in want 1
aves among the professedly pious population. Why,
El'ery labor-saving machine should help the whole a Christian preacher, so-called-J o Cook-speaking
world. Every one should tend to shorten the hours lately of the number of professional Christians in the
world, said he hoped-hoped, mind that-that one in
of labor.
Reasonable labor is the source of joy. To work for twelve was a real Christian! He didn't venture it as
wife or child, to toil for those you love, is happiness, his belief, but hoped there was one in twelve! Eight
provided you can make them happy. But to work and a half per cent! A rather small percentage, but
like a slave; to see your wife and children in rags; greater even than be would flaG-footedly claim.·
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If the Rev. Jo means by real Christians those who
bav entered for the heavenly stakes, confident of
passing under the string as winners, I think that
when be hoped for only eight and a half real Christians even out of a buncb·ed, be hoped for more than
be could bag; for, unless the eleventh-hour or deathbed repentance, not to mention that of condemn.ed
murderers, when the gallows is the assured means to
this end, admits of tbeiJ: being slated for heavenly
joys, eight and a half per cent of those entered will
not pass under the string wiJmers, the trouble being
that many will try to win by a "foul," and fail, and
many more find they are too heavily "handicapped"
to win.
The fact seems to be that the path to heaven is too
narrow, if not too straight, for the pilgrims of earth
to pursue with ease and comfort; the rules and regulations of the road seem to be too numerous, too
onerous, and too exacting for human nature to comply with readily; hence the more numerously-traveled
broad-gauge road to sbeol. If the path and the requirements are not respectivly narrower and more
onerous than they should be, then the mistake was
made in human nature; it wasn't built up to meet
the heavenly demands upon it; it is too weak or they
are too exacting. This mistake, however, in the
eternal fitness of things, wouldn't matter if all bad a
chance to repent at the last moment, repentance
being the one thing essential; but many are cut off
without a moment's notice, and the chance to repent
is not theirs, and they perhaps walking much more
in the narrow path than those who get in their repentance at the eleventh hour. Repent even at threequarters past the eleventh hour, and ye shall be
saved, and never another man so great a villain; shut
out from repentance by sudden death, and your goose
will be cooked, and be kept cooking for ever, in the
oven of sbeol, and never a squarer man in life ! This
doesn't seem to be the equitable thing; yet, nevertheless, it is the :ll·on rule of the road to heaven.
Now, for an illustration of this . iron rule, let us
take one of these entries for the heavenly stakes.
Let us say that be is fully up to the average of the
"field," as good a Christian as you could find; in
short, a squarely good man-such a one would be
just as good a man by the name of Infidel as Cbrifltian-wbo.keeps pretty steadily in the narrow path,
shying over into the broad road semi-occasionally only,
say, owing to the fact that his human nature is not
always equal to his good intentions. IV ell, say be
goes to bed to-night, after repenting on reverential
knee of his sins to-day, with a prayer for forgivness,
and sleeps the sleep of the rigbteuus.-I once saw a
murderer asleep, and a more peaceful slumber and
pleasanter expression of countenance I never witnessed, but, perhaps, be was dreaming of heaven
where murderers most will congregate, they generally having abundance of time for repentance.-Well,
our friend gets up in the morning, and, after his orisons, ·sits down to breakfast, but, before the first
mouthful, is suddenly confronted with a crumpled
billet doux in the bands of his better half irate, with
face flushing and eyes flashing, who, as every well
regulated better-half is in duty bound to do, bas gone
through his pockets in his slumber, and brought
forth to the light of day a damaging witness against
her spouse, prhna. fcte/:(t evidence of c1·im. eon.,
horribile clictu, if not a catch flagrante delicto!
Staggered and thrown off the center, as it were,
by the sudden apparition of the criminating witness,
our friend plunges precipitately into the pitfall of
prevarication, floundering about like a fiounder
booked out of its nativ element alld thrown into
the basket of the fisher, and settling matters, after a
fashion, only by a flat-footed fib at last-perhaps the
first, surely the last, fib be ever told her. With half
a breakfast, eaten without appetite-these billets
doitx, sweet pe1· se, but contraband of conjugal love,
and paralyzing when brought forth by the party of
the third part ai·e not conduciv to appeLite-our
' to the worlcl as usual, leaYing
. befriend goes forth
hind him the black fib, and is instantly killetl by a
falling stone as he passes a bouse in proecss of erection within a block of his own. Now, by the Christian or heavenly program, this man is doomed, or his
soul is, to everlasting torment in the t:ery furnaces
of sbeol! This seems to be horribly monstrous, or
monstrously horrible, as you like it, but all the same
it is the Mosaic law, and as immutable as ihe laws of
the l\Iedes and the Persians.
It would seem that Christians, to be cocksure of a
seat in heaven, must needs be on the stool of repentance continually; but as they can't be, and attend to
business, there ought to he, in Yiew of sudden and
unexpected calls to the other side of Jordan, a SJ:St~m
of previous or advance repentance, F>O that a Cbnstlan
could repent a month ahead, say, of whatever sins he
might commit in that line. I should like to bear from
Christians in regard to this idea, entirely original
with me.
But I fear I am taking up space that should be
accorded my betters, and in conclusion will say that
as all that glitters is not gold, so all who shine as
Christian lights are not, by a long shot, square-back
mortals, the term "square-back" being understood.
SI SLOKUM.
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open in the house of David for sin. The blood touched the
Moody's Sermon on " Blood."
Roman spear, and it was not long before he had the Roman
"Would you turn to Genesis xii, 13? ' And Abraham government. The blood ran down from his side, and God
lifted up his eyes and looked; and, behold! behind him a will hav the world by-and-by. . . God is going to judge
ram caught in a thicket by his horns ; and Abraham went
the world by the blood. ' What did you do with the blood?'
and took the ram aud offered him up for a burnt offering in
If we make light of that blood, and send back an insulting
the stead of his son.' \Ve find here another type. 'I'he ram
message, saying we don't want the blood of God's dear son,
w~s typical; he was offered up in the place of Abraham's
we shall stand speechless before God's tribunal. \Vhat hav you
son. God loved Abraham so much that he spared his son ;
clone with God's blood? If we make light of that blood what is
but God loved us so much that he did not spare his son, but
going to become of our souls? . . Revelation di, 11:
freely gave him up for us all. Here we finrl that mountain'And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, :mel by
peak sprinkled with blood. Abraham was willing to do all
the word of their testimony, and they loved not their lives
\he Lord had told him, for he took the knife, and was ready
unto the death.' I don't believe there is a word in the
giv all to God. . . Then again in Exodus xii, 13, we
Bible Satan is fearing more than t!H~ word blood. I >hall reread : 'And the blood shall be to you for a token upon the
ceive a good many letters to-morrow attacking me for what
houses where you are; and when 1 see the blood I will pass I hav said to-day. These letters will say it is heathenish to
over you, and the plague shall not be upon you to destroy stand up and preach what would only do for an unenlightened
you, when I smite the land of Egypl..' . . Wherever age. May God forgiv anyone who would dare to teach such
blood was upon the door-post death ·passed over, and that a thing. If you will read your Bible in the light of CalYRry,
kept death out. It was not what they were. He did not you will find there is no other way of coming to heaven but
say, 'When I see your prayers, your good deeds, I will pass by the blood. The devil don't fear ten thousand preachers
over you ;' but 'When I see the blood I will pass over you.' who preach a bloodless religion. A man who preaches a
A little child that night behind the blood in Goshen was as bloo~less religion is doing the devil's work, and I don't care
safe as ]!loses. . . But if you are behind the blood of the who he is. It is said of old Dr. Alexander, of Princeton
Lamb, you are as safe for heaven as any man living on earth. Seminary, that as the students left, he would take them by
It a~n't when I see how holy you are-how you go to church the hand and say, 'Young man, make much of the bloodevery Sabbath-how you say your prayers-how you pay make much of the blood.' . . Sinner, be wise! don't
your debts-but when I see the blood. . . . It was the make light of the blood. An aged minister of the gospel,
ark that saved the fly and the elephant, and it is the blood when on his dying ned, said, 'Bring me the Bible.' Putting
that saves the weakest and the strongest. . . The blood hid finger upon the verse, 'The blood of Jesus Christ, his
shall be a token, and tbe great question is, Hav you got the son, cleanses us from all sin,' he said, 'I die in the hope of
token? If death should come after any one of us to-night, this verse.' It wasn't his fifty years' preaching, but the
are we sheltered behind the blood? that is the point. It is blood of Christ. \Vhen we stand before God's tribunal we
tbe blood that atones. Not my good resolutions, or prayers, shall be as pure as God, because we shall be washed in the
or position in society, or what I hav done, but what has blood of the Lamb. During the American war a doctor
been done by another. God looks for the token. . . We beard a man saying, 'Blood, blood, blood!' The doctor
must be born of the spirit, and sheltered by the blood, and thought this was because he had seen so much blood, and
then we become pilgrims for heaven. Turn to Exodus xxix, sought to divert his mind. The man smiled and said, ' I
16: 'And thou shalt slay the lamb, and thou shalt take his wasn't thinking of the blood upon the battle-field, but I was
blood and sprinkle it round ab:mt the altar.' Even Aaron thinking how precious the blood of Christ is to me as I am
could not. come to God until he sprinkled blood round about dying.' As he died, his lips quivered, 'Blood, blood,
the altar. From the time Adam fell there has been no other blood!' and he was gone. It will be precious when we
way a man can approach God bnt by the blood. You can- come to our dying bed-it will be worth more than all the
not hav an audience of God until you come by the way of world then. . . The blood is upon the mercy-seat, and
the blood. .So it bas been for six thousand years. It has
while it is upon the mercy-seat you go into the kingdom.
never been otherwise, and never will be. Leviticus viii, 23:
God says, 'There is the blood; it is all I hav to giv.'. The
'And he slew it; and Moses took of the blood of it and put blood is there, and God says, 'As long as it is there, there is
it upon the tip of Aaron's right ear, and upon the thumb of
hope for you. I am satisfied with the finished work of my
his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot.' 1 son, and will you be satisfied.' Don't go out until you can
had used to read a passage like this, and say it seemed abclaim this as yours. Think of that Atheist we hav been
surd. I think I understand it now. The blood upon the
praying for who is dying. I hope he will lay hold of Christ
ear, that a man can hear the voice of God. A man must be
before he dies. How clark and sad it is to go to the bed-side
sheltered behind the IJlood before he can hear God's voice.
of a dying Infidel @r Atheist, or one who is dying without
The blood upon the hand, that a man may work for God.
the light of the resurrection morn. I hope the light will
You cannot work for God until you are sheltered behind the
burst in upon him before it is too late. If we trust to Christ,
blood, and until you are sheltered it all stands for naught.
death has lost its sting and the grave its victory. You may
You may build churches, endow colleges, pay ministers and
hav read of that good man in America, Alfred Cookman.
missionaries salaries, but it all goes for naught until you are
While his friends were gathered round his dying couch his
sheltered behind the blood. . . God demands blood. He
face lit up, and with a shout of triumph, he said, 'I am
demands life. Man has sinned, therefore life must be forsweeping through the gates, washed in the blood of the
feited, and 1 must die or find somebody to die for me. My
Lamb!' And this echoes and re-echoes through America tofriends, I hav only just toucited this subject. If you read
day, 'I am sweeping through the gates, washed in the blood
your Bibles carefully you will find the scarlet thread running
of the Lamb!' May these be our last words, and there will
through the Bible. It commenced in Eden and flows on to
be no trouble then about an entrance into the kingdom of
Revelation. I cannot find anything to tell me the way to
God."
heaven but by the blood. That book [holding up the Bible]
wouldn't be worth carrying home if you take the scarlet
Freethought in Texas.
thread out of it, and it don't teach anything else, for the
Monday morning, May 24th, found me at Longblood commences in Genesis and goes on to Revelation.
'l'hat is what this book is written !or. It tells its own story, view. Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday nights I
and if a man should come and preach another gospel don't lectured in the court-house at this place. The
you believe him. If an angel should come and preach any- attendance was not very large, but greatly annoyed
thing else don't believe it. And if you are in a church. the bigots nevertheless. One devout Christian,
either dissenting or established, and the minister doesn't named John Maddox, proposed that he would be one
preach the blood: you get out of it a_s Lot did out of Sodom. of a dozen men to take me out of town. Texans are
Don't trifle with this subject of the blood. In your dying noted for their bravery. Here was a heroic soul, who
hour you would giv more to be sheltered behind this blood in defense of his creed stood ready to vanquish one
than for all the world.
. ·when I was in Dublin I gave twelfth part of a little InfidE I.
a lecture on 'The Blood,' and a lady wrote me and said, if
The Freethinkers at Longview are not numerous,
the blood was so important, why was it the early preachers, P. E. Coleman, W. W. Wood, Capt. A. W. Morrison,
the apostles. and Christ himself never referred to it? I Luke Howard, and Col. Thos. Durham being about
hadn't time to write to the lady, but I -wish she was present the only ones who take an interest in the cause. But
to-clay, for I will prove that the early Christians preached these are all true men, and deserve much credit for
nothing else. Would you turn to Acts ii, 22-36. It was the unpopular stand they hav taken. B. A. Norris,
Christ and him crucified the apostles preached, and nothing formerly on the staff of the New York World, and
el~c. It was this preaching Goo blessed, and which brought
who attended my lectures at Corsicana, kept me comso many in one day to the cross of Christ. [To further pany while at Longview.
prove this, Mr. Moody quoted Acts iv, 10; Acts v, 29; Acts
Thursday at 3 A.M. I left Longview for Cooper,
vii, 52; Acts viii, 32; Acts xvii, 2, 18, 31; Hebrews ix, 22;
county
seat of Delta county, where I was advertised
J\latthew xxvi, 28; Revelations i, 5.] If a man makes light
to begin a course of lectures Thursday night. Near
of the blood, how is he going to be washed in it? If he
makes light of the blood, how is he going to get rid of his Marshall a wreck caused a delay of five hours, which
sins? and how is he going to stand before that pure Go(\ un- prevented me from making connections at Jefferson,
lesH his sins are waRhed away? . . Colossians i, 20: 'And and compelled me to remain there a day. This is the
having made peace through the blood of his cross, by him to second time duri11g my lecturing career that a w1·eck
reconcile all things unto himself; by him, I say, whether has prevented me .from reaching my appointments on
they be things in earth or things in heaven.' The blood of time. Both, too, hav occurred in northeastern
the cross speaks peace. If I am sheltered behind the blood 'l'exas. Three years ago my train was wrecked not
there is peace, and there is no peace until my sin is covered. fifty miles from where the present wreck occurred.
On Friday afternoon I reached Sulphur Springs,
. . The blood of Christ speaks peace, and it will bring
peace to every guilty conscience and aching heart to-clay if where I found Joel Hays waiting to convey me to
you only seek it. John xix, 34: 'But one of the soldiers Cooper, twenty miles distant. At Cooper I gave five
with a spear pierced his side, and forthwith came thereout lectures, speaking Friday night, Satunlay afternoon,
blood and water.' There is a beautiful thought contained in Saturday night, Sunday afternoon, and Sunday
this verse. 'l'be spear that went into the side of the son of night. Saturday afternoon, Saturday night, and
God was the crowning point of earth and hell. I don't see Sunday night large audiences were present. The
how they could hav done a more cruel thing than that. You meetings were held in the court-house. It was with
may say that was the crowning act of sin. And the blood great difficulty that a hall was secured._ The churches,
came out and covered the spear, and a fountain was thus built to a great extent with funds begged from Lib-

erals and with the understanding that they were to
be used for secular meetings if desired, were of
course refused. The county commissioners were
Christians, and, although the heaviest tax-payers in
the county are Liberals and the building used for
nearly every purpose, objected to its being used for
a Liberal meeting. They were, however, given to
understand that if it was not granted a Freethought
hall would be built in the town and regular meetings
helcl. This caused them to yield.
The next thing in order on the part of the
orthodox was to cast about for a clergyman to meet
me and refute my arguments. Several resided in
Cooper, but these were either deemed unfit or were
unwilling to engage in the work. Finally, a parson
was found in Paris who agreed to come on Monday
night and answer me. I would then be one hundred
and fifty miles away, and as he would not hear the
lectures the task would be an easv one. It is the
same old story. . I do not believe~ that there is a
Methodist, Baptist, or Presbyterian clergyman in
Texas who will meet a Freethinker in debate. .There
are doubtless some in the rmal districts who feel
fully competent to do so, but their superiors forbid it. 'Vhen no Freethinker is near the clergy are
loud in their denunciations of Infidelity, and boast of
their ability and readiness to meet Ingersoll or any
other exponent of Free thought; but let even one of
the humblest of its advocates appear and they are as
silent as the tomb. One would think that the poor
dupes of priestcraft would sometimes become disgusted with the cowardice displayed by these paid
champions of the church.
The wealthiest and most intelligent citizens of
Delta county are Freethinkers, and although there are
not many of them, their superior standing in the
community secures for Freethought a degree of respect which it would not otherwise enjoy. Joel
Hays, Joseph Blackwell, E. Blackwell, Mr. McDowd,
George Ryan, and Mr. and Mrs. Snyder are the most
activ workers whom I met. Mrs. Snyder is a daughter
of E. G. Thomas, a well-known Freethinker of Huntingdon, Ind. My stay at Cooper was rendered especially pleasant by the hospitality and kindness of
1\'lr. Hays and his family.
Monday morning Mr. Hays took me to Honey
Grove, on the Texas and Pacific railroad, thirty miles
from Cooper, where I took a train to Fort vVorth.
On reaching Sherman, I felt an almost irresistible
longing to turn northward toward home. But I had
promised to visit Bowie, Cleburne, and Comanche
yet, and so must remain another week. These engagements emphasize the importance of having the
aiTangements for one's touT perfected before leaving
home, a thing which I generally endeavor to do. I
passed through Bowie twice in April, visited Cleburne in April and again in May, and was twice
within fifty miles of Comanche. Had these engagements been made earlier, but one hundred miles'
travel would have been requirecl to reach them; as it.
is, I must travel seven hundred miles.
The heat is very oppressiv here, and I almost
envy Reynolds and Jamieson theiJ: work up north.

J. E.
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News and Notes.
Contrary to my usual custom, on Saturday moming, May 22d, I arose with the lark, but did not like
that bird sing at heaven's gate; but mounted the
ancient seat of a lumber-wagon and rode ten miles to
take the train. However, the mail carrier was a
vivacious French Liberal, and I enjoyed his interjaculatory English, which I could about half understand; and between the pauses of the talk he would
sing the Marseillaise hymn, and its resonant notes
were quite in accordance with the bright steps of the
day which "like an army with banners" was coming
over the multitude of hills.
I was thQ only passenger on' the train for twentyfive miles, and I chuckled to myself to think that
King Solomon in all his glory could not hav chartered
for his single convenience so elegant a coach as I had
for my morning's journey. The Secular pilgrim was
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far ahead of the proudest despot of the Old WorldThe school-house was full at Kanosh, about one are the books and papers which form the library; the
tbanks to the, "continuity ... and "solidarity" of the hundred being present, the majority Mormons. The rest of the place is :filled with chairs, and on the
race and civilization in general. I gladly paid my lecture on " Universal l\1ental Liberty" was well re- present occasion all the chairs were :filled with peodollar and seventy-five cents toll, and I don't think ceived.
ple who had come to hear Mr. Wakeman talk on the
the railroad ?ompany_made much out of that trip. If
On Tuesday afternoon we came down to the lava necessity to the workingman of education and culture.
I had been hke my fnend Appleton, an uncompromis- rocks, several miles from Kanosh, on whose solid sur- It was largely a Liberal Club audience.
ing Anarchist, I should perhaps hav gone twenty-five face could be seen human footprints. This was once
From behind a table, among the books and papers,
miles afoot and alone, and thus hav shown my abso- a volcanic country. All over the valley are to be seen the president of the meeting emerged and explained
lute independence of all that had gone before.- But the waves and tumbling billows of lava that seemed the object of the gathering. It was to call attention
b_eing an eclectic philosopher, I was glad to hav my to hav paused on the very bend, motionless forever. to the library, which bad just been incorporated, and
smgle self supplemented by the universal world On the rocks I visited I could see the outline in full to take the place of the Liberal Club during the
and with Socialistic complacency I accepted the iro~ of human footsteps. They appear like fresh imprints, summer months. It would, in fact, be a sort of
horse and splendid coach furnished by the " long re- and not until I had carefully examined them could I "annex" to that larger organization.
sult of time," and was perfectly willing to pay taxes believe that they had been on the massiv boulder for
By the time the chairman had ended his remarks
for the ample accommodations that I received. Will centuries. This is assuredly the case. Whence came the room was crowded, and the walls were lined with
friend Appleton please take note of the immense ad- these signs of a life long ago? Evidently these people who preferred standing up to staying away.
vantages of a cooperation begun without his consent boulders had been hurled by some :fierce convulsion lYir. ·wakeman, being introduced, began his address
'rhich in the nick of time, over a rough sandy plain: from the neighboring mountain-top. The structure by saying that the labor army is now standing upon
offer~ for his solitar;r convenience a magnificent of the footprints makes it certa-in that they wer,e made what Homer would call one of the bridges of war.
cllm:wt that any old-tln;te monarch would hav given before the rock rolled to its present position, and It was a good place to stop and think. There was a
unlhons to hav had at his command7 I think Apple- therefore while it was on the bights above. Now, growing sentiment that wage slavery bad endured
ton, al~hough taxation was compulsory, would take these bights were once scattered isles. Hundreds of long enough. How was industrial liberty to be
the tram rather than walk ; and he would admit that years ago Salt Lake was an immense inland sea, and achieved? Not by violence. All legal power is on
cooperation without co~sent in this case was a mighty it dashed against these hills 150 miles south of its the side of the capitalistic class, and by the policeman
benefit.
present boundary. The Indians passing along in with his club and the recorder on the bench the law
I came on to Nephi, Utah, and from. Nephi to their canoes would land upon the still plastic soil and will be wrested, as it has recently been, to work
Juab, where I arrived at about noon of Saturday, leave these traces, all there is, perhaps, of a mighty against the so-called socialistic agitator until we shall
1tnd here stretched before me a journey of twenty- race. The rocks will not tell their marvelous secret. hav no freedom of speech at all. Laws of the ComJive miles in an open lumber-wagon beneath a broil- There was something grand and awful to me in these stock class can be used to exclude the literature of
ing sun. I was met by lHr. P. C. Neilson, of Scipio, few footprints on this barren rock, more impressiv labor from the mails when the notion strikes some
to which I was bound for a lecture in the evening. than the thunders of Niagara, for these were human post-office official to so co~strue them. The use of
Off we went. For fourteen miles not a home was to outlines, and brought me into the sublime presence force can only end in disaster to those who employ
be seen-only sage-brush, and sand, and rock, and of a fleeeting, rushin.g humanity grander than all the it. They will merely be suppressed by force and the
hills that seemed to be boiling like potatoes in the roll of waters. What a story might be told, if from question will be adjourned forever. There is no
air, which almost bubbled along the summits with these dainty marks, if from the dead form, we could power that can overthrow the present social fabric
the heat. The Utah sun is scorching when it sets traverse the living world, see the brain and heart that by force. The only feasible thing is political organization and culture. The working people hav thought
about it. I found the New Version utterly at fault. pulsed in that flying foot.
On Tuesday evening I lectured at Peterboro. it advisable to exclude lawyers from their organizaSheol would not do. King James's translation alone
did justice to my fervent feelings. There are some This is a small settlement, but its people are all Lib- tions. No greater mistake could hav been made.
old words that, like old wine, grow more vigorous with erals: and I bad a pleasant sojourn with them. I The people must make use of the learned professions.
age, and are exceedingly useful to the righteous soul enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas vVas there an instance in history where the common
people, without the leaa·ned class to guide and inwhen it is vexed. At the end of fourteen miles we Robinson.
On Wednesday I returned to Fillmore, where I struct them, had made a successful revolt '! From
came to one solitary habitation. There we refreshed
om·selvs with a drink of water, and then tugged lectured in the Mormon meeting-house on "The New Spartacus to \Vat Tyler and down to the present time,
slowly on again up the dusty canyon. At last we Heaven and Earth." The bishop of Fillmore is quite Mr. "\Vakeman could remember none. The lawyer
reached the summit, and Round Valley stretched be- Liberal. This is the :first time I hav desecrated a should be especially cultivated by the working class.
fore me just as the afternoon began to· mellow its meeting-house with my Infidel utterances. Hitherto He is the least trammeled of all men by ulterior interrays, and its golden shafts glanced on the far hill- I hav been confined to the school-house. The Mor- ests, and for what little defense we hav against
sides, and the whole valley seemed to sink into the mons are a bit afraid I. might hurt their temples of tyranny we are indebted to the legal profession. The
embrace of sunset with a thousand gleaming jewels. worship. But for once I hav entered the consecrated learned class stand between labor and capital, with
I was repaid for all my wearisome journey by this building, though I don't expect to hav another oppor- their sympathies on the side of labor. The working
people should use them for all they are worth. The
refreshing and beautiful scene ; I could almost im- tunity.
On Thursday I returned from Fillmore to Scipio, key to the solution of the labor problem is to be
agin myself Rosalas coming from the parched des~rt
into the Happy Valley. The moment the sun begms and lectured again in the school-house to a good found :first in organization so thorough that a boyto sink at these lofty hights-7,000 feet above the audience. This Friday morning I hav come from cott, when it becomes necessary to resort to that
SE'a-the atmosphere becomes delightful; cool breezes Scipio with Mr. Samuel Rowley and Geo. C. Veile to measure, will giv to the proscribed place the aspect
of a graveyard. Then the ballot should be employed
sweep through the palace of the night. The change Juab, where I take cars for Salt Lake.
I hav thus finished my campaign in southern Utah. :first, last, and all the time. Patience must be cultiseems almost magical from the parched noon to
.the star-lit hours when one has to wrap a blanket I hav lectured almost every evening, and hav traveled vated. Learn to labor and to wait. Above all get
two hundred miles in a lumber-wagon. I hav been wisdom. No capitalist can lock you out from that
about him to keep comfortably warm.
I had an audience of about two hundred at Scipio. I jolted about ten million times, and I feel as if every storehouse. Invite the learned professions to speak
enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. and 1\:Irs.Neilson. There atom in my body had changed position, and that I at labor meetinas and to divLtlge the information they
are some good Liberals in this settlement, Mr. Mon- am a "new man." I am ready to be baptized. I hav hav gained. The orator who has simply zeal without
roe, Samuel Rowley, etc. I met Geo. C. Viele, of a cartloa.d of dust upon me, and am part and parcel knowledge is the workingman's enemy. Abjure
Fillmore, the most vigoroils worker in this part of of the very soil of Utah. I hav been thoroughly nat- alcohol, and never allow yourselvs to be made to believe that in any form it can do you the least good.
the country, and I was glad to shake bands with this uralized from head to foot.
On Satmday evening I lecture again at Mmray, Liv high intellectually and low physically. The
frontiersman of our cause.
plainest food is the best. Find consolation, not in
Utah.
The next day, Sunday, I went with Mr. Viele to
On Stmday we hav our Liberal Festival at Haight's thinking of another world, of which the priests proFillmore, a distance of twent,y-:five miles, and lectGrove. On Tuesday and Wednesday, June 1st and fess to tell you ; not in dreaming of the imposured in the evening to a good audience in the old
2d, I lecture at Bingham, Utah; on June 5th and sible; not in pandering to the appetites, in strong
state house. Fillmore was once the capital of the
6th, at Hailey, Idaho; on June 7th and 8th, at Belle- drink, nor in gratifying the passions; but seek relief
territory and is laid out in a somewhat magnificent
vue; on June 13th, at Eagle Rock; on June 20th, at from temporary troubles in culture, in the study of
fashion, like the city of Washington, with broad
Butte City, Montana; on June 27th, at Helena; on books, in communion with the great minds of the
streets and immense squares. The state house stands
July 4th and 11th, at Bozeman. On my return trip past and present, and through these become acin solitary and somewhat decaying grandeur. in the
by way of the Union Pacific, I expect to lecture at quainted with the future.
midst of-arhat I should judge to be a forty-acre lot.
The speaker closed with a quotation from Goethe
the following places-but the dates are not :fixed:
Fillmore covers space enough for a city of fifty thouSalt Lake City, Ogden, Echo, Park City, Heber City, which he recited in German, in spite, as be remarked,
sand people. Every front yard is a small farm. FillUtah; Rock Springs and Laramie, Wyoming; Denver, of the fact that it might grate on the ears of some.
more was long since abandoned by the territQrial
Greeley, etc., Col.; Plum Creek, Seward, Fremont, "Whether this apology was intended to appeas~ the
legislature. It is fifty miles from any railroad station,
Lincoln, West Point, and OmPlla, Nebraska; Ot- Germans present or the English-speaking auditors,
is a quiet and pleasant place and is the headquarters
tumwa, Leon, West Union, etc., Iowa; Chebanse and Mr. "\Vakeman did not make entirely clear.
of a vigorous element of Freethought. My stay here
Such was the tenor of Mr. Wakeman's remarks,
Chicago, Ill. The return trip will occupy August
was very pleasurable. Geo. C. Viele, Mr. and Mrs.
and September. Friends along this route who desiJ:e extending considerably over an hour. H~s _listeners
Kelley, Mr. and Mrs. Robinson, Mr. Christensen, and
applauded him heartily at the close, but It IS safe to
lectures must write at once to Wanship, Utah.
others· are a happy company of Liberals. Mr. Viele,
say that many of them had never heard anything like
Juab, May 28, 188G.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Mr. Christensen, and myself kept a bachelor's hall.
it before. The present writer has listened to perhaps
I enjoyed the Bohemian life quite well, for they did
a hundred speeches o~ the labor problem within the
The Library Club.
cooking and the washing of the dishes, while I did
past year, including some by He~ry George all(l
the eating-that is, my share of it, which is always a
It was Friday evening, the fourth of June. The John Swinton, and lie has to agree with Mr. Walford,
good dividend, and I found such -an arrangement heavens bent with their accustomed serenity, and the who followed the speaker, that this address had more
very agreeable. I like to keep house on such terms. ubiquitous weather was fair. "In the absence of a common sense in it than any other that he ever heard.
Monday we drove down to Kanosh to the big ranch regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club to And the cause is easy to :find. Apart from Mr. W a~e
of Mr. Charles Crane, who runs about fifty thousand attend, the writer of this sat in his room lonely and man's ability, he is a Freethinker _and does not tnm
head of sheep in the territory and livs like a king, unoccupied as a fifth calf, if it be allowable so to his sails to catch any theological wmd ..
absolutely independent of the Mormons, who •vould speak. He unbuckled the badge-pin from the fa<;ade
The lecture was followed by a collection and a dislike to starve him out if they could. He has fought of his waistcoat, held it where the light was reflected
the latter being helped along by Mrs. Leoncussion,
the good :fight-though not the :fight of faith, but of from its lurid torch, and conned the legend that it
pluck-and so far is ahead. Only those who hav bore. Within the sound of his voice a church bell ard Madam Delescluze, Mr. vVaHord, and a speaker
passed through the experiences of pioneer Liberals, was calling the worshipers at St. Ann's to abase wh~ was not identified. The collection amounted to
oftentimes alone in their struggles, can realize the themselvs once more before the altar of superstition. $10.20. What the discussion itmounted to the re.
barbaric nature of this ecclesiastical tyranny, which It made him tired, and recollecting the opening of porter did not stay to l~arn.
On the evening of Fnday, the 11th, Miss Gertrude
is a strange eruption in the nineteenth century of the the "\Vorkingmen's Free Library at 143 Eighth street
ideas of four thousand years ago. There is nothing that l;light, he lost no time in getting there.
· B Kelly of Newark, will address the meeting at
new in Mormonism. It is a dreadfully old affair
The library room is not a large one. It is perhaps the sam~ place, and other speakers of ability will
mdeed,
. eighteen feet wide and fifty feet long. At one end follow,
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clergy than among dissenters, though be had not
always found it so here. Bu~, Mr. 'Yard, whom :he
next introduced had the Enghsh feehng.
Mr. Julius H.' -ward said that he had just come
from a congress of American churches which met to
counteract narrow tendencies and to widen the church.
He looked forward to the time when the church
would take in all the interests of society, and the
place for the .Free Religionists would be on the
Episcopal platform, working together under God for
the life of humanity.
After music, Mrs. Cheney then spoke of the readiness of the Free Religionists to take in what they
found good everywhere, either in English Episcopacy
or Indian Brahmanism, and paid a tribute to Mrs.
Joshee. whose success in her medical studies in Philadelphia was to be crowned with a hospital in her
Eastern home.
Mr. J oshee spoke in a very simple and natural way
of the novelty of the meeting to him, and described
an excursion of his to a farmhouse. The Quaker
lady, to whom he bad an introduction:, peeped out
through the blinds and wanted to shut the door·in
his face.
He was tired and sat down on the stepo,
and she oil'ered him a dollar; but he heard tLat she.
was very religions. Then he met her husband, a
man v. ith no religion, no ethics, no anything, and he
found that he was all right. He was a friend, and
J oshee went in and stayed all night.
After more music, Mr. Conway introduce,} Rev. 1\I.
J. Savage, who in his modesty told a story of a
circuit-rider who introduced himself as tt llleRseng€·r
of the Lord, and was told by his friend, "'Vel!, the
Lord lllust be mighty short on it for hands." He
took up the same thellle as the earlier speakers, the
broadening of faiths, and said th~tt he wanted something broader than Unitarianism, broader than Christianity, and that was humanity. The religion of
humanity was moving forward, and going as fa.st,
perhaps, as is healthy. We liv in an age of change.
It took centuries to get from paganism to Christianity, centuries more for science to replace credulity,
and we must not expect our own movement to triumph at once; and Ee told the story of the colored
preacher who bad been struggling with .Abbot's
"Scientific Theism," and at last gave it up, with the
explanation that he could believe in God a good deal
easier than be could read that book.
F. 1\I. HoLLAND.

On Friday forenoon, May 28th, Mr. MoncUl'e D.
Conway made a vigorous attacks on Mr. John Fiske's
attempt to get arguments from science for endowing
the great unknown cause of all things with moral
attributes. This conception is not authorized by
Herbert Spencer, and is utterly untenable in view of
the amount of moral and natural evil, a result whose
cause cannot be good. The speaker pictured the
devil as appearing to him and saying: "Do you want
to construct a perfect system of scientific theism~
To do it, you must hav one thing-me! You know
that Jehovah could not stand alone until I came from
Persia to help him, and make him the First Person in
the Trinity. The Universalists hav tried to get
along without me, and you see where they are. You
must look at the evil as well as the good; and so
you can hav no religion without me."' '·But who are
you~" At this question, the horns and hoofs disappeared; Satan's eyes turned to volcanoes, his hair to
the sweeping ~Sands of Lhe desert, his mouth to a
marsh breathing out malaria, his limbs to barren
rocks. He is inorganic natUl'e, destitute of moral
pnrpose.
This whole address is soon to appear in the Inde:t,
and the number for May 27th has published an essay
written in a kindred spiht, by Dr. Edmund Montgomery, for the Convention of the 28th. Its length
made it more fit for presentation in this form. The
subject is "The Scientific Basis of Religious Intuition." .Among characteristic sentences are these:
·'Those of us are innocent of the real ways of nature
wlw, during a civilized walk among flowers and butterflies, giv vent to feelings of veneration for the
benignant power that bas shaped such beautiful and
hiitppy things. These very gauderies of our earth
are out-and-out the product of successful cunning
u,nd greed." "It is very evidently a misleading illusion to believe that there exists any moral purpose
and direction in the universe outside human consciousness." "1\Ioralit.y is a delicate effiuence of
human reciprocity, existing exclusivly among om
01vn conscious selvs, and nowhere else, as far as our
knowledge reaches." " Genuin morality is always of
the social kind, being exclusivly of social origin and
significance."
NoTE.-To these records of how fast thought is moving in
Substantially the same ground was taken by 1\fr. Boston, I wish to add au inst a nee of how much freedom of
B. F. Underwood, who showed that nature is so speech is encouraged iu Texa~. Ju:lge Cook, who, as candivlainly unmoral as to giv no basi~ for scientific the- date for governor, is not particularly desirous to make himism. Dr. Paul Carus complained of the lack, even in self unpopular, Rays in reply to those who thank him for
criticism of the Knights of Labor. '·By the help of God
this free land, of really free thought. And this ses- some
ant! the other gentlemen, l hope to he able to stand the racket."
sion of the Convention of the Free Religious Assoeiation closed by an indignant exposure by a Brahman
of" .What is wanting in Christianity." Mr. Gopal Vinl\Ir. Everett in His Own Behalf.
ayak told, amid frequent applause, how the religion
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Bir : THE
of the Americans had proved itself lacking justice TRUTH SEEKER of the 29th is at hand, and words fail
in their robbing the Indian of his land and the me to fitly express my views on its "make up;" I only
African of his freedom; lacking humanity, in the wish that it may continue. Had I wealth I would
cruelty toward the Chinese, as well as in the oppres- ask you to strike me off one thousand of these pictsion of the poOl'; and Jacking in honesty of purpose ures, like those this week, and I would cover every
from the day when Jesus worked miracles to make dead wall in this city. Underneath each I would hav
people believe in him, to this time, when missionaries added, " Subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton
are sent out to open markets for manufactures.
Place, New York, $3 per year.'' But I write this to
'rhat afternoon the labor problem was taken up by ask you to giv me a little space to put my case beH~n. Canoll D. Wright, who showed how much bet- fore Pollock, Severance, W. E. S., et al, as I see your
ter off the laborer was now, as a worker for himself, piece, "Knights of Labor Bigotry," has stirred up
than he was in old times, when he was a serf work- not a few. Pollock dubs me a crank. To that I say,
ing for his master. The only trouble is that the in- "Pollock, would to TrrE TRUTH SEEKER thou and
terests of laborer and employer often clash. Hence many more were as I, save these bonds." I may not
the need that workingmen organize for mutual de- use the mildest methods in dealing with superstition;
fense. Best of all would it be for the laborer to be as to that it is but a difference of opinion. 0 Poladmitted to so full and fair a· share in the profits as lock, I may be cranky; if so, thank THE TRUTH SEEKER.
to bring the interests of labor and capital into per- I hav no use for Gods, Christs, or any of the tomfeet harmony.
foolishness of religion. For this, and daring to pubThat evening there was ,a very pleasant festival in lish the same in a town ovenun by Christians, am I
the Meionaon. The chairman, Mr. Moncure D. Con- in the sad plight of to-day. I am a law-abiding citiway, of Brooklyn, N.Y., congratulated the association zen; I neither drink liquor (not even beer, though an
on having planted itself on a purely ethical basis and anti-Prohibitionist) nor use tobacco; in fact, as exleft all speculations about theology to individual pressed by one upholding the course taken by the
taste. After music by the Weber Quartette, he in- Knights, the only thing they found against me was,
troduced a representativ of the race whose genius '·He curses God Almighty in words that wou~d
first opened to religion its highest development.
shock a pagan." How?-" calling h1m the most hogRabbi Schindler spoke of the reproach cast upon ish monopolist of the age~" vVith this as a prelude
the ra~icals o~ tearing down, without building up, I will now briefly state the case as it js, so that every
and smd that 1t was not a thing to be ashamed of, reader of TrrE TRUTH SEEKER may hav a chance to infor it is not om· business to build up. The :r;neta- telligently consider the facts as they are, and what I
phor ·is a mistake. Religion is not a building shall say here I will prove when called on. In the
which can be constructed by artificial effort. It :first place, let me state I am not opposed to labor or
is a tree that. ~rows, and all we can do is to prune labor interests, or even the Knights of Labor on its
away the dead branches and remove the incum- broad basis of its principles; but when the order is
brances that keep it back from the sunlight and used, as it has been in my case, to oppress a man
the airs of heaven. · We cannot teach religion, whether simply because he publishes a Free thought paper,
it is Judaism or orthodoxy or Liberalism. Free- then I will oppose it untp justice is done me.
thought the cornpmnity now grows full of. Our
In July, E.llr. 285, I commenced the publication of
largest building, even Boston Common itself, would the Lctbor Advoc11te in this place, advocating labor
not now hold those whose faith has grown up from and Freethought. As the result of my labors, Sepwithin to this freedom. Their faith was not built up; tember 3d an assembly was organized of thirty-seven
and we should acknowledge plaifnly that our mission members. I hav heretofore refrained from claiming
is to tear away obstructions, and let our tree grow any credit for being the instrument by which am
up to shelter the whole community.
assembly was organized here. I wrote for an organMr. Co:qway now said that he had found a more izr,r; I saved all my labor exchanges and scattered
cordial welcome in England among the established 1 them ; I from the first issue urged organization _;

when it came to getting up the names some one
wanted me to procure them ; the organizer wrote
me to that effect. To them both I replied, No, I am ·
known as a rank Infidel, and it may prejudice the
order if I get up the names. From the :first to the
last in the assembly mom .I s'aid nothing of my views
or my paper other than the night of the organization
when I took the organizer aside and told him if there
was anything to recognizA a God or religion I ·wanted
to know it and I would retire. He assured me there
was not. I placed myself on record before those assembled as an Infidel, asking if any objected to me to
make it known. No objection was made, and I took
the obligation, but refused to take it with an uplifted hand, as the A. K requires, so had to take it alone, the rest waiting. Now, though the order has
no chaplain or prayers, why do they require your
band to be uplifted when taking the obligation?
Soon after the charter came they found the A. K nquired a book on the center table to represent knowl~
edge, so in they toted -a gilt-edged, brass-bound Bible.
I objected to it on the grounds that the constitution
and by-laws said the order paid no regard to creeds,
aud, therefore, no book representing religion or irreligion was a lawful book to represent knowledge. I
called for the dictionary, or even last 1ear's almanac,
so that it was not a representativ book of creeds or
no creeds. I said I would object, on the ~>ame
grounds, to hav Paine's "Age of Reason" there, basiug my objection on the law laid down in the constitution and by-laws, and the statement made by
Powderly himself at the last General Assembly.
Below is an extract from the Manchester, N. H.,
Hurl_qet, labor paper, that published what purported
to be his words-italics are mine:
At the late General Assembly of the Knights of Labor
which convened at Hamilton, Ontario, Oct. 5, 1885, T. V.
Powderly said:
•' I pledge you in the name of this Order that henceforth
we will move onward and forward, knowing no color, no
creed, no nationality."

The l\Iaster Workman then arose ancl said that the
next night a suitable book would be placed there in
its place. Now, notice Christian duplicity-the next.
night, after the Assembly was called to order, and at
a time when I could not withdraw without a great
disturbance, they fetched forth the same gilt-edged,
brass-bound Bible and laid it reverently on the
center-table. I said nothing, but awaited the coming
of recess, when I could reti.J:e without any scene; but
that night, contrary to their usual custom, they had
no 1·ecess, so I awaited the close, and I never went
back, for I referred the matter to the· court, and
finally it went to the General Master Workman by
the lodge .under their statement, and he decided
against me. Below is the letter. I giv it entire,
without any comments, which I would like to make.
but, <vant of space forbids:
·
0FFIOE oF THE GENEI!AL MAsTEl! WonKMAN, 1

ScnANTON, PA., Oct. 23, 1885.
J
L. vV. BowE!!S, "\Vabash, Ind., Dear /:3ir and Brotlw1·: The
book on the center-table may be a Bible, a copy of the constitution, or the A. K.
Some men entertain the idea that they should fi<'ht God in
order to emancipate labor. They become members of the
order and at once begin to advance their ideas. Ninety ..
nine one-hundredths. of 01.11' order belong to some religion m·
other and will oppose the introduction of Infidelity as a means
of elevating labor, and if our Infidel members will only jigM
aggregated capital instead of the creator tlt£,1/ wn accompli;lt
I>Ometfling, 0TI!EI!WISE TilEY WILL NOT,
I
Your Assembly did right. Accept my thanks.
Fraternally yours,
T.V. PownEHLY, G. l\I. \V.

Italics and small capitals are mine. I want you to
notice particularly those words in small capitals and
couple them with the words in small capitals under
the head of "Expulsions'' further on. Immediately
on the receipt of this letter, I placed a written withdrawal in the hands of the Master Wm.nan. He
granted me my request, as my dues were all paid, and
I now hav my receipts up to November 1st. The
d:1te of my withdrawal was October 26th. I also
ehanged the paper to a distinct and entire Freethought •paper, changing the name to Rights of
.Man. December 1st, I moved my office to Mt.
Vernon. The office that did my press-work refused
to do my work a little over a month after I commenced there, though I had paid right up, and so I
bad to suspend. I was aware some force was working against me, but knew not at that time what it
was, though the prosecuting attorney told me he had
letters from parties in Wabash stating they were not
only determined to stop my paper, but run me out
of the state. He refused to giv me their names. I
came back here the 5th of February, and was handed
by a friend a copy of 1'he Journal of United Labo;·
(official organ of the Knights of Labor) of the elate
of .Jan.. 25, 1886, and I found this under the head of
"EXPULSIONS."
No. 1510. By L.A. No. 4,204, Wabash, Indiana, Arthur
C. Everett, for violation of obligation and eonduct unbecoming a Knight. Hight, six feet; dark complexion; wears
eye-glasses; NOW EDITOR OF A PAPEH IN l\-IOUNT VEI!NON
called T!te Rights of Man.

These words in small caps are as significant to the
members of an order who m·e constantly advised to
" Remember your friends and boycott your enemies,"
as was the advice given by the Irishman at the fight
at Donnybrook Fair: "Whenever you see a. head hit

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE. 1.2, 1.886.
it." Now, then, another thing right here: the constitution and by-laws say every member shall hav a
fair and impartial trial and be furnished a· copy of
t~e charges. Now, I never knew a thing about the
trial, never had a copy of the charges; in fact, knew
no~ a thing of it until I saw the above in print.
Neither can they get rid of this charge by saying that
they sent them by mail, for I was no obscure man neither was there any other Everett who would b~
likely to get it. And further, from Oct. 26th to Dec.
8th, they had plenty of time to cite me to trial, and
I would hav been only to glad to meet them; but no,
like sneaking, cowardly Christians, they waited until
I went away, then went through the farce of expelling
me; for I can prove that by withdrawing on the 26th
of October, having my dues paid ahead, I was legally
no longer a member. I then started out to get work,
but I found that I was a marked man, for- wherever a
Knight could discriminate against me, he did it.
For a time I was in Toledo, and while there I wrote
out in brief rny grievances and sent them to T. V.
Powderly. Here is his answer :
SonAN'l'ON, March 6, 1886.
AnTrrUR C. EvEnETT, Esq., 216 Tenth street, Toledo, Ohio,
My Dear Si1·: If the case stands as reported by you, then a
wrong has been done.
·
I will cause au investigation to be made.
I hav a right to my opiniori, as you undoubtedly hav to
yours. Whether you are a Christian or a heathen has nothing to do with the question before us.
You will hear from me later on.
T.V. Pn'.VDERLY, per J\LS.F.
Respectfully yours,

Though since then I hav repeatedly written him,
yet he remains silent. Why~
I, in all this, and now, only ask to agree to disagree. In the assembly room I said not a word in
regard to my paper-the rules exclude politics andreligion. Constitution and by-laws, T. V. Powderly
says, pay no regard to creeds. Then why this unjust oppression of me? Show me that I hav violated any obligation or done that which is unbecoming a Knight, and I will make amends if it does notrequire a recognition, even tacitly, of religion.
Further, convince me beyond a doubt that the
Knights of Labor are entirely free from any religious
taint (and by that-act you will hav to convict Wabash
Valley Local Assembly No. 4,204 of injustice), and
they will hav no stronger champion, as far as my
ability lies ; and I will run my paper, as before, in the
interest of the Knights of Labor and Freethought.
In the assembly room I never advanced my views. It
is not the place for any one to advance their religious
views ; in tht:re they are assembled to discuss the
labor problem and devise means to ameliorate the
condition of the wage-worker. Outside they should
and must agree to disagree. And, in olosing, I am
willing and anxious to meet any committee on this.
I will meet them half-way; I will concede everything
that is fair; but in the Knights of Labor they can't
hav me and the Gods and Christs of that Bible
which upholds the monopolists and capitalist,; by
teaching us " to be subject to the higher powers,"
and to "submit yourself to every ordinance of man
for the Lord's sake." Until the wage-worker is
evoluted so far that he is far enough above superstition to trample such damnable teaching and it~
authors (metaphorically) beneath their feet, they cannot look for much advancement in their condition.
Freethinkers, I don't write this for aid, but I hope
that it may bring justice to me; not that I want to
come out ahead, but that I can stand a better chance
to get employment. Some may yet say that I am
not boycotted. Well, let them tell me why it is that
when I agree to contract to· work for a man three
months for four dollars a week, giving him the first
week's work, as it was new business to me, the job
was given to another. Again, I had a chance to buy
a small second-hand press. I had paid all but seven
dollars on it, and though out of debt and willing to
mortgage my material to secure it, giving one dollar
for the use of it two months, I could not hire it and
had to giv up the press.
I shall resume the publication of Rights (~f' JJ[an
in some locality as soon as I can get a press, for I
hav a good many subscribers whose time has not run
out, and it is the only way I can pay them, they having paid -ahead ; and I wish this could be settled before I get out the initial number, for I don't wish to
even seem to be working against labor interests.
For the destruction of all myths,
An iconoclastic Materialist, ARTHUR C. EvERETT.
lVabash, Ind., Lock box 171.
PERHAPS the most important editorial that has recently appeared in the Baptist Exmniner is the following. \Ve get it by way of the Evening Post's
"Religious Opinion:". "Biliousness is very prevalent at this season, the symptoms being bitter taste,
offensiv breath, coated tongue, sick headaches, drowsiness, dizziness, loss bf appetite. If this condition
is allowed to continue, serious consequences may result. By promptly taking--'s sarsaparilla a fever
may be avoided, or prematm·e death prevented. It
is a positiv cure for biliousness. Sold by all druggists."
SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of
the boo~s we hav for s11le.'. The catalog is free,

Land Robbery.
·If our public domain had been turned over one
hundred years ago to the inmates of any insane
asylum, they could not hav made a worse disposal of
it than Congress has.
If I go out forty rods from where I now sit, I
come to a lot of hundreds of acres owned by two
men. If I go down this railroad eight miles, I come to
a lot of thirty-six thousand acres owned by the heirs of
one man. If I go fom· miles fm-ther, I come to a lot of
eight thousand owned by two men. If I go east
twenty miles, I come to a lot of seventy thousand
acres owned by one man. · This is what I am told by
the oldest inhabitants here. They say much of this
land was bought of our government years ago for·
ten cents an acre.
If the government had given out this land as they
should hav done, without money or price, in farm
lots, to those who would hav cultivated it, and who
had a natmal or birthright to it, it would now be
under cultivation and furnish revenue for the public
expenses ; or, if it had been kept in the hands of government, the oak timber on much of it would now be
worth several hundred dollars an acre for railroad
sleepers. But the young timber on much of it has
been cut off once in twenty or thirty years, bmnt into
charcoal, ground into powder and sent to Philadelphia to filter whisky through, while the railroads
are sending to Illinois and other states for sleepers;
and the men brought up around these tracts, who
would hav~been glad to cultivate it, and who had a
birthright to it, hav been driven into mines, factories, to the ocean and the ends of the earth to find
labor; and thtts all the other departments of industry
hav, by this wholesale robbery, become overstocked
with hands, tmderbidding each other to get bread.
This land robbery is the sole cause of nine-tenths
of all the trouble now existing between capital and
labor, the cause of nine-tenths of all the poverty,
vice, crime, and misery. Aliens own thirty mi11ions
of land here, on which their agents are making slaves
of our own countrymen who hav been robbed of their
birthright to land.
If our government would restore all the wild land
to the people, let all who want it hav a farm lot free,
and allow no man to own more than one hundred
acres, reserving the balance for future generations,
and do it very soon, they will save the nation from
Anarchy, and a more destructiv revolution than the
world has ever known.
J. HACKER.
Berlin, N. J.

________

_.~.---------

Our London Letter.
If there is one thing above another that the Christians of all ages hav claimed as one of their most
conspicuous features, it is humility; and probably the
reason why this "virtue" is so rarely visible in the
believer is because he esteems it as so precious a
thing that it should not be used in an everyday, commonplace manner, but should be carefully treasured
up like the gilt-edged family Bible, and must not be
exposed to the light of day for fear of its becoming
tarnished. As, however, the faithful never act for
themselvs, but invariably rule their conduct by the
example set them by their leaders, and as these latter
are not particularly humble-minded, their humility
decreasing in proportion as their salaries increase, it
may be that the flock does not like to appear wiser
than the shepherd, and therefore- keeps what are
called the Christian virtues in the background. Last
Sunday I attended a popular chapel to hear a sermon
given by a prominent preacher ih the Dissenting
interest, being assured that I should hav a great
intellectual treat. A doctor of divinity is supposed
to possess great learning, and every word he speaks
is spoken with authority, and must not be gainsaid;
so I prepared myself for a marvelous discourse, and,
as might be easily supposed, was considerably disap·
pointed.
'l'his great orator, as he is termed, had his oration
already prepared, and so had nothing to do but read
it, which occupied him the best part of an hour-and
,·ery ill spent time for myself it was; the only thing
I gathered was that humility and arrogance appear
to be synonymous terms. The "learned" doctor
o·1we it as his ipse dixit that the office of a preacher
~vas the most honorable that any man could possibly
eno·age in, and one that archangels might enjoy, on
t.h; principle, I suppose, of "anything for a change."
He considered that the singing and prayers were
superfluities--in which ~ entirely agreed-but t~at
preaching was the one thmg needful, as the preacher
was the person who could inform the laity all about
the inmost thoughts of God, and consequently he
should be carefully looked after and well paid for
such very valuable servioes. . The Prot~stants m:e
always loud in their denunciations of their Catholic
rivals for believin(J' in the infallibility of the pope and
that he is in dire~t communication with the celestial
authorities but to my unenlightened mind I could
not see th~ difference in the two assumptions; they
appeared to me to be exactly the same. ·Th~s very
humble discourse was for the purpose of extohng the
missionary business, and ended with a collection for
>;Qme missionary society.
No doubt it influenced

many of the believers to giv bountifully, and brought
much grist to the mill.
These societies hav bee-n doing fairly well of late,
notwithstanding the trade depression, and I understand. the church missionary society had the largest
haul last year that had ever fallen into their net.
How the wire-pullers must chuckle at· the simplicity
of the contributors! And what high old times they
can hav with so much money passing through their
hands! But as missionaries are such extremely ·
useful members of society, and produce so much more
than they consume, we cannot grudge them what
they are able to secure. It is highly necessary that
the incomes of the various religious societies should
increase every year, as during the months of May
and June, when Exeter Hall is in all its glory, all the
exhibitions and other places of amusement are open,
and as it behooves the country clergy to visit all the
sights while they are in London, their expenses ar_e
increasing, and therefore must be met by some one If
they cannot manage so to do themselvR, and they are
not likely to do this while the begging-box goes round
so merrily and fills so well.
J. D.
London, E'ng., 1\Iay 29, 188G.

.Anti-Mongols.
I never knew the cause of the hostil move against
the Chinese out here until I became familiar with the
locality. One must sympathize with the feeling
while here. Eastern people do not see the importance of the common labori!lg man, but \Veo;terns
feel it daily. Loafers, non-improvers, non-producers,
are utterly useless to our small, growing c?mmunities. Now we face the cold, naked proposition out
here : Shall we become a region held by a few landlandlords and merchants, where all the labor is done
by Chinese~ Shall our social system become Orientalized? Did you ever notice how the English sparrows exterminate all other birds, save the few large~>t
birds of prey~ Just so do the Chinese root out, displace, and annihilate all other workers. Every man
will tell you here that, were there a conceivable limit
to this 1\.:i:ongol immigration, or even to the variety of
its occupations, the situation could not be so alarming. But when we know that fifty million Chinese can
introduce themselvs here within a few years and never
be missed in China, and that they fill every occupation, from law and medicin up to the most necessary
daily labor, doing everything deftly, insinuating
themselvs everywhere, supplanting all but the great
employers, and even them in time, becauo;e labor conquers all things, the people of this coast, seeing,
feeling this every day, no wonder the phenomenon
assumes, to those looking ahead, monstrous proportion8. " The fact is, the Chinese beat us on every
point where hand labor, perseverance, and tireless industry are required," said a very old resident here to
me. But the Westerns would not even object to
them for all that, alarming as the future looms up.
These Mongols huddle together in their own quarters liv on ten cents per day, never spend a penny outside' of themselvs, never improve. Their labor, though
of use never redistributes one dollar's worth, and is
theref~re a positiv calamity, like sickness, litigation,
etc. The Irishman or Yankee you employ buys of
you builds near you, adds yearly to values here; the
Chi~ese take your cash, but never reciprocate directly
or indirectly. All history proves that whenevei~~ny
sect or people clan together among another, takmg
from but never reciprocating, they become hated, and
exterminators or exterminated. A thousand years
n.c. thus did the Jews, and were mobbed out of every
city and state in time. Ditto Parsees, Gipsies, Mormons, etc. The humble negro among us buys and
sells and finds warm friends in almost every house.
Here is the explanation of anti-Mongolism, and eli?
you reside here it would " come home to your business and bosoms." It's-a mistake about the Chinese
sending out gold, nor would it matter if they did, if
they exchanged their imports for our products. "The
Chinese will never do." Wisely, the people out here
are determined to cease all patronage of John.
Never could I conceive how such monstrom; masses
of people could occupy the cities and towns so ~lose
together as described by Ab~e H~t~ (the ,b~st Chmese
traveler who ever wrote) until I VISited Chmese town,
San Erancisco. The Chinese in person are very clean
and well-dressed, look as just out of the bath, forever dabble in water. This cOITects the foulness of
their herding somewhat. A room 20x20 will hold as
many as can lie down, and some that lie across~
Fact. You can see that these large tenement houses
are filled from garret to cellar wit~ J_ohnnies, as so
many rats. You are in the cellar, It I~ JUSt the same;
but beneath that lowest deep there IS a lower deep,
and beneath that another, and all stuffed full of Chinese. By the skies! but 'tis a 'sight to_ ~ee..
I therefore believe that there are Cities m China
not down on the maps, containi~g from one _to. ten
million people, as Hue says. Then· censtts, he msists,
is taken with more accuracy and speed than we dream
of, because every nine souls has a head, a tenth,
whose report is ever ready for the heads of hundreds
and thousands.
Cr,ARKF. IRVINE.
Portlrtnd, Or,
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The Blood of the Lamb.
By due course of mail the following letter arrived
at this office :

" 1HADISo:-~, Omo, May 15, 1886.
"Tnu-rn SEEKEI: CoMPANY : Please take my name off your
list, as I don't want the paper. The last picture is too horrid for my Christian friends to look at.
"Respectfully,
H. C. GILL."

The picture referred to was in the issue of THE
TRUTH SEEKER of May 15th, we take it. The reader
will doubtless recollect that the illustration brought
not only to the mind's eye but to the physical eye the
vicarious atonement scheme in all its hideousness,
whereby, through the bleeding of Jesus Christ, man's
moral debts are all canceled. There was nothing
"honid" :tbout the illustration except the idea-and
for that, Mr. Gill will doubtless readily acknowledge,
our artist is not responsible.
Mr. Gill's reason for discontinuing his subscription
is that the picture shocks his Christian friends.
While we may admire l\Ir. Gill's consideration for his
friends' views, we can hut wonder whether his friends
are as considerate of his opinions, and whether, in
casting out the pictorial mote, as shown them by a
Freethought paper, they hav also ejected the verbal
bloody beam upon which their religion rests.
That the Christian religion is bestial in its source
there is no doubt. It is better :fitted for African
cannibals than for civilized peoples. But a great
many do not realize the brutal character of their superstition, and the picture, "Jesus Paid It All,", was
designed to open the eyes of such, and reveal to them
its hmrid absurdity. It appears that Mr. Gill's
friends do not wish to be enlightened, and Mr. Gill
is complacent enough to stop taking a Freethought
paper that they may remain in darkness. Probably
it never occurred to l\1r. Gill's Christian friends that
if they did not like the pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER
they need not look at them. If we never printed
anything that the Christians could object to, THE
TRUTH SEEKER would be an orthodox, not a heterodox,
journal. "'\Ve are not yet quite ready to join the
church.
But about this blood. Blood, according to Christian theology, is the sole redeeming element. The
blood of Christ is drank at every communion, and
his body eaten. The Old and New Testaments are
crimson with blood, with which God was pleased.
The part blood plays in mQjll's alleged redemption
has been the theme of innumerable theologians.
Only a few months ago a book on this "root principle'' of Christianity was published, and so eminent
a Protestant clergyman as Howard Crosby made it
the text for stating over again the basis of religion.
He said:
'' In this book on the use of blood to denote union of life,
Dr. Trumbull has brought out into clear light the habits of
nations most diverse in character, situation, and age. He
shows that the blood was reckoned as the principle of life,
and that hence participation in another's blood was the apiJropriation of his life. The insertion of another's blood into
the veins, the drinking of another's blood, the sprinkling with
another's blood, are all shown to be in accordance with this
root idea. Although this thought is not new, yet Dr. Trumbull has clothed it with new interest and force by the vast
number of illustrations which he has laboriously brought
forward, and has insisted on a prominence for the thought
which heretofore has not been given it. No one can read
his attractiv pages without being convinced that his position
is just, and that this notion of life union was prominently
connected with all blood-ratified treaties and covenants.
That this idea is found in the atonement by the blood of the
lamb of God is undoubtedly true, and yet we fear Dr. Trumbull has made a mistake in not expressing the other and still
higher blood-idea connected with that atonement. In the
expiatory offering of the Lamb of God there is not only a

•

unionjO'I"'Ined, but also sln punished, and, while the drinking

Christ's blood (John vi, 54) is certainly union with his life,
the shedding Christ's blood is just as certainly the punishment of sin. Here the blood is not life, but death. That is,
here is not the infusion of blood, but the effusion of blood.
Life is taken away, and not given. The sacrificial system
which God enjoined represented both ideas-the pouring out
of the blood for sin, and the participation in the blood for.
tile union of life ; and the former was necessary to the latter.
Without the shedding of blood there was no remission."

The most noted revivalist of modern times, Dwight
L. Moody, has given the world a graphic pen-picture
of the estimation in which Christians hold blood. The
few extracts from his sermons on another page may
be the means of enlightening Mr. Gill's Clu:istian
friends as to what their religion really is. If they are
as "touchy" on Moody's sermons as upon THE TRUTH
SEEKER's picture, we shall look to shortly see them
full-fledged Freethinkers. In Mr. Moody's preachment Mr. Gill's Christian friends hav an orthodox
sermon. If THE TRUTH SEEKER picture was too
horrid for them to look at, what will they say to this~
It is a shocking, a disgusting, a bestial sermon. But
it is Cluistianity, and it is upon that Christianity, because we wish to see our race elevated, that we are
making war. And upon it we shall continue to make
war, striking with pen and pencil the hardest blows
possible, until there is no occasion for shocking any
mind with a truthful illustration of its root idea.
The "hoiTidness" was not in our cartoon, but m
the Ch1istianity of Mr. Gill's Christian friends.

Good Christianity.
The object of the White Cross Army is to promote
personal pmity among young men. The theory of
the army is that men no less than 'vomen should
abstain from sexual immorality, and that what is sin
in the one is sin in the other.
The Young Men's Ch1istian Association, whose
object is pretty generally known to be to furnish a
living and recreation for a lot of baldheaded old boys,
hav been holding an international conference at Harrisburg. One of the resolutions passed was that "it
is inadvisable for the associations to engage in any
organized efforts for moral reform." The conference
further resolved that it "deemed it unwise and contra;ry to the well-established principles formulated for
the guidance of our associations," " to adopt the
methods of the White Cross A-rmy and similar sociecies," though it recognizes the great necessity there
is for "persistent effort to promote personal purity
among young men."
The Sun, after recounting these facts, becomes indignant at the baldheaded young men who manipulated the conference, and queries: "Are we to infer
that the Young Men's Clu·istian Associations are less
exacting in their requirements for membership than
the White Cross Army is 'I Are they less intolerant
of the seducer and the libertin? Are they afraid to
demand 'personal purity among young men ' who
would come into their ranks or remain there ? Will
they go on praying with closed eyes while a woman
is flung into the gutter and her paramour is allowed
to go unreproached and to be rewarded with honor?
If they are disposed to so act, let them at once pass
another resolution at Hanisburg striking out the
word Christian from the title of their organization."
While warmth from the Sun may be natural, we
must advise the editor to acquaint himself with the
fundamental principles of Christianity, and then instead of counseling the baldheaded young men wbo
compose the association to drop the word Christian,
he will see that the right emphasis upon the title of
the organization would necessitate its being printed
in italics. Clu·istian theology declares humanity to
be totally depraved, and it follows, therefore, that
every man, woman, and child in the universe is a
fearful sinner. But it says, then, throw your sins
upon Jesus Ch1ist, the scapegoat j repent, and you
will be all right. Young men who corrupt young
women usually follow this principle closely. They
point, as Adam pointed at Eve, to the young woman,
and say, She did it. Then they repent of having
been found out-and Christian society, like its Christian deity, forgivs them. But it never forgivs the
woman. The doom of Eve is dinned into her ears,
and she is forever an outcast. In all this the pli.nciples of Ch1istianity and the conduct of God are
st1ictly followed. The backbone of the whole scheme
is, Let the other man walk.
'J.'he Young Men's Christian Association has been
true to its name in negativly admitting that the atti-

tude of society toward a fallen girl and her paramour
is righteous. It is an Infidel, and not a Christian,
idea that everyone must bear the punishment for his
or her own sins.

Prayer.
A Congregational jommll of this 'city devotes considerable space to an editorial on prayer. If the
article had been the leader in some obscure religious
sheet no one would hav been surprised at it. But
the Independent claims to be literary and scientific
as well as religious, and that it should publish so
foolish an essay is rather remarkable. The meat of
it is that prayers are certainly answered in one of
four ways. The first proposition and affirmation is
so unique in its simple idiocy that we quote it entire :
" First: He answers our general prayer for daily bread
and providential care. Our common n'eeds are supplied in
answer to prayer. But it is urged that so are the common
needs of men supplied who never pray. We will not here
discuss that proposition further than to say that there is a
difference between eating bread off God's table and being
clothed by a Father's hand, and the common method of
filching a living from the world merely by the labor of our
own hands."
·

The second affirmation is that God answers prayers directly, as instance Hannah praying for a son,
Hezekiah for his life and for the destruction of the
armies of Sennache1ib, Elijah that no rain should fall
in Sama1ia for forty-two months, and the "church"
praying for Peter's release. The third statement is
that God answers prayer indirectly. The proof
given of this is. that when Paul thrice besought the
Lord to take away the thorn, God gave him more
grace to bear the pain. Fomthly, God answers
prayer by saying No. "·what we call unanswered
prayers are oftentimes prayers which hav been very
decidedly answered. We ask and receive not, because we ask for something that we may consume in
om flesh, which if God should giv it us would be
for our hurt and eternal damage. A wise and loving heavenly father says 'No,' to ·such petition.
Shall we say that because God says ' No,' he has not
answered us ~"
This covers the ground pretty well, and maintains
the reputation of God among his servants. But
skeptics, we fear, will still remain unconvinced.
They will deny, :first, that God does supply daily
bread and providential care. There' are a great many
who are not supplied. Their common needs are unattended to. They will say, second, that there is no
authentic instance of any one in this era having bread
laid upon his table who did not work to earn it, or
who did not obtain it through human intervention.
Those who do not pray get as much bread as those
who do, if they work as hard, and the refusal of the
writer to consider this is suspicious. The difference
between bread obtained by prayer and bread obtained by labor cannot well be discussed until it is
shown that bread ever is supplied by superhuman means. We will, however, make the editor of
the Independent an offer. He shall agree to eat no
food except that supplied in answer to prayer, and
we will agree to eat none but that obt.ained by labor.
His food must get to him with absolutely no human
effort, and ours shall come with no divine intervention. The test shall be, which of us livs the longer.
That prayer is ever answered directly is a proposition utterly incapable of proof. Occasionally a person desires an object and prays for it. Then he gets
up from his knees and works for it. By and by he
gets it. Then, if he is a sufficiently credulous Clu·is·
tian, he credits it to God, and says his prayer is
answered. But he never would hav got it if he had
remained on his knees. Down East a story is told
that in a country district the school-house ~as once
destitute of fire-wood. The weather was cold and
the teacher and the scholars shivered and suffered.
The teacher knelt down, followed by the scholarEO,
and offered up a fervent petition to the air. A few
·minutes afterward the hearty " whoa" to his oxen of
a farmer of the district caused the teacher and
scholars to look out the window. There in the
school-yard stood a sled load of wood, and the entrance of the farmer brought them all to their feet.
"Oh, I am so thankful to God," burst out the teacher.
"He has answered our prayer." "Bin prayin' for
wood~" inquired the farmer. "Yes, and now you are
here, and our prayer is answered," responded the
teacher. " When d'ye pray~" asked he. "Just a
few minutes ago," she replied. "Wal, I started with
this 'ere load two hours ago," he said, "and I reQkin
if I hadn't ye' d. be freezin' still."
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It will be noticed that the proofs adduced in support of the direct-answer theory are not contemporaneous. They are not verifiable. In the instance of
Hannah, too, it must be recollected that when she
prayed for issue there was a man of God sitting by,
which circumstance may or may not hav to do with
the case. If the Jewish ministers of old were like
unto the Christian ministers of to-day, the coincidence
could at least be noted. As for Hezekiah, the general opinion of pathologists now is that a boil is not
a fatal disease. The historian put it very strong
when he said that Hezekiah was in danger. But be
that as it may, to Isaiah and his fig poultice is due
the credit of Hezekiah's recovery, if holy writ is accurate. The other instances noted are not reliable.
The Lord is usually on the side of large armies and
strong jail walls, and his angels cannot overcome a
king without a larger army than the king possesses,
nor break jail without duplicate keys. Our Congi·egational contemporary should adduce ·some proof
a few thousand years later-if it can find any.
The indirect method of answering prayer is an ingenious apology for no answer. A man is plagued
by what he terms a thorn. He prays for its removal,
which prayer is not granted. Then he becomes resigned, and his resignation is offered as a proof of
prayer-answering!
This is certainly remarkable
proof, and Christians will do well to treasure it. But
if God answers indirectly with No, we fail to see why a
direct no is ever necessary to be inferred. An indirect refusal is as effectual. as a direct one, and might
save the feelings of the petitioners. Summed up,
therefore, the whole matter is this way: God has the
reputation of being a prayer-answering individual.
But no instance of his so doing being known, it is
necessary to invent excuses for his remissness.
Otherwise the people would doubt his goodness or
existence, and would question the utility of maintaining a large number of priests to solicit a divine interference with mundane affairs which never occurs.
To support their system of imposture, therefore, the
priests say to the people: Do not doubt that God
answers your petitions. The fact that you pray and
are alive proves it. The other fact that people who
do not pray are just as much alive has nothing to do
with the case. 1. If you pray for anything, and ever
get it, that is indubitable proof that God sent it.
2. If you do not get it it is just as good proof.
3. If you pray for one thing, and do not get it, but
do get another, that is proof that God answers you.
4. If your prayer is absolutely and entirely without
effect, that, too, is proof that God always replies to
the petition of his people. Believe in God, support
the preachers, and you will get to heaven.
If we hav not interpreted aright the Christian
argument for pr!J.fer, we are willing to be corrected.

Editorial Notes.
PRESIDENT PoRTER's statement before the Nineteenth Centmy Club that " Darwin's doctrin is perfectly consistent with
Theism" because "Darwin himself asserted his belief in an
intelligent creator," is hardly borne out by the facts. Darwin was an Agnostic, and so described himself.
IT is not our fault that the able report of the annual meeting of the Free Religious Association, published in another
place, is headed, "Boston Liberals." The responsibility
rests with the secretary, :Mr. F. M. Holland. We trust that
it will stimulate the Free Religionists to become worthy of
the new name which is thus semi-officially given them.
A METHODIST paper raps the Episcopalians by saying that
"gowns, crosses, ribbons, and genuf!exions save nobody."
The Chunh Standard retorts that "neither do camp-meetings, love-feasts, telling your 'experience,' and shouting
glory save anybody." No doubt these journals are both
right, but will they please enlighten the poor pagan as to
what all this chatter about salvation means? Saved from
what?
JoHN JASPEH, of" the sun do move" notoriety, has a rival
in Bishop Turner of the African Methodist church of Georgia,
Kentucky, and Tennessee. In a lecture given recently at
Shelbyville, Ky., he said: "I admire the great inventions of
white men, and especially in controling electricity; but the
subjection of God's agent is carried too far in making it light
the world. This has already changed the meteorology of our
country. Look at the floods, hurricanes, cyclones, and other
atmospheric disturbances taking place in the heavens ancl
upon the earth. I prcclict that the imbalnncinp; of the air
currents, which electric lights are causing, will in a few
years, if they increase in numbers as fast as in the past five
years, cause whole cities to be blown away at a time, and
floods unlike any save Noah's." In another lecture he assured
his hearers that before the di~tillation of whisky was invented
people were giants, requiring beds fifteen feet long and nine
feet wide. Whisky is to blame for the decrease in stature of
the human race. The Methodist church should be proud of
its biHhop.

IN his address to the annual convention of the Episcopal
church of the diocese of Long Island, Bishop Littlejohn said
tbllt "the subject of greatest importance was the decreasing
supply of candidates for the priesthood." Good! The
young men of Mr. Littlejohn's neighborhood are~etting sensible. May the seven hundred pastorless parishes speedily
become seven thousand, if there are so many in the country.
JoHN MosT has been sentenced to one year's imprisonment
and to pay a fine of $500, the ·extreme penalty the law
allows. The chairman of the meeting at which Most expressed his alleged incendiary sentiments, who did not say a
word, was sentenced to nine months' imprisonment. Another orator, who at a subsequent meeting echoed Most's
doctrins, was given nine months' imprisonment, and ordered
to pay the state $250. "I hav sworn," said Thomas Jefferson, the Infidel president, "hostility to every form of oppression over the mind of man." It is evident that Recorder
Smyth is not a Jeffersonian. Rather is he a Jeffreys. Talk,
in this country, is no longer cheap. Very few will be found
willing to pay the extravagant price put upon it by our
courts.
,.
THE church congress re.cently held at Cleveland was composed of a bishop of the Roman Catholic church and ministers of all the Protgstant denominations-Baptist, Christians, Congregational, Disciples, Evangelical Association,
Evangelical Lutheran, Free Baptist, Methodist Episcopal,
Methodist Episcopal South, Methodist Protestant, Church of
New Jerusalem, Presbyterian, Presbyterian Church South,
Protestant Episcopal, Reformed Presbyterian and Roman
Catholic, Friends, Unitarians, Moravians, United Brethren in
Christ, United Presbyterian and "Universalist. As yet, however, we hav heard of no burnings, hangings, burying alive,
torturing, or other Christian practices having been perpetrated. Times hav changed since the days of Torquemada,
John Calvin, and the rest of the Reformers.
AT the execution of Lee Barnes, at Dover, Ark., week
before last, a religious meeting of remarkable fervor was
held. The Rev. Mr. Jolly was upon the scaffold, and, together with some thirty more spectators, sang, "What a
Friend We Hav in Jesus," Barnes joining fervently in the
singing. Afterward Barnes made a speech confessing his
crime, and saying he could now meet his God in peace.
Then "Jesus Paid It All" was sung, and Barnes went
around to each one on the scaffolcl and embraced 1hem, saying, "Meet me in heaven." llir. Jolly then prayed, breaking
down in the middle of it, and, clapping his hands together,
shouted, "Hallelujah! bless the Lord!" Barnes responded
with a loud " Amen!" He was then hanged. His crime was
the most atrocious murder ever committed in the county.

pends to produce his proof of a spiritual world. The committee proposed by him has been selected, and is awaiting
his action. He is not limited to one medium, but may produce any and all claiming to possess gifts in this line.
A NEW Congregationalist church has been built in Atlanta
because one could not hold both white and black Christians.
In describing its dedication a writer in the Cong1·e,qational.
ist says : " The two races will not unite to any extent in Atlanta, or anywhere else. The experiment has been tried in
all faithfulness and Christian love in the First Congregational
church in Washington, and it is a conspicuous failure; not
from any lack of brotherly or Christian feeling, but in the
nature of things." The Hon. Frederick Douglass, colored,
who is more a Free Religionist than a Christian, sends to
the Independent some stinging comments upon this exhibition of race prejudice. He says: "After reading these lines,
I was led to exclaim: 'Tell it not in Gath, publish it not in
the hearing of Robert G. Ingersoll!' It is the saddest confession of the impotency of Christian faithfulness and Christian love that has lately come to my notice, if, indeed, such
faithfulness and such. love cannot tolerate the presence of
two varieties of the human family to worship Gorl under the
same roof. We can sit, side by side, in the public hall with
white people to hE'ar Robert G. Ingersoll denounce the mistakes of Moses; we can sit in the same circus, and see men
and women play all manner"of pranks; we can sit in the
same theater with white people, and hear the music and see
the players; but the nature of tltin:78 and the impotency of
Christian love make it impossible for colored and white people to worship God in the same temple." l\Ir. Douglass ought
to know by this time that Christian professions ha v not th('
slightest inll.uence upon Christian practices. The French
hav a manner of inquiring, when a man gets into trouble,
"·who is the woman?" The American query now is,
"What Sunday-school was he superintendent of?" .1\Ir.
Douglass should not allow himself to be surprised at any action of the churches. They arc the devil's unaccountables.

Lectures and Meetings.

MRs. H. S. LAKE speaks for the Independent Church of
Alliance, _0., through the month of June. She will be at
Cassadaga Camp August 7th, 8th, 11th, and 13th; at Mount
Pleasant Park Camp (Clinton, Ia.), August 15th to 23d; at
Onset Bay Camp, August 28th and 2!Jth. Societies wishing
her services for fall and winter will address her at Alliance,
0., Box 202.
C. B. REYNOLDS lectures at Williamson, N. Y., .June 10th,
11th, 12th, and 13th; Pnltncyville, the 14th ttud 15th. He
will pitch his Tent at Marion June 16th, going thence to
Sodus, Lafayette, and Fabius, all in Ononclaga county.
Afterward he will visit Ballston Spa, N.Y., and Boonton,
THE General· Assembly of the Presbyterian Church South N.J. Parties de;;iring the presence of the Tent in their town
on the 26th ult. adopted by an overwhelming vote the follow- may address llfr. Heynolds in care of this office. Contrihu.
ing:
tions to aid him may also be sent in our care.

"To the several overtures on the subiect of the evolution of man
sent up by the Presbyteries, the General Assembly returns answer
as follows:
"The church remains at this time sincerely convinced that t.he
scriptures, as truly and authoritativly expounded in our' Confession of Faith' and Catechism, teach that Adam nnd Eve were created body and soul by immediate act~ of almighty power, thereby
preserving perfect race unity; that Adam's body was directly fashioned by almighty God without any natural animal· parentage of
any kind, out of matter previously created of nothing, and that
any doctrin at variance therewith is dangerous error. insomuch as
by methods of interpreting scripture which it must demand, and
in the consequences which by fair implication it will involve, it will
lead to a denial of doctrins fundamental to the faith."

That is the high-water mark of Presbyterian intelligence
at the present time.
BY way of the Grand Rapids Prog1'e88ive Age, we get from
the Chicago Times of the 8th inst. the following account of
spirit-photography: " Two brothers named Keeler hired a
room, and began a series of so-called spirit seances. The
correspondents of various papers were asked to attend, ·and
'were unable to detect any evidence of fraud or imposition,
although they confess to hav been completely puzzled and
mystified. In one room they materialized spirits, and in an.
other they photographed spirits of persons-declared by vis.
itors to be excellent likenesses of some deceased individuals.
It is difficult to persuade one's self of the actual truth of
such. a performance before more is heard in regard to it.
Every facility had been given to the visitors to examin the
rooms, and the furniture, and the photographing apparatus.
The furniture consists of one cambric curtain, shutting off
one corner of the room, where the medium sits. The walls
are solid. The spirits are photographed in the other room,
alongside of the face of a visitor who is seated in an armchair opposit a white screen and a common photographing
apparatus." The Banner of Light, however, is skeptical in
the matter. In the issue of that journal of May 8th, the
editor says: "Our Washington correspondent, in alluding to
spirit-photography in that city, conveying a doubt of its
legitimacy, we fully indorse. Through private sources we
hav information to the same effect from there. Our own experience regarding spirit-photography has been in the past
of a nature to satisfy us that much fraud has been practiced
in this connection, although we hav in our possession indubitable evidence that genuin spirit-pictures hav been made.
But we are fully satisfied thnt nearly, if not quite, all pi ct.
ures of this description made to-day, of which we lmv any
knowledge, are fraudulent productions." l'ilrs. Blenker, too,
visited these so-called mediums on her journey in search of
ghosts, and obtained a photograph from one of these brothers
and a "psychometric reading" from the other. She always
maintained that both the picture nnd reading were a farce
and humbug. The Keeler brothers are the gentlemen upon
whom Mr. R. ]';[.Robinson, the author of the" spirit-photography challenge," published re<::ently in our rolumns, de.

J onN E. R&MSBUIW, the noted lecturer and author on Freethought and cotcmporary of Ingersoll, lectured last night
at the Turner Hall to a small but appreciativ audience. His
theme was "Tom Paine, the Apostle of Liberty," and a
glowing tribute in masterly language did he pay that great
defender of the rights of man. He did not insist that hi~
hearers should adopt his views on orthodox religion, but only
asked consideration for them, and was listened to with
marked attention a~d frequently applauded. The diction
and thought of the lecture were E'legant and profounc!.-8rm
Antnnfo Da.lly L1:ght.

Invited to Prove His Prayer.
From the Chicago Jnter-Ocrnu.

Old Governor McCreery was not a religious man, and did
not hav much respect for religion. He preferred a raCl'
horse to a church, and a mint julep to a hymn book. One
morning Mr. Sutherland, who was the chaplain of the Senate,
had some distinguished divine as a guest and invited him lo
officiate in his place on that day. The strangr!r, not having
ever enjoyed the honor before, thought he would make the
most of the case, and delivered a very fervent prayer, which
was intended for the spiritual benefit of the senators. There
was more truth than compliment in his utterances, and at
the conclusion of his prayer Senator McCreery sent to the
clerk's desk a resolution.
l\Ir. McDonald, who was then the chief clerk of the Senate,
took the resolution, read it over, colored up to his ears, and,
turning around, held a whispered conversation with Mr.
Ferry, who was in the chair.
·Mr. Ferry declared at once that the resolution of the
senator from Kentucky was not in order. Mr. McCreery rlc.
manded that it should be read, aud there was a little breeze,
in which the chair conquered, as he usually does on SU(•.h
occasions.
Several senators rushed up to the desk to see what the pa·
per was about, and it was afterward passed around quite
freely. It was a series of whereases, which set forth that the
gentleman who had just occupied the tloor did not address
his remarks to the president of the Senate, as required by thP
rules, but to a being not recognized by the Constitution of
the United States, and entirely unknown to that body:
Whereas, In the remarks of the gentleman he asserted that
the '3enate of the United States was composed of men who
were weak and sinful, and wanting in Christian grace; and
Whereas, If these remarks were t.rue, the persons so described were unfit to represent the several RtateR or to frame
laws for the people ; therefore be it
ReiJolved, That the committee on privileges and eleetion~
be instructed to summon before them at once the person who
had offered the prayer, and compel him to prove the truth of
his assertions or retract them.

•
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l[ttftrs from Jjl'itnds.

•
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ENoN VALLEY, PA., May 30, 1886.
1\:[y DEAR M!!. MACDONALD: Allow me to express, not only
my satisfaction, but admiration, for the tone of your leading
editorial in TrrE TRUTH SEEKER of yesterday. In the name
of the future, as well as the present, I thank you for the bold
and consistent stand you take in defending the liberty of
speech in the case of Herr 1\Iost and the rest of the Anarchists; for, a.! though I differ from their un-American notions
entirely, I feel and think that they hav a perfect right to discuss the subject, since treason, which forfeits liberty ami
life, consists, not in threatening, but in the overt act of levying war against the government. It is the glory of Freethought that in all past ages it has been on the sille of justice
as well as truth, and if at the present crisis it should compromise with wrong, and truckle to wealth and power, for
the sake either of peace or " respectability," its righteous
doom would be sealed. But the're is no danger of this.
That monosyllable if is as big as the Himalaya mom}tain8,
and as impassable.
A. B. BitADFOHD.

because of its reality and effect ? If it cures our ills, rights
our wrongs, and has the desired effeGt, making us better
men and women, bettering all bur conditions in life, then it
is the remedy we hav been looking for. But this "hav faith
and trust to luck," I am done with. I think it is best to
study cause and effect, profit by experience, think of our
past follies, and be wise.
Never weary of well-doing. I think more of deeds than
creeds; more of works than fait b. He that plants a hill of
potatoes and cultivates it with .:are does more for mankind
than a preacher with all his prayer.
J. 0. CLARK.
PAULIN.LE, ARK., 1\'Iay 25, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1, for which send me
TrrE TnuTrr SEEKEI! weekly. I shall no doubt be a regular
subscriber hereafter to your paper, as I am well pleased with
its tone, and also with the cartoons. I am taking several
Freethought papers, but it seems to me I hav fallen in love
with TilE TnUTII SEEKER most.
W. R. BACHELOR.

YouNGsToWN, 0., May 28, 1886.
.1\-1!!. EnrTol! : I would like you to solve a mystery, and I
believe there are many others who do not understand· it.
Why are tile words on our silver dollar "In God we trust?"
Did God ever ask this government for credit? Has the government ever trusted God with any of these dollars? Or is
it hogwash and a lie? Now, if the Congress had stamped it
"In man we trust," it would hav been ·a matter of fact; and
even if there is a God, what has he got to do with the silver dollar? Why not put a God on the rest of our money,
or did God only want the silver dollar? As there is no God
in our Constitution, and, as it provides that Congress shall
make no law to establish or prohibit the God business, what
does it mean?
A. B. SIMONDS.
[The question propounded by our correspondent is in a
measure answered by the letter of Mr. Thomas Rogers,
printed below. If "In God we trust" is to be .retained,
the further provision, "All others cash down," should be
added at once.-ED. T. S.]

VAN BuREN, ARK., 1\'Iay 9, 1886.
NEw YoRK, N. Y., May 29, 1886.
1\In. EDITOH : Inclosed you will find $3. 29, for renewal of
1\'In. EDITOH : In one of your most interesting columns I
subscription aucl the TlWTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1886.
read a letter from C. vV. Pratt, 1·e the labor question,
The pictures in TIIE T!!UTII SEEKER are immense, and I which he concludes with a few remarks about that " strange
think that those who find them too hard hav too soft shells
device" that is impressed on our silver dollars, " In God we
S!'ANGLE P. 0., IVAS Jr. TER., May 30, 1886.
to get far away from the church; so I vote to continue the trust," and he is desirous to know "who is responsible for
1\In. EmTOI!: Inclosed find 25 cents for "The Holy Bible
pictures as long as you cnn stand the expense.
this falsehood." As I hav looked this "thing" up I should
Abridged." I lmv a friend wlfo has just begun to. doubt
.
JAMES R. NEAL.
be obliged if you would kindly publish the following :
ecclesiasticism. I think that ''The Holy Bible Abridged"
The motto, "In God we trust," appeared on a coltlninl
will change the religious sentiment in his locality. The
PoRTVILLE, N. Y., !lay 22, 1886.
time has come when Freethought should pervade the entire
)he EDITOR : Find inclosed 20 cents, for which please send battle flag first, and was on the first device offered by the
length and breadth of the laud. Religion in eastern Wash- me "Paine Vindicated," by Hobert G. Ingersoll; and mint for a copper coin, which was accepted. The device was
submitted to Congress, which, in passing upon it, rendered
ington has but a small following. Catholicism is paying taxes "Adami and Hevn," by S. P. Putnam.
on her holy frauds. Preachers hav gone to work to some exWe read your TI:D'l'II SEEKER with famishing hunger every the motto a matter of law, which action was, of course, untent. The monastery of Spokane Falls is completed. They week, and prize its contents for its honesty and true Liberal constitutional and antagonistic to the glorious Liberals who
had to go to Rome for funds to .complete it. I consider that sentiments. We appreciate it more especially because we liv founded our republic, and it is therefore but another ulc< r
Liberalism has done its work pretty well in Eastern Wash- in a community that is wealthy and priest-ridden, and conse- which "must go." In spite of our glorious Constitution, tin'
ington. The Holy Ghost at Vancouver is still at work, and quently has very little feeling in common with us or sympa- Supreme Court of tlae United States has deddecl that this
a venerated Catholic has sent his darling girl to that holy thy with our ideas of life. Still, we are very happy, living country is "essentially, lawfully, and by proclamation Clni>sink. 1\[uch has been said during the last ten years concern- our own lives in our own way, and the Liberal reading we tian." This we can plainly see by the rapid increase of criminals, lunatics, and paupers, which is the natural ontcon!l'
ing the crimes and cruelties of Christianity, but little has get from your office refreshes us like a timely shower.
of a country "essentially, lawfully, and by proclamation
been said about the imprisoned nuns. I do not think it
Yours for truth,
C. BROOKS.
Christian."
TnoMAS RoGERS.
necessary at this enlightened period of the world to keep a
LINCOLN, ILL., J\Iay 23, 1886.
castle filled with girls to pray for tile holy church and the
NAPA CITY, CAL., May 20, 1886.
1\In. EDITOR: I hav just finished a careful reading of Kersinners of this earth; and if those unworthy homes for girls
1\'IR.
EDITOR:
This
is
a
nice town of about five thousand
sey
Graves's
"Sixteen
Crucified
Saviors,"
and
let
me
say
that
could cease to exist, it would be one grand step in the line of
progression. Young ladies are preferred in the nunneries. if there is n single reader of your valuable paper who has yet inhabitants in the finest valley and most lovely climate in tlw
Why couldn't yoting men do as well? Will some priest hanging loose anywhere in l1is mental composition a tatter or state, but also the worst priest and church ridden town in
shred of respect or reverence for the Christian system left the state. There is a large and respectable minority of Libanswer the question?
'
E. Wnwm:sTEI!.
over from tradition that began at his mother's knee, let him erals here, but as tile church has got the start, many of the
PnoYIDENCE, H. I., May 27, 286.
read this book, an1l he will arise free, peaceful, satisfied,. re- Liberals dare not oppose it on account of business relati,ms.
1\IR. EniTOH: The pernicious and evil influence of Spirit- joicing that Ill' has "got out" at last. The old owls and We hav no Liberal organization, and some of us hav deeid<·d
ualism has been most vividly brought before me during the bats of mythology will leave their roosts, and the rubbish to hav one; we wish to start aright if possible, and ask you
past week by the incarceration within an insane asylum of a taught by preachers will vanish into cerulean ether, while a to refer me to some one who can set us going on that plain
friend and acquaintance of mine, whose mind lias been over- mental feast will glide in, and sunrise come to the banquet. and open road which, when we are once in, we may never be
turned by an overdose of humbuggery and supernaturalism, \Vhen the doubts and uncertainties left us by priest-ridden able to lose our way, and journey onward forever in plenty
brought about by attending Spiritual seances during the last teachers clear away, then, and only then, will the Freethinker of good company and good fellowship; all free-men,
women, and children. We ha v concluded, and forever setfew weeks, claiming that he is deaJ, and that he is Professor rise in his manhood and strike for liberty.
A. H. C.
tled to our own perfect satisfaction, that we do not wish to,
Denton.
can not, and will not attempt to travel a1;other step in that
IDAIIO CITY, I. 'I'., 1\Iay 1, 1886.
With the very many example~ where bright intellects
1\IR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber for your paper for crooked, ugly, up-hill orthodox trail overgrown with grass.
hav been beclouded in the attempt to investigate and fathom
that fanatical humbuli, it seems strange that there should be two years, and like it very much, and moi e since it has been hedged in with thistles, with its hundreds of forks and
anyone who would waste their time upon either of those twin illustrated. The first copy was shown to me by one of your branches, with at every fork and branch a priest or devil.
subscribers. I was shocked at first, but on reading it I According to Christian doctrins, Washington, Jefferson,
relics of barbarism, orthodoxy and Spiritualism.
There are in your paper nmrly every week one or more found I was shocked, not at the paper, but at its truths. I Paine, Franklin, Darwin, Huxley, Humboldt, Comte, Parker,
items about persons who hav lost their reason through the do hope reason will yet guide us. I wish I could hear a good Emerson, Spencer, Lydia 1\'Iaria Child, Harriet Martineau, Benintluenec of religion. Should you publish the account of all Liberal leeture. I never heard one. There are a good many nett, Wright, and thousands of others, the benefact()rS, libthose ., ho break down from the influence of that other delu- here, I find, that are silent members with you, but are under erators, lovers, and martyrs for the ben~t of _mankind, are
tile fear of the potentat13s, and don't come forward and inves- now in hell; and Robert G. Ingersoll-our brave, outspoken
sion, the number would be appalling.
Renouncing orthodoxy and taking up Spiritualism as a tigate. I am not such a one-Eided evangelist that I cannot colonel-with the entire host of his friends and all free and
substitute is very much like the old saying, jumping from read for myself. I am for liberty of this kind, that I can independent men and women, will all soon be there too.
the frying-pan into the fire. Of what use is it to brenk away read for myself, that I am not restricted in my choice of What a glorious company!
literatur~. There are three churclies here-Catholic, EpisFriends, let us sing, "We IV ant 'fo Be There Too:"
from one delusion only to c>mbrace another?
If our best friends to hell hav gone,
copal, and Methodist, though neither has a local minister.
r~. L. NoRTHUP, Materialist.
We want to go there too:
Once in two weeks there is preaching in one or more of the
They whom we fix our hopes uponchurches-very
good
speakers,
who
believe
sincerely
in
the
~IoHELAND, l\IoNT., May 16, 1886.
We want· to go there too.
1\IR. EDITOR: Please find postal-note for $3 to renew sub- doctrins they preach. I love to read your paper very much,
Yours for truth and fair play,
R. F. GRIGSBY.
scription to your valuable paper. I cannot do without it. 2-nd intend always to take it. I cannot believe in hell, but I
believe
there
is
a
heaven,
and
God
tlJe
creator
of
the
world.
The cartoons are simply immense. I am more than pleased
BLOOK CREEK, TEXAs, May 27, 1886.
with them. I received my books all right. Miss Gardener's I cannot disbelieve in God. If there is no God, what created
MR. EDITOR : I am always pleased when I see a letter in
arguments, like Paine's, are unanswerable. I wish there were our thoughts, our spiritual body? Is it God in us? I some- THE T!!UTH SEEKER columns advocating the benefits to be
Your friend,
MRs. CLARA L. REEL.
more such noble men and women in the world than there is. times think so.
derived by the establishment of Liberal colonies. I doubt if
I hav been reading two sermons this morning from the InterOcean of Chicago, one by Professor Swing, and the other by
the Rev. Lorimer. T!te subject is the riot in their city, and
they ascribe it all to the lack of religion (they don't specify
the kind) and a strict observance of the divine law of God.
They say all Anarchists are Atheists, and must of a necessity
be disorderly and hav murder at heart. They hold that religion is the author of morality, and morality is the author of
all Ia w hnd order, and Gml being the creator and maker of
all things, his divine law is superior to all other laws. So
thev exhort their hearers to vut their trust in God and make
the. best of everything, or, in other words, believe rn God,
trust to luck, and wait for results. It seems strange to me,
if religion is so powerful, and God omnipotent, with all the
preaching and praying, that such things should happen.
And when will they quit exhorting us to li v nearer God,
proclaiming loud and cl welling long on the peculiar advanta(J'es of the nearness and immediate presence of God?
presume others as well as myself hav been told of Satan,
who was once an angel of light in heaven, the home of G!Jd,
where nothing of a questionable character can possibly enter,
yet pride entered the heart of Satan, and there was war in
heaven.
I think it time for them to quit offering their sugar-coated
nonsense as a remedy for our ills. Do they forget that we
hav tried their remedy for hundreds of years? Can they exp~ct us to never tire? Can they blame us if we look for
·s0mething better, n.nd when we find something, embrace it

I

Swux FALLS, D. T., May 17, 1886.
JUn. EmTOR: I received your favor with request to do
something for TnE TnuTH SEEKER. I would be too glad to
do it if it were possible. I am seventy-four years old, and
very deaf, and it is with great difficulty I can see to read
with any glasses I can get. I !mow but few Liberals here.
The church !las it all her own way here, with ten or twelve
churches, and two more building; The c,hildren are all corralccl. Two men are salaried with Eastern capital, one to
build and establish churches, the other to organize Sundayschools. Our independent press (three of them) dare not
say a word that conflicts with religious bigotry. At a Catholic costume performance, the secretary of an insurance
company had the priest's robe on. The A1'{JUB in (favorably)
commenting upon the performance, said the secretary looked
as if he could sell indulgences as well as anybody. The next
morning the Press had a notice over a Catholic's signature,
stating that the Ar[JV8'.1 remarks reflected upon both priests
and laity. lie waited for an explanation, The Aruus, like
a cringing cur, had to come down ~nd whitewash it over.
The glorious TimTII SEEKEI! is not afraid of losing subscribere
in that way.
·
My hands are tied financially. I send $1, and will very
soon raise the other $2 to prepay up to May, 1887. I fear I
will not be able to read TIIE TRUTH SEEKER much longer;. I
hav read every number that was ever published.
CALVIN Gmswoi,D.
1

any one individual can realize all the possibilities of such a
society, provided all interested were really Liberal and altruistic in thought and act. The recent letters of Dr. Baran
and F. M. Borden hav awakened chronic hopes and aspirations that I might some day be one of a colony of stanch,
noble-principled men and women all working for the greatest
good of human needs, living true and earnest lives, replete
with loving deeds and kindly ways, instinct with noble, pure,
and lofty aims, proving by word and act some method sure
we all possess however low and meanly we are born.
Believing this possibility to be n fact ever since I attained
the brain period of reasoning for myself, and per force became a full-fledged latitudinarian, I hav worked to this end,
and, am pleased to state, hav made a successful beginning.
I hav effected the organization of a stock company for the
purpose of buying, raising, and selling all kinds of stock,
with various industries for women ami children. The enterprise is managed and controled by Liberals.
We hav a fine range of hundreds of acres of well watered
and timbered grazing and agricultural land, stock, buildings,
corrals, etc., located in one of the most fertil valleys of the
etate, altitude over two thousand feet, water sweet and delicious. We do. not claim having medicinal springs. However, the waters possess virtues, united with the pure and dry
air, of curing various complaints, all combined rendering this
one of the most salubrious of climates, and not only desirable
as a resort for invalids, but also for a permanent home for
healthy people. Cereals, fruits, and vegeta-bles all· do weJl·
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here with less labor and expense than is required in the
Northern states. As the Liberal papers are head and
shoulders' above all others in satisfying the demands of our
nature, is it not natural to suppose some, at least, of the
patrons and .admirers are superior to the admirers ·and
patrons of other papers, and would hold the same relation in
contributing to our happiness by their presence and influence? Anyone may answer.
There are no rules and obligations by which one is pretty
certain of losing all he has contributed, but, instead, we
propose making it an object financially for our friends who
wish to join us by securing to them free a home for themselvs and families, giving advantages according to investments.
Parties desiring information may address, C. H. HEED.
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., May 22, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Keeler will hav to pick his mediumistic
flint and try ngain. His recent epistolary characterization
of D. M. Bennett is, upon its face, a total fail me. Much of
my life having been spent as a typo, proof-reader, editor,
and as a close discerner of individual differences and peculiarities in literary composition, I would hav no hesitation
in testifying under oath, as an expert, that D. M. Bennett
had nothing to do with the communication published over
his name. I hav read nearly every line Mr. Bennett ever
wrote. His composition is marked so strongly with his individuality that almost any one line taken from his voluminous writings will betray its authorship. In this squib the
selection of words is not D. M. Bennett; the arrangement of
words is not Bennett; the sentences are not Bennett; the
ideas, or rather the lack of ideas, are not Bennett; and the
bombastic declaration that "Ingersoll must stop and all
others" is not. Bennett.
If Mr. Bennett's step could betray his personality to the
ear of a blind man, how infinitly more reliable, as a test of
individuality, must be a mental composition to the experienced perception of an expert!
Counterfeit notes go for genuin with the most of peoi)Je,
but here is an imitation too clumsily e~ecuted to deceive
anybody. It is 11 photograph of D. M. Bennett from a sitting
of Paddy McGuire. It no more bears the intellectual "earmarks" of D. M. l3ennetL than it does of the man in the
moon.
S. R. SHEPHERD.
SALINA, KAN., May 19, 1886.
Mn. EmTO!(: Sinr:e I eame to Kansas I hav been on a
farm, and hav been so busy that I do not get time to read
much except the news, and I bad about made up my mind
to pay up and stop TnE TnuTn SEEKEH, but after the pictures
came out I got time to read them, and so will continue a
while lDnger.
Last year I raised about sixteen thousand bushels corn and
had hogs enough to eat it, but the cholera took about all of
them, and so I had to sell it for eighteen cents per bushel.
Freethinkers are quite numerous here, but are pretty mum,·
for in this country CYcryone tries to farm a little more l~tnd
than can be done easily, and consequently has bttt little time
to diseuss religion or anything else.
Yours truly,
JA~!Es H. NEAHDISON. ·
Lo)IG LAKE, M1:-1N., :May 18, 1886.
Mn. ED !Ton·: Inclosed please find $7-$5 to pay for two
years' subscription, and $2 to help you in a general way. I
like most of the illustrations, though that last one of therecording angel is a little raw-hardly up to the avemge of the
others. However, I don't want to be hypercritic:al.
I am a little cm·ious to know what perccutagf' of deadbeats
you find among your patrons, and also how it would compare with the exi)erience of some of the religious newspapers
in that respect. This would probably be hard to arrive at
closely, but if it could I hav thought it might afford some
interesting statistics. I will say this :•I hav more respect for
a religious bigot who is honest in his dealings with his fellowmen than for any Frcethinlwr who is not.
Yours respectfully,
JosEPJI H. LYDIARD.
Sr>mNGYILLE, UTAJI, April 30, 1886.
M11. EDITOR: Your paper keeps me in mind of my friends
every clay, and is far ahead of any paper I know of. Out of
four papers taken by me TuE Tnunr SEEKEH is read more
than any of them. Well, we are looking forward to a joyous
meeting when friend Putnam gets here, and that will not be
long. I go in for pictures in TrrE TIW"l'H SEEKER all the
while if the company can afford it. Pictures speak for themselvs, and will make a stronger impression on the mind in
most cases.
Find inclosecl $2.05 which please apply as follows: To aiel
TrrE T1mTH SEEKEH on picture business, 50 cents; to aid
Tent Fund, 50 cents; "Cleansing the Blood," 30 cents;
"'l'he Order of Creation," 75 cents.
LUKE WM. GALLUP.
HANOVERTON, 0., May 25, 1886.
MH. EDITOR: As my time for receiving TilE TnuTH SEEKEH
expired on the 18th, I thought I would make it known to
you. I can't afford to boycott Trm TllU1'II SEEKER, though
some of its contents are not interesting to me. There may
be argument in the pictures, but it seems to me to be ·of the
cobhouse l;ind, and adapted to trundle-bed children only.
The. space occupied to carry on the discussion between
~Iaterialist and Spiritualist is thrown away.
Neither has
ever proved anything nor ever will, there being no handle to
the subject. But I will not say any more for fear some of
the knowing brothers will create a little hell for me. Please
tell them while they are looking for bigots in the church
herds to keep an eye on their own flock. Inclosed please
find postal note for renewal of paper.
J. 'f. JoHNSON.
[It is proper that warnings should go out occasionally to our
friends. to bear and forbear. There may be bigotry in the
Liberal ranks, but it is the strength of Freethought that

where one shows a spirit of intolerance, a hundred rise up to
rebuke it. Never forget that.-ED. T. S.].
CAsEY, ILL., May 14, 1886. ,
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $1 to apply on my subscription; also 10 cents for S. P. Putnam's "Adami and Heva."
I will just remark that I agree with Amy Post in regard to
J. R. Kelso's article on paupers, and with her rejoice that
we hav a Kelso. I had about concluded that all of the brave
soldiers were dead, or had l()st all of their pluck on Southern
battlefields. But there is one left, and I hope he will giv
them a few more shots, and that others will fall into line
with him. When I go soldiering again I want to go in his
regiment, and fight for the kind of liberty and equality that
he advocates, not the sham we lmv.
JorrN McCHOHY.
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of foreign interests were all dead, I hardly think intelligent
patriotic Americans would be likely to regard the event as
reasonable cause for serious regret; though our prospect of
burying the last of them in the near future is brightening,
for even our Irish adopted citizens are beginning to comprehend the fact that British free trade has heen, and is, a
greater curse to Ireland than landlordism, Irish whisky, and
priestcraft combined.
J. A. TuTTLE.

OAKLAND, CAL., May 10, 286.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find the name of a new subscriber
to be adtled to ycur list on account of the cartoons. Last
evening I and wife went to church. to hear a Rev. Dr.
Sweeny on " Ingersoll." I will giv you one of his arguments to show you how the colonel was handled by his
reverence. He said that Ingersoll claimed that man made
BROOKLYN, N.Y., May 11, 188G.
his own gods. To meet that he told us that .at Athens they
l\'IH. EDITOH: A number of letters against protection hav had some forty thousand gods, but there was one who was
been published in THE TRUTH SEEKER from time to time, but unknown, for so said Paul. He lied one hour right straight
few in favor. Having a constitutional aversion to lopsided along on Paine and Ingersoll.
A. H. Sonow.
discussions of any subject, I will offer a few facts and pertiKANKAKEE CrTY, ILL., :ti'Iay 17, 1886.
nent suggestions on the other side of the protection question.
Mil. EDITOR : Please find post-office order for $3 to pay for
The instinct of self-preservation is universally admitted to
be common to all animate nature, and being an incentiv to one year for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
For my Liberal views I hav been persecuted and had to
protection and conservation of our rights, interests, and
even of our existence, protection cannot be an unjust prin- quit doing business, and lost a great deal. And who do you
ciple, nor productiv of evil effect. Whatever evil atl:tches think arc the ones that I hav lost with? Every one of them
to it is an effect of environments for which the principle is is a clmrch-member. I am a Freethinking man, and I am
not afraid or ashamed to say so. The most dangerous
in nowise responsible.
For the few first years of our national existence our p:n·ts church or belief that we hav in this country, that we call a
were free to the commerce of all nations, and we exported free country, and which is not in regard to belief, is Catholitwo dollars' worth of our own products for every dollar's cism. She is one of the II}OSt dangerous enemies that we hav.
worth rec:dved in exchange. Our intelligent and patriotic The priests of each town try to control and keep their substatesmen, of whom we had a few, perceived that we were jects in ignorance. I hav been raised in that belief, but got
in need of protection-not to protect our home manufacto- out of it as soon as my parents had no more control over me.
ries, for we had none to protect-but to protect our farmer:o To do good is my religion, and my little home that I now
and planters from outrageous fraud and extortion being only possess is my church. Your T1WTII S&EKEil is the only
practiced upon them by foreign capitalists; protection that paper that I enjoy to read. It's the paper of light, wisdom,
would enable us to do our manufacturing ourselvs, giv em- and truth, and sense, and that is what I am seeking.
Yours as a Freethinker,
CHAS. A. B!!AsH;;A~.
ployment to our own people, develop our own skill and resourcrs, aud hav the products of our own country for our
WALKERYILJ.E, MoN., May 17, 1ti8G.
own c•nrichment, instead of sending them abroad for the enMn. EorTOR: Inclosed find $G, to apply on my subscripriclnnent of foreigners. They imposed a protectiv tarilf on
tion for THE TnuTu SEEKER and one copy, cloth bound, of
imports. I will note some results.
"Men, IV omen, and Gods."
It is authoritativly reported that the price of cotton cloth,
\Vhile my pen is in hand let me just say I hav read "Men,
in Manchester, England, is but a quarter of one per cent less
Women, and Gods," and disposed of it; now I want another
than the price of like goods in Lowell, :Mass.
for the Home Library. It is a book that should be read by
That is almost free trade, and it givs the lie dirrct to the every woman in the land, for it can't help but giv a clear
oft-rl'peated assertion that English manufacturers can afford idea of the true inwardness of the folly and superstition and
to ~dl their goods in our market at half the price that it oppression they sustain by honoring and revering that myth
co~ts to manufacture like goods ourselvs.
callerl the Christian religion.
The contract to furnish rails for a road recently conAnother thought, it occurs to me, as a very practical means
structed in the British Dominion north of us by an English of disseminating Liberalism was suggested by vV. F.
railroad company was awarded to an American iron ami steel Jamieson in your paper of January 9, 1886, under the
manufacturing company.
heading, "Liberal Leaves." I think the phm would prove
That is absolute free trade, and is the kind of free tntde that a granrl success. It requires some little means to start it.
protectionists desire. It givs employment to our own and when once started would be made self-sustaining by thl'
p('ople, develops our own skill and resources, and puts the united efforts of the few Liberals scattered over the Janel.
profits in our own pocket.
Out West here we need some awakening influence to bring
The people of the Southern states are beginning to learn the Liberal element together; thereby an interest would he·
that it pays better to manufacture their cotton into cloth, made manifest and their "light shine." A live lecturer
giv employment to their own people, and lmv all the product, oc~.-asionally moving among us would inspire to action in conthan to send their cotton to Europe and not get enough cloth cert to spread the light and glad tidings of uni versa! mental
in exchange to cover their nakedness. Tlwy hav also learned liberty. I hav never heard but one Liberal lecturer, Dr ..J.
that wheat will grow on Southern soil, and they can feed L. York, in my life, and I know many others in the same
and clothe themselvs independent of their neighbors. Pro- fix who, if woke up, would become activ workers in the field
tection has given them free trade that makes tlwm a free of FrPethonght. We are anticipating a treat in the presence
people.
of S. P. Putnam in this vicinity soon, and I hope he will he
Protection is. building up a monopoly of wealth on our followed up by others.
own soil that should amply protect us from monopolies of
\Vishing success to every effort for the •· liberty of man,
wealth abroad, which is the ne plu.s 1tltra of protection. It. woman, and child,"
WrLLIA~t J. \YmTE.
is simply the question of whether it were best to build up a
OoEssA,
Mo .• .May 2G, 188G.
monopoly of wealth at home that will make us a free and
independept nation, or b.uild up monopolies of we~lth abroad
M1(. Eonon: It has been quite a while since I wrote to
that shalf make us a nation of slaves to foreign capitalists. you. I am glad to hav it to say that since I came here,
Monopoly of wealth gaye England supremacy, and should about a year ago, Freethought has been gainin~ ground in
confer a little favor on ourselvs. Monopoly of wealth is a this vicinity. I hav kept my books and papers loaned until
synonym of aggregation of wealth, nnd involves the principle they are nearly all worn out. The "Godly Women of the
of community of wealth, from which principle it derives Bible" has converted several. There are thirty or forty
its beneficent potency. ·whatever of evil attaches to it is confessed Frcethink;rs around here now, but are very shy of
caused by environments for which the principle is not respon- taking any activ steps toward organization. They say,
"\Vait till times get better and the thing ripens a little
sible.
Americans who are anxious to realize a benefit from Brit- more." \Ve hav lately had a terrible hurricane in this part
ish free trade should import French lace and American to- of the country. It demohshed five out of nine churches, and
bacco into England; they will probably become aware that blew the roofs off several business houses, doing considerable
British free trade is a legitimate offspring of British protec- damage. No lives were lost. Yon hav learned before this,
tion.· Free trade cannot be born to any country of any other perhaps, that several were killed in Kansas City. It has had
parent.
the effect to cause several Christians to conclu<lc that God is
Russia abolished feudalism a few years ago, and divided no respc~cter of persons. It has had the effect on me to
the land -among the ex-slaves on condition that they should cause me to indite the following : God is all thiugs and all
pay a price for them by instalments. That act gave a stim- things are God. All things arc natural, therefore God is all
ulus to Russian product that enabled them to supply the nature, Qr else he must be =thing. And with regard to the
European market with wheat at eighty cents per bushel. doctrin held by our Christian friends-if I may call them
The advocates of British free trade insist that such an event ~uch, some of whom I know I can't-that there are both
could not hav occurred if we had our manufacturing done in natural and supernatural things-a physical and also a
Europe instead of doing it oursclvs. They should write a spiritual world; God a spiritual being and monarch of all
book on political economy, and tell us all about it. I think both natural and spiritual; a being without body or parts
their book would excel the "Adventures of Baron 1\iun- - I am made to in.dite this: If the Christian God or any
chausen" for ridiculous absurdities, and be highly appre- other God is a reality, he must be a real something, having
ciated by those who hav a penchant for fiction founded on in his constitution body, figure, substance, extension, tangibility, th(, essential properties of all things or anything, or
facts not stated.
The English manufact'llrPrs sent their agents over here else he must be empty space or a mere imaginary nothing ;
about the close of our late civil war, who were well supplied and that to admit that a God or Gods hav these natural
with British free trade literature for distribution among our essentials is to admit that he is, or they are, natural in every
people. 'When they had canvassed the states on the subject sense of the word.
WILLIAM L. WonLEY.
they returned and reported that free trade was dead in the
"l3LoODWASI1ED RunE," of the Schenectady, N.Y., Salva..
United States. But I think the foregoiug statement of facts
should abundantly prove that their report was somewhat tion Army, has been arrested for stealing four carcases of
premature, if not absolutely falRe. If American advocates mutton, two of veal, and four Eheep pelts.
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acres of potatoes ! · The people laughed and
tickled, but Sam kept on planting potatoes.
'' What's· the price of taters !" they would
sneeringly inquire every once in a while, and
.Edited by Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall the lily-fingered brothers of his, as often as
.rUver, Mass., to whom all Communicationsfor
they wrote or came home, would say, "Well,
this C01·ner sh=ld be sent.
how's the boss fanner?"
But Sam, stupid Sam, hoed away, and
fought potato-bugs, and said, in reply to
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
queries, "I'll let you know in harvest time."
Comes a pause in the drty's occupations
He did let th~m know. When he began to
That is known as the Children's Hour."
dig his potatoes, there seemed to be no end
to them. There were bushels, and bushels,
Be Contented.
and bushels again; fine, big potatoes, fair and
sound as potatoes could be. JVIany farmers
A man in his carriage was riding along,
A gaily dressed wife hy his Side;
all through the country lost their potatoes on
In satins and laces she looked like a queen,
account of the rot, but Sam, stupid Sam, lost
And he like a king in his pride.
not one. He sold them all at a good price,
A wood-sawyer stood on the street as they passed,
and had money jingling in his pocket ail winThe crtrriagc antl cnuple he eyed,
ter. The next year he planted more potatoes,
And srtid, as he worl<etl with his saw on a log,
"I wish I wrts rich ancl could ride."
and some other vegetables. He worked hard,
and success crowned his efforts. He read
The man in the crtniage remarked to his wife,
" One thing I would do if I conldbooks on agriculture, improved his mind,
I'd giv my wertlth for the strength and the health prospered, and, as time went on, became a
Of the mrtn who is sawing the wood."
comfortable, well-to-do farmer and stockA pretty yonug maicl with a bundle of work,
raiser.
Whose face rts the morning was fair,
His lawyer brother did not hav many cliWent tripping along with a smile of delight,
ents, and spends a good part of his time on
While humming a love-breathing air.
stupid Sam's farm. The doctor struggled
She lool;ed on the carriage, the lady she saw,
Armyed in apparel so fine,
along with a small practice, and is glad to
And said in a whisper," I wish from my heart
receive a lift from stupid Sam occasionally.
Those satins and laces were mine."
The minister has the bronchitis and dyspepsia
The lrtdy looked out on the maid with her work,
terribly, and, believing country air good for
So fair in her calico dress,
him, has just gone to stay six months on stuAnd said, "I'd relinqlJish position and wealth
pid Sam's farm.
Her beauty and youth to possess."
But they don't call him stupid Sam in these
Thus it is in the world-whatever our lot,
Our minds and our t.ime we employ
days-no one does. Sam plods along in blue
In longing and sighing for what we hav not,
overalls, and laughs dull care away, as he
l.Tngmteful for what we enjoy.
-Selected.
plows and plants, sows and mows, and declares that some things can be done as well
as others, even if a fellow is called stupid.
Stupid Sam.
He rejoices in hard work and plenty of it,
A great, awkward, lumbering boy, with a
which brings him health, VJgor, and wealth.
very red face anfl honest blue eyes, was Sam.
"How did you succeed so well?" he was
In school he did not learn very fast, was not asked one clay.
quick at figures, and he soon became known
"By sticking to it when I made up my
as " Stupid Sam." The other boys plagued
mind, and not caring when they called me
him, and the girls laughed at him. By and
Stupid Sam," said he.
S.H. W.
by, school-days came to an em!, and some of
the boys w~nt one way and some another.
The Dec})est Well in the World.
At hom{', what to do with Sam, stupid Sam,
The deepest well in the worlrl is located at
was u <.jll~stion. He had one brother a minHomewood, Pa. It is owned by George
i,kr, another a doctor, and another a lawyer,
Westinghouse, Jr. The average depth of the
aurl they all laughe<l at and looked down
Homewood wells is about 1,850 feet. In the
upon Sam, stupid Sam.
"I <lon't suppose he'll ever amount to any- well now drilling, everytl1ing found of the
thing," Fai<l his father; and, "I wish he was nature of gas or water at a depth of 2,000 feet
a littlP ilifferent," thou~ht his mother, wiping was cast off as unimportant, nnd the drill at
present is said to be a little over 6,000 feet bea I Par from her eye.
ll,w the surface, which would. make it by all
:--am did not say much, but read and
odds the deepest well in the world. A careful
thought considerable, for him. "I've a great
r~cord is being kept, and portions of each formind to go West," he said to himself. Horace
m ttion encountered preserved. Since it would
Ureeley ad vised young men to "go West,"
necessarily hav to be a very prolific gas vein
but then, if they all followed his advice, the
to justify such de~p drilling, it is a difficult
\Vest would soon be as overcrowded as the
matter to conjecture the object that prompts
big cities in the J<~ast, thougbt Sam.
But what. shonlrl he <lo to earn his living snell a work, unless it be purely to satisfy a
in the East? That was the problem that morbid curiosity. There are in Washington
eounty some wells drilled to a depth of 4,000
rolled over in his mind by night and by day.
feet, and the only other, so far as known,
The stores seem to be full of clerks, the pulapproaching the depth reached by Mr. Westpits full of ministers, the conrts full of lawyers. and the cities and towns full enough of inghouse is an artesian well in France, at
doctors; besicll>s, Sam thought one of n kind which a depth of 5,000 feet was reached.-

f/llliltll'tn' s f&orntr.

is enough in a family, even if he !mew sufficient to be one of the three. "I'm altogetber
too stupid, I s'pose, for any professirm like
those adopted by my high-backed brothers,"
said Sam, stupid Sam.
One day he sat reading apparently, but,
although his eyes rested on his book, he did
not read one word. Presently, whack! and
the hook came together with a lone! bang.
"What's the matll'r, Sam?" inquired his
mother.
"I'm going to lJr a farmer!" and Sam
spoke with emphasis and decision.
Well, they all laughed, and thought it only
a boy's whim, a stupid boy's foolish idea.
"Great farmer you'd make!" "What's the
price of oats?" "Do yon lmow beans from
barley?" and, "It takes some brains to farm
it-do you know it, Sam, stupid Sam?"
These and similar expressions did not
daunt him in the least, or shake llis determination.
One day his father told him that there was
his old dead and gone grandfather's little farm
at his disposal, if he really wanted to be a
farmer on a small seale; he might try it and
see what he could do, hut he need not expect
any help from him.
"All right," said Sam, and his face brightened into a broad smile, as he· hastened away
to view the old farm.
He saw that it would require some h~ircl
work to manage it rightly, but "I guess I
can work," said Sam, "if I am stupid!"
When planting time came, Sam plantedpotatoes-nothing bnt potatoes! Acres ILD!l

Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-YUZZLE.

I hav one sister. I had four brothers, but the
one next to me was the baby and he died. I
go to school. I hav to go two miles and a
half. I hav a nice teacher, whose name is
Miss Ella F. Williams. I like her very much .
I think I will close for this time, for my letter
is getting too long; so good bye.
From
ELLA F. SMITH.
P. S.-If you think this will do to put in
the paper I would like to see it in the next
paper. I will try to do better next time.
[Ella must try to do better another time, so
that the printer can read her letter plainly.En. C. C.]
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A bouquet ·of flowers.
ANBW.!ms TO PUZZLES IN THE OHILDREN 1S OORNER
MAY 1 29, 1886.
1.-6. 2.-Coleridge-Goldsmith-TaylorDrakc - Browning- Hood -LongfellowWhittier-W ordsworth·-Shakspere -PopeBurns. 3.-Salt-peter. 4.-Becanse it needs
healing (heeling.) 5.-0h! Dear! Hey! Alas I
La! What ! See! Hark! Eigh!

CoxTespondence.
AsHLAND, NEn., May 2, 1886.
DEAn Miss WIXON : I hav seen so many
little girls writing to you I thought I would
write too. I am ten years old and I hav
three brothers; the oldest one is seventeen
years old and the ncx.t to the oldest one is
sixteen, and the next one to him is fourteen.

F.H.s.

lO. The Evidence of Organic Evolution.

. ..L ..
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manded an explanation. The Jew cahp.ly
replied that so far he was not yet ready to
answer satisfactorily, but a substantial breakfast might help materially. A meal surpassing
The Knights of Labor.
in abundance the previous one was ordered ;
The workingman is my own kin:
after which, the pedler, harnessing himself in
This world is ours to labor in ;
his big pack, began to pour out a shower of
We war with wrong and conquer peace,
thanks for the hospitality received.
Make terms to share the " Golden Fleece."
We come from the hamlet, the mountain, and
"No thanks," thundered the enraged mismine.
sionary; '' I want the other half of your belief
The gathering thunders we hurl;
in the creeds I propounded."
Kings tremble and pale at our lances that shine
Ail we blazon the earth in our whirl.
"I am sorry," pleaded the Jew, "I can
only believe in half of it." 'fhe missionary
This friend of mine, the workingman,
From Yedda to our Yucatan,
reconciled himself to his fate, with the satisIn battle harness wrought with chains
faction that half a Christian is better than
Contrived from want and hunger pains.
none. He roared at the top of his voice,
The wheels of monopoly grinding at will,
" What half do you believe in ?"
No rest hav we but the grave:
Wives, sweethearts, and babes in. workshop and
"I believe," firmly replied the Jew,·" that
mill,
Christ was born, but not of the Holy Ghost.
And our homes are the huts of the slave.
I believe he was crucified, but not resurrected.
0 workingman, my early friend !
I believe he fed five thousand pe'lple with
'l'wo continents their voices lend,
seven loaves and a few fishes, but I don't beAnd bulls, and bears, and moneycrats,
Shall heed our music sh11-rps and flats.
lieve they were satisfied."
Then hasten, bold rider, make ready the steed;
The result can be better imagined than
The "bended bow"* waits for your hand;
described. Suffice it to say that the Jew was
To poverty scatter the millionaire's greed,
instantly converted, not to Christianity, but
For humanity girdles the land.
to a champion. pedestrian, closely followed
I claim you now, 0 workingman !
by an overabundant supply of shoe leather
The peer of any prince or dan.
The noblest king this world has found
owned by our ~ood missionary.
Is he who toils the seasons round.
New York, ~I:ty 20, 1886. A. BENJAMIN.
We are making all the .waste places to bloom,
Reclaiming earth's deserts and seas;
Take, kinsmen, oh, take of her air and her roomBook Notices.
She givs you true title to these.
AMERIOAN NEWSPAPER DIRECTORY, containing
Bear, workingman, the "bended bow,"
Accurate Lists of all the Newspapers and
And let the money-grabber know
Periodicals published in the United States,
We'll never lay our armor down
Territories, Dominion of Canada, and NewTill every human right is won.
foundland, together with a Description of
The clangor to-day is the tocsin of warthe 'l'owns and Cities in which they are
Hark! hemispheres hearken our clan !
Published. New York: George P. Rowell
The earthquake is yawning and mutt'ling afar;
& Co., 1886. Price $5.
We shall govern the .world, workingman!
This is not the sort of book anyone would
Clearwater, Ne/J.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
pick out who desired something exciting, but if
*In the days of ancient Blitain, on the approach
of .war a messenger bearing a "bended bow" .was it is wished to know all about all the papers
sent through the l~tnd to ap_prize the people. The
story .was beautifully told in a poem by Mrs. in the country, it is the very work that cannot be dispensed with. No one's information
Hemans·----------~~~--------on that subject can be complete without it.
Half a Loaf is· worse Than None. The directory is to newspapers what an unTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: abridged dictionary is to a language. BeEnjoying the wit in which your journal sides the lists of newspapers there are also
abounds, fictitious as it is, permit me to sketches showing the process of getting out
present to yon a combination of wit and our great dailies, illustrated by cuts and
truth.
other accessories. The book contains over
One winter afternoon a Russian Jewish eighteen hundred octavo pages-1,818, to be
pedler, strappeu to a heavy pack, was trudg- precise-and the only error noted is the omising on his weary pilgrimage. Finally he sion to put THE TRUTH SEEKER (tmong the
reached a comfortable dwelling. Entering it. religious papers. This is an oversight hard
to account for.
he fell exhausted from cold and hunger.
The Directbry for 1886 is accompanied by a
The commotion that ensued brought the pro- Directory for 1776. The latter is about the
prietor of the house, who happened to be a size of a postage stamp, and consists of some
missionary, to the scene. Taking in the ten or a dozen pages. Nothing better indic
situation at a glance, and with an eye to cates the growth· of civilization and education than these two directories. Mr. RowbusinesR, he bent over the prostrate form and ell's publication for 1886 will be found
Haid that he was willing to revive his be- indispensable to all publishers and advertisers.
numbeu guest providing that he would acknowledge his belief in the following: That
An extremely amusing compilation is
Christ Wt19 born of the Holy Ghost ; that he " Soul Farrago. What is and Where is the
wag crucified and resurrected; that he fed and Soul?" by "Perseus." The writer does not
satisfied the hunger of five thousand with a himself profess to be able to answer the
few loa vi'S of bread and a few fishes.
qnestious which he propounds, but summons
The Jew, though more dead than alive to the stand as experts some of the ablest
physically, was in full possession of his ll1.en the world has ever produced. First
mental faculties. He feebly replied that half comes:
of it he believed already. Our host, the mis1. Pythagoras: " The soul is number aud
sionary, delighted with the result already a harmony."
achieved, trusted to the other half when suf2. Heraclitus : " The soul is a spark of the
ficiently revived. Accordingly, the stiff form stellar essence."
of tl!c frozen Jew was tenderly placed before
3. Anaximenes: "The soul is air." This
a blazing log fire. After having been suffi- witness is corroborated by Diogenes. ·
ciently tim wed out, a substantial supper was
4. Anaxagoras : " The soul is an immortal,
placed before the famished man. Plate -after aerial spirit."
plate was cleared away by the prospectiv con5. Epicnrus : " The soul is a bodily subvert. No sooner did the last morsel disap- stance having a great resemblance to spirit
pear than our good missionary, with beaming or breath."
eyes anrl all smiles, made his appearance.
6. Origen : " The soul is neither spirit nor
"\Veil," said he, "what hav you decitled ?"
matter."
"I am meditating all the time,"replied the
7. Gregory Nazianzen: "Soul, or spirit, .is
g·uest, "but with no success as yet. No composed of two properties-motion and
lloubt a good night's rest will add consider- diffusion."
ably to solve the problem." The missionary
At least fifty more witnesses are called to
raised no objection, aud the best room in the testify as to what the soul is. No two agree.
house wa~ assigned to the fatigued pedler.
Then the writer turns to the question where
Unhesitatingly he retired, sandwiching the soul resides, quoting as follows:
himself between the two feather beds. Hardly
1. Plato : " The soul is· located iu the
harl he finished his customary night prayer, brain."
2. Aristotle: '' The soul is located in the
when he snored away as befits a Russian
Jewish pedler. The host, on the other hand, heart."
3. Heraclitus : " The soul is located in the
was restlessly tossing about. With the break blood."
of cbty he arose. Stealthily creepin~ up to the
4. Epicurus : '' The soul is located in the
room of his sleeping guest, he peeped breath- chest."
5. Sommering: " The soul is located iu
lessly through the key-hole, and, behold ! to
his dismay his guest was devotedly praying the ventricles."
6. Kant : " The soul is located in the
while enveloped in fringes and phJilacteries water contained in the ventricles."
(those articles Missionary Freshman offers to
7. Ennemoser: "The whole body is the
p:uade with at so much a head). The disap- seat of the soul."
8. Fischer : " The soul is located in the
pointed host soon recovered, consoling himself that the Jew was taking a last farewell of Bervons system."
9. Descartes : '' The soui is located in the
his religion prior to his plunging into the pineal gland."
'
baptismal waters. Prayers over, the misThese are not half thewitnesses called to
sionary, less smiling and more resolute,. de- testify as to the whereabouts of the soul. It

must be confessed that the testimony leaves
the soul hunter in some doubt.
This pamphlet was originally published in
the Independent Pulpit, and must hav been
the result of long and laborious research.
Price 5 cents.

picturellke from the four comers of the first
page. The contents, however, are interesting,
being composed of articles by G. W. Foote,
James Thomson, Edward Aveling-, J. M.
Wheeler, George Standring, and other able
writers. Published at 28 Stonecutter street,
London. Price 25 cents.

Part I. of " Saladin's " " God and His
Book" is out. Therein· the .author, who is
'' Two Glaring Abominatio)ls and the Remeditor of the Secular IJ.eview, of London, has edy" is what Mrs. L. E. R. Lambrigger callH
assaulted the scriptures with all the weapons her pamphlet drawing attention to the "inof ancient and modern warfare. And it is human treatment of helpless infancy and desurprising, even to those who know that the crepit old age." Price, probably, 10 cents.
Bible has no historical reliability, to note how W. S. Bailey's heirs, printers, Nashville, Tenn.
far the evidence tends to show that it was the.
work of intentional frauds. S?me books, SELF-CONTRADICriONS OF THE
observes Mr. Robert Burns, are hes from end
BIBLE
to end. That is what the Bible, broadly J
•
·.
speakinrr is "Saladin" points out very
A perfectly.r~liable, accurate pamphlet. Tho__!Jgh
"''
·
anonymous, 1tls now known to be the work o:f W.
plainly that if God dictated any of the book, H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
no ·one knows what part of it was so dictated. ffo~~:f~~ f~fsi~'k~~~ been sold. Price, 15 cents.
The Bible has many times been dissected.
Paine left no man a reasonable excuse for
ox,
still believing in its authenticity as translated.
" Saladin" goes down to the roots of the im- MEN OF B-::rSINESS WHo Dm SoMETHING BESIDES
MAKING MONEY.
posture and shows that but· for the fictitious
A BOOK FOR YOU~G AMERICANS.
prominence which belief in the book has
given it, it would be condemned as a most
BY .YAIDES PARTO~.
unintelligible liotch-potch.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
The future historian, in writing of the treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
present era, will remark somewhat as fol- helped the world; together with eight portraits.
lows: "In spite of the civilization and en- Mr. Parton's .works need no commendation. They
etan dar d.
lightenment to which the people in the nine- arePric.-.,
- $1.2ii,
teenth century attained, and of which indeed
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address
they were themselvs wont to boast, seeing
33 Clinton Place. New York.
th.at it was much higher than that of the ages
foregone, they nevertheless held as a fetich a
BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
book of so-called revelation, to which they
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
ascribed an attribute which they termed ' in- The
Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
spiration,' a-.vord that has long since lost all of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By W111. HENRY
significance to learned ears. There were, BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.
·however, in those days persons who saw
THE
the light even clearer than those miscalling
themselvs the 'children of light.' Among CONVE~TIONAL LIE~ OF 0 I'R
these was one' Saladin,' otherwise W. Stewart
CIVILIZ..t'I'ION.
Ross, who, though not dwelling in the counFrom the German of MAX NORDAU.
try ranked first among the nations of the
SEVENTH EDITION.
earth (the same being America, where"was
A most powerfully written book.-PI!fla. RPcm·rt.
This Book is not a Book! It is a Deed! aud
published our able contemporary, THE TRUTH
who oppose it will prove that they fear it.SEEKER), but in England, was nevertheless those
Price, 50 cr;nts.
unsurpassed as an iconoclast. A work bearing Vienna News.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
his signature aud the title, ' God and His
83 Clinton Pl., New York.
Book,' has been preserved to ·us, and it is
strange that upon reading it any could be so
MOSES BEFORE THE COURT ;
blind as to still maintain that "the book which
OR,
he attacked was in any way defensible from
either a historical or an ethical point of The Forgery of the Old Testament.
Dedicated to the clergy
view." Price 35 cents.

CAPT A INS OF INDUSTRY1

BY

" Moses Before the Court; or, The Forgery
H. J. SEIGNEURET,
, Secularist.
of the Old Testament." This 1tamphlet of
Price,
10 cents.
32 pages is dedicated to the clergy by H. J.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Seigneuret, M.D. (alias "Secularist"), author
of "St. ~ratthew Before the Court." This
ELEMENTS
case against Moses and the Old .Testament is
OF
skilfully handled by the author. He proves
conclusivly that the Bible is a forgery; that
the Pentateuch was not written by Moses,
but by the J ewlsh priest and impostor,_Esdras,
FOR
and shows for what ignoble purposes he com- HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
mitted the forgery. In fact, the author
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that no
such man as Moses ever really existed.
By Prof. D. M, Co1Hn;:cr, A . .lU.
"Moses Before the Court," if widely circulated, will complete the work begun by
This book is just .what the busy world of to-day
Paine's " Age of Reason." Address the needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2.000
Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, years B.c. on up to 1883, all in a nutsbell.-EINew York. Price 10 cts.-Pittsb~trgh Truth. min.a Slenke1·.
A" a text-book in schools, the book .would occupy
an important place; in the family it would be no
"On the Inequalities of Wealth" is the less imp01·tant, as conveying information that all
be acquainted with.-Susan Wixon.
name of a tract by "An American," publishecl sbnnld
Mr. Cottinger's mtentions in writing this book
by Theo. Berendsohn, 86 Fulton street, New are excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It
be commended as fuliilling its purpose of a
York, price ten cents. The author, iu a may
concise and interesting historical text-book.future work, hopes to be able to "unfold the .Mtlwaukee Sentinel.
Price, Clorh. U.l'iO.
subject of reconstructing the present social
For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00.
system, and to set forth principles by which
A<ldress
THE TRUTH SEEKER. "
the inequalities of society will be eliminated,
and a true and universal brotherhood of man
be established in harmony with nature's laws."
If " An American" has a scheme in mind
CONTENTS:
which will produce that result, its publicaWhite Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
should be no longer deferred. It will iill a or'l11e
Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
long-felt want.
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Hnron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromeg_!ts.World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
The· appended literary note sent us by the The
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
Appletons will be of interest to many: '' Hon. at Siam.-'l11e Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
David A. Wells's third paper of the Sl ries, Havmg No Pleasure.-An Advent\u·e in India.
entitled, 'An Economic Study of Mexico,'
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid pa_per. With 67
now running through the Pop~tlar Science engravings. Price, clotli, beveled boards, $2.00.
Half
calf. or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Monthly, appears in the June number. The
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
series will close with the fourth paper, and it
33 Clinton Place, Ne.w York.
promises, when completed, ·to be the fullest
as it will unquestionably be the most accurate
summary of the real condition of affairs,
industrial, commercial, and political, in Mexico, that has appeared since the Mexican War."

UNIVERSAL HISTORY

VOLTAIRE' 8 ROMANCES.

"Manual Training in Education," by
James Vila Blake, is a useful little book.
What Mr. Blake means by manual training it
is necessary to read the pamphlet to find out.
Price 25 cents. Published by Charles H.
Kerr & Co., Chicago.
G. W. Foote's Progress makes its monthly
appearance for J\I:ay. There is something
melancholy and sad about the brick-colored
covers of this magazine, with Darwin, Voltaire, Shelley, and Mill looking out spirit-

The BiDle Analyze~.
BY

John R. liclso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testamept.-The New Testameut.-The
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-The
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Crown octavo, 833 p_p. Splendidly executed. Bent
by mail, post paid. Plice, $8.00.
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Ingersoll's W"orks.

SCIENCE

In five lectures)... comprising, "The Godst
!' Humboldt.L: " ·J.:nomas Paine," "Individual·
1ty," and ".tleretlcs and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost!!l" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of In·
deJ>endence 1" "About Farmin_g in Dlinois,'
''The Grant Banquet" "The Rev. Alexandel
Clark," "The Past .ttises before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingerson.•·,

FRIENDSHIP LIBERAL LEAGUE No. 257
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
. Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, IJOcts:
cloth, $1.25,
'
Intervi.ews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts:

·,

What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

·

The Christian Relhdon.

By R. G;

'
I

IngersoJb Judge Jei-emiali B. Black, and Prof.
George .If, Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

Cat~chised:

·

Vindicntion of Thomas Paine from

~the attacks of the New York Observer, by Rob;

·

Address on the Civil ·Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents;

•

Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the deman(
for Mr. Ingersoll's works the publisher has ha(
all his lectures, except the latest on ·" Ortho
doxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in hal:
calf, library style, and containing over 1i301
pa!l'es, which is sold at the exceedingly o'\1
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

'fributes.

There hav been so. manJ

!!I>Plications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribv.te tc
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Gran1
Banquet Toast," and the recent address ove1
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they ha;'
been printed on hea:vy toned paper, 18x221 illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suita-·
ble for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for OOcts, or either one for 15ets,

Prose ·Poems and .Selections.

~~Ka:~v:ro~~dc~l~est~e~eE~~t~c'*~~~~.a~~ ~a~~~

$10.oo;·40z., stem wind~,11 jeweled, $14.50; same, 15
jeweled, $19; same, aajustcd, $22. In filled ll'old
cases, warranted 20 years, 7 jeweled, stem mnd,
$21 ; 11 jeweled, $23.00; 15 jeweled, $28; adjusted,
$31. Best filled cases add $4.00. Ladies' filled, best
d cases, $20.J 7~.$22, 11; and $30 for 15 jeweled move" menta. Laaies' solid goldt 10 k., $22 7; $24, 11;
~' $32, 15 jewels. For 14 karat cases add $8. Gents
, equally low. Watches cleaned, $1; ilprings $1 i and
P. returned per reg_istered mail. Best spectacle in
the world, $1. All goods must snit or cash back.
And what is a nicer
·present for either
your ladr or gentleman fnends than
one of my latest improved model badges
m solid ·gold, artistically enameled in
three colors T Price,
$8 1 $3.50, $4. With
genuin diamond in
•
~~~$3~~

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the Ban Frarwtscan. 5 cents; 5C
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.
.

Io~flrsoll's

Wettstein's

Genuin dlamond jewelry; fine gold and silver
watches, chains, bracelets, gold and plated jew-

.

His Answers to

ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

~tto

Popular Jewelry Store. Rochelle, Dl.

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t_YPe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinarY lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Ingersoll

LECTURES.

Liberal friends visiting Philadelphia should attend the Spring Course of Science Lectnrea ,
every Sunday evening, at the Hall of Friendship
League, Ninth and G:irard ave.
Debate at 2:30 (Secular questions).
PROF. ATKINSON, F.R.A.S.

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

plain cloth, $1.25.-
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.~,.ttl OTIO WETISTEIN
.1 ~'HiOI(JgiJ~
Rochelle, ill.

Tllli

new book is a gem. It is a model in every re·
spect. In factt one of the richest, brightest
best ever issuea. It contains, besi,t\es the eel
ebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never be
fore puhlished, and all the famous "tributes '
heretofore printed in various shapes, but neve:
brought together till now, many other gems
selected from the speeches, arguments, lec1
ures, letters!. table-talks, and day-to-day cor.
versationsor the author. The work is designe
for and will be accepted by admiring friends 1
a rare personal souvenir. To help It sei·ve th.
·
purpose,\afinesteelportrait,withautograJ?nl
.. ...~·, ot a--,.----·--A·-·M··-h·-.
-~..,-·-·----sill}ile, pas been prepared es_pecially for It\
e d ~e; K.n ow ld
e ge
vnme;
s
uc 1-~-·--c--"
n'.t:ne VlfllrUJrSli!l.oncy-.....
ox; uuall Progress .cwp?)
Pricet m silk clpth, beveled edges, gilt back:
spired as Any of It.
HISTORICAL FACTS AND THEOLOGICAL
and side, $2.50; m half cal~, m9ttled edges, ele-' VICARIOUS ATONEMENT· Fear· Beginning
FICTIONS· Church Fict10ns · Histor'1cal Facts
gant library style, $4.50; m full Turkev mo.
•
•
. .c :
,
rocco, gilt, exquisitly fine, $7.00; in fiiii tree·
to Thmk; Creeds; Self-Control. What We Need; . -(ClVllization, Comparativ Status, Women as
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
Vicariouf! Atonement Not a Christian InvenPersons, Education, As Wives, Not Woman's
The Husts ot' Voltaire•. Paine, aud tion j Twin Monsters from Intellectual Pig- Friend, Morals).

f"«

Ingersoll.

Cabinet size; true to

"life, price $1.50 each. ETery admirer of these
apostles of Religious Liberty should hav them.

Pbutogravhs of Colonel In~ersoll.

Superb pliotographs, 22x28, $5; panel., 10Mx17,
$3; boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 cts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

J . .E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price 1 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur!l' are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Refol'lll.; t e Woman's Rights
1\Iovemeut; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b;r Scrii>J;ure : Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheatmg: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Couqu~st and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unldndness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Poly@.my; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagranc;v; Ignorance and Idioc~·; Obscenity, Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Hpecial discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. Thie is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbatil from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the followmg heads: Origi!:J. of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbat)U The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; .l!ixamination of
Sunday Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; 'festimony of the Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin~ the Middle A!l'es: The Puritan
Sabbath; 'festimony of Chnstian Refol'lllers 1
HcholarsJ,and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws. J:'rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washington ali Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents:. bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice· extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man " and "Ai'ie
of Reason" are given; also, tribute's to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Euro_pe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second editimi, 160 pages, Printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

The .ApoRtle of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Hall.,~ before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
lO cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
88 Olinton Place, New York,

Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper,
.

iiO
.

Cents.
.

The Trade Supplied at Specml D1scounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

Plwto-Engravings of Miss Ga;rdener a1·e f01·.sale at this office. Price, 40c.j witlt autogNltpli, 50c.

Ingersoll's Tributes, r soc ,. A L wE A L_T_H.
REDUCED IN PRICE

•

We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer th. ese magru·ficent prose poems of Mr. I ngersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large .clear type, suitable for framing, The titles are:

Tlle Sole F_'actors and Exact !Jatws zn Its
Acqutrement and Apportzonment.
By J. K. INGALLS.

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a hrief review of their .Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Cap1tahsm ; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Maclunery; The Nature of
Wages; Private and Soci:l.l Wealth; Land OwnThe Vision of War,
ership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
Tribute to his Brother,
the··Pwiuctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-opThe Grant Banquet Toast,
eration; Law of Contraca.; Money and Credit;
Address at Harry Miller's Gr1ne. Of Value or Economic RatioR; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggest10ns
The plica of these heretofore has been $1. We to Legislators; Conclusion.
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
Price, ( Io111, $1,00.
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. l\failed secure
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
;J;, Clinton Place, New York.
83 Clinton Pl., New York.

A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
OF

APOLLONIUS 0 F TYAN A,
OB THE

First Ten Decades of 011r Era.
BY

DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Designed to show upon the authority of History
that ApolloniuR of Tyana performed miracles and
!!poke wise sayings equal to those attributed to
Jesus Christ. 350pp., octavo, best style. Price $2.00.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.

A STUDY
OB'

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY
BY LEWIS C. JANES.

This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical anteqedents in
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Paganism; investigates the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of
the New :restament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
separable from the Ia ter legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ, and traces the natural development of
Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.·
Complete references and full index. 820pp. Bvo,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
Solcl at THE TRUTH; SEEKER Office.

BOOilS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMl\fON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 11poo page~r, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $8.25-in English or Gel'lllan
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponaie 1 the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bouncl. (The fifth
vohune of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pam
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
Tl•e Present and the Future
and oppoaing vaccination; "Health in the Sunconsidering the blue-glass cnre-ot' value
R.eJtublic of Nor111 America, beam/'
to SICK and well. lly mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
. BY A CAPITALIST.
Heredity," hy Prof. Brooks, 336 pagcsa cloth
A book advocatinli; associate life as a remedy for of
bound, $2 · "Heredity," by Loring__ Moo y, 159
poverty, vice 1 and crime. It deals with the J;lreseut l'_agcs
75 cents; "The Law of Heredity," by
conditions of society in this country, pointing out F H.1 clotht
10 cents; "The Alpilabet of the
their imperfections, and, showing bow it is almost. H'umanMarsh,
'remperamentsz" with illustrations, by Dr.
impossible that the people should be other than E. B. Foote,
10
cents;
Generation before Rerenpoor and vicious under our present system. The emtion," by Dr. E. B. ' Foote,
Jr.t 10 cents; ' Reremedy, the author thinks, is in communal life, ports of Conventions and Parlor
llieetin(l'B during
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future 1882 " 10 cents; "Third Annual Conventwn
of the
1
Republic of North Amerwa, as it will be when Institute
of
Heredity,
l\I"'Y
29,
1883,"
10 cents.
soc1ety shall be organized on the Principles of
Address THE TlWTH SEEKER.
Hational Communism. The book is vigoron•lY
and interestingly written.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,

Pticc

tl.~O

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, Nrw York.

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible Investigation. Revised Edition. This pamphlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible propositiom,
with numerous references and Citat.ions 1 that
are contradicted in tel'llls by the same numher
of other propositions in the same book. Price
25 cents.

RUPTURES CUREDb,

:Bo,ks on Frac'ica1 Steps in rreeen'. Needr.

History of Woman's Costume l\'Iovement; its
first 85 years, Events and Persecutions, Snpplemented by·l\lodern l\Iart;·rdom. l!l2pp., tine paper,
2i)c. Progrcsa vs. Fashwn. 32pp., paper, 10.;.
'\Yoman'H Wa;· On~. ?~pp., paper, 10c. Love ana
Transition. Poctlc,-!n two parts; un EpiC and au
Argument. 1!Hpp,, in fine cloth and gilt, 75c.
Sent on recr,ipt ofp_rice, hv the a)Ithor 1
toin1
1\I. E. TILLOTSON, Vmeland, N.J.

Bible Fabrications Refuted
and

The Errors of' tile Bible Exposed.
BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
88 Clinton Plaoe, New York.
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Jjltws off fht fltth.
. GB:I!JAT B~l'j;'A:IN ·b,as over thirty thousand priests
·and·to 'siistain"the: state religion and the other
.chuiches costs the people some hundreds of millions of doliitrs ain:iualll , a burden most unremunerativ and uncorilpensating,-D. M. Bennett,
CALM soul of all th~ngs ! make it mine
To feel amid the city's jar
i . That there abides peace of thine
,Man did not make, and cannot mar.
The will to neither strive nor czy,
The power to feel will others giv !
Calm, calm me more l Nor let me die
Before I hav begun to iiv l
-Matthew Arnoza.
IE. abuses are destroyed, man must destroy them.
If slaves ·are freed, man must free them. If new
truths' are discovered, man' rriust discover them.
If the naked are clothed; if the hungry are fed;
if justice is done; if labor is rewarded; if superstition is driven from the mind; if the defenseless
are protected; and if the right finally triumphs,
all must be the work of man. The grand victories
of the future must be won by man,·and by man

LAsT Saturday. afternoon was the first regular half-holiday of the season, and was generally observed.
TIIE city of :Munich is excited over the exhibition of a very effectiv panorama-.:r:epresenting "The Crucifixion."

a

GLADSTONE's Home Rule bill fiJr Ireland
was defeated in the British House of Commons last Monday by a vote of 341' to 311.
FRIENDLY negotiatio:Qs are being made, it
is said, with Canada, concerning the seized
fishing schooners. The nature of the nego~
tiations is not made public. .
A BRussELS author has been sentenced to ~
one year's imprisonment and to pay a fine of ~
$1,500 for writing a "labor catechism, in a
which it is claimed the king is insulted.
k,;
JOHN KELLy, the Tammany sachem, died .
June 1st, and was buried last Saturday from
St. Patrick's cathedral, with all the pomp
which that institution is able to display.

alone •.,--Ingersoll.

Tis well! From this day forward we shall know
That iJl ourselvs our safety must be ~ought;
That .bY. O)lr own right bands it must be wrought.
1 Tha~ we must stand unpropped or be laid low.
I 0 dasta,rd, whom such pretaste doth not cheer,
:We shall exult if they who rule the land
: ~e men.who hold its many blessings dear,
:·Wise, upright, valiant; not a servile band,
· Who are to JUdge of danger' which they fear,
And honor which they do not understand.

THE TRUTH SEEKER chapel has been working smoothly under the nine-hour rule for two
months, and its progressiv proprietors find it
very satisfactory.-John Swinton's Paper.
BunnENSIEK, the contractor who used such:
poor materials that his buildings :would not I
bear their own weight, and fell, killing. a·
workman, has been sentenced to ten years in
the penitentiary.
THE Sunday quiet of New York was somewhat disturbed last Sunday by a heavy
bombardment in the bay. It was a welcome
to a Brazilian warship with the emperor's
grandson on board.
A . BILL taxing the manufacture of oleomargarine has passed the House -of Representativs. We are still to be. permitted the
free use of bad butter, and to spread it on to
auy desired thickness.
A WESTERN firm guarantee a wife to· every
man who purchases of them a suit of clothes.
The Macon Telegraph says : " What this
country needs is somebody to guarantee a
suit of clothes to everyman who gets a wife."

- Woraswortlt, ,

WE may be certain that very few persons, not
"jleriously· impressed by religious convictions, applied for baptism while Diocletian was vexing the
church, or joined themselvs to Protestant congre. gations at the risk of being bumt by Bonner,
But_when a sect becomes powerful, when its favor
. is the road to riches and dignities, worldly and
1 ambitious men crowd into it, talk its language,
. conform strictly to its ritual, mimic its peculiari! ties, and frequently go beyond its honest members in all the outward mdications of zeaL-Mac-

,

1

HERR MosT, the Anarchist, has been sentenced to one year in the penitentiary and to
pay a fine of $500. His offense was exercising the· right of free speech, which he misunderstood ·the Constitution of .this country to.
confer.
A REPORT of the death of Henry Ward
Beecher was circulated about this ,city last
Saturday afternoon. It was referred to Mr.
Beecher himself for confirmation.
Mr.
llPecher said it was quite a jolly rumor, but
he was glad it wasn't true.
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND was duly married
on Wednesday, June· 2d, to Miss Frances
Folsom, and is doing as well as could be expected. The wedding was held in the White
House at Washington. The honeymoon is
being spent at Deer Park, Md.
AROHBISHOP FEEHAN, of Chicago, visited
the Joliet, Ill., penitentiary las~ Sunday and
confirmed 117 convicts in the holy Catholic
faith. The prison at Joliet is provided with
a chapel, and differs from a Catholic church
only in the facilities for egress. The 'congregation is of the same character as that found
, in the average church.
THE Chicago grand jury reported to the
judge last Saturday afternoon on the Anarchists' cases. They express a belief that the
Haymarket affair was a deeply premeditated
plot. The Anarchists and their friends, on
the other hand, deny that anyone is implicated in the throwing of the bomb except the
crazy wretch who threw it.
THERE was a Catholic-Orange riot at Belfast, Ireland, last week. The Orangemen
t!rove some Catholics into the river and a
young man was drowned. At the funeral
8unday another riot occurred. The procession was attacked by the Orangemen, shots
were fired, and heads were broken, and there
was home rule generally for a short· time.
THE Third avenue cardrivers' strike is
ended. As a sort of exJ?iring struggle, a
t:e-up of twenty-four hours was ordered, and
went into effect last Saturday. At the end of
that time, the Empire Protectiv Association
acknowledged defeat, and the strikers must
now look out for themselvs. The manager of
the local assembly who ordered the tie-up was
arrested for "conspird.cy" and placed under
$1,000 bail. It seems that an employer may
lock out his employees without offending the
law, but if they fail to go to work when the
doors are opened they are guilty of consl!iracy.

aulay,
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fldds and IJnds.
CUl'ID, THE BOOK-AGENT.
I will not touch Love's hand (she said),
Nor will I see his pleading eyes;
I know him, for his lips are red ;
He shall not take me by surprise.
I know his eyes ate blue (she smiled),
I know the sheen of every curI;
Ah, Love (she said), you are a child,
And can't deceive a Vassar girl!
Love spectacled his sapphire eyes,
And dressed himself in sober black;
Ho, ho! (he laughed) in this disguise
I'll hide the arrows on my back !
He started out in early spring,
And in the fields the maiden met,
As she tripped on ward, loitering ·
Among the grasses lush and wet
With cooling moisture of the dew.
He opened wide a musty tome;
I wish (he said) to show to you
A parchment History of Rome.
And here is Bacon bound in calf,
And Browning in a vellum vest ;
Here's Emerson 10 sheep, at half
The usual price-and all tb e rest.
The maid selected one small book,
And clasped it with a tender touch;
It's T. B. Aldri tch that I took,
But, sir, I think you ask too much !
I do love books (she sighed), and, oh !
How few of them I can possess !
Love's heart began to throb and glow ;
He felt the hidden arrows press
His tender flesh; he threw aside
The spectacles, his best disguise ;
If you will touch my hand (he cried),
And only look within my eyes,
These books are yours, fair Vassar maid!
Oh, do not turn away your head,
And look so cold ! Be not afraid,
For I am only Love (he said).
The maiden's cheeks were all aflame;
She coyly pressed his finger-tips,
Then down she bent (and who shall blame?)
And swiftly kissed his rose-red lips I

-Puck.

BaABERY am no sign o' sense. De game-rooster
will fight till he dies, but h!l ain't got ez much
sense ez de guinea-chicken dat won't fight nuthin'.
-Bome preachers puts me in mine o' er tailor dat
makes er coat ter suit hisse'f, an' den tries ter
make ernuder man w'ar it whuther it fits him' or
not.-Dar ain't nuthin' filthier den er chicken nur
cleaner den er cat; but I ain't gwine ter fling
erway de chicken 'ca'se it's filthy, nur eat de cat
'ca'se it's clean,-Wid er woman dar ain't er inch
difference •twixt love and hate.-Er wise man may
believe er liar wunf''• bnt he ain't gwine ter do it
twice.-Fur years an' years. de white man hab been
teachin' de nigger how ter die, but mighty few
men hab been teachin' him how ter lib.-De fus'
man what does er thing, no matter ef some udder

OFT as by winding Nith I, musing, wait
The sober eve or hail the cheerful dawn,
I'll miss thee sporting o'er the dewy lawn,
And cursti the ruffian's aim and mourn thy hapless
fate. ·
-Burns's Wounaea Hare,
THE tendency of orthodox religion to-day is
toward mental slavery and barbarism. Not one
of the orthodox· ministers dare preach what he
thinks if he knows that a majority of his congregation think otherwise. He knows that every
-;member of his church stands guard over his brain
with a creed, like a club, in his hand. He knows
that he is not expected to search after the truth,
but that he is employed to defend the creed. Every pulpit is a pillory in which stands a hired culprit, defending the justice Qf his own imprisonmen t.-Inuersoll.

man does it better, iz hil' up ez de pusson ter
praise. We allus think da t de fust flowers in de;
'
sprilig smell de sweetest.-Arkansato Traveler.
HENRY BERGH, it· is- said, is now. taking steps to
prevent Chicago's . horse-railroads rnnnmg bobtail cars in fly-time.
THAT a minister should speak with power,. it is
"DYSPEPSIA," said Carlyle, "kills poetic ambition." The world owes dyspepsia a heavy debt. important that he should speak from his own soul,
It is a pity that Tennyson's stomach is not a trifle and not studiously conform himself to modes
of speaking which others hav adopted, It is imweaker.-Arkansaw Traveler,
portant that he should giv out the truth in the
DARLING Mabel's zebra stocking
very form in which it presents itself to his m_ind,
Gently hangs across the tub;
in the very words which' offer themselvs spon taneBrother Tom will find them useful ·
ously as t:Q.e clothing of his thoughts. To express
When he starts his base-ball club.
our own minds, frankly, directly, fearlessly, is the
-Evansville Ar(IU8.
only way to reach other minds. Now, it is the
effect of creeds to check this free utterance of
WIFE (looking up from the paper): "That's a thought. The minister must seek words which
book I'd like to read-' Old Wells Dug Out,• by will not clash with the consecrated articles of his
Talma2:e. It must be just splendid." Husband: church. If new ideas spring up in his mind not
"No doubt of it, my dear; that's just about what altogether consonant with what the creedmonger
he's fit for."
has established he must cover them with misty
language. If he happen to doubt the standard of
his church, he muHt strain its phraseology, must
force it beyond its obvious import, that he may
giv his assent to it without departures from truth.
All these processes must ha v a blighting effect on
the mind and heart. They impair self-respect.
They cloud the intellectual eye. They accustom
men to tamper with truth.-Dr. Cltanntuu.

Paino. VinilicataU!

I BELIEVE that the· only way to do the greatest
amount of good in the pulpit is for the one who
occupies it to be perfectly true to himself. I
should say to every preacher : " Satisfy your own
reason and conscience, whether you satisfy your
people or not. Be absolutely sincere. Do not use
words in one. sense which you know they use in
quite another, and do not pretend to ha v a belief
in anything which you really hav not." I believe
in policy, but I believe that the highest and best
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
policy is to tell the simple, straightforward truth,
-s. B. weston.
-oI AM: aware that self-assumed superiority to opinTbe New 'X'ork Observer <Presbyterian) having ion may be, and often is, a thing of danger; danrecently reissued its assault upon the memory of gerous in its crudeness and fermentation
Paine, this pamphlet should be circrila ted every- although in its perfection most b1essed,-Self-Fo1'where in vindication.
matwn.
VIA CRUCIS.
60pp. Price 10 cents ; 12 copies, $1.
The poet dipped his pen, and drew
His vivid pictures, phrase by phrase,
Of skies and misty mountains blue,
A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
Of starry nights and shimmering days,
Men said, " He breedeth fancies pure ;
His touch is facil, swift, and sure."
A FaWicated Account of a Scene at the DeathThe poet's friend was stricken sore.
bed of _Thomas Paine.
In tender tears the pen he dipped,
And breathed his gentle sorrow o'er.
traced the sympathetic script.
And
BY W. H. BURR.
Men said, " His heart is kind ·and true ;
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
The laurel yet shall be his due."
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Obsm'Ver relies to prove its princiThe poet's child has waxen hands
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
That hold Death's heavy-scented rose.
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
She drifts to the dim shadow-lands,
And draws his wild soul as she goes.
18pp. Price 5 cents; 25 for $1.00.
For these two pamphlets address
He dipped his pen in his heart's wound,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
And, sobbing, wrote-and ~hns was crowned l
a3 Clinton Pl., New York,
-Helen T. Clark.
-o-

A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.
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WHAT

.1/Jofts and f/llippings.
CoL. R. G. INGERSOLL, was on June lOth
elected president of the Tsledo, Cincinnati,
and St. Louis Railroad, and the name of the
road was changed into the Toledo, St. Louis,
and Kansas City.
A SIIOHT time ago Mrs. H. M. Rigie, of
South Orange, N.J., for four years an invalid,
was announced to hav been suddenly restored
to perfect health by the power of prayer, and
her alleged cure was the sensation of the
town. On Thursday of last week 1\'Irs. Rigie
died.
~'IRE broke out in the top of the Young
:Men's Christian Aasociation building in this
city,. one day last week. The fire department overlooked the fact that the million dollar structure had never paid a cent toward
the city's expenses, and put the fire out with
neatness and dispatch.
The damage
amounted to $2,000.
JusTUS SorrwAB, the Socialist, who keeps
a quiet saloon on First street, was· arrested
last week for selling beer without a license,
the excise commissioners having tefused him
that document. Meanwhile, the notorious
Billy McGlory runs the worst dive imaginable, and, though unlicensed, sells beer under
.the very eyes of the police.
A MAN writes to the Philadelphia Press that
he saw a remarkable sight in the heavens on
Good Friday morning. He says that the
clouds in the northern sky were blown by the
light breeze into such a form that the blue sky
visible between them assumed a semblance
of a colossal figure of the savior. Other
. clouds and streaks of light formed a nimbus

~ Nevv York, Saturdav, June 19,1886.

MUST WE-BELIEVE

and a crown of thorns, and the whole, ''so far
as color was concerned, resembled a sketch
of Payne's gray, with slight roseate indications." What the writer had been drin)ring
the night before we are not informed. ·
THE British House of Lords has again
thrown out the "Deceased Wife's Sister"
bill, although it was activly supported by his
royal highness the Prince of Wales. It wi!l
now be the duty of the English widower in
love with his sister-in-law to repudiate the
House of Lords as authority on the matter,
and go ahead and marry the object of his
choice-provided she is willing.
·
LAST Sunday the Chinamen of New York
celebrated the 3,011th birthday of their
savior Joss, Kwan Koon. Chinatown, in
this city, was crowded all day with Mongolians, who sang songs ·and feasted in truly
oriental style. Joss's temple at 302 Chatham
street was thronged by devotees. The attendant of ·Joss, in order to giv every one a
chance to say Iris prayers and offer birthday
gifts, limited each batch of five worshipers to
five minutes, with twenty-five cents a minute
for overtime.
JoSEPH P. AMEs was a wealthy farmer living near Blair, Neb. Four years ago he :went
to California for his health, and there fell in
with a doctor named McLellan, who pretended to be a Spiritual medium. By working on the patient)s fears through alleged
communication with his (Ames's) dead wife,
McLellan extorted from him about $9,000.
Payment of the last draft of $1,!300 was
stopped by Ames's friends, but McLellan had
already got it cashed. Judge Brewer, of the
United States court, has decided that Ames's
belief in the communication of spirits is proof

TO

BE

_{33 CLINTON PLACE.} $3.00 per year

SAVED?

of his insanity, and that the bank must lose
the money since the victim was not responsible for his acts. ·
THE Freiheit is still published, although
Herr Most, its editor, is in jail- The present
editor is almost equal to his predecessor as a
fire-eater, and intimates that Recorder Smythe,
the judge, and Colonel Fellows, the prosecutor, deserve to be drowned or strangled.
When it is discovered who is responsible .for
these utterances their author will be indicted:
It is thought that by this method the country
may yet be saved.
THE Independent blithely proceeds with its
articles on "Prayer." In the last issue are
quoted these promises Baid to hav been made
by Christ : " Whatsoever ye shall ask in my
name that will I do;" and, "If ye shall ask·
me anything in my name that will I do."
The task which the editor sets himself about
is explaining why these promises are apparently false. The cause, he alleges, is that we
do not properly appreciate the significance of
the words ''in my name." That may be the
way out, but it might be suggested that if the
editor had said that the author of these promises was a mistaken enthusiast on the subject
of prayer, the explanation would hav been
somewhat more copious.
HEALTH OJi'FIOER TowNSIIEND, of Washington, has received the following official document:

8. Number of husband's marriage-First.
9. Maiden name of wife-ll'rances Folsom.·
10. Age-21 years.
11. Color-White,
12. l'lace of residence-Buffalo, New York.
18,-Wife's birthplace-Buffalo, New York,
14. Number of wife's marriage-First.
We, the contractin~ parties, do certify that the
foregoing info,mation is correct.
(Signatures)
GROVER CLEVELAND.
FRANCES FoLSOM.
This certifies that on the second day of June, 1880,
I joined in holy matrimony the parties above described.
B. SUNDERLAND,
Pa•tor First Presbyterian Church, Washington,
D.C.

TnERE is a deep-seated and well-founded
reason for the popular prejudice against lawyers, and it lies in the fact that the most
revolting atrocities constantly pass unrebuked
under the noses of the profession. Take -for
example the last flagrant outrage, the conviction of Most. This was a blow at the most
sacred rights of our citizenship. Not a lawyer in the land but knows that in that case
Judge Smythe violated all the traditions of
American liberty. Judge Smythe, in the unrestrained and lawless exercise of his power,
did that which tended more to Anarchy and
the unsettlement of government than any
vaporings of Most ever did or could do.
Under the pressure of a great and groundlesl!
scare pervading the whole community, augmented by all sorts of virulent newspaper
articles, with the whole press of the country
joining in the cry of "mad dog," it was the
solemn duty and tire splendid privilege of
CERTIFICATE OF MARRIAGE,
To the Health Officer of the District of Columbia: Judge Smythe to see that all the rights of
1. Date of marriage-June 2, 1886.
Most were carefully · guarded, a duty in
2. Full name of husband-Grover Cleveland.
which he was entirely derelict, and a privilege
8, Age--49 years.
of which he seems to hav had no conception.
4.,Color-White.
o. Place of residence-Executiv Mansion.
-Lawyer Ed. W. Chamberlain in Joltn
&. Occupation-Attorney-at-law.
Swinton'~ Paper.
7. Husband's birthplace-Cold well, New Jeraey.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE :19, :1886.
liberty instead of slavery, which had already been impres.sed fn_re of politics or even that upon the field of battle, while he
upon them. The story of his life there cannot be deta1led should take up the conflict removed to the higher field of
here at length, but it was most interesting and eventful in. its ideas where it must ultimately be fought out; where the
FlTNERAI, ORATION BY T. D. WAKEl>IAN 1 MAY 23, 1886.
results. The constitution had already had included in 1t a foundations at least must be laid of a still mightier change in
FRIENDS: Before us lies the pr.ostrate, lifeless form of one proslavery clause which he found himself unable to remov~. the world's history, a still mightier advance toward liberty,
who in a singular degree, throughout a long life, inspired The slaveholding interests of the country redoubled the1r peace, and the welfare, than ever could be realized or attained
efforts and influence. They soon brought to bear upon him, in the ordinary course of political or military events. In
l•>Ve, honor, wonder.
Death is nature's way of announcing to us that Stephen as their present nnJ unyielding opponent, a signal exercise of other words, he found that he was called to an entire change
!'earl Andrews, the philosopher and frienrl, teacher and their power. Not by law, but by mob rule, was he made to of life and purpose in the service of THE HmnES'l', the god
ptophet-for a prophet he was to many-has exchanged his understand that the cause of liberty could not b~ secured that he worshiped.
unless additional resources were brought to bear, by which
mortal career for immortality.
While in England the early warnings of the necessity of
To many emancipated souls who are listening now, this the antislavery people could be protected, and by which the this change of career from the temporal to the mental or
P.hange called death has ceased to be associated with its for- interests which slavery had already obtained in that country spiritual world seem to hav become impressed upon his
mer terrors. It has come to be regarded often as a blessed could be removed by consulting the interests of the slave- mind by the utility of the system of phonography which was
then being introduced there by Isaac Pitman, a young Swedenrelief from pain and anxiety, but in many and higher holders themselvs-that is, by a purchase of the slaves.
respects it appears as the harbinger of immortality, the harIn furtherance of this noble purpose of peaceful emancipa- borgian, of that country. Mr. Andrews took up the scheme,
vester, the grain-gatherer, of the eventful and anxious Jives of tion which, if it could hav been carried into effect, would in and perceived its promis of utility; but that to secure its
men on eart!J.
the end hav saved this country millions of lives and millions utility it needed a scientific basis. He had been all his life a
It would not be appropriate, in view of such sentiments, of treasure, he conceived a plan of applying the project to devoted student of philology. He saw still further that the
and of the life-long convictions and affections of this distin- the slaveholders of Texas. He hoped that they could be laws and principles of language as a science could be used to
guished man, to make any ordinary speech or vain pretense, induced to abandon the hateful custom, and that the slave bring this device of phonetic writing to a degree of proficiency
as though to him death had a sting, or that the grave could laws of the state could be rendered harmless by a direct pur- that would render it a practical art.
hav a victory. He who was a part of the harmony of the chase of their slaves. He appealed quietly and earnestly to
He felt still further that the relations of harmony which
universe, he whose faith had already linked himself with the the antislavery influence in the North. That, however, was prevailed in that system were but analogous renderings of the
Pternal forces of which death is merely a link in a mighty then too weak a party to effectually further his design. He relations of harmony with which he had brought himself into
<·.hain, knew nothing of the ordinary fear or terror by which next thouo-ht that if he could reach the other side of the At- contact by the study of one of the most rem.arkable men that
that change i~ surrounded. Early in life he hacL been freed lantic, the"' avowedly antislavery sentiment of the people in had ever influenced the human race, Charles Fourier. This
from, and had arisen above, the superstitions of our race. Eno-Jand would perhaps be sufficient to arouse the English prophet had already risen above his horizon. Fourier's sysLong has he striven in the higher Hght which looks clown on peo"'ple and their statesmen, so that thus he might be enabled tem of harmony, his demonstration that the major ills of the
tleath and the ordinary fatalities of earth as mere temporary to carry out his desio-ns in the interest of freedom. There- world might be removed if only there was an opportunity
transformations, in the immortal process of which hi~ fore he left Texas, a;d the new practice of the law which he afforded to the intelligent and the enlightened part of the
thought and heart had become a part. Therefore let us had built up. He left, too, a larg-e fortune which he had human race to expand into healthy action, had early attracted
gladly pass the considerations as to death which often need accumulated, but which he was w1lling to lose or to devote the attention of Mr. Andrews, unci rendered him a·t once one
to be recalled, with the consciousness that we hav upon this to this purpose. He went to England and sought there the of his most devoted students, and finally one of his disciples.
r.ccasion in the life past and the life to be, that which far bet- aiel which would enable him to make Texas, first, a free and
The system of phonography under Pitman hacl been justiter assuages grief, which brings us closer to the departed as independent country, and so finally to prepare it to become fied· by the science of language and placed upon a practical
one whom we are enabled to receive into our own hearts. a free state of the great free United States of AmeriGa.
basis. The passional and social harmony of Fourier, he
There, as in a living granary, the great results of his life are
His reception in England was in many respeots highly saw plainly was opening up a similar but far grander
to be cherished as the seeds of a mightier future, some pre- gratifying. The prospects of success were for a time very harmony in nature which must also hav its expression. A
lude of the immortality of which his life is a necessary and encouraging. It seemed as if the result he had in view would philosophy which should be able to realize the dreams of
ineffable prophecy. To do tl1at it is necessary that we should at last be attained and that the state of Texas would be made Fourier and place them upon au intelligible scientific and
recall by some slight sketch or notice the eventful career of a free state by the direct purchase of the slaves that were practical basis for the future loomed up before him as a
this exceptional man.
necessity. Fourier had placed upon his tombstone two rethen within that state.
And first, we hav all gloried in his strength of body and
The failure of the plan probably aro~e from the unexpected markable sentences: (1) That the series should distribute
mind. That strength, in the first instance, was due to nature publicity which the scheme attained, contrary to his wish, the harmonies. (2) That attractions should be proportional
herself. She gave him a rich dowry of health and physical by which the slaveholders were enabled to bring to bear to destinies. These words Mr. Andrews never forgot. · They
vigor. A noble form, splendid intellect, great rapidity of against it a sentiment that is never appealed to in vain. The became the foundation stones of all his philosophy and
tllought and action, great versatility, great suavity, gave him people of this country were made apprehensiv that there was social structure. It was his purpose to see if the prophetic
a wonderful power of convincing and controling his fellow- being devised a direct interference and protectorate over yearning of Fourier might not be realized in a future which
men. By happy circumstances that natural dower was de- Texas on the part of the English people and the English gov- even he might hope to see, if not with the eye of sense, at
veloped by a training fitting him for the ever higher duties to ernment. Would they submit to hav Britain dictate to, or least with the eye of hope and prophecy. Human nature
which the world continued to call him as a philosopher and threaten, or control American interests? That national jeal- and all of its appetites and passions were essentially good, had
a reformer.
ousy was appealed to, and was soon aflame. It was fostered their laws of healthy growth and development. Not a prison,
Thus in childhood the circumstances of bis birth gave him by the slaveholding element, and at once throughout the but room, was needful for the step forward in social progress
a fair inheritance-the inheritance of a pious ancestry, of a country the word was passed that the state of Texas must and morals. The theory and purpose of his life were enfather devoted to the highest interests of mankind, as he and never pass under British control, that no British protectorate larged by this view as by a new sun. As a means of busithose about him understood it, for his was the ministry and should be extended over our neighboring state, and that Brit- ness and a benefit to himself and his friends, he improved
service of what to him was the living God. A New England ish money should not free her slavl's.
ancl introduced Pitman's system of phonography into this
parentage, the family of a clergyman devoted to the highest
TheW uig administration of Tyler (elected at least as Whig) country. He transformed it into a system which we know
interests of his neighborhood and community, such was a fit was immecliately controled by the interest of slavery to pre- as stenography, and which has become indispensable in the
school for one dowered by nature as a gifted child. Then fol- vent such a result. The state of Texas was admitted to the practice of law and the conduct of many of our learned prolowed in due course a further beneficent ed ncation, through the Union under that proslavery influence, and thence came a fessions, and in much of the business of life. His devotion
curriculum of one of our New England colleges-the college at change in our whole national conduct-thence, as the result to this art gathered around him as students such stenograAmherst-suiting him, as far as then coul<l be by disdplin of the efforts of this one man, came the first step toward the phers as Boyle, as our late lamented friend Theron 0. Leland,
and education, for the higher calling that awaited him. Next mightiest changes which hav since occurred in our national as Parkhurst, Underhill, Burr, and many others; some of
came the still further education in the science of practical history. It was the admission of that state which compelled whom are present here to bear witness to the debt of gratiwciology, known as the science of the law. As a student at the .Mexican war in the interest of slavery, in the interests of tude they owe to him prof81lsionally. At the last public
law he became prepared, not simply for the practice of the those who wished not only to make Texas a slave state, but meeting of the stenographers of tins city, they, bearing of
common law of our courts in the Northern States, but from to continue to extend the power of slavery until it should be- his sickness and of the probably near approach of death,
the fact that one of his brothers had already entered upon come the dominant influence on our continent. Thence came passed a resolution expressing their devotion to him as the
the practice of the law at New Orleans he was induced to that .Mexican war with its incidents of immense territorial patron and pioneer of their art in this country ; as the one
become a student of the law there prevailing, the civil law- conquests at it~ conclusion. Thence came the abrogation of who had placed their practical art upon the permanent basis
the great law system which has descended to French Loui- that compromise line as to slavery between North and South; of science. In that regard our country owe~ him a debt of
siana from the Homan empire, and which is the greatest code thence came the election of Lincoln; thence came the rebell- gratitude which may now, when too late, be weighed and
and body of reasoned equity that the human race has ever ion of the slaveholders; thence the great civil war, and, recognized, but which was never paid.
·
evolved.
finally, the abolition of slavery not only in Texas but throughIn the other hranch of that harmonious philosophy, the inThus in earlier manhood he received the crowning educa- out the whole North Amz.rican continent.
tellectual branch, he had still greater difficulty in obtaining
tion of his youth in the prde lsional study of the grand princit:luch results c:tme as the final conclusion of simple steps any intelligent recognition. The position was such that few
ples, the broad policy, and the deep humanity which. pervade taken originally by this man, and a few of his compeers, to understood it or him. Throughout the lnrger portion of his
that wonderful system: of jurisprudence. Tllis system which save the state of Texa~ to freedom. Great hav been the life he labored under the difficulty of not having a sufficient
prevailed in the territory and thence in the state of Louisiana, events from small causes, but let us never, when we look at force around him to underbtancl the purpose or even the obin which he was to "engage in the practice of his profession, great events, forget the disinterestedness, the devoti?n to ject for which he was striving. To the larger part of our
determined, unconsciously, much of his future.
principle, the burning philanthropy, of him who smgle- people Jvlr. Andrews has ever remained a veiled prophet.
No one, I take it, will ever understand this man or his handecl ao-ainst mobs and obloquy strove to save the great Finally he came to acquiesce in that position as Inevitable,
philosophy thoroughly, who does not giv weight to these state of 'l?exas to freedom and thereby in his failure ulti- and out of this mystery he derived sometimes no little amuseearly incidents of his education. It is, indeed, given to but mately brought about the salvation of the whole continent ment. The veiled prophet enjoyed his secret. It is proper
few to become masters of the great system of equity and im- to liberty. t:\uch was the result and ultimate consequences on this occasion, therefore, to intimate to you in some degree·
perial command whicl1 the world has inherited from the of his mission to England in 1843 after four years' residence the very great difficulty, and the very great importance, of
migllty empire of ltome. But no student of history and and practice of the ·Ia w in Texas.
the problem that he had undertaken, and possibly to acid a
sociology ever comes into contact with that system who is not
Unable to return to the state which ought to hav honored word as to his solution.
more or less influenced by it throughout the remainder of him, he went back to his ancestral New Bugland; went back
At that time the state of philosophy presented itself to him
his life. As a sequence of :Mr. Andrews's sturly of the t'ivil there under the influence of and devotion to the same senti- very much in this wise: Upon the one hand there wus
law and its history, the pllilosopl!ical task to which he de- ments which had carried him to old England. He deter- Fourier with a sublime prophecy of soci-al regeneration and
votee! himself was influenced even to its details. If the mined to devote himself primarily, after gaining his liveli- harmony, and with him, and following him, were a numuer
church of Home made possible the Positiv Polity of hood, to the furthering of the great cause of liberty and the of philosophies and influences generally Humanitarian, SocialAuguste Comte, we may say that the civil law of Home ultimate emancipation of the slave througlwut the Union.
istic, or Communistic in their character, and all dominated
made possible the Pantarchy of :Mr. Andrews.
He took the practical way of doing tllat. Instead of ap- by mere sentiment, or by a very partial and incomplete knowlTile success of his new undertaking, the practice of the pealino- merely to sentiment and opinion as many did, he de- edge of science, or of society, or of history, or, indeed, of anylaw in New Orleans, whither he removed in 18<:!5, was se- termir~ed that there ·should be an appeal to politics. A thing which could form the solid basis of social reconstruccured by his ability, by !Jis devotion, by his integrity, bnt ''Liberty party" upon that question was soon organized, and tion. Their sentiments were their capital, and were in themwas darkenecl by o11e u11fortunate circumstance. 'l'he great with such men as Elizur Wrigllt, always his friend and com- selvs praiseworthy and philanthropic in the highest degree.
system of reasoned equity to which he was devoted, com- peer, he helped to organize the activ political movement Afterwards, on the other hand, there came into view the
bined with the education and inspirations of New England which should make the extension of slavery a11d finally the scientific school, with its foundation composed of a number
puritanism, could never be reconciled to human slavery. existence of slavery a decided issue before our people. He of special objectiv sciences. That school formulated itself
Living in a community where that institution had become was frequently selected as one of the orator8 in behalf of under the command and great organizing power of Auguste
legalized and largely tlw basis of its social life, it was scarcely liberty. Especially on the memorable occasion. when that Comte into what is called the Positiv Philosophy, having the
possible but that he should soon come in contact with it an<! favorit citizen of .Massachusetts, .Mr. Hoar, was msultecl and coordination of the special sciences of physical scienee as
discover a disagreement with its supporters. That result rejected from South Carolina, he was culled upon to express its basis, and having finally imposed upon it by Comte a
was indeed inevitable, and while esteemed and honored in all in Faneuil Hall the sentimellls of the liberty-loving people of singularly abortiv attempt to restore the Catholic 1'<;girnc and
other respects his complete dissent from that institution and New England upon this subject. On that occasion ~e _spo~e church as its legitimate social outcome and result. To .Mr.
its consequences renderecl his position there in many respects with the eloquence said to rival that of Wendell Plullips,_ m Andrews it appeared certain .that both of these systems were
unpleasant and Ullliesiruble. He therefore gladly turned his presenting tile only practicable political method by wh1ch incomplete, but invaluable as foundations. Upon either
eyes westward. A new country, and then an independent the shtvery issue could be placed before the country, and by sicle lay powers which he saw were good, ancl which must
state, had been openetl up, now known t.o us as the state of which ultimately the victory of freedom might be secured.
inevitably become the foundations of a new and a mighty
Texas. He felt that if, while the institutions of that state
He worked uvon that task of political organization until structure. Both of these were antagonistic to each other,
were being formed, he could throw his intluencc in favor of the little Liberty party became transformed into the mighty and impossible to be harmonized by direct contact. It was
freedom there, the great defects which prevailed in the social Hepublican party which ultimately carried on the issue to thus impossible for them to become the foundations of a new
life by which he "·as surrounded might be remedied, and the political success, to a terrible war, and to a final victory.
and a complete social order unless they could be connected
future empire (for that territory W!tS then laro-er than many
Such were the practical results of the temporal and phil- by a view of the world which should include them both as
of tile largest states of Europe) might be sav;d to Freeliom. anthropic labors in which this early apostle ot liberty and re- the columns of the arch of the future. Thus he sought to
Tlms was early mauifested his devotion to duty, a devotion form was engaged with the noblest spirits of his time. But bring them both into conjunction, and make them the comto the furtherance of the higher interests of mankind which no sooner did tile Republican party take up the subject than mon support of a new order. Upon the sentimental side
enabled and induced him to leave a lncrativ practice of his his prescient eye at once foretold its victory. He saw that Fourier presented a subjectiv view of the world, a grand exprofession anli to engage in a new country upon a new ad- the result could not be avoided, and though he sustained pression of human aspiration; upon the objectiv sicle, repreventure in favor of an idea w hicl.t migllt be realized and be that party throughout the war, sustained it until the final sented by the Positiv philosophy and Comte, there was a vast
made a blessing to millions hereafter.
victory had been attained, he felt that he had received even body of sciel).ces of nature and of history, which, as objectiv
For four years he lived in the state of Texas and exerted t 11en a highet call in the service of the same great cause of truth, could in no wise be brought into harmony with the
his influence and strenuous efforts in behalf of re-forming reform, liberty, and philanthropy. It was a call which told emotional human world of Fourier. The actual facts of the
the constitution of tllat state and its institutions in favor of him that others might carry on to success the ordinary war- world did violence to the nature and heart of man. The
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necesRities of human nature required that man should not
only be reconciled with the order of the world as Comte proposed, but also that there should be a reconciliation to sentiment and its highest aspirations. Mr. Andrews therefore
said that there must be of necessity between the two, science
and emotion, a ?o~mon world, not objectiv, not subjectiv
purely, but contammg the elements of both, which should be
formed of the laws and analogies which could be applied to
both, and which should be in the highest sense the domain
of the intellect, the science of sciences, abstracting and combining all the sciences into one ultimate unity and harmony.
I~ other words, on the one side there was the" Naturismus,''
or the.simple and natural order of sensation. On the other
side there was an "Artismus," or a sentimental and practical
order such as man wanted, and such as Fourier dreamed of.
These were the two sides or columns which had been reared
by these mighty influences of science and heart, and these
mighty men, Comte and Fourier, thdr representativs. It
was necessary that an arch should be thrown over these
columns joining them as one completed, solid whole; that a
key-stone of pure science and pure intellect should bind the
two together into one arch of strengtl1, harmony, and beauty.
In other words neither the mere objectiv sciences of Comte,
nor the mere subjectiv imaginings, and fancies, and hopes of
Fourier could ever be realized or harmonized unless thcNaturismus on the one side, answering to the Artismns on the
other, should culminate into the" Scientismus," which should
arch-like combine and raise over both common Ia ws of intellect and thus hold together, sustain, complete, and fulfil the
special laws of each.
Mr. Andrews's purpose, therefore, was to complete the
view of the world which should become the basis of tile new
social order. The object of his life thenceforward was to
accomplish all which that purpose required. He was in the
world to rear that mighty arch. To achieve its realization
he would sacrifice anything and everything. He would be
the great intellect of the age which should solve the great
difl'ercnces which lie between crude nature and angelic man
by placing between the two a pure logic of the world, that
divine logos, of whicl1 man had dreamed of old. He would
be the last, because the complete, realist, reconciling the abstract with the nouminal and the phenomenal. Thus would
arise an Integral, Universal philosophy upon which the
whole advanced human world should stand and be able to
~rasp nature intelligently on one hand, and to build all needful human institutions and social order on the other. Thus
m:tn and the world would be bound together by a mighty
logic which should culminate. and sustain all as parts of the
h:trmonious universe. That power of unitizing thought he
had realized-that was the problem which he felt he saw more
clearly than any other thinker had ever done. That scheme
he thought he ought to realize in fact as he was the first to
realize it in intellect. He was subordinated thenceforth to
his" Universology." as at once the highest science and art.
He \vas one of the few Americans who hav made Philosophy
a business and lived for it and by it. The practice of his
profession was abandoned, and with it the desire for
wealth. Since his return from England he had again acquired sufficient property to ·make him what would be
cnlled a rich man in the community in which he lived.
That was again freely sacrificed to his ideal. That one thing
to him must be realized; this logic, this dream of the community of the world, of nature, and of man. lie went on
year after year devoting time, talents, life, to this grand purpose through misunderstanding, through good and evil
report, through want and humiliations, until finally the
dream became a system so clear to him that others began to
see it-finally disciples began to gather around him, and then
his great works took shape and form. He put out in 1851, in
conjuntion with Josiah Warren, his "Science of Society," an
epoch-making work which should now be reprinted. Finally,
the "Basic Outline of Universology," a large work of 900
p11ges, became a fact; book after book, pamphlet after pamphlet, tract, essay, article, educated gradually a·small Circle up
to the capacity of having some idea, some apprehension, if not
comprehension, of his mighty mind and purpose. He continued at his labor for thirty years-indeed, until the day
before his death, for his brain was the last thing of him that
died. His last work was to dictate, or rather intimate, to
his amanuensis a change of a few words in the title of his
Dictionary of Alwato-which one clay, Jet us hope, will see
the Iight. Then his testimony of a life'8 devotion was complete, and with a smile of recognition to his devoted attendants, as if an expression of tile harmony of the world he had
always proclaimed, he gladly sank to the rest he had so
nobly earned.
What wns Uw value of his life-work? It may take ages to
tell. \Ve are in no position now to realize it. Think of it
once as tlw·intellectual solution of the world based upon the
highest science and emotion.
In the second part of Goethe's "Faust," the master poem
of the world, the same difficulty, the same intellectual problem, appeared to its wonderful author. He sought to intimate its solution by poetical artifice and allegory. He
mak<>s his hero say that only by going through the forms of
things by pure, clear intellect., back to its origin:<! forms of
thought-back to what he calls " the Mothers" of all conceptions, which are absolute, eternally inclepeuclent of time
and sp:tce, back to these iclola of things that were, and are,
and are to be; back to these inchoate, uncreated forms of
Being, absolute ancl eternal, could there be a true basis of the
logic which shall comprehend all nature and all art, and be
the ultimate anti final solution of all the conceptions and emotions of mnn, and also of the laws, principles, and analogies
of the world abollt him.
Only through such a first philosophy could there be any
final solution of the world around us, and of the high. hopes
that we indulge. The object of this philosophy was to
gather into one conspectus those fundamental truths, those
original forms of thil:gs and ideas, by which he would hold
iu l!is hand the key of the universe itself; by which he would
tltiuk the thoughts of God as God would think them throu~<h
Ottt all time if he were a person; by which he wonld becofue
in his intellect the divine Logos itself, living with God, a
part of the Godhead, without which nothing was made or
r:ould be made, which shone through him sometimes n,s if
he were tnmspn.rent intelligeuce, through which passed all
the great fundamental forms and thoughts of the world
itself.
'vVe \Yere accustomed to call our c1i~tinguished friend the
American Hegel, for that great thinker of the world had preC('ded him in a similar attempt to construct a logic of pure
Being. All great intellects meet with this same problem.
The glory of au age or of a civilization· is measured by the
rlegree in which they approach its solution. The glory of
the world is in proportion to the mind of man that rises to a
clearer and clearer harmony with this conception of the divine
Logos of the world. That harmony can only arise from the
intelligence which can comprehend more and more of that

mighty order by which we are surrounded, and which is interpreted in these primal conceptions .
It was the privilege of Mr. Andrews to carry out further
than ever had been done before this unity by a logic tested
anq corrected by scienC<i. Hitherto, in the hands of Sweden-.
borg, Fourier, and even Hegel, this logic, after leaving
mathematics, had been a matter of vague analogies. His object was to found upon mathematics, then build upon science,
and then use analogies as practical means of unity in life.
He designed to take this same high conception of anal6gies,
to purify it, to render it clear by bringing to bear on it all of
the objectiv results of science, so that even analogies could
be tested, and the results for justice and lutrmony in the artworld-the world of practical and social life-could be increased a hundredfold and more. He knew that the great
works which he has left, some of which hav been published,
and others of which we may hope soon will see the light, would
in that way be sooner or later the greatest blessing he could
confer upon his race. For it must be borne in mind that his
system and views hav never had a complete or adequate
public expression. What will be the result of that mighty
effort it is now. too soon to predict. It is certain, however,
that in the line which he has taken, and probably by his own
efforts, the result will be one of incalculable beneficence.
The harmony, justice, and welfare which has been. predicted
will be in some way realized. The flattering promises which
hav beguiled the philanthropists of the past will become
practical measures realizable in the hands of practical philanthropists and statesmen in the future.
We hav seen, by way of illustration, the great benefit that
he conferred on the world in the study of lingual science and
the application of its law of harmony to phonography. In
another branch of language he carried up the idea of the
meaning of the tones of the human voice into a scientific and
accurate expression. Thus his philosophy begot a language
which should be the common language of our higher
thoughts and their finer distinctions. Thus the logical properties of the abstract or metaphysical elements, which hav
hitherto been unable to find expression, by reason of the incompleteness of any human mode of expression, come out
with marvelous distinctness. That language of pure intelligence he called the Alwato, and of that he has left a dictionary carrying up the conceptions of a pure logic of the mind
to a degree of certainty which may be of practical utility
should human philosophy ever seriously attempt to clear up
the Babel of human speech.
In general science he has also classified all the special sciences
in a manner supplementing and completing that of Comte,
and has thereby rendered au incalculable service to the orderly conception of the wo.dd. In the practical application
of Ia ws and analogies in the arts he has applied the Ia ws of
harmony, ranging from astronomy to music, so that the special advocates and teachers of those sciences turn to him
with the grateful admission that he has thrown light of the
greatest value upon their several domains.
Particularly in the science and art of civil and social law,
following up the ideas t.hat I hav referred to as coming originally from the Roman civil law, our systems of jurisprudence and republican politics will receive suggestions of the
15reatest value from his phliosophy of inclusion and harmonizmg of hitherto discordant elements. Social order, government,
politics, .become the ultimate of all modern philosophical
efforts. Through multitudes are already running the problems which dwtlt years ago in his mind as to the great object
of his life, and the importance of which nerved him to his
task of harassing toil and self-denial. Our new social sentiments destined to culminate in a new social 1"eJime are
largely due to the conception which he more than any other
philosopher took into his mind and spoot years in promulgating. The individuality which was dreamed of by Fourier,
and the integral order of all our social elements, which
was the dream of Auguste Comte, he at lnst succeeded in
uniting. Between these two he has placed the law of continuous social evolution: the higher. the integration, the
fine:r the differentiation. The greater the multiplicity, the
higher the unity. · Thus he has answered thu problems
placed upon the tomb of Fourier in the ever memorable
words : (1) The series should distribute the harmonies. (2)
·Destinies and attractions should be proportional. Upon Mr.
Andrews's tou,b might well be placed his answer to these
problems and prophecies of Fourier thus:
(1) The laws of the series are the complements and analogs of each other, and thus unitary.
(2) The destinies are the parts of a higher and ever integrating attraction·, and thus integral. · .
That attractions can be proportional to destinies, and that
destinies can be to attractions, results from the higher unity
which needs ancl includes all of the conditions anil. aspirations
of life as one h:tnnonious whole. "It takes all sorts to make
a world" is a maxim common enough. But it is the grandest
philosophy which can keep one sor~ or class from ruling out
the others. A philosophy grand and broad enough to do that
was his UniverMlogy; that is, a solution of the whole universe
in which each of the sorts arc placed where they belong, are
shown to lmv their rights, their duties, their proper sustaining order, where they belong. In that way the law of evolution receives its final vimlication and all our parts become
united parts of one great harmonious movement which, when
recognized, givs order and peace and progress. Such a philosophy the whole world will in time be able to realize as a
blessing in its very conception. Under its inspiration that
ideal heaven which we hav all been religiously throwing
above us beyond the skies may become a reality.
That theory of unity of diversities you may partially grasp
by this illustration. When our country started out we were
but thirteen struggling colonies, each quite diverse from the
other. By their necessities they were compelled to be
united into a confederacy, but further necessity compelled
them to become consolidated into a union as a national government. Since then onr progress has been comparativly
onward, ever broadening and strengthening notwithstanding
all the obstacles that hav been thrown around us, but still
each state has its diversities respected by all and contributing
to au ever stronger federativ unity.
'l'lms when yon take hold of the several sciences, the several dep:utments of art, the several classes or relations of
society, each by and for itself can produce anarchy only.
The relations of each to all or to each other arc at first but
slightly comprehend~d. In his philosophy and view of evolution all of these discordant elements of nature, all of the
socially contrasting and conflicting elements, are brought into
a harmony in which each will sustain the other necessarily
as a condition of its own interest and duty. Its own life and
welfare is seen to be involved in so doing. Thus he has
called his philosophy Universology in science, or Integralism
in social organization. The complete unity in peace and
harmony is the result of the philosophical orderin~ of our
ideas, our sentiments, and oi our efforts in one great Ia w
of social unity.

The law of evolution foretells with certainty the final
triumph of these views. All the social and internecine war
and slaughter which nnw exist in embryo can be averted
only by reconciliation from a higher point of view. The
recognition of each other by contending elements and the
resultant justice can never otherwise be attained. A mere
scramble of competitiv stlflsh interests without the control
of some paramount idea or motiv will surely m~ke. a hell
instead of a heaven on earth. Never on any prmClples of
mere selfishness, without any idea of order, or light, or reason, can there be peace or harmony, for there can be no
justice among mankind without coordination and consequent
cooperation.
He, the prophet of this higher social order, saw all this
clearly, and seeing the danger, he spent his life to get views
before the world which should base the higher sentiments of
man on a solid foundation of science, the solid order of the
world around us. He based social order upon the objeetiv
orde~: of the world by means of the logic of human ideas inevitable in the nature of things and in mankind itself.
Let me read to you a few words from the latter part of his
great work, "Tl1e Basic Outline of Universology," chiefly
because I fear that as this audience departs, no part of the
immortality of this man will abide with you unless from this
moment you hav some conception of his high purpose in his
own wo;-ds. I read from his '·Basic Outline of Universology," §§ 1,111-'1,123. "Both of the orders," he says-that
is, the order of nature and the logical order of ideas-'' are
essential to any completeness of theory, first in their oppositness and difference, and finally in their reconciliation, harmony, and cooperation, and thus they are supplementary to
each other. To supply the philosophical ground of this complex unity is the otlice of Integralism." 8uch was his name
for his philosophy upon its practical side.
"This ultimate conciliation of contraries is the universal
type of harmony, The diverse views which are entertained,
for example, by different minds upon the being abel nature of
God or the supreme goveming potency of creation, and the
administration of the universe of being, are destined through
·universology to similar adjustment .. The devout Catholic,
the orthodox Baptist or Quaker, and the conscientious
Atheist will shake hands with each other, and find a new
and intense bond of unity in their very di!Ierences. Each
will come to know and will love to recognize that the other
has wrought with an echoing fidelity to his own, in another
department merely of the grand fabrication of the whole
armory of truth. The universe of fact and principle wag
simply too large, and the aspects of truth too multifarious, to
be mastered by the infancy of man. The new catholicity of
the adult aO"e of the race can alone compass them. The grand
reconciliati7>n, the crowning harmony of humanity, "could
only be led in by the radical discovery of the unity of all
intellectual conceptions."
And he would say that unity of intellectual conceptions could
arise only as the result of a logic which can giv unity to those
conceptions and the order of them, independent of mere
phenomena or mere agpimtions. In other words, the pure
world of intellect, the pure world of logic, of mathematics,
wl1ich he made the foundation of his theory ami his life
scheme, was essential to achieve the results for which the
ages ha v striven. He proceeds :
'· It is this radical revolutionary reconciliation of every
question of doctrin, moral, sociological, and theological, to
which the world is now summoned by the positiv discovery
of a proper science of sciences, the science of the universe
itself. The power in the new ideas for ultimate ·conviction
is simply irresistible. The new catholicity will rapidly prevail. Integralism will replace partialism. There remains
no question as to it but the question of time."
Notice the sublime faith of this man. "If," he says,
" three ·hundred years ba v more than sufliced to reverse or
modify the whole current of opinion with intelligent humanity upon the theory of the world's structure, now, with the
accelerated proO"ress of events in the mental evolution of the
race, three tens"'of years should more than sutlice to accomplish this reversal for all doctrinal beliefs and opinions.
Every grand aspect of thought will be scientifically defined,
and tlte sense in tolu:ch it is tenable will be precisely illustrated in the mental world." In other words, we shall hav a
philosophy large enough to inclnde all differl'nCes of science
and religion as harmonious parts of one whole science and
one whole religion or organization of the human race.
"Harmony will thus grow out of dissension and discord;
clearness and inefiable beauty out of mystical dogmas and
doctrinal confusion. · The most stupendous composit
variety will be substituted for the central undeveloped unityas for instance, of the old Catholics on the one hand, and the
diverrrent isolation of individual centers, like that of Protestantis!~ on the other. Each will surrender the vicious aspiration to 'be the whole for the better honor of being a constituent entity of the Infinit Rcp~blic. of Truth and ~oodness
organized and orderly opemt10n m all the atfmrs of mankind." Til us he adds :
"The New Jerusalem, the Holy City, will hav descended.
The clay of jud~ment will hav virtually come; Fo: then all
shall be justly judged and rewarded, and put 1~ the.Ir proper
places. Tile books will hav been opened. 'lhe JUdgment
will hav been executed. The final remitution of all things
will hnv been accomplished. The gmnrl reconeiliation will
hav been effected." For each will see that their duty consists
in taking and filling the places in the order of the world to
which, by the nature and logic of the world itself, _they are
assigned. Such is the highest, the completest, philosophy
that mankind has yet achieved.
To carry that ideal out was to him the highest duty and
the highest privilege of life. The announcement of this philosophy of reconciliation, not only as seience, ns Comte put
it; not only as sentiment, as Fourier put it, but as the result
of a logic which has inclosed the whole world a~ a part ?f
itself is the final resultant of the progress of mankmd to this
hour: Its practical achievement will be the realization of
heaven upon eart}1 in a tangi.ble, practical, progressiv f_or~.
From his bed of sickness he Issued a number of tmcts mstituting a "Universal Church of the _New ~rder," ;which
should federate and include elements lutherto Irreconcilable,
as necessary parts of the higher integration working for the
.velfare of each member and of the race at large. Then the
pen fell from his hand and liis work was done!
How shall we say, then, that this is an occasion for mere
grief? Let us rejoice ns.upon the eve of a combat which c.an
end in none other than viCtory. Let those whom he ilas lllstructed-let the little band of devoted disciples, far larger
than the band that once gathered around him who is said to
hav spoke~ on the mountains of Galilee, inspired '':"ith
a higher fmth than at that age of the world was possible
or conceivable, inspired by the higher faith of this age,
stand by the memory and the doctrins of him who
tau<rht them to think and to aspire; stand by them until
they become the seed which shall spread throughout the

.
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world and be recognized as the; leaven of a new social
life. Let them become the harbingers of hope to millions as
now to hundreds. It is only the working for such purposes
that can make this life a blessing and a glory. Such are the
hopes that bring heaven ncar and make it real. Such are the
presagings of Immortality which extend the immortality of
earth into ages and infinities unknown.
But those who stood near and very dear to him--what is
their consolation ? Let them continue his life in the glorious
hopes and efforts which he developed. Let them be consoled by their faithful service to one worthy of their sleepless
toil. Let them not forget that we sympathize with them in
their personal loss. To ns he was the philosopher; to them.
a father and a friend. In domestic circles he was largely the
impersonation of love. We knew him in the arena as a
gladiator in intellectual contests, as a victor sometimes
almost merciless in his excoriation of the time-serving, the
mean, the contemptible, the bigoted, the contracted. Bnt
let us not forget that there was an inner circle who worshiped him as one who with wisdom had.gnided their lives,
who had understood their sorrows, and turned even into a
kind of pleasure the misfortunes of our common fate. Nor
Jet us for(Tet that what was true of him individually is true
of his migl1ty doctrin. It is itself intellectnally a logic, cold
as steel, merciless as law. It is emotionally tender as a
woman or a child, melting over the afflictions and miseries
of mankind. Indeed, it was those very miseries of hi1manity
which became the mainspring which moved the intellect to
find some relief or consolation against the fatalities of nature, and the miseries man ignorantly inflicts on man. Thus
let those around him and nearer to him receive our sympathy
as a part of their reward. Let them know of our appreciation for what they hav clone for him in his years of illness.
To her tenderly nursing him, night and day, let, as some recognition, your gratitude go out freely now.
TLus has been completed a noble life, a life the traces of
which we rriay well say shall not soon vanish in the depths
of the ages. For, the· effects of it hav become already a part
of the <Treat world. Its circles, as time goes on, must enlarge
from y~ar to year. Let us be grateful and thankful that this
man has been destined to raise the whole community up to a
hi<rher life. Let us rise to that life ourselvs, and thus hav,
what he could not hav as he deserved, for want of time or
means, a foretaste of the immortality that remains on earth
as the result of man's beneficence and love. To earth then
with the form that belongs to the Mother Earth-to the Immortals with their own-the power which is rational, immortal and deathless; the power which shall liv forever
honore'cl throughout all the spheres. To us belongs the soul,
to be garnered now and treasured, and sowed again and again
until the harvesters shall reap from this life afar through
the depths of time blessings to millions yet to be.
Therefore we say, Farewell! Farewell to earthly life and
Jove, the precursors and the earnest, the first step,g, of the life
immortal. In that higher life we bid thee Hail! as a star to
enlighten, guide, and console evermore.

him! And then, my clear friends, when that comes to pass,
however clilierent our ideas of doctrin and duty, when we
love the Lord our God with all our heart aud mind, your personal God in the environment with which he is surrounded
each of us-then we are sure we shall learn to love our neighbor as oursel vs.
That is the point, and I say it from the very depths of my
heart. I look for great things from this man. We are relying on the grand old philosopher whose language and ideas,
mingling the thought of Socrates and the spirit of Jesus, will
yet enter into a system of law grander than that of !\orne.

The Deserving Dea!l.
E. C. lrallcer in L'Ucijm·.

Stephen Pearl Andrews has gone out on the sea of silence
and of memory. Possessing more and better b··ains than
most other men, he used them in the service of humanity,
and to-clay his grave slwuld be tear-WI)t and flower-covered.
But he is unknown outside of a small circle of earnest reformers, the American people lmv not heard of him and
could not appreciate him if they had. He was neither a
gold-getter, a military chieftain, nor a rascally politician.
Hence they giv monuments and monumental lies to the
memory of the Garfielcls and the Grants, and leave the
Wrights aml the Andrews to forgetfulness.
The other clay I saw a car upon the Northwestern road
which was loaded with flowers sent by citizens of California,
to deck the grave of General Grant in Riverside Park on
Decoration Day. There were said to be twelve hundred
calla lilies alone in this floral offering for the tomb of the
successful soldier of war. w·ould one of these hav been laid
by its donor upon the bier of the successful soldier of amity,
education, and brotherhood, Stephen Pearl Andrews?
0 my countrymen! giv Grant the cypress and the weeping willow, for he planted them thickly in the West and in
the East, but for Stephen Pearl Andrews bring the roses and
the oak leaves, the lilies and the laurels. He merits them all.

Chicago Secular News.

The Secular Union was treated to a highly interesting and instructiv scientific lecture last Sunday
evening, by Dr. S. V. Clevenger, on the " Origin of
Man," who illustrated his points by diagrams. It is
useless to attempt a synopsis, but I would merely
say that it was as thorough an exposition of the
Darwinian theory as could be crowded into an hour's
discourse. Dr. Clevenger is one of our leading physicians, and the author of a work on "Psychology,"
which, I am informed, is considered an authority by
his profession. The doctor was called by the state,
last week, to testify, as an expert on mental phenomena, in the Dacey murder trial, who is arraigned for
the killing of Alderman Gaynor.
The following
HE~lARKS BY DR. GEOllGE W. SAMSON,
shows that the church has not lost all its venom, and
PRESIDENT OF RUTGERS COLLEGE.
1 am here, my friends, from regard to our departed friend describes the scene in court on the morning of
and brother, simply to call your attention for two or three June 2d:

moments to some of the last developments of character on
the part of our friend.
I am at home with yon, gentlemen and ladies, and hav
been ever since, in the winters of 1871 and 1872, I met our
noble friend in your circle, and immediately it flashed upon
me: Here at last is the Grecian Socrates; and now his little
tract, No. 2, put in my hand, reveals an added character.
He was not understood fully. Read Plato's Dialogs, five
volumes in Bolm's Classical Library, and how one feels that
he does not fathom the thought of Socrates ! And yet that
thought was at the foundation of the Roman law, to which
my friend, Mr. Wakeman, has referred. He was not appreciated, he was murdered. But it was the doctrins of that
man that lived in Aristotle and in the Roman civil law, which
Chancellor Kent indicates has been so largely incorporated
into New York's commercial statutes. Read Cicero and you
will set• this fact.
Just one word in reference to the character of Mr. Andrew~. He was intellectnal; this you feel, but the moment
that his eye fell upon yon you saw no sarcasm, no bitterness.
He listened to every one that spoke, and took in all that was
Haitl; it fell into its place in his thought, and when he arose
to speak, you· saw the master-spirit. 'file greatness of Washington was, we are told, that he appreciated every one of his
men, and their thought culminated in his final decisions.
I can not dwell on all his merits and virtues. Never shall
I forget his visits to my house at the time when he organized
the "Colloquium," and urged the influence for good which
he hoped it would exert. He felt, "Here are themen who are
iu the Hebrew and the Christian churches. They are ruling
to a large extent the population."· My friends, you hav a
deeper misRion. The Christian church is not reaching the
thinking, scientific, philosophic element that comes from the
old world. The churches cannot reach it. We are reaching the ,moving mass, bnt you are reaching the deep thought.
How I hav felt it wheu I hav been talking to that man, and
the responsibility that rests upon this band that are with him.
Yon can giv shape to thought, and I pray God that you may
do it. I seem when I meet you as if I were sitting at the
feet of my grandfather. He preceded lVIr. Andrews in his
gr,m I cru-mtle. I remember as if it were yesterday, when a
little bit of a boy, his taking me upon his knee, talkino- of his
views and hopes, giving me the means which pern~hted a
thorough education at home and abroad, and opened thus
the spi!Cre which I hav tried (as a friend before me, Dr.
Lambert, well knows) in the city of Washington to fill.
Never shall I forget all the discussions from 1841 after the
death of General Harrison, to which my friend, llir. Wake.ry~all, 1ms referred. Sam Houston sat in my congregation
e years; and when the break came he stood like a rock.
. reciated the Counecticnt men who at Santa Anna's
Y t!lttion went down and commenced the movement, when
:lVIexico had declared for emancipation, trusting to be sustained by them. These men afterward General Houston
appreciated, standing by them to the very last, even up to
the war of secession. You don't know his history, but you
will find it in the volume of his life now published by Lippincott.
And now, in reference to that other matter, I would that I
had time to dwell upon it. Just read these tracts, my
friends, and you will see how that mind of Mr. Andrews
wught to inspire the Christian church. Don't fling us off.
St,md by ns; we hav the broader mission. You hav a deeper
one . .We will reach the mass of the people. There is no
qtl~stion of that; for reli!?ion, my dear friends, is reconciled
phztosophy. It comes out m these tracts of our brother-that
great law, "Thy shalt love thy God," not somebody else's
God. The divine power you recognize-love him! love

At the opening of court after recess Dr. S. V. Clevenger
was called to the stand and sworn.
"There's a question here," said Judge :l\'Iurphy, "as to
this man's Infidelity. I am told Ire is an Infidel and has no
regard for an oath. I would like to know about it."
'fo the court anrl Mr. Mills Dr. Clevenger said he considered an oath biudin!\' upnn him to tell the truth "under
pains and penalties of the penitentiary."
" Yes, so far as the penitentiary is concerned," exclaimed
Judge Murphy, addressing the court, ''but how is it as to
his accountability to God? If he doesn't believe in a God, to
whom he is accountable after death, he is not competent as a
witness."
"Is that in the Constitution of the United States?" asked
Dr. Clevenger.
"I am not talking to you. When I want you to say anything I will notify you," replied Judge :l\'Iurphy, sharply.
Dr. Clevenger was withdrawn from the stand .vilile authorities could be procured to throw light on the question of his
competency as a witness.

In the afternoon, however, Dr. Clevenger was recalled, and the question of his competency was argued.
The court finally decided that as the constitution
specified that no man should be denied any right,
privilege, or capacity by reason of his religious
opinions, the doctor might take the stand. Dr.
Clevenger then explained that he was neither an
Atheist nor an Infidel, but an Agnostic. His testimony covered substantially the same ground as that
of other experts, and was equally strong in tending
to show that Dacey is sane.
Our ex-secretary, Ella LePage, has been dangerously ill for two weeks and nothing but the most assiduous and intelligent attention such as her mother,
J'\1rs. Freeman, can giv, has saved her to her family
and to us. A pious lady friend told me yesterday,
that though I regarded such things with contempt
she was going to pray for the recovery of Mrs. Freeman's daughter. I begged her not to attempt it, if
she did not wish to make her worse, as I thought
Garfield was killed by so much prayer. "\Vhether she
prayed or not, the patient was much worse a few
hours ago ; if good wishes could make her well she
would never know a day of sickness.
The grand jury hav indicted most of the Anarchists on several counts, several of them for munler.
Capt. W. P. Black has accepted the position of leading counsel, although regretting his inexpe1·ience in
criminal practice. Captain Black is one of nature's noblemen, and when everyone shrank from the odium
which must attach to one who demanded justice for
·even an Anarchist, he cheerfully and readily accepted.
If he wins the case it cannot add to his popularity
nor to his practice ; but, careless of consequences, he
gladly accepts odium in defense of what he deems
the right-the noblest trait in humanity.
Mr.
B1ack is a brother of Gen. John C. Black, our pension
commissioner, serving as captain in the same regiment. He has lectured twice for our League, and un-

der the auspices of the League his last lecture on
"Russia and Nihilism" was published. Mr. Black,
only a few years ago, was a leading Presbyterian, but
left on account of his heretical differences; but we
must giv him time to grow, as he is doing rapidly,
into the broader :field of Liberalism.
We think of continuing our meetings right. along,
as the interest seems undiminished and the weather
thus far has not been oppressiv.
Mr. J. W. Howe is making a splendid record as
treasurer, and as an enthusiastic member. As a recording secretary Mrs. Freeman surpasses all her
predecessors, and if a person gets in in time to hear
the minutes, they get the whole benefit of the preceding night's lecture and debate, reported with a
patience and accuracy quite astounding.
I see you are hitting on the bigotry of the order of
Knights of Labor. All I can say is that your criticisms are just. Some years ago I was the chairman
of its Executiv Board, and at that time it was as near
an appendage of the Roman Catholic church as any
organization could well be. Certain expressions were
inserted in the secret work of the order in conformity
with the demands of the priesthood, to my certain
knowledge, and because I fought all that sort of thing
continually I found it eventually more comfortable to
remain out of the order than to mix with such
"brothers.'' Perhaps I was hasty in leaving, as the
very next session the order adopted a much more
liberal policy. Howev€r, I had the pleasure to put
in some of its reformatory work. I wrote the resolution which demanded that women be allowed to
organize on the same basis as that of men.
Personally, I bav had a good opinion of T. V.
Powderly as to his integrity, with whom I was brought
into intimate relations, but always deplored his love
for the church of oppression. At the convention held
in Pittsbmgh in 1880, when talking in the hotel, I
asked him this pointed question, "If the order [mean:
ing the Knights of Labor] should demand of you to
do a certain thing, and the churt\h [meaning the
Catholic churchJ should demand that you do something quite opposit, which would you obey~, Without hesitancy Mr. Powderly answered, "I should
obey the church." You f'an imagin what confidence
I could feel in the order after that.
·whenever I find the monopolistic press-the press
which livs on political jobbery-praising any man
connected with a vital reform movement, I generally
conclude that it is high time for that particular
reform to drop him. Powderly has been receiving
too much praise of late from joutnals of this class,
the avowed enemies of labor and liberty, to seem to
be doing his whole duty by them. He may hav done
nothing unusual to merit their praise, but it is seldom
a true man ever gets it, and their praise will excite a
proportionate suspicion, and is unfortunate for him.
CURRENT

TOPICS.

A great hubbub has been raised by the G. A. R.
against Superintendent Guinea's refusal to allow a
post chaplain to pedorm certain Decoration Day
services at the grave of Colonel Mulligan in Calvary
cemetery, on the ground that none but Catholic
priests are permitted to pray within the premises.
The superintendent was doubtless following his instructions, but is likely to be made a soapegoat of by
his church for being indiscreet. A priest acknowledges that the church cannot afford the impression
to go abroad that it objects to any one praying in
Calvary cemetery.
Whether it can afford it or not, those are the rules.
Even the Catholic church feels qnite uncomfortable
when brought face to face with the palpable evidence
of its own bigotry. l\'[ost of you hav read of the
desperation of despair with which the women of
Cummings, Ill., fought against the removal of the
nails made by non-union men who took the places of
of theil· husbands and fathers. From the lengthy
article in last evenings's Jl[r.£il I make this brief
extract:
Wilen the attempt was made to move the cars Captain
Hunt's sixty otiicers experienced greater clifficnlty with the
enemy than if they had been men armed with shot-guns.
Women perched upon the cowcatcher of the engin, appealing to the railroad men and begging the police.
"You're taking tile bread out of the mouths of my huno-ry
0
chilrlren," said one.
"Strike me with your club! Kill me!" wildly exclaimed
another.
"I've only one time to die," said a thin, pale-faced, hollowchested woman, who, with a baby in her anus, attempted to
throw herself on tile track before the moving cngin.
"What do you mean?" shouted an officer, as he grabbed
her just in time.
" I mean that I might as well die that way as starve to
death," she screamer!. "I'm living on corn meal and water
now, and beg that from door to door. Oh, I want to die!''
and she struggled to get back to the engin as the policeman
pushed her away from the tracks.
·
"You see how it is," the considerate captain remarked.
" If they were men we could dub them and giv vent to our
feelings by calling them something, but they are women, and
what can a man do!"

Is not this a terrible disgrace to a land of plenty~
These poor creatures were finally overcome, and the
nails moved Monopoly, as usual, triumphant! In
the same paper a lengthy article describes the pomp
and magnificence with which the Union League are
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to formally open their new one-hundred-and-seventyfive-thousand-dollar structure by a banquet. The primary object of the Union League is to encourage and
promote by moral, social, and political influence, loyalty
to the government, and to defend and protect the integrityand perpetuity of the nation. This is supposed
to be a government of free institutions. Freedom
without bread is a mere mockery, so that Cummings
affair should be a prominent topic for the Union
League. I am afraid that the league is more liable to
confine its efforts for the perpetuity of free institutions to donations to build more armories or clamors
for more police.
The Chicago Hemld, in a leading editorial a few
days ago, cited the case of United States Senator
Van vVyck, of Nebraska, who alone in that body
seems to oppose all political jobs to the detriment of
the producers of his state; who is a zealous advocate
of forfeiting unearned land grants to railroads; who
fights subsidies and in his own way creates a vast
deal of trouble for the monopolists. Still he is worse
abused at home than on Wall street. The principal
organs of his own party call him "old crazy horse,"
an ignoramus, an incompetent old crank. Had he
feathered his nest he would hav been heralded as a
man of wonderful mental development, but honesty
is a fatal path for political distinction. Progress is
inevitable, yet little change is found from one generation to another. And it's the same the world over.

was at Cleburne, four years ago, that J. D. Shaw
was deposed for heresy.
This ended my work in Texas. From Cleburne I
returned to Kansas, reaching home June lOth. I left
home April 15th. During this time I delivered fiftysix lectures in the following towns: Denison, Trenton, Sherman, Fort Worth, Dallas, Henrietta, Walnut
Springs, Corsicana, Kerens, Waters, Waco, Norse,
Clifton, Granbury, Morgan, San Antonio, New
Braunfels, Clear Springs, Houstolll Livingston, l\'Ioscow, Handley's, Henderson, Overton, Longview,
Cooper, Bowie, Comanche, Cleburne.
My work has been to a great extent pioneer work.
In a majority of the above towns my lectures were the
first Freethought lectures ever delivered.
There is sufficient interest manifested in the
Liberal cause in Texas to influre constant employment for a lecturer there. Nearly all the towns I
visited wished me to return and giv another course
of lectures. Belton, Paris, Honey Grove, Victoria,
and other places also invited me to come.
As yet Texas is the only Southern state in which
the Liberals hav made a vigorous fight against priestcraft. But the Liberals of other states are falling
into line, and the time is not far distant when they
will be holding Liberal meetings all over the South.
-While in Texas I received calls for lectures from
Arkansas, Tennessee, Mississippi, and Alabama.
J. E. REMSBURG.

means; and Mr. McLeod, who makes no bones of declaring himself a Socialist. Mrs. Leonard, one of the
library's best friends, also addressed the meeting, and
Mrs. Griffin recited a poem said to hav been instigated
by the spirit of Wend ell Phillips there present. These
meetings are to be continued every Friday evening
until the Liberal Club meets again, when the day of
meeting will hav to be changed, or the Library Club
will lose its audience. The nex:t lecture is by Dr.
Flag, of South America; subject, "The New Republic."
The library is now tolerably well equipped with
books and papers. Visitors there receive courteous
attention, and the institution should become one of
great benefit to the workingmen of this city.

Lectures and Meetings.
E. C. W ALKEH is now on a lecturing !1nd C!1nvassing tour
through Iow!1, Nebmska, Minnesota, Dakota, and VVisconsin.
Those desiring lectures should address him at Valley Falls,
Kansas, box 498. This is Mr. Walker's seventh year in the
Freethought field work. He thinks that he has become
personally !1cquainted with more Liberals than has any other
worker and lecturer who has been in the field for the same
length of time.

THE Wisconsin State Association of Spiritualists will hold
its next quarterly meeting in Musical Society Hall, 381 Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, June 25, 26, and 27,
1886. The speakers eng!1ged for the occasion are A. B.
French, of Clyde, Ohio, and llfrs. S. E. IVarner-Bishop, of
Wisconsin. The Misses Cora and Vinnie Phillips will furnish
Spiritual Photography.
The Committee of Investigation were appointed the vocal music. Those paying full fare on milroads to the
under an agreement that the reRults should be pub- meeting will be returned for one-fifth fare. Board at firstlished in THE TRUTH SEEKER. The best explanation class boarding houses is promised at $1 per clay, and all
of the present state of affairs will be found in the fol- interO!sted in Spiritualism are invited to attend. The meeting
lowing letter to Mr. Keeler, to which as yet no reply will be called to order at ten o'e!Oclt' 'A.~!., Friday the 2·'5th.
Dr. J. C. Phillips, Omro, Wiscori~in\Jill secretary.

lVIore tlmn one hundred years ago Adam Smith wrote of
the situation in Great Britain : "The member of Parliament
who supports every proposal for strengthening monopoly is
sure to acquire great distinction for understanding trade,
and alRo great popularity and influence with an order of men
whose numbers and wealth render them of great importance.
If he opposes them, on the contrary, and still more, if he
hav authority enough to be able to thwart them, neither the
most acknowledged probity nor the highest rank, nor the
greatest public services can protect him from the most in- has been reeei ved :
June 3, 1886.
famous abuse and detraction, from personal insults, nor
A Promising Allparition Knocked Out.
DEAH Sm: J\[r. Robinson having left yon in the apparent
sometimes from real danger arising from the influence of
Clergymen
still exorcise the devil wherever he shows himposition,
now
for
more
than
three
weeks,
of
being
unwilling
furious and disappointed monopolists."
to proceed with the investigation which liP demanded in your self, but when carefully examined into the devil in modern
There is littlB change in a hundred years. The name, m!1king no response to my rf'peated re!]uests to know times turns out to be no devil at all, but an innocent creature
majority of the United States Senate are representa- whether you wonld enable him to keep the pr0mises he of some sort, that was never aware of the mischief it cre!1ted.
made, and wl1ether the spirits throug;h you would promis
tivs of boodle instead of brains.
their cooperation, it bein.e: time that I Rhould nutke a public The suspicion lies near that had the courage of the people
In a lecture at the Belgian Academy by M. Willems nnnouncement
of the result as originally provided for, I write been greater, and their lmowleclge more extensiv, the devil
there is an interesting reference to the elections of clirectly to you for information, lPst I should do yon iujustice would never hav made his appearance ou this cold, sublunar
Pompeii (pom-pa-ya). Placards are still to be seen in my report aR secretary of the Committee of Investigation. world, but remained in his more genial torrid home.
Yours truly,
liENJ\Y JVI. PARKHURST.
painted upon the walls or incrusted in the plaster.
A report comes from !1 small village in the Tyrol which is
According to these ancient posters, the candidates
mnnsing reading. The police sergeant, the only limb of the
'l'lle I.ibrary. Club.
ln.w stationed there, tells the following story:
possessed all the gifts and virtues common to
"The good, honest pe:tsants reported to me that his satanic
the officials of the present day. Theii" talents
Exces,;ivly warm weather conspired with other
had taken up his abode in a neighboring ·chapel, and
and virtues. are extolled in tall characters of causes to keep the writer from attending the second majesty
performed sundry capers therein; they begged me to chase
many colors, and some of them are strongly meeting of the Library Club at 143 Eighth street. him away. I laughed, armed myself with sword and gun to
recommended to the Yoters of Pompeii by the faith- Miss Gertrude B. Kelly, of Newark, spoke on that exterminate the mischief-maker. On my way to the chapel
ful followers of the church of Venus. The members occasion on" TheNecessityfor the Social Revolution." I met crowds of peasants, and they told me the most bloodcurdling stories of the tricks played by the devil ; they were
1\Irl:l. Jane Griffin, the elocutionist, presided at the especially
of other per~masions also appear to hav had their
frightened by the noise, the humming, buzzing,
candidates. In fact, the notices all go to show that meeting and introduced the speaker in a way that and shrieking against the small windows of the chapel.
religion and politics were badly mixed a few years satisfied all the requirements imposed by the most "When I arrived at tlJC place a crowd was assembled in the
approved methods of expression. Miss Kelly is an neighborhood, !1rmed with flails, pitch-forks, ferice-mils and
ago in Pompeii.
- Those persecuted friends of freedom, the Jesuits, engaging speaker, and it is said upon the authority the like, but remained at a respectful distance. The door of
the chapel was open, and to my surprise I found the priest
in Rome hav _purchased the colossal Constanzi Hotel, of lVIr. Henry Appleton that the features of her face there, clad in his full canonicals, who was exorcising the
the surrounding grounds, the Cuirassier barrack are as agreeable to the eye as he1: voice is to the ear devil in regular style. There was nothing further for me to
do, and I went to !1neig!Jboring inn to take in a supply of
grounds, and are building with all possible speed their and her words to the understanding.
new headquarters. The largest building is to be a
Through the kindness of the young lady librarian, courage (strf'ngthening- spirits), in case my services should
he required later on, after the retirement of the priest from
a college for German clericals. The propaganda has THE 'fRUTH SEEimR has been furnished with the fol- the
battle-field. I was not there but !1 few minutes when the
also purchased the vast Piazza 1\Iigranelli. The lowing sentences from Miss Kelly's address:
peasants came running with the cry: ' The devil is there
Franciscans are building a convent to eclipse the
When we speak of revolntiou we mean in the first place a yet!' So I proceeded once more to the chapel, the door of
grandest in Rome.
E. A. STEvENS.
revolution in ideas, and. as a result of this, a complete change which was now closed. I took a lantern from one of the
peasants, and boldly stepped in the church, a number of vilin the condition of society.
If the KnightR of Lallo1· shoul<l hy any means chance to be larrers well armed, with chattering teeth and blauched faces,
Freethought in Texas.
successful to-morrow. if tlwy should hav the whole country follo,;ing me. I threw the light of the lantern in every direction, but could discern nothing. I finally became
On Tuesday morning, June 1st, I left Fort ·worth at their feet, with their present ideas of the pro(luction and impatient,
and stamping my foot hard upon the floor, I exand went to Bowie, a town with three thousand inhab- distribution of we~tltb, there woulrl he no revolution accom- claimed, 'Devil, where are yon?' when a buzzing n::Jise was
plished; there would be simply a change of dynast)', for in no
itants and one church, where I lectured on Tuesday, way are their ideas opposed to those now prevailing in so- heard above our head, which turned out to come from !1 poor
innocent-bat. The holy water had no effect upmi it, but a
Wednesday, and Thursday" nights. Our audiences ciety.
I think that we are beginning to see that no mat1 er what blow from my stick finished the career of that rlevil."___:__,Je"'were large. Dr. J. F. Elliott, Clark Arnold, and
William Sommers arranged for the meetings at this the form of the crovernment mav be. or the character of the ish R1'j"o rrner.
crovernors, the gvils in society continue to increase-the cry
The Nine Demands.
place. Three more enthusiastic workers it would be ~f
overproduction, business depression, lack of work, starvadifficult to find. V. l\'L Elliott, C. C. Thompson, and tion, and misery goes up from all countries alike. Protec~ed
1. IV c demand that churches and other ceclesiastieal propmany others cnme from Crafton, sixteen miles south America and free-trade England suffer from the same evils. erty ~hall be no longer exempt from juf't taxation.
2. lYe demand that the employment of chaplains in ConDemocratic administration, Republican [L(]ministmtion, civil
of Bowie.
service reform, no civil service reform, protection, aud free- gress, in state legislatures, in the _nav_y ~ucl militia, and in
At Bowie I met one of J. D. Shaw's converts, lVIr. tmde
produce no appreciably different effects, the evils con- prisons, asylums, and all other mst1tutwns supported by
M. M. Gaught. Mr. Gaught was a clergyman, but tinue to increase nud to multiply as they did nuder Louis pnhlic money, shall be discontinued.
3. "\Ve demand that 1tll publie appropriations for educaby reading the Shaw-Price discussion which appeared :XIV., XV., aud XYL \Ve are beginning to see that our salin the Independe?i t Pulpit a year or two ago, he be- vation, if salYation t!Jere be for us, lies ontsi<lc of all political tional anrl charitable institutions of a sectarian dHlmeter
shall cease.
came convinced that Christianity was false, and forms, political methods, and political men.
4. We demand that all religious services now sustDinl:d by
The government is always the representativ of lJrute force
renounced his faith. He is now following the more in soCiety.
the government shall be abolished; and especially that the
honorable profession of a teacher.
However much we may try to disguise the the fact, the use of the Bible in the public schools, whether ostensibly as
On Friday afternoon I returned to Fort \V orth, whole function of the government is to proteet property. a text-book or avowe<lly as a hook of religious worship, shall
..
and in the eve:Uing took a train on the Texas and Pa- At the present moment we need only. to look into the daily be5.prohibited
We demand that the appointment, by the preshlent of
papers to see on w!Jich sicle the whole weip;ht of tlw governcific, arriving at Cisco Saturday morning. From ment
is thrown. I am not now considering the rip;ht or the the United States or by the governors. of the various .otatc~.
Cisco I went to DeLeon; and from there by stage to wroncr of these strikes all over the countrv, but I ask yon to of all religious festivals and fasts shall wholly cease.
6. We demand that the judicial oath in the r;onrts ~nd in
Comanche. At Comanche I addressed three large louk into the case honestly, unci tell me if you ever knew of
all other departments of the government. shall be alJoh~hed,
audiences, one on Saturday night, one on Sunday the government forces being called out to protect the inter- and
that simple affirmation under the pams and penaltws of
of the laborers.
afternoon, and one on Sunday night. The meetings ests
.
It is the presence of rent, interest, ami profit in society that perj•1ry shall be established in it~ stead. . .
were held in the court-house.
7. We demand that all laws d1redly or md1reetly enforcmg
sets the whole machine out of order, and it is only 1Jy their
the
obf'crvance
of
Sunday
as
the
Sabbath
shall
be
repealed.
The activ workers of Comanche county are S. L. removal that the machine can ever run snioothly. Hent ean
8. We demand that all laws looking to the enforcement of
Ewing, C. W. Carnes, I. A. Dingler, T. B. Ewing, E. he abolished by simply reinoving the protection of the !a ws
1
"Christian" morality sllall be abrogated, and that all laws
from
the
mom)polizers
of
the
soil,
by
recognizing
no
title
_o
P. Hardy, and Mr. Robinson. Rev. Van Cleveland,
land but occupation and use. Interef't and profit can be shall be conformer! to the rcquiremeuts of natural morality,
a Universalist minister, a correspondent of the Inde- abolished by doing away with the monopoly of the banking equal ricrhts and impartial liberty.
9. W (; de~1ancl that not only in the Constih1~ions of the
pendent Pnlpit,_ and. a very liberal man, attended our system, in other words. by putting the banking business up
to competition, as all other _legitimate busin.esses are ynt up United States and of the several states, but also m the pracmeetings.
administration of the same, no privilege or ad vantage
On Monday I went to Cleburne, where at night I to competition. nnd thus bnng (]own the pnce of the 1ssue of tical
shall be conceded to Christianity or any other special religio.n;
currency
to
cost.
lectured to a large audience in the Court House. 1\Ir.
that our entire political syste~ shall be founded and aclmmAmong the speakers who discussed the le~ture istered on a purely secular basis; and that whatever changes
Hazelwood, J. Zimmerman, J_ W. Bryant, Oliver
Heath, Colonel Morgan, and J. J. Ramsay, of Kim- were Mr. King, who wears a slouch bat and looks hke a shall prove necessary to this end shall he consistently, unball, are some of the J...iberals whom I met here. It pocket edi-tion of dynamiter; which he is not by any flinrhingly, and promptly made.
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of his countrymen, as if the end of the world hacl faith, and not on evidence. It discourages all invescome, and there were to be no more years than the tigation as to its truthfulness. It asks us to believe
year 1886. What a rebuke is given to this class of its dogmas and its statements implicitly and without
trimmers by those who hav died at the stake rather questioning; as, for instance, that three churches in
A Bill of Indictment Against Religions Per Se. than obliterate the eternal distinction between truth Italy hav each a skull of John the Baptist; that over
and falsehood ! Servetus, by saying the word a hundred ancl fifty other churches, in the late
BY JACOB HENDERSON.
"eternal." could hav saved his life. Bruno, by utter- Papal States alone, hav each a quantity of the milk
IV.
ing
one comprehensiv lie of denial, could hav pro- of the Virgin Mary, and that Balaam's ass spoke to
THE STULTIFICATION OF THE INTELLECT PRODUCED BY
pitiatecl the Romish hounds that were thirsting for his his master in the Hebrew language. In all these,
RELIGION.
blood. But theee names are immortal, and will go ancl hundreds of other cases like them, theology clearly
That my ideas of the groveling and debasing char- down to the coming centuries in honor, because those shows its parentage. Its whole aim is,to placate its
acter of the feeling called religion, and of its malign who bore them had such profound reverence for divinity.
Gocl is angry at his child, man. He
influence on the human intellect, are correct, I cite in truth that they would rather die than deny it. shrouds himself in impenetrable mystery, never once
proof the melancholy instance of 1\fr. Gladstone, the Truth, con:;;cious of the eternity of her years, is a showing his face, and this intensifies the fear ancl
present Prime Minister of England. 1\fr. Gladstone hard mistress for mortals to serve. Traitors to her increases the ignorance of the wretch who stands
is tbe most conspicuous man iii the British empire, holy cause may escape present punishment by a com- trembling before his presence. To appease the
as a statesman, a scholar, and a person of irreproach- promise, and because treason may be popular, but she wrath and secure the approbation of this God, by
able moral character. He has few equals, and no will gibbet them at last. Archbishop Cranmer, by believing any dogma and doing any thing prescribed
superiors as a man of intellect ancl attainments in the his facil nature and his strong love of life, was in- by th~ priest, is, I repeat, th~ sole object of every
various departments of learning. But· when, last duced to recant his convictions and treat them as if doctnn of theology. To tlus end we must hav a
year, in Scotland, he expressed himself in favor of they were false. But when he saw that this step J tri-personality i~ t?e ~odhead, so that the son~ of
the disestablishment of the English church. at some could not save him from the flames he recanted his equal age and d1gmty w1th the father, may offer himremote time in the future, after he had left the scene recantations, and going to the stak~ thrust his own self up as a saCI·i~ce to p~opitiate the father's anger
of human affairs, the clergy raised the howl that he right hand into the fire to die as a malefactor for towards the sons constituents.. \Ye must hav a
was heading the hosts of Infidelity which bid fair to signing the first recantation, ancl gave the rest of his Holy Ghost to apply the redemptiOn thus pt~rchasecl,
sweep over the land like a destructiv tornado, his re- body to die a martyr to the truth of the second.
and make the atonement effectual, by the mmtcle of
ligion caused him to become panic-stricken; and to
the new birth, creating a clean thing out of an unTHE
REL\TIONSHIP
BETWEEN
RELIGION
AND
THEOLOGY.
defend himself against this reproach, he wrote an
clean. Then comes tl;te great doctrin of ,tidth in the
The definition of theology is that it is the science m·eecl, with the altemntiv of datimation. The mass
article for an English magazine, entitled, " The
Dawn of Creation and of ·worship," which, if it had or knowledge of God. l\1r. Gladstone, in his reply to in the Catholic church is the chief feature in her
been written by a pulpiteer, would be considered by Huxley, says: "Theplogy is ordered knowledge," of cloctrin and worship, and is always called the sacriscientific men as the babblings of a medieval saint. course about God. But knowledge is the apprehen- jii~C of the mass, wherein the penitent believes, or
Great as he is on other subjects, when he comes to sion and attainment of ,tilctt; and truths. A person thinks he believes, that the wafer he takes into his
religion, his intellect, like a beautiful Etruscan vase cannot know anything that is not true in its sphere, lips, made out of wheaten flom, is transubstantiated
knocked from its pedestal, goes to pieces, and he be- or that is contingent in the sphere of events. A by the priest's prayer into the very body, blood, and
comes a child. TlJ.~J·men of science who hav reviewed thing or an event must be fixed and certain in the divinity of Jesus Christ, and that Christ is thus rehim, imitating the re11erence of Noah's sons, hav treated plan of the universe to be the object of either fore- newedly offered up as a sacrifice for this Catholic
him with a tenderness due to his character as a states- knowledge or after-knowledge. If it were not eter- sinner in particular, all on the religious principle laid
man, intrusted, at this crisis, with vast responsibilities. nally true in geometry that the three angles of e,·ery clown by the eminent father, Tf'rtullian, of the third
In thus resisting the temptation to use the weapons triangle are equal to two right angles, the mind of century, that the more utterly impossible it is for a
of ridicule and sarcasm, they hav honol'ed themselvs Euc!id could never hav perceived it; ancl if the birth thing to be true, the easier and more meritorious it
of the man Euclid had not been as necessary an event is for true Christian faith to believe it. For this is
as well as him.
But a more pitiable spectacle still presents itself in the plan of the universe, it could not hav been fore- the virtue of the grace of faith, that it can believe
to the gaze of the world in the case of another great seen even by an omniscient being as afact.
without evidence, that it can remove mountains by its
Now, what does theology certainly bww about a strength, and can swallow down and digest whole
Englishman, Cardinal Newman, whose abilities, learning, and general excellence of character entitle him God or the God ? The Christian theology all camels of absurdity.
to the resspect of every one, but whose omnivorous through its history has been divided into two great
The Greek ancl Roman theology, which tbe church
credulity excites the wonder of all the world outside antagonistic systems, the Augustinian, or, as they say called "mytholog-y," as if he! own religion hacl not
the church. This gentleman began his career as a nowadays, the Calvinistic, division on the one hand, been taken wholesale from it, was not the creation of
clergyman of the Church of England, but, by an easy and the division whieh found its chief spokesman in poets and legislatmes, as some superficial thinkers
and short step, left that body, and became a Roman James Arminius, who flourished in the sixteenth allege. It was the offspring of the religious sentiCatholic, and a cardinal. Let him speak for himself: century ef our era, and who was at swords' points ment, and poets modified it as they could to suit the
"I think it impossible to withstand the evidence with Calvin on the fundamental points of free will, ignorance ancl prejudices of the people who believed
which is brought for the liquifaction of the blood of grace, and predestination. When it is said that "the- it. What an insult it would be to the Greek intelleet
Saint Januarius at Naples, or for the motion of the ology is ordered knowledge" about God, I ask wkich to say that, out of the abundant materials at haud, it
eyes of the pictures of the Madonna in the Roman God ? The Arminian theologian, on the authority of could not originate a more rational ancl less fanciful
states. I see no reason to doubt the material of the the Bible, declares the Calvinistic God to be a mon- system than the popular religion was ! No. All the
Lombard cross at Monza, and I do not see why the ster of injustice and unworthy of worship, because he theologies in the world are the same-mere systems
holy coat at Treves may not hav been what it pro- creates millions of human beings and places them by of expiatory sacrifice, and the offspring of ignorance
fesses to be. I firmly believe that portions of the his providence in circumstances where they necessarily and fear. The avowed object of the whole of them is
true cross are at Rome, and elsewhere;· that the crib sin, and then when they die casts them into eternal hell to humiliate man, and make him a ~owardly beggar
of Bethlehem is at Rome, and the bodies of St. Peter fire. The Calvinist replies: Your God is both an for the grace and mercy of an imaginary God! That
and St. Paul. Also, I believe that the relics of the ignoramus and an imbecil-an ignoramus, because, there is any self-respecting manhood left in his charsaints are doing innumerable miracles and graces for fear if he looked into the ce?·tain future he would acter at all, after these long ages of religious domidaily. I firmly believe that before now saints hav see a sinful event which he ought, as a good God, to nation, inspires the hope, nay, the belief, that there is
raised the dead to life, crossed the seas without ves- hav prevented if he could ancl now remove if he can, enough recuperativ energy in him still, with the assels, multiplied grain and bread, cured incurable dis- and therefore keeps himself in profound ignorance of; sistance of the new knowledge, to throw oft' the ineases, and stopped the operation of the laws of the an imbecil, because, if sin be sin eternally, and he re- cubus which has degraded him, and to stand up
universe in a multitude of ways." That this instinct gards it as such, his power to prevent or remove it is before the universe free.
of religion is powerful enough, at this time of day, to not equal to his benevolence and sense of justice;
(TO BE CONCLUDED.)
babyfy the intellect of such a man as Cardinal :Niew- and therefore he is limited and not infinit in power,
Ramblings in the ·Park Region.
man, should alarm every well-wisher of his race. It and entirely.unfit to be the governor of such a cornshakes, but does not unsettle, our faith in the po- plicated universe as this is.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: After
tency of knowledg·e as an infallible cure for superstiThe same dissimilarity in their conceptions of Gocl having met with such hearty receptions as I received
tion. If such cases were general, instead of rare, we characterizes all the subordinate sects of Christen- at Wentworth ancl Iroquois, Dak., Alexandria ancl Elk
might as well ground our arms in the war we are dom. The gods in the Christian Pantheon are almost River, Minn., it is quite natural that I should hav calls
waging for the soul's freedom, and giv up our un- as numerous, and just as diverse in their character, as to return ancl deliver other courses of lectures. I find
happy race to the dominion of the church and priest- the gods of the Greek and Roman mythology. Each that the more people hear Freethought lliscussed, the
hood forever.
founder of a new sect and creed begins with his own more they want to hear; hence so we places ask for
The subjugation of the intellect by the blind and conception of what God is, or ought to be, and, argu- as many as fifteen or twenty lectures, and, as I like
cruel monster called religion was seen in Kepler, one ing deductivly from that starting-point, finds plenty to place the cost at as low a figure as possible, so
of the mightiest minds, not only of his century, but of texts in the Bible to satisfy himself ancl his fol- that almost any town can afford to' hav some other
of all time. It doomed him to sixteen years of un- lowers that his theology is true and all others false. kind of gospel than the " old, old story," what is left
necessary but herculean labor in his abortiv effort to Theology "ordered knowledge~" Look at the creeds after paying the railroad their lion's mouthful is not
reconcile the eternal laws of the universe with the of Christendom!
enoug-h to debar one from 'reaching heaven by the
absurd demands of his creed.
If I am right in my theory of the origin of the old Lazarus, grass-grown route.
In like manner, Hugh Miller, another man of religious sentiment, religion and theology stand in
A Freethought lecturer has the advantage of the
· science, was driven to premature death by suicide, the relationship of parent and child. That is to say, church in summer time. The church works best in
because he could not compel geology to verify the religion was inoculated into the hitman character. in cold weather. An Infidel (in view of what awaits
absurdities of Genesis and of the Westminster Con- the period of the race's infancy, millions of years him hereafter) does not fear heat. In the summer
fession of Faith. His religion was cruel and stupid ago, by ignorance andfear. As our ancestors grad- season the church is dormant, and the Infidel is as
enough to command him, on pain of hell-fire, as a ually emerged from their mental darkness under the activ as a lamprey eel, and shocks an ordinary " orthoheretic, to believe, without evidence, what his knowl- law of progress, they made movements toward a the- dox" clear to his soles. There is a more cordial
edge lcne1o to be false. The strain upon his feelings ology. But, as the stream cannot rise higher than feeling growing up toward Freethought all over the
was too much for him, and another human sacrifice the fountain, theology bore the marked features of \Vest. In some towns which I hav visited, our
was laid on the altar of Moloch.
its mother. It was a natural growth from religion as philosophy becomes so popular. in a week that the
But we need not cross the Atlantic to find illustra- the root / and as a tree has many branches, upon church preaches Freethought too. Did you ever?
tions of the blinding and cowardly influence which which may be grafted many different kinds of fruit, The Bev. Jenkins, at Elk River, clicl that. I heard
religion exerts upon the minds of great men. Pro- so theology is hydra-headed, each head answering to him. I gave six lectures in Elk River to good houses,
fessor Dana, of Yale College, has lately given the one of the multitudinous sects of Christendom.
and will giv two more next Sunday (1\iay 23d).
world an example of this in his effort to make science
So far from being true is Mr. Gladstone's remark
The ministel's wife, I learned, was in my audience
uphold the childish legend in Genesis. I could not that theology is " ordered" knowledge, and so con- Sunday afternoon, and on her way home pleasantly
be guilty of insulting this distinguished scientist by scions is theology itself that there is no order, but remarked, "·well, he is a gentleman and a scholar,
supposing that he believed the story. His disloyalty only confusion and antagonism in its doctrins, that it anyway." Tally one. "De world do move." The
to the truth and to his own convictions must be set travels up and down, and all over the world, ancl following Sunday I went the second time to hear her
down to his fear of offending the religious sentiment through all the centuries, asking to be accepted on 1 hnRband preach. In a flowing, graceful way, he re-
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~arked

that a polite Infidel owed his courteous bearmg. and de~ency to the decency of the community in
whw~ he hved-to Christian institutions.
In the
evemng, with the aid of my shorthand "pot-hoqks,"
as Elder Dungan called them last winter I reviewed
the Rev. Jenkins's sermon. That was th~ finest audience of the six.
Nothing can induce Elder Hill, the would-be Adve:'tist champion, to debate, even when a would-be
editor of Delavan backs him with the" vast" influence of the I£erald. My visit to Delavan will be
postponed u~til. the elder (and the editor) recovers.
_We are enJoymg a splendid visit with our Liberal
fnend~, Mr.. and Mrs. Byers, in ·their beautiful home
at Pnnceton; also spent a week with our friends
W. F. and lVIillee Chadbourne, of Elk River. W~
hav known these good friends for many years.
Soon, and we will be on our way to the land of the
Dakotas. Address, at Wentworth Dakota
__________
'W_.:_::F. JAMIESON.
'

A Grerk Catholic Curse.
I am now on a beautiful farm, the Eden of Alameda_ county, named after a province in southern
Russia, where the happy owner was born. I shall
not describe this magnificent place. Everybody
knows what a fruit farm in California is. The cause
of my letter is the fact that Father Agapius Honcharenko-~he owner's _name->yas a Russian priest, and
at one ttme a monk m the Kieff c1oister. He was too
honest to re~ain either ~ monk or a priest, could not
stand th~ cnmes comrmtted by the Muscovite government m the name of the holy church, and while at
Gre~ce, as one of the Russian missionary staff there,
he did some good work for the propagation of the
new ideas then so vigorously promulgated by Alexander Hergen, the editor and publisher of I<'o.lolcol
(the Bell). Some of Father Agapius's communications with the revolutionists were, however overtaken, ~nd he, therefore, obliged to remain the rest
of Lis _Years outside the empiJ:e of holy Russia.
About eighteen years ago he wasexcommunicatedfrom
and an~themati~ed by the czar's church, it being recorded to h1s name m a document which reads as follows:
By authority of the Almighty God, the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost, and of th~ holy canons; and of the Virgin
l\~ary, mother and nurse of our Savior; and of the celestial
virtues., angels, arclmnp;cls, thrones, dominions powers
cherubim, and seraphim; and of all the holy patriarchs and
prophets; and of all the apostles and evan()"elists · and of the
holy innocents (who, in the sight of the "Lamb are found
worthy to sing the new Song); and of the holy ~artyrs and
h~ly confessors; . and of the holy virgins; and of all the
samts, together wtth all the holy and elect of God we excommunicate and anathematize him, and from the thres]Jold of
the holy church of God Almighty we sequester him that he
may be tormented in eternal excruciating sufferin<TS 'toO"ethcr
with Dathan and Abiram, and those who say t~ the"' Lord
God, "Depart from us; we desire none of thy ways." And
as fire is quenched with water, so let the light of him be put
out evermore.
l\Iay the Father, who created man, curse him. l\Iay the
So~, who su~ered for _us, curse him.
l\fay the Holy Ghost,
winch was giVen us m our baptism, curse him. .May the
Holy Cross, which Christ (for our salvation triumphin" Gver
h1s enemies) ascended, curse him. l\Iay the Holy and"Eternal Virgin Mary, mother of God, curse him. l\Iay St.l\iichael,
the advocate of holy souls, curse him. l\Iay all the anO"e!s
and archangels, principalities and powers, and all the h~av
enly armies, curse him. May St. John the precursor, and
St. John the Baptist, and St. Peter, and St. Paul, and St.
Andrew, and all other of Christ's apostles, to"ether, curse
him. And may the rest of his disciples and fou; evanO"e!ists
who by their preaching converted the universal world, and
may the wonderful company of martyrs and confessors, who
by thei; holy works are found pleading to God Almighty,
curse lnm.
l\Iay the choir of the Holy Virgins, who for the honor of
Christ hav despised the things of the world, damn him; may
all the saints, who from the beginning of the world and everlasting ages are found to be beloved of God, damn him;
may the heavens and the earth, and all the holy thinO"S re"'
maining therein, damn him.
May he be damned wherever he be; whether in the house
or in the field, whether in the highway or the by-way,
whether in the wood or the water, or whether in the clmrch.
May he be cursed in living and in dying, in eating and drinking, in fasting anct thirsting, in slumbering and sleeping, in
watching or walking, in standing or sitting, in !yin" down or
working, mingendo, cacando, ~tnd blood-letting.
"
May he be cursed in all the faculties of the body. May he
be cursed inwardly and out'iardly. J\'[ay he be cursed in his
hair. l\Tay he be cursed in his brains. May he be cursed in
the crown of his head and in his temples. In' his forehead
and in his ears. In his eyebrows and in his cheeks. In his
jaw-bones and in his nostrils. In his foreteeth and in his
grinders. In his lips and in his throat. In his shoulders and
in his wrists. In his arms, his hands, and in his fin"ers.
May he be damned in his mouth, in his breast, in his
!JCa~t, a~d in all. the. visce.ra ?f his bo~y; may he be damned
m h1s vems and m Ins grom, m the tlnghs and genital oro-ans
in his lips and in his knees; in his legs, feet, and toe-;ails l
May he be cursed in all the joints and articulation of his
members. From the top of his head to the sole of his foot
may there be no soundness in him.
l\~ay the Son o~ the living God, with all the glory of his
maJesty, curse ~~m, and maJ:" hea~en, with all the powers
that move therem, nse up agnmst him, curse and damn him !
Amen! So be it. Amen I

And after such a list of curses and damnations a
beautiful fruit farm in California is the result. J~st
think of it!
I am one of those who say to the Lord God "Depart from us; we desire none of thy ways " and there
will be no wonder if I become a possess~r of a farm
like that of Father Agapius. Come the time!
· V:x:raiJu,, Gal.
M_ S. W AHRHAFTIG.
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News and Notes.
On Saturday evening, May 29th, I lectured again
at Munay, Utah, to a good house, and was pleased
once more to meet those who seem like old friends in
their cordial ·greeting. As I was obliged to be in
Salt Lake City at five o'cl~ck _on Sunday morning, I
had the pleasure of a midmght ride with Bishop
Cahoon. I call him "bishop," for I think he will
~ake a good one in the ranks of Freethought. The
nde up _the valley, wit~ the shadowy splendor of the
mountams on every s1de, and the rich green fields
an~ gardens, and cosy dwellings along the way, was
d~hghtful. It seemed something like passing through
f~Ir~land, there was such a strange mixture of human
hfe m the world about, such conflicting and tumultuous forces, the old and the new mingling as in no
other country, and the wisest head not knowing how
the marvelous wealth of these hills and vales was
yet to b~ placed on the side of }iberty and progress.
~he pohtwal_ pedlers at Washmgton hav very little
Idea of the m1ght~ pro~lem tha_t is confronting them,
how ~eep and h1gh 1t goes mto the principles of
Amencan democracy.
. On ~unday morning at six o'clock, with ~y excellent fnends, ~- and Mrs. Mason and Mrs. Godbe,
of S~lt La~e C1ty, I started out for a long, delicious
car~·Iag~ nde up the valley, and along the lake to
Hmg~t s GI:ove. It was a cloudy morning, and the
sun JUSt ghnted on the distant hill-tops. The air
was cool, and the horses dashed along with heterodox
speed, and that was just what suited my pilgrim
sp~it. T~e only _trouble was that we had a Presbyt~na~ caiTiage,. ev~dently, for it was very stiff and unyieldmg, and d1dn t seem to giv way very gracefully
to the ups ancl downs of the road; and so, near the
end of the journey, it dogmatically broke in two on
one side, and on the return it did the same thing on
the ?ther; but, with "saints' perseverance," we made
a ra1d upo~ the trees, and braced up the "sinners,"
and went trn~mphantly forward, and if Macbeth had
met us he m1ght hav thought that "Birnam Wood"
was come again. No orthodox depravity can get the
better of the strong arm of Secularism.
The grove meeting was delightful. Liberals were
present from all parts of Utah-George C. Viele, of
Fillmore; Andrew Larson, of Box Elder· Wm. Reynolds, of W anship; Philip Schwartz, of' Park City;
Mr. J ost an~ ~obert Wilson, of Ogden; Mr. Edholm
and Dan Wilhams, of Morgan ; Mr. Jones and Mr.
Bowman, of South Weber; Mr. and l\frs. H. P. Mason and 1\frs. Godbe, of Salt Lake City ; 1\fr. Munn,
of Hooper; Dr. Ingram, of Kaysville; 1\fr. Wallack,
of Salt Lake, formerly of California and a Liberal
worker in that field, and many otherd.
Letters were also received from Dr. Greer, H. S.
Brooks, Charles Long, Wm. Dawson, E. Sorensen,
and others, pledging their best efforts for the success
of the territorial . organization. The meeting was
thus a representatlv one, and its action will be indorsed by all the Liberals of Utah. Several speeches
were ma~e; we ha_d a ba~d of music, and everything
went off m splendid fashwn. The Secular Union of
Utah was formed. Mr. Wm. Reynolds was chosen
se~retary of the preliminary organization, and committees were appointed for the purpose of making
an-angements for a grand convention of all the Freet~inkers of the teni.tory, at Salt Lake City, next
wmter,. Feb. 20th, ~1st, and 22d, for the purpose of
perfectm~ and making permanent the organization,
and electmg a corps of officers that will make success
undoubted. 1\fr. Reynolds will giv a report in detail
?f what was done at Haight's grove. Its significance
m ~he futu:e work of Liber~lism here is very great.
It 1s can·png forward the mterest and enthusiasm
created by the efforts of the American Secular Union.
The campaign for the last six weeks has been all that
I could expect. I hav delivered about forty lectures.
The attdiences hav averaged about three and four
hundred, so that I hav personally addressed from
twelve to fifteen thousand of the people of this territory-the best minds . in every community:-and I
kn~w .that the results, 1f the work is continued, will
be mcalculable. There has been discussion and agita~ion in every place, and thousands hav begun to
~hmk ~here be_fore. there was a sluggishness. The
Issue m Utah 1s drrect, more so than in any other
part of t~e country, and hence there is a magnificent
opportumt~for the development of Secular principles.
I hav ~he highest hopes of Utah-of the organization
that w1ll be formed, of the work that will be done. I
like the friends here. They are strong, enthusiastic, and
brave_ They take hold with a will. ?:hey cannot,
however, fight the battle alone. The present cam-
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paign could not hav gone on so successfully had it
not been for the American Secular Union. National
cooperation is indeed a mighty help to Liberals in
every community.. It givs them p~wer which they
could not othenVlse possess. In this case in Utah
it has brought forth an immense amount' of latent
Liberalism. I am sure th<tt every Liberal in America
will be interested in the advance of our cause in this
territory and will watch with keen interest its triumphs, and will realize more than ever the vast importance of a united movement.
On Decoration Day, for the sake of variety, I went
to the "Pen," where about fifty of the Mormon saints
are suffering "persecution." They take it rather
easy, although, of course, theiJ: position is a very uncomfortable one, for they hav to mingle with mi.minals of all sorts, hav to wem· the striped suit, and liv
on poor fare and do their own washing. No matter
if they are worth a hundred thousand dollars, and
some of them are, they must do their own menial
~ork.
They can't hiJ:e even a fellow-prisoner to do
It ~o~· them. ~hey hav books and papers to read and
wntmg matenals, and they sport one or two operaglasses, and had the advantage of us and a better
chance to see what kind of folks we were than we to
study them. Well, it was grotesque and is tragical
to_o, and it does seem that in this civilized age there
might be .a better solution of the problem than this ·
for these men are not criminals in the ordinary sens~
of the term, and should not be made to suffer this
rlegradation. They are really political prisoners and
not criminals, and should receive that treat~ent
which belongs to prisoners of this class. I understand that one of the Mormons was put into the
"_s;yeat-bo:x;" ·for ref?s~ng to attend the gentile
divme servwes. If th1s 1s so, then the United States
government has. been guilty of a hideous injustice,
and has placed 1tself beneath the level of its unfortunate victims. \Vith all one's detestation of Mormon polygamy, which is indeed a" relic of barbaii.sm,"
~nd. a ~egr~,dation both form~n and woman, yet these
crmnnals do suffer a spemes of martyrdom which
appeals strongly to one's symprtthies; and the
method of punishment is almost as barbaric as the
evil tJ1at is to be ~radicated. That the right way of
tr~atmg l\formomsm h~s not been reached is plainly
eVldent. So far there IS savagery on both sides, and
not enlightened politics. I hope hereafter to treat
this question from the standpoint of Secularism,
which alone, by its radical pii.nciples, can settle this
yast difficulty. _The present "Christian" legislation
1s an absolute failure, and cannot be justified at the
tribunal of universal justice.
I am now at Bingham, where I hav lectured to full
houses for the last two evenings, June 1st and 2d.
Bingham is the longest town of its size that I know
of. It stretches up the gulch, winding about .like a
snake, for five miles, while it does not seem to be
more than two or three rods wide, street and all.
The houses are perched on the hill-sides like so many
nests built there by the birds, and they are not much
larger than nests either. Yesterday I took a tramp
of several miles over the town and mining camp, and
the views are delightful, especially from the crown of
the ridge, where I could see for fifty miles away. On
one side sparkled the Utah Lake and on the other
Salt Lake, while the busy valleys stretched between,
and the mighty and snow-glistening mountains encircled all, and the dazzling sky spread its canopy
above. The wealth of nature outside smpassed, in~
deed, the wealth that was within these rock-ribbed
canyons. Still I did wish I had a ton or so of the
gleaming silver.
I had the pleasure of meeting here l\ir. J olm
Strickley, Mr. Frank Silsby, Mr. C. H. Osman, and
other good friends, and I hope to come again to
Bingham, for I hav received a verypleasant welcome.
I am now to go to Idaho and Montana, Hailey,
Bellevue, Ketchum, Eagle Rock, etc. I hav had to
change my dates for Eagle Rock; shall be there, if
at all, on J nne 17th and 18th; at Butte City, June
20th; at Helena, June 27th, and at Bozeman, .July
4th and 11th.
I see the great philosopher has gone-Stephen
Pearl Andrews. Upon his ample ln•ow rests the
white crown of death. He haH passed into the ideal
world-a noble spirit. I must express gratitude for
the aid he has been to me in my intellectual struggles, for _the insight he has given, for the solution of
many a problem. His mind was of the first order,
richly laden with knowledge. As a metaphysician he
had no ::mpeii.or. His power of analysis was wonderful. No man ever made subtler distinctions.
With crystal clearness he marked almost every shade
of thought. He has been, in his intellectual integrity,
a benefactor, indeed, of th8 race. He has been a
pioneer in his own way; he has stood firmly for justice and liberty. He was a regal soul, lofty, aspiJ:ing,
ideal; divinely audacious in many of his the01i.es. He
had the poet's gift also. His mind was stored with
analogies, many of them most beautiful; and illustrativ of great truths. All honor to him whose thoughts
are immortal, and who, in the onward stream of human life., will still be a glorious influence.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAilf.
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It will be seen from this that the Advocate's editor
understands· himself and the nature of his religion.
When, therefore, Mr. Buckley was applied to to
stamp this tale as genuin, he was cautious, and wrote
to the Rev. E. C. Yerkes, Methodist preacher, of
Millersbmg, asking him if there wa~ any foundation
for the story, what the barkeeper said, how drunk
the men were, what happened to the rest of them,
Sunday-School Stories.
whether their stories of the occurrence agreed, who
About two years ago last February, immediately was with the man when he died, and what his physiafter the Paine celebrations had taken place, a tale was cian said. To all these questions the Rev. Mr.
published in the daily papers calculated to strike ter- Yerkes replied:
"l\1JLLERSBURG, PA.
ror to the hearts of skeptics and bring comfort to the
"
Dear
D1·.
Buckley:
There
was
a
mock service of some
true believer. It was to the effect that at Jenkinkind. It is impossible to tell how drunk the men were.
town, Pa., a carpenter and several friends were makThe barkeeper denies the whole affair-says it did not occur.
ing merry at a hotel, when a religious discussion There were no spectators not participants so far as I can
sprang up, dmi.ng which the carpenter proposed that learn. J. F. Bowman, 1\f.D., of this place, a member of our
they partake of the "Lord's supper," using beer church, attended :Motter [the patent-medicin pedler] in his
instead of wine. The story ran that during this sac- last sic:kness. Motter did not absent himself from home, did
rilegious performance of the rite the carpenter was not die a maniac, and showed only such a fear of death as is
common to unsaved men. There was no appearance of any
struck dead by the Lord for his blashemy. This supernatural object in the bar-room so far as I can learn, bnt
blood-curdling tale was published all over the coun- Motter staled and afterward denied that he saw such a montry, and we repeatedly received copies of papers con- ster, something like a huge bat, on his way home; and that
taining it, some sent by friends with the request to it entered the house with him; he said he did not think the
Fraternally,
E. C. YEHKES."
investigate, and some sent by Christians to warn us devil looked like that.
It
will
be
noticed
that
the
minister
says some such
of our almost certain fate if we persisted in writing
and working against the Christian religion. One of service did take place, but that the barkeeper denies
the papers that printed the story was the Independ- it; that the pedler did not absent himself from home,
ent, but it had occasion to repent its credulity, for and did not die a maniac. It appears also that he
the next week it was obliged to say, what everyone was not an Infidel, but only a Christian who did not
of common sense would know, that the whole occur- work at the business.· He had distinct ideas of what
rence was an invention, and had no foundat,ion in the devil is like. First he said he saw a monster,
something like a bat; then he retracted and said he
fact.
This year, under date of February 7th, also imme- did not. He seems to hav been a "low-down," drunken
diately following the Paine celebration, another hor- Christian, upon whose word no reliance ~ould be
rible tale came over the telegraph wires. Like the placed.
Notwithstanding the minister's statement that
former, it was located in Pennsylvania, and in gensome
service took place, the probability is tbat he is
eral details closely followed the original. The version
published by the World of this city had it that a mistaken. The barkeeper was there, and the minit:ipatent-medicin pedler entered a hotE-l at Millersburg, ter was not. A further probability is that the mediciuPa., where a jovial crowd had assembled. A relig- pedler and his companions got drunk. Possibly they
ious discussion came up, dming which the medicin· discussed their religion. Then they separated, and
pedler proposed that the "Lord's supper" be eaten. the pedler went home and died. Some imaginativ
The crowd agreed to hav it with beer and bread, and reporter got hold of the story and of the one pubwhen they had knelt in mock humility, the pedler lished two yeiu:s before, :fitted them together, and
went among them distributing a mouthful of bread senf his version out. The similarity between the two
and a sup of beer to each. The dispatch concluded: tales is too close to leave a reasonable doubt that
" Suddenly, whm he was about half through, a strange they are one. Very likely the same Associated Press
noise was heard, and looking up the men saw a sight that reporter sent both dispatches. The Paine celebra
' made their blood run cold and froze the marrow in their tions occmring the last of January would suggest the
bones.' As near as the scared men could describe it, they religious coloring necessary; and what to a good
declared it was an immense, ill-formed, and foul beast with
Christian is a lie if the glory of God can thereby
great cloven feet, pointed horns, and eyes that .tlashed fire.
With wild yells the men rushed out '.nto the open air and more abound ~
But the most smprising fact in the whole matter
scattered in every direction. Finally, all of them reached
their homes except Motter, who was away for a long time, is that there are any considerable number of people
and at last he arrived, a maniac. He was put to bed and in this country who could for a moment think that
physicians summoned, but they could do nothing for him. such supernatural occurrences are possible ! To an
He raved, howled, and prayed, declaring that he had seen
the evil one and that he was lost. His torture was terrible, African savage the tale might appear possible. That
but nothing could be done to relieve him, and he died in the it can be seriously discussed by Americans shows
wildest agony. The death-bed scene is said to hav been full to what depth Christianity has degraded some of
of horrors that can hardly be described."
them.
When the first tale was published, we endeavored
Ulster's Experiment in Home Rule.
to get to the bottom of the lie, but all om letters to
In connection with his defeat on the Home Rule
the alleged scene of the occurrence remained unanswered. When the Independent printed its apology bill, Mr. Gladstone may draw some consolation from
for repeating the story, investigation was needless.· the recent demonstrations at Belfast and Lurgan,
When this second story was circulated, we at once Ireland. These two cities were on W ednes~ay and
recognized it as the first revamped, with ingenious other days of last week the scenes of a religious demvariations, but still the same old lie; and though onstration in which the Protestants and Catholics
scores of papers containing it were received, we paid took part. Windows were smashed, the police were
no attention to them. But it seems that the Chris- clubbed and stoned, hotels were burnt and sacked,
tians though it too good a point to be lost, if it were and under the influence of the liquor thus obtained
only true, and from every state in the Union, and persons of Protestant proclivities wandered through
from Canada, they sought to get the stamp of the streets shouting, "To hell with the pope!"
authenticity put upon it by the chief official organ of utterly indifferent to the fact that " sheol" is now
the Methodist chmch. The editor of the Christian considered the better form. Several persons were
Advocate, however, is a shrewd old gentleman who killed-by the police-among them a widowed mother
does not often get beyond his depth. Moreover, he of two children, and a barmaid who chanced to be
is not entirely unacquainted with his Christian breth- looking from the window of a tavern. The cause of
ren, and naturally he was suspicious of the yarn. the disturbance was the difference of opinion upon
With· hiJn, the age of miracles ended some eighteen religious subjects which existed between the citihundred years ago. Belief in the ancient tales is all zens participating. By the action of the police
right, he holds, but even they must not be argued; order was restored after several days' reign of terror.
The ill-success, generally speaking, of this brief
while all nineteenth-century supernaturalism he sets
down at once as impostme. Standing on the com- season of practical Home Rule in Ireland must, as
mon platform of Christianity, and taking the script- .remarked at the outset,. afford some consolation to Mr.
mas as the comt of last appeal, we will back the Rev. Gladstone and his partisans in this defeat. While
J. M. Buckley against any preacher in the country. England's rule in Ireland is such that nothing can
But when it comes to arguing with Infidelity Mr. be said in its defense, it is of a much more desiJ:able
Buckley is not there. Allow the scriptures to be nature than that which the Irish people, under the
questioned, he tells his readers, and the Infidel has influence of religious fanaticism,_ seem able to furthe Christian on the hip, and can throw him easily. nish themselvs.
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The New York Freethinkers' Meeting.
The summer is coming rapidly along, and the tiJne
and place for holding the annual Convention of the
New York State Freethinkers' Association must soon
be decided. v\lhen and where shall it be held? The
duty of deciding this, as, indeed, all other executiv
duties, falls upon the Executiv Committee of the
Association. But the people who will attend ought
also to hav a voice in the selection of the place, and
we should like to hear from them upon the subject.
The officers of the American Secular Union hav
decided to hold the annual congress late in the fall in
New York city. Their reasons for this are, in view
of past :financial experiences, very sound. Some of
the officers of the New York State Freethinkers' Association are strongly in favor of holding the annual
State Convention in connection with the Union's annual Congress. Less expense would in this way be
incurred, they say, and the two Conventions would
make more ·noise than either one held separately.
The metropolitan press would probably giv more attention to the meeting if held here than if convened
in a distant place. The plan has its advantages, without doubt.
Other officers of the State Association favor a ten·
days' campmeeting during the latter part of August
or the first of September. Fillmore Park, a few miles
from Buffalo, has been suggested as one place;
White Sulphur Springs, near Saratoga, as another;
Watkins Glen, as a third. In Fillmore Park arrangements would bav to be made with the Buffalo railroad managers to run excmsion trains, and the population would hav to hire tents in which to liv. At
White Sulphur Springs there are hotels within easy
reach, and the service on the· lake to Saratoga is
already at hand~ Pavilions for speaking are also on
the ground. Buffalo is at the western end of the
state, White Sulphur Springs nearly at the Eastern
side.
Open-air meetings on the borders of a lake are
exceedingly. pleasant, and a great deal more sociable
than gatherings in halls in large cities. Especially is
this the case in August or September. The main
question is, Will the number of people who can
attend be great enough to pay the cost of speakers,
advertising, and the thousand and one expenses
necessarily connected with a great convention~ If
the meeting is held in New York in connection with
the Congress of the American Secular Union, it is
mged by those favoring this plan to be almost certain
that the admission fee will cover cost· of Congress.
Those favoring the semi-campmeeting are equally
convincing in their statements.
The Executiv Committee of the State Association
are in a quandary. Of its eight members, four are in
favor of separate meetings, three in favor of a joint
convention, and one not heard from-making a sort
of tie. The other officers are partial to the joint
convention idea. As one of the officers, and as a
believer in government· of and by the people, we ap-
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The Museums.
by confirmation they are strengthened to suffer with
To those who remember that they once signed a patience, and even to die for Christ.
petition asking for the Sunday opening of the museums
This octahedral coming to Christ, if we may apply
in Central Park, the following correspondence will be a geometrical term to a theological subject, cannot
interesting:
but be gratifying to all good Christians, and a
"NEw Yomc, June 4, 1886.
source of pride at the manifest power of the gospel.
"GEN. L. P. Dr CESNOLA, BecTeta1"'!J of the MetTopolitan
M1tseum of A1·t, Dca,T BiT: ·\Viii you kindly inform me what That so many distinguished gentlemen should with
progress the joint committee of your institution and the so much unanimity desire to testify to the uprightAmerican Museum of Natural History has made in consider- ness of their past lives, and consequent worthiness to
ing the petitbn presented by the American Secular Union become Christians, is another and most convincing
for the opening of the museums on Sundays? If a decision argument for the :fitness of the one true religion for
has been arrived at, please inform me of its nature.
all ranks of life, no matter how elevated. And it
''Now that from twenty-five to forty thousand people visit
the Park on Sunday to listen to 1he music, I beg leave to sug- is a crown of ineffable glory upon the thoin-pierced
gest that it is a splendid opportunity to introduce them to brow of the Galilean that, regardless of greatness
the treasures in the museums under your charge.
and worth, one man makes just as good a Christian
"Very truly yours,
E. ~L J\'IAODONALD,
as another, and is just as sure of inheriting eternal
"Chair. Fin. Com. Am. Sec. Union."
bliss. The piety of these noted converts is very
touching, and does credit alike to their famous
"M"ETHOI'OLITAN MusEullf OF An·r, /
"0FFIOg OF THE SEormTARY, ;careers and to the beneficent system of religion
"NEw YonK, June 8, 1886.)
"E. l\'I. 1\iAoDONALD, EsQ., C!wh•_ Fin. Com. Am. Bee. which has taken them into its fold. They ornament
Unt"on, DectT SiT: Your favor of tllC 4th inst. has been duly the religion and the religion becomes them.
received. The joint committee to which was referred the
petition for the opening of the two museums on Sund,tys,
presented by the secretary of the Americftn Secular Union,
hav the matter still under consideration, and hav not yet
arrived at any decision.
" Very truly yours,
L. P. Dr CESNOLA,
"Sec. Joiut Com. on Conference."

The Spread of' the Gospel.
Good work for Christ is going on in that portion
of God's vinyard circumscribed by the boundary
lines of Illinois. The precise locality where the:
spirit superabounds is a well-known penal institution at
Joliet. The love of Christ has constrained one huudred and seven tee~ persons to giv their hearts to him,
and the surrender was marked to the world by the
service known in the technique of Catholic theology
as confirmation. 1\Iost of the con:firmees are gentlemen eminent in their walks of life,. and all hav
achieved distinction. Dr. Thomas M. Cream is widely
known as the Belvidere poisoner; Mr. John Gales's
reputation rests upon the substantial basis of having
killed " old man Hessel;" Mr. Daniel Carpenter, a
race .brother of Frederick Douglass, engaged the
attention of the citizens and judges of Will county
for se1eral days, and will during the rest of his life
be rewarded by the care of distinguished state officers.. This trinity of kindred spirits were followed
to the altar by gentlemen almost as worthy as they.
Mr. John Stauners reformed a fallen girl by dispatching her; Mr. James Siez removed temptation from
the path of depraved equine confiscators by removing·
the quadrupeds; Mr. John Lamey opposed the
monopolists of Galesburg by taking upon himself
the distribution of the accumuln.tecl wealth in the
bank. Altogether the one hunched and seventeen
gathered to God by Archbishop Feehan, of Chicago,
were gentlemen who had made a mark in the world,
and excited public attention.
The sacred rites by which they bound themselves
o. heaven were, we are informed, remarkably impressiv. A number of distinguished visitors were
present, among them Judge Prendergast, of Chicago,
who had journeyed to Joliet to renew his acquaintance with the converts, and note what effect his numerous charges to juries in their behalf had had upon
them. For a month preparation has been made for
the sacred event, and the day before the ceremony
four priests worked hard all day hearing the sinful
confessions of the heart-touched one hundred and
seventeen. . The ch!lJlel was beautifully decorated
with flowers, and mottoes appropriate to the occasion
hung upon the walls. As Archbishop Feehan and
his assistants entered the chapel the convert orchestra played a solemn march in an artistic manner.
The candidates for confirmation were a11 ranged in
rows on the front seats and wore buttonhole
bouquets. They were confirmed in groups of eight.
One group would advance and kneel in front of the
archbishop, and after the confirmation rites were
gone through they would retire and another group
advance, till all were confirmed. As the convicts advanced to the altar they hapded their names to the
arckbishop. Pronouncing their Christian names, the
Archbishop dipped his finger in a chalice of oil held
by an attendant, and, making a cross on the foreheads of the kneeling Christian, said : " I sign thee
with the sign of the cross, and I confirm ·thee with
the chrism of salvation, in the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost." He then
gave them a slight slap on the cheek as a token that

Editorial Notes.
Los'r, STRAYED, on CoNYERTEn-Our Canadian correspondent, "Kanuck." Any information leading to the discovery
of the above will dispel in this office a large and deepening
shade of gloom.
H. P. AND GEORGIA REPLOGLE hav begun at Liberal, l\'Io.,
the publication of a wee paper called Equity. The intention
is to print it fortnightly, at 50 cents per annum. Labor
interests receive the larger portion of its attention.
REMLY S. SroELINGER, known somewhat to Freethinkers
through correspondence in Freethought papers, has become
the editor of the Boston Knight, a journal devoted to labor
interests. 1\'[r. James Livingston is his partner. The price
of the paper is 50 cents per year; published at 71 Oliver
street. The first issue is bright and well filled with trade
news.
TnE marble statue of Harriet lHartineau recently unveiled
in the Old South church of Boston is soon to go to Wellesley
College for Women at Needham, Mass. It is a fine piece of
sculpture. The young ladies of Wellesley are to be congratulated upon their acquisition_ We recommend them to also
study Miss l\fartineau's works as well as her features, that
the generation for which they may become responsible shall
be free from superstition aml devoted to the improvement of
this world.
TnE Congregationalists and Baptists of London recently
held what they termed a grand union demonstration. The
London press almost ignored the meeting, the Times reporting it in one short sentence, and the Daily News giving only
four inches of space to it, and that after several days had
elapsed. Religious circles of London are therefore very
angry, and say naughty things about the papers. They hav
for.2;ol ten that true Christians do their work wJJCre not seen
of men, and pray inn closet.
--~--

IT now turns out that the alleged poem hy Miss Hose
Elizabeth Cleveland, advance proofs of which the O!m".stian
11t Wm·k palmed off upon the dftil.Y press as copies of nn
original contribution to that paper, is an old performance
to which the Christian at Work had no more claim than any
other journal. It was an unmitigated swindle and a fraud
upon the public. Some papers are giviug expression to
their astonishment that the editor of a religious paper should
be guilty of the meanness iuvolved in this transaction. But
it should cause no surprise. Of all editors, those who run
religious papers are least troubled with a redundancy of the
moral sense.
THE mistake which the Knights of Labor hav made in excluding lawyers from their organization, and to which Mr.
T. B. Wakeman called attention in a recent lecture, has been
made more apparent during the late card rivers' strike in this
city. No sooner did legal complications arise than the
Knights engaged as counsel one of the most expensiv lawyers
in the city. l\fr. Powderly's famous travesty, "In the hands
of a man entirely mouth the gun is harmless as his word," is
true enough in a general way, though not after all a very
brilliant remark. It is an error to suppose that the mouth is
a useless factor in the labor movement. No cause is well
equipped that has not its advocntes ftnd orators. llir. Powderly needs a few lessons in the doctrins of Integralism, for
these would teach him that he must look in all directions for
aiel, and he is likely to find some of his most juclicions friends
among the members of the legal profession. However, the
organization does not, we believe, claim infallibility, and it is
to be expected tlmt mistakes will now ftnd then occur.
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down on his· bed, "and a bright spot, about the size of a
bean, of awful power, had appeared upon the wall three
times, and at each time he had shaken so that six men could
not hav held "him, while the perspiration had poured off
from him in streams. It was the glory of God. It had saved
him." Mr. Wills is very accurately described in 1 Cor. iv, 10.
THE death of John Kelly, the Tammany chieftain, has
called forth from the New York press, which has a Catholic
element to cater to, a large amount of labored exordium.
This notwithstanding that there hav probably been few
greater rascals in politics than the same John Kelly. He
held immense power under his control, and used it where it
would do him the most good. It is therefore gratifying to
find this just estimate of Kelly's character in the columns of

Puck:
"There is but one reflection suggeHted by the death of l\Ir. John
Kelly, which occurred in this city last weelr-what a pity and shame
it iH that the vast talents of this man, his energy, intelligence, and
courage, were not emplored for the furtherance of honest government, instead of being used for the profit nnd benefit of conscienceless spoilsmen !"

Mr. Kelly was a Catholic, a rclativ of Cardinall\icClosky,
aud where he had influence in city affairs the church had its
own way. In consideration of that service, and in spite of
his known corrupt political life, all the resources of the great
cathedral on Fifth avenue were exhausted to mark his
funeral with pomp and splendor. A. m:tn, it seems, may be a
rascal and also a good Catholic, but in order to l.Je both he
must hav more faith in the efficacy of the church than in the
final justice of "God."

..

----------
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Solid Chl"is tiau Doctri n.
l1'rmn the ;..Yew rm·k: Rt•f:ni1HJ

Pm~t,

JlfaV 'J9lh.

It seems almost a waste of j uclicial proceedings to try an
Anarchist. An Anarchist is a man who openly announces
his hostility to human society' and his determination not to
liv in it, or be of it, if he can help it. More than this, he declares his desire and intention if he gets the opportunity to
destroy it, with all its belongings, by any weapon within his
reach-that is, to kill all persons iu authority, and all owners
of property who resist attempts to divide it made by mobs.
Nor does he propose to set up anything else in the place of
society as now organized_ In fact, the Anarchists everywhere repudiate all constructiv theories. They say they
want to try Anarchy-that is, the plan of leaviug every mau
to do what is right in his owu eyes-for awhile, before even
eonsidering whether some plan of onler is not desirable.
1'hey desire no country or government, no property, no law,
no marriage, no family. The world, if they hac! their way,
would for a year or two be a world in which great numbers
of human beings would be fouud wandering nrouncl, very
dirty and ragged, armed with guus, knives, or big sticks,
killing cattle for food, and killing auybody who had something which another man wanted, with a considerable number of dead bodies scattered along the roads, streets, and
fields, a great many wrecked houses, churches, and public
buildings, and 11 great many cities reduced to ruin, or dese.rterl hy the inhabitants, as Rome was once after the irruption of the barbarians, nucl :t great many starvirig women,
hiding in woods and cellars.
Of course, order would at last come out of this chaos.
Some Anarchist abler or bigger than the rest would thr:tsh or
cow a few others into submission to him, and compel them to
act under his orders. He would then kill those who opposed
him, and grarlually mnke a little army whif'h would enforce
his will as law over a sm:tll extent of territory. lie would
take up his abode in a house in somt' nlinr>rltown, gather together a few fugitiv women for a harem, and mnke his men
bring in victuals arui provide him~t'lf :mel one or t.wo trusted
followers with horRes, and live liken tight ing tw·k for th{•
remainder of his days, or until one of his wi vcs conspired
with a lover to murder him in his sleep. But out of his rnlP
something larger and better would grow. In other words,
the race would begin over again the weary work of civilization.
Now, a man who deliberately proposes to try this experiment
is no whit better thau a wild beast. This is somewhat the slate
of things the tigers in India would bring about if they had a
chance. In fact, to something very like this condition they had
reciuced whole districts before the arrival of I he English.
But when a tiger is caught sight of or trapper!, no one thinks
of nscertaining whether he has clone any damage or not by
a judicial inquiry. He is executed pr.rcmptorily on his own
admissions-that is, on view of his form and eolor and the
expression of his countenance. His. soeial views, in other
words, are known to l:Je such as to justify treating him at
once as an enemy of the human race.
~lost and his kind stand in just the same attitude toward
society as the tiger, and really deserve no better treatment.
He is not in strict justice entitled to a trial at all. \Ve try
him with all the forms of law :mel shut him up for a short
period, instead of killing him on the spot with one of his
own guns, simply because any other course would be brutal.
izing and demoralizing to the rest of the community. It is
because it would injure good citizens to see a human being
slaughtered without judicial inquiry and lawful condemnation, and not because Anarchists deserve anything better,
that we put judges and juries to sit on them. And
this consideration onght to be urged upon the Anarchists by
all rational persons to whom they gi v ear. They ought to be
made to understand that they are, in the eyes of the community,f&renaturm, on whom arrest, indictment, trial, condemnation, and caging are expended simply by way of sparing the
feelings of the other members of the human species.

H. 0. ""\VrLLB is the name of a semi-crazy evangelist who is
going through the West ''answering" Colonel Ingersoll's
question, "Which vVay ?" Mr. Wills proves the truth of the
Bible in a remarkably unique way. He said to his meager
audience at Detroit: "I can prove to you in a few words
that the Bible is true, for does it not say a prophet is not
without honor save in his own country? Look at the empty
seftts here to-night, and see if it is not so. Christ said that.
If I go over in Canada a few miles, the churches will not
hold the crowds that come to hear me, but here few come.
SrNOE the beginning of the ·lecture season last fall, J. E.
That proves the Bible is true. Why, if Ingersoll was to
lecture here to-night, every seat would be filled." Mr. Wills Remsburg has tra\·eled eighteen thousand miles and delivwas filled with the spirit of God in this wise: He had lain ered two hundred and five lectures.
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1[ttftrs !from Jiritnds.
BRIGHTON, N. Y., June 5, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: So long a time has passed since I hav held
any correspondence with the readers of your paper that they,
with yourself, may hav forgotten me; but my silence ho.s not
been because of indifference to the cause of Freethouglit,
always so ably advocated in THE TrmTH SEEKER,.but because
of circumstances which rendered writing, if not an impossibility, a labor not to be thought of, because not imperativ.
The long and tedious sickness of my sister, Mrs. Raymond,
ending in death on the 26th of March, seemed to hav almost
paralyzed me, so that anything requiring thought or effort I
put far from me. In the mean time how much has happened,
and is still happening, to rouse us all who are not wholly
dead! So many of our long-time friends are ''over the
river" that I am beginning to feel almost alone, wondering
within myself if my destiny is to liv while most of my generation hav already "paid the debt" demanded of all by
universal nature.
Of all the deaths of which the more recent TRUTH SEEKEne
make mention, that of Stephen Pearl Andrews is the most
notable. It was my fortune to hav known him well. Long
will the world wait for another intellect like his.
The death of Mrs. Moore, the wife of your correspondent
of Adrian, Mich., carries me back to the· days of long ago,
when she kindly entertained me, though I was speaking as
best I could for the despised and downtrodden negro.
I do not forget that in the neath of Elizur Wright Liberalism lias lost a friend the loss of whom will be felt for many,
many years. How grandly good, as well as great, was the
dear old man! "\VIiom will, or has, his mantle fallen upon?
And writing of these among the members who the past
year hav thinned our ranks by their lamented deaths, I am
reminded of the vituperativ ~peecli which George Chainey
made at CasBadaga at the time of his conversion to Spiritualism. Poor man! it seems that even the belief in communion
with the spirits from the world beyond has not been able to
keep him in the path which some of us calling ourselvs ~Ia
terialists think a very good path to walk in. 'Twas bad
enough to read of the annulling of a marriage by a '' Harmonia! Philosopher," the marriage of nearly twenty years'
standing, leaving the wife broken-hearted; but leaving a wife
with three sons, all young enough to imperativly demand a
father's care-seems to me such an act shows a nature so
far from spiritual that Mr. Chainey will liav to be converted
to some other religion before he shall find his level. "\Vhat
shall be the cure for all this commotion in the marriage relation ? Wife-murder has become very common, and even
the murder of a husband by a wife has become quite frequent.
There must be a cure, if only we were ·wise enough to discover such remedy.
I wonder if the labor trouBle is to be adjusted in this
century. I would like to liv to see all people honestly employed; everyone with a home-not a shelter merely, but
with the comforts which humanity requires and deserves.
In a worl_d so productiv, with people so inventiv, how much
longer must we see the many without the necessaries of life?
The time is approaching for our anniversaries. I trust some
of our wise men and women will be ready to teach us the
right and the true.
I am just now visiting at the home of your subscriber,
Miss E. E. Curtis, than whom no truer Liberal livs, and so
shall mail my letter from her post-office, Brighton, N. Y.
LuoY N. CoLMAN.
WANSmP, UTAH, June 2, 1886.
EDITO-R: About seventy-five Liberals from different
parts of the territory met at Haight's Grove, Farmington,
Utah, where Mr. Putnam organized temporarily the Utah
Secular Union, the final organization to take place at a con_
vention to be held in Salt Lalw City on February 20, 21,
and 22, 1887, to end with a "grand social."
William Reynolds was elected secretary and treasurer, and
a long list were elected members of an executiv committee,
who will be duly notified, to arrange for aforesaid convention and to procure the names of all Liberals in their several
precincts. It was also elected that we become members of
the Utah Secular Union by subscribing our names and paying an initiatory fee of 25 cents.
~Irs. Mason, Mrs. Godbe, Mrs. Ashman, and Mrs. Haight
were appointed a committee for procuring music, etc., for
the coming convention.
Sparkling speeches were made by Messrs. Veile, Larsen,
~Iunn, Wilson, and others. Several cordial letters were received from friends who said they were with us in spirit,
and regretted being absent.
The brass band discoursed some inspiring music. We
could catch glimpses of the great Salt Lake glimmering
through the trees, and altogether it was an enjoyable affair,
and a grand finale to Mr. Putnam's labors in Utah.
Yours truly,
WM. REYNOLDS.
~In.

MANKATO, MINN., May 16, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR : It would be of great social and material interest to every subscriber of the model Freetliouglit paper,
THE TRUTH SEEKER, especially here in the West, or in plaees
and districts where Freethinkers are very "thinly sown,"
and where there is no Secular League, if we should hav a
better chance to know each other. How many dull evenings
a Freethinker has to spend in the company of "darkness in
brain," when he has to stay in a strange place, while he
would find the very best society and companionship, may
be, in the next house, where a Freethinker lived. This
would he of social and also commercial and business advantage, too. I am willing to pay you for the trouble, if you
will send me the list of your subscribers in Minnesota.

We hav men of the very best intelligence all over the
country in our ranks and no doubt a great many activ.business men also. Would it not be advisable to establish a
Freethinkers' life-insurance, according to the system of the
Ancient Order of United Workmen? Start it first for all the
United States, and when we grow stronger in each state, I
think with the list of TRUTII SEEKER subscribers in h~nd, a
dozen or two of agents or Liberal lecturers could make up a
good, living insurance company. Those insured could, or
would, make a good nucleus for the future institution of a
Secular League in districts where there are none .. Of
course, the agents and examining physicians had to be very
cautious and severe in the selection of men and women to be
V. T.
insured, to make it a strong, living insurance.
PINAL, ARIZ., ~fay 31, 1886.
EDITOR : I herewith send you $4, to apply as follows:
$3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1886, 75 cents for "Order of
Creation," 25 cents for TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1886.
I feel strongly inclined to giv you and Lwijer both a severe
castigation for your hasty, and, as I think, unjustifiable,
condemnation of the Chicago Socialists for having the manhood to defend with their life-blood the dearest right of every
true Ameriean citizen, the freedom of speech and of the
press. All the information I hav with regard to that bloody
tragedy I glean from the enemies of, not only the Socialists,
but the laboring class generally, viz., the Associated Press,
which I know, and you ought to know, is nothing but the
echo of the capitalistic sentiment, and not likely to publish
facts, but rather conceal them, .when such facts tend to jeopardize the interest of their masters. Yet the testimony from
this source is abundantly sufficient warrant for saying that
the action of that legally organized banditti, the police, was
an unwarranted, unjustifi&ble, premeditated assault on the
liberty of speech-nothing more nor less. Whether they, the
police, are sustained by individuals, municipalities, the
state, the nation, and all the powers of the earth makes no
difference; the fact remains the same. I would like to follow this subject further in reply to your comments in your
issue of May 15th, but time forbids, and I will only say to
Freethinkers: Take care how you cheer when your neighbor's ox_is gored. The same bnll lias the same right and the
same power to gore yours also. Your principles, your conventions, and your publications are as offensiv in his sight as
are those of the Socialists; and I warn you now, unless you
wake up and muzzle him, his next attack will be in your
direction. His eye is upon you. So beware huw you encourage him. Composed as he is of state, church, and capital, he presents a formidable front, and is getting ready for
his last grand push, and clown comes the fabric that we in
our ignorance call a great republic.
Yours for underground facts,
JonN A. Buo.AnBEOK.
~IR.

BALLs'roN SPA, N. Y., June 5, E.M. 286.
JIIR. EDITOR: Seeing the question of our next Convention
is spoken of in THE TRUTH SEEKEll, let me say a word. While
I think that Brother Reynolds's idea is a grand one, and the
Tent would make a first-class hall, yet, why would it not be
a good idea to hold the Convention at the White Sulphur
Springs? It is a first-class hotel, situated on Saratoga Lake
about twelve miles from Saratoga Springs. It is a very delightful ride (by boat). to Saratoga, costing only twenty-five
cents from grounds and return. In connection with the
hotel is a very fine and large grove, with rostrum and seats
for several hundred people, and plenty of room to spare. It
will not cost one cent for grounds, and only one dollar per
day for board. There are three hotels within easy distance.
Those who wish to trip the light fantastic toe can do so, as
there is a fine pavilion for the purpose. It would giv a great
many people an opportunity of visiting the great wateringplace of this country. Brother J. V. Arnold suggested this
idea .to me, ~o I thought I would see what you and the readers of TnE TuUTH SEEKER think about it. I would like to
hear from some of the members of the church of humanity
and mental freedom.
Iuclosed ·please find Uncle Sam's currency for following
mottoes: " Free thought will giv us truth," "Superstition is
the child of slavery," "Universal mental liberty," and, "The
world is m:v country," etc.; also, 50 cents for one copy of
" Order of Creation," which I sold yesterday. Long life to
the TRUTH SEEKER family, and THE TRUTII SEEKER, and cartoons, and Brother Heston, is the prayer of this old Infidel.
WM. THORPE.
LINOOLN, !LL., June 6, 1886.
1\iR. EDITOR : I read your letters from correspondents with
avidity. It is a great pleasure to know who some, at least,
of the brethren are, and where they are, and what they
think. I hav no doubt that most of us hav worried in clays
past with various emotional thoughts and intellectual deductions, inspired by "\Vhat is " left over" from early mythological education. Careful reading with reflection· lias eliminated or set. free all hereditary tradition, so to speak. I
would like to say to. the corresponding friends of your paper
that the most thorough uprooting of all and each of the
preposterous claims to the divine authenticity of the "holy
scriptures" that I hav found is in Kersey Graves's "Sixteen Crucified Saviors."· To summarize, you will find these
facts emincutly worthy of thought: (1.) That mankind,
dating as far back as history goes, hav had a religion or
form of worship of an unknown power or God. This is
owing to man's sense of his own ignorance and weakness.
(2.) Their gods were always of their own creation, hence
they are always vengeful, cruel, and destructiv. (3.) That
sacrifices were from the first tribes offered to appease the
vengeful deities. (4.) That paganism furnished various
saviors who died as sacrifices to bring forgivness to men.
(5.~ That the religion now affiicting mortals with foar and
trembling is a copy from paganism iD. its essential feature.s.

(6.) That it is a poor copy for the age ; no improvement
upon the ancients. When you see these points verified one
cannot but realize that the whole church is unworthy, unreliable, a myth, a fraud, a slander on a God who could make
a universe.
Yours truly,
A. R. CmmnEr.n.
ST. PAUL, MINN., June 7, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I am quite interested in the discussion going
on in .your paper of " Free-trade vs. Protection." It has
always puzzled me that if frcc-ti·ade is such a priceless boon
in England why so many of her subjects tal'e up their abode
where protection is in vogue, and especially from the fact,
according to Mr. Thomas Hayner, that the workingmen are
in that happy condition that they can say, "This is my
castle, this roof shelters none but me and my family; I stand
at my own door, I join with no one,". which the American
workingmen cannot say. There must be some attraction
here; what is it? It must be remembered that this is a young
country compared to what England is, and whether free
trade is or is not benefieial there, is no criterion for the
United States to go by. England lias had the advantage of
centuries and centuries to build up her manufacturing and
commercial interests, while we hav had but a short time.
Self-preservation is the first law of nature. ·No nation can
be great and powerful that devotes itself exclusivly to one
branch of business, whether of agriculture, manufacturing,
or any other particular thing. It must combine them all so
far as practicable. Bow shall it be clone? By going to
other countries to get everything we want? Certainly uot.
The Republican party saw the way to do it by prqtccting and
developing our home industries. 'Voulcl we now be looking
in nearly every part of the globe for a market for our m:um- .
facturing products if, at the close of the war, we had taken
the advise of Messrs. Cobden, Bright & Co. ?
"Sambo," said the lady of the house, "there is some nice
gravy to put on your pancakes." "Butter is good enough
for niggers," replied the sable gentleman, at the same time
putting on a liberal supply. So we would say to our freetrade friends from the other side of the water, Protection is
good enough for Americans, at least for the time being.
This may look hoggish to the Englishmen, but hav they not
protected their industries in the past, and are they not doing
it still in a small way? Why do wo )1av duties levied on
goods we send to Canada, and why is it that they sC'i;o;e
United States fishing schooners for going in their wltters to
get a little bait ?
Free-trade indeed.; what country would not be in favor of
it if they had a monopoly on nearly everything tlrat is made?
I should like to notice one or two other points in 1\Ir. RaynPr's
letter, but fear it will make my communication too long.
Yours respectfully,
J. C. RoE.
CoLUMBus, KAN., June 1, 1886.
EDITOR : I wish to pay a brief tribute to Stephen
Pearl Andrews. I am bowed and stricken with inexpressible grief and emotion, which copiously flowing tears kindly
come to relieve. I must now cap my living monument "in
the book and volume of my brain" to the greatest thinker
and humanitarian of the age. For forty-five years I hav
been the votary and satellite of this great, self-luminofi9,
self-poised, all-sided, all-extended, cynosure of the mental
world.
I came into happy rapport with him forty years ago
through his phonographic publications, and his spirit and
purpose therein expressed. In 1851 I read, cligestecl, and
assimilated his thoughts. on "Individual Sovereignty,"" Cost
the Limit of Price," and "The Science of Society." Here I
was deeply impressed with the great altitude, scope, and
comprehensivness of his far-reaching, penetrating, ann
liberty-loving mind. Thirty-seven years ago, when a practical phrenologist in Fowler & "'Veils's office on Nassau
street, I first saw, with great admiration, without knowing
who he was, his massiv and magnificent upper and frontal
head, and mentally exclairriecl, " That is no ordinary man."
In the summer of 1854 I met with him several times at
Modern Times (near Brentwood., L. I.) and feasted my mind
with his analytical, searching, brilliant, and charming parlor
lectures and conversations, in which every sentence he
uttered was a literary gem fit for the press. In 1867 I last
saw and was with him and a group of radic·al friends at Rye
Beach, on Long Island Sound, where we spent the Fourth of
July and several subsequent days in physical, mental, and
social recreation, and bade him good-bye at his residence in
Brooklyn.
I responded most heartily to his masterly logic and defense
of individual liberty in his discussion with Horace Greeley
through the Tribune, on the question how far the state can
rightly interfere with the social and sexual relations. In
this discussion he said: "A liberty which some one else
must define for me is no liberty at all." Here Horace
Greeley found a foeman more than "worthy of his steel."
I do not remember that in all his conversation I heard, anti
in all his published writings and discussions I ever read,
anything I could deny, question, or criticise. I ever drank
with avidity and keen relish from his great and exhaustless
fountain of wisdom, altruism, and humanity.
Few minds could comprehend or appreciate his all-side([
and full-orbed philosophy, science, aud univcrsology, either
tluough ignorance and prejudice or from lack of brain
capacity, impressibilty, mental scope, ancl altitude.
I hav been somewhat ~filed to explain how an organism
so top heavy and with so little base, physically, could run so
long and do such a vast amount of brain work. His brain
was well balanced, his whole organism firm and complex, his organs all acted in harmonious concert; he was
calm and complacent, temperate in all tllings, had great
mental tenacity of life, and was "a law unto himself."
Nature can produce but one S. P. Andrews. What an
ir.reparable blank he has left! The Sirius, the Excelsior of
~In.
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the mental heavens, has set, but its light and effulgence can
never be extinguished.
.
. S. P. Andrews, my dear, noble, cherished friend, the
highest type of manhood, the best exponent of human
thought and life, the broadest humanitarian, the great peacem~ker, the reconciler of all human differences and opinions,
hail and farewell. I, too, seven years younger, a poor, suf.
fering soldier, a lesser light, must soon follow my lamented
J. H. CooK.
friend.

-

STAMFORD, CoNN., June 5, 1886.
1\'ln. EDITOR: You hav struck the right note. There is
more force in one of your illustrations than in pages of
printed matter or in thousands of speeches from the pulpit
and platform. Many are with you who do not stand by.
SuBSCRIBER.
DETROIT, Mwn., June 5, 1886.
DEAR FmENDs: The time for which I hav paid for THE
'TRUTH li!EEKER has expired, and I inclose one dollar· to keep
it· ahead. I hav had so much thinking to do in the labor
cause this spring that I forgot to lool; so closely at other accounts as usual, but I intend always to be in advance with
all papers that I read, especially so with those fighting for
·
J. H. WooD.
liberty.
WmTE Cnunon, KAN., May 4, E.M. 286.
l\IR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5, and please apply as
follows, $3 being for one year's subscription to THE TRUTH
SEEKER in advance from April 7th last; $1 to the Liberal
Leag·ue fund, and $1 to the Tent organization. Oh that I
could send three times as much more. With my best wishes.
for your prosperity, and all your worthy correspondents, I
am,
Sincerely yours,
I. P. MARTIN.
P.S.-I ain decidedly in favor of the illustrations.
I. P.M.

believe that, if it were· turned into channels in our favor, we
too might liv and prosper; we hav learned that the competitiv system will not bring us success as it is at present conducted. We must, then, from sheer necessity, if from no
higher cause, cooperate, pool our. resources, and thus not
only be able to compete with capital, meet it on its own
ground, but also to assist each other.
" •Tis hard to toil.when toil is almost vain,
In barren ways ;
•Tis hard to sow and never garner grain
In harvest days.
'Tis hard to plant in spring and n'ever reap
The autumn yield;
'Tis hard to till, and when •tis tilled to weep
O•er fruitless field."
An association known as the Puget Sound Coopemtiv
Colony has been formed, the centrltl office of which is at
present at Seattle, W. T., into which we hope to incorporate
earnest, industrious, and responsible men and women, organized for the mutual protection of its members and to advance
the purposes desired against antagonistic bodies.
This colony is projected on a plan where the manufacturer,
the arti~t; the engineer, the contraotor, merchant, laborer,
fisherman, farmer, dairyman, fruit-raiser, florist, and others
may unite their industry and means in a couperativ corporation, hy which, under a thorough system of mutual exchanges
and products, they may hav all the profits of their own labor
and the economical advantages of their own cooperation.
But I must not trespass further upon you, or I fear you
will consign this letter to the waste-basket. Among your
exchange~ you will find a paper, the Model Commonwealth,
published semi-monthly in the interest of the above-mentioned colony, of which we trust, in the interest of humanity,
you will kindly make a notice, and greatly oblige
Yours for the cause of progression,
L>~.UHA E. HALL.

GALESBURG, ILL., April 25, 1886.
MR. Eon-oR: I was amused the other day on receiving the
following letter from an orthodox friend (what his object
was is more than I know, but he openeu the door and I
walked in):
"j\Iy OLD AND RESPECTED FRIEND: I hav been studying astronomy, and bav come to the conclusion there is neither side, end,
middle, nor diameter to space; but boundless in extent yet full of
countless worlds and planets; and to think they ttre inhabited the
sam:e as ours. Why nut? Is it not reasonable they are 1 At this
point their religious condition came up before me, and I a8ked myself bas God, our good father, sent or will he send his only son in
like manner as he did to our world to redeem and save the inhabitants of each world, nr did he watch over them and thereby prevent their fall? While under these serious reflections I met an
orthodox theologian; to him I opened my cogitations, and received
this answer,' It is none of your busmess.' I was surprised at such
a short, unqualified answer. What saY you, my friend, was he
right 1" ·
The following was my answer: Respected friend,
yours is received. I admit the correctness of your conclusion as to space, also as to worlds ·and planets in space
imd the reasonableness of their being inhabited similar
to our world, and llmt your question as to their 1·eligious
condition under the theological claims was fair and reasonable, and was worthy of a more civil and instructiv answer.
But, my dear friend, do you not know the very essence of
orthodox doctrin is the bigger a fool a man is, and the less
he knows, the surer he is of salvation? Do they not tell you
idiots and infants are all saved, and the intelligent class, such
as Colonel Ingersoll, are all damned; and do you not hear
the curses pronounced upon Mother Eve for prying into the
knowledge of good and evil so she could know the difference
between right and wrong?
•qVhat would a man be without this knowledge?"
Answer: He would be an out-and-out orthodox, know but
little, and '.Vhat he does know is a damage to him from the
fact that knowledge of good and evil was the cause of sorrow
in this life and endless damnation in the next. This is
orthodox teaching, and the clergyman's answer was in perfect keeping with the orthodox theory that our first parents by
prying into the knowledge of right and wrong were guilty of
the greatest sin ever committed by man. If the knowledge we
hav of our moral condition caused death and damnation,
.what would be the result of the same knowledge of all
worlds ? Knowledge is dangerous under orthodox theory.
ISAAO PADEN.

0ENTERVIU.E, UTAH, June 1, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR : 1\'Iy heart feels too full to write and say all I
would like to say to you from this grand and sublime territory, and especially at this time, when all nature is looking
divine and supreme, out of the power of mortals to describe
-the snow-clad mountains and their mighty inland, strong,
briny sea. The great Salt Lake is at this time grand and
su~lime to behold, especially from the mountain ridges and
their lofty peaks. And now we hav that intelligent man,
Mr. S. P. Putnam, here, attempting to break the barriers of
priestcraft, and he is making many friends among the people,
and he is getting the right view of the workings of this infernal outfit here. I expect Mr. Putnam thinks this grand territory is worthy of a far better class of beings than a lot of
polygamous traitors. Last Sunday, May 30th, :M:r. Stephen
Hales came to Centerville with his good little wife and carriage, and he invited me to step in and J!;O with them to Mr.
Haight's grove, to the Freethinkers' meeting. 'V ell, I went,
and a mighty fine time we had of it.
An excellent band of music graced the assembly, and so
did Mr. Putnam and other speakers, and the audience. We
worshiped God in his temple that is not made with hands.
What with the ripple of the delightful waten of the Salt
Lake before us, and the lofty, majestic, snow-capped mountains towering behind us, and beneath the shade trees, with
the divine orb of day giving light and life over us, I tell
you, we had a famous time, and we ate onr picnic on the
green beneath the shade. But I must leave this for Mr. Putnam to tell you more of, for his mission here is no small one.
'Veil, 1\fr. Editor, I see some of your readers feel a little
dissatisfied with the pictures, and some ask yon. to stop the
paper. Well, now, let me here say a word to tho3e that feel
t.hat way, by asking this question: Do not we one and all of
us readers of THE TRUTH SEEKEll get the full worth of our
money, independent of the pictures? I, for one, say we certainly do. So I say, never stop your paper while you can
pay for it, but just reflect a little. My feelings are, let us
hav the pictures, for they portray volumes. I received my
last paper this morning, informing me of the death of another
famous man, Mr. Stephen Pearl Andrews. It seems he has
left his mark, and filled a good measure of days, seventy-four
years of a useful, eventful life.
Mr. Stephen Hales has told you of the first Freethinkers'
meeting in his hall, at Bountiful, and I hope it will not be
the last. The city of Bountiful is quite a large place, with
many good, well-meaning people, but they are bound with
this infernal outfit calling itself the kingdom of God.
I must tell you there is a book coming out here shortly,
whose title is, "Mormon Portraits; or, The Truth About the
:Mormon Leaders from 1830 to 1886," a.nd I think it will be a
clincher, for the Mountain Meadow massacre is reexamined;
a thousand fresh facts and documents, gathered personally in
Utah from living witnesses, by Dr. W. ·wyl, a German
author. Maybe some time I shall hav a little to say on that
subject, as I saw the Mountain Meadow people before they
were murdered.
WILLIAM WILJ.IAMS.

SEATTLE, W. T., June 2, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Having on several previous occasions had
the indulgence of the publication of letters in your widely.
read paper, I make bold to address you again.·
The labor question is not one which alone agitatl!s the
mind of the public in the Eastern states, but we of the far
Northwest feel the wave of thought vibrating and revibrating
through every chord of our political system, and the education of the masses goes speedily on. Persons who never
thought before are thinking now, ai:id it is encouraging to
note the advancement of mental growth in our people within
the past few months. Every paper which givs news of the
passing events is gathered and read with interest, and new
lessons are being rapidly learned.
We are fast learning that" evolution, not revolution," is
the way out of the difficulties surrounding us. We hav seen
what capital can do, and what it is every day doing. We

INDUSTHY, KAN., May 31, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I would say that I am very much pleased
with THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is truly worth its weight in
gold. I take half a dozen different papers, a religious paper
·included, but THE TRUTH SEEKER takes the precedence every
time, as it is a paper you can rely on for truth and honesty.
I hav been-taking it since last February, and would not do
without it for four times what it costs a year. The informa.
tion that a person receives in that time is worth many dollars
to him. The cartoons are good in every respect, for they
teach us !!. lesson more impressiv than anything else. I do
not see why anyone should object to the pictures. Their
lesson we shall never forget. Even children can comprehend
it at once, whereas it would take three times that amount of
reading to get them to understand the foolish and silly and
unreasonable thingR in that book we call the word of God.
There are much worse illustrations in what the church-)

PHILADELPHIA, June 6, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: In TuE THUTH SEEKER of June 5th was an
article in the Children's Corner entitled, "A Word from
Candy-Land," by S. II. W. I wish to make a reply through
your paper. I should say that the lady is perfectly wrong in
so speaking upon a sub,;ect in which she admits she is not an
expert. There are druJ stores where using terra alba is common. But I do not call them candy stores. As for the colors, I deny that they are poisonous. I am of the trade 1 and
a Freethinker.
D. BrmTIGNIERES.
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members call the good book, or Bible, than ever Watson
Heston has drawn .
It makes me feel rich toward my fellow-man to know that
we hav such eminent men out in the field lecturing on Freethought as Samuel P. Putnam, C. B. Reynolds, J. E. Remsburg, and others. May they distribute their papers and
tracts wherever they go, for I tell you it has a wonderful
effect on the community for good.
I notice my brother, George B. Petrie, of Rapid City,
Dakota, had something to say in last week's issue about Rev.
George Oliver Fisher, of Abilene, Kansas-that he was
up (that is, Fisher) at Industry, Kansas, and heard my
friend and brother, L. W. Rogers, telling the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, to the people of Industry about the churches and preachers. Friend L. W.
Rogers is a very intelligent and deep-thinking young man,
twenty-six years of age, a school-teacher by profession, and
when this man, Rev ..l\Ir. Boles, an evangelist (as he calls
himself), pitched his big tent near where :M:r. Rogers was
teaching school and commenced dishing out his slush and
preaching hell and cl.amnation straight to the people, my
lit le frieud Rogers (a second David), with a stone and sling
of reason and common sense, threw it and killed the giant
evangelist and so knocked his deYil and hell on the head that
they could not survive any longer, and for that reason the
revivalist could not gather a single sheep, let alone a lamb,
into his sheep-fold. There is no doubt whatever that he
went away cursing the very ground that Brother Rogers
walked upon. I would further state that L. W. Rogers
delivered three very interesting lectures at Industry last
winter, and was highly complimented by those who heard
him, as the last night he lectured there was a crowded house.
Industry is a town of about four or five hundred inhabitants, with the prospect of a railroad running through the
town in the near future, and I am happy to say there is not
a church in the place. I hope every man, woman, and
reacler of THE TrmTH SEEKER will do all that is in their power
to distribute papers, tracts, and books throughout their com-·
munity, as it will certainly hav its effect for good. The best
books I know of to convince people what is in the Bible arc
"Bible i\lorals," by J. E. Remsburg; "l\listakes of .i\loses,"
by Col. H. G. Ingersoll; "t:lhort History of the Bible," by
Bronson C. Keeler; and ;o Age of Reason," by Thomas
Paine. Also "1\'Ien, 'Vomen, and Gods," by 1\iiss Helen H.
Gardener, and ''Order of Creation." If a person reads the
above books carefully, he can tackle any preacher or churchmember without fear and trembling, for then he has a good
shield and armor to defend himself in a discussion.
J. BEETE~I WISE.
VINELAND, N.J., June 3, 1886.
Mil. EDITOR: The courage and conscience prompting that
great tribute to truth and human welfare which made clear
the doings concerning the U. S. Grant family are worthy of
high commendation. I lacked time to speak of the matter
immediately, wondered that no comments appeared, and
only now see remarks by a woman's courageous pen. ·with
"opinions unspoken" by the many on such and similar
things, is it strange that our liberties arc usurped?
A "board of missions," to gather names of students and
distribute to them truths pointing to real philosophy and better lines of life, as suggested by "J. D. C.," is a worthy
idea, and if formed for that single object might be useful.
But if· such board or bureau were able to add a traveling
speaker's mission, it could educate so rapidly and efficiently
as to be of great service in these times of strenuous efforts to
call attention away from truth and the mighty importance of
its prnctkalizatbn.
Such spenkers coulu establish local societies, rally thinkers, start inquiries, anq the investigation of causes of present
troubles, of the basis of old evils working through false institutions, and in deceiving ways coercing adherence and
tolerance. Knowledge of the real conditions that exist
would induce the study of a course to reverse influences, to
set the faces of people toward light and liberty. A club Jor
this purpose should be in every school district, exposing:
sophistries that hav long woven webs of destruction round
youth and ·1ge. The measure might combine physical, mental, and ethical culture, and growing soundness of fu~tctions
would soon promis capacity to purge the state of corruptions, and close its doors against church interference. Postponement of these measures will, if they hav not now, let an
appalling period of darkness and cruelty glide upon our
country, loved for the light and joy of freedom.
Yes; a Liberal woman who has labored long for the culture o! character that can cleanse our legislation and create
an unlimited democracy has an earnest approval to offerT. M.
Horne's proposed party and platform, uniting on a common
basis the many factions founded in justice, and demanding
equable dealing and democratic legislating. The party ap.
pears necessary, and timely announcement requisit to ally
and cement forces, and measures widespread and activ are in
demand to produce understandings, friendly coherence, and
many conditions for successful results. Increasing indications of serious movements at home and abroad imply that a
central bureau of ways and means cannot be too soon instituted, for preparatory culture should spread through all the
ranks or" opposing sentiment, and by agents, societies,
speakers to agitate, correspond, and regulate, draw those
wlh> would be with us if a standpoint of sympathy were
made for them. By tenacious persistence, tyrannic environments confuse and betray thousands who would accept consistency if it offered them and their doubts half-grown conelusions and real convictions, a society standard of support.
The Constitution and Declaration are forgotten. Liberals
must needs declare a present standard and vouch for its defence. Oral agitation is ncgativ till doings are in progress.
Who else will speak~
M. E. T!LLOTSO::>.
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Edited by l'rlrss SusA...- H. WrxoN, Fall
l'(,ivf!r, Malls., to whom all Communications/or
this Cornf!r should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the clay's occupations
That is known as the Chilchen's Hour."

"I Meant To."
" I did not rise at the breakfast-bell,
But was so sleepy, I can't tell! meant to.
"The wood's not carried in, I know,
But there's the school-bell, I must gal meant to.
":nly lesson I forgot to write,
But nuts and apples were so niGer meant to.
" I forgot to walk in on tiptoe ;
Oh, how the baby c1·ies, oh, oh !I meant to.
"There, I forgot to shut the gate
And put away my book anil HlateI meant to.
" The cattle trampled down the corn ;
My Hlate is broken, book is torn! meant to."
Thus drawls poor idle Jimmie Rite,
From mourn till noon, from noon till night" I meant to."
And when he grows to be a man,
He'll heedlessly mar every nlnn
With that poor plea, "I meant to."
-Selected.

Peppercorn Stories.
Polly Peppercorn had been real sick, and
having recovered ; ent for all the children to
come to a lawn party. They had all missed
their nice little t31ks during her illness, and
were glad enough to hav Polly signify a wish
to resume them.
"We will hav a short mental exercise before proceeding with our games," said she,
"and what shall we speak about?"
As nob1Jcly indicated any particular subject,
and Molly 1\iullinleaf went head over heels
over the wall and eame up with a thumped
head, Polly tleclr.red the mishap just gtwe
them a theme to talk upon.
"Inside that heat! of yours. Molly," said
Polly, "there's a IJmin. I tl1ink some time
sin~c we told about the formation of the
slwll, how hard it is and coYcred with thick
hair to protect the delicate and wonderful
machinery of. the brain.
Do any of you
know the u~e of the brain?"
II vVe
think ·with it," quickly responded
Grasshopper Sammy and Daisy Dewdrop.
11
Hight. But it is not all in one piece or
lump, the brain isn't. It has two parts or
sections. The larger one is in the front and
upper part of the hear!, and is in two sections.
It is a queer-looking mass of whitish fibers,
with little cells of gray stuff scattered thickly
all on the outer portion of it. Thought,
motiv, intelligence, seem to be somehow
mysteriously centered in thi~ gray mass
which is called the cerebrum. I suppose you
hav all seen the inside of an English walnut
-well, the brain is all ridged and dented like
the meat of the walnut. This is done by the
process of thinking, and the more thinking
that is done the more ridgy or corrugated, as
it is called, is the surface of the brain. Now,
you are all thinking of that which I am telling, and your little brainll are getting little
twists and turns in them. When you were
all bits of babies your brains were all plain
and smooth, but as you slowly learned to
think and reason they grew wrinkled and
ridgy, and the gray matter began to expand
or grow. Understand?"
"Course we do," answered Harrv Coalskuttle. 11 You make it as plain as ·can be,
Pelly."
11
Thank you," replied Polly, very much
pleased-and it was fortunate she did not hear
Johnny Gotobed's remark, 11 She's a brick,"
or she would hav reproved him severely for
using slang. 11 All intelligent creatures,"
continued Polly, 11 hav the gray matter in the
brain. It predominates--"
"That'th a big word!" exclaimed Peggy
Primrose.
"Yes; it mean~ there is more of it than of
other kinds, and I was going to say it predominates in the brain of the littl~; birds.
You see, their brains are very small, but most
all gray, and that accounts for their perception, quickness, and intelligence.
" Then there is the back brain or cerebellum, as it is called, in man, which does not
hav convolutions or twists in it as the other
part of the brain, but instead has ridges running all the same way. The grayiah matter

runs deep down into the white substance, and
they branch out in an even and lovely manner, just like a tree, and indeed the cerebellum is sometimes very appropriately .called
11
the tree· of life." This part controls the
muscles, and if it is diseased it may be noticed in the walk, or motions of the arms. I
once was acquainted with a person who was
affected in this way, and he walked very unsteadily, and would throw up one arm involuntarily."
"Mith Polly, pleath ith the brain vewy
hard?" asked Peggy Primrose.
11
Oh, no; it is soft and doughy, all cells
and fibers."
1' What is in the cells ?-the thinks?"
inquired Little Thimbleweed.
They all laughed, and Polly made answer:
'' Oh, there is a liquid, and they are all bathed
with the blood in the mass of blood-vessels
that run criss-cross and every way among
them. It seems to be afloat on top of a watersac that is closed, and one-fifth of all the
blood in the body is called for in this part of
the frame. It is all very wonderful, and I
only throw out these little hints so that you
can follow them up and learn more. We
should try very hard to keep onr thoughts
pure and sweet and honest, and not soil our
minds with impure thoughts or weakeri the
brain by careless use of it. We should let it
grow strong by earnest study, by contemplation of all that is good, true, and worthy.
8a.mmy Stripedgrass announced that the
strawberries and cream were ready, and,
after the feast was over they played " Puss in
the Corner," "Catch, catch who can," and
other games.
Presently Pussy Whitefoot came scampering around the corner with a live mouse in
her mouth.
" I guess she does not belong to a Band of
Mercy," said Frankie .Muttonchops. "Scat
there!"
Whitefoot ran for the house, still holding
the mouse firmly in her mouth.
S. H. W.

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thou_gh
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents. !\'lore
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For sale at th1s office.

Juvenile Wit.

CAPTA I NS 0F I NDUS TRY:

------~~.--------

"Is yot!r father at home, hubby?" " 1Yeth,
thir." "Can I see him?" 11 No, thir."
''Why not?" "•Cauth he'th locked up, and
mother's gone shopping with the key of the
room in her pocket."
Two children were extolling the qualities
of their respectiv papas. "Mine is as tall
as the garden wall," said one. ":My papa
can see over the wall!" "And mine, too,
when he has his hat on!"
The curiosity of a child of five bad been
aroused by seeing a magnifying glass.
" How many times does it magnify?" asked
a gentleman, thinking to puzzle him. " As
many times as you look through it," was the
quick reply.
Little Nell: " \Vhy are lightning bugs
called 1blessings,' mamma ?" 1\iamma:
" 1Blessings,"' I never heard them called
1 blessings."' Little Nell: "But they are
in this book." :Mamma: "Are you sure?''
Little Nell: " Oh, yes. Here it is, 'Blessings brighten as they take their flight.' "

~,ltary

E. VandykP.

Something About Chinese.
Chinese is a queer language. All its words.
are only one syllable long. But the sounds
in the Chinese language are not very many,
some four hundrerl and sixty-five at most,
and their written language contains about
eighty thousand pictures, each picture representing a thing or idea. And these pictures
must be committed to memory. This is hard
work, and not even the wisest Chinese professor can learn them all. But now comes a
difficulty. For, of course, where there are
so many words and so few sounds, many
different words hav to be called by the same
sound. How then are they to tell, when
several different things hav exactly the. same
name, which of them is meant ?
We hav such words. For instance, there
is Bill, the name of a boy ; and bill the beak
of a bird; there is bill, an old weapon, and
bill, a piece of money ; there is bill, an
article over which legislatures debate, and
bill, a claim for payment ef money; besides
bills of exchange, bills of lading, and so
forth. But Chinese is full of such words of a
single syllable, yen, for instance, which, like
. bill, means many very different things. So
they chose a number of little pictures, and
agreed that these should be used as" keys."
Each " key" meant that the sign or signs near
which it stood belonged to some lar~e general
set of things, like things of the vegetable,
mineral, or animal kingdom, forests, mines,
or seas, air, or water, or of persorts, like gods
nr men. It was like the game called Throwing Light, in which you guess the article by
narrowing down the field until certain what
it is.
But there Chinese writing stopped short,
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This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
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SEVENTH EDITION.
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Two in a Quarrel.
There's a knowing little proverb,
From the Runny land of Spain :
But in Northland, and in Southland,
Is it~ meaning clear and plain.
Lock it up within your heart ;
Neither lose nor lend it~
Two it take~ to make a rina.rrel,
One can always end it.
Try it well in every way,
Still you find it true,
In a fight without a foe,
Pray, what could you do 1
If the wrath iB yours alone,
Soon yon will expend it.
Two it lakes to make a quarrel,
One can always end it.
Let's suppose ! bat both are wroth,
And the strife begun,
If one voice shall cry for "Peace,"
Soon it will be done.
If but one shnll Rpan the breach,
He will quickly mend it.
Two it takes to make a quarrel,
One can always end it.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.

thousands of years ago. There it is to-day.
There are now two hungred and fourteen of
these "keys," and, by intense application,
Chinamen learn to use their method with
surprising quickness and succes~ .-St.
Niclwla!J.

CoUin~er,

A.lU.

This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000
years B.C. on up to 1883, all in a nutshell.-EI·
mina Slenlcer.

As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy

What is the difference between the little an important place; m the family it would be no
less imiJortant, as conveying information that all
girl and the collar on the dog's neck?
should be acquainted with.-Susan Wixon.
l\1r. Cottinger's mtentions in writing this booli

TO PUZZLES IN THE OHILDREN'S OORNER are excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It
may be commended as fnlfillmg its purpose of a
JUNE 5. 1886.
concise and interesting hi~torical text-booli.Jftlwaulcee Sentinel.
1.-" One hundred and eighty-four,"
Price, CJor.b, U.~O.
Has lettf!r~ just a score.
For SchoolR, in Quantities. $1.00.
2.
In twenty only s1:x we see,
ArldresR
THE TUUTH SEEKER,
3.
And six has letters only tln-ee.
4.
In 1dne are fmtr, but (5) twenty-seven,
5. As printed just requires el(J'()en.
6.
In "Baker's dozen"- that's tln'rteenAre only seven letters seen;
CONTENTS:
7.
While t~oenty-tlim, as verbal sign
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
To count the letters, just tak~s nine.
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess

AN~WEl!S

VOLT AIR&' 8. ROMANCES.

2.-A quarter to three. 3.-Bill, wing, tale
(tail), I (eye), clause (claws), foul (fowl), tow
(toe), board, crack.
4.-Since tlw slight aeeident ha;; com~ to
· pass,
Each one is like the other-a cut-la,~-'·

Correspondence.
BINBROOK, 0NT., June 6, 1886.
DEAR M1ss WrxoN: I thought I would
write a few lines to the Children's Corner.
Papa has taken THE TRUTH SEEKEit for four
years. I never took any interest in the paper
until the Children's Corner was published,
and I think it is very nice. I go to school
now and study the Third Header. I am
afraid I am getting my letter too long, so
I will draw to a close.
ANNIE YouNG.

BOOK" FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. B).': Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large ty pe, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, il1uminated
covers; 4to. 2'M pp., bds., $1.25.

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Apples of Gold.

A

Story-:Book for

the Youn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issuea at a reduced price of
$1.251 free of postage. This new edition has a
photogra)Jh of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

The Youth's _Liberal G:uide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottmger~A.M. Pnce; $1.00. Th1s
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a s!;andpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TBUTH
SEEKER.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. Pdce, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

of Babylon.~The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microruegas.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
~Memnom the Philoso)Jher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.~Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
HaVlng No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12m a. 448 pages, laid!a_per. With. 67
engravings. Price, cloth, bevele hoards, $2.00.
Half calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

The BiOle Analyze~.
BY

.Tobn R. Iielso, A.lll.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles of the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-The
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bihle.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible,-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
CroVfD octavo,.833 p_p.. Splendidly executed._ Sent
by mail, post pa1d. Price, $3.00.
·

Bible Fabrications Refuted
and

The Errors of the Bible Exposed.
BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

::;.

Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.•
33 Olinton Place, New York.
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I

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents; _
twenty-five co_pies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought would '
distribute thousands of these telling nictures.

THE MODERN· BA.LA.AM.

Showing the Balaam of modern times t~ be 1he
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,:·
ver dozen, 30 cents p•r hundred,·$!:oo:·
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can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 eta.
"A prose epic of the war, rich with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
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Golden Throne, a Romance. " The
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·Mottoes for Freethinkers.

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
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~rO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
home" placards which disfigure the walls of so
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OCEurope.
By B. W. Lacy.
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Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, fll,
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INGERSOLL'S" PROBE POEMS."
Some of Robert G. Irigersoll's strongest
supporters and warmest admirers are numbered among the men and women of the dramatic profession. TI1e fervid eloquence, the
brilliant wit, the rich poetical fancy, and the
' broad philanthropy of this great orator and
thinker appeal with irresistible force to actors,
whose keen sympathies and responsiv mentality render them singularly and happily appre_
ciativ of the golden words dropped from the
lips of such a man. They cannot fail, therefore, to be grateful that the brightest jewels
of Ingersoll's thought hav been gathered and
published in appropriately beautiful form.
And these " Prose Poems and Selections" are
a veritable treasure-house to the reader.
Ingersoll is not " understanded of the people." He is falsely called " the great iconoclast;" he is looked upon by thousands-to
whom his name is the synonym of iniquitous
disbelief, and who for the most part hav
formed their. estimate of his views not from
personal knowledge, but by evil report and
irresponsible hear?ay-as a blatant blasphemer; he is denounced from the pulpit
and execrated in the pew; he is ignorantly misconstrued, misquoted, and misunderstood.
'l'his is the inevitable penalty of upholding liberty of thought, action, and speech. Those who
dare not slip the Iea~h of prejudice find agreeable occupation in vilifying those w.ho do. To
differ in one's opinions from the opinions of
others is little less than a crime even in these
enlightened days.
While we do not mean to indorse or oppose
Ingersoll's theological beliefs and disbeliefs,
we do not like to see them grossly distorted
nor the remarkable purity and integrity of
the man impugned. And we think that the
volume to which this article is devoted ·will
do much to set the author in a just ·light be. fore his countrymen, as well as furnish
pleasure to those who share his ideas. We
are certain that no man or woman, Christian
or Infidel, can peruse these " Prose Poems "
without feeling respect for the sincerity and
admiration for the genius of the massiv mind
that conceived them. The fragments cover a
great variety of topics, and they furnish
some striking examples of the virility of his
arguments, his classic simplicity and purity
of expression, and the surpassing beauty of
his style. · The thoughts are those of one who
truly lovC's his fellow-men; who hates sham,
falsehood, and superstition; who sturdily advocates principles that concern the best interests of humanity; who takes a cheery,
healthy, hopeful view of life and vigorously
resents the popular impression that this is
but a vale of tears. There are gleams of sunshine in every page, glittering gems of epigram, tender sympathy with the frailties of
mankind, rare insights into the beauties of
nature, and passages of eloquent English that
thrill the soul and stir the blood.
We hav space for but a few quotationsyet these will serve as an index to the contents of this work:
The peroration of an address delivered in
this city before the Grand Army of the Republic: "But what of those who fell? There
is no language to express the debt we owe,
the love we bear, to all the dead who died for
us. words are but barren sounds. we can
but stand beside their graves and in the,hush
and silence feel what speech has never told.
They fought, they died; and for the first
time since man has kept a record of events,
the heavens bent above and domed a land
without a serf, a servant, or a slave."
From a tribute to his dead brother. '' He
believed that happiness is the only good, .reason the only torch, justice the only worship,
humanity the only religion, and love the only
priest. He added to the sum of human joy,
and -were everyone to whom he did some loving service to bring a blossom to his grave,
he would sleep to-night beneath a wilderness
of flowers. Life is a narrow vale between the
cold and barren peaks of two eternities. We
strive in vain to look beyond the hights. We
cry aloud, and the only answer is the echo of
our wailing cry. From the voiceless lips of
the unreplying dead there comes no word;
but in the night of death hope sees a star,
and listening love can hear the rustle of a
wing."
.At a child's grave: "Every cradle asks us
'Whence ?' and every coffin ' Whither?' The
poor barbarian, weeping above his dead, can
answer these questions just as well as the
robed priest of the most authentic creed. No
man, standing where the horizon of a life has
touched a grave, has any right to prophesy a
future filled with pain and tears."
Of freedom : "ls it a small thing to quench
the flames of hell with thll holy tears of pity ;
to unbind the martyr from the stake; break
all the chains ; put out the fires of ci vii war ;
stay the sword of the fanatic, and tear the
bloody hands of the church from the white
tliroat of science ? Is it a small thing to
make men truly pure-to destroy the dogmas

of ignorance, prejudice, and power-the of them? If prohibition be good in one of
poisoned fables of superstition, and drive these cases, wqy is it not equally good in the
from the beautiful face of earth the fiend of others ? Let us be consistent I
fear?"
If our Prohibition friends would succeed
Of originality: "An argument is new until in their unwise undertaking, they must begin
it has been answered. An argument is absa- at the root of the evil. This they are not
lutely fresh and has upon its leaves the dew doing. The root of the evil lies1 not _in ~he
of the morning, until it has been refuted. . manufacture and the sale of mtoxwa.tmg
. . Substance is eternal; forms are new. drinks, but in the appetite, generally heredSo in the human mind certain ideas, or in the itary, that calls for the manufacture and the
human heart certain passions, are forever sale of these drinks. So long as this appetite
old; but genius forever givs them new forms, exists, so long as it calls, with money, for
new meanings; and this is the perpetual intoxicating drinks, and so long as the love of
originality of genius."
money exists, these drinks will be manufactOf Voltaire: ''Voltaire was the intellectual ured and sold in spite of any and of all Proautocrat of his time. From his throne at the hibitory legislation. This appetite, then, and
foot of the Alps he pointed the finger of scorn this love of money, must be prohibited. This
at every hypocrit in Europe. He was the appetite, however, and this. love of money,
pioneer of his century. He was the assassin depend, to a great extent, upon certain eraof superstition. Through the shadows of nial developments, certain phrenological
faith and fable, through ihe darkness of myth 1 "bumps." These "bumps," then, must be
and mirade, through the midnight of Chris- prohibited. In them we hav the root of the
tianity, through the blackness of bigotry, evil. Let stringent laws, then, be enacted
past cathedral and dungeon, past rack and against being born with these "bumps."
stake, part altar and throne. he carried, with Let Carrion Comstock, .Senator Edmunds, or
chivalric hands, the sacred torch of reason." some other proper person, under the direcThe Infidel: " In looking at the cathedral tion of some good phrenolo&"ist, hav his head
he remembered the dungeon. The music of whittled down to just the s1ze and shape rethe organ was not loud enough to drown the quired· by temperance and virtue; let plaster
clank of fetters. He could not forget that the ·models of this heail be made and placed, at
taper had lighted the fagot. He knew that the public expense, in every house; and then
the cross adorned the hilt of the sword, and let 1t be made a capital offense to be born
so where others worshiped, he wept."
with a head differing ever so little in shape
At the tomb of Napoleon: "I thought of from this model. When our Prohibitionist
the orphans and widows he bad made-of tbe. · friends go thus to the root of the evil, they
tears that had been shed for his glory, and of may reasonably hope for success. Having
the oni,v woman who ever loved him, pushed myself long fought under the Prohibition
from h1s heart by the cold hand of ambition. banner, and having been ·uniformly and gloAnd I said I would rather hav been a French riously beaten in eve7 battle, I set to work
peasant and worn wooden shoes. I would to learn the causes o our many defeats. I
rather hav lived in a hut with a vine growing hav found them in the fact that we were tryover the door and the grapes growing purple ing to do a wrong thing, in a wrong way.
in the amorous kisses of the Autumn sun.
My advice, then, ought to hav some weight
I would rather hav been that man, and with Prohibition soldiers of less experience.
gone down to the tongueless silence of the
JoHN R. KELso.
dreamless dust, than to hav been that impeLongmont, Col., June 2, 286.
rial impersonation of force and murder known
MEN, WoMEN, AND Gons. By Helen H. Garas Napoleon the Great."
dener. Paper,50.cents; cloth, $t New
Of free will: " Is it not possible that each
brain is a field, where all the senses sow ·uw
York: The Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place.
seeds of thought? Some of these fields are
mostly barren, poor, and hard, producing
Nearly all men are agreed that women
only worthless seeds; and some grow sturdy ought to hav a religion. In Christian connoaks and stately palms; and some are like the
tropic world, where plants and trees and vines tries by " religion" is generally meant the old
orthodox belief that the world· was made in
seem royal children of the soil and sun."
Of love : "Love is the magician, the en- six days, that God rested on the seventh, that
chanter, that changes worthless things to joy in process of time men were so wicked that
and makes right royal kings and queens of he sent his only son, Jesus Christ, t.J ·die for
common clay It is the perfume of that won- them, and that without justification by faith
drous flower, the heart, and without that
sacred passion, that divine swoon, we are less no man can be saved .. This is the kind of
tban beasts; but with it uarth is heaven and religion which many men, even the most adwe are gods."
vanced and learned, "'ould like their wives to
13eethoven'sSixthsymphony: ''This sound- hav. They think it is good for the nursery,
wrought picture of the fields and woods, of the Sunday-school, the church, and the fireflowering hedge and happy home, where side, especially when tbe children of the
thrushes build and swallows fly, and mothers family are in their early years. There is, insing to babes; this echo of the babbled lullaby deed, another kind of religion, which Miss
of brooks that, dallying, wind and fall where Gardener preaches, at which we shall arrive
meadows bare their daisied bosoms to the in a moment, and which tal•es no account at
suu; this joyous mimicry of summer rain, all of the points to which we hav been referthe laugh of children. and the rhythmic rus- ring. It is the religion of disbelief in every
tle of the whispering leaves; this strophe of creed excepting that of right-doin~, recognizpeasant life; this perfect poem of content and ing what it calls the inconceivabihty of God,
Iove."-.Dramatic .Mirror.
the impossibility of immortality, and the imperativness of duty. !liss Helen H. Gardener,·
PROHIDlTION.
who was introduced to her first audience in
DEAR TnuTH SEEKER: It is not my inten- New York by Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, is an
tion, on the present occasion, to write an Infidel of this description. She has written
article on the above important subject. On a a volume of one lmndred and seventy pages,
which has been brought out by the Truth
future occasion I shall probably write such Seeker
Company, of this city, none of onr
an article. I wish now simply to call the at- noted publishers caring to tackle a work of
tention of your readers to the recent lecture this character. The contents are th:ree lectof Prof. W. S. Bell, of Chicago, on- .. Anti- ures or essays, entitled "!len, Women, and
Prohibition." This is a remarkably able lect- Gods," "Vicarious Atonement," "Historical
and Theological Fictions," to~ether
ure, now in pamphlet form, and it should be F11cts
with an appendix. We hav no disposiuon to
read by every American citizen. Those Lib- do injustice to Miss Gardener. If she is
erals especially who, lured by the specious wrong in her convictions, as well as in her
bait of a pretended temperance movement, way of expressing them, and continues to the
are about to be caught on the church hook, end to be and do both, she is, according to
should giv this lecture a careful reading. It the doctrins she denounces, in an infinitly
may be the means of their salvation. With worse condition than we could possibly wish
tbe sledgehammer of logic, Professor Bell her to be, and needs the infinit pity of her
knocks every prop from under the prohibition worst theological enemies. Her mind is very
platform. The advocates of prohibition, there- bright, her convictions very sincere, and her
fore, would do well to heed his advice, and intentions deeply earnest. Such l1atred of
desist from an undertaking which is bound ignorance and prejudice, such reverence for
to end in failure, and which, could it end the good and the beautiful, such courage in
otherwise, would simply reverse the motion carrying out to its utmost reaches the logic
of the wheels of progress and carry us back she has espoused, are not often sel·n in a woto the dark and bloody days of the Inquisi- man. What a pity that these qualities should
tion. If we can be successfully robbed of be a trifle marred by a tone of jesting which
our liberty to use our own judgment in re- is utterly inconsistent with the mconceivable
gard to what we shall drink, we can, with importance of her themes. In that respect
equal success, and with equal propriety, be she is only too good a pupil of the famous
also robbed of our liberty to use our own "Bob" Ingersoll. But to return to Miss
judgment in regard to what we shall eat, Gardener her book is well worth reading, dewear, read, believe, speak, worship, etc. In- spite the defects to which we hav referred.deed the successful prohibition of our liberty New York Evening Telegmm.
in regard to any one of these things is the
Come or Go •
doom of our liberty in regard to them all.
" Come to Christ !"the parson cried.
Let us, then, take warning and act before it
"I'd like to see him," answered I,
is too late.
;< I•ve read that he was crucified,
Our Prohibition friends correctly contend
But never heard exactly why
that, so long as ardent spirit!\ of any kind are
From source that I could credit.
imported fnto the United States, or manufactI•ve read that some great God had planned
ured and sold therein,· certain persons will
The way his only son should die,
be injured by the excessiv use of them. All
To save mankind whom he had damned,
of this, however, is equally true of money
But I believed it all a lie
and of many other things. Indeed, far more
The first time that I read it."
evil results from love of money than from
" Go to hell!" the parson cried;
love of drink. Why J;~Ot, then, prohibit the
"You're past redemption, and •twere well
use of moneY. as weir as of drink? So of
Tha.t you had in Your childhood died,
women. Why not prohibit them? So long
And left more vacant room in hell.
as they be permitted to remain among us will
You're lost, an,d don't forget it!"
nOt many men be injured by the excessiv use
Socarro, N. M.
D. W. WALCOTT,

A Freethought Missionary Gone._
MR. EDITOR: After a long and painfu
illness, my dear mother, Sarah C. Hilton,
sank into that last solemn sleep which, in my
opinion, knows no awakening. We grieveat
our loss, but we feel assured it is her gain.
The jars and frets and cankering cares of this
life will never more disturb her. Purity,
sincerity, and charity were the activ living
principles that guided her. The aim of ,her
life was the elevation of humanity physically,
mentally, and morally. She will long liv in
the hearts of all .who knew her.
·
She was boni in Embden, Somerset county,
Maine, June 11, 1818. She was the youngest
child of Timothy and .Jane (McFadden)
Cleveland; married McKinney Hilton, July·
9, 1840; died at the home of her only daughter, May 19, 1886, making her 67 years 11
months 8 days. The last eighteen years she
had been resident of Illinois. She was baptized by Elder Stillson, and was a member of
the Freewill Baptist church twenty-fiveyears.
Her religious views gradually underwent a
change till she identified herself with the Liberals by joining the New York Freethinkers' Association and was a charter member of
the Illinois state Liberal League. She embraced the grand idea of universal mental
liberty that Liberalism teaches, and became
an enthusiastic worker. Her last time out
was the middle of February, to hear Professor
Remsburg's lectures. She made every arrangement in detail for a Freethought burial
to take place from our home. Professor Bell; ,
of Chicago, formerly a Methodist minister,
then a Universalist, and lastly a Liberal, deliv-·
ered the funeral discourse from the " Truth
Seeker Collection," Form 3, with Bryant's
"Thanatopsis" added. Dr. Braffat, her first
attending physician (we had five in all), pronounced a beautiful eulogy. A choir that
had a Freethinker for a leader sang· three
pieces and played a dirge while the procession
viewed the remains. The bearers selected
were Freethinkers, making it the first Free-·
thouzht funeral that ever occurred in our
midst. The following lines from A. R.
Ayer's hand-book were uttered by Mr.13ell as
the parting words:

a

Peaceful and fair is ·the smiling repose
That the breast-cradled slumber of infancy knows;
Sound is the rest of the weary and worn,
Whose feet hav been galled with the dust and tlJC
thorn;
Sweet is the sleep on the eyelids of Youth,
When they dream of the world as all pleasure aml
truth.
Child, pilgrim, and youth shall awaken againTo 'journeys of toil and trial and pain.
But oh! there's a sweet and visionless sleep,
The calm and the stirless, the long and the deep.
'Tis the sleep that is soundest and sweetest of all,
When our conch is the bier and our night-robe the
pall.
No voice then of foe or friend can impart
The p1·oud flush to the cheek or warm throb to the
heart.
The lips of the dearest may seek for the breath,
But their kiss cannot rouse the calm stilln'ess of
death.
'Tis a long, •tis a last, •tis a beautiful rest,
When all sorrow has passed from the brow and the ·
·
breast.
·

She was taken to New Lenox, Will county,
for interment, and laid to rest in the presence
of all the nearest and dearest relativs, besides
distant ones. We left her with all the sweet
and thrilling influences of fragrant fielc s, of
flowering plants, of bursting buds and blossoming vines, of silvery streams and genial
summer showers, of jeweled nights and dawning days, melodious with the songs of birds.
!IRS. SARAH J. PAlNE.
Earlville, Ill., June 1, 1886.

llo ~ks on Fra.ctica.l "Steps in Fresent Needr.
History of Woman's Costume Movement; its
tit·•t 35 years, Events and Pe1·secutions, Supplemented by Modern Mart~rdom. 13Zpp., line paper,
~Progress vs. Fasnion. 32pp., paper, lOc.,
Woman's Way Out. 32pp., paper, 10c. Love and
Transition. Poetic, in two parts; an Epic and an
Argument. 19lpp., in fine cloth and gilt, 75c.
Se}l ton receipt of price, by the a)lthor,
toJUl
M. E. TILLOTSON, Vmeland, N. J.
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INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of "The
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be read once, but t"
be kept and referred to, and pondered ovor fron..
year to year. It is a jl'Uide-book of Liberalism
through the past centuries prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam1 or Lecky,
but 1t makes them intelligible by pointmg out the
white light that has been cast upon the lurid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed cou1·se
down through the ages which now liv only as our
realm of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 466 pp.
PRICE, $8.110.
Address THE TRUHT SEEKER.

THE TRUTH SEEJO:B ANNUAL.
· Prioe1 1&6 ounw,
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Ingersoll's "Works.

/'

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

~FRIENDSHIP

Contents: "The Ghosts( "Liberty for Man,
]\'oman, and Child," "'I he Declaration of In.
uependence," "About Farmil!g in lllinois,"
•· The Grant Banquet " "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Like 8.
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll,"

LIBERAL LEAGUE No. 257
~ m~ets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and

'

j Wood

sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
, free discussions on religious and social questions.
; Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Tntth
Seeker publications always on· hand at cheap rates.

Some Mistakes of M.oses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;

j

·

What Mnst We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

.

The Christian Religion.

By R. G.

lngerso!!J Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof,
George Jr. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

i

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

Genuin diamond jewelry; fine gold and silver
watches, chains, bracelets, gold and plated jewelryt silver and p~ateg ware.~-.op~ical, art, and fancy
gooas. 3 oz., com.silver, .l!;lgm watch, $9: 4 oz.,
'10.50; 40z., stem Wlnd1.11 Jeweled, $14.50; same, 15
Jeweled, $19 ; same, aajustcd, $22. In filled ~old
cases, warrltn ted 20 years, 7 jeweled, stem Wllld,
$21; 11 jeweled, $23.50; 15 jeweled, $28; adjusted 1
$31. Best filled cases add $4.50. Ladies• filled, best
cases, $20J 7 ~.$22, 11; and $30 for 15 jeweled movements. Laaies' solid gold, 10 k., $22 7; $24, 11;
$32, 15 jewels. For 14 karat cases add $8. Gents
equally low. Watches cleaned, $1; ~prings $1 i and
returned per reg_istered mail. Best spectaCle in
the world, $1. All goods must suit or cash back.
And what is a nice r
present for either
your lady or gentle·
man fnends than
one of my latest improved model badges
m solid gold, artistically enameled in
three colors? Price,
$3, $3.50, $4. With
gennin di~tmond in
rising sun, $8 and $10.

Inger·soll Catee.hised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Fmnctscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen ; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindi<latiori. of 'fbomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Rot:.
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
. all his lectures1 except tne latest on " Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1!300
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
priCe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid,

Tribu~es..

There hav been so many

~pphcatlons for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
Hia Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hit.v
been printed on hea:v;v toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

}i ~
~,.t1J OT'l'O WET'l'STEIN
~'l'HOuuB~
Rochelle, rn.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact, one of the richest brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never be,
fore published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till•now, many other gems,
selected f1·om the speeches, arguments, lee~
ures, letters table-talks, and day-to-day con- '
versations of the author. The work is designed r--~---~----for and will be accepte~ by admiring friends 'JB
Women Support It; What It Teaches; From
May Think; Intellectual-Gag-Law; 'Hie v1:
a rare personalsouvemr. T.o he~p it serve th1s1
Moses to Paul; The Frmt of the Tree of K.nowlcarious Theory the Cause of Crime; Revision;
pnrposEh a fine steel portra1t, w1th autograJ!h
_The .Chureh's Money-Box; Shall Progress Stop?
f:tc simue, has been prepared especially for 1t. \_ edge; Knowledge Not a Cnme; As Much InPrice1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt, back~- spired as Any of It.
HISTORICAL FACTS AND THEOLOGICAL
anu Rl~e, $2.50; in half c~tlf., mottled edges, ele- / VICARIOUS ATONEMENT. F
B · ·
FICTIONS: Church Fictwns; Historical Facts
gant library styl!l, $4.50; m full Turkey rna• ear; egmmng
-(Civilization, Comparativ Status, Women u.s
rocco, _gilt, exqui~1tly fine, $7.5(!; . in f:ull tree
to Think; Creeds; Self-Control What We Need;
calf, h1ghest poss1ble style and fimsh, $9.
Vicarious Atonement Not a Christian InvenPersons, Education, As Wives, Not Woman's
The Husts of Voltaire. Paine, and tion j Twin Monsters from Intellectual Pig- Friend, Morals).

--

Ingersoll.

Cabinet size; true to

life, price, $1.50 each. EYery admirer of these
apostles of Religious Liberty should hav them.

. Phnto~ranhs of Colonel Ingersoll.
'

Superb PGotographs1 22x28, $5; panel, 10Mx17,
_ $3; boudou·, $1 ; cabmet, 40 cents ; card, 20 eta.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

J. E .. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

r--

-- ----.-----.-

--

Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 Cents.

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts .
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

Photo-Engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale at tltis ojfice. P1ice, 40c.; witlt autogmplt, 50c.

Ingersoll's Tribuies .I

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Sclipture : Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conqnest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolemnce and Pers~cution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkmuness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrilices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy; lgnomnce and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1
Spemal discount on larger quantities.
·

Sabhath-BI'enking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and hanusome print. 'l'he question is discussed
nuder the followmg heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish SabbathJ The Christian
Scriptures and the S~tbbath; l!;xamination of
Sundltl' Arguments· Origin of Christian S~tb
bath; 'l'est,imony of ihe Uhristian Fathers; The
Sabb~tth durin!l" the Middle A_ges: The Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Chl'lstian Reformers,
. ScholarsJ~ and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws. .t'rice, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.

Image Bt·eaker.

Six Lectures: De-

9line of Faith, :rrotestant Intolerance, Washmgton ltn Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
6 cents ; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Relifious and Political Libert;)'. Tells the story
o the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading tr~tits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name f1·om the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of l{eason " are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and cont~tining a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 CQnts;
cloth, 7~ cents.

The

Apo~tle

of Liberty. An addJ:ess

dehvered in Paine.HallJ before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.
THE TRJlTH SEEKER CO ,
88 Clinton Place, New 'tork.

8 0 C IAL

WE A L T H.

Tlte Sole J!actors and ·Exact [latios in Its
Acqutrement and Apportwnment.

REDUCED IN PRICE.

Plice, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
Missi::mary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburll" are: offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. IngerThe Church and lVIorality; Criminal Statistics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the pen- soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
itentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illmniChurch and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church aud Liberty h. the Church and the . nated border, large clear type, suitable for framAntislavery Hef01·m; t e Woman's Rights ing. The titles are:
lVIovement; the Tem_perance Reform; the
Church 1tnd the Republic.
Tile Vision of War,

Bible Mor·als.

Otto Wettstein's

~ Popular Jewelry Store, Rochelle, ID.

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid, Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.·
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously,

In~..rsoll's

LECTURES.

Liberal friends visiting Philadelphia should at·
;end ~he Spling Course of Science L_ecture~
every Sunday evening, at the Hall of Fnendsh1P
League, Ninth and Girard ave.
Debate at 2:80 (Secular questions).
~
PROF. ATKINSON, F.R.A.S;

In five lectures,_ comprising, "The Gods"
" Humboldt:z~ " Tnomas Paine," "Individuaiity," and " J:Leretics and Heresies. b

. Ort.lto(loxy.

SCIENCE

:f

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts ; cloth, $1.

plain cloth, $1.25,
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By J. K. INGALLS.

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a \lrief review of their Origin and Growth ; Rise and
Growth of Cap1talism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth ;
Tools and Imp~oved Machinery; The Nature of
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Laud Own·
ership; Private Property in Land ; Capital and
Tribute to his Brotller,
the Pr<Y.luctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-op·
The Grant Banquet Toast,
eration; Law of Contract!!; Money and Credit;
.Address at Harry Miller's Grave. Of Vahte or EconomiC Ratio8; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies ; Suggestwns
The price of these heretofore has been $1. We to Legislators; Conclusion.
.
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
Price, { lolla, $1.00.
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. lllailed secure
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
from bre~tkage. Add!·ess THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Clinton Plae~, New York.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,

The Present and the Future

A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
OF

APO.LLONIU ~ OF TYANA,
OR THE

First Ten Decades of Our Era.
BY

DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Designed to show upon the authority of History
that ApollonillR of Tyana performed mirncles and
spoke wise sayings equal to those attributed to
Jesus Christ. 350pp,, octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
·
,Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.

Rca•ubllc of" Norah Amca·ica.
BY A. CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povert;v, viceJ and crime. It de~tls with the J;>resent
conditwns or society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other thnn
poor and vicious under our present system. The
. remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Amenca, as it will be when
soCiety sh~t\1 be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigoron•lY
and interestingly written.

Price IU.;)O.

A SrUDY

Address THE TRUTH SEEKEH CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New Yorl<.

OF

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In-

BY LEWIS C. JANEi.
This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Paganism; investigates the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest scientific <~riticism of
the New Testament; shows th~tt the true story of
the Man Jesus, and his gen uin teachings are
se_parable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with tha mythical
Christ1 and traces the natural devehopment of
Christtan dogma and ecclesiastical i•stitutions.
Complete references and full index. 820pp, 8vo,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
·
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEIQ!:R Office.

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamphlet
re.fers specifically to 148 Bible proposition•,
With numer_ons r!lferences and mtatwns, that
are contradicted m terms·by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. Price
25 cents.

RUPTURES CUR EDb,
j

I

my_Medleal Compound and Impro..-ed
Elaetlc Su1Jporter Truse in}rom 30 to
90 daJII, Reliable referenr.eo g! ••~ Send
1tamp for circula.r, and •au in what papel
lfOU oa10m11 aduert11•ment. Address 03)!!.

:W. A. Col&ii,Bmi\llnllt,ldmOII Co. I. I.

DB. B. P. FELLOWS
~----0----o----~----·

is a regularly: educated and lel{ally q ualified physwian, and
the most successf~h
as his Practice will
prove. He has for
twenty years treated
exclusivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures of which
hE' stands preeminent
SPERMATORRHCEA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
night emissions by
• - - - o - o - o - o dreams, loss of sex~al
power, rendermg
marriage improper and unhappy, etc., are cured
permanent!;\:' by _an outside aJ>plication in sixty
days. NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It is one
of Dr. Fellows• valuable discoveries, which is entirely unknown to the mudical profession. It is
not a catch-penny get u_p, such as a pad~ belt, pastille, nor magnetic appliance, but Simply a medicin to be applied externally on the parts affected,
which cures by absorption. Send five 2-cent stamps
for his" Private Counselor," giving full information. Address Dr R. P. Fellows1 Vineland, N. J.,
and say where yon' saw this advertisment.
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage IS solicited.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand~tome 12mo volume of nearl:v 1 000 pages, fully
illu~trated. Cloth, $3.25-in Eng11"sh or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; oD_ Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
·By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $II
per set; or five volumes in .one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOH THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their !{elation to Disease," representing the germ
. theory, ~tdvocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to SICK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
IIEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Bt·ooks, 336 P_!tJ<"eBl cloth
bound, $2' "Heredit:l'"
by Loring 1\ioouy, 159
pages, clothh75 cents; •1The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Mars , 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Tempemmentsz" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Regeneration " by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., 10 cents; "Heports of Conventions and Parlor 1\feetin~;:s during
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Couventwn of the
Institute of Heredity, llfay 29, 1~ 1 " 10 centR.
Address THE TRuTH SEEKER.

The

~-

rrflt of the I a~o.t,
OR~

The Odgiu8f the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this oflce
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Jltws olf fht 1/tth.
THE president andhigbride attended church
last Sunday and urew a large congtegation.

r

DESPISE the hypocrit, the liar, the defam~r, and
the man whci attempts to do a deep wrong to a
brother, in the.name of purity, of higher morality,
and of superior virtue. Worse than all other
mean acts are those performed byhypocrits under
the cloak of purity and virtue.-D. j}f, Bennett.

l\!Rs. ERMINNIE A. SMITH1 president of the ,
Jersey City Esthetic Society; died last week.

~·

THE New. York Custom House clerks are
being gradually changed, the Republicans
giving place to Democrats.
~J

THE principle of the modern improvement in
morals and politics, is that conduct, and conduct
. alone, entitles to respect; that not what men are,
: but what they do, constitutes their claim to defer. ence; that, above all, merit, and not birth, is the
only rightful claim to power and au~hority. If no
authority, not in its nature temporary, were allowed to 'one· human being over another, society
would not be employed in building up propensities
with one hand which it has to curb with the other.

1

A~ " earthquake" was reported along the 1'·.·
Jersey coast last Saturday. It was caused by
the United States sloop-of-war Juniata firing
broadsides for practice.

f

THE Lewiston Mills, at Lewiston, Me., hav
suspended. The company hav liabilities 'to ~~
the amount of over a million and a half. Its ~'ll
assets are less than a m i l l i o n . .i~.
THE story that Sam Jones has by the bless- ?Jl
ing of God been enabled to giv up the habit :1
of smoking tobacco is untrue. He denies that
he has ever stopped smoking.

-J.S. Mill,

IN the days whim criticism was yet !nits infancy,
• and discussions 1mdetected which are now' familJ· iar, the Bible was either received as a whole, or re: jected as a whole, and Locke was of those who
received it.-Dr. Hedge.
REASON, observation, and el(perience-the Holy
Trinity of science-hav taught us that happiness
is the only.good; that the time to be happy is now,
and the way to be happy is to make otlaers so,
I 'l'his is enough for us. In this belief we are conI tent to liv and die. If by any possibility the existence of a power superior to and independent of
nature shall be demonstrated, there will then be
. time enough to kneel. Until then, let us stand
· erect.-Inyersoll.
IN the present age, when the rapid communication, and the universal diffusion of knowledge, by
means of the press, render the situation of pohtical societies essentially difl'erent from what it
ever was formerly, and secure infallibly, against
every accident, the progress of human reason, we
; may venture .to ·predict that they are to be the
most successful statesmen who, paying all due regard to past experience, search for the rules of
their conduct chiefly m the peculiar circumstances
of their own times, and in an enlightened anticipation of the future history of mankind-Duyald

NEARLY 10,000 persons, mostly Germans,
assembled at Ridgewood Park on the 13th to
celebrate Pfingst Sunday. They were entertained by bands of music and singing.
Lours II., the recently deposed king of
Bavaria, committed suicide last Monday by
throwing himself into Starnberg Lake. His
physician, in attempting to rescue him, was
also drowned. The king was insane.
GLADSTONE has issued a manifesto. asking
the electors of Midlothian to again return him
to Parliament. He very appropriately warns
the people against the introduction of religious
bigotry in the contest for Home Rule in Ireland,.
IN Belfast, Ireland, the Protestants were
last week on the war-path against the
Catholics, and mobbed them in a brutal manner. At Dublin and Sligo the Catholics ~
mobbed -the Protestants and wrecked and ··'
burnt their houses.
AN attempt to strictly enforce the Suriday
law in Portland, Me., has ended in a dismal
failure. Newspapers are sold on the streets,
barber shops are still kept open, and, according to the reports, the liquor stores do a
rnshing Sunday business.
Two men who advocated the boycotting of
the New Haven Jou1·nal and Courier, printed
by "rats," hav been arrested for conspiracy
to ruin the business of the paper. One of the
arrested men is J. Frederick Busch, editor of
the Wm·kingmen's Advoeate.
GEORGE W. Cmws, of Philadelphia, and
his partner Mr. Drexel, hav given the Printers' International Union $10,000. It is contemplated adding to the fund and erecting in
Philadelphia a beautiful hall which shall be
known as the home of the craft.
AT a conference of 500 Socialist delegates
at Brussels last Sunday, it was resolved to
continue the agitation in favor of universal
suffrage, and to commence a general strike
when workingmen hav gained sufficient
strength. Resolutions were passed expressing sympathy with the Socialists of Chicago.
Trm Third avenue strike is now admitted to
be a practical failu'l'e so far as the object
sought by the strikers is concerned. The
men are losing their wages and the company
is losing largely the patronage of the traveling
public. It is estimated that in one way and
another the strike has cost a million dollars.
J. S. McCuE, editor of the Valley Democrat
of Los Angeles, Cal., last Saturday night attempted to make an outdoor speech on the
labor question at Washington, but was preprevented by the police, who informed him
that only the gospel could be preached on the
streets. He then announced that he would
preach a sermon at the same place the next
night. A large and enthusiastic crowd of
workingmen assembled to hear him. '!'he
police did ·not put in an aP.pearance, and he
delivered a stirrin~ labor speech.
JoHN DALEY, who recently abjured Catholicism, attempted to preach in River Park,
Wilkesbarre, Pa., last Sunday afternoon, but
was prevented by a mob of fully three thousand
people, including some of the roughest
element of the mining region, who assailed
him with a view of throwing him into the
Susquehanna river. Bad it not been for the
interposition of the police, who were present
in strong force, Daley would doubtless hav
been seriously injured, if not killed. He was
finally escorted home by officers, followed hy
an infuriated crowd, who made violent efforts
to lay hands upon him, but were beaten off
by the police. Daley attempted to preach at
the same place on the previous Sunday, but
was prevented by a similar demonstration.

Stewart.

J>EATH is the sphinx of the universe. No question
can open its lips; no prayer can move it to speech.
The thought of death is a cold thought. But we
should not be afraid to think upon this subject.
· We should familiarize om·selvs with this circumstance, and bring our minds to a wise contemplation of it. There is about death somewhat that
repels. It is a sad mystery, but it cannot be an
· evil since ·everything is subject to it. It often
i comes as a blessing, and is welcomed with a smile.
Peace, that boon we often vainly era ve in life, is
found in death.-£. K. Wcu;ll.burn.
~J.~;S·- -~mJ-- At:~--3--.-.----- --- ·;:;~magazin~ -:~~illi:~- the !woks, and Sun-l WHETHER the soul be air or fire I know not, nor
wuu; "'
J!!;fnub
day newspapers are killing the magazines, and am I unwilling, like so many who call themselv~
. the ministers are trying to kill the Sunday news- Lphilosophers, in .cases when I am ignorant, to own
papers. Now who will kill the ministers 1-Puchc.} that I am so.-CweJ'O,
THE boys always take the girls out; the .e:irls Who 1 Why,·THE TRUTH SEEKER, of course.A FRIEND of mine, recently (1873) returned from
take them in. Snch is life.
·
IN case police patrol-wagons are introduced in England, said that among intelligent, cultivated
A woMAN refused to shoo her hens because her New York, it has been asked what rank will they men whom he met there, he fOllnd that religion
ha v in the matter of precedence of street yehicles. was utterly given up, "but,'! added he, "they are
husband, a shoemaker, was on strike.
SPEAKING of Switzerland, its scenery is remark- This, of course, will depend chiefly on circum- men who hold fast, with· true loyalty, to moral
stances. When on duty, they are likely to hav the principle." "Then," I said, "that is their religably fine, but its climb-it is very rough.
same rights as mail-wagons or fire-engins; when ion." And that is the religion of multitudes who,
WE do not see why people should be surprised at used to convey Police Commissioners to base-ball either from want of· an original constitution of
ladies' corsets being tight-they are always on a grounds, their rights will be the same as an)' other sentiment, or disgusted by the false exhibitions of
bust.
private vehicle.
devout sentiment, turn away from the whole emotional side of religion, and place their feet firm on
TENNYSON is extending honor and hospitality to
"WHAT is that kerflumidoodle that you hav on the rock of righteousness, right-doing, obeying
Dr. Holmes. Tennyson may not be able to write
poetry himself, but he appreciates a man who can. your hat, Mary Ann?" said a father to his would-be the divine law, a sacred principle itself, consecrafashionable daughter. '' Oh, that is an imitation tion itself, therefore, a religion itself.-Sam. Lon(JAccoRDING to a neighbor, Mrs. Jones, wife of of a~trawberry, father." "The divil take the feliow.
the evangelist, on the day she first displayed her styles," said the old· man, "you'll be wearing iminew carriage, drove by one house thirteen times. tation cabbages yet." "We hav nearly arrived at . EvEN on this continent the distant rumblings of
"PANTS for two dollars," is the inscription on a the cabbage point already," rephed the miss. an earthquake are audible to the attentiv ear, aJtd
sign in front of one of the clothing stores. "So ''And how near hav you got?" "We wem· little the rich had better not set their hearts or ground'
their hopes of happiness too much on the ~ecurity
do I," remarked a hungry-looking tramp, who was turn-up on the side, now."
of riches. But in Europe there does seem to be
rummaging through his pockets for a nickel.
reason for thinking that social revolution is at
THE Newtonville (Kan.) News notices .that" the
hand. This is an age, as was the sixteenth cenattendance at all the Sunday-schools last Sunday
tur), and QVen more than was the sixteenth cenmorning was about two hundred and fifty. The
tury, of change in fundamental beliefs. It is on
attendance at the scrap game of ·base-ball in the
age of vastly increased knowledge, activity of
afternoon was about six hundred."
mmd, and combination among the working
DEACON llUCilAC> bad been invited to address the
classes, or such of them as are congrega~ed iu
Sunday-school, and as he was a poor talker,
cities. Poverty has begun to scrutinize with a
plunged at once mto the story of Johah and the
keen eye the justice of its lot. Religion has lost
whale. "Now, dear children," he conchided, "is A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New much both of its restraining and of its reconciling
not that a nice story?" "Yessir," replied one of
power. The difference of conditions is no longer
York OIJserver's slanderous attacks
the smallest of the dear children, "it's a nice
accepted as the ordinance of God; suffering no
upon the Author-Hero of the Amerstory, but it's a chestnut."
·
longer looks on the present state as a probation to
ican Revolution. Containing
Miss FoLsoM should hav thought twice before
be undergone in the sure hope of compensation in
marrying the president once. She is twenty-eight
both the slanders and
another world. The most famous men of sdence,
years younger £han Cleveland, and perhaps it has
and philosophers, teach that this life is all. If
their refutation.
never occurred to her that when she reaches the
they are right, a man must hav his share of pleasage of seventy-two, her husband will be one hunBY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. ure now or never, and to giv all men their share
dred, and indulging in the usual centenarian
of pleasure now is the aim of the new social phipastime of sawing a cord of woou before break-olosophy which finds favor in the fac~ory.-To1'0r1to
fast, or plowing a ten-acre field, in order to
Bystander.
The
New
York
Observer
<Presbyterian)
having
sharpen his appetite.
IF any man love acorns since corn is invented
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
You may sing of your dog, your bottom dog,
let him eat· acorns; but it is very unreasonable h~
Paine,
this
pamphlet
should
be
circulated
everyOr of any dog that you please;
should forr.icl others the use of wheat.-An O:•:.[.J1·a
where in vindication.
I go for the dog, the nice old dog,
Tract of 1662.
That knowingly takes his ease.
60pp. Price 10 cents; 12 copies, $1.
IF a man think himself to be something, wl 1en
And, wagging his tail outside the ring,
he is nothing, he deceiveth.himself.-St. PaW.
Keeping always his bone in sight,
Cares not a pin in his sound old head
THE CHURCH OF HUMANITY.
For either dog in the fight,
A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD We cannot build it of the crumbling bones
Quarried from the grim sepulchers of yore;
Not his is the.bone they are fighting for,
And why should my dog sail in,
A Fabricated Account of a Scene at the Death- Nor of the hollow mythologic stones
That shone so gaudily in classic lore.
With nothing to gain but a certain chance
bed of Thomas Paine.
To lose his own precious skin?
We cannot fashion it of heads or creeds
There may be a few, perhaps, who fail
That parcel out our God before our face;
To see it quite in this light;
But rather build it of the thoughts and deeds
BY W. H. BURR.
But when the fur flies I had rather be
That purify and elevate our race.
The outside dog in the fight,
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick Set its foundat.ions deep in every zone;
I know there are dogs, injudicious dogs,
Its ritual, on every shining puge,
(upon which the Obsm·ve1· relies to prove its princiThat think it is quite the thing
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that Is love to god and love to man alone,
To take the part of one of the dogs,
And pity· for the errors of the age,
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
And go yelping into the ring,
Let
its proud dome fill all the azure steep,
But I care not a pin what all may say
18pp. Price 5 cents; 25 for $1.00.
And its vast chancels stretch from pole to pole;
In regard to the wrong or th6 right,
For these two pamphlets address
So that its mighty and majes~ic sweep
MY money goes, as well''as my song,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Giv ample space to every human soul.
For the dog that keeps out of the fight.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
-Pll.tlaael:phta Call.
-James McCarroll.
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OBEYING THE COMMANDMENTS OF CHRIST, AND THE

J!Jotts and fl[lippinns.

TnAT was rather a close question which
Mr. Cable asked his Concord audience:
"How many Protestant churches are there
THE sultan of Turkey wishes to giv Mrs. between Boston and Denver in which the
Cleveland a wedding present, but the presi- colored inan and his family can enjoy freedent has telegraphed a reply that the gift dom of worship?" There are some, but they
could not be accepted without violating the are not, as a rule, the richest and strongest
ones.-Boston Herald.
Constitution.
A COMMISSION is inquiring into the life,
character, and works of the late Bishop Neuman, of the Philadelphia diocese, with a view
to canonizing that defunct gentleman. If the
scheme works, this will be the first North
American saint.
THE hopeful six,~year old son of one of
Waterbury's bef>~nown lawyers walked into
tl1e district court room the other morning,
and, presenting a black kitten with a string
about its neck, said: " Papa, will you take
care of my cat until school is out?"-Hartford Times.

A VIRGINIA Crn: sa~oon~kecper, who was
making arrangements for a slugging nmteh
in that city, knocked out one of the clergymen of the place in one round by calling on
him and asking the loan of a lot of chairs
from the chapel on which to seat the spectators at the fight. He offered the preacher a
free ticket for the use of the chairs.

MATSADA SonARIOHI, the Japanese wrestler,
has just broken up a match in Minnesota on
Sunday, having learned that the laws of the
state do not favor athletic exercises on that
day. This law-abiding disposition is of
course commendable, but somebody should
T. MoCAUTS STEWART, the colored lawyer hav informed Matsadit that the laws of most
of thi~ city, bought a ticket for Albany by a states also frown upon conjugal cruelty, for
People's Line boat, securing a state-room at which he was not long ago under arrest.
the same time. When he boarded the boat
SAM JoNEs, the revivalist, seems to hav
Lhe captain refused to let him occupy a room.
He has brought suit against the company, fallen !1 victim to cupidity. He is now highand retained prominent lawyers to aid him in priced !ls well as sensation!ll and proposes to
make the people he saves pay for their salvarecovering damages.
tion:
l\L YVES GuYoT has introduced a bill in
"Salvation's free
For you and me"
the French Chamber for the complete separation of church and state. He proposel!! to has no longer a place in his repertoire. He is
retain the best churches as " historic monu- greedy for money, and apparently he is not
ments," and the money voted to maintain overparticular as to the kind of show of
them would come under the head of " fine 'Yhich he is the attraction, He offers, for inarts." English liberationism, says the Lon- stance, to go to Omaha for $3,000, although
don Eclw, is inspired by Nonconformity; it is confessed that his presence is desired for
the purpose of giving the town a boom. It
French liberationisLJJ. by Freethought.

is said that he received $3,000 in Chicago,
and that his regular price is $1,000 a week.
This is very high-too high for the kind of
stuff which Sam Jones pours out.-Sta1·.
TnE Rev. Rufus S. Green, D.D., of Buffalo, in a sermon on Sunday newspapers; is
reported to hav said that actual experience
had demonstrated the possibility of issuing a
Monday morning newspaper by work performed wholly in secular hours, and in support of this he instanced the New York
Tribune, tl1e Philadelphia Ledger, the London
Times, and London Telegraph. 'l'he Sun
remarks that Brother Green seems to be all
tl1at his name implies."
TnE Clturcltman comments severely on
what it calls the "blasphemous parody of
r~<ligion" that was recently exhibited in the
Church of St. Eugene in Paris. " Two
priests of that church," it sayli, " in the
Lenten season, in presence of a large audience, played the parts of God and the devil,
and carried on an animated dialog as to which
paid best, good or evil. From all accounts,
the 'devil's advocate' had by far the best of
it, and so upheld the cause of his client that,
supposing it possible, he Wlillt a long way
toward extending the sway of the author of
evil where his reign is already not far from
being all-powerful."
A WRITER in the Indiana Baptist says,
speaking of '' faith" works: '' There is no
more extensivly !ldvertisedJnstitution in England than Muller's Orphan· Asylum. His circulars are found everywhere; the work of the
institution and the n:eeds of the institution are
brought home to almost every family in England. And yet it is said he • never solicits a
,.penny.' Never solicits a I'enny! It is only a

RESULT,
play on the meaning of a word. The deaconli
who pass up and down the aisles on Sunday
never 'solicit.' They only stretch forth the
pole with a bag on the end, but they come
back well supplied with dimes. You who sit
there know what they want, and so do the
English people who see Mr. Muller's collection-bag in the form of a circular know what
he wants. Merchants who hav goods to sell
do not always 'solicit,' but they send out circulars and customers come in. And so, too,
does Hudson Taylor, and so do all' faith missions,' and so they will continue to do."
TnE Baptist Weekly says: "In ecclesia~
tical circles there is not always the truthfulness that is desirable. How often there are
utterances in prayer-me8tings addressed both
to God and man which are unmeant, and in
many cases utterly false, who would dare to
compUte? Congregations are magnified in
nuinbers, and pastors often get very exaggerated notions of the seating capacity of
churches, and hav a strange disinclination to
verify their statements by actual co~nt.
Even the reports published in religious journals are discounted. We were asked about
a resignation of a pastor on account of illhealth the other day. 'Was that really the
cause?' And the inquirer was surprised when
we insisted that it was. In fact, so often
some plausible pretext is given for pastoral
changes that people become suspicious of
every statement that is made. That was a
rough way of explaining a resignation in one
of our papers lately that the Rev. Mr. Blank
had resigned because he was' through,'1mt it
was a good deal better than assigning some
cause which, if it were truth, would not be
the whole truth."
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he says, ''we appeal to the twentieth century," when
discontent will afl"ect all classes of labor; when in the
distinct classification of society, riches and poverty,
The Coming Danger.
with their resulting evils, will stand in a menacing
The numerous changes through which political and attitude toward each other; when the struggle for
religious beliefs hav passed within the last half-cent- existence will become more intense than at present;
ury, and the numberless excesses to which men hav and when unprincipled politicians in both municipal
been driven by the most unreasonable impulses, will and state governments will seek the support of ignoprepare those who carefully observe the tendency of rant or unprincipled voters. Then, not simply will
human events to witness the advocacy of any theory, republican institutions, but national identity, be most
however absurd and impracticable, without surprise. severely tested. To bespeak for this country an ex·
The absurdity of many proposed measures of reform emption from those evils which hav caused the degenarises not simply from the endless complexity of eracy and extinction of the nations of antiquity is not
social phenomena, but from the confusion of reason warranted by the spirit of true philo13ophy.
There is no immediate danger of this or any other
and feeling, of prejudice and purpose, and from a very
superficial knowledge of those latent forces which country being dissevered by Anarchy, And if .it were
determin both the character and the tendency of in a state of Anarchy, whoever would disregard the
human life. Very often the more uncultured and injunctions of Anarchists would be considered worthy
immature. consider that they alone hav discovered of death. The recent uprising of the Anarchists in
the true, practical solution of the numberless difficul- Chicago fully testifies what would result from constities which incessantly beset the social existence of tutional Anarchy. There are, doubtless, many who
mankind. Where the wisest statesmanship has often consider themselvs Anarchists who deprecate the use
staggered in its attempts to preserve order and har- of violence; who discountenance such wretches as
mony in the regulation of the civil affairs of men, the Parsons, Fielding, Spies, and Most; but once admit
class to which reference is here made, conscious of the equity of Anarchy and it is logically impossible
an infallibility that has never been superseded, even to blame those traitors to the public welfare. The
by Rome itself, very complacently sneer at the issue Chicago episode furnishes the strongest practical
and its results, and become more confirmed in the argument against Anarchy.
It is not probable that any community will ever
absolute necessity of theiJ: pet theory. With a blindness that is characteristic of combined ignorance and be so infatuated with the mere idea of personal liberty
conceit, they consider that the efforts continually that it will overlook the necessity of some authoritativ
made to adjust social wrongs will always be a failure restraint of that liberty by which its just limits may
so long as their cherished theory is repudiated. If be specified. But no one can doubt that to the exyou ask what method could be safely adopted for the tent that Anarchy is considered just., and all imposed
rectification of those wrongs which universally aftlict restraint of personal freedom coming from the body
mankind, you are seriously informed that· it consists politic unjust and tyrannical, to that extent is it an
in the absolute, unconditional abrogation of all unmitigated evil. Under no possible condition of
authoritativ interference with individuol action. N oth- life is Anarchy just. And all violent revolts against
ing less than the absolute, unrestricted freedom of civil authority are less. just in this country than in
the individual will remedy those evils concerning the oppressed nations of continental Europe. There
which there is perpetuol complaint.. Contrariwise, are means of redress here that in some of those
. those who see the principles and motivs on which nations do not exist.
There is no neutral position possible in relation to
men act ; how under varying circumstances there is
.. an unvarying principle; who see how skong are the this question. Either civil government is nf'cessary
· conservativ attachments of men to mere institutions, or it is not. Either it is right or wrong. The An. \ and the consequent danger arising from a rash inter- archist claims that it is not necessary-that it "is
ference with them, are very reluctant to advocate wrong, being an infringement of individual rights.
measures which, however right they may be in the It is worthy of note that " the apostle of Anarchy"
was one who, whatever were his abilities, was a
abstract, would cause only mischief and ruin.
Whatever advantages may accrue from freedom of peculiar product of the most tyrannical government in
thought and speech, where every theory, irrespectiv Europe. The real, consistent Anarchists in this
of its merit, may find an expression, nothing but the country are from the most despicable elements of
wildest fanaticism would seriously advocate the adop- society in Europe. And if such are the people
tion of measures which originate either in disordered (which I am loth to believe) who are the especial
brains or in uncultivated minds. It is at least inter- objects of imprisonment and exile in middle and
esting to observe what vagaries hav been and are eastern Europe, I cannot see any reason for censursupported by a senseless religious or political clamor. ing those governments. With a new kind of logic
Measures born of a diseased nervous system, or of a they assert that disbelief in a personal God ultimately
morbid imagination, or of more impulse than judg- results in the dissevering of those relations of society
ment; schemes for the religious conversion of the and individual, of employer and laborer, and of
world, or for the rectification of social and civil capital and labor, which hav been contemporaneous
wrongs-such things without end are being paraded with civilization. It is only another manner of exbefore the world, each infatuated with the error that pressing the unscientific affirmation of the Christian
every man's right to think carries with it the equal moralist, who says that if there be no God there is
neither right nor wrong. I cannot see what vital
utility of what he does think.
Nothing is more proverbial than that the ti·ue be- connection there is between the two. The fundaliefs of men are not simply correct disclosures of their mental basis of social and civil authority, as of indireal selvs, but that they in turn influence the con- vidual rights, cannot be affected by either the
duct. So while we may rPgard mere theories as being presence or the absence of God. The both rights
perfectly harmless, whenever they become changed are inherent, constitutional.
into a fixed belief, and that belief relates directly to
The logical tendency of Anarchy is to destroy all
' the constitution of society and its relation to the ethical distinctions, and to reduce all morality to a
individual, or when it militates against those rela- mere figment. No denial of this can affect its truthtions, we cannot be right in refusing to deal with the fulness. A mere statement of its principles will supprinciples involved.
port the charge without any discussion. It considers
Undoubtedly the great danger which threatens the that all civil authority is tyranny; that all restriction
future of civilization will not come so much from of personal freedom is unjust; that in the contest for
foreign aggression of national rights as from internal supremacy it belongs to the individual and not to
• dissensions. When in this country, Mr. Spencer society. It denies the right of society to punish
remarked that its prospectiv danger consists in the crime, or in any way interfere with individual liberty.
tyranny of domestic institutions. As an individualist If Anarchists are better than their principles it is not
he could hardly recognize any other danger. But to due to their theory, but to that peculiar combination
those who )lav had a more or less prolonged acquaint- of influences which hav made society what it is. The
ance with American life, and who believe in the mu- attempt to abrogate the authority of society or of
tual existence of liberty and law, of the individual civil government, permitting each man to be a law
and society, the chief danger consists in the lack of unto himself, is to practically destroy all. moral dispublic moral support of those laws established by tinctions in conduct. It meets with a protest so
society for its own protection. An insidious, rebel!- deep and so universal that its rational spontaneity can
. ·,, ious discontent with all authoritativ restraint of per- be regarded, not as a mere fanaticism, but as an exsonal liberty is the danger which has threatened and pression of the highest authority-the combined inwhich continues to tln·eaten, the moral and con~titu telligence and honor of the enlightened world.
. tiona! Btability of the republic. We need not think
All proposed measures of reform are to be judged,
that the greatest possible danger to the Union con- not by their mere abstract equity, but by their inevit• sisted in the late war; for while the whole country able consequences on human life and character. The
was distracted with the convulsions of a civil war, Anarchist does not deny that evils do exist in social
there was sufficient patriotism to defend the federal life, but he attributes tho,;e evils to the corruption
government. Although a civil war, it was a war with and tyranny of government. Those who consider
as rigidly defined geographical limits as a war between government a necessity in view of these evils, regard
any two European nations would be. Many years government as the best mgans to deal with them, and
'· ago, Lord Macaulay considered that the efficiency of to prevent, as far as possible, their increase and redemocracy would be tested when every available currence. That those means are more or less inpiece of land would be owned and cultivated; when effectiv is true, but it is occasioned by the nature of
American cities would be large and numerous; and the evils to contend with, and by the proneness in
when the density of the population would prevent men to do wrong. No one claims that it lies within
mmigration from state to state. "As to America," thEJ, proper sphere of government to change vicious

f!I.omnlunicafions.

·,_,..

men into virtuous, but when a criminal act has
been committed it then becomes the duty of society
to deal with the criminal in a manner that will most
effectivly deter others from being criminal. Those
who are disposed to censure governments• because
crime is committed in spite of its injunctions, prohibitions, and penalties, must prove that crime exists
as a consequence of such an institution. They should
also lay down a plan by which !til crime can be better
dealt with than by the present one. A radically false
estimate of human nature lies at the base of Anarchy.
It assumes the general goodness of human nature if
it were not for the meddling interference of civil
authority. It certainly is a narrow and short-sighted
philosophy which considers the mere authority of
society as the principal cause of those evils which
justify the existence of that authority. It requires
no great political genius to ascertain the natural results on society if Anarchy were to be generl}lly
adopted. All aggressions on personal rights could not
be resented by the force and authority of the social
organism, and it seems extremely inconsistent if an
Anarchist were to even defend his own rights. "What
would be considered moral in both public and private
capacity by an Anarchist is very hard to ascertain.
Waging a war against even the the basic principles
of social existence, he must be driven to the necessity of repudiating those fundamental ideas of
morality which constitute the very substance of the
highest civilization.
The one solitary string on this radical harp is the
" sovereignty of the individual;" and as any and all
authority destroys that authority, it is wrong. This
sovereignty must first exist as a fact bef.ore it is admissible as the premis of moral philosophy. Is the
individual really sovereign, supreme, either in fact or
by common consent? In the first place, whatever
is produced by the cooperation of multitudinous
causes, as every person is, can never rise superior in
rank or authority to those causes. Those delicate
ties which bind us all together, and which, by a univei·sal aggregation, constitute what we call mankind,
disprove the actual sovereignty of the individual. It
has never been called in question by any represeritativ philosopher that those measmes are right that
aim to confer the greatest good on the greatest number. The sovereignty of the individual is utterly
irreconcilable with the supremacy of society and
with the authority of right. Since it is true that
conduct produces consequences, and since we must
judge conduct by its consequences, it follows that
ethically, neither of the individual nor of society rna;
·absolute sovereignty be predicated. The jurisdiction
of the authority of the one and the liberty of the
other must be limited by the general good. Authority without reason, that is, without justice, is tyranny·
liberty without reason or justice is license. And th~
same reason which condemns the one prohibits the
other.
·
The ol!Jtensible object of all government is the
protection of individual and social rights. The
rights of society are but the aggregation of the
rights of individuals. But we hear so much concerning abstract individual rights that one would think
that rights are mere abstractions. The philosophy
of moral abstractions is a pure a priori method of
speculation, and is radically wrong. All rights are
concrete, and are defensible on practical grounds, andi
never by mere abstractions. It is the vicious prin-·
ciple of establishing abstractions as premises, and
then reasoning from those abstractions, tilat vitiates:
our ideas of right and wrong.
The philosophy of Individualism is iJ:reconcilable
with the fact that society is an organism, as real and as
compact as any physical body. As it is admitted on all
hands that the preservation of the body is the prime
object of its existence, and that no essential wrong
is committed by destroying the dang"13rous members
of that body, so it is equally true that whatever Sl:lpremacy or sovereignty exists belongs, not to the individual, but to society. To ascertain the mutual
rights of the individual and the state, one must first
know what is their actual relationship. Absolute
rights can be predicated only of an absolute being.
Consequently it cannot be predicated of either the individual or of society. The individual is but an
atom amid an aggregation of atoms, every atom of
which aggregation possesses equal fundamental
rights. As society is composed of numberless individuals, it has no right. to disregard these rights and
natural claims of the individual. As before stated
the one is license and the other is tyranny. Un~
doubtedly this is the basis of oblieation and responsibility.
'
MoralitY: underlies the great principle of government. It 1s the creation of a function which finds
its primal element in the individual. Judged by the
standard ot per"fect justice, it is wrong; but by the
actual conditions and necessities of mankind it is
right. Were there no crime, if there was no possibility that the property and commercial interests of
individuals anJ of corporations would be endangered by unjust aggression, or from other causes,
government would be synonymous with injustice.
Every law is but the emphatic protest of human in-
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telligence against wrong. It is the complement of
crime. If a man is unwilling to act with a due regard for others' rights, if he persists in doing wrong,
society has a right to restrict his liberties,.· We are
told that laws cannot make bad men good, and consequently governments are unnecessary. Even if it
were true, that would not impeach the authority of
society to establish means for the prevention and
punishment of crime. ·But the statement is not literally true. While it is true that crime does exist in
spite of laws and penalties, it is also true that many
are deterred from committing crime because of its
consequences if the crime is discovered. Of course,
this is not the highest motiv of conduct, but it is the
only one that successfully deters many from the most
violent acts. A would-be criminal is not actuated
by the most benevolent motivs.
But if men are not changed from bad to good by
law, neither can they be by the removal of other restraints. And the evils which occasioned the existence of law in the first place would exist when the
authority of law 11nd the law of authority were removed. We must take the world as we find it, and
men as they are. Ordinary intelligence tells every
man to deal with mankind, not as they should be in
an ideal state, but as they are in actual life. Now
the Anarchist is requested to answer the question,
What would yon do with crime in the absence of
government~
Only two positions are possible for
him to choose from. Either crime must go unpunished, or it must be dealt with as the majority sees
fit. The first would in itself be criminal, and the
other would be governmental. It is impossible for
any community to exist if it does not deal with criminal aggressions on its inherent rights. Even among
savage tribes and thieves there is demanded a patriotic consideration of the welfare of the tribe or gang.
Anarchy in either case would be suicidal to its interests as a body. Prolonged experience would, at last,
necessitate the formulated expression of justice
against injustice, of right against wrong. Government would by common acclamation be considered
necessary-a necessary evil.
Another view of this political combination-for
government is a combination for certain purposesis that necessary improvements cannot be successfully accomplished by mere individual effort. · Besides, if those improvements were optional with the
individual, in many cases they never would be made.
In cities there is the need for street repairs ; for sewerage facilities; for water works; for fire departments; for police supervision and protection. There
are general needs for education, for the preservation
of order and the suppression of disorder. How is
such a complex system, with so many wants, to be
supported? There is but one answer, and that is by
taxation. Of course, Anarchists denounce taxation
as robbery. Bat it is certainly a perverted conception of things that makes such a monstrous comparison. If rights and possessions were absolute, all
taxation would be wrong. But as they are not, society has the right to impose taxation for the support
of those institutions that are necessary to good government,.
The objection to the principle of taxation is based
on the misconception of regardmg the authority of society as being conditional by circumstances similar to
the authprity of secret organizations over their members. But such an analogy is not applicable to the
question. The objects of secret societies are not, in
all cases, identical with the purposes of civil government. They are not, and cannot be, as comprehensiv as society itself. They are composed of select individuals for select purposes. They are not necessary to the well-being of society. The admission to
them, as well as disclaiming their authority by disclaiming responsibility to them, is optional with the
individual. But our relation to society is altogether
different. Without our consent we are born, and
grow to be responsible members of society. The
fact of our existence creates our responsibility to society. "'vV e can no more escape from it than we can
from existence itself.
If one felt disposed to criticise the assertions of
Anarchists about "individual rights," he would undoubtedly cause them much confusion. The difficulty seems to come from their confounding " right "
with liberty, with opportunity. To assert that a
man may do as he pleases, and that he bas a right to
do so, is to destroy all distinctions of right and
wl'Ong. Where is the logical accuracy of speaking of
personal rights in such loose terms~ It may be
farther than many would be willing to go when we
assert no nght can exist that is not justified by moral
considerations. I do not mean to say that it is the
duty of society to limit by law every person's right
by those considerations, but that every claim made
in reference to personal rights; in order to be valid,
must be in accordance with reason. -No man can be
blamed for doing that which he has has a right to do,
whether the act refers to himself or to others. Vice
is no more excusable than crime. And the same
principle which condemns the one condemns the other.
To what extent governmental authority should be
carried cannot be discussed in this article. That
must b& determined by circumstances. No fixed

rule, except the general good, can be successfully
applied. Circumstances alone can justify measures
and laws. The change of circumstances wi1l necessitate changes of law. And here lies the peculiar
principle of right and wrong as applied to the true
reformer and to legislation. The reformer judges
laws from an abstract moral view. Legislation punishes the radical reformer because of his rash inter
ference with existing institutions. To suppose that
either party is absolutely right or wrong is preposterous. Both are right, and both are wrong. Justifiable reasons could be given by each party for the
course pursued.
The assertion that governments afford no protection, and laws no justice, is untrue; and if true would
not be sufficient to warrant the universal abrogation
of civil authority. If government were an entity
outside of society, a power foreign to mankind, then
the objection would hav some force. But, without
exception, the laws of a people and the efficiency of
their administration cannot be much better or much
worse than the people themselvs. This principle
holds good in ·an absolute monarchy no less than in a
democracy. In order to prove the necessity of government we do not hav to prove the absolute
efficiency of its laws. But if it deals with crime in
a manner that is justified by the moral status of
society, there is not much reason for complaint. If
it attempts the reconciliation of difficulties arising
from the commerce of individuals and states, it is
right. To judge all ranks and conditions of men by
a fixed rule is absolute nonsense.
Those who enter a plea in behalf of government
are not under the necessity of definitly stating the
exact limits of its jurisdiction. The question will be
settled best by experience. The difficulty of marking
a line where liberty and authority: must meet arises
from two sources : First, the incessant changeability
of society-a diversity of age and condition which
defies the rigid application of fixed rules to all alike.
The next is the fact that the imperGeptible differences
and distinctions which exist between the two extremes of conduct-conduct which affects ourselvs
alone and society at large-make it hardly possible to
minutely draw the line which makes an act recognizable by civil authority, and the other that is beyond its recognition. No consistent advocate of civil
authority is logically compelled to defend an absolute authority, because he of all others discerns the
end for which authority exists. He sees that liberty
is safe only where there is authority and law, and th&t
laws can be just only where there is an unpolluted
love of liberty and justice. To dispense with either
liberty or law would be disastrous to society.
The assertion frequel)tly made, not by Anarchists
alone, that government is based on force and fraud, is
absurdly false. The growth of tribes and families
into nations is simply one of the numberless forms
of social evolution. And to assert that the great
structure of society and government is but the legitimate offspring of force and fraud is the most foolish idea of its origin and nature.
No expression in this article can be adduced to
support the authority of mere force. Its whole tendency is a plea for the continuation of the only possible method by which individual rights may be protected against the mutual aggressions of common
life. Civilization will undoubtedly cause the repeal
of many offensiv measmes. Laws that are just will
be established. Partisan and partial laws will be
duly censured and finally repealed. But the more
complex our mode of living becomes, the more intricate our industrial and commercial interests, the
denser population becomes, and the greater the demands on individual conduct for the preservation of
national order and public good, the greater will be
the necessity for a definit embodin).ent of ru1es and
regulations for individual life. The visionary ideas
of abstract right may be the warp and woof of
poetry, and believers in millennia! days may revel in
dreams of absolute peace and love among mankind.
But the future statesman will find that life is not
ideal; that realities are not dreams; that what seems
right in poetry is wrong in politics; and that the
universal propensity among men to be actuated by
motivs of self-interest will necessitate the •ontinuance of a power and authority which giv protection
to the oppressed and justice to all.
Ft. Scott.
J. L. ANDREW.

Babyism of' Liberalism.
Samuel P. Putnam, secretary of the American. Secular ·Union (and its paid traveling lecturer), in THE
TRUTH SEEKER (Nov. 21, 1885) says: "The authority
of science, as a dictum to take the place of one's free
reason, is as much to be revolted against as the
authority of faith. The individual must be supreme,
and there must be no authority."
According to this sort of "dictum," neither truth
nor law nor science has any significance or meaning,
and therefore has no existence or reality, and so
there is no such thing as the truth or a truth, or laws,
and therefore, of .course, no science. And so it has
not been provecl, nor can it be, that it is trne that the
earth revolves around the sun, nor that there ifl a law
of gravitation, nor that there is a science of astron-
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omy at all; nor that the three angles of a triangle are
equal to two right angles, nor that two and two are
four. And "the authority of science" as to the motions of the earth "is as much to be revolted against"
"as the authority of faith" when it declares (through
the mouth of the colored brother) that "the sun do
move." (And it goes without saying which of the
two brethren is the less inconsistent.) In the absence of "the authority of science" we would all hold
with the c0lored preacher. ·without it we would not
know that the earth moves or that there is & law of
gravitation.
But what in the world can l\Ir. Putnam mean, anyway, by "the authority of science, as a dictum to
take the place of one's free reason~" Science and
reason are not each other's antitheses ; they cannot
be contemplated as standing over against each other;
they are rather one, or parts of each other. Reason is
a factor, and the highest factor, of and in science.
And, then, "free reason "-f;·ee reason! what can
that mean~
And· lVIr. Putnam says, "This is the American idea,
the absolute supremacy of the individual." Then,
poor America! Supremacy of the indi1Fidu.ctl to what~
To what~ to reason, to truth, to law, to science~ Iu
what a chaotic condition must be the mind that
would attempt to set off the individual over and
against these-to place them in contrast at all ! Or
would he say, supremacy to all other individuals combined~
Surely not. Or to the whole universe'?
More surely not. What "on earth," or in heaven, or
''what in hell," can he mean~
Liberalism, liberty to talk of these " this time o'
day," is baby talk. Liberty! why, of course, who
questions it~ Who disputes it? As well talk of the
necessity of sunlight to vegetation. But to act without regard to facts, to natural laws, to truths, to
science, in short, without reg:wd to our environments,
is not only absmd but actually impossible-to any
considerable extent. And, in bet, it would be ~t
tempting to act contrary to the way in which it is om
nature to act, which is both absurd and impossible.
Liberty in a sense (and this is one of the senses in
which Mr. Putnam evidently uses it) is, or rather
should be, anarchy; and a kind of anarchy of which
even the Anarchists themselvs hav never even
dreamed. No; what the hour demands is not .a
screech for liberty, but a cry for truth! And thus
let us all be followers of the noble example of the
founder of this journal, and be "truth seekers."
V o:x ScmNCI&.
--------~·~--------

Joltn Calvin and }lichael Senetus.
Of all these contests, however, the most memorable is that with Senetus. A melancholy interest encircles the name of this great heretic, which the
criminal tragedy of his deatll keeps always fresh and
vivid in the minds of ail those who hate intolerance,
and who love truth rather than dogmatism. The
character of Sel"Vetus himself has little to do
with this interest. He seems to hav been more of a
vain, restless, and enthusiastic dreamer than a calm
and patient inquirer. In his very dreams, however,
and the vague audacities of his speculations, there is
a kind of simplicity aucl uncom;cious eamestness that
wins sympathy.
He "had entered into various connections with C,dvin, even from the time of his early residence in
Paris; particularly lte lutd sent him various documents containing the views fully developed in his
work subsequently published under the title of Restitutio ChristiaJI-'isnd. Calvin never concealed hi~
abhorrence of these views, and in a letter to l<'arel
as early as 1546, he threatens that if Servetus slioulu
come to Geneva he would do wbat he could to bring
him to condign punishment: '' 1Ywn si oenait / modo
valeat mert wttlwritrts, vioum e;dre ?!UIIrjltam ]Jiltl:a?·."
The history of his seizme and condemnation at Vienne
by the Catholic authorities, and especially of Calvin's
share in the correspondence which lE!d to hiR seizure,
is very complicated and obscme.
It has been maintained that Calvin was the instigator, through a creatme ~f his ow~, of th~ name of
Trie of the whole transactwn. It 1s certwn that he
fon;arded to the authorities, through 'l'rie, private
documents whioh Servetus had entrm;tccl to him, with
a view to the heretic's identification, and m; materials
for his condemnation. Servetus was condemned to
be burned, but effected.his escape, and, after several
months' wandering, he was found at Geneva.
It was his intention to proceed to Italy, where he
hoped his opinions might meet with so_me degree ?f
toleration and he anived at Geneva on lns way. Th1s
is the explanation of an event otherwise l_!llaccountable. Having ventured to church, acconlmg to the
common account he was reeognized, apprehended,
and conveyed to' prison by Calvin's on~er, just as ~e
was about to leave the city. 'rhe particulars of h1s
trial are full of interest, but too leugthened to be detailed here. It lasted, with various interruptions,
for two months. He attacked Calvin with the most
foul opithets and Calvin retorted with a virulence and
foulness quite equal to his own. At length, on the
26th of October, 1553, sentence was passed upon Servetus condemning him to death by fire. Calvin used
his inlluence to hav the mndQ of death alleviated, but
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without success. On the very next morning the sentence was put into execution. On an extended eminence at some distance from the city, Servetus was
fastened to a stake surrounded by heaps of oak wood
and leaves, with his condemned book and the MS. he
had sent to Calvin attached to his giJ:clle; and, amid
his agonizing cries, the fire was kindled, and the
Wl"etched man expiated his heresy amidst the flames.
Whatever apologies may be urged for this memorable
crime, it must remain a mom·nful and scandalous blot
on the history of the Reformation.
The disgrace of it has particularly attached to
Calvin, and with some justice, from the special and
unhappy relation which he bore to the whole transaction; but most of the Reformers are no less iJnplicated in it. 'fhe wise Bullinger defended it, and
even the gentle Melancthon could only see cause for
gratitude in the hideous tragedy.-0/iambers's Eneyclopedia.

Chicago Secular News.
THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 19th is before ine, in
which I gave the impression that we should possibly
continue our meetings through the summer, but the
torrid heat and small attendance of last Sunday
night proved too much for our endurance, and it was
the generally-expressed desire that we discontinue
the meetings till Septem her.
Last Sunday lVIr. W. F. Fury delivered one of his
trenchant, scholarly, and humorous lectm·es on the
" Fallacies of Christianity." The criticism included
some brilliant polemiail by General Trumbull, Profes. sor Orchardson, Mrs. Freeman, L. H. Sawyer, and
others. Prof. E. R. Paige has kindly volunteered to
giv the opening lecture ·in September. It is the intention of the members who reside near enough to
make it prartical, to hav picnics in the parks on Sundays, and thus increase the social features so essential to the welfare of the Union.
I am happy to say that though Mrs. Le Page is
still very feeble, she is now considered out of danger.
In this connection let me remark that, so far are informed, not a solitary member of the Liberal League
or the Secular Union has yet "shuffled off this mor~
tal coil." Mr. Frankel's father died, and, though not
a member, his funeral exercises were conducted by
the League. Many old members hav left the city, and
therefore we can't say whether all hav smvivecl or
not.
Mr. J. W. Howe, our treasurer, was one of the
victims who walked the political plank, despite the
civil service rules, from om post-office department.
He informs me that every appointee of the new superintendent Donovan has thus far happened to be an
Irishman and a Catholic. The Roman church is not
aggressiv, oh, no!
.
I c~tlled on Samuel Fielden the other day at county
bas tile. He does not seem disheartened nor suffering
so much from his wounded leg. I had been informed
that his wounds had been 11eglectecl, and that the
physicians would not attend to hiJn nor allow others.
To get at the truth of the matter I called, determined that if they would not permit him proper attention there would be a little newspaper war inaugurated.
Captain Black appears to feel confident of their acquittal. He has already associated with him lVfr. W.
H. Foster, late of Iowa, who bas had a remarkably
successful career as a criminal lawyer. It is the
unanimous desire of his friends that Gen. M. M.
Trumbull be retained to look after Mr. Fieluen\; case.
.General Trumbull will not hesitate on the question of
fees; with him that will cut no figure. The Anarchist cases will come up for trial next Monday.
Mr. Powderly is just now prolific in "secret" circulars, which, however, are always published in full.
The literal interpretation of the last one would be:
"Put none but Powderly men on guard." Mr. Powderly is much afraid of politicians now, but methinks
I remember him as secretary of a great political
convention. There never was a time in the history
of that order when politicians are so little likely to
do it harm as now.
CURRENT '.rOPICS.
Another startling circumstance has occurred to
substantiate my criticism of Alexander Sullivan's assertion in reference to the law and order propensities
of the Irish people, and also a vindication. My claim,
on the same evening, is that Ireland has suffered more
from the thraldom of church-either Catholic or
Protestant-than by British misrule, bad as it is.
Ireland is preeminently a Christian country, and consequently notoriously ignorant and brutal, as is seen
in the bitter war waged by the two contending Christian sects who hold dominion there. As an illustration
of how those lovers of God can successfully raise hell on
earth, I refer you to the scenes of murder, arson, and
plunder committed by the rioting Orangemen in Belfast last week All this was done to maintain the
glory and supremacy of the Protestant religion.
·what beautiful moral precepts are those which inspire its adherents to such brutality! This time the
Protestants are the aggressors, but we would not hav
to search far to find similiar cruelties on the part of
the Catholics. This is the kind of religion we are

continually a:oked what we are going to substitute
for. Just as we don't need a substitute for a plague,
we don't need a substitute for such religion.
The thirty-sixth annual convention of the National
Grand Lodge of the American Protestant Association
convened in Cincinnati last week. This is the
American branch of Orangemen who would like to
enact the scenes in Belfast here if they were only
strong enough. The chances are, the Catholics will
be the first aggressors in this country to attempt to
down their 1·eligious opponents, long before the
Orangemen hav made a foothold.
That truckling sheet, the News, strongly. urges
Sunday closing of theaters on the plea, as it coolly
expresses it, "that there was a large class of people
who say they found no other time to attend theaters
except Sunday night, but all such may be answered
as Carlyle once replied to a man who excused himself
for stealing by saying he must liv, that he could not
see the necessity for such a thing." That is, if you
can't go except on Sunday, there is no particular
necessity of your going at all. It clail;Ils their opening on Sunday is an insult to the religious element
who occasionally used to patronize theaters, but do
not since they hav had Sunday amusements, but
covertly adds, while the patronage of this class is not
large, their moral support is something very much to
be desired. We anticipate the managers will soon
be paying off the profession by drafts on theiJ: moral
supporters. We hav as much right to object to the
churches being open Sunday as an insult to disbelievers, as they hav to object to the theaters.
"John the Baptist" was found dead in Davenport
the other day with a bottle of whisky in his pocket.
An article in Nat are says: "M. J oly found in the
cave of Nabrigus, in France, the fragment of a large
vessel in contact with the skull of a large fossil bear.
M. Marie} is strongly persuaded that fossil man of
the paleolithic age was acquainted with the potter's
art."
Henry Watterson is in Europe, and, writing of
prominent men, tells this story: "Labouchere, witty
and blasphemous, said at a dinner table, 'It is absurd
--,-positivly absurd-to sit down to a game with Gladstone. He always has three aces up his sleeve, and
the worst of it is he actually believes the Holy Ghost
put them there.'"
The General Assembly of the United Presbyterian
church held recently at Hamilton, 0., adopted the
following resolution in relation to the Knights of
Labor:
Resolved, That we enjoin upon all our members to abstain
from connection witll any association wllich migllt lead to
acts of violence, or to the invasion of tlle right of property,
or interfere with the liberty of men to engage in honest labor
when, and where, and for whomsoevel" they may choose.

To further illustrate that the church is always on
the side of oppression, Geo. A. Schilling stated in
the Trade's Assembly here last Sunday that it seemed
impossible to organize the sewing giJ·Is-the most
wretchedly paid of any industry-as they were mostly
pious Swedish girls who dare not organize a union
for fear of theiJ: pastor, who had threatened them
with expulsion did they dare to do so. Still lVIr.
Schilling says he has "got through fighting God."
During a terrific th unclerstorm in Washington an
eight-year old boy called his mother up stairs. She
sat with him awhile, and told him not to fear. God
took care of little boys, and wouldn't let the lightning
hurt him.
"But God is away up in heaven," said the child.
"Yes," replied the mother, "but he is here, too .
He is staying right in the room with you. He can
protect you ; I cannot. A long as God is here, you
need not be afraid." ·
The child was quieted, and the mother left him,
and went back .to the drawing-room. Pretty soon
there came another deafening clap of thunder, when
the boy, crawling out of bed, came to the head of the
stairs and called again!
"What do you want, George~" asked his mother.
" You come up here and stay with God awhile, and
let me go clown stairs," was the reply.
Chicago, June 1, 1886.
E. A. STEVENS..

Reynol<ls in Wayne Co., New Yorl{.
Through the exertions of Dr. A. G. Austin, engagements were made for me to deliver a course of five
lectures at "Williamson, June lOth, 11th, 12th, and
13th. Quite a furor of excitement has resulted from
the lectmes, and the Baptist minister, named Boyce,
bas ·challenged me to a discussion. His proposi~ion is
" That the Teachings of the New Testament are
Superior and more Conduciv to Human Happiness
than the Teachings of Secularism.'' He insists on
three nights' debate, half hom r;;peeches, two hours
each night.
There will be immense attendance
from :far and near. The discussion is appointed for the
21st, 22cl, and 23d inst.
l\Ionday and Tuesday, 14th and 15th inst., I lectured
at Putneyville, and was the guest of those brave and
loyal young Liberals, lVIr. and Mrs. Byron Gazley,
whose influence tends to upbuild the cause, and insured me large and appreciativ audiences.
To-night, vVednesday, 16th, I lecture under the
direction of Dr. Austin, of Williamson, a.t "Sodus. He

has enguged the Opera Rouse, and assumed all expenses. It is intimated that the Methodist minister at
Sodus will meet us on that occasion, and comply
with 1 Peter iii, 15. We are not sanguin of his doing
so, for while ministers exhaust their whole vocabulary
of vituperation and Billingsgate on us because we do
not believe and obey the requiJ:ements of the New
Testament, yet they themselvs ignore its plainest
teachings. On Thursday, June 17th, at the request
of Dr. Austin, we pitch the Tent at Marion, and
there is every indication of a more than warm reception. I really think the temperature of sheol would
be chilling in comparison. 'l'he rage and fierce indignation is wonderful. They hav never had a Liberal lecturer there, but Dr. Austin has forced them to
know something of the aiJns and objects of Secularism, and that, at least, it will not be apt to build up
the churches; consequently all five church are a unit
in bitter opposition, and they hav been for some days.
drilling and marshalling theiJ: forces. But one man
in the whole village dared brave their power and rent
a lot on which to pitch the Tent. It would be impossible to rent hall or room at any price, or to induce the people, under ordinary circumstances, to
attend a Liberal lectme, or read a Liberal publication. But the Tent provides us with hall, and the
novelty and excitement insure a very large attendance.
I much deplore the alarming apathy of Liberals
throughout the state of New York, but instead of
giving up all endeavor, this most lamentable state
of things proves the need of more determined effort.
Something must be done to awake them to renewed
activity and zeal.
I expected to hav clone much Tent work in the
state this season, but lack of financial ability will
prevent. At those places I shall visit in the state; in
order to avoid debt I shall be obliged to dispense
with the services of Tent-master. I realize this will
entail on me a very heavy burden alike of labor .and
anxiety. But so long as strength and any degree of
health remain to me, the Tent will be kept in the
field. Better wear out than rust out. We hav the
evidence-of last year's Tent work that it is the most
efficacious and economical means to popularize Secularism, and om gratitude to those who so generously provided us with the Tent demands we should
keep it in the field.
I much rejoice at the publication by the Canadian
Secular Union of the Liberal Leaflets. They will
prove of immense service in preparing the way for
the living exponent of our principles. Furnished at
the remarkably low rate of five hundred for $1,
they are within the reach of all, and should be scattered like autumn leaves. Those engaging Tent
should write ·w. M. Scott, agent of Canadian Secular Union, Science Hall, Adelaide street, East, Toronto, Out., secure a supply of the leaflets, and carefully distribute them in theiJ: neighborhood. It will
insme large attendance and hearty cooperation,
making Tent effort more easy and sure success.
Applications for Tent or contributions should be
sent to me in care of THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
NEW YORK FREETHINKERS' ASSOCIATION CONVENTION.
The aims and objects of the annual Convention of
the New York Freethinkers' Association are· to popularize Secularism, call together large numbers of
intelligent and influential people, and by lectures and
the circulation of Liberal literature awake a spirit of
investigation, and disabuse the minds of the people ·
of prejudice born of misrepresentation and calumny;
by the interest of the lectures and imp01 tance of the
meeting secure full reports in the press; at the same
time affording all who attend opportunities for sociability, interchange of views, comparing modes of
work, and establishing friendships that shall create
more genuin interest in the progress of our cause in
all parts of our state and vicinity.
Our conventions of the past hav done much good,
spite of mistakes that hav been made. Mistakes are
excusable if never repeated. An extra effort and
special inducements are needed. Let us hold a tendays' camp-meeting and picnic. Held under proper
regulations, and conducted as it should be, it can be
a somce of great encouragement to all, of help to the
cause, and a means to replenish the exhausted exchequer. Such a meeting, held in suitable grove or
park, in vicinity to some city like Buffalo, would giv
us an attendance each Sunday of from three to ten
thousand people. A silver collection at .t.he gate
would relieve us of all anxiety as to finances. And
what a source of joy, help, and encouragement it
would be to all who could attend !
We need to lay aside the monotonous, dull routine
of daily cru:e and toil, and take our family to the sylvan grove decided on, pitch our tent, throw care to
the winds, and hav a full week's jolly holiday, and
while being rested and refreshed alike in mind and
body by recreation and change of scene, enjoy social
visits, form friendships, interchange views, and compare modes of work to advance our cause.
vVe do not want too many speeches. Let us hav one,
and only one, good lecture each afternoon and evening.
Let the mornings be devoted to enjoyment, rest, and
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recreation-except Sundays, when morning lecture
would be nece:ssary for the masses .who would attend.
Would not such a meeting do a world of good?
Returning to our homes invigorated and improved in
mind and b9dy, we should be better qualified to discharge all duties devolving on us, and take bold of
propaganda work with undaunted hope and new
courage.
As Secularists we boast of seeking our happiness
by promoting that of others. Let us giv a real holiday, rest, change of Sl'ene, to our loved ones. Let
us endeavor to combine pleasure to ourselvs while
conferring benefit on our friends and neighbors.
Some "little hopers" are afraid. It may rain!
May not prove a success ! Pshaw ! Let all do all
the little they can, and it will be the grandest success
Liberals ever achieved.
Others think they cannot spare time. Suppose you
so decide, and next day sprain your ankle, and are
laid up, unable to attend to business or do a day's
work for twenty weeks.
You may not liv to enjoy such an opportunity another year. Get all the joy you can of life as it
passes. Do all the good you can each day, and don't
lay up a store of bitter regrets for lost opportunities
to tantalize you in decrepit old age or when the fiat
of death is in execution.
Let us enjoy a bolidayr and help the cause.
Sit right down and write to THE TRUTH SEEKER that
you bav decided in favor of camp-meeting and picnic
extending over two Sundays, and that you and all
your family will be there.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
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News and Notes.
On Friday morning, June 4th, I left Salt Lake City
for Idaho. Again I passed up the broad, beautiful
Cache Valley, by the gleaming temple at Logan, and
into the shining hills and plains of Idaho. At sunset
I arrived at Pocatello. Here I changed cars for Shoshone. The moon was just rising as I sped over the
American Falls-and they presented a lovely picture
of foaming and leaping cataracts. These falls are not
near so vast and lofty as the Shoshone Falls-which
surpass Niagara in bight-but in contrast with the
quiet lakes of Utah I enjoyed the fresh glory of these
tumbling waters that made such musical thunder
along with the whistle of the engin. At midnight I
arrived at Shoshone. I found all the beds occupied,
and was obliged to take my night's rest in the parlor.
I slept well, however, for my bones were weary. In
the morning I was the happy recipient of a good
hand-shake from my old friend A. S. Senter, who
used to be with me on the Nebraska plains a dozen
years ago. He is now one of the thriving business
kings of this part of the country-coming here when
all the land was covered with sage-brush and not a
house was to be ·seen. There was, however, an encampment of two thousand men, in tents consisting
mostly of wagon-covers, within whose motley metropolis could be witnessed all the varieties of frontier
life. These men were building the railroad, which
bas since wondedully developed the country. Shoshone is now a pretty and thriving village with some
really elegant residences, and, like all Western towns,
it looks forward to a magnificen~ future.
I used to go hunting with my friend Senter over
the bluffs of the North Platte. I am a good hunter.
I can hunt all day long and not hit a bit of game, but
for all that I enjoy the fun of dashing over the enormous wastes and catching glimpses now and then of
the jack-rabbits and deer, and perhaps a buffalo rolling off in a cloud of dust, and the luxury of coming
home tired and hungry, so that a cabin seems a palace, and bacon and eggs a royal feast. There is
nothing like these Western lands for downright pleasure of existence. Every care seems to he blown to
the winds, and one is happy as the reckless sunshine
itself.

I was pleased also to meet Mrs. Senter, another
friend of happy Nebraska days, and when I saw the
bright children I could but wonder at the miracle of
life, with its ever-new revealings of grace and hope.
On Saturday morning I took the train for Hailey,
going up the Wood River valley a couple of thousand
feet into the heart of the mountains. The valley was
pleasant indeed, and in spite of sage-brush and lava
rocks gave signs of wealth and promis, and there
were gleams here and there of fruitful farms. This
is the best grazing country in the world, for there are
summer and winter ranges of vast extent. In the
winter the herds float southward of Shoshone, and
in the summer they leave the dry regions for the
mountain pastures. Over the fringe of hills, fifty
miles ·away, is the Kamas prairie, smooth as a table,
well watered with plenty of rains, and a noble soil,
and almost as large as some of the states. Toward
this is trending the mighty tide of immigration.
The most important station between Shoshone
and Bellevue is Tikura. The station-bouse, express
office, the telegraph and telephone, and the postoffice and all the rest of the village are included in
two rooms six by nine. On some railroad maps this
station occupies almost as prominent a position as
Chicago. That is the accidental way of doing things.
I shouldn't wonder if Tikura already bad a mayor
and aldermen and a "ring."
Hailey is prettily situated among the emerald bills
that tower around it like a hundred pyramids, as
smooth as marble, and glistening in the splendor of
the sunlight, and especially beautiful do they look
when the golden streams of sunset flow over them
with magical softness, so that they appear almost like
mountains of gold in the entrancing radiance. Here
and there a few spangles of trees can be seen, seeming like tiny bushes on the massiv pinnacles.
Hailey is a "big boy for its size" indeed. It is
only five years old, but it bas a palatial ,hotel, fine
buRiness block and residences, an imposing coUl'tbouse, almost as many stages as Broadway, and
plenty of go-ahead. It is the cotmty seat of Alturas
county, and this county is as large as the states of
Vermont, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island put together. They hav a big country out here, and cut
their counties according to their cloth, and go in for
immensity. Hailey expects to hav one of the biggest
Fourth of July celebrations on record, and I suppose that Gotham must pale its ineftectual fires before
this Western star.
I lectured o~aturday and Sunday evenings at
Hailey Theater t<f good audiences. There are many
Liberals in this place, and I ami~ hopes that a Secular Union will be. established. I was pleased to
meet with Charles Haupt, Herman Krause, Professor
Delius, Charles Ahlstrom, Messrs. Richards, of the
Netos-Miner, and Mr. Clay, of the Idaho Register,
and others, all good Liberals. The majority of the
people in Hailey are really Freethinkers, but many
don't care to say so publicly, so potent is the tyranny
of the churches.
On Monday and Tuesday evenings I lectured at
Bellevue, another flourishing city, about five miles
from Hailey, in the midst of a mining country that
has more wealth than will perhaps be ever discovered.
Even the boys take up claims and get rich. Within
the radius of twenty miles or so are from five to ten
thousand workingmen. From thirty to fifty thousand dollars are distributed every month, and tbis
keeps things pretty lively.
Bellevue is quaintly built up with log-houses, neat
and comfortable, with one or two rooms, and it looked
as if people enjoyed themselvs in their tiny dwellingplaces. They seem to bav all the room they want.
I bad full houses at Bellevue, although there was
nothing but rude benches without backs for seats. I
liked my reception well. I was especially delighted
to meet Silas Ralls, a subscriber of TuE TRUTH
SEEKER, who generously made all the arrangements
for the lectures, and to his efforts much of the success of the meetings is owing. He bas all the pluck
of vVestern folk, has seen many ups and downs, yet
has not lost one wbit of courage or devotion to Freethought. I also enjoyed the acquaintance of James
S. Whiton, a· veteran Liberal, and formerly mayor of
Bellevue ; J. L. Hogan, L. H. Mcirwin, James
Carothers, Charles Carothers, Dan Mead, Ben Davis,
Charles Beerman, George Wells, and others. There
is material for a flourishing Union at Bellevue when
the times are ripe.
On Wednesday evening I returned to Hailey, and
at the request of many citizens delivered my lecture
on "The Glory of Infidelity." The theater was well
filled with very attentiv listeners, among them a minister or two. I tried to get a reply to my lecture,
but all was still, so I guess the clergymen bav some
faith in the power of Infidelity.
Thursday evening I went still further into the
mountains, twelve miles, to Ketchum, at the. end of
the railroad. I seemed to be passing through a
vast corridor. I went up the winding road amid the
glistening bills that shot up in every Yariety of form,
shapen into curious statuary by the tbousaJHl billowy
hands of the sea that once swept these verdant 0Xpanses. Amid the broad spaces of green were glo-

rious ranks of blue, yellow, and crimson flowers, and
one might say that from pit to dome of this natural
theater all was a brilliant array, as if the fashionable
attire of Dame Nature was put on in honor of the
opening season.
I bad a sort of extemporaneous meeting at Ketchurn, as it was not known beforehand that I would
come. It was held in an unoccupied store, and seats
and lights were put in for the occasion. H~ving n_o
other way to advertise, a small boy was put m reqmsition. As no other bell could be procured, be was
armed with a string of sleigh-bells with which he attracted attention, and announced from street to street
that there would be a "free lecture" at "Coffin's
store." Mr. Baxter, the amiable and generous landlord of Baxter's Hotel, set the ball in motion. In
about half an hom the ball was filled to overflowing.
It is necessary, as the saying is in this country, to
"rustle" in order to accomplish anything, and one
must resort to all sorts of inventions to make the
elastic Westerner know that his presence is desired.
I gave my lecture, "Universal l\Iental Liberty." It
was a cold blaJjket to some of my listeners, and, like
the Arab they ,, silently stole away," but with a few
new tbou'gbts, I hope. The most remained, and evidently enjoyed the novelty. It does inde_ed _repay
one for much weariness of the flesh and smkmg of
the heart to bav the thanks of those who bav lived
"in this country for years, and not beard a Freetbougbt
lecture which expresses what they tbemselvs bav
long believed, almost in utter isolation.
I enjoy much the hospitality of my Liberal friend,
P. P. Baxter, of Baxter's Hotel. He is a typical
frontiersman. He came to this country in its infancy with his own team, and be says his horses wen'!
so lean when be got here that be bad to tie k~:wts in
their tails to keep their collars. on. For eighteen
months be kept hotel in a tent. Ketchum now, bowever, is very handsomely built up, and bas a futme
of much promis as t.be wealth of the country is developed.
Near by, in a pretty wooded defile, are the Hot
Springs. I took a walk there this morning, an~ the
scenery is indeed delightful. Against the sky IS the
Sawtooth Range, glittering wit~ snow and rolling
clouds and between are grassy bills and mounds and
huge I:ocks, and alongside the path is the brawling
creek. One might almost imagin be was at the founts
of Helicon, for these springs burst forth from a
dozen places in the midst of trees which run clear ~o
the summit of the bills. At any rate, that poetic
fancy haunted me as I roamed along the embowered
banks, and dashed into the warm and sparking tides.
Next week I expect to lecture at Broadford and
Shoshone and then I am off for Montana. I expect
, to lecture' at Salt Lake City on my return trip, July
25th.
SAliiUEL P. PuTNAllr.
R.etchwn, June 11, 1886.

The Chicago Riot.
J1'earing that, under present excitement and prejudice against Socialists, Spies, Fielding, etc., will bav
but a poor show to prove tbemselvs not to be responsible for the bomb throwing, a committee bas been
formed to raise a Fair Trial Ftmd in order that the
indicted men may ba.v some chance to defray the expenses of calling witnesses and making a fair defense.
On the side of the prosecution are the wealth of the
"best citizens," the influence of the press, and the
power of the whole police force. On the other hand
the Socialists stand almost without friends or money.
Seeing this the Fair Trial Committee, none of whom
are connected or bav any sympathy with the aim and
methods of the I. W. P. A., feel justified in appealing to the sense of fair play of Liberals, and to ask
them to send some pecuniary assistance to the defense fund. Money will be received by the attorney
for defense, vVm. P. Black, room 50, 115 Dearborn
street, Chicago.
A. H. Sr111rsoN.

Spiritual Photography.
To THE EDITOR o:D' TnE Tnu·rrr SEEEJm, Si1·: I desire to let the readers of THE TRu·rrr SEEKER know
that Mr. Parkhurst's letter to 1\'Ir. Keeler of June 3d,
which appeared in the isHue of the 19th inst., did not
reach its intended destination until the 16th inst.,
having been improperly directed. To this f3:ct may
be attributed much of the delay. A meetmg bas
been held, the results of which Mr. Parkhurst will
report next week. Yom·s truly, R. 1\'I. RoBINSON.
June 20, 1886.
------~~.-------

'l'o Sn}lJlOrt Mr. Reynolds's 'l'cnt Eftort.
:i\Irs. Zaditt Bennett ........................................ ..
I. :McCoy ................................................... ··· ..
J. S. :Martin .................................................. ..
J. C. -r.rcDonald .............................................. .
H. W. :Moline ................................................ .
N. S. Johnson, .............................................. ..
Hiram \Vixson ............................ · · .... · · · · · · · · · .... ..
Laroy \V. Cushing ...................... · ............ ; .. ·· .. .

5.00
1.00
1.00
.50
1.25
1.00
.60
2.75

Total ...................................................... $13.10
Some of the above were received last fall, after the close of
the Tent work, ruHl were then handc<l to Mr. Reynolds.
The others ha v IH'Pn rccciVf'<l <lurin:; t.he past two W<~Cks.
·while Mr. Heynol<lH is moving arcunrl, contributions sent to
this office will IJe surer to reach him.
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{!Ionu1mnicl1tions.
A Bill of liHlictment Against Religions Per Se.
BY JACOB HENDERSON.

v.
INSTEAD OF A HELP, RELIGION IS A HINDilANCE TO TIIE
FORliiATION OF A GOOD CHARACTER.
Let me remind the reader once more that this
thing called religion is not a 11atw·al instinct in
man. It was superimlucecl; and all superinduced
habits and notions are more difficult to break up than
those ,vhich are entirely natural. It was grafted
upon his character, as a scion is grafted on a stock,
when the race was just beginning its human existence, and has been cherit>hecl as au exotie for countless ages, and all over the world, by the priesthood
of every faith, who htw juggled with it to their own
advantage of honor, wealth, and power. It is not at
all necessary to the formation of rt good moral character. On the contrary, it is a blemish. since it plays
upon, and develops, the most ignoble of all our passtons---jcrtJ"; the fear of God, the fear of the devil,
the fear of death, and the fear of hell. A child
]Jl"Operly educated would never evince this spirit of a
convicted felon suing fm merey, which religion injects into the clmmeter; but IYOuld, when grown up,
proudly stand forth withotlt fear aml without reproach. But expose the same person, during the
susceptible period of childhood, to the insidious influence of the church, and the old inherited weakness
would show itself; just as a predisposition to stealing, or drinking intoxicating liquors, which one
might hav inherited from some of his innumerable
rtn?estors, would, by associating with theives, and
bemg exposed to the r-nuell and taste of liquor in a
bar-room, clevelo1) the latent propensity, and make
him a thief or a clrunlmnl.
IS 'l'HI::i CENSHHE OF RELIGION TOO SEVERE'?
· It m:ty be said that my condemnation of the religious sentiment is too sweeping. I am referred to the
fact that among. all the various sects of religionists
there are, and ba.v been. those who were just in their
dealings, benevolent iu their dispositions, considerate
to the rights of others, and free from all cruelty,
hypocrisy, or cant; that in hundreds of instances they
hav built and endowed hospitals of all kinds for the
unfortunate, and founded institutions for the spread
of knowledge. I cheerfully adwit the facts. But
these excellent traits of character ought not to be
attributed to their rel!:,r;iol'·· Such people are naturally good. They are good in defiance of their religion, and would be better still if entirely destitute of
it. If religion is entitled to the credit of producing
all this benevolence and amiableness of character
how came it to pass that the vei·y same principl~
prompted the Catholic to burn the Protestant, and
the Protestant to burn the Catholic, not for any
crimes they had committed against society respectivly, but merely for their opinions? Can the same
fountain send forth bitter waters and sweet at the
same time? No. Free from the perverting influence
of religion; all men are naturally kind and good.
They understand the laws of natural morality, and
would do to others as they wou!d he done by, unless
they \vere. overruled by some other authority.
Stephen Gn·arcl had not one spark of religion in his
character. Yet, in the natural benevolence of his
heart, he gave millions to found an educational institution for youth which should diffuse its blessings
through all future generations, without any admixture
of religious teaching. No testator ever guarded a
trust more earefully than he cFcl his. But it is the
religion of the authorities of Philadelphia which, in
defiance of the most solemn guarantees and pledo-es
has exhibited its uuiform character for tmscrupulgus:
ness, by perverting those sacred funds, and unblushingly making his great charity an auxiliary to the
popular superstition ..
To-day it would be impossible for the Catholics to
burn another Bruno at Rome; or the Presbyterians
anot~er Servetus at Geneva; or an Episcopal bishop
to sht the nose, brand the cheek, and cut off the
ears of another Leighton, or Pyrnne, in London.
vVhy? Only because the nineteenth-century knowledge has so far undermined the faith of Christendom
that the laws of civilized nations forbid such a cruel
exhibition of the religious sentiment. But if the
clergy and their people all believed their own creeds
now as sincerely as they did three hundred years ao·o
they could at least bring themselvs up to the stick~g
point of believing that such things ou.(!ht to be done.
vVhy does every patriot tremble at the idea of the
Catholics outnumbering all the other voters of this
country? Because, while there are thousands of
Catholics who are amiable and good citizens, the irreligion, unalterable in its character, if awakened from
the slumber of circumstances by the priesthood
would do again what it has always clone before ancl
what it is its nature to do-persecute to the death
all heretics, introduce here the reign of ignorance
~nd crime which hav always prevailed iu every Cathohc country, and make the government a faithful servant to the pope of Rome. Giv any other sect the

same power, and its religion would carry out its be- has either caused, or occasioned, nearly all the wars
hests in like manner, and both because they believe that hav desolated the earth, and hung mill-stones of
that it would be well-pleasing in the sight of God. debt rotmcl necks of nations. It is the terrible deThe reason why Buddhism, although classed among moniac which early took possession of our unhappy
the so-called "religions" of the world, has never per- race, and has kept possession ever sin~e, because
secuted, is because it is not a religion, bttt a system Science, the only exorcist that could cast it out, was
of philosophy. It has no creed of dogmas . to herself under cow to its power. History shows that
believe; no angry personal God to placate by ser- it has been more relentless in its havoc upon human
vil acts of sacrifice and devotion; no future hell-fire happiness under the auspices of the Christian thefor cowards to escape from; but it teaches that at ology than under those of all the other theologies of
death the dreamless sleep of Nirvana awaits the the world combined. It has destroyed the beautiful
system of natural morality by setting different and
whole human family.
In regard to that large class of church people who arbitrary standards of right and wrong, thus :filling
are amiable and indisposed to persecute, the fact may the world with intellectual confusion ou a subject
be accounted for in two ways. On close inspection where all mankind should be, and would hav been,
it might be found that such persons, while they may agreed. It is the only fiend in the universe which is
consider themselvs as religious, and others regard wicked enough to burn a man to death by slow :fire
them so too, yet, by the visitations of knowledge, for merely holding an opinion.
Although the iron pen of history has written down
they hav, perhaps imperceptibly to themselvs, given
up the word "credo," and sneer, privately it may be, as indubitably true that, all over the world and in
at the idea of a person being punished in eternal hell every age, this in:; tinct has transformed mankind into·
fire for opinions which he is forced by proof to accept incarnate devils, we hav a school of dilettcmte idealas true. Such are unconsciously, but nevertheless ists who are wasting their time iu attempting to giv really, Infidels. For the doctrin of eternal punish- a conception of what might be a good-natured kind
ment is the basis of the whole scheme of salvation, of religion, without any creed, or positiv characterisand of the chtu-ch as the means thereto, and a convic- tics, belonging entirely to the neuter gender, and the
tion, or even a strong suspicion, of its falseness lik6 of wbich has 11ever yet been seen on the face of
shakes the doubter'~ faith in all the rest of the doc- the earth. But if they succeeded in their incubation,
b·ins that are built npon it as a foundation. There it would be a mere production of the fancy, unreal,
are many such doubters in the church in this age of intangible, incomprehensible, and of no more practireason who are mere prisoners to their circumstances, cal account in life than Herbert Spencer's nebulous
and the church complains of their indifference, their notion of nn unknowable God
Therefore, in calmly contemplating the past and
lack of zeal in her service, and their general absence
from "the stated means of grace," but little suspect present history of the religious instinct, I am forced
the cause. These persons do not amw their doubts to take the ground thnt its complete extirpation from
or theiJ: convictions to the world, for, although the the human elmracter, the destruetion of its priestly
church cannot now burn heretics by law, her tyranny vocation hy a universal demand fo1· real kuowledge,
is as cruel and relentless as ever, and such persons and the conversion of its chmches into Hrtlls of Scifeel that they would be discriminated against and ence and Art, would be the greatest blessing that
damaged politically, socially, and in business. Hence could be couferred on our suffering world; and I
shall die in the confident expectation that when Scitheir indifferentism.
Then, again, there are others whose environments ence, the daughter of Light, shall execute her holy
may be such that the tiger instinct in their character mission, Heligion, that child of darkness, having no
is not roused, and may never show itself through cloak of ignorance to hide itself under, will perish
life for want of provocation. History givs many from the earth.
examples of persons, as in the case of Nero, R.obes·
Darwinism.
pierre, and others who were apparently meek and
Hb soul was like a star and dwelt apart.
amiable in temper, and ino:fi"ensiv as lambs in their
youth, but who, when invested with power, and their
At all times foremost and resplendent in the gleam
religion provoked, became as ravenous and blood- of his genius, leading the forces of humanity's apthirsty as wolves. Iu the character of the ''good proved redeemers, will be seen the great law-gi,,er,
Aurelius" there was a whole constellation of virtues, Darwin.
•
and but one known defect. His religion, which was
In the panorama of the modern crtmpaign against
pagan, in perfect kteping with its universal character the hitherto victorious legions of superstition, armies
as a blind and unscrupulous force, made him a per- to whose ranks, through all the centuries, recruits
secutor of the Christians.
hav been enlisted having the skill of drilled veterans,
'£HE SUMMING ur AND CONCLUSION.
the author of "The Descent of Man" must stand the
In reviewing the -counts in the Bill of Indictment observed of all observers.
Beginning his car~Jer on an old wooden ship of the
I hav drawn up against religion per se, I find that, for
want of space, I hav not adduced the hundredth part navy of a people inhabiting a mere geographical speck .
of the evidence at my command. In showing up its on the surface ·Of our globe, he pondered plans and
natural workings in the human heart and life, and its marshaled facts preparing for after action by which
uniform character as a moral force, I hav called into he not only took the big world cu,ptiv but the illimour court of inquiry, as sworn witnesses, the pagan, itable realms of space as well; and his uame now
the Jew, the Moslem, the Catholic Christian, the stands as the synonym for autocrat in the domain of
Episcopalian Christian, the Presbyterian Christian, science.
the Puritan Christian, and the "orthodox" or Greek
In the limits of natural history his chief achieveChristian. Beginning with the dawn of history, and ments are to be found. His "Origin of Speeies"
coming down chronologically to our own times, I was the oriflamme first raised in his own war against
could hav given hundreds of cases instead of a few the great foe of the years-a banner on which was
selected here and there, all going to substantiate the inscribed a word which has since become the battlecharge I make, that, if we may trust to the inductiv cry of the age, Evolution; a word of lofty signifimocle of reasoning, which bases its conclusions on cance, soaring infinitly above the distinction between
facts; if we may judge of a tree from the fruit it one science and another.
bears, then the religious sentiment in man is the
The great doctrin of natural selection has in a quarworst and most dangerous feature in his character. ter of a century passed all points of opposition save
Iu our day that condition of excitement known as that of Rome. It has not yet passed the Rubicbn.
"revivals of religion" is considered by the credulous But there are now among us eyes that will see even
ehurch people as giving to those engaged in them a that nncient historical barrier passed by Darwinism.
foretaste of the holiness as well as the happiness of
Why should we place beyond the pale of hope
heaven. Yet everyone who has studied the phenomAu emptied Vatican, a tramping pope?
enon of religion, not only in the light of history, but
The truth inherent in the principles of Darwin has
from actual observation, knows that the most intense quietly brushed aside the opposition of the Church
piety and zeal exhibited on such occasions are entirely of England, and, greater conquest still, the objections
consistent with the most abominable and shameless of the sectaries.
·who cottld hav anticipated the enormous change
lives of the persons engaged in then:i. The gullible
class, who compose so large a part of the public, iu educated opinion which a single quarter of a
think that a tearful professor of religion, constant iu century has disclosed? Still less likely would it hav
his private devotions, always at church and Sunday- seemed that the whole nation should uncap with so
school, and a stickler for the observance of the Sab- much of unanimity to a theory so completely at varibath, is entirely too good and neavenly-minded to ance with all accepted teaching as to with one accord
rob a savings bank of trus.t funds belonging to help- consent that his remains should find sepulture in the
less widows and orphans, to speculate in stocks with mausoleum set apart for the cherished teachers of
other people's money, and to perpetrate other crimes the nation.
No doubt but continued research will yet accomas bad. Bnt the proof is overwhelming, and constantly appearing, that murder and all its cognate plish the task of securing all needed testimony to
offenses hav been known to flourish for years among solve the great Darwinian problem, drawing from
the most zealous and, apparently, the most holy evan- the jumbled litter of the past, biological as well as
gelists who were converting "sinners," and adding geological, well ascertained data, giving a panorama
them to the church by the hundreds.
majestic and satisfactory of the cosmos, blotting out
Religion in man is the sleeping tiger whose appe- and forever the pueril tableau of the Mosaic record.. tit.e for blood is ever latent. It is the very mother . Says the astronomer royal of Ireland, in a lecture,
of cruelty, taking delight in originating all the va- "Darwin has worked out one of the most splendid deriOus forms of agony whereby it has put its victims tails in the history of the universe."
to death during the long centuries of its power. It
I propose to sketch the position which the Darwin"
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ian theory occupies with reference to a celebrated
branch of astronomical speculation.
The sun is hot and the sun is pouring forth heat.
Now heat, we know, is capable of measurement· quantities of heat ca~ be measured as accurately ~s tons
of coaL The daily outflow of heat from the SliD is as
measurable a quantity as the daily outflow of gas
from the gas-works. The total amount of heat which
the sun pours forth cannot, it is true, be very accurately estimated by our present knowledge. All that
we are here concerned to know is that it is of the
most ~tupendous ~agnitude. Even the daily ~on
sumptwn of the sun s heat by the earth is enormous
but that is only a minute fraction, less, indeed, tha~
the two-thousand-millionth part of the total torrent
which p~Yurs from the sun.
It is a momentous question to inquire what replenishes the heat of the sun, or whether the sun's heat
~s ever reple!lished at all. If the sun be not reple~
Ished, then Its heat must gradually wane. Various
sour~es of re~lenish~ent hav been suggested. Everyone I~ acquamte~ With the pleasi_ng phenomenon of
shootmg stars whwh dash into our air with a train of
light and sparks. Every shooting star is thus a
source of heat. The shooting stars fall on the earth's
atmosphere by thousands and by millions. It is believed that they fall into the sun in vastly greater
n_umbers. They_ must rain on the sun with a profusiOn conespondmg to his vast surface, and wiLh a
velocity corresponding to his intense power of attraction. Each shooting star develops vastly more heat
at_ its plunge into the sun than it would hav done
had it fallen upon the earth. The heat derived from
all the shooting stars which fall upon the earth is
utterly insignificant, but it may be that the heat from
the torrent of shooting stars which rain in upon the
sun is not insignificant.
If the sun were merely like a vast, .incandescent mass of stone or of metal, it would cool at the
rate of 5 or 10 degrees a year. - A few thousand
years would reduce it to such a degree that it would
no longer be the source of light and heat which it
certainly has been for thousands of years. It may
be well here to state generally that the sun is really
parting with its heat. It would not, perhaps, be true
to say that the sun is actually failing in temperatme.
If the sun be actually gaseous, it may strangely
enough be getting hotter instead of colder, so long
as it remains gaseous; but, however we look at the
question, there is one statement which admits of no
doubtful interpretation: As the heat is radiated
away, so the particles which form the sun's mass are
drawn more and more closely together (and so by
friction producing heat 7). The total mass of the
sun-its weight as placed in a scale-cannot decrease, but the bulk which the sun occupies must decrease, and is at this moment decreasing, and, so far
as we know, will continue to decrease until the sun
is one hard mass of matter benumbed with the cold
of spac,e.
At the present moment the sun has a diameter of
~60,000 miles.
Each year this diameter decreases by
aboLtt 220 feet. This decrease is always ta)ring place;
the process is never reversed; it is ·not periodic, like
so many phenomena of nature; in time the result
must become of overwhelming importance. The
sun's career as a source of light and heat is ultimately doomed to extinction. It has been calculated
that the sun cannot radiat€ enough heat to maintain
life on the earth for a period of 10,000,000 years
more.
One hundred years ago the diameter of the sun was
four miles greater than it is at present. One thousand years ago the diameter of the sun was forty
miles greater than it is at present. Ten thousand
years ago the diameter of the sun was four hundred
miles greater than it is now. The advent of man
upon the earth took place, no doubt, a long time ago,
but in the history of the earth the advent of man is
a comparativly recent phenomenon. Yet it seems
certain that when man :first trod our planet, the
diameter of the sun must hav been many hundreds,
perhaps many thousands, of miles greater than it is at
present. vVe must not, however, overestimate the
significance of this statement. The world on which
the primitiv man trod was certainly illuminated by a
larger sun than that which now shines upon us.
But we must not stop in our retrospect at the
epoch of primeval man. vV e must go back earlier
and earlier through the long ages of the geologists,
and back again still farther to the earliest epochs
when life :first began to dawn on the earth. Still we
:find no reason that the law of the sun's decreasing
heat is not still maintained, and thus, so far as our
present knowledge goes, we are bound to suppose
that the snn must hav been larger anu larger the
further our retrospect extends. It is not contended
that the rate at which the sun changes its diameter
was the same as the four miles per century, which is
an approximation to its present ratio. It is sufficient
for our purpose that the sun is larger and larger the
farther we peer back into the remote abysR of the
past. There was a time when the sun must hav been
twice as large as it is at present; it must once hav
been three times a,s large; it must ouce he.v been ten

times as large. How long ago that was no one can
venture to say. It would be rash to attempt any
estimate ; but we cannot stop at the stage when the
sun was even ten times as large as it is at present;
the arguments we hav used will sti1l apply with equal
if not greater force. And, looking back earlier still,
there was a time when the sun must hav been so
swollen that the mighty orbit of Neptune would be
merely a girdle around the stupendous globe. At
that time the sun must hav been a mass of almost inconceivable tenuity. We are not to suppose that the
earth and the other planets were solid bodies deeply
buried in the vast bulk of the sun. It seems evident
that the planets were gaseous masses in those
ancient days, and undistinguishable from the sun
which gave them exis-tence.
We are now able to make an attempt to trace the
history of the solar system, and to indicate the share
which Darwin had in the solution of the noble
problem.
And if in the further efforts at discussion of the
great theme we may be made to see apronotmcecl
misnomer in calling the sun he-the gorgeous luminary proving itself to be of the other gender by giving birth by parturition to the entire solar planetary
family-why, we must just accept the fact, adapting
speech to the correction or not, just as we see :fit.
As for me and my house, the sun shall be spoken of
hereafter as feminin, and be regarded as one of the
celestial harem of the Godhead.
Th'l.
LeRoy, N. Y.
------~~~.-------

'l'he Horse Claims a Soul.
Anti now the horse, the ego in his nature cropping out as
in man's, claims to possess a soul immortal, and declines to
be ''left."

A white horse. A magnificent animal truly; his
carriage supe1 b, his bight grand, and his form 1Jerfection; with a wealth of mane and tail that must
bav been the envy of his congeners in the paddock of
the millionaire horse fancier where he proudly stood
with head erect and neck arching.
This proudest of white horses and whitest of proud
horses stood motionless, save that now and then he
would slightly toss or shake his magnificent head, as
if to emphasize a conclusion arrived at, giving a
looker-on the idea that be was debating with himself
some question of importance ; and his lips would
twitch and open at times, like those of a man talking
to himself. At length, with a mighty stamp of his near
fore foot, he broke forth in speech-horse-talk, of
course, interpreted by the writer :
" I am a horse; only a horse, as the two-legged
animal with whom my lot is cast would say with more
or less contempt, in his egotism and self-conceit.
Yes, that is so; only a horse; but what is he? Only
a man; a two-legged animal like an ape, from whom
he evoluted. But this _highly conceited product of
nature claims to possess a soul which is immortal;
which will liv on and liv ever after his body has become dust of the earth. This seems to be a ridiculous and, at the same time, an astounding belief. I
don't understand at all what a soul is-I wonder
if he really does~ But I believe that, if the twolegged man-animal has a soul, I hav likewise a soul.
Why not?
"Yes, it must be so. If the man-animal has a soul
that will liv forever, so then hav I. Why not, indeed ? Am I not, as a production of nature, his peer
in beauty of form? (The writer begs to say that he
was the handsomest animal he [the writer] ever saw,
no animal man excepted.) Am I not more than his·
peer-his superior-in physical power and swiftness of motion 7 And morally am I not his superior?
To these queries the man-animal must answer Yes,
if not loud, then deep; but say it he must.
''But the egotistical man-animal prides himself on
being the animal par eminence and pew excellence of
creation. He argues that he is the only animal
gifted with reason, and therefore the superior of an
The animal man is a fool to argue thus. Why, I can
reason for myself as well as he for himHelf. That I
was not a man, and he was not a horse, is owing to
the chapter of accident only. I :fill my place, he :fill!:l
his-that is to say, now and then he does. The
way I should put it is, I do :fill my place, he should
but not always does.
" It was my lot to be an animal for his service and
gratification. It was his lot to be an animal to servP
aud gratify others of his race. \Ve both hav duties
to perform. Which of us performs his duty best I
willlsave to him, even, to answer. He.can giv but
one answer, the other will stick in his throat and
strangle him. Yet he claims for himself alone, of all
the other animals, an immortal soul ! If he has one,
I hav one. I am convinced of that.
''It is true, I now and then bite and btt1k, kick the
dashboard in and run away with the carriage, and
show other vicious qualities. But where I kill one
of his race, he kills thousands. \Vhere I injure one,
he injures thousands, and this, too, with hill muchvaunted superior intelligence and with a soul immor~
tal, which he denies to me ! This superior animal
man lies, cheats, robs, kills, and commits every known
. crime, and by repenting, as he calls it, is saved, I
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do none of these things, maliC'.iously, as he does, and
I am to be lost, am I? Neigh! neigh! neigh! I respond for myself, the egotistical animal man to the
contrary notwithstanding.
"Yes I am to be saved, if man is. If there is a
heaven hereafter for him he will :find that I will be
there with him · that there is a heaven for 'me too.'
Why, one of the egotistical animals, w~ose na~e is
Talmage, and who prates and prances m a spacw:us
stable-! believe they call it a taberuacle-admi~s
that I will be there, telling his hearers that they Will
all, meaning a countless host of earth-exp~rted angels,
ride through the avenues of heaven on white horseswhite horses, mind that-and that they, the n:ngel~,
will all be dressed in white gowns. Where th1s ammal preacher got the tip from is more than I k_now ;
but being of the race of superior intelligence, I JUdge
it must be a straight tip, as they say on the ti:ack.
"\VLile this is cheering for my race, assun~g l:s,
as it does of a comfortable paddock for etermty m
the domai~ of heaven, I can't help thinking that a
countless troop of white horses, their riders all in
white- gowns, will go to make a most monotonous procession, and one which the heavenly spectators would
tire of before seeing a mile of it. I am a white horse
myself, and white horses, well provided for and taken
care of, 11re pleasant to look upon. I know th~t I am
admired by the animal man with whom my lot 1S cast,
and by all his family and friends-b~t in a big cavalcade of white horses solely, there IS too mu~h of a
mucbness, -as it were. I hope the preaching mananimal is mistaken in this. I hope to see some bays
and blacks and browns, some grays and sorrels and
piebalds, even, sprinkled liberally in among the
whites, to relieve the otherwise monotonous appearance of the procession. But. if white they are to be,
why, I am as white as any of the whitest, and as
grand; and who knows but that I shall lead the heavenly cavalcade, bearing the chief trumpeter of
heaven-who knows?
"I wonder if the white horses only are to be entered for heaven-how lucky am I, if that is so-or
whether those of other colors are to be born again
in white, as the man-animal bas got to be, as is said.
Well, it doesn't matter, as I am safe anyhow; and
perhaps in heaven monotony, as understood on earth,
will not tire the eye as here, but prove a pleasurable
sensation.
"But this is a side issue, as it were. It is enough
that I am satisfied t.hat I hav a soul! Yes, Mr.
Animal, called man, I hav a soul, immortality, and a
heaven in store for me, as hav you; so seek not to
exalt your proud soul above mine, for mine has the
best show, as being the less sinful; that is, in a thousand souls of my race and a thousand of yours, many
more of mine will be taken!
"For further particulars, inquire of the preaching
animal of your rar.e, Talmage, who seems to hav a
more intimate knowledge in regard to heaven and
the performances to come off there than any other
of your preaching animals. But whatever else you
do settle down to the square conclusion that, if you
go' to heaven, I am not going to be left !"
This is a free interpretation, reader, of what the
proud white horse said in my hearing in the paddock;
and I firmly believe that if t~e animal of the genus
homo goes to a heaven the ammal of the rJenl;,s eqmts
will likewise go there ! Why not, eh? Sr SLOHmr.
PoLYC<\Rr.-Polycarp is believed to hav suffered
martyrdom about A.D. 167, at the age of eighty-six.
This would bav put his birth about A.D. 81. Ireneus,
who must hav been born before A.D. 140, claimed in
his early youth to hav seen Polycarp, who, he says,
was appointed bishop of Smyrna by the apostJes.
What aposiJes? Nobody claims that any but J ?hn
was living when ~olycarp was born. ~Ve~, then, J~l~t
think of John in the last year of his hfe, A.D. UU,
ol'daining Polycarp, aged eighteen.
PArr.\s.-Papias, bishop of Hieropolis, in Phrygia,
is said to hav suffered martyrdom about A.D. 164--7.
He wrote :five books, entitled, "Exposition of the
Lord's Oracles," from which Eusebius could extract
but little worthy of transmission. .
Most
critics admit that Papias could not hnv known the
Apostle John. Indeed, how could he, when John's
death is fixed at least sixty-five years before that of
Papias~

ll'eneus says that Papias heard John say that ,Jesus
said that:
The tlays will come in which vines will !!;ro_w, each _having
10,000 branches, and in each branch 10,000 twigs. and m errch
twio- 10,000 shoots, and in each one of thP shoots 10.000 clustcn\"' amlin every one of the clu~tcrs 10,000 grapes, aud every
gnq;e when pressed will giv 2fi metrctes of wme (Agt. Heresic~. v, 33).

Now takin•,. Smith's Bible Dictionary as authority
,
'
b
ll
.
for the value of a metrete, to wit, 8 2-3 ga ons, It
follows that the product of one millennia} grape-vine
will make a quantity of wine equal in bulk t~ ~e
planet l\Iercnry; and allowing to the thousand milhon
of earth's inhabitants enough to keep them constantly
intoxicated, say two gallons of wine a. day to each
one it would keep them all dead drunk for the space
of thirty thous~J,nd million years.-Antidwi11t .
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seems to be very favorable for his church, and no
doubt the cbief at Rome is well pleased.
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Priest-Ri<I<len Cana(Ia.
J11st 'now there seems to be a revolt in Toronto
which, if continued, may awaken some of the Canadian people to the fact that they are living under a
Roman Catholic despotism. A writer in the Toronto
Mail makes serious charges against that church,
which are without doubt true, and which should
stimulate the Secularists to renewed exertions, or
they may be compelled to emigrate before many years.
The local government is entirely in the hands of
Archbishop Lynch, who appoints to office, through
the legal officers, Roman Catholics who are incapable
of fulfilling their duties, and are further obnoxious to
the citizens because of moral obliquity. Mr. Lynch
has largely obtained control of the public institutions
of Ontario province, the better to carry on the work
of conversion. Toronto has a public school system,
and the Catholics maintain, besides, separate or parochial schools. For the support of the public schools,
of course, all 'citizens are taxed. Mr. Lynch has obtained the passage by the local assembly of the government of an act compelling all Catholics to pay
taxes to the separate schools. He has, in addition,
induced the school authorities to adopt for school
reading a version of the Bible specially prepared by
himself. The so-called charitable institutions supported by the state are likewise under Mr. Lynch's
almost direct supervision. Of thu:ty-two hospitals,
asylums, and refuges, twenty-four are managed entirely by Roman Catholics, and two of the remaining
eight are chiefly conducted by Roman Catholic sisterb.oods. Of the money distributed to sectarian institutions the Catholics manage to secure about sixty
per cent, although they comprise only about sixteen
per cent of the population. As the. money is distributed on the per capita basis, it follows that
with sixteen per cent of the population, Catholicism
furnishes sixty per cent of the wretchedness cared
for outside of the strictly public institutions, or else
the money is dishonestly applied elsewhere. The
prisons, too, are fast falling into Roman Catholic
hands. Mr. Lynch is in complete possession of one
or two of the smaller ones, and is fighting for the
eontrol of the Central Prison, at Toronto, which is
-the chief place tor incarcerating malefactors for the
whole province. The archbishop endeavored to hav
his own choice of warden for that institution, but
failing secured the appointment of a "bookkeeper"
who is not permitted to touch the books, and whose
only duties are to "make it warm" for the warden to
the end that he may resign, or be removed, and a
creature of the church be appointed in his stead. In
legislating, no measure passes without the archbishop's approval, and it is charged that many bills
are passed for his especial benefit. The Toronto
Mail says that he is virtually a member without portfolio of the present administration, and considers it
. a duty to get all he can in return for his political
influence. In other words, the archbishop trades off
his Catholic voters for cash and laws. The exchange

that he could refrain from castigating the editor of
thiB paper for his condemnation of the acts of the
.Milwaukee and Chicago rioters. Two weeks before,
we printed a note from 1\fr. C. L. James, of Eau
Clau:e, Wis., also warning us to flee from the wrath
to come. In this issue will be found a communication from a friend who has not restrained himself.
But Mr. A. S. Bleyer's indignation is excited, not because we rebuked the acts of any rioters, but because
we fail eel to applaud the conviction of 1\iJ:r. John
Most, alleged Anarchist. While Mr. Broadbeck
seems to consider murderous acts defensible, Mr.
Bleyer would punish foolish speeches with imprisonment.
Everybody has the right to think just as he pleases
about every and any thing on earth, or anywhere else,
but that is not saying that his thought will necessarily be the right thought; and it does seem to us
that both 1\fr. Broadbeck and 1\Ir. Bleyer are thinking
wrongly. There was no defense of manhood in
throwing that bomb in Chicago nor in attempting to
destroy that manufactory at 1\Iilwaukee. Neither
was there anything deserving of imprisonment in any
of John Most's harangs. Because the poiice wrongfully, illegally, and outrageously abused their offices,
the thrower of the dynamite bomb is not absolved
from responsibility for the murders he committed.
Because the militia at Milwaukee shot innocent persons, the real rioters who started to raze a factory
are not exempt from the liability all invaders of other
people's rights must incur. On the other hand, the
character of John 1\fost has nothing to do with his
conviction for using "incendiary" language. He
was not tried for what he did in Austria, but for what
he may hav done in New York. Our Constitution
guarantees freedom of speech, but it does not and
should not guarantee freedom of action when that
action attacks the rights of others.
The Chicago and Milwaukee people committed
overt acts, deeds of violence, which we think merit
condemnation. Mr. John Most has neither committed
a crime himself nor induced anyone else to commit a
crime. There hav been no overt acts nor deeds of
violence by New York Anarchists brought within the
purview of. the law. Therefore, when Most and his
confreres were convicted we protested, and see no
reason to change our opinion. We hold that under
American government law can take no cognizance of
any speech which does not induce some one to actually commit a crime. The tendency of a speech
must be judged by its results. When Judge Benedict defined obscenity as anything having a tendency
to corrupt, Mr. Bennett's lawyers took exceptions.
We take exceptions to a court trying an orator for
the tendency of his remarks. When Anarchists commit crimes, or induce others to do so, then punish
them as anyone else would be punished fm· the same
acts, but, under all other circumstances, let their talk
go free as the idle wind.
--------~.--------

The End Does Not Justify the Means.
The New York Sun is making vigorous war upon
the decollete pictures exhibited in the windows of
cigar-stores in this city. The pictures are advertised
as the portraits of the girls engaged in manufacturing
cigarets, but are really pictures of women hired for
the purpose, and are a slander upon the thousands of
virtuous ancl modest yolmg women who earn a living
in the cigaret factories.
While the Sun is right enough in advising that
these shameless photographs be withdrawn from
public gaze, it commits a gross error and shows much
.ignorance of the true spirit of American government
by calling upon the Society for the Suppression of
Vice to prosecute the cigar-store proprietors who hang

the photographs in their windows. Whereabouts
in the New York constitution is anything said
about a theological society performing the duties of
the public prosecutor 1 When Randolph B. Martine
took the oath of office; he swore to uphold the laws
of the state, and prosecute •the persons breaking
them. Calling upon Anthony Comstock is an insinuation that our district-attorney is either incapable or unfaithful.
Another thing the Sun overlooks. Why protest
against these uncoverings on paper, and say nothing
about the habit which swell society ladies hav of wearing decollete dresses at every reception and ball of the
season~ If a painted portrait is demoralizing to the
virtue of the people, how much more vicious must be
these exhibitions of life! Perhaps, however, Mr.
Dana is solicitous only for the virtue of the common
people, knowing that those who constitute "society"
are sufficiently blase to look without winking at what
would make the hair stand on end upon the heads of
ordinary everyday folks.
But in any crusade upon vice 'and evil-doing, the
Bun should stand upon constitutional ground. Theological societies hav no business medclling with omlaws or their enforcement.

Book Fetichism.
A New Jersey woman, in a recent case before the
Court of Chancery of that state, when sworn, laid
her hand upon the Bible, but refused to conclude
the idle ceremony by kissing it. Her testimony was
allowed by the master of the comt, but the opposing
attorney subsequently moved to strike out her testimony. The court has just rendered the opinion that
her manner of taking the oath was perfectly legal.
Vice-Chancellor Bu:d handed clown the opinion as
follows:
"Almighty God, or the Ever Living God, or the lii--e, is
called upon by the witness to witness that he will speak the
truth. The rest is form. The solemn invocation, affirmation, or declaration is the substance. All else is shadow.
The witness in this case was sworn with her hand upon the
book. There can be no doubt bnt that if she made a false
statement wilfully she is liable to indictment for perjury.
But it is saicl that this may be true and yet the conscience of
the witness not be bound. which is the object of the oath.
There is great force in this. How did the witness herself
regard it? She is presumably a witness, for nothing to the
coutrary appears. She accepted the form of the oath as
usually administered, without objections, except kissing the
Bible. By this act on her part the court is justified in presuming, without further inquiry, that the witness intended
that her conscience should be bound. Speaking from the
forum of her conscience, she declared that it was not essential to kiss the book in order to impose upon herself all the
obligations of an oath."

What kind of a jurist must a judge be who imagins
that a witness is less liable to swear falsely because
his hand rests upon a book? The experience of every
court is that it is the fear of the pains and penalties
of perjury, and not the ceremony of book-lifting and
kissing, that constrains dishonest men to tell what
truth there may be in them. :An honest man needs
no oath. The Bible-kissing of our com-ts is as childishly superstitious and barbaric as the· Chinese practice of cutting off a chicken's head.

Several Things of Interest.
UNION, Mo., June 12, 1886.
TRUTH BEKKER CoMPANY: I see in your last paper that Mr.
H. C. Gill asks you to take his name off from your list, on
account of your pictures. Some time ago. I wrote you my
opinion about them, and stated that I believed they would
do more harm than good. I hoped that the majority of your
readers would demand more refined and less insulting. pictures, but they hav not done so.
It seems that we hav a great many Atheists, Infidels, and
a ,good many fanatics in our ranks, but not a great many
Liberals. In your answer to Mr. Gill you say, "Wc shall
continue to make war, striking with pen and pencil." Well,
that won't hurt Christians, because they never read a Radical
paper like yours, and making war with our hopeless minority is absurd. If we can not convince our Christian friends
with kind and liberal arguments that they are wrong in their
belief, it is folly to make war with pen or with absurd and
insulting pictures to convince them of their errors.
I believe you hav a right to make war and print absurd
and silly pictures, although a great many of your Liberal
(not fanatical) friends detest them.
The only right I claim is to ask you to stop my paper
until you print pictures that are not so immense, as some of
your friends (?) call them.
CnAs. REINITARD.
JoLIET, ILL., June 14, 1886.
EniTOR TRUTH SEEKER, Dear Sir: Inclosed find name and
remittance of one new subscriber, to take the place of H. C.
Gill, who ordered his paper stopped because of the burlesque picture on the Blood Atonement doctrin. Strange to
say, the picture so repulsiv to Mr. Gill was the very
vne that induced my friend to. subscribe for the paper. I CJ.o.
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not think either of these parties should be blamed or praised
for acting so divergently, as both act out their inherent
natures, modified sy their environments.
~r: Gill is m?re sensitiv over his friends' feelings, they
bemg " old-fashwned Methodists," than they would be in
return of his. They never fail to flaunt their most" repulsiv
doctrins" in the faee of Libe.rals when they can catch them
at funerals, where they hav no chance to reply. llfr. Gill
must hav experienced this, as he has been a so-called Infidel for years. But these two examples of human nature
teach the fallacy of an all-wise God requiring all mankind to
believe one and the same thing in order to salvation. To do
it, all would hav to receive the same mental organization,
and be surrounded by the same influences, which can
never be.
If friend Gill wants to learn more of the ridiculousness
and "horridness" of the cloctrin of " bloocl atonement," let
him read Moody's sermon in last T1mT!I SEEKEil. It is
horrid. No sensible audience coulcl hav indorse<! it. I hav
no use for any book that teaches such degracling cloctrin.
Keep up the pictures; holcl them high.
.
A friencl said to me after seeing them: ''I never realizctl
so fully the utter absurdity of the bear story or fish story.
The illustration is not so ridiculous as the story itself."
The Samson, kerosene, ancl foxes make a good trinity in
Yours truly,
I. B. Cunns.
unity. How absurd!

In connection with the foregoing we wish to extend
cordial thanks to the following frienJs who hav sent
in the number of new subscribers set opposit their
names. The time extends from the 1st of May to
the 15th of June:
C B ReynoldH 14
W 0 Davies 1
II B Milks 1
D Lut.tmnn 1
Sam Brown 1
IAaac Rains 4
)lrsACMacdolll11tl1
1\'l Heighton 2
Philip lmig ;;
E A Garlick 1
L E Huggiu~ 1
J Priest mall 1
Frank I Jones 1
A .1<~ Neuncrt 1
H & L Vineeut 1
Geo Chamberlaiu 1
Alll't Chavauues 1
0 Jelclness 1
F Krajewski 1

Chas A Wootl 1
.John 'l'allman 1
J L Andrew 2
A II Schow 1
Jas Barnsfather 1
Juo P Flick 1
J F Beck 1
C L ltidings 1
H Gilmore 2
Mrs A ll Colby 1
D Cnnunins 1
J os Fitzpatrick 1
·wm Hedfield 1
F DronHutowicz 1
Philip Pressler 1
James Cosad 1
S L' PutiHtlll [i
ll J Wilsdorf 1

\Vm C Howard 1
II S Votaw 1
J N Seevers 1
Jas l:I Chapman 1
P Vttlleau 1
W H Devoe 1
Major Landis 2
Sam H W ctherill 1
Jos n Johnson 1
D A Dodsoll 1
I B Curtis 1
J E Clarke 1
Wm P Ro<rcrs 2
E 0 ll1arslf 1
FD Hexford 1
L G Barues 1
S l\I Keiw 2
J D ShttW 1

------~~--------

Audacious Historical Discovm·ers.
The editor of the New York Sun, June 13th, says:
"The most auclacious claim of literary discovery ever put
forward by any human being is contained in the Hun.
Ignatius Donnelly's announcement to the world thttt he will
soon publish the key to a cipher narrativ hicldcn i11 the first
folio edition of Shakspere's plays. 'fhis narrativ conveys not
only Francis Bacon's assertion of his authorship of the plays,
but also an explanation of his motivs, an account of his
relations with Shakspere, ancl an elaborate history of the
secret intrigues affecting Bacon's fortunes during the latter
part of the reign of Ei\zabcth."

The learned editor of the Sun either ignores or is
not aware of the fact that a more " audacious claim
of literary discovery " than this one by lVIr. Donnelly
has been made for the past eight years by one of the
ablest contributors to THE TRUTH SEEKER. lVIr. Donnelly promises to prove beyond all cavil that Bacon
wrote the pl~ys of Shakspere. Our contributor,
"Antichrist," claims to hav discovered and proved
that Jesus and his apostles all lived a hundred years
before Pontius Pilate became procurator of Judea.
lVIr. Donnelly's Jiscovery, if true, deposes the idol
Shakspere. "Antichrist's" discovery, if true, knocks
the .bottom out of historical Christianity.

A Story About Stephen Pearl Andrews.
The following was contributed to a New York daily:
" When I was a member of the Boston bar Stephen Pearl
A.ndrews.(who has recently died) came thereto practice law.
He had a logical mind, though it was rather too metaphysical
for ordinary usc. lie was learned in some rare clepartments
of the law, had carefully stuclied the Unitecl States Constitution, was a cool and lucid speaker, but he diclnot succeed in
his profession in Massachusetts. This was in the growing days of the Liberty party, in the years 1843 aml
1844. Andrews held that slavery was repugnant to a fair
construction of the Federal Constitution. He supported
this view by powerful arguments. The executiv committee
of the Liberty party was in the habit of sending agents
through the state in couples to holcl meetings. It employecl
Mr. Andrews and the Rev. Freclcrick P. Tracy, a young
Methodist pteacher, whose oratory' was more glowing ancl
declamatory than learned and logical. Andrews had prepared ancl committed to memory a long speech in defense of
his constitutional opinions on the question of slavery, which
he used to deliver very deliberately, and "then Tracy would
close with one of his tlmmlcring llfethodistical performances.
He had heard Andrews's speech so often that he knew it by
heart. One evening, at a large meeting in the western pnrt
of the state, Tracy proposed that he lcacl off and that Andrews follow with his con~titutional argument. Tracy then
arose, delivered Andrews's speech word for word, and sat
down. ·It would be difficult to determin whether Andrews
was the more amazed to see the wind taken out of his sails
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in this way, or the audience at hearing such an acldress from gazing upon the rums, is a small child wearing that expresthe lips of a shouting young Methodist preacher. H. B.S."
sion of hilarious glee which only infantil depravity knows
It has been suggested that" H. B.S." is Henry B. how to assume in the presence of disaster. Janson being a
Stanton, the husband of Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Unitarian, orthodox Christians regard the action of the cyclone as an expression of divine dissent, but the afliictecl pasThe story is slightly romantic on the face of it, but tor declines to accredit the Creator with such meanness, and
the closing sentence shows that "H. B. S." is. not is hopef\Illy rebuilding. He is working against large odds,
acquainted with the resources of lVIr. Andrews. He and deserves success. To him belongs the honor of being
rarely delivered " set" speeches, never said the same the only minister in the country, that we hav heard of, to say
thing twice, and nothing would gratify him more a good word in his pulpit for Colonel Ingersoll.

than for some one else to relieve him of the burden
of iteration so that he might proceed to new :fields.
We hav heard him speak a hundred times. He was
never at a loss for a word, his words were always
rich in ideas, and his impromptu speeches were the
best.

TnE most famous pulpit-orator in Philadelphia is the Rev.
Waldo Mcssaros, pastor of the Northwestern Independent
Presbyterian church. He is nevcrtlwless just at present under two thousand dollars bail for attempting to assault Mrs.
Coulston, the wife of one of his congre.gation. In court the
aggrieved lady told the following story:

"He came to the house this morning. I was in consultation with
Dr. Thomas S. Dutcher of Niuctecnth and rarriHh 8trcl'tH. Remembering that he intended to call to-day, I purposely had Dr.
E£litorial Notes.
llntchcr and DnYiil Turpit, a memuer of Ill)" Sunday-school class, nt
"CANADIENNE" will please take notice that we do not pub- my ho11se. l\Iessaros's rcpca.ted <umonwcu made me ncrYons, and
I was afraitl of him. l\Iy hnRbarul also stared !tt home. At 10
lish anonymous communications.
o'clock nlcssarus callccl, in accordance with hiH promi". I went
down
to see hilu, and he walked into tho pa.rlnr, UHing enUeariug
TnE cardinal archbishop and the bishop of the province of
langunge to me and calling me pet namcH. My hnHlmnd aml the
(luebec hav issued a joint pastoral letter denouncing the others
remained nt the head of the 8tnir8. I reproached JIIr. l\Iesorder of the Knights of Labor, and warning all Catholics saros indignantly for using snch language, telling him that it illagainst joining any protectiv societies except such as hav a ueeame a minister of the gospel. He coolly sat down on the sofa,
priest at their head. 'fhe Ctttlwlic members of the order will and, holding his arms toward me, asked me to sit down beside him.
I went over and stood beside the piano. He then came oYer nn<l
of course resign. There is not a Catholic in the worlcl who sat
on the stool, and clasping his anus around my waist, drew me over
dares to say that his soul is his own.
on his lap. He held me 80 firmly thnt I could hardly command my
voice, but his conduct was so deliberate that I screamed' Chnrley,
SPEAKINCl of the pleasant weather we hav been favored calling for my lmsuand. My husband jumped down stairs, and as
with this spring, the Advocate says: "Sordid, indeed, ttmlut- hn rushed into the parlor Mcssnros rcleaseil me, and jnmpccl up
terly wrapped in selfisjmcss is tlutt soul which can got hrough without waiting to arrange his clothing and struck my husband in
the mouth. They clinched and fell on the floor, and in the struggle
Rnch days as these without being awakened to emotions of my hnsbnml bit 1\Iessaros's thumb. Dr. Dutcher mn in ancl enadoration, of gratitude, ancl of love to the wise aml loving deavored to separate them, telling my husband to let go of Mesmaker of us all." This will do very well ou ll fair day in the snros and he would go and get a policeman."

East, but it is inadequate in the presence of a Western
Other witnesses corroborated this testimony. The Rev.
1\'Ir. Mcssttrns eonfronts it all with the claim that he is the
cyclone.
victim of a conspiracy. No one will probably cvt'r know
TnE Freethinkers of Hempstead, L. I., hav organi1:cd, and
which is the more to blame for this sad stttte of affairs, the
nrc conducting a reading-room at 24 l\Iain street. 'l'hc room
woman or the pastor, but fill will llc willing t.o admit that the
for the present is open every Tuestlay and Thursday evenpastoral system that givs a minister privileges which no
ing, and on Sundays from half-past one. Tuesday and
other man enjoy~ is at the root of the mischief.
Thursday evenings free instruction in stenography i~ given.
Sun clay afternoons a lecture or rmtling is given at three
h may be too much to expect of the average editor of
o'clock. The Library contains tt large selection of scientific Christian proclivities that he will sec that there is a difference
and Freeth ought works, which are at the service of the pub- between· tal!dng and clot:ng, or actually inciting or imlucing
lic free of charge.
others to do, but really we did think that Brick Pomeroy was
A FH!END sends us a copy of the Boston (!lobe, containing too acute to be guilty of writing the subjoined:
"'Herr liioRt., the Anarchist, has boon scnteneecl to one year iu
a dirty article from the dirty pen of the d.irty George Alfred
the penit.entinry and to P•tfy n line of ~iiml. His olrl'llsll was exercisTownsend upon Stephen Pearl Amlrcws, with the request ing the ri~ht. of free speec 1, winch he lll1H11!Hinstoo<l the Constituthat we" go for Townsend" ancl "giv it to him.". The re- tion of tins conn try to confer. •-TnU1'JI SEEium.
"Hardly so, good l\Ir. TRUTH SEEKEIL He was sent to prison for
quest is idle. In the first place, Townsend is not worth the
men to Anarchy. For urging ignorant and cxcitnble periuk it would take; like Eli Perkins, he livs by lying, and inciting
sons to arm and kill all who stood in their wil-y. He was sent to
forty men would hav difficulty in running all his lies to vrison for disturbing the public in its right to peace, and for urgearth, though they wrote from early morning until late at ing servants to poison their employers in order to' get even.' Wo
night. Townsend is the recognizecl jackal of the press, and <lo not understand that free speech means a right for U8 to orgnnize a gar" of Anarchists to enter the office of 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER
is hired to pander to that reacling element which gloats over and
pom the editor to death, destroy his property, burn Ins home,
literary garbage, and follows with the keenest interrst the and then ""rn and !rill policemen sent to protect a YCry useful citidoings of the human sewer rats. Naturally Townsend zen whose person and property are unlawfully and unjustifiably
writes "shop" whenever he puts pen to paper, and no mat- assailed. Are we correct in this view of the case, or not 'I"
Well, what if Most did incite to· Anarchy? What is An-·
ter what his subject, the burden of his song is the same. The
purest rose that ever perfumecl air would to him be a text archy? Mr. Henry Appleton says it is the universal panacea
for a discourse upon a manure heap. The seal of his con- for all human, political, and social evils, and he propagtttes it
clemnation is the sign of worth; only when he praises is his with vigor. He has not been arrested. But probably :!IIr.
pen to be fearecl. We cannot conceive the depth of degra- Pomeroy meant inciting to riot. Again, what of it? There
clation to which a man must sink to win from '· Gath" a was no riot, and no crime committed. If these "ignorant
complimentary notice. What he writes of .Mr. Andrews, and excitable persons" had armed and killed all who stood
in their way, then they and Most would be amenable to the
therefore, is not worthy of consideration.
law. Otherwise not. There is no objection to ilir. Pomeroy
MR. PEcor, of Rome, Italy, has given llfr. Gibbons, of Bal- saying he would like to organize a gang to enter the TimTn
timore, llfaryland, U. S. A., a red hat, and deputed an ·able- SEEKER office and pound the editor to cleath, but there would
gate to bring it over. Last Sunday some half dozen Roman be strong objections to the gang doin,q it. The gang and llfr.
Catholic gentlemen were lying in wait for the papal ablegate, Pomeroy would hav to sutTer the consequences, and their
and using a government tug, burning govnnment coal, with subsequent imprisonment would be righteous. It would not
officers and crew paid from government funds, to run around be free spceclt that should be restrained in such event, but free
the lower harbor, seeking the Servia, which did not arrive. rwtion, or the invasion of other people's rights. l\iost hurt
The ablcgate is an eminent churchman with the bcretta in no one by his talk, and the editor of Pmneroy's Democrat
his pocket, ancl is accompaniccl by another eminent Ital- takes a very erroneous view of the matter.
ian civilian with the zucchetta somewhere about his clothes.
Ablegate is an obsolete worcl dcrivecl from the Latin, m·eaning
Lectm·es and Meetings.
to send abroad; berreta is a square cap; zucchetta is a skull
Tn.E Freethinkers of W estcru New York will celebrate on
cap. These two last articles are in this case cardinal red
in color. They could just as well be manufactured in this Sunday, the Fourth of July, at Yorkville, Cattamngus Co.,
country, insteacl of being imported, but Mr. Gibbons, we un- N. Y. H. L. Green and Lyman C. Howe will athlrcss the
derstand, values the Vatican brand of headwear. But it is people in the grove near that town. A general attendance is
no better than can be bought on Broadway in this city, if as requested.
good. When the ablegatc arrivecl there was much fuss
WE hav just heard from }fr. Charles ·watts, ami nrc glacl
among the superstitious, and a childish ceremony was gone
to
learn that he had a safe and plettsant voyage from New
through with in putting the caps upon :M:r. Gibbons's head.
Which reminds us that Mr. Shakspere or Mr. Bacon once m- York to LiverpooL He is in excellent health, and busily en. gaged in fortifying his physical ami mental powers for the
markecl, with a great deal of appositnces, " What fools
coming lecturing season. On arriving at Liverpool, l\fr.
these mortals be !"
Watts was met at the steamer by the secretary of the LiverIF any pastor was ever without a pulpit, that man is cer- pool Secular Society, who at once arranged for our friend to
tainly the Rev. Kristofer Janson, of Minneapolis. The ele- speak in that town, which he did three times on Sunday, ·
ments seem to hav conspired to throw him out of a situa- May 30th. According to tltc Nationnl RPformn· the speaker
tion. He had a little church in Bn wn county, where he " displayed his critical and logical abilities to great effect,
preached a ratiomtl sort of religion tv· his countrymen, the supplementing the same with a fervor of sentiment that
Norwegians. But a cyclone came along, the church injudi- thrilled the audience to great applause." l\Ir. Watts will
ciously got in its way, and was clemolished. The structure reach New York the last week in August, and will at once
was rebuilt, but the Rev. Mr. Janson went to lllinneapolis. commence fulfilling his lcctnriug engagements. The followHere he built ·another church, and here again the cyclone ap- ing clateb arc filled: Sundays, September 12th a~lCllO!h, Philpeared, and his church went down. Unity, a Unitarian jour- adelphia; Sept. 23rl and 24th, \Vaynesbnrg; Sunday, Sept.
nal, publishecl in Chicago, prints a picture to show how the 26th, Pittsburgh; Sept. 20th and 30th and Sunday, Oct. 3d,
c:hurch building looked after its brief bont with the elcmcntA. Grand Rapids; Snnday, Oct. 10th, Chicago; Sept. 11th and
The cut represents a scene of total wreck. The steeple lies 12th, \Vyoming, Ill. SodetiP-~ requiring lectnrcR from l\Ir.
prone upon the ground, and a young man with his hands in ·watts may adtlrcss him at this office till August 27th, as all
his pockets is standing upon it. Rafters, and beams, and correspondence will be handed to him on his reaching this
plates, and joists are mixed in inextricable confusion, while, city from England.
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This is an orthodox community among--the beautiful hills
2. The workingmen of all kinds must kno1v their rights
of Western Ohio, and the average follower of the lainb hereand hav them established by law.
3. Let the government make the money and loan it to the abouts sincerely believes that Infidelity is a true synonym of
Yours fraternally,
-J. H. BELL.
states, to the counties, and to the people in small sums to iniquity.
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., June 1, 1886.
help
them.
:M:n. EDITOR : As renewal is obligatory to patronize so inCENTAL Cr!'Y, NEn., June 7, 1886.
4. The government to be secular, according to the_ Devaluable a paper as THE TnuTn SEEKER, fin"d inclosed $5.50
l\11!. Ennon: I hav res.d the article headed "The Prison
mands
of
the
Secular
Union.
Justice
to
all,
privilege
to
none.
to be applied as follows : $2.75 for self, .for paper and
·why not begin at once, and be ready for '88. Let each for Anarchists on General Principles," of June 5th, in THE
ALMANAC of 1886, and $2.75 likewise for new subscribers.
Tmrrn SEEKEH, and I regret to say that the writer of the
Though behind in reading some eight paper, except the party hav equal rights and opportunity to pat candidates in same is not too well informed in Herr :!\'lost's doctrin of An--the
field
for
president
a11tl
vice-president-all
parties
to
be
weekly news of the same, for want of time, I feel it a duty to
archism. If he were, he would hav not allowed himself to
help yon in so grand an undertaking as yours. Watson Hes- represented in the National Convention, eandirlates not compare our late friend, D. lH. Bennett, with John Most, a
ton is truly a genius. His pictured contributions, to my elected to get cabinet positions. ·will some one put this mo- fugi ti v and criminal of the lowest rank. This is comparing
G. PADDJSGTON.
mind, should aid immensely the circulation of your paper. tion and make a beginning?
the hero of a noble cause with an advocate of dynamite and
By q1e way, what has become of Brother Roberts, of Jlind
PAr.o, L~., .Tune 10, E.)!. 286.
mnrdcr. What good has John Most done to himself, to his
aud Matter fame? His '\Vas the only Spiritual pap0r I patron·:l'l'llt. EDITOI!: \Yith your permiRsion, I wish to say a few country, to this country, or to his fellow-men?
ized, but it ceased some time ago coming to me. I wrote him wortls t.o the renrlers of Tm> TIWTII S1mrmn.
R. G. Ingersoll says, "The man who makes somebody else
twice and Alfred James once to know what was the matter,
I am 11t home onee again. I left Palo on the 11th of happy is a happy man." Whom did Herr 1\'Iost ever make
but got no word from either of them. Roberts had in view August last on a Yisit to Ohio, 1\Iichigan, and then in north- happy? l\Iost taught his countrymen how to use bombshelle,
to publish a book of messages I was anxious to get.
· western Iowa, and I leamt something by my intercourse with dynamite, vitriol (Sc1t1oejel~iht1'e), etc. The seed which l\fost
Yours truly,
I. N. SEE\'ERS.
the people I met with. One thing I discovered is the want of brought to this country we lm v seen the fruits of on the 4th
[Wc are unable to say where Brother Roberts is at present. more men and money to help on our cause. In all the places day of l\fay in the city of Chicago.
If this meets his eye, he will please allow himself to be heard I was in priestcraft ruled. I met with many- friends, but
It is not so very long ago since Most was before criminal
from.-En T. S.]
the best were those who were the most liberal in their views. court at Vienna, Austria, on the charge of treason, for wi1ich
I had to be more quiet and still with my song sometimes crime he was expelled from A•. 1stria _and Germany, and may
NEwPOHT, 1vi:E., June 10, 1886.
than suited me, but when I saw and heard so much supersti- hav been from other countries. Judge Smythe, of your city,
1vln. Enrron: TnE TIWTII SEEKEI! forever! ·when I
tion I could not" hold in," but hacl to speak my sentiments, was bound :by the welfare of the country and community to
opened the issue for June 5th, and saw that telling picture,
even if it did hurt some, for I found many who dill not care giv Johnl\fost the full penally of the Jaw, and his act ought
"Our Janus-Faced Religion," I felt that it ought to be seen
for others' feelings. I will not try to injure them, but when to be inrlorscd by every htw-:tbiding citizen in the land.
and read by every man, and especially every woman in the
it is time for me to speak I will be honest ami tell the truth
The doors of America are open to all nations, but not to
world. Smiles and a wreath for a thousand-wifed adulterer,
as far as I hav learned it. Some whom I talked with on m \' rioters who hav been expelled from other countries for the
but a frown, a club, _and law for the little adulterer with ·less
long visit would ask where I harl learuetl so much. I told crime of treason. If 1\[ost expected to gain popularity in
than a dozen wives. That picture to me is the best yet.
them I had been rearling THE T·nu'l'n SEEKER the last five America, why did not he imitate Carl Schurz or other GerHow can a Liberalist hav anything but praise for such a
years, and other good works. I told them, too, where to man statesmen and public benefactors?
grand showing up of the fraud of all other frauds, ChristianDynamite and bombshells c~o not elevate the human race
send to for them.
ity? ·what hav not Christian priests clone to blacken the
·well, friends, in all my travels 1 did not see another badge- nor mise the wages of the laborer. Not much! 'l'hey bring
characters of Infidels? About forty years ago, passing up
pin but my own, which I wore in plain view most of tlw distress to honest German laborers, make widows ·and orBowdoin street in Boston, on a Sunday afternoon, I stepped
time. I close, hoping this \Yill be the best year for our cause phans, ami rob them of that little love which some Amerinto the· Rev. Hubbard Winslow's church. Near the close of
that we htW had.
Jon)~ SntA'fFOlm.
icans hav for Germans. Herr Most, Spies, Parsons, or
his sermon he said: " When Tom Paine was dying he cried
Guitean do not deserve your sympathy. You can always
out in fearful agony, ' Oh, the pains of hell and dam•ation !'"
}LutTINGTox, NEB., June 6, 1886.
judge the character of a man by the places he frequents, the
To.day if I heard a man use such words I would say to him,
FmE:m E. lvfAonoxAr.n, true and able represent,ttiv of our company and literature he supports; :Most'_s hiding-place
'' You are a liar !"
noble D. l\I. Bennett: I do not know what onr grand old
I think TnE TIWTH SEEKE!t never was doing a grander TnuTn SEEKEH would luw been without you. I am glad to when arrested was under a bedstead in the room of a "single lady" (wbieh he clenies); the saloon was his workshop,
work than now, and I am surprised that any friend of the see that you are exposing that inhuman, but truly Christian,
and many of his companions and admirers are a set of discause of mental freedom has aught to say against its true New York Observer in its Christianlike attack on Thomas
contented idlers; the literature he supports is the Arbeite1showing up of the abominable, corrupt characters in the Paine. I love the old fbg, and I love Thomas Paine, the
Zeitnng, ami other rebellious papers and pamphlets, to keep
book of all others, the Bible, that has been and is demoraliz- author and hero of the principle which the Stars and Stripes
his fellow-men from work and encourage them to idleness
ing the people. Here is my @" to the man who holds the represent. It ought to bring the blush of shame to the face
and riot.
pencil that brings out in such life-like manner "Our Janus- of all true Amel'icau citizens to hear these slanders of
Hoping that I hav not imposed upon space of your valuFaced Religion."
SEW Aim lHITOJIELL.
the ~ld hero, even though they may differ with him about able paper, I remain,
Yours very respectfully, A. S. B.
religion.
.
SNoWVILLE, VA., June 8, 1886.
Oh, be not the first to discover
HELENA, NEB., 1\'Iay 25, 1886.
1vln. EDITOR: In your issue of June 5th :Mr. Dearth asks of
A blot in the fame of that hero,
J\IR. EDITOR: In your issue of May 22d Octavius J. BroA tlaw in the life of Thom:ts Paine,
Elmina "What is mind? Is it superior to matter?" Suppose
Whose heart ha~ proverl true to the enrl
sius, in an article advocating a high protectiv tariff, says,
I ask him wlwt matter is, or what light is, or what color is?
"Surely he cannot be a manufacturer, mechanic, farmer, .or
When we talk or write we usc words as they are generally
J"enve base minds to harbor su,picion,
producer of any kind, or else he certainly would see the
defined instearl of going back to bed-rock beginnings. MindAnd small ones to trace out defects,
blessings of certain embargoes." He certainly would if a
Let onrs be a 110ble ambition,
is the accumulated experience of our past, and includes all
For base is the mind that snspect.H.
mauufacturer, but otherwise he cannot. Now, friend Brosius.
the knowledge we lmv gained from all sonrces_ It is built
this you should know if you· do not, that all tariff legislations
up of impressions received through our five senses. You
Then Jet ns svutk well nf our hero,
are special acts, giving special privileges to only those for
may call it something of nothing, still we realize a mind or
Or spe>tk not about him at all.
ro·ental difference between the insane and the sane, the idiot
I lind that that my old stock of the " T!wmns Paine VincH- whom said legislation applies, and I hav yet to learn of Qne
and the scholar, the scientist and the boor. Heredity educa- cated" pamphlets is out, and I mnst lmv some more of them. siagle instance where it will apply to the laborers, nor hav I
tion and surroundings all influence the development of mind. Please send me Ingersoll's "Four Tributes," the Tl!uTrr ever heard or known of an act being passed called protectiv
It is matter in mo1ion, just as light is, just as color is, and SEEKER ANNUAL, one of W. H. Bnrr's pamphlets, and two of that was passed through the influence or solicitation of the
laborers. But this is a notable fact: when the capitalists h\lV
just as heat is. We call it, by a figure of speech, superior to "Paine Vindicated."
T. L. CuHA s.
desired that kind of legislation, they hav invariably besieged
matter because the man of giant intellect 'is superior to the
Congress, and expended thousands 9f dollars to secure that
ST CJ.AmsviLI.E, 0., June 10, 1886.
simpleton and idiot. One man or woman of brains will rule,
Mit. EDITOR: \Yit.h a profound sense of respect for the legislation. Do these men buy legislation to benefit the
control, or govern a horde of weaklings, though they outweigh him thousands of pounds in mere ponderosity of mat- memor_v of the talented and noble Mr. Andrews, I, in com- laborer? The protluciug classes of the country are compelled
ter. ·when an Ingersoll with his towering intellect sways a mon· with a very large nnmlJer of the intelligent and patriotic to pay ou an average of thirty per cent for that kind of legistheater full of listeners, moving them to smiles, tears, indig- American people, disagree with Mr. Appleton's sentiments iu lation. This is protection with a vengeance. Now who gets
nation, or deep thought, as he pleases, this is what we call reg;arrl to Grant and Garfield. He charges the former with this cxtm per cent? The men for whom this legislation was
"mind moving matter." . That is, the mind of Ingersoll "brutality and vulgarity," antl the latter with "low cun- made; the workingman never received a nickel of it. Again,
when legislation protects any special productiv interest, it
moves the matter of his body so it voices his thoughts, and ning!"
He thus manifests, in an indirect manner, his political prej_ places all other industries at a disadvantage. And why?
these in turn move the mincls of his hearers and cause the
matter of their bodies to show. by the expression of face and udicc. Grant and Garfield enjoyed when living the affec- Because it puts a power into the hands of that special thing
body that "mind rules matter." If this is not clear, I hope tion and respect of their countrymen, irrespecti v of political or product to set its own price, not only on the thing it itself
or religious beliefs, and it ·is rather late in the day to ques- produces, but also all products it uses produced by all those
an abler pen will make it so.
ELMINA.
tion the integrity or manhood of either of those noble repre- that do not hav protection. It simply says you must buy of
· FHESNO Crl'Y, CAr.., June 2, 1886.
sentativs of our republican institutions. The memories of us, and p!1y the price that we name, and for what you hav to
1vlR. EDITOR: You hav not heard from this part of God's the nation's illustrious and honored dead need no defense sell to us you must take what we choose to giv, for you can
moral vinyard for &Ome time, but as this town, only twelve from me, bnt I simply desire to cuter a protest ag;tinst such not deal with anyone else unless you pay a heavy tariff tax.
years old, bas eight churches, don't blame me for not sending reckless and unfounded charges, and against the introduc- And this is protection. It is strange, indeed, tha:t any man
you new subscribers. But I hav hope. I hav found a book- tion of politics into the colmnu~ of TnE TIWTII SEEKEil, who labors will be, or can be, so blind to his own interest as
store and news-stand. Please send sample copies and sub- which is not supposed to be a political "organ," bnt the to at! vocate a protectiv tariff. How in the name of sense is
scription rates. I hav taken TnE TnuTn SEEKER from the propagator of mental liberty. If l\lr. Appleton will read the laborer protected in buying a snit of clothes by paying
first. It has ~reatly improved. I hav shown the pictures to what Colonel Ingersoll has said about Grant and Garfield, he forty-five per cent tariff on them? and why is the manufacquite a number, and all are pleased, and declare them a great will find himself somewhat at variance with our eloquent and turer so anxious to ha v his goods protected? Does he hand
improvement. If the type was large, I should be better. popular leader in the army of progress. Said the gallant over that forty-five per cent to the man that does the work?
pleased, for I cannot see to read small print. I hav seen colonel : " Garfield i~ rich in honor ; in integrity he is Not much. If the workingman intimates such an absurd
eighty-four Aprils and Mays, and now peep into J nne. There wealthy, and in brains he is a millionaire. ·He is a scholar, idea he is given to understand very soon Umt his place \V ill
is a saying, "Once a man, twice a child." I am a child he is a statesman, he was a soldier, be is a patriot, and, be tilled by imported cheap laborers-that is how he is proagain, but not childish enough to stop my paper because above all, he is a magnificent man." Of Grant he said: tected. There is, there can be, no such thing as protection.
there may be a little defect in it. I do not expect to see a "From civil life a man, silent, thoughtful, poised, and calm, It is nothing more nor less than a system of legalized robperfect newspaper. I think the pictures will do good.
stepped forth, and with the lips of victory voiced the nation's bery-a system that allows a few industries to prey upon
John R. Kelso on "Paupers" Wtts goOll and timely-Mrs. first and lasL demand. That utterance was the real declara- all others. There could be no fair shake unless all producGrant, a rich lady, receiving a great sum of money, while tion of real war, and in accordance with the llmmatic unities tion received the same per cent protection, and that would
some poor soldier gets nothing, as in my own case. I was of mighty event~, the great soldier who made it received the J.le of no advantage to anyone ; it would only raise the price
without adding any value to the thing produced. No .peoat Vicksburg with S11ermau and with Grant. I hav suffered final sword of the Hebe Ilion."
more than twenty years, and shall continue to suffer as long
In regard to the cartoons, I vote for their continuance. ple ever did or ever can become weal thy trading among
:!1-Iany a person luke warm in the '' faith," and too careless to themselvs, no matter however much they may add to the
as Iliv. I get nothing.
In TnE TI!UTn SEEKER of May 22d, T. l\1. Horne advocates read weighty and irrefutable logic, will be a wakened at once price of their wares every day. They must, to become
a new party. I say Yes. Let us hav one with these prin- by a ghmce at the pictures to the folly of his or her position, wealthy, produce more than they consume, and, by exchangand if those who hav not yet discarded theological follies and ing the surplus of their products with other people's, add to
ciples:
1. Americans to rule America. No foreigner to be uatur- fables, nnd who still "cling to· the credulity of the cradle," their wealth. The old man said his boys made five dollars
alized until he has been twenty years in the country and can happen to receive a shock occasionally through the artistic apiece, one rainy day, trading jacknives among themselvs,
read the Constitution of the United States. He must hav a skill of Mr. Heston, perhaps it will start the rusty machinery and when night came each had the knife he- started
character free from all villainy, proved by ten wituesses.
of t.heir reason, and cauBe it to assert itself.
with in the morning. I can see just as much sense in the old
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man's statement as I can in the argument of the protectionist.
A bushel of wheat possesses no more value, nor will it continue life one moment longer, though the price be ten dollars
instead of one, nor will its high pricll add one whit to the
real wealth of the nation. So raising the price of a product by a protectiv tariff law adds nothing to the wealth of a
people, but only aids those who are protected in absorbing
the wealth produced by those who are not protected. One
who can see only the evils, misery, and starvation in other
countries must be blinded by prejudice or false teachings in
regard to our own. A nation possessing all the advantaO"es
of this country, and no more densely populated, ought ~ot
to lu~v one pauper in all its broad domain; but, with the
· blessmg (?) ·of a protectiv tariff, the history of no country
will show that, in as short a period, as many paupers hav
been made as hav been made here in the last. twenty years.
Why this? ~urely if protection was so good a thing, and
such a bless!Dg to the workingman, we would not hav this
condition of things-the millionaires that hav been made
in these few years, and the masses who hav not the necessities· of life at hand. People are starving to death in this
country on starvation wages; what more can they do in
European countries?
w. r. BROOKS, M.D.
BouLDElt, CoL., June 7, 1886.
l\iu. EDITOR: I sec the subject of cartoons in TuE TRUTH
SEEKER is agitating the minds of some of your subscribers.
At first I did not deem them of material importance, and as
they llepicted subjects that many of us used to think too
sacred for criticism, I, no doubt in common with many others, was at times rather rasped by some of them.
Upon thinking the subject over, I hav come to the conclu, sion that the'.' shocking" part was caused by artiEtic defects
that you can gra1lually improve, for no real truth seeker can
object to a subject being put before the reader in its most
effecliv form, and certainly a picture is th11 most effectiv of
all forms that the mind can conceive of. The wlwle excellence of the kindergarten system is summed up in its objectlessons; they appeal to the eye and can be taken in at once,
by the most uneducated mind, even of a juvenil.
'Vhat the kindergarten is to the child, cartoons are to the
adult, and especially those adults who hav not trained their
minds or hav not the time at their command to follow a
printed sentence to its logical conclusion.
The trouble is with most of us that we skim over a printed
page and do not realize what the words mean, and in that
way so many outrageous paragraphs in the Bible pass unnoticed-that is, until one reads the book out aloud; then we
are caught. hesitating and glancing at our audience to see
whether the words are appropriate to the listeners.
For the above reasons, I would say, Continue the cartoons,
only please improve (as fast as the funds admit of) the artistic
part of the·WOrk.
Another reason for the pictures, as I will call them now, is
that our opponents use the same methods. The Sundayschool papers arc full of illustrations"-better style, of course,
but still illustrations. And we all know how a picture takes
the eye, and the effectivness of cartoons in politics, and how
the different bureaus of the government use the " graphic"
style of illustrating their conclusions. It is getting so that
all trades and professions appeal more to the eye by illustration than mere printed pages. Even the Agricultural Department at 'Vasbington gets up " graphic diagrams" to
show our farmer friends how much grain was " exported
during the last decade." Surely in such important, matters
as our present and fnture existence, diagrams and cartoons
can be utilized \vhen speaking to these same friends whom
the ·washington officials think require such illustrations
in order that they may realize as simple a subject as how
many bushels of wheat we eat and export.
No, do not discontinue the illustrations. For everyone
that shouts, "Stop my paper," you will gain a new subscriber, who rather Jil;es to see the" other fellow's" mistakes
shown up.
0. AMDROOK, l\1.D.
OmTTENDEN, Amz., June 7, 188G.
l\in. EniTOI~: Were you ever besieged? That is not my
condition exactly, because if I knew the Indians were here I
should try and get in my tunnel (I am a miner); but there is
that uneasy feeling that one experiences when he knows he
.s liable to be shot down at any moment. The hostil Apaches
are out in all directions apparently. Mnnler and rapine mark
their path. Occasionally a captiv maiden adorns their victory. . General .Miles is new to this clepartmint, but seems to
hav tal~en hold with great vigo·r. The troops ·are raced up
and do~n in the most harassing kind of warfare. The Indians, wl.1en cornerecl, scatter like a ilock of quail to meet at
a place agreed upon or by signal fires or smoke. They liv
off tllC country. If their stock is captured, they get a mount
wherever they can find it.
Well, it is terrible. The poor settlers ha v to abandon
homes in haste and fly to some point for protection. They
must abandon their gardens and turn the calves out with the
cows. One raid means maybe the loss of the year to a settler,
so he sta~ntil the last moment, perhaps, and is scooped in
by the In~ If he leaves, they come down on his place
and destroy what is left. It seems plain that great distress
must visit many people here unless these Indians are speedily
put down. Who are these Apaches? They are the hyenas
of the human family. It is known that some of them are exscouts, who hav become learned in the white man's method
of warfare in addition to their own cunning and sagacity,
which I believe to be unequaled by any other tribe. They
liav a choice reservation in theeiCart of the country, where
they could all liv in comfort supplied by government. The
mass of them do liv on the reservation, but it is only a breeding-den and recruiting-station-their base of operations.
J\Iauy years ago, au aged mountaineer told, me there were
three great tribes of the Apaches, and as long as he could

remember one or two tribes had been at war and one or two
at peace, those at peace supplying those at war.
There is an old scoundrel, Es-kim-in-zin, living down near
the mouth of the San Pedro, who has been known to go into
Tucson and buy large quantities of ammunition.
We will never hav peace, permanent peace, until these
Indians are removed. Why not take them to the Indian
territory, or put them on an island off the Pacific coast?
It is not the mission of the government to propa"'ate relio-ion of any kind, hut if they were placed at any ;lace me~
tioned, they could be easily reached by Christian teachers.
As it is, they look upon the blue mountains from whose
fastnesses their fathers swept down upon the paleface, and
they think and talk the matter over around their camp-fire
until their feelings are worker. up for the war-path.
If they could only make one raid through the New Englann
and Atlantic states, then their fate would be settled. Then
people would know what an Apache raid meant; sentiment
would be flung to the winds and practical measures adopted.
F. A. LAMONT.
Loup Crn, NEn., .1\'Iay 27, 1886.
EDITOR: 'fhere are very few people to-day in the
Eastern states who for a moment realize to what extent the
laws goveming our public domain are being trampled upon;
and many being rather unsophi::,.ticated in the matter, they
don't realize the enormity of the crime. Rich men are becoming richer. Corporations are piling up great wealth by
perjury and congressional authority, whichever is needed.
They manage. to procure either without trouble, or hav heretofore; and the poor man sits by with his eyes open and
allows it to go on when he has the means to stop it at his
disposal if he would but exert them. The " great West" is
just beginning to be developed; in ten years more its wealth
will be enormous, and those lund-sharks are far-seeing and
know well they must grasp now or never, for in a few years
the opportunity will hav gone from their reach never to return. We who settled upon the ·western plains some years
ago and hav seen these frauds worked out right under our
eyes are better calculated f::Jr witnesses against them than the
person who has never crossed the :Mississippi, and has, therefore, had only the stories second-band and, as is natural, giv
room for prevarication.
Though I hav been a life-long Hepublican, I must testify
that President Cleveland and Land Commissioner Sparks hav
given us land reforms that we never dared to hope for under
a Republican administration, at least not till public sentiment forced them through. The Brighton Rauch company;
one of those pervertres of the people's rights, are a body
doing business in Custer county, Neb., as stock raisers.
This company has come under the vision of our Democratic
administration, and it is well for the people in that county
that it has. They hav many thousand acres (fifty thousancl,
I believe) of public land fenced in with a barbed-wire fence,
and no settler dare stick his stakes inside of their inclosures
and call his life worth a penny. About a year ago a man
was shot down for the crime of locating a homestead inside
of this dead line of wire. The assassin was sent to the penitentiary for five years, which was a grand victory for tb.e homesteaders, for, a few years ago, no ofllcers would hav dared
to venture into the country to make the arr!'st. Things are
changing, hut, alas! when change comes these fellows will
possess the fairest part of the country, and the land that
should still be vacant for our children to elaim wilt be open
only for them to rent :md bt•eome su!Jjec:ts of title masters,
as are o~r brothers from across the ocean .. The tactics gen.
emily employed by these robbers of the people tc. get a title
from Uncle Sam are like this: They select their location a
considerable distance from any settlement: erect their buildings for a ranch,· and hire :1 number of men, each one a tool
of the firm. Each of these men files on one hundred and
sixty acres of laud 118 a preemption, and in six months
proves up by paying $1.2ii per acre, the motwy being furnished by the firm or company, and a small stipend to the
man for his part in procuring the land, which is agreed upon
when the man is hired, and often in this way one man takes
several pieceb of land undn assumed names-any way to get
the land-each man swearing for the other in turn. ·when
the" cowboy" is through, the company employing him has
the land, and he goes on and hires to some other. In this
wise companies own large bodies of land. 'Vlwn civilization
crowds their herds farther back they take up a new site and
begin business over in the same manner. Tlwir herds hring
them in a large profit, and tlteir ill-gotten lands a larger one.
One way the railroad cotupauies had, up to a short time ago,
of evading the taxes on the land gmnted them was not to
take out a patent on the lands till they sold them, and then.
only on the portion sold; but if some poor homesteader
would happen to file on one of their unpatented pieces they
would very suddenly discover that he was on their lands, and,
no matter what were his improvements, he would hav to surrender them to the usurper. Never was there a more
righteous act in the country than when President Cleveland
sent forth his proclamation driving the cattle men from the
Indian Territory. They had been there so long that they
began to believe themEelvs masters of the situation, but that
proclamation dropped among them like· a firebrand, and the
howl that went up would hav put to shame a drove of
coyotes; but they moved! Cleveland would admit of no
foolishness, and their going was heralded with great joy by
every settler along the line of the territory, I believe. We
hope the new administration will keep right on its good
work an1l tear down every fence on the public domain, and
rend every unearned acre of land from the railroads, and put
it where it belongs, ou the li~t for actual settlers.
Your cartoons are far beyond our fondest hopes in the way
of object lessons, and I think Brother Heston should be styled
the Nast of THE T1mTH SEEKER. Every subscriber should
use his best endeavors at least to induce a friend to subscribe
Mr~.
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with him so as to insure the continuation of those illustrations. I hav my extra subscriber ready to send in with my
renewal. Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER!
FRoNTIER.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., June 5, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR : On renewing my subscription I will take occasion to acknowledge Mr. D. Higbee's favor in TrrE TRunr
SEEKER. of May 8th, and invite attention to the absence of
proper vouchers for the reliability of some of his statements.
The computations that make the minimum distance of our
planet 93,000,000, the maximum 98,000,000, the mean 95,000,000 miles from the center of its o~bit, and the mean
diameter of its orbit 190,000,000 miles, was taught in the
schools when I·,, as a small boy, and· accredited to Sir Imac ·
N ewton.• But I .am inclined to question the reliability of
those computations, and of Newton's entire theory of cause
and effect, and all the modern improvements.
Astronomers inform us that, when on the line of the
equator, the sun is level with the horizon of both poles, but
when on either side of the equator it is in view of but one
pole, which indicates that, if the earth was nearer than it is
to the center of its orbit, the sun should not be in view from
either pole when on the line of the equator. No)V, draw a
circle two inchce in diameter, and a perpendicular line
through the center, extending it a sufficient distance to meet
the center of the earth's orbit, and draw a right-angle base
line from the center to the circumference of th11 circle. My
circle will represent the earth, with the equator for my perpendicular, and the earth's axis for my base line. An angle
that will intersect IlJ.Y circle at the point of intersection by
my base line should be level with the polar horizon, and will
cross my perpendicular line G2} inches beyond my circle.
My scale being 4,00(f miles to the inch, I should multiply
4,000 by G21 which will giv 250,000 miles as the distance
of earth from the center of its orbit. If I extend my angle
50,000 miles further, it will cross the tropic> far enough
to indicate that, if earth was 300,000 miles from the ceut~r,
·the sun should never go below the horizon of either pole.
I hav always supposed that the mathematical precision Df
planetary and lunar motion should enable astronomers to
compute eclipses, rising and setting of sun and moon, etc.,
regardless of distance. The north Polar Star being sufficimt
for my purpose, I shall giv myself no concern about the
probability of there being a south Polar Star. Unless the
north star is always ou a line with the earth's axis, it should
not always be at the same angle to the same parallel of latitude all around the globe, nor could it be always on a line
with the earth's axis unless it revolves in unison with the
earth. If the seven stars are beyond the limits of our '' solar
sys· ern," they should not possibly revolve in unison with our
planet, and they and our planet should, at times, be on opposit sides of the sun ; they should not then be in view for
the simple reason that they could not be above our horizon
except in daytime.
If the Milky Way is a belt of suns, worlds, and nebula!,
11;ircling our little family of worlds like a vast ring, we should
be revolving a~ound inside the ring, and get a view of its entire circumference, and find that it presents a remarkable
samei)ess at all points. Apropos, a few years ago, astronomers gravely informed the public that meteoric showers are
caused by the proximity of our planet to that same Milky
Way. 'Vhew! what a discrepancy! l'lfy congratulations,
being Qvidently somewhat premature, are not fairly entitled
to thanks. The center being equidistant from all opposit
points, a true ellipsis Hhould hav a true center. I shall freelv
a~! mit the need of mon• 1uminous "gas" than astronome;s
hav furnished, on the question of sun-spots, or any other of
cause and effect. Astronomers assert that masses of dense
vapor become detached, fall into the openings in the sun,
and disappear from view. Having observed that heated
vapor is more or less opaque, and. mounts upward, ami becomes transparent when cooled, and falls to the earth, I am
not surprised that the return vapor from sun-spots should be
colorless. And being informed that distance lends enchantment to the view, even though the distance be imaginary, I
am not surprised that the distance to which the returning
vapor is computed to be hurled should be somewhat exaggerated. Astronomers assert, and present facts to prove,
that our vision does not extend to the luminous bodies, but
their light comes to us; why should our view of the sun be
an exception to that rule? 'Vhy assert that the sun is IJG,000,000 miles distant and their vision extends to it with such
clearness that they can detect the presence of transparent
Vtlpor on its surface? That is tm ineonsistcncy of gretl ter
magnitude than my credulity can take in. l\Ir. Higbee is
evidently aware that there is a subtil fluid, supposed to be,
and probably is, devitalized electricity, continually flowing
through earth and atmosphere fr01n the equator to the poles
of our planet. Whence comes this fluid, and whither docs it
go, unless it comes from, and returns to, the center of onr
planetary system: causing light and heat by collision with
our lower atmosphere, by which collision it becomes devitalized, and instead of radiating from, it gravitates to, the center, passing off our planet at the poles, causing aurora borealis in its passage through polar atmosphere? There appears
to be no scientific reason for supposing the center of our
planetary system to be composed of anything else than components of this fluid, which is nt'ither light nor heat, nor capable of producing either except by collision with the lower
atmospheres of illuminated bodies.
Being in doubt of the feasibility of friend Higbee's transpC'rtation arrangements, I shall respectfully decline his
friendly invitation to join in his contemplated pleasure trip
t0 the solar and planetary worlds and other points of interest.
The idea of a "spiritual form, or body," is so far beyond the
domain of rny comprehension that I shall not attempt to
grasp it. I perceive spirit to be the vital, activ principle or
property in matter, capable of adapting itself to all the varied
and varying conditions of matter, aud never lea ViiS it. Matter would be incapable of any action, even of decomposition,
without the spirit.
J. A, Tt'TTLE.
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{Jhildrtnt s {Jorntr.
Edited lJy Mrss SuSAN H. WrxoN, Fall
.Kiver, Malis., to whom.aU Gommunicationafm·
this Gcn-ner sh<mld be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,·
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Bee Rocl{ed in a Rose.
Who says a bee has never sat
In the cup of a wild red rose 1
1\Iistaken BDlil-this very morn
A wild bee came and dmnk her Jill
Of the mists that blew from over the hill.
The mist that a new rose garnered up
To t.he·scalloped rim of its ruby cup;
For roses creHJ to the open doors,
Coming from Jiclds of checkered corn
An<lmHlcr the homestead window-sill
Where the milk-weed spreads her ragged runt,
And in t.o the north where tho tempest roars
And tho farmers' trees arc a thonsaml rows.
The flower withheld no charm of red,
And was never injured a whit.,
That a golden bee had drank of it ;
But calmly held her modest hcatl
And pretty checks aflame,
Saying, in soften ell tones, 'twas Bhame
Refusing one's nectar and dumbly sit
When weary travelers begged for it,
As others she might name.
Nodding across where the blue bells bloom,
She said she ever made welcome room
When tired pilgrims came her way ;
Clearing the space in her crimson walls
She gave the wine in her banquet halls,.
And craved no creature's doom;
And come or go, or go or stay,
Her B!>icy breath and dewy lips,
Pink as a Indy's finger-tips,
Are free to the world on a holiday ;
And sweet to strew on a loved one's grave,
The rich or poor, the weak or brave,
And to crown a bride on her wedding day.
Clem·wnter, .\"eb.
~IARY llArJim FIN err.

What Made Her So Extravagant 1
OR 1 TilE GIRL WITII 'filE. CANDY 'fOOT II.

"I don't see what makes Etta so extravagant and wasteful! Slle has not the least
idea of prudence or economy. I'm sure she
doesn't take after me!" and l\Ir. Parker sighed
as he watched his slatternly, extravagant
daughter.
Now, what was the reason of Etta's lack of
thoughtfulness and prudence? I'll just tell
you. When Etta was a dear, little, winsome
girl she had a candy tooth-that is, she was
excessivly fond of candy, a failing belonging
t(} most boys and girls. The failing began
by her papa bringing her home occasionally
bits of sugar candy. She liked it, and soon
began teasing for it when he did not bring it
of his own accord.
When she began to run about, she would
·tease for pennies, for she learnt that pennies
were exchanged for candies.
"Giv me a .penny, papa, please!" she
would say, and invariably out came the
penny, and away went Etta to invest it in
candy. By and by it began to be two or three
pennies, for the candy tooth grew larger and
demanded more and more. The father was
a man in only moderate circumstances, but
he wanted to be indulgent an1l generous, and
so he never refused the gift of nickels to his
little daughter. Etta never once realized that
pennies came to her father by hard work, for
no one had ever told her, and she supposed
innocently enough that they came as easily as
the candy.
Time went on, and Ella grew 1o young
girlhood, and the candy tooth grew also. It
was candy, candy, candy, chocolates and caramels, all the time.
By ana by, other wants came also-ribbons,
jewelry, gloves, and trinkets. Wasteful and
spendthrift habits were formed, and became
so firmly fixed th~tt now they cannot be eradicated. ·She had never been taught the value
of a penny; she only knew how to dispose of
it, and hence, to-day, her parents mourn after
her very thoughtless and extravagant ways.
Had she been taught that her father earned
the pennies by hard and constant work, and
that it was wrong to use them for candies to
minister to that never-satisfied candy tooth of
hers; that it was better to acquire habits of
prudence, thrift, industry i better to do some
little bits of work and earn the pennies before
she spent them, she would be much better off
to-day, much less a source of trouble and
vexation to parents and friends, and her
candy tooth would never hav grown so ravenous as to eat away all her other teeth, besides quite a little fortune in dollars and cents.
Her parents Rhould hav instructed her as
to the value and use of money, and shown
her the folly of catering to a candy tooth.

S. H. W.

Sam Simons's Ideas.
" How be you, Sam?" inquired the old
farmer of Beacon Hill.
"Very well, sir. How arc you?"
"Waal, 'bout the same as ever. I come
over ter speak a little to you 'bout that religion we was talking of yestiddy."
The reader must pardon mistakes in Farmer Jones's language, he being a rather uneducated farmer.
Now, perhaps, reader, you wish to know
who Sam Simons is. Well, if yon must
know, he was the only Liberal in the town
where he lived.
Now to proceed with our story.
"Tell me truly, Sam, do you believe there
is :L Supreme Bdnp; ?"
"No, I don't," said Sam.
" Why?" asked Mr. Jones.
"Because," rcplie1l Sam, "just this: Because, if there is a Gotl, who IIHt1lc him?
Then, who made the one who nutde him?
You might go back like that and you couldn't
stop."
" \Yhy, yes, ycr eouhl stop. God was the
t1rst one who came into the world," said
Jones.
"Yes, but how dill he get into the worhl ?"
im1uire1l Simons.
" Waal, I dunno as I can answer tlutt
question, after all. I guess you got the best
of me on that point. Suppose there was a
Go!l, do you think that Jesus is the son of
Go1l?''
"No. The Bible says Jesus was thll son
of Joseph and 1\'Iary, and if Joseph is his
father, God can't be his father too; he may
be his grandfather, for all I know," answered
the good Liberal.
"'tV ell," exploded John Jones, "you're a
pretty smart man, at any thinking. Come to
look into the things, what you say don't look
very unreasonable. Guess I won't hav any
more pralJe1"8 at my table."
"I must go now," said Sam. " Good-by."
"Good-by," called out Jones.
And John Jones didn't hav any more prayers at his table.
H nrrah for Sam Simons! I say, aml perhaps others will agree with me.
Milfm•d, Mass.
GuAOIE FAnmANKS.
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l!otlf!l.
The Road to Fame.
A MORAL ESSAY.
At the first dawning of the human mind,
Ere toil is known, when hope is undefined,
Why does the boy in all his little plays
Attempt to imitate his parents• ways 1
Why does he long those happy hours to span,
And take on self the duties of a man 1
•Tis nature's finger pointing to the goal,
The stilly whisp'rings in the budding soul;
The deep, mysterious something unexpressed,
The god in man hid in the human breast.
Say, heavenly muse, from whence haP sprung that
law
·
The ancient sage by light of reason saw,
If not its birth in man's tremendous needs,
The source and fount of all our ~;artbly creeds 1
Far as the solar sYstem clips the wind,
Analogy in human hopes we find :
The naked negro in the torrid zone
Has a dim faith, but prays to senseless stone;
The pagan lord of Itzlapalapan
Bowed to the sun a deep reli~;rious man,
And chanted hymns about a realm of rest
Where earth's pure souls w0uld be forever blest..
Ye gifted dwellers on Olympus, say
From whence the hope of an eternal day 1
Where is the proof of an immortal part
Except in the deep longings of the heart 1
Ambition is the beacon o'er the wave,
Inspiring hope of life beyond the grave!
Turn, son of man, thy raptured gaze on high,
Let thy ambition soar unto the sky;
!love ever on and up the broad'ning scale,
And make the force of intellect prevail.
"I formed you free," the great creator said,
"And placed the power of thought within your
head.
·
Yours to attain what giddy bight severe
Ambition leads yon on a bright career."
Mourn not, ob, then, misfortune's lowly birth,
For know, true greatness lies in moral worth,
And genius is but patience in disguise
Nerved by high aims until it frets the skies.
See yonder ill-starred son of poverty,
Note those dark lines that ring his brilliant eye;
Emblems of study by the shaded :ight
Till cocks proclaim the high noon of the night.
Watch his career through life's succeeding turns;
He'll stand at last where fame's bright altar burns,
And wealth and ease will crown his later years
Whose youth was spent in labor and in tears;
And his posthumous fame will teach mankind
The greatest gift is a deep, thoughtful mind.
Boundless as love and pure as maiden's hope
Is wise ambition in its broadening scope;
Bright fields expanding with each new advance
Like some sublime, soul-stiuing, wild romance;
Lending a z<,st to life that. none may know
Who delves 'mid alums of ignorance below.
Livs there a man on earth who does not long
To mount the hight and stand above the throng,
And leave upon the gilded wall of fame
In livid letters traced immortal name 1
If breathes there such a poltroon, pass him by,
For him will waft no warbling minstrelsY;
Though wealth and ease m~ty crown his earthly
lot,
Living unhonored, he will be forgot
When death shall sweep him from this nether
realm;
For life is real, not an idle dream.
!Ian was created with a soul sublime,
And should leave tracks upon the rocks of time;
Not like dumb beasts liv idle all the day,
And at· the night of life return to clay,
No plans perfected, and no good works done,
Unwept, unhonored, and his name unsung.
Fear not to scale, but take thy bl"ight ascent,
Ye sons of man, where men before thee went ;
That giddy bight your labor can attain,
What man hath done man yet may do again;
Though rough the road and troubles dire distress
Thy slow-fought way, the end is the success;
And history of all ages shall proclaim
A love of use is the true road to fame.
CHAS. HUDGINS.

A Hardshell Baptist Sermon.

whar between the first chapter uv the Book of
Generation an' the last chapter uv the Book
uv Revolutions; an' if you will go and search
the scriptures as I hav, you will not only find
my tex thar, but a great many other texes that
will do you good to read; an' my tex, when
you shill find it, you shill find it to read thus :
"An' be played on a harp uv a thousand
strings; sperrets uv jus' men made perfeck."
My tex, brethring, leads me to speak uv
sperrets. Now, that's a great many kinds uv
sperrets in this world. In fus ·place, thar's
the sperrets as some folks call ghosts; then
thar's the sperrets of turpentime; an' then
thar's the sperrets as some folks call liquor,
an' I hav as good an article uv them kind uv
sperrets on my flat boat out thar as ever was
fotched down the Mississippi River. But
thar's a great many other kinds uv sperrets,
for the tex says, " He played on a harp uv a
thousand strings, spen·ets uv jus' men made
perfeck."
But I will tell you the kind uv sperrets that
is ment in the tex. It is fire. That is the
kind uv sperrets as is meant in the tex. my
brethring.
Now, thar's a great many kinds of fire in
the world. In fus place, thar's the common
sort uv fire, to light a segar or pipe with.
Then thar's camfire, an' fire before you're
ready an' fall back, an' many other kinds of
fire; for the tex says, " He played on a harp
uv a thousand strings, sperrets uv jus' men
made perfeck.''
But I will tell you the kind er fire as is ment
in tY.e tex', my brethring. It is hell-fire. An'
that's the kind of fire as a good many uv you
will come to if you don't do better nor what
you've been doing; for he played on a harp
uv a thousand strings, sperrets uv jus' men
made perfeck.
Now, the different sorts uv fire may be
likened unto the different persuasions uv
Christians in the world. In the fus' place, we
hav the 'Piscupalians, a high-sailin' an' a
high-falutin' set. Au' they may be likened
unto a turkey-buzzard that flies in the air,
an' goes up, up, until he looks no bigger nor
your finger-nail; an' the fus' thing.you know
he comes clown an' down ltn' down an' down,
an' is a fillin' himself on the carcass uv a dead
boss by the side uv the road; an' he played
on a harp uv a thousand strings, sperrets uv'
jus' men made perfeck.
Then thar's the Methodis's; an' they may
be likened unto a squirrel runnin' up a tree;
for the l\'Iethodis' b'lieves in gwine on fr.om
one degree uv grace to another, an' finally on
to p.3rfecksion. The squirrel goes up an' up
an'. up an' up an' jumps from limb to limb an'
branch to branch, an' the fus' thing you know
he falls, an' down he comes kerfiummux.
An' that is like the l.Uethodis', for theyisallers
a-fallin' from grace ah! An' he played on a
harp uv a thousand strings, sperrets uv jus'
men made perfeck.
.
Then, my brethring, thar's the Baptist ah!
an' they hav' been likened unto a possum on
a 'simmon-tree; the thunders may roll an' the
earth may quake, but the 'possum clings there
still ah! An' you may shake one foot loose
an' the other's thar' ah! an' you may shake
all four feet loose an' he laps his tail aroun'
an' clings to the branch forever, ah! forever!
for he played on a harp uva.thousand strjngs,
sperrets uv jus' men made perfeck!

I

Book Notices.

[The first Hardshell Baptist sermon ever, WHAT's TO BE DoNE? A Romance. By N.
published, I believe, was the following,
G; Tchernychewsky. Translated by Benj.
which I hav copied from the New York 1'riH. Tucker. Octavo, 329 pages. Boston:
b7tne of 1855. I think it is more edifying, if'
Benj. R. Tucker publisher. Price, paper,
not more truthful, than any of Parson Tal75 cents ; cloth, $1. For sale at this office.
mage's discourses.-Antichrist, A.M.]
Without stopping to remark that whatever
I may say to you, my brethring, that I am influence Tchernychewsky may hav with his
not an eddicated man, an' I am not one uv ·own countrymen, his name is certainly a
them as blieves that eddication is necessary for '' spell" to Americans, we copy here the
a gospel minister; for I blieve the Lord eddi- explanatory note by which .the book is ac. cates his preachers as he wants 'em to be companied:
eddicated, 'an although I say it that hadn't
This novel and its author hav a remarkable
ought to say it; yet in the state of Indyanner, history. This work was written in 1863 in a
whar I liv, thar's no man as gits a bigger con- St. Petersburg dungeon, where the author
gregation nor as what I gits.
was confined for twenty-two months prior to
Thar may be some here to-day, my breth- being sent into exile in Siberia. The author
ring, as don't know what persuasion I am of. was not only one of the foremost literary men
Well, I may say to you, my brethring, that I of Russia, but pne of the earliest and most
am a Hardshell Baptist. Thar's some folks influential of the Nihilists, and, though still
don't like Hardshell Baptists, but I had rather in exile, he is looked upon by the Nihilists
hav a hard shell than no shell at all.
even yet with a peculiar veneration. His in"you see me here to~day, my brethring, fluence upon the youth of Russia was of the
drest up in fine close. You might think I was most extraordinary and wide-spread characproud, but I am not proud, my brethring; ter, and was chiefly exercised through .this
an' altho' I hav been a preacher uv the gos- romance, " What's To Be Done ?" The book
pel for twenty years, an''altho' I am capting was. suppressed by the czar, but not before it
uv that flat boat that lays at your landing, I had had a large circulation. The Russian
am not proud, my brethring.
work is now rare, but is read secretly in RusI am not gwine to tell you dezackly whar sia still, where copies hav been sold for a
my tex may be found. Suffice it to say it is in thousand roubles each. Tho~gh it has been
the l~ds of the Bible, and you will find it some translated into nearly every European Ian.

•

guage, Mr. Tucker's translation is the first in
English.
The phenomenal movement by which the
youth of the upper classes in Russia, and
especially the young girls, hav enrolled themselva in such large numbers in the Nihilistic
ranks, received its greatest impetus from the
publication of this book, the principal characters in it becoming types on which these
young people formed themselvs. So important was the work done by this book that
the Italian author, Arnaudo, in his history of
" Nihilism and the Nihilists," devotes an entire chapter of over seventy pages to its
analysis. He says of it:
'' 1 What's To Be Done?' " was welcomed
by the Russian youth with extraordinary enthusiasm, and was always considered by the
Nihilists themselvs as the best and most faithful picture of Nihilism."
Alexis Tveritinof, who translated the work
into French, writes: "Never did a novel bear
such fruit, and in so short.a time, as this one.
To it and to it alone is due the type that we
now see developing more and more-l mean
the· Russia11. female student. In 1873 there
were 108 of them in the University at Zurich,
but after the famous ukase which pronounced
them all libertins, and nullified the diplomas
of that university, they started for the other
universities of Europe instead of returning to
Russia and abandonmg the study of the sciences. The ukase launched by Tchernychewsky from the depths of his prison was, it
seems, more potent than that of the chief of
police, Schouvalof, and the minister of the
interior, Timaschef. . . 'What's To Be
Done?' has completely transformed the family
relations of the young generation ; and persons may be found whose minds are not sufficiently elevated to understand all the ideas
contained in this novel, but who nevertheless
arran(J'e their lives upon it as a model, as if
regar~ing it as an ideal of moral force to be
attained."
In vie·w of these facts, this book might not
improperly be called the " Uncle Tom's
Cabin" of the Russian Nihilists.
OknER oF CREATION: The Conflict between Genesis and Geology. A Controversy between the Hon. W. K Gladstone,
Prof. T; H. Huxley, Prof. Max Muller, M.
Reville, E. Lynn Linton. New York: The
Trutll Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place.
Pp. 178. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50
cents.
It is a very precipitous descent from Dr.
l\'IcWhinnev's "Reason and Revelation" to
the group of clever Agnostics who httV attacked lllr. Gladstone's opinions on Genesis. The student will find more consoling arguments in " Reason and Revelation"
than in Mr. Gladstone's rather watery critique
of Dr. Reville's "Prolegomenes de l'Histoire
des Religions," and his somewhat stronger
"Proem to Genesis." It was the latter, by
the way, that brought out Lord Hartington's
bitter bon mot: " I don't care about Gladstone's' Genesis '-I am interested only in his
Exodus."
Nevertheless, Mr. Gladstone's
diffuseness and dimness in statement are
quite as convincing as the more trenchant
manner of Max Muller or the matchless use of
of illustration peculiar to Professor Huxley.
This trio might go on arguing forever wit.h
infinit.satisfaction to the reader with a taste
for this species of gladitorial combat, but
without convincing any human mind or
changing a single opinion already received.
One has the feeling of having a seat in the
orchestra and seeing one of the finest examples of intellectual sparring to be found in
the world. But when we come to lVIrs. E.
Lynn Linton's essay, "A Protest and a Plea,"
we catch the cry of a passionate human
heart. "Schools," cries this enthusiastic
Agnostic, " are our temples, science is our
ritual, time is our heaven; the human race
contains our future gods, and the satan we
hav to conquer and to chain is that arid
egotism which despises for the race what it
cannot enjoy in its ·own person, and cares
more for the salvation of its own individuality than it does for the redemption e>f the
world. If in this creed can be found any
analogy to the frantic orgies of the Commune,
I for one am content to stand in the pillory,
and let Mr. Gladstone and his co-religionists
pelt me at their pleasure." We wait, she
cries, in darkness, w:ithout hope in a future
life for ourselvs, but with vague hopes for the
future of the race in time.- ·we are in darkness; but altruism saves us from despair. To
her Dr. McWhinney and Mr. Gladstone offer
the Bible, begging her to interpret it for herself in the light of reason and common sense.
To her Prof. ·Max Jl'[uller and Professor
Huxley offer the half-formed hypotheses of
science. In these two books there is material
for a greater soul-poem than Goethe ever
wrote, and the most pathetic part of· it is the
strident cry of this woman, who.-finds no
hope in Christianity and only patience in
science.-New York Star.
.·
THE

This is a valuable contribution, being compact, fervid in its reasonings yet not ·at all
heavy. Its statements are unanswerable.
Evidently the author read widely, thought
deeply, observed keenly, and added to all that
a "nativ genius. On page 53 she has put 12

articles of positiv belief, a11d as the famous
colonel says in the introduction, '' there is ·no
misunderstanding between her head and her
heart. She says what she thinks and feels
what she says."
The design of the book is the emancipation
of woman, but in carrying that out she does
not abuse men for- the position of women
She calls upon the women to dare to think
and act for themselvs and to gain the place
which rightfully, in the author's estimation,
belongs to them.-Tlw Path.
TnE MYSTERY OF PAIN. By James Hinton,
M.D. With an Introduction by James R.
Nichols, M.D. Boston: Cupples, Upham
&; Co.
It is to be feared that the writer of this
book, though he may hav set out with the
best of motivs, added little to the solution of
the mystery of pain. He was a deeply religious man, ·and it seems not to hav occurred to
him as the greatest of all mysteries that an
omnipotent and beneficent God should cause
or even allow his children a moment's suffering. His cure for pain rests also on a religious basis, and will be unappreciated by tho11e
devoid of superstition.
The present edition of "The Mystery of
Pain" is a reprint, in excellent shape, of an
edition printed in England twenty years ago.
AnAMI AND HEvA. By Samuel P. Putnam.
New York: The Truth Seeker Company.
In "·Adami and Heva" Mr. Putnam tells
in smooth blank verse a story of the love of
the first created, and how Brahma was so
moved by it that he says from his celestial
throne:
"I would meet anything that fate might giv1\'Iost cruel blows upon the mo1·tal flesh,
All that the finite suffers and endure~,
Or imperfeetion reaps on error's path,
Disdam my godhead, and be made •?f dust,
Could I be loved by woman as man rs."

-New Y&rk Star.

HINTS ON METAPrrYsros. Projected in seven
Lesson~ with Two Lectures and a Philosophical Poem on the Conjugation of the
"Verb To Be." By J. V. Beneficia (Bryan
J. Butts). Boston: Published ay the
author.
There seems to be a mental epidemic prevalent just now. Its cause is hard to account
for, but its symptoms are quite plain. These
consist in a tendency on the part of the patient to take stock in prayer-cure, mind-cure,
occultism, so-called metaphysics, and other
empty delusions of that class. The literature
of the subject is extensiv, and is read with
an avidity that excites the wonder of the
<'rdinary intellect. " Hint~ on Metaphysics" belongs to this kind of literature.. It
is a book that should not be judged by ordinary objectiv standards, because, judged by
those standards,. it would be pronounced
devoid of meaning. Doubtless the author
knows what he is driving at, but nothing
short of a subjectiv illumination could reveal
it to the average reader.
TilE INFIDEL SOHOOL-T'EAC!IER.

MR. EDITOR: That " Infidel SchoolTeacher" of Mrs. Slenker's was a very clever
young lady. She knew how to string arg~r-
ments culled from the best scientific thought
of to-day and in the past, which migllt hav
been the result of deep and· extensiv study.
If I should criticise the book I should say her
heroin was too clever, not too clever for the
necessities of the case, but more clever than
one could expect. I, too, hav h:td correspondence of a like nature, only I occupied Jess.
ably the position of the school-teacher. I
never won anything.
.
.
Whatever use may be made of this little
book, it is full of clever Mguments in favor
of Freethought, and ought to be carried as a
reference by anyone liable, as all Freethinkers
are, to. be assailed by Christians. There is
something with which to meet all their objecT. D. HATFIELD.
tions.
Pas.saic, N. J.
The National Defense Associatian has published a pamphlet entitled, "Brief Argument
for the Repeal of Section 3,893, Title XLVI,
United States Revised Statutes." The law
dealt with is the famous Comstock law under
which that individual has .been, for the last
ten or more years, the public censor of the
press, and the virtual autocrat of the postoffice. In this pamphlet it is shown, first,
that the law is unnecessary; second, that it
is unconstitutional ; and third, that it is mischievous and dangerous. '!'hat such a Jaw
ought to be repealed no one can reasonably
deny. It has done more harm in its thirteen
years of existence than its designers could
ever atone for if they were to spend an eternity in the hell in .which most of them pi<msly
believe.
"Two Revelations," by Arthur B. Moss
(Watts&; Co., London), deals with the story
of creation as told in Genesis, and with the
facts of evolution as set forth by geology. It
contains a great many valuable thoughts and
figures. Pamphlet, 15 pp.-Another pamphlet by the same author is" Design and Natural Selection," pp. 16.-Antwlwist.
'
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J . .E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

· Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Docum~nt it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty ·hthe Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y Scripj;ure :· Falsehood and
Deception; Cheatmg: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intoler.ance and PerB!JCUtion; Injustice to Woman;
Unkmdness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Priqe, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
SpeCial discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a r!J.tional point of view. Large
and handsome prmt. The question is discnssed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath..t The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; ~xamination of
Bunda~ Arguments i Origin of Christian Sabbath; 'l'estimony of the Chdstian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin~ the Middle AJres; The Pmitan
Sabbath; Testimony of Chnstian Reformers,
ScholarsJ_ap.d Divines; Aproga_tion of Sunday
Laws. .l:'nce,- 25 cents; siX copies, $1.00.
Image Break~r. Six Lectures: De9line of Faith, :protestant Intolerance, Washm!fton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever·
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 c~nts; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

Tbomas Paine. The Apostle of Religious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
9f the ,A.uthor.-Hero's life, delineates the leadIJ!g trait~ of his c~aracter and genius, and vindica tea his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice ex.t~acts from ' Common Sense,"
"AmeriCan Cnsis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are given ; also; tribu tea to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
pei:BOJ!B of EuroJ)e and America, many of them
wntten expressly for this work Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine" tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents,

The Apostle of Liberty. An addl·ess
delivered in Paine Hal!J before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, Jannary 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

mies; Geographical R~ligion; R~~elation; EviMEN, WOMEN, .A.ND GODS: Introductory;
dence of Faith; Did He talk? What Y au
.Accident Insurance; Cllief!y Women; Why
May Think; Intellectual Gag-Law ; The ViWomen Support It; What It Teaches; From
carious Tlleory the Cause of Crime; Revision;
Moses to Pan~ The Fruit of the Tree of KnowlThe Church's Money-Box; Shall Progress Stop?
edge; Knowledge Not a Cnme; As Much Inspired as .A.ny of It.
HISTORICAL FACTS AND THEOLOGICAL
FIC'l'ION8: Church Fictwns; Historical Facts
VICARIOUS .ATONEMENT: Fe:.1r; Beginning
-·(Civilization, Comparativ Status, Women as
to Think; Creeds; Self-Control What We Need;
Persolls, Education, .A.s Wives, Not Woman's
Vicarious Atonement Nat a Christian Invention; Twin Monsters from Intellectual PigFri(lnd, Morals).

Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 1>0 Cents.

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

Plwto-Engmmings of Jlfiss Ga1·dener are for sale at this office. Price, 40c.; witlt autograph, 50c.
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Tlte Sole J!cwtors and Excwt [latios in Its
Acqu~rement and App01•twnment.

We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of 1\'Ir. IngerBy J • K. INGALLS.
soli's at greatly reduced prices. The Tribute·a are
CO~T l~NTS: Economic Schools: a !orief reprinted on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illnmi- view of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
nated border, large clear type, suitable for fmm- ;:~~~thint~frest~~~~~lts~~nsZ~=~~~edof I;re~~~~ ~
ing. The titles are:
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Tlle Vision of War,
Wages; Pr1vate and Social Wealth; Land OwnT
erslup ; Private Property in Lnnd ; Capital and
ribute to hls Brother,
the Pro iuctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-op·
The Graut Banquet Toast,
eration; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Address at Harry Miller's Grave. Of Val11e or EconomiC Ratios; 1'axation as a
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; SuggestiOns
The price of these heretofore l1as been $1. We to Legislators; Conclusion.
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
Price. C ltHh, $1.00.
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. l\Jailed secure
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Clinton Place, New York:.
33 Clinton PI., New York.

RATtONAL COMMUNISM,

. A SKETCH OF THE LIFE·
OF

APO LLONIU3 0 F TY AN A·,

The Present and the Future
IC.e,,ubllc of North America,
llY A CAPITALIST.

lis aregularlJ>: educated and le~ally qualified · physician, and
the most successflfj.1
as his practice Will
prove. He has for
twenty years trea~d
exclusivly all diseases
pf the Sexual Organs,
in the cures of which
he stands preeminent
SPERMA'l'ORHH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse in yon1!h and
o sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
night emissio&'l by
- o - - - o - o - o dreams, loss of sex:ual
power, rendermg
marriage improper and unhappy, etc., are cured
permanent]J' by_an outside application in sixty
days. NO STOMACH 1\IEDICIN USED. It is one
of Dr. Fellows' valuable discoveries, which is entirely unknown to the medical profession. It is
not a catch-penny get np, such as a padi belt, pa~
tille, nor magnetic appliance, but Bimp Y a medicin to be applied externally on the parts affected,
which cures by absorption. Send five 2-cent stamps
for his "Private Counselor," giving full information. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows1 Vineland, N. J.,
and say where you saw this advertisment.

j

!
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N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage IB solicited.

The Secret of the East,
OR,

Tile Origin of the rhrist.ian Rflligion
and the Significance of its
Rise and DeclinE~.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this oflt>-fl

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COI\fMON SBNiiE. By Dr. E. B. Foot.e. In one handsome
12mo volume of nearlY 1/000 pages, fully
First Ten Decrule.'i !'fOur E1:a.
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in Eng ish or Gennan
BY
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
DANIEL l\1. 'rREDWELL.
SCIENCE IN STORY; D\J. Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
Designed to show upon the authority o( History
By
Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $5
that Apolloniu• of Tyana performeclmiracles and
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
!!poke wise savings eqnal to those attributed to
Jeans Christ. 350pp., octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illnstrated and cloth bonncl. (The fifth
Sold at THE THUTH SEEiillU office.
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Rep, ice iH.I>O.
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
A STUDY'
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
Address
THE
TRUTH
REEKER
CO.,
OF
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pam
33 Clinton Place, New York.
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m
their Relation to Disease," representing the genu
Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In- theory,
advocating personal and public hygiene
BY LEWIS C. JANE~.
and
opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunvestigation. Revised Edition. T~th:~is~J:.~.!f~V~~~1:·,
refers specifically to 148 Bible ~
This book treats of the natural evolution of the
beamJ" considering the blne-glass cnre-of value
with numerous references ancl
to swK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
Christian religion, its historical antececlents in
are contradicted in terms by the same number
·Palestinian Judaism and Roman Paganism ; inHEREDI'rY {Books and PIIJllphlets). "The Law
of
other
propositions
in
the
same
book.
Price
vestigates the history of the fonncler of Christianof Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages cloth
2.'1 f"'.P.nb~.
ity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of
bound, $2\ "Heredity," by Loring_l\Ioocly, 159
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
pages, clotnh75 cents; "The Law of Heredity," by
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
F. H. 1\fars , 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
separable from the later legendary accretions
Hnman Temperamentsz" with illustrations, by Dr.
which hav confounded him witli the mythical
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Rerenmy!Uedlcai Compound nnd lmJ•roTed
Christ, and traces the natural development of
eration( by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.t 10 cents; ' Re· Elg.stic Supporter 'l'russ inj_rom30 to
Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institntions.
90 day&. Reliable referenr.es given.. Send
ports of Conventions and Parlor llieetings during
stamp for circular, tn)d m~ in 1vhat pnpet
Complete references and full index. 820pp. Bvo, ,
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of the
1/0U 1a1o m11 adut~rt,semetll
Address Ca.]J't.
cla<ih, gilt top. Price $1.50.
·
l
Institute of Heredity, M!!X 29, 1~1 " 10 cents.
rr•.t.. Coll!ni•,Smithlllle,1e1rer1011 Co. :au.
Address THE TRlJTH SEE~R.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. j
OR THE

A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
pov<·rty, vice, anfl crime. It deals with the present
conditions of ROeiety in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
nnpnBHible that the people should be other than
poor a!Hl vwions nuder our present system. The
remedy, t.J>e author thinks, is in communal !if~,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Hepuhlic of North Amenca, as it will be when
Homet.y shall be organized on the principles of
llational CommnniHm. The book is vigorously
and in terestingly.written.

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY

RUPTURES GU REUb,

TrrE park commissione;.,
just purchased and impof
eros and placed him on ~·
Park. The cost of the~
and then a duty of $1,0 ·
at the custom-house, the ·
latter being designed, it
is supposed, to protect ·.·.~
home manufactures.
i

:tet that the Bible contains
man knew at that time and
1ws. now, that it pandered to
.then 'existed, and hinted not·
rtant truths which man has
g out and learn by his own
industry and research, pos
itiv evidence that a God of
. all know ledge did not write
it, and that it was simply the
production of men not yet
enlightened by truth and
science 1-D. M. Bennett.

l/

DR. OLIVER WENDELL
HoLMES, now visiting

L'

i:

t·'

THE instant we admit that
a book is too sacred to be
doubted or even reasoned·
about, we are mental serfs.
It is infinitly absurd to suppose that a God would address a communication to
intelligent beings, and yet
make it a crime to be punished in eternal flames for
them to use their in telligence for the purpose of
understanding his communication. Ifwehavthe right
to use our reason, we certainly hav the right to act in
accordance with it, and no
God can hav the right to
punish us for such actions.

England, has had- a degree cunf~rred. upon hi~ _\
by the Cambndge Um- .
versity. .
i ,.
SA.MUEL J. TILDEN has l
just contributed $250 to \ ..
the Peter Cooper monu- !
ment fund. The actuary \..
of the fund reports $23,- :'
000 in hand.
1

l

THREE United States
war-ships belonging to i
the North Atlantic squad-\;
ron hav gone .to Portland,!
Me., to look after the fish- ·1.
ing ·interest.

-;lnQersoll.

!

THE most essentiOJ objects
of education are the two following : First, to cultivate
all the various principles of
our nature, both speculativ
'and activ, in such a manner
as to bring them to the
greatest perfection of which
they are susceptible ; and,
·secondly, by watching over
the impressions and asso- _
cia tions which the mind receives in early life to secure
it against the influence of
prevailing· errors ; and, as
far as possible, to engage its
prepossessions on the side of
truth.-Du17a!a Stewart.

TIIE Central Labor '
u·nion has declared a per-1
petual boycott on the
Thinl avenue railroad,!·
and recommends that any ~
trades unionist detected\
ridincr
on the cars of that I
0
road shall be fined $1 for f
each offense.
JoHN PERINE, of Orange, N. J., refused to
allow a Sister of Char.
ity to go through his shop ,
r,nd beg on the 16th, aiiU
his men struck. They went to work the next
morning without any concession by the employer.
MR. GLA.DSTONE is making the canvass of
CoNGRESS promises to protect us against oleomar:Midlothia seeking a return to Parliament. garine : but, alas ! who will protect us against
Congress?
He attributes the defeat of his Home Rule
THE latest report is that the Ron. John L. Sulbill more to Irish agency than to any other.
livan is corning to New York to liv. First Howells,
TnE Milwaukee Knights of Labor hav and then Sullivan. Poor old Boston !
called "a state convention 'at Fort Howard to
HusBAND: "That fence wants painting badly.
nominate a full state ticket. · A labor conven- I think I'll do it myself." Wife : " Yes, do it yourself,
if you think it wants-to be done badly."
tion had previously been called to meet at La
Crosse for the same purpose.
AT this season of the year a man who can't carry
a hoe-handle a hundred ya1·ds can lug a fishingTnE Dominion government has canceled its rod twenty miles. The 1·od is so much lighter,
or1lers to seir,e American fishing-vessels in you know.
Canadian waters. They will hereafter be
STATES.
permitted to purchase bait and supplies if
· A gentle Miss. once seized with chill
Was feeling very, very ru.,
they leave the port within twenty-four hours.
When came an Md. for to know
PJmSWENT CLEVELAND attended a German
If N. Y. service h1 could do.
Sehuetzenfest at Washington last Friday.
"0.," cried the maid (for scared was she),
During the exercises he chucked a baby under
"Do you Ind. Tenn. to murder me?"
.the chin, which fact was duly telegraphed to
"La.," cried the doctor, "I Kan. save
all 1xuts of the country by the Associated
You f1·om a most untimely grave
If you will let me Conn. your case,
Prc.ss.
And bang this liver pad in place."
Bos'fo;<~ celebrated on the 17th with appro"Am Ia. fool?" the patient cried.
priate ceremony the lllth anniversary of the
"I cannot Del.," the man replied;
batlle of Bunker Hill. On the same day a
"But no one can be long time Ill.
Who Tex. a patent blue Mass. pill."
statue of Daniel Webster was unveiled at Concord, in New Hampshire, which was Web" Ark !" shrieked the girl," I'll hear no Mo.,
Your nostrums are N. J.-No go."
ster's n!1tiv state.
-Utica Observer.
EvANGELIST SAM JoNES, of Tennessee, and
'THE race-course men think that betting on races
Evangelist Perkins, of Kentucky, are having is perfectly proper while the church-fair grab-bag
a religious discussion involving the question continues to tm·n in such large profits on small
of baptism. It is progressing finely, as each investments.
LrvER of bank clerks all remind ua
has called tile other a liar,· and doubtless will
We can make our lives all crime ;
be able to maintain his position.
And, departing, leave behind us
TnE Rev. Hezekiah Alltop, preaching at
Not a solitary dime.
Ripley, W. Va., was guilty of such immoral
AL~WRT every paper we pick up contains some
coudnct with the women of his flock that he allusion to the Parnell Fund. The strangest
~eJtndalir,ed the community. Last week he thing about the Parnell Fund is that it has existed
was caught in the house of a widow in a most so long without being decamped with.
YESTERDAY.
compromising position, and the neighbors
Said our bright-eyed boy, with hair of gold,
captured him and took him to the woods,
" I'll be a bachelor when I'm old,
where they tied him to a tree and whipped·
And always stn.y with mamma and you,
him in a severe manner.
As sure as sure, n.nd as true as true ; "
But he fell a prey to Cupid's dart,
TrrE New York Sun has been making war
For tiny Bess stole his tiny heart.
upon the photographs of alleged cigaretNext day he announced, with solemn air,
mal{ers which are displayed in the windows
"He loved dear Bessie, he did, so thereBessie was pretty, Bessie was goodof cigar-stores in this city. The pictures are
He'd marry Bessie-yes, he would."
rather attractiv, and represent working-girls
Reminded of what he said before,
sitting at a bench, their skirts being so
He pondered a moment the problem o'er,
arranged as to display about half of that porThen softly said, in his bashful way,
"I hncln't seen Bessie yesterday."
tion of the limb located between the ankle
0 hoy of mine, •tis vain to plan,
and the knee.
The dress is also cut low
"I'll be a bachelor when a man."
in the neck. Anthony Comstock is called
Some fairy cren.ture with golden hair
upon to suppress these photographs. It has
And swee't blue. eyes like your mother's there,
been suggested that the Sun is endeavoring
With rippling laugh, like the song of bird,
Or voice the sweetest we ever heard,
to atone for the injury which it inflicted upon
Makes us forget the word long spoken ;
public morals when it published the Pall Mall
Half unconscious their spell is broken,
Gazette. exposures and hawked them about
And then, like you, we simp]'y say :
the streets of New York.
"I hadn't seen Bessie yesterday."

f/ldds and

~nds. ·

PARSON: "I tell you, sir, the women are the sup.
port of. the church. The ministers hav a strong
hold upon them." Injured husband: "Yes, I
realize it; and the trouble is that the hold is generally on the waist." ·
SENAToRs interested in the oleomargarine bill in
the House of Representativs speak of the compound as the "poor man's butter." This may be
correct, but experience shows that the poor man
always pays the highest price for butter, whether
it be genuin or bogus.
"PENELOPE," said a new York lady to her little
Boston niece, "will you see how high the thermometer is, please?" "Yes, auntie; it is just even
with the mantelpiece." "Thank you," said little
Penelope's aunt, who was equal to the occasion;
"and now will you see how high the mercury is?"
"Seventy degrees, Fahrenheit, auntie," replied
the Boston miss.
DRUMMER (examining some bags of coffee on the
sidewalk) : " You surely don't charge thirty cents
a pound for this common grade of coffee?" Storekeeper (confidentially) : "Oh, no : we just mark it
that way to keep from being robbed. You see,
every man, woman, and child who passes grabs a
handful of coffee-beans to chew. They always
steal the highest priced, so we hav to impose upon
them in order to protect om·selvs."

Paino Vinilicato~!
-o-

SURELY every medir'in is an innovation, and he
tnat will not apply new remedies must expect new
evils, for time is the greatest innovator, and Jf
time, of course, alter all things to the worse, and
wisdom and counsel shall not alter them to the
better, what shall be the end ?-Bacon's Essays.
RING out false pride in place and blood,
The civic slander and the spite;
Ring in the love of truth and right,
Ring in the co=on love of good.
-Tennyson.

ANY society which is not improving is deteriorating, and the more so the closer and more familiar
it is. Even a really superior man almost always
begins to deteriorate when he is habitually (as the
phrase is) " king of his company;'' and in his most
habitual company, the husband who has. a wife inferior to him, is alwa~ s so. While his self-sa tisfaction is incessantly ministered to on the one hand,
on the other he insensibly imbibes the modes of
feeling and of looking at things which belong to a
more vulgar or more limited mind than his own.Mtll's Subjection oj Women.
BEcAUSE no one would like to pass his life in
solitude, not even if surrounded by an infinit
abundance of pleasures, it is easily perceived that
we are born for communion and fellowship '1\ith
man, and for natural associations. But we are
impelled by nature to wish to benefit as many persons as possible, especially by instructing them
and by delivering to them precepts of prudence.Clcero.
THE consummate hypomit is not he who conceals .
vice behind the semblance of virtue, but he who
makes the vice which he has no objection to show .
a stalking-horse to cover 'darker and more profitable vice which it is for his interest to hide.Jlfacaulay.

IT is not want of power in God that he cannot
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
lie; it is the infinit purity of the divine nature that
York Obse/"ver's slanderous attacks
makes this impossible by reason of his infinit perupon the Author-Hero of the Amerfection. . • . . With the power of creating we
ican Revolution. Containing
must also join that of annihilating, which is equal
to it and must necessarily be supposed to be in
both the slanders and
God, because we plainly perceive it to be a perfectheir refutation.
tion.-Bishop Burnett's _xx:cix Articles.
To rest the authority of the four gospels or other
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
scriptures on the church, and the authority of the
church on tbe fom· gospels, or these same script-oures, is a style of argument of which a child could
The.New York Observer (Presbyterian) having hardly be guilty, which an untutored peasant
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of could see to be ridicnlous.-F. W. Newman.
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everyTHE present is the past grown older and wise1· ;
where in vindication.
it is time better untlerstood. Free religion is re60pp. Price 10 cents; 12 copies, $1.
ligion grown older and wiser ; it is god and
man better understood. The highest fruit of a
religion is a better religion. We are to honor the·
Chtistian protest for the liberty it secured the
A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD world. It is not for the result that the Reformation produced,butfor the precedent it established,
that we value it. We respect the Protest, not the
A Fabricated Account of a Scene at the IJeatlt- Protestantism,
of the Heformer. That is the only
true reformation that allows itself to be reformed.
bed of Tlwmas Pai'fl:6·
Free religion is the assertion of man's rights, of
man's freedom. It fs humanity in freer relations
BY W. H. BURR.
with man and in truer 1·elations with the universe.
·-L.
K. Washlmrn:
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
Is there for honest poverty,
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
To hang his head and a• that?
(upon which the Olism·vm· relies to prove its princiThe coward slave, we pass him by,
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
We dare be poor for a' that !
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
For a• that and a' that,
18pp. Price 5 cents; 25 for $1.00.
Our toils obscure and a• that;
For these two pamphlets address
The rank is but the guinea stamp;
The man's the gowd for a' that.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
-Burns,
38 Clinton Pl., New York,
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Mrss RosE ELIZABETH CLEVELAND, it is said,
will make her home henceforth at Chicago,
where she will take editorial charge of Literary Life.
A woMAN's school of journalism has been
opened in Detroit. The girls are to be taught
type~setting, shorthand, revision of manuscript, anrl proof-reading.
IN consideration of her hand and person in
marriage, the Rev. Sydney Wilbur, of Albion,
N.Y., has deeded to Miss Mary l\1. Coit, of
Newark, N. J., his entire fortune, valued at
-many thousand dollars. Barter of this kind
has heretofore been alluded to by .another
name than that of maniage.
GEORGE 1\'i:ILLER, of Anaconda, J\IIont., visited the office of the Daily Miner, at Butte,
for the purpose of shooting the editor, by
whom he conceived that he had been injured.
The editor took the pistol away from him,
threw him down stairs, and fell upon his person, almost crushing the life out of him.
Then the Anacondit man was arrested.
Term Independent says: "We are heartily
in favor of an amendment to the Constitution
that would authorize Congress to establish
uniform laws on the subject of marriage and
divorce throughout the United States. But
we do not suppose that, at pl'esent, public
sentiment has reached the point at which such
an amendment may hav any chance of success." It is to be hoped not. The state legislatures hav shown themselvs to be quite
adequate to do all the tinkering our marriage
laws require.

Ne-w York, Saturday, July 3, 1886.

TAXED AND THE

IF a carmine tint is observed to hav been
imparted to things in the vicinity of the
Thousanrl Islands this week, it need not be
attributed to aurora borealis or other celu.stial
disturbance. Dr. Talmage and his congregation, to the number of six hundred, hav
chosen that locality as the objectiv point of
an excursion upon which they embarked last
Saturday.
IT was announced that the Thomas Paine
Society, of Frederick county, Mel., would
celebrate the seventy-seventh anniversary of
Tom Paine's death at the house of Aaron
Davis, near Frederick; but not a celebrater
appeared. Mr. Davis himself observed the
day by not working. He sain that, while
there were only about a dozen members of
the society, there were three or four hundred
believers of the Paine doctrins in the county,
but fear of social ostracism or injury to their
business caused them to make a secret of
their views.-Bun.
ATTORNEY-GENERAL HoRn, of Indiana, has
just retnrned from a visit to Utah. He thinks
the present anti-polygamy laws serve only to
solidify Mormon sentiment. All who are
under indiet:ment are looked upon as martyrs
to the Mormon church. "The Mormon
women," he says, " are sincere believers in
the alleged revelations to Joe Smith, and they
enter into polygamous matrimony as a religious act. The only way, I believe, that Mormonism can ever he reached is to enact a law
enabling a woman who has been 'sealed' to
a Mormon, to recover a proportionate share
of his possessions, and to obtain a divorce
whenever she becomes dissatisfied. Then
encourage a few adventuresses to go to Utah,
become sealed to the wealthy Mormons, and

{aa CLINTON PLACE.} $3.00 per year.

UNTAXED.

in a few weeks, as a purely business transaction, become dissatisfied, and demand a division. You can reach them through their
pockets and through their stomachs quicker
than in any other way."
IN the baccalaureate sermon before the
yeuug men of Trinity College, Dr. Morgan
Dix told them that "in our rlay it looks as
though the foundation of Christian erlucation
has been undertnined so effectually that even
the great towers are ready to fall. Large
numbers of educators, in revolt from the old
faith, ~re engaged in experiments of which
no one can foresee the end; and perhaps in the
popular mind the idea of a university is that
of a place where absolute neutrality to religion shall be scrupulously observed, where no
attempt at rligciplin shall be mane, where the
student shall be practically ·a law unto himself."
·TwENTY members of the Louisiana legislature hav joined in a protest to the governor
against his signing the bill known as the Sunday law, giving as reasons that it is a violation of the fundamental principles underlying
the constitution, which ~uarantees to the individual citizen the fullest measure of personal
freedom and an absolute separation of church
and state; that the arguments that its provisions are in favor of the toiling masses are
sophistical aud irlle, that its effect will be to
deprive them of recreation and rational enjoyment on Sunday, and that the proposed
law on the whole is obnoxious to public
policy and violati v of the constitution.
A TEXAS court has been called upon to interpret the law relating to" shouting in meetin~." It seems that the brethren and siilters

of the colored Baptist flock in Dallas became
so fervid and excited in their devotional exercises as to disturb the entire neighborhood.
The aggrieved neighbors complained that
their " shouting, screaming, and yelling at
the top of their voices and running· up and
clown on the floor, jumping up and down on
the same," ampunt?cl to an intolerable nuisance," and moved for an injunction to restrain
the fervor of the too zealous worshipers.·
The latter plearlerl the " freedom of consciPnce, and claimed "the right to worship the
Lord in their own way," After hearing a
mass of testimony, the judge decided that
the complainants had a well-grounded grievance, and granted an injunction "restraining
the defendants from disturbing petitioners by
loud and unusual or unreasonable noise in
said church." The law of the case was laid
down as follows: " The constitution guarantees perfect freedom of conscience. No court
of law can rlietate how a man slmll worship,
but the exercise of that right must not interfere with the rights of another. Shouting in
religious worship may be a matter of conscience, but it does not get beyond state regulations by reason of that. I do not think
that noise is a part of religion, but I may not
be a good judge of that. It seems to me to
be only the result. of emotional excitement,
such as may be found at conventions or theaters. It may or may not be necessary in
religion, but it can also be a nuisance. A
man has a right· to shout as long and as
loudly as he pleases, provided he does it
where he will not distnrb others. Sleep is
essential, and to rob a man of his sleep is as
much an infringement of his rights as if he
were robbed of his chattels."
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'l'lte ln1luence of Religion aJHl Philosophy on HH.mial uYiclence, will leave this function to the priest, by Sca11dinavians, Englishmen, and Seotchmen, one

ll!orals.*

BY VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

I.
Permit ;me to ask, not your sympathy, for all sympathy is unphilosophical, but your cold, impartial
consicleration to the difficulties which beset a candid
and judicial mind in attempting to discuss the influence of religion over moral conduct. For I would
apprise you at the outset that I desire to speak not
merely of the effects of religious enthusiasm, more
than those of religious despondency, or than of that
religious culture which often supersedes the emotional element, whether enthusiastic or despondent;
or than of religious activity, which is often greatest
in those that hav least religious cultm·e; or than,
finally, of the religious organizations and the creeds
which giv rise to them, whicb are altemately the
consequence and the cause of these various states
aml conditions of enthusiasm and despondency, culture and activity.
It is easy to laud the influences of religion as
always moral, and that might please four-fifths of
average men and women. It is equally easy, by seizing upon the crusttdes, religious wars, inquisitions,
persecutions, massacres, and great crimes of religion,
to condemn them as in the aggregate immoral, and
this might satisfy that other fifth, who are more
largely represented in philosophical societies than
elsewhere. And then there is that very large constituency who, while they admit in the abstract that
many questions hav two sides, yet always do so with
the mental reservation that one of these is the wrong.
Hide, 1:.e., somebody else's side, and the other is the
right side, i.e., their side. All these like to see a
man get sqmuely down on one side of the fence or
Ute other, so that people of one idea can comprehend
him, and not clance from one side to the other, or
nJ.tempt to stmdclle. This class I intend to offend,
for I am emphaticaily on both sides of this question.
In board-of-trade phrase, I deal to-night in double
nptions, which are straddles necessarily. I may also
offend those who mentally demand that the question
shall he discussed from the impossible assumption
tint true religion is always moral in its influence. I
s:1y impossible, because there can be no investigation
where the investigator is required to set out with the
assumption that there is nothing to be investigated ;
nor could any progress be made if I were obliged to
set up aR a theologian, and assume that one man's religion is true, and another's false. In the sense that
religion necessarily assmnes that its own influence is
wholly moral, and that whoever does not so assume
is not religious, the niere discussion of the question
is irreligious, and it must be carried on from a nonreligious standpoint. The methods used must necessarily resemble dissection, and dissection always
denies the existence of life in the thing dissected.
Therefore, the examples cited as cases for dissection and analysis wiJl be necessarily generally those
of dead religion, and not of living religion; for there
is something in living religion which, like all life, defends itRelf against close analysis by its own power,
aml makes us tlesire to rather aid than to analyze or
dissect it.
I intend to show that the aggregate phenomena
which pass for religion in the world are sometimes
moral, and, at others, immoral in their influences, and
that what is ordinarily styled Infidelity, i.e., a Godless sci~nce an_cl an Atheistic philosophy, are subject
to the hke pra1se and censure; that both are essential
forces in the worlcl'R civilization, and that any philosophy of human life and duty must recognize both as
coniiieting but necessary factors, each in the main
giving reverse sides of the same truth, or presenting
truths which are eternally contradictory to each other.
All religions hav certain elements of fact to work
upon, which science has not the least tendency to remove, and philosophy has not the least capacity to
explain. If there were no such fact as death, tbere
would be no such consequence as religion. vVhen
our friend dies, science dissects his corpse, gi vs a
Greek uame to his malady, and, perhaps, describes
his caRe in some medical work as a very finely developed and interesting one of pleuro-pneumonia or
spinal meningitis. But if we ask science whether
our hientl still livs, or will ever liv again, science will
make a note of our question in its memomndum
book, ana of the chte, as of something it may hav occrtsion to swem: to to prove our insanity, and perhaps
will inquire of Uti whether such attacks are frequent.
It matters not whether religion has anything true
or not to tell us as to whether our friend shall liv
again. It is its function to tell us something, and we
go to those who hav something to say, in preference
to those who hav abRolutely nothing to say.
If science and philosophy are fearful of imposing
on the human mind at this juncture, they must stand
asicle in favor of the priest who has no such fear.
'fhe world's work, including the task of explaining
the great mysteries, death, life, the first 0ause, the
future life, must devolve on those who will accept it,
not on those who deeline it. To the enil of time
science and philosophy, which depend on experi*Leeture <lelivered before the C!licago Philosophical Society.

for he alone can go on assumptions, intuitions,
inspirations, and dogmas. Discoveries in science hav
no tendency to lessen these mysteries. They deal
with the knowable only; religion with the unlmowable. All they can do is to preoccupy the mind with
Gther subjects and deaden its religious sensibilities.
They cannot explain away the grave. Religion
includes all thoughts that derive man's d 1ty from
the assumption of his immortality. Morality includes
all action, to which the quality of right is attached
on grounds of authority or law,.and not mere expe<liency or interest. Many persons may vaguely believe that all morality is ultimately the highest expediency. Hence the maxims -"Honesty is the best
policy," " Virtue brings its own reward," "The seed
of the righteous shall not beg," "Seek first righteousness and all other things shall be added." But if a
man clearly sees wherein the profit of an act will exceed its penalty, both in quantity and in immediateness, the act is simply selfish, or business-like-not
moral. If it is done from a motiv of obedience to
God it is religious, which is more than moral. If
done from a clear prescience that it will benefit and
bless mankind, it is benevolent, not moral. But if it
is not done to promote our immediate interest or
pleasure, and if we believe it to be right without analyzing, why, it is moral.
For instance, "Thou shalt not steal" is a moral law
among all races of men. The fact that one thoroughly
believes that his neighbor has more property than he
needs or even knows of, that it would be better for
all mankind that it should be equalized, that the desired property perhaps is perishing because of its
owner's inability to use it, never removes the sense of
guilt which attaches to the theft. Yet these circumstances are amply sufficient to make out a case of
expediency that the property should change hands.
Expediency, therefore, has nothing to do with moral
laws. So of obedience to parents, telling the truth,
marital fidelity, and the other features of all moral
codes. They demand that they be assumed without
explanation or analysis. To reason about them and
rest them on expediency is to undermine them.
Their reason being thus mysterious, it is natural that
they should be ascribed to that name in which all
mysteries are bound up. If no explanation can be
given why we should not steal when it is clearly ex·peclient, it usefully cuts off the call for explanation to
say God commands it.
I will not review the historical evidence that moral
law has its dawn in religious law, and that in its
i:t;tfancy the human conscience everywhere judges of
l"lght and wrong from the standpoint of man's immortal nature and divine environment. The first
structures in history were the religious piles on which
sacrifices were burnt to appease the of(ended gods;
the first observations of nature, of the iiight of birclR,
of the powers of plants, of the winds and the stars,
were by the. oracles ~o discover the will of the gods;
the first notwns of l"lght were of that which the gods
would reward; of wrong, that which the gods would
punish.
Science, in which I include the sum of human
knowledg:e gat~erecl_by observation of facts, and philosophy, m whwh I mclude the trained power of reasoning from any premises of fact to their legitimate
conclusions and inferences, hav it no more within
their scope to furnish us with a moral standard, are
no more able to prove that one act is right and another wrong, than they are to point out whether or
1:ot ther~ is a lif~ beyo~cl- the gmve. It is as foreign
hom the1r functwn as 1t 1s from that of mathematics
sculpture, music, or gymnastics.
'
Science may be defined as the observation collection, and classifwation of phenomena, with the view
of tracing the relations of causation between them
i. e.,_ the power of two or more phenomena to produc~
a thn·d. It has to do therefore with secondary causes
only, i. e., 'vith causes which are themsdvs caused.
If nitrogen and oxygen gases in mechanical union
~lw~ys_ form air, aud never form anything else, and
If an· lR never formed otherwiRe, then it is a law of
phyRical science that these two substances in this
mode of union form air. But if neither of these substanc~s is capable of being resolved into any other
constituent substances, then the question who or what
m·ente~ oxygen or_ nitrogen is a religious question, because 1t belongs m the domain of the unknowable ·
i. e., if_ answe~·etl at all, it must be answered by an as~
sm~tptwn whwh commends itself to our faith merely.
It 1s so answered when it is said either that God
n?-akes th~, that Jupiter makes them, or that evolutwn makes them, or that they are not made.
Apply the scientific mode of deducing a law to
morals. You iirst carefully collate the statistics
of crime and immorality, and learn that the ratio
of vice to virtue, and of crime to morality, recurs in a
definit con~ect~on with certain mwses, such as poverty, herechty, race, and mal-education, as harvest
f9llows seedtime. At last you grind out your law of
social science concerning crime. vVhat is it?· That
~n a population of three hundred thousand, a murder
1s due once a month, and in the ratio for the year of
five among Irishmen, three among Germans, two

by American whites, and one by American blacks ..
Nine of the murders must be by persons having no
trade, three by persons of education, and so on. So
a robbery is clue once a fortnight, thefts twice a clay,
and lying every two seconds. The law of social
science as much requires that the representativs of
the various nationalities shall come forward with their
proper ratio of crime, as the state laws require that
the states' attorney shall be ready with his indictment, or the sheriff with his rope. There would be a
screw loose somewhere if the robbery which was due
once a fortnight went over into the third week. The"
law of social science would need a revision to account
for this lapse, this backwardness on the part of the
criminal classes in coming forward. Not that social
science is to be despised. But its cme for crime
would be found in some far-off amendment in our
·legislation on some economical question, or in our
transportation policy, or in ·our currency laws, which
would revive morality by material means, diffusing
wealth and promoting industry. But obviously
social science could furnish no standard of reform
which could work on the individual like a policeman'i:~
club or Brother Moody's hell. Perhaps some will
say, moral_ laws can be framed by science. vVhen
medical science succeeds in framing any laws of
hygiene which will be as generally agreed upon as
the current rules of morality are, it will be time
enough to discuss this question. Meanwhile the rule
for finding health is the same as the miner's rule for
finding gold, viz., "Where you find it, there it is."
I thought the rule "keep your head cool and yom·
feet warm " was pretty sound until I met a physician
in New York who went up Broadway in December in
a fur cap and slippers, and who seemed to prove that
the true rule is "keep your head warm and your feet
cool." And now, alas !
Ilis scalpels rust,
His bones are dust,

and if we may be permitted to attach a theological
department to a scientific man:
His soul has gone
To heaven, I trust.

His studies in the science of hygiene having killed
him, he is prevented from practicing it upon others.
I once knew a baby which if it could hav been
nursed like Romulus by a wolf might hav lived. For
when it cried, the wolf would hav either tossed it up
or eaten it up, and either course would hav stopped
the pain in its stomach. But being in charge of its
young mother, the science of hygiene came along at
two dollars a call and revealed that rocking the baby
made it dizzy, that tossing it up would crook its legs,
and that letting it lie and cry it out would strengthen
its lungs. So, four successiv babies died of the
science of hygiene, a larger loss probably than any
female wolf ever met with.
Mankind do not greatly err for want of sufficient
harmony over the question what is morally right and
wrong. They agree so well upon it that moral idiots,
men who do not know right from wrong, are seldom
found except among men and women of the very
highest reasoning powers.
So use your own as not to injure your neighbor;
The marriage of one man to one woman;
The nurtme of children by both their parents,
and their obedience to both ;
Telling t.he. truth, except as literary fictions may
be made the means of conveying a higher truth;
Covet not one's neighbor's goods;
Loving one's neighbor; the duty of industry, etc.
Some moral rules such as these, except that, in the
case of mnrriage, polygamy is substituted in barbarous periods, are universally accepted in theory, and
are continually though exceptionally violnted in practice. In insuring obedience to these and other moral
duties, it is usually assumed that religion is the chief
factor. This may be true if we comprehend in
religion all the anterior causes which go to make
one's religion ·what it is, which point its tendencies as
the winds point the weather-cock.
These causes, in the order of their relativ importance, are: First, race, including all those differences
of history, residence of ancestry, location, climate,
food, aml past education and institutions which go to
make up race. Second, heredity, or the bias which
each child inherits from his parent or ancestor, and
which stands associated with peculiarities in his
brain, nervous system, and body, which cause and
constitute his physical personal identity, and whereby
we distinguish him from others. Heredity constantly
tends to restore the ancestral type; education and
experience to weaken it. Thirdly, education, which
is the aptness with which the capacity of the individual is developed to obtain the gratification of his
normal desires and social wants by means which are
consistent with the welfare of society and with the
moral standards; fourthly, industry, or the regular
preoccupation of the mind with alternating periods
of useful procluctiv work, exhilarating amusement,
and healthy repose; fifthly, wealth, or the ability to
command the services of om· fellow-men in a degree
adequate to the gratification of om· desires, by means
and exchanges which promote the best interests of
society and conform to moral standards ; and, sixthly,
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religion, or the sense of acting under motivs derived Indeed, in Greece and Rome, history concedes that it From her " Hall of Science " in New York emanated
from our assumed immortality and responsibility to was the philosophers, not the priests, who taught a series of debates and debaters which seemed to set
God.
morals. There was nothing that looked like heaven the world in a furor of thinking. This, together
An African Ka:ffer can be converted into a Chris- and hell, in our sense, in them, except in the Eleusin- with her own personal classic lectures at the old
tian of his sort, perhaps, by a present of ostrich feath- ian mysteries. The few who were admitted to these Park Theater and in other cities on the subject of
ers, or beads, or spelling-books, or rum; but he and were shown the raptures of the blessed and the tor- Freethought, begot a spirit of investigation which
his descendants for a thousand years would hav to ments of the wicked quite after the style subsequently has ever since been onward. Almost the first indicabequeath their slowly-improving stock to the dust in adopted into Christianity, and were pointed to a tion of rebellion against orthodoxy was the general
repeated failures before a Christian of the order of naked, sinless child as the state to which the soul destruction of these puritanical Sunday chains. The
Jonathan Edwards or Wm. E. Channing or David must come which would escape hell and attain impetuosity of our city firemen could brook no obSwing would result. To bring the connection be- heaven. Indeed, the Eleusinian mysteries prefigured struction in the passage of their " mercheens ;" so
tween physique and faith home to our daily observa- the Christian doctrin of heaven, hell, and salv~tion down came chains, posts, and all. Even the timetion, go into any Methodist church in Chicago. through righteousness more remarkably than any- venerated chains of " old Trinity" fell before the
There is probably not a person of the Saxon type, thing in the Old Testament. The very language of firemen's axe. For our old firemen (as we all know)
light hair, round face, yellow freckles, blue eyes, in Jesus, "Except ye become as little children ye shall "were of purer eyes than to behold iniquity."
It would be pleasant ancl instructiv to dwell upon
the entire chmch, except as an accident, or a visitor, in nowise enter into- the kingdom of heaven," was
or a heretic. All are dark, as if the entire stock of but a spoken transcript of the doctrin which for a the labors and excellences of this talented heroin in
the blood of the early Romans had been reserved for thousand years, dramatically presented, had illu- the early days of Freethougbt, but we can only
them. The same sanguin-bilious temperament which mined the mysteries of Eleusis. Buddhism makes recommend a perusal of her biography by Mr. D. III.
carried .the Roman eagles from the Ganges to Gib- benevolence the sum of all virtues. Mohammedan- Bennett, in his biographical sketches of" The World's
raltar indicates that that congregation believes in ism, with the exception of its hostility to the use of Sages and Thinkers," for sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER's
headship, executiv force; in a bishop, not in a synod wine, has scarcely a moral tone of any kind. It is a bookstore.
nor in individual independence. In politics they will mere policy of insurance for securing heavenly bliss
Such was the effect of free discussion that it seemed
vote for a general ; ii.:t criminal law they will go for in consideration of an earthly premium of so many to impregnate even the orthodox churches. It
hanging; in suppressing a riot they believe in grape prayers a day to Allah. Christianity bas at times seemed to arouse a restless spirit of inquiry into all
and canister first and then-persuasion. In suppress- degenerated into a similar condition, but it has at subjects connected with human emancip1,1tion. It
ing intemperance they would knock out the head of most periods had infinitly more to do with morals was like the explosion of a dynamite bomb among
the barrel and hang its owner. In theology they than any other religion. No other religion is so this apathetic, bigoted body of orthodox saints. It
would be ashamed of a creed that had not a substan- distinctly supernatural in its claims, nor so aggressiv evidently gave an additional impetus to our champions of antislavery. It provoked an inquiry into
tial bell. Even their prayers are not unfrequently as in assuming charge of moral conduct.
What we shall hereafter say will be confined, there- man'c; inherent rights, and thinkers began to take
full of force as if they were tournaments in which the
blessing was to be wrestled for and. borne off by tlie fore, mainly to the moral influences of the Christian sides even among the saints, little dreaming where
the principle of emttncipation would" fetch up~"
bishop of the most stentorian lungs, as of old the religion, except where others are mentioned.
About this time several re\'erends of talent, and in
guerdon was won by the knight of the strongest
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
high estimation, in their holy fervor became somelance. Being of the Roman type, their church govwhat logical, and in bad odor with their Hocks, by
ernment must be military, worthy of their founder,
Old-time Ortho<loxy.carrying this penclutnt too far. One Dr. Cox, pastor
John ·wesley, who was first cousin to the Duke of
Some fifty-eight years ago (1828-30), the writer,
Wellington, by the same right as sanguin-bilious with his friends, was seribusly alarmed for the pres- of a fashionable church at St. John's Park, in des·
canting on our blessed Lord and. Savior, described
religion is always first cousin to the bayonet.
ervation of our republic from the vigorous assaults of
Contrast with these the Baptists and Congrega- the dominant orthodox priesthood. Their plan was him personally as not being of the pure Caucasian
tionalists, universally of the Saxon type, flaxen hair, to enforce the idea that this was a Christian govern- lineage, but rather oriental, of dark complexion,
blue eyes, round and red or freckled cheeks, broad, ment, on the strength of which their idea was to with curly locks, or what would now be termeJ " a
gentleman of color." This was too much even for
not high, heads-congregational because too jealous unite chmch and state.
some of his patrician saints, hence a schism. It was,
of their liberties to yield even as much control to
A review of the battle-field might not be uninterothers as is essential. to organization. The same ele- esting even at this late date. The Bible and Tract in fact, too much even for orthouoxy. His enemies
ment is in their blood which made Germany Protes- societies and all religious orthodox bodies acted as a wickedly asserted that he had made it clear that our
tant and divided it into petty principalities; which unit in this one controling effort, and, had their ob- blessed Redeemer was a nigger I Tile leamed doc- made Englishmen the authors of parliamentary free- ject been praiseworthy, would hav elicited praise. tor was publicly insulted in the streets, and the windom; which places Plymouth church, Brooklyn, The. program, without much effort at concealment, dows of his ouce popular tabernacle were summarily
D. BnucE.
above denominational control, and teaches a Dutch- was this: Sunday was to be acknowledged and en- demolished.
B1·ooklyn, E. D.
man instinctivly that for him to sell or drink beer is forced as a legal constitutional " Sabbath," and as
--------~~~~------nobody's business. Every flaxen-haired Saxon is his such all violations of its sanctity were to be piously
Growth of the Prot1uctiv Power.
own hero, bishop, king, and..k,aiser.
and criminally prosecuted. · All Sunday traffic was
The power of production has beeu so largely increased of
· Between these is the Pres~terian type, aristocratic to be suspended-even the carrying of the United late years that it is estinmted that five men can now aceombut practical, prone to deliberation, believing more States mail !
No vessel was to weigh anchor plish as much as six' men could in 1870 or eight men in 18GO.
in thought than force; cautious, consulting, senn.to- for sea on Sunday. No livery stable mau was At this rate of knockin~; otr a man every ten years we shall
rial, with a physique spare, straight, and free from to hire for pleasure horses or vehicles for Sunday eventually reach a time wheu only one man in fifty will hav
to do any work at all ami w ltu1 a clay's labor may be clone
surplus matter, heads high and narrow, men who in recreation. All public avenues to and from the city before breakfast.- Daily Pap<r.
every stage of the world's history hav been its bar- were to be closed. All public ferries were to be susAnd when this time. comes, what is to become of
ons, generals, senators; hav led its good families, pended on Sundays. All ice cream an<] pleasure gar- the unemployed under our present competitiv system.
fenced in their gens with every wall that could main- dens were to be closed on Sunday. And, in fine, a Tariff and anti-tariff sinks into insignificance alongtain gentility, and bav never forgotten in any theory man's religious belief and piety were to be a test of side of this gigantic question. l\'Iachinery in the last
of human equality that blood :will tell, and that you his fitness for office.
twenty-five years has trebled production and at the
cannot make a silver whistle out of a sow's ear.
It would hardly be believed at this late day to same time thrown one-fourth of the skilled laborers
Their type physically is a blending of that of the what extremes some of these pion-; fnnatics carried out of employment, and made them in a manner nonScotch lairds, Danish thanes, and the Norman barons. their ideas of godliness. One Rt:n'. Dr. Strong, in consumers. The capitalist buys the machine and
While physical peculiarities, which, from being pre- Albany, in 1826 asserted that the existence of the reaps all the benefit, while the workingman is forced
dominant in certain races, hav become associated republic up to this period was to him a wonder, as it to take the lowest wages he can be starved into acwith them in history, thus control religious types, a had never been blessed with a Christian president. cepting, for the competition in labor is increased by
good common-school education and a moderate com- From ·washington down, all, all, were Infidels. every new machine the capitalist puts to wo~·k. There
petency are the two legs on which the Protestant Washington and the whole crew were disbelievers in has to be some system devised in place of this comchmch-member walks into his church. But for them the holy Bible. He predicted dire calamity to New petitiv one, by which the workingman may reap a fair
he would not be there at all. Protestantism is a York city, inasmuch as it.s new sheriff, lVIr. :M:. M. share of the profit made at his expense by the aiel of
religion for saving intelligen~ and comfortable people, Noah, was a birthright Jew.
machinery. This will be clone, and the sooner the
not from hell, but from isolation, which is its earthly
From an old undisturued colonial custom a few rich monopolists see it and apply the remedy, the
equivalent, by reminding them of things they already chains had been allowed before the street doors of better it will be for all, for if they resist and refuse
know in terms eloquent enough to giv them a spice some of the old churches. Hence, taking advantage to apply the remedy, they hav not seen the last of
of novelty. It is not so much banishment from God of this custom, every obscure place of prayer or puri- such scenes as took place at East St. Louis but yesas from society that the Protestant ordinarily dreads. tanical pious fervor-save the Quaker meeting-houses tenlay. I am glad to see that some men are willing
Take away from Protestants half their education and <tnd the Jewish synagogs-ran chain obstructions be- to adopt the following plan, which is a long step in
they would be Catholics. Take away their competen- fore their doors, much to the annoyance of travelers. the right direction. I inclose it in a slip that I cut
cies and they would stay at home and bav no religion On the principle that the end justifies the means, out of a paper. I think the firm deserves a free adin particular until they could afford it.
monster petitions were placed before Congress with vertisrneut for leading the way by which the workingReligion, therefore, is the resultant expression of signatures obtained from factories, school-children, man may get simple justice:
the anterior forces of the race, heredity, education, poor-houses, and hospitals. General Jackson, Hemy
Acm:JtX, J\b.-On Saturday last the lirm of A. Cushman ,\o
industry, and wealth. Practically, industry alone has Clay, '\Vebster, Sam Housto11, and Adams were then Co., shoe mimnfuctmers, laill before a n.eeting of their 7.30
far more to do with the maintenance of morality than before the political world, and were promptly inter- employees the rlctails of a plan whereby the net profits of the
n,ny tenets. Pride of family, social ambition, etc., rogated by the saints in regard to their religious business shall be tlivitled among the workmen. 'l'he workmen will receive as high wages as arc paid by comjwl.in~
n,re also powerful means to the same end.
faiths. Of course, the tallest kind of lying was firms. The scrviees as managers of the members of the tum
And now we come to our main question: ·what are indulged in. Each demurely admitted that be was a will be compensatcrl by stalctl salaries, interest on the plant,
the positiv and. direct influences of religion in the sinner and needed the prayers of all good Christians. aml a reasonablP amount for wear anti tt·ar will be allowed,This was the state of affairs when l\'Iiss ]!.,ranees and the balance of the earnings will be distribntetl ~u;wng; the
aacrregate over morals 7 The different religions of
in the proportion that the labor of each contnbutes to
Wright,
the champion of Freethought-the pupil of men
th~ world hav enjoyed very diverse reputations in
the prolluct. The employees appointed a committee to help
this regard. In China, to-day, neither the irreligious the elder Robert Owen, the admired of General La- earry out the plan.
nor religious class looks upon religion as having any- fayette, the coadjutor of Robert Dale Owen-arrived
_..
Steubenville, 0.
Jorr~ DowNES.
thing to do with practical morality. A Chinaman is in New York in 1821. It is thought that the collapse
IG~ATIUs.-In December, A.D. 115, the Emperor
moral only in proportion as he is rich. Mencius and of the nefarious orthodox scheme might be elated
Confucius are philosophers rather than religionists, from this period. Her radical utterances soon Trajan was stopping at Antioch. A fearful ~m:th
but the worship of Joss is a species of incantation brought down upon her the maledictions of all the quake which lastea seven days and carne near klllmg
for charming away evils. The Greek and Roman saints, and incredible falsehoods were vented against the emperor himself, created such excitement that
mythologies made worship a means of securing tem- her. But she was even more than a Joan of Arc. Ignatius was sacrificed to appease the wrath of the
poral blessings, and they deified the sensual nature Joan, it is true, accomplished the liberation of a gods. In th ~ absence of any further evidence on the
of man by dedicating temples to every lust and pas- thankless kingdom, and deservedly receives the ad- subject, Ignatius has not as much claim to _the title
sion in a manner that led to what would now be re- miration of the world; but 1\-Iiss Wright strove for of A Christian martyr as one of the Salem Wltches.garded as the most gross and bestial immoralities. the emancipation of a world of shackled thinkers. Antichrist.

_____ ________
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Chicago Secular News.

Last Sunday one of OUl' pious and aristocratic
Presbyterian congregations was worked up to a high
degree of indignation by the presence, in the midst
of their sweet hom of prayer, of a case of competition altogether too severe for their pastor-the din of
a lot of louder blowers than himself. ·while he, with
his prime cheek, was bravely appealing to a personal
God he knows does not exist, a Dutch band, with
brazen instruments, put a climax on his prayer, and
number of oJcl bald-heads in the congregation were
thrown into such a state of excitement that attacks of
apoplexy are hoUl'ly expected. They wanted to rush
out and annihilate the band, but a sober second
thought reminded them that such matters were attended with some risk, and as none of them cared to
"fight for Jesus just now," they concluded to postpone the matter to some other time, or call upon the
police. This church is situated on the north side and
picnic parties hav been acmu;tomed on Sundays to
march past on their way to the many groves, headed
by bands of music; but this freedom from theological
tyranny is doomed to disappear by the almighty
edict of Cn.ptain Schaack, the swashbuckling bully of
the Chicago avenue bastile. At the close of the
services, it is said, some two hundred male members
of the congrf'gation marched in procession to the
police station to complain of the above disturbance of
their devotions. \Vhen Schaack saw the crowd coming he fancied they were some of Spies's supporters,
and it is said that be fainted, and needed a couple of
tumblers of water dashed into his face to bring him
to. He was then so rejoiced at his deliverance that
he promised that no Dutch bands should desecrate on
Snm1R.ys any streets in the vicinity of said church,
and that the police should be instructed to keep them
several blocks away until an ordinance should be
passed suppressing music on the_ strel?ts on the
"blessed Sabbath" altogether. A petition was then
signed by those present to the common council asking for an ordinance to abolish mu_sical parades on
Sunday. So yon see that our pubhc streets are no
longer public property, and police are to be paid _to
enforce their immunity from disturbing strains wlnle
worshiping, not the God of the United States, but
that of old Abe-the original old Abe-Ike and Jake
et rtf. The petition is to be circnlat.ecl among all the
chui·ches, and the Young l\fen's Christian Association
are to affix their X mark on it. The council >rill
scarcely clare ignore so powerful, important, and
"altogether lovely" a lot of citizens, so they think.
Captain Scha,ack was exposed by Spies and others
some time ago for outraging a young giJ:l who was
held for some petty larceny. Although the evidence
was conclusiv, this worthy remains in power, and
anyone supposed to hav the slightest sympathy with
the Anarchi;ots is pounced upon by him and treated
to a close of the "sweat-box" and other tortures.
That this is no exaggeration will be seen by reading
this excerpt from this morning's pa1)er :_
Captain Schaack lu1s at la~t n<lmille<1 the trnth eoneeruing·
Julius Oppenheimer. Sbortly after the Des plaines street riot
of l\Iay 4th the man was arrested and placed in a cell at the
East Chicago Avt•nue station. No charge was placed agai~st
him, and nobody knew where In: was until a liberated pnsoner informe<l l1i~ friencls 11mt Julius was a prisoner in Captain Schaack's dungeon. It seems that after being in the
place for weeks Oppenheimer lJccamc a ware that another
prisoner lmrl been locke<! up near enough to him to admit of
convc:rmtion. To him Oppenheimer told his story, saying
that he was there nnder no charge, was treated as any prisoner. anrl had been in conlinemcnt for over six weeks. He
lleggecl the man to clo something for him when he g·ot out.
_In! ormation was conv<·yc<l to the prisoner's friends, but they
say,tlmt when LIH:y atl<·<nptetl to sec him the police at the
East Ulticago Avenue station ,i-onl<lnot admit that they hat!
~uc:h a man at all.
The burgomaster was not slow in expressing his opini~u
of tile newspapers who lmv bet·n uncomfortably truthful m
sp<'aking of North Sirl<· a!Iairs, but had it not been for those
selfsame new~papcrs Oppenheimer and otlter unfortunates
who hav the ill Jnck to fall into the clutches of the North
Side despot might rot in his dungeon cells, with nol-Jody the
wber. "Mysterious disappuar:uwcs" hav been frcqncnt of
l:ttc, and it might be in order to search the cells of the East
Chicago Avenue police station.

a

\Vhen Sergeant Montgomery 'ms questioned by
another re11ortor if he thought they had a right to act
that way, as it was plainly in violation of law, that
worthy, a fair sample of his superior officer, said,
"\Ve don't care a damn for the law; we are doing as
we like here, and are going to keep on doing it."
The advent of A. R Parsons in court on lVIonday
was a genuin smprise to the Chicago cletectivs.
Some two hundred }lacl been hunting for him all over
the country. It was not a BU!l)rise to the writer, as
counsel for the defense hn,d asked for his opinion on
the matter of his surrender. It shows the complete
innocence of Parsons. That a mn.n able to elude the
whole force of the police and newspapers should surrender himself is prim!/ .f'tcic evidence of both innoeence aucl heroism. J tu1ge Gary's rulings on the
examiuation of witnesses are so astoundingly partial
that Captain Black told the writer this moming that.
even were his clients convicted the instrument woulu
not be worth the paper it was written on, as the
Supreme Court would be compelled to reverse the
decision. Nevertheless, they expect to prove their
. innocence, even before such jmymen as the sheriif

and st;:tte's HtLm:lW\' haY :-;o -,"ard\iih> fjelected from
the roll of citizen votel:S.
The cases of faith cures reported at Tolono, Ill.,
hav been cruelly robbed of their wonderful religious
aspect by the statements of the two physicians who
attended the lady supposed to hn,v been so miraculously cured, which statements doubtless you hav
received ere this.
E. A. S'rEYENS.

'l'Jw Tent in

Wa~·ne

1

Co., New Yorl{,

The 'l'ent was pitehed for the first time in the
season of lSSG, on Thursday, June 17th, in the village
of 1\'Iarion, ·wayne conn t.y, N. Y.
The most bitter and determined opposition was
manifested, and m·ery endeavor possible made to
keep people awn,y; even those who never attended
church were wamed " if they went to the Tent lecture they would be marked just so long as they lived
in l\Iarion." Yet many attended who never, under
ordinary circumstances, could h:w been induced to
listen to facts against Christianity ancl in favor of
Secularism.
I circulated a large number of copies of THE
TRUTH SEEKEH; only t,yo COj)ies (so far as I could
learn) came to grief. One clear, devout follower of
the meek and lowly who ''believed every word of her
Bible, especially the New Testame11t," and so, of
course, desired to " Prove all things, hold fast to that
which is good" (1 Thes. v, 21), snatehecl a copy from
the hands of her "lord and master" and tore it up,
throwing the pi<?ces in the street.
Another gentle Christian of the masculin gender
snatched a copy from the hands of a young lady, and,
with harsh, bitter denunciation, tore it in two and
flung it in the road. Doubtless the pieces were
picked up, and, if by some honest-hearted persons,
will lead them from the horror of fierce sectarian
hate to the more ennobling principles of Secularism.
Thus the gooc1 seed sown in bitterness will yield
fruit of truth, and incite to ministration:s of love and
gentleness. JUrs. Reynolds delivered her lecture,
"A Woman's Reasons for the Gospel of Humanity,"
on Sunday evening, and this redoubled the excitement, and set the already seething caldron of bigotry
to boiling over, anc1 it made a most savage spluttering. The little village is telTil>ly excited, but the
more rational of them are reading their Bible to make
sure for themselvs what iL ieaches. The discussion
with Rev. Boyes, Baptist mini~ter at ·williamson, re·
sulted in large attendance each of the three evenings
despite the unhworable weather.
The Rev. Bo.res was one of those who "rushed in
where angels fear t.o tread." I loa11ecl him a number
of Liberal book; and a large assortment of TnuTn
SEEKERs, so he could learn something of the teach·
ings of Secularism. He was sarlly lacking in lmmvledge of Bible, l1istory, theology, or politicR. He occupied one-half hour in showing copies of THE TnuTrr
SEEKER and expatiating- on the C[llt.oons, convulsing
the audience with laughter. In 1Jc:brtlf of the Truth
Seeker Company I returned grateful thanks for the
very excellent advertisment, [lnd added, what he had
omitted, subscription price was only $3 per yearfour months for $1.
Rev. Boyes did the best he could, and I admired
hir; st£ck-to-it-ivness. The third night he changed the
order to forty-fiye minute speeches instead of thirty,
and after the discm;sion felt so keenly his defeat that
he tried to hanmg the audience, but they beo,t a
ranid retreat. The Christians say it was not fair, on
ac~onnt of their champion's bck of ability. But
Boyes was the best they could get to discuss the
question.
On Friday, J nne 25t.h, I pitched the tent here at
Palmyra; shall remain over July 5th, ancl then go
to -:\fontezuma, N. Y., ·where, thanks to those indomitable champions of Secularism, Ross and Ttavis, the
way is well prepm·ed for effectual Tent labor.
If theN ew York Freethinkers' Association Convention is held at White Sulplmr Springs, I shall go
with Tent from J\fontezumr" to Boonton, N. J., and
be there from J nly 22d to Angniit 2d. Friends in
New Jersey, and those on the Lehigh Valley Railroad. suouh1 "-rite me [lt once.
r( the meeting of the New. York Jl'reethinkerR'
Asc;ociation is not held at \Yhite Sulphur Springs, I
shall hope to reach Ballston Spa later in the season
with the Tent. At Boonton, New ,Jersey, I hope to
be jQiuecl by frien<1 Krame~', who will for the balance
of the season fill tlJe arduous duties of 'l'entmast.er,
which duties proye too severe a tax on me.
I lJOpe every J_,iberal in the state will write to
Trm TnuTrr SEEKEI< CXl)ressing wishesini·egard to the
Convention, ancl that a ln,rgc, entlmsiastic; and gloriom: suecess may result.
C. B. REYNOJ,DS.
0

Spiritual l' h otogmphy •
It was IDY intention to furnish at this time a report of the proceediugs of the InYestigating Committee on J nne 20th an<1 2:1c1, but an unexpected
circumstance makes furthm· delay desirable. The
members of the committee wish an opportunity to
confer upon their report., which will giv all th. e resuits attained up to that time.
_, HENRY lVI. PARKHDHST.

Death of nn Old Land Reformer.
The funeral of Mr. William Rowe, who died
Thursday, ,June 24th, took place at his late residence,
Hackensack Bridge, N. J., on Sunday, June 2jth.
l\Jr. Rowe was in his sixty-ninth year. Bes1des
relativs, a large number of sympathizing friends attended. There were uresent many of the member of
the original Land Reform Association, among whom
were the veteran Lewis Masquerier, Andrew
H. Day, David Peirson, .Henry Beeny, ~r~nk
M. Smith, Dr. Weeks, Vwtor Drury, Wllham
Hanson · Samuel Leavitt, J. K. Ingalls, Henry
Macclou'ough, aJ?-d others from this cit;y, besides
his nssociates m Bergen and Jersey C1ty.
Mr.
InaalJs delivered an address at the house, and a
fa:orite poem of the deceased, "When We Lay Us
Down to Sleep," was recited at the grave, as he had
requested. He wns buried in a beautiful plot_ in
Arlington cemetery, near Newark.
The followrng
extracts are from Mr. Ingalls's address:
DEAU Fmmms: We are assembled to pay our tribute to
the memory of our brother Rowe, . and to do the ?fficeg
which circumstance and custom reqmre. The mystenes of
life and death are beyond our men.tal_grasp. We know only
that we are a part of the Infimt Ide, and can never be
severed from it. Our dear friend was at an early age enfrnu<>hisell from those fears which darken aml depress the
mind. His natural love of truth, his deep and conscientious
re<"ard for rio·ht his broad love of mankind, left no room for
niperstition." It was m10ugh fo:· hi~ to be alive and ~ble to
<lo. In service he found secunty, m duty pleasure, m love
law.
It seems scarcely necessary_to say tha~ our. brother ?-as
laic! him down to sleep at last m peace with Jus own mmd
an<l wi'th all men. If h.e is to appear before another and
hin·her tribunal it will be as a friend of his fellow-being, as
ati"" advocate of truth, as a worker for all that ennobles and
elevates the human soul.
\Yith such a record the grave can lmv no terror, death no
fear. It is the laying down of the _tir~d body. It is the
closin~ of our earthrlay's labor, the smkmg .o~ the. sun behind the hills. after its appointed hours of g1vmg hght and
warmth to the earth. Our brother's life, his work, is over,
alHl hns now become a part of the possession of the race.
He has bnilcled well. Into the most ordinary duties he has
put his best strength, his best capacities, and wrought faithfully evenwhere. ·whoever has dealt with him in any way
has 'ronnel him conscientious and upright.
In his social and domestk relations he was simply a true
man. And though the loss of such a husband, such a friend,
is hyso much the more severe, so is our consolation so much
the .~rcater, that our lives hav been freshened a.nd upheld by
relation to so noble a nature, and so true a friend.
After his n·moval to New York he became acquainted with
George H. Evans from whom he first received the ideas
about land ownership, which after became to him a "gospel
of "OOrl will to men." This cause never afterward lacked
!lis ~levotion and friendly aid.
And he lived to see these ideas go out and spread far and
wide, until the poet, the philosopher, and scientist hav taken
up their advocacy and acknowledged their relation to all
political equality, and to social economy and true religion as
well.
.
·with but limited time, taken often from the requisit rest
from exhausting toil, and with meager opportunities, he took
up the study of the question in all its bearings upon industry
aml soeial life, and with his plain but vigorous modes of
thou~hl sol vcd it. There ~vere unity and symmetry in his
thon~llt: he was consistent with himself. . . One had
only '-to imruire what was right on any important question to
know where to find William Rowe.
Of his relation to relirrion in its popular sen<e I desire to
say a word. He was ~o scoJier at things held sacred by
others of sincere mind. But he was impatient of the shallow hypocrisies of the worldly religious, and of every
priestly wile to enslave the minds of the timid but confiding
people.
To the superstitious idea of evil he he opposed the natural
c<mception that evil springs from ignorance and misdirPCtion. Good he placed in the utility of actions, evil in the
mis-estimation of what would be productiv of good to self
or otllem. He found the great stimulus to greed and nnlimitcd gmtifieatlon of desire to depend upon the ability to obt aiu it at the cost of another than on<.~'s self. This constitutes the sin of slavery, monopoly, or any class rule which
pn ts it in the power of one to gratify desire at another'~
expense.
Tbus, onr brother had formCL{ for himself an economic,
moral, and even religious standard. Reduced to practice, it
was to make him faithful in whatever he did, to take never
what another had earned, to pay himself the cost of every
satisfaction.
\Vi til each feeling of sorrow and regret for the loss we hav
sustained. there arises an assuring consciousness that to hav
been related, to lmv been known and been loved by so true a
man has made brighter and richerourownlives; that the world
is better that such a noble life has been and labored in it; and
that although that life is now spent, and his work now done,
they will leave their influence on lives still here, and rencler
easier and lighter the burdens which t!Je poor and unfriemled
l<av to hear. He was "the fri<•ncl of the poor" in its best and
trnest sense, and as such will be !'<~membered.

•

Lectures and Meetings.
Tml l:lpiritualists and Liberalists of southwest Michigan
will hold their annual five-day camp-meeting at Lake Cora,
near Pawpaw, August 5th to 9th. Speakers engaged: 0. P.
Kellogg, of Ohio, and Mrs. E. C. Woodruff, of Michigan.
IV. F. JAJ>t!EBON is engaged to deliver the Fourth of July
oration at \Ventworth, Dakota. He will also deliver twt~
lectures on Sunday. The three following Sundays he will
hold grove meetings in Sterling Center, Delavan, and Elysian
Lake. Address at Lake City, 1\Iinn.
EnwAJm B. AvELING, one of the best of the English
~c'ientific aml Freethought lecturers, will make a visit to this
country this fall, and would like to make engagements for
lectures before Freethought and Socialistic societies. His
. fees will be moderate. Parties desiring his services will
please address W. L. Rosenburg, 2Bl East Tenth street, New
York city.
1
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joy that one felt in this voyage right across the very
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jaws o£ destmction. On the other side we vif>itecl
SHOSHONE FALLS.
the hotel, from whence many beautiful views of the
On Saturday morning at 4 o'clock I left my snug falls can be had. The rain, however, L~rnne Llown so
quarters at the Dewey House, Shoshone, for a furiously that we soon returned to our s1mg quarter::;
twenty-fivecmile ride over the lava-beds to the now- in the tent and warmed our chilled liw bs OYer the
famous Shoshone Falls, which every traveler must blazing fire of the kitchen r,;tove, an,l \mtehed with
witness, for it is one of the grandest spectacles on great interec;t the preparations for Llil:lJer, lmvi11g
the continent. The ride wa!'l exceedingly uncomfort- nothing else to do, for there was 11ot a book or a
able, for the weather had changed; dark clouds were news}•aper to be had. After dinner ihe ;yeather was
in the sky, and furious gales from the enormous icy quit(' moody. For awhile the sun cmne out brightly,
1·anges of the North swept the air and cut to the-skin and I sat upon the rocks and wrLtche<l with dreaming
like a razor. On the bleakest hills 0 f New England, soul the wondrous panorama that wru; ronnel about
where the snow lies six feet deep, I never suifered me. I roamed through the millioH ycurs of thA life of
more from the cold. But the horses sped along at a this planet, and dramas of ten·ifie couvulsionc; pasoecl
glorious rate, and the onward motion kept my cour- before my mind's eye. I seemed to be· in the midst of
age to "the sticking place." I eamestly longed for a huge battlefield ; vast castles rose fl. thwart my
the beams of the rising sun to decorate tue endless vision-turrets and battlemenb; autl against these
wastes of sage brush and bleak buttes that rose here a thousand cohorts had rushed and falle11 back in
and there, relics of a once tremendous volcanic up- slaughtered ranks, and he1·e they \\ere petrii1ec1 in
heaval. It did rise, and a breezy warmt.h seemed-to indescribable confusion, rolleu together at the base
come with its opening smile. But, alas! the glory of these insmmountable pinnaelec;; >Yhile, lil-::e a great
was only for a moment, for soon the·king of day was organ, the cataract poured its Illl1sic, sweeping
enveloped in thick folds of cloud, from w~ich it did against the cliffs like an invisible ocean pealing the
not emerge for the rest of the journey. In four requiem of these dead armies of the past. The sunhours, however, we had traversed the desert. For set and the moon were both drowned in heavy rains,
the last few miles 'Ye could see the floating mist of and I was obliged to seek the shelter of the tent and
the mighty cataract in the gray of the rooming, ris- go to bed early. hoping for a brilliant to-morrow.
ing to the Light of nearly two thousand feet above
It came indeecl, a bright Sunday in thic; glorious
the surging base. vVe could hear only the faint temple of natme. Sntmclay millllight llJY friend
noise of the falls, like the distant roll of the ocean. Senter, and La JUunyon, a North Platte friend, too,
All of a sudden, in the turn of the winding road, ;ve came with other companions, nnd so there ;vas a
came· upon the wonderful grandeur of the scenery. pleasant troop of pilgriam for a "Sabbath day's
- \Ve were at the top of immense walls of molten rock jorimey" hround the ft1lls. ThE\ min-bows ·waved
of every variety of shape, and one thousand feet be- amid the everchanging clouds of mist, aud iias.hecl
low we saw the circular valley and the glistening wa- upon the brow of the cataract as if it were a lady
ters. It was a magnificent picture, unsurpassed fm· faiJ:, and the sun in ardor were Llecomting her with
1·uggedness, wildm~ss, sublimity, and terror. It all colon; from his glowing treasmy, ;yeaYing splenseemed to stretch away like a palace of the giants, a Llicl jewels for the face of his jubilm1t bride. On the
:tit place for the vValpurgis Night's Revel, where side where the hotel i::J built there arc two or three
witches and devils and ghosts and hobgoblins might rocks which jut out so that one can look almost
hav all that was appropriate to their tremendous clirectly into the roaring abyss. The r;cene is simply
pranks. Tam O'Shanter never looked upon a scene amazing. All up and clown the banks are Jifferent
half so bewildering in its grotesque and awful en- views, and from every point a new splendor is seen.
chantments. vVhat a terribly hot time nature must The main thing we did on Sunday ;n1s to go clown
hav had of it a million years ago in these vast gorges the trail, a sheer descent of nearly five lmmlred feet.,
-a blazing hell suddenly covered with illimitable to the brtnks of the riYer belmY. This descent was
billows, like cold water upon heated glass, auJ. at the tug of war. \Ve had to hang on . by rocks,
once the boiling mass breaks into ten thonsamlruins, bushes, stumps, etc., and to lose oue's grip at time:-;
while the busy waves mold the countless fragments meant n. tumble of some lmnclreds of feet or so. \Ve
into massiv shapes, that giv a marvelous setting to the had to climb up the bmnehes of trees in order to get
floods that pour down the descent of two hundred down, and clown branches in onler to go up, nncl it
and seventy feet. Snake river is indeed a very was a tort none; path indeed. The ficene at the botremarkable river. It wiucls about through an im- tom was of surpassing loveliness. We eonlcl look at
rnense extent of country like the coils of an enormous the fnJls, and they 8eemed, aH the mists rollccl away,
serpent. Its bosom is treacherous, and its whirlpools to ilow from the sky itself-as if :t waterspoLJt were
will swallow trees of hundreds of feet i:nlengtL, toss- bnrotiug from the yery heart of heaYen-wLile the
ing them into an upright position and smdlowing riYer at om feet was rolling and ureaking like the
them as if they were no more than so mnuy pim;. tides of the so::t. Along the hase of the cliff:; m·e
The stanchest boat in one of these eddies woLtld go c:wes and grotto:; 11·ith fountains a!Hl mos"-eovereLl
to eternity on the lightning express. If one tumbles arches allorued with fem:-;, and gTasses, ancl iiowem,
into his snakeship he is yanked under ancl o.· u. !y reap- clelir:ious retreats from t lie 1\.·:tnll day. Sow e. of t.1ws(:
pears miles away. The strongest swimmer has but we uould not visit 011 account of the !tight o£ the
little chance if he gets into the ja,ws of thi;; Iuom;tel'. waters. \fe penetrateL1, lwweYor, i.o Uw '' YauHecl
Snake river is indeed well named-brilliant, b0auti- Dome," whid1 is one Luwlrecl aml c;eymtt,Y-tiYO feeL
ful, terrible, treacherous, and deceitful; ench:wting high, and from au opening in tl1e top Jlow,.; a tiny
in its very malignity, it fascinates with its Jierce stream gli,.;teiling in l'carly drop:; ail the way Jown,
glory, and one feels almost like jumping into it,; seeth- and falling in n ::;hecm of spray into a ery;-;b] basin;
).ng embrace of death. It made me shudder to look a11d here oue ean take :t sip of water limpid aml
~t its gleaming folds.
sparlding as that of the springs of Hdil'OlJ. Just
Down, clown, we went along the jutting sides of outside of this fairylike ehmuLcr i::; the ~kntincl Hoci>,
the canyon until we struck the valley, and came upon two lmndrec1 fed high. There i,.; :Llso tlw Xaluml
the only dwelling and hotel in the place, n, tent. An Bridgce, \\ a,-.;hiugton's l'rofile, tlw DeYil's Hole, the
elegant building has been put up, and will soon be Bear, ancl Uw B:tgle':; Hock, where the b:tlLlheacleLl
ready for visitors, but meanwhile all that we haLl for ea.glo complacently notl,; its hmLl aml waV:hes itc;
accommodation was this weatherbeaten ref::iclence. young nmid the roaring of the .>Yaterf'. TLere ic; a
\Ve were glad of it, for the rain was beginni11g to ya,;t variety of scenery about the::;e falb, awl one
pour down just as we arrived, and we were hungry too. could spend a week mui1.l their stupendous smTOUIHlI was glad to see one woman amid these primeval ings.
strata. It mn.de me realize the human world, and I
At this tince l ha'.' see11. tlie fall~ iu ,~IJ their volume
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and power, for the river is at its hight, but the falls
are more beautiful when the waters are low, for then
they are clear, and from a dark-blue break into dazzling white, and the cataracts also hav more forms of
grace, the emerald moss can be seen beneath the veil
of waters, a11d the waters iioat like delicate lace and
seem to run all along the rocks into streams and
brooklets mingling and parting in a network of rainbows. These falls hav not the grandeur and majesty
of Niagara, but they are more picturesque. They
present a greater number of scenes. The surroundings are more magnificent, for above the falls
are the immense bluffs which in themselvs make a
wom1rous landscape.
\Ve left the falls on Sunday aftemoon. Our last
view was from the top of the bluff' that stretches
from the lava beds. Here we could gaze clown a
thom;and feet upon the cataract ancl the ;vide abyss.
I crawled upon my hands and knees to the edge, and
fairly trembled as I looked over into this awful chasm.
I thought the cleYil, or SOIL ething, was elmwing me
right oyer and down into thn,t dizzying mass of 1·ocks,
and so I 01·ept back. I left my pilgrim staff in one
of tbe cmeks of the lava. I wonder if I shall find it
there wheli I return.
The ride back in the W<"trm Sunday aftemoon was
delightflll. Amid the sage brush could be seen the
brilliant cactus flmyer, tbe bright "snowballs," ten
thous:tncl daisies, and wild flowers by the multitude.
li'ar off along the flouthern horizon could be seen the
Goose Creek Mountains, to the wesbmnl lhe Nevada
range, ::tllll to the northwanl the Sa·wtooth, all
cowred with spow and shiuing in tlw glorious atmosphere. The jack-rabbits jumped up on every side
and made quite a procession for our aLhancing way,
as many as ~1 dozen leaping along at a time with their
enormous ears sticking up like banners. The snnset
wtts just over, and the full moon was making all the
efl.rth beautiful when we drove i11to Sho::;ho11e, ancl I
we11t to bed ;vith my millll full of the wonderful
:-;ceneries of that never-to-be forgotten jonrney. It
::;eemetl ac; if I hall passet1 tbrouglt a l:tncl of enchantment, and tlmnk of the elixir of the gocls. No witch
who ever rode through the milluigltt air on a broomstick coulLl hav :t more exultant passage amid the
phnntaRmagoria of nature's suberb freaks. I almost
felt as if I hml c;een the tlevilliimself or his throne,
Which far

the wealth cd' Onnus or of Ind:
Or wh<".l"C tlt<J gorgeou,; East, with richest hand,
Showers on her 12ings barbaric pearl and gold.
Ont~lwuc

On Tuesday evening I lectured at 8hoshone. On
n,ccount of failure to c;ecure " hall, I >Yas obliged to
postpone my lecture at Droaclfonl. As no satifactory arrangements could he 1nade at Eagle Rock, I
gave up my appointments there. I came on directly
from Shoshoue to Dillon, J\ImJtana, where I hav received a delightful \Yelcome. I lectured last evening
in the Comt House. The Lall was :filled to overflowing, many bei11g obligeLl to stand. I lecture here
again this eveni11g. I Hncl thic; one of the brightest
and liveliest tmn1s I L:w yet struck, and my first experience of the 1\Io;nt:wa people i~; extremely agTeeable. I am 11ow at the pleasn,nt homo of G. "\V.
Emerick a subc;criber of 'l'rm TnU'l'II SEEKER, one of
the" olcl~timers" of this country, ancl he i~; a "rnstler"
indeed. With ouly twenty-four home;' notice he gave
me, by his tremendous energy, one of the largest
audiences I hav haLl duriug my whole trip. \Vith a
few m01t·e such workers a;; :Mr. Emerick, many a
brilliant attack conlcl be nmcle which now has to be
abandoned bec:l.nse them is nobody to prepare the
way, ancl so inclifl'erenc:e preYnils and orthodox
stupidity continues to reign where there migbt be
some flashes of progress. There is plenty of Liberal
force in this country. It needs Ol'ganization and
cOllL'entmt.ion. One lllllll in \Vood Hiver said I
ongLt to be hung; that shows he is beginning to
think. He has got n new i<lcn, :tlthongh not :t good
one, so f:tr as I mn concerned, for I am in no hurry
for mart}nlom; yet, so far as he is concerned, it is a
m;w idea.. aJHl :-;o i;; n hkssing to lJi111; aJlll if I Cttn only
get another Olle into hi,.; lHea(l with it he may be converted. 'l'he Methodist mi uister at Bellevue thuncleretl
ao·ainst me o~ Sulllhy evcuing. He ;yas. at my lectl!~es, awl I invited him to the platform that he might
free his wind, but he woultluot !Jlcet me faee to face.
He cleclareLl from his pulpit that I ought to be stmck
dead by the hand of heltn•n. I ~lllJllose I must _get
my life insured at once. He srml I haLl mOrel hver
th:tn heart. That is a sign of goot1 hettlth. I had
rather hav my liYer any time than his son!. If my
liver is all right, my spiritual welfare ~s ass11recl;. I
lm1· the foundation for au earthlypant<h~e. An acbv,
lieretieal liver is better than the ;yhole heart of
orthodoxy, for the liver is 11, living lion, while orthotloxy is a tlying doukey, its oul:y sign of life bei~g
the faint Hutter of its ears, wlneh will mttke tl. lng
tomb for its corpse one of those days. \Yell, I am
glaLl I mrcde tho "fur iiy" on the poo_r o~thoclox
11C:ttl; perhaps it may ,;hake a spark of hfe mto the
cen~bellum, :wcl g-iv it a little '' trne im1·ardness."
I shall lecture at Dillon again on ~unday afternoon
:tncl evening, J nly lHth.
SA:IIUEL P. PH'l':>Dr.
/li!lon, J.[u)l., Jm1A ]i-', J.SHI;.
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writings; but all honor to Jefferson, too, for his great each for all and all for each. This is heaven for
everybody. ' The first or competitiv, antagonistic,
service. Honor to 1olwm honor is due.
cannibalistic system produces monste~·s, for a monster
system is the mold they are cast m. The -lat~er
Government : Wlmt Is It?
Jefferson and the Declaration of Independence.
system produces men-gods or god-men, for an ommpIn the mind of the masses government is an idol otency of love casts their character, h?lds_ t~em up
The following, from an auto.qraph letter written
by Thomas Jefferson to Joseph Delaplain, April 12, that can do no wrong. In truth it is a monstrosity, and appeals to their higher nature, calhng 1t mto accomposed of two leading features growing out of two tivity, and developing it to the highest pitch of ~e!·
1817, may be of interest to the reader:
of the lower or animal faculties in man's natme; that fection, not by altering his nature, but by changmg
"Yonr statements of the corrections of t.he Declaration of is to say, selfishness and force, or acquisitivness and
the relationship of the governing forces from that of
Independence by Dr. Franklin and 1\Ir. Adams are neither of
them at all correct. I should think it better to say o-enerally combativness, the combativ element to support and antagonism to that of helpfulness toward him:
that the rough draft was communicated to those tw~ gentle- promote the selfish element. This view excludes
Abingdon, Ill.
'N. T. vVALLACEmen, who each of them made 2 or 3 short and verbal altera- from "government" the higher faculties of vener~
tions only, but even this is laying more stress on mere com- tion, love, and the like. To see what government 1s
Professor Bell in Illinois.
position than it merits, for that alone was mine; the sentiunder such conditions, imagin, if you can, an individments were of all America."
After three hours' ride on the cars from Chicago,
ual wholly divested of every humane feeling while
This agrees with Jefferson's letter to 1\Jadison, in supporting such a nature by whateYer of brute force June 12th, I stepped from the train at Chebanse, 64
which he says: "I consented; I drew it; but before I he possessed. Now multiply this individual by the miles south of this place. I Iookecl around to see our
reported it to the committee I communicated it sepa- number of citizens in a commonwealth or kingdom, stanch Liberal Joseph Haigh, author 0f " Why Don't
rately to Dr. Franklin and Mr. Adams, requestino- and you hav our idea of so-called government, for n() God Kill the Dm,il "I" but did not catch a glimpse of
their corrections, because they were the two rnembe1~ other elements in their nature enter into the organi- him and therefore betook myself to lugging a heavy
of whose judgments and amendments I wished most zation called government but these. This makes pacl~age of Liberal books to the hot~!. !hvii~g stored
to hav the benefit before presenting it to the com- government what we claim, to wit, an omnipotent my treasures, I started for Mr. Ha1gh s_ residence, a
mittee, and you hav seen the original paper now in force supporting omnipotent selfishness. Do you mile or more out of town, but before gomg far I saw
my hands, with the corrections of Dr. Franklin and deny this'? Does it not murder wholesale in war to him coming in u carriage, and soon afterwards he kindly
Mr. Adams interlined in their own handwritings. enforce its selfish exactions or to carry on its wars of greeted me. Stepping into the conveyance, it wn:s n~t
There alterations were two or three only, and merely conquests and subjugation? Certainly so. Where long before we were at his happy home_. lVIr. Hm~h ~s
verbal. I then wl·ote a fair copy, reported it to the do corporate agents go for charters to despoil the quite well informed on Liberal q~1esb~ns, but It IS
committee, and from them unaltered to Congress."
citizen but to government, where selfishness is an lamentable that there are so few hke him. If there
Another statement by Jefferson is contained in his organized omnipotency ~ ·where such grants are were five or six more as good Freethinkers in Cheautograph inscription on the face of a mahogany made, don't you see government, by implication, binds banse as he is, it would be a splendid field for Libwriting case given to a friend by Jefferson a few itself to furnish .whatever of force is necessary to oral work. Mrs. Haigh made my stay comfortable
m )nths before his death. It is dated Monticello make the grant effeCtiv? This explains why the mili- by serving us bountifully with the good t,hings of the
·' tary always and everywhere is ranged on the side of season.
Nov. 18, 1825, and reads as follows:
From Chebanse I went to Springfield, hoping to
"Thomas JeJierson givs this writin~:desk to Joseph Cool- the despoiler. Look at the collection of rents, inid!!;C, .Jr., as a memorial of his afiection. The desk was terest, etc. ; these are legally established rights, or get as far as Mechanics?nrg on JHomlay e~ening,
m:t(lc from a drawing of his own, by Ben. Hanllall, cabinet- wrongs rather ; the state binds itself to their collec but was train-bound until the next day, whlie the
m:tker, of Philadelphia, with whom he lolli-,rcll on his first tion ·where resistance is offered. Don't you see this o·ooll Liberals were waiting patiently lVIom1tty even:trri val in Llmt eity in l\Iay, 1776 and is the identical one on
is ranging the whole of society, through government,, •ft1o· to see me put in an appearance before lectm·e ·
which he wrote the Dedtration of Imlepemlencc.".
against its individual members? That is, the whole ti1~e. They were disappointed, and to cou~fur~ them
John Adams's statement (see his works, vol. 2, against the parts in behalf of a part-in behalf of that the Rev. J. W. Robbins, who was recOllll<Htenng on .
pp. ±12-514) corroborates Jefferson as to the latter's part already' the stronger one; stronger by the grant, the street corners volunteered the sugge:;Lion, "He's
autlwrship of the Declaration, while differing some- stronger in influence and cunning in seeming the probably got dru~k and lost the train," or words to
what as to details, especially as to a sub-committee. grant or taking advantage by using such grants.
that effect.
I reached 1\:Iechanicsburg a day late ; however, the
"l\Ir. Jefferson," says Aclitms, "came into Congress
The omnipotency of society or government over its
iu June, 1775, and brought with him a reputation for members is seen in the imprisoning of them for hall was filled every night with attentiv hearers.
literature, science, and a happy talent for composi- crime, taking their lives for greater crimes, sending Occasionally a pious girl or mother in I::;mel would
ton. Writing:; of his were handed about remarkable them to the gibbet or block for holding views au tag- get up and go out. But their room was soon filled
for their peculiar felicity of expression. Though a onistic to those generally received, as illustrated on by those who did not want to go out, no matter how
.
silent member in Congress, he was so prompt, frank, every page of history,. to say nothing of conscript long the lecture was.
explicit, and decisiv upon committees and in conver- laws taking whole blocks of the population for the
One of the ministers, the Rev . .J. \V. Hobbms, atr-mtion, that he soon seized upon my heart, and upon work of wholesale murder. If so potent as this over tended all my lectures and took notes, to use when I
this occasion I gave him my vote and did all in my the person of its members, why less so over their am far away. At the conclusion of my Iectmes on
power to procure the vote of others.
Jefferson property? Is it less so over property when the the first and second evenings, I gave an invitation to
proposed to me to make the draft. I said, 'I will property of the citizen is subject to use by the state clergymen if any were present, to reply to my lecture;
not.' 'Why?' 'Reasons enough.' 'What can be to promote the interest of a corporation if taken but the Rev. J. W. Robbins, the extinguisher of the
your reason?' 'Reason first: You are a Virginian, nominally "to promote the public good?" Take an- great iconoclast of the "\Y est, J. E. Remsburg, did
and a Virginian ought to appear at the head of this other case: government offers a bounty to those who not care to open up his batteries just there and then.
business. Reason second: I am obnoxious, sus- win in the market as gamblers, in the shape of usury
He replied or refuted, nay, routed, Remsburg, hoof
pected, unpopular, and you are very much otherwise. on all gains, but puts a fine on tho:;;e who lose, in and horn. It was after this. fashion : In the little
Reason third: You can write ten times better than I the shape of payment of usury on the loss. Thus town of JYiechanicsburg, after J. E. Remsburg lect~
can.' 'Well,' said Jefferson, 'if you are decided, I the cunning, deceitful, and crafty are rewarded by a ured there last winter, the Rev. J. \V. Hobbins, Campwill do as well as I can.' 'Very well. ·when you hav boupty on all gains, while the unsuspecting, less cun- bellite, and the Methodist minister held union meetclrawn it up, we will hav a meeting.' A meeting we ning, and confiding pay a usury tax on every loss. ings· for some six or seven nights, so I am imfonned,
accordingly had, and conned .t.he paper OYer. I was Strength is thus added to the strong, weakness mul- and took turns in setting up a man of straw and then
clolighted with its high tone and the flights of ora- tiplied to the weak. This is a poor illustration of knocking him out, to tbe infinit admiration of their
tory with which it abounded. . . I consented to smvival of the fittest, but a good one of survival of pet Iambs. These gentlemen hav convinced themreport it, and do not now remember that I made or the meanest. How could it be otherwise? The sm- selvs that they hav dynamited the Kansas man. My
suggested a single alteration. '-N e report~d it to the rounclings are abnormal, what could the result be but Liberal friends could not induce lVIr. Robbins to hold
committee of five. 'N e were all in haste, Congress abnormal? The competiciv or cannibalistic system a joint discussion with me. He wants to debate with
wtis impatient, and the instrument was reported, as precipit-ates the individual into such a hand-to-hand 1\'Ir. Remsburg. It is the scalp of that quiet AtchiI believe, in Jeffe1:son's handwriting, as he first drew conflict for subsistence that selfishness or hatred, the son man he is pining for. He turned a deaf ear to
it,."
antithesis of love, is abnormally developed, producing their persuasions on my behalf. He did not know
Daniel Webster, in his Boston address of August monsters rather than men. It revolutionizes child- me. He would hav to hav credentials before he
2, 1826, said: "The original draft, as brought by hood's nature, and puts in its stead that of the would clare to undertake the work; yea, "·certified
him [Jefferson] from his study, and submitted to the savage. Under this system the more a man works credentials." I did not know where to put my hand
other members of the committee, with interlinea- the less he has, the less he works the more he has ; upon such articles, as I had none lying around loose,
tions in the handwriting of Dr. Franklin, and others if he works none. at all, he has more yet. This is hell ancl, besides, we hav no priests or popes to apply to
in that of Mr. Adams, was in Mr. Jefferson's posses- boiled down.
for such things. It was asking too much of me, my
sion at the time of his death. 1'he merit of this
But what shall we say as remedial to this man- friends thought. Another difficult piece of diplopaper is Mr. Jefferson's.
As a composition the mm-dering order of things? _\Ve believe, and history macy was about his own credentials. If the reverend
Declaration is Mr. Jefferson's. It is the projection of teaches, that force is necessary to enforce an unjust gentleman had been asked for his cre::lentials, he
his mind, and the high honor of it belongs to him system. It has never, been tried as a governing would doubtless hav applied to his church, for he
clearly and absolutely."
force, but we know, as between individuals, justice could not apply to the churches of other denominaIn his centennial oration in Boston, Hon. Robert usually enforces itself. Suppose the love-element in tions for a "character;" and if his credentials were
C. \Viuthrop said : " As often as has, been observed by man is organized in to a governing force instead of " certified " to by his own church, we should still
me, the original draft of that paper, still extant in the being an outcast dependent on individual impulse need some one to certify for the church. If I am
archives of the state department at Washington, and and opportunity for a field of action. Don't you see correctly informed, some of the frail members of that
as I hav ol,lserved how very few changes were made the moment that is done the force element iu govern- sacred organization could not stand the test of "ceror were suggested by the illustrious men associ- ment becomes a useless appendage, and is at once tified credentials." We cannot help thinking that
ated with its author on the committee for its prepa- relegated to the realm of the individual where its this "certified credential" business is the last straw
ration, it has seemed to me to be as marvelous a com- abuses may be offset by the restraints of other indi- that breaks the Campbellite's back. vVe shall see. He
position of its kind and for its purpose as the annals viduals 1 This is where it should be, instead of being does not exact this condition from the image-breaker
of mankind can show. The earliest honors of this a force in government to be used in overpowering the out of the West, and we shall therefore wait until he
day certainly may well be paid here and throughout members of society. vVe hav seen force in govem- meets him in battle array. Now I am not a prophet,
the country to the young Virginian of the masterly ment is the great essential to enforce the selfishness but I will predict that the Rev. J. W. Hobbins will
pen."
organized into a power there. Love does away with back down from a debate with John E. Remsburg as
Careful study of the writings of Jefferson has satis- the force, and per force knocks the prop from under he did with me.
fied me that the objections which hav been offered selfishness, and relegates it to the realm of individual
The Methodist minister warned some who were
against his authorship by a few individuals who hav direction, where, like force when so relegated, it too coming to hear me that they had better not go, as
claimed the honor for P~ine are withont good founda- is offset by the selfishness of other individuals, in- "there are no decent people going up there."
tion. Nothing is gain eel by attempts to make J ef- stead of being an omnipotency in government to
The work of Mr. Remsburg there last winter and
ferson, the Fr~et~inkin~ statesman of A_meri~a; a man override the rights of individuals. Under the exist- my three lectures last week in Mechanicsburg hav
honored for h1s mt~g:Ity as w~ll as h1s abihty, ~p- ing order, each is against each, each is against all, clone something to arouse some life in that little outpear as meanly clamnng credit for a paper whiCh and all are against each, making hell for everybody. of-the-way olc1 dead town.
he did not write. All honor to Paine for his noble . Love organized into government makes each for each 7
I made thB acquaintanP.e of a m1.m.tj()x of good Lib-
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erals there-namely : H. H. Martin, John Thompson,
W m. Beck, and others whose full names I cannot
recollect. Mr. Enos Scott, of Franklin, came all the
way from home to hear our debate or lecture.
. These good Liberals would be a great deal better
if _they, every one, took THE Tnu•m SEEKER. I was
P,amed to find so very few Liberal papers in circulatwn there. There are so many Freethinkers who
feel no sense of responsibility in supporting our Liberal papers. . Many of them, though poor, squander
more money m two weeks on tobbacGo than would
pay for a year's subscription to TrrE Tnu•rn SEEKER
I like. the Liberal who says, "I cannot do without
my Liberal paper or papers."
W. S. BELL.
302 State st., Cldcngo, Ill.
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Comstoc]r At It Again.
. To Tm: Em·ron OF Tm: Tnu·rn SEEKJm, Sir: It i;;
ttm_e that the attention of Liberals throughout the
Umted States should be called to the latest action of
the _Yice Society and its agent-the endeavor to
obtam new and more comprehensiv restrictiv mail
laws. ~hree odour bills_hav been introduced during
the sesswn of the forty-mnth Congress, and perhaps
some of them hav been loudly talked of and made
known for the purpose of obscuring the one particular
amendment which is proposed to the existing Comstock law. It is a bill introduced in the House of
Representativs, April 5, 1886, the same date, by the
way, that a similar bill was introduced in the Senate
of the state of New York, but this bill, No. 7,544, in, trodnced by Mr. Merriman, is an amendment to
section 3,893. It reads as follows:
Every obs~eue, lewd, lasch;i?us, .filth.!J: or dlsgustin.rJ b_ook,
pamQhlet, pteture, paper, wntmg, or prmt, or other wntten
or pr_mtect m:ttter of m_1 indecent cltamctcr, an!l every article
or thm~ deszgnctl or .mtcudcd, or purporting to be for the
pre_vcutwn l!f r!l!neeptwn, or procurmg C!f abortion, ami every
artzcic or thmg n!tendml or atlapted, or pnrportiug to he for
any m~leccnt or unmoral use, aud every al'tklc or thing so
a!lvcrtisctl or oiicrcd for sale as to suggest or lead to the use
of the same for the purpo~e of prevention of coneeption, or
the procnrin~ of abortion, or for iudeceut or immoral UAe,
and ev_ery wntteu or J?rintcd card, circular, book, pamphlet,
ad vcrtlsment, or nottce of any kind <Tiving infornmtion
directly or indirectly where, or how, or 'of whom, or by what
meaus llUY of the hereinbefore mentioned matters articles
or things may be obtained or made, and every ~nvelope'
wrapper, or postal card upon which iudecent, lewd, obsceue:
filthy, disgustbzp;, or lascivious delineatious, epithets, terms,
or language, !nay be written or printed, arc hereby tlcclared
to be non-mmhthle, etc., etc., much after the old ln,w.
' This should be known really as the Disgusti11g
Literature Bill, instead of the Obscene Literature
Bill, for the main change is in the addition of this
word, which will extend the power and supervision
o~ the Vice Society over many things which hav
hitherto been out of their reach. We know that the
obscene literature law, a;; it now stands, has been the
means of many unjust prosecutions, in fact, a dangerous tool in the hands of bigots. What infamies could
not be committed under this new bill and the word
disgusting? :M:uch of the matter of THE TRUTH
SEEKER and of other Freethought publications, and
certainly a majority of its pictures, would be very
"disgusting" in the eyes of thousands of men who sit
on juries. Evidently the object expressed in the report of the Vice Society, some six or eight years ago,
to stamp ont Freethought literature, is still in mind.
The society has not succeeded under the law as it is,
and in requesting a new law they hav not the cheek
to ask for just what they want, the use of the word
blasphemous or heretical, but they doubtless hope
that in the word disgusting they hav got a lasso with
which they can swoop in and choke to death anything
which does not find favor in their eyes. This bill
has been reported favorably from the Committee on
Post-offices and Post-roads, and has passed a second reading in the House. It is, therefore, none too
soon for the Liberals throughout the land to take
prompt action against it, and send in letters, telegrams, ancl petitions to their representativs, letting
them know what is thought of it. Not a moment is
to be lost, for the end of the session is near at hand,
ancl it is during the closing hours of legislation that
the sly agent of tho Vice Society succeeds in his
nefarious business. So slyly did he work in Albany
at the end of the last legislature, that he got just
such a bill, the word "disgusting" included, through
both house:.; and into the hands of the governor for
signature. It \vas only by the most activ and energetic work on the part of a few Knights of Liberty
that this dastardly scheme to obtain legislation by
stealth, and to steal away the liberties of the
people as a pickpocket would their cash, that this
bill was defeated at the last moment. Except that
we had a democratic governor, and one who has not
forgotten tho meaning of democratic principles, or
tho true nature of American government, we should
this d11y hav upon the sbttuto books of tho state of
New York "the most sweeping and dangerous mensure that was ever introduced into any legislature of a
civilized government"-the remark of a wide-awake
American lawyer of English birth. As secretary of
the National Defense Association, I ought sooner to
hav discovered these new assaults upon liberty, but
must now trust to others to work speedily to make
amends io:r my shortcomings.. 'rhe Defense Associati.o:u haa just puhlishe<f ~ :tww p!IDlphlet cli.1.'P."'~"'~
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against this sort of mail legislation, and would be trol of the schools; that if tbe priests could not depleased to supply it to all interested at 25 cents per stroy the common schools, they would soon destroy
copy.
E. B. FooTE, Jn.
the ?hm·ch, for," he continued, "we can only hope to
retam our places and hav an easy time and fat living
No Natural Tlleologr.
so long as we can keep the people in ignorance, and
The supernatural idea is unnatural and unreason- in the fear of the priest."
Wonderful, when Christian priests will tell the
able, as is evident from the meanino· of the word
employed to express it. Nature has ~ever revealed, truth! It is so seldom they do so that it comes lib>
nor can it ever reveal, a supernatural uoing. Hence a flash of light in the midst of miduight darkness.
Kuow ye that all religions are based on ignorance
the argument for such a being fmm a uuiver:;al natmal sentiment of humanity is baseless. First, there and fear; that religion is and always has been the
is no such sentiment, and secondly the superstitious c~mmon enemy of man. It has always been lertgnecl
idea too g~nerally infused into offspring proves too w1th the murderous robber and oppressor. There is
much. It 1s diverse and conflicting as found in dif- not a tyrant existing to-day but is upheld and snsferent peoples. This proves it to be unreal 1tud in" tainecl by religion ancl the church.
Only a few clays ago the blatant, falsifying priests
deed false. Could it possibly come from nature, it
would, by its contradictions, destroy its own testi- from New York to Ran Francisco were howling
mony. 'l'hat animals of all classes generally prefer against the. strikers and workiug:men aud denouncing
life to death is true; that, if they could get another I<'roethought, Infidelity, nucl Atheism for these demand better world to liv in forever, they would gbdly onstrations, as the outcroppiugs of their teachings
accept it, is likewise true; but that nn.ture or reason nucl of too much freedom for men aud womeu. But
shows any such world is not true; or that to die is what were these little patteriugs of drop;; by chentecl,
the way to liv again in such a world is no less ":rouged, and defrauded laboring· men against the
unreasouable than the most absurd proposition to be g1ant monopolies of the Goulds, Vanderbilts, and the
framed in any language. Such faith is never taught chnrch, in comparison to the mad, wild, destructiv,
by nature, nor to he had by the exercise of reason or and murderous religious mobs in this month of June
logic. It comes rather by ignorauce, credulity, and in that religiously cursed land of Robert Emmet,
superstition. Shapen in iniquity and in sin, did Ireland? \Vhen this fomenter of strife and inventor
of fah;ehood, cruelty, murder, wrong, oppression, and
ignorance, the mother of devotion, conceive it.
This train of reflections has been occasioned by au all kinclrml crimes, religion, is elimi.nated from earth,_
interesting and instructiv incident coming to the then will man bound forwm c1 a'> he never has before,
mind of the writer yesterday. A young man, born and he, man, woman, and child, shall Jiv for anu worand reared of Liberal parents. expressed his gratifi- ship true humanity, and be governed by love, wisP. V. W rsE.
cation to hear that I was for Freethought. Said he, dom, justice.
Sacramento,
Cal.,
J
nne
1±,
286.
" I know but little of the book called Bible, as I read
but a few passages only once or twice in my life, be·
Epigranunatic llh·. Bowman.
cause I found them contrary to all experience, and
in accord with all absmclity." That being enough to
All any lie lacks of being true is not being m the
satisfy, or rather disgust, his truth-loving mind, he Dible.
had no more use for the book. "Btlt," said he,
It seems ::;tmnge that an allwise God would nmke
"last Sunday I went and heard an aged, old-fashioned au unwise book.
·
man read and preach on a story about a man called
The Bible is right on all subjects-it takes both
Jesus raising a dead man called Lazarus, lying in his sides of every question.
grave for three clays." That this man, possessing
Some of the preachers are not even good for nothcommon sense, could really believe such a ridiculous ing, but most of them are.
absurdity, he had no idea. "\Vhy or how he could
It seems, according to religion, God started the
try to get others to believe, this guileless young man human race to get a chance to use UJ? his brimstone.
was puzzled to imagin. His reasonable, childlike
It is a bad religion that kills a good man in order
singuhrity is referable to the fact that superstitious to reward him, and brings a bad man to lifo in order
ideas had never been instilled in him. He was to punish him.
allowed to grow up as all children shoulcl be, to rely
I may regret this when they are sorting oub the
on his sense, and freely exercise his own brain in its souls, but if they don't resurrect me with the toothnatural reasonable way. Free thought, careful expe- ache I won't complain.
rience, ancl a simple love of trnth had kept out naked,
Some of the states allow preachers to ride on the
silly, and tyrannical authority. Like an honest pair railroad for half fare, but that is an encouragement for
of nicely-balanced scales, his mind was ever read_y to them to emigrate.
go with preponderating evidence. ·when may the time
In order to be saved we httv got to admit that
come that all parents and all their children shall go Joshna put off sundown, and believe the story of
and do likewise!
W. PEmuNs.
M:ary and her little lamb.
Belleview, F'ta.
They say we hav got to hav a new heart in order
to be saved, but it won't cure the heart disease. :::lome
Truth.
people would prefer a new liver.
This true test of manhood and womanhood, and
The Christians tea.ch us that all waukiml are
the want of it the base hypocrit and cringing slave, totally depraved, and then ask us to take the word
is very seldom declared by tho Christ.iau, especially of a lot of totally depmvetl translators.
by the priests. They seem to hav more fear of the
Heligion is a blister on tho hand,; of :-;cielll:c.. Giv
fact, truth, than they pretend to hav fm their real any religion the power, aml it will be but a ;;lzurt time
God, by them called the devil. They hav orally de- until the sheriff will be pas,;ing tll'Otmd tho hat.
clared and published more than a hnmlred million
Every one has had something to say about tho
lies about him, yet, according to the Bible, he is the whale story. I don't know which was crazier, the
only truthful supernatural being on the Jist. His man who told the story or the man who believes it.
word was always taken without a promis of reward, The story is larger than the fish.
Some of the preachers out \Vest think that Uncle
a sign to convince, or an oath to confirm.
Not so with Jehovah, judged by this same Bible. Sam ought to join the church. But "Uncle Sam and
His own representativs, Noah, Abraham, Moses, ancl Bob Ingersoll are the two biggest Infidels in the
others, would not believe him when he was talking country. Enough lies hav been told about tho latter
to them in the first person, as a man would speak to to make a dozen Bibles.
his neighbor, unless, in addition to his declaration,
If preachers would tell their congregatimz that they
Jehovah would giv them a sign and then swear to had found a pieee of the i:!oocl, they would be bethe promis or statement. Old Abmharu required lieved. If they woultl find in their llihlo that a canal
this of him frequently, ancl even when Mrs. Abraham had been dug to the IHOOH or some fellow had riclLlen
laughed at him for announcing to Mr. Abraham that a bic.ycle acro;;s the etpmtor, they would be believed
G. IV. BmnJ.\N.
she would bear him a son, and he asked her why she all tho ;;au10.
laughed at him, she denied it, priestlike, ancl .Jehovah
South l'rrtiric, 1Vrtsh. Jb·.
was obliged to giv a sign and declare the matter
•--+----most solemnly.
BAHNAUAs.-The Epi!:itle of Bamabas, like that of
How unreasouahle and inconsistent the priests Clement, is anonymous. 'l'he f-ir;;t writer who menare! They woulcl not take the word, statement, tions it is Clement of Alexauclria (A.D. 1SD~202), who
promis when given, delivered, made in their immediate cttll;; its author tho "Apostle Banwba:-;," nud it i;; :;o
presence by J ohovah himself, unle;;s in aclllition he closcribml in the oldest Latin wamu;eript. It was
gave a sign and sealed it with an oath. And yet, away highly valued by the early chureh. Origeu nmkecl it
up here at the end of tho nineteenth century, if we among the holy scriptures, and it is contained in the
ask for proofs to sustain these icUe, useless tradit;ons earlie;;t codex of the Now Testament. But Busebius
and nursery tales, the mere ipse ilb;it of interested re_jectcd it as spurious. \Ve arc told in this epistle
prie;;ts, pretenders, and tyrants, we ttrc auathema- that Jesus chose as hi'l. apo;;tlcs those "who were siutized without a hearing, all the friends of humanity ners above all sin, that he might slww that he came
are libeled, and the good and true are ;;landerecl in the uot to eall tho righteous, but sinners." "To repentmo;;t shameful manner.
mzce," ttdd;; a later scribe, not only here, but also in
But when a priest does actually declare a truth, it l\Iatthew and l\Iark.
The epistle nmkos the
ie; really refreshing. This was inadvertently clone ascension of J esns take place on the same day as the
here in Sacramento a short time since. The priest resurrection. -Antichrist.
was speaking agaiLst the common school system, de·
P. S.-In view of the. discovery that Paul ftournouncing the schools as "goc11ess [if he had said ished before the Christian era, the Epistles of Clempriestless, that would hay been partially true]. and ' ent and B~u·nabaA, if ge!min, muf't h9-Y been written
t,~~"'t. thA 0b.umh wusl; <~ht~in P.OBf'BA>;i<m ;>.n<l fnll l)on- J hRfr>l'f\ th., Jea:r: 'me.

'
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The }{nights of Labor and the Church.
Last week we referred to the pastoral letter denouncing the Knights of Labor issued by the cardinal
archbishop and the bishop of the province of Quebec.
The letter is the outcome ~f the seventh provincial
Jouncil, which met recently in Quebec. After fulminating against secret societies in general, and the Freemasons in particular, the bishops say of the Knights:
"There are beyond these forhi<illen societies others which
must not be frequented under the pain of .committing
a grievous sin. Among these we may mention those that
exact from its members a sccn't which muBt not be wltispere<l
and unreserved oi.Jcdience to liidllen heads, such as, in particular, the society of the Knights of Labor, which the ltoly
congregation of the Inquisition, by ils answer in 1884, declared among those societies forbiclcletl by the Holy See, and
others of a similar kine!."
The mandement concludes by advising the workingmen to form protectiv societies, with a priest at
their head, and with a constitution which has been
approved by a bishop. It is reported that the pope
has sanctioned the condemnation of the Knights, and
that the prohibition by the church will shortly be extended to the United States.
In 1880 Mr. Terence V. Powderly, the head of the
Knights of Labor, filaid to E. A. Stevens that when
the church ordered him to do one thing and the
Knights commanded him to do another, he should
obey the order of the church. If he is the same willing slave of the church now that he was six years
ago, the Knights will soon lose their Grand Master
Workman, and also about three-fifths of their members; for if a man of Powderly's intellect chooses
chains instead of freedom, the ignorant members of
the order will hav no hesitation in deciding which
way to go.
. It is a pitiable spectacle, the hold which superstition has upon the world !

Which Is It Damnation to Disbelieve?
A writer in a recent number of a daily paper of
this city calls attention to the differing versions of
the Bible upon a very simple statement--the
prophecy in relation to the rebuilding of Jerusalem.
He quotes the Jewish version, the Douay, and the
King James. The Jewish version is that of Rabbi
Lesser, published in Philadelphia in 1854, "carefully
translated according to the Masoretic text on the
basis of the English version." The translation occupied him for :fifteen years, and is now in general
use among the English-reading Jews. He made use
of the researches and studies of thirteen learned
Jewi'Bh commentators, and'' he trusts that to those
who are of a different persuasion his labors will not
be unacceptable, as exhibiting, so far as he oould do
it, the progress of Biblical criticism among ancient
and modern Israelites-a task utterly bayond the
power of any but a Jew by birth and conviction."
He further explains that those who make use of
scripture to assail the Jewish faith do so '' by a perverted and hence en-oneou.s rendering of the words
of. the original Bible."

The comparison of this Jewish translation with the
Catholic and Protestant translations made· by the
writer alluded to is interesting, showing that two of
the three writers knew but very little about what
Daniel meant; apd we hav added the Revised Version
of King James that our readers' choice may be from
as extensiv an assortment of holy writ as it is possible to obtain. Freethinkers are entitled to the best
there is going of sacred. books. If the revised version
makes the matter any clearer, then we are repaid for
the trouble. The following are the different versions
of the prophecy contained iri the closing verses of
the ninth chapter of Daniel:
KING JAMES.

DOUAY.

LESSER.

REVISED VERSION.

ruler) who was to be cut off, or was it Christ who was
to be slain, or was it any Messiah who might be
around at the time, or was it the anointed one 7 Was
the :final destruction continued only until" the ,end,"
or was it "poured out upon the waster," or "upon
the desolate," or "upon the desolator 7" These and
many other pertinent questions will be asked by the
anxious seeker after truth, and if so many co11fl.icting
answers are given on an important matter in only/
four verses of one writer, what diversity may we not
expect when the whole Bible is diligently compared
and revised 7 The Bible idolaters ought to agree
among themsel vs before asking others to accept their
_polyglot.

24. Seventy Seventyweeks Seventyweeks 24. Seventy
Peace with Honor.
weeks are de- shortened upon are determined weeks are deIn remitting the amount of his arrearage, Mr. H.
termined upon thy people, and upon thy pea- creed upon thy
thy people and upon thy holy pie and upon people and upon C. Gill, who, it will be remembered, stopped his subupon thy holy city, that trans- thy holy city, to thy holy city, to scription to THE Tuu•.rH SEEKEB because the pictures
city, to close up gression may be finish the trans- finish trangres- displeased his Christian friends, makes the following
the transgres- finished, and sin gression, and to sian, and to
sian, and tomayhavanend,make an end ofmake an end of pacific observationE1, accompanied by some similes
make an end of and iniquity be sins, and to sins, and to the applicability of which an hour's dextrous thinking
sins, and to abolished, and make reconcilia- make reconciliaatone for in- everlasting jus- tion for iniquity, tion for iniquity, has failed to determin:
iquitl"• and to tice may be and to bring in and to bring in
"MADISON, 0., June 21, 1886.
bring in ever- brought ; a n d ever I a s t i n g ever I a s t i n g
'' TIWTH SEEKER CoMPANY, Dear Sirs: Inclosed find draft
lasting right- vision and righteousness, rig h tcononess, for $4.20, as per statement May 18, 1884. Please balance
eousness, and prophecy maybe and to sen! up and to se1d up
to seal up the fulfilled; and the the vision and vi 8 i 0 11 au d account" and oblige.
"I see under the Editorial head of the 12th of June numv isi 0 n and saint ?f saints prophecy, and to prophecy, and
anoint the·most to anoint the ber of TuE THUTII S&EKEH a somewhat extended defense of
prophecy.and to be anomted.
holy.
most holy.
the cartoon department of the paper. I am well aware that
anoint the most
holy things.
as civilization advances the ground must be prepared tore25. Know Know thou Know there- 25.
Know .ceive .the seed. Huge trees must be cut down, stumps
therefore a n d therefore and fore an·d unaer- therefore a n d
ccfm pre he 11 d.ta k e notice : stana, tlwt from discern, that grubbed out, the ground plowed and dmgp;ed, the seed
that from the that from the the going forth from the going sown, and then dragged again. All tltis work requires much
going forth of going forth of of the com- forth of the labor and sweat of the brow-and at the 8ame time much
the word to re- the word, to mandment tore- comma11dm en t discomfort to the opossum and coon ami a host nf other ltnistore and to buildup Jernsa- store and to to reBtore and mals that hav preempted the soil. \Ve can't acl vance one
build Jerusalem !em aga.in, unto build Jernsalem to build Jeru- element without disturbing another. We hav onr Christian:
unto the anoint- c h r i 8 t t h e unto theJlfessiah salem unto lhe
~
ed the princ< prince, there the prince shall anointed 0 n 0 , friends right in our own families-the wife !UHl children
will be seve 1, "hall be seven/Je seven weeks, the prince, shall Christian, the father pngan; tmd vice VC/'8((.. 'Tis said tltat
weeks; and dnr· week~, and sixty- and tlu·ee ·score be seven weeks; the owl and rattlesnake and prairie <log will all liv in the
ing sixty anc! two weeks; ancl and two weeks; and three•core same hole happily together, but if some cartoon of an animal
two weeks wil the st.reot shall tll.e stJ"ee'b shall and 1.\vo week" should come prowling around ami .crawl into that hole, it
it be again buill be built again, be built again, it shall be bnilt would without doubt break up that happy family. But you
with streets and ancl the walls in m1a the wall, again, with
ditches (around strn.i t n e 8 8 0 f even in troub- street and moat, say: ' IV hat of that? Don't the cartoon hol<l the fort?' Yes,
it) even in th< times.
Ions t.imf's.
imlced; but where are the poor owl a1ul snake? I tell yon,
0 v en in troubpressure of th<
Ions times.
we uiust hav more charity for those who <lo not believe as we
times.
do. Education will do more to elevate humanity than ilhis26. And aftm
Aml after sil<- And after ~. And after tmtiou. The church advances in p!"opo!"tion to the stan<htrd
the sixty and ty-two weeks t.hreescore anrl the threescore
two weeks will Christ shall be two weeks shall nucl two weeks of elln.cation. The rough edges are being smoot.hecl and the .
an anointed one slain; and the J.VIessiah be cut shall the anoint- sharp corners rounded off, and if we behave tolerably well
be cut off with- people that shall off, but not for ed ana be cut we can liv in the same hole with Christi'l.ns. Being that
out a successor deny him shall himself; and off, and shall Christianity is a part of the great fabric under which we liv,
to follow him : not be his. And the people of h a v nothing; the less we punch it the less liable we are to get wet I.Jy ha vand the city and a people with the prince that and the· people ing a damp blanket thrown over our prospects, onr soci:ll
the sanctuary their leaderthat •hall come shall of the prince standing, our bnsiness relations with one and another. Let
will the people shall come, shall destroy th~ city that shall come
of the prince destroy the city and the sanct- 8 h a 11 destroy us be charitable with each other if we do not all believe just
H. C. GILL."
that is coming and the aanct-nary; a,nd the the city and alike.
to destroy; bul nary; and the end thereof shall the sanctuary;
Did Mr. Gill ever know a forest cleared without
his end will end thereof be with a flood, and his end
come in a. via- shall be waste, and unto thr shall be with a hard blows 7 And is the comfort of the 'possum and
lent overflow ;land after the end of the waJ tiood, and even the coon to be considered above the necessities of
but until the end of the war desolations arf unto the end civilization 7 We fancy not. If in the cleru·ing proend of the war t he appointedi'determined.
shall be war;
devastations nt·e desolation.
rlcsolations are cess through the forest of superstition our cartoons
decreed (ngainstl
determined.
bring down a few Christian 'possums and coons-as
it~. And he will And he shall I And he shall 27. And he they seem to hav done-shall we stay the blows of
make a strong confirm the cov- confirm t h r shall make a the ax 7 We do not think that even Mr. Gill would
covenant withle nan t wit h 1covenant with firm covenant
1 th t 1'f h
11
· h
t
h
the many for many, in one many for onf· with many for counse
a·'
e rea Y WIS es O see t e forest
one week; and week; and iniweek; and in ~ne week; and" cleared.
in the half of the half of the the midst of the for the half of
When there are Christians and pagans, as Mr. Gill
the week will he week the victim week he shall the week h e
cause the sacri- and the sacri-lcause the sacii· shall cause the calls the Infidels, in one family, we fail to see why
fice and the ob-fice shall fall; fice and the ob- sacrifice and the each may not hav his or her favorit journal, and yet
lation to cease; and there shall;lation to cease, 0 b I at i 0 n t 0 get along peacefully. But if they will _:fight, why
and this b e- be in the temple and for the cease : and upon
cause of the theabomination overspre adi n g the wing of should the Infidel be eternally compelled to make the
prevalence of of desolation : of abo min a- abominat i 0 n 8 • sacrifice 7 His rights are as sacred as the rights of
the abominatioll and the desola-:tions, he shall shall come one
which bringeth tion shall con- make tt desolate, one that maketh the others. Christians always like to hav their "feeldevastation,and tinne even to 1even until the desolate; and ings" considered, but when . do they consider .the
until destrnc- the consnmma- 1consnmmation, even unto the
Th
G
tion and what is tion, and to. the:and that deter-consummation, feelings of others 7
ey say to Mr.
ill, " Your
decreed shall be end.
mined shall be and that deter- paper hurts; stop taking it!" But if Mr. Gill should
1
poured out upon
/poured upon the mined, sh a II say to them, "Your religious journal wounds my feelthe waster.
desolate.
wrath be poured
ant upon the ings by its slanders of Infidels; please don't take it
,desolator.
any more," would they sit down and write to the
Here we hav four different renderings of an im- editor· to remove their names from the list7 Expeportant prediction. Which of the four is "perverted rience does not warrant such a conclusion. They
and hence erroneous~" On what authority is this to say to the Infidel: "If you behave tolerably well,
be decided? and what must we believe to be saved 7 we can liv in the same hole with you [the words
Were the "most holy things" anointed, or the "saint are Mr. Gill's, not ours], but if you don't, then look
of saints," or the "Most Holy," or the "most holy" out! If you pinch us, we will throw a damp blanket
without the personification signified by the use of over your prospects, your social standing, your busicapital letters? Was the city built again for a plain ness relations." And some Infidels get right down
anointed prince, for Christ, for the Messiah, and how upon their knees, and say, " Good Lord! good
did the Douay translators know that what might be devil!" just as they are told to do. Out upon such
a simple Jewish prince-;-and what the King James "charity with each other!" We want none of it.
translators termed the Messiah, without specifying
We believe in peace, but it must be peace with
which Messiah, and_the revisions of this century were honor, and without sam·i:fice of manhood. The ptecontent to call" the anointed one the prince"-was cept to turn the other cheek is outlawed-and the
Christ 7 And at the end of the sixty-two weeks was only Christians who practice it are a few Infidels.
it simply cm anointed one (which might be any earthly . The enfranchisment of the soul is still a painful
1
1

1

1

1

1

1
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process for many of them. They are afraid of the
church, and the minister inspires fear, though they
know his pretensions are folly. To. be respectable
they are willing to lose their self-respect. Knowing
the fierceness of Christian bigotry in many localities,
we do not think this the strangest thing in the
world, but it nevertheless is one of the most deplorable. Some time, though, we expect to see these
terrorized I.nfidels get up off their knees, wipe the
tears from their cheeks, stand erect, and claim their
rights. But the first instance of this kind will probably not occm in Madisob, Ohio.

When Was Christ

the scandalous affa:U:. If it was he who inspired the
record of Matthew and Luke, he is a worse liar than
Antichrist was in the pretended estimation of John.
"Is it not a most remarkable, nay, humiliating
fact, if so gre~tt and good a man as Christ is claimed
to be did exist, leaving out of view his disputed
divinity, and if his birth and death were such public
and conspicuous events as they are described to be,
that there should be no record of the date of either
event, and nothing to fix it within at least four years?
Of what great historical personage within the last
two thousand years are the birth and death involved
in such obscurity and uncertainty~"

Born~

A correspondent says he has read somewhere that
Cyrenius was not sent to Syria until the 37th year
after the battle of Actium, which was in the year 30
n.c., consequently the taxation spoken of in Luke ii,
2, aud coincident birth of Jesus must hav been as
.late as A.D. 6. This point has often been made
against Luke's chronology, and appears to be unanswerable. The year when Cyrenius, or Quirinus,
came to Judea is not quite certain, but it was certainly as late as A.D. 6, and Some authorities put it
A,D. 7 or 8.
The author of the book of Acts, who professes to
be the same who wrote the third gospel, makes a
similar, only worse, blunder. In chapter v Gamaliel
ir:; made to say that the rebel, Theudas, was slain,
and after him "rose up Judas of Galilee,. in the days
of the taxing," and he also perished. The rebellion
of Theudas is described by Josephus (Ant. xx, 5);
he was slain about A.D. 46, some fifteen years after
Gamaliel is alleged to hav made that speech.
Luke is the onl_y New Testament writer who attempts to giv dates, and he seems to make a blunder
every tirue. On this question we cannot, perhaps, do
better than to present what "Antichrist" says in the
i l.tird ehapter of his "Revelations :" "The error of
the tlat e fixed for the birth of Christ was a very natmal one. Dionysius, a Roman abbot., by nation a
Sc;ythian, undertook from religious motivs to establish a Christian era. This was in the early part of
the bixth century. Taking as the basis of calcula.tiou the statement of Luke that when Jesus was baptized by John he bPgan to be about thi.J:ty ·years of
age, and that John began to baptize in the fifteenth
year of Tiberius Cmsar, and allowing one year for
John's prior ministry, the birth of Jesus would fall
fourteen years before Tiberius became emperor.
The calculation was a very simple one, based upon
tLe figures of Luke, the only Evangelist who attempts to giv dates. But Dionysius and his fellowpriebts overlooked one important fact, viz., that
Herod, wbo, according to. Matthew, ordered a
slanghtf'l· of infants in the hope of destroying the
little rival to his throne, died three or four years before the date of the birth of Jesus, as they had fixed it.
So the churchmen of later times, in order to save the
story of Matthew, hav been compelled to set back the
birth of their God at least four years, to the serious
detriment of Luke, who should hav made J e3us at
least thirty-four years of age, instead of thirty, when
he was baptized by Jobn.
"But a set-back of more than four years is necessary to accommodate the story of Matthew, who
sends the infant Jesus to Egypt to escape the massacre, and keeps him there until the death of Herod.
The period of the sojourn in Egypt is not stated by
Matthew, but in the gospel of the Infancy, a book of
almost, if not quite, equal antiquity to Matthew, it is
three years. If, therefore, the story is to be credited
at all, the bil"th of Christ must be fixed about 7 B.c.,
which would make him thirty-seven at his baptism.
Indeed, Appleton's New Cyclopedia and McClintock
& Strong's CyClopedia of Biblical Literatme now
concede that the birth of Christ must hav been at
least as early as '6 B.c. ·
" Alas ! poor Luke! Your pitiful attempt at
chronology has betrayed you. Was it the Holy
Ghost that misled you into an error of from four to
seven years 7 Oh! no, for inspiration is played out
now; the more sensible and progressiv Christians hav
given it up, and defend their system on a purely historical basis. No inspiration is needed to inform the
world that Christ was "about thirty years of age "
when he was at least thirty-four, and probably over
thirty-s"wen. Any profane historian would guess
nearer than that. It is bad enough for the Holy
Ghost to confess that he seduced the innocent and
confiding Mary, without falsifying the chronology of

Editorial Notes.
"CouLD Jesus Christ Write?" will be the subject of an
essay by "Antichrist" next week.
RELIGious item printed in italic in the New York C!m:stian
Advocate: " We solemnly warn all Methodists to refuse employment' as an evangelist or confidence as a professing Christian to oneS. A.. Burns, operating as an evangelist. We giv
this caution without malice toward the said Burns, in the
discharge of our official duty, because we hav indubitable
evidence which proves him to be utterly unworthy of confidence and dangerous to the peace of families."
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But we beg leave to remind the doctor that a religion which
cannot be stated is open to innumerable abuses both ways,
and that a man who does not know what he wants is verv
apt to be ruled out of court. He may revise the " doctr~
of the lost things " a million times, but still the simple proposition remains, either there is a hell, or there is not. And we
would remind him further that when the fear of this place of
punishment is removed from the Cliristian mind, the churcll
will lose its hold upon its followers, so low is the plane of
thought upon which they hav been educated. In the interest
of the preachers who are to come after him, Dr. Curry
should let the creeds alone.
JonN RusKIN's insufferable conceit leads him to read the
Christians of London a good lesson. He was applied to for
a contribution to pay off a church debt, and answered by letter (that it might get in the papers) thus: "I am sorrowfully
amused at your. appeal to me, of all people in the world the
precisely least likely .to giv you a farthing. l\Iy first word to
all men and boys who care to hear me is, 'Don't get into
debt. Starve and go to heaven; but don't borrow. Try
first begging. I don't mind, if it's really needful, stealing.
But don't buy things you can't p:1y for.' And of all manner
of debtors, pious people building churches they can't pay
for are the· most detestable nonsense to me. Can't you
preach and pray behind the hedges, or in a sand-pit, e>r in a
coal-hole first? And of all manner of churches thus idiotically built, iron churches are the damnablest to me. And of
all the sects and believers in any ruling spirit, Hindoo~,
Turks, Feather Idolaters, amll\Iumbo Jumbo Log allll Fire
Worshipers who want churches, your modern English Evang-elical sect is the most absurd and entirely objeetionable ann
unendurable to me. All which yon might Yery easily lmv
found out from my books. Any oth<>r sort of sect would,
before bothering me to write it to them."

TnE New York Sun'8 attack on the pictures of alleged
cigaret-makers in the windows of cigar-stores has had the
effect of banishing the objectionable photographs to a considerable extent. The Norwalk Gazette now urges the Sw~ to
attack cigarets themselvs, which, it says, are " a thousand
times ·more noxious and degradiHg than the pictures." This
would be a practical reform. Those who object to pictures
TuE Rev. Mr. Talmage can cram more falsehootls in
need not look at them, but there is no escaping the cigaret- a sermon ttan perhaps any other preacher of equal note.
smoking fiend. He poisons. the air wherever he goes. Any Speaking of the Bible, he says: "That boo.k brought
attempt to abate this nuisance will merit the uniform approval George Washington down on his knees in the snow at Valley
of mankind.
Forge." The little hatchet story is inherently more creciiblc than this. The former has an appearance of probabilWE sec by Watt.~'8 Liternry G-uide that tlw cartoons in TnE
though long Rince completely exploded. But General
ity,
Tnunr SEEKEI! arc exciting mnch interest in England. The
editor says that so far as he can j11dge they are universally \Vashington was never noted for his piety. On the contrary,
when admonished by his rector that he ought not. Lo go
admired. We regret to say that that is not the ease in this
out.
of church before the conniumion scrvil'c, he rcst•ntl'd
CO!fntry. A great many Christians object to their publieation, and hav even gone so far ns to imluee Frect.hinkers to t.he admonition by absenting himself from · ehurch altocense taking the paper becanHe of the injury the pictnrcs tlo gether on those occasions. In one of his llll'Rsagcs he tlcto their religious feelings. \Vhilc we would not knowingly cl:Jretl that this WIIH not a Christian gm'l'l'lll\lt'llL, anti his
tread upon,'\ fly, much less a Uhristian, it grieves us to lo~e proneness to profanity is well known, !Joth 11t the heat! of tl·c
subscribers, and we cannoL regard as right the action of the army and at the head of the government. But Dr. Talmage
has the eJirontry l.o repeat the absnnl story that when at·
Christians memioned.
Valley Forge, in winter quarters, with aL least one cumfortTnE lettCJ·-carricrs of this ci y last week held a meeLing to able room all to himself, Geneml Washington went out aml
advocate the eigl.tt-hour day, and to induce t-he postal author- knelt down in the snow to prny. Did Dr. T:tlmage or the inities to Ehorten the hours of labor to that limit. Among the ventor of that story ever do such a thing? It is even
sympathetic letters read w:ts the following· from Col. Robert contrary to the precept of .Jcsns Christ., who t.oltl his diseiples
G. Ingersoll: " If this government cauuot afford to employ to enter their closet, shut the door, an1l pray in scerct. And
men at reasonable wages, working reasonable hours, to dis- snrely if anybody is able to obtain that seelusion it is tl
tribute the letters at the present prices, tl.ten I am in favor of parson or a general, each of whom is provi<letl with a priraising the postage, and, for one, I am willing to pay sucl1 vate apartment for secret business.
postage as will enable the government to pay fair wages for
So)IE time ago Sam Jones, the revivalist,. became nngr.r at
reasonable work. I want no man to work more than eight
hours a day for my benefit. I do not believe that a govern- the Baptists because some of them did not support· his meetment should be unjust, mean, or stingy in order to be eco- ings, but mther used their int:!uence against him. lie denomical. The people of the United States-the most g10ner- nounced them as liars and enemies of God, who wouhl rather
ous in the world-are willing to pay what work is worth. the world shonld go to hell than get to henvt'I! by any other
This government should set an example to be followed by roatl than the Baptist. .i\lr. Jones's remarks were inlencl!'d
individuals. It should set a good example. In the first to apply genemlly, but he had the Baptists of Indi:tnapolis in
place, it should be honest. It should not w;mt something his mind as especially deserving of the skinning. As it is
for nothing. It should set an example to street car compa- not to he expected that one Christian will tamely submit to
nies, railroad companies-in fact, to all corporations an< I huli- abnse by another Christian, the Rev. Dr. Je!Ircy, a Baptist
viduals-an example that ought to be followed, and the re- preacher of Intlianapr)lis, cnteretl the lists .and defended his
sect by calling i\Ir. Jones " a falsifier and a moral scavenger.''
sult of which would be beneficial to the whole people."
This made things even so far as the preachers themsel vs Wei e
SrGNIFIOANT admissions were those made by Daniel Curry, concerned, but the gospel did not spread mpidly among the
D.D., LL.D., in his paper read before the Cleveland congress Indianapolitans, owing to the sneers of the ungodly, who perof churches entitled, "Present Necessity for a Restatement sisted in recalling to the forgetful 'christians some words in
of Christian Beliefs." "It is very manifest," he said, "that the New Testament to the effect that enemies should be forthe present age is a time of changes in the forms of Christian given, not abused. So Mr. Jones aud Mr. Jeffrey bethought
thought, and of modifications of doctrinal conceptions. The themselvs of a scheme to illustrate Christian charity, attract
formularies of doctrin which hav come down to us from the attention, and obtain an advertismcnt. They would in
past, although so precious to th..>se by whom they were once public ttpologi;-;e for their hot words, fall upon each other's
cherished, no longer satisfactorily express the theological neel~ and weep. Such contrition from so eminent exemplars
conceptions of the best minds of Christendom." Evidently of the gospel could not fail to be edifying to the people, aml
Dr. Curry had in mind such preachers as Beecher and Newton fill the contribution box. Accorclingly it W:ls done in the
and Collyer and Savage and Chadwick and Swing and a host presence of a great Indianapolis audience. "I hav been
of others of the brightest minds in the ministry, who hav all sorry a tlozcn times that the remark I ma<le as to a half
discarded the fundamental doctrins of Christianity and are dozen cowardly proselytes should hav been l:tl{en tu mean a
preaching a set of glittering generalities which may be great Christian denomination. I retract the word 'liar,' as
summed up in" Be good and you will be happy." Of the- construed to apply to them, for I would no more reflect· on tlmt
ology they preach little or none. God is too good to damn denomination of Christian people than I would upon my w ifc
them; they are too good to be damned-therefore they and and children." Thus Sam Jones. Then }fr. J cJircy spoke his
everybody else will get into heaven. This loose kind of lines. " I heartily accept this broad and ample explanation
"Christianity" does not suit Dr. Curry and his brethren, ami and retraction by Brother Jones," he sail!. I am satisliccl
he desires to set bounuaries to it, to classify it, to formuhttc that he has a great, kind heart, and that the word was a slip
it into something like a creed to which he may j)Oint and of the tongue. I do not propose to be outdone by Bwther
say, That's Christianity. But the problem of how to do it is Jones in magnanimity. I say here that I take back every
as yet beyond his comprehension to solve. "Ours," he ttd- word which was severe ami pungent in my note of protc·st,
mits, "is not an age of creed-making. It is clearly impos- and I wish I had not used those wonls. I giv tu Brother
sible at this time to produce new formularies of doctrin, lilw Jones here and now my hand and heart, ami invite him t)
the Augsburg confession, or that of Dort or Westminster. preach in my church to-morrow morning." The world will
The respect demanded for free thought in the individual now resume its motion, the moon will again start on its cold
precludes the possibility that anyone shall be required to and cheerless journey, the sun will shine, the rivers will flow
shape his conceptions of religious truth according to any d<'- on to the sea, and all animate and inanimate nature will retailed scheme formed to his hand by some council or synod, joice-ail except that other distinguished Inclianapolitan, the
and especially d.o the creeds of past centuries fail to answer editor of the hon-Clad Age. The making up of the quarrel
to pre~ent demands." In this dilemma Dr. Curry seems has deprived him of a subject for an editorial, and the Christo hav the English constitution in mind, and yearns for tians of the place must be on their guard or he will contrive
some such "unformulated consensus" for ·a heresy gage. to set Mr. Jones and the Baptists by the cars again.
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Puritans. Shall we be asl!mnud to show them the inlunmm they answer that they do comlemn them, we reply, Then you
work of the men they glo.rify? The shame is theirs, From are guilty of what you charge against the cartoonist!
One brother says " cob-houses." A little girl in this very
the inception of Christianity it has lived by forcing tribute
town where I happen to be at present, \Ventworth, Dakota,
from
the
unbelieving.
Now
its
power
is
waning,
but
the
SYLVA:o!IA, Omo, June 19, 1886.
said the other clay that her teachtJr told her that people who
1\In. EDITOR: In a communication of Thomas Rogers, of spirit remains. \Vc force them to look at no pictures, but oppose the Bible are bad people, and that God has a right to
arc
not
ashamed
to
call
their
a~tention to them. 'vVe lmv
New York, in TrrE Tl:UTH SEEKER of June 12th, were these
kill bat! people. As her parents are Freethinkers it gave the
words: "In spite of our glorious Constitution, the Supreme editorials that are trenchant all(] ineisiv; the ill ustmtious little one something to think about. Is that a cob-house?
must
be
kept
on
the
same
line
of
thought.
Court of the United States has decided that this country is
The tmth is that some Liberals are not free from the
CrrAHU:s C. JOHNSON.
'essentially, lawfully, and by proclamation Christian.' "
orthodox c~g-shcll. They hav committctl the mistake of
That was a surprise to me, :ind I wish lllr. Hogers or THE
supposing that Liberalism means uniformity of opinion upon
DuBLIN, TExAs, June 10, 1886.
TRUT!I SEEKER would giv the case and the time when such
1\IIl. Eorrou: ·we had the pleasure of attemling the lectures all subjects.
decision was gi vcn, ami oulige a subscriber.
The church is in abject fe!lr of the cartoonist.· It is as
of 1\Ir. John E. Hcmsburg at Comanche, June 5th and 6th.
J. M. HarKINs.
His subjects were " The Apostle of Liberty," " Bible afraid of a laugh as an apu of a whip. We hav found out
'vV. F. JAMIESON.
l\Iorals," and "F:tlse Claims of the Church." The lectures its weak spot; let us puncture it.
MmnLETO\)'N, PA., June 13, 1886.
l'iln. EoiTOH: Iuclos.cd find $1, for which send two copies were well attemlcd considering the hold orthodoxy has on
MKOHANIOSBUHG, Ir.L., J·nne 17, 286.
TRUTH SEEKEil as directed. I hope THE TJmTH SKEKEI1 will the peoph, of this place. Quite a nmnber of t·lmrch-mcmbcrs
1\II:. BorroJ(: Inclosed I send $2, which credit to my acand
a
few
elcrgy
were
pre~ent.
\Y
e
need
nwre
sueh
able
not be reticent in ventilating the evil fruits of sectarian religcount on Tl!g TmrTu SEEKER.
ions since the Ulster riots. I say it is high time for advanced advocates of Liberalism as l\Ir. Hem~burg. It woultl soon
Onr little village is much stirrctl up over three lectures dethinkers to speak out on this subject. Is it not criminal from rid the people of superstition nnd fanaticism. \Vc ncetl liveretl by ·w. S. Bell. 'fhe lcetmcs were well attended in
more
readers
of
the
ol<l
reliable
Tl:ITTII
SimKEI:.
Your
illuRa scientific standpoint to pervert the mimls of youth with
spite of the elforts of the orthotlox to the contrary. We ensectarian halretl mul prejudice? Cease t!wcnrtoonfru·ce! and Lrations aru simply immense. \Vl' hope your subscription deavored some time agn to get a ,]ebato between Ehler Hoblist
will
continue
to
increase
until
every
family
in
Texas
will
devote the space to demonstrating the grand results that must
bins of this pl:tee al!ll :Mr. Bell, !Jut :Mr. Robbins refusctl to
ensue in establishing an unbroken system of harmony ant! be readers of your invaluable paper. We hav a I~ibcml meet him, oJiering;, how,~ver, to get a neighboring minioter
aficction among all peoples, which sectarian imposition pre- journal near us, the Inrlependmt I'ulpU, ably edited by J. to do so. The "neighboring" minister proved to be Mr.
D. Shaw. We are glad to sec the Liberal literature Cirvents.
MA,JOI: LANDIS.
culated over our g-reat state. Superstition is fast giving way Grubb, of Kentucky, who, ~lr. l{l)bbins iuformetl us, woulrl
and Frcethought takes itB place. We predict that the time debate with Mr. Bell, but recpiiretl references, etc., certitic,J
For:T FAIRFJEJ.D, 1\fg., June 14, 28G.
to. This emled the nutttel'"; We agreed to be responsiule
Jlr'I:Il. EDITOI1: Please allow me to cast my ballot in favor of is not far distant when religious bigotry and fanaticism will for ftlr. Bell, they to he the same for :Mr. Grubb. But as
be
a
thing
of
the
past.
Yours
for
truth
aml
rrason,
those pictures. They are first-rate, and they cause me hearty
they were hunting a hole to crawl through without backing
S. L. Ewr:\G.
laughter. The workmimship, too, is good enough for me or
S!JWtrc out, they of eonrsc would not agree to this.
anybody else, and even better than could be expected from
The lecture~ were splcnditl, and I think did a vast amount
.
Por.T TowNs!CNo, W. T., Jufle 5, lS:'lG.
an engraving that is to be used but once.
of "00(1. Even some of the church people admitted that Mr.
Jlriu.
Eonon:
I
am
an
old
miner-a
forty-nincr;
hav
been
Talk abont wotinding the feelings of Christians! Damn
Bell handled his subjects atlmirably. Mr. Hobbins was presit! They hav wounded our feelings for nearly two thousand long on the fronti<>r of our eivilbattion; hav made big raises ent, and although he did not come forward and answer l\Ir.
years, ami we hav had to grin and bear it. Ami now allow nmd spent it again, ami I am going into the interior of Alaska Bc1l's ar,ument when in vi ted to, he took notes, and we shall
me to say to l\Ir. Heston, return the compliment with tloublc again in search of the Y"llow metal. I hav been there before, probahlj:-'hcar from him next Sunday after Mr. Bell has g-one.
compomul interest, am! let them grin and bear it awhile and so !mow I will get some. I was raised in the n:tn·ow-minded
There is a considerable Liberal element here, but they are
sec how they will like it. Go on showing up the tremenJous school of the Auld Kirk, Presbyterian. I got into a theolog- like those of other places, tLfraid. Many of the people ilatl a
ical
:trgumcnt
in
Tacoma,
\V.
T.,
with
a
gentleman
named
absurdities and glaring inconsistencies of the Christian syswrong conception of Infidelity. Mr. Bell showed them what
tem, and I guess the ctlitor will gain ns many subscribers as Kaillow, a subscriber to TnK TIWTH SEEKEI:, in 1876, who we were ttnd what we advocate.
\V. A. BEUK.
put
it
into
my
lmnds,
ami
I
arn
happy
to
state
that
through
he will lose, at any mtc, for I see that almost all his " Letters
its
influence
since,
I
am
to-rl:ty
a
man
totally
cliscnthrallcd
from Friends" arc in favor of pictures.
H. II. Grr.~rAN.
S~!lTil'S JlrliLL, JlriiNN., l\Iay 2!), 1886.
from the old superstition.
Mn. EDITOH: In renewing my subscription for another
Please find inclosed price of yonr ANNUAL and send it to year I hand yon herewith the name of a new subscriber. I
PAUUN.E, ARK., April 27, 1886.
me so I can carry it into the willlerncss with me. I assure am not satisfied with myself in furnishing but one subscriber
~b. EDITOR: I semi yon 25 cents in stamps.
Please send
you if I ever get settled so as to senti weekly for your paper nt this time, as I had the promis of and expected to send you
me a few copies of THE TRUT!l SEEKEr:. I am taking several
I will surely hav it; but, sir, though unknown to you, my three or fonr new names. The parties I was counting on to
papers, but I think I will soon subscribe for TnE TnuTu
money in a small way has assisted, with others of your sub- take the paper liv ·in the country, and I hav not seen them
SEEKEH.
scribers, since 1S7U to spread the light of Libemlism, and I am lately. I will try and get you more subscribers, for we must
I slso semi you my pamphlet I hatl publHICd, for which I
to-day, thnnks to D. l'ri. Bennett's writings and controversies, hav the pictures in TnE TrmTH SEEKEH, as well as the good
was expellctl from the ;\lawns. I bav taken an appe:tl to the
a confirmed _Liberalist. I am sorry I could not say all this solid rcatling matter. Surely we hav as good a right to make
grand lotlg•~ of the slate. If the expulsimi. is sustained by
in less words; hope you will forgi v 1ny lengthy first com- "comic sketches" of the Bible stories as the Cluistians hnv
the grand IOllge, so be it, for I will never recant a word
munication. But, dear Macdonald, my whole heart is in for illustrating their Bible. If there is any wrong about
I IHtY written or spoken, nor even sufier a reprimand. I
your work, for no man can be a true citizen of America and either, I consider it by far a grettter wrong for a father or
propose to make my case a test ease, for there is not a fosowe his highest allegiance to the pope of Home. I am mother to show their children the highly-colored pictures in
silized organization in the world to-day to which I will surpersonally acquainted with Heuben Albertstone, a thorough
their "holy Bible," and teach them that the pictures are
render my liberties. I was expelled from the Masons because
Liberal, and one of your subscribers in Sitka. I lived there
true representations of the characters and events that arc
I did not believe in a perso.nal God with the anthropomorphfive years ; also A. Vincent in this town, though he does not
recorded therein. The comic sketches show the absurdity
ical attributes of heathen mythology. I am fully in accord
get it this year, but he says he will again. There are a good
of the stories. and were the Bible stories founded on fact and
with the views set forth in THE Trmnr SEEKER in regard to
many Liberals here, but unorganized and not popular.
reason, the sketches could do tllCm no harm; while to chill'rlasonry.
Yours truly,
\V. R. BACHELOR.
Hoping I may be successful enough to assist the cause,
dren the Christian's illustrated Bibles make a lasting impresI remain,
Yours truly,
RoBERT A. DUGGAN.
FROM A G~~RMAN FRIEND.
sion on their minds, and I think it is adding a superstition to
LINoor,N, ILL, l\Iay 30, 1886.
a superstition, is misleading to the young, and very wrong.
LAKE CITY, 1\IrNN., June 15, 1886.
MISTER TnooT ZEEKE!l : I vood gif yon shoost vou vords
Probably l\1r. Heston can giv us a sketch by and by of one
l\[r:. EnrTOH: Tile study of mental characteristics is the of the ·Bible heroes, ''and man after God's own heart," the
from mine bed out, unt oof I got zum langwidges vot I haf
I vood gif you enny. Yen I reat me znm tings outen your greatest on earth. Thus I thought while reading the many man with a thousand wives, though it would be rather a
TrwoT ZEEKER, unt clair find zum zuch zendiments ant ox- diverse views of your correspondents. Such diversit.v has tedious task to giv us a likeness of all of his wives. But we
pressions apout ter tifel and abond hell ant te breaehers ant always been a thorn in the flesh of Christianity. It is a rose won't be particular, a huntlred or two would do.
zuch tings, I ish mity glad I got your bapers all de vile effery in the hand·of a Liberal. Some of your correspondents who
Yours truly,
H. S. VoTAW.
veek to reat to do me w much gont. I lofc to zee doze pig- imagined themselvs " liberal " hat! not discovered that the
SYDXEY, C. E., NovA SooTIA, June 15, 286.
dnres vot you print, unt I laf minezelf so hart ven I zec dot foundation of Liberalism is mental liberty-diversity of
l\In. Eo non : When I last wrote you, I was waiting an ice"Shirked to Sheezus," ven dot rooster got himzelf hanged thought aU<l free speech. It is not agreement in views, a
fur murter, ant den mit a brlest stltnnin py his site goes right truth that some very progressed Freethinkers would clo well bound steamer at Port Hawkshur. Since then I hav visited
avay to glory mit a hangman's rope, ant de fait in de Lort. to heed. I hav known some of the best Liberals who were, several places on this island, but for the last few weeks I hav
0!. vot a gospels. It.makes hcbben easy for de schonndrel, and are still, church-members. They were, of course, illog- been sojourning at my esteemed friend C. H. Grant's; and a
but de feller dot de schoundrel kills g-oes rite avay to hell. ical. Some professed Liberals are bigots. They, too, nrc royal good friend he is, not only to those who visit him but
I gan ncffcr pclieve any zuch tings dot a lofing faddcr in illogical. Liberalism is not the product of Christianity. also to the cause of Frecthoug:ht. He stands almost alon_, in
himmel can make zum hell, ant a Life! to bunish his own shil- Bigotry is not the product of Liberalism. The perception of the c6mnmnity where he resides, and many a set-to he has
clren. Go on mit de pigdmes vot you print-day are goot this truth givs me a more exalted estimate of human nature. had with the clerical gentlemen of the whole island, and it
Instinctivly the human mind loves truth. War is dcclnred would be safe to say there is not one of the cloth able to defor de shildren to zee.
Your frien,
CASPAH KAHL.
the moment we begin the search for it. We fall out about bate these in vincible dogmas with him without rccci ving
Mn,Form, lHAss., June 2Q, 188U.
the question, What is truth? At this juncture Liberalism some 'severe scars. But outsitlc of one or two fa!nilies which
1\fu. Ennou : H. Clay Luse says : " I never was ashamed will do for the rr.ce what religion never h<lll it in her nature I hav met here, the rest arc fearfully creedhound. I often
to open up my Tuunr SKgKgR in any place until yon spoilt to do, recognize the inherent right of every mind on earth to think, How sad to hav superstition reign where there is so
it by hideous cartoons." Cilarles Hemilard writes: "Since seck for truth by its own method, 'even though that method much that is beautiful, for rc:~lly the climate and scenery arc
you hav illustmted the paper. I feel ashamed to show the pa- be transparently false. The ehmch has always been willing delightful. What with Jishing, boating, sailing, rowing,
per to nny clmrclt-mcmiJcr." H. C. Gill says: "Please take that the race shoulcl get truth by the true method, and it was rambling and feasting among the beauties of natnrc, and en.
joying myseH in general, I am almost loth to leave for the
my name oJI your list, as I don't want the paper. The last the judge of what is the true method.
This brings us to the picture business. Had Trm TJWTH scorching sun ant! cyclones of Omaha; but such· is life, and
paper is too horrid for my Christian friends to look at."
There is a trinity of so-called Liberals ashamed to show the SgEKEH readers all borne these fundamental truths in mind, I hav determined to leave to-morrow· for the IV est.
I was one of the doublers as regards the illustrations in
pictures to Christian friends. Why not hav an arbitration you might hav had as many criticisms of the "gallery," but
committee of Christians to dcci(]C what pictures you can not one gazer would hav voted to abolish art because it was the glorious TlWTll SEEKEH ucing for the best, but the more
print, so that Luse, Hemhard, Gill & Co. can show them to employed to ridicule some people's " sacred views." This I see the c!Iects they hav on outside foii{S the more I think
tl1eir Christian friends without hurting the feelings of either? is, practically, the position of those who object to your illus- they arc a benefit, and I really believe they arc doing good,
Christians hav never been ashamed to hurt the feelings of un- trations ; I mean, so far as yonr paper is concerned, they do so I hope they may be eontinued. Our mutual friend here
believers through all concei vablc n!O(lcs of torture that the abolish it. If it is wrong or illiberal to ridicule and burlesque handed me an old book, within which, in the handwriting of
ingenuity of man could devise, thereby making the history sacred views, then the orator commits a wrong. Where will Judge Ingraham Ball, Oct. 26, 1782, I Jiml the following
so truthfully and graphically illustratctl. See what history has the embargo stop? If 'vVatson Heston has nu right to pencil about Voltaire: " lie, Voltaire, wrote an epigram on the king
been made in New Englund: "InlUiHi Elizabeth, the wife of the U!dcngo 1'irne8' "irreverent" head-lines, which I quotctl of Prussia which displcasetl his royal highness, who at once
Thomas Applegate, was scntencctl to stand with her tongue in one of my lee~nrcs SC\'eral years ago in Carthage, the home sent Iris sergeant-at-arms to Voltaire. The Prussian hero
went to tile house of the poet and told him he came by his
in a cleft stick, for scolding, reviling, and railing." "In of 1\'Ir. Heston, how can I escape the charge of blasphemy?
1741 Sarah Hales, the wife of \Villiam Hales, was scnten~;ed
Do you remember "Fox's Book of :Martyrs," an illustrated majesty's special command to reward him for an epigram on
for her miscarriage to be carried to the gallows with a rope Christian work? Talk about "horrors," there they are in all his royal master by administering thirty lashes on his naked
about her neck, and to sit an hour upon it, the rope's end their pristine Christian beauty. It appears that some of our back. The poor philosopher knew that remonstrance was
flung over the gallows; and after to be banished." What a nickel-plated Liberals make tlte historian responsible for the in vain, and after submitting with the best grace he could,
subject for friend Heston to illustrate ! Would it be a hor- deeds he recorcls. They hav many words of condemnation opened the door and made the farewell conge to his unwel
rid picture for "Christian friends?" If so, what was the for the pktures, but not. one word of rebuke for the Chris- come visitor, who did not offer to depart, but told him with
Teality? 1;" et the CbristiR.n" b&v oJl.ly words of praise for the tia.oo wl~wmm:\tted the horrors that too J!;:!'1;:\st paints. If the most Germanic gravity thll>t Hw eeremony wss not y£t

~tftrs f(rotn

Jffritnds.
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concluded, for tlie monarch he had the honor of serving must
be convinced that his commission was punctually fulfilled,
on which account he must hav a receipt. This also was submitted to, and given as follows: • Received. from the right
hand of Conrad Backoffer, thirty lashes on my naked back,
being in full for an epigram o.n Frederick, the third king of
Prussia, by Vive le roi VoLTAIRE.'"
If there isn't a sheol for such scoundrels, there ought to
be. Not wishing to weary you, I remain, with Long !iv TIIE
TRUTH SEEKER! ·
Your friend,
I. W. ARCHIBALD.
CHATHAM, N. Y., June 16, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of your paper since November. Until that time I did not know there was a paper
published of that class. I hav always been a strong opponent of church creeds and strong against any teaching as
facts or certainties of that which not any of us knows any~hing about. I say, Uphold not superstition in any of its
many forms.
I notice some 'hav objected to the pictures in your paper.
Of course, they are ludicrous, but you cannot overdraw
them, do the best you will. I believe it is good to hav pictured before us the absurdities which the clergy of the land
uphold. Now, the fact of the whole matter rests here, that
everyone must die sooner or later; that every day places us
nearer ti{e close of our natural existence. And with this idea
before each and every one of us, is it not better for us to
teach facts of truth to those about us and do what go·od we
can for the love of doing g·ood; not for the fear of any punishment or hope of reward, but prompted by a pure and rea.
sonable motiv wholly for the love of the right? IIow much
better this than to be urged on by superstition threatening
upon every side, doing good out of fear of some terrible puni~hment!
We must die, but farther than that the very best
of us know nothing. There may be this, or may be that,
but what should concern us is how to liv wllile here for the
best interests of all humanity. Let the pictures come thick
and fast, and more of them. I am sure I am not ashamed
to let any of the clergy se.c them, or anyone else that needs
to be led out from superstition to reason and truth.
I will mention a little incident that comes directly under
my notice: Parties lived in Dutchess county, N. Y ., consisting of Jnan and wife. He was wealthy, and a miser; hi~
wife has been sick ever since last winter, and he denied her
every comfort. and care, except what the neighbors furnished.
About two weeks ago, he was found dead in his bed. He
had made a will leaving his wife the usc of $500 during her
natural life; the rest was to go to missionariei\. This man
has denied himself and wife every comfort, with the idea of
helping the missionary cause. I hav only one more word to
add, Aw9-y with superstition,. away with it!
J. L. BHO\\'NING.
DEs MoiNES, IowA, June 8, 1886.
1\'fR. EDITOR : I send a clipping from the Des Moines Leader
of the 7th inst., thinking you might be interested in it. 1\'fr.
Welsh, manager of the paper, is a Catholic, and he may voic('
the hearts of a multitude of his faith. He thinks if the Catholics hav a majority they can organize, take charge of the
schools, and use the local taxes to carry them on, and " one
of the most important battles for civil and religious liberty
in our history " would be in vain.
A majority is their aim, and if they get it, I tell you, goodbye American liberty. Senator Blair's fears arc well
grounded. \Vc must awake and show, cspcciotlly tho young.
the true inwardness of Catholicism, aml all other religions
humbugs at once; scatter com.mon sense tracts everywhere,
as Jamieson suggests, ere it is everlastingly too late. Send
me $5 worth of your tracts, if you please, and I'll commence
at once. The church is the cause of all the commotion
nearly the world over. Slle. is cunning, secret, and determined to accomplish hQr ends, and she is wrong and rotten
to the center. She is, and ever has been, the foe of science
and freedom. Put her clown before it is too late to preserve
our present liberties. Show her up, vividly and trnly, and
future generations will thank you. If not, back will go tile
wheels of progress centuries.
D. H. Cnoss.
Senato1· Blai1· to the Ch1'istian Union.

The Jesuit element in the Catholic church has been, in its secret
ways, exceedingly activ in the effor~ to embarrass ~.nd defeat t-his
bill. Their !tdroit manipulators of men-many of them expelled
from Europe as the foes of intelligence and of the free tendencies
of modern political institutions-are now here under the orders
and with the money of the Vatican at theit· command, when necessary, endeavoring by pressure, political and sp~t·!t~ral, to control
the action of the members of the house, by substdtzmg the press,
and e..-m·y way known to 'pricstcraft, to prevent the indorsement
and assistance of our common school system by the nation. They
uahually say that such action by the nation will giv the common
school system-the cradle of political liberty and religious heresya tremendous advantage in the warfare which they. wage against it
in behalf of the parochial school system, by which alone do they
hoPe to preserve their spiritual supremacy in this country. They
hav organized all over the country to defeat this bill, and a gt•eat
deal' of the strange perversion of the Northern Republican press is
the work of their money and political threats. The Jesuit element
of the Catholic church, too, is engaged in a strenuous effort to control the labor ot·ganizations of the country as a force in their own
interest; but of this I need not write you. I admit that I am surprised at tho apathy of the friends of civil and religious liberty in
this country. They mny not bo aware as yot of the work which has
been dono while they hav slept. Around this bill is now being
fought one of the most important battles for civil and religious liberty of our history.
Tt1e Des Moines Leaaer's Comments.
The Catholics of America are expected to oppose this bill with
might and main, while all others a1·e expecte~ to ral~y to _its suppo:t
and secure its adoption. But why? There lB nothmg m the bill
calculated to save the pnblic school system from destruction, if it
is in danger. Under the present system. the schools are under the
management of directors chosen by the electors of the school district. If the pa trona of tha school wish a change of teachers or of
text-books, they can hav it. That featllre of the system has been
its salvation.
\hl!ler the l!Cbool l&ws of Iowa, certain studies muet be provided

in every school, and the teacher must ha,v a certificate from the
c9unty superintendent, or the school district cannot draw from the
county treasury its per capita share of the countY school fund; but
otherwise the district is independent of outside influence oreontrol. If the Blair bill should become a law, the school district, as
we understand it, could still refuse the proffered assistance, raise
its own funds by taxation, and be independent. In that case, if
our position is right, where the Catholics were in the maiority they
could org.'tnize and take charge of the schools and use the locn,l
taxes to carry them on, and "one of the most important battles for
civil and religious liberty of our history" would be in vain.
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and refined the physical body, tlic higher the grade of spiritual intelligence produced.
I hav talked with many persons who had lost a limb, and
they invariably tell me they can still feei the amputated
member as plainly as before the injury. I would be pleased
to hav Brother W cttstein explain this. Can he not conceive
of a plaster-cast still existing after the mold in which it had
be(ln formed was destroyed ?
When death occurs, and the body ceases to nourish the
spirit, it leaves its grosser likeness, and the real man enters
upon a new state of existence, just as the beautiful butterfly
emerges from the hideous caterpillar. It is born, so to speak,
into its new existence in a manner
similar to its first birth.
N
.
atnre never changes her Immutable laws. Soon as death
begins in the physical body, the spiritual body commancrs
forming above it. The spirit goes wl1ercvcr it is attracted by
j spirits of simil_ar development, or i~pclled by inhcren~ deSl.res. As. to Jts means of l?comotwn, go ask of the lig~Jt
~mg. ~c~ng composed of hke substan_c~, they mo:e With
hkc r~p1chty. The first abode o~ the. spmt after leavmg the
flesh
1s on or
near the earth, findmg• 1ts proper place among·
• •
•
spmts
ofd hkc
accordmg
to the. law of . gravita.
. clcvelopmeut,
.
.
.
twn, an gomg
lughcr
and. higher
m proportiOn
to 1ts intcl. . .
·
•
.
.
lectual. ab1htu's.. The spmtual
bodv
IS
the
outward
.
. ·
. mamfestatwn of a st1ll more refined essence-the soul-wh1ch the
spiritual body develop• in the same manner that the natural
body develops the spiritm~l. The soul is composed of an excecdingly refined magnetism. The electrical surrounding ricvelops the magnetic Ron! within, just as the cnrrcnt of elel'tricity pasRing throngh the coils of an electrical machine
causes the core within tn become a magnet. The soul is lltto
scat of intelligence, so t.hat, as a matter of faet, we arn living inside of t.wo bodies instead of one. There i~ nothing
incou~istcnt in n man's hcing u .Materialistic Spiritualist, ami
the sooner our Liberal friemls find it out the !Jetter. All is
matcri:tl, spirit and body, and here is illustrated the law of
the survival of the fittest. The spirit, being the superior, b
immortal. \II{ c ttrc on a broad platform; there is -room L•r
the Atheistical Spiritualist. Here we c:1n all unite again,t
om common enemy-the degrading snpcrsti1 ion of religious
dogmas.
C. L. JAcons.

LoGANSPORT, IND., June 21 , 1886 .
MR. EDITOR: As the columns of your paper hav always
been open for the honest discussion of all liberal ideas, I
would like to use (for the first time) a portion of 0 r 1 _
able space in which to answer Brother W cttstei~'su ar~~c~
which appeared in your issue of May 1st Llke myself ~~
is seeking truth by· the light of science, a~d takes no thin~ on
faith alone. As for myself, I hav yet to read the views of a
Spiritualist which I couhl fully indorse, so perhaps my reagoning will at least hav the merit of novelty.
· t ence 0 f a God 't
. a SU1JJCC
. t :1bo VC
A S t 0 tl lC eX!S
I IS
1
:tnc1 b eyon d mor ta I lwn, anc1 as 1't canna t b c proven or
,.
b y any 1;:nown process o f reasonmg,
.
or any a1'd
u!sproven
't
.
ll
f
.
t
.t·l
.
.
t h a t sc1ence can g1v, 1 IS equa y oo 1IS11 o e1 1er a ffi rm or
L
. tl .
t'
't
'll b I
1
l cny.
eavmg us an open ques wn, as 1 a 1ways WI
c,
proceed. I take it for granted that Brother Wettstein accounts for man's existence on the evolution theory; that the
lower forms of matter evolve or produce the higher. When
the matter composing the earth first (through well-known
laws) formed itself into a sphere, it must hav been in an intensely hot or liquid. state. If it always existerl as solicl
matter, by what process did it become round? It was cast
off from the sun or some intm~scly hot planet. I <lo not for
a moment suppose that the matter con1posing it was ever
"created." .Matter is ctcrnal-eannot be ereatcd or destrayed, but is ever changing and assuming dilfcrcnt nml
higher forms.
First the mineral kingdom only was represented. Then
~radnally in their order the vegetable, animal, and spiritual,
each depending upon and being composed of all below it.
When either form reaches its ultimate or highest tlegrcc, it
ceases to exist :ls sueh, ancl passes into the next higher. Where Shall the State Convention Ue Jieltl ·~
Spirit is composed of matter in its most refined state. Each
· RocullSTEil, N. Y., June 20, 18813.
step from the mineral to the spiritual contains matter iu :t
1\IR. EmToR : The time is nearing when our annual Co'"more refined state than the one immediately below it. Here vention will be held somewhere, aud I beg to o!Icr a few
creep in his mistaken ideas. lie will aclmit that matter, by thoughts for consiclcration in selecting the plaec. There arc
and through the laws of evolution, tinally ]Jroduecs man, but three points to be especially consiclcred. \Vherc can it he
according to him, at this stage nature becomes impotent aml hehl the cheapest? \Vhat place is the most accessi!Jle?
can go no farther. I bel ievc the resources of nature arc \Vhere can the cause receive the greatest hcnefit? In ,.ii'W
boundless, anti that she will ever continue to evQlve the of this, I do not hesitate in saying that a better location. a'!
higher from the lower through the immeasurable cycles of things considered, cannet be chosen thtttl Hocll'.'stcr. TIJc
eternity, aud that all sentient beings will in time become Convention held here has not been eqnalctl since; aml llll'rc
beings far beyond even our utmost possible conceptions of is no reason why the coming Convention may not be equal
a God.
to, if not better than, any former one. There is one ·1'"''/1
Spirit is composed of matter, but all matter is not visible,
good reason why Rochester should be the place chosen. A
noes not hav weight, nor is it necessarily susceptible to
place to hold the Convention can be had free of charge, all' I
c;ither of the five senses; for instance, gas, electricity, magshould it be thought advisable, the gronncls at the Sea Breeze
netism, mind, etc. Had man only five senses he would not are already guaranteed; and when it is once known that t.h is
be superior to the brute, but he has two more, viz., " talk- is a beautiful summer resort, connected by rail to Roche~ter,
ing" and "judging." The lower animals contain a spirit
situated on Lake Ontario ancl Irondequoit Bay, it will draw
essence, bnt it is as inferior to that of man as is its organmany who would not otherwise attend. At this point hotel
ism. Both are consumed by man, aml become part of his
accommodations are eomplete, with every facility for firsthigher organization.: Let me ask, when yon look at this class accommodations; at prices that all can afford to pay.
paper, what is it that sees? Surely not your eyeR: they are Resides, boating, fishing, etc., maybe cnjoyetl freely. These
;;imply the medium through which the sensation of sight is arc but a few of the advantages that the t\ea Brc·ezc offers
conveyed. When you hear a frienrl speak, what is it that that otlter citiPs hav not. A more complete press report of
hears? Not your ears; they are but the imtrnment through the proceedings has never been given than by the papers of
which the impression that a sound has been made is con- Rochester. In behalf of the Liberals, and citb:ens generally,
veyed to-what? If Brother Wettstein will get his TnuTn I beg the committee having this matter in charge to rememSEEKEH dated May 1st, I will try and answer the questions ber the generosity of the past, and that we stanrl at our posts
he pi:opounds to Brother Bradford,. in the order in which ready to do all possible for the success of the Conven1inn
they are asked.
ancl bid you all a hearty welcome. As a city Rochester needs
The spirit does not exist previous to the body, but is born no praise. Outside of orthodoxy, the people generally are
with it and nurtured by it. The body is for tlw purpose of liberal in thought and purse, as will be proven if the comindividualizing the spirit. The spiritual body is composed mittee will giv them an opportunity. Let us hear from othrr;.
of a very refined electricity, which permeates every portion
A. E. RINGER.
of the physical body, and hence assumes its shape, 1tnd consequently exists as male ant! female. The body acts as a
li'IALTA, N.Y., June 21, 1886.
battery which is feel by the air we breathe, the water we
l\1~:. RDITOR: As the time clraws ncar for our next Convendrink, and the food we cat. The particles composing the lion I thought I would write you a few lines aml let yon
spiritual body arc attracted to the physical by the laws of know what we will do to hav it at White Sulphur. This is
clectiv affinity. The spiritual body has all the-organs, artc- 1' very nice place to hold the Convention; it is ownccl by tltu
ries, and nerves of the physical, and hence has a brain. The Boston & Housatonic Railroad, and they hav ealculatcd to
spiritual body begins its growth soon as the physical body is make everything as 1inefor excursion picnics as can be made.
strong enough to eliminate its electrical particle; from sur- The grounds arc in good order, clean aud kept in first-class
rounding objects. Should a child die before birth, it would shape; the hotel is large, ami has n piazza sixteen feet wide
not, I think, llav become sutnciently indiviclualizcd to clear around it; also the best chmcing floor I ever saw. ~Ir.
maintain a separate. existence, but would, like the body, be Luther St1ys if it rains and is bad weather we can hav the usc
absorbed by surrounding bodies.
of the house, and he will furnish from twenty to forty tents
A child dying after reaching a stage of imli vi dualized in- for nothing, and will do all he can to make it pleasant for all
telligence will continue to grow to maturity in the spirit who ttttend the Convention. The spring is the nicest water
world. (His next lot of questions arc answered by my rc- you ever saw, aml very healthy.
ply to his first.) The spirit has no knowledge except what it
There are large barns ancl sheds to accommodate teams;.
acquires, and goes into the next world or stage of actionjust fine sath houses-hot or cold baths. Twelve or fifteen
where it leaves off here, and will continue to grow h wis- hotels and boarding houses are near the lake. The Boston &
clom and knowledge through eternity. The spiritual ancl Housatonic Railroad runs within one mile aml a half of the
physical bodies arc so closely related that when one su!Icrs grounds; thence by boat-every two hours to the Spring. It is
the other suffers through sympathy. The mind or spirit eight miles from Sam toga, and seven from Ballston; rouml
does not necessarily sleep when the body docs, butmu.y be in trip from Saratoga for 2.5 cents. We l111v five or six steamconstant activity. Where is the person who has not retired boats on the lake which run to the Spring, and lots of rowat night with a perrlexing question on his mind that he boats for fishing, and lots of fish in the lake. Mr. Luther,
could not solve, and on awaking next morning it was per- the proprietor, says if H. G. Ingersoll comes he will giv him
fectly clear? Spirit cannot move a body of grosiler matter, the best room and board he has got free of charge. I think
and I will here say that I believe the so-called matcrializa- the first of September will be the best time for the conven.
tion of spirits a humbug. They arc already material, and if tion, ancl Sulphur Springs the best place to hold it in the
visible to us at all it is through our spiritual eyes, ancl not state, I would like to hav you see the place if you could beour natural one!!.. Certainly the degree of intelligence corre- fore the Convention, or hav Reynolds see it.
spends with th<! !knlopment of the body, The more he~! thy I
JoHN V. ARNOLD,

1
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Stop and 'fhhik.

Edited by M1sB SusAN H. WixoN, Fall
.ltiver, Mass., to wlwm aU Oommunicationsfor
this OO'rner slwuld be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da.y's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

That Dreadful Boy.
I'm looldn• for that dreadful boy
<Does anyboqy lmow him!)
Who's leading all the other boys
The way they shouldn't go in.
I think, if I could find that lJOy,
I'd stop what he is doin'A-bringing all the other boys
To certain moral ruin.
There's Tommy green, a growin• lad,
His mother docs inform me,
The way that he is getting. bad
Would certainly alarm me.
She feels the blame should rest upon
John Brown-a recent comerFor Tommy was a lovely child,
A year ago this summer. ·
Bnt when I spoke to l\Irs. Brown
Her inmost soul was shaken,
To think that 1\u·H. Green could be
So very much mistaken.
She did assure me Johnny was
As good a child as any,
Except for leaJ·ning naughty things
From Mrs. Whiting's Benny.
And l\Irs. Whiting frets because
Of 1\Irs. Blackham's Freddy;
She fears he's taught young Bcniamill
. Rome wicked tricks already.
Yet Fred is such an innocent
(I hav it from his mother)
lie wouldn't think of doing wrong
Untempted by another.
On! when I thin!' I•ve found the boy
WJwse ways arc so disgracin',
·
I always learn he's some one else,
And livs some other place iu.
And if we cannot "earch him out
He will (most dreadful pity !)
Spoil all the boys who otherwise
Would ornament. our city.
-nuuy/woa.

A 'fhree-Legge<l Dog.

Whenangeritids you say a·bitter thing,.
Just stop a moment, if you can, to think;
For words are cruel and they leave a sting,
And one can never know how deep they sink.
When anger bids yon answer with a blow,
Just stop a moment; 'tis' a senseless thing,
As one who sacrifices self mnst know
Hvw little to his honor it will bring.
When anger shows a fault in long-tried friend,
Just stop a moment till you understand
The motiv prompting him; and in the end
You will forgiv, and lend a helping hand.
When anger bids that you resent a wrong,
Just stop a moment till yon know the right,
Then yield to it, and let yonr blows bo strong,
Nor stop a moment till you win the fight.

.....

A Clever Humming-Bird.
I'll tell you how a clever humming-bird
shielded her little ones from the rain. There
they were, a nestful, and the rain beginning
to fall. The people who had watched the
nest out of tlwir window were concerned
about the young birds, but the mother-bird
evidently was prepared for the emergency.
Near the nest grew a large leaf-it was a butternut-tree-and on one side of the nest a
small twig stuck out. When the drops began
to fall; she came quietly and with many tugs
pulled the leaf over the litcle nest, for a roof,
and hooked it by the twig on the other side,
which held it firmly.
Thus the half-feathered b!tbies were kept as
dry under their green roof as 'if their house
had been built by a carpenter, like the sparrmv-houses all around on the trees.
When the rain was over, the mother came
back and unhooked the leaf.-Bt. Niclwlrts.

Alcohol, ltluscle, anti Brain.
vVe put a drop of alcohol into a man's eye.
It poisons it. We try it upon the lining of a
livin~ stomach.
Again it poisons it. We
study, after death, the stomachs of drinking
men, and find alcohol produces in regular
stages redness, intense congeRtion, morbid
secretions, deeper hurt, destruction of parts,
utter rnin. We study its iutluencc upon the
health and strength of sailors and soldiers,
and find it helps tq freeze them in the Arctie
re~ions and exhaust them in the tropics. lYe
watch two regiments on a long march in India, one with and the other ·without grog,
and are clri ven to the conclusion that even
moderate quantities of alcohol weaken tile
muscles a.ncl break the endurance. We visit
the training grounds of oarsmen, pedestrians,
and prize-fighters, and learn everywhere the
same lesson-alcohol is a poison to muscle
and brain.-Dio Lewi8.

You never saw one, did yon? No, you
never clill. A dog that walked on three legs!
But I hav seen such a tlog, aucl he got along
very well on his three legs-better than you
would think. His name was Rover, and he
was owned by 1\:Ir. and .Mrs. Smith, who keep
a lauuclry. Rover was a great pet, and was
really a fine, intelligent dog. He was not
cross, aud always made very free with children and others with whom he was acquainted. He used to hav great fun helping
himself to food from the children's hands
Onr Puzzle Box.
when they were eating. I remember little
1.-REBUS.
Susie's first acquaintance· with Rover. This
is the way she told it: "I was walking along
eating a piece of pie, when the laundryman's
clog came up and stood. on his bind legs and
tried to get it out of my hand. 'You can't
hav my pie,' I said, and then he tipped me
over and took my pic in his mouth, he did,
the lanmlryman's dog, and I cried."
Her own little dog witnessed this performance, and, not daring to attack Rover, ran
barking into the house, and pulled Susie's
mamma by her dress until she went out to
~ee what he meant, when he guided her to
wl!ere little Susie lay kicking and screaming
on the ground, with Rover beside her, contedly finishing the piece of pie.
When Rover was ten years oldJa man threw
a stone at him and hurt one of his fore legs,
Eight mottoes fo!" young folk8.
so that a sore came upon it. It grew worse,
and a physician was called. It was so bad
2.-00NUNDRUM.
that, in order to save Hover's life, it was
thought best to amputate the leg, which was
clone, quite near to the body. It healed over
nicely, and Rover limped about for a good
while on his three legs. His master and mistress were very kind, and treated him precisely at if he were a child who could not
speak and tell his troubles. It was quite a
curiosity to see Rover going about so well on
What horticultural operation are these boys
his three legs. But last winter Hovet's
health began to fail. I think he was about attempting?
eleven years old, or twelve, and the infirmiCorrespondence.
ties of age began to tell upon him. Finally,
1
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BALE~!, ILT.. , June 15, 188G.
t Je s ump o
IC ampu a C(
Pg ccamc a To Miss WtxoN AND THE CoRNEtt: Seeing
fcctcd with gangrene, and, as it was offensiv my other letter in print, I thought I wonl(l
and· certain death. apparent, to spare him try again. It has been mining a great deal.
some hours of pain, he was kindly helped I lmv .inst received a letter from a youn~ Libalong the road where all must go at last. era! fricml.of l\'Iacon co;mty,_ N.C. ~will say
Rover died. <.ientle hands tenderly made. I wou!d like to be with lnm at Ius home.
.
.
.
.
ThPre IS a Suntlay-school at our school-house,
lum a grave, ancllatcl lnm away, and h1s Jogs which I cio not think is the place for such
was sincerely mourned by those who had 1 things. Well, I must tell you I am hearing
been so long and fondly attached to him.j some fine music just now .on an accorcleon
Rover had his faults, doubtless, as all dorrs played by a German. I tbmk the large carh
b t 1 1 11 · d 1 t •t
toon of "Jerked to Jesus; or, Heavenward
av, 11 Je tac liS og Y ~ai s, as we11 ·
e by Hemp," and "Our Janus-faced Religion"
·was honest: truthful, and smccre, devoted to are excelled by nothing except our Corner.
the end-fmthful unto death.
B. H. W.
One of my twin brothers is very sick, but I

II

think he ·will recover. Well, I guess I will
close, for fear of making my letter too long.
I will ask for correspondence from some of
the young friends of the Corner. l will
close, wishing success to Miss Wixon and the
Corner.
RuFus 0. WILLIAMS .
P.S.-I sentl my sincerest thanks to Mr. H.
Gilmore for the song which he has been so
kind as to send me.
R. 0. W.
[We are pleased to hear from Rufus again
and thank him for kine! wishes. - We trust his
sick brother is quite well by this time.-ED.
Q. C.]
RocHELLE, ILL., June 14, 1886.
DEAR lVIrss WIXON: My papa takes TnE
TnuTII BEEKER, and I like to read the little
lette;rs in the Children's Corner. I got a letter
from Bam Newton from Cuba. He sends me
a leaf that grew on the grave of Columbus.
l\'Iy papa had the pleasure yesterday to giv
lVIr. Otto 'Vettstein a ride out•in the country.
His little boy and little girl went too. I will
close for this time.
Yours,
WIE~!KE PHAETS.
P. S.-1\Iy grandpa bought several Freethought batlges from 1\Ir. Wettstein. He
gave one to papa. They are nice.
W. P.
[We are glad to add our friend to our list
of correspondents, and shall be pleased to
hear from him again. l\'Ir. Wettstein's badgepins are handwme. The editor of the Children's Corner wears one, and she also has
another, left in her charge by :Mr. Wettstein
for sale. The same will be forwarded to any
address named on receipt of the price, $4.]

BOOKS l'OR ClULDREN.
The Story Hour. For Childl·an and
Youth. By Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. 'rhe Only Illustrated Freethinkers•
Children's Story-Book ever i~sued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; hu·ge :type, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 jlP., bds., $1.25.

Two Liltle RNl Mittens. A Story of

the Rightway Almshouse. By ,Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Apple!'! of Gold.

A Story-Book for

t1w Yonn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excel•
lent work for voung masters and misses, has
passed t.hrough a very large edition, and . a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

The T onth 's Liberal Guide.

By

Prof. H. ~I. Kottinger, A.III. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of FrcQthought, at the same time
that it inculuates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRU1'H
SEEKER.
--------------------~

LlTHOGRAPHS
OF

CHARLES DARWIN
--a--

Admirers of the Great :Naturalist, and·practically
the father of Evolution, will be l;l'lad to know that
we hav a tine lithovraph of h1m for sale-size
18.)i;x24 inches on heavy platepaper. Framed, the
picture will make a spleudid ornament for the
parlors of Freet.hinkel·s. Price, 25 centR.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

FREETHOUGHT

:NOVEL~.

The Heathens of the Heat h. A finely

written Radical romance. Br, Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day oi
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Family Creeds. By William McDon-

nell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day. ·•
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

Natbauiel Vaughan.· Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked abilit,y. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Fredenka Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

The Outcast. A deep, finely written
Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.
·

All in a Lifetime. · A Romance. By
l\Iiss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are pw-trayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked de~ree even
from so gifted a pen as that of lVIIss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethong_htranks." Price,
$1.50. Adclresa
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE

CONVEJ\TIONAL LIEii OF OUR
CIVILIZ t\. TION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.

A moat powerfully written book.-Phtza. Recora.
This Book is not a Book ! It is a Doed ! and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vtenna News. Price 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
.

OR,

The Forgery of tbe Old 11estament.
. Dedicated to the clergy
BY

H. J. BEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
:Price,
10 cents.
Alldrews THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

CANADIAN SECULAR UNION

LEAFLETS.
Long felt want supplied at last.
Small cost.-Concise argument.-Written in a
spirit of lo.ve and candor that will
·

Awake Tluntgltt without arou.sing P1·ejudicc.
Five Hundred of any one kind for $1.
Sabbath or Sunday, Which ?-Historical. Evidence how Sabbath was Changed ?-Immortality.The aims and objects of Secularism.-The Bible,
What it has done for humanity,

6UO t"cn." $1.
Best Leajlets Ever Issuea.
Prepared by leading lecturers, aucl carefu]]y revised by committee of our most able Secularists.
Address CANADIAN SECULAR UNION,
Science Hall1 llfillichamps Building~,
4t27
Ade\aute St., East, Toronto, Out.
'l'he

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS O.F 11HE
BIBLE.
A perfectly_r~liable, aL'Cnrate pamphlet. Though
•tnonymous, 1t JS now lnwwn to be the work of W.
H. Dunn, one of our ablest correspondents. More
t.lum ~o,ooo copies lmv been sold. Price, 15 cents.
l!'ur sale >tt tlus oflico.
--------~----------

ELEMENTS
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UNI VERSAL

If I8T0 RY

FOR

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prot. II. M. Cottinger, A.lU.
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-It perfect compendium of history from2,000
years B.C. on up to 1883, all in a nutshell.-El-

mina S/f!'nlcer.

As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
an important place; in the family it would be no
leHB important, as conveying information that all
should be acquainted with.-Susan Wixon.
1\ir. Cot.tinger•s mtentions in writing this book
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It
may be commended as fultillmg its purpose o""concise and interesting historical text-book..Milwaulcee Sentinel.
Price, Cloth, U.liO.

For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00.
Arlilress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Books on nactica.l Steps in

f re~em

NeFdf,

History of Woman's Costnme Movement; its
first 35 years, Events and Persecutions, Supplemented by 1\Iodern i\Iartvrdom. 132pp., fine paper,
25c. Progress vs. Fasl1ion. 32pp., paper, 10c1
\'l7oman's\Vay Out. 3~pp., paper, 10c. Love ana
Transition. Poetic, in two parts; an Epic and an
Ar~ument. 191pp., in fine cloth and gilt, 75ll.
Sent on receipt of price, by the author,
tojn1
lVI. E. TILLOTSON, Vineland, N.J.

VOLTAIRE' 8 ROMANCES.
CONTENTS:

The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The J\1Ian of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-1\ficromega.s.~
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-lVIemnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches· .
at.Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
Half calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

The BiOla Analyze~.
BY

John R. Iielso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testanient.-The
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Mira-·
cles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-The
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Crown octavo, 833 pJ:l. Splendidly executed. Sent
by mail, post paid. Price, $3.00.
·

THE

H.Hi~

Ulc"

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC lVIAY HOLLAND, Author of ' The
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to bo read once, but tli
be kept and refened to, and pondered over f'ron,
year to year. It is a !l'Uidc-book of Liberalism
through the past cen tur!Cs prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam 1 or Lecky
but it makes them intelligible by pointmg out th8
white light that h~s been caRt upon the lurid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, aud cruelty,
from tho little stream of Freethought that has
flowed in its ra~gecl, broken, and obstructed course
down through the ages which now liv only as our
realm of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $3.50.
Address THE TRUHT SEEKER.

fSHOHT LESSON IN HISTORY.
A donblc-pago picture contrasting science anu
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how tho other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the. friends of F1·eethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

THE MODERN BALAAM.
Showing tho Balaam of modern times to be 1he
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price,.
per do20en, 30 cents pqr hundred, $1.50.
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Agents for the Truth :Seeker.

Price, Twenty-Five Cents.

OA.LlFORNIA..

S. P . Putnam's Works.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, W elland, Out.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Out.

TRUTH

IDA.HO.

A. ·Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake sL, Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Btentano
Bros., Chicago.

'J:.

Its Scientific Solution, with some ,Criticlsms of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Waifs and Wanderlngs. aNew Ame1-i

ANNUAL

SEEKER

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts
"A prose epic of the war, rich with inciden
and dramatic power; breeZl' from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
SWinton's Papm·.

Golden 'fhrone, a Romance. " The

-AND-·

FREETHINKERS' .ALMANAC

INDIANA..

R.-Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
C. Bussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).

with life, thought, a.nd profound emotion
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordi
nary beauty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

WITH THIRTY PORTRAITS OF DISTINGl!JISHED .EUROPEAN FREE.
THINKERS, SCIENTISTS, AND PHILOSOPHERS, AND
NUMEROUS OTHER ILLmiTJRA110NS.

MIOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
3. D. J\19ore, Adrian. Box 465.
3wan &Go., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
For aU of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
33 Clinton Place. New York.
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Freethoughtin the United States, 1885, 17
How the Church Fllches·from the
State,
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Public Contributions to the Church,
28
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•
31
Chaplains in our Army and Navy,
32
The Higher Life. By Courtlandt Palmer, 34
My Dream. By Samuel P. Putnam,
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Statistics of our Foreign-born Population,49
The Curate ofChurnside. (Selected Story.)
By Jas. Payne,
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How Voltaire Died. By the Editor,
64

NEBRA.SKA.

fhos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

~:-entano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
OHIO.

K Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
Yun Epps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.

Wm. Chance, Astoria.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North 10th st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
H. Clay Luse, Waynesburg.
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.

The lr~ 1n Vir1ln, •
•
•
Religic us Divi !ions of the World,
Paine lV!eln<Jrhl Hall. (lllustrat.,d),
The Story oft l8s,
•
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Free thought 1·::1 Australia,
•
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•
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Charles Watts's Works.

77
82
83
84
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95

The History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS
Section I. Definition of Freethought and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedamsm. Section III. Freethought l'ilartyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freetlwught in Conflict during the Sixteel}th,
Seven teen th, and Eighteenth Centuries. i::lection V. Freethought .Triumph in the Nine·
teenth Century.

100
1CY.l

103

The American Secular Union; its

103

104

Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
(Dedicated to ~olonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
82 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
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Se!·ularism; Destructiv and Construc-

ILLUSTRATIO~ S.
Lick Observatory~
Girard College, Philadelphia,
Freethought Hall, Waco,
'Texas (Iuterior view),
Freethought Hall, '-Naco
Texas (Exterior View),
The Tent,
Iron Virgin,
Paine Hall,
Moncure D. Conway,

TENNESSEE.

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
TEXAS.

L Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTA.R.

Jaml3S Ashman, Salt Lake City.
;); F. Keeler, Park City.
W. F. Heybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

Saladin,
Aunie Besant,
Mary Wollstonecraft,
G. W. Foote,
Austin Holyoake,
]. S. Mill,
George Eliot,
Geo. Standring,
Ernst Haeckel,
Auguste Comte,

~dward

Gibbon,
V!ax Muller,
fhos. Huxley,
Voltaire~

:has. Darwin,
R.ousseau,

Humbct'dt,
Byron,
>he!!ley
Da'l'ici/ luwe,

tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

GoethP.,
Rohert Burns,
Richard Carlile,
Herbe-rt Spencer,
Caste'\ar,
Bradltugh,
Chas. A. Watts,
] . A. 1i'roudeL
jobD ryudal

Christian Evidences

(~riticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society.''
Introduction b;y Chn.rles Bradlaug-h. Contents: The Origm of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New 'l'eatament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 7o cts.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

VIRGINIA..

NEW YOR.H:

ENGLAND.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

33 CLINTON PLACE..

~'Irs. Elrnina D. Blenker, Snowville.

1f

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

--+--

MISSOUIU.

Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
Prometheus. A poem. "It is.crammed

(E. M. 286.)

MASSAOHUBETTS,

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.

author certainly has genius. The divine creativ spark is within hill. The book is filled with
manly thoughtsJ expressed in manly words
the transcnpt or a m.J)<nly mind. Every Libera
should read Golden Throne.• "-INGERSOLL. $1
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In
fil;lel and:the Gali:lean Reformer, wherein it is
shown tlfere is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

c:::..--C·18 8 6. <>·~

MA.INE.

B

The Problem of the Universe and

THE

OA.NA.DA..
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ottoes for Freethinkers

Ne hav received a supply of illuminated motto
'·'"Hls, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
tended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourh .. me" placards which disfigure the walla of so
l!HtnY houses. They are printed on heavy card. hoard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. 'rhe motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogmm of U. M. L. The following are the various
adiugs:
THE LIVING HAV A !liGHT TO CON'l'UOL
THE WORLD.

oF TnE

IN1'El,LlCTUAL ])F,VELOPllENT

I

(

~ro

REPLY

REV. L. A. LAllffiERT•s

II" NOT .88

ON INGERSOLL."

By B. W. Lacy

. _Of EurOIH.'.

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, 1\I.D., LL.D A thorough exposure of the Cathnlic ptiest·•
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price. $-q,
sor,histry, unfairness, and histOl'Address THE .TRUTH SEEKER,
ical misstatement .
33 Cllnton Pl., New y,,r], CJty.
tf
Pric'-, Clotll. fl; Pa)>cr. ao Ccul'l
Acl!lt·ess
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SaDDath- BrBaking.

KERSEY GRAVES'S WOH.f{~.
Sixteen Saviors or NonP. BY KEn-

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;·
Is the Bible Heliable 1 The Chl'istian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible AntagoniHtic ·
Christian Scheme of Redem_l)tion •. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place,. New York.

l''REETHOUGHT WORKS,
rUBLISIIED AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the
contradictions and doubts in which the
subjE:ct isinvolved. By W. S. BELL. Re
vised edition. 25 cents.

Rnvelations of Antichrist. An ex
haustiv work proving couclusivly that no
such person n.s .J esns Christ existed in the
1·eign of Tiberi us, bnt that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
about n. century Lefore, and that his dis
ciples, Simon Kepha, nlias Peter, and the
11postle Paul, both lived and died pefore
the Christian em. 44() pages and full in
dex. Price, $2.

.
.
······················································
.................... , ................................ :
sEY GuAVEH• anther of the World's Sixteen
Crucili' d S>tvior,;; The Bible of Bibles, and
FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH,
Biof:m11hy of Satan. Paper, 75 ceJltH; clotb,$1.
By• JOHN E. RFMt, BURG.
:....................................................
:
·····················································: Author of "False Claims," "Bible Bible of llihks; or, Twenty-seven
SUP!!IlS'fiTION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.
Divine Hevelations, containing a d~sc;ripthm of
twentv -seveu bibles and an expos1t10n of two
:....................................................
:
Morals," Etc.
thot_,s,'w d l>ihlical errors in scieuce, histol'y, 'l'he Anonymous Hypothesis of Cre
mar :tls, religion and general events. Also a
:·····:··············································:
The best and most thorough work ever written
ation. A Brief Review of the so
deli,teal.ion of tiw characters of the principal
REASON IS THE LAMP OF THE MIND,
THE ONLY TORCH OF PllOGilESS.

:
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on the Sunday Question from a rational point of
view.

La-rge and Handsome P1·int.

0:

UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBEilTY.

: ..................................... , ....... , ...... .

:················································.····:
THE TilliE TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,

AND TilE l")LACE TO DE HAPllY IS llERE.

:

: ... , ..... , .......................................... :
NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL 1'ROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

:·······································,············:
TIIE WORLD IS MY COUNTltY ;
TO DO OOOD lilY RELiGION.

.....................................................
The price·of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
2 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
,eading, containing the Nine Demands of Liber·,lism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
he lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
:ents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
rapped, on receipt of PI·ico.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEll,
83 Clinton Pl., New York CitY.

ADAMI AND HEVA.
BY S. P. PUTMAM.
c poetic version of the Indian Story of the Gar1 of 'Eden, in which its superiority to the mutied copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 Obnton Place, New York.

25 cents.
$1.00.
Address THE TllUTH SEEKER,
3:1 Clint.on PlRt•.p.. NPw York.

SINGLE CoPIES,
CoPIES,

Srx

-

-

-

-

-

BOOJ{S ON MEDICAL A~D SUlJl.AL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOI\IE TALK AND MEDICAL COI\1J\'WN SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one h::mdsome 12mo volume of nearly 1i000 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in Eng ish or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STOllY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Fiv~ volum~s, at$1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes m one for $2.
SEX:UAL PHYSIOLOGY FOH THE ,JfOU~!J-.
250 pages, illustratecl and cloth bound. (!he fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Heady llecipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128ynges.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITAHY-SCIENCE SERIES . (DiWe Pa'1'
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foot.e, Jr., Vlz •. : Bactcna
m their Relation to Disease,"reprcsentmg the g~nn
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health m the Sunbeam1" considering the blue-glasR cure-of value
to SICK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by P~·of. Brooks, :j36 pag-es\ cloth
bound, $2; "HereditY" by Lormg l\Ioot y, 159
p_ages, cloth\ 75 cents; ·,!The Law of Heredity," by
F H. 1\Iarsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperamentsz" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Her-erceration" by Dr .. E. B. Foote, Jr., 10 cents; ' )lcports of Conventwns and Parlor 11Ieetm..-s durmg
18821" 10 cents; "Third Annual Conventwn of the
Institute of He1~ciT~!I¥'~' ±iftJ~}£ §Jr~fum.

perr 01111 ges of the Christian Bible ami an examimtion of their doctrms. Pnce, $2.
Bio~fa.JibY of Satan; or, a Historical
Expos\\ ion of the Devil and his Fiery Domaius.
Pnce, 35 cents.

'l'he Worl<l's Sixteen Crucifif'd Savim·s ; or, Christiahity Before Chi-ist.
Containing new and startling revelatious in
re\igious history1 whtch disc;lose the oriental
ongin of aU the aoctrmes, ;prinCIPles. precepts,
and mimclcs of the Christian New Testament,
and fumi•hing a key for unloekiug many of
ite Aact cd lllYHterics,. besides eo1,npr1sing the
historr of sixt.een oneu tal crncr!ie<l gods. $2.
A<lrlre•H 'rHE 'l'IWTB i::!EEKEU.
~~ Clint.on PlMA· N"w V'>rk.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
Tho Greatest of all Anti-BJbll·
cal Work!i.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"'rhe Au thor-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, flmg-lc Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISH:;.
By Thomas Paine.
Spcn.king of this wt>rk in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Brit.:dn, \Vashington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments . . . will not leave numb-~rs at n. loss to decide on the propriety of a scparation.,
1n1 •
'"""
f
... I" ICC, ,,., cen s.
, For either 11f these works!... or ar1y of Pnine's
·writings,
Adc1l'esH 'rHE TllUTH SEEKER,
3~ Clinton 1'lace, New York. '

1'HE. TRUTH SEEJU•:R ANNlT AL
J'rioe 26 ollntll.

crtlled Mosaic Account.
By .TAMES F
FuRNiss. Cloth, 50 cents.

'l'he Brain and the Bible. By EDGAR
C. BEALL. With n. Preface by 1\oBERT G.
lNm;usoLL, who says of it· "This book
written by a hmve and hone~ man, is
filled with brave and honest thoughts
The arguments it presents cannot be o.n
swered by all the tlwologians in the
world." Price roducecl to Sl.

)l'he Ct·eed of Christendom.

Its

foundation contrasted with its super
structure. By W. RATHno:;E GnEG. One
· of tho clearest an l ablest works ever
written. Sl.50.

'l'he Essence of Religion.

From the

German of L. FEUERDACH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth
reduced to 50 cents.

'rhe Godly Women of the Bible.

A

Hi:;tory of all tllc women who fi~ure in the
Bible. Shttrp >tn<l telling iu style. Paper
50 cents; clo1 h, 75 cents.

1'he Heathens 9f the Heath. A iinely

written Radical romiLnce. By w~r. :Me
DoNNELL, o.uthor of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Do.y of Rest, etc.
500 pages.
p,.per, 80 cents; cloth, SL25

'rhe Holy Bible Abridged.

Contain

ing the choice passages and lovely mor
cenus pu.rticularly pleo.sing to CoMSTOCK
16~ pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts

'fhe Jamieson-mtzler Debate.

A

nine-days' debate on God, the Bible
Ch1·istianity, and Liberalism. Between
W. F. JAMIESoN o.nd Rev. JACOB DITZLER
l>.D. P!Wer. 50 cents; cloth. 75 11ents.
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Book Notices.

SACRED llfYSTERIES AMONG '!'HE MAYAS AND
TilE QuiOnEs, 11,500 Y EAUS AGo. Their Relation to the Sacred Mysteries of Egypt,
Greece, Chaldea, and India; Freemasonry
in Times Anterior to the Temple of Solomon. Illustrated. By Augustus Le Plongeon. New York: Robert McCoy, 4 Barclay street.
The Mayas and Quiches were people inhabiting the countries now known as Central
America and Yucatan. These people M. Le
Plongeon evidently believes to be the oldest
in the world. The six-thousand-year chronology of the Bible does not trouble him in
the least, and Adam and Eve he passes over
as myths, and thus begins the investigation
with min<;l untrammeled. To all appearances
these ancient Americans can claim as great
antiquity as any other race. The writer finds
among them nearly all of those symbols that
are associated with great age. Indeed, he
sees reason to believe that the center of culture was here, and that the Mayas and Quiches sent out colonies, as England doeli now,
carrying with them the arts and other adjuncts of civilization. Hence came the secret
ceremonies of Freemasonry, the sacred mysteries and rites of Egypt, and further along
all the holy absurdities that exist to-day or
hav existed in the past. Facts to corroborate
this theory are not wanting. The Maya Hieratic alphabet and the Egyptian alphabet are
given side by side, and resemble each other to
a degree which shows that they had a common origin. A great many theories hav been
furnished to account for the cross being a
universal sacred symbol, all of which are satisfactory, but M. Le Plongeon givs a new
one. He holds that the constellation in the
heavens known as the Southern Cross, appearing at the end of the dry season as a harbinger of moisture, made the cross dear to the
eyes of all pious Mayas and Quiches, and
f.rom them the notion spread to other countries. The book is full of interest, a specially
attractiv feature being the illustrations.
These are called Moss types. They are actual photographs of the ancient works of Central America and Yucutan, transferred to
metal and printed upon fine paper in a manner which reproduces the original photograph
with almost perfect fidelity.

months of yellow-jackets and black felons, and
you will hav a proximate ide>t of t.hc Jewish people eaten up l:iy its prieatcraft. Look how this
vulture Esdras provJdes for the welfare of his
large covey of hnn~;:ry church birds; bow he orders the people to bnng in their first-born of every
cattle i also the first fruits, crops, and produce of
every Kind 1 and for offerings of which they were
eating the nest, obligation to bring the fattest cattle, no defectiv victims being received. Look also
how he is anxious that their cellar be supplied
with the best wines, their oil-jars with the finest
juice of the olivsJ their kitchen with the whitest
flour and the chowest morsels of roast beef, mutton, calves, doves, etc., God having his nostrils satisfied with the smell of burning tallow and
other refuse burnt on the sacred fire. I tell yon,
_gentlemen, that Esdras must hav felt his pride
satisfied when, covered with his sacerdotal robes,
resplendent with gold and precious stones, he
strutted on the piazza of the temple, contemplating with a sneer the ignorant crowd of BUJ?erstitious Jews prostrate at his feet. Our mimsters,
preaghers, and priests try yet a parody of that degradmg llpectacle, but the man of the Vatican
blessing Rome and the universe (urbi and orbi)
from the peristyle of the basilic of St. Peter is
t-o-day the only Imitator and successor of the Jew
Esdras.

Before the writer gets done with Moses before the court, he turns prophet and says.
But the martyrdom of each past Freethinker
has raised thousands of others to follow on the
same track. It seems that every drop of blood
shed for the cause of truth and mental freedom
bas been a fertilizing dew which has fecundated
the prolific womb of the goddess of liberty. Let
us rejoice, then, gentlemen. "\Ve are_progressing
onward more and more every daY. Where there
was one unbeliever in the forged Bible two hundred years ago, there are to-day millions. With
your noble e!forts, the time is fast coming when
snperstit.ion shall hav entirely disappeared, and
when truth, liberty, and mental freedom shall
reign Rnpreme over the world.
To obtain this grand result it may require the
steady work of a couple of generations, but light
will come, and our grandchildren, at least, will see
it shine in all its splendor. They will see the last
preacher, a Bible under his arm, emigrating to
some savage island, and will ask their fathe~;,
"·Who is this lean and shabbily clothed man?"
Then he will answer, "Let this miserable wayfarer
go in peace, and do not mourn his fate; with him
goeth the last enemy of mankind."

The book can be had of its publishers for
.10 cents.-New Tlwught.

'l'IIE ORDER OF OREA'l'ION.
This contains the controversy between
Gladstone, Huxley, Muller, Reville, and Linton, as to the order in which creation proceeded; pp. 178, cloth 75 cents, paper 50
cents. Those who followed this interesting
dispute will find this a valuable book, as it
brings tog;ether the 'arguments of these
masters of rhetoric, science, and philosophy
into bne compact volume, and enables all who
care for different kinds of authority upon
MosEs BEI•'Ol!E TilE Couu'l' ; or, the Forgery of vexed questions, to see what these modern
the Old Testament. Dedicated to the lig:hts each hav to say as to the evident conClergy. By H. J. Seigneuret, M. D. (alias flict which exists between Genesis and
Secularist), a graduate of t!Je University of Geology.- The Path.
France, and Author of St. Matthew Before
the Court. New York: The Truth Seeker
Every number of the Popula-r Science
Company, 33 Clinton Place.
Monthly contains matter of value. All sub"St Matthew before the Court" was reviewed jects of scientific interest are treated, always
in these columns some time since. "Moses by their ablest exponents. The July number
before the Court" is quite as thorough a refu- is no exception, ancl among its dozen articles
tation of the idea that Moses had anything to there is not one that will not doubly repay
do with making "the Old Testament as the perusal. Price 50 cents per n urn ber ; to be
former brocltUre is that Matthew was the had through this office.
author of the forged gospel which contains
The Nm·th .American Review for July conhis name.
tains sixteen articles. The first is by Minister
· The first thing the author does is to show to Turkey S. S. Cox on " Mohammedan Marthat :l\ioses was as really a myth as was riages;" the second is a continuation of the
Brahma, Buddha, or Chrishna. While Egyp- remarlwble series of " Letters to Prominent
tian history tells about a man who, prob- Persons," by '' Arthur Richmond," addressed
ably, Josephus calls Moses, the man referred this time to the Rev. Dr. Dexter. There are
to by contemporary hiBtorians was a leper, a also a number of historicnl letters from Sherp'riest of the sun, and was expelled from man and Grant, besides other contributions
Heliopolis (the city of the sun), and became from prominent writers. The price of the
a brigand, a kind of leader among the Review is 50 cents per number. It can be or~
dered through this office.
brigands, who, with his band of vagabonds,
committed all sorts of atrocities. These
"The Alpha and the Omega. An Exposibrigands finally built a city tailed Hierosyla tion of the First Half of the Book of Revela(Jerusalem) or the city of robbers. (See tion of St. John," has by some means found
Josephus against Appian, book 1 § 34.)
its way to this office. It is a pamphlet in
The argument before the court is that short, poetry-like lines, written by the Rev.
these books are without date-tlmt the kings S. L. Cousins, B A., retired chaplain R.N.
of Egypt are not even mentioned by name, the If the fact that M:r. Cousins is a retired chaptitle Pharaoh being only equivalent to king. lain did not inform us that he is. already well
, He then shows the book to be filled with along in years, we should feel like remarking
anachronisms, such as recording Moses's that he will feel ashamed of this performance
death, burial, the mourning for him, and his when he is older. There may be hope for
grave not being found unto this day; that him yet. Mr. Byrne, a graduate of Princeton
it contains the history of cities that could not University, says concerning this work: "As
by any possibility hav exist(;d until at least a study for the curious, it will well repay
344 years after the pretended death of this perusal." We doubt it. 2\'Ir. Byrne significantly adds, with an ungrammatical confupretended Moses. "Dan" is a case in point. sion of numbers inexcusable in a college
(Gen. xiv, 1; Judges xxviii, 28, 29; Deut. graduate : "It is given as a theory, which one
xxxiv, 1.)
can accept or reject as to tltem seems best."
Again, Genesis givs the names of eight sucThe F01"16m, the new first-class monthly,
cessiv kings "who reigned in Edom before
any king reigned in Israel." As Saul was the has at once taken its place where it belongs,
first king of Israel, it could not hav been near the head of the list. Here is the conwritten until after his day. As it speaks of tents of the June number : "Arbitration in
kings of Israel in the plural and in the past Labor Disputes," Justice T. M. Cooley;
tense, it could not hav been written before the " From Puritanism-Whither ?"'Bishop F. D.
days of Solomon, about five hundred years Huntington; " The Limit of Speed in Ocean
this side of Moses. Many other similar Travel," Prof. R. H. Thurston; "How I
was Educated," Chancellor John H. Vincent;
arguments arP. introduced.
Next the doctor proves Ezrlt or Esdras, the "Mischievous Philanthropy," Prof. Simon
priest, to hav been the forger of the five books Newcomb; "The Persistence of the Keely
of Moses. The proof on this point is positiv Motor," Pa::·k Benjamin; "The Evolution of
-there can be no mistaking it-that the main the Boycott," Dr. William A. Hammond;
object was to forage on the people to feed a "The Psychical ·wave," Elizabeth Stuart
lazy priesthood. On page 29 the writer says: Phelps; ''The Future of Sunday Journalism,"
Figure to youraelvs a bee-hive full of activ Rev. Julius H. Ward; "Something More
workers gathering honey to feed a swarm of lazy about Domestic Serviee," A. B. McMahan.
drones, a11d then disgorging their anrplna in the The Fm·nm sells for 50 cents a number.

Subscription $5peryear. Likeall othergood together with the many and self-evident facts,
publications, it 1;nay be had through the could not fail to fasten the conviction of t.ruth
TRUTH SEKKER office.
on every assertion he made.-KeJ·eJ~s Ligltt.
The lectul'er's diction was choice and clasThere is a good deal of queer matter
sical. The lecture was listened to with
printed, but about the queerest yet is Mrs.
marked attention, and he was frequently
Julia Franklin's pamphlet, "The Truth Uninterrupted by applause.-San .Antonio Exveiled," published.at the office of Fonndation
press.
Principles, 429 First avenue, Cliuton, Iowa.
The advocates of the Puritan Sabbath reIt attacks marriage, theology, and g0vernceived a severe and well-merited castigation
ment with equal incoherence, and has tacked
on as " addenda" communications from at his hands.- Texas Freie Presse.
"Thomas ·Paine, the Apostle of Liberty,"
Spinoza, Humboldt, George Washin,gton,
Benjamin Franklin, Lafayette, Lucretia Mott, was his theme, and a glowing tribute in masand others. testifying that these are their sen- terly language did he pay that great defender
timents. Five or ten cents forwarded to of the rights of man. The diction and
Foundation Principles at the address g;iven
would probably result in the receipt of this thought of the lecture were elegant and profound, and he was listened to with markEJd
pamphlet.
attention and frequently applauded.-San
"The HinEloos·as They Are" was the title .Antonio Light.
chosen by A. Rutlmasawmy Mudaliar, B.A.,
His defense of the llfe imd character of this
for his lecture at the sixth anniversary of the grand old patriot was very able.-OveJ·ton
Madras (India) Progressiv Union. The lect- Sltarpslwoter.
ure is published in pamphlet form, and will
His peculiar and yet logical method of reabe found to deal also with Hindoos as they soning is very striking, and invariably carries
ought to be. The writer is himself a Hindoo, conviction.-IIonston Post.
and a heretic not only to Christianity but to
The lecturer was scholarly, polished, and
Brahmanism. He regards the Vedas much as elegant in his style, and held the rapt attenhe does the Bible, as not necessarily to be tion of his hearers from the beginning to the
relied upon where there seems to be good ev- conclusion of his remarks.- Waco Day.
idence that they are misleading. In this rePUTNAM.
spect he differs from Colonel Olcott of the
A fair audience assembled at Larsen's hall
Theosophical Society.
Mr. Mudaliar criticises many customs in last evening to hear the lecture of S. P. Putvogue among his countrymen. He asks them, nam, secretary of the American Secular
for instance, " How many do you thfnk yon Union, of which the famous Freethiuker and
will find who can giv you an intelligent and lecturer, Robert G. Ingersoll, is presirlent.
consistent reason for the three horizontal or The gentleman is a very pleasant and attracthe three vertical lines which they carry as tiv speaker, presenting his views in a forcible
marks on their foreheads?" The custom of· and logical manner, which held the closest
taking a plurality of wives as a proof of attention of the audience. He strikes hard
wealth and respectability is likewise con- blows at th6l different religious persuasions,
demned; as is also the perpetual widowhood and provokes much merriment at times, as
enforced upon Hindoo women. Signs, how- he holds up to ridicule the inconsistencies
ever. are not wanting that these practices are prevailing among believers in the different
destined to sink into desuetude before ad- creeds and dogmas of the present age.vancing enlightenment. The essayist notes Herald, Bellevne, Idalw.
that the Vedas and Shastas are droppin_g into
Samuel P. Putnam delivered an eloquent
forgetfulness on account of the inability of
the younger generation to read them, but he lecture last evening on the subject, " The
sees in this no cause for regret. He believes Glory of Infidelity." Any person who hears
that the languages in which these ancient rec- Mr. Putnam speak must be convinced of the.
ords arc written are no longer useful to be
gentleman's earnestness and conscientiousstudied.
The intelligent young men of India are ness in the views to which he adheres, No
blossoming out into Materialists; that is to matter how much we may happen to differ
say, they prefer knowledge to niyth; and with him, still there is always admiration in
there. as in Europe and America, are to be listening to men who. hav convictions, and
found the reconcilers who are endeavoring to
find in the old fables and traditions " the dare express them.- Wood's River :Newsadumbrations of the facts and demonstrations Miner.
of Western science." The prevailing- religion
Putnam, the Freethinker, is the best posted
of India is Brahmanism; and Mr. Mudaliar and best talker we hav ever had on Wood
pays that religion a high compliment for its
toleration when he says that Secularists and River. He has been with us off and on for a
Freethinkers "hav not here to labor under week, enjoying our beautiful scenery ami
the misconceptions and .prejudices which in cliniate, and spending his evenings lecturing
Europe and America embitter the life of many to those of our citizens who delight to listen
an honest seeker after truth."
to words of reason. It's a fact that the
This pamphlet is put forth by the :Madras
theater has been crowded every night whenSecular Society. Price one anna.
ever Mr. Putnam was advertis.ed to speak,
Good Words for Our Lecturers. and the verdict of our people is in his fnvor,
and agaimt the orthodox treatment. We
REMSBURG.
J. E. Remsburg has returned from •his were born a Baptist, nnd as we got older our
Texas tour-one of the most successful he has pate got petrified until we were termed by
yet made. Large audiences greeted bini at the Idaho mossbacks a" hardshell." Brother
nearly every place. The following are a few Putnam, by his lectures in Hailey, has touched
of the many complimentary notices he re- the chord which expands our mind-vision,
and we discover that a Freethinker is the
ceived from the Texas press :
He is a quiet, yet a forcible and eloquent only free man on. God's green earth. His
speaker, using elegant language.-Denison talk is convincing; we speak from experience. It will do you all good. The priest
Daily .News.
The speaker uses excellent language, and and the_ preacher should listen to him, withhis manner indicates an earnestness in the out malice aforethought, and it's ten to one
cause he champions that cannot but impress they will turn themselvs loose in Mr. Puthis opponents with his honesty of purpose.- nam's very pathway at the next meeting of
their congregation. Everything which is
Denison Snnday Gazetteer.
Language that could not fail to thrill the good, ennobling, and which tends to elevate
man and womankind, Mr. Putnam advocates;
soul of every true American.- Ibid.
A fluent and interesting speaker.-SlteJ·man that which degrades and J.ebases-be it in the
Bible or in our daily walks-he knocks out.
Daily Democrat.
Mr. Remsburg is' an excellent speaker, To-night he goes to Ketchum, and the people
uses chaste and eloquent language, is thor- there should turn out en ma.sse.-Inte·r-Idalw,
oughly educated, and brings to bear the com- Haileu, Idalw.
bined force of these acquirements in presenting his subject in an exceedingly interesting
manner.-Ft. Wm·th Daily Gazette.
OR,
Those present were greatly entertained.
Mr. Remsburg justly ranks as one of the fore- The Origin of the Christian Religion
most speakers in the Infidel ranks.-Ibid.
and the Significance of' its
A second Bob Ingersoll. His language is
Rise and Decline.
elegant and his ideas decidedl'!l pecnliar.-Ft.
Worth Evening Mail.
His talk was in the maingood and logical.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
-Corsicana Dail;u Oonrier.
John E. Remsburg lectured at Mayer's
For sale at this oflce
Price, $1.00.
Hall last night to upward of eight hundred
Bible Fabrications Refuted
people on the subject of" Sabbath-Breaking."
and
The lecturer is a fluent speaker.- Dallas M01·nThe Errors of the Bible Exposc~d.
ing .New~.
BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
In language mild and gentle, his proposiPrice, 15 cents.
tions. were logically constructed, and the
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
great array of the best established authorities,
83 Olinton Place, New York.

The 8tcret of the Iabt,
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I11gersoll's w-orks.

ke

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

F, Ninth and Girard ave.
i · e at

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

ery Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
ts., ·at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
ussions on religious.and social questions.
akers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
ublications always on hand at cheap rates.

pla1n cloth, $1.25.

'l'he Christian ReJigion.

CON

Pa-

By R. G.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

Ingersoll Catecltised: His Answers to

ar Jewelry Store, Rochelle, Ill.

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Franciscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen ; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

dmmond jewelry; fine gold and silver
, chains, bracelets, gold and plated jewver and plated waret.optical, art, and fancy
I 3 oz., coin silver, .!!;]gin watch, $9; 4 oz.,
4oz., stem wind1 11 jeweled, $14.50; same, 15
, $19; same, aajustcd, $22. In filled !!'old
arranted 20 years, 7 jeweled, stem wmd,
jeweled, $23.50 t 15 jeweled, ~; adjusted,
~st filled cases aad $4.50. Ladles' filled, best
~20J 7 i. ,$22, 11 ;, and $30 for 15 jeweled move: Lames• solid _gold 1 10 k., f22t 7 ; $24, 11 ;
)ewels. For 14 karat cases ada $8. Gents
r low. Watches cleaned, $1; ~prings $1; and
eel per reg_istered mail. Best spectacle in
tid, $1. All goods must suit or cash lmek.
'
And what is a nicer
present for eit.her

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

.Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Jl!:r. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
all h1s lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library s~yle, and containing over 1i80o'
pages, whwh 1s sold at the exceedingly ow
price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

'fl'ibn~es..

~~ Jag;e~~sger~~~

There hav been so many

ll.PPilca.,ttons for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tt·ibu te to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the .recent address over
"Little.Harry Miller's Grave," that theyhav
be,en·prlnted on heav;v toned paper, 18x22, illummated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any addreHs, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

one of my latest improved model badges
m solid gold, artistically enameled in
three colors 1 Price,
$3, $B.50, $4. Witb
geuuin diamond in
rising sun, $8and$10.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact~ one of the richest brightest,
best ever issue a. It contains, besides the· celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes"
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems;
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters,. table-talks, and day-to-day conversations at the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admirin!l' friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help 1t serve·this
purpose.\ a fine steel portrait, with autograJ;>h
fac simi.J.e, has been prepared especiallY. for 1t.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, g1lt back
and e1de, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style, $4.50; in full TurkeY. morocco, jl'ilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, h1ghest possible style and finish, $9.

OTTO WETTSTEIN
Rochelle, ill.
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The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to

tioni TwinMonsrersrrom InteTICctual -PJgc:-r----yrienu,- MoraJsJ.-- -------------

Price, Clot11, $1.00; Paper, :;o ()ents.

life, price1. $1.50 each. E'rery admirer of these
-apostles oi Religious Liberty should hav them.

l;;t. ·:

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.

Superb-pliotographs1 22x28, $5; panel., 10?}x17,
$3; boudoir, $1 ; cabmet, 40 cents ; c~trd, 20 cts.

·

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

Plwto-gn[J?'avings of Miss Grwdener a?·efO'I' sale at tlds office. Price, 40c.; 1oith rmtog1•aph, 50c.

Address THE TIWTH SEEKER,

J . .E. Remsburg's Workl'l.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As It
Missionary Docnmen tit is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburl" ani:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Stat1stics,
shmvin!l' the creeds of the prisoners in the penitential'les · the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty· the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; the Woman's Rights
Movement i. the Temjlerance Reform; the
Church ana the Republic.
·

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scri~ture : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheating; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Wornan;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Anim~tls;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft ;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy-; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obseenity. Prioe, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Satbbath-Bt·eakh1g. · This is the best
·

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome plint. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of tha Sabbatic Idea; The Je,vish Sabbath· The ChriHtian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sundal' Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin!'!' the Middle Aj!'eS; The Puritan
Sabbath; Test1mony of Chnstian Reformers,
Scholars./... and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws.· .t'rice, 25 cents; six conies, $1.00.

Image Breake'r.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washinf!'ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabb~tth. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Religious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice. extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis ""Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are g{ven ; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of· Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine HallJ belore the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

SHAKSPERE.

to Wottstoin's

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t,YPe, and containing as much as
C?lJid be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
'l!ns makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Inw~rsoll's

A~D

1 that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
p.net11 written by.Francis Bacon to the Earl
il< and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
'Ptice, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

Ingersolb JIJ.dge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George Jf. F1sher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Ot·l.hodoxy.

(Secular questions).
PROF. ATKINSON, F.R.A.S.

DSHIP LIBERAL LEAGUE No. 257

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $i.25.
lntet:views on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
Saved~

~:30

.I

Contents: "The. Ghost!h" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Independence," "About Farmi1!g in Illinois,"
•· '.rhe Grant Banqueh" "The Rev. Alexander
Cla.rk," "The Past .ttises before Me Like a·
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

per, 25 cents.

Spring Course of Science Lectures .

~~~ nday evening, at the Hall of Friendship

In five lectures.._ comprising, "The Gods "
"Humboldt~ "'J.'nomas Paine," "Individna\ity," and " Heretics and Heresies."

What .Must We Do to Be

LE()TURES.

~· I friends visiting Philadelphia should at-

Ingersoll's Tributes i
.

REDUCED IN PRICE

.

•

We hav made arrangemeuts whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poem• of l\fr. Ingersoli's at gre:ttly reduced prices. 'l'he Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 1Sx22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

8

o cIA"-

WEALTH.

Tlte Sole l!'actO'I·s and Exact !Jatios in It.~
Acqut?'ement and AppO'I'twmnent.

By J, K, INGALLS.

CONTENTS: l£conoroic Schools: a hrief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Wages; Pnvate and Social Wealth; Laud OwnTile Vision of Wa:r,
ership; Private Propmty in Lrmd; Capital and
Tribute to Itis Brother,
the Pro.Juctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operation; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
The Grant Ball({net Toast,
Value or EconomlC Ratio~.; Taxation as a
A1ldress at llarry Miller's Grave. Of
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestwns
The price 'of these heretofore has been $1. We to Legislators; Conclusion.
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
Price, Clotll, $1,00,
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Clinton Place, New York.
33 Clinton Pl.. New York.

RATiONAL COMMUNISM,

A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
OF

Tbe Present and tbe Future
.
Republic oC Nortll America,
BY A CAPITALIST,

APOLLONIU j 0 F TYAN A,
OR

THE

First .Ten Dectldes of Our Era.
BY
DANmi ]\·r TREDWELL
' J

•

'

. •

Dcsigne<l to show ll]lon the authority of HistorY
that Apollonin~ of Tyana performed miracles and
spoko 'vise sayings equal to those attributeil to
JesusChtist 350pp ,octavo,boYtstyle Price$2 50
Said at Tim TRU'.rH SEEJCEH oftic~ ·
·
--------------:-------

A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice 1 and crime. It deals with the 12resent
con.di~ionH o.f so.ciety in this co~mtry, p9intmg ant
the1r nnpcrfectwns, and showmg how 1t 1s almost
impossible that the people should be other than
The
1 poor and vicious under our present system.
i remedy, the •mthor thil!ks, is in con:tmuna~ life,
1 and he. haH. dmwn a v1v1d pwtm:e of. the future
, Hepnhhc of North Amenca, as 1t w1ll be when
HOCI!JtY shall be organized on the ,Pril}ciples of
Hatwnal Commumsm. '.rhe book IS VIgorously
and interestingly written.;

Price. I!H.iiO.

A SrUDY

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Olin ton Place, New Yark.

OF

PRIMITIVE CHRfSTI A'NITY

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In-

BY LEWIS C, JANES.
This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical antccede11ts in
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Paganism ; investigates the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest scientific criticiHm of
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
separable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ 1 and traces the natural development o(
Christ1an dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
Complete references and full index. 820pp. Svo, ,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
.
!
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

I

veHtigation. Revised Edition. This'pamJ;>hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible propositiOn~.
with numerous references and mtatwns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. Pdce
25 c·.mts.

RUPTURES CUR EDb,,
0

m~~~~~~g~n~ ':~:'e'!-"~:~::!. ~!'J,.'J:a?.dto

90 dav•. Refiable referenr.eo given, Send
stamp !or circular, and •av in what papet
JIOU laW mv advertaaement. Add reBa CaJl'l

w. A. Co!liAi•,Billitli.vlllt,Je!rei'IOII Qo.ll.'l'.

'' SH.OPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" Ko. 3,
(Just PubliBhed, Jul·v 1, 18Hii) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showmg the modern stde
of pamtiug.
'
A cardboard supplement, ing<•nimiHiy 1h·nwn-nnd
colored, to, supply all the neecf~HHary piHt.'PH for
constructing a modd honHe, with Jllnin <lireetions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affonls both old and
young_ the f{reateHt nntnsen1eut, it iH more tha11 a
toy, lt is,m fact, a most practicallessou iu Architecture; a perfect, scaled modd of' Oil<' of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Desigm for Residences (cost varying from
$r.<JO to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for It Chapel.
Drawings ani! description of n.moilel Kitchen
(by Marilt Pal'!oa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Asbociatious.
SENT, PosTPAID, ON RECRIPT oF PHICE, $1.
Address

THE CO-OPERATIVE BUILDING l'LAV ASS.O'N.
l!ll Broadway (Box 2702), New Yorlc.
---~

ANTED-Lady agents actually clear$~0 daily
with my wonderful entirely new patent rubber undergarments for femll.les. A mmistm '• wife
sold 13 first hour.
MADAM H. N. LI'I''l'LE,
6t27
Box 443, Chicago, Ill,
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flems op Ufhottght.

Jlews of the 1/tth.

IF God did say, :ke~p Saturday hOly, the Christian Puritan bigots had not the feeblest authol'ity
in the. world for setting it aside, and saying Sunday sl;tould be the holy day. I deny, and I defy
pro,~ to the contrary, that God or his son Jesus
evtii-~ave a command that Sunday should be kept
holy. If any day is to be kept holy, it is the ol'iginaLSabbath, Saturday, and none other. And
even the observance of Saturday is an old Jewish
commandment, and is no more binding for us
than to be circumcised and to burn the blood and
of bulls and he-goats to malw a sweet savor
·.\l nostrils of Yaveh.-D. M. Bennett.
.
·are laying the .foundations of the grand temple of the future-not the temple of all the gods,
I but of all the people-wherein, with appropriate
rites, will be celebrated the religion of humanity ..
We are doing what little we can to hasten the
coming of the day when society shall cease producing millionaires and mendicants, gorged indo. lence and famished industry, truth in rags and
superstition robed and crowned. We ltl'e looking
· for the time when the useful shall be the honorable, and when Reason, throned ~pon the world's
'·brain, shall be the king of kings and god of gods.
-Ingersoll.
IN every experimental science there is a tendency toward perfection. In every human being
there is a wish to ameliorate his own condition.
Theae two principles hav often sufficed, even when
counteracted by great public calamities, and by
bad institutions, to carry civilization rapidly l'orward. No ordinary misfortune, no ordinary misgovernment, will do so much to make a nation
wr'etched as the constant progress of physica}
· knowledge and the constant" effort of every man
; to better himself will do to make a nation pros-

Ex-PRESIDENT ARTHUR's health is very fee- ,
ble. He has just gone to New London, Conn.,
for a change of air.
·
IN the college boat-races last week Colum- .
bia beat Pennsylvania and Harvard, and Yale :
beat Pennsylvania.
THE $5,000 rhinoceros which the Central
Park commissioners recently purchased died
last Saturday of pneumonia.
THE laundry girls who went on strike at
Troy, N. Y., three weeks ago hav returned
to work at the former rates of pay.
.
THE French princes hav been expelled
from France. These gentlemen regard themselvs as rightful sovereigns of that republic.

l
I

THERE will be a sparring match- on the Polo
grounds in this city, July 5th, between Sullie ;
van, of Boston, and Mitchell, of Englandprovided both are sober enough to appear.
1:'
(

THE British Parliament was dissolved by lJ
the queen on the 25th ult., who remarked in •q
her speech on that occasion that this course
was taken in order to ascertain the seJ1se of >i;
her people on the Irish Home Rule question. if
DANIEL DouGLAs HoME, the Spiritualist; is :j

dead.

He was 53 .Years of age.

He is said .~1

to hav had the power of invoking the spirits 1:'
of people who were dead, and was on that l I
account c~nsulted by several crow~ed heads.,l_c1

• perous.-Macaulay,
1
\-

THE stnke of the Lake Shore swrtchmen at . ,~
Chicago has been marked by scenes of law-~ i
lessness and violence. The strikers. seized ·
1
locomotivs and captured a freight train last J
Saturday, and a passenger train was derailed. ·

I'

!

leuce.-Dugtila Stewart.

THE Rev. John: E. O'Sullivan, a Catholic
priest of Syracuse, N. Y., will spend the 'next
ten years in the spiritual and bodily retreat at
Auburn, having been sentenced by the.'comt ,
to that number of years' imprisonment for ~
outraging a girl.
_.
·
!i
THE president went off on an excursion
-last week in a yacht bearing the piratical
name of Corsair. He left Mrs. Cleveland at
home. Since his marriage the president has
been working unusually hard, and 'is said to
be in ·need of rest.
JuDGE DAVID DAvis, of lllinois, died at
Bloomington last Saturday, aged· 71 years.
In 1860 his support of "Ojd Abe" won him
the distinction of being known thencefortl! as
Lincoln's "right-hand man." His death was
caused by a carbuncle.
ALL but fifteen of the 146 inhabitants of
Pottersville, N.J., went to a church picnic
, one day last week and were poisoned by eating ice cream. How the poison got into the
cream nobody has told. Nearly all the poisoned persons will recover.

Ur to last Saturday. President Cleveland
had vetoed seventy-one bills which had passed
both houses. Sixty-four were pension bills
and the others were mainly appropriations.
An effort will be made by the Hepublicans in
Congress
override some of the vetoes.

to

A CmoAGo judge holds in the case of Hobert Schilling, indicted for boycotting, that a
threat to injure a man's business is conspiracy. A New York jury has found P'aul Wilzig guilty of extortion in accepting money to
settle a boycott levied by the Carl Sahm Musical Club.
THE J:{ev. T. S. Cartwright, of Paterson,
editor of the Church Press, was sitting in his
library last Friday reading his Bible when
the front legs of his chair broke and he was
precipitated to the floor in such a way as to
break two of l1is ribs. He now desires to
know what he shall do to be safe.

-------- -THE :Methodist Appellate Court at Philadel.
phia has granted the Rev. Mr. Goss a new
tl'irrl, and ratified the expulsion of the Rev.
)Hr. White. The charges against these clergy·men were that the Rev. Mr. White committed
rape upon his servant-girl, and that the Rev.
l\'Ir. Goss was knowing to the fact but made
no complaint.
FRANK HowELL, of Scranton, Pa., promised
'to marry Miss Effie Costello, and the wed·ding_ day was fixed. While in New York a
sltort time ago Mr. Howell visited a medium,
who called up the spirit of Howell's father.
In, course of conversation with the defunct
member of the family the prospectiv bridegroom was advised not to marry Miss Costello. The young man acted accordingly,
~tnd broke off the match. The young lady
now brings suit for breach of promis, and on
account of the prominence of both parties
the case is regarded with extraordinary interest.

How ineffectual. are all our efforts to preserve
the morals of a people if the laws which regulate
the political order doom the one-half of mankind.
to indigence, to fraud, to servility, to ignorance,
and superstition, and the other half to be the
slaves of all the follies and vices which result from
the insolence Gf rank and the selfishness of opu-

eldds and ~~nds.
"ARE you a Christian, young man?" asked a
melancholy missionary of a bystander whom he
thought might prove a ·hopeful case. "Oh! dear
no,'' was the cheerful reply; "I'm a· choir-singer."
JoNEs read in the papers that experiments in
Spiritualism were made in courts during the progress of a certain case. "What are we coming to?''
he exclaimed, indignantly," if the very tables of
the law commence to turn?"
HARVARD CoLLEGE is papering dead walls with
the announcement of the celebration of her 250th
anniversary. It comes in November, .and the
bones of Cot.ton Mather are being articulated for
the oc<'asion. No sJ,ow tbis year is complete without a Jumbo skcletou.-Life.
THE ROMANCE OF A POOR YOUNG MAN.
A young fellow quite fond of champagne,
Could a case or two easily dragne;
But the barkeepers knew
That his shekels were fewSo he generally had to abstagne.
TEACHER: "Jessie, can you tell me what it is
that a cat has that no other animal has?" Jessie:
"Fur." Teacher: "Wrong. Carrie, what is it?"
Carrie: "I don't know, ma'am." Little Ethel
(holding up her hand):" Please, ma'am, I ]mow."
Teacher : "Well, Ethel, what is it?" Ethel :
"Kitteus."
"MY dear," said an anxious wife to her husband
who is running for office, " we must economize iJ.
every possible way." "I do economize," he re~
plied. "Yes,'' she said, bitterly," you spend ten
or fifteen dollars a day in treating a lot of barroom loafers to beer and whisky just to get them
to vote for you. Do you call that economy?"
"Certainly; that's political economy."·
"MR. FEATHERLY," said Bobby at the dinner table
"how do you pronounce d-o?'' "Do, Bobby," replied Mr. Featherly, indulgently. "How do you
pronounce d-e-w?" "D-u-u-ew,'' and here Mr.
Featherly put on· a genteel air for the benefit of
Bobby's big sister. "Well, then, how would you
pronounce the second day of the week?" "Tewsday, I think." "You're wrong." "Wrong?
How would you pronounce the second day of the
week?" "Monday."
"PETAH, whut yo' gwine do wif dat razahhumph ?""Spec's I•se gwine t• sha'pen dat razah.
Doan' yo' see no mo' out'n dem ole peepe's ob
yo'n ?" "G•way, Petah ! Wha' fur 1 Wha' fur yo'
a-sha'p'n'n dat razah-humph? Yo• done got no
bea't%, chile!" "G'w:w yo'se'f, ole man; yo' done
got no sense. De Raptis' chu'ch fai' am a·hold'n
dis eb'n'n-duz yo' know dat much? An• dat upstaht niggah bahbe's agwine-yo' un•stan'? An'
dat yalle' gal dat tuk up wif dat upstaht niggah
am agwine-auz• vo• heah me r An I'se agwine, an
dis yer razah, she's agwine. G'way yo•se'f."

"CAN you conceive," asked the professor, " an
eternal vacuum, a portion of space· unoccupied, an
empty void into which nothing ever enters, from
which nothing can ever come, which maintain
inviolate and forever its own eternal emptiness?'·
"I can," replied the student; "I hav a stylographic pen."
THE colporteur had crossed over the line in to
Kentucky without knowing it, and as he entered
the tavern with a handful of tracts he said : "Gentlemen, may I ask you to-" and every gentleman then and there arose from his chair, took his
quid from his mouth and cast it behind the stove,
and sauntering briskly toward the carpenter-shop,
said, "Thanks, don •t care if I do." And then, seeing he was in Kentucky, the colporteur "jiiled the
g ontlemen."

Paine VinUicate~!
-o-

A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Obse~·ver•s slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOI.L
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be cir,cula ted everywhere in vindication.
60pp. Price 10 cents;. 12 copies, $1.

A. ROMAN CATHOLIC CA.NA.RD
A Fabricated Account of a Scene at the Deg,thbed of Tlwmas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Obsm·ver relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
18pp. Price 5 cents; 25 for $1.00.
For these two pamphlets address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

YE see yon birkie, ca'd a Lord,
Wha struts and stares and a' that;
Though hundreds worship at his word,
He's but a coof for a' that. ·
For a' that and a' that,
His ribband, star, and a' that,
The man of independent mind,
He looks and laughs at a' that.
·
-Burns.
THE .true law is everywhere spread abroad, it is
constant, eternal. It calls us to duty by its com.mandments; it turns us away from wrong-doing
by its prohibitions. We can take nothing from it,
change nothing, abrogate nothing. Neither the
sena.te nor the people hav the right to free us from
it. It is not one thing at Rome, another at Athens;
one thing to-day, to-morrow another. But, eternal and immutable, the same law emb1·aces all
times and all nations. There is one being alone
cwho can teach it. and impose it upon all-that is
· ·God.-Ctcero.
-THE sensible object is out of man, the religious is
in him. Religion is the indirect or imperfpct consciousness that man has of himself, and the goodness, justice, wisdom which he worships exist only
as his own attributes.-Feuerbacll.
CERTAINLY if the Bible is such a revelation as
men claim, it has egregiously failed to anKwer
the purpose for which it was intended, seeing that
men equally able, earnest, .and sincere differ
among themselvs radically and hopelessly.-C. H.
B1'i{Jham.

MEN are good not. because of their orthodoxy,
but in spite of it; their goodness is the outgrowth
of their humanity, not of their orthodoxy. Heresy
is necessary to progress; heresy in religion always
precedes an endeavor for political freedom. You
pannot hav effectual political progress without
wide-spread heretical thought. Every grand political change in which the people hav played an
important part has been preceded by the popu•
larization of heresy in the immediately earlier
generation.-Braalaugh's Hm·esy.
THIS is true liberty, when free-born men,
Having to advise the public; may speak free ;
Which he who can and will deserves high praise,
Who neither can, nor will, may hold his peace.
What can be juster in a state than this?-.MiltQn.
PRoTESTANTISM is rapidly declining in Germany;
it makes no perceptible pr.ogress in France; in
Spain and Italy it has no future. It achieves no
fresh conquests, and at every point is giving way
to the pressure of secular tho11ght. The wail of
Protestantism is as general as it is pathetic.-0. B.
Frothtnah.am.

I THINK I know a worthy man when I meet hini,
and they are so rare in the world that no honor is
too great for those that are such.-J,ocke1s Familiar
Letters.
I KNow not how it is, but most people prefer
being in error and defending, wiJ;h the utmost
pugnacity, that opinion which they hav taken a.
fancy to, to inquiring, without any obstinacy,
what is said with the greatest consistency.-C'icero.
FREEDOM.
They are slaves who fear to speak
For the fallen and the weak,
The~ are slaves who will not choose
Hatred, scoffing, and abuse,
Rather than in silence shrink
From the truth they needs must think;
They are slaves that dare not be
In the right with two or three.
Is true freedom but to break
Fetters for our own dear sake,
And, with leathern hearts, fo1·get
That we owe mankind a debt1
No! true freedom is to share
All the chains our brothers wear,
And, with heart and hand, to bo
Earnest to make others free !
-James Russell Lowell.
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ESE:.

UPPIES
>'\RE:

TWtNS.
t\ Tf\EE IS KNOWN BY ITS FRUI

INAUGURATING HOME

Tm.:·W omen's Suffrage party's State Committee hav sent Governor Hill, of New
York, a letter of thanb foJ! signing the bill
declaring that both mothers and fathers can
legally vote at school elections.
Trm HEY. PETE!! CnuDDEN, of Lowell,
MasH., recently died, leaving an estate of
$500,000, acquired by industrious solicitation,
and which goes to a surviving sister. Tl1e
Ctttholic authorities hav sued the ·estate,
claiming that the property belongs to the
church.
'l'uEm£ is a grain bag monopoly in San
Francisco, and the following notice, sent out
by an extensiv grain dealer there, shows how
it works: "Having learned that some farmers
intent! to put their new wheat into old sacks,
I now gi v yon notice that I shall accept new
wheat only if in new sacks."
'l'uEm£ are 375 railroad stations open on
Snnday in Massachusetts, while 4Ul men are
ncede<l to run Sunday trains. To keep tlw
horRn cars in movement, 2,!!58 men hav to
work. Some 300 telegraph and telephone
ofl1ces arc open ori Stmday, employing probably twice that number of operators.
l\IJts. ll'hNA BAOBMAN, of Logansport, Ind.,
has begun a suit for $1,000 damages against
the Gt•nmtn Lutheran church at that place,
and also asks for an injunction restraining
the pa~tor and trustees from ringing the
chime of bells of the church. She complains
that her daughter, who is an invalid, euffers
severely at each ringing of the bells. Church
bells ought to go. They are a public nuisance.

RULE

IN

IRELAND.

pillon, a small town twenty miles west of
Omaha.
There he, remained until June
18th, when, yielding to the advice of Captain
Black, he started for Chicago. He boldly entered Omaha, purchased his ticket, and made
the journey of five hundred miles without an
attempt at concealment. Parsons constantly
PilESJDENT CLEVELAND has signed an net communicated by letter with his wife, and
granting the franking privilege to General latterly with Captain Black.
Grant's widow. This will reliev• her of the
A woMAN and her paramour l1av recently
expense of paying postage on her letters. been tried at Caen, France, for the murder of
Mrs. Grant's fortune is only about a million the woman's husband. A letter written by
dollars, and this act will" enable her to get the woman was put in evidence, in which she
along without borrowing stamps. There is a said they must kill her husband in order that
chance also that the publishers of the gener- she and her accomplice might pe ''forever
al's "Memoirs" will profit somewhat by the afterward happy by the blessing of God."
gratitude of this great republic.
When he was taken very ill she wrote: "Oh,
TALMAGE's excursion with his congregation if it would only please God to remove him."
to the Thousand Islands is causing some re- But as he got well they resolved to shoot him,
mark. It seems that the Sun.day which the and burned a candle to the success of their
party spent away from home was not ob- project on the altar of the Virgin.

BLASPHEMY is so rife in the north of Italy
that the archbishop of Genoa has published
a charge against it, in which he specially denounces the Secolo of Milan as a blasphemous
print, which all in whose hands it may fall
should burn, lest they themselvs be burnt in
everlasting fire.

served as good Christians should observe the
Sabbath. One brother went fishing, taking
many of the Tabernacle pilgrims with him,
while the superintendent got a gun and went
out and shot a coon. The women went ~ail
ing, and boating, and fishing. Yet, strange
to say, nobody was drowned.
CmoAGO papers giv an account of the
movements of Anarchist Parsons since the
night of the Haymarket riot. When the
bomb exploded Parsons leaped from the
wagon and ran to his home, where he held a
CJnference with his wife, and they decided
that" hi~ flight was necessary. By morning he
was on the Rock Island train with a ticket to
Omaha. His disguise was thorough and
unique. He took refuge on a farm near Pa-

AMERICA now has a full-fledged cardinal.
Last week Wednesday the red beretta. was
duly conferred upon Archbishop Gibbons at
Baltimore, in the presence of a large number
of church dignitaries. Secretary Lamar represented the Cabinet at the ceremony. President Cleveland sent by the Rev. Dr. Chapelle, p!tstor of St. Matthew's church, in
Washington, a personal letter congratulating
the Cardinal, whose acquaintance and personal friendship he has for some time en.
joyed, upon his elevation to the cardinalate.
Hail Columbia, happy land!
JonN B. S~nnr, of New Britain, Conn., had
more apples than he knew what to do with
last fall, so he stored four hundred barrels in
a neighbor's large ice house. In the winter

the house was filled with ice, all around ; he
apples, which were solidly frozen. To Mr.
Smith's great surprise the fruit, a short time
ago, was found to be in perfect. condition.
He shipped twenty-five barrels to this ci1y,
and they sold readily at three dollars a barrel.
More were called for, nnd now the wlwle
four· hundred barrels of hard, frPsh, sotm<l
Bald wins hnv been sold at that price, right in
the middle of June.
TnE order of the Boston Bonn! d Police
closing up bakers' shops and barber shops
Sunday still engrosses public attention at the
Hub, and makes E;teady busincsil for the
courts. In the case of Bernard P. Verne,
charged in the municipal court with keeping
his barber shop open on the Lord's Day,
Judge Hardy declined to exercise jurisdiction, and sent the case to the higher court,
the bonds remaining the same. This action
has excited much interest among the lmrbcra
of the· city, many of whom are of the opinion
that no further arrests will be made-C<~I·
tainly not until the Verne case is settled.
Two old people who were on their way te
1
church yesterday at Milton, Pa., were ruR
over and killed by a newspaper train. Thii
sad accident will be held up to the public as a
strong argument against Sunday newspaper
trains, but it will be offered by way of offset
by Colonel Ingersoll that people who remain
at home waiting for the Sunday newspapers
to be brought to them are never run over by
these swift moving trains.- Worli. If the
Christians can stand this moral the Infidc·lil
can. It was the Christians who got hurt,
while the wicked persons on board the trni•
escaped physical injury. • The incident ill a
plain warning against ~oin~ to chureh.
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Religion and Philosopliy on sion of a s.inner, and the joy the converted one experienced. the bones of the saints must stimulate faith by_ conHe didn't !mow how he was going to p;et through, when stantly curing somebody; the eyes of the-Virgin Jn
lUorals.

BY VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

II.
1. The primary influence of ~he ~o?trin of ~mmo~
tality, which surrounds man With d1vme assoCJates ill
·this life, and points him onward to a larger and more
intimate association with the divine natures of all
dges in the future life, is most ennobling, in that it
caus~s man to set an infinitly higher v_alue on himself
and on his fellow-man. I think this view redounds
more to the cultivation of sympathy and love among
men than any other can; it magnifies certain peculiarities in which all souls are equal, and thereby lessens
the importance of the factitious_ adv?'ntag~s of birth,
position, and fortune, and the like m whJCh men are
unequaL No set of men hav ever defied kingly
authority more vigorously than the class who relied
on this as the bottom fact in their creed, that all men
are equal in the sight of God, i.e., that the lesser
features in which they are unequal are not to be com·
pared with the great fact of immortality in which
- they are equaL Republicanism in Engl~nd, which is
the parent of republicanism in America, was cradled
in Puritanism, that of Germany in Lutherism. Subjects learn earlier to contend against princes and
priesthood for freedom to worship what they suppose
to be God than· for the liberty to perfect their own
welfare or maintain their own rights.
The offsets to this moral gain are two: Religion so
accustoms the human mind to a credulous acceptance of the myths and miracles which are deemed
necessary to sustain the doctrin of immortality as
'to stultify man's capacity for distinguishing the cr~d
ible from the incredible, or rather to create a conflict
between historic truth, which mean!' something that
actually occurred, and religious truth, which seems
to include whatever produces a sense of religious exaltation and profit, or, as the phrase goes, promotes
the cause of Christ.
I am profoundly aware of the true value of literary
and religious fictions for the _inculcation of moral
ideas. I can see that the quest10n whether the book
of Job is a novel or a biography is not of the slightest importance on the value of ·the book as a sourc~
of religious truth. Fictions are the necessary vehlcles for teachinO' lessons concerning hu~n character.
The invaluable lessons contained in Dickens's works
would not be enhanced by so much as a hair's weight by
proving that all his hundreds of characters once lived.
Nor would the value of the teachings of Moses, Jesus,
and Paul be greatly diminished if it were true, as some
Swedenborgians contend, that no such persons ever
lived. Religious men are right in asserting that the
moral faculty may draw moral and religious truths
from hi:;toric fictions as easily as it can draw immoral
conch{sions from historic facts. The bee will draw
honey from flowers that drip with poison. The wasp
will extract poison from flowers that drip with honey.
So the moral se11se in man is its own distiller; it
. may grow strong on fictions, it may grow weak on
facts. Perhaps this will sound to some of you like a
vain and empty argument in behalf of religious lying.
I leave that to my critics. I wish merely to indicate by
a few examples that this habit of using and manufacturing fiction to illustrate truth is becoming very common among Christians, and that it sometimes fails to
stand co11nected with the deepest reverence for actual facts. Rev. T. De 'Witt Talmage, at a recent
Sunday-school convention in Brooklyn, called to instruct teachers in the method of teaching children,
got off the following stories:
He knc\v of one man who, in a doleful strain, told a conO'reo-ation at a prayer-meeting how great a sinner he was.
\".!~vas an awful sinner," said he, "a gl,'eat sinner. I was
the chief among ten thousand, and the one altogether
lovely."
·
Some men never learn how to phrase a prayer. A spirited
horse was running away with a man, and every minute
promised to be his last. He grabbed hold of the sides of the
waO'on as it bounded along after the runaway, and as he
colDd not think of any other prayer, he said, "0 Lord,
make us thankful for the mercies we are about to receive."
There was a tiring sameness in the expressions of those
who had experiences to relate. A young man got up once
and said: "I am on the ship of Zion, and we are sailing. up
the heavenly harbor; soon we'll reach the Golden Gate."
Another. man said: "I, too, am on the ship of Zion, and we
are sailinrr with a good breeze. I guess we are going as fast
as thirty lmots an hour. Every man is at his post. Soon
we'll come to the pearly gates." Another arose and said: ''I,
too am on the ship of Zion. It's a steamship-a four hunfire~! hoss.power. \Ve are going up the heavenly harbor, and
we are going faster'n any other ship. We're bound to glory."
An olt! and feeble woman arose and said: " I'm seventy
years old, and ft;r fifty years I've been on the road tD _heaven,
but I've been goin' afoot, and I expect to ke~p. gom' afoot
until I O'et there; and it seems to me if you folks that's go in'
on the ~teamship don't take care, you'll bust your bilers."
When this story was told the congregation rocked and
smgell with laughter.
It is always difficult to prove a negativ, and impos·
sible' to ·doubt a clergyman; but I think that we
would all assmne that Dr. Talmage was not present
when these supposed facts occurred, and that if we
Lacl been present we should not hav heard them.
Still, if some serious man like Mark Twain or Josh
Billings, who isn't making up stories for fun, should
vouch for them, we don't know what we might say.
The Rev. J. Hyatt Smith said that he was once trying to
illustrate the difference between Christ's joy at the conver-
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suddenly a story crept into his mind. His brother Natt:r,
when a child was blind. A cloudy film had spread over his
eyes cuttinO''off the sio-ht. One day he and his brother were
playing on the nursery" floor, using a large onio~ ~or a ball.
They rolled and tossed it back and forth, until 1t became
bruised and juicy. Natty, in handling it, got h~s fin~ers wet
with the juice, and when he rubbed lns e~es w1th In~ hand
he uttered a sharp cry of pain. Then he JUmped 10 Ins feet,·
and, screaming with joy, ex~laimed, "Oh, I see! I see.!"
The delicate surgery of the omon had cut througd and removed the film that blinded him. He leaped into his mother's
arms quivering with delight, while she clasped h'm to l~er
brea;t and uttered words of. joy. The happiness of the clnld
was one; the happiness of the mother was,an~th··r. "Yv~en
I returned home after church that Sunday,' smcl 1\Ir. Smrth,
"my little blue eyes climbed into 1_ny lap and sai~I, '.~~y~tt'
-she has no respect for the cloth; 1t's her mother.s trammg
-' Hyatt ' she said 'was that story about the omon a true
story?• <'Yes, my pet,' I said. 'Oh,' she said,' I thought
you were only preaching.'"
In the ordinary untheological course of events, if
Mr. Smith had ever had a brother Natty cured of
blindness by onion juice getting into his eyes, his
daughter would hav heard of it a thousand times as
part of the ordinary family history, and .as a reason
for recommending onion juice to all blmd peol?le.
But I fancy that in order to remove a film by om on
juice, the _quantity to b~ employ~d would amount
itself to a cataract of N1agara whJCh· would sweep
away .both patient and ma~ady in · the . resist~ess
flood and amidst the deafenmg roar of 1ts. fall~ng
thunders. To search such a stor:y ~or .h1ston?al.
truth is to do it an injustice. It Js 1ts nch religious truth that compensates. for the discrepancy
that no member of the .family had ever ~ea~:d of
it before, and that even 1ts sacredly comm1sswned
author in telling i~, _while in ?ne breath he assures
his little daughter 1t 1s a fact, m the next as~ures the
public it is a. stor;r. The wCl·lcl had :v.a1ted for
eighLeen centunes w~t~out ar exact de~mtJ?n of the
difl:erence between Cnns£ s oy at the smner s conversion and the joy of the sinner himself. Perhaps some
sinners had modestly declin.ed to be converted for
fear their joy should be of the s?'me qu_ality as Christ's.
At all events, eighteen centunes IS l~ng ~nough to
wait for anything. Rev. J .. Hy?'tt Sm1th ~s tLe only
man t~at kn?ws. If he d1es mt~stat.e, WJtho~lt b~quea~hmg this fact to the world, 1t w1~l neve1 agam
be d1scovered, because no other man wlll ever hav a
brother Natty cured.by onion juice. <?f what ~o~sequence, compared with such a reyelatJOn of ongmal
truth, is the question ·whether Sm1th h.ad any brother
named Natty, or whether Natty was blmd, or whether
he was cured by onion juice 7
Perhaps some of you may remember a celeb~·a~ed
trial in which the greatest preacher now .hvmg
figured a year or two ag:o. F.or s.om~ reason 1t. has
become impolite to mentwn th1~l tnalill good soCJ~ty,
although it has never been deemed rude to me~twn
the trial of Jesus, or ofany person, however emment
in piety who we are quite sure was innocent. Shortly
afterwa~d there was a little trial of a case in which
this eminent divine was sued by a denti~t for the
price of his mother's false teeth. The testJmony ran
somewhat as follows:
Counsel: " Mr. Beecher, what were these teeth
made of?"
Answer: "I don't know-hav really no idea."
Counsel: "You know they were not made of sealing-wax, I suppose'?"
·witness: "They might hav been, for aught I
know." [Laughter.]
Counsel: "Or leather, Mr. Beecher~"
Mr. Beecher: "Of comse. Or leather, for aught I
know." [Roars of laughter from all parts of the
court-room. J
·
.
. .
Here aaain under a veil of audacwus and h1lanou:;
pleasantr;, IVIr. Beecher, at the cost o! .a trifling
fiction, inculcates the great moral and r~hgwus tl·uLL
that when a witness is on the stand he 1s not to say
anything from which the opposit side of the case can
draw the least advantage.
.
,
So wLen Mr. Beecher's novel of "Norwood .. was
published, and he, according to the statem~nts m the
public press, went to Canada, and there, m order to
copyright it, having resided there only one. day, swore
that he was an inhabitant of Canada, a pomt that, so
far as I know, had never previously occurred to any
American author the religious lesson doubtless to be
conveyed is that, on a question ·of c?pyright in another country, one day with the Lord 1s as a thousand
years and a thousand years are as one day.
According to my best observation, in the matter of
scrupulous regard for truth the Christians of to-clay
occupy a medium position' the scholarly skeptical
class of unbelieving Freethinker~, independent ~ecular minds, and non-religious busmess men rankmg
as a rule higher, and the classes of society which are
ineliO'ious through animalism and mere grossness
ranki~ lower. And yet I hav met with people
amonggthe class of professors of the C~ristian reli~ion, who use it as a social prop for then· respecta?ilit , and as an aid in business, whose faculty for lymg
tl~nscended anything that I ever saw, even among
. · 1
·
cnmma
I will s.not refer to the effect of religious i~eas upon
tbe truth-telling faculty in Catholic co1mtnes, where

the pictures of the Madonna must.open, and her hps
must move into an approving smlle or spo.k·en word
d h
t
to the.rapt devotee, and where sacre s rmes m_us
woi'k their daily miracles. The degree of practJCal
respect which t~ese pr~tenses inspire ~s happily expressed by a s1gn whJCh the mayor ill one of the
towns in southern France caused to be erected over
It
d
one of these miraculous spots.
rea s:
De piirs le roi
Defense aDieu
De faire des miracles
En ce lieu.
Liberally translated, it would read:
By supi·eme command of the king
It is strictly forbidden that God
Should do any miraculous thing
To disgrace this sacred sod.
It seems at first singular tha,t anyon-e should sup- ·
pose that the belief that one's lies are .all. forg~ven in
advance for whatever reason the forg1vnness 1ssues,.
should hav a necessary and irresistible tendency to cause men to tell the truth. Christians can see that
the Mohammedan's belief that his lies at•e all irresistibly foreordained. by Allah, has not a good moral
effect on the Mohammedan. The Protestant can see
that the sale by the Catholic priest of an i_ndulgence,
permitting the faithful to tell so many h~s on pa;yment of so much money to the Lord, d1d not ill
Luther's time hav a good effect on the Catholic conscience and that investing a priest with the suppo.sed
power 'to utter God's forgivness is an iml?osition on
the human mind, and demoralizing. And the good
Catholics cannot see that it is any safer to ha:' the
forgivness of God simply assumed h.Y the behev~r
than it is to hav it uttered by the pnest. The. phllosopher, failing to comprehend the thing at all, ~e
clines to see that it is any better to hav the foqpvness issue in consideration of the blood of Chnst,
than in consideration of the sum of money. He even.
holds that as matter of daily observation and obvious fact: the lies told by Christians, notwithstanding the faith of those who tell the~ that they
are forgiven through the blood of Chnst! are _not
forgiven at all, but lead straight on to. t~e1r pumshment exactly as those told by n?n-Chns~Jans. do, and
receive the same measure of pumshment m th1s world;
and if the punishment in this world is n?t remitt~d
he sees no reason to believe that the pumshment 1_n
the next will be, since this world and the next, lf
there be one are supposed to be under the same
divine govei:n~ent. Besides he objects .to being !orgiven at all. An? that, Spurg~on say::;, 1s a suffiCieJ;Jp _,
reason why_he will not.be forgive~.
. It is certain that th1s commerCJal t~eory. of salvatJon bears stronger marks of t~e J ew~sh mmd than
of the mind of t~e author of the umve~·se, ~or nowhere in the umverse of nature a~·e .vwlatwns of
natural laws forgiven on any such prmCJple.
.
Diverse as may be its moral effects, the ~octrm of
forgivness through. fa!th, instead of the mexorable
plmi~h?lent of all s~n, lS of the. essenc~ of any pr?~a
gand1zmg aggress1v conquermg fa1th ... J~da1sm,
Brahmanism, the Greek and Roman rehgwns, Confucianism and all natural religion are non-propagandist faith~ because they fail to teach that the supre?le
virtue in human conduct. is that .ele~e~t wh.JCh
musters men into the religwus orgn:m~at~on holdmg
that faith. On the oth.er hand Chnstmm~y, Buddhism, and JYiohammeclamsm are the aggress1v conquering faiths.
.
.
.
Each of these n;akes t~e supreme VJrtue.to coll:s1st
in that sta~e ~f mmd _whJCh .gn:thers the smner mt~
the orl?am~atwn, b~ .1t Chnstmn,. M~hammedan, 01
Buddh1st, JUSt as m1htary leaders m t1me of war say,
it matters not what you are, or. hav bee~, ~o long as
henceforth you fight on our. s1de. . Th1~ 1s a very
simple weapon f~r ~n evangehst se.ekmg s1mply to enlist troops, but ~t 1s m~eh .too. s1mple for a moral
philosopher seeinx:g to mqmre mto the causes .of ~he
war, and the .ments of the c?ntest. One of 1ts 1mm?ral. effects 1s to_ reduce all sms to on.e level, _by the
m1sch1evous soplusm. t~at th~y. are so m the s1ght of
God. Thus th~ Chnstmn ~lmstei: who wa~ re~~nt~y
convicted at D1xon of h~vmg pmsoned hrs Wife_ m
order to marry pretty ~1~s Paddo~k, could consistently, with average Chnstmn teachmg, hav reasoned
thu~: It is as wicked for me ~o desir~ lVIiss Pa~d.ock
as .1t woul~ be to marry her.lf my w~fe were hv~nl?.
It 1s as WJCked for ?le to w1sh my Wif.e dead as 1t 1s
to .murder her by pmson. Bu~, as I. ';lSh both these
tlungs, I am under condemnatwn spintually for b~th
the8e. crimes. I co~ld not need any greater f~rg:1v·
ness lf I had co~m1tted them b.oth.
com~1ttm~
both, and repent.mg, I can secme at on?e the h~ghe8t
measur~ of soCJal and personal happmess w1th?ut
sacrificmg my owll: e~ernal welfa1:e; and ~s to my wlfe,
she is a good ChnstJan, .and w~ile sh~ 1s rather u~
comfortable . he~·e, she >~111 be .1mmedmtely happ~ m
heaven. PrmCJples whwh worir out su?h an argument. can~ot but. hav somethmg of th1s t.endency,
even m ~mds whJCh do not follow the cham. of deductions so coolly. I was first made conscwus of
. years ago wh en m
. f ?rmecl by !lJl
t h'JS t~n d ency. many
.
acquamtance who was then and has smce been m
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standing as a Baptist, that he had made an as- which was inseparably connected, in their own minds than their own, and visiting sacred shrines and begsignation with his mistress in the same week in which only, with this inexplicable and solitary immorality. ging. Hence the obligation on the Russian priest to
he was to enter a city church by letter from his home When I bav stated this to clergymen in certain in- perform no productiv labor and to own no property,
church in the cotmtry. He gravely argued, in answer stances they hav frankly said that psychologically it poverty, chastity, and humility-to bav no land, no
to my charge of hypocrisy, that my indignation re- was rare but not incredible, since in their own ex- will of his own, and no wife, being his three vows.
sulted solely from my narrowness of mind; that by perience their periods of highest religious fervor were Hence the admimtion with which Protestants look
his salacious relations he enjoyed one part of his frequently those of least self-control.
upon Muller, whose dependence on prayer, however,
nature, and by his religious associations he enjoyed
While sporadic cases of immorality growing out of to· support his enterprise, is simply a dependence .on
another ; that by sinning he was made happy in his high religious fervor may occur, its general effects are a judicious system of religious advertising, for he
~ lower nature and in this world, and by repenting he
certainly purifying, and in many cases very beautiful. knew that an announcement that he intended to liv
was made happy in his higher nature and fitted for Still, the effects are not always good where no immo- by prayer alone would be so remarkably presumpthe !).ext world; while I, who kept no mistress, and rality supervenes. It is this stage of religious fervor tuous that everybody would tell it everybody, and
belonged to no church, would lose much of the hap- that supplies the sad, very sad, cases for our insane this free advertising would cause sufficient contribupiness of this world, and would be absolutely sure of asylums, something of which you hav all seen. But, tions to come in better than open appeals for aid.
damnation in the next.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
apart from these, I hav known cases in which the fact
According to the commercial theory of salvation it of conversion, without occasioning insanity, bas proHow These Bretlu·en Love Each Other !
is a sort of bankruptcy. The larger the aggregated duced the same effects as Millerism or Millemiiumscore of unpaid debts, which in our days of sin we ism-has exercised so powerful an influence over
The American Hebrew (old line orthodox organ)
run up to the Almighty, the more valuable is the young men who previously were industrious and is poking solemn fun at the Sinai Congtegation of
faith and the savior, who wipes them all out and says, useful as to withdraw their aftectious from the world Chicago, which affects liberalism and talks about repractically, Now go and run in debt again. At least ·and daze them into sickly fools, without ambition form. · It declines congratulating the Sinaites on
such is the philosophical view of this question, which enough to continue in the performance of any duty, their twenty-fifty anniversary, only because "its hishas its share of truth, i.e., is half true. When I come and without talents enough, as exhorters or lay tory is a narrativ of cowardly retreat and surrender
to speak of the religious passion as a moral purifier, preachers, to make their continual Bible reading and of principle."
I shall pre;eut the other half, which is also half true. religious frenzy a means of either usefulness to others
1. Giving. up tl1e Talmud, it clung to the Bible. (Reign of
You never can arrive at a whole truth without marry- or even of mental exhilaration to tbemselvs. Their Robespierre Felsenthal.)
2. Then cut out the Mosaic dispensation, and clove to the
ing in one two half-truths, which cannot liv apart, religious life became a sort of paralysis of the intel(Period of Danton Chronik.)
and yet when united perpetually contradict each lect, destroyed their muscularity and masculinity, prophets.
3. Having, however, throughout its checkered career a
other.
and was as blighting to their .flll'tber usefulness as kindly word to say now and til en for the Decalog. (.July
The cases of domestic crime, wife-murder and hus.- intemperance or any vicious excess would hav been. 4, 1875, July 4, 1876, February 22, 1878, scepter of l\Iamt
band-murder, for the purpose of. manyiug other per- The wisest preachers, even in the midst of revival Kohler.)
4. It has at last had to giv up even that, that it might
sons, are more common among religious persons than seasons, tell_ such persons to let religion alone, keep
murder the Sabbath. (l\Iurder committed Thursday night,
the ii·religious, for the reason that to many religious away from the meetings, and go on with their secubr October
17, 18-. Terrorism of Egalite Hirsch.)
people, unchastity that is discovered seems more dis- business. On the whole, however, it is the reaction
We cannot conscientiously be profuse in our congratulagraceful than a murder that is not discovered, and, from this high stage of religious fervor which is more tions to such a congregation. Oongmtulatory telegram from
of course, the religious guilt is equal be~muse each likely than the fervor itself to develop immoral Dr. Kohut's Americat• llebrew to i::iin:ti Congregntion:
"Happy shall he be that takes and dashes thy children
violates God's law, and nothing can. do more. On effects. In the emotional churches, like the Method- against
the rocks. Let the Lord of I,;rael be praised forever
the other hand many irreligious persons are unable ist, Christians backslide into non-Christians, or, as and ever" (Psalm cxxxvii).
·
to see that incontinence is immoral, or only in a light they are called, worldlings. In the more austere
The Occident, organ of these Chicago "reformers,"
degree. To a mind that is under the reign of law, churches like the Presbyterian and Baptist, which which defiantly copies this, is playing a part that
without religion, murder stands out in a deformity hold to the doctrin of the irresistible perseverance of reveals the manysidedness of politicians.
While
so great that forgivness cuts no figure, and would be the saints, that ·a man .or woman once. a saint is abounding in technically sectarian Hebrew affairs, it
laughed to scorn. He cannot see how the murdered always a saint, the loss of the divine fire lands the is reprinting from the Nineteenth Oentlll','/ magazine
person can forgiv him or why society should, and he saint in hypocrisy or in utter self-deception. These Huxley's damaging comparison of the Hebrew religdoubts if God, if he believes in God, will forgiv him, sad anomalies bav occmred so continually within my ion, doctrins, and ceremonies with the superstitions
and whether it would repair the evil if he did. Such knowledge that I am satisfied that the meai:ls of of Tahiti and the Polynesian savages. It reasons
a person has no temptation to commit murder in maintaining moral conduct in men and woman should that it is all, and the sacrifices especially, ideptical
order to perpetrate matrimony or make money. If be taught on some more scientific and· comprehensiv with the worship of ancestors and with that ghosthe kills, it is through brutal passion, "not cool pre- basis than that of mere religious faith of any kind. craft which is strictly related with it.
meditation. Some years ago a mionister at Elgin had At least, the consciences of men and women should
The old orthodox Hebrew is not far from the truth
the grief to·see his wife drown in eighteen inches of not be drugged into stupor by the assurance that, in its charges, though it sacrifices the exact truth to
water, after which he went and collected an insurance having got their faith fixed into a certain theological epigrammatic point. For instance, Dr. Robespierre
· on her life.
·
channel, they hav done all they can, and if after that Felsenthal, a friend and disciple of Lessing before
· While I write a Baptist deacon of great influence time they sin. they are s.ure of forgivness. It would the formation of the Siuaites (185D), had emphasizecl
and long apparent piet,y, and his paramour, await· be nauseous for me to enumerate cases of people who the tenet that "the Bible is not the source of Judatrial for a like crime in Vermont. Probably twenty are both devotional and unscrupulous; of men given ism but a production of the same," and this pamsuch cases of cool, fleliberate murder arise every year to prayer and also to the polite forms of robbery that phlet "Kolcore Bamidbar" proceeds to invalidate the
against religious persons in the United States, and prevail in business; of praying women who, half in persistent authority of biblical laws, reserving allehav during most years for fifty yearil past. Not the ignorance,~. half in crime, wage a cruel ;lirar against giance exclusivly to "the moral (spell with a big
least of the sins which religious organization has to nature itself to evade the duty of motherhood; of M)-Moral Laws inscribed by divine hands into the
answer for is the unscrupulous clannishness with individuals in both sexes who seek, while maintaining spiritual Nature of Man; furthermore that any relighich it protects and covers every criminal who does their church membership, to w11nl off their true repious law that is not rooted in the psychological or
ot repudiate his faith, and tlie saintly arrogance with utations by continual treachery and falsehood. I physical nature of man is obligatory only so long as
which it assumes that the evidence which should con-· think such persons would be purer if they reversed it exercises 11n elevatint5 and furthering influence
viet a skeptic should acquit a Christian.
the Christian faith, and instead of regarding their upon head and heart, upon thoughts and deeds of
Another evil is the dangers of the state of senti- faith in Christ as the ground of_ their salvation, they the members of the community."
menta(gush or what Carlyle, in deriding the word understood that it must be possible for Christ to hav
Dr. Felsenthal does not tell us whether such "ele. enthusiasm, calls emtoosy-moosy, meaning thereby faith in them. And here Jet me add, in justice to vating and furthering influen·ce," etc., and the consean enthusiasm which is maudlin or dnmken, which these persons, that their hypocrisy is in part inev- quent obli,gat'i,on, is to be decided on by private judgpervades certain stages of religious experience. itable, and arises out of the economical system, as I ment or by majority vote. This lex urm script(t is a
Religion is not an exception to the universal law think unsound, which Christianity, and more espe- transcendentalism that floats with easy rein. He may
_which governs all medicinal substances, that if the cially the teachings of Jesus himself, present as to retort by asking whether the more stringent pretenfirst and immediate effect upon the sy.stem is stimu- the 1·elativ duties of selfishness and benevolence. I sions of a lex scripta bav secured either obedience or
lant, the second and drug effect must be narcotic ; if do not feel that I trespass on the domain of theology agreement in its application.
the :first effect is so keen as to make the conscience wben I discuss the teachings of Jesus concerning the
For those who hav au interest in imposing any law
feel that he that looketh upon a woman with desire acquisition of property, because this is a question it may seem to be the might of right, while to their
bas committed adultery, the second will be so stupe- mainly of political economy. It affects mainly this subjects it is the right of might.
fying as to prevent one perceiving that adultery is life.
The "eternal validity of Moral Laws inscribed by
any greater offense than admiration.
.
The teachings of Jesus are, in my judgment, on divine hands" is pompously authoritativ; btlt when
Protestantism abolishes the confessional mainly this point intense and impracticable communism. their "psychological ?'oots" meet a soil so shifting
because it believes it unfavorable to virtue. Yet in They oppose the acquisition of property, and favor as the nature of man, as the it seem,s rir;ht to me of
so doing it removes the grated and barred partition, its immediate free distribution; they oppose indus- different men at different times in different circumand the sense of official weariness and monotonous try, and recommend idleness; they condemn wealth stances-what becomes of the "etemal validity~"
routine which usually separate the Catholic priest as a crime which shall shut a man out of the king- Or why invoke "divine bauds'?"
from the penitent, without removing that principle of dom, and commend poverty as a beatitude. They
Ne Deus intcrsit nisi dignus vindice nodns.
human nature which leads sin-burdened men and make giving· the chief virtue, and so commend begThe tables or tablets of the Decalog had for centwomen to insist on confessing to somebody, the con- gary as the noblest employment. I know there is a lll'ies been commonplaces of morality in China and
fession being the more gushing and melting in pro- popular habit of glossing over these doctrins and tak- elsewhere, and the "Lord's chosen people" bav been
portion as it is rare. A minister, deacon, new con- ing them in a Pickwickian sense. But those who will scandalously delimruent toward several of themvert, the family doctor, anybody will do at a pinch, study the history of the sect of the Essenes, as given even by divine command.
EnGEWOHTH.
but confession there must be; even if there is no- by Neander, will see that Jesus uttered them literally.
-----•·-+---body around any more competent to forgiv them than \Vhen the moral young man, who had great possesHERl\IAs.-The "Pastor of ·Hennas" was probably
a notary public or a lawyer. I do not feel at liberty, sions, and who bad kept the law perfectly, asked him the most popular book in Jhe church dming the
nor would it be consistent with etiquet before a what more he should do to inherit eternal life, be second, third, and fourth centuries. . . . Ireneus
mixed andience, to cite instances of distinguished im- said, " Sell all thou hast and giv to the poor, and quotes it as scripture, Clement of Alexandria regards
morality which bav occurred so near to the period of come and follow me." It was very demoralizing ad- its revelations as divine, Origen claims it as divinely
sincere conversion, and so immediately after the feel- vice. When he counseled his disciples to "be ye inspired, and Tertullian alone, of ?'ll the fathers, reing that one's sins were forgiven, as to seem simply therefore as the lilies of the field, for they toil not, jects it outright. But Ter~ulhan bad embraced
incredible. In one case, upon the word of a Method- neither do they spin," he means literally that they Montanism, with which the VIews of the "Pastor"
ist of high standing, the most serious lapse from should not work. Following this teaching literally did not harmonize.
It is a book of
v4·tue occmred in the same . hour in which he in Russia, under the Greek church, beggary is com- "Visions," about as edtfying as the average rhapsody
knelt at the prayer altar with a lady of pre- mended as a virtue, and the class of men whom the of a "speaking medium." It has no quotation from
Neither Jesus nor
vious and subsequent perfect chastity. Both were czar canonizes into saints are the lazy, lousy, and the Old Testament.
admitted to the church, and hav ever since been rep- filthy religious tramps who wander from the Crimea Christ is once mentioned in the whole book.-..'fntiutable and moral members, upon an expe1·ience to Novgorod, seeking cast-off garments more filthy christ.
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Miss Gardener in the .Fieltl.
To THE EDITOR ol' 'rHE 'rnu'rH SEEKEn, Sir : You
will, no doubt, be surprised, after knowing of my
,recent illness, to get a letter from me from this
place. But there was " a cry n·om Macedonia ' come
and help us.' " And I came. Macedonia this time
was Waynesburg, Pa., and the crier was that stanch
and fortunate Freethinker, Mr. H. Clay Lu13e. I call
.l\fr. Luse fortunate because be did not hav to go
through the horrors of orthodoxy in his childhood.
He was born with a free brain, a boon which canl).ot
be overestimated, an endowment beyond price, even
if that were given as the only great birthright;
but in this case there was added the happy combination of independent social and financial standing,
which enables Mr. Luse to do justice to his brains
without fear of doing injustice to his appetite. He
bas not bad to sell his birthright for-as the boy
bath it-a dose of potash.
Both his father and mother, who called upon me,
are stanch, intelligent, a:ad earnest Freethinkers,
and encourage and aid him in his efforts. Mr. Luse
is quite a young man yet, and with his energy and
earnestness, I think, we may qonfidently expect him
to do much for the enlightenment of his fellow-men.
Through the efforts of Mr. Luse and Mrs. Lucy Dorsey lams-than whom we bav no more intelligent
and attractiv worker in the "home mission" field-a
lecture was arranged for at this place. The expenses
were all paid by subscription, and they invited all
who were not afraid to bear both sides of the question to come free of charge.
I am not very good at estimating numbers, but I
should think there were three hundred in the Town
Hall when I began to speak. This was ten per cent
of the entire population of the town, which was certainly doing wei].
Mrs. lams bad, through her own personal influence, caused my pictures and posters to be put in
most of the windows of the leading stores, and her
cunning little boy, who is not yet seven years old,
watched to see that they were kept up. Wherever
he found that one bad been taken down be produced another, and insisted upon putting it up.
He called upon me, and told me about it himself
in a very amusing way, so I told him that I should
tell you of it, and that this very youthful but very
vigorous little branch of a Freetbought family is
named Jay Donald lams, and is the son of a leading
lawyer, whose mind is too clear to be superstitious,
and whose sense of moral obligation is too correct to
permit him to curry favor by pretending to be so.
Fortunately Mr. lams and his wife can ojf'01·d to
be honest, because their ability and charm of manner
assure them a firm footing wherever they may be.
These I hav named bav been the prime movers in
giving this town Freethougbt lectures from time to
time; but from the number of Freethinkers who bav
called upon me and who aided Mr. Luse financially
in the matter I should think, notwithstanding the
fact that the town is very orthodox and manufactures
theological students to order, that the thinking portion will be amply able to take care of itself. They
say that a very short time ago not ten people in the
town would hav dared to sit through my lecture.
Last night a few only left the hall. Some of these
were small boys who were not interested, two or
three were very orthodox ladies, and the rest, I am
told, were tbeolgical students who may hav felt personally grieved by a sentence in my lecture which
speaks of "theological stndents who wear number six
hats." Had I known there were auy such in my
audience, I should hav tried to make the number of
the bat small enough to allow them to escape. But
one cannot avoid accidents of this nature always, and
one can only offer an apology for anything which
may hav seeH1ed personal, which I am quite willing
to do.
But I shall leave l\1]:. Luse and Mrs. lams to tell
you of the lecture. · I enjoyed it heartily-all the
more when a young man arose after it was over and
said that it made his " blood run cold to hear such
talk.'' He was invited to state why, as soon as his
citculation should revive sufficiently, whereupon he
asked me what was a "soul" and how we would ever
bav known how to be "modest" if it were not for
J ebovah and the Bible. Of course, this had nothing
to do with the subject of the lecture, which was simply an argument to show that the Bible and orthodoxy are not friends lo woman and should not be
supported by her. This poiut, however, he did not
touch at any time. His first question being a conundrum which no human being ever bas answered yet,
I confessed that I should be unable to satisfy his
cravings in that direction.
Then we bad rather a comical little tilt over the
"modesty" taught in the Bible, and the variations of the
article "furnished by Jehovah" in different countries.
I assured him that in Feejee he taught his children
that modesty was best conserved by liberal tattooing
and no clothes at all, and then we ran the scale from
that up to the Japanese gentleman who would be
disgraced were he to tell a" smutty" story to another
man as surely as the same thing would happen to
him were he to tell it in this country to a party of

ladies. The gentleman then said that that was because these people had no Bible; but he did not
name any of the passages wherein I could find the
standard of modesty by which Jehovah guided himself, and as I bav no microscope with me, I hav been
unable to find anything which is not wholly on the
other side of the question.
Still, as this was a new " reason for not being an Infidel "-as this gentleman said-! concluded to let you
know that henceforth we bav this unique argument
to meet. I am sorry that I, in my amusement of the
moment, forgot to tell him that a little book called
"Bible Anthology" was once compiled, which dealt
with this point, and gave no word not in the Bible,
and yet it was declared so wholly indecent that it was
not allowed to go through the mails. Still this gentleman proposes to learn and teach " modesty" by
means of these passages. I should think that his
success would be phenomenal. But I am making
my letter too long. :/i.s I sit by my window writi;ng
it I can hear the men on the court-house steps vigo;ously debating the new ideas, which . will insure
their circulation, and therefore accomphsh our objects. The handsome basket of flowers presented
me by Mrs. Sears sits by me perfuming the air, and
I am e:J>pecting a delegation of lawyers, who ask~d
permission to call this morning before my tram
leaves. Mr. lams is to present them.
Sincerely,
HELEN H. GARDENEU.
1Vaynesbtwg, Pa., June 24, 1886.

Chicago Secular News.
A religious war of no small dimensions has been
waging on the west side of Chicago for the last few
days between the Christian parents of the West Division High School children and their principal and the
Board of Education. The principal very properly
refused to permit prayer at the graduating exercises,
which were, however, held in a church, and this was
the signal for their bellicose attitude.
.
The facts, stripped of all verbiage, are: That the
graduating class met to perfect a program, and
some one moved that, as the exe1·cises were to be
held in Dr. Goodwin's church, the pastor be invited .to do the praying act. There being no oppositimi, the motion was declared passed, though several
in the class, not caring a fig about the matter, did
not vote. l\'Ir. vVelles, the principal, hearing of the
action of the class, informed them that prayer was
against the rules of the Board and could not be permitted, and further, that if it was proposed to open
the exercises by prayer be would hav nothing to do
with it. Finding Mr. Welles inflexible, some of the
class appointed tbemselvB> delegates to confer with
the chairman of the High Schools Committee, Mr.
F. H. Collier, who escaped the dilemma by introdu<Jing them to Adolf Kraus, president of the Board of
Education.
Mr. Kraus explained the rules and policy of the
Board as opposed to everything sectarian; they desired to treat with the utmost consideration the religious feelings of all sects and avoid anything tending
to giv offense. The Board . propos~d to giv. tl~e
children a good school educatiOn and 1mplant w1thm
them general principles of morality, but would leave
to parents the religious part of their education, and
pointed out that each denomination might be d~ssatis
fied by what the priest of the other said, which was
all very commendable. Instead of sustaining the
principal and enforcing the rules to the letter, Mr.
Kraus finally descended to the level of the lick-spittle
politician and asked: "Why didn't you go on with
your praying and say nothing about it, as they did
on the North Side High School?" but· if he was
asked for permission he would be compelled to obey
the rules of the Board and refuse. After the tremendous struggle to secularize the Chicago schools, here
is a Liberal president willing to be blind to the principle involved, and even l,l.dvises the viola~ion Qf the
rules his friends secured his appointment to maintain.
If Mr. Kraus is correctly reported, he certainly is a
. traitor to the Board as well as to the public; but we
can't believe all we read, especially if it is in the Chicago papers.
The damaging and very grave charge is brought
against lVIr. vV elles, by the pupils and their parents,
that the principal chews tobacco and smokes cigars,
a practice which all really goody-goody Christian·s
are supposed to look upon with utter disgust. He
also contemptuously referred to the floral offerings
as a "litter of rubbishy flowers," which shows his
utter lack in the finer sensibilities, and no high school
principal who is not an apostle and follower of the
esthetic sun-flower poet is a fit subject to associate
with the young ladies who chew gum in the high
school. Oh, horror of horrors ! just to think of it !
This high school principal is said to bav " sneered "
at" holding the exercises in a church, declaring it an
unsuitable place. A veritable heathen is this high
school principal. Over and above all other terrible
things charged, it is also darkly hinted that "no one
knows what his religion is, or whether he has any."
Pupil Pearson, who bas made himself quite numerous
in this :r.uatter, delivers himself of the idea that Mr.
vV elles "believes in .the religion of Virgil more than

that of Christianity "-whatever that m.a! meal:!.
Youno· Pearson still survives. That exphc1t statement ~f his idea has had no fatal effect, either on himself or the principal, as yet.
The communication of a "Christian" mother shows
" this terrible state of things-this pretty how d6
you do." The matemal breast :Ul"agitated, and forthwith propounds the following conundrum:
~Iust we be required to pay teachers for poisoning the
minds of our children with mental diseases which are more
ruinous to them than is small-pox, or even leprosy, to their
bodies? Will our Board of Education, of which we are so
proud, permit such a state of affairs any longer to exist?
We shall see.
This furnished the farewell Sunday evening sensa-·
tion for that celebrated defamer of Chicago, Dr. Kittridge, who, notwithstanding that be pretends that
this city is nearer perdition than any other of its size,
bas decided to let us all go to the bottomless pit
and slide through to the other side if we can. Kittrido·e is fully persuaded that none but him, and his
methods alone, could possibly save so wicked a community, so he cruelly abandons us in our hour of
trouble and accepts, as a solace for his conscience, an
extra $2,000 which some wind·bag worshipers of
your city are willing to part with for his services.
Kittridge utters this farewell wail:
·
This group of young girls-pure, noble, Christian girlswent down to the president of our school board and asked if
they might bav a prayer at the opening of their graduating
exercises, and they were refused, and when they pleaded
that the exercises were to take place in a church, the pr~s
ident said, "No matter; there could not be a prayer." Why,
friends, that is worse than heathenism. We gave· up the
Bible at the demand of those who believed that it might lead
to sectarian division. but now we are asked to giv lip God.
vVe are asked to plant our schools not only on anuu.sectarinn
basis, but on an Atheistic basis, aml I ask this gre&t congregation if, as Christian citiz~ns, they are ready to meet calmly
and without protest ~he insult that has been thrown in the
face of the church of Christ in this city. I am going away,
but if you like that sort of thing, bear it. I thank God,
however, that the principal of the North Side high school,
without consulting any board of education, determined he
would hav a prayer at the graduating exercises, and I .l!nd
the unspeakable joy of making that prayer. If the positiOn
of the public schools is to be not only no Bible, but no recognition of the one eternal God, then I stand with the Roman
Catholics for religious schools. I beard a gentleman say this
afternoon that he was going to send his daughter to tile high
school but when he heard of this action on the part of the
school'board bedetermined not to allow her to go to the high
school. For my part, I would rather send my child to a
Homan Catholic school than a school that stands on the basis
of Atheism.
Poor Kitt, he seems terribly cut up! But it is
only a seeming, his way of working up theatrical
effects. Of all such we can truly say:
0 cunning enemy, that, to catch a saint,
With saints dost bait thy hook l Most dangerous
Is that temptation that doth goad us on
To sin in loving virtue.
E. A. STEVENS.

The Tent at Palmyra, New Yor](,
We find this orie of the most discouraging of fields ;
those who attend are much interested, but it is not
in accordance with the dictum of 1\frs. Grundy to attend the Liberal lectures. "Our first·class people do
not attend," and so our attendance is at all times
quite discomaging. In the midst of depressi0n and
weary, over-taxed strength, doing Tent-mast~r's duties
as well as own to save expense, how cheering andrefreshing to receive letters like the following. It is
such honest, earnest, enthusiastic, generous souls
that make our work endurable, and buoys us over the
dark, rough spots in our pilgrimage. Mr. J.\IIa.un is
secretary of the St. Thomas Secular Societ,y.
.
c. B. REYNOLDS.
ST. TnmiAs, ON'l'., June 23, 1886.
FmEND REYNOLDS: I hav neglected to reply to your last
letter till I could see all those who would wish to go to the
cainp.meeting near Buffalo. I think a half dozen or so would
go for a week or so if the meeting lasted that long~ We are
havino- D"OOd success with our meetings, all uf which I at-.
tribut~ to your lecturing here. It a very thankless business,.
workinO' for the good of humanity. '!'hose we wish to help·
refuse ;ur assistance, and do all they .can to injure us. A
man must bav a more than ordinary love for his fellow.men
to work as you hav done, and know that you will not get the
credit for it till after you cease to exist. It is a wonder you
do not get discouraged. But the time will come when the
memory of Ingersoll, Watts, Reynolds, and the rest of t.h?se
who hav striven to elevate man above the gross superstitiOn
of the past will be venerated as Paine and Voltaire now are.
I don't complain of direct opposition; I rather like that, but
the indifference of Liberals and the cowardice of some when
the opposition makes a special effort. Your lectures brought
five new members to the club. The Truth Seeker Company
hav sent me five copies of their paper per week, which sell
readily. As soon as I hav time I will increase the order to
fifteen.
Yours fraternally,
J. H. MANN.

'fhat ·Story About Stephen Pearl Andrews.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: To
what you say of Andrews's resources in June 26th,
allow ine to add since I first met him, when he called
on me at French's Hotel, New York, in 1870, I hav, on
many different occasions, listened to proof of his extemporaneous power. Though a great scholar •and
philosopher, he was one of the readiest and most convincing off-hand speakers I ever met, a match for
Wen dell Phillips anywhere or time.
E. H. HEYWOOD,
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l{l[t Jlmtrican ~tcular Jflnion.
News and Notes.
- I found Dil~o~, Montan~, one of the most enjoyable
places I hav visited. It IS a pretty city among the
spurs of the Rocky Mountains. The peaks are snow?overed, and t~e green ~nd wooded slopes are shinIll~ all ar?und m the bnght and cheerful atmosphere.
' "\VIde :plrun~ and meadows spread for miles, and the
sparkling nvers flow .from the uplands. This is on
the Atlantic side of the mountains, and all the streams
flow eastward. The country about Dillon is rich in
resources; the farming lands, where water can be
procured, and the pasture lands, are good. The mineral treasures are also excellent. There is a prospect
of the development of one of the :finest tin-mines in
the world. If this is done, Dillon will be one of the
largest cities in the West. Its growth already is
steady and permanent. It has the neatness and elegance ?f ~-New England village-with about a hundred times as much activity. There is a splendid
Liberal element in Dillon. The best men and women
of the place are thoroughly in sympathy with advanced Ideas. A Secular Union will be formed and
will hav a commanding influence.
'
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Emerick are noble Liberals
indeed. It was the lady in this case who gave the
original impulse for the lectures, and who had the
courage to do the :fi;rst work for Liberalism. Before
the lectures there was apparently but little acquaintanceship in regard to the objects of the American
Secular l?"nion. But now an unexpected power bas
been d_eveloped, · and, almost to their surprise, the
Freethinkers find themselvs in the ascendant in this
community. So much for one woman's insight and
determination. It is the promis Of our movement
that woman's intellect and heart are now with us,
and so art and music will come, and noble sociability.
When woman leaves the -church its doom is sealed.
· The churches had several prayer-meetings on the
evening of the second lecture, and also a big icecream festival. I suppose they •expected to- freeze
the Infidel out.
The Court-house was again
crowded, and the "New Heaven and Earth," the
paradise of liberty, science, and humanity, was
warmly welcomed. Another lecture will be given at
Dillon on my return trip, July 18th.
Besides :M:r. arid Mrs. Emerick, and Mrs. L. E.
Hanson, whose delightful hospitality I enjoyed, I
had the pleasure of meeting Ur. and Urs. Blivens,
Mr. and Mrs. Eastman, Mr. and Mrs. Carrington,
wL.o aided the lectures with excellent music, l\Ir. and
Mrs. Estes, Mr. and Mrs. Dittmer, 1\Ir. Barbour, who
introduced me to the meeting, 1\'Ir. B. F. White,
mayor of the city, :M:r. Thompson, Mr. Paindexter,
Mr. Chapman, and many others, nearly :fifty in all,
leading citizens of the place, and intelligent and cultivated ladies and gentlemen, who will make in Dillon
,one of the brightest Liberal organizations in the
land.
I also enjo~d the acquaintance of Messrs. ·Wright
and Oakley
the Dillon Examine?·, who are not
afraid to pu Ish a genuin newspaper and giv impartial reports of what is going on in this world.
I am now on the hills-almost touching the sky, it
seems-on the other side of the mountains, where
the waters flow into the Pacific at Butte City, a lively
metropolis, next to San Francisco the most important
point in the West, and the lru·gest mining camp in the
world. There are several vast smelting works here
and the smoke rolls constantly to the sky. All the
people are upon the go-the streets are crowded.
There seems to be a booni in every store and a mine
at every corner, and, indeed, it is very much like Virgil's description of Cru·thage-the whole community
are busy as bees. The city is constantly growing;
many elegant buildings are being· constructed, besides new manufactories. In fact, Butte looks quite
oriental -in the variety of its houses, there being all
sorts of architecture-from the snug little cottage
with one room arid a stove on the outside, to the palatial residence with flower gardens and beautiful
green lawns. Go out of an evening, and with the
lights, the crowd, the ever-changing faces, the music,
~he ornamented windows, one might" imagin that he
· was in the picturesque city of Bagdad. In spite of
the enormous crowds order prevails, everybody minds
their own business, and it almost looks as if you
were in a New England city on a fair day, all is so
festiv and at the same time so steady-going. I like
:Butte, with its tremendous rush and vim, with its forwru·d look to new worlds to conquer. It has a brilliant future. Its natural resources are many; the
people ru·e plucky and progressiv. It has more millionaires to its size than any city in the world, and its
situation is beautiful, with superb mountain scenery
on every hand. The panorama of an evening is simply gorgeous-the golden clouds, the ranges of hills,
the lustrous valleys between, the gilded dwellings,
all glowing in the magical sunset j and it seems as if
the glories of dreamland were flashing in the entrancing landscape.
.
There )s a, large Liberal element in this city. I
h&d £uU }H!f#l.!l# lilD Sunday a:fte:t.t!CTOii' vind evening· H

was one of the most intelligent and cultivated audiences I hav ever addressed. It represented the· best
p_ortion of the community. Business and profesSIOnal men were there. One-half of the audience
were ladies. There was a brilliant array of new bonnets, and it did my soul good to hav beauty thus
adorn the way of human progress, for I believe in a
new bonnet with all my heart. It is one of the
brightest signs of human improvement. Dr. 0. B.
Whitford, president of the Liberal Society here, introduced me to the audience with a felicitous speech.
I am now at the delightful home of the doctor,
having a good rest and exhilaration for heart and
mind. Dr. Whitford is author of that able and brilliant pamphlet, "Christianity a Reward for Crime."
This is one of the brightest campaign documents
published, and should be in the bands of every Liberal, not only for his own benefit, as making a decisiv and startling point against the popular theology,
but for the benefit of his Christian friends. The
more be can get to read this brilliant brochure the
better. Dr. Whitford is a clear, concise, and vigorous writer. He calls things by their right names, and
dissects Christianity with the insight of the physician
and the skill qf the surgeon. He is author also of
"Bible Fabrications," another keen attack upon
superstition, and a triumphant refutation of theological assumptions. He bas in preparation another
book, "The Origin of the Bible," which will be in. its
research and condensation of history a most valuable
addition to Freethought literature.
Dr. Whitford is one of our mighty pioneers in this
Western country; For over a quarter of a century
be has been a pronounced Freethinker, and has
never failed to let his colors :fly in the face of the
enemy. He bas met the :fiercest opposition, and his
life has oftentimes been threatened. He still bears
the scar of a bullet that was sent by a religious foe.
He has won his way in spite of all, although be bas
been ostracized by the churches to the fullest extent
possible. Yet now he has the largest practice of any
physician in the city, for the Christians, like other
folks, are sensible enough not to want to die, and
when danger really comes they send for Dr. Whitford. They bad rather be cured by the Infidel than
receive extreme unction from the priest, and Dr.
Whitford is known to be one of the best physicians
in theW estern country. He bas traveled three hundred miles at times, on horseback, to visit patients.
He is busy almost every hour. I can hru·cUy :find
time to talk with him, for patients are constantly
coming, no matter to what church they may belong.
The doctor has founded the Miners' Hospital, which
is a most excellent and :flourishing institution. It is
by his generous efforts that my lectures here hav
been so successful. He is thoroughly devoted to the
came; full of enthusiasm, kindliness, and manliness;
a representativ man indeed, and in the years to come
he will be a marked influence in Western Liberalism.
He has been mayor of Butte City, and this shows the
honor in which he is held by his fellow-citizens.
1\frs. Whitford is equally Liberal, though not quite
so aggressiv as the doctor, but bright, brave, and
womanly, and a noble aid to our warrior physician in
his contest with ignorance and error. Their home is
sweet and delightful, a happy resting-place indeed.
I enjoy myself to my heart's content, and do just "as
I've a mind to on these heavenly bights, where the
mountain air givs a delicious intoxication. I do not
play the hru·p here. It is not Zion, nor sheol, but
a Secular fireside, whose amenities delight and
strengthen, where life flows along like a stream of
music born of this happy earth. and sky, the real
world of nature.
I h!w also had the pleasure of meeting Mr. J. C.
Singer, Julian Smith, Fred Cook, one of the most
Splendid workers in the :field, whose contributions to
THE TRUTH SEEKER hav been often noted; l\J:r. James
Broughton, Mr. E. D. Dunkles and E. N. Dunkles,
J. F. Beck, G. W. Stapleton, at the bead of the bar
in Montana; Mr. Rogers, Charles Elis, David Hall,
P. McCauley, Cbas. Steffel, Professor Speck, and
others.. My stay in Butte City bas been exceedingly
pleasant. My hope is increased, for I feel the great
currents of human advancement. I see that the
beams of the coming day are touching with golden
shafts these glorious hill-tops.
Dr. Whitford and myself went Sunday last to hear
the Baptist minister, considered the best specimen of
orthodox oratory in the place. His name is Frost,
but be is by no means a "nipping frost." His sermon was the most pointless thing to which I ever
listened. He compared the "new birth" of Christians to the hatching of hen's eggs. He said we
couldn't explain either. Poor man! I advise him to
study the egg more carefully. Its process to birth
of t~. chicken is explainable ori natural principles-so
is the so-called ''supernatural" birth of the Christian. I think the minister must bav been thoroughly
demoralized by the presence of the doctor. I do
hope ·that on ordinary occasions be is 110t quite so
stupid as he was on this Sunday morning. Fortunately for the f'lergymau, the doctor only goes to
church once in ten years. This, Vrm;t (-bitten, I
~·~l.>lfili! fl,}eo A!iin 1\~ bif! prP;ye:i·-1.no;~tl11~ ihv.:t. the fiJnti-

God man was coming, but that be bad no "magnet:
ism," and nobody ;.would go to hear him. It happened, however, that I bad an audience both afternoon and evening ten times larger than his own. I
think it must ha v been a "cold clay" for that Frost.
I heard our friend George C. 1\Iiln last evening.
He is making quite a successful tour in this 'N estern
country, and I rejoice that his ability is beginning to
be recognized. I saw him in Richelieu,_ and he gave
a strong and splendid rendition of that character.
Miln is evidently a student, and he brings vigor and
intelligence to his work. He was received with the
heartiest applause.
A Secular victory has been won here in the public
schools-Bible-reading is abandoned. The issue was
made, in behalf of liberty and justice, and the
" divine book" had to go. So much is won for
human progress.
I shall be at Bozeman, July 4th and 11th; at Butte
City, July 16th; at Dillon, July 18th; at South
Weber, Utah, July 20th; at Milton, July 21st; at
Park City, J nly 22d; at Salt Lake, July 25th; at
Denver, Col., August 8th ancl15th; at Seward, Neb.
August 21st, 22d, and 23c1; at Valley Falls, Kan.;
August 24th and 25th; at Lincoln, Neb., August
29th; at Omaha, September 5th; at Ottumwa, Iowa,
September 12th; at Chebanse, Ill., September 19th;
at Chicago, September 26th.
Other dates, as soon as arrangements are made,
will be announced.
· SAliiUEL P. PuTNAM.
Butte City, June 23, 1886.

Constitution for a t-lecular Society.
The following is the Constitution of the Braceville
Secular Society, of Braceville, Grundy Co., III.,
adopted May 27, 1886. \Vitb the proper changes
in names it is an excellent form for adoption by any
auxiliary secular society :
I.-1.'his Society shall be known as the Braceville Secular
Society.
H.-The objects of this Society shall be to promote the intellectual, social, and moral atl. wmcement of it.s members, to
act n.s an auxiliary to the American Secular L' nion iJ1 its efforts to accomplish the total separation of Church and State,
and to these ends to encourage the investigation of all questions relating to the nlig·ions, rwdal, ·or political advancement of man.
III.-(1) Any person of good moral character may become
a memlwr of this sof·icty hy signing the Canst itution and
paying the initiation fee.
(2) Every person-member of this Society or who m~y
vi:;it this Society's meetings-shall be entitlecl to express his
or her opinions, and no person shall be debarred on account
of creed .or belief on any subject from expressing such opinions, providing the langua_~~;e used slutll be proper and respectful. We recognize the principle of "Clmrity to all-malice
toward none."
IV.-(1) The oflicers of this Society shall t:Onsist of a President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer, all of
whom shall be elected semi-lmmmlly.
(2) It shall be the duty of the President to preside at all
meetings of the Society, and coudnct the same accortling to
parliamt·nlary rules; appoint all committees not otherwise
provided for; giv the casting vote in ease of tie; countersign
all orders fur money, and perform such other duties as are
usually required of and performed by n presiding otlicer. He
shall not make or second any motion, neither shall he take
part in any debate wl.Jile in tllC chair.
(3J It shall be the duty of the Vice-President to perform
all the duties of the President in case of the latter's absence,
or when called upon by that ofllcer.
(4) It shall be the duty of the Secretary to keep an accurate record of the proceedings of the Society; to keep a rPgister of membership, enrolling the names of members of the
Society, with the date of their signing the Constitution, resignation, withdrawal, etc.; to keep all accounts between the
l::loeicty and its members; to dmw all orders on the 'l'reasurer passed by the Society, attesting the same by sip;nature;
to keep a list of all orders drawn on the Treasurer-recording elate, amount, and name of persons in whose favor drawn;
to keep and preserve all re(·ords and documents belonging to
the Society not otherwise provided for; to write all conmm- .
nications, issue all summonses or notices required by the
Society, and make the necessary reports to the Secretary of
the Amcriean Secular Union. It shall also be the clnty of
the Secretary, on the expiration of his term to make a detailed report of the business of his oflke.
(5) The Treasurer shall be re<JUired to giv a sufficient
bond-approved by the l::lociety-wheucver the amount in
the treasury exceeds $25. He shall keep all moneys belonging to the Sodety, and pay therefrom all orders drawn or
attested by the tleeretary, countcrsignetl. .by the President,
and approved by the Society; sh:dl keep a regular and correct aeeouut of all moneys received and pahl out, and shall
at the tirst meeting in each month giv the Soeiety a state_ment of its funtlB. At the t•xpimtion of term of oltice, or
sooner, if eallC'd upon to do so by pro]Jer authority, he shall
present a written record of his doings in his ollicial capacity,
and turn over to his snceessor in o1!1ce all monPys, books,
p:tpcrs, and other property in his possession belonging to the
tlociety.
V.-Any memht•rof this Society who shall be found guilty
of any dishonorable or immoral act or practice injurious to
himself, his family, or to society, or by whiel\ this Society
may be seandalized, shall he subject to such penalty as the
laws of this jurisdietion or the discretion of the Society may
prescribe.
VI.-No addition, alteration, or amendment shall Jje made
to this Constitution without a vote of two-thirds of all the
mcm bers· of the Soeiety, and no motion to amend shall be
acted upon at the sauw meetin~ at which it is proposed.
,JoHN l'. Cu~nmw, Pres., Braceville, Ill.
FuANuts BosToN, See., Braceville, IlL
'l'nos. Cnno:m, Treas., Gardner, Ill.
J.I:-::;'1' OF'

:7\fE:\IBEH~:

,John D. Dawkins, Vice-l'residl"nt; J\Irs. Francis Boston,
l\Iary G. Dnwkins, lT. C. Hamil, P. Turner, John Burr, Wm.
Ro<l-'cr, ,fohn i\Jainw:trrinp;, !larry \Varrington,Geo. Billard,
Wm~ G. Dawkins, Thos. (,. Dawldns, i\1. Gammage Dawki.IIs, nil of Bnv'•:\·Ht~, .Ill.; H.ohert Cnmming, C. Hnyder, of
q,,:dn,r, m,
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Could Jesus Christ Write 1
more'n a store tart for a cent or a penny whistle an'
'
I don't wan't them, coz I'm a:-goin' a-fishin'."
The
only
instance recorded in the New Testament
The pleasures ?f heaven for an eternity! What
He
gets
into
his
.
dud~, creeps down: stairs, gets of any writing by Jesus Christ is in John viii 8
can they be~ D1d ever the mind of mortal man
essay to grapple with the thought· of what these what grub he can, With his tackle not extensiv or ex- where it is said, "He stooped down and w1·ote on 'th~
pleasures of eternity could be? Did ever a man of pensiv, a_nd hies ~im to the fish-p~nd on the wings of gr?und." But unfor~una~ely the first eight verses of
expectatwn, commg home at niaht with a good string this chapter are wantmg m the two oldest codices
the most advanced theistical opinions sit himself
of fish-fish, I think, prefer to be cauaht
on Sunday the Sinaitic and the Vatican.
·'
0
down to ponder the possibilities or probabilities of
rather
than
any
other
day.
Outside of _the New _Testament there is a Syriac
these eternal pleasures?
Now, that mother might hav had pie, and pickles, document, whwh contmns a letter said to bav been
As man can hav no conception of pleasures bean~ peanuts, an_d popcorn,_ and peaches; taffy, and written by _Jesus to Abgar, king of Edessa, a city iri
yond those of earth, how can the grappling-irons of
~arts, and tamarmds, and tidbits generally locked up l\fesopotamia, about five hundred miles distant from
thoug~t catch on to tho~e of heaven? Impossible !
m th~t cupboard for her son, but missed the mark Jerusalem. King Abgar heard of the mighty works of
YE\1; 1\e ~re told o~ the JOys of heaven by the pampere_d pnest and pwus layman, who are continually she aimed at by not showing him the goodies. Had J esns, how he he<~led the sick without drngs and
she showed them to him, and sent him to bed with roots, made the blmd see and the lame walk, cured:
tootm~ of, but never about, them. They profess to
his
mouth watering for the sweets and goodies, she lepers, cast out demons, and even raised the dead.
be satisfied that heaven is the place of eternal bliss
but cqncerning the nature of this bliss they say would hav hooked he1· fish for sure instead of his So he sent a letter to Jesus, inviting him to come and
hooking his. That's the mistake she ~ade and that's cure him of a grievous disease which was wasting
nothing. Is it to be a state of lengthened sweetness
the mistake made in regard to the sweets' of heaven away his body. To this invitation Jesus wrote thelong drawn out, one and indivisible? or a state
I think. They are not described to us thev are not following answer, which was returned to Abgar by
w~ere countless sweetnesses of innumerable varieties
shown to us, buf kept locked up in the he a v~nly cup- his messenger, -Hananias:
Will obtain'? The great and good book does not tell
bon:rd! and, as we can't g~ess wh~t they are, the large
Blessed is_ he that beli<~Vell iu me not lntvino· seen me
us; an~ thos~ who are "called"-the "call" heard
~aJonty of_ us ~o a-fishmg, feelmg .certain of catch- For it i_s wri~ten concerning me, that those who ~ee inc wili
the qmck?st IS that which comes from the richest
not believe m me, and th:Lt those will believu who hav not
mg somethmg, if not a bio0 string with better luck
co~g~·egatwn of would-be saints on high, but not
next time. In other words we ao 'for a sure- thin a seen m~, and will be saved. Bnt touching that wltich thou
hast written to me, that l should come to thee, it is meet that
stnvm~ very hard to he such here, save by profession 'f
b
bl
I not f or us to-day, then' to-morrow,
rather than
I should finish here all tlmt for tile sake of wlticlt I il>tV been
-to pilot us to the golden shore do not tell us and
forego and trust to that which is vague and uncertain. s~nt; and, after I hav finished it, then I shall be taken n p to
~ve are left in complete darkness as to the hea~enly Don't
!urn that sent me; an~l "_'hen I ha v been taken up, I will send
we?
JOys of the hereafter.
. Now, as I liav ~aid, no mortal can hav any concep- to tb~e one o~ my disciples, that he may heal thy disease,
Now this seems to be too bad. It is too bad
twn of .heavenly JOys, and it is worse than useless to and g1v salvatwn to thee and those who are with thee."
r~ally ; the ~me believers should know something of try_to
1\'Iany Christian scholars bav believed this absurd
fan?y what they may be. That they must be
wnat ~hese ~o_ys ~re to be, I think, that they might entirely different from earthly joys and pleasures is story. Eusebius was the first to relate it and in
revel m ~utw1patwn thereof, finding earthly reward
shown by the fact that the latter are tabooed con- 1841, 18-13, and 18-! 7 some Syriac doemne~ts were'
for the fa_rth they evince. Then again, if the nature demne~, and anathematized by the truly and pr~fess found in a monastery in Lower Egypt, apparently of
of th~se JOYS were ~~own, or only a thousand o1· two e~ly pwus of earth, as abominations of sin and the fourth centm:y, containing a etndil'nmtory but
of sa:cl JO~s, providmg they are multifarious, were Wickedness. The pleasures of the card-table, billiard- fuller account of the story of Abgar aud Jesus
descnbecl m glowing colors, would not all hands
room, champa~ne seance, dinner-party, theater, race- Christ.
c_a~ch on_ to the heaven-bonml train, resolved to par"'l'he~e things were ilone," says the Syriac docucourse, etc., will n~t, certainly, be numbered among
twrpate m _th~se multinominal joys'? Would not a those _of _heaven, bemg under the ban of righteousness ment, "m the year 3-10," that is, of tbe kiugdom of
florid descnptwn o~ .~hese joys, say by a. Bsecher, at- (phansawal) here, and so, who can ()'ness much less ~he ~re~kB, or _the Jewish era of the Seleneid~e, and
tract many more Intlnons to the upward-bound ·ti·ain tell, what these joys and pleasures n~e to be"?
It. cm~mcles with A.D. 2H, or the fifteenth year of
than the fervently described torments of hell drive
Ha! I think I hav caught on to one, perhaps. ~1berms, when Luke tells us t.hat Jesus was b;Lpthereto? From the slight acquaintance I hav with "Great moral shows," moral circuses with " moral tize~ _by John. Clement of Ale:-.::audria (A.D. 200) also
human natnre I itll_l compelled to an affirmativ reply. kangaroo~ " and things. I wonder if these would be positlvly affirms that Jesus suffered in the fifteenth
l\Ian, from the trme be commences to toddle to the tolemted :U heaven~ They might be, nobody knows. year of 'fiberius, a1,1d ·~ertullian (A.D. 220 or latet·)
time when he begi~s to totter, is ever in pursuit of A~d, possibly, that exhilarating game known as chess not only says the same, but fixes the day, March
~he phan~om happmess, each taking direction accorclmtght be allowed: I should hope not, however, to 25th. But astronomici1l scienc~ contradict-; all this.
mg to h1s bent; and here and there, and now and any great extent, If I were one of the "elect" 'fhe If Christ was crucified it was at the time of the Passthen, be catches on, but only ephemerally, when he pensiv and pandemic game of poker-heav~ns ! no. over full moon, and on Friday. But ;\l,-Lrcb 25th A.D.
makes another break for the phantom in the same or That would never be allowed there. Baseball- 29 was a whole week after the full moon (which in
some other form. Now, you tell him there's fun to ~ever, unless umpiTeS can be dispensed with. Danc- that year was l\farc~ 18th, eight days too early for
be facl-lot,s of it;here, tb~re, or otherwhere, but mg, the poetry of motion pastime-holy horror! the Passover), and the next full moon was not before
don t or can t tell him what kmd of fun the chances never ! the abomination of abominations is that ! April 16th, which was Saturday. The Passover
a:·e that he ~ill not seek fun of a quality unknown to Wha~ then?· Ha !_ ha! I hav caught on to one for never came earlier than March 26th nor later thall:
h1rn, and whwh may not be fun to him at all-yes _c~rtam_:_church fan·s, wi~h religious raffles and holy -April 25th.
the chances are ten to one he won't seek fun b~ grab-bags, not to mentwn oyster stews, with one
In the letter Jesus says: "For it is written conkn~ws not _of, lmo":"ing or thinking he can get that
oyster to a stew ! These hilarious affairs would be cerning me that those who see me will not believe in
whwh he knows of m some other locality.
permitted, I shm~ld. think, and how happy we could me, and that those will believe who hav not seen me
_From the kid of a decade to the septuagenarian, ?e ! But there, It IS all speculation concerning the and will be saved.'' No such passaae can be found
with these and all the intermediary ages it is the JOys and pleas~res of heaven; what they are to be no in the scriptures, either canonical or ~pocryphal, now
~arne. Very few go prospecting for pleas~re, know- mortal can conJecture. Talmage can get up the best extant. If such a passage ever existed, it has been
~D;g nothing of the "lay of the land" or the possibilprogram of a:nyone I know of, but as he slops over so lo~t more than ~fteen hundred years, and there is no
Itres. ~o be sure they are often disappointed when profusely, his program would not be accepted at evi?ence that It ever could bav been regarded as they thmk they are on the right trail but that is but par, and I never heard of anyone dreamino- of them. scnpture. How unfortunate that in the MlY scrap
0
disappointment, and always to be f~und somewhere
Now, what puzzles me is why th~ joys of heaven that Jesus is ever supposed to hav wri~, except
in the ~bapter of chances, if not on this page on ·an- are kept under cover of secTecy when made known what he traced on the gr?und with his finger, be
other, If not to-day to-morrow. Every one knows they would capture the crowd· and 'the terrors of should hav made a false scnptnre quotation !
that-and takes the chances, but no one would ever ?ell, w.hic~ frighten but few now'adays, are so graph- . B~t ~urther,_ the ~haracter of the pretended qnotathink _of saili?g over to a desert island in pursuit of Ically depwted and shown up ! Compared with this twn IS m keepmg With all the early Christian literafun ; If he chd he woul_dn't be a disappointed man, puzzle the 15-puzzle is simplicity itself. Hell's hor- tun~- that is, au _atten;t)t to pro:'e t_be divinity of
but a damphool, downnght and unmitigated. No a rors are trotted out to scare people to heaven but Chnst by prophetiC wntmgs. It IS Silly enough for
mn,n doesn't sow for pleasure in an m·id waste but'in do~'t scare for a cent in these days. Heaven's joys the fa~hers t~ re~o~·t. to this as their strongest proof
~ fi~ld be b~lieves to be fruitful ; if he fails to 'reap of whwh, if depicted in glowing colors, would draw all of the1r Lords divmity, but for the son of God himIt. his seed IS bad or not suitable to the field, or ac- to heaven, are kept dark, indefinably dark. How self to do it, and withal not to con-vince a Hebrew
Cident prevents.
but a heathen, caps the climax of absurdity.
'
strange, how passing strange !
~ut, sp~aking- ~f joys in the abstract, or vaguely,
Jesus makes no secret of his ascension in his letter
But 'tis so, 'tis pity, and pity 'tis 'tis so. The cup<?r I_ndefimtly of J?YS: Now, take a ten-year-old boy, boa~·d of heaven is locked, a sight of the sweets is to the heathen king, while all the time he withholds
for ~nstance,, who hvs m the country and likes to go demed u_s, an~ the Master won't tell us what they it from his chosen disciples. He ventures only to
fishmg on Sundays-fish seem to bite more freely are. .ThiS _bemg the . cas_e, most of us are going tell them that he is to be- killed and to be
S~mday than any_ other day-whose mother says to a-fisbmg, W:Ith more faith m the probabilities of- the raised again (Mai-k' viii 31 · Matt. xvi 21) but
"th
' things, and' this' sayh~m, Saturday _mght, "Sammy, I've got som!3thing pond than m the possibilities of the cupboard !
. ey nneI ~rs t ood none of' these
mg was hid from them" (Luke xviii 33 34) · and
mce locked up _m the cupboard there for you if you
,
. .
Sr SLoKUM.
Simon Kepha, waxing wroth at his ~ast~r for' fore-won't go a-fishmg to-morrow, and will go to meeting· . P.S.-I
Ieceived a postal card the other day, readboding such a disaster, boastinO"ly declares that it
something real nice, my son." "vVhat is it mad'; mg as follows:
"Oh, I can't tell you, Sammy only it's something real
"sh~llnot be" ~Matt. xvi, 22). ~nd when the report
A man is a fool who Allows himself to be a tool. partic- ?f his resurrectiOn come~ to the ears of his disciples
nice." "Lemme see it, ma;." "No I won't· not ul~rly
of the devil. because he Gets below the level. of any
to-night. Now you go to bed and dream tb~t it's ammal that God. created, his mercy is imense. in regard to ~t seems to them .as an Idle tale (Luke xxiv, 11), so
mcredulous are they
such a miracle; "for as yet
real nice, for it i~. Be a good boy now, and. go right you
Yours, etc.,
TIIE WHITE HoRSE.
to bed, and don t tease me any more about it and . This is a verba:tirn copy of the .s~reed, singularly they know not- the scnpture that be must arise again
you shall bav it to-morrow night."
'
f1ee from the aybitrary and constrammg influences of from the dead" (J obri xx, 9). The idea of an
Well, the kid goes to bed with his head cbockful ~amrnar, spellmq, and punctuation, liberal with cap- ascension bad not been communicated to the chosen
of that "something go~d locked up in the cupboard," Itals, and ?ot confined to rules of construction, etc , &c. twelve, and yet the Jewish Messiah1 whose mission
and resolves to secure It by abstaining from fishing
The Wl'Iter had evidently read " The Horse Claims was not to the ~~ntiles, " but to the l ost sheep of the
and by going to meetin~. ~e goes to sleep and a Soul," published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June bous_e of _Israel (Matt. x, 5, 6), writes to a far-off
dreams a dream of multitudmous dreams in one a 26th, and wa~ disgusted, if not horrified, to find that gentil~ kin~, no~ only foretelling his ascension, but
section of which is that his mother givs him on su'n- th~ horse cla1med a place as a soul-bearer among the ~attenng him ~th a hope of salvation fpr believing
day ~vening, for not going a-fi~bin_g, and for' going to annuals of the ge1ws homo, who egotistically claim m an unseen savwr, while those who are favored with
rneetmg, a monstrous toad WhiCh JUmps for him with that they are the only animals sporting souls, what- a sight of the son of God are coolly placed in the
throttle valve wide open, and would swallow him ever souls may be.
·
The writer of the postal category of lost sinners!
only that he tumbles into a well at the moment and felt hurt and humiliated when his ego was stepped
Abgar seems to hav been an easy convert. At a
finds himself the next on a fail·y island pulli~g i~ fish on by the horse. Sorry, but can't help it. · . S. S.
distance of five hundred miles from J erusalern he
of all colors and beautiful to look at as fast as ever . P.P.S:-----:-The next tim~ he undertakes doggerel, let h~ars ?f the fame of Jesus, and from the repm•ts of
he can ; continuing to dream of fisbe~ until he wakes him do It m the conventiOnal way, in stanzas, not in his mighty works, all done in the space of a few
months at most, be believes at once. It is as if
early ~n the morning. Up, be pokes his head out of prose.
s. s.
Black Hawk, bearing of the doings of J o Smith,
the w:rndow"and find,s the sky overcast-just the day
for bites.
Huh! I m a-goin' a fishin' "he mutters. • SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of should forthwith hav become a believer in Mormon- ·
"The ol' woman hain't got nothin' for 'me locked up the books we hav for sale.. The catalog is free.
ism. In a few months Thaddeus comes to Edessa,
The Joys of" Heaven.
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and having healed the king by the power of Christ,
'the conversion of his majesty is completed, and the
petty Mesopotamian king, instead of the Emperor
Constantine, becomes the first royal convert. But
the important event is hidden from the world, being
locked up in the archives of Edessa, until Eusebiu~,
in the fourth century, happens to find the "historical" document. In the mea,n time Abgar's successors
.· -~ all lapse into heathenism, as the sequel shows, and
"'if//f'; continu,e pagans for more than one hundred years.
There is one more record of alleged letter- writing
by Jesus Christ. The letter is contained in a document entitled "Narrativ of Joseph," purporting to
. hav been written by Joseph of Arimathea, who
begged from Pilate· the body of J es~s for burial.
Joseph tells a marvelous story of the crucifixion and
reappearance of Jesus to himself, to John, and to
Demas, the crucified robber. Gestas, the other culprit, died blaspheming J esns, and taunting him with
pretending to be the son of God. But Demas w_as
penitent, and addressed an eloquent prayer to Chnst
for-salvation. His prayer was answered by a promis
of immediate admission to Paradise, accompanied by
a letter of introduction to the gatekeepers there, and
a proper guarding of the premises until the second
coming of the son of God. A copy of this letter
written by Jesus on the cross is transmitted to us by
Joseph .as follows:
·
·

~0.

~886.
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When Massachusetts by an act of reason and justice deQlares her independence of the "kingdom of
God," she will be free inaeed, and a fit member of
the American republic.
Upon the accession of all citizens of the commonwealth of the Puritans to their right to tell the truth
in spite of the priests, let all Freethinkers who can
attend hold a grand jubilee and parade from Paine
Hall to Beacon Hill.
JoHN P. GUILD .
A~tgusta, JJfe.

their thousands of'preachers, t1ie Freethought movement is gaining on them. If it continues to gain as
it has for the past quarter of a centlll'y, where will
Presbyterianism be?
As we were leaving Minneapolis next morning for
the southwest, we had a fine view of that young giant
city. Literally, there were hundreds of buildings in
process of erection. A few years more and the " twin
cities," St. Louis and Minneapolis, will be one, ~·iv~l
ing Chicago in population, and surpassing 1t m
--------~-.-------beauty. Minnehaha Falls will be within the corporaMore Minnesota.
tion.
W. F. JAMIESON.
We left Elk River for that wonderful, Aladdin-like
Lal.:e City, Minn.
city thirty ·miles away, :Minneapolis. It would requil:e a good-sized pamphlet to describe all the interA Sunday in Vichy.
esting sights which we saw in one day in _that young
Up at 7 o'clock and take a·s-pray bath at the Etabbut mighty city; for we pressed into serv1ce not only lissment Thermal de Vichy. Make an effort to underthe slow-aoiiJ.a street-car, but the motor-car, and stand the Frenchman that sprays me, but it is a bad
still mor; astonishing, in this lightning age, we failure. He says, "Otti, mti, monsiew·," and I say,
whirled away in the "electric-car," propelled by elec- "Bon," or· "Bone," I forget which-and get out.
tricity. Think of that, you slow-going Eastern folk! The Frenchman calls the bath a grctnde douche (~
After a ride over a portion of this city by St. An- percussion. First-class, two .francs fifty centimesthony, we fairly flew over the rolling prairies out to or fifty cents. The church bells ring; the sound is,
th~ far-famed' Lake Minnetonka. I must here conpleasant to the ear in this pure atmosphere. No one
fess to a great disappointment. It is th_e most . o_ver- seems to care a button but a few worn people, mostly
praised lake I ever looked upon. We n~xt v1s1ted women, of the poorer class. At the doorway of the
Lakes Harriet and Calhoun, nearer the mty. They church half a dozen beggars and cripples ask alms
are not so famous nor so large as Minnetonka, but almost under the basin of holy water. As the people
.Jesus Christ tbe son of God, who huv come down from they are very much prettier-perfect beauties. The come out, the holy water almost drops on the poor
the bights of heaven, who hav come forth out of the bosom shore of :Minnetonka in many places is low, muddy, people when the healthy penitents use it in "tit, tat,
of the invisible father without bein11; separated from him, and marshy. The shores of Lakes Harriet and ~alhon~ toeing themselvs." The water did not appear to do
who hav come down into the world to be made flesh, and to are hard, sanely; pebbly, and are as symmetncal as 1f
be nailed to the cross, in order that I might save Adam, carved by the hand of a sculptor. Time did not ad- the wretcl;ted any good, for not one copper waH
given them while I looked on.
whom I fashioned-to my archangelic powers, the gatekePpers of Paradise, to the officers of my father: I will and mit of our going all around and over them. That
The people turn out early to their baths and water
order that he w !10 has been crucified along with me should go would require weeks, which iuany tourists giv every The church is lost sight of completely at 9 o'clock.
in, should receive remission of sins through me, and that be, year to this lovely portion of our planet:
. . The devil takes possession, and runs the Sabbath
li:tving put on an incorruptible body, should go into ParaIn the evening we were back to :Mmneapohs m until he wants to sleep. His majesty begins his
dise and dwell where no one hns ever been able to dwell.
barely time enough to eat supp~r and attend t~e
After wi·iting this, and instructing Demas what to Presbyterian Assembly of the Umted States, held m innings at half-past 8 A.M., to make the invalid
say at the gate of Paradise, Jesus gave up the ghost. Westminster church. There we hellird the great Dr. healthy, the poor content, all happy. A very fine
Then the dead body of Gestas appeared as that of a Hall of New York city, Dr. Howard Crosby, and band plays delightful music. The soldier, sailor,
drarron while the corpse of Demas vanished. Joseph seve~al other notable divines. The spacious church tinker, and tailor, and priests, women, children, and
having' obtained the body of Jesus, plac_ecl it in h~s was filled to overflowing. The deep-toned mgan dogs promenade the beautiful park of about fifty
new tomb. When the Jews learned th1s, though 1t made music as grand as the occasion. It was all ex- acres, listening to the band, ancl getting up an appe-was Sabbath evening (i.e., Friday night), they seized ceedingly religious. Even the laughter engendered tite for the grand.gorge, or dqjewwr, or breakfast, at
Joseph and put him in prison. But the next night by the witty remarks of staid reverend doctors was a 10 o'clock; and I am glad to say the subjects of hi~:>
at the fifth hour (Saturday, 11 P.::-.r.) a great light subdued, religious-like laugh~er, very pro~er, very sulphurous majesty hn.v splendid appetites, and the
shone in the prison and two men appeared; the decorous. When a Presbytenan clergyman Jokes, he other fellows are not far behind ; only these chaps.
house was lifted up and Joseph came out. T~en. he seems as much out of his nativ element as an and their female companions, act as if they had lost
recognized Jesus an~ the robber, the ~atter brmgmg elephant trying to dance. The performa~ce of ?ne something and were trying to find it at the hot~om
A> letter to Jesus stra1ght from Parad1se.
Presentl:y is about as graceful as the other. There IS nothmg of the wine-bottle. After breakfast about two-thu·ds
Jesus. sat down and read the letter. Talk about the hearty about a Presbyterian laugh. It is a delicate of the folks go to the cafes and drink coffee, smoke,
wonders of the modern telegraph ! Thi,s beats it all lit.tle thing; acts as if it would catch cold on the and some drive. The pious soul lugs his missal and
hollow. Jesus, on the cross, with his hands nailed fast, slightest exposure, and die right there OJ?- the spot. himself to the musty den of a. thousand years, and
writes a letter of one hundred words and hands it to Just watch the next religious laugh that npples over sleeps under the shadow of the holy "Virgin" and
-his brother Demas, who takes it 'way off to Paradise a pious congregation. It is decreed .to be of that child. SundRy passes, with the help of Satan, to the
. and brings back an answer of two hundred words the faint hue, like a gentle breeze touchmg t~e glassy satisfaction of everyone but the priest, who looks
piously mad, it seems to me, because he cannot taste
lake. The God of the pious never was fnenclly to
·next day
.
..
. Joseph followed Jesus and the robb~r ~to Gahlee, mirth and our Christian friends act as if they knew it. of the honey of the wicked (in public).
At half-past five dinner time arrives, and another
'\vhere he saw Christ transfigured and muustered to by
Aft~r God was invoked the clerical gentleman
angels. After remaining there three days, the disciple made au onslaught. The "heathen" were attaeked grand feast commences and lasts until seven o'clock.
John met the party. John, not being able to recog- arrain. An occasional shot was fired at the Infidel.. The priest subsides, or, in other words, he puts off
nille Demas besought Jesus to reveal the strange It did not take me long to learn that this meeting his dress of slavery, and, if he can get an order from
man to h . which he did, to _John's asto_nishment appertained to "Home 1\fission_s," and t~at the great his master, he will be seen at the Casino in the garb
and delight. Just thPn a mult1tude ~f vowes were obstacle in their way is Infidelity. Dunng the day of a white man. · The Casino is where the great adheard welcoming the robber to Parad1se as a great Dr. Crosby, it appears, remarked that "in~titutions versary of souls plays his trump card to the delight
of fifteen hundred people on the holy Sabbath night
king.
of learnino· must be kept under the overs1ght and -the theater, the grand band, billiard room, card
"This history," says the reverend translator of t~e control of the church which shall train our Presbyroom reading room, grand saloon, all under the same
'
° h teousness. "
apocryphal gospel, " seems ~o hav been popular m terian youth in the ways
of truth anc1 ng:
-the middle ages, if we may Judge from the number In order that his hearers might know JUSt what he roof,' ~ll going at the same time. Every place. is
crowded with happy faces. Even the fellow w1th
of Greek MSS. of it which remain."
meant he sai:cl "Dano-ers to the youth of the country
Is it credible that Greek copies abounded in the arising from the teach'ing:s of Materialism, naturali_sm, the missal crawls in and chuckles, takes a hand, wins
middle ag.es, when Latin was almost the .only lan- etc. 1 which were now takmg a hold on the suscepttble or loses a few francs. You know something of the
guage of the learned ? The learned F_ather Har- min c1s of young men in · colleges. This tide s~o~ld temptation of the Lord on the moun bin. Well ! . it
douin who died in 1729 at the age of e1ghty-three, be stayed through the means which th~t Chnstran is no wonder the Lord did not tumble to the bm·gam,
vehe~ently maintained that all this kind of literature education which this board (on academ1es and col- for the land was not worth a cent an acre; but if the
devil had shown him the Casino and park at Vichy
was forged by Benedictine mo11ks after the middle of leges) had been created to foster and f~r~her."
. (which he might hav clone, since space and time are
the thirteenth century.
ANTICHRIST.
These gentlemen read the handwntmg on the1r nothing to the devil o1· Lord), the world would hav
(TO BE CONCLUDED.)
theol,oaic walls. To hear them one would suppose had no savior to mourn, and the Virgin Mary would
that the fate of the universe depends upon Pre~by- hav been sent to the House of Correction.
terianism. Rev. Dr. vV. C. Roberts represe~ted 1t as
'l'he Beginning of the End.
The play in the theater was, on this Sunday evenTho rol_Jeal of the Atheists' disabilitY: laws is the the only remedy for woe. "The gospel furmshes _the ing, "The Devil aucl Dr. Faust."
C. E.
only
cure
that
can
heal
our
wounds
as
a
nabon.
]lnn·inning of the end of the age of b1gotry. The
Vichy, Ji'hmce, J nne 6, 1886.
w;;·k of enfranchising reason began to bud under ~he Either we must hav a Cmsar, a stronger. governmel?-t,
hand of Jefferson in Virginia and is now blossommg or our whole nation must be imbued mth the. ~r~n
OF the seventy-seven persons now in the Utah p0nout by the help of Joyner in Massachusetts. See the ciple of Christianity." " Great is the re~pons1b1hty itentiary for polygamy, thirty-five are Engl~sh,
restinrr
on
the
A-merican
church,
and
espemally
on
that
following from the Globe:
. branch to which we belong." "What is this oppo~i twenty-five are American, ten Scotch, two Swed1sh,
A1'1lEiSTS AS WITNESSES.
two Irish, and one each from Norway, Denmark, and
The Senate judiciary committe~ ~eported. in favor of refer- tion to our Sabbath, to our Bible, and to our Chnsring to the next general court p_etiti?US askmg the rep~al _of tian sanctuary, of which we he~r so much everywhere? South Wales.
the Public Statutes which permit evidence ?f a p~r~o.n s dis- What is that :Materialism wh1ch threatens to underIT is estimated that when the Lick telescope shall
belief in the existence of a God to affe~t Ins credibility as a
witness. Tlle report, however, drawn m the bold hand of mine all that is spiritual in the life or religion of our be finished and set in position it will hav cost $164,Senator Joyner, takes an oppo:tunity t? present these rea- people?" The church is in a fright.
·Rev. Lyman Marshall b_elie,.ved, he. said, t?-at "?ne 850. The observatory dome will cost $56,850, the
sons for repealing the law me.ntiOned:
.
It is a hateful and, unhapplly, almost obsolete rel!c of .an of the great dangers _to th1s. cot~ntry 1s the mcom1?g mounting $42,000, the visual 'objectiv $53,000, and
unjust unnatural, and odious system of statute law, wh1ch flood of foreigners, w1th theu d1sregard of our rehg- the cost of the photographic objectiv will be $13,000.
at· one 'time, in violation of the broad principles of the common law, excluded from the witness stand whole races of ious ideas. The Germans are a particularly dangerOF the eiaht hundred prisoners in the penitentiary
m<'n on account of color and creed.
.
.
.
ous class. These Germans when they become Pres- on Blackw~ll's Island only three 1·efuse to go to
It is in conflict with all important htws of evrdenee, winch,
make some of our best members. It was a church. ·These are Most and his companions, Braunwith this exception, admit _the tes~imony on equal terms of bvterians
German who rescued our Bible."
l\I t · th
f
t
men of every form of religwus bel!ef. .
. .
.
Rev. J. V .. Guenther claimed that "the way t_o schweig and Sc~enck. . ' os IS e son o a sex on
It is an obstacle to justice, and. is .m conti1~t With the,
t th
and once sung m a c~mr, but now he _sa~s he hopes
spirit, if not the Jette~·, .o! the Co_ustitntwu.
.... , .
.,
reach the unbelieving Germans an<l t? COlTec
err the sacred chalices w1ll be used as dnnlnng cups at
It permit~ the crmhbihty of witnesses of the .Iugl,teRt mm.tl unbelief was to send them the gospel JUBL as we send
.
th e. ch nrche s t m.ne cl m
. to co n•
h
t t 0 public wine f onn t ams,
character to be assailed in a manner that cannot be ~lone to
cert halls and theaters, and the priests and nuns
·a thrice convicted felon, or even a red-handed m~lrde:erw!to it to benighted Americans." He begged t em no
of . stran~lecl in tbe belfriRS.·
professes, as he usually rloes 1 to be very soum} n> Ins rehg- think that all Germans were Infidels.
Ar~ they not the s!~<lt. of the eg,rth ~ In spite
'"'
\ous opinions.

...
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Prayer.
Just now the subject of prayer is receiving a great
deal of attention at the hands of the religious preslil.
It is treated in almost as many ways-the degree of
belief iu it is as various-as tiJ.ere are editors writing
upon the matter. THE TRUTH SEEKER readers will
doubtless recollect the leading New York Congregationalist journal's four ways in which God answers
prayers. The proofs of these ways were about the
craziest lot of rea!lons ever set forth by an old woman
in frock coat and trousers. The Independent has
been followed by the Christian Advocate, which last
week lent a hand toward suppm:ting the unsupportable theory of divine interposition in human a1fairs.
Mr. Buckley, being crafty, catches his readers with
guile, yet leaves a loophole in his argument large
enough to crawl through whenever a case of unanswered prayer is brought to his notice.
A subscriber writes to him asking that Christians be invited, through the Advocate, to pray for
the recovery of his sick wife, whose name is not to be
given to the public. Now, it will not do for Mr.
Buckley to say that prayers are of no avail in this
11ase. Such confession would ruin his business. He
cannot afford to ignore the request, for that might
lose a customer to the church. Neither does he want
to own up that the Advocate and its editor hav no
influence with God. · The next conference might ask
fm:- his resignation as editor in favor of some one who
has a "pull" with the throne. But he must get out
of _the dilemma in some way, and this is how he
manages to do it :

•

" We willingly giv this notice, but in doing so desire to say
t'hat we do not believe that the power of prayer foc a blessing
on a single person il'l cumulativ in the sense that a hundred
persons earnestly praying for anything for another person
will prevail where ninety-nine would fail ; or that fifty-one
might prevail where fifty would fail, all other things being
equal. Tllough, of course, if a hundred know of the case
they will pray for the blessing, and be blessed in so doing.
'The promis in the Bible, subject, of course, to the condition
elsewhere expressed, • if we ask anything ac&rding to lti8
will,' is: 'If two of you shall agree on earth as touching anything that they ehall ask, it shall be done for the~ of my
father which is in heaven.' Prayer does not ex~rt Its force
in a mechanical way. One hundred men can pull more than
fifty of the same strength. Abraham could do as much for
Lot in Sodom as Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Where one
person is better than another, the prayers of the better may
prevail where the prayers of the less good would fail; but,
liUpposing the persons to be of equal piety, God is not a man
that he should be persuaded by an imposing array of !igners
to a petition.
"And, further, we believe that it is impossible for persons
to pray with any intelligent grasp of faith where they are
entirely ignorant of the situation, as they are in this cl!.se.
To pray that a man's wife may recover when one knows
nothing about her history, what her relations are to him, to
the church, and to the world, and without any personal acquaintance with her, see!ps impossible in fact, though it may
be possible in fancy. If the prayers were for the conversion
of a sinner, or for the special good of any one, the case
would be wholly dill'erent."
Mr. Buckley, it will be notic9d, throws away the
" numbers" argunumt in advance. ':rhere is no .lum-

ulativ power in pray~r. One prayer is as good as a
million. That admislilion. removes the responsibility
from the Advocate and its editor in- case the lady
dies. Next, although the Bible promises that when
two persons on earth are agreed upon anything, God
will answer their prayer, the promis is coupled with
the condition "if the thing asked is according to his
will." That lets divinity out, for if the prayer is not
answered it is plain proof that the thing asked for
was not according to his will. Further, it makes a
difference in praying for the recovery of a sick wife
as to how she stands with her husband. From this
it is to be presumed that if she has not submitted
herself to him in all things, if she has not allowed
him to be always the head, if she has not always
adorned herself in modest apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety, if when she has desired to know
anything she has gone to trustworthy authority or
investigated the facts for herself instead of asking
him, then prayers for her are impossible in fact !
This is a very large loophole for 1Hr. Buckley, for
what wife bas not had her own way occasionally, and
walked without either shame or brazenness~ Yet still
ano~her hole to 'crawl through is the relation of the
woman to the church. If she has left undone that
which becometh women professing godliness, if she
has not learned in silence with all subjection, if she
has prayed with her head uncovered, if she has not
kept silence in the churches, then are prayers for her
recovery impossible in fact, though possible in fancy.
It seems to us that in providing an abundance of
doors of retreat, the editor has been obliged to employ heartless workmen, with exceedingly sharp and
wicked tools. But why should the case be wholly
different with the sinner~ Do sinful women always
obey then· husbands and acknowledge him as their
rightful head, even as Cln·ist is the head of the
church 1 Do sinful women never proffer to teach nor
try to usurp authority over the man~ Is the conversation of a sinful woman always coupled withfead
Does she cheerfully own up that woman, being deceived, was in the transgression, and therefore to
blame for all the evil in the world? We hav met a
few lady sinners (if by "sinners" are meant heretics)
who stoutly anathematized St. Paul, but yet we will
venture to assert that all the prayers the Acb;ocate' s
subscribers ·can offer between now and the judgment
day would not convert them. · Really, we cannot see
why the case of a sinner is wholly different.
Having sufficiently discouraged the applicant, Mr.
Buckley tln·ows in some ·affirmations concerning
prayer for the benefit of his other readers. He says :
"Let no one suppose that we believe prayer for the sick to
be useless. On the contrary, we believe that the prayers of
this Christian woman and her husband will certainly be
anf)wered, and that in one of two ways: Either she will recover through God's blessing upon the means used or, if he
should see fit, by the operation of his providence, without
respect, so far as can be seen, to the means used intentionally by men; or as Paul was answered when he besought the
Lord thrice that this thing might pass from him. In th~tt
case, both she and her husband will learn the meaning of the
sc-ripture which saith: 'And he said unto me, :My grace is
sufficient for thee: for my strength is made perfect in weakness. Most gladly therefore will I rather glory in my infirmities, that the power" of Christ may rest upon me.' This,
as we hav proved by experience in periods otherwise hopeless, is • a wholesome doctrin and very full of comfort.'"
First. Mr. Buckley believes in prayer. This is a
general statement, and one safe to make. He also
believes that this woman will recover.
He has
b bl
h
d t
A
h
•
pro a y seen er oc or.
,nd er recovery, liE!'
thinks, will occur in either of two ways: (a)
Because of the medicin she has taken; or, (b) In
spite of the med'icin, which, we take it, is the English
of the theological phrase3 used. Second. If she does
not recover, then God will allow her to die, which is
another way he has of answering prayers concerning
sick people. Authority for this is found in 2 Corinthians, xii, 7-9. Paul had a thorn in the flesh, the
messenger of Satan, which he thrice besought the
Lord to remove. Instead of removing it, the Lord
gave him grace to· bear. it. The Independent terms
this God's indirect method of answering prayer. In
the present instance the assertion is that if the
woman does not recover sh.e will be given the grace
di
to
e and her husband will be given the grace to
bear the loss. This, Mr. Buckley says, is "a wholesome doctrin, and very full of comfort." Inasmuch
as he has buried two wives, Mr. Buckley's experience is valuable, and in this instance his word
may be relied upon. No doubt the "brother ·of
respectability, residing in one of the ci.tie& on. the

Hudson," will derive needed consolation from the
scriptural reference and its personal verification by
one of the most eminent Methodist theologians of the
present time.
We do not know why their advocacy and reiteration of a belief in prayer isso unanimously made by
the religious press just now, unless it is because the
editors imagin that the people hav forgotten the ·
death of Garfield and are again in a mood to be
cajoled into acquiescing in a doctrin which givs the
priests and ministers almost unlimited influence with
the ignorant, and fills the coffers of an institution as
dishonest as the doctrin is absurd.

The Cause Abroad.
The English National Secular Society held its annual conference at Glasgow, June 13th, in the ball of
the Glasgow branch society. The report of the
executiv committee shows a steady gmwth of the·
society, the accession to the membership during the
year lacking but two of a thousand, while seven new
branches were formed.
The treasurer's report.
showed balances on hand in the general, benevolent,
and propagandist funds. New Secular hulls are being
built in several towns, toward the erection of one pf
which five hundred pounds bav been donated by a
generous Infidel. Notices of intended donations of
liberal amounts to the benevolent fund aud to the
educational work also appear.
A hopeful sign of the growth of Secularism in
England is the enmity evinced toward it at !.he last
election. The Primrose League,_ an impm·laut Couservativ oi:ganization, has for one of its prin(1ipal objects checking the progress of Atheism. DUling the
last election cam}X1ign charges of ALLI'i~lll were recklessly made agaiust many candidates for P;trliament, and si1nilar charges hav been publi::;h('d against
~unicipal and school board candidatef:.
l\Ir. Bmdlaugh reports that in the majority of these instances
the attacked candidates hav been elected.
A bill for the repeal of the blasphemy laws has
been introduced in Parliament, arid was on tlw calendar for its second reading for July 28th. The dissolution of Parliament will necessitate its reintroduction next session. One prosecution for blasphemy·
has occurred in Scotland during the year just closed,
that of an aged :qewsdealer, Robert Ferguson, for exposing copies of the London FreetMnlcer for sale
in his store iri Edinburgh. He was sentenced to
fourteen days' imprisonment. A significant action in
connection with the movement for the i·epeal of the
blasphemy laws was the refusal of the council of the
British and Foreign Unitarian Association to aid the
endeavor in any way.
.
No progress worth mentioning has been made in
Parliament on the bill allowing Infidels_ t~ffirm.
The defeat of its chief spokesman, Mr. C. W. Hopwood, Q.C., at the last general election was fatal j o
the bill. At the election just completed the executiv of the Secular Society recommended that in ~very
case candidates be pressed to giv their support, if
elected, to an affirmation bill, and also to the bill repealing the blasphemy laws.
During the past year Mrs. Besant has presided
over a literature committee, which, the report says,
has dist1;ibuted gratuitously an enormous quantity of
literature upon theological, political, and social mhjects. The Hall of Science classes hav been mair.:tained, eleven of the classes being for science and two
for art. A deficit in the finances of the classes a•JL
pears, which has been borne by Mr. Bradlaugh and
Mrs. Besant personally.
The executiv's report embraces also one or two oth1 r
countries, in which work has been done in connection
with the English society. An International Congress
was held last__, September at Antwerp, and notice is
given that the next will sit at Lille on September
20th of this year. A Freethought Society has been
established in Portugal, having its center at Lisbon.
In Sweden an organization is flourishing, with headquarters at Gotenburg. Of the Bruno monument
f_und the report says :
"Additional subscriptions hav been received by the BrunoInternational Committee at Rome during the year, in large·
part from the United States of Anwrica, for the monument
to be erecte~ in Rome to the memory of Giordano Bruno.
The whole of the moneys are stated to be properly ihvested,the sculptor's work is proceeding, and application is before
the Roman municipal council for the grant of the necessary
site. It. is trusted that the statue may be ready for unveiling
on the 17th February, the am!liversary of Bruno's martyrdom."
&port from the 1oca.l society Ot ~as~ India~ i~· .

/
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encouraging. The society has a growing membership, pp.blishes a weekly journal in the English and
Tamil languages, and has a book depot for the sale
of Freethought literature. Australia now has three
Freethought journals, and the English Secularists
are fast colonizing the sixth continent.
We are
, pleased to· learn from this report also that "in Canada and the United States of America there has been
great lecturing activity during the present year."
After the outgoing officers had been reelected, the
Conference discussed the revision of the statement of
th
a
e so~iety's principles, ~hich had been made
committee. After considerable talk, the followmg
was formulated as a declaration of what Secularism is:
.
"Secularism teaches that conduct should be based on
'reason and knowledge. It knows nothing of divine guidance or interference; it excludes supernatural hopes and
fears; it regards happiness as man's proper aim, and utility
as his moral guide. [The remaining three paragraphs were
then put one by one and carried:]
" Secularism affirms that Progress is only possible
through Liberty, which is at once a right and a duty; and
therefore seeks to remove every barrier to the fullest equal
freedom of thought, action, and speech.
"Secularism declares that theology is condemned by reason as superstitious and by experience as mischievous, and
_assails it as the historic enemy of progress.
" Secularism, accordingly, seeks to dispel superstition;
to Bpread education; to disestablish religion; to rationalize
morality; to promote peace; ,to dignify labor; to extend
material well-being, and to realize the self-government of
the people."
The report of the proceedings of the Conference
b
s ows that our British brethren are putting in plain,
hard, sensible work for the equality before the law of
the Freethinker with the Christian, and notable
• gains bav been made, especially on the taking of
oaths by Freethinking jurors. It ·is generally conceded, too, that in England there will be no more
legal persecutions for blasphemy, and the opinion
was expressed at the Conference that old Mr. Ferguson would hav the honor and glory of being the
last Infidel martyr in Scotland. If this shall prove
to be true, the sufferings of Mr. Foote and his col~·
leagues and of Mr. Ferguson will indeed hav borne
noble fruit. When the cruel blasphemy and the absurd oath lJtWS are repealed and an affirmati0n bill
passed; the English Secularists will hav an honorable
and .pe1·manent place in the history. of the world.
Every American Freethinker will be glad to know
of the progress that has been made, and if our English brethren ever run short of local reformatory work
they can come over and help us.
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Liberat<n-, must be remembered and repeated as long as the
Editorial Notes.
THE Maurepas (La.) Gazette pronounces J. E. Remsburg's orthodox clergy continue- their false declarations that -the
"Sabbath-Breaking" " an interesting and· exbaustiv treatis abolition of slavery and the elevation of woman l).av been
brought about by such Christianity as they teach, and such
on the subject."
·
Christians as hav grown up under their tuition."
Two statements in the Messiah's Herald of June 23d:
''THE glory of God sets upon the hill-tops these beautiful
" Christians are safe in a house built on a rock which cannot be
June days. It is a real inspiration to take the Fitchburg
moved by the wildest storms."
"Fifty thousand acres of crops and two villages hav been de- Railroad and ride up through the Berkshire Hills."-Golden
stroyed by :jloods in Hungary, and greater· damages are threat- Rule. The inspiration probably read like this: "Pass Rev.
ened.tt
F. H. Kasson, editor of the Golden Rule, over the Fitchburg
The first is a religious statement, the second a statement
Railroad. ---,Gen. Ticket Agent."
of fact! The agreement between them is significant.
WHEN the papal ablegate arrived here bearing the insignia
MoRE truth than is usually contained in· judicial remarks
was spoken from the bench by Judge Cowing in this city of a cardinal for the use of Mr. Gibbon, of Baltimore, he was
met down the qay by a committee of the St. Michael's Roman
the other morning. A German was before him charged with
Catholic Association who bad obtainl'd the use of a governattempting suicide. The German had repented of his deP.cl. ment steamboat for the purpose. It has come out since that
"I vos drunk, judge," he pleaded, " und I ton't do dot some not only was a revenue cutter used, but the bnggage and
more. I vant to liv all vat I can now."- "That's right," effects of the papal delegation were passed by the Custom
said Judge Cowing, "stay here as long as yo~1 can, for none House without examination. This was clone in respon~c to
of us knows very much about where we w1ll go when we a letter from the Association asking that the courtt•sh•s usuleave here."
ally extended to foreign embassauors be shown the pope'8
H. w. BEEOHER, who is now in England, occupied the emissaries .. In other word~, the United States were asked
pulpit of the City Temple one Sunday- recently. The dis- to recognize the pope as a nation, which our complais>mt
patch says he " prayed for more wisdom among the queen's treasury officials did.
counselors." The dispatch adds that the prayer will be
MESSRS. BuRR AND UND>:l!WOOD are discussing_ in the
used by the Tory politicians against the present ministry, of In.dianapolis Sentinel and the Iron-Clad Age the question_
which Mr. Gladstone is the head. It seems that Mr. Bcec)ler whether Paine or Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Indeis bound to meddle with politics wherever be is. But in pendence. The problem will perhaps never be settled to the
this instance his pulpit· stump speech will further the satisfaction of all, but everyone must admit that with Paine's
schemes of his enemies. Mr. Beecher is a Home ruler.
" Crisis" and " Common Sense" at hand any person of good
literary ability could hav formulated that immortal ducameut
THE action of the Harvard overseers in aqolishing the rule without doing any large amount of original thinking. Comof the college making attendance upon morning prayers menting upon the discussion the Seymour, Ind., ll13pttblicnn
compulsory is causing the religious editors much pain in ·their says: "Professor Underwood in last week's Iron-CI!ut Age
inm·ost bowels. Their criticisms upon the overseers irresistibly !;as settled the question as to who wrote the Declaration of
compel us to conclude that their ideu is that unless the stu- Independence in his usual way, that of quoting somebody
dents are forced to it they will not be religious at all, and else's opinion. What Professor Underwood can't cstnblioh by
rather than that this should l!appen the editors would use the
citing what others think and believe on the subject would Le
army, if need be, to drive the young men to prayer. This is
difficult to find."
Christianity, it is true, but it does n:~t seem to us to be com'l'uE Gh1•istian at ll'm·k says :
mon sense.

-------------

NEws comes from Reading, Pa., that the Rev. D. D. Albright, formerly superintendent of Bethany Orphan's Home
at Womelsdorf, convicted of brutally beating Harry Kramer,
an orphan inmate, has been sentenced to pay a fine of $50
and all the costs. Mr. Albright is probably one of those
people spoken of by Ingersoll, who think that when the
savior said, " Suffer little children to come unto me, for of
such is the kingdom of heaven," he had a rawhide under his
mantle, and made that remark simply to get the children
within striking distance.

--------

A DUDE of the name of Pierson, in closing a criticism of
"Men, Women, and Gods," in the Keynote, says: "It will
be of peculiar interest to note if this author shall stick to her
fallacious belief until the last day, or if she will cringe and
crawl in the presence of death, as did Paine, Voltaire, and
Rousseau." When this was first read in this office it was proposed to send Mr. Pierson the truth in regard to the death of
the three famous personages named, but on meeting with a
young man who knew him, it was decided to let the dude
go, as his intellect was not of sufficient strength to compreOrthodoxy Defined.
Considering that about one-half of the preachers in hend the facts.
THE Rev. Mark Trafton is writing for a religions jonr~al a
the larger cities, and they the brainy ones, hav pub'of papers upon the romance of colonial history. An
series
licly renounced the doctrin of hell for the wicked,
item in a recent paper recalls the fact that the first Episcopal
and accepted the theory of evolution, we hav for a church organized "in this country was shipped back to Englong time been at a loss to know what the church of land instanter-beads, cassock, and gown, cape, stole, and
the present day deems heresy. Everyone knows surplice, all went together. Governor Endicott would hav
what it fm·merly labeled as heretical teaching, and none of the popish mummery. As the Puritans had left
how it punished the teachers. But within the last England because they wished to worship in their way, which
the Church of England would not allow, this may hav been
ten years the spinal column of ol'thodoxy has lost
righteous retribution, but it does not square exactly with the
much of its rigidity, and· the church stoops with the claims made for the Puritans by their descend1mts.
weight of trot1ble Infidelity has been to her. Bt1t
A wRITER ·in the July Forum asks, "Shall we muzzle
now the Methodist church, through its chief official
the Anarchists?" Certainly. Muzzle everyone who docs
organ, has said what a man ma.y not preach without not think just as "we" do. Let the Episcopalians muzzle
working under false pretenses as the pastor of an the Methodists, the Methodists the Adventists, the Adventorthodox church.
The doctrins which constitute ists the Unitarians, the Unitarians the Presbyterians, the
Presbyterians the Baptists, the Baptists the Congregational·orthodoxy are these:
1. The evangelical doctrin of the punishment of the ists, the Congregationalists the Catholics, and so on to the
end of the chapter. Then let all the sects turn to and muzzle
wicked.
the Infidels, and then let the Infidels turn to and muzzle the
2. The divinity of Christ.
Anarchists, Socialists, Communists, and the like. Free
3. The Atonement.
speech is a dangerous thing in a free country, and what is
the use of a free country, anyhow?
4. The new birth.
5. That the scriptures contain the only revelation
CHA!!LES K. WHIPPLE, one of the old-time Abolitionists,
of God to man.
writes to a Boston journal : "In the preface to that admi6. All doctrins necessary to and corollary of these. rable book, 'The Jesus of History,' now unfortunately out
Any preacher, says the organ, who does not defend of print, its author acknowledges his resemblance to Joseph
of Arimathea in one particular. He had held for several
these affirmations of theology, yet occupies a pulpit,
years the views expressed in that work, but had not declared
is a base pretender, and a robber of the church. This, them publicly, 'for fear of the Christians.' But for my rewe take it, is ari authoritativ statement of what ortho- membrance of this expression, I should hav failed to notice
doxy is to-day.
What an enormous number of pre- an historical inaccuracy in the excellent address made by
tenders and robbers are breaking the breadof life to Frederick Douglass in Tremont Temple, May 24th, at the
anniversary meeting of the New England Woman Suffrage
the weary Christians !
Association. Speaking of the idea upon which this associa--------~~~--------IT is seldom that itinerant colporteurs hit the nail so tion was founded, Mr. Douglass eaid that its growth had been
squarely on the head as did the one of those employed by strong, steady, and irrepressible, ' though the heathen raged.'
the English Religious Tract Society. His field of work was History will hav· to record that it was the Christians, not the
Hungary. One day when selling books in the market-plvcc heathen, and preeminently the Christian ministers, who
a peasant came to him and demanded a regular <levil's book, 'raged,' when Abby Kelley and Lucy Stone and the sisters
fille.d with nothing but nonsense from beginning to encl. Griml;;e began to speak in public, though their speech wa&
The coJpcrttrtlll' gently ext•.mded- t{) him a copy f)f ~he Word advocacy of :righteousness and rebuke of popular sin. The
Qf God,
.
ftwt:t ~~ '~ IH11,1jgFJI-1 happily preserved ill> too pages- ofo ~b<J

"'l'homas P~tine hns no grc~tt hold on the traditiollR or the aff~c
tions of the country. 'l'he sevolt.y-seYenth anniversary of his
death passed almost unnoticed herettbonts. As to how it was observed el~ew here read this :
"'It was mmounced that the Thomas Paine Society of Fre<lerick
county, 1\fd;, wouhl celebrate the seventy-seventh annivers,n·~· nf
'l'om Paine's death -at the bouse of Aaron Davis, near Fre•lerwl<;
but not a celeb rater appeared. 1\Ir. Davis himself observed the dt1y
by not working. He said that, while there was only about !L dozen
members of the society, there were three or four hundred believers
of the Paine doetrins in the countr, but fear of social ostracism nr
injury to their business caused them to make a secret of their
Vlews.. '

"That cannot hav a verY deep hold on their affections which is
discarded from fear of social ostracism."
If the Christian a.t Work had Leen published in the six-

teenth centmy, those Protestants who refrained from avowing their heresy for fear of the fiame or rack would hav been
sneered at by the editor as people upon whom their religion
had no very deep hold.

----------

IN the current unmber of the lt'm·um, J. II. Sel'lye, prC'sident of Amherst College, writes upon the question, "Should.
tlJe State '!'each Religion?" In the eourse of his "argument"
in favor of this proposition he uses the most dishonest and
foolish controversial weapons that ever were wielded by a
pedagog. He says:
"Even if it should be claimed-though I do not think it coul<l be
proven-that certain indh·iduals are moral without any religious
con~trnint, this would never be affirmed of the masses of mankind."
"A false rcligion·will he found more conduciv to virtue than no
religion. Without inquiring as to what might or might not betrne
in reRpcct of the moral life in any given instance of a cultivated or
an uncultivated Atheist or irreligious rnnn, there need be no hesitRtion in affirming, either from the facts of human nature or of history, that an Athei~tic peonle, a people without l'eligion, if such
could he, could not hav virtue enough to rnaintaiu themsclvs as a
people."

Mr. Seelye is a remarkable specimen of tlie religious lawyer. There are a great many thousands, if not millions,
of moral Atheists in this country alone, and yet he thinks it
cannot be proven that a moral Atheist exists! And without
stopping to inquire as to whether Atheism and morality were
ever united in one pcrwn, he sets it down for a fact that 1m
Atheistic people ean possess no virtue! \Ve pity the students of Amherst if this is the kind of morality and love of
truth that is taught them. They will be more apt to end
their days in a penitentiary than to become useful members
of society.

Lectm·es and Meetings.
Mus. LILLIE DEVEREAUX BLAKE has made engagements to
speak on" Woman Suffrage" throughout New York state
this summer. The following dates are fixed: July 8th,
Turners; 9th, Walton; 10th, 11th, and 12th, Nvrwkh; 13th,
Homer; 14th, Dryden; 16th, 17th, and 18th, Dansville.
Mn. REYNOLDS's Tent will be at 1\fontezuma, N.Y., from.
July 8th to 19th. Mrs. Reynolds will speak on the Sunday
evenings of the 11th and 18th. 1\'fr. Reynolds will use the
platform the remaining evenings. Of Mr. Reynolds and his
work at Palmyra, the Derrwcrnt of that place .says : " ExRev. C. B. Reynolds, of Rochester, has been delivering biblical lectures for the past few evenings in his tent at the foot
of Cuyler street, which hav been quite interesting. Mr.
Reynolds was formerly a Protestant minister, but his vi<~Wd
now embrace tht- theory of Paine and Ingersoll, whose pictures, together with that of Bennett, adorn the wall of his
tent behind the pulpit. We do not know whether the gentleman's lectures are calculated to improve the minds of the
masse~-momlly and religiously speaking-or whether they
hav a tendency to drive the better thoughts of those who
hear l1im into the same clmnnel That 1lir. Reynolds is an
11ble and tulented man tlwn~ cl\n l~e·no douht, but we ca.nnot•
mdorse his views."
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retttrs !from Jlritnds.
GRAHAMVILLE, FLA., June 25, 1886.
JviR. EDITOR : Permit me to thank you for THE TRUTH
SEEKER's brave stand with regard to the affair of John Most
and free speech.
Fraternally yours,
J. WM. LLOYD.

It's considerably a mat.ter of taste about illustrating the
paper at all, and since- the editor seeks to gather the general
sense of his readers, I will say I like it. If some artieles
don't suit me, I don't order my paper stopped. I call that a
mean trick, and I don't care who knows it. Then our editor, you all know, is going by our votes, and Gill and the
other poor miserable dodos who order their papers discontinued are casting insults right into our faces about the way
we run the paper. Pictures or no pictures, stiei~ to the
paper, and just for Gill's sweet sake I am going to get four
new subscribers if I hav to pay for them myself. I know
nothing about Gill but just this one trick of his, and I call it
mean.
J. K. P. BAKER.

1.886~
finement, we were, on the 11th, called upon to sustai,n the loss of the most beautiful and loveable child that I ever yet
hav seen ; the beautiful little nine-months-old daughter of
1\Ir. and 1\Irs. Walsh. The poor grief-stricken parents hav
our heartfelt sympathy in their sorrow.
CHARLES AHLSTROM.

EAST OTTO, N. Y., June 24, 286.
liiR. EDITOR: Pie aRe excuse the tardiness of my renewal,
which I send with the name of a friend. Your illustrations
attra~ting his attention caused him to subscribe. Some, it
appears, do not like the pictures, but I think they are doing
good. I 11av taken TnE TRUTH BEEKER eight years; hav
often solicited but never before got a subscriber for it. I
will not do without THE TtWTJI BEEKER as long as I can see
1\IURRAY, 0., June 20, 1886.
NoRTH HuRoN, N.Y., June 28, 1886.
. liiR. EDITOl!: I write this letter to thank you for continuing
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find five dollars to pay for TnE so much good clone; and so long as I can pay for it .
CLARK Bul!CIIAHD.
to send the best of all reform papers-THE TrmTH SEEK Ell- TRUTH SEEKER from April 1, 1886 as long as you please,
to me when I am in arrears. Do not borrow any trouble be- and don't giv up the cartoons. I think llfr. Gill's Christian
CnAHLRS CITY, June 22, 1886.
cause I do not send money sooner ; you can count on me as a friends can stand the pressure as well as I can to look back
Jvin. EniTon: In tlli~ you will find draft for five dollars,
life subscriber so long as the paper is conducted as it now is. upon scenes such as the burning of Servetus by John Calvin,
three for the paper on subscription, one dollar to Campaign
I woulclnot say "stop my paper" because some one differed and lnmdreds of a similar kind.
G. W. SMITH.
Fund, twenty-five cents for the 'l'IWTII SEJCKEH ANNUAL for
from me in opinion. The-oak tree !las the same right to be
1886; "Jvlen, \Vmnen, aucl Gou~," fifty cents; twcnt);-fivu
AXTELL, KAN., June 21, 1886.
an)!;ry at the willow because the oak !las broader leaves-that
i'fn. Eorrou: Our dlll"ling baby boy Pearl (named after S. cents for "Sabbath-Breaking."
is, if the oak had passions like man. I hate bigotry, I love
I hav tried to get. some one to snl.J>t:ribe for Trm 'l'IWTil
justice, I like variety. Differences of opinion develop our P. Andrews), eleven months old, died the 15th inst. We
SEEK.ER
to send with me, bnt so fnr huv failC'd. There are a
were
fortunate
in
having
TnE
TrmTn
SEEKER
"Book
of
faculties of reason. \Ve soJ.uetimes learn something from a
mere child. The illustrations are immense. Continue them. Forms," so we had Mr. Mason (the president of our Union) good many people here who don't believe in the ehurehl's,
Inclosed find $2, which please place to my credit on THE read Form 8 at the grave. The Anchor, the local paper here, but they dare not come out nne! say so in public for fear of
printed it in full. I clo not. know that there was ever a Lib- public opinion. The pictures in the paper are O.K. Tht·y
TrmTII SEEKEH
Yours fraternally,
D. E. !;ElVIS.
will do a good deal of good, and many will look at them who
eral funeral service before in this part of Kansas.
SPRINGFIELD, II.I.. , June 26, 1886.
I am working to get up a debate here between a Camp- would not look :>t the paper without them. I will try ami
l\It!. EntTOI!: Your journal of Freethought is immense. bellite and a ~Ir. Orem, who is, in belief, what Mr. Jamieson see if I can get some to subscribe for the paper yet. I think
Those cartoons are very attractiv and convey a world of called a Bible Materialist. questions : Resolved, That the it is kept up to stanclnrcl, and is tirsL-class in :>II respects. I
meaning to many of my customers. In achlition to my con- Christian (Campbellite) clmreh is the true apostolic church. see "Brick" Pomeroy pitches into yon in this week's paper,
fectionery I lutv quite a collection of Freethought literature, Orem negativ. Sl'eoncl, That the dead are unconscious. but you are right in regard to free ~peech. I sent you u
·which I hav placed on the front countt'l" by the door, free of Orem affi.rmativ. Orem iR smart and will make the immortal Catholic paper published in thisstate, :mll will send you anaccess to all who enter. There are those who do not prmse soulists stick ont their eyes to see how much positi v proof other-that is, if I can get it-with theaecqunt of :t gathering
to peruse this Liberal matter, while many are desirous of there is in their Bible against their belief. He makcH the of the churches on our public ~ehools; ao you will see the:
reading, especially the rising generation. During the Boy Spiritualists the hardest fight of any in this country if they will combine together to suppress Freetlwught where it is
Preacller's series of four month's taut ami rage the boys, try to. prove their tloetrinR by the Bible. I wbh to nrlvise necessary fur them, both Protestants and Catholics. The
many of them, would desert the great roqk church by an exit every Liberal not near to a Freethought lecturer to get your bishop of the church of Home m:ule a very long speech, and
through the windows, and would c:omc clown to Nick's store "Book of Forms" an(] hav some friend read a service. It they all indorsed it to a man. Times are very hare! here, for
to read aud to hear Freethought expounded. \Ve liv in a will do more for our cause than anything else, and ail Lib- money is scarce, and Ilmny are idle with no work in sight,
and that is bad in this country.
JoHN nLI.nAnA.
part of our store-house, are open to sell goods or open tq con- erals will be respeeteJ more in society.
E. W. 1\Ir:-~ER.
viction day and night, Sunday aud all the time, within one
P.S.-We wish to hear from John Peel;:. He hits hard.
CANTON, ILL., June 20, 286.
block of three of the capitol's largest churches. Suffice to
E. w.:rvr.
:MR. EDITOR: Notwithstanding the "relip;ious racket" has
say that my wife and I (both being Agnostics) hav a l.tot
been tried and failed, still it came so near being a success
CENTI!ALIA, ILL., ~lay 29, 1886.
time with Christian folic .l\Ir. Editor, if there is any way by
l\IR. EDITOR : Here b a ehance for you to redeem yourself that political aspirants of all parties are encouraged to try it.
which I can get tracts and leaflets gratuitously and to dispose
of in the same manner, plea;;e inform me, for I am not able to partially, at least, for the small sum of $3. "A Special In- We hav two of 'em (ns far as heard from; probably theretention" is not to be thrown away when it givs one a chance turns are not all in yet) iu Fulton county. One is secretary
purchase and giv away as I should like to.
in three hundred masses. In my unselfishness I giv this of the Fulton County Fair Association. We hav his authorN. N. NEUIART.
ity for saying that every one of the judges of the <;omiug fair
sure chance to yon.
Go and be happy. F. D. REXFORD.
GET'l'YSBURG, PA., June 28, 18tl6.
[The following are the promises allncled to. In enmlation of belongs to the Sunday-school association, and he said they
liiR. EDITOR : Please forward me by return niail books as Mr. Rexford we pass tJ.J.en on for the benefit of others. There had a first-class board, which caused the writer to giv an iJ;_
follows, for which find inelosed $2.75: "The Christian Re·- is nothing mean about us-ED. T. S.]:
voluntm·y sigh. ].\'Jr. Secretary is also an aspiranl f()r county
ligion," Ingersoll, Black, and Fisher, paper, 50 cents; Ingerclerk.
The other was president of the Fairview I,iterary
DIPORTANT.
soll's Tributes, the four, 50 cents; Lacy's "Reply to LamYon will not miss the Alms, which will awroit you for a Jnmdred Society. One of the niernbers (a minister) made a vigorous
bert's 'Notes on Ingersoll,'" paper, two copies, $1; "Res- fold reward at the Great Judgment. Offer it. as a balance against assault (with words) upon nirs. John W. Abbott for readi1'!l:
urrection of Jesus," by W. S. Bell, 25 cents; "~len, Women, ·p,8 t offenses; to get gr,ce to re.~sl Temptation; to bring a bless- an essay entitled "A Minister's .Meditation." The reverf'nd
and Gods," by Helen H. Gardener. Lambert's "Notes on ing and.<uccess on your affaies; and for the deae departed souls gentleman told the lady that would hav to be stopped. lie
by this roct of Charity_
Ingersoll" are being distributed to some extPnt here, an <I I who mroy be relieved SAINT
is also an aspirant for the same position as the above. Til< 1 c
,JOSEPH J>UAY FOR US.
wish to show my orthodox friends that Lambert has not got
The Sisters of Charity implore a little aid ·to enable them 'to pay are two more aspirants for the same otliee, all subject to 1he
all of the argument, as they who hav read little or non<J of for schools for the children of the West, and to relieve the suffering decision of the Democratic County Convention. 'l'he other
Ingersoll seem to think he has. A Presbyterian friend poor. They faithfully promis, to those who giv it themselvs, or two seeJn to be willing to make the race without having th~ir
who assist them by procuring money from others for this· purpose,
names mentioned in connection with Sunday-school associa- handed me Lambert's book with a triumpllant air, and re- a special Intention in
300 l\IASSES,
tions or with· religious subjects in any other way, and tal;e
marked, " That finishes Ingersoll." After reading it, I told
him Lambert was game too small for Ingersoll to fool away offered for the Souls in Purgatory, as well as a daily remembrance the chances on their manhood instead of showing themselvs
the prayers of the Sisters.
to be religious bigots. Brethren, I would snggest yon sit
time on, but that the vriest's sophistry and misstatements had inJesus
meek and humble of heart make my heart like unto thine.
been ably answered by B. W. Lacy, and that if he would
down on 'em hard wherever thPy pop up. because there is no
300 days' Indulgence each time.
outspoken Liberal but lmo·Ns by experience what kind
read it he should hav it. He consented. Hence this order.
.Sweet Heart of lHary, be my salvation.
300 days' Ind,J.lgence.
·Your cartoons are simply immense, and I hope they may
of justice such persons will deal out just to the extent of
[Here is inserted the picture of a cross marked off into their power.
continue. The one of June 26th, "Obeying the CommandJoHN W. Ann<riT.
·
ments of Christ, and the Result," is particularly strom~. sixty small squares.]
Please collect" Five Cents for each small square (piercing the same
SAN JoEm, CAL., June 20, 1SSti.
Squirm and shift as they may, the Christians cannot get away
with a pin) till the sixty are full; yon will then hav TrrnEE DoLLARS
1\In. EDITOI!: In looking ovet· some files of cliiierent
from the plain meaning of the advice Jesus givs in 1\'fatt. vi, to
send in a I'ost-Otlice Order, payable to
papers, saved. from time to time, I come across Trm ·Tmr'r11
25. The language cannot be tortured into any other meanSister Agnes §fmTo(Jh Be1·nard,
BEEKER. In going to and fro on the earth I always speak a
Supe1"ioress,
ing than that given it in said'eartoon. Indeed, Watson HesThe Sisters oJ Charity,
good word for Tm; TrmTII SEEKEH. Having no alJidingW. T. KrNG.
ton hits it every time.
Ballaghade1·in, Co·ttnt!J §[ayo.
plaee, I cannot lmv the paper as often as I wonlcl like, and
Please write for more Cards, if you or your friends can fill them,
ItmrN, IowA, June 13, 1886.
hoping I hav many friends who will be glad to hear I am
and send us a few addresses.
~Iu. Enrrol! :· I am just " proper proud" of Watson Hesstill in the land of ·the living, ami in the gartlen city, the
ton, that great genius, painter, p(iet, preacher, politician,
HAII.EY, InAno, June 13, 1886.
beautiful home of our stanch advoe:tte of freedom ami Liband philosopher, all combined. I wish I could paint, or
llftL Eni'l'OR: On the evenings of the 5th and 6th of June, eralism, Dr. J. L York, ·I will send a few lines. I ha v
write, or talk so as to make Christians hate me like poison. we had the pleasure of listening to Jvlr. S. P. Putnam. The been stopping a short time in this lovely city of g;u<lcns, bnt
I would like to stir up the hyenas for the fun of hearing hall was well filled both evenings, and 1\Ir. Putnam was alas! I fine! it dead to all appearances as far as Freethonght is
·them growl if nothing else; but do you know, it's a very frequently applauded. llfr. Putnam is a man who commands concerned. Now I wish they could hav a shaking up o[ the
hopeful sign when a true delineation of the very foundation the attention :inc! respect of his audience from beginning to dry bones; they need it badly. There is plenty of good timof Christianity-such as is "Jesus Paid It All "-can horrify end, and they don't go to sleep either. The subjects of his ber here for an honest worker to handle. Why, may I ask,
the better sense of Christians, and is repugnant to their finer lectures are live issues such as the people listen to with in- are Liberals so backward in keeping meetings up? When
sensibilities? The meclicin that does not make them feel tense interests, and, pardon the egotism, but we are not all one is a good worker he has no means to forward the movequite sick for a time cannot do them much good. It shows mossbacks out here. We like progress. According to ap- ment. But perhaps it is all right. Freethought is growing
that the remedy is having the desired effect. For the love pointment 1\Ir. Putnam had to lecture at Bellevue the 7th stronger and stronger. We find the churches full of it, and
of humanity, giv them more of it! That picture "horrid!" and 8th, but he was prevailed upon by a large number of our very little "Jely Clist," as John Chinamen says, preached
Why, that recording angel has t!te best, most honest face I best eitiz®s to return here on the 9th, which he did, and he now. Pardon the expression, but some of the old Adam is
ever saw an angel wear, and, in the matter of wings, it does chose for his lecture that excellent subject, "The Glories of alive even here. Our new mayor is trying to hav the b~nds
not seem to me that the artist was at all stingy of feathers. Infidelity." The hall was filled with ladies and gentlemen; stop playing in the city limits on Sunday. To think that the
That angel seems to hav a" corner," so to speak, on quill ye~, even our ministers came to listen to his eloquent plead- beautiful strains of music seems sac:rilegious to some! I canpens, for he seems to hav nothing to do but to reach behind ings for the liberation ami advancement of the human mind not imagin the thoughts of such a person; they cannot be
and pluck a quill when the stump in his hand is worn out. from priesteraft and superstition; and at the conclusion of pleasant. We hav a latge portion of htw-abiding citizens
If Mr. II. C. Gill is a steel pen manufacturer he may com- the lecture he was tumultuously applauded. Send us inore who think music one of the best methods of worship.·. All
plain, but unless he or his " Christian friends" llav an inter- like :Mr. Putnam. One such man will do more for the libera- know it will charm the savage breast, and soften the hardest
est in tlJC steel pen trade, they can ha v no reasonable cause tion, elevation, and moral refinement of humanity than all heart. How often, when we feel at.war with ourselvs and
to -feel hurt. Then the poor bankrupt sinner, for whom the priests that ever lived or ever will liv, until they discard all the world, a sudden strain of sweet music passing dispels
"Jesus Paid It All," and whose "righteousness," at the that man-made absurdity called the lwly worrl of a God for the cloud and drives the frown from the brow! Then why
best, according to the Bible, '• i~ but tilthy rags," is far too the true book of nature, namely, science.
should we not hav music in our parks, streets, or any place?
respectably dressed, and his bearing is much too manly and
Sorrow often follows joy, just as cloncls often obscure the San Francisco sends ont every Snutlay by the thonsaudH its
genteel.for such miserable sne~tk. It is the blood-the two beautiful sun that gladdens the hearts of all, and so with us. wage-workers, who hav no other clay of recreation. They
and one-half gallons of blood-that is so ''horrid," and that After enjoying the pleasure of listening to 1\Ir. Putnam's ex-· go to the adjoining towns, taking their music with them, to
is not in the pictUre at all.
cellent p~adings for mental and moral advancement and re- hav a day of rest for mind nnd body, _but some little minJ.;;
SAN FRANOISCO, June 12, 286.
Jvfu. Em TOR: I am 11ighly pleased with the pictures. I
am going to hav them bound in book form when the year is
up. They will instruct and amuse my children and grandchildren.
MRs. E. l\1. HANSSON.
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and smaller souls think it wicked, and hold up their bands
in holy horror. I, as a Liberal, feel terribly alive, and, had
I a vote, such small-souled ones who try to bolster up their
god (I spell it with a little g) by stopiug music on Sunday,
would get a rebuke they would remember.
We bad a tent meeting here, and 'the speaker raged and
almost swore because the people did not do as well by him
as they did for our good- Brother Ingersoll. He called them
a one-cent ~rowd ; said Ingersoll got a dollar a head while he
got only $18 out of a one thousand eight hundred house. It
makes ns Liberals hope we are not back-sliding. I will
close by sending greetings to Liberals all over the broad
earth, rich or poor, bond or free, feeling sure the cause is
MI~S. 0. A.' BEN.TAMIN;
gaining ground the world over.
FLORENOE, ALA., June 21, 1886.
JvlR. EDITOR: I hav read every number of your paper for
several years, and as time rolls on I more fully realize the
greatness of the work you are engaged in performing. In
reading your published "Letters from Friends" I notice very
few arc from the Southern states. Perhaps your subscribers
m'e few from this section, and no doubt this is tlw leadin!l:
cause. It may be that you- people of the Northern States
think that we are a poor, ignorant race, and not able to grasp
Freethought ideas, and to send us ont a lecturer woulu only
be casting pearls before the swine; but in this respect you
might be mistaken. I hav read with considerable interest
J. E. Remsburg's account of his tour in Texas, and am
truly glad he is meeting with so much success, and hope his
efforts there may encourage others to extend their usefulness
into everi all the Southern states. I am aware such a ventt nre would require courage if not physical prowess, and
may be this is why they do not come among us, simply because they are afraid of bodily harm. I do not assert or snppose this is the reason; but if it is I '-"Ould suggest that the
war is over-Lee surrendered twenty-one years ago·; that the
"bloody chasm" has been filled up and green gmss is growing on the mound.
\-Ve are now one c.nnmon people-at least in the Libentl
ranks-and the enemy that stands in our way is" orthodox"
superstition. Old Jewish mythology ought to occupy the
same position in literature that Roman anti Grecian my! hology does. This is what we are fighting for and this is the
keynote of our intelle-ctual campaign. The war may last u
century or more, but reason commanll.q the fortress-'--in fact,
the whole army-and she has lost the art of surrencleriug
&inee the days ·of l\Iurtin Luther. On our banner i's written
in letters of gold " U. l\1. L.," and the greatest man in the
ual ion is our general. I need not call his name. This is the
army I belong to, in -my own peculiar way, and the sectional
_words I ; Nortl1" and "South" are rubbed out.
In conclusion I would suggest the propriety at the next
meeting of the "American Secular Union" of some one
mabng a motion to send a Freethonght missionary to the
Southern states, and yon can put me down as a subscriber to
funds raiserJ.for thttt, purpose.
JVL B. Snm:r:ox.

'

FILLMORE, UTAII, June 9, 2SG.
JviR. EDnon: I had 1\'[r. S. P. Putnam for six nights in onr
county, as follows: JVIay 22cl, at Scii)io; 23d, at Fillmore;
24th, at Kanosh; 25th, at Peterboro ; 26th, back to Fillmore;
and on the 27th he ilnishe'l at Scipio. Jviy Scipio friends,
P. C. Neilson and Samuel Howley, took him from and to the
terminus. Where he lectured but one night I had him deliver his lecture on "Universal Mental Liberty," and for the
second night h'is "New Heaven and Earth." Both are
superb and a complement of each other. I'Ve had good
audiences all through.
They listened attenti vly, aml
seemed well satisfied with what they heard. Some expressed
surprise at the novel way in which 1\'fr. Putnam treated his
subject, especially his "New Heaven and Earth," but they
seemed well satisfied nevertheless. At Fillmore and Scipi~,
where he lectured twice, his audiences were larger the second
than the first night, which is the best indication that his first
was appreciated.
Jvir. Putnam is eminently fitted for Utah and its people.
He is fearless and frank with his audiences. There is a style
-about him an{l his delivery that sits well, aud commends him
to our Western friends, while a vein of humor runs through
his whole discourse well calculated to keep the audience attentiv and interested. In short, he is just the man for this
worl,, and I am sure he has accomplished a great deal of
good. He is so easily entertained. He seems content with
whatever he gets. He makes one think thr.t he is royally
entertained on the mos't common fare. Our friends expressed the greatest satisfaction to me afterwards. They
were afraid they should not be able to do enough to make
him comfortable; they were delighted at their success. At
Scipio we stopped at the house of Mr. P. C. Neilson, as
stanch a Freethinker as we possess; at Fillmore at my own
house, except a dinner at Mr. Christensen's and supper at
1\'I:r. Kelly's; at Kanosh om friend 1\'fr. Chas. Crane entertained us royally. He is the only real Liberal of that place,
hut he is a host himself. His wealth makes him independent, and he seems to rather enjoy telling the Christians what
he thinks of them, and things in general. In short I should
say he feels good when in hot water. He possesses a wife
whp is a jewel indeed, and their. latch-string is always out.
With a few such in each settlement we should soon be a
power in the land.
At Peterboro we were entertained by my friend Peter Robinson, who is always on hand when there is anything going
on. This plaee is small, and therefore we had but a small
audience. My friend said that all who were in town were
present except two, and business kept them away. The
whole town is Liberal. I clo not think there is a good Mormon in it.
On the whole, I consider Mr. Putnam's trip to our county
a complete success. The bishop of out place offered us his
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Doubtless the reader will call this reasoning silly, as indeed
it is; but it is not more so than the reasoning of our Anarchist writer, Mr. Mitchell.
No one will d(my, I })resume, not even our friend Mitchell
himself, that money, as a medium of exchange, is very beneficial as well as a curse to the human race. In fact, its benefits are incalculable. We will enumerate some of them. It
feeds the hungry, clothes the naked, and contributes to the
pleasure and happiness of all. It builds asylums for the insane, hospitals for the sick, and almshouses for the poor. It
opens up and develops the resources of the country, enabling
men to engage in industries and enterprises by which many
poor people find employment and support for themselvs and
families. It relieves suffering, want, and distress,· c·omforts
the aged, the sick, and the dying. It educates our children,
cares for the orphans, the destitute, and t-he inthm. It is a
snre specific for poverty, our chief inheritance, and the best
possible friend to the poor shivering mother and her starving children. It is an enemy to disease, perpetuating. if not
securing, health, the greatest blessing we can pos&ibly obtain. It alleviates pain and wretchedness, providing food
for the hungry, fuel for the cold, and employment for the
idle. These arc some of the benefits to be derivc1l from the
commodity called money, and _yet money is a curse, and the
" one devil to be deEtroyed !"
"Those whose spiritual vision has been open," says our
old friend, "can clearly see t.he condition the people are in."
Indeed! But how about secular vision? \Vouldn't that do
just as well? Is "spiritual vision" superior to secular vision,
ami can it penetrate where the latter cannot? As it requires
LEXINGTON, KY., June 24, E. M. 286.
" spiritual vision" to " see the condition the people arc in,"
MR. EDlTOJt: I was very much interested, even if not in- that divine thing must be a great blessing in these troubling
structed, by Mr. Mitchell's able sophistry in TnE TRUTH times, of the utmost importance, I should say; but as secSEEKEH of May the 29th, and although I hav neither the ular vision is just as penetrating, and serves all practical
time, space, nor desire to discuss the questions presented, purposes just as well, the new'' vision" will not soon be
adopted, I'm thinking. But perhnps, after all, i! is, like the
yet I lmv a few words to say in reply. Mr. Mitchell, as all visions of the prophets of the alleged holy B1hle, only a
readers of THE Tnunr SEEKER doubtless know, is not much "visionly vision," an} way, and purely imaginary, as it
in iove with law, but is what one might term nn Anarchist. were.
In conelusion, I desire to state that it wa~ not my intention
I hav no fight with the Anarchist, the Socialist, or Comnnm~
ist, or anybody else, for that matter, but when one ignores to write in opposition to 1\Ir. 1\-Iitchell, or to accPpt his dmllenge for any one to prove money and law to he otherwise than
facts tlutt are demonstrated every day in order to giv prom- an
evil and a curse, for I keenly felt my inability to prop(•rly
inence to theories supported by neither reason, comm0n write an answer, bein"· familiar with neither political econsense, nor experience, as is the case with the writer men- omy nor the financiat'"',Jucstion. I prcfened that some one
tioned, a friendly criticism will not, I think, be out of place. else better qualifieu for the work shoulrlundertal'" the task,
Passing over our philosopher's uncomplimentary refer- bnt, but as no writer seemed to care to mensure swords with
Auarehistie philosopher, I respectfully submit the aboye
ence to the South, in which he says the " bowie knife and our
remarks for his ennsi1!emtion. They are not an answer, nor
the pistol were the arbitrators of all disputes between gen- are they intendell to be, but the honest, sincere opinions of
tlemen of honor, where for ten generations strong men a sincere anti-Anarchist, anti-8ocialist, aml anti-Communist.
D. 13. C.
whipped the defenseless backs of women, and where the
----------~··~---------auction block was more popular than the school-house," we
Where Shall the State Convention Be Held ·~
come to the alleged evils of the law. To believe him, one
302 STATE ST., CmoAGo, ILL., June 23, 1886.
would think law !tnd government the greatest curse manMR. EDITOR: It is my opinion that it will be better to hold
kind was ever aftlicted with,. and the two things above all
others to be abolished. The worst crimes, in his estimation, the congress. of the Secular Union in New York, and imwe can be guilty of is to obey and acknowledge allegiance to mediately after the New York Freethinkers' Convention.
this government, and the most depraved, abandoned Jviany can attend them both if titus arranged, who could n::~t
wretches we hav to contend with are our legislators and if they shall be helcl at different places. In this union there
will be strength. ·
W. 8. BELL.
those people who hav been so fortunate as to accumulate
wealth. But, admitting Mr. Mitchell's statement to be true
WAmmNsnmlG, N.Y., June 28, 1886.
-and it would be something remarkable if it were-suplHn. EDITOR: Find $2 for "The Ord~r of Craation,"
pose we do the most desirable thing, in his estimation, and "Moses Before the Court," and " Adami and Heva;" the reabolish law, what would be the result? What would follow? mainder to C. B. Reynolds to help on his campaign. I hope
Can he tell us? "Oh, but people would Iiv and work for that he will pitch his Tent at Ballston Spa, ·and it is my deothers, and crime, and intemperance, ancl poverty would be sire that the New York Freethinkers' Convention be held at
unknown, and the millennium will hav arrived," I think I the White Sulphur Springs, near or at Saratoga Lake.
WILLIAM IVILCOX.
hear him say.
No doubt it would be a " U,lillennium'' for the Anarchist,
WEsT BmorrTON, N.Y., June 2!J, 1886.
Socialis~, and Communist, and other enemies of government,
MH. EDITOR: One word in regard to the place of holding
of which class of people Jvlr. Mitchell seems to be au able the next Freethinkers' Convention. 1 would like to suggest
representati v. There- woulu be no 'restrictions then. It Sodus Point. I will state my reasons: The soldiers and all
woulcl be one of their " inalienable rights" to do as they of the old vets will hold a reunion there next September.
please. Could they not kill, murder, rob, and plunder with- They hav a large gathering and some noted generals attend.
out the fear of the penitentiary or the gibbet before their They go in for enjoying themselvs generally. This conveneyes? The recent riots at Chicago, Mil waukee, and St. tion would help fill up the bill. Now for the advantagl's:
Louis would sink into insignificance beside what they would It is near Williamson, Wayne county, where there is about ns
do if their "millennium" should arrive.
large a Liberal element as almost anywhere. Dr. A. Amstin
It will never do to abolish law. We need something to is a host of himself, as Reynolds ca:n testify. Sevl•ral railrestrain our passions. Jvlan has not reached a state of per- roads come together there. The place commumls n fine
fection yet, when he can dispense with all law and govern- view of old Lake Ontario. I wish the bold hero, Ingersoll,
could be there and talk to the oil! comrades. I wish Mrs. A.
ment. They are just as necessary to-clay for his proper be- H. Colby could be there to stir up their minds. She shook ohl
havior as they were two thousand years ago, and will be for theology all out of me, nn<l I can be thankful enough for it.
ages to come. As people still murder, rob, steal, and kill, Best wishes for the old 'rimTH SEEKJm. It's the Bible for me.
Yours truly,
SA~JOJ(L E. SKINNim.
and wrong and cheat each other, it is silly to talk about the
coming of the alleged millennium while such a state of
affairs exists. The Anarchist is not a praetical everyday man.
BALLSTON SPA, N. Y., E.M. _286.
He is a man of the future, not of the present. He is also a
Mit. ED1TOI!: I hav just seen Mr. Luther, proprietor of
·
· t"Ion. H e th"m1(S a 11 men are a l"k
. 1magma
sIave t o h 1s
1 e, White Sulphur Springs Hotel, and he told me that if the Convention was held at his place he could furnish us forty nice
which displays rather a limited knowledge of human nature
tents, or more, free of cost to anyone who may desire them,
on his part. B ecause he is capable of living an honest, virtuous, upright life without government restraints (but does and if Colonel Ingersoll comes he will giv him the best room
he?) he supposes all other men can also, and he denounces in the house free of cost, and board the rest at $1 per day.
every one opposing his theories.
.There is any quantity of boats, all free; and a large piazza
As 1\'[r. 1\'i:itchell has so kindly furnished information con- all around the house that will seat 1,500 people, giving a
cerning the evils of money, for a few moments let us notice splendid view of the lake. It is nine miles to Saratoga, and
some of the benefits which are also to be derived from this not twelve, as stated in TnE TnuTI! SEEKEll, and which
f
1
makes a splendid ride for 25 cents. A great many people
medium 0 exc lange.
would attend from Saratoga and Ballston Spa, and the best
Because men abuse the use of money, because it contrib- mineral springs in the world can be fouml in both places."
utes to their depraved appetites, passions, and lusts, is this We llav the best iron springs in the world here in Ballston
n sufficient reason why we should regard it as a stumbling- Spa, and lots of other mineral springs. So, take it all iu all,
block to progress, aml a thing, therefore, to be abolished? it would be the most delightful time ever had nt any Convcn1
d
tion. Brother J. V. Arnold told me that he w<>uld do all in
1\'I:any people abuse t 1e use of foo to such an extent as to his power to help it along. He wilr invest $50 in" it, and
require the attention of a physician, which, according to Mr. other Liberals in Saratoga and Ballston Spa will do the same.
Jvlitchell's logic, is a sufficient reason why food should be re- I hav been to see all the Liberals I could. All say they
garded as a curse. If men make thcmselvs sick by excessiv would like the Convention to be held as n sort of campeating, we should abolish food as useless in sustaining life, meetinrr and picnie holiday, as it would bring people together
who w~nld not otherwise ever know what our Infidel cnm•)Then,
again, we frc- meeting
'
and dispense with all nourishment.
.
.
is. In short, it would be the grandest time. the Libquently hav st~an~boat exp~oswns and ra1lrmtd wrecks, and erals ever had, and the cost will be very small. I will gladly
on the same pnnctple we might argue that as there are many I answer any or all questions in regard to gnmnds .and other
lost thereby, steamboats and railroads should be abolished. I matters.
WILLIAM THORPE.

meeting-house, which we accepted for the second night~
though we hav a larger hall ourselvs, but wanted seats. We
had no trouble whatever in getting houses in any of the ·settlements.
I went north with 1\'I:r. Putnam to attend the picnic and
sociable at Lakeside, near Farmington, \>vhere I met for the
first tiiRe Mr. Reynolds, of Wanship, chairman of the executfv committee of Utah, whose indefatigable zeal for our
cause has done so much to make this campaign a success.
Friend Haight, at whose grove the entertainment was
held, af! well as his amiable wife, had their hands full, and
nobly did they sustain their reputation. There were also
present friends Edlwlm, of Morgan; Larson, of Deweyville;
J ost and Wilson, of Ogden; Hai'es, of Bountiful; M.lson and
lady, of Salt Lake. Mrs. Mason is just one of those ladies
who insure success ·to any entertainment, and if the whole
committee will come as near doing their share for the success of the Convention to be held at SaH Lake City next winter, February 20th, 21st, and 22d, as she will on the committee on music, I predict for it a perfect success, and a new
lease of life to the American Secular Union in Utah. I must
not forget to mention visiting friend J ost at Ogden-a stanch,
indefatigable worker for Freethought. He has nearly completed fitting up a nice Freethought reading-room 24x24
feet, containing some 150 volumes, besides a large amount of
magazines and papers, etc., and he is sending for more all
the time at his own expense and free of charge. He is a true
Liberal. May many more follow in his footsteps.
GRo. C. VEILE.
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laying an egg under the sofa or· some other
equally unusual place.
The other day the- music tE)acher heard
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall notes sounding from the piano, and going
Ki'Der, Mass., tQ whom all Communicationsfor into the music room, perceived this curious
inhabitant of the henhouse walking up and
this Corner 1lwuld be sent.
down the ivory keyboard, tumbling out
thirds, fifths, and eighths to her henship's
Two More Prizes.
great delight.
As the tinkling melody leaped forth the
A few weeks since an unknown friend sent
hen
curved and arched her neck from side to
us five dollars for the Children's Corner,
side in apparent delight, and clnclwd in a.
which we offered in two parts as prizes for musical way.
stories, open to competitors from May 1st
--------~~------A Stranger Visit.
until August 1st. We hav lately received
That is what Dotty calls it to this day.
through the same channel another five dollars
You see, she was out driving with mamma
for the Children's Corner. We offer the same
and a sudden shower came up; and because
in two prizes, as follows : For the best origthere wasn't time to get home, mamma called
inal essay on Freethought, or, Why is Free- at the first house.
thought Superior to Christianity ? three dolIt wasn't a very large honse, and it was
l!trs.
painted red, all but the end toward the road.
For the best puzzle (not pictorial) illustrat- That was painted white. Dotty found time to
ing some Liberal principle, or conveying in wonder about it a good deal while old <..:harley was jogging up the lane.
its answer some maxim, motto, or witticism
" I s'pose maybe there wasn't any more red
of Freethought, two dollars. These prizes at the store," said she. "'Reise they thought
are open to ali, but we shall prefer to make folks would only look at the face end. What
selection for priz"s from efforts of those com- do you s'pose, mamma ?"
But mamma didn't s'pose anything about
petitors who are under twenty, if such shall
possess sufficient merit, Time, three months it. She hurried old Charley along· as fast as
she could,·but the first big drops bad begun
from July 1st. Puzzles a:nd essays to he sent
to fall before they were all safe under cover.
to the address of the editor of Children's Then a minute more it was raining rivers.
Corner.
There were no little girls or boys lived in
Next week we shall print the story which the red house, and Dotty felt this to be a
wins the largest prize offered by D. B. Co- trial. But there was a man, and a woman
zine, Lexington, Ky., and the following week with funny glasses on, ami a grown-up girl,
the story which takes the second prize offered and a grandma who told stories, and before
long Dotty felt very well acquainted indeed.
by that gentleman. We take this opportunThe shower lasted a long while-until after
ity to kindly thank all our generous-hearted supper. Dotty was glad of this. There
friends who hav materially aided the Chil- was a pumpkin-pie on the table, ami Dotty
dren's Corner, and also those who hav no less liked pumpkin-pie, the way mamma made
assisted us by contributed articles, sugges- it, but this wasn't made quite as mamtions; and many kind, encouraging words. ma makes pies. It was sweetened with
molasses instead of sugar, and spicell with
It is such appreciation that enables us to per- ginger instead of lemon. Dotty's second
severe in our labor of love, and we hav, al- mouthful wasn't so big as the first. The
ready, the sweet satisfaction of knowing that grown-up girl smiled.
"Isn't your pie good?" she asked.
many children are, by means of our little
Dotty blushed. She was a very truthful
Corner in TH.E TRUTH SEEKER, growing up,
free froin superstition, into the grace and little girl, but she wanted to be polite. She
looked at mamma, but mamma wasn't payglory imparted by true Liberal principles,
ing any attention. She looked at the grownand unsullied Freethought.
Eo. C. C.
up girl.
" It's-it's almost good," said she.
Then how they all laughed-everybody but
The Buried Statue.
mamma, who felt for a minute as if she would
Deep in the earth long years it lay:
like to shake Dotty. And the grown-up girl
Its marble eyes were sealed to day;
Its marble ears were deaf and dull,
put down a little plate of nice white honey in
Yet it was wondrous beautiful.
place of the pie.
A vinyard grew above its head;
" See if that isn't quite good," said she.
The grapes they knew, and whispered
"And it was!" said Dotty, telling the story
Each unto each, as evening fell,
to grandma. " Just the goodest I ever tasted
"Brother~, keep counsel, nothing tell !'·
of. They're real nice folks, grandma, and
There was no record left, nor trace
they liv in a red house with a white face, like
Of sculptor, or of hiding-place ;
The hand that shaped it Jay in dust,
our cow, and I'm going again, 'cause they
His cunning chisel turned to ntst.
asked me to. That was a good stranger v.isit,
The hands tnat dug the grave so deep,
gramma."
And laid the statue to its sleep,
'' Almost good," laughed mamma.- Y outlt's
While hearts beat quick with haste and fear,
Companion.
And ears were strained a step to hear;
The foe who threatened them that dayAll, all were dead and passed away.
Thlil world had turned and turned it o'er;
Nothing was as it was before.
Still through all change of war or peace,
New men, new laws, new dynasties,
The 'buried statue kept its place
With the same smile upon its face.
The years to centuries gave birth;
Heavier and heavier pressed the earth;
Autumn and spring enriched the vine
Whose purple grapes were crushed for wine.
And then, in search of gain or spoil,
Men came to dig the aged soil,
Ancl after half a thousand years
In silence spent the statue hears !
How did it feel when, fine and thin,
The first long ray of light broke in
And gilt the gloom with glory new,
And let the impri2oned beauty through 1
Say, did it tremble as a heart
Long pent in darkness and apart
Trembles, with fear and'rapture stirred
At love's low signal, long unheard?
Or did it blench as, sharp and clear,
The urgent spade-strokes drew more near,
Blindly directed, fraught with harm
To marble breast and marble arm 1
No answer, save the subtle smile
Baffling and tempting in its guile,
Which seems all wordlessly to say,
"Darkness was safe, but fairer, day."

·

-Selectea.

A Musical Hen.
J. G. McDonald, of Portage, Wis., owns a
musical hen. The hen delights to steal away
to the house of a music teacher adjoining li'Ir.
McDonald's residence, and at odd times·,
while the music is soing on, has suecee€kQ ln

Stating a Problem with Exactness.
"Bessie, if there were three apples on the
plate, and you took one, how many would be
left?"
"If Fred was here, mamma?"
"That wouldn't matter."
"Yes it would, mamma."
"Well, with Fred here, then?"
":Mamma, there wouldn't be any apples
left."
'' Why not, Bessie?"
"'Cause Fred would take the other two."Pltiladelpltia Call.

The Thistle and the Cornstalk.
A Canada Thistle which had taken root in
a Farmer's garden one day saw a blade of
Corn peeping out of the Ground, and in tones
of Ridicule called out:
"What a Little one for a cent ! It's a wonder you hav the Cheek to force Yourself into
my Company."
The Blade continued to grow day by day,
and it was of such bright color and looked so
Thrifty that the Thistle finally called to the
Farmer and said,
"Heally, but I can't put up with such impudence, and l hope you will Remove that
Cornstalk at once!"
" And who are you?" queried the Farmer,
,having for the first time noticed the Thistle.
"1\fc? Why, I'm t.he Diggcst and lhndsomcst Canad11 Thistle in the Bnsiness. l\Ty
Genealogy carries me bacJ.: to King--"
"Umph !" interrupte~l \l»: 'J,l'<'~T.IT!~:r.. "One

JULY 10. 1.886.

decorated nicely with flowers, and ~'as
crowded with people. It was worth commg
one thousand miles to see. My sister read
the_ salutatory exercise. I wish I had her picture after she took her seat with all her bouquets. She gave me the "Story Hour." I
think it is spfendid, all but " Poor Little Susie." ·we all sympathize with you in your
loss.
No more this time.
Our Puzzle Box.
BERTHA M: FERRIS.
!.-QUESTIONS.
[Wc thank little Bertha and her friends for
What number should never be mentionecl·
in company, and why?
their sympathy. Because we loved little
Susie we love all children and aim to do them
What man had neither father nor mother at good.-En. C. C.]
his birth?

grain of Corn is of more value than a Hundred Thistles. Come out of that by the
Roots."
li!ORAL:
'fhe Thief who abuses the Law always givs
Himself Away.-De&roit Free Press.

HARWICH, MASS., June 25, 1886.
DEAl! Miss WIXON: Seeing you put Jitttle
girls' and boys' letters in the Children's Corner,
I thought perhaps you would mine, so I try
to write something that will do to put in
print.
I read the Children's Corner every week,
2.-CIIAI!ADE.
and sometimes learn the verses to recite in
A tmi? of tmins, their uwtluYr bdween,
sehool.
Exactly alike in feature and mien.
I read t!Hil stories from the " Story Hour,"
Not little Tom Thumbs, as you might supand sometimes get grandp!t to read to me. I
pose;
Though one may be 1'mmny, they're 1Joth of go to the Intermediate School; and nm the
youngest one of my cla.sses.
them Toe.~.
I was eight years old the 12th of last NoTo name a fruit the three combine,
vember, and my birthday is the same as my
The common fruit of a common vine ;
grandpa's.
An apple indeed that is very well known,
I hope to see you some day.
Not the "apple of discord," by Eris thrown;
E:~uLY F. Ronm;,"S.
For the golden fruit of Hesperides,
That was stolen of old by Hercules;
[Emily writes well for a child so young.
Nor that which stuck in Adam's* throat,
Yes, we hope sometime to meet, not only
(I'll write the p.1orul below in a note);
Emily, but many other young friends, all of
Nor Sodom's apple, tempting fair,
whom we cherish tenderly.-En. C. C.]
That, bursting, turns to dust in air;
Not any apple of any tree;
Nor yet a·mythical fruit we see;
B. F. H. writes: "My girls hav gone
But the real fruit of a common vine,
down to the camp ground, and I am alone
" The apple of love," our three define.
with the litile chicken, which the old mother
But I cannot let the occasion pass
hen, for some reason, has disowned and disWithout a little more "apple sass"Though there be apples and apples unto!tl,
carded, and which takes to the inmates of the
The best are Mi.~s Wixon's "Apples of Ovid." house as trustingly as though we knew just
J. K. P. BAKEH.
how to cluck for it. Every day I take it out
*Atlam·s apple-see Webster. Moral: C!Jcw to scratch and dig for worms with my help,
your food before you swallow.it.
and it seems to know all about it, without
SOLU1"10N TO PUZZLE OFFEHED BY IIO)IEI! A. any instruction. To see how knowing it is in
its line-the tiny little thing-it makes me
BILLINGS L.'< OUH PUZZLE BOX, MAY 22, 1886.
think that if human beings are immortal why
A Li;tr's the scoundrel who tells you a lie;
A Berry's a fruit very small;
shouldn't chickens be? ·And to follow up the
A Tyrant's a despot, controled by no tic,
analogy, if cbickens be, why not the sponge?
But LI-Ber-Ty,-'s better than all.
I'll stop just here-it is too much for me. l
One half of a Liar amounts to L I.
can't reason it out-the evidences for ancl
Six-tenths of a Berry to BER.
against are about an even thing. If phenomOne-third of a Tyrant amounts to T.Yena can settle it there may be a solution, but
S. here we hav
LI.BER.TY-Sir.
it would cost a small or big fortune to follow
.F'abius, N. Y.
HoMER A. BILLINGS.
up investigations."
He walked upon earth, he talked upon earth;
He reproved blind man of sin;
Was never in heaven and never in hell,
And will never be therein.
ELIZABETH PmMROSE.

ANSWER TO PUZZLE IN THE CHILDREN'S CORNER,
JUNE 19, 1886.
One is in a pet, the other on a pet.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
ARD TIIEll!
.
JUNE 26, 1886.
Parallels
in
Other
Religions.
1.-9!. 2.-Portugal (por 2 gal),. Hayti
a· Comparison of the Old and New Testa(H 80), Tyrol, Italy (tire a little e), Cuba, .Being
ment lHyths and l\firacles with those of
Poland, United States (united s t eights),
heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their 0 rigin
China, India, Germany (in d a German e),
and Meaning. With
Japan, Tripoli (triple e). 3.-Kite, hornbill,
numerous illuscrossbill, spoonbill, crane, linnet, flamingo,
trations.
lark, dodo, bittern, tern, teal, sparrow, nutThe object of the work IS to_point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
cracker, cockatoo, nightingale, kingfisher.

BIBLE

Correspondence.

l',~fYTifS

to show that theywe!"e held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their Bvident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is Un<Iuestionable true that the results of a
rationalistiC study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us."-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. 8vo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

HIGHTOWER, GA., June 25, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: Noticing your Corner
in THE TRUTH SEEKER I thought you would
like to hear from north Georgia. Though I
Price, $3."0.
am no scholar at all, and see no chance of
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
ever being one, on account of poverty, never33 Clinton Place, N•lW York.
theless I love good reason, let it come from
what quarter it may. lam thirteen years old.
New
E<lition,
Revise<l
an<l
Enlarged.
Father reads nil the Liberal papers he can get.
We hav a friend at Madison, Ga., Mr. A. A.
Bell; who sends us papers occasionally. Pa
shows them around.and makes people frown;
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
he does not care; he is kind, and the first
Introduction by
thing they know they are talking to him
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
again. :Ma is a Christian, but since she has
read Liberal literature she never tries to
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
scare us with an angry God or devil. They
The J.'rade B11pplied at Special DiscO'ltnts.
say I am hard-headed like Collins's ram, but
Address THE 1'RUTH SEEKER,
I reckon I fill some space, and, of course,
33 Cllnton Place, New York.
must defend that space. Pa says if I don't
of Miss Gardener are for sale
nobody else will. Pa is the only Infidel in atPhoto-engravin/<"s
this office. Prwe, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.
this county. He has a lonesome time by himself. I hope some of the cousins will send
me some of their old evangelizing papers as I
am not able to buy them myself.
Your well wisher, NELLIE A. (\-U1'HRIE.
A Discussion Between
P.S.-You must excuse me; I do not know
Gladstone, Huxley, Muller,
anything about grammar.
N. A. G.
Linton,
Rcl'ille.
[Nellie has good, sensible ideas, and she
must improve every opportunity to inform On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
her mind. Our Liberal papers are great
CON'l'EN'l'S:
teachers, and if debarred the pleasure and
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By lion.
W. E. Gladstone.
benefit of school one can still make great II. The
Interpreters of Genesis and the Interprogress by reading the best thoughts of
preters of Nature. By Prof. •r. H. Huxley.
III.
Postscript
to Solar Myths. By Prof. Mttx
Liberal and scientific writers.-Eo. <..:. C.]
Muller.
·

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

THE ORDER OF CREATION.

IV. Proem to GeneRiS : A Plea for a Fair Trial.

By Hon. W. E. Ghtdstone.
BAXTER SPRINGS, KAN., June 23, 1886.
of CreatiOn. An Answ~rto 1\fr. GladDEAH Miss WixoN: I am a little girl ten V. Dawn
stone. By Albert Reville, D. D.
years old. I liv in Michigan, but am visiting VI. 1\Ir. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
my grandpa, H. A. Crum, at Kans!ls1 who
Protest and a Plea. By l\Irs.-E. Lynn Lintakes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and says It 1s the VII. A ton.
·
best paper printed. I like the Children's
This is a new book and contains the latest discnsCorner. I would like to see more cone- Hion on the mistal<CR of J\Ioses. The names of the
spondenec. I would like some little girls t.o pS\l'ticipn.ntR arc a guat:trttcc of its able character.
P.ric~, paper, 50 contst cloth, ,.1!1 cents.
write me. We hav a graded school here.
My oldest sister graduate<! here this spring.
'J'HFr ~l'H·U:'f~.f3~l!)KEH C0~1
113 Ch1iton l'l~, :l'icw xm·h,
She hllitl thirty bouquets. 'l'he City Hnl1 was
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Agents for the Truth

Price, Twenty-Five t.ients.

OALIFOHNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.

8. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the

THE

OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
·
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

.

Waifs and Wanderings. a. New Ameri-

TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL

IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st,, Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State .street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 eta.
" A prose epic of the war, rioh with mcident
and fuamatio power; breezy from :first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."--John
SW1.ntnn.'s Paper.

Golden Throne, a Romance. " ',rhe

-AND-

FREETHINKERS' .ALMANAC

INDIANA.

J. R. lVIonroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.

~c·l886.<>~·:?.

·MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).

WITH THIRTY PORT~AITS OF DISTING1lJISHED EUROPEAN
THINKERS, SCIENTISTS, AND PHILOS( )PHERS, AND
NUMEROUS OTHER ILLU!iTJRA1'IONS.

J osep]l Marsh, Northampton.
MIOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D." Moore; Adrian. Box 465.
•
Swan & @o., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.

FREE-

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

, Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

:D:entano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Ohas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.

Wm. Chance, Astoria.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
PEN.NSYLVANIA.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North lOth st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
H. Clay Luse, Waynesburg.
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler ~treet, Pittsburgh.
TEXAS.

L. Anclruss, Denison.

T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.

JamGs Ashman, Salt Lake City.
D. F. l"Ceeler, Park City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

Moncure D. Conway,

ENGLAND.

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
in tendeu to take the place of the "·God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-fl. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
l2adings:
TIIE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WORLD.
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Goeth~,

Robert Burns,
Richard Carlile,
Herbert Spencer,
Caste"!ar,
BradblUgh,
Chas. A. Watts,
]. A.llroudeL·
Joha" ryndal

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH.

History of Freethought. Bound

m cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS
Section I. Definition of FreethOl!Jl:ht and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section 11. What i~
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
~eventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. S"ectwn V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

The American S('cular Union; ittii
Necesaity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
<Dedicat~d to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
82 pages m cover. Price, 10 eta.
.

Sendarism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, tO.cts.

Christian

Evidenc~s

Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society "
Introduction by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origm of Christianity; The HiHtorical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its· Principles and its

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT "NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
Of' Europe.

Sa~~ath- Breaking.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.

Author of

······················································
REASON IS THE LAIIIP OF THE ~IIND 1
THE ONLY '~OUCH OF PROGRESS.

By B. W. Lacy.

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest'•
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $.3.
BOJ!histry, unfairness, and historAdfuess THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ical misstatement.
tf
83 Clinton Pl., New York mty.
I>rtc.._, Cloth, U; Paper, ~0 ()euts.
Adllress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

;

"False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

The best and most thorough work ever written

view.

Large and Handsome Print.
UNIVERSAL 1\IENTAL LIBERTY.
SINGLE COPIES,
Six CoPIEs,

THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HERE.

··················································
NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY;
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.
The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Free thought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
· heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism Fmmed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 80
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Addreas
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Pl., New York City.

ADAMI AND HEVA.
BY S. P. PUTMA.M.
A poetic version of the Indian Story of the Garden of Eden, in which its superiority to"the mutilated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
PRICE, to CENTS.
Adlireas THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 Olititon Plaee, New York,

-

-

-

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Haviors or None. BY KER-

sEY GuAvEs, anther of the Wol"id's Sixteen
Crucifir.d Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, and
Bioi:raphy of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1 .

of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven
"Bible Bible
Divine Revelatious,containing a description of

on the Sunday Question from a rational point of
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS 1\IY CATHEDRAL.

Watts are published at· the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable ? The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought ana
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization ;...Philosophy of Secularism ; Science and .Hible Antagonistic ·
Christian Scheme of Redem.J>tion. For all of
the above works admess THE TRUTH SEEKER, 83 Clinton Place, New York.

•.ro REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

OF THE

.......... ........................................ :
SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.

REPLY

HISTORY

lllottoes for Freethinkers

0

Saladin,
· ~dward Gibbon,·
Annie Besant,
V!ax Muller,
Mary Wollstonecraft, rhos. Huxley,
G. W. Foote,
Voltaire,
Austin Holyoake,
~has. Darwin,
]. S. Mill,
Rousseau,
George Eliot,
Humbo'dt,
Geo. Standring,
Byron,
Ernst Haeckel,
:;helle)"
Auguste Comte,
Da~i<l ftume,

NEW YORK:
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
33 CLINTON PlACE.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
Lonqon.

0

IOJ

I04

T~e

Duties. Price, 711 cts.

VIRGINIA.

0

IOJ

Charles Watts's Works.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

.Mrs. Ehnina D. Slenker, Snowville.

0

k

77
82
8J
84
87
88
92
95
IOO
102

ILLUSTRA TIO~ S.
Lick Observatory,
Girard College, Philadelphia,
Freethought Hall, Waco,
Texas (Interior view),
Freethought Hall, Waco
Texas (Exterior View),
The Tent,
Iron Virgin,
Paine Hall,

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.

0

The lt~ln Vi111in, Religiaus Divisions ofthe World,
·Paine l~etn.orhl Hall. (IIIustratt!d),
TheStoryoft38s,
Immigration to the U. S. r82o -1'!84,
Free thought iJ Australia,
Freeth•ougbt ( n the Continent.
Subjects of II" ustration,
•
Freetbou.tht , journals,
Religious Det tominations,
Area and Val Lle of Farms, •
Populs.tio n of Large Cities,
Liberal L.ectl#rers, •
•

--------

TENNESSEE.

•• 0

PAGR

Calendar for r886,
•
•
5
Freethought in the United States, r885, 17
How the Church Filches from the
State,
•
•
•
24
Public Contributions to the Church,
"28
The Religion of Crime,
31
Chaplains in our Army; and Navy,
32
The Higher Life. By Courtlandt Palmer, 34
My Dream. BY Samuel P. Putnam,
37
The American Secular Union, 40
Statistics of our-Foreign-born Population,49
.The Curate ofChurnside. (Selected Story.)
By ]as. Payne,·
•
•
50
How Voltaire Died. By the Editor,
64

NEBRASKA.

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinacybeauty."-DB. HENBYW. BE=ows. $1.

other .A,gnostic Poems. Price, 10 eta •
For all of the above adfuess
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
· 83 Clinton Place, New York.

PAGE

0. B. Whitford, Butte City.

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and:ihe Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown tlfere is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 eta.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

CONTENTS.

MONTANA.

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

. MISSOURI.

Dr. Wolff', 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.

an thor certainly has genius. The divine crea.tiv spark is within: him. The book is :filled witk
manly thoughts1 expressed in manly words-the transcnptoi am_!i,nlymind. EvecyLiberal
should read Golden 'l'hrone. • "-INGERSOLL. $1.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

(E. M. 286.)

MASSAOHUSETTS.

Universe~ and

Its Scientific Solution, with some Oritimsms of
Universology. Price, 20 ots.

25 cents.
$1.00.

Admess THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand·
some 12mo volume of nearly 11900 pages, fully
illustmted. Cloth, $3.25--in English or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Bo;rDoctor, and Sponsie, the 'l'roublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volmnes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOI.OGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
·
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam1" considerin_g the blue-glass cure-of value
to BlCK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
·
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 pa_ges1 cloth
bound, $2i "Heredity" by Loring_l\'Iooay, 159
pages, clotn\ 75 cents; ,! The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperamentsz" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents..i..' Generation before Rer:ererationJ'' by Dr. E . .H. Foote, Jr. 10 cents; ' REports oi Conventions and Parlor Meetings during
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Conventwn of the
Institute of Heredity, M!lX 29, 188Jl!" 10 cents.
Admess •.rHE TRuTH SEEKE:R.

twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thm:san.d biblical errors in science, history,
mar 1ls, religion) and general events. Also a
del.t wn t.ion of tne characters of the principal
personnges of the Christian Bible and an exami 1ation of their doctrins. Price, $2.

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical
Exposit ion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Prwe, 35 cents.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.

CANADIAN SECULAR UNION

LEAFLETS.
Long felt want supplied at last.
Small cost.-Concise argnment.-Written in a
spirit of love and candor that will

Awake Tlwugltt witlwut arousing Prejudice.
Five Hundred of any one kind for $1.
Sabbath Ol' Sunday, Which?-Histortcal. Evidence how Sabbath was Changed 1-Immo1·talitV.
The aims and objects of Secularism.-The Bible,
What it has done for humanity,

900 for $1.
The Best Leaflets Ever Issued.
Prepared by leading lecturers, and carefully revised by committee of our most able Secularists.
Address CANADIAN SECULAR UNION,
Science Hall, Millichamps Buildings,
4t27
Adelaide St., East, Toronto, Ont.
Bo~ks

on Practica.l Steps in Present N.eedE.

History of Woman's Costume Movement; its
first 35 years, Events and Persecutions, Supplemented by Modern Martyrdom. 182pp., fine paper,
2ijc.
Progress vs. Fashion. 32pp., paper, 10<l
Woman's Way Out. 3~pp., paper, tOe. Love ana4
Transition. Poetic, in two parts; an Epic and an
Argument. 19lpp., in fine cloth and gilt, 75c.
Sent on receipt of p.rice, by the author,
tojnt
M. E. '.riLLOTSON, Vineland, N.J.

Contaming new and startling revelations in
religious liistory1 which disclose the oriental
origin of all the aoctri,neB!.Principle~ precepts,
and miracles of the Christmn New Testament SELF-CONTRATHC1'10NS OF THE
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
BIBLE.
its nacred mystelies, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental crucified g_ods. $2.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thoug]l
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
33 Olin ton :Place. New York.
H. Buuu, one of onr ablest correspondents. l'rlore
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For sale at th1s office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

The Greatest of' all Anti·Bibll·
cal Works.

ELEMENTS

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

UNIVERSAL HIS TOBY

OF

FOR

THE CRISIS.

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Thomas Paine.

B)' Prof. H. lll. Co1tfn;;-er, A.M.

Speaking of this work in connection with the
This book iM inKt what the busy world of to-day
proposed independence of America from Great need~-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000
Brit.ain, Washington wrote: "A few more such years B.c. on up to 1888, all in a nutshell.-Elmtna S/mker.
flaming a1·guments
will not leave numAs a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
an
place; m the family it would be no
bers at a loss lo decide on the propriety of a sepa- lessimportant
1mportant, as conveying information that all
should be acquainted with.-Su.qan Wixon.
ration.~'
Mr. Cot.tinger'M mtentions in writing this book
Priee, 39 cents.
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It
For either l!f these works!- or any of Paine's may be commended as fulfilhng its purpose of a
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
concise and interesting historical ~xt-book.
83 Clinton l'lace, New York.
Mtlwaukee Sentinel.

PRE TRUTH SEEK:t:R ANNUAL.
Priae, 20 oentll,

Price, ()loth, U.I'IO.

For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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Stephen Pearl- Andrews.
Great Light of Liberty ,
And hast thou left us by thy fliclt'riug out
·To wander rayless, darlding, lil<e lost stars
Amid this world of fool-ruled, fear-forced slaves 1
Nay, rather hav thy truth-btight rays, afar
Scattering apark-like ft·om thy fall, ignit
Ten thousand flameless torches. These, flameless
now
No more, but lutid, flashing, floating out,
Shall with a sudden force dispread their heat,
Kindling myl"iad watch-fires blazing high,
All to illume this death-dark o1·b of fear,
That needs but cloud-dispelling light and fire
To make it warm as heaven.
Great husbandman and host
Of universal truth! We who are heirs
Of those vast barns, high ricks, wide cribs, deep
bins,
·
That held preserved from waste· thy garnered'
store
Drawn from the world-wide acres of thy tilth,
Shall find in them our wealth to purchase way
~'o- truth of trial ana problems world-core deep;
From. such sound grain the crushing mills of
thought,
And oven heat of human passion-force,
Shall ceaseless gl'ind and bake the bread of life,
Feeding the coming man.
· J. WM. LLoYD.

Captain Ortis's Booty.
Captain Ortis (the tale I tell
Petit told in his chronicle)
Gained from Alva, for service and duty
At Antwerp's capture, the strangest booty.
Then each captain chose, as I hear,
That for guerdon he held most dear,
Craved what in chief he set heart of his on;
Out str()de Ortis and claimed the prison !
Snch a tumult ! for, be assured,
Greatly the judges and priests demurred;
· No more criminals alone in that Stygian
Darkn~BB died, but the foes of religion.
There lay heretics by the score;
Anabaptisls, and many more
Hard to catch; but, ]et loose when caught, your
Timid squirrels forego the torture.
Never! Suddenly sank the noise,
Alva spoke in his steely. voice :
" He's my soldier, sans flaw or blemish;
Let him bum~as he likes these Flemish."
"Sire, as you please," the governor said,
" Only King Philip's edict read-"
_ Alva spoke : "What is king or Cortes?"
" Open the portals !" clied Captain Ortis.
"Loose the prisoners, set them free ;
Only-each pays a t·ansom fee !"
Ont, to be sure, poured the gold in buckets,
Piles on piles of broad Flanders ducats.
- .Ay, and there followed not gold alone;
Men and women and children, thrown
In chains to perish, came out forgivenSaw light, friends' faces, and thought it heaven.
Out they staggered, so halt and blind
From i·ack and darkness, ·they scarce could find
1'he blessed gate where daughter and mother,
Father and brother, all found each other.
" Freedom ! Our darlings ! Let God be praised !''
So cried all ; then said one, amazed :
"Who is he, under heaven, that gave us
Thought and pity-who cared to save us?"
" Captain Ortis," the answer ran,
" The Spanish lancer; here's the man.
Ay, but don't ldll him with too much caressing;
Death's sour salad with sweetest dressing."
Danger indeed; for never hath been
In brave old Antwerp such a sceneBoldest patriot, fairest woman,
Blessing him, knelt to the Spanish foeman.
Ortis looted his prize of gold,
And yet, I think, if the truth be told,
He f\)und, when the ducats were gone with the
plmtsure,
That heretic blessing a lasting treasure.
Yet my capLaiit, to certain eyes,
Seems war-hardened and worldly wise.
'\'Twere for. a hero," you say," more handsome·
To giv the freedom nor take the ransom."
True; but; think of this hero's lot;
:No Quixot.e he, nor Sir Launcelot,
But a needy B11ldie1', half-starved, remember,
With cold and hunger tl1at northern December;
Just such a one as Parma meant
When he wrote to Philip, in discontent:
"Ant~rp must yield to out· men ere much longer
Unless you leave us to die of hunger.
"Wages, clothing, they do withoutWine, fire even; they'll learn, no doubt,
To liv without meat for their mouths; they're
zealousOnly they die first as yet, poor fellows."
Yes, and--! praise him, for my part,
'rhis man, war-beaten and tough of heart,
Who, scheD}ing a boo·ty, no doubt, yet planned it
lVIore hke a saint, as I think, than a band1t.
W)lat, ·my friend, he's too coarse for you 1
Will naught less thau a Galahad do 1
Well, far nobler, no donut, your sort is,
But I-I declare for Captain Ortis!
-B0ston Trauscript.

Our Fashionable Preachers.
From John Swinton's Paper.
The New York J'1·ibUne publishes a report
of the way in which about one hundred of
the fashionable preachers of this city are enjoying themselvs while their churches are
cloeed for the sea.son. The Rev. Dr. Parkhurst spe~ds his summer on the coast of Nor-

•

way;· the Rev. Dr. Crosby in t4e Catskill
Mountains; the Rev. Dr. Robinson in the
Adirondacks; the Rev. Dr. "Wilson on the
Pacific coast; the Rev. Dr. Ormiston by the
seaside at Long Branch; the Rev. E. M.
·Deems in the Berkshire Hills; the Rev.
James Chambers in tllC Chenango Valley; the
Rev. Dr. Eaton up in the hills·; the· Rev. Mr.
Rainsford in the Rocky Mountains; the Rev.
Dr. Virgin on his farm; the Rev. Dr. Taylor
in the Highlands of Scotland; the Rev. Drs.
Hodge and Vau Dyke in Europe; also the
Rev. Drs. Worrall and Tiffany; and also the
Rev. Messrs. Collyer, Llbyd, Beecher, and
others. So it goes all along through the long
list.
These fashionable clergymen are recrdi~ing
after the overpowering labors of the past
winter and spring. · The strain upon them
-has been greater, as you can tell by their
looks, than that of the shoemakers of the city
or the tailors, or the car-drivers, or the carpenters, or the printers, or the. blacksmiths,
or the bricldayers, or the hatters, or the cotton-mill hands, or the needle women, or the
factory children-who hav no need of wasting their time from June till September in
dallying among the· hills or by the seaside,.
or strolling· over Europe. It is a tough job
to preach a fa-shionable peach-blow sermon
every Sunday, worse than hod-carrying for
six days of the week. As for their pay, _why
it can't compare with that .of coal miners, for
example.
If these hundred fashionable preachers of
the city would pass a few of the dog-days in
the tenement-liouse districts, spending part of
their money to .help those from whose·industry it came-but did you ever hear of such a
notion?

Book Notices.
Trm 1\fus&UMS IN THE PARK. Why They
Should be Open on Sunday. New York:
The Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton
Place. Price 5·cents.
This pamphlet contains the hi~tory of the
movement in New York to hav the museums
in the park open for the inspection of the
public on Sundays. A petition was signed
by ten tltousand citizens of New York, and
indorsed by the resolutions of several labor
organizations.
.
Among the thousands of names signed to
this petition were such as Ron. Rosco'e Conkling, the chief justice and recorder of tile
Court of General SesRions, chief justice of the
Court of Common Pleas, and many others of
like rank.
l'l'lr. Samuel P. Putnam wrote a letter to
the trustees of the museum urging the privilege of presenting the petition in person in
connection with an address. This was denied
him; the address, however, is publis4ed and
is v.ery able. It first proves the public. desire
for Sunday opening by the signers of the
petition, the res.olutions passed by labor
organizations, and the sermons preached on
the subject by such men as Revs. Heber
Newton, Robert Collyer, Theodore Williams,
W. S. Rainsford, Felix Adler, and otherR.
He then argues the justice of the petition,
the public good of Sunday openings, the
benefit that will accrue to the museums, etc ..
etc. It also replies to the arguments used
against Sunday openings.
All in all, this
pamphlet is a good document to put into the
hands of any one who is liable to call for the
privilege of the benefit of any of our public
institutions on Sunday.
The same reasons that demand the opening
of the New York Central Park Museums on
Snnclay demand that our State Library b('
kept open on the only day of the week when
" the common people" hav time to use it.Tlte NeM T!wugltt.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Permit me to call the attention of our Liberal
friends to the famous and wonderful novel,
"What's to Be Done?" translated and published by Benj. R. Tucker, of Boston. The
author of this novel is the celebrated Russian
Materialist, literary critic, and economist, N.
G. Tchernychewsky. It is the "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" of Hussian literature. "What's to
Be Done?" as Mr. Tucker truthfully observes,
has been an ever-flowing fount of inspiration
to the youth of Russia of both sexes for more
than twenty years, and mainly to its influence
is their present progressiv spirit to be attributed. It is a book for Liberals, Freethinkers,
and truth seekers. It preaches the gospel of
individual liberty, moral culture, and intellectual development.
Development I Development! Observe,
"think, and read those who tell" you of the
pure enjoyments of life, of the possible goodness and happiness of man. Read themtheir books delight the heart; observe lifeit is interesting;' think-it is a pleasant occupation. Desire to be happy: this desire, this
desire alone, is indispensable. With this end

in :vjew, you will work with pleasure for your
development, for there li13s happiness_."
i.
For no.' otber crime than preachmg thts
.gospel of Freethought . and developmel).t,
.which, in the judgment of the Russian
rulers, aims at the ~overthrow of .societ-y,
religion, and morality, Tchernyc;bewsky w.as
imprisoned, exiled, and buried 'alive in the
wilderness of Siberia.
·It is hardly necessary for me to praise Mr.
Tucker's translation, as his rare talent and
exceptional abilities are well known. Some
contemptible fool hasgivenafalse, misleading,
and absurd outline of Tchernychewsky's
book in the New Yorko World. As a Russian,
I ask you, M:r:. Editor, to do. justice to the
author of " What's to Be Done?" by publishing this.
.
VIOTOR YAnRos.
· Birmingltam, Conn.

THE

HUMBOLDT LffiRARY.

Price 15 cents each mtmber, ·unless otherwise mai·kea.
1. Light Scieticefbr Leisure Hours. A series offamiliar essays on astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By Richard A., Proctor, RR.A.S.
2. The Fonns of Wotter in Clouds and Rivers, Ice
and Glaciers. 19 :llustrations. By John TYndall, ]i'.R.S. ·
8. Physics and Politics. An application of the
pri~ciples of Natural Sci.ence to Political.
Samet¥; By Walter Bagehot, Authot> ·of
"The .llinglish Constitution."
4. Man's Place in Nature. With numerous illustrations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S. ·
5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and PhysicaL
By Herber.t Spencer.
·
6. Town Geology. With Appendix on Coral and
Coral Reefs. By Cha)·les Kingsley.
'1'. Conservation of Energy. With numerous illustrations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.
8. Study of Lan@ages, brought back to-its Tru~
principles. By C. Marcel.
ALL IN A LIFETIME.
9, The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory 'Jf Sound in· its Relation to Music.
It bas not oeen my pleasure to read this
Numerous illustrations. lly By Prof. Pietro
Blase rna.
charming book written by J'liiss S. H. Wixon
Naturalist on the River Amazo!l .. A recuntil quite recently, and I must say that I was 11. } The.
ord of 11 years• travel. By Henry Walter,
greatly delighted with it. Miss Wixon dis- 12.
Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
plays a clear insight into human nature, .and 13. Mind and Body. The theortes of their rela" tiona. By Alexander Bain, LL.D. ·
conl;lequently givs ns both the light and the 14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 illustrations.
By Camille Flammarion.
_
shade, the good and bad, as we meet it in
The means of prolongingUfe aft.er
every. day life. In a word, she hold the mir- 15. Longevity.
middle age. By John Gardner, M.D. , ror up .to nature, and givs us genuin portraits 16. Origin of Species. By Thomas H. Huxley, ..
RR.&
.
of living characters.
·
17. Progress : Its Law and Cause. With other disThere is no nonsense or goody-~oody busiquisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
ness in the book. The writer ts a broad- 18. Lessons in Electl'imty. 60 illustrations. B:;J.ohn Tyndall, F.R.S.
· ..
minded, large·and tender~hearted woman, inspired by knowledge and humanity. Her 19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. By
Richard A. Proctor.
,
Liberalism is not ostentatious, and yet the :
of -Astronomy. By R. Kalley Miller,
soil-of her writing grows nothing so well as 20~ Romance
M.A.
liberty, truth; justice, and the natural virtues. 21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essa'ys.
The writer of " All in a Lifetime" knows
By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
..
nothing of any other "lifetime," and con- 22. Seei\l!f and Thinldng. By William Kingdon
C.liftord, F.R.S.
.
.
.
sequently believes in" one world at a time."
2<1. Scientific Sophisms. A review of curi·ent
W. S. BELL
theories conce :uiniJ Atom".t_ Apes, and Meu.
By Samuel Wainwright, D.lJ.
24. Popular Scientific Lectures. illustrated. Dr
l'rof. H. Helmhc·ltz.
.
on,
25. Origin of Na~ons. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
Oxford University.
·
MEN oF B::rsrNESS WHo Dm Soll!ETIIING BESIDES
26. The Evolutionist at La1·ge. lly G1·ant Allen.
MAKING MoNEY.
wr. Histo\'Y· o( Landholding in England. lly
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
Joseph F1Bher, F.R.H.S.
'28. Fashion in Deformity, as iUi1strated in tl1e
BY .JAMES PARTON.
customs of Barbarous and Civilized Races.
Numerous illustt·ations. lly William Henry
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
Fiower, F.R.S.
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav !!i. Faets and Fictions of Zoolog)·. Numerous
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
illustrations. By Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They 1?· } Study of Words. By Richard Chencvix
are etandard.
·~'·
Trench. Pric.-,
$1.2;).
32. Hereditary Traits and other Essays. lly Rich- Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ard A. Proctor.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
d3. Vignettes from Nature. lly Grant Allen.
::14. Philosophy of Style. By Herbert Spencer.
The Legends of the Patt·iar ehs. By 35. Oriental Religions. By John Cah·d, Pres.
Univ. Glasgow, and Others.
S. BARi:NG-GouLD. $1.50. The Congregationalist, in speaking of it, says:· "There 36. Lt•ctures on Evolution. illustrated. lly Prof.
'1'.
H. Huxley.
are few Bible readers who hav '\Ot at some
37. Six Lectures oii Light. Dlustrated.' B/Jobp.
time wished for just such a volume . . It
'l'yndall.
a thoroughly interesting book, and will
Geological Sketches. By Archibald Geilde,
be seized. with avidity by all students o~ 39.
F.R.S.
the Bible.
·40. 'rhe Evidence of Organic Evolution. lly Geo:
J. Romaues, F.R.S.
The :Martyrdom of Man. Embracin5 41. Current Discussions in Science. lly W.- M.
the four divisions of War, Religion, LibWilliams, F.C.S.
erty, and Intellect A ~vork of rare merit, 42. HiH!.ory of the Science of Politics. lly Frederick Pollock.
'
·
and written in a superior style. By WIN
WOOD READE. New edition. 544 pages. 4.3. Darwin and Humboldt. By Professor Huxley',
Pmfessor Agassizj and other~.
·
·
Price reduced from $3 to $1. 75.
<M.l Dn\vn of History. By C. F. Keary, of the
1,5.( :British Museum.
'J1he Old Faith and the New. A Con- 1ti. Dh<eases of :Memory. lly Tb.. Ribot. Tmnfession. By DAVID FRI&DERICH STru.uss,
Hlated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
author of the "New Life of Jesus," etc.
17. Childhood of lieligions. By Edward Clodd,
Authorized .translation from the sixth
F.It.A.S.
German edition. 13y MATHILDE BLIND. 48. LifcinNature. illustrated. ByJns. Hiriton.
4U.
The
Sun: its Constitution; its Phcnome.utt;
Two volumes in one. The translation
it.s Conditwn. lly Judge Nathan '1'. Carr,
.revised and partly rewritten, and preColumbus, Ini!.
·
ceded by an American versinn of the au- ;,o.l J,foney
and the Mechanism of Exchange. By
thors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss ;,1.( Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S. ,
is too well known by the readers of Amer- M. Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Transica to req nire a ~inl(lc wor,l to be said in
lated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
58. Animal Antomatism, and other Essays. By
his praise. Price, $1.50.
.
Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
!'he Outcast. A deep, ilnely-writtE)n 54.
llirth and Growth of Myth. lly Edward Clod d.
Radical story. From the London edition.
F.R.A.S.
By WrNwooD REAVE, author of "Martyr- 55. Scientific Basis of Morals, and other J):ssays.
By William Kingdon Clifford, F.R.S.
dom of Man." 30 cents.
illusions.
By James Sully.
rhe Pro and Con of Supernatural
08.) The Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin.
Religion. Both. side:; fairly and 5U.(
'l'wo·<).ouble numbers, 30 cents each.
ably presented. By E. E. GuiLD, ex- _
r.o. C\1ildhood of the World. lly Eelward Clodd.
Universalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents; 61.
1\Ii"cellaneous Essays. lly Richard A. Proctor.
cloth, 50 cents.
U2. lkllgions of the Ancient World. llyPi·of. Geo.
Hawlinson, University of Oxford. Double
l'he Radical Pulpit. C0mprising disnumber, 30 cents.
cou.rses of advanced thought. By 0. B. 63. Progressive Morality.
lly Thomas Fowler,
FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER, two of
LL.D.~ president of Corpus Christi College,
Oxfora.
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B.
FRoTHINGHAM: The' New Song of Christ- 64. Distribution of Animals and Plants. llY A.
'tussel Wallace and W. T. Thiselton Dyer.
mas, The Departed Years, Life as a Test 65. Conditions
of :Mental Development; and other
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New
Essays. lly Wm. Kingdon Clift'ord.
Testament, The Sectarian Spirit, The 66. Technical Education; and other Essays •. lly
American Gentleman, The Language· of
'rhomas H. Huxley, F.RS.
the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell, 67. The Blaclt Death. An A.ccount of the Great
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Century. By
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, The
J. F. C. Hecker.
American Lady, The Consolations of .Ra- 68. (SIJ(lcial
number, 10 cents.) Three Essays, bY
tionalism. By. FELIX ADLER: The Ethics
Herbert Spencer.
·
of the Social Question, Emancipation,
60. \Double Number, 80cents). Fetichism : A ConLecture at the Second Anniversary of the
tdbution to Anthropology ancl the History
of Religion. By Fritz Schultze,J'h.D. 'l'ransSociety for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders,
lated from the German by J. Fitzgerald,
·Hav We Still a Religion? Conscience.
M.A.
Price, in cloth, $1.
70. Essays Speculativ ancl Practical. By Herbert
Spencer.
.
The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J. 71. Anthropology.
By Daniel Wilson~ LL.D.
R. KELso, A.M. Price, 50 cents.
With Appendix on Archeology. .tlY E. D.
1'ylor, F.lt.S.
.
Truth Seeker Collection of Fonns, 72. The
Dancing Mania ot the Middle Ages. llJ·
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
. Hymns and Recitations. Con- ·
taining forms for organizing societies, 73. Evolution in History, Language, ancl Science.
Four Addresses delivered at the London
marriage, funeral services, naming of inCrystal Palace Sciwol of Art, Science, and
fants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc.
Literature.
Also 525 Liberal and Spiritualistic hymns 14. The Descent of Man; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwin. In 4 parts.
for public meetings, funerals, social gath15 cents each.
erings, etc. To which are added beanti:
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
ful recitations for various public ooca· 33 Clinton Place, New York.
llioii.I. 550 pp. Cloth, 75 centa.
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.J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Cl a.ims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singln 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur!l" are:
The Church and Morality; Cl'iminal Statistics,
show}n~ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentmnes; the Church and Civilization ; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
, Movement~. the Temi>erance · Reform; the
Church ana the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y Scri.Q.ture : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheatmg; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
Conqu:est and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolemnce and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Sl1tvery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagranc,r; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents ; 6 copies, $1
Special discount on larger quantities.
·

Sabbath-Bt·eakiug. This is the best

and most thorough work ever wl'itten on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
.and handsome print. The question is discussed
tmder the following heads:- Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of.
.Sunday Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; '.rastimony of the Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin~ the Middle A~es; The Puritan
. Sabbath; Testimony of Chr1stian Reformers,
Scholars~_ and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws. ±'rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.
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lf lanci't~nurethe·tnustdescendants
be greatly·

A MASS m~eting: to irio
Irelana' was cheld. in:Ulli
Robert Blisse\:t ·-was· c'ha~
pected that t:fi.e,meeting:{
spite of that ·dra-wback. i:,

:'ored:,'lo~ds;

;ron.s. ai:id dukes, should not
\}!1laJ;~d and the tillet:s of the
:·;a·~wnex:~ip.-D. M. Bennett.
r•of the immense age of earth,'
': and the e,normous length of
:•: time (compared with our
i: historillal accounts) during
:; which man has been an int>habitant of the globe, and
;.:with ·the knowledge that
{I m~n's origin is, almost With"
i,! out doubt, to be derived
;Jfl'~m · ~ .l?wer order Qf the
~'j an.unal 'kingdom, and cer®'. tainly from .very primitiv
R~and; ,BIJ.V:age ancestors, the
:\'j old a,ccioun t of the first pair,
R•jth\lJiiJl,, the curse of the
f'tjr!J-C.e,• the "scheme of·
;. salvation," as indicated in
~--t!le.prophesied ''seed of the
i'wo'mail;" that should
'''bruise the serpent's head"
i·:4fll.this, upon which is
:1J.iiili Up the lofty struQture
of •" justification by faith"
:a.n~: .!•,'r,~gemption through
nthe·:blood of the Lamb,"
j~~bleiraway, and the vast
[fste,n;t; !1,1.lls to tbe ground.
"' _.$tqaty~.rq,•s New Faith (No.
~1119 of Truth Seeker Tracts).

PRoHmiTioN werit irito(:
effect in Rhode. Island!~
on the 1st of July. ·
B.EECHER _pr-eacbe?- last ;
Sunday in London. Itis\1
reported that his jokes•~

t;

took well. . :~
. _ · ,~
THE sparring-· match ·
between· Sullivan : arid .

Mitc~ell ~as ..___· !>_r_F_~-~t.,ed_ _
.by the pollee: :':;, ~ ,
JoHN DALEY, a reform-!
ed papist, attempted to i
lecture ·in Wilkesbarre, I
Pa., last Sunday, .. but
was mobbed and thrown
into. the river by Catholic
1
roughs.
_
A PHIL4-DELPmA . man\
nained Graham has bl#~•
a llu·ge barrel,_jn which!;
he·. intends . to· enscoricel~
himself and go through.p;.
the Whirlpool rapids at!';
Niagara Falls. __

jJ

CHARLES BRADLAUGHI""
has been returned to "Pa~-l
liament from Northampton by a large majority.!
-It is ·noted that thus far\·
he is the only candidate
who bas polled inoref
votes than at the last
ele-ction.

r

ELDER ELLIOTT, of the:
1
Christian churCh at 'Nevada, Mo., bas been de-'
posed by his church and,
renounced by his wife o~n~'- - - - - - - , - - - - - - - account of his liaisons with a mulatto woman.
THE Boston yacht Puritan beat the Pris~- ·
~4 · •
c~la an!'l Mayfl.i:rwer in the Eastern Yacb~ - ·
·
·
.
..
Club;s regatta off Marblehead, Ma~s., last -- IN a French _ ra_nw~:y: carriage : "M_adam_e; is
week.
.
, ',
· · , _sipoking 'disagree_ai)J~e:._to yoii1"' "Yes,· sir."
1
,
f M'd
N _y
<Lighting a cigar) "Ah, then I am sorry for you."
JAME
__
s A . S TEELY, o
I way, -. ., was
shot dead w liile attendin"' divine service last
A BRIGHT little boy in Brooklyn, at the beginning
Sunday, by Miss· Emma Connelly. H bad'· of Lent, :when asked by his Sunday-scho~l teacher
.
. .
e
who had fasted forty days and forty jghts, rel gu.
1
s Iand ere d tIe
plied, "Dr. Tanner."
AN American fishing schooner from Port- A:N old miser, owning a farm in the north of
Iarid Me put into Shelburne Harbor N s Scotland, found it impossible to do his work withl
'
f
.
' · ., out assistance, and accordingly offered any man
a~t wee
or wat~r and _repairs, and was . fooq for ;performing the requisit labor. A halfsmzed by a Canadmn CI'Uiser. The offense starved man, hearing of the terms, accepted them.
charged is taking in water· before reporting; !Jef~re g<;>ing into the fields in the morning he
InVIted hts servant to breakfast. After finishing
-_to the custom house.
.
the morning meal, the old miser thought it would
BoYCOTTERS are being convicted of con- be a saving of time if they should place the dinner
spiracy righ-t and ,]eft. Our District A.ttorney upon the table after the br!'akfast. This was
Martine has even thought it best to postpone reaiJi!Y agreed to by ~he unsatisfied stranger, and
.
,.
. .
the dinner was soon dispatched. "Suppose, now •"
- th~ trmls of the mdlCted. "boodle" aldermen 1said the frugal fa.rmer, "we take supper 1 It will
in order to deal with this class of offenders. save time and trouble, you know." "Just as you
-No indictment bas as yet been brought like," said the eager eater; and at it they went.
against employers who bav conspired to de-l" Now we will go to work,:• said the delighted employer. "Thank you 0" satd the laborer; "I never
. prive employees of work by lockouts and· work after supper."
A PARTY of ladies·were being shown through the
. blacklisting. _
THEiiE.is a small war in-Texas. The cow- Arkansaw penitentiary. One of the party, upon
boys are driving their herds from the dry noticing a handsome young fellow, thus addressed
•
·
1 him : "You are a very young man to be in such a
sectiOns of the northwest part of the state i place as this." "Yes'm." "What must your father
into Jack's county, along the waters of the think?" "Think that if I ·could get out I'd do it."
West Fork, cutting fences and trespassing "How long are you in for 7" "Five years." "What
upon farms. The-farmers are arming to pro-·: was your mime?"' "Selling Bibles." "What!" the
. .
lady exclaimed, in astonishment. "Yes, selling
teet themselvs. S everal colhswns bav taken state?" "Why, is it a crime to sell Bibles in this
p\ace, and a number of men are known to Bibles." "It seemed to be,.mum." "Oh, what a
hav_: been killed.
.
heathenish country. I am a corr~sponden t for the
A DYNAMITE factory at McCainsville N. J. Apostle at.JVork, 'll.nd I s.ball wnte up Y?ur case.
-.
' .
' Now," taking out a note-book, "please g1v me the
was the scene of an explos10n on the 2d mst. particulars." "Well, while I walfBellina Btbles on
which demolished the building and blew ten the street man came up and arrested me. I was
workmen into atoms. The amount of dyna- taken before court and sentenced to the peniten't
h' h
1 1d ·
t'
t d t
"00 tiary." "You don't tell me so." "Yes'um"
mi e W IC exp O( e IS es Ima e a 2 •0
"And all this for selling the precious book.
pounds. Nothmg was left of the factory but Where did you get the Bibles?" "Stole them."
slivers, and all that could be found of the ten l'he note-book closed with a snap.
men were shreds of flesh, which, when gathNoT EASILY DECEIVED.
up in pails, scarcely filled four water buckets;
Young physician (to patient): "Let me look at
your tongue. Hm, troubled with dyspep-"
THE; Fourth went off in this city with the
Patient : "Not a bit. I can eat sole-leather."
usual amount of noise. It was celebrated on
Y. P.: "Let me feel your pulse. H!ll, wakefulthe 5th. The 4th came on Sunday, and that ness at night."
being a sacred day, superatition got the better P.: "Sleep like a top.''
Y. P.: "Let me see your tonaue. Hm, dizziness
of patriotism, and the celebration was de- and pains in-"
ferred.. The result was that there were two
P.: "Nop."
days of confusion and smoke, the small boys Y. P.: "Let me feel your pulse. Hm, easily
being unable to keep their enthusiasm bottled tired, with an indisposition to mental exertion of
any-"
over Sunday. Comparativly few casualties
P.: "Nop."
are reported, and there was less drunkenness,
Y. P.: "Let me see your tongue. Hm; headit is said, than usual. Two hundred thou- ache and stiffness of the-"
P.: "Havn•t had a headache in twenty-five
sand people_ left New York without visibly
years."
decreasing its population. More than· a mill- Y. P.: "Let nie feel your pulse. Hm, you are
ion stayed 'in the city.
using too much tobacco.''
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;; ,WHo was Jesus Chrisp A
Qman or a myth 1 His his•
'tory being a fable, is _the
'hjjro areality? -Do you al:lege that· it was impossible
to ·forge: books so large as
the gospe1s? Theli.. the answer-is\ that for many 'ceil turies ·christians were skilled
j-in. the art of forging epis: ties, gospels, acts, decrees of
.~! councils,,.etc., etc. Will youtj urge, that this only appJi<B
!~to ·the Romish
church?
Then you will admit that
·you:{ stream runs .from a
polluted fountain.
Who
was Jesus Christ 1 Who
:was Saint Patrick 1 Who
:expelled the reptils .from
Ireland 1 Who was Fin·ma:Coul? Who wns Odin?
-----,--------------..,.-----~Perhaps, there wall a maV:
P.: "Ne_ver touch it in any shape;"
named Jeans, who r'llally lived and performed
Y. P.: "Let III.fl see your,pulse.,.-er-1 mean your some special actions a/ttracting popular' attention, _
tongue. Hm too much confined to your desk. and who became tho;H:enter of a hundred myths,
·
, I but beyond this, Jdms Christ is a fiction.-07tarles
You need fre~h air and-._,
:f.: "J'lp.a)etter-ca),'ner." . ,;, . . , _ : --·~-fr.llalaii~Qh . ., .. ,._ ,_ . _ •r~
'-': · .-~- ..·.
Y:-- P;i ,!~Let 'me fe!lr: of yoJ#'(toilgue-tbat -is, I,' GENTLY and softly the mother bent
should say your .Pulse. · Hm, you hav a tired feel:
Over the lfabi in sleep's embrace,
ing come over-" ·
Watching the rosy smiles-indent
P.: "Never."
.
_
And dimple the little dreamer's face,
Y. P.: "Let me see your-never mind your
And the longed-for ldss she would not taka,
tongue-feverish at times, with a constant desire
Lest peradventure the child might wake.
for water."
~
P.: "No, bef3r."
Gently the mother ~atched and "!ept
Y. P.: "Do you drink beer?"
Over .the coffin w:here layber child.
_Qnly one thought m her bosom crept
p · "Oh yes "
y:·P.: "To e~cess?"
· As.Rhe bent t~ the lips in.her anguish wild
Agam and agam the lost kiss to takep . "No "
y: ·P.: "Tell me, how many glasses a day?"
Oh! if the baby would only wake!
P.: "Sometimes more and sometimes fewer."
-R. K. J-lunkUtrick.
Y. P.: "I thought so. , We members of the medNo. man in these days stands alone, or towers in
ical profession are seldom deceived in our diagno- unapproachable superiority above his fellows.
sis of a case."
·
Nor-can any man now play all the parts. A divisP.: "Am I in any danger, doctor?"
ion of labor has taken place in all spheres. The
Y. P.: "No immediate danger; but its lucky you time when the missionaries at once converted and
called me."
civilized the forefathers of European Christendom, when Charlemagne or Alfred was the master
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-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks.
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
--oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be· circulated everywhere in vindication.
60pp. Price 10 cents; 12 copies, $1.

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD
.A Fabricated .Account of a Scene at t~ Deatltbed of Tlwrnaa Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments •attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its ptincipal charges) is a forgery, it being .impossible that
FenWick could hav wt:itten the alleged account.
18pp. Price 5 cents ; 25 for $1.00.
For these two pamphlets addres;
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
· 88 Olinton Pl., New York.
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has departed, at least from the European nations;
The more backward races may still need, and hav
reason to venerate, a Peter the Great.-G'olawin
Smith.
IF any man come unto me, etc.-Lnke xiv, 26.
Think not that I am come to send peace, etc.Matt. x, 34-36. Everyone that hath forsaki'n
houses; etc.-Matt. xix, ·29. The teaching of' Jesus
is, in fact, save yourself by yourself. The teaching of humanity should be, to save yourself save
your fellows. The human family is a vast chain;
each tnan and woman a link.-BI·aalauult's II'!tat
t!id, Jesus Teach t
THE medieval maps placed J ernsalem in the center of the earth, t•anged lands and tribes in a circle round it, walled them in with a forbidden s~a,
with heathen Gog and Magog on its desert rim,
and a •• Gate of Iron" to keep them off. What a
"negation" of all this when Columbus opened .
Ametica, when De Gama doubled the cape, when
Marco Polo came back from far Citthay! But
what" affirmation~" swept them into the hope and
faith of inan ! Such is the religious revolution of
our day.-Sam. Jolm.son, D.D.
CHANCE.
A word unspoken, a hand unpressed,
A look unseen, or a thought unguessed,
And souls that were kindred may liv apart,
Never to meet or to know the truth,
Never to know how heart beat with heart
In the dim past days of a wasted youth.
She shall not !mow how his pulses leapt
When over his temples her tresses swept;
As she leaned to giv him the jasmin wreath,
She felt his breath and her face flushed red
With the passionate love that choked her breath
And-saddens her life now her love is dead.
A faded woman who waits for death,
And murmurs a name beneath her breath;
A cynical man who scoffs and jeers
At woman and love in the open day,
And at nig~ttime kisses, with bitter tears,
A faded frailroent o~ i!l-smin spray,

,..
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OUR PRACTICE is not
FOUNOEO on REASON or
COMMON SENSE, IT All
R.ESTS
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Take _your medicine. No matter wlwt we pre.,..
scri~be, you m.usli swal=
low ,t; whole ,
DOWN WfTtl IT ' I
Don't sag you. cari'l; _

Y'01!JJ MUST

!

You have no ~oice. Vou. ·

Will be DAMNED if you.
refuse, a~d ,f God. -0;;,·'

predestined yo
to.lfo to Hell yo
Wtli be

OAMNEO .:

a~hovv.'

A

.l]otts atid g[lippings.
'J'm:-Aroostook Herald thinks it would be
for that county should the United
States aud Canada hav trouble, the only way
out of Aroostook being over a railroad which
passes through the queen's dominion, and is
owned there.
THE census returns for Paris hav just been
issued. The. population numbers 2,254,306
souls, ~bowing the small increase of 14,378
· sin~e the last census taken five years ago, in
1881. In ten out of the twenty arrondisse- me11t~ the population has diminished.
E,- ANGET.IST MUNHALL is conducting a mild
revival in Denver, not without criticism. He
pitched into his critics the other night.
"Some people would find fault with Jesus,"
said he, " and some with the Angel Gabriel.
I am not a perfect.man by any means." "I
believe it," said an old man, emphatically.
unplea~ant

IN London recently a distinguished Baptist minister, having occasion to supply a
pulpit where the new version of the scriptures was the only Bible in the pulpit, in
openiug the book for his text, "Lord, what
wilt thou hav me to do?" discovered too late
that Paul's exclamation is not contained in
the revised vHsion.
THE New York Herald has started Colonel
Gilder upon an expedition with the North
Pole as an objectiv point. Mr. William Griffiths is the only white man who will accompany him. His intention is to go north with
the sealers and whalers as far as they go, then
enlist the nativs in the work, and prosecute
his journey by their aid. It will be several
years before he retur_ns.

MODEL

FAITH-CURE

"YEs," said a New Yorker, "I had a very
pleasant time over in Boston. In fact I always
do. It's a cultivated city." "Anything new
being discussed there in social or literary cir.
cles ?" ''No; nothing new~ They are still agitating' the questions, 'Who is to write the
American novel?' and 'Who is to whip
.Sullivan?'"
AN amusing story about Mr. H. C. Richards and Mr. Herbert Gladstone is going the
rounds. "Depend upon it, ladies and gen.
tlemen," said Mr. Richards, at the close of a
recent speech, "we should never hav heard
of Mr. Herbert Gladstone had it not been for
his father." And it is actually said that Mr.
Richards was unable for some moments to
understand why the audience roared.-Relig.
ious Paper.
CARDINAL GIBBONS and the papal nuncio at.
tended church at Deer Park, Md., where
they are sojourning,. and so many people
crowded upon a porch near the church to see
them that the supports gave way, and the
people fell to the ground. A dozen persons
were more or less bruised, but no lives were
lost. This latter fact was" referred to as prov.
idential, but the falling of the porch was not
so considered.
DoN'T argue, but avoid religious controversy. At the same time be always ready to
converse directly about Jesus, and his love,
and his salvation, and 1ollat he is to ymtr mon
smtl.-The Watchman. That· is, be always
ready to make a nuisance and bore of yourself by talking pietistic twaddl'e to your acquaintances, but when one of them asks you
how you know all you say, just refuse to
answer, and run away. Great advice! Yet
it is the only safe counsel for Christjans.

·

=
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ESTABLISHMENT.

" THERE is nothing in the universe more
real than Jesus Christ as he was when on
earth, as he is now in heaven, as he will be
when he comes to raise the dead and judge
the world, and as he will continue to be forever. Of him it is said, in the epistle to the
Hebrews, tvat he is 'the same yesterday, today; and forever.' He is not a fictitious
character, merely an imaginary person, born
of human fancy, ·but a real person, with a
life history, a part of which was in this world,
attached to him. The term ' Christianity' is
borrowed from one of his official titles."Independent. That is t1Je kind of " truth"
readers of religious papers get. · It will
trouble the editor to prove his assertions.
TrrE Atlanta Constitution reports a ministerial preventiv against cannibals. At a
meeting of preachers in Chicago recently the
Rev. Mr. Ayres read a long paper, in which
he argued that the coming Christian would
not use tobacco. He made many strong
points, and impressed his audience. Unfortunately, he said in conclusion that even cannibals had sense enough not to eat tobacconized flesh. They never devoured smokers
and chewers. When this climax was reached,
a smile rippled over the upturned faces of the
ministers. Finally one of the brethren took
the matter up. He said that he had been in
doubt until he heard the story about the cannibals. If it was a man's duty in time of
peace to prepare for war, it was just as much
his duty to guard himself against cannibals.
The exigencies of missionary work or business
might at anytime require a man to visit Africa
or Patagonia. He would run the risk of falling in with cannibals. If the tobacco habit
would save him from being eaten, it might

also save his life. Perhaps the savages
would not think it worth while to kill a man
who was worthless as an article of food. As
a matter of precaution, therefore, he thought
it would be wise to stick to tobacco.
OF the recent marriage of Madam .Patti
and Signor Nicolirri. Mrs. Besant has the
cruelty to write: "The English are ·a queer
people. They make a great parade of the
sanctity of marriage, and rigidly shut their
doors, as a rule, against a wife who has deserted her husband for another man. However merciful they may be to the male 'sinner,' they are iron to the female. But in
Madam Patti's case all is different;. three
thousand children sing an ode at her wed
ding;. a rector performs the marriage ceremony; the Prince of Wales, . the queens of
Belgium and Roumania send congratulations;
Lord and Lady Rothschild present gifts; the
mayor and corporation of Brecon offer an address; a deputation repre~enting the inhabitants of Swansea lay a valuable service of old
China at her feet. All this is very nice, but
from the ordinary English point of view
rather startling. :Madam Patti left her husband for Signor Nicolini and was consequently
divorced; after they hrtd lived together for
many years they married, for no Vf!l'y obvious
reason. If they wanted to marry at all so
late in the day, it would certainly hav been
in better taste to hav married quietly, instead
of making such a tremendous fuss. This is,
however, a matter of taste and not of public
interest. But it is of public interest to know
that, for the future, no divorced wife will
lose her position in society; for it cannot be
supposed that society will be so base as to
treat, say, Mrs. Crawford .any worse than it
has treated Madam Patti."
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'l'he Influence of" Religion and Philosophy on visited, sick people- prayed with: weekly religious and corollas of flowers, those sexual amulets borrowed
meetings attended. By this time the worn-out hus- by womankind from a lower life, are a few of .the
Morals.
.
BY VAN BUREN

D~NSLOW.

III.
'Now, the difficulty with this whole economical

~ystem ~s that moder~ society knows that industry,
~.e.,

activ, hard-working selfishness, or creating and
accumulating capital by labor, is the masculin and
m~ vii:tue,_ while the duty of gi'?ng or disbursing
this capital IS the scon<lary or femmin virtue wholly
subordinate in its utility, and which cannot ~ven be
performed until the prior' duty of selfishly and industrially accumulating something to giv has first been
performed. A recent traveler through Judea wrote
that in passing from the one end of that country to
the other h~ saw only one man doing anything; and
he was fallmg off a house. This lethargy is due
more to Mohammedan fatalism than to the economical enors of Christianity, but in Italy and southern
~urope_ the feeling that to _liv by religious beggary
IS the highest form of worship has dedicated the best
women and men of thatcountry to celibacy and left
the continuation of the race to the robbers ~nd lazzaroui, until the demoralization and ruin are as nearly
complete as this idea could prevail to make them.
Now our practical western mind defies and overrides
t~is element in Christianity_ by sheer force of hypocnsy. It pretends to beheve that benevolence is
always demanded, but it knows better. It knows
that every man's first duty is to himself and it is
well it does. It is saved from economical' desolation
by taking refu~e in a_ systel? ?f economical hypocrisy.
Another mode m whwh religwn compels hypocrisy is
by the inherent insatiableness of its dema11ds. Like
every other passion, it will·not regulate its own de~a~ds, but must be moderated by other and antago·
mstw forces. If you bow the head like a Unitarian
its na~ural tend~ncy is _to demand that you bend you;
back hke an Episcopalian. The crooking of one joint
in the neck is not sufficient in the presence of God.
·when you hav_ bent your back it says, Get down on
your knees, hke a Methodist. When you hav
reache~ your knees it says? Kiss . the ground, like a
Cathohc.. When you hav kissed the ground it says,
On your belly, you vile creature, like a Mohammedan
or a Persian. And long before you hav reached
yo':r _bell~ it ?as made a~tacks on its contents by prescnbmg. fastmg. And If you consent to fast it requires _that you waste the body more vigorously by
scomgmg; and when you hav scourged there are
intimations in the New Testament that "there be
some who hav made eunuchs of themselvs or taken
out their right eyes for the kingdom of heaven's
sake."
This is a broad topographical view of the insatiablelless of religion. Take a nearer-home view. A
young man of good moral character marries and devotes himself to building up a happy home, with the
assurance that his young wife is as pious as a woman
ought to be, and will make his children a good
mother. Pretty soon, when he comes home he
misHel:l her kiss and greeting at the door· walk~ out
• of 011e room into another until he finds'her in the
closet praying for his soul's conversion and weeping
because he is on the road to hell. He doesn't take a
great deal of stock in hell, but he wants things comf~rtable and the pressure of religious persecution in
his bedroom removed. So he repents, unites with
the ch:nrch, and for the moment supposes that his
home IS happy. Pretty soon he misses the kiss and
greeting at the door again, walks out of one room
into another, and finds his beloved in the closet praying for religious services at every meal and family
prayers once a day, for the sake of the Christian appearance and the example to others as well as for
· their souls' welfare. He again gently removes the
iron pressure of religious despotism from his bedroom, by installing himself as a very indifferent
priest, converting his residence from a home into a
chur~h, and encumb~ring his nervous system with a
contmual round of Irkscme_ ceremonies, which make
prayer as commonplace as his pantaloons, put on like
t?em for decenc~ and respectability, instead of being
hke the odor of flowers, the unconscious and rare
breath of the uplifted soul. Pretty soon however
the pious husband again misses the familiar kiss at
the door, a~d_again finds t~e w~eping wife upon her
knees. Rehg~ous persecutiOn Is again in his bedroom. This time it is that all his associates who are
not church-members, all who drink beer or use profane language, or attend theaters, are to be cut off or
shown the door, and ·that he himself is neither to
a,ttend the theatei:, nor to ~ea~ the daily papers on
Sunday. Meanwhile, by this time the home has become so ·stagnated that the task of conversation between the pious husband and his daily inquisitor
has become nearly impossible, for want of any topics
which it is not sinful to talk about. Meals are eaten
in pious silence, and all the grace abandon and
freedom of home has been scared t~ the dem~ition
bow-wows for fear that imaginary thing, "sin in the
abstract," should enter it. At length the domestic
persecution begins again. The pious lady, who perhaps performs none of these religious labors herself
wants charitable missions looked after, poor peopl~

band is a walking missionary society, his business
and healt~ half ruined,· his home entirely ruined,
though neither knows why. Suddenly he is startled
to find that besides the "rein of grace" under which
they hav beeri living, there is also a reign of nature.
Nature reas_serting itself in his religious wife, , auses
her to despise him, because she has so easily r" is ted
him around her finger and converted him into a femininity. So long as her insatiate disposition for
religious exaction could find faults in him to 1 emove
it had a field of operations and was happy. Whe~
the faults were all removed, lo! he had ceased to be
a man! There were not elements of masculinity sufficient in him to attract a woman. By the very act
of assuming all these religious and feminin functions
at her solicitation he had become so like herself that
the opposing masculin qualities of intellect and will,
rectitude, manliness, firmness, judgment integrity
and the like, which, had he preserved them, would
hav in-itated and yet fed her hungering nature-all
these are gone; and he is fortunate if he does not
find her, if weakly, dying of sexual starvation, not of
the body but of the mind, while if she be strong and
vigorous in her sensual nature she will be looking
around, notwithstanding her piety, for another partner who~e intellectual masc':linitJ: is still in full vigor;
meanwhile, at every stage m this progress of religious ex~ction, his real safety consists in an escape into
hypocnsy, or back through a skeptical rebellion into
intellectual freedom. If he becomes a hypocrit, it is
just as satisfying to the spirit of ·religious insatiableness as if he were sincere, and it does not involve
half the wear and tear of nerve. It is the inability
of human nature to stand the galling exactions which
the inherent insatiableness of religion compels it to
make, which causes individuals, races, and nations
inevitably to repudiate its authority. God's law in
its nature, must be something that man never bas
obeyed or can obey, for as soon as man adopts it by
legislation or conduct, it becomes man's law, and a·
new law of God must be set up. Nations which accept and love religion as a persuasiv adviser fall into
enervation and decay if they allow it to rule them on
its own terms, and are compelled to· seek at last salvation in revolt, which ends in restoring religion to
its subordinate position.
I do not mean, by these illustrations of the evils
indirectly resulting from the too great faith in the
principle of forgivness, to imply that it has no place
or utility in morals. It has its place, and an exceedingly delicate and -useful one it is, in the human
heart. It is the great antagonist of the principle of
law everywhere, whose proper funQtions are feruinin
to soften the asperities where the law is too severe}~
masculin. All nature is equipoised through the collflict between just such antagonistic forces whose
a~titude t?ward each . other _is one of generai repulsiOn, s_ubJect to :!?articular mstances of exceptional
attractiOn and unity. In every human state there is
above the courts the pardoning power. No laws are
inexorable. In criminal jurisprudence clemency forg:ivs the crime. In civil, equ_itJ: relieves in ·exceptional cases from the law, until It becomes itself so
rigid in its system as to lose its distinctiv merit and
then usually legislation relieves from equity.' In
commerce, bankruptcy forgivs the debt, and the statutes ~f limitations cry "Peace" to many claims which
are still morally due. Yet the defeat of justice that
is wrought by this very pardoning power, by chancery fr~m Lord Bacon to Judge Barnard, by special
legislatwn, by_ bankruptcy, and, in short, by all expedient~ for intercepting law in human affairs,
mstiuctivly shows how dangerous and unreasonable
·it must be to assume that the forgivness element or
law-defeating element, is the foremost one in the' divine government of the moral universe.
Nevertheless, in the home, by the fireside- among
fi·iends, while cold respect springs from obedience to
rules ?fright, love is more ofte~ born of the grace
and kmdness that overlook their breach. There is
as profound and subtle a philosophy in the parable
of the Prodigal Son, Illustrating forgivness as the
source of love, as there is in the return of Regulus
to Carthage, or the sacrifice of his son by Brutus
illustrating the incorruptible integrity of law. T~
_illustrate it more familiarly:
A father closing a door, accidentally catches therein
and pinches the little child's fingers. He in the
spirit of la":, which ~s masculin, says, ",4ba, you
careless. urch~n, that will teac~ you better than to get
your fingers m the door agam !" That is very true
but it snaps a chord of affection, and burns up th~
two ends of the severed string with the strong fire
of . hat~ed. ':f~e mothe1:, representing forgivness,
whiCh IS femmm, says: "Your papa is very sorry
my child._ ~e did not know your finger was there:
Let me kiss It and make it well." Here are two little falsehoods and one doubtful statement but they
leave in their wake love.
· '
This mystical word, love, is one with which the
chameleon could not compare in many-coloredness.
The luster of pearls and diamonds strives in vain to
symbolize it. Brilliancy of plumage, and the odors

scattered syllables through which nature speaks inaudibly the sublime_ omnipotence· of love.
This divine word suggests the chief of all services whichreligion renders to the world-one which
scientific and philosophic Infidelity cannot renderfor they hav in them none of this illogical, irresistible; overcoming power, unless enthusiasm in the
pursuit of scientific and philosophic truth may be
said to be a kind of worship. Man has a religious.
nature, capable of developing into a passion for-a .
certain mystical union of the human with the divine,
of the natural with the supernatural. Upon this
natu~·e p~ilosophy operates like celibacy, denying the.
gratificatiOn, but not suppressing the revolt of
11ature. Let not the language in which this religious
love m11y be described be deemed irreverent if it borrows sensuous imagery from the next· lower and
stronger passion known to human nature. The
mythologies, with their loves of the gods for the
daughters of men, the sacred writings, prayers, and
hymns of all ages blend the language of this · religious ferv01:, worship, or ecstasy with amorous imagery. The young Catholic maiden's. imagination leads
her into the life of a recluse by the dazzling image1;y
which makes her, as a 11un; the virgin spouse of God.
In the Protestant imagination the church is the bride
of Chi-ist, and Solomon's amorous song, which may
not be read in public, is interpreted to be the expression of the savior's love toward this bride.
The light of this divine enthusiastic passion, the feeling of perfect sanctification and unrestrained com-·
munion with God, is the believer's ideal of heaven.
Whether such a belief rests on truth or hallucination
i > wholly irrelevant .to the .question of its value as a
woral force. It is the inner life of all sects; it has
its exultations and ecstasies, and its seasons of coldness and hypocrisy. It satisfies a passionate power
and an emotional want in the human mind in a degree that often, where it obtains the mastei·y, subdues and supersedes the other passions, controling
lust, intemperance, gaming, avarice, ambition, by the
double power of an absorbed preoccupation of the
mind in the admiration of what it believes to be admirable i~ Deity,_ and by . the impossibility of the
human mmd holdmg two master passions at once.·
It produces effect on the nervous system which
makes some persons dance, or fall into cataleptic
trances, as_ Mohamm;d and Swedenborg did, or as
Paul .at his conversiOn. It renders others exhilarated, happy, as if with wine, so that that Paul on
one occasion could only refute the charge of drunk~
enness by reminding his hearers that it was only 9
o'clock in the morning-the fourth hour of the dayau argument that, in Chicago, would not hav been
deemed conclusiv. You are all familiar with that
standard picture of the cross of rock, to which the
beautiful maiden clings with both arms, amidst the
waves of the ocean, which threaten to engulf her at
the next breath. In a strict maritim sense a yawlboat, with oars wielded by a couple of ro~gh tars
and a good ship in the offing, would be worth ~
doze~ of it so far as that girl's safety is concerned.
But ~t would not be so expressiv of religious ecstasy.
Premsely the same passionate clinging is expressed
in the beautiful hymn: ,.
Jesus, lover of my soul,
Let me to thy bosom fly,
While the raging billows roll, ,
While the tempest still is high.
Other refuge hav I none,
Hangs my helpless soul on thee;'
Leave, oh leave me not alone,
Still support and comfort me.
All my trust on thee is stayed,
All my help from thee I bring,
Cover my defenseless head
With the shadow of thy wing.
A_n inseparable set-off to the good effe~ts of this
feelmg of exaltat~on is the spir~t _of religious egotism,
and. the tendenCies t?wa_rd ·spn·Itua! ari~tocracy, exclusiVnes~,. and phanseeism to whiCh It givs rise.
Each rehgwus sect vaunts itself to be the chosen
p~ople of_ God. T~e theory of prayer necessarily implies logically a yielding of the divine will to the
hu~an, a direction of the infinit intelligence by the
fimte. Many ~hristians said to me during the 1·ecent ·
war for ~he Umon, and felt all they said, "It is not
the armies or the government that will decide this
c?nte~t; they are but the instruments; God will demde It, and we praying Christians alone move the
arm of God."
An elderly Christian lady visiting in the house of
one of my philosophic frie~ds begged leave to introduce family worship, to whwh he consented, provided
she would do the praying. When the " services"
were ended she asked him if he did not feel that it
was an inspiring act, and if they did not all feel happier for_ it. ~'Yes," said he, "I always feel a sense of
human mfl~tion in the presence of one who I know is
able to gmde the counsels of the Almighty in even
the smallest particular, ~nd still more in the company
of one who can. so easi~y and gracefully dispose as
you hav do~e this mornmg of at least six political
issues, and two great national wars. But as for my-
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self, if I should assume to direct the divine government of the world by prayer in the smallest regard,
l should tremble with terror lest my foolish counsels
might hav some effect."
.

'

I now proceed to state the reasons.why religion,
however open to criticism its moral influence may be
in some points, is still and must continue to be th~
main moral force in the world; the function of science
and philosophy continuing to be that of critics and
fault-finders, necessary of course as critics, but not
practically efficient as moral workers, while religion
-the cowled monk, the hooded priest, the mitred
bishop, the fat, sleek, chess-playing curate, the
shoulder-hitt~ng Spurgeon and Moody, with their
praying bands, and above all the superstitious and
bigoted, but. faithful, praying women, will, of necessity, do tlie great part of the world's moral work; i e.,
of the work of holding the world's conscience up to
certain standards of right, and holding its conduct up
to its conscience. Such a result might be assumed.
from the fact that philosophy, in its all-comprehending generalities, can only come to the conclusion that
whatever is is right, and science utterly re,fuses to discuss or frame moral standards, and so ignores the
questions of right and WTOng altogether j in this
dilemma comes religion, with the fine, egotistical
frenzy that whatever is is wrong, that depravity pervades alike the pictures of Raphael, the form of
woman, and the corallas of the lily, and that it is its
mission to set all this right.
Religion is a necessary force in civilization, but it
never includes all truth nor all duty. It needs the
antagonism of a vigorous scientific and philosophic
Infidelity, not only to prevent it from running civilization down into ecclesiastical bondage and barbarism, as illustrated by the great religious crimes, wars,
and persecutions of which I hav said little to-night,
· because they hav all made their due impressions on
your ininds already, but religion needs to. be antagonized by a powerful philosophic Infidelity in order
to expi·ess, by the joint operation of the two opposing forces, the_ whole truth and the whole duty of
man.
Let us first consider the necessity of religion as a
social force, and then the like necessity of irreligion,
with the advantages and disadvantages, the rewards
and penalties, of each.
Religion is necessary as the cohesiv, binding force
in society-irreligion as the emancipating, disintegrating force. The whole truth, including both, is
symbolized by the granit rock which underlies all
-other strata, and from which all others are formed by
the action of tbe elements. Granit has two ingredients, the feldspar or adhesiv element, which, decom~
posing, forms the slates, shales, and clay-one-half
the basis of every fertil soil ; the quartz, or disintegrating element, which, decomposing, is formed into
the sandstones, and finally into sand, the other half
of the basis of all fertil soils. Clay symbolizes adhe~
sion, religion; the shifbing sands symbolize liberty,
Freethought, Infidelity. Either au excess of the
aclhesivuess or an excess of liberty produces· barren. ness, in the physical soil as in the moral, while both
in due combination result, at once, iu the fertility of
the valley that blooms with fragrance, and in the
grandeur and durability of the icy peaks that lift up
their heads among the stars, and control the courses
of the winds and the rains in a manner as essential to
fertility, though it seems so desolate, as the sod of
the valley itself. Religion, I say, is the adhesiv
power, the only one capable of insuring unity among
men in the promotion of moral and spiritual ideas
(which are the first steps toward intellectual and
philosophical ideas). To this end religion unites
minds into sects, between whose members unity is
produced, while reason or philosophy never produces
anything but discord. Religion says to the crowd,
"Hear ye the Lord." Philosophy says, "Hear me."
In the later stages of development, for a man to profess to teach another in the name of God excites the
feeling that it is impudent. But. in the infancy of the
human mind, a man feels that any attempt by another
to teach him anything, of his own superior wisdom,
is impudent, while the pretense that it is in the name
of God allays his vanity, subdues his pugnacity, and
makes him ready to listen. Religion supplies motivs,
to wit, the desire to feel assured and at rest concerning things we don't understand, concerning the mysterious forces of the universe, to appease the gods,
to win their favor, to seclll'e re.wards, and avert punishments, which sway every mind except the philo. sJphical. Its means also tend toward unity. It
avoids inquiry and disputation, and all wrangling
such as divides philosophical clubs. All its congregations meet together at the sound of the same bell,
kneel" together, view together the same ceremonies,
blend their voices together in the same harmonies of
song and praise, unite their hearts and lives in the
same petitions, listen without expressed dissent, but
in the same respectful silence, to the same doctrins,
and thus unity is promoted by the same physical
drill as jn an army, accompanied by the same mental
drill as in the school-room.
Auguste Comte's effort to introduce united worship
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into his philosophy as a means to secure mental unity
was illogical, for in philosophy not unity, but diversity, is wanted. When unity walks in, philosophy must
walk out. The more logically'the churchjs based on
supernatural assumptions alone, like the Catholic,
the greater its capacity of accomplishing numerical
unity, i. e., cf uniting vast masses into one sect, and
thus the greater the force and power it can giv to
what may happen to be its ideas, and this is the reason why s]lpernatuml assumptions are the only basis
on which sects can be formed: a natmal or scientific
idea depending on material evidence is soon either
demonstrated by further observation or refuted by
experiment, and either its demonstration or its refutation ends all interest in it. Hence for organizing
purposes scientific ideas, because demonstrable, are
temporary, while supernatmal ideas, because undemonstrable, are eternal or relativ ly so. Catholicism
believes in an inspired chmch, one of whose works is
an inspired book. Protestantism, less logically, holds
that an invisible and uninspired church produced a
visible and inspired book. Catholicism says of the
scriptmes, "We wrote them." Protestantism, "They
wrote us." Protestantism says, "Hear what the
men of old said when men were inspired." Catholicism says, "Except the chmch of to-day be also inspired, it cannot comprehend what these men of old
taught. If it is inspired, then hear directly what the
church says." Being thus completely furnished in
its religious assumptions, its aggregation of numerical force and its power to promote a moral idea are
proportionately great. Its kingdom numbers 140000,000 of subjects; while the divided forces of Protestantism are only 120,000,000. At times it has
placed its foot upon the neck of kings, but it was a
golden day for Rome when it said to Henry the
Eighth, "Your marriage is indissoluble-keep your
wife. You are a king, but marriage must bind you
as it does a peasant." ·Contrast this with the act of
the foremost Protestant preacher in America ir marrying the dying body of Richardson to a woman
whose husband was still living, and toward whom
her love, as attested by her letters, had recently been
warm and tender, thus voluntarily enrolling her as
the wife of two husbands, of whom the second had
robbed the first of his wife, while the first had robbed
the second of his life. The Protestant church has
no .attitude whatever concerning the perpetuity oi·
Roman theory of marriage, and well perhaps it may
not, since it cannot be made effectiv without sanetion"ing the power to restore the wife to the unwilling
couch of a husband whom she hates, and this m~dern
civilization declines to do. It is in accordance with
the inferior spirit of our age, therefore, that the
church lacks al ke the ecclesiastical power to depose
a preacher that is eloquent or to censure a member
that is rich. Of course, the liberty to serve God
according to the dictates of our own conscience, uncurbed by the moral power of any org_anization, carries with it inseparably the liberty to serve ourselvs
according to the dictates of our own lusts, and to
stand by each other with om church organizations in
this service. And this in "turn resolves a church into
an ecclesiastical pleasure club for sustaining oratory,
and which feels no particular solicitude about saving
anything from hell unless it may be the pew rents
and the minister's salary. The reformers could not
set the congregations free fro_m pope ami bishop in
faith without also freeing them in morals. Freethought, if it is to hav a moral code, must base it
on expediency and sense of interest alone. It is the
consciousness of this fact that now constitutes the
chief intrenchment of Protestantism against an utter
abandonment of all authority.
.

became at once a seer, crying out that Jesus must
hav been born before the deluge, and he " ought to
be hung on the great cross."
·
A third time Jesus was sent to school. The
master, as before, struck him because he was insolent, and instantly fell down dead.
Joseph was
afraid the boy .would get killed for some of these
acts, but Mary assured him that God would preserve
her child.
A fourth time he was sent to school. Compulsory
education seemed to be the law of the elders. Jesus
took the book out of the master's hand and read· it.
The master fell prostrate in humble adoration. Here
ended the schooling of the son of God.
The "Gospel of Thomas" repeats three of the
schoolmaster stories with some variations. Zaccheus
called off to his pupil all the. letters of the alphabet
from Alpha to Omega. (So it seems that the Jewish
schoolmasters in Galilee taught Greek to primary
pupils.) Jesus looked up at Zaccheus and said:
"Thou who art ignorant of the nature of the Alpha,
how canst thou teach others the Beta? Thou hypo·
crit! First, if thou knowest, teach the A, and then we
shall believe thee about the B." Then he began to ·
question the teacher about the first letter, and he was
not able to answer. And in the hearing of many the
child said:
Hear. 0 teaclter, the order of the first letter, and nolicP
how it has lines and a middle stroke crossing tllose which
tllou seest common; (lines) brought together; the highest
part supporting them, ami again bringing them under one
head, with three points (of intersection); of the same kind ;
principal and subordinate; of equal length. Thou hast the
lines of the A.
.
The first letter of thfl Phcenician alphabet seems
best to answer to this description.
Zaccheus could do nothing with such a precocious
pupil. "Take him away, brother Joseph," said he,
"that child does not belong to earth; assuredly he
was born before the creation of the world; he is
either God or angel." Jesus laughed aloud and said,
"Now let thy learning bring forth fruit and let the
blind in heart see. I am here from above that I may
curse them, and call them to the things that are
above, as he that sent me on your account hath commanded me."
At the second schooling (the third according to
Pseudo-Matthew) the teacher wrote out the Greek
alphabet for him. Jesus returned a similar answer
to that made to Zacchei1s. The teacher "struck him
on the head for his insolence. The child cursed him
and immediately the teacher fell into a swoon. That
ended the second schooling.
Again, another master with full knowledge of the
result in the last case persuaded Joseph to send the
boy to his school. The child came in boldly but
pleasantly, and taking up a book "be did not read
the letters that were in it, but opening his mouth hespoke by the holy spirit and taught the law to those
that were standing round." The pedagog said it wa:,;
no use tryillg to teach :mcb a prodigy, and for t.hat
flattering aeknowledgment Jesus kir1dly cured the
other master who was sufferi1lg the penalty o£ his
rude treatment of the divine pupil. J>seudo-JHatthew tells u:;; that the teacher "fell down dead."
Thomas says it was only "a swoon."
, The "Arabic Go:,;pel of the Infancy" describes the
attendance of Jesus at the feast in Jerusalem when be
was twelve years old,:where the boy cmlfouudecl the
doctors in this wise:
He put various questions upon the sciences, ancl gave answers in his turn. For he said to them: " Whose son is the
Messiah?" They answered him, ''The son of David."
" Wherefore, then," said he, "does he in the f'pirit call him
his lord, when he says, 'The Lon! said to my· Lord, sit at
my right hnnd that I may put thine enemips under thy foot( TO BE CONCLUDED.)
steps?'". Again, the chief of the teachers said to him: "Hast
thou rend the books?" " Both the books," :.;aid the Lor< I
Jesns, "ami the things containe<l in the book,;." And JIC <'XCould Jesus Christ Write ·~-II.
plaiucd the books and the law, and the precepts, ami the statBut aside from the foregoing fabricated testimony utes, and tho mysteries which arc contained in the hooks of
to the fact of any writing by Jesus, the presumption the prophets-things which the understlmding of no creature
is that he must hav been able to write. It will not, attains to.
·
del
f h
h I
And a philosopher who was there present, a skilful as! rontherefore, b e amiSS to a uce urt er apocryp a omer, asked the Lord Jesus whether he had studied astroneviclence, such as it is, that he was not illiterate.
ori1y, and the Lortl Jesus answered him, an<! ex1,Iained tlH'
In "Pseudo-11atthew" we read that the boy Jesus numbers of the spheres ami of the heavenly hollies, their
was sent to a schoolmaster in Galilee named Zac- natures and operations, their opposition, their a>'Jll'Ct, triuncheus; but the pupil was insolent and undertook gnlal', square, an<! sextil, their course, dit·eet and rdrograde, the twenty-fourtl,s, the sixtieths of twent}-fourths,
to teach his teacher. Having no father after the· and other things b<~yond the reach of hunmn reason.
flesh, he said he was above and before the law, and
There was also among those philosophers one very skille<l
that he knew how long the schoolmaster's life on in treating of natural science, am!JIC asked the Lord Jesus
earth. would be. The people who heard him say whether he had studied medicin, and he, in reply, eX]Jlained
· h d b
h
·
to him physics and metaphysics, hyperphyRics, the powers
these things were as toms e , ut e sard to them: likewise and humors of the bo<ly, and the eJiects of the same;
"I will tell you greater things. I hav ~;>eeu Abraham also the number of members aiHI bones, of ,·eins, arteries,
whom you call your father, and hav spoken with ami nerves, also the eHect of heat and drynes~. of eold and
him." After this ·none of them. dared to say any- moistnre, ami what these giv rise to; what was the
operation of the soul upon the body, and it~ perceptions
thing more. ·
and powers; what was the operation of the faculty of speech,
Again Jesus, at the instance of Zaccheus, was of anger, or desire; lastly, their conjunction ami di~junc
handed over to Master Levi to be taught. Levi tion, and other things beyond the reach of any created iutelasked him to repeat the first letter, Aleph, but the lect.
boy was silent. Then Levi struck him on the head
The learned Jesuit Hardouin says that the manu~
with his birch. J esns broke silence, and after rebuk- script of this Gospel of the Infaucy was found in a
ing his master, began to show him his own superior cave near Grenada in 15f)D. It was written in Arabic
knowledge in this style: "Let the master of the law on. leaden plates. These pl~tes were examined at
tell us what the first letter is, or why it has many . Rome in 1GG7, and condemned as fabrications.
triangles, gradate, subacute, mediate, abduced, proThe " History of Joseph the Carpenter," purportduced, erect, prostrate, curvistrate." Levi was ing to be an address made by Jesus to his di.sciples on
dumbfounded at such precocity, and, like Balaam, the lVIOlmt of Olives, reported by the Apostles, and
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preserved in the library at Jerusale!p, givs particulars of the death of Joseph at the age of 111, after
having lived with Mary twenty-one years. The citizens of Galilee anointed the body of Joseph, and at
the funeral Jesus repeated a prayer which, says he,
"I made with my own hand before I was carried in the
~womb of the Virgin Mary." But. this testimony, implying an antenatal ability to write, must be ruled
out as irrelevant.
We come now to a different kind of evidence,
transmitted to us in Hebrew by the enemies of Jesus
Christ. In the " Book of the Generation of Jesus"
(" Sepher 1'oldoth Jeshu "), the mother of the illegitimate child sends him to a teacher named Elchanan,
with whom he makes great progress in learning. By
and by the bright young man offends the rabbis of
the Sanhedrin, and they publish him as a bastard and
an outlaw. With a sad heart, he.flees to Galilee,
but after many years he returns, and, stealthily
entering the sacred Temple, he copies on a piece
of parchment the Shem J:lamphoras, or Inexpressible name of God, and carries it away with him, concealed in an opening cut in his flesh. With this
sacred charm he is able to work miracles, and his
brief career as a magician is described by the author
of the odious book; which, Voltaire says, was refen·ecl to by Celsus in the second century and refuted
by Origen. All that we know about Celsus is fmmd
in the writings of Origen against him. There was at
that time some story about Jesus similar to the " 1'oldoth Jeslw," of which we now hav at least three versions, to wit: one brought to light near the close of
the thirteenth century, another in 1681, and another
·in 1705, and there appear to be others not yet translated from the Hebrew. All these describe Jesus as
a man of learning, who practiced magic, and was
stoned and hanged as a disturber of the peace long
before Pontius Pilate was procmator in Judea.
Many passages in the Talmud also refer to the same
Jesus, and speak of him as a learned man, who suffered death under the · Jewish laws before the
Romans obt~ed control in Judea.
We therefore conclude that the real Jesus, whowas
stoned and hanged about 75 B.c., must hav been able
to write.
ANTICHRIST.

l!'reedom Gone to the Dogs.
Make the humiliating record, July 4, 1886, as the
day of liberty's doom-the day of American dependence-for on this inglorious Fourth we are informed
that three men are to be sentenced to the penitentiary in Milwaukee for merely unlawful assemblage
and violence of speech. If violent speech is a punishable offense, nearly every priest and preacher
should be immediately incarcerated. Do they not
consign two-thirds of humanity to endless torment ?
Think of it ; these Anarchists of the pulpit are not
satisfied to invoke their helpless almighty's curse on
Infidels, but howl for their eternal punishment. The
ordinary dynamite Anarchist is an angel oi mercy
alongside the average minister. The difference is
that the minister does not believe what he says, while
the dynamiter is generally in dead earnest.
That true manhood is oozing rapiclly out of this repulplic, the leading editorial, on om nation's natal
day, in the dastardly JJail;IJ .News, of which the following are specimen sentences, fully proves :
A l'UHITAN UEVIV AL NEEDED.
Fourth of July orators aud .B'omth of July writers of a
certain stripe are having much to say-apropos of Anarchy
and the anniversary-concerning the freedom· of speech.
'' It seems to tts tlwt all men .•lwnld be j?"ee to say wl!at tl!ey
please," ventures one; and another thinks that the right of
every man to preacll what he chooses without question
should be "eM sac?"ed now as it tO{tS in 1776." The letter of
the Constitution is involwd by tllese people with the same
snp'erstitious veneration and credulity that makes faith in
relics and revelations possible, and there is a general mushiness ami sentimentality manifested which clearly betoken
.softness in the upper story. Aml this is none the less jllental
imbecility because largely born of a desire to conciliate a
voting clement.
What is needed just now in this country is a renaissance of
Puritanism and of so-called Puritan intole?"ance. We need
to recall that the men who made possible this one hundred
and tenth anniversary of American independence, of general
freedom basetl upon a contribution from the individual freedom of each, knew that liherty was not to be intrusted to
the hands of feeble-minded and umeasoning persons. We
'lecd to become as intolerant as the Puritans themselvs were
Jf what they believed to be dangerous nonsense, which, if
left free, would destr·oy the last llope of civil and religious
freedom. " The Puritans had no notion of tolerating mischief. They looked upon their little commonwealth as upon
their own private estate nnd homestead, as they had a right
to do, and would no more allow the devil's?"eligion of un?"eason
to Jw preached therein than we should permit a prize-fight in
our garden. They were narrow ; in other words they had
an eclge to them, as men that serve in. great emergencies
must; for n Gordian knot is settled sooner with a sword
thnn n beet! e."

Is this the American idea of freedom?
The big fools and the little fools combined from
Saturday afternoon to Tuesday morning to make life
as unendurable as possible. The incessant din did
not cease even on the blessed Sabbath, and there
must hav been a very slim attendance at Victor F.
Lawson's Sunday-school class, for the E·vening
News again bewails that this is a land which has
some freedom left. That little must be curtailed. It
says:

This ('Ountry is in need of some of that good, old-fashioned spirit which causes men to respect the opinions, the
rights, the customs, and the sentiments of others. Opt~
ists may discover in the license which now obtains regard~g
the religious ob~ervance of Sunday a germ of revolution m
public feeling which will develop before another decade shall
hav passed. By the year 1897, when next the Fourth of
July falls upon Sunday, there may exist a more reverent re- ·
gard for sacred things. A nation whose patriotism can be
expressed only in vexatious poppings, and whose minca laws
are distorted to permit the nnnoyance of the graver-rninded
citizens by irresponsible youth; whose politicians sn• er at
religious rites; whose municipal governments are p11rverted
by ambitious men to their own uses, and whose primary
reason for being is abused until the once-revered idea of personal liberty becomes the suicidal and detestnble habit of
license, is in a condition that demands attention.

Well, the News, with the rest of the contemptible
press of Chicago, is in high glee over the selecti~n
of Highwood as a military post Th:e clubs of th1s
city, composed chiefly of stock-gamblers, pledged the
government $300,000 to establish a United States
military station near Chicago. The bill went through
to appoint a commission, and they hav selected and
paid $175,000 for the ground. Now, in connection
with their brave police, they hope to be sustained by
bayonets of the military arm. Truly a " thief does
fear each bush an officer," and these fellows are evidently ill at ease with their ill-gotten gains.
In reference to the Anarchist cases, the entire
press of the city has worked itself into a frenzy of
fmious vituperation and malicious misrepresentation.
Why~ . Because if these parties, after being tried by
a packed jury of attaches of the capitalistic class-no
workingman is allowed on by the state-are ar,quitted, they hav the clearest cases of criminal libel ever
brought into comt. The papers are trying to save
themselvs by hounding to the gallows men they
know to be innocent. Some of the chief staff contiibutors of om daily papers hav received orders.not
to allow a word in their favor to appear, but to put
in everything they possibly can manufactm·e against
them or their friends.
"What does it profit a nation ii it piles weaith to
the clouds, but becomes false to the trusts committed to it~" was the ominous query Fred Douglass
flung at the high-toned flunkies who banqueted hinl
in Boston lately. Is there any justification for this
severe reflection~ Let us see: The five deputy
sheriffs who were guilty of unprovoked mm·der of
innocent women and men while guarding Jay Gould's
" sacred" private property at East St. Louis were
tried, discharged, and are scot-free. Had the Milwaukee Anarchists committed a cold-blooded murder
in the interest of monopoly, instead of that graver
crime of "unlawful assembly"-unlawful because in
the interest of labor-they would now be at liberty.
Your correspondent wrote the Tribune July 1st
as follows, but the communication failed to appear:
Editor Tribune: Your issue of the 29th ult. contains the
synopsis of an article on "Revolutions and Revolutionists,"
from the pen of Dr. Lombroso, recently published in the
Nouvelle Revue,' to which you approvingly refer as'' a curiously interesting paper." The doctor attempts to scientifically demonstrate that the antecedents of revolutionists ancl
Annrchists are invarinbly of a !)riminal chnrncter or they are
hereditary lunatics. The doctor is good enough to furnish
the followin,g startling illustrations in Frnnce nnd Germany
in support of his theory:
Thus Jourdan, in the thile of the .first French Revolution, who
from a butcher's boybiwame a general, cut the thmat of his former
employer, Launey; personally directed the pillage. the lmrniugs,
and the assassinations comm1tted by his' troops; caused the killing
of seventy-three officials at Avignon; and continued hiH career of
crime until he was himself condemned to death by the Hevolutlonary tribunal. Then there were Hejeune, of the same epoch, the
inventor of a guillotm, which he first tried on fowls; and Jean
d'Heron, of Nantes, who wore a human ear on his hat like a cockade, and carried others in his pocket, which he made the women
kiss. Quite recently in Austna robbery and as~assination hav
been used to spread the doctrins of the Anarchists. f?te)l~ac~er
and Kammerar killed the banker Lysart and several of Ius fannly
to get possession of a few hundt·ed florins. In German~, Hoedcl,
who had thirteen years prevlOUS]y been put under snrvmllance for
theft, and having no ostensible occupatlOn, attempted to take !.he
life of the emperor. Reinsdorf.l. who planned the Niederwald
attack on the imperial family of uermany, was subject to criminal
monomania and had been found guilty of assault on a womau. Iu
Paris 1 during the troubles in 1833, out of thirty-three persous
arrested it was found that thirteen had already been condemned
for theft. Alcohol is also an important factor in revolutions. The
excesses of the Paris Commune were largely due to the excessiv
use of stimulants by those who had beeri near!~ stat·ved dnrmg the
siege. It is not surprising to be told by this SCientific inquirer that
insanity goes hand in hand with revolutions. 'l'he eveuts of 1871
in France sent 1,700 insane patients to the hospitals during a period
of eighteen months, and among the leaders of the Commune there
were four hereditary lunatics and four others who had been previously under treatment for that disease. Certainly of these ebullitions of the political caldron it may be tmly said, '"!'hat way
madness lies !" _

I thnnk the T1·ibune for this opportune article, but if it
renlly desires this theory to be of value to its readers it should
giv us a few American illustrations, that would be a special
boon and also hav n salutary effect on the Fourth of Julyputting a quietus on a trinity of evils, revolutionists, Anarchists, and the denclly Fourth of July firecrackers. 'fhe 1\ribuneshould inform us whetller we sllall classify Wasllington
with lunatics, murderers, or thieves; whether Ben. Franklin
renlly cut the throat of his former employer, or was a candidate for a straitjacket, or if Thomas Paine, wlto first
wrote "the United Stntes of America," ever cllewed off ltis
grandmother's left ear.

E. A. STEV,ENS.
MRs. LILLIE DEVEUEAUX BLAKE will lecture nt Dansville,
N.Y., July 16th, 17th, and 18th; at Snlnmanca, 20th and
21st; nt Warsaw, 22d nnd 23d; at Le Roy, 24th, 25th, and
26th, j1nd at Batavia, 27th. Engagements for lectures nfter
August 20th may be made by letter addressed to Mrs. Blake
at the above points.
E. C. WALKErtlectured June'18th nt Elkton, Dakotn, and
July 4th at Smith's .Mill, Minnesota. He will remain a few
weeks longer in the North, and is ready for engngements
there until September 1st. Address him at headquarters,
Valley Falls, Kansas.

The Tent in Wayne Co., New York.
After the discussion at Williamson and the judi"
cious circulation of quite a number of copies of Tml
TRUTH SEEKER, thus insuring the permanency and
continued progress of the good work, I proceeded to
Palmyra under the auspices o£ that genial scholar
Dr. H. M. North, and pitched the tent on the circus
grounds Friday, June 25th. The holiday season is
not propitious for our work. Then the intense heat
during the day and chilling cold damp of the evenings prevented ladies being regular in their attendance. It was really at risk of health to attend. Our
best attendance was on Sundays; yet, de~;~pite all discouraging influences, very muc~ of goo~ w~s accomplished. Those weak .ones hbera:lly m_chn~d hav .
stiffened their vertebrre; many are mvest1gatmg, enjoying the novel and delicio11s sensation of beginning
to think for themselvs.
,
It was amusing to witne'Ss the genuin smprise of
some when they found, instead C>f dynamite, fire,
mm·der, and robbery, Secularism taught justice, love,
the enjoyment of a real heaven here and now to be
won by acts of love, virtue, and gentleness.
I am much indebted to Dr. North and his amiable
son and daughter for hospitality and kindness.
In leaving Wayne Co., I desire to express my appreciation of the zeal, comage, and self-sacrifice of
Dr. A. Austin, of Williamson, acknowledged to be
the most skilful surgeon in the county. He spared
neither time nor pains to arouse interest, not alone
in Williamson, but in all adjacent villages. Ev~ry
thing possible was done by his accomplished wife
and himself to make the sojourn of my wife, daughter, and self pleasant, profitable, and effectiv.
.
MoNTEZUMA, N. Y.-I am now quartered at Montezuma. The Tent is pitched on the public gr·een,
thanks to the exertions of Supervisor Ross. This
place will ever be one of interest on account of the.
bitter opposition encountered here by John Remsburg and myself on our first visit, and the furor of excitement caused immediately after the lectures by the
death of Mr. and Mrs. R9ss's little child, the
Christians declaring the death of the chii!'l was the
direct vengeance of Jesus, on account of its parents
bringing the Infidel lectmers to the place. At that
time Messrs. Ross and Travis and their wives were
the only Liberals here, but, thanks to their most
exemplary lives and patient energy, the sentiment of
the community has greatly changed. On my first
visit I met little but fierce denunciation, frowns,
threats, and gnashing of teeth. Now I am most
courteously addressed, and faces are . wreathed in
smiles, with exception of a few very ignorant, uncult~
ured persons, and even in those there are signs of
evoluting into, at least, a modicum of common sense
and decency. I rejoice at the glorious evidence of
what can be effected for right and truth against blind
prejudice and dense ignorance by gentleness, perseverance in presenting the truth, and good example.·
l hope my friend and coworker, John Remsbmg,
may be able to visit this place and witness something
of the glad harvest of the good seed he so heroicall.)'
and, at the time, hopelessly planted. We had a
most interested and attentiv audience last evening
(July 8th) at our first lecture in the Tent, and a very
large outside gathering-those who dare not enter
because of life-long deference to Mrs. Grundy and
poor old Mother Church-two decrepit dames who
still continue to hold the rod over the timid and less
intelligent. But·they could all hear just as well, and
so no loss was entailed. Mrs. Reynolds will be here
on Saturday evening, and lectme in the Tent Sunday
evenings, the 11th and 18th. I leave here on the
19th. The Tent will be pitched at Boonton, N. J.,
where all communications should be addressed until
August 3d. Thanks to C. P. Hosmer, of Belle
Plaine, Iowa, for bunclle of TRUTH SEEKERS and other
papers.
C. B. REYNOLDS .
We hav received the following amounts for Mr.
Reyn9lds:
,
Wm. Wilcox...................................................
John D. Powers .......................... :...................

$1.00
4.00

Socialism.
While the municipal officers of New York are
endeavoring to send· Socialists to state prison, and
the press is denouncing them as enemies of civilization, the legislature, without knowing it, has passed
a straight Socialistic bill affecting one of the worst of
the many monopolies that take advantage of the
needs of human beings.
A few. years ago gas companies r,harged whatever
they pleased per thousand feet for gas. A few years
later the legislatme passed a bill compelling them to
furnish gas for $1.7 5 per thousand feet. The· last
legislature reduced the leg~ price to $1.25.
The gas companies are private corporations, maintained by private capital. And while the interference
of the state is a good thing, and should be extended
to other abusiv monopolies, it sounds. a little odd to
hear the philosophical Socialists denounced by the
men who hav adopted their principles. The men
who voted for the bill reducing the price of ~as were
state Socialists in fact, though too obtuse, doubtless,
to see or admit it.
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News and Notes.
~ ~a~ the plea?ure while in Butte of witnessing

Mlln s ImpersonatiOn of Hamlet, as well as Richelieu
and Othello, and he givs one of the finest and best,...,...t.Pd interpretations of that character I hav seen. It
was noble, scholarly, animated and subtle in its delineations of that " wave of the sea " which some
'Critics rightly caU the intellectual Dane. Hamlet is
so like _human life, .so like the. struggles of universal
humamty, that this drama, m its philosophy wit
pathos, and passion, has become the greatest ~f tb~
world: It seems to touch all joy and all hope. It is
the piCture of fate and free will wrought with all the
colors that ·the marvelous genius of the poet can
creat~. In Hamlet we read our own destiny the
confhct that ends only with death. Shaksper~ and
~ature are one. They giv no perfect heaven-there
IS none. The path of progress is the path of suffering .and disappointment. . The reward, after all, is
not 1~ w~at we reach, but m the effort to attain. So
the pilgrim thanks Shakspere and his skilful interpreter for e~abling.bim, by the power of imagination,
to take the Ills of hfe as comfortably as he takes the
good. .The poetry of Shakspere is the philosophy of
Seculansm, and the profoundest religion that the
human heart can hav.
With this glimpse o_f the wondrous and magical
world of Shakspere, whiCh makes all fate glorious, I
keep on my way. The country between Butte and
H~lena i~ beautiful indeed, with the broad plains, the
bn&'ht n_vers, ~nd t~e mountains spread along the
honzon hke mi~~ty Jewels. I seem to pass through
so.!Jlew~at .famihar landscapes,
and at times I
I~nght Imagm I was traveling amid the rugged portwns of New Hampshire, the rocks, the hills, the
t:ees, and the green grass and running brooks are so
hke. Helena came shining on my vision in the midst
of .a vast amphit?eater, whose stupendous walls are
freighte~ mth mcalcnl~ble wealth. There is gold
enough m these mountams, which form the backbone
of the continent, for the uses of all the world. I
•suppose. there. is. eno_ugh of the precious metal in
every briCk bmldm_g m Heltma to make a gootl bank
'account for an o:dmary man. You cannot take up a
'h~J:ndf~l of dus~ m the street without discerning the
ghttermg p~TtiCles. It is reported that this is the
land of Ophrr, where Solomon found his riches. He
·couldn't hav. missed it if he prospected here. He
·could hav bmlt a thousand temples from the jewels
-of this wonderful land.
O~ly twelve miles away from Helena rolls the Missoun, and I almost had a home feeling to know that
this river, flowing so far to the eastward wal'l
plunging through the " gate of the mountains "
whose towering peaks girt the extensiv plains. The
h~adwaters of the Missouri, however, are a hundred
miles to the east of this point, and its stream flows to
t~e west ?f Helena, debouches to the north, and then,
mth an Immense sweep, pours its broad waters to
the Mississippi.
Helena is one of the most splendid cities of the
West, more el~gant in appearance than any I bav before
seen. Its edifices are large, substantial and permanent, lo~k!-ng as if Helena had come td stay. Most
?f the CI~les, of the West hav a come-and-go-look, as
,Jf they didp t expept to re¥Ia4J. 11 gre~~ wltU~ Qn this

planet, and one would not be very· much surprised to
wake up any morning and find the whole outfit
gone. Helena looks much like a New England city
a hundred years old, or like a piece of New York. Its
principal street has very much the appearance of
~roadway, and, watching the throng and the dashmg styles, I could almost imagin myself in Gotham.
Over across the way I see painted in brilliant gold
"The Ideal Billiard Room." That beats New York
and even Boston. The " Hub of the Universe"
altpough it has almost everything the human miu'd
can dream of, from Plato down has not an "Ideal
Billiard Room." I. wonder wh~t it ie:. I suppose
they hav metaphysical cues and immaterial billiard
ball,s, and of cour~e th~y hav spiritual drinks, but they
don
. t mak e one m t oxicat ed , on1y p hi! osoph"ICa11y res1gned. Well, Helena is a bright city· indeed I
can't tuTn my eyes but I see the gold and the sil~er
quartz. Everybody is_making money, either to-day
?r to-_monow. . There IS more wealth to the square
mch m Helemt than in apy other city. It comes
nearer to the New Jerusalem and having streets of
gold than any place I know of. I am afraid that if
I stay I s b a11 ge t riC
· h
lf
d th t
ld b
. myse ' an
a wou
e
such~ surprise tb~t I dare not trust myself to so
startlmg an expenence, and so I must not remain
too 1
· thi d li htful
"tal f M t
ong m
s e g
capi
o
on ana.
0~ course, _where there are money and moneymakmg there .Is good sense, and where there is good
se.nse th?re are Liberals; and there are plenty of
Liberals m Helena. I had a very good audience last
evening, _Sunday, at the Rink, and I expect to lecture
here agam o ·
t
d I h
d bt f
n my re urn, an
av no ou
o a
paMckedAhoCuseV. t
.
r. . . o aw IS one of the most earnest Liberals here--one who is used to fortune's frowns, but
who needs no relimon to make him a friend of hu.,. worker.
manity and a tireless
Mr. Ed. Bu1:1ick, of Beaver Creek, came forty miles
to hear my lecture, and I was right glad to see so
splendid a Liberal. Labor is sweet when we hav
such loyal soldiers for liberty, who are as generous
as they are brave.
Mr. S. C. Gilpatrick, one of the :f4·st settlers of the
country, and a prominent citizen and officer in the
territory, I found to be a genial comrade and ardent
Freethinker. Mrs. S. C. Gilpatrick is daughter of
!hat gray chief~ain of freedom, James Furgus, who
IS one of the biggest-hearted and grandest Liberals
TI: the Western country. He has always been a
pwneer, and has helped to create civilization in illinois, Kansas, Minnesota, and Montana, and if be were
not eighty years of ·age I hav no doubt he would post
off to Alaska and develop the resources of the North
Pole. Furgus Falls, Minnesota, tare named after
him, as is also one of the counties of Montana by act
of the legislature, of which he has been many times a
member. He has been in every station a bold and
uncompromising advocate of Freethought, as the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know who read in its
col~mns his racy speech in t.he Montana legislature
agamst the emplpyment of a chaplain. He offered to
make the prayers himself for nothing if the members
n~eded any, an_d thus save the treasury four dollars
per day-and I hav no doubt his prayers would hav
produced some effect, if not upon God, at least upon
humanity, while the average petitions of the clergymen affect neither one nor the other. Unfortunately,
Montana, although young and spry and of great
promis, has got the ecclesiastical bit in its mouth
and it has to trot the religious gait, even like Purit~
Massachusetts. In its new constitution it has an
acknowledgment of God. Mr. Furgus fought almost
singlehanded against this dangerous interpolation,
but urisuccessfuBy. Intelligent men at the bidding
of the church stultified themselvs by voting for t4is
political degradation. Religious tyranny is not at an
end when a young territory, supposed to re}Jresent
the vigor of the nineteenth century, in its organic
law commits itself to a declaration of barbaric faith.
Montana will enter the Union with the mark of intel:
lectual slavery on her brow. It is a burning disgrace.
A few more like Furgus and this " damnable iteration" would never hav been, and Montana would hav
been a free and independent state indeed.
I 8J.so met the Ron. Granville Stuart. He is one
of the livest men in the territory. He believes in one
world at a time, but he makes that world hum. He
is chain-lightning itself.
Mr. Chas. H. Jeffries, one of the leading merchants
of Helena, is another whole-souled Liberal, and his
hospitality made my visit delightful indeed.
I ver W ollfe, one of the sturdy miners of the country, whose vigor compels the golden smiles of fortune, is another whose generosity and pleasant com.radeship I shall not soon forget.
Mr. John Steinmitz, Mr. M. Manuel, Mr. Lewis
Davis, Mr. Kranich, Professor Yeager and wife
Colonel Keeler, and others, will make Helena fo;.
many a day to come a bright spot to the Secular pilgrim who has something to say for this world.
I had also the pleasure of meeting 1\'Ir. E. C. Eyl,
of Jefferson City, Montana, a genial gentleman and
to his credit be it said, a subscriber of TH~ TRUT~
SEEXEn. I ~wal~ fe~l ~t home wit!t su~ll !} ma,n. I
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know he has something to talk about, and understands what is going on in the world at large. He
makes a good traveling companion, £or be has ideas.
After my lectures in Montana I shall be in Utah until July 25th. I shall lecture inDeliver August 8th
and 15th, and in neighboring places during the week
days. I shall be in Seward, Neb., August 21st, 22d,
and 23d; at Valley Falls, Kan., August 24th, 25th,
26th, and 27th; at· Lincoln, Neb., August 29th; at
Omaha, September 5th; at Ottumwa, Ia., September
12t.h; at Chebanse, Ill., September 19th j and at
Chicago, September 26th, where I expect to wind up
my seven months' campaign in the lecture field amid
genial friends such as E. A. Stevens, whose." Chicago
Secular Notes" giv increased brilliancy to the columns of Tm TRUTH SEEKER.
SA:tiWEL P. PuTNAM.
IIelenct,llfontww, June 29, 1886.
P.S.-I think I shall recol'd a vow never to write ·
"occ~dental" again, for the printer always gets it
"acmdental." There may be an ax-ident indeed, for
whe~ I read that I was heartily in favor of capital
pumshment. Would I had a "spell" that could
reach two thousand five hundred miles, aud giv a
~entle ~i~t t? the printer's devil. I would whisper
sheol m h1s ear, and he must thank his stars that
I quote the "New Version."
S. P. P.

Couldn't Stand It.
At the St. John's Fourth of July celebration a St.
J oh~'s minister of the gospel opened the exm·cises by
readmg a prayer, and the orator of the day, in his
speech, advocated the separation of church and state,
and held that the Bible in school is of a doubtful
policy. At the close of his most eloquent speech I
asked for the privilege of making a few remarks and
most c?rdia~ly, was given a chanc~, and by the JJl'esi~
dent mcely mtl'Oduced to the audwnce. I said:
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN : If the speaker who has addressed
you has ever done me an _injustice, I want to forgiv him
now, and I now extend to h1m the ri.rht lutnd of good-fellow~hip, and tl.Iank him f~r !Jis courage~ goodness, 'imd wisdom
m mtrorlucmg the subJect, and advocatinor the septtration of
church and stnte .. I believe in the taxati~n of chmch property [a?- almost nmversal nod of assent from the audience].
There 1.s to-rlay .$750,000,000 of untaxec\_, church lll'Operty in
the Umted States, and the sheriffs often lmv to scil the property of the poor at a sheriff's sale to collect the tax which they
are unable to pay.
And after giving my views about the Bible in
schools, I gave a lecture about Thomas Paine, and
told how much we were indebted to him for the lib·
erty which we enjoy. And so far as I could see or
learn there was but one out of the many who got up
and left whilst I was talking, and that one was the
good man who rertd the prayer ! We are told that
it's ill-mannered to get up and leave whilst a minister
is talking, and here was a minister who did not hesitate to get right up and leave during my remarks.
But why, ob, why did he leave~ Was it because he
couldn't stand the truths which I was giving to the
audience~
Or didn't he like to hear me speak kindly
of Thomas Paine, the "Anthor-Hero" of the Revolution, who first aroused om· forefathers to declare
their independence'?
Was .he ~hinking of his church, that don't pay any
tax,·wh~le JUSt across the road there is Mrs. Hoyt, a
poor widow, who would hav been sold ont by the
sheriff for the taxes which she was unable to pay
-but a few of us chipped in and helped the widow
out of her trouble by paying the tax for her"? or was
he thinking that I might shock the whole audience
by saying that Trinity, an Episcopal church, has possession of ten million dollars of property on which it
is said no taxes are paid'? And it is said thiR church
has a host of old tenement houses rented to the
poor, but if theso are so poor as to be unable to pav
they are turned into the street. 0 cruel, cru~l
church; if there is a hell, I am afraid some of you
will hav to smell fire.
But it may be, after all, that the parson left whilst
I was talking because be was sick.
Now I want to say that, of the thousands and tens
of thousands of Liberals in 1\'Iicbigan, I believe I am
the first and only one who has had the courage to
speak a kind word for Thomas Paine at a Fourth of
July celebration. Ancl the best of all, the large audience were not offended, but were pleased with my
attempt to do justice to the one to whom we are indebted as much or more than any one for the liberty
and happiness which we now enjoy. I tried to deliver my speech fairly and kindly and am well pleased
that all but the good man who read somebody's prayer
were satisfied, and after having closed I felt that my
attempt to be just to Thomas Paine npon such an
occasion was the most noble act of my life; and after
having finished, had Gabriel blown his horn, I felt
that I conld say, "I'm ready."
1\i. BABCOCK .
ComJilnisant lUr. Lorll.
When John T,orrl, the historian, was examiner! for ordination, he was a~ ked by a 11isciple of Dr. Emmons: "Are you
willing to be damned for the glory of Gorl ?" His answer was,
"No ; but I am willing yon should." That is the case in a
nutshell. Who ever saw a good Christian who expected or
was willing to be damnecl? But wl!o ever saw one who did
not expect and was not willing that his wicked neighbor
~l~ould be damned to all eternity "/
·
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flkommunicafi(lns.
Political Parties vs. the Workingmen.
I want to suggest a few practical propositions to
the men who work for wages in this country. Notwithstanding the"errors that have been made by some
useless and unreasonable strikes, the might of organized labor has alarmed the capitalists, who have had
to call upon the law, which, backed by money and
infl~lence, has been interpreted in defense of employer
agamst employee.
·with a large number of men constantly idle, and
who are ready to take any chance to earn a dollar it
is impossible for a large number of strike:;; to be· s~IC
cessful. Other means must be inaugurated to secure
our rights.
Nothing is so grand as the majesty of the law,
nothing so invulnerable. Obedience to it is a part of
good citizenship, and rightly so. l\'Iark how solicito~Is the capitalist is about the law. See his pursestnngs unloosed to influence legislation. But you
take little notice of this law-making business and not
until it conflicts with what you regard as a'right do
you know of the existence of such a law. The law
that oppresses you could not have been enacted had
your votes not elected the men who made it. It thus
appe~r~ you vote against yourself.
Precisely so, and
that IS JUSt what the laboring classes have done from
tim~ immemorial.
There are two parties, the DemocratiC and the Republican. The issues between them
are very gauzy, very thin; in fact, the main issue
with both of them is, how to humbug you-and they
certainly have done it effectually.
. I will ~nde[tvor to show_you how both these politwal par_b~s, each professmg unbounded friendship
and sohCitude for your welfare, delib"erately rob you
each one personally. Gould, Vanderbilt, or some
other railroad magnate wants to add ten or fifteen
millions to his fortune. The legislature is almost
·.openly bribed to pass an act granting authority for
the issuance of say thirty millions additional stock.
If you are at Albany, you will be liable to overhear
the pri<J'e stated• that each lawmaker is to receive.
The law is passed (majestic Jaw!), the stock is issued
sold at fifty or sixty cents on the dollar; Gould &
Co. pocket the proceeds. And now, just here is
where the workers pay for the whole business. To
pay the increased dividends the salaries of employees
are reduced, the rates to the public are advanced;
and <?-ould & Co. are very smart men, and the people
certamly deserve the name of fools for allo\\-ing it to
be possible for such wholesale robbery to -take place.
In Congress it is done in the same way, varying only
in details and magnitude. Corporate powers are
increased by Republicans and Democrats alike. A
perusal of the daily prints will verify this assertion.
NQw, the point I desire to make is that God never
m~ant that th~ ti_red laborer, after years of unavailing
tOil, should die m the poor-house and his children
people the state prison. God never meant it to be
so, but it is so.
.
. _Crir_ne is in m~st part the indirect offspring of
lllJUSbce. The children of the poor receive but little
education, being forced to work at the very age when
-knowledge is most easily received and better appreciatecl By comparison with youths more fortunate
in parentage, they revolt from labor and become criminals. Had their father's earnings been sufficient to
have kept them at school and given them a fair education, their d~sti?-y would not have been forbiddingly
dark and their hves a curse to themselves and to their
relatives. How shall we remedy this 7 How save
coming generations from the same fearful doom ?
The remedy lies in the ballot-box. What we need is
a new party, its cohesive power riveted by self-interest
of. every member of it. As it is now, a favored few
reap the benefits of party success, the rank and file
modestly retiring and allowing the leaders to become
immensely wealthy and consequently very influential.
Look in at a presidential reception, a sort of selfcongratulatory affair, the pomp and show of a few
fortunate ones who by hook or crook have risen to
tem1~orary eminence.
How beaming the smiles, how
cordial the hand-shaking, how hearty the appetite 1
It is not to be expected that they shall forget themselva and honestly exert their influence for the
interest of the majority of their countrymen. Oh
no; that is an idle delusion, oft repeated on th~
stl,lmp but never practiced by the experienced officeholder. Do you not see what a wonderful man your
senator or Congressman is? IIe is the object of
interest, not you, his constituents. He poses as a
statesman at your expense and sells you out first,
last, and all the time. What a sarcastic misnomer is
the phrase, "the people's servants!" Do servants
dress better than their masters? Do they strut and
swell out with self-conscious importance? Do they
make laws against the interests of their masters?
As a matter of fact, they are the people's masters.
For the sake of your manhood, for your wives' and.
children's sake, turn your backs upon such arrant
humbugs. Why do- you elect rich men to office?
Wh_y not nominate a good man from your own set ?
Is _It __ the personal appearance, the intense respect-

ability, the pompous carriage, the flo~ of words, the
spread-eagle patriotism, the old stale gags of stump
speakers; that makes you walk up like lamb to the
slaughter, handing the executioner the knife with
whic_h_ to slay you? Let me tell you that all these
qualities, th~t seem to allure yon to your ruin, are
but ~he venest sham, and are not skin-deep. Stand
up h~e men; be uot bought by money, ruin, nor
promiSes, to vote for any man. Look these-politicians
who trade in your life-blood square in the face, and
tell them that you have been duped long enough.
Remember the remedy is in your own hands ; the
Constitution gives it to you-you can vote away into
merite? oblivion these tricksters and traders in your
credulity, and supplant them with men from among
your own order who will not sell themselves to the
money-kings. Political combination rnust take place
ere a fair day's work will receive a fair day's pay.
Throw overboard the heelers and boodle-men· let
them work the primaries no longer. L.et it be~ome
impossible for a man to buy an office of any kind.
Be moderate in action; shun the Anarehist as you
would any bloody demon. Boycotting should not be
resorted to but from the meanest and most despicable
act of an employer, and after all other means have
failed. But you can rest assured, so long as yo~
lay no hands on the person or property of the boycotted individual, and"do not in any way disturb the
public peace, that your action is entirely legal and
cannot be taken from you by any judge or jury in
this country. They may convict and send to prison,
but such trials and convictions will be reversed on
appeal. The Constitution gives to every citizen of
this country the right of free action, and if one man
or ten thousand men conclude that they will not purchase from nor deal with a certain individual, they
have a constitutional right to refrain from so doing,
the revised code notwithstanding. Our laws state
municipal, or town, must not coniiict with the Consti~
tution of the United States, but are subject thereto.
The widest possible latitude in the· interpretation
of criminal conspiracy can include only attacks on
the person or bona .fide property at the time possessed
by said person. . It cannot include prosp.ective benefits or profits that may be injmed by concerted withdrawal of custom done quietly and without breach of
the peace, and which every American citizen has a
proper and legal right to do if it so pleases him. It
is a dangerous and impolitic act to ignore this constitutional right. Courts and juries are very often in
enor! and but a few days ago the Court of Appeals
unammously set aside the convwtion of a man
who had been one year a prisoner at Sing Sing, both
on the evidence ap.d the law of the case, consequently
he was set free after a year's illegal imprisonment. I
merely mention this to show the fallibility of courts
and "intelligent and conscientious juries."
"We hold it to be self-evident," says the Declarati0n of Independence, "that all men are created
equal." Let this fundamental truth never be forgotten-" we are created equal." From the hand of your
maker you are the equal of any man who breathes
and it is only the development by education and train~
ing that makes the social inequalities.
.The looking up to men who have attained eminence
and regarding them as oracles of wisdom to be gazed
on and listen~d to with fear and trembling, is the
curse now, as It always has been, of the men who do
the work. Hero-worship is debasing to the massesit exalts one man at the expense of the whole people.
It shifts the burden of thought, of independent action (which is necessary to individual advancement)
off from the shoulders of millions onto those of idols
who assume the trust and lead them on as sheep are
led. And where do they lead you~ From the furthest recorded time they have invariably led you directly into the camp of your enemy, the money king.
Why do you not revolt 1 ·why do you not do a little
thinking on your own account 1
It is ·useless to appeal to the sympathy or the
sense of justice of those who hold you in tighter
bonds than the sons of Africa were ever held. The
metal of their hearts is harder than their coin. The
feeble cry of the ministry against the extortions of
your masters is drowned in the shout that goes up
for sinners to be saved. Would it not be far better
to remove the caus~ of sin, or at least lessen it,
name_ly, poverty, by denouncing the cruel means that
t~e ncb and powerful resort to to gratify their avanc~? Dare the ministers who preach to rich congregatiOns tell them that a God of justice will bring
them to an account for their rapacity and extortions?
Dare he announce that all men are brothers, sons of
one God, and that God demands of them to love and
as~ist one another, not to lie in wait to entrap and
cnpple one another? If there is one manly ministei'
who dare stand up and tell them that their great prototype, the gentle and loving Jesus, disowns, despises,
and condemns them, let this minister do it now.
There never was a better time· to tell this incontrovertible truth. But this will not be done to any measurable extent. What then remains as the alternative?_ Organize for political cohesion. You remember that two years ago Jay Gould gave $50,000 to
the Republican campaign fund. You see in this act

alone how closely are interwoven the interests of the
monopolist with politics. He gave it to, insure the
passage of laws or immunity from interference. in his
schemes of monopoly, the success of which tightens
faster tbe iron grip in which he holds a large number
of you. Are you a Democrat? Has the recent national success of your party benefited you personally?
Are you a Republican? Many Republicans became
enormously wealthy during and just after the war.
Are you one of them ? No 1 Then what particular
benefit has accrued to you by voting the Republican
ticket so many years? "Ah," you may say, " it is a
matter of principle with me, and a man must not expect a benefit for voting like a good citizen, a!i! his
conscience dictates." Very true; he may not expect·
a. benefit, but should he receive an injury ?'-and an
injury he does receive every time he throws away his
vote on men who care no more about him than they
do for a summer insect. But some one must be benefited by. political parties. Suppose we ask 1\'Ir.
Gould. 1\'Ir. Gould, what are you.:.._a Democrat or a
Republican? In answer I will quote his own words:
"Well, when the working majority is Democratic, I
am a Demourat ;- but when it is Republican, I am a
Republican." 1\'Ir. Gould has a very acute apprer.iation of the value of things, and gets down to it in
very short order. Now he tells us right heie that
not only are both parties purchasable, but that their
platforms and principles are of . no consequence-mere trademarks, as it were, to distinguish the goods
-and that he can work one as well as the other; and
he does it right along. How he must inwardly
chuckle at sight of the heat and anger, the criminationa and recriminations, of election times; the enthusiastic parades, the shouts of opposing factions !
And I can imagin him, like Iago in the play, skulking
behind a Western Union pillar and whispering softly
to himself, " Now if the Democrats kill the Republicans,··or the Republicans kill the Democrats, or each
do kill the other, either way makes my gain !"
Brother workers, there can be reared a party that
will do us all material good. It can be organized
quietly, orderly, legally, and no power on earth can
stop its ultimate triumph if you will it so. · Break
away from all prejudice for either of the existing parties. That prejudice is but a sentiment, and was implanted in yon by platform promises that have never
been fulfilled and were never meant to be.
The builders of a country should rule it. The
drones have fattened on you long enough. Shake
them off. Enough of trickery, fraud, and deception.
Set up business for yourselves. No packed conventions, secret conclaves, nor cut and dried primarief',
but in the open light of day nominate yom men -and
vote-for them. A party that might be denominated
"national" need have no intrigues, no underground
road to nominations or preferment.
Think for yourselves. The same qualities which
you admire in others lie dormant in yourF.elves.
Rather let the whole people, actuated by a common
impulse for the general good, rise in the majesty of
their greatnes.:~ than that you should sink to eai:th
crawling before an idol which is human at best, and
more than likely inferior to many of you. We want
to work togethei'; consult together as a council of
physicians might consult over a patient dangerously
ill, not to parade our learning, not to invite attention
to ourselves, but to sugge>~t the best means for the
remedying of our present evils. The organization of
a complete political unity of the workers of this
country needs but a starting-point, and quick as the
morning light it will spread and dispel the darkness
and gloom of our present serf-like condition. Can
we make a start ? Let me conjure you to give this
matter careful consideration. We outnumber the
" better classes" ten to one. There are men among '
you capable of administering any elective office to
which they might be elected. It is the law-making
power which we must control. If every leader of
the workingmen in the various cities and towns of
this country. would make it his aim to impress upon
his felol.ow-members the importance of instant action
in this regard, the work would certainly go on to a
~u~cessful termination. It is our only hope, and it
IS m easy reach of fulfilment. The dower of a free
people is said to be self-government. We have but a
spurious article of that kind at present, but we can
supply the genuine article if we so will it. And let
us will it, one and all.
WILLIAM ALLEN SMITH.
THE Nashville Christian ·Advocate says: "The
'Church Congress,' recently held in Cleveland did
about what it did last year-that is, gave each'·of a
number of clever men opportunity to invite the others
to mount his own particular hobby and gallop on to
the millennium."
------~~.-------

THE New Ilampshire Jo·urnal says: "And now we
are told that a minister had to leave his pulpit because he used a 'plum-colored handkerchief,' and another for ' l'oliing up his pants' in wet weather. This
is almost as bad as a chm·ch we know of which was
compelled to reject, at .the earnest request of the
ladies of the church, a candidate of excellent preaching talent, and universally acceptable to the church
on that accOlmt, b~ca.u,s~ b,e had bow le~s.
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Anarchy Has Been Misrepresented.
To THE EDITOR OF TID: TRUTH SEEKER Sir . I
s~ould think your. regard for your friend' Gors~ch
mrght s~gg~st some check on the malicious misrepresentatiOn ill your colurqns such as is found in" Th
Coming J?anger," of June 26th. Of course, such 0~
your habitual readers as hav noted the statements
allowed to 1\'Ir. James, Mr. Lloya, and myself will
no.t confo~md the ·An~chist principle as taugbt in
(-~berty With the crudities of the Chicago CommunIsts, and you hav allowed me to show, in answer to
l\'lr. ?"orsuc~, t~at Anar~hy and Communism are, as
sys_tems of l~fe, I~compatlble. But since that time a
se:I~s o~ artiCles ill the Chicago Alarm hav gone exphmtly mto the administmtiv details of their notion
about . curbing individual greed and sharing the
booty If succ~ssful. . Which shows not only that they
hav method m. then· madness, and intend governmen~, but that though. absurd in reasoning and
ab_usillg the term Anar?~Ist, they are not such hypocnts as some ~ho vihfy them. Their break-neck
course has cert.amly required some grit, and courage
·doe~ not yoke m the same gear as hypocrisy. I hav
no nght to speak _for men of whom I know only that
they are Commumsts and prisoners, or fugitivs. D.
D. L~m, sympathetic and intelligent, can more appropnately s~ea~ of them.. Now a word of psychologiC_ apprematwn: Without explicitly declaring
Ath~Ism, J. L. Andrew declares the ethical principles
of nght and wrong unconnected with God's exist·ep.ce, presen?e, or absence. He takes for granted
that Anarchists are Atheists a second point about
which I am as ignorant as tb~ first; then be goes on
to say that "the logical tendency of Anarchy is to
destroy all ethical distinctions and to reduce all
morality to a mere figment."
. yvell! perhaps m~rali~y is a mere figment. I find
It mfimtly vanable m tunes and places; !·regard it
as a synonym of custom, and neither more nor less
substantial than fashion. But the ethical sense or
conscience, however elastic or latitudinarian, is personal _and by n? means. identical with morality, the
momhty of .a given soc~al phase, but may be quite
opposed to It-e. g.,. a smcere Swedenborgi~~n among
~he Mormons, or a smcere Mormon among believers
m the eternity of an exclusiv conjugal partnership.
But does Anarchism as a philosophy or faith weaken
ethical distinctions ~ It bas been mine for a good
many years, and my ethical conscience is very acute.
My experience says emphatically, No. And I am an
Anarchist for the same reason that I am an Atheist
to wit: Because neither in the moral conduct of any
· government known to me, nor in that of the passional
world, human or animal, am I able to discern the
band of a power more benevolent or more just than
my own, and I am not Christ-one enough to consider
myself as " one with the father."
J. L. Andrew seems to think that the ethical sense
is a product of government, since be repudiates it
equally as an afflux from deity and as an evolution of
personal spontaneity. But I, who bav a stern conscience of rectitude unamenable to interest know
that, whether it is an affiux from some higher o~·der of
being or not, I am certainly not indebted to gov!')rnment for it. Neither doe~ it side like Mr.
Andrew with " these relations of capital ancl labor,
of employer and laborer," etc., which be says, " bav
been contemporaneous with civilization." They are
very different now from what they were, as I remember, fifty years ago; still more so from what they
were before machinery came into use, but always
n;tore or les_s iniquitous unless with personal cooperation. Havmg always been opposed to the economic
system of bll;e?ng labor and speculativ profits as
well as to poht1eal government with its class privileges, I must hav got my ethical sense somewhere.
· But wherever I got it, it is because I bav it that I am
ano Anarchist and advocate of personal rights independent of. ma:jority vote or what passes for such.
That morality Is a product of government, I admit,
and that accounts for the prevalent rascality.
EDGEWORTH.
~----~~------

Hang Everybody !
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEK~R, Sir: In your
issue of June 26th, in your discussion of the right of
free speech, you advance the doctrin that Most
Spies, Fielden, Parsons, and others of like cbaractei:
and tendencies bav at all times a perfect right to advocate any doctrin which may seem to them right, so
long as those doctriris are not carried into effect.
According to your ideas, the advocacy of wholesale
murder would not be a punishable offense until those
who had become imbued with these per~icious doctrins b~d actually carried them into effect! You say
that "the tendency of a speech must be judged by its
results."
The. tendency of Parsons's, Spies's, and Fielden's
speeches on the 4th of May last, at Haymarket
Square, was to incite riot and bloodshed, and there is
. EO question that such speeches as were there delivered were instrumental in inducing those who were
listening to commit a breach of the peace with what
terrible ;results your readers are aware. '
Self-preservation is the first law of nature. He

who would attempt to deprive me of life could not
complain if I should destroy his.
The notice ·Of intenirion to take mine should not be
allowed to be followed to a conclusion, but should at
once put him where it would be impossible for him
to do so. The fault of our government has always
been too great leniency, and if the scum of Europe
are allowed to come to our shores and advocate their
damnable.doctrins, it will never see its second century of existence.
I am a respecter of the rights of all men under our
Constitution and laws. I believe that crime not only
consists of committing a Wl"Ong act, but in inducing
others to do so. I consider such men as Parsons
Spies, Most, Fielden, and men of intelligence wrong~
fully directed are more deserving of punishment than
their ignorant dupes. The Constitution of the
United States (13th, 14th, ana 15th amendments
included) is a safe instrument to follow, and it defines
t~e. crime of treason as "levying war against it and
grvmg aid and comfort to its enemies." Vallandingham was not caught murdering Union soldiers, but
be was inciting others to do s.o, and was tried and
convicted, and I only regret that be had not been
shot for so doing, to deter others from a like offense.
We bav closed our ears to the foul moutbings of.
these fiends long enough, and it is about time we
cried Halt.
. I hav but little sympathy for the Chicago police
who suffered so terribly on the 4th of May. While
supposed to be conservators of the peace, they for
over two years past allowed these scoundrels to
openly make their threats of pillage and arson without protest, and if they were the greatest sufferers
by their neglect of duty, they bav themselvs to blame.
I see, 1\'Ir. Editor, that you in same edition publish
the call for funds to defend these murderers, and express a fear that they won't bav a chance to prove
their irresponsibility for their own teachings. I
attended their Sunday meetings at the Lake J!'ront
in Chicago for more than two years, and I beard
enough from the leaders to convict them before any
intelligent jury in the country. I on more than one
occasion combated their treasonable doctrins, and
1\'lr. Parsons openly told me that when the time came
they would commence by banging me to a lamp-post.
I am opposed, therefore, to waiting to be killed before taking steps to protect myself, but would put
each and every one guilty of uttering seditious language behind prison walls, where their chances of
doing wrong would be reduced to a minimum.
About a dozen years ago a man by the name of Freeman killed his own child. The tendency to do so
was incited by reading in the Bible the story of
Abmham offering his son Isaac as a sacrifice for sin.
At the moment the knife was about to descend, the
story goes, God stayed Abraham's band and saved
his son's life. Freeman bad just as much cause to
expect divine interposition as bad Abraham, but the
God which be worshiped stayed not his band, and be
became· a murderer. Now, 1\'lr. Editor, who was to
blame1 The Bible. Its tendency and teachings led
Freeman to commit a crime.· ·r would condemn this
book for its fallacious doctrins. The good in it will
liv; but its false teachings should be destroyed.
Let these men who bav for years openly incited
others to riot and bloodshed not shrink like cowards
from the consequences of their acts, but show that
they are willing to take their chances with their misguided followers. I hope to see them get the full
measure of punishment the law will admit of as a
warning to others, and that the honor and glory of
our country will be upheld.
L. TENNEY.
· Brooklyn, J.Y. Y.

Giv Us Liberty.
I am an individualistic Anarchist, not a Communistic one, and I bav very little sympathy with 1\'Iost,
Spies, Parsons, et al., in so far as their methods and
precepts are concerned. But when these men are
gagged and their pens broken by the strong bands
of a tyrannical government, then their cause becomes
my cause, and I protest for them as I would protest
for myself. In them liberty is smitten, and every
free man should spring to the rescue. When men
are jealous not only for the freedom of the free-born
and anxious uot only for the emancipation of the slave,
but jealous of the liberty of tyrants and desirous of
the emancipation of slave-drivers also, then we shall
know something of what liberty means. Let us face
this question squarely. We call ourselvs Freethinkers
and say we believe in free speech and free press, but
do we~ In the majority of cases, No. We as Infidels
hold certain ideas about theology, and free speech
and press mean to us permission to promulgate thef!e
views. The average Infidel means only this, and if
you tell him that true free speech includes the right
to preach murder, arson, and obscenity, be will shrink
aghast. But let us consider. What is liberty?
Turn to J. S. Mill: "The only freedom which deserves the name is that of pursuing our own good in
our own way, so long as we do not attempt to deprive
others of theirs or impede their efforts to obtain it.
Each is the proper guardian of his own health,
whether bodily, or mental and ·Spiritual, Mankind

are greater gainers by suffering each other to liv as
seems good to tbemselvs, than by compelling ea@b to
liv as seems good to the rest." This, then, is equal
or social liberty in its broad sense, and that branch
of it which we are now considering is liberty of
thought, "from which," Mill furthermore declares,
"it is impossible to separate the cognate liberty of
speaking and of writing." According to this definition, then, we bav a right to think, speak, publish,
or do anything not necessarily injurious to others.
The question turns, therefore, on what is necessarily
injurious. A little investigation here makes it apparent that no thought, expressed either by spoken or.
published word, can necessarily injure or, at least,
such necessary injury being impossible to prove, the
whole matter is thrown without the pale of legitimate
judicial action. To tempt, to persuade, is not necessarily to compel. I am not obliged to fire houses
because an incendiary urges me to arson, nor to drink
whisky because the rumseller trolls a drinking song
in my e!).r. I am not forced to murder because asked
to kill, nor to rob because invited to steal. Whosoever is tempted is tempted more from within than
without. If there were no demand, the supply would
be. ignored. Or if you claim that persuasion is compulsion, then you must allow the criminal who acts
because of such persuasion to go scot-free, for be was
forced against his will.
Let the tempter tempt, the fanatic shriek, and, the
incendiary rave; the strong, the virtuous,. the intelligent, are not deceived; and the only way to make
men strong, virtuous, and intelligent is to giv them
liberty, that their faculties may be exercised and
purified by actual conflict with seductiv errors: To
"protect" mental virtue is to shrivel it into a rudiment. The so-called "pure" girl, who bas learned
nothing of sex, is the libertin's easiest prey; and
the ignorant classes, who are protected by police
clubs from bearing incendiary theories publicly discussed, will be poisoned through and through by
those theories secretly imbibed.
How, then, shall we combat the errors of licentious
speech~ By the truths of free speech. In a fair
field liberty will overcome license and tyranny, kindness will overcome malice, justice will prevail against
greed, purity will cleanse obscenity; or else truth is
weaker than falsehood; or else liberty, kindness, justice, purity, are not true, nor fit to survive.
What, would you let a man use obscene language
in the presence of ladies, curse you in the public
streets, call you a liar to your face, or libel you in the
public prints' l\'Iost certainly. Can an obscene
word injure the soul of a pure woman because her
ear givs it unwilling audience' Would not her scorn
and contempt, as openly indicated (by word or action)
as his filth; wither him with an agony of self-abhorrence~ Let a man damn me, if he must, by all the
gods in his Pantheon. What of it~ They are but
shades, and his curses but wind. If he defames me,
and his accusation is true, he certainly should not be
silenced; if false, I need only to prove that falseness
to protect myself and perhaps dishonor him. Let
men foam, rant, rave, tempt, conspire, curse, blackguard, or defame; their w'ords are simply vicious,
not criminal, or, if criminal, the freely-spoken truth,
exposing their danger, is the ample and only just defense against them.
Brother Anarchists, let us bear from yon on this
matter! We are the defenders of liberty.
Let us, therefore, as free men, stand freely united
to defend free thought, free speech, free press, free
mails, all of which are now crippled and smitten
down by the tyranny of our laws and government.
J. WM. LWYD.
--------~._

_______

Mr. Dana Downed.
We sympathize sufficiently with the writer of the
following letter, which the Sun did dare to print, to
giv it a conspicuous place in our columns. · Among
all the daily papers of this city the Snn is by far the
ablest, and it is a matter of public concern that it
givs so much aid and comfort to the worst enemy of
the republic-the Roman Catholic church:
A reader of the Sun for twenty years, I am profoundly disgusted with its late constant truckling to the foreign element
and the papal temporal power. A soldier myself in the late
war, my ancestors foup;ht at Lundy's Lane, at Trenton, and
Cowpens, and at Fort Duquesne, but I stand Jess chance of
getting a political favor than any foreigner landed within
five years. I am ready for a nativ American party, and believe it is coming.
·
Always a Democrat, I am disgusted to see Secretary Whitney place a United States revenue cutter at the disposal of
the papal ablegates, and the president sending his marine
band to serenade the cardinal prince of the states of the
church, thus acknowledging the temporal power of the pope.
I am equally disgusteli to sec the Sun fal~ely eulogir.ing
Catholic priests at the expense of Protestants, when our
streets are tilled with Catholic rum holes, our public institutions with Catholic paupers, our prisons with Catholic criminals, our docks on Sundays with Catholic Sunday-school
children, and our street corners with drunken Catholic
church-members, and when the Sun can find any week from
twenty to forty sleek priests summering at Saratoga hotels .
Yet you toady to the Catholic vote and abuse Protestantsyou toady to home rule for Ireland and dare not advocate
home rule for America.
.
In a word, the S1tn would n,ot dare to print and comment
on this for a thousand dollars a line.
A TRuE SoN oF AMERIOA.

\
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Chicago Liberals Terrorized.
The Chicago papers must be edited by a set of
ignoramuses or knaves. Ever since the so-called Anarchists hav been in jail the journals of that city hav
made persistent efforts to connect them with the
Freethought movement, saying that the Liberal
League of Chicago was the hotbed of Anarchy, that
the members were equally guilty with the bombthrower, that they are freelovers, and coupling them
with the Oneida Communists. · Especially do the
papers bear down upon the fact that Fielden was
once a member of the League. In describing the
scene in the court-room at the trial of the Anarchists
the papers almost daily hav had something like this
to say:
":Mrs. Parsons was accompanied by Mrs. Holmes, who is
devoted to the principles of freelove, and in d'tys gone by
was :Mrs. Swank, and entertained a motley crowd known as
the Liberal League by playing a wheezy organ and trying to
sing alleged original songs in anything but a musical tone. It
is a noticeable thing that a number of the persons who turnl'd
, to preaching Anarchy were at one time the ardent pupils of
that erratic school known as the Liberal League."

Then, to vary the program, an editorial like this
from the Times would bias public opinion :
"It is reported that a per"son of the name of Stevens (a
name indicating that its owner is not an importation from the
Danube, the Vistula, or the Rhine) has been giving comfort
and ponsolation to Socialist savages, and particularly to the
Ethiopian coparcener of the wretch Parsons, by telling them
that ' the manner in which the press and the pulpit hav
treated the matter [of the Socialist war against society] is sub_
versiv of the right of free speech and opposed to the institu_
tions of free government.'
"The statement that the said Stevens was lately a functionary of an association of religious (or irreligious) cranks
called the Liberal League adds no weight to his opinion.
Judge ]\fallory, of :Milwaukee, instructed the grand jury in
his court that 'men who, by incendiary speeches and wild
harangs, cause breaches of the peace, must be held to a
strict accountability. The law of this country does not protect any such freedom of speech.' Judge Rogers, of Chicago,
instructed the grand jnry in his court to the same effect.
Judge Cooley, in his great work on 'Constitutional Limita_
tions,' a standard authority, holds the same view, and cites
copiously from a great number of judicial decisions that com_
pletely uphold the proposition that there is no liberty of
speech or of the press in this country or in England (whence
we hav derived all the liberty of speech that our fundamental
law says shall not be impaired) to incite what is contrary to
law or destructiv to the public peace and tranquility.
"There are not a few religious (or irreligious) cranks in
this country whose notions of 'the institutions of free govern_
ment' are doubtless as loose as those of any sympathizer with
the Socialist savagery. The :Mormons and the curious collection of 'freelovers' in Oneida county, New York, are perhaps as ' liberal.' in their notions respecting the ' institutions
of free government' as any member of the Chicago soCiety
of religious (or irreligious) cranks that carries the name of
'Liberal League.'
"Unfortunately the world swarms with cranks. If there
were no cranks, no fanatics, no fools, and no scoundrels, there
would be no Socialist propaganda of barbarism, and no sympathizers with their hellish work."

By these means the Chicago journals are endeavoring to iorce the conviction of the indicted men.
Should any of them escape, the editors know that
/

libel suits would follow, and they are determined
The Town of Liberal, Mo.
that there shall be no chance for that. We are inLiberal, ~o., is evidently undergoing some kind of
formed by one who knows that nearly every reference "purification," though the methods used to cleanse
to the prisoners is a malicious lie. Had not the few the town are of doubtful morality. Just what the
Anarchists who once belonged to the Liberal League trouble is none of the parties thereto explain ~!early.
withdrawn from that organization because it had no As nearly as we 'can get at the facts, from the evisympathy with their wild ideas and stiUwilder taJk, dence hereinafter given, and from our knowledge of
the papers would hav goaded the authorities to the place, obtained from people who hav lived there,
searching the houses of the known Freethinkers of the matter seems to be that among the inhabitants of
the city, and no doubt some of them would hav been the town there are a handful who hold broad docarrested for possessing Socialistic literature. In fact, trins on the subject of love and marriage, and who are
several people hav been arrested who are neither So- vociferous in airing their opinions in season and out. '
cialists nor Anarchists. The Socialists, who are not This expression does not suit Mr. "Walser, who
Anarchists, hav been forbidden to n.ee\ and Chicago, fmmded the town and owns most of the land
owing ·to the villainous conduct of the press, is under around it, and he is endeavoring to persuade· the
a complete reign of terror. The attacks upon the sexual reformers to leave. In this he has the powLiberals hav nearly broken up the League, and the erful oratorical aid of C. W. Stewart. Among those
president, L. H. Sawyer, has resigned. The other who hav most deeply incurred 1\fr. "Walser's enmity
members are afraid to avow their principles by attend- are H. P. and Georgia Replogle, formerly editors of
ing League meetings, and outside speakers can by the Liberal, and now publishers of a little journal
no means be induced to appear on the League plat- called Eqttity/ J. K. Moore, editor of the last page
form.
of Equity, and Henry Youmans. On Sunday evenAll this is the work of the daily press, aided by the ing, June 27th, a meeting was held at the Liberal
pulpit, and infamous work it is. So far as the League Opera House, C. W. Stewart occupying the platform.
is concerned, there is no foundation for the attacks. The report of the proceedings is given by Mr.
Fielden, it is true, was once a member of the League, Walser in the Liberal of July 1st, as follows, under
and he and a few attendants upon the meetings en- the heading, "Freelove Got a Black Eye:"
deavored to make the League an anti-state instead of
"The Opera House on last Sunday even in!!; was literally
an anti-church organization, bLtt his failure was crowded to listen to the lecture of C. W. Stewart on the subignominious and he was either expelled or withdrew. ject of morality. Space will not allow us to giv the lecture;
The most prominent gentleman opposing him was E. we can but giv the results. Every word that fell from the
A. St.evens. But, although their open enemy, Mr. speaker's lips were as broad as chips from a brawny workman.
Stevens does uot desire the prisoners persecuted,
"The speaker lu1Udled that social evil called freelove withand he does not wish the constitutional guarantees out gloves. He divested the hydra monster of its gaudy
of free speech to be broken down because of the vestment, ripped open its rotten carcass, and pxposed its foul
recent doings Qf the Anarchists. Even the worst of hideousness in all its forms to public gaze that it might be
criminals deserve fair play in their trials, and this the seen as it really was.
"This lecture seemed to be called on the account of the
Anarchists are not getting. Therefore Mr. Stevens frequent attempts of would-be reformers to subordinate the.
protests, and it is to his credit that he does.
people of Liberal to polyandry, pimpism, lust, and debal,IChThe decisions quoted by the1'imesare of no account. ery, all under the sweet-scented name of freelove.
.
"After the lecture was over, those of the audience who
"Judges" are nearly always wrong. They look behind, not forward. They quote the mistakes of our indorsed the sentiments uttered by 1/Ir. Stewart were reancestors, and never see that om posterity will laugh quested to rise to their feet. At once the vast audience, with
but few exceptions, rose. The reverse side was then put,
at them. They go to a graveyard for their authority, and those not agreeing with the sentiments of the speaker
tmning their backs upon the rising sun. Judges hav were requested to rise, and four rose to their feet Then
a reputation for wisdom, but in the majority. of cases ensued a seene which was heartrending indeed. A brazen·
it is only stupidity. With sensible people a judge's young man, whose aged mother was in the audien<:e,
opinion has a little .less weight than that of almost and who has bright, p11re, and intelligent sisters, who
would naturally expect a brother's protection, and a
anybody else.
brother's defense of their honor, arose and placed himself
There is no question that the pulpit and the press among those whose lustful gratification was held paramount
hav treated this matter wrongly. They hav asked to the purity of mother, Rister, wife. or daughter. A shriek
for the summary suppre'Ssion of all social views con- was wrung from that old mother's heart which evinced a
trary to those generally accepted, and Mr. Stevens is sense of pain a thousand times worse than would be 1he
fact should death strike the loveliest flower from the hmily.
right in saying that their harangs are subversiv of the The scene was so painful that tears flowed from the strongright of free speech, arid opposed to the institutions est eyes in sympathy with the poor mother, with a correof free government. The bomb-thrower of Chicago sponding feeling of disgust for the brazen wretch who stood
should be punished. If anyone incited or urged or unmoved, as dead to• shame, before his mother's sinldng,
commanded him to do it, then that person should be. bleeding, broken heart.
" There was one good lesson taught, though at a ft arful
punished as an accessory to the crime. But the cost of sorrow, which was that Liberal was not. the place for
police are dragging into the comts every Socialist that class of people. Liberal will not be subordinated to
they can trump up a charge against, depending upon those freelove doctrins and practices, as those will eertainly
public clamor to convict. The press is denouncing learn whu attempt it here.
" The world is wide. If thily must pursue that course,
everyone whom the police drag iri, and connecting
they should go where they are welcome, go where they are
them all with the Infidels, that the glory of God may wanted. As for us, we intend to ,l}eep the family altar, as
more abound. In this dirty work they, of course, far as we can, pure and undefiled from the taints of the
hav the aid of the little pulpit-pounders of the city. lecherous libertin and gangrenous fumes of the procurers.
It is nothing to either the pulpit or the press that ·.We speak from a conviction of duty-duty to Ourselvs, to
the Anarchists are not members of the League; it is our families, our mothers, wives, and daughters; yea,. a
duty we owe to innocence throughout the land. The people
nothing to them that Mormonism is a Biblical insti- of.Liberal say Go, and they mean what they say. There
tution; it is nothing to them that the Oneida freelov- is a point beyond which forbearance ceases to be a virtue.
ers are Christians. Anarchists, 1\Iormons, and Oneida
" It was asserted by one of the four that it would injure
Communists are unpopular, and comparing the In- the town were it known that it would not be a welcome resort
fidels to them will damage Freethought in the esti- for all classes. Of course ' all classes' means the saloon
class, the freelove class, pimp class, ·as well as an asylum for
mation of the unthinking and the unread. That is filth of all kinds. Liberal is not that kind of a place, and we
the object of the Chicago press just now, and always hope the world will know it and appreciate it as fully as the
·has been everywhere the object of the pulpit. The people of Liberal do. We would rather re01.ain a hundred
vulture and the jackal ha~ gone into partnership, and years without one more accession than rise on the fatness of
nothing between heaven and earth escapes the grip filth. The Freethought people of the world are now forming the material for a monument to human progress, and
of the firm.
Liberal shall be an honored stone in that structure or none.
We hope that the Liberals of Chicago will pres- .at all."
ently find sufficient courage to resume their work reWhen we read this we recognized at once the fact that
gardless of the screams and howls of the unsavory
a fight is going on in the Freethought community we
copartnership. The press will shortly get sober, and
hav so often had occasion to defend. But no further
the ministers are scarcely worth noticing. When the
information was obtained till the reception of Equity
pulpit ceases its abuse of Freethinkers it will be time
of July 3d. In that journal was the subjoined from
for the latter to catechise themselvs to lind out what
the pen of H. P. Replogle :
is wrong. As for the press, it voices what it thinks is
" The bitter fight here is not for so-called freelove, for
public opinion, and when the public cools down the
there are not more than a dozen persons in the town who unpapers will soon find room to retract their slurs upon derstand or care anything about the sex question, but a
the League. Freethinkers must stand for freedom question of freedom of speech and press, with.out being suband fair play regardless of misjudgment or slander. ject to mob violen~t:: ~or ~~~ uwre wq~ ~av t~ke~, ~~~s
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stand ·in sympathy with the doctrins of social radicals further than a right to citizenship, a fair hearing, and protection against ostracism for opinion's ·sake.
·
"The leading editorial of the Libe1·al of this week speaks
for itself more plainly than I might dare. It completely
portrays the character of the writer, his conception of the
subject he was treating, just how much regard he has for
truth, his mode of dealing with those who differ from him in
his opinion; ,and, with its false representation of the subject,
is a straight pointer to the cause of the attempted mob violence of Monday night arid the demonstration of the same on
Tuesday evening, which was quieted with such clilficulty by
those who feared the responsibility of its acts. In tone, conception, intention, and manner it is a condensed delineation
of the proceedings of the 'sexual morality' leaders at the
hall Sunday night. A thorough, impartial investigation
would undoubtedly reveal the whole matter as centered in
the desire-of those to whose personal interest it would be. to crush this paper because of its attitude on the labor q.ues:
tion. This freelove cry is only a cunning dodge to enlist,
through the misunderstanding of its principles. the prejudice
of the people in removing those who dare fight for the rights.
of the capital-oppressed toiler. This is the condensed truth
of it all."

On the page of Eq,uity edited by J. K. Moore is
printed the following, presumably written by Mr.
Moore.· It is headed " Border Ruffianism : "
"On Sunday evening, June 27th, C. W. Stewart gave a
lecture in the Opera House of this place on sexual morality
in which he found occasion to recommend shot-gun and boot
logic for those who should attempt to teach his family other
than that he had been preaching. G. II. Walser then arose·
and indorsing all of Stewart's mobocratic speech added that
this objectionable element referred to by Stewart should be
led to the outskirts of the town and invited to leave, and
expressions ou the same strain. He then called a rising vote
of the a~sembly indorsing Stewart's speech. The moot of
the pe'ople arose. He then call•Jd for those who did not indorse it. Four only arose, Owram, Thayer, Youmans, and
myself; objecting each of us to some of his expressions.
Numbers cried out against any of the four being heard, but
finally all were. Walser ordered me to 'shut up' repeatedly,
though he was not chairman.
"On Tuesday morning about 2 A.M., as a result of Walser's violence-inciting speeches, a mob came to my door and
demanded to see Mr. Youmans. When he asked what was
wanted, they demanded an explanation of his conduct at the
~hall on Sunday evening. On being adversely answered these
n1iclnight executors of Walser, .Stewart & Co. gave Mr.
Youmans twenty-four hours to leave, stoned the house, fired
seveml shots into it, and left a long dirk at the gate of the
yard.
"These are the agents and agencies. for spreading Freethought and • Universal Mental Liberty,' the motto inscribed
on the hall. I would prefer that \Valser, Stewart & Co. lead
their own reformatory schemes at midnight themselvs."

Now we get the annexed circular ·from Henry
Youmans, accompanied by this note:
"LmEHAr., Mo., July 4, 1886.
"DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: This circular will giv you a slight
idea of· the state of Liberalism in this town at present. You
may publish it if you will. Warren Chase, Jay Chaapel, and
many other honorable men here will vouch for the truth
of it.
HENI!Y YouMANs."

The circular, with the exception of a personal
attack upon Mr. Walser, which we hav stricken out
as irrelevant, is headed, "Justice: To the People:"
" I ask all those whose brains are not run in a pair of bullet-molds to lay aside their prejudices and read what I hav
to say. I ask a fair field and no favors. Criminals on the
scaffold are given a chance to speak. Victims of lynch law
are always allowed a few closing remarks, but last Sunday
night I w'as howled down by an audience of so-called Liber. als in this boasted home of freedom.
" C. W. Stewart made an incendiary speech against freeJovers, accusing them of advocating and practicing prostitution, and proposed, as an answer to their arguments,
to' fill them full of buckshot.' Walser called for a vote of
those who indorsed Stewart's speech. I was among the
four who voted against it. My mother (who is a little
deaf) thought I voted in favor of the prostitution described
by Stewart, when I voted only against his foul lies, brutal
language and shot-gun policy. She asked me to sit down.
I asked permission to explain, but was denied the privilege.
It was evidently a preconspired plot, hatched in the brain of
the czar of Liberal, to incite my own mother against me, and
through her instigate the mob to assassinate me, as they hav
since threatened to do. On the following night they attacked
Mr. Moore and myself, shattered his house with stones and
with Stewart's and Walser's leaden logic.
"The following extract is from the Liberal, Mr. Walser's
paper:
"• A brazen young man, whose aged mothel'was in the audience·
and who has bright, pure, and intelligent sisters, who would nat~
urally expect a brother's protection and a brother's defense of their
honor, arose and placed himself among those whose lustful gratification was held paramount to the punty of mother, sister, wife,
or daughter. A shriek was wrung from that old mother's heart
which evinced a sense of pam a thousand times worse than would
be the fact should death strike the loveliest flower from the family.
The scene was so painful that tears flowed from the strongest eyes
in sympathy for the poor mother', with a corresponding feeling of
disgust for the brazen wretch who stood unmoved, as dead to
, shame, before his mother's sinking, uleecling, broken heart.'
"I defy anyone whose heart is not of stone to conceive of
a mor_e savage, devilish, and brutal crime than plotting to
• array a tender and loving mother against a son because he
refuses to be voted, like a sneak, against the dictates of his
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party and nominated a presidential candidate of their
own. Balmaceda is a man about forty-five years of
age, who has. become conspicuous as a leader only
since he was selected by Santa Maria to represent the_
younger generation in his cabinet. He is a graduate
of the National University of Chili, has traveled considerably in Europe, and is regarded as one of the
ablest, as well as one of the most progressiv, men in
the republic. He is reputed to be the author of
'rhese extracts show a painful state of affairs in much of the anti-chmch legislation that has been
Liberal. Every Freethinker in the country is inter~ enacted by the Chilian congress.
ested in the well-being of the little town, and does
not desire its light hid under a cloud of shot-gun
ABOUT the wholesale conviction of the boycotters of this
smoke. While the purity of the family and the virtue city, and on the labor situation generally, the daily newspaof the young are subjects of the utmost solicitude, pers talk like fools because they think that is the way the
people want them to talk. The people are flattered.
yet if any man's house has been mobbed and shots
fired at it, because of the opinions of the owner or of
THE Army Bill, which has passed the United States Senate,
his guest upon any subject on earth, a monstrous and increases the pay of chaplains from. $1,500 per annum to
infamous wrong has been committed, the perpetrators $1,800. Our objections to this bill are the same that a bank
of which are a disgrace to Freethought. They are would hav to a thief stealing $1,800 instead of $1,500.
THE London World says it was the strong church inflmence
:rp.ore blameworthy than the brutal Catholics who
threw a reformed Romanist into the river because he brought to bear on the council that alone prevented the Unispoke against their chm·ch.. \V e cannot believe that versity of Oxford from conferring its honorary degree on Mr.
Irving. The discussions on the subject were of an unusually
Mr. Walser or Mr. Stewart had any lot or parcel in lively description.
'
the affair. But unless they are more vigilant, their
THE American Tract 8ociety has rdused to lertse roomH in
own supporters will do the town infinitly more dam- its building on Nassau street, this city, to the publishers of
age th~ all the slanders concocted by the priest- Our GO'u.ntry, because it is a labor paper and supports the
hood. They should bear in mind that they are not principles of the Knights of Lnbor. 'l'he excuse given with
responsible for. the opinions of Messrs. Replogle, the refusal of the lease was " that the paper seems not in accord with the work of the Tract Society." The trusteeH are
1\foore, and Youmans; neither hav they any more. right in th.is. The Knights of L.Lbor llr<l endeavorii1g to bJneright to persecute them for opinion's sake than the fit manldnd.
Christians hav to imprison every"Infidel in the comTHE New York Observer, which hates the Catholics as
munity of Liberal.
only a Calvinist can hate a brother Christian, cl1arges that
In the Liberal of July 8th Mr. Chaapel announces the Freeman's Journal is the only newspaper in this city
his withdrawal from the editorship of that paper. which advertises lotteries. The Ob~ervm· calls· attention to
Hav the action of the mob and the action of Mr. the bill in Congress forbidding the use of the mails to tho~t·
papers containing such advertisments, and unkindly sngge8ts
Chaapel any connection with each other?
that its passage will be a serious blow to Roman Catholic
own heart and-brain. I would not stoop to notice these low
tactics had he not misrepresented the real motivs of my
mother's action in the hall.
"To those persons who g9,Ye me twenty-four hours to
leave town I would say: If your skulls are so thick as to be
impenetrable by an idea, and you still indorse the bucksl1ot
argument, place Capt. G. H. Walser at your head when you
visit me again, and you will confer a great and lasting blessing upon the town of Liberal.
Yours for justice,
"Liberal Mo., July 2, 1886.
HENRY YouMANS."

Chili and the Catholic Chm·ch.
The Roman Catholic church has received a setback in South America which Americans particularly
will rejoice at. The new president of Chili has been
elect.ed on an anti church platform. The campaign
has been a stirring one, unusually long and bitter.
The issue was distinct, and turned upon the perpetuation of the power of the Catholic church. · Under
the presEjnt laws the government of Chili supports
the churches and their collateral institutions, paying
the priests as officials. It also repairs the churches
when necessary. With ·a population of between two
and three millions, Chili has one archbishop, three
bishops, and several hundreds of priests, friars, and
monks. All these draw pay from the public treasury.
The government also maintains six seminaries for the
education of priests. The whole establishment costs
several hundred thousand dollars annually. Catholicism is the state religion, and Protestantism exists by
sufferance where it exists at all. In the election just
held the people were divided into three parties, known
as the Clericals, the Liberals, and the Radicals. Tire
former recognize and advocate the supremacy of the
church in political as well as spiritual matters. The
Liberals advocate a divorce of church and state, the
abolishment' of orders of religious seclusion, the establishment of free, non-sectarian . schools, the taxation of church property,· and a constitutional guarante~ 9f .civil and religious liberty such as exists in the
United States. The Radicals are a dissenting faction
of the Liberal party. The Extremists advocate the
confiscation of church property and the banishment
of all clerical orders. The influence of the. German
professors who are employed in the national universi·
ties is said to be strongly Materialistic and to be the
source of the politics of the extreme party. The majority of the young professional men of the country
are alleged to be thoroughly imbued with Materialistic doctrins,
The Liberal party has been in power a short time,
and the new president, Senor Balmaceda, was the
prime minister of the previous administration. The
party has already enacted considerable legislation
looking toward a termination of the relations between
church and state. ~he civil rite of marriage was established as the only legal form. The records of
births and deaths were taken from the parish priests
and placed in the hands of civil magistrates. The
money formerly appropriated to aid the parish schools
was denied them, and a bill to establish a system
there of non-eclectic education and various other similar progressiv ideas were introduced. But the Extremists insisted upon more radical measures, and,
failing to accomplish them, split otT from the Liberal

organs.
A WRITER in the Reporte1·, of Dunlap, Mo., falls into serious
error in the following:
·
• • THE TRUTH SEEKER says that in 66 prisons. contnining 41.335
convicts, it was ascertained on inquiry that there WAS bnt ou~
avowed Infidel and two so-called Infidels; nll the others ·believing
in a life after death."
TuE TnuTII SEEKER did not say "all the others believing in a life after death." We said that the balance wt·rP
Christians, and the point we made, ami which the figureP
prove, i<> that Christianity does not prevent a person from
being immoral. Mr. C. E. Kidd should be careful to understand what he reads before rnshing into print.
THE tricks of tonguey lawyers are viewed by the people
with more or less leniency, but such a despicable trick as
Mr. Choate tried to play upon the plaintiff in the large telegraph suit against the Western Union merits a more Pevere
rebuke than that administered by the judge. Colonel Ingersoll is one of the counsel for the plaintiffs, and 1\lr. Choat.t1 is
retained by Mr. Gould's·corporation. In beginning his summing up for the Western Union, 1\Ir. Choate dramatic!ally
reminded the jury that they had been sworn upon tlw Dillie,
a book which Colonel Ingersoll ignored. "What has my
ignoring the Bible to do with this ease?" interrupted Colonel
Ingersoll. "A good deal to do with this case," rcplit·d 1\lr.
Choate, with a defiant air. "I ask your honor if my ignoring the Bible makes any difference in this case," said Colonel
Ingersoll, addressing Judge Lawrence. "Not the slightest,"
responded Jndge Lawrence, •· and I so instruct the jury.".
The opportunity was a good one for the judge to hav impressed the jury, and, through the press, the country, with
the idea that a man's religious opinion is his own pri vale
business. It is astonishing that a Ia wyer of the eminence
and acknowledged ability of 1\Jr. Choate should hav resmtccl
to such a shyster trick to make a point for his clients. A man.
has a weak case when he has to abuse opposing counsel.
IN TnE TRUTH SEEKEI! of June 1fJth we printed :tn account
of the alleged strange death at Millersburg, Pa., of Samuel
Motter. It was a story that hac! gone all over the country.
~latter, it was said, was an Infidel, who, with some reckless
companions, had celebrated the "Lord's supper" with br.ead
and beer, after which he had gone home and died, frightem!rl
to death by "an immense, ill-formed, and foul beast with
great cloven feet, pointed horns, and eyes that flashed fire."
This, it will be seen, is the ideal devil of Christianity, ami
was supposed to hav been S!.'nt by God to punish Motter for
his blasphemy. Our esteemed contemporary, the Gkri.8tian
Advorote, by writing to the Methodist minister at' Millersburg,
whittled the story down to a mock service and subsequent
death of Motter " with only such fear of death as is common
to unsaved men." The appearance of the devil was denied.
A gentleman living in Nebraska, where the etory appeared
in a county paper, sends us further information which
reduces the absurd tale to nothing. Last spring l.\'Ir. G. H.
Gibson, of Loup City, Neb., wrote to the postmaster of Millersburg, making inquiries in the matter, aut! asked the postmaster to hand his letter to any prominent l<'reethinker. iu
the place. In reply he received the following, which disposes of the Christian tale once for all :
"l'iiiLLERSBURo, PA., April 8, 1886.
" DEAR SIR : The postmaster of this place handed me your letter
to answer and in reply I would s•LY there is no truth wluttever in
the state~ent. Samuel Motter died a natural death of heart cli•ease.
Yours, etc.,
J. D. Dnms." .'•<furtlwr comment upon the affair is useless.
' 1'
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, ~tttrs !from Jjritnds.
WooDsTocK, VT., July 6, 1886.
;MR. EDITOR : I look upon it as a duty for every Freethinker that can spare a dollar in the cause of mental freedom to render assistance to one or more of the plans that are
in vogue to rout the adversary, Bigotry, that stands arrayed
against us. I hav taken this inEo account, and will for now
donate, for the Campaign Fund, $8; for the Tent Fund, $4;
for the pictures, $4. The last-the pictures-! wish all
Christians to see; they speak for themselvs, showing the inconsistency of a belief. that this was the wotk of an all-wise
being.
Please let this be seen. It may cause others to step out
and do likewise. Yours for the truth, , JoHN D. PowEus.
DECATTTR, ILL., June 24, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: W. S, Bell gave one lecture at the Turner's
Hall last Sunday afternoon. His subject was "Superstit.ion,"
and it was the grandest effort I ever heard. It was based
upon our observation and experience, therefore none cot!ld
deny the many good points be made. Mr. Bell came here
from Mechanicsburg, where he gave three lectures. He was
to hav engaged in a three days' debate with a Rev. Mr.
Robbins, of that place, but in order to hav what he considered a plausible excuse for not meeting Mr. Bell, he demanded that. llfr. Bell should produce credentials in support
of his good clmracter; but the Liberals of the place told him
that they would do nothing of the kind. Ho.wever, the reverend attended the lectures, and at the close of every lecture
!VIr. Bell invited the clergy to come forward and reply to any
objections, but they were as mute as mice.
J. E. Remsburg was there last winter and gave two lectures,
aud is to be there again in August.
These two apostles of liberty hav stirred that old hot-bed
of bigotry nud superstition to its very dregs. So the bigots
" must fight if they should win. Increase their courage, Lord."
I hope that the Liberals will make arrangements and secure
Mr. Bell's services. They are bound to be highly pleased
W. L. SANDE~s.
with him.
EUREKA GROVE, FLA., June 27, 1886.
MR. EniTOJ!: I notice in your issue of May 8th an article
froin Sine Die, N. Y., giving Florida down the banks tremendously, with its land swindles, worthless and barren
lands, nothing to be raised without fertilizers, etc. Now, I
C'>\.U!lut allow such talk in the TRUTH SEEKER family to pass
without comment. vVe hav no doubt about there being
plenty of swindlers in New York. Some of them send their
victims to Florida, to the West, to Texas, and elsewhere.
\Ve bav poor lands, swamps, fiats, WQods, etc.; so has New
York. As large a part of New York is worthless as of
Florida, and yet it is called the Empire state, and will be for
a long time to come.
I ha v lived there, and I say that a man that is willing to
work, and knows a good thing when he sees it, can make
more in five years in Florida than he could in the state of
New York .in a lifetime. We hav already a great many
Freethinkers in the new settlements, and we want a great
many more in this neighborhood ; but we want practical
folks that can do for themselvs, that can and will help improve and build up the country. Two-thirds of the immigrants to the rich prairies West fail to stay and make succe~s
from the fact they are not used to do for themselvs, but
worketl for or leaned on others, and can't adapt themselvs to
circumstances. There are good and bad points to all secN. S. HAZEN.
tions.
ToRONTO, ONT., CAN., July4, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Had I seen the letter from C. L. Jacobs in
manuscript in your waste-basket, instead of occupying about
a· column and a half of your valuable space, it would hav
been perhaps in its proper place. What we want most is
what some one knows or can know, not vague speculations
that, with a little thought, Mr. Jacobs can see are just as
impossible to prove as the existence of a God. What under
the sun can be proved by supposing something to be true,
and then asking us to believe something unproved in order
to demonstrate that the supposition is correct? He says,
"Spirit is composed of matter, but all matter is not visible,
does not hav weight, nor is it necessarily susceptible to either
of the five senses, for instance, gas, electricity, magnetism,"
etc. All these are known by our senses, and all matter is visible when brought within our range of vision. He then adds
two more senses, viz., talking and judging (neither of which
are senses). How do you know that what you call lQwer
animals do not talk to their kind and judge? And a horse's
judgment is often superior to his driver's. The power to
talk is a result of physical formation; to talk well is the expression of ideas gained by our powers of observation
through or by means of the senses.
He asks, "Where is the person who has not retired at night
with a perplexing question on his mind that he could not
solve, and on awaking next morning it was perfectly clear?"
This makes it perfectly clear to Mr. Jacobs that the spirit,
whatever lie means by that, had solved the question. Is it
'not more reasonable that at the time you could not solve the
question you had not ,sufficient concentration of thought, and
that during sleep your tired brain was refreshed. Don't
ascribe anything to God or spirits that can be reasonably
explained.
Then he talks of a person who has lost a limb feeling the
lost member as plainly as if it were really there. This
shows ·that what he calls the spirit is not as wise as his
senses, and therefore not superior to them. If ~e had given
any attention to the study of the nervous system he would be
itbie to account for his severed nerves trying to make a liar
of his sense of sight. How is it that a ~isgusting smell will
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make your spirit sick at its stomach? Study the nervous shall be able to to. read the book of Genesis more intelligently
system, Mr. Jacobs, before ascribing sensation to spirits, or, imd understandingly than its translators appear to hav done;
in fact, to anything but the real cause.
WM. CHURCHILL
or desired or intended that others should do.
J. A. TUTTLE..
J..;_cKSONVILLE, FLA., June 26, 1886.
MR. EmT_OR: Your cartoon in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June
BuTTE, MoNT. TER., June 27, 1886.
26, 1886, givs evidence that the Bible is true. ·After a
MR. EDITOR: The people of Butte hav just been aroused
tramp gets into jail he takes no thought for life, what he from their lethargy by our secretary of the Secular Union,
shall eat, drink, or put on, as it is brought to him at the ex- Samuel P. Putnam, who delivered two lectures here on the
pense of the city. But it shows, should anyone follow the 20th . inst. Subjects: "Universal Mental Liberty" and
Bible teaching to the very letter, that it leads him to become "New Earth and Heaven." They were l1andled in the presa tramp.
AuGUST BuESING.
ence of a large and appreciativ audience. · There were a
few kickers ignorant enough to make fools of themselvs after
LINCOLN, ILL., July 4, 1886.
the lectures-one in particular (an editor) who said he
MR. EDITOR : I notice that a controversy still goes on con- never knew a Liberal or Infidel lecturer except he was
cerning the propriety, or the etiquet, so to speak, of the kicked out of some church. Argument apropos of all superTRUTH SEEKER " outrageous flings" of Brotl;ler Heston stition. Christians hav no other, and say something they
against all.a.nd singular the points of Christianity. The bur- ll).USt. They know their Bible foundation is tottering, and as
den of those who seem offended seems to be that some visit- they hav no other prop on which to rest they tremble at the
ing friend-say a mother-in-law, or a pious old uncle, or an
approach of reason; and tremble they did at the logic of Mr.
old aunt with a stock of superstition left over from early life
Putnam, who gave it to them pure and ·sensible. Mr. Putwhich has "grown with her life," and become the more
nam is an extemporaneous speaker, apt, and therefore
intense as age and mental weakness creep on-sees sometl1ing
always prepared to demolish the Christian· theory when
harrowing to his or her contracted vision in a picture. Let
occasion requires, as it frequently does, by some arrogant
us suppose that your friend and whilom subscriber, H. C.
fanatic asking impertinent questions of the speaker during
Gill, was a Democrat during the campaign of 1884. Of
the course of his lecture.
course, he had any quantity of those campaign cuts of
Mr. Putnam was my guest for about a week, when he
Blaine with his" Ingersoll plumes," together with h1indreds
left for Helena, Bozeman, and other parts of the territory.to
of other caricatures touching things and events. Why did
disseminate freedom of the mind. He is doing up the
he not " stop my paper! My Republican visitors don't like
Christians in Montana, and making a host of friends throughthe cuts; it hurts their feelings?" No; ten to one he had
out the whole territory. We ought to hav a score of such·
the papers strung around loose-the baby had them on the
men in the Liberal field. Montana is a priest-riddl'n terri~
floor, the pups tugged them round under foot in the very sight
tory, hence good work is needed badly. After shaking up
of his friends, and a happy thought went through him as the
the people of Helena and Bozeman, and visiting theNationai
waving plumes came in sight of his defenseless friends, who,
Park, Mr. Putnam will return by way of Butte on or about
away from their homes, were without ammunition to shoot
the 16th of July, when he will giv us his ideas on "American
back. But a picture ll\il.king light of a miserable, God-disDemocracy" and" The Glory of Infidelity." I hope in the
honoring, contemptible old fable is a breach of" decornmmean time to hav consummated a Secular Umon. We shall
yes, an insult to a person who is deceived by false education,
soon petition for a charter, and in the future work in.conand whose heart is full of rancor and hate toward all of unjnnction with the National Secular Union fighting, for the
like belief. The trouble with our friend is right here-he is
yet a slave; freedom with all its satisfaction and glory is not Nine Demands, never tiring 1mtil they are granted.
l\iontana is a prosperous country. Her foothills and valhis. I bav been there, and never till I read Kersey Graves's
leys
are covered with nutritious grasses; her mountains
"Sixteen Crucified Saviors" did I get clear "out of the wiland river-beds decked and interspersed with gold, silver, and
derness." Our friend will get there.·
I spread the pictures around, and show thereby how fool- copper. Her people are wanting in nothing save mental
ish and contemptible the botched-up system of " salvation" liberty, which a large majority refuse to accept, preferring
is. Dig at it and under it; it must go as unworthy. A thing rather idolatrous worship of an inexplicable nothing. As I
that rewards crime through the merits of a savior is doomed write there are from a thousand to fifteen hundred foreign-that is, if science, reaBon, invention, and discovery pro- ers passing my door to pay their tithing and adoration to a
ceed, but if the worltl goes back, then the curse of priest- representativ of the infallible pope. I can see an occasional
American citizen in this foreign superstitious throng, elbowcraft will grow.
To-morrow, when the banks open, I will send you sub- ing his way to kneel before a representation of the gallows
scription of a party to take the place of our brother who quit that Christ was hung upon.
As Freethought advances. the clergy call to their aid all
because of the cuts.
their forces, and in their sermons remind their subjects of
Yours during tlu1 war,
.A. R. CRIHFIELD ..
the necessity of united effort to bulidoze reason in ord~r to
perpetuate ignorance. They are alarmed at the growth of
BROOKLYN, N.Y., July 4, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: When my tu~n comes to vote on the car- science, and therefore deny their dupes, br positiv injunctoon question I desire to note the fact that the book of Gen- tion, the right of hearing discussion. To induce a Christian
esis bears evidence on its face of being a bungling descrip- to listen to reason we must represent a Hamlet, as did the
tion, rather than translation, of pictural illustrations, called ex-minister and famous tragedian, George C. Miln, in Butte
hieroglyphics, in which it was written before letters were in- City last night, the 27th inst. He advertised to lecture on
vented. Moreover, Josephus, in his "Antiquities of the "Candles and Footlights; or, -the Church and the Stage HS
Jews," incidentally informs us that the copy of Genesis we Friendly Forces." He drew a fair audience, principally
hav was importantly abridged by the compilers. He in- Christians, and ere they were aware they had listenecl to a
forms us that Cain found a people in the lnud of Nod who scholarly, refined, and argumentativ discourse on Free-.
had all wealth in common, and lived generously together. thought, free speech, and universal mental liberty. It wns
To serve his private ambition he found it· expedient that he grand and logical, and l\tr. Miln, as a. Freethinker, shoulcl
should become a land reformer, and persuaded the people to not fail to deliver his lecture wherever he plays. He can do
divide their lands and set bounds around it so that every much good ; his strategy in advertising ent.ices the Chrisman should hav the product of his own labor. Their doing tians to a hearing, and before they hav time to retire they are
so established private wealth, and made exchange of products fascinated with his logical eloquence, and thereby hear the
a necessity. Then Cain invented weights and measures and argument that otherwise they might never hAN heard.
became a trafficker. His sons became skilled in various kinds · The newspapers of Butte are creed-bound, and therefore
of handicraft, manufactured such commodities as the farmers insult every Liberal lecturer after he leaves. I will inclose
desired, in exchange for their products, which greatly facil- you a sample. If you will shake the editors of Butte us
itated the designs of Cain. He also organized plundering they merit, I will see that they read the article.
expeditions against surrounding tribes by which his gains
0. B. WHI'l'FOI!D.
were somewhat augmented, and by which it will appear that
Ml~. KENT EXPRESSES HIS VIEWS.
the earth was more populous in those days than it possibly
ITHACA, N.Y., July l, 1886.
could havbeen if all were the lineal descendants of one pair.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to make a few remarks upon FreeThat story is evidently a part of the original Genesis, left
out by the compilers for obvious reasons. In hieroglyphics, thought. We are not free to think, when entangled with any
it is a graphic illustration of the world's civilizatio.n from its collectiv theory. Every individual is a sovereign in himself,
inceptiou to the present. Where on earth is the " land of or, in other words, a fixed star. My observation is that
Nod" unless it is the whole earth, whose people hav always there are many (a great majority) who call themselvs Freepracticed the iniquities described? And though they wrangle thinkers, who hav embraced a theory called Freethought,
incessantly about an unfair division of the plunder, as a gang and are as sectarian as a church organization. Those are
of thieves should hav cause to do, they evidently hav no not the fixed stars of sovereignty, but are flying meteors,
suspended, transient, fiery bodies. They possess no individthought of repenting.
.
The Tower of Babel, in hieroglyphics, is a graphjc illustra- uality; they do not possess the faculty of sovereignty. They
tion of the world's religion, whose deluded dupes vainly hope hav but one talent to improve, and hav not the force to imto gain the kingdom of God without repenting of the trans- prove that. Not that any are to blame for that they do not
gression that makes a sheol of earth. The confusion of possess. 1\tleteors in the moral atmosphere are shadowed
tongues is an appropriate illustration of the numerous sects forth from universal nature, which is the only fundamental
into which the world's religionists hav always been divided, guide to truth when applied to the higher brain. The
and hav made the elllrth a vile pandemonium with their inceS- higher brain is the sovereignty of thought and judge of all
sant wrangling, fighting, and bickering about the best the lower faculties and inclinations of the human system.
method of constructing their tower .. Finding_ it impossible Nature, as we behold it, corresponds precisely with soverto establish a uniform religion, either by force or fraud, they eign Freethought. And yet meteors seem to be a necessity ;
left off the effort, and their tower has a dilapidated appear- they count when necessary to organize for strength, and thus
ance common to relics of a barbarous age. Perceiving that good and evil balances and rebalances to correspond with
the Bible philosophy cartoons the world's religion· and ci vili- nature's necessity for cold and heat, light and darkness.
zation, and being, as you are doubtless aware, an ardent ad" These opposits must ever liv, until our sovereignty of
mirer and uncompromising champion of the Bible philosophy, thought strikes the balance of necessity. We cannot make
I cannot consistently do otherwise that vote for the cartoons the world the better (or good) only for ourselvs, and that by
every time; though not that I admire them, by themselvs the sovereignty of thought. We hav the will power to concon:;idered, but in the forlorn hope that they will so familiar· quer ourselvs when we see our errors, and thus the gate is
ize us with pictural illustrations of Bible subjects that we o strait and t11e path Eo nautw that h:w tbue '\\illl.:e >uved
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THE TRUTH:SEEKER.·JULY 1'7, 1886_from themselvs. As nature has planted a great variety of
thought in h~r embodiment (man), it seeiJ?-S a necessity that
all theories are each a link in the chain of unity that· is sure
to come just in the future, when the sovereignty of Freethought meets his brother-member.s without collision,
which is surely a growing tree, and the branches thereof
will soon become so strong as to admit the birds of the air
(unity and intelligence) in its sovereign boughs. Thus we
shall create a new heaven and a new earth, wherein dwclleth
the righteousness.
ZENAs KENT.

going to ask you to inform, the readers of THE TRUTII SEEKER
what you really know about Spiritualism, for I am well
aware, from the flimsy assertions in your article, that you
LoGANSPORT', IND., June 15, 1886.
don't know anything about it, or you would not hav made
MR. EDITOR: You will find inClosed $5 for THE TRUTH so many assertions which you cannot prove. Can you disSEEKER. It will be impossible for me to do without this prove Spiritualism? Can you prove Materialism to be true?
valuable paper. l know I could not be. saved if I was to giv I challenge any Materialist to prove Materialism to be· true.
up THE TRUTH SEEKER; Just as lonp: as I read it and prac- Do you kn(j1J) that death ends all? If so, please tell us how
tice its teachings I am satisfied my salvation. is sure. When you know it?
I look at those pictures I can see my way clear into heaven.
Come now, brotller, giv us good, solid facts. No more of
THE TRUTH BEEKER sometimes says there is no religion, which your assertions, for they are teo orthodox for me. My
P. B.-Please suffer me to add a little. The new heaven
I cannot believe, for I am convinced there is religion in THE good brother, when you sllall hav investigated Spiritualism
and earth, of course, is individual experience. It is a new
TRuTH SEEKER. Hoping the work may continue as long as for over a third of. a century, and hav paid several hundred
. departure; it is t.he knowledge and application of science,
the sun may shine. Yours,
JoHN G. KEsSLER.
dollars to get the facts, as the writer has done, you will, no
metaphorically the female of nature, and philosophically the
doubt, know more about Spiritualism. Yes, sir; I hav
so-called woman in her new dress of unity and equality with
OsHKosH, Wis., June 11, 1886.
spent time and money to get the facts, and I hav got them.
man; in a word, the creator of all good, and also of evil.
MR. EDITOR : Agreeable to promis, I will now send you
Woman ·is the center of all worship. lien tally she is our $3 for another year's subscription for your valuable paper. When I am asked how I came to be a Spiritualist, I can
leader, our Christ; physically she is our worshipful. She is Now, I am not much given to flattery, but my affection for proudly say, by having it demonstrated to me scoreR and
our supreme power; she can create good and she can create THE TRUTH BEEKER is so great that I should feel as if I was scores of times, and not in the asylum either. When I ask
evil. As the steam power is to the engin, so can she move in an unfurnished house without it. And I heartily indorse you why you are a lfatermlist, what can you say? Hav you
man. She is· to be lifted up. "And I, if. I be lifted up, I all your cartoons. I should like very much to see a dramatic had it demonstrated to you? Not niuch, brother. You can
will draw all men unto me." Thus saith her lordship. All company organized to play some of those Bible pieces. Let say Materialism is true because it is. It is true because
death ends all, because life is the result of organization.
h~il to science and philosophy by woman.
them giv it to them in light doses at first, ahd it would not Can you prove your position? Aye, there's the rub ! Our
be long before they could hav an open sea on the stage, con- orthodox friends say we liv after death because we do-beST. Lours, Mo., May 31, 1886.
taining Jonah and the whale, with all the modern improve- cause. They say Jesus is the savior of the world because he
TREASURER AMERICAN; SECULAR UNION, Sir: Please accept ments.
is. They cannot prove their assertions, neither can you.
the inclosed one dollar, and also my sincere regrets that I am
At the post-office, the other morning, I met my old enemy, Are you not in the same boat as far as the facts are conunable to do anything financially for humanity. I think I Rev. Mr. McNarey, and he spoke about the weather being
could hav done something among the friends if I had been very dry, and I told him that when I was. a boy all the cerned? You believe death ends all. Our orthodox friends
able to get out, but I hav not so far. I know something church folks used to pray for rain in a dry time, but it seems believe we liv beyond the grave. Theirs is belief; so is
could be done here if there was only some one to do that they don't do it any more .. Well, one word brought on an- yours.
Now, my good brother, yon cannot reason immortality
something. If it was little it would afford us some encour- other, until we got to speaking of ancient and modern times,
agement at least. With us at least corruption has no need and I told him that in ancient times our forefathers plowed out, neither can our orthodox friends reason it in. There is
to creep in; it was let in from the beginning. The original with a crooked stick, but if a man should do so now people no way of knowing that we liv beyond the grave only by
link between church and state left justice at the shrine of would call him a fool. "And," said I, " it is the same way positiv demonstration. If you hav not had that evidence, do
the bigoted and ignorant hypocrits of Christianity. They with religion; what was popular then would not do for us you !mow that I hav not?
I hav had many confabs with Materialists, and I like them,
hav held the right under our laws from the beginning to im- now, for everything must evolute together." Then he
po>e upon justice and make ~tock of our individual freedom. seemed to be in quite a hurry, and started off, and as he left for they are mostly jolly good fellows; but I do object to
and right. And everyone who has opposed them has paid me I could not help but remark that· the good Lord always their calling Spiritualism a" relic of barbarism," a" fanatthe penalty for daring to hav an original idea" or refusing to selected strong, ab!E(-bodied men for preachers, and I said to ical humbug," a " delusion," etc. I do object to being acaccept what the" how ley praste" or minister might say. Tiley myself, "Would it not look better if some of our pulpits cused of "jumping from the frying-pan into the fire," for
had the rudder in the beginning, and ·their wonder is now were filled with some of our crippled soldiers?" I hav heard rejecting orthodoxy and accepting Spiritualism.
Brother Northup, a little parting advice, and I close.
that they hav not had this country by the throat before this a great ·deal about civil service reform, and when I look
time. They hav expected before this time to openly claim around and see a lot of big, strong, hearty fe~lows filling ·an Don't make any more assertions about something you don't
rule here, and destroy this as they hav every country that the pulpits (and I never knew one crippled preacher), I c!IIl't know anything about; it is not pretty, it is not wise, and
has ever been cur~ed with them. And their efforts lately help thinking that it is high time that God went into the whoaver does is a qigot. If you hav been too dignified
heretofore to investigate Spiritualism, please get down from
show how desperate they hav become at their hope deferred. civil service reform business.
.
your exalted position, and set your fertil brnin to investigatI hav met them and became quite well acquainted with them.
This is the worst priest-ridden town I was ever in, and all
I know from my own personal acquaintance, then, why l so the lecturers on the road seem to giv it a wide berth. When ing. Don't ridicule a thing you don't know anything about.
heartily despise everything that even bears the semblance of I read THE TRUTH SEJi:KER, no part of it does me so much You may think it beneath your dignity, but then if Profesthe.se destroyers of life and liberty. There is ·another thing good as a letter from John R. Kelso, and some of them hit sors Crookes, Varley, and Zoellner, of Europe, and Robert
Dale ·owen, Judge Edmons, Henry Kiddie, and Professor
embodied in their scheme of robbery and fraud, and that is every button on my vest. Tell him to do so some more.
Hare, of this country, could condescend to inve~tigate the
our marriage cercm0nies. V{c wiif hav to bear another burYours a.lways,
GEo. M. HARE.
great problem of a continued existence, it certainly would
pen 011 account of the church marriage until it has been denot degrade you ; but if your brain could not stand the
clared illegal, which I sincerely hope won't be long. What
NEWARK, 0., June 27, 18S6.
right has a priest or minister to any revenue from the state
MR. EDITOR: l'Iy- writing and speaking for several years racket of investigation, and there is danger of your turning
. or people any more than a barkeeper or carpenter? And if past has been entirely upon the" labor question," as that is up in an insane asylum, you had better let it severely alone,
there is any fee attached to any legal ceremony it surely is looming up in such a way as to take precedence over all and you would do equally as well to let Christian bigots do
due to the state, and should be performed .by a state official. other questions ; hence I hav not cared much about any of the ridiculing, as it illy becomes a Liberal to do so.
One word more. I ask you, brother, in all good nature,
They arc not officials, and should be debarred from doing the religious isms, but when I see an article such as appeared
the.work of officials, event hough they did it for nothing. For in THE TRUTH BEEKER of June' 12th over the signature of L. to tell us how you know lfaterialism to be true, anrl how
what little of liberty we do retain we should ever be grateful L. Northup, Materialist, I can hardly refrain from paying it you know Spiritualism to be untrue, a "fanatical delusion,"
to the noble ones who, like Thomas Paine and Colonel a passing notice, at least. I am emphatically a Liberal, an a " relic of barbarism/' attended with " pernicious and evil
Ingersoll, hav dared to call out in the name of humanity.
Atheistic Spiritualist, as godless and untrammeled as the sub- influences," etc. If you can't do this by facts, forever hold
A. ALLEN NoE, Atheistic Spiritualist.
MARY DuFF.
lime oak. I do not say I am a Spiritualist without giving a your peace. .
reason why. I do not make an assertion without being able
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., June 25, 1886.
LINCOLN, ILL., June 19, 1886.
to back it up, a.nd whoever does has some of the blood of
MR. EDITOR: A lady '.'clairvoyant" has been holding forth iti
MR. EDITOR: I notice that many of your correspondents bigotry coursing in his or her veins. Brother Northup speaks
are writing about the illustrations. I presume you want to of the " evil influences of Spiritualism, and says some one our city for a few days, and so deftly did she and her attendget the opinion of your readers in order that you may govern has been incarcerated within an insane asylum by having ant perform their tricks that quite a number of converts were
yourself accordingly in the future. Let me say my say: l received an overdose of humbuggery and supernaturalism gathered in. Her attendant would pass through the audience,
am in the " sere and yellow leaf," and hav had much to do by attending Spiritual seances, etc." He further says: "With and she, blindfolded, would describe the articles sho'ivn to
with papers and publishing, anJ hav noticed the matter of . the many examples where bright intellects hav been be- him. The wording and manner of asking the questions, of
illustrations very carefully. Some subjects are not suited by clouded in the .attempt to investigate and fathom that fanat- course, gave her the name, .color, shape, etc., of the article.
their nature for delineation, but a subject that is susceptible ical humbug, it seems strange that there should be anyone .No one but the attendant was allowed to ask questions.
of caricature should be so handled. I can think of nothing who would waste their time upon either of those twin relics There arc· as many different combinations of words in asking
more adapted to the artist's pencil than the infinitly ridicu- of barbarism, orthodoxy and Spiritualism." Again he says: what an article is as there are likely to be articles exllibitedIons mass of silly, offensiv, disgusting, and imbecil stuff "Should you publish the account of all those who break many hundreds no doubt. But her trump card was reading
called "Inspired History," "Plan of Salvation," "Road to down from the influence of that other delusion-Spiritual- sealed letters. Cards and envelopes were distributed and
Glory," "Vicarious Atonement," "Abraham's Bosom," and ism-the nu.mber would be appalling." Hear him further: people requested to write brief sentences on the carGs, slip
so on, ad nauseam. I well remember that in boyhood I was "Renouncing orthodoxy and taking up Spiritualism as a them into the envelopes and seal them. They were then
regaled with a picture in the " blessed Bible" of the devil, substitute is very much like the old saying, 'jumping from gathered up and laid upon the table fifteen feet in front. of
with forked tongue and barbed tail. I trembled and shiv- the frying pan into the fire."' Now, Brother Northup, I am the audience. One at a time they were picked up and laid
ered when I looked upon his majesty's phiz. Yes, pictures after you. lf there is any one thing you Materialists pride on the lady's head, and the writers thereof "paralyzed" at
are telling things; let them go on. liy subscription is in yourselvs in, it is in dealing in facts. Will you please inform hearing their contents accurately read. Some said it was
place of that brother who quit because of his orthodox us wherein consists the evil influences of Spiritualism? Please spirits, others that it was mind reading, still others that. it
·friends not liking the cuts. I will send you some others, now tell us of one single person in the asylums to-day who was was clairvoyance, while a few knew it was the devil. The
promised, to take his place, also. Let it hit the orthodox- brought to a demented state of mind by and through the in- lady stood at the table, on which was a lamp, and faced the
the orthodox hit the l!'reethinker many hard raps, and tell fluence of Spiritualism-please giv us the particulars of one audience. When the first letter was laid on her head she
many lies on him.
Yours truly,
A. R. C.
single case. None of your assertions. We Spiritualists want would improvise a fictitious reading. Then the attendant
facts, and we demand the facts of you Materialists. You would rip it open, and gazing intently at the card, repeat the
call Spiritualism a" fanatical humbug." Please tell us how lady's pretended reading. Then a confe(l.erate would or
BoLIVAR, Mo., June 28, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $5, to be applied as per inclosed you kn01J) it to be a" fanatical humbug." You hav asserted wouldJlot sing out from the audience that he was the writer
memontndum. The books that I bought of you last summer it and our orthodox friends assert the same. Brother Northup, and that the reading was correct. Then the attendant would
are worn out, I having loaned them so much. ·My TRUTH prove your assertion likea man, will you? Will you tell me pick up another letter (dropping the card at the table in front
of the lady in a way to esc\tpe observation) and place it on
SEEKEI~ is read by at least a dozen, and I expect· to get you of a single brilliant intellect which· has become beclouded by
her head; but instead of reading that one she would peek
investigating
the
,·,
fanatical
humbug?"
Twin
relics
of
barsome subscribers s"Oon. We all think the illustrations just
"immense." They will largely increase your circulation. I barism, orthodoxy and Spiritualism. Indeed! In what re- down by the end of her nose under the blindfold and read
shall be able to do ·something to circulate Liberal books and spect is Spiritualism barbarous? Will you please tell us? the card taken from the former letter and just dropped there.
tracts more than I hav done. There is a large Liberal ele- You hav accused Spiritualism of being barbarous, and, of Up would jump some astonished well-known citizen and dement here. I am in the grocery business, and hav a good course, Spiritualists are barbarians. Come down now with clare himself the writer and that the reading was correct. In
chance to find out, as I am an outspoken Liberal myself. facts and figlires and prove your accusations. I am one of the mean time the attendant had ripped it open, verified the
BoHvar is a beautiful little city of three thousand inllabit- those very fellows whom you speak of as "jumping from reading, dropped the card on the first one, snatched up anants, and a Union could be organized here if some one would the frying pan into the fire, by renouncing orthodoxy and other letter and placed it on her head, and so on till all were
read (the last letter being a blank), and some fifteen or
come and giv us a course of lectures. I hav been in corre- accepting Spiritualism."
Brother Northup, you hav my entire sympathy for the su- twenty persons had testified to the gcnuinness of the reading,
spondence with Mr. R.emsburg, but he has never found it
c:mven ient to come here. We hav five churches, but they preme ignorance you manifest in regard to Spiritualism. all of which shows how extremely easy it is to humbug the
S. R. SHEPHEHD,
do not .hav it all their own way, by any means, as many of You hav bit off more than you can "chaw." I am not masses.
the intelligent people are Liberals ·and not afraid to defend
their views.
C. L. CURTIS.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall
.di'Der, Mass., to whom all C01TI/Tnunicationsfor
this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Lines
WRITTEN IN MY GARDEN A~'TER RAIN.
Stmshine bright warming us,
Singing birds charming us,
Thoughtless uf care;
Flowers nodding plumes to us,
Yielding perfumes to us,
Flushing tl;le air.
Rain clouds are leaving us,
Tired of grieving us
With their long stay;
Rain drops hang glittering,
Where the birds twittering,
Swing on the spray.
Sweet now the greenery.
Of all the scenery,
Bright is the stream;
Flashing in splendor still,
Purling so tender still,
Music its theme.
See, on the trelis there,
Clusters thick, rich, and fair,
Lm1gine: eyes greet,;
There, too, •mong leaves and stems,
Glinting, lurk garden gems,
Strawberries sweet.
Round us the harvest-yield,
Flooding each stretching field,
Nods in the light;
Proudly the tasseled corn,
Valley and htll adorn,
Radiant and bright.
Thanks to the sun and rain,
Thanks for the fruit and grain,
Thanks for the stream;
'I'hanks for the good so rife,
Thanks for the joy of life,
Thanks be our theme.
Le Ratl. N. Y.
JoHN MciNTOSH.

Little Sun Lee.
PRIZE STORY.
Little Sun Lee lived in far-away China. He
was only nine years old, and having no
mother he lived alone with his father, who
was very poor.
One day Hop Lee (that was his father's
name) heard some of his friends talking of
"Jvlelika," and they said in their strange
tongue that it was many miles away across
the deep sea, but it was a fine place i~deed,
and that everybody had plenty to eat and to
wear, and that the" Melican man paid heapee
money for washee."
So Hop Lee came home very much excited
about this W('nderful country, which he had
never heard of before, and he told little Sun
about it, and after talking it over Hop decided to take his boy and go to the '' Melika
land," and go into the laundry business. It
took him a long time to earn all the money
necessary, but at last they were all ready at
Canton to take the big steamer and begin
their journey. They hoped the land would
be better than the sea, which they thought
was truly horrible.
At last they arrived at "Sian Flanslisco,"
and how astonished they were, to be sure!
How they gazed in open-mouthed 'wonder at
the buildings, and the people ! And how
they longed for China becaus!l it was their
home!
Near the steamer's landing an enterprising
Chinaman had set up a Chinese boardinghouse, and to this place Sun and his father
made their way, and there it seemed quite
homelike to poor little Sun, who, ltaving not
seen a Chinese child for a whole month,
found a good deal of comfort in the society of
the Chinese men boarders. The rice and
chopsticks, screens, fans, matting, clothes,
and everything in the boarding-house seemed
so good that Sun and Hop hated to leave it,
but Hop had but little money and he could
not spend so much while earning nothing.
So before long another Chinaman, Sin Fun,
and Hop had opened a little shop where they
promised to "washee and ilon velly cheapee
for 1\felikan mans." Here Sun was occupied
for quite a while in opening the chests,
spreading the matting, putting up screens,
and unpacking rice, chopsticks, teacups, fans,
and such things, while. his father and Sin Fun
walked the streets trying in "crooked English" to strike a bargain in tubs, irons, ironing-boards, soap, boilers, and other washing
materials.
At last they were ready and their sign hung
out. At first trade was dull and Hop discouraged, l:)ut as the" Melikan mans" found out
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how well the partners did their work, trade
increased rapidly.
·
One great hindrance was that neither Sin
nor Hop could " vellee well speakee English." So they determined to· send Sun to
school. The boy didn't know :whether to be
glad or sorry. First he would think of the
strange manners and language of the children, and then he would think of the fa()t that
he would very soon learn their- language and
then it wonld be almost as good as. if they
were Chinese, because he wonld hav them to
play with.
The first day of the school term came, and
Hop took his son to school. No one was
surprised to see them, because in San Franeiseo Chinamen are very common. It was
decided, after a good deal more of the
·• crooked English" talk, 'that Sun should
attend the school regularly, and so at the noon
hour Hop spent half a dollar. in buying a
slate, pencil, and reading card for Sun. How
delighted he was, having never-seen one before, and taking the pencil he began to make
lines on the smooth surface of the slate. He
marked a little while and then sat "looking
into nothing" for a long time.
Suddenly he sprang up, and, running to
the back room, he snatched one of the Chinese fans and taking up the slate and pencil
he began to make lines in the shape of the
picture that was on the fan, three oddly
dressed Chinese boys flying a green kite into
a red and green sky. Oh, how Sun laughe:l
when it was finished and he thought it would
please his father very much ! So after the
work was done and the gas lit (another "Melikan" wonder), Sun broltght the picture and
showed it to old Hop. It pleased them both
very much, and Hop was very proud of his
boy. Well, after this Sun brought the precious slate and pencil home every night, and
not only copied pictures but made them up
himself Once old Hop tried it, but failed
miserably. But this made him think more
than ever of his son·.
.
Sun did well at school, also, and from hearing the other children talk he soon spoke
very well indeed, and was· by this time learning to read and write. But after a few
mon\hs school closed for the lonl!: vacation
and time hung heavily on his hands. Now
something wonderful happened. One day as Sun was strolling up one of the
largest streets he saw a man surrounded by a
group of children, but he conld not see what
was going on. Now Suii was a very inquisitiv little fellow, and pushing through the
crowd, he saw the man standing on a box
putting colors from a box onto an outlined
picture. Sun waited to see several of the
children buy a box of the colors and a brush,
and then, waiting for nothing ·else, he ran as
fast as his legs could carry him to his father,
and telling him about it, got some money to
buy a box of the colors and soon returned
very h.tppy indeed. Now the vacation was
no longer dull, hut Sun began to almost wish
it would last forever. With another kind of
pencil which he had learned to use at school
(lead pencil) and rice paper he copied the
pictures off the fans, but now he colored
them. He had several of .these sketches lying
on the counter of his father's laundry one day
after school had begun, when a man came in
with. some work for Hop. He admired ·the
pictures, for they were, indeed, quite nicely
done, and looked as if they had come direct
from Chlna itself; and I supppose· that is
what the man thought at the same time he
thought they were for sale·. Picking \)ut two
of the prettiest, he handed Hop seventy-five
cents and walked out. Old Hop, prouder
than ever of the boy, laid the money down
among the remaining picture!!, where the
others had been, and where Sun would be
sure to look on his rettirn from school. In
about an hour Sun came running in to get to
work with his paints, and supposing the
money was his father's, said nothing, but
gathered up the pictures. ·As quick as a wink
he missed the two (for they were his best)
and asked his father what had become of
them. 'He was then told the story of the
man's buying them and he was even more
delighted than Hop had expected. He looked
as he had the day that copying the pictures had come· into his head, and then running back of the store he brought some of his
other pictures and some pins and fixed them
in the window. After that he took a thick
piece of white paper and printed oil. it in the
school letters, " To sell."
He then spoke, asking Hop, who had been
looking wonderingly on at this smart little
son (Sun) of hls, to "comee .see," and, going
outside the window, looked in at the pictures,
which really looked very pretty, and because
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they were rough and rude, all the more like
the pictures on screens and fans from China.
Then, snatching his hat, he went up town,
where he had seen other and better paints; he
invested his first earnings in a splendid new
box of colors. People passing the window
were attracted by the oriental looking work,
and when, one day, a lady came in with some
fans and later with some bamboo screens to
be decorated, Sun thought his fortune was
made. This was all some three years ago,
and now Sun has a neat little store on one of
the busiest streets of San Francisco, where he
works at decorating screens, fans, and such
things, and. sells tea, oriental tea sets, Chinese
dolls, Chinese lanterns, and all those things
which are sold in the attractiv looking little
Chinese stores to be seen on our principal
streets, and where so many pretty little decorativ articles are sold. Sun is very happy in
his business, which is both pleasant and profitable; and old Hop is prouder than ever of
his ingenious little son, and will always remember the day when, in far away China, he
heard the Chinamen talking of "Melika,"
which was many miles across the deep sea,
and that it was a very fine place indeed, where
everybody had plenty to eat and to wear.
CoRA STEWART (aged fourteen),
Winning the prize of $4 offered hy D. E. Cozine in THE THUTH BEEKER of June.5, 1886.

A Word to Competitors for Prizes.
We .are sorry to say that some of our
young friends are copying stories from newspapers and sending the same to us as original.
Stories, in order to receive attention, must be
original. Write legibly, on one side of the
paper only, spell and punctuate properly, and
let your work be that of your own brain and
not anothllr's.-ED. C. C.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-PI.
Het rowdl si ym nocuryt, ot od odog ym
igenrilo.
LYLE D. GAULT.
Kalamawo, Mich.
2.-DEOAPITATED PUZZLE.

LJ!'~~
'"

Qj~/

In the above picture find four words, each
of which, by losing its first letter, is represented by the next symbol in the puzzle.
ANI:lWER TO PUZZLES IN THE OHILDREN'S OORNER,
JULY 3, 1886.
1.-Be not proud, be not silly, be industrious, be courteous, be not cross, be not selfish, be prudent, be independent. Rea~ from
center· outward. 2.-They are trymg to
prop-a-gate.
SOJ,VERs.-P. P. Applegate, H. J. Messinger, Olive Manton.

Correspondence.
BANGOR, ME., July 2, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: You will begin to
think I am a very neighborly subscriber, for
I hav written yon once before. I hav been
reading THE TRUTH SEERER a good deal
lately. I think the pictures in the front and
bRrk pages are very funny indeed. I see by
the last paper that there are no letters in
print, so that if this is not too long and is a
good letter it can be put in at once. If so
you will oblige,
MARIE STEWART.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., June 27, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: We read THE TRUTH
BEEKER and like the Children's Corner very
much. We go to Sunday-school and hav a
nice teacher, but she tells us so many strange
things. A few Sundays ago she told us
about Ohrist feeding five thousand people on
two fishes and five loaves of bread. I think he
had better try that pla1;1 now, for we hav lots
of little girls and boys in Springfield that are
hungry, and I know they would be willing to
eat bread and fish. She tells us, too, that
God is everywhere, and with us all the time,
but our eyes are not the right kind to see
him. If I am to go to heaven I want to see
what kind of a looking creature God is before
I get there, for I might not like him. I hope
he is better looking than they pictul'e the
devil, but then papa and mamma say there is
no such a being as the devil. I must not
tire you this time, and may be you will let
me tell you more about our Sunday-school
some other time. I am nine years old and in
the third room at school. I nearly always
get one hundred per cent on everything that
I do. I hav a little sister, Gracie, seven
years old, and a brother five years old. Tllis
IS my first letter. I am a little seeker for
truth.
LuLU D. NEIHART.
[A bright girl is Lulu, and her fir~t Mte~;\s
bright too.-Et>. C. C.]

FREETHOUGHT 'WORKS.
For Sale at THE Tnu~:H SEEKER Office.
Essays on the Sacred Language,
Writings and Religion of the
Parsis. ny MARTEN HAuG, Ph. D.,
Late Professor of Sanskrit and compara.
tive philology at the University of Mu·
nich. An account of the ancient Zoroastrian religion and literature. Price, $4.50

Essence of Christianity. By LuDWIG
FEUERBACH. Translated from the German by GEORGE .ELioT. Price, $3. 75.

Exeter Hall. A Theological Romance.
"One of the most exciting romances of
the day.'· Price, paper, 60 cents; cloth,
80 cents.

Faith and Reason. A Concise Account of the Christian Religion, and of
all the Prominent Religions before and
Rince Christianity. With elaborate Index,
17 pp. By HALsEY R. HTEVENB, Extra
cloth, 12mo. 441 pp. Price, $1.50.

Family Creeds. By WM. McDoNNELL,
Author of. "Exeter Hall." Price,· eloth,
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Festival of Ashtaroth.

A tale of

Palestine, founded on the destruction of
the Monbites by the Jews. By A. C.
MrDDLE1.'0N. Price, 10 cents.

},igures of Hell; or, the Temples of
HacchuB. Dedicated to the licensers
manuf>Lcturers of beer and whisky.
Mrs. ELIZABETH THOMPSON. A book
of factM and figures in regard to
liquor traffic. Price, $1.

and
By
full
the

Genesis I·II: An Essay on the BibleNarrative of Oreation.
A.M. Price, 50 cents.

By A. R. G.aoTE,

Golden lleari on Temperance and
Religion; ?r, Co;'ln~on Sense. in
Eating, Drmkmg, Thmkmg, and LlVm~.
By JoHN E. BURTON. Price, 10 cents.

Golden Throne. By SAMUEL P. PuT-

NAM Author of "Prometheus"- "Gott•
lieb'" "Ingersoll and Jesus.'' A Radical
Ron'tance of pioneer life, delineating the
virtues of natural humanity as opposed
to the hypocrisy of a supernatural religion crowded with incident and full of
progressive ideas and the poetry of th ..
future. Price, $1.00.

Good Sense, or Natural Ideas opposed

to Supernatural. Translated from the
l<'renoh of BARoN D'HoLBACH, author of
the "System of Nature.'' Price, $1.00.

Gospel of the Kingdoll!, According to

ihe Holy Men of Old. .Hy the author of
"Samson, a Myth-story of the Snn.'"
Two volumes of poetry. Price, 50 cent~.

Government. An Essay by CHARLEs
MoRAN.

Price, 20 cents.

Half Hours with Some Ancient and
Modern Celebrated Freethinkers'

Thomas Hobbes, Lord Bolingbroke, Condorcet, Spinoza, Anthony Collins, Descartes, M. de Voltaire, John Tol!md,
Compte de Volney, Charles Blount,
Percy Bysshe Shelley, Claude Arian
Helvetius, Francis Wright Darusmont,
Zeno, Epicurus, Matthew Tindall, David
Burne, Dr. Thomas Burnet, Thomas
Paine, Baptiste de Mirabaud, Baron de
Holba.e:h, Robert Taylor, Joseph Barker.
By ''Iconoclast," CoLLINii and WATTS.
Price, 75 c;nts.

Heathens of the Heath (the).

By.

W..r. McDoNNELL, Author of " Exeter

L.Lli." Price, $1.25.

Helvetius; or, The True Meaning

of
the System of Nature. Translated from
the French. Price, 20 cents.

Heroines of Freethought.

Contain-

ing Biographical Sketches of Freethought
female writers. By Mrs. SARA A. UNDERwooD. Price, $1.75

Historical Jesus of Nazareth.

By

M. ScHLESINGER, Ph. D., Rabbi of the
Congregation Anshe Emeth, Albany,
Now York. Extra cloth, 12m.o, 68 pages.Price, 75 cents.

History of Moses, Aaron, Joshua,

and others, deduced from a review of
the Bible. Also remarks on the morals
of the Old and New TeAtaments, and
some of the ancient philosophers. By
J. M. DoRSEY. Price, 75 cents.

History of the Christian Religion to
the Year 200. An exhaustivf:l examination of the proofs of the authentic·
ity of the books of the New Testament,
showing conclusivly that the canonical
gospels were unknown up to A.D. 170. By
Judge CIIAs. B. WAITJll. 450 pages, Svo.
Cloth, $2.25; sheep, $3.50; half morocco,
$4.00.

History of the Council of Nice A.D.

325 with a Life of Constantine the· Ctreat,
. } and a general exhibition of the Christian
religion in the days of the early fathers.
By DIIIAN DUDLEY. $1.
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ternational Law. :By Ellw.uw
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32 pages in cover. Price, tO cts.
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Prta... Cloth. U; Paper, 611 Cents.
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(E. M. 286.)

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.

author certainly has g('nius. The divine crear
tiv spark is within him. The book is filled with
manly thoughts exprjlssed in manly wordsthe transcnpt of a m_ll.IilY mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $t.
in rhymebetween the Nineteenth Century-Infidel andJ;pe Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown tmire is much in harmony between
them. Price, to cts.
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BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCUL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome t2mo volume of. nearlY t 1!JOO pages, fully
illuHtrated. Cloth, $8.25-in Eng.lish or German
A new cheap edition at only $t.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; oi· Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctm·, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $t each, or S5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pageslillustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume or "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITAUY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam
phlets); By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease," representin.g the g~rm
theory, advocating personal and. public hyg:~ene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam1" consideriug the blue-glass curlo--'-()f value
to SICK and welL By mail, tO cents each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 886 pagesd cloth
bound, $2· "Heredity" by Loring_Moo y, t59
IJ.ages, clotht 75cents; '!The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Maran, tO cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperamentsz" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, to cents;..' Generation before Re~en•
eration" by Dr. E. v. Foote, Jr.t)O cents; ' ~
ports of Conventions and Parlor meetin~rs dunnr.
18821" to cents; "Third Annual Convention of the
lnstitu~ of Heredity, M!!!L.l!l!• t883,"l0 cents.
Address THE TRUT~ BEEKER.

Divine Revelatious,containing a description of
tweuty-I!Elven bibles and an exposition of two
thot1san.d biblical errors in science, history,
mor ~Is, religion, and general events. Also a
delt 1eation of tne characters of the principal·
per1 onugeB of the Christian Bible and an exambation of their doctrins. Price, $2.

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 85 cents.

The World's Sixteen Crm~ifled Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.

CANADIAN SECULAR UNION

LEAFLETS.
Long felt want supplied at last.
Small cost.-Concise argument.-Written in a
spirit of love and candor that will

.Awake Tlwugltt witlwut aro.using Prejudice.
Five Hundred of any one kind for $t.
Sabbath or Sunday, Which 1-Historfcal. Evidence how Sabbath was Changed 1-Ilnnw1·ta.lttv.
The aims and objects of l'!ecularism.-The Bible,
What it has done for humanity,
:)QO

t·vr $1.

The Best J,eajlets E-ver Issuea.
.Prepared by ~eading lecturers, and carefully reVISed by committee of our most able SeculanHts.
Address CANADIAN SECULAR UNION,
Science Hall, M1llichamps Buildings,
4127
Adelaide St., East, Toronto, Unt.

Books on Prac•.ical Steps in Fresent Needr.
History of Woman's Costume Movement; its
fir&t 35 years, Events and Persecutions, Supplemented by Modern Martyrdom. ta2pp., tin<" paper,
ll5c. Pr~gresR vs. lt'ashion. 3:lpp., paper, toe,
Woman's Way Out. 82pp., paper, tOe. Love ana
Transition. Poetic, in two parts; an Epic and an
Argument. t91pp., in fine cloth and gilt, 75c.
Sent on rec~ipt of price, by the author,
tolnt
M. E. 'l'ILLOTSON, Vineland, N.J.

ContaminJr. new and startling revelations in
reli~~;ions history1 which disclose the oriental
origin of aJl the aoctrines 1 principle}!! preceptH,
and miracles of the Christian New TeHtament,. SELF-CONTRA1HC1'IONS OF THE
and furnishing a key for unlocking many or
BIBLE .
its sacred mysteriest besides comprising tht>
historr of ~ixteen onental crucified ~ds. $2.
A perfectly. r~liable, accurate pamphlet. Though
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
anonymous, 1t IS now known to be the work of W.
!Ill Olint.on PI"""·
Vnrlr.
H. BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been solil. Price, t5 cents.
For sale at this office.

N,..,.

f'AINE'S AGE OF Rt.ASON.

Tbe Greatest or all Anti·BII)IIeal Works.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Smgle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$t.OO.

THE ORISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

ELEMENTS
OF

UNIVERSAL HISTOH Y
FOR

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prof. H. M. Co1tlnger, A.ltl.

Speaking of this work in connection with the
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
proposed independence of America from Great needs-a perfect compendium of hiHtory from2,000
years
B.c. on up to t883, all in a nutshell.-BIBritain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
mina Slenker.
flaming arguments
will not leave numAs a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
an important place; in the family it would be no
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separ Jess
important, as conveying information that all
should be acquainted with.-Susa.n Wixon.
ration.''
Mr.
Cottinger's mtentions in writing this book
Price, 3~ cent11.
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It
For either uf these workst..or any of Paine's may be commended as fulfilling its pm·poHe of a
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
concise and interesting historical text-book..
88 Clinton ]'lace, New York.
MUwaukee Sentinel.
Price, Cloth, U.!iO.
'l'Jl.E TRUTH SEEJOlR A.NNUAJ1.
For Schools, in Quantities, $t.OO.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
;moe. • Clllll...
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What Does it Matter?
Wealth, and glory, and place, and powerWhat are they worth to me or yon?
For the lease of life rnns ont in an honr,And death stands ready to claim his dne ;
Sounding honors or heaps of gold,
What are they all when all is told?
A pain or a pleasure, a smile or a tearWhat does it matter which we claim?
For we step from the cradle in to the bier,
And a careless wol'ldgoes on the same.
Hom·s of gladness, or hours of sorrow,
What jloes it matter to us to-morrow?
Truth of love, or vow of friendTender caresses or cruel sneersWhat do they matter to us in the end?
For the brief day dies, and the long night nears.
Passionate kisses, or tears of gall,
The grave will open and cover them all.
Homeless vagrant, or honored guest,
Poor and humble, or rich and great,
All are racked with the world's unrest.
All must meet with the common fate.
Life from childhood till we are old,
What is all when all is told?
-Ella JVIteeler Wilcox in the Utica Herald.

The Silent Aztec.
The silence of dead centnrieR
That lie entombed on yonder hills
Is his. These dreamful poppy seas
Wave on; he lists! Hrs silence fills
The land. He leans, as if he heard
God speak through some still gorgeous bird.
His babes about; the golden morn
Strikes godlike on yon holy hill;
His wife and daughter grinding corn,
'• Two women grinding at a mill."
0 mystery! Yon sun of old
Was god, was god and ample gold.
Yon golden hills had flocks of snow;
These valley fields had far increase.
He saw his white sails fill and blow
By poppy isles in flower seas.
The wood dove sang for him his loves,
His harshest note the soft wood dove's.
The Spaniard's hand is laid upon
His fields, his flocks, hard, fast, and tight.
But, oh! this glorious golden dawn,
The golden doors that close at night.
His gold-hued babes, her russet breast,
'Are his! The world may hav the rest.
-Joaquin Niller in the IlldPper.aent.

Sunday Laws.
From t11e Boston Herald.

If some enterprising publishing house
should pick out the decisions of Massaclmsetts judges enforcing the Sunday laws in all
their integrity, and publish the same as a
work of pure fiction, entitled, " Model Madmen," the absurd story would be laughed to
scorn. If such a book were looked upon as
a serious matter at all, it would probably be
thought by the public to be an unwarrantable
libel upon the honorable and honored body of
our judiciary. And yet the decisions that are
to be found in the law reports of Massaclmsetts, which hav been pronounced by judges
·of the highest court of the commonwealth,
appear so ridiculous that one would almost
believe that they were uttered in jest by a
mock court.
Happily, these Sunday laws are not always
strictly enforced, for if they were it is saddening to think how many of us would be placed
within prison walls for ''criminal" acts com-·
mitted on Sunday.
lf the reader who is curious in regard to
such matters will just take up the 13th Massaclmsctts Hcpm·ts and turn to the case of
Pearce vs. Atwood, he will find an instance
which will interest him, for it was a splendid
case of "the biter bitten." It happened away
back in 1814, when there was a great attemp
made to enforce the Sunday law, especially
, in the western part of the state, in Hampshire county and elsewhere. There was an
officer in those days-the tithingman-whose
special business it was to enforce the Sunday
laws. The office has been long since aboli:Jhed; the laws yet remain. Pearce, the
plaintiff in the case referred to, was arrested
by the tithingman ou Sunday, and he brought
suit against that individual. The supreme
.court held that to make the arrest on Sunday
was a violation of the Sunday law, and so
they sustained the action. The decision was
given by Chief-justice Parker, who was a
very liberal man. In that decision the chiefjustice makes certain reflections which it
would be well to bear in mind even at the
present day. He says:
"This is not a Jewish Sabbath, so that a
poor man in these days would not be stoned
to death for gathming sticks on the Sabbath,
although that was the punishment inflicted in
the time of Moses, and alth:mgh some of our
'ancestors so far regarded the laws of Moses as
of perpetual obligation as to propose for their
code the punishment of death for the crime of
rlisregarding or carelessly observing the Sab-,

bath. All arguments drawn from the Jewish y~ry' ~ignified man, !lis (lignity is but rarely
FREETHOUGHT WORKS.
law respecting the Sabbath ~re, th~n"lfor~, o~t · ruffied, say some people, although once in a
of place, except so far as any provisions of great while he changes his decisions so For Sale at THE ·TRuTH SEEKER Office.
that law may hav been recognized and pro: :quickly that the· change may be dignified or
Hume's Essays. Essays and treatises
mulgated by our savior, or by the legislativ otherwise. Upon one occasion, not very
on various 'subjects. By DAVID HuME
authority of our own commonwealth. We long ago, he sentenced a man to three years'
Esq. With a brief sketch of the author'~.
life and writings, to which are added
are not aware that there is upon record any imprisonment. The prisoner said, " Better
dialogues concerning natural religion.
express precept of our savioror of his apostles make it state prison." Judge Aldrich flushed
Price, $1.50.
·
m;rjoining the observance of one day as more in the face, looked at the man, and then, in
holy than· others ; and yet we are far from the tenderness of his heart, accommodated Idols and Ideals, with "'n Essays on
Christianity. By MoNCUllE D. CoNWAY
questioning the religious obligation which an· the prisoner. He made it state prison-and
the brilliant Rationalistic preacher, of
Christians are under to sElparate to religious added another year, making it four instead
London. $1.50.
·
uses the first day of the week, since that is of three! Wendell Phillips and ·Judge
the time which, from the days of the Thomas Russell, however, got ·the prisoner If, Then, and When. From the doctrios of the Church. By WAllllEN SUMNER.
apostles, was set apart for that purpose, and released at the end of the three -years, believBAliLOW. 10 cents.
since the legislativ power or the uniform ing that a year's extra imprisonment was too
usage of every Christian state has exacted long •for a man to serve because ·he asked Image Breaker (the). By JoHN E.
REMSBURG. Six lectures bound together,
the observance of it as such.
even so dignified a judge as Peleg Emory
25 cents.
Separately, 5 cents each. 1,
"Indeed, if this argument, founded on the Aldrich to change his place of residence. In
The Decline of Faith; 2. Protestant In.
tolerance; 3. Washington an Unbeliever;
Jewish law, could prevail, we are at a loss to that instance Judge Aldrich overru!P.d his de4. Jefferson an Unbeliever; 5. Paine and
·perceive how the defense set up in this case cision-in the Baker case the Supreme Court
Wesley; The Christian Sabbath.
could be aided by it; for, if all work and did the work. The decision of the Supreme
labor be unlawful, surely the mere secular Court reversing Judge Aldrich's decision, Infidel's or Inquirer's Text-book, be-.
mg the substance of thirteen lectures ov
work of holding court or arresting a sup- says:
the Bible. By RoBERT CooPER. $1.
posed offender must be within the general
" 'fhe only other ground for distinguishing
prohibition. Nor would these labors form so the cases is that in Hamilton vs. Boston the Ingersoll in Canada.
A Reply to
Wendling, Archbishop Lynch, "By·meritorious an exception as many works of purpose of the plaintiff in walking was
stander," and others. By .ALLEN PBINGLI!I.
charity which are even permitted to be done merely for recreation; in this case there was
15 cents.
on the Christian Sabbath."
also the purpose of making a social call.
[s
Life
Worth Living. By WILLIAM
Some of the horse railroad cases are Neither act is prohibited by law, if that is
H. MALLoox. Contents: ~'he New Imcurious and interesting. In the year 1883 material. It is not unlawful under the statute
port of the Question, Morality and the
there was a case decided declaring that a or as against public policy to pay friendly
Prize of Life, Sociology as the Fountain'
street car conductor violates the law in run- visits or to indulge in the recreation of walkof Morality, Goodness as its own Re·
ward, Love as the test of Goodness, Life
ninghis car on.Sunday. In the case referred ing on the Lord's day. It is unlawful to
as its own Reward, The Superstition of
to a conductor in the employ of the Metropoli- travel for the purpose of doing either; but it
Positivism, The Practical Prospect. The
tan railroad was struck by a Highland rail- is not the purpose, but the fact of traveling
Logic of Scientific Negation, Morality,
road car on Sunday and injured. The injury for the purpose, that renders the act unlawand Nat.ural Theism, The Human :Race
and Revelation; Universal History and
was caused by the carelessness of the defend- ful. Upon. no principle can the same walk
the claims of the Christian Church, Be- ant, but he set up as a defense that they were be held to be traveling lif for the purpose of
lief and Will. Paper $1.00; cloth, $1.50.
all violating the law, and the court sustained making a friendly call, and not traveling if
that defense. The fact is that the courts for the purpose of air and exercise. The con- Jehovah Unveiled; or, The Character
of the. Jewish Deity Delineated. A new
were much more liberal than the legislature, structiori of the statute cannot be tenable
and valuable book. 35 cents.
and disapproved of the Sunday laws.· Evi- which will hold a person to be an innocent
dently they thought then, and think now, passer-by if walking for recreation, but an Kneeland's National Hymns. 35 cts.
that the best way to hav these laws repealed unlawful traveler if walking to call upon his
Koran (the). A new English edition
is by strictly enforcing them.
neighbor; and which will impose the characof .the Koran of Mohammed, to which h
In rendering the decision in the last case ter of a traveler violating the law upon any
added the life of Mohammed, or the hi•tory of that doctrin which was begun and
named, that of Day _vs. Highland Street Rail- person who, on a Sunday evening, seeks socarried on by him in Arabia. Price, $1.50
way, Judge Colburn says:
cial intercourse outside of his own household."
· " It is not within our province to determin
The case of Davis vs. the city of Somerville Letters of Junius. Two volumes in
the wisdom or the expediency of the Jaw, or was where a party who was injured by a deone. From the latest London edition.
$1.50.
how far there has been a change in public feet in the highway brought suit against the
sentiment in relation to the proper manner of city for damages. As in the case referrred Let~ers to Eugenia; or, A Preservativ Agai~st Religious Prejudices. By
observing the Lord's day. These ·consider!t- to, the def~;mdant set up the defense that the
Baron D HOLBACH, author of the " System
tions are for the ..legislature. We .can only plaiy.tiff _was traveling on the Lord's day ..
of Nature," etc. Translated from tb,e
take the law as it is written, and apply it ac- Davis proved that he was going ·to a funeral,
French by ANTHONY C. MIDDLETON, M.D.
cording to its obvious meaning and the in- but admitted that when returning from the
Price, $1.00.
·
tention of the legislat)lre.
funeral he made a deviation from his own
Life
of
Paine.
By
J.
E.
REMsBURG.
"We do not intend to decide that a street 'proper course home, in order to enable a
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
car may not be so run on Sunday as to come friend whom he was with to make a call.
within the exception of the statute and be The court held that he had a· right to go to a Life of Thomas Paine, author of
"Common Sense," "Rights of Man,"
employed in a work of necessity or charity. funeral, but that he had no right to return by
"Age of Reason," etc., with critical and
We only decide that in this case there was any devious path, and, as he had done so, he
explanatory observations on his writings.
not evidence which would warrant a jury in could not maintain an action for damuO'es.
By GILBERT VALE. $1.00.
.
finding that this car was run from considera- Thus it will be perceived that l'Ierald readers
Love
and
Transition:
A
Plea
in poetry
tions of necessity or charity, and that the ileed not fear to attend the funerals of friends
for the practicalization of .known truth.
jury should hav been so instructed. We ·can- if they happen on Sunday, but must get home
By MAllY E. TILLOTSON. $1.00.
not hold that the mere fact that some of the by, the shortest way. They may think the
Love Ventures of Tom, Dick, and
passengers on the. car were lawfullytraveling laws absurd, and that the decisions read like
Harry. A Spicy Narrativ: "And they
rendered the running of the car lawful." An- the utterances of mock judges; but they may
were naked and not ashamed." 50 cents.
other curious case to be found in· the Massa-· smile-they must bear in mind that the laws
Nature and Develonment. Bv
chusctts Law Reports is that of a man who are upon the statute-book and may be put in Man's
HENRY GEORGE ATKINSON, :!!'. G. 8., and
went to a Spiritualist meeting and got in- full force and operation at the instance of any
HAliRIET MARTINEAU. $1.50.
.
jured. The railroad company, when suedfor crank or enemy. If anywhoread this should
Modern
Thinkers:
What
they
Think·
damages, thought they had the plaintiff, and find themselvs forced to buy a horse on Sunand Why. (Principally on Social
set up as a .defense that he was traveling on day, and, unfortunately, get cheated, they
Science.) By VAN BEUREN DENSLOW LL.
Sunday, but the court held that it could not will do well to remember that there is no reD., with an introduction by R. G. I~ger
decide that a Spiritualist meeting was not as dress for them· in law. In such a case the
so11. With eight portraits: Comte Swedenborg, A~am Smith, Jeremy Ben'tham,
good as any other
Sunday laws would throw their sheltering
Thc.mas Fame, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
'The case of· Hamilton vs. the city of Bos- arms around the dear scoundrel. Thus, in
and Ernst Haeckel. 384 p.1ges. $1.50.
ton, reported in the 14th of Allen's reports, is the interests of morality, a man may cheat
a vt·ry interesting one. The decision is a lib- his neighbor on Sunday and the law can take llm·al Education: Its Laws a~d Methods. By Prof. J. R. BucHANAN. A new
era! one, and yet it sountls oddly. "We are no notice of the transaction, although both
method to conquer crime, disease and
of the opinion," says the decision, which was men may be punished for trading on . the
misery, which chm:ches, colleges,' and
given in 1867, "that a person walkfng with a Lord's day! Judge Thomas Russell once
governments have signally failed to do.
$1.50.
.
friend on Sunday evening less than half a said that he was proud to be descended from
mile, witlr no apparent purpose qf going or the early settlers of New England, and ex- .Moral Physiolog-y; A Brief and Plain
stopping at any place but his own.home, much tremely glad that he was descended by eight
'freatis on the Population Question. By
RoBERT DALE OwEN. 60 cents.
less of passing but of the city, and ·no object generations. And when one considers the·
of business or pleasure, except open air and Sunday laws and other of their statutes, one Mortality of the Soul and the Immorgentle exercise, is not guilty of traveling or can well agree with the learned judge that it
tality of its Elements. By A. SNIDER DE
.liable to punishment under this act."
is much inore pleasant to be a descendant
PE=EGBINI. 10 cents.
In 1885 the case of Baker vs. the city of than to hav lived among them when Blue Myths and Myth-Makers: Old Tales
Worcester. This man was injured by a de- Laws not only existed, but were executed in
and SuperstitiOns interpreted by comparative Mythology. By JoaN FISKE, M.A.
feet in the street, and sued the c_ity for dam- all their extremity upon the unrighteous and
LL.B., of Harvard College. $2.
ages. :Hon. W. W. Rice appeared for the u=n~g=o=d~IY~·============='---
plaintiff, and Hon. F. P. Goulding for the
Origin and Development of Religious
defendant.
The defendant claimed that ~
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged,
Ideas anti .Belief's, as manifested
in history and seen by reason. By Mon.
Baker was violating the law by traveling on
RIB EINSTEIN. $1.
the Lord's day. He stated that he "went

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

out partly for exercise and partly to make a
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
call," and that, when on his way home again,
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
he went out of his way about an eighth of a
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
mile. Judge Aldrich, before whom the case
Tlw Trade Supplied at Spooial Disc()Unts.
was tried, declared that . the plaintiff was
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
traveling in violation of .the law, .and ordered
33 Clinton Place, New York.
a verdict for the defendant. Judge Aldrich,
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener arjl for sale
however, is a very pious, as well as a very, at tbis·office. Price, 40c.; with autograpli, 50c. .

01·tllodox Hash, with a Change of
Diet. By WARREN SuMNER BAuLO>~.
· 10 cents.

Paradise Lost; or, The Great Dragon
Cast Out.

60 cents.

Personal Immortality and Other
Papers. By J osrn OPPENHEIM'. Ex:tra oloth, 12mo, '98 pages.

75 cents.
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-~ngersoll's

Works. Ingersoll's Tributes.

· The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.
In five lectures comprising, "The Gods"
" Humboldt " " Thomas Paine " " Individua'ity," and " Heretics and Here~ies,"

The· Gbosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.
Contents: "The Ghost!!1" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Indejlendence," "About Farmil!g in Illinois,"
•· 'l'he Grant Banque1;t" "The J:tev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past .ttises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll,"

Some Mistakes of Moses.
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage.
plain cloth, $1.25.

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
Paper, 50cts;
The Grant Banquet Toast,
·
.Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
Paper, 50cts;

What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

The thristian Religion.

By R. G.

· Ingerso)1 Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
GeDl"!'i .If. Fislier. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orl.hot.uxy.

REDUCED IN PRICE.
·we hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
pdnted on heayy toned paper, 18x22 inches,illurirlnated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordillarl' lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generoUBly.

The price of these heretofore has been $1. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

80CIAL

WEALTH.

The Sole FactoTs and Exact Ratios in Its
Acqu'irement and Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS.
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a 1->rief rea Number of Vital Questions Propounded by view of their Origin and Growth ; Rise and
the editor of the San Franctscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3. Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
Millions of these should be circulated.
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Vindieation of Thomas Paine from Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
the attacks of the New York Observer, by Rob- Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Ownert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.
ership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
Address on ihe Vivil Rights Bill. the Pro.J.uetiv Factors; Partnership and Co-opLarge size octavo, paper, 15 cents.
eration; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Of Value or Econom1e Ratios; Taxation as a
ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; • Suggestwns
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had to Legislators; Conclusion.
- all his lectures, except tue latest on " OrthoPrice, (:lo1h, $1.00,
doxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i800
Addret111 THE TRUTH SEEKER,
pages, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
·
Clinton Place, New York.
price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Ingersoll Vater.hised: His Answers to

Tributes.

~pplications

There hav been so many
for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to

His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant

Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea:vy toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
The Present .and the Future
Republic of ~orth America.
BY A CAPITALIST.

A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice 1 and crime. It deals with t.IJ,e J?resent
conditions of society in this country, pomtmg out
new book is a gem. It is a model in every re- their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
spect. In factt one of the richest, brightest, impossible that the people should be other than
best ever issued. It contains, besides the cel- poor and vicious under- our present system. The
ebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never be- remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
fore published, and all the famous "tlibutes " and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
heretofore printedii1 various shapes, but never Republic of North Amenca, as it will be when
brought together till now, many other gems, somety shall be organized on the principles of
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect- Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
ures, letters). table-talks, and day-to-day con- and interestingly written.
versations of the author. The work is designed
Price. tl.liO.
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
a rare personal souvenir. T_o he~p it serve this
33 Clinton Place, New York.
purpose.t a fine steel portra1t, w1th autograJ?h
fac simile, has been prepared especially for 1t.
Price, in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
A STUDY
and •ide, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, eleOF
gant library style1 $4.50; in full Turke;r morocco, _gilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, h1ghest possible style and finish, $9.
BY LEWIS C. JANE3.
The Husts ot Voltaire. Paine, and
This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to Christian
religion, its historical antecedents in
life, price~ $1.50 each. E.-ery admirer of these Palestinian Judaism and 1'toman Paganism; inapostles or Religious Liberty should hav them. vestigates the history of the founder of Christianin the light of the latest scientific criticism of
Phntogranhs of ( 'olonel lngt'rsoll. ity
New Testament; shows that the true story of
Superb pliotographs1 22x28, $5; panel, 10~x17, the
the
Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
$3; bou.doir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 eta. separable
from the later legendary accretions
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ, and traces the natural development of
Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institution".
Complete references and full index. 820pp. Svo,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
Missionary Doctunent it is unexcelled. Among
OF
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur!l" are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showing the creeds of the prisone1·s in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the
OR THE
Church and Science; the Church and Learni11g;
First Ten DecrJ.dell of Our Era.
the Church and Liberty ·hthe Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
DY
Jlfovement; the Tem_perance Reform; the
DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Church and the Republic.
Designed to show upon the authority of History
Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and that
Apollonin• of Tyaua performed miracles and
Vices Sanctioned b:y Scrii>J;ure : Falsehood and !!poke wise sayings equal to thoHe attributed to
Deception; Cheatmg: Theft. and Robbery· Jesus Christ. 350pp., octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy-; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscen.A DiSC1tssio.n Between
ity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.
Gladstont>,
lluxlef, Muller,

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

APO LLONIU8 0 P TY AN A,

SCIENCE

THE HUMBOLDT LIBRARY.
Price 15 cents each number, unless otherwise ma1·kea.
1. Li~ht Science for Leisure Hours. A series of
familiar essays on ·astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.S.
~. The Forms of Water in Clouds and Rivers, Ice
and Glaciers. 19 illustrations. By John Tyn-

LECTURES.

Liberal friends visiting Philadelphia should attend the Spring Course of Science Lectures
every Sunday evening, at the Hall nf Friendship
League, Ninth and Girard ave.
Debate 'at 2;30 <Secular questions),
PROF. ATKINSON, F.R.A.S.

P:~~:~~f·Politics.

An application of the FRIENDSHIPLffiER.A.L LEAGUE No. 257
principles of Natural Science to Political meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Societ~
By Walter Bagehot, Author of
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 .P.M. for lectures and
"The ..,.nglish Constitution."
4. Man's Place in. Nature. With numerous illus- free discussions on religious and social questions.
trations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and Physical. Seeker publications alway.s on hand at cheap rates.
By Herbert Spen"er.
6. Town Geology. With A1:1pendix on Coral and
BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Coral Reefs. By Cha1·1es Kingsley.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous illusThe Sonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
. trations. By Balfou~· Stewart, LL.D.
8. Stuqy of Lan!@ag__estJ)rought back to its Trud of Essex and his bride, A~D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BuRR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.
prmmples. Hy U . .111arcel.
9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
SPECIAL SALE!
10. Theory "lf Sound in its Relation to Music.
Nmnerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro
Desiring to unload an accum11lation of debts, I
Blase nut.
will offer until further notice all my elegant stock·
11. } The Naturalist on the River Amazon. A rec- of fine goods at
ord of 11 years' travel. By Henry Walter
WHOLESALE COST.
12.
Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
An elegant pair of diamond ear-drops $200, worth
13. Mind and Body. The theories of their rela- $300;
another pair, $125, worth $200; another pair,
tions. By Alexander Rain, LL.D.
$65, worth $100; an elegant brooch, arabesque
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 illustrations. st;xle, 17 diamonds, $140, worth $225; another, line
By Camille Flammarion.
of beauty, 11 diamonds, $220: wortb. $-3~5; another,
15. Longevity. The means of prolonging_ life after 3 stones, $125, worth $200: same, $80, worth $125.
Rings and studs same rednctions. Smaller diamiddle aee. By John Gardner, M.D.
16. Origin of Species. By Thomas H .. Huxley, mond goods 25 per cent below lowest market pl·ice.
A superb, extra heavy. embossed CaHe watch set
F.RS.
.
17. Progress: Its Law and Cause. With other dis- with large diamond, $135, wort.h $200; lady's watch
to
match, $90. worth $125; $100 watches, $70; $80
quisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
$60; $65 watch6H 1.$50; solicl gold cllail!s,
18. Lessons in Eleetrimty. 60 illustrations. B:;- watches,
necklaces,
bracelets, A.nd Jewelry, 25 per cent d1sJohn Tyndall, F.R.S.
count. Sent C. 0. D., subject to inspection, or
19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. By cash refunded if not satisfactory.
Richard A. Proct-or.
BUY NOW AND SAVE l\IONEY.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.
20. Romance of Astronomy. By R. Kalley Miller,
M.A.
21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essays.
By '.rhomas H. Huxley, F.RS.
·
22. Seeing and Thinking. By William Kingdon
Clifford, F.R.f?.
23. Scientific Sophisms.
A review of current
theories conce:uin~ Atoms_,_ Apes, and Men.
is a regularly: educatBy Samuel Wainwnght, D.v.
ed and le~ally quali24. Popular Scientific Lectures. illustrated. By
fied
phys1cian, and
Prof. H. Helmhdtz.
the most successf~h
25. Origin of Na~ions. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
as his practice wiu
Oxford University.
prove. He has for
twenty years treated
26. The Evolutionist at Large. By Grant Allen.
exclusivly all diseases
27. History of Landholding in Englu.ud. By
of the Sexual Org:ans,
Joseph Fisher, F.R.H.S.
in the cures of which
23. Fashion in Deformity, as illustrated in the·
he
stands preeminent
customs of Barbarous and Civilized RaceH.
SPEHMA'l'ORRH<EA
Numerous lllustra.tions. By William Henr)
and
IMPOTENCY
Flower, F.R.S.
as the result of' self~9. Facts and Fictions of ZoologT,
Numerou:
abuse in youth and
illustrations. By Andrew \VilHan, Ph. D.
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
JO. ) Study of Words. By Richttrd Chenevi"
;<!. {
Trench,
. .
night emissions by
~
dreams,lossof'sexual
'12. Hereditary Traits and other Essays, By RichII ower,
rendering
ard A. Proctor.
marriage improper and unhappy1 etq., a':"e c11red
33. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.
permanentll' by _an outside applicat10n m _slXty
34. Philosophy of Style. By Herbert Spencer.
days. NO STOMACH MEDIClN l;JSED .. It !B one
35. Oriental Religions. B:l' John Cait·d, I'retl. of Dr. Fellows' valuable dis_covene~, wP,10h 1s epUniv. Glasgow, and Others.
tirely unknown to the medwal professwn. It 1s
not a catch-penny get up, such as a ;padi belt, pa~·
36. Lectures on Evolution. Illustrated. ]3y Prof.
tille nor magnetic appliance, but s1mp Y a medi•.r. H. Huxley.
cin
to be applied externally on the parts affected,
37. Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. By J oln: which
cures by absorption. Sen.d five ~Cel!t ~tamps
Tyndall.
·
for his "Private CDlmselor," gl'vmg_hlllmforma38.} Geological Sketches. By Archibald Gcildc, tion. Address Dr. R. P. Fellowsl_Ymeland, N.J.,
39.
F.R.S.
and say where you saw this advert1sment.
40. The Evidence of Organic Evolution. By Geo.
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
J. Romanes, F.R.S.
41. Current Discussions in Science. 13y W. l\I. an Infidel of the most pronollll!J~d character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage 18 sohClted.
Williams, F.C.S.
12. HiKtorv of the Science of Politics. ]3y Frederick 1>ollocK.
13. Darwin and Humboldt. By Professor HnxlPy,
PtofL!Boor Agm:~:~iz, and otlterH.
Dawn nf History. By C. F. Keary, of tlte
45.
British Museum.
16, DiHea•es of l\'Iemory. By Th. Rihnt. Tranxlateu from the French by J. Flt>:~,;emid.
17. Cltil<lh.!lo<l of J,cligions. liJ' E<i ll'~tnl Cto<l<i,
F.h.A.S.
48. Life in Nature. Illustrated. By Jas. IIiutm•.
4g, The Sun : its Constitution; its Pheuoui~:na;
its Conditwn. By Juuge Nathan '1'. Carr,
Columlms, Ind.
50.} Mone~ all(} the Mechanism of Exchange. 13y
51.
Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
.
5;1. DiReascs of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Translatetl from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
5!i. Animal Automatism, and other Essays. By
Pmf. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
MODERN HOUSES" No.3.
"4. Birth and Growth of Myth. By Edward Clodd.
(Just PublU!Iwa, Jul'vl, 1686) CONTAINS;
F.H.A.S.
A colored fran tispiece showmg the modern style
55. Scientific Basis of Mora}.~~ and other Essays.
of painting.
By William Kingdon Clinord, F.R.S.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessarr pi_cces. for
illusions. By James Sully.
constructing a model house, w1th plam dn·ectwns
The Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin. for putting them together.
59.
Two double numbers, 30 cents each .
While the supplement affonls both old and
youngthe ~reatest amusemeut, 1t 1H mar~ than a
60. Childhood of the World. By Edward Clodd.
toy. It i•, m fact, a most practwalle~sonm Arch61. Miscellaneous Essays. By Richard A. Proctor. i~ecturc;
a perfect, ·scaled model o! r,me of our
62, Rehgions of the Ancient World. By Prof. Geo. most popuhtr
designs, so exact that 1t 18 useful to
Ra.wlinson, University of Oxford. Double bnilders.
.
number, 30 cents.
55 New DeRignR for Residences (cost varymg from
63. Progressive Morality.
By Thomas Fowler,
i500 to $15,000).
LL,D.t pr~siuent of Corpus Christi College,
2 New Designs for Barns.
. Oxford.
1 New Design for •· Chapel.
.
&1. Distribution of Animals and .Plants. J3y A.
Drawiugs and description of '!- mod~l K1tcheu
'tussel Wallace and W. T. Th1selton Dyer.
(by M• ria Par loa) and a perfect C1steru.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
65. Conditions of Mental Development; anu other
Essays. By Wm. Kingdon Clifl:"ord.
SEN·r, Pos·rPAID, ON RECEIPr o~· PRICE, $1.
66. Technical Education ; and other Essays. By
Address
Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
67. The Blaclt Death. An A.ccount of the Great THE CO-OPERATIVE BUILDING l'LAN ASSO'N
191 Broadway (]3ox 2702), New Yorl1.
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Century. By
J. F. C. Hecker.
ANT EO-Lady agents actually clear $"10 daily
68. (Sp~cial number, 10 cents.) Three Essays, by
with my wonderful .entirely uew pate~It; rullHerbert Spencer.
ber undergarments for females. A illlll)~~~l s W1fe
MADAM H. N. Lp lLEfu
69. <Double Number, 30cents). FetichiRm : A Con- sold 13 tir•t hour.
6t27
Box 441, Chwago, .
tribution to Anthropology and the History
of Religion. By Fritz Schultze,_Ph.D. 'l'ranslated from the German by J. Fitzgerald,
M.A.
70. Essays Speculativ and Practical. By Herbert
Spencer.
A double-page picture contrasting science and
71. Anthropology, By Daniel Wilsall;~ LL.D.
With APJ:lendix on Archeology, .uy E. B. theology, showing how the one has labored for
'l'ylor, F.R.8.
human advancement, and how the other has
72. The Dancing Mania or' the Middle Ages. BJ always opposed it.
_
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
Price six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 !Jents;
78. Evolution in Histocy, Language, and Science. twenty~five copies for $1; one lmndreu cop1cs for
Four Addresses delivered at the London $3 We wish that the friends of Free thought would
Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and di~tdbute thousands of these telling pictures.
Litera tnre.
·
74. The Descent of Man ; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwin. In 4 parts.
THE :MODERN BA.LAAM.
15 cents each.
Showin.B the Balaam of modern times to be ~he
Ado-,ss THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Pnce
11er dozen, 30 c&ut~ pqr hundred, $1.50.
33 Clic.ton Place, New York.
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THE ORDER Of CREATION. 58.}

8abbath-B1·eaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. '.rhe question is discussed
under the following heads: Oligin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sunda;)' Arguments· Origin of Christian Sabbath; •.restimony of the Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin~ the Middle A[<eB; The Pmitan
Sabbath; 'fest1mony of Chnstian Reformers,
Scholars-~-. and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws. .t'rice, 25 cents; six conies, $1.00.

Image .Bre:tkt'r.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washin!(ton an Uubeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sttbbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

lifious and Political Liberty, Tells the story
o the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lending traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Euro_pe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine, Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents,
.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

· delivered in Paine Halh before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1684. Price,
10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
88 Olinton Place, New York.

Linton,

hcvillf'>.

On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
OON'l'ENTS:

:):. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Han.
W. E. Gladstone.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and t.he Interpreters of Nature. By Prof. •.r. H. Huxley.
III. Postscript to Solar MythH. By Prof. l\fax
Muller.
.
IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea for a Fair Tr1al.
By Han. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creatwn. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albe1·t Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and GeneHiH. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
·.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lyun Lmton.
This is a new book and contains the latest discussion on the mistal<es of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE '!'RUTH SEEKER CO~J
33 Clinton Pl., New :rork.

ADAMI AND HEVA.
BY S. P. PUTMAM.
A poetic version of the Indian Story of the Garden of Eden, in which its superiority to the mutilated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 Olinton Place, New York.
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ENGLAND is under a pitiable subserviency to the
theological machinery that burdens the world,
which it must learn to throw off before it can be
truly free.-D. M. Bennett.
"DEsiGN, represented as a search after final
cause until we come to a first cause," says F. W.
Newman, "is an argument, I confess. that brings
me no satisfaction." Design implies the use of
means for the attainment of ends. Man designs,
plans, contrives, and uses secondary agencies to
accomplish his purposes, because unable to attain
his ends directly. But how absurd to speak of
contrivance and design in a being of infinit power
and knowledge ! Man, to build a steamship, has
to fell trees and hew them into various shapes; get
iron from the earth and smelt it in furnaces, and
work 1t into bolts, braces, nails, etc.; hundreds of
workmen, carpenters, joiners, blacksmiths, cabinet-makers, painters, etc.; labor for. months before
the vessel.can be launched. If man possessed the
power to speak into existence a steamship, would
he contrive~ plan, and use means to construct it?·
On the contrary, would it not come instantly into
existence as a complete and perfect whole 1-B. F.

A LADY once said she could always know when
she had taken too much wine at dinner-her husband's jokes began to seem funny.
MR. FRoUDE. says the Irish cannot govern themselva. Perhaps Mr. Fronde has heard how the Irish
govern American cities, and based his opinion on
the impression thus made.
Now doth the howling swe11 who can't afford to
go to the country, begin to take a kindlier view of
the farmer relativ in the swamp at Wayback,
whom he called a yokel and a yop last December.
SHEEP placed on Key West Island lose their wool
in the second year. We hav an Island in the East
River with the same peculiarity, only a little more
so. Prisoners usua1ly lose their wool about fifteen
minutes after they arrive.
· "A HEN has to feet." "He done it." This was
what Superintendent B. B. Russell, of Brockton,
placed upon the blackboard for the pupils to correct. This was the way one boy corrected it :
"He didn't done it; God done it."
THIS is the time of the year when the definition
of the word "ridicule" is keenly understood and
appreciated by the sma11 boy who appears among
his companions for the first time this year just
after his hair has been sliced off by his mother.
BollllY had spent the greater part of Sunday
afternoon committing to memory the Lord's
Prayer. As he knelt at his mother's knee at bedtime, he looked up to her and said : "Mama, won't
God be surPrised when he finds I can say two
prayers'!"
IT must seem sort of queer to H. R. Wilson to be
investigated by twent.y Presbyterian clergymen.
But then, clergymen hav been investigated so
much themselvs lately that they simply monopolized the situation, and it seems eminently proper
that some one else should hav a chance.
AMANDA : "Reginald, I understand you hav
been circulating the report that we are engaged
around town." Reginald : "And so we are, my
dear." Amanda: "Yes, I know; but it seems as
though a man who cared for my future happiness
ought not to say anything that wi11 prevent me
marrying some good man."
AGAINST her conscience. Scene-Highlands.
Sunday. Tourist : .. Can you sen UB threepenny
worth of milk, Missus ?" ·Mrs. McJob: "Whit did
ye say? Lash me! Se11 mnlk on the Saubath
day 1 Na, na! I conldna' dae that; but as· ye
seem dacent boys, I'll jist gie ye thripence worth.
for naethin', an' ye'll jist mak me a praesent o' a
shullin 1. "
CoMING out of the theater, the other night, after
the impressiv performance of Booth's "Hamlet,'•
attention was drawn to the effusiv delight of a
young lady who was thus trying apparently to
show her gratitude to the gentleman upon whose
arm she was resting: "I've had a real good time,
George," said she, "and it'il a real lovely play.
It's so full of quota tiona." ·
A pRAOTICAL application of scripture : Winnie's
mother had been combing the little girl's long and
handsome but wind-tangled, romp-snarled hair.
When the operation was finished-and it was not
unaccompanied with severe pulls-Winnie asked,
"Did you get out many hairs, mamma?" "Yes,
dear, was the answin·, "quite a good many."
"Then God"ll hav to number them all over again,
won't he?"
A DAKOTIAN met an old friend while on an eastern trip. "I heat· that Bi11 Applejack, who went
out to yom· country, has failed in business.•'
"Yes." "Hard times'!" '~No." "Too much competition?" "No, I thiDk not." "Too little attention to business?" "Oh, no, he worked hard."
"I don't see why he failed, then." "We11, you
see, a few detet·mined gentlemen on the board of
trade got a new in.:Jh rope around his neck and
forced him to make an assignment." "Horses?"
h Horses."
A WISE FATHER.
Youth : "I hav come to ask you for the hand of
your daughter."
·
·
Physician: "Yon hav?"
Y.: "Yes, sir. I hav enough of this world's
good's to support her in comfort, even in luxury."
P.: "Yes, I am aware of that, but will yon treat
her kindly? wm you be a gentle husband?"
Y.: u Sir, I swear-"
P.: "Oh! never mind swearing. Your intentions are aU right, no doubt, but I must be sure
that you won't worry and fret the life out of her
after you get her. Take off your coat and let me
sound you to see what kind of a liver you've got."
FIVE CENTin!ENTAL.
The sun was just setting upon the western hol"izon, when a solitat·y horsecar might havbeen seen
wending its way up-town.
Its refulgent beams touched with a ruddy glow
the nose of a tramp on the further end of the seat,
and lent a club flush to the pale cheek of the youth
who sat on the nearer end, while it kissed the ripe
lips of the maid who ant between them to a deeper
crimson.
The youth, who had been eyeing the maiden all
the way up town to the full extent of his powers,
sighed, and for the fiftieth time tl"ied ·to attrn.ct
her attention. Fair, indeed, seemed to him the
unconscion~ beauty, and his opinion seemed to be
confirmed by the conductor, who just then came
along and yelled :
"Fa1·e !"
The youth handed him a ten-cent piecP. . The
young lady passed him a five-cent piece, which he
at once handed to the youth in change.
The five-cent piece had a hole in it, hut the
youth did not refuse it. He saw his chance.
Glancing sentimentally at the young Indy, he
raised it to his lips, and then hung it on his w!tt.chchain as 11o souvenir.
It was neatly done, but then the young lady having courteously passed along the tramp's nickel,
paid her own fare with a free ticket.
The conductor smiled, and the tramp said musingly:
"Ah, there, Arthur, don't put your arm around
me until we get beyond the houses."-Puck.

Jlews olf the lfeeft.·
EIGHT French torpedo boats were lost in a
recent storm with their crews.
LAsT Monday was Orangeman's day. It
was celebrated in Belfast, Ireland, and other
places. As usual, there were collisions between the Catholics and Protestants.
C. D. GRAHAM, the Philadelphia cooper,
went through the whirlpool rapids at Niagara
Falls, last Sunday, in a barrel of his own construction. He wr.s considerably shaken up,
but came out ,nninjur~d.

,

THE prohibitory act in Rhode Island is
Iiaving the effect to close up some hotels.
The Rhode Island liquor dealers need to take
lessons from their brothers in Maine, who sell
liquor regardless of prohibitory statutes.
BROOKLYN mms hav been in the habit of
sending children to this city to beg money of
saloon and store keepers. Last week the
children were arrested, taken back, and the
nuns warned against further violation of the
vagra!fCY laws.
PARSON DowNs, of Boston, is again in
trouble. This time an unmarried member of
his congregation swears that the Rev. Mr.
Downs is the father of her child. The grand
jury hav found a bill of indictment against
the accused. clergyman.
THE Brooklyn Socialists held a mass-meeting last Sunday at which all those connected
with the trial and punishment of the boycotters were fiercely denounced and resolutions
passed boycotting, as a "last trump card to
be played," the existing political parties.
IN the suit of the Bankers and Merchants'
Telegraph Company against the Western
Union, in which two million dollars' damages
were claimed, the jury returned a verdict for
$240;000.
The rulings of the court also
leave the Bankers and Merchants' company
free to sue in other states.
WAITE, the confessing member<'!' the board
of "boodle" aldermen, has been locked in
the House of Detention because he ate so
much that the district attorney could not
afford to keep him. He will now liv at the
county's expense, and Mr. Martine can lay
a little money for a rainy day.

?Y

SIX boycotters were convicted in one of the
courts . of this city last week. Three men
were sentenced to the city prison for teri
days, two to thirty days· in the same institution, and one to the same period in the penitentiary. The men were all foreigners, and
most of them could not speak English.

Underwood.

WHAT parallel can there be between an enOl"IDOUB
and a very moderate expenditure, or between prodigious luxury and ordinary comfort 1 If a man
totxes me with having squandered fifty dollars on
a repast, is it an irrefutable retort to tell him that
he has spent fifty cents? The limited and rational expenditures of an industrious man produce no evils, economica],'·social, or moral. I contend that the unlimited and irra tiona! expenditure of idle millionaires does; that it wastes labor,
bt·eeds luxury, creates unhappiness by propagating factitious wants, too often engenders. vice,
and is injurious for the most part to real civilization. The most malignant feelings which enter
ill to the present struggle between classes hav been
generated by the Oiltentatio!i of idle wealth in contrast with surrounding poverty. It would, of
course, be absurd to say this of. a man living on a
small income, in a modest home, and in a plain
way.-qoldwin Smith.

WI' sma' to sell and less to buy,
Aboon distress below envy,
Oh, who would leave this humble state,
For a' the pride of a' the great?
Amid their fiarin', idle toys,
Amid their cumbrous, dinsome joys,
Can they the peace and pleasure feel
Of Bessy at her spinning wheel 1 -Burn.~.
EviLs are not the less by reason of their continuance, nor the lighter for having been foreseen,
and it i~ folly to ruminate on evils to come; or such
as, perhaps, never may come; every evil is disagreeable enough when it does come, but he who
is constantlyconsiderin~ that some evil may befall
him is loading himself with a perpetual evil, and
even should such evil never light on him, he voluntarily takes on himself unnecessary misery, so
that he is under constant uneasiness, whether he
actually suffers any evil, or only thinks of it.Cicero.

To measure life,.Iearn then betimes, and know
'!'award solid good what leads the nearest way;
For other things mild heaven a time ordains,
And dlsapproves that care, though wise in show,
That with superfluous burden loads the day,
And, when God sends a cheerful hour, refrains.
-Milton.

IN the recent election of members of ParliaTAKE, therefore, no thought for the morrow, for
llient, England, Gladstone and the Home the morrow shaH take thought for the things of
Rulers hav suffered defeat. It is reported itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.
from London that Lord Salisbury is negotiat- -JeffUS.
THE further we go in philosophy·and religion,
ing with Lord Hartington for the formation the less dogmatic and ·positiv we can be. If we
of a coalition ministry, on a basis of certain see but one paint, one side of truth, we at·e apt to
concessions to Ireland and the laboring assert most vehemently that we are right, and we
alone. But if om· vision is extended, if we see
classes throu~hont the empire.
more than one side, we grow less positiv. Our beA NEGRO murderer was hanged in the lief is less narrow and intolerant. In one sense it
Tombs yard on Friday the 9th inst. He died is undoubtedly true that the more light we hav the
more we doubt. We see this exemplified everyin full hope of a glorious resurrection and where. The quack, acquainted with but one set
immortal life. He was attended during his of symptoms, and with no knowledge of aU the
last hours by a priest and several sisters of complicated influences which may affect the discharity. He confessed and received the last ease of his patient, is the most positiv of men.
The broad, cultured physician is much Jess cersacrament. He is now in heaven. His vic- tain.-Slodam·a•s NP-w Fatth.
Hill, a married woman with whom he was
SEEST thou a man wise in his own conceit 1
intimate, is in sheol.
There is more hope of a fool than of him. The
TnE Liquor-Dealers' Protectiv Association sluggat·d is wiser, in his own conceit, than seven
men that can render a reason.-Prov. xxvi, 12, 16.
of this city, at a meeting held on the 8th, reTHE infidel is he who deliberately declines to
solved in favor of Sunday closing, and de- speak what he thinks, or to trust humanity with
manded that the mayor enforce the Sunday what helpful truth has been entrusted to himself.
law-close groceries imd butcher and barber I could not but smile to hear it said the other day,
"One assumes an awful responsibility to teach a
shops, and "hold them to the strictest letter doctrin not sanctioned by the church." What is
of the law." In this way they hope to induce that, I thought, to the audacity of refusing your
the public to demand of the legislature a re- own honest doubt ?-Sam. Johnsrm, D.D.
peal of the Sunday law.
To discuss the credibility of the miraculous conception and birth would be to ofl:"et· an insult to the
THE steamer Alameda from New Zealanfi human understanding.· Keightley's "Mythology
brings news of a fearful volcanic eruption in of Greece and Italy," and Sir Wm. Jones's" Gods
that 'country last month. An entire range of of India," giv many precedents of sons of gods
mountains, 120 by 20 miles, emitted forth miraculously born. Italy, Greece, and India must,
however, yield the palm to Judea. The incarnate
fire and smoke, accompanied with earthquake Chrishna must· giv way to the incarnate Christ.
rumblings, and in some instances violent ex- A miraculous birth would be scouted to-day as
plosions. Many small nativ villages were monstrous; antedate it two thousand years, and
entirely destroyed.
Twenty.one lives are we worship it as a miracle.-Bradlauoh's When
known to hav been lost.
AMERIOAN fishing vessels engaged in catching small herrh1g for the sardine-canning industry hav been warned away from the coast
of New BrnnRwick. The Canadian anthorities avow that they will not permit Americans
to catch herring along their shores for any
purpose whatever. Secretary of State Bayard has remonstrated to the British minister.
It is probable that the price of French sardines will now rise.

were 01tr Gospels Written r

HE that loves a rosy cheelc,
Or a coral lip admires,
Or from starlike eyes doth. seek
Fuel to maintain its fires,
As old Time makes them decay,
So his flames must waste away.
But a smooth and steadfast mind,
Gentle thoughts and calm desires,
Hearts with equal love combined,
Kindle never-dying fires ;
Where these are not, I despise
Lovely cheeks, or lips, or eyes.
-Tlwma.~

Carew.

~

Paino VinUicatoU!
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A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Otlservm"'s slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both· the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated eve1·y
where in vindication.
60pp.

Price 10 cents; 12 copies, $1.

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD
A Fabricated Account of a Scene at the Death
bed of Tlunnas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Otlsm-ver relies to prove its princi
pal chargeli) is a forgery, it being impossible tha
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
18pp. Price 5 cents; 25 for $1:oo.
For these two pamphlets address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

BIB:LE 1\IYTHS
AND

THEIR

Parallels in Otber Religions.
Being a Compal"ison of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with those of
heathen nations of Antiquity, Con·
sidering also their Origin
and Meaning. With
numerous illustrations.
The object of the work tB to_point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held in common wHh othet·
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionable true that the results of a
rationalist.JC study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us."-N. Y. S•~n.
1 vol. Bvo. Clot-h. About 600.pages.

Price, $3.-•0.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO .•
33 Clinton Place. Now York.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

Tbe Forgery of the Old 'l,estament.
Dedicated to the clergy
BY
H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

T.HE

CONVENTIONAL LIE~ OF OUR
CIVILIZA-TION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Phtla. Record.
This Book is not a Book ! It is a Deed! and
those who oppose it wm prove that they fear it.Vimma NP-w.~. Pric.!!J 50 c&nts.
Address TtiE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
·
33 Clinton PI., New York.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:

OR,
MEN OF BUSINESS WHo DID SOMETHING BEBIDEB
MAKING MoNEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .TAMES PAllTON".
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portrnits.
Mr. Parton's WOl"ks need no commendation. They
are etandard.

Pric··,

- $i .20).

•

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
8.3 Clinton Place. New York.

TilE RUE

t•F

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY
From Tbales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of "The
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be read once, but tl'
be kept and referred to, and pondet·ed over ft"Olh
year to year. It is a !l"nide-book of Liberalism
through the past centunes prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or Lecky
but it makes them intelligible by pointmg out the
white light that h•ts been cast upon the lurid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and Cl1telty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed course
down through the ages which now Iiv only as our
realm of Memory and Admonition. n
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $3.50.
Address THE TRUHT SEEKER.
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A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Bn'ered at She l'oat-Otllce at New York, N. Y., aa Second-elaaa Matter.

Ne-w- York, Saturdav,' July Q4, 188o.

NOW

AND

THEN.

A "Transfiguration" of the Bartholdi Statue which may be expected under Catholic rule.

J!Jotts and fllippinns.
TrrE Denver 1'ribune-Republican declares
lits belief that the " present hot weather is
•directly caused by Brother Munhall's learned
<discourses on hell."
'THmTY years ago Bishop Kerfoot wrote to
Bishop Whittingham : " If trial by peers is
ever a humbug, it is when any order of clergy
are the jurymen. They will indict a brother
for being suspected, and then hang him for
being indicted."
FATHER Fur.ToN, of the Society of Jesus in
New York, has convened a meeting of fathers
who preside over the colleges, in order to consider some questions connected with the intellectual advancement of the pupils. It is
about time that the Catholics should take
some such step as this. Father Fulton and
his priests will find a large field and no competitors.
AoooRDING to statistics, Cincinnati deserves
·to be called the "City of Churches" rather
·than Brooklyn, as it has one church to every
·1,250 inhabitants, while Brooklyn has one
··church to every 1,975 inhabitants. There is
:no necessary connection between these figures
:and the fact that in Cincinnati beer sells at
lthree cents per glass, while in Brooklyn it
ocosts five.
AT this season of the year the papers are
retelling the old story of Isaiah Thomns, who
used to make almanacs. When he was pre,Jaring the one for 1780 one of hie boys asked
him what he should put opposit the " 13th of
July.". Mr; Thomas, being engaged, replied,
~·Anything, anything."
The boy, thus

ordered, returned to the office and set,
TnE Arkansas T1·aveler contains this mem"Rain, hail, and snow." The country was orandum of a prayer-meeting: Man at a
all amazement when the day arrived, for it mourner's bench.
Preacher, approaching
actually rained, hailed, and snowed violently. him, asks: "My poor friend, do you feel repentant?" "Yes." "You feel bad, doubtTrm study of oaths and expletivs, says the less ?" "Yes, !l!!ld if I a! ways feel this way
Chicago News, is very interesting. We hav I will never do it again." "Do what again?"
never yet met a person who was not addicted "Get drunk." "My friend," whispered the
to the use of oaths, though many people use preacher, "I hav been there, and I do not
them unwittingly. The ladies, for example, doubt the sincerity of your repentance."
hav a pet oath in the words" dear me;" they
SoME years ag(i) James Freeman Clarke, in
think it means "dear I," but it doesn't.
" Dear me" is a corn1ption of " Dio mio," speaking of Unitarians, said: " One of our
main advantages, as heretics, is freedom
meaning " my God !"
How
from the care of our repntntion.
SAMUEL G. KAY, of Pittsburgh, Pa., at- ·much time the ortlludox lose in avoiding or
tended church regularly, was activ in the abetti~g the charge of heresy! We enjoy
Young Men's Christian Association, a promi- already as bad a reputation as we can. We
nent leader in the Murphy temperance move- are already Infidels and Deists in the popular
ment, took great interest in lectures by esteem. The theologians hav already prejuclergymen, and was the head and front of diced the public against us ns much as posnearly all movements to bring Talmage to sible; and no matter what we say, they can
Pittsburgh. Nevertheless he forged another not mal'e the matter worse. Thus we are
man's name to three checks, amounting to saved from the necessity of watching our
$800, and then skipped the town.
own shadow, and can go boldly forward folDAVID BELL, of Buffalo, recently told this lowing truth."
story apropos of the monster Scotch petition · TrrE New York Tribune voices the sentiagainst the Irish Home Rule bill, and as illus- ment of despotism everywhere when it says,
trating the attitude of tl;.e Scotch toward the " The right of free speech does not gi v the
Irish : A minister was making a pastoral call right to teach wicked doctrins." So thought
at the cottage of a shepherd, and in the the Jews when they crucified Jesus, so thought
course:.of conversation spoke of the goodness the Christians when they murdered Hypatia,
and power of God, and his might in ·making so thought Calvin when he burned Servetus,
the world, the sky, and heaven, and populat- and the Boston gentry when they drove Garing the earth with men and women. When rison through the streets with a halter about
he got through an auld wife broke in with his neck. The cznr of Russia would not obthe question: ''An' did he mak' the Eerish, ject to the 'l'ribune's kind of "free speech"too?" "Yes, most certninly," was the re- the kind which first assumes that everybody
ply. "Ay, then," was the rejoinder, "He is wicked who does not love the czar, and
has muckle tae answer for."
that the wicked shall not speak. If Horace

Greeley could assert himself he would kick
the editor of the Tribune into. the middle of
the East River.- Winsted P1•ess.•
A UNITARIAN writes to the Evening Post
concerning the eligihility of Colonel Ingersoll
to membe~ship in the Unitarian church. The
writer says: " The Unitarians, by the genius
of their ecele£iastical system, would be constrained to regard an application for membership on his [Colonel Inge:rsoll's] part as sufilcient evidence that he had experienced the
change of heart that could ,alone fit him for
their fellowship, and therefore would require
of him no dogmatic test, any more than they
would of a Calvinist or a Brahman who
wished to unite with them. All they care to
know of any candidate is that he sincerely
desires to cooperate with them in the promotion of truth and righteousness and the upbuildiug of a Christ-like character "-the
term Christ-like being understood.
THE First Methodist Protestant chnrch of
Camden, N.J., is not an unusually wealthy
institution, but it can afford to hav a churchfight. The other day Steward Drummond
was checking off the weekly subscriptions of
the congregation when Trustee Guthridge
entered the church and asked where a certain five-dollar subscl'iption was. Drummond said he had not seen it. Guthridge
called him a liar. Tlte steward tried hard to
restrain his temper, but the trustee kept
piling on the hard words until forbearance
ceased to be a virtue, and Brother Drummond went for Brother Guthridge. }Irs.
Drummond's restraining hands on her husband's coat tails were all that prevented the
trustee from receiving a thrashing. The result will be a regular churcll trial.
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IJ.'he Influence of· Religion and Philosophy on wealth was the key to morals. All philosophic minds of religion. The facUlty of deceiv,ing and ofbeing

Morals.

BY VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

IV.
S)lall I attempt to sketch the advantages of that
religious organization whose bright side is the unification of thought, whose dark side is sectitrianism 7
It was to print the Bible that Faust invented types.
It was to serve or overthrow religion that the sciences
and philosophy hav been studied. They hav not
had the effect desired, but all their beneficence has
resulted from the delusion that they would hav that
effect, just as the alchemic search for the philosopher's
stone introduced chemistry, and the astrologer's
search for the hidden clews of human destiny revealed
the undreamed-of glories of astronomy. To extend
the lustrous triumphs of the cross Columbus was
commissioned; Oxford, Cambridge, Dartmouth,
Harvard, and Yale were founded, and that· collegiate system which everywhere precedes the
common-school system of education was introduced.
Motivs hav little to do with results. As a means
of converting Indians Dartmouth failed. As a means
of educating Webster it succeeded. The church has
always abounded sufficiently in good and humane
works of every kind, so that the class of men who
want to brace up their reputations morally always
join it in preference to a philosophical society. Hypocrisy is the homage which vice pays to virtue. If
there were no sound, hoolthy, valuable':fish swimming
under the surface of the great religious deep, there
would be no gulls hovering over its waters seeking
and illustrating corruption.
Not that I would concede that civilization is in any
more distinctiv sense religious and Christian than it
is intellectual and pagan. ·whence comes monogamy
and with it the glory of the pure and holy union of
one man to one woman? Not from polygamous
Judea, but from Greece, Rome, and Germany; from
the .AJ:yan, not the Semitic, races. Whence comes
our art, in all its varieties of poetry, painting, sculpture, music, gymnastics, dancing, literature, history,
architecture, and the like7 Not from somber and
mercenary Judea, but from pagan Greece, Rome, and
the Gothic races. Whence come the masculin theories
of virtue which, fortunately, reassert themselvs
through the power of skepticism, and make it consist
in comage, :fidelity to truth, industry, ambition,
prowess, health, physical nobility, blood, pedigree,
race, culture, gentility, and the other Roman virtues,
thus practically repudiating the Christian or feminin
virtues of humility, patience in suffering, self-denial
and self-sacrifice, poverty, chastity, which in Christian churches are taught by men, but hardly believed
or practiced except by women 7 Nor ought they to
be. If the vigorous skeptical common sense of the
male sex and its endowment of intellect, passion, force,
industry, and will by their creator were not sufficient
to make it ignore in practice the feminin theory of
virtue which was enunciatid by Jesus, and to substitute therefor the Roman standard of virtue in which
ambition is the pivotal quality, industry would cease
and civilization would drift backward into barbarism.
It is the exaltation of the feminin virtues above the
maBculin, those that :fit for suffering above those that
:fit for conquest, that has always made Christianity
seem natural, healthy, and easy for women; awkward,
hypocritical, and half-hearted in men. Very few men
ever become religious except through female influence.
It is not the man that preaches. the gospel, but it is
his mother, wife, or sister, who has retained his intellect, by some fee of affection, to act as her attorney.
These feminin virtues m:e very useful to soften the
asperities of the world after the masculin virtues hav
conquered it. As they are the cause of woman's subjugation by man, so if man should practice them they
would cause his subjugation by nature, i.e., his decline from wealth, power, and civilization into poverty, wealmess, and barbarism.
And now let us turn to irreligion, or the emancipating force as a social power. The world's rulers,
thinkers, and revolutionists; its Platos, Copernicuses,
Napoleons, Bismarcks, Garibaldis; its Shaksperes,
Franklins, Humboldts, Goethes, V oltaires; its philosophers, historians, poets, inventors, explorers, and
originators, are essentially all irreligious. Ineligion
brings out the individual in his emancipated manhood, and bids him make the most of himself, for no
vicarious mantle of anothe1Js merit will ever reward
his indolence, or giv him glory in exchange for his
mere wishes. · In Protestantism it makes him his
own pope, in Parkerism his own priest, in Unitarianism and Deism his own Christ, and, finally, in the
Atheism of pure philosophy, and the scientific Materialism of Darwin, it makes him his own God. There
is none higher. One of the most noted philosophers
now living, and the ablest one of the economic school
that America has ever produced, once said to me, and
not, I think, at all in a manner that forbids its repetition, it being simply the. blunt expression of his inmost faith, " These preachers," said he, "go into
the pulpit and try to persuade the people that salvation is in Jesus Christ. But I tell you that salvation
is in ME and in my books." He meant that morality
grew as man grew in wealth, and that the science of

of intense originality and individualism approximate
to this feeling, if they do no~ express it.
The advantages of the ineligious position are the
independence, integrity, and often dignity which it
imparts to one's thoughts, investigations, and statements of truth. It renders a man :fitter for scientific
analysis, for discovery in the domalli of physics, for
historical nanation, and often for· representing and
wielding government over men. The religious statesman, the religious general; the religious philosopher,
and the religious physician are all contradictions, and
are very likely to be frauds.
'fhe state is never so bloody or so unjust as when
it attempts to promote the gospel. Sectarianism is
the very worst qualification -a man can hav for dealing
with questions of the weal or woe of nations. Had
Nero not been a sectarian bigot of .the heathen pattern, had he been as free from religion as Augustus
C::esar, he would not hav persecuted the Christians.
Had the lion-hearted Richard been as· free from
religion as Lord Palmerston or Disraeli, instead of
dyeing the sands of Palestine with English blood, in
the wars to recover the holy sepulcher, he might hav
imported Arabian scholars to teach the arts of the
Saracens to his subjects. Had Queen Mary been as
free from religion as Voltaire, she would hav been as
free from the blood of the innocent. Had Cromwell
and Williain of Orange held creeds in statesmanlike
contempt, they would not hav cursed both England
and Ireland with centuries of mutual hate. Some
one has said, "When men are on the throne, women
govern." Certain it is that when saints are on the
throne, the devil reigns. Righteousness is best defended when men of no religion wield the state, and
religion itself flourishes best when it cannot budge a
bayonet or a oonstable. History is told with least
bias, the law is framed and administered with most
integrity, and science discloses its facts most instructivly to those on whom creeds sit lightly. This gain
to the world is often purchased at the cost of painful
isolation to the individual. The man who thinks is
more solitary than the hermit on Mount Athos cliffs.
To the extent that he is original, he is alone. In the
degree that he is loving, this solitude is exile. Byron
has said of mere social isolation, which is not to be
compared with the religious:
To sit on rocks, to muse o'er flood and fell,
'l'o slowly trace the forest's shady scene,
Where things that own not man's dominion dwell
And human foot hath ne'er or rarely been;
To climb the tmckless mountain all unseen,
With the wild flock that never needs a fold;
Alone o'er steeps and foaming falls to leanThis is not solitude; 'tis bnt to hold
Converse with nature's charms, and view· her· stores unrolled.
But 'midst the crowd, the hum, the shock of men,
To see, to hear, to feel, and to possess,
And roam along the world's tired denizen,
With none to bless us, none whom we can bless;
None that, with kindred consciousness endued,
If we were not, would seem to smile the less,Of all that followed, flattered, sought, and suedThis is to be alone; this, this is solitude.

To differ from prevailing sects and schools, whether
of the religious or of the irreligious, in one's views of
life, duty, and destiny, adds tci the gloom of solitude
the vulgar insults of- suspicion. It is to liv under
another God, in another life.
Perhaps some souls are· driven by this isolation
into moral recklessness. Usually, however, few men
reach this religiot1s solution until the very studies
which brought them hither hav, by their drain on
nervous power, subdued the passions which might
make their isolation dangerous. But to the more
richly endo~ed this solitude is peopled with a nobler
race than society. To this class belong that chosen
few who come forth upon society like Mohammed
from his cave, like Swedenborg from his dreams, like
l\'Ioses from the mountain of the law, or Buddha from
his slavery, or Jesus from his temptation, armed. with
a Koran, a vision, a decalog, a gospel, or an emancipation that shall be Infidel to all the past only that
it may bequeath a nobler orthodoxy to all the future.
Such willingly receive their temporary crucifixion by
the vulgar that they may win a truer homage and a
wider fame than could hav been theirs by chiming in
weakly and pleasurably with the religious fashion of
the hour. There is a one sided class of, as I think,
unphilosophical philosophers, who are determined to
account for the world on a simple plan by throwing
away or denying the facts which make it c.omplex;
they insist upo11 running it by some one force instead
of through the antagonism of opposing forces, and
especially in the world of ideas they would insist that
no one truth, which is but a name for some force in
natme or in thought, should clash with any other
truth, but that all facts should be bent to harmonize
with some one theory, instead of being left, as they
are in nature, to sustain conflicting theories. Such
~p.en ask, How can it be that a religion, if begun or
sustained in part upon myths and :fictions, can end
in utility and truth 7 Well, science began in the
:fictions of incantations, fortune-telling, alchemy, sorcery, magic, witchcraft, astrology. Its ~rigin is as
full of myths, and its history as full of romance, lies,
and impositions on the human mind as is the history

deceived is i:J.ot ;an-ested by turning. one's attention to"
science. Does not Herodotus tell of a race, I think.
the anthropophagi, who do carry their heads nnde_r
their arms~ That is paxt of the early science, ethnology. And did not a reverend scientist of early
New England write that. the Connecticut'riyer at a
certain point flows through banks so nalTOW that its
waters by pressure became indurated, and as solid as
iron, so that the point of the sharpest knife could
not be thrust into them 7 That was part of the
science of the day. In cosmogony science is now
riding two horses in opposit directions,· one that the
earth has been constantly cooling since it became a_
planet, the other that most of its early cosmical
changes were produced by ice.
We cannot measure all truth by one standard.
We discover the truths of anatomy by the dissecting- .
knife. But if we ·search with that implement to :find
the source of life, or the cause of beauty, we convert·
both life and beauty into a hideous mass of disgusting entr;;ti.ls. We cannot detect all truth by one test
or measure it all by one standard. Scientific tntth is
prov:ed by experiment. Mathematic truth requi~·es
demonstration. Poetic truth is too subtle for either.
Its only test is, Does it so shadow forth those things
that universally please, and conceal that which in
natm;e mars our pleasure, as to render us the highest
possible pleasure, refined from the dross of the actual,
and complete in the charms of the ideal7 The truth
of the Greek Slave or of Powers's Eve, as ~work of
art, lies not in the question, Did she ever actually
exist~ but in the question, Is it a perfect grouping of _
the elements that please~ Does it deliglit the cultivated taste7 If so, it is true to nature and to art.
Religious truths may be drawn alike from historic
truths or from historic :fictions. Their test is, Do
they exalt the religious passion, the passion to liv a
pure and holy life, a life very near to the divine ideal;
to the suppression of the other passions of ambition,
avarice, self-indulgence, sensualism, and the like"?
Whether Jesus was crucified is n'ot so important as
the broader fact it shadows forth, viz., that all . m!3n
who seek to change man's standards of right and
wrong will be crucified, for the bigotry of the human heart arrays itself.against every moral revolutionist;
if it did not do so, moral laws could hav no permanency. And it does not follow that because one
man, who was crucified, was a Christ, therefore the
balance were not criminal.s.
·
Whether Moses found the decalog engraved on
tablets of stone is less impoi-tant than the fact that
he succeeded in engraving it on those tablets of the
human heart which in their eternal succession· a1·e
more durable than stone. Whether Jesus was of immaculate conception or whether he rose from the
dead is less important than the fact that he is the
most influential mind that ever walked the earth by
virtue of his vaster influence upon its intellectual and
moral development. Next to him probably ranks~
Buddha, the :E[indoo prince, who at the sight of a
slave beaten by the lash descended voluntarily from
the palace to the hovel, and became and continued ·
for years a slave, in order ·that, having been made
perfect through suffering, he might, not by war but
by love, gently lead the masters out of despotism and
the bondsmen into liberty. Resembling Jesus more
nearly than any other in the benevolence of his life,
he resembles him also in the extent and nature of his
influence. And next to these might rank Confucius,
Moses, Mohammed.
I hav thus tried to shadow forth a few faint outlines of this difficult, wonderful picture which history
presents to us of the moral influences of religion.
The libraries of the world are :filled with volumes
upon it. I hav not even hoped to do justice to it in
an hour.
In conclusion let me say that the great intellectual
forces which antagonize religion, viz., science and
philosophy, are like the day. They open up to us
the world in which we dwell, its in:finit capacities, its
minute beauties, its myriad wonders, its grand anthem
of causation. As we admire it all, we shudder at the
thought that night, the mantle of all this beauty, the
cover of crime, the terror of simple minds, will in a
few hours spread its dark pall over all and lock the
world in its deathlike embrace. We start back from
that darkness and blackness of terror~the night.
And religion is that night. In it the soul rests
the sweeter for not knowing aught but that it feels
the sense of rest. It says to man, W or!r not, but
trust. It locks the mind fast in its peace, while now
and then horrible crimes stalk forth under its shadow
and win the execrations of the ages; But while the
mind thus rests, high over all breaks forth the glory
of the heavens-sta1· upon sta1·, world upon world,
which the day has hidden, pierces the great depths of
God, until the soul exclaims, Why did I think the day
revealed knowledge~ It wholly hid a thousand
worlds to reveal imperfectly but one. But night,
mantling one world to reveal millions, is the great
revelator.
Happiest and sanest is he to whom the clay discloses its near work and useful knowledge, and the
night its rest and gleams of other worlds; to whom
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observation, reason, and experiment unfold their daily
!esso?s of u~ility, and, with regular alternation, religwn hfts up Its somber, gloomy wings, dripping with
darkness from every pinion, like the night, that
thr~ugh them may glint and glisten the stars of a
loftier, though trembling, wavering, twinkling hope.
If the worlds it reveals should all be rolled away as
a scroll, and death, as an eternal sleep, should prove
that ~hose glistening hopes were delusiv; that in
grasp~ng for the dazzling prize of immortality our
ambitiOn had overleaped the beneficence which guides
-the universe; if there be any sentient minds anywh~re who will see these hopes go out, these stars
extmguished, they will weep for pity that fate was
~ot more just to those who dreamed so nobly. But
if aught of these sublime and heavenly visions, which
through all ages hav canopied the earth in its darkest hours with unnumbered and cele::;tial glories, is to
be realized-if, indeed, the enfranchised soul,
Eternal, boundless, undecayed,
A thought unseen but seeing all;
All, all in earth and skies displayed,
Shall it survey, shall it recall.
Before creation peopled earth
Its eye shall roam through chaos back,
And where the furthest heaven had birth
The spirit trace its rising track ;
And where the future mars or makes
Its glance dilate o'er all to be,
Wl1ile sun is quenched and system breaks,
Fixed in its own eternity;
Above,. or love, hope, hate, or fear,
It li vs all passionless and pl[re;
Its age shall fleet like earthly year,
Its years as moments shall endure.
Away, away, without a wing,
O'er all, through all, its thoughts shall fly,
A nameless and eternal thing,
Forgetting what it was to die;

if this or aught like this vision be converted into our
aft~r-death ex:perienc~, as we look back OJ! the speculatwns and philosophies which came to dull our 'sense
of those bright religious dreams, we shall say,. Why,
indeed, did we suppose it was· the day that ligated
up the world 7 rt was night, deep, illimitable, mysterious night--aye, darkness and mystery, these were
the great revelators.
--~----~------

Gems from Jones.
Here are some " gems from Sam Jones," as the
Sun calls them, being paragraphs :from sermons
preached in Indianapolis by the Georgia revivalist,
with comments by Si· Slokum:
,
Gem the first: "Here.is my theology; it is all I need. If
you want to dn good God will help you do good, and .if you
want to do bad the devil will help you. That's enough
theology for anybody."

As all religionists claim that we are "free agents,"
it would seem that we should be left to do as we will,
and when we want to do good or evil do it without help from God or assistance from the Devil-! believe in giving the Devil a capital D-and that's the
way all good or evil is done, depend upon it, sans
God, scms Devil.
_\

cumference. Jones tumbled to it down in Georgia,
where, as one of the "po' white trash," he "toted"
cotton for a black boss, and dropped to the easiest
wa:r. of getting money for the journey to heavennamely, blooming out as a revivalist. I wish I had
the "gift of gab," I would get onto the "revival"
racket at once. There are thousands, if not millions
in it. There is nothing new to the heaven-bound
ones in this "gem," for they are all oil it to a man,
getting money to help them on their journey. There
was that pious merchant who died of late, whose
effigy in brass so greatly adorns our city, he went in
for a big pile to help him on his way to heaven, and
got it. Unfortunately he had to part with a large portion of. said pile to appease an outraged government,
which he had bamboozled by false invoices. However, with , a large stock of piety and a still big
·"pile," he got safely through to heaven, it is presumed. But I should like to ask Jones if he, in his
proposition, does not reflatlt on the utterances of the
Master, who advised the rich to giv up all they had
to the poor, and who said a camel could go through
a needle's eye as easily as fj rich man through the
gate of heaven. However,~imes aren't now as t}ley
used to was, arid it takes money to do things that it
didn't take in earlier days. One thing is· evident,
that Sam means to get all he can of money, in order
to go to heaven by first-class conveyance, and it must
be admitted that traveling to heaven by palacecars is pleasanter than hoofing it, and that Jordan is
~ndee? a hard roa.d to travel, as Sam says, when one
IS obliged to take to Shanks's mare, and face all sorts
of weather and road-impediments; aiid Sam wants
to go in the pleasantest manner. No hoofing in his;
oh, no, not for Sam.
Gem the sixth : "A man who live under the cook stove and
sleeps in the pantry belongs to the animal tribe. A man who
livs in the library, with the finest authors, is an intellectual
man. A man who walks arm in arm with God is a spi~itual
man.''
·

Of course, Sam would . deny belonging to the
"animal tribe," and we all know he is· not an "intellectual man ; " he, of course, must be a "spiritual
man walking arm in arm with God." How fortunate
for Sam that the Lord is not so particular about the
com~any he keeps as Sam is himself! Now, Sam,
who 1s but a mere "worm," wouldn't walk arm in
arm down the street with the "worm" who sells gin,
and yet the Lord condescends to lock arms with Sam
the w~rm, and Sam criticising his doings, too at
that! If Sam is really a "spiritual man," as he implies, "walking arm and arm with God," then it must
be admitted that the latter is democratic to the backbone, if not to a fault, howsoever cruel he has ever
been to his creatures·; much more democratic than
the writer, who owns up that he wouldn't walk arm
in arm with Sam Jones down Broadway, at 4 P.M.,
unless handsomely paid for so doing, and for the
reason that he doesn't think Sam is half what he
paintH himself to be, but one working the religious
racket for all it is worth to him in shekels, a line of
"business" requiring Al copper-fastened hypocrisy
to conduct successfully, which, according to accounts
Sam is doing.
·
'

Gem the second: "I hav heard of churches which claimed
to be the, only church of God. The old hardshells do it, I
believe. I don't know how they are up here, buL if they are
the same as they are down in Georgia the Lord has trirned
Gem the seventh: "It is not the mysteries of the Bible
over the whole business to a mighty ignorant crowd." . ·
tlutt bother me. It is the Ten Commandments. It is so
If this isn't reflecting on the business manage- hard to liv up to t~wm. It is not the mystei·ips of the Bible
that hurt me. It IS tllC Sermon on the Mount."

·. ment of God, then what would be? God, who
doeth all things well, as is claimed, knew what he
was about when he "tm·ned over the whole business
to a mighty ignorant crowd," most certainly, and
Sam Jones givs him an undeserved slap, it seems to
me. Sam J oiies stultifies himself when he criticises
.
t'1e Lord, I think.

Gem the third: "Sympathy is a good deal better than dignity. I've seen some old preacher get up in his pulpit, and
he looks lil<e he is five miles away, and he has got dignity
enough to fill two worlds. Dignity is the starch of 11 shroud.
When I die, and am lying stiff and cold in my coffin, I'll
]lavas much dignity as anybody, but I am never going to be
·
dignified till I do die."

It is evident that Jones knows himself, as far as
dignity is concerned. With not the least dignity in
life, there is no doubt that he will make as dignified
a corpse as the next man, provided he isn't twisted
out of all shape by disease. Yes, Jones as a defUllct,
without being contorted, will assume a dignity that
he had not a particle of in life, and it may suffice him
to know this.
Gem the fourth: "Now, some sister, I expect, will turn
up lwr nose at me because I am not dignified. Bless you,
the Devil has got tL mortgage on that nose, and he will foreclose it some of these days, and get the old gal with it,· too."

This is of Jones excee~lingly J onesey; a "gem
from Jones" as is a gem. Talmage may hav equaled
it, but Beecher never worked off anything like it.
Comment falls fainting by the wayside before the dazzling mys of this "'Gem' of purest ray serene." To
be sure, I might etch the harrowing picture of the
" Devil foreclosing on that nose, and taking the old
gal with him," but cui bono?
Gem the fifth: "We hav got to learn that money will help
a man to heaven, just like it will help him to New York. I
can get to New York city without a cent, but I will hav to
walk every step, and beg my bread along the road. You can
get to heaven without ~·cent, but you will find Jordan a
hard road to travel."

This is a~" gem" without a :flaw from center to cir-

No religionist allows the mysteries of the Bible .to
bother him, and, of course, Sam does not. They all
swallow them whole as one does an oyster, except a
countryman. or a woman who chews it. Talmaa.,e
says it is easier to swallow them than to explain
them, and he is right. But ·the Ten Commandments
bother Sam-yes, aha! no doubt! They do the most
of religionists, who, like Sam, find 'em "so hard to
liv up to." A rara avis, the rarest of rr~rce aves, is
he who does liv up to them, which is not Sam Jones
by a long shot. Sam complains that the Sermon on
the Mount hurts him. What's the matter with the
sermon, Sam? You don't think you are quite pure
in heart, do you? You are afraid that your light does
not so shine before man as to show all your good
works, eh? You don't want to pluck out your right
eye which looketh with pleasure on the shekels, or
cut off thy right hand which clutcheth greedily the
trade dollar, eh? Well, it is tough, Sam, and few of
us are equal to it. You can't love your enemies can
' of
you, Sam? T here,s where the sermon pinches all
us the hardest, Sam. Then, I suppose, it is hard not
to tum away when a fellow strikes you for a quarter,
eh ? And above all, Sam, you know you cannot be
perfect, as commanded, and so consequently are not
as your father. But I think the shoe pinches the
hardest, Sam, in that part where you are advised not
. to lay up treasures on earth-eh, Sam 1 And here you
are scooping in the· shekels by the hatful, and looking ahead for more. Yes, Sam, that sermon hurts
you. It hmts us all. We can't liv up ·to it, and
there is little use trying when farlme is sure to follow. You know, Sam, that you can't serve two
masters, and you havn't the nerve to giv up Mammon.
Yes, Sam, that sermon hutts you "bad." There is
no doubt of it, but I am surprised that you should
hav owned up to it.
,
There were several other " gems" in the collection

made by the Sun, but they were flawed, cracked, or
hav no particular brilliancy, and so not worth the
"setting" here. Here is the way Sam" hulled" the
Indianapolitans, giving them a shot right "b~tween
wind and water," as it were:
One trouble with you Indianapolis folks is that you are
hide-bound, like an old Texan steer. He will never fatten
while the sun shines until you can loosen his hide. Laughter
loosens the hide so that y0u ean grow religious. You all
need the currycomb more tllan you need corn. There is
just as much religion in laughing as in crying. But if you
don't liv right, be solemn as the grave every day, for you
ought to be solemn.

Great is Sam Jones, and in the gullibility of the
multitudes he finds his profit.
Sr SLOKUM.

Our London Letter.
Mr. Gladstone's appeal to the country in consequence of the defeat of his Irish Home Rule bill has
stirred up much bitter feeling amongst his opponents,
more especially with the religious element, and shows
that the godly are as bigoted and as much opposed
to liberty as they ever were. Spurgeon is reckoned
a great authority on the question, and his utterances
in opposition to Home Rule are quoted as eminently
authoritativ by the very individuals who hav previously treated him with contumely. It is edifying
to find the chmch and Tory party falling back on the
opinion of a man whom they hav always considered
as a clerical mountebank and impostor; and although
he has gained a little notoriety through his attack on
Gladstone, he will after the general election be relegated to the obscurity from which he so suddenly
sprang. All these pious impostors are greatly averse
to toleration except as referring to themselvs, and
still cling to their old policy of ruling by might in
prefe1aence to right. They know well enough that as
liberty advance!' education will increase, and result in
opening the eyes of those hitherto so deeply immersed
in ignorance to the fact that blind leaders of the blind
are incumbrances to progress, and ~he sooner their
occupation is gone the better for humanity. Notwithstanding the influence of the great Spurgeon
there are many wearers of the cloth who are so much
better than their fellows that they would grant emancipation to all who want it, leaving the issue to the
future. It is unfortunate that this is so, for if the
clergy of all denominations combined to conserve the
present iniquities their end would be all the speedier;
but a fair sprinkling of them display a greater amount
of wisdom, knowing that by apparently siding with
the more enlightened members of the public they
will retard the day of their extinction.
The bishop of Worcester stated his opinion the
other day that the agitation against the sale of ad vowsons should be strongly resisted, as it was not conduciv to the welfro·e of the church to permit the parishioners to choose their O\'l'n pro·son, and there is no
doubt that he is so fro· correct, for the people would
scarcely care about selecting for their spiritual guides
those samples of rascality and immoi·ality who ro·e
now placed in such positions by the various patrons
of livings. One of these shining lights is now awaiting tl'ial for indecent assaults against boys, but he is
not likely to lose his situation if he has powerful
friends ; such trifling matters do not seriously affect
a parson's character, probably because with the majority of them their chro·acters are already so bad that
nothing can make them worse.
The A nti-I1~jidel, edited by W. R. Bradlaugh, has
taken the field, with the very decided advantage of a
large staff of powerful writers on the side of Christian evidence. The first number of the new series I
hav carefully read, but as the ancient and exploded
design "argument" takes the place of honor I was
somewhat disappointed, as, to induce subscribers, it
was announced that some rather remarkable proofs
of the "truths of the Christian religion" were to be
addLlCed. I am afraid the owners of this periodical
will not make a fortune over the venture, as believers
won't buy it, and unbelievers, who hav generally
been the supporters of such papers, will hav had
enough in the first number to satisfy their longings
to see these truths incontrovertibly proved so that they
will not require any further evidence of a like nature.
The Lord's Day Observance Society is coming to
the front once more, the last success being the closing
of the Folkestone Exhibition on Sundays. During
the summer months, however, such places are not
very extensively patronized on the weekly holiday, so
that the evil effects of such interferenae are not so
much felt; and as long as the average Englishman is
not very seriously inconvenienced he will put up with
a great deal of repression of this description, not
being such a supporter of matters of principle as he
professes to be. He is a long-suffering being, and
frequently would figure better under the emblem of
a donkey than that of a lion.
J. D.
London, June 29, 1886.
GENERAL BooTH, of the Salvation Army, is reported
as saying in effect that unless ·the people pay more
money into his treasury, the whole scheme of saving
souls will fall into desuetude. The Army is not very
prosperous of late, and without the shedding of lucre
there is no remission of sins.
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at Onset Bay, Mass. the statute prohibiting natural healers from exercis- a mandate that all Anarchists and their friends be·

Onset is now iri the bight of its summer: bloom
and beauty, and, whatever may be said to the contrary, there is no place superioi:, as a seaside resort,
for healthful breezes, refreshing, invigorating odors,
and lovely landscape and water scenery. It is, as many
are aware, one of the summer homes of Spiritualists,
although those of opposit convictions find here a
sweet respit from the cares and turmoils of a too
busy and activ life. It is said there exist here
strong vital and magnetic currents capable of recuperating exhausted energies and imparting new life
and strength. Whether that be true or not one may
here li~ten, to a grea~ deal of talk about "strong
magnetism, ' "magnetiC forces," " superior powers "
"highly vitalized elements," " the higher intelligences," "harmonia! conditions," "attractiv influences," etc., etc. When we get to the "bottom
facts" of many of the terms in use-when we reach
the core of words-thl'ire is really to be found a great
truth hidden under a mass of verbiage.
Once in a .while people need new conditions
change-a different and larger sphere of action:
When the pulses move slow and laggard in the old
:outine, placed in a new. atmosphere they go boundmg. Most people reqmre a larger life than that
they liv. ,Climatic and dietetic changes are excellent, but no less necessary is a change in the social
condition. "Ab, then," you say, ''shall we break
away from our old and long-tried associations and
t~y new on~s ?". Not necessaril;y. But take the longtime assoCiate mto another somety-another and different round of labor-and mark the effect. "Why
do men get tn·ed of the wife so readily~" I hav been
asked sometimes. To my mind it seems quite plain
·that in the majority of instances it is because, while
the husband absorbs from the larger conditions of
life, his mind g:rowing broade~ and stronger, the wife
gropes along m the same httle narrow groove in
which she began, and hence, when they compare
notes, the one is a long stretch ahead of the other.
Sometimes it ~s the wife 'Yho, with untiring wing,
soars aloft, while the ploddmg husband grubs, wingless, near the earth. Really, one is as good as the
other, only the conditions of living hav been different and wrong. A man once sought a divorce from
his wife, for no particular reason, only she was " sour
and cross." "vVas she ever so when you courted
her?" inqun·ed the good-natured lawyer.
"Well, she pouted sometimes."
" And what did you do then?"
"Oh, I kissed her and petted her."
The lawyer laugf1ed. . ''Now/' said he, "my friend,
go home and try It agam, Kiss her with a lover's
kiss, pet her, buy her sweetmeats, take her on excursions, and play the lover exactly as you did in your
courting days. Try it a year and then come to me."
The man took the advice, followed it and never
visited the lawyer agail;l, for, he said, he had "the
sweetest and best wife in all the wide world !"
But many, besides Spiritualists, rush upon extremes, and having been hampered, crushed, repressed, in various ways, without trying to better old
conditions they rush upon new ones, which prove
sometimes worse and more disastrous than the first..
It is often so w~th the ~ome-o~ters. from orthodoxythey become qmte as bigoted m Liberal ideas as ever
they were in strait-laced theology.
The " season" here is fairly commenced and
"mediums" are almost as plenty as blueberrie~ but
if I am a good judge, business among them is n~t so
flourishing as in former times. " Materializers" are
at w?rk, however, as ~ o~se.rved last evening, while
passmg several medmmistw abodes from whose
dark~ned chambers strains. o~ music flo~ted coaxingly.
Said one buxom matenalizer to a lady, "If ·ever
you see more than one spirit at a time issue from the
cabinet, yo~ may believe there's trickery there, for no
mortal medmm can produce more than one spirit at
once."
"Does the medium produce the spirits, then ?"
was asked.
"Well, they are made up out of the medium's form
somewhat, of course l" was the reply. This may partially account for the qttee1·ity of the fact that when
our frien_d, Robert Wade, caught a "spirit" last
summer, It happened to be only the medium herself!
But mediums do materialize-dollars · and there's no
mistake in that mat_erialization, and they generally go
away _from Onset with well-filled pockets, and elastic
consCiences. ·
I never saw a class of people affect titles as do the
Spiritualists. Nearly every second one you meet is a
doctor or .P~·ofessor. It is funny, yet the truly nattv:al physiCian, who has power to locate and diagnose
disease, and, more than all, to cure without the aid
of. drugs or. medic~, is a blessing to his kind, and,
without a diploma, IS of greater value to the world
than he whos~ only recommendation is his collegiate
~ourse and prmted parchment. It has been my privIl~ge to me~t . a few who possess the gift of healing
Without medwm, and among them may be mentioned
Dr. A. S. Hayward, of Shawmut avenue Boston
well known as a physician, writer, and work~r in Lib~
eral ranks, and especially in trying to do away with

i.~g ~heir. pa:ticu~ar gifts.

He has done signal serVIce m this drrectwn, and still has more to do before
bigotry and prejudice shall giv wrJ.y to let the sun of
truth and science shine. Dr. Hayward ad vocat.es Dr.
W arre11: F. Evans's methods in treating disease, as
shown m that author's work entitled "Mental Cure"
and published by Colby and Rich. 'This is an exc~l
lent work, as is also the book entitled "Vital Magnetic Cure," both of which hav gone through six or
seven editions. I think these books are for sale on
THE TRUTH SEEKER shelves, and Dr. Hayward is also
agent for them. They contain solid matter well
worth reading.
While many Spiritualists are in advance in Liberal
sentim~nts, an~ hav rea.Ily done great good in the
world m breaking down the old and rotten foundations of theologic tyranny, yet in another direction
they are extremely credulous, and allow themselvs to
be h~mbuged and hoodwinked to the last degree,
allow_mg the alleged " spirit world" to take the place
of this, om lovely human world. There is so much
here _in this present world to engage our attention
that It really seems a waste of time to devote so much
energy to a state of future existence that we shall
know all about, if it be a reality, full soon enough.
However, the Spiritualists are a genial, pleasant, and
a~ree~ble people, and I number many true and genum f~ends among them. And if I am ever b'l'ought
to beheve that disembodied spirits are indeed a reality, I shall be only too happy to proclaim the fact
to all the world, alike to friend and foe.
SusAN
------~~.-------

H.

Wr:s:oN.

Chicago Secular News.
. A good many ;y:ears ago, cert~ill individuals. belongmg to a Methodist congregatwn, of which Brother
~oody was a lea~ing light,_ built a large block in the
center of the busmess portiOn of this city~southeast
corner Washington and Clark streets. The basement
and ground floors readily rented for stores and manufacturing purposes, the upper floors for offices.
One large hall in the center of the building was
reserved for the church, although it is oftener rented
for lectures and concerts than used for "divine" services. The good deacons were thus enabled to evade
taxation and turn. a nimble penny for themselvs-a
penchant so peculiar to most professors of piety.
The offices rented for high figures; the deacons
chuckled over. the "snap" they were practicing on
the dear public, but concluded this bonanza was
additional proof that religion was a real good thing
and that the Lord would prosper his own.
But there were other deacons who had property to
rent who had failed to label it, "Methodist Church
Block," and who were assessed for taxes. They saw
through the blind of their Methodist brethren and
were jealous, so that a few Liberals found it an' easy
matter to start petitions to the legislature for a special act in this case, which was passed. The case was
then appealed to the supreme court of Illinois which
deci~ed tha~ this block was not exel?J?t, "except that
portwn of It used·· for purely religwus purposes."
The good fight won, the public went to sleep on the
matter, and nothing further has been heard of the
Methodist Church Block, everybody supposing that
it was paying its proportion of taxes. "When thieves
fall out, honest. men get then· dues," is an adage oft
quoted: The county of C_ook is about bankrupt, and
there IS a row among Its county commissioners.
Investigations are the order of the day. Chairman
Riehm, of the committee investigating the work of
th~ assessors, has discovered the fact that this Methodist Church Block has paid no taxes for a number of
years, and how long it has evaded taxation he cannot
now say. An effort will be made to compel them to
pay back taxes. It is certain that the trustees of this
block must hav connived with the assessors at this
violation of law. The assessments of Chicago are
wonderfully and mysteriously made, and if anyone
" sees" one of our amiable assessors he will make an
arrang~ment. that will b~ satisfactory, presumably for
a consideratiOn. In this case, the trustees of the
church will doubtless put in the ancient claim that
"Jesus paid it all."
.
Apropos of the Knights of Labar, the cont.roling
ele~ent of the order in this city is best recognized
by Its acts. Nearly all who prate with Powderly
about not going into politics are notorious political
"heelers," and many of them hav been rewarded for
then· political influence in the order at the ·hands of
our city officials, notably Messrs. Murphy and Rodgers, who manage to take turn-about as chan·man of
District Assembly No. 24. Since the howl in the
press against Anarchists and Socialists has become
general, these " political mechanics " are desirous of
cun·ying favor with the powers that be or are to come,
so that··in case of a change in the political caldron
this fall they might be able to retain their appointments by the favor of the solid citizens-millionaires
et al-_so District-No. 24 demanded that the assembly
of whiCh Parsons was a member should expel him
forthwith. This order the assembly, which knew him
best, steadily refused to obey. Not succeeding in
this effort, they then, at a subsequent meeting, issued

expelled frgm the order, and that in future "all of
their ilk" be carefully excluded. At another time
such action might be justifiable, but it sh.owed that·
these pusillanimous Knights were willing after Parsons' s h ero~c surrender and while yet under ttial, not
only to traitorously desert him, but to prejudge his
c~se so ~hat the J?ublic might think they considered
him guilty. While sworn to defend their "brother"
at all hazards, these cowards connive at his assassination. S~eet specimens ?f manhood this "chivalry
of labor presents! Kmghts of Labor indeed who
'
·
descend to such mean, malicious slander0

'

That abominable tittle-tattle,
The cud eschewed by human cattle !

A. R. Parsons ~Sends forth from his cell a memorable letter, which shows that the principles of the
Knights and those of the Socialists are nearly identical, and I wish to explain to your readers why this is
so. There are in the order a few earnest reformers
whose study of political economy invariably lands
them in the category of Socialists of somA school or
another. Then there are the great mass of members
who seek in the order protection, succor, and redress.
Then there are the men who are there for the "boodle" they can get outside the order for the influence
they are supposed to maintain within. The Socialists
in the order hav invariably been so vastly superior
in intellectual attainments and knowledge of political
-economy to the mere trade-unionist and then· brotherknights, that the assemblies, ambitious to gain distinction for ability, would invariably select them to_
draft platforms, write resolutions, etc. Thus a few
Socialists hav laid the fundamental principles of the
entn·e order. To this little objection was raised, and
if it was not labeled " Socialism" the ignorant and indifferent would pass it without question. If a Socialist was nominated for office, though, the other element murmured that he was too retdical, and the inen
that let out their thinking to the priest and politician
would vote him down. Though not too radical to
write the principles of the order, they were too advanced to hold office and put them in execution.Why~ Because most of these would-be labor refonners
never want any of these principles carried out. That
would please the "boodle" men, who are so eager
after the offices that they didn't care a rap who laid
down its principles. With characteristic indifference
as to the offices, the Socialists only cared to write its
platform. In this they hav fairly succeeded but ·
their disinterestedness in one direction has pro~ed a
danger to the execution of the dero·ly-fought-for principles. The state assembly of the order meets next
Tuesday, when the action of District No. 24 will be
ratified or rejected. As some assemblies hav delegated men of brains to attend, there will be a deter- .
mined fight on the action of these office-holding
Knights of Labor.
While these noble Knights of Labor hav nothing
but condemnation for Parsons in his hour of trial
they are ma1.'i.ng extraordinary efforts to ·secure th~
commutation of the death sentence of James Dacey,
who murdered ~der~an G~ynor in a cowardly man- ·
nor, and then feigned msamty. Both Dacey and his
victim were of the order of political pimps. The
aldennan ran a saloon, but was shot down in another
whisky shop. They say that "bn·ds of a feather flock
together," and I presume that " Jim" Dacey, the
ward tough and pot-house politician, is much nearer
the adJ?irati?n of the leaders of the Knig·hts of
Labor m Chicago than a man who voluntarily surrenders himself to be tried for an offense that was
committed by some one-at least, in then· imagination-in· the interest of labor.
The Emperor William yesterday made a speech to
the effect that " religion is the basis of all human
order, and I _rej?ice that it i~ growing firmer among
us. Revolutwmsts, however, who cherish confused
notions of right and wrong, are still busy all over
Europe. If they should undermine faith- and morality, a general upheaval of right and justice would
follow. Your task is to guard this basis and remain
strong in right." There seems to be a "confused
notion" about the basis of human order between
Emperor William and the distinguished editor of the
Chica$'o _daf,I'Y J!~ws., The former, who is very pious,
saY:s It IS . re~Igwn; the latter, while pious in editonals (he IS JUSt now engaged in the laudable endeavor to defame a young gn·l's character, as she has
sued the paper for a former libel and is publishing
~he n_astiest ~etails of .the trial tbat possibly can be
Imagmed), thmks Gatling guns are the basis of order.
Every day something like this appears:
. Dr. Gatling, inventor of tlte famous s-un, has devised a
of ordn~nce for the snp~ression of nots. It weighs but
fifty pounds, lS capable of firmg one thousand shots a minute, and can be mounten. on a police patrol-wagon. With
such an apparatus as this, an unorganized mass of people
would stand no show of overcoming a score of officers.
~1ece

Election is a long way off, and the heedless workingman will hav forgotten it all by fall.
·
THE Truth Seeker Company hav issued E. C.
Walker's contributions t~ THE TRUTH SEEKER on
"Bible Temperance " in a 48-page pamphlet, selling
·
·
for ten cents.

'
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Figures .About Religious People.
By way of the London Secular Revie'IJ) we get
the following estimate of the sectarian divisions of
the world. The estimate is Bishop Fisher's, though
who or what he is the editor does not tell us. The
total number of people in the world Mr. Fisher givs
as 1,458,000,doo:
Brahmans and Buddhists .............................. .
Parsecs, Confucianists, Shintoists, J ains, etc ... .
Unclassified pagans...................................... .
Roman Catholics, 225,000,000)
Christians { Greek Catholics, 75,00.0,000). ... .
.
Protestants,
110,000,000)
Mohammedans.............................................
Jews...........................................................

600,000,000
100,000,000
160,000,000
410,000,000
180,000,000
8,000,000

The 860,000,000 of Pagans are found chiefly in
Asia and Africa, and comprise 99-100ths of the
population, with scattered ;millions in the Americas
and islands of the sea. The 410,000,000 Christians
constitute the body of Europe and nine-tenths of the
Americas, with a few millions in Asia, Africa, and the
islands. The Mohammedans are found chiefly in
Asia and Africa. The Jews are scattered in all lands,
without a home or country. The Greek Christians
are mainJy in European Russia, with a few millions
in Asia and the smaller principali,ties of south-eastern Europe, extending into Africa. Western and
southern Europe is divided between Roman Catholicism in proportion to three parts Romanists to two
parts Protestants. The Romanists hold substantially Austria, Italy, Spain, and Portugal, with a large
fraction of France, a considerable part of Germany,
the larger part of Irt:iland, and a strong following in
England. The Catholics hav almost entire South
and Central America, with the whole of Mexico, and
a powerful constituency in the United States and
Canada in North America. In America as a whole
-North, Central, and South-there are over sixty
million Roman Catholics to about forty-eight million
Protestants. Protestantism has its principal home
in Great Britain, Germany, Switzerland, the Scandinavian kingdoms of Denmark, Sweden, and Norway,
and in the United States of America and the British
provinces, and some. of. t~e smalle~ and _larger
islands. This, says Saladin, IS approXImately a correct cast of the religious status of the world today.
En bloc it shows two-thirds of the whole to be
pagan, or, including the Mohammedans and Jew~ as
antichristian components of the pagan fractwn,
three-quarters of the whole-not less than 1,050,~00000. The remaining fraction of 410,000,000-a little
more than a quarter-Christians, of which fraction
more than one-half is Roman Catholic, one quarter
(nearly) Greek, and a trifle over a quarter Prote~tall:t.
Of the race he estimates that 500,000,000 hv m
houses partly furnished with the appointments of
civilization· 700,000,000 in huts or caves with no
furnishing~; 250,000,000 hav nothing that can be
called a home are barbarous and savage. The range
is from the t~pmost round-the Anglo-Saxon civilization which is the highest known-down to naked
savag~ry. The portion of. t.he ra:ce lying below the
proper line of human conditwns IS at the very least
three-fifths of the whole, or 900,000,000.
Addressing Jehovah, Saladin comments: " Observe
that I 0 Lord, am counted in among the Christians;
so are' ali the readers of this journal, and of all such
journals over the world; and thou ~nowest, 0 Lord,
the kind of Christian I am. In this England alone,
0 Lord, there are hundreds of thousands who think
with me when they think at all; but I make thee welcome to set them down as Christians if the lie
thereby involved may tend to thy_ glo~y. At the
rate at which thy blessed gospel IS bemg spread,
when thinkest thou it will 'cover the whole earth as
the waters cover the channel of the sea~, How long,
0 Lord, how long ~,
--------.~----------

Spirituai Photography.

-

My·letter of June 25th in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
July 3d, in consequence of an error which occurred
in the printing, might be understood to indicate that
the committee had been so surprised by the results of
the two meetings which had then been held as to need
to confer with regard to them. The "unexpected
circumstance" was that on the following day was to
be held the last meeting of the investigation, ~or the
reason that Mr. Keeler expected to leave the mty for
the summer immediately, and the committee wished
to include the results of that meeting in their report.
As this would be their :final report, giving not only
the trials made, but our conclusions, it was necessary
to confer upon it.
Nearly three weeks hav elapsed; Mr. Keeler is still
in Brooklyn, with no expressed intention of soon
leaving; but, although Mr.. Robinson has been
informed that we do not consider the results as furnishing any evidence in favor of Spiritual photography, we hav not been offered anything further.
The evidence which·we hav secured against the genuinness of the pictures produced in o:.u: presenc~ is of
a character which appears to me decrsiv, and will be
fully explained in the report which we hav in preparation.
HENRY M. PARKHURST.
New York, July 15, 1886,
·
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News and Notes.
From Helena I passed along up to the headwaters
of the Missouri through a lovely valley. The most
productiv soil in the world is found here between the
ranges of hills. Beyond the headwaters, eastward
we whirled up the Gallatin until we reached the garden of Montana, in the midst of which is the handsome city of Bozeman, named after an old frontiersman killed by the Indians, and his tomb is now in the
breast of one of the mountains near by. I was met
at the station by that stanch Liberal, Mr. J. M.
Lindley. I had the pleasure of .a few days' rest before delivering my lectu're on Sunday evening. In
the mean time I made the pleasant acquaintance of
the many Freethinkers of the place, and had some
delightful drives about the country, which is indeed
beautiful, with mountain scenery of every kind, clear
atmosphere, and splendid skies. The land here produces over one hundred bushels to the acre, and the
best potatoes in the world. The s~rawberries are as
good as God ever made-if he made them, for which I
hav no evidence; but the strawberries are delicious,
I know, and that is all-sufficient for my philosophy.
On Saturday evening my good friend, Judge Lewis,
took me. out to the Methodist camp-meeting. When
we got there we found that the Lord had blown their
tent down, and all the ministers were at work driving
down the stakes. I guess they found that much
harder work than converting sinners. I havn't the
slightest doubt but they went in for an extra quantity
of spring chicken to satisfy their ministerial hunger
created by a little honest labor. I do like to see a
clergyman hard at work. I met the Presbyterian
minister driving home his cow. It did my heart
good to know that in this, at least, he was worthy of
his hire. He was really helping humanity to the extent of one cow, at least. On Sunday morning, having nothing else to do, and my friend Lindley and
his wife offering the temptations of good company
and a glorious lunch, we went to the camp-meetin~
again. The dinner was good, and those who ate It
were ex~ellent folks ; but I cannot vouch for the
sermons. The first thing the ministers did was to
take up a collection. Not having tasted of the good
things (spiritual) presented, I did not feel like paying until I had a sample of the goods. It was amusing to see how rapidly the crowd thinned out when
it came to the solid part of the proceeding. I did go
to meeting in the afternoon. The minister advanced
the strange doctrin that if God had made the Bible
so plain that everybody could understand it, then
nobody would believe that it was a divine revelation.
According to this theory the only way to prove the
truth of the Bible is to make it a sort of Chinese puzzle. If we understand it, it is not the word of God ;
but if we do not understand it, why, then we hav
reason for believing that it is of heavenly origin. God
had to speak in riddles in order that the world m.ight
hav some faith in his utterances. Of course, If he
gave a common sense revelation, then its readers
would ascribe it to common sense, and not to God,
according to the minister's logic. Perhaps they
would, and thus God was compelled to be absurd and
contradictory in order to vindicate his ways to man.
I was so overcome by this logic that I came away,
wondering what stuff ministers are made of.
'fhere were three thousand at the camp-meeting on
Sunday, and with this and Fourth of July celebr~
tions I was afraid I should not hav much of an audience, but the hall-the largest in the city-was ~ll~d
completely, and I never spoke to a more appremat~v
audience. The Liberals of Bozeman are a splen<;hd
band, indeed, and my visit so far has been an exceedingly happy one.
I was pleased to :find that Mrs. Lindley had come
from one of my old camping-grounds, in what now
seems to me the far East, Janesville, Wis., in whose
Unitarian church I once delivered the gospel according to common sense, provided it didn't disagree
with the Bible. I now preach common sense whether
or no. Mr. Lindley enjoyed the brilliant ministrations of Lloyd Jones, an old confrere of mine, and
one of the brightest and most generous-minded J?en
in the Unitarian ranks. But for all that, Mrs. Lmdley is no longer a Unitarian, but a first-rate Liberal.
If we had more workers like Mr. Lindley, we would
revolutionize the world in a short time. He has
lived in this country for over a quarter of a century.
He has met all sorts of accidents by flood and field.
He has faced the wild Indian, with his deadly arrow
ready to fly, and the bullet has whistled alon~ his
path. He has slept beneath the sno":s of wmter.
Fortune and misfortune hav checkered his career, but
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he.has met both With an equal mind. He is Radical
from head to foot. He has the enthusiasm of humanity, but niakes no preten~e. lf anything _is to
be accomplished, however, he IS the man. to do It ..
Judge Lewis, who gave a most happy m~roductwn
to my lecture, is one of the stron!Sest m~n l;1l the territory, and has the courage of his convwtwns. . He
is highly cultivated, and has a well-stored mmd.
Such a man is a tower of strength to our cause.
Tom Burke of Ours-I was glad to meet him, indeed--:-that vigorous campaigner and ch~i.rman· of
executiv committee for .Montana. Strange to say,
we met for the first time at a Methodist camp-meeting. Only think of i_t! Who can tell wh?'t is. in our
stars~ I never imagmed when I read his stimulating letters that our pathways would. cross right under
the shoutings of the saints. If the ministers had
only known it, I guess they would hav ~ffered an extra prayer or two. As well, however, m1ght they undei'take to change the granit hills as friend Burke in
his impetuous and splendid devotion to Freethought.
James Gourley is one of our noble Spiritualistic
Liberals. He takes in everything-this life and the
next--but with plenty of good sense, and a magnanimous mind. The difference is not one of quality,
but of degree. He seeks the hereafter through the
glory of this world, and therefore om- harmony is as
deep as the heart, and hope, and aspirations of
·
humanity.
W. W. Alderson, editor and proprietor of the
Avant-Oourie1·, was once a Methodist minister, and
one of the most brilliant men in that denomination.
He was too good to stay there. He now publishes
one of the livest papers in Montana. He is com-ageous in the e;p~ession of his opini?ns! and by his
frank and impartial method of pnbhshmg a newspaper he has been of very g:reat s~rvice in the extension of Liberal ideas. He IS president of the Freethought society here, established by Dr. York, and I
believe that in.time this society will be a noble social
and intellectual power. There is certainly excellent
material in this county for a Secular Union and for
activ work.
Mr. Cook, another Liberal, is always employed by
the Christians to do their work, for they know they
won't be cheated, while they are not quite so sure of
their own brethren. This is a compliment to Liberalism that I :find is constantly being paid.
Mr. G. V. Bogert, one of the prominent men of
the city, was once an Episcopalian, but in ob_edience
to his intellectual convictions he was obhged to
sever his connection with the church. He frankly.
explained his skepti~ism to . the bishop, ~nd the
bishop said, "Keep nght on m the chm-ch; It makes
no difference." This only made Mr. Bogert more determined to quit a chmch that cared not for belief or
unbelief, provided one made himself useful to its
worldly prosp!3rity.
Many other friends I met in Bozeman who are
thoroughly interested in Freethougb~. · Mr. G. L.
Henderson came down from the N atwnal Park to
attend the lecture. I was glad to meet him. He
was one of the first Liberals I met in New York
city when I left the church. The readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER know him as an able advocate of our
principles. I came with him to-clay np to the Park.
I am now at his Cottage Hotel. The ~ammoth Hot
Springs are before me, the Cap of Liberty, etc. I
am in the very gates of W onderlancl. T?-morrow,
with l\1r. Henderson and others, I shall begm to traverse this marvelous region. I expect to be a
changed man when I come forth. I am going to the
Devil's Kitchen the Devil's Half Acre, and I know
not what other 'theological domains. However, the
bright new moon is shining over my right sho_ulde~,
and so, with careless heart, I trust my fortune m thiS
fantastic realm.
.
SAMUEL P. Pu'rNAM.
Yellowstone Nation(d Padc, 1V:Ifo., July 5, 1886,.

Obituary.
DmD.-At Glen Shaw, Allegheny Co., Pn., Xavier Wittmer
aged !Jl years, 1 month, aud 2ti (]ays.
"Grandfather" Wittmer was born at Daclcn, in Germany,
May 16, 17!)5, reared in the Catholic faith, nne! _mar~ied at
the age of twenty-seven. He raised a family of SIX children,
some of whom preceded him to" the land of the free." His
wife being dead, ancl no special ties to hind him to the
fatherland he turned his face toward the West and sought a
home bey~nd the sea. He Iande([ at Glen ~haw in 18?7, _and
set industriously to work to ptty for and 1mprove Ins htt~e
homestead. Sterling worth ami honest work br?ught. thCJr
reward, and long before his death he had the sa:Jsfaetwn of
seeing his children comfortably settled around hnn.
Mr. Wittmer, never very "religious," long ttgo e?ased to
pay tithes to the church, and _transferred his alle~Janee to
nature. He delighted in notlung so muel~ as readmg good
books, and social intercourse with his ne1ghbors. ~o-da!
his children and grandchildren nrc among the most mtelligent and respected people in the county, and a n?mber of
them are members of the Pittsburgh Secular Soewty. He
retained his mental vigor up to his ninetieth year, ~nd used
it to good advantage. His life was useful, ancl h1s death
eaceful. He was laid to rest in the Allegheny cemetery on
fhe 13th inst., the funeral ceremonies being conducted by
Messrs. Harry Hoover ancl Thomas Grundy.
H.
Pittsburglt, Pa., July 14, 286.
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Ulommunications.
Anarchism and Ethics.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I
was not aware till I read your last paper that I had
cautioned you to flee from the wrath to come. I want
to pour the vials now on your correspondent J. L.
Andrew, but will try not to hurt him much. Mr.
Andrew says the logical tendency of Anarchy is to
destroy all ethical distinctions, and then proceeds
with a "statement of its principles," every one of
which involves an ethical distinction. I say that
Anarchists alone draw correct ethical distinctions.
To prove it, let us consider the last six of the socalled Ten Commandments, which are allowed to
form a summary of th~ received morality commanding
attention by its brevity and point. " Honor thy
father and mother "-if honor means consider thyself particularly indebted to-is a command which I,
as ali Anarchist and a parent., feel inclined to amend
by substituting, "Honor thy son and thy daughter."
Filial affection is, indeed, natural, but filial duty is a
relic of barbarism. The obligation is all the other
way. There can be no'responsibility more imperativ
than that involved in creating intelligent beings; hence,
if there be a God, as Christians and others tell us, we
owe nothing to him, but he owes everything·to us;
and if collectiv society brought me into being, as Mr.
Anch·ew says, collectiv society has .no claim on me,
and I hav every claim on it. But I am not inclined
to press this claim as state Socialists do press it.
Having arrived at maturity, I will call it quits, if
collectiv society will cease to treat me like a minor.
"Thou shalt not kill" is an admirable command.
The Anarchist, indeed, like other people, holds that
it admits of exceptions, but he makes fewer exceptions than anyone else. It is justifiable to kill in self- defense. ·But it was not self-defense which made a
million men kill each other in the Franco-Prussian
war or the American civil war. Wherever there is
killing somebody must be very much to blame. This
is a principle not recognized by the governmental
·morality which rests on war, and is, essentially, war.
And here we may see the great difference between
the Anarchistic morality and the governmental. Both
regard much the same actions as reprehensible ; the
former because they disregard natural law and produce evil through the operation of natural law to the·
perpetrator and others, the latter because governments
fi:p.cl it necessary to conform in some degree to natural law. But the go;ernmental morality, unlike the
Anarchistic, justifies these actions, if, as Lord Macau. ley would say, they bav been preceded by the performance of certain mummery and the uttering of
certain gibberish. "Thou shalt not commit adultery" is a command which, taken in the bare letter,
would certainly be nullified by Anarchy; 'but taken in
what is understood to be the spirit as prohibiting all
violations of natural sexual law, it would not be
aboli.shed, but established, by Anarchy. The fundamental. sexual vice is excess. Excess is made possible, first, by marriage, which makes the wife the
property of the husband, and, secondarily, by the ignorance and dependence in which women are kept for
the sake of this institution, which thus becomes the
cause of pi·ostitution. If love were free, thfl relations
of·the sexes would be regulated by the desires of the
least amorous; that is to say, indulgence would be
reduced to a minimum. "Thou shalt not steal," like
the rest of the governmental moralities, is good in
itself, but is not understood to be applicable to thefts
".preceded by the performance of certain mummery
and the uttering of certain gibberish." Go through
the proper mummery and gibberish, and, though yqu
may not "steal the goose from the common," you
may " steal the common from the goose," and even
the man who tends the goose from both. It is in the
effort to perpetrate such thefts as these-in war and
conquest-that government originated, and it is to
maintain them that government continues to exist.
"Thou shalt not bear false witness" is a good maxim.
It is tolerably evident that almost all the lying in the
world is the direct result of institutions and could
hav no possible motiv if they did not exist. "Thou
shalt not covet anything that is thy neighbor's" eYpresses the very central idea of Anarchy; but, N. B.,
the example must be set not by the little coveters
who want bread, but the big ones who want land.
Mr. Andrew, though evidently but little informed
upon his subject, is as evidently not a fool, and, therefore, I hav much hope of his conversion. He correctly says that the chief danger of the American republic consists in the lack of public moral support
- for the liquor law and the Comstock law and all the
other products of our wisest statesmanship. But he
forgets to ask whether, if this danger should culminate in the fall of all these cherished institutions, the
American people would be any the worse off. I defy
him to show that Anarchy or any approach to Anarchy
" caused the degeneracy and extinction of the nations
of antiquity." It was always tyranny which did that.
In a later part of his essay he speaks of society as
an organism, its progress as" evolution," and Anarchism as an a priori theory based on mere abstrac-

tiona. Here, as usual, be shows very imperfect acquaintance with the doctrin he is attacking, and,
besides, falls into the very fault of indefinit language
which he charges against those who talk of natural
rights and abstract justice. The word '' evolution"
is a mere cant, doing duty for the word "providence" as an apology for wrong and a plea for apathy,
unless we determin what the actual history of the
evolutionary process is. Now, to begin at the beginning, we Anarchists well know, in spite of Mr. Andrew's assertion, that natural passions, greed, lust,
anger, revenge, were and are the prime causes of
crime and war. War gave rise to c0nquest, conquest
to government, government to institutions, such as
land monopoly, chattel-slavery, marriage (with its
Siamese twin, prostitution), priestcraft, etc., every
one of which established license for one class, and
tyranny for another-license and tyranny not being
mutually exclusiv terms, as Mr. Andrew, in common
with many others, supposes, but correlativ te1:ms, expressing opposit sides of the same state. This was
the first great change. For a long time its results
seemed final. Republics became monarchies, and
monarchies republics; but, as Gibbon remarked, the
power e_verywhere belonged to the military class, so
that the only true democracies were those very small
states in which . every man was a soldier. Even in
Gibbon's time, however, another change was proceeding, .and his observation is no longer true. To mobilize a modern army costs so much, and valor is so
impotent against improved artillery, that the power
bas passed from the soldier to the capitalist. This
is the second step-the establishment of modern
bourgeois democracy. Now, if there be any agency
against whieh money is as impotent as heroism against
bullets, an agency which makes tile rich man's wealth
his danger, and the poor man's nakedness his coat of
proof, tllat agency will overthrow the system resting
upon wealth, and bring in Anarchy, for it needs a
duller man than Mr. Andrew not to see that the
modern providence, evolution, is separating the rich
further and further from the poor, and an-aying them
against each other for a final conflict. Such an
agency is dynamite.
· Finally, allow me to giv my reasons for thinking
that Anar<"by will be a blessing to mankind.· I do
not think it will remove the causes of crime, but I do
think it will reduce their e:ii'ects to a minimum.
Murders lllay be committed still, but there will be
no more Burodinos and Magentas. Rape may be
committed sometimes, but it will not, as now, be
org:wized into a legal and religious institution.
Thdt may be committed somet.imef:', but land monopolies and l'rotectiv tariffs will be no more. Besides,
I am persuaded that those minor crimes, which government, the great criminal, regards as such, will be
far less common than they are now; first, because
the abolition of license involves that of tyranny,
which would remove full half the motivs for them;
and second, because it would remove all the protection chicanery givs to crime, and leave it to the merciless weeding of natural selection. Where, to illustrate, is the murderer safest-in New York or in
Arizona~
C. L. JAMES.

Ecm Claire, Wis.

Charles Bradlaugh and His Scotch Critic.
I was very much grieved to see in the Boston
Index of July 1st that ·Mr. Underwood givs a certain Scotchman an opportunity to vent his spleen at
Charles Bradlaugh and those associated with him in
England in advocating the cause of Freethought.
Now, who is Charles Bradlangh ~ And why is it that
any Freethinker in Europe or America should attempt to disparage him in the great work to which
he has devoted his life~ lVIr. Bradlaugh is a man of
first-rate talents, and of unimpeachable character in
all the relations of life. A child of no opportunities
by birth, he forced his way by sheer merit to a position among the greatest lawyers at the English bar,
and among the most far-seeing statesmen of the
British Parliament. Had he been a religions indifferentist, or even a known Agnostic, as he is, and devoted his ability and attainments exclusivly to the
practice of the law, as our rebel countryman, Benjamin, did in London, like Benjamin he might now be
possessed of a fortune. Or bad he been· satisfied to
show his contempt for the worship of Christendom
by spelling the name of God with a little g, as another distinguished politician did, he might by this
time be heir apparent to the premiership of England.
But he furnishes the rare example of a man endowed
with powers of mind sufficient to command both
wealth and popularity devoting himself exclusivly
to the deliverance of his fellow-mel'l from the bondage of superstition. In Parliament, every speech he
has made and every measure he has proposed has had
in view the welfare of the people. His wisdom as a
statesman, his generosity and fairness, are such as to.
amaze and compel the admiration of his enemies, as
well as of his friends. In his speech in the Honse
of Commons on the lOth of June, Mr. Gladstone
cheered the sentiments he uttered, and went without
his dinner till he heard it to the close. Although the
Irish Home Rulers in the Parliament to which Mr.

Bradlaugh had been four times elected steadily
voted with the Tories to keep him out of his seat, he
did not resent it in the last short-lived Parliament,
after he had secured his seat, as many a man might
hav done, but advocated their cause. because he
deems it both right and wise to do so. Without .asking a fee for his . services, as other law:rers do, he
givs legal advice in many instances to those Radicals
who ask it in defending themselvs against the persecution of their enemies. He is no holiday, amateur ·
reformer, who fires a shot now and then into the
fortress of superstition for the fun of seeing the
splinters fly, but,, with the devotion of a martyr, has
given his whole life and strength to the cause of
Freethought, taking the hardest kind of knocks and
the bitterest misrepresentations of the Tories and the ·
clergy nnrepiningly. His honesty and fairness, as
well as his eminent ability, are so appreciated by his
Northampton constituents that he has been returned to the new Parliament, which is to meet next
month, with an increased majority over the former
vote.
Now, this is the man who is attempted to be spit
upon by )\1r. Underwood's Scotch friend, and who, ·
with his following, that any English statesman would
be Jproud of, is compared to Falstafl"s ragged sul~
diery in their march through Coventry! How: a man
of any Freeth ought sympathies, in the terrible strug-gle we are making against the almost overwhelmiug
power of the organized superstition of eighteen huudred years, can find it in his heart to reproach 1\ir.
Bradlaugh as this Scotchman does, I cannot conceive.
The only way of explaining the fact is that it is au
outburst of envy-that meanest, cursedest, most uuscrupulous, and unmanly passion of the human soul,
which, instead of rejoicing that the cause we love hatl .
a leader more gifted and doing more good service
than ourselvs, would pull him down into obscurity
and hamstring him, so that we might be lifted into
his place.
Look at the quality of the Radicalism of 1\Ir.
Underwood's Scotch friend. He says that the FrePthinkers of Scotland are more nearly allied to the
Tories than to the extreme political ideas of Bradlaugh, by which he means Bradlaugh's 1·epublicanislll.
He thinks these cultured gentlemen north of the
'rweed could be gathered together if they only had ,;.
Free Religious Association, such as they hav in Butl
ton, and such a paper as the Index. Then he begiw;
his reproach of "the organization of which Bradlaug!i
is the central figure, which is so obscured by side
issues such as republicanism, etc., and so thoroughly
permeated by ignorance, and the worst forms of deluagogism, that no man of education is attracted tuward it."
Now, it would take millions of the class of men thiB
Scotch friend of Mr. Underwood belongs to, and H.
million of years of such kind of efforts as they wouill
put forth, to convert a single chm·chman to the came
of Freethought, and when he is converted he wouid
not be worth the powder necessary to blow him into
the state of existence where he was a thousand yea1 s
ago. This gentleman's heart is with the BritiHh
Tories, the hereditary robber class who hav plundered
the English, Scotch, and Irish people of their land,
which is their sole source of comfortable life. If thty
could, they would monopolize the atmospheric air auJ
dole it out for pay to their fellow-men as they do the
wealth, the intelligence, and the political power of
the country. lYir. Bradlaugh is engaged, with the
party he leads, in a deadly intellectual and moral war
against this power and the superstition which supports it; and all this Scotch Freethinker can do is to
dishonor him by comparing him and his associates to
Falstaff's military recruits. If this Scotchman is a
fair sample of the men of education in that country,
and if this consorting with Tories and spitting venom
at reformers like Bradlaugh ar~:~, the legitimate effect
of education, then I say, if there were any infernal
regions inhabited by heartless, malicious, and envious
devils, let such education go to the bottom of it !
It does seem, Mr. Editor, as though some of us
would never get the idea into our heads that what
the Freethought movement in this country and England needs, above everything else, is to get that very
class which this degenerate Scotchman despises, the
common people, enlightened, and onourside, because
of the power they wield by their votes. Massachusetts, which likes to consider herself as the brain
of the national body politic, still persists, by a large
majority, in insulting and injuring some of her best
citizens who are Agnostics in religion by destroying
their testimony in a court of justice. The reason is
that the masses of her people who are represented in
her legislature are priest-ridden, and so ignorant that
they do not see the injustice of the· thing. If the
Freethinkers of Boston and other places who are
aggrieved would send out in the rural districts for a
year or two such missionaries as Reynolds and Remsburg, the people might be civilized, and this bm:ning
reproach of the state be wiped away. Mr. Bradlaugh
has sense enough to see what we do not yet see in
this country, that, in the House of Commons, which
is_jhe representation of the l?eople of England who
now vote and rule the empire, his great and arduous
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wo~li: is to enlighte;n them so that they may vote in- enterprise.
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Begging, begging, begging, all for in the realms of romantic fiction, Alderman. James inherited
all the literary tastes of his distinguished parent,. and has
Christ's sake !
fmm childhood devoted himself with wonderful assiduity to
Bt~t many may remonstrate and say, "Ain't we in a literary pursuits. His study of ancient and modern literafree cotmtry where everybody is entitled to eke out a ture, while it hns l?iven him the reputation of being a uniliving- the best way he knows how '1" Yes, I reply. versal encyclopedia of knowledge, has rendered him a
Thank God, we are in a free country. But do we not '' Freethinker" in the widest sense of the term, and he bas
time to time astonished the local public by the promullimit our freedom and restrict the liberty of even from
gation of curious theories in ethics and political economy.
those who hav been high cburch·members, but are ln many respects a remarkable charncter, a polished scholar,
reckless in their financial dealings, - reckless in a bold and original thinker, and, but for his unfortunate
building uninhabitable abodes, reckless in "boodling" manner of delivery (which resembles a fractured bng-pipe), a
powerful spenker, his eccentricities in thought, speech, and
away our streets and avenues? ·why then not restrict costume
hav caused him to be generally call eel a crank by the
the liberty of the Freshman type who is receiving unapprcciativ. He is n typical Anarchist of the educated
money on deposit for heaven's sake, and appropriates Rpecies, ·and, as such, is worthy of study. As· he minds his
it for his own earthly use, who is constructing abodes own business, meddles with nobody, and never carries
unfit for the spiritual habitation, and who receives clynmnite with him, he is only a speculativ Anarchist, and
there is no ~tigmn on his reputation, except that he is a memboodle for the voting down of heavenly avenues? ber
of the Common Council. His successful debut as an AnWhy not provide quarters for the Rev. Freshman in archist on paper has made him perfectly happy, nnd as he is
Sirig Sing, not only for his own crimes of obtaining the only Anarchist in this region, the pcwple of Eau Clnire,
money under false pretenses, but also to convert who hav always been proud of l1im as a curiosity, are now
prouder still on the same nccount. :IVfr. James's occupation
those high-toned fallen Christians, Messrs. Fish, is
circulating a Milwaukee paper, and he is sometimes called
Buddensiek, and J aehne?
the "newsboy alderman." He continues quietly about his
I will now proceed to argue from a business point business, and is not considered n dangerous clmracter. He
of view. Will any Christian merchant giv up hiH has never carried out his Anarchistic theories in practice, except that he hns · been of great assistance
well-established, profitable, and legitimate business to
the mayor in keeping the city government, in a
for some wild-goose-chase speculation o£ which not stttte of inextricable confusion since bis last election;
only he himself has no knowledge, but upon which and liis proclamation of Anarchism in the NO'rtlt
even the schemers are unable to throw light 'I Anuwicnn is not considered nearly ns serious an assault upon
How, then, can Christianity expect that the Jew will the public peace as was a volnme of Swinburnian poems
which l1e wrote and published some years ago. His prompart with his old Astablisbed religion, which gained inent
position in the management of city affairs, and his
him credit throughout the world by being backed by eccentric speech and manners, as he goes about the city ttrhis Bible, patria1·cbs, prophets, psalmists, Meyerbeers, myed in garments apparently obtained from the wardrobe of
Mendelsohns, Monteficires, Zunzs, and· Rothschild~'<, t.he Cardiff giant, selling his Mil waukee newspaper and cryto enter into a new enterprise, Christianity, whose ing "Morning paper, Cap!" make. him oue of the most
.Mr. Freshman, Christian-Mr.. Benjamin, Jew. arithmetical problem not only he himself is unable to prominent figures in the current life of the city. He is
talked of for the legislature :tnd is willing to go.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : That solve, but concerning which even its advocates
my articles in yom paper bav met with favor among display the highest degree of ignorance, and dare
The Fliends of the Frenchwomen.
the most prominent Christian clergy,· the follo'wing not come up to answer one or two questions from
-· letter from Dr. Heber Newton will demonstrate:
Vichy becomes monotonous after three weeks' stay,
the New Testament?
Gentlemen of the Christian clergy, why not take a notwithstanding the varied amusements, in the caI hav,read your article with interest and can quite readily
understand the feeling which it manifests. It is necc!less for lesson from the Jew ? -be who first exclaimed .• sino, in the church, and in the theater; but one never
me to a8snre yon that I hav not the slightest sympathy with : 'Love thy neighbor as thyself; one law shall prevail gets weary of the beautiful parks. Some one has
many of the methods of work of those who are seeking to among the homeborn and the sojomner ;" he wlw fm said, " God made the country, but man made the
spread Christianity amongst the children of Israel. I lmv thou·sands of years, one of a mere handful in compar- town." With man's help, God made the park. One
no wish to convert them to an ecclesiastical or dogmatic
Christianity, and I hav seen very little evidence of genuin- ison with other nations, underwent the greatest per- of these parks borders the river Allier, on the mat·gin
ness in the so-cnlled conversio.ns. A juster attitude of Chris- secution to the present day. He has never sought con- of which hundreds of Frenchwomeu wash clothes.
tians tow~trd Ismel would, I am sure, do away with its pres- verts. In fact, his sages teach him, "Converts to Saw a tub in two, and you hav the kind of protection
ent reluctance to glory in tl1e greatest son of Israel.
Israel are like leprOSJI." Yet those few converts to from the water in which, on their kn€es, these poor
Encouraged by the· above, permit me to furnish Judaism, who could be counted on the fingers, did people wash wool, shirts, coats, or anything they can
not only liv for their conviction, but died for it at the turn a few sons from; the day long. Frenchwomen,
you with more truth for which you are seeking.
Since I succeeded in establishing beyond a shadow .stake. Converts like Freshman, it is true, liv ·for like the German women, are a bard-working class,
of a doubt the false colors under which the counter- Christianity as long as the Christian Greenback and hundreds of thousands of them are miserable
feit Christian, Rev. Freshman, is sailing, I will appeal sticks to them; but remove it, they, like the heathen looking in old age. It is a shame to see fat priests,
- for justice-not to that hypocrit, for a man of brass laundryman, will say, " No payee, no washee" souls. that never work, liv on their toil.
For further demonstration I need only point out
The German and French women hav a real friend.
and· audacity based upon ignorance as displayed by
that-hireling is beyond the reach of all human virtuet< how already, four yea1·s ago, I accused Freshman of The first hav a friend in the dog who drags all the
...-ebut to intelligent Christian leaders like Drs. Crosby, being ignorant of his new-found religion, and obtain- truck be can in a cart to market, or milk to town.
'Hall, and Deems, who are led, or rather misled, b:y ing money under false pretenses, for which my check You can see in Germany dogs harnessed to carts,
that champion of ignorance, Freshman. To you, of $500 was deposited with the New York .Herald, clumsily and heavily made for a dog to draw; but
doctors of divinity, who are a pride to humanity in but be never came up to the scratch. One would the dog pulls to the death: As soon as he stops at a
general and Christianity in particular, I, in the name think that during the elapse of the four years he c·ustomer's house, be falls to the grou,nd to sleep and
of truth and true Christianity, which I revere, appeal should bav been able to study up the question. But, I;est.
that you open your eyes and look to the shame and alas! study is out of his line. Besides, he is so
The hard-working Frenchwomen, the salt of the
disgrace you are heaping upon the religion you are busy extracting diseased souls and putting in new earth, the old and young; women at seventy or eighty
preaching by the means you are adopting to spread and healthy ones in their place that study is out of that hoe the fields; the young of every age, that
question.
Christianity, by hiring man-catchers like Freshman.
wheel a barrow, drive to market, wash clothes at the
But I was asked by not a few, Why make an ex- river shore, wear wooden shoes, make their own
Since you are determined to augment the numbers
-' of Christians, why not resort to a more legitimate ample of poor, ignorant Freshman, when many bom stockings, whose miserable pittance for the wear and
mode, i.e., by printing as an advertisment, "The high- Christian ministers are equally as ignorant, and not tear of a life would not buy the trousseau of the
est cash. price paid for cast-off Jewish religion and capable of expounding Christian theology? I fully bride of a bourgeois, bav a friend. This friend of
no questions asked?" Besides the great saving in admit this to be a fact. Yet those born Christians the Frenchwoman's is not a man, or any of his kind,
the commissions paid to agents of the Freshman could at least boast of their birth, but as to that but it helps her do the hard work she is compelled
-clique, you will be spared the mortification of assault renegnde Christian, his birth only serves him as an to do. It appears to be patient under the load it has
and battery from my pen upon your ignorant and fal- advertisment to be a son of a rabbi, that he has to draw. Sometimes woman and beast a1·e harnessed
stumbled against Christ through conviction.
together; and make slow progress toward their des-sifying representativ of. the ex-rabbi .gentry.
After all, -the only part of Christianity he pmctices tination, where she is to ba1·gain, and he to stand in
I who am neither Infidel, Atheist, nor Agnostic,
is clinging like a leech to the Christian pocket-book, sober ea1·nestness, for hours, until there is none to
am' yet forced to doubt the stability of Christianity.
minus Christian theology. This entitles him to damn barter, or nothing to sell. In sunshine and storm,
Judge how in despotic conntries Christianity is propme and the rest of the eight million Jews, not only this friend of the Frenchwoman is ready to do her
agatec1 ~ccording to the gospel of St. Matthew x, during lifetime, but even after death, simply because
34, " Thmk not that I am come to send peace on I, instead of following his begging expedition, en- service. It is not a splendid creature to look at, but
earth. I came not to send peace, but a sword ;" how deavor to make an honest living by the sweat of my is strong and hardy. It does not sing; it can and
will work. It asks nothing but food for its pay, that
the blood-and-iron ruler of Germany displays his
brow.
is all.
methods of opposing those whom he religiously disI ·therefore appeal to you, honest Christian leaders,
There is another friend of the Frenchwomen. He
likes; how the Russian Bear buries his claws in to save true Christianity fr9m further degradation,
the hearts of his Roman Catholic subjects ; how the and, like Joshua of old, force your modern Achan, is a man-but who can tell? He looks like a man,
crazy permanent immersion of the Bavarian monarch alias Freshman, "to giv glory to the Lord God of but dresses like a female; he is always with them,
is supposed to emanate from his religious oppo- Israel, and make confession unto him, and tell now He does no work of any kind. He sings and prays.
and plays a first-class game, for his belly. He gets
nents; how the all-absorbing question of Home Rule whnt thou hast done, hide it not from me."
pay from the government, out of the taxes and tears
is not a question of freedom, but of southern Iri;;h
New Yodc, June, 1886.
A. BENJA!\IIN.
raised from the product of the labor of these poor
Catholics against northern Protestants !
woml'n, that wea1· wooden shoes and work from sunBtlt even in this land of the brave, the knight of
C. L. James, Anarchist aml Alderman.
rise until sunset. This friend also takes all the penlabor of the Brooklyn Tabernacle actually incited his
The following sketch from the St. Paul, Minn., nies he can wheedle out of them for prayers and
hearers to brutal force against the greatest ~.,ree
-thinker of the age, Colonel Ingersoll; and now tl e /Jrti.ly Olobe of July 4th of one of THE TRUTH SEEKER's masses. In return this friend givs them wind. He
more rational divines are willing to accept the stnte- best known contributors will be read with interest is at the christening of the new Frenchwoman that is
ment of every tramp who, while professing Christiar- by Mi·. James's friends. It is needless to say that to W<lai" wooden shoes, and rejoices at the gold he
- ity with his lips, with his hands is receivivg tbe the sketch was written by an opponent of its hero's gets. He is in at the death of the old Frenchwoman,
whose wooden shoes hav been kinder to her than her
philosophy:
greenbacks !
.
Somethin<r
of
a
stir
has
been
created
by
the
publication
in
Show me the names of· Freshman & Co. attached the July n~1mber of the No1·th American Review in the people; but this friend still takes c~sh, :with no smile,
to any benevolent institution. To the contrary, he "Notes and Comments" department, of an article by Charles only in his heart. T~ey say he 1~ kmd. !es, !or
·is constantly begging. Fifty cents will secure his L. James of this city, under the title, "Anarchi~n Defined himself. They say he IS sympathetiC. Yes, for himmiserable organ, twenty-five cents will afford anybody by an Anarchist." Mr. Jnmes, who, with 1\Inyor Grinnell self. They say he bas a soul. That may be; but it
others, was carried into the city government on a Knights must be· very small-a little one, not to be compa1·ed
the opportunity to see him parading in fringes, phy- and
of Labor tidal-wave this spring, has long been very promilacteries, and scrolls. Five dollars and more towa1·d nent as one of the queer characters of this region. The eldest with the soul of the jackass, the real friend of the
C. E;
his family and religious abode will secure the donor's son of George P. H. J:une~, the famous English novelist, Frenchwoman.
Vi,ch!J, F'l'wwe, June 25, 1886.
name_ to appear conspiciwusly in his money-making who8c "Solitary llorsemuu" is yet a charm to conjure with
telligently on the Issues that are pending. The arrant folly of putting the cart before the horse in
matters of reform by law is seen in the defeat of
Gladstone's scheme for doing justiee to Ireland· by
the people of England. They are not enlightened,
and, of course, choose representativs to Parliament
like themselvs.
Before finishi_ng what I hav to say, allow me to express my surpnse and sorrow that Mr. Underwood
should hav got. his own C?I_Isent to giv publicit.y to
the lett!jr of his Scotch friend. I cannot believe,
.when I consider Mr. Underwood's long and valuable
servic.es in the cause of Freethought, that he indorses the cold-blooded, supercilious, and dastardly
assault w?ich that writer makes upon om· worthy coworkers m England. And yet it looks like it, for
why should he allow so respectable a journal as the
Index to be made a mouthpiece for such an unprovoked assault 1 All attempts, either by envious Englisnmen or Scotchmen, to put dishonor .upon Mr.
Bra.dlaugh will be unavailing. This grand movement
in .the civilized world for the .liberation of the human
mind and conscience from false standards of truth
and right is the biJ:th of time. It advances slowly
and surely, like an ancient glacier, plowing its way
through rock-ribbed mountains of ignorance and prejudine, and while it may be retarded, it can never be
stopped. Bradlaugh, Ingersoll, and the rest of our
leaders are only its spokesmen and interpreters.
Bnon Valley, Pa., July 10, 1886.
A. B. B.
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time is rapidly approaching when there will be only
two great camps:_that of the Catholics ancl that · of
the Infidels. Such sincere and earnest Christians as
still belong to Protestant denominations will betake
themselvs to the tents of the former, and the others
will be ranged under the banner of naturalism."
Keeping this complexion of the inevitable war in
mind, Mr. McSweeny tells what his church wants
and means to hav, ana invites the Protestants to
come in and share with her the work and profit.
Starting with the unproved assertion that the school
is the children's church, he shows how, could he hav
his way, that church would be supported by the state
and conducted by the priests. He says :

Address all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER
" Secular instruction is no doubt useful, and perhaps necCO.MPANY. Make all Draft8, OJ!e()k8, and Postal Orders
essary, in a republic especially; but why need it be divorced
payable to CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
from religion? In England. the state encourages those who
wish to educate their own children by giving a per capita
SATURDAY,
JULY 24, 1886. allowance to private schools for each child who passes the
examination of the public board· in secular branches. Why
could not this be done here.1 Let them even examin the teachSUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Single subscription .................•......................•..•.. $3 00 ers, if thought necessary, in the secular branches, leaving to
One subscription two years, in advance ................. .
i) 00 the parents the liberty of saying of what denomination they
Two new subscribers ...........•...............................
i) 00 shall be. The state would thus pay, as at present, only for
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onerethe secular instruction. What harm would be done to anymittance ...................................................... .
i) 00
body, except to a bigot, if the child is also trained to be a
0ne subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance •..........•........................................
7 00 good Christian at the expense of his parent or of his church?
For. those parents who are indifi'erent, let things go on as at
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... .
8 50 present, although the cost per capita is fully twice ~chat it
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
would be if the w01'k was done by the church, assisUd by tlie state.
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 I am actually educating fully nine hundred children, and I
Any pumber over five at the same rate, invariably
am giving as good a secular education as that at the public
with one remittance.
schools, for less than half the cost. Many other pastors are
doing the same. It is too much to expect the churches to
The State Convention.
provide both religious and secnlar education, especially as
The responses to our invitation to an expression of their members are already taxed for the state schools."

preference as to the location of the next Convention
of the New York State Freethinkers' Association are
neither as numerous nor as decided as we could wish,
and leave the matter just where it was in the beginning. So far, White Sulphur Springs is the choice,
and it is probable, if the Convention is not held in
connection with the Congress of the Secular Union,
that that place would be the most suitable. The
objection of greatest force is that the town is rather
far east. The advantages, however, seem to outweigh
this objection.
But before the locality is definitly decided the
officers of the Association would like to hear further
from those who propose to attend. The response
must be immediate, as the time is short.

Our Public Schools.
Again this question is pushed to the front by the
Catholics, who are determined that it shall not down
till they receive the reward they seek-the subsidizing by the state of their parochial schools. And who
that knows the history of Romanism-is familiar with
her tireless energy, her stealthy hunt for power-will
doubt that before another decade passes the question
will hav to be decided in hundreds of communities at
the polls~ This time the Catholic propaganda comes in
the form of a discussion between the Rev. Patrick F.
McSweeny, rector of St. Bridget's church, New York,
and Howard Crosby, the well-known militant Presbyterian "divine."
The discussion, however, is very much one-sided,
Mr. Crosby confining himself to the statement that a
division of school funds among the sects would lead
to war between Catholics and Protestants, and· that
heretical schools as well as religious would necessarily be subsidized. The chief interest, therefore, of
the paper in the current number of the Catholic
1Vorld lies in the expressions of Mr. McSweeny, who
has a plan-in fact, several plans-whereby our government can be converted into a huge machine· for
the teaching of Christianity, to the great glory of the
churches Catholic and Protestant, and to the cmTesponding confusion of the Infidel and Agnostic.
The all-encompassing plan is to unite the two chief
bodies of Christians in this work and make a simultaneous charge upon the Constitution. After capturing the government, the two thieves would divide the
booty according to Ieligious convictions of the marauders. It is needless to say that in this division
the Catholic church would receive her share.
The main, and perhaps only, obstacle to this
scheme, says Mr. McSweeny, "is the fear which the
Protestants seem to hav of the pope and of the
church." In this fear the bishop sees signs of
acknowledged weakness, and takes it as a compliment
to the Romish church. He goes further, too, and
sets down the real trouble to be " that Protestants
ru·e fast losing all belief in any revealed religion."
l!.e is1 hE) eays, "more convinced every day that the

In the face of the_ flippant manner in which Mr.
McSweeny speaks of secular instruction as " no
·doubt useful, and perhaps necessary, in a republic
especially," we think the public will not err if it takes
his statement of the quality of his school "with a
grain of salt." As to the cost, we should hav been
better satisfied had he given us figures. Figures, it
is said, do not lie. Whenever we read an advertisment of a parochial school, the remark comes back to
us of a Catholic employed as porter in a store in this
city who had withdrawn his children from the parochial school and sent them to the public school. "I
want them to learn reading, writing, and arithmetic,"
he said in answer to the question why he made the
change; "something besides the catechism."
In his plea Mr. McSweeny very properly lays great
stress upon the rights of minorities. "Intelligent
men," he says, "are always in the minority, but they
can and do lead the majority." As the Catholics are
in the minority in this country, he begs for justice for
the minority, and protests against majority rule in
the matter of schools. No doubt-or rather there is
grave doubt, but for the sake of the argument we
will ignore it-Mr. McSweeny will as eloquently plead
for minority rights when the Christians hav complete
control of the government. In that case schools
must be built for all the sects, the hated Infidels and
Agnostica-as well as the loved Christians. The Catholic church is pretty compact, and few schismatics
disturb its serenity; But there is the Greek Catholic
church, and we hav a few Catholic reformers in existence, fellows like Pere Hyacinthe, of France, who
do not believe in celibacy for priests, nor in the confessional for women. Schools must be provided for
these, as well as for the most orthodox Catholic who
ever kissed the pope's toe. But it is when we begin
to number the Protestant sects that the task to be
undertaken by the government appals the imagination. Everyone knows, too, that Protestant sectarianisrus will not mingle, and when Mr. Crosby "said
that " Roman Catholics and Protestants will fight
like cat and dog if you hav the state subsidizing denominational schools," he no doubt had a shrewd
squint in that eye with which he looked at his fellowchurchman. Is there a Presbyterian in the country
who would send his child to a school to be indoctrinated with Universalism~ Is there a Methodist in the
thirty-eight states who would send his boys and girls
to a school taught by a Mormon~ Yet Mormons are
Prote_stants, and very vigorous ones just now. Could
an Episcopalian patronize a Unitarian school, or an
Adventist an Anglican? How would a Puseyite get
along with a Progressionist, or a Congregationalist
with a Ritualist~ In short, would any one of the
nearly tWJO hundred Protestant sects desire their children instructed in the creedal tenets of any other?
Then we hav the Materialists, the Positivists, the
Spiritualists, the Agnostics, the Ethical School of
Religion, the Free Religious Society, and other

heretical bodies of people whose claims must be considered. What would the state do for them T They
are in. a minority now, but they are fast growi;ng, and
the rights of minorities are as sacred as the rights of
majorities. What a lot of schools must be subsidized.
in every town-one for each sect, and one for those of
no sect! England has one hundred and eighty odd
religious sects; the United States about the same.
Think of the possibility of having to build one hun~
dred and eighty school-houses in every school district! Rich as the government is, it would l>ankrupt
the national treasury.
Yet if we are to hav religious schools, there is but
one other alternativ, which is for the government_ to
define what religio;n is, or pick out one or two sectarianisms and allow the instructors to teach no others. That, however, would be a unification of church and
state, which is prohibited ill Article I. of the Amendments to the United States Constitution._
We must regard Mr. McSweeny's plans as failures.

Knights of Labor, .Anarchists, and Socialists.
The two following extracts are worthy of careful
perusal and deep thought:
From Labw Bu<%get1 (h·gan K. of L.! From the Kansas Ott:v Journai.

Socialism, Anarchism, and We do not assert that the
mur_der find no defenders in Knights of Labor are directly
the K. of L. If a conflict responsible for the recent te.r- ·
should ever occur as the re- rible carnivals of blood in Chisuits of Communism, the cago and Milwaukee, but we
Knights of Labor will be do charge that the ~ethods
found upholding the Constitu- pursued by the Kmghts of
tion of the United States a~d Labor during the recent strike
laws of the country against all in the Southwest hav been the
transgressors. The Knights strongest possible encourageof Labor are the stoutest. op. ment for such red-handed
ponents. yet placed against So- murderers as Parsons, Fieldcialism and Anarchy. They en, and others to. institute a
are friends of the law and of reign of anarchy in Chicago
order. They believe in order, and Milwaukee. Are the acand are determined that the tions of the mob in Chicago
laws shall be obeyed. Down any worse than that of the
with Socialism and Anarchy. band of Knights which amUp with education and equal- bushed a train near Fort
ity. As to the whole tribe of Worth and fired a deadly valAnarchists, Nihilists, and So-ley from Winchester rifles into
cialists, there can be but one the ranks of the o~cers of the
opinion among good citizens. law? Hav the followers of
Opposed to law and order, Parsons and Fielden perpewhich are as necessary to labor trated any ·more· heirious ·act
as to capital, they are the ene- than did the Knights who ~e
mies of the human race, and railed the train on the Missourithere is no place for them in Pacific near Wyandotte, and
this country. They hav no hurled innocent men to their
sympathy with honest labor, deaths? Hav Parsons and ·
and the workingmen, whose Fielden propounded any more
cause they injure, should be Anarchical doctrin than did
the first to denounce and op- the striking Knights at Parpose them. The honest work- sons, who claimed the rights
ingmen are good citizens, and of belligerents in time of war?
they know that this is the best We submit in all fairness that
country for them in the world. the record of the Knights -in
·They seek not to destroy, but the Southwestern strike furto build up. Their worst ene- nishes them with but limited
mies are the destructivs who capital with which to point
do not know how to value free the finger of scorn at the fol- '
institutions. They aad their lowers of the Anarchist Parwhole doctrin and following sons.
should be driven from the
country, or, better still, from
the face of God's earth.

There is, doubtless, a great deal of honest a.nd
righteous indignation in the remarks of the Labor
Budget, and there is also a large amount of cold,
unvarnished truth in the reflections of the Journal.
Not the least necessity exists for the Budget to work
itself into a passion against all Socialists and Anarchists, because there are both Socialists and Anarchists
who are as good citizens and as law-abiding as any
Knight of Labor, and in honesty and intelligence
they are the peers of anybody. They certainly hav
what Mr. Tucker would call the superior "scientific
grasp." As the Journal points out, they are no more
incendiary in their acts than the Knights, and they
do not seek to accomplish their aims through laws
scarcely less burdensome than the wrongs sought
to be remedied. That "they and their whole doctrin and following should be driven from the country,
or, better still, from the face of God's earth," as the
B·udget declares, is the most dangerous and un-American sentiment that we hav anywhere seen.
The suspicion anses that when the Labor Budget
classes" Socialism, Anarchy, and murder" indiscriminat~ly together it does not know what it is talking about. What the noble order of the Knights of
Labor need is to be delivered from the stigma
brought upon them both by the violent acts of their
members and by the reckless ra.nt of their orgaBs.

/
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The law will attend to Anarchists and Socialists who apostle was sent to Rome the writer of Acts twice
-break the law. Those who do not break the law hav tells us (xxv, 21, 25) that it was for a hearing before
as much right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap- Augustus.
.·piness as anybody else.
--------~------

When Was Christ Born 1
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your remarks
as to when Christ was born require a little addition, it seems
to me.. Matthew says_Christ was born in the days of Herod
_the king; that on account of Herod's order to slay the infants Joseph fled with the child into Egypt and there remained
until after Herod's death, and until he heard that Herod's
son Archelaus reigned in his stead.
Luke says Christ was born when his parents went up to
Bethlehem to be taxed, and that this taxing was first done
when Cyrenius was governor of Syria.
Joseph us says Herod died a few days after an eclipse of the
moon. He wanted to kill some of his own children, but so
feared the people he dared not attempt it till he found his end
was so near. This eclipse has been calculated back and
found to be of date in March B. o. 4. Josephus relates that
·after Herod's death Archelaus was confirmed in the government and reigned ten years and was then banished; that
Judea and Syria were united under one government and Cyrenius was sent out from Rome to be governor; that he
ordered a tax of the Jewish nation, and that this tax was heinously taken by the Jews. Any student of Josephus must
observe how very accurate is he whenever he speaks of minutire; and although he givs no dates he relates events in such
order that we can get quite close to dates. Those chapters
in the Antiquities are especially minute-more so than those
in the War. As Luke refers to Cyrenius in the ·past tense, we
may infer that his office had ceased. Anyhow, this first taxing by Cyrenius ended in the thirty-seventh year after the
battle of Actium. At least, if Luke is taken, Christ must
hav been born eleven. years· after Herod's death. From the
accounts by Josephus we can see about how, where, and when
that sect arose among the J ews~thatnew philosophy similar to
Essenism he describes-whic)l cooperated later with some
. older one, and in the vast confusions forgot much, added and
mixed much, and developed into Christianity under the teachings of that master genius we know as Paul, an inspired, earnest, eloquent soul, if ever there was one-i. e., a genius.
So far as exposing contradictions of Bibles is concerned I
would not turn my hand over to do so, were it not from desire of destroying idolatry-Bible fetichism. The Bible it
really, when read with enlightened eyes, a most fair work, of
extraordinary interest, and teeming with wisdom in places.
Priestcraft has made of it a God with most fatal consequence
·to ignorance. Philo, the great Jew, the foremost man of all
the Jewish world in or about A.n.1, knew how to interpret itas an allegor; (the Pentateuch, I mean).
C.

Our correspondent's data appear to be quite correct accorc;ling to the records. Josephus has given
us pretty much all we know of the history of those
times, especially as affecting the Jews. His hi-story
cannot be successfully contradicted except ·as to certain exaggerations of numbers and stories of marvelous events. But Luke, as we before remarked, seems
to make a blunder every time he undertakes to giv
dates. Evidently he was unacquainted with Jewish
history, and Rabbi Wise says that both in the gospel
and in the Acts the writer betrays a want of knowledge of the Hebrew, of the laws and customs of the
Jews, and of the geography of Palestine.
As to theEssenes, Josephus describes them as existing about the year 20 B.c., at which time he tells us
that Herod especially favored Manahem the Essene.
Several years ago our correspondent "Antichrist''
drew attention to the apparent identity of Manahem
the Essene with Manaen of Acts xiii, 1, 2:
"Now there were in the church that was at Antioch certain prophets and teachers, as Barnabas, and Simeon that
was caHed Niger, and Lucius of Cyrene, and Manaen, which
had been brought up with Hm·od the tetrarch, and Bau.l."

This Manaen of Acts answers in name to Manahem
the Essene, a school-teacher who once met Herod the.
Great when a child, and clapping the boy on the back,
prophesied that he would be king and would reign
long. Substitute in the above passage " the Great''
for "the tetrarch" and we would hav Manahem the
Essene associated with Barnabas, Lucius of Cyrene
(perhaps Luke the Evangelist), and Saul of Tarsus,
afterward called Paul. And Josephus says that
Herod a.SO especially favored Pollio the Pharisee,
another prophet, who, when Herod was once upon
trial of life and death, told the judges, by way of reproach, that" this Herod, whom they suffered now
to escape, would afterward inflict punishment on
them. all" (Ant. xv, 1).
Many years after this trial (which was about 37 B. c.),
Josephus tells us that Herod sent two of his sons
to Rome to enjoy the company of Cresar, "and they
lodged at the house of Pollio, who was very fond of
Herod's friendship." Paul undoubted ended his days
at Rome, and "Antichrist" maintains that he died as
early as the year 10 B.c. In his letter to the Philippians Paul says : "AU the saints salute you, chiefly
they that are of Ca~sar's household.". And when the

Editorial Notes.

TnE Olturclt Times, of England, protests against the erection of a church as a memorial to Elizabeh Fry, on the
gr~mnd that " that excellent Quakeress was not, strictly
speaking, a Christian." The Olturclt Times may be right.
Who can tell what is real, simon-pure Christianity?
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assembled to render tribute to the many virtues and excellences of their departed friend were none the less earnest and
heartfelt in their expression." Mr. Collman's grief at his
loss is shared by many friends .
THE Index quotes from a contemporary thus: "A writer
in the Congregationalist says that he does not fintl much
'burning piety,' 'unquestioning faith,' and' self-sacrificing
ardor' among the German candidates for the ministry." As
to the "burning piety" it no doubt still exists, but, fortunately, on account of an increase of worldly knowledge, these
times no not allow of its oldtime expression and exercise.

ON " Corpus Christi" Sunday a p_tocession of priests
passed through the streets of Montreal bearing the " host."
Lectures and Meetings.
As the ''host " passed the St. Johns military school the comMRs.
LILLIE
DEVEREUX
BLAKE will lecture at Warsaw, N.
mandant ordered his men to present arms and kneel. This
was termed "presenting arms to God." As the order was a Y., July 22d and 23d; at Leroy, 24th and 26th; at Batavia,
violation of military regulations, the commandant is likely to 27th; at Clifton Spa, 30th, and at Weedsport, August 4th.
be court-martialed.
W. F. JAMIESON is holding a debate with Rev. D. 0. Van
IN enumerating the portraits in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL S!yke, of Wisconsin; in the Opera House at Madison, Dakota,
for the current year, th~ Hartford Times has a bit of philoso- on the questions : 1. "The Existence and Being of the God
phy highly disagreeable to Christians. "It remains an un- of the Bible." 2. "Infidelity (Freeth ought) is Superior to
comfortable fact," it says, " in any study of the world's re- Christianity." There is a call for Mr. Jamieson to go to
ligions, that so many of the world's great ones hav repudiated Leon, Iowa, to debate with a Rev. Wilson. If the Leon
all creeds, even the scheme of Christianity itself as. a divine Liberals can defray the heavy cost of so long a journey the
order." Truly, it is an uncomfortable fact, but not at aJI debate will probably take place early in August. His ad·
dress is Lake City, Minn.
astonishing.
C. B. REYNOLDS has been for the·past week at Montezuma,
N. Y., where he has encountered violent weather, but succeeded in disposing of quite a quantity of Liberal literature,
and forming a Secular Union. Mr. Reynolds goes next to
Boonton, N. J. He writes: "Now let all desiring Tent
effort write me at once. And all New York Liberals prepare
for a glorious meeting of the New York State Freethinkers'
Association.· The cause requires that every man and woman
do their duty, and help by their presence to boom the move~
TnE following from the Beacon is the latest argument ment in the Empire state.
against Sunday newspapers :
THE Dillon, Montana, Examinm· of June 1!Jth contained
"The Sunday newspaper tends not only to destroy the sacred
·character of the Sabbath, and t.o make the public worship a farce this notice of the missionary efforts of the American Secular
for those who read it, but it is sltpplanting the religious press. A U11ion's secretary: " On Thursday morning last handbills
person who reads a daily paper all the week, and an edition with a were circulated arormd the city, announcing that Samuel P.
supplement of the same on Sunday, has no time left for a religious Putnam, secretary of the National Secular Union, would deweekly, and the weekly is soon dropped."
liver free lectures at the Court-house on Thursday and FriWe extend such sympathy as we hav on hand to the religday evenings. During the clay J\Ir. Putnam, accompanied.
ious editors, but cannot just now see what they are going to
by Mr. William G. Emerick, succeeclecl in making many acdo about it. The publishers of the Sunday papers are unquaintances, and put in his time agreeably. He was driven
doubtedly too- worldly-minded to heed their protests.
out to Mr. Emerick's residence for dinner, and when he
CoLE YouNGER, one of those celebrated Minnesota bandits, reached the Court-house in the evening he found a large authe Younger brothers, is said to be a man of great ability and dience there to greet him, including many ladies. At nine
considerable education. Since his imprisonment he has o'clock l-Ion. W. S. Barbour introduced JHr. Putnam, and
studied the Bible carefully, and now regularly preaches to that gentleman announced that he would use as the basis of
his fellow-convicts in the Stillwater penitentiary. But, after hi~ argument the subject, 'Universal Mental Liberty.' For
hour he held the closest attention of th'" large audie11ce,
all, the transformation is not very great from a. robber to a an
and made a good argument in favor of Freethought, and
preacher. Both get a living from the world without giving against all religious forms, being frequently interrupted by
anything in return.
applause. He is a fluent, easy, and natural speaker, graceful of gesture, and has a method of rcttsonin,Q; his case withIn the midst of his infirmities, d11ring which he has sometimes for
days together been unable to hold a pen, l\'Ir. Sp11rgeon has issued out offending his hearers who are opposed to his views.
his nineteen hundredth sermon. Luminous, as well as voluminous, Last evening 1\tir. Putnam had another large audience to hear
may this devoted servant of God be long spared to the church on his lecture on the' New Heaven and Earth.' He was listeuecl
to attentivly."
earth.--.:Reliyious Pape1·.
If Mr. Spurgeon would cease his enormous consumption
WHEN J. E. Remsburg made his first tour East as a Lib"()f beer and brandy, that " devoted servant of God would be eral lecturer, four years ago, he hac! two engagements. Last
spared a good deal longer to the church. on earth," and his August he started East on his seventh semi-annual tour with
" infirmities" would be fewer. A beer and brandy drinking sixty engagements. This year he is so thronged with calls
parson will hav the rheumatism and gout just as severely as that he will not be able to cross the Mississippi before Nothe most woful sinner.
vember. He had contemplated a trip to Colorado in August,
a trip through the Northwest on his return, and a tour East
A I'RETTY little Sunday-school tale has been used by nearly
about the last of September. The announcement that he
every religious paper in the Janel to fill up an odd corner of
would make a tour of the northwestern states, however,
It
is
about
England's
queen.
Victoria
was
its columns.
brought so many calls that he has been compelled to abandon
asked by some person, inquisitivly inclined on political subhis Colorado trip, decline all calls for lectures east of the
jects, to what she attributed the source of England's greatMississippi as well as Kansas and Missouri, and begin work
ness. Her answer was both laconic and pious : "The
a month earlier than usual. He is now filling engagements
Bible." It is. a pity to touch so fervid a story with cold
for thirty-six lectures in Nebraska. 'l'he following is his protruth, but Mr. J. N. Masters, of Rye, England, wrote to Sir
gram for that state :
Henry Ponsonby, the queen's secretary, to know whether or
'
.not it was true. Mr. Pons onby has written in reply that Salem ...................................... : ........... Thursday, July 15
Humboldt ................................................. Friday, July 16
" there is no truth whatever in that commonly-believed Liberty ................................ Saturday, Sunday, July 17, 18
story." Thus has another bulwark of Christianity gone over- Mission Creek .......................................... Sunday, July 18
board.
Wilber ......... Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, July 1!J, 20, 21
Waverly .............................. Thursday, Friday, July 22, 23
IF we may judge by the following piece of commercial Greenwood .......................... Satunlay, Sunday, July 24, 2:)
paper, brought to light by a religions journal, God partlci- Louisville ......................... , .. Monday, Tuesdny, July 2G, 27
pated rather more activly in the affairs of the world one Arlington ...... Wednesday, Thursday, Friclny, July 28, 2!J, 30
Osceola ......................... Saturday, July 31, Sunday, Aug. 1
hundred years ago than at present:
Omaha .................................................... Monday, Aug. 2
"Shipped, by the (71-ace of Goa, in good order and well-conditioned, Palmyra ............................ Tucsclay, Wednesday, Aug. 3, 4
by Messrs. H. Vanderburgh and Co., in and upon the good brig Edgar ... Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Aug. 5, 6, 7, 8
called BetS?J ana Sulce!/, whereof Giles Hollister is master, under Goa Indianola ... Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Aug. 10, 11, 12
for the present voyage, and now riding at anchor in the port of Central City ......................... Saturclay, Sunday, Aug. 14, 15
Newbern, and b!i Goa's yrace bound for New York, 417 bbls. of tar;
47 bbls. Turpentine; 44 bbls. Pitch ; 6 Venison Hams; 4 Deer Skins, Crab Orchard .................. Tuesclay, \Vec!nesclay, Aug. 17, 18
and one bbl. of fat, to be delivered in good order unto l\'Ir. HamIowa and Minnesota he has the following engagements:
IN the recent elections in England the clergy of the Established Church took a very decided stand against the Home
Rulers. On one Sunday the archbishop of York, primate of
the church, selected as the text upon which to build a sermon the advice of Paul to the Ephesians, which he abbreviated to read, " Put off the old· man, which is corrupt.''
Mr. Gladstone ought to feel very friendly toward the Church
of England.

tramock, or to his assigns, he or they paying freight, with primage
and average acc11stomed-In witness whereof, etc.-and so Goa
sena the good ship to her destined Port in safety. AMEN. Dated
at Newbern, 16th Feb. 1785. Giles Hollister."

A bill of lading in those days, it appears, was a theological
document as well as a receipt for goods shipped.
TnE Bayshore Journal brings news of the death of ~1rs. C.
A. Cadman, of Brentwood, L. I., which occurred on July
2d. The town of Brentwood was founded by a handful of
radicals, of whom Mrs. Cadman was one. She and her husband hav been known beyond the community for their good
works, and as disciples of a faith which the average Long
Islander finds it difficult to understand. Positivism to a
Christian is synonymous with heresy, but though outspoken
in their convictions Jvir. and M.rs. Cadman had the good will
of all. The Joun~al says of the funeral services: "The
tenets of their faith called for no assistance from a clergy_
man, at least from none in this neighborhood, but those who

In

IowA.

l\hNNEHOTA.

Tama City,
-worthington,
Osceola,
Dundee,
Randolph,
Fairmount,
Oelwein,
Alnut City,
Buffalo Grove,
Janesville,
Colfax,
Smiths J\Iill,
Holstein,
Barnum,
Fredericksburg,
Utica,
New Hamptou,
St. Charles,
Cresco,
Ashby,
Deerfield,
Garden City,
Hampton,
Ada,
Orange City,
Long Lake.
Grinnell,
:Muscatine.
In addition to the above, Des 1\foines, Manchester, Nevinville, Princeton, Casey, What Cheer, Farley, Columbus
Junction, Bonaparte, and Missouri Valley, Iowa, and several
towns in Jviinnesota and Dakota also expect to arrange· for
lectures ..
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'![tfttrs !from Jlritnds.
GALI.OWAY, TEXAS.
liR. EDITOR: I wish we could hav lectm'er visit us this
fall. There are a great many Liberals here, but few are
outspoken.
The cartoons are perfectly splendid, and I don't see how
anyone can object to them. With best wishes for the success
of TnE TRUTH SEEKEI!, I am, Re~pectfully, J.P. MILLS.

a

.
SAN Jos&, CAr.., June 23, 1886.
MP.. EDITOR: Your cartoons are very welcome to your
readers. I like them very well. You liit the nail just at the
lJt•ad to pierce superstition to the core. The Liberals owe
yon many thanl's for your liberal outlay. "May they also
support you freely in order that you can cover the higher
expenses you hav incurred for your eminent paper.
II. ~I. CoTTINGER.
CHAMPLIN,

~fiN~.,

June 29, 1886.

Mw. Em-roR: JncloRerl find $3 for my n·newal.
THE Tml'rH SEEKEI! is much a"ppr<'daled in our family,
and we expect long to remain among its humble supporters.
The following story,-,, hieh "WC consider good enough for
your" Odds and Ends," is purely original, and occurred in
one of the large churche!l in our city of Minneapolis, where
last winter they were having a l1uge revival. The pastor,
in his "warming-up" Zl'Hl, was making his usual rounds,
soliciting victims. Meeting a good-natured Scandinavian in
the cougregation, he accosted him with the usual interrogatory, "Don't yon want to work for Jesus?"" Our friend met
him with a wide" stare, and the reply, "Naow; me got von
yob; cut ice out Lake Calhoon."
MRs. F. I. Bmn.
EAST SMJINA\1', 1\fwH., July 11, 1886.
IIIn. EniTOH: Everyone sec·ms to lmv the specimen craze.
Not long· ago I rrceived from "Washington territory a nice
box of real Indian money. The lady who sent me this queer
coin mys her husband was once an Imliau trader, and while
among the Alaslw Illllians he collected this money, and now,
~~~ she has no use for it., she sends it to me.
The Indian
money, or wampum, as the Indians callecl it, is a rare sea_
shl'll, an inch or more in length, the size around of· a large
lmitting-needle, slightly bent, tapPring and hollow. The
value of each piece to them was four cents. I hav quite a
bit more of this otld currency than I care for, ami, the editor
willing, I will say anyone who would like a piece of Indian
money may hav it anll welcome if they send a stamp to pay
postage.
Mns. F. A. WAnNER.
LINCOLN, Ir.r.., July 10, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: You hav often noticed, I hav no doubt,
~hat when you corner Chrisli!m mythologists in regard to
"miracles" and show the nnreasonableness and impossibility
of any such things ever happening, they always take refuge
behind their bulwark, "Oh, nothing iR impossible with God."
When they seek flight from reason and science I take issue
and silence them in this way:
1. God cannot make twice two six.
2." God cannot mal<e the millstone run both ways at once.
3. God cannot destroy himself.
A dose of this heroic treatment closes their mouths and
they go off, as the bigots always do, longing for the Inquisition and fagot. The old sects are passing into the impenetrable next, the younger ones are getting more careless and less
A. R. C.
dogmatic. This is the hope of final reformation.
WEsT BmGHTON, N.Y., ·June 29, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR : One word in regRrd to pictures. They are
just grand. They hit the mark every time. I wish I could
hav been brought in contact with them when I was full of
theology. It seems as if they would hav woke me up.
I hope you will get two subscribers for every one who
says " Stop my paper" on account of the pictures. If I
didn't like them, I could easily pass them over. I don't believe an editor has all sunshine in the pilgrimage of life. I
hav cut out many of the pictures and sent them to friend~
for missionary purposes. I think they hav had the designed
and desired effect.
I vtas pleased to learn through THE TRuTrr SEEKER that
Dr. Austin had Reynolds go to Marion and stir up their
minds by way of remembrance. He can tlo it every time,
even if he doesn't claim to be inspired by God. The D.D.'s
were wise in not attacking him.
SAMUEL E. SKrNNEJ(.
STONEHAM, Mass., July 10, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I write for the purpose of sending some money
to keep our Frecthought flag waving in the breeze. I am
always glad to sec it come, alt"hough I do not hav time
enough to read it. Brother Heston's last materialization of
"Home Rule in Ireland" is superexcellent. I can imagin
the combatants opening the exercises by singing, "I am so
glad that Jesus loves me." Seeing it, an Infidel must feel s!td
to t)1ink he lacks religious devotion. One is reminded of Lizzie Doten's poem :
We mock ~tt the C~ttholie bigots in Rome,
Who stnve wif.h their dogmaH man's reason to fetter;
But we tnrn to the Protestant bigot.s at home,
"And lind that t.heir dogmas are scarce a whit better.

I would be glad if':Mr. Reynolds and his gospel tent would
come this way. How I envy Miss Wixon her loving task! I
wish Liberals would hav Sunday gatherings for their children, where isms were lost sight of, and honor, reason, investigation, and facts that are seen alike by all could be taught.
where seven days instead of one would be considered" holy;':
where white lies of all descriptions would be tabooed; where
self-control and self-government could be inculcated; where
human rights could be freely spoken of; where prevention
instead of punishment for criminals could be considered;

where strict, inflexible justice would be glvou in t•n.~y lll~~nn~;
where fun and instrucUon could be jmUdmt:sly llll:llll}(•d, 1md
where-well, I might tnlk 1\ long Unw ftmt Uit:>n nnt" ~ny lmlf
that might. be said. But I do holJ.t\ t:o !It'<~ ll\Ul'l' !'!Qhools or
meetings estnblislwtl for the t:>l1H\In•11, Some of \1$ olt~er
ones realir.e the heut•fit of hi!glnllln)l: tn tlllnk rlgh!ly. But
schools wl1ere know!ed<re 1U1d l!<>t h1hh wt1ulrl btl t.be ~t.nndnrd
would help ~ur- fu\~t~ gtmt•r:~liom; h' lm.v loss murder,
hatred, lying, de., t•tc.
Sncce;;.s tn the host t>f spt'i\kers: nuty the coming Com,ention be n )!mud SIICCl'sg. But nothin!!: <'tm kill out. Freethou<rht.
is bouml to <"row brin·hte'f nnd l1r01\rler every
year~
"'
"
C. FANNIE ALLYN.

It

PmLADELPmA, PA., June 23, 18S6.

:MR. EntTOR: I nm very glud to tlud you interested in exc
posing Catholicism.

Teaching by pictures is very effectiv
I am sorry
to say I do not think yours often hit. the mark, but as I could
not do as well, probably I lmd better say nothing. Catholicism and republicanism are a contradiction. It is impossible
for them to coalesce. One or the other must go down. One
teaches people to believe; the other teaches people to think.
The policy of the first is to keep its adherents ignorant; the
policy of the latter· to enlighten all.
Our grand doctrin of freedom in religion for all is taken
advantage of by the Catholic organization, which is not
wholly a religious organization, but political and religious
combined. Before it gets power, it wears its religious mask.
When it has power, it is political. No man should be allowed
to vote at our polls who does not abjure all other potentates.
My own conviction is that Catholicism is at the bottom of
Home Rule, and that Rome Rule will be the right reading.
Eternal hostility to Catholicism should be taught to every
American.
E. M. DAVIS.
if thosg who see them can properly apply them.

AYER, J\'IAss., July 4, 1886.
MR. Eorron: By" Letters from Friends" I see that some
timid ones are afraid to show the pictures to their orthodox
friends. I do not hesitate to show the pictures as soon as I
open the paper, and it is with difficulty that I nan draw" the
clergy anrl"the stern churchmen into a discussion, knowing,
as they do, their weak and defenseless position. Let the
good work go on; the pictures cannot overmatch the description of the past nor the facts of the present. illustrationsobject teaching-hav long been in the Bible; the work of
human imagination. Other descriptions in the Bible are
worthy of illustrations. Imagination was not exhausted by
the first edition. Those who accept the description of the
Jewish Jehovah should not object to the picture, nor to
being mirrored by seeing the ""priest and Levite passing by""
a man already robbed, of whom they had nothing to expect.
They seem not to be expressly proud of their prototypes ;
their only defense is as that of a dog with a mounted cat enlivening his ideas, "Ta'int I, ta'int L"
The Christian church does not like to behold its natural
face in the glass; they would like to turn from their bloo"dy
record and forget what manner of men they were, what
church they belong to now. They should receive with a
good grace what they gave-cartoons and pet names. Whose
fault is it? Who began it? There is a vast difference between the picture of a hideous crime and the crime itself.
Some time let us see that old one-horse iron cart that scared
the creator of worlds. Watson Heston has a large field to
work inyet. His spirited pictures are a great aid to faith.
They malte it easy.
ELIJAn li'IYRIOK.
BrG CREEK, N.Y., July 11, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Universal mental liberty is a subject that is
much talked about by many women as well as men, but if
practical demonstration is the key-note to its success, many
seem to "shoot wide of the mark."
I was never more forcibly reminded of this fact than when
I r~<ad
the public print that even men calling themselvs
not only "Liberals," but "reformers," anc:l in the town of
Liberal, Mo., too, recommended "shot-gun and boot-logic"'
to drive individuals out of the town because they honestly
differed with them in reference to the principle of love, and
its proper expression or manifestation.
The inspiration that has been handed down from "the
dead past" tells us that" love is the fulfilling of· the law."
But the inspiration of the present, if such demonstrations
are taken as evidence, would seem to indicate that mobocratic lawlessness had taken possession of not only "the
rank and file," but professed leaders in the advocacy of
"universal mental liberty," even in a hall dedicated to its
claims.
What a comment on the reformatory teachings of to-day!
Where is there any spot or place on " God's green earth"
that this claim can he actualized if even in Liberal, l'I:o., its
leading minds so far forget to practice what they teach in
theory as to be instrumental in inciting a mob, if not themselva found in it as leaders?
The eyes of very many men and women hav been turned
in the direction of this town, and its founder, for a practical
illustration of the possibility of "universal mental liberty"
becoming a fixed fact at least there, if nowhere else, in this
boasted ''land of the. free and home of the brave."
As I understand the term liberty, it means no more and rio
less than to be free to do only what is right, even if those
who claim to be its most worthy advocates are not so near
perf"t'ct but that they think unkind thoughts toward others
whose influence is in danger of affecting their pockets,
whether they do their internal convictions or not, and for
this reason nature, or natural law, has attached a penalty to
every violation, even if" civil law," so called, does sanction
it, as is clearly indicated by our law-makers granting licenses
to sell liquor, keep houses of prostitution, etc. These
licenses do not save the liquor-dealer from demoralization,
to say nothing of the deplorable effect liquor has on thll
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drinker, and his family, if it goes no further, which "is not
usually the case, as all observing minds are qualified to bear
n.mplo testimony to the contrary. And as for prostitution,
H.'s destroying many of the fairest and" best, by men" voluntnrily wnlking into its gilded precincts but to scatter the seeds
of diseuse und death in many homes where purity and chastity would gladly flourish forever and aye.
JuLIA C. FRANKLIN.
GuNNISON, Cor.., June 30, 1886.
l'ft!. EDITOR: Inclosed is $10. I am owing you a little
over a year's subscription. I clesire to pay you up to :May,
1888. This, perhaps, will enable you to forgiv me for running behind this past year, which to me has been an extra
close one in money matters. But I told you a year ago how
it was and asked you to wait, and I thank you for your kindness" to an old subscriber like me. You will see that I am
one of the oldest, starting with the paper and Saint Bennett
in Illinois. M:y sympathies are with you in your efforts to diffuse the truth, and I like your broac1, Liberal way of doing
it. Right here let me hold up my hand in favor of the pictures you are issuing lately. It s.cms to me they are an excellent argument to a large number who could not otherwise
"see the point." I am glad you try to obey Paul's injunction
to be " all things to all men, if, possibly, you may ,qave 8ome."
All the early part of my life I've been a churchman; went
out of it into Materialism, but hav since been converted by
"proof palpable" to" Spiritualism. Of course I should like
THE Tnu-rrr SEEKER better if a little more space was given to
my peculiar philosophy, but I am not to dictate how you
should run your paper. I li~<e your fairness to all sides, and
I read and like what the Materialistic correspondents hav to"
say. They are all right as far as they see-I only pity them,
as I do the Christians, that they cannot see farther, for I think
they can't enjoy life to its fullest, as they might if they had
their eyes open. Evolution will bring things ronnel all right
in time. There's no use trying to hurry up nature. People
hav got to grow into knowledge. The turkey-stuffing process won't do for humans. The passage out of supe1·stition intothe light of Freethouglit must be gradual as the growth from
youth to age. But my sheet is full. Truly thine in sympathy,
WAimEN RwnARllSON.
NEw YoRK, N.Y., July 9, 1886.
lHR. Enl'roR: Oh, you bad man! Do you know what
you are about? Yon a truth seeker, indeed! Father
:M--n ~nd myself used at intervals to amuse our~
selvs by looking at your TRUTH SEEKER journal, but you
hav done it now. It takes a good deal to make the holy man
grind his teeth. \Ve enjoyed much, you may believe, your
funny pictures depicting the squirming, pretentious, and pre-"
sumptuous fooleries of those heretical lHethodists and Presbyterians, and all orthodox heretics, but now we perceive yon
hav made an onslaught als9 upon the holy Mother Church!
the church of the holy Virgin! Oh, my! I hav no patience
with you.
I perceive now what had disturbed the composure of my
holy confessor. Tossing your crumpled paper fnto my lap,
frowningly, he exclaimed aloud, "Read! read!" and then
darted out of the room. And, I assure you, I did reacl.
Now, I am not good at logic, but for you to confound our
soul-soothing absolution or forgivness of our holy father at
Rome through God's ten thousand ever-ready priests with
the heretical brawlers and bellowers surrounding us, can
only be excused by ignorance or neglect in childhood.
I write unadvisedly, for I am but a poor, weak woman,
and, I suppose, all I may say will only provoke a smile. The
poor wretch who is to be hanged to-day-how much better
the Catholic r;ertainty of forgivness than the heretical bolstering of a mer"e hope! Who ever knew a holy Catholic
priest deserting a felon in his last moments and neglecting a
criminal in the State prison?
SISTER BmnnA.
P. S.-If our streets become, through TuE TrmTII SEEKER,
as red with blood as my scribble, you hav only yourself to
S. B.
accuse.
PAoiFIO, Mo., July 3, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : Will you please pardon my intrusion on
your time and space? The thought has often imposed itself
on me, If mind rules matter, then what rules the movements
of the world-the heavenly bodies? There has been much
said of late, in regard to it, in TrrE TRUTH SEEKER, but no
motiv cause has as yet been given. According to the science
of astronomy, the movements are precise, the cause unchangeable; all remains within the figure. How can that
be? Astronomy says gravitation and attraction are the
cause. But how can that be it to my unscientific mind?
Gravitation, Webster says, is the tendency to center, and
common say has it that water runs down ·hill till it finds its
level, but then it stops; and so with attraction. Webster
says it is the power in bodies which is supposed to draw
them together. Now, if those are the principles which constitute the moving powers, I cannot sec how they can keep
moving at the rate they do-although they do. I think-in
fact, I reason-that there is something outside of what we conceive as gravitation and attraction which keeps things apart
within their sphere, and moving, besides its opposit, i.e., the
causes given; besides, if I should dare to express my own
feeling, my own reason, in regard to it, I would sny that the
body, such as our earth is, hard and concrete, does not sail
around at all, and at such speed, but only moves on center.
The reasons are its own condition; its poles, which are, of
course, positiv and negativ; itself the law of gravitation and
attraction. What could counteract it? What could keep it
in its sphere, its orbit, in the all-the-sau1e around about it?
I can find no motiv cause in that; perhaps science can explain it.
Yes, Mr. Editor, mind rules matter. Mind measures space
and determins movements, establishes systems, makes laws
for man's guide and movement, builds up heavens and sheols
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for not believing one thing or another; and yet it is no entity,
. a ~ere nothing. Can you explain the riddle? A thought
has come to me again while writing, namely, that all Spiritual
.causes and phenomena are involved and conditioned by and
.in the causes which constitute gravitation and attraction-the idea ~or which I would aall respectful consideration, as
that will giv a hint, a clue, as to cause or no cause, as to being object matter or subject cause.
I will just say that I approve of the new departure-the
pictures; no matter who growls. The matters they represent
are veritable facts. These ought to prevail, and any Liberal
that cannot bear them has not yet unloaded the theological
mind. With best wishes and hopes for a fair consideration
of what is said and written, I will sign myself, A. H. K.

may be injured by looking at the pictures in TilE TRUTH
SEEKER.
I think Mr. Gill is a well-disposed man, but his moral
spine is rather too weak. He is not fitted to be the champion of an unpopular cause.
·
.Having passed through the fires of persecution myself, 1
am prepared to say that a brave honesty of purpose is far
better than a cowardly disposition. I presume friend Gill
believes in rendering good for evil, and so do I, but my way
is to put the good just as strong as possible. Milk for babes,
but meat for the old ones, is my rule.
N. HUNT.
I admire the pictures.- Yours straight,

NEWARK, N. J., July 11, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Our public schools are the bulwark and
qnly guarantee of a republican form of government, and
sectarians are trying to break them up. They were not considered godless by our forefathers. They were good enough
to educate them, and they arc good enough to train up the
rising generation now. Educate the people, and bigots can't
rule. Our public schools are supported by intelligent people,
foreign and nativ-Americans who reverence the great god
of nature, and not man gods. Our motto is, "God and our
nativ land," and not God, church, and fatherland. Love of
god and country should be the first lesson taught in our
public schools, and not obedience and loyality to church.
Jesuits declare our schools godless because they are notallowed to educate our children. Now, sir, all mankind were
born without knowledge, and by age we acquire intelligence.
In my infancy I was taught there was a devil and a bruning
_hell. What a monstrous and wicked lie that was to keep
·people from doing wrong! It is an insult to any person of
intelligence to hold up an individual devil, or a burning hell;
and because ·we won't allow th~se people to educate, preach,
and instil this wickedness to our youth they declare we are
godless and heretics, and doomed to hel!. If their prayers
-could save life, stop tornadoes, stop God's lightning from
!mocking down his churches, save the ship-wrecked marriner, raise the dead, cure disease, stop pestilence, and lead
to chaste lives, they would be some benefit to mm1kind in
general. But they don't. Christians would not kill their
devil if they could, for if he was dead their occupation would
be gone. There would be no five-dollar masses for the poor,
nor fifty-dollar for the high, nor ten cents for a poor sinner
W. W. MoRRIS.
to go to church to pray.
Ho!lNELLBVILLE, N.Y., July 4, 1886.
l\lll. EDIToR : Plea10e find incloserl post-office order for one
yettr's renewal of my subscription to THE TnU'fH SEEKER.
There has not been much excitement here over Liberalism
since C. B. Heynolcls left. Our financial success through the
leCtures· this spring was not very encouraging, yet we hav
the gratification of occasionally meeting with its ~ffects in
- tlie form of severely " offended" Bible-worshipers, who hav
bacf the misfortune to find their indifferent friends suppiied
with Infidel handbills to make more difficult their conversl.on.
It is not the predo!llinance of radical Christians that makes
the town so indifferent to the Freethought cause, but pure
'ignorance, established and maintained by inherited mediocrity. Out of a city of twelve thousand population-and I
believe that every houee ineide the corporation limits was suppli-ed with a handbill-it was clilficuli; to secure an attendance
of fifty at each lecture, and nearly all those were connected
with the Liberal League. We were blessed with the pres·ence of several curiosity-struck deacons, who sneaked their
presence several times into the hallway to listen undiscovered by the ticket window, and noiselessly steal a peep
through the keyhole at the "children of the devil," and
-when discovered and invited in would reluctantly seat themselvs, after having availed themselvs of the benefit of our
liberality by begging a free admission from our usual~charge
of ten cents.
Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds made some brilliant addresses
here, and hav won the friendship and good wishes of the
Liberals of the town, and we hope that the effects of the
lectures hav been more keenly felt by the church than they
arc willing to admit.
CnAs. CounERMAN.
l\'I:ERRILL, Mron., July 7, 1886.
MR. EDITOH: In reading the H. C. Gill comedy pro and
con, I am induced to add my mite to the subject. I suppose
that I hav walked over the ground many times, years ago,
on which Mr. Gill 'treads when he goes from his shop to J?is
meals, etc.
The time was when I knew many of the solid Christians of
l\fadison, 0., and I can well recollect some of the fiendish accusations brought against my wife and myself at the time of
which I am speaking;. We were trying as best we could to
teach people to be Liberal, and to do their own thinking.
Mrs. Hunt was what is called a trance speaker. We held
p_ublic meetings in Madison and vicinity, and for this nearly
gratuitouH work we were made to feel the full force of that
beautiful passage in the Bible which says, in effect, "If any
come among you and preach not this gospel, let them be accmsed." We did not preach the gospel of blood atonement,
ancl consequently the Christians of Madison went for us as
the devil went for the hogs, and if they did not say every
mean thing about us that could be said, it was because they
could not think of anything more to say.
Some of those" good souls" said that Mrs. Hunt ought to
be served as the witches were-that is, murdered. And they
attacked her moral character, and seemed determined to ereate the belief in the community that she did not possess one
good trait-not a single redeeming quality.
And these very Christians, or their descendants, are they
whom Jlh. Gill is so exercised over for fear their holy eyes I

MILWAUKEE, Wis .. July 8, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to report from this city on the progress of Freeth ought. We closed our League meetings, the·
last Sunday in June, to be opened again next fall, after having run very successfully for two years and a half without
any vacation. While we did not hav large meetings, nearly
all who came were thinkers, and some of them the most
prominent Liberals of o.ur city. T-he League furnished a
place where all had a respectful hearing upon all subj{lcts;
free speech being carried out to the letter. The labor movement is now the absorbing topic in this eity. The working
classes are having a powerful effort made upon them to
crush out all organizations of labor by persecutions and misrepresentations by the courts and press. People outside of
Milwaukee and hundreds inside of the city think that we had
a terrible "riot" here the 5th of last May from reading the·
papers, when the facts are that there was not any disturbance at all except what the police and soldiery made. The
Republican press want to make a political "boom" out of
it, and mean to reelect Governor Rush because he had a few
unarmed and innocent men shot down. But it begins to
react upon him in a way that does not promis an election for
him. The clmrches here all side with the money power, and
will do all they can to keep the working classes down, as
they always hav done in the past. _I consider that there has
never been a time in this country's history so fraught with
danger to. the rights of the people as now. And just in
proportion as the working classes organize and become aggressiv to the money power, will these persecutions and
efforts to crush out labor organizations increase. But the
only way is for the working class to organize, and then stand
by their principles firmly at the ballot-box.
A. B. SEYERANOE.
VINELAND, N.J., July 12, 1886.
li-ra. EnrTOJc The destitution now suffered by wage-laborers is a generally conceded real distress, wrongly induced,
the en usc of which should be removed. The oppression felt
by vast numbers who hav a competence, but find no satisfactory exercise for their best powers or desires to alleviate
misery and make themselvs and humanity happy, is a known
abnormal state subversiv of rights. Both conditions are
legitimate products of the false system of culture that deRecrates human ability anrl arrests progress. Teachings that
train minds to trust in atoning saviors, and in worship of
omnipotent, triune idols; that ignore reason and the justicesense as moral guides, must stultify expanding intelligence,
dim uativ foresight, and blind historic sight that should read
the past and draw inferences. Christian faith crushes true
faith in personal strength and knowledge, palsies aspiration
for noble endeavor, and establishes corrupt characters and
customs, which, being tlefended by persistent ostracism and
various arts, are claimed as the only respectable line of arlherence and habits. Thus made popular, they ensnare,
cowardize, and hold to the use of the desecrating power all
who conform to the customs, however their minds may be
unconvinced. Fear of the Grundy and boycott rucks has
been tyranny's courage-crusher ever since my young eyes
opened to the light of thought.
Perception of that debasing fear aided my love of truth
and human weal in studying cause and effect in religious
and social lines. Seeing imminent danger to the republic in
the strife and greed of partisan candidates strengthened my
solicitude for a worthy people and true democracy. That
fear and danger became objectiv actors on subjectiv convictions, producing my two early-born themes, individual integrity, and bravery to sustain it; national justice, and integrity
to administer it. These begot their score of auxiliaries
(termed hobbies), and people see just one of them. They all
abhor tyranny and the frauds that prop it; all see a large
line of relief from slavery in honest change of injurious customs. Most heads that are not in the dupe's noose see the
causes of misery, but few devise a process of escape by reformation, though revolutions, as yet, hav been, and are likely
to be, sanguinary. Those with a competence and free minds
might profitably scan the population. Master Powderly, of
the Knights of Labor, says ninety-nine hundredths of the
Knights are Christians, and doubtless does not see that systern a fundamental factor in their hardships. Honest bigots
may not note the craft that will aim to lay the blame and
penalty of riots on unbelievers. Knights of Labor should
be shown, if possible, that the policy of that system controls
the issue of their good right arms, and makes their left powerless to obtain redress.
·
Religious duping, treasury-enriching by tithes from poverty, are cruel desecrations. Minds controlecl by creeds are
easy prey to crafty misers with pious callings, and to some
other schemers.
Can it be the Knights of Labor Unions will read the mockery Talmage offers as consolation to their trials, and not note
the cold emptiness resorted to for reconciling them to their lot?
In his discourse, I think the first one, he begins with a recognition of the seriousness of their sufferings, speaks of privations, cites cases, and woman's connected sorrows, with
seeming sympathy; then, without aBusion to any means
of relief, commends pat-ience, duty in acceptance of labor,
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as the great earthly b.Jessing; exalts the privilege of employment, being the power that takes men from idleness, temptation, and sin generally. It is the pulpits' and thrones' old
cry,, with which they hav ever pelted down uprising heads.
Organized laborers and myriads more of church-members,
with " the means of grace" dinned into their passiv ears
and psychologized brains every Sunday and half of the evenings in the :week, it is feared, will see no farther than to help
doom themselvs to deeper darkness by choosing tlreir civil
laws from the priests' book, instead of our fathers' Conshtution. With unrelaxed zeal to effect such change, and no
strong, orderly force to thwart it; with military forces
mainly biased, like the G. A. R., swearing allegiance to and
on the old war-book, it looks misty round the desecrater!
capitol, and from its cloud-wrapped dome seems to issue a
hoarse whisper crying: "Lovers of liberty, men anrl
women, few or many, weak or strong, awake and work
unitedly for the freedom without which life is death!"
M. E. TILLOTSON.
CAUSTOGA, CAr.., June 28, 286.
Mn. EnrToR: I am just recovering from a severe attack of
pleuro-pneumonia. Our family has had but little sickne~s
for over twenty years, never having need of a ductor durin.~
that time. We did not call in ouc this time, either, thoup:h
my family was a little doubtful for a while as to which wuy
the tide of life would turn. With some knowledge of pbyRiology. anatomy, and general laws of health, we hav be<'ll
uble to avoid much sickness, suffering·, and expense. But
on this occasion I was attacked, cornered, and overwhelmPd
so completely' that my best resolve to throw it oJI was ineffectual.
You will pardon this reference to myself when yon learn it
is but introductory to a few incidents that follow. A sist•·r
some twenty-five years ago presented me with a Testament,
very fine print, and her sisterly arlvice. Later on in life, she
observed in me a leaning from the church, an<l in the goodness of her heart counseled me to beware, etc. Said sh('.
"The ideas you hav will do to liv by, but not to die by.'•
Of course I underBt(Jod the full significance of her remarks
and the weakness of her logic. I replied, " Anything that is
good enough to liv by is good enough to die by." Thus hl'r
reasoning failed to move me, ami, the print of the Testament.
being so small, I failed to read much of it. However, I Iw I
gone- through quite a religious experience, and ha<l !JOoks ,,r
courser print to test my doubts and lack of knowledge, an• I
as fate would hav it, I was where I was. Well, through it
all I remembered her waming, :m1l this, my first severe
illness, might prove a practical trst of it.. \Vhile still con.
scions, I instructed my family as to my wishes in qase of
serious illness or a fatal ending of it, and lay <!own to tlw
test. I -will not say it was a fair one ; certainly it was not
final. I simply state the facts, and leave others to draw their
own conclusions.
I had no fear of death or its supposed consequence. I had
no hope in Jesns, and did not want any. Sheol had no ter-.
rors for me, and I thought that if I ever met a being with
the personale of Satan, my experience would be somewhnt
like that of fabled Eve of old, that is, the word of God would
prove more than half a lie.
One of my neighbors, young and well-to-rio, came to sre
me. and in course of conversation I sent home several
pointed thoughts. He dirl not try much to snstain his wanin()' faith in lien or heaven, but frankly a<lmit.ted that he h»d
lni~wn a number of men of my way of thinking, and they
were all honest, upright citb:ens. I replier!, "Can yon sny
as much for your own side?" He sait1, "You must remember we are many. while yon are few." "Trne to rt great
extent, but yon should re:member that yon hav had your
Christ_:tnd Bible eighteen hundred yPars, as yon claim. ThPn
where is the virtue of your faith? Those most imbued with
it, who liv by it and trade in it. and those who believe it, nrc
no better men and women, and hav no better chil!lren, than
those more remote." At this and several other times he expressed a fear that I would injnre myself by too much talking. I p:iv him credit for heing sincere. Still, I would _hav
suffered a little reaction to !mow that I had planted an HlPa
in !!Ood soil that would in time produce good fruit. I did,
in fact, suffer a little from it, even though my effort proves
abortiv. He is a Presbyterian.
Religion of the older type, and indeerl of the more modern,
is rather dull on the market here. It has been a sort of bull
and bear game for all it was worth, :tnt! has set tier! down tn
almost a dead level. It finds but. few takers, and those are
not blessed with too much mental capital. I hav seen hut
one of the many young men wit-hin my ci:cle of acquaintances-which extends up and down the entrre valley, though
not inclutlin(J' all of the inhabitants-who lms taken to the
ministry. H~ is the son of the Calistoga Presbyteriun minister, a very good young man and of fair ability; By the way,
tlris resiclent minister has movetl to another flehl more proportionate to his abili~y-presnmably l:u,ger, of course. He
reorganized the church in Calistoga, an<l hat! the largest support ever given to any minister here. Still, either he or the
Lorrl was not satisfied, and he has gone.
Ten miles below us, in the !wart of the vine industry of
this valley, is situaterl the town of St. Helmm, a pretty place,
a healthy place, ami :t Wt'althy place. But there, too, the
reli(J'ious article is at low ebb. While several churches keep
up their show for Jesus, one, the Methodist, fails to sustain
its minister. So say the local papers-" Brother Stevens has
gone to shoving the plane for a living." I hope he is thankful that he has a useful means of support left.. The 4th of
,Tuly is to be celebrated on the 5th. I n.m perhaps as loyal as
any of my acquaintances, still I hav not taken part !n such
affairs, except once, for several years. I hav a sahel contempt for any system that forbids a patriot, who has spent
several of the best years of his life in defense of his country,
to celebrate the anniversary of our country's birth on the day
it occnrrcd. I addressed a letter to the orator of the dny
touchin<l' upon the point and inclosiug Mr. Wakeman's address on" Thomas Paine, sugg~sting that he incorporate a few
ideas in his forthcoming Fijtlt of July speech. It was a
little cheeky, but he took it good-natnretlly, und replied that
he would read it carefully, and try to work some of it in.
I am acquainted with R F. Grigsby, the person who
wrote you from Napa, in ynur i~s11c of June 12th. He means
wbnt he says, and is a solid citi:wn.
J.~C. WEYBHIGU'l'.
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I want to tell you something," and Henry told ,
Our Puzzle Box.
him the whole circumstance, and added that
1.-ENIGMA.
they would stand on the logs till the boys
My first is in rat, but not in cat;
1\-Iy second in even, but not in flat ;
came past the fence, and then they (Henry
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrroN, Fall and Dick) would jump over the fence and go
My third in eat, but not in d~ink i.
My fourth in study, but not m think;
diver, Ma.'!s., to wlwm all Oommunicationsf01'
right up to the boys' little house.
My fiftli in liv, but not in dead;·
this' Om•ner should be sent.
" Is dar anyfing in dis dar for me?" asked
My sixth in ink, but not in lead;
the darkey.
My seventh in finger, but not in head.
My whole is a city in the Middle States.
"Yes, certainly; we each get half," re" Between the dark and the daylight,
HERMAN S. TAUSIG.
When the night is beginning to lower,.
plied the mean-hearted boy. If he had not
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
stolen and been dishonest, the boys would
2.-REBUS.
That is known as the Children's Hour."
not hav disliked him. ·
"All right, Hen; I'll go right away wid
The Crow and the Jlingbirds.
you." And the two went and waited on the·
logs.
An old crow sat on au apple-tree
Where rested a bird's nest cosily;
CIIAPTER II.
And four little eggs wore in the nest,
By "mother's love warmed and caressed.
We must now go back to the boys on the
'.rircd, the mother bird hied away
~,~·
island. Well, they arrived there, and till
l~or !L drink in the heat of the day;
~
~
got
nothing
but
a
wild
twelve
o'clock
they
..,....:::.._...,_,
~
Down hopped the crow. "Now, for a lunch
cluck
and
squirrel,
both
shot
by
Joe
Garrick.
And in this egg I'll mal'e a punch !"
What a wise man once said.
i:lo s>Lying, he quickly dispatched
The boys, now being hungry, ate their lunch
'£he four little eggs meant to be hatched.
3.-PUZZLE.
and went farther up the island, and were very
Now, it so turned out and chanced to be
successful; they got some wild cluck, wild
•.rh>Lt two king birds this act did see.
rabbits, squirrels, and other wild game. It
"We'll fix him ! We'll fix him !"said they;
now being near five o'clock, the boys started
"For stealing eggs he dearly shall pay."
for home and reached there about an hour
At him they flew with sharpened· bill,
And pecked his face and eyes until
later, all looking very happy. When they
'J'he blood flowed free and the crow fell down
passed the fence,· Henry became very angry
In a meadow just outside the town;
·
when he saw the good luck they b,ad. So
And the king birds then pecked from his head
when the happy hunters passed, Henry and
'rhe fe11thers till •twas raw and red;
'rhey pulled the feathers from his back
Dick quickly jumped over the fence. '' We
Until his wings and bones did crack,
must hav a hatchet to knock the door open,"
. And the poor old crow you would not know
said Henry, and he went back and got a
As to the forest, weak and slow,
He winged his way, pmsued by those
hatchet.
Two unrelenting, savage foes.
They then started on, but they did not use
A blind and bloody crow was he,
the hatchet, as Dick had a key that just fitted
And racked with pain >Lnd agony,
the lock. They were both surprised to see
Objects seen in this picture: Parts of a
When he reached at last the woo dell shade
how nice the house was fixed. It was painted watch; a nimble beast; weapons of defense;
Beyond the meadow and the glade;
green outside, and inside there was a carpet twenty pounds; what a tired dog does; a
A.nd there resolved he never would
Rtealeggs again for fun or food.
on the floor, sorr,e pictures on the walls, ship's boo~; belongs to the body; pleasant
in summer; what a doctor often does; a kind
And all the robins and the wrens,
chairs, a little table, and a cupboard.
of pork; a bent stovepipe; what cows do;
The blue birds-yes, and even hens"We will make things look nice, won't anger.
The sparrows and the swallows, too,
we, Dick?"
Rang and twittered as if they !mew
The king birds did a graceful thing,
"Yessah. I wonder what's in this cup- ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OffiLDREN'S OORNER,
And each deserved the name of king.
JULY 10, 1886.
board?" and they opened the door. There
They aU agreed •twas better, too,
1.-288. Because it is too (two) gross. Ichwere
different
things
in
it,
and
on
top
there
'robe an honest bird, and true,
abocl (Samuel i-iv). Some say it was Joshua,
was a sheet of paper which Henry read, and the son of Nun. 2.-~omato, called also loveThat 'twas never well to be a thief,
And, like the crow, to come to grief.
learned that Joe Garrick was president anrl apple.
SoLVERs.-Kitty Henderson, H. J. Messin-----+-11--<31----S. H. W.
Harry Parker treasurer. Then Henry turned
to Dick and said " You see that if H. Parker ger.
An EYil-M.inded Boy.
keeps the money here, for he is treasurer,
Correspondence.
CnArTm:
and we find it, it will be blamed on him."
LisBoN, IA., July 10, 1886.
"I'll make him snfier for it," were the
"Yessah," said the colored boy. "And he
DEAR Miss WixoN: My pa takes THE
words that came from Henry Eliot's lips, as is just the one I hav most spite against.
SEEKER. I read the Children's Corhe sat all alone on some logs back of his Now, Dick, where do you think he would TRUTH
ner. I am eight years old. I had a little
father's house.. "It's all his fault-I know keep it?"
sister, but she died. I hav a pet bird; I call it
it is!"
"What's in dis drawa ?" And Dick pulled Ned. I hav five brothers and one sister. We
Just at. that moment he heard a loud the drawer out, and, sure enough, there was hav two of your books called " Story Hour"
and "Apples of Gold." I help make out the
whistle, when he stood up on the logs and $5 in it.
puzzles. I guess I must close for this time.
looked over the back fence, and saw the boy
"You're a daisy, Dick," remarked Henry.
Yours truly,
MAGGIE SAILOR.
he was just thinking about, and it was the "Now, divide it up, quickly, and we will
one he llated, Harry Parker. Harry was lock the house and go back, for it's getting
CLEVELAND, 0., June 11, 1886.
DEAr: Miss WIXON: Having read TnE
calling his clogs, as all the boys of the village very dark out, and it's after seven o'clock by
were going over the river in tlleir little canoe their clock here. We are all through now, TRUTH SEEKER for some time, I enjoy the
Children's Corner much. Not seeing any
to a place caUed Rockford Glen, to hunt. Dick; come on. Dick," he continued, "you letters
from Cleveland, I thought I would
'fhey all had their rifles and small baskets must be very careful not to let anybody know write one, because I think you are a a true
with lunch, as they intended staying all day. anything about this."
friend to all children and seekers after truth.
My mother and father think a great deal of
'fhe clogs were now up with them, and they
They had a long chat on the road, and by TnE
TnuTn SEEKER. Mother calls it her
started clown the river path to the little house this time. they were home;
Bible. I hope soon to be able to get the
they had built themselvs to hav fun and
"Story Hour" and "Apples of Gold." I am
keep their canoe in. Henry watched them
CHAPTER III.
thirteen years old. When I get through
till they were out of sight, and wished he
It was two clays later when all the boys school I hope to be able to write something
yould hav gone with them, for it was such a went up to the house. They asked Harry for for the Children's Corner. I trust you will
delightful morning; but he knew the boys all some money out of the treasury to get some think this worth putting in the Children's
MILLIOENT ScoTT.
·disliked him, and he imagined that Harry things to fix their canoe with. As nobody Corner.
Parker was the cause of it. He sat down on had dared to touch the money but him, he
CALISTOGA, CAL., June30, 1886.
the logs again, till he got very lonesome and opened the drawer, and saw at once the
DEAR Miss WixoN: The sunny hours hav
multiplied until the days are very long, and
angry. He then went up to the house, and money was missing.
his mother, seeing how lonesome he looked,
"Oh, boys!" said he, "the money is gone." sometimes very warm. The mercury seldom
climbs to one hundred-still, the eighties are
said, " Why didn't you go over to the glen
"Gone?" shouted the boys. "Yes, gone," quite
warm, unless we get an ocean breeze.
with the boys this morning?" Hemy, not he said.
At San Francisco and some other places on
liking to say he thought the boys disliked
There was great confusion at that moment. the immediate coast the summer winds are
him, said he didn't know they had gone.
They said nobody took it but him, because often quite cool. People. wear wraps and
Well, after dinner, Henry, being bound to he was the only one who had a key to the overcoats, like Eastern people, in winter.
make Harry Parker suffer, went to his room house. He said he was innocent, but they Of course, the mercury does not fall so low,
but I suppose it is the cool winds, laden with
to think of some plan. He locked the door, as would not hear it. At last, however, they moisture, that penetrate and chill. But, as
he did not wish to be clisturbecl. He then came to the conclusion to study over it, as these ocean breezes push inland, they follow
sat clown, and if you had been there then they always knew him to be honest before. up the bays and rivers, and. thence out into
you would hav thought he was breaking his Time passed on, the boys finding out nothing, the broad and narrow valleys. While they
brain working at an arithmetic example, or till one day one of the boys saw Dick and part with some of their moisture, the warm
hillsides and plains temper them rapidly.
something of the sort. He thought of differ- Henry talking together, and it struck him By the time they hav gone forty or fifty miles
ent things, and at last came t0 the conclusion that perhaps these boys would !mow some- inland they hav lost their chill, and are cool
that the only and best way was to take re- thing about the money. He didn't want to and delightfully refreshing. Sometimes they
venge on all of them, which he was going to go and talk to Henry, so he waited till he saw come up like your pleasant Eastern zephyrs;
do in the following way. If he could get Dick on his way home; he then stopped him at others with greater force, breaking on the
greves, hills, and ridges, into gusts, puffs,
Dick Fry, the only colored boy in the village, and asked him about it. The clarkey told and whirls. We seldom hav heavy win,cls or
to help him-for he thought two could work the whole story. This boy told all the other driving storms among the hills and smaller
it better than one-he would break into the boys, and they all gave Harry Parker a cheer valleys.
But, oh, how dusty our roads do get in
boys' house along the river path, and steal for being found honest at last. After a little
the things· out of it.
while the whole village knew about Henry. summer! We seldom hav rain after the
20th of May until about the 20th of October.
"I think it's the only thing I can do that I He was about to be arrested, but the boys Sometimes a nice shower falls later in spring,
won't be caught at," he said. "If I can get said there was enough shame for him. No and comes earlier in fall. These are like
Dick we will do it right after the boys get one wanted to .talk to him or hav anything what some people call angel's visits, few and
home."
to do with him. He became so lonely and far between.
The sunny hours, though long and warm,
He did not waste a moment, but got his hat sad that he ran away, and no more since has
perfect the golden grain. They throw a
and ran down to Dick's house. He whistled been heard of him.
golclen flush on sunbrownecl cheeks, and
when he got there, and Dick came out.
Hnrri:Jburg, Pa.
HERMANS. TAUSIG.
paint with crimson streaks many a luscious
· ''Wacl you want?" Dick said. " Look here. Winning D. B. Cozine's second prize of $2. fruit. They hang over the dark-green vines,
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and warm the purple clusters into refreshing
sweetness. They envelop the stony hilltops,
and peep into the shady glens, and in their
pathway springs up. many a scarlet flowerflames of beauty and a source of joy forever. The red, the white, and blue, and starshaped flowers of every hue, all sown by
nature's bounteous hand, they cheer our
rough and sunny land.
'CAUSE IT WON 1'1' WORK.
Appropriate answers are often given by little children when talking among themselvs or
answering older persons. I often find myself smiling at some quick reply or thoughtful tone. A hearty laugh sometimes breaks·
the monotony of the hour, and starts our
thoughts on some pleasanter theme.
·
I will relate an incident, or apt reply, fro;n
a little three-yel!-r old girl, that occurred only
a few clays ago. It came so unexpectedly
and so quick that those who heard it enjoyed
a merry laugh. I passed the busy little
maiden where she was cutting paper with
the scissors in her left hand, and said, "Maud,'
why don't you work with the other hand?"
"'Cause it won't work," was her quick
reply.
J. C. WEYBRIGUT.
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pages, Svo. Vol. II. describes fully all
the religions systems of th-:J world, including Judai'lm, Mohammedanism, and Christianity; the latter occupying 372 pages,
going fully into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

Supernatural Religion.

An inquiry

into the reality of d1 vine revelation. Decidedly the most thorough and exhanstiv
work on the claimH of supe1·naturalism
overwritten. ByF. W.NEWMAN,Emeritus
Professor of the London University. 1,115
pages, Svo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

fhe Great Works of' Thomas Paine.

Including The Age of H.eason, Examination of Prophecies, H.eply to Bishop of
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Ersldne, Es:;ay
on Dreams. Letter to C1tmille Jordan,
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense,
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; tho
whole r ,. •ecled by the Life of Paine, 1tnd
a steel-plate pOl'trait. 800 pages, 8vo.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $!.00; morocco;
gilt edges, $4.50.

Analysis of Religious Belief.

An

examination of the Creeds, Hites, and
Sacred Writings of the world. By VrsooUNT AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord
'T ohn Russell, twice Premier of England.
Jomplete from the London edition. 745
vages, 8vo. In cloth, $3,00; leather, $4.00;
;.norocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
·

The foregoing volume,; are milled " The
Truth Seeker Library." If all &re ordered to.
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be
deducted from the price of each.
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- A.gents for the Truth Seeker.
OAI"TFORNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
l)r. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.

S. P. Putnam's Works.

PRICE, TWENTY-FIVE CENTS:

HISTORY

The ProbJem of the Uuiversfl~ and

-'filE-

lN'rELLECTUA.L DEVELOPMEN'f

Its Scientific Solution, with some Clitimsms of
Universology. Price, 20 eta.

OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Cla ppison, Hamilton, Ont.

Waif!! and Wanderings. a New Ameri-

can Story. Plice, cloth, $1.00; paperJ 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, riah with 1ncident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spilit of to-day."-Jolln
Swinton's Paper.

IDAHO.

A. Env:in, Murray. •
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
MASSAOHUSE'ITS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.

Golden Throne, a Romance. "The

author certainly has ·genius. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book is filled with
manly thoughtsJ expressed in manly wordsthe transoript or a m_11.nly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-lNGERso=. $1.

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Plice 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems. Pdce, 10 cts.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

MISSOURI.

Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, LiberaL
MONTANA.

0. B. Whitford, Butte City.
NEBRAB}l:A.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

Charles Watts's WorkP.
The History of Freethought. Bound

:Llrentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.

in cloth and lettered. Plice, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethoug:ht and its
Early Struggles for Life. ·Section11. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteel}th,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Superwr street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.

Wm. Chance, Astoria.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.

The .American Secular Union; its

PENNSYLVANIA.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North lOth st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
H. Clay Luse, Waynesburg.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSEE.

Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.}
82 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Secularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Plice, 10 cts.

Christian Evidences Criticised

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Thea. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt I~ake City.
D. F . .Keeler, Park City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Plice, 75 eta.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low pdce of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Plinciples;
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Chlistian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Modern Progress; Chlistianitx, its Nature and
Infiuence on Civilization; Ph1losophy of Seculalism; Science and Bible Ant~~gonistic i
Christian Scheme of Redemption. For all 01
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

VIRGINIA.

Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
"
London.

l\Iottoes for Freethinkers
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. The_se mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboa1:d, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
eadings:

······················································
RIGHT TO CONTROL
TilE WORLD.

:

......................................................:
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
0

:

~ .... --~~~~-~~~~~~:.~~~~-~~~- ~~.:~~~~: ...... :
oooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOooOOOOOOOoOOOOOOOOOOOO
0

0

SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.
:oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo:

ooooo'ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
0

0

REASON IS THE LAMP OF THE MIND,
THE ONLY TORCH OF PROGRESS.
OooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooeoooO

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo:
0

THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS

MY

CATHEDRAL.

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction b;y- Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origm of Christianity; The Histolical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

TEXAS.

ITAV A

0

KERSEY GRA.YES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Saviors or None. BY KER-

sEY Gu<~.VES, anther of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles 1 and
Biography of Satltn. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

The World's Sixteen Crncifled Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.

Contaming new and startling revelations in
religions historyJ which disclose the oliental
origin of all the aoctrines, ;principle!ll precepts,
and miracles of the Chlist1an New ·.t·estamentl.
and furnishing a key for unlocking many oi
its sacred mysteries, besides compdsing the
history of ~ixteen oriental crucitie<i_gpds. $2.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
33 Olinton Place. New York.

REPLY

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.

0

:
•

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooO

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo•o

•

. THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOWo

:

AND THE PLACE TO BE H.A.l'PY IS HERE.

;

0

~

:

0. 0. 0. 000000;~0~~ 0;~~~~~~0 ~~~0~~~~ ~ 000000000 00;
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

,oooo•oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
0

;
;

•ro REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
By B. W. Lacy.

0

ooooooooooooo•oOOOOOoOoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooO

A ·thorough exposure o! the Catholic priest"b
sophistry, unfairness, and historical misstatement.
Prtc'-, Cloth, U; Paper, GO Cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

0

THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY;
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.

;

oooooOOoOOOoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooOOooooooooooo•

The price of e:;;ch of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethonght societies there is 11large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes·a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, S!)curely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Pl., New York City.

L 1'1' HOG R.APHS
OF

Tr:IE

01" Euroatc.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, l\I.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, :r-a.
Address THE TltUTH SEEKER,
tf
33 Clinton Pl., New York mty.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Grcnted of all Anti-Bibli
eal Works.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Au Hwr-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

:1_

8 8 6

(E.M.

286).

WITII

TffiRTY

PORTRAITS

OF

DISTINGUISIIED

EUROPEAN FREETHINKERS, SOIENTISTS, AND
PHILOSOPHERS, AND MANY OTIIER
ILLUSTRATIONS.

CONTENTS:
Calendar for 188G; Freethought in :the United
t:ltates, 1885; How the Church Filches from the
·State; Public Contributions to the Church; The
Religion of Crime; Chaplains in our Army and
Navy; The Higher Life, by Conrtlandt Pah~1er;
My Dream, by Samuel P. Putnam; T!,le Amencan
Secular Union; Statistics of Onr Foreign-Born
Population: The Curate of Churnside. (Selected
story.) By Jas. Pavne; How Voltaire Died, by the
Etlitor: 'l'he Iron 'Virgin; Religions DiviswnR of
the World; Paine Memorial Hall (lllnstrated);
The Story of 1885; Immigration to the U. S.
1820-1884: Freethomrht in Australia; Freethought
on the Continent; Subjects of Illust-ration; Freethought Journals; Religious Denominations;
Area and Value of Farms; Population of Large
Cities; Liberal Lecturers.

ILLUSTRATIONS:
Lick Observatory, Girard Colleg~, Phjladelphia,
Freethought Hall, Waco, Texas (mteqor v1ew);
Freethought Hall, WacoJ Texas (extenor v1ew);
The Tent). Iron Virgin, l'aine Hall, l\'Ioncure D.
Conway, i::ialadin, Annie Besanti Mary Wollstc>I)-ecraft, G. W. Foote, Austin Ho yoake, J. S. 1\'hll,
George Eliot, Geo. Staudring, Ernst Haeckel,
Auguste Comt~ Edward Gibbon, ii'Iax ii'Inller,
Thos. Huxley, volt~tu·el Chas. Darwin, Rousseau,
Humboldt, Byron, Shel ey, David Hume, Goethe,
Robert Burns, Richard Uarlil~,Herbert Spencer,
Castelar, Bradlaugh, Chas. A. watts, J. A. Fronde,
John Tyndall.
NEJV YORK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00jlfp ANY,
33 CLINTON PLA GE.

LIBERTY ;:A.ND MORALITY.
BY W. S. BELL.
"lam very much pleased with itJ anrl I wish the
seventY thousand ministers of th1s country were
obliged to purchase the pam)Jhlet and read every
word of it."
Price 15 cents.
For sale at this oifice.
tf29

THE AMERICAN NONCONFORllHST.

THE CRISIS.

By Thomas Paine.
Spealdng of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments
v.ill not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separationo,

Price, 3a cents.

For either of these workR, or any of Pa.ine's
writings,
AdrlresR THE 'rRTJ'l'H SEEKER,
33 Clinton l'lace, New York.

TilE RUE

OF

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC 1\fAY HOLLAND, Author of "The
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be read once, but tc>
be kept and referred to, and pondered over fron..
year to year. It is a {l"Uide-book of Liberalism
through the past centunes prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
of other histories li.ke Gjb1>on, Hall~m 1 or Lecky _
but it ma)ws them mtelhgible by pomtmg out the
white light that h:ls been caRt upon the lm·id
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstruct.e<lcourse
down through the ages which now liv only as onr
reahn of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $3.50
Address THE TRUHT SEEKER.

THE

CONVENTIONAL IJIE!il OF OUR
CIVILIZ ll TION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTII EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Phila.. Recm·a.
This Book is not a Book ! It is a Deed! and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.
Vienna News. Pric_<:, 50 cents.
,
Address T.tiE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton PI., New York.

CAPT A INS OF INDUS TRY:

OR,
MEN oF BusiNEss Wrro Dm SoMETHING BESIDES
ii'IAKING i\'!ONEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG .Al\illRICANS.

The most independent journal on ear~h. Issued
every week at Tabor., Iowa. Jan)eB Vmcent.! Sr.,
editor;
H. and L. Vmcent, _publ1Bhcrs. Assisted
Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven by a large
BY .TAmES PA.RTO~.
corp~ of able wnte_rs. 1,'he American
Divine Revelations, containing a descdption of Nonc0'11Jormist 1s the mouthpwce for ll!J party,
twenty'l!even bibles and an exposition of two sect, or denomination, but speaks out m nqtes
This book contains 400 pageR, plainly printed,
thonsan.d biblical errors in science, history, clear and distinct upon the vital issues, and auns treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
mor~ls, religion) and general events. Also a
to not only plead the cauae of tne oppress~d, but helped the worlrl; together with eight portraits.
delineation of tne characters of the principal to stimulate the "nndAr dog" to take his own Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. 'l'hey
perwnnges of the Chlistian Bible and an ex- part, and never be a slave. Snbscr~ption rates : are standard.
anili1ation of their doctrins. Price, $2.
One year, $1.50; six months, 75 cents; four months,
!!;i1.25.
Pric.·, for specimen copy. Address
Biograuhy of Satan; or, a Historical 50 cents. Send
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
H. AND L. VINCEN'l', Tabor, Iowa.
Ex.vosltion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
33 Clinton Place. New York.
Pnce, 35 cents.
Books on Fradca.l Steps in hesent Needs.

Oooooooooooooooooo"oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

:

AND

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed
Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

MIOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.

THE LIVING

SEEKER,
ANNUAL

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel andJihe Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown tffiire is much in harmony between
them. Plica, 10 eta.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.

0

~tRUTH

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

KANSAS.

_

OF

Sa~~ath- Breaking.
By JOHN E. REM~ 'BURG, _
Author of "False Claims," "Bible
Morals," Etc.
The best and most thorough work ever written
on the Sunday Question from a rational point of

CHARLES
DARWIN
--a-

view.

Admirers of the Great Naturalist, and practically
the father of Evolution, will be (l"lad to know that
we. hav a fine lithovraph of h1m for sale-size
18)<;(x24 inches on heavy plate _paper. Framed, the
picture will make a splendid ornament for the
parlors of Freethinkers. Price, 25 cents.
Address THE ';I'RU'l'H SEEKER,
33 Clinton PI., New York.

Six

Larue ami Handsome Print.
SINGLE COPIES,
CoPIEs,·

-

•
-

•

25 cents.
$1.00.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
8:l Olin ton Place New York.

History of Woman's Costume l\1ovement ; its
first 35 years, Events and .Persecutions, Snpplemented by Modern Martyrdom. 132pp., fine paper,
25c. ProgresB vs. Fashion. 32pp., paper, lOc~
Woman's Way Out. 32pp., paper, 10c. Love ana
'l'ransition. Poetic, in two parts; an lj:P!C and an
Argument. 191pp., in fine cloth and _gilt, 75c.
Sent on receipt of price,, \'Y the a)lthor,
tojn1
M. E. TILLOISON, Vmeland, N.J.

SELF-CONTRA.DICT'IONS OF THE
BIBLE.
A perfectly. r~liable, accurate pamphlet. Tho!Ig]l
anonymous, 1t1s now known to be the work of W.
H. Bunu, one of our ablest corresponc1ents. ii'Iore
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Prwe, 15 cents.
For sale at this office.

BOOI{S ON MEDlCA.L AND SOCIAL
SUBJ EC'l'S :

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT
OR,

The Forgery of the 01<1 Testament.
Dedicated to the clergy
BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.
Atldress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

CHRISTIANITY
A. R E W A. R D F 0 R C R I M E.
Substantiated by tbc Bible.

BY
0. B. 'WHITFORD, ii'I. D.
PLAIN HOl\'IE TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. :Foote. In one hf_tnd- Price,IO Ccnt10. ll"cr Dozen, $1.00.
some. 12mo volume of nearly 11000 pages, fnlly
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Address
ill1istrated. Cloth, $3.25-in EngJisll or German
33 Clinton Place, New York.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the 'l'rouhlesome ii'Ionkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. l!'ive volumes, at$1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages 1, illustrated and cloth bound. (I.'he fifth
AND THEIR
volume ol' "Scienceiu Story.") 50 cents.
ParalJels in Other Religions.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages. Being a Comparison of the Old and New TestaBy Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
ment l\Ivths and l\[imclcs with those of
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pam
heatilCn nations of An.tiqni~r •. Conphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., vi7. ..: "Bacteria
sidering also then· Ongm
m their Relation to Disease," r~prcsen tmg the germ
antfl\IeaJJing. With
theory, advocating personal and pub,lic hygiene
numerous illusand opposing vaccination; "Health m the Suntrations.
beam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
The object. of the work 1s to !lOint out the myths
to s1cJr and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
HEREDITY <Books and Pamplilets). "The Law to show that they were heltl in common with other
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages\ cloth nations; and ~hen trnce the)ll to their evident oribound, $2 • "Heredity," by Loring Mooc y, 159 gin and cxplam thmr meanmg.
pages, cloth\ 75 cents; "The Law of Heredity," by
"It is nnqueRtionable true that the resnltR of a
F H. Marsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the rationalist.ic studv of the Christian scriptures are
Human Temperamcntsz" with illustrations, by Dr. nowhere else so acceRRiblc as they are now made
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before H~~en• in the work before us. "-X. Y . ."inn.
erationt by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.~ 10 qents; !te1 val. Svo. Clot-h. Abont_ 600 pages.
ports of Conventions and Parlor Jlleetmgs du_rmg
Price, 83.410.
1882" 10 cents· "'l'hird Annual Conventwn of the
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Institute of Heredity, M!l.Y: 29, 1881h" 10 cents.
33 Clinton Place, Now York,
- Address THE 'l'RuTH SEEKER.
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King of' Kings !
Hear ye not those ringing blows,
Sounding, sharp 1
Sweeter melody than flows
From the harp !
Sweeter to the toiling mass,
Than sweet air
Ringing out from bells of brass,
.Anywhere !
Hist, ye labor-crushers, hist,
As ye go!
Hist, ye fell monopolist,
Labor's foe !
List ye, as the blows ring out
On the air!
List ye to the swelling shoutHa, ye scare !
Know ye what these sounds portend 1
Well ye do!
That your reign is near the end,
Sordid crew !
That your arrogant cabal
Lords no more !
Tyranny of capital
·Now is o'er!
Labor strikes her galling chainsHear them cracl< !
Despots, with your stolen gains,
Get you back!
Capital, erst king in "rings,"
Get thee down !
Labor will, as king of kings,
Wear the crown !
-Si Slulcurn in .fohn Swinton's Paper.

A Vision.
I dreamed a dream. After long hours of pain
And parting I bad died, and lived again;
And, floating, somewhere far beyond the sides,
Had found the guarded gateH of paradi8e,
Where, to the angel of the tlaming sword,
I showed my pass signed" Servant of the Lord."
. "Enter!" the angel cried, "and hav no fear;
Friends of your friend are always welcome here."
I bowed; the doors flew wide; I heard the singmg,
And saw the blest through goWen ether winging
As thick as, when an earthly sunbeam floats
Across a room. within it dance the motes.
There was the Banker who, from fraud-got store,
Hadlefb a deodand to endow the poor;
The grim Inquisitor whoRe pious zeal
Showed heret:i;::s the flames he'd hav them feel;
The gallows-houscllecl Felon's scare-won wra1th,
-For what are hope and charity to faith?
Yet, of all those who taught mankind to rise
Above this sordid world of woes and lies,
Of those by whom man's progress was begun
In love and wisdom, I beheld-not one.
My spirit sank. "Ah, sir !"in grief I cried,
"Hav you no smils of nobler sort inside?
I clare not seek to liv with such as these;
Where a•·eAurelins, Zeno, Socrates 1
Spinoza, Galileo, Darwin, where?"
The angel answered, pointing downward, "There !"
I llurued, and fluttered that way in affright
And reaehecl, at length, a scene of softer light,
Where tbose I sought, and more, with sober mien,
Were gathered talking, activ, but serene.
Voltaire advanced; ancl, pointing to the door,
Said, "Welcome, friend, to sheol-hell no more.
'fhese soulH yon sec, the friends of all their kind,
T<l make the worst of evil had no mind.
"And, truth to tell, had doubted from the first
H there conlcl be a region so accursed.
Yet tiucling that, in faM, some things went ill,
Put fort], their pravtie<·cl ene1·gy ancl skill,
Improve<! thl\ elin>ate, <lrainecl the lake of fire,
'l'all(ed to the fodlt'IJ augel~, trained the choir,
Put down hadlnuguage, st-opped theology,
Aml1nade the agr~eable limbo that you see."
-'l'he Acaaemy.

Professor Proctor on Shipboard.
'1'1teoao1·e Stanton in

tl!e

Iuaex.

I huv been trying to run over to the United
States for the summer. We started on the
America, but the engins broke down, and,
although some five hundred miles from Liverpool, we had to turn back. We then embarked on the Germanic, and as we are now
off tlle New England coast, we shall probably
succeed in landing tllis time.
Among uur passengers are Professor Richard A. Proctor, the well-known astronomer,
and his American wife, who is, by the way,
a niece of Jefferson Davis. They are both
Freethinkers. He began life a strict Roman
Catholic. The religious observances of these
English steamship lines hav vexed him not a
little, as they ha v many of his other fellowvoyagers. For instance, on the first Sunday
on the America, Professor Proctor culled for
the chess board, when he was informed by
tile steward tl.Jat it was contrary to ·the rules
of the National Line to allow the passengers
to play games of any kind in the saloon on
the Sabbath. An hour later a pious young
man came up to the ruffled astronomer, and
requested him to attend the service which a
busy clergyman-there is always at least one
minister's name in every cabin list-was about
to conduct. It is needless to say that Pro:
fcssor Proctor and his wife, and a goodly
number of other passengers, preferred the
sunshine and fresh air of the deck to the
twaddle of a third-rate preacher in the stuffy
cabin. " What a delightful day that will be,"
the professor said to me, his mind evidently

dwelling on the above-mentioned intrusiv
pious young man, "when participation in
church rites will be considered a weakness
that one will wish to hide!"
Our Sunday on the Germanic-we fortunately had to pa~s but one-did not difter
materially from that on the America. Here
another clergyman was on hand ready to take
command of the faithful. The "tomble," as
they say at the minstrels, began Saturday
evening. Immediately after dinner the clergyman and some young people took possession
of the piano and began to rehearse psalms for
the next morning's service. And such singing and playing l Cards and conversation
had to be almost abandoned that evening on
account of these pious, tuneless characters,
who never seemed to imagin that they were
making nuisances of themselvs.
Sunday morning the ship's bells were rung
as on land, and the faithful gathered below,
while the rest of us, who, as Harriet Martineau says, had pushed from our ii!houlders
the burthen of taking care of' our own souls,
.fled to the deck or to our staterooms. It
was an encouraging sign to see so many passengers decline to participate in these so-called
religious services. I am told that when the
English Church is disestablished these Sunday
ceremonies will not be obligatory, as is now
the case on all Royal Mail steamers, and I am
sure that many of the passengers who are now
in the habit of participating in them will not
be sorry for the change. I hav crossed the
ocean several times on the French line, and I
hav never heard anybody express regret at
the absence of church services on Sunday.
At the same hour that the Protestant clergyman was conducting services in the saloon,
two priests were doing the same thing in the
steerage. The ship's doctor called our attention to the fact that while the first cabin passengers were about evenly divided between
participants and non-participants, the emigrants were, almost to a man, woman, and
child, clustered about the Catholic fathers.
This proves that while the ignorant masses
may still be under stricter priestly rule, the
more intelligent upper classes are rapidly
breaking away from church control. This
sign of the times is strikingly shown at sea
on every steamer that plies between the Old
and the New World.
One more remark in connection with this
subject. While these rules of these English
lines prohibit chess, dominoes, and card
games on Sunday in the public saloon, they
are silent in regard to the gambling that is
going on in the smoking-room, and even permit notices to be pasted up, inviting passengers to buy tickets in the pools formed concerning the number of miles thut the steamer
will run during the next twenty-four hours.
In fact, more than On!) person who would
enjoy an innocent game of whist in the saloon
on Sunday is driven into the smoking-room,
and into betting in order to kill that weary
time which hangs so heavily upon you on
sl1ipboard. Nor is this high-sea gambling a
trivial matter. The London dailies frequently
take the matter up and publish volumes of
letters against the abuse. I don't know
whether anybody has pointed out, what is a
fact, that these absurd rules, tabooing such a
dignified game as chess during, we may say,
an eighth of the voyage, do not tend to decrease the evil complained of.
I hav been reading, during the past ten
days, John Evelyn's famous Diury, which
presents such an interesting picture of Europe.
two hundred years ago. The only distasteful feature of the book is the excessiv piety
of the author. It is of a piece with the
rules of these transatlantic liners. Here is
an amusing example of this weakness and
blemish. Referring to the death of his promising little son, the father writes, ''Thou
gavest him to us, thou hast taken him from
us; blessed be the name of the Lord!" Then,
four lines further on, he continues, ''In my
opinion, he was suffocated by the women and
maids that tended him, and covered him too
h~t with blanketR, as he lay in a cradle, near
an excessiv hot fire in a close room." Thus
the Lord had nothing to do with it; the boy
died simply through the ignorance of the laws
of life on the part ot his attendants.
Professor Proctor lectured on " Other
Worlds" an evening or two before we
landed. It was suggested that a certain clergyman preside. Mrs. Proctor mildly objected, and proposed the name of a wellknown New York publisher. But it was
finally decided that the clergyman whom Professor Proctor hud not cared to listen to on
the previous Sunday should introduce him
''Well," said a Freethinking lady passenger,
" this looks as if the divine intends to capt-

ure the savant. His introductory remarks
may be of such a nature that you, Professor,
will find yourself in the arms of the church
before you open your mouth." So the purser
was called, and a request was made that the
proposed chairman be asked not to touch on
religious questions, which he agreed not to
do. "What a terror these itinerant ministers
are " exclaimed another member of our
gro~p; ''they are the spiritual and intellectual
pirates of the high seas! Like birds of prey,
they are ever ready to swoop down and carry
up to the throne wh!ttever they can lay hands
upon." But our particular clergyman would
hav had hard work in appropriating to the
church, even if he had been inclined to
do so, the lecture of Professor Proctor. It
was a clear and eloquent proof of the immutability of natural laws, from the beginning of
all time; and it showed the absurdity, I had
almost said bl3.sphemy, of making out this
poor little world of ours the particular care
of the great creator of the thousands upon
thousands of mightier suns and planet!! that
are shining in infinit space. How anybody
could hav left the Germanic saloon, when
Professor Proctor sat down, without being
struck by the puerility of the Christian theology, pusses my comprehension. If Professor Proctor could deliver hia lecture on every
transatlantic steamer, I don't think I would
complain of the Sunday services.

A. Convincing Picture.
From tile Proa1·es-s-!v Aae.

THE TRUTH SEEKER of New York is doing
noble work for the cause of Liberalism in the
publication of cartoons weekly illustrating
the Bible doctrins and teachings and other
kindred questions. The last is~ue (July 3d)
contained a half-page cartoon showing the
effects of the exemption from taxation of
church property. The artist has done himself
as well as the Truth Seeker Company great
credit. But a glance is equivalent to-volumes
of written arguments for church taxation.
At the extreme left is a modest-appearing
New England farm-house. Posted against
the yard fence is the following: "Sheriff's
·sale for taxes." Under the club of the crier,
who stands in a wagon with the clerk of the
sale with pen and paper, stands a·horse that is
being sold. Round about is a congregation of
people-evidently good Christians who belong
to the church at the extreme right-who are
in attendance upon the sale and bidding;
just back of them is the old slab barn; lying
near by are the wheelbarrow, the scythe, the
rake, and the hoe, the purchase of a bidder.
On the stoop with feet resting on the ground
sits the wife, with her face covered with her
apron and wiping the tears. In the field in
front stands the plow witl1 a partly turned
furrow, from which the team has been unhitched, leaving only the double and whiffle.
trees attached. It has been taken to the
crier's stand for sale. With pants in his
boots, sleeves rolled above !he elbows exposing the brawny, muscular arms, and between
the handles of the plow, leaning back against
the round, the hard-working, honest son of
toil, the farmer, stands. His eyes arc cast
dqwn to the ground as he stands there; his
thoughts may be read in his face as he stancl8
there. He murmurs not; he is apparently
overcome with the situation. His team is
gone; his wife and family must hav bread.
To the right and in the rear stands a magnificent structure with a towering steeple
piercing the clouds. At the extreme right is
seen the pala:tial parsonage with a stone front,
and furnished throughout with the best the
market affords. Leaning against the stoop
railing in front stands the parson in his broadcloth cut-away exposing a well-rounded, wellkept abdomen. His low-cut shoes, exposing
socks of the latest stripe; his white waistcoat,
adorned with a gold watch chain; his dude
eye-glasses and his hair and side whiskers cut
a la mode, together with a made-up, contemptuous face, all vividly characterize his
impudence and indifference as he stands there
and looks across to watch the progress of the
sale. About him are stone and gravel walks,
luxury, ease, fashion. He seems to say,
·"Pay up your tuxes, you clodhopper, and
this calamity will not befall you," and at the
same time tantalizes the honest old man with
the fact that church property is exempt, for
in his hand is this aggravating fact: $746,294,833 untaxed church property in the
United States. No wonder the farmer thus
stands and cogitates this -taxation problem in
his mind as he there thinks of his excessiv
taxation to made up for that which is not
taxed. The designer of the cartoon, Mr.
Watson Heston, deserves great credit. Tux
church property.
J. M. J.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Pa.per, 50 cents.
1'lle Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

Tho BiOla Analyza~.
BY

John R. Kelso, A.D.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exoclus.-The Miracles of the Bible.-Tl!e Errors of the Bible.-The _
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Crown octavo, 833 J.lJl. Splendidly executed. Sent
by mail, post paid. ·l'rice, $3.00.
_

VOLTAIRE'S ROM ANGES.
CONTENTS:

The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig ;
or Fate -The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature . ....:.Microrueg_a~.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the Wh1te.
-Memnom the Philowpher.-Andres Des Toucpea
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversat1qn
With a Cbinese.-Plato's Dream.-A. PleasJire m
Having No Pleasure.-An·Adventure m India.
Handsome 12mo. 448~s, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
Half calf or half morocco, marbled edges,$4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Tbe Secret of the Ea8t,
OR,

The Origin of the rhristian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00,

For sale at this oflce

I~REETIIOUGHT ~OVEL'i.

'rh..,written
Heathens of' the Heath.
Radical romance. By Wm.

.A :finely

McDonnell~

author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Family

Creed~.

By William McDon-

nell, 'author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
paper, 75 cents.

$1.25;

Exete1· Hall.

" One of the most excit-

ing romances of the day.''
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

Na1 hanif'!l Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Fredenka Macdon~tld. 404 pages. $1.25.

Tlw Ontt'ast..

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London editiOn. By
Win wood Heade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

All in a Lifetimf'!. A Romance.

By

1\'liss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel IS its almoin te fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I waK Hcarcely prepared to expect to lind, m such a marked de~re'!~. even
from so gifted a pen as that of J\'l!ss wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most rea<lers in the Freethong_ht ranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
'fHE TRU'fH SEEKEH.

TRAVELS DN FAITH
From '.rradition to Reason
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Cloth, $1.25.
For Sale at this OtticA.

BOOJ(S FOR CHILDREN
The Story Hour. For Childran and.

Youth. :By Susan H. Wixon. Withont Superstition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers•·
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 6ti full-page·
and 25 smaller illustrations; large type, heavy·
toned paper, broad margins, illuminatedl
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bcls., $1.25.

Two Little Red Mittens.

A Story of

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler·
:Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office ..

Apvles of Hold.

A Story-Book for

tbe Youn~ Folks. By Miss Sman H. Wixon .. _
Second edition. Price, $1.25. 'l'his very excellent work for young masters aJHl misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a.
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a.
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

The Youth'S .Liberal G:uide.

By-

Prof. H. M. Kottmger, A.M. Pnce; $1.00. Tins
volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same tim&
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTII
SEEKER.
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Ingersoll's "w-orks.

lngersoll's·~ributes.

THE HUMBOLDT LffiRARY.

REDUCED IN PRICE,

Price 15 cents each number, unless othe1w/$e ma1•kea.

The Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

We hav made arrangements whereby we can
fp five lectures.!.. comprising; "The Gods " offer these magnificent p1·ose poems of Mr. Inger. Humboldt~ " Thomas Paine," " Iildividua\- soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
1ty," and "Heretics and He1·esies."
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25. pdnted on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumiContents: "The Ghost~.l" "Liberty for Man, nated border, large clear type, suitable for fram.
Woman, and Child," "CL'he Declaration of Independence," "About Farmin_g in Dlinois," ing. The titles a1·e:
'"1'he Grant Banqueh" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past .ttises before Me Like a The Vision of War,
Dream," and" A Tl'ibute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
Tribute to his Brother,

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.

What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

The Christian Reli~don.

By R. G.

Ingersolb Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof.
George J!', Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t_YPe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordi.D.ary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Ingersoll Cater.bised: His Answers to

The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's GraYe,
The price of these heretofore has been $1. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOu.R FOB FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
from breakage. Aadress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

SOCIAL

WEALTH,

The Sole Faetors and Exact Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief ·review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of W ealtb;
Vindication of' Thomas Paine from Tools and Improved :Machinery; The Nature of
the attacks of the New York Observer, by Rob- Wages; Private and Social Wealth; ·Land Own·
ert G. Inge1·soll. Plice, 10 cents.
ership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
Address on the Civil Rights Bill. the Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-opLarge size octavo, paper, 15 cents.
eration; Law of CoutractM; Money and Credit;
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
· Of Value or Econom1e Ratios; Taxation as a
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestions
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had to Legislators; Conclusion.
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Ortho.doxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
Price, t;Iotlt, $1.00,
calf, library style, and containing over .1i300
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
pall'es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
Clinton Place, New York.
pr1ee of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San l.i'ram'iScan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen ; 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated:

Tributes.

There hav been so many

~pplications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little HarrY Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
The Present and tile Future
Republic of Nortlt America,
BY A CAPITALIST.

A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with t.be present
conditions of society in this conn try, painting out
new book is a gem. It is a model in every re- their imperfections, and showing bow it is almost
spect. In fact~ one of the richest, brightest, impossible that the people should be other than
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the cel- poor and vicious under onr present sy~tem. The
ebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never bee remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
fore published, and all the famous "tributes " and he baa dmwn a vivid picture of the future
heretofore printed in vadous shapes, but never Hepub!ic of Nm·th AID:erlCa, as it wil! h!l when
brought together till now, many other gems, society shall be orgamzed on· the pnnmples of
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect- national Communism. The book is vigorously
ures, letters~ table-tallrs, and day-to-day cone and interestingly written.
versations oi the author. The work is designed
Price. tl.50.
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
33 Clinton Place, New York.
purpose a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fac si~e, has been prepared ef!pecially for 1t.
·Price 1~ in sillr cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
A Sl'UDY
and s1de, $2.50; ih half calf, mottled edges, eleOF
gant library style, $4.50; iil full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

·Prose Poems and Selections.

This

1'he Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to

life, plice, $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles of Religious Liberty should hBv them.
Photographs of' Colonel Iu~ersoll.
• Superb pliotographs1 22x28, $5·; panel, 10)9x17,
$3; boudoir, $1 ; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 cts.
Addr!!ss THE TBUTH SEEKER,
.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects comidered by Mr. Remsbur!l' are:
The Church and Morality; Cdminal Statistics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Libertyh
·the Church and the
Antislavery ·Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement ; the Temperance Reform; the
Chmch and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y Scrigj;ure : Falseh()od and
Deception ; Cheating; '!'heft and Hobbery ·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
· Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY
BY LEWIS C. JANE3.

This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical antece<)ents .in
Palestinian Judaism ancl Roman Pag-amam ; mvestigates t.be history of tne fonndei" of Christianity in the light of the latest scientific critieiijm of
the New Testament; showa that the trne story of
the Man Jesus, and his gennin teachings are
separable from the later legendary aceretimrs
which hav confounded him with the mytlncnl
Christ, and traces the natural development of
Oh1istian dogma and eccl"siast.ieal institutions.
Complete references and full index. 320pp. 8vo,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
Sold at THE 'l'RU'PH SEEKER Office.

A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
OF

APOLLONIUS
OF TYANA,
OR THE
First Ten Decrtdes nf 01tr Era.
BY.
DANIEL M. THEDWELL.
Designed to show upon the authority. of History
that Apolloniu" of Tyana performed m1racles and
spoke wise sayings equal to tl1ose attrib.uted to
Jesus Christ. 350pp., octavo, best style. Pr1ce $2.50.
Sold at THE TIWTH SEEKEH office.

THE ORDER OF CREATION.
Discussion Between
Gladstout>, lluxle~, Muller,
Linton,
"t'l'illt,,
A

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large · On the Conflict bet ween Genesis and Geology.
and handsome print. The question is discussed
OONTEN'l'S:
under the following beads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Han.
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
· W. E. GladHtone.
Snndax Arguments; Origin of Christian SabII. The Interprete1·s of Genesis ani! the Interbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. I~uxley.
Sabbath durin&" the Middle A,ges; The Pmitan III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. l\Iax
Sabbath; Testlmon'y of Chnstian Reformers,
Muller.
F . T .
Scholars.~... and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday . IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a a1r r1al.
Laws. J:'rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.
By Han. W. E. Gladstone.
of Creatwn. An Answer to lib'. GladImage Breaker. Six Lectures: De- V. Dawn
stone. By Albert Hevil\e, D. D.
.
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash- VI. Mr.
Gladstone·and
Genes1s. By Prof. T. H.
in&"ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each VII. A ¥~~1~:i and a Plea. By 1\Irs. E. Lynn Lin5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.
ton.
Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re- This is a new book and contains the latestdiscnsligious and Political Liberty. T.lllls the 8tory sion on the mistakes of l\Ioses. The names of the
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lead- participants are a guarantee of its able character.
ing traits of his character and genius, and vinPrice, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cc11t.s.
dicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
THE 'l'RU'l'H SEEKER CO.,
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
83 Clinton Pl., New York.
"American Crisis " "Rights of Man "and "Age
of Reason " are gfven; also, tlibut~s to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper;
BY S. P. PUTMAM.
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
A poetic version of the Indian Story of the Garcloth, 75 cents.
den of Eden, in which its supeliority to the mutiThe Apostle of Liberty. An address lated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
delivered in Paine HallJ before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Olinton Place, New York.
33 Clinton Place; New York.

ADAMI AND HEVA.

1. Light Science for Leisure :!touts. A series of
familiar essays on astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By llichard A. P1·octor, F.R.A.S.
~- The Forms at Wntct iii Clotlds anrl Rivers.~; Ice
and Glacier8. 19 illustrations. By John Tyndall, F.R.S.
.
3. Physic~ and Politics. Au application of the
principles. of Natural Science to Political
Societ:l', By Walter Bagehot, Author o£
"The English Constitution."
4. 1\Ian•s. Place in Nature. With numerous illus:
trations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and Physical.
By Herbert Spencer.
6, Town Geology. With Appendix on Coral and
Coral Reefs. By Cha!·les Kingsley.
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous illustrations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.
8. Stuqy o_f Lang_uagest_brougbt back to its Trm
P1'1DCIPies. By C. lVlarcel.
9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory ')f Sound in its Relation to Music.
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro
Blase rna.
11. } The Naturalist on the River Amazon. A record of 11 years' travel. By Henry Walter
12.
Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
13. Mind and Body. The theories of their relations. By Alexander Bain, LL.D.
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 illustrations.
By Camille Flammarion.
15. Longevity. The means of prolonginglife after
mid<lle age. By John Gardner, M.D.
16. Origin of Species. By Thomas H. Huxley,
F.H.S.
17. Progress: Its Law and Cause. With other disquisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
18. Lessons in Electrimty. 60 illustrations. Br
John Tyndall, F.R.S.
19. Familiar Essays on Scientific lilubjects. By
Hi chard A. Proctor.
20. Homance of Astronomy. By R. Ka-lley l\1iller,
liLA.
21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essays.
By'£bomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
22. Seeing and Thinking. By William Kingdon
Clifford, F.R.S.
23. Scientific Sophisms.
A review of current
theories conce:nin~ Atoms)_ Apes, and Men.
By Samuel Wainwnght, D.u.
·
24. Popular Scientific Lectures. illustrated. By
l'rof. H. Helmbdtz.
25. Origin of Na~ions. By Prot'. Geo. Rawlinson,
Oxford University.
26. The Evolutionist at Large. BJ' Gmllt Allen.
27. Histor.v of Landholding in EughtHd. By
Joseph Fisher, F.R.H.S.
23. Fashion in Deformity, as illustrntcd in the
customs of Barbarous >tile] Civili:<c<l Haces.
Numerous 11lnstrations. By William Henry
Flower; F.lt.S.
~9. Facts and Fictions of Zoologr.
Numerous
illustmtions. By Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
.Jo. } Study of Words. By Richard Chenevix
~!.
Trench.
32. Heredita1-y Traits and other Essays. By Richard A. Proctor.
·
33. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.
il4. Philosophy of Style. By Herbert Spellcer.
35. Oriental Religions. By John Cail·d, Pres.
Uuiv. Glasgow, and Others.
36. Lectures on Evolution. Illustrated. By Prof.
'£. H. Huxley.
37. Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. By J aim
Tyndall.
Geological Sketches. By Archibald Geikie,
a9. F.R.S.
40. The Evidence of Organic Evolutiou. By Geo.
J. ltomanes, F.R.S.
41. Current. Discussions in ·science .. By W. M.
Williams, F.C.S.
12. History of the Science of Politics. By Frederick PollocJr.
43. Darwin and Humboldt. By Professor Hnxley.
Professor AgaijHiz, and othei·s.
Dawn of Hiet.ory. By C. F. Keary, of the
45.
Briti6b Musenm.
16. Diseases of J\Iemocy. By Th. Tiibot. Tmnslated from tile French by J. Fit.~gl•mld.
!7. Childhood of },eJigions. lly Ed ward Clodd,
F.h.A.S.
48. Life in Nature. Illustrated. By J:.s. Hinton.
4U. 'l'hc Sun : its Constitution; it.s PheHOllWlla;
its ConditiOn. lly Judge N"~hun '!'. Can,
Columbus, Ind.
50.} l\Ioney and the llicchanism of Exchange. By
51.
Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
52. Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Tmnslated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
53. Animal Automatism, anfi ·ather Essays. By
Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
54. llirth and Growth of ll'lyth. By Edward Clodd.
F.RA.S.
55. Scientific Basis of llfomls, and other Essays.
By William Kingdon CliJford, F.RS.
~~-} illusions. By James Sully.
Dl.
The Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin.
59.
'l'wo double numbers, 30 cent~ each.
BO. Childhood of the Wol'id. By Edward Clodd.
61. l\Tiscellaneous Essays. By Hic!tard A. Proctor.
62. Hehgions of the Ancient World. By Prof. Gco,
Rawlinson, University of Oxford. lJoublu
number, 30 cents.
63. Progressive l\lorality.
By Thomas Fowler,
LL.D.j prcsiclent of Corpus Christi College,
Oxfor<.
64. Distribu~ion of Animals and Plants. Bl· A.
'tussd Wallace and W. T. 'l'hiselton Dyer.
65. Comhtions of J\Iental Development; and other
E><~ays. By Wm. Kingdon Clift'ord.
66. Technical Ed1wation ; and other Essays. By
'£homas H. Hnxley, F.U.S.
67. The Blaclt Death. An A.ccount of the Great
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Century. By
J. F. C. Hecker.
6S. (Special number, 10 cents.) Three Essays, by
Herbert Spencer.
69. (Double Number, 30cents). Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropology and the History
ofHeligion. By Fl'it:< Schult~e,_Pb.D. 'l'ranslated from the German by J. Fitzgerald,
1\-I.A.
70. Essays Speculativ and Practical. By Herbert
· Bpencer.
71. Anthropology, By Daniel Wilson_,_ LL.D.
With AJ)pcndix on Arcbeolog.y, .LlY E. B.
1'ylor, F.lUl.
72. The Dancing Mania or the 1\fiddle Ages. BJ
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
73. Evolution in History, lAnguage, and Science.
Four Addresses delivered at the London
Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and
Literature.
74. The Descent of Man; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwin. In 4 parts.
15 cen t.s each.
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SCIENCE

LEt::TI1RES.

Liberal fl'iends visitmg Philadelphia should attend the Spring Course of Science Lectures
every Sunday evening, at the Hall of Fl'iendship
League, Ninth and Girard ave.
Debate at 2:30 <Secular question8).
PROF. ATKINSON, F.R.A.S.

FRIENDSHIP LIBERAL LEAGUE No. 207
meets every Sunday in Industlial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions,
Able speakers inte1·est the audience. N.B.-Tmth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. P1·ice, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

SPECIAL SALE!
Desiring to unload an accumulation of debts, I
will offer until further notice all my elegant stock
of fine goods at

WHOLESALE COST.
An elegant pair of diamond ear-drops $200, worth
$300; another pair, $125, worth $200; another pair,
$65~ worth $100; an elegant brooch, arabesque
style, 17 diamonds, $140, worfu $225; another, line
of beauty, 11 diamonds, $220; worth $325; another,
·3 stones, $125, worth $200 : same, $80, worth $125.
Rings and studs same reductions. Smaller diamond goods 25 per cent below lowest market price.
A superb, extra heav)'• embossed case watch set
with large diamond, $135, worth $200; lady's watch
to m~ttcb, $90. wo1·tb ~125; $100 watches 1 $70; $80
watches, $60; $65 watches, $50; solid gala chains,
necklaces, bracelets, and jewelry, 25 per cent discount. Sent C. 0. D. 1 subject to inspection, or
cash refunded if not satisfactory.
BUY NOW AND SAVE liiONEY.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rocbellf1> Ill.

DR. B. P. FELLOWS
is a regularly: educated and le&"ally qualified ph~•s1eian, and
the most successf1H1
as his practice will
prove. He has for
twenty years treated
exclusivly all diseases.
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures of which
he stands .Preeminent.
SPERMATORHH<EA.
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of self- ·
abuse in youth· andl
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing:
night emissions by
'•----<•---o---o---o dreams, loss of sexual\
•
power, rendering
marriage improper and unhappy, et!)., aJ,"e c-qi·ecJ:
permanent~ by _an outside apphcatwn m . S1xtydays. NO STOMACH MEDICIN 1JSED •. It!s oneo
of Dr. Fellows' valuable discovenes, wl>J.ch 1s e¥tirely unknown to the madical professwn. It 1s
not a catch-penny get u_p, such as a pad, belt, PR'!tille nor magnetic appliance, but s1mp1y a medicin to be applied externally on the parts affected,
which cures by absorption. Sen!! tive ~ce1~t ~tamp&
for his" Jlrivate Counselor," g1VlllJO. full mformation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows1_Ymeland, N. J ..
and say where you saw this advert1sment.
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he, i&
an Infidel of the most pronoun!J~d character. B1 o.
Liberals, your patronage 1s sohmted.
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Ado-~~s

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

"SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No. 3.
(Just Published., July 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn apd
colored, to supply all the neccessarr pi_eces. for
constructing a model house, with plam directwns
for putting them together.
While the supplement afford~ poth old and
young- the !l'reatest amusement, 1t IS mor~ than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson m4rcbitecture; a perfect, scaled model of <;>ne at our
most popular designs, so exact that 1t 1s useful to
builders.
· f
55 New DeRignR fm· Residences (cost varymg rom
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a. Chapel.
.
Drawings and description of ~ mod!Jl K1tcben
(by Maria Parloa) and a perf~ct_C1stern.
An Article on Villa Park Assoc~atwns.
SENT, PosTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.
Address

THE CO-OPEllATIVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.
191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.
ANTED-Lady agents actually clear$20 daily
with my wonderful entirely new pa,tent, ru.~
ber undergarments for females. A munster s w1fe
sold 13 first hour.
MADAM H. N. L~TTLE.,.
6t27
Box 443, Chicago, l i1 .

W

! SHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.
A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one bas labored for
human advancement, and bow the other ba 1
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 !Jen~s
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred cop1es for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freeth9ugbt would
distribute thousands of these telling p1ctures.

'I'HE MODERN BALAAM.
ShowinE the Balaam of modern times to be .th
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Pnce
per dozen, 80 cents pqr hUlldred, $1.1!0.

480

Crror.ERA is againprcvalent in Italy.
A WOMAN has been admitted to a sitting in
the French Academy of Science.
TnE Central Labor Union has ·named the
first Monday in Septembei· us a workingmen's
holiday.
FouR membe.rs of Typogrn,pbicul Union No.
47"huv been found "guilty" in their trial for
boycotting a newspaper at New Haven.

T.E::ln -rr.RtrTR SEEK1~1R; JU:t.Y 24. -188ft

IN this age of intelligence we ought to be free
enough to throw falsehood nside and embrace the
truth, no matter what havoc it makes of old superstition• and fables. One of the two Rystems must
be true-supernaturalism or natnrallnw; if one is
trne the other is certainly false, and must be discnrded. Si1pernatmnlism has long held swny and
men .hav yielded n tacit consent that it is the
power which has ruled the wol"ld, bnt science is
now telling us, in thunder tones, that there is no
snpernaturnlism, that everything is nntuml ;
hence old theolorry must be set aside, ancJ. the
trnths of unerring science must be tnken in its

Wn.LIAl\1 T. MoNTAVERDE owns a park at
Maspeth, Long Island. He allowed base ball· place.-Bennett's Injtael Ab1·oaa.
EPITAPH ON A FRIEND.
to be played there on Sunday and has been
Ail honest man here lies at rest
fined $250.
As e'er God with his im&ge blessed :
BEECIIER is being received in London with.
The frien<1 of man, the friend of truth,
The friend of age, and guide of youth;
every evidence of hospitality. His religion is
Few hearts like his, with virtue warmed,
a puzzle to the English . people, but he is
Few hearts with 1m owledge RO informed;
highly spoken of as an orator.
If there's another world, he livs in bliss,
If there is none, he made the best of this.
TrrE trial of the Anarchists at Chicago is
proceeding. Very little direct testimony has
us yet been fumishedo connecting the speakers
at the Haymarket Square meeting with the
thrower of the bomb.
·

-Bnrns.

·BY c~trefnl inveRt.igation into the origin of the
Biblical canon, a.nd by t.he reRnlts of historical
criticiRm, the Bible is shown to be a book of human
composition :otnd, with all itR mn.ny excellences,
not a divinely ·inspired n.nd infnllible authority.
NED Bul"TLINE, the scout, soldier, and story By a careful com:rmrison of religions, by the clear
writer, died at his home in Stamford, N. Y., light of science, and by the zeit-aei.~t [spirit of the
last wee~. His real name was Edward Z. C. &gel, .which does not favor anything miraculoUR, .·
we al'e led to disbelieve the legendary stories of
Judson ..- He was 64 years old and wealthy, the Old Test&ment., and the mimcles and myths of
having made a fortune by Iris pen.
·
the New·. Bv simi!iar studieR the deified JesuR beTnE Salvation Army has been occupying comes n pure ·teacher of exalted mm·al chnracter,
born of JoReph ~tnd 1\fR.ry, around whom, when
an old Baptist chureh at Bristol, Conn., much dead. the magnified stnrieR inseparable from such
to the disgust of the re$pectable Citizens of an age and people gradually clustered, gathering
that place, who used every endeavor to get credence by repetition, R-nd strength by trnnsmisthe Salvationists to go away. Last Saturday l<ion from one generation to Rnother. . . .
Jesus, beinl! in reality the God of the Christians,
somebody burnt up the church.
givs to them as n.n object of worship little more
TrrE trades unions are boycotting the beer than a. magnified m~tn, to whom they address
pet-itions for rain, snccess in business, victory in
manufactured by George Ehret because Ehret w~tr, and the like.-Stoaam·a'.~ New Faith.
in some way contributed to the conviction of
WHATSOEVER thy hand findetb to do, do it with
the Theiss boycotters. , Other brewers express ~til thy might, :(or there is no work, nor device, nor
•sympathy with Mr. Ehret, and now the knowledge, nor wisdom in the grave, whither thou
Central Labor Uniori threatens to boycott all goest.-Ecclesia.~te.~ ix, 10. ·
NATIONS as well as men, if they aim high, must
beer.
sometimes ovPrstrnin themselvs, and we~triness
CoLONEL GILDER, who was to hav left New must ensue. Nor.did the commonwealth of EngYork on an arctic exploring expedition last l~nd come to nothing, though in a society not half
week,· is still where the weather is warm. emancipated from feudalism it WitS premature,
atid therefore, at the timP, a failure. It opened n
He was arrested on the eve of his intended glimpse of a new order of thing•; it was the first
- departure charged with breach of trust by a example of n gre&t nationnlrepublic, the republics
y0ung woman· with whom he had sustained of &ntiquity b~tving been n.t once city-repnhlics
and republics of s!&ve-owners: it not only heralded
intricate relations.
bi1t to .some ex!Pnt prepn.red the American and
HoME Rur.E for Ireland is lost for the pres- even the French Revolution. In its sublime deathent. About a quarter of a million of Ameri- song, chanted by the great Puritan poet, we can
can dollars huv gone to Ireland to help make ·c~ttch the accents of a hope that did not die.GoWwin Smith.
the fight, and while this sort of encouragE)ment
BuT what more· oft, in nations grown corrupt,
eontiimes it is probable that a sufficient numAnd by their vices brought to servitude,
:ber of patriots may he found in that country
Than to love bond&ge more th~tn libertyBondage with case than strenuons !ibe1·ty- to keep up the agitation.
And to despise, or envy, m· snRpect
GENI.RAL BouLANGER, minister of war, and
Whom God hath, of his special favor, raised
.As their deliverer? If he ltnght begin,
Barmi de Lareinty, senator, quarreled in the
How frequent to desert him, ~tnd at last
French Senate one day last week, and on
To he&p ingmtituile on worthiest deeds!-Mi!ton.
Saturday fought a duel near Paris.
The
IT has been said that the pmctical objects of all
senator fired first and missed.
Then the
free institutions is to get twelve or fifteen honest
general fired in the air, when both declared men into a jury-box. Intelligence must be added
their honor vindicated and shook hands.
if justice is to be done, especially when there is a
long chain of evidence, or when, as in libel cases,
JuLY 13th the papers contained this dis- fine perceptions are required; bnt tlw duty of a
patch from Belfast, Ireland: '' Serious riot- juryman in an import&nt cause is as high ns any
ing broke out this evening between Cath- that a citizen cnn be called upon to perform.olics and Protestants. JIIIany stones were Trn·onto Bystanaer.
ALL destruction is but a little dust on the wind.
thrown and revolvers were freely used. The
Does not bnmanity itself abide 1 What truth
military was called out to restore order. that man ever had is lost? Who are those
JIIIany persons we:t:e injured and sent to hos- that stand with arms flung around the olrl creed
or name or cherished" body of Christ," tt·embling
pitals."
lest the universe crack, if that go down? 'Twere
THERE was until a short time ago, a shoe a strange universe to be alarmed. because things
firm doing business in Brooklyn under the must go down when their time h~ts come !~Smnnel
name of Brennan & White_ A year ago the Johnson, D.D.
firm discharged a num her of girls for j0ining YET not to thy eternnl resting-place
the Knights of Labor. Methods were there- Shalt thou retire alone-nor couldst thou wish
Couch more magnificent. Thou sh~tlt lie down
upon adopted by the Knights all over the With patriarchs of the infant world-with kings,
country to reduce Brennan & White's trade, The powerful of the earth-the wise, the good,
and a month ago the firm went out of busi- Fair fo1·ms, and hoary seers of ages pastness. Brennan has just accepted a position All in one mighty sepulcher.
-Br'/Jant's Thanatopst.~.
as employee in another man's factory.
MAN, say some, knows God by immerliate intui:Mus. l\'IARY FENN, better known as Mary tion; he needs no itrgumcnt for his existence, beDavis, died in Orange, N. J., last Sunday. cause he perceives God directly-face to facewithout anymedinm. It is easy to assert this, but
Mrs. Fer{n had been prominently identified obviously the assertion is the merest dogma.tism.
with philanthropic and reform· movements Not one man in a thonRand, who understands
for thirty years, and was widely known to what he is affirming, will dare to claim to hav nn
those engaged in the woman suffrage and immediate vision of God, and nothing can be more
likely than that the man who makes such a claim
the temperance movements. She was one of is self-deluded.-Professo?· Flint.
the early workers in the antislavery moveEARLY associntious are genernlly tlw stmngest
ment, and was for many years a well-known in the human mind, and what we hav been trtngltt
lecturer. In 1847 she marrierl Samuel G. to CI·edit as children we nre seldom disposed to
Love, a teacher, in Buffalo. In 1855 she ob- question as men. Called away from speculativ intained a divorce from Love in Indiana, and quiries by the common business of life, men in
general possess neither the inclination nor the
afterward she married An<lrew Jackson leisure to examin wltat they believe or Wh!l they
Davis, the Spiritualist, and the expounder of believe. A powerful prejndice remains iri the
Harmonial Philosophy. The couple lived in mind, insures conviction without the trouble of
thinking, and repels donbt without the aiel or
Orange from 1858 until abont two years ago. authority of reason.-Sir William. Drnm.m.ona.
JIIIr. "Davis then left her, alleging as a reason
MEN are bnt c"hildren of a larger growth;
that he had found a flaw in the Indiana
On r appetites as apt to change as theirs,
divorce. He began a snit to annul their marAnd full liB craving too, and full as vain;
Anfl yet the son!, shut np in her dark l"Oom,
riage. She made no effort to contest the
Viewing so clear abroad, at home sees nothing;
snit. She was a member of Sorosis, and
But, like n mole in earth, busy and blind,
from 18GO to 18G4 she edited the IIerald of
Works all her folly up and casts it upward
Progre8s.
To the world's open view.
-D111aen.

Paine Vin~inated!

TnE fiRheries.qnestion: Is there &nything left in"
the pocket flask 1---:PhilacZelJJhia Herala.
"IHoPE,Jo!mny,"s~tid the Sunday-school teacher
-ot.o her new scholnr, "that your parents are good
Christ-ians?" "Well, m~t is," replied Johnny," an' .A. thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
Pit used to be, but I guess be is a little out of pracYork Observer's slnnderous attacks
tice now."
upon the Author-Hero of tlle AmerTHE JACKASS AND THE EVANGELIST.
ican Revolution. Coilt1tining
A jnckass went into a meeting-house and heard
both the sl~tnr!ers and
an Evangelist preach a sermon on " Total Depravity." When he came forth be made 1t joyful
their rcfutntion.
noise, sung &loud, ~tnd thanked his stars that be
was made a j&ckass and not a depraved human
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
being.
Mom! :·This fable teaches that when self-abase. -oment becomes too abysmal it is liable. to overreach
itself.
The New York Obs81"ver (Presbyterian) having
THE FUNNY ~rAN.
recently reissued _its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everyThe "funny man" sat in his easy chair,
where in vindication.
Bn t tho chair wasn't e&sy to him. ;
For his eyes were fixed in a vac·ant glare,
60pp. Price 10 cents; 12 copies, $1.
And his face was dark and grini.
"I've written 'em up, an' l':ve writ.ten 'em downThe Mother-in-!ftw and the :Dude,
.
ChiCBgo girl's hoot and the Congressman's loot,
A ROMAN CA'rHOLIC CANARD
And the Young Wife's slack-baked food.
"My liver is torpid, I'm losing in girth,
A Fabricated Account of a Scene at the Dea.thMv bmin's slowly [!Ozing &way;
bed of Tlwmas Paine.
Oh, the ghastliest joke on this whole wide e&rtb
Is this be ina Junnu.tor va11 !"
He sits to-cl&y in TiiR ea.sy· chair
'With a smile on his plump, round cheek;
There's an unctuous roll in his voice whene'er
He laughs or he tries to speak.
For he writes the "Death Notices-one line per
dime,"
And he penR nll t.he elegies sad;
Here vels in" Accidents," "Murders," ~tnd "Crimes,"
And " One More Good Man Gone Bad !"
As he writeR up the items of'' Rc~tlded Child"
His" asirleR" keep the room in a roar;
For hfs wit runs riot in fltncil'B wild,
Since be's.funny for pay no more.
-Ricn.m·a LlfYI/cZ.

"MA," he said, as he suddenly looked up from
his bool<, "bow much do you owe the cook?"
"What a question ! I believe there are three
n:ionths' wa.ges clue her." "Say, why don't you
reorganize the kitchen?" "What do you .mean.
Robert?" "Why, when pa and the other fellows
get hold of a rnilroad, they reorg&nize, and everybody gets left. Let•s reorg&nize on Hannah,
beat her out of thirty-six doll~trs, and wllack on
the boodle: "-!Vall Street News.
TO THE MAN WHO ASKED : "IS IT WARM?"
Sing hey ! for a. caldron of boiling oil,
And a basin of molten lead,
Whnre this obdurate sinner ma3' sizzle and boil
And tropically soak his head.
Who says to his brother. in •weltering stew,
With 1t gurgle of fervid glee,
"Is it torrid enonghto-day for you?
It 's not warm enough for me."
Ma,y he singe and to&st, and -simmer and roast,
And char, and kindle, and burn,
Anrl scorcb'nnd singe till his soul will cringe,
And his body to cinders turn.
'!'ben the blistering he&t of a furnace-fire,
Shall accomplish his just crem&tion,
And fagots ~tnd peat be his funeral-pyre
To finish his incineration.
And thus this fellow we"ll~trdently kiln,
And listeiYwit.h joy to his moans;
And when be has carbonized ~tll that be will
We'll each t&ke one of his bones;
And waving the calcined rem~tins of him,
A Parseean dance will do ;
And shant this jocn.lar requiem :
"Is it bot enough now for you?"
- TJuctTal.o E~:m·ess:

No &mount of piled-up age can make a good
thing bad, or a n•eless thing useful. This nineteenth century is noisy enough without having to
bear the infliction of medieval noises that lost all
significance ~tnd sense a centnrv ago. In the
time of Queen Eliz~tbeth, it was well enough to
ring the church-bells to tell the time, to summon
church-goers to their devotions, to sonnd the
curfew, and to giv the alarm when fire or violence
threatened the townsfolk. But what eart.hly
reason is there to-day, when cve1·y man can hav a
clock at home, and when almost eve1·v man has a
wntch in his pocket, fol"the madrlening cl&ngor of
the church-bells, rending the air day ancl night,
hammering Sunday fmm a d&y of rest into a day
of nerve-mcldng uneasiness 1 There is no end of
poetry about the chui·ch-bells. Poets beyond
count hav taken each his turn at entreating ns to
listen to their music or their melody m· their
tender tones. But the poetry has pretty thoroughly gone out of the clmrch-bells. To-day they
are-at least in all cities and large towns-simply
an mnnitigate<l nnisance. They serve no end
whatever. Any mn.n who has a dollar of his own
can buy a clock. A house without a clock is about
as rare as a house withon t a roof, People !mow
when it is ten, or half-past ten, or eleven, on Sunclay morning, as well as they know when the
hours come on the other d&ys of the week.
Chm·ch-going people do not, the most of them, liv
within call of the bells of theil· own particular
churches. And they are on their way to their
Sunday sel"Vices long before the bells begin to
ring. We can never get statistics of the absolute
misery nnd su1l"ering caused by the diRcordant
clamor of n great city's hundreds of discm·dant
hells. Bnt we know thnt the untimely ringing
b 1·eaks the scant sleep of the weary, tortures the
sensitiv nerves of the sick, and annoys the entire
populace, without serving any purpose whatever,
beyond plensing those agreenble people who want
to hav everything done in this century as it was
done in other cenhnics; and who ought to be
relegated to some limbo whe1·e they may practice
upon each other the barbarism they pretend to
admire.-Pucle,

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attl"ibuted to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Ob.•m·ver relies to prove its principal char('{es) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwic1; could hav written the alleged account.
18pp.

Price 5 cents; 25 for $1.00.

· For these two p&mpblets ~tddress
THE TRUTH SEEKEH CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

WHAT'S TO BE DONEl
A NIHILISTIC RQMANCE ..
By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With 1t portrait
of the Author, Translated by BENJ.
R. TUCKER,
.
·Written in Priso·n. Suppressed by the Qzar, The
Author Over Twenty Years an Exlle·m Siberia. ·Russian Edition worth $600 a Copy,
First American Edition Exhausted
in Four Days. Second now
Ready. An Elegant
Volume of 330
Pages.
PRESS C01\IMENTS :

To call the hook the "Uncle Tom's Cabin " of
Nihilism is scarcely extravagance,-Boston Aaoertis81",

It is perhaps the book which h~s 111ost powerfully influenced ·the· youth of ltussJit m their
growth into Nihilism, a~d it is remark~tb!e and
noteworthy as a work which bas played so important a p&rt in the politic&! and social bistoq of
the century.-Boston Co•t1"ier.
·
As a reve,ation of folk hfe it is invaln~tble; we
hav no other Russian pictures that compare with
it.-Proviaence Star.

The characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
t.bat the interest in their fate becomes intense Its
the thread of the narrativ is slowly unwound.'--

Boston Satu?·cZa'/J Evening Gazette.

•

When we come to consider the publication of
such books as Flaubert's "Salammbo" and Tcbernychewsky's "What's To Be Done?" we cannot
avoid the conclusion that something must hav
happened to the society for the suppression of
indecent litera ture.-St, Louis RepnlJlican,
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lJlolts and D;;lippin!1s.
TnE pope has placed a red hat on the head
of a Canadian gentle!llan named Taschereau,
so that Canada may not be behind the United
Stutes in the matter of cardinals.
THE Concord (Mass.) School of Philosophy
is holding its annual sessions. At last accounts the esoteric significance of Dante's
works wn,s being learnedly discussed.
"THE Immaculate Conception Academy"
is the queer name of a Catholic seminary
for young ladies at Davenport, Iowa. The
production of any modern Marys need not
necessarily be looked for.
THE Gltri.~tian at Work has an article on
How to Select a Boy." If that journal
would giv its readers something on "How to
Select a Girl" it would come nearer fulfilling
the high <Dffice of a religious paper.
THERE is something destructiv about religious ice-cream. At a festival held last week
by a Baptist church at Eastport, Me., the
minister and forty others were seriously
poisoned by eating the deadly substance.
11

TrrE notion that the world would come to
an .end on the 15th of last inonth at two
o'clock in the afternoon was believed by an
immense multitude of the more ignorant
classes iri Madrid, Spain. At that time more
ths.n a thousand persons assembled on t.he
bights of Vistellcs, and treniblingly waited
for the catastrophe. "Many curious phenomena were seen in the sky by the excited
spectators, as, for instance, St. Peter walking
in.the midst of a red cloud, but the end did
not come." Some person finally stated that a

mistake had been marie in the calculation,
and the wreck of matter and the crush of
worlds would occur on the 24th of J nne, and
the crowd dispersed.
PRESIDENT DWIGHT, in a recent speech,
said that Yale is a Christian college, and a
few minutes later affirmed that it was a progressiv university. This, says the Boston
Transcript, is what Hosea Biglow would call
heading north of south.
A PRESBYTERIAN editor writes to a Methodist editor: "Usually it is not worth while
to reason with a fanatic, because he will giv
his fancies all the authority of your faats."
Anyone who has ever attempted to reason
with either a Methodist or a Presbyterian will
be able to appreciate the truth of that remark.
Mus. DowNs, the wife of Parson Downs, of
Boston, says that the latest charge against
her husband, supported by a child four
months old, and the affidavits of. the "child's
mother and other persons, is part of a conspiracy to ruin him. The rest of the conspiracy is supposed to be the Rev. Mr.
Downs's ministerial relations with the woman
who is prosecuting him.
TnE fecundity of the religious liar is something rema1·kable. This is the latest: "BHADFORD JuNOTION, W. VA., July 24th-Simon
Wilcox, a farmer here, was formerly an enthusiastic church-member, but on Thursday
last, when he surveyed the ruin of his crops
wrought by a hail storm, he began to curse
his maker for allowing such destruction. In
the midst of his curses he was suddenly
stricken with paralysis, and could not leave
the spot. There his neighbors found him,
and they 'say they. could not release him, as
he was surrounded by a circle of intense heat.

When they tried to push him out of it with a
pole the pole burnt off, and it was not until
toward evening that the mysterious heat disappeared. Then the unfortunate man fell
down unconscious, and was picked up a raving maniac." In the presence of such monumental lies as this, the ordinary yarns about
faith-cures pass as harmless fibs.
TrrE St. Louis, Mich., Herald has a plain
way of speaking. Here is an item from that
paper: "A Candidate for HelL-The greatest indignation prevails among our citizens
who hav become acquainted wit,h the facts
over the late barbarous acts of the Methodist
minister, Rev. Geo. Donaldson, in pounding
and otherwise maltreating his children. Last
Wednesday, for some cause, either fancied or
real, he pounded his twelve-year-old son till
-the boy's mother was forced to call in neighbors, fearing that the boy would be killed.
'This Rev. scab seems to be a brute of the
first water, and if the church does its duty it
will hop onto him with both feet. But the
chances are that they will still go and hear
him preach, and if Lhey do, we mark it down
right here that in the Herald's opinion they
are the same sort of hypocritical lice that he
is."
TrrEI\E has been a revival of religion in
Marion, Ind. Following is the St. Louis
Republican's account of one evening's devotions: " Sunday night witnessed the wildest
and most extravagant scenes yet enacted.
Such shouting, such" jumping, such hallelujahs, such delightful, promiscuous, and
abandoned hugging of brothers and sisters in
the Lord presented a scene the like of which
has never before been witnessed in this conntry. It was _a wild, unrestrained saturnalia

of unbridled passion and emotion. The converts who were stricken down by the hand of
God prior to their conversion relate wonderful tales of being suspended by a hair over
the pit of hell, of being fan~;~ed by the sulphurous breezes from the infernal regions, of
looking into boiling caldrons, of being nibbled at by the fiery serpents and grinning
devils, of being saved by the outstretched
hand of a pitying providence."
TnE following sentiments were elicited
from Colonel Ingersoll in an interview in current circuhttion: " The only benefit of tl1e
Knights of Labor to the workingmen arises
from the discussions that take place. But in
this country such organizations cannot do
great good. The laboring men should redress all their grievances by the ballot. The
poorest man can vote just as often as the rich
man, and his vote counts just us much. As
long as the laboring man follows the drum
and fife of a political party, just so long he
will hav grievances. Let labor organize, not
to boycott, not to strike, but to vote. His
ballot is the weapon to be used. The workingman will find that without revenge and
without riot the world can be made better,
and the capitalist will find that starvation
prices for his laborers will finally starve him.
He will find that property gets its value from
the colonization of the people, from general
prosperity; that he cannot injure others without injuring himself. I believe that in a few
years public opinion will become so enlightened and humane that only those who giv
good wages for reasonable hours will be considered as honest men. My sympathies are
with the workers. The millionaires can take
care of themselvs."
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g[omttfUttications.
Queensland.
The great colony of Queenland, Australia, is comparativly new. The sands of Moreton Bay first bore
the footprints of the pioneer navigator who landed
upon its sho~·es over sixty years ago, and gave the
name of Brisbane to the magnificent river which
empties into the bay.
In 1825 a penal settlement was founded at the
mouth of the river, and convict gloom hung over these
fair shores, ta:inting the atmosphere and retarding
settlement until 1839, when the last batch of convicts
were landed here. Ten years later the first free
emigrants arrived, and settled in what was then the
bush, but now a crowded suburb of Brisbane twelve
miles from the bay, and to which they gave the name
of the good ship which had brought them across the
waste of trackless waters. In their pursuit of a new
home in this land of pi"omis, Fortitude Valley was the
chosen name and link that bound them to the far-off
past. It was not until 1859 that the colony of
Quee;nsland was proclaimed by imperial command,
and 1ts first governor was Sir George Fergurson
Bowen. From this point may be dated its true
progress. Queensland has an area of 678,600 square
miles, with an extent of seaboard of about 2 500
miles, and thrift, energy, and wealth are evid~ced
upon every hand. The coast swarms with vessels
from the majestic mail steamers from the Old World
to the humble fishing-boat, wl;tile inland railways
h_urry rich freight to interior cities. Far away in the
silent bush townshav arisen, the country is parceled
out and fenced off; the boom of the miner's blast, the
crush of the quartz-crushing mill, the shrill whirl of
the saw, the bleating of millions of sheep, the lowing
of hundreds o~ thousands of cattle, the crack of the
teamsteiJs whip, hav awakened the echoes and this
-great continent that has lain for ages in thes~ southern
waters th~ h?me of the bushman, the kangaroo, arid
the emu, IS silent no longer, but has awakened to life
and activity, and started in the race of progression. ·
. ~~e colony app~ars to be divided into three grand
?iviswns, each emme~tly adapted to its own peculiar
mdustry. Parallel with the eastern coast runs a high
range o_f mountains, distant from twenty to one hundred miles from the sea--a continuation of the Blue
mountains of New South Wales and the great Australian Alps. Between this range and the ocean we
find a wide belt of alluvial soil, through which meander many fine rivers and their tributary streams.
Beyond the coast range is a vast table-land with its
level or gent~y. undulating _plains stretching' away like
the vast prames of America to the distant sunset.
These three well-defined divisions are each devoted
to different industries. The alluvial coast lands are
devoted to timber-getting and ag~-iculture. Before·
the w9odsman with his ax appeared upon the scene
t?e river banks w~re clothed with a heavy growth of
timber, among whwh th_e stat~ly Moreton Bay pine,
the red ce~ar, and the I~perishable beech grew to
. ~normous size. :r'he expmng sigh of the last tree as
It fell was the signal for the farmer to step in with
ax and brand. The jungle was quickly cleared and
in its place appeared maize, cotton, tobacco,' and
sugar,_ adding another charm to the already beautified rivers. Across the range, which towers to a.
bight of over three thousand feet, a different sight
meets the eye. The basaltic plains of the table-lands
are covered with a luxuriant growth of nutritious
g~·asses, and dotted with flocks and herds. In 1858
gold_ was discovered in the Coast Range. At this
magic word the third great division resounded with
the h~ of busy men. Queensland, says a recent
chromcler, has thus built up three great industries,
and the census of 1883 showed a population of
287 475
·
,
persons. The ·census has recently been
taken; the results not yet reported.
Brisb!l'ne, the capital of Queensland, is a pretty
town, Situated upon both banks of the BI-isbane
river, like San Francisco, beautified with hills and
valleys, and contains about sixty thousand inhabitants, and, for its age, promises to be no mean rival of
Sydney or Melbourne, as it can weil be as it is five
hundred miles from the former and ~ne thousand
and sixty miles from the latter city. Its schools are
num~rous a~d well conducted. In an act passed by
~arliament I~ 187_5, three cardinal principles were
mcorporated mto Its school provisions namely that
education in the colony should be fre~, secula~ and
compulsory; and. of these provisions the first' and
second are well maintained. In outside distrillts the
population is too limited and widely scattered to enforce the last provision. A shrewd observer has said
~hat in a Queensland state. sc?ool a teacher may
Impr~s~ upon a boy that a he IS wrong because it
may illJUre another, or because it is a violation of the
laws of veracity, which should ever be observed
because by so doing the welfare of the community i~
maintained ; but the teacher must not enforce truthfulness because lying IS an offense against God. The
school laws require that secular teaching must be
given five hours in a day, except for infant classes;
p.fter that any minister or religious person of good

standing may visit the school and impart religious
instruction to those who are willing to stay and listen
to it. But none is compelled to i·emain. At the end
of 1884 there were 263 state schools open and in operation in Queensland, with a staff of 1,152 teachers
(554 males, 598 females), with an enrolment of
52,556 scholars, besides numbers of private and denominational schools, of which the Catholics hav a
large percentage-but they receive no state ~;>upport.
Queensland is immensely rich in minerals, and but
a small portion of its wealth has as yet been discovered. It would seem that the only thing lacking
here is water. Whisky is plenty, and those who are
engaged in its traffic are on the road to wealth,· as
far as pounds and shillings are concerned. I see by
home papers which we receive that a move is on foot
by some parties to make Saturday afternoon a halfholiday, as it is in. the colonies.. VV'bile I am in
favor of every progressiv move, or a step in advance,
I do not see from its workings here that it would be
any benefit to the masses. Here all laborers quit
work Saturday noon, and rece~ve their week's wages,
and a large per cent of them make straight for the
"pub," as it is called. There are no gilded saloons
here, as in America, but to sell liquor a publican
must hav a house built on a certain pattern regulated
by law. He must hav accommodations for a certain
number of boarders and lodgers. He can then become a licensed victualer; that includes liquor-selling to an unlimited extent up to eleven o'clock at
night six nights in a week, but on Sunday to get a
drink-even a glass of beer-a :rpan must be a trav~
eler, and be seven miles from where he slept.. On
Saturday, I heard a publican say, it was nothing unusual to take from £60 to £70 over his bar, hence it
looks to me as if it would be much better for those
men and their families. if they did their usual day's
work on Saturday, and would be better still if they
received their wages on Monday. Then their wives
would be better able to provide for the family wants.
But holidays seem to be the rule here-a week at
Christmas, four days at Easter, besides state and
religious holidays without number, and some parties
are trying to get a two days' holiday for the queen's
birthday, and to celebrate the fiftieth year of her
reign. But republicanism is taking deep root with
the people. No sentiment receives more earnest
applause than republican principles enunciated from
the platform, and Freethought- is growing. The
seed which Mr. Tyerman, Professor Denton, and
others hav sown in the ·past is now yielding a rich
harvest.
Mr. York has given two courses of lectures here in
Brisbane to large and increasing audiences, and is to
giv the third course, besides holding a debate of six
nights with a Mr. H. A. Long-a new importation
from Scotland, who styles himself the King of the
Glasgow Green. He announces that his especial
mission here is to put up the flood-gates and stop
the great wave of Infidelity that is sweeping over
the co1onies. He had written to his son-in-law in
Brisbane to get up a debate for him, so he challenged Mr. York, in 1\Ir. Long's name, before his
arrival. On the arrival of Mr. Lqng from Glasgow,
the Christians received him with open arms. The
Young Men's Christian Association made an especially warm place for him under their wings; the
churches gave him a big tea-meeting, and the 'ministers made speeches of welcome, and felt that it was
providential that our brother had arrived just at this
time to stay the great evil that was now in their
midst (Freethought revival). Brother Long calmed
their fears by promising to soon pump the Infidel
dry, for nothing could withstana the truth as it is in
Jesus. The topics for debate are:
1. Christian Theism vs. Atheism.
2. Evolution vs. Mosaic Creation.
3. Plenary Inspiration of the Bible.
4. Origin of Christianity.
5. Secularism as a Civilizer vs. Christianity.
The coming debate is exciting much interest.
Over one hundred gentlemen hav sent in their names
as a committee for Mr. York, to offset the churches
and Young Men's Christian Association behind Mr.
Long.
The Rev. Mr. McCulloch, Presbyterian (Mr. Long
is Calvanistic Presbyterian), in introducing Mr. Long
to his congregation said that our brother was going
down-he had liked to hav said amongst the disreputable, but would say-amongst the roughs, and hoped
they would pray for him. So you see Presbyterianism is no better here than in our part of the world.
· Mr. Long has written a book: "Galvanism Popularized and Carbonized." The debate is to come off
the 8th, 9th, lOth, 15th, 16th, and 17th of June.
The weather here is charming. They call it winter.
The nights are cool, sometimes a slight frost; the
days bright and warm. This is the antipodes. The
rains here al'e in the summer, leaving the winters dry
and pleasant. The coldest months are May, June,
and July; the warmest December, January, and
February, when it is said to be decidedly hot. Mr.
York's work will hold us here until the last of June,·
after which we expect to visit the principal towns of
Queensland, going north as far as Townsville and
Charters Towers, and get back to Sydney before the

hot weather, -when our present intention is to sail for
home, which we hope to see by Chi-istmas. · ·
Good wishes-for the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
which reaches us every month. MRs. J. L. YoRK.
B1·isbane, Queensland, A us., May 24, 1886.

Authorship of the Declaration of Independence~
In the year 1880 Prof. V. B. Denslow, the~ 'literary
editor of the Chicago 7'imes, published a book entitled, "Modern Thinkers," in·which he says:
As to the round, undisguised hand in which the original ~ · _
draft of the Declaration of Independence is written, it is not
claimed to be Jeffers'on's, and it seems to be very clearly
that of Thomas Paine, who, as the most masterly rhetorician
of the period, would naturally be called to write it.
In an introduction to this book written by Colonel
Ingersoll, he remarks :
·
It is now claimed that the original document is in Paine's
handwriting. It certainly is not in Jefferson's.
This is all I ever hea1·d about any claim that the
original draft of .the Declaration is in Paine's hand-·
writing. But Professor Denslow was misled by a
fac simile of an eng~·ossed copy, and either he or
Colo~el Ingersoll soon afterward acknowledged the · .
error.
The earliest· hint of Paine's authorship of the Declaration, so far as I hav been able to discover, was in
the Newark Gazette, October 5, 1802. ·I quote the
paragraph with the editor's own italics and capitals:
It has loug been supposed that Mr. Jefferson drew up the
Declaration of Independence. This .report was raised _to
further his election, and the philosopher has thought fit to
countenance it. It was thought absolutely necessary to
prove that he had done at least one good act in his life, and
this was pitched upon. Mr. Jefferson was one of a com-.
mittee of five, indeed, and after they had jointly drawn up
the instrument it was given by Congress to a certain per,qo'[l-,
who, above all others, the Democrats would di8like to hear
had corrected the writings of Mr. Jefferson for revi6ion and
amendment, and it was from this person it received the ELEGANT
DRESS

it now appears in.

·

The statement that it was "jointly drawn up" by
the committee we now know is not true. It is also
untrue that "it was given by Congress to a certain
person for revision and amendment." But after the
instrument was adopted it was ordered by Congress
to be engrossed, and that engrossment, for aught I
know, may hav been done by Thomas Paine, who
was a good penman:.
Twenty-five days after the appearance of the above
paragraph in the Newark Gazette, Thomas Paine
landed in Baltimore from a national ship, having been·
brought over from France in the same by order of
President Jefferson.
Some time before this, probably when Jefferson
ran as a candidate for the presidency in 1800, the
Virginia Gazette threw out an intimation that the
Declaration was drafted "by some anonymous person."
·
Now, Paine was anonymous all through the American Revolution, and even until four years after his
return to England. Hardly had he landed there in
1787 before he issued an anonymous pamphlet entitled, "Prospects on the ·War." Four years later
he came out openly as the author of the "Rights of
Man." Then some critic, by comparison of the style
detected him as the author of the former pamphlet'
and it was ·reissued in his name.
'
This little pamphlet is remarkable as containing
Paine's only allusion to Junius, which, however, was
intended to be anonymous. But a further discovery
in 1880, first by Librarian Spofford and then by me
that Paine was " Casca," an anonymous c·o·ntributo;.
to the "Weekly Crisis" of 1755-6, published in London, discloses one more all us ion to Junius by Paine:
Should galliJJ.g Junius make a new attack
(Whose lashes still are fiagrant on your back)
The libeler by some state bloodhound trace, '
And make him feel the terrors of your place.
This was addressed to Lord 1\fansfield. And, by
the way, in the same epistle is the couplet:
·
These lines, inspired by Churchill's laureled shade,
I write, unknown, unpatronized, unpaid.
How strikingly this parallels with Junius's private
letter to Lord Chatham, January 14, 1772: "Retired and unknown, I liv in the shade, and hav only
a speculativ ambition." And, again, see how it para~
lels with both Junius and Paine, neither of whom
would receive even the smallest portion of the profits
of his literary works. Junius, "Casca," and Paine
all wrote "unknown, unpatronized, unpaid." Another such a parallel cannot be found in all time.
Franklin was probably the only person who
knew-or suspected, if you please-that Paine
was Junius. So, when·the task devolved on Jefferson to draw the Declaration of Independence,
Franklin could at once hand in to Jefferson a
draft prepared by Paine, which was substantially an epitome of "Common Sense." In copying
that draft, Jefferson was at liberty to make verbal
changes, which he doubtless did. Only two or three
slight amendments were made by Adams and Franklin. But Congress mutilated the document shockingly. Some of its most eloquent passages were
stricken out, particularly the entire paragraph relating
to slav.ery and the slave trade. The pen of J effe1·-

-
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son was never equal to such flights, and Colonel In- caustic anonymous letters, signed "Lucius," "Atgersoll has well said:
ticus,". etc. The writer, being an admirer of George
Ce~tain it is t~l!L~ Jefferson could n~t hav written anything Gr.~nvllle, addressed to him three private letters, in
~o m,mly, so str1kmg, so comprehens1v, so clear, so convincwbwh he avowed his authorship of "almost everyIng, and so faultless in rhetoric and rhythm.
thing that for two years past has attracted the atAnd Professor Demdow, after making a very able tention of the public." In the last of these three
-argument in favor of Paine's authorship of the docu- letters, dated Oct. 20, 1768, he says:
ment, concludes thus:
It may be proper to assure you that no man knows or ever
Enough I The Declaration of Independence must here- suspects the author. I hav no connection with any pm·ty.
after be construed as a fabric whose warp and woof were
Such was J nnius and such was Paine. And this
Thomas Paine's.
is only one ·of more than three hundred parallels of
Now, if Paine was the substantial author of the character, conduct, opinion, style, sentiment, and
instrument, and yet wished to ~e unknown, as we language between the two Revolutionary writers.
know was his policy up to that time and long after
Only a small part of the evidence that Paine was
Jen::e:son was p~aced in a somewhat embarrassing the substantial author of the Declaration has been
positiOn. He neither dared to claim the authorship presented in this article. But is there not enough
nor to deny it. Accordingly, in notes written on the even here to prove not only that he was its author,
spot, he says:
but that he never intended to claim it., any more than
A committee was appointed to prepare a Declaration of the authorship of the Letters of Junius 1
•
Independence. The committee were John Adams, Dr.
Did Jefferson, therefore, tell a lie after reaching
Franklin, Roger Sherman, Robert R. Living~ton, and my/ self. This was reported to the House on Friday, the 28th of the age of ·fourscore, when he ~;aid, •· I drew it 1"
Yes, but it was, perhaps, the whitest lie a statesman
June, when it was read and ordered to lie on the table.
_ There is no acknowledgment here. Eleven years ever told. Everybody believed at last that be did
later, in 1787, he writes to the Journal de Paris a draw it, and ~ow could he ever dream that forty-six
years after his· death Joel Moody, Esq., of Mound
history of the events, which concludes as follows:
City, Kansas, would discover and deruonstrate that
- On the 28th of June the Declaration of Independence was Thomas Paine was the author of. the Letters of
reported to the House, and was laid on the table.
Junius and the Declaration of Independence 1
No acknowledgment here.. Paine is in Paris, just
WM. HENRY BuRR.
on the eve of starti:ug for London.
·washington, .D. G., July 13, 1886.
. In 1809, in answer to a proposal to publish his
writings, after mentioning many of them, he says:
Jefferson an AbolitioJJist.
I say nothing· of numerous drafts of reports, resolutions,
To
THE
EDITOR
oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In a
declarations, etc., drawn as a member of Uongress or of tile
legislature of Virginia, such as the Declaration of Independ- · late issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER is an article entitled
ence, report of the money mint of -the United States, the act "J~fferson and the Declaration of Independence," i~
of religious freedom, etc. These having become .tile acts of whwh _the ~uthor says substantially that the only
public bodies, there can be no personal claim on them.
alteratiOns m the Declaration as Jefferson wrote it
This was nearly three months after the death of were a few verbal changes made by Franklin and
Paine, and yet Jefferson makes no personal claim.
Adams as interlineations, and thus it was ·reported to
Ten years. later he repeats his :first account of the the committee, and by the committee to Congress.
transactions, but makes no acknowledgment of I am reminded by this of the subjoined extract from
authorship.
an address by Hon. George G. Vest, United States
Two years later, in 1821, he again repeats the his- senator from Missouri, delivered at the commencetory as before, but interpolates a clause as follows:
ment ~xercises of the Missouri University last year.
The committee for drawing the D' claration of Independ- It so Impressed me at the time that I clipped it out
ence desired me to do it. It was accordingly done, and being and preserved it. I do not know where the senator
-approved by them I reported it to the House on Friday, the got his data, but hav no doubt of its correctness, as
28th of June. ,
the ex-ConfEderate Congressman could hav no motiv
Here is an indirect acknowledgment. Two years in representing the great patron saint of ·Democracy
later, in August, 1823, at the age of eighty, he writes: as an Abolitionist if it were not true.
I consented. I drew it.
The following is the extract referred to :
Again, in 1825, he say~ once that he wrote it and
It is tl~e :'e:y irony of history that of 3;11 the slaveholding
once he drafted it. Paine bad been dead sixteen states V1rgm1a should hav suffered most m defending an intitutimi forced upon her people by the greed of Old and New
years, and in the next year Jefferson died.
One remarkable passage in the Declaration was England, in opposition to the judgment and wishes of her
most distinguished men.
stricken out, to wit:
As f3;r back as _1770 Virginia harl protested against the inAt this very time, too, they are permitting their chief mag- troductiOn of Afncan slaves, but the protest was silenced by
istrate to send over not only soldiers of our common blood, the royal edict, and the traffic went on.
but Scotch and foreign mercenaries, to invade and destroy us.
In 1776 Jefferson framed with his own hand an indictment
of the king of Great Britain in the following words:
- In referring to this Jefferson said :
"He has waged cruel war against human nature itself vioWhen the Declaration of Independence was under the con lating its J?OSt sacred rights of life and liberty in the' per_ sideration of Congress, there were two or three unlucky ex- sons of a d1stan~ people ":ho never off_ended him, captivating
pressions in it which gave offense to some members. The them and carrymg them mto slavery m another 1JCmiRphere
words " Scotch and other foreign auxiliaries" excited the ire or to incur miserable death in their transportation thither. '
of a gentleman or two of that country.
" This pimtical warfare, the opprobrium of Infidel powers
Now, Jefferson never had any antipathy to the is the warfare o'f the Christian king of Great Britain. Deter~
mined to keep open a market where men should be bought
Scotch, but Paine had, as is shown by a passage· in and
sold, he has prostituted his negativ for suppressing every
his "Prospects on the vVar," or "Rubicon," in 1787, legislativ attempt to prohibit or restrain this execrable comwhere be ~lludes to Junius; also in numerous pas- merce.
"And that this assemblage of horrors might want no fact
sages in the letters of '' Casca," to say nothing of
many more in the letters of Junius. But Jefferson, of a distinguished dye, he is now exciting those very people to
rise in arms among us, and to purchase that liberty of which
as might be expected, undertaking to quote Paine's he has deprived them by murdering the people on whom he
draft of the Declaration, mistakes "auxiliaries" for has obtruded them, thus paying off former crimes com"mercenaries," and interpolates the word "other." mitted ag·ainst the liberLies of one people with crimes which
"Auxiliaries" is a word that Jefferson might hav he urges them to commit against the lives of another."
These burning sentences were a part of the Declaration of
written; but it is nElt found in the Declaration. Independence as originally written by Jefferson and reported
" Mei:cenaries" is a word that Paine would be quite to Congress, but so stron.~ was the influence of South Carolina, Georgia, and New England in favor of the slave trade
likely to use, and it occurs twice in the instrument.
The idea entertained by some that Jefferson con- that the words were stricken out, and the Declaration was
sulted ''Common Sen~;e" in drawing the Declaration adopted as we now see it.
It is certainly to be hoped by all lovers of liberty
is exploded by Jefferson himself, who says:
that :Mr. Vest is correct. Indeed, he must be, as our
·whether I luid gathered my irleas from reading, I do not
know. I know only that I turned to neither book nor pam- great Infidel president was true to reason on all
'?ther questions. Certainly, the language of the rephlet while writing it.
Of course not, for he bad before him a complete Jected paragraphs is in keeping with the same sentidraft, so that all he bad to do was to copy it in his ment that formed the first sentence of that worldfamous Declaration, beginning, "We hold these truths
own hand.
Furthermore, it is a question whether Jefferson to be self-evideBt, that all men are created free and
had even read "Common Sense," for, i·n speaking of equal."
Let us be glad that Jefferson wrote these indictPaine, he says :
mentfl. It givs us Freethinkers a double claim on
His " Common Sense " was for a while believed to hav him. But gladder still let us be that the ex Confed.been written by Dr. Franklin, and published under the borrowed name of Paine, who had come over with him [six erate senator 1·ecites and applauds them as cbaractei·istic of their great author. Is it not wonderful, this
months before him] from England.
The name of Thomas Paine was never prefixed to evolution of ideas, that Vest can and does applaud
the numerous early editions of "Common Sense:• and approve them now, and I (a scion of a slave holdIn the second edition be adds to the introduction this : ing family) am rejoiCing at the fact?
I am sorry to admit that I hav never read a life of
Who the author of this prorluction is, is wholly unnecessary to the public, as the object for attention is the doctrin 1 J effierson except in a biographical dictionary or ennot the man. Yet it may not be unnecessary to say that he cyclopedia. Perhaps if I had I might be better inis unconnected with any party.
formed as to his antislavery principles as well as to
And here, l:)y the way, let me- note a striking his Infidelity. Can you cite me a reliable life of
parallel between the above and a similar passage in Thomas Jeil"erson 1 I don't want "Sparks's."
Ji'reeman, .Mo., July 4, 1886.
T. M. HoRNE.
a private letter of Junius only recently brought to
light. For two years before the Junius series began
[James Parton's "Life of Jefferson" is the book
.the British public h~d been excited by a multitude of Mr. Horne will find most serviceable. " Jefferson's
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Works," edited by H. A. Washington, are too voluminous for ordinary purposes.-En. T. S.J

The Bent>ficiaJ Result uf One Picture.
Inasmuch as a few fear that tLe TRUTH SEEKER
illustrations will do harm, I wi:;h to say that the
picture on taxing church property prompted me to
make a Fourth of July oratiot). in which I raised the
subject of church taxation before a large audience,
and also I improved the opportunity to say a kind
word for Thomas Paine. I got an article on the subject into a Detroit paper whose circulation is forty
thousand, and again I got the subject before another
forty thousand, as you can see by the following article, which you will please publish, that the faultfinders may toee what good just one picture bas done.
Only think-some one bas found a Christian neighbor who didn't like the pictures, and ju~:;t one of
them bas caused me through the press to lay the
subject of church taxation befme one hundred thousan.d readers, of whom tl10usands are Christians.
Now, if your readers could induce ycin to publish
one hundred thousand copies of that IJicime, with
the following letter on its opposit side, iur gratuitous distribution, I feel that the victory on taxmg
churches is ours:
MR. BABCOCK'S !.ETTER IN A DETHOIT PAPE!l.

To tlte Editor: At ·a public met·1ing a short time since

0. W. Barker, a clmrch-rrtenl!Jer, iu his sptech introduced

the subject of church and state. He !Jelieved in the separatkn of church and state, ancl held that the Billie in the
schools is of a very doubtful policy. I followed the ~pealwr
and complimented him by indorsing his opinion, and when I
said that I also believed in the taxation of church property.
there was an almost universal nod from tile audience.
I spoke of the enormous amount of untaxed chu1·ch prop-·
erty, and said there is $746,2!l4,8ilil untaxed church prup'>rLY
in the United States, whilst the sheriff often has to sell the
property of the poor at sheriff's sale to get the tax which
they were unable to pay. Hev. H. D. t:itearus, the t:it. Johns
Episcopal minister, who opened the meeting by reading a
prayer, and who no doubt thinks it ill muuuers for one to
get up and leave while he is talking, got up ancl left while I
was talking .. But why, oh, why did he leave'?
Now, that I may convince tl1e good man unci others that
my opinions on church taxation are well fouuded, aml upon
the principle of justice,' I will; for example, speak of his own
church. Hon. 0. L. Spanlding, au ex-n1ellJbcr of Congress,
and rich, perhaps is the !wad man, and there lL!'e mauy others
who are rich, and in all are worth $200,000 or more. Now,
can't all of these rich men united alford to pay a \!LX on their
little church, as easily as the twor widow who livs just across
the street from their ehurclt can utiortl all aloue to pay the
tax on her little home? lt would !Je more just to exempt
her and tax the cilurch than to exempt the church ·and tax
her. Why exempt the ricl1 nnd tax the pour? t:ihe must
pay, or somebody pay fur iler, or there will be a ~lwrilf's
sale.
Now, who built and who supports the church? Why, it
gets a large donation from Detroit, anu its members glV a
little and then send oLlt it>~ brigade of beggars who beg the
rest. Now, after paying so lllt-le, these rich mcm!Jers cau
afford and ougllt to pay tax ou t1leir little church. Even 1
gave this church more than $l00, and yd its preacher gets
right np and leaves while 1 am talking about the justice of
taxing church property!
Now, I want a Jaw that will not oppress the widow, that
will be a liLLie easy on tile poor, or e)se tax churches as well
as others. 1 want the htw so that when the assessor next
shall call on tile poor willow he C!Ln say to her, "You're excused," or else compel him to call on Hcv. M:r. Stea.rns and
if he finds that the new parsonage in which he livs cost
$1,800, get out his book and mark it clown. Of course, I
may be wrong, but I think that I am rather souud on the
subject of taxing church property.
lt a man thinl's so little ot his God as not to be willing to
help pay the tax on his house, his religion is rather puur.
Trinity church, of New York, has millions of tlollard ou
which it pays no tax; its pap~;r would sell for one hundred
cents on the dollar, but its religion, to an honest man,
woulclu't sell for half of one cent un tlw doll<tr if hiH itle1t.o
were anythiug like my ideas upon the subject of religion.
/:it. Jolms, Mich., July 16, 1886.
M. BABCOCK.

Who Pays?
A false theory cannot be made to work out accu-·
I·ately. Protection is so false that it exposes itself in
every instance where it has been tried. It is ba~:~ed
on the theory that wages come from capitals aceumnmulated by taxation or some other mean:; tllan by tLe
daily exertions of .the laborers. If }Jl"Otection i~:~ the
true theory, we shall find wages best where the em
players are most independent of competition-that
is, where they are best protected. Coal-mine owne1s
are pi·otected by tarift; and also by their power of
closing mines and raising prices. Surely here is the
best protection conceivable. Diamond-cutters are
protected by the enormous value of the material.
Few persons can invest thousands of dollars in a
stone. Railway companies that pool are soundly
protected.
· The truth is, labor creates its own wages day by
day. Labor never is paid out of uny other fund than
that which it creates. The men who operate a railway are paid out of the earniugs created by their
labor. The more that i~:; taken out of these earnings
in high salaries, stock dividends, Ligh cost for materials, the less there is to rewatd labor. The whole
system of labor is so dElicately aJjusteu that any abnormal interference puts all out. The higher your
wages, the less must be mine.
The laborers are vitally interested in the largest,
healthiest consumption possib1e. It id consumption
~givs labor employment, not increased profit Ol"
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capital. The moment you strike at consumption you
assault labor. The most fatal stroke at consumption
is given by unnecessary increased prices. Our sole
hope is in the demand of the great masses who are
women and children. They can afford no dear
luxuries.
But will not very low prices make wages low T No.
So long as there is the least profit left, wages keep
pace with consumption. Meanwhile the laborer finds
his savings are really increased, because he gets the
achantage of the general low prices. If railway fare
and living get so low that their cost is a trifle, comparativly, the laborer is on an equality with the wealthiest. To labor is no misfortune. No rich man can
possibly, in the nature of things, enjoy life as much
as do the poor, when all the opportunities of travel,
of living, are so cheap that the laborer can use them.
The richest man has by nature more means of enjoyment than the poorest. On the other hand, kind
Mother Nature has declared that whatever we are
too familiar with becomes common and inferior.
The day must come when all these great discoveries and improvements shall·inure to the benefit of
the great masses. It only needs that they shall
understand that every great public need be administered by the people for the common weal, such as
banking, transportation of persons and property, insm·ance, telegraphy, etc., so that the immense profits
of all such shall go to the people in reduced taxation
and better opportunities.
Were governments proP.erly administered instead
of taxation there would be distribution to the masses.
Take a~ay taxation and where would protection
be 7 which is really taxing many for a few, a wretched
violation of first principles.
Every steel rail on our roads has cost several dolla:r,;s more than necessary because the men who own
the roads control the manufacture of the rails, and
charge the public more for freight, etc., to repay
tbemselvs. Is not this monstrous?
CLARKE IRVINE.

Uf/1 c J!mtl'ican ~tcular 1/nion.
The Campaign Fund.
Previously acknowledged ................................ . $2,634.12
Boseman, per collection .................................. .
20.00
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3.00
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1.00
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J. Loeb ......................................................... .
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.50
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H. Hichter ..................................................... .
1.00
Cash, per S. C. Gilpatrick ............................... .
8.50
Iver Wolff ..................................................... .
2.00
Dr. 0. B. Whitfor<l, BuLte City ........................ .
5.00
E. N. Dunkle,
"
" ........................ .
4.00
E. F. Dunkle,
" ........................ .
2.00
Chas. Stoffel,
" ........................ .
2.00
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........................ .
2.00
Butte 8ecular Union, per Dr. Whitford .............. .
5.00
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7.00
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2.00
C. Blivens,
" ................................. .
2.00
Wm. Eastman,
" ................................. .
2.00
S. Estes,
" ................................. .
2.00
Benj. Dittmer,
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2.00
A. Busette,
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1.00
W. l\L Oliver,
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•C. S. Wright,
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News and Notes.
YELLOWSTONE NA'l'!ONAL PARK.

Up ??aradise Valley, shining in the sun, along the
sweepn:g. Yellowsto~e and the range of mighty hills
so prempitous that It seems as if mortal foot could
never touch their towering peaks by the solemn
face of the sphinx who appears to be aweary of the
problem of the ages, to Mt. Cinnabar and the Giant's
VVall, SIJ.?-?oth _as the masonr~ of man, we go; and to
the DeVIls Slide-and a devil of a slide his majesty
must hav had adown that bloody trail. I don't believe he had a particle of breeches left when he got
through. He must hav been the "naked truth"
itself when at the bottom. I wish that every devilof a religion-could take such a slide as that.
.At Cinnabar we exchanged the iron. horse and its
train for the stage coaches and rolled awav beneath
t\:re solemn and gray peaks of 1\'It. Sepulche1· to Mammoth Hot Springs. Here the Cap of Liberty and
th 3 Devil's Thumb were on guard at the foot of the
Terraces-the infinit-hued and crystal gates to the
wo~derland.

We passed the night at Cottage Hotel, and in the

morning the sun flung its gorgeous banners over' tlie
beginning of our fairy journey. National Park is
larger than Rhode Island and Delaware put together,
and so it is no small task to survey in a five d_ays'
march its many attractions.
Our friend Henderson is a Scotch philosopher
after the manner of Hume. He is a keen student,
and also a poetic sight-seer. He knows all about the
Park. He has examined every nook and corner, and
compelled each water-drop to yield its sparkling se
cret. He has plucked the heart of its mystery from
the grim mountain, the rugged rock, and darksome
cave. He knows the history of every geyser, from
its first bubble to its splendid maturity. If one
wants a pleasant and profitable traveling companion
he must take Henderson, who can show him more
and tell him more than a dozen ordinary guides.
We had the fortune to secure the services of this
"gray man of the Hermit's Cave," and of course we
"disdained the ordinary stage route and purposed to
take a free Bohemian ride throuB"h the Park-camping where we would by stream or lake or in the heart
of a volcano-for only to the da1:ing adventurer will
this wild region yield the " immediate jewel of its
soul." It has a noble scorn for the ruts of an orthodox journey. Only he who follows ·every whim and
caprice can know the glory of this fantastic world.
We were not alone. There was a genial company,
and the grace of humanity was added to the grandeurs of nature, and thus the poetic conditions of life
were fulfilled. Humanity without nature is stupid.
Nature without humanity is monotonous. Minglil1g
together, there is the eftluence of electric life.
Our party was made up of 1\'[r. G. L. Henderson,
om guide and philosophel'; his daughter, Miss Nellie.
Henderson, and her friends from Dakota, Miss May
and Miss Emma Poole-who, beil1g born into the air
of Liberalism, knew how to enjoy nature with untrammeled minds. I always thought Dakota was to
the far 'Vest, but when I understood that these
friends had traveled nearly a day and a half to reach
the Park I came to the conclusion that Dakota, like
Maine, was away down East. I really wondered
where I was, and if New York was not in some
other planet. 1\'lr. W~. S. McLellan, of California,
was also with us-a first-rate traveling companion,
for he knew how to cook, pitch a tent, harness a
horse, wash dishes, catch fish, and shoot a bear if
necessary. These are the kind of friends to hav on
a camping expedition-who are full of good nature
and never grumble nor scold. They help to make
the rough places smooth.
I must not forg·et our horses Tobie and Tom.
They are the most famous horses in the Park. They
hav a transatlantic reputation. They can go right
down a precipice almost as easily as along an ordinary road. They can draw as much as fom animals
of the average caliber. They are thoroughly goodnatured, and work and eat with equal relish. They
hav a heap of horse-sense, and are worthy of a harpif they can play one-equally with many a saint. If I
meet them on the other side of Jordan I shall shake
hands or " hoof it " with them to my great satisfaction.
With such an outfit there's no such word as fail
any more than in "the bright lexicon "f youth." In
the happy morning we went forth. First we passed
the Cathedral Rock, which loomed over like the
solemnity of the ancient church, and seemed at one
time to occupy all the sky; but as we pressed on and
up toward the Golden Gate it diminished its eminence and Bunsen's Peak shone above it triumphantly
superior, like the brow of science itself. We pass
the Golden Gate with its natural tower, and a lovely
picture bursts upon our view-the falls of the Gardener floating like the exquisit drapery on the bridal
head of some fail· lady. VV e drank as if from some
enchanted cup of the limpid waters that leaped to
such glorious beauty. On we passed into Swan Lake
Park. Here the snow peaks appeared in view-the
Electric Mountain, brilliant with color, the King's
Crown Bell, the Quadrant, the Pyramids, where the
white banners of winter still flung their defiant lusters
over the green valleys and plains. .Across the Indian
Creek and into the pleasant groves our journey proceeds, and at noon we camp beside an ice-cold fountain whose waters are as delicious as ever touched the
parched lips of the traveler. In the afternoon we
reach Norris's Basin, where for the first time we look
upon the wonderful geysers. The Constant or Minute Man dashed its torrents of boiling water to the
sky at frequent and regular intervals. The Blue
Volcano roared and bubbled; Whirlwind Hurricane
sent forth its burning flood, which mysteriously disappears no one knows where ; the Emerald Fountain
spread its wondrous sheen as if its bosom were filled
with jewels. The Monarch and Venus remained in
obdurate quiescence, and would not declare their
glory. So we passed on over the wide woQded
ranges, and in early evening camped on the edge of
the broad and beautiful Elk Park, through which
like a winding looking-glass flows the Gibbon river.
Beside its bank, amid a dozen or so of tall trees at the
foot of Mt. Schurz, we found a convenient place, and
instantly unpacked and pitched the tent and ate our
suppers. .After that we cfunbed a thousand feet over

the rugged breast 6f Mt. Schurz to the Monument
Geysers. These towered upon our sight like so"lemn
ancient gravestones, as if here dead giants had found
a burial-place-and perhaps they were roasting beneath, for from several pinnacles the steam was roaring forth. Close by is the Chromatic Canyon, blazing
with a thousand colors, sweeping down to the banks
of the Gibbon river. W'"e remained in these weil·d
chambers of the ages past until the wings of darkness began to fall, and then we ourselvs tumbled
down the mountain in reckless fashion, like children
at play, and in a few minutes were in the ·grassy
meadows again, ready for a night's sleep. I had not
made my bed on the ground since I was one of Uncle
Sam's boys in blue, when lugging a musket and
knapsack made the hardest kind of a rock a downy
bed of ease. I enjoyed the out1·e experience, looking
from my grassy cot to the infinit sky which was my
roof, fretted with golden fire. Some of t.he star~
seemed to be dancing in the tree-tops. I could hear
the geysers afar off bursting and moaning on the
mountain-top. The horses munched and munched
and I thought they never would get through eating.
I lay awake until midnight, somewhat " God-intoxicated," like Spinoza, everything about me was so
curious, awful, and enchanting. Such a vast lodginghouse, all for nothing, was quite bewildering. I bad
to stretch myself to the utmost capacity in order to
realize that I had any-existence at all. I felt sort
of minute on that "everlasting couch" where so
many millions were sleeping in the story below.
.Anon I would hear a faint music, a. very exquisit
strain, and I did not know but that I was to pass
through the experience of my Theosophical friend
Chainey, and that some soft spiritual hand was to be
placed upon my burning brow, and that delicious
dreams would come. Oh, no; it was not an angel coming, but a musketo, and incontinently I ducked my
head beneath the heavy canvas quilt which sened
for a covering. I always dodge musketoes-celesliriJ.
glory to the contrary notwithstanding. I don't like
their bills; they are worse than lawyers' or doctors',
bills. I'll giv them a check every time-a bank-check
if I hav it; that is, a sand· bank; or a note of hand _with
crushing effect. The sublime and ridiculous are
always mingling in human life. I hardly ever contemplate some bright orb where "love might be immortal,"
but I am constrained to vigorously slap a musketo
without any regard to consequences. Such is " the - ,
woven web of things that be." Finally, howeyer, inspite of stars and musketoes and geysers and coyotes
and mountain lions and fijtting bats and shadowy
horses and dancing trees, I went to sleep and awoke
just as the sun was sending its first fiery darts over
the eastern fringe of hills, and with such an appetite
that I no longer wondered that horses ate till midnight.
.At this place, Camp Douglass, we met with Mr.
James Hedges, and Mr. Jon as Hedges, and Mr. B.
W. Baker, who were on a tour through the Park.
They were old campaigners, miners, good fellows,
and ready to lend a hand. We found therp an exceedingly pleasant addition to our little company,
and w:e traveled together for the rest of the trip.
Wednesday morning we wound along the Gibbon
river, over the Golden Ford, whose smooth bottom
glistens through the flowing stream up and across
the Gibbon range. .About nine o'clock we reached
Gibbon Falls, tumbling and glittering twelve hundred feet below our track. It was almost a breakneck undertaking to get to the foot of the Falls down
the steep and rocky embankment. The view, however, amply repaid the toil. The careering waters
presented a lovely picture. .As I touched my lips to
the bright current I could imagin that I was m·inking from the foaming goblet of the gods. Close by
was a cave ornamented with lustrous green moss and
grass, fit boudou· for a nymph. I really thought I
might see one. 1\'ly heart was ready, if not my head.
In its cosiest corner was a nest with three little bil·ds
chirping unanimously for food, while the mother was
flying anxiously about.· I wish that eyerybody was
as musical as a bird when hungry. What a world of
harmony we should hav, for about nine-tenths of the
human race are hungry all the time!
About noon we reached Parnassus Basin, the home
of poetry, where the "Raven," "Fritchie's \Yell," the
"Heart of Evangeline," and " Thanatopsis, or the
Big Blue," painted by Moran, spread their wondrous
colors. Deep down we look into the bosom of the
earth, unfathomable spaces rich with emerald azure
and mingling tints that no words can describe. 'l'he
brilliant movements of the waters, now almost still,
then bursting in white bubbles and streams, and
radiating to the mobile surface, was simply intoxicati.l!lg in its marvelous wealth of splendor. .After dinner the Great Fountain gave us a gorgeous dessert
in the shape of one of its most ample ebullitions. It
rises to the bight of one hundred and fifty feet, with
massiv columns crossing one another in their upward course, shooting athwart like shining adversaries, and falling to the earth in one·glorious tomb.
Near by are the Painted Pots, one of the most
curious workshops in this laboratory of nature. It
seems as if a troop of fail·ies were in those magic
depths making all sorts of flowers to adorn
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the. variegated surface.
There is a continual down the vast chamber soars the eagle at a. dizzying
motion, and white, purple, and crimson roses lilies bight above the waters beneath, that seem, like jewsunflowers, tulips, etc., form before the 'eye i~ els, to be melting and flowing away. I thought I
perfect beauty, some remaining for several minutes might step across that tiny ribbon of light; and yet
~nd othe.rs coming and going at a breath. It wa~ it is. a hundred feet across. . Far down the gulf
~Ike movmg marble shimmering into an ever-chang- castles, turrets, temples, minarets, domes, and pinmg flower garden.
nacles present themselvs, as if a thousand busy
~t evening's hour we pitched in front of Old hands had been at work through the centuries. In·
Faithflf].. Just at supper-time it surged upward and deed, the genii of the waters hav given us of their
:waved its banners over our Boston baked beans. noblest skill. The sweeping Yellowstone has been a
Bos,ton was nowher~, and so we ate the b!'ans all up. mighty a1·chitect. It has had a magnificent theater,
We then reamed am1d the Hundred Geysers of the and played its ·part well. It has wrought a gorgeous
Upper ~asill:. The Lion. and the Lioness spouted to drama, and shall receive our applause-of silence,
our satlsfactwn. The Giantess was mute · when she "which speaks the o'erfraught heart."
will she will, and when she won't she ~on't. We
At two o'clock we resume our journey, taking a
~aw t~e Ingersoll, .beautiful and dashing; brilliant short cut of twelve miles over thfl Washburn~ range.
m alhts phases, as It should be in honor of its name· The road was newly made. There were about a mill~lso the 9astle~ almost constantly throwing out it~ ion stumps to circumnavigate. Our carriage heaved
Jeweled pwket-lmes to see whether or not it should and tossed like a ship on an angry sea. However,
send forth its grand eruption and surpass its gleam- we weathered the " storm and stress," and anchored
ing foes. The Saw-mill sputtered and seemed to be safely in Norris's Basin. The next day a twenty-five
hard at work over some unruly log; the Grand and mile ride brought · us to Terrace Mountain, down
the Splendid made no motion ; the Mugwump, how- whose precipitous sides our horses safely scrambled,
ever, made itself notable with its tremendous kick- though it did seem at times as if we were swinging
ing; the Stalwart rose in steady columns; the Four in mid-air, and were going up instead of down. We
Sisters gleamed in · golden attire; the Specimen stopped at Orange Geyser, took a bath in the Lake,
flashed its thousand colors to greet the sun · the went to Stalactite Cave, the Cave of Death, the
Devil's Punch Bowl was on hand (the devil k~ows Hermit's Cave, the River Styx, Jacob's Ladder, the
how to enjoy life, for he keeps his punch bowl at the Devil's Kitchen, the White Elephant Terrace, and so
boiling-point) ; the Giant was mum, and has been for down the. sht:ung terraces, where the restless springs
three months, while the Fat Woman's Grotto arched hav deftly built the crystal halls-wondrous architecits romantic roof. What a land of enchantment I ture, "frozen music" indeed.· One might linger for
seemed to be in ! The silver moon arose, and all the days at the entrance of the Park, and if he would disnight was charming. I could scarcely sleep. I heard. cover every marvel he would go no farther than these
the soft, vast thunder of the geysers. They flung crystalline stairways. The eternal march of atoms
their radiant pennons forth in blending masses, with makes a new glory with every rising sun.
innumerable trumpet tones, as if, like the Titans of
Tired and hungry I come to Cottage Hotel, a
old, they were summoning their glittering ranks to wiser, but not a sadder man-happier, because I love
scale the bat.tlernents of heaven. The morning carne. my Mother Earth more dearly than ever. I am proud
The vapors rose like polished silver. As we bade fare- to be her offspring. I will never desert her for
. well to that grand and lovely scene, mingling the ter- heaven. To be bmied with her grandeur and beauty
rific with the most exquisit 1:1legance of nature's art, and perish with her, is all I desire when life's conOld· Faithful shot aloft his brightest display, send- scious task is ended. I want no harp of gold, but
ing the diamond showers two hundred feet in air, and the singing of her leaves, and the music of her glothe rolling ·steam three times that distance overhead, rious waters.
spreading over the groves and the. thousand-hued
A good sleep and a square meal revive me, and in
earth like the floating roof of some mighty palace.
the evening air, with the silver moon before me in the
In the early forenoon uf Thursday we came to sky, and the radiant clouds and the mountains all
Hell's Half Acre. If I were going to hell, I should ·steeped in golden lusters, I meditativly watch the
come here. It would satisfy any ordinary sinner to Cap of Liberty. It is now ten thousand years old.
plunge into this boiling abyss. It needs no New I hav no doubt that Adam played truant about its
Version. Sheol is no name for it. From it, in bright base and that Mother Eve made mud pi(ls in this
contrast, flows the River of Gold into the tumbling very spot, and placed her doll in the Devi1's Thumb,
Fire Hole river. Not far off is Paradise Lake, and rocked it to sleep on the Elephant's back, and
over whose bosom roll the painted clouds, like the baked her apple in the Devil's Kitchen. This is the
imagined gates of heaven, and around whose margin veritable garden of Eden. I think if friend Hendera thousand rainbows seem to be spread. The Crn·- son continues his researches he will find the "missing
tain Lake appe!i.rs, like the the entrance to some liD- link," and thus complete the attractions of the Park.
Good-bye, Park-health-giving and strength-giv- dergronnd theater where mermaids sing and play,
ing, with summer's sun and winter's snow. Good-bye,
and trip the light fantastic toe.
We took dinner at Ehret's, and a royal feast it was. pleasant friends. We hav met like ships on a sunny
_Ehret joined our forces for a fishing excursion, and sea, and our voyage will be happier for the brief
we thanked our stars, for we knew we should hav a greetings. The sweetness and sublimity of nature
glorious supper of trout. We camped that night at are now woven with every toil upon its rugged
•
'rrout Creek Park, where bears do occasionally .brrast.
Hereafter the fields of labor, the seed-time and the
haunt and flare upon affrighted passengers. Ehret
went a-fishing-so did l-in a winding valley that I harvest, the morning and the evening of each day's
might irnagin was the Vale of Tempe, if it were not work, will hav a nobler significance. Truth shall be
for the millions of rnusketoes. I believe the musketo grander and hope more beautiful.
·
SAMUEL P. Pu•rNAM.
is not a classical animal. We caught a hundred or
more fish. It will never be recorded on the pages of
The Tent.
history how many of those fish I caught. I caught
some, but I ate more than I caught. So much for
MoNTEZUMA, CAYUGA Co., N. Y.-Since my .last
cooperation. I believe in it with all my heart-and rep.ort we hav had most intensely disagreeable
digesti v apparatus.
weather-storm, heavy showers, sunshine, and fierce
Early Friday morn we are off to the Grand Can- wind. Yet the interest in our meetings was nnabated.
yon. All along the Wf),Y the vast and shining ranges On Thursday, 15th, we had about 2 o'clock P.llr. a
of Mount Washburn seem to beckon us on to the en- juvenil cyclone and infantil deluge. I examined the
chanted palace, where nature had wrought its master stakes, and drove down two that appeared doubtful.
work. At eleven o'clock we arrive, eat a hasty meal, The wind blew in fitful gusts, and it rained in torand hurry along the steep pathway to Lookout Point. rents. I sat on the corner of the platform from.
'Vhat shall I say? It seemed when I first. looked which I speak and cast a glance around, deciding
upon that tremendous abyss that every atom of my that all was secure; a sudden snap like the report of
body would dissolve, and I were as nothing in that a pistol, a terrific gust of wind-we jumped, and the
bewildering world of wonder and terror. I had to same instant the stakes on one side pulled up and
close my eyes for a moment, as if a blaze of fire were the center-pole snapped like a pipestem in the center
sweeping across my vision. The magnificence of and descended with fearful force, striking on the very
color is almost intolerable, as if some wandering sun spot from which I had so hastily removed-a wonder' had gone to wreck in this canym;J, and set each fully close shave-and our Christian friends hav yet
burning hue in the immutable rocks. This wide to wait for that funeral which undoubtedly will be
9ircle of awful lusters inight seem the marriage-ring well attended-if it don't rain.
of earth with eternity, for never did the earth stand
It was not a jubilant moment, for we knew the
revealed with such delicate and ravishing loveliness, Tent was down bad. The amount of damage done
close by "the throne of the invi:>ible, the eternal end- was, until the storm abated, difficult to determin.
less and sublime." Dreams vanish here, for the In extremity we thought of our genial friend Putreality is all-absorbing. Who can paint it 1 What nam, and resorted to poetry. I repaired to the little
winged words can catch the marvel and bear it away? Tent, singing:
Two thousand feet below rolls the Emerald river. To
There's a land that is hotter than this,
the right the Alabaster falls leap clown three hundred
And by faith we can smell it afar,
·where the saintly ones siz;\lc and siss,
and sixty feet. From its seething base the mists
And the parsons aml good deacons are.
arise one hundred and eighty feet, with crowns of
glowing rainbows. The rnassiv walls stretch for
Not original, for we hav no talent in that direction.
miles, brilliant from top to· bottom with crimson, and The words are those of the genial Elias H. Gault.
yellow, and red-with fires of gold, ochre flames, jets
Friends soon gathered to the rescue. Christians
of emerald, and fringes of railiant green. Half-way were jubilant-no more lectmes on Infidelity; their
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prayers were answered, and the Lord had overruled.
Within an hour the center-pole was replaced, all
damages repaired, the stakes redriven, and all in firstclass order, to the astonishment of our-Christian onlookers and the joy of all the friends. And I spoke
that night on "The Saints of the :eible" with much
of zest and to the evident instruction aiid delight of
a goodly assembly.
I hav not missed one lectrn·e until Sunday morning lith inst.-rain in torrents interspersed with
sunshine. It held up in the afternoon so we were
enabled to giv "Defense of Satan," but had to postpone the organization of the Montezuma Secular
Union until evening, preceding the lecture of Mrt'.
Reynolds on "Woman: Past, Present, and Future."
Nineteen members joined the organization. The
following officers were elected: Edward Ross, pni~:i
dent; Mrs. Charles Traver, vice-president; Charles
Traver, secretary; C. Higgins, treasurer. Vigilance
Committee, Geo. Eckart, J\ti. Muller, and Mrs. Sarah
Ross. Educational Committee, Andrew Rodgere,
Charles Traver, and Mrs. Sarah Ross. Social Committee, Frank Kern, John J. }/I:allory, JYirs. Oharles
Traver.
Mrs. Reynolds retmns home, and I go to Boonton,
N. J., cheered and encouraged by the good success
at Montezuma. They hav already the nucleus of a
·
library.
Now let all desiring Tent effort write me at once,
and all New York Liberals prepare for a glorious
successful meeting of the New York Freethinkers'
Association. The cause requires that every man and
woman do their duty, and help by their presence to
boom the cause in the Empire state. I am much in
favor of White Sulphur Springs as the place to hol<l
the Convention, on acconnt of its nearness to Saratoga, fares to the latter being very low from all
points. From New York city to Saratoga and return
the fare is but $4.50, and an excursion ticket from
Saratoga to White Sulphur Springs costs but 25
cents. White Sulphur Springs, then, is the place.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
--------~··~--------

Chicago Secular News.
Wm. F. Fury was the gentleman who delil'eted
the last lecture before t.he adjourriment of the Secular Union. I heard the other day thttt he hall been
arrested and indicted by the grand jUL"y for, it is
alleged, wrongfully using his position as notary pub-.
lie. As Mr. Fury is an outspoken Freethinker, and
was well acquainted with Fielden and others, I am
pretty sure this is a trumped-up charge to deprive
him of his liberty and the possibility of his befriending them. The idea that the old gentleman would
commit or connive at any serious offense for the
petty fee of 25 cents (and I am told he did not even
get that) is simply preposterous. Howe1'er, I shall
soon know more of this. A man who, etlncate<i in
Ireland for the nriesthood, refused to talce "holy
orders," and for 'iuany, many years has proclaimed
for mental freedom is not the kind of man to stoop to
such miserable trickery. Unfortunately, friend Fury
livs in a neighborhood whose residents devoutly desire, with Mr. Tenney, that all such people be hung.
His friend, Justice Fleming, is his bail. .
Rome is beginning to run Chicago more bolLliy
than ever, and the preachers hav been helping them
by their soft-headed prating of late, in ascribing all
the virtues to the Irish, since no Irishman is indicted
with the Anarchists.
Sunday's Tribnne had an alarmist editoria.l on the
" dangerous character of the armed organization
known as the Lehr und \Vehr Verein," which Informer Waller, who confesses to being bought by the
police for a job all:cl twenty-two ~olla~·s ~n~ fifty
cents, to testify agamst the Anarchists, mcn~matecl
by his testimony. "Now that its real obJect has
been exposed," shrieks the 'Jlribww, ~'that it staud.s
revealed as the armed force of Socialism, and that It
is being convicted of being the public enemy, it is
time that its fangs should be drawn ;" and furt.her
declares that there is no "necessity f'or good citizens
who respect the laws to organize fm· defense. The
lrtw itse{f is mnply able to defend them.. " On an;
other page the Tribune lauds the " The Conseryatr~rs
League of America," a new secret orgamzatwn
stttrtecl by the labor agitations of the last year.
These conservators propose to protect the business
of the country against all m1lawful and iJ1jnrious interference. Strange as it may appear, we a.r~ informed by the Tribune that it has a ~ecrct m1htttry
organization that will come to the front m case of such
riots as that of JYiay 1st. The officers of the supreme
council are then given, ancl these men are found to be
bankers, judges, brokers, manufacturers, and merchants. The Tribune says this is a counterpart of
the "Union League, which, during the war, kept
copperheads within bounds~ onl:y t.he. Conservato~·s' •
League proposes to deal With Somalists_ and stnkers." Just so; but these men, according to the
Tribune editorial of the same day, cannot be "good
citizens " as no good citizens need m·m thernselvs, the
law bei~g all-sufficient. This the Tribune neglected
to state in the article referring to the Conservators,
League.
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' delible impression upon the minds of those who He flatly admits that he had seen nothing, knew
nothing, only what had been written or told before,
heard him.
Afterward, to giv force to the Christian doctrin- or, as he expressed it, "as they delivered them unto
which was imputed to him, but which he never us." It is evident that these stories were hawked
Facts About the New Testament.
preached--,-he was created into a god, and divine hon- about, told by one to another, and came down from .
ors .were paid to him, as were paid to Zoroaster, "away back" in the "beginning," when there were
PREFATORY.
"eye-witnesses."
I hav written gome articles which I thought might Chnshna, Buddha, Confucius, Apollonius, Simon MaWho were those men who "delivered" those
gus,
and
many
others.
·
interest the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. They set
"things" unto the author of Luke~ Were they
But
a
man
born
in
the
ordinary
way
would
make
a
forth my ideas on theological matters. These
inspired men 1 If so, they must hav written in the
articles were not designed for such men as Ingersoll, poor god, and the immaculate conception was needed most perfect manner all that we need to know. If ·
and
consistency
to
the
doctrin
of
his
to
giv
force
Wakeman, Palmer, or Putnam, who hav thoroughly
they were 110t inspired, how do we know that they
investigated these matters for themselvs. They were divinity.
"delivered" the right information to tlie one who
Paul
was
the
great
character
in
early
Christian
.
written for a class of individuals whose attention .has
history, and he persecuted the Christians with a ma- wrote accm·ding to Luke~
never been turned to these subjects.
If he had nothing but the say-so or the writings of··
Few realize the difficulties which beset a bread- lignity born of vengeance. And after what was called somebody else to write from or about, why should
his conversion he manifested the same savage dispowinner when he attempts to do any literary work.
sition to those who opposed the new system which the author of Luke write at all? If God inspired
The~e ~rticles hav been written, in part, on my
he
was trying to build up. I cannot believe that a those men to write, did he withhold a part of the
knee, .111 mtervals from business of five ' ten , and
truth, or inspire them to write ·what was not true!
good
man would persecute for opinion's sake.
sometimes not more than one minute. Oftentimes I
If those writers were not . inspired to write at all,
The
temper
which
he
manifested
to
women
shows
am called from my work and an idea or sentence is
what does the book accorchng to Luke amount to as
jerked in two. This has been a great source of an- that with all his religious light from on high he did an inspired book,
·
'
not
rise
above
the
prejudices
of
the
times
in
which
noyance, hence it is expected that these circumstances
The truth is, the aut.hor of Luke was inspired by
he
lived.
Every
Christian
woman
would
feel
shocked
will be duly considered and the mantle of charity
if the least word should be lisped against St. Paul. the same motiv that inspired hundreds of others.
thrown· over any defects which may appear.
The times were crammed with inspired writers. EvWith the many hindrances, it has taken me a long No man did more than he to degrade and enslave erybody wrote whatever he thought would bolster up
and
send
her
chains
clanking
down
through
woman,
time to gather the facts for these articles and the
the Chi·istian religion, without any regard to the eterwhole field should hav been gone over agaid and the the ages.
nal fitness of things. Waite says, "Nobody knows
It
is
claimed
that
Paul
never
married
but
it
is
matter better arranged, but I hav not the time.
S~J:id by the early ~athers that he often sp~ke of his who wrote the book of Luke, or when it was written."
Imperfe~t as these articles are, I apprehend that
wife,
whom he did not take about with him but Remember it is not Luke who wrote the book which
the facts wiU not be denied. l\'Iy object has been to
~!aimed
th;e .right to take a sister wife while engaged bears his name, but somebody else who wrote accord~
present some facts which could never be learned in
m
the
mimstry.
No :.wonder the ministers are so ing to Luke. The Christian will say: "Although I
the churches, in such a plain and simple manner that
do not know who wrote acconlinu to Luke I know
with
St.
Paul.
much
in
love
they may be available to a class of readers who would
The Epistles.of Paul are believed to be the oldest he wrote the truth, otherwise how could the' miracles·
not be likely to search them out for themselvs.
Christian writings extant. What- is most wonderful which he records obtain cmTe~cy ~. It is not an easy
These articles will embrace:
neither Paul nor Clement, the only Christian writer~ matter to makA the people beheve that one has arisen
1. "Facts About the New Testament."
of the first century, makes the slightest allusion to from the dead unless a miracle bas been performed."
2. "The Church and Its Influence."
The Christian infers that the miracles of Cill:ist
the miracles of Christ.
3. "Christian Absurdities."
In
the
Epistle
of
Clement
it
is
stated
that
when
should
be taken as evid~nce of his divinity, but for4. " :Miracles and Miracle Workers."
Paul laid his hand on him as his successor he de- gets that, before the nnracles can be taken as evi5. "The Gods on Exhibition."
It is only expected that these articles will serve as clared that whoever should grieve the president of dence, it must be proved that they actually occurred.
truth would sin ag·ainst Christ, and offend the father
But why should the Christian lay such stress on
~ stepping-s_tone to something higher; but it is be?f
all. From th~t day, as the· church gained power, the miracles of Christ'~ All things considered he
heved that if the fa~ts were thoroughly digested it
would break up all faith a~~ confidence in every sys- It has been the mstrument of persecution. And it was no extraordinary miracle-worker. I do not bow
tem. of supernatural rehgwn. For an argument took a great deal of persecution, and fraud, and mis- of a single miracle recorded of him more wonderful
agamst any so-called revealed religion will apply with representation to establish the divinity and the mir- than tm'ning ~;til the waters of a great country into
acles of Christ.
blood. Yet the "magicians" did this in Egypt. In
more or less force to them all.
It must be borne in mind that Christ lived in an the seventh chapter of Exodus will be found an a;
And, if it is a fact, as I believe it is, that nature and
her laws ar~ all there is, t~en man will never be truly age of miracles, and all men (and their number was count of the "magicians'" turning rods into serpents,'
:blessed until the last vestige of the supernatural dis- very gr~at, as we shall see) who laid claim to divinity and a great many other wonderful feats fully up to
were miracle-workers, and miraculously begotten.
the best that Christ ever did.
'
appears.
But the Christian will insist that Christ was an
I hav heard the minister say that " no good man
He never did equal the miracles of Apollonius or
emanation from God, otherwise how could he raise Simon l\'Iagus. The miracles of Mohammed far tranwill speak against the New Testament."
If it can be made to appear that the New Testa- the dead, heal the sick, turn water into wine cause scend the miracles of Christ. One can account for
ment had it& origin in fraud and deception should a the blind to see, the ~arne to walk, walk on the'water, the miracles of Christ as easily as for the miracles of
man be denounced f?r exposing the fraud, ;nd be put and feed a·vast multitude on a couple of fishes and a Mohammed, or Apollonius, or Simon Magus, or for
down as a monster m whom good men cannot con- half-dozen hardtack? Now, my Christian friend I the wonderful feats of the magicians down in Egypt.
would li~e to ask Y?u, Did you see Christ perfo~·m . Waite says: " From the middle of the second centfide~
·
The praises of the New Testament hav been those nnracles? Did you ever see a man who did ury, and even earlier, the world was flooded with
preached and sung and prayed into the mind of the see him perform them ?
anonymous writings of a religious character filled
"No; but Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John say they with miracles of every description. There 'was a
Christian until be has become so biased that he regards th.e Freethinker as a sort of moral leper or were .performed." But what do you know about the morbid demand for that kind of literature. There
veracity of those gentlemeE? In a matter of so much were Acts,. Revelations, Epistles, etc." With such a
purgat~nal. outla_w whom he may despise and spit
importance
as a violation of the laws of nature we windfall of miracles and such a cyclone of sacred
upon with Impumty; a being whom God will delight
to damn and devils delight to torment. The teach- certainly hav a right to inquire into the charact~r of writers, each one telling his own story, and no two
ings of the New Testament, as we shall see generate men who make such statements.
agreeing, is it any wonder that council after council
In the first place, you do not know who Matthew had to be called to unravel the holy tangle~
such a spirit.
'
If the Christian should be asked when the New Mark, Luke, or John was. You never hav read ~
If the Christians of the present day could hav
Testament was written, or by whom it was written line of their writings, nor do you know that they ever been present at some of these councils and seen the
or when <?hrist was born, but one honest answe; wrote at all. All you do know is that somebody, and pious seeds of the church kick and cuff each other in
could be giVen, and .that would be, "I do not know." you do not know who, wrote gospels accordi1~u to their quarrels about what should be God's word and
Nothing would surprise the average Christian more Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John.
what should not, they would begin to see that their·
If one should see a history accordinu to Gibbon reverence for a certain book is just as foolish as to
th~ to be told that other gospels had been written
he
would
not
infer
that
Gibbon
wrote
the
history:
bes~des those contained in the New Testament.
reverence any other book.
Waite, wh~ perhaps is as good an authority as any but that s?me one el.se ~ad written it following the
It must be borne in mind t~at the art of printing ,
plan of ?Ib?on,. abndgmg or enlarging or in some was unknown. The masses did not read· as in later
~oclern. wr~ter, speaks of the "numerous gospels in
mrculatwn m the second century·" and says of these way makmg It different from Gibbon's history. Will times. Every Christian who could writ~ was busy,
.
'
can be traced
to the time of' some intelligent Christian inform me who these gen- an~ :vrote whatever h;e thought would bolster up his
' 'N o t more t h an three
the apostles." These are the Gospel of Paul the tlemen were who wrote accordinu to Matthew Mark rehgwn. But they did not agree. God did not in'
'
Recollections of Peter, and the Oracles of Christ. Luke, and John?
struct them all alike, and these contradictory writings
But this is not the worst of the trouble. Some- mult.iplied until there were over 150,000 different
And yet not one of these is found in the New Tesbody! w.e don't know who, wrote ac(JQrdinu to Luke, readmgs.
tament.
Origen says, "Not only four gospels were written and I.t IS well kno~n that Luke wrote accm·dinu to
These various and conflicting writings were sifted
but very many out of which those we hav wer~ Marmon, and Marmon wrote. accordinu to Paul, and through council after council, in order to find out
chosen." Since these four gospels were chosen or whether Paul wrote accordmu to somebody else we wh.ich was inspired by God, and which men had
·
selected from the " very many " which were written hay no means of knowing.
wntten on their own hook. Parts. which were
A relates that a dead man arose out of the grave.
will some Christian inform me what evidence he ha~
adopted at one council were rejected at another and
When closely questioned, he says he only told the
that the right ones were selected 1
finally, as a result of all these councils there re~ains
It would be an equal surprise to the Christian to stor;y: acconli?~{! to the statement of B. B says he but a Bmall portion of what was originally written
be told that during the life of .9hrist, and for many told It accord~?l{! to C, and C is utterly unable to tell which we call the New Testament.
'
years after, nobody regarded him as a risen savior. when or where the story originated. This is exactly
The book .of Luke became the word .of God by
parall~l
case;
and
shows
positivly
the
sum
total
of
a
The early fathers believed him to be the son of
one vote. If one man had voted differently, the book
all that IS known about the reliability of the wonderJoseph, born in the natural way.
of Luke would not hav been the word of God. So
and
miraculous
statements
of
the
New
Testament.
ful
As for his being h.01:n of a virg~n and begotten in
the CP,rist.ian can see on what a slender thread his
Look at the introduction to the gospel accordinu
a supernatural way, It IS not mentwnecl by any Chrisword 9f God hangs.
·
tian, heathen, or Jewish writer for more than a hun- to St. Luke. It begins in this way:
The- men who voted upon these important matters
Forasmuch as many hav taken in hand to set forth in order upon which hangs the eternal happiness ·or ~isery. of
dred years.
of those things which are surely believed among
History furnishes the most undoubted evidence au~,declaration
e;ven as they delivered them unto us, which from the be- the w~ole human race, were only erring, fallible morthat the miraculot~s part of his life was all fixed up gmmng were eye-witnesses and ministers of the word it tals h~e ~nrselvs. ~obody ever claimed that they
and flavored to smt the demands of a plotting priest- sceme?- good in me, also having had perfect understandin~ of were mspued, yet upon the mere " guess-so " of ·
h_ood many, many years after it was said to hav taken all tlungs from the very first, to write to thee in order, ~tc. these men hangs the sanctity of the New Testament.
place. The truth seems to be that Christ came
Th~s _is a remar~able passage of scripture, and I
~t. might. be well to n.otice briefly some of the
pr~a~hing a new doctr~n, not so much of supernatural offer It m confirmatiOn of what I hav said. To use a wntmgs whi_ch were c?nsidered sacred in an early
rehgion, but a doctrm based on the equality and homely phrase, the one who writes according to clay, and whwh were reJected by the church councils.
brotherhood of the human race, and he left an in- Luke, whoever he may be, lets the cat out of the bag. The Protevangelio:o. i~ qne of the books which was

g[ommunications.
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written, .and has the appearance of being just as years of age, writes a letter fro111 London ·on the 4th abodes of torment; according as he may be fitted,
·sacred as any book of the New Testament. It is re- of November to his brother-in-law in America. There- while others stick for an indefinit period of rest in
lated in this gospel that Mary, the mother of Christ, fore Philip Francis was not Junius.
BuRR.
the· grave, and the good old "resurrection day," at
was fed by an angel. When she was twelve years
last, of the Bible.
old, the high priests met with divining-rods to deHell: ·
How there can be two honest opinions in the mattermin what to do with her. The last rod was HOW IT IS DEALT WITH GENTLY WHEN DEATH IS AT THE ter, when the Bible lays out the pr<1'g1,·am expressly,
taken by Joseph, and a dove came out of the rod
FORE.
is so:rp.etbing I can't understand. But there are;
iwd flew upon Joseph's head. The priests deterand among the Protestants th~ former opinion
mined that Joseph should take the young virgin to
With regard to hell, which, rather than heaven, is obtains generally, I think, the Catholics sending their
wife. Joseph refused, saying: "I am an old man, the chief factor in the method in vogue throughout dead to purgatory for a longer or shorter season,
and hav children. She is young, and I shall appear Christendom for the regeneration of souls, the fears where those susceptible to purifying influences are
ridiculous in Israel."
of mortals being more readily excited than their de- sent on their way rejoicing to meet the "mother of
J oseph returned from building houses, and found sire, especially when, in the latter case, the thing to God" when "purified," the obstinate being packed
her with child, and reproved her. He was accused be desired is an unknown quantity of unknown off to interview H.S.M. Satan the First, with no
of seduction, and was required to drink holy water, .quality, except the general claim, without any speci- return tickets. This is decidedly the best plan, I
which he did unharmed, and was acquitted. Joseph fications, that it is everything "to be desired;" think, as a mortal, never so saintly, would prove a
and Mary entered a cave, where Jesus was born. A whereas, in the case of the former, the thing is of very raw recruit, if shunted at death right into
bright cloud overshadowed it, and Salome came to known quantity and quality, the same being an heaven among the trained squadrons of angels, and
- the cave and doubted the virginity of Mary, where- illimitable lake which burneth forever with brimstone, "awkward squads" hardly obtain in the campingupon her right hand withered. She prayed to the the actual brimstone of commerce, the lake fur- ground of glory. Yes, a polishing-off place for mor- ·
Lord, and an angel instructed her to take the young nishing its own fuel-with regard to· hell, with its tals, after death and before glory, is indispensable.
child in her arms, and her hand was made whole.
fire of brimstone, is there a human being who act- Beecher is of this opinion, too, thinking he would
As everything holy must smack of the miraculous, ually believes in such a place~ ~ kn~w very ~ell find a "sea of mud" in heaven, if the ascension from
the mountains opened; the roofs of the temple. th~re are t~ose. who profess to beheve. m t~e exis!r earth was immediate at death. But the idea prevails
ho_wled and were rent from the top to the bottom; ence of th~s direful :place, a~d who w1ll_ stwk to 1t generally with Protestants that heaven and hell open
Zacharias was killed, and his blood congealed to through thi_ck and thm; but w~y do_wn m the bed; their gates to us at deo.th, without any intermediary
stone, and much more of the same sort.
rock of their hearts do they beheve m ~uch ~ :pla?e . state, thus back-capping, as it were, the good old
Now, my Christian comrade, do you believe that T~ere may be ~ere an~ the~e an ascetiC rehgwmst, "resurrection day" that we could once-alas! not
the blood of Zacharias congealed to stone? No, wij;hout a relativ or fnend_m the world, who stands now-bet on. But this is a side issue, so to speak,
you do not believe it. But you do believe that a ~one and apart from all h1s fellows, who th_us be- and I pass it by as of "no consequence," as Toots
man's blood can turn to milk, because that is found h~ves, and away down to the lowermost soundi~gs of would say.
·
in the New Testament.
~1s heart; b_ut, apar~ from a few ~uch, I don~ beAll of my readers hav probably attended funerals
Do you believe that a dove came out of a little ~1eve there hvs a solitary human bemg who beheves of relativs and friends whom they knew were not up
wooden rod~ Of course you don't. But you do be- m t_he_ hell :pr:ached by the truly orthodox of the to that degree of holiness required of aspirants for
lieve that walls of solid masonry were blown down Chnstlan reh!pon.
. .
. . .
seats in paradise; knowing they had not been " born
with ram's horns, because it is so stated in the holy
'Yhat convm?es _me of this lB the B?I"pn~mgly again" in the white swaddling clothes of salvation;
Bible. Now, my dear Christian pet, don't be so rap1d recovery, m VIew of the g~neral_behef ~1t~ re- in short, that they were of the ea1·th earthy, and of
anxious to get to heaven that you won't wait to gard to the hereafter t_h~t obtams w1th Chr~stlans, morality moral after the fasb.ion of nine hundred and
reason a little.
oCfh :pe?pl~t off all tchondt1ti~nbsl uhndekr tthhe reg~m_e of nine-nine per cent of the earth's mortals, which
Don't you see that it is all a matter of Sundaynstlam y. rom e errl e s. oc
ey ex~enence morality falls far short of the heavenly standard.
school education which one of these impossible w~en de!lth mva~es the home mrcle or the crrcle of Well, what heard they at the funerals~ Did they
stories you believe~ And don't you see that if you fnendsh1p, or stnkes down a near and dea: one. ~ hear the parson, true to their records as preachers of
had not been brought up on asses' milk you would few months, at most, an~ the dearest. one, if no_t fm- the " word of God " and gospel of damnation for
hav believed neither the ·one. or the other. The gotten, can hardly b~ sa1d to be m01~rned or nnssed, those who failed to "come to Jesus"-did they hear
Protevangelion was rejected at the church councils as except as a b~·ead-wmner, bread bemg scarcer _than these preachers say that the semis of the deceased,
spurious. A difference of a few votes would hav before, and toiled for as _never before by non-toilers. they were sony to say-as they should say, aR a
made this gospel the word of- God, and then the Ye_s, people recover read1ly from the shock ~f death warning to the living-had gone to hell, there to
average Christian would hav believed the wonderful ~hen col~aterally felt, and become sh?rtly philosoph- suffer eternal torments because of their religious
statements in the Protevangelion as he now does the wally resigned, and never more angmshed mourners shortcomings on earth? Never-never since preachimpossible statements in the New Testament. This than th~t,: whldentht_hebeait·hth closedifotvher tthhe dehptarted ing was invented did a parson at a funeral talk up to
· t"1an h owTttl
oug 1
everf his record as a h~ll-fire preacher ! What did they
. f y th e Chns
ough t t o sa t 1s
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do in these matters.
Whether this gospel attributed to James is true the departed, w_hom they well know. were not up to long drawn out, and words of a hope-building
·
' k
·a h
1' f Mat- the
regulatwn lme of heavenly punty, or was yawn- nature; words, if not supplying kindlings for hopes
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lVlSIOn o go o e and signifying nothing. Yes, they hea1·d the parsons
titled to it? If untrue, of what value can the parts pasture prepared for 1t? Does ever ~ t_hought of stultify themselvs, and, by word of mouth, in many
be which were taken from it by the authors of Luke hell, from the moment when tne ~offin-hd_1~ screwed instances, work the deceased into the realms of bliss
nd Matthew? " The Gospel of the Infancy" iii! an- d?wn ~o the day when the mom·mng ~abil1ments are in spite of the cast-iron regulations to the contrary,
a
.
.
·
laid as1de, enter the heads of the survivors of those as proclaimed from the pulpit and in the pages of
othei wonderful productwn. It re1ates more wonh h
"
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,
d th I tt
f
derful things of Christ than Christians generally w 0 av . g?ne e _ore, an
e a er 0 a~erage the "Book of Life." This was consoling, I will
dream of. The miracles of Christ as related in the ~o~al ~or:hty-this average, we all know, IS not admit, but all the same it was false to the tenets of
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draw it mild, the crowded condition of the broad- believe that this depa1·ted one has gone or will go to
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(To BE CONTINUED.)
gage road and the lightly traveled narrow path
hell~ If they do you can't get them to own up to
attesting the falsity of their words. Now, the tide of it, and if they do, how is it that in three months all
PJ'OOf' Positiv that Philip Francis was Not travel being overwhelmingly great on the one road signs of sorrow hav vanished, and they pursue the
Junius.
and correspondingly light on the other, it stands to. even tenor of their way as if nothing had happened ~
· A few days ago I found and bought a book en- reason that the greater part of those who die daily Could a father and mother, losing a waywa1·d son,
titled, "The Hand writing of Junius," London, 1871, are of the broad-gage travelers, booked by the truly ever again be happy believing that son to be in hell~
containing j"ac similes of all the private letters of orthodox for hell; and to say that this must be pat- Never. Reporters, full of cant, will write, on the
J unius, and a great number of the letters of Philip ent to the multitude at large is only to allow that death of a pious fraud who givs to the church and
Francis. In this book an attempt is made to prove their understanding in the· matter is as acute as yours cheats the government of duties, that "he died at
by comparison of handwriting that Francis was Jun- or mine, reader, which is not saying much in this peace with all the world, his spirit, without a strugius. On page 200 of the handwriting_ is a letter writ- pa1·ticula1· instance.
gle, leaving its tenement of clay for the realms of
ten by Francis to his brother-in.:'l.aw, Alexander
Now, this being the case, and the fact being ad- eternal bliss, there to receive its crown of everlasting
·mitted, as it must be, that bereaved ones sooner or glory," etc., etc. On the death of a "Whyo" they
Macrabie, in Philadelphia, and it is dated:
LoNDON, Nov. 4th, 1769 .
later rally from a condition of sorrow most poignant, will write, . . . "and his guilty soul left its
when shocked by the death of lineals, collaterals, and
Turning back to page 36 of the handwriting there others; if we are not all collateral, can there then prisonhouse of clay and took up its flight for the
is afac simile of Junius's private letter to his pub- really be in the minds of mortal multitudes any bed- place of its abode in the hereafter," or words to that
lisher, Woodfall (No. 11, conjecturally dated Nov. 8, rock belief in hem Were any such belief entertained, effect, but fighting shy of hell, as he did not of
heaven, and as they all do.
1769), and it begins thus:
would they rally to their normal state, after hurying
To conclude, I must say that I do not believe that
Sir: I hav been out of town these three weeks, and, a relativ or friend, as quickly as they now do~
though I got your last, could not conveniently answer it.
Knowing well that their lost ones were not up to the even the professed religionists believe in a literal hell
of fire and brimstone; if they did, it seems to me,
This, like neai-ly all the private letters of Junius to standa1·d required of those entering for the heavenly they would all go mad. Yet· the Bible says there is
his publisher, is not dated. But in it he requests stakes, would they not be truly and bluely miseraJ:>le, such a hell, and they must accept it or tm·ow over the
W oodfall to "reprint a letter in the London Evening knowing as well that the departed were plun~mg rest of the florid and torrid book. If there is no
Post of last night to the Duke of Grafton." That about in the lake of fire, or would plunge therem at such hell then is the Bible false in that particula1·,
letter is dated Nov. 10, 1769, and is signed "A. B.," the conclusion of proceedings on "resurrection day?" and, if tdlsum in ttno, why notj"ctls1tm in omni, eh ~
who was not Junius. (See MJ.sc. Let., No. lxi.) There is a diversity of opinion, I notice, among par- Than this there is no juster maxim in general law.
Therefore the private letter, instead of being written scins and pietists in general, in regard to the com- But then perhaps it won't apply to Bible law.
Nov. 8th, must be dated as late as Nov. 11th or 12th. mencement of eternal suffering and bliss, some conSI SLoKuM.
But either date will do as well. In it he says, "I tending that man at his death, and fresh from his
------~~.------SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of
•hav been out of town these three weeks," but Philip pork-packing establishment, ascends at once to the
Francis, a clerk in the War office, just twenty-nine I abodes· of blis3 or slides clown the back flume to the the books we hav for sale. The catalog is free.
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and the defense was -set aside in toto, the judgment
holding that the forgery and the bona fides of the
plaintiff were completely established.
·
While we of course know nothing of the real merits
of the case, and cannot say whether or not the bank
has been defrauded, it is certain that one witness has
been injured to the extent of depriving him of a portion of his rights as a citizen. And if he alone knew
of facts that would establish the plaintiff's dishonest
character, then two parties hav been wronged.
There is no need of any comments upon the iniquity of the law under which this injustice was perpetrated. Every honest man must condemn it because
he is honest. Only rascais and power-seeking churchmen can uphold it.
------~~~----~-

Charles Bradlaugh, M. P.

that if this country has come to a condition in which
armed force is necessary to keep the populace peaceable, there is something so rotten that. society ought
to be overhauled and reconstmcted. If the republic
is a failure, let the political economists devise another
social system.
If Congress establishes this post at Chicago, it wilf
be taken by the laboring people as a direct threat, as
it is intended, and if they do not promptly retire to
private life every government official voting for it
they will deserve to wear the chains it forges for their
limbs.

Seven Questions.
A young lady reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER residing
in Connecticut forwards us a series of seven printed
questions, concerning the answers to which she confesses that her ideas are rather vague. The questions were pubiished in the Home Companion, and
are credited to "Farrar," presumably Canon Farrar,
the English theologian. They are recommended to
be sprung upon all Atheists who seek to beguile the
believer into a discussion of cl side issues." Following are the questions:
1. "Where did matter come from? Can a dead thing
create itself?
2. " Where did motion come from?
3. "Where did life come from, save the finger-tip of omnipotence?
4. '' Whence came the exquisit order and design in nature ?
If one told you that millions of printers' types should fortuitously shape themselvs into the 'Divine Comedy' of Dante
or the plays of Shakspere, would you not thin]{ him a mad·
man?
5. " Whence came consciousness ?
6. " Who gave you free will?
7. "Whence came conscience?-"

We get from the National .R~former, Mr. Bradlaugh's paper, the facts in regard to his late reelection to Parliament. In describing the closing day of
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Single subscription ............................................. . $3 oo· the election Mr. Bradlaugh says:
One subscription two years, in advance ...........•...... 5 00
"When I arrived at Northampton I found that a strong
Two new subscribers .......................................... . 5 00 notion prevailed that Mr. Richard Turner had managed to
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance ...................................................... . 5 00 secure one of the seats. The only foundation for this notion
was the persistent boasting of Mr. Turner, who, for some
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 7 00 unknown reason, evidently fully believed in his own success.
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
One of his counting agents, a Mr. Stanton, had the bad taste
remittance ................................................,... . 8 50 to come to me soon after I enter~d the Town Hall and say:
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................•... 10 00 'We hav knocked you out thfs time, Mr. Bradlaugh.' I
bowed and said : ' If so, it cannot be helped; but we will
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
·
with one remittance.
wait till the counting is finished.' The vote was a large
one, 8,347, being only 221less than last year, more than accounted for by removals and deaths. When the piles of
The Illustrations.
votes were assorted it became clear that the straight vote,
It is a striking picture which this issue of T~ Labouchere and Bradlaugh, 4,226, showed a clear majority
TRUTH SEEKER presents on its first pag!l.~ -~hav; of the whole poll, without reckoning the cross votes, and
douhtTess"Wbndered why there shoUld be a "/Meth~ when the poll was declared the figures stood: Labouchere,
odist Church North" and a "Methodis1(ChurcH 4,570; Bradlaugh, 4,353; Turner, 3,850; Lees, 3,456; so
The majority of these qu~stions cannot be anS 0 th"
th '
U •t d St t -:N· th d \ that on the reduced old register I hav gained thirty-eight
~ ' any more
an a ill e
~/Ela-· . or an a •votes since last year, Mr. Labouchere polling. 275 less. The swered; but they would be repiied to by an Atheist
Uruted _Sta~es South. The an~w~~s th~t there are \Whig an.d Tory vote united against me has again proved inabout as follows:
Methodl:~ts Ill the South who sj;ilf beheve•that slavery icapa.ble of taking away my seat, and for the sixth time, and
1. We hav no reason to believe that matter ever
is a divin~y::_ordained institutl.on, and qthers in the pn my ninth election contest, I am once more member for
North who proreBRt? take an opposit 1'View. Hence ~orthampton.''
. "came" from anywhere. It is here; we recognize
the division. The :Nar.thern Methodist thinks, "We ; The .Reporter, a local paper, has an account of the it; and it is impossible to conceive of its absence.
should unite" and the Southern Methodist declares scene at the counting of the votes. Victors and de- Matter exists without any apparent effort on. its own
'
'
' .
"We will unite," but between. thepi rises the ghost feated were there and were expected to address their part. Its reaction upon itself merely produces
of the lost cause--a ghost in 'the presence of which f~Onstituents. They did so, the mayor presiding. change of form. To speak of matter as being created
the Holy Ghost, in whom they ptofess to be united, .1' Mr. Bradlaugh;" the .Reporter says, " was received conveys no intelligible conception to the mind; and
! loses its adhesiv fo_!'.,Qe. ~--· _ '· ·. . _.. ·
:with tremendous cheering renewed again and again." to ask the Atheist to believe that an inconceivable act
l-~·Tiie memoryOf the abolition struggle ·ifnd. the rec- He made courteous reference to his opponents, and proves the existence of a being who performed that
ord they made cannot be very pleasant to the minis- led three rousing cheers for general results. The act is asking him to abandon his senses altogether.
ters of the gospel, of whatever denomination, eit:P,er other candidates spoke temperately with the excep- It is safe enough to ):eply to the second part of the
N orth or South.
tion of Mr. Turner, who remarked, referring to Mr. first question that a dead thing probably cannot
Bradlaugh, that he (Turner) " came forward for the create itself.
We are glad to be able to resume this week our first time to wreJ!t the representation of the town
2. Neither can we admit that motion came ·from
illustrations of the interesting career of our venerable from the greatest and most mischievous demagog of anywhere in the sense that it was imparted to matter
friend Adam. The two weeks just past, in which the present century." How the Catholics voted in from something extraneous to matter. Motion is the
no pictures were given on the last page, hav been this election Mr. Bradlaugh is unable to say. A result of force. A stone possesses weight, which is
spent by Mr. Heston in an exhaustiv research into former Roman Catholic bishop sent a telegram as a form of force. When it is found necessary to push
the customs and styles of dress in vogue at the time follows:
a stone toward the ground to make it fall, or that
of which he is treating. It will at once be seen that
" For God's sake do not vote for Bradlaugh. Be true to some sort of propulsion is needed to impart a down~
it is a subject which requires a delicate touch. An your pledged word, to honor, to Irish patriotism, by discon- ward motion to a brook upon the side of a hill, it may
anachronism in a religious matter of this sort would necting it from the apostle of blasphemy."
then be pertinent to inquire where that motion is to
be a serious thing. Mr. Heston is now confident
Another eminent CatholiCl, who apparently had come from. To ask, " Where did motion come
that he has formed a tme conception of the appear- more affection for Ireland than for Rome, spoke as from?" is to ask where form, dimension, or weight
ance of Adam on dress parade, as well as of the below at a meeting of the Catholic voters. His came from. They are inseparable from matter, and
monkey in the adjacent tree. Eve, of course, proved words refer to Messrs. Bradlaugh and Labouchere:
since matter "came from" nowhere, but apparently
a :still more difficult study to the artist, but we share
" Ireland owes a debt of gratitude to both candidates. For has always existed, these attributes of matter are cohis belief that her attire was probably as much like years they hav advocated Home Rule for Ireland. To the eternal with it, and it is idle to ask their origin.
the modern Mother Hubbard as anything else now late junior member we owe a special mark of recognition,
3. In the absence of all reliable data on the subworn. No trouble will be spared in placing Adam because, though he may justly hav considered himself badly ject, this question cannot be answered with certainty.
treated by the Irish members, yet he never deviated one
and his amiable consort before the world in a way hair's breadth from the course he had pursued toward the Perhaps life, like form, is one of the inseparable
that will do greater justice to their sense of pro- cause of Ireland.''
attributes of matter. There are those who deny that
priety than any representation we hav as yet seen.
In whatever way the Catholics cast their ballots, any matter is " dead." We do not know. The
the result is the same-Bradlaugh is again an M.P.; theory that life emanated from the "finger-tip of omA Freethinker's Testimony of No Value.
and England is in advance of America in having her nipotence " is altogether unsupported by evidence.
Mr. Justice Jette, of Montreal, not long ago decided foremost Freethinker in a position to watch the gen- Nothing analogoJs to that process has been •remarked
that the testimony of an Infidel is of no value. The eral legislation of the country.
by science.
decision was rendered in the case of one W. H.
4. Here the question of design in nature is raised.
A Russian Scheme.
Parker vs. The Bank of Montreal. Mr. Parker's
and illustrated by an example in typography. This
~ookkeeper forged Mr. Parker's indorsement to a
Reference was made recently by our Chicago cor- is confounding two very distinct domains-nature
draft drawn by the bank, and cashed it through an- respondent to the scheme to establish a military post and art. It is as inaccurate an expression as would
other house, which presented it to the bank, where it at Chicago. Further information concerning it is be the statement that a man who was hanged had
was paid. As the bookkeeper had the money, Mr. given by the daily journals of this city. The project died a natural death. V\T e see in nature no evidence .
Parker sued to recover the amount. The bank set was devised, says the Sun, during the labor troubles of design, but only a long and slow process of
up in defense a denial of the forgery, and also pleaded in Chicago, and is principally urged by the wealthy adaptation. To attribute design to an all-powerful
that the plaintiff was in fault, besides which an employers of that place. The idea is that a few com- being is to deny his omnipotence. l\1en design and
attempt was made in the evidence for the defense to panies of infantry and artillery would overawe or devise ways and means in order to bring about a cerattack the plaintiff's character and show that he acted suppress any demonstration of striking workmen, tain result. If the result could be achieved without
in bad faith. But the learned judge held that the and render the corporations secure in any measures the clesign, then designing would be unnecessary.
witness, whose evidence was relied upon to damage they might inaugurate for their own benefit.
For instance, could Dante hav impressed his "Divine
the plaintiff's character, was not a competent witness,
The scheme is a pretty one, but there is one in- Comedy" upon the reader's mind without the use of
it being shown that he was a man who did not be- superable objection to such employment of Federal types, he would hav done so and Canon Farrar could
lieve in a future state of rewards and punishments, troops. It is unconstitutional. Another point is not hav used that illufltnJ,tion. With the deity it is
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supposed to be different. He, it is believed, has
merely to will a thing and that thing is done, and
designing the means when no means are necessary
would be an act inconsistent with the notion of om"
nisciencE!. In seeking to prove design in natme the
theologjan should be honest enough to go to nature
for an example. When such a theory can be estab-·
lished by that method, the design argument will be.
worth considering .as pointing to the existence of a
; universal designer.
5. This quel:ltion as understood is practically the
same as the third.
G. Free will has not been given us. The notion of
free will is a theological conception designed to
deceive men into the belief that the absurd is reason·able if they only choose to think so. In that way
responsibility for belief or disbelief was thrown upon
, each person, and God was relieved from the incom:;istency of creating imperfect beings and then damning
them for not being perfect. Men hav no more power
to control their belief than ·they hav to control the
. natural color· of their hair. Let anyone who thinks
that the will is free try and belie~e that the ink
which THE TRUTH SEEKER is printed in is red and
that the paper is black.
7. Conscience came with experience. J.\fen learned
that certain things had bad results. To do those
thing.:; was wrong. Other acts had good results. To
do these was right. ·Out of the distinction between
right and wrong grew the conscience as a sort of
monitor. That conscience is not a gift from a single
being is shown by the fact that what would strike
one person's conscience as wrong would seem praiseworthy or at least innocent to another. It is the
result of education and experience. .
These conclusions, the Atheist will say, if we hav
not misrepresented him, are merely tentativ and are
subject to addition or modification. They are not
dogmas with penalties attached for disbelief. They
leave unobstrncted the highway of. systematic investigation. Dogmatic belief in a God, to be placed
behind every mystery as an explanation of phenomena, on the other hand, puts an end to research, and
opens wide the door for the admission of all kinds of
superstitions .. The universe is governed by law, and
until that fact is realized there is no sure abidingplace for truth.
Why We Hear of Anarchy ami Communism.
1

It -is not reasonable to suppose that in this country
or any other there would exist a large number of in.telligent men advocating a system of governmental
relations different from those at present prevailing,
if the systems which we hav fulfilled all the requirements they are called upon to meet. Nothing exists
without a reason, and, therefore, it is a great deal
tnore philosophical, in the presence of these new
notions, to hear what their exponents hav to say
than it is to go on deluding ourselvs with the belief
that ours is the only perfect form of government possible, and answering all objections by saying that if
it does not accord with the needs of human existence
so much the worse for human needs.
The people of the United States are called upon to
face the fact that our democratic-republican form of
government is under heavy criticism; and the attack
-i~; not from the monarchical systems left behind, nor
from any modification of them upon the flank. The
government is in no danger of violent overthrow, but
it is to be tested as to its capacity to keep upon the
even tenor of its way despite all allmements and all
obstacles that may be tluown in its path. It must
stand the test of a sort of civil service examination,
·and show its superiority over all others. And its
competitors cannot be regarded altogether with contempt.
Among these rivals probably the most . seductiv is
Communism-since it claims to be only republicanism realized in its ultimate and most beneficent form,
as witness the arguments laid down in the book,
"Rational Communism." It has a well-defined ideal,
and leaves not an i undotted, nor a .t uncrossed. It
is the collectiv aspect of Pantarchy, in which the harmony of the spheres is destined to pervade the relations of men. All this, its advocates claim, is to be
brought about through tt more perfect but less complex system of government.
On the other hand we hav Anarchism-and Anarchism as here used is not necessarily suggestiv of dynamite. It is a philosophy, albeit one which, it seems
t() us, would hav men blow out the light which they
hav, and gr<>pe blindly in the dark after something

at,.

better. Anarchism says, "Away with law." The
justification for this cry is found in our many bad
laws. "Away with the rights of society," it goes on.
And society claims so many dictatorial rights that
the mandate is not without reason. · "Giv us," adds
Anarchism, " free speech, free mails, free press;"
and then it appends "free rum," and "free love," and
straddles around vaguely upon the verge of the
precipice over which liberty falls into license. Anarchism lacks the precision of Communism; it exceeds even republicanism in its uncertainty.
Such are the two competitors which our government has to face. Between them there are a host of
other isms, but they are mere branchings off from
one or. the other of these. And yet if the true theory
of democracy had ever been realized, it may be
doubted if Communism or Anarchism would hav
been heard of. ·The founders of the republic had
ideas of government which hav not been carried out
by their successors. T.o see how far we are from
those ideas it is only necessary to read the Declaration and the Constitution, and contrast the principles
therein laid down with the laws upon our statute books.
Contr11st the first amendment, for example, with the
rulings of our com ts imposing disabilities upon
Atl;teists; exempting church property from taxation,
and providing for religidbs instruction in schools.
Take the provision in the Constitution relating to
post-roads and see if in it a iustification can be found
for the existence of the Comstock laws establishing a
censorship of p1·ess and mails. Carry the comparison
into .all its details, observe the abuses that hav grown
out of these precedents, how the construction -of
good laws differs from their intent, and how· the
number of bad laws grows with every year-and the
presence of Communism and Anarchism is explr.ined.
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch sees this very clearly.
"The laws of this country," it says, "recognize no
privileged classes, and the administrators that do s"o
are making mischief. Whenever it becomes apparent
that our penal laws are to be enforced only against
the poor and weak, and that the rich or influential
are to be made a law unto themselvs, the harvest of
Anarchy will soon ripen and armed mobs will spring
up from the dragon's teeth which the favored few
will hav sown."
The fact which the Post-Dispatch calls attention
to seems to hav become apparent to a few, with the
results which it expected. The remedy should be as
apparent as the evil: We hav laws that may be
called sumptuary; we hav religious laws; we hav
laws that invade the freedom of the citizen. These
laws, too, are the very ones which corrupt courts
seem to most delight in enforcing. They should be
repealed. This done, and with a return to something
like democratic government, it is an interesting question whether Communism and Anarchism would be
left a peg whereon their orators might ha~g their hats.
The matter would be settled if our legislators
realized the duties imposed upon them by virtue of
their election to. office.
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insane from excitement, and passes her whole time i!l weeping, singing, and praying. Her mother has trierl to show
her the folly of her belief, but in vain. There is material in
all this business for some first-class religious immorality. II
is safe to predict that it will not be long before those who
listen attentivly will hear something drop. "'
WE p~int in another part of this issue two communications •
touching the recent lamentable affair at Liberal, lifo. They
present both sides of the matter. A large number of other
communications on the same subject are at hand, but we can.
not undertake to print them. Liberals are not so much interested in the details as in the principle involved. All the
information received leaves the facts substantially as stated
in our issue of July 17th. The only statement objected to iR
our casual ff!mark that there are in Liberal "a handful who
hold broad doctrins on the subject of love and marriage, ami
who are vociferous in airing their opinions in season and
out." The truth of this is denied, but the objecLion is immaterial. Whether .the handful are vociferous or not, thcro
seems to hav been no excuse for violent demonstrationti
against them: What Liberals at large most desire, we take
it, is not so much an explanation of the affair as a comforting
assurance from those having influence in the town of Liberal
that they will use their endeavors not to hav such a thin_g
Ll-t:Ur again. Perhaps a little· self-sacrifice on both sides
would be admissible for the sake of peace. Firearms cannot
make a comfortable pillow even for a freelover.
THE Rev. Mr. Munhall, a howling revivalist now holding
forth in Denver, Col., got off the following last week :
"Infidelity is a hnmbng, an owl in the daylight. All Infidel A
know some one who demonstrates the truths he professes. Infidelity is doing nothing bnt trying to tear down. I hav no hesitation in saying that he who tries to destroy my faith is my enemy.
"I'm not given to mentioning the name of the Jumbo Infi<lcl,
bnt sometimes I get so warmed up I can't help it. . . . I knew
a case of starving at Shelbyville, where 518lllethodist preachers leut
a hand, bnt Bob Ingersoll never sent a cent. He makes money by
making Infidels, bnt he doesn't help the poor. The charitable institutions of the conn try are kept np by Christians. Infidels don'l·
do anything. All they hav ever done is to bnild a monument to
Tom Paine at Boston. Infidelity can accomplish nothing."

If the Rev. Mr. Munhall is not aware thai! he is guilty of'
downright lying, some one who enjoys his confidence should
take the trouble to apprise him of that fact.

Mn. SAMUEL N. EwrNG, of Minneapolis, lliinn., has sent
out a printed address to the Congress of the United States in
which he calls upon the government to issne a request to all
the other governments of the world and dignitaries of the
various churches and ecclesiastical societies, including the
pope, to meet in Washington on the 1st of October, 1886, to
"consider the practicability of returning to the worship of
one God, the ruler of the universe, at the earliest practicable
moment." l\ir. Ewing s!lys that he is prepared to prove on
short notice that the Bible is not inspired, that ther-3 is no
such thing as original sin, and that Christ was not the son of
God. Perhaps l\ir. Ewing's scheme will never be realized,
but it is evident that he has a firm grasp on some fundamental truths.
IT is learned with regret that llir. B. C. JI:Iurray, editor of
the Denison, Texas, .Gautteer, has been the victim of a brutal
assault at the bands of a county official, .who traveled ten
miles for the purpose of knocking him down and jumping in
his face. The trouble arose from something of a political
nature which had appeared in the Ga.zetteer. Brother Murray
reports that there is enough of him left to conduct a meritorious family newspaper. It would be of value to know
if the official in question is the sort of brntcs Grayson county
is in the habit of electing to fill its public omces.

THE ]\'[arch number of P.rogreBB, a Freethought monthly
published in London, G. W. Foote editor, cannot in an;v
sense be termed dry reading. Since the 14th of last ]\'[arch 1L
has been lying at th.e bottom of the Atlantic, just outside
New York harbor, in the hold of the ocean steamer Oregon,
TIIEY hav something worse than Anarchy in Cincinnati. and is about as wet as water could make it. Last week the
A dispatch from that city describes " one of the most remark- divers blew out the side of the sunken vessel, liberating a
able religious manias of which there is any record." A party large amount of mail matter, and on Thursday the magazine
of thirty or forty people, most of them prominent and alleged was duly and moistly delivered at this o!Iice.
to be above the average in intelligence, believe that ·Mrs.
" AN article is going the rounds of the religious a~d
John P. l\'[artin, of Walnut Hills, is Christ manifest in the secular papers to the effect that Voltaire behave~ very cllsflesh, and that her sister, :li'Irs. John F. Brook, is the Holy gracefully.at one of Paganini's co~cc:ts. There 1s no tr~th
Ghost. The followers of these two women, it is said, meet in it. Paganini was not born nnt1l SIX years after Voltam'
at l\'[rs. Brook's house and worship them both. The account died, i.e., Voltaire died May 30, 1778, and Paganini was 8orn
says:
in 1784. This shows how easy it is for some papers to in" lllrs. lllartin has exerted some strange and wonderful infine~ce jure those they do not like. Honest people may learn the
that has put them completely in her power, and they are fa~at1~s
on the subject. One of the followers of .this woman-9h~1st 1~ motiv of euch papers." So writes Mr. J. K. Dearth, of
named Jerome. He was a bookkeeper !1ere for the Cmcmnatl South Lowell, Alabama.
agency of D. Appleton and Co., the New York publisher~. ~e gave
np his position of $1,800 a year to serve the female savwr of mankind. To an Enquire~· reporter he said in an.earnest and eloqnen~
conversation, 'I hav seen God face to face m the last half-hom·.
A young man named Cook, who works in the auditor's offi~e of t~e
Adams Express Company, has also been captured. He res1gne~ Ins
position, and has attachecl himself to the new sect. They belleve
that all churches are frauds, and the preachers a set of fools."

------

IF any method in vogue for " popularizing Secularism "
deserves support ancl therefore success, it is that of C. B.
Reynolds and his Tent. Mr. Reynolds might be called a
Freethou""ht evangelist, and he is working with an ardor and
persisten~y that should be appreciated and rewarded. He
depends largely upon general subscription to make :1i~ Tent
Accounting for the fact that Christ should manifest him- effort possible in localities where it is n0t se!f-susta1ni~g, so
self in a female, they say that in heaven there are no sexes, that those who cannot giv him a call should feel no hes1tancy
and the savior is as likely to appear in a woman as in a man, about giving him a lift.
------~~----which is doubtless true. l\Irs. Jvlartin, the "New Christ,"
w. F. JAMIESO::<! Ims been in correspondence with ~he
and Jv!rs. Brook, the " Holy Ghost," they say are the only
two perfect women on earLh, and the millennium is at hand. chairman of the Secular U uion for l\Iontana and otl:er part.Jes
This movement has been going on for a year. The women with reference to permanent lecture work, the de~1re liavmg
seclude themselvs, and will not be seen by anyone who is not been expressed to hav something more than a flymg lecture
a worshiper, or vouched for by one of them. Many llav sold trip. J\'Ir. Jamieson has already. started for l'i!ontaTna, ahn~l
their homes and taken houses near the woman on the hill. will 0 p en the campaign by lectunng on lthe way.1 t o t 1s
Those who hav .riven up their positions say they do not need end he invites the Liberals of Montana l es1nng cc ures m
work or mane/ All they need is spiritual food, and this their towns to write to him at once, addressing him at ¥Ventwill be furnished by the Lord, just as it was furnished to the worth, Dakota, and the lcltt,rs will overtake him at his lecture
children in the wilderness. A Miss Andrews, says the points 011 the route. He authorize~ tl:c Liberals of ~fontana
report, wholivs with her mother on ·walnut Hills, is. almost to challenge the clergy for debate.
0

0

0
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an], in my opinion, it is a disgrace to the town that so few of
her people "understand or care anything aeout the ~ex question." Being the important question, underlying all others,
it is the duty of all, Liberals especia11y, to understand the
SYLVANIA, 0.,-July 16, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Having read the scriptures for sixty years, question in all its bearings, that they may act wisely and wen
and preached from them for half that time, I now offer as a in regard to it
Yours for free thought on all subjects, and free act-s, so
premium $100 to the Bible student who proves from it that
·man has an iu1mortal soul as an entity while living (more long as individual rights are respected,
ANNIE EDwARDs KmK.
than other animals), or that exists in an intermediate state
after death.
SMITH's MILL, MINN., July 14, 1886.
The Bible implies that the soul and the body are one orl.YIR.
EDITOR
:
It may interest your readers to know that
ganism; that both die together; that all animals hav souls as
even so far in the rural districts as we are situated Freewell as men.
thought is not a stranger among us. The germ is rapidly
Neplreslt, the Hebrew word translated " living soul" in
Gen. ii, 7, is used four times for the animals before Adam neveloping even here. Through the efforts of our enterpriswas thought of. Why more relevant in his case than theirs? ing agent, H. S. Votaw, the people of Smith's Mill were
treated to the first Freethought lecture delivered here, SunS. 1\L JUDSON.
day, July 4th. The speaker, Mr. Edwin C. Walker, of Valley Falls, Kansas, was introduced by Mr. Votaw. His lectPoRTLAND, July 9, 1886.
MR. Eorroic I am a devoted reader of your valuable pa- ture on "Some of the Mistakes of Christians" was· well
per, and get it here from Mr. Wilcox, the stationer. I am received by the audience, in which the thinking portion of
following your arguments and am delighted with them. our town was represented. Mr. Walker is an able speaker
But to mistakes everybody is subject. Hoping that you will and is doing much for our cause, not only in that capacity,
bear me no malice, I'll take the liberty to correct you in one but as editor of Lucifer, and agent for almost everything in
instance. I am alluding to that "Fish Story." You say the line of Freethough t literature.
The citizens of Janesville and vicinity, including Smith's
(for short) science knows sixty-five species of whales, and
none of them has a throat big enough to swallow a good- Mill. hav raised money to defray the expenses of a course of
sized herring. How was it possible for the whale to swallow lectures to be delivered in the near future by Mr. Remsburg.
the man Jonah? Here, Mr. Editor, is where you are not Then we may expect a " feast of reason" indeed. I am
fully posted. You will remember Jonah was a Jew, and ex- confident it cannot pass without emancipating some mind
perience teaches us that this class of people are slick enough from the shackles of superstition. In regard to your highly
to squeeze tllrough almost anywhere.
valued paper, I will say, alt~ugh my husband has but
rPcently subscribed for it, we already regard it as· indispensRespectfully,
MILTON PEROIVAL MARous.
able. As to the pictures, while they occupy scarcely a page,
GRAND MouND, IowA, July 26, 188.6.
they speak volumes. Keep on in the good way.
Mu. EDITOI{ : In replying to your Anarchistic friends,
MRs. JESSIE CRow.
Messrs. Appleton and Tucker, you say, "Civil government
BRoOKTON, ME., July 16, 1886.
givs us a stable currency in place of wild-cat issues by irreMR. EDITOll: I hav enjoyed the privilege of an occasional
sponsible parties." Now, if this is a true statement, I, for
one, am very anxious to know it, and if it is not true, you, perusal of your excellent paper for the last three years, but
I am quite sure, will concede at once that it never should only lately hav become a subscriber. I first saw it at the
hav appeared in Till' TRUTH SEEKER. Hence it devolves house of a friend, and was with difficulty induced to take it
upon you to prove your position-giv us the facts and rec- up and read it. Being a !'good Catholic," I thought that
the Lord would strike me dead or the priest turn me into
C. DuTTON.
ords upon which you base your statement.
[We fear Brother Dutton is not as anxious to see the truth an ox if I touched it. Although not at first convinced, I beof our statement demonstrated as he is to develop some. gan thi11king for myself from that day, and the result is that
financial theory of his own. We believe that, as the word ~j mind has been thoroughly disabused of the errors and
stable is understood, our statement is true, and the proof of prPtensions of orthodoxy. I received the "Age of Reason,"
it is that a dollar has been legal tender for one hundred the TRUTH SEEKEll ANNUAL, and "Conventional Lies" from
your office and read them with pleasure and _profit. La~k
cents ever since the first one was coined.-ED. T. S.J
of mmns only prevents me from purchasing all of your excel1\loCUNE, July 5, 286.
lent publications. I enjoy your well-written and pungent
Mn. Enrrou: I ask to speak to many Liberal friends articles and the cutting sarcasm o! your illustrations, but
through Tr.IE TRUTH SEEKER. We celebrated the glorious wnuld say here, without wishing to be at all critical, that I
Fourth here on the third, and had a big crowd, the largest think they may giv unnecessary offense to some good peo_
in this part of the county. I was honored with being made ple and thereby injure the cause they are intended to benefit.
president of the day. We hav a host of Liberals in ~IcCune. I was amused the other day to hear a fellow misinterpret
Most of our business men think for themselvs. We hav your title, calling it the "Snake-Killer," but it struck me
three churches, but no Liberal could get room to lecture in npon reflection that the name is quite correct, and my earthem. We hav a fine Opera House about finished, owned by nest wish is that you may continue killing the snakes of
au outspoken Liberal. We expect t<> hav lectures here next eccle~iastical bigotry and superstition. I hav a brother who
winter. There are two papers printed in McCune, one by a is a Freethinker like myself, and takes great interest in THE
Liberal.
TRUTH SEEKER.
MARTIN BUTLER.
I think the pictures splendid, especially " On the road to
the Poor-house" and '' At rest in Abe's bosom." Some say
WAMEGo, KAN., July 15, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: Christians frequently claim that churchthe Christians don't like them. Let them squirm; it will do
them good. Set them thinking; then they will Jearn some~ membership has increased wonderfully since the year 1800;
that in that year there was one communicant in fifteen.
thing.
M. S. GowiN.
and uow there is one in every five of the population. I think
BRoNsoN, MICH., July 13, 1886.
they overestimate the number at the present time, but, snp
Mn. EDITOR: I send $2 for the Campaign Fund, to enable pose they are correct, under the circumstances they hav but
Mr. Putnam to continue proclaiming the gospel of Free- little so boast of .. During that period the clergy hav been
thought; $1 eontribution for 1\'l:r. Reynolds's best, if not P-specially successful in taking in women and children, and
"greatest, show on earth," and $1 toward sustaining you in now I believe three-fourths of all white church-members
printing " the way to salvation " by means of the illustra- are of this classc But their greatest conquests hav been
tions.
among the negroes. Our colored " brudderen and sisteren"
Most of the cartoons are excellent. There is open to the take as naturally to religion as ducks take to water; their
tender foot a very simple mode of escape from the " dread- credulity is wonnerful; they hav had no opportunities for
ful caricatures," and that is to take a pair of shears, and cuL improving their minds. Previous to the abolition of slavery
out the offending "pictcrs," and then "read the holes." the church did not con~ider them l1nman beings. Now they
But, I think, many would afterward manifest a curiosity to rr;re the church, "And of such is the kingdom of heaven "-exsee the clipped cuts, as did the lady who, after her cuse my Latin. These people hav so far advanced toward
prudent husband had in this manner carefully expurgated civilization as to be in full fellowship, and on the same inthe family newspaper, straightway proceeded to procure an tellectual plane, with the average white orthodox Christian.
uncut copy, and, by placing it underneath the clipped one, From this source alone church-membership has been doubled.
could thoughtfully peruse the mischievous items, without Then what shall we say of the Liberal Christians, the Unitaking time to devour the entire sheet. Although it is now a tarians, Universalists, and others, who are now all COlmted?
novelty, your readers' eyes will soon become accustomed to Snrt-ly the church will soon be greedy enough to claim everythe innovation, and should you ever publish an issue of Tm: body, irrespectiv of reli)i:ion or politics. They hav not done
TttUTII SEl'KEH snns cuts, we presume some of those now as well as they should with all these favorable conditions.
complaining the loudest would be among the first to cry,
I am a little disappointed to see that Professor Bell is op"Pray giv us back the object lessons!"
po~ing Prohibition. I think he is making a mistake. Prohibition has come to stay, and is reasonably successful in
J. FUANOIS HUGGLES.
Kansas, except in the large cities. It is perfectly consistent
NEWBURGH, 0., July 18, 1886.
with Liberalism, and is championed by many of the beet
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find the wherewith to continue TnE Liberals. We need Professor Bell with his masterly logic
TRllTIL SEEKER (cartoons included) to my address.
and polished oratory in the Liberal field.
For myself, individually, I do not need the cartoons to
Let me suggest to Freethinkers everywhere that they act
a~sist me in placing the Bible where it belongs, for I did that as correspondents of their local papers, touching questions of
long ago. I like to look at pictures, and I understand their general interest, and not forgetting to plead the cause of our
power to educate. I want all who need them to hav them, public schools. People are willing to listen to common
and I congratulate Watson Heston on his ability to place the sense if properly presented in moderate doses. I think it is
Bible and its saints in their true light before the people.
generally best to sign fictitious mimes to such correspondence,
I hav read of the condition of affairs in Liberal, Mo., in because then your statements will be taken for what they are
the last TRUTH SEEKER, and am grieved that the people of worth, and will stand on their merits.
that place are conducting themselvs so il-Liberally. H. P.
Many Liberals are in the habit of giving money to the
Replogle's statement, "There are not more than a dozen churches. This is very unwise, and generally is inexcusable.
persons in the town who understand or care anything about With this money they send missionaries to Kansas, and other
the sex question," tells why there is such commotion there on Western states, to corrupt our people. Each of the three
the subject. Ignorance and persecution go hand in hand, preachers in this town receives money regularly from some

mission fund in the East. I know an emissary of orthodoxy
now working in western Kansas who is supported entirely
by his "salary" from the American Home Mission. 'Brother
Liberals hear, our prayer. When the church sends its women
to you for money, refuse them. Turn a deaf ear, 0 friends,
to their entreaties. Tell them you cannot- conscientiously
giv your money to a cause in which you do not believe.
Tell them that those who use the article must pay for it. On
such an occasion think of us poor sinners in the West who
implore you to stand by us. We beseech you, do not with
your money force upon us these nefarious superstitions. Be
consistent. Be men. Send your money immediately to the
Liberal Campaign Fund if you cannot resist the wiles of the
church beggar. Then great shall be your peace of mind,
and the satisfaction of having done your duty.
A. T. MoMILLAN.
ORANGE, N.J., July 20, 1886.
DEAR READERS oF TEE TRU~l"E SEEKER: Look up a back
number, July 17Lh, and on the first page notice that distracted son of Adam on his knees. That picture represents
ME in a most truthful and impressiv manner. I was bred a
Presbyterian, born in a Presbyterian bed, rocked in a Presbyterian cradle, educated a Presbyterian, and hav _been
stoker, usher, bell-ringer, precentor, trustee, clerk, treasurer,
deacon, Bible-reader, sermon-reader, leader of prayer-meetings, Sunday-school superintendent, and the principal factotum of a Presbyterian church for more than twenty years, so
that I understand and fully appreciate every item in the cartoon on the first page. As soon as I saw that picture I said,
" How true to life in my case!" IJa·ughed and laughed, and
continued to laugh until everyone near me came to see what
under the "canopy" could induce me to laugh so heartily,
when they all laughed and laughed until we could not laugh
any more. Then I woke up at night ·and went to laughing,
and I laughed until I had laughed myself to sleep. I
couldn't help laughing, as that pict)..lre is so impressiv, representing the stupid and nonsensical practices of the chureh in,
such a striking manner that I exclaimed, again and again,
"How true in my own experience in the church!" Mr.
Heston'is a genius. Let him have all the latitude and longitude he wants by .way of designing pictures. That single
cartoon tells a more impressiv story concerning the stupid
dogmas of the church than pages without number of printed
matter.
Those pills! Ha, ha, ha ! Let me interp.olate a hearty
laugh. here. That stupid doctrin of total depravity is beautifully represented by a huge pill. The same is true of all the
other doctrins. I understand t11em all, clear to the very bottom of their stupidity. They all signify: ·
"You can and yon can•t, you will and you won't,
You'll be damned if you do, and be damned if you don't."

Do not entertain the idea for a moment of discontinuing
those impressiv cartoons. Every time I read any objection
to the pictures, I say, That objector is lacking in certainessential elements that go to make a perfect man or woman.
Let us giv three rousing cheers for Heston. Ess. E. TEE.
NEw YoRK CITY, July 15, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: It is with pleasure I repJy to Mr. Hopkins re,
the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, declaring this country to be "essentially, lawfully, and by
proclamation christian" (little c, please). I am sorry I surprised him. I hav lived on this earth about t•venty-seven
years, and as I hav no recollection of living prior, I do not
think or expect to liv -in another. Still, I hav lived long
enough to be surprised at nothing. I beg to refer Mr. Hopkins to the celebrated Girard trial, and loads of others " too ·
numerous t0 mention." I might giv him a summary of this
trial, but your space is too valuable to admit of it, but should_
he desire it I will cheerfully write to him personally. Outside of all this, the presence of that immoral work of fiction.
called the holy Bible in our law-courts, and slobbered on by
our presidents, those taking oaths of office, etc., to test the
veracity of witnesses, is, I think, a sufficient proof of my assertion, but the excuse, if one can be made for this gross
violation of the Constitution, is that "this country inherited
the common law of Great Britain, and was therefore Christian." It is so seldom ihat I intrude upon your valuable
space that I hope I will not rob you by adding to this a few
personal remarks. I hav been your constant reader for over
four years, but, bred and reared in the Christian religion, I
might bav been a slave to its farcfcal doctrins yet had not I
become in some mysterious way acquainted with that venerable champion of Freethought, 1\'fr. George Davenport, of
this city, who cast the chains asunder; and when I contemplate the feelings of the slave on his emancipation, I cannot
even compare that with the emancipation of the mind. He
is a noble man. May his stay with us be long; we cannot
afford to lose such missionaries to our cause.
Keep up the pictures; they are all right. I believe in
them, and it is my honest opinion that cartoons are of great
value. I am of opinion that Puck's cartoons did more harm
to Jim Blaine than the three R's.
I hope I hav not intruded on your valuable space too much.
I will not trouble you again for three months, unless you hav
to hav the kindness to insert an obituary notice of and for
TnoMAS RoGEus.
me.
PAr.ATKA, FLA., July 14, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: The women folks having called upon me to
assist them in making a selection from the ''mottoes for Freethinkers," as advertised in your paper, I find myself, after
looking over them, in a real fault-finding frame of mind, and
hav determined that you shall hav the benefit(?) of my cri t
icism.
Taken in the order in wllich they occur in the advertisment, the first one expresses literally (whatever it may be
made to express under '' spiritual" license, a doctrin no genuin Liberal can subscribe to), the "living" hav the right
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only for each to control himself. 'l'he second is vague and
only partly true. Freethought, doubtless, is a great helper
·in the search for truth,. but surely no one will say it necessarily givs it to us: In the third the cart is plainly before
the horse-so far-as either position has any unison wit-h fact.
Superstition is the child wholly of Ignorance, and has but
the one parent, a hermaphrodite at that, and may be either
mother or father to slavery; but its child-never, only in an
illegitimate way; and as we are to hav only' • mental" liberty,
illegitimacy is fatal to the claim of ma.. or pa-ternity. The
fourth utters a philosophical fact without circumlocution,
and ~. therefore, good. The fifth is good enough for those
it may suit. The sixth I hav always looked upon as Grundy·
sop. Remove its center, its heart, and then full-fledged Liberals can adopt it as a motto. Seventh, " now" and " here"
are very good places in which "to be happy," but some of
us hav been happy heretofore (yesterday), and a few hav a
hope of a little hereafter (to-morrow, for instance). Eighth,
a wise enough injunction, but doubtless dressed to please
the children. Ninth, cannot be excelled, and should adorn
, the ~ails of every parlor and habitable room on the planet,
and be pasted in the crown of every hat ·large enough to be
worn by Helen Gardener's theological students.
Send us the fourth, fifth, and ninth, the only ones-of the
lot really worth, as we see it, the room they will occupy on
the wall.
'
Success to the grand old TRUTH SEEKER. While not exactly
in the van, it is doing a glorious work, and is doubtless evaluting as rapidly as is consistent with robust health.
LEWIS MoRRis.
NEw ZEALAND, June 3, ·1886.
Mu. EDITOR : The specimen copies I sent for came duly to
hand. Thanks. Since then I ordered through a 'news-agent
here regular copies to be sent for one year. Those cartoons
speak volumes at a glance. They will reach the mind of
many where reading would not, and thus afford matter of
interest to a wider variety of minds. "Liberty in Danger"
is, I think, a little overdone-at least, we in New Zealand do
not anticipate the danger indicated in that cut; but perhaps
it is meant to illustrate the past more than the present or future. The last one on the same number, "An Apparition of
the Virgin," is as complete an exposition of church history
as could well be imagined, the best epitome of ecclesiastical
stratagem and subtlety extant. A March number is just to
hand. "A Clerical Surprise-Party" is, I think, grand.
Your artist is a genius of the first water. His subjects are
. highly creditable to himself and THE TRUTH SEEKER. The
humor and satire in this picture are, I should say, perfection.
The peculiarly happy method here depicted of turning the
tables on the enemy is, while amusing, yet wonderfully cutting. The numbers for March 20th and April lOth are both
remarkably good; nothing could be more appropriate. Long
may Mr. Heston flourish.
The reading· matter of your journal is varied, ·and Freethinkers of all shades will find in your columns food for
thought. Every Liberal will view with satisfaction the fair
field you allow to all-Materialist, Spiritualist, and Socialist.
And I hav no doubt our orthodox friends would also find
THE Tm;rTH SEKKim quite as Liberal with them as with those
of, so to speak, its own household. This is as it should be
(or else, Mr. Editor, you would be clannish and partial),
provided always that contributions and opinions are couched
in suitable language.
Perhaps a few lines respecting our position as Freethinkers
in this distant colony may be of interest to some of your
readers. Loooking at our position broadly. I think :we hav
made fair progress. Of course we hav a goodly number of
"devil-dodgers" to contend with, but even these show a disposition to be more tolerant and liberal than of old. We hav
quite a number of Freethought As.sociations in the centers of
population. Attempts hav been made .to support a Freethought organ, but without lasting success. Our last effort
in this direction was the Freethought Review, published at
Wanganni, on the North Island. This was a capital little
paper of sixteen pages, moderate and tolerant in its tone,
well got up-in fact, would not disgrace the editorial sanctum
of the New York Herald or London Times. I am quite sure
TnE TRUTH SEEKER would welcome it as a bosom friend.
But, alas! it is_dead, to our lasting disgrace. This want of
effort or milk-and-water spirit of Liberalism is a stain on our
cause in New Zealand. We hav the numbers, but not the
vitality that makes for success. When one thinks of the
many privileges and advantages we enjoy-means of communication, the right to think, and the right to say what we
think-those of us who, out of their abundance, will not
step out of our path to promote and help along a cause either
by word, pen, ·or purse, are worse than the brutes. They at
least only prey on each other from necessity; man too often
for pleasure. The open enemies that we fight against we can
respect; they, too, are fighting for a cause they believe to be
right. But your milksop of a Freethinker, the man who
says, "I'm not concerned either way," is credit to neither
God nor devil. "I would ye were hot or cold, but sinee ye
are lukewarm I will spew you out of my mouth." I can
r~spect the man thut said that, Infidel though I am. That
man was in earnest, he was sincere; henc<,J he was honest.
Our lending members of the government are pronounced
Agnostics (with the exception of the colonial treasurer), the
premier avowedly so before his election. Our schools are
purely secuiJlr, and rightly so. I trust they may continue so;
for when eveu the men who compose the various governments of the world hold such diametrically opposit opinions
on uuitters of conscience, I think it high time that those governments having any pretensions to civilizution dropped the
recognition of religion and a state church. (Query: Why
not 11 state God?) This is a question purely for private judgment; it is at best only a matter of opinion. Let ministers,
parents, Sunday-schools of the various denominations, take

this subject under their special care. Governments are no
more fit to say what God-shall be worshiped than is a wild
Indian. True, there are some people who do not hesitate to
inform us that they are on very intimate· terms with their
God, and actually take .it upon themselvs to advise him.
.
Advise almighty God!
There is, too, a class of "sky-pilots" who think it no
shame to dip their hands in the tax-payer's pocket in aid of
this almighty God. For my part, I am quite willing for all
and sundry to hav a God; nay, more, so long as they support
their own God, and keep their hand from the tax-payer's
chest, I will to the best of my ability help them in maintaining their right to worship all or any Gods that they feel it their
duty to worship, provided always that that duty does not
infringe on the rights of those who do not feel worship a
duty or necessity. To a certain extent-that is, if we are
Liberal-we should sympathize with the individual who
owns a God, much in the same spirit that we sympathize
with our children with their toys and youthful sports-it
interests them and does not hurt us.
But, apart from this, I agree with numbers of your readers
that it is altogether out of place for any government to take
upon itself the responsibility of setting up a slate God or
state church. It is a gross injustice to those whose imagination is not sufficiently fertil to enable them to set up an ideal
future world or God. For a government to do this is only
setting up a modern brazen serpent to bewilder thought, and
tamper with the right of private jud~~:ment. On the other
hand, if individuals choose to organize and build churches
for the purpose of giving vent to their surcharged feelings
and sentiments, why, let them, by all means. "The fear of
hell is a hangman's whip, to keep the wretch in order,"- etc.
I know very many people who feel it to be a conscientious
duty to periodically worship. I can feel for them, and I can
respect them. On the other hand, again, there are vast numbers of worthy and respected men and women who are humanitarians in the best sense of the word, but who cannot
worship. Which, then, shall a government do-compel the
former not to worship, or the latter to support what they do
not believe in? Of course a Liberal government wfll say,
"It is a question that we must not, and that we dare not,
deal with."
Referring again to your paper, I trust you will continue
the pictures. They can be obnoxious to only the bigoted
Liberal. The man who tells you that he will cease taking
your paper if these cartoons are continued is virtually saying, "Unless you think as I do, you are wrong." The pictures are certainly free from immorality. To the Liberal
Freethinker, blasphemy is a word without meaning. So let
us hav the pictures.
You hav some capital stories in the "Corner." "John
Toogood," March 24th, givs us food for thought. " A Huge
Joke" affords us a go0d lesson on selfishness. Your Correspondence columns will draw minds together and enable
kindred hearts to exchange an idea or mental grasp of the
hand with those they will never meet.
T. HARWOOD.
BRoOKLYN, N.Y., July 13, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Long live TnE TRU'l'll SEEKER. Your inflated, hook-nosed Adam in last week's issue amused me
very much. I shall call and subscribe before I return to
Oregon.
Please excuse a stranger for intruding on your space, for I
do not really feel a stranger to that knowledge of the error
of religious superstition which places all lovers of right and
truth on a footing of good fellowship.
G. L. BunGEss.
MILWAUKEE, OR., July 13, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: In TnE TRUTH SEEKER of June 19th is a
communication from Colonel Kelso, in which he seems to
think he has found a solution of the Prohibition problem so
plain that all Infidel Prohibitionists ought at once to take the
other side. Now, there is no man in whose company I
would rather find myself than in his. However, reformers
cannot always select their company, and in this movement,
when one finds himself traveling with the whisky-dealers on
one road and with the Women's Christian Temperance
Union on the otheF, he feels like taking to the woods.
Of course, each Infidel will determin his position by the
facts and logic of the case, as he understands them.
Brother Kelso says: " Our Prohibition friends correctly contend that, so long as ardent spirits are imported into the
United States or manufactured and sold therein, certain persons will be injured by the excessiv use of them."
I do not think that is our position at all. We contend and
profess to know that alcohol is a poison. Our position is not
that it injures " certain persons," bnt all person.~ who uRe it;
not that its cxcessiv use is injurious, but that its use is injurious. We do not admit that it is properly a "drink" or a
food. Water is the only drink, and alcohol resembles water
only in the irrelevant fact of its being a fluid. We do not
admit that, as a general proposition, alcohol is good, and
that only some incidental evil comes from it, but affirm that
it is bad, and que'!tion even the incidental good which it is
said to produce. I am rather green in this business, having
had only about thirty year~' experience as a Prohibitionist,
but my impression is that Brother Kelso· has not succeeded
in stating our position, but in misstating it.
He says: "All this, however, is equally true of money.
Indeed, far more evil results from love of money than love
of drink." I do not· think any serious evil ever resulted
from love of either. A person might love alcohol ever so
much, and it would not hurt him if it did not get into his
stomach or brains. And right here is the philosophy of Prohibition. We can neither reconstruct the human stomach
and nerves so they will withstand the effect of alcohol, nor
take away the perverted appetite, which in many cases is inherited, and will be transmitted to posterity. The only practical thing we can try to do is to get the stuff out of the
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way. It is a matter of regret to me that I was not endowed
with more of the love of money, instead of taking little
thought for the morrow. I should not now be in poverty,
and would be of more use in the world. But I did not acquire
an appetite for ardent spirits, and am glad I didn't. Does
Brother Kelso really think money a greater evil than ardent
spirits, and of two evils is he willing to choose the least?
How would he like to hav his pension commuted from money
to commissary whisky ?
Would he not like to hav thousands of dollars to distribute
among the poor or to compensate them for honest toil ?
Would he like to possess large quantities of ardent spirits
for the same purpose? Does he think the saloon-keeper who
takes the greater evil, money, from the toiler and givs him
the lesser evil, whisky, and thus deprives his family of food
and clothes, is a luminous example of benevolence? "Why
not, then, prohibit the use of money as well as rlrink"
(whisky)? Because mouey is a nice thing to hav and to use,
but whisky is not. It is a good thing, taken in moderation,
even for women and children. The art of acquiring and
u~ing it properly is an education.
Not so ardent spirits.
The best thing to do with them is to let them alone.
"So of women. Why not prohibit tbem?
If
prohibition be good in one of these cases, why not in the
other? Let us be consistent."
The cases are not exactly alike. Women constitute more
than half of mankind, and to exterminate them is to destroy
the human race. To extirpate alcohol would har(lly involve
such dire consequences. To kill all tlw women would be
wholesale· murder, and the suicitle of the race. Does
Brother Kelso charge any such fiendish purpose upon Prohibitionists? To be sure, we should miss whi~ky in politics,
because whisky votes and woineu don't; but this is not as
it should be. Women should be eufranchi~ed and whisky
extirpated. Most women are good. Some >tre partly bad.
All whisky is bad. BesideR, women do not degrade nwn.
The charge is 'a slander., Even the most degraded women
are a shield to the rest. It has beeu frequently urged that
if it were not for brothels virtuous women could not safely
walk the streets of our large cities. Thousands of women
who were once innocent. and beautiful hav been sacrificed
upon the foul altar of man's brutal lusts, and then through
all the long ages he has turned around with the Rnealdng
plea, "The woman tempted me and I did rat." But our
laws are prohibitory in regard to the exercise of the amatory propensities, excepting in monogamic marriage. But
these laws are not, ancl never hav been, an entire success.
Adultery, bigamy, rape, etc., will prevail so long as the propensity of amativness exists, in spite of all prohibitory legislation. The reason, arcording to Brother Kelso, isolwions.
The legislation should be directed entirely to the " bump "
of amativness, and Anthony Comstock's hearl should be whittled n!I for a model. There is one difficulty, however, and
that is that there would not be enough left of Tony's heud
to be a model of anything only for a specimen for a microscope.
Brother Kelso says, " So long as this appetite existR, so
long as it calls with money for intoxicating drinks, and so
long as love.of money exists, these drinks will be manufactured and sold, in spite of all prohibitory legislation." That
is his opinion, not ours, and he will readily see that we are
compelled to act upon our own opinion, not upon his.
".This appetite and this love of money depcml to a great
extent upon certain cranial developments, certail.l phrenolop;ical bumps. These bumps, then, must.be prohibited. In
them we hav the root of the evil.
When our Prohibition friends go thus to the root of the evil, they may
reasonably hope for success."
This argument assumes that any course of human conduct
which depends upon cranial development is not a proper
subject for legislation. Instead of legislating ou the conduct, we should "go down to the root of the evil," aurl
legislate on the bumps. But all human conduct depenrls
upon cranial development. TlH'refore there should be no
legislation upou human ·conduct. "Let us be eonsisten1."
Let us not single out liquor laws as an exception, but abolish
all laws· upon human conduct, and legislate on the bumps.
Men with large acqnisitivness, destrnct.ivness, firmness,
and secretivness, and small benevolence, are liable to commit robbery and other desperate crimrs. Phrenologists will
point out those most likely to perpetrate these crimes; hence
our hiws should not be against those who commit crimes or
misdemeanors, but against their bumps. Besides, thousands
of years of experience hav shown that so long as craniums
are shaped wrong these crimes will continue, in spite of prohibitory laws. But, curiously enough, the appelite'for ardent
spirits does not in any way depPnrl upon cranial development. Men of every possible form of cranium a1e victims.
A phrenologist might, with some .degree of success, point
out those who would be likely to sell whiHky, but none ever
did or ever will try to tell who is likely to drink it. Many of
them are in every respect good men and l!onest citizens w!1en
the poison is out of their reach. The )ngher the orgamz~
tion the more fully developed the bram, the !)lOre diectlV
the poison. The most enthusiastic optimist will hardly hope
for a time within the next million years wht•n the avcrap:c
man will equal some who hav b_ec~nnc victims of ~lcohol.
W c appreciate all that has been stud m regard to 1not1 vs and
intentions of the church but so long as we an~ compelled to
legislate upon the liquo~ tram~ we think Prohibition is wh:~t
we should aim at. To make It the monopoly of a few, as 1s
done under license laws and to punish their infringement, is
as great an abridgement' of personal freedom as Prohibition.
The " moonshiners" in the South are hunted by government
detectivs lilte wild beasts, not because they manufacture and
sell a poison, but because they do not pay money for the
privilege. What better is that th~n the sel~ing; of iud ulgences,
against which Luther protested? Now, 1t seems to me that
what we ure urgently in need of is not the atlvice of even as
good and true men as we know Colonel Kelso and Professor
Bell to be, but facts and logic, and upon these we are willing
to decide.
D. PRIESTLEY.
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flhildrttl s Qlorntr.
Editk by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
di'Der, Mass., to whom all Communications/or
· this Corner slwuld be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

~till

.Another Prize to Try For.

Since the last issue of TnE TRUTH SEEKER
we. hav received another gift of five dollars
for the Children's Corner. The kind donor
desires to offer this sum, $5, for the best
article on "Hygiene," competitors to be not
over sixteen years of age. Time, three
months from elate.
Now, dear girls and boys, we want you to
try your very best, for hygiene or the science
of health is a grand and important topic, and
we want your ideas upon the subject. Our
aim in offering prizes is to stimulate thought,
originate ideas, and ripen judgment. We
are proud of our bright young thinkers, and
hav no· doubt that in mature manhood and
womanhood many who are now children
will look back to the Children's Corner as the
place where they received the first inspiration
to effort-to tldnk for themselvs. Now let
us see who will hav the best and brightest
artiCle on Hygiene. We thank our generous
friend for the gift to the Corner, and his interest in our work.-ED. C. C.
CoRRECTION.-The author of the story of
" Little Sun Lee " printed in the Children's
Corner, July 17th, and which won the prize
offered by D. B. Cozine, is Laura Stewart, of
Cleveland, Ohio, and not Cora, as inadvertcut.Iy printed. We regret the error.

.Always

~unrise

Somewhere.

There is always sunrise somewhere !
Though the night be round thee drawn,
Somewhere still the east is bright 'ning
With the rosy tlush of dawn.
What though near the bat is tlitting,
And the raven croal<s his lay,
Somewhere still the sun-bird's greeting
Hails the rising of the daY.
Let us lay to heart the comfort
In this sweet reflection found,
That, however dense our d~trlmess,
Somewhere still the world around
Dews are glistening, flowers uplifting,
Wild birds warbling, as rebom,
Ln.Jws and streams and woods and mountains
1\Ielting in the kiss of morn !
Ne'er the night, however dismal,
. But withdrew its "lfings of gloom;
Ne'er was sorrow but a d1w star
Did at last its depths illume.
Nt'er was woe but in its bosom
Was the seed of hope impearled,
There is still a sunrise somewhere,
Speeding, speeding round the world.

Biographical.
COI' ERN IOUS.
A boy of fifteen was asked the other clay :
"Who was Copernicus?" He did not know.
That the boys and girls of our acquaintance
may not be so ignorant of so important a character, we write this sketch of a truly great and
noble man.
Nicholas Copernicus was born at Thorn, in
Prussia, on the Hlth of February, 1473. He
obtained the first principles of a scientific and
chtsRical education in his father's house, afterward attending the university at Cracow,
where he studied mediciu aud graduated with
honors. l'Ie had a great liking for mathematies and astronomy, and went to Rome,
pursuing these studies and gaining there a
great reputation for scientific investigation.
Afterward he returned to his nativ land and
was made a canon of Frauenburg by the
bishop of Ermeland, who was his uucle. He
attended faithfully to his ministerial duties, at
the same time giving his medical services to
the poor without money aud without price.
He gave all his spare time to the study of
astronomy, which still engaged his attention.
He wa-s a quiet, grave man, wasting no time
in frivolous amusements. After an examinatiqn of the then generally accepted systems of
astronomy, he made up his mind that they
were incorrect in many particulars, and he
set about to explain the motions of the planets
upon a more scientific and certain principle.
As a result, he solved the then complex system of planetary revolution to his complete
satisfaction, but owing to the ignorance and
big-otr.v of tlw human minrl of thnt dny am!
age, he dared not publi~h his discoveries for

the long period of thirty-six years, fearing parents and relativs of the children for wh,om
persecution and that he would be put to we labor.-ED. C. C.
death for publishing knowledge not in accordance with the popular ideas.
Om· Puzzle Box.
The general idea was at that time that the
1.-REBUS.
sun moved around the earth, and very few
doubted that the sun and moon obeyed
Joshua when he commanded them to stand
still, as related in the Bible.
Of course, the new theory upset all such
What our little school-boy says.
silly fancies, but the people believed them
just the same, simply because they were re2.-MAGIC PICTURE ACROSTIC.
corded in the "holy scriptures." ~fartin
Luther expressed great disapprobation at the
new system revealed by Copernicus, and said
of him that he was an." old fool," and that he
was destroying the whole science of astronomy, and to prove that he was right had recourse to the Bible, which naturally. supported Luther's assertions. Copernicus was
the first who dared to differ with the biblical
teaching upon that subject, and for this reason he deferred publishing his discoveries for
so long a time. Hidden in darkness, therefore, he kept his MSS. for thirty-six long
years, and then, whep. the first printed copy
was at length brought to him, he lay upon
his death-bed, beyond the ·reach of the persecutor's hand.
But it was nearly a hundred years after his
death before his system met with a kind and
Foundation words in lower pictures-the
general reception. It was the greatest astronomical contribution ever given to the world, initials. and finals form the names of animals
hidden above.
because a true one, and easily proven. In
later times it has been modified somewhat by ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
the genius of Galileo, Newton, Kepler, and
JULY 17, 1886.
others, but its general principles remain the
1.-The world is my country; to do good
same.
my religion. 2.-Caster, aster; shoe, ~oe;
The tower from wl-l,ich Copernicus made spear, pear; harrow, arrow.
SoLVERs.-H. J. Messinger, Lyle D. Gault.
his observations, and the ruins of a hydraulic
machine constructed by him, are still in existence at Frauen burg. He died at that place
Correspond~mce.
in 1543. Monuments hav been raised to his
CALISTOGA, CAL., July 8, 286.
memory, one at Cracow and one at Thorn;
EDITOR CHILDREN'S CoRNER, Dear Madam:
also a colossal statue by Thorwaldsen was Seeing that no girl but myself writes to the
erected to his memory at Warsaw in 1829. Children's Corner from this valley, I guess I'll
The four-hundredth anniversary of his birth try and tell you how we are getting along out
here.
was celebrated at Posen Feb. 19, 1873.
l'vly father and I hav had a hard spell of the
Copernicus was a great and wonderful pneumonia
which kept us down for about six
man. The world owes him a debt of grati- weeks. I was not so bad as papa, and· am
tude for the splendid addition he made to quite well now, but he is not able to do more
goneral science in· an age clouded. by igno- than walk about with the support of a cane.
I am going to tell you about our Fourth of
rance, bigotry, and superstition. As the
July celebration. It was held on the fifth,
years go on llis memory will be more and because the people were too religious to hold
more reverenced, and Copernicus will be it on the fourth. I think if the soldiers could
cherished as " one of -the few, the immortal fight for their country's freedom on that day
, that we should not think it wrong to celebrate
names that were not born to die."
the right day, if it did fall on Sunday. It
S.H.W.
seemed as though all had passed and we were
bringing up the tag-end, as one of my schoolThe Ducks.
mates expressed it.
And then, the town officials would allow
Oh, Charley, what do you think I've seen
no firearms or shooting of any. kind, not even
Down the hill by the brook ?
firecrackers. .Other years the popping of
An old mother ben and.ducklinl!s tenfirecrackers and booll).ing of cannon were
Do come with me now and look.
heard tllroughout the day. But this celebraIt's such a cool and shady spottion seemed so quiet and uninteresting I
.The banks are bright and green,
The picnic was held in the Springs grounds,
And thousands of tlowers are blooming there,
where some years ago the place was a scene
The loveliest ever seen.
of beautiful flowers, shrubbery, and trees,
'fhe great elms bend their branches down,
but lately used as a cow-pasture, free to evAnd the sun pours down so bright
eryone who wished to go there as any other
That every tiny buttercup
field, but on the fifth it was closed and "Fifty
Is a btaze of golden light.
cents admission"-closed on the very day, of
The wood anemones cluster there,
all days, on which it ought to be free.
The ferns grow green and tall,
The platform for dancing was cool and
And the violets bend to the water's edge ;
shady, being canopied with fir boughs and
But the ducks are sweeter than all.
decked with flags. The music by the Calistoga Brass Band was excellent, and that is
We'll giv them meal, which they'll shovel down
In a hungry, funny way;
about all that I think was good.
Stich broacl yellow beaks and web-footed toesThe races did· not amount to much, and the
" Never a finer breed," you'llsay.
"Horribles "-why, you could see at any masquerade ball twice the strikingly grotesque
Their little ronnel backs all covered with down,
and ludicrous figures we saw there. I do
Their breasts all covered with gold,
not tell you of our celebration here meaning
And they swim about in the shining brook,
to complain, for, ·as it was, I had a pretty
And splash in the water cold.
goorl time. I hope, though, you had a more
While the poor old hen looks on amazedglorious and patriotic Fourth than I did, and
Such doings to her are new ;
enjoyed yourself immensely.
Never mother had 8Uch a wilful broodYours for freedom, A. LILE WEYBRIGH1'.
Oh, dear! what can she do 'I
With fright and flutter and cluck and clack,
She calls, but they answer " No.''
And louder and louder she cries, " Come back !
You'll drown if you do so."
One after another they gaily dash
In and out of the water bright;
In their frolic they heed not her call,
And care not for her fright.
But night will come, and, tired of play,
They'll seek her sheltering wing;
The patient hen won't turn away,
She'll guard them like a ldng.

PHACI'ICAL

EXPERIEl\CE

WITH POULTRY.
BY

GEO. 1\I.

DAVENPORT.

This work contains all that can be learned from
a two dollar book. Sold at the low price of 25
cents. Young girls are wanted in every country
town to sell it. Liberal discount to the trade.
Price, 25 cents per copy.

A FRIEND writes: "I am delighterl with
your idea of training the minds of children.
Address GEO. M. DAVENPORT,
It givs them a chance to rise faster, truer, and
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
better than anything I hav yet heard of. It
33 Clinton Place, New York.
really looks as though our children would not
hav to go to school until half old enough to
Bible Fabrications Refuted
die before ever being known to express an
and
original idea."--We thank our friend for
his pleasant aurl encouraging words. Our The Errors or the Bible Exposed,
BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
hands and heart. are strengthened iu our work
Price, 15 cents.
by the cousciousncss that our efforts nrc
Addr~AA THE TIWTII SEEKER CO.,
being heartily sccon<.led l\Ull approved by the
33 Olin ton Plac~, .New York.
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THE TRUTH SEEICER .JULY :11_; 1:886
'flte Town of' Liberal, Mo.
Sir:
Your extended account and comments on the
:troubles in Liberal, as gathered from your
issue of July 17th, justify me in asking your
indulgence for a short space, that we may be
set right before your readers. I think if all
the truth "·ere known, the genu in Free thought
people of the world would justify us in all we
did or hall a hand in doing; and when I say
ns I wish to comprehend ninety-nine-onelmiidredths of the entire inhabitants of the
town of Liberal. You know as much about
a mob visiLing one Youmans as I do. All I
know about such a gathering came from
Youmans, and, if what he said 'is true, he is
quite as much to blame as they. As I got it,
a few young fellows visited Youmans at a
late hour at night and told him to leave within
twenty-four hours. Whereupon he fired on
them out of the window, and they returned
the shot. This is his story as told the next
morning, as I understand. I hav endeavored
to ascertain if there was a mob and the participants in it, and I can get no closer to it
than what I hav related. I do know, however, as well as I know anything from
annlogy, that no citizen of Liberal participated
in any such gathering or countenanced it.
On the other hand I ha v reasons to believe
. that no such gathering ever occurred ; that
the whole thing was a make-believe mob to
raise a little cheap boom for prostitution,
which hopes to find respectability through
Frcethought. I assure you those freelovers
are very obnoxious to the people round about"
the county, as you may see from the following from the So·uthwest Missourian :
To pm EDITOR oF THE TRUTII BEEKER,

Henry B.eplogle is, as we learn, publishing a
freelove paper in Liberal. Mr. Replogle is .the
man who, on one occasion, left Liberal because of
his detectiDll in fl transaction strongly illustrating
the doctrins he How preaches, and the pressure of
public seHtiment directed in the channel of purity
and love uncletiled will again force him to seek
other fields for the promulgation of his infam'ous
'creed. Barton comitv has no room for such men.

You see from -the above the feeling against
them. Am I to blame for that? Should I be
condemned if the people from the country
rise against them? I cannot control them,
and I am not responsible for what they may
.dD I hav been intrumental in protecting
them from violence on two occasions, and
would do it 'again, though I am unjustly accusetl of encouraging mob violence by the
very parties I hav protected. I would not
hav the vilest wretch on earth mobbed, but I
- am not responsible if a person so conducts
himself ns to bring about such a state of
affairs.
No one has ever been persecuted here for
opinion's sake, unless it be those believing
in the sacredness of the family relations.
They hav ever been the objects of hatred by
the misogamists and church people alikeone because they will not succumb to their
philosophy (?) or rather passions, and the
other, because they do not fall into the snare
and verify Christian predictions that " Freethought tends to a lower morality." . So it is
we are constantly under the cross-fire and
/combined assaults of freelust and the church.
We might complain of persecution very properly. We may fail; we may fall before the
allied powers of priestcraft and misogamy;
but we will never surrender. We will never
tear from the family altar the purity of
mother, wife, sister, daughter. When they
are assaulted we will not seek some recluse
of safety, but we will meet the libertin and
harlot at the threshold of our home, and defend the innocence within. If this be persecution of them, then place us in that list in
double-capped letters.
Let me say to you, and through your extensivly circulating paper to your readers, be
not deceived by the siren song of belief,
rrhere is not an intellectual belief in freelove
on earth. The whole theory of freelove is
founded on an improper action of the cerebellum, and not the intellect. It follows the
dictates of passion, not of pure belief. It is
the child of lust, and not of love; of brutal
desire, not reform.
No one should _presume to interfere with
another's belief. But we should not be confounded between public practice and private
opinion. A man may believe it is proper to
take the life of a human being, but when he
attempts to practice it, it at once becomes our
duty to prevent the murder. He may believe
in self-defilement,and free lust, but when he
attempts their public practice, to the ruin of
others, he then interferes with the rights of
others, and they n4ay properly object.
The time has come for Freethought journals to take one side or the other of this practice. They hav either to come out and
squarely denounce that ism, or register their
intluence-on the side of uuiverRal prostitution
.made respectable (?) through Freethought,
which at once will kill the whole movement
in America-and it ought to. With all the
faults lying at the door of the church, we can
say, to its honor, it does not recognize one
organ, in all its hundreds of papers, that advocates th!i.[>romiscuous relations of the sexes.
Would tiun:·we could say as much for Freethought..
Yon hint that the mob might hav caused

Mr. Qhaapel to withdraw from the Liberal.
We will say, No, it was his philosophy(?) on
the social question that made the vacancy.
He and Warren 'Chase are referred to
Youmans to verify his misrepresentations.
Neither of them was presPnt at. the hall, and
neither of them knows anything about it of
their knowledge. No honorable or truthful
man will verify their statements, because
they are not true.
In all of mv work in the Liberal cause I
hav endeavored to represent Freethonght in
the highest conception of ethical culture. I
hav made some mistakes, no doubt, but never
to the debasement of the cause, to my knowledge. My work has always been to arrive at
a higher and a better condition. If I hav
been radical, it has been in accordance with
my conception of right. To this course I hav
had inuch opposition, and will likely hav
much more. This opposition comes from
those claiming to be Liberals.
The truth is, Liberal is the mark for all the
cranks in. the country to shoot at. They all
come here and expect us to turn their crank;
and if we fail to do so, as we always do, then
we are registered as an autocrat, opinionated,
il-Liberal, and as many other endearing
names as hatred and malice can coin. Every
misfortune and ill of the· county, from the
discomfiture of a freelove nest to a colicky
babe, is laid to me, and I must bear it all. I
hav borne it for six years, and am willing
to bear it for six more, but would be glad to
giv the place up to anyone who would like to
try the experiment. I hav a good property,
worth about fifty thousand dollars, consisting
in part of a good coal-mine, now i'n activ operation, which will pay fifteen per cent on the
investment, with at least thirty thousand dollars' worth of other property, which I would
like to sell to some man, or company of men,
who will come and take my place, and I will
giv two thousand dollars to anyone· who will
find. me a pun:haser. While I attach but
little importance to this freelove "tempest in
a teapot," I believe some one else could take
my place with advantage to the cause and
profit to themselvs.
In conclusion, let me say, that "shot-gun"
howl of the freelusters is all bosh. Stewart
said " if a man should defile his daughter, he
would use a shot-gun on him, but he would
not advise others to take his remetly into their
hands~" Mr. Stewart made no attack on any
one; he criticised an ''ism" called free love,
for which he was personally abused by them.
What he said has been misrepresented and
the whole Freethought country put ablaze by
the aggressors and those in the wrong, and
your usually just paper use:l to the injury of
your friends.
G. H. W ALBER.
Liberal, Mo.

PRICE, T\YENTY-FIVE CENTS.
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To TIIE EDITOR oF THE TRUTII SEEKE1~,

Sir :
I wish to commend the very fair hearing you
hav giv our trouble here, and set you right
on our attitude as regards the '' airing in and
out of season of our doctrins." We hav never
attempted to advocate social reform in a public
place or meeting at any time. Mr. Moore
has not even expressed himself to me on that
question, and has never approached it in
public. Stewart having made a strong tirade
against freelove, and Walser calling a vote
afterward, naturally made those present fear
a reply to his lecture, but none was intended.
It was against his mobocratic attitude that
the devoted four arose, but the crowd would
not listen to them for a considerable time,
stamping and calling out'' Sit down!" About
thirty persons, out of the whole, stand,and are
ostracized with us, among whom are the
broader-minded and more substantial ones of
the town. As many more are rabid and
stand with Walser and .Stewart. The remainder are neutral, and swayed by the
majority or greatest noise. Those who hav
been considered heretofore the best citizens
are disgusted with Walser's proceedings and
are discouraged. Many are kept quiet by
having their homes mortgaged to him. He
would crush them if they said a word, they
feel sure. We hav said as little about
things as was consistent with honesty, and
were very mild on radical questions,
but all to no purpose; they knew our
principles, and Stewart made capital ,aut of
them to win notoriety. Walser cannot stand
the idea of another paper. He has just
crushed, by mortgage, a newspaper in the
Christian town adjoining. Having no other
hold on us, he encouraged mob demonstrations, and has finally recommended starving
out and law, whenever anything can be
caught that will do at all; but we watch close
that he may not get us where we cannot
easily prove more than we say. I should like
to giv more facts and spirit of the affair, but
hav not.time now.
H. P. REPLOGLE.
Liberal, Mo.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

CONTENTS:

To call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" o
Nihilism is scaJ•cely extravagance.-Boston Advertism·.
It is perhaps the book which has most powerfully influenced the youth. of ltussia in theil
growth into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
noteworthy as a work which has played so impor
taut a part in the political and social history of
the century.-Boston Cou1"ier.
As a revelation of folk life it is invaluable; we
hav no other Russian pictures that compare with
it.-Providence Stm·.
The characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
that the interest in their fate becomes intense as
the thread of the narrativ is slowly unwound.Boston Satu1·day E-vening Gazette.
When we come to consider the publication of
such books as Flaubert's "Salammbo" and 'I'cher
nychewsky's ''What's To Be Done?" we emma
avoid the conclusion that something must hav
happened to the society for the suppression o
indecent literature.-St, Lo-uis llepublican.
In cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
Audress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 CliHton Place, New York.

Calendar for 1886; Freethought in the United
::ltates, 1885; How the Church Filches from the
State; Public Contributions to the Church; The
Religion of Crime; Chaplains in our Army a11d
Navy; The Higher Life, by Courtlandt Palmer;
l\iy Dream, by ~amuel P. Putnam; Tlw Amen can
Secular Union; Statistics of Our Foreign-Born
Population: The Curate of Churn side. (~elected
Rtory.) By Jas. Payne; How Voltaire Died, by the
Editor: 'l'he Iron Virgin; B.eligious Diviswns of
the World; Paine Memorial Hall (Illustrated);
The Story of 1885; Immigration to the U. S.
AND THEil~
1820-1884; "Freethom:ht in Australia; Freethonght
on the Continent; Subjects of Illustration; FreeParallels
in
Otbet· Religions
thought .Journals; Heligious Deuo!ninations;
Area and Value of Farms; Population of Large Being a CompariRon of the Olcl and New TeRta
mcnt lllyths and 1\Iiracles with those of
Cities ; Liberal Lecturers.
heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their Origin
and Meaning. With
ILLUSTRATIONS:
numerous illustrations.
Lick Observatory, Girard College, Philadelphia,
Freethought Hall, Wnco, Texas (interior view);
The object of the wo•·k 1s to point out the m),th
Freethought Hall, Waco, Texas (extel'ior v1ew); with which the Old anil New Testaments abound,
'.rhe Tent, Iron Virgin, Paine Hall, liioncu\"e D. to s4 ow that they were held in commou wit-h other
Conway, Saladin, Annie Besantjlllal~Y Wollst0ne- nations; aHd then trace them to their evident ori
craft, G. W. Foote, Austin Ho yoake, J. S. liiill, gm and explaiH their meaning.
George Eliot, Geo. Staudring, Ernst Haeckel,
"It is unquestionable true that the results of a
Auguste Comte, Edward Gibbon, l\Iax l\Iuller, rationalist-IC study of the Christ-ian scriptures are
Thos. Huxley, Volt•nrej Ohas. Darwin, Rousseau, nowhere else so accessible as they are HOW made
Humboldt, Byron, She! ey, David Hume, Goethe, intne wol'k befot·e us."-.. V. Y. Sl_tn.
Robert Burns, Richard Carlile, Herbert Spencer,
1 vol. Svo. Clo\h. About 600 pages.
Castelar, Bradlaugh, Chas. A. Watts, J. A. Fronde,
t>rlc"· $!.!.50.
John Tyndall.
THE 'l'ItU'l'H SEEKEH CO.,
33 Clinton Place, !';ow York.
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History of Woman's Costume llfovement; its
first 35 years, Events and Persecutions, Supplemented by Modern Martyrdom. 132pp., tine paper,
25c. Progress vs. Fashion. 32pp., paper, 10c
'\\Toman's Way Out. 32pp., paper, 10c. Love ani!
Transition. Poetic, in two P>ti·tsi an Epic and an
Argument. 191pp., in tine cloth and gilt, 75c.
Sent on receipt of price, by the author,
tojn1
lii. E. TILLOTSON, Vineland, N.J.

SELF-CONTRAlHCTIONS OF TilE
BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Th01igh
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. Bunn, one of our ablest corresponqents. More
than 30,000 copies h>tv been solcl, Pnce, 15 cents,
For sale at th1s office.
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INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of "The
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be read once, bnt tP
be kept and referred to, and pondered over fran.
year to year. It is a t5nide-book of Liberalism
through the past centnnes prior to HiOO, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It docs not take the place
of other histories like Gihbon, Hallam1 or Lecky
but it makes them intelligible by pointmg out the
white light thn.t h·ts been cast upon the lmill
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty
from the little stream of Freethought that ha
liowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed course
down through the ages which now liv only as our
realm of lliemory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $3.50,
Address THE TUUHT SEEKER.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
PAINE'S P.GE OF REASON.
SUBJECTS:
The Greatest o:f all Anti-Bibll·
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMcal Works.
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handBy THOMAS PAINE,
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illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in Eng ·sh or German
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25 cents. Six copies for
SCIENCE IN STORY; DliJ. Sammy Tubbs, the Price, Smgle Copies, $1.00.
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'250 pages, illustrateu and cloth bound. ('I'he fifth
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m their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene bers at a loss to.dccidc on the propriety of asepa
and opposing vaccination ; "Health in the Sun- ration.n
beamk" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
Price, 35 cents.
to s1c and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
For either r>f these works1 or any of Paine's
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.· The Bravest Battle.
The b1·avest battle that ever was fought!
Shall I tell yon where and when 1
On the maps of the world yon will find it not;
•Twas fought by the mothers of men.
Nay, not with cannon, or battle shot,
With sword, or nobler pen;
Nay, not with eloquent word or thought
From months of wonderful men.
But deep in a walled-up woman's heartOf woman that would not yield,
Bnt bravely, silently, bore her partLo ! there is that battle-field !
No marshaling troop, no bivouac song;
No banner to gleam and wave!
But, oh! these battles, they last so longFrom babyhood to the grave !

-Joari'J,in Miller.

The Little Song.
A. little song, a shallow song,

He wrote and put it by;
The fire of genius high and strong
Shone in his youthful eye.
Burnt in his soul, coursed through his veins,
He felt the power of nobler strains.
Years passed. In-poor obscurity
He struggled on and on ;
Men glanced upon him heedlessly;
HiR life's best years were gone.
Broken, world-weary, and alone,
With shattered hopes, unsought, unknown !
One day he chanced to find among
Old papers dusty gray,
The song he wrote when he was young,
That he had thrown away.
" Thou foolish little song !" cried he,
·" I·ll try my hapless luck with thee."
A. little song to touch the heart
Dawned on the world one day,
A. song to make the quwk tears start,
Yet comfort care awa3•- ·
A song so tender, exquisit,
H won the world through being sweet.
Well did it serve the bard at last,
That song of long ago;
After so many years had passed,
He wol;e one morn to know
That he had won a world-wide nameHis little song had brought him fame.
-Desley Brooke.

A Discouraged Pastor's Confession.
The Chicago Herald gets the following
from a local barber: " You've heard of people getting discouraged so that they feel just
like throwing up the sponge and quitting,
-havn't you? Well, there was a man of that
kind in here the other day. He was feeling
terribly blue, too, and I'll bet that in a week
you couldn't guess what business be was in.
No, he wasn't a dealer in ice cream, nor in
baby carriages, nor in roller skates. He
wasn't the proprietor of a blanket sheet newspaper, nor the manager of a legitimate theater
company, nor the pioneer of a dress reform.
He was a minister of the gospel, and preaches
every Sunday to a congregation on the West
Side. He was not only dejecten., but he was
confidential. He used to shave with me
regularly, and he and I were warm friends
for years. So he had no hesitation in talking
to me rigbt out in meeting, as it were. And
this is the way he went on :
"'Barber,' says he, 'I am discouraged. I
don't deny it-1 am downcast. Things are
not going right. I mean in the church-in
alf the churches. There is something wrong,._
I can't tell what it is, bnt I know there should
be a change. Very likely you know me well
enough to know that I am in earnest in my
work; that the cause of the master is dearer
to me than my own life, and that of all the
orthodox I am the most rigid and unswerving.
There is no dissension in my church, no lack
of goon. will between pastor and people, no
unusual scandal, no scarcity of funds, and
fair attendance at services. The trouble is
deeper than this. It is even more serious. It
is a case of dry rot, of decay at the roots, of
lifelessness in the branches, of drying up in
the marrow.
" 'Sundays are days which try my souL It
is not the work I perform, the efforts I am
called upon to make, which harrass me, but
the character of the soil into which the seed
is cast. I never leave my pulpit without
feeling oppressed by the indifference. which I
hav been facing, the listlessness against which
I hav been struggling. My congregations are
large enough, but they are so inanimate.
They listen, but they do not hear. It is not
casting pearls before swine, but like distributing books among bushes and hoping that the
shrubs will read and learn how to grow into
trees. There are exceptions, I know ; there
are listeners who drink in the gospel eagerly,
and whose faces appear to me like oases in a
human desert. But for one such there are a
score of blanks with eyes which see no fariller than the pews where their neighbors sit,

and with ears which listen bnly for the organ it ca~not thriv~ upon indiffe;ence and bla~k-, becoming on the destpictiori of the body an inpeal which silall signal the approach of the .pess of faith aml dozing eyes. There is still finitesimal part of the great being, hu!llanity·.
end of the services. There are scores of plenty of religion in the world, and plenty of. · If any 1s at. a loss to understand this imwomen thinking only of the dresses or faces it in Chicago, too, but sermons are losing: mortality of influence, let him conceive of
about them; scores of men slyly dozing or their potency because religion is changing its life .with all the results of past generations
with thoughts upon business, sports, or poli- character. We still hav the old sermons, b"Qt blotted ·ou:t, and what would .be left 'to the
tics. Perhaps i am singularly unfortunate, the new religion needs no sermons at all. man of to-day? Are not the works of genius
hut so constituted am I that in the course of The religion of the infinit revealed is giving more real to us than was the living man?
a sermon I invol.untarily count these blank place to a religion of humanity. It is seen The influence on the world of all men, it is
faces and compare their great number to the everywhere, but its best forms are fourid in true, is far from being alike, still, like. the
few upon whose countenances· can be seen the church. The ministers go on with their drop of water to the ocean, it forms a part of
the light of interest and thought. After each sermons abo1;1t the revelation and the book a w)lole.
'' There is neither mysticism nor hyperbole,
sermon I feel more dejected than on the· pre- and the interpretation, but it is in social leadvious Sabbath, and I know that the day is ership, in encouraging the meeting together but simple observation, in the belief that the
coming when my will and courage shall fail of men and women and children, in the moral eareer of every human being in society does
me, and rather than chill in the effort to warm and general teachings of the Sabbath-schools, not end with the death of the body. In spme
these ice floes I will seek other avenues of in ppund partying, sociables, Christmas-trees, sort its higher activities and potancy can. only
usefulness.
and, above all, in the aid societies. and the begin truly when change is. no longer possi" 'No doubt, barber, yon are unable to many works of charity clustering about it ble ; for the worthy gain influence and range
f4Jily appreciate my dejection, and to under- that the church finds its real power. The at each generation, just as the founders of
stand the depth of my despair, and the slmd- sermons are nowhere. They deal with relig- some populous race gain a greater fatherders which shake my frame when 1 enter the ion in the abstract, while the new religion is hood at each su;:ceeding growth of their depulpit_ No doubt you will say 1 am foolish practical. The religion of deep and serious scendants.
"The humblest life that ever turned a_sod
for giving way to such emotions, and that I conviction, of earnestness and great faith, of
should be satisfied as long as the people who communion with the scriptures and with the sends a wave, no, more than a wave-a life_:__
employ me are content with what they get. inspirer of all, is passing away. The present through the ever-growing harmonies of huBut I cannot help it. The stolid indifference power of the church is social, not spiritual. man society. Not a soldier died at Marathon
of my hearers to the thoughts and sentiments Preaching ·is merely endured, and pastoral or Salamis but did a stroke by which our
contained in my sermons is painful to me, prayer is a form. The choir is more potent thought is enlarged and our standard of duty _
because I know that in all of the churches in than the pulpit. And yet, out of deference to formed to this day. 'John Brown's body
this city the sa;ne scenes are enacted. Not custom, a,vast army of noble men go on week lies a-moldering in the grave, but his soul is
only here, but all over the country, are ;imilar after weelr laboring and. struggling and pro~ marching on.' "
This new view of immortality, which is in
exhibitions to be found every Sabbath.
ducing each year millions of sermons which
" • We still hav congregations, it is true, fall upon the people like useless handbills perfect harmony with science, bas also all the ennobling influences on character and healthbut only because it is- fashionable to go to upon .a cold and cheerless pavement.
church. It is the thing to -do. Church at"'It is appreciation of the vastness of this ful tendencies that are claimed for the old be~
tendance is with a large portion of the peo- wasted energy which oppresses me, barber, lief in objectiv immortality; for, while the
pie a mere matter of duty and faith rather and fills me full of sadness and foreboding_ 1 motiv underlying the wish for an objectiv
than desire. With others it is habit, perfunc- tremble for the future of a religion tlu~t is so immortality is purely a selfish one, the detorily performed. And with only a few-and drifting. I yearn for some work in life that sire to liv again in our good works is purely
•
.
they generally the aged or afflicted-is it the will giv me listening and th.inking men to talk altruistic.
To this new conception of another life our
fruition of earnest wish to hear the sacred to-a sphere of usefulness in which I need
truths, and drink in new spiritual life and not be a mere tolerated relic, but an actuality departed sister inclined during her 'biter
years.· Its influence on her character was
nutriment.
and indispensable. Can you ·advise me?'
"'This is a matter that is worthy serious
"'Certainly,' says· I. to my dear and long- good, as it must necessarily be on all who acthought. Reflect that in the United States winded pastor, 'certainly, sir. · Try barber- cept it. The reason why its influence_ must
be healtliful and ennobling is, that'it lifts the
tilere are seventy-five thousanil ministers, in g.'"
individual to a higher plane of thought and ·
preaching to more than that many congregaaction; it eliminates egotism and cultivates
Obituary.
tions. How much influence upon the charaltruism.
·
acter, the morals, and the lives of the people Dmn.-At her home in E'rentwood, L. 1., on
The
individual
who
is
forever
anxious
of this country hav the unceasing efforts of
July 2d, Mrs. Emily Cadman, wife of our
this vast army of laborers in the master's
esteemed frienn. ami co-worker in the cause about "his soul's salvation" is ilctuated only
vineyard? Is it not a fact that a few hunof truth, Chas. A. Cadman.
through love of his personality, while he who
dred editors of leading daily newspapers
It is fitting always on the close of a life to seeks or hopes to "join the choir invisible,"
make greater impress upon their fellow-men pause awhile amid onr activities to contem- does so only that others may be made better
· · t ers m
· our pu1pi'ts ? 1s It
· plate the mystery of death ; and that not only and happier thereby.
·
than a ll of th e mm1s
not a fact that the four English Sunday news- out of respect for the departed, but for. the
Dissatisfied with the low .aims, frivolities,
papers of Chicago, with their varied contents moral and spiritual welfare of the living as and inharmony of life as led by the multirelating to all of the affairs of life, with well.
tude, a few gifted minds,· nbout' forty years
blended news, sentiment, opinion, business,
It was one of the religious rites of the an- ago, inspired by the writings of Fourier,
romance-in each something to touch the cient Egyptians to hold a court of inquiry on Brisbane, Warren, Andrews, ann. others, of
heart or appeal to the reason-are·far more the character of each deceased person, to whom Margaret Fuller, Hawthorne,· and
powerful in their influence upon the half-mill- ascertain his fitness for another life, as dis- Thoreau were types, sought by their writings
ion people of this city than all of the sermons closed by his conduct in this. We of the and example to inspire others with the like
uttered in our hundreds of pulpits? Some of nineteenth century, as we stand at the open aspirations.
the newspapers print sermons, and I used to grave, or at the crematory furnace, ponder,
In our departed &iste~ they found an apt
write out my discourses-and giv copies to the not so much, if at all, the fitness of the indi- and enthusiastic disdple. Imbued with the
newspapers until, upon investigation, I found vidual for another life, but whether there be desire for a more harmonious and truer life
that, save on occasions of special interest, not a future state at all, or an objectiv soul to be than could be found in society as now conone new~paper reader in a hundred perused happy o'r to suffer in it. Such, after nineteen stituted, she left her New England home to
the pulpit thoughts .. Everything, even the hundred years of Christian teaching, is the join one of the many attempts then being
advertisments, would be read-everything state of mind of the thoughtful to-day, so un- made to realize their aspira,tions for a truer
but the sermons. Five hnndred people at- solved is this problem.
life. This attempt was made at Modern
tend church, and only a few dozen bear away
On such sad occasions (saict in the sense of Times (now Brentwood), on the principles
with tllem and remember till the following. sundering existing objectiv relations; but not taught by Josiah Warren, which, it was beday even a single thought from the discourse. said from another and higher point of view) lieved, would make it possible for men to
Sermons printed in newspapers will not be we hav in the past been consoled or com- deal equably and justly with each other, and
read. Of what use, then,. are sermons? forted with one or the other of two philoso- to so adjust their relations as to make h'ar- And, after all, can it be true that the gloom phies-one thoroughly pessimistic iu its tone, mony and peace possible, and thus escape-the
wllich settles over me on observing the mere teaching that life at the best is hardly worth great and growing inharmony in human
fashionable presence but habitual indifference li~ing, and tluit "dtJath en< Is all;" the other society, and the unequal distribution of wealth
of my parishioners in their pews, is an in- optimistic in its tendency, as~erting that, so from which so many evils spring.
The world, unfortunately, was not then
stinctiv recognition of the fact that in cities, far from death ending all, it is only a preparat least, the pulpit is a failure, and that thou- atory state for a never-ending life of bliss prepared to accept principles so just. Had it
sands of able, earnest men are laboring week or of woe hereafter. Formerly the rejec- been so prepared, how .different would soafter week in .arren field?
tion of one of these theories (for neither of ciety now be! But we believe it is only a
"'Barber, you are a regular attendant at them is susceptible of proof) meant the ac- matter of time. The good seed has been
church, and I think you will agree with me ceptance of the other. Not so, however, now, sown, fruitage must some day follow.
·
that_ it is not the fault of the sermons. The for a new philosophy and a new religion has
For ever the truth comes uppermost.
churches of America were never better recently obtained, which, w11ile assenting to
And ever is justice done.
equipped with preachers than to-day-the the fundamental dogma of each, in a sense
The effect of this unselfish philosophy
discourses were never before so broad, so not contemplated by its adherents, givs to upon the character of our sister was also
tiinely, so able. The trouble is not with the those ideas a more profound signification manifested in her domestic life. She was
ministers, but with the people. They are and a higher use than either is capable of ever planning how to amuse and make life
drifting away from sermons. Year after year in this literal and' obj.ectiv meaning; or, in pleasant to those around her, and especially
the masses are becoming less serious and re- other words, the new philosophy of Positiv- to children. She was, indeed, a s0cial queen,
flectiv. In the ·change from earnest thought- ism agrees with the Materialist that death whose memory will be held in grateful rememfulness to frivolity and miscellany and 'light does end all object.ivly, bnt that it is by no brance by all, bnt .especially by the young,
stuff,' the newspapers hav led the way. This means the end of the subjectiv life of which whose happiness she did so much oo promote.
generation seems to hav eschewed thought the objectiv (body) was only an instrument
As an evidence of her freedom frmn superand to be willing to do everything by instinct. or tool.
stition, she was an ardent advocate of crema" 'As good and pious a man as you, barTo the Christian it concedes another and a tion, and it was among her last requests that
ber, knows very well that religion is nothing never-ending life, but not such a gross one as her body should be incinerated, which reif it is not earnest and deep. It must be : his religion teaches. The soul (not as an quest was religiously fulfille1l by her busdrawn f;om. the gre~t. hig~ts and t~e depths j en tit! but as an injluen~e) does. indeed liv, band.
•
of the mfimt. Rehgwn Is enthusiasm for , and m truth can never d1e. It hvs as an inThus passed Emily Cadman from objectiv
good, and enthusiasm cannot be made of fluence either for good or evil made by the !life into the collectiv humanity.
habit i it cannot consist of fashionableness; j· instrument (the body) on its surroundings,
H. ]3. BnowN,
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from so gifted a pen as that of Mtss wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethought ranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

TRAVELS IN FAtTH
From Tradition to Reason
.

BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
'For Sale at this Ol!icA.

Cloth, $1.211.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. Bl.': Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. rhe Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large type, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 2'M pp., bds.. , $1.25 ..

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Apples of Hold.

A Story-Book for

PEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No. 3.
(Just Publishea, JuW 1, 1886) CONTAINS:

A colored frontispiece showmg the modern styk
of pain tin g.
·
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessary pieces fm·
constructing a model house, with pla.m directiom
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the l(reatest amusement, it is more than n
toy. It is, lll fact, a most practical lesson in .Arch·
itecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varying from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barna.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a. model Kitchen
(by Maria. Pa.rloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.

Address

'l'HE: CO-OPERATIVE :BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N
191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.
ANTED-Lady agents actually clear$20 daily
with my wonderful entirely new patent rubber undergarments for females. A mmistet·'s wife
sold 13 first hour.
MADAM H. N. LIT'l'LEfu
6t27
Box 443, Chicago, •

W

tbe Younll" Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters·and misses, has
passed through a. very large edition, and a
I
second has been issued at a reduced Price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
A
double-page
picture
contrasting
science
and
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.
.
theology, showing hqw the one has labored fur
advancement, and how the other ha
The Youth's Liberal Guide. By human
Prof. H. M. KottingertA.M. Price; $1.00. This always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 110 cents
volume aims at the eauca.tion of youth in the
p1inciples of Freethought, at the same time twenJy-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
that it inculcates moral duties and human $3. We wish that the friends of F~eeth9ugh_t would
·
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and distribute thousands of these telling plCtures.
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

THE MODERN BA.LA.A.M.

~HE

TRUTH SEEK:r:R ANNUAl.
Prioe. 25 o.mta.

Showing the Bala.am of modern times to be ih
priests. It isasplendidpictorialargument. Pric
per dozen, 30 c8llts pqr hundred, $1.110,

4~h--

- ' IN the tdals of· the li~
uetectivs are givini;te(
effect: :,A~cco~q~g iP.:.;;~
,dynamiters were in aAa~!
mun_iqip~l. -authoritie~ ;·.qft;
at short notice.
· 'M

iii closes exf~t~n~e alto.
ariqthe:r life, is a quesnow in daub~; while
made up their ,minds
that when-a·man dies he is
!J,S though he hO:d never
beeri.-Toronio BYI!tanam'.
MEN'.. call the.~-:circum.
stance the retljbuti@. The
· causaI reti:ibution is in the
·thin g-aiid:is se~en lif-the soul.
The retribution' 'in the circumstance is -seeri· 'by the
uftderstiuidilig ;cit-:· insep·
·arable 'from the thing, but
often spread over. long
time, and_ so .does not be,
·come- distinct. for many
The specific stripes
late after-the- ofbut they follow because . they acconipany it.
drin:ie ·and :punisllment
aut of' ."one' stem.
rum!mllaerit is' ~'fi;uit that,
unsu~PElct,ed, _ripens within
~,t.t.e--:tlc•wflr of- tlie pleasure
t~a; coll,c~aled· . it.__:Emer·. sons·-Essavs.
_
. -AdJiipre~ent d~y.Chris
. tia.ni{y; ai{·a: religi 0 us sys. tem;is~on_·the. wane just as
surely -!is .
.
-

• - I"

- -·coNGRESS will probablyfl
adjourn this week.
-. · · ~~
THE wmkingmen·'.. ·of\~
New York are talking· pfi'
runnillg Henry George '
for mayor of the city.,.,,
.
._.: .:.r:
TIIERE is a revolution~
in Mexico, two state~T~
Tamatilipas and NtJ,~Yo·,
Leon,. being in- open :tie~ :
_bullion.

l

.

is

a

"Ji>l

A BosToN, Mass., ju<).gej
has decided that bar]Jf!_i's f
ma,Y keep, open on _Sun.·!
days, theirs being a work
of necessity.
___- j

I

I

WITH the defeat of -the
Home Rule bill and t~¢._1
,forming of a- new mU¥!f- 'l
tfy; Mr. Gladstone ':9\l:-:~
co111es sinlply a memb~r;;;
of Parli~ment, and Lkhl6;
Salisbury is the head~of r·
.
. !:!\:l"
the-government. _ :_ ·f.,;;
· ON:E hundred and tllffe-1'
arrests were p1ade iu 'thls i}
city last Sunday for Viola.~
tion of the law against
selli_ng liquor on that dll:'J .)
There- _:,ire laws agarnst 1
tlre sellfug of other thi)igs\~
in New York on Sup.<{ay,
bi1t though they ~ere ,.,:
openly -violated, no 1tr~
rest~ f_imowed on that ac..- ;
count_.
·
-

i

T

't
;

and
and '·its: worship
Im:alJILUJle · iihiii·ch by
wing, ; and its
an. infallible Bi.
·bv· tbte-l~ro•teiltanli:wings--'--all these· are .snrely
<mlm"""" · away.-Sto~iit~(z;$ New ·
sis•erwi·~•·

Loox~oon, tb.e:min-derer'-o-f--M~-~a~it_i_e_Rand.-;u·,T'

ing up a living by f~n;yiillti~Ju.W~"a~i·<>~~~h~·
sea.
.: - · .'}~---~"' ~~-"-'"' - . .
·1
.' '
: iI
,, So thi.B 'fA :ttit?' s¥·Jt ~lrlii~ei' 'devbutly~urmm:eci':the.s~!Lrchei·'Mti!Z.'lillo:W'i~ag&. ·.
·
hola over the'li~arts of
the scene of his crime. ·' He had ·co_mmitted ~: _: 'THE__good ~ri~e~sa.re not 'all dead. A speci:W. to- . ~· Y!1-a-s. "- . - ,r · r •r 1
1. ,, . _. . · _.
:People_ growing all tP:e- t~me. still ·
suicide, it is supposed. '
.
. . . ~ Bt_. Louis paper says :_'!:FQr a w~ek p_ast ll; lltt,r.k ' ':' A~d~ilis}s .wher'~- au_~ ~Ji~1ioYwai1fe~--\lPOn the 1-l'Eiml~lilLS
.im· ·'·'-uncovenanted·" :co' ·tii?.ru:'· 'l'he
-A MAN-EA.'l'ING shark ten- feet in length gloomhas b~en o-rer t~s co~um_~~~ the cl~~.r-- ,,tet..~·?,. -"·;:;;i:~ .
.
..
w·obtem.of )lis sj-.atueis st~ll,!!.l!.d; s'
j_l_g. ht t th _f t f B-. k _ _ t .- _· .·t ._. ha_nd o_f P__ est1lencellavmg g_~asped_ 1t_ firmly,i• .. -,._ , - __' ~'i'_
fu
'lartd' edhc~fned,. seems likely l.o
• unwas caug
a
e oo o · ee mans ree,
-·
· ·" ' - ~' • · ~~- · .,.,~.-.,,'-'HowmncJfw·
so~'v~p.•,,Pu1)i,l)}ij,igh_or:low;,iiJt!l~~k~n..i,;~J;)tinga
New. York,-last Saturday. Small boys are ill-'- AliLUDI'!Ntonc_e. ·_said, '11!')1; not: niate'with a :'mll3l• iixitct spot'?" . ;. E
or out ot it he is h_opeiessly incongm'8lts; lUCOm·the habit of bathing daily in the adjacent wh? has not fort_une_ ~re.at." -So she ~outed _and "wa-a-1, you look 'like a clerjl'~an, an' I
. .
I aiid.oiit ·of placEi.
He is, in fact, the
_
.
waited, and scorned to be mated._ Bhe·s a maiden charge you.nothiri'."·"' -·· - - -'. - . of the New World; his institutions in the
waters of the East River.
.
yet,-age forty-eight.-New Y01·1e aomme1·ctal Aa_· The devout. bne.' boarded the. boat, anrl_ at .last
embody the organic principles of the New
--._ .THE ffev .. Father William J. Sherman, of vertiser.
_
_
was pointed out where the miracle is said to ha.v
-society. At Washington, not at West.-_Brooklyn; has broken. hiS .priestly vows by ,A maiden once thoug~t, "I c~nnot be bought- ?ccur_re~. After gazing at the w~ters, and -dividshould be his statue.-Go:awin.Smith .
._
. _
.
,
I II marry a man -:who IS poor, but the man he mg his time bet ween glances at-his books and deru~nmg. awa~- Wlth _a woman. H1s fr1ends drank bem·, died driving a "keer," and twelve or- vout ejaculations of satisfaction, _the. se.archer sig- THE water seems to know enough to I'Un down _
cla1m that__..he IS marned to her. If- such can phans went out from the door. 'Tis better to-_ nified his willingness to return.
.. _ _ _ _
hill without being directed, the sun seems to lniow
be pro-vedf_ -the church will excommunicate wait, and be aged forty-eight, than to marry the
''Charge you $20 to- take_-you back,"- said -the· how to-shine without superintendence, the winds
· if he has merely seduced her there av~rage man; f or there •s t ron bl e !!'h ead f or th e speculativ Yankee.
ate ablti to blow, the waves of the ocean to I'oll,
him hut
.
,
th
' till·- b- h · f h' '
mruden who'll wed the very_first person she can."But you said ·you would charge nothing.,
the grass an_d the corn _ don't ·rail to grow in _e
·mays· ' -e ope or liD. __ •
_
Courter Journal.
"Naw, didi:J.•t. Nothin' to' bring you out; .twenty spring without an instructor or mover, and so It
-THE LANDOWNER AND THE MULE.
to get back;" _-_
_- .· ' - -. . ·- _·, -__ --_.. , . -,_, .·:.
is with everything in the univei·se._ The earth reA YOUNG-fellow named Brodie successful)y
'b
voives with unerring- precision ; the planets move
dropped _from the Brooklyn Bridge into the
A rich man had apiece of land on which a young
"An;~ do :rou'charge ~very_pd~$20 to take them in obedience to unalterable laws of the u.,niverse;
1
East River one day last week. He was picked mule was grazing.
b~?k asked the, asto~shed,se~~cll~;·
_
the world and stars follow the same laws, and nothup uninjured. A man named Odium lost his
"I shall harness you," said the mali to the mule,
,_, ~~~sih;:,~~~i~b~h: ~e;!!fe~~e, as-h~- '
ing needs· an additional pushing power,_ noth!ng
·
"and make you plough this land to grow melons
·
requires a director; there is absolutely nothmg
1.Ife m
attempting to perform the same feat a 0·n, of whi'ch I am very fond, while the stalks will down in his cloth~s, "n_o _wonaer _JfJS'ltS C/J,rist
. h
.
for divine providence to attend to; _t ere IS no more
ottt ana wallcea."
·
conceivable use-- for ·any God than there is for a
y-ear ago. The distance from the bridge to amply supply you with food."
the surface ot the water is about 125 feet.
To which the mule replied : "If I consent to-toil
million 0 {them. - The unh·erse is superior to all
at Morris, Co_nn., was:folifid;-sunday, hang:_-·.
ing- dead by the neck. a·· sbort' di_stance' fr. oi:ji -: '

<

,

is

t"'J_ ,.

'_t_

•

Ar,BANY, N.Y., celebrated last week its two on
your
will hav
the melons
shall
be terms,
worse you
off than
now,all
inasmuch
as I and!·
shall
hundredth anniversary.
President Cleve- hav to eat dry stalks instead of feeding on the
Janq, 'Q-overnor Hill, and other distinguished fresh green grass. I'll not do it, sir."
· ·
· part1c1pate
· ·
d m
• t h e f estl· Vltles.
· ·
Mr·• "How unreasonable you a·re," rem·onstrated the
c1t1zens
landowner; "your father never had any other
. Clevel~ndAltbold the peohple tha~ the ti~e he food but thistles,- and yet would work sixteen
spent 1n
any was t e happ1est per1od of hours, and even more, a day without grumbling."
his life. This statement, considering that his
"Alas ! that is true !"retorted the mule. "But
... t·
1
d d then, you know, my·fath_er was an ass." '
1wneymoon i n W ash lug
on lS s_carce y en e ,
causes som~ remark.
- _· THE great poet of the future is to come out of·
AT Tomah, Wis., the Rev, Mr. Alderson, a the West; says Walt Whitman, and the Tribune
has its eye upon the young lady who is to be -the
minister of the gospel and editor of the To- g. p. of the f. She livs at Bird's Island, in this
'!llah Entm prise, has just been tried by the state, and here is a sample' of her work :
church committee on the charge of whipping I rise at dawn,_and, putting on md clothes,
·his wife. The charges were sustained by the Stride forth to cheer my eyes, an ears, and nos~~
'
With nature's dulcet sights,·and sounds, ana
·committee. Mr. Alderson was one of the
·
smells.
.
instigators of the charges against- Rev. Mr. And strolling through the woodland's mossy
Fullmer, late a pastor at the same place, who . j)aths,
was tried· for conduct which reflected discredit All undefiled with mortar, briclrs, or laths,
I worship nature in her bosky dells.
on the church, the" charges being also sus- And thinks me, as I view her wondrous work,'
tained.
Dame Nature surely ne'er did halt or shirlr,
TrrE Rev. Johannes Van den Brock is pas~
But toiled e'en as the busy little bee.
·
And so ma)' we, without a 3imp'ring smirk,
tor of the Arminian church at Paters<m, N. J. Nor_yet with aught of discord, jar or jerk,
'fh9ugh possessed of an estimable wife, his - '!'oil on to glorious immortality.
conduct toward other women has caused a
-Mtnneapolts Trtlrune.
scandai.
John Hartman, a parishioner,
A CELEBRATED MIRACLE EXl'LAINED.
- - d
l
He was a devout Ch)-'istian; and had made the
warne the dominie of this, and the c ergy-- study of the Bible and the proper understanding
man gave him a thrashing, a)ld bit a big piece of the Big Book the highest aim of life. When he
of flesh out of his arm. Hartman procured a arrived at the Sea of Galilee his heart W!LS filled
warrant for Van den Brock's arrest,. and the with awe, and 'he felt renovated and cleansed by
officers who went to execute the same found the thought that he was gazing on the very snme
spot where his savior once stood. Approaching
the. clergyman half dressed ·in the apart- the boatman, he addressed him in his c}J.oicest
ments of an unmarried woman. He was Arabic, and, with· Bible and commentary in hand,
held in two -hundred dollars- ·bail.
The awaited nn answer.
"Ah! what smatter 'tli yer 1 Why don't- you
woman says that the Rev. Mr. Van den talktheUnitedStates?"askedtheman,contempt.
:arock has wronged her·
uou1ly, He was a real live Yankee, who waa pick-

"

p. ai·n-- 8;_ -.

.·

.. y-_}.ll:-~l·.c-a-·ta ~-.!

imaginary
gods; Infiael
and hasAbroaa.
not the slightest use
them
..:...ilenn~tt's
- for

- ARE you married 1 Hav you a wife you love 1
She di~s
from
- and you1 die halso. You, 'd
"ryour
b r· first·
"
speech to your ast, av ever sai '
~ Ieve, -_ ~' . _ _ ,.., ,_;._ ',_-:_ -_;•.__; ·.-~ - '_, - ,
:¥uch as a well-t_rainded panot mighft say it. f ~t'o1~
, . _ ; L ._.. :t ~~ ~""i :_; ,_, 1 _ . _ c.i ; . liad never examme your reasons or your a1 1 •
A: thorough and o~er_ wh~lmin,g rep~ fo the New O:s a true beii,ever should, you distrusted thelieffiYork Observer's ·slanderous attacko
cacy .of your carnitl reason. You said, "I be eve
~
in God and in Jesus Christ," because you had
upori the'Author'-liero''of the· Alner~ .
been taught to say it, and you would as glibly
ican Revolution: Coritainirtg ·
say, "1 believe in Allah, and in Mohammed his
both tJie ·'Slaiidera and
prophet," had your birth-place been a few degi·ees
eastward, and your parents and instructors
their refutation. '
Turks. · You believed ih this life, and after death
BY BO BERT G~ INGERSOLL. to a1vake in heaven. Your much-loved wife diu not
-o- '
think as you dicJ.-she could not. Her organization, education, and tempe1·ament were all dill'erThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) ha.ving ent from your own! She disbelieved because she
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of could not believe. She was a good wife, but she
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every- disbelieved; a virtuous, kindly woman, but she
where in vindication.
·
·
disbelieved; a good, affectionate mother, but she
disbelieved. And you are to be happy for im
60pp. Price.lO cents i 12 copies, $1;
eternity in heaven, while sl!6 is writhing in agony
in hell !-Bmatauo1t.

1

A ROMAN· CATHOLIC .CANARD Bible Inquirer. A Key to .Bible InA Fabricated Aooount of a Scene at
bed of Tlwmas Paine.

tl~A

BY W. H. BURR.

Deat.h-

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ:lhlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible propoMitwn~,
with numerous references and mtat.Ions, that
are contradicted in terms by the same·number
of ·oth~r propositions in the same book. Price
• 25 centR._

CHRISTIANITY

This pamphlet shows that the accoun't of P~i~e•s
dying moments !Lttribu~ed ·to 'Bishop: !Fenwick \ R E WARD F 0 R C R I M E.
(upon- which the Obsm"Ver relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Substan1lated by t:tte Bible.
Fenwick could hav written tp.e alleged account.
BY
18pp. -Price fi cents; 25 for $1.00;
0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.
Price, 10 Cents. I Per Dozen, $1.00
For these two pamphlets address
THE TRUTH BEEKEU Ob.,
THE TRUTH BEEKER
Address
·88 Olinton, Pl., New Yo,rk.
· 88 Clinton. Place, New York,
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THE SABBATARIAN SCARECROW.

:iJlotts and flklippinns.
JoHN H. SMITH, ex-minister to Liberia, says
tthe Mohammedans are making more converts
:among the negroes than the Christian missionaries. There are about thirteen thousand
negroes from the United States in the colony.
THE Rev. Dr. Bartol, a Concord philosopher, is credited with the statement that he
. :would not abolish hell if he could. This leads
Ito the conclusion tlmt the weather has not
lbeen as warm in Concord this summer as it
lhas been in New York.
MRs. CLEVELAND, the president's wife, was
taken into the Presbyterian church at Washington as a member last S1mday. It is
thought that this will place t~e whole people,
to some extent, on praying ground and interceding terms of mercy, or words to that
effect.
ELLA WHEELER \Vrr-oox sees poetry even
in cremation. She says : " Snowy clothing
envelops it [the body], the door swings
noiselessly open, the iron cradle that appears
like a nuptial bed disappears in a glory of
crimson light as a dove flies into the crimson
sunlight and disappears from view."
MRs. JoHN PRILL, of Pittsburgh, Pa., became greatly frightened during a thunder
.shower one day last week. She ran to her
bed-chamber for a bottle of holy water, to
ward off danger, but instead she got one
nlled with sulphuric acid. She dashed the
-contents upon her face in considerable quan:Jtities, and when the neighbors came in re·.sponse to her cries, they found her writhing
.>in pain on the ftoor. A. physician who was

called says that Mrs. Prill has destroyed her
eyesight, and tpat her face will be disfigured
as long as she hvs.
THE Examiner, a religious paper, thus
laments : " It is sad and humiliating that
ministers of the gospel should fall into sin,
and nothh:g is more common than to see the
facts spread out in the newspaper press."
TEMPERANOE women in the Prohibition
village of Marshalltown, Ia., watched the
dtug store sales of liquors for a mo.pth, and
ascertained that the six druggists sold 112:!
gallons of whiskey, 2,197 bottles of beer, 81
gallons of alcohol, 6 gallons of brandy, 8
gallons of gin, 1 barrel of ale, and 5 gallons
of wine.
A OLEitaYliiAN's wife, calling on Mrs. Gladstone at Hawarden, remarked in speaking of
the elections that these were troublous times.
"But," ejaculated she, piously, "there is one
above that will guide us." "Yes," said Mrs.
Gladstone, " he will see through it ; and if
you will take a seat I dare say he will be
down-stairs in a few minutes."
A BosroN boy was learning his Sundayschool lesson with the words, " Consider the
lilies of the field how they grow; they toil
not neither do they spin, and yet I say unto
you that-" here the boy paus·ed., forgetting
the next word, and then proceeded witl1 a
pronounced voice, " Sullivan in all his glory
was not arrayed like one of these."
A OL&RGYMAN who livs in Southern Washington county, Mass., and who is addicted to
farming, during the recent dry spell prayed
very earnestly for rain. Within a few hours
the rain came, and wet, among other things,
a jag of hay which the clergyman had

neglected to put under cover. The clergy- the custom of those classical peoples whom
man confesses that he didn't know his prayer we call pagan, because they subdiVided the
was loaded.
persons of their gods more than we, to proA LADY recently sought to instruct her nounce funeral orations over the great dead.
little grandchild in relation to the provident But in our different circumstances the preachcare of heaven. "Who givs you your daily ing of funeral sermons runs into the abandonbread?" asked she.
"Dod," replied the ment of discrimination. The preacher is not
child, "but Uncle John puts the butter and even allowed to limit his funeral preaching to
sugar on." With the addition that " father the members of his own church. Even in
pays for it," the part which God takes in his own sheep there may be wethers whose
furnishing daily bread might be dispensed lives are not commendable; but he must also
preach over their relations who do not bewith without appreciable Joss.
long to his flock ; over their scapegrace sons;
A REVEREND bishop in California is dis- over their infants, who hav not yet had any
gusted at what he styles the loose way in lives to make an exarriple of; indeed, over
which children are brought up nowadays. anybody that happens to drop there. In the
He would like to return to the " spare the case of his morally inferior sheep he has to
rod and spoil the child" theory, and com- be silent on their failings, and t.o strain at
plains that '' a man can no longer correct his their undeveloped virtues. In the case of
child without being reported. Society inter- their' impenitent' or wicked sons and other
feres." Well, that depends. If by "cor- relations he has to invent some way of sliprecting his child" the good bishop means ping them through the judgment which he
that the parent bas no longer the right to nail has preached for all men. Thus his funeral
his ears.to a lamp-post, or to thrash him until sermons contradict his preached faith, and
the birch forest givs ou~, or to snap a coach he preaches/judgment to the living only to
whip at his legs in order to teach him to snatch the dead from it. To argue that this
honor his parents, that his days may be long custom of prevarication, because it is called
-why, there is a certain amount of objection Christian charity, will not hav the inevitable
among decent folk, it must be confessed. effect of false)lood in loosening the character,
It's bad form to grumble because the Jaw is to deny that habitual sin is a growing force
will not allow you to beat your children over of moral degeneracy. Does it not bring the
the head with a chair.-Herald.
preacher to regard this, as a lawyer regards
SAYS the Cincinnati Commercial, touching
funeral insincerity: "To preach a funeral
sermon over a good man, praising his good
life, commending it as an example to the
living, and soothing the mourners by a contemplation of the virtues of the departed, is
a high and graceful task. It is in line with

his pervertin~ of justice, as a professional
function whiclr'""1tbsolves him from moral
principle? And· can this be without an effect
on character? Who can measure how much
this untruthfulness undermines the preacher's
truth in all things, and makes him look upon
all as merely professional ?"
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f/komutnnications.
Spiritual Photography-Report of the Investigating Committee.

/

The production of what is called a spirit face upon
a negativ is so easy a process by ordinarY. means,
tl1at to attribute such pictures to the presence of
disembodied spirits, in the absence of all proof that
they are not produced directly by the photographer
himself or by an assistant, is palpably absurd, and in
contravention of the first principles of scientific investigation. Refusal or omission to furnish such
proof is especially a badge of fraud, from the fact
that if the phenomena are genuin it could be easily
established by incontrovertible tests. In only one
case withi~ the knowledge of any of your committee
has au offer been made to furnish such convincing
tests; and that is the challenge under which we were
appointed.
- The challenge was published· in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of April lOth, and explained so as to make it available in THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 17th. The committee were immediately appointed, and accepted,
and Mr. Robinson, who gave the challenge, was
notified that they were ready to proceed.
Mr. W. M. Keeler, the "artist medium," was then
absent in the South, and did not return until May
19th. From that time until June 11th no reply
could be obtained from him, whether he would afford
us an opportunity for the investigation, or whether he
believed that there were any spirits who would cooperate with him and with us. If they could make an impression upon a photographic plate, we wished to aid
them in establishing the verity of these results.
On that date Mr. Keeler wrote a letter to Mr.
Robinson, for the committee, in which he declined to
proceed with the investigation under the challenge,
its conditions being "Jlntirely too broad," and imposed conditions·restricting the investigation. Upon
personal conference between Mr. Keeler and the
secretary of the committee; these conditions were
placed in the following form :
. 1. There shall first be meetings of two or three of the InvestiO"ating Committee at a time, and finally one general
meeting of the committee.
2. Mr. Keeler shall hav the opportunity of prescribing his
own conditions one-half the time.
·
3. The details and results of the tests shall be published in
TilE Tuu'.rH SEERER in regular order as early as practicable.
The last condition we did not object to, and in accOl·dance therewith this report is submitted.
We could not object to the second, without exposing the manner in which it would interfere with tests.
We therefore confined our objection to the first condition: In a letter to Mr. Keeler, the secretary
wrote as follows :
I am anxious that there shall be no circumstance connected
with our investigation which will strike the public as suspicious. The condition which you impose restricting all of
the meetings of the committee but one to three members is
objectionable as an interference with investigation. We
shall accept it because we think it probable that in spite of it
we can come to some conclusion. But I think it is for your
interest to withdraw it, because it will be said that its object
is to draw our fire, to ascertain what our tests are before you
will do anything, to divide and conquer.
He insisted, however, that the presence of so many
skeptics at once would exert such a hostil influence
that it would prevent our, obtaining results. There
were three sessions, at each of which two members
only were present, while Mr. Keeler had around him
such friends as he chose to invite. The absence of
cooperation by the spirits cannot be attributed either
to their being driven away by the presence of too
many, nor to their getting miffed at the presence of
so few. We admit, on the other hand, that there
would nQt hav been any advantage, as it turned out,
in having a larger attendance of the committee.
At the iirst two sessions the committee imposedno
tests whatever. They merely cooperated in such
tests as Mr. Robinson proposed, and observed conditions and results. At the 'third· session, which lasted
four hours, the secretary supervised the arrangements.· Mr. Robinson had UI"ged that we should
giv the spirits as much of a chance as we could, and
informed us that OUl" handling the plates previous to
exposure tended to prevent results. Having obtained only four negativs with the additional faces
upon them dUI·ing the previous four hours, we decided to giv every opportunity for the production of
the negativs, whether by genuin or fraudulent means;
and, while giving the spirits ample opportunity to
demonstrate their presence under test conditions, to
trust, if they did not avail themselvs of the oppor.tunity, to the critical examination of the negativs
themselvs. The spirits did not manifest any anxiety
to make their presence known. Every one of the
twenty-five negativs taken during the three sessions
could evidently hav been produced under similar
conditions by members of the committee.
Before taking up in detail the results obtained, the
tests applied, the explanation of the objects of the
tests, and the modes in which the additional faces
might hav been produced, it is proper to say that
notwithstanding the manifest reluctance with which
Mr. Keeler ente1·ed upon the investigation, he cheer-

fully and unhesitatingly, at our .last session, complied
with all our conditions, and that the absence of
decisiv. results arose simply from the failure to produce a single additional face upon a negativ at any
time under test conditions.
The first meeting of the committee was held at
the residence of W. M. Keeler, the artist medium.
Mr. Mason and the secretary were present on- behalf
of the committee. Mr. Robinson was also present.
Four plates were exposed and developed, previous to
which we examined the camera, the dark room, and
smroundings generally. The secretary had brought
with him three plates, which he marked.
·
Nos. 1 and 2; no result.
No. 3. Mr. Mason went into the dark room with
Mr. Keeler, and, taking the last of the maJ'ked plates
of Mr. Parkhurst, put on another mark of his· own,
and gave it to Mr. Keeler, who put it into the plateholder in his presence. The developing-room is very
small and unusually dark. We were all present during the exposure, after which Mr. Mason went into
the developing-room, and saw the plate developed.
In addition to the sitters, there appeared upon the
negativ a face not 1·ecognized by anyone. The negativ had upon it both marks affixed previous to the
exposure.
.
No.4. No result, and. the session having already
lasted two houi·s, the committee adjourned.
In accordance with the condition imposed by Mr.
Keeler, the second meeting of the committee was restricted to two. members, Dr. Leigp and Dr. Foote. It
was held on June ,23d at Mr. Keeler's residence. Mr.
Robinson was present. Nine additional plates were
exposed, upon six of which there was no result.
Upon Nos. 7 and 9, taken after Dr. Foote had left,·
there appeared additional faces. On No. 3 also there
is an indefinit something. The conditions under
which these three negativs were taken permitted the
production of the additional faces by a method which
I had explained to Mr. Robinson as a sufficient explanation of the additional face produced at the first
session. The committee were not invited to and
did not impose any test conditions.
The third meeting was held at the residence of
Mr. Keeler, on June 26th. Dr. Leigh and Mr. Parkhurst were present for the committee. Mr. Robinson
and several other Spiritualist friends were also present. As it was to be the last meeting, in consequence of Mr. Keeler's intended absence for the
summer, Mr. Parkhurst, on motion, took charge of
the arrangements and prescribed the conditions.
The session lasted four hours, dming which twelve
additional plates were exposed. Upon five of these
additional faces appeared.
In the three meetings the total time was eight
hours. The total number of successful negativs
under complete test conditions,· 0; under prescribed
partial test conditions, 3; without prescribed conditions, 6; total successful negativs, 9; the number of
failUI·es under complete test conditions, 5; under
partial prescribed test conditions, 1; without prescribed conditions, 10; total failures, 16; total number of plates exposed, 25. These numbers are all
too small for reliable mathematical analysis; but as a
photographer in a gallery can usually take at least
four times as many pictures in the same length of
time, and as our whole investigation was crowded
into a single week, by his long delay.in beginning it,
and his abrupt closing of it, the committee is not.
responsible for that deficiency.
··
To make the details of the results obtained intelligible, it will be necessary first to state the objects of
the investigation and its principles. It was not the
object to detect jugglers' tricks in a process allowing
so much room for legerdemain; but, the negativ
once taken and fixed, there is no further room for
fraud, and our object was to determin from the
negativ itself the cause of the existence upon it of
extraneous faces. If the proof "showed that they
must hav been produced by the actual presence of
faces radiating actinic light, although invisible, spiritual photography would be demonstrated to be a
verity. On the other hand, if it showed that all
these e:draneous faces might hav been produced by
other means which we could specify and explain, it
would only show that all the results produced by Mr.
Keeler in our presence were fraudulent. We had,
therefore, the additional object of preparing and explaining such tests as can hereafter be applied in
other cases, thus to prevent the public from being
deluded by such shallow devices as marking the
plates, etc., which afford no more security than locking the front door while the back door stands wide
open .
MR. PARKHURS'.r'S PRELIMINARY EXPLANA.TION.

The recent challenge to investigate, made in the name of a
professional Spiritual photographer, apd the part I took in
that investigation, hav led to results which it seems appropriate to lay before your readers. It may be interesting to
inquire· (1) what tests are suited to such an investigation, and
(2) what means there are for determining from an inspection
of a negativ as to the means by which it was produced.
There are only .two possible ways of producing an image
upon a sensitiv plate: a, by the camera-i. e., at a distance
from the object, by means of rays brought to a focus upon
the plate, by refraction or by reflection; and b, by contact
with the object, as in printing from a t:t:anspareJ:!cy.
There are only three possible times for the production of

extraneous faces upon a negativ: e, at the time of the sitting;
d,<previous to the sitting; and e, after the sitting.
The combination of these results in six classes of possible
modes, which may be tabulated as follows:
At time of sitting. Before it. After it.

ac
ad
ae·
By the camera
be
bd
be
By a transparency
·Of these, ac must include anygenuin spirit faces; and it is
so ea.sy to exclude ad, ae, and be that in an investigation the
practical question is· whether be or bd, both of which are convenient, are resorted to. The medium may insist tluit unless
he handles the plates himself the conditions will be unfavorable, and may thus hav the opportunity for be, putting a positiv transparency into the plate-bolder with the plate. Or if
the plates brought by the investigator and carefully marked
by him are left for a few minutes where the medium or a con-· -·
fllderate can impress them by the method bd, while_perh_aps
the investigator is carefully watching a substituted box, i_t will be safe to allow him to take the exposed plate from the
holder and develop it himself. If no opportunity is afforded
for either of these, the medium is as much disappointed as
the sitter at finding·no spirit face upon the negativ.
The scientific investigation of the problem does not consist
in watching for the detection of feats of legerdemain. It
consists in imposing conditions which will demonstrate, when
an extraneous face is produced, some fact with regard to the
manner of its production. Marking the plates is usually
worse than useless, because the security it givs is deceptiv.
Among the tests which may be usefully applied are the following:
·
1. The rope test. A rope is placed across in front of the
sitter. This will detect bd, by showing the image across the
rope.
2. Throwing the sitter out of focus. If the spirit face is in
focus, this _detects either be or bd.
.
3. Partially drawing the slide. This detects bd.
4. Taking a stereoscope.. This could only show solid if
prepared more elaborately than could readily be accomplished.
5. Developing before exposure detects bd.
6. Hequesting the spirit to lay its hand upon the head of
the sitter. If the spirit has as much courtesy as our friends
in life usually hav, and is desirous of manifesting its pres·
ence, this givs an opportunity.
7. Turning the plate. As a scientific test, this is the best
of all. In at least nine cases out of ten the spirit face accords in position with the sitter. In most of the exceptional
cases it is merely leaning forward. But either be or bd will
giv a :spirit face out of adjustment with the sitter. If the~e
are four positions in which the plate may be placed, on the
average only one out of four of the extraneous faces will correspond with the sitter, if produced by either be or bd. The
positions of the plate should be determined by chance, and
the re_cord should giv these positions and the resulting positions of the extraneous faces. By the time a dozen extraneous faces are produced, the question will be sufficiently
settled so far as that medium is concerned.
If a revolving back camera can be secured, so that twelve
positions can be made instead of four, and so that the turning
can be done after the plate-holder is in the camera, the medium needs no watching; he may use his own plates, and
put the plates into the camera and take them out and develop
them as he pleases. All that he can do is to suppress a
result, by _the fogging or destruction of a plate; and he could
not thus destroy any large proportion without its proving
fraud. On the other hand, suppose that all the twelve faces
occur in the position of the sitter, within an angle riot· exceeding thirty degrees. The chances of coincidence in each
case would be one out of twelve, making for all twelve cases
a chance of only one out of about 8,910,000,000,000; and an
unbelieving Thomas could by additional trials multiply this
number indefinitly, leaving no opportunity whatever for
fraud, provided the test is l?roperly applied.
Next, as to the investigation of the plates. The only effect
that can be produced upon a plate by light is a black deposit,.
as it becomes after development. The whole image, in the
method bd, consists of black or plus deposit. On the other
hand, the only effect a -transparency can hav, inserted between the plate and the sitter, is to intercept light and prevent deposit, making what may be called minus deposit. It
is usually evident that certain faces are wholly of plus and
others wholly of minus deposit. Such extraneous faces are
almost certainly fraudulent, and to the skilled photographer
·
such evidence needs no corroboration.
Sometimes the direction of the lighting of the spirit face
will be found to correspond with that of the sitter, and sometimes not. Genuin results would follow sonie rule.
No two original negativs can be alike. It is too much_.
trouble to prepare transparencies to use them but once; so
that the same faces would be likely to appear upon different
pictures judiciously distributed. lf some of these spirit faces
could be published and widely circulated, perhaps the duplicates could be found.
The claim to hav taken pictures in a closed camera needs
but little comment. It is not impossible that spirits may rna,.
terialize about the size of a pea, outside of the lens, and use.
rays many times as refrangible as ordinary actinic rays. It
is not impossible that they materialize an opaque screen
across the inside of the camera, with a lens of less than two
inches focus in it. It is not impossible that they may materialize in a flat plane, exactly upon the surface of the plate.
It is not impossible that they may draw their own likenesses
with a brush dipped in some substance .producing the effect
of actinic lighf. But all these possibilities of the imagination
are so absurd as to be rid~culous; and I hav therefore omit-·
ted to include them among the 1:iossibilities given in my tttble.
The following description of the results of the
third meeting was fmnished to us by Mr. ParkhUI·st,
who supervised the tests, and it appears to be corroborated by om examination of the negativs.
THE RESULTS OF THE TESTS.
Before the committee was formed I stated-to Mr~
Robinson that if Mr. Keeler would take a stereoscope
of him, and if a spirit face should appear upon the
negativ, manifestly within the range of his vision, it
would be a far better test than any of the numerous
photographs he showed me; and urged him to _furnish such a negativ, lending him a camera for that
purpose, to assist me in convincing persons nominated
upon the committee that it would not be an utter
waste of time to attend. That negativ· was never
furnished .. Yet I did not ask that-it should be taken
as one of my tests, because, after a month's time for
preparation1 it would not hav been impracticable for
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- him to produce a stereoscope by the same methods ered by the red paper, which would hav remained en- being some lines-which it would be absolutely certain
by which other faces could be produced.
tirelyclear had there been no previous impression upon could not be explained_ by either mode of printing.
1. In preparing for the first plate a dark and the plate. On the other hand, I repeated the turning If genuin, it ought not to require study; it ought to
figured silk handkerchief was drawn a~:tss in front of the plate in putting it into the holder, but still did be so evident that we could_ not imagin the explanaof the sitter, to take the place of the rope test. This not succeed in inverting the spirit ·face, although tion of either plus or minus deposit.
was- continued for three plates. But it was so there were three chances -to one of its being inverted ·
conclusion, .we wish to emphasize the following~trongly illuminated as to print with a dense·deposit, at least once in the two trials.
pomts:
.
mstead of clear glass, as I intended and this de10, 11, and 12. No tests were applied. We had
Mr. Robinson offered to hav Mr. Keeler produce
~troyed its value as a test in the only instance where been invited to leave the room, to see if they could for us "spirit photographs," and to convince us that
~t would hav been of service. Indeed, it was chiefly not be more successful. On 10 and 11 extraneous they were not made by ordinary photographic methmtended as a mask to cover the principal test relied faces were:_produced by simultaneous printing, but so ods, but by genuin spirit agencies. But
·
upo,n, for the first trial, by enabling me to focus the vague as to be hardly discernible. On 12 not even
I. He and Mr. Keeler furnished us no evidence
c~mera definitly upon an object nearer than the the sitter appeared.
that they were not made by ordinary methods.
s1tter, so as to put tfie camera out of focus for the
To recapitulate, in the five opportunities for the
II. Fm: reasons already detailed, we could secure
sitter or any spirits beyond the handkerchief. - This spirits to manifest thems!)lvs under complete test no reliable arrangements to obtain such evidence.
f~ished two tests for previous printing, and one for conditions, there was nothing upon the plate addiIII. We did not deem it wise or judicious, under
- ~1mu~taneous printing. Ko result except this, that, tional to the sitter. Up to No. 9, with the exception the circumstances, to attempt to prevent' or deteCt
1t bemg apparent that such distinct spirit faces as of the third plate, the method of simultaneous print- the use of prepared plates.
had appeared upon three out of four of the previous ing was tested every time, that being the method exIV. We were therefore obliged to rely mainly upon
· neg~tivs would betray their fraudulent character if clusivly employed at the previous sessions; and in au examination of the nine negativs themselvs for
the camera were out of focus, and there being a prob- those eight tests not one spirit face appeared having internal evidence as to their origin.
V. They are all such as can e!1,sily be produced by
ability of the repetition of that test at any time dur- minus deposit, indicating simultaneous printing. A
ing the session, there was not produced, during the reason for this change of process is apparent. At processes well ~nown to photographers.
~hole session of four hours, a single spirit face dis- the first and second session stress was laid upon
VI. Three of them bear the marks of previous
tmct enough to be betrayed by that test.
marking- and watching the plates, and no attention preparation by contact printing with a positiv trans2. The sa~e was repeated with the slide partially was paid to the plate-holder. It was easier then to parency.
?-rawn. _Th1s added a third test for previous print7 print by the simultaneous method, upon which markVII. Six of them bear the marks of being made by
mg, contmuing the test for simultaneous printing. ing and watching the plates was no check. It was the simultaneous process, or interception of light
N? spirit faces. Mr. Robinson subsequently sub- because we found that he did not print at tho_se ses- during the exposure by a transparent positiv placed
m1tted to the committee a negativ, where the slide sions in any instance by the previous method that we in the holder; or in the camera, in front of the sensihad been partially drawn, but the spirit face was abandoned the test of developing plates suspected of tiv plate.
manifestly printed by the simultaneous process this previous printing, before they had been used for
VIII. No spirit face could be recognized by either
which this test was not expected to affect.
.
' a sitting. But at the last session, the previous print- of us.
· - 3. It was my intention to repeat this test for both ing was much the safer method, as there was much
Neither kind of evidence, external or internal, havmethods, but just then a gentleman, well-known less danger of our wishing to develop a plate before ing been furnished us, we must report their spirit
among Spiritualists, entered the room with his wife, exposure than after exposure.
origin not proven.
neither of them having before ever seen the spirit
· We trust that (1) by calling attention to the peenphotographs, and she was invited to be the sitter for
Mr. Robinson submitted to us negativs and prints, liar characteristics of "spirit faces" produced by
the third picture. Leaving the handkerchief in posi- taken under conditions entirely unknown to us.
means of transparent positivs either by previous (or
tion as the only test., I suspended, for this trial, the
One of these was intended to illustrate what is plus) printfug, or by simultaneous (or minus) print.
complete test for both methods. There appeared called the spirit light surrounding some of the faces. ing; (2) by pointinf? out the difference~ ~etween t~e
upon the plate, after development, an extraneous- These faces were evidently produced by pi·evious · two; (3) and. by usmg these char~c~el'lstiCs and ~1~
face wholly of plus deposit, indicating previous print- printing, and instead of surrounding the face on the feren?~s as evidence of the real ~ngm of t?e " spmt
ing, but it WJl.S too vague to show whether it was in- transparency with black glass, it was surrounded faces, we hav done bet.ter serviCe than 1f we had
tercepted by the handkerchief or not.
with clear glass vignetted into black. The dark attempted successfully e1ther to prevent or to detect
4. The same repeated, but with the check upon surrot-inding upon the negativ produced the spirit the use of prepared plates.
.
HENRY M. PARKHURST, Sec.,
simultaneous printing that I developed the plate my- light. But we noticed in several cases that the vigself, carefully searching, before the development, for netting was imperfectly done, and a definit border
0. G. MAsoN,
a positiv in the plate-holder, which might be of glass, of the background could be easily seen, especially
EDWIN LEIGH,
or of mica, or a mere black impression upon the sen- where the background was thin.
EDwARD B. FooTE, Jn.
sitiv film, which might be washed off unnoticed in the
Others were intended as illustrations of the recogniJuly 28• 1886·
development. As no spirit faces were produced, of tion of spirit faces. It would hav been impossible
_H_o_!_F_o..,.r._.,M._o_n_t_a_n_a_.
course my search was unsuccessful.
for Mr. Keeler, in most cases, to prove that he neverTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : On the
5. I asked that the spirit should place its hand bad had an opportunity to copy those faces. In one
upon the head of the sitter. This was modified upon case it was said that but one negativ had ever been 17th of last April the chairman of the Executiv Comthe suggestion of those present, and the request was taken of the party identified, and her face was shown mittee of the Secular Union for Montana wrote to me
made that the arm of the spirit should be placed upon three spirit pictures. There was no indication in regard to permanent lecture work in that territory.
around the sitter's neck. There was no response. that they were not identical, although so vague that From all accounts, the Christian church imagins it
Subsequently Mr. Robinson submitted to us a nega- we could not positivly assert that they were; but it owns l\fontana. I will go and dispute the title. The
tiv showing a spii'it hand purporting to be placed was noticeable that there was no apparent difference Presbyterian Assembly in Milmeapolis claimed that
upon the sitter's head. It was awkwardly placed, in the position of the face thus repeated. When we they had a strong hold there. If the Montana minand, besides, the whole value of the test consisted in remember that a lively imagination can see likenesses isters bav as much grit as grace, there will be lively
the production of the result without any opportunity everywhere; can see the same cloud as like a camel, times there this fall and winter. It is my pmpose to
a weasel,_ or "very like a whale," it is not surprising confine my lectures toMontana for several months if
for previous preparation.
. _6. The usual time of the session was now so nearly that in snch vague spirit faces resemblances should there are Liberals enough there to sustain the work.
over that I applied my last and best test, by turning be recognized to persons who had died ten or twenty I start to-morrow; and will be employed for. several
the camera on the side. No spirit face appeared years before. Had evidence been offered us of a weeks lecturing on the 1·oute, and will be glad to hav
upon the platE\.
_
recognized likeness to a person whose picture had the Montana Liberals address me at Wentworth,
Two hours had now elapsed; I had tried every ne\·er come into Mr. Keeler's possession, inquiry into Dakota, and my mail will be forwarded to me on the
test I cared to try. In every case there had been an the facts would hav involved a doubtful and !abo- way.
I hav just closed my debate with Rev. V. 0. Van
utter failure to produce any spirit face, and, there- rious examination of facts of a nature entirely foreign
· Slyke, of Wisconsin. It occupied four evenings in
fore, no· positiv conclusion could be drawn from those to our investigation.
tests.. On the third plate alone, where I had interIn one negativ, a cane held by the sitter passes the Opera House, at Madison, Dakota. The revrupted my complete tests, was there the appearance directly over a spirit face, evidently produced in the erend gentl~man is a well-meaning man, but truth
of a spirit face, and that so vague that the partial camera; and where the cane crosses the mouth, eye, and candor compel me to say that he is the weakest
test remaining could not afford any decisiv result. and hair, where there was interpolated deposit on the opponent that I ever met; and that makes it uncomThe medium and the spirits had had every opp<n·tu- transparency, the cane is nearly obliterated; while it plimentary for him, for th_e reason that I remember
nity to afford us positiv proofs, and I devoted the rest is only partially obscured in passing across the por- my debate with Whitcomb, and the one with Elder
of the session mainly to the effort to get spirit faces tions of t4e face which were nearly transparent upon Grubbs, of Kentucky, .and the Methodist parson,
Hodgkiss. It always does me good to acknowledge
which should tell their own story.
the interpolated positiv.
7. I put the plate into the plate-holder myself, and
There was placed in our hands one negativ bearing the talent of any man .. Christianity has a few good
in front of it I put a glass plate upon which I had characteristics entirely different. At each side of the debaters, and but a few. Among them are Rev.
drawn a large comet. Of course there was no oppor- sitter, and a little behind, is a standing full-length James Pryse, whom I place at the head; Rev. G. C.
tunity for the simultaneous printing of a spirit face. spirit form draped in white. The dress of the sitter Haddock, Rev. 0. A. Burgess (deceased), Rev. D. R
But upon development there appeared a spirit face was dark. On the negativ the spirit dresses are Dungan, Rev. D. R. Lucas. It is a pleasure to deof plus deposit, indicating previous printing, which dark, and the sitter's dress nearly transparent. Now, bate with a man of ability. It does far more good
partially showed_ through the sitter's shoulder, as the spirit dress could not bav been produced by pre- to the Liberal cause, for the reason that if a weak
well as my comet in white. Knowing that the plate vious printing, because the dark deposit is sharply reasoner gets swamped the Christians invariably
might hav been previously printed, I turned it sev- cut off by the sitter's dress, and it would be impos- charge their defeat to their champion, while, if their
eral times,· in order that such impressed picture sible for the absence of light from the sitter's dress system is defended by a man of ~bility, the ?amaging
might stand an even chance of appearing inverted; to remove a deposit already upon the plate. On the facts against them stand out m bold rehef. The
but it did not._
other hand, the spirit dress could not hav been pro- thinking portion of the people perceive how: utterly
S. The same was repeated; no result excepting the duced by an interpolated transparency, because that indefensible the claims of Christianity really are.
I regret to say that the Christians of Madison
comet.
would hav made it lighter than the background,
U. The same was again repeated. I also put a whereas the background is nearly transparent. It is almost wholly abandoned my opponent to his fate.
small slip of red paper between the plates, to cut off the unanimous opinion of the committee that this They showed him very little brotherly sympathy.
the actinic light entirely from that portion of the negativ was produced from actual figures standing There was one clergyman present on two evenings.
plate. ':Qle result was a spirit face, very vague, of near the sitter. It is not our province to inquire There was a Presbyterian ice-cream festival on the
plus deposit,, indicating previous printing. The hair whether they were spiritual or material forms. But last night _of the debate, and he probably enjoyed
and part of the dress are light, butcareful examina- it forcibly suggests the consideration that a genuin that better.
Three ni<,hts out of the four, several loads of Libtion shows that this is the effect of the contrast with spirit form would be almost certain to hav these same
a cloudy, fog-like smrounding impressed upon the decisiv characteristics separating it absolutely from erals came from Wentworth. In fact, the principal
plate at the same time. This is confirmed by its the characteristics of plus and minus printing already part of our audience- was from Wentworth, eight
being perceptible not only over a portion of the face described. It would hardly be possible that a genuin miles away. Here is where I hav done so much lectof _the sitterl but also ovel' a portion of the space cov- spirit face should appear near the sitter without there uring within the past two years. The people of
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W ent:worth are a live, wide-ftwake, educated, progressiv people, full of \V estern energy, and, as might
be expected, they are Liberals, :financially and mentally. No place of its size ever paid me better for
niy services. It would make my letter too lengthy
to giv you the names of all the Freethinkers here.
There is Mr. W. L. Horton, the president of the
League. He is a whirlwind of enterprise, clearheaded, practical, uncompromising, hated and feared
by the church. He never quails, and is always in the
front of the battle for Freethought. Would that we
had one such in every town. Then there are the
numerous members of the Zimmermann families, the
·Clauders, theW entworths, quiet but effectiv workers
all. Wentworth has an excellent brass band. Its
music these summer evenings has made one think of
city life. Now we move toward Montana.
TVentworth, .Dale.
\V. F. JAMIESON.

Chicago Secular News.

His _Holiness Arch bishop Feehan, Spiritual Prince
of Illinois, by the grace of the Pope of Rome Ruler
of the City of Chicago and County of Cook, is a world~
famed philanthropist, and to do him homage the city
·and county officials invariably feel it a precious privilege to fall at his feet, ready to execute his every behest. Did we not send a special train, with om civic
and judicial authorities, including the mayor and our
"best citizens," to meet him en route from Rome~
And did not the most imposing pageant seen here
for years tramp through the muddy streets, to the·
music of many bands, on the Sunday of his arrival in
the Garden City, as the representativ of him who was
content to ride bar~- back on a jackass~ Certainly!
Chicago is just that far ahead of Jerusalem, and
there is nothing too good for an archbishop, especially Feehan.
At Desplaines, now known as Feehanville, is situThe Cincinnati Delusion.
ated the enduring monument of his far-se~ing benevAnyone who has access to a daily newspaper must olence-the Catholic training-school for boys. The
hav read during the past ten days of the sect of so- site occupies many acres, the buildings are ample,
called Perfectionists having theu: headquarters at and the portion devoted to the priestly jailers even
Walnut Bills, in Cincinnati, Ohio; and if THE TRUTH luxuriant. Allow me to mention that there is nothing
SEEKER laid claim to the gift of prophecy-it might sectarian about this institution, so I am informed by
" point with pride" to its remark last week that some one of the directors. This is one of those long-felt
unusual developments with regard to the doings of public·needs, where boys can be. taken and committhis sect were to be expected in the near future. The ted to the institution when having no means of supCincinnati Enquirer has been paying its attention to port, or when found guilty of petty offenses, and
the matter, and has brought out all that was expected, thus taken from the contamination of older jail-birds
and a good deal more than could be desired. The and brought under proper influences and disciplin.
investigation was doubtless instigated by the older That these priests would be guilty of using this inestablished religious sects, whose followm;s hav been stitution for sectarian purposes is not to be thought
drawn from their former places of worship by the of. Oh, no!
On this account it has drawn thousands of dollars
new craze.
from the pockets of pretended Protestants, some of
The sect of Perfectionists is about a year old. It
whom are noted in the pork-packing or stock-broking
had its origin in the Christian belief in the incarnation
of the deity in man. In the present instance the incar- domain. There is a growing disposition on the part
of our " solid men" to cultivate a closer acquaintance
nation or second Christ is a woman, Mrs. John P. Marwith the Romish church, as the press is harping
tin. Her sister, a Mrs. Brooke, believes herself to be
about the workingmen of that faith being more lawhe Holy Ghost made visible in the flesh. Quite a
abiding and submissiv. As the 1'ribttne editorially
number of adherents hav been attracted to these two
deplores this lack of sttbmission among workingmen
women, among them many reputable men and women,
in
general to their" masters," that is the desideratum
old and young, married and single, and of all beliefs
now sought, and if Catholic training can inculcate
except that of unbelief. The Methodists hav per"submission," it will certainly be a larger sharer of
haps contributed the most largely to make up the
their
bounty.
Perfectionist band.
As previously stated, the :financial and personal
Meetings hav recently been held weekly, sometimes status of our County Board is strained, and on that
nightly-never in the daytime-and the character of account Commissioner Klehm makes a vigorous
the doings at them can be readily guessed by those "kick" against the claim of that institution for the
who know what to expect from religious gatherings past quarter.
where reason is thrown to one side, and the emotions,
Brother Leo, superintendent of the training-school,
if not the passions, are in control. The details are presented a bill for $3,060 "for board, tuition and
salacious and cannot be more than hinted at.
clothing, etc.," of boys received during the last three
The theory of the Perfectionists is that they are months by warrants from the County Court. Commade over anew, and renovated something after the missioner Klehm says the bills are in excess of what
orthodox plan, with this difference, that while ortho- that institution is entitled to, according to the statdoxy merely rids the convert of the old body which utes, by about $1.000 per quarter.
has sinned, Perfectionism promises the same, and
I hav tried hard to get at the true inwardness of
supplements the process with a new body incapable this non-sectarian Catholic institution twice during
of sinning or being defiled. That which is sin in the my residence in Chicago, but it seems to be a closed
unregenerate leaves no stain upon the Perfectionist. book. The general educational law of the state proAll contact is spiritual and therefore innocent. Nat- hibits the use of public moneys for any but non-secure then is allowed to take its course with the usual tarian institutions; but there are always some special
results. As the details of the meetings hav yielded laws passed to exempt this or that institution from
more and more to investigation, the sisters hav been its operation, so that it is more favored in the breach
progressivly described as "attractiv," "magnetic," than the observance. As those boys were only reand "voluptuous." They conduct their services with ceived during the quarter, many must hav had very
a high hand, and the faithful must fall down and little board, tuition or clothing, but there is no knowworship them. Mariolatry might be another name ing how much et cetera was necessary for the control
for it if Mary were on earth.
of their conduct and the good of their souls.
Having made extra endeavors to :find how much
The Enquirer has not been satisfied with a mere
exposure of the present state of affairs, but has the city and county pay per capita for the boys, I
searched the records of the women, and laid it open succeeded ill being sent from pillar to post on this
with unsparing hand. The intricacies of the rela- wild-goose chase, and everywhere greeted with the
tions which sister-in-law has sustained with brother- same question : "What do you want with it~, I am
in-law surpasses anything in the Parson Downs or going to get that information yet, if it is at all comeSir Charles Dilke scandals. Perhaps the Oneida at-able, for I am satisfied that there's a ''mare's
Communists, in the palmy days of John Noyes, came nest " in Feehanville. This " benevolent " institution
nearest to furnishing a parallel. The Enquirer may draws money from the United States for the educahav done the public a service in placing ~t all before tion of Indian wards; it also has received help from
the world. If so; we are wjlling that that paper the state, and lays the city and county under tribute
should enjoy the public's undivided thanks for the to its powerful influence, besides collecting large
good work done.
sums on account of its non-sectarian basis;. and, best
It is the province of THE TRUTH SEEKER to view of all, is entitled to all the products of the handiwork:
the affair in its religious aspect, for in religion these of those boys from the time they enter until they are
immoralities hav their somce. The seeds of the 21 years of age. When we remember that it pays no
fanaticism were sown b;r ~he Christian superstition, taxes, as a religious institution, you can form a slight
and upon that superstitiOn falls the odium. The idea of the thriving Catholic manufactory we hav in
blame cannot be laid at the door of the advocates of our midst. The non-sectarian feature of this model
" loose divorce laws," nor to the "growing spirit of reform school is simply this-the boys are asked
Infidelity and disregard of Christian morals." It when entering if they hav any objection to attending
cannot even be shuffled off upon the shoulders of Catholic services. If they do object, their pious jail'' freelovers." \Ve turn the Perfectionist craze over ers will soon be able to overcome those scruples, and
to the Christian alienists to deal with according to their existence is made a little more tolerable.
The City Council concluded its labors for the sumtheir best knowledge of religious dementia. If the
Cincinnati lunatics serve to shake the faith of these mer by unanimously passing an ordinance requiring
gentlemen in the infallibility of the religious emo- that all street parades must hav police sanction, so
tions as a guide, to the exclusion of reason, Mrs. Mar- that the police can prohibit any procession. One of
tin's claim to being a savior will, in a sense, be made our papers, commenting on it, said:
good.
Permission should be withheld if, in the opinion of the
police department, the tlwroughfares would be unduly
SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of blocke~ by ino_rdinate use of the same by a marching body.
There lS now little reason to apprehend that the· red flag will
the books we hav for sale. The catalog is free.
. again
be waved in the streets of Chicago. That symbol has

lmd its day. The department will not be burdened with r!3qnests for· authority to raise that standard. It went down m
the Haymarket, never to be reared in this community again.
A little :mt.n·e of Russian rule in Chicago. Of
course, the ordinance is aimed at the Socialistic
element of workingmen. On Sunday and Monday
the 1'ribwM demanded that the mayor use the
ordinance to suppress a meeting called for Monday
evening in Twelfth-street Turner Hall, for the purpose of expressing indignation at the continued misrepresentations of the press, especially their garbled
reports of cross-examinations in the Anarchists' trial .
now in progress. That law-abiding sheet intimated
that if the ordina11ce did not quite cover the suppression of indoor meetings, public opinion would. It
said in Stmday's issue: ·
Emboldened, apparently, by the immunity enjoyed so far,
the Centml Labor Union-of which the Carpenters' Union is
the leading society-has called a meeting for ta-morrow
evening at 'West Twelfth-street Turner Hall to criticise the
conduct of the trial of the Anarchists, and probably to denounce the presiding judge, the witnesses for the state, and
the attorneys for the prosecution. It is proposed, doubtless,
to intimidate the court by a display of numbers-perhaps by
threats. Parsons, Spies, and Fielden cannot be there.
Neebe can. There will be no lack of orators, as an an~
nouncement in the Arbeitm·-Zeitung, the Anarchists' organ,
promises. It would not be at all surpri.;ing if there wel'e
incitements to those assembled to march on the court and
blow it up with dynamite. The bombs hidden away last
May ma.y be brought from their hiding-places.
The mayor of the city ought to take measures to prevent
this meeting. which can hardly fail to be of an incendiary
character.
1\ionday's issue was still more rampant, but of the
same tenor as the above.
I attended the meeting-, having promised to take
the chair if no one else could be found to accept the '
doubtful honor, as the chances for being summarily·
dealt with were so good that few appeared willing to
serve. My aversion to unnecessary prominence
arose from my Secular associations. Well, the meetc
ing was a grand success, and the speeches were
cheered to the echo. The following were unanimously adopted:
WHEREAS, It is the boast of our jurisprudence that no
man shall be condemned until he be fully heard in his own
defense, and his guilt established beyond a reasonable
doubt by credible testimony, the law presuming the accused
innocent until guilt is established; and
.
WHEREAS, All inquiries of this nature are unavoidably
affected in some measure by general public sentiment ; and
WHEREAS, The press is the chief instrumentality in modern civilization for the formation and expression of public
opinion; and
'I'VHEREAS, In the pending trial the press has, with almost
entire unanimity, from the 4th day of May, 1886, until now
denounced the defendants as guilty, and clamored for their
condemnation and execution, although they hav not yet been
beard in their own defense, and has not fairly and fully published the evidence thus far adduced in the trial, partibularly
the cross-examination of the witnesses called by the prosecution; therefore
Resolved, That we declare the course of the press to be contrary to the spirit of the law and to the dictates of justice,
and alike calculated and designed to do the accused a great
wrong by misleading the public and withholding from it all
means of forming a correct estimate of information upon
the issues involved in this trial ; that we believe it the duty
of th·e press to publish the testimony in full without comment, or at least to print a fair and impartial abstract of the
whole testimony alike, that favorable to, with that supposed
to be against, the prisoners.
And we recommend to the organized workers of Chicago
to follow in the footsleps of the Central Labor Union of New
York, which is entering the arena of political action for the .
purpose of counteracting the repressiv legislation that the
capitalistic class will no doubt attempt to railroad through
our legislativ bodies.
The old Socialistic party, which was left in the
shade when Anarchism became the rage, is likely to
revive for political work this fall. A conference with
that end in view will be held next Sunday.
E. A. STEVENS.

Lectm-es and Meetings.
J. E. REMSBURG is lecturing to cro·wcled houses in Nebraska.
THE Bozeman, Mont., Avant-Courier says: "S. P. Putnam was greeted with a large and apprcciativ audience on
Sunday night last, and if close attention, interrupted only by
frequent rounds of applause, indicate anything, nearly all
present felt that they were enjoying a rare intellectual treat
and more than compensated for their time and attention_
Putnam is a calm, clear-headed liberal thinker, a sound
reasoner and an eloquent speaker, and is apparently incapable
of giving offense to any person who is an honest, earnest
seeker for truth. We regret that want of time and space
this week will not permit us to giv even a brief synopsis of
his very interesting and logical lecture on ' Universal
Mental Liberty.' But as he will lecture at the same place
on Sunday night next we advise all thinking persons to go
and hear what he has to say on the subject of 'The New
Heaven and Earth.' Mr. Putnam does not arrogate to himself the right to coerce anyone into the conclusions of his
own reasoning; he simply presents the truth as he understands it, and asks t<'l be heard without bias or prejudice. At
the close of the last lecture the hat was passed varound foi·
the purpose of raising funds to pay incidental expenses, and
the sum of $25 was collected, which, added to former
voluntary contributions, raised the amount to $40. This, of
course, is a faint index of the liberality of our citizens.''

GEORGE J. REMSBURG,'' J1 chip of the old block," is sellin9'
his father's books.

Ufl[t Jlmtrican ~tcttlar IJnion.

Will Coddington, Mr. Estes, Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. who opposes Momnonism is a liar, and he who critiEastman made a very good choir. Mr. Coddington cises its institutions is "prejudiced" and "illiberal"
professes to belong to the Methodist chmch and -a new kind of logic. Upon what has Mormonism
he gave us plenty of Methodist zeal · and as Liberals and Dyer Lum fed that they hav become so great as
The Campaign Fund.
take in all that is good, we took that al~o, rendered to be above dissent ? I am simply astonished that any
Previously acknowledged ................................. . $2,772.37
man who is in favor of individual liberty should sus- ·
Collection per Thomas Peek, South Weber....... .
4.30 as it was in handsome musical fashion. Dillon people
CollectionperWm.Jones,
"
"
3.25 know how to cultivate the humanitarian spirit, and tain Mormonism, which is a barbaric despotism, opJohn Bowman,
"
"
1.00 this will be an element of power in their Freethought posed to personal freedom, founded on superstition
L. Thompson,
"
"
1.00 work.
and ignorance, and whose history is one of the blood1.00
Wm. J. Jones,
"
"
iest and most cruel in the annals of time. Lum's
·Some
of
the
good
pioneers
of
this
country
came
Thomas Peek,
"
"
1.00
1.00 twenty-five or thirty miles to hear these lectures. Liberalism is what I call fool-Liberalism, and is the
James Horrocks,
"
"
"
" ........ .
1.25 We really had a kind of Liberal convention on this result of too much heart or too little brain. Dyer
Cash per John A. Jost
Jacob Bowman, Milton ................................... .
50 Sunday, when nature gave us her brightest smiles- Lum will please take notice that I hav not attacked
" ................................... .
Dan. Williams,
2.00 mingled with a little rain-just enough to make the the morals of the Mormon people; I hav only at" ................................... .
1.00
A. D. Shurtleff,
tacked the institution. As a people, the Mormons
Chas. Smith,
" ................................... .
1.00 weather pleasant. Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Trostle, J\fr.
" ................................... .
An de Ohlsen,
1.00 and Mrs. Joe Pennington, and others, were present are like the rest of mankind ; they are neither better
" ................................... .
Jas. Williams,
1.00 from Twin Bridges. There is quite a settlement of nor worse. As individuals, I respect them; it is the
John Thurston,
" ................................... .
1.00 Liberals in that part of the county, and the preachers church tyranny that I oppose with every fiber of my
Ed. Williams,
" ................................... .
1.00
being.
50 don't find much· encourageiUent there.
E. Stoddard,
" .................................. .
Friend Jones has a big house, and a big hall in it,
It was a real treat to meet our stanch friend,
" ................................... .
1.00
Martin Golder,
" ................................... .
50 Ameda Buset,e, of Bannack, who has done more for and I gave my lecture there. After the lectme there
Albert Edholm,
" ................................... .
L. P. Edholm,
1.00 the advancement of Liberal ideas in this county was music, vocal and instrumental, dancing, and a
P. Parkinson,
" ................................... .
1.00 than anyone else. He· is a man of fu·st-rate intel- good time generally. The welcome back to Utah
Ande Paulsen,
'' ................................... .
1.00
was quite encom·aging. Friends were present from
1.00 lectual culture. He has read and mastered om best
Olive Gerden,
1.00 books. He knows the history of the church, and few Ogden, Hooper, Kaysville, etc.: Hector Haight and
~~~~~~~.-..~::::::::::::.
1.00 Christians are better posted on Bible facts and te;ts. wife, Dr. Ingram and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Robert SimrHe has spent hundreds of dollars in the dissemina- son, Mr. and Mrs. James Horrocks, Robert "Wilson,
Total............................................ $2,802.67 tion of Freethought books, papers, etc. He is also John A. J ost, .L. Thompson, John Bowman, Thomas ·
an able exponent of om: views, and the ministers had Peek, .M. Hendry, T. H. Hodson, the Lamberts, and
News and Notes.
better not tackle him in debate. For over twenty- others.
I lectured on Sunday evening, July 11th, at Boze- five years he has kept the battle a-going, and much of
I spent the night with John Bowman, who is one
man. Although the Methodist conference, with the present success of our movement here is the result of the old settlers of this valley. He also has had to
twenty-five or thirty ministers, elders, bishops, etc., of his untiring efforts. I also enjoyed the hospitality- fight the priesthood~ but would not giv in. Like
was on hand and did its level best to make things of Mr. Benj. Dettmer and wife and her sister, who are General Taylor, he never knew when he was whipped,
lively on the orthodox side, our hall was filled to its all good Freethinkers. Mr. Dettmer subscribed for but stayed right along through thick and thin.
utmost capacity, and even some of the clergymen THE TRUTH SEEKER, Investigator, and Ironclad Age,
On Wednesday morning I went over to Uintah
attended, !tlthough they did not remain and receive and bought quite a library of books, all of which will Station. I met here Chas. De La Baunie, a gentleall the good they might. No doubt, however, they be kept busy as campaign documents. Mr. Dettmru: man of superior intelligence, whose father was a gencarried off as much of the gospel of common sense as is always on the move. He likes a new country, and eral in the French army, and he himself has had the
was possible unuer the circumstances.
expects to go to Alaska. If he does, the banners of training of the best military schools of France. He
The Liberal element at Bozeman and vicinity will Liberalism will be uplifted there, and I presume the was brought up in the church. He is now a Freebe reorganized, and will present a solid front, I hope, secretary will hav to go and deliver some lectures and thinker. It was a pleasure to meet with one so scholto the enemy. With such laborers as Mr. and Mrs. build a Freethought hall in advance of the churches. arly, and who has so thoroughly read the best FreeJ. M. Lindley, Thomas Burke, Judge and Mrs.
I am very sorry to say that our gallant captain, thought literatme.
At Peterson Station, about noon, as I stepped
Lewis, J. V. Bogert, W. W. Alderson, Mr. and Mrs. Emerick, was almost sick abed when I arrived, but
S. W. Cook, James Gourley, and others, both ladies for all that he came to both the lectures. I don't from the train, I received a cordial grasp of hand
and gentlemen, I hav great confidence in the work believe he would hav got up if Gabriel's trump had from L. P. Edholm, one of the first Freethinkers of
· that will be accomplished.
sounded, but he was bound to be at the lectures, Morgan county. I went to his home and found a
On Tuesday evening, July 13th, I lectm·ed at Hll- cleo volente or non volente. I was glad to see him good rest from the summer's heat and dust. In the
lena, in the Opera House, to a large audience. again, and his noble wife and others, too-an inspir- evening I lectmed at the school-house at Milton to a
Helena is full of Liberals, but many are afraid to ing company of earnest men and women; Mr. and large and attentiv audience. I was pleased to meet
. take any open stand. However, I believe there are Mrs. Chas. Blivens, Mr. and Mrs. Estes, C. L. again the friends. of my former trip, D.an Williams,
enough who hav brains and backbone at this impor- Thompson, George Dart, G. W. Carter, and others. of Morgan; A. D. Shmtliff, Charles Smith, Jacob
tant point to bring Liberalism to the front., and de- They are talking of building a Freethought Hall at Bowman, Ande Ohlsen, Olive Gerden, Jos. Williams,
stroy the tyranny of the churches. Mr. and Mrs. Dillon, and Mr. Emerick has promised to giv $1,000 John Thun>ton, Ed. Williams, Martin Gorder, A.
Paulsen, P. Parkinson, and others.
S. C. Gilpatrick, Prof. Henry C. Yerger and wife, to the erection of such a temple of Humanity.
Thursday I came to Salt Lake. Friday, July 23d,
John Horsky, H. W. English, I ver Wolff, C. H. J ef~
So I leave Montana with high hopes, and look forfries, Ed. Busick, H. C: Votaw, and others are gen- ward to a renewal of the campaign next winter with was my birthday, and we had a little picnic in the
erous and devoted friends of the cause, and will keep pleasant anticipations, for without doubt there will park. I guess if Brigham Young had known that the
this frontier line of battle in good order.
be a territorial convention of the Montana Liberals park whose groves he planted would hav been used
. Again I had the pleasure of spending a few days at Butte City the coming season. The work must for such a sacrilegious pmpose as a Secular festival
with Dr. Whitford and his family at Butte City. I now be pushed forward, for a very great interest has gathering, he would not hav sold it to the city. Howlectured there on Friday evening, July 16th, and I been aroused. A movement is on foot to secme for ever, we had a good time, and the ghost of the
found a most cordial interest among the people. The Montana the services of our eloquent friend, W. F. Prophet did not haunt us a bit. As I can keep a
doctor has been doing some vigorous work. A Sec- Jamieson. I hope this will be successful, for it will secret like a woman, I shall not tell how old I am.
ular Union has been organized. Funds hav already add greatly to the strength of our cause. Dr. York I feel as young, however, as when I first drew the
been raised for the distribution of Freethought has already done valuable work in Butte, Helena, and breath of life. The universe is as bright and my
literat.me. Dr. Whitford will giv a series of lectures Bozeman. Everywhere, however, do I meet the dreams are as glowing as when I went to school. I
on the origin of the Bible and other important topics. waves of inspiration that are still in the air, and still am just as happy as at the time when, after earning
Of course there is great opposition among the clergy tlu·ill the heart, flowing from the glorious eloquence fifty dOllars by the sweat of my face, I sat down to
to this new movement. They recognize the ability of om· president, Colonel Ingersoll, who was here two the desk and opened my brand-new Virgil or prepared
enrolled upon our side and fear the result. Dr. Whit- summers ago, and was greeted with crowded houses. to win academical honors by a discussion of the
ford, however, has enlisted for the war. He has I hardly meet a Liberal but he tells me of having important question: .Resolved, "That the pen is
drawn· the sword and flung the scabbard away. heard on these occasions our great orator, and the .mightier than the sword." W'hen, however, I think
There will be lively times for orthodoxy, and a. desire is expressed deep and wide in all this western of the seminary, and orthodox pulpit, and Liberal
triumph for Secular principles. Dr. Whitford will be country to listen to that marvelous voice again. Our ministry, and the Secular pilgrimages, and the
ably assisted by Fred. Cook, who is always ready to good colonel is enthroned, indeed, in the affections immense theological and metaphysical spaces I hav
giv and work for the cause; E. N. Dunkle and E. F. of the people of the West. They believe in him and traversed, I feel about a million years of age. It has
Dunkle, who were once Methodists, but who hav lost admire him with all their heart. Sure I am that I been a round-about jomney, during which God,
none of their enthusiasm by coming into the church never could hav met with so cordial a reception and heaven, and hell hav disappeared like so many
of humanity; Charles Stoffel, whose heart and hand generous appreciation if Ingersoll had not already sparks, and only the earth remains, and I am a child
are always ready for what makes mankind free; aroused the sympathies an<i thoughts of these again on its glowing bosom; and I renounce old age
J. C. Singer, a generous contributor to the work, and people with his earnest speech. The remembrance forever, and will die as young as when I was 'Qorn.
others. I expect great things in this metropolitan of his work has made my path a pleasant one indeed. This is a paradox of which orthodoxy knows nothing.
camp-ground.
'
Several hundred miles' travel, and I leave Idaho According to orthodoxy, we are born old-old Adam.
I lecture at Salt Lake to-morrow evening; at Rock
I lectured again at Dillon Sunday afternoon and and Montana behigd in the glory of the setting sun,
Springs,
July 29th and 30th; at Greeley, Col., Aug.
evening to crowded houses. This time I was the and strike Ogden once more. ·
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Eastman, and the wandering
Here my good friend William J. Jones meets me, 1st and 2d; at Longmont, Aug. 3d, 4th, and 5th; at
pilgrim could find no more delightful entertainment. and takes me over to his home in the pretty Weber Denver, Aug. 8th and 15th; and at following places
'fhey hav organized a Secular Union here with valley. Friend Jones was once in the hand£ of Brig- if friends see fit to make arrangements : Forks Creek,
nearly fifty names~ Established on a broad and ham Young,· because he would not submit to the au- Aug. 9th and lOth; Central City, Aug.llth and 12th;
democratic basis, without doubt it. will be a great thority of the Prophet: Close by his homestead are Idaho Springs, Aug. 13th and 14th; Georgetown,
power in this growing community where the churches the bluffs where ·Brigham Young planted his cannon Aug. 16th and 17th; Plum Creek, Neb., Aug. 19th.
are gradually but surely decaying. I lectm·ed on and killed twenty or thirty of the Morrisites, who, I shall be at Seward, Neb., Aug. 21st, 22d,and 23d;
" American Democracy," and " The Glory of Infi- unarmed, were huddled together· in a school-house- at Valley Falls, Kansas, Aug. 24th, 25th, 26th,
delity." A brilliant feature in connection with the which still stands near the road I traveled. The and 27th; Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 29th; Fremont, Aug.
lectmes was the music fmnished by Mr.. and Mrs. Morrisites were thus butchered because they chose 30th and 31st; West Point, Sept. 1st, 2d, and 3d;
Carrington and that bright little Liberal, Percy Car- another leader and 'teacher by the name of Morris, in Omaha, Sept. 5th; Cromwell, Iowa, Sept. 7th and
rington, their son. Thus the rugged· pat~way of re- place of Brigham. This· is a specimen of that Mor- 8th; Leon, Sept. 9th and lOth ; Ottumwa, Sept. 12th;
form is becoming beautiful. Poetry and music mon brotherh~od, cooperatio:p., liberty, etc., for which West Union, Sept. 14th, 15t~, and 16th; Chebanse,
are our aids to the world's intellectual ad- Dyer Lum has such an affectionate admiration. Of Ill., Sept. 18th and 19th; Chwago, Sept. 26th; West
vancement. After the lectures friends made a course the testimony of friend Jones, and of hun- Union Ohio, Sept. 28th, 29th, and 30th. I :l:i.Ptl the
pleasant social entertainment, and we had a dreds of other men .and women who know by practi- field c~nstantly opening, arid it is impossible tu meet
real Sunday night's festival, which is the best re- cal experience what Mormonism has done, is of no all demands for lectures this season.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
ligious service the human heart .can hav, where every value . to Lum, because they are the "avowed eneSalt Lake Oity, July 24, 1886.
moment is jeweled with joy. Mr. Robert Boyd, mies" of Mormonism. According to Lum's logic, he
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~ommunicafions.
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Bible is the "inspired word of God," let him be honest enough to say that nearly every age'and country
has produced one. Our country has produced the
Mormon Bible, and thousands of the Mormon gulls
Facts About the New Testament.
place
the same implicit confidence in it -as a "revelaThe gospel of the Infancy was according to the
" original." But who knows about the " original?" tion from God" that the Christian does in his "holy
Here lies the difficulty; there is too much according. Bible."
When he speaks. of miracles, let him say frankly
We know nothing about the writings of Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and John. We only know that some that Jesus was no great miracle-worker. The magiunknown persons wrote according to these reputed cians down in Egypt performed greater miracles than
Christ ever thought of. His miracles, compared to
authors.
What a pity the wonderful gospel of the Infancy those of Apollonius, Simon Magus, and Mohammed,
could not hav been voted the word of God ! If the were only as fly-speck compared to a quagmire.
When the Christian talks to the young about the
few tame miracles recorded jn the New 'festament
are to be taken as evidence of the word of God, the holy prophets, let him tell those whom he attempts
wonderful miracles recorded in this gospel would not to instruct that anciently the science of prophesying
hav left a doubting Thomas in all the land. This was taught by the proficients as astronomy and
gospel lifts the veil and allows us to look back to an chemistry are now, and was predicated on the shiftage when every man of any consideration was writing ing clouds and rising sm8ke, and upon palmistry and
gospels and working miracles-when sacred writings the entrails of animals, and was abou~ as reliable as
the medicin-men and rain-makers among the Indian
and miracles were the order of the day.
The age that produced such untold numbers of tribes. Let the minister in his sermon and the Sabmiracle-workers also swarmed with gospel-writers. bath-school teacher in his class mention the fact that
The new doctrin of the Christian religion occupied for three hundred years from the :first century sacred
the public mind, and everybody was writing about it, writers .were "as plenty as blackberries," and that it
and each one told his story in his own way.
t~k over six hundred years to separate the inspired
If the gospel of the Infancy was genuin and inspired writings from the spurious, and that now no two
by God, why is it .not in the New '.testament? If agree as to their exact meaning.
spurious, must not the parts taken from it by Luke
At stated times these scriptures hav been amended
and Matthew be spurious too?
and revised. And now a "New Version " turns up.
Both the gospel of the Infancy and the Protevan- Yet all who hav had to do with the "sacred scriptgelion, from which a portion of the New Testament ures" hav received their light from "on high;" but
was taken, are known to be of. Eastern origin. The for all this Christians are still :fighting about their
account of the star which guided the wise men from real meaning.
.
Tell your hearers that all this is not wonderful
the east is found in the life of Zoroaster and almost
in the same language.
when it is considered that for three hundred years
The sacred writings of the Hindoos giv an account everybody was writing, tinkering, interpolating,
of a very mysterious character called Chrishna -or transcribing, or translating these scriptures, and
Krishna, born nearly twelve hundred years before injecting.his own peculiar views into them.
Yes, my clerical friends, turn on the light j let us
Christ. He was believed to be a God, born of a
virgin by miraculous conception.
hav the full blaze of the truth. Truth before falseA chorus of angels saluted the newborn babe; he boGd; humanity before Christianity; light before
was of royal descent; bad the power of speech when darkness; facts before :fiction; science before superborn; was cradled among shepherds; the ruler of the stition. Giv us the truth, the whole truth, and nothcountry sought to take his life; the slaughter of the ing but the truth, and may the Lord hav mercy on
young children was ordered-nearly every circum- your never-dying souls.
stance in the life of Krishna corresponding with the
To show how the story of the immaculate concep-·
account of Christ ~s given in the New Testament. tion has grown, it is only necessary to state that
He performed wonderful miracles in his infancy. He Cerinthus, who wrote a gospel in the year 145, said
killed a huge serpent which vomited :fire, brought the that " Jesus was the son of Joseph and Mary accorddead to life, and struck others dead who had offended ing to the course of ordinary human generation, but
him; and he, like Christ, was crucified to atone for that he was more prudent and wise than other men."
the sins of the world.
Cail?Ocrates, who wrote in the year 135, says, "Jesus
In the life of this Eastern savior is found nearly was the son of Joseph, and just like other men, only
every incident recorded in the life of Christ. The that he was steadfast and pure." Papias, who wrote
conviction is irresistible that a small portion of the life about the middle of the second century, says that
of Christ was taken from the life of Zoroaster, but in "Jesus was crushed by a chariot, and died in that
the main it was drawn from the sacred writings of way." Marcion wrote about the year 145, and denied
the Hindoos, and the incidents as related in the life the resurrection of Christ, and accused the other
of the Eastern savior were slightly varied and made writers of "perverting the gospels."
to apply to the life of Christ so as to meet the deThus it will be seen that for !J, hundred and :fifty
mands of the new religion. Nearly all the men who years after the birth of Christ nothing was known of
hav investigated this matter without bias hav come the immaculate conception, the resuiTection, or the
to about the same conclusion. A faithful account of miraculous character of ·christ.
the origin of the scriptures of the New Testament
As we shall see, the miraculous character of Christ
would prove an eye-opener to most Christians.
was :fixed and tempered long afterward, for a purWaite says: ."The prevailing religious excitement pose which nobody thought about during the life of
and the enthusiasm, the trusting credulity and love the great reformer. Neither were the gospels writof the marvelous, which were characteristic of the ten during his life,· nor for more than two hundred
early Christians, led them to accept unhesitatingly years afterward. Many believed that the gospels
whatever came to them sanctioned by their bishops were written during the life of Christ. Let us see.
and teachers. When the better educated among them Justin Martyr, who wrote between the years 150 and
were called upon to translate or transcribe religious 160, nowhere mentions any of the canonical goswritings for the purpose of increasing the volume of. pels or their supposed authors, showing that theN ew
I"eligious literature, they made additions more or less Testament writings were not in existence in his
extensiv, and this process prevailed extensivly and day.
unreservedly." And he says, further, "This fact must
It would be strange for him to speak minutely
be kept constantly in view in all investigations of bf other gospels, and not mention those of the New
Christian doctrin."
Testament, if they were in existence. He mentions
Of the one hundred and :fifty· thousand various " The Acts of Pilate" and the gospel of Peter,
I·eadings which Griesback found in the New Testa- neither of which is found in the New Testament.
ment manuscripts Waite says " probably one hunHe further says that " Christ and his father were
dred and forty-nine thousand were additions and both carpenters, and worked at their trade, making
interpolations." All over the land. the young are plows and yokes." This is according to the early
taught that these uncertain, anonymous, and interpo- idea that Christ was a mere man, born like other
lated writings are the word of God. The wickedness men, and working like other men.
of such teaching ought to be exposed. Let all the
It would be a strange sight, indeed, to see a God
facts be told; then let the people judge for them- boring the holes in an ox-yoke. It is likely enough
seJvs. Anything short of this is not honest.
that the new doctrin which he preached caused him
. It is only fair when the Christian speaks of the to be regarded as a great man, and the:q, like many
"holy Bible" that he should explain its legendary other great and good men, he ;was deified.
character, and say frankly that the whole system of
Then, to be a god he must be born like a god and
the Christian religion has probably been borrowed hay the power of a god. Hence the immaculate confrom other and older systems. And let him not ception, the miracles, the resurrection and ascension,
forget when he speaks of "the holy Bible" that there became necessary, as an after :filling-in, to make all
are more than twenty "holy Bibles" extant. And the parts.harmonize and dovetail togethei·.
let him be honest enough when he speaks of a "cruThe early writers mention a great many "acts "
cl:fied savior" to say, "Our savior is only one of a and " epistles," " gospele," and revelations not found
dozen or more crucified saviors;" and let him be par- in the New Testament. Many of these writings
ticular to mention the Indian savior Krishna, who were held in high esteem- by the early churches.
was crucified for the sins of the world more than a
It is well known that Tatian, in the year 170, pub·
thousand years before the birth of Christ, and that lished a collection of saGred writings called the Diathe whole story of the immaculate conception and tesseran, and that they were so regarded by the
resurrection is but a rehash of an Eastern legend.
early .churches-not one chapter of which has found
When the Christian teaches the young that the its way into the New Testament. These gospel-
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mongers were ~s numerous as insects on the banks "of
the Nile.
.
·
It was preeminently an age of gospel-writers. But
scarcely any of these early writings found thei~ ~ay
into the New Testament. No doubt the Cb.nsban
has the fullest assurance that out of this tornado of _.
sacred writings the ones inspired by God were selected without any chance of mistake.
·Perhaps there is no early writer who bas a gre~ter
influence over the minds of Christians than Eusebms.
He was so zealous that he believed lying and deceit
to be justifiable w~en done in th~ interest Of the
church. No man m an early day did more than he
to make all the writings of his period conform to
the Christian religion ..
He was an unblushing, Janus-faced religious literary _
thief. He added to, altered, and erased, and what he
could not change to suit his tm-n he destroyed like.
a true Christian pirate.
He it was who put into the writings of Josephus
the article referring to Jesus Christ which the ministers are so fond of quoting. In another i:rastance,
where Josephus speaks of an owl, Eusebius makes it
read "angel." If he had known how little difference
there is between the two he would not hav felt the
necessity of lying about it. S~al~ger s~ys: "No one
has contributed more to Chnstian history, and no
one was guilty of mo~·e mistakes." .
Waite says : " He IS not only gm~ty of the I~ost
unblushing falsehoods, but of forgenes of the vilest.
character."
.
And yet the Christian's faith and belief dependR in
a great degree upon this unscrupulous, deceitful,
forging, lying Christian scoundrel.
.
Faustus, in the middle of the fourth century, smd:
"The scriptures of the New Testament were not
written by the son nor by the apostles, but a lon_g.
time after by some unknown men, w~o gave. their
books the names of the apostles, declarmg their contents to be according to these originals j" and farther,
that " these gospels are so full of errors and discrepancies, both in fact and opinion, that they can be
harmonized neither with themselvs nor one another!'
In referring to the abominations of the Old Testa- '
ment, he said. to Augustin : " These, and such as
these, are the examples and precepts of the Old Tes"
tament. If they are good, why do you not practice
them; if they are bad, why do you not condemn the
Old Testament in which they are written~ But if
you think these are spurious. interpolations, ,~hat is
precisely what I think of the New Testament.
Is not this virtually taking away the very ground
floor of the New Testament as an inspired volume·?
Who is most likely to know and tell the truth
about these matters-Faustus, who lived in the
fourth century, and was in a great degree cognizant
of the facts or a lot of ecclesiastics whose living depends on k~eping the people hoodwinked, and who
are removed from the time of Faustus by so many
centuries~
.
Faustus further says: "We hav proved again and
again that these writings are a compilation of rumors
and beliefs made long after the apostles' departure,
and published under the names of the apostles to giv
the appearance of authority."
I would like to ask any Christian if he ever saw an
autograph manuscript of one of the gospels. I defy
him to show that there ever existed a record of such
manuscripts. From the beginning no writer has
claimed that he ever saw a manuscript of either of the
gospels in the handwriting of Luke, Mark, Matthew,
or John.
For centuries the chureh has been exhibiting holy
relics. Drops of blood, and nails, and hair of the
saints; thorns from the cross of Christ, drops of virgin's milk, pieces of the true cross, and spears and
parts of spears which pierced the side of Christ, hav
been shown over and over again to the credulous as
evidei:we of the tmth of the Christian scheme. But
a manuscript of the gospels in the handwriting of
Luke, Mark, Matthew, or John would be worth more
to the church than all of them.
If such manuscripts ever existed, where are they
now~ Would not the church hav ti·easured them
with sacred care if they ever had an existence? If
they hav been destroyed, should not the church be
able to tell when, where, and how~ There is not the
least evidence that such documents ever were in existence. Assuming that they did exist, who :first
copied them~ and what evidence hav we that they
were correctly transcribed? " Bottom facts" often
let the bottom out of many fabrications.
The :first arithmetic which Professor Robinson published was published in the name of another man.
The reputed author of the arithmetic was a mat~e
matician of considerable note, while Professor Robmson, at the time, was comparativly unknown. It will
be seen at once that the name well known in mathematical circles would more readily bnng the arith
metic to public notice and consideraLion than the
name of" a man who was unknown. And so t\c se
gospels wei·e written-nobody knows where, ;nobody
knows by whom-under the names of the apostles to.
JoHN PFcK.
giv them force and authority.
('rQ ~]!! qq:wrrNUED.) '
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The Church and State Education.
their children would hav reason to complain if a
There are some good things th!'tt seem just a little teaching they did not think best for their· children's
-.too good for many of those who profess to prize minds should be forced upon· them. The state, be it
~hem_ ~ost h~ghly. One of these, we regret to say, remembered; has completely dwarfed and starved out
.lS religiOus liberty. If there is any one thing that private enterpr.ise in education, so that the average
the people of this country, taken in the mass are bent parent has no choice but to send his. children to the
· on_ preserv~g and enjoying, it is this; and' yet it is public s~hool. Should, then! any~hing be. taught
; this very thillg ~hat some excellent people, who are there whwh presupposes a unifornnty of opinion that
far from regardmg themselvs as abettors of spiritual does not exist~ If the reason why we hav no state
tyranny, are continually seeking to undermine. Our church in this land is that we could not hav one
excellent contemp?rary, the Journal of Education, without doing injustice to some element or elements
of Bos~on and Chicago, has lately called attention to of the population; the same objection precisely will
the actwn of the Presbyterian Synod of the state of apply to having an authoritativ teaching in the
New York, in referring to a committee, to be re- ~chools ofmatters that every man claims the right to
ported on at the next annual meeting, a resolution JUdge _of for himself, and in regard to which imporaffii'ming that, while a union of church and state in t~nt differences of opinion prevail. The case is very
· this country is not be thought of, it would still be srm~le ~d clear-too cl~ar to admit of much mystidesirable to incorporate into "the course of state and ficatiOn ill the popular mmd ; and it is to the good
national education " certain very specific theological sense of the people at large that we trust for the dedoctrins, in which, as it was stated, all Christian sects cisiv. overthrow of any measures looking to the peragreed. They were: The existence of a personal versiOn of our school system, by making it .an agency
God, the responsibility of man to God the immortal- for_ the propagation of an official theology.-.Popular
.
·
ity of the soul, and a future state of rewards and Sczence Monthly.
punishments. We cannot suppose for one moment
that those who favored this resolution would wish
"Six Years' Labor and Sorrow."
such. doctrins as these to become top. ics of discussion
· h
Mr. Charles Bradlaugh, M.P., has· forwarded to THE
m t e public schools, or to be treated as in any way TnuTn SEEKER the following account of his so-far successful
open to doubt or as subject to possible future recti- contest with bigotry in the English House of Commons. The
fication; If taught at all, they would hav . to be story is printed also in the P.all Mall Gazette:
taught on authority, just as the catechism might be
This struggle has involved five bitterly-contested
taught in church schools. This being the case, we parliamentary elections and nine actions at law, two
cannot understand how the members of the synod of which hav been five times before the Court of
who favored the resolution could help seeing how Appeal, one of which has been argued before the
vain was their disclaimer of any desire to establish a House of Lords, and another of which is now on apconnection between church and state. The whole peal to their lordships. In addition, one indictment
essence of an ecclesiastical establishment consists in was expressly promoted to disqualify me from sitting
the assumption by the state of the right to guide in- in Parliament, by a prominent Conservativ M.P., at
dividual citizens in ~he formation of theological the avowed instigation of a Conservativ societyopmwns. It matters not how many Qr how few those journal editor. These alone involved very serious
opinions rriay be, how much or how little of theologi- pecuniary burdens and enormous waste of time; but
cal subtilty their formulation may involve; whenever my antagonists hav not limited themselvs to fighting
and wherever the state looks upon the individual as me at Northampton and in the law courts. They
un:fit to guide himself in such matters, and therefore hav issued against me throughout the country
_- undertakes to teach him dogmatically what he ought guerrilla-like pamphlets, full of the grossest abuse
· to believe, then and there we hav the elements of and misrepresentation, and besides many scores of
ecclesiastical govetllJllent.
thousands of such libelous pamphlets, enormous
Now, the instinct of the American people has quantities of leaflets hav been officially circi.uat-ed by
hitherto been that theology and religion do better the Conservativ and Constitutional Unio~, containwithout the patronage of the state than with it, and ing, within quotation marks, sentences sometimes
that it is not safe to intrust the civil power, whether manufactured by selecting words out of distinct
federal o:r local, with the making of any law looking speeches on different subjects, going as far back as
either to the establishment of a church or to the en- twenty-five years, and occasionally with words added
couragement of any special form of religious belief. as if by me, which I hav never written or spoken.
We ·choose our own rulers and we set them over us,
When the struggle commenced, it is doubtful
not in spiritual matters, but in temporal only, and, if whether those below the gangway on the Tory side
we are wise, we shall restrict their action even in the who took the initiatory steps regarded it as more
temporal sphere as much as possible This by the than a good opposition maneuver to giv annoyance
way: What is perfectly clear is that our people do to Mr. Gladstone. Personally I believed in 1880, and
not want to receive direction in theological questions but for the judgment of the Court of Appeal should
at the hands of the state, and therefore are not pre- still believe, that I had the legal right to make affirpared to.hav theology-even its most widely accepted mation of allegiance as a member of the House of
propositions-introduced _into public-school teaching. Commonf:\. Before I came to the table on. May .3,
It is felt that the state has no business to make 1880, I was strengthened in my belief. by the knowlopinion in these matters, w;hich it undDu btedly would edge that 1\:Ir. Speaker had taken the opinion of the
do if it were allowed to impart any theological in- law officers of the crown, and that they and another
stmction whatever. Let, for example, the propositions eminent legal authority, of the very highest rank, had
above mentioned become a part of public-school teach- expressed themselvs in favor of my "legal right under
ing throughout the length and breadth of the land, and the Parliamentary Oaths act, 1866, . sec. 4, which
the modification of opinion to which this would lea'd gave the right of affirmation in Parliament to " every
would tend to prepare the way for the introduction person of the persuasion of the people called
of more specific theological teaching, and, little by Quakers, and every other person for the time being
little, we should hav, by the help of the state, a kind by law permitted to make a solemn affirmation or
of official theology formed, the influence of which on declaration instead of taking an oath." The Court
the development of thought, and perhaps also of of Appeal ultimately held that " every other person "
morals, would be far from favorable. No better way did not include me. In.making my claim to affirm, I
of stereotyping acivilization could be devised than tried to avoid offense, and" Hansard" shows that I
for a government, through the public-schools, to un- then carefully refrained from saying one word which
dertake to tell people what they should believe on ought to hav been considered objectionable. Yet I
the most fundamental questions of theology and hav been since bitterly assailed for thrusting my irphilosophy.
_
religious views on the House, and this not only by
We should therefore strongly advise all well-mean- clergymen and politicians, perhaps unaware of the
ing people to pause before they giv their sup- facts, but also by members actually present in the
port to measures which certainly would not hav House on May 3, 1880, who might, at least, if their
the beneficial results which we may be sure they memories had proved deficient, hav refreshed themhav at heart. In what we hav said above we hav as- selvs by reference to" Hansard." My claim to affirm
sumed the success of the supposed attempt of the .was referred to a select committee, who refused to
state to control the theological opinions of the people. allow me to attend before them to state the grounds
But there is a possibility that things might take a on whi~;Jh my claim was made, and who, by the castdifferent turn, and that state patronage of certain ing vote of the Conservativ chairman, decided against
fornis of opinion might tend to produce s~epticism in my right to affirm. On May 20th the report of the
-regard to the very doctrins it was sought to protect committee was presented, and on the 21st I preand strengthen. We hold very strongly, for our own sented myself to takE) my seat, ready to take and subpart, that in the public schools, controled as they are scribe the oath of allegiance according to law. ·Men
by the civil authorities, nothing should be taught be- who~;~e anti-religious opinions had been widely pubyond the broad and demonstrable results of human lished had already taken the oath of allegiance, not
inquiry.
only in previous Parliaments, but actually hav done
There is, lastly, a point to consider which our con- so in the Parliament which closed its existence in
temporary above referred to urges with a great deal 1885. Tories excuse themselvs for preventing me
of force-the question of simple justice. It is known from taking the oath by saying that I had declared
that, whether or not all Christian sects are it would-not be binding upon me. The reverse is
agreed in accepting the theological propositions set true. The committee examined me. on my letter of
forth, the whole comrp.unity does not accept them.. May 20, ~880.. I asked the .committee "to _rememIt may be unfortunate that it should be so-we do ber that ill this letter I declare that the oath, If I take
not discuss that q.uestion-the fact is that it. is so; it! ~ould bind me, and I now repeat that in the mo~t
and people who want a merely secular educatwn for distillct and formal manner; that the oath of allegi-
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ance, namely : 'I do swear that. I will be faithful and
bear true allegiance to her majesty Queen Victoria
her heirs and successors, according to law,' will whe~
I take it, be most fully, completely, and unrese~vedly
binding upon my honor and conscience; and I crave
leave to refer to the unanimous judgment of the full
court of the. Exchequer Chamber in the case of
Miller vs. Salomons, 17th, 'Jurist,' page 463, and to
the case of Lancaster and Carlisle Railway Company
vs. Heaton, 4th ' Jurist,' new series, page 708, for the
dist~ishment between the words of asseveration
and the essential words of an oath. But I also desire to add, and I do this most solemnly and unre~
servedly, that the taking and subscribing, or repeating of those words of asseveration, will in no degree
weaken the binding effect of the oath on my conscience." On June 22d the house asserted that I
should neither affirm nor swear, and on June 23d
committed me to the Clock Tower for attempting to
take my seat, but released me on the following day
with the full knowledge that I intended to repeat the
attempt day by day. To terminate this state of
things, 1\fr. Gladstone, on July 2d, carried a resolution under which I took my seat on affirmation and
sat, spoke, and voted for not quite six months of
pa;rlia~entary sitt!ngs. Si~ Eardley Wilm.ot, having
failed ill a resolutwn, of whwh he gave notwe, that it
is repugnant to the Constitution for an Atheist to sit
in the House of Commons, introduced
bill to disqualify Atheists from sitting and voting. This bill
he abandoned. Mr. Labouchere introduced a bill
giving members the option of affirming their allegiance, but his bill was blocked by several gentlemen, most of whom hav failed to obtain seats in the
present Parliament.
The Court of Appeal having decided that I was not
included among the "every other person" permitted
to affirm, I was reelected, and on the 27th of April
1881, when the House was in great difficulty, I with~
drew on Sir Stafford Northcote's public suggestion
that an Affirmation Bill, if introduced by the government, should hav fair consideration from his Conservativ following. Having induced me to withdraw
the Conservativs opposed and prevented even th~
formal introduction of the bill, and passed an order
under which actual and violent physical force was
on August 3, 1881, used against me. Failing to get
any s9lution and Mr. Newdegate's C01111110n informer
having signed judgment against me for penalties, I
against the order of the House, in 1882, on th~
House having by vote declared me to be the sitting
member, took the oath and my seat. For this the
House; refusing first to hear me in· my own defen~e,
expelled me, and Northampton again reelected me.
Once more the House excluded me from entering itt~
precincts, although I had taken no step under this
my third return. In 1883 an Affirmation bill was introduced by the Liberal government, and I patiently
waited the result, but I was not left idle. I was
forced to defend myself against Mr. Newdegate's
declaration in the House, and the repeated boast of
Conservativ editors, that he would compel me to pay
the penalties and costs, or at least would make me
bankrupt, and so end the contest by vacating my
seat. I had at the same time to meet Sir H. Tyler's
blasphemy prosecution, and to read his motion 111ade
in the Hous·e, where my mouth was gagged, that Mr.
Bradlaugh's daughters were tillfit persons to be allowed to teach science in the Hall of Science classes.
When the Affirmation bill was rejected I made my
·fourth speech at the bar, and was again excluded by
order of the House. I had in the law courts endeavored unavailingly to procure a legal decision as
to my status. A friendly action by a prominent
Northampton voter was refused a hearing. My suits
against the officers of the House were defeated on
the ground that no court of law can interfere between
the House and one of its members. The crown took
no legal action to test the validity of what I had
done in February, 1882, and I was nearly paralyzed
by the repeated exclusion orders of the House. So
in. 1884 I again administered the oath, took my seat,
and voted, and then voluntarily went for reClection,
so as to preserve- my legal status as metnber, in the
event of the legal decision .being unfavorable. Unfortunately, the law officers of the crown, with the
aid of the present lord chanc!Jllor, were not content
to try the broad legal question; and the points
whether the speaker was sitting or standing, and
whether, if he sat, he intended me to be sworn, were
gravely left to the jury as complications in the appeal
case which now stands for decision in the House of
Lords; but this decision, even if it be hostil to me, will
only determin that I did not lawfully take the oath of
allegiance on February 11, 1884.
Now at last, as I am in my seat, surely the wisest
course is, on the one hand, to pass an Affirmation
bill, giving to all the opti?n now enjoyed by Q~akers,
Moravians, and Separatists; and, on the other,
to pass such a standing order as shall prevent it being possible in the future for brute force to stand.
between any lawfully elected member-ready. in all
things to obey the law-a"!ld the SQat to which his
constituents hav returned him:..
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Reynolds Arrested for Blasphemy.
When C. B. Reynolds pulled up the stakes of his
tent and left Cayuga county, N. Y., to fulfil an engagement in New Jersey, he wro.te, "I go to Boonton, N.J., cheered and encouraged by the good success at Montezuma." He will hardly say the same
when he takes the remains of his canvas tabernacle
out of Boonton. The tent has been wrecked by
Catholic and Methodist roughs, the lecturer mobbed
and arrested on a charge of blasphemy.
Owing to a week's delay on the part of the railroad, the tent was not pitched in· Boonton until.Monday, July 26th. When the lecturer stepped upon the
platform that evening he faced a fair-sized audience.
The Booth family, :five ladies and two gentlemen,
sang an introductory song, and Mr. Reynolds delivered his lecture. He also distributed some seventyfive copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, giving the latter
only to those who asked for them. There was little
more that evening than premonitions of coming
trouble, in the form of stones thrown upon the roof
of the tent, and one rope broken.
Tuesday night the tent was full, and outside was a
howling mob of some two hundred and :fifty roughs,
led and urged on by a pillar of the ·church holding
the position of section boss on the railroad at Boonton. Another ringleader was one William Brown, a
coal merchant. J.\:lr. Reynol(ls, accompanying the
ladies of the Booth family, made his way,. with some
difficulty, through the crowd, and mounted the platform. The mob howled, and threw stones at the
tent. It speaks well for the courage of the young
ladies· of the choir that, in the face of this demonstration, they arose and calmly sang the songs which
had been selected for the occasion. The lecturer
then attempted to address the audience, but could
scarcely make himself heard.
As the crowd grew more rabid and noisy, the lecture was shortened, and the exercises closed with a
song. The continuance of the rueetings was announced from the platform. Then the tent was
cleared of the rabble. Upon examination, it was
found that two of the smaller guy ropes holding the
center pole in position had been cut. Had the main
guy been severed the pole would hav fallen, and loss
of life must hav resulted. The lecturer did picket
duty until midnight, dodging an occasional stone
that came through the air from the hand of some
friend of Christianity. ·
Wednesday morning the air was full of threats
against the Secular lecturer. Mr. Reynolds, knowing the names of the leaders of the mob of the previous evening, went before a justice and entered complaint against them. The justice was apparently
somewhat bewildered by this move. He so far forgot his- plain duty that, instead of issuing warrants
for the arrest of the parties, he handed the complaint
to a marshal, with instructions to show it to the persons therein named. · Mr. Reynolds, however, knew
more law than that, and after depositing $5 with the
j ustice succeeded in cempassing the arrests of James

N ea:fie, a railroad laborer and semi-Methodist; Josephus Dixon, merchant and Reformed churchman;
William Brown, dealer in coal and Reformed church
piety; H. G. Randall, a bridge-tender and follower of
Wesley, and George Hyler, a coachman and Meth•
odist.
Mr. Reynolds next notified the mayor that he had
reason to believe an attack on the tent was contemplated, and asked for protection. The mayor being ill,
the petitioner had to be contented with seeing a
daughter-in-law, who said the mayor had ordered the
city marshal's presence at the tent. In the evening
he proceeded again to the tent, and while lighting the
lamps was arrested by the marshal on a charge of
blasphemy. He was taken up-town to the lock-up,
followed by a threatening, hooting mob. The arr13st
had evidently been timed so as to prevent a lecture
being given that evening. Mr. Reynolds waived examination; and asked fon:m adjournment. To show
that it understood what an adjourmnent meant, the
court granted the request, but demanded bail in the
sum of $300. This was found in the person of Mr.
Maxfield, a good Liberal of the town, and Mr. Reynolds, escorted by the same rabble that had followed
him to court, returned to the tent. The mob was
tumultuous, but the choir sang two songs as though
nothing unusual was expected. The lecturer opened
his discourse, and continued for about ten minutes an ineffectual attempt to make himself heard.
At the end of that time the marshal brought word
from the mayor and common council that they could
no longer guarantee protection or be responsible for
the consequences i:f the lecture was not brought to a
close at once. This was virtually giving· the place
over into the hands of the mob. The marshal expressed the opinion that there would be bloodshed
if the speaker continued. Being of the same opinion himself, Mr. Reynolds, in the interests of peace,
acquiesced, and dismissed the audience. :Sut it was
one thing to dismiss an audience, and another thing
to get the audience to go. Mr. Reynolds, therefore,
had to content himself with making his own escape,
leaving tHe tent in possession of the mob. Threats
of lynching, tar and feathers, stoning, and drowning
were freely made, and but for the individual and collectiv bravery of the Booth :family :!VIr. Reynolds
worild without doubt hav been maltreated personally
and thrown into the Morris & Essex canal which ran
close by. This family deserves to be remembered.
Charles Booth, the head, is a quiet and determined
English Secularist who came to this country nearly
forty years ago. His wife, Mrs. A. M. Booth, is one
of those splendid women :fit to be chief executiv of a
~tion.
The heroins who composed the choir are
Miss Kate Booth, Miss Ada Booth, l\fiss Jessie
Booth, and Miss Fannie Booth. The sons are Hubert, Charles, and Thomas, manly young men, who
would not be the :first to seek a :fight nor the :firs't to
leave one, when forced into it. With John Krahmer,
a young Freethinker of New York, who was helping
Mr. Reynolds in the work connected with the tent,
they formed a guard that brought Mr. Reynolds
out of the affair with whole bones and dry clothes.
Before the advance of the Booth family, led by the
intrepid mother, the crowd of roughs parted like
sheep.
When Mr. Reynolds visited the tent ground on
Thursday morning, his beloved tabernacle lay flat
upon the ground, an almost total wreck. The main
and auxiliary guys had been cut by the Christians,
and the tent had fallen upon the benches and chairs,
the heavy center-pole breaking several of the latter
in its descent. When the fragments were gathered
together, Mr. Reynolds estimated that Boonton
would hav a bill of several hundred dollars to pay.
On Friday Mr. Reynolds was served with the- following order :

most monumental asinin stupidity on record. He
then quietly awaited developments:
The examination on the charge of blasphemy took
place Saturday, the 31st ult. Following is the com- ·
plaint. It is a product of the combined literary abilities of the deponent and the justice of the peace.
The indictment reads:
STATE oF NEw JERSEY,} SS.
MoRRIS co.
Wm. Brown, of said county, on his oath saith that on
the evening of July 27, 1886, he was at a public meeting
held in a large tent for that purpose situate on the westerly_
side of Washington street, Boonton, N. J., and was addressed by one 0. B. Reynolds; and said Reynolds publicly blasphemed the holy name of God by denying and contumaciously reproaching the being and existence of God and
of th)l scriptures as contained in the books of the Old and
New Testament by speaking of man in " being made of the·
dust" and saying that used the dust up so he put man
to sleep and took a rib out of him and made woman and remarked in a ridiculous manner (who believes such nonsense)
and spoke of the Bible saying of birds and fish were made
out of water and said the Bible spoke in another chapter of
the.same animals being made of clay and remarked (who
believes such nonsense) trying to prove the scr:ipture false
and making fun of and ridiculing the Bible and divers other
remarks, therefore the deponent prays that said Rey-nolds
may be arrested and dealt with according to law.
WILLIAM BROWN.
Sworn and subscribed 28th day ofJrily, 1886, before me,
JonN A. VANORDEN, Justice of the Peace.

To enable the reader to reach the gist of this remarkable document without the labor of analyzing it,
the charges against Mr. Reynolds may be enumerated
as follows:
1. He addressed Brown in a large tent for that purpose.
2. Blasphemed the holy name of God.
3. Denied and " contumaciously reproached" the being
and existence of God and the Bible.
4. Spoke of man as being made of dust.
5. Said" that used the dust all up."
6. Put man to sleep.
7. Took a rib out of him and made woman.
8. Remarked in a ridiculous manner.
9. Ridicriled the Bible and divers other remarks.

The examination was held in the ball-room of the
United States Hotel, and the room was crowded. At
the head of the justice's table sat Mr. Van Orden,
locally known as "Old Tootyache," once noted for
possessing all qualities but virtue, but now a stanch
Methodist; next to him sat Mr. Garrison, the editor
of the Boonton weekly Bulletin, a deacon in the
Methodist church, upon whose cheek is a perennialcolor aki,n to the bloom of peaches. Opposit the
justice was the prosecuting attorney, N. S. Kitchel,
who is looked down upon by even the indecent portion of the community, so much lower than they hashe sunk by his spying and repetition of village gossip. On the other side sat Mr. Reynolds, with a
TRUTH SEEKER in his hand, the pictures showing,
much to the amusement of. some and the anger of
others of the audience. By the table, also, sat the
editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, whom the World of this
city described as "a mysterious stranger, who sat beside Mr. Reynolds, and gave him pointers when needed." But no points that Mr. Reynolds could raise,
or the editor suggest, were of any avail, nor did any
one expect they would be. The justice, terrorized
by tlie prosecuting attorney, had made up his mind
to · hold the prisoner for the Grand Jury to in·dict,
and the proceedings were a perfect farce. All Mr.
Reynolds could do, therefore, was to draw into vie1V
the long ears of the justice, and show the -ignorance
and bitter spirit of the prosecution. The following
is the official record of the proceedings, written out
by the judge with vast waste of the gray matter of
the brain, and· profuse expenditure of ink. When he
was visited Monday morning for this copy, his good
right hand was covered with writing-fluid and his brow
with perspiration. He complained of being" overhet."
The document is as unique in its way as is the justice
the author dispenses i:n his court. It cost Mr. Rey"BooNToN, N. J., July 30, 1886.
nolds
one dollar :
"MR. C. B. REYNOLDS, Sir: At a special meeting of the

Common Council of the town of Boonton, held on Thursday STATE OF NEw JERSEYl On Complaint of WM. BRowNE
evening, Jrily 28, 1886, the following resolution was ·a
for Blasphemy.
HAS. B . vsR. EYNOLDS. j
adopted:
"' ResolVea, That the town clerk be authorized to notify Jlfr. C. B.
Evidence of Wm. Brown.
Reynolds t:g_at he is stt•ictly forbidden to hold any more of his soQuestion by N. S. Kitchel, Esq.:
called Liberal but unlawful meetings within the corporate limits of
Did you attend a meeting held in a tent on the northerly
the town of Boonton.'
·
1
' In accordance with the above resolution you are hereby side of Washington street in Boonton ?
Ans. by Wm. Brown:
notified to discontinue all such meetings within the corporate
I Did.
limits.
Ques. by Mr. Kitchel:
"By order of the Common Council of the town of Boonton.
Did you see this man Reyuolda the:re?
[L.S.]
"JonN DuNN, Town Clerk."
Ans.: I did.
The tent havitlg bean demolished, this, of couTse,
Ques.:
was adding insult to injury. Mr. Reynolds sent
Tell us what he said
back word to the council that they had exhibited the
Ans. by Brown :

THE TRUTH SEEK~R. AUGUST -7,
Well he said that in a certain part of the Bible it said God Reynolds called Mr. Krahmer to giv the true version
made Everything ,the Birds the Beasts the Fishes & every- of the language used that the inquisitorial spirit of
thipg out of water and in another place it says that God made Adam out of dust and he wanted to make a mate for the prosecution and the long ears of the judge
Adam but the Old l\ian had used up dll the Dust in maldng showed most plainly. The New Jersey statute reads
Adam so he did not lmow just what to do so he put Adam that a person who does not believe in a supreme
to sleep I don't know whether it_ was with Ether or Chiaro- being is not a competent witn~s. Nixon's Digest
form and took a rib out of Adam to make a Woman, now has it that a belief in future rewards and punish- you all know if you took every Bone in !t Man's Body it
would not make the Jaw of a Woman. Who believes any ments is necessary to a witness's competency. The
~such nonsense. In that way he -tried to ridicule the Bible first question asked Mr. Krahmer was:
& God and said he took a piece of a verse here & there.
Q. Do you believe in a God? A. Yes.
~ft. Reynolds asked him if he knew of any verse that he
Q. Do you believe in the Bible? A. No.
took a part of?
Mr. Reynolds claimed that, according to the laws
Ans: No.
Gross.exwmined.
of the state, the witness was entitled to take the
Ques. by Mr. Reynolds:
oath, and, in any event, to affirm. Some of the
Do you know that it was the Bible I was reading from?
ridiculous questions_ put' to Mr. Krahmer were:
Ans.:
BY THE CouRT: Wouldn't an oath be as binding upon you
I do not.
if taken upon an almanac as upon the Bible?
Ques.:
To this Mr. Krahmer returned no answer.
Are you familiar with the Bible I gues~ not?
BY THE PnosEOUTION: What effect would it hav upon God
Brown did not answer.
if you told a lie? A. I don't know.
Evidence of George Hessey.
Q. What effect would it hav upon you with God if you
Question by Mr. Kitchel:
Hav you ever seen this man Reynolds or talked. Hav you told a lie? A. I don't know.
. heard or had a conversation with him.
The attorney .then got sufficient control of his temQuestion objected. Objection overruled.
per and tongue to put his question in this way:
Ans. by Hessey:
Q. What effect would it hav upon you if you tell a lie?
I hav.
A.
I should be amenable to the law punishing perjury.
Mr. Kitchel:
Then the j~tice broke in:
Tell the Court what you know about him-Reynolds.
Ans. by Hessey:
Q. What would God do to you if you tell a lie? A. To the
I met Mr. Reynolds and Mr. Cramer. Mr. Reynolds asked justice: What would he do to you? Reply by the justice:
me about what I thought of his Lectures I answered him that I don't know. Answer by Mr. Krahmer to the first question:
·
I had a complete set of Ingersoll's works at home but I am Neither do I.
BY THE CouRT: Don't you know what you believe about
satisfied that there is no truth in them nor in your Lectures.
•future rewards and punishments? A. No.
(Objected to. Objection overruled.)
BY THE CouRT: Then you are not a competent witness.
I believe the Bible is true, and your Lectures are nothing
BY THE- PnosEouTroN: The laws of New Jersey say you
in them but ridicule Mr. Reynold's answer was that is our
argument to ridicule and make fun.
must believe something. New Jersey rules out Infidels,
The complainant then rested.
Freethinkers, and TnuTH SEEKERS.
The defendant C. B. Reynolds then moved to dismiss t~e
Ex/:.~ayor Worman said that he could bring two
Complaint because it did not charge him the Defendant with good Christians who would refute the prosecutio:r;J.'s
Bla~phemy, & said the words who believes -such nonsense
sworn to in the Complaint was stated there as the words of witnesses, but upon calling their names they were
Brown the complainant and said if those words were Blas- found to hav absented· themselvs. 1.\-Ir. Reyrrolds
phemous Brown was the blasphemer. I refused to Dismiss then concluded he had seen enough of Jersey justhe complaint as the words attributed to Brown by the De- tice, and, after again asking for the dismissal of the
fendant were the words of the Defendant as I understood the case, and getting the usual refusal, let the matter go,
complaint & as clearly appeared by the Testimony of Brown.
remarking that he thought that in Morristown he
The Defendant then offered as evidence John Cramer.
Counsel for complainant objected to his being sworn be- could find a court and lawyers who knew something.
Mr. Van Orden bowed his head as though in
cause he was not comp'etent he then Examined him on his
Voire dire.
prayer, and pronounced judgment to the effect that Mr.
Question by Mr. Kitchel: Do you believe there is a God? Reynolds must giv bail in the sum -of $400 to await
Answer: Yes.
the action of the grand jury of Morris county, which
Question : Do you believe the Bible is true?
would assemble at M01'tistown on the second TuesAnswer: No.
Question: What punishment will be administered to you day of October. A bail bond was prepared, after
if you swear Falsely?
much laborious work and many erasures, by the
Answer: I will be punished by the Law:s of the state for judge, and signed by Mr. Reynolds and Councilman
perjury.
James Maxfield. Mr. Maxfield is one of the oldest
Question- by Mr. Kitchel:
Do you believe any puriishment will be inflicted upon you and most respected residents of the town.
His
by almighty God if you swear Falsely?
house, in the anti-slavery times, was one of the staAnswer: I dont know.
tions of the "underground r~ilway" which transMr. Kitchel then read from Nixon's digest as follows un- ported slaves to Canada, and he left the church
less the Witness believes there is a God who will punish him because of its pro-slavery attitude. A few years ago,
when the large iron mills of the place shut down, and
if he swears falsely he cannot be admitted as a witness.
I then asked the witness several questions concerning his
respecting the Character & Attributes of God he said he was hundreds of the workmen were left destitute and
starving, Mr. Maxfield and 1\'Ir. Worman distributed
an Agnostic & had no views on the subjects.
I then thought it to be clearly my ducy to excluile him as food among them, visiting- them in the e;·ening, that
a witness.
J. A. VAN ORDEN, J.P.
the laborers might not seem to be objects of public
We hav preserved the construction of this docu- -charity. Mr. Maxfield further honors himself by
ment for the benefit of coming generations. It is, becoming responsible for the appearance at the inquihowever, incomplete. Mr. Van Orden made it out sition of, let us hope, the last man arrested for biasfor his side, not for _the other, and the TRUTH SEEKER phemy in his state.
editor was compelled to labor with h~m for an hour
After the court was dismissed Mr. Reynolds had
or more to get him· to insert anything that Mr. Rey- nothing to do but wait for the judge to write out his
nolds said, or objected to the other side saying. His report, get affidavits as to the conduc.t of the men he
frequent threats to lock Mr. Reynolds up if he diu had had an-ested, and as to the damage to his tent.
not keep still; his own ignorant blundering, made The top of the tent is ruined, and Mr. Reynolds will
"Worse by his furious anger; the silly questioning, by be unable to pitch it again for some time. The feelhimself and the prosecuting attorney, of Mr. Krah- ing of the town against the Infidels was shown by the
mer; the frequent laughter of the audience at the hootings elicited from the rabble 'whenever Mr.
pitfalls Mr. Reynolds led him into; his arbitrary Reynolds, Mr. Krahmer, and the " mysterious
ruling out of a competent witness, and the admission stranger" showed themselvs, unaccompanied by
of the irrelevant rehearsal of an imaginary private friends. Wher!'lver they walked with -members of
conversation by a coal-heaver-all these are left out, the Booth or Worman family they were only stared
that the glory of New Jersey justice may more at as possible curiosities from sheol. The marshal
abound.
of Boonton is a Catholic named Gilmartin, and the
The first witness, Wm. Brown, is a "heeler" for priest of the parish told his father that if the roarthe Young Men's Christian Association and the shal arrested any of the Catholics concerned in the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union. He admit- attack upon the tent he, the priest, would turn the
ted, on cross-examination, that he was not familiar marshal out of church. Afterward the priest pubwith the Bible, and acknowledged _that he could not licly deprecated the destruction of the tent, but
specify what verses l'tir. Reynolds took "pieces " of principally, we fear, upon the ground tha~ the town
to ridicule the creation account. Hessey, the second would hav to pay the damages.
witness, was not at the tent, and "his sworn version
The case now goes to Morristown, the county seat.
of a conversation was, as Mr. Reynolds told him in T~e result, of" course, is in doubt. Should the bench
court, manifest- perjury. But it was when Mr. be" occupied by a gentleman and the jury· box filled
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with civilized citizens, Mr. Reynolds will triumph.
Should these conditions be reversed, he will not.
Public o-pinion in Boonton is tremendously excited,
and the prosecution will push the case both to be
avenged upon the Infidel and to protect the men
arrested for rioting.
In the mean time, Mr.
Reynolds's occupation is gone till the tent can be
repaired, and the owner will devote his time to filling
such engagements to lecture as he can obtain, and in
alemding ·to the preliminary arrangements for the
meetirig of the New York State Freethinkers' Convention, which will be called at White Sulphur Springs
early next month.
----~--~.--------

Illustrations.
The Sabbatai·ian Scarecrow is an institution that
is erected upon Sunday at the doors of nearly- all_
places of amusement, except the churches. 'rhe people don't pay much attention to him, as a general
thing, but he is still on guard in front of our theaters
and museums of art and natural history. He ought
to be buried, and the rules and regulations governin_g resurrection should, in his case, be suspended.
Adam and Eve are getting on dangerous ground,
as will be seen. And here we may call attention to
the fact that Adam Clarke, the Bible commentator,
believed that the" serpent" who tempted Eve should
haY been translated "monkey." Others differ with
him, and hold that "minister of the gospel" would
be a more correct rendering. Mr. Heston has give!!
us both the serpent and the monkey, with the liberty
to choose between them. Judging the past by the
present, the minister-of-the-gospel theory is not a
bad one to fall back on, in default of an agreement
upon either of the others.
------~~.-------

Editorial Notes.
'• IF Col. Robert G. Ingersoll lectures next winter, Shakspere will be his theme." This item is from the New York
Times. We are not prepared to say w_hether it is true or not.
TnE Christian at Work says: "Seventy-five cents is the
exact value of a nowadays silver dollar." This statement is
deceptiv. The value of a dollar is the amount of some
product of the earth that you can buy with it ; and cannot
as much be bought for a silver dollar as for auy other? We
would be pleased to purchase all the "nowadays silver <).ollars" the GM·istian at Work possesses at seventy-five cents
apiece; a~d, of course, a religious paper would not talw auy
more for an article than it really believes it to be worth.
FnEETHINKEilS must be careful of their words. The editor
of the Independent is on the alert. Last week he quoted
this from Si Slokum's article in TrrE TnuTrr SEEKEH on Sam
Jones:
''I wish I had the 'gift of gab,' I would get on to the 'revival'
racket rrt once. There are thousands, if not millions, in it."

This sentiment, the Independent suggests, leaves little room
for suprise that ".scandalously bad people occasionally get
into the church." Si Slokum spoke iu jest; but the thousands and millions in it accounts for the enthusiasm of a
good mauy religious teachers who would strongly resent the
imputation that they are "scandalously bad."
A oormESPONDENT of TnE TRuTrr SEEKER who has just ret.urned to New York from a European tour which included
England, Ireland, and Scotland, reports that American sympathy and financial aid for the cause of Home Rule in Ireland hav been unfortunate rather than otherwise. They hav
given the opponents of the measure a chance to raise the cry
of" foreign intervention," aud "foreign gold," and to appeal
to English patriotism, "harmony," and" uuion." The comparativ insignificance of the sums forwarded has raised many
a laugh, too, at the expense of "open-handed Americans."
Iu the aggregate a large sum has been raised iu this country,
but a {ew wealthy Englishmen could place double the amount
against it without feeling the loss. What the Irish people
need more than financial aid is that unity, patriotism, and
mutual confidence which made Home Rule possible iu America. Above all, they need to get rid of the pope and the
church.
THE results of the investigations of the committee into the
mysteries of spirit photography are given in TnE Tnu_TH
SEEKEH this week. ·The report -is decidedly adverse to the
claims made by 1\ir. Robinson and the medium. It has·not
been demonstrated to the satisfaction of the committee that
the forms seen in dim outline on t,he photographs obtained
are those of spirits. On the other hand, although the committee was composed of professional -photographers and
adepts in the art, the process of producing these forms has not
been discovered. The "one man who can throw light on that
subject is l\Ir. Keeler, aud he, of course, insists that they are
bonafide photographs of departed spirits returned to earth.
Therefore the question remains unsettled. Nevertheless the
report is entertaining reading to those interested iu spirit photography. It is proper to say that ouc member of the committee, l\Ir. Partridge, was so engaged during the week of_
the sessions that he was unable tq attend .. He has uot seen
the report, and l1is signature is therefore omitted.
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retttrs !from Jlritnds.
BUTTE CITY, M. T., July 17, 1886.
EDITOH: Mr. Putnam's lecture, "The Glory of Infidelity," at Renshaw's Hall last night, was largely attended
by Freethin]{ers, and also by good Christians. Mr. Putnam
is a speaker of wonderful magnetic power.
.
CHARLES STOFFEL.
1\{R~

TAPPAN, 0., July 22, 1886.
MR. EDITOI! : Our literary society recently passed an
amendment to their constitution to the effect that nothing
should be said disrespectful of the Bible or the Christian
religion. At the next meeting I gave them an oration to inform them that I was not built that way. They interrupted
me once, but I told them if they did it again I would prosecute them, and, in conclusion, I told. them·, if they had any
furth11r ?usiness with me, to call up at my office. They hav
not put m appearance yet. One class-leader said I had made
five Infidels in his class. Amen. The fine was 50 cents.
SIMEON SMITH.
SHAKOPEE, MINN., July 10, 1886.
Mu. EDITOR : Herewith I hand you $5 to be applied on
our subscription to TrrE TRUTII SEEKER. We are a little
behind time, but trust that the remittance will be acceptable.
Mrs. Hawkins and myself are greatly pleased with the
illustrations, and hope they will be continued. Those delicately organized persons who are shocked with plain truths
~lainl_y state~ are certainly to be pitied. We take great delight Ill openmg the eyes of our Christian friends by showing
them illustrated numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and find
that it bas a tendency to set them thinking. Keep up the
illustrations; they are a good feature, aud shotild aid materia)Iy in increasing the circulation of your brave paper.
L. H. HAWKINS.

etc.; others to criticise the condition of the lightning-rod that
had been placed upon God's temple to protect it from his
own mighty wrath. A few poor Infidels had their opinions
(unexpressed); they dare not word them in this-priest-ridden,
hidebound place, for fear of a Christian boycott ..
Now, we want some Liberal lectures here to open the eyeH
of the blind, and giv str:ngth to the weak and downtrodden.
What is necessary to be done to get a lecturer here? .We
are on the line of the Erie Railroad, and the Delaware, Lackawana & Western Railroad. There are quite large towns on
either side of us, such as Susquehanna, Binghamton, Owego,
etc. I do not see why it is not a good field for Freethought
lectures. We hav never had anything of the kind here. It
would be a surprise.
A. B. CoNKLIN.
GLADSTONE, QuEENSLAND, Aus., June 1, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Your inestimable paper reached me on 1\Iay
20th, and I can assure you it is the ·best champion of our
cause I hav seen. I am a subscriber to several Freethought
papers, but THE TimTH SEEKER stands- foremost in the
ranks of Freethought. The illustrations are capital, in my
humble opinion, and should almost be enough to convince
anyone of the ridiculous superstition of Christianity. I hav
endeavored to get some subscribers about here, but I havhad
no luck so far, only I hav persuaded some to read them,
which may do some good in the future. I intend to advertise it in the local paper, if I can persuade the editor to insert it. At any rate, I shall do my best to get it better
known than it now is. Should you think this fit to survive
"the waste-paper basket, please insert it among your" Letters
from Friends." You will find inclosed $4.04 for my subscription till January, 1887, and I trust befor~the next is due
some of my friends about here will follow my example, and
take it for themselvs.
W. L. G. RILEY.

BuTTE, M. T., July 14, 1886.
1\iR. EDrrou: Last evening, the 13th inst., I called a few of
the Liberals together and met them at Renshaw Hall 1 at
8:30P.M.
The meeting was called to order by 0. B. Whitford, who
was elected president; Charles Stoffie, vice-president; E. N.
Dunckel, secretary; H. Legraves, corresponding secretary.
Platform and bylaws were adopted for the government of
the society, which was voted to be known and called the
Butte Secular Society.
Inclosed find petition- for charter, $5 for the same, and $10
for missionary pamphlets-small ones, that people will take
time to read.
· We expect Putnam here on the 16th to giv us a couple of
lectures.
Re8pectfully,
0. B. WHITFORD.
CANToN, ILL., July 22, 286.
MR. EDrrou: Please find inclosed $7.50 for pamphlets.
Mayor Armstrong, of Canton, gave notice some ·time ago
that he'would enforce the ordinance in regard to Sabbathbreaking. Now, as a good general is prepared to repulse
every assault made on his lines, so ought we to be prepared
to turn all such bigoted acts to our own advantage. We
can do this by one or all of three ways. First, by denouncing it publicly; second, by procuring a Liberal lecturer, and
third, by constituting ourselvs agents, and procuring a lot
of pamphlets discussing the subject of the laws they are trying to enforce. We will guarantee such efforts will be
attended with success, because at such times people become
aroused, and act on their manhood, and will gladly accept
anything that will help them to discuss the justice or injustice of the act. Mr. E. A. Stevens has the right idea-when
they attack him, to light into them and giv them Hail Columbia.
JoHN W. ABBOTT.
GREAT BEND, PA., July 18, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: For many years ·1 hav been what the world
terms an Infidel, and since last September I hav been a constant reader of THE TI!UTH SEEKER. I am pleased with the
pictures. I don't know as they make a good Infidel any
better, but I think they reach farther among God's people,
and do more to set Christians thinking than anything you can
induce them to read or listen to. If Christians will think
they will .doubt, and doubting means skepticism.
'
. Our village has a population of two thousand, representmg, perhaps, one-half of the nations of the earth and I do
not think there are a half-dozen of thai numb~r, ~utside of
Christian dupes, that dare speak their opinion. Business
men would be boycotted, and laboring men thrown out of
· employment. The Catholics of Great Bend hav a large
majority of the church young people. The " forty hours'
devotion" has just ended, and the Catholic mud-clogs hav
c·eased their thunderings upon our sidewalks during all hours
of the night, and we are beginning to get our usual rest and
sleep again. We are thankful that " f()rty hours' devotion "
comes but once a year.
The Methodist society hav their third church. The first
one was not large. enough, and they had it torn down and
built greater. This left them in debt, and in a few years it
burnt down covered by a good insurance. They then
erected another, still greater, with a steeple much too high
to look well. The members dedicated their new church to
God, got out of debt, became prou!l and arrogant, displeased
their God, and about six o'clock last night, in a fit of anger,
he (God) stretched out his mighty hand and smote their
church with lightning. Commencing at the top of the
steeple, and branching in .several directions, it shattered the
temple from steeple to basement. The news spread and in
a short time hundreds gathered about the place so~e wondering at the mighty power that had shown his hand to warn
Christians of their neglect of duty, non-attendance at church,

BowLING GREEN, 0., July 12, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I hav the pleasure to renew my subscription,
and send the name of another young man as a subscriber. I am highly pleased with the cartoons of TnE
TRUTH SEEKER, and for one can say, like all other schoolteachers, that pictures are an effectual way of teaching lessons that will never be forgotten, because what the eye sees
the mind receives. I would ask some of my friends who object to the cartoons, "Who gave the Bible-publishers authority to cartoon the Bible ?" They were not there in the time
these events occurred, and it is only by hearsay evidence that
we hav them.
This is an orthodox neighborhood, in which superstition
has full sway, with the exception of a dozen or so of Liberals,
but we are gaining grouml, and are not moral cowards.
What we are trying to get before the people is the worth of
morals, and the fact that religion and morality are not synonymous terms. The former teaches us our duty to an imaginary God, and the latter relates to our social bearing now
and here.·
The most effectual way of getting Freethought before the
people is to agitate ; that is, to drop a word here and a word
there, and some of the seeu will spring up and yield a hunALvA KooNs.
dredfold.

which he is convinced that it is white. Charity begins at
home. Dear TRUTH SEEKEU, did you not suspect something
when a subscriber wrote you the cartoons were wrong because they hurt the feelings of Christian friends? Hav you
had no suspicion at all that these Christian friends with their
fine and delicate feelings liv with the said subscriber who
finds fault or has been dictated to find fault with the cartoons?
I bet you five dollars these " Christian friends" are the dear
wife and children and mother-in-law. Not hurt the delicate
feelings of our Christian brethren and sisters who boycott us
without fail and for lifetime, as soon as they know we are
Infidels, and call us immoral I Recant and join a church or
be boycotted in this _and damned in the other world ! We do
not care much about that. threatened damnation in the other
world, and the time is not far when a religious boycott in
this country will be as ineffectual as in Protestant Germany.·
Well, if the nerves of our Christian friends are strong
enough to execute a boycott on a neighbor or wish him
eternal damnation, then their "delicate feelings" will not
be damaged llluch by looking at a decent and true picture or
cartoon.
' VERITAS.
SouTH AowoRTH, N.H., July 25, E.M. 286.
MR. EDITOR: In reading "News and Notes," by S. P.
Putnam, in the last two or three TRUTH SEEKERS, I hav become convinced that he ought to revise and enlarge them
until they will make a bo.ok of about the size of " A Truth
Seeker in Europe." I think nearly everyone that has D. M.
Bennett's "Around the World" would buy one, as we Iiav
at present no Freethought history of the United States, except a little in the last volume of the "Around the World"
books. ·
I would also suggest that Bell, Jamieson, Kelso, Remsburg, Reynolds, Walker, Watts, York, and all others who
are traveling through the country write a history of the sections they visit. If each one cannot make up a book, each
could write one or two chapters, and all together make a
good b::JOl{; aud I feel very sure that it would have a large
sale. Let's hear from the rest of the TRUTH SEEKER family.
Your cartoons are very good, and I believe that most of
your readers are pleased with them. I think the three or
J. A. ALLAN.
four last ones are fully as good as any.

HAVANA, ILL., July 14, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find 25 cents for TRUTH SEEKEU
ANNUAL AND. FREETHINKERS' ALMANAO. I read THE Tim'fli
SEEKER, and I am well pleased with it. Just as soon as I
read i~ through I hand it to some of my friends, and let them
read it, and I find that they are well pleased with it.
I am a Freethinker, and your paper just suits me. The
people here call me an Infidel, but I would rather be styled
an Infidel than a church-member. I am going to do all that
I can for THE TRUTH SE;EKER.
I went to Sunday-school the other Sunday, and the superintendent was teaching the class I was in, and he said every
person had a conscience that told him to do right. He
asked me what I thought about it, and I told him I did not
believe it. I told him that all persons had a faculty in their
mind that told them to do that which they think is right, but
before they know what is right and wrong they hav to be
taught it, and because I said this, he told me if I came there
BELGRADE, MINN., July 9, 1886.
to dispute with him I had better stay away; so you can see
MR. EDITOR: A Freethinker, a true Freethinker, be it a
what cranks we hav here in our Sunday-schools. I think,
man or woman, married or single, is the only free and really
if I could get him to read my paper, he would learn to be
sovereign human being, a lord-not a " Iawd," among his
Yours very truly,
· J. A. WEAVER.
reasonable.
fellow-beings. To -be a Freethinker is the most glorious,
most elevated, spiritual position in life man can obtain. It
RIVERSIDE, CAL., July 16, 1886.
givs him satisfaction in every respect, when he is in health,
MR. EDITOR : If you will be kind enough to inform me .
and when he is sick, or even on his death-bed. A Free- through your paper at what period of the world's history
thinker cannot fear death itself, for that itself can hav no ter- numerals were -known to hav been used, you will confer a
ror, but he may be afraid of the pain and agony which per- great· favor. How could, for instance, antediluvians numvade so many a death. The future promised eternal bliss or ber, etc.? "Do you publish any book giving light on the subthreatened damnation can hav no meaning whatever to him. ject?
C. NEWl'ON Ross.
It takes a good deal of study, energy, and a good, fearless
[This a question upon which the encyclopedists confess
judgment to free himself from all the superstition of the there is hardly any light, although it has been made the subcreeds which we hav almost naturally inherited, for they are ject of laborious investigation. The Arabic numerals now in
not only taught but drilled into a man. After he has freed use were invented by the Brahmans of India, and are of
himself from all these fetters, he may well stand up and be great antiquity, though there is no reason for supposing that
proud of it, and say, ''I am a free man (or, as the case may the Jews ever used them. The antediluvian method of nobe, a free woman), a living being, trying to be as happy as tation probably consisted of a series of marks, 1for one; f 1
possible, and to make others as happy as possible." A true for two ; Ill for three, etc., up to ten. These, with arbitrary
Freethinker is proud of it, and he a! ways confesses his Free- combinations to e~press larger numbers, were. undoubtedly
thought everywbere and to everybody, because he knows the first numerals. These marks are the basis of the Latin-,
that it is, with good health, the best thing a man can hav and Greek, Roman, and the Chinese methods. The so-called
enjoy. Knowing this, he will communicate his ideas and Arabic numerals, in their original form, hav an inherent signifiviews to his fellow-beings, to make them enjoy mental free~ cance denoting the number of units they stand for. Notation is
dom also. We all ought to be rejoicing and jubilant that we evidently nearly as old as written speech, and, like language, ·
liv in a country a~d in a century where we hav and get the has had its growth and evolution. The modern arithmetic
means to make us free.
was ·not used until about the middle of the sixteenth century,
Well, we Freethinkers hold that mental liberty, with good and for a long time after its introduction was taught only in
physical health, is the greatest boon. Mental liberty is, un- universit~es. We do not publish any book upon the subject.
like money, not growing less within you by giving it to .-ED. T. S.]
others; you may giv away all of it to thousands and thouGREELEY, CoL., July 19, 1886.
sands of your fellow-beings and hav still all left for your own
MR. EDITOR: I ha v just finished reading S. R. Shepherd's
use. You giv away the greatest human bhis&ing, i. e., Freethought, and_ still will not lose a particle_of it. Why not giv letter of June 25th to your paper. I do not think all mindit away and communicate it to others freely? A man going reading is a humbug. I hav had the pleasure several times
home to his family sees some luscious ·fruit or something else of attending places where mind-reading was one of the printhat is good; he will, if he can, get it. For whom? Well, cipal features of the occasion. I will relate my expeiience
for himself, and, above all, for those he loves at home. So on one occasion. It was in 1878, in Colorado Springs. A
the Freethinker will not stop until those he loves, and those Mr. Taylor and lady advertised a sleight-of-hand performance
first, are freed _from the fetters of superstition, because he the first evening, and the next evening they would expose
knows that Freethoug!It is something good. A Freethinker Spiritualism. I was one of several men chosen by the audiwhose wife and children attend church and Sunday-school ence as a committee to see fair· play. The show progressed
regularly is a. humbug, a failure-in fact, no Freethinker at finely and satisfactorily until they reached mind-reading.
all. It is that class who recant on their death-bed, to the The professor then stated that the mind-reading trick begreatest joy and satisfaction of the priest and reverend. A. longed to the lady, and he had no right to expose it, even if
true Freethinker cannot, and if he would a thousand times, he could. ·We wrote upon slips of paper any question or
recant. Under no circumstances, as long as his mental f~c other matter we saw fit to write. I repaired to a dressingulties arc not impaired, would he pronounce a thing black of room just off the stage, and wrote my question. I took my

.,
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a.ccou~~cbook from my pocket and wrote the following ques:

t10n : Has the property left by my mother any incumbrance
upon it or not?" I returned the book to its place in my
pocket, folded the paper up, and put it in my vest-pocket.
To my surprise, she answered it. She then said if I would
hold it in my hand over her head she would read it word for
word. I held 'it over. her head, and, to the surprise of the
committee, and the audience, numbering about three hund~ed, she read every word I had written, and, to cap the
climax, she even told the figures on the other side of the·
paper, and I did not know myself that the figures were there
at the. time I wrote the question.. I know she had not seen·
the paper, for I built the stage and all the rooms in the
building and built the building itself, and I know there was
no way to get ill;to the r~om I wrote the question in except
the door I went m at, and I shut and locked it when I went
in. I am not a Spiritualist, but an Atheistic Materialist , but
there are some thmgs I cannot account for, and mind-reading
J. W. LEIGHTON.
is one of them.
.

.

RoME CITY, IND., July 25, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: The Liberals of this place met for the purpos.e of. sc?uring a series of Liberal lectures at Rome City,
whtch 1s s1tuated on the Grand Rapids & Indiana Railroad
thirty-one miles north of Fort Wayne. The railroad com~
pany hav fitted an island for picnics, etc., at this place, which
is known as Island Pari" There is a large tabernacle, and
hotels to accommodate a big crowd. In fact, it is the Chautauqua of Indiana.
·
The churches hav their Stmday-school congress now in session, which will last about two weeks. We want you to intercede to secure some of the best speakers. I see by THE
TRUTII SEEKER that Putnam comes East some time in September. Perhaps it can be arranged for him to attend.
Talmage and Sam Jones are booked to speak at Rome
next week, and we would like someth4ig a little better than
their old-time superstitions.
ITHAMAR EDDY.
[Liberal speakers are invited to correspond with Mr. Eday,
giving terms, etc.]
CHATTANOOGA, TENN., July 25, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: If you hav the information, please let me
I• now how many insane people ai:e in the lunatic .asylums in
the United States, and how many were rendered insane by
superstition. Please publish the facts in your paper.
w. P. CROW.
[We hav the statement of President Seelye, of Amherst
College, that the proportion of insane persons to the entire·
population of the United States in 1880 was as 1 to 549. As
the population at that time was 50,151,866, the number of insane persons would hav been about 91,350. No later statistics are at hand. We arc unable to say what proportion of
these were made insane by superstition. In such reports of
insane asylums as we hav consulted, three principal causes
account for more than half of the cases of insanity.
These stand: 1. Secret vice; 2. Alcohol ; 3. Religious excitement. The first leads the second and third by a long
way as a cause of mental ruin. Just how many persons lose
their reason through superstitious exdtement will probably
never be known. The stock of religious lunatics is quite
large, but students of psychology hav pointed out that it is
often very difficult to distinguish between " inspiration "and
dementia. These cases are therefore given the benefit of the
doubt, and are not added to the ranks of the insane. The
spread of Freethought, and the· early inculcation of ethics
·founded upon reason and experience, would greatly lessen this
species of hallucination. It might hope to even eradicate it
entirely, except where there exists a predisposition to insanity from other causes. Weak minds yield easily to the unbalancing influence of religious fanaticism, which fact accounts for the "success" of the Salvation Army, "re:vivalism," and other religious epidemics-the Perfectionist
craze at Cincinnati, for instance.-ED. T. S.]
PROVIDENCE, July 20, 1886.
Mu. EDITOR: In a communication to THE TRUTII SEEKER
some time in May I related an incident that came under my
own observation, how a friend of mine became insane from
attending Spiritual seances. Said communication was
printed in the issue of June 12th. June 15th I received a
postal with an effusion written upon it and signed by a person purporting to be a Spiritualist of thirty years', experience,
who " never saw anyone made insane byits divine teaching," calling me a "liar, and a fool or knave, or both." r·
hav had occasion at times to speak of the pernicious and demoralizing influence of Spiritualism and religion (as I con~
sider both in the same light), and the postal confirms all my
previous convictions and statements. I do not mean to say
that all .Christians are fanatics, or that all Spiritualists are
cranks, but the spirit that prompts a person, upon the slightest pretext, to call another " a liar, fool, or knave" in refutation of a fact, lacks only the courage to ply the assassin's
knife, or the opportunity to pile and kindle the fagot around·
the body of everyone that denies the tenets of their pernicious
and insane belief. To call a person " a liar, fool, or knave"
may be a itrong and able argumeJ;J.t to substantiate the claims
of Spiritualism or religion (as it is used in the defense of
both beliefs), but in the discussion of any other subjects it
is only indulged in by those persons in wham· the asinin
propensities, predominate.
In the various letters of Spiritualists in answer to Mr.
Winter and others, I find they use a sort of stereotyped reply of the following import, "Liar, fool, bigot," and other
pet names, and say they are "supremely ignorant," etc.
Mr .•Winter having given up writing, t.hey hav transferred
their endearing terms from him to me.
And now one A. Allen Noe, "Atheistie Spiritualist," says:
"Brother Northup, I am after you." Whenever I hav any-

thing to say I wili write, and if the editor of this paper will
print it I shall let the readers draw their own conclusions. I
don't propose to open up a debate to gratify anyone that may
see fit to call me a liar, or who may doubt my statement of
a fact by saying, "Please tell us of one single person in the
asylum to-day who was brought to a demented state of mind
by and through the influence of Spiritualism." If I should
present the case with affidavits it would not convince him.
If I should attempt a reply to his column of interr~gatorics,
even in shorthand, it would use up too much of the space
allotted to ''Letters from Friends," therefore I shall only
notice a few points. He says, " I am emphatically a Liberal." So were John Calvin and !fartin Luther, but their liberality did not wholly eradicate their former belief, so they
were unable to usc with any degree of decency those who
don bted their peculiar belief "Tell me of a single brilliant
intellect which has become beclouded by investigating the
'fana.tical humbug."' I refer·him to the closing scenes in
the life of Robert Dale Owen. In regard to its dempralizing
tendency, I would call his attention to the many happy
homes it has broken up, the divorces it has caused. For particulars I refer you to George Chainey, your latest convert.
Again, he says, "You believe death ends all. Our orthodox
friends believe we liv beyond the grave. Theirs is belief;
so is yours."
How about that nonsense of becoming spirits after death,
and roaming at'large-is that a" belief" or not?. Investigating Spiritualism for a third of a century at a cost of several
hundred dollars, I should say was time and money wasted.
How much better are you going to be after death than I,
with all of your investigations ? If it is true, I shall be there
with you ; if not, then your belief in an existence after death
is as selfish and inconsistent as the Christians' belief. If he
has read caref~lly all the articles written for your paper by
Mr. Wettstein, and others, his questions to me hav been
more than answered-which seems to hav done him no good,
so that he will hav to excuse me from making the attempt to
convert him.
The Gad-in-the-Constitution party, with the help of some
Liberals, hav incorporated a Prohibitory clause in the constitution of this state, which has, so far, been the ·means of
closing all the most respectable places, but the low groggei:ies
are selling on the sly, and the people are ordering their beer
by express from out of the state, so that, practically, nothing
has been gained except higher taxes, and a decrease of busiL. L. NouTnuP, Materialist.
ness.
.
BuTLER, PA., July 11, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I send $3 to renew my subscription to your
ennobling paper. I hav no. fault to find. It has more reading-matter in it than I havtime to read.
I enjoy the pictures best of all. Let no friend of Freethought object to the pictures. They convey ideas much
quicker and more accurately than reading. And thousands
will get correct ideas that never would otherwise. Has not
much of this unnatural superstition been fastened upon the
minds of the people by pictures? Our churches are full of
them, our family Bibles are illustrated with. them, and long
before the child can read he has the flood, the lions' den, the
fiery furnace, the crucifixion, and the resurrection all in his
mind, and is scared so bad with the pictures of hell, and the
ram with seven heads and ten horns, that he wont't go to the
kitchen alone in the dark to get a drink. And why should
not pictures be used to ridicule and banish these foul ideas
from the mind of our benighted race?
I hav a copy of "A Pictorial History of the Old Testament,"
published by H. S. Goodspeed, 37 Park Row, New York.
These were printed as landmarks of biblical truth, to frame
and hang up in the parlor to "lead children to their savior."·
Just listen 'to a few of them and imagin how they would confirm your faith: "Temptation,"'" Noah Entering the Ark,"
" Lot's Pillar of Salt," "Samson with the Gates of Gaza,"
"Two She-bears Eating the Children," and "Jonah Cast
int<!l the Sea "-the last three the same as yon hav pictured in
THE TRUTH SEEKER, only the style of one artist is to fasten
superstition on the mind, while the other is 'to drive it away.
Also,· in this chart is the chariot of fire in which Elijah went
up. It has two gray horses in it. I think Heston's geese
look more appropriate. Here also is "The Three Hebrew
Children and Daniel in the Lion's Den." Now, this is a
C!trist-ian picture, a fine engraving, a household God,
framed, respected; childr,~Jn pointed to all· these as Bible history, Bible truth, and the poor, innocent child looking out in
tender youth with virgin eyes upon the world is told, "Yoli
must believe all these damnable lies or go to hell." I remember when I was a boy ten years of age, often the old hardshell preacher visited my father's ·house to get his chicken.
lie was terribly interested in my spiritual welfare. I asked
him a few childish questions, and instead of answering them
he told me it was death to doubt, and had me write in the
family Bible a verse that ends:
·
Better he had ne'er been born
That reads to doubt, or reads to scorn.

Thus it is that pictures, prose, poetry, persecution, pain,
papers, preachers, popes, posters, pestilence, and perseverance hav been used for .thousands of years to drive reason
from his throne. But he stilllivs in the mind of every child.
God help us to take the chains from Reason, the king of humanity.
Again, I hav before me a consolidated picture of events of
the New Testament, published by the same house-a fine
picture: "When Peter was come down out of the ship, he
walked on the water;" "The angel came and rolled away
the stone from the door and sat upon it;" also picture of the
ascension, the "descent of the Holy Ghost," etc.
Then, I wish to call attention to a large picture, perhaps
30x40, sold in this county many years ago ·by a student of
the ministry. It represents thousands ascending the hill ·af
faith into everlasting glory, and tens of thousands get the
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coJd shoulder, and the great redeemer says, ••-Depart from
me, ye cursed, into everlasting punishment," and here is a
picture of all men that don't believe all these unnatural and
unbelievable things being cast into a burning lake of fire because of their unbelief.
The artist has done a great deal for good in making ridiculous false ideas in politics, and the illustrations in, your
paper are a two-edged sword that will carry conviction to the
father and conversion to his grandchildren, and will be a
mighty aid in the great work of .placing reason on her natural throne.
.
Now, I suggest and request that all these pictures be published in a volume by themselvs, cheaply bound, for general
preservation and circulation. And don't forget I am a subscriber for two copies of such a picture-book. The church
needs one, and the state needs one.
SIMEON NIXON.
P.S.-1 take notice that in my haste in writing the above I
hav a prayer in it: "God, help us to take the chains from
Reason, the king of humanity." This is certainly blasphemy,
irreverence, and ungentlemanly language toward our creator
to order or request him to do what reason and experience
S. N.
teach us we must-do ourselvs.
DEOA.TUR, ILL .. July 18, 286.
biR. EDITOR: As I am greatly interested in the disseminaion of Liberalism, I ask the privilege of offering a few
suggestions in that direction.
1\iy wide experience with people of every shade of thought
has enabied me to discover that a very largl) per cent of the
people of this country are very Liberally inclined, which is
entirely due to the Liberal advancement oCthe secular press.
But this only furnishes a very superficial idea of what true Liberalism really is. And here the secular press leave them standing helpless midway between orthodoxy and Liberalism; and
there is, perhaps, not one in a thousand of these semi-Liberalized individuals who ever read or even ever saw-yes, we
might be safe in saying, never even heard tell of-a Liberal
paper, book, or periodical of any kind. But out of this
great multitude who are helplessly struggling in the dark,
many will privately wonder and ask themselvs, "Oh, where
can I get more light? Is there nothing more pointed or substantial upon this subject other than the casual observance of
the indifferent press? Hav I got to perish after having deserted the faith of my parents ?" These individuals much remind me of a plant that has been taken from the earth and
reset again, ":hich is left unattended and to perish.
This is no mere fancy of my own, but it was exactly my experience when I first made an eiiort to rid myself of the
shackles that had imprisoned the free exercise of my brain
from infancy.
About eighteen years ago, when I had first received a
glimpse of the glorious light of Liberalism, I began to won.
der and to make inquiry as to whether there was not a book
or periodical of some kind that gave utterance in favor of
such a sentiment. I was informed by a friend that there was
a paper called the Boston InvestigaWr that advocated such a
sentiment;. and my heart leaped with joy to be thus informed.
But right here I wish to inform the reader that if we wait
for the slow tide of the natural development of the country to
Liberalize the people, we will ultimately find it to be a very
slow process. We must act by those that need Liberal assistance as Mohammed did by the mountain. He said if
the mountain would not come to him, he would go to it. If
the lukewarm Liberal, or, in other words, the cold Christian,
will not come to us, we must· go to him and lend him a
helping hand.
Now, what I wish to suggest is this: Let there be a fund
raised by the Liberals all over the country for the purpose of
defraying the expenses of publishing tracts. Let these tracts
treat upon about six of the most important subjects of Liberalism-say, fm: instance,· as follows : ·• What Liberalbm
Offers in place of Christianity; "' ''The Decline of Faith; "
"Is Man an Accountable Being?" "The Progress of Liberalism; " ·~ Is Christianity EssentiaJ to Morality?" ''Is the
Bible Inspired?"
These tracts should not exceed four pages, for they would
be used only as eye-openers which would prepare the reader
for something more elaborate. The novice must hav something brief and concise or he will become wearied. At the
bottom of the last page of each tract let there be advertised
TilE TIW'l'Il SEEKER and a free catalog of books. Let these
tracts be given away, not sold, and TnE TRUTH SEEKEH
would double its present number of readers in one year, and
besides sell twice as many books as at present. Hundredsuf
people, among the thousands that would read the advertisment of TilE TllUTII SEEKEit, would very likely say, "Well,
I de~lare, I hav been wondering if there wa~ not such a
journal somewhere in existence." And after receiving his
catalog, he would say," Why, here is Paine's' Age of Reason,'
a book that I hav heard of ever since I was a child, and I
shall send for it if it is the last thing I ever do." He will
look his catalog through and mark the books he wants to
send for in the future. After he gets a few. books he will be
so impressed with the sentiment that he will be going for
every Christian that don't agree with himself. This is gcnemlly the action of a new convert
I don't approve of such
actions altogether, but I don't know as it is injurious to our
cause. These tract's should be issued by the hundred
thousand, and let them be sent to every village, town, and
city where there is a Liberal that can be relied upon; and
.the person receiving them should see that every family in liis
town should hav one. Every town receiving these tracts
should get an equal number of each subject treated. There
should be n. distribution of the tracts about once a month for
a few months. After that, about cvm:y three or six months.
I hope that every Liberal paper in the United States will
adopt this plan,. for I am sure it will prove a success. I
.would like to hear from the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKEII
upon this subject.
M. L. SANDERS.
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went as far as a small creek. It. began to
grow dark and the children sat down on
some moss to rest. Dora was very tired and
' Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall cried, but after she laid her head on Charlie's
-.di'Ver, Mass., to whom all Communicationsjor knee she was soon in dreamland. The boys,
being tired, soon fell asleep also.
this Corner should be sent.

flltildrelt' s g[orner.

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

How They Saved the Battery at
Fort Duncan.
Well, yes, I lived in Texas in the spring of 161;
And I'll relate the story, though I fear, sir, when
•tis done,
'Twill be little worth your hearing; it was such a
simple thing,
Unheralded in rondeaus that the grander poets
sing.
There had come a guest unbidden, at the opening
of the year,
To find a lodgment in our hearts; and the tenant's
name was Fear.
For Secessia's dawning mandate was a call for
men and arms,
.
And each recurring eventide but brought us fresh
alarms.
They had notified the general that he must yield
to fate,
And all the muniments of war surrender to the
state;
But he sent from San Antonio an order to the ijea
To convey on board the steamer all the fort's
artillery.
Right loyal was his purpose; but the foe divined
his plan,
And the wily Texans set a guard to intercept the
man
Detailed to bear the message; They placed their
watch with care,
That neither scout nor citizen should pass it nn·.
aware.
Well, this was· rather awkward, sir, as doubtless
you will say,
But the major, who was chief of staff, resolved to
hav his way,
Despite the watchful provost-guard; so he asked
his wife to send,
With a little box of knickknacks, a letter to her·
friend;
And the missiv held one sentence I remember to
this day:
"The thread is for your neighbor, Mr. French,
across the way."
·
He dispatched a youthful courier. Of course, as
yon will know,
The Texans searched him thoroughly, and orderBd
him to show
The contents of the letter. They read it o'er and
o'er,
But failed to find the message they had hindered
once before.
So it reached the English lady; and she wonde1·ed
at the word,
But gave the thread to IVIajor French, explaining
that she'd hear•
He wished a spool of cotton; and great was his
surprise
At such a trifle, sent unasked, through leagues of
hostil spies.
"There's some hidden purpose, doubtless, in this
curious gift," he said.
Then he tore away the label, and inside the spool
of thread
Was Major Nichol's order, bidding him convey to
sea
All the arms and ammunition from Fort Duncan's
battery.
"Down to Brazos speed your horses !" thus the
major's letter ran;
"Shift equipments and munitions, and embark
them if you can."
Yes, the transfer was effected; for the ship lay
close at hand.
Ere the Texans guesAed their purpose they had
vanished from the land.
Do I lmow it for a fact, sir? 'Tis no story that
I've read.'
·
I was but a boy in war-time, and I cm·1·ied him the
thread.
-Sophie E. Eastman in the Independent.

Lost iu the Woods.
CHAPTER I.
Charlie, Boise, and Dora started from
home early on Monday morning to gather
berries. They were going through a large
wood, and just as -Dora was picking up her
fallen sunbonnet, she spied a large blacksnake hidden among the bushes. At the
sight of the snake Dora ran and screamed
with all her mig]Jt, and the boys (being as
much frightened by her screams) ran after
her as fast as their little legs could carry
them. They ran so far that when they
stopped they could not think where they
were,. and they began to realize that they
were. lost. They (being very thoughtful
children) commenced to hunt for a path that
might lead toward home. They wandere.d
about in this manner for two hours, .when
Dora became frightened, and, sitting down,
began to cry. Her brothers tried to comfort
her, but she would not .be comforted. All at
once Boise cri.ed out that he had found a
path. Then the three children started out
again in good cheer, only to be disappointed,
for the path was merely a cow path and only

They saw a large fire burning, .with a kettle
over it. The kettle was filled with boiling
water. She told them that she always burned
or scalded all little children who came in her
way. This frightened the children so that
they screamed loudly. The woman ran at
Boise and lifted him, and just then there was
a loud rap at the door, and she let Boise fall.
She hurried and crawled out of the hole, as a
kind-looking gentleman entered in at the
door.
.
He asked where the woman was and what
she had been doing. Charlie told him, and
the man said she was a bad woman, and that
she had caught several children before to kill
them, and he had rescued them. The man
then asked them how they came to be so far
out in the woods. They told him how they
had been lost, and how hungry they were.
He said he would soon get them something
to eat if they would go home with him.
They ;willingly did so, for they were glad to
meet with somebody so kind.

While all this was occurring with the
children, their parents were wondering why
they did not return home, and when the
shades of evening began to fall they grew
very uneasy and started out to hunt for the
children. They went as far as the woods together and then parted, one going one way
through the woods, and the other another
way. They were to meet at a certain pl;tce,
and when they met neither one had heard or.
seen anything 6f the children. It was now
quite dark, and they became greatly alarmed
and went back and aroused the whole village.
About one hundred men with lanterns started
for the woods to hunt for the children.
Twice they thought they heard Boise's voice
answer their mili, and they went in the direcCHAPTER III.
tion it came from, but returned disappointed.
The men from the village hunted for the
At about ten o'clock a great thunder- children for the remainder of the night withstorm came up. The thunder and lightning out any traces of them whatever. About
were terrible, and the men had to take eight o'clock in the morning they came up to
shelter where they could find it. The storm the place where the children had their father's
lasted an hour and a half, and. was just coat spread over the logs. They thought that
dreadful. The childrens' mother almost lost it might hav been the children who made
her reason during the storm, to think that such a queer-looking shelter to protect them
her children were out in such a raging tem- from the storm. Just then the children's
pest. After the storm was over the men father espied his coat, and he cried out that
started in their pursuit again.
it belonged to him, and he said he must hav
CHAPTER II.
dropped it the night before. They then. disWe left the children sleeping. They slept covered small footprints in the clay, for it
until about half-past nine o'clock,.when Char- had been made soft by the rain. They follie was aroused by a sudden noise, which lowed these footprints up to the fence and
sounded like somebody calling. He also all along it until they came to the place where
heard a noise not far from him, but, fearing the children had sat down. Here they lost
it was a panther, he became very much the tracks, but were hunting for more, when
frightened. He noticed that it seemed to be they heard a loud scream. They looked up
going farther and farther away. Then he and there saw the hut, from whence the
heard a call, "Char-lie! Char-lie! Cha-ar- scream came. They were crossing the fence
lie!" It sounded very far from him. He to go up to the hut, when they heard a noise
tried to answer, but found that he had taken at the door of the ·hut, and there saw a
a cold in his throat, and could not speak man standing, knocking. This caused them
above a whisper. Then he awakened Boise, ·to stop and ·watch what would follow.
and told him to answer. Boise answered, Very soon the old woman crept out of the
and that was what the men heard, but they Iiole in the side of the hut, and they noticed
were so far away that they could not tell the man went in at the door at the same time.
the direction which it came from. After The men then hid themselvs lo watch what
this the boys got quiet again, and were would happen next. The woman ran off
almost asleep when the storm awakened all into the woods, and some of the men ran
of them. Boise and Dora began to cry, and after her, but she went so fast that they could
Charlie started off with them to find some not overtake her, so they soon returned to the
kind of shelter. He had not gone far when others. After the man went into the hut, the
he found a large overcoat, which they discov- other men could hear him talking to someered by the flashes of lightning to be their body. He soon cal!:!-e out leading the chilfather's. Charlie got some logs and put the dren, and the men recognized them right
coat over them, so they all could get under. away. They jumped up and cried out that
It made them feel much better to hav a cov- there were the lost children ! The noise they
ering overhead. During the storm the chil- made by yelling frightened the children, for
dren saw a large tree fall which was struck. they thought it was the woman back after
by lightning, and it almost fell on them. them, and they screamed and held to the
This frightened them dreadfully, but the man's coat. The man, thinking it was the.
storm was soon over after this.
woman who had come back with some men
When it was over, the children fell asleep· to steal the children, did not take time to look
again, and slept very comfortably until morn- around, but hurried the children to a wagon
ing. Dora awoke at sunrise, and awakened that he had standing outside of the fence,
her brothers,· and asked them where their and drove off as fast as he possibly could.
mamma was. Then the boys reminded her
The men started after him in different
of what had happened. The children were ways thinking to head him off. They went
so hungry that they started out· to hunt for about two miles, when six of themengot in
something to eat. They came up to a fence, front of him and commanded him to stop his
and then followed it for a mile, thinking they horses. He stopped, and then the men ex~
would soon see a house.
plained to him about the children. The man
Before long they approached a log-house said that he was very glad to hav rescued the
among some bushes. Charlie told the chil- children and found their friends so soon.
dren to sit .down and watch if any person He .said the cre~tture in the hut was a very bad
might come out of this que~r-looking place. woman, and he had tried to catch her several
In a little while . the children saw an ugly times, but she would always hide when she
old woman, with a very long nose and large, knew he was near her.
large black eyes crawl out of a hole in one
The other parties soon came up to the· man,
side of the hut. When she espied the chil- and the father almost went crazy over the
dren, her eyes opened so wide that they children. Some of the men, with the chilthought she was a wild'person.
d-:-en's father, got into the wagon .with the
She walked right up to them, and com- strange man and they drove off for the vilmenced talking. When she opened her lli:ge. When they reached the village their
mouth the children thought she was going to mother ran out and held the children in her
swallow them. Her teeth were as large as arms, and cried over them so much that, with
gourd-seeds, and her voice sounded like her worrying about them while lost, she was
thunder. She asked them what they wanted sick for a week afterward. When she rethere. Charlie told her that they were hun- covered she never would allow her children
gry, and wanted something to eat. She mut- to go for berries again.
tered something to herself, and, turning
MARY B. RIDINGER, aged fifteen.
round-laughing, beckoned them to follow her.
Irwin, Pa.
--------~~~--~----The children were afraid to obey her, but
Praise the Boy.
were more afraid not to obey her, lest she
It often costs one quite a struggle to do his
she might hurt them. They followed her,
and she led them up to. the house, opened a 'simple duty; and when one does his simple
door, and bade them enter. It looked very duty in spite of his temptations to do differdark inside, but they obeyed· her, and she ently, he deserves credit for so doing. One
went in after them and closed the door. It has no need to Iiv long in this world before
was so dark at first that the children could finding out this truth. A bright little boy
not see anything, but after a while they no- about two and a half years old recently
ticed a small hole in the roof of the hut. showed that he apprehended it. He was on

the eve of doing something that was very
tempting to him.
·
"No, my son; you musn't do that," said
his father.
The little fellow looked as if he would like
to do it in spite of his fath~r's prohibition;
but he triumphed over his inclination, and
answered resolutely, "All right, papa; I
won't do it."
There was no issue there, and the father
turned to something else.. The boy waited a
minute; and then said, in a tone of surprised
inquiry: '' Papa, why don't you tell me,
' That's a good boy?' "
The father accepted the suggestion, and
commended his son accordingly. A just
recognition of a child's well-doing is a
parent's duty, even though the child's well- '
doing ought not to hinge on such a recognition. And as with little folks, so with
larger ones. Just commendation is every
one's d~ty.
~------~~~---------

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

Eight mottoes for young folks.
2.-REBUS.

Twelve varieties of puzzles.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHlLDREN'S CORNER,
JULY 24. 1886.
-.
1.-Reading. 2.-Nothing new under the
sun. 3.-Hands, hare, anns, stone, pants,
log, limb, shade, heals (heels), shoulders,
elbow, bawl (ball), choler (collar).
SoLVER.-H. J.Messinger.

Correspondence.
CoRNPLANTER, July 21, 1886.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: As I never hav written
to THE TRUTH SEEKER, I thought I would
now try my.hand at writing.
I am a little girl ten years old. I went to
school this summer, but school is out now;
it has been out for two or three weeks. I
hav two sisters and one brother; their names
are Maude, Anna, and Reade.
Well, I guess I will close for this time. I
will write a longer letter next time.
From your loving friend,
FANNY B. MoRRISoN.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., July 23, 1886.
DEAR Miss W rxoN: My name is Gracie. I
attend school. I a1n in the third room. I
love my teacher dearly. Papa keeps a confectionery store. I can sell pPaches, pears,
and candy for papa. Tm~ TRUTH SEEKER just
came in. We all like it. We were glad 'to.
find Sister Lulu's letter in your department.
Religion, God, and the devil seem to be the
watchwords here at papa's store. If there is
a God, I guess that he will not harm any of
his poor, innocent creatures. I don't believe
there is a devil, but the Christians . do, so they
say. I hav a little brother who is five years
old. You ought to hear him talk to the ·
Christians. He likes Ingersoll and so do. I,
and we like all Freethought people. I shall
thank you for yoiir favor.' Good-bye.
GRACIE BELb NEIHART.
[Gracie will please accept our thanks for a
cunning little ring she sent us in her letter.
It is rather small for our smallest finger, but
we will keep it as a remembrance of her.En. C. C.]
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Agents for the Truth Seeker.

PRICE, TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.

.
OALIFORNTA.
J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
QANADA.
W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

_:_THE-

~tRUTH

IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.
E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street,_and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.

ANNUAL

ENGLAND.
Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London. -

Jiottoes for Freethinkers
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the " God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
12adings:
THE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WORLD.

····.··············································:
FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH.

SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY,

............................................................
REASON IS THE LAMP OF THE lliiND,
THE ONLY Tt;>RCH OF PROGRESS.

:

······················································
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS ll-IY CATHEDRAL.
UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY,

;

THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HERE.
NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY;
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION,

;

;

The price of e:wh of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing .the Nine Demands of Liberalism Framed it makeR a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 80
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of p1ice.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Address
83 Clinton Pl., New York City.

LlTHOGKAPHS

Waif'\ anti Wanderings. a New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic- of the war, rich with incident
and drama tic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-Jolm
Swinton's Paper,

1. 886

A conversation

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In·
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown tJrere is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

(E.M. 286).

WITH THIRTY PORTRAITS OF DISTINGUISHED
EUROPEAN FREETHINKERS, SCIENTISTS, AND
PHILOSOPHERS, AND MANY OTHER
ILLUSTRATIONS.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordi·
narybeauty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't. He Umd a Hand, and
CONTENTS:

other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
Jl'or all of the above address
THE TRUTH SF..EKER CO.
38 Clinton Place, New York.

Calendar for 1886; Free thought in the United
Htates, 1885 i How the Church Filches from the
State; Pubhc Contributions to the Church; The
Religion of Crime ; Chaplains in our Army and
Nav_y; The Higher Life, by Courtlandt Palmer;
My Dream, by Samuel P. Putnam; The American
Secular Union; Statistics of Our Foreign-Born
Population: The Curate of Churnside. (Selected
story.) By Jas. Pa;l'_ne; How Voltaire Died, by the
Editor: '!'he Iron Virgin; Religjous Diviswns of
thEl World; Paine Memorial Hall (lllustrated);
The Story of 1885; Immigration to the U. S.
1820-1884; Freethou~ht in Australia; Freethought
on the Continent; Subjects of illustration; Freethought Journals; Religious . Denominations;
Area and Value of Farms; Population of Large
Cities; Liberal Le·cturers.

The History of Fre{'thougl:tt. B:mnd

ILLUSTRATIONS:

The American Srcular Union; its

Lick Observatory:, Girard College, Philadelphia,
Freethought Hall, Waco, Texas (interior v1ew);
l!,reethought Hall, Waco.~-. Texas (exteiior view);
The Tent !ron Virgin, l'aine Hall; Moncure D.
Conway, Saladin, Annie Besanti Mary Wollstonecraft, G. W. Foote, Austin Ho yoake, J. S. Mill,
George Eliot, Geo. Standring., Ernst Haeckel,_
Auguste Comt£., Edw~trd Gibbon, 1\'Iax Muller,
Thos. Huxley, volt•.irel Chas. Darwin, Rousseau,
Humboldt, Byron, She! ey, David Hume, Goethe,
Robert Burns, Richard Carlil~_Herbert S.Pencer,
Castelar, Bradlaugh, Chas. A. vvatts, J. A. Fronde,
John Tyndall.
NEW YORK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
33 CLINTON PLACE.

:Books on Practica.l Steps in Present

Charles Watts's Work".
in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section L Definition of Freethonght and its
Early Struggles for Life, Section II. What it
Owes to 111ohammedamsm. Section IIL Freethought i\Iartyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in.Contlict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
<Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
Price, 10 cts.

32 pages in cover.

Se1·ularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Chr·ist au Evi«lences friticised

A

reply to the "Christian E'idence Society."
IntroductiOn b,v Charles Bradiaugh. Contents: The Origm of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; 1\'limcles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its

Need~.

History of Woman's Costume Movement; its
first 35 years, Events and Persecutions, Supplemented by Modern Marthvrdom. 132pp., fine paper,
25c. Progress vs. Fas ion. 32pp., paper, 10c4
Woman's Way Out. 32pp., paper, 10c. Love ana
Transition. Poetic, in two parts; an E_pic and an
Argument. 191pp., in fine cloth and gilt, 75c.
Sent-on receipt of price, by the author, .
tojn1
M. E. TILLOTSON, Vineland, N.J.

SELF-CONTRATIICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H.·BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies ha v been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For sale at thiS office.

A NIHILISTIC IWJ.IUNCE.
By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
of the Authnr. Translated by BENJ.
ll. TUCKER.
Written in Pdson. Suppressed by the Czar. The
Author Uver Twenty Year• an Exile in Siberia. Russian Edition worth $600 a Copy.
First American Edition Exllausted
in Four· Days. Second now
Reagy. An Elegant
Volume of 330
·pages.
PRESS COMMENTS :
To call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of
Nihilism is scarcely extravagance.-Boston Advertiser.
.
It is perhaps the book which has most powerfully influenced the youth of Russia in their
gi·owth into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
noteworthy" as a work which has played so important a part in the political and social history of
the centm·y.-Boston Cow·ie·r.
As a revelation of folk hfe it is invaluable; we
hav no other Russian pictures that compare with
it.-Providence Star.
The characters are so strongly and vividly drawn·
t.hat the interest in their fate becomes intense as
the thread of the narrativ is slowly unwound.Bo.•ton Satw·aay Eve?.tnu Gazette.
When we come to consir1er the publication of
such books as Flaubert's "Salammho" and 'l'chernychewsky's ·• What's To Be Do11e 1" we cannot
avoid the conclusion that something must hav
happened to the society for the suppression of
indecent literature.-St. Louts Remiblican.
In cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Ciinton Place, New York.

llviYTI-JS
AND THEIR

Parallels in Other Rei igions
Being a Comparison of the Old nnd New 'feotament 1\'Iyths and 1\'liracl"" with those of
heathen natiOJ>B of Aul.iqnity, Cousidering also their Origin
and Meaning. With
numerous illustrations.
The object of the wo• k 1s to point ant the. myths
with which the Old a]l(1 New 1"estameuts abound;
to sq ow that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trac~ them to thtir evident ori
gm and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionaLle true that the result• of a
rationalistw study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
fnthe work before us."-N. Y. Sun.
1 val. 8vo. Clo'-b. About 600 pages.

PI•ic•'• .$!!.60.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, Now York.

Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity;
1\'Ioral Value of the Bible: Freethought and
Modern Progress; Ch1istianity, its Nature and
Intluence on Civilization; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Antagonistic;
Christian Scheme of Hedemption. For all of
the above wm·ks address THE 'l'RUTH SEEK·
ER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

KERSEY GRAVES'S WORiiS.
SixtPP-n !Saviors or Noup,. BY KERsEY GnA.VEs, anther of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, and
Bior:raphy of Sat:;tn. Paper, 75 cents; cloth,$1.

Bibl~s;

Bible of

or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
tweuty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
that tsan.d biblical en-ors in science, history,
mor ~ls, religionJ and general events. Also a
delilealoion of tne characters of the plincipal
perwnnges of the Christian Bible and an examhation of their doctrins. Price, $2.

THE .RUE

OF

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC 1\IAY HOLLAND, Author of "The
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be re:td once, hut t<'
be kept and referred to, and pondered over froth
year to vear. It is !t f(Hide-book of Liberalism
through the past centnnes prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
of other historieg like Gibbon, Hallam 1 or Lecky
but it makes them intelligible by pointmg ant the
white light that h'ts been cast upon the lurid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, a11d cruelty,
frCJm the little stream of Freethought that has
tlowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed course
down through the ages which now liv only as our
realm of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $8.50.
Address THE TRUHT SEEKER.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
PAI.NE'S AGE OF REASON.
Biogra11 by of Satan; or, a Historical The Grt>llt('st o:f nil Anti·Hibll·
SUBJECTS:
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
PLAIN HOME. TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German
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Jewish priest had an opportunity he· was an names that huv been given to the Hindoo
autocratic dictator, both in. civil and religious avatars. In the Mexican account th.ey hav
affairs. There is nothing that exemplifies · Coxcox ,for their Xi\luthu, or 'first man, and ·
the ·barbarous effect that the. Bible story of their Noah goes by the same and various
the expulsion of Adam and Eve from the other names. By way of diversion. it might,
Garden of Eden has had on the Hebrew mind· not be uninteresting to the general reader to
so well, evim down to our own time, as the inform him that ths Mexican traditions are
total ostracism of a Jew, by his relativs and very minute in the specification of the period
co-religionists, who has dared to obey the of time embraced in each cycle or age of th\')
promptings of his higher nature in marrying world.
Four times, ttccording to Mexican mytl1- .
a person outside of his own religious persuasion. The influence of the Catholic priest- ology, has' the earth been destroyed. The
hood, particularly the Irish portion of it, has first age lasted 5,206 years; the second, 4,804
always-been very powerful and damnable in years ; the third, 4,010; and the fourth lasted· its effect in this regard, but it is only skin 4,008 years. This came to an end by a great
deep- when compared witl). this fossilized inundation which destroyed all mankind ex:~
priestly-stamped instrument of sectarian pro- cept one man, Coxcox; and his wife, Xachiscription as practiced by our Hebrew neigh- quetzal, who saved theinselvs in the hollow
trunk of a tree. Let us compare the Mexican
bors and fellow-Citizens.
The monogamous lesson taught in the Gar- myth with the Hebrew my'th, as we find it in
den of Eden story had as much influence on Genesis. For the first age or cycle we ·ha v
My growth may all so firm be found
As evidence of the manner in which this book the life actions of the .historic Jew as the Adam and Eve; for the second, Noah and
That much of good will life outlast;
is regarded by its readers, attention is invited to Christian injun~tion, "Su,ffi.cient for the day his wife without a naq1e; for the third,
the following notice theteof by an intelligent and
-Lau1·a Garlana Gmr.
activ Freethmker, Mr. J. J. McCabe, of Albany, is the evil thereof," has had upon the life ac- Abram and his wife Sarah; for the fourth,
N.Y., published in THE Tnu'rH SEEKER of March
Moses-he is also a kind of Noah because he
6, 1886: "It is a poetic version of the old Asiatic tions of · the ordinary Christian. The best
Every-Day Worlr.
fiction which inspired the founders of the San- Hebrews held the monogamous example of was saved from the water-and his .'nameless - ·
·sclit nations to deeds of patience, valor, exploraGreat deeds are trumpeted; loud bells are rung,
tion, honor, virtue, and marital love and fidelity, Adam and Eve in the same estimation that the wife.
And men turn round to see ;
·
This aspirational fiction, the outcome and evi- best Christians b.old the imperativ Chris.tial!But perhaps Mr. Coleman may say that I
The high peaks echo to the prnans sung
dence of sage and varied experience, refined and
O'er some great victory.
virtuous manhood, was in after ages plagiarized, injunction which I hav just cited. If, as the am not confining myself strictly to the quescorrupted, and adopted by a nation of polygamAnd yet great deeds are few. The mightiest men
tion at issue. Well, as an apology for the
ists who were rooted byinheritance to a land of gentleman pretends to think, the influence of
Find oppm·tunities but now and then.
sterility) whose impeilal priesthood pressed the the Hindoo priest has been so potential a fac-. latitude I hav taken, I will remark that t,here
yoke of Ignominious servitude on the shoulders of
Shall one sit idly through long (Jays of peace,
an ignorant and snperstitious_people. It ought to tor in Asiatic society, why has it not engraft¢ is' one fact that has impressed me very much
Waiting for wttlls to scale,
.fj_.
become a companion book .to Mr. Arnold's 'Light itself on the civil arm of government ·both in my own practical experience with
Or lie in port until some Golden Fleece
···•
of Asia.'" No intelligent person need be told the
Lures him to face the gale ?
·
foregoing is absurdly false from beginning· to throughout Asia? There has always been men of my acquaintance who pass as philolThe1·e•s work enough. Why idly then delay?
end. It manifests great ignorance to call the religious liberty throughout all India and ogists, and those also who hav given their
Hebrews a race of polygamists in contradistincHis work counts most who labors every day.
whole attention, in a professional maimer, to
tion to the Hindoos. Polvgamy was practiced to China.
a extent among both peoples, and the Hindoo
A torrent sweeps down the mountain's brow
But if the influence of the Brahmanic class the study and translation of the dead lansacred
books
gi
v
far
greater
sanction
to
polygamy
With foam and flash and roar;
than can be found anywhere in the .Hebrew has been somewhat powerful within- the last guages, that there are but few real or would-be
Anon its streng\.h is spent-where is it now 1
seriptUJ;e. How absurd to talk of the monogaIts one shm·t day is o'er.
mous Hindoo legend being corrupted by the· two thousand years, it has certainly been ex- philologists who ~eem to hav any respect for
But the clea1· stream that through the meadow polyg!tmous Hebrew, in the face of the fact that ercised in the development of peace and non- the facts that hav been demonstrated through
the Hebrew story of Adam and Eve is stl'ictly
flows
No so with the Hebrew the agency of archeology and the various
monogamous. It represents God as saying,_ "I .combativness.
All the long summe1· on its mission goes.
will make him '[the maul an help meet for him" priesthood. They were always the fiery and branches of physical science.
.
--one
and
one
only
..
It
narrates
the
creation
of
Better the steady way; the torrent's dash
:Mr. Coleman appears to regard Max~uller_
one woman only from a rib of the·maii, and then fanatic advoeates of war and desolation.
Soon leaves its rent track dry.
the man snys "therefore shall a man leave his
as a philological pope. And as all things
The light we love is not the lightning flash
fa.ther and mother, and shall cleave unto his mfe; Look at thelast insane'and bloody act of the
and they shall be one flesh,"-that is, one wife, Rabbi Equiba. in pu~ting the Rod of Com- can be proved; such as the origin of matter,~
F1·om out the midnight sky,
and the two, one man and -one woman; shall be
But the sweet sunshine, whose familiar my
ona · flesh. This passage teaches monogamy mand in the hand of Bar Chasbo:r, which and the physical universe, and the most re".
From its calm throne of blue lights every day.
plainly, for if man had more than one wife, the almost caused the utter annihilation of the mote history of man, with his relations to the
exp1·ession
1 "he and his wife shall be one flesh,"
The sweetest lives are those to duty wed,
would be mapplicable. Nothing is said in the Hebrew race. One word more in regard to past, present, and future, by the examination
Whose deeds, both great and small,
Bible of Adam having another wife;and as the the importance to be attached to the passage of a few books which were written in lanAre Close-lmit strands of an unbroken thread,
woman is named Eve," because sh~> was the mother
of all living,'' it is plain that the Bible intends to. in Genesis, ''Therefore shall a man leave guages which are now. dead (although not very
Where love ennobles all.
teach that the whole hurnan ?'ace spranu from a father and mother and cleave to his wife." old when compared with the age of man),
_ The world may sound no trumpets, ring no bells; monOf]amous
marrtaue.. 1\Ir. McCabe's remarks
The Book of Life the shining story tells.
about the beautiful Sanskrit legend. being cor- The whole legal force of this beautiful m- therefore, what he does not know on all sub~
rupted by polygamists IS in the highest degree absurd. Contrast the condition of woman in India Nnction is destroyed by the practical teach- jects is not worth knowing.
Adami and Heva.
at present and through the ages with that .of wo- ings of the Levitical Code, and by the priestly
He seems to regard Max Muller's striet11res
among the Hebrews both in ancient and
A REPLY TO WM. EMMETTE OOLEMAN'S CRITI- man
modern times. And with regard to the deSJ)otism indorsed murders' 6f the youthful· Phineas: on Jacolliot as a devout Catholic would the
CISM OF MY LETTER ON S. P. PUTNAM's of the' priesthood, nowhere on earth probably has Let us now take a few extracts from the pope's anathema against an arch heretic.
there been such an arrogant P,l'iesthood "pressing
POEM BEARING THE ABOVE TITLE.
the yoke of ignominious serVItude on the shoulde1· Code of Menu on this subject: " Then only Now let us see if I hav attempted to mislead
About two weeks ago I received a marked of an ignorant and superstitious people " as were is a man perfeet when he consists of ·three in my criticism of philologists gemiraliy~ not
.and are the Urahmans of- India. 'fhe regulations
copy of the Religio-Pldlosopltical Journal, of of the Hebrew priestly code sink into insigl!ifi- persons united, his wife, himself, and his excepting Max Muller. Hear what Mr. MulChicago, containing an article written by Mr. cance, as1·egards despotism and galling, crushing son, and thus. hav learned Brahmans an- ler says after the recitation of a little poem
tyranny, when compared with the ancient .Brah· Wm. Emmette .Coleman, bearin~ the title of manic code of Manu or the caste regulations in nounced this maxim: ' The husband is. even from the Rig-Veda. The poem opens as foloperation in India to-day. To cap the climax of
"The Alleged Hindoo Legend of Adam and absurdity,
the recommendation ia made that Mr. one person with his wife.' 'Neither by sale lows : " Wise and mighty are the works of
Eve." I was very busy at the. time, and Putnam's ''Adami and Heva" an exaggerated nor desertion can a wife be released from her him who stemmed asunder the wide firma- .
version
of
nineteenth-century forgery, bearcould not giv the matter any attention, but as ing a partlythe
spurious title -("Adami" instead of ·husband.' . Thus we fully acknowledge the ments," etc. "This. poem alone," says Max
I intended to make a short visit to Rockaway '' Adima ") •.shuuld·be greeted as a companion vol- law enacted of old by the Lord of creation." Mnlier, " is worth more to the student of hisume to Edwin Arnold's "Light of Asia," a poetic
Beach, I jotted down a few notes on the sub- version of genuin Buddhistic legends.
.
There are many enactments which forbid a tory tl1an all the the dynasties of Babylon
ject to take with me. After delivering a
Now, with regard to the comparison drawn man, to sell his !laughter under pretext of and Egypt, worth more than all lucustrine
bi-centennial address before- our sociefy last by the writer between the Hindoos and ·He-· gratuity. I will cite the following: "Never, villages, worth more than the skulls and jawSunday evening, I took the first train bound brews, let me state first that I ·did not refer even in former creations, hav we heard the bones of Neanderthal or Abbeville." ·Further
for New York and arrived here early on Mon- to the Hindoos or Hebrews- of the present virtuous approve the tacit sale of a daughter illustration is unnecessary.
day morning. After a few days' exerci!:!e, day, or any other day within considerably for a price under. the name of nuptial graThe essays of Francis Wilford, the most
amusement, and surf-bathing, I now feel in a more than two thousand years. I referred to tuity." "Let mutual fidelity continue till indefatigable oriental student of the last centcondition healthy and hearty enough-though the ancient historic Hebrews, and to those death ;. this; in few words, may be consid- ury, are referred to by the gentleman, and
without any books to refer to-to attempt a Sanscrit people that carried civilization, with ered as the supreme law between husband the great importance that should be atreply to Mr. Coleman's article. I hav not had all its ennobling benefits, to the shores of the and wife." I will now take the idea which tached to his confession that he and Sir Wilthe pleasure of reading many of Mr. Cole- Mediterranean. But I more particularly in- is conveyed to us in one of the above quota- liam Jones were imposed upon by mercenary
man's literary productions, but from what I tended to convey the idea that the beautiful tions from the Code of Menu, as a text to pundits. Wilford and Sir William were both
hav read I had s_upposed he was what is.gen- Asiatic fiction about the first man and woman cover .much· that will follow. It is this: excellent Sanscrit scholars. They had the·
erally termed a Liberal or skeptical writer. was a most important fa~tor in the evolution "Never in former creations.. " Throughout advantage of Max Muller and many others of
That is, that lw was an opponent of ortho- of that bold, enterprising, rational spirit of all that part of the world which is embraced being on the historic ground of India. It is
doxy.
manhood which one sees so richly and· con- in Thibet, India, Hindostan, and China, veJ:y singular that they could not tell by the
· The reason I make this allusion is that I do spicuously manifested iri -the early history of there is no appreciable difference in the least critical examination of a manuscript
not think it is courteous, honorable, or judi- Greece. If the science of philology, as ex- legendary account of the cosmology of ,the whether new leaves had been inserted. Now,
cious for one Liberal to mal{e indiscriminate pounded by its greatest teachers, is of any world. The Lamist, Brahmist, ·and Con- may not the confession of Francis Wilford be ·
attacks on another, or for any person to crit- value to mankind, we certainly mu~t believe fucian accounts are ne~rly the same. There someth_ing like the confession of Galileo, proicise articles or books written by no matter that the Greeks were a Sanscrit people. And doesn't appear to b--e much difference between viding there ever was such a confession ?
whom, in a coarse, ungentlemanly manner. in this connection I might remark that the the ever-returning cycles of the Confucians But Mr. Coleman may say that the best eviNow, I do not desire to be understood as in stories which hav come down to us of Her- and the Kalpas of the Hindoos. The order is dence in the world of it is in the facts demon-.
any manner trying to discourage free discus- cules and Orion are corrupted an.d exagger- as follows: The world is first formed from strated in Max Muller's full English translasion and well-intentioned criticism-particu- ated editions of the " Asiatic " fiction re- chaos, and the first man is born from this tion of the East India Company's collectionlarly the latter-by those who are well quali- ferred to. I think also that Mr. Coleman ovum mundi. After a certain period the of'Sanscritmanuscripts. Well, let us examinfied by disposition and intellectual acquire- will admit that the Greeks were a monoga- world is destroyed and returns to chaos. this question a litle further. When Mr.
ments. I read many articles published in mous people in the same sense that we would Then after another period of time has Muller went to the city of Paris, after acquirLiberal journals which I sometimes think I say that the great majority. of men in Europe elapsed it springs forth from chaos again. ing some reputation as. a young Snnscrit
might criticise, but I always leave that· to and America are monogomous. With regard The first man reappears, and a new world scholar, he met Eugene Burnof, at that· time
those who bav more leisure than I and can to the ''polygamous Hebrews," whom the similar to the former one and peopled by the one of the most learned men in France. At
take greater pleasure in that ;ldnd of work or gentleman seems to be so much' interested in, I same inhabitants is called into being. The Burnof's solicitation, l\Iuller agreed to take
amusement than I can. Therefore, under merely took it for granted that the Jewish death and reappearance of the same individual upon himself -'-being a young man-the labor
.these circumstances, I would not hav· at- priest, Ezra, in revising or writing the his- in every recurring cycle is, of course, appar- of examining and comparing the French and
tempted a reply to the article referred to were tory of his own people, would not make them ently of Chinese origin. And I might here English collections of Sanscrit manuscripts,
it not that the writer in his article on "Adam appear more polygamous than they were. state that although tqe name of the first man for the purpose of editing a French translaand Eve" embodies in it an extract from a Certainly the monogamous character of David, may change, etymologically speaking, every tion of the Vedas and Commentaries. Mr.
letter written by me and published in THE Solomon, Hezekiah, and many others of the time he reappears at the beginning of each Muller went to England to examin the East
TIW'l'II SEEKER of :March 6, 1880. Before en- Lord's anointed, is apparent to the most cycle or Kalpa, yet he is the same person lndia.Company's collection, and while there
tering .on a discussion of the merits of the superficial reader. In relation to the power whether you call him in Chinese Shang-te (their was prevailed on to stay in England and edit
article as a whole. I 1lesire to state that I and influence excrcis.ed by the Hindoo as com- Adam) or Fuh-he (their Noah), or in the Brah- an English translation from the manuscripts
received a copy of li'Ir. Putnam's poem en- pared with the Hebrew priesthood, I will say manic and.Hindoo accounts, Satyvrata, Sway- at hand.
titled "Adami and Heva" in the latter part this much_: The Hindoo priest had a fixed ambhuva, Adima (their Adam), or Menu (their
When doctors of the law cannot agree as to
of February, and after reading it over care- place in the body politic, but' every time the -Adam and Noah), or by any of the various the exact meaning of a certain provision, but ·
fuly, I sat down and wrote the letter referred
to in a very few minutes, without giving the
matter a particle of considera~ion. As I was.
unable to find THE TRUTH SEEKER of March
G1·owth.
6th before I left home, I will not st.ate that
How would I grow? Not like the vine,
the extract from my ietter contained in Mr.
Though beautiful and full of grace,·
Coleman's
artic~e is not correct as published
Close clinging to its I'esting-place,
in TnE TRUTH SEEKER. But I certai'nly did
Where leaf and blossom intertwine.
not intend to write Sanscrit "nation." "NaFor tendlils break when winds are high;
tions" is the word I must hav intended to
The best supports, in time, will fail.
And what can weak vine· strength avai1
use,. as that only could express the idea I
When bmised and torn on earth I lie?·
-intended to convey. The word ''horror"
But like the tree-oh, tall and fair!
printed in the extract is still worse. That
With roots deep reaching through the ground, should hav been "honor." [Omitting the
With branches spreading far around,
final · s from " nations " is Mr. Coleman's
Drawing all good from earth and air.
error·. The · TRUTH BEEKER types are unDrawing all good that I may giv
doubtedly responsible for the word" horror"
Of my abundance friendly aid
To all who seek my pleasant shade,
occupying the place of honor.] Let me now
Or in my screening branches liv;
reproduce the extract- with .the corrections I
That when tl1is term of life is past,
hav just made, with M:r. Coleman's opening
And I am severed to the ground,
reference and criticism:
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will render opinions at vari
ot?er,. how. is the ordinary
f~trly. mtelhgent man, going ··
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the rendering of a text fr•
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any other French philolog
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question arises, Is the Frt
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there a large amount of 'a]
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One of us two must some time face existence
chorus," Why, Edith I"
whither their bodies were taken Sunday.
.A Faliricated .Account of a Scene at the IJeath- Alone with mem01·ies that but sharpen pain,
And these sweet days shall shine baclt in the disA DAKOTA hotel advertises a cyclouo cellar as
PARsON DowNs, Boston's indicted pastor, one of its attractions. T!:Je following is its card:
bed of Thomas Paine.
tance
Like dreams of summer dawns in nights of rain.
exploded what he called a bombshell in Jiis
SLlDEUNDER HOUSE.
BY W. H. BURR.
church last Sunday. It was a letter which
One of us two, with tortured heart half-broken,
ToRNADO BILL
Proprietor.
This pamphlet showR that the account or"Paine's Shall read long-treasured letters thro' salt tears;
he read fr~m a female member of the Bow- Hot and cold air in every room.
dying mCiments attributed to Bishop Fenwick Shall ldss with anguished lips each cherished
doin Square church, confessing that she had
.Elegant cemetery in connection. (upon which the Obse'rvm· relies to prove its princitoken
.
been guilty of adultery with a respectable
That speaks of these love-crowned delicious
~This is the only House in the City provided pal chargeR) is a forgery, it being impossible that
deacon of the same church. Mr. Downs with a C;,clone Cellar for convenience of Guests Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
years.
promises that he will lllake the Bowdoin Flume le~ding from each room to Cellar. Guests
One of us two shall find ali light, all beauty,
18pp.
Price
5
cents;
25'for.$1.00.
r
All joy on earth, a. tale forever done;
Square Baptists very sick if they do not cease can drop from top floor m quarter second .. · No·
requirements as to Costume while making deShall know henceforth that life means only dutytheir persecutions. He has other damaging scent. Stop at the Slideurider, and while Guests. For these two P.amphlets a~ldress
0 God! 0 God! hav pity on that one l
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
CO.,
matter in reserv.l).
o! other Hotels will be mounting the Golden 1.
83 Clinton Pl., New York.
-Ella Wl!eeler Wilcox,
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IN DOG-DAYS-BUT

go to a dancing party ?" " Yes, your reverence." "And you hav observed the guests
figuring on the ftoor, whilst up above sit the
·THE white people of Mississippi are gener- orchestra, who play the music for the others
ally in favor of Prohibition, but they are to dance to?" "Yes, your reverence."
swamped by the overwhelming vote of the " Very well, then, Bridget, recollect in the
future that I am the orchestra."
negroes in the state:

Jlotts and !/[lippinys.

BEES in Oakland, Ill., drove a minister and
his congregation out of church on a recent
Sunday. The congregation were filled with
anger at the sacrilegious bees, but consoled
themselvs with the fact that the occurrence
took place before the plate was passed.
A CHESTNUT street miss of less than five
summers, who w-as playing in the. yard and
observing the works of nature, surprised her
father the other day with the following questions and original cOnclusion : " Papa, does
God make the worms?" "Yes, daughter."
" Pa, does God make the hopper toad· to eat
the worms up?" "I s'pose so." "Well, I
should like to know what ,he bothered his
head with the worms for if he had to make
the hopper toad to eat them."
HE is a priest, and one Friday he had been
giving his congregation a rasping gallop over
the mortification and flesh course. Arrived
at home, hungry as a wolf, he rang the bell
for luncheon, and anon the new servant made
her appearance, and weighed in with a small
plate of brP.ad and butter, and two hardboiled eggs. "vVhy, how now, Bridget,"
inquired the holy man, "is this a fitting meal
to set before your master?" " If you please,
sir," said the girl, "I was in chapel this morn-.
ing and heard your sermon, and oh ! it was
beautiful, and you told us how we ought to
starve ourselvs on a Friday, and-" "Bridget," interrupted her master, "did you ever

MINISTER (to deacon): " How. were you
pleased, Brother Jones, with my sermon yesterday on the sin of betting on elections ?"
Deacon Jones: "Well-er, to be frank with
you, I didn't lil•e it at all." Minister: "No?"
Deacon Jones: '•No, sir. I'm in hats, you
know, and there's very little money in the
business as it is."
.
THE recent death of Dexter A. Hawkins
will call attention to the pamphlet which he
wrote a few years ago, entitll:id, " The Roman Catholic Church in New York City and
the Public Money and Public Property of the
People." The pamphlet exposes the venality
of the church of Rome in this city as it was
never exposed before or since. Mr. Hawkins
was a Methodist, and the Methodist Book
Concern sells his pamphlet for five cents per
copy.
WE are swinging very far from the original
policy of our government. We began by
trusting the individual man to take care of
himself, burdening him as little as possible
with taxes and laws. Little by little we are
getting away from our original theory. We
are beginning to depend upon corporations to
carry on a :great variety of enterprises. Our
schools are supported or subsidized by the
states. Prohibitionists demand that our appetites shall be regulated by law. Greenbackers want the government to assume the
function of making money, instead of merely

NOT NEXT WINTER.

coining it. The Knights of Labor hav vast
schemes of government interference to regulate wages and recast the statutes so as to do
away with the natural operation of the law of
supply and demand. Paternalism is ramp;tnt
:with a thousand schemes by which men are·
.to be educated, employed, or pensioned by
the state. The progress of these centralizing
tendencies must soon be arrested C'lr great·
mischiefs will ensue. We are governed too
much.-Plliladelphia Rtxm"d,
As a matter of downright, cold fact, " the
little busy bee" works but about three hours
a day, and is a most thoroughgoing loafer the
rest of the time. Its reputation for sobriety
is as little deserved. Its propensity for the
bowl, indeed, has become a source of grievance for bee-keepers. Wherever hives are
kept in the neighborhood of a cider-mill the
bees always .neglect their work, go off and
get full, stay out at night, and get boisterous
and disorderly.
Mn. SHELDON JAoKsoN, superintendent of
tho department of education· in Alaska, has
provided temperance text-books for use in all
the schottls of that distant territory, and
teachers will be required to giv regular instruction as to the effects of alcohol and narcotics on the human frame. With parents
and guardians left free to decide whether
their children or wards should receive instruction of this sort, Superintendent Jackson's scheme would be a very good one.
THE In'Destigatlir' peopJe, always enterprising, ha.v~eatablished. a lectureship, of which
M).'. L. K.·washburn is to be the agent. By
thb plan .4t is intended that Mr. Washburn,
'backed by the lecture fund, shall be enabled
to speak wherever expenses and a slight re.

muneration can be raised. Mr. Washburn is
an able speaker and writer. We wish him
success, but must warn him to avoicl New
Jersey. As yet the religious people of that
state havnot all felt the softening amenities of
civilization.
AN Irishman had taken his wife and childer
down to the theater to see" Shane na Lawn."
The family went in for whole-hearted enjoy·
ment and seemed to be as keenly interested in
the fortunes of the dramatis personm as if
their environment were a part of the stern
reality of life. After the play was over they
took a Third avenue elevated train for home
up in Du:IIyville. Bad luck to· it all! The
shanty was no more. The fire fiend had in·
deed entered the McFadden domain and
swept .it clear. Mrs. McFadden and the
brood of homeless childer shed tears, and
even ¥cFadden, after. the first shock had
subsided, trembled with grief when reciting
the details of his calamity. "Phin I got
home, or fwhere me home was whin we
started for the theayter, everything was
bwusted, and not ayven a sthraw tick left,
nor the feather bed me 'n me ould woman has
shlept on for four-and-twinty years. There
was the ilegant chist of dhrawers that we
first wint to housekapin' wid gone up in
shmoke; there was the windy-curtins that
me daughter Mary Ann worked and saved
for to make the shanty look aristocratic; the
new cook shtove, the bag of petaties, the ·
picture of the Blissed Virgin, (sob) me workin' clothes, me ould dinner pail that I wouldn't
hav taken a harse an' cart for, a beautiful
represintation of our savior on the cross
(sob) all (violent sob) all gone to hell."])etroit Free Press.
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Ufommunications.
'Facts About the New Testament.
Origen, one of the early church writers, says :
"Not only four gospels, but many, were written, out
of which those we hav were chosen and delivered to
the churches." It is left for the Christian to decide
whether these quaneling bishops and church dignitaries, who so much disgraced the early church
councils by wringing each other's noses, selected the
right ones. Perhaps the Lord directed the choice.
But when it came to fighting and breaking bones,
one would think the " other fellow " gave directions
in some of the councils.
Mr. Sunderlin says: "At least three of the gospels
could hav had no real authors, as we understand that
term, being compilations made up of legendary elements." Waite says: "The date of the Christian
era is based upon the birth of Christ as given by
Matthew, which is a legend of little value. "It is
agreed that Jesus was born at least four years before
the Christian era. It may hav been fourteen, and it
may hav been twenty, Some of the early writers
claim that he was an old man when he died, and was
in the ministry over fifty years." And he further
says : "The accounts of the resunection as given in
the New Testament, confused and irreconcilable as
they are, cannot be looked upon as historic. They
were written in the second century to supply a need
in the church, and the doctrin of the crucified .body
of Christ cannot be traced beyond that date."· And
further, that " Marcion compiled the most ancient
gospel manuscripts which he could find, and the
church, to a considerable extent, used the same materials."
Luke is the oldest gospel of the New Testament.
He drew largely from Marcion, and that he used
other and older fragments of different authors is
evident. Indeed, it is admitted flatly in the introduction of that gospel by the author, whoever he may
hav been, that he was only a transcriber, for he says
that his object is to "set forth what had been delivered unto him."
·
·
Schleiermacher says that '' the gospel of Luke was
drawn from over thirty different sources." Jerome
says that "the gospel of Luke was published according to the Egyptians, and Thomas, and Matthias, and
Bartholomew, and the Hebrews, and Basilides, and
Apelles, and others which it would be tedious to
mention, showing that whoever compiled the gospel
of Luke drew from all these sources." Apt'lles wrote
about the year 160, long after the apostles had been
quietly sleeping in their graves. Of course, this robs
the gospel of Luke of its apostolic origin. Waite
says: "It is impossible to name the author of this
gospel"
Why should not the people be made acquainted
'with these facts that they may form an enlightened
opinion for themselvs ~ It may be the means of
throwing a lot of priests and ministers out of buttery
positions, but they will find an open field; the ax
and the anvil, the saw and the spade, will respond to
their touch, and one would think by giving their
heroism " a brush" they might get an honest living.
Could we see all the gospels which hav befln written; could we compare them and see how one gospel
has been taken from another; could we understand
what a mania there was for so-called sacred writings,
how they multiplied and how many were engaged in
writing them, what au anxiety was manifested on the
part of autlfors to hav their writings adopte'd by the
churches ; could we understand how these writings
were manipulated and tinkered by the translators and
transcribers, .and other interested parties, we w~uld
never speak of them as inspired writings without
expecting to exciteasmile among the intelligent. All
the ministers ought to be interested in bringing
these facts before the people; but they are not "built
that way."
There seems to be preponderating evidence that
the gospels 'Were written long after the events had
occuned which they narrate, and then the nanation
thrown back a century or two, because bythis means
the interests of the church could best· be subserved.
Such a course would giv the church an advantage of
a hundred years or-two.
For instance, during the life of Christ nobody
thought of him as a supernatural being. Long afterward, when the church had gained power and a
hierarchy was to be built up, Christ was made the
central figure, and, of course, must be clothed with
divine power. This could be done a thousand times
better two hundred years after his death than it
could dming his life. All the miraculous part of his
life was worked out years and years after he was
quietly sleeping in his grave.
This is the belief of most men who hav given the
subject close attention. Bishop Marsh says in regard to the book of Matthew: " If the arguments in
favor of a late date· be compared to those of an early
date, it will be found that the former greatly out. weigh the latter."
The average Christian believes that in the time of
Christ there were a few followers unde1· the direct

control of God who wrote the New Testament, and
that no other scriptures were written. The truth is,
the New Testament was written long after the life of
Christ, and is but a small part of what was written.
Even a partial list of the so-called sacred writings
would act as an eye-opener to most Christians.
There were nearly as many "Acts" as there are
books in the New Testament. There were the" Acts"
of the Apostles, written by Lucius, the "Acts "
of the Holy Apostles, the ''Acts" of Peter and Paul,
"The Acts of Peter and Andrew," "The Acts of
Philip," "The Acts of Paul and Thecla," and other
"Acts" too numerous to mention. Out of all these
"Acts" we hav only "The Acts of the Apostles" in
the New Testament.
Now, my Christian friends, I want you to tell me
why:" The Acts of the Apostles" was selected from
all the other" Acts," and why this particular selection was made-when and where it was made. By
answering these questions for yomselvs, not for me,
you will see what a solid foundation your faith rests
upon. Besides, in matters involving the happiness
or misery of the whole human family, you ought to
be able to giv all the facts. You ought to be able to
show that it was a right selection.
If all these "Acts" were genuin, were you not entitled to them~ If all were spurious but one, how
do you know that you hav got the right one! My
dear Christian friend, hug this consoling fact to
your b:reast. There is not one chance in fifty that
God ever ordered a book of " Acts " to be written,
but, allowing that he did, there is not one chance in
fifty that you hav got the right one. Besides the
books of "Acts " which I hav mentioned, it is known
that .some thirty other books of acts were in
existence.
In order to giv the Christian a clearer understanding of the furor for sacred writings in an early day,
I will mention a few only of the many gospels which
were written and held in veneration by the churches,
not one of which has been admitted into the New
Testament:
The Gospel of Paul.
"
"
Pet('r.
Perfection.
"
"
"
"
Philip.
"
"
Matthias.
"
"
Lucianus.
"
"
Life.
"
"
Longinus.
"
"
Marcion.
"
"
Marcus.
''
"
Judas Iscariot.
"
"
Apelles.
"
"
Barnabas.
"
"
Cerinthus.
"
·"
Justin.
"
"
Merinthus.
"
"
Symonides.
"
"
Thaddeus.
"
Tatian.
"
"
Truth.
"
"
Nicodemus.
"
"
The Eucratite.
"
"
The Lord.
"
"
The Infancy.
''
''
The Scythians.
"
" According to the Hebrews.
''
''
''
''
Egyptians.
The Eternal Gospel.
The Gospels lilf the Gnostics, not known how many.
The Gospels of Hesychhis, not known hoW many.·
The Mll.nichee Gospel.
The Passing. of St. Mary.
Oracles of Christ.
Descent from the Cross.
Book of the Hell~eraites, and so on, and so on, and so on.

Then there is a long list of the " apocalypses"apocalypse of John, another of Esdras, another of
Paul, of Moses, Cerinthus, Peter, Bartholomew, etc.
These are only a few, comparativly, of the specimens of holy bricks which were once considered fit
for the temple of the Christian religion. For a more
full and complete list of the gospels, acts, apocalypses, oracles, epistles, and books, first and last regarded as sacred by the church, consult Taylor's
"Sy:ntagma."
.
What would the Christia:a do if he should find out
that some of these spurious epistles or gospels or
acts or apocalypses had by some oversight crept into
his New Testament~ They were once believed to be
sacred writings. They were voted upon and disputed
over _and fought about for six hundred years-:-in
fact, the fight is not over yet.
Now, my dear candidates for heaven, you ought to
be able to giv the evidence that the inspired writings were voted in, and the spurious voted out.
. If men found an object in producing all these
spurious writings-and remember that India, China,
Japan, Thibet, Arabia, Scandinavia and Persia have
all had their portion of sacred writings, which the
Christian considers spurious-is it not. barely possible
that some interested parties might hav written the
few books of the New Testament without any help
from God at all. 0 my Christian friend, I would
hav you think of these things, and every time you
hug the Bible to yom breast and call it the "Word of
God," remember me.
Every doctrin of the New Testament has been affirmed by some, and denied by others.
It has been the subject of hot disputes and long

debates, of bitter quarrels and bloody fig~ts; and,
strange to state; has never been s~t~led to th1s da~.
The resurrection was first a sprr1tual resuiTectwn,
and then a-bodily resmTection. When. t~e ~ivinity
of Christ was first taught, there was a d1stmctwn between the father and the son. The son emanated
from the father but was no more the father than a
ray of light fro:U the sun was the sun itself. Afterward the author of John-whoever he might have
been~eclared that " in the beginning was the word,
and the word was with God, and the word was God."
This doctrin was adopted at the great council held
in 325, and made obligatory on all Christians.
It was more than a hundred years after the death
of Christ before the immaculate conception was hinted at. Polytheism had not yet quite died out, and,
according to that system, every great man must bear
some strange relation to the gods.
.
·.
Christ never preten!fed to be celes~1ally begotten,
or to work miracles nor was such a thmg thought of
during his life, no; for years after h~s death; else
why are all contemporaneous writers silent upon the - ·
subject~

There is no doubt that the Christian religion became quite popu1ar and sprj:,ad rapidly, and men rarely call others to an account for lying, fraud, and deceit,
used in their interest. And when it became the interest of the church to erect Christ into a god, and
clothe him with miraculous power, the idea had ·a . _
small beginning at first, but grew by lying and deceit until it assumed its present proportions.
Oswald says: "The country was so prolific of spurious prophecies, forged epistles and biographies,
that it has justly been called the age of pious frauds,
and that the stupendous events supposed to hav attended the appearance of. the new prophet are not recorded by any contemporary pagan writer." And the
testimony of Gibbon is to the same effect.
·
If the Christian should become acquainted with
the history of the different councils in which the various doctrins of the New Testament were discussed
and given shape; could he know how these doctrins
were urged by some, and opposed by others ; could
he know. how rings were formed and bribes offered
before the final vote was taken-he would see more
of the work of man, and less of the work of Go.d, in
the New Testament, and, like all men who hav given
the subject an unbiased investigation, would come to
the conclusion that all the different systems of revealed religion rest essentially on the same foundation, and that one system has no preeminence over
another, only so far as the intelligence ofj. the age or
country in which it originated is concernetl ·
.
All that has ever been revealed is fq'und in the
book ' of nature and this is the book which man
should be most desirous to study, and the book which
he would most study if he had not been put off the .._
track by a crafty priesthood, and sent after gods and
ghosts and spurious revelations.
Original sin, total depravity, eternal punishment,
divine inspiration, baptism, the Christian Sabbath,
were all matters which were settled by the votes of
meu in the different councils of the chmch, and with
which God had no more to do than he has with the
cuiTency, or the laying of duties on foreign imports.
Christians believe that Christianity originated with
Christ. No mistake could be greater. Christ did .not
preach Christianity as we understand it; he taught ·
the equality and brotherhood of man, and the fatherhood of God, but never claimed to be a god himself.
Christ had been dead many years before he was regarded as a god.
A man-god was no new thing in the time of Christ.
Xaca, Krishna, Buddha, Plato, Apollonius, Simon
Magus, Augustus Crnsar, Pythagoras, and many
others, were supposed to be celestially begotten, and
a part of them died for the sins of the world. lY-fany
great and good men in ancient times were denominated gods. Apollonius said "all good men were
entitled to that appellation."
Long before and after the commencement of the
Christian era this belief was cmTent, and serves as a
clew to the divinity of Christ. The belief in miracles
has been common in all past ages. Great men were
not only begotten by the gods, but were endowed
with power to work miracles. Crucifixions hav been
common, and resurrections hav been as necessary and
followed as naturally as the tail to a kite.
The doctrin of the atonement was more than a
thousand years old when Christ was born. Christians believe that Christ was au offering or sacrifice
to appease the wrath of God, that thereby the transgressions of man might be wiped out.
Offerings hav always been made to appease the
wrath of offended gods. The more barbarous the
people the more inhuman and diabolical the offering.
Men, women, and children, bullocks, goats, sheep,
doves, and the first-fruits of the land hav been
offered up, the brutality of the ceremony diminishing
as civilization has advanced. The fact that God
could not be appeased until his son was sacrificed
shows that he was a peevish, revengeful, and not a
magnanimous God.
The doctrin of the trinity is much older than the
Christian religion, and is of undoubted Eastern
origin. The Hindoo trinity consisted of Brahma,
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Vishnu, IUJLl Siv~t. Iut.he liillLluu s.)·t:>te!J.t the third
pe~son is the. Holy Breat~; _in the Christian system
It IS the Holy Ghost, whwh means the same thing.
It is known that the ancient Egyptians believed in
a Holy Ghost, or ·word, or B1eatb. On an ancient
obelisk was found this im;eription: 1st. "The lYiigh ty
God." 2d. "The Begotten of God." 3d. "The
Spirit."
Thus the doctrins of the New Testament, as well
as the moral precepts, can be traced to an age antedating the birth of Christ hundreds and, in some inst.ances, thousands of years. Even the spirit, if not
the exact language, of the " Golden Rule " was
taught by Confucius, Aristotle, and others. Could
we go back to the commencement of the Christian
era, we would be made to understand what it is quite
difficult f~r Christians to learn at the present day,
VIZ., that 1t was an age of superstition when all were
influenced by the marvelous more th~n the natural.
S~i~nce was trampled in the dust by the bag of superstlbon. Reason stood no chance in the unequal
contest with gods, ghosts, magicians, miracle-workers, and prophets.
pne writer says of this period: " The heavens were
full of gods. Earth, air, and sea swarmed with
angels, spirits, and demons." To show that what I
- hav said is not overdrawn, I will quote from Irenams,
one of the early fathers, in regard to l\:Iarcus. He
says:·" There is another heretic, l\:Iarcus by name; he
is a perfect adept in the magical imposture, who Las
received the highest power from the invisible and ineffable ~egions above. It appears probable enough
that this man possesses a demon, as his familiar
spirit, by means of which he seems able to prophesy."
Now, I would hav you consider that this is from one
of the early fathers of the church. If he was so
much under the influence of superstition, what must
hav been the condition of the masses 7 Would it
take a wonderful man to foretell future events or
work miracles among such people 7 Is it any wonder
that there were inspired men and immaculate conceptions among such a people 7
There· never were any inspired men. It would be
impossible to make the intellig·ent believe that there
are insprred men to-day, but they believEl there were
inspired men two thousand years ago. There is good
reason to believe that nobody regarded the early
Christian writers as inspired at the time. Afterward,
when the church became ·strong, these writings were
clothed with divine authority and thus made the
whip to fleece Christians into obedience to the
churches. Athenagoras, who wrote an "Apology for
Christians " about the year 177, makes no mention of
the inspiration of the New Testament wi·iters, but
speaks of what came down to him by tradition.
Hegesippus wrote "A Complete History of the
Christian R~ligion" up to the year 185. Yet he
makes no rneHtion of the canonical o·ospels. This
ought to be satisfactory evidence th~t there ·were
neither inspired men nor canonical gospels until near
the beginning of the third century.
It should be borne in mind that after the power of
. the ohurch became supreme it controled not only the
writings but t~e minds of men. Nearly all writings
and books distasteful to· the church were either
altereq or destroyed. The church, to bold its power,
seemed determined that the people should know
uotbing but "Christ and him crucified." All writers
who did not indorse the Christian scheme had their
writings either altered or destroyed. All Christian
writers were determined to build up the church by
any means, foul or fair, often resorting to lying and
deceit. If we could hav access to ali the literature
of the early days of the church, we should understand
better why one-half of the .people were interested in
making fools of the other half. The truth is, there
was not one in a hundred who could write, and those
who could were endeavoring to Jupe those who could
not. The dupes knew nothing of what had been
written only as it was told to them by those interested in the plant.
There were no newspapers, anJ few to criticise.
And if there bad been, after the days of Constantine
the critics would hav fared bard. Hence the inaccu:racies. discrepancies, and contradictions of the New
Testament. '
From the few fragments of histm-y which hav
:slipped through the fingers of the church and come
.down to Uf', and from the writings of the early
Jathers, we learn that the divinity of Christ, his mir.acles, the conception, resurrection, and ascensiou, the
;ti1lle be preached, his age, and many other tbiogs bav
:all been in dispute-affirmed and denied-aud can
never .be settled to the satisfaction of all.
Because certain erring, fallible men like oun.;elvs,
and many of them under bribes or threats, voted so
and so in a church council fifteen or eighteen hundred years ago is no evidence of truth or accuracy to
the student of history.
The gospels show that the ministry of Christ lasted
about three years. Irenmus says it lasted about
twenty, and be claims that he bad this tradition from
the elders in Asia, who bad it from John and the
other apostles. The New Testament teaches that
Chri~:~t was a little over thirty years old when be was

crucified. So1lle of the early fathers say he was over
fifty, and some say be was not crucified at all. At
thi\'l distance of time, it would be utterly impossible
to find out the exact truth in regard to these nH:ttters.
Doctor Davidson says of the early fathers: •• They
bad neither the abilit.y nor the inelinatiou to exm11in
documents surrounded with an apostolic halo. All
the rhetoric employed to throw the value of their
testimony as far back as possible, even up to the
apostle J obn, is of the vaguest kind. .Their decisions
were much more the result of pious feeling than
sound judgment."
W ait!;l says the credulity of the early fathers
was unbounded; that they had a sublime disregard
for the truth. Their unscrupulousness when seeking
for arguments to enforce their position was notorious, as well as the prevalence of what is known as
pious fraud. Jones says they made testimonies out
of forgeries and spurious books.
Instead of the New Testament resting upon the
rock of truth, it rests upon forgeries, frauds, and lies.
And yet we hav in this country seyeut.y thousand
men whose business it is to keep the people sufficiently ignorant to be impoRed upon by this trinity
of deception. And then the Sr.bbath-scbools and
other machinery for molding the plastic mind of the
young, so that they will swallow down the pious pills
prepared by these lying, forging fathers, is immense,
a.nd the wickedness incalculable. And still we hav
Liberals who, though they are not constant attendants at church, attend church fairs and festivals and
in various wayR pay their money to help these seventy
thousand pious sticklebacks impose upon the people
with their frauds and forgeries.
ll'fany of these Liberals think, after all, that there
is a sort of moral halo surrounding the church, and
it is well enough to hav the wife attend the church
and the children attend Sunday-school. Let me say
to you that the morality of the church is like the
drapery of an abandoned woman, " put on" to make
her person attractiv. It is only the glimmm; of a
s~i~king fish by moonlight, the halo produced by the
nsmg gases _from a putrid carcass. Instead of giving
one dollar to perpetuate this delusion, join ·with me
to fear the silkm drapery from the old bag of ~uper
stition and npose her to public gaze in all her hideoug deformity.
JoHN PECK.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Story of an Escaped Nnn.
Neru· the close of the late war a nun escnped from
a convent in Canada West. Having been compelled
to enter the same by her grandmother, it would not
do to go to her again; but having a sister, the wife of
a cap1 ain in the service of the United Slates, she set
out to reach the city of Washington, where he was
stationed. She had not a penny to pay her fare, but
no conductor bad tlie hardihood to put the pretty
young woman off until she passed beyond Baltimore.
The only aiel Hhe received between Canada and Baltimore was twenty-five cents from- a sympathetic
woman. After passit•g that city the conductor told
her she must pay her fare or be put off. This attracted the notice of some soldiers, one of whom
happened to know her brother-in-law, the captain.
He therefore paid her fare, which enabled her to
reach her relativs.
They were thunderstruck, but bad to take her in.
The grandmother and other relativs in Canada disowned the renegade. Her comeliness attracted sui tore.
One elderly and wealthy man sought her band. Another young but dissipated man, the only son of a
wealtl1y gentleman of Rochester, N. Y., was accepted. They were married at the bouse of the Rev.
J obn C. Smith, late pastor of the Fourth Presbyterian church of W asbington, who remarked bow
superior the bride appeared to the groom.
The husband was in the service connected with the
army. In due time twin daughters were born, and
not long afterwru·d the husband deserted wife and
children. Meanwhile the grandmother in Canada
had become so fru· reconciled to the apostate child as
to send her a few presents, among which was a gold
watch. This the husband took away with him and
never returned it. In fact, he robbed his wife and
left her destitute with two infants.
Thrown entirely on her own resources and renounced by her relativs on both sides, she was
reduced to extreme want. At this time my wife and
I fir~ became acquainted with her. She was begging for work. Takmg an interest in her case, we
contributed prett.y freely to her wants, and itelped to
provide a home for her in a shanty on a leased lot.
She was very industrious, and willing to do the
hardest kind of work. She got employment at hotels
to scrub floors, and a.t last, being the wife of a former
employee in tbe army, she got some menial work in
the treasury building with pretty liberal pay.
But I was not satisfied to see her thus degraded,
and communicated her condition to her husband\;
father in Rochester, through a·' Baptist clergyman
there. The answer I received was substantially" this:
The son is a worthless vagabond, discarded by the
father and family. They do not recognize him or his
marriage, and nothing is to be expected from them.

As there seemed to be a doubt thrown upon the
fact of the marriage, my wife called upon the clergyman who performed the ceremony, and he remem·
bered all the circumstances quite clearly. The certificate of maniage we also saw, but afterward the
woman, in a fit of indignation, foolishly tore it up.
So there was no help to be afforded, not tl1P.
smallest pittance from the husband's wealthy father,
and it was impracticable to attempt to obtain any
favor from the woman's rich relativs in Canada.
But time soon brought a little temporary relief.
The father, at last, did appear to relent, and to recog·
nize the daughter-in-law so long as his dissipated son
would liv with her. The husband came back to
W asbington and for awhile held an office. But be
soon lost it and again deserted his wife and children.
Again the wife and children were reduced to want.
B;y and by one of the twins died. The husband
meanwhile bad gone to a western state and settled on
a farm provided for him by his father. Then he
wanted his wife to come to bini. She refused. He
threatened to come and take the child. She came
and asked us what she ebould do. Hold on to your
child by all means, said we. But by and by we
heard that he bad indeed come and taken wife and
child with him.
lYiany years bav now passed and we bav beard
nothing of them. The woman was very intelligent.
She repudiat'Bd the Catholic religion, but was very
uncommunicativ about the secrets of convent lifP,
apparently in fear of personal injury should she dis- _
close what she knew. Her husband's family were
Protestants.
Her maiden name was Catharine Macdonald, and
she claimed Sir J obn lYiacdonald as ·a cousin. Her
husband's name was lYiudgett.
The tender mercies of the pious ru·e cruel. I bav
been young and now am old, yet hav I often seen the
righteous forsaken and his seed begging b1·ead.
·washington, JJ. 0., June 28, 1886.
W. H. B.
P.S.-At the very time when we first made the
acquaintance of this woman, there lived next door to
m: a devout Catholic maiden, who, during that yeru·,
spent three months in a local convent. And on the
13th of February, 1872, the Daily Chronicle contained the following letter :
ESOAl'ED NUNS.

Whatever may be said of Edith O•Gormon, permit me to
state that to my personal knowledge there are now livin~ in
this city two esoaped nuns. One came out of an institution
in this city recently after a short trial. The other escaped
from a nunnery in Canada several years ago. The former
still adheres to the Catholic faith. The latter renounces it.
Both seal their lips and refuse to disclose what they know.
Furthermore, I am assured that not many years ago an inmate of the convent at Georgetown e~caped from that insti
tution in her night-clothes. The restraint of a female against
her will ought not to be allowed in any conntr:y:, much Je~s
in one where the people are sovereign. Humamty demands
that a commission should be empowered to enter the doors
of all such institutions and offer liberty to those who desire it.
FIAT

J UBTITIA.

Poor Mrs. Mudgett either read this paragraph or
beard of it, for she came to our bouse in alarm, suspecting that I wrote it. And one New York paper
(the Sun, if I remember right) deplored the movement in Washington to open the convents.
B.

Prohibition.
Quite a number of writers in THE TRUTH SEEKER and
other Liberal paper bav bad something to say about mJ
Anti-Prohibition, but none of them attempt seriously
the task of refuting my arguments. My critics only
mince around the edges of the question of Prohibition or content tbemselvs with discussing side issues.
They beat all ru·ound the bush, but do not come to
the front and face the music. It is to no purpose to
argue· the question of temperance with me, because I
am a temperance advocate myself. The issue is noL
temperance, put Prohibition.
Our good Liberal friend, Mr. A. T. MclYiillan, of
Wamego, Kansas, refers to me and my atti~ude 011
this subject in· THE TRUTH SEEKER, July 31st, m these
words : "I am a little disappointed to see that
Professor Bell is opposing Prohibition. I think be
is making a mistake. Prohibition bas come to stay,
and is reasonably successful in Kansas, except in the
large cities. It is perfectly consistent with ·Liberal- ·
ism, and is championed by many of the best Liberals.
We need Professor Bell, with his masterly logic and
polished oratory, in the Liberal field."
Let me say briefly, in reply to these several statements, that I am now and bav been f()r eleven yeru·s
in the activ service of Freetbougbt, and hav not the
remotest idea of going upon the retired li.st until I
am mustered out. I think I bav presented the subject of prohibition i!-1- a rational_ way an? in ~light
which shows that it IS not "cons1stent w1th Liberalism·" and besides I am quite positiv that Prohibition
is n~t " cbampion~d by many of the best Liberal!i "I mean the best thinkers-and it would prove notl.ing even if there were men and w?men·of int~U~ctuul
ability advocating it. As a questwn of fact, It IS n< t,
true that there are any of the best Liberals (br· t
thinkers) championing Prohibition. If there were
we should see what they can do " plainly writ " 111
THE TRUTH SEEKER and other Liberal papers. It.
proves nothing to say that " Prohibition bas come tv
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so far apart because each system had drawn into its as yet no adequate logic for that province of speculaembrace everything within range of its attraction. tion. It is a problem without a solution, a hieroHav we any evidence that God could make Niagara glyphic without an interpretation, a Gordian Knut
river run back over the precipice at the Falls~ What still untied, a question unanswered, a thread still unan assumption to imagin a God, and then imagin that raveled, a labyrinth untrod." God must still be rephe could take two solar systems and place them resented by x, but what the other term of the equa20,000,000,000 miles apart, or millions of solar sys- tion is no one knoweth or can know. Most likely
X=O.
D. PRIESTLEY.
tems and scatter them through infinit space!
Milwaukee, Or.
After spending many years in the production of a
--------~~------work which upset the prevailing and almost unaniAtheism and Citizenship.
mous opinions of mankind, Newton's only argument
Carl Rabitscheck, an intelligent, prosperous-lookfor the existence of God was that everybody believed
WJ1at.Sir Isaac Newton Said About God.
it. He !'ays, "It is allowed by all that the Supreme ing Bohemian, went to the naturalization bureau of
Probably most of us who are Atheists approached God exists necessarily, and by the same necessity he this city on the 3d to declare his intention of becomthat position slowly against strong prejudice. vVe exists always and everywhere." In that regard he is ing a citizen. He was handed a Bible to swear by,
were first surprised to find that we knew absolutely as helpless as we are. He has no choice in the mat- but declined to take the oath, as he was an Atheist.
nothing about God; that even the intelligent part of ter. He exists because he cannot help it. If he is Clerk Jarvis thereupon refused to receive his declarachurch people entertained no practical belief in any good, it is no credit to him. If be is bad, it is his tion, and was sustained by other officers o~ the court.
superintending providence; that God did ali his misfortune. If he cannot be different from what he The naturalization bureau will hang out a sign, '' No
Atheists need apply here."
.
direct interfering with mundane affairs ages ago and is, he cannot do differently from what he does.
Between Colonel Ingersoll and a reporter the folhad it recorded in a book, and that those who really
But Newton, having imagined a God, lest he should
think now that God reveals anything to them are en- be too much of an entity, proceeds to get him out lowing conversation touching this question occun:ed.
thusiasts or cranks. The Interior designates the of the way.
"In him are all things contained The reporter asked: "Hav you noticed the decision
belief of those who hav faith in God's present ability and moved, yet neither affects the. other. God suf- of 1\ir. Nathaniel Jarvis, Jr., clerk of the naturalizato cure physical disease as " the faith-cure humbug." fers nothing from the motion of bodies ; bodies find tion bureau of the Court of Common Pleas, tqat an
The motto of Cromwell, "Trust in God, but keep no resistance from the omnipresence of God." Grav- Atheist cannot become a citizen~,
your powder dry," is practical Atheism. If trust in ity is what does the business. All God has to do is · "Yes, sir," replied Colonel Ingersoll,· but I do not
think it necessaJ:y for a man to .be a Theist in order
God will not explode wet powder, or, at least, that to keep out of the way.
which is a little damp, it amounts to nothing. Dry
"He is all similar; all.eye, all ear, all brain, all arm, to become or to remain a citizen of this country.
powder is sure to explode when ignited, not only all power to perceive, to understand, and to act; but The various laws, from 1790 up to 1828, provided
without trust in God, but in spite of all gods. Even in a manner not at all human, in a manner not at all that the person wishing to be naturalized might make
the advocate of faith tells us that it is unreasonable corporeal, in a manner 1ttterly unknown to us. As oath or affirmation. The first exceptioiJ, you will find
to call on God to do for us what we can do our- a blind man has no idea of colors, so hav we no idea in the Revised Statutes of the United States passed
selvs. Hence the motto, "God helps those who help of the manner by which the all-wise God perceives in the winter of 1873-4, section 2,165, as follows:
themselvs." Evidently that kind of help is super- and understands all things. He is utterly void of all ' An alien may be admitted to become a citizen of
fluous. It is simply idiotic or hypocritical to ask body and bodily figure, and can therefore neither be the United states in the following manner, and not
God to" giv us this day our daily bread" when we seen nor heard nor touched." That is all very clear. otherwise: First he shall declare .on oath, before a
hav already provided ourselvs in advance with several He is all eye, but has no eyes, and sees all things and circuit or district court of the United States,' etc. I
months' provisions in the ordinary secular way. numbers hairs and watches sparrows. He is all ear, suppose Mr. Jarvis felt it to be his duty to comply
Those who cannot help themselvs call on God in but has no ears, and hears everything and takes ac- with this section. In this section there is nothing
. vain. They find that "he has gone on a journey, or count of every idle word that ever was or will be about affirmation-only the word 'oath' is usedperadventure he sleepeth." ·The strong, who are uttered. He is all brain, but has no brains, and so and Mr. Jarvis came to the conclusion that an
able, in the hoggish struggle for gain, which f.lome thinks and understands all things in a manner utterly Atheist could not take an oath, and therefore could
call business, to root out the feeble hogs (pigs) and unknown, unknowable, and unthinkable. He is all not· declare his intentions legally to become a citizen
get all the swill, can pray indifferently to God, arm, but never touches anything, and cannot be of the United States. :Undoubtedly, Mr. Jarvis felt
Jesus Christ, the Virgin Mary, or the devil. They touched. Jie is all power to act, but has to keep out it his duty to stand by the law and to see to it that
are sme of God's help. They constitute "the pow- of the way so water can run down-hill and the planets nobody should become a citizen of this country who
had not a well-defined belief in the existence of a
ers that be," and "the powers that be are ordained of move freely in their orbits.
God;" or, more strictly, the powers that be ordain
"Lastly, all that diversity of natural things which being that he could not define and that no man has
the God, and hence, "he that resisteth the power we find suited to different times and places could ever been able to define. In other words, that he
resisteth God." And the creators and ordainers of arise from nothing but the ideas and will of a being should be perfectly convinced that there is a being
this God hav so arranged that "unto everyone that necessarily exiE!ting. But by way of allegory God is 'without body, parts, or passions,' who presides over
hath shall be given, and he shall hav abtmdance; but said to see, to speak, to laugh, to love, to hate, to de- the destinies of this world, and more especially those
from him that hath not shall bQ taken away that sire, to giv, to receive, to rejoice, to be angry, to of New York in and about that part known as Cit-y
which he hath."
fight, to frame, to build; for all our ideas of God Hall Park."
" Was not Mr. Jarvis right in standing by the law ~,
We know, then, to a certainty, that the god problem are ta!cen from the ways of mankind."
"If 1\ir. Jarvis is right, neither Humboldt nor
has no practical interest for poor folks, only that they
Certainly the notion of a God, involving in his
may know who are the makers of the god. That a composition nothing but what is taken from the ways Darwin could hav become a citizen of the United
god should make the world is absurd, because that is of mankind, and who does nothing that can be ex- States. Wagner, the greatest of musicians, not
producing something out of nothing-the real out of pressed in human speech otherwise than by allegory being able to take an oath, would hav been left an
Under this ruling Haeckel, Spencer, and
the imaginary; but that a real man should construct and fable, could arise from nothing but the imagina- alien.
a god out of his imagination is not only possible, but tion of mankind, cif which it is a phantasmal shadow. Tyndall would be denied citizenship-that is to say,
is what we know millions of people hav done. The By way of allegory, Santa Claus is said to drive rein- the six greatest men produced by the human race in
gods are all made that way.
deer through the air and scatter Waterbury watches the nineteenth centm·y, were and are unfit to be citiTo some people it seems presumptuous to ignore all over Europe and America. When God is said to zens of the United States. Those who hav placed
on this subject the authority of great men; but often speak, it is implied that some foolish thing has been the human race in debt cannot be citizens of this
these great men, in treating this subject, make such said or written by some prophet or pope, priest or republic. On the other hand, the ignorant wife
a weak case as to overwhelm the earnest inquirer preacher. When God laughs, something has occurred beater, the criminal, the pauper raised in the workwith doubt. If great men-men of profound know!- to tickle the preacher. Lucky that God was only house, could tal:;:e the necessary oath and would be
edge and viEforous minds-hav left this subject in a figurativly angry when he slew the Midianites, Ca- welcomed by New York 'with arms outstretched as
crude, unsatisfactory, muddled condition, it must be naanites, Amalekites, and Philistines, sparing neither she would fly.'"
"You hav quoted one statute. Is there no.other
because there is nothing in it within reach of the old men nor maidens, infants nor sucklings, because
human mind.
if he had been truly angry he might hav done some- applicable to this case ~,
" I am coming to that. If 1\ir. Jarvis will take the
Darwin, after writing his great work on " The thing desperate.
Origin of Species," without making any reference to
This detailed description of a God about whom we pains to read not only .the law of naturalization in
a creator, concludes by observing that "there is are informed we can hav no more idea than a blind section 2,165 of the Revised Statutes of the United
grru;deur in thi~ view of life, with its several powers, man has of colors, is Newton's scientific demonstra- States, but the very fi1:st chapter in the book, 'Title
havmg been onginally breathed by the Creator into tion of the existence of God about which so much has I.,' he will find in the very first section this sentence:
a few forms or into one."
been said and of which Newton says, "To discourse 'The ·requirement of an "oath" shall be deemed
In the first place, Mr. Darwin made it perfectly of whom from the appearances of things does cer- complied with by making affirmation in official form.'
This applies to section 2,165. Of course an Atheist
clear that if there were original forms they must hav tainly belong to natural philosophy."
been very rudimentary, simple, and minute. For
In spite of all attempts to " rise from nature up to can affirm, and the statute provides that wherever an
millions of ages animals inhabited the earth before nature's God," it· is admitted by many of the most oath is required affirmation may be made.''
" Did you read," further asked the reporter, " the ·
any were developed with lungs into which anything thoughtful among the clergy that science does not
could be breathed; and where does the grandeur prove the existence of God. The "late Rev. J. M. recent action of Judge O'Gorman, of the Superior
come.in in imagining a God without lungs breathing Manning, pastor of Old South Church, Boston, and Court, in refusing naturalization papers to an ap'
life into an organism without lungs, into a micro- lecturer on the relations of Christianity to popular plicant because he had not read the Constitution of
·
scopic monad, a mere organized stomach, or a drop Infidelity in Andover Theological Seminary, says that the United States~,
" I did," was the response, and then the colonel
of animated jelly~ If an animal existed which was all really logical minds that reject the Bible and
already alive, it needed no creator to breathe life into Christ inevitably drift into either Positivism or added: "The United States Constitution is a very
it. If it was not alive, it must hav grown while it Pantheism. Rev. Mr. Little, when he was .Presby- important document, a go0d, sound document, but it
~as dead. Evolution points to no creator or first terian synodical missionary for the state of Nebraska, is talked about a great deal more than it is read. I'll
cause. It operates in the universe by the inter- delivered a discourse in Beaver City in which he said: venture that you may commence at the Battery to inaction of forces within the universe, and, as Holyoake "The skeptic says to me, Demonstrate the truth of terview merchants and other business men about the
says, " the universe seems to be an infinit series of the Bible and I will believe it. That is an unreason- Constitution and you will talk with a hundred before
causes and effects, and therefore ajirst cause is an able demand. It never has been done, and never you will find one who has ever read it.''
absurdity and a contradiction."
. can be done. Even the central idea of all religionThe Spirit Pl10tography Investigation.
Newton, like Darwin, wrote his" Principia" without the existence of God-has never been proved. We
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Press
saying anything about God until he came to the last apprehend this great truth by faith."
Scholium, in which he givs an elaborate description
If "the fool hath said in his heart there is no of business prevents me from immediately replying
of him. He starts in by suggesting that "lest the God," many wise men hav observed that it is not to. the report of the Spirit Photography Committee.
I trust your readers will suspend judgment until
fixed. stars should, by their gravity, fall on each worth while to make assertions about what we can
o~her, God hath placed tho,~e systems at immense know absolutely nothing of. To q~ote from G. J. after my criticism has appeared, and I promis to take
distances one from another.
God must hav made Holyoake, "The existence of God IS a problem to no longer time in its preparation than did the com- .
them close together or he would not hav had to which the mathematics of human intelligence seems mittee in pr~senting the report. R. M. RoBINSON.
Greenpoint, L. L, Aug. 8, 1886.
separate them. Laplace assumed that systems were to me to furnish no solution. The world possesses

stay," for the church has come to stay, and has been
staying entirely too long. Political parties bav come
to stay; nalional banks hav come to stay, but what
Liberal can defend churches, political parties, or
national banks ~
The thing for Brother McMillan or any of his Prohibition friends to do is to refute my arguments and
"masterly logic," or confess they cannot do it, and
become consistent Liberals.
vV. S. BELL.
302 State st., Chicago, Ill.
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It will be necessary for all who attend, especially able chair, and I had no objection to whatever inConvention of the New York State Freethinkers'
.
if there are ladies in the party, to make immediate spiration it might giv to my spinal column.
Association.

The Mormons hav a very beautiful theology illIt has been decided to hold the Annual Conven- application for roonis to C. B. Reynolds, care of the deed. I rather like it. I find that Adam is praction of the New York State Freethinkers' Association Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York. tically the God of the Mormon; for, when this plan:t
at White Sulphur Springs Park, Saratoga county, Tliere is a limit to the capacity of the house, and the is perfected, he will be the God aJ;J.d the father of 1t,
N. Y., commencing Thursday,· September 2d, con- rule will be, First come, first served. When ordering subject, however, to the great father of all, the Elotinuing over two Sundays, and adjourning on Sunday rooms, please inclose $1 for each person, for season him, who is " the masterpiece of intelligence," lillder
whom a million gods like Adam hold sway. There
·
tickets.
night, September 12th.
are
a million "perfected worlds" at the present time.
Let all send in $1 for season ticket. If you cannot
A more beautiful and desirable place to hold our
Each o:£ these worlds has a god and father of its
Convention does not exist in the state. It is pro- go, you can the better afford to send your contribu- own. The earth is not quite perfected; Christ bas
posed to make this Convention preeminently sociable, tion to the expenses. The success of the Convention not yet conquered it. When he has, he will giv it to
and more of the nature of a picnic than a formal con- is a matter of personal interest to every Liberal in Adam for his eternal glorious domain. Every seven
vention. One, and perhaps the main, object is the the state. Let all attend who possibly can-all help thousand years a world is perfected, and swings up
into the round of heaven. Our time is almost at
devising and discussing more efficient and practical bear the burden, that all may rejoice in and share the
hand.
We shall soon soar up into the circle of etermet~ods of advancing the cause of Liberalism, and glorious success.
nity. According to Orson Pratt, the biggest God of
Contributions
should
be
sent
by
registered
letter
inciting honest, intelligent persons to study and emall, the Elohim, is only about six feet high. One
or post-office order to E. M. Macdonald, treasurer, must admit that he is almighty smart for his size. I
brace the ennobling principles of SeculariE\lll.
hav collected many other curiosities of the Mormon
To effect this the first essential is, not alone that TRUTH SEEKER office, 33 Clinton Place, New York.
faith, but time will not permit a further exhibit.
In
behalf
of
the
committee,
C.
B.
REYNOLDS.
the-thinkers and workers meet each other, but that
I also took a Salt Lake bath, whiGlh is one of the
all the Liberals of our state and vicinity should meet.
most delightful baths in the world. You can float
together and become personally acquainted, and thus
for hours on-the glorious waters, almosp like a cork,
~tcular
be induced to take greater and more kindly interest
and can't ill·own unless you make a special effort to
do so. But beware of swallowing a bit of the briny
in each other's welfare. To this end it is decided
News and Notes.
deep. If you do, you might as well drown, for the
that the meeting shall afford every possible facility
I gave a parlor lecture at Salt Lake City on Sun- salt water cuts the throat and lungs like a knife.
for sociability.
day evening, July 25th, under the auspices of my
Everybody is busy now with the harvest, and so
There will be no regular lectures in the morning, good friends, Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Mason. I found it
the Utah Liberal campaign is over for the present.
except on Sundays. The d~ty, up to 3 P.M., will be quite an agreeable change from the platform dis- I spent Wednesday evening, the 28th, with friend
devoted to recreation and amusement, and for this course. It is more sociable and allows more mutual Reynolds, at Wanship, and when the breezy autumn
there are bathing, boating, fishing, croquet, swinging; exchange of thought and direct and personal expres- comes the campaign will be renewed, and we look
rambling through the beautiful groves, over the sion of ideas ; besides, those can be gathered to- forward with bright hopes to the Convention of Febromantic hills, and among picturesque dales; resting gether at a parlor lecture who will not always attend ruary next. There will be a summoning of all the
a public meeting. Mormons, Episcopalians, Con- clans, and forward march.
in the hammocks beneath the shade of the lofty
gregationalists, and Methodists, together with LiberOn Thursday and Friday evenings, the 29th and
trees, or reclining on the bright green ·grass, basking als, were present, and the lecture on "The Glory of 30th, I lectured at Rock Springs to good houses. At
in the sunshine, fanned by the gentle breezes from Infidelity" was good-naturedly received, although, any rate, I had more than the ministers, or even a
the beautiful lake; making excursions over the lake of course, the orthodox part of my audience did not prize-fight, and to beat a prize-fight is something
to its many interesting points, and riding to Saratoga heartily indorse all my sentiments, but I guess they quite remarkable in a Western town.
Rock Springs is a good place for ~ur lect'?-rers ~o
on top of the " tally-ho" coaches, after "ye fashion of heard something new and hav a better understandye olden time;" visiting the wonderful mineral ing of the spirit of our work. After the lecture there stop at when traveling over the Umon Pacific railwas music and conversation which made the hours road. Let them communicate with T. B. Meresprings, and the largest and most gorgeous hotels pass pleasantly away. All had an opportu:tJ.ity to say dith; and they will receive 11. warm welcome.
/in the world; taking advantage of every opportu- their say, and the varied discussion was animated
On Friday afternoon my friend Meredith took me
nity to fol·m acquaintances which in many instances and most cordial.
into the vast under-world of the coal mines, which
I hav thoroughly enjoyed a few days' rest at Zion, extend for several miles, and where hundreds of men
will result in life-long friendship; comparing plans
and methods or work, and discussing the various for it has many attractions both heterodox and are at work. The coal here is of superior quality,
projects and suggestions brought before the Conven- orthodox. I went over the Cooperat.ive Mercantile and thousands of tons are daily shipped. It was
Institute Building with my pleasant Mormon friend, quite interesting· to wander through Pluto's empir:,
tion, so as to be able to vote on them understand- Mr. Clawson, who belongs to a big family of boys with its dark and frowning wealth, soon to dance m
illgly.
'
and girls-forty-five-his father being one of the fairy flames on a thousand hearthstones, and make
Occasionally those interested can gather . in the dignitaries of the church, and will, no doubt, occupy more brilliant the civilization of man. The flickerpicnic grounds or in the lecture pavilion and listen to a lofty throne in the celestial kingdom. The Insti- ing lamps on the foreheads of the men, the grimy
short addresses from Liberals-not regular lecturers tute Building is the largest in the city, lilnd is filled faces, the rolling thunder of exploding rock and fall-who hav plans to unfold or important and valuable with goods of every description to the value of a ing crash, the sound of pick, the rattle of chain and
million dollars. This Institute is a joint stock com- car, and tramp of horse and thump of engin, a~d the
suggestions to make for the advancement of the pany, and, of course, the few who own the majority
all-encircling darkness, made one think he wa~ m the
. cause and promotion of the general good.
of shares control the business and receive the prin- magical domain of the genii, who were workillg out
On three or four afternoons and two or three even- cipal benefit. In most of the settlements outside of some wondrous drama, transforming the bowels of
ings we will dispense with the lecture or hav only a Salt Lake City the Z. C. M. I. is almost entirely in earth into flames of glory.
On Saturday afternoon, under the guidance of my
sharp, pithy, stirring one, not to exceed thirty the ownership of one man, who runs the affair and
minutes, and devote the rest of the time to dancing. makes money to suit himself. While the z. C. M. I. friend Williams, who is called "Bishop," and thereof Salt Lake City was under the quasi religious man- fore, of comse, a safe conduct9r, I passed through
There is a magnificent dancing pavilion on the
agement of Brigham Young it was a failure, and the the Chinese quarters, and saw the home of. these
grounds, and the most proficient of callers and the value of the share~;~ went down to less than half. It curious people. About a dozen liv together m one
very best of music hav been engaged.
was then put into the hands of first-rate business shanty. Some are cooking, some are smoking opium
And while every possible provision is made for a men and run on business principles, and is in that or tobacco, and some are dead asleep UJ?-der the in· jolly, happy picnic, and the promotion of sociability, way a flourishing affair. It is on a money-making fluence of the drug, and some are gamblmg. Some
our best and most able lecturers will be present, and basis, which is all right, but it is by no means a welcome with a pleasant face, some look with a
will giv us their best and brightest thoughts, speak- fraternal association. The gentile can get as much scornful gla.nce, and some greet you with cold susbenefit from it as the Mormon. It is "root, hog, or picion. There are all sorts of Chinamen, as of o~her
ing on those subjects only which are of vital import, die" with the Mormons ail with the rest of mankind. folks. I met the chief " boss," Mr. Coon, who IS a
and respecting which the people are most interested. They don't help each other any more than the sin- very intelligent gentleman, and givs you a plea13ant
Plans and suggestions will be laid before the Con- ners do. There are no poor in Utah simply because impression of what the cultivated Chinese might be.
From Rock Springs I came on to Greeley, Col.,
vention, and time afforded for consideration and there are no poor or paupers in any of the Western
amendment, so that on adjo1rrnment all can return territories. Every man can scratch some kind of a where I lectmed yesterday, Sunday, August 1st.
home resolved to labor zealously and harmoniously living, but the majority of the Mormons hug poverty 'fhis is the garden of Colorado, and, a~ I look upon
very close. If Dyer Lum is satisfied with this kind the well-cultivated fields, I seem to be ill one of the
.in carrying out plans adopte<;l, and thus insure a of cooperation, then he is easily satisfied; not with a beautiful villages of Massachusetts. I had a hall
mighty impetus to the work.
half loaf, but with about a hundredth part of a half full yesterday at the lecture, and I find a good~y
Board with room, first-class, is only one dollar per loaf. I had about as soon take my chances in Wall number of Liberal friends here. I lecture here agaill
day; fare to and from all parts at reduced rates ; street as among the Mormon saints, even if I were a this evening, and shall hav more to say of the
single admission to lecture, 10 cents. There are pre- good Mormon. To be a real good Mormon one must friends and the work at Greeley in my next letter.
From here I go to Longmont, where I _shall spend
liminary expenses that must be met, but no funds in hav a pretty big bank account. As I hav said before,
the Mormon religion is a solid affair.
a few days with Col. John R. Kelso, who 1s known as
the treasury. Who will help in the good work? It
I also visited thfl Museum, the greatest curiosity of one of our ablest workers.
is essential to the success of the Convention that con- which is the owner himself, who is a red-hot Mormon,
After my lectures in Colorado, I shall be at Sew.-., tributions be sent in at once. Reader, we appeal to an apostle, I believe, and a very intelligent man. While ard, Neb., August 21st, 22d, 23d; at Valley Falls,
you. Are you disposed to help forward and insure showing me the wonders of the land and sea, etc., he Kan., August 24th, 25th, 26th, and 27th. It is possuccess of the Convention? The meeting must be gav'ii ·a:· brilliant discourlile on Mormon doctrins, etc., sible the appointment at Lincoln, Neb., may be
thoroughly advertised; posters and hand-bills which I"-Wt>uld not hav missed on any account. I changed. I shall be at West Point, Neb., Septemselected a few hot-shot out of his theological fire- ber 1st, 2d, and 3d, and at Omaha September 5th,
prin'ed, carefully' posted and distributed in every
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
works for the benefit of my friend Lum one of these etc., as ah·eady published.
village within twenty miles of the place of meeting. days. I hav got information from headquarters, and
Greeley, Col., Aug. 2, 1886.
This cannot be done without cash payments. Suc- it confirms every opinion that I hav hitherto excess of the Convention means grand progress of the pressed. My vivacious saint addressed me at first as
W. F. JAMIESON, having received lecture and debate calls
cause during the next year throughout the entire a " son of Israel," but when I plied him with a few in Wisconsin and Michigan, returned East a distance of six
state. Send in your donations as early as possible. questions he called me a "hound of the law; " all in hundred miles, and will defer his l\Iontana trip a few weeks
We offer to all who send one dollar forthwith a good spirit though, in Christian meekness, for I longer. He is now lecturing in Neilsville, Wis. In the ~can
myself was in a saintly frame, since I was sitting in time he invites Liberals along the route to address h1m at
season ticket, admitting the holder to each and every the veritable rocking-chair that Joseph Smith used Lake City, Minn., and he will arrange to deliver lectures on
lecture. Admission will be paid at the door by all to rock in, and I suppose the invisible prophetic the way. Michigan Liberals who may desire Freethought
who d~ not hold season tickets.
mantle was upon me. At any rate it was a comfort- lectures in their towns will please address him at once.

Uffrt J!mtrican

lfnion.
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fom1qunicafions.
With Uegard to Angels.
CONCERNING THE ENTREE INTO HEA YEN OF THE ASSUMED-TOBE IMMORTAL MAN.
Taking the ground of those who assume that his
body will be rehabilitated, the writer is led .to wonder whether or not it will be the body as it went into
the grave, regardless of age, decrepitude, or malformation, if such existed,· naturally or otherwise.·
For instance, will a man of ninety or a hundred,
say, bent and twisted with rheumatism, and sightless
at the time of his death, take this body with him into
heaven, provided he passes the doorkeeper as one of
the right sort? Would a man wish to~ ·wouldn't
he rather hav remained in the state of nothingness?
Are the lame and the blind, the one-eyed and the
humpbacked, to take on these shapes and appearances~ Will there be blind and humpbacked angels,
one-eyed and one-legged angels in heaven? And
what about infants, and :five-year-olds, and so on?
Will there be infant and five-year-old angels in
heaven as well as aged angels~ Yes, the writer is
led to wonder. in regard to angelic personality, as
relating to angels imported from earth; and who, outaids the pale of the " tr-ue believers," wouldn't
wonder~

The true-blue Scotch Presbyterian tells us that bell
is paved with infants' skulls, which precludes the idea
of infant angels; but the vaporic Talmage, not so·
awful and exclusiv, tells us that all the angels will ride
on white horses in heaven; and his ipse dixit, while it
also precludes the idea of infantil angels, seems to
argue that infants will be brought up to the adult
or regulation size, on making their debut in heaven.
But, after all, what does he know about it~ or the
true-blue Scotch Presbyterian?
The mystery, or what will be the mystery, of the
" resurrection" must be a puzzler to the "true believer" even, if he ever buckles right down to a
serious contemplation of the subject. If he believes
that a malformed mortal will take on the human
form divine, which means, of course, a perfect form,
-what does he believe with regard to the ill-shapen
form? Is this form to be left in the mud when t'he
graves giv up their dead at the "last trump," or is it
to come forth in all the pristine beauty of the firstmade man, regardless of its shape ere mortal death ~
The latter, I suppose, is what the religionist believes,
or thinks he believes, which with him amounts to the
same thing as belief.
Now, if the misshapen ones of earth are to be got
up in good form at the " last day," how about the
homely of face! Are they to be made handsome, as
befitting their occupation of angels amid the glories
of heaven? If so, won't it lead to confusion worse
confounded in the first instance, and to heart-burnings in the other? Would the hunchback know himself in perfect form! Would the one-eyed man know
himself with two good ogles and a much handsomer
face than he ever could boast in life ? Wouldn't
some, all of the new-fledged female angels, preeminent among the sex on earth for their beauty, be wofully cut up to find all their sister angels on a par
with them in the matter of female loveliness? What,
then, becomes of tl\eir vainglory and proud consciousness of superior beauty? Think you it would
be sufficient with them that they were beautiful
were all others, particularly those whom they knew
to be too homely for anything on earth, beautiful
likewise? No, you cannot think so if you know
aught of female human nature as it runs, or, for that
I:uatter, male human nature.
But human nature will not obtain with angels,
religionists will cry. Well, allowing that angelic
nature takes the place of human nature, won't it hav
its variations? Most assuredly, I think, if there are
to be any female angels, for said angels never could
settle down to the insipidity of monotonous goodness
and beauty, not to mention the universal white
raiment which Talmage, who seems to be more
thoroughly posted in regard to the internal economy
of heaven than any other gospel sharp extant, says
w~ be in vogue in the halls of everlasting bliss ;
neither could the male angels.
. C:an any one co~ceive of a host of feminin angels,
If mdeed, there IS to be such a thing _as sex in
Elysium, living together in a state of everlasting content, no one having anything to boast of beyond another in the way of superior beauty, attainments,
or raiment? It goes without saying that they could
not if there were gradations in beauty and attainments, and in the quality of attire, as envy, jealottsy,
and backbiting would be sure to get in their work;
but could they be content in a state of equality?
Why, certainly, says the religionist, for they will be
. molded to conform to such a state. Well, if that
is to be the case, what better will they be than so
many dummies, puppets, slaves of a superior will?
What better than angels of putty endowed with
motion? Not any, it strikes me; and yet the religionist must be right, I think, for if they are not to
be mere puppets or angels of putty, there will be no
peace in heaven. How could there be were each

angel to hav a mind of his or her own? The-re was
trouble once in heaven-vide Milton's "Paradise
Lost," a true and authentic account of the unfortunate
affair from beginning to end-and there would be
again if the angels translated from earth were to hav
minds of their own, and no two exactly a!ike. l\fany
men, many minds-meaning many differences of
opinion; and why wouldn't it be so with angels of the
mankind variety or antecedents~
I think I must agree with the resurrectionist-reli!rionist I meant to hav said-but after all, why not
r:surrectionist if he believes in the "resurrection" as
biblically understood ?-that the angels will hav to be
regulated to conform to the existing order of things
that must perforce obtain in heaven, if everything
there is to be lovely, with the goose of homogeneousness of soul altivolant, as it were. Yes, the angels,
if peace is to prevail in heaven, must be a confluxible
confraternity of hearts that beat as one, a solidarity
of souls with but a single thought and purpose.
There can be no individualities among them. All
will be as near alike as so many drops of water from
the same fountain. One will be a fair sample of the
entire aggregation-must be, as it appears to me.
And what a monotonous conventicle of prescribed
gpodness will they present? How one would yearn
for a little naughtiness-it seems so from a mortal
standpoint-just a little to break this solidarity of
insipid goodness, eh? But, alas ! there won't be anything naughty there, though it were never so nice,
for the rule of heavenly goodness cannot be departed
from. Let those who want to be angels and with
the angels dwell, but yet are a little inclined to the
"naughty but nice," bear this in mind.
There is one thing which I hav ever noticed, and
that is that pronounced religionists are, as a rule, the
homeliest of earth's mortals; and the more ill-favored
the more crabbed and zealous they are, and consequently, I suppose, the more impregnated with true
religion. One rarely ever sees a beautiful female devotee of the true ascetic type, or a_ fine-looking mascutin devoted to the cause of religion-that is,
among the hiity. There are many good-looking parsons, I will admit; but religion is a business with
them; they preach for pay, and are not to be counted in. Very likely, in their cases, the good looks of
many decided their choice of callings, they taking up
with the ministry because 'of the fine field of female
conquest it offered, which would not hav been theirs
as carpenters, bricklayers, etc. A perusal of the
daily papers for a month will show how well theycultivate and succeed in this field.
It is a sure thing, in the writer's opinion, that all
who choose the ministerial calling do so because it is
the most easily worked of all the professions. Compare it with those of t,he law, medicin, chemistry,
mathematics, etc., etc., and the "soft snap" is apparent at once; and as sm·ely as this is the case, as
the writer believes, as surely do the good-looking~the
strikingly so-adopt the profession, because of the
chances it offers for the exercise of their " mashing"
qualities, the ugly ones even having a better show in
the :field of conquest than they would in any other
calling, the average feminin heart surrendering with
less resistance to the blandishments of the persuasiv
pulpiteer thi}Jl to those of men in other walks in life.
The writer so judges from the daily bulletins from
the field, announcing the conquests of the victorious
parsons.
This is digression, however; but with what is before presented, the writer must end his useless query
in regard to what will be the angelic condition of
"just men (women, too) made perfect" immediately
after the" day of resurrection," as none can throw
any light on the subject. If that "day" ever comes
oft: we shall all be there to see; and what a startling
dress-parade will be 11resented!
Sr SLOKUM.

"The Order of Anarchy."
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 31st ult. there is an
article under the above title, by J. Wm Lloyd.
Skin-deep, it is in theory of a somewhat specious
general character. But I feel sure that whenever any
community of the wisest and best one hundred men
that J. Wm. Lloyd could select from what is popularly called Christendom, should undertake to realize as much as six per cent on it, they would :find it
what the late Gov. William Allen of Ohio said the
Republican idea of specie resumption would provei. e., "A dam fiat failure."
It seems to me self-evident that the only communiity in which such a theory could be materialized
would be a community of individuals of perfect wisdom. And even in such a community J. Wm. Lloyd's
ideal would hav several superfluities in its details. In
such a community there would be no occasion for
agreement to the "two things." For mutual respect
would be a necessary consequence of the mental development, and there could be no "disputes to refer." Furthermore, it would be impossible for the
"gr·oups" to elect their "wisest and justest men" to
be their council, etc., for there could be no 1oisest or
justest. In short, such a community, no matter how
large or how small, individually and collectivly would
always think, speak, and act just exactly right; so

that perfect welfare, perfect harmony-in fine, perfect
satisfaction-would always prevail. But it is highly
probable that several administrations will come and .
go in these United States before there will be found
a single individual qualified to even form a nucleus
for such a community of wisdom and virtue as I hav
here supposed. And it is not best to wait for such a
community, for, as I hav shown, J. Wm. Lloyd's
specifications would not fit, but would be entirely su_:perflnons for them. Let J. Wm. Lloyd, or anybody
else, take these men as they are, and attempt to realize
even on one point-and the easiest point of his code
-i. e., to select its "wisest and justest men by unanimous consent!" I think J. Wm. Lloyd will better
appreciate the difficulty of such a selection if he will
get ten or a dozen of his friends to write the names
of three or four persons in his neighborhood whom
they regard as "the wisest and justest," and see how
they will agree and disagree.
I once heard of a caucus meeting where the wisest
and justest lnim present were elected chairman and
secretary-but they were the only persons present;
and even then the secretary was mad because he was
not made chairman !
But to skip back a little and catch on to a point
near the beginning of " The Order of Anarchy." It is
there recorded that "Anarchists are ·men who reject
all political headship or rulership, all government of
man by man as such; all authority outside of the
natural laws of harmony. They hold that every sane,
non-criminal individual of right is, or should be, free
from all dictation or domination by other individuals~
In practice the Anarchists claim this model
state of ·things will be best realized by giving each
individual perfect freedom to do what he or she
pleases, pro·vided that pursuit of pleasure does not
lead to the infringement of tlw eq·ual freedom nf
othm·s." And the last sentence is the whole of. the
meat in a nutshell. And it may be condensed to this:
the most perfect liberty consistent .with the equal
liberty of others. And is not this, is not all of this,
just what "we, the people" of the United States,
through our democratic or republican (for the words
are identical in meaning, though the parties by these
Tespectiv names are somewhat different) form of government are trying to realize? This government is
by the people, and for the people, and all its officers
are the servants and agents of the people.. I am
aware that in many places the shoe is entirely too
large, while in as many others it pinches. But I
think this is necessarily so in consequence of the
large size and peculiar and ever-changing condition
of the foot. Among our people there is the widest
possible range of intellectual, moral, and physical
development. Consequently most of our laws and
regulations are necessarily more or less compromises, and are entirely sati;;factory, or perfectly just,
to but few-except when applied to them as members
of this particular conglomerate commonwealth. Then,
I think they are perfection ! Yes, perfection, because
the inevitable, necessary result of their antecedents,
and consequently best fitted to the existing charactel'
and condition of the people. "-whatever is, is right,"
because it is the necessary product of the law of
cause and effect. And the " is " cannot be changed
without changing the cause. True, by agitation
J. Wm. Lloyd may change it. But he never can
divide the people of this country up into "groups"
that will "elect their wisest and justest men to office
by unanimous consent," for
'Tis with our j uclgments as our watches; none
Are just alike, yet each believes his own.

I think the remedy for all the evils that exist
under om· form of government, and the only remedy,
must be worked out through the improvement of the
mental and physical condition of the people. As
they now are, one might as well expect to make
wholesome and palatable sausage by stuffing good
meat into uncleaned and unemptied entrails, as to institute a form of government, or pass and administer
a code of laws, that would make all classes prosperous
and happy. Now, the ·wiser, wealthier, and so-called
better classes complain that the ringsters and bummers manage and control the caucuses and elections,
and they are too pme to take a hand; and the ringstars, and bummers, and all those that get left, complain that the wise and the rich corrupt and buy the
officers, and so hav things their own way. And both
sides tell a good deal of truth, and both are equally
to blame for the result-the one for selecting corruptible officers, and the other for failing to lend
their influence where it might, in a measure- at least,
hav prevented evil by securing a higher grade of
officers.
I heard a story of a middle-aged, rich, and shrewd
Republican who, in his younger days, had taken
great interest and wielded great influence in politics·
in behalf of his party, ;;o much that he had frequently secured a Republ_ican legislature in his
closely-conte~ted state. After he retired from politics, it was noticed that, though still an outspoken
Republican, he seemed to hav his own way with the
Democratic legislatures. Being asked why he did
not work for his party as of old, he replied, "My
experjence has taught me that it is a d--d sight
easier, cheaperi ~;~,ud §afer to buy a Democratic
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legislature in this state than it is to elect a Republican one, especially as even they frequently hav to
be bought after they are elected."
~nd how ~re the p~ople to be so improved that the
evils complamed of will cease 1 Ask any intelligent,
successful breeder of cattle who does not now fail
once in a hundred times to breed a well and evenly
.conditioned ~teer or pig. And things, under the law
of the survival of the fittest, are working at both
ends to force attention to this matter-at the foot
in the suffering of the ill-formed and ill-favored~
and at the head, in the multiform dangers threat~
ened them by these ill-formed and ill-favored· so
that! in ve~y self-defense, the favored class are obHged
to g~v the ill-favored some care and attention. This
matter will be attended to more and more as wisdom
prevails. I might go into details, but I am conscious
that my article is already too long.
CYRUS SEARS.
PUt, Ohio.
·
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nature. And yet we all liked Parsons ; he was an
eloquent speaker and ardent partisan. .
.
I daily scanned the reports from Chicago durmg
the troublous days, and not one of my old comrades
appeared on the black list. They are none the less
Socialists now, however, than am I.
Let but the great organization, the Knights of
Labor gain the political ascendancy, legitinlately
secur~d, and all disturbing -isms in America, finding
justice, will become harmless as Hybla bees.
.All that is wanting to make the demand of the
K. of L. Socialism pure and undefiled is the consolidation of the land from individual ownership of the
acres into mere occupancy, with reserved claims to
occupants already in possession, a claim which
PowderiY:-Communism.
passes with the succeeding generation; so placing all
.All at once it seems to hav dawned upon the edicitizens on a square footing, the land, by purchase,
torial mind of the conservativ press that General
passing into the hands of the government, to be held
Master Workman Powderly, ip. his educational proin perpetuity for the use of its citizens.
cess with the workingman, is given over to CommunSocialism holds and cherishes as a sacred truth
ism!
that
the land is not a marketable commodity any
Theological Jugglery.
How elementary instruction, in a new departure
than is man.
more
The God of the Bible was an adept at jugglery. from the established, could avoid the well-defined
There is no concealing the fact that the worker
He began bur;iness by the most wonderful piece of common-sense tracks of the modern teacher~~ of has at last discovered that capital in individual
legerdemain ever heard of in the history of the world, sociology, in preparing the common mind for the hands is but accumulations, more or less, of withfor he created the universe either out of himself or new social and industrials relations sought to take
wages.
out of nothing. What is nothing~ It is merely the the place of the despotic past and present, is a ques- held
The large majority of. men hav. not the faculty of
abaence of something, and moat people will be ready tion to be discussed on the a:ffirmativ side from the amassing wealth, and, so knowmg, the awakened
to admit that that is a rather poor substance out of strictly conservativ standpoint, and sustained by such spirit of justice demands that the agg~egatQ ~f profits
which to create and fling .into space a world, and the like arguments as force suggests-deputy sheriffs, from all work in order to be reached mthout mterestinnumerable stars and planets that stud the universe. policemen, infantry, cavalry, and artillery, fetching bearing bonds, mortgages, or any of the oppressiv
But for Jahveh, or Elohim, the God or Gods of in their lumbering train such verdicts as outrageous ~ppliances of greed backed by law, ~hould hav a.
the Bible, to create the universe of himself, or them- fines, imprisonments, and possibly deaths from sub- stable radiating center-the g-overnment. In our
selva, would be equally difficult. To create means orned juries and befouled judges.
prese~t financial arrangements ciyilization is obto originate substance, but if God always was in
Of course, Powderly is Communistic, Socialistic, structed while the distributions to the working-man,
existence, and he created the universe out of him- Nihilistic, radicalistic, Anarchistic-his huge craft by who~ all wealth comes, .is dishonest and altoself, there would be no origination of substance, but floundering and straining among thevexed tides in a
gether inadequate-heartless, mdeed, and b~tal.
only a prolongation 9f himself. But as he was every- perfect archipelago · of Scyllas, Charybdises, and
A crisis is impending, deputy-marshals, pohcemen,
where before he began to create, it would be mere Maelstroms. But mind you his ship is stanch, his
infantry, cavalry, ~nd artil~ery to the .con~rary ~at
jugglery to try and place something somewhere when sails snugly furled, his cordage hauled all taut, his withstanding. Bismarck IS but a will-o -the-wisp,
there was nowhere to place it, everywhere being pumps handled by strong arms, his compass perfect; the czar a figment. To the government of Canada
already filled up. .
and his quadrant at all times reliable. And don't you we say, Put up thy dagger, fish~rman. The Ulster
But J ahveh, having made the world, the suns, and forget it.
patriots even are ~ut as i{rops I? t~e bu?ket. All
stars out of nothing, found that he had used up all
As late editor o£ the National Socialist, a weekly old things are passmg away, hurlmg m the1r tornado
, the nothing before he came to make man. He then paper, now defunct, published some six years ago at passage venerable oustoms, puerilities of ancient
had to begin again with the old material.
Cincinnati, Ohio, I ought to be regarded, in a degree, political economics, Dugald Stewarts, Malthuses, an~
Man he made out of the dust of the earth. Now, as authority in discussing the Platform and Declara- college tradition~. · Nihilism, .as far as t?e pa~t .Is
dust of itself has no cohesiv properties; it will not tion of Principles of the K. of L. Order. And, concerned, will trmmph-that IS, the past w~ll be mh~l.
stick together unless some liquid is brought to bear . pointing to the seven last paragraphs of the platThe sticklers of society may see " assertwns but no
upon it. And what is wet dust but mud~ Man form, I say they embody almost all that the Social- arguments" in my words. But really, now, is it not
therefore was conjured into form out of mud. He ists demand in their reorganization of society. But, more likely that the past was wrong than that the
virtually emerged from the gutter. God could not say many, Socialism is not Communism. Perhaps present errs in its views o! hu~an government.~ If
hav gone much lower than that in the manufacture of not, I reply. Neither is it Nihilism, nor yet Anarch- not then is there nothmg m human expenence.
man. Woman God made out of one of Adam's spare ism, but all of them are classed in the dynamite- Th~ fathers were wise in their generation, no more.
ribs. How many ribs has woman~ Precisely the bomb-throwing category, and are spoken of by people The world has cast aside the assurance, so liberally
same number~ Therefore when God first juggled unintelligent in such matters as deserving of being dispensed by the mythologies, Christian and pagan,
Adam into existence, either Adam must hav had thir- dumped in the same unsavory cesspool of reprobation. giving them but a derisiv smile when obtruding
teen ribs on one side and only twelve on the other,
To ·be able to clearly point out the distinctiv differ- themselvs upon the attention .
. or when one was extracted he must hav gone lop-sided ence in the villfied -isms now antagonizing society
It is not the Socialist that sticklers for the estabever after.
would involve a very different line of reading than is lished hav to dread; the individual can be managed.
The theologians, being naturally intellectual jug- found in the general newspapers of the day, but It is in Socialism, which, like 1\.filton's angels, cannot
glers, can accept which position they like, or, as· is which, if read, would go far to show how much all but by annihilation die, that the deathless foe of
more likely, both at once. But not only was Jahveh of them were indebted to the same inspiration for unjust society is to be found.
J. M.
a juggler, but all his representativs on earth hav their being.
LeRoy,
N.
Y.
Let the K. of L. beware of the satanic press, whose
been so, too, from Moses downward.
--~--~~-----Take Moses. He conjured with his rod, and business will be to entangle the leaders during the
Where Paine's Ashes Rest.
turned water into blood, killed a number of inoffensiv incipient stages of organizing. We all know the
From tlw New York Wm·za.
animals over several times, turned dirt into lice; and tendency in debate to take exceptions to new proWithin
the
green
and flower-bedecked realm of
performed a number of other barbarous and filthy posals. To do so is incident to assemblages of
tricks which no modern conjurer would attempt to ardent men under the inspiration of a great idea, and Orange, way-up on the hills of New Jersey, therelivs a
perform. He also did a splendid trick when he bickerings are unavoidable, and can be rendered little, hazel-eyed woman named Mrs. S. Stan~on, who
divided the Red Sea to allow the Israelites to cross harmless only by a determined spirit of concessim;1. is a relativ of the well-known Cobbett, who, m 1835,
While editing the paper spoken of above I at all removed Thomas Paine's body to Liverpool, Engin safety when pursued by the Egyptians, and calmly
waited until the last small boy. had safely landed on times found myself in conflict witk the Tartar element, land and allowed his bones to moulder in the grave
the other side before he let the waters return to sub- fellows who spoke of the necessity of force, the in- of ~ English church;rard. . Mrs. Stanto'? told ~he
merge the poor, ill-used Egyptians. Joshua, too, dividual ownership of arms, and the need of martial 1Vorld reporter who mterviewed her this mornmg
pretended to do an extraordinary piece of legerde- disciplin and drill to meet emergencies. And who of her knowledge of the story.
" The story told by the lVorld is true," she began.
main in commanding the sun to stand still-though knows how near they aimed at the ultimate needs~
everybody now· knows that, so far as this earth is I was, however, and am still, a believer in the omnip- "Poor Paine's body now lies in a British tomb, and
concerned, it does not move.
otence of the American method, maintaining that it I hope his bones will hav peace~ul rest at last. I
Then, there was Samson, of long-hair celebrity- will be time enough to discuss force when capitalism wish you had time and opportumty to see Mr. Cobwas not his conjuring with the jaw-bone of an ass seeks by legislation, judicial interference, or armed bett's niece at Philadelphia. She could tell you the
astounding1 The learned revisers of the Bible now intervention to abate the potencies of the ballot-box. story far better than I can, with only the fragments
say that it was merely a metaphorical jaw-bone. In season and out of season I rebuked the Tartars, at command.
"History has already told the ~orld who and wh~t
What is that~ I hav heard of people under the denouncing them as Richard speaks of Richmond's
Paine was. I can only speak m reverence of hili
influence of poetry dying of rapture; and perhaps a army,
name. But, in touching this subject, and in alludpoetical jawbone may hav the same kind of effect on
Whom their o'ercloyed country vomits forth
ing to the removal of the noted Liberal's bones to
those who come under its influence.
To desperate adventures and destruction.
But if the feat with the jawbone is to be under- The more clamorous of the Tartars were Germans, England, I hope you will state that they were borne
stood metapho1ically, are we to understand Samson's fellows who had deserted faderland to escape Bis- just as tenderly from Mr. Cobbett's home at Farnencounter with the lion in the same sense 1 And marck, running from where they could achieve liberty ham to the Liverpool cllurchyard, whm·e they now
what shall be said of Samson's last and greatest feat, only by hard knocks to a land where the ballot-box lie as were ever carried the remains of the greatest
viz., pulling down the great arena in which his ene- offered the wise arbitration of votes to right political Christian in the land. My heart bleeds to think that
mies had brought him in his blind, hairless, and hu- wrongs. So much impressed was I at one time, when a disrespectful word should be uttered regarding
miliated condition to mock at aBd tortme him~ an outbreak seemed imminent in the city of Chicago, Paine's remains. In his vagaries there was a pleasShall we say that he "brought down the house with that I wrote to the governor of the state giving him ing vein of sympathy; a wealth of ~ol~en thought
applause," as though we were speaking of Mr. Irving to understand the facts that whatever of abuse of crowned all his utterances, and I, believmg so truly
after he had played Louis XI.~ Or must we regard citizenship by the Socialists was apparent, the Eng- in the integrity of his nature, c~not ~lo"! the ?Pthe event· as literally true~
lish-'Speaking section was to be relied on as American portunity to pass without speakmg m his praise.
The bones of the celebrated Infidel were taken to
Again. Both Elijah and Elisha were conjurers. in their methods.
One got his garments filled 'Yith.wind an~ ascended
Now, after the ordeal Chicago has just passed England by Cobbett and placed in an appropriate
like a balloon p.nd then mystenously disappeared; through, not one of the English-speaking section tomb. They should hav been laid in a receiving
the other lay upon the poor Shunamite's dead son, figures among the disturbers of the peace. It is true vault and then a monument to his memory be erected
"put his mouth upon his mouth, his eyes upon his A. R. Parsons belonged to the English-speaking sec- beside the sepulcller. His works liv after him, and
eyes, and his hands upon his hands, and he stretched tion, but he had withdrawn to the German section, the kindness of his great and noble heart has been
himself upon the child and the flesh of the child finding more congenial fellowship for his turbulent the keynote to many songs of praise."
waxed warm. Then he returned and walked in .the
huuse to and fro, and went up and stretched himself upon him, and the child sneezed seven times,
and the child opened his eyes" (2 Kings iv, 34, 35).
This looks like a consummate piece of jugglery.
And so I might go on and say the same of all the
miracles in the Bible, whether narrated in the Old or
New Testament. In view of modern science, miracles must be regarded as impossible; and I know not
who is the more to blame, the pretended workers of
miracles or those who deliberately recorded them to
deceive the credulous in all the countries of the
world.
ARTHUR B. Moss.
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His "law," therefore, we presume, is a survival of old
English practice, as incongruous in this century as
would appear the dress of the people of England of
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three hundred years ago. But the statute law upon
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New Jersey and Her Laws.
The constitution and the statutes of New Jersey
seem to conflict, and it is for the New Jersey courts
to say which is valid. In Article I. of the Constitution adopted in 1844, the following is affirmed :
"Sec. 4. No person shall be denied the enjoyment of any
civil right merely on account of his religious principles.
" Sec. 5. Every person may freely speak, write, and publish his sentiments on all subjects, being responsible for the
abuse of that right. No law shall be passed to restrain or
abridge the liberty of speech or of the press."
But among the crimes enumerated is one called
blasphemy, which is borne upon by the following
statute:
" If any person shall wilfully blaspheme the holy name of
God, by denying, cursing, or contumeliously reproaching his
being or providence, or by cursing or co-ntumeliously reproaching Jesus Christ or the Holy Ghost, or the Christian
religion or the holy word of God (that is, the canonical
scriptures contained in the books of the Old and New Testaments), or 1iy profane scoffing at or exposing them, or any of
them, to contempt and ridicule, then every person _so offending shall, on conviction thereof, be punished by a fine, not
exceeding two hundred dollars, or imprisonment at hard
labor not exceeding twelve months, or both."
Between the broad guarantee of the constitution
that every man in New Jersey shall hav the right to
freely speak his sentiments upon all subjects, and the
narrow limitations of this statute there is inevitable
conflict, and that conflict just. now promises to be
waged around the person of our friend Reynolds,
with the state prison in the background if he be defeated. "Every person may freely speak, write, and
publish his sentiments on all subjects ; and no law
shall be passed to restrain or abridge the liberty of
speech or of the press." So said the framers of New
Jersey's constitution, which is the fundamental law
of the state. " If any person shall expose the canonical books of the Old and New Testament, or any of
them, to contempt and ridicule, then every person so
offending shall be fined or imprisoned at hard labor."
So said the bucolic Solons who met at Trenton to
adulate their deity. "All," in New Jersey, does not
·mean everyone, the whole. It means some, a few, as
many as we hav a mind to allow, and the constitution should be changed to read that " every person
may freely speak his sentiments upon such subjects
as we, the Christians, children of God and inheritors
of the earth, are graciously pleased to permit." That
is what the statute against blasphemy means, and it
is well known that state statutes ought to agree with
state constitutions.
But this is not all of New Jersey's inconE:istency.
The common law of the state in regard to witnesses,
as formulated by Nixon's Digest (from 1709 to 1868,
4th ed.) is this:

or required, and who shall allege that he or she is conscientiously scrupulous of taking an oath, shall, instead of the
form of the oath, be permitted to make his or her solemn
affirmation or declaration ; and if such person shall choose
to affirm, it shall be in words following, to wit:
" I , - - , do solemnly, sincerely, and truly declare and
affirm.
"But, if such person shall choose to declare, it shall be in
the words following, to wit:
" I, - - , do declare, in the presence of almighty God,
the witness of the truth of what I say.
" Either of which forms shall be as good and effectual in
law as an oath taken in the usual form, in which affirmation
or declaration the words, 'So help me God,' shall be
omitted.
"27. That every person who is or shall be empowered or
required to tender and administer an oath in the usual form
shall be and hereby is empowered and required to tender
and administer the affirmation or declaration -aforesaid,
when requested to that purpose by any such scrupulous person as aforesaid.
"That in all cases where, by any act of the legislature
of this state now in force, or hereafter to· be made, an oath
is or shall be allowed or required, the affirmation or declaration, in the form above prescribed, of any such scrupulous
person as aforesaid, shall be allowed and taken instead of an
oath in the usual fonn, although no provision for that purpose is or shall be made in sm;:h act.
"Every person must be sworn unless he alleges that he is
conscientiously scrupulous" (Ibid).
~The difference between Nixon's Digest and the
statute law is apparent. The one shuts out Freethinkers, the other comp.els officials to take the affirmation of all who hav conscientious scruples agains.t
taking the oath. If it is not a conscientious scruple
which prevents an Atheist from swearing by a God
in whom he does not believe, or a Theist from swearing on a book which he regards as injurious in its
teaching, we know not what the feeling may be
called. Criminals in New Jersey may freely testify,
but upright and conscientious Freethinkers may not.
Great is New Jersey, and the kingdom of God shall
be hers!
But New Jersey is consistent in one thing. As
she takes her law as to the competency of witn.esses
from the practice of the English courts of a century
or two ago, so does she get her blasphemy law,
almost verbatim, from the statutes of the New England provinces. One of the earliest of Massachusetts' laws was upon the subject of blasphemy, the
third and nineteenth sections of which read as follows

" SEa. 3. If any person within this jurisdiction, whether
Christian or pagan, shall wittingly and willingly presume to
blaspheme the holy name of God, Father, -Son, or Holy
Ghost, with direct, express, presumptuous, or high-handed
blasphemy, either by wilful or obstinate denying the true
God, or his creation, or government of the world, or shall
curse God in like manner, or reproach the holy religion of
God, as if it were but a politic device, to keep ignorant men
in awe; or shall utter any other kind of blasphemy of the
like nature and degree, they shall be put to death, Levit.
xxi, 15, 16.
"SEa. 19. Albeit faith be not wrought by the sword, but by
the word; and therefore such pagan Indians as hav submitted themselvs to our government, though we would not
neglect any due helps to bring them on to grace and to the
means of it; yet we compel them not to the Christian faith,
nor to the profession of it, either by force of arms, or by
penal laws: nevertheless, seeing the blaspheming of the true
God cannot be excused by any ignorance or infirmity of human nature, the eternal power and Godhead being known by
the light of nature, and the creation of the world; and common reason requireth every state and society of men to be
more careful of preventing the dishonor and contempt of the
most high God (in whom we all consist) than of any mortal
princes or magistrates ; it is therefore ordered, and decreed
by this court for the honor of the eternal God, who only we
worship, and serve, that no person within this jurisdiction,
whether Christian, or pagan, shall wittingly, and willingly
presume to blaspheme his holy name, either by wilful, or
obstinate denying the true God, or his creation, or government of the world, or shall curse God, or reproach the holy
religion of God, as if it were but a public device to keep
ignorant men in awe, nor shall uttter any other eminent kind
of blasphemy of the like nature, and degree. If any person,
" Persons not of the Christian religion may be sworn ac- or persons whatsoever within our jurisdiction shall break this
cording to tbe ceremonies of their religion, as a Mohammedan law, they shall be put to death."
on the Koran, etc. But unless the person believes there is a
In 1646 the penalty had shrunk to banishment,
God who will punish him if he swears falsely, he cannot be
according to the law:
admitted as a witness."
''SEa. 1. Although no human power be lord over the faith
Nixon givs no law as his authority, neither does he and consciences of men, yet because such as bring in damnacite the cases upon which this is presumably based. ble heresies, tending to the subversion of the Christian faith,

and destruction of the souls of men, ought duly to be restrained from such notorious impieties :
"It is therefore ordered and declared by the court; that if
any Christian within this jurisdiction, shall go about to subvert and destroy the Christian faith and religion, by broaching and maintaining any damnable heresies; as denying the
immortality of the soul, or resurrection of the bo\Jy, or any
sin to be repented of in the regenerate, or any evil dop.e by
the outward man to be accounted sin, or denying that Christ
gave himself a ransom for our sins, or shall affirm that we
are not justified by his death and righteousness, but by the
perfections of our own works, or shall deny the morality of
the Fourth Commandment, or shall openly condemn or oppose the baptizing of infants, or shall purposely depart the
congregation at the administration of that ordinance, or
shall deny the ordinance of magistracy, or their lawful authority, to make war, or to punish the outward breaches of
the first table, or shall endeavor to seduce others to auy of
the errors or heresies above mentioned; every such person
continuing obstinate therein, after due means of conviction,
shall be sentenced to banishment."
In 1697 the following "act against Atheism and
blasphemy" was passed: ·
'' Be it declared and enacted by the lieutenant-governor,
council and representativs, convened in general court or
assembly, and it is enacted by the authority of the same, that
if any person shall presume wilfully to blaspheme the holy
name of God, Father, Son, or Holy Ghost, either by denying,
cursing, or·reproaching the true God, his creation or government of the world, or by denying, cursing or reproaching the
holy word of God, that is, the canonical scriptures contained in the books of the Old and New Testament, namely,
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua,
Judges, Ruth, Samuel, Samuel, Kings, Kings, Chronicles,
Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Job, Psalms, Proverbs,
Ecclesiastes, The Song of Solomon, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations, · Ezekiel, Daniel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah,
Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk 1 Zephaniah, Haggai,.
Zechariah, Malachi, Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Acts, Romans, Corinthians, Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Thessalonians, Thessalonians, Timothy,
Timothy, Titus, Pl1ilemon, Hebrews, James, Peter, Peter,
John, John, John, Jude, Revelation, everyone so offending
shall be punished by imprisonment, not exceeding six
months, and until they find sureties for the good behavior,
by sitting in the pillory, by whipping, boring through the
tongue with a red-hot iron, or sitting upon the gallows with
a rope about their neck, at the discretion of the court of
assize, and general gaol delivery, before which the trial shall
be, according to the circumstances, which may aggravate or
alleviate the offense.
" Provided, that no more than two of the forementioned
punishments shall be inflicted for one and the same fact."
In 1834, when Abner Kneeland was imprisoned
for saying, "Universalists believe in a god which I do ·
not; but believe that their god, with his moral
attributes (aside from nature itself), is nothing but a
chimera of their own imagination," the law read as
follows:
''BE it enaeted by tlte Senate and House of Representative8 in
General Court assembled, and by tlte authority of t!te same, That
if any person shall wilfully blaspheme th~ holy name of God,
by denying, cursing, or contumeliously reproaching God,
his creation, government or final judging of the world, or by
cursing, or reproaching Jesus Christ, or the Holy Ghost,
or by cursing or contumeliously reproaching t.he Holy;
Word of God, that is, the canonical scriptures, contained
in the books of the Old and New Testaments, or exposing them, or any part of them, to contempt and ridicule;
which books are as follows : Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Samuel,
Samuel, Kings, Kings, Chronicles, Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, the
Song of Solomon, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations, Ezekiel,
Daniel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Mica, Nahhum
Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Acts, Romans, Corinthians, Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Thessalonians, Thessalonians, Timothy, Timothy, Titus, Philemon, Hebrews, James, Peter, Peter, John, John, John, Jude,
Revelations; every person so offending shall be punished by
imprisonment not exceeding twelve months, by sitting in the
pillory, by whipping, or by sitting .on the gallows, with a
rope about the neck, or binding to the good behavior, at the
discretion of the Supreme Judicial Court before whom the
conviction may be, according to the aggravation of the
offense."

It will be observed that New Jersey has borrowed
the phraseology of this law, omitting only the names
of the books of the Bible and changing the punishment. In the enactment of her blasphemy law New
Jersey jealously maintains her reputation of being
about a century behind the age. In arresting :!VIr.
Reynolds under this statute she vindicates her piety,
and in legally defending the myth of the creation she
shows the extent of her knowledge upon the scientific
questions of the day. "Jersey justice" is to-day a
synonym of legal injustice. If the Christians of
Morris county succeed in imprisoning Mr. Reynolds,
"Jersey justice" will still further 11e a term of reproach. It is for the grand · jury to say whether
they will indict a man for taking advantage of the
privilege guarav.teed by New Jersey's constitution,
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or whether by throwing the case out of court they
will lift up their state to the plane of civilizatioA.
They well may ponder Professor Hunter's remark
that blasphemy Jaws survive as a dangerous weapon
in the hands of any fool or fanatic who likes to set
tilem in motion.

The Methodist Mission Million.
The Methodists of this country are straining every
nerve, and pulling upon every possible string that
reaches. the source of religious enthusiasm, to raise a
million dollars for foreign missions. This sum could
hardly be devoted to any other honest cause where,
in our judgment, it would do less good. In the first
place, the inhabitants of so-called heathen countries
hav a religion of their own, and in most cases it is
superior to Christianity.· It is a superstition, to be
sure, but they can gain nothing ·by exchanging it for
another no better, if as good.
The plea popularly made is that the missionaries
carry civilization with them to foreign lands. Why
not, then, call it a Civilization Fund'? That
cannot be done because the claim would not .hold
water. We know little of the effects of Christianity on the heathen. The reports of mission work which the American is.in the habit of reading are written by the missionaries themselvs. tt is
only now and then that the heathen is called
to the witness-stand, and when he is called, it is a
very sorry indictment which he brings against the
missionaries. There is at present in· this country a
high-caste Brahman, of India, Gopal Vinayak J oshee
by name. He is lecturing upon the manners and
customs of his people; and if the misguided persons
.who are sending money to convert the Brahmans
could listen to his casual remarks on missionary work
in India, they would receive both profit and enlightenment. A few extracts from his lecture would not
be out of place here. In an address delivered before
the Manhattan Liberal Club last winter, and since
published, he said, among other things:
"Ninety-nine per cent of the people. who contribute to
support the so-called missionaries are entirely in the dark as
to what they hav been doing in foreign lands. If they were
to know one-hundredth part of the mischief done by missionaries, they would stand aghast. For the last sixty years
these missionaries hav been ill league with all the political
and commercial parties. I hav been with them for the past
·twenty-two years. The more I look into their characters,
the darker is the dye that stains them. They hav been bribing men to embrace Christianity. I was a boy of twelve
when I first came in contact with a missionary. Our parents
told us not to go near him; he would; however, force his
presence upon us, and distribute some tracts, which our
parents generally described as sinfuL He stood at one of
the corners of the street, and· preached about God's only begotten son and salvation, and wa all laughed at him as if he
were a madman or an idiot. He distribated sweets among
the boys and girls, and thus tried to get a hearing. In the
course of time he seduced one or two young men and made
them Christians. We, therefore, called him a man-catcher.
He afterwards secured the good influence of two revenue
officers, which converted our laughter into silence. Thus,
my dear friends, sweets, money; for.::e; and influence entrapped and waylaid the needy. . . . We saw missionaries indulge in drinking. Nations borrow vices more readily than virtues. Our people, therefore, took to drinking and
brothels, in spite of religious injunctions to the contrary.
This, in part, is what we hav derived from your religious
teachers.
"One day I was reading my lesson to the lady [a missionary's wife], when she interrupted me, saying, 'Gopal [that
is my name], my husband works very hard, but finds no one
to baptize. l\iany promis, bt:~.·~pone come forward. If he
does not get one to baptize in a .~wrt time he will be broken
in health, and go mad.' What do you think must hav been
my reply to this importunity? I sincerely felt for her and
her husband. I oiferud myself for baptism, if that would
satisfy their minds, but on one condition-that it should not
be made public. This conditional baptism was not to their
taste. They wanted to baptize me openly, and then fill
columns of papers with the result of their strenuous efforts
and labors in the cause of religion, that they might get addition to their salaries and some titles to their names.
"In this country they circulate absurd stories about my
country. They report that Hindoo mothers throw their
babes into the Ganges. They. report that men sacrifice themsnlvs before Juggernaut. They say that women are tortured
and put to death. They report that the heathen know no
God; they arc ignorant, superstitious, and idolatrous. This
is all false. The missionaries fabricate stories in order to
raise funds in their own countries for their support in foreign lands. They do not work, but, liv like potentates, surrounded by luxuries and comforts. We do not envy them,
but let them not misrepresent facts and tamper with our
religion; let them not persecute those who bring to light
their wrong doings.
" The missionaries hav set children against parents,
brothers against brothers, and husbands against wives and
vice vm'8a. Converts are deadly enemies of their own countrymen. Missionaries hav employed outlaws to break Hin-

doo idols. They hav influenced judges to hear cases for dis- Catholics' conclusion that education is dangerous is
solution of marriages on the plea that, ' My husband is too altogether unassailable by any Christian.
old ; he is suffering from consumption. I was mated to him
The only escape from this \iilemma is an entire reagainst my will.' "

Speaking of one missionary with whom he was
acquainted, the lecturer said: "He had been working in the field for ten years without converting a
single soul to Christianity." It would seem to be
the duty of those interested in foreign missions to
inqaire into the truth of these charges before sending more missionaries, at least to India. And there
is no reason to· doubt that what is true of missionaries in India is true of missionaries in China, Japan,
and elsewhere.
Addressing the mission enthu-.
siasts of his day, Christ is reported to hav said :
"Ye compass ll).nd and sea to make one proselyte,
and when he is inade ye make him twofold more the
child of hell than yourselvs." Mr. Joshee's testimony in the last paragraph which we· hav quoted
seems to point to a similar state of facts with regard
to the missionaries· of to-day.
This million dollars ought not to be raised and
devoted to the purpose inview. The better uses to
which such a sum could be put are almost innumerable. The amount of good· which will be accomplished by sending a few hundred religious enthusiasts out of this country will be scarcely appreciable
here, and will be much . overbalanced by the deleteI1.ous effects produced elsewhere.

Opposed to · Education.
The remark of the Rev. Patrick F. McSweeny, ina
late issue of the Catholic Woi-l.d, that " seculal: instruction is no doubt us~ful and' perhaps necessary,
especially in a republic," givs a hint as to the place all
Catholics occupy regarding education. " Secular instruction," of course, includes all mental training except that afforded by religious teachings.
For one reasoh it is a pleasure, comparativly, to
deal with Catholic theologians and their ideas. This
reason is that with the opinion of one on a religious
subject ascertained, the opinions of the others, and of
the church as a whole, is no longer uncertain. They
all think through the same quill. Not a papist in the
world favors more than enough education to make a
Catholic. The Romanist regards even national prosperity as :inore than a doubtful blessing. Father
Lambert, in his " Notes oil Ingersoll " voices the
doctrin of the whole bocly to which he belongs when
he says that "prosperity leads to decay, national, individual, intellectual, moral, and physical." This
view is held by the church because it has been foLmd
that the church thrives best when times are hard. I~
is healthiest during a pestilence, and waxes fat on
famin. All other hope gone, the dupe of superstition appeals to his prie'st, who, with equal pleasure,
administers the last sacrament or takes the last cent.
It is because the church is the foe of human interests
that she regards prosperity as an evil.
The latest deliverance on the edltcatiou question is
from the Dublin Review, a Catholic organ of high
authority. The editor, speaking of the advantages
of ignorance, says:
"We are very far from meaning that ignorance is the
Catholic youth's best preservativ against intellectual danger,
but it is a very powerful one, nevertheless, and those who
deny this are but inventing a theory in the very teeth of
manifest facts. A Catholic destitute of intellectual tastes,
whether in a higher or a lower rank, may, probably enough,
be tempted to idleness, frivolity, gambling, sensuality; but
in none but the very rarest cases will he be tempted to that
which, in the Catholic view, is an immeasurably g1·eater
calamity than any of these, or all put together-deliberate
doubt of the truth of his religion."

pudiation of the superstition called the Christian
religion. That education is inimical to faith is as
true as that light destroys darkness. Knowledge'is ·
described by· a circle, outside of which is the un·
known, the domain of conjecture and belief; and we
cannot enlarge our circle of knowledge without lessening that outer domain. The more knowledge,
therefore, the less belief. The question is whether
we shall take the counsel of the Catholic church and
contract that circle, or whether it shall go on forever
widening with the growth of intelligence and Freethought. There is but one answer to this question.
The world has grown better only as it has ·grown
wiser, and it is unreasonable to believe that . that
order will ever be reversed.
The Catholic church to-day is the great enemy of
e.ducation; and the enemy of education can only be ·
regarded as an enemy. of human progress.

DumNG the first part of the so-called Anarchist '' trial " at
Chicago a witness named Gilmer testified that on the night
of the Haymarket Square meeting he saw August Spies in an
alley lighting a bomb. Last week a man named Krumm,
who very much resembles Spies in personal appearance,
cameforward to explain that at the time mentioned by Gilmer he was in the alley named, having resorted thither to
get out of the wind and light his pipe. As far as the truth
has been elicited, it seems to be that a crazy fellow named
.Schnaulielt lighted and threw the bomb, and that he is the
only person directly responsible for the result. Schnaubelt is
reported dead; a body supposed to be his having been found
in the river at Erie, Pa_.- - - - - - ONE of our writers, in ano~her portion of the issue of this
week, pays 1\fr. Terence V. Powderly some very high compliments. Mr. Powderly's compass, he says, borrowing a
simile from the sea, is perfect, and his quadrant at all times
reliable. ·We arc sorry that this is not so, but the fact is that
it is n·ot. Mr. Powderly once told 1\ir. E. A. Stevens that
when the Catholic church told him to do one thing and the
Knights of Labor told him to do another, he should obey the
church. In a history of the order of which Mr Powderly is
head, given in the Philadelphia Preas of August 1st, occurs
this paragraph upon the religious attitude of the Knights :
"The attitude of the Knights of Labor toward the church has
been reverent and conciliatory. When: Mr. Powderly was elected
general master workman, before he would accept the trust he conferred With the fate Archbishop McCloskey with the consent of the
executiv board and laid bare the innermost objects of the order . 11

We contend, and cite the history of the Catholic church to
support us, that t_he man whose compass in adjusted and
whose quadrant is squared by that institution is the very
worst possible navigator. And the workingmen of this
country will find it out before many years. The church
intends to keep the people under, and Mr. Powderly is but a
tool in her hands.
------~~.--------

Cheer for Mr. Reynolds.
JoBSTOWN, N.J., July 31, 1886.
FRIEND REYNOLDS, My Dea;r Bi1•: I see by to-day's papers
that you hav been outrageously maltreated by the bigots of
Boonton. It is the most 'Outlandish thing that has. happened
for many a day; if the account in the New York World be
true. If it is so, I hope you make a test-case out of it, as I
think it time to know if we hav the right to think for ourselva and express what we think. If you need assistance,
the members of the Union will try and aid you all they can;
we will do our part. All the members of the Union regret
very much to hear of the outrage on you, but hope it will
work for the good of the cause in the end. We say, Stick
to them and show a good fight, ancl let every Liberal help
pay the bill.
All send kind regards to you and Mrs. Reynolds, and say,
Fight for the right to the end.
Yours,
SAMUEL R. 'WETHERILL,
Sec. Jobstown Secular Union.

PIULADELPIIIA, August 5, 1886.
EorToR oF THE TRU1"II SE:EKEll: Please find inclosed $5 to
help Reynolds in his fight for free speech in Boonton. The
Freethinkers hav always held, against the opposi- action of the Booth family will help to redeem that name.
tion of the ill-informed, that the church is intrenched
Very truly,
E. M. DAVIs.

behind a breastwork of ignorance; and not alone is
that true, but between disbelief and belief, as a defense for the latter, are all the vices which the
Review enumerates. If a Catholic is tempted toward inquiry or doubt, or toward intelleCltual pursuits, he is warned of his danger by the priest, who
givs him these vices as a refuge, with the assurance
that all of them together are an immeasurably less
calamity than deliberate doubt of the truth of his
religion. Without stopping to consider how much
worth saving would be left of a person given over to
idlenesEl, frivolity, gambling, and sensuality, it must
be admitted that if the Christian religion is true, the
position of the Review is impregnable. It can matter very little, in the face of eternity, what a man's
conduct may hav been during his brief stay upon
earth, provided his belief has never faltered. And
since that belief is endangered by education, the

GEo. SMITII writes from Brisbane, in Queensland, Australia, to the National Reformer: "Freethought matters in
this city hav lately J;eceived an impetus, through the visit
here of Dr. J. L. York from America. He bas been delivering lectures in the Academy of Music here every Sunday for
over three months to crowded houses, the average audience
being about a thousand persons. A 1\ir. H. A. Long, of
Glasgow, also lately arrived here, and now advertises an
'Anti-Infidel Campaign,' and his intention of fighting and
slaying that hydra 'Infidelity.' From what he has done so
far, we are glad he is here, as he is doing our cause more
good than the cause of Christ. He implies that he has debated with Mr. Bradlaugh, but we doubt it very much, as
we cannot find any account of debates between him and our
esteemed chief, Mr. Bradlaugh. A series of debates hav
been arranged between Dr. York and Mr. Long. After these
debates Dr. York is to proceed on a lecturing tour through
the northern parts of this colony. Before returning to
America he will open up a lot of new ground, and it is
hoped do much good in forming branch societies."
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until my eyes and ears w~re open to light and reason. Yes,
believed it, simply because taught to believe it by my parents. My grandfather was deacon of a Congregational
church up among the granit hills of old New Hampshire,
BABYLoN, N. Y., Aug. 2, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Please appropriate the within $5 to the and actually considered it a crime to open his mouth on the
picture fund, and in case it lags let me know and I will re- Sabbath day, unless it was to offer up a benediction to the
Almighty. My mother still retains that belief, and is grieved
spond.
P. H. FosTER.
to think that her only child and daughter should be so inDusHORE, PA., July 28, 1886.
different to the influence of orthodoxy. Well, thanks to my
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $7-$5 for the Tent Fund and husband, and the first liberal paper I ever read-the Bo8ton
$2 for TRUTH SEEKER illustrations: We are pleased to learn In'f!esti"gator, which I first saw about three years since-I hav
that the Congress will be held in New York. My wife and I learned to think differently, and all those silly Bible stories
will surely attend.
W. WmTTIOK.
taught me in my earlier days I hav ceased to believe, and I
now look back upon my past religious life with absolute
SuNLIGHT, NEB., July 21, 1886.
LILLIAN ADELE SPENOER.
disgust.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find 25 cents for the lithograph of Charles Darwin.
HANNmAL, Mo., August 3, 1886.
We hav taken TnE TRUTH SEEKER for a number of years,
MR. EDITOR: Brother J. K. Chesley and myself officiated,
and cannot get along without it. The illustrations in the by request of the deceased, at the funeral of Mrs. Conrad,
papers are just splendid. They speak volumes. They do who died recently in this city. She was an old resident, a
more for Free thought than a great many lecturers do. We lady of more than ordinary intelligence, and the funeral was
are going to hav five lectures delivered at Greenwood, well attended by her Christian neighbors, especially the ladies.
Neb., in a very short time, by the Hon. J. E. Remsburg. Brother Chesley gave a very interesting sketch of her life and
We expect a treat when he comes such as one does not meet progress out of Christianity into Liberalism, after which I
with every day. This is a good field for Freethought lect- read the first five sections and the eighth section in Dr.
ures, as there are a great nulllber of skeptics here.
Ayres's "Secular Funeral and Marriage Handbook." An
T. E. SowERS.
impromptu choir, composed of Liberals, sang with good effect several of the funeral hymns from the same valuable
SULPHUR SPRINGs, TEXAS, July 24, E.M. 286.
book, and at the grave I read Selection No. 16. All present
MR. EDITOR: In your paper of July 17th I think J. Wm. listened with profound attention to t)lose beautiful and apLloyd " hits the nail on the head " exactly in speaking of propriate passages, and many ftattering comments hav since
some Liberals (so called). They believe in Liberalism so far been made, even by the Christian ladies. Why do Liberals
as it conforms strictly to their pet theories, but just let the ever call on the clergy to bury their dead? If a necessity for
opposition say a word and they are up in arms at once. I such a thing ever existed, it has certainly passed away since
am often told by Liberal friends that I am too Liberal. Per- the publication of Dr. Ayres's book.
F. H. RAu.
haps so; still, I go more on moral suasion than force. I believe in force only to combat force. Mr. Lloyd has given my
WELLAND, ONT., July 25, 1886.
views fully, with the exception of being an Anarchist, which
To THE READERS oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Dear Friends:
I am not, but a Communist, which I suppose some of the I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER for the last seven
" bretherin'" count equally as bad. I hope more .of the years, and now, at the age of fourscore years, when I find
" boys " will declare themselvs Liberals in the fullest sense. .all my faculties are fast failing me, I wish to express my
E. E. PARK.
sense of obligation to the many able contributors to that
paper, as having been very helpful to me in dispelling some
LuNENBURG, MAss., July 25, 1886.
of those ignorant and superstitious notions in which from
MR. EDIToR: Giv my respects to your artist for the for- infancy I had been trained to believe, and in. their place to
cible conception of the critters who hav done their wo~k up hav had my mind so far 'enlightened as to be able to look
to this day. The last illustration is a little too problematical. upon things from a more scientific and truthful standpoint,
We may never see Catholicity and Protestantism in a death- having become better acquainted with nature and her laws.
grip, but rather see them billing and cooing in loving em- To die is as natural as to be born, and no more to be
brace.
dreaded. Indeed, to old age, when your faculties are so
The Protestant church is weak, and they will unite, and worn out as to be unable to be useful to your friends and
the war is to be fought on the line of Freethought, and free society, the ties to life become much loosened, and, like
speech, and free press, and with great help from the Spirit- ripened fruit, you are ready to drop off; and it is a kind inualists, which hav been, and will be, our right. bower.
terposition of nature to relieve you of a burden you hav
"To hell with. the pope!" sounds heroic to-day, but that become less able to bear. I do not see anything in nature to
won't be the tune fifty years hence. The Protestants should lead to the belief that I shall hav less justice done me in the
hav been as wary of Sunday-schools as has been the mother future than in the past.
ehurch. · Stmday-schools were laid hold of by the Protestant
I hav tlie kindliest of feeling toward all my Liberal and
church as its sheet anchor, but the dry-rot seized it the day truth-seeking friends, and wish them to know it.
it inaugurated its first school to make church timber.
JoHN RAY.
My benediction upon all who labor for freedom of opinion
on all subjects that interest the growth of man.
OsHKosH, Wis., July 23, 1886.
A. H. Woon.
·MR. EDITOR: Many years ago, when the Erie Canal was

l[ttters lfrom Jlritnds.

NATIONAL CITY, CAr,., July 22, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4.25. Please send me THE
TRUTH SEEKER and " Men, Women, and Gods,'' by Miss
Gardener. The 25 cents will giv the book a "starter" for
its destination. I read the paper carefully and am greatly
pleased with it. Would like to see it double its circulation
every year. Tell some of your speakers to come this way ;
we will do the best we can to patronize them. Fine climate,
excellent fruits, hospitable people, plenty of money. You
know things are booming down this way.. If there is a
gentleman or lady among your readers who would like to liv
where it never thunders and ·lightens, never freezes, never
snows, where you can wear your summer clothes in winter,
and vice versa, in a land of sunshine and ftowers, in a land of
prosperity and abundance, tell them to come this way, and
upon their arrival we will open up a keg of nails. I like the
pictures and am ready to put up more tb keep them going if
necessary. There are many Liberals in this locality; skypilots few and-weak in the knees.
ALPH. N. BuRGEss.
MEADow BRooK FARMs, MAss., August 1, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Having just finished reading a· copy of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, I feel impelled to write you a brief letter, expressing my appreciation of the same, and also my admiration of your indomitable courage and perseverance in editing
and publishing a paper so pronounced in its views concerning.·matters of religion, and ot)ler things of importance relativ to the welfare of humanity.- It seems to me that it must
require not a little "nerve," situated as you are in the very
hotbed of Romanism, to publish such a paper as THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I hav often wondered if you ever apprehended
any bodily injury from that source. If you remember, history tells us that the dangers which surrounded Henry IV. of
France from the Catholics were such that, in order to protect
himself from being assassinated, he followed the ·advice of
his friends, abjured Protestantism, and apparently became
converted to the Catholic faith. Oliver Cromwell, too, you
recollect, on account of his religious views, wore an armor
under his clothes, for fear of being assassinated. I hope you
may never be obliged to protect yourself in that way; .but
when I read that letter from one of the "Sisters" in the last
TRUTII SEE:K;ER, it occurred to me that something awful
might happen to you should you persist in making light of
the holy Catholic church. "To be forewarned is to be forearmed," you know. But what a diabolical invention of man
is this so-called Christianity! For years did I bdie\·c in it,

in full blast, there was a very rough set of boatmen employed on it, and it waa not a strange occurrence to see one
boat's crew jump ashore and fight another crew, just for the
fun ot it, and many of the men were noted for cursing by
rule. Well, one Saturday afternoon a certain captain was
on his way to Buffalo, and had arrived at a lock which was
not ready for his boat, and the said captain commenced to
swear by rule, and not only the lock-tender got it, but everybody in general. While the captain was so engaged, a
preacher came riding along upon the highway road, which
ran parallel with the towpath, and, hearing the captain
using so much profanity, thought it his duty to get down
and correct him. So, dismounting from his horse, he approached the captain, and, touching him lightly on the
shoulder, said, "Captain, where are you going?" "Why,"
said the captain, "I am going to Buffalo, by G.:~d J if I can
get. there." "No, you are not," said the preacher; "you
are going to hell." " Just my God-damned luck," said the
captain. "But," continued he, addressing the preacher,
"where are you going?" "I am going to Albany to preach
for a friend of mine to-morrow." " I'll be damned if you
are," said the captain; "you are going into that canal;" and,
suiting the action to the word, he caught him by the collar
of the coat and the bosom of his trousers and threw him in.
By this time the lock was ready, and the captain -w:ent on
his way, rejoicibg that he had been instrumental in spreading the gospel.
MoRAL.-If this preacher had minded his own business he
would not hav got wet.
G. M. H.
MARYVILLE, Mo., July 25, 285.
MR. EDITOR: Once more a good Christian has gone straight
to Jesus via hemp. It is the case of Joe Jump, who was executed at Gallatin, Mo., Friday the 23d inst., for the murder
ofW. C. GladsonlastDecember. The condemned man, having made "his peace with the great judge," stepped boldly
upon the scaffold, with the air of one who was conscious
that he was going to pass from a world of trouble to one of
eternal happiness. The criminal was, of course, accompanied by his •' spiritual adviser," Rev. W. W. Buchanan,
who said, "As far as spiritual counsel is concerned, the condemned does not need that now. His preparation to meet
his maker has been already made, and he is satisfied." Before starting heavenward, Jump confessed that he and his
accessory, Smith-who is going to take the same route the
Gth of Aug~]st, and meet Jump in the New Jerusalem-were

guilty or having killed Gladson. - After this confession,
Jump sang a song, in which he requested the audience to
join. It was the good old song, "Washed in the Blood of
the Lamb."
After the song, the "spiritual adviser" offered a prayer
for the murderer's soul ; the murdered man, of course, wasforgotten. At the conclusion of the prayer, the murderer
sang another song, "Is My Name Written There?" after
which the doomed man was heard to say," I am ready," and
he forthwith started on his journey for the heavenly
kingdom.
According to the" Christian scheme of salvation," Jump
has repented, made his peace, been washed in the blood of
the Lamb, and is now comfortably settled in Abraham's
bosom, while his victim, not having had the advantages·
offered to Jump, is roasting in an orthodox hell.
Well, Maryville has passed through a week's siege, known
as the Sam Jones camp-meeting. A dozen speakers were
present, the most of whom were fine orators; but last Sunday was the day for the Rev. Psaim Jones,· and about eight
thousand people congregated on the fair-grounds for the sake
of listening to a disconnected harang for an hour and a half.
One week from to-day I go to Savannah, to meet Rev. Mr.
Damon in debate on "Genesis and Geology," after which I
start for the far West to grow up with the country. I hav
the promis of some subscribers for TEE TRUTH BEKKER,
which I will try and secure before I leave.
GEORGE H. DAWES.
SPRINGVILLE, UTAH, July 3, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I cannot refrain from expressing the desir.e
of my heart that I am with you and all the -noble men and
women who are engaged in a work that is improving and
benefiting humanity-assisting them to get out of bondage,
to throw off priestcraft, and all others who oppress them.
I think we hav some of the most intelligent writers for our
TRUTH SEEKER that can be found in the world, and it should
be in every home hi our country; if not in all the world.
I fed an.Xious for others to see and read it, but the religious class seem afraid of it and condemn it without investigation, knowing tba~ if they read it they must giv up their
religion. As one said to me, a person who would read THE
TRUTH SEEKER would apostatize in less than a year.
This Christianity here is the main thing in the way of getting subscribers. We must convert a person first from
Christianity, and then we are not sure of his subscribing. Those who care nothing for religion· are generally indifferent in the matter, and so it is. But I shall continue to
hunt, and may be successful sooner or later. I trust our old
subscribers are all doing the best they can. Those belonging to churches dare not, with very few exceptions, publicly
express their real opinions when they would be in our favor,
fearing the power that rules over them.
TH.E TRUTH SEEKER is looked upon here by Christian people as a wicked paper that wants to destroy all religion.
They can't see that it only wants to destroy frauds and
shams. They don't seem to want the truth unless it upholds
their creed, and to apostatize is looked upon as a dreadful
affair. So no one is allowed to change his views unless he
wants to go to sheoL
Friend Putnam, I see by our paper, is "marching. on" in
his mission for the cause of Freethought, and doing all the
good he can. I was truly glad to see him here, but regret
that his visit was so short, which it had to be of necessity in
order to giv all a chance to see and hear him. His lecture
was splendid on" Universal Mental Liberty." We must do
all the good we can and keep doing as long as we stay here.
Our books and records will show who are the world's benefactors. We must hav our libraries and gather in the good
books and preserve them for others to read.
I send you another 50 cents to make up a dollar on the
picture business (which to many speak louder than words),
also 50 cents for the Bruno Monument Fund, which, to accommodate me, please see that the right man gets, and
oblige
LuxE WM. GALLUP.
MAYNARDVILLE, TENN., July 26, 286.
MR. EDITOR: The pictures, horrible! Horrible, sure
enough, but not too much so to a Freethinker of an Infidel
color. They do not represent the teachings of the clergy,
and that old bundle of forgeries called the "Bible," strong
enough; for if the clergy, priestcraft, and the Bible teach
realities, the pict.ures are mere shadows. Let those who believe in an orthodox hell take a peep into it, and see the
lurid, sulphurous flames of liquid fire dashing and splashing
against the beach of the burning lake, and hear the screams
of their fatherS! and mothers,. brothers and sisters, and infants not a span long, and then ask themselvs if this is not
horrible, and if the God of such is not horrible. This looks
more li_ke the work of a devil than of a God, ani! yet it is the
best he could do for the human family. All this does not
horrify a Freethinker, for he knows it is a lie; but let a man
believe it and it is shocking and horrible in the extreme.
Now 1 ask, Can a picture come anywhere near the reality?
It is only at best a faint shadow.
If hell-fire and brimstone are not hell-fire and brimstone;
and Christ giving two and one-half gallons of his blood for
the redemption of sinners is not Christ giving two and onehalf gallons of his blood for the redemption of sinners· and
if jerking a murderer to heaven at the end of a rope i~ not
·jerking a murderer to heaven at the end of a rope-let the
clergy and priests, and all believers in Christianity, come forward and say so, and confess, and quit teaching it. Then,
and not till then, will Freethinkers quit the horrible pictures.
It will not do to back out or be scared out; that would be
acknowledging the corn. The pictures are on a great mission,
it seems, teaching the Christians the horrible stuff they are
swallowing without thinking. No wonder it makes them
sick. When they get well, they will be Freethinkers.
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Now, my brother .Freethinkers, you who oppose .the cartoons on account of your Christian neighbors are very tenderfooted. Are you not giving aid and favor to superstition, and
wounding Freeth ought, in opposing the cartoons? This halfway, ''milk-and-cider," won't do for an Infidel. Lay aside
every vestige of superstition, and come right up to the help
of Freethought against superstition in every shapE). Help is
what we want; don't retard our progress. Show the pictures to your Christian neighbors, and if they say, " Horrible!" and "Shocking!" ask them why believe the horrible
things represented? Tell them to renounce it, and flee to
the stronghold of Freethought and universal mental liberty.
I ask you, my tender-footed brothers, to show one scratch of
the pen or one stroke of the brush that goes beyond the
teachings of priestcraft or Biblecraft. The cartoons are on a
great mission, and are bound to accomplish great results.
T. H: BuTOHER.
WEST UNION, 0., Aug. 2, 286.
MR. EDITOR: Partly for amusement, but chiefly to inspire
with enthusiasm the many laborers in the Liberal cause, permit me a brief indulgence in vanity, on account of the Infidel
honor which is being conferred on the name of Beck through
the columns of THE TimTH BEKKER.
First, there is W. A. ·Beck,· secretary ef the Secular Society
at Mechanicsburg, Ill. I feel proud to find the-name of Beck
in this honorable connection, but the vanity which prompts
this communication is born of the fact that J. F. Beck has
lately had tiw audacity and egotism to duplicate himself in
the far West, and appear as one of the contributors to the
Campaign Fund of the .A~erican Secular Union upon the
recent visit of our noble .Putnam to Butte City, Montana, and
also managed to receive honorable mention in said Putnam's
"News and Notes," and all without my consent; hence the
blame of all this audacity, vanity, and egotism must rest on
J. F. Beck, of Butte City, Montana, even to the production
of this letter, which would not hav been written if said J. F.
Beck had not made himself so numerous. I, J. F. Beck, at
this end of the line, write this communication only in humility and self-defense, that I may not appear particeps criminis in this duplication of J. F. Beck, which was done wholly
without my knowledge or consent. Neither do I wish to
steal that widespread Infidel celebrity which I might acquire
by seeming to stand with one foot at West Union, Ohio, and
the other at Butte City, Montana, with the great Mississippi
valley under my thumb, a la the Catholic cardinal in one of
Heston's or John's inimitable cartoons. However, I do not
wish to ignominiously shield myself froni such fame and
honor as may be justly mine, hence beg the privilege of entering a plea of guilty to the few following counts-and the
list might be considerably extended: First, I am the J . .1!,.
Beck who recently sent a new subscriber to THE TRUTH
SEEKER to encourage the publisher to keep up those grand
truth-telling cartoons, and I hope to send quite a number
more this fall and winter. Second, I am guilty of authorship
.of all matter in THE TRUTH BEEKER signed J. F. Beck, up to
date, so far as I know. Third, I am guilty of being the first
mover in the grand Remsburg cll.mp-meeting which was held
here last fall, in which we· had five lectures by J. E. Remsburg and two by C. Fannie .Allyn; but in this good work I
finally secured the assistance of about twenty-five brave
helpers, first and nearest being Col. D.P. W. Eylar, of West
Union, Ohio; and greatest in financial aid and unsurpassed
in earnestness and enthusiasm were Virginia E. and Newton
Vance, of Concord, Ky., and James H. Feurt, of Portsmouth, Ohio, and others who did their parts nobly. Fourth
count, I am guilty now of having just secured the engagement of Samuel P. Putnam for the last three evenings of
September, and these same brave helpers who assisted last
year are coming to the front again to help pay expenses, and
to make a liberal contribution to the Campaign Fund of the
American Secular Union. And there will be more recruits to
join us this fall, and superstition will shrink back worse appalled than she wa~ one year ago. We also want lecturers
in the day-time, and desire to make this a three days' campmeeting, and hereby giv notice to any Liberal lecturer who
expects to be traveling East or West about that time, and
who could giv us a few lectures on low terms, that he should
write to me at once and make an engagement. The meeting
may possibly be put three .days later, and occupy the first
three days of October.
Of all the above I am guilty, and much more; and now,
hoping that if there are any more Liberal Becks on ·the
planet, they may boldly come to the front through your
paper, I shall close, lest you consign this production to that
basket from whose waste no manuscript< returns.
J. F.' B:EOK.
RocHESTER, N. Y., July 31, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Send me 50 or 100 of your last issue of THE
TrmTH SEEKER (Aug. 1).
There are two tents here this summer besides the Salvation
Army, working in the interests of Christianity with" ternperp.nce" added, and what we need here is some such article
as Mr. Peck's, as well as your answers to the "Seven Questions," to set the young thinking and get their minds interested on both sides of the subject. There are a few who
claim to hav been habitual drunkards, and by the help of
Jesus their appetite is all taken away. Others in their testimony rather giv this assertion away by saying that the sight
of liquor or wine in bottles revives the desire and they hav to
avoid the temptation.
With the drunkard I do not care to argue. If he can liv
free from drink, I am glad to see him do it. But he must
exercise his will power and judgment (I do not see how he
can avoid it) precisely the same as I do when I get off the
railroad track when the train is approaching. I can understand that a boy is not likely to steal while he knows some
one is watching him, and I think the help a drunkard gets is

something of this kind. There are three antidotes preached
here for drunkenness or drunkards : Jesus, moral suasion,
and Prohibition. If Jesus was.a sure remedy, the other two
would be needless. Jesus has been tried pretty liberally
here since Mr. Burdick commenced tile temperance movement last fall; and out of those who hav tried this remedy
about one in. fifty has remained temperate to this time, and
as time passes the power of Jesus lessens.
Then we hav the tes_timony of young converts to Christianity, who hav never read the Bible to speak of, and who
could not tell whether Moses was before or after David. So
they are not converts through their reason or after a careful
investigation of the Bible for and against. The extent of
their knowledge is simply a belief in a God and devil, a hell
and a heaven. Their guide in life so far has been to please·
their senses, and by some accident in their experience,
coupled with the extent of their knowledge, they are led to
believe they hav been serving the devil, and prefer an
allegiance to the otl!er side of deity. Hence they claim they
hav given their heart to Jesus, and are guided by him. But,
to look at it philosophically, we cannot understand how there
can be any knowledge conveyed to the human mind without
some physical demonstration which the senses can recognize,
as it is represented Paul had. We cannot exercise powers
we do not possess, and we certainly hav not the power to
obtain knowledge outside of our physical senses. We can
exercise our imagination, but we cannot depend on it unless
we hav experience. I imagin an apple has seeds in it; I do
not see them, but I hav had experience with other apples. I
imagin I can dig a round hole in tile water ; experience,
through my senses, teaches me I cannot. Mr. Peck's consideration of the historical and miraculous evidence of theN ew
Testament is good, and I hope he will also hav something
to say about the philosophyJesus taught. In the Sermon
on the Mount there are different doctrins taught in one sermon : Encouraging the thief, the golden rule, and a prophecy
that nothing should fail from the law until all would be fulfilled, etc., while about one of the first things his disciples
did after his death was to strike out circumcision as unnecessary. The parable of the sower is not a .correct comparison ; seed is compared to truth, and the soil to the
human mind. Seed grows; truth does not. The soil does
not grow, while the capacity of the human mind does. The
sower of seed can empty his sack, while a person teaching
truth does not lessen his own knowledge; besides, we cannot
carry the truth itself, only a knowledge of it. I cannot
carry Niagara Falls, only a knowledge of them in the mind;
and the ouly way that knowledge can be taken from the
mind is by forgetfulness; as, when it is shown that all the
astronomical phenomena that tak!) place can be accounted
for only by the earth being round, then I lose the belief that
the earth is flat. No devil about it. There is also substantial
evidence that no son of God ever told such a parable as the
parable of the tares and wheat. There may be defectiv
plants in wheat, and also defectiv persons, but a tare as a
plant may be as perfect as the wheat ; therefore a tare does
not represent the imperfect persons. Then the wicked are
to be separated from the righteous and be burned. The
wicked are those who hav not always done .right, and the
righteous are those who hav. The human family hav been
born into the world in total ignorance, and hav had to learn
right and wrong by experience. No individual but that
has done some acts right and some wrong. How are the
human family to be divided on a question of right and
wrong? No son of God ever wrote that parable.
Then, again, all things are possible with God. There must
be a line somewhere between the possible and impossible, or
God must be terribly mixed. If God created the world, etc.,
then it is impossible that he did not do it. He must be either
moral or immoral, local or everywhere, and we cannot understand how he can be both.
Tracts or papers showing the inconsistencies and also the
philosophy on these points, with advertisments of Freethought books, ought to be distributed here freely.
D. SIZER.
DETROIT, Mmrr., Aug. 1, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH BEEKER of March 8, 1879, our
good radical friend, Seward Mitchell, has a long article on
"Hard Times, the Cause and Cure," in which he declares
that the great curse and cause of all the evils in this world is
money, and that it has done more to demoralize the people
than all things else. There is hardly a crime committed but
can be traced to money. Our national and every state legislature," he continues," hav become gigantic rings as corrupt
as men can be, and to what other cause but money can it be
traced ?" Again, in TnE TRUTH BEEKER, May 29, 1886, he
givs us an article covering nearly a page, headed, "The Evils
of Law and Money," in which, after enumerating a large
number of evils, crimes, and vices of different lands, "by
law," he asks a few qtwstions for those who fire off paperwads in THE TRUTH BEEKER. First, how long could those
"dens of thieves" in Wall street, New York, or the thousands of other gamblers all over the world, carry on their
legalized robbery if it were not for mrmey? Let me answer
friend :Mitchell that he should turn his cart round and say
that all t)lese evils are caused by first depriving society of
money to do business with, so that in their deprivation
people are com.pelled to· do all manner of evils to get that
which is represented as a substitute to be the best money the
world ever saw, and just enough of the substitute is allowed
to go into circulation to serve ·as bait, as an angler puts bait
on a fish-hook. Mr. Mitchell has not the least conception of
the real dmy au d. ftmction of rnaney. Bankers' debts are not
money, neither is anything that issues from a bank money.
Money is the most important factor in civilization; it is the
vitalizing influence of industry, the very fiber of social organizatiou, the protoplasm of civilization, and just as essential
to the existence of civilization and society as. oxygen is to
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animal life. So say the United States monetary commission,
appointed by Congress, and composed of men as intelligent
as any others, after due study and examination of the. best
sources of information. Now if this is the true definition of
money, then it is equally true that every government should
issue an absolute free legal tender money in unlimiterl quantities absolutely unrestricted and uncontroled by any. other
power, so that no man should need to owe one cent, nor any
man be able to lend a dollar for use within the full limits of
the nation's boundary. The United Stat('s monetary commissi~.further declare that the rlepriving society of (or contraction of) the amount of money in circulation has caused
more misery than war, pestilence, and famin (just study that,
Brother Mitchell), and more injustice than all the bad laws
that were ever enacted (study these few, the greatest truths,
the most important declarations that were ever made). It is
easy to see from these facts where is the cause of evil. It is
not by money, nor the love of· money, but from privation,
from dire want of that which is as essential to civilization
and society as oxygen is to animal life. From these facts it is
easy to see that wherever civilization exists, there will exist
also the same want, the same deprivation of industry of
its vitalizing influence, for the benefit of those who mny
issue a substitute, and so rob industry of its life; society rleprived of its very fiber, civilization of its first seed, its protoplasm. Who can wonder at the chaotic failures that civilization has made in the past? In. what age of history has the
usurer been absent, or ever society been supplied with anything but a very limited and partial substitute for money,
that was necessary to civilization and society even as oxygen
to animal life? What wonder that war, pestilence, and
famin hav always walked with civilization and society just
on the other hand from the usurer (debt-lender), who has
always been allowed to deprive industry of its vitalizin_e; influence and force society to buy their debts as a substitute?
If society were freely supplied with real money, no mane
would rob, lie, or steal to get it; no man would spend his
time gambling for that of which any and every man could get
all that he needed and when he needed. It is absolutely
true that all and every crime can be traced to the obtaining
of money, or that which will answer as a substitute. But
the real object always is what the money will buy, showing
th11,t it is privation that drives the robber as certain as that
it does the starving beggar. Mr. Mitchell says: "As I walked
through the cities, and saw the thousands of signs on the
stores, I asked myself, How do these millions of non-producers liv? They do no work, yet they wear the best clothes
and Iiv in the best houses." And he finds but one solution,
and that is money. Now, it would be a mystery, indeed, if
that which is as essential to civilization and society as oxygen is to animal life should be the cause of all evil. He says
all over the land we hear the cry of " hard times," strikes,
and distress everywhere, and the people are, with but few
exceptions, profoundly ignorant of the true cause.
Yes, Mr. 1\Htchell, the exceptions are very few, and do not
include Mr. }1. The chain that binds them is not of gold,
but of debt. It is estimate!] by the st•cretary of the trea.·mry
(some years ago) that the ag~regate of the Mtional debts of
the world amounts to fifty billions of dollars, and that the
private and corporate debts amount to seven times as much,
which makes four hundred thousan.l millions of dollars of
debt drawing interest from labor; and these debts are held
by the Rothschi1ds, Barings, and other usurers in the large
cities of the world, aud the rest of mankind are simply their
slaves, and upon the the vast sum of these debts rest all of
the evils, war, slavery, vice, crime, misery, the gallows, the
prison, jail, workhous!'l, and, the curse of all others, the
police-station, the money-lenders' bttrraek for their standing
army, that h•ts been organized and recruited, and stationed
in every city and village since that damnable robbery of
1865, the destruction of eighteen hundred millions of the
people's real mrmey, thereby creating thirty-six hundred
millions of debts at once.
Mr. }lite hell speaks of the sad sight of thousands of poor
prostitutes in every city, an·l a'lks, how could they exist if it
were not for money? Again, 1 say, he always gets his cart
before his horde. Scarcely one wom,tn in a million ever has
much money in such a life. But for the need, the want of
that which money will help them to obtain-food, clothiu,g,
shelter, a place to sleep in, not liv-for thiug'l that, if civilization and society were not deprived of "money," would be
always easily obtainable in abund>tnce-for these thin;o~
poor women and girls walk the streets cby and night, offJrin"' all that the robbers of civilization lmv left them for sale.
Tl7e waut of money is the cause of all evil. The de'ltlenders in the large cities can drive mankind all over
the earth seekino- a home, and their agents, the bankers and
pawnbrokers, f~llow, as the vampires follow the armies,
seeking the blood of industry wherever it makes a restingplace. The true remedy is not in destroying money, but in
making money, like air, free within the limits of the country,
absolutely free, and· unlimited, and uncontroled by any person or power. Then all law becomes useless. We should
very snon hav scarcely any rich people, for the reason that,
there being plenty for all, the incentiv to accumulate would
die out, and we should soon hav no use for police or
lawyer, or for armies. That great order, the Knights of
Labor, hav formulated twenty-two demands to Congress.
All of them but two are useless, but the fourteenth and fifteenth are the true remedy for all evil as far as they go; they
strike at, the true, real cause of all evil. The other twenty
demaurl" relate only to effects, not to cause. When the one
universttl cause is removed, the effects will soon disappear.
The Libt·rals hav Nine Demands, which, like the twenty of
the Knights of Labor, are for the removal of nine effects of
the deprivation o~ civ!lization and soci~ty of ~hat w!Iich is
as essential tn thmr existence as oxygen IS to ammal hfe. If
we can all see this great truth, and unite on the remedy, the
fourteenth and fifteenth demand of the Kniq_hts of Labor,
'"
J. H. W ooo.
there is hope for our Israel.
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Edited lJy MISS SuSAN H. WrxoN, Fall
.dt"'cer, Mass., ~ whom all Communications/or

this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
· When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

A Boy's Pocket.
If your boy is bright and clever,
And, moreover, you hav never
Chanced to fish that urchin's pocket
('Tis his own word please excuse it,
But so apt I think I'll use it).
At its contents you would wonder;
Nothing on the earth, or under,
Nothing he can grasp above her,
But you're likely to discover
In that mystery e>f measure,
That receptacle of treasure
Called a boy's trousers pocket.
Here's a sample of the mixture :
Rusty nails, a missing locket,
Headle~s doll, arms out <if socket,
Pieces of a en rtain fixture,
Handkerchiefs, my stars ! how many,
'Tisn't strange he hadn't any.
Mitten that he lost last last winter,
Paper that would stock a printer,
Jackknife, broken blade, and handle,1
Dried-up doughnut, piece of candle,
Tar and spruce gum mixed together,
Ship, dismasted, seen rough weather,
Spools of No. 40 cotton,
Used for rigging, snarled and rotten,
Tops and marbles without number,
Jlall of yarn, a piece of lumber,
Pencils of a.lllengths and sizes,
There's no limit to surprises,
Here's my gold one, I remember
That I lent him last September,
Soldiers used in mimic battle,
Old tin whistle, baby's rattle,
Fish-hooks, careful, you'll be wishing
That you hadn't gone a-fishing,
Fire-crackers, Land of Goshen !
What has hindered an explosion?
Friction matches, some good fairy
Shields this young incendiarY,
Strings pf cotton, hemp, and leather,
Strings for all things he can tether,
Stick of Fomth of July rocket,
There! We'll stop enumeration,
But it does beat all creation;
And we can but question whether
All this trumpery and treasure
Ever again in fullest measure
Can be crowded, crammed, and lmottecl
In the little space allotted
'fo a boy's trouser pocl<et.
Jf. A. P.

'I'lte Best Prayer.
Ella White and George a:r:d MayWilson were
schoolmates who lived in a lovely village in
the state of Ohio.
Ella was the daugJ;ter of very devout
Christian parAnts, and was ten years old at
the time I write. Her parents were an honest couple, but were more or Jess biased and
led by their minister.
On the contrary, George's· and May's parents were outspoken Freethinkers. May
was the same age as Ella, while George was
two years older.
It was a lovely Saturday in the latter part
of September, and, as it was a holiday, the
children proposed to go to the woods and
gather chestnuts. This was readily assented
to, and they each ran off home to get their
mothers' consent.
Ella went to Mrs. Wilson's house, where
they were to start from. Mrs. Wilson prepared a dainty lunch for lhe three children.
Ella's mother did not hav time to put up
a lunch up for Ella, as she expected the minister to tea, and she was very busy fixing the
house in grand order on account of his visit.
The three children started off in high spirits, and were soon in the woods. Here they
sat down on a large stone, took out their
lunch, and began to eat.
After they had finished, they proceeded to
gather chestnuts, and, as they were ripe and
plentiful, they had no trouble to fill their
·baskets.
Then they wandered off in search of autumn leaves, far into the backwoods. They
wandered here and there, picking up a leaf
every no~ and then of bright color and rare
beauty.
But they had roamed farther than they intended, and dark clouds seemed to obscure
the sun from their eyes. A distant peal of
thunder startled them. Darker and darker
grew the sky, and the wind blew fiercely
against the trees of the old forest.
Suddenly a terrible crash of thunder, a
flash of lightning, and the tree beneath which
they stood seemed as if it would fall every
moment.
"Quick!" cried George, "Jet us try and
find shelter. There must be some place near
here that is better than this."
Ella at once fell on her keees and began to
pray. Meanwhile Geollge and May ~tarted

off, after calling in vain for Ella to follow;
but she paid no attention. I suppose she
was waiting for the Lord to answer her
prayer, and make the storm subside. But it
seems God didn't, or he might hav been taking a nap, for the storm didn't stop for two
hours.
But to come back to George and May.
They started off and came to an old shed
just in time to see the rain pour down in torrents. Tlily felt badly to think that they had
to leave Ella praying, but they couldn't
help it.
After the storm had passed they went back
to where they had left Ella, but could not
find her.
Poor Ella was left all alone in the woods
during that dreadful storm! None the worse
for it only that her new dress and hat were
all ruined, and she was in danger of taking
cold. She presented a very forlorn sight
when she came home that night. Perhaps
she was a little wiser than in the morning,
being convinced that her own energy was the
best prayer in case of emergency.
George and May came home as merry as
when they had left.
·
That evening .!\'Irs. White went to call on a
neighbor after she had put Ella to bed.
George and May, anxious to see how their
playmate had fared, went to see her. They
found their little. friend in bed all bundled up.
After they had told her how they had looked
for her, they asked her if it would not havbeen
mnGh better if she had taken their advice instead of praying. She admitted that they
were right, but she wouldn't clare admit the
truth to her mother.
When she went to Sunday-school the next
Sunday, she told the minister of her experience. He said it was all for the best, but
she declared it might be all for the best for
the crops, but "I was very foolish," said she,
" to think my prayers would allay the storm.
I should hav followed my playmates and
kept my prayers for less serious occasions."
The parson, seeing himself getting into a
tight place in his debate with the little girl,
said, " Well, we'll discuss the matter another
time."
The next Sunday, when Ella was in Stillday-school, the minister came up and said,
" Well, how do you do, my little girl i'"
" Oh, I'm quite well, thank you," she replied, "but I hav not quite recovered from
the effects of that storm; and every day I begin to think myself more foolish for stopping
to pray God to stop the rain; for as I pass
along the meadow I see the grass, the trees,
and the flowers, which all needed the rain
very much, and I think it was siiJy in me to
ask God to prevent the rain from falling."
·' Oh, never mind, my child; don't worry
yourself about that any more," replied the
minister; " are you going on the excursion
next week?"
"Well, really, I don't know; I havn't
asl,erl mamma yet, but I wiiJ askherto-day."
· "All right then, and you'll try and sell
these tickets won't you?" said the minister ·as
he handed her a package.
"Yes," replied Ella, and she went home.
As she was walking along she espied May
coming toward her.
"Well, Ella," asked May, "were you at
Sunday-school to-day?"
"Yes," replied Ella.
"And how much better do you feel than if
you had stayed away?" inquired May.
"I don't know," replied Ella. "Why do
you ask me that question, May?"
"Oh, I hav no particular. reason, only I
thought I would ask you it. But, really,
Ella, do you think Sunday-school does you
any good?"
"I guess so; it teaches me to be good, I
suppose."
" You ain't sure, are you, though?"
"Well, it doesn't do me any harm, anyhow."
"How about the day of the storm, Elladid it do you any particular good then?"
"No, I don't know as it did,'; replied Ella.
" I guess it did me more harm on that occasion than good, for I hav always been taught
in Sunday-school to pray when there is any
danger, and that's why I got wet!'
They talked for quite a while, and then
they parted.
At last the day for the excursion arrived,
and, to make a long story short, it was a most
disagreeable day, for the sky was murky and
a drizzling rain was falling.
About half-past eight, two or three dozen
children stood outside of the church gate
waiting patiently for the minister to come,
for they did not know whether to get ready
to go on the excursion or not.

At last the parson and the deacon were
seen walking leisurely toward the church.
The children ran up to the minister and asked
him if they were to go on the excursion in
this disagreeable weather. He said they
knew as much about it as he, and that it wa~
a sad state of affairs. And he did not see
why providence did not grant them a better
day. At last he said that the excursion would
be postponed until the next fair day.
When May saw Ella that day, she asked her,
if God had any more regard for church folks
than anybody else, why did he not giv them
a pleasant day for their excursion.
Ella could not answer this question, but
May told her to study it out.
The excursion came off the next day, and
had quite a nice time. Still May's words
haunted her, and she did study them with
!rOOd results.
Her mind had been turning toward Freethought ever since the day she was disappointed in not having her prayers answered,
and it has been turning quite rapidly ever
since, and now I think she is one of the most
outspoken Freethinkers in the state of Ohio,
and too sensible to pray in a rain-storm, or at
any other time, believing that good common·
sense is better in an emergency than any
prayer can possibly be.
LAURA 8LENSBY (aged fourteen),
39 Reid ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
[Winning prize of three dollars.-ED. C.C.]

tempted to try and write an essay for the
prize. Sometime ago I started in to read the
Bible, but I got so disgusted I quit before I
finished the second book. After the Lord
promising the children of Israel that they
might reach the promised land where the
riv~rs flowed with milk and honey, and then
after keeping them in the wilderness forty
years, allowing only two to reach that
glorious land, I made up my mind that if
there was a God he must hav been awful
hard-hearted and very different from the
kind, loving, and true God that the good
Christians tell about. For my part I would
much rather read THE TRUTH SEEKER than
the Bible. Hoping success to Miss Wixon
and the cause, I will close, remaining
Your friend,
NETTIE A. 0LDB.
[Nettie has sensible ideas regarding Bible
reading. TilE TunTII SEEKER and other
Liberal papers will do her more good.-Eo.
C. C.]

July 26, 1886.
DEAR 1t'hss WixoN: I am a reader of the
good and Liberal paper, TnE TimTn SEEKER.
I read the Children's Corner, and I think it is
.
splendid.
TnE TRUTII SEEKER is surely doing a great
deal of good, and spreading Infidelity over
the United States. I think the pictures on
the front and back pages of THE 'TRUTH
SEEKER are nice nnd instructiv. I Jiv on a
farm in the northern part of lllinois, in Rock
Island county. I go to school when we hav
school, and am in the fifth grade. I am
twelve years old. I hav one sister and three
brothers. r solved two puzzles in TrrE TRUTH
SEEKER of July 17th, of which I will send the
answers with my letter. I will close now, as.
Our Puzzle Box.
this is my first Jetter, and I do not want to
write too much the first time. If this is fit to
1.-PROBLEM.
A owned a square field, containing 160 pli)nt I would like to see it in the next paper.
· Yours respectfully, FLORENCE MoonE.
acres. He sold B a square field in the southw<~st corner, and to C he sold an adjacent
square field, comprising the southeast corner.
If B and C together bought 85 acres, what
must be length of a fence to inclose what A
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY
WM. ScoTT.
has left?
in the suit of the
2.-REBUS.

Robt. G. Ingersoll's

Bankers' end Merchants' Tcle•
graph Company
against the

JYeste1•n UnirJn Telegraph Company.
-aSo many lmv asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to. those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

THE RISE
Four ailments which afflict children.
B.-CONUNDRUM.

OF

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of "Tb0
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be read once, but t"
be kept and referred to, and pondered over fro:u.
year to year. It is a ~uide-book of Liberalism
through the past centurres prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
of other histories lilte Gibbon, Hallam 1 or Lecky
but 1t makes them intelligible by pointmg out tlie
white light that h~ts been cast upon the lurid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed course
down through the ages which now liv only aa our
reahn of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp,
.
PRICE, $3.50.
Address THE TRUHT SEEKER.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
Why are these men like a vessel on the The Greatest oC all Anti·Bibll·
rocks in a storm?
eal Works.
By THOMAS PAINE,

aNSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
JULY 31. 1886.
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
1.-I can toe the mark. 2.-Church, arma$1.00.
diiJo, miter, eaves, lane, CAMEL, HORSE.
SoLvERB.-Sarah M. Levy, Florence Moore,
THE CRISIS.
H. J. Messinger.

By Thomas Paine.

COITespondence.
NEBRASKA, July 27, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought, as the day
was fine, I would write you a few lines. I
hav so much to teii you that I expect I will
discourage you. I am sick to-day, and while
I was looking at TnE TnuTR SEEKER I saw
some of the letters and thought I would write
a few lines. I had almost forgotten about
it. My sisteds away from home and I hav all
the work to do for her. Papa and rna are
going up to Greenwood next Sunday to hear
Mr. Remsburg speak, I shall hav a good
time. I attend Sunday-school every Sunday,
and I like it very much. I would go to bear
Mr. Remsburg speak, but it would be against
the Jaws of the lichool. I got a pledge in my
Sunday-school paper last Sunday. I hav a
book and five papers. Papa is cutting oats
to-day. He says that he would not take a
hundred dollars for THE TRuTn SEEKER and a
thousand for the pictures. I expect I hav
made you mad with my foolishness now, so I
will quit for this time. Good-bye, Miss
W!xon.
Yours truly,
Enrrrr SowEllS.
McMINNvn,r,E, OREGON, July 20, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: It has been some time
since I hav written you a letter, and seeing so
few correspondents, I will try and write
again. I enjoy reading the Corner very much.
If I was only a little older I think I would be

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments • • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation.n

Price, 3ii cents.
For either nf these works!.. or any of Paine's
writings,
Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton ]'lace, New York.

1dYTfiS
AND

THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with those of
heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their Origin
and Meaning. With
n umerons illustrations.
The object of the work IS to f>Dint out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to s4 ow that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionable tr.ue that the results of a
rat iona!istic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us."-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. Bvo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price, $2.50.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
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Mottoes for Freethinkers
We haY received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the " God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-~. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
"adings:

·····················································:

S. P ..

Putnam'~ Wor.k:i~

History of Woman's Costume. Movement; its
first 35 years, Events and Persecutions, Supplemented by Modern Martyrdom. 132pp., fine paper,
2(ic. Prqg_ress vs. Fashion. 32pp., paper, 10c~
Woman's Way Out. 3~p., paper, lOc. J;.ove ana
Transition. Poetic, in two parts; an ~pw and an
Argument. 191pp .• in fine cloth and gilt, 75c.
Sent on receipt of price, by the antlior,
toin1
M. E. TILLOTSON, Vineland, N.J.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thong}!
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BuRR, one of our ablest corresponqents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Prwe, 15 cents.
For sale at th1s office.
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Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticrsms of
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Proc
Universology, Price, 20 cts.
tor, F.H.A.S.
W~J.ifl'! and Wanderings, a New Ameri1!. The Forms of Wnter in Clouds and River~~ Ice
and Glaciers. 19 illustrations. By John 'l'yn
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 eta.
dall, F.R.S.
"A prose epic of the war, rich with mcident
and dramatic power ; breez;- from first page to · 3. Physics and Politics. An application of the
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
principles of Natural Science to roliticafl
Swinton's Paper.
Societv. By Walter Bftgehot, Author o
"The English Constitution."
Golden Throne, a Romance. "The 4. Man's
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author certainly has gC'nius. The divine creatrations.
By Thomas H. Huxley, F.RS.
tiv spark is within him. The book is filled with
manly thoughts1 expressed .in manly words- 5. Education, Intellectual, l\foral, ftnd Physical
By Herbert Spencer.
the_ transcript or a m...9<nly mind. Every Liberal
6. Town Geology. With Appendix on Coral and
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.
Coral Reefs. By Chn.!'lcs !Gngsley.
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By Balfour Stewart,- LL.D.
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Lan~rrrages,
brought back to its Tru3
shown tltere .is much in harmony between
principles. .By C. Marcel.
them. Price. 10 cts.
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tions. By Alexander Bain, LL.D.
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For all of the above address
By Camille Flammarion.
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15. Longevity. The means of prolonging life after
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16. Origin of Species. By Thomas H. Huxley,
F.H.S.
17. Progress : Its Law and Cftnse. With other disquisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
18. Lessons in Electl'iCJty. 60 illustrations. B:;
John TY!uhtll, F.R.S.
Essays on Scientific Subjects. By
The History of Freethougbt. Bound 19. Familiar
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20.
Romance
of Astronomy. Dy R. Kalley Miller,
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Early Struggles for Life. Section 11. What it
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By Thomas H. Hnxkr, F.It.S.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixtec~Joth, 22. Seeing and Thinking. Dy Williftlll !Gugdon
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centmies. l:lecClill'ord, F.lt.S.
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teenth Century.
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BySanmel WaiHwnght, D.D.
The American St>cular Union; its
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands. 24. rouular Scientific Lwtnrcs. Illustrated. By
Prof. H. Helmhcllz.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
82 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
25. Origin of Na~ioUH. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
Oxford University.
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Christ•an Evidences C'riticised A
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Geological Sketches. By Archibald Geikie,
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40. 'rhc Evidence of Organic Evolution. By Geo.
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slated from tlw F1·ench !Jy J. Fitzgerald.
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porwnnges of the Chris~ian Bible and an exF.It.A.S.
ami 1ation of their doctrins. Price, $2.
48. Life in Nature. Illustrated. By Jas. Hinton
Biogra-phy of Satan; or, a Historical 49. The Snn : its Constitution; itil Phenomenft;
Ex,POS11 ion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
its Cundttwn. By Judge Nathan 1'. Carr,
Columbus, Ind.
Pnce, 35 cents.
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1'he World'"' Sixteen Cmeified Sav- 51. l\Ioney
Prof. W. Stauicy Jevons, F.R.S.
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ. 52. Disras<·o< of the Will. By Th. Ribot. TransContaming new and startling revelations in
lated f1xnn the French by J. Fitzgerald.
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. Prof. T. H. Huxley, F,n,s,
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F.lt.A.S.
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~~~~-~~?~~~~. ~~~~- -~~;'. ~-~. ~~~~~:
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~
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
: per set;, or five'volumes in one for $2.
SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.
PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
............................................................ 250SEXUAL
pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
......................................................... volume
of "Science in Story.")
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....................................................... BySANITARY-SCIENCE
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....................................................... to BlCK and well. By mail, 10 ceu ts each.
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Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 p_a._ges1 cloth
THE TIME TO BE .HAPPY IS NOW,
A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.
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by Loring__Moocty, 159
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HERE.
p_ages, cloth\ 75 cents; •1The Law of Heredity," by
F II Maran, 10 cents; '"rhe Alphabet of the By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
Human Temperaments/" with illustrations, by Dr.
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······················································ E.
B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Ref'en.
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~ eration
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E.
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Foote,
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ne.
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By JOHN E.
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M.A.
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'.Cylor, l!',lt,i:l,
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J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
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A 'Death Song.
Dr. W. A. Barry died May 24th, at Jonestown,
Pa.- He served as surgeon in the late war, and
was With General Sheridan in his famous ride to
the front. A delegation of twelve physicians and
insurance men accompanied the remains to Reading,Pa.,where the inte:rment took place May 27th.
The only service was the reading of the following
poem, written'by John L. Stoddard, and by Dr.
Barry's request read at the grave :
When o'er my cold and lifeless clay
The parting words of love are said,
And friends and kindred meet to pay
Their last fond tribute to the dead,
Let no stern priest, with solemn drone,
A funeral liturgy intone,
Whose creed is foreign to my own.
Let not a word be whispered there
In pity for my unbelief,
Or sorrow that I could not share
The view that gave their souls relief.
My faith to me is no less dearNo less convincing and sincere
l'han theirs, so rigid and austere.
Let no stale words of church-born song
Float out upon the silent air,
To prove by implication wrong
The soul of him then lying there.
Why should such'words be glibly sung
O'er one when from his living tongue
Such empty phrases never rung 1
But, rather, let the fait-hful few
Whose hearts are knit so close to mine,
That they 'vith time the dearer grew,
Assemble at the day·s decline;
And while the golden sunbeams fall
In floods of light upon my pall,
Let them in softened tones recall
Some tender memory of the deadSome virtuous act, some words of power,
Which I, perchance, hav done or said,
· By loved ones treasured to that hour ;
Recount the deeds which I admired,
The motiv whi~ my soul inspired,
The hope by which my heart was fired.

Adami and Heva.
A

REPLY TO WM. EMMETTE COLEMAN'S CRITICISM OF MY I,ETTER ON S. P. PUTNAM'S
POEM BEARING TilE ABOVE TITLE.

II.
That the story of Adam and Eve is not
original with the Hebrews, we hav only to
call in the testimony of all oriental archeologists, from the immediate successors of Champollion down to our own George Smith, to
prove. These men, if I mistake not, without
exception peclare that it is a Southern story;
that it had its rise in Southern India. That
brilliant and careful scientist, Haeckel, basing
his plummet on: -the findings of his brother
scientists, in his map showing the distribution of races, makes the Island of Ceylon
the paradise, or central point of distribution.
When I stated in my letter to THE TRUTH
BEEKER that the ''fiction" wa~ plagiarized
and corrupted by the Hebrew writers, l had
two distinct features of the Genesis story in
view. That it was plagiarized-that is, not
original with the Hebrews, taking the Bible
history of the territory they always inhabited
as being true-1 think I can prove without
much difficulty. I will first call in the testimony of Aristotle, backed up by the learning
of Josephus. Jo~ephus says in his argument
against Apio~, quoting from Clearchus, the
pupil of Aristotle, that Aristotle said to his
pupils: " These Jews are derived from the
Indian philosophers. They are named by the
Indians, Calimi ; by the Syrians, Sudrei ; and
take their name from the country they inhabit, which is Judea." Don't you think that
Aristotle was a much greater philologist and
antiquary than anyone living at the present
day? He went through the greater part of
India at a time and under circumstances
which gave him great opportunities to investigate and compare the laws and traditions of
the various nations of Asia Minor, India, and
Egypt. When I stated that the Hebrew
priests corrupted the old story, my meaning
was that they changed that feature of it
which says that Adima left his terrestrial paradise of his own free will, not that he was
driven from it. That this is the oldest of oriental myths is proved from the fact that nearly all the old legends 'are patterned after it.
Take even the somewhat mythical history of
Buddha. Is he not surrounded with everything that is to be desired-everything that
can please the eye, the ·ear, the intellect and
imagination? Yet, like Adima of old, he
leaves his paradise, and seeks more liberty
and greater responsibilities, even though sorrow and continual labors beset his pathway.
In fact, like Adima, he becomes an explorer.
It will not do for one to be too fastidious
about any particula; name, as I hav tried. to
show in another part of this article. As
Shakspere says, " A rose by any other
name would smell as sweet." And if one

philologist can conscientiously translate a
name or term into French or English from the
Sanscrit, and call that Adima which another
calls SatTavatra, Swayambhuva, or Meriu,
why is he not as near right as the other, particularly when he givs us the most' logical
reason for doing so ? The mere fact of the
word Adam meaning earth-born is not more
important than that the wife of Menu was born
·of buttermilk. In the category of names there
is none that is so important to our branch of
the human family as Menu, yet by a careful
tracing of the word to its origin, we- would be
inclined to say that it meant moon-born.
To this we might say with a good deal of
propriety that the words "man," "'men,"
and " mankind" are derived from the Egyptian name of the· moon, Meen or 'Men. Although Sanchoniathon, according to Philo
Biblicus, tells us. that Hipsiotos, who dwelt
near Buibel, Byblos, in Phrenicia with his
wife Berouth, begat a son named Adam, because he was formed out of the earth, yet I
do not believe, notwithstanding this apparent support of the signification of the name
used to denote the first of living beings,
that the word was originally intended to be
applied to any human being only so far as to
satisfy the curiosity of the ignorant. Mr.
Coleman claims that the word " Adam'! is
derived from" Adamah," which means earthborn. But Bome contend that it is derived
from, or rather that it is a corruption of,
"Ad-ham." This would somewhat change
the signification. " Ad-ham" literally rendered signifies the lord, the "everlasting fire,
that is, the sun. Now, this brings me to my
last reference to some of the wild statements
of the writer of the article under consideration. Hear what he has to say about Dr.
Milton Woolley: " A certain Dr. Milton
Woolley, a Freethinking 'crank;' who published a bulky volume to prove that the entire
Bible is unhistorical, and is from beginning
to end a symbolical narrativ of astronomiJal
and meteorological phenomena-one of the
most absurd works ever published." Now,-1
havnever read Dr. Woolley's book nor any of
the other books he mentions as written by
antichristians, yet from the title of Dr..
Woolley's work I am not afraid to say that
there is a probability that the book contains
much that is true. The science 'of astronomy
captured my attention very early in life. I
lost no opportunity for many years to gain allthe knowledge I could on the subject. In my
perusal of the Greek and Roman classics, and
the history of astronomy by various authors,
I obtained considerable knowledge of heathen
mythology and astrology, and I was prepared
at once on receiving my first hint on the-subject from Bryant's researches in Egypt to
begin an investigation of the symbolic theory.
From such information as I hav received on
this subject, I hav been led to believe that
the whole visible heavens were first mapped
out into constell]ltion representing or bearing
the names of animals. Afterward certain
parts of the heavens were called deserts, gardens, and seas. Finally men and women were
constellated, .and the changing of the names
of JP,any of these constellations and stars gave
rise to certain fictions, among which is the
Chaldaic version of the story of Adam and
Eve. This is the proper place, I think, to
confess that I made a mistake when I stated
in my letter on Mr. Putnam's poem t~t the
Hebrews. corrupted the olq Asiatic fiction of
Adima and Heva. I now believe, after mature consideration, that the book of Genesis
contains the. story just as it was written by
the Chaldean myth-makers and learned by
the Hebrew priests during their seventy years'
captivity.
If this story was communicated orally to a
Hebrew priest, without .a proper explanation
being given of its various parts, the Hebrews
would hav been as much in the dark as Moses
was when the light went out. But as Ezra
tells us that Moses was versed in all the mysterious knowledge of the Egyptians, I take it
that Ezra was instructed in the various styles
of Egyptian writing, so that, in reading the
Chaldean sacred books, he was able to u:nderstand the meaning by the characters employed by the writer. The foundation for
the original story of Adam and Eve carries
us back to the time when the s~parate religious
systems of sun and moon worship were
blended into one system, brought about by
an a.ct- of confederation and amalgamation
of northern and southern nations in India.
This amalgamation in time produced 11. bold,
energetic, and adventurous civilization, which
eventually resulted in expeditions and emigration to various parts of the world. Then
arose ~he emblematic fiction of the marriage
of the sun and the moon, the gods of both
-peoples. This story was applied literally to

the unknown progenitors of the human race,
-and the astrologers constellated them in the
due course of time in that part of the heavens
where the constellation of Gemini is now
situated,. Yes, this constellation commemorates the marriage of the twins. Their habitation was the Garden of the Gods, on the
Island of Ceylon. But you will notice that
this Adam was not turned out of Paradise,
but, like the bad boy who climbs the back
fence to get out on the street 'contrary to
parental command, he wades across the channel at low tide on a voyage of discovery._
But the gods of India did not punish his
breach of law oy a withering curse. No, the
offense was condoned, and the culprit rewarded with inexpressible conjugal happiness. The object of this fiction was to reconcile the ·adherents of two different religious systems to a new one that embraced
what was supposed to be best in both. And
as Adima is represented as of an adventurous
spirit, the fiction in this" regard had an inspiring effect on the healthy and vigorous for a
long time. _As the legend relates that Heva
fled, and was pursued by Adima, that was in
accordance with a part of the then marriage
ceremony, a custom transmitted from primitiv society. The Hebrew or Chaldean story
is a mixture of allegory, knowledge, and supposed knowledge of nature. In this legend
the sun represents the male or positiv principle in nature, and the moon the female or
negativ principle. I will now giv a brief explanation of some of the leading points in
the opening Chapter of Genesis. " And the
Lord Maid, Let there be light, and there was
light."
Primitiv men beheld the sun and moon gi ving light; They also saw the aurora of the
north at night, and the tropical light at morning and evening. 'They supposed these lights
were independent of sun and moon. Therefore as light existed which did not seem to
proceed froni either sun or moon, it was supposed to be older than either, so it was put
first. I will not trespass on your space by
enumerating the significance to be attached
to the work of creation as embraced in the
six days' labor of the Lord. Suffice it to say
that it represents the- sun passing from the
lone night of winter to its entry of the first
sign of the zodiac when its apparent return to
the northern hemisphere begins. E~ch sign
of the zodiac stands for a day. As half of the
first day ended before the sun entered the
sign we now call Capricornus, so the first day
ended in the middle of that_ sign or constellation.
On the fourth day the sun had reached the
center of the sign Aries. The sun has now
crossed the equator on the northern -hemisphere, is so situated that the largest part of
the stellar universe could be seen by the
Ohaldean star-gazers. The sun has made his
debut above the equator, and spring has
opened. The moon also ]J.as returned from
her northern trip, and is traveling, apparently,
in the sun's track. The sun now begins to
act on vegetation. It was supposed also that
the moon and stars had considerable influence
in that direction. The sun,, moon,· and stars
are now the undisputed sovereigns of day and
night, therefore they are said to be made on
the fourth day. On the sixth day the sun is
in the sign or constellation of Gemini, the
Twins, Adam and Eve. The celestial and
terrestrial paradises arc now open_ to the beholder. The earth is clothed with vegeta-tion; the air is fragrant with the perfume of
flower, fruit, expanding stem, and waving
foliage of every variety. Gold am~ silver
lined. clouds bank the western sky as the sun
descends behind the mountain peaks. Evening twilight comes, and the reflection of the
sun's rays, off the mighty ocean, mantles the
celestial paradise with a quivering fan of
changeful hue. The scene changes. A new
act begins. We are now told how Adam and
Eve, that is, the sun and moon, are made. In
the language of the Chaldaic seer, the sun
assumes ~he quality or signification- of the
name of the constellation it enters. The next
sign or constellation is now called Cancer, it
was formerly called the Asses.
As the
Chaldaic name for the Ass may be translated
muddiness, we can plai~ly see how Adam,
the sun, was made of the slime of the earth.
But how is Eve made- Eve, the moon?
Adam, the sun, has gone to sleep. It is
night, of course, ~d he has sunk to rest far
below the western horizon. Then Eve, the
moon, aprears rising in the east, made from
a rib taken from the side of Adam. That is,
the moon appears, while the sun is figurativly
asleep, whose light is made of a ray from the
side of the sun. The sun has now reached
his highest altitude in the northern heavens.
The seventh day"has conic, and the work of

creation is at an end.- He now rests, and this
is the Sabbath of the lord of the earth, the
sun. If the geographical limits of the constellations of the zodiac hav not been changed,
and I do not think;- they hav, this version of
the Adam arid Eve story cannot be much
over twenty-three hundred years old. Therefore I d~ not think tbat Colonel Ingersoll was
much out of the way in his assignment of the
age of the Indian legend of Adima and Heva,
or Iva.
J. J. McCABE.
July 22, 1886.
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rights from a standPQint of pure reason and
common serise. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
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ASHORT LESSON IN HiSTORY.

THE M:ODERN BA.LA.A.ll.

THE TBUTH SEEDlB A.NNUA.L
Prtoe, 16 oat1o

Showing the B8Jaam of modern times to be the
priests. I tis a splendid pictorial argument. Price
-per dozen30 cents; pqr halldred, $1.50.,
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A RIOT took place last 1
Belfast, Ireland. between
ing belief on nrlnor poi~
the Protestants employ;
Island shipyard and the d
ployed by the Harbor C~
fighting was severe and
bloody. More than fifty i
persons were seriously \
injured, some of ~~m, I
fatally.·

i peartless piece of cruelty and

of Christians, when they are
ws for tht:j,r Virgin .Mary and
·o.rship, to turn against them,
d to oppt·ess them and despite>very possibly·w&y.-Bennett.

~rt

.

'

~,' ed theauthorityof·the church,
•

·

CLEVELAND signed the i
bill imposing a tax pn ·
the manufacture
of oleo.
I
margarine; ·

and Rousseau prepared the
way for the destruction of
the crown. ·He 'b.elieved iu
a dreamland, of the past,
which had _D,ever existed;
he appealed to ,imaginary
laws of nature. Yet these.

MT. WASHINGTON, N.
H.,_ central New Yor;k,.
and the Catskills were :
visited by snow-storms l
last week.
TnE Boston yacht May-,
flower beat the Bdston 1
yacht Puritan and., all ;
others ,last Saturday _in
the race for the Goeiet
cu~
:

. ;-.: ...

TuE defense in the ~rial :
of the Chicago AnarchistS '
are still introducing, )Y~t~
nesses who contraditt
fiatfy the testimony giv~n
by witnesses for the state.
HERBERT. SPENOER is ;
seriously ill at his resi- 1
deuce in London, suffer. ,
ing from nervous prostra:. '
tion and insomnia. · Si,:, .·

To turn away from the
stony tljl!iples and petrified
:· dqctri~;:of .. supernatural' ism, an!! read Bacon under; s'tandingl:y,a.ndkllowKant,
him
l'
.andwalkbandinha.ndwith
; Spencer, is like coming out
SAMUEL J. TILDEN, ex• of some Druidical grove of
governor of New York, '
: sacrifice into the pure air
. d t y 0 nk
N y
f and lightsome day\ for
d Ie
a
ers, · ·I
, which we were made.on the 4th inst. He was ----:-:----------:---::-';""'===,.,-~------~'\""-----~:--:---~-:------r------Watffl·s•s Th.mugh Rome on.
72 years old. A distinguished assemblage
·:'
· ··
o~,.,
·.).
·
f ffi 'al
·
GoLDSMITH: "TheJE! are people who tell a huno
Cl s and citiZens, including President
dred politiCII.l'lies every day, and are not hurt by
Cleveland and cabinet, attended the funeral
·
.· ·
.( .. . ; .
it. Surely, then, one may tell truth with safety."
ceremonies on Sunday. The interment took
Johnson: "Why, sir, in the first place, he who
,. : ' : , • ~ . ;• l' ; : > :·, ~
'-<_; ",· 'A·i
',· ·, : ·;,,,; .~.: !,-,; '.·i ., ' ·
, .~.'
tells a hundred lies has di8armed the force of his
P lace at New Lebanon, Columbia Co., N. Y.,
"·
• '
· ''{ ',
lies. But, besides, a man had rather hav a hunwhere Mr. Tilden was born.
OF THE
· ·'
dred lies told of him than one truth which he does
CoNGRESS adjourned on Thursday, the 5th.
not wish should be told." Goldsmith: "For my
part I'd tell truth and shame the devil." Johnson:
PARsoN DoWNs, of Boston, has just secured
NEW YORK STAT E.
"Yes, sir; but the devil will be angry. !wish to
the indictment of Deacon Story on a , charge
shaine the devil as much as you do, but I should
choose to be out of the 1·each of his claws." Goldof adultery. Downs prolnises that there are
more to follow.
A
smith: "His claws can do you no harm when you
.1;
.&.~ .10J1.
~-.&..&.~
hav the shield of truth."-Boswell's Life of Dr.
JoACHIM PEOOI, the pope of Rome, is danJohnson.
gerotisly ill and not expected to liv. Those
OLD David Hope lived on a little farm close to
h0 h
te
f 8 h dd'
·
h ld
TO BE HELD AT
Solwayshore, a mile or two east of Annan, a wet
av ars or e mg purposes s ou
country, with .late harvests, which are sometimes
w
get them in readiness.
incredibly difficult to save-ten days continuously
T!Ili: Rev. George C. Haddock was assassipouring, then a day, perhaps two days; of drought,
nated.atSioux Falls, Iowa, last week. He
partofthem,itmaybe,ofhighroaringwind,dur.,..
ing which the moments are golden for you, and,
had been activ in enforcing a law against
perhaps, you had better work all night as presliquor saloons, and it is supposed that his
0 •'
8W
Or •
ently there will be deluges again. David's stuff,
death was a result of the enmity thus evoked.
one suchmorning,wasallstanding dry, ready to be
H
k
saved still, if he stood to it, which was very much
M r. addoc was shot on the street by some
From Thursday, Sept. 2d~ to Sunday, Sept. 12th, 1886.
his intention. Breakfast, wholesome, hasty parperson unknown.
ridge, was soon over, and next in course came
THE Rev. Johannes Van der Brocke, the
family worship, what they called taking the book,
i.e., taking your Bible, psalm and chapter always
clergyman of P aterson, N. J., who whipped
part of the service. David was putting on his
John Hartman for telling of the circumReduction on all railroad routes. Special excursion rates to Saratoga spectacles when somebody rushed in. "Such a
stances in which he was found in the apart- from all points.
raging wind risen will drive the stooks (stacks}
menta of a good-looking widow, has paid his
into the sea, if let alone." "Wind?"- answered
.
The
best
Liberal
speakers
will
be
in
attendance.
List
of
speakers
and
David.
"Wind canna get ae (one} straw that has
fi ne of $ 80, and is now at liberty. There are
b
been appointed mine. Sit down and let us wor.
.
su
J.
ects
o-iven
next
we_ek.
·.
anumb er of th e memb ers of h IB congregatiOn
o·
shfp God."-Cm·zvze's Reminiscences.
who adhere to him, and say they will stick to
Splendid facilities are afforded for boating, bathing, fishing, driving;
To find people who believe their religion as a
him if he forms a new church.
magnificent scenery. The best dancing pavilion in the state. Fine band. person believes that fire will burn his hand, when
MExiCo is getting ready for war, and Everything necessary to an enJ· oya.ble occasion. All the advantages of a. visit thrust into it, we must seek them iu those oriental
countries where Europ11ans do not yet predomi- ·
Texas is all ready to meet her half way. The to Saratoga will be afforded . visitors, thus combining the attractions of that nate, or iu the European world, where it is still
difficulty arises from the unlawful imprison- popular watering-place with those of the convention.
universally Catholic.-JtW's Essavs on Reliolon.
ment of a Texas editor by the authorities of
[NoTE.-Specimens of the type of David Hopo
Mexico. The Texans are unable to arouse
Season tickets, admitting the bearer to all lectures, $1.00. First-class still linger, I suppose,·in the Hebrides, and, not
d
(It ill
f 'l't t
tt
'f
d
f
impossibly,intheGod-forsakenstateofDelawarc,
b
d $100
any enthusiasm on the subject at the national
oar ,
•
per ay.
w
greatly RCli a e ma ers I or ers or season but Mill, educated by an enlightened, though not
headquarters in Washington and declare their t~ckets with remittance accompany applications for rooms.) App~ications for infallible, father, had no idea that such stonereadiness to fight Mexico single-handed unless tickets and rooms should be addressed to C. B. Reynolds, 33 Clmton Place, blindness existed outside of heathenism or popery.
the imprisoned editor is released.
New York. Contributions, ·necessary to de_ fray preliminary expenses, may be His friend, Carlyle, could hav enlightened him,
but I can well fancy that they would keep clear of
"A OLERGYMAN Fined $5,000 for Adultery;" sent to the treasurer, E. M. Macdonald. '
·
talking on such subjects. There would hav been
"Deacon Story Indicted for Adultery with
no good.-Hl/lax.l
Mrs. Elton;" "The Recreant Priest-He is
TnE old reading was, "When you're in Rome A noARDING-BCHOOL master desired a boy to
WITH regard to my blankness in religion-3·ou
Accused by Miss Mulvaney of Betrayal after you must do as the Romans do," but the modern write on his slate an account of the Good Samari- call by a mild name a set of opinions to which
a False Marriage." The foregoing sentences version is, "When you're in New York you must tan, whereupon he wrote as follows: "A certing men usually attach a name that burns more than
do as the English do."
man went down from jerooslam to jerriker, and Inquisitor's fire and fagots-I hav fixed myself in
are from the headings in a daily paper of
"Dm you go fishing when you were in the conn- he felled amon~r thawns, and the thawns sprang that because I hav not yet found that faith which
August 7th. The first relates to a London try last week?" asked Podsnap of Fangle. "No; up and choaked him, ware upon he gave tuppins to I could believe, and none among the creeds of this
clergymau who seduced the wife of a friend; couldn't get any bait," was the reply. "Why, the boast and said tak care on him, and put him world which I could wish to be true. I could pictthe second is about a deacon of Parson that was sin~rular, how was that?" "Happened on his hone bass, and he passed by on the bother ure to myself a bright creed truly, but to think
Downs's church in Boston; and the third to strike a local option neighborhood."
side."
tbheacthili~ci';~~li~Je~J~~l ~~~~~s;,!;1;~s pretty would
•
B
LITTLE boy (to reverend gentleman}: "I want to
THE SAINTS w:imE WITH Hinr:
calls attentiOn to a rooklyn Catholic priest hav a nice loud voice like yours when I grow up,
Italian Pedler (bearing a tray of plaster of Paris IN discussing anything the weight of reasoning,
named Sherman, who used the opportunties Mr. Sermonizer." "Ah, you wish to be an orator figures on his head): "Ah, your reverence, it is a and not of authol"ity, should be sought, since the
which his alleged sacred calling afforded him doubtless. I hav no doubt you can become one if fine day."
authority of those who profess to teach is, on the
to seduce as many women as possible. He yo\t try, my son, and let me h~pe it is your desire
Priest: "Indeed it is, my son. The saints be whole, a hindrance to those who wish to learn
· t 1 d 'th
·r
· to devote yourself to the services of the Lord in always with you."
For the latter cease to ·depend upon their own
1Ia? JUS.
e ope WI
one, w 1u e another lSI the pulpit." "Oh, no, indeed! I dmi.'t want to Italian pedlar: "Yes, your reverence, they al- judgment, and take for granted the conclusions
smng hun for bastardy.
be a preacher. I'm going to be a milkman."
ways are. I havn't sold one this morning."
of those in whom they confide.-Clcei"O.
·;

1

Andrew Clarke, the dis'::·
tinguished physician, is i
in daily attendance upon!
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of Henry Akrep, who, by threatening Clerk ment made the follo···ing maiden speech:
Jarvis with legal proceedings, compelled the "Brethren, they m?: call me a crank, or a
Naturalization Bureau to accept Mr. Robit- God-damn fool;(~ don't care; they may call
scheck's affirmation, as provided in the Re- me what they God-damn please ; I am washed
AN Albany specuH'ttor is said to be making
vised Statutes of the ·United States.
in the blood; brethren, pray for me." Being
a good deal of money by purchasing Canadian
THE Brooklyn E.vaminer (Roman Cathqlic) "washed in the blood," that boy must carry
silver in New York at 20 per cent discoun~
seems to hav small respect for the eccle- around with him the odors of sanctity.
and circulating it at home at par.
siastical character of the Abbe (and Canon)
IN their dual capacity of Christians and
. MRs. LILLA MAY PAVY, widow of the late Liszt. The Examiner says: "At I1is fu- law-expounders judges sometimes take queer
Dr. Octave Pavy, naturalist and surgeon of neral in Bayreuth there were no religious positions. In 1821 a judge of this city
the Greeley Arctic expedition, has given to ceremonies, and his remains were conveyed handed down a decision in a blasphemy case
the National Museum at Washington the to the cemetery suggestivly accompanied by and it has been formulated by a legal '' direlics collected by her husband on his trip to the city fire brigade."
·
gester" into "law:" "To speak contemptthe Arctic region, reserving the right to withuous words of our savior is not punished as
A
JERSEY
CITY
scamp
married
a
woman
bedraw them if she desires at any time during
blasphemy where the words were uttered in
cause
she
had
$150
saved.
Then
he
bqarded
her lifetime.
with her brother-in-law until he learned where the course of an intemperate political dispute
DR. PETER E. Mn~.PR, of Schenectady,
his wife's folks kept their cash, when he stole by one who belonged to a church, and frethinks he has discovered a gold mine in Fulhis wife's $150 and $100 from her brother, quented it, and was of good character genton, Schoharie county, N.Y. He has a rocky and decamped. The Jersey City police .are erally."
farm there, and in looking for building stone
looking for the man for robbing the brotherIN the Chicago Anarchists' trial the prosehe came upon evidences of gold, which, on
in-law, but in New Jersey a man cannot be cution has closed its argument, and the deexamination, indicated a yield of $584 to the
punished for robbing his wife. New Jersey, fense is now pleading. Mr. Walker was
ton. He has filed his claim to the mine with
as we hav before remarked, is a great state- applauded by the audience when in his
the secretary of state.
a little larger than Delaware.
speech he referred to Spies's speech at Grand
A PTIYSIOIAN in Middletown, N. Y., had
IN the past winter, at one of the Salvation. Rapids on Washington's birthday. Mr.
such success in treating diphtheria that he
ist meetings at Canaseraga, when lots of men Walker said: " Spies compared himself to
boasted that he '' defied God almighty to
and women rose up to tell their experience, a George Washington. He said: 'There will
produce a case of diphtheria he couldn't
little boy got up, thinking that he would not be a revolution in 1886 when the eight-hour
cure." Immediately after, his eight children
be behind in confession, and in a shrill voice movement reaches its culmination. George
died of that disease, and now the neighbordelivered the following short speech, word Washington led a. revolution. If he had
hood claims '' a visitation in punishment of
for word: ''I guess Jizz us is bully; I love failed he would hav been punished; if I fail
defiance of the deity."
him more and more; he picked me out of the I will be punished.'"

$otts .and f!Ilippings.

.,
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IN TIIE TRUTH SEEKER of the 14th inst., an
account was given of the refusal of Clerk Jarvis, of the Naturalization Bureau, to issue
papers to Carl Robitscheck, because of his
declination to take the oath. Mr. Robitscheck has since found a friend in the person

gutter." The poor little brat probably did
not know what whisky and beer were, and
was not tall enough to steal apples. The same
season, at a Salvationist meeting at Black
Creek, in Birdsall, a slim, tall boy rose up,
and clearing his. throat, with some embarrass-

MESSRS. WILLIAMS AND MAINWARING, Socialistic speakers, were arrested in London for
holding an outdoor meeting, the charge being
obstructing the streets. The judge fined
them $100 each, with the alternativ of two
months in jail. Williams and Mainwaring

maintain that they had a right to speak where,
they did, and will not pay the fine. If the
authorities put them in prison, .the sin will be
tl!at of the municipal authorities. The workingmen of London are fast realizing that the
police are being used against them, while
religious exhorters may use the streets
whenever they choose without molestation.
THERE has been, doubtless, a good deal of
twaddle talked on both sides of the questions
that arise concerning religious education in
our public schools. President Seelye, of
Amherst College, goes very near the root of
the matter when he asks, in the July Forum,
why we should teach the life of Julius Cresar
in our schools and not that of Jesus Christ.
And, indeed, why should we ?-Advocate.
For the very good reason that the life of
Cresar is history; that of Jesus Christ is not.
As Miss Gardener would express it, we muiit
discriminate historical facts from theological
fictions.
SENAToR INGALLs, of Kansas, is said to be
a firm believer in pure secular government,
as enunciated by Washington and Jefferson,
and is possessed withal of ample statesmanlike courage to maintain his convictions in
any emergency. Mr. Shepherd, of Leavenworth, recently wrote him upon the subject
of church encroachment, calling attention
particularly to the Comstock bill now in the
Senate, and elicited a response from which
the following is tal,en: " The subject is one
of very great importance, and requires earnest and careful consideration. I shall endeavor to so act as to protect .the liberties of
the country against the assaults of its adversaries, whether political or evangelical."
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-the torch of reason, or are we as blind as moles, trying to Anvelop all in darkness?
·
Is there sin in an honest thought! · Is there.
wickedness in the expression of an opinion~ Is there
Facts About the New Testament.
A full knowledge of the true history of the Chris- danger that there will be too many thinkers in the
tian religion would astonish most Christians. The w~rld! Would it not be better to encourage honest
gospels of the New Testament did not assume a thmkers than to put them down 1 It is as wicked to
canonical position until the latter part of the second strangle a thought as it would be to strangle a qewcentury. No "book was called scripture until the born babe.
I believe the Christian religion to be a great deluyear 170. It is wonderful to think how much the
Christian has believed and how little he has known. sion, but I would not suppress the thoughts of a
Now, I want to make an illustration. Suppose a Christian by force if I had the power.
Freedom of thought tends toward better conproposition should be maae to unite all the churches
in one common body, and a great council should be ditions, to a higher civilization. The literary world
called, and all the churches should send representa- should be like a great fair-the best thoughts should
tive to tile council. Would not the Roman Catholic bear away the highest prizes,
Is there any good reason why a man should' not be
representative strive with all their power to inject all
the Catholic doctrin into the council that it was pos- allowed to express his opinion upon any and all syssible for them to do~ Would not the Baptists strive tems of religions as well as upon any other subjec't "?
with might and main for their peculiar ideas and
Some of the most valuable books hav been
dognias? Would not the Presbyterians and Meth- burnt, some of the grandest ideas choked down. It
odists manifest equal zeal and strive in like manner~ may hav been better for the priestood, but was it
In short, would not each church push its claims to better for the world? Hav priests and ministers the
the extent of its ability~
right to do the thinking for the rest of mankind?
This was exactly the case wit.h the councils of the Let thought clash against t:Qought, like two Damas·
church in which the doctrins and what was to consti- cus blades j perhaps a spark of .truth may be elimitute the scriptures of the New Testament were set- nated. He who strikes for the freedom of thought
tled. Before these councils the various writings of strikes for the freedom of the world. He who would
which I hav spoken were presented. Of course, suppreS'S the freedom of thought deserves to be a
every partisan was pushing his claim. Every writer. slave, and will sooner or later find a, master. Freewas anxious to hav his writings inspired by being dom of thought is worthmore.to .the world than all
adopted by the cl!:.urch councils. Hence these coun- the systems of supernatural religions put together.
cils wei·e frequently the scenes of hot disputes arid
It wodl.d be painful to portray the means which the
bitter quarrels. Each partisan urged his own claim, church has resorted to first and last to suppress the
and in many instances decried the claims of others. freedom of thought. · Humanity must ever weep
Cliques were formed like the political rings of the over imprisoned innocence. Those whQ hav suffered
present day for tlie purpose of carrying some partic- torture and death at the hands of the church may be
ular measure. At these councils the divinity of counted by thousands.
.
.
Christ, the miraculous conception, the res.urrection,
Every pretense of freedom, whUe th~ mind is eric
the ascension, the holy trinity, and other doctrins of slaved, is a sham. · Every Christian who attempts to
the church were discussed anfl yoted upon. At these shield !ps religion by enslaving the.mind may be a
councils selections were made . from the various good Christian, but he will prove a bad republican. .
writings which comprise the scriptures of the New
If the Christian can prove that Christ can. forgiv
Testament, the councils deciding by vote which was sins;. it will prove a great bonanza to the J ameses, the
the word of God and which was not. Creeds and Guiteaus, and all who are "roped" into the New
parts of scripture which were adopted at one council Jerusalem. I believe such doctrin to be most perwere rejected at another. Some of these councils nicious in its influence.. " In the good time coming"
broke up with kicks and cuffs and broken heads.
every man will be a savior. From the time wherl " I
A full history of all these councils would lead one ran in the slippery paths of youth" up to the present
to believe that if these Christian writers were inspired time there is much to be forgiven, but I would much
from above, the members of some of the councils rather ask those against whom I hav sinned to forwere inspired from the lower country.
giv me than to call upqn one wll~ died nearly two
We know very little about the teachings and thousand years ago, and one whom I never had the
.
doings of Christ. Those who wrote about him, like power to injure.
If the Christian should prove that a snake brought
the biographers of Washington, got in a great many
hatchet-stories. They wrote what they pleased in the all the sin into the world, it would go hard with that
·
interests of the ch.urch, in times when the masses snake if I could find him.
"The principles of good and evil," sayR Draper,
were too ignorant to read, before the art of. printing
was known j there were very few to call them to ''are in never-ending conflict. The world is their
account, and the writers who disputed what the battle-ground, and man is their prize." Snake or no
Christians had written had their writings either snake, this is true. There is a Persian legend that
the evil spirit sent a serpent to min the paradise
altered or burnt.
There seems to be preponderating evidence that which the good spirit had made.. This shows that
_ some such man as Christ existed. The time of his even the old snake story is of Eastern origin.
birth and death is unknown. Some writers maintain Friendly reader, please giv me credit fm· running the
that he died comparativly young, that his ministry old snake of the garden into its original hole j and I
lasted only about three years j others assert that it would plug up the hole, but what would the Chrislasted over fifty years. If he was in the ministry tian's dear savior and plan of redemption amount to
over fifty years, of course his birth would hav to be without the old snake story!
Professor Draper says : ''As a gratification to their
set back before the Christian era, so as to correspond
pride, the conquering republic brought the gods of
with the difference between three and fifty.
It would appear that Christ was born among the the vanquished peoples to Rome. That paramount
very poor, and that his followers were from the same authority exercised by each divinity in his original
class, so much so that they were compelled to put seat disappeared at once in the crowd of gods· and
what little they possessed into a common fund in goddesses among whom he had been brought."
So. if the Christian could be brought directly in
orde1· to provide for those who were unable to provide for themselvs.
· contact with all the other religious systems of the
It seems marvelous that the followers of Christ world, he w:ould begin "to see himself as others see
should be driven to such straits, when the master him," and the peculiar sanctity of _his own religion
If the miracles of the New
!II was the very God, and could feed a vast multitude would disappear entirely.
and hav more provisions left after the feast than they Testament could be brought into fair competition
. l1ad before. If Christ should appear among the with the miracles of Mohammed, Apollonius, Simon
ch.urches to-day as he was when he worked at his Magus, and other great miracle-workers of the world,
trade, making yokes and plows, with his apron on, all they would be so tamed down as to attract neither
dir~ ·and grime, he would be told, as a certain woman attention nor comment.
Could the Christian be smrounded with all the
was, that "it was not desirable to hav her attend
church until she could appear a little more present- saviors who were god-begotten and crucified to atone
for the sins of a wicked world, he would see that the
able."
·
But wasn't that a droll kind of business for a God gods had shed a great deal of blood first and last to
to be engaged in! What do you suppose Barnum little purpose.
Could he see all the worshipers of the world on
would giv for a plow that God made~ And oh!
bended knees before their respectiv gods and saviors,
. what ox-yokes for a new country.
Notwithstanding the fact that Christ was from the the consolations of the Christian religion would turn
poor and lowly, and his followers were from the same to ashes when it was found that millions of other!!!
class, the latter-day Christian who rents the costliest were deriving the same consolation from other gods
slip in the church is considered the biggest frog in and saviors.
Few Christians could be made to believe that a
{he pond. He is not only allowed to occupy the
highest bog, but does all the loud· croaking. This dove came out of a divining rod, and lit upon the head
holds good wherever the Christian religion pre- of Joseph, as mention42d in the Protevangelion. But
if the book containing this statement had been voted
vails.
It is as impossible for a rich man to enter the the word of God, every Christian would hav believed
kingdom of heaven as it is for a camel to pass through it. All the Christian has ·for his faith to rest upon is
t 10 eye of a needle, yet everywhere the church bows the votes of men, and some of them very bad men
t > wealth, but it puts under the ban all those who do too. The early fathers referred to this gospel, and
110t indorse its superstitions. Are we bearing aloft it was believed to be genuin by many of the early

Qkommuuicafions. •

Christians. Whether true or false, the New Testament was partly made up from it. Oswald says :
''The com~ittee of the church council that made the
four gospels the canon of their faith· had to select
them from fifty-four contradictory yeJ;sions."
If the early writers we1'e inspired, where did these
"contradictory versions" come from! One thing is
certain: those who made the selection were not inspired; and the Christian ought to see that .all he bas
to depend upon is the reliability of that committee
of whom not one Christian in Um thousand knows
anything.
A few words to the Liberal reader will close this
article. These "Facts About the New Testament,"
which I hav been a long time gathering up, were
mainly written o.ut on my knee in the workshop, a
few minutes at a time as I was able to snatch them
from my business. If time is .permitted, some day I
shall giv them a more elaborate finish.
But I am growing old, and life at the best is uncertain, and r thought it might be the means of doing
some good to touch the torch of these facts to· the
brain of some young man, even though it were done
in a bungling way.
The facts as stated will be verified by consulting
the works of Waite, Draper, Taylor, Mosheim, Paine,
and Gibbon. I advise every young Liberal to obtain
these works and study them closely j they will serve
as a shield while fighting the battle against superstition.
In the days of slavery I was told that the slaves
were 'happy and contented with their lot. I said I
would never cease to heap curses upon an institution
which was clothed with power to utterly obliterate
the last vestige of .manhood from the human mind.
More than eighteen hundred years the cruelest superstition which the world ever saw has been ·plowing
deep furrows into the human brain, until millions are
reft of their manhood, and lie sprawling. in the dust .
at the feet of a bloated priesthood.
And, now, my Liberal young· friend, I want to induce you to take up this fight against superstition,
and wage a stronge1· battle than my limited circumstances bav allowed me to do. And I want to· .say
that I ask no higher honor than to hav some young
man with talent and courage stand at my grave, and, .·
in the name of humanity, pledge himself to carry on_:·
this fight until rMson is enthroned, and the last
vestige of superstition is drived from .our land.
JoHN PECK.

Si Slokum to the Religious Editor..
To THE EDITOR OF THE INDEPENDENT, Sir: The following you copied'from THE TRUTH SEEKER:
I wish I had the gift of gab, I would get onto the revival
racket at once. There are thousands, if not millions, in it.
-Si Slokum.

This sentiment, you remark, "leaves little room
for surprise that scandalously bad people occasionally
get into the church."
Now, I wrote these words to show, in the best way,
what I thought of your Christian "revivalists," who,
to a man, are "on the racket" for money. A set of
deadbeats and mountebanks, every one of them is
making tenfold more money than he could possibly
make otherwise, and yml know it. Sam Jones wasn't
worth a dollar when he '' struck the racket," and Sam
Small was over ears in debt when he "got onto it j"
they are now both raking in the dollars hand over
fist, as the saying is, getting these dQllars from poor
fools much easier than they ever before got any
dollars.
•
Speaking of bad people that " occasionally get into
the ch.urch," allow me to say that "occasionally" is
good, very good. If I could believe that good people
"occasionally get into the church," my opinion of the
church would be different from what it is j but I
don't believe it, and my opinion of the church is what
it is.
I · repeat that, were I a Christian (?) possessed of
the gift of gab, I would get onto the revival· racket
without loss of time. No ordinary business that I
know of pays as well as this raqket, and money is
what the Christian (?) is after all the time and every
time, and fools pour it into the pockets of the "revivalist," who knows there is no soft thing in life for
him equal to the one he is working, and which he
works to the extent of his ability. It is a wonder to
me that there are not more in the business-observe
that I look upon it as a business, an extremely shady
one, requiring first-class hypocrisy to conduct sue-·
cessfully, of whicli Christians (?) alone hav the roonopoly-than are now engaged in it. It must be
that it requires no little " personal magnetism," a
quality or gift that does not largely obtain with mor-·
tals, to draw and keep drawing crowds of fools and
the dollars from their pockets; otherwise "revivalists" would abound and run the whole business into
the ground. What a" revivalist" Jim Blaine would
. make, eh? Talmage would make a " corker," too.
To be sure, he is not so "magnetic" as Jim, but,
king of clowns as he is, he would probably draw as
well as the "man magnetic" of Maine. But he won't
go "on the road," having a softer thing with an
established circus of his own where his grotesque
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agances of government. His sanguin disciples ex- pathy with you. Even if I could tolerate the discussion at ·
I shonlrl. demand a preliminary state of mind in the invespect it to yield, after paying the public debt, a surplus all
ti_gation t!Jat you hav not got. If a man saw he could dedebt., for the purchase of the railroads, and tele- throne Slmkspcrc, he ought to feel unhappy; he should not
graphs next, and. the fac· ories afterward, but Mr. glory in such work. I giv you my opinions candidly beGeorge· has not, that I am aware, himself avowed ·c,mse I ex pc·ct to do whitt I can to embarrass· even the temporary snc·cess of all such adventures as yours.
state Socialism.
To this I replied as follows:
His attention, in ''Progress and Poverty," was
You teli me I am "enlisted in a war on our great!3st literpreoccupied with agricultural affairs. Now remark
genius." How so? Do I make war on Bacon?
this: the difference in profits between ordinary farm- aryYou
say that you, " iu common with mankind," hav no
ing and the great bonanza farms does not result from sympathy with me. Tnt, tut! How many of mankind hav
a greater yield per acre, but from the application of yet given a thought to the question? And how many care
steam or the dynamo with improved machinery to a whether Bacon or Shakspere wrote the plays? But already
great number of acres, with a corresponding I·educ- we hav a fine array of Baconians, and the converts are comfast.
tion in the number of laborers. In agriculture, as in ingAsinfor
my" preliminary state of mind," it was always remanufacture, the quantity, as compared with hand- ceptiv of truth, and in my pamphlet I treat the subject diswork, is thus as one hundred to one, and it is com- passionatrly. But do you not betray the unreceptiv state of
puted by the leading proprietor or manager at Glyn- yonr mind in the expression, " If I could tolerate the discusat all," and again when you say, " I expect to do what
don, Dakota, as Edward Atkinson mentions, that one Ision
can to embarass even the temporary success of such adventman's labor, already equivalent to a yield of 5,500 ures as yours?"
-bushels of wheat, or the culture of half a section,
You taunt me with glorying in my work, and tell me that
may, by perfected arrangements, yield twice as much, if I could dethrone Shakspere I " ou~ht to feel unhappy."
indeed sorry to disturb the oenighted worshipers of
extending to a 640-acre tract, though of course not theI am
dumb idol of Avon, but do I not giv them in its place an
separately or isolativly.
object worthy of the highest adoration?
·
In climates where, as in Arkansas and tropicward,
But mine is only a little contribution. There cometh after
two crops a year are obtainable, the number of labor- me a mightier one who will prove beyond all cavil that Bacon
concealed and yet diselosed his authorship in the folio of
ers must be increased, but the highest wages still 1623
by an incontrovertible cipher.
bear no proportion to the profits.· The machinery,
W.H.B.
the buildings, etc., are improvements that Mr. George
would exenipt from taxation, which would therefore fall
Our London Letter.
lightly upon the great capitalist of the bonanza farm,
It is gratifying to the Freethought party that
but heavily upon the small farmer, without improved
Charles Bradlaugh is once more in the field as a
machinery or their great motors, and whose property
lecturer and writer against religious superstition.
consists mainly in the soil itself. What preve;nts
His political career has hitherto absorbed the greater
them· from combining their means for the purchase of
portion of his time, so much so, indeed, that he had
machinery, and working with it~ Only lack of wisapparently drifted quite away from the pursuit of his
dom, wit, and will 1
,
earlier days. But now that his parliamentary troubThese are serious obstacles, but not all. Of all facles, with the exception of the appeal yet to be heard
tor:;., the most potent are habit and custom. Now, before the lords, are well over, he no doubt finds
these favor the adjustments of cooperation under
himself more at liberty to resume his attacks on clercapitalist authority as in factories, or governmental
ical error.
authority as in armies and navies; but the working
One of his bitterest opponents, Sir Henry Tyler,
farm<'r class is accustomed to a system of separativ
has, through Bradlaugh's instrumentality, been cori.interests, to the old-fashioned patriarchal family life, .victed of infringing the law, and fined for actions
only narrower. Nothing s~ort of compulsion or im- that no decent individual would be guilty of; and
minent starvation will make" farmers cooperate other- another of them, Baron de Worms, has just found it
wise than with their own hired help, unless under necessary to relieve himself of his unfaithful wife. He
some religious i11fluence, like the Shakers or disciples
would ~uch better hav been employed in attending
of Socialist teachers.
to his domestic affairs than in opposing a .properly
Had modern mechanics the thrifty disciplin of the qualified member of Parliament from taking his seat
medieval crafts, they would hav owned machinery, in- in the House. It is rather curious that so many of
stead of letting it pass into the hands of a distinct· Bradlaugh's opponents hav come to grief . one way
class of capitalists. To this moral difficulty is added and another, while those who hav supported him hav
the fact that machinery dispenses with the greater been much more fortunate.
number of the laborers previously employed. Only
There is a big Wesleyan Methodist conference in
a small number of our actual farmers could then be London just now, and consequently quite a show of
"Snpei~stition in the Labo1· ll'Iovement."
activ partners in cooperation with machinery, and if long black coats and soft felt hats. It is about the
The sensible and witty article of Mr. George Mac- they can get the use of capital they will suffice for most ruixed lot. I hav seen for some time; every type
donald in THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 24th suggests a the supply of the market.
of physiognomy is visible. Some of the individuals
few remarks. Although "land nationalization, exHenry George objects to cooperation that it benefits are very truculent looking, and intelligent faces are
presses the- spirit of Henry George's agitation, you only the cooperators, and, his ideas being confined the exception. I do not know what they are supoverlook the circuitous method of effecting thiR which to competition in the market, he cannot see how they posed to be doing-probably organizing some plan for
be proposes in" Progress and Poverty," and which is are to profit., unless at other folk's expense. ·This increasing the receipts, which, I understand, are not
the same now enthusiastically advocated by a New squinting view has a real, although limited, truth. coming in so freely as might be desired. _The beatYork organ devoted to his apostolate, viz., ,._'{preart The advocacy of a compulsory eight-hour law; which ing of the drum ecclesiastic is not so efficacious as it
the Light. Mr. George's panacea against laudlordry. Mr. l\Iacdonald justly condemns in Henry George, is once was, and the parsons hav to put on more power
in which he sees the devil and the genesis of all the in glaring inconsistency with his position in "Frog- to enable them to cover the expenditure and keep all
ills that flesh is heir so, is "to tax land up to its full ress and Poverty," condemning the intervention of the chllrches going.
value," meaning thus to transfer all profits of rent to government in economics, and trusting to free comThe vicar of a church in Lambeth has been greatly
the government treasury, but his scheme does not petition; though, as we hav just shown, compe- upset by a proposition brought before the vestry
suppress private ownership of land, nor does Henry_ tition would not be free and fair under his land-tax coondemuing the system of burial fees, and has writGeorge accept limitation of areas in landed property. between great and small proprietors, but fulfil the ten a letter in which he offers to bury the vestryman
Subject to the tax, the soil should, in Geo~.;ge';:; view, Christian axiom, "To him that hath shall be given, who maJe the motion, free of cost, stating that "as a
be a market commodity, open to speculation.
and from him that hath not shall be taken away even Christian minister" he would be extremely and parA devout believer in "concentration" as the prac- that which he hath."
ticularly happy of having the oppqrtunity of so doing.
tical spirit of our age, -and especially in the accumulaThe eight-hour-regulation would result in the em- One member said the man who could write such a
tion of wealth by any other capitalists than landlords, ployment of relaJS, or a double set of hands-even a letter was a disgrace to any denomination, but I
approving usury and commercial profits, Henry treble or quadruple set in some works-and better should imagin he was a fair sample of his kind. A
George is hand in glove with the political economists. qualities of work are done short of fatigue than when parson always flies to arms if there is any suggestion
Repudiating cooperation as a remedy for the evils of fatigued; but to realize the advantages of leisure it of cutting down his fees. He prefers the cash to
labor, and aspiring to nothing beyond the wage or is necessary not to be too hungry. Now, if twelve waiting till he is fed by ravens.
hireling system, he would justify by the logical appli- hours' work barely pays enough to liv by, how will
Messrs. Foote and Ramsey hav met with a slice of
cation of his principle, one man or corporation in own- capitalists be induced to pay as much for eight bad luek. A fire which broke out in an adjoining all the soil of the United States, and cultivating it hours t Such laws imply the abolition of personal ing building caught their premises, and did a great
byhiredlabor,ifheonlypaidhistaxassessment.. Now, contract>o, and finally the monopoly of capital by amount of damage, and I hear just at the critical
this ought to be less difficult than for a "right whale," government., with the vague and pueril supposition time they were uninsured. There will be great joy
the toothless whale that swallows without biting, but that its authoritativ taskmasters will prove more mer- in the Christian community in consequence, and it
whose thrqat is bardiy bigger than Ull ox't::, to swal- ciful than our actual employers. But look at the will no doubt be attributed to the just anger of the
low Jonah. 1\'Ir. George makes it easier by suppressc Egypt of the Pharaohs and its fellahs. There i~; Lord, though in such case it was rather clumsily
ing all taxes on improvements, though here occurs your state Socialism cut and dry. Privileged task- managed, as so much property belonging to others,
the practical objection that Mr. Macdonald has noted, master.s, whether appointed. or ·elected, as elections who are pot Atheists, has also been destroyed.
·
viz, the difficulty of separating such added values in go-will t~ey be more cons~derate for th_e labm:er,
The elections this time hav gone against Gladstone,
the assessment from the soil of which manures for . not of their own party, or Will the ballot giv the title but then this would be only what might be anticiexample, are i~tegrant, and ~hose values in all ~ri- to employment 1
EDGEWORTH.
pated, as it could scarcely be expected that a
cultural land are relativ to the soil. Tb,e "unearned
Christian nation would in anywise be willing to
Bacon vs. Shakspere.
grant any degree of justice to a subject race. There
increment" by rise of value in city lots is the basis of
distinct economic problems, and it is plausibly argued
The Shakspereans appear to cling to their idol may, however, not hav been quite so much opposiby many that this should not be left a prey to spec- with the same tenacity that the Christians hold on to tion to the measure had the land-purchase scheme
ulators. It remains to ask who has the best righfto their Jesus. The editor of the Chicago Current hav- been left out, and many who were not unfavorable to
it or the taxes it will bear, the general 'government or ing ·made some derisiv remarks about the alleged Home Rule could not agree to b~ing further heavily,
the local municipality from whose ci,·ic aggregation proof that Shakspere could not write, I addressed taxed solely for the benefit of the landlord tribe. Of
the rise in value has resulted. But such niceties do him a card in a chipper style, which he not only course the usual religious animosity was imported
uot arrest Mr. George's attention; he is statesman or printed with antagonistic comments, but con- into the matter, and fervid Protestants, though fully
assured that the Lord was with them and approved
.aothing, and his ideal is the absorption of all other descended to write me privately as follows:
taxes in the laud-tax, which alone in its glory is to
You are enlistell in a war on our greatest literary genius. thoroughly of their form of religion, were not qUite
suffice for all the costs, the expenditures, the extrav· As you know, I, in common with mankind, hav no sym- so certain that he could protect them against the encontortions, convulsing grimaces, and stage tricks
are enjoyed· by thousands who are willing to pay well
for being amused by the boss theological clown of all
Christendom.
The " sentiment " I expressed, in order to show the
character of these Doctors of Hypocrisy, is the sentiment that urged th£ m to go into the "revival" business, and the sentiment that causes them to stick to
it. Money is what they are after, and the easiest way
to get it· is the way for them, hence they work the
"revival" business, the easiest of all w~ys of getting
money, save Jay Gould's way, which they hav not
the brains for, so try the next best and easiest way.
It is the sentiment that urges men to join the church
and become Chirstians (~). The argument is: I min
succeed better if I join the chm'ch. I can sell 1;800
pounds of coal for a ton, and never be questioned, because I am a church-member~ and a Christian (~). I can
adulterate my coffees, teas, sugars, and everything
that will bear adulteration, and not be suspected, for
the regis of church-membership covereth a multitude
of sins from the sight of the world. That's the argument, and he joins the church forthwith and becomes
a full-fledged Christian (~). It is the sentiment that
rules all you Christians (~), Mr. Independent Editor,
and you know it.
_
Gracious ! I should like to look upon so:ue of those
"scandalously bad people who occasionally get into
the church." They must be the toughest of .tough
cusses, if they exceed in badness many of your pious
.pulpiteers in the seduction line, or exalted laymen in
the bank-wrecking line, and who rob widows and
orphans tight and left, and are up to all sorts of rascality, such as is every day being exposed. But as a
few drops of sludge acid dropped into a bucket of
sewer filth won't make the latter much the worse, RO
a few "scandalously bad people getting into the
church occasionally" won't make the church ruuch
the worse, as I look at it. How is it with your vision,
Mr. Editor~ Perhaps you never looked at it in that
light. But I hav no other light; so don't distress
yourself with the thought that I might get into the
church. I don't want, and wouldn't hav, auy of it in
mine, and wouldn't touch it with a forty-foot pole.
What is the saying about pitch and defilement 1
Doubtless you can bring it to mind.
Hoping you will be able some day to say that some
very good people are "occasionally getting iuto the
church," I remain
Yours des.pairingly,
Sr SLOKUM.
To THE EnrTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I send
the above to you for .publication, doubting very much
that the Independent editor would be ind!:'pendimt
enough to publish it.
·
::;. S.
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croachm(mts of the scarlet woman, and so considered II a~xious, to exchange any number of Spiritual fa~ts
that they could manage the matter so much better for several hundred material dollars of the repubhc.
themselvs by keeping the Irish down.
·
But why is it that the truth of those facts has not
Beecher has been considerably lionized here, and · been demonstrated to the satisfaction of all the
as his motto is "No pay, no preach," no doubt he is adults of Ohio (Mr. Noe's state), or even half of
making a very good thing of his visit. As he does them! A large proportion of people are impressed
not appear to believe in hell and its accessories, I with the idea that a very general belief, a belief held
don't quite see how those who do can giv him what by a large majority, amounts to proof.
they term "the right hand of fellowship," but as he
The exact location of the soul in the body has
can draw a crowd ·and is pretty well known in one been variously placed, some placing it in the brain,
way or another, a trilling difference in · doctrinal some in the heart, etc., but I think that formerly the
points won't matter much. ·
most favored place was in the pin~al gland, a small
I hear that Charles Watts is lecturing about the organ in the base of the brain.
country, but it appears he does not intend taking up
If all were agreed, this would giv us an approxhis residence here, and contemplates returning to his imate idea of the size of the soul; but the ancient
adopted home next month. I hav not run across Romans believed the shade or spirit to be larger· than
him· yet, but may do so, perhaps, before he is off the physical frame. It is quite clear that no soul has
again.
J. D.
ever been measured with sufficient accuracy to enLondon, Eng., July 28, 1886.
able any tailor in this world· to guarantee a good fit.
The opinions of religionists regarding the employment of souls are very nebulous, and Spiritualists
Proof.
are scarcely more defi.nit; so that simply the belief
In general discussions there seems to be a great that there is a future existence is the only one
tendency to regard the word proof as absolute instead that can properly be called general. Every thinking
of conditional in its signification. One person states person who will reflect a little on the list of exthat a certain proposition or fact has been proved, ploded beliefs will readily admit that mere belief on
positivly; another, with the same evidence, declares any subject, no matter by how many held, furnishes
that it has not been proved. Each seems to think no element of proof, and must be discarded in conthat if he regards it as proved or not proved, it is so, sidering the question of proof. If Spiritualism be
and the whole world ought to coincide and thus the true, it is simply one of the immutable facts of natquestion will be settled. But the question whether ure, and must be proved, if at all, by scientific
or not a proposition has been proved depends largely methods, as any other scientific fact. Kepler proved
on who the umpire is.
that planets moved in ellipses; Newton proved the
One definition of proof, as given by Webster, is, persistence of mechanical force; Lavoisier proved
"That degree of avidence which convinces the mind the persistence of ponderable matter, showing that
of the certainty of truth or fact, and produces belief." no atom of matter could be destroyed or created; it
The degree of evidence necessary to convince the was proved that.Guiteau shot Garfield; it has been
mind and produce belief varies greatly in individuals. proved that violations of natural laws. are injurious
Should a person of superior intelligence and remark- to health. Prove Spiritualism as truly as any of the
able truthfulness solemnly state that he once saw a above facts hav been proved, and you can count all
man lift himself froni the ground grasping one of his the Materialists in this country on the fingers of one
boot-tops in each hand and remain suspended in the hand. The Materialist may not be able to prove
air for several minutes, doubtless people could be that "death ends all," but he has an immense ad vanfound sufficiently ignorant and credulous to believe tage over the Spiritualist, for he has something to
it. That such an act took place would be proved to work upon; something from which data can be dethose people. The bare statement by a certain per- rived; something which can be examined and
son would be sufficient to produce belief. Take the analyzed, viz., matter. Everybody believes in matter.
average preacher. What does proof mean to him~ It has often been stated, however, that Bishop
He knows that the basis of his religion is true be- Berkeley (born in 1684) argued against the existence
cause it has been proved. He will tell you that the of matter. Even Byron said, " When Bishop
Bible is true because it is the word of God, and he Berkeley said there was no matter, and proved it,
knows there is a God because· the Bible says so. The 'twas no matter what he said" (Don Juan). But
existence of God and the truth of the Bible hav been this is a mistake, probably due. to miscqnceptions
irresistibly and conclusivly proved to him. Ask him and illogical inferences. Berkeley carried the spirithow he' knows there is a God, aside from the Bible ualistic doctrin to a great extreme, but his argument
testimony, and he will tell you that the world couldn't was that we hav no more grounds for doubting the
hav come by chance, therefore there must be a God. existence of spirit than we hav for denying the exChance and God, with him, are the only sources istence of matter. Quite a different thing.
Suppose a case. A seance is held. I attend, by
whence the universe could hav proceeded. It would
be useless to question him further. If you under- invitation of a zealous Spiritualist, one who has
take to "corner'" him by asking him if he can form "got the facts," having paid well for them-Mr. Noe,
'any clearer conception of the process of the creation for instance-who guarantees to furnish me with
of something from nothing by a God than by a man, positiv proof of a spirit existence. I promis to do
and how he knows that God (who must be something my utmost to. grasp every scintilla of evidence, and
if he exists at all) could hav been eternally self- giv it due weight. The medium shows me a pair of
existent but matter must hav been created, and ·so clean slates, on which I can see no writing. She
on, he will either "decline to discuss sacred subjects places a bit of pencil between them, locks them, and
with an-unbeliever," or fly back to his stronghold, places them in a certain position. Soon a scratching
is heard, and in a short time the slates are opened,
the Bible.
The Spiritualist has no proof of a God, but abl}ll- and behold ! several lines of writing are seen upon
dance of proof of the existence of disembodied them, signed, D. M. Bennett, for instance. . My
spirits. The Materialist, though he may hav wit- friend shows me the slates, and says, triumphantly,
nessed all the so-called Spiritual phenomena, bas not "See that writing. .The medium did not write it
had "that degree of evidence which convinces the and could not (~) hav written it, the?·efore Bennett's
mind," therefore the existence of no kind of super- spirit must hav written it."
Here, then, is the vaunted proof. I see writing on
natural or spiritual beings has been proved to him.
But the general standard of proof i:s evidence of a a slate. I cannot explain how it was produced, and
kind and amount sufficient to produce a general con- frankly say so. Spiritualism has been proved true,
currence of conviction in those fully competent to and I am expected to understand it. That is my
judge, without regard to prejudice, belief, or peculiar friend's position at this point. But I reply that all
mental constitution; such as that in favor of what is not clear; that when I consider the marvelous
are known as the established facts of science, and feats of legerdemain, the production of writing in an
such as may be examined and weighed by ordinary unaccountable manner fails to make a very deep impression of any kind on my mind.
persons under ordinary circumstances.
But1 granting the entire absence of trickery, I fail
There are four orders of beings, gods, devils,
angels, and spirits; multiplied millions of people to see even the ghost of anything like proof. I know
hav believed in the existence of all of them, many that writing has been produced in various ways by
other millions hav believed in part of them, and those human beings, and no other beings anywhere can
beliefs hav exerted and will continue to exert an all- write, so far as I know; hence writing, of itself,
pc;>tent influence on the actions, development, and wherever found and- under whatever circumstances,
historical destiny of mankind, but the actftal exist- is prima facie evidence of human handiwork ·and
ence of none of these beings has ever been proved, cannot be ascribed to any other than a living person
giving to the word "proof" anything like its just and unless posjtiv evidence, wholly independent of the
writing itself, is produced of some other agency. No
proper sense.
It is amusing to read the communication of A. A. such evidence has been produced, hence it must still
Noe, in THE TR'tTTH SEEKER of July 17th. He says: be held that this writing is the work of a living per"I challenge any Materialist to prove Materialism to son. "But," says my friend, "our observation
failed to detect any person doing it, yet it indicates
be true. Do you know that deatl;t ends all"?"
What a waste of words ! The Materialist might intelligence." I reply, "If you depend on intelligiv reasons " scores and scores of times" why he gence for a solution, tell me what intelligence is like.
believes life to be the result of organization, but it I will giv you five minutes to form a mental picture
would be no proof to Mr. Noe. He says: "I hav of intelligence and tell me one of its properties.
spent several hundred dollars to get the facts. Yes, You find it impossible to form a conception of insir; I hav spent time and money to get the facts, and telligence except as manifested by some organized
I hav got them." No doubt of it. There are dozens being. If a spirit wrote that, the pencil was moved
of mediums in this country who are willing, even by muscular power. Muscular power implies muscles,

and muscles imply all the other organs of a conscious
being. Now,' no person can conceive of an organized
being passing through a slate, or even through the
crack between the frames. No organism could pass
through solid matter• without disintegration. A
vague, shadowy, misty outline of a human form appears to your imagination. That is the spirit. You
are puzzled to know how the writing was produced,
and you jump to the conclusion that the spirit- did
it ; but to realize, even in the remotest degree, the
act of passin~ to the inside of the slate and moving
the pencil is wholly beyond human comprehension."
Fancy the dignified George Washington, in a
Revolutionary suit, crawling through the crack between two slate-frames at the request of the colebrated medium, Madam Fizzle top, of Shinbone Alley,
who, for and in consideration of the sum of one dollar of lawful money, has undertaken to astonish the
senses and gratify the morbid curiosity of Mr. Josiah
Hayseed.
·
'·Now, there are two properties common to and
pervading all matter and inseparable from it-inertia
and gravity. If the bodies of spirits are lighter than
air, bulk for bulk, they will rise above it; if they are
heavier, they will come to the ground in spite of intelligence; hence the alleged power of spirits to
roam through space at will, visit other planets, etc.,
is impossible, and I ask you to prove the act possible
before asking me again to believe that a spirit did
the writing." "But perhaps they hav wings."
"Perhaps, but there is not the least ground for such
a supposition, and no body heavy enough to come to
the ground could fly with wings anywhere near to
the top of our atmosphere, to say nothing of going
through a supposed ethereal substance not known to
exist. You persist in assuming the truth of the very
fact you hav set out to prove. No matter how much
you know about spirits, you must constantly bear in
mind that I know absolutely nothing. I hav not the
least conception of the form, weight, size, color, or substance of a spirit. During the test I saw and heard
nothing but objects perfectly familiar. Then how
can writing or any other alleged spiritual performance giv me the least idea of what it is like! Fill
ten slates with writing, cover the walls of a room
with writing in an instant, and still I deny that the
first element of proof of spirit existence has been
furnished, and I will trust the decision of this point
to any eminent lawyer or scientist in this country.
" Can you or any of the professors you hav named
tell me anything about the substance composing
spiritual bodies~ Does it contain one or more or
none of the sixty-three elements composing all knownmatter! If any, which ? If none, of what is· it
composed~ Hav you ever had a piece of spiritual
substance in your hand 1 Hav any of your professors
ever analyzed any of it 1 If so, please name some of
its properties~ Is it elastic or rigid 1 Is it affected
by heat and cold~ Where is the source of supply~
You can giv no informatiou on any of these points,
yet you are sure there is such a thing. The question
of spiritual garments has been mentioned so often I
will refrain from asking any questions about them.
Neither will~! inquire about spiritual food, though it
would be interesting to know whether spirits hav
beefsteak every day; and whether they hav to work
for it. If spirit bodies are composed of matter, their
alleged acts hav been shown to be impossible; if
they are composed of a substance whose properties
are unknown, how do you know that they could act
on matter, which they must do if their alleged acts
are real1
"You say that spirits are invisible because of the
fineness or rarity of the substance composing them.
Now, substance that is invisi'Qle in daylight because
of its rarity cannot be seen at night even with the
aid of an electric light. Then why is a dark place
alw~s necessary to the production of a spirit! Is
this not suspicious, to say the least? They say that
a spirit becomes visible by taking on some of the
grosser substance .of the medium, An ingenious
solution, truly. That is the most consummate piece
of humbug the most audacious impostor ever conceived. There is nothing analogous to it in all
nature, and the fact that intelligent people can
swallow such stuff denotes a degree of credulity that
is not only amazing but lamentable. Why don't the
mediums supply them with means to make themselvs
heard 1 Again, if D. M. Bennett (or any other person of good character) was as honest a man as his
most intimate friends claim, and wanted to inform
the world of the truth of the sublime and thrilling
fact of continued existence, that information would
be free. I utterly refuse to believe that he would
communicate through, and thus become an accomplice of, any medium who would use such information
as a means of acquiring sordid gain, besides euffering
the mortification of finding himself disbelieved by
some of his best friends. This is only an inference,
and could not affect any positiv evidence of spirit
life, but in the absence of such evidence it has a bearing on the question of inherent probability."
Professor Bain, of Aberdeen University, one of the
greatest logicians of the world, and author of several
standard scientific works, says: "The phenomena of
clairvoyance are all in the position of antecedent in-
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credibility. That anyone should, see with the eyes
bandaged is at variance with the conditions of vision
as established by all the authentic experience of the
human race. Yet this has been affirmed by multitudes of . witnesses. The testimony of witnesses,
however, m such a matter cannot be received. The
sole condition of admitting such a fact would be
(what has never yet been attempted) a rigorous verification according to the methods of experimental
science. So with the other facts of the same class:_
prophetic dreams, visions, or intimations of events at
a distance. These are all opposed to well-established
inductions.'.'
Let those who find solace in a hope of continued
existence still cherish that hope. I hav no wish to
destroy it; but to say that spirit life has been proved
is nothing less than gross absurdity, closely border.ing on idiocy. As Professor Tyndall says: "And if
you are content _to make yo~ ' soul' a poetic rendermg of a phenomenon which refuses the yoke of
ordinary mechanical laws, I, for one, would not object
to this exercise of ideality."
The poet, the .philosopher, the scientist, the philanthropist, all who hav acquired honorable fame, hav
left an imperishable impress on the world that will
mold, in .some degree, our opinions and characters
and those of succeeding generations, and will cause
them to be held in grateful remembt:ance down
through the coming ages: This is a glorious immortality and a true one. Let them rest. Do not
dishonor, the memories of the noble dead by dragging. them out op midnight errands at the beck and
call of ignorant charlatans, preying on the misplaced
credulity of their fellow-creatures.
How hav the mighty fallen!

The departed great ones of earth hav shrunk in bodily proportions to the size of a needle's point, and it is
noticeable that their intellects hav shrunk in a proportionate degree, judging from mediumistic accounts. This shows that mediums are not lost to a
sense of fitness in every respect. No man, since
reaching the alleged spirit-world, has ever said a truer,
wiser, or more important thing than he did when living, and has never blessed the world with the least
scrap of useful information.
• N. G. W.

The New York State Convention.
The following sums to defray expenses of the New
York State Freethinkers' Annual Convention hav
been received:
Stephen Brewer...................................................
A Friend.............................................................
E·. B.-Foote, Sr., M.D~ ............................. :............
E. B. Foote, Jr., M.D..........................................
E. M. Davis........................................................

$1.00
1.00
10.00
5.00
5.00

Contributions should be sent to the treasurer, E.
M. Macdonald, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

1[1(1~

Jlnurica:n Jtcnla:r 1/Jnion.
The Campaign Fund.

·Previously acknowledged .........................••...... $2,802.67
5.00
0. B. Whitford (charter)---········-~·····················
Eugene Merrill
"
................................. .
5.00
J. F. Ruggles ..... : .......................................... .
2.00
1.00
1.00
Rock Springs (per Z. B. Meredith, and others) ..•
9.60
Greeley (per J. W. Leighton, M. J. Hoagerty,
Capt. A. J. Wadlia, L. Hare, I. E. Williams,
Samuel Graham. F. E. Smith, H. C. Watson,
Capt. David Boyd, Dr. and Mrs. Camp, Mr.
and Mrs. Hooper, and others) ....................•
20.40
Longmont (per John R. Kelso, Mrs. Etta Kelso,
Mr. and Mrs. Ashe, Mr. and 1\li:s. Rice, Mr.
and Mrs. Coffin, Mr. John Hertha, Lewis
Hertha, Mr. and Mrs. Woodward, and others)
12.50
Longmont Secular Society (per John Hertha, sec.)
5.00

~:: ~~~i~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~.

t::

Total............................................ $2,864.17
PLEDGES PAID.-F. W. Leideker, $5; John Engstrom, $10.

News and Notes.
Greeley, Col., was founded sixteen years ago by a
colony mainly from New England and New York, and
through many struggles has at last acquired a substantial property. The farming lands about .it are
excellent and in a high state of cultivation. The
once cactus-covered plains are now beautiful with
groves and abundant harvests.
Greeley is like a
jewel set in the garden spot of Colorado.
I found a good resting-place at the home of Captain A. J. W adlia, a sailor and a soldier who has had
a varied experience and won his way amid many difficulties, and is an ardent Freethinker. He has had
too much good sense, and disciplin out of life's battles, to be anything else. Mr. and Mrs. W adlia made
my first experience of Colorado quite refreshing.
Our h-iend J. W. Leighton is quite an activ
worker, and he does not allow orthodoxy to hav much
rest. He spares neither time nor money in the cause
of Freethought. His family also is Liberal, and I
enjoyed their pleasant hospitality.
Dr. Camp and his family RI"e equally enthusiastic,
and it was quite a pleasure to meet with those who
are so thoroughly interested in advanced ideas.
There are many Liberals in Greeley, and it is well

worthy of the good name it bears. There is a Unitarian society established here on a somewhat radical
basis, and it is evidently on the side of Freethought.
I gave my lectures in its hall, and many of the Liberal Christians were present, although some of them
are ·too conservativ yet to associate with anything
outside of Christianit.y. However, the drift of the
Unitarian church in this place is progressiv, and,
prayers to the contrary notwithstanding, it will do
much for science and humanity; and for this it has
our best wishes for its success. ·
Capt. David Boyd, M. J. Hoagerty, H. C. Watson,
J . .E. Williams, Samuel Graham, F. E. Smith, Mr.
Hooper, and others are interested in the Liberal
work, and through their influence this part of Colorado will be a fruitful field for effort. Some of our
friends are Spiritualists, but are broad and generousminded, and for the time being find their summerland in the duties and interests of this world. Such
humanitarian Spiritualism I enjoy.
I had excellent audiences at both lectures. The
hall was full and my most radical utterances were
warmly received. I think a Secular Union will beestablished here-not in opposition to other Liberal
societies, but to emphasize and distinctly labor for
the Nine Demands-the importance of which all admit.
Mr. John Leary and Mrs. Sheppard decorated the
platform with flowers, and Mr. I. N. Stevens entertained us with delightful music, and thus our intellectual pathway was irispired by the genius of art.
I am now at the pleasant home of Col. John
R. Kelso and his wife Mrs. Etta Dunbar Kelso.
I arose early enough this morning to see the sun
rise, and it was indeed an enchantment. The eastern sky seemed one mass of gold, and all the fields
were radiant in the inteme light, and a thousand ·varying colors dashed over the lofty forms
of the mountains. I came here on Tuesday last,
August 3d, and hav given three lectures to good
houses, in spite of the busy season and thundershowers which hav kept some away. A Secular
Union has been formed, and it looks as if a strong
and acti v organization would exist here. There are
a large nm;nber of Liberals to keep things a-going, if
well organized. I find Colmi<!l Kelso a most genial
gentleman, and it is a great pleasure to meet and
talk with one who has had such a varied life. He has
been a Methodist minister, a teacher, and then a soldier in the army of the Union, passing through nearly
a hundred battles and many romantic incidents and
adventures, receiving fifteen wounds h-om rebel bullets. Afterwards he was member of Congress, in
which capacity he showed his independence and courage; and then, again, he was the "school-master
abroaq'' in California, where he has fought many a
battle for Freethought. He is author of those profound and valuable works, " The Deity Analyzed,"
"The Bible Analyzed," "The Real Blasvhemers,"
"The Devil's Defense," etc. He is just vublishing a
new work, "Spiritualism Sustained.'' I find the colonel, though once a hard-headed .Materialist, is now
a Spiritualist, made such by his own remarkable personal experiences. But his belief in other worlds
than this does not diminish his enthusiasm for reform
here and now, and he is a devoted laborer in the
cause of mental emancipation. He sees the great
dangers that threaten our free institutions, and, as in
the war of the Rebellion, he is still ready to be a soldier in the pioneer ranks-Land a forlorn hope, if need be
-of our battling humanity. He has also prepared a
work for publication entitled, "The Universe Analyzed," and from his well-known keenness and vigor
of thought and originality we may expect a brilliant
and startling book.
It was a pleasant surprise .to find that Mrs. Kelso
came from my first orthodox parish, De Kalb, Ill.,
where I used to preach in the Congregational church.
She has been a teacher in that thriving city for several years, and has won eminent success in her profession. Her parents used to listen to my orthodox
discourses, but, like myself, Mrs. Kelso has passed
altogether beyond the bounds of orthodoxy and enjoys the broad and breezy common of the universe.
My lectures here were also made attractiv with
music and recitations. Miss Mattie Ashe favored us
with some excellent music. Mr. P. J. Ashe recited
" The True Church;" Colonel Kelso, " The Schoolmaster's Dream," an original poem; and Mrs. Georgiana Rice, "No Sect in Heaven," all of which were
entertaining attractions to the course of lectures, and
made my own work easier and more productiv of
good. Such I hope it will be in other places, for
thus a better influence is given to the words of the
lecturer.
I hav had a pleasant rest in the midst of farm life
for the last few days. I am within sight of Long's
Peak and the shining ranges of hills at the foot of
which spread the bright and fruitful plains. The
weather is lovely-the ski!'JS perfectly blue and the
air most invigorating. I can go on my way rejoicing
with such a pleasant refreshment of this happy and
peaceful country life and the picture of an ideal home.
I hav also enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs.
M. H. Coffin in their "Sandstone Ranch." Mr.
Coffin came here twenty-five years ago, one of the
first settlers of the country; and, battling with nat-

ure, he has also battled with superstition. He is a
stanch Liberal, and a subscriber of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and so is in fullest sympathy with advanced
thought. So are 1\frs. Coffin and all the children, and
I had a most enjoyable visit in this home of Freethought.
Saturday (to-day), I had a pleasant sociable at their
house, the "Lone Ranch," with Mr. and Mrs. Rice, and
other Liberal friends. Especially was I delighted to
meet Mr. Simons, the father of Mrs. Rice, now in his
eighty-ninth year. For over half a century he has
been a valiant soldier of h-eedom. His mind is still
activ, and is well furnished with information, particularly in the science of astronomy. He is at home
among the stars ; he has caught their music in his
soul, and hence he is a child of nature, and death to
him is a glorious rest. Amid the crown of age
sparkles the vivacity of youth.
I lecture to-morrow-Sunday, Aug. 8th-and also
the 15th, at Denver, in Tabor's Opera House, the
largest and most magnificent opera house in the
West. I hope to see it full of Liberals; and there
are enough in Denver, I believe, to do this.
From Colorado I go to Nebraska and Kansas. I
lecture in Seward, Neb., Aug. 21st, 22d, 23d; Valley
Falls, Kan., Aug. 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th; West Point,
Neb., Sept. 1st, 2d, 3d; Omaha, Sept. 5th; Cromwell,
Iowa, Sept. 7th and 8th; Leon, Sept. 9th and
lOth; Ottumwa, Sept. 12th; West Union, Iowa,
Sept. 14th, 15th, 16th. I shall then lecture in lllinois,
and close the campaign with a three-days' meeting at
West Union, Ohio, Oct. 1st, 2d, 3d.
Longmont, Aug. 7, 1886.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

Lectures and Meetings.
W. S. BELL is arranging for a trip to Texas early in the
fall, probably about the first of October, and will fill engagements on his way there, and as he will go by the way either
of Iron Mountain Railroad or through southern Missouri, it
will be well for the Liberals to drop him a line and arrange
with him for lectures.
PRoF. WM. SEYMOUR, of Philadelphia, president of the
Pennsylvania Secular Union, has recovered from his long
and dangerous sickness, and will lecture before the Pittsburgh Secular Union, Sunday, September 19th. He proposes to make a trip through Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, and
Indiana, and desires lecture engagements in those states.
, W. F. JAMIESON will begin his six months' lecture campaign in Montana, commencing at Butte City on Sunday
evening, September 5th, and will lecture every Sunday evening qf that month at the same place. The Liberals of Montana are invited to correspond with him, and lecture routes
will be arranged immediately. Liberals along the route between Lake City and Montana who would like a lecture or
two may address him without delay at Lake City, li'Iinn.
LIBERALS will be glad to learn that Charles Watts will arrive in this country about the 25th of this month, and resume
his lecture work. On the Sunday afternoon of September
12th he will speak for the Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia, at Industrial Hall, Broad and Wood streets, upon
"The French Revolution-Atheistic or Theistic," and in the
evening upon " Theological Delusions-The Fall and the
Atonement." Sunday, September 19th, his subjects before
the same society will be " The Reformation-Protestantism
and Catholicism, Which?" and " Miracles: What Do They
Prove?" Afternoon lecture begins at 2:30; evening at 7:30.
The l!:ctures are free, and the public is always welcome.
J. E. REMSBURG has filled his engagements in Nebraska,
delivering .forty lectures in five weeks, and proceeds at once
to his work in Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. The following is a list of his appointments for these states :
Iowa .................. Sat., Sun., Aug. 21st, 22d.
Randolph,
Missouri Valley, " .......................................... }ion., 23d.
Worthino-ton, Minn......................................... Tues., 24th.
Dundee,"
" ...... Wed., Thur., Fri., 25th, 26th, 27th.
Smith's Mill,
" ........................................... Sat., 28th.
" .......................... Sat., Sun., 28th, 29th.
Alma City,
" .......................................... Sun., 29th.
Janesville,
" .. Mon., Tues., Wed., 30th, 31st, Sep. 1st.
Anoka;
Silver Creek
'' ........................................... TJ1ur., 2d.
Long Lake '
" ............................................. Fri., 3d.
River Falls'
Wis .............................. Sat., Sun., 4th, 5th.
Augusta, '
" .......... Mon., Tues., Wed., 6th, 7th, 8th.
New London
" .......................................... Thur., 9th.
Green Bay, '
" .........................•................. Fri., lOth.
Shawano,
" ........................... Sat., Sun., 11th, 12lh.
" ...... Mon., Tues., Wed., 13th, 14th, 15th.
Merrill,
Tomah
" ........................................ Thur., 16th.
Minn .......................... Fri., Sun., 17th, 19th.
Utica, ' '
St. Charles, . " ........................... Sat., Sun., 18th, 19th.
Cresco
Iowa ......................................... Mon., 20th.
Mayna~d,
" ......................... Tues., Wed., 21st, 22d.
" ......................................... Tlmr., 23d.
Deerfield,
Fredericsburg, " ........................... Fri., Sun., 24th, 26th.
New Hampton, " ........................... Sat., Sun., 25th, 26th.
Hampton,
" ......................................... .1\ion., 27th.
Manchester
" ..... Tues., Wed., Thur., 28th, 29th, 30th.
Troy Mills '
" •..................................... Fri., Oct. 1st.
1
Oelwein,
" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Sat., Sun., 2d, 3d.
Buffalo Grove, '' ............................................. Sun., 3d.
Grinnell,
" ........................................... Mon., 4th.
·colfax,
" ....... : ................................. Tues., 5th.
Tama City,
" .......................................... Wed., 6th.
" ......................................... Thur., 7th.
Muscatine,
What Cheer,
'' .............................................. Fri., 8th.
" ...................... ~ .... Sat., Sun., 9th, lOth.
Montezuma,
Sherman,
" .......................................... Sun., 10th.
Osceola,
" ...... Mon., Tues., Wed., 11th, 12th, 13th.
Mr. Remsburg's permanent address is Oak Mills, Atchison
county, Kan. All letters addressed to him there will be
promptly forwarded.
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Evolution and Special Creation.

Taking a retrospectiv view of the dark and unenlightened past when the mighty forces of nature were
airpost entirely hidden from the human gaze; contemplating the sad spectacle of our forefathers being
sunken in gross superstition, ere the light of to-day
had arisen above the horizon of mental ignorance,
and contrasting the then limitation of knowledge
with the extensiv educational acquirements now existing, what a pleasing contrast the intellectual advancement presents to the modern observer! Recognizing the glories of nature and finding ourselvs
possessed of an amazing amount of information
respecting the laws of nature and the phenomena
with which these laws are connected-such information being for ages unknown to the great masses of
the people-we are prompted to inquire what has
produced this marvelous transformation, and to what
agency we are indebted for this grand and stupendous revolution of the nineteenth century. Whatever
way be the reply of the theologian, whose intellect is
too often clouded with dreamy imaginations, the answer of the patient and unfettered student of nature
will be that it is to science we owe the magic power
which has substituted for the dense darkness of the
past the brilliant light of the present. The marvels
of astronomy, the revelations of geology, the splendors of botany, the varieties of zoology, the wonders
of anatomy, the useful discoveries of physiology, and
the rapid strides which hav been made in the development of the mental sciences all combine to unravel
the once mysterious operations of mind and matter.
While a knowledge of all the sciences has con-ected
long-cherished errors and opened new paths of investigation, one or two of them hav especially tended to
unfold to our gaze the nature, relativity, and developmEmt of man and the wonderful universe to which
he belongs. For instance; without the science of
·geology we should forever hav remained in ignorance
of the various changes that had taken place on the
earth previous to the appearance of man and the different forms of animal and vegetable life that were
then distributed over its surface. We now examin
the various strata of the earth, and there discover the
fossil remains of animals and planti that existed in
the ages that rolled by when no historian lived to pen
the mighty trammctions of nature and hand them
down to future generations. The science of electricity,
too, only now in its infancy, is calculated to confer
an amount of benefit upon mankind too vast to be
ever told. We now hear the thunder roar, and behold the vivid flash of lightning darting before our
eyes like an arrow from the bow of the archer; but
while we regard this phenomenon we hav learned
not to look upon it with dread as the vengeance of
an angry God, but as a natural result of the operation of known forces. It was for Dr. Watts to sing:
There all his stores of lightning lie
Till vengeance darts them down.

But it remained for a Franklin and a Priestley to
inform us that tempests were not to be beheld as indicating the wrath of an offended God, but the effect
of an unequal diffusion of the electric fluid. Thus
science has been and is our benefactor, our enlightener, our improver, and our redeemer. Without its
aid we should still hav been in a state of mental
darkness and physical degradation. Deprived of its
discoveries we should still hav been bound down
with the ties of superstition, ignorance, and fanaticism. As Pope observes:
Lo I the poor Indian, whose untutored mind
Sees God in clouds, or hears him in the wind ;
His soul proud Science never taught to stray
Far as the solar walk or milky way.

Perhaps there is no domain of human thought
where the advantages of scientific investigation are
more clear and pronounced than in connection with
what is termed "Evolution; " a word which within
the last few years has become very popular as representing a theory of man and the universe opposed to
the old orthodox notion of special creation and
supernatural government. There · are, of course,
some professedly religious people who avow their be· lief in evolution, and who maintain that it is what
they term God's mode of working; and there
are those who even go so far as to say that
the power and wisdom of God are seen more
thoroughly displayed in the process of evolution than in the method so long believed in of special
and supernatural creation. But the number of these
is comparativly small, and consequently the great
mass of those who accept the word in its legitimate
signification may be looked upon as of a skeptical
turn of mind. It will not be difficult to demonstrate
that the popular theological idea of creation finds no
support in the theory of evolution, which, if not a
demonstrated science, it has, at least, in its favor,
the "science of probabilities," an advantage that
cannot be fairly claimed for the Biblical account
of the origin of phenomena.
The word evoluti'dn may be defined as an unfolding, opening out, or unwinding; a disclosure of
something which was not previously known, but
which existed before in a more condensed or hidden
form. A simple illustration of this meaning is found

in the unwinding of a long thread of cotton from a I afterward. Which theory should, in these days of
reel or spool. There is no new existence called into thought, commend itself to a rational mind'?
being, but a making COnspiCUOUS to OUr eyes that
THE BEGINNING OF LIFE UPON THE EARTH.
which was previously concealed. According to }fr.
Evolution has been subject to many severe attacks
Herbert Spencer, the whole theory is based upon at this point. Those who contend for special creathree principles-namely, that matter is indestruct- tion hav maintained; with a dogmatism which but ill
ible, motion continuous, and force persistent. Two accords with the knowledge they possess upon the
contending processes will be seen everywhere in subject, that nothing but the hypothesis of the auoperation in the physical universe, the one antago- pernatural origin of things is sufficient to account for
nistic to the other,. each one for a time triumphing the first appearance of life upon the earth; that evaover its opposit. These are termed evolution and lution completely breaks down here; and that all the
dissolution. Spencer remarks that" evolution, under experiments that hav been conducted with a view to
its simplest aspect, is the integration of matte1' lend it support hav tumed out positiv failures. Such
and the dissipation of motion, while dissolution is is the allegation of orthodox opponents. Let us see .
the absorption of motion and the concomitant dis- what grounds they hav for these reckless and dogmatic .
integration of matter." Thus it will be seen that statements. The two views of the origin of living
Herbert 'Spencer regards evolution as the con- beings hav been called respectivly Biogenesis and
centration or transition of matter from a diffused to Abiogenesi.~, the first meaning that life can only
a more condensed and perceptible form. This spring from prior life, and the latter that life may
change he traces in the systems of the stars; in the sometimes hav its origin in dead matter. Dr. Charlgeological history of the earth; in the growth and de- ton Bastian, whose experiments will be hereafter revelopment of plants and animals; in the history of ferred to, substitutes for A biogenesis another word,
language and fine arts, and in the condition of civil- A·rchebiosis.
ized states. Briefly, the theory is that the matter of
Now, it is well known and admitted on all hands
which the universe is composed has progressed from that there was a time when no life existed on the
a vague, incoherent, and perhaps all but homogeneous earth. Not the most minute animal, or the most innebula of tremendous extent to complete systems of significant plant, found a place on the surface of what
suns, worlds, comets, sea, and land, and countless was probably at that time a globe heated up to a
varieties of living things, each composed of many temperature at which no living thing could exist.
The life, therefore, that did afterwards appear, could
very different parts and of complex organizations.
. Coming to organic bodies, there may be included not hav spi·ung from germs of prior living bodies.
under the term, " evolution," many different laws, True, the whimsical theory was put forward by an
some of which we may not even know as yet, and a eminent scientific man some years ago, that the first
great number of processes, acting sometimes in uni- germs that found their way to the earth were probson and often in antagonism, the one to the other. ably thrown off from some other planet with meteoric
This, however, in no way destroys the theory of evo- matter. But, on the face of it, this is absurd, belution, which, beyond doubt, is the process by which cause such mafter would be of too high a temperathings hav been brought to their present condition. ture to admit of the existence upon it of living bodies
It will tend, perhaps, to elucidate this truth the more of any kind, and besides, were it otherwise, it would
readily and clearly if a brief exposition of this theory explain nothing. It would only transfer the difficulty
be given under the different heads of the various sec- from this world to some other. For life must hav
had a beginning somewhere, and the question is as
tions of this extensiv subject.
THE FORMATION OF woRLDS.
to that beginning somewhere. The supernaturalist
According to evolution, there was a time in the re- seeks to get out. of the difficulty rather by cutting
mote past., the date of which we cannot even imagin, the Gordian !not than by untying it, and falls back
and any attempt to comprehend the periods that hav upon a special creation, and so avoids any further
rolled by since would paralyze our highest intellect- trouble about the matter. But the evolutionist thinks
ual powers. When the matter which is now seen that he cari see his way clearly in what must necesshaped into suns and stars of vast magnitude; and of sarily be to some extent a labyrinth, because no one
incomprehensible number, was diffused over the lived at that time to observe and record what was
whole of the space in which those bodies are now taking place.
seen moving-of extreme variety and, perhaps, of
One thing is clear, which is that living things were
nearly homogeneous character-the human mind is made or came into existence-whatever the mode
unable to comprehend. This matter, by virtue of the may hav been, or the power by which it occurredvery laws now seen in operation in the physical uni- out of non-living matter. Even the believers in
verse, would in time shape itself into bodies with special creation will not deny this. The only queswhich the heavens are strewed, shining with a glory tion is, therefore, whether the process occun-ed in
that awes while it charms. What is called in these accordance with natural law, and whether the forces
days the nebular cosmogony may be said to hav arisen by which it was brought about were those which
with Sir V{illiam Herschel, who discovered with his exist., or, at all events, which did exist, in male1ial
telescope what seemed to be worlds and systems in nature. For it does not follow that, if such phenomcourse of formation-that is, they were in various ena do not occur to-day, they could never hav taken
states which appeared to mark a gradation and differ- place in the past. The conditions of the earth were
ent degrees of condensation.
then different from what they are now, and forces
M. Laplace, without any knowledge of Herschel'8 may hav been in operation that are now quiescent.
speculations, arrived at a similar idea upon totally Professor Huxley, who thinks that no instance has
different grounds-namely, the uniformity of the occurred in modern times of the evolution of a living
heavenly bodies. He showed that if matter existed organism from dead matter, and that the experiments
in such a different state• as the nebular theory that hav been conducted on the subject are inconcluassumed, and if nuclei existed in it, there would be- siv-who, in fact, ranks himself on the side of the adcome centers of aggregation in which a rotary mo- vacates of Bio_qenesis-yet says that, if we could go
tion would increase as the agglomeration proceeded. back millions of years to the dawn of life, we should,
Further, Laplace urged that at certain intervals the no doubt, behold living bodies springing from noncentrifugal force, acting from the rotating mass, living matter.
would overcome the force. of agglomeration, and the
But, of course, it will be argued that, if it hapresult would be a series of rings existing apart from pened then, it might take place now j and although,
the mass to which they originally adhered, each of as I hav said, this is not conclusiv, yet to some it has
whicu would retain the motion which it possessed at much weight. What nature has once done she can
the moment of s•pll.ration. These rings would again do again. Quite so; but then all the conditions
break up into spherical bodies, and hence come what musL be the same. Dr. Bastian himself asks the
are termed primary planets and their satellites. question, "If such synthetic processes took place
This Laplace showed to be at least possible; and the then, why should they not take place now. Why
results, in the case of our solar system, are just what should the inherent molecular properties of
would hav been expected from the operations of this various kinds of matter hav undergone so much
law. For example, everyone knows that the rapidity alteration~, ("Beginnings of Life"). And the quesof the motions in the planets is in the ratio of their tion is likely to be repeated with, to say the least of
nearness to the sun.
it, some show of reason.
Many facts seem to support this the.ory, such as
It must never be forgotten, as Tyndall has very
the existence of the hundred and more small bodies ably pointed out, that the matter of which the orcalled asteroids observed between Mars and Jupiter, ganic body is built up "is that of inorganic nature.
which doubtless indicate a zone agglomeration at There is no substance in tho animal tissues that is
several points, and the rings of Saturn giving an ex- not primarily derived from the rocks, the water,
ample of zones still preserved intact. This theory and the air." And the forces operating in the one
has been held by some of the most eminent astron- are those which we see working in the other, vitality
omers, and i;; most ably advocated by the late Pro- only excepted, which is probably only another con·efessor Nichol in his "Architecture of the Heavens." lation of the one great force of the universe. InSome experiments hav also been tried-as, for ex- deed, Professor Huxley does not make an exception
ample, that of Plateau on a rotating globe of oil- even in the case of vitality, which, he maintains, has
which show the operation of the law by which suns, no more r."tual existence than the imaginary aqueosplanets, and their moons were formed. This is the. ity of water. Mr. Herbert Spencer thinks that life,
evolution of worlds, and it is unnecessary to point I under all its forms, has arisen by an unbroken evoluout how diametrically this is opposed to the special, tion, and through natural causes alone, and this view,
1
creation described in Genesis, where the heavens and in my <;>pinion, accords with the highest reason and
the earth are called suddenly into being by the fiat of [ philm;ophy.
CHARLES WATTS.
God, and the sun stated to be created fom- days
(To BE CONTINUED.)
1
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[In THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 27, 1885. Mr. C. W.
Stewart, of Liberal, Mo., gave the particulars, illustrated by
a diagram and supported by sworn statements, of seances
held with a "Dr." Bouton of that place. He averred that
the conditions were such as to preclude fraud, being "the
most rigid test conditions." The cabinet, or closet, was inspected and found to b.e "as represented." A "most
thorough investigation of the premises was made, going into
the cellar, upon the roof, and through every room, and testing the strength of the floor, ceiling, and walls of the closet."
One affidavit appended by Mr. Stewart said: "We hav made
a thorough examination of the said premises, and we hereby
pronounce it utterly impossible that said writing can occur
through visible or tangible human agency." Thiswassworn
to by C. W. Stewart, D. P. Greely, C. W. Goodlander, Jr.,
John G. Meyer, and G. H. Walser. The said writing pmported to be a communication on a slate from the founder of
of TnE TuUTII SEEKER. The writing and signature Mr.
Stewart pronounced to be " almost fac-similes of specimens
of D. M. Bennett's writing." Samples of the signature so
obtained were sent to this office for identification, but were
pronounced fraudulent by persons familiar with Mr. Bennett's handwriting. An enthusiastic lady who p11blishes 11.
paper out in Iowa thereupon printed some caustic remarks
about the intolerance of Materialism, and added by way of a
clincher, " He came to his own and his own received him not."
The following article is from G. H. Walser's Liberal of
August 5, 1886. The only comment we hav to make is that
it shows there is nothing easier in this world than to be mistaken.-En. T. S.]
A FRAUD MATERIALIZED.

For near two years we hav been giving to the
world from time to time the wonderful spiritualistic
manifestations through the mediumship of Dr. J. B.
Bouton, an old resident of Liberal, who was universally looked upon as a quiet, unassuming, and unpretentious man, who could not slick the people by
tricks if he desired to do so. Bouton is about sixty
years of age, has a wife and a bright little boy of
four years. He has been holding seances at his
house, producing wonderful independent slate-writings
from a closet constructed in one corner of his seance
room. This closet had been inspected by various
parties and universally pronounced perfectly intact,
without a blind or trap-door anywhere except the
one accessible from the public room. Clean slates
were placed on a shelf near the top of this clos~t, and
in a short time. three little raps were given; the door
would be opened and the slate taken out with a communication on it to some person .present, with the
~ signature of some departed person signed to it; the
dbctor all· the while sitting in the room with the
viaitors in full lamplight. ·This, of course, created
great excitement, and the wonderful powers of the
doctor were heralded all over the country, while he
seemed to grow fat and lazy from the rich harvest he
was getting. He was kept on the fat of the land,
parties were made for him, gifts were bestowed,
obeisances paid, and honors given him on all occasions. Many sought the opportunity of gaining from
this heavenly-favored, good man a smile; others the
privilege of touching his sacred garments. His name
had softened. The air about him seemed to come
fresh from the ambrosial fields where gods are wont
to revel and sip sweet nectar from perennial flowers.
We know of no one who beheld more comeliness in
his make-up than we did. The old tobacco-besmeared
chops of yore didn't look half so dirty. We formerly
I'egarded him as a kind of a root-and-herb impostor,
a poor carpenter, and a worse doctor; but of late we
hav been writing his name with M.D. attached,
doubly capped. We "fess up," while three-fourths
of the people, as big fools as we were, now say they
always thought he was a fraud.
The slate-writing seances were not all. There were
materializations more natural than life. These would
occur in an adjoining room while the doctor sat with
the spectators in another room. There were two
doors to that room, but we all knew that the doctor
was perfectly reliable and would not degrade himself
by any false demonstrations. We knew, too, that no
citizen of Liberal would be mean enough to attempt
a fraud on the credit of the dead. There was where
we were fooled again.
The house where the seances occmTecl is a onestory wooden structure. The seance room was built
several years ago. It is about fourteen feet square,
an·d made box fashion. Subsequently there was a
kitchen added. In the ceiling of this kitchen there
is a scuttle-hole large enough for a man to · get
.through. The attic of the kitchen is easy of access
through this scuttle; but when up there the explorer
was confronted with what seemed to be a solid board
wall, to all appearances the old siding of the original
house. About two years ago an L was put to the
other side of the old room. The seance closet was
placed in the old house, the top reaching to the
ceiling.
Ou last Thursday, about two o'clock in the afternoon, the house was discovered to be on fire from the
roof, having caught from a ddectiv flue. In a short
time buckets, water, and men were in full service.
With the aid of an ax the shingles were cut away and
the flames subdued; revealing, when out, the fact
that in the top of the closet was a neatly-fitting trapdoor, lined on the edges with cloth, so as to he
opened without noise, with a strap attached to raise
it by. This was fastened by adjustable braces from
above, so completely keeping the trap-door in place
that it was impossible to detect the fraud from be-

low. In what seemed to be the solid partition, between the kitc}len attic and top of the seance room,
was found an adjustable door. .This was so arranged
that when the accomplice was through the kitchen
hatchway, the partition door was easily removed,
and the scoundrel at once in control of the upper
part of the dioset where the slates were deposited for
spirit communications. Over the kitchen were found
two tin buckets or cans which would hold about one
gallon each. In the side of each was a hole, cut
about two inches wide and three inches long, with
perforations in the bottom to admit air. On the inside of these cans was lamp-smoke, indicating plainly
that they had been placed over a lamp and, used as
dark lanterns.
When the fire was raging the doctor frequently
urged the persons trying to save the house to let it
go, it could not be saved; and when he found that·
the flames were extinguished and his fraud laid bare,
he exclaimed, " I am ruined!" and vomited for shame.
His accomplices are well known in this community
and cordially despised. They are now trying to
cheek it out by getting up a laugh on the Spiritualists
and friends who treated them as honest citizens-in an
honest ~;~.ttempt to investigate a natural phenomenon.
As well might the thief laugh at his victim, or the
assassin at the bloody corse quivering before him.
The man who will enrich himself by using the memory of the dead is too degraded for the application of
human lang-uage. Words are too frail to express the
fulness of honest contempt for such. The mind that
conceives such a crime would not hesitate at anything if sure of escaping the penalty of the law.·
After the fire Bouton wrote us the following letter,
which explains itself:
FRIEND WAT.BER, Dear Sir: Yon hav been deceived, but it
was not done for the purpose of harming yon or any other
person, but for what we believed to be the good of humanity:
and when T explain to yon onr honest·tnot.iv in adopting· this
plan to investigate this thing called Spiritualism. I am con"
fident that yo'u will not blame us, or. at least., hold malice
against us for letting the world know how easy it is to deceive the world. I was not yet ready for this. I had more
wonderful thing·s than they had yet seen. September and
October were the months in which we intended to surprise
you all, then giv you all the benefit of our investigation.
When yon feel cool and calm I want to talk to yon.
Yours truly,
J. B. BouToN.

An Avalanche!
Most of us can not get into our heads why a great
revolution is pending through labor troubles, and expect toot by some means we shall g-et back to old
times. Never again in this world. About a hundred
years ago every workman owned his capital-to wit,
tools and simple machines. He did not divide his
earnings so much with other people who do nothing.
The weaver owned his loom, water-mills were the
most important factories, and wherever nature furnished the power, it cost little to run a factor"i.
Almost everything was done on a different plan. If
you hired a man to chop or mow, he generally furnished his own tools. The earlier simple inventions
took the place of tools more and more. A few men
with a little money would combine and furnish the
machines, and stand about t.o see the men work.
They would pay the "hands " as little as possible,
reserving a certain amount of the earnings to pay
the interest on their capital. This reserve grew to
be more than enough to barely replace the wear
and tear, as was at first modestly claimed and
was naturally used to put in more machinery.
Soon the employer was able to hire more "hands,"
and his income swelled un'il here and there
one more fortunate than the others could undersell
and drive the others to the wall. This method of
labor rapidly superseded all others, and was able to
command the markets for sale of manufactures and
for hire of labor. " It is so easy to grease a fat hog !"
Like an avalanche, capital thus born was forever rolling and gathering. In our own land we might hav
lived for a century or more in peace, and hav gradually adapted our conditions to the new methods, but
for the war and the enormous advantages taken of
our ignorance by which small fortunes were so highly
swollen. Government bonds were first wrecked, and
then strengthened when accumulated in a few hands;
railway bonds ditto, and then the tariff on steel rails,
coal, and other imports enabled a few persons to control the railway system and much of the manufactures.
Several men, by the use of a few thousand dollars,
often less than ten thousand·, purchased bonds at one
or two cents on the dollar and turned them over to
the government at par, thus actually receiving a
hundred dollars for one dollar, as was clone in manipulation of Central Branch, K. P., and other stock.
Many hundreds of millions hav thus been taken from
the government by a few men or women. Nearly ~11
the great millionaires of the East became such m
this way. Yet eTery dollar has had to be replaced
by the poorer people. It is paid by indirect taxation,
in many ways, on many things. To tbe great mass
of people it is felt by deprivation, is exhibited in reduced consumption, which passes on and off in lower
wages, strikes, lock-outs, closing down, riot, arson,
m11rder, and starvation and Fmicide.
And yet there are thousands of people who hav no

idea that a swindle on government or extravagance
by it affects them!
Well! So mighty hav been these accumulations of
capital, that began thus humbly, no~, to-day, almost
everything even in this new young nation, is under
control or' accumulated capital, and as its powEr
gi'ows it of course exacts more. The day has gone
by when free trade can do much to relieve us. Capital is too powerfnl
· These monstrous capitalistic combinations are our
best educators. . They are leading in advance in the
way the whole nation must go. The knell of the old
order has been tolled. The people must all unite in
one grand universal combination, and really and truly
hav tha.t thing so much talked of-government of, by,
and for the people.
,
As it is now, we hav government over the people
by a few agents for a few ~rand monopolies.
It is too late, too late to go back. Onward is the
motto.
HoLT.

Christian Temperance.
Christian temperance is one of the most positiv of
paradoxes; it is one of the world's most flagrant contradictions. When Christians profess an intensity of
temperance, look out for some terrible underlying
vice 01: crime, such as dishonesty, adultery, but especially a mixed lasciviousness; and the moral obliquity attending their case you will find impenetrable.
Here is what a clergyman told me a few years ago:
"Dansville was a quiet place, but prosperous. It
was neither a temperance place nor a drunken one.
Between twenty-five and thirty years ago, some kil:d
of temperance organization. or lodge was started,
professing a Christian basis, and the place be~a~e a
pandemonium . and drunkenness soon mult1phed.
Prior to that time tho social evil and bastardy WeJ e
entirely unknown in Dansville. Behold ! IJ;J.less thsn
one year after the organization of the tempe~ance
lodge aforesaid, lasciviousness had received such an
incentiv as to become so common that no les;:; than
twenty bastards were born within the lodge itselfthat is to say, among those who were or had been
identified with the temperance lodge." Now, I do
not vouch for the literal truth of. this account, but I
vouch for the fact that it was told me by a Christian
clergyman. It cannot be false
all particulars. It
may be an exaggeration, and 1t may, on the other
hand fall short of the degree of the vileness it refers
to. The clergyman was familiar with matter~ as they
stood at that time. In refererlce to DansVIlle temperance of the same period! an old gray-beaded physician told me the followmg and vouched for the
truth thereof: "Liquor selling was partially retrenched by law in Dansville. Th~ druggis~s could
sell by bottle to persons who furmshed sabsfactmy
reasons for their order, and those reasons were to be
recorded. There was in those days a drugstore kept
by a Mr. Casteline, since deceas~d. The records of
that store if still in existence, wlll show some astonishing ite~s. A clergyman from a neighboring town
used to come to 1\Ir. Casteline for his liquor-liquors
of various kinds. One time he bad two. bottles of
brandy, two of rum, one of wine, and six of whisky,
and entered them all in the records for sacramental
purposes !''
MAGYAR.

!n

A..

Shameful Dogma.

The immaculate conception is a shameful dogma
of a shameless church. A festival in honor of the
" conception " is said to be traceable back to the
sixth century, but the dogma was no~ fully .established until December 8, 1854, when Pms IX. 1ssued
a decree declaring it to be an article of the Catholic
faith.
Many intelligent and well-informed people do not
understand what the dogma means. They think it
relates merely to the birth of Jesus, but it goes back
to the birth of the Vi.rgi.n Mary. It would not do to
hav her born in the ordinary may. As J osepb,
though married to Mary, was not a husband with all
that the name implies, so Anna, the mother of Mary,
must hav a husband of the same sort.
The story is told in the l~rotevangelion, purJ?o~t
ing to be written by James m Jerusalem, and 1s ill
substance as follows:
Joachim, a rich man, brought offerings to the Lord.
Rubim, the priest, told him he. must do so. no m~re becanse
he was. childless. Joachim, m great _gnef, retired to the
mountains. resoh•ed to fast anrl pray until he could !Jccome !'t
father. His wife, Anna, knowing not what .had bec~me of
him, and supposing him dead, beg_an to bewai~ her childless
widowhood. But soon she put off her mourn.mg garments,
and resuming her wedding-dress took a walk m the garden.
Sitting under a laurel-tree she prayed, not for a husband, but
for a child. Looking up she sn.w the. sparrow'~ nest. "Alas!
0 Lord," she said, " why am I not like the bn·ds or beasts
which are prodnctiv before thee? I !mv becol!le a :eproach
to the sons of Israel, and they hav clnven me m denswn out
of the temple of the Lord."
.
Just then a good angel appeared and pronused to answer
Anna's prayer. Presently two more. angel~ came and ~old
her her husband was alive and conung hr!mc; for anoo.lCr
ano-eJ had heard .Joachim's prayer and promised an answer.
The reunion of lmsbnucl and wife was joyful. Joachim
made a "'rand olieriucr of goats, Iambs, Ulid calves to the
priests, a~d in clue time, reckoning no. doubt from the good
angel's visit in the garden, a female child was born, and they
called her .l\Iary.
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Though this is a state Convention, the Executiv
Committee hope to meet Freethink12rs from. many
states besides New York. Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Ohio, Canada, and the New England states are not
too far off for their citizens to make· the trip, and, as
in the ·past, everybody is cordially inv..ited and entreated to attend. The hotel rates are reasonable
and the accommodations good. THE TRUTH SEEKER
ventures to extend a little invitation also on its own
account. The editor and business manager will be
more than pleased on that occasion to shake hands
with several hundred subscribers, and especial attention will'be paid to any who may owe us arrearages.
This Convention, we think, will be one of ·the
pleasantest yet held; certainly the officers of the
·Association will do their best to make it so. Apart
from the great va.lue of the lectures, the place, Mr.
Reynolds says, has ample attractions to make a tendays' stop there a little oasis in life.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

What Ireland Needs.
Single subscription ............................................. . *3 00
One subscription two years, in advance ................. .
5 00
The continued story of Orange and Catholic riotTwo new subscribers .......................................... .
6 00 ing in Ireland is sad reading. No war is so bitter as
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance ....................................................... • i) 00 a religious war, no strife so deadly, no controversy
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
so intemperate. Sectarianism divides sharper than
remittance ................................................... .
'i 00
national lines, and the people of different churches
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. ..
8 50 are almost as far apart as the living and the dead.
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... .. 10 00 The Irish troubles are new proofs of this, and these
/my number over five at the same rate, invariably
proofs are multiplying daily. The dispatches report
with one remittance.
•
htmdreds wounded and scores killed. The rioting
.A Dishonest Opinion of Other Opinions.
If wfi should, in the course of a column editorial,
say that everyone who believes in God is insane;
t~t every worshiper of Christ is stupidly superstitious; that real Christianity consisted of debauchery
and licentiousness; that all professions of religion
~ empty boasts; that every church-goer is a fool,
and that as for a Christian, we don't believe one
exiJ:;ts-if we should put all that into less than a. column of leaded long primer, we think the Christians
might justly accuse us of being bigoted.
Yet these epithets and that conclusion is what the
Christian at Work applies editorially to Atheists.
The editor claims th!l.t every human being is "Godintoxicated," and naturally must, from his intuitions,
believe in a creator, providential ruler, judge of all
mankind. .A.nd he says it is his opinion ·that any
human being who alleges that he does not believe in
such a being is a liar, or a fool, or insane.
However, there is one consolation left the Atheists,
which is that perhaps the editor of the Christian at
Work is himself the liar. But if we thought we
could get a truthful answer, we would like to ask
him if he regards doubt of the existence of a devil as
a symptom of mental aberration! .A. belief in devils
is certainly older and more nearly universal than the
belief in gods.
~~--~----The New Yor k "'~tat e Convent•IOn.

The notice of the time and place of holding the
Annual Convention of the New York State Freethinkers' Association is a little later than usual, but
sufficiently previous to allow all to make preparations
for attending.
The place selected is a very fine one, the only objection to it being that it is in the eastern part of the
state. But as no anangements could be made with
the owners of any park in the western portion of New
York, White Sulphur Springs Park was the best that
could be done.
The railroad rates to the Convention can be made
low by those attending purchasing excursion tickets
to Saratoga. Nearly every railroad east of Chicago
makes special rates to Saratoga, and those rates can
'be taken advantage of. "Excursion tickets" should
be bought to insure lowest fare. From Saratoga a
short railroad runs to the lake, and the steamboat
lands passengers upon the grounds.
.A.ll the speakers invited hav not yet sent letters
of acceptance, but the following hav written of their
intention to attend: John Peck, Lucy N. Colman, W.
S. Bell, 1\'Irs. F. C. Reynolds, Susan H. Wixon, and J.
L. Andrew-and Mrs. Juliet H. Severance will come
if circumstances allow. Helen H. Gardener has but
little doubt of her ability and no doubt of her eagerness to be there, and Elizabeth Cady Stanton thinks
it the likeliest thing in the world that she will speak
once or twice before the Convention. Charles Watts
will arrive in time to take part in the speaking, and
when the others who hav been invited are heard from,
the list undoubtedly will be a long and splendid one.

began when Gladstone's bill was defeated, and the
Orange parade on the 12th of July intensified the
hatred of Catholics to Protestants.
Belfast is now divided by strict lines into two
divisions-Catholics and Protestants-and not an
hour passes that some outrage upon one or the other
sect is not perpetrated. On the 7th a body of
Catholics found a Prote~tant woman upon the street,
alone and defenseless, and they promptly abused her.
The next day a crowd of Protestant women found a
Ca.tholic girl in their own neighborhood, and they
quickly beat her almost to death, :finishing their work
by jumping upon her prostrate body. 'rhe police of
Belfast are mostly Catholic, and the sight of one of
them is sufficient to start a fight. Were it not for
the English soldiers they would be massacred. The
windows of the shops of the city_, are riddled with
bullets fired by the Orangemen at the municipal
force. When there are no police in sight the
Orangemen attack Catholic civilians, which attacks
are returned with interest by the Bomanists. It is
sufficient for fight that two bodies of men of different sectarian beliefs meet upon the street. Even
the wounded, as they are borne to the hospitals, are
set upon by the mobs. The inhabitants of the
meaner portions of the city point guns and pistols
from their windows and shoot indiscriminately.
Scores hav been wounded in this manner.
AII t h'IS IS
· so1e1y· th e result of reI'Igwn.
·
Th e noters
·
hav no plans for anything but murder. The Orangemen do not want Home Rule, and they hate Catholics.
So they commit murder. The Catholics hate the
Protestants, and they kill them. These two religious
bodies hav been at this business off and on ever since
Luther's time and the Belfast riots show their
readiness to re~ume it whenever the occasion offers.
English troops will be able to temporarily control
these savages, but the only permanent cure for their
bloodthirstiness is a complete eradication of their
religious principles and a substitution therefor of an
educated desire to serve humanity. Until this is
accomplished, there is no security for Ireland. She
needs the school-master much more than she needs
Ho e R le
m
u ·

a

John Bunyan.
The Rev. Mr. John Brown is at present occupying
the Bunyan Meeting at Bedford, Bedfordshire Co.,
England. He is therefore shepherd of the parish
to which the immortal John Bunyan, author of "The
Pilgrim's Progress," preached two hundred and thirty
odd years ago. It is therefore proper that Mr. Brown
should look up the genealogy of his predecessor,
which he has done and published in-a book. .A.nd it
is noticeable that the name Bunyan, in going back
toward the past, as_sumes as many different forms as
do any of those which " Antichrist " attempts to follow through the labyrinths of sacred history. We
hav Buignon, Buingnon, Bognum, and Banyan. The
I representativ of the family when it was spelled
Buingnon, it may here be remarked, was publicly
hanged. John Bunyan was about the first of his

l

family who amounted to anything, and he in early
life, before he became addicted to preaching, followed
the humble calling of a tinker. According to John's
own account of it, he was an ignorant youth, being
barely able to read and write; and those. who hav
read his "Pilgrim's Progress," especially the rhyme
in the fore part of it, will not hesitate to believe his
statement that "what little he learned he soon lost,
even almost utterly." Mr. Bunyan also admits. that
he led a wild and reckless life; and it is .greatly to
his credit for candor that historians hav corroborated him. Coleridge, indeed, says that Bunyan's
early life was that of "a bitter blackguard."
Bunyan did his first preaching as a settled pastor
in a barn, his conversion to religion having: come
about through reading some religious books belonging to his wife. It is supposed that he abandoned
his evil ways, though we find him classed among
those who "under the profession of Christ held forth
and practiced licentiousness." He was a Baptist, and
his preaching got him into jail. Here he spent twelve
years, and wrote his" Pilgrim's Progress," which has
come down to us as one of the saddest results of imprisonment for opinion's sake. It appears that Bunyan himself had more or less doubt about the merits
of his remarkable production, for in his poetical introduction he relates that he showed it in manuscript
form to his friends, with this result:
'' Some said 'John print it; ' others said 'not so.'
Some said 'it might do good; ' others said 'no! ' "

We are of the opinion that those who said "John
print it" must hav given the manuscript a very superficial reading, or else they were no friends of the
author. It would be difficult to :find a ~ork of less
contemporaneous human interest, unless it be the revised version of the Hebrew and Christian scriptures
or Rose Elizabeth Cleveland's latest novel. Bunyan
was a·presumably good tinker spoiled. in the making
of a bad preacher and writer. He had a touch of
genius, but his creations were warped, exaggerated,
or deformed by superstition. It is interesting to r-eview the career of a man who has such a prominent _
place in the history of a large religious sect, but his
books should be- kept out of the hands of children
who are not old enough to understand that they contain nothing which is to be believed.

Boonton .Again .Awakened.
When C. B.- Reynolds had procured the affidavits
necessary to a criminal prosecution of the good Christians of Boonton who had wrecked his tent and to a
civil suit against the town for the damages caused, he
came up to this city to engage in the hard preliminary
work of arranging for the state Convention. The
Christians of Boonton breathed freer when they knew
the Infidel had left the place, and they prayerfully
hoped he would never return. The tax-payers do not
like the prospect of
the
_ paying for the . tent,
h and di
indicted rioters see t~e county court .ill t e near s. tance and the state pnson not far behind. But those
who thought that they had seen the last of t?e Infidel
were mista_ken. On Wednesday,_ the 11th ~st., Mr.
Reynolds illvaded the place agaill, armed with hundreds of copies of a small pamphlet on blasphemy,
being the TRUTH SEEKER editorial of August 14th,
with some ~dditi~nal paragrap~ur addressed specifically to the ~~bitant~ of Mon'Is county, N~w Jersey.
These he distnbuted ill all the stores, and ill most of
the houses. It is needless to say that the pamphlet
was thorou?'hly read..
.
T~e gossip and exmtement.resultillg fr~m the arrest
had m a good measure subsided, but this second ltdvent. aroused the sleepy little town, and for the halance· of the week blasphemy was again discussed.
No violence was offered Mr. Reynolds, most of the
rougher element being at work in the silk factory
when the distribution was going on. The justice of
the peace who held Mr. Reynolds to bail was
encountered upon the street, and he extended his
hand for a fraternal greeting. He got it, along with
a pamphlet which had the needless effect of lengthening his Methodistical coun~enance ·about two
inches, In common with the rest of the Christian
population of Boonton, the justice finds that biasphemy is a ghost of puritanical times that will not
down at his bidding. He can arrest Mr. Reynolds,
but he cannot keep him out of Boonton.
·Mr. Reynolds lectured for the Hempstead, L. I.,
Freethought Association on the afternoon and evening of August 15th, and will address the Liberals of
Norwalk, Conn., to-morrow, the 22d. Until afte:r the
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state Convention is held, he may be audressed in care
of this office. No further legal steps in his Boonton
case can be taken till after the Morris county grand
jury hav met, but in the interim it is proposed to
enlighten the population of the county upon theological matters and the relation Christianity sustains to
law and liberty.
------~~.-------

-.Mr. Iogersoil Will Defend Mr. Reynolds.
· NEw YoRK, Aug. 13, 1886.
E. M. MAcDoNALD, EsQ., Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER:
My .IJear Mr. Macdonald: Mr. Baker has handed
me your letter asking whether I would hav anything
to do with the Reynolds case. Of cow-se I shall
help Mr. Reynolds. If I cannot be there in person,
I am perfectly willing to pay somebody who can be.
I believe in doing what little I can in defense of the
·liberty of speech, and I think it the duty of ·an Freethinke,rs to do what they can to teach. the world better thaJ?- to decide metaphysical questions by brute
force.,
Yours very truly,
R. G. INGERSOLL.
The following sums hav been received by Mr.
Reynolds to help defray the expenses caused by his
arrest:
F. M. Borden......................................................
J. F. Ruggles .. ."...................................................
M. Whittick............. ...........................................
H. Tyler.............................................................
E. M. Davis.........................................................
T. R. Burroughs.................................................
W. T; Galloway...................................................
Wm. Krim ............................................ :.............
Wm. Fray..........................................................
M.P. Thurston....................................................
· John D. Powers...................................................

•

which he had left. These facts we obtained from the editor
of the Boonton Bulletin. George Hyler, the coachman who
was arrested, is also a Methodist. All these men are charged
with inciting to riot, and Mr: Reynolds knows that they did
take part in the partial destruction of the tent by urging the
rough element,· who are mostly members of the Catholic
church, to run Mr. Reynolds out of town. If it were not
Catholic and Methodist roughs who wrecked the tent, we do
not know who is guilty. Certainly the tent was not wrecked
by Catholic and Methodist gentlemen.
GRoss sectarian superstition would seem to hav reached
the limit in the ~;~ction of the Protestant and Catholic church
authorities at the recent explosion of a powder mill, wherein
eleven men were blown to atoms in a moment. A correspondent of the Evening Post reports that all that could be
found of the unfortunate creatures was four or five pounds
of flesh, and adds: " As part of the men were Catholic and
part Protestant, the mass was divided and put into two cof-·
fins, funeral services being held over one according to the
Catholic ritual, and over the other according to the Protestant."
•
THE Christian .Advocate prints a "children's temperance"
battle-hymn, of which the following is the closing stanza:
" Hark ! how the conflict rages
.For Temperance, Truth, and Law !
We're writing History's pages,
Hurrah for Right! Hurrah!
Jehovah is our caPtain,
This war is all his own;
On earth we'll fight his battles,
Then siug around his throne."
We would like to ask how much "temperance" there is
about a s1mtiment of that sort. A person who could sing it
and believe it wo~ld be as badly intoxicated in one way as
he could be in another if,rum were plenty and free as water.
It is a moral crime to indoctrinate children with these militant notions.
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M!!. D. A. BLODGETT, of Grand Rapids, Mich., is again
1.00
3.00 emplO}'edat his good work. He has engaged Charles Watts.
4.00 to deliver a course of four lectures at the Opera Honse. beAs will be seen by Mr. Ingersoll's letter, lawyers' ginning Sept. 29th and closing Oct. 3d. The work of Liberalizing Grand Rapids is peculiarly Mr. Blodgett's own.
fees are provided for, but there are many legal ex- Being a gentleman 'Of large wealth, he can affor-d to hire the
penses in every case, besides the cost and expense of best hall in town and pay speakers and advertising bills, and
distribution of the-literature necessary to enlighten his social position is such that the inhabitants of the city are
bound to listen to him and the speakers he engages. Every
and civilize the Christian heathen of New Jersey.
year :M:r. Blodgett has employed several Freethought speakers, and the people of Grand Rapids hav packed the large
Editorial Notes.
Opera House to listen to tbem. ·By these means Grand
THE New Era Gleaner, published at De Ruyter, N. Y., ~apids has. become about the most Liberal city in the
ad vises its readers to read THE TRUTH SEEKER. We sincerely West, and the progress of the general public luis forced the
hope the readers will act upon the advice.
denominational preachers to expand their several mental hoTHE Winsted, Conn., Press describes THE TRUTH SEEKER rizons. Lecturers who.hav been there report that intellectas "a New York religious paper, devoted to the dissemina- ually Grand Rapids is wide awake and still opening its eyes.
tion of the purest unsectarian religious teachings." We For this she is chiefly indebted to our friend Blodgett. If in
trust that now good .Christians will no longer object to our each town and city of the United States there was but one
man with the disposition and means of J.Hr. Blodgett, another
pictures.
decade would see an enormous transformation in the intelJoHN GEORGE HERTWIG, an occasional contributor to THE lectual and moral status of the people. Four or five such
TrmTH SEEKER, has begun at Washington, D. C., the publi- men' would soon turn the churches into aca-demies and the
cation of the .American Weekly. It is principally devoted to Sunday-schools into kindergartens.
the discussion of national finance and taxation. The price
of the Weekly is two dollars per annum.
IT was once a favorit method of disciplin with the father
abbots to wall in a refractory monk and leave him to such
THE premises occupied by the London Freethinker were
meditations as might occur to a dying man. Being surdestroyed by fire July 30th. However, the paper for the
rounded by air-tight stone and mortar, his minutes were few.
week was printed, and there will be no suspension, as a
Everybody supposes that such punishments are no longer
plant elsewhere has been secured. About all of the F1·eeused, but a discovery made in Panama the last day of July
thinker's st.ock of books were destroyed. The stock was inshows that within a few decades, at least, a monk had been
sured, but, taking advantage of a legal technicality, the input to death in this way. A theater is being built in Panama
surance company refuses to pay. Mr. Foote will sue for his
on the site of the Los Monjas convent, the outer walls of
money, and in the mean time his friends are raising a subwhich are very massiv and will be kept standing. · The work
,__
scription to help him.
now going on is the pulling down of the inner partition
walls, which are about twenty-six inches thick. In the
THE DerJWcrat, of Clearfield, Pa., says:
"While walking down Second street the other day we saw two course of this work there was discovered within the masonry,
boys aged about nine years studiously poring over the pages of THE in an erect position, a perfect male skeleton, to which was
1'nUTH SEEKER. If the pa1·ents of these children hav an~· respect attached a cross made of wood, on which had been an
for their oft'spl'ing, they should keep such litemture out of their
inscription, but it is not legible now. -i\.lmost immediately
hands."
If the Democrat will show any children who hav been in- after the discovery the s1wleton fell to pieces, and the skull
jured by their reading of THE TRU'rH SEEKER, we will grant and bones can be seen lying on the ground. The skeleton
that it has t~ome basis for its slur. Otherwise we must put was found in the wall which was very near the altar. It is a
horrible thought that perhaps in this country. perhaps in thi~
the insult down to the account of Christian intolerance.
very city, live men hav been built into a massiv wall and left
A PRIEST of the Episcopalian Chl,lrch, a graduate of the to perish. No outsider knows what goes on within the walls
highest designation, and a man of unexceptionable character, of convents and monasteries, and innumerablecrimes may
has become so indignant at the outrage on Mr. Reynolds at be committed that can never reach the public ear. ConsidBoonton that he has made a solemn determination that he ering the history of the Catholic church, it might be the part
will never again enter the portals of any Christian place of of wisdom and humanity for the state to insist upon knowing
worship whatever. We are not authorized to publish his a little more about her temporal governments and punishname, and prefer to leave the matter to himself, being ments.
assured that in due time he will come out. This priest is not
AT an expense of one cent for a postal card, :M:r. J. H.
an Atheist. He is not the Rev. Heber Newton, but one of a
Brown, of. Annandale, makes us acquainted with the state of
much higher academic standing. He has finally, after many
struggles, made up his mind to consider the Christian system his feelings on July 31st:
"ANN.l.NDALE, N. Y., July 31, 1886.
a fraud without a redeeming quality.
"EDITOR TnuTH SEEKER: I return THE TnUTH SEEKER with thanks.
I hav read it, and had seen a copy of it before. Very likely my
THE Boonton, N.J., Bulletin says:
name was given yon by the party who had it in his house. I do not
"E. M. Macdonald, the editor Gf THE Tnu'rH SEEKER, says that want it in mine, and my fire is generally started with papers of
Reynolds's tent was 'w1·ecked by Catholic and Methodist 1·oughs.• another kind. Now, I want you Freethinkers all to get together
A man who gets so far from the truth as this when • seeking the and cause the earth to turn around the other way for a few years.
truth,' is not a good 'seeker.'"
You can cert.ainly do it. 'rhere is no power to hinder you, accordWe judge by the comment appended that the Bulletin ing to your doctl'in. 'unt.ll then,
"Yours respectfully,
J. H. BnowN."
questions the accuracy of our statement. The facts are these.
James Neafie, one of the men arrested for rioting, was 'formerly
If Mr. Brown has read TnE Tnunr SEEKER to so little pura steady attendant upon Methodist services. At present he pose as his words indicate, he has done the best thing posdividt~s his piety between the Methodist and the Heformed sible under the circumstances in sending it back.
The
church. He is a little more Methodist than Reformed. cautiousness displayed in not using the paper to start a fire
When H. G. Randall, another arrested rioter, moved to with is commendable. · Who knows but that the thing might
Boonton, he brought to the pastor of the Methodist church explode and blow the roof off his domicil? Mr. Brown's
of Boonton a letter from the Methodist church of the town first mistake is in supposing that Freethinkers believe they
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can "cause the earth t.o turn around the· other way.'' That
belief is peculiar to religious people, who, in attributing
omnipotence to some G.od, commit themselvs to the notion
that he could at any time "cause the earth to turn around
the other way," or both ways at once, for that matter. According to the Christian doctrin that he is a· prayer-answering God, Mr. Brown and his fellow-believers are the persons
who should control the diurnal motion of our planet. It
str~kes us that Mr. Brown is something of a numskull,
and doesn't know what Freethinkers believe, nor what he
believes hims~lf.
MR. PEcor, of the Vatican, Rome, having denounced cremation as a device of the Freemasons and anti-Christians, the·
Masonic lodge La Razione, of Milan, resolves that it, "in consequence of the deliberate vote of the holy Roman Inquisition, condemning and prohibiting cremation, deeming it
highly honorable to Freemasonry that the pontiff should attribute to its influence a work of hygiene and civilization, invites the Grand Orient of Italy to urge all the lodges to inaugurate associations for cremation, and to erect cremating
temples.''
'

•

WnEN Mr. Reynolds was in Boonton, N.J., with his tent,
preaching the gospel of honesty, a camp-meeting of colored
Christians was also in session. The Rev. Josiah King, colored, was pastor in charge. He was aided by several black
reverends and singers. Posters were Ol).t all over the town
beseeching the white Christians to help their colored bretbren
by financial donations, and all who loved Christ and Christianity were invited to attend the services. The meeting closed
August 8th. How much money was contributed is not
known. But just so much as was contributed did the pastor in charge abscond with on Monday morning, August 9th,
by the first train out of Boonton. The singers and helpers
were left.without money to pay their grocery bills or to buy
railroad tickets. The Methodist grocer nearest the " Witch
Grounds," which is the local name for the woods where the
camp was pitched, bewails the loss of many dollars, and his
confidence in colored Christianity is correspondingly les~.
ened. Other tradespeople are considerable sums out of
pocket, and if the pastor in charge is ever laid hold of by
the Boonton Christians his life will be made unpleasant.
About the only person in Boonton who views with satisfac_
tion his connection with the colored Christians is Charles
Booth, one of the Infidel boys of the cutlery manufacturing
family. He attended one of the meetings when the Rev.
:M:r. Stewart held forth. Mr. Stewart enlarged upon the
great faith he himself had in Jesus, and entreated others to
share his faith. "Wy, bredrin," he said, "I doan know
whar I'se to git de nex' meal. I hain't had enny brekfust,
an' I doan know no more dan nuthin' whar I'se to git my
dinner. But de bressed Lord Jesus will provide.'' None of
the white Christians present seemed to believe the preacher,
or at least none of them offered to be the chosen instrument
of Jesus in fillir.g him up, so Charles Booth stepped forward
and told t.im if he was hungry to come with him. Evidently the darkey was honest in his statement, for he
promptly put on his !rat and followed his host to the Booth
mansion, where he was fed to such an extent that it was
with great difficulty he succeeded in mounting the pulpit for
his next sermon. The Methodists who dealt with the colored folks may mourn their loss. But Charley Booth is
happy, for he fed the defrauded when the Christians passed
by on the other side of the road.
IN the following letter to his bishop, Cardinal Taschereau,
of Quebec, has made plain the position of the Roman Catholic church toward the Knights of Labor:
"Youn LoRDSHIP: On the 13th of May last I represented to his
eminence the Cat dina! Prefect of the Sacred Congregation of the
Propaganda the divergencies of opinion expressed by the newspapers of Canada and the United States on the subiect of the
society of the Knight& of Labor condemned in September,
1884. As it was p1·etended that the effect of this sentence stood
suspe1Hled by an appeal affirmed to hav been earried before
the holy see after modifications had been made in the constitution of this society, I begged his eminence to make known
with certainty the position of the church in regard to it. A letter
fmm his eminence Cardinal Simeoni, dated the 12th of July, informs me that on the 27th of June last the Sacred Ollice, after a reexamination of the question, maintained its judgment of 1884 abso·
lutely in the same terms, which are reproduced in his letter, as
follows:
"'Considering the principles, organization, and rules of the
society of the Knights of Labor as they are set forth, this society
must be classed among those which hav been condemned according
t.o the instructions of this Supreme Congregation on the lOth of
May, 1884, that the bishops be enjoined to proceed as well against
tlui! Roeiety as against others of tho same kind, and to employ tho
remedies ordered 01' advised in said instructions.'
"Yom lordship will recall that in my consultation of the 5th of
October, 1883, I made no representation of my own upon the prinmples of the organization and the rules of the society, but I purely
and simply transmitted to the holy see an authentic printed copy
of its constitution, with a prayer to examin it all the more carefully
becanRe this society seemed to embrace all branches of work and
workers, which, moreover, its name clearly indicRted. The pretended appeal to the holy see has been long invoked to create the
belief that., pending the final decision, persons could continue t!l
enroll themselvs or to remain in the society, provided always that
they were sincerely disposed to obey the final sentence upon the ap.
peal. If that appeal had been really made it is impossible that the
Sacred Office should not hav been seized of it, because this matter
belongs to its exclusiv resort. Consequently, the decision of the
27~h of June communicated to me by his eminence Cardinal Simeoni, is in reply to it. The original sentence has been confirmed i u
its form nnrl tenor. Whereas, Ill this last decision, as in the first.,
the Holy Office recommends the bishops to proceed against this
society m the manner prescribed in its instructions of the lOth of
May, 188!, I cannot see that there can a~y longer be any doubt as
to the rule to be followed by the Catholics of the whole world over
whom the jurisdiction of that Sacred Congregation extends.
"Having diicharged my duty in conveying to your lordship this
decision of the holy see, I beg yon to accept assurances of my devo"E. A. CAn. TASCIIBRBAU,
tion.
"Archbishop of Quebec."
While· the condemnation is universal, with the duplicity
characteristic of the Catholic authorities it is only applied,
so far, to Canada. In this country the church will probaoly"
use the order instead of abusing it.
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Reason." We read, reasoned, thought, 'and talked freely.
The result was that at the December meeti~g of '80 we both
went up and. accused ourselvs of heresy. (Good thing for us
'twas the nineteenth century). Well, I couldn't tell you
half. All were ·amazed; would not turn to us out, but
prayed for us and sent some brethren to talk to us, but we
talked more to them than they to us. This W!lnt on for some
time, and one good brother said 'twas no use to semi comn~ittees to us, for we would out-talk any they could send. In
F~bmary following, N. T. Smith," their clerk, went up and
stated that he had passed from the darkness of faith and
superstition to the light and liberty of Freethought. Then
they excommunicated all three of us at once and consigned
us to the fterce anger of a very merciful and loving God.
Their next step was one of wanton persecution. In July of
the same year they expelled me from the JHasonic Lodge on
the charge of heresy. Still, I pursue the even tenor of my
way in the full enjoyment of free thought and speech, not
fearing but tleriding hell.
T. E. SLAY.

-

CnATRAlii, N. ·Y., Aup:. 3, 1886.
, :M:n. EDITOl~: Please find inclosed $1 for Ter•t Fund. I see
by the last Trmnr SEEKER that the meek and lowly Christians
in New Jersey are forgetting their calling. T. R. BUl:nows.
MouNT UNION, 0., Aug. 5., 1886.

~IR. EDITOi: Inclosed you will find money order for $5,

which place to my credit and send on THE TnuTn SEEKER
with the pictures, for I expect to take it as long as I liv. ,
w ~I. ANTI!AJ\L
BEVERLY, N. J., August 11, 1886.
JHu. ED ITO!!: Five dollars inclosed is for Mr. Reynolds to
keep the Tent moving. You will get the Beverly Bnnner.
It has some hard words for Mr. Reynolds. It is run by Prof.
Streeter l!,leet, also of the Normal School and theM. E. church
here. He is a first-class bigot and blackguard. W M. Knm.
. Los ANGELES, CAL., Aug. 2, 1886.
'Mn. EDITOI!: Inclosed find stamps for another sub_scription. The telling cartoons hav done it. When one hits a·
Catholic, the Protestants want it; when a Presbyterian gets
a rap, it snits the Methodist; and thus it goes through the
whole list. Even half-fledged Liberals will read a picture
when they would not peruse a wordy article. T!Je one on
church taxation touched their pockets, which is the most
sensitiv part of them. Keep up the cartoons if you must
raise the price of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER.
J. E. Cum;:.
CEDAR DALE, August 1, 286.
n-ru. Ennon: Many thanks for your kindness in forwarding the paper so long after the subscription expired. Mr.
Putnam's "News and Notes" a,re fully worth the price of
the paper. As we read, it almost seems to carry us close to
wonderland or Yellowstone Park. The illustrations are
grand-the more so as they picture to our minds the ignorance and sup{,rstition of ancient and, I may say also, modern times. Keep the ball rolling until every stronghold is
shattered, and we can see every dogma crushed to atoms.
s. BROWN.
BozEMAN, M. T., Aug. 3, 1886.
Mn. EDITOI~: As your readers know, lVlr. S. P. Putnam
has come and gone. He made a very favorable impression
here, though lw had great odds to contend against. All of
the Methodist Epis'3opal ministers of the territory ami some
from the states were here at the time holding camp-meeting
and conference. The conference of the Methodist Episcopal
South is to be held at this place in a few days. I am informed that Sam Jones will be present. How they do wrrk
to "hold tlJC fort!" Our new (not yet finished) Baptist
church was considerably wrecked the other day by lightning.
J. JYL LINDLEY.
LINCOLN, Iu., Aug 1, 1886.
To THE BnETIIl!EN: I hav just· been r('ading .the Apochryphal New Testament, and also its history, ably and thoroughly
edited. The account of the plan of separating the various
books that were presented and wrangled over by the priests
of Alexandria, and elsewhere, is certainly unique. Every
priest wanted to put in a book of gospels, and there were so
many books that many of the priests thought that there
would be too much gospel, and that some of the books must
go. So a compromise was reached by placing all under the
table, and the "heavenly father," who sat by helplessly looking on at !tis holy word, was besought to put the genuin ones
on the table. It is received as history now that the true
books were placed on top, and the false ones were left under.
Those rejected had long been used by the early church as
Gal's word, and it created a commotion when the Apochryphal books were left. After reading the Apochryphal books
and comparing them with the "genuin," I am reminded of
the story I read of a Yankee at Cape Cod. He invented a
machine to separate the bones and meat of cooked fish. Sitting at table one day, and placing his mouth to receive the
boneless fish, he turned the crank the wrong way and filled
his mouth with bones! Now, reader, get the Apochryphal,
and you will think that God turneu the crank the wronoway, and thr!JW the bone8 on tlte table!
"
When I read and study the various religions that ·hav
affiicted mankind, ns far as known to history, and compare
them with the religion of Jesus, I am reminded of Old Abe.
Soon _after he signed the emancipation proclamation, some
curiosity hunter went to him and said, "Mr. Lincoln, I
shonlcl very much like to get the pen with which yo~ signed
the proclamation." Looking toward the inkstand, he said,
"Well, really, I can't say now; it was one of a lot, and they
are all alike."
A. R. C.
AT HoME, ELus Co., TEXAS, July 23, 286.
lHR. EDITOR: I hav been waiting a long time to ;vrite, and
you hav no doubt waited until all hope of ever hearing from
me has vanished. I would offer some excuse for not rcsponding before· now, but hav none that would justify such
long delay-poverty (I hate it), inconvenience, and neglect.
In this you will at last get $3.25, which I recollect to be the
amount I owe y0u. I like TnE Tnunr SEEKER well. I was
brought up under strict orthodox rules; joined the church,
of course, when a boy; wore out my religion about the close
of the war; then joined the Baptist in '74; tried to do all
the duties of a first-class Christian; filled a deacon's place
some years; was a favorit among them. In the fall of '80
I mentally compared faith and credulity with reason and
science, and, of course, I soon found my faith wavering but
reason advancing, and I saw nor felt any evidence of divine
displeasu~e. So I went on with the thinking, and by chance
my youug·fricnd Burnett got a copy of Paine's "Age of

the God of whom they are w0111t to prate, but, if this Dr-.
Morris be correct, they do know a good deal about him.
And again, on second thought, their ignorance shines <mt
with its usual brilliancy, from the fact that tl'ley did not
know him when he did come around on his throne of black
cloud, thunder-head, and whirling tornado, and instead of
rushing to meet him a& loving, confiding children should,
they skipped for the cellar or cave. Just think how, for the
last two thousand years, they hav been telling us all about
God, how well they knew him, their intimacy giving them
such an insight of his plans and intentions that they could
delineate them to us, even down to the effect that our
thoughts would hav upon him, and what his actions would
be toward us for having them, even to the emergency of
their being expressed or non-expressed ideas; and how we
are now forced to blush for their stupidity from learni~g
that he has been all this time (and for untold ages before)
growling, grumbling, rumbling, roaring, and crashing about
them every few days, and they knew him not. How wondrous strange, and what a lost set of heavenly " kids" they
hav been!
And what a messenger of glad tidings this discovery of
Rev. Dr. Morris for the Godless (thunderless). As usual,
new discoveries help them, and this one especially so. For
hav we not always .been taught that to escape the presence
and vengeance of God was imposBible?
Now, if Morris be correct, all you hav to do is to board a
Pacific-bound train, and in three, four, or five days, you are
across the " Rockies," and in that delightful region where
he, God (thunder), is utterly unknown, and bask in that
world-renowned country, and enjoy all the luxuries of climate !lild soil, and reflect that so much of the truly good and
beautiful of this world is godles~ (thunderless). But even
this immigration is unnecessary, for science has taught us
that he (God-thunder) is utterly harmless, and that the
malicious shafts of priestly design anrl tyranny are the only
things about the Christian God to be dreaded ; and as sh£:
(science) has been the means of enabling us to ward off
the electric shock, so she is becoming equally powerful in
defending ns against this Christian electricity, and rendering their cra~hing, roaring God, who follows the priestly
lightning, of no consequence whatever.

PENN YAN, N. Y., Aug. 1, 1886.
Ji;mTOI!: My dictionary defines 1'eligion to be "any
system of faith and worship." If this definition of the term
be corrt:ct, then Mohammedanism, Buddhism, and all other
systems of faith and worship are just as much religion as
Christianity. Most people confound religion with morality,
whereas they are totally and distinctly different from each
other, having no necessary connection. Religion is one
thing, and moralit.y is another and a very different thing.
Religion is merely a system of faith and worship; morality is
the observance and practice of the duties of life. Religion is
bigoted, intolerant, and proscriptiv; morality is liberal, tolerant, and charitable. Religion is fierce and vehement; morality is calm and deliberate. Religion •persecutes, while
morality protects. "All thin~s ye would that men should
do unto you, do ye even so to them;" is not religion, but "morality. To "visit the fatherless and the widows in their
affiiction " is not religion, but morality. To " loose the
bands of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens, and to let
-the oppressed go free, and that ye break, every yoke; to deal
thy bread to the hungry, and that thou bring the poor that
are cast out to thy house; when thou seest the naked, that
tl10u cover him," is not religion, but morality. Religion is
(Revisea accon:tf.nuto t/te Rev. D1·. ~for1·is.)
inimical to freedom ; morality defends the rights of man.
And now I lay me clown to sleep,
I pray the thunder my soul to keep,
Religion has been the cause of more misery and tribulation
And
if I die before I wake.,
to mankind than all other sources combined. Morality has
I pray the thunder my soul to. take.
been, and still is, the true source of all that is good, great,
Yours, etc.,
DR. H. B. JliAXWELL.
and noble among men. In short, religion is a superstition,
nothing more nor less; morality is a truism, and rests upon a
Bum~ OAK, August 5, 1886.
basis as firm and impregnable as the. eternal hills. We need
Mu. EDITOR : I pledged my mite last fall, at Cleveland, to
more morality, and less religion, which consists entirely of the lecturing fund, and redeemed the same in due time. I now
forms and ceremonies. We want the practical more than the wish to send to one of reason's and truth's ablest and best
theoretical. Morality is salvation.
exponents, C. E. Reynolds, to cheer and encourage him to
Know then this truth, enough for man to know,
persevere in his arduous work of tearing down the strongVirtue alone is happiness below;
hold of superstition and error, my hearty good-spe!Jd, ag_d a
The only point where human_bli"s stands still,
little substanthl aid in the form of $3. I hope many arc able
And tastes the good without the fall to ill.
and willing, and will do much better. And, as I cannot sec
Srli!ON FoRSHAY.
by his letters in THE TRUTH SEEKRE when and where I might
send direct to him, I send the same to you, hoping you will
DEOA1;UR, Iu., July 31, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: It will no doubt be said by many of your tax yourself with the necessary trouble to send it him at your
readers, after having read my letter concerning a tract fund, earliest convenience.
Now, I wish to say something through the columns of the
which appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER this week, that it is
very easy to make suggestions, but to lend financial aid is an- Liberal's Bible, TnE TJWTII SEEKER, about wheat turning to
chess; as the question, Will wheat turn to chess? was asked
other thing.
Yes, it is quite easy to offer suggestions, I am well aware, by some one in said paper some time since, and answered
and it is equally impossible for some to do anything finan- editori<tlly in an unqualified No-as though there was no
doubt of that fact-which waq erroneous in the extreme,
cially, and you can justly assign me to that class.
But, since writing my first letter upon this subject, I hav as the affirmativ Yes can be used with perfect truth and
been remi:lrued of my having on hand, at present, nine hun- knowledge; just as much as if the question was, Will wheat
dred copies of my chart entitled, "The Encounter of Adam produce wheat? I know one to be a fact, just as well as the
other, and farming has been my occupation all my life, and
and Eve with the Serpent in the Garden."
These charts are 14x17 inches In dimension, and the press- wheat has been my main crop for more than half a century.
Some forty-five or fifty years ago, I fed a bundle of as
work and material upon which they are printed are of the
clean and pure wheat as was ever tied up, to a friend's horse
best.
The charts hav a broad margin, and are designed to be in the fence-corner of the harvest field, a portion of which
remained upon the ground among the wild grass, which
framed.
Now, I desire to donate. this edition of nine hundred ch~rts grew up so thick it could not thrive much, but headed out
the next summer a stunted mass of chess-all chess and no
to th.a tract fund.
Let ever reader of TnE TRUTH SEEKER send twelve cents wheat.
Now for proof No. 2: I raised fifteen acres of barley one
to its editor for a copy of this chart.
In this way, the reader will be getting the ~orth of his year, on new and clean ground, whereon there had never
money, and at the same time will be assisting the Liberal been wheat or chess. The. season being a very dry one, the
cause in a way that will prove a never-ending success. I will barley made but a very short growth of straw, and tho
keep the Truth Seeker Company well supplied with the ground being rough I could not avoid leaving quite a quantity on the grounrl. I desired to put the same piece into
charts, and they can supply all sending for them.
TilE TRUTH SEEKEI~ can make a report of all money re. wheat that fall, ami plowed six acres on one side of the same
before the barley left on the ground had a chance to grow,
ceived for this purpose once a week, if space allows.
Now, brother Liberals, I know the times are hard, but expecting to plow it again. The barley so plowed under
just set a resolution to donate twelve cents to our cause by soon came up, and made a vigorous growth. 'rhe balance of
sending for one or a dozen charts. This edition ought to be the field was not plowed until the barley was eaten up by
deaned cr~t in one month, which would of itself place about stock, or grew so when that ground was plowed it killed it;
and. in the fall and seed-time, as I was pressed with work
one hundred dollars in the treasury.
The Trnth Seeker Company should publish all the tracts, and somewhat inexperienced in thorough farming, I sowed
and pay itself out of the money received for that purpose, the whole field crossways of both parts, giving that part
and make a report of everything pertaining to the business plowed first some extra harrowing. I used clean seed, but a
large share of the barley on the first plowing continued to
as often as once a month.
I now leave this matter to the candid consideration of liv and grow through a long and wet fall, choking and
stunting the wheat not a little. The winter, of course, killed
yourselvs and readers.
M. L. SANDERS.
the barley. The wheat was all.alive in the spring, though
not so large as that on the other ground beside it, but it
MAI'l'LANn, Mo., Aug. 1, 1886.
M1~. EDITOR: In running over the St. Joseph Evening came on, and made a full crop of straw; but behold, fully
News the other day, I found the following: "Rev. Dr. R. Mar- nineteen-twentieths of it proved to be chess! The balance of
ris has just read an essay to the .London Philological Society the field bore as clean and nice a crop of wheat as ever need
on the etymology of the word God. He thinks that it means to grow, while the six acres of the Rame seed choked by bar'thunder,' and is derived from the Sanscrit gu, which means ley was not worth harvesting, it being next to nil chess.
Proof third: Many times on my farm-and I hav often
'to sound,' and is allied to gora, which- means 'terrible.'heard others say the same thing oecmred on their farms,
Uhicago -Times."
How our ideas will occasionally be upset! We Liberals which is no more or less than there being a row of chess behav always claimed that the Christians knew nothing abo'u tween the standing wheat in a field and a little sag, or low
M1~.
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spot, where the water had stood and .killed the wheat. The
chess, being the wheat plants at the edge of the pond damaged by water and freezing, though not entirely killed, was
damaged so it grew chess instead of wheat. No other chess,
·
or next to none, in the field.
Now, I hav given the three above proofs (samples of many
others I might giv, but I forbear), which fully establisiies
one of two things, beyond all peradventure (there are no
"ifs" or "ands" about it), which is that wheat will under
certain conditions and maltreatment turn to chess ;r I hav
foolishly and wilfully misrepresented' facts.
'
.
:M. P. TllURSTON.
(Possibly Brother Thurston is correct in regard to the
identity of wheat and chess, b'nt botanists do not ao-ree with
him. Chess (Bromus secalinus) is. described as ;,"'kind of
grass. It may be degenerate wheat. Anyway, if it bears no
relation to w,heat, it is at least singular that it should be
fonnd growing with that kind of grain, and nowhere else.ED. T. S.] ·
CLEVELAND, 0., Aug. 7, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I am happy to say that TnE _TRUTH SEEKER
has quite a number of friends in the Forest city. Though 1
hav but recently become a reader of your excellent paper,
which I get through a newsdealer, 1 would not miss a
single number, not even if 1 had to pay a dollar for a copy.
f would like to see the number of your subscribers doubled
in this city. We hav several churches and' some religious
charitable(?) institutions here.
1 would like to say a few words in reference to the way in
which things are manao-ed. at the institution: known as the
"Garden Street Charity" Hospital," which may be of interest"
to some charitably-disposed persons who ,!!;iV money for the
support of such places. The Garden Street Hospital in
Cleveland is in charge of a number of ladies known as Sisters
of Charity, and these ladies solicit alms for the hospital from
the public. The soliciting is generally accompanied by the
remark that "although the institution is a Cathelic one,
they make no distinction between the applicants for admission." It haF also been stated that no one has ever been
charged anything for the services rendered them in the hospita!, but they can make contributions of any amount they
like after they get well. But what delights the people who
run this concern most of all is to hav a chance to save the
soul of "a Chinaman or any other kind of heathen."
Now, all this is very nice, and it is consoling to the people
of Cleveland to know that the poor and friendless hav such
kind friends to watch over them and care for them, and no
one need ever die or want medical attendance and care, and,
above all, the soul-saving business will be done with neatness
and dispatch.
Now, let your readers look at the following story, and I
think they will doubt these statements about the~· charity,"
and the ".soul-saving," and the "heathen.?' .
LasrJanuary a young man came to this place in search of
work. He was a stranger, in a strange land, but lie secured
.work here, and everything would h>tv gone well if he had
not been stricken down with sickness four weeks after his
arrival. For months he struggled until his last dollar was
gone, and then he applied for admission to the hospitals, bttt
he was informed that they had all• the charity inmates they
could afford to keep. Then he applied to the city infirmary,
but would not be admitted there ~because he was not a citic
zen. In despair, on the last fourth of July, he paintnlly
made his way to that temple of charity on. Garden street,
where the poor, and the afflicted, and the heathen are cared
for without money and without price. He was told he
would be admitted on payment of "$6 a week, and when he
stated his· case, and told them lie was not able to do so, further consideration .of the matter was deemed necessary.
After a couple of hours' waiting, he was told that, "as he
bad already employed another doctor, they could not admit ·him." With this remarl;:, those charitable(?) Christian
people sent him staggering from their door, blind and delirious with pain and weakness.
But frientls were near to help him, and they were not professing Christians either. That remark about employing another doctor was all bosh. It would hav made no difference
how many doctors he had previously employed if be had
money to pa.y for what the public had already paid for, or
rather that had been taken from them under false pretenses,
for n,J poor person, I hav since learned, is admitted there unless a member in good standing of the Catholic church.
HARRY DANVEllS.
:MIDDLEBURY, IND., Aug. 10, 1886.
MR. EDITon: The apparent enlargement of the moon
near the horizon is simply an optical delusion. It may be
classed among the mariy deceptions of nature. There are
myriads of deceptions of all kinds, on very hand, from
protozoan or polyp up to man; front the tireless and forever invisible atoms up to the restless, whirling orbs. The
knowledge derived through the eye alone is often very unreliable. The sun is never where it seems to be, never rises
or sets. The stars never twinkle, or neither do they retain
what is called their "rclativ distances" during two consecutiv seconds. Nothing in nature is at rest, nothing ever was
at rest, and consequently never will be; nothing destroyed,
for matter, like space and time, is eternal; nothing new, for
all matter is eternally old. Nor has this deccptiv organ, the
eye, really ever seen anything; not even one of the.countless
millions of objects throughout the unlimited universe from
atom to Alcyon. The mi.aided eye alone never once hints
of the existence of tile teeming denizens in a single drop of apparently pure water; it furnishes no clue to the billions of
billions of animalculm in our atmospiiere, floating on every
breeze, and drawn in at every breath. A,e;ain, it would pronounce many objects on our little earth many times larger

than the largest sphere in space: And yet what is .our globe
itself save a revolving, animated atom; beside great orbs like·
Sirius, Procyon, Regulus, and Alcyon, whose magnitude in
the far-off realms of space surpasses our little world as the
dazzling glare of the electric light does the ftickering wax
t'll.per of ages and ages ago?
·
The unaided eye alone tells us no more about the wonderful bioplasts that so ingeniously rebuild every organ of the
body than we now know of the interior of Jupiter or Polaris,
or the exterior of an undiscovered planet beyond Neptune.
All the other senses are required to watch this, the most deceptiv organ in the human body. Hence it should never be
allowed alone, but that is just what we do when we look at
the moon. If we measure the moon's apparent diameter with
any suitable instrument, we shall find that it subtends a less
angle near the horizon than when near the zenith. We are
actually something like four thousand miles nearer the moon
when it is on our meridian, that is, we are about one-sixtieth
near the moon than we were when it first rose. This increases its diameter more than one-half a minl'lte. The moon
then is actually nearer, and, consequently, apparently larger
when in the zenith. Our judgment of the absolute magnitude of any object is based on our judgment of its distance.
If two objects at unequal distances appear the same size, the
more distant one must be the larger. Now the moon, when
nuarer the horizon, appears to us more distant than when
near the zenith. She appears more distant for two reason,
viz., comparison with intervening objects and diminished
brightness. When the moon is on our meridian no objects
intervene, and there is ?onsequently no comparison possible.
Hence she appears qmte near, for the same reason several
·miles appear as one at sea, and the vaul.t of the heavens does
not present the a~pearance of a hemisphere, _but appears
fiatten~d at the ze_mth and spread ?ut at the hor~zon. .
Agam, our ~stu~ate of the dtstanc~ of obJects _Is also
affected by thetr bnghtness. Thus, a distant moun tam, seen
through a perfectly clear atmosphere, appears. much nearer
than when seen t.hroug~ an atmo~phere that IS hazy. ~ut
what are _all th6se dei~s.wns combmed "":~en compared with
the delusiOns, superstitiOns, and absurdities of the far-away
ancien~s that are still handed down ~o us as golden truth,
that still hav a firm foothold on the mmd of man?
M. R. TEESDALE.

myth, the Buddha, the Brahma, or the Crishna of the Jewfsh system. The time has passed when opposition can be
silenced by persecution or priestly anathemas-threatenings
of everlasting burnings or by the repetition of stale platitudes in the endeavor to impress a sickly sentimentality,
which is the chief characteristic of the av!)rage sermon. The
issue must be met without evasion-no dodging. Statement
against statement, fact against fact, argument against argument, and a fair and open concussion of thought with thought
must decide the issue which lias been joined by the great
intellectual luminaries of the world. Thoughtful men and
women will no longer remain fettered by the hypocritical
cant of the priest, echoed by the clergy, that it is sinful to
use reason in the decision of this question, or to learn what
is ~aid by the great apostles of Liberalism in their laudable
effort to rid the world of superstition and ignorance, which
are twin sisters, and the only means by which church memberships arc kept in line, and its votaries induced to believe
their theories a success, and that it will be universally accepted, when the truth is, thoughtful men and women everywhere scout it as a delusion and a farce.
w. A. BROWNING.

SouTH BARRE, N.Y., July 10, 1886.
EDITOR: As ex-President Arthur and others say, by
the inscrutable wisdom of God, or some other cause, most
likely broken laws, we hav been flat on our back fot many
days with rheumatism, but now just able to sit up. Weresponrl to your wants by inclosing $5, as per your suggestion,
whieh takes us through another year. We hav taken THE
TnuTrr SEEKER from its birth, and when we do not want it
will let you know. The cartoons bav wed me more closely
to it than before. If God ever wrote the Bible and then sent
men to preach it, in my opinion he also has ordained Watson
Heston to illustrate it. Of course, now and then some good
brother will kick, and perhaps in kicking he may break the
shell that holds his freedom; then he can see more clearly.
One brother says occupy the same space in good reading
matter. Poor timid soul! he is not afraid of tile pictures,
only he is afraid of popularity or the society where he livs.
No written language, in my opinion, is their equal, and my
motto is, "Long liv Watson." The few that may stop the
paper for a time remind me of what the Dutchman said
when a new " breacher" came to town, and among other
ALDERSON, W.VA., July 28, 1886.
things said Jesus Christ was dead. At first it made the
Mn. EDITOR: In order that you may assure tile readers of Dutchman's son feel very bad, but the old man consoled him
THE TRUTH SEEKER that Frecthought is not a dead letter in by saying, "Shacob, my boy, never mind the son as long as
West Virginia, I herewith transmit you a copy of a)etter re- the old man be alive." So, we say, to every one the carcently mailed to an Episcopal minister unlfl. lately pastor of toons kill, Len will come to their funeral.
a church here, who in delivering his last sermon at this place
Friend Eugene, in reviewing Mr. Talmage on monopoly
commanded those in the congregation, if there -were any, we are both pleased and displeased-pleased because he says
" who did not believe Christ was the son of God, or in tile some great and good truths-namely, "The scepter of
divine inspiration of the Bible, to stand up." The occasion monopoly is made of the iron rail track and tlie wire of telegwhich precipitated this unusual act by this good Jllan is be- raphy ;" again, " Great monopolies in any land imply great
lieved to be my having exhibited among some of his flock a privation and wretchedness. Monopoly, brazen-faced, ironcopy of TrJE TnuTrr SEEKER, and one displaying a cartoon of fingered, and vulture-hearted monopoly, offers its hand to this
Jonah and the whale, whicii, like all other Bible stories, is republlc." Now all this is quite true, and why not stop with
not equalled in absurdity and childish nonsense by even the the truth? But no; a little further on this Rev. D.D., or
exploits of "Sindbad the Sailor," or of Jules Verne in his Doctor of Deviltry, says, "Another suitor for the hand of this
"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea," and "Around nation is Infidelity." Then he makes all Infidels Anarchists,
the World in Eighty Days." You are at liberty to publish and says one of their chief leaders was recently pulled from
these letters if you think it would enhance the cause of Lib- under a bed by the leg in a house of ill-fame. Lucky, we
eralism. or tend in the least to dissipate the clouds of.super- think, not to hav been pulled from in the bed, where so
stition and ignorance which possess the public mind upon many reverends are being pulled from in the recent past, if
this question. For the pittance inclosed send me a copy of half the statements are true. Satan should not rebuke sin.
'· St. 1\iatthew Before the Court," and also a copy of the next A word to the wise, we hope, is sufficient.
issue of TuE TRUTH SEEKER.
W. A. BROWNING.
But, again; the opportunity is too rich to be lost just at
THE LETTER.
the time when all the world of thought is awake to all that
may be said on the great labor question. This wonderful,
ALDERSON, W. VA., July 26, 1886.
REv.--: When preaching your last sermon here you in- worthy Rev. D.D., which many translate Doctor of Deviltry,
vited, or rather commanded, those in the congregation, if in looking over Chicago's recent misfortune, says the police,
there were such, who did not believe "Ch_ri,st was the son of in exploring the dens of Anarchists, fomid dynamite, vitro],
God" to stand up. As there are a number of persons who and Tom Paine's" Age of Reason," etc., but nary Testabelieve you referred to me, knowing the cap fits me, I deem ment or copy of Watts's Hymn Book that teaches," Hark!
it my duty to furnish you the reasons which actuate me in from the tomb a doleful sound," etc. ; a Testament that
the entertainment of sentiments so widely at variance with teaches "believe or be damned," and "I came not to bring
your own. To that end I shall to-day mail to your address peace but a sword," which its teachers hav fully carried out.
a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER, not on account of the cartoons Thus all can see another vain attempt to scandalize a little
it displays, nor for the purpose of wounding your feelings, volume that, with its· author, did more to establish freedom
but to call your attention to various advertised works in the of thought and and liberty to express it than all the Bi~Jes
interest of Freethought, which if you were to send for and ever written in all ages, and by all men; and all Bibles hav
read carefully, and, as you would say, prayerfully also, been thus written. Yes, this same Doctor of Deviltry takes
would enable you to understand the reasons which I refer to, the very liberty that Paine did so much .to establish to attack
and why many eminent divines hav left the pulpit, are the author.
Well, the poor pitiable D.D. makes one more thrust and
members of the Secular Society, and are now preaching
Freethought, and why the most thoughtful people are losing then expires. He says this book, the Testament, of course,
interest in the church; and also enable you to see, as we is what brought George Washington on his knees at Valley
see, the "hand-writing on the wall" for the Christian system, Forge. Why, Brother Talmage, did you not add the story
which, apart from the many murders committed in its name, of the hatchet, or did you forget it? Now, suppose George
and by its authority, may hav served a benign purpose in its went on his knees at Valley Forge (which many doubt), do
day. .But that day has passed; its deformity, its barbarism, you think -it did as much good for our poor hungry, naked,
its absurdit.y cannot withstand the intellectual light of this and suffering soldiers as what Thomas Paine really did by
century. The time is not far distant when it will become as his own voluntary act? The boys, or soldiers, at Valley
Forge in mid winter were in great want for food and clothing,
dead as the Sanscrit language.
The Bible will be releg-ated to the back-shelf to be pre- and finally concluded to break camp for a time. Paine saw
served as only a mere literary curiosity, which, instead of the bad result, as he thought, and so from his own nieans
being the word of a God, is only the word of wicked men- supplied the soldiers by two loaded teams with some comJewish and Catholic priests, who in complot with the kings forts in camp. Now we leave it to the general reader to say
of their time invented this hierarchy for the further enslave- which is ahead, prayer or provender? For my part, since
ment of the people. Read the marked pieces, and also the the effort for Garfield we hav lost alliiope in prayer, and betwo tracts which we shall soon send you, and learn there- lieve the quicker we help ourselvs the better. Now, on the
from that both the Old and New Testaments are forgeries; •whole, we can't see that much has come from the dery"
the former by the Jewish priest Esdras and a quorum of brother in the Lord to us laboring class; ·he is only at
assistants, who, in company with Kiog Artaxerces, wrote the war with monopoly, not with capital. He says, "All would
Pentateuch two lmndred years after the Hebrew writings, be rich if they could." Also, " Get all you can honestly,"
the law, had been destroyed by fire with the temple when forgetting there are as many kintls of honor as men. So we
Jerusalem was burnt by Nebuchadnezzar, and 334 years must shut our eyes, join the church, pay the priest, and all
M. B. DELANO.
after the rep•Ited death of Moses, who was only an oric-l{tal go to siieoJ. Let us pray 1
\
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. Edited by Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall
Ri'DeJr,,Mass., to wlwm all Oommunicationsjor
this Gomer should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Under the Trees.
I walked in a grove a midsummer day
Where a thouftand birds are coming to stay,
And the branches meet and cover the way,
Though the· place was a desert but yesterday.
And flowers and flowers are blooming to gild,
And nests and nests the mother-birds build,
While the grass grows rank as a thing self-willed,
And summer's chalice its sweetness spilled.
All over and under the shimmering trees
That we planted for children and birds and bees
And wild, weird winds and the days like these
When the :fierce suns burn through the summer's
breeze
Is a gay, glad song that is nature's 'own,
And the turtle-dove with her tender moanBut the sweetest song that the woods hav known .
Is ·childhood's careless, happy tone.
The catalpa-tree in her green umbrell'
Four blue eggs hid that I love as well
As in morning days in the hazel dell
When a sheen of sky o'er the meadows fell.
Now the mustard opens her cups of gold,
And the bee bears home what hdr legs will hold.
Though anear the wheels of the spider rolled,
The bee knew more than her honey-bags told.
SofUy turning her silver reels
Over and under the silver wheels
And the silken web that her loom conceals,
Is the spider's raft that the morn reveals.
Weaving her bars and slender bands,
And never a shuttle slips in her hands ;
Hither and thither the fleecy strands
Till she shames the weaver of orient lands.
All over and under her lines she drew,
And each one, threading the bells of dew,
Made a net of pearls no brown bee knew
Since she found plenty of work to do.
Pray listen, children, pretty and sweet,
From your golden curls to. your dancing feet.
The worker has often some honey to eat
If he shuns the ways where the idlers meet,
And the silver wheels be rolled in vain,
'J.'hough fair they be in the dewy rain;
'Tis only the fly is caught in the train,
Whose feet and wings are much of his brain.
Away with the wheel like a shining star,
And the tangled wings, and the woven barNo moral* shall come to make or mar
These sylvan scenes where the children are.
C/em·water, Neb.
MAnY BAIRD FINCH.
• I once knew a little girl who said she hated a
storY Wlth a moral. If there are any little readers
like her in the Children's Corner, let these lines be
inscribed to them.

My Visit to Crystal Mountain.
Crystal Mountain is about twenty miles
south, and in the main range which lies to
the weet of Canyon City. ~t is the main
range, from which the Arkansas river
emerges, forming the Grand Canyon, or Royal
Gorge, at the mouth of which Canyon City is
located. It is about eight thousand feet above
the level of the sea, and about three thousand
feet above Canyon City.
Orion my brother, Lula my sister, and myself started early one bright morning to visit
my brother and sister-in-law, who liv on Crystal Mountain. We first crossed Lincoln Park,
and between evergreen hills; then across
Wolf Park, then over Half-mile Grade, then
a little way over level land, passing by Curiosity Bill, which used to be covered with
curiosities of many different kinds, such as
crystals and petrified stones of endless shapes
and forms. But most all of these hav been
carried away by tourists.
We then came to the Three-mile Grade,
which is graded out of the side of a mountain.
Taking pity on the horses, we walked a part
of the way up the grade. Having reached
the highest peak, we stopped for a moment to
gaze on the beauties of sublime nature.
Standing on that dizzy hight, ga:--ing at the
wild and grand scenery around and below
me, I drank deep of the enchanting loveliness.
lri front of me was a deep, wild glen, while
on the opposit side rose lofty mountains covered with dark, thick forest. Starting on
again, we followed the winding road down
the mountain into what is called the Basin, so
called from being surrounded by high mountains. It is really a small valley, and is much
the shape of a basin. There we ate our
lunch and obtained a drink of nice, cool spring
water, the water coming out of a rock.
After resting awhile, we drove on through
Oak Creek Canyon, coming into the town of
Yorkville, which is at the foot of the west
side of the mountain. We passed on and
through the town of Galena. We then turned
to the east a short distance, when we were at

the foot of the mountain. The road from the
foot to the top is about two miles long. After
riding through woods and over parks, we
came to my brother's house or cabin, which
is three miles from any neighbor's. We were
very tired, and after eating supper we went
to bed.
The next day we went into the woods, and
sat on the grass, chatting.
The trees looked like giants, and their waving tops appeared as if they touched the sky
above. The wild flowers were very gay in
their neat little dresses, and the kinnekinnick
vine, which spreads ovP.r the ground and has
a little red berry on it, is very pretty.
The trees in the forest are pine, spruce, and
aspen, and grow very large and thrifty.
The flowers and grasses that grow in these
forests are very beautiful, and there are three
kinds of tree moss, and they are the most
lovely I ever saw; one kind is green, and another gray-it has the appearance of a skeleton plant, and, I think, is the most beautiful of
all. The other is brown, and shaped like
leaf; it is the next in beauty. When they are
put together, they form a beautiful contrast.
Then there are different kinds of ground moss.
One is brown, and another kind, that grows
on the banks of the stream that flows near the
woods, is green, and is very pretty when it is
in bloom. Its blossoms look like little stars
twinkling all over it.
There was a squirrel that attracted my attention in a tree near by. I first. heard it
chattering, and I looked for a long time, but
could not see it. I then saw it on a branch of
a pine-tree, by its nest. It had a large nest,
made of dry brush and grass. The squirrel
was black, and about the size of a chipmunk,
and it would jump from branch to branch.
The chipmunk livs in the rocks. It is
gray, with a brown stripe down its back. It
will peep out very slyly, and if it sees anyone
it will dodge back and hide. They are very
cunning and mischievous little fellows.
The blue jays would sing and chirp in the
trees, and the woodpeckers would keep up
such a noise all the time-pecki.ng.at the trees!
By that time it was between aaylight and
darkness, and the owls began to hoot, and
everything in nature was in peaceful repose.
So we gathered a few flowers, and started
back to the neat cabin that stands near th~
creek, surrounded by woods. It is a lonesome
looking place; not a house in sight-nothing
but dark, black woods all around; but a lover
of nature finds it pleasant. We sat all the
evening.a happy group of five; then, with a
merry good-night, we retired.
The next morning we went out into the
pastures where roam my father's and brother's herd of horses. We strolled along,
plucking here and there a wild flower. When
we had our hands and aprons full, we sat
down beneath the bending boughs of a large
pine-tree, where we rested after our long
ramble and made bouquets of the flowers we
had gathered. On our return to the cabin we
passed a tree which we call the Crooked
Tree. The trunk is straight for about four
feet, then bends toward the north about two
feet, and down two, out straigl1t two, up
two and one-half, out one, then up, branching out like a tree. One of its branches is
something of the same shape. It is one of the
many things in nature which one must see to
realize how strange it is.
When we reached home we were rather
tired, but after resting, Lula and I took another ramble, and after walking around
awhile we climbed upon some large rocks
behind the barn and sat down to rest. About
four o'clock we heard Orion .say something,
about a catamot1nt. We ran to the house to
see what was the matter. Be had seen one
near the corral. Be went to get the revolver,
but while he was gone· it had slipped away.
That evening we saw it again; it passed over
the rocks where Lula and I had been sitting
in the afternoon. It was probably on the
hunt of a colt, for there was a bunch of
horses in the corral. The catamounts and
mountain lions sometimes play sad havoc with
the young colts. One day we went out to
Lookout Peaks. From one we could see
Wet-mountain Valley, Silver Cliff, Galena,
and Yorkville, which are from three to fifteen miles distant. I once lived in Wetmountain Valley. It is a lovely place in the
summer time. From the other peak we
could see Pueblo, Canyon, and Coal creek.
We could see the iron works in Pueblo,
which is about thirty miles distant, and
could distinguish houses in Canyon, which is
about twenty miles distant.
It was getting dusk and we were thinking
of starting homeward, when some dark
object ran through the brush below us. We
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had no weapon with us, and thought likely it
was a bear, for they inhabit that portion of
the mountain. My brother took a large club
and said he would investigate. We were
standing on a high cliff of rock. Be WP.nt
down, but came back pr:sently, laughing,
and said it was nothing but a black horse.
We went down then to where our horses
were tied, mounted them, and rode home.
On the way, when we were riding at quite a
rapid pace, my horse suddenly jumped to
one side, and I went off on the grass. Looking around to see what had frightened him,
we saw a large black stump with the moonlight streaming across it. I was not hurt;
my horse was soon caught, and we were off
again as merry as ever.
. It was a lovely moonlight evening, and we
stopped for a moment to look around us. We
could see far in the distance the snow-capped
tops of the Sangre-de-Christo mountains.
They are covered with snow the year around.
The next day we were busy all day gathering ferns and flowers to press and make
wreaths of, and tree moss to make pictureframes.
The next day we went to Crystal Park, and
gathered some of the most lovely crystals I
ever saw. Some were the shape of diamonds,
others were like bubbles. There is a cave in
the side of a hill, and it'3 walJs are covered
with crystals of various shapes and colors.
On our way home we passed a dark, deep
glen. The trees were waving in the cool
evening breeze. The brow of the cliff was
thickly covered with wild roses and evergreens.
After. an ab~ence of three weeks we again
bade farewell to our friends, and began our
descent of Crystal Mountain.
·
· On our return trip we came by the way of
Rock Spring, which is a natural curiosity, and
·reminds one of the biblical story of Aaron
smiting the rock-a large rock set in the
side of a blufl'. The water comes out of a
crevice in the rock and runs about two feet;
then there is a cavity about as large as a teacup, where the water increases, then flows on
about two feet farther, where there is a basin
in the rock where many horses and cattle
drink. After rambling about for half an
hour, we came on home, where we were
greeted by our friends and acquaintances.
ORELA Lox, aged 14.
Oanon Oity, Fre'/Mnt Go., Ool.
[Awarded two dollars for good descriptiv
sketJh.]
------~~--------

Our Puzzle Box.

1.-MATHEMATIOAL.
A man has a circular farm. The fence
around it is five rails high, and the rails are
one-half rod long. If the farm contains as
many acres as there are rails in the fence,
how many acres does it contain?
WM. SooTT.
2.-0II.ARADE.
The farmer looked well both inside and out,
Be knew that my first would be lurking
about;
His pretty daughter my second drew onShe was goin~ out with the doctor's son ;
The doctor h1roself to the garden came,
And asked for my whole by its La~in name:
A beautiful flower, whose purple leaf
Can conquer your pain, and soothe your grief.
HENRY F. SMITH.
3.-DIAMOND PUZZLE.

And jumped and pumped, and pumped and
jumped,
And jumped and stumped, and pumped .and
thumped;
Till, by incessant pumping dry,
''Bell" only faintly makes reply;
And now the pot scarce boils below,
Since ''Hell" has lost its torrid glow.
J. K. p. BAKER.
5.-00NUNDRUM.

This man is hot and getting hotter;
He sadly wants a drink of water;
To get it is no easy thing. ·
Where shall he go to find a spring?
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OHILDREN'S OORNER,
AUGUST 7, 1886.
1.-Be not proud; be not silly; be industrious; be courteous; be not cross; be not selfish; be prudent; be independent. Read from
center outward.
2.-Buried articles, metagram, anagram,
hidden proverb, charade, double diamond,
rebus, square words, acrostic, conundrum,
riddle.
SoLVERs.-Maude Jackson, Lydia Secord.

Correspondence.
WASHINGTON, D. C., August 7, 1886.
DEAR lHiss WIXON: I send herewith a·
couple of charades, which r hope may be of
interest to the Children's Corner, a dapartment of THE TRUTH SEEKER which I think
indispensable, and which ou&"ht to be encouraged for the benefit of the nsing generation.
Although a child of larger growth, myself, I
feel as much interest in anything appertaining
to the welfare of the little ones as though I
were again among them as one of their number. Hoping you may continue a successful
management of your column, I remain,
Yours truly, f9r truth,
HENRY F. SMITH.
CLEARWATER, NEB., July 30, 286 E.M.
DEAR Miss WIXON: In s.ending this poem
for the Corner, let me congratulate you upon
the improvement that is being made in its
columns.
Your own beautiful stories and poems are
as beacons to the lesser lights. The prizes
offered, too, hav stimulated writers to better
effort. I can only wish there were more generous friends who were ·able to giv to so
worthy an object.
·
-·
--·You are engraving the purple doJnes of
science as a background to the picture, instead of the black clouds of superstition that
hav long been painted upon the plastic minds
of childhood. In a sad case of insanity that
has ·lately come to my knowledge, the mind
of the p11.tient, in its pitiful wanderings, reverted to the past (though she had been entirely free lor years, ·as we thought, from the
dark shadow of Calvinism); but now her
rambling sentences were interspersed with
ravings of the "Christ-child "-as she designated one of her friends-" Bible prophecies,"
and " am ens and amens." This picture,
though it had been but a negativ to begin
with, only needed insanity to reproduce it in
all'its Presbyterian horrors. These are the
stereotyped views the clergy hav held up,
for hundreds of years, for the benefit of men,
women, and children (poor children). _Now
let the reverend doctors hav a taste of th11
medicin that Watson Heston knows so well
how to administer.
.
Yours for humanity,
MRS. MARY B. FINOH.
[We trust the clouded mind of our poor
sister may soon be restored to its natural
vigor and brightness. Reason is the fairest
jewel of the human being. To preserve it in
its beauty and glory should be the aim of all,
for one of the saddest sights in this world is a
mind shrouded in mental gloom through
false and cruel teaching. We thank our
friend for kind appreciation of our work.ED. C. C.]

HuDsoN, July 26, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN : Having nothing else to
do, I will write a few lines to the Corner. I
think the prize stories in the last two papers
were excellent. I hav read and spoken a
good many pieces out of the Children's Corner in school, but my teacher has never said
anything about them. She is a Methodist,
and very religious. To church I hav only
been a few times, but Sunday-school I
The central word is the same read either hav never attended, though not so few hav
downward or across.
wanted me to go.
We are having a good, long vacation now,
4.-ANAGRAM.
and I enjoy it very much, as I suppose everyone does. I hav read the story about " Two
The pot can scarcely boil below,
Little Red Mittens," and think it is very nice.
Since ''Bell" has lost its fervid glow.
It has been quite warm here lately, and the
'Tis not the magic of the name
plants are dying for the want of rain, b.eThat '' Sheol" scarce suggests a flame.
cause it has not rained here for over two
That older day when I was young,
'Twas fiercely preached and prayed and sung; months. I seek for truth everywhere.
Your sincere friend, CHRISTINA HANSON.
And no one dreamed its vastness grand
Would fail to meet the great demand.
For still, the more they pumped, the more
Its thunders shook our earthly shore;
THE TRUTH SEEJOJR ANNUAL.
Till Talmage came with flip, flop, flap,
Price, ~ lltlnta.
To pump at forty cents a clap-
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Robt. G. Ingersoll's
OPENING SPEEpH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the
Bankers' and Merchants' Tcle•
graph CJompany
against the
Westm•n Uni•m Telegraph Company_.
-aSo many hav asked for qopies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest o:f all Anti·Bibll·
cal Works.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution.''
Plice, Single Copies, 25 cents. Si:s: copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of Amelica from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming argUments
will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation.n

Price, 3S cents.

For either of these works!.. or a11y of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
38 Clinton l'lace, New York.

BIBLE
AND

~IYTHS
THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.

Waif!'! and Wanderings, a New Ameri·

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 eta.
"A prose epic of the war, l'iqh with' mcident
and dramatic power; breezy f1·om first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-Joh.n
SWinton's Paplff.

Golden 1'hront>, a Romance. " The

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to· me, with extraordinary beauty. "-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Life~

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Gottlieb, His

CONTENTS:

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

Calendar for 1886; Freethought in the United
l:ltates, 1885 i How the Churcli Filches from the
State; Public Contributions to the Church; The
Religwn of Crime; Chaplains in our Army and
Nav_y; The Higher Life, by Courtlandt Palmer;
My ~ream, by l:lamuel P. Putnam; 'fhe American
Secular Union; Statistics of Our Foreign-Born
Population: The Curate of Churnside. (Selected
story.) By Jas. Pa~ne; How Voltaire Died, by the
Editor: 'l'he Iron Virgin; Religjous Diviswns of
the World; Paine Memorial Hall ailustrated);
The Story of 1885; Immigration to the U. S.
1820-1884 • Freethought in Australia; Freetbought
on the Continent; Subjects of lllnstration; Freethought J'ournals; Religious Denominations;
Area and Value of Farms; Population of Large
Cities; Liberal Lecturers.

ILLUSTRA.TIONS:
Lick Ob~rvatory, Girard College, Philadelphia,
Freethought Hall, Waco, Texas (interior VIew);
Freethought Hall, Wacol-. Texas (extelior viewl;
'l'he Tent.l. !ron Virgin, t'aine Hall, Moncure D.
Conway, 1::1aladin, Annie Besanti Mary Wollstonecraft, G. W. Foote, Austin Ho yoake, J. S. Mill,
George Eliot, Geo. Standring,. Ernst Haeckel,
Auguste Comtf.! Edward Gibbon, Max Muller,
Thos. Huxley, volt>t1re] Chas. Darwin, Rousseau,
Humboldt, Byron, She! ey; David Hume, Goethe,
Robert Burns, Richard Carlile, Herbert B_llencer,
Castelar, Bradlaugh, Chas. A. Watts, J. A.l!'roude,
John Tyndall.
NEW YORK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER .COMPANY,
38 CLINTON PLACE.

other Agnostic Poems., Price, 10 eta.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SREKER CO.
33 Clinton Place. New York.

Charles Watts's

Work~.

The History of Fref'tlumgbt. Bound

in cloth and lettere<l. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethought and its
Early Strug~:les fo'r Life. Section II. What it
Owe·s to Mohammedamsm. Section III. Free. thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conliict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought 'l'liumph in the Nineteenth CenturY.

The Ariterican Srcnlar Union; its
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
(Dedlcated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
82 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Se.. uJaJ'ism; .Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

ChriRt'an Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Chlistian Evidence' Society."
Introduction b;v Charles Bradlaugh. Contents :The Origm of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Chlistianity; The Progress of Christianity. Plice, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 7o cts.

Bo ·ks on <'rac·.ica.l St.eps in l'resent. Naedr.
History of Woman's Costume Movement; its
first 35 years, Events and Persecutions, Supplemented by Modern MartyJ.:dom. 132pp. 1 fine paper,
250. Pr()gress vs . .Fashion. 32pp., paper, 10c
Woman's Way Out. 32pp., paper, 1Qc. Loye an;!
Transition. Poetic, in two parts; an Epic and an
Argument. 191pp., in fine cloth and gilt, 75c.
Sent on receipt of price, by the autlior,
tojn1
M. E. TILLOTSON, Vineland, N.J.

SELF-CONTRAHICl'IONS OF THE
BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it is now known to be. the work of W.
H. Bua:a, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For sale at thlB office.

LITHOGRAPH§
OF

CHARLES DARWIN
-a-

Admirers of the Great Naturalist, and practically
the father of Evolution, will be ~lad to know that
we hav a fine lithoyraph of h1m for sale-size
18Mx24 inches on heavy_plate]laper. Framed, the
picture will make a splendid omament for the
parlors of Freethinkers. PI'ice. 25 cents.
·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
38 Clinton PI., New York.

SaOOath-Breaking.
By JOHN :E. REMSBURG.
Author of "False Claims,"
Morals," Etc. ·

A Romance of

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25, cents.

OREGON.

W m. Chance, Astoria.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.

Its Scientific Solution, with some Clitic1sms of
Universology. Price, 20 eta.

author certainly has gruius. .The divine creativ spark is within him. The book is filled with
manly thoughtil1 expressed in ni.anly wordsthe transct'li!t ot a m_!!.nly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERso=. $1.
Ingersoll and Jesu~. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and :the Galilean Reformer, wherein it ia
shown tlfere is much in harmony between
them. Plice, 10 eta.

AND

Chris. Brown, Burlington.

THE HUMBOLDT LffiRARY.

'fhe Problem of the Universe~ and

~tRUTH

'IDAHO.

S. ·P. Putnam's Work~.

"Bible

Tructs. The following tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the B1ble Reliable 1 The Christian Deity i
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought ana
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization ; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Anta,gonistic i
Christian Scheme of Redem.IJtion. For all oi
the above works address THE 'fRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

KER~EY GRAVES'S WORKS.
Sixtt>en Saviors or None. BY KER-

sEY GnA.VES, anther of the World's Sixteen
Crucifitd Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, and
Biol:r.at•hy of Sat:tn. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thonsan.d biblical errors in science, history,
mortis, religion and general events. Also a
deli. 1ea Lion of the characters of, the plincipal
per! onnges of the Christian Bib1e and an exami 1ation of their doctrins. Plice, $2.

Biography ot' Satan; or, a Historical
Ex;pos1tion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 35 cents.

The W~ld's Sixteen Crucified Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Contaming new and startling revelations in
religious history~ which disclose the oriental
oligm of all the aoctrines, ,Principle!!J precepts,
and miracles of the Christ1an New Testamentl
and furnishing a key for unlocking .many oi
its sact ed mysteries, besides compnsing the
history of Rixteen oriental crucified g_ods. $2.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
33 Clinton Place. New York.

WHAT'S TO BE
A

NffiiL~STIC

DONE~

ROMANCE.

The best and most thoron!lh work ~ver wlitten By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
-of the Author. 'l'ranslated by BENJ.
on the Sunday Question from a rational point of
R. TucKER.
Wlitten in Prison. Suppressed by the Czar. The
view.
Author Over Twenty Years an :EJnle in-Biberia. Russian Edition worth $600 a Copy.
First Amelican.Ediiion Exb.austed
Large and Handsome Print..
in Four Days. SPcond now
Ready. An Elegant
Volume of 330
25 cents.
SINGLE CoPIES,
Pages.
$1.00.
Srx CoPiliS,
PRESS COMMENTS :
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
To call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of
38 Clinton Place, New York.
Nihilism i~ scarcely extravagance.-Boston Advertiser.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
It is perha,ps the book which has most powerfully influenced the youth of Hussia in their
growth
into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
BY W. S. BELL.
noteworthy as a work which has played so impor"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the tant a part in the political and social history of
seventy thousand ministers of th1s country were the century.-Boston Cou1·tm-.
·obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
As a reve 1ation of folk hfe it is invaluable; we
hav no ot.her Russian pictures that compare with
word of it."
it.-Providence
Stnr.
Price 15 cents.
For sale at this office.
The characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
tf211
that the interest in their fate broomes intense as
the thread of the narrativ is slowly nnwound.-

Being a Compari•on of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with those of
heathen nations of Antiquity, Considerin~ _also their Origin
and Meaning. With
numerous illustrations.
The object of the work 1s to point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to s4 ow that they were held in common with other
HISTORY
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
OF THE
"It is unquestionable true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are INTEL'LICTUAL DEVELOPMENT
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
Of' Europe.
inthe work before us."-N. Y. S•~n.
1 val. 8vo. Clot.h. About 600 pages.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
l .. rlce, i!J.SO. ·
Revised Edition-2 vola-Plice, $3.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
· Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Place, Now York
tf
38 Clinton Pl., New York c1ty.

Boston Saturday Everdn(l Gazette.
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When we come to consider the publication of
such books as Flaubert's "Salammbo" and Tcbernychewsky's ·• What's To Be Done 1" we cannot
avoid the conclusion that something must hav
happened to the society for the suppression of
indecent literature.-St. Louis RepubliCan.
In cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
y
38 Clinton Place, New ark.

Price 15 cents each number, unless otll£1-wise mal'ked.
1. Li~ht Science for Leisure Hours. A selies of
familiar essays on astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Proctor, F.U.A.S.
\!. The Forms of Water in Cloucls and River!!:. Ice
and Glaciers. 19 :llustrations. By John Tyndall, F.R.S.
8. Physics and Politics. An application of the
principles of Natural Science to Political
Societ~ By Walter Bagehot, Author ot
"The ..,.nglish Constitution."
4. Man's Place in Natme. With numerous illustrations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
5. Education, Intellectual, llforal, and Physical.
By Herbert Spencer.
·
6. Town Geology. With Appendix on Coral and
Coral Reefs. By Chades Kingsley.
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous lllustrations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.
8. Study of Lang_uages, hrought back to its Tru~
principles. By C. Marcel.
9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory ')f Sound in its Relation to Music.
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro
Blaserna.
11. } The Naturalist on the River Amazon. A record of 11 years• travel. By Henry Walter
12.
Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
13. Mind and Body. The theories of their relations. By Alexander Bain, LL.D.
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 illustra tiona.
By Camille Flammarion.
15. Longevity. The means of prolongin~ life after
middle age. By John Gardner, M.D.
16. Origin of Species. By Thomas H. Huxley
F.H.S.
17. Progress : Its Law and Cause. With other dis
quisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
18. Lessons in Electrimty. 60 illustrations. B.
John 'fyndall, F.R.S.
19. Familiar ERsays on Scientific Subjects. By
Uichard A. Proctor.
20. Romance of Astronomy. By R. Kalley Miller,
lll.A.
21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essays
By 'l'homas H. Hnxlcy, F.U.S.
22. Seeing and Thinking. By William Kingdon
Clifford, F.H.S.
2.3. Scientltic SophismR. A review of curren
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B:r Baumel WainWJ'Jght, D.v.
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25. Origin of Na~ions. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson
Oxford University.
26. The Evolutionist at Large. By Grant Allen
27. History of Landholding in England. By
Joseph F1sher, F.R.H.l:;.
~. Fashion in DPformity, aR il\nstra ted in the
customs of llnrbttrous au.! Uivilized Races
Numerous 11lustratiom. llr William Henry
Flower, F.It.S.
~9. Facts and Fict:lons of Zoolo~.:r.
Numerou
illustrations. By A111lrew Wilson, Ph. D.
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} Stu~y
of Words: By l:ic:hard Chenevix
....
Trench.
'J2. Hereditary Traits and other Essays. By Rich
ard A. Proctor.
33. Vignettes from Nature. B~- Gmnt Allen.
i!4. Philosophy of Style. By Herbe1·t Spencer.
35. Ori<mtal Religions. Br John Cnird, Pres.
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36. Lectures on Evolution. lliustrated. By Prof.
'f. H. Huxley,
37. Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. By John
Tyndall.
.38.1 Geological Sketches. By Archibald Geikie,
89.[ F.R.S.
40. The Evidence of Organic Evolution. By Geo.
J. Romanes, F.R.S.
·
41. Cnnent Discussions in Science. By W. M.
Williams, F.C.S.
42. History of the Science of Politics. By Fredet
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43. Darwin and Humholdt. By Professor Huxley,
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Dawn of Hist.ory. BY ·c. F. Kearv, of the
45.
British Museum. •
16. Disettses of Memory. By Th. Ribot. Tran
slated from the· French uy .J. Fitzgerald.
17. Childhood of holigions. D;· Edward Clodd,
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48. Life in Nature. Dlustrated. By Jas. Hinton.
49. The Sun : its Constitution; its Phenomena
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Money and the l\Icchanism of Exchange. By
51.
Prof. W. Stauky Jevons, F.R.S.
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lated from the :French by J. Fitzgerald.
53. Animal Automatism, and other Esilays. By
Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
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J. F. C. Hecker.
68. (Special number, 10 cents.) Three Essays, by
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69. (Double Number, 30centsl; Fetichism: A Con
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of Religion. By Fritz Schultz,·,_Ph.D. Trans.
lated from the German by J. Fitzgerald
M.A.
70. Essays Speculativ and Practical. By Herbert
Spencer.
71. Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson..t LL.D
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Tylor, F.R.S.
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J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
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Death of G. Dell Keyser.
:Mr. Keyser was a young Liberal of great
promis, and, as I understand, was born and
reared in the village of Avoca, Steuben Co.,
N. Y., and was about twent~·-eight years old.
He was at the time of his death principal of
a high school and bookkeeper for a railroad
company. It would appear from the limited
information which I was able to obtain that
the overstrain from his various duties produced ·nervous prostration, from which he
died.
Before he died he requested that Dr. T·. L.
Brown, of Binghamton, should deliver an
address at his funeral. I wish the whole
Christian world could hav been present to
hear the grand speech of Brother Brown. I
will not attempt to do him justice with my
pen. Those who hav heard his concise,
pithy, and logical addresses are the only ones
who can form a just conception of it. It was
philosophical, touching, full of pathos, and
well calculated to reach the heart and leave a
good impression. He wasfollowed by some
remarks of the writer. The funeral was
attended at the Baptist church in the villaooe
0
July 30th, at 3 o'clock P.M.
'
And here let another milestone be planted
to mark the progress we are making. Twenty
years ago it would hav tied a mill-stone
around the neck of any orthodox society to
volunteer the use of its church building for
a Liberal funeral. But this the Baptist society
did with a full knowledge of what was to follow. Let us giv credit where we can. For
this generous act the church is to .be commended. .
At the grave Mr. William Dawson, of Kanon&;·:N, ·'Y., made some very fitting and.
timely_"!!lmarks. Mr. Dawson is an old
teac~er_, and has !mown Dell Keyser from a
" dutiflll boy" up to " honest and noble manhood." He said that Mr. Keyser had been
trusted with vast sums of money, but had
never betrayed a trust. This contrasts favorably with Christian bank dr.faulters and Sabbath-school superintendents who hav got
away with so much of" the people's money,
and are now leading such pious lives over in
Canada.
At the funeral the church was literally
packed, and the lesson was forced home to
hundreds of Uhristians that from the ranks of
Freethinkers come as noble and unselfish
men as the church ever produced.
I never attended a funeral ·that was· conducted with more dignity· and propriety.
This should teach Liberals that they are no
longer compelled to hav the mummery of the
church and the cant of the minister at funerals when their friends pass away.
It is to be regretted that a young man of
. such promis could not hav been spared to
ripen into mature arid experienced manhood.
He was a stanch young Liberal, and died
without a stain upon his character.
Even dying in the morning of his manhood
as he did, he has left a record that thousands
might be proud of.
"No sound can awake him to glory again."

JonN PEoK.

Naples, N. Y., Aug._ 8, 286.

Religious Intolerance in -Russia.
From. the J,ondrmDaily News.

The deplorable intolerance in religious matters which distinguishes Russian rule has just
obtained fresh victims-one named Tikhanoff,
an inferior functionary of the telegraphs ; the
other, Veksdine, a countryman. These were
a few days ago summoned before the court
of Novgorod for an offense against orthodoxy,
an offense detailed in the 18!Jth paragraph of
the Penal law. Tikhanoff, it was alleged,
had,assembled various persons, and had told
them that he could not find the orthodox
church to be right in recommending the worship of holy images. "The savior," he said,
" never spoke one word about such images.
"\Ve ought to worship God alone, and when
praying we should do well if we did as the
savior told us to do, to go into our chamber
instead of praying in the streets as the
Pharisees did in old time, and as the orthodox
do now." Many of the hearers sympathized
with the views of Tikhanoff, and the other"
offender, Veksdine, seems to hav carried on
an energetic agitation for "the new truth."
The two men charged with the offense were
sentenced to hard labor. A great crowd attended the trial, consisting for the most part
of sympathizers with the defendants. Only
one of all the Russian papers and reviews has
had the courage to make any remarks about
this sentence. That organ, a review, called
the Viestrik 1'eoropi (the European Messenger), asks what the adherents of Tikhanoff
and Veksdine, who attended the trial, can

think of the case? It can scarcely be sup
posed, the writer says, that this sentence will,
in their eyes, be judged a sufficient proof that
Tikhanoff and Veksdine are wrong, and the.
orthodox church right. It is much more
probable that the condemned men will be
consiaerd martyrs to truth, and that the number of their secret adherents will increase.
All that the orthodox church can gain by its
severity is to increase the number of religions
hypocrits.

Book Notices.
"Agnostic First Principles," by Albert Simmons, with a preface by Richard Bithell,
B.Sc., Ph.D., is a book that will delight those
who, likP till' author, believe that Herbert
Spencer is the greatest of men, past or present. For such is the position which Mr. Simmons accords the eminPnt synthetic philosThe two philo~ophers, he says,
opher.
whose greatness approximates most nearly to
that of Herbert Spencer are Auguste Comte
and Francis Bacon. Yet the~e two combined, he believe~, would scarcely equal one
Spencer. The Platonic philosophy, we are
tolc;I, is eclipsed by the Buconian, the Baconian by the Comtean, and the Comtean by the
SpPncerian. Yet " Plato is not more decidedly inferior to Bacon, Bacon is not more decidedly inferior to Comte, than Spencer is
supPrior to all three." "Spencer is without
doubt the first of philosc'phers. There is no
second. He so far outdistances all competitors as to leave a gr1·ut gnp between himself
and the one who comes nearest to- him. That
gap remains to be filled up. What Demo!thenes is to orators, what Cresar is to warriors, what Columbus is to discoverers, what
Shakspere is to drllmatists, what Milton is to
poets, what Macaulay is to historians, Spen~
cer is to philosophers. He is all that and
much morp."
Having got thus far, the reader will be prepared to receive the statement that Mr. Simmons comes "to praise Spencer, not to bury
him." It is also a good place to stop and inquire whether o1,1r author has approached the
subject with an altogethr:r tmbiased mind,
and whether his enthusiastic admiration of
Mr. Spencer has not rendered him oblivious
to the merits of other philosophers. However, when the philosophy of Spencer comes
under consideration, it is a relief to find that
the adulatory style is abandoned, and the
author devotes himself to a calm and mainly
fair expo~ition of the principles of Agnosticism as he understands it. Tile remainder of
the book deserves more praise than criticism.
Mr. Simmons falls in with Mr. Spencer's
theory of the Unknowable, and devotes four
chapters to that dogma. Those who. are not
familiar with the argument. in support of the
Unlmowable may inquire how the Unknowable can longer remain such when its existence has been once a~certained, and we )lav
to that extent become acquainted with it,
since the fact of its existence is the first and
most fundamental knowledge con~erning
anything. This point, that the unknowable,
once recognized, is no ·longer the,.mknowable, was raised by· Stephen Pearl Andrews,
and we do not know that it has ever been
satisfactorily settled.
In his chapter on ''Objections and Replies"
JHr. Simmons deals with the Theist, the
AtheiRt, the Pantheist, and tile Positivist.
The first he handles very tenderly. The
Athdst is met with the assertion that· the
Unknowable is the sole real ex~stence; the
Knowable in all its forms is simply a manifestation of the Unl{fJOWable, and matter is
not therefore th~: ultimate cause, as the Materialistic Atheist holds. The Pantlleist, who
believes that nature embraces everything, re-·
cllives this reply:
"What, however, do we know of that which is
inside nature 1 Nothing but the phenomenal. In
itH ultimate esBence everything in nature is utterly iucomprehenHible. Hence nature herself
inevitably brings us l'ound. to the Unknowable,
and the Unknowable to AguosticiHm."

The Deist is rightly told that the ascription
of form or even attributes to the deity is not
only not elevating, but is positivly.derogatory
and degrading.
Finally, our author's hottest vials of wrath
are reserved to be poured out upon the disciples of Auguste Comte in general and Mr.
Frederic Harrison in particular. "Mr. Harrison," lle says, "seldom speaks save to sing
the praises of Positivism; and he never
praises Positivism without blaming Agnosticism." This may be true, but with the terms
reversed it would be equally true of Mr. Simmons so fur as the present volume is concerned. We find it further stated in a note
that "scarcely three mont}1s hav elapsed
since Mr. Harrison retired under a crushing

and 'who will cooperate with her keeper: to
bring about the best results. The ordinary
farmer, he points out, treats h~s ·hens with
the greatest indifference, not to say coldness,
looking upon them as sort of necessary
nuisances, that· dig up his garden in the
spring, ·keep the barn floor in disorder, and
eat the heads off bis grain before it 'is harvested, and burrow and scratch in it afterward. So little interest does the average
ag~iculturist take in his fowls that Ire often
does not even know how many of them he
owns. He gathers an occasional egg if he is
so fortunate as to find one, and has a chicken
for dinner on Thanksgiving day if, with 'the
assistance of a rake and the other members of
the household, he can contrive to catch it. ,
To sum up in a wo.rd, the farmer and his
fowls. as our author puts it, are "antagonistic." This is all wrong. The ability of the
heri to hustle for hPrself shows that she possesses inherent enterprise, which if cultivated
and encouraged in the right direction will
inure to the profit of the ownt-r. All the details necessary to this end are givf~n in the
book, which, we may ~ay ht•rt-. ~ells for 25
cents, and can be purchased at 1'nE Tnu'l'n
SEEKER book store. It is to be· regretted that
the author did not employ some competPnt
person to straighten out the verbal tangles in ·
which lJC occasionally becomes involved, as
such a process would often serve to bring his
meaning into greater prominence. A cor.scientioos printer, even, might here bav
helped him wonderfully. But perhuvs it may
be taken for granted that poultry raisers_ are
not given to. literary criticism. so this point
need-not be- insisted upon as material. Besides being an intelligent and practical farifier,
Mr. Davenport is a Freethinker who has
known what it is to suffer financial and-corporeal injury in defense of the truth; and in
addition to actinoo as correspondent and contributor for num~rous agricultural journnls,
he is a Freethought missionary, distributing
Liberal literature as far and wide as his
means will permit. His. book deserves a
wide circulation, for, as near as can, be . -"Agnooticism ·simply means that a man shall judged, it contains all that is necessaryto be
not say he !mows or believes .that which he has no known about the care and keeping of fowls.

defeat from his magazine controversy with
Mr. Spencer." Now,_ anyone who iead the
discussion referred to knows that, so far as it
represents Mr. Harrison as su:ftering 11o ''crushing defeat," the abo.ve stateme~t is B.Qt .tru¢.
Mr. Spenber was far from'·havirig what spo~t
ing persons would call a "walk-qver." If
ever he met a foemaJ;J worthy of,his steel, he
found one in Frederic H;arii~on'.. It may be
that Mr. Harrison was mainly wrong; it may
be that Mr. Spencer. was mainly right, or it
may be that both were mistaken; but it can
not. be honestly said that either, was ili.:.any
sense crushed'.
·
·
The reader is diverted occasionally by the
author's stopping to reassert: his unalterable
faith in the permanency of the synthetic
philosophy. It is not "o:verturnable even by
a foe so formidable as might be made by adding all the brilliancy and ability which Mr.
Harrison possesses to all the profundity .
which he ought to possess, and multiplying
the product by the sum-total of the saints
in the Positivist pantheon." Exactly what
the result of such a mathematical process as
the author suggests would be it is hard to
say, and applying that result to the overturning of a ·philosophy could· only increase the
difficulties of the problem. " That philosophy [the synthetic]," he goes on to say, "we
hold to be as lasting as the everlasting hills,
and as ·ceaseles~ as the. never-ceasing sea."
Holding which faith it must be apparent that
discussion is a waste of time, since, an . unalterable conclusion having been arrived at,
.any amount of argument could not hope to
change it.
Near the middle of the volume a definition
of Agnosticism is reached. Hitherto we hav
been content with such a definition as Professor Huxley, who originally employed the
word Agnostic, was enabled to frame. It
ran like this :
p

scientific grounds for professing to know or believe."

Freethinkers who. did not like the word
Atheist, upon seeing this, wertl quite ready
to accept it as a description of the position
which they occupied as regards the origin
ani destiny of man and the existence of God.
Mr. Simmons looks upon Professor Huxley'!!
£lUccess at definition as so indifferent as to be
scarcely distinguishable from positiv failure,
and, having rejected it, formulates the follow·
ing for a true-definition, viz.,
" Agnosticism is completely-unified knowledg~
of the manifestations_ of the (Jnkn"owable.,
This at least puts the matter in a new form
if not in a new light, and if the definition· is
authoritativ a good many persons who hav
enlisted under the Agnostic banner will be
ready to resign. So far from being the modest
person described )Jy Professor Huxley, the
Agnostic now comes forward to lay claim to
an amount of wisdom which nobody will ever
pe able to acquire. The original significance
of the word Agnostic is thus lost sight of altogether, and even the Unknowable is subjected
to a familiarity which almost breeds contempt. Besides the knowledge of its existence, we· are now expected to hav a comprehensiv knowledge of its manifestations, which
•sort of knowledge is all that we can possess
about anything. We know nothing more of
nature tll,an its manifestations, yet we cannot
call nature the Unknowable.
Ag~osticism and the Unknowable are Mr.
Simmons's two chief terms. We hav seen
that he defines the first in s~ch a .way" that it
is no longer Agnosticism according to the
meaning of the word; and the Unknowable which he deals with is not unknowable
at all. The· term is a misnomer. We are interested to know whether the author is a
repre!jentativ of a class of Agnostics, or
whether he is sui generi.~.
But let not the reader from what has been
written here imagin that " Agnostic First
Principles" contains nothing of value. On
the contrary, it is full of grand truths. True,
it is an apotheosis of Spencer, but Spencer
has earned it; Criticism is here directed at
the book ae an exposition of Agnosticism as
we understand that philosophy.
·
"Agnostic First Principles" is published
by Watts & Co., London. The price in this
country is $1. Octavo, 96 pages.
" Practical Experience with Poultry," un ·
advertisment of which appears elsewhere, is
a book full of suggestions for anyone owning
an acre of land where domestic fowls could
be kept. Mr. Davenport, the author, has
tried raising hens, and this book can be depended upon as an honest accou~t of his experience in that line. He treats of the hen as
a semi-rational creature-'-one who will be
pleased with the interest taken in her calling,

THE TRUTH SEEKER has publishE-d in book
form articles that originally appeared iu the
Nineteenth Centu1·y, from the pen·s of Wm.
E. Gladstone, Prof. T. H. Ht:xley, Prof. Max
Muller, A. Reville, D.D., and 1\'lrs. E. Lynn
Linton.
The rare display of gentlemanly courtesy is
a charming feature of the book, but its chief
attraction is the masterly ri:iarshaliiifofiirguments by scholastic giants, each in the support of his own theory conc~rning the Mosaic
accourit-of, creation. -In supporting 'the Mosaic account, Mr. Gladstone 'evidently places
much dependence on his knowledge of Greek
history of the times of Homer. A'I. Reville
concedes what he feels compelled as a scholar
to admit, and he is backed up by Prof. Max
Muller, who argues from a thorough knowledge of comparativ philology, while Prof. T.
H. Huxley supports him with arguments
grounded in complete understanding of geological formations of the different ages from
paleozoic up to the present time.
The last cllapter of the book is a beautifull;y-written protest against the positions of
Mr. Gladstone, and a plea for the race against
the egotistic tendencies of the religion championed by Mr. Gladstone. The book will be read with interest by debaters especially, and
by all who enjoy courteous controversy.-.
N onconfo-l·mi8t.

Paine

Vinilicats~!
--o-

A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York • Obsm·ver•s slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
theil' refutation.

Bl' ROBERT G. l.NGER"SOLL.
--oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued i"ts assault upon the memory of
, Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everr·wherc in vindication.

60pp. Price 10 cents; 12 copies, $1.

A ROllAN CATHOLlC CANAltD
A l!'alnicated Aooount of a Scene at tlte Delxtltbed of Tlwmas Paine.

BY W. H. BURH.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dring moments attl"ibuted to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Obse>·ve>· relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being imposRible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged accqunt.

18pp.

Price 5 cents; 25 for $1..00.

For these two pamphlets address
THE TRUTH SEEKElt CO.,
83 Clinton Pl.. New Ylll'k,..
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PRIM TIV E CHRIST I ANITY

The Husts of Voltaire, Paine, and
~nge~soll.

·Cabinet size; true to

life, IJriCet $1.50 each. Every atlniirer of these
apostles or Religious Liberty should hav them.

Photogranhs of Colonel lngt>rsoll.

Superb pliotographs1 22xll8, $5; paniil, 10)1fx17,
$3; _boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 1!0 cts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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EXPERIEl\CE

WITH POULTRY.
BY GEO.

M.

DAVENPORT,

This work contains all that can be learned from
a two dollar book. Sold at the low price. of 25
cents. Young girls are wanted in every country
town to sell it. Liberal discount to the trade.
Price, 25 cents per copy,
Address GEO. M. DA':ENPORT,
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
88 Clinton Place, New York.

Bible Fabrications Refuted

BY LEWIS C. JANE9.
This book treats of the naturai evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Paganism; investigates the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of _the latest scientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jesus, and his gennin teachings are
se]l_arable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ, and trace's the natural development of
Christ\an dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
Complete references and fnll index. 320pp. Svo,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

A SKETCH OF THE-LIFE
OF

APOuLONIUS
OF TYANA,
OB
THE

First Ten Decades of Ou'l' E'l'a.
BY
DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Designed to show upon the authority of History
that ApolloniuR of Tyana performed miracles and
!!poke wise sayings equal to those attributed to
Jesus Christ. 350pp,, octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT'i

Tile Errors of' the Bible Exposed. The Forgery of the Old Testament

Thn BiOla Analyzn~.
BY

:John R. fi elso, A.l'tl.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-Tbe
Oreation.-The Dilluge.-Tbe Exodus.-The Miracles of the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-The
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-Tbe Sabbath of
- the Bible.-Tbe God of the Bible.-Tbe 11-Iessia.h or
Savior.
Crown octavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed Sent.
by mail, post paid. Price, $3.00.

REPLY
•ro REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
By B. W. Lacy,
A thorJugh exposure of the Catholic priest'b
sor>histry, unfairness, and historical misstatement.
Prtc.._, lJlotb, U; Paper, liO Cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Exeter Hall.

" One of the most excit-

ing romances of the day.•' · Price, paper, 60
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equ~tl to
George Eliot's works. By Frederilra Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

The Ontrast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London editwn. By
Winwoed Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents'<> .

All in a LifetimP. A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. " The great charni of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked de!fre~:. even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks." Price,
$1.50. • Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

OR,

and·

BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
&q Clinton Place. New York.

is a regularly educated and le~rally quailfled phrlcian, and
the mos successful!
as his practice wil
prove. He has for
twenty years treated
exclusivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cm·es of which
he stands preeminent
SPERJ\iA'l'ORREICEA.
and IMPOTENCI
as the result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in rna-- ---- --~- tll~er' years, causing
- nigut emissions_ by
Rise and Decline.
.~dreams, loss of sexpal
"
power, rendermg
marriage improper and unhappy} etc., are cured
permanentlJ" by_an outside 8.J>plication in sixty
days. NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It is one
of Dr Fellows' valuable discoveries, which is entirely unknown to the madical profession. It is
For sale at thill ofir.f'.
Price~ $1.00.
not a catch-penny get up, such as a ;pad! belt, pastille nor magnetic appliance, but- Bimp Y a medicin to be applied externally on the parts affected,
FREf.;THOUGH'I' !< OVEL··.
which cures by absorption. Send five 2-cent stamps
The Heathens of the IfPath. A finely for his "Private Counselor," giving fnll informawritten Radical romance. BY. Wm.li-IcDonnell 1 tion. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.J.
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or and say where you saw this advertisment.
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
90 cents ; cloth, $1.25. •
Infidel of the most pronoun!J(!d character. Bro.
Family Crl'ed!ol. By William McDon- an
Liberals, your patronage lB solic1ted,
nell, author of "Exetel! Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Dedicated to t:he clergy

TRAVELS

BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.
Addrass THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

SACRED MYSTERIES
AMONG THE

l'tlaJ as and the Q,uicbes 11,50o
Years Al{o.

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLIOAL MYTH
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
illustrated
Price, $2.50.
For Sale at this office.

CAPT A INS OF INDUS f RY1

OB,
MEN OF BUSINESS WHO Dm SoMETHING BESIDBS
MAKING 11-IONEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY :JAMES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

Prle ,

Address

- $1.25.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
33 Clinton Place, New York,

FAITH

From Tradition to Reason
Clotll,

BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
For Sale at this Office.

$1.2.~.

BOOJ{S FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Childran and
Youth. B:y: Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. 'l'he Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Stor:y:-Book ever issued. 66 fnll-page
and 25 sm~tller illustrations; large type, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Two l-ittle Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Apnles of Gold.

A Story-Book for

tbe Youn~ Folks. By MiBB Susan H. Wixon.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excelleJit work for yonu. g masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the authcir which adds very
much to the v:alue of the volume.

The Youth's _LibPral G:nide.

By

Prof. H.li-I. Kottmgert A.M. Prwe; $1.00. TbiB
volume aims at the ecmcation of youth In the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRU1'H
SEEKER.

l'HE TRUTH SEElil<:R ANNUAL.
Price, iali asntl.

MODERN HOUSES" No. 3.
(Just Pubztsl!ea, July1, 1886) CONTAINS:

A colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
. of pltinting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously d~awn and
colored, to supply all the neccessary p1eces for
constructing a model house, with plam directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the !rreatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practica llesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varying from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by M•ria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PosTPAID, oN BECEIPT oF PRICE, $1.
Address

THEl CO-OPERATIVE BUlL DING PLAN ASSO'N.
191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.
ANTED-Lady agents actually clear$:10 daily
with my wonderful entirely new patent rubber undergarments for females. A ministet's wife
sold 13 first hour.
MADAM H. N. LITTLE}'
6t27
Box 443, Chicago, II.

W

A· SHORf LESSON-IN

HiSTORY.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored· for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six coiJies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
twent:v-five co_pies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3 We wish that the friends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

THE :MODER.N BALAAM.
Showinf the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. tis a splendid pictorial argument. Price
ver dozen30 cents; pqr h uudred, $1.50.,
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A LONDON disP.~t~. ~E•
feature of the London. se
complete rev~rsion··~d :~
tion of the Sabbatarian •
long ruled these]slands ~
cant and custom."
'
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A-lllEMBII:R of,.Parlili- ·
ment cables to America
his opinion that tlie Lib~ '
eral party h~s, .'!>.een, i
wrecked by Mr:' 'Giad~ '
$tone's advocacy'of. tJ:Qipe·.~
·Rule.
:··

,

RE~ORTS are received ..':
from many placiis' in' the ~
cotintry of assii'tl!ts•. 0f ,
saloon-keepers and tl,l~ir ;
f],"iends upon leaders' 'of :
Prohibition prosec""t~q:p.ii;;~i
One Prohibitionis~ t~~~~t;
has been murdetea•. {~,<;.> ·'·i
REPORTS giv th~~V$3ll~
scoi:e or so of #ilffii~ts' •
th:roughout the :;ritl'iiitt~Y·l
dlll:fug the pas~"}~, :
-111ostly through dtu~~- 1
ness j and som6,~\'d_oz'hli, :
suicides, the m'H:jmit'f
ca'use'd · by pover'ty ~.and :

.'

I

·:"I :

!fl\l'£.~_gef.wo~'.:.
· 't;\V~ :fam,es S~ully, 'Of '

this city, arrived M:me·
drunk on the night:of the ,
18th, he varied.~· lisu~:(
program. of '\Vif~J?~ti~¥ ~
a,nQ.furmt.ure-breaJOOg ~Y .:
pourillg whisky :'!doWD,
tile iliroat of hiS: illmonth babe U!f~ it i
rolled over on th~ :fioot J
drunk. After a fe~ fuort:
like diversions his' fwi~e :1
procured his arrest:· '
·__:g:_,~j;e...n~'ar_e___d_e_m_a_n_d_in_g-:----------:---:------:--:------,---,-,..,.,.---,--·
. 'THE' Belgian· wq:,...~fin~'
universal suffrage. , 'Socialist-agitations continue.
THERE seems division oropml~n i~ th~;
Cat4olic ·church ili'regard to its attitude td.
ward the Knights of Labor.
'

"'

.

IT is predicted that Home Rule will soon
be obtained for Ireland; but that the iand
question has great trouble in store. The
landlords are bitter _and obstinate.
SEcRETARY BAYARD -has- dispatched Mr.
Sedgwick to arraign the Mexican government
'for its outrages.- Meanwhile both Mexico
TeJr:as are ma~ing preparations
foi: war.
and A··
.
.
MAI!ri: i:eports :from Rhode Island state,
with what:ttuih ea1inot be determined,. that
liquor is,_sold there 'in larger quantities. and
more drunken men are seen than before Prohibition_was. attempted,. · _
·
EXPosuREs of ·corruption in· N. Y. city
government are proceeding with great vigor
-but with more notoriety and profit for the
newspapers leading the movement than salutary punishments meted the swindlers.
THE Andover Schoof of Theology has· been
accused by the Congregationalists of undermining their faith, and a bitter theological
warfare is in progress. The wrangle is' principally over the doctrin of. eternal· punish~

ment~

MR. PowDERT,Y says of the approaching
\Knights of Labor convention: " I hav no
hesitation in saying that this will be the
largest convention representing the interests
of labor that has ever been called together i11
any part of the civilized world in ancient or
modern. times.'~
RIOTING in the Belfast districts still continues. Dispatches say: " Protestants declare that Catholics were the aggressors by
wrecking Protestant houses, while Catholics
are equally certain. that Protestants were the
aggressors. Of one thii)g there is no doubt:
Never did two mobs of different religions display a more bloodthirsty desire to kill or
maim each other."
THE Home Club, a secret society of selfseeking and dishonest labor reformers, has
attained possession of D. A. 49 of the·Knights
of Labor, in this city, and has commenced a
warfare against trade unions with the purpose of rendering its own power absolute.
The cigarmakers' unions, with which it has
come in'confiict, hav obtained a victory oyer
it; and now several unions refu!le to join the
approaching great labOr parade in this city
on the ground that a Home Club leader is to
be grand inarshal.

is as a
of -th-e
who
An••h,.i'n<>il. ·who
of
ple~~s,iJ.T'!i·l'u:nlilii'iifled of any
by insult,
··feeling nowrorrg, a wrestler
~ill 'the nobl!ist' struggle,
t'willc'h.is that 'b~ .no passion
i he ·_may-'be ·overth1-'own;
) dyed_tot~edepth~·
}~ioei
. . . . , r . , . . ,•· .. .. •• ·axul ,;tli}:ii\1.,1!~?-o ;. ~P.eart
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! J;fi{tl;t.~ grea~est qf delusions tO.,~J?JIOse tliat
we borne iilto ·.this world as sheets of white pape!"
··_... ( ;:, : 1·.i.
o)J, whicbthe'age can wrij;e an)'thin
·mak~
•,
ing us good or bad, no'\lie <h:..
·
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The•''·w6rthy ··Robin't. Owen; rwho' saw in
eltternal.oU'!lnuistancesthe·great-mo18.ers·ofhuNEW YORK STATE:.··".:;;·: .... · <::
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man character, was obliged to supplement his
doctrin by making the man himeelf one of the
circumstances. It is as fa tar as it is cowardly. to
blink facts because they are not to our taste. How
many'disotders, ghostly and bodily, are transmit.:
ted to us by inheritance? In our courts. of l~w.
whenever if is a question whether a crime has
TO BE HELD.AT
been committed under the in:fl.uence.of insanity,
the best.guidance the judge and jury can havis
derived from the parentBJ antecedents of the accused. If among these. insanity be exhibited, in
a,ny.marked degree, the presumption in the pl'isoher's favor is enorn:iously enhanced, because the
expel'ience of life has taught-both judge and jury
that insanity is frequently transmitted from
parent to child.:....Tynt:Za!! On Man's Soul.
From Thursday, Sept. 2d, to Sunday, Sept. 12th, 1886.
THE Cathohc notion admits miracles in the mass ;
the Protestant notion invites to a 01iticism by
which it must fimtlly itself pel'ish. When Stephen
was martyred, he looked up into heaven and saw
the glory of God, and Jesus standing on the right
Reduction on all railroad routes. Special excursion rates to Saratoga hand of God. That, says the Protestant, ia solid
from all points.
fact. At the martydom of St. Fractuo81Js, Babylas
and Mygdona, the ' Christian servants of the
The best Liberal speakers will be in attendauce. The following is the Roman governor, saw the heavens open and the
11,nd his deacon, Eulogins, carlied up on
list so far as they hav accepted~ John- Peck-subject,.'' The Gods on 'Exhibi- saint
high with crowns on their beads. That, says the
tion;" Lucy N. Colman-subjects, "Reminiscences in the Life of a Reformer," Protestant, is imposture, or else illusion. St. Paul
and "Woman's Duty To-day in the World's Work;" W .. S. Bell~subject, hears on his way to Damascus the voice of Jesus
" Conflict Between Christianity and Civilization;" Mrs. F. C. Reynolds-sub- say to him, II SaUl, Saul, why persecutest thou
me ?" That, again, is solid fact. The companion
ject,·" Woman: Past, Present, aud Future;" J. L. Andrew-,-subject, "Modern of
St. Thomas Aquinas· hears a voice from the
Infidelity;" Miss Susan H. Wixon.
crucifix say to the praying saint, "Thou, hast.
written well of me, Thomas; what recompense
Splendid facilities are afforded· for ·boating, bathing, fishing, driving; dost thou desire?" That again is imposture or
magnificent scenery. The best dancing pavilion in the state. Fine band. else illusion, Why? It is impossible to find any
by which one qf these incidents may esEverything necess~y to an enjoyable _occasion. All the advautages of a visit criterion
t!!-blish its ,claim to a solidity which we 1·efuse to
to Saratoga will be afforded visitors, thus combining the attractions of that the others:-G~·~a's Oreea of Christendom.
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FREETHINKERS' ASSOCIA.TlON,

White Sulphur Springs Park, Saratog-a
Co., New York;

popular watering-place with those of the convention.

·

/

Season tickets, admitting the bearer to all lectures, $1.00. First-class
board, $1.00 per day. (It will greatly facilitate matters if orders -for season
tickets with remittance accompany applications for rooms.) Applications for
tickets and rooms should be addressed to C, B. Reynolds, 33 Clinton Place,
New York. Contributions, necessary to defray prelimhiary expenses, may be
sent to the treasurer, E. M. Macdonald.

MAN is born to trouble and toil as the sparks fly
upward. Let him toil, therefore, as his best is, and
make no noise about the matter.-Ca?"IY/6'8 Letters.

IF a man asks me what the politics of the inhabitants of the moon are, and I reply thai! do not
know; ·that neither I, nor anyone elae, !!as any
means of knowing, and that under these circumstances I decline to trouble myself about the subject
at all, I do not think he has any light to ca_ll me
a 11 skeptic." On the contrary, in replying thus I
I A CHURCH in a country village recently circulated conceive
that I am. simply honest and truthful,
Ex-PRESIDENT HAYES 'attended the charities
and show a proper regard to the economy of time.
the
congregation
asking
for
conSo
Hume's
strong and subtle intellect takes up a
convention in St. Paul a few days ago. Since he a paper among
gave a distant rel'ativ of his $4 a short time back, tributions 11 for the. purpose of paying the organist
he has appointed himself a philanthropist of the and a bqy to blow the same~"
great many problems about which we are naturally
first water. He'd better stay· at home and spend
. .
cmious, and. shows us that they are essentially
hi 8 re time le ding the hens to water.
A MAN a~d h1s w1fe agree? recently to lea.rn a questions of lunar politics, in their .;ssence incaa pa
a
·
>"erae of scnpture every evemng, and repeat 1t to pable of being answered, and therefore not worth
GREAT regret has been expressed at the non-at- each other for mutual improvement. 1-'he first theattentwn of men who hav work to do in the
tendance at the Concord School oJ Philosophy of night, however, her. quotation happened to be, world. . . . We liv in a world which is full of
our own Sullivan. But then, we can't expect all 11 Am I not thy ruler?" and his was to· the effect misery and ignorance, and· the plain duty of('llach
our literary men are going to leave New Yorl!: to- that he'd be hanged if she was, and the only l'e- and all of us is to try to make the little corner he
gather. If that were to happen, we wouldn't know suit of the plan, so far, has .been that he has talten can influence somewhat less miserable and somebut what we were living away back· there in Boa- to drink, and exhibits a willingness to sleep in the l1 what less ignorant than it was befor!l he entered
ton.
wood-shed at night.
, lt.-Huzzev's Physical Basis OJ Life.
,
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THREE KINDS OF BAPTISM.

Jlotts and !Jklippings.
THE keeper of a convict camp near Lumpkin, Ga.., says that among the eighty-six negro
convicts thirty-five are preachers, and all are
m!lmbers of the church.
DR. REGINALD STUART PoOLE, of the British
Museum, has procured for Boston a valuable
Colossus of Rameses II. It sits thirteen feet
high, and will be brought down the Nile when
the river rises in February.
ON the 21st ult. Colonel Gilder's party departed on their land trip to the North Pole.
They carried with them the " God bless
you'~" of their friends, and various other
somewhat more efficient provisions for safety.
SAM JONES says the Germans are trying to
ruin our Sabbath; that they" are trying to
take this country, but this is America. The
question for you people to settle is, Shall we
turn this country over to the devil, the Dutch,
and the dr.unkards ?"
ABuFFAJ.O newspaper is responsible for the
statement that, after a meeting the other evening, Bishop Coxe said to a reporter: ''I should
like to correct the proof-sheet of my prayer.
You newspaper men and the printers are so
unfamiliar with prayer that you're pretty certain to bungle it up badly."
IN his visit to England, Dr. Oliver Wendell
Holmes manifests great affection for that
nation, exemplifying the usual utter indifference of literary men to the condition of the
masses or their abuse by a tyrannical government. In his farewell address he says, "So
I will say with one of the first Puritan exiles,
' Farewell, dear, dear England! '"

THE committee in charge of the matter hav
concluded not to ask Sam Jones to return to
Chicago this fall, as was the original intention. The reason is that, after publicly renouncing tobacco, he has gone back to the
use of the weed. 'fhey say that a man who
asks others to make a great resolve ought to
be able to keep his own good resolutions.
FARMER (to country minister): "I 'kin
bring you in a couple of bushels of apples,
dominie, if you'd like 'em. I've got a lot of
'em gain' to rot." Minister: "Thanks, Mr.
Hayseed; I would be very glad to get them.
Hav you ever tried feeding them to hogs? I
hear they are very fattening." Farmer:
"Yes, I've offered 'em to the hogs, but they
won't touch 'em."
THE Beecher family is a thrifty one. Mr.
Beecher is under salary to his congregation.
Meanwhile he is lecturing abroad under the
Pond management. Meanwhile, also, he is
preaching on Sunday, and his sermons are
being published in the B1·ooklyn Magazine,
and he receives a royalty for the publication.
Meanwhile, still further, Mrs. Beecher is
writing letters about the trip for the same
magazine and she comes in for her share of
pin money.
SoME time ago, a teacher in charge of a
school in a west Georgia county was approached by a pupil and requested to explain
the meaning of " 49 B. o." The teacher read
the sentence in which the hieroglyphics oc·~
curred, and observed that it referred to an incident that had taken place in a remote period. "Ahem!" he said, "them figgers an'
them letters is frequently found in history
books. You see, a long time ago, folks didn't
know's much's we do; an' they sorter guessed

at dates. Now, 49 B.a. means 49 'bout
correct."
THE Congregationalists are divided over a
choice of the proper doctrin with which to
charge departing missionaries. Some wish to
instruct them to execute their work with
reference to the belief that all to whom the
gospel has not been preached will perish
eternally ; others prefer the doctrin that an
opportunity will be afforded heathens to ~c
capt the gospel after they die ; and others insist upon informing the missionaries that the
very latest thing to believe is that many will
be saved without having heard the gospel
at all.
A DEACON of a Greenville, Pa., church
has a string of buttons. half a yard long,
taken out of the contribution-box within a
few years. What business has the deacon
with the buttons? They were contributed
for the heathen, and several scores of heathen
hav been obliged to hitch their suspenders
with a shingle nail because of. this embezzling
deacon. Now the deacon is confessing, let
him tell what he did with the money-if there
was any. What good are these deacons, anyway, if a button must be stopped short of its
migsion?
THE Chester comity, Pa., Prohibition
political convention adopted as the main
plank in its platform the following : " 1. We
reverently acknowledge almighty God as the
source of all authority in civil government,
and Christ as the king of nations. We believe that all human enactmenf should conform to his will. We express our gratitude
to him for the progress made thus far in the
Prohibition cause and hereby trust in him for
the help we need to gain the final victory."

If God does so much for the Prohibitionists

why in the world doesn't he boost their candidates into office?
Miss LILLIE DEVEREUX BLAKE is trying to
reason the timidity out of the woman-women.
She said in her recent Buffalo address : "A
woman, in order to vote, does not need to be
about seventeen feet high, dress in armor, and
get up on horseback. Why, the ballot-paper
is not as big or as heavy as the fan I 4old in
my hand, and women who hav voted hav survived the ope!"ation, hav gone home and been
able not only to recognize their friends, but
to go about their ordiliary duties, without
experiencing any evil effects whatever." But
this is more than can be said for many male
sovereigns after visiting the polls.
WoMEN, it is well known, are excluded from
the colleges and universities of the German
empire. Both men and women look with
derision and disdain upon the girl aspirant
for academical honors. They do not consider
women capable of advanced training, and are
the bitterest opponents of coeducation. A
rather pathetic story is told of a woman in
Leipsic who tried to overcome the laws. She
was a poor girl, and, disguised as a young
man, entered the university with honors, and
took her place in the laboratory as a student
of chemistry. She applied herself assiduously
during three years, and distinguished herself
beyond her fellows. Her popularity was
great, though she was innocently called the
"lady," because of her feminin appearance
-the students little dreaming how near th
truth they came. But her sex was discovered
on the day of her final examination, and,
despite prayers and entreaties, she was not
allowed to graduate.
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Ukommnnications.
Evolution and Special Creation.
II.-THE BEGINNING OF LIFE UPON THE EARTH.
Nor hav the experiments performed with a view to
settle questions been so conclusiv against the claims
of evolution as would appear to some. At all
events, the question is an open one whether the origin of living things in non-living matter has not been
experimentally demonstrated. The old doctrin of
"spontaneous generation " has in its new form, and
under its recent name of Ab-iogenesis or Archebiosis,
some men of great eminence in the scientific world at
the present time on its side. Pouchet, a very illustrious Frenchman, performed a very large number of
experiments, and in most of them he succeeded, according to his own opinion, in producing living
things. The objection that there were germs in the
air, or water, or in the materials he employed, he met
by manufacturing artificial water out of oxygen and
hydrogen, and submitting the whole of the material
employed to a. temperature above boiling-water point,
which would certainly destroy any living germ, either
of an animal or vegetable character. Then in England a series of experiments hav been performed by
Dr. Bastian, one of the leading scientists of our time;
and the results hav been given to the world in some
voluminous and masterly books. Dr. Bastian maintains that he has succeeded, in innumerable instances,
in producing living organisms n·om non-living matter.
Hence the doctrin of evolution, which is in accordance with true philosophy, finds its support in that
physical science where we should expect to meet with
it, and to which it really belongs.
ORIGIN OF MAN.
Tlie theory of evolution on this point is that man
did not always exist, and that he is not the product
of a special creativ act, but rather the result of innumerable changes from the lower ·to the higher, each
step in advance being an evolution from preexisting
conditions. No well-informed person will dispute
the fact that the remains of man are met with only
in the most recent deposits of a geological character.
No doubt human beings hav been in existence for a
much longer period than is generally supposed; the
short term of six thousand years, which our fathers
considered to cover man's entire history, pales into
insignificance before the vast periods which we know
to hav rolled their course since human life began.
But that fact in no ways affects the question before
us. Mari was certainly the last anima,]. that appeared,
as he was the highest. If it be asked, Why highest
as well as last~ the answer is that because, by the
process of evolution, the highest must come last.
This is the law that has been seen operating all
thJ:ough the physical universe, so far as that universe has disclosed its mighty secrets, hidden for
ages, but no,w revealed to scientific observation and
experiment. Man came, as all other organic bodies
came, by no special creation, but by the great forces
of nature, moving always in the same direction and
working to the same end. As far as the physical
powers are concerned, it will not be difficult to conceive the same laws in operation as to his origin
which originated the various other forms of organic
beings. His body is built up of the same materials,
upon precisely the same plan; dming life he is subject to the same grow~h and decay, building up and
pulling down of tissues, and it is but reasonable to
suppose that the same fmces originated his beginning, as we know they will some day terminate his
existence.
Mr. DaTwin made a bold stroke when he gave to
the world his "Descent of Man." In 1859 he published the first edition of his work on "The 'Origin of
Species,'' which fell like a tJ:underbolt into the religious camp. The commotion it caused was tremendous, and the effect to-day can hardly be imagined,
so toleJ:ant hav we grown of late, and such a change
has passed over the scene within the last quarter of
a century.
The most violent opposition raged
against the new views; ridicule, denunciation, and
abuse were hurled at the head of the man who pronounced so preposterous a theory as that all organic
things had sprung from a few simple forms very low
down in the scale of being.
Then came the larger work, entitled," Animals and
Plants under Domestication," brimful of facts of a
most startling character, supporting the theory advanced in the previous book1 and challenging refutation on all hands. In the face of these facts, the
public cooled down a little; opposition became
milder; some opponents were converted, and others
manifested indifference. The major part of those
who still adhered to the supernatmal and special
creations held that, even if the theory of evolution
turned out to be true, it would not apply to man,
who was a being possessed of an immortal soul, and
therefore belonging to a different order of creatures
from any other animals,· and that Mr. Darwin never
intended to include human beings in the organic
structw·es thus originated.
In this state the controversy remained until 1871,
when M.r. Darwin took the bull by the hom,:, and at

one stroke swept away the last stronghold. of special
creation by showing that humanity was no exception
to the· great law of evolution; for man, like other
animals had originated in natural selection. The
facts gi~en in the book ~n "The D~scent of Ma~" are
both powerful and pertment. This, h~wever, Is. n~t
the place to dwell upon natural selectwn, and It IS
only referred to so far as it supports evolution. The
difficulties that hav been placed in the way of the ap~
plication of this principle to man hav not had much
reference to his bodily organs, but mainly to his
mental and moral powers, his social faculties, and the
emotional side of his nature. True, a controversy
raged for a short time between Huxley and Owen as
to whether there was not a specip.l structure in the
human brain not to be found in the next animals
lower in the scale of being; but this contention has
long since died out, and to-day no anatomist of any
note will be found contending for the existing of any
such organ. T}lat the human brain differs considerably from the brain of any lower animal no one, who
is at all acquainted ,vith the subject, will deny; .but
this is difference in degree, and not arising from the
presence of any special structure in the one which is
absent in the other. Man, therefore, must ·look for
his origin just where he seeks for that of the inferior
creatures.
The science of embryology, which is Iiow much
more carefully studied, and, consequently, much
better known, than at any period in the past, lends
very powerful support to evolution, though, perhaps,
little to natural selection. "The primordial germs,"
says Huxley, "of a man, a dog, a bird, a fish, a beetle,
a snail, and a polyp are in no essential structural respects distinguishable" (Lay Sermons).
Each
organism, in fact, commences its individual cru·eer at
the same point-that is, in a single cell. These cells
are of the same chemical composition, approximately
of the same size, and appear to be in all respects
identical. Yet the one develops into a fish, another
into a reptil, a third into a bird, a fow·th into a dog,
and a fifth into a man. The process is the same in
all up to a certain point. First the cell divides into
. two, then into four, eight, sixteen, and so on, until a
particular condition is reached, called by Haeckel
morula, when a totally different set of changes occm·.
In the case of the higher animals the development of
the embryo so clearly resembles that of man up to a
very late period that the appearances presented are.
exceedingly similar.
The believers in special creation hav a great difficulty to confront here. Evolution upon this point
clearly carries off the palm. If it be not actually
demonstrated to be true, yet the (trguments in its
favor are so powerful, and the facts upon which they
are based so strong and numerous,_ that opposition
must hide its head abashed.
· II
·
DIVERSITY OF LIVING THINGS.
The naturalistic theory usually adopted at the
present day to explain the diversity of sti·ucture &nd
form met with in living beings is that set forth
by Mr. Darwin and called" natural selection.". But
this is not the only theory known to men of smence.
Others preceded it, and more, no doubt, will follow.
Evolution is independent of all these, and yet it may
obtain support from any of them. Having reached living organisms, of either animal or vegetable character,
the problem. that presents itself for solution is the
method by which they may develop into the multiplicity of forms that we now meet with on the earth.
Haeckel, one of the most enthusiastic of ihe scientific evolutionists living, tells us that we can, by
means of evolution, giv a mechanical explanation of
the most complicated orga:raic phenomena. "In fact,"
he says, " such events as the origin and formations
of the organs of the senses present to the eye of
the understanding, guided by the light of evolution,
no more difficulties than the explanation of any ordinary process, such as· earthquakes, winds, or tides."
Life, according to this author, is simply mechanical
force, and the supposed difference between the living
body and non-living matter he wipes out. Evolution
sets forth the doctrin that all forms of animal and
vegetable life hav been successivly developed from the
lowest organisms. From these low organic bodies
.we now start, and proceed to account for higher and
more complex structmes.
· As early as the latter end of the last centmy the
great German philosopher and poet, Goethe, taught
that all the higher forms of living beings had developed
from the lower, and some ten years later he considerably expanded the idea from investigation in embryology, a branch of science, as already stated,
which throws a flood of light upon the subject.
Subsequently he was followed in the same field by
Oken, the discoverer of what is termed transcendental anatomy, a doc.tr:llmost closely allied to evolution, and lending it very important ~upport. Some
of Oken's theories were very whimsiCal, but on the
whole he was a man of profound scientific knowledge
and marvelous insight. Mr. Darwin's theory came
afterward, and it is certainly superior to any of those
that preceded it, because it had its basis in the known
facts of natural history. This truth will be conceded

even by those who dis:J?ute the concll!sions ar.rived at,
and who hold to th_e dictum of spemal creatwn_. In
fact, we may ~ay, with Mr. ~1}-rley, that." there I_S but
one hypothesis as to the ongill of spemes of animals
in general, which has a~y.~cientific existence-that
pr_op?unded by_ Mr. Darwm.
~though ~ha~ hypot~
esis Is· no": frurly. known, a bnef descnptwn of It
may prove mter~stmg.
.
. .
The rate of m9reas~ among ammals and. plants IS
so. g_reat as to ren~er It an abs~lute certamty that
nnlhons must pensh every year, E:ven elephant~,
and others of the very slowest- breedi?g of all animals, would soon overstoc~ the countnes where they
dwell, and even· the world Itself, were not large numhers ~estroyed. As t? the plants, Huxley has shown
that If w_e s~ru·t~d With only one to-day, and all ~he
seeds ":hiCh It givs off should grow, the sam~ thmg
?apl?emng to each new plant thus produced, m turn,
m mne years all the dry land on the sur!ace of the
earth would be cover~d: ~f coursl') ~his does not
occur, and the reason IS obv1ous: Mynad~ of_plants
~e every year destroye_d, s? tha~ each spem~s IS kept
m proper bounds. This givS nse _to what IS known
by the. term, " the struggle for existen_ce ;" and the
result IS that the stron~est, or those I_D. soiii;e way
best adapted to the envrronment, remam, while the
rest disapp_ear. Herbert Spencer calls this "the survival_ of the fittest.". Now, that this really occurs,
fe":, If any, J?ersons will d~ny. _The only ground upon .
whiCh any_dispute may_ anse Will ?e, how far changes
can occur m. any orgamsms by ~his law.
.
.
Mr.. Darwm has shown that ill ~ orgamc ?odies
there ~s a ien~ency to vary.. No. Sillgle offsprmg of
an _an_Imal will be exactlY: like Its parents, and tJ:Ie
vana~wn, howe':er small It may _be, ma:y go on illcrea~mg generatw~ a~ter generatiOn until the newly
acqmred characte~Istlc~ ~ay ~ompletely overbalance
the old ones. This pn_nmple IS well enou~h un~er
stood by the breeders of ~attle, and by h?rtiCultUrists,
who _take advanta~·e of. It ~o produce, If not a new
spemes, ~et ~ vanety differmg very much from -that
f~om whiCh It sprung. The four . gre~t breed~ of
pigeons all _came from on~ _stock, differmg consid~r
ably from eit~er of the Original p'arents-:-as much, m
fact, as they differ from each other.. This change ?as
been J:>rought a~out by what D~will calls methodi?al
selectwn~that Is, the destroymg any young whiCh
mi_g~t show indicat_ions of a. par~ial_ return to the
ongmal stoc~. Actm~ on this prillmple, the cattlebreeder, the dog-fanc~er, th~ ~ardener, and o_thers
produ?e ne:v and ?hoiCe vaneties of the partiCular
organ~sm with whiCh they hav to _deal. ~he_ most
bmutiful :aowers and the most delicate fr~Its m our
gar~eus hav been t_hus ev~l~ed out _of wild plants
lacJr!ng all the eharmmg quali~es of_therr descen~ant~.
So ~ the case of the domest~c ltmmals, how Wide IS
the difference between .the pig, the goose, the duck,
etc., a~d the original stock from which they sprun~!
True, m all these cases the agency of man has been
employed to bring about the change, and his intellect
has guided the natural power which is thus turned to
such useful account. But as man does not of himself make the change, but only selects under natural
law, the same thing could go on without him did the
demand for it arise. Say, for example, that a change
takes place which favors the animal in obtaining its
food, then it is clear that such an altered condition,
however slight, would giv it an advantage in the
struggle for life, and tend to perpetuate its existence,
while those individuals which remained in their original state would, being subject to less favorable conditions, die and disappear.
Now, according to the theory of natmal selection,
this variability enabling the individual organisms in
which it occms to liv, while others of the same species
die, may go on increasing through untold generations,
until an organism is produced the species of which
will be entirely different from the one in which it had
its origin at first. The slow accumulation of difftrent parts in the changes which take place thus givs
rise in the l'lnd to new species, and even to distinct
genera and orders. The same law which we see daily
producing new varieties will in longer periods originate different species, and in still more extended time
giv rise to new genera, orders, and even classes.
Thus, beginning with the lowest organisms, we aiTive
in time at all tho~;e marvelous forms of living things
with which we are acquainted.
This, in a few words, is Mr. Darwin's theory of
natural selection, and how it favors evolution will
be apparent..t;o the mos~ superficial thinker. It must
be borne in mind, as before mentioned, that, even if
Darwin's theory is not the correct one, evolution is
not thereby proved to be wrong. CHARLES WATTS.
(To BE coNTINUED.)

More New Jersey Christianity.
Pram tl!e Bevm·zv Bannm·.

Last week an Infidel was mobbed at the town of
Boonton, Morris col}-nty, _his. tent destroyed, and he
narrowly escaped With ~Is hie. _The speaker _began
his rem~r~s by d~n.ouncmg .t~e Bible, and h_ol_dmg up
the Chnstian rehg~on to ridiCule. The mimst,~rs of
the gospel were sneered at as "lazy m·~nks,. ~nd
church people generally den~unc_ed. While this IS a
free country, and everyone IS his own master, and
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alloweJ to. believe and follow suel.1 n'ligiou as his
conscience dictates, still, when a num-if he can be
called such~takeH a platform and denounces that
which is held most sacred by all classes of people, it
is time Judge Lyncli were allowed to take an upper
haad in the conqum;t. For, where is the clasr; of
people who havn't their God"? From the lower
classes of Central A.frica to the highly ·civilized and
cultured inhabitants of Europe and A.merica, each
hav their own idea as to religion and to a God, and
when a man who has fallen so low as to take a public
stand and announce it as his belief that there is no
God, and no hereafter, and try to persuade, and in
some instances succeed, in inducing men and women
to follow him in his infamous career, a tar-andfeather overcoat would be too good for him.

Antiquities of India.
"The Bible in India," by J acolliot, has been
denounced by Profs. Max Muller and Fiske. But
Jacolliot's chief opponent in Paris, Taxtor de Ravisi,
a Catholic, admits that the book_ is written " with
good faith, of absorbing interest, a learned work on
known facts, and with familiar arguments." Ten
years' residence and study in India surely ought to
hav fitted Jacolliot to know more about Indian
antiquities than college professors in England or
A.merica. He is s~ill writing in Paris, and his volumes number over twenty. In the second volume,
"Les.fils de .Dieu (The Sons of God)," he demolishes
the critics who attempted to decry his :first work, and
proves by astronomical monumental records the great
antiquity of Indian history. Brahmanism was established as early as 13,300 n c. A.bout 10,000 B.c., there
was a revolt of the chiefs against Brahmanical authority, the capital of the Brahmans was taken, and Viswamitra became the first king of India. Chrishna
was born 4,800 B.c., and died 4,760 B.C.
Buddhism arose several centuries later. It obtained lit.tle foothold in India, but spread widely
elsewhere. The· Mohammedans overran Northern
India, and destroyed the temples and books of the
Brahmans. But Southern India remained undisturbed. The northern Brahmans had to reproduce
their books from copies in the Sorith, and in doing
so made variations. It is these variations that hav
misled the critics. J acoll:i:ot had access to the oldest
.
records in Southern India.
- The above facts are gathered from a personal perusal of Jacolliot's second work, "Les fils de Dieu,"
in 1877.
The top-lofty Sanscrit scholars who
denounce him as a charlatan are blind le1J,dei·s of the
blind.
ANTICHRIST.

Spirits, Wise aud Otherwisr, at Onset Bay.
I am still pursuing my investigations of the "mysterious spirit forces" here at Onset Bay, forces which
would not be so very mysterious, perhaps, if we had
a little more knowledge, and were not quite so ignorant of the machinery of the dear old world in which
we liv and move and hav our being. I hav been
told to-day that I am pursued by the diakka, whatever that may be, but I hav such a keen sense of the
ridiculous that I shall laugh him off his track, I expect. Really, between all that I hear of spirit personation, transfiguration, materialization, transmogrification, and a deal of botheration, I am in a state of
bewilderation sometimes that only those in similar
circumstances can appreciate. The pretenders and
deceivers approximate so closely to the genuin in the
phenomena that it really requires an expert to detect
the difference between them. Now, after Mr. Trues·
dell has told the tricks of Spiritualism and how to do
them, intelligent people on the rostrum heTe declare
that he is a genuin, no mistake medium of the :first
water, and Bob Trowbridge, his" control," one of the
smartest spirits in the summer land! No wonder
that people rmt wild and crazy on materialization,
and demand flesh and blood, bone and muscle,
gowns, ribbons, lace, whiskers, from the spirit land,
and really think they get it! But they cannot make
the features recognizable-how is that~ I must tell
you that I hav the testimony of four sitters at a
seance that they went home with faces marked with
chalk where they had kissed the spirits! I shall
pray that my kisses may come to me pure and unadultet"ated with chalk or plaster of Paris. By the
way, I am almost of the opinion that the craze for
spirit materialization is because of the warm, sweet
kisses with which the "spirit " greets tho mortal! I
think the price is considerable, however-from one to
five dollars-and I'll be perfectly content to take
mine from the sweet, sweet friends on til is side of
the river of Jordan. A.bout the shrewdest, smartest
persons on the ground are the "materializing mediums" and it is they who are coining the money-and
a hu'ndred dollars per day is not so bad, is it? I try
to find in their seances something true and real, i.e.,
something as they i"epresent, but I grieve to say I
:find it not. "
There is preaching and preaching here on the
Spiritual grounds, and some of it is good, practical,
true, and I giv credit to Spiritualists for helping to
kill off the scarecrows of superstition, the "old serpent, the devil," and his devili~h angels, but I fear
there are a good many evils yet to be exorcised from

their minds. One thing I notice, the invocations to
are not half so frequent as in former times, and
this is a sign of progression, for I can see no more
reason for thanking God for the good in life than for
damning him for the bad. I hav heard some very
good words from the rostrum, but not better than r
hav listened to elsewhere, and it all amounts to about
the same. Preachers hav been preaching, poets hav
been singing, for ages, yet they can get no higher
than· that goodness is goodness, and happiness is
happiness, and to that end we must ever hope and
aspire. The great desideratum is to learn how to
liv rightly, and truly, and honestly; to learn the problem of existence, the right kind of existenced~ity

Man, knoW' thyself-presume not God to scan;
The proper study of mankind is man.

So it is, and he is always developing the most wonderful and erratic movements and notions, and not
the" least is the phenomenon of Spiritualism.
I am writing in the midst of a general conversation of a dozen voices, and if I do not close at once
I shall certainly go distracted.
SusAN H. WIXON.

Lecturing in August.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir; In these
northern latitudes the Liberal lecturer can work to
good advantage, even in dogdays. The old notion
that people are too busy to attend lectures ·in the
summer is a fallacy. A.ll things considered, I like
summer lecturing better than winter. I hav just
closed a series of lectures in Neillsville, 'Vis.
Despite the hot weather, the people came out evening after evening. Judge Dewhurst, wife and
daughter, and friends from the East visiting them,
were Tegular attendants. By the way, the judge
sent over to me at my hotel, by a Liberal friend, the
sum of fifteen dollars, with the laconic message,
" Tell Mr. Jamieson there is my contribution for the
lectures.". With the heavy railroad expenses lecturers
hav to meet, such a message is more welcome than a
voice from heaven. This is characteristic of the
man. Citizens, irrespectiv of belief, respect Judge
Dewhurst for his integrity, manly courtesy, and unostentatious benevolence; · Need I add that Freethinkers are proud of such a man. He has been for
many years an outspoken Infidel. While he is unobtrusiv, he makes no concealment of his views, not>yithstanding the tact that he is one of Neillsville's
leading business men. For many years he has been
a regular subscriber of the Boston Investigutor.
. l.Vlr. Charles Sniteman followed the judge with ten
dollars; Vl. S. Coville, I. A.. Durgin, Alexander Sires,
with five dollars each, as the Lord had blessed them
with cash; B. Fragsdorf , John Paulis, E. Eilert,
James McClannahan, and others sustained the course
with one and two dollars each, according to their
means.
Neillsville is one of the prettiest little cities I ever
saw. Since I gave my first course of lectures there
three years ago, it floods itself every night with
electric light. The new theater, in which I spoke,
was lighted with the Edison electric. Its mellow,
soft radiance is a great improvement over the fitful
glare of the gas-jets.
I received a call to visit a little village reached by
stage, ten miles distant, Maple \Vorks. Gave three
lectures. Each night, right in harvest time, too, the
attendance grew. The third evening some hung on
the balcony outside. One Adventist left in the midst
of the lecture. Too much blasphemy for him. I hav
an invitation to return and giv a longer course.
Could not set time, as I expect to be busy the whole
fall and winter in Montana.
Next went to Greenwood, sixteen miles north of
Neillsville. A. meaner place I never saw. The party
who was kind enough to take up some of our notices
did nothing further. I had the felicity to ride thirtytwo hot, dusty miles by stage, and pay the aforesaid
k. p. $1.75 for some very inferior meals. Could not
hire a hall, hunted half a clay fox a church trustee.
He could not be found. Had seen the preacher, who
referred me to th~ tr:ustee. Saw the post-master.
He gave it as his candid opinion that the people
there are not at all favorable to my sort of doctrin.
Next morning, as I was leaving in the stage, a gentleman reached up and shook hands, significantly remarking, "Queer people here." A.nother standing
by said, "You must not think we are all that way"
I had made no remark.
The word went out that one of the devil's emissaries had come to town, from what I could learn.
Greenwood has one business street. It is surrounded
by pine stumps. The inhabitants are piously ·inclined,
yet do not support preaching with a generous hand.
The preacher is a hard-working blacksmith, and, as
he told me himself, "preaches occasionally" in the
poorly painted church. There were two fights, I
heard, in the little pinched-up Christian town during
the day I was there. In former times it tried to
grow as large as Neillsville. Oh dear, what egotism!
That is about all it has left, except the stumps. I
hope I never shall see its like again.
I notice that, although it is A.ugust, the Boston
Investigator is succeeding in arousing enthusiasm in
its lectureship. This is a move in the right direction.
L. K. Vvashburn is one of the ablest speakers in
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A.merica. I wish we had a thousand lecturers for
Freethought where we now hav one. There is an
abundance of room for them. No one man can <fo all
the work; no, though there were ten thousand, the
talents and methods of all would be different.
·
By the time this is in type I hope to be in Montana.
Lake City, Minn.
W. F. JAMIESoN.

The Bible.
It would be a waste of labor to inveigh against _the
teachings of this venerable book. A.las ! too many
victims in our state prisons and penitentiaries, languishing iii. bitter silence, might date their downward
steps to vice and crime from their too close imitations
of the examples of some of its saints and heroes. Even
King David, "the man after God's own heart," could
find, no doubt, an excellent imitator in treachery,
murder, cruelty, and atrocity ! Science and time are
adapting it fast enough to suit the public mind. This
is the present standing of this once awful Bible,
to doubt whose dictum once was su · e to doom the
doubter to torture or the fiery fagot !
With the Freethinker, it is difficult to decide
whether this J udean Bible, with its journalizations,
practical picturings, and whimsicalities of an angry,
changeable God, is much improvement, if any, on the
ten thousand passionate gods and goddesses of the
ancient Greeks, Romans, and other barbarians. But
of one thing we are certain : the Bible, as it appears
before the unbiased, thinking world of to-day, with
the lover of ancient romance and the appreciator of
grave humor stands higher than it ever did before.
The researches and deductions of Darwin, although
not held as positiv evidence to the reasoning mind,
are still sufficiently strong to warrant belief in the
probability of nature's gradual unfoldment, and a disbelief in the incredible instantaneous creation, as narrated by Moses. Hence, with the downfall of Moses,
the downfall of the doctrin, "original sin," and all the
necessary machinery of salvation.
In man's growing skepticism in regard to the
divine auti.J.ority of the Bible, the book is not so
much to be decried when properly comprehended as
are those sanctimonious priests or conventicles who
hav ever held its fables, blessings, cm·sings, anathemas, as horrid bugbears; as shields, from behind which
they securely showered their priestly, envenomed
arrows, curses, and firebrands! Thus, as the Bible
gradually subsides as a theological text-book, it rises
in estimation with the lover of truth.
A.t this correct valuation the Bible has not-lost, but
gained rapidly, its own legitimate position. A.nd now,
as we are permitted without danger to smile and
laugh at and admire the various efforts of these J udean
romancers, we find many of its fables equal, and in
some respects superior, for boldness in conception, to
the A.rabian Nights, Don Quixote, Baron Trenk,
Baron Munchausen, Mark Twain, or Dickens-they
are so gravely funny !
This position of the Bible having been fairly
achieved, it now becomes the duty of the Freethinker
to watch the movements of that class of humanity
who call themselvs men of God-t]~e priesthood;
men who assume to know all about their God's affairso;
what pleases, and what displeases him; the amount of
praise, or quality of "taffy" he requires, or can stand,
etc. It is this class of men the Freethinker is to
fear, watch, and expose; these " blind leaders of the
blind," from the Catholic God, the holy "Father" at
Rome, through the whole of priesthood's ramifications, down to those street nuisances, "Salvation
A.rmies."
The world probably will ever, or at least for a long
peTiod hence, be inflamed with grave priestly assumptions, which to the Liberalized Freethinker only cease
to be amusing when some religious organization aims
at controlling power. Theological rivalry among the
various Christian creeds will for a long period, it is
hoped, neutralize their power to do mischief, and the
lover of liberty need only be alarmed when priesthood assumes an autocratic form, as now, in the
grasping efforts of the holy father at Rome !
How pleasant would be the reflection to the Liberalized Freethinker could he cherish the hope that, at
some future period, the world would arrive at that
point of intelligence that the whole family of man
could be merged in one peaceful brotherhood! This
can only be obtained through the spread of universal
intelligence among the masses. While in this connection, it forcibly strikes the thinker that this can
never be achieved by failing to expose the snaky,
hypocritical assumptions of the papal power at Rome.
That a creature in this advanced age should be bolstered up to be a God-a deity-by his priestly sat·
ellites, and assume to dispense blessings or pronounce cursings on those advocating or opposing his
Godship, is truly appalling!
Although to some it may be gravely humorous to
read of the recent solemn mummery of transmitting
to our republic a something they call a "ba~·etta,"
it is deeply humiliating to reflecL upon and noti?e. the
well-trained obsequiousness of Roman Cathohmsm.
A.las! these priestly exhibitions too painfully show to
what depths of degradation the human mind can be
brought by training.
D. ·BRUCE.

Brooklyn, E . .D.
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News and Notes.·
On Saturday, August 7th, after twenty-five miles'
ride alongside the glorious mountains, I arrived at
Denver, Queen City of the Plains, and well worthy of
that noble title. I was in Denver about a dozen
years ago, a minister of the Unitarian society, but it
was like a small village then compared to its present
size and magnificence. It has grown wonderfully.
It is the wealthiest and most elegantly built city between Chicago and San Francisco, and is quite cosmopolitan. People from all parts of the wor_ld come
here, some for business, some for pleasure and health,
and the society is as brilliant as that of New York or
Washington. There are seventy-five thousand inhabitants, and they are all on the go, like a Broadway crowd. There is hardly time for a death or a
funeral, everything is so lively.
Our .Denver friends, in accordance with the imperial nature of their metropolis, did not do things
by halves. They secured for the lectures the most
magnificent building in the city, Tabor's Grand Opera
House, the most beautiful opera house in the country, I think; elegant and tasteful in its decorations,
inspiring in its architectural beauty. It is an ornament indeed to the city.
On Sunday afternoon I attended the national
convention of locomotiv engineers at the opera house.
Addresses were made by Chief Arthur, Governor
Eaton, Mayor Bates, and others, and, although the
labor question was not thoroughly discussed, some
good points were made. I was surprised, however,
to find that so intelligent a body of workingmen felt
constrained to open all their mEetings, both public
and private, with prayer. I could see no sense in
that, only a superstitious formality, unworthy of
those who, by actual experience, hav found out that
self-reliance is the first of virtues. The convention
was opened with prayer, but it was really laughable
when this solemn farce was followed by one of the
liveliest pieces of minstrel music ever played by an
orchestra. The tambourine came in almost on the
heels of the prayer with one of its most festiv
jingles, and after this, amid the dancing melody,
came the clog dance, sand-paper imitation, to the
intense delight of the audience, excepting the chaplain
of the hour, who, I believe, never looked so lugubrious. You would hav thought he had lost the golden
harp for good and all. He didn't seem to like the

mixed nature of the entertainment. Such a close
communion of the prayer and jig did not suit his
pious mind. However, the audience liked it and
clapped their hands. It was ten thousand times
more real to them than the hollow utterance of the
priest. Theology was entirely knocked out by these
strains of secular music.
The good judgment and daring spirit of our Liberal Denverites was vindicated by the splendid audience that greeted me in the evening. About twelve
hundred people were present, the largest assemblage
I hav yet addressed; and it was a pleasure indeed,
in such a temple of beauty, to speak to such appreciativ listeners on the most advanced topics of the day.
One is rewarded for a great deal of tuil with such an
hour of brilliant surroundings. It was like being
upon a mountain bight and seeing something of the
glory that will be. Mr. Thomas Tross, a most indefatigable worker, who, with Mr. John G. Jenkins, planned
and carried out this splendid enterprise, presided at
the meeting, and made the introductory address,
which felicitously smoothed the way to a hearty
reception by the audience. Miss Florence Taussig,
one of the finest musical artists in Denver, made my
introduction still more pleasant with excellent music,
and so I had everything in .the occasion to inspire
me to do my level best for Freethought. Indeed, my
heart goes . out to Colorado friends for the noble
encouragement they hav given. So far, I hav had
only' pleasure, and no disappointment.· .I shall speak
again in Denver on Sunday, August 15th, and I look
forward to another successful advance. No church
in the city could hold the audience I had on Sunday
evening. We are beginning to be popular, after all.
I shall hav more to say about my Denver friends in
my next. They hav done noble service indeed~
On Tuesday I came up to Forks Creek, where I
find my good friend B. L. Smith, and his wife and
son, Morris, aged tln·ee, who, born in the mountain
air of liberty, has plenty of go-ahead. He· will make
a splendid Liberal one of these days, if the laws of
heredity prevail. I also met Charles E. Smith, who,
in company with his brother, is engaged in the secular pursuit of furnishing passengers with something
to eat. Mr. York, the station agent, is also a Liberal,
and was born almost within stone's-throw of. the
granit hills of New Hampshire, where I first saw the
light, and so I felt, of course, that we were somewhat
akin. He comes from Nashua, where I once drifted
in my Unitarian travels. Forks Creek has about four
houses. The raih·oad is upon one side, and the rushing stream upon the other, and overhead tower the
two mighty walls of the canyon. There is not much
room for a village, but it is the busiest place of its
size I hav yet visited. · It does an immense amount
of traffic, considering that it is only a rod wide.
Mrs. B. L. Smith, and her sister, Miss Maggie Camp·
bell, are daughters of that stanch Liberal, Alexander
Campbell, of Elk Rapids, Mich., and they are worthy
of that honorable descent, and hav no bit -of superstition in heart or brain. I had a pleasant time at
this mountain hamlet, where Liberalism is triumphant by a "large majority."
I never struck a place quite so lively and varied as
Black Hawk. It· is the oldest mining camp in the
state, and has not lost one bit of its original force.
The hills round about are still load'ed with ore,
and the mills are constantly booming, and the engins keep up their music day and night, and fortune
waves its magic wand and people get rich in the
twinkling of an eye. Black Hawk, Central City, ap.d
Eureka stretch along for miles up and down the
gulch, and you do not know when you pass from one
to the other. They are really one city, which winds
about and over hills and underground like a big serpent. Gilpin county sends forth more gold and
silver than any other county in the world. The
deeper they dig the more metal they find. The dazzling prospect increases every year rather than
diminishes. The fields of discovery are inexhaustible.
Gilpin county is the home of politicians. Hill, Tabor,
Teller, Belford, and other renowned party leaders
hav risen to fame and position from these mountainous gorges. Black Hawk is a curious place. Its
main street oftentimes becomes a river three or four
feet deep, and horses, mules, teams, and men are
hurled along it with tremendous velocity to destruction. In five minutes the sun will shine calmly on
the ruins, and dead men are picked up. You can't
miss the train at Black Hawk. It rolls over yoUL"
head on the side-hill, and an hour afterward you can
go to the station, a dozen rods off, and take that
same train. It crosses and recrosses the city half a
dozen times before it reaches· the stopping-place.
You can't miss it unless you try, for it keeps running
before your face.
The track from Black Hawk to Central City is the
crookedest in the world. You hav to go four miles
in order to travel on·e mile. Unless you consult the
time-table, you don't know whether you are going
to Black Hawk or Central City-whether you are
riding backward or forward. The more you think
about it, the more puzzled you get. It is called the
" skylight" railroad, and you might imagin, as you
climb over the top of the hills, that you are on the
way to the celestial city.

They hav some wonderful railroads in Colorado.
They hav one called the Loop beyond Georgetown,
where you ride up a canyon seven hundred and fifty
feet, going backward and forward i;n the_ shape of a
figure 8, until you seem to be bangmg nght above
the city, and the head grows dizzy a~ one looks do),Vn
hundreds of feet upon the track whiCh but five mlllutes ago he was traversing. While the locomotiv ~s
going one way the hind car is going another, and It,
seems as if the train was going in two different directions, and a collision was inevitable. One needs to
keep his eyes open when he travels in Colorado. In
half a day's journey he will look toward every point
in the compass.
I did not lecture as I expected at Idaho Springs,
Georgetown,· or Central City, but gave three lectures
at Black Hawk on Tuesday and Wednesday evenings
and Friday evening, Aug. lOth, 11th, and 13th. This
arrangement seemed best under the circumstances.
I was quite surprised -when I entered the hall on the
first evening to find a large audience present-every
seat was occupied. It was a good opening indeed.
Music was not lacking either. Mrs. Eva Hawks
Howard, of Boston, a daughter of Mr. Hawks, one of
the old residents and business men of Black Hawk,
entertained us with the very best that Boston could
giv, for she is one of the musical favorits of that city.
It was delightful on these far-away hills to shake
hands with New England's fan:· representativ, and
hav such beautiful music from the center of art. Of
course, under such circumstances, I could not fail to
do my level best for Freethought. On the next
evening the audience was larger, and also on Friday
evening. On Friday evening the Gilpin reed and
brass band gave· us music, and so we had plenty of
good things to enliven our way. George Stroeble is
leader of the band. Albert Lintz, Al Newton, Wm_
Fick, Milton Fick, Louis Fick, Frank Hughes, Fred
Hughes, Ed. BrubUl'ker, Hugh McKinna, and Fred
Frensh are its good Liberal members, and I put
them on the roll of honor. It will- thus be seen that
Freethought has had a royal entertainme.nt in this
rugged bosom of the Rockies.
Mr. Wm. Germain, who conducted the campaign,
knows how to do the work he sets about-like an old
stager, for he was in this country from the start, and
has met with all sorts of fortunes amid its changing
scenes. He contributed largely to the success of the
lectUl'es by his untiring labors. He has the courage
of his convictions, and no prophecies of failure could
daunt him. In this first advance for Freethought he
has scored a victory.
Mr. A. L. Crosson, of the Black Hawk Times, is
one of the most brilliant editors in Colorado, and an
outspoken Liberal. His father is one of the leading
Freethinkers of Eddyville, Iowa, so well known for
its radicalism. He comes of good stock, and makes
it tell along this frontier line.
Mr. Matthew Boelert is another glorious Liberal.
He is a Hercules in build, and his shoulders are
almost as broad as the hills themselvs. He can'wield
the hammer like God Thor himself. He has the intensity of the Germanic race, and is a vigorous
knight of the anvil and can make the sparks fly. It
was a pleasure to meet him and his genial wife and
children, who enjoy a paradise of Freethought in this
breezy country.
Mr. and MI·s. Antoine Merlick's hospitality and
liberal home added to the delights of my sojourn.
Mr. Merlick was educated for a Catholic priest, and
is a finished scholar. But he disdained the church
and prefers the independent life of a toiler.
Mr. J. B. Ballard is one of the leading business
men of the place, and is a generous supporter of our
cause. He is a Liberal in every sense of the word.
MI·. Fred Kruse h_as written for THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and has made a vigorous fight for Secular principles.
When membe1; of the legislature 4e moved to dispense with the services of a chaplain, and carried the
resolution. He is a born Freethinker, and can't help
speaking his sentiments, although he is a politician.
The man will come out.
I climbed up the steep road beyond Central City
and Eureka (with the aid of a horse, of course) to
the cosy home of Mrs. R. C. Brewster, ten thousand
feet above the sea. Mrs. Brewster is a contributor
to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and it was a gratification in- ,
deed to see her face to face where she breathes the
air of liberty in her elevated though not " heavenly"
mansion. She is not ready for the latter yet. She
walked five miles to attend my lectUl'e and five miles
back, and I consider it is a great· honor to address
such persevering "sinners." Where is the saint who
will do any better than that~
I had the pleasure of meeting the first resident of
this camp, Mr. E. W. Henderson, who, though he
calls himself a Presbyterian, is altogether too cordial
and Liberal to be hedged in by any creed. Humanity, after all, is his religion. ·
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Foster, Mr. Samuel Miller, Mr.
Richard Mueller, Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Haight, Mr. E.
W. Hurlburt, 1.\'Ir. A. Mansel, Mr. and ~irs. Belcher,
Philip Pressler, and many others make a splendid
company of liberty-loving men and women in this
glorious mountain land.
A Secular Union has been formed with over forty
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names on the roll. Mr. Wm. Germain is temporary
secretary of the organization. It will be ready for
the fall campaign.
Christianity has
new argument in its· defense.
As .r was lying in IrtY bunk on Friday morning, meditatmg whether to get up or not, I heard a voice just
outside my door proclaiming, " He's got the cholera
morbus. I guess he'll believe in Jesus now. 11 When
Christianity relies on Sam Jones and cholera morbus
for its chief supporters, it must be pretty far gone.
At my lecture on Friday evening I was interrupted
by a voice asking, " How about hell~, I answered,
"You will find out when you get there. That is the
scientific method. To know a thing you must experience it. There is no doubt but your curiosity will be
amply satisfied." The voice said no more.
·
I met Judge Belford on the train, one of Colorado's brilliant men. He is a pronounced Freethinker.
He says there is not much orthodoxy among the
miners. They know too much. They not only dig
and delve, but read. He took a look at a miningcamp library the other day, and found Homer's Diad,
Virgil's lEnid, Hugo's romances, Huxley, and Darwin. It will not do for preachers to tackle such kind
of folks. Not much superstition there. I find that
all the churches in a mining camp hav a very dilapidated appearance. They seem to be patiently waiting for the resurrection ..
I had the rare experience of riding on the front of
the engin in my trip over the Loop. I never realized
so much before .the glory of the iron horse. How
magnificently he swept along! And how it thrilled the
blood to be thus spinning forward in mid-air, mounted
on the very forehead of the mighty and bellowing
steed! For once, I had the absolute joy of radical·
ism without any drawback-! was at the very front
of creation, kicking my heels disdainfully to the
"dark backward and abysm of time."
'
Lecture engagements: Seward, Neb., August 21st,
22d, 23d; Valley Falls, Kan., August 24th, 25th,
26th, 27th; Seneca, Kan., August 29th (instead of
Lincoln, Neb.-the appointments at Lincoln and Fremont, Neb., are postponed until fall); West Point,
Neb., September 1st, 2d, 3d; Omaha; September 5th; Cromwell, Iowa, September 7th, 8th; Leon,
September 9th and lOth; Ottumwa, September 12th;
West Union, Iowa, September 14th, 15th, 16th; Chebanse, Ill., September 18th, 19th; Chicago, September 26th; West Union, Ohio, October 1st, 2d, 3d.

a

P. S.-Fifteen hundred people were at my second
lecture in Denver. The opera house was packed; it
was the largest Freethought audience ever assembled
in the city, except at Ingersoll's lectmes. It shows
the splendid Liberalism of the West. The daily
papers gave several colunms to reports of the lecture.
.Denver, Aug. 16, 1886.
MR. PUTNAM ON THE CONVENTION.
I inclose my contribution for the New York state
Freethinkers' Convention. I wish I could be there,
but I must continue the work in this. Western country till October. . I hope every Freethinker in New
York will come, or, if he can't come, then send something for the expenses. I think this summer picnic
will be a refreshment indeed, and as the national
Congress does not meet until November this Convention comes at the right time to prepare one for the
solid fall and winter campaign. I look forward to a
grand success with our indefatigable wo11ker, C. B.
Reynolds, at the front. He is just the man, and I
hope that all the Liberals of the Empire State will
giv him generous aid, vers'Us Old-not New-Jersey
"justice."
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

Pennsylvania Secular Union.
Sections 2 and 3 of article 3 of the constitution of
the Pennsylvania Secular Union set forth the objects
of that society as follows :
To advocate the equitable taxation of church property;
the total discontinuance of religious instruction and worship
in the public schools; the repeal of all laws enforcing the
observance of Sunday as a Sabbath; the cessation of all appropriations of public funds for religious institutions. or purposes of any kind ; the abrogation of state-paid chaplainicies; the substitution of simple affirmation, under the pains
and penalties of perjury, for the judicial oath; the non-appointment of religious fasts, festivals, and holidays by public
authority; the practical establishment of simple morality
and intelligence as the basis of a purely secular government
and the adequate guarantee of public order, prosperity, and
righteousness; and whatever other measures or principles
may be necessary to the total separation of church and state.
Section 3. To weld together in a close bond of union,· not
only all the Secular societies, but all the Secularists, in the
state of Pennsylvania, for mutual encouragement, aid, and
protection ; and to defend throul!>"h the courts any citizen of
the state whose eqnal religious nghts are denied, or who is
oppressed on account of any opinion he or she may hav held
or expressed on the subject of religion.

With such objects in view the state society should
receive the hearty support and cooperation of every
lover of universal mental liberty within its bounds.
At the last annual convention the president, Prof.
William Seymour, of Philadelphia, was elected state
lecturerand organizer, and intended to make a thorough canvass of the state, lecturing and organizing a
. society wherever Liberals enough could be found

But unfortunately a severe and protracted sickness
prevented the accomplishDJent of his designs.
With returning health, the president intends to inaugurate an activ campaign, and desires the cooperation of every Secularist in the state. To this end
the next annual convention of the Pennsylvania Secular Union· will be held at Pittsburgh, Pa., on Sunday, September 19th, at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth ave.
Representativs of every organized society and individual delegates from localities where the Secular
element is not organized are urged to attend; especially is the presence of the Executiv Committee desirable. The Pittsbmgh Secular Society will aid to
the extent of its ability in making the convention a
success.
Able speakers are engaged. Now, friends, come up
and let us put our shoulders to the wheels of progress. Correspondents will please communicate with
Mr. Seymour at once in reference to lectures to
enable him to arrange his route.
WILLIAM SEYMOUR, president.
HARRY HoovER, secretary.
86 Diamond st., Pittsb'Urgh, Pa., Aug. 20, 286.

Canadian Notes.
A four-weeks' vacation down on old Cape Cod,
among-the friends and associations of some twenty
years ago; a consequent breaking up, for the time, of
regular habits; together with hot weather, an unusual
rush of business, and a general dearth of anything
like Secular work in this part of the country, must
be my excuse for a perhaps unpardonably protracted
silence; but with the advent of cooler weather, and
the opening of the lecture season-which takes place
in a few weeks-I hope to be able once more to get
into the old harness.
The annual convention of the Canadian Secular
Union will be held at Science Hall, Toronto, on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, September lOth, 11th,
and 12th, when measures will be introduced by which
it is hoped fresh interest will be aroused, and a season of useful work inaugurated.
President Algie will be on hand, with other members of the Alton branch, and a number of friends
from other parts of the country are expected. Mr.
Burnham will also be present to assist in the work of
the convention, and will lecture on the evening of the
12th. These arrangements are perhaps a little unfortunate as to the time appointed-being on the dates
of the last three days of the New York Conventionbut this difficulty could not be avoided, as we are
obliged to hold our meetiftg during the time of the
fall exhibition, to giv the country friends the benefit of the cheap railroad rates.
.
Mr. Watts is expected to arrive in Toronto Saturday, August 28th, arid will open the lecture season
the day following, Sunday the 29th; subject,
" Secularism: :£:ast, Present, and Future." On Monday, the 30th, he givs a political lecture; su1Jject,
"Gladstone's Defeat and the Irish Question; What
Does it Mean ~"-which, being at present the allabsorbing question, ought to fill the house. On the
following Sunday, Sept. 5th, he again lectures, this
time on the interesting question of "Saints or Sinners-Which~, After which he goes to the States,
where he expects to be kept busy for some months.
Mr. Burnh&m follow,s a week later, lecturing, as
above stated, on Sunday, Sept. 12th, and possibly for
some weeks after. This gentleman closed our last
lecture season, giving tln·ee Sunday lectures which
were among the best ever delivered in Toronto. He
has made a host of friends here, and we hope to be
able to hav him with us often. His lecture on "The
Philosophy of the Religious Emotions " is one that
certainly ought to be published and in the hands of
all Secularists (and, for that matter, of all Christians);
it contains a solution of the whole scheme of religious
delusion from a physiological and psychological
standpoint, and there could be no better document
to settle the doubts of a skeptic, or to strengthen the
hands of a veteran. There hav been numerous inquiries as to where it could be obtained, and there
is no doubt it would sell well in Canada.
I hav received several inquiries re the Affirmation
bill of which I spoke some months ago. It seems
that the news at that time was a little premature.
The bill was passed, as stated, by a large majority in
the Dominion Parliament, and everyl;>ody, including
the daily papers, thought that it would pass the
Senate and become law; but that body, which is
analogous to the English House of Lords, and about
as useful, saw fit, in their infinit wisdom, to throw it
out, and the measure was killed for the time being;
but I hav been assured by good authority that it will
come up again during the next session i:tnder circumstances which will make its being passed by both
houses certain.
I may also state, in reply to the inquiring friends,
that the bill was introduced by the member from
Hamilton, Out., not from Secular motivs, but on the
ground upon which nearly every judge of the Queen's
Bench in Ontario is in favor of it, and that is, in the
interest of religion. They see wholesale perjury in
every court in the country, and to prevent the evil,
or to protect and shield their deity from reproach,

they favor the J?assing of an Affirmation bill. But,
no matter what their motivs are, if the measure is
passed the result will be more to the benefit of Sec~
ularists than Christians.
KANUCK. Toronto, Aug. 20, 1886.

Canadian Secular Union.
To the Freethinlcers of Canada:
.
The constitution of the Canadian Secular Union
declares that an annual convention of Canadian
Freethinkers shall be held in Toronto in the month
of September. In accordance with this declaration,
the central executiv of the said association hereby
earnestly invites all Freethinkers tln·oughout the
Dominion to attend our next convention, to be held
in Toronto, on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, September lOth, 11th, and 12th, in Science Hall, the new
hall of the Toronto Secular Society, Adelaide street
east, opposit Victoria street.
Business of importance will be introduced that will
affect every Canadian Freethinker, and hav an important bearing on the future welfare of our organization.
Efforts are beirtg made to secure the attendance
of Mr. Charles Watts, who is now en route to this
country from England-and also ex-Rev. J. H. Bmnham, of Saginaw, Mich. The committee of arrangements will endeavor to provide a program that
will interest and entertain all who attend. The
Toronto Industrial Ex)losition will be held September 6th to 18th, and all who wish to attend our convention can purchase return tickets to Toronto at
half-fare.
The executiv wish it to be distinctly understood
that this appeal is made to all Freethinkers of the various provinces, whether they belong to any local
organization or not.
Intimations from friends intending to be present,
and all communications relating to the convention,
should be sent direct to the president or secretary.
J. A. RISSER.
120 King st?·eet west, Tm·onto, Canada.

Pioneers of the Gospel of Humanity.
The Executiv Committee hav invited Joseph
Cilley, of Nottingham, N. H., the first antisl~very
man sent to the United States Senate on that ISsue,
to be present at the White Sulphur Springs Convention. Mr. Cilley is ninety-six years old, but talks of
the old-time political struggles with remarkable clearness and energy, and it is hoped he may be able to
attend. But that courageous and sturdy champion
of equal rights and liberty for all, regardless of sex,
race, or color, Mrs. Lucy N. Colman, who did su~h
noble service in the days that tried men's souls, Will
positivly be present at the Convention, and giv her
"Reminiscences in the Life of a Reformer."
Let every lover of humanity make a special effort
to attend. It will be well for us all to drink in of
the spirit of zeal and self-sacrifice of the venerable
pioneers of the gospel of humanity.
c. B. REYNOLDS.
------~~.-------

}'or Expenses of the New York Convention.
Previously acknowledged..................................... $22.00
D. E. Ryan.........................................................
5.00
J. W. Black......................................................... 10.00
1.00
S. R. Wetherill....................................................
Zenas Kent..........................................................
1.00
Joseph York.......................................................
1.00
A. V. H.............................................................
5.00
Photius Fisk....................................................... 10.00
T. L. Brown.......................................................
2.00
C. H. Betts..........................................................
1.00
Wm. Smith.........................................................
5.00
S. P, Putnam......................................................
5.00
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T. R. Burroughs..................................................
Charles Eckhart,..................................................
Cash...................................................................
John Nuessle.......................................................
George E. Hartley................................................
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1.00
5.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1
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Funds for the Blasphemy Persecution.
$25.00
2.50
5.00
2.00
1.00
Joseph York ...................................................... .
5.00
Mary W. Bennett ........•.......................................
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Mr. Tucker's Protuberant Modesty.
From Ltbel"l1J.

Any expert in typography will tell Mr. Green that neither
the Independent nor the Christian Union comes within gunshot of Liberty in beauty of dress and m.ake-~p, f!-nd n~ith~r
surpasses it in literary power. Yet Ltb~rty s Cir~ulatwn IS
Only one-tenth of ten thousand. After this c~mparrson, only
my excessiv modesty keeps me from addmg t~at .taste,
knowledge, and brains-n?t money;-are the essentials m th~
achievement of typographical and literary excellence.
W. F. JAMIESON gave four open-air lectures in Merrillan,
Wis., on grounds fitted up with seats for ~he congregation.
His fourth lecture on" Anarchism, Amerrca's Worst Foe,"
had the best attendance, and there was a gene~] expression
that every word of the lecture ought to be published. ~nd
widely circulated. When las! h~ard from, he was giVII;lg
three lectures in Augusta, Wis., m ~he op~ra house, to fairsized audiences. Address at Lake City, Mmn.
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f!lomtqunications.
A Voice from .Queensland, Australia.

•

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: With
fraternal greetings from this far-off corner of the
world, sunny Queensland, I send you tidings of your
co-worker in the diffusion of truth, Dr. J. L. York,
who, together with Mrs. York, has been doing good,
substantial work here for the past three or four
months, causing great consternation, and creating_
great havoc in the orthodox ranks with the bombshells of Liberal and radical truth which he has
thrown in their midst. He has lectured here every
Sunday night to crowded and enthusiastic audiences,
and has just gone through a six-nights' debate with
a champion of Christianity, J.Vlr. H. A. Long, of Glasgow, Scotland, the champion Infidel-extermina~or
(hater) who came out here purposely to stem the tide
of Infidelity which is sweeping like a mighty· wave
over the Australasian colonies-but so far he has not
caused a ripple on that wave, but has rather helped
our cause by being the means of bringing numbers
to the debates who would not go to hear a Freethought lecture alone, but were forced to hear what
Dr. York had to say in reply to Mr. Long-who
showed himself a cute, tricky, scurrilous, and insulting debater in every sense of the word, whilst Dr.
York conducted himself as a gentleman throughout,
which even the Christian body was forced to acknowl·
edge. The whole of the debates are being published
in book form, a copy of which will, no doubt, reach
you, and which will giv you all particulars concerning
them without me occupying your valuable space with
particulars in this letter. Mr. Long has a habit of
addressing remarks personally to individuals in the
audience, and, seeing one lady whispering to another
while he was speaking during one of the debates, in
which he had been opposing Dr. York on evolution,
said, " There is no doubt that the lady who is misbehaving herself in front there came from the gorilla."
Immediately the house echoed again with hisses,
which continued until he left the platform. That
was a specimen of his Christian behavior, publicly
insulting a lady in that manner. The next day this
same lady met Mr. Long in the street, stopped him,
and said, "I am the lady you called a gorilla last
night; will you please tell me what sort of an animal
your mother was"?" I guess he thought she was one
with him there. However, it ended in his disgusting
many of his Christian supporters, and the adding of
numbers of thinkers to our ranks. Dr. York will tell
you when he returns to America that he was surprised
to find this colony so progressiv, and that he had no
idea there were so many radicals here. I do not believe there is any part of the world where there are so
many Liberals, according to the population, as in the
Australian colonies.
Dr. York delivers two more lectures here, and then
proceeds on a tour through the colony, away up the
North, over a stretch of about 3,000 miles there and
back. Having been over the country several times
before, I hav agreed to accompany Mr. and Mrs.
York as "pilot," and will, with your permission, drop
you a line or two from different stages of our joul"·ney. I shall not tell you much about the country, as
I expect the doctor will want to tell you all about
that when he gets back to America, but just chronicle
a little of the work done, the ground broken up, and
the seed sown, the fruits ·of which others will reap
who come after. So far as Brisbane is concerned, I
am glad to be able to say that Dr. York's visit has
been a great success financially, as well as otherwise.
A very successful musical, literary, and social .entertainment was held in the Academy of Music last Friday night", June 25th; under the auspices of the Freethought Association of this city (quit~ a healthy body,
by the by), to bid farewell to Dr. York. The hall
was tastefully decorated, and on the stage was a banner, on which was beautifully illuminated the motto
of Thomas Paine, "The world is my country, to do
good my religion." After a number of choice selections rendered by a really first-class orchestra, and a
few songs by the leading professional talent of the
city, came the event of the evening-a presentation
to Dr. York. ThiS' was a memento of the good
feeling of the Freethinkers of Brisbane to Dr. York,
and I am sure nothing could hav been thought of
more appropriate, or that would hav pleased Dr. and
Mrs. York better, than the present they received. It
consists of an emu egg, mounted in solid silver. The
design is an exquisit one, and is very representativ
of this colony. The egg is firmly clasped endwise
between two large tree ferns standing on a pedestal
of ebony; underneath the egg, between the two trees,
is a groundwork of silver representing a forest seem',
the trees and grass being very artistically and neatly
executed. There is the figure of a black fellow in the
act of throwing a spear at a kangaroo which he had
taken by surprise, as the animal's startled, upright position indicates. The workmanship displayed in these
figures is,admirabl~, the features of the black fellow
and the attitude of the kangaroo being exceptionally
good. On the top of the egg is an emu, an exact
representation in silver of the kind of bird that laid

the egg upon which it stands. On the front of the gether combining to make this last evening exceed-egg is a shield, upon which is inscribed: "Presented ingly pleasant, and one that will be long rflmembered
to Dr. and Mrs. York, by the Freethinkers of Bris- by the Liberals of Brisbane.
bane, June 25, 1886." The trophy was designed and
Day after to-mor.row we proceed to Toowoomba, a
made at a local jeweler's here in Brisbane, and reflects town about one hundred miles from here, by rail,
considerable credit on 1\'Ir. Reynolds's skilful work- Dr. York givs three lectures there; then we return to
manship; it will compare with anything of the kind Brisbane, and commence the northern journey by
produced in any other part of the world. When steamer.; but, not to anticipate, we will leave these
I tell you the trophy is twelve inches high, 3:nd places until they come in proper order to be written
about the same in width, and that, with the exceptwn about.
The audience to-night were loth to part with Dr.
of the stand and egg, it is of solid silver, you may guess
it is both very handsome and valuable. It will be York, and many a hearty hand-shake did both he and
something novel for friends to look at when Dr. York Mrs. York receive. Over and over again has he been
returns, and let us hope it will act as a link connect- asked to stay on, to stay altogether if he liked, and
ing the land of tbe emu and kangaroo to that of the they" would insure him the same continual support.
eagle and stars-and-stripes, in the mind of Dr. York, So you see how near you come losing him. He has
in years to come. Mr. W. Widdop, one of the pio- now made a lengthier stay in the Australian colonies
neers of Freethought here, made the presentation in than he expected, but he has not yet been long
a few appropriate words. Dr. York received t.he gift enough away to be forgotten by you, but will, I am
with a suitable expression of his feelings, and paid a certain, receive that· hearty welcome on his return
tribute to the appropriate design.
home that I saw by THE TRUTH SEEKER you promised
The program of the evening was then proceeded him some time ago. I sincerely trust he will conwith, including the trial scene from" The Merchant tinue to enjoy the same sound health he now has,
of Venice," which was most creditably rendered by and that he will arrive back safely, and liv tQ make
members of the Association, Mrs. Fish (a lady at that promised t.rip "East," when he will be able to
whose nuptials Dr. York had the honor of assisting, tell you all about this strange land of topsy-turvey
the day after his arrival here) being especially worthy wonders.
·
GEo. SMITH.
of commendation for her rendering of the character
Brisbane, Queensland, June 27, 1886.
of Port·ia. The hall was then cleared, and a most
pleasant evening con~luded by dancing into the small
Hints to Workingmen.
hours of the morning.
The fear has been expressed that in the event of
That Dr. York's visit has clone an imm.ense amount separate political action of the labor element the deof good to the cause of Freethought here no one can signing political hacks will insinuate themselvs into
doubt. Whole families hav left the churches, and the organization, and, either by person or proxy,
numbers of new members hav joined the Association. dominate its influence to their own selfish enclR.
An impetus has been given to the children's lyceum, This may be avoided by nominating for office none
which has .been regularly attended every Sunday but men who work for wages, known and verified to
. morning by 1\'Irs. York, and the material is here with be honest and capable. The curse of politics are the
which to make as good a lyceum as anywhere in the demagogs. No more detestable vermin infest the
colonies. A little different management, reorganiza- earth. They play upon the passions and prejudices,
tion, some new blood in the shape of teachers, and arousing the first and conceding to the latter, poising
more exercise, clrilling, calisthenics, and less talk and like an acrobat on the rope of popular approval, their.
]pcturing, of which the children get too much and only aim being to walk its length straight into an
become wearied, and thl'n the school will flourish and office where the salary is good and the stealings betprosper, and thus will be formed a band of young ter. And, to our discredit be it said, they get there.
workers who will be able to take the places of the They must get there no longer. We do not need
elders when they pass on from material sight. Alto- them. A country that is self-governed should not
gether, this city will hold its own with any of the tolerate professional politicians, and year after year
cities of the South, from a Liberal standpoint, and no elect them to make Jaws and govern it. In what esAnierican should come to Australia and leave it with- sential particular do we differ from a monarchical
out going North, at least as far as Brisbane, which government if we foist upon ourselvs a "governing
(let me observe, for the information of some of our class," and let them rule us to suit their own interAmerican cousi:qs who oo not seem to be very geo- ests? The iron rod of despotism is the same ingraphically correct concerning the whereabouts of flexible master, be it wielded by one man or a thouAustral;ian cities) is the capital city of Queensland, sand; and there is no despotism more heartless, cold,.
the northern colony of Australia, and not in New and cruel than that of our aristocracy of money.
They own the politicians who are successful. They
Zealand, as some imagin.
I am writing this after returning from Dr. York's buy themselvs seats in the United States Senate, and
farewell lecture, which he has just delivered in the then b1·ibe their fellow-members to vote in their inAcademy of Music, the largest hall in Brisbane, terest. They would steal the earth if they could get
which was packed fxom floor to ceiling by the largest to some other planet with it, just to astonish the
audience that (notwithstanding that he has lectured nativs with the immensity of their possessions. That
here for four months) has yet assembled to hear him. a certain class of men should hav their vanity fed at
I wish all those Christians who hav been so bitter the expense of the toiling masi!es is monstrous.
against us in this city had been there to see what Certain it is that there are radical defects in our
effect Mr. H. A. Long's anti-Infidel campaign has political economy which make it possible for such
had upon the Infidel body. We know the effect an iniquity to exist. But it will not be remedied by
these Freethought lectures hav had upon the Chris- "pledges " from candidates of either party, be they
tian body, because a large immber in that audience made in good faith or not, because all legislation at
to-night were members of one of the Christian . present in this country is under the pernicious
churches only a few weeks ago, but now they are out- dominion of capital. It is supreme. That influence
must be rooted out altogether, and. if we can elect
and-out Infidels and Freethinkers.
How many converts hav the supporters of Mr. honest and capable· men to fill the offices and make
Long gained from our ranks to the Christians? I laws, we must stand by them in the hard fight they
think not one; and as this sort of thing is going on will hav against the corrupt influence -of money. Let
throughout the civilized world, it shows the pro- the ruore intelligent among us leave no effort untried
gressiv car of Secularism is moving rapidly on, riding to show our comrades how suicidal it is to sell for a
Juggernaut-like over the obstacles that are thrown mere temporary benefit their voice and vote to the
under its wheels. The subject of Dr. York's last. reckless, unprincipled demagogs who, like the slavelecture in Brisbane to-night was "Reason and Facts drivers of old, whip theni in, by fair means or foUl, to
versus Romanism, the Auricular Confession, the signing away for a mess of pottage the valuable gifts
Blight of the Intellect, and the Curse of the \Vorld," of American citizenship. Elections, at best, as they
a "\;ery fitting subject to terminate with, and to leave hav been in the past, hav decided no principle.
the people here with something to think over. Dr. Men hav been put up by the political boss and the
York said he had been speaking of the daughters all voters told to .vote for them, and they hav done so.
along until to-night, but that to-night he was speak- In one instance, a very rich man paid thirty thousand
ing of the mother; he had been lopping off the dollars for a seat in Congress. He was a man who
branches, but it was the trunk of the tree that would was notorious for his grasping cupidity, unprincipled,
be the hardest to destroy, the last to die, and it would very close in his dealings with his men, a Democrat
die hard. Tlie Protestant churches could not fight in politics, and an aristocrat; in sociE>ty. To advance
Romanism, because Romanism was the mother of his own interests, nothing was too low, mean, or desProtestantism, which was the same only a little picable, and this man, with an eye single· only to the
diluted; but the fight fell to the Secularists, wbo, rolling up of additional millions, was sent to Conwith science at their back, would in time uproot and gress. To represent who, or what? To represent
destroy all the superstitions, and expose and sweep himself and get back his thirty thousand dollars
away all the-vile and filthy corruptions of the Romish spent on bis election. The idea of such a man prechurch, as they were· doing with the Protestant tending to represent a democratic constituency, who
churches. Before the lecture commenced there were for the most part were workingmen, is like sending
some selections by an orchestra composedof some of Lord Salii:ibnry to a council of nations .to represent
the leading professional instrumentalists of the city; Ireland. I would that I could in some way get the
then a song by Miss Alice St. John, one of the lead- interested attention of every wage-worker in this
ing sopranos of Australian opera houses; another land, and, getting that, set him to thinking on the
song by Mr. Barrington, who gave the "Death of subject of the mistakes he has made and is liable to
Nelson" in a manner that only artists like himself are make in casting his vote.
The workingmen hav. elected a Congress who
capable of; a violin solo by Professor Linclsell, in
his usual excellent style, and then the lecture-alto- allowed 20,857,000 acres of land to pass into the
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Iprincipal
accessories· to murder unless they could prove the
was among them; so they put on the stand a

hands of twenty-nine f.oreig.n .corpor~tions, ninety
per cent
the ~otal purchase bei~g held by English:
men .. It IS estimated th~t Englishmen own land in
Amerwa equal to the entire extent of Great Britain
and Ireland. Possibly it may be their intention to
por_tion ~t off in large estates, bring over some few of
their white-slave farmers, whom they allow to make
from three to four dollars a week, and add to tl~eir
number from nativ recruits here at the same benevolent pay. It seems as if they had set out to buy up
the whole country-at least, the largest area of it.
And it is very apparent that if they own the lands
they will own the people that may, by force of circumstances, be obliged to liv on their land. It will
be England over again ; they will exact the last cent
above starv~ttion point from settlers and tenants.
That is their game, no doubt. The " governing class"
must,'' don't you see," hav magnificent estates, lordly
manors, hundreds of retainers, pleasure yachts,
boundless supply of ready money, and how are they
going to get it, "don't you know," if the lower orders
don't hand it up to them with due reverence and
proper humility~ Quite the proper thing, "don't
you see~, If any members of the lower class get
starved out in their attempt to keep up the style of
" me. lord," it's quite of no consequence, because yon
see there's got to be rich and there's got to be poor,
and they nflver will be missed there's such a lot of
'em. Besidl.)s, it's God's will. "Servants, obey your
masters." Honor the king. If we could get the
workingmen to do a turn for themselvs, we could
elect a Congress that would put such a tax upon unoccupied land that "me lord" would drop it as quick
as the devil would holy water. And this must be
done. What with the aping of everything English
by our sapient dudes, and the exchange of our
maidens with money-bags for titles, these large purchases of land look as if we were going to hav
England thrust down our throats at all hazards.
Now, workingmen, do you want this country turned
into a monarchy~ If not, rouse up and vote for
honest men from among yourselvs.· It is not neces~ary to call it a monarchical government to hav one,
and if any man cannot see that we are drifting in that
direction he must be blind indeed.
WM. ALLEN SMITH.
-------.-.-----

o!

notorious tramp-a man who has been tried for
blackmailing for thieving for arson and burglary·
who is know~ to hav stol~n six hunch·ed dollars fro~
a physician, now deceased; and five hundred people
could easily be got to swear that they would not believe him under oath. He's a constitutional liar. He
swore that he saw Spies light the bomb. That made
a principal of him. It was simply an afterthought.
If the jury are not bought, his testimony will not hav
a feather's weight, for he looks the lowlived liar that
he is. Judge Gary has made rulings in this case
that entitle him to rank with the infamous Jeffrey.
The resources of the state, backed by corporate
monopolies, hav been freely used by the prosecution.
The press has fairly seethed. with venom, and one
who knows says those papers hav been furnished by
the bailiffs to the jury just as they are printed, regardless of the fact that it was ordered that all reference to
the case should be cut out. Witnesses for the defense hav been spirited away; some hav been so
frightened by intimidation that they refused to testify
to what they formerly had volunteered to giv in evi·deuce. Witnesses for the state sat in the court-room,
while those for the defense were kept in al). anteroom,
where detectivs, also pretending to be witnesses for
the prisoners, tried to worm out of them important
points. The state presented testimony about everything but the murder, for they had not a particle of
evidence on that except Gilmer's testimony. ·But the
court primed down the defense to direct testimonyno hearsay evidence was permitted. The case for
the state was nothing else. Chief of Police Eborsold,
who gave special and positiv orders to Captain Bonfield on the evening of May '4th "not to iJ;J.tedere
with that meeting," skips out of town. They say
they don't know whether he is in Maine or California.
It is known that just before the attack a man entered
the Desplaines street station and said to Bonfield,
" That meeting is about to break up." Bonfield
quickly called his men together, and said, "Let's
hurry up and giv them something." The pa-rty who
offered to testify to that was so frightened by police
intimidation that he refused to either go on the
stand or·testify. He was not the only one almost
frightenedoutof his wits. ·Friends and sympathizers
Theory and Practice.
with the accused hav been dogged and hounded by
The theory set forth by _Mr. W. A. Smith that the the police and excluded from the court-room. When
remedy for evils that beset the workingmen-i.e., the demanding·admittance yesterday to the court, I was
masses-lies in the ballot-box is very beautiful, but it informed that "neither Captain Black nor· nothing
rests upon the hypothesis that honesty is an attribute on earth could get you in. If you want to know why,
of the workingmen, and is accidentai or rare among go to the sheriff. We hav strict and positiv orders
the upper classes, whatever tl;ley are.
to keep you out of the building." As George SchilHonesty, like many other virtues, is comparativ ling was with me, he, too, was barred out. \Ve got
and hence variable.
in, nevertheless, which pleased me more than a little.
Fidelity to the general interests of the people must It would take up the entire TRUTH SEEKER to annexist among the people before the ballot can be an merate the great and small villainies which hav been
effectual conectiv.
·
perpetrated during this most damnable conspiracy
A venal people brings into power mercenary rulers. ever hatched by American authorities to convict men
Individual honesty rarely has sufficient tenacity to of a capital crime of which they are innocent because
withstand the strain of official environment.
they were guilty of something else; and how the
Therefore, something more potent than official authorities hav sought out the places where labor
honesty is needed to regulate official act!!.
reformers were employed and urged the discharge of
What is wanted is obedience to the wishes of the those persons who dared own they were ~ocialists;
people, under constitutional restrictions, as expressed ;tnd, I am sorry to say, with remarkable success; but
in party platforms framed by the people in their I hav yet to see the Socialist whose opinions hav
primaries, and in unequivocal terms; am'J. obedience been changed by this sort of persecution. The
must be made the only safe policy for officials to state's attorney took it on himself to see about my
pursue.
J EF.
0ase, and was at our office bright and early, before
the opening of court, one morning last week. . So
Chicago Secular News.
far I know he did not succeed, nor is he likely to.
The " judicial farce," the trial of the Anarchists, is I am given to understand that he threatens my arrest.
near its termination. Mr. Foster will finish his What for, I am at loss to determin, but as it is .the
argument Monday morning, and Captain Black, in a same thing with a number now in jail, it is not out
twocdays' speech, will conclude the labors for the de- of the probabilities. If those on trial are convicted,
fense. State's Attorney Grenell will speak (or howl) there will be wholesale arrests, in my opinion.
for the prosecution, and it is expected that the case Somebody suggested to me on Saturday that if those
will be given to the jury by Thursday. The eight men are convicted the Socialists had better stampede.
defendants were indicted for murder, and separate Well, I don't propose to stampede.
Half a dozen candidates for initiat.ion breathed the
indictments were made for conspiracy, riot, etc.
They were supposed to ·be tried on the indictment close and stuffy atmosphere of a lodge anteroom on
charging them with the murder of Mathias J. Deegan, one of the hottest nights in July, while the examinbut the state has not made a single point connecting ing officer of a secret labor society put to them the
them with that affair. They hav tried them for preliminary questions, the first of which was:
" Do you believe in God~,
everything but murder-Anarchism, Communism, and
All readily answered in the affirmativ this great
Socialism-and a great social salmagundi they hav
made of it; they ha v piled up testimony on " conspir- conundrum which "no fellow can find out," and the
acy," yet every movement, every utterance, has been interrogatory was repeated to the writer. My reply
known to the public for years; but conspiracy is· like the was:
" flowers that bloom in the spring," it has " nothing
"Not much!"
The officer, being slightly acquainted, desired to
to do with the case." They hav tried them for reading and circulating Most's books on revolutionary be conciliatory, so he mildly suggested: ·
''I suppose you believe in a supreme being~"
warfare, not realizing that Most is not on trial ; they
hav rung in the most inflammatory utterances of· the
"Not by a jugful," was my irreverent response.
Some of the other candidates turned as pale as
Arbeiter Zeitung and Alarm,. all testimony which,
under the ruling of any fair-minded judge, would Paris plaster; the eyes of one protruded so that I
hav been excluded ; they hav tried them for bomb- was slightly alarmed for his mental balance ; on
making, yet we never hav seen the statute which another it brought out the beads of perspiration, as
makes bomb-making a capital crime. From a legal though he was undergoing a foretaste of an adverse
point of view it makes no difference whether Lingz· hereafter from an orthodox standpoint. To relieve
made one or a million bombs a day. They hav tried their distress, I recommended the officer to go in for
to prove that their utterances for five or ·six years proper instructions, as those questions were unneceswere a species of war against society-then why sary. Being a member of the "mother church," the
were they not punished for that at the time ~ They examiner appeared both cross and confused, but
found that all this could not convict them of being obeyed.

Returning, he apologized for asking the questions,
saying they were immaterial, but he had an old book.
Still, I remember the time when superstitio.1 had a
powerful basis in the early history of that society.
The same ·interrogations were then a· part of the
initiation, and a good deal worse further on. No
more satisfactory answers were given by me at that
time; the initiation was suspended, yet I was declared a member.
Once inside, I endeavored to
make it easier for all Freethinkers who should wish
to join thereafter, and commenced the agitation ~or
secularizing the order, and thus succeeded in being
vilified throughout its ramifications; . but the end
was soon accomplished, and the religious test in the
largest labor organization in the world was abolished.
The above is writteil. to show what can be done by
a little effort. In the same organization were men
just as opposed to orthodoxy (on the outside) as
myself, but they viewed this initiatory business as a
lot of buncombe to catch fools, and they acquiesced
in the foolishness; did not think it worth while to
oppose it. That is not my idea. By such foolishness society is ruled and robbed. The silence of
tacit admission that you believe such trash givs its
adherents the right to reckon you of their number,
and to demand support, patronage, and protection in
proportion.
My grand old colleague, John Mcintosh, who is a
fDOral hero every inch of him, falls into the error that,
because he is familiar with Socialism, he is therefore
authority on the Knights of Labor. That is a great
mistake. He will admit that I know something of
both. Powderly is what is termed a "conscientious
Catholic;" he believes his first duty is to. the church;
·and whenever the church wishes to use him to destroy
liberty it will do it, under the pretense that the glory
of God demands it. That is mighty poor "compass"
for freedom. Powderly has also grown vain ; the
capitalistic press has tickled him. He has held office
six years, and that is long enough. That Powderly,
when elected General Master Workman, had any
authority from the Executiv Board to lay its "innermost secrets" before a Catholic tribunal, is false. As
chairman of that Executiv Board, I know no such
permission was given. The secretary, at that time,
of the Board was Philip Van Patten, and neither he
nor I would hav tolerated such action. I know that
officers, individually, did ask the opinion and good
offices of the church for the success of the order, but
without authority.
Our Secular Union will renew its meetings the first
Sunday in September. A business meeting of member.; will be held next Su:nday, August 22d, at 245
"'vVest Madison street, at· 7 P.M. All TRUTH SEEKER
readers in Chicago should be present.
August 15, 1886.
E. A. STEVENS.

Mr. W. S. Bell's Opinion of Newspapers.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1· : The
long trial of the Anarchists is now near its end: The
great excitement produced by the bomb-tln·owmg at
Haymarket square last May has died out, and now
Chice,go is dull and _withou~ a sensation._ So 9rea~ly
inflamed has pubhc sentiment been m this mty
for some time past over hotly-contested elections,
strikes riots and the Haymarket affair that now the
comm~nplac~ occuneuces no longer interest the
people, and the newspapers are suffering ac~ordingly.
Our dailies gloat over horrid crimes and fnghful catastrophes. They are intent upon a wide circulation
of their pandering sheets, because it circulates within
their grasp big piles of the circulating medium. In
the dearth of catastrophes and bloody riots they try
to make as much as possible out of murders, elopements, etc., but these are too tame and common to
satisfy the morbid ~entiments of a vast number of
those who hav been long fed upon recitals of bloodcurdling atrocities. And what is true of our dailies
is true of the dailies of all the large cities. What
are we going to do about it ~
Do not the people make the press what it is, and
does not the press make the· people what they are~
The best thing we who call ourselvs Liberals can do
is to giv our hearty support to our Liberal papers.
We should not only read THE TRUTH SEEKER, but sustain it with our subscription. I fear too many borrow it who are able to pay for it, and feel no ?bli~a
tion to sustain the cause of liberty by supportmg Its
papers.
.
I am making anangements for a lecture tnp next
October through J~[issouri _and '!'~xas._ I hop~ to
visit the following places m Missoun: Hanmbal,
Edina, Kirkville, Cleopatra, Chillic?the, Montrose,
Lamar, Liberal, Carthage, and Jophn. In Texas I
shall try to reach Denison~ Sherman, J?a~las, Kerens,,
Fort Worth, Granbury, Kimball, Meridian,. Morgan,
Temple Walnut Springs, Bellton, Austm, New
Braunf~ls Houston Navasota, Corsicana, Moscow,
' Longview,
'
. M ontague,
Henderson,
Cooper, B owie,
Henrietta, and perhaps a few other towns. I am corresponding with many Liberals in these states, and I
hope before October to hav my anangements comW. S. BELL.
pleted.
302 State street, Chicago, Ill.
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Liberalism.
The following appears to be from an earnest, but
young, truth seeker:
"OAKLAND, .ILL., July 14, 1886.
" EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I was conversing with a
Methodist minister awhile ago, and he says Infidelity should
hold its tongue until we can get up a God superior to hil!l.
This certainly can be done; but, to tell you the truth, I hav
never as yet read the fundamental principles-the catechismof Infidelity. Hav you any such book-an Infidel catechism
or creed? If not, get one up quick. Let me know immediately. This minister says we are tearing down all the time,
and never building up. How is it? If no other way, tell us
in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Respectfully, J. W. BENoiT."

The writer of the foregoing labors under an imperfect comprehension of what Liberalism is. Certainly Liberalism will. set up no god in place of the
dethroned Jehovah, nor establish a creed to replace
those it destroys. A catechism is usually boileddown dogmatism, and we doubt its utility. Even a
statement of principles, set forth as authoritativ,
can be and should be questioned. Liberalism stands
only for Freethought, absolutely and completely,
upon all subjects. Of course;~, this must allow an
immense amount of ignorant, wrong, and unscientific thought, but that can only be remedied by scientific education and mental training. But Liberalism
nevertheless is free thought, without coercion by
priests or politicians, through fear of " God" or a
policeman's club.
All this, however, is not to say that Liberalism has
no affirmations, as well as negations. Liberalism
affirms all truth, and denies nothing but falsehood.
In this it is in direct opposition to Christianity,
whose affirmations are nearly all falsehoods. The
fundamental a:ffirmations of Christianity are: 1. That
there is a God in the shape of a man. 2. That this
anthropomorphic God created the universe about six
thousand years ago. 3. That he also created animal
life, ending with man. 4. That this man and his wife
6.
were created P.erfect. 5. That they fell.
Through their fall all men were filled with an irresistible desire to do wrong. 7. That all the people
in the world did do wrong, and. were drowned, except
one family. 8. That when the earth was again populated by this family the people continued to do
wrong. 9. That, in order to save any, it was necessary for this God to send his only begotten son to be
sacrificed. 10. That this son W!'S born of the Virgin
Mary, was crucified under Pontius Pilate, was dead
and buried, rose again after three·days, and ascended
into heaven, and sitteth at the right hand of this
God. 11. That it is necessary to believe this in order
to escape an eternity of burning in a fiery lake.
Such, in brief, are the Christian affirmations. It is
needless to repeat that every one of them is a falsehood.
The negations of Liberalism consist in a denial of
the dogmatic creedal affirmations of Christianity, as
contained in the foregoing, and of as much of the
theological superstructure erected thereon as conflicts with reason, with science,~nd with that humanity, or love for the race, inherent in every heart.
Liberalism's a:ffirmations, from which we are asked to
construct a creed, are as broad as the universe, and
include every ascertained law of nature, every proved
fact in the world, every known truth upon every
known subject. Liberalism has three sides, a scientific side, a destructiv side, and a constructiv side.
Liberalism maintains that it must be through scientific methods that truth in regard to all phenomena
can be known, and it accepts the conclusions of science so far as demonstrated. Upon these conclu-
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sions, and proceeding upon scientific methods, it
demonstrates the falseness of Cillistianity and the
truths of nature. Its destructiv side is confined to
destroying beliefs founded upon these falsehoods of
the church, which are founded upon ignorance of
natural law, upon wrong conceptions of the motions
of the universe, upon childish ideas of supernatural
governance, and which hav been perpetuated through
the same general ignorance and for the benefit of
priests and " God-appointed " kings.
In its constructiv principles Liberalism embodies
both science and humanity. That is, it conducts its
humane work upon scientific principles. Affirming
first the supremacy of human reason and the universality of law, Liberalism indorses evolution
as a fundamental truth, as against the special crea-:
tion affirmed by Christianity, and, working for this,·
endeavors to aid in that progress of the world
which has been constantly going on since the first
savage crawled out of his cave and built· himself a
hut. As this world is, if not the only world we shall
ever see, at least of primal importance, Liberalism
devotes itself to making it better, to making men and
women happier, and to reducing the sum total of
misery by which we are surrounded. As Mr. J. D.
Shaw puts it, Liberalism seeks first and above all to
glorify man instead of God; to save him from vice,
ignorance, and superstition instead of from hell; to
teach him how to liv instead of preparing him for
death ; how to secure homes on earth instead of
mythical mansions in the sky ; and to rely upon himself ·and upon work iristead of upon God and prayer.
Liberalism teaches morality upon a utilitarian instead
of an authoritativ basis, and commands people to "do
right because thereby their own happiness is promoted as well as that of others. Liberalism does
not treat men and women as children, begging them
to be good for the sake of a reward hereafter, but
says, You must deal justly, honestly, virtuously, because to do otherwise injures humanity, and every
individual in the world has the same rights as yourself. Liberalism rejects vicarious atonement, affirming that upon each must fall the burderr and punishment of his or her violation of natural law or infringement of another's rights.
Liberalism is a positiv, affirmativ force in all questions .pertaining to human welfare. It affirms that instead of a God, natural law, operating. eternally, is the
power moving the universe. For creation, Liberalism affirms evolution, and by the laws of evolution
design in nature givs place to natm·al selection. The
notion that man is totally depraved is replaced by
the a:ffirmation that the good in human nature overbalances the evil, and that ancestral experiences,
organized in the race as inherited tendencies, are
what prepispose men to evil instead of the theological "original sin." But Liberalism further affirms
that these tendencies are more and more becoming good, and will result in future generations in
producing men and women with as greatly superior
characters as the people of to-day possess over our
forefathers who burned heretics for the love they
bore their God. As Henry Ward Beecher said, man,
instead of being a fallen creature, began at zero and
has been rising ever since. Liberalism affirms that
this progress must inevitably go on. As to salvation
through Christ, Liberalism affirms that it has not yet
been pro:ved that there is any hell to be saved from,
and maintains that what man most needs to be saved
from is ignorance, poverty, and the priests.
In what we hav written we hav not attempted to
formulate a creed, but Mr. Benoit can gather from it
some of the distinctivly affirmativ principles of Liberalism, as well as a good idea of what it seeks to
destroy. We may also add that Liberalism has a
political side, the principles of which can be found in
the Nine Demands · forming the platform of the
American Secular Union.
New Jersey Freethinkers Must Be Careful.
In Newark, New Jersey, there is a vigorous Liberal
League, which in the winter meets regularly every
Sunday afternoon. All kinds of speakers occupy the
platform, and expound all sorts of ideas. The majority of the speakers are Freethinkers, and they not
unfrequently talk heresy. We wish to warn the
League of the evil consequences of this kind of oratory. By the law of New Jersey, giving expression
to the following sentiments is punishable by twelve
months' imprisonment at hard labor:
1. Denying the btJing of God.

2. Denying the providence of God.
3. Cursing or contumeliously (rudely or scornfully)
reproaching the being of God.
4. Cursing or contumeliously reproaching the
providence of God.
5. Cursing or contumeliously reproaching Jesus
Christ.
6. Cursing or contumeliously reproaching the
Holy Ghost (whatever that is).
7. Cursing or contumeliously reproaching the
Christian religion.
8. Cursing or contumeliously reproachin:g the
Bible (Protestant edition).
8. Profane ·scoffing at any of the foregoing (alleged)
persons, things, and canonical books.
9. Exposing any of the foregoing (alleged) persons,
things, or canonical books to ridicule.
10. Exposing any of the foregoing (alleged) per·
sons, things, or canonical books to contempt.
We hav heard speakers and members of the Newark League say all these forbidden things and the
hall did not crumble nor the officers of the law interfere. But we advise the Newarkers to be careful in
future. New Jersey is jealous of her God, and will
defend him with the last drop of blood a heretic has
in his body.
The Trial of Anarchy in Chicago.
The case against the eight so-called Anarchists of
Chicago who hav been on trial for the past few weeks
was given to the jury on Thursday afternoon, the
19th inst., and on Friday morning, the 20th, the jury
returned the following verdict :
''We, the jury, find the defendants, August Spies, Michael
Schwab, Samuel Fielden, Albert R. Parsons, Adolph Fischer,
George Engel, and Louis Lingg, guilty of murder as charged
in the indictment, and fix the penalty at death. We find the
defendant, Oscar W. Neebe, guilty of murder in manner and
form as charged in the indictment, and fix the penalty at imprisonment in the penitentiary for fifteen years."

On another page of this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER
Mr. E. A. Stevens tells how the trial has been conducted, and upon what perjured testimony the state
has been compelled to rely. Mr. ~tevens's statements
agree with our own careful reading of the history of
this trial. It has been a trial reflecting no credit
upon either the police or state's attorneys of Chicago,
and the verdict is the result. of popular prejudice
against the Anarchists. It is a monstrous verdict,
and unless reversed by the supreme court of Illinois
will end in judicial murder.
Aside from the injustice done the men themselvs,
this trial in deplorable in its results. The verdict
angers the thousands of Socialists in Chicago, while
feeding the wrath of the general public against them.
Unless cool counsels prevail there will be bloodshed ·
in Chicago. The comments of the press are of a
nature calculated to make every sympathizer with the
condemned men furious with rage, and the threats of
the Anarchists arouse the passions of the police.
What the Anarchists would like to do is hinted at in
these words of Attorney Foster:
"If the day ever comes that the ropes are placed about the
necks of those prisoners, the members of the jury will not
be out of danger. I hav urged the prisoners to hav all their
friends exercise their influence against violence between now
and the end of the case."

The feeling entertained by the police, voiced by
the press, and more or less shared by the general
public, is shown by the retort to Mr. Foster of
Police Inspector Bonfield:
"I want to say that if any violence is done by the friends
of these men, the lamp-posts of Chicago will bear fruit. In my
opinion the police will be powerless to quell the popular rage,
and public vengeance will be summarily wreaked upon all
the friends and pronounced sympathizers of Anarchy."

The senseless tyranny which the authorities feel
empowered by this verdict to exercise will make
matters still worse. A list of nearly three hundred
men and women, known to be Socialists, is in the
possession of the police, and it is reported that
wholesale arrests will sm·ely follow. Among those
me;ntioned as liable to be arrested are Mrs. Parsons
and Mrs. Holmes, nee Swank. When war is made
upon women who hav done absolutely nothing, the
authorities are playing the part of either desperate
tyrants or desperate fools.
These Anarchists were indicted for murder, and if
murder had been proved upon them, then should
punishment f0llow. But it has not. They hav been
convicted of being social revolutionists, and as that
is not a crime, they are punished for'something else.
The Sun of this city-a journal that usually keeps
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its head-reveals the prejudice ~hich has brought
the verdict of guilty in an editorial of last Saturday.
" Seven murderous and frantic scoundrels," it says,
"men envenomed against all law, all reason, all decency, and the peace and welfare of a civilized people,
are to be extirpated on the gallows for the murders
of which they are guilty." The Sun should think
just a little, and the :first thought should be of the
plain fact that the state has not convicted these men
of killing Mathias J. Deegan, for which they were
indicted. The second thought may well be whether
to be envenomed against law is a capital crime,
whether to be envenomed against reason is worthy of
death, and whether even an indecent man should be
summarily hanged. The condemned victims of popular clamor hav talked foolishly, wildly; but the
charge that they killed or conspired to kill Mathias
J. Deegan has not been sustained by a particle of
legal evidence. It has been a "trial" of principles,
and not of men for murder. The long and short of
the whole matter is, these men are·to be hanged because they are Anarchists-a lot more of people are
to be arrested because they sympathize with themand the whole proceeding will be termed a "warning
to a class of exotic criminals for whom there is no
room in this land." We hav no sympathy with the
wild gasconade and threats of those Anarchistic
orators. They are the blind leading the blind. But
we hav an abiding faith in freedom, a warm regard
for fair play, and a jealous love for American institutions. The trial has outraged every distinctivly
American principle, and this conviction, if sustained,
and the men executed, will be as black a blot upon
the fame of the republic as are the years of negro
slavery. Our government cannot afford to be unjust
to the humblest citizen, nor to the most depraved
criminal.

Parochial Schools.
A few days since we saw an item in a relig1ous
paper announcing that the Catholics are building parochial schools in nearly every parish in the country.
This is in obedience to the decree of the last Catholic
·council.
We are glad to note, however, that there is some
opposition to these schools, and, as in the present instance, in places most unexpected. In New Haven,
Conn., in St. John's parish, there is a parochial school
established. A Mr. Maloney is the priest of the
parish. Sunday, the 7th inst., he preached a sermon
which reveals a rebellion against his authority.
He said that during the past week or two he had
been visiting the parishioners inquiring why it was
that the parochial school was not better attende(l
by the children of the parish. In one instance he
called upon a woman who told him that she would
not do as he wished; that the peopie had been
priest-ridden long enough, and that she would giv
her chilgren a public school education if they never
saw the inside of a church or a Sunday-school.
"Look at me," she said. "How many salt tears
hav I shed because I hav not had an education~,
Mr. Maloney told his congregation that he hoped
"God would pity this woman, but he never felt more
like putting the curse Of God on anyone in his life.
Why, in the city of Hartford," he went on, " the city
of the bishop, no Catholics are allowed to receive
absolution or communion who do not send their
children to the parochial schools. I am going to the
synod next Tuesday, as all the priests are, and if they
feel as I do on this subject there will not be anyone
in this parish who will get absolution or be permitted
to come to the altar rail if they send their children
to the public schools."
Think of the arrogance of this m!tn and his class !
He would put the "curse of God" on this woman
because she desired that her child should be educated.
Who gave the " curse of God" into Mr. Maloney's
keeping for him to punish his enemies with~ His
threat to boycott all who do not send their children
to his parochial school may affect some of the more
superstitious of his parishioners, but many of his congregation feel indignant at his assumption- of power,
and if he executes his threat the revolt, the reports
say, will include more than the abused woman. This
parochial school question is assuming proportions of
importance. There can be no question of the
church's right to build them, but there is a question
of whether the church has the right to force people
to send their children to them. Parents should hav
free choice in this matter, and, although the church's
thunders are only theatrical to men and women of
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sensP, yet to the d~pes who hav been educated -that
JonN P. GUILD, in writing of Mr. Reynolds's arrest, asks,
way, they are real. The question is, Has a foreign
power ·like Rome a legal right to terrorize an Ameri- in the Investigator:
"Was it not Christians crazed bY whisky that tried to drown the
can citizen into doing that which he believes is un- voice of reason in Boonton?"
wholesome~

No, it was not. The Christians were crazed by Christianity.

There should be some way by which Roman Catholic parents can be protected in sending their children to the public schools when they find that the
parochial schools are utterly valueless as educators.
Priests should not be allowed to be bulldozers, although their victims may richly deserve their punishment for believing in the " curse of God," and a
priest who " puts the curse on" whenever he likes.

The State Convention.
The time appointed for the annual reunion of Freethinkers is close at hand, and preparations for attending the Convention ·at White Sulphur Springs are
being made by a good many folks that we know of.
We hope, also, that many hundreds that we don't
know of are getting ready. These annual gatherings
are very pleasant, as ·those who hav been there can
testify, and the time and money consumed are solid
investments. This Convention is a little different
from previous meetings, as more opportunity is
offered for_ -s_ocial courtesies, and less stress is laid
upon oratory. But the latter promises to be not
less interesting than usual, for we can announce the
presence of Lucy N. Colman, Mrs. F. C. Reynolds,
Susan H. Wixon, Hel~n H. Gardener, L. K. Wash"
burn, John Peck, W. S. Bell, C. B. Reynolds, J. J,
McCabe, T. L. Brown, J. L. Andrew, and, probably,
Charles ·watts and T. B. Wakeman. Other speakerl',
too, may :find it convenient to attend, and all will be
heartily welcome and afforded an opportunity to express their views. ·
The catalog of amusements at the Springs is
given in the advertisment on the last page of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and is quite attractiv. Young folks
especially-the boys and girls-will enjoy the fun to
be had from :fishing, boating, and dancing, and if
they occasionally run away from the preaching, no
offense will be taken. A cordial invitation to be
present is extended to all young heretics, and the
older ones should come along to look after them.
One measure that we should like this Convention
to devise practical steps to advance is the repealing
by the New York legislature of the law exempting
church property from taxation. This is the· most
appropriate work ofthe New York Freethinkers, and
should be vigorously pushed. If Freethinkers from
all parts of the state attend the Convention-as it is
their duty to do, if they can-a conference upon the
subject can be had, and a committee, when personally
acquainted, can always work to greater advantage
than if strangers to each other. A good start was
made last winter, and the :fight should be persistently
maintained.
Finally, everybody ought to come to the Convention for the good it will do themselvs and the cause.
A small convention has no influence upon the public,
while a large convention has immense influence.

Catholic Persecution of Protestants.
Those provinces of Russia lying nearest the Baltic
sea are mainly peopled by Germans, or by those of
German descent. Naturally, what religion they hav
is of Lutheran tendency. Of their opinions they are
tenacious, and, like their ancestors, will :fight to maintain them. These people speak the German language,
and Germany is dearer to them than Russia.
The government of Russia, partly for political and
partly for religious reasons, has begun a persecution
of these people. The political reason is that should
Russia ever hav occasion to engage Germany in war,
these provinces would be much more likely to help
Bismarck than the czar. The religious reason isreligion. The czar's government is ~herefore endeavoring to force them into the Greek church, and thus
obliterate German sentiment along the ·Baltic. All
the children of mixed marriages are claimed by the
authorities for the Greek church. One pastor has
been sentenced to the mines for rebelling, and sixty
others hav been summoned before the authorities for
maintaining the religious 1·ights of their people.
There is nothing odd about this sor"t of thing. It
is so common as to hardly excite c9mment, except in
Infidel papers. The odd thing would be for two
Christian sects to dwell together in peace, and the
uncommon thing would be for the czar's governtnent
to manifest any toleration toward anybody.

So far as we hav observed, no religious journal has said a
worn about the arrest of :Mr. Reynolds in Boonton for blasphemy. We hav only a faint hope, however, that their silence
springs from shame. More than likely, it proceeds from fear
that some of their readers would expect them to condemn
the arrest, and that they are unwilling to do.
liERRIOK, Seaford, and Hempstead are villages within
hailing distance of each other on Long Island, Hempstead
being the center· where men do congregate when there is anything going on. Messrs. Mollineaux, Jackson, and De Mott
are Freethinkers residing in these towns, and each subscribes
for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Last fall they all attended the state
Convention, solitary and alone. Each thought he was the
only Freethinker within miles of his village, and felt intellectually isol,ated. After the Convention, Mr. De Mott
thought an organization would be beneficial, and he advertised for others of his opinion. This resulted in bringing the
three gentlemen together, and to-day they hav a Union, which
is growing into a solid society, with a library and readingroom. We mention this to show the benefits of organization,
and to urge Liberals in other places to take steps to make themselvs acquainted with their Freethinking neighbors. Incidentally, we may remark that the Convention at White Sulphur
Springs will afford an excellent opportunity to find out who
is a heretic.
THE following is the alleged experience of a Christian who
read Sunday newspapers. He writes it to a religious paper:
"As a matter of personal duty, this question was decided by me a
few months since, when, after reading the New York papers on
Sunday morning, I discovered the effect it was having on my Christian life. An inclination to substitute the newspaper for all other
kincls of Sabbath rea.ding was one of these effects. Another was
that much of the time just previous to church service was devoted
to interesting columns of secular news, a.nd with the result that the
mind, at its close, was not open and receptiv to the word of God;
during church service it was the news of the day battling with the
ser'ID.on, the prayers, and the hymns all the way through. This has
been my own experience, and I know it to be the experience of
many other Christians. What, then, ought we to do? In my.own
case it was plain; I ordered my Sunday newspaper discontinued."
If Sunday newspapers are evangels of Infidelity, it is a
good thing their publishers are just now pushing their circulation with great energy:..·----TnERE are those in this free republic who advocate the
suppression and extinction of Socialists and Anarchists because these latter doctrinaires are the sworn enemies of our
present form or' government, or the state, as it is popularly
called. To the attention of such might be presented the
following declaration:
"We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are
created equal; that they are endowed by their creator with certain
unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed; tha.t whenever any form of government becomes
destrnctiv of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or
abolish it; . . . . andforthe support of this declaration . . .
we mutually pledge our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor."
Many may not recognize it, but the foregning is from the
Declaration of Independence of the United States. It is
dated July 4, 1776, and signed by numerous distinguished
patriots, among whom are John Adams, Benjamin Franklin,
and Thomas Jefferson. It was supported by force and arms.
If it were dated July 4, 1886, what would we call those
who should sign and support it?
A coRRESPONDENT of a Methodist paper, wntmg from Berlin, finds Protestant religion to be badly demoralized. Out
of nearly a million and a half of population, Berlin has
about 900,000 evangelicals, with only 70 churches, and
" these hav a seating capacity for only 40,000 persons, so
that if all the churches are full at the morning service there
are still860,000 persons deprived of that privilege; and if they
are- all filled again at night by those who did not attend in
the _morning, there are every Sabbath in Berlin 820,000 people
of the evangelical faith who did not attend divine worship
that day. Why, there are not enough churches in Berlin to
accommodate even the servants, for the number of these in
the city is nearly 70,000 (65,981) .. In the suburbs, meaning
surrounding towns, there are 700,000 evangelicals, but only 20
churches and 30 pastors. In the parish in which I am living,
which is about a half-hour's wldk from the heart of the city,
there are· nearly 30,000 souls, 1 church, and 3 ministers.
Similar figures might be given of other cities. The parish of
Schonfeld (Leipzig) has 40,000 souls, 1 church, and 3 ministers; the parish of Reudniss, 17,000 souls and 1 preacher.
But this is not all. Would that it were! Not only is it impossible for the people to attend church, it is impossible for
the pastors to giv spiritual attention to the people. If we
take 21 from the 120 ministers in Berlin-the 21 being workers in various institutes-we hav only one pastor for e~ch
91 000 souls." Notwithstanding this lack of religion, "the
p eople hav respect for law, and are industrious, and homeloving, and serious." But the correspondent, who is ~ ~in
ister, is morbidly anxious that the people shall get rehg1m!,
and inveighs almost fiercely against the Sabbath-breaking
habits of the Germans. " Religion," he says, " has no
greater enemy than the Sabbath-breaker. Destroy the sense
of sanctity in the heart of a people for the Sabbath, and the
religion of that people is a mere parody. Better a hundred
Darwinites in a community than ten Sabbath-breakers."
What puzzles us is, if the people are so good without religion, wliy should the church desire a change ? Goodness is
what the ministers profess to want.
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'l[ttttrs !from Jiritnds.
lTrrAOA, N. Y., Aug. 7, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed postal note for $1, to
help support the New Y ark State Liberal Convention. I
cannot be there myself, but send this for the good of the
cause I understand it to represent. Your illustrations are
grand, to those who understand their application.
ZENAS KENT.
GREELEY, CoL., Aug. 8, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: On the 1st and 2d of AugHst we had
- the pleasure of listening to two of those able and eloquent
lectures-" Universal Liberty," and" The New Heaven and
Earth "-by our fearless and brave lecturer of the American
Secular Union, S. P. Putnam. I would counsel friends of
our cause all over the country to secure the services of S. P.
Putnam, if possible, for he is a fine speaker. He does not
word his lectures in a way to giv offense to those who may
differ with him, but he drives the truth home every time.
Our Liberal people were delighted with him, and his mode
of dealing with the question under discussion .. He is fearless
and outspoken in his denunciations of priestcraft and its
superstitions, and well he might .be, for he advocates the
cause of humanity, of reform, and of human progress. I
received a "Jetter from him to-day, stating that he would be
with us again on August 17th and 18th. So we will hav
another intellectual treat.
I am sorry Brother Reynolds has been so badly treated-in
New Jersey. Why don't all you good people come to the
glorious West, where a man can think for himself, and speak
his honest convictions, without hindrance? The old states of
the ·East are too conservativ, with a few exceptions, while
the great West is growing rapidly in population, wealth, and,
best of all, Liberal ideas.
I second the motion of M. L. Sanders in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of August 7th in regard to publishing tracts for general distribution, and at an early day I will forward my mite
toward paying expenses for publishing the samg; and if you
want a Liberal in this part of our country to distribute them,
just send as many to me as you wish, and I will see to it that
they are well distributed.
J. W. LEIGHTON.
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W ANSHIP, UTAH, Aug. 10, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Please hand inclosed $2.50 to Mr. Reynolds,
to help repair" our" tent. Those Boonton, N. J., Christians
ought to be sent to the orthodox heaven for six months.
Maybe they deserve a year, but twanging a harp and shouting
glory to the lamb for a full year would be a fearful punishment. Truly the followers of the lowly one hav queer ways
of" doing u:i:tto others as ye would they should do unto you."
I hope our friends will promptly send Mr, Reynolds funds
to repair the tent and stand the law-suit with the Boonton
Fraternally yours,
WM. RE1 NOLDS.
cut-throats.
SALAMANCA, N.Y., Aug. 17, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find post-office money order
for $12-$10 to pay subscription to Campaig~ Fund for the
year past, $1 to help repair the tent, and $1 for the annual
meeting of New Y ark state Freethinkers at White Sulphur
Springs. Am a littleJate with my subscription, but suppose
it is better late than never.
JosEPH YoRK.
Aug. 10, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : Please send my paper to Dayville, Conn. I
am leaving this place in a few days-there are too many
Christian cranks here to suit me. The man that owns the
church here failed, and· never paid for the lumber, nor yet
did he pay the men for building it; but he is a Christian, and
loves the Lord, so I suppose it is all right. He will enter in
by the straight gate, and receive a harp and a pair of wings.
Amen!
l'IRs. MAI!THA HART.
MASTERTON, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND,}
July 18, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I notice a great difference of opinion with
regard to the cartoons. It seems to me those who still hav a
corner of superstition left don't like them. I fancy if the
· cartoons were on the last page, it would suit all partiesthose who do not like them can take off the last page, and
giv it away. Another reason is, some are worth framing,
or pasting up in a room or in a scrap-book. I wished to do
so, but did not like to destroy the first page, and the reading
matter on the second. I vote for them on the last page, or
next to it, so I can be able to make an album.
N. STENHOUSE.
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WAVERLEY, NEB., Aug._S, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Perhaps a few words in regard to Mr.
Remsburg's lectures delivered here July 22d and 23d may
not prove uninteresting to your many readers. Mr. Remsburg is an earnest, able, and eloquent speaker, showing a
thorough knowledge of his subjects, and bringing to bear
upon them an array of evidence that is incontrovertible. To
the Liberals his lectures were as a cool fountain of water to
the thirsty traveler, so seldom hav we the opportnnity of
listening to discourses illuminated by the torch of reason,
and not the product of the imagination alone.
Our Christian friends were not so well pleased. Some professed themselvs thoroughly disgusted, while others· were
strongly impressed with the idea (inspired, I suppose) that
he should be shipped instanter in a box-car. The clergy
were conspicuous by their absence. Nevertheless, the following Sunday the Methodist minister attempted to answer,
in a roundabout way, what he hadn't heard. He informed his
hearers that Washington was a; Christian, evidence or no evidence to the contrary; also " that there had never been any
real good accomplished in the world by anyone not a Christian," and much more in the same vein.

Although the Liberals are but a handful iri numbers compared with the enemy, we are going to make an effort to
secure the services of Mr. S. P. Putnam for one or two lectures on his return trip through Nebraska, that we may hav
the double satisfaction of hearing the truth ourselvs and of
having a parting shot fired into the Christian camp that will
keep them in commotion the balance of this year of grace
1886. Success to THE TRUTH SEEKER and to the cause of
Freethought the world over.
S. J. C.
HunsoN, Wis., Aug. 8, E.M., 286.
MR. EDITOR: The illustration on the front page of your
last week's issue, called, "The Sabbatariau Scarecrow," is
an excellent one, and I will take great pains to show it to as
many of my Christian friends as possible. It reminds me of
a notice which appeared about two weeks again one of our
local papers, and which I feel inclined to relate, not as anything uncommon-oh, no !-but just to show that the town
of Hudson is not behind, as far as bigotry and superstition
are concerned. Here is the " scarecrow : "
A PUBLIC PROTEST.

We, the undersigned ministers of the ~ospel and citizens of Hudson, in the name of religion, and in the interests of good citizenship, the morals of our community-especially of our youth-feel
constrained to enter our immediate and earnest prot£st against the
further violation of the Sabbath, in the excursion advertised to
leave Stillwater next Sabbath. Aullllst 1st, stopping at this place, as
well as similar desecmtions of the Lord.'s day.
Signed by five ministers, and more than forty of the most prominent citizens.
The above-named excursion took place on the announced
date, but, in consequence of the "protest," only a few persons-mostly laborers and the '' lower class" of peopledared go to the landing when the boat arrived, for fear of
losing their names as moral persons and good citizens. A
few days later the church parties arranged an excursion, to
take place on a week-day, and kindly fixed the fare so as to
make it impossible for any poor person to participate, even
if he would spend a day's wages and risk the loss of his sit·uation. So you see, again, this time there was no danger
·of the "prominent" getting into disreputable company.
Now, I would like to ask the" ministers of the gospel," and
all, if it is any more demoralizing to seek amusements and
recreations on -Sunday than on any other day. I know that a
trip on the lake or river, with splendid sceneries in view,
listen~ng to good music, is refreshing to both soul and body,
and cannot be demoralizing. Those who hav immoral tendencies will find occasion to develop them, even if ''guarded''
by the church ; but of course the day that is too '' sacred '1
for the celebration of our Independence Day is too sacred
·
for anything.
Not wishing to take too much space, I will close with best
wishes for THE TRUTH SEEKER and all truth seekers.
CHARLES HANSON.
OMAHA, Aug. 14, 286.
MR. EDITOR: Your getting-better-every-day paper, the
glorious TRUTH SEEKER, had a small article in it to-day about
escaped nuns. Well, I am not going to write about escaped
nuns, but I am going to tell you something about an escaped
Catholic, in the person of a young girl of nineteen summers.
Her parents, being good Catholics, ill-used her so much that
she left home, and for protection came to board with Mrs.
Archibald. She was then worldng for the Elgin National
Watch Company, but, she not being of age then, her father
and mother met her one day at the gate of the watch factory
·with a covered carriage, and in a moment hustled her in and
drove her to the priest, who ordered her, under penalty of
dissolution from the church, to go back at once with her
folks ; and she, not being of age, had to go, and she remained
at home as long as she could stand "the hard usage of her parents, who would beat, kick, or strike her with whatever came
to their hands; and, at the toe of her father's boot, she ran
from the house, and again came to our house for protection.
She then being of age, the priest and whole fraternity of Catholic sisters combined to get her into their clutches again, but
hav so far failed. They hav tried to persecute her in every
way possible, but I am glad to know that she denounces the
faith in toto, and I 1think she will never again confess to a
priest. She gave me a recital of a confession, which I will
write for the benefit of your readers, if you think this letter
worth publishing:
GOING TO CONFESSION.
First : " Say the prayer:"
"Father, forgive me,. for I am a sinner."
Second: " Say the Conjetior :"
" I confess to the mighty God, blessed Michael the archangel, blessed St. John the Baptist, the holy apostles St.
Peter and St. Paul, and to all the saints in heaven, to pray
to the Lord thy God for me; through my fault, through my
fault (here strike your breast)."
Now comes confession to the priest; tell him all the sins
you hav committed.
If a girl, tell if you hav a fellow, and how late you stay
with him nights, and all about how you act, etc.
Now say the act of contrition:
" 0 my God, I am heartily sorry for having offended
thee!
" I detest my sins most sincerely.
"Not only by them hav I lost all right to heaven, but
deserve everlasting punishment of hell. I am heartily sorry
for offending thee, and I will do all I can to atone for my
sins, and amend my life. Amen."
Then the priest tells you whether you can go to holy communion, .or not.
It depends on how many lies they tell the priest. If they
hav lied good to him, and made themselvs out pretty good,
why, they can go to holy communion; but if they hav been
honest, .and told him the truth, and showed that they were
not much better than he, they would hav to do without that·
holy rite, and would hav to get on their marrow-bones, and

count a lot of beads to do penance, 11nd atone to this great,
big, almighty God for their sins.
Cartoons! yes, yes, let us hav them. I would send some
money for their benefit, if I could; but I think I can soon.
And Reynolds! I wish I had the means to help him fight
those big-heads. I hope he will teach them a lesson that will
·prevent them, in future, disturbing honest people who are
minding their own business. We are expecting a treat from
Putnam in September. ·Lang liv TnE TRUTH SEEKER, is the
prayer of
I. W. ARCHIBALD.
DENVER, CoL., Aug. 9, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: The Liberals of our beautiful city are all
greatly pleased over the grand lecture delivered last night by
S. P. Putnam, in the 'faber Grand Opera House. The house
was filled, and judging by the frequent applause that followed some of his most telling blows against orthodoxy, the
lecture was appreciated. The Liberals were very proud of ·
both the lecture and the speaker.
As a general thing, I believe the people here are a broad,
liberal-minded people, and accord to all the privilege of following the dictates of their own consciences; and especially
so in the observance of Sunday. It is really a day of recreation and rest here, and the railroads can hardly acconimodate the crowds of people who flock to"the mountain resorts
on that day.
There seems to be an inspiration in the grand old Rocky
Mountains, and in the perpetual sunshine of Colorado, and
one's ideas and nature broaden in unison with the immensity
of the country by which we are surrounded. Living here in
the shadow of the huge mountains, life takes on a grander
meaning, and the old superstitions and narrow-minded views
with which many persons come here seem to die out, and
they emerge, free and untrammeled, into the beautiful sunlight of Freethought.
I believe the lecture last night caused an unusual demand
for the dear old TRUTH SEEKER, for I went after mine this
afternoon, and they were all sold, but I won't miss reading
it, for I can borrow it of my friends.
.
I hope, on the return of l'Ir. Putnam next Sunday night,
that he will find, if possible, a larger audience than before. I
wish we could hav just such an entertaining, good lecture
every Sunday night.
Miss l\1. I. PATTERSON.
NEWARK, N.J., Aug. 15, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Intelligence is the greatest wealth the god of
nature can bestow, but it is lightly esteemed in America if tbe
man lacks the almighty dollar. Man is taught to listen to the
voice of truth; reason should overcome passion or prejudice, and justice be over all. Avarice is a curse ~oman; it
is the father of all crime. We read in holy writ that it is
hard for rich men to get to heaven; they hav barely a single
chance, while the poor hav many. But those rich Christians
are willing to take their God, the almighty dollar, and take
the half-chance to get to heaven, thereby proving they don't
believe what they preach. Brothers Talmage and Beecher
go for their dollars, and take their annual vacations .during
dogdays, and come home and draw their pay; but the poor
man has no vacation only when he dies-and then, if he is a
Catholic, he can't go to heaven tilllle pays for a certain number of prayers for the repose of his soul; no prayers, no
heaven. So wealth is power. It is a great crime to be poor
in this land of the free and the home of the aristocrat,
!"here political thieves deal and dispense justice-if you are
able to pay. No money, no justice or liberty. The politicians, aristocrats, and priests are the rulers of this great
country, and if an intelligent man dares raise his voice
against those frauds, he is quickly hurried before a political
judge, and arraigned as a criminal and thrust into prison,
where they tell him he ought to be hung. And if you refuse
to shut your eyes and open wide your mouth, an.d swallow
the blood, body, and soul of their God, they say you ought
to be fried in a pan, as they did the Protestants long ago.
They will even dictate to the judge and tell him that the
greater the intelligence the greater should be the punishment.
Might makes right; that is all the justice or liberty we can
get until we emancipate ourselvs from politicians.
W. W. MoRRIS.
NEWI'ORT, ME., Aug. 15, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: The question before the people is not,
"The Joys of Heaven," or "Could Jesus Christ Write?"
No one who has something to liv for, a purpose in life, cares
anything about "The Joys of Heaven" or whether" Jesus
Christ Could Write" or not. But the question before the"
people is, Has the producer the right to the full loaf he has
produced, or shall some non-producing thief get one-half
without labor? That is the question, gentlemen, and if you
don't know it, I am here to inform you.
If it was a crime for Nero to fiddle while Rome was burning, it is a far greater crime to ignore the question of all
questions, that of the rights of the producer. With the iron
hand of despotism on the throat of the worlters, it is a crime
to be silent.
The government under which we liv stands with its murderous feet on the prostrate forms of every wealth-producer
in the land, and where are the voices and pens of most of the
Freethinkers? Fiddling about something that is not worth
the paper it is written on.
What is the condition of the people in the cities, especially
in Chicago ? Is there not a reign of terror there i' Where is
our boasted free speech? It is mere mockery to talk about
it-it is gone.
Pilate and Herod-church and state-joined hands to
keep the black man in slavery. Now they are doing the
same thing to keep the wealth-producers in a worse condition
than was that of the chattel slave. Priest and politician are
both sold to the devil of selfishness, all to outrageously rob
the people and make them slaves.
If a hundred years hav proved that neither church nor
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state can help us, then to whom shall we look for help if not
to the Freethinkers? The press, above all things else, is the
grand· educator, or the terrible demoralizer. THE TRUTH
·SEEKER is the one above !lll others to ring out its clear, clarion tones against despotism. The piratical craft, Church and
State, is bearing down on us-let us clear the decks for action.
Since writing the above I hav read J. Wm. Lloyd's grand
words. They hav the right ring, and with every pulsation
of my heart I say, Here is my hand, and I giv you a brother's
blessing. What are those men in prison for? They are
there because they hav seen fit to denounce a government
that protects men who are a million times greater criminals
than common robbers. If governments had not oppressed
the peopl.e for thousands of years, such men as Parsons,
Spies, and Fit>lden would never hav been born. And the
talk of L. Tenney is the kind we heard before the war:
"Hang Wendell Phillips, and there will be no more trouble."
Hanging and imprisoning people cures nothing. Why, the
prisons from Liberia's cold regions to Thomastown, Me., are
all full now. Justice to the wealth-producers will prevent
all this, but punishment,. never.
Friends, don't think for a moment that it is blind chance
that is at work in this mighty revolution. These men that
are in prison may be hard, rough men, but· tliere is intelligence behind all this, and they are the chosen instruments;
and their imprisonment or punishment will as certainly
hasten the doom of this govemment as the law of compensation is sure. To demand the punishment of these men is to
side with the oppressor, which is precisely what was done
with John Brown and others. But did that cure the terrible
crime of slavery? Does not history repeat itself? Did not
the bloody cmiflict between the North and the South come
in consequence of the crime of oppression of the black man?
Will the cry· for the blood of these men cure.!.lnything? It is
folly to think so. The foundation-stones in your stores and
palatial mansions are cemented with blood, and they may
hav to be washed out with the blood of their occupants.
We shall see.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
EUREKA, July 29, 1886.
1\IR. EDITOR: I wish to put in my protest against certain
principles that are advocated in articles that hav made their
appearance in THE TRUTH SEEKER of late. It seems to me
that none but a crank would advocate such ideas-but perhaps I am a crank, too. I hold that all hav an equal right to
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, etc., but not to
what there is of property in the world belonging to other
people-a right to what they hav the ability and good luck
to acquire.
Suppose I go into the peanut business, and as business improves I hire a boy or man to help sell ; after a little he
strikes for higher wages or fewer hours of work. I tell him
I don't want him any more at any price, and he and his
friends combine and boycott me, and mob anyone that I employ in place of the striker. I consider it is an outrageous
proceeding. Because I employed the boy once, must I
always do it ? He has no more claim on me than if I had
never employed him, and it makes no difference if I hav a
capital of $5,000,000 or $5-and the strikes almost always
are on when the times are the worst, and when the laborers'
work is of the least good to the capitalist.
I think it is a credit to anyone to hav property to be· protected by law ; and that it goes to show that he is an honorable man, too, for honesty is policy; if he is improvident, he
can't be honest Or honorable loPg, but Will botrOW till borrowing is played out, and then he will take to something
worse. When all are thrifty, hope and happiness prevail.
Wealth has an elevating and refining effect, all other things
being equal.
Labor societies are a monstrous tyranny, not only on the
public, but on their own members. A large part of them are
forced into it by a few leaders and roughs. The industrious,
hard-working, decent ones pay-the' bills, and if they kick or
leave the organization, they are scabs, and there is no chance
or peace for them afterwards. I wish that the laws could be
enforced, and that governors, mayors, etc., were more ready
to put down riots; but they are afraid they might lose some
of the rabble's votes. Take notice, Republicans, James G.
Blaine belongs to the Knights of Labor. I ·wonder what that
is for? "Would he not join the Anarchists so long as he could
ride into the presidency thereby? I think that he will miss
it, and all will that humor such principles. I believe that
. right and square dealing is the best even in politics.
I think the so.called labor organizations hav been a failure
to benefit the members or outsiders with time and money
wasted in the last twenty or thirty years. But they divide
humanity into classes, and separate them more and more distinctly, which should not be in this land of equality. Instead
of depending on himself and building up his own fortunes
and the family's, the workingman is looking for some big
thing to be done by the society. They talk as if they represented the labor interests of the country, and those who
· differ or oppose them are the enemies of the poor laboring
man. They do not represent the labor of the country, but
only a dangerous element of it. A large part of the men of
capital that the Knights hav such a grudge against work
harder, and nearly a third more hours out of the twenty-four,
than they. The corner that capital makes on grain does not
so much hurt as the corner on labor. Suppose that the
farmers and stockmen (if it were possible) should combine
and make a corner on eatables, what a howl we would hear
from the labor reformers about the oppression of the laborer!
And yet the farmer is the one that works long and hard!
For what did those policemen and citizen soldiers carry
arms, if they were not to be used to enforce the authority of
the laws, and protect life and property? But then, you say,
there were some innocent people killed or wounded. Yes,
but all know that in bad company is a dangerous place, and
no place for a good citizen. How wicked the soldiers were
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moral and civil (as also the laws of nature), teaching that
those who break the laws will surely be punished according
to the magnitude of the crime, would be far more efficient in
preventing sin, crime, or wrong than this theological law,
the invention of priestcraft for the purpose of sustaining and
building up church organization and keeping the people
subordinate to the priesthood-who hav in all ages endeaYored, by all manner of devices, to lead mankind in some
blind mysterious way that would enable them (the priests)
to liv in ease and comfort-if not opulence-at the expense
of those who, in the main, toil for their daily bread, and also
to create a surplus of wealth, without which enlightened
civilizatio~ and improvements in the arts and sciences would
be impossible.
It is more than probable that_ many of the labor
troubles that now atll.ict the world are the result of the great
accumulation of church property that escapes taxation,
amounting t~ the vast sum of seventy-two million dollars in
the city of New York alone.
In order to more fully illustrate why I could not accept
the fundamental doctrins of Christianity as just and true, I
will relate some things that are known to me from personal
experience.
Some years ago, a family, who had struggled and toiled as
those who carve a home from the wilderness with small
means hav to do, was beginning to fail in health in consequence. But they (the parents) were cheered by the help of
a very dutiful, intelligent son, about sixteen years old, who
gave hope of a great help in their declining years. But God,
in his wise providence (as Christians told them), saw fit to
remove him by death very suddenly. Although the parents
never had made any religious profession, out of respect for,
and in compliance with, the customs of the community, they
employed a Baptist preacher to officiate at the funeral.
The preacher had known the boy intimately for several
years, and thought highly of him; indeed, considering their
disparity in years, they were more than usually intimate.
But, as the young man had not made any religious profession, and had arrived at the age of accountability, what
could or should he say in regard to his future state?
His humanity was so much better and larger than his
BELDING, MroH .• July 22, 1886.
religion and his creed that he did not feel it in his heart to
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Close, our tried and true Liberal friend,
.
f
has written the inclosed letter to the Belding Secular Society, say that the Immortal soul 0 the boy had probably just comand given us permission to hav it published in THE TRUTH menced an eternity of misery. But if Christianity is true,
SEEKER if we thought best. If your space will _llerrriit, you that was the most important point for him to impress upon
can print and obli,g;e Yours, etc., LUELLA K. WEBSTER.
the minds of his audienee. The demand for it is as great as
TO 'l'HE LIBERAL SOCIETY AT BELDING, MICHIGAN.
the difference of a few years of life here and an eternal
For more than forty years I hav given much earnest, and, future life of happiness or misery.
And so thought a few of the older members of his church;
I trust, honest thought t9 matters pertaining to religious beliefs, and particularly to the orthodox Christian creeds and therefore they took him to task for a neglect of duty. He
teachings prevalent in our land.
was reminded that another opportunity migh~ never again
And during the past fifteen years, having been a confirmed occur that would enable him to make so great al\ impresinvalid, I hav had more opportunity and cause to giv my at- sian on the minds of the parents, and convince them of the
tention to religious subjects than would hav been the case if tmths of Christianity.
my health had permitted me to take an activ part in the
The matter finally culminated in a difference in the society
business affairs of life.
to that extent that several members were excluded. In
My health has been such that I hav been merely "linger- about a year another member of the same afflicted family
ing on ,the shores of time," as our Christian friends some- was laid by the side of his brother in the cemetery. This
times say. Christian friends bav often called my attention to time it wallla little child of ten years, who bad been an inthe necessity of being prepared for the change that awaits us valid and a terrible sufferer all his life. The same preacher
all, and as I could not possibly be the gainer by doing other- was again called to officiate at the funeral. Thinking perwise, I hav endeavored to determin whether theirs is the haps to make some amend for the fault that some charged
true and better way.
him with in the other case, he told the parents, in a very imThe more I hav thought, read, and reasoned, the farther I pressiv manner, that God bad caused this dear little one to
hav drifted from an acceptance of a belief ·in either of the suffer as it had done for the purpose of bringing the parents
many orthodox Christian creeds; and chiefly because the to him, that they might be saved from the tortures that
doctrin of eternal future punishment for belief, or unbelief, await all who remain unconverted, are not born again, etc.
appears so unjust and monstrous that it is impossible to be.}'or the parents this was too much, particularly the mother,
lieve it true.
who had known, as only a mother could, the intense sufferAnd without such belief the Bible and the whole orthodox ing qf her dear little one during all the long, weary days and
Christian structure fails and falls, according to my under- nights of those ten years. To her the thought would come,
standing of them.
"What kind of a God is this you ask me to love and wor-·
As to whether there is or is not a conscious state of exist- ship that he should cause our innocent child to suffer thus?
ence after death, I think we cannot positivly know, but it is It is an outrage upon every principle of justice, love, and
well to cultivate a hope that there may be, because to most benevolence, and if he, infinit as yon say he is, in foreknowlpeople the idea is enjoyable, and may be prodnctiv of good edge, power, etc., could do and has done this thing, he is more
if we also believe and giv paramount importance to the just of a demon than a God of love and mercy, and you need not
and consistent theory that we shall start in future life as ask me to worship him, for I cannot, and would not if I
much. better as good words and deeds done here entitle us to could." And, although not an unbeliever before, she bas
become.
been ever since, and probably always will be.
And now, Liberal and Freethought friends, in view of
This should be, and is, to all who are not blinded by the
teachings of priestcraft, a better and greater stimulus to a these and many other inconsistencies and false teachings that
good life here than the established doctrin of Christianity Christianity has promulgated, and which bav a controlling
which teaches that sin or wrong will be pardoned by asking influence in our land, let us endeavor to learn, teach, and
God, through prayer, or by the priest at the confessional.
practicE> a better way. There certainly should be a principle
In order to show the fallacy of such teaching, let us apply and theory better than that which teaches mankind to warthe principle to the punishment for crime in our enlightened ship a being as a creator who, with attributes all infinit,
land. To illustrate, take the murder of President Garfield has created this w-orld, as well as the whole universe,
as an instance. Apply this rule of pardon for the asking: caused it to be inhabited with millions of intelligent people,
The assassin only need petition the court earnestly in a peni- and destined them to liv through all the endless a$es of eternity in another life "where the smoke of thmr torment
tent manner for pardon and it should hav been granted. The ascendeth f,r ever and ever "-after having thrust them into
judge would, in obedience to this law of forgivness, hav this life without their knowledge or consent, after allowing
been in duty bound to order the clerk to enter upon the them to liv here a few years of mingled pleasure and pain,
records the application for pardon, and also that the culprit consigns them to an eternity o! misery. And for what? I
be set free; and if be were so disposed he might repeat the cannot conceive any reason, unless it be to gratify a spirit of
vindictivness.
same or any crime he chose as often as he pleased, and go
This (the Christian doctrin) is certainly too horrible to be
true, and therefore should not be 1aught. Therefore let us
scot-free according to God's law and his justice.
How preposterous and void of all force, as a preventativ work for the removal of this terrible incubus that priestcraft
of crime, such a law would appear to all intelligent people, has fastened on the mfn!ls and hearts of mankind. Let us
in this, our so-called Christian land! It would hardly be all talk, and work, and in every way act in such a way as to
promote the happiness of everybody and all things in this
thought worthy of consideration for a moment. But this life; cultivate and sustain whatever will enhance and cause
would only.be in perfect accord with the teachings of our to grow a spirit of friendship and good-wi!l, in all our busimuch-landed Christian theology, and God's justice as taught ness and social relations; let temperance, mdnstry, honesty,
in the Bible. And this is probably the principal reason why and charity,_be promin~nt, and ~o?trol all ~ur J;>est efforts;
the records of crime show that about ninety-nine of every let us put as1de everythmg pertammg to belief l,U some l}n• •
•
d
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known, and, as I think, unknowable, future existence, and
one 11un d re d. o.f t I1e crimma1s m our 1an a_re ~It 11er mem ers J work out a salvation for this life that shall help make it
of some. C?ristm~ ?hurch or profess a behef m the tmth of happy and enjoyable, hoping and fearing for a hereafter
the Chr1stmn rehgwn.
only to that extent that will help us here and now.
It cannot be succ~:ssfully denied that a rule of law, both
·
.
CoNvERSE Cr.osE.

to disturb the rioters! And Milwaukee would not stand
more than an hour's stoning and abuse, nor wait till the rabble could tear down the factory! Too bad!
An article in· THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 19th from the
New York 'E'Vening Post is about the size of the Anarc~ist
idea. For the attempts at murder singly and wholesale,
whether of king, citizen, or subject, and destruction of propperty, either in this country or any other, the perpeJrators
should be treated like the raiding Apaches-all should join
to exterminate them.
The man that will not do anything for himself and family
will not do well either in a public or private capacity for anyone else, as a rule.
I think we hav a glorious country, and, with aU its faults,
the best the world has ever seen. We must· try to perfect it
and make it better as time g9es on, and so in time help all
humanity to something better. When we can establish
strictly Secular schools throughout the land, where a practical education will be taught, including industrial training for
both sexes, al).d compulsory attendance enforced, then poverty will be less and less, and then we can begin to talk of
the good time 0oming. I believe that doing right as policy
should be taught, and the idea that because a man has wealth
he got it by rascality from some one else should be exploded.
That is the doctrin tha.t Christianity teaches directly or indirectly. The dishonest man when he does get rich acquires
it in spite of the dishonesty, and on account of good business
ability, etc.
·
And now, Mr. Editor; and proprietors of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, I will conclude by wishing that you may make at
least fifteen or twenty per cent on THE TRUTH SEEKim investment, and build up an establishment equal to the New York
Herald in magnitude, and become capitalists ; and the cause
of Freethought will grow and prosper with yon throughout
the land, because when Liberals become rich and fashionable
then all the world will follow the fashion, and we will hav
no moral-coward Liberals that dare not say their soul is their
own, but all will be bra-o;;e.
Your beads are level about the pictures-they are a great
thing for the cause of Freethought.
FLORIDA CRACKER.
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dyspepsia, and salt-water baths are considered stimulating and luxurious.
Plato called salt '' a substance dear to the
gods," but, whetlter the gods care for it or
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall
not, we know it is healthful and beneficial to
Ri'!lcr, Mass., to whom all Communications/or
man, and that without it he would be apt to
this Corner slUJUld be sent.
pine, sicken, and die.
S. H. W.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Our Friends' Rear-Guards.
We find, while studying our friends,
That some hav hoofs, some nails,
Some dreaded weapons a.t both ends,
Some character in tails.
Some trail their tails along their tracks ;
Some hook them up a wee ;
Some curl them high above their backs;
Some hang and swing them free.
Some tails are twisted, some are straight,
While some hav shrinking manners;
Some short, or long, or moderate;
Some held aloft as banners.
Some tails serve but as ornaments ;
Some dare attack their foes;
Some, :too, hav queer accomplls!J.ments;
As India's falcon knows.
Some own but one, and some hav none;
Others hav many tails;
Submariners these, and some are known
To use them coiled for sails.
Some rudders are on aerial ships,
Some paddles in the sea,
Some forked, some tapered to their tips ;
Some sometimes wag with glee.
Some tails are hinged a good way back ;
Some less aloof there are ;
Some form the body, make the track,
Yet hav of grace their share.
Some tails, like trail of ball-room belle,
More trouble are than good;
Some that in gorgeousness excel
Unfold in vainest mood.
Tails serve as tools, and serve as toys,
And some as good fly-switches ;
While some are useful as decoysAll ha v their proper hitches.
DAGMAR MARIAGER.
[The above lines refer to mules-teeth and heels;
to eel, tiger, dog 1 cow; to pig, ox, squirrel; to bird
of paradise, alllgator, and the lizard of India,
which, to escape the purstting bird of prey, detaches its tail, leavinll" it dancing to attract and
bewilder itA foe; to frogs, tentacled fish, and the
nautilus, which curls its members into a single
wheel; to birds on the wing, swallows, fish. dog,
etc.; to four-footed, two-footed, and no-footed
animals (moles); to peacocks, beaver, kitten, cows,
and several species of wild animals that wave their
tails erect to attract the curiosity of their prey.ED.C.C.J

Only Common Salt.
Very common, indeed, is salt, but it is one
of the most important articles in use. It is
the only mineral substance proverbially used
everywhere by man and beast. Its use is of
ancient origin. In olden times, when it was
the custom to offer sacrifices to Jehovah, the
burnt sheep and oxen were seasoned with
salt to make them more palatable. It was
formerly the custom to rub new babies in
salt to giv them strength, as was thought.
It was considered a mark of hospitality to
offer salt to a guest, whic"!l is still kept up in
some Eastern countries.· To eat salt with
one was thought to perpetuate friendship.
To spill the salt was considerfld an ill
omen, and foretold a quarrel-which, another
·superstition asserts, might be averted by
burning some of the spilled salt upon the
stove.
Table salt is made from brine, and is found
in various parts ·of the world, notably in
Syracuse, N.Y. ; but there are several different kinds of salt, prepared after different
forms. The brine is pumped up from below
the sur.face into large vats, and is passed into
big iron pans. The water is then boiled, and
the salt crystals form, which are drawn into
ovens and subjected to great heat, which
hardens them, so that they can be crushed
fine, vihen it is sifted and is then ready for
market.
' In making coarse salt, the sea water is run
into shallow ponds right from the ocean.
The entrance to the pond is closed, and the
sun and the wind make the salt. If it is very
dry and windy, the salt will be a good article,
but if damp and not very windy weather prevails, the salt will be fine-grained and a poor
quality. The West Indies furnish a good
deal of salt, the best known being Turk's
Island and Cur~Woa. Russia, Algeria, Ireland, Santo Domingo, England, and Lousiana furnish what is termed rock salt, which
is very pure and clear from foreign atoms.
The value of salt for flavoring and preS(lrving cannot be estimated, and it is grateful
even to cattle, who would die if not given a
certain quantity with their food.
It is useful as a tonic in small quantities,
and very effectiv in checking hemorrhages.
It has been known to cure some . forms of

Amusing Philosoplly.-No. 1.
THE WAGON WnEEL.-We need not wander
into the realms of abstract science, nor study
the concrete problems of philosophy, to find
things that are striking and strange. The
most common objects, if closely observed,
are found to hav properties that are even
startling. For instance, think of the wagon
·wheeL How many people know that the
upper part of the wheel has a much greater
velocity than the lower part? Even a majority of teamsters hav not observed this, and
nine-tenths of the "learned folk" hav never
thought of it. Yet it is a fact that the upper
extremity of the wheel goes, not only much
faster than the lower extremity, but .more
than a million times as fast-yes, more than
ten billion times as fast ! In fact, there is one
point of the wheel that never mO'Iles, and that
is the lower extremity-the point that falls in
a line perpendicular to the axle.
It will readily be seen that the tire of the
wheel revolves about the axle with the same
velocity that the wagon moves forward. Then,
since the upper extremity moves in the same
direction as the wagon, it has its own velocity
plus the wagon's velocity, which givs it twice
the velocity of the wagon ; and since the
lower extremity moves in a direction opposit
to that of the wagon, it has its own velocity
minus the velocity of the wag_on, which leaves
it no velocity; therefore, it never moves.
This may be made to seem paradoxical,
however, when we urge the objection that if
the lower extremity of the wheel never moves,
it cannot change its position, and a point,
once on the ground, must remain there. But
it is easily seen that when the point, in a line
drawn perpendicular to the center, moves, it
is no longer the lower extremity; or, in other
words, when any point in the tire has fallen
to the ground, it must stop before it begins to
rise, and as soon as this point has begun to
rise another takes its place, so there is always
one point that is not movin.e;.
Osceola Mills, Pa;
WILLIAM SooT'!'.

terest. 'You keep right on,' says I, 'and I'll to he(J//)en." I say, "I don't want to go there,
be your banker, and when this amounts to a if all the Catholics are there.''
Well, I will close; hope this will do to
little more I'll see that you get a house some- publish. If so, I will write again.
where of your ·oWil.' That's the kind of
GEORGE FAIRORILD.
tenant to hav."-Chicago Herald.
HIGHTOWER, FoRSY'l'H Co., GA.,}
July 30, 1886.
Our Puzzle Box.
DEAR Miss WixoN: When I wrote before, I
1.-A REBUS.
did not hav much idea of seeing it in print..
"An insect small that injures grain,"
Consequently, I hav received several packTo farmers quite an evil ;
ages, for which I write this, thanking the
Three little figures name it plain,
donors from the bottom of my better judgAnd it rhymes to call it 5, 1, 50.
ment. This is the time of year that our ChrisIrwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
tian friends meet to appease their God by several protracted meetings. They are all marked
3.-WHAT OANNOT BE DONE.
off for next month, and you ought to be here
You cannot c_onstruct a'triangle with sides to help sympathize with me. Such howling,
respectivly 12 inches, 8 inches, and 4 inches. bawling, dancing, slapping of hands, you
never saw or heard. They generally all
Try it.
.
WM. SooTT.
become reconciled by the last of September.
I like the .pictures and Children's Corner very
3.-ENIGMA.
much. Thanking you and the readers of THE
My first is in hat, not in cap ;
TRUTH SEEKER, I shall close.
l\iy second is in hit, riot in slap ;
NELLY H. GUTHREY.
Mv third is in horse, not in cart ;
My fourth is in meet, not in part ;
CEDAR RAPIDs, lA., July 31, 286.
My fifth is in peach, not in cherry ;
DEAR Miss WixoN: I hav been a conMy sixth is in ship, not in ferry ;
stant reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER for a
My seventh is in spade, not in shovel ;
long time, Children's Corner especially. The
My eighth is in mansion, not in hovel;
short stories ltre splendid. I hav been visitl\iy ninth is in white, not in black ;
ing out West for the last month, and learned
l\'[y tenth is in front, not in back ;
to row. Some of· us girls were playing
My eleventh is in ties, .not in track ;
prayer for fun; my little cousin said, "If 1
My whole w~s a Liberal writer.
die before I wake, I pray thee send me to
Burr Oak, Mich.
LEE HmoHER.
Aunt May's to be cremat~d.'' Aunt May
(whom I liv with) is an enthusiast on ere- .
4.-REBUS.
mation, and has converted her boy, myself,
and cousin. I am enjoying vacation splendidly, I am studying hard to fit myself for
the battle of life, so I can help myself and
others also. If you think this worthy of a
place in Children's Corner I will write again.
MAUDE JAOKSON.

Seven mottoes for young folks.
5.-00NUNDRUM.

-~

SALEM, ILL., Aug. 11, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIXON: It is with pleasure that
I state.that my friend of North Carolina, Mr.
Rideout, is still my correspondent, and has
sent a leaflet of pictures which I admire very
much. I am attending an institute in the city
of Salem, as that is our county seat. I like it
very much. We hav not had a good rain
here for nearly two months, and you may
imagin about the condition of things. There
is a large negro camp-meeting here at the
fair grounds. They always charge ten cents
at the gate Sunday nights and then go around
and beg some mght or ten dollars at the
amphitheater. I think if they wanted to do
God a favor they would not ask for money;
but as it is they all seem to love the Lord,
but at the same time I think they like that
almighty dollar setter than the Lord, as they
call it. Well, I will close for this time, wish-.
ing you success.
RuFus 0. WILLIAMS.

The Little Householder.
"Oh, yes, I hav all kinds of tenants," said
a•ldnd-faced old gentleman; " but the one I
like the ·best is a child not more than ten
years of age. A few years ago I got a chance
to buy a piece of land over on the west side,
and I did so. I noticed that there was an old
coop of a house on it, but paid no attention
to it. After a while a man came to me and
wanted to know if I would rent it to him.
" ' What do you want it for?' said I.
" ' To lw iri, • he replied.
"'Well,' I said, 'you can hav it. Pay me
what you think it is worth to you.'
" The first month he brought $2, and the
next month a little boy who said he was the
man's son came with $3. After that I saw
the man once in awhile, but in the course of
time the boy paid the rent regularly, sometimes $2 and sometimes $3. One day I asked
the boy what had become of his father.
" 'He's dead, sir,• was the reply.
'' ' Is that so?' said I. ' How long since?'
"' More'n a year,' he answered.
"I took his money, but made up my mind
that I would go over and investigate, and the
next day I drove over there. The old shed
looked quite decent. I knocked at the door ,
and
little girl let me in. I asked for her
mother. She said she didn't hav any.
'' ' Where is she?' said I.
"'We don't know, sir. She went away after
my father died, and we've never seen her
since.'
"Just then a little girl about three years
old came in, and I learned that theSe three
children had beim keeping house together for
a year and a half, the boy supporting his two
little sisters by blacking boots and selling
newspapers, and the elder girl managing the
house and taking care of the baby. Well, I
just had my daughter call on them, and we
keep an eye on them now. I thought I
wouldn't disturb them while they are getting
along. The next time the boy came with the
rent I talked with him a little and then I said:
"• My boy, you're a brick. You keep right
on as you hav begun, and you will never be
sorry. Keep your. little sisters together and
never leave them. Now, look at this.'
" ' I showed him a ledger in which I had entered up all the money that he had paid me
for rent, and I told him it was all his with in-
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THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J. M. Pryse and J.
1\'L Burglar, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the interests of our colonization enterprise, the Credit Fancier of Sinaloai andfenerally
to the practical solution of the prob em o Integral
Co-operation. Price, $1 a year; 50 cents for six
months; 25 cents fm· three months. Advertisments of a nature suited to the character of this
publication will be received in limited numbers at
reasonable rates. A.s a condensation of its doctrins it puts forward its mottoes : "Collectiv Ownership and Management for Public Utilities and
Conveniences-The Community Responsible for
the Health, Usefulness, Inclividuality, and Security of Each.''
•
Why will not this youngster
Giv the horse a bit of hay?
Can any little reader
The conundrum answer, pray?
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S OORNER,
AUGUST 14, 1886.
1.-520 rods. 2.-Whooping cough, hiecoughs, teething, sore eyes (hoop in coffeecups, tea-things, o'er eyes). 3.-Because
they are getting stove in.
SoLVERs.-H. J. Messinger, Abby Covel.

Correspondence.
MT. ALTON, PA., Aug. 11, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I hav been trying to
get mamma to help me write a letter for the
Corner; but she says, '' No, you must write
it yourself.'' So here you hav it. M:y_papa
is taking THE TRUTH SEEKER on triaL We all
are so delighted with it that I think we could
never do without it. I like the Children's
Corner very much. I am anxious to help the
cause along. I am a Liberal every time, and.
so are all my folks. I am ten years old. · I
hav a little brother, Eli, seven years old. He
says he would like to write, too. I hav two
large brothers; one often writes for papers.
Little brother and I go to school when school
keeps. It is vacation now. I am in the intermediate room. Our last year's teacher was
a splendid Christian, and believed in forcing
the Bible doctrin on the children in the way
of pounding and kicking. He is a great scientist, but his science is no more true than
his Bible. One day he told us that, if we dig
twenty-five miles in the earth, we will come
to the other side. One of the girls said,
"Wh.at side~" "Why, China, of course.''
We are a-gomg to hav a teacher next year
that knows something. Then our backwoods
buck;wheat will get left, and will hav to farm
it.
This is a Catholic town, and I hav heaps of
fun with the Catholic children. They say:
"Oh, you little Infidel, what are you! You
don't believe in the ch~trch, and you won't go

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Stat1stics,
~howinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the pen1tent1anes; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement ; the Tem.Perance Reform ; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scrip~ure : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheating; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
Conqu'est and Extermination ; Despotism; Intoler.ance and Pers~cution; Iniustice toW anum;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Pove1·ty
and Vag;rancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Pnoo, smgle cop1es, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. ·Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.;. The Christian
Scnptures and the Sabbath; .l!'xamination of
Sunday Arl!'uments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Uhristian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin&' the Mid,dle Age~; The Puritan
Sabbath; Test1mony of Chnst1an Reformers,
Scholars.l..and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Law11. .t'rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.

Tb!l:t:IJ.RS Paine.. The Apostle of Re-

ligwus and Polit1eal Liberty. Tells the story
9f the ,A.uthor;Hero•s life, delinea~es the leadlJ!g tnut~ of his character and genms, and vindicates h1s name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis/' "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are g1ven; also, tributes to Paine's
chara.cter from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second editioB, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper.
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents ;·
cloth, 75 cents.
.
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Solenhofen. *

Under-world of Solenhofen,
Tell me what thy tablets hold,
Trace for me thy buried ocean,
Yield thy white-veiled brule of old;
Solenhofen's primal glory,
Annals of her early dead,
-Left to later song and story
Aught the Runic sages said.
Treasure-trove of monsters olden,
Winged life and perfect forms,
Gift of all the ages golden,
White" beds hold thy 'prisoned charms.
Swarming hosts and herding creatures,
Bird and beast in one are blent,
Joining past to clearer futuresEvolution's monument.
Falling on thy mighty marches,
Fatherland Rcross the sea,
Sounding •neath the waking arches
Chimings from thy gilded key.
In the distance, Solenhofen,
Footfalls on the dreamy Rhine,
Heard beyond the German Ocean,
Wand'ring in thy gal'ried mine.
Solenhofen,weird with wonder,
Let pale science ask of thee
Threads of light thy white hills under
Mend her fortunes o'er the sea;
Strands of deeper thought that denser
Weave her records, stronger grown,
Granit page, the world's dispenserSolenhofen, claim thine own.
All thy white walls' hoarded treasures
Volumes be of ancient lore;
Poets soon shall sing the measures
Ringing from that Saxon shore.
Tell them, Solenhofen, biding
O•er t!J.e tomb of peopled swells,
Songs the storied years were hiding
In their argosy of shells.
Rhineland, sweeping to the ocean
Ere the Saxon bow was drawn,
Cradled low at Solenhofen
Features of the whispered dawn.
Dusky morn of savage races
Dreamed of no bright zenith's brim,
Sought no smile on kindred faces,
In the shallows murk and dim.
Nature reared her mountain steeples
In the cloistered twilight days,
And no cry of bells nor peoples
Thrilled the narrow, beaten ways.
Not a bark upon the o<;ean,
Not a lover on the leas,
Yet a bride was SolenhofenWedded to the centuries,
Clearwater, }."eb.
MARY BAIRD-FINCH.
•The Solenhofen beds are a famous group of
lithol!"raphic slates found at Solenhofen, in Bavaria, smgu!arly rich in well-preserved fossils, includinu: many insects, several saurians, several
species of pterodactyls, and a wonderful bird.

Book Notices.
TnE Or'TIMIBM oF RALPH WALDo EMERSON.
By Wm. F. Dana. Cloth; pp. 64. Price,
75 cents. Boston: Cupples, Upham &
Co. Can be had through this office.
This book is written in a clear and fascinating style, and is a thoughtful and important
work, which thinkers may with profit read
and ponder. Its drift may be well indicated
by subjoining its table of contents.: "The
necessity of knowing the thought-tendency
of the age in which a man livs; Review of
nineteenth century ideas; Cause of the general pessimism; Emereon's system of optimism; Conclusion." Our space will giv room
for a few random extracts:
''The nineteenth century, as a literary epoch,
dates back to a time inuch before the year
1800. The appearance of Voltaire really
marks the opening of the era. Of all the men
of his time, Voltaire worked most in the
modern spirit. With him, properly, any account of recent thought should begin.
Thus, then, to sum up what I would hav to
say as to the cause of nineteenth century
pessimism : The root of ol}r difficulties is in
the fact that we hav lost faith in a revealed
religion. We do not believe the Bible an inspired book. Hence wehav to form a religion
by ourselvs out of the materials within us and
about us. It has seemed impossible to us,
unless we abandoned our reason, to believe
that what appears to us good and evil could be
aU-good. .For such a belief we needed a
divine assurance; and that, we feel, has
never been given to the world. . . . Anl
If our faith in the Bible as a divinely inspired book is taken from us, what is left ?
What aim can we hav which may not at once
be shown a mere personal caprice, or, at
best, a blind faith ? We !ire all told to work
for others' good ; but why so work? 'I do
not care to.' We are commanded to obey
our conscience. But why our conscience?
'I see not the need.'
We still,
however, persist in seeking a solution to
the problem; and, still always falling,
we are thrown into despondency, and
despair, and pessimism.
Into such an
age of intellectual gloom, and with such
questions before him, came Ralph Waldo
Emerson, one of •the few higher, spiritual voices of the century who hav spoken in
clear, unmistakable tones of hopefulness and
cheer. . . A mind of such temper, ready
to look at everything unflinchingly, could not
fail to regard revealed religion as a thing incomprehensible, and even impossible. • There
was too strong a belief in reality, and too high
a confidence in the universality and inflexibility of natural laws. And such really was the
fact with Emerson. He did not believe in

the divinity of Christ, nor yet ·in the inspiration of the Bible. To him such statements
were unintelligible. . . The difficulty,
then, accordin~ to Emerson, was that man
was not obedient enough to nature.
either did not know, or did not mind,
laws scrupulously enough. The world
good, but laws there were which man
heed. Unless he did so, not only he, b
descendants, might suffer the conseq
of his neglect. Disease was .the re
some infraction of nature's laws, eit
our own part or on the part of others. What
we hav to learn is to be more submi iv to
the unhalting law; and, when disaster c mes,
to remember that better a thousand tim our
disaster than any swerving from the prin "pie
of cause and effect."
TnE PEOPLE's PRoBLEM. AND ITS SoLUTIO
By Wm. H. Lyon. Cloth; pp. 166. Pric
75 cents. Order through this office.
This.book, the author states, represents to
a _considerable extent the views of the leading
Knights of Labor, and thoroughly indorses
some of the most important principles of that
order. The author first reviews the present
unfortunate condition of wage-workers in a
chapter from the table of contents of which
we gather the following heads : '' Increase of
wealth and poverty-Terrible condition of sewing women-Labor-saving machinery has not
lightened toil-It broadens chasm between
rich and poor-Disappointing effects of emancipation-Bosh of political economists-Railway consolidation-Description of bonanza
farms-Dismal outlook-Failure of representativ government-Recent riots-World trembling on verge of revolution." Next is a review
and condemnation of most proposed remedies. On Prohibition the an thor remarks:
"The average wages of our working classes
will barely provide the common necessaries
of life, and intemperance therefore cannot be
alone to blame. There is also an important
fact which is often overlooked. Statistics
show, as a frequent, if not a general thing, that
drunkenness among the working class is the
effect and not the cause of poverty. They
drink to forget their misery, and remember
their poverty no more." He next considers,
and pronounce~ inefficient, the proposed remedies of "more currency, lessening overproductio~, going West, opening foreign markets, free trade, protection, Chri~tianity, education, Henry George's scheme," and many
others. Cooperation is also examined, and
pronounced an insufficient solution.
His own proposed remedy we cannot here
treat in detail. Among its main features are
the possession by the government of the telegraphs, railroads, mines, manufactures, and
much other property; and a substitution for
the present representativ legislativ system of
a system of elections and law-making directly
by the peQple.
The book is well written, and is unusually
well supplied with verifying facts, figures,
and statistics.
SorENOE EooNoMIO DrsoussroN. 12mo; pp.
136. Price, 50 cents. New York: The
Science Company. Can be had of this
office.
The publishers of Scienc<J hav just issued a
valuable contribution to the present momentous discussion of economic questions. The
volume is made up of eleven articles, contributed by the most distinguished representative of varying schools of economics. Both
the new and the old school are represented,
each criticising the other's contributions. It
is evident that a discussion of this nature
must be of the highest value in elucidating
the truth of the matter. We cannot quote at
length any of the valuable thought with
which the volume is- flJ!ed, advising our
readers to buy and read it themselvs; · and
can find space for only the following sentences
illustrating the deference that the most conservativ are now being forced to pay radicalism : " To understand any organism better
than others means to hold opinions about it
which differ from those ordinarily current.
Every political economist who has done
anything to advance the science has at one
time been thought to go too far in some respect. Adam Smith is now considered a conservativ, but in his day lw was called a
dangerous man; and l,le has even bePn reproached with Socialism. Adolph Wagner,
in Germany, who is now found to be a pillar
of conservatism, was a few years ago considered so radical that prudent men doubted his
ability to accomplish good. The common reproach has always been, 'He goes too far.'"
MAROUB BI!UTUS AND OTHER V ERBES. By
Walter Hubbell. New York: Brentano
Bros. Price, 50 cents. Can be had
through this office.
The author is an actor of reputation, who
has before written a valuable biographical
and genealogical work. The book is per-
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vaded by an enlightened tone of thought
which must be welcome t.o those who hav
~oetry perverted to the service of
superstition. ~m a poem entitl!ld '! Iconoclastic Reason," we giv the followi
"Forms hav changed in by-gone age
Man has grown in intellect;
Science, led by reason, wages
Still its war on every sect.

books on the finance question. Its ·price is
50 cents, and, like ·all other books our readers
may need, it can be obtained from this office.

For all interested in scientific and econom- .
ical questions, Science, the illustrated weekly
now coming into prominence, is an excellent
periodical. It contains the freshest s.cientific
information of the day._ It maintains special
correspondents in Paris, London, St. Peters" World and life were not created;
burg, Tokio, Washington, and other centers
Force and dust were always here;
f scientific activity, thus obtaining prompt
Myths that are in books narrated
formation of the' work of scientific men and
Sprtmg from ignorange andJear."
ocieties the world over. It should receive
A LETTER To GROVER CLEVELAND on His he support of all who aim at scientific cultFalse Inaugural Address, Usurpations and ure, publishing, as it does, a weekly record of
Crimes of Law-makers and Judges, and the whole world's progress. Its recent publicathe Consequent Poverty, Ignorance, an
tion of the noted ''com posit photographs" is
Servitude of the People. By Lysan
attracting great attention. The subscription
Spooner. Large octavo; pp. 11.0. P
is $5 per year. Like all other periodicals, it
35 cents. Boston: Benj. R. Tucker.
ied by this office.
can be subscribed to through this office.
T
·sa work that will we
ay perusal.
It was o ,; .
m instalments in
Liberty, Mr. Tucker's Anarchistic organ, and
met with such favor that it is now republished.
Its scathing arraignment of the present government and exposure of its multitudinous
abuses and atrocities is perhaps the best--(Iargued and most thorough and correct presA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
entation of the matter yet published. Its adYork Ol>Server•s slanderous attacks
vocacy of Anarchism as a substitute may not
upon the Author-Hero of the Amermeet with equal approval "from readers. but
ican Revolution. Containing
even anti-Anarchists will overlook a few
both the slanders and
objectionable views in admiration of the
their refutation.
thoroughness of its exposure and. denunciation
BY
ROBERT
G. INGERSOLL.
of present wrongs.
-oTlffi HISTORlOAL JESUS AND THE MYTHICAL
The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
CHRIST. By Gerald Massey. Octavo; pp. recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
232. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everycents. Springfield: Star Publishing Co. where in vindication.
Can be had from this office.
60pp. Price 10 cents; 12 copies, $1.
This book is written to show the identity of
Christianity with the astrological myths of
Egypt. The evidence is taken from the A ROllAN CATHOLIC CANARD
monuments of Egypt and from the Egyptian A Fabricated Account of a Scene at the Death" Book of the Dead."
Our readers are
bed of Tlwmas Paine.
familiar with th~ author as an eminent poet
BY W. H. BURH.
and Freethinker. By studying the Egyptian
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
hieroglyphics for twelve years, Mr .1\<Iassey has dying
moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
disclosed the myth, and in this work adduces (upon which the ObsenJer relies to prove its princimuch evidence to prove that Christianity is a pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
cult borrowed from the ancient religion of Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
18pp. . Price 5 cents; 25 for $1.00.
Egypt. His work is not speculation, but
For these two pamphlets address
stands upon facts. It is taken from records
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
left upon earth and still to be read.
AA Clinton Pl.. New York.
"First Lessons on Money," is the title of
P.
the latest work on the money question. It is
written by B. T. Roberta, A.M., and pubBY S. P. PUTMAM.
lished at Rochester, N. Y. Qn the title-page
A poetic version of the Indian Story of the Garappears the quotation: "A man should make den of Eden, in which its superiority to the mutiit a part of his religion to see that hi~ country lated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
is well governed."- William Penn. Mr. RobPRICE, 10 CENTS.
erts is informed that said process of " makAddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ing" care for one's country part of his relig!\.~ Clinton Pl!We, New York.
ion is an altogether unnecessary operation for
the Freethinker; he whose religion is the
ELEMENTS
religion of humanity has tllat duty already
OF
embraced in his creed. With Christians the
case may be different. In his introduction
he says : " I hav witnessed the distress that
FOB
the bad management of our finances by our HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
national government has produced, and the
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
injury that has been done by the same cause
By Prof. HI. M Coutn;cr, A.l'J.
to our religious and benevolent enterprises."
Such disastrous consequences of neglect
This book is iust what the busy world of to-day
spur one to renewed exertions to attend to needs-a perfect compendium ot history from 2,000
years
B.o. on up to 18831 all in a nutshell.-EIthe matter. " With money itself every per- mtna Blenker,
As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
son is familiar." This is not so. We liv on
an important place; III the fam1ly it would be no
terms of close daily intimacy with a person to less
important, as conve)ing information that all
whom money is not at all familiar. The should be acquaiuted with.-SusarL Wixon.
Mr. Cottinger's mtcntions in writing this book
authar follows, however, with a more sen- are excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It
be commended as fulfillmg its purpose of a
sible remark, a consideration that it is well to .may
concise anrl interesting historical text-book.Impress upon the masses who, confused by MUwauleee Sentinel.
Prh,,., C'lotll. U.liO.
uninformed and unsuccessful attempts to
For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00.
solve the problem, Iuw got the notion, noted
A<ldress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
by Bagehot, that the money market is so
TilE
kl
,.,. bl-'
impalpable that it can only be spoken of in
very abstract words, and that, therefore,
books on it must be exceedingly difficult.
"Money is a human invention. Therefore,
From Thales to Copernicus.
the m0ney qn.estion is a question that can be By FREDERIO MAY HOLLAND, Author of "The·
understood. What is made by man can be
Reign of the Stoics."
comprehended by man. The mechanism of
"This is a boo!{ not only to be read once, but t<"
be kept and referred to, and pondered over fron.
a watch is intricate, but one who studies it year
to year. It is a guide-book of Liberalism
with diligence may learn all about its con- through the past cen tudes prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus
and Brnuo. It does not take the place
struction and movements. So, whoever givs of other histories
like Gibbon, Hallam, or Lecky,
a proper attention to the machinery by which but it makes them mtelligible by pointmg out the
white light that hIS I.Jeen cawt npon the lurid
the wheels of trade and commerce are kept clouds
of· ignorance, snpergtJtion, and cruelty,
moving c;an gain all the knowledge respecting from the little stream of Freethonght that has
flowed in it~ ragged, I.Jrolwn, and obstructed course
it which is necessary for practical purposes. down through the ages which now liv only as our
Mr. Walter Bagehot says, 'I main- realm of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $3.50.
tain that the money market is as concrete and
A.cldress THE TRUHT SEEKER.
real as anything else; that it can be described
in as plain words; that it is the writer's fault Bible Iuqui1·er. A. Key to Bible Investigation. Revised Edition. This pamphlet
if what he says is not clear.'" The author's
refers specifically to 14!1 Bii.Jle v.roposition~,
further views are sensibly and well expressed
with numerous references and mtat.wns, that
are
contradicted in terms by the same number
in the remainder of the 160 pages composing
of other propositions in the same book. Price
the volume. It is perhaps as good as most
25 cents.

Paine Vinfiicatefi!

A·o M1 ANo HEvA•

UNIVERSAL HISTORY

IBTELLECTOAL LIBERTY
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Ingersoll's

•

;LECTIJ.RI.S.

il.~ Philadelphia should at'

The Gods. Paper, 50

i
In five lectures.~..., comprisi
" Humboldt." "·xnomas Pa.
ity," and "Heretics and·H·

of Science Lectures
at the Hall of Friendship

The Ghosts. Paper, 50'
Contents: "The G'110sts" "
Woman, and Child," "The
dejlendence,". "About Far
''1'he Grant Banquet " "T
Clark " "The Past· Rises
Drea~," and "A Tribute to:

Industrial Hall, Broad and
7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
·ons and social questions.
the audience. N.B.-Trnth
~a.ys on hand at cheap rates.

Some Mistakes of Mose1
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on TalmagE
plain cloth, $1.25.

t

What Must We Do to I
per, 25 cents.

The ehristian Religl

IngersolJt Judge Jeremiali l
George J!', Fisher, Paper, 5

Orl.bodoxy.

~L

56 pages

hSA.:LE COST.
amond ear-drops $200, worth
; worth $200; another pair,
elegant brooch, arabesque
, worth fll25; another, line
s, $220; worth $8·~: another.
: same, $80, worth $1.25
~e reductions. Smaller diapt below lowest market price.
• embossed case watch set
85, worth $200; lady's watch
Sl25; $100 watches $70; $80
hes, $50; solid gold chains,
. nd jewelry 25 per cent dis.; subject to inspection, or
atisfactory.
ND SAVE MONEY.
(VETTBTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

Ingersoll Catechised: .
a Number of Vital Questic
the editor of the San .Fran
cents :per ·dozen ; 25 copief
Millions of these should be

Vindication of Tbom:

~

the attacks of the New Yor:
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 •

Address on .. the Civil

Large size octavo, paper, u

~

Lectur~s c~

Bound in one yplnme. To
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, th
all his lectnres1 eicept the
doxy," bound m one beanti
calf, library sty1ei ·and col
pa~es, which is sold at tb
priCe of $5. Bent by mail p~

Tributes.

There hav

-!WPlications for Mr. Inger
His Brother," "The Vision o
Banquet Toast," and the rt
"Little Harry Miller's Gra
been printed on hea:vr tone.
minated border, ahd mlarg
ble for framing, and the fon
to
address, for 50cts, or •

Prose

and Sele
It
of

Rise and Decline.
. 8I.:i0.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
83 Clinton Place, Ne·w York.

AS·rUDY
$9.

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to
life, price~ $1.50 each. ETery admirer of these
apostles or Religions Liberty should hav•them.

Photographs of l'olonel lngt>rsoll.

Superb pliotographs1 221281 $5; panel, 10J,fx171
boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 cts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

$3;

P JIACTIC&L

EXPERIENCE

WITH POULTRY.
BY GEO. M. DAVENPORT.

This work contains all that can be learned from
a two dollar book. Sold at the low price of 25
cents. Young girls are wan ted in every country
town to sell it. Liberal discount to the trade.
Price, 25 cents per copy.
Address GEO. M. DAVENPORT,
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
88 Clinton Place, New York.

Bible Fabrications Refuted
and
Error~ of th" Rlblc Exposed.
BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO .•
83 Clinton Place. New York.

The BiOle Analyze~.
BY

.I ohn R. li elso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Oreation.-The Delnge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-The
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Crown octavo, 888 PJl. Splendidly executed Bent
by mail, post paid. Price, $8.00.

REPLY
•.ro

REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
By B. W. l.a('y
A thonugh exposure of the Catholic priest'b
sor•histry, unfairness, and historical misstatement.
Prlc~. Cloth, U; l•aa>er, GO Cents.
Adclress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price. Sl.OO.

Ol!'

The

SALE!

an accumulation of debts, I
l notice all my elegant stock

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. pos
large, clear t,YPe 1 and. cont
could be delivered iri two
This makes ·a· ·grand misf
Liberals should scatter it g•

Ingt'rsoll's

SHAKSPERE.

takspere could not write.
.y Francis Bacon to the Earl
' A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
• For sale at this office.

For sale at this ofl.r.P.

PRIMITIVE CHRISTl ANITY

FREETIIOUGDT NO.-EI.•.

BY LEWIS C. JANU.

The Heathens of the Hf'nf h. ·A. finely

This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
Palestinian Jndaisin and Roman Paganism ; investigates the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows that the true sto1·y of
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
seJlarable from the later legenda1·y acc1·etions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ, and traces the natural development of
Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
Complete references and full index. 820pp. Svo,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER.Office.

A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
Oil'

APOLLONIUS
OF TYANA,
OR
THE

First Ten Decades

fl{

Our Era.

BY

DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Designed to show upon the authority of History
that Apollonin• of Tyana performed miracles and
J!POke wise sayings equal to those attributed to
Jesus Christ. 850pp,, octavo, best iltyle. Price$2.50.
Sold at THE TRUTH BEEKER office.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

written Radical romance. BY. Wm. McDonneli1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
90 cents ; cloth, $1.25.
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Family Creed~. By William McDon- Liberals,
yonr patronage 1s solicited.
nell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.·'
cents; cloth, 60 cents.

Price, paper, 60

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical riovel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

The Outcast. A. deep, :finely written

Radicalstory, From the London edit10n. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.

80 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are po1·trayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked de~refb. even
from so gifted a pen as that of M1ss Wixon,
whose bfilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethong]l t ranks. •· Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

OR,

The Forgery of the Old Testament

TRAVELS IN FAITH

Dedicated to the clergy

From Tradition to Reason
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
For Bale at this Otlioe.

BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.
Addr~ss

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

SA.CRED MYSTERIES

is a regularly_ ednca ted and legally qualified physiCian, and
the moat snccessfnill
as his practice wi
prove. He has for
twenty years treated
exclnsivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs.
in the cures of which
hP stands nreeminen t
SPER111A'l'ORRH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
night emissions by
_;,.-........o---<>---o---o dreams, loss of sexual
power 1 rendering
marriage improper and unhappy, etc., are cured
permanent!)' by _ail outside appliCation in sixt>
days. NO STOMACH MEDICIN lJBED •. It js on&
of Dr Fellows' valuable discovei'les, whiCh 1s entirely unknown to the medical profession. It is
not a catch-penny get up, such as a padi belt, PRI!tille nor magnetic appliance, but Sirup Y a medicin to be applied externally on the parts affected,
which ctires by absorption. Send five 2-cent stamps
for his" Piivate Counselor,'' giving:. full information. Address Dr. R. P. )?ellows 1.Vmeland, N.J.
and say where yon saw this advertlsment.

Oloth, Sl.ll6.

BOORS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Honr. For Chlldran and
Youth. By_ Susan H. Wixon. Without Super-

(Just Publtsllea, July 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessary pieces for
constructing a model house, with plam directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the ~reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. lt is, m fact, a most (Jracticollesson in Arc),.
itectnre; a perfect, scaled model of one of onr
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful tu
builders.
,
55 New Designs for Residences(cost varying from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New De•igns for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and descripti._on of a model Kitchen
(by MAria Par loa) nnd a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PoSTPAID, oN RECEIPT oF PRICE, $1.
Add1·ess

stition. '.rhe Only Illustrated Freethinkers•
Children's Stor:y-Book ever issued. · 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large j;_ype, heav;r
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 2'.!4 pp., bds., $1.25.

THE CO-OPEBATIVE BUILDING PLAN AS:O'N.

Little Red Mittens. A. Story of
ORIGIN OF THE BIBLIOAL MYTH Two
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler

AN TED-Lady agents actually clear$20 daily

AMONG THE
l.t.IBJB8

and the Qulcl1es ll,:iOt)
Year1 Ago.

By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Illustrated
Price, $2. 50.
For Sale at this office.

CAPT A INS OF INDUSTRY:

OB,
HEN Oil' BusiNEss WHo Dm SoMETHING BEsiDES
MAKING MONEY,
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY J ..t UE!Ii

PlRTO~.

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

Prlc ,

Address

- 81.2:i.

THE TRUTH BEEKER.
83 Clinton Place, New York.

Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office,

Apol~s

of Gold.

A. Story-Book for

191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York .

W

with my wonderful entirely ncw.P~tent rt~l·
ber undergarments for fe_!!lalcs. A mnustm·•s w11~
sold 18 first hour.
MADAlii H. N. LITTLE,
6t27
Box 448, Chicago, Ill.

t'he Youn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. 'fhis very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a ver)' large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free ol postage. This ne1" edition has a
A double-page picture contrasting science an<l
photograph of the author whiCh adds very
theology, shmving how the one has labored fo1·
much to the value of the volume.
human advancement, and how the other has
Thfl Youth's Libt>ral Guidfl.
always opposed it.
Prof. H. M. KottingerlA.lii. Price; $1.00. Th1s
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cent";
volume aims at the eancation of youth in the twenty-five
for $1; one hundred copies f<·r
principles of Freethought, at the same time $8. We wishcopies
that the friends of F!'ceth?nght would
that it inculcates moral duties and human distribute thousands
of these telling piCtures. ·
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
BEEKER.
THE MODERN BA.LA.A.M.

! SHORf LESSON IN HISTORY ..

By

THE TRUTH SEEIOlR A.NNUA.L.
Prioe. 116

11t1~ l 1o

Showinf the Balaam of modern times to be tJ e
priests. tis a splendid pictorial argument. Pric11
per dozen80 oents; pqr hUndred, $1.50.,

.
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DAVID DunJ.Ey Fmtn's!
codification of the ·raw ,
speedy, certain, and exac·
general reliance on judi
been indorsed in the Ami
tion by a nearly two-third)

~;~ are-:the ins_tant you. begin
• ~-- eady .~rone.-i:Jean Paul,
-~_;-~e put upon ;n .. stand up for
~;!. ·, say the Germans, is the
. '· nt, and truly, in these times,
.. )11, there is not, perhaps, in
·i a more important one.-

A DESTRUOTIV tempest l
swept over Galveston on \
the 19th inst., causing i
·great loss of life and'
property.

IT will be impossible~
, says Justin McCarthy, for
the tenants in some parts
of Ireland to pay the judicial rents this winter.

~~-i

~?

SUFFICIENT unto the day
't{ is the evil thereof-"-suftil}i cient, but not intolerable.
~~ B~t if w~ look abroad, and
s'~ bnng
mto one day's
~' '1thoughts the evil of many,
~certain and uncertain,
.1wha1 will ..be and what Will
!lever be__ ' our lo~ ,pn_: be as
mtolerable as it<Jli•unrea.~sonable.~eremt~2'a!IZOr.

\
i

~

·
\

I

"
I

~ IF a mania mind be deeply
se.asoned with
iionsider-

BELFAST rioters ha V .
been restrained for sev- !
eral days by immense /
forces of military, but
outbreaks are hourly expected.
A IIIEROHANT named
Hillman attempted sUi~
cide at a New York hotel, on the 20th, by shol)t"
ing himself seven times,
because of inability to
cure a painful dyspepsia.
.• ,.

I,·

'.-·-

1:
1

1

die."--;Lor~ Baoon.

,

THE theology of -the presbecome more scientific. than. that of the past;
. because it hail not only re.:--1 nounced idoiB of wood and
; !idols of stone; but begins to
: jsee the necessity of breaki I ing in Pieces the idols built
:':up of books, and traditions,
i' and fine-spun ecclesiastical
;: cobwebs," and of cherishing
. i the noblest and most human
; ; of man's emotions by wor.. i ship "for the most part of
-' 'the silent.sort" at the altar
: of the Unknown and Un: knowable. - HuzU!/118 La 11

AGENTS of the L~weh
mill corporations are said
to be studying the preva1en c e of drunkenness i
among operativs sine~
the adoption of the sys-·
tern of weekly payments,
with a view of securing
arguments for attacking
any future legislation in
favor of labor when such
is not approved by the
manufacturers.

jm~ has

-

MR. ENo is said to be homesick, and rumor
has it that a project is .on foot to make his
return from Canada easy.
AN Irish National League Convention
opened on the 18th at Chicago, at which
J'Jirs. Parnell and 1\lichael Davitt were present.

THE Prohibitionists .are everywhere pushing
political campaigns with greater strength and
numbers than ever before exhibited.
IN this city, on the 19th, delegates from
115 labor organizations met at the call of the
Central Labor Union to form a political
party.
IN a conflict between police oflicers and
drunken miners at Shenandoah, Pa. 1 on the
17th, an onlooker was shot by one of the
officers.

-·------.---

---~·:-·

~~-~---------"'11\Sernwns.

---,-..------,.-

.ANN-DAL CONVEN'-FION
- OF THE

-

NEW YORK STATE;:,

FREETHINKERS' ASSOCIATlON,
TO BE HELD AT

White Sulphur Springs Park, Saratouoa
Vo., New York.

lack of general information as to the qualities
needed by a.· newspaper poet, thus attempts to
catalog them. "The orthodox poet and slinger of
meter should be a sound sleeper and vigorous
eater; ioin the learning of Paul to the fervor of
Peter; know the balancing rhymes and the rhythmical teeter of lilacs and smilax, of zephyrs and
heifers, of ballads and salads, of over-arched
bowers and greenery flowers; and work on one
rhyme for hours and hours. Know the whole
range of history from Cleveland to Priam, .and the
thought of all lands from New Brunswick to Siam,

IN all situations, o of To11het, there is a duty,
and our highest bless dness lies in doing it.-Carl1/le1s Letters,

HE sees with equal';9ye 1 as God of all,
A hero perish or a tparrow fall ;
Systems or atoms i~1to ruin hurled,
And now a bubblll·Amrst and now a world.

' '

KNIGHTS of Labor controlled the Ohio
Democratic convention, and John McBride,
one of' their number,· heads the ticket as
From Thursday, Sept. 2d, to Sunday, Sept. 12th, 1886.
nominee for secretary of state.
IN the reorganization of the New York
state National Guard, it is found that that
body is altogether too "top-heavy," having
Reduction on all railroad routes. Special excursion rates to Saratoga
far too many generals for the number of from all points.
men.
The best Liberal speakers will be in attendance. The following is the
Trm grand jury, in a recent presentment
against many of the New York city oflicials, list so far as they hav accepted: John Peck-subject, "The Gods on Exhibiasserts that "people are no longer so much tion;" Lucy N. Colman-subjects, "Reminiscences in the Life of a Reformer,"
shocked at crime in oflice as at its discovery and "Woman's Duty To-day in the World's Work;'' W. S. Bell-subject,
"Conflict Between Christianity and Civilization;" Mrs. F. C. Reynolds-suband punishment."
ject, "Woman: Past, Present, and Future;'' J. L. Andrew-subject, "Modern
A QUARREL between some members of the
Infidelity;" Miss Susan H. Wixon.
state and_ navy departments at Washington
bas resulted in the revealing of many frauduSplendid facilities are afforded for boating, bathing, :fishing, driving;
lent dealings in the latter department and the magnificent scenery. The best dancing pavilion in the state. Fine band.
existence of a naval ring.
Everything necessary to an enjoyable occasion. All the advantages of a visit
IT is reported from Laredo, Texas, that the to Saratoga will be afforded visitors, thus combining the attractions of that
Mexicans hav fortified Pan, a town about popular watering-place with t:P.ose of the convention.
fifty miles up the river. A dispatch states
Season tickets, admitting the bearer to all lectures, $1.00. Fh·st-class
that the Mexican court at Chihuahua will
board, $1.00 per day. (It will greatly facilitate matters if orders for season
release Cutting in a few days.
tickets with remittance accompany applications· for rooms.) Applications for
DrssENSIONS are constantly being caused in
tickets
and rooms should be addressed to C. B. Reynolds, 33 Clinton Place,
labor parties by ambit*:> us schemers for oflice
or power. Prospects of division alarm those New York. Contributions, necessary to defray preliminary expenses, may be
who had hoped labor might attain great bene- sent to the treasurer, E. M. Macdonald.
fits from undivided action at the next presidential election.
THE poet of Tid.-Bits, becomlnv. indignant at the and work like a drudge at a dollar per diem, love
SEVEN of the Chicago Anarchists-Spies,
Schwab, Fielden, Parsons, Fischer, Engel,
and Lingg-hav been found guilty of murder,
and sentenced to death; and N eebe has been
sentenced to fifteen years in the penitentiary.
They will appeal. New York Anarchists hav
held a meeting, and resolved to avenge these
punishments in a terrible manner, and utterly
destroy our present "soc e of robbers."

tlie

a.~on of the · · mprtaJity
;land · corruptible nature
t things, he will easily
oncur with Epictetus•
ho went forth one d&y and
aw a woman weepmg for
er pitoher of earth that
as broken; and went forth
he next da.y and saw a woan weeping. fo_ r her son
hat was dead,· and there:Pon said,: ·"Yesterday I
aw a .fragil· thing -broken,
-I !ld to-day I ~aw ·a mortal

all lovely objects, with no cash to buy •em, such as
roses 1md posies, and mountains and fountains,
and pictures and fixtures, and gorgeous pavilions
for Lauras and Lillians, and a large bank deposit
far up in the millions. His lines should be full of
nabobs and emirs, of giaours and khans and
Orient dreamers, of cymbals and chawms and victorious streamers, and end in a climax of glory
and screamers, with clashing and slashing! with
roaring and pouring ! with lunging and plunging !
and bust in a chasm of blank protoplasm in a gunpowder chaos and dynamite spasm !"

/-Pope's Universal Prayer.
GnEAT revolutions cannot be accomplished without much anguish and some evil be~g caused;
Did not the Boman women suffer when 'the Chns- ·
tians came and ·robbed them of their gods, and
raised their minds, through pain and sorrow, to a
higher faith 1 The religion which I teach is as
high above Christianity as that religion was supe- ·
rior to the idolatry of Rome. And when the relativ
civilizations of the two ages are compared, this
fetich of ink and paper, this Syrian book, is, in
truth, not less an idol than those statues which
obtained the adoration of the Italians and the
Greeks. The statues were beautiful as statues•
the book is admirable as a book [who so readeth,
let him consider with how many and how great
limitations this rash and unworthy assertion can
be receivedl; but the statues did not come down
from heaven; the book was not a magical composition ; it bears the marks, not only of human
genius, but also of human depravity and superstition.-Reaae•s Ma!'tl/Taom a.r Man.
WHEN Milton began to compose " Paradise Lost,"
he had the reading of a lifetime behind him. His
imagination worked upon an accumulated store,
to whic4 books, observation, and reflection had
contributed in equal proportions. He drew from
this store without conscious distinction of its
sources. Not that this was a recollected material,
to which the poet hadrecoursewheneverinvention
failed him; it was identified with himself. His
verse flowed from his own soul, but it was a soul
which had grown up nourished with the spoil of
all the ages. He created his _epic, as metaphysici~ns ha.v said that God created the world, by
drawing it out of himself, not by building it up
out of the elements supplied ab ezt1·a (outside of
himself).-Mark Pattiso-r,•s Jlilton. [NoTE:
When Jerkeley said there was no matter,
It was no great matter what he said; ·
and when metaphysicians tell us that God evolved
matter out of himself, and not out of pre-existing
material, they are surely soaring or sinking into a
region of which they, as well as the theologians,
are supremely ignorant.-Hula:c.l
WHEN it shall please God to biing thee to man's
estate, use great providence and circumspection in
choosing thy wife, for from thence will spring all
thy future good or evil. And it is an action of life
like unto a stratagem of war, wherein a man can
err but once. If thy estate be good, watch near
home and at leisure; if weak, far off and quickly.
Inquire diligently of her disposition, and how her
parents hav been inclined in their youth, Let her
not be poor, how generous (well-born) soever ; for
a man can buy nothing in the market with gentility, Nor choose a base and uncomely creature alto·
gether for wealth, for it will cause contempt in
others and loathing in thee. Neither make choice
of a dwarf or a fool; for by the one thou shalt
beget a race of pigmies, the other will be thy continued disgrace, and it will yiske (Yankee l'ile)
thee to hear her talk; for thou shalt find it, to thY
great grief, that there is nothing more fulsome
than a she fool,-Lora Burleigh's .Ad.vice to I•IB

san.
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CASTING PEARLS BEFORE SWINE-C_

1/Jofts and {!Ilippings.
THE Southern Olturcltman is shocked at the
idea that a woman should "preach the gosp-el
and administer sacraments, without one word
of appr_ovalfrom Christ or his apostles."
AT Brianconn, France, Catherine Ollagnier,
a few days ago murdered her sister Marie,
with whom she lived. She told Marie that
the Lord had appeared to her and told her to
sacrifice her sister as a proof of her devotion,
and then killed her with a razor.
PnoiiiBIT!ON, its friends claim, prohibits in
most counties in Kansas. According to reports received by the attorney-general from
seventy-two of the eighty-five counties, eighty
per cent of the arrests for liquor-selling
resulted in conviction, and only fifty per cent
of arrests for other crimes.
AT the New York eity Seaman's Bethel
Evangelist McGuire recently preached on a
text treating of the self-sacrifice of Christ,
" Wlw, though he was rich, yet for us he became poor." In illustrating this theme, Mr.
McGuire probably abounded more in wise
saws than in modern instances.
ON August 29th a powder magazine in Chicago exploded, from being struck by lightning, with a shock felt many miles away,
killing four persons and injuring many.
The Jesuit church of the Holy Family being
badly shaken, a destructiv panic ensued, and
admonitions to remain seated from a few
with presence of mind were drowned in passionate appeals for help from crushed and
down-trodden women and children.

A WRITER in the Independent cries for
honesty and reform in church-building enterprises, stating that in all such there abound
" disreputable frauds, shams, scandals, sharp
practice, dishonest economy, over-reaching,"
and " disputes that so often occur in churchbuilding committees that they hav rendered
them a by-word and dread among builders
and architects."
IN a recent sermon Rev. Dr. Patton said,
on the text, "A glorious church:" "The
church of Christ is a glorious church if re.
gard is had to its history. It embodies the
two greatest and most glorious truths in the
universe-the fatherhood of God and brother.
hood of man. It is glorious if regard is had
to its adaptation to human needs." Meaning,
no doubt, the needs of the ministers.
A RESUU' of the last important debate in
P,~trliament is that the Irish landlords' chances
of. being bought out at the cost of the ratepayers of the three ldngdoms are gone forever. Gladstone's pamphlet on the Irish
question, which has just been published,
makes it clear that he will never again try an
attempt to buy out the Irish landlords. He
says, " Their sands are fast running out."
IN a recent letter to a friend, Parsons, the
Anarchist, says: " The capitalist system has
its morality-a plastic, convenient moralitywhich it puts on or off like a coat. The
g9lden rule of the carpenter's son is made
subservient to the laws of trade, whose
morality and religion are .expounded in the
churches, (temples of mammon) where the
clergy propagate that good philosophy which
teaches man (poor man) that lie is here to
suffer, denouncing as Atheistic and Anarchistic that other philosovhy, which says to
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man: ' Go I the earth is the gift of God to
the whole human race. Discover nature's
laws, apply them, and be happy.'"
THE Rev. Mr. Leys, a minister of the
Presbyterian church of Scotland, is now a
prisoner in Calton jail, Edinburgh, for refusing to obey an order of the court to deliver
up his grandchildren to their father. The
father has come under the influence of the
Roman Catholic church, and the old gentle~
man objects to giv up the children because he
is unwilling that they should be brought up
in the Catholic faith.
AT a recent Knight of Labor meeting a
speaker said: "Mr. Blaine has cited the
eighteen planks of our platform as Knights of
Labor, and he has called the issues covered
by these eighteen planks, ' side issues.' He
has acknow!edged that he has no remedy to
offer for the existing labor troubles. What
an acknowledgment for the statesman of
thirty years' experience to make I It is a
confession of perfect imbecility. He has no
new ideas; he has what he c!llls an old
nostrum. Mr. Blaine, who is protected? I
recently examined the pay-roll of the miners
of Hocking Valley, and there was an average
of from $12 to $18 per month. There was a
small army of Pinkerton's thugs going about
with a whole arsenal of weapons strapped
upon them, who were watching those miners,
and yet the miners were supposed to be protected by a duty of fifty cents a ton upon the
coal they risked their lives to mine. For
twenty-five years we've had this protection Mr.
Blaine offers us, and we hav made more millionaires and more paupers under that system·
than were ever made in a civilized country
on the earth in the same time before.''

THE (Jatltolic Re1Jiew is very frank in stating
its attitude toward the public schools: "We
are for perfect freedom of instruction," it
says, "every day and all the time, without
·compromise with or dictation from the state,
and our friends may as well understand first
as last that if they do not grant us the privilege of teaching our religion in the public
schools, as they do in other countries, and as
is perfectly practicable and perfectly fair and
just, then we shall go on building our schoolhouses and emptying theirs."
THREE weeks ago the World started the
story that Colonel Ingersoll was going to Paris
to have his throat fixed. The Star prints the
sequel: "Nobody seems to know just how
the report arose that Col. Bob Ingersoll was
going to Paris to have his throat operated
upon. Judge Cowing says that Lawyer Newcombe told him so. Lawyer Newcombe says
Lawyer Strahan intimated that such was the
case. Lawyer Strahan says that he supposed,
of course, the colonel ought to go, while
Colonel Bob himself swears by all that's
Agnostic that he never had any idea of going,
never said he was going. But perhaps the
most flabbergasted man of all was dear little
Dr. Robertson, physician-in-extraordinary to
the colonel, who returned from Europe last
week and heard the dreadful stories of his
patient's relapse. He had made a study of
that throat, it was his pet pathological
amour. He rushed off to see his distinguished
friend, pried open the massiv jaw, and gazed
into its eloquent depths. ' Why·, colonel,
your throat's~ll right. It's just lovely! Why
go to Paris ? ' ' Who the --· said I was
going to Paris? I'm off to the White Mount-·
ains. Want to come?'"
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Ql01nmnnicafions.
Evolution and Special Creation.
11.-DIVERSITY OF LIVING THINGS.

A mere glance at the geological records will show
at once that the order in which animals and · plants
hav appeared on the earth is that which accords with
evoiution. The lowest came first, the highest last,
· and a regular gradation between the two extremes.
In the early rocks in which life appears we meet with
polypas, coral, sea-worms, etc., and no trace of land
animals or plants. Then, passing upward, we come
upon fishes, then reptils, afterward birds, subsequently mammals, and, last of all, man. These are
undisputed facts, as the most elementary works on
geology, whether written by a professing Christian
or an unbeliever, will cleal.'ly show.
The only objection, perhaps, of any weight that
can be urged ·against the changes which evolution
asserts to hav taken place is the fact that we do not
see them occur. But this, in the first place, is hardly
correct, since we see the tadpole-which is a fish
breathing through gills, and living in the waterpass up into a reptil, the frog-which is a land
animal breathing through lungs, and inhaling its
oxygen from the atmosphere. Secondly, the fa.ct
that we do not see a change actually occur which
took millions of years to become effected can surely
amount to nothing. An ephemeral insect, whose life
only .Jasts for a day, could it reason, might object
that an acorn could not grow into an oak-tree, because it had not seen it occur. But the evidence
would B~here stillin the numerous gradations that
might be seen between the acorn and the sturdy old
tree that had weathered the storms of a century.
And in this case we see all the gradations between a
monad and a man in the rock which time has left in
the history of the past, although, as our lives are so
short, we are not able to see the whole change
effected. Plants were not all suddenly called into
existence at one particular period, and then alrimals
at another and later time. This we know, because
the remains of plants and animals are found side by
side throughout all the rocks. If there be an exception, it is an unfortunate one for the Christian supernaturalist, since it shows that animals were first ; for
certain it is that animal remains. are met with in the
oldest rocks.
The objection to evolution that no transformation
of one species into another has been seen within recorded history .is entirely groundless, and betrays
reckless carelessness upon the part of the objectors.
The truth is, such transformations hav taken place
as mentioned above in reference to the tadpole.
Professor Huxley and other scientists hav proved
this to be the case. It should, however, be remembered that in most instances these great changes are
the work of time. As Dr. David Page observes:
"It is true that to whatever process we ascribe the
introduction of new species, its operation is so slow
and gradual that centuries may pass away before its
results become discernible. But no matter how
slow, time is without limit, and if we can trace a
process of variation at work it is sure to widen in the
long run into what are regarded as specific distinctions. It is no invalidation of this argument that
science cannot point to the introduction of any new
species within the historic era ; for till within a
century or so science took no notice· of either the
introduction or extinction of species, nor was it sufficiently acquainted with the flora and fauna of the
globe to determin the amount of variation that was
taking place among their respectiv families. Indeed
influenced by the belief that the life of the globe wa~
the result of one creativ act, men were unwilling to
look at the long past which the infant science of
paleontology was beginning to reveal, and never
deigned to doubt that the future would be otherwise
than the present. Even still there are certain minds
who ignore all that geology has taught concerning
the extinction of old races and introduction of newer
one3, and who, shutting their eyes to the continuity
of nature, cannot perceive that the same course of
extinction and creation must ever be in progress"
(Man : Where, Whence, and Whither~).
Let us now apply a similar demand to the creativ
theory and what will be the result~ An utter failure
upon the part of the creationists to substantiate their
dogmatic pretensions.
Suppose we exclaimed
"Show us a single creativ act of one species withi~
recorded history." It would be impossible to do so
for there is not a shadow of evidence drawn fro~
human experience in favor of what theologians call
creation. " We perceive a certain order and certain
method in nature; we sefl that under new conditions
certain variations do take place in vegetable and aniI!lal structures, and by an irresistible law ol' our intellect we associate the variations with the conditions in
the way" of cause and effect. Of such a method we
can form some notion, and bring it within the realm
of reason; of any other plan, however it may be received, we can form no rational conception." " The
whole analogy of natural operations," says Professor
Huxley, " furnishes so complete and crushing an ar-

gument against the intervention of any but what are
called secondary causes in the production of all the
phenomena of the universe, that, in view of the intimate relations between man and the rest of the living
:world, and between· the forces exerted by the latter
and all other forces, I can see no excuse for doubting
that all are coordinated terms of nature's great
progression, from the formless to the formed, from
the inorganic to the organic, from blind force to conscious intellect and will." The most that can be said
of the creativ theory is that it is a question of belief,
but of knowledge never. Dr. Page observes: "We
may believe in a direct act of creation, but we cannot
make it a subject of research; faith may accept, but
reason cannot grasp it. On the other hand, a process of derivation by descent is a thing we can trace
as of a kind with other processes; and, though unable to explain, we can follow it as an indication, at
least, of the method which nature has adopted in
conformity with her ordinary and normal course of
procedure. We can admit possibilities, but must
reason from probabilities, and the probable can only
be judged of from what is already known. Than
this there is clearly no other course for philosop.hy.
Everywhere in nature it sees nothing save processes,
means, and results, causes and effects, and it cannot
conceive, even if it wished, of anything being brought
about unless through the instrument.ality of means
and processes."
To me it has always been a difficulty to understand
how an infinit being could possibly hav been the
creator of all things. For this reason : If he is infinit, he is everywhere; if everywhere, he is in the
universe; if in the universe now, he was ·always
there. If he was always in the universe, there never
was a time when the universe was not; therefore it
could never hav been created.
If it be said that this being was not always in the
universe, then there must hav been a period when he
occupied less space than he did subsequently. But
lesser and greater cannot be applied to that which is
eternally infinit. Further, before we can recognize
the soundness of the position taken by advocates of
special creation, we hav to think of a time when there
was no time, of a place where there was rio place. Is
this possible~ If it were, it would be interesting to
learn where an infinit God was at that particular
period, and how in " no time" he could perform his
creativ act. Besides, if a being really exists who
created all things, the obvious question at once is,
"Where was this being before anything else existed~"
"Was there a time when God over all was God over
nothing ? Can we believe that a God over nothing
began to be out of nothing, and to create all things
when there was nothing~" Moreover, if the universe
was created, from what did it emanate~ From
nothing~ But, "from nothing, nothing can come."
Was it created from something that already was~ If
so, it was no creation at all, but only a continuation
of that which was in existence. Further, "creation
needs action; to act is to use force; to use force implies the existence of something upon which that
force can be used. But if that 'something' were
there before creation, the act of creating was simply
the re-forming of preexisting materials."
Here
three questions may be put to the opponents of evolution who affirm the idea of special creation: (1)
Is it logical to affirm the existence of that of which
nothing is known either of itself or by analogy~
Now, it cannot be alleged that anything is known of
the supposed supernatural power of creation. On
the other hand, sufficient is knoWn. of the facts of
evolution to prevent the careful student of nature
from attempting to rob her of that force and life giving principle which undoubtedly belongs to her. (2)
Is it logical to ascribe events to causes the existence
of which is unknown, and more particularly when
such events can be reasonably explained upon natural principles with the aid of "the science of probabilities?" Dr. Page forcibly remarks: " Man has
his natural history relations-of that there can be no
gainsaying-and we merely seek to apply to the determination of these the same methods of research
which by common consent are applied to the determination of the relations of other creatures. . .
Scientific research must abide by scientific methods;
scientific convictions must rest on scientific investigations." To assent that life is associated with something that is immaterial and immortal, and that this
force could only hav been brought into existence by
a special act of " the one great creator," is to prostrate reason and experience to the assumptions of an
over· satisfied theology. To once more use the words
of Dr. Page: " Science knows nothing of life save
through its manifestations. With the growth of
physical organization it comes; with the decay of
organization it disappears. While life endures, mind is
its accompaniment; when life ceases, mental activity
comes to a close. Thus far we can trace ; beyond this
science is utter.ly helpless. No observation from the
external world; no analogy, however plausible ; no
analysis, however minute, can solve the problem of an
i=aterial and immortal exist~nce." (3) Is it logical to urge the theory of special creation when science
proclaims the stability of natural law, and its sufficiency for the production of all ph,enomena 7 Professor

Tyndall, in his lecture on "Sound," says that if there
is one thing that science hal:! demonstrated more
clearly than another it is the stability of the operations of the laws of nature. We feel assured from
experience that this is so, and we act upon such as~
s~u~ce i_n our daily life. The same eminent scientist, m his Belfast address, says: "Now, as science
demands the radical extirpation of caprice, and the
absolute reliance upon law in nature, there grew with
the growth of scientific nations a desire and determination to sweep from the field of theory this mob
of gods and demons, and to place ·natural phenomena
on a basis more congruent with themselvs." Again
" Is there not a temptation to close to some extent
with Lucretius when he affirms that 'nature is seen
to do all things spontaneously of herself without the
meddling of the gods,' or with Bruno when he declares that matter is not 'that mere empty capacity
which philosophers hav pictured her to be, but the
universal mother who brings forth all things as the
fruit of her own womM' . . By an intellectual
necessity I cross the boundary of the experimental
evidence, and discern in that matter which we, in our
ignorance of its latent powers, and notwithstanding
om· professed reverence for its creator, hav hitherto
covered with opprobrium, the promis and potency of
CHARLEs WATTS.
all terrestrial life."
(TO B_E CONCLUDED.)

The Existence of a Personal God.
It is impossible-if we consider God to be the
power that rules the universe-for any God to be
worshiped as such unless he be an anthropomorphic
God, or one represented as possessing human attributes and affections, for, denying as I do that man
possesses a religious faculty, and believing that what
is generally so called is composed of fear and credulity, it is very clear to me that all that there is of
what is generally known as religious worship consists
in the propitiation of som!J imaginary deity, in order
that his anger may not be vented upon those who
offer up, or anyone for whom tliey offer yp, such propitiation, and who consider that did they not do
something to pacify this angry deity some terrible misfortune would. befall them in this world or their
supposed next.
Now, anger, love, pleasure, pain, hatred, and jealousy are human attributes; and what is considered
.as being the Christian God is generally imagined as
possessing all of these attributes. Consequently the
Christian God is an anthropomorphic God, and it
would be impossible for him to be worshiped (in a
religious manner) tmless he were such.
In regard to the location of God, we hav no data
upon which to base an argument. It is a popular
custom in Christian countries for Christian people to
direct the eyes upward when speaking of the deity,
and the holy man of God descants by the hour about
his "great redeemer, up in heaven," forgetting for
the time, his brot~er-missi.onary in the antipddes,
who-let us be charitable-Is presumed to be doing
nearly the. same thing at about the same time. But
this is no proof whatever, for if we remember that
the earth is revolving around the sun at the rate of
65,500 miles an hour, at the same time that it is
revolving upon its axis, and that the idea intended to
be expressed is that God is up, we shall :find that
God, according to this idea, would occupy the whole
of the universe (with the exception of the interior of
the earth, which was, until the late revision of the
Old Testament, devoted by our Christian friends to
the. rather war~ ~bode of his satanic majesty, the
~evil). Bu~ this IS not so, for. we cannot philosophwally conceive of a God havmg human attributes
without his having a human form also; and this as it
necessitates his being a personal God rend~rs it
impossible for him to occupy the whol~ of the universe (with the before-mentioned exception) because
of his form. The Bible-:-which, by the way, is a
book not to be relied on, on account of the many
incredible and contradictory stories related therein
which are about on a par·with those related in th~
"Arabian Nights"-tells us that God created man
after his own likeness (see Gen. i, 27); consequently
our Christian friends, if they believe, as they pretend
to, in the· Bible, must worship a personal God, or
none at all.
.
Inregard to the age of God we are, if possible, in
a greater muddle than we were when we attempted
to find out something regarding his location. In
fact, God, if he be the ruler of the universe, can hav
no determinable age, for if he has he certainly must
hav had a beginning, and if he had a. beginning he
must hav been created by some power greater than
himself, and that power, and not God, would be the
power that rules the universe.
God knows all things, and is in possession of all
facts, past, present, and future; because if he does
not know all things, and is not in possession of all
facts, past, present, and future, there is something
in existence, or which at some future time will exist
of which God knows nothing, and consequently he i~
not the all-wise and powerful creator which it is
necessary for him to be in order for him to be the
power that rules the universe. Moreover, God must
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always bav known all things, and he must always hav
been in possession of all facts, past, present, and
-.·future. If this is not so, then ·there must hav been
a time when God was not in the possession of all
facts, and did not know all things. But as we hav
.see tha~ it is ne?essary for God to know all things
~nd be m pos~ess10n of all facts at the present time
~n order for him to be the power that rules the universe, he must hav received in the interim some
knowledge from some source outside of himself, and
cnnsequently that source, and not God, would be the
power that rules the universe.
Now, if God has a will, he knows it, and if he was
ever going to change his will, he knew it before he
ch~nged .it, and he also knew what that change was
_gomg to be, and as God is in possession of all facts,
p_ast, present, and future, and always was iii possesSiOn of such facts, he knew before he created the universe just what man was going to do.
We cannot violate the will of God, for if we can,
then I hold that that is conclusiv proof that man's
will is more powerful than God's. unless it be that
God willed that his own will be not done, which
would be a paradox. ·
God makes no mistakes, does nothing wrong, because an mistakes are the result of ignorance, and if
God ever made a mistake it would show that he was
not in possession of all facts, and did not know all
things, and, consequently, could not be the power
that rules the universe.
God never feels pleasm:S, pain, anger, love, or
hatred, because if he does it is necessary that there
be some power outside of himself which either opposes his will or contributes to the fuliilment of his
desire. Both of these are impossibilities, however,
the former because any power which can oppose
God's will would necessarily be more powerful than
he, and consequently would be the power that
rules the universe, and not God; the latter because
God has no desire, for if he has a desire it must be
for something which he does not already possess;
but if God is the ruler of the universe he must necessarily possess all things. God never feels jealous.
God never receives any knowledge or information
unless he receives it from himself and by his own
will, and that would be like pouring water from a
glass into itself; it is impossible for him to receive it
from any outside source, as he already is in possession
of all knowledge and information.
God never thinks, because thinking is the eff-ort of
ignorance and ~eakness, or partial ignorance, to gain
more knowledge ; but as God is already in possession
of an knowledge, it is impossible that he should
think.
Men say that there must hav been a plan of the
universe, and giv, as an example, a watch, with all its
miniature and complicated machinery, stating that the
watch could not hav been constructed unless a plan
of it had first been made. This comparison, however, is ridiculous, because the atoms comprising the
matter of which the watch is formed do not (in themselvs) possess the potentiality of forming themselvs
into a watch with mechanism complete, while those
comprising the universe mo;,t assuredly do possess
the power in themselvs (attractiv and repulsiv forces)
of forming themselvs into all the varied objects
which it is possible for us or any animal to experience; but if we philosophically examin and consider
the plan theory, we shall find that if God ever made
a plan there must hav been a time before that plan
was made, and since there must hav been an eternity
previous to any given time, then there was an eternity
during which God ruled the universe without a plan ;
but this was not so, for if God was ever going to
change his mind or make a plan, he always knew it,
for if he did not always know it then he must hav
found it out when he made his plan; but if this was
so, then he must hav received this information from
some source which knew more than he did.
Now, I hav spoken of the will of God as though he
exercised it at the present time, but he does not, for,
having ordered anything to be and knowing that it
will be, there can be no further exercise of will upon
this object, for the reason that when once anything
is obtained it is impossible for the same person to
obtain the same thing again as long as that person
keeps possession of it, as he already has it.
Now, if God willed that the universe exist and it
did exist, then it was impossible for God to again
will it to exist, as it existed already; nor could he hav
exercised his will in making minor alterations in any
way whatever in any part of the universe after he had
once exercised his .will in creating it as a whole, for,
if he did, he must (as he knew before he created the
universe just what he was going to create) hav
made some mistake in his calculations.
But when did God exercise his will in creating the
universe'? Let us go back and try to fix the time,
and we shall find that if God ever exercised his will
in the creation of the universe, then there was a time
before the universe was created; and since there must
hav been an eternity previous to the time when God
created the universe, then there was an eternity during which God was nothing, for he could not feel
pleasure, pain, love, anger, hatred, or jealousy, nor

?ould he think, desire, or receive any knowledge o~·
mforrpation; and, what is stranger still, if God existed
before the universe, he would hav been powerless to
create it, a<:l there would hav been nothing for him
~o exer~ise his will (supposing he had one) upon, and
mversely nothing to excite his will to action. But it
was impossible for God to exist before the universe
for the simple reason that the universe has alway~
existed, for as void is a portion of the universe, aRd
there never could hav been a time when void did not
exist, then the universe must always hav existedfor the identity of void and matter (force?) was fully
demonstrated by Sir Humphrey Davy when he
proved the impossibility of a vacuum.
CHARLES F. GAUL.
------~~._
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state in relation to the liquor. traffic are infamously
unjust, and there is hardly a town where they are not
more or less openly violated. To rectify a wrong by
establishing another is the great crime of modern
po~itics. If a man's home may be entered at any
time by a policeman, who is clothed with authority to
see what his family drink, it is also right to enter it
for the purpose of seeing what they eat, read, etc.,
and we may see the principle of the Spanish Inqui- .
sition established in this country, but applied to
diet as it was formerly applied to literature and belief. And what assurance hav we that it may not be
applied to these latter as well as to the former 1
It seems to me that we hav reached the climax of
political hypocrisy and deceit. Some of the most
intemperate men I hav met with are avowed Prohibitionists, and in all my travels, I believe, I can almost
connt on the fingers of my two hands those whom I
know or believe to . be cmtsistent in their profession
of temperance (Prohibition). If it were necessary I
could produce witnesses that many of the leadi~g
Prohibitionists in cities where I hav lectured are
steady patrons of the new saloon, i. e., the drug
store.
I hav not an unkind word or feeling toward those
who, believing in the equity of Prohibition, abstain
from the use of intoxicating beverages; but no language can express my contempt for men who publicly praise such a law and secretly violate it. "And
their name is legion."
J. L. ANDREW.
.F'm·t 8cott, ]ian.

To .THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A few
days ago the people of this state (Iowa) were shocked
by the report that the Rev. Mr. Haddock was foully.
murdered in the night by a crowd of i·uffians who
laid in wait for him. The shock and its consequent
indignation were intensified when it became known
that Mr. Haddock was an avowed Prohibitionist, and
that his fidelity to that cause had brought· on him
the indignation of "the saloon element." The deceased clergyman is already canonized as a martyr,
and the party that avowedly stands for Prohibition
is making political capital out of the sad event.
More than that, there is an ill-concealed pleasure
over it, as it is supposed to be a strong argument
in behalf of "law and order," etc.
Organization and Science Schools.
One of the leading papers of this state lies before
me, as I write, and givs the following from an exNo real advancement ever has been made in any
change of a neighboring city:
cause without practical, efficient organization. There
When the news reached this city that Rev. G. C. Haddock is an opinion among some good Liberals that,
had been shot down in· the. streets of Sioux City by some although ·organization is essential to success, we
unknown persons, a leading Republican of this city rubbed must wait for it to come of itself, rather than by enhis hands together, and, with apparent glee, exclaimed, ergetic persistency inaugurate it.
·
"That news is worth $10,000 to tl..te Republican party of this
While at Hempstead, Long Island, to deliver two
state." At the indignation meeting held in the court-house
that same evening this same gentlemal!l told how sorry he lectures in the grove. of that brave old veteran, Elisha
was to hear of Mr. Haddock's death.
Hyatt, it was my happy lot to become the guest of
Every sensible person is aware that no good can C. H. DeMott, a young· man of more than ordinary
result froin killing our political opponents. But intelligence, culture, and energy. He had attended
when the Prohibitionists are posing as law-abiding the Albany convention of the New York Freethinkers'
citizens, and the deceased gentleman is called a mar- Association, but failed to get acquainted with other
tyr, it is time for another voice to be heard. About Liberals who were there from the same town, but he
two years ago, one of the most prominent Methodist realized the necessity of organization at Hempstead,
preachers of Kan&as, whose immoral conduct· has if opposition and ostracism were to be removed and
since eclipsed his fame, gave an address in the largest the aims and object of Secularism become known to
city of Kansas, and advocated the burning of saloon- his friends and neighbors. Although the few Freekeepers' property. After his incendiary speech was thinkers of the town resided miles apart, he sucdelivered, he was suspicious of the impression he had ceeded in arousing them to united effort, organized a
produced, and after leaving the hall he was stmck local society, and Rucceeded in establishing a Freeby a German. The partisan press exaggerated the thought library and reading-room in the village of
affair, making it appear that the Rev. Dr. K-- was Hempstead-the first and only public reading-room
in the town. To increase the interest and attract the
a martyr in the cause of temperance and morals.
I am acquainted with the following: A certain gen- young people, Mr. DeMott, being a proficient stentleman had secured a United States license to sell ographer, instituted a free school, and has a mo::;t
liquor, a license which permits him to sell beer in successful class in shorthand writing-the students
quantities of not less than a gallon. The Prohibi- becoming, by their associations and surroundings,
tionistt of the city where he livs, believing in the familiarized with the principles of Secularism.
Finding the little society could not afford to hire
infamous Jesuitical doctrin that "the end justifies
the means," one night emptied a can of kerosene oil experienced lecturers, although having no experience
on his building and then set fire to it. Recently, in as a public speaker, he, despite his natural diffidence,
Mississippi, the Prohibitionists terrified the colored prepared and deJivered some very able lectures on
voters, because they (the colored voters) were in astronomy, thus greatly increasing the general interest in the organization.
favor of licensing the saloons.
After my lecture on Sunday afternoon (15th inst.),
Two cases hav happened in this city (Des :M:oines).
About a year ago some one informed the authorities I had the pleasure to listen to one of Mr. DeMott's
that a certain German-an old man, whose venerable lectures on astronomy. With the aid of his charts
wife was still living with him-kept beer and used he made the whole subject so plain and clear that the
it as a beverage, instead of for medicinal purposes. child of eight years was, equally with the cultured
The old gentleman, as many other Germans do, adult, deeply interested and fully able to comprewould buy a barrel of beer and bottle it for his own hend. I can conceive of no lecture that could more
use. Two unprincipled rascals, clothed with the effectually bring conviction to the mind of every
authority of the state, entered the old folks' home, hearer of the conflict between scientific facts and the
and instituted a search. Neither of them could Mosaic account of creation, and yet without in any
well understand English. It so happened that the way arousing the prejudice of the most devout
old lady was on a seat that rested on the cellar orthodox believer.
The organization at Hempstead is an assured sucdoor. Not understanding their object, because not
understanding our language, she remained on her cess. The Executiv Committee are hopeful of inducseat. Finding her unwilling to move, one of them ing :M:r. DeMott to deliver one of his lectures at the
pointed a revolver at her, at which her husband rose New York Freethinkers' Annual Convention. Nothin her defense. The brutes then assailed them both ing could better demonstrate the practicability of
with their weapons and ran away. To make a long science schools on Sundays.
The effort of 1\'Ir. C. H. DeMott at Hempstead
story short, the old man is unable to work and is a
mental wreck as a consequence of the affray, and his proves we should not wait for organization to germinate itself, but at once plant, foster, and cultivate it.
wife is reduced to beggary and want.
The Convention at White Sulphur Springs is
Another "moral" affair happened in this same city
only a few days ago. The home of an ex-saloon- especially designed to afford facilities for our best
keeper, one of the most highly respected men here, thinkers and workers to become personally acand deservedly so, was entered by a policeman; two quainted and interested in each other, so they can
bottles of beer were found in the refrigerator, and c_ompare methods and perfect plans for practical orwere immediately seized. The court decided that ganization so that every school district in our state
" there was no merit" in the case," and ordered the where there are :five Liberals may hav its local
beer ~stored to the owner. The above are but Secular society and science schoo_l on Sundays, desamples of numberless cases under which the law is voted to sociability and scientific education.
Never was there a more important meeting, or one
executed.
Your regular readers know that I. do not believe in of more interest. Recreation, sociability, and adAnarchy, but how much respect will any government vancement of the cause combined render it a duty
receive from its citizens if, under factional influence, for every genuin Liberal. to make especial effort to
those rights are invaded which it proposes to pro- attend and induce friends and neighbors to accomRead aJ.vertisment on the last page of
tect? vVhen government becomes the guilty ag- pany him.
c. B. REYNOLDS.
gressor, rebellion is the result. The laws of this THE TRUTH SEEKER. .
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Call for the 'l'enth Annual Congress.
To the Auxiliary Secular Unions and to all Citizens
of the Unitecl States and Oanadas who support
the Nine .Demands of Liberalism :
You are invited to attend the Tenth Annual Congress of the American Secular Union, to be held in
New York city, at Chickering Hall, Fifth avenue and
18th street, on November 11th, 12th, and 13th and
also on Sunday evening, the 14th, a lecture by Col.
Robert G. Ingersoll, which concludes the Congress.
Pursuant to a vote at the last Congress, notice is
hereby given that the following amendments to the
constitution of the Union will be acted upon: 1. To
reduce the fee for life-membership from $25 to $10.
2. Or, on payment of $10 by applicant for membership, to ~uthori~e the se~retary to issue ten-year
membership certificates, with all the privileges of
life-membership dming that time. 3. Whenever a
man or woman hns -taken out annual membership
certificates for three or five consecutiv years, such
person thereafter on payment of annual-membership
fee to possess the privilege of life-membership.
The Congress will also be called upon to consider
measures _for canying _on the work of Freethought,
and secul'lllg the adoptwn of such laws by the various
state governments and by the national government
as shall make the Unit'ed States thoroughly Secular,
and the repeal of all laws now on the statute-books
which conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Local auxiliary Unions are entitled by the Union
constitution to five representativs iu the Congressthe president and secr_etary and three delegates. All
charter-members and life-members all vice-presidents
all chairmen of state ex~cutiv com~ittees, are entitled
to seats and votes m the Congress. Aunual
members are entitled to seats but not votes except
by "permission of the Congress.
'
It is hoped that every auxiliary Union will send a
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Freethinker in the United States and Canada who
can,
'
will be present.
Per order of board of directors :
R. G. INGERSOLL, President.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treasurer.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDs, Ch. Ex. Com.
E. M. 1\'IACDONALD, Ch. Fin. Com.

News and Notes. .
The two successful meetings at Denver giv me
great encouragement. The large numbers present
show the deep and wide interest that is felt in the
Freethought movement, especially in the West. In
fact, the Western states and territories afford a most
promising field for effort. The people out here seem
~~-be ready ~I~ ~~rk, and heartily believe in somemg ne~ an
e er.
The Lib~rals of D_enver are worthy of all credit for
~he sple~drd ca~paign they hav mad~. . They went
~~ for domg· therr level b~st, and. achiev~ng a result
at would be felt far o~tsrde of Libe.ral mrcles. This
they hav done. T_he Liberal party ill Colorado has
fow a po~er that It never _had before. There is beter acquamtance, -~01:e umty and enth:rrsiasm.
r tnJoyed my VISit ill ~enver exceed_illgly. It gave
me resh courage to be. m contact With such brave

campaigners, whose very boldness compelled victory
to perch upon our banners.
I found a pleasant Freethought home with Mr.
and Mrs. Truss and their little boy, a bright Liberal
ind!'led, whose name is honorable, Charles Darwinand that indicates what kind of a man he will be.
He is born to all the glory of science and liberty.
Mr. Truss is full of the enthusiasm of humanity.
He formerly lived in Syracuse, where he was identified with Liberal religious movements among the
many reformers of that city, which is the "salt of
the earth." His father was a Methodist minister, but
with a dash of the liberty-loving spirit. He seceded
from the great Methodist church because of its proslavery attitude, and was a leader in the formation of
the American Wesleyan church, which wa8 distinctivly
antislavery, and was the only organized Christian
body that set itself without compromise for the freedom of the slave. We see, therefore, that Mr. Truss
has good blood from such heroic ancestors and the
material to make an advanced Freethink~r. For
some years he has been quite blind, but that only
seems to make him more bright and activ. He is in
thorough sympathy with the. outward world. His
mental vision pierces beyond the walls of flesh. I
find him a scholar and a thinker indeed in regard to
~he great issue_s of the day. He has penetrated deep
ill~O the questiOns that now agitate the world. He
still keeps the armor on, although many men in his
circumstances would retire from the front of the battle. But he is bound to be with the advancing
colunm. He is nobly aided by Mrs. Truss, who is
one of those bright women who, in the world of
practical activity, demonstrate that woman has just
as much brain power and executiv capacity as the
sharpest business man.
Mr. John G. Jenkins is a genuin English Seenlarist. He believes in doing something. He has
a heart as big as an ox, with plenty of
common sense to guide. He has faith in " social
dynamics " and the power of Freethought to
make this world better and happier. He has the
religion of humanity and this world. He is perfectly courageous in the expression of his opinions.
No man has done more for our cause in Denver than
John G. Jenkins, and it was a pleasure to meet so
genuin a man and his delightful family, whose home
is indeed a temple of liberty, equality, and fraternity.
¥r· Walter Varian is another good English
brother, who has roamed through various lands, and
gathered all sorts of trut.h. He has now pitched his
tent in Denver. It did my mind and body good to
meet. this genial ~raveler. He has charge of the
Turkish and Russian baths of the Windsor Hotel,
and these equal in comfort and magnificence anything we can boast of in New York.
Mr. a~d ~s. Hooper added also to the enjoyment
of my pilgnmage, for they brought me into fresh
contact with the great English world of agitation and
politic$. Mr. Hooper is brother-in-law of Mr. Bradlaugh; was with him in his boyhood, played with
him, mingled with all his early difficulties and trials;
and it was like a romance, the story told of those
days of penury and toil, of nakedness, and almost
hunger,· whose persistent struggle has resulted in
such splendid triumph.
Mr: Z. ~hed ia well known to many l!'reethinkers,
espemally ill the West, for his able advocacy of our
cause, both upon the platform and in the press. He
formerly resided at Fremont, Neb.,.and was one of
~ts foremost lawyers and business men. He organIzed. the Freethought element there, with library,
reading-room, and courses of lectures, and made it a
predominant influence. He is now one of the prominent citizens of Denver, and an unflinching advocate
of our cause. He recently issued a public challenge to
Munhall, the evangelist, but that " champion of the
Lord" was afraid, and answered not. Mr. Shed is
author of several lectures and articles which are
freighted with facts and arguments, and will make
excellent campaign docmnents. In the future Freethought movement of Colorado Mr. Shed with his
ability, energy, experience, and knowl~dge, and
courageous lo;yalty, will be a skilful and enterprising
leader. I enJoyed the hospitality of his beautiful
ho:ffie, where his wife, and l:lon, and daughter make
this world so really pleasant that faith in another is
of but little account. We are satisfied where we are.
Mr. Charles Roth is another radical humanitarian
who believes in work. He will not let the Christians
be at peace. He likes to giv them a touch of the
sword of truth now and then, although it does
hurt the th~ological skin. The Christians squirm, of
course, but ill the end they feel better, for they attain
some knowledge.
I spent an agreeable evening with Mrs Taussig
and her family, and Mr. and Mrs. Beekman . ho are
.. all ardent Freethinkers. Miss Florenc~ ~aussi
added much to the interest and success of the lecf
ures by the excellent music which she fmnished. I
know I spoke better because I had such happy inspirations.
Mrs. Buckner-Johnson the readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER know well. She has enriched our Freethought literature by her noble contributions She
has fought grandly for our cause in word a~d life

with indomitable spirit and devotion. She ·has had
to overcome great difficulties, and pass through great
son-ows, but the glory has not gone from her mind
and heart. Humanity is still fresh and beautiful,
and truth sublimely joyous. She .is "on the hights ''
because she has been true, not to God, but to herself.
She has maintained her integrity-and what nobler
victory can be achieved by man or woman~
I was glad also to meet my old friend the Rev.
Myron Reed, who is by all odds the most brilliant
and popular preacher in Denver. He has mighty
little theology in him, however. He sticks to hu- ·
manity, reform, and this world. He is no clergyman
indeed, but a live man, and a first-class heretic. He
and I were in the theological seminary together, and
I always thought he was about the mos't sensible
fellow in the whole outfit. He didn't look a bit like
a theolog, and he doesn't look a bit now like a minister. He tells a good story on himself. He was up
in Michigan hunting and fishing, and made the acquaintance of some goodly " sinners." He was
preaching then in Indianapolis, and invited them to
call upon him when they happened in that city.
They did so, and inquired for a lawyer by the name
of Reed. Nobody knew him. "What, Myron Reed~"
"Ah, yes, Myron Reed ! Oh, he is a preacher !"
"What~" said they; " a preacher~ Why, we thought
he was a gentleman !" Good for Reed, but hard on
the profession. Reed is doing glorious work where
he is, but I believe he will do a bigger work in the
future. He is too much of a giant to wear the
dwarf's mantle much longer.
Mr. Thomas, who introduced me at my second
lecture, is one of the brightest lawyers in Colorado.
He has always been an outspoken Infidel. Two
years ago he ran for Congress on the Democratic
ticket. His opponent threatened to spring the "rE>ligious racket " on him, and denounce Mr. Thomas as
an Infidel. ·"Do that," said Mr. Tbomas, "and I will
giv you one thousand dollars. I shall be certain of
election· then." His opponent didn't dare to do it,
and any politician would be a fool in this country
who would try to make such an issue in a political
canvass.
Well, I could name many others, men and women
good and true, in this beautiful city of Denver. Mr.
and Mrs. Coplin, E. T. Weber, E. T. Gibson, Fred.
Warren, Austin W. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis, etc.,
whose names are on the roll of honor, the list of contributors to the Campaign F1md. I must not forget
Mr. J. C. Alexander, stage carpenter of Tabor's Grand
Opera House, who always does things up in style,
and made my surroundings for the lectm·e as pleasant as possible. He and his wife are both Liberals.
Only think of it, Mr. Richard Day, of Alamosa,
came two hundred and fifty miles to hear my lectme.
The Christians can't beat that. What one of them
all will travel five h1mdred miles to hear an orthodox sermon~ Not much. It don't pay to go so far
merely to hav a so1md nap under the droppings of
the sanctuary. Our Day is a live day, indeed, and
brings good cheer. That shows what Western folk
will do, and the fire that is in their blood. So long
as people come five hundred miles to hear me talk, I
will keep on my way rejoicing. It makes up for a
thousand disappointments to shake hands with so
glorious an Infidel as Mr. Day.
On Monday evening, August 16th, there was an
enthusiastic organization of the Denver Secular
Union. It will be a splendid power for Liberalism, I
know. A large number hav already united with it.
So good-bye, Denver; you hav given the noblest
success of the whole campaign, and I thank you with
all my heart. All along the line we shall feel the glow of your choice and noble spirits.
Again at Greeley, and two more lectures to good
·houses, and the organization· of a Secular Union.
This makes four new Secular Unions in Colorado at
important points. What is wanted now is a firstrate lecturer for this "Centennial state." In combination with local talent, a vast work might be done.
Who will make good this magnificent promis ~
Captain Wadlia, J. W. Leighton, Dr. Camp, Dr.
Welsh, and their families and others will make
Greeley worthy of its name, a power for political liberty and justice. Whatever other organizations may
do, our organization has a special work-a work of
the first importance. Om friends at Greeley realize
this, that while other Liberal societies can accomplish somewhat of our social and intellectual
service, they cannot emphasize with the same tenacity
the Nine Demands and strike the blow for political
freedom. Our organization exists for a special purpose, and all Spiritualists, Materialists, Agnostics,
Atheists, and broad-minded Unitarians can unite on
this common platform and labor for a reform the
success of which is absolutely necessary to the suc·
cess of all other reforms.
I was glad to meet again our good friends lVIr.
and Mrs. Wadlia, Charles Berry, Mr. and Mrs.
Leighton and family, Dr. Camp, Mrs. Stillwell, and
others. I find that Dr. and Mrs. Camp hav had
quite a varied experience in their battles for freedom.
They lived in Georgia before the war, and were
stanch advocates of the Union, and were compelled for safety to run the blockade and find a home
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in the North. The doctor Was obliged to travel on
foot several hundred miles amid the mountains of
Tennessee, and burning forests by night, and it was
h:t.deed a wonderful and romantic experience. His
wife and children were obliged to follow by a different route, and for several months the doctor knew
not what their fate might be. At last they came together in New York. The doctor and Mrs. Camp
were at that time Liberals, and endured sacrifices for
opinion's sake. They hav brought up a good family
of~ Freethinkers, and all his children-and grandchildren, too. I guess, one of whom, a bright baby,
is named Robert Ingersoll-are enlisted for the war.
This Camp is indeed a lively camp, but no "chaplains " need apply.
' .
I was disappointed not to meet Mr. Gibbs, formerly minister of the Unitarian church· here, but so
radical that the conservativ element rebelled and demanded something more Christian, and ,the goodnatured radicals and Agnostics consented. ·They
thought the Unitarian church a good thing and were
willing to endure prayers and Bible-reading for the
sake of a little social life. Everyone inust decide for
himself, but my radicalism and the radicalism of
some of my Greeley friends are too strong for that
kind of food. I want the Unitarian church to do all
the good it can, but from my standpoint it has altogether too much of " the sweet by-and-by."
Mr. Gibbs is too strong and honest a thinker to be
in the Unitarian pulpit. While a clergyman, he gave
one of the best and most cordial sermons on Ingersoll that I hav yet seen, and in it he sounds the notes
of a genuin Infidel. He belongs to us, and will do
noble work in the Secular movement.
I left Greeley last Thursday and bade farewell to
the glorious mountains and vast plains, and am now
in a world of enchantment, amid the rolling prairies
covered with beautiful grass, waving ranks of corn,
golden wheat, and shining orchards. It seems as if I
had passed from one continent to another, all is so
different. I aJmost imagin myself on the bosom of a
wide and billowing sea, ornamented with ten thousand gleaming isles. I am at the farm-home, "Englewood," of Mr. Lewis Moffitt, the founder of Seward,
one of the frontiersmen of this state who came to
these prairies twenty years ago when there was not a
house to be seen, and the Indians were almost within
gun-shot. A.vast change has taken place.
The whole country is now under cultivation.
Seward is an elegant city. The farm buildings are
like those of New England. All is animation, life,
and splendor. I hav given three lectures here, to
good houses, in spite of the hot weather. It seems
as if, while I am writing this letter, I am seated right
in front of a furnace. The sweat rolls off my face as
if I were packing hay, as I used to when a boy under
the barn roof. Sca1;cely a breath is now in the air.
I lecture this evening on "The Glory of Infidelity."
I am afraid the Christians won't come, the weather
givs such premonitions of what might be if they
should fall from grace. On a cooler day they might
be more venturesome. The orthodox hav also imported, to offset my lectures, a temperance orator,
"the Rough Diamond of Indiana." In spite of all,
however, the work goes on. A Secular Union has
been formed here. Friends are rallying. I will
write more next week-if I am not melted. I go
from here to Valley Falls to-morrow.
-My lecture engage.p1ents are: Seneca, Kan., Aug.
29th; West Point, Neb., Sept. 1st, 2d, 3d; Omaha,
Sept. 5th; Cromwell, I a., Sept. 7th, 8th ; Leon, Ia.,
Sept. 9th, lOth; Ottumwa, Ia., Sept. 12th; West
Point, Ia., Sept. 14th, 15th, 16th; Chicago, lll.,
Sept. 26th; Belding, Mich., Sept. 28th, 29th; West
Union, 0., Oct. 1st, 2d, 3d. I shall then return to
New York to prepare for the national Congress to be
held there Nov. 11th, 12th, 13th, and 14th. This
will probably be one of the most interesting Freethought gatherings ever held in the country, and I
hope that Liberals from all parts of the land will
arrange to come to the Empire City and enjoy a
"feast of reason and flow of soul."
·
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Sewarcl, Neb., Aug. 23, 1886.

that was being enacted in Cook county. criminal
court they would rise in revolution; and said a
prominent Chicago physician, himself orthodox, "A
brother practitioner of mine admits that it has not
been proved.that these men were guilty, but they are
Atheists and that should hang them."
·
You must not think that we hav made ourselvs
particularly obnoxious to the ·authorities by any pronounced declarations of Anarchy; that isn't necessary in Chicago now to insure persecution. The
mildest form of Socialism is as fiercely condemned,
and no form of Freethought tolerated. Martyrdom
is made extremely easy. A system of police espionage
has been adopted rivaling the 'spies of Venice, and in
torturing prisoners the methods of the Inquisition hav
been revived. The bigotry, intolerance, and persecution of the Middle Ages confront us. On the
streets citizens are shadowed, and detectivs are
found at the meetings of every society. The Arbeiter
Zeitung, Spies's paper, is permitted to publish only
what a censor may approve. At a labor meeting
Sunday afternoon, two policemen came to the door
and ordered that no resolutions be passed censuring
the action of the jury in condemning the Anarchists.
But the cemmand was not obeyed, and the society
passed a vigorous resolution denouncing the injustice
of the sentence.
It is proposed by Chicago's wealthy citizens to
raise a purse of a thousand dollars, to be divided
among the jury, offering a premium to the jurors
that are to sit in judgment on the Anarchists yet to
be tried. " I tell you," said Captain Shaack to a reporter, " the Anarchist business in Chicago has only
commenced, and before it is through with we will
hav them all in jail, hung, or driven out of the city."
And remember that this includes all Socialists. The
police of Chicago, with but few exceptions, are Catholics. This case, from the time that Captain Bonfield, unauthorized, as sworn to by Mayor Harrison
-and so it goes down in history-led the attack on a
peaceable meeting of citizens at the Haymarket, has
been in the hands of the police. The witnesses for
the state were detectivs, denominated by the Supreme Court of the state of illinois as professional
liars, paid informers, men who would swear to anything to save their lives; and the police. The Protestant ministers at a meeting resolved that they
would approve whatever the police might do, thus
using Catholic clubs to beat the citizens of a Protestant country. And ·now that sentence has been
passed, the ministers of the city denounce the Freethinkers as the cause, and a daily paper says, approvingly, that " the Catholic clergy are not slow in expressing their entire satisfaction at the verdict."
And so Captain Schaack, as in " The Mikado," is
lord high chancellor, and has only to consult himself
as to the number and execution of his victims. Like
Robespierre, who, entrusted with too much power,
became the terror of the French Revolution, this
man becomes each day more daring, and adds some
citizen's name to his list.
The capitalistic press has howled its approval.
Bismarck, through his agents, sent congratulations;
but the people, the laborers, are appalled at the
severity of the sentence, and, white with horror, huddled here and there in little groups on the corners,
whisper one to another, "It can't be; they won't
hang them, it is too cruel; .for, after all, these men
were only speaking for liberty and justice."
These men, says the Rev. Mr. Blackwell, threw no
bombs, but their words incited some others to do the
deed. These men hav been condemned to death as
accessories, and the bomb-thrower, the principal in
the crime, is unknown. By the enormity of this sentence all precedent has been set aside, for the law demands that the principal be known before another is
punished as an accomplice. And, my fellow-Freethinkers, do not imagin that this trial and its results
concern the Anarchists alone. It is a direct attack
upon the rights of the people as represented by associations to enable labor to protect itself; upon free
speech and a free press. Let every individual, then,
boldly add his protest against the persecutions that
are being cunningly manipulated by the Catholic and
Protestant clergy of this country. Let the rulers
Chicago Secular Notes.
feel that the people stand firm for justice as one
The Chicago Secular Union reopens Sunday even- man, a power behind the throne.
ing, Sept. 19th. Judge Page, an eloquent speaker
MRs. A. M. FREEMAN,
and scientist, lectures on "The Origin of Life."
Secretary of Chicago Secular Union.
Persons living at a distance from Chicago fail to
Aug. 25, 1886.
-------- ~-----realize the persecutions of the Liberals in this
The Verdict.
city at the present time. Last Sunday the Rev. Mr.
Blackwell preached a sermon in one of our popular
If the article labeled in Chicago as " law and
churches, in which he contended that every publisher, order" be universal, then American liberty is a holteacher, or lecturer of Atheism and Infidelity was low mockery and a stupendous lie. Eight men, inequally responsible with these seven convicts of dicted for murder, hav · been tried for conspiracy,
crime,. and that ''Anarchy is but fruit ripened upon riot Anarchism, Socialism, Communism, Atheism;
the tree of Rationalism planted by George Frederick and' labor reform in general, and seven hav been' senHegel in Germany, .and watered and cultivated by tenced to death for a murder that the editor of THE
Robert ingersoll in America."
TRuTH SEEKER or I is just as guilty of as those conThe reverend gentleman but reflects in his charge demned. It is the verdict of a hired capitalistic
the logic ancl the animus of the prosecution in the vigilance committee, aided by the oath of a notorious
late Anarchist trial.
These men were Atheists. professional blackmailer, thief, and scoundrel in genHang them ! A lady prominently connected with the eral to giv it legal form. Their sentences astounded
defense said to me that could the people of this and horrified every person of heart and brain in this
country know and realize the travesty upon justice city. The capitalistic class, not satisfied with exult-

..
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ing over this infamous ''attempt" at the sacrifice of
seven human lives, openly offered a blood-money
bribe to the jury of $1,000 so that any future
juries who might serve ·on this and other cases (there
are a number of others to be tried) will violate their
oaths, fall at the feet of the Moloch, and receive their
reward.
Oh, how well we remember the traditions of liberty
as laid down by the founders of this republic! Think
of it, the press of Chicago glory over the fact that
the organs inspired by Bismarck, in Berlin, heartily
approve of the verdict; that Americans now rejoice
that their judicial proceedings are approved by the
damnedest despotism of Europe. Of course they are
approved-Bismarck rejoices, the c;-;ar of Russia is
happy, the pope of Rome-the great conspiratorserenely chuckles, and every tyrant of great and
small deg:t·ee is pleased in proportion to his infamy.
Think how sacred is the freedom of the press when
bullet-headed policemen are sent by a state's attorney to notify the Arbeite1· Zeitung that if it passed
severe adverse criticism on the verdict, the office
would be gutted and the paper suppressed. By the
advice of their attorneys much matter was eliminated.
At a meeting of the Central Labor Union, Sunday,
detectivs came to the door, called out President
Zeller, and demanded that no resolutions should be
adopted which criticised this verdict or the judge or
jury. To the honor and glory of this brave organization, they passed resolutions in spite of ,this intimidation. They are of the sterner s·tuff.
One of our most noted lawyers and citizens, an exjudge, has just written me:
I am opposed, to judicial murder. . . . The right of
free speech, free discussion, for the purposes of reform, is to
be maintained at all and every cost. When it comes to police
dictation as to what is proper or improper to be said, and
discretionary arrests, by the police, for improper speech, we
are on very dangerous ground, and every citizen should
stand by the right of free speech and resist police dictation
by every rightful means. Shall a Roman Catholic policeman, full of bad whisky and worse religion, decide what is
incendiary lan~age? Whenever it shall come to that,
liberty itself is m aanger, and every good man should be prepared to uphold the right of free speech.
The conspiracy of Romanism in this country is its greatest
danger. Romanism has policed every city and established a
spy system more complete that ever existed in a state of war,
through the confessional. Before this republic !mows it,
Romanism will be firmly clutching at its throat. Both
parties are begging and fawning, lying and intriguing, for the
Roman vote.
The Protestant clergy are afraid to protest against the
great conspiracy. The pope, and bishops of Home and
America, can in a word" absolve" every Roman Catholic
citizen from his oath of allegiance to this country-his
allegiance to Rome, the pope, being of superior binding
force. There is ten thousand times more danger from
Romanism than from Anarchism.

My correspondent, with whom I hav taken this
liberty, is well known in literary life, and he expresses my sentiments better than I could myself on
this Roman question. Is it not a little singular that
since there has been a compact between Rome and
Bismarck every leading Socialist, except two, who
also represent the Liberal sentiment of Germany, is
now in jail? Most, if not all, members of the
Reichstag, hav. heretofore enjoyed the right of immunity from arrest while members 1
Now is the time for Liberals to work. Do not
imagin that your conservatism on other questions
will save you from the "deep damnation" yet to
come. Be ready, ancl fight the fight of political
liberty over again.
E. A. STEVENS.

Funds for the Blasphemy Persecution ..
C. M. Demey........................... ......................

~: ~~aJ~~·~~i'.'.'.·.:·::.:·:.'.'.'.'.::::::::::::::::::::::::·.·.::::::::::

$2.50

~·.gg

G. L. Ladd....................................................
James B. Gay.................................................
D. A. Blodgett................................................
Jos. AJlaster...................................................
H. L. Bailey...................................................

1.00
5.00
10.00
1.00
5.00

·Total ............................................. .

$26.50

New York Freethinkers' Association.
Francis S. Bressell ......................................... .
Geo. G. Grower ............................................ .
J. G. Harrison ............................................ .
L. 0. Bass .................................................... .
Frank Watrous ............................................. .
G. L. Ladd ................................................. .
Thos. Fair ..................................................... .
A. Van Deusen ............................................... .
Chandler M. Power ......................................... .
J. C. Turner ................................................. .
0. B. Jelson .................................................. .
D. R. Hendrix ............................................... .
Wm. Hauenstein ............................................ .
Peter Eckler .................................................. .
Helen H. Gardener.............................. · · · · · . ·
Ralph Helm ........... : ....................................... .

$1.00
3.00
5.00
3.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
25.00
5.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
1.50
2.00

Total. ......................................,..... .

$55.50

Another Kind of' Baptism.
FRIEND MACDONALD : The cartoon, the " Three
Kinds of Baptism," in the last TRUTH SEEKER, is bot.h
instructiv and amusing. But, my dear boy, there Is
still another kind of baptism, and if our Christian
friends hav their will, this is the kind you will eventually encounter. They call it; in their pious vernacular,
" the baptism of fire."
PETER EcKLER.
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{!1otnrqunications.
Faith and Frayer.
·While so much is being said for and against the
efficacy of prayer, and it is so clearly shown through
the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER that Christians
hav no, and that absolutely there is no, prayer-hearing
and prayer-answering God, the inquiry comes how
and why the trnly faithfnl believer experiences fiO
much delight in this exercise, and is so ready and
anxious to testify that he knows by experience that
such does exist. That there are many good, honest,
intelligent people who take more delight in prayer
and secret communing with their God than can be
afforded them by all else, is unquestionable. We
would neither impeach their testimony nor deprive
them of their delightfnl state of mind. We believe
them sincerely and truly honest with themselvs and
all others, when they tell us that they know that
there is a prayer-hearing God. And, further, there
is no question that such people are trnly happy in
their faith, and that their faith controls, in many
instances, their moral character. With all these
thoughts and evidences before us, we are induced to
present a few plain and common thoughts to show.
that Infidelity is not (as many of our Christian brothers suppose) denouncing a,U Christians as h.}'pocrits,
but shows that this faith in God is produced from natural causes ; and that the elevation of their moral natures, the opening of their eyes to see themselvs as they
are, the iniquity of their hearts, etc., which are alleged
to be the workings of the holy spirit in answer to
prayer, are in fact only the effect produced upon the
mind through.fi:dth in a hecwt-searching Gael, which
causes them to turn their minds and look within themselva, which leads to a self-knowledge. There is not
so much difference between the good and the bad as
many suppose. All possess both good and bad emotions ; in some, the good emotions predominate natmally. Such people, if Christians, will tell us that
they hav no recollection of ever experiencing religion;
they will tell us that they believe in God and Christ,
Holy Ghost, and so forth, but they never hav any
testimony to giv us of any positiv knowledge about
either. They were born naturally good, with large
veneration and benevolence; they join the chmch as
soon as they are old enough to hear of the goodness
and love of God. Such people we find always in the
more liberal of the Christian churches; they are
never Methodists, and are not in sympathy with revivals; they no more understand the direct· agency of
the Holy Ghost than does the moralist; they ever
will refer us to the Bible as the only authority that
even God exists; they wonld not be of any use at a
class-meeting, because they hav never had any experience in striving with the Holy Ghost; they can see
no harm in dancing, or other social pleasures, where
immorality is not intended; they are among our best
citizens, would make good Liberals, and therefore are
entitled to our highest respect and regard as Christians.
On the other hand, a large proportion of mankind are controlled by evil emotions. . Love of gain,
approbation, pride, wit, women, and the gratification
of appetite are perhaps the chief emotions controlling and guiding their every act ; their mind is so
absorbed in these various pursuits that any finer
feelings and sympathy for others are seldom manifest.
They become so constantly intent upon their favorit
desire that their thoughts seldom or never are turned
within themselvs to see their own selfishness and evil
tendency. They are quick to see the failings of others,
and perhaps among the first to condemn, which
shows plainly that they possess a perfect knowledge
and really a fine sense of justice and goodness, but
evidently subservient to their blind selfishness.
There are many who hav for so many years
ignored the promptings of their higher and nobler
sense of right tha~ they seem to hav never possessed
any; yet, if they can be drawn away from their favorit pursuit (which perhaps is impossible), evidences
of a perfect knowledge and appreciation, and pride
in feeling conscious of more benevolent impulses, will
lighten up their countenances and the heavy mist
will disappear from before their character, which will
shine forth to the surprise of themselvs as well as the
beholder. With tht-se suggestions we venture the
assertion that few people are intentionally bad;
that is to say, if they conld be made to look
within themselvs and study and learntheir evil impulses and motivs as they appear to others, all the
experiences of a convert.ed Christian would be realized. That "the heart is deceitful above all things "
would be as frilly realized as with the shouting convert who testifies to the visitation of the holy spirit.
One desires to be good; he is resolved to forsake
his evil ways, believing that true happiness is to be.
found in promoting and arousing those better and
higher impulses of his nature which hav for so long
been ignored and neglected. What is he to do~ Study
himself, and when he obtains self-knowledge and sees
himself as he is, his surprise upon the discovery of
his own rotten heart will cause him to delight in
tUTning from his evil ways and feel his dependence
and obligation to humanity.

It is to be urged by the church t~at, while se~f
knowledge is necessary, the first thmg to do m
order to obtain it is to pray to God, the" searcher of
all hearts," that he will giv us a perfect knowledge
of them. We answer that, while prayer to an imaginary God may be a very proper expedient for
attaining self-knowledge, as the actual engagement ?f
the mind in this exercise is in itself a great help to It,
because the mind is in a better frame than when it is
intently engaged in other pursuits ; and while full
faith in the existence of God and one's belief that
that God knows the motiv of his mind and heart
cause sincere honesty to prevail, which is all-essential
to self-knowledge; yet the fact that people do attain to
self-knowledge through and by prayer does not show
to a thinking mind that God answers prayer or the
presence of the Holy Ghost. It only shows that the
i:nind has, by its application to prayer and existing
faith in God, a searcher of hearts, been honest with
itself, and while being honest has seen its own corruption.
Do you claim that we hav admitt"ed at least some
good in prayer to God~ If we hav, we claim more
benefit would derive from prayer to injured humanity.
Instead of so much preaching about our duty to
God, preach rather of man's duty to humanity_. God
needs nothing from us-he can take care of himself;
but to he who has been robbed of his money and
she who has been robbed of her ""firtue, to these
should be offered your prayers for forgivness.
w. H. PENFIELD.

Is This a Free Country1
This question natmally arises when viewing the
acts committed by the government officials during the last six months, in which time there hav
been fined and imprisoned, under various specious
pleadings, for expressing their opinions: Herr Most,
convicted of "inciting to riot" in New York, where no
riot has occurred; Hirth and his coadjutors, in this
city now languishing in prison for no other cause
than that they were denouncing the dishonest injustice under which the people were being crushed.
They claimed the money power owned and ran every
department to the extent that no redress was possible· through legislation. I did not then believe
they were correct. It begins to look as though they
might hav been.
They "incited to riot," while the only riot we had
was the illegal and inhuman assault by the police
and militia upon unarmed citizens, shooting down,
amoiig others, an old man feeding his chickens in
his door-yard and a little boy on his way to school.
Our leading Knights of Labor were indicted at
about the same time, and are awaiting trial, and
were placed under $5,000 bail for "conspiracy"
(boycotting), they having advised people not to buy
a certain manufacturer's cigars, because he had
broken faith with and discharged without cause. fom
hundred Knights of Labor. Such a "conspiracy"
was never entered into by the money and chmch
power~
Oh, no!
To-day comes the terrible news that the seven Anarchists (so-called) on trial at Chicago are sentenced
to hang.
I cannot think one of those men on the jury believed these persons had any knowledge that a bomb
was to be thrown on that fearful night. There was
no evidence to show such to be the case; but they
were Anarchists and the money power they were
fighting demanded their blood. They were in a conspiracy to overthrow the government.
Jeff Davis, whose conspiracy cost the nation millions of lives and enslaved the masses for generations
to pay the costs, can be banqueted and petted all
over the country, but the men who dare defend the
rights of the wage slaves of this country must expect
to feel the halter draw.
I am too full of righteous indignation to find expr~ssion · in words.
There was no evidence showing
that any one of these men was accessory to the crime.
On ·the contrary, the testimony of the mayor of the
c'ity proved conclusivly that the police made an unwarranted attack upon a peaceable meeting of citizens
when nearly at its close and already quietly dispersing.
These Anarchists may hav talked foolishly when
they claimed that justice could only be brought about
by force, but let me say that the way they and others
hav been treated in the face of facts to the contrary
is convincing many thinking people that their views
are correct. The press of the country is the great
molder of public sentiment, and, subsidized as it now
is, it becomes the worst foe to justice. The great
dailies of the great cities hav been persistent in misrepresenting in the gTOssest manner everything in
connection with these various cases. They hav misrepresented evidence and lied outright, and thus hav
misled honest people in regard to the facts.
I believe as at present conducted they are a curse
to the country. Their functions are perverted, their
powers prostituted to unholy purposes; and unless a
more healthy action can be speedily secured the
little liberty we now enjoy will soon be lost.
Talk of the right of free speech in this country!
To. be sme, the Constitution declares in its favoi:, but
when people are arrested on all sorts of trumped-up

charges to prevent its exercise, such as "inciting to
riot," "conspiracy,"" blasphemy," etc., and the press
indorses and sustains it, we feel to exclaimwith Dr.
Holland:
Oh, giv us men ! A time like this
Demands great hearts, strong minds,
True faith, and ready hands;
Men whom the lust for office cannot kill;
Men whom the love of office canuofbuy;
Men wlto possess opinions and a will ;
Men who love honor; men who will not lie;
!'[en who will stand before a demagog
.
And damn his treacherous flatteries without winking- _
Strong men, sun-crowned, who liv above the fog
In public duty and in printe thinking,
For while the rabble with their thumb-worn creeds,
Their large professions and their little deeds,
·
Mingle in worldly strife, lo! Freedom weeps,
Wrong rules the land, and waiting Justice sleeps!

JULIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.
Milwaukee, Aug. 21, 1886.

Powderly and Communism.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Under
the above· heading, your correspondent "J. M."
says some very :flattering things of Mr. T. V. Powderly, grand head of the Knights of Labor. He, as
the editor of a defunct Socialistic paper, claims to be
an authority in discussing the platform and. declaration of principles of the Knights of Labor (which
principles-those they publish and preach, or those
they practice~). Speaking of Powderly, he says:
"His ship is stanch, his sails snugly furled, etc., and
his pumps manned by strong arms. And don't you
forget it."
·
After all the iconoclastic blows dealt the idols of
" J. M." (Mr. Powderly and the Knights of Labor),·
it may seem cruel to add to them. Still, I desire to
ask "J. M." if the action of the Knights of Labor in
Chicago, Milwaukee, Detroit, New York, and the
Gould Southwest system, where they resorted to .intimidation, violence, forcible possession, yea, and to
muTder, were, under the circumstances, justifiable!
Was their action that pf men whose cause was justthat of men "whose ship is stanch, an"d commanded
by a captain whose compass is perfect, and quadrant
at all times reliable~" What must be the principles
of an order that allows its members to strike becausethe corporations employing them do not, at their bidding, discharge non-members of their order, as was
the case with the L. S. & M. S. switchmeu at Chicago and numerous other cases? This is tyranny,
and I had rather be the victim of the tyranny of cape
ital than that of organized ignorance and demagogism.
Powderly boasted he would (unless Gould came to
his terms in the Southwest troubles) order a universal boycott of Gould. How did he do it? By ordering a strike ori the Third avenue street railroad,
thereby swelling the earnings of Gould's elevated
railroads. Has not the result proven that he is a
vain boaster~ He declared the Southwest strike uncalled for, "and unjustified, and wrong," yet he givs
to it his official countenance and the support of the
whole order.
If. he has the power to order the course of his
"huge craft," why not order it in a. justifiable and
right course? A man" whose compass was perfect"
would steer in a right course.
On March 4th 4, 700 men, without cause, and at the
bidding of demagogs, stopped work on the Gould
system. On May 6th they were ordered to return
to work-the strike. is over. Cruel mockery! The
leaders knew there was no work for them (less than
two hundre.d men were taken back), and such order
meant a stoppage of the strike fund and starvation.
They are, practically, tramps to-day ! With the highsounding oratory of their leaders they were enticed
to their ruin. Some lost their lives, all their situations, that were to them and their familiea a living,
and money-their hard-earned savings of years-that
was -invested in little homes, and are now outcasts·
and criminals.
Who can estimate the amount of destitution that
exists now and is awaiting the thousands of workingmen and their families during the forthcoming win- .
ter~ I shudder to think of it. Hundreds of workingmen hold Powderly and his .satellites in a large
measure responsible for such results.
" J. M." says, "Let the Knights of Labor beware
of the Satanic press." Much as I favor free speech
and free press, if there is any press more Satanic than
a large portion of the so-called labor reform press
(Knights of Labor) in this country, "I would hanestly vote for its suppression as pernicious literature."
Again, "Let the Knights of Labor gain political
ascendancy legitimately secured, and all disturbing
issues in America, finding justice, will become harmless as Hybic bees" (rather as hyenas, judging from
the acts of the L. S. & M. S. switchmen and numerous other cases).
They hav gained such ascendancy in the city the
writer resides in. Results: municipal strife, a prodigal waste of the people's money, a stagnation of
trade through the withdrawal of capital owing to the
unsettled state of the labor market. Save us from
such a state of chaos and desolation as the, universal
·ascendancy of the Knights of Labor would bring
about.

I

•
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I am a tailroad laborer, and hav been for twenty
years prominently identified as a labor reformer a
memb?r of a l~bor o;rde~, ~nd a Freethinker. I hope
you Will pubhsh thiS, as It voices the sentiments of
hundreds of workingmen, many of whom are disgusted Knights of Labor.
JusTICE.
Aug. 23, 1886.
------~~.--------

In the Streets.
(AFTER

BIIAKSPERE.)

A rog~re l . a rogue l I mt1t. a rogue i' the streets :
A scnbblmg rogue-a miserable world!
As I do liv by food, I met a rogue,
Who livs b:y lies and swings a golden pen,
And basks m Lady Fortune's smiles
Piling up dimes-and yet a scurvy r~gue.
''Good morrow, rogue," quoth I. "No sir" quoth he·
"Call me not rogue till heaven hath made m~ poor."
'
And then he drew a telegram to view
And, lool<ing at it with exultant eye, '
Says, very wisely, " This is good as cash.
By this men see," quoth he, " how wags the world.
'Tis but a minute since it came by wire,
And after one hour more 'twill be in print.
And so I furnish news to vulgar crowds,
. And thus do make a goodly business for myself,
And thereby cram my purse." When I did hear
The scribbling rogue boast of his lying trade,
My nerves 'gan tingling and my teeth to grate,
And I did rail sans intermission,
Knowing his Tribune favored rich men's schemes
To rob poor labor of its hard-won dues.
Boss. What rogue is this?
Jack. An editorial rogue! One bred in college,
Where he was told, who would fair fortune find
Mtlst use his gifts in favor of the rich,
For rich men are the favorits of heaven.
Who doth not so will find himself at death
Drier of dimes than the remaining biscuit
After a voyage. He manufactures speech
Ami observations, the which he prints as
"Late•t news!". Oh, hang a scribbling rogue!
A rogue ambitious, with a golden pen!
Boss. The world needs scribes.
"Jack. Most useful fellows, too.
Provided people weed their better judgment
Of all opinion, rogues can be relied on;
If not, not useful. Without a curb,
·
They take as large a charter as the wind,
Still gulling all they please: no man so "Ood
To keep the scribbling, lying rogue at b~y;
No name so pure but he would blow upon,
Rotting with maggot innuendoes
Fair reputations, undei: guise of news,
Heedless of wrong. And wh&efore do.es he so?
The why is plain as way to Stock Exchange.
Few men would seek to call the .rogue to task,
Preferring to keep silent though they smart,
Bearing the stinging venom of the bob.
The wise man's eff)rt is anatomised
By the low cunning of the greedy rogue,
Filling his daily columns with mean hints, ·
And gilding them with sermons as offsets,
And 1abor. no•es recording bootless strikes.
Invest the rogue. with pen, you giv him leave
To do his worst, and he will through and through
Infect society discordantly,
To make his journal known and fill his purse.
Boss. Fie on thee! How would'st thou act a• scribe?
Jaclc. What for a living would I do but good?
Boss. Perhaps most grievous wrong, in chiding wrong.
Who knows but thou through all thy chiding years
Hav wronged, not knowing it? For, to know wrong
Needs rrioral penetration infinil;
What man can comprehend life's ultimate r
Jack. Why, who cries out on wrong .
Tbat does not thereby seek impeaching wrong?
And wrong flows freely as the stretching sea.
Yet does the railer's railing go for naught.
What rogue within the city do I mean'
When that I say, the scribe I met's a rogue,_
Bearing the burden of a villain's shame?
Who will come in and say that I mean him?
Wh"n such a one's arraigned, it is his neighbor.
The rogue may be of basest function
Yet feel his roguery is nought to me
(Knowing that I mean him), and therein suits
His sinning to the met~le of my speech.
There then: How then? What then? Let me see wherein
He stands exonerated by his lacks.
And so rogues liv, careless as if they knew
My taxing them with wrong, like a wild goose, flies
Unclaimed of any man.
Boss. Your rogue but swells the burden of the world;
This wide and universal theater
Presents more woeful evidence of wrong
Than rogues with golden pens.
J aok. Then all the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely players.
Brief living, thinking, acting fantoocini,
Puppets replying to the yerk of string.
They bav their exits and their entrancas,
While each one plays the role he's fitted for
By circumstances and the bond of build;
And thus the history: The infant,
Helpless within the nurse's arms, begins
To show the temper of the man to be ;
Then, as a school-boy all his aims foreshadow
The special aptitudes of after life.
The educating process of the class-room
But givs keen edges to proclivities,
Nut even biasing the primal structure.
If genile, then a gentleman through life;
If coarse, a ruffian still, with but a veil
Veneering brutalism. Heredity
Takes precedence. The miser, ever hoarding,
Dragging lost pennies from the gutter ;
The soldier, swearing, brandishing his sword;
The merchant, risking rough seas for sordid gains ;
The legislatm·, framing slippery laws ;
The lawyer, like spider, spinning webs round crime;
The priest, tricked out in full canonicals,
Twisting his text to bowstring Darwinism ;
'fhe actor on the mimic stage as king ;
The judge in court bulldozing outraged strikers,
And praising brute men for swin"'ing bloody clubs;
The wordy crank still harping mfltts theme;

The scribbling rogue who profits by them all;
With the poor supes of bummers and deadbeats.
Thrown in to complicate humanity.
Still reeling on, each plays his cast-for part,
Until at last comes second childishness,
The voice quite changed to treble notes;
And so all parts are played: Each act<Dr, at the last,
Shelving his usefulness in silent nooks,
Shuffies a-down the road to dusty death,
Dragging his weary burden toward the grave,
Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything.
Boss. I grant your predication quite correct,
There is no puzzle in your argument;
For why P All point to one great factOur marriages are ill assorted.
But how, I ask, or what will rectify
The hindrance to such potencies of life ?
Come, supple-witted railer, tell us that.
BONG.
I.

All, all, go in and win;
What ! scared ? there is no sin ;
Mankind but dreams on earth.
Each one but plays a part;
Strive to improve in art,
Whate'er your role on earth.
II •

All the same in the end
How life you may spend;
One needs no prompter here.
As the leaves fall from flowers,
So do lives through the hours,
Passing from year to year.
Jack. A truce with all such songs! You do but lie;
Tuning your harp, not us, to discords.
In speaking as I do, I but make voice
'Gainst wrong; denouncing society
For usurpations that defame the bench,
The pulpit, and the school; framing young minds
To favor crime, in guise of virtue.
Earth.is a planet plant, whose flower is Right,
Whose fruit is Justice. And so believing,
Sternly condemn we what would vitiate
The common mind; decrying trickery
And savage force, that make men snobs and slaves,
Giving false prestige to tne millionaire
By beating poverty with bloody clubs,
Pointing to law and order in vindication.
Law and order! the shibboleth of rogues ;
False, knavish, faithless, frauo nlent!
A hiss'ng and reproach, inviting hate;
A Roland for an Oliver.
J. M.
LeRoy, N.Y.
---------4~~------.__

"A Million f'or Missions !"
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And the beggar-in-chief of the Methodist church
is now making the greatest effort of his life. And he
will succeed, for the crop of fools filled with .Bible
religion is yet large, though yearly falling back before the advance of the rapidly augmenting hosts
whose religion is the religion of humanity, and who
believe that mankind should liv for mankind, and not
for imaginary gods, of which there are as many as
there are races of man and divisions of races, each a
better god than the others, and "the· only true god"
--the "original Jacobs," so to speak.
Sr SLOKUM.
P.S.--I saw a suggestion _in the World--by the
way, the World is no slouch of a beggar; not to be
compared with McCabe, of course, albeit not succeeding over and above well in raising funds for a golden
ax for Gladstone, but grinding its own ax all the
same--a suggestion to the effect that Colonel Ingersoll "hypnotize" Squire, and bring him to the plane
of honesty and square dealing, which would be a
good thing, and devoutly to be wished; but coupling
this suggestion with another, to the effect that
Squire in turn shall "hypnotize" the colonel, and
bring him under the dominion of that old hag of
superstition, the Christian religion, is carrying the
thing too far, and is simply a diabolical suggestion.
Happily, however, Squire can't thus "hypnotize" the
colonel, and so no evil will come of it, but that
doesn't alter the diabolical character of the suggestion. Squire "hypnotized" Ex-Mayor Edson, but it
looks now as if his power to "hypnotize" is done for,
as far as men and affairs in New York are concerned.
That it is, let us pray.
S. S.

Blasphemy Forty-Eight Years A.go.
From the In·vestif!ator of Auuust 18th.

Yesterday (Aug. 17th) was the 48th anniversary of
the release of our predecessor, Abner Kneeland, from
the Leverett street jail, Boston, where he was imprisoned sixty days in the year 1838 for the alleged
and imaginary crime of "blasphemy." We tell the
story at every anniversary that the occurrence may
never be forgotten, and for the information of those
of our new readers who may not be acquainted with
the cause of his persecution, prosecution, and imprisonment.
Mr. Kneeland, who was prominent as a Universalist preacher, was inquired of, when he became a Freethinker, to state wherein he differed from the Universalists' belief, and requested to giv his reasons in
the Investigator. He frankly did so, and among his
other statements he used the following language :
" The Universalists believe in a God which I do not,
but I believe that their God, with all his moral attributes (aside from nature itself), is only a chimera of
their own imagination."
For publishing these words he was tried as a reputed blasphemer and Atheist. Mr. Kneeland, however, always said that he was a Pantheist; that his God
was nature; and that he did not intend to deny God,
absolutely, but only that he did not believe in the
same kind of God that the Universalists did. Yet
the court ruled that he denied " the God of the
statute," and therefore was a blasphemer and an
Atheist. He had four trials; on the first the jury
disagreed, owing . to the :firmness and good sense of
Col. Charles G. Greene, editor of the Democratic
Morning Post of this city;. and on the second trial
Mr. Loring Dunbar had also the moral courage to
disagree with the rest of the jury.
On the third trial Mr. Kneeland was convicted,
and on appealing to a higher court the verdict was
sustained, and he was sentenced to sixty days' imprisonment. He was very ably defended on the :first
trial by Andrew Dunlap, Esq., and on the subsequent
trials Mr. Kneeland defended himself. · But it all
availed nothing; he had violated "the statute in such
cases made and provided," and so, on the 17th of
June, the anniversary of the battle of Bunker Hill,
which was fought for liberty, Mr. Kneeland was imprisoned for taking the liberty to differ from the Universalists.
A petition for his release, signed by the Rev. Dr.
Channing (Unitarian), and other Liberal-minded persons, was circulated, and also a remonstrance, signed
by Samuel T. Armstrong (orthodox), and those of his
religious opinions. Mr. Kneeland thanked his friends
for interfering in his behalf, but added that as he had
committed no crime he would not ask for a pardon.
He served out his sentence, went to the West soon
after, and died in Salubria, Iowa, in the year 1844.
Probably all the actors in the trials of !fr. Kneeland (with the exception of the veteran Colonel
Greene) hav passed away. No other legal-religious
persecution of the kind has happened, that we are
aware of, since that notable event, and for the honor
of Massachusetts may nothing like it ever happen in
this state again. It was clearly a case of religious
bigotry-that ugly spirit, which, commencing here
with Puritanism is alive yet; but among the brave
Liberals who ha~ dared to oppose it we cherish with
gratitude and respect the name and memory of that
good man and true reformer, Abner Kneeland.

" A lnillion for missions !"
Chaplain McCabe, of. the Methodist church, is out
with a demand for a million of dollars for missions.
The chaplain means business, too, and the Methodists of the United States hav got to walk up to the
chaplain's office and settle or--well, I don't know the
alternativ, but they hav got to settle, and will settle
without standing on the order.
Chaplain McCabe is the Great North American
Methodist Beggar. His racket is the missionary
field. Let him run the missions, and he cares not
who runs the pulpits.
This beggar-in-chief of the Methodist church is no
cringing mendicant. He supplicates not but demands, a la Claude Duval. As with the latter it was
"Stand and deliver!" so it is with the chaplain.
As with the victims of the tax-gatherer of the road,
so with the dupes of the tax-gatherer of the church
--they stand and deliver at once, and make no protest.
"A million for missions!"
What a blood-sucker is the church! It is giv, giv,
giv! more, more, more! if not, anathema! The poor
fools can't face anathema, so giv of their own substance into the clutches of raven.ous priests. How
long, 0 Lord ! 0 devil! will these cormorants of the
church go about seeking whom they may pluck~ As
long as the fools last, of course.
"A million for missions!"
This is the cry of the Methodist Claude Duval, but
it means a million during the coming year for the
support of lazy, lying, libidinous, good-for--nothing.but-evil priests, of whom Downs, Nero, Bristor, Sherman, et al are shining exemplars. And the poor
slaves of superstition hold up their hands while the
Methodist Claude Duval goes through their pockets
in pursuit of the million!
"A million for missions !"
It is given out that one-half of this sum is to be
devoted to foreign, the other half to domestic, missions. Half a million of dollars to be devoted,
ostensibly, to the conversion qf a few negroes, Hindoos, and Mongolians from their own forms of superstitious worship to that effected by Christians, than
which none other is more superstitious, but in reality
to the support of McCabe, the members of the B. of
F. M., and such shining religious exemplars as I hav
named. A soft thing hav McCabe and the B. of F. M.
As to domestic missions, why is it that these proselyting teachers do not seek to convert the home
contingent of heathens? There are millj.ons of them
here, and conversion, I think, should begin at home.
Why go to the Co1;1go and the Ganges to :fish for
heathens, when the latter abotmd all along the line of
the East river and elsewhere in our own land~ Why,
because there is mGre money in the foreign than in
the home :fishery; and there is more joy in the missionary board over the receipt of half a million for
SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of .
foreign missions than there would be over a million
the books we hav for sale. The catalog is free.
for domestic missions.
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written, were also read, and immediately the commitment outside the premises of the church buildings. Dr. Stokes
was written and handed over to the corporal. I was at once did not like to see these gatherings and several times ordered
put into a stage and taken to the railroad depot. I did not the people to disperse; but when he saw that he could not
resist
any procedure, and therefore I was not handcuffed. compel them to disperse, he came to me and pulled me out
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
We got in the train and were at Freehold at 5 P.M. I was of the crowd by my arm and I always calmly walked away.
Such scenes excited the sympathy of the people the more,
Editor. put in the jail."
E. M. MAcDoNALD,
and they almost every day used to gather round me after the
The commitment was upon the testimony of Wistar
Business Manager.
C. P. SoMEBBY,
services were over."
H. Stokes and Titian P. Summers, and also upon
On his arrival at the jail, fortunately Sattay found a
PUBLISHED BY
what the police justice professes to hav seen himself.
friend
in Warden C. A. Little. Mr; Little, who is a libTHE TRUTH SEEKER OO.MPANY.
"Wistar H. Stokes, of Ocean Grove, New Jersey, being
eral
and
exceedingly kind-hearted man, had heard Satsworn, says that he is a police officer in Ocean Grove, em33 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.
ployed by the Ocean Grove Calfip-Meeting association, and tay le~ture and had become interested in him. He at
once, at his own expense, employed legal aid for the
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. that in relation to one Hines, a Hindoo, he has repeatedly
requested said Hines to desist in attracting crowds and has helpless Hindoo. Mr. E. A. An-owsmith, a resident
dispersed said crowds at different times ; and that the said attorney of Freehold, at Mr. Little's request, took
Address aU Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER Hines has insisted upon collecting crowds of people and in
OOMPANY. Malee aU Drafts, Cltecks, Express Money and this disturbing the peace of the place, and thus interfering hold of the matter, and, finding that the proper
Post-o.f!We Orders payable to CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
with the carrying on of the religious services at the places papers had not been filed in the county clerk's office,
at once obtained an order releasing Sattay. Judge
·
appointed for such services.
And
that
the
said
Hines
has
repeatedly
returned
to
and
"
Park_er, the supreme court justice who made the
SEPTEMBER 4, 1886.
SATURDAY,
.around the said place of meetings, and by his gestures and order, is ex-governor of the state, and his prompt
language collected crowds about him as high as 150, and in righting of the wrong, with the action of Messrs.
this has been disorderly.
WrsTAR H. STOKES.
The State Convention.
"Affirmed to and subscribed before me this 19th day of Little and An-owsmith, shines brightly in contrast
Mr. Reynolds, who is on the ground, writes that
with the illiberal action of the other Jersey authoriAugust, 1886.
JNo. C. PATTERsoN,
there is every prospect of a large local attendance at
ties.
Police Justice Ocean Grove."
the White Sulphur Sp1ings Convention, and if the
The sentence imposed was the full limit allowed by.
"Titian P. Summers, of Ocean Grove, New Jersey, being
Freethinkers from abroad are as numerous as usual, ·sworn, says that he is a peace o.fficer in Ocean Grove, em- the law, and fully evinces the malicious spirit which
the meeting will be a great success.
ployed by the Ocean Grove Camp-meeting Association.
ap;pears throughout the prosecution.
" And that he knows one Hines, a Hindoo called S. GoMr. Reynolds has been studying railroad maps,
On his release, the Hindoo was supplied by Mr.
and the result of his investigation is as follows: New vinda Row Sattay; that he requested the said Hines to desist Little with money, and he returned to Asbury Park.
from collecting a crowd on the sidewalks in and around the
Yorkers can take the boat to Troy, buying an excur- grounds of the ·Ocean Grove Camp-meeting Association. But the hand and voice of bitter religious prejudice
sion ticket, thence purchasing excursion ticket to And that he did remove the said Hines from different places are now raised against him. " The papers," he says,
Mechanicsville, thence by rail to Saratoga Lake, and where he the said Hines had by his harangs called together a " said that I was blasphemous, and now people point
across the lake to the grounds. Coming from Bos- crowd while the meeting at auditorium was in progress, in their fingers at me, and my business is ruined. I ":as
ton and intermediate stations, the Boston and Hoosac this disturbing the peace. That the said Hines said to him not blasphemous. I only told people about my relig~
Tunnel road sell tickets for fare one way to those he was doing it for money or for pay. And further that the ion and they seemed interested."
said Hines has by thus collecting crowds in and around the
who ask for Freethinkers' return ticket. Eastern said meetings disturbed the peace of the place.
Sattay has been in this country about a year and a
people should also buy tickets to Troy, thence via
" TITIAN P. SUMMERS.
half. He is a nativ of Shelapore, where he received a
' Mechanicsville to Saratoga Lake, and up the lake
" Sworn and subscribed to before me, police justice of good English education. His wife and all his relativs
to the grounds. From Troy to the grounds is only Ocean Grove, this Aug. 18, 1886.
dying, he left his only child, a boy, in Shelapore, O:Ud
." JNo. C. PA~ERSON, Police Justice."
a little way. Residents of Troy can make the round
came to this country to try and make a home for him.
The above affidavits are made under a statute
trip for $1.63. Visitors. should hav their mail adSattay went to New Orleans, where he was employed
found
in the Revision of New Jersey Laws at page
dressed in care of T. Luther, box 744, Saratoga
in a sash factory. The factory was destroyed by
305, authorizing summary conviction before a police
Springs, N. Y.
fire last June, and finding nothing to do he came
In addition to the subjects of the orators an- justice for disorderly conduct by a person intoxi- North and went to Asbury Park, hoping to find emnounced previously, Mr. J. J. McCabe will lecture of cated. They do not allege intoxication, however, nor ployment. In spite of his tmpleasant experience
"Man," T. B. Wakeman upon" The Present Need of is there any evidence of disorderly conduct given.
Sattay believes the people of this country are genThe justice evidently felt the 'weakness of the tesConstructiv Liberalism," and L. K. Washburn upon
erous, and that he can manage to make a home in
the "Coming Religious Conflict." The contribu- timony and knew the illegality of his position, for he America for hia boy in India.
tions for expenses thus far amount to $153.50. Once attempts to obtain ground for his commitment .in a
more everybody is asked to come and bring their chapter of the "Vice and Immorality Act," at pages
The Church and the Knights.
1227-1229 of the same Revision. This act allows a
We hav had considerable to say about the connecfriends.
justice, from his own view of the occurrence, to cause tion of the Knights of Labor with the Roman CathoMore Religious Persecution in New Jersey.
the arrest and punishment of a person who shall col- lic church a connection formed by the subserviency
Ocean Grove, N. J., furnishes us another Christian lect a crowd in the vicinity of places where religious of Generai Master Workman Powderly to the bishops
outrage upon justice and humanity. About June meetings are being held.
of the latter organization. The control of the
last a Hindoo called S. Govinda Row Sattay arrived
The following is the police justice's return of the Knights by the church cannot but be fatal to . the .
in Asbury Park, N.J., in search of work. He was testimony of Sattay:
real interests of the laborers of the country, smce
very intelligent, spoke English well, and soon became
"Hine, a Hindoo called S. Govinda Row Sattay, upon ex- Roman Catholicism never advanced the welfare of the
popular and made many friends. Public interest in amination before me, John C. Patterson, police justice of people without strengthening its own control of them.
him led to his lecturing in hotel parlors . to small Ocean Grove, upon the charge of collecting crowds upon the
Mr. Powderly, it is now well known, regards the
audiences upon Hindoo topics, and these finally be- sidewalks and grounds of Ocean Grove, and this during the
meetings or religious service now held at Ocean Grove, New church as of greater authority with himself than the
came dissertations and discussions upon the differ- Jersey. And upon questioning him, he said that he did not organization he manages. Some doubt, however,
ence between Hindoo and Christian faiths.
believe but what he could do as he pleased, and that he could has been expressed whether the rank and file of l;he
Dr. Stokes, president of the Ocean Grove Camp- talk or hav crowds assemble to listen to him, and that he did order would choose the church in preference to the
Meeting Association, sought to convert the Hindoo not disturb the peace.
assembly. But if all the members are like the
to Christian belief. Finding him too firm in his
" Monmouth county: ss.
"That one Hine, a Hindoo, or, as called, S. Govinda Row Knights of Philadelphia, the doubt is soon settled.
own faith, the doctor was unwilling to hav him re- Sattay, from niy own view, did disturb the peace of Ocean
An Associated Press dispatch, dated August 22d, ·
main at the meeting as a standing evidence of the Grove at divers times, but more especially on the 18th of relates that at a meeting to organize the cooks, serfutility of Christian missionary efforts. The cry of August, in that he did on the grounds of Ocean Grove cause. vants and waiters into an assembly of the Knights
"a million for missions," which is the Methodist a crowd to assemble after .being told by an officer that he
of Labor the action of the archbishop of Quebec was
· 1!1' t"IV, I•t was should not do so.
watchword J·ust now, wo uld prove meuec
"That he refused to obey the officers in their requests, referred to by the speaker as follows : "I am an
·
feared. If a whole Christian camp-meeting could thus becoming a disorderly person.
honest workingman, and I do not think such a thing
not convert one Hindoo twelve thousand miles away
"From my own view, and the testimony of two witnesses, is proper when we are struggling for an _existence.
from home, what damaging inferences might not I do adjudge him to be guilty of being disorderly; and I am and always hav been, a good Catholic, but I ani
for said offense I do adjudge that the said Hine, a Hindoo,
skeptic logic draw?
not ~fraid of the holy father in Rome. My duty is
In some of his remarks, Sattay told his hearers that be confined in the county jail at Freehold for thirty days at
to keep the bodies of myself and family ?'oing." This
hard labor from the date hereof.
Christian missionary efforts in India were a failure,
" In witness whereof I hav hereunto set my hand and seal declaration· of independence was received much as
and, as he admits, denounced some of the doings of this
day of August, A.!>. 1886.
.
George III. heard that of the "f:ee and ind.ependent
missionaries in India. To Methodist official ears
"JoHN C. PATTERsoN, Police Justice."
states of Ame1ica." A woman m the audience was
this was ·worse than blasphemy, especially as the
That Sattay was not awarded a hearing in the the first to resent it. She arose and moved toward
people evidently were inclined to credit the Hindoo's matter is shown by his written statement, made the door, saying:" I would not forsake my father ~or
words. Something had to be done to stop him.
after conviction, and it is confirmed by many per- the whole world, and I shall not stay here to be mOn August 18th, a police officer took Sattay to sons at Asbury Park and Ocean Grove. He says :
sulted." Others in the audience arose and followed
Asbury Park, and warned him never to enter Ocean
"While in Ocean Grove I hav always attended almost the woman. Mr. MeN eil, a member of Assembly No.
Grove again. This was by Dr. Stokes's orde~e. ,e:very religious meeting, and hav never disturbed religious 64, strode ,up the center aisle and said with rnu~h ~n
But Sattay, believing himself not in fault, on the servi~s. Generally after the services were over, when I
dignatio:ri': "I am a Knight of Labor, and I c!a1~
following day attended services in the auditorium at used to Jltand awhile outside the church premises, my Hinthe
right to object to what this man says, for It IS
doo dress naturally attracted the attention of some kind and
Ocean Grove. He himself tells what follows, and charitably disposed ladies and gentlemen; and they always not orily an outrage upon the Catholic faith, but upon
his story is confirmed by the papers, given below:
used to ask me my whereabouts and my beliefs. Certainly the noble order." The organizer replied that he was
"While I was sitting quietly reading the daily paper, a I had to answer their questions, and when my answers addressing a public meeting, and had a· right to say
corporal came to .me and said that the chief police officer seemed to be quite different from their beliefs, their queswanted to see me. I followed him and found that there tions increased as the crowd gathered round also increased. what he pleased. Another Knight came up from &
were only three of us. The warrant was read to me and Thus there was always a short discussion after the services rear seat and said: "I don't care a damn whether it
then the deposit}ons of the witnesses, which were kept ready were over, and never during or before, and it was always is a public meeting or not. T4is is a Knights of
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Labor hall, and it shall not be disgraced in this manner while I am here, and I will see to it that it will
not be disgraced by you hereafter. Next Sunday
you will find its doors closed against you." · The
meeting was then adjourned by the organizer, but
the "insulted" Catholics remained a long time to di~
cuss the remark of the speaker, and denounce ·him as
an enemy of the " holy father " and true religion.
Of course, one swallow does not make a summer,
and it does not follow that all Knights are of the
same way of thinking as the Philadelphia Knights.
But the indications are that a good percentage of
them will choose the church and slavery to the
Knights and such industrial freedom as organization
and unity can secure. The prediction safe to make,
therefore, is that the Roman Catholic church will
control the Knights of Labor or break up their
organization.

•

the earth, is plainly to be seen. They are seeking to
hand this government over to a foreign power, for
themselvs to run, and no one can doubt the substantial benefits that would inure to the church
should they succeed. Otir children would be taught
to reverence this foreign power above the people's
chosen officials; they would learn in school a system
of religion that is false; free speech would be a thing
of the past, and every citizen would be compelled to
pay taxes to support the worship of this foreign
power, and for the maintenance of his ministers. The
Gad-in-the-Constitution party, therefore, is preaching
treason.
It may be cruel to suggest such a thing, but how
would it work to get the officers of the National Reform Association to hold
convention in Chicago,
where they could be indicted and ·tried for their incendiary language~ No dqubt a jury could befound
------~~-------which would convict them of murder, and they might
The First-page Picture.
expiate
their offense upon the gallows. They and
And it came to pass in these days that a gentile
the
Anarchists
are in the same boat.
named Reynolds went to sojourn among the heathen
in the land of Jersey, and he pitched his tent at a
Editorial Notes.
place called Boonton.
THE kind of Christians that grow in New Jersey may be
And seeing the forlorn state of the swine which guessed from the following paragraph in the J 131'seyman: " A
wallowed in the church mire roundabout, the good church within six miles of Whippany has for eleven weeks
man was moved to take compassion on them, think- past paid their pastor, who has a wife to support, the handsome salary of $1.50 per week."
ing that peradventure they would partake of his
THE Jednota Osvojenych is a Liberal Sunday paper pubbounty and be made whole.
Therefore he began to scatter golden grains of lished at Cleveland, 0., by V. Snajor. The following letter
·
from Mr. Snajor explains itself.
reason among them, and lifted up his voice and spake
"CLEVELAND, 0., Aug. 23, 1886.
_
unto _them, saying, Why root ye~ Know ye not "DEAR SIR: One'-Bohemian reader of my papers sends to Mr.
Reynolds, for defraying the expenses caused by his arrest in Boonthat ye a,;e affl.icted with popish scurvy and Methodist ton. N. J., $1. I published the account of Mr. Reynolds's arrest in
mange 1 Verily I say unto you, ye are fed on slop my last issue, and asked those of my readers who could spare a few
dollars to help that gentleman in fightin~ those Boonton antediluand swill, and wallow in the mire that your masters vian
bigots.
Respectfully,
V. SNAJoR."
may liv on you and wax fat.
WRITING to Mr. Walser, in relation to the late unpleasantAnd he made merry and laughed at them for their ness ·at Liberal, T. M. Horne says:
foolishness in doing these things, whereupon all the "I was a little surprised to see Macdonald straddle the issue the
elders and valiant among the s'wine marveled much way he did."
Mr. Horne labors under a misapprehension. We straddled
and were angered against the man and began to
grunt in their own tongue among themselvs, saying: no issue; the case was plain enough. If a mob had ordered
any one to leave the town, or had fired shots at anyone's
What manner of man is this that dareth thus to house because of certain opinions held by that person, then
make sport of our holy things, even concerning the the mob was wrong-infamously wrong. We never believed
garbage of our tabernacles~ Hath not this slop been that Mr. Walser instigated any such proceeding, and said so.
our portion ever since the day when the master gave We hav printed all the available evidence in the case, and
readers to draw their own conclusion. We never
us the devils for an inheritance 1 Verily, he blas- leave our an
issue, though always suspending judgment till
straddle
phemeth; away with him!
the evidence is conclusiv.
And they waxed exceedingly wroth, and compassed
THE Independent rises to defend Martin Luther from the
him about and wrecked his tent and pressed sorely charge that he was the author of the German couplet :
upon him, and dragged him before the~ magistrate
"Wer liebt nicht Weib, Wein, und Gesang,
Der bliebt ein Narr sein Leben lang"
Van Orden, surnamed Old Tootyache, who sat in
(Who loves not women, wine, and song,
judgment over the man, and scoffed him, and perRemains a fool his whole life long.)
secuted him, and robbed him of his shekels until he
The Independent says it was cited by a German from a
was fain to get him thence.
book published 1\J. 1·~4, and concludes that it was common
And the rest of the acts which Reynolds did, are as a drinking song long before Luther. Possibly our contemthey not found written in the Book of Indictments f porary is right, but is it not possible that Luther put the

a

--~>----

The R.eal Traitors.
The Gad-in-the-Constitution party held a convention at Saratoga last month which was well attended
and markedly enthusiastic and vigorous. The sole
reason for the existence of this party is to extend the
Christian features of our government, and particularly
to put the names of God and Christ into the Constitution. At the Saratoga convention addresses were
made by Miss Frances E. Willard, president of the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union, and other
theologico-political workers. Jo Cook wrote his
sympathy with the movement, and Daniel Webster
was .eulogized to the skies for his erroneous declaration, in the Girard will case, that Christianity was a
part of the common law of the land.
It is commonly accepted as an American principle
that government derives its just powers from the
consent of the governed. But our Christian- oppressors bold that government derives its powers from
"God," an extraneous personage having no property
or voting interest in this world, and consequently no
sympathy with the peopl6 of the United States.
Christ, another superfluous office-bolder, they claim
is the rightful king of ·nations. The assumption
made by the Christians for these two alleged beings
does not, however, in our opinion, entitle them to
rule the United States. The true ~eaning of the
National Reform people is, as we hav before pointed
out, that the earth and the fulness there9f belongs
to the Lord and his saints, and that the Christians,
being the saints, desire to enter at once into possession. This is something that is not at all likely to
come to pass so long as a reasonable degree of vigilance is exercised, but that the Christians are becoming more and more aggressiv, and determined to hav

couplet into its present shape, though the sentiment was expressed before he b~gan to appreciate it? Luther was a
roistering German m'onk, and fully enjoyed the dissipation
implied in the first line of the couplet. And the church
should not object, for she is indebted to German drinking
songs for some of her best tunes. The air of " Old Hundred" was sung by lusty Germans long before it rendered
tolerable the foolish words now set to it.

THis is. the way Saladin, of the London Secular Re1Jiew,
views the town and the people of Boonton: "Boonton,
New Jersey, has covered itself with shame by mobbing
C. B. Reynolds, one of the most clever and adventurous of
America's Freethought lecturers, and by overthrowing and
ruining the large tent which Mr. Reynolds carried along
in his travels, that he might be independent of Christian
caprice and extortion as far as the hiring of halls was concerned. Mr. Reynolds has, further, been arrested on the
charge of blasphemy and arraigned before a J. P., a dunderheaded Dutchman of the name of Van Orden, who has succeeded in making an ass of himself, and who seems to possess just about the quantity of brains which usually falls to
the lot of a Swedish turnip. A sturdy Freethinker of the
name of Maxfield has found bail for Mr. Reynolds to the
amount of $400, and our friend, Mr. Macdonald, of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, has come forward like a man to stand by
this latest victim of Christian prutality. The case now goes
to Morristown, the county seat, and we shall look forward to
the trial of Mr. Reynolds with deep sympathy not unmixed
with anxiety."
WE can sometimes extract comfort for the truth from the
fears of its enemies. The Rev. H. D. Jenkins, D.D., writing
in the Christian at Work, quotes the paragraph recently circulated-with many exclamations against its impiety by the
religious press-about the council of Paris having condemned a school-book because it recognized "God," and tells
.
this story :
"As I sat lately in the study of a friend, a college president who,
for more than a quarter of a century, has worthily. presided over a
Christian college, my eye happened to fall upon his little work
regarding political economy. 'Yes,• said he, alluding to it, 'it was
prepared for use in high schools and academies; to giv the outlines
of the science to that great multitude of youth who never enter any·
higher institution of learning. I sent it the other day to one of our
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state superintendents of education. But it was returned to me,
with the note that its first sentence condemned it for use in public
schools. I openGd the book, and its :fipt sentence was: "The source
of all wealth is the beneficence of God." That is the very sentiment which the council of education struck out of the books to be
used in Paris public schools; but the same thing had been done in
America before. And it is being done every day in these states,
founded in the prayers and self-eacrificeR of a Christian people.
But he whose blood stirs at these things is branded as "an enemy
of our grand public-schools."'"
The ink from Mr. Jenkins's pen flows fast and furious at
this rejection by a superintendent of education of his beloved
belief, and he inveighs against our public-school system as
being Atheistic, and avows his preference for Roman Catholic scl:ools to the present ones. "I am as willing," he says,
" to pay a Romanist for teaching geometry as to pay an Infidel. The danger of this country is not superstition, but
Atheism; and our school-books are already Agnostic." We
sincerely wish that this were true, but it is not. The schoolbooks in most districts are distinctivly Christian .. '''Tis true,
'tis pity; and pity 'tis 'tis true."

Lectures and Meetings.
J. E. REMSBURG is now delivering eight lectures a week in
Minnesota. He goes from there to '\Visconsin, and will close
his campaign in the Northwest, with a month's work in
Iowa.
TnE Black Hawk; Col., Times says of the secretary of the
American Secular Union: "Samuel P. Putnam has been entertaining our people this week with a course of lectures
treating of Freethought. His subject Tuesday evening was
'Universal Mental Liberty.' and was treated in a highly
pleasing manner to all who were in sympathy with this style
of lectures. Wednesday and Friday eveninp;s his subject.R
were 'Glory of Infidelity' and 'New Heaven and E 1trth.'
The seating capacity of the P. 0. S. of A. Hall Friday evening• was inadequate to accommodate the am:lience. Tile
lecturer during his stay showed himself to be a man of extraordinary ability, holding his audiences continually
wrapped up in his subjects."
CHAS. WATTS and his wife reached New York on the 27th
ult., by the steamer America, and left immerliately for
Toronto, where he began his lecture tour last Sunday. He
visited Hamilton, Ont., the 6th and 7th, and will endeavor to
get back to White Sulphur Springs by the 10th. September
12th and 19th his engagements are for Philadelphia; September 23d to 27th, nt Waynesburg and Pittsburgh; September 29th to October 6th, at Grand· Rapids, Mich. ; October
lOth to 14th, Chicago and Wyoming, Ill. Applications for
lectures should be addressed to 82 Berkely street, Torontr..
Mr. Watts desires his friends to communicate with him at
an early date, that his route may be laid out through the
states with due regard to economy in railway fares.
W. F. JAMIESON writes: " In Merrillan we held our m~et
ings at the base-ball grounds, where seats, in -ampitlleater
style, were convenient for the audience. Gave four lectures.
The last one, on Sunday evening, was more largely a' 1endeu
than any of the others. The church was but a few rods distant, and at the conclusion of their services.the minister, his
wife, and a goodly portion of the congregation canw over
and respectfully listened. One pious sister, however, wa
not quite so respectful. Said she: 'Won't somebocly p•1t. a
corn-cob down that man's throat ?-disturbing people in tlwir
worship!' Whereat the saints laughed. Well, that is not as
bad an experience as Brother Reynolds is having in New
Jersey. It will take the Christians a long time· to learn that
they do not own the United States. In Merrillan there arc a
few outspoken Freethinkers, such· as ~f. Martins, H. 0.
Syvertson, F. H. Pulling, Dr. Hamilton, Mr. Heath, George
Whitney, and a few others. The Christian church is very
weak in this town. Many of the business men are, at heart,
in sympathy with our movement, but lack the courage of
their convictions-and it would not take a thimbleful of
courage, either, in a place where Christianity is at such a low
ebb. This is the town where, when I was introduced to a
clergyman some three years ago, in the street, he had the
bad taste to make a loud attack on my Infidelity, merely because my friend, Mr. Martins, who introduced me, politely
invited him to come and bear me, and debate, if he chose.
This seemed to anger the servant of the Lor.!, and he was
not 'Backward in telling me what a miserable, wickecl thing
Infidelity is. I was willing to be instructed by a gentleman
who knew so much. While engaged in asking my clerical
friend all about the wicked points of Infidelity, so that,
knowing, I might shun them, a large crowd gathereu and
were highly intructed. A friend of the preacher came and
led him away at last. I never seek street controversies, but
when a preacher presume~ on his prerogativs I feel that it
i~ my duty to stand my ground. A sad fate befel that servant of the most high. Seized with the usual clerical distemper. Deposed. Merrillan would be a stronghold of
Freethoug4t if there were not so many Gallios there-men
who ' cared for none of those things.' What they are afraid
of is hard for a sinner to see. H. 0. Syvertson is the Freethought Socrates of this part of Wisconsin. He lately married an estimable lady of .Black River Falls. llfiss Julia
Spencer. I was their guest during my stay. Augusta was
next visited and three lectures given. The notice was short,
the weather warm, and the people pious. Cannot say as
much for our lecture-course here as in Merrillan, Neillsville,
and Maple Works. Mr. Silas Perry is·a stanch Freethinker,
and did his best. The proprietor of the opera house, Mr:'
Russell, is a fair and pleasant gentleman to deal with, anu
very generous. He has a neat and commodious hall. Later
in the season, when the farmers can attend, a good interest
in Liberalism can be aroused there. Brother Remsburg was
announced for early dates of September. Am now taking a
few ditys' rest at home, in Lake City, Minn., previous to. my
Montana journey. I may be addressed, until further notice,
at Butte, Montana territory.''
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not one minister of the gospel had backbone enough to face
the truth. I respectfully urge our Liberal friends to make
arrangements with Mr. Remsburg for lectures, which they
never will regret. He is the Ingersoll of the West, a title
ST. CHARLEs, Mron., Aug. 10, 1886.
which
he really deserves. Mr. Remsburg left this morning
MR. EDITOR : The pictureS are just splendid. I think Heston missed it a little in showing Adam and Eve at their first for Crab Orchard, where he will lecture, taking with him
meeting. They should hav been naked and not hav been the best wishes of the many friends he made here during his
A. S. BLEYER.
clothed until after they had partaken of the fruit. But it is stay.
good as it is. Let Heston continue the good work. I am
BARRIE, KAN., Aug. 6; 1886.
sorry that my old friend and neighbor, Jonathan Weaver, of
MR. EDITOR: The Barrie Secular Society held its annual
Angola, took a dislike to the pictures. At fir,st I thought
excursion on Saturday last, the 7th inst., on Kempenfeldt
they told too much, but now they are the first thing I look
Bay and Lake Simcoe, under the careful management of Mr.
MILO MINER.
for.
D. C. Campbell, a prominent worker and faithful advocate
of our great cause. The affair throughout. was one of great
DAYTON, 0., Aug.·11, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: By all means keep up the cuts. I send out pleasure, not only on account of the splendid scenery which
all my old papers among friends, and know of good results surrounded us on our way down the bay, but also in meetc
from the pictures alone. I hate to part with THE TRUTH ing with kind friends, whose happy and jovial faces made
SEEKER, on account of the pictures, and hope at the end of everyone feel at home, especially those of the party who
each year to get a book of them. I am away so much of my w.ere from Toronto by invitation, and who at all times and
. time it does seem as if I never would get to read your paper, under all circumstances think it only a pleasurable duty to
but after business I devote all spare time to reading the lend a helping hand to our brothers in the cause of truth.
papers and get through them, and they are one hundred The trip will long be remembered as one of the best that bas
taken place in this great northern country for years, and we
cents on the dollar every time.
GEORGE E. BLAINE.
hope that our friends will not allow another season to pass
DIGIITON, :rYLI.ss., Aug. 24, 1886.
without a similar trip and under as happy auspices as the
Mn. EDITOR: Will you allow me space. for a few words of one above recorded.
J. SooTT.
commendation of Miss Wixon's ''Story Hour?" It is a book
MAMMOTH HoT SPRINGs, WYo., Aug. 19, 1886.
that grown-up children will find interesting, as well as those
MR. EDITOR: The recent Yellowstone letter of S. P. Putof tenderer years. The sketches, st9ries, and poems are well
written, sprightly, and entertaining. Some of them are nam bas been read at camp-fire and lunch parties with much
amusing, and a few are pathetic; but they are all pervaded interest. All who hav read it, or heard it read, pronounce it
by a cheery spirit of encouragement which shows that their one of the most eloquent and graphic descriptions of Wonderauthor is an optimist, as all writers for children ought to be. land that has ever been written. It is a poem in prose. The
A. young lady told me the other day that she had read it word~painting is so appropriate and elegant, especially where
through three times for her little niece, who, when she is he describes the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone! His
sick and has to stay in the house, makes her aunt read the picture in words ought to go with Thomas ].foran's painting
" Story Hour" to her. It is to be hoped that the gifted that graces the great Rotunda of the national Capitol at
author will find time to publish more books as interesting Washington. The one wonld speak to the eye; the other to
the intellect and the imagination. Mr. Putnam omitted to
and healthy-toned.
G. A. SnovE.
mention our seeing four elks on the Mammoth Geyser PlaRooKPORT, Mo., Aug. 16, 1886.
teau. These antlered monarchs of the mountain came very
MR. EDITOR : 'l'rrE TmJTH SEEKER of the 14th is at hand, near us, and, as we knelt down, the ladies whirled their sunand the cartoon of "Adventures of Adam" I think is the shades so as to attract their attention and excite their curiosboss. I wonder if they did really hear the voice of the Lord ity. On our starting to our feet they bounded a.way and· disGod walk. Who ever heard a voice walk ? But enough on appeared in a pine forest.
that subject.
It is astonishing the amount of valuable information that
I see J. F. Beck, of West Unipn, 0., claims that he is not is contained in Mr. Putnam'a article on the Park; all the
J. F. Beck at both ends of the line, i.e., in Ohio and Mon- more so as no one saw him take notes. Our party being all
tana. He winds up his communications by calling on the Rationalists, our camp-fire talks were entirely free of all
other Liberal Becks -that happen to liv on this planet to come supernatural explanations of the wonderful objects that met
to the front. Well, here we come. I was at the front at the us at every step in our five days among geysers and canyons.
time that D. M. Bennett was sent to prison, and circulated a There was no .selfish or unsocial conduct to mar the harmony
petition for his release to present to President Hayes; and I of our journey. I do not mean to say that Freethinkers are
expect if Brother F. J. or J. F. will make sufficient inquiry invariably gen~rous and unselfish, but I do say that it is selhe will find the majority of Becks are Liberals. Wishing dom that a party of six tourists can be found who act so natLiberalism and the Becks unbounded success, I am
urally, so kindly, and even lovingly to each other as did
Yours truly,
G. G. BEoK.
those of the Putnam party.
It is possible that this meeting of three ladies and three
INGALLS, KAN., Aug. 16, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just finished reading "Social Wealth,'• gentlemen may result in a lifetime of love and harmony to
by J. K. Ingalls, and " Rational Communism." They are two of them. No one can predict when, where, or whom
both grand. Freethought is on the gain here. A theological the blind god may shoot. Many a couple meet in Wondercollege that was started in Lincoln Center, our county seat. land, and it is so natural for a fair maid to seek safety under
some four years ago, got above ground and stood till this the strong, protecting rurm of a. gallant man when near boiling
spring. It has moved along slowly, and now its managers caldrons, hissing paint-pots, spouting geysers, and roaring
seem to be locked horns with the devil and don't know what canyons that she feels the need of a man god, and he of a
to do. We are to hav a library in our school district soon, guardian angel.

!from Jlritnds.

Higher than geyser's gush ;

as we hav voted a district tax. The books will consist of
Deeper th>J.n canyon's rush;
histories, travels, biographies, and works of science, and you
Hotter than paint-pot mush,
Is that of human love.
· can rest assured that some of Brother Bennett's books will
0 Love, Love, Love! thou magician that transform est a
adorn its shelves, and I expect to see his portrait, with that
of Paine and of Ingersoll, on its walls ; and then if we can quiet pool into an all-absorbing torrent, into which madmen
put in an organ and put up a few of the TRUTH SEEKER mot- rush, and out of which all sanity comes to bless the world!
toes we c,an feel as though we hav done something for Free- .0 heart of man, thou wonderland of all lands, may thy waves
never grow cold, nor thy pulsations ever cease !
thought.
A. BUTTERFIELD.
G. L. HEJ1DERSON.
BALLSTON SPA, N.Y., Aug. 15, 286.
MR. EDITOR: Brother C. B. Reyholds paid us a visit SunMEOHANIOSBURG, ILL., Aug. 12, 1886.
day, Aug. 8th, and gave us a very interesting lecture. His
MR. EDrroR: In the month of July, while paying a visit
subject was, " The Bible-Whence it Came and What it to some of my kin-folks, I paid you a visit and purchased
Teaches." There were not less than one hundred people of you Voltaire's '' Philosophical Dictionary" and a copy of
present, and out of nine sky-pilots who suck the blood of the "Alamontada, the Galley Slave," and you gave me three
dupes in this place, not one bad the stamina to show himself months of your tip-top, valuable paper, TnE TRUTH SEEKER.
and answer such questions as might be asked of him accord- I like the contents hugely. Please don't faJl to still illustrate
ing to the faith that is in him. But, nevertheless, Brother it. It is quite interesting to many in my town, and I think I
Reynolds put the thinking-cap on a large .number of those can get you some subscribers; will try, at least, to do so.
present, and quite a few bought pamphlets, and a good many
Well, when I left your city I went to Ocean Grove to see
hav expressed their intention of attending the Convention. my sister, who resides there. It is a beautiful place-a city
Hoping you will aid us by your prayers in bursting the by the sea. But, 0 God (if there is a God-I don't know)!
shackles that bind our villagers to superstition, bigotry, and it, is an awful orthodox bole. The privacy of the town is
priestcraft, we are as ever, yours for the cause we love,
secured by a high gate. All north of the lake is Asbury
WM. AND HARRIET THORPE.
Park and all south is Ocean Grove. Now, nothing is allowed
to enter on Sunday. In Asbury Park all vehicles run on
CENTRAL CITY, NEn., Aug. 16, 1886.
Sunday; but in. Ocean Grove you hear nothing on a Sunday
MR. EDITOR: That indefatigable advocate of Freethought, only the cat purring and the kettle singing.. I am carried
John E. Remsburg, closed last evening in this city a course back to the old Puritan days of Connecticut, when the hands
of three lectures with grand success. On the first evening of the clock.were padlocked, the hens not allowed to set, nor
his subject was "The Apostle of Liberty," which was the beer-barrel to work. 0 consistency, thou art a jewel!
attended by a fair, but appreciativ, audience. The second Will those days come again? God forbid-if there is a God!
lecture, Sunday, 10:30 A.M., subject, "False Claims," was But I will come back to that Sunday morning in July when
also fairly attended, but, owing to the extreme heat, few I left your office. My sister being an invalid, I was deputized
ladies came. In this lecture Mr. Remsburg has shown to go after the milk. Out I started with my little can to get
how to capture and interest an audience. It was crowned the allctted allowance, and I met a miscellaneous crowdby a roaring applause. The third and last lecture, in the males, females, boys and girls, negroes, etc., returning with
evening of the same day, subject, " Sabbath Breaking," was their mill{y fluid, some having to go a mile; and just outside
a masterpiece of mental labor and the acme of perfection. of the gates there stood the mill{-men with their large pails
This lecture was visited by our. city mayor and wife, county dealing out their fluid to the orthodox. I felt then that I
and city officials, doctors, lawyers, and the most prominent wanted those rams' horns spoken of in a certain filthy book.
citiztns of this town with their wives and daughters; but "I would hav blown such a blast on them that it wonld hav

shattered those gates into a thousand pieces. But I had no
horn to toot, and I doubt that those rams' horns ever accomplished anything in front of Jericho. Oh, when will the
people be schooled up to a higher sphere so as to throw off
.the seals of orthodoxy? Oh, hasten the day when truth
and reason will succeed !
Consider me .a regular subscriber to your inestimable
paper. Long may it thrive.
M. L. D. M. HEiss.
P. s:-I hav R. G. Ingersoll's likeness, that I got of you,
framed and hanging near my bed, so that when I open my
eyes in the morning I see him and my heart swells in praise
to him who is doing so much for humanity.
M. H.
DENVER, Cor~., Aug. 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: The apostle of " This-world-ism" has been
among us. He came to us from the Northwest, where, amid
a portion of the Rockies, he bad held sweet communion with
the marvelous and picturesque, the sublime and the majestic,
the grand and the glorious, in nature. He had clamb.ered
upon the flanks of the snow-mantled peaks, and rested 'neath
their shadows in the verdant vales. He had peered into the
deep, dark recesses of the mighty chasms, and had observed
the awful ruggedness of the stupendous crags. His brow
had been fanned by the dry, clear breezes of tlui mountain
bight, and his vivid imagination glided into varied pathways
as he beheld the records, written in geologic lore, of the
mighty transformations wrought within and without this
sphere during an indefinit past. Here nature baptized him
anew with the spirit of freedom, and increased and brightened the fire of liberty which dwells within his breast. The
-vigor which this environment imparted to him found expression in the emphasis of his appeal for "Universal Mental
Liberty."
Mr. Putnam arrived in Denver on Aug. 6th, and on the
following Sunday evening, at the Tabor Grand Opera House,
he delivered his address bearing the above title. An audience
of about twelve hundred persons was in attendance. Afte.r
the rendition of a piano solo by one of Denver's graceful
artists, the speaker was then introduced. He spoke for
about ninety minutes. The vigor of his argument and the
eloquence of his appeal attracted the closest attention from
his listeners. He was in grand spirits, and with all 'the sur"
roundings calculated to engender and maintain such 11 fortunate mental condition. Upon the stage of one of the finest
(if not the finest) opera houses in this broad land; with au intelligent audience before. him, so nicely seated .that he could
almost distinguish the pupil of every eye; with applause after
applause greeting him as the pertinency of his logic and the
humor of his anecdote displayed the weakness and the
ludicrousness of many of the orthodox positions which he
assailed; possessing a sound body and a lofty mind, did he
not hav the factors within and about him that could not
result in any other mental condition? For thirty months
there had been no radical heterodoxy preached in Denver.
The meeting closing, the hearty shaking of hands, the exclamations of approbation displayed toward the sentiments
expressed by Mr. Putnam, the words of good cheer exchanged,
betokened a reviyal of Liberalism witpin .our midst, and insured a grander success for our meeting a week later.
On Sunday. evening, Aug. 15th, the audience which
greeted Mr. Putnam a.t the same Opera House mentioned
above was increased by several hundred. All that has been
remarked above as characterizing the first lecture maybe applied to the second one. The subject, " The New Heaven
and Earth," treated from the Secularist's standpoint, opened
a field in which the logic and genius of the lecturer had free
scope. One by one he removed the old gods and idols to
their places in the childhood of the race, and presented to
our mental vision the glorious future which is the heritage of
humanity when freed from the bondage of ignorance and
superstition.
The Nine Demands were read before the audience dispersed, and the sentiments expressed therein found an echo
within the heart of many a listener. A call for a meeting of
those favoring the organization of a Secular Union in Denver
was generously responded to on the following :rYlonday evening. Ere this our petition for a charter has been forwarded
to New York, and we anticipate perfecting a permanent organization before the closing of the day on September 5th.
Tnos. J. Trwss.
LoNGMONT, CoL., Aug. 9, 284.
MR. EDITOH: Though yon rarely hear anything from us
who occupy this point fn the great battle-line of Liberalism,
we are not entirely" cumberers of the ground." Samuel P.
Putnam has just closed a series of three lectures in our
beautiful town of "many churches." The subject of Iris
first lecture was "Universal Liberty;" that of his second,
''The New Heaven and Earth;" and that of his last, "The
Glory or' Infidelity." These subjects were handled as only
a Putnam can handle them, and they are proving to be good
seed sown in good soil. The hurry of mid-harvest being upon
us, the audiences were· not large. No more attentiv audiences, however, ever assembled to bear the true gospel of Immanity. At the close of the lectures we organized a local
Secular Union, with thirteen charter members. With this
little band of J:rrave~ we intend to advance upon the hosts of
superstition, and compel them to rally to the support of their
little antiquated God, who is not cutting a very prominent
figure here, anyway. He seems to be in his dotage, and to
need a good deal of nursing and doctoring. The pnre, thin
atmosphere of this high altitude does not seem t'l agree with
him. He did far better in his nativ country, in which he
was wont to be carried about by a semi-barbarous tribe,
whose tutelary divinity he was, in a goods-box, on an oxcart, or to be kept and regaled on roast meats in the kitchen
of a temple erected for his special benefit. Those people
did a cruel thing who kidnapped him and brought him to
this country, as cruel a thing as was ever done by the slave,
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traders who kidnapped negroes. and brought them hith~r.
He may be greatly improved, as the negroes hav been, by
the change, but he can never become fully adapted to our
climate and our higher civilization. For one, therefore, I
vote. that he be carri~d back to h}s nativ land, to the graves
of his mother, and his son, and his other relations-if he has
any others. Why keep him, anyway, at an annual expense
of over a billion of dollars, when we hav not the slightest
use for him?
My wife and I are taking about a dozen Liberal papers.
These we hand around to our friends, and thus help sow
the good seed. After thirty years of faithful labor in the
school-room, I h~v retired from the profession of teaching.
. Instead· of teaclnng "the young idea how to shoot," I am
now teaching the young tomato vines, the young onions,
etc., how to shoot. In short, I am winning soffie laurels in
a great battle with weeds in the gardens of our beautiful
farm, six miles from Longmont. I hav found increased
health and enjoyment in my new occupation.
JoHN R. KELSo.

ket is glutted. If preachers in order to save souls had to and institutions dear to his heart. And only when every
do some labor that took a little muscle, something like sawc means has been _tried, every power exhausted, should they
ing wood, I am afraid there would not be many souls saved· submit to spoliation. And so it is with communities and
unless the wages for sawing wood were extremely high. I families;. every member should unite in resisting unprincican't see how a minister can hav the cheek to teach some- pled invasion from without, and oppression within. And
thing he don't believe in himself; but it seems that some those who assume to rule the others without their consent ;
people will do anything nowadays for money.
or, having obtained their consent, employ harsh and arbitrary
I would like to hear a lecture on Freethought every Sun- means, are unprincipled tyrants who should be deposed by
day, but we can't hav them because no one has got grit unanimous voice or unanimous force. And those who subenough to get up to preach it. I wish Mr. Reynolds or some mit to tyranny and wrong are cringing cowards and conother Liberalist could come and giv us a few lectures. I temptible slaves.
expect to be a Freethinker ·an my life-to liv and die a Lib0 citizens! awake from your lethargy; prune the tree
eralist. A Freethinker has nothing to fear. His mind is while it is young, so that you may gather the fruits of justice,
always free from that horrible hell-fire these ministers harp so mercy, and peace in its old age.
H. DELMAn.
muc.h about. I went to church the other night, and saw the
leadmg members thereof asleep, and if one should ask them
V. B. DENSLOW ON THE MORAL INFLUENCE OF HELIGION AND
how they liked the sermon they would say it was a grand serPIHLOSOPHY.
mon, when they did not hear enough of it to tell what the
VINELAND, N.J., Aug. 1, 1886.
text was. I am going to liv in this world the way I can be
MR. EDITOR: At present I've not time to follow, indicate,
the happiest. I want to see every man think for himself. and refute the absurdities in Mr. Denslow's finely written disThe creator gave to every man a mind and mental faculties sertation on this topic, but am sure it cart be done. He aims
ToNTOGANY, 0., Aug. 18, 1886.
so he could learn and investigate for himself. Giv to every to show that the adhesiv force of religion, with its worship
MI~. EDI·.ton: I hope you will continue to print pictures,
man the same rights that you claim for yourself.
of incomprehensible gods, is the moral power of humanity, a
though I find fault with some of them. Samson should hav
J. A. WEABER.
necessary hypocrisy that will remain the binding force of
been lean and lank, with hair like crowbars, for his strength
conscience and rectitude. I think the goodness manifest
lay in his hair; and the artist should hav shown us how the
EuREKA, CAL., Aug. 10, 1886.
rib liaS taken out of Adam. I think it would hav looked so
MR. EDITOR: "Self-preservation is the first law of nature " amid religion is the love its acceptauce does not annul ; and
funny to look in and see the young man's vitals squirming is accepted as a fundamental truth by all mankind. And in a without being deflected by religion from legitimate action
round. Lazarus should hav been stowed away inside of general sense, it is worthy of its universal acceptation. But and stifled by false co-action on a spurious basis, it would be
Abraham's shirt front, and had his head protruding through not to the extent that intensely selfish persons, and cringing a hundredfold more potent and refining. My present aim
a buttonhole or the opening in front.
_ cow3:rds, eagerly embrace and cherish it. Such persons in-· is simply to invite attention to discrt>pancies, and suggest
But, to take all in all, your artist has done well. He has terpret it to serve their own sinister and ignoble purposes. ideas on the moral nature of love and religion distinctivly.
thought of things that I would Iiot hav thought of. I want Their conception of this law incites them to save their own Love of our kind is the inspiring light of progress. Religion
to save my copies of the pictures, and put them in the Bible lives at the expense of every virtue, the sacrifice of every exists on ignorance, is subversiv of advance, of iBdividual ·
where they belong; it brings things out more clear and life, whether of friend or foe. They rob the fatherless and the and natio:t:al integrity and justice; it makes faith in atoning
vivid, as it were.
M. BRowN.
widow, the sick and the affi.icted, the poor and the indigent. idols p'aramount to ethics and principle; disparacres selfThey absorb the means and living of every other creature to poising character, and sets the love of myths abov: that of
swell their individual pile of wealth, to gratify their insa- kindred and all humanhood. Yet, fraternal love is the great
CHATHAM, N.Y., Aug. 21, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: The Methodists hav been holding a camp- tiable greed. They stoop to the most disreputable sneaking, adhesiv force of unity and harmony, and, with sound intellimeeting at Lebanon, Columbia county, N.Y. Their meet- lying, and swindling operations to deceive, decoy, and gence and demonstrable science, will, I believe, if given
ing closed the middle of this week. Some of the incidents fleece their unsuspecting or helpless victims, and glory in opportunity, balance the positiv and negativ, the swaying
that transpired on and about the grounds are food for their base and crafty motivs and actions, and gloat over forces of the human world, and possibly portions of the in- ·
thought-! do not mean in what they call a religious point the misery and death of those they hav the physical and hum.an .. Conceded fa.cts, showing religion is the luring,
of view, but to parties who look to true principle and the legal power to rob and kill. And then, forsooth, they prate suas1v Side of oppressiv cruelty, condemn it; the fact that
rights of their fellow-men, as in every mind that should be about the sur vi val of the fittest-the most damnable doc- love brought to bear with and upon it is the saving, coherinoo
orir first and highest ambition. What if it does conflict with trin anyone can advocate and indorse, as generally under- element shows that, without religion, it can rest on a basi~
their or any other so-called religious views or notions? Hu- stood. Instead of the survival of the just, the innocent, the of principle, and be as much more efficient in morality and
manity to man-what is nobler? Without that all is degrad- temperate, and peaceable persons, they urge and support the institutional propriety as truth is superior to falseness.
ing. Please follow me in this incident, showing how this survival of the unscrupulous, the vicious, and the lawless. Again, the religious and idolatrous basis, taking on the
humanity to man was practiced at this camp-meeting at They adore and fawn at the feet of those whose hearts are love phase of vigor, takes, through the selfish nature of the
Lebanon. First, I wish to explain that C. L. Penrose, of adamant; whose conscience is numbed and paralyzed; unity, not so much of the broad, fraternal, enduring, upperChatham, N.Y., a man of integrity and honesty, combined whose whole moral and physical economy is calloused and brain love as the self.centP.ring, conjugal, more vacillating,
with a full share of business ability; chose to make arrange- depraved; who worship nothing but wealth and usurped more physical, elements. This being the case, worshipful
ments with the New York, Rutland, and Montreal Railroad power; whose religion is supreme selfishness and corruption. ecstasy and amoral fervor mutually stimulate and excite.
Company to use a portion of their depot at Lebanon as a res- And their numbers are daily increasing. In fact, this age hence practically induce moral turpitude instead of pnrit/
taurant, making arrangements in early spring, not choosing may be truthfully said to be governed by the reign of selfish- Religious compacts thus-as well as professed, unnatural reto open until the early part of August, the time of open- ness, tyranny, and inhumanity. And nowhere is this more straints-are known to foster imatiate appetites, unbalancing·
ing occurring just previous to camp-meeting. While :Mr. noticeable than in what is called Christendom. Nine-tenths reason's sway and inciting to all phases of excess. We canPenrose was engaged at his business, Rev. W. L. Smith of what are called the upper classes are guilty of this culpable not walk the street without viewing specimens of Christian
called upon him, saying that he wished him to close his degree of selfish greed, of stolen wealth, and usurped power. abnormality. The system antagonizes consistent sex-blendbusiness there and then; also wished him to understand They stifle their own conscience and chain the tongue of jus- ing and pure heredity; and those outside the fold imitate
that he demanded it; that in case he did not close he would tice and truth by their criminal liberality to the church, church customs to escape its ~Jstracism, and display warped
hav him arrested, as "the law does not allow your business and proclaim a greater but sham concern for the peop!e's wrecks of the same depraved conditions. "Sick in body and
going on during this camp-meeting within two miles of our spiritual rather than their temporal welfare. Yet it is the mind" labels majorities .. All history and these facts demand
grounds-." Mr. Penrose replied, "I am an American and grievous poverty, the vindictiv injustice, inflicted by these a just, principled, logical, and secular basis for moral cultwish to be a law-abiding citizen; also wish to talk and' rea- very classes that drive the laboring classes to desperation ure as well as civil safety. Social order would found civil
son on this subject." Rev. W. L. Smith said," No! I hav and crime. They gull the people with liopes of future bliss equity. Social disorder holds disjointed relations through
no time to talk with you about it, but do demand you to if they will be docil and obedient in this life, and pay hom- the world to-day; it broaght the crisis, and needs rectifying
close your business." Mr. Penrose immediately conferred age to those who hav seized the power which shouid be prop- on the bed-rock of woman's vitalization and valid position as
with the superintendent of the road. Mr. White said,'' Keep erly invested in the people; who rob the people by unjust mother of men. Distortion mars the lines of commerce
open and we will protect you." However, Mr. Penrose, and vicious laws, and then arrogate to themselvs credit for maniage, educal.ion, and wealth; and the religions of to-da;
though knowing that he would be protected by the railroad charity and generosity by giving some of them a moiety of forbid justice and loving harmony. A true foundation and
true action upon it would soon rear the standard of justice,
company, being a man who wished to avoid litigation, closed the wealth they hav accumulated by extortion and wrong.
They exhort the poor to practice every virtue, while they liberty, and personal responsibility, where fraterl).al love, the
his business. Upon the camp-meeting grounds were scenes
secretly or openly practice every vice. They profess to be- universally vitalizing force, might be so normally exerted as
of rowdyism and drunkenness too horrible to mention.
What is needful to the ri~ing generation? No camp-meet- lieve and follow the precepts of Jesus· Christ, whose pre- to culture and regulate generativ affection. When its
ings; more humanity to man, woman, and child. We may eminent trait was disregard of self and deep concern for the friendly guidance can harmonize the spontaneity of select
well exclaim that "supt>rstition is the child of slavery," and poor. And to this more than anything else is Christianity in- attraction, prostitution will be scarce. But religion, with its
"reason is the lamp of the mind; the only torch of prog- debted for "the impetus it received, and the progress it has submissiv women, its different standards of honor for the
made. For Christ was no more divine than .all goodness and sexes, and lash of scandal for the long-controlled, scapegoat
ress."
J. L. BnowNING.
the advocates and doers of good are divip.e. And the proof sex, is the great hindrance to righting our wrongs. But the
is that some of his words and actions are subject to criticism sooner we begin the better ; the more earnestly we continue,
HAVANA, ILL., Aug. 17, 1886.
Mr~. EDITOR: Inclosed find 50 cents for "Order of Crea- by reason and justice. But an all wise and just being could the easier will be the labor, the more sure and complete the
tion." I was sorry to hear of the trouble Mr. Reynolds had say or do nothing susceptible of criticism. For instance, in success. Advanced men and women are discussing the
at Boonton. I hope he will come out victorious, and go on Matthew xxiii, 3, 4, Jesus said to the people, referring to the work, and many women are anxious for the chance to aid it
with the good work as before. I hav tried to get subscrib- scribes and Pharisees, "All therefore whatsoever they bid more effectually than men allow. Whoever appreciates true
ers for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I think I will succeed in get- you observe, that observe and do; but do not ye after their life should advr.)ate forward measures, ·not look to past deting a couple. Freethinkers here seem to be afraid to take work, for they say and do not; for they bind heavy burdens, ceiving tyrannie8 and plead that they are the human order;
hold. I am going to stick to THE TnUTH SEEKER. I like and grievous to be borne, and lay them on men's shoulders, the moral influences, and must ever hold science and philosthose pictures; whatever yon do, don't stop them. I am one but they themselvs will not move them with one of their ophy at their service. All the peace they ever permit is a
feverish, fitful seeming produced by the submission of the
of those fellows that don't believe the Bible is an inspired fingers."
What was true of the scribes and Pharisees in that age is masses to cruel exactions. Religion is the soft, furry,
book, and I am not afraid to tell it. I can't swallow that
whale story; and that rib story is too much for me; and I equally true 'Of the rich and powerful now. They do bind psychologic paw of the man-agent of the God myth; and love,
don't believe the world was i:n.ade in six days; and there heavy and grievous burdens on the people,. but will not lift the good element, should leave its partnership and establish
are other things in the Bible, too numerous to mention, that one· of their fingers to help remove them. But Jesus made its own almighty throne. Nay, I'll not say throne-even
I don't believe. I don't know if there is a life after this or a mistake by exhorting them to do as they were commanded. love need not be a tyrant-it is the mutual good, harmonot; but if there is, I think those will enjoy it best who liv Those who surrender their rights and bow their necks to be nizing justice in all directions and relations, equity hinging in
happy while here on earth. If there is a life after this, it oppressed and enslaved are quite as culpable as those who unity. The nature of things assures that in such cohesion
has never been revealed unto us only as man has told it, and usurp authority and inflict grievious tasks on involuntary the structure of happiness will find pedestal and dome with
one man don't know any more about a hereafter than another. slaves. There is not one among you but will extol the all the jasper pillars and golden portals necessary. And
And no one knows anything about it. I don't believe there action of the signers of the Declaration of Independence, these things will be obtainable after sufficient reformation
is a hell; but if there is, and Paine, Franklin, Jefferson, and Washington, and all those who participated in the Revo- has lifted good women's bowed heads above superstition .
Voltaire, and the rest of the great Freethinkers are there, it lution of 1776. Bnt if they had giveJ;J. heed to the injunction called religion, and changed their prayers to self-ennobling
certainly is not such a very bad place, after all. If I had my of Jesus Christ, and obeyed those then in power, America care, and men's hypocrisy to practical honesty. A few are
choice, I would rather be with these men than be with the would yet be groaning under the British yoke. Thus every laboring for the hallowed time; thousands will wheel into
preachers. I don't go much on these preachers. Some of one of you, by indorsing those brave men who rebelled against action when proper arrangements call.
I hope some one will review Mr. Denslow's theory sys_
tl).em are good men, but I think they are all preaching for injustice, condemns the words of Jesus Christ. The preserthe money there is in it. This thing of saving souls seems to vation of a nation consists in every member of such nation tematically and convert him to the truth as it is in loving
MARY E. TILLOTSON.
be such an easy profession, it's no wonder tbe ministry-mar- defending to the utmost his fellow. members, and the homes harmony.
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4.-WHY?
Thrn all are raised together, plate, bouquet,
1.-A body is heavier at the surface of the
and bell-glass filled with water, and placed
earth than it is above or below? Why is this?
on a table, carefully wiping the exterior, but
2.-Why does not the air flow in and out of
leaving on the plate, around the base of the one's lungs the same after death as before?
Edited by Miss' SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall bell-glass, a little provision of water, which
WM. SooTT.
Ri'Dl!1', Mass., to wlwm all Oommunicati<msfor prevents the entrance of air. The flowers in
5.-DI.AMOND PUZZLE.
this Corner slwuld be sent.
this condition will be preserved in all their
freshness for several weeks, and their beauty
is increased by a great number of bubbles of
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
gas, produced by the respiration of the
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
leaves, and which attach themselvs to the
That is known as the Children's Hour."
petals, appearing like pearls. The edge of
the plate and the water that it contains
When Baby Has Gone To Sleep. should be concealed by a light bed of moss,
in which are set some other flowers. In the
The tired young mother's troubled air
Was proof of a load of household care,
evening, by artificial light, a bouquet thus arAnd as baby nestled his curls of gold
ranged produces a charming effect.
Against her skirts, her brow was cold.
The baby lips quivered, he turned away;
A. Hard Question.
But dear old grandmamma bade him stay,
A Chestnut-street miss of less than five
And said, while she coaxed him not to weep,
"She'll be sorry when baby has gone to sleep."
summers, who was playing in the yard and
The toils of the trying day ha v fled ;
observing the works of nature, surprised her
The. mother bends o'er the cradle-bed:
father the other day with the following ques" What if the lids should never rise,
tions and original conclusion :
Unveiling the luster of sweet, glad eyes?"
" Papa, does God make the worms?"
Ah, me ! how we mortals struggle here,
"Yes, daughter."
Forgetting much that we hold so dear!
" Papa, does God make the hopper toad to
The words of encouragement left unsaid,
Kisses kept for the lips of the dead !
eat the worms up?"
0 parents who toil with brain and arm
" I s'pose so."
To keep your little ones safe fre>m harm,
" Well, I should like to know what he
How much of sunshine and beauty is lost
bothered
his head with the worms for if he
In the dread of bridges that will never be crossed !
had to make the hopper toad to eat t}lem"
And children, or we of larger growth,
Her father did not attempt to unravel this
llfight heed grandma's warning, nothing loath;
juvenil puzzle.-Norwwh Bulletin.
Giv voice to the love in our bosom'il deep,
Nor wait till the dear ones hav gone to sleep.
EVA V. CoLLINS.
Popular Science.

Liquefied oxygen is lighter than water,
and a little heavier than alcohol, according
to a French chemist, who has calculated its
I knew a man, and his name was Horner,
specific gravity as 0.888.
.Who used to liv on Grumble Corner,
Grumble Corner in Crosspatch town ;
According to Mr. J. Harrington Douty, of
And he never was seen without a frown.
the asylum at Worcester, England, an imperHe grumbled at this, and he grumbled at that;
He growled at the do~r, and he growled at the cat; fect supply of oxygen, or simply breathing a
vitiated atmosphere, may suffice to produce
He grumbled at morning, he grumbled at night;
And to grumble and growl were his chief delight. a mental uisorder known as melancholia.
He grumbled so much at his wife that she
The deep sea is illumined only by the deep
Began to grumble as well as he ;
green sunlight that has passed through a vast
And all the children, wherever they went,
stratum of water, and therefore lost all the
Reflected their parents• discontent.
red and orange rays by absorption. The
If the sky was dark and betokened rain,
'!'hen Mr. Horner was sure to complain; ·
deep sea star-fishes are nearly all orange,
And if there was not a cloud about,
orange-red, or scarlet, even down to three
He would grumble because of a threatened
thousand fathoms.
drought.

Where Do You Liv Y

His meals were never to suit his taste;
He grumbled at having to eat in haste;
The bread was poor, or the meat was tough,
Or else he hadn't had half enough.
No matter how hard his wife might try
To please her husband, with scornful eye
He'd look around, and then with a scowl
At something or other, begin to growl.
One day, as I loitered along the street,
My old acquaintance I chanced to meet,
Whose face was without the look of care
And the ugly frown he used to wear.
"I may be mistaken, perhaps," I said,
Ae, after saluting, I turned my head,
"But it is, and it isn•t, Mr. Horner,
Who lived for so long on Grumble Corner."
I met him next day, and I met him again,
In melting weather, in pouring rain:
When stocks were up, and when stocks were down
But a ilmile had somehow replaced the frown.
·
It puzzled me much, and so, one day,
I •eized his hand in a friendly way,
At1d said," Mr. Horner, I'd like to know
What can hav. happened to change you so."
He laughed a laugh that was good to hear,
For it told of a conscience calm and clear,
And he said, but with none of the old-time drawl,
" Why, I changed my residence, that is all!"
" Changed your residence?" "Yes," said Horner,
"It wasn't healthy on ·Grumble Corner.
And so I moved; •twas a change complete,
Aud you'll find me now on Thanksgiving street !"
Now every day as I move along
Tl e streets so filled with the busy throng,
I watch each face, and can always tell
Where men and women and children dwell.
And many a discontented mourner
Is spending his days on Grumble Corner,
Snnr and sad, whom I long to entreat
To take & house on Thanksgiving street.

Bouquets Under Water.

•

The following, taken from Vwk's Magazine,
is a description of the process by which a
bouquet of flowers may be preserved fresh
for a long time:
A vessel of water is required; the vessel
should be large enough to allow the submersion in it of a plate or dish holding the bouquet to be preserved, and a bell-glass to cover
the bouquet. The dish or plate ·should contain no moss or other material; the water
should be limpid and quite pure. Place the
plate at the bottom of the water, and on the
plate, submerging it, place the bouquet,
which is maintained in an upright position by
a weighted base previously attached to it.
This being done, the bouquet is covered with
a bell-glass, the rim of which ought to fit exactly to the flat part ·of the plate; the bellglass should be entirely filled with water, and
without the least air-bubble.

Sound Principle but Poor Poetry.
Jacob Halstead, who died recently at Elbridge, N. Y., is said to hav lived according
to the following motto:
I'll get my living by the sweat of my face,
And bear good will to the human race ;
I'll pay my debts as soon as due,
And wear my old clothes till~ can make new.

Om· Puzzle Box.
1.-0HARADE.
My first, if Milton truth doth state,
Is a chariot used by those called gre,at;
My second is a squirrel, a bird, or monkeyAnd sometimes even the blundering donkey;
My whole a fabric, finely wrought,
From Asian looms at first was brought;
Tho' now the Yankees' close attention,
Hav made it almost their invention.
Washington, D. 0.
HENRY F. SMITH.
2.-ENIGM.A..
In vice, but not in fault;
In oats, but not in malt;
In lack, but not in need;
In plant, but not in seed;
In attire, but not in dress;
In slide, but not in press;
In rain, but not in shine;
Not in mane, but in rhyme.
My whole is one who abolished ·torture in
France.
C. R.

Lyons, N.Y.

3.-THESE THREE TURKS.-,-AN AN.AGR.AM.
These fltree 1'urks, of whom I tell,
Anywhere on earth may dwell.
Any land in all the earth
Well may be their place of birth.
Any language they may speakLatin, Hebrew, Chinese, Greek.
Every age and clime are theirs;
They are Nature's only heirs.
For her verities they search,
Unconfined by creed or church.
Count them not as numbers count,
In humanity's amount;
Count them by their tho'ts and worksThese Three Turks; Tlwse Three Turks.
These 1·hree Turks, again I scan,
Neitlier woman, child, nor man.
Tho' they utter Jl.Ot a tone,
Yet their langrtlige·is"m,Y own.
Purest gems of ray serene;·
In their costumes may be seen
Diamonds, pearls, and agates rare,
All arranged with taste and care;
Roman caps and richly dressed,
Every week one is my guest ;
Voiceless, yet their rhythmic signs
Thrilling through my being shines ;
No regret for deafness lur,, sThis I owe to Tlwse Tltree Turks.
Irwin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
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suitable to mature minds, he can send one or
two-just little ones-to
LEWIS MoRRIS (Box 474).
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., July 31, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIXON: My name is Fannie
Florence Hudson. I am eleven years old;
will be .twelve in September. Mrs. Cellers,
my music-teacher, has just given me THE
TRUTH BEEKER to read. I hav read but little
in it. as yet, but as far as I hav gone I like it.
I like the Children's Corner very much, but I
am going to read it all through. My school
was out the 3d of June. It will begin again
the first of September next. My brothers
read THE TRUTH SEEKER and said they, were
going to write to you. I hav some little
white rabbits. There are seven of them. I
go to Sunday-school every Sunday at the
Second Methodist Episcopal church here.
When I went to school I was in the Fourth
Reader, and had grammar, arithmetic, writing, reading, drawing, and geography. Well,
I must close; as it is getting so long. I
thought I would write to you to amuse some
little folks in the Children's Corner.
Your little friend, FANNIE F. HuDsoN.

BROOKLYN, Au!\'. 19, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I feel a. little reluctant
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OliiLDREN'S OORNER, at writii:Ig, knowing that your time mlljt be
.AUGUST 21, 1886.
valuable, and much taken: up attending, to
the many calls and answermg the numerous
1.-2,010.624 acres. 2.-Foxglove. 3.H
correspondence which your position of editHAT
ress of a portion of so widely-circulated and
much-needed a paper as THE TRUTH SEEKER
ARRPW
HARPOON
naturally involves.
BPO 0 N
Away back in the years I often wondered
POT·
why papa took so much interest in the paper,
N.
and anxiously looked for its arrival and
4.-Tophet. 5.perused its pages eagerly. He used to often
Now if this traveler wants a drink,
mention Mr. Bennett's name, and the perseHe'll find it close at hand, I think ;
cution he encountered for his boldness and
Beneath his feet is the very thing,
manly courage against his opponenis.
A still, unfailing, mineral spring.
I hav lately read with interest your and
BoLVERs.-Ruth M. Brinegar, H. J. Messin- Mrs. Blenker's articles, and hav profited much
therefrom. I am particularly interested in
__
er_·--~~~--------ger, C. R_~o_ok
the Children's Corner, for you know the
church people strain every nerve to get hold
Corresp()ndence.
of the little ones. You shoulu see some of
.A. LETTER IN RHYME.
our anniversaries herein Brooklyn. Mothers
STRASBURG, ILL., Aug. 16, 1886.
are put to their wit's end for weeks to invent
some gin~erbread and flashy habiliments .to
Papa and I are Liberals,
adorn thmr children for that turn-out. Poor
Of the very brightest hue;
washwomen and others, that never see a
We spell our names Y-o-r-k;
$5 bill above their wants, will stint and scrape
With interest your works pursue.
money to compete and cope with their more
We liv in little Strasburg town;
wealthy and opulent neighbor's children.
Our county's name is Shelby;
Children with banners bearing all sorts of
Illinois is our dear old state;
silly inscriptions march under a scorching
THE TRUTH SEEKER is our stand-by,
sun to satisfy the conceited vanity of their
Although we're looked upon by some
minister and teachers.
Of John R. God's dear people
Of course, the little ones know no better,·
As traitors mean, that should be hung.
and are taken away by the excitement, and
But why? We're very civil. .
music, and gorgeousness of the affair, but
Oh, our " sad fate" we will not rue,
when gray-headed men and women and the
And go to church a-trembling,
unthinking populace lend aid by presence, and
And sit so still, afraid to stir,
window-adornments, and house-decoration,
Lest the devil should come tumbling!
I often think that very little common sense is
given in religious matters.
John R. is a prominent man;
I am writing foreign to what I intended. I
He sits on a golden throne,
wished to thank you for the kindness of noLike old King John, of En-gli"and,
. tieing my story and publishing it. It was my
With tyranny rules the world.
first effort, and I had only a faint idea that it
Why in the name of common sense
would be noticed at all, for certainly I could
The old fellow don't resign,
not bring myself to believe that I "\lOuld be
And giv us poor sinners a chance
the lucky one out of so many as would
Is a secret beyond mankind.
compete out of so intelligent a con~tituency
Resign-why not? Are we not smart?
as THE TRUTH SEEKER readers.
Hav we not tasted the fruit?
It may be that you would visit Brooklyn
· Giv us the throne and a good harp ;
some time ; if so, I would be pleased to make
We'll show what we will do.
it pleasant for you to stay with us, if possible.
There will be a world pure and bright,
LAURA BLENSBY.
I am yours,
Free from hell and damnation,
With hearts made happy and so light,
Not knowing predestination.
If it pleases the editor
To make public these verses,
In the grand old Corner so dear,
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
•Twill make one of the children's hearts
Price, .10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
Gladden with pleasure, and, perhaps,
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
Again from her you will hear.
The Church and Morality; Criminal St~ttistics,
ID.A YoRK.
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes t tl!e Church and Civilization; . the
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning;
IDAHO SPRINGS, CoL., July 29, 1886.
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
DEAR Miss WixoN: I feel that I maybe exAntislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement i, the Tem.Perance Reform; the
cused for addressing you so freely, since,
Church ana the Republic.
thou~h personally unacquainted with you, I
hav m company with my two little truth Bible Morals.
Twenty Crimes and
seekers, shared your thoughts in the ChilVices Sanctioned b:y ScriJ.liure : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheating: Theft and Robbery·
dren's Corner. I inclose a contribution for
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
that department if you see fit to publish it.
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; InWith sincere wishes for your success in the
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
work of entertaining and instructing our
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
young folks,
I remain,
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
MRs. EvA V. CoLLINs.
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscen-

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

PALATKA, FLA., Aug. 16, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIXON: The mathematical
problem (1.) in the Children's Corner of THE
TRUTH SEEXER of the 14th inst., like everything else "is quite easy to those who know
how to d~ it·" but don't you think it a little
hard for children? Not many girls and boys
of less than sixteen or eighteen can solve an
algebraical equation of the ~e.cond de~r~e
containing two unknown quantities, after It IS
presented to them; much less can they form
from a puzzling question such a one as will
lead to the true answer. Ask Mr. Scott to be
a little easy on the tender and undeveloped11
brains less precocious, mayhap, than his owrl;
and he will doubtless solicit thereby more
general interest in, and contribute more
largely to the amusement and profit of, the
Corner.
A's fence will ha.v to be 520 rods long (with
five sides). If Mr. Scott wishes to amuse
himself by constructing mathematical puzzles

ity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

!.\nd most thorough work ever written on the
8abbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.;, The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; .l!;xamination of
Sundax .AJ:a-uments ; OrjgiJ! o.f Christian Sabbath; Testunony of the Chnstran Fathers; The
Sabbath durin~:" the Middle A~es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Chnstian Reformers,
.,Scholars.:.and Divines; Abrogation •of Suriday
"'Laws. .t"Iice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00. ··' ··
·IT
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THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA..
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J. M. Pryse and J.
M. Burglar, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the il).tereats. of ou~ colonization enterprise, the Credit Fonmer of Smaloai andf:enerall:y
to the practical so~ution of the prob em o Integral
Co-operation. Pnce, $1 a year; 50 cents ·for six
months; 25 cents for three montb,s.
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Admirers of the Great Naturalist, and practically
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cal Works.
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"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the
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WH1l.
A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.

Large and Handsome Print.
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THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
S8 Olinton Place, New York
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view.
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Price,

" False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

The best and most thorough work ever written
-on the Sunday Question from a rational point of

For either of these works~., or agy of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton }'lace, New York.

Bemg a Comparison of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with those of
heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their Origin
and Meani.'ng. With
numerous illustrations.
The object of the work 1s to_point out the myths
wi~h which the Old and New Testaments abound;
o sp-'ow that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
'
" It is unquestionable true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
nthe work before us."-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

~ ~~1r:Gr'm!R~
~~Wnter:n in tClouds
anrl RiversTlce
d
·
t·

"A prose e:?ic of the war, rich with rncident.
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last .with the living spirit of to-day."-Joh.n
SWinton's Paper.
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-aSo many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.
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J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
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THE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

or Europe.

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $3.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Olinton Pl., New York c1ty.
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60. Childhood of the Wor!d. By Edwnrd Clod d.
61. Miscellaneous Essays. By Richnrd A. Proctor
ti2. Rehgions of the Ancient World. By Prof. Geo
Rawlinson, Umversity of Oxford. Double
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68. Progressive Morality.
By Thomas Fowlet·
LL.D.! president of Corpus Christi College
Oxfora.
64. Distribution of Animals and Plants. By A.
~ussel Wallace and W. T. 'l'hiselton Dyer.
65• .,auditions of liientalDevelopment; and other
Essays. By Wm. Kingdon Clifford.
66. Technical Education; and other Essays. By
Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
67. The Black Death. An A.ccount of the GrPnt
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Centur,..- #J'
J. F. C. Hecker.
68. (Special number, 10 cents.) Three Essa~.
Herbert Spencer.
69. <Double Number, 30cents). Fetichism: A Cov
tribution to Anthropology and the History
of Religion. By Frit:.~ Schultze,.Ph.D. 'l'rans
lated from the German by J. Fitzgera:,.l
M.A.
70. Essays Speculativ and Practical. By Herber'
Spencer.
71. Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson,_ LL.D
With ApJlCndix on Archeology. .l:lY E. B
'l'ylor1 F.R.S.
72. The Dancing Mania or the Middle Ages. BJ
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
73. Evolution in Histor¥, Language, and Science
Four Addresses delivered at tb London
Crystal Palace School of Al·t, Science, and
Literature.
74. Tho Descent of Man; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwin. In II parb1
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By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
R. TUCKER.
Written in Prison. Suppressed b:l'_the Czar. The
Author Over Twenty Years an Extle in Siberia. Russian Edition worth $600 a Copy.
First American Edition Exhausted
in Four Days. Second now
Ready, An Elegant
Volume of 830
Pages.
PRESS COMMENTS :
To call the boo!< the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of
Nihilism is scarcely extravagance.-Boston Advertiser.
It is perhaps the book which has most powerfully influenced the youth of Russia in their
growth into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
noteworthy as a work which has played so important a part in the political and social history of
the century.-Boston Courter.
As a revelation of folk hfe it is invaluable; we
hav no other Russian pictures that compare with
it.-PI·oviaence Star.
The characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
t.hat the interest in their.fate becomes intense as
the thread of the narrativ is slowly unwound.Boston Saturaay EveninrJ Gazette.
When we come to consider the publication of·
such books as Flaubert'a "Balammbo" and Tchernychewsky•s "What's To Be Done?" we cannot
avoid the conclusion that something must hav
happened to the society for the suppression of
indecent literature.-St. Louis Republican.
In cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
Add---9s THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
83 Clinton Place, New 1l::.rlt. ·
33 Olinton Place, New York.
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Making the Episcopal Churcll Loyal.
Religious Jottinu in the Tl·£rnme.

•

The other day, in San Francisco, General
Sherman told a little anecdote about an
Episcopal clergyman that may be worth repeating. While the general occupied Memphis during the war, he issued an order that
all the churches should open on Sunday.
"The day after the·order was promulgated,"
said the· general, "I was waited upon at my
headquarters by a clergyman, who announced
himself as the Rev. Mr. - - , of the Episcopal church, of that city. He was got up in
the highest style of clerical garb, and his face
wore the expression of a predetermined martyr. r said : ' Sit down; I am very glad to
see you. What do you want? What can I
do for you?' He answered, 'General, I hav
seen your order about opening the churches
on Sunday, and I am a good deal embarrassed to know how to obey it, or how to·
state my objection.' I replied: 'There is no
embarrassment in obeying an order, and as
for objections, I don't care to hear them.
You obey the order, and never mind your objections.' He replied, ' But, General, you
are aware that since our unhappy civil war
commenced the ritual of the Episcopal.
church South has undergone a material
change.' ' Has it?' said I ; ' I ha v not noticed it.' He said, 'We are now directed by
our church to pray for the Hon. Jefferson
Davis, president of the Confederate States,
and, of course, I am ecclesiastically compelled to obey the directions of the church,'
and he looked at me with the expression of
a martyr about to be taken to the stake and
burnt alive. · I regarded him for a moment,
and then said: ' Oh, never mind; pray for
Davis; pray for him just as hard as you can.
He needs every ·pray~r you can get off; but,
my friend, I am dreadfully afraid praying
won't do him any good; he has gone up.'
He looked euriously at me, and then said,
' Will you require me to pray for Abraham
Lincoln, president of the Unitet.l. States?' 'By
no means, my dear fellow,' said I. 'Let him
alone. He don't need any prayers. Abraham Lincoln is just as sure of salvation as
any man who has ever died, or ever will die.'
"Next Sunday morning it occurred to me
I would go t.o this church of his and see how
he got on. Services had just begun when I
got in, but I took my seat where I could hav
a good view of him a11d he of me. He saw
me before I got half-way down· the aisle.
He went on with .the service, and when.he·
arrived at the point of conflict between the'
Episcopal church South and the order of;
Sherman, with one eye on the prayer-book
and the other eye on me, he prayed for 'all
in authority over. us,' left out Davis, and let
Lincoln alone. I had no more trouble with
the Episcopal church after that."

Paine

Vinilicate~!

--oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slandero~s attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
--oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
60pp. Price 10 cents; 12 copies, $1.

.A. ROMAN .CATHOLIC CANARD
·A Fabricated Account "of a Scene at the :deathbed of Tlunnas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(up'on which the Obsm·ver relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
18pp. Price cents; 25 for $1.00.
For these two pamphlets address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
83 Clinton Pl.• New York.

5

ADAMI AND HEVA.
BY S. P. PUTM.A..M.
A poetic version of the Indian Story of the Garden of Eden, in which its superiority to the mutilated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
38 Olinton Place, New York.
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llottoes for Freethinker~.
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
in tended to take the place of the " God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 Hl. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
LJadings:

:·····················································:
•
THE LIVING ~~ A.:a~: TO CONTROL
:
: ........................... ; ........................ :

··································.···················:.•
FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV, US TRUTH.
•
......................................................
······················································:

D. B.. BENNETT'S WORKS•
. FREETHOlJGHT WORKS,
ADDRESS THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Seeker .Around the World.
Sepher Toldoth J eshu; or, the :f3o.~k .A. Truth
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate
of the· Generation of :Jesus. ; lffirS.t ~liapB-,
· lation _into English. of :i'eni~~;~~ble
brew document, givmg the or1gmal'from·
which the story of Jesus was made up.
20 cents.

a

¥a-

, engraVing of the author in Vol. I., and
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth,
$6..50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

Sixteen Saviors of None. By KEnsEY The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
GRAVES author of the World's Sixteen
}teforniers. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth,
Crucifi~d Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Pnper, 75 cents:·
cloth, $1.
·

$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

······················································
·····································.················:

By The Champi()ns of the ·church; Their
Crimes a.'nd Persecutions. Svo.
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00: leather, $4.00;
Socialism : Reply to Prof. RoswelJ
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
D. Hitchcock. The Professor'~; '.rhe ·Gods and ReligiOns of Ancient
sophistries fully exposed. Paper, 25
and Modern Times. Two Volumes.
centil; cloth, 50 c'lnts.
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 pe1
Superstition ; The Religion of Believe
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumei\; in

.:······················································
:
U.NIVEBSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.
•
······················································
......................................................

The Adventures of Elder Triptole·
mus Tub. Containi11g stattling

:

SUPERSTITION IS THE

OHILD

OF SLAVERY.

•

······················································
.:······················································:
..
BEASON IS A BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR.
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS MY CATHEDRAL.

:

.

THE ·TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOWo
AND THE PLACE TO DE HAPPY ·rs HEBE.

:

:

.
.
······················································
~

.......... ~~- ~~~. ~~.;,;;. ~~~;~;;. ·......... 1

: .......... --~~- ~~. ~-~~~ -~ ~~~~~~-- ........... :
The price of e11.ch of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, prmted in colors, with an engraved

heading, containing ihe Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent· postpaid, secm·ely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Pl., New York City.

Six Lectures on Astronomy.
PnoF. . ::. A. PnocTOR.

20 cents .

or be Dam Qed, an Open Letter to the St.
John's School Board. By M. BABcocK.
25 cents.

and interesting disclosures about hell, itS""
locality, magnitude, climate, employmE:nts, etc. By the Rev. G~~:o. RoGERS
15 cents.

Tlte Besant- Hatcltard Debate.

A

two-nights' Debate between -Mrs. ANNm
BESANT and Rev. A. HATCHARD on Thr
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character.
anti the Influence of Christianity on the
World. Held at the Hall of Science
London, December, 1880. 25 cents.

OF

IITE:LLEGTUAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author-of "The
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be read once, but t~
be kept and referred to, and pondered over fron.
year to year. It is a ~uide-book of Liberalism
through the past centunes prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
of other histories }i,ke G!b1>0n, Hall!j-m1 or Lecky,
but it makes them mtell!gtble by pomtmg out the
white light that h:ts been cast upon the lurid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and m·uelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed course
dpwn through the ages which now liv only as our
realm of Memory and Admonition."
PRICE, $3.50.
Octavo, 458 pp.
Address THE TRUHT SEEKER.

ELEMENTS
OF

ffNIVEBSAL HISTORY
FOB
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prof. D. M. Cottlnger, A.M.
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of history from2,000
years B.C. on up to 1883, all in a nutshell.-Elmtn.a Sle'rtker.
As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
an imwrtant place ; in the family it would be no
less important, as con ve);ng information that all
should be acquainted with •.,--Susan Wixon.
Mr. Cottinger's mtentions in writing this book
are excellent, and his atandpoint adillirable. It
may be commended as fulfilling its purpose of a
concise and interesting historical text-book.Mtlwaukee Sentinel.

Price, Cloth, U.liO.

For Schools, in Quantltles, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

From Behind the Bnrs. A series M
letters written in prison.
Price $1.50.

Over 700 pageb

A Trutll Seel[er in Europe. A serim;
of letters written during il. visit of ten
\\ eeks in Europe. Giving some account
of the International Freethinkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett W11.il a delegate, followed by a de·
scription. of what he 11aw i:a England.
France, Holland, and Italy. The le,tter!
from Rome alone are worth the price
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait
of the author. 850 pages. $l.50.

Semitic Gods and the Bible.
The Clergyman's Vjetims. A Rad- TheTreating
upon the gods of the Semitic
ic>~l

story vividly-porftaying the wrongE
committed by the professed men of God.
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.

The Contrast : Evangelicalism and
By
Spiritualism Coinpared.
MosEs HULL.

Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.

A.. dom~stic. ;Rawcal
story. By M~s. _EI;<MINA Dii.A.xE, S~Nx,llin,
author of John's Way, Studying ·the Bible,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Darwins.
THE RHE

lenther, $7.00; in morocco, gilt enges,
$8.00.

The Ghost of St. Joh11s. By 1\'I. BABcoox.

25 cents.

The New Dispensationi_or, The Heavenly Kingdom.

'.!5

By D

w.

HULL.

Price,

!!'lllts.

Judaism, Christia.nity, and Mohalll·
medanism examined historically

and critically. It is thought to be the
most .damaging exhibit of Christianity
that has appeared. 500 large pages.
Price, $1.50.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages.
·Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

The Humphiey-Bennett Discussion.

The Question Settled.

A. Carefu:l

Comparison of Biblical Modern Bpiritualism. By MosEs HuLL. Cloth, $1.

The Roaring Lion on the Track. By
M. BABCOCK.

nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan,
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin
Man·, nnd .the Bible. To the latter 230
pages are devoted, showing that book to
be a very inferior production for a firstclass God. 333 large pages. Paper cov·
ers, 60 cents; clotn, $1.

Price, 15 cents.

The Philosophy of Spiritualism, a:J?-d

the Philosop'hy and Treatment of Medwmania. By FllliiDEBic. R. MARVIN, M.D.
Cloth, 50 cents.

· A debate on C~ristianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H.
Hmn>HBEY. This book has had a very
large sale, and is a splendid work for
F-reethinkers to loan to Chri~an nei~
·bor8•. 1550 t>al[_es.. "Price. $1.

~Bennett.;Teed Discussion. Betweeb
D. M. BENNETT and Cnus RoMULus R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth. Paper, • 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.

A.. Business Man's Social and Relig- What Objections to Christianity~
ious Views. Bold and trenchant ·
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and
blows against theology and inhumanity
Price, $1.

A.lamontada, the Galley-Slave. Trans-

lated from the German of Zschokke by
IRA G .. Mos:tiEB, LL.B. A deeply philosophical rianativ, intensely interesting.
Price, cloth, 75 cen.ts; paper, 50 cents.

Beyond the Veil. Claimed to be dictated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Swedenborg, through the mediumship of Mrs
· FRANCES H. McDoUGALL and Mrs. LuNA
Hu'l'ciUNsoN, ·with a steel engraving of
Randolph. Price, $1.50.

Career of Religious Ideas; Their Ul-

timate the Religion of Science. By HunsoN TuTTLE. Paper, 50 r.ents; cloth, 75
·cents.

G. M. ·MAm, divided into the following
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor
original, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements hav been as fully and truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his mission
in the world is unhistorieal; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history..
BENNETT affirms; MAIB denies. Th1s 1s
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United

States Circuit Court upon the charge of
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustiee
was perpetrated, upon Mn. BENNETT.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 ce~ts

Ecce Diabolns; or, The Worship of !.n Open Letter to Jesus Christ.
Yahveh or Jehovah Shown to be
5 cents.
the Worship· of the Devil, witn observaBOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Lterrogatories
to Jehovah. Being
tions on the horrible and cruel ordi~ance
SUBJECTS:
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Sacri-

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearly 11poo pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; m:.,_ Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Fiv~ volumes, at$1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes m one for $2. ·
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. <The fifth
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Hea~th Hints and Reacly Recipes. A· valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E • .B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relil.tion to Disease,"representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and J>Ublic hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to SICK and well. By mail, ,1,0 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and p;~phlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Bl'Ooks, 336 p_a_ges1 cloth
bound, $2'h "Heredity!" by Loring___ .Mooay, 159
l!_ages, clot t 75 cents; ' The Law of Her_edity," by
]!'. H. Marsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperamentsz" with illustrations, by Dr.
·E. B. Foote, 10 cents.;.' Generation before Rer:eneration" by Dr. E . .H. Foote, Jr.t}O cents; ' Re·
ports of Conventions and Parlor Jueetin!(s during
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of the
Institute of Heredity, M~ 29, 1883..t" 10 cents.
Address '£HE TRuTH SEE KEB.

fices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very
Rev. EvAN DAvms (Myfyr Morgnnwg), D.
D., LL.D., Ar.ch-Druid of Gret>t Britllin.
Translated from the Welsh by ManiON, B.
C. Price, 25 cents.

Godship upon a great variety of subjects.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents .

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First

Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, gi\'·
ing many church incidents and his evolntion from Chljstiani ty to Liberalism. Po.. pe;r, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents.
Gottlieb: His Life. A Roman<:e of The Book of Chronicles of the Pil·
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Beauttfully
grims in the Land of Yalnveh:
written. By S. P. Pt"TNut. 25 cents.
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to
IIereafter. A. Scientific, Phenomenal,
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00
and Biblical Demonstration of a Future
rhe· First Epistlf of Bennett the
Life. By D. W. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents;
Apostle to tile Truth Seekers.
.cloth, 75 cents.
10 cents.
issues of the Age. Consequences Involved in Modern Thought. A work 'l'he Great Religions of the World.
10 cents.

showing much study and great familiarity with other writers and thinkers. By
HENRY C. PEDDEB. Price, $1.
·

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate.

Jesus Christ. His life, miracles, teach·

Jesus Christ. CO'.I'lsidered as an Infi.

ings, and imperfections.
· 25 cents.

John's Way.
Radical story.
l5 oent&.

By W. S. BELL.

A pleasing. domestic
By MBa. E. D. ~

10 cents.

del.

·

10 cents.

An Hour with tlte Devil. 10 cents.
ii:il:ful Saint& and Sensual Shepbor~

1·--

I
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Ingersolrs

RAL LEAGUE No. 257·

!I In·dustrial Hall, Broad and
, 1 :80 :P.M. for lectures and

The Gods. Paper, 50 ,

and social questions.
N.B.-Trutb

In five lectures,_ Qompris.i
" Humboldt " "·~·nomas Pr
ity," and " Irereties and. H

The Ghosts. Paper, 50
Contents: "The Gnost!!J".
Woman, and.Child," "'.l'h(
de_].l_endence," "About Fe'' The Grant Banquet"'"
Clark," "The Past. fuseE
Dream " and "A Tribute t

; Some Mistakes of Mos'
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmaf
'plain cloth, $1.25,

What Must We Do to
per, 25. cents.

.

The Christian·

.

Reli~

IngersoJb Judge Jereri:iiali
George J!'. Fisher. Paper,:

Orthodoxy.

56 page·

10 cents. $1.00 per· doz. po
large, clear t_ype,_and con
could be delivered in tw
Ttrls makes· a grand mi
Ltberals should scatter it 1

Ingersoll Catecbi'sed:,
a NUII).ber of Vital Quest.
the edt tor of the San Fro
cep.t,s per dozen; 25 copi.
Millions of these should b

Vindication of Thon
the attacks of the New Y.c
. ert G. Ingersoll, . Price, i1
Address on the. Civi
· Large size octavo, paper;

• Ingersoll's Lectures

1

Bound in one volume '1
for_ Mr. Ingersoll's worksJ 1
all his lectures1 except tnt:
doxy," bound m one beau
calf, library style, ·and c
pa~es, which is sold at 1
pnce of $5. Sent by mail!

Tributes.

Th9re ha1

!!,J>plications for Mr. Ing•
His Brother," "The Vision
Banquet Toast," and the
"Little Harry MillElr's G1
been printed on heavy ton
minated border, and m lar
ble for framing, and the fE
to any address, for 50cts, OJ

Prose Poems and Sel
It
of

Price, $1.90,
Address THE TRUTH SE;EKER CO.,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

A STUDY

Price. $1.00.

011'

$9.'

The Busts of Vol.taire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Oti.binet size; true to
life, J?ricet$l.W<!ach. ,Every admirer of these
apotiole~ or Relig10us Ltberty should hav them.

Photogranhs of t'olonel Ingflrsoll.
Superb photographs, 22x28, $5; panel,
boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card,
Address T;s:E TRUTH SEEKER.

$3;

P llAVTIV&L

EXPERIENVE

WITH POULTRY.
BV

GEO.

M.

FREETHOlJGHT :NOVEl~ '•

BY LEWIS C. JANE9.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Paganism ; investigates the history of the founder of Christianity in. the light of the latest scientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows .that the ,true story of
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
separable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Chlist, and traces the natural development of
Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
Complete references and full index. 820pp. Svo,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
OF

APOi.JLONIUS
OF TYAN A,
OR
THE

First Ten Decades of Our Era.
BY

Address GEO. M. DAVENPORT,
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Designed to show upon the authority of History
that Apolloniue of Tyana performed miracles and
~oke wise sayings equal to thoHe attlibuted to
Jesus Chlist. 350pp,, octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
SCJld at THE TRUTH SEEKER office'.

Bible Fabrications Refuted

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

and

OR,

The Errors of the Bible Exposed.

The Forgery of the Old Testament

BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
83 Clinton Place. New York.

Dedicated to the clergy

The BiDle Analyze~.
BY

.J'olm R. Helso, A.lti.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Oreation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-The
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven· and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath· of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Crown octavo,-833 p_p. Splendidly executed Bent
by mail, post paid. Price, $3.00.

•.ro

REPLY

BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,

Secularist.
Price,

10 cents.

Addrass THE TRUTH SEEKER. CO.

S A CR ED ll Y S T E R IE S
AMONG THE

lDa}'as and U•e (}niches 11,904)
Year11 Ago,

ORIGINOF TRE 'BIBLICAL MYTH
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Price, $2.50.
illustrated
For Sale at this office.

CAPT A INS OF INDUSTRYr

on,
MEN oF B'D'SINEBS WHo DID SoMETHING BESIDES
M.uilNG MONEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
By B. W. Lacy,

BY .JAMES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav

helped the world; together with eight .Portraits.
A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest"b Mr.
Parton's works need no commendat10n. They
sophistry, unfairness, and historical misstatement.
Prlc,.• Cloth, U; Paper, 50 Cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

For sale at this of'lnr.

PRIMITIVE CHRISTilNITY·

DAVENPORT.

This work contains all that can be learned from
a two-dollar book. Sold' at the low price of 25
cents. Young girls are wanted in every country
town to sell it. Liberal discount to the trade.
Price, 25 cents per copy,

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

are standard.

Price,. •
Address

- $1.29.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
83 Clinton Place, New York,

written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnellx
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. 'Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Family Creeds. By William McDonnell, author of "Exeter Hall." 'Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.•
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. ~gual to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404pages. $1.25.

The 011tcast. A deep, finely written

SH

PEL'S MODERN

1886} CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showing the modern style
· of painting,
A cardboaz·d supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessar;v pieces for
All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By constructing
a model bouse, with plam directions
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great chal'lii of. for putting them together.
this novel is its abHolute fidelity to nature. Its
While the supplement affords both old and
perHonages are those one meets with in com- young_ the !J're&test amusement, it is more than a
mon life, and are portrayed with a vividness toy, It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Archand perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to ex- itecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
pect to find, in such a marked dej1re~. even most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
from so gi,fted a pen as that of Miss wixon, builders.
·
whose biillian t and lucid style is familiar to 55 New Designs for Residences (cost varying from
most readers in theFreethoug_htranks." Plice,
$500 to $15,000}.
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
·
Drawings and descript~on of a model Kitchen
(by Mnria Parloa} and a perfect Cistern.
. TRAVELS IN FAtTH
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
From Tradition to Reason
SENT, Pos·rPAin, oN RECEIPT oF PRICE, $1.
Address
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
THE: CO-OPEBATIVE BUILDING PLAN AS>O'N.
For Sale at this Oftice
Cloth, $1.25.
191 Broadway <Box 2702}, New York.
Radical story. From the London edition. By
Win wood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80 cents.
·

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Childran and

(Just Publtsl1ed, July 1,

ASHORf LESSON IN HISTORY.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
· Youth. Br_Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. '.rhe Only illustrated Freethinkers' theology, showing how the one has labored for
Children's Stor:y-Book ever issued. 66 full-page human advancement, and how the other has
and 25 smaller illustrations; large ~ype, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated always opposed it.
covers; 4to. 224 pp,, bds., $1.25.
Plice, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenjy-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of $3.
We wish tliatthe ftiends of Freethought would
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler distlibute thousands of these telling pictures.
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Apnles of Gold.

A Story-Book for

tbe Youn_g Folks. BY Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a ver:l" large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced plice of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

The Youth's .Liberal

~uide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Pnce; $1.00. Thts
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
plinciples of Freethought, at the same time
' that it inculcates moral duties aud human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
-

THE TBUTa SEEK):RANNUAL
Prier1 iii oer t11o

1'HE MODERN BALAA:M.
Showing the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. !tis a splendid pictolialargument. Price
uer dozen30 r.Ant.•; o•r hUndred, S1.511

CHRISTIANITY
A R E WARD F 0 R C R I M E.
Snbstantiatecit ~y the Bible.
BY

0. B. WIDTFORD, M. D.
Prlce,10 Uc.:nllf.l PcrDozen,t1J()·.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

·rhe Apostle of Liberty. An address
delivered in Paine HallJ bei'ore the N. E. Fre
thinkers' Convention, .January 29, 1884. Pric
tO cents.
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MR. W~LLIAirS,"f~rin~ '
Brooklyn court-house, 1\'.
certain supervisors of t:
compelled him tl?:aj'l:d (
t~e. bills •he ·presented:: t~
divide the extra money al!
.

.?1\c~ptl.r "mP,de one of his
\l)!~d. ;~h,at.. ,','!f Christianity
pd_E~e:tson\are in hell·togersoU··js-, making .no .wild
e"~ily '~]itn to the written
'of the"· ~hurch, and furnish
·a statement. -The religious
d. LOngfellow is well known.
They stood in direct and
positiv. opposition to these
beliefs-which a large part of.
Christendom· still claim to
be .essential to salvation.
Logically and mercilessly
interpreted!- , these stanc'hirds would·le·ave no other
conclusion open to us than
that'adopted·by Mr. Ingersoll concerning the future
destiny of Longfellow and
·Emerson, and; we may also
~dd, of Mr;Dai"Win.-Ohris-

, I

EARTHQUAKEs in ·It'alyl'f
and Greece havd~str8yedt":
six towns, killed ~.QO,per~r:;
sons, and seriously in~ h~
jured 1,000.
:'.~ ....·~
FIFTY thousand· SOcial-' i:'
ists attended a '~ecentt
meeting in London to
protest ap;ai;nst the' ;tyr~ ~
ranny of the poli(.l!l. · ,:t{

\li

THE English .. goyer~~
ment in Burmah :'is fore- ~
ing. the nativs to. adopt f
English laws, customs; '•
language, and religibn •.

H

t'tan Regtster. . •

· ';W~N)Jinl~a)l;ibes do not,
as a. ri;Ue'i !li>nsiiler it wrong
to rob outside, the circle of
their. t;lap. · Their God is
therefore -.a ·. robber like
themselvs. · If ·.they settle
in a fertil comitry, pass Into
the agrioulttifal•state, build
towns; and become powerful
~ifiZeiis; ·With- ·property of
their .owti, ·they'change their
views;respecting theft, and
•accordingly: their God for- •
;bids it.
his iaws. But it
soi:D.e~muil!·happens that the
sayings· and' doings of the
tent~gods ate preserved in
writings '!yhlch are ~tccepted
as revelation .by the people
of. a,. la.ter and a better ·age.
Then. may ·be observed the
' curious', and . b}i no means
~ pleasipg;specta;cle of a peo~
( ~leo.ut~~<?~g:,t~eir relig' lOt;J.,_ : aJ?P,. ):ieli~vmg that
' their god performed actions
i which' would ' be punished
A With: thll g!l.llows if they .

. AT Newport, R. J., on
Aug., 28th, each policeman was provided' in t}l,e
morning with a wa\:rant, ,
- a n d sixty-four , .atrests.
were made . for .: iilegiU
sale o:( liquor. · ::; i

m

7

EvANGELisT Mo oi?Y
' will shortlyopen ~~ si:ah
trainilig-school fQr; Chrtii- f
. till.n worke~s in d8'cagp; ~
where $150,000 ~!Ml;!e'eil}
raised toward . the' s:fini i
~eeded for suitable build~ i
mgs.
MR. BLAINE has opened:
the Republican campaign r·
by a speech in Maine, in
which he says he hits no 1
· new: nostrums to offer. for 1
the cure of labor troubles, [
but ~ a fir.m believe~in~-~~~==-===~~==---- -:--·------.--. ---:---:-::----the efficacy of the protectiv. tariff.

i

. AT the late English Methodist conference:
member.s stated that "there ~ in the breasts •
of the young people ·a suspicion that Methodism ~ played out and incapable of adapting
itself to, a stirring, democratic age."
.
THE Belfast distric~s in Ireland are ove~
with b.oqdl~s who 'hav lived on rioting so
long, that they are anxious to continue that
idle.' We. Baili:ffs when attempting eVictions
hav been met with boiling water and hot
lime.
·
BURGLARS in Massachusetts are despoiling
churches of their ,yaluable ornaments. Perhaps the depredators are merely disguised
taxpayers of the vicinity, endeavoring to recover by force that which was taken by
force.
TwELVE assemblies of the Knights of
Labor met in Chattanooga on Aug. 28th and
nominated candidates for the state Senate
and state legislature, and three alder.men for
the city. This is the first action of the kind
taken by the order in the South since its
organization.
HENRY GEORGE, having been offered the
nomination for mayor of this city by the
labor organizations, has required as a condition of his acceptance the signatures of
30,000 voters to promises to support him.·
Papers for such signatures are being vigorously circulated.
·
FoR some time reports hav foreshadowed a
rupture between France and the holy see and
the recall of the French ambassador to the
Vatican. Radicals hav urged the French
government to break finally with the pope;
but this has not been done, and peace is being
concluded.
GERMAN Sociaists recently held memorial
services nommemorating the labors of Ferdinand Lassalle, Karl Marx, and other deceased
leaders, applauded the martyrs in European
and American pr~ons, and,- though totally
disapproving of the Anarchist deeds in Chicago, nevertheless exten<}.~d sympathy to
those "misguided fellow-men."
RuMORS giv the details of a plot within the
Knights of Labor to, 1;i.tssassinate Mr. Powderly. It is asserte. d. that three years ago the
Home Club, a New York wing that was opPosed to hi"m, hired two New York thugs to
take his life. These men went to the Fulton
Ferry one night and waited for Mr. Powderly. He was to ltav addressed a Brooklyn
meeting that night, but, for some unex~
· d cause, was
· d e1aye d .·- ·This save d hi s
p1ame

life.
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.IT ..is a gentleman's busin~ss t? .c'Qlti;v:ate h~B mind
. With lillowledge, w1th gen--------~:":':'~:-:::C~~~~·· erous dispositions, With all
worthy· a,ccomplishments befitting his condition
and qualifyinif him for honorable action ; so that
he_may excel; and bear himself above the vulgar
level, no lea~' in real inward worth than in exterior
garb; that he be not a gentleman merely in name
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IN the Pentateuch wEI hav a book, presented to.
us by aba,rbarous·and ignorant people> written in

•"t{;!ift~~~M~til::~eat\~1 ~he~a~£i~~~h,it~~:

lates. · [The investigations oN3ishop Colenso, Robertson Smith, and many others;-m-~v-.t.nrned..w.hat
then was looked on as" probability" into moi·al certainty, and none now but the laggards and dastards
of an· effete theology would dare to say that the
Pentateuch is the work of Moses] corroborated by
no concurring ·testimony, a11d resembling those
TO BE HELD AT
fabulous accounts which every nation givs o~ its
origin. Upon reading this book we find it full of
miracles and prodigies. It givs an account of the
state of the world and of human nature entirely
different from the present'; of our fall from that
Sarato~ra state;
of the age of man extended to near a thousand years; of the destruction of the world by a
deluge; of the arbitrary choice of one people as
the favorits of heaven, and that people the countrymen of· the author; of their deliverance from
From Thursday, Sept. 2d, to Sunday, Sept. 12th, 1886.
bondage by prodigies the most astonishing imaginable. I desire anyone to lay hiS hand upon
his heart, and, after a serious consideration, de-.
clare whether he thinks that the falsehood of such
a
book, supported by such testimony, would be
Reduction on all railroad routes. Special excursion rates to Saratoga
more extraordinary and miraculous than all the
from all points.
miracles it relates, which is, however, necessary
to make it be received according to the measure
The best Liberal speakers will be -in attendance. The following is the. of probability that I hav just established.-Hume's
list so far as they hav accepted: John Peck-subject, " The Gods on Exhibi- Essa'/1 on Mtracles.
tion;" Lucy N. Colman-,-subjects, "Remii).iscences in· the Life of a Reformer,"
IF we were only required to accept the authority
and "Woman's Duty To-day in the World's Work;" W. S. Bell-subject, of the Jews for the belief that they sprung· from
" Conflict Between Christianity and Civilization;" Mrs. F. C. Reynolds-sub- Abraham, were captiva in Egypt, received a complete code of laws and systems of theocratic poll ty
ject, "Woman: Past, Present, and Future;" J~ L_. Andrew~subject, "Modern from Moses, conquered Canaan, and committed
Infidelity;" Miss Susan H. Wixon.
·
· ·
manifold .J:ollies, frauds,. and cruelties in their
national career, we might accede to the demand
~plendid fa.ciliti~s are afforded for :boating, bathing, fishing, driving; without much recalcitration. .But we· are called
on
to admit something very different from this.
magnificent scenery. The- best dancing pavilion in the state. Fine band.
We are required to believe that Jehovah, the
Everything necessary to an enjoyable occasion.· All the advantages of a visit rUler of all worlds, the pure, spiritual, supreme,
to Saratoga. will be afforded visitors, thus combining the attractions of that ineffable" creator of the univer8e, our father who
is in heaven, selected one favored people from the
popular watering-place with those of the. convention.
rest of his children; sanctioned fraud; comcruelty; contended, and for a while in
Season tickets, admitting the bearer to all lectures, $1.00. First-class manded
vain, with the magi of other gods; wrestled
board, $1.00 per day. (It ·will greatly facilitate ~attars if orders for season bodily with one patriarch; ate cakes and veal with
tickets with remittance accompany applications for rooms.) Applications for another; sympathized .with and shared in human
tickets arid rooms should be addre!!sed to C. B. Reynolds, 33 Clinton Place, passions; and manifested "scarcely one untainted
moral excellonce," and we are required to do this
New .York. Oontributions,necessary to defray preliminary expenses, may be painful violence to our feelings and our undersent to the treasurer, E. M. Macdonald.
·
standings, simply because these coarse conceptions
prevailed some thousand years ago among a people whose history, as written qy themselvs, is cer' ·
·•
·
tainly not of a nature to inspire us with any exTbom~it P~ine. The Apostle of Re- [mage Breakflr. Six Lectures:. De- traordinary confidence in their virtue or their incline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash- tl)llect.-Grea•s Oreea ofOhristenaom.
ligious and Political Liperty. ·Tells the stocy
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leadinl{ton an Unbeliver;.,Jeffersou an Unbeliever;
ing traitil of his character and genius, a.nd vin·
Pame and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each
Oun greatest glory is not in never falling, but
II cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.
dicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
in rising every time we fall.-Cou.rucius.
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis ""Rights ol: Man," and "Age
of Reason " are gi've'fi i a.lso, tributes to Paine's Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible Incharacter from more ~han one hundred noted
vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamphlet
persons of EuroJle and America, many of them
refers specifically to 148 Bible ,P.ropositione
written expressly ~or .this work. .SecQJld ediwith numerous references. and -clifltlOnB, that1 T11E TRUTH SEEKI.:R A.NNUJ.L
tion~ 160 pages, pnnted o~ ~e tmted paper,
are
contradicted in terms by the same number
neatly
bound,ofand
a handsome
steel portrait
Painecontammg
•. Price, paper,
50 cents;
of other propositions in the same book, Price
Prlo.,. 31 OtDtl.
•cents,
·
oloth, 7li eeuta,
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J!lolts and flilippings.
HENRY GEORGE will probably run for
mayor of New York. If the workingmen
vote as they hoot, he will be elected. A.ny
way, he is a dangerous opponent of the candidates of the old parties.
HEATHENISM clearly defined: SundaySchool Superintendent: "Now, children, tell
me what heathens are?" Small Boy (who bas
been reading about the Belfast riots):
"Heathens is folks what don't fight over
religion."-Omalta W01ld.
ONE is shocked by the tragedy of the
Charleston earthquake. Yet the ravage of
life in this city alone every week of the year,
through the dry rot of our false social system,
is a hundredfold greater than that by the
quakes of the past week in Cbarleston.John Swinton.
DEXTER BROWN, a ooy preacher of the
Methodist chm;ch, noted for his eloquence
and p~wer as a revivalist, committed suicide
at his home in Oneonta, N. Y., on Tuesday
morning. This is an unfortunate occurrence,
since there is apparently no way in which it
can be turned to bolster up the religious
theory that only Infidels commit suicide.
THE Rev. Mr. Kittredge, of Chicago,
preached his first sermon from his new puipit in this city last Sunday. He comforted
his congregation with the !lssurance that there
was never before so little skepticism as now.
In the course of his remarks be also said that
our moral average was not so high as it has
been. lie did not discuss the two propositions in connection with each other.

A DISPATOH from Shanghai, China, says:
"Advices from Ching-Too-Foo, chief city of
the province of Ssuchnan, say that the native
of the eastern part of that province and those
of Northern Cochin China, hav risen against
the Christians, and are massacring them and
destroying their property. This activ persecution is attributed to the imprudence of the
English and American missionaries."
THE following from the Investigator will be
gratifying to others besides the patrons of
that paper : " It givs us great pleasure to
state, and we are sure our readers will be
very glad to learn the fact, that 1\ir. Mendum
is recovering his former health, though he is
not able as yet to come to the office. He has
had a very severe and dangerous illness, but
thanks to the kind care of his family and a
skilful doctor, together with his own patience
and resolution, he has been saved to the Investigator and to the Liberal cause for many
years, we hope, in the future."
REMLY SmELINGER, the owner of the Boston
Knight, besides performing the duties of editor of his paper, pursues the ancient and
honorable vocation of barber at his barbershop in Boston. But his editorial services to
labor hav offended his wealthy customers,
without attracting others. He now issues,
through his paper, the following appeal in
favor of his barber-shop. " Brother Knights,
I wish to say a few words to you about my
own affairs. I am not making a cent out of
my paper, and, since working in the cause of
labor, I hav lost as customers from my barber-shop, where I do make my living, all rich
customers who are opposed to organized
labor. The result is, that unless friends of
labor come to my support by giving me their

trade in the barbering line, I will hav to go
to the wall. Will you do it ?-REM. S.
SIDELINGER, barber, 20! Leverett street."
Mr. Sidelinger is a Freethinker, and a longtime reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER. He
merits patronage and encouragement.
THE Key East, N. J., Summer School of
Philosophy is discussing the labor question.
The latest speaker solves the question thus:
'' God declared that man should eat his bread
from the sweat of his brow. In the law as
given at Sinai the commandment was, 'Six
days shalt thou labor.' The work is to be as
constant as is the demand for food and raiment. This law takes precedence of all
others in relation to our material life. The
clergy are the heaven-ordained teachers of the
people. It is in the power of the clergy of
New York city to set in motion during the
coming winter a movement that will quickly
solve the difficulty."
TrrE Central Labor Union, in promulgating
a call to the workingmen to join in the labor
parade of Sept. 6th, says : " Show that you
are with us in our efforts to place man in the
position his creator and nature intended he
should occupy." For the benefit of the
Central Labor Union the following outline of
the " creator's " intention with regard to
man's position may be given. It is found in
the early part of Genesis, and read~ :
''Cursed is the ground for thy sake: in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy
life : thorns and thistles shall it bring forth to
thee; and thou shalt eat the herb of the field.
In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread
till thou return unto the ground.;' That is
very much like the present condition of the
majority of men.

CAMP-MEETING season is in full blast now,
and this story, fresh from a meeting up in the
mountains, is in order: A very eloquent exhorter was holding forth on the sin of neglecting religion. "What is it, my brethren
and sisters, he said, "that you neglect when
you neglect religion? Why, it's the salvation
of your, souls. You think murder is a great
sin? Well, so it is. You think stealing is a
great sin? So it is, sure enough. You think
bearing false witness is a great sin? So it is.
But I tell you, my brethren and sisters, if
you neglect religion that is the greatest sin of
of all. Seek ye first the kingdom of God,
and all these things shall be added unto you!"
And a shout of "Hallelujah!" rose from the
congregation.-Boston Record.
THE people of the island of St. Kilda are
great Sabbatarians. A correspondent of a
Glasgow paper writes that he was refused
more than a cupful of water for his Sunday
morning ablutions, on the ground that the
Free Church minister declared it to be a violation of the Fourth Commandment to draw
water on Sunday. The islanders fill in the
day with long sessions of public worship.
There is a sermon of two hours' length in the
morning, followed by a short interval for
refreshments. A. bell then rings up the congregation for a two hours' sermon in the
afternoon. From the church the St. Kildians
proceed to the Sunday:school, and are then
allowed another short interval for tea. In
the evening there is another religious service,
at which the spinsters and bachelors each repeat a psalm. If through the severity of
these religious exercises any St. Kildian goes
to sleep, the minister takes liim to task by
name, thus: "Lachlan, waken your wife;
she won't nod much in hell, I think."
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giommunications.
Evolution and Special Creation.
III.-CONCLUSION.
PSYOHIOAL

POWERS.

This is the great stronghold of the opponents of
evolution. They maintain that whatever may hav
tak~n place w;it~ regard to physical powers and
bodilJ: organs, It IS clear that the higher intellectual
facultl6s of man could not so hav originated; that
t~wse, at least, must be the result of a special creatwn, and must hav been called into existence when
human beings first appeared upon the stage of life by
some supernatural power. Such persons fmther
urge that, even if it could be shown beyond doubt
that the marvelously constrncted body of man with
its beautifully adjusted parts of bone and m'uscle
nerve
. . and
. brain, .skin and mucous membrane' had it~
ongm m evolutwn, yet no light whatever would
· be ~brown upon the source of the wondrous powers
of JUdg.ment and memor;y, understanding and will,
perceptiOn and conceptiOn. This argument, no
doub~, t~ som~ at first appears specious, but the
questwn Is, Is It sound ~ The assumption seems to
be that we meet with these powers now for the first
time, and that, therefore, it is here that a special
creation must be called in to account for their origin
their cha:racter being so different from anything that
has prevwusly crossed our path in this investigation.
But assuredly this is not coiTect. Some of these
powers are certainly to be met with in the lower
animals-a few of them low down in the "scale-and
for the rest the difference will be one of degree more
than of quality. It will not smely be maintained
that perception is peculiar to man ; it must exist
wherever there are organs of sense, and these extend
in some form or other to the lowest phase of animal
life. Volition is also met with in all the higher
animals; and memory may be observed in the dog,
horse, elephant, cat, camel, and numerous other
mammals with whose habits every-day life makes us
familiar. Even judgment in the form of comparison
~s ofte~ displayed by th~ dome~tic animals, the dog
m partiCular. Dr. H. Bischoff, m his "Essay on the
Difference Between Man and Brutes," says : " It is
hnpossible to deny to animals, qualitativly and quantitativly, as many mental faculties as we find in man.
They possess consciousness. They feel, think and
judge; they possess a will which determins 'their
actions and motions. Animals possess attachment ·
they are grateful, obe~ient, ~ood-natm·ed; and again:
false, treacherous, disobedient, revengeful, jealous,
etc. Their actions frequently evince deliberation and
memory. It is in vain to derive such actions from
so-called instinct, which unconsciously compels them
so to act." Max Muller, also, in his " Science of
Language," admits that brutes hav five senses like
ourselvs; that they hav sensations of pain and pleasm·e; that they hav memory; that they are able to
compare and distinguish; hav a will of their own,
show signs of shame and pride, and are guided by
intellect as well as by instinct.
With such facts as these before us, what reason
hav we for supposing that these psychical powers
are not as likely to hav been evolved as the bodily
organs~ There is no break whatever to be seen in
the chain at the point of their appearance in man.
If the mental powers of the lower animals hav come
by evolution, there is not a shadow of reason for supposing that those of man came in any other way, for
they are all of the same quality, differing only in
degree. No doubt, as Mr. Darwin says, " the
difference between the mind of man and that of the
highest ape is immense." And yet, as he also remarks, "great as it is, it is certainly one of degree
and not of kind." The highest powers of which man
can boast-memory, judgment, love, attention, cmiosity, imitation, emotion-may all be met with in an
incipient form in lower animals. Let any man analyze his mental faculties one by one-not look at
them in a state of combination, for that will be calculated to mislead-and then sav which of them is
peculiar to man as man, and not to be found in a
smaller degree much lower in the scale of being.
Even the capacity for improvement, in other words,
for progress, is not peculiar to man, as Mr. Darwin
has shown by innumerable examples of great force
and beauty.
The emotions hav often been spoken of as being
peculiar to man, but evidently with no degree of
accuracy. Terror exists in all the highest of the
lower animals as surely as it does in man, and shows
itself in the same way. It causes the heart to palpitate, a tremor to pass along the muscles, and even
the hair to undergo that change which is called
"standing on end,". in the horse, the dog, and other
animals, as in the human species. " Courage and
timidity,"·observes Darwin, "are extremely variable
qualities in the individuals of the same species, as is
plainly seen in our dogs. Some dogs and horses are
ill-tempered and easily turn sulky; others are goodtempered; and these qualities are certainly inherited.
Everyone knows how liable animals are to furious
rage and how plainly they show it." The love of a
u

dog for his master is proverbial; indeed, this noble
animal has been known to lick the hand of the vivi~
sector whilst undergoing at his hands the severest
tortme. And revenge is often manifested by the
lowest animals-not simply the sudden impulse which
avenges itself at the moment for pain inflicted or
wrongs done, but long, brooding feeling which may
smolder for .months,. waiting for the opportunity for
manifesting itself, and when ph_at comes, buJ;sting out
into a flame violent and hateful. There are thousands
of cases on record in which this has happened,
especially in the case of monkeys which hav been
kept tame. And, perhaps, the personal experience of
most persons can furnish an example of. the truth of
this allegation.
The social instincts are plainly seen in many of the
lower animals; not, of course, in that perfect form in
which they at·e met with in man, but the difference
here again is one of degree only. Many animals experience pleasme in the company of their fellows,
and are unhappy at a separation being effected.
They will show sympathy one for another, and even
perform services for each other's benefit. Some animals lie together in large numbers, and never separate except for a very short time, and then only for a
pmpose which they clearly understand. This is the
case with sheep, rats, American monkeys, and also
with rooks, jackdaws, and starlings. Darwin observes: "Everyone must hav noticed how miserable
horses, dogs, sheep, etc., are when separated from
their companions, and what affection the two former
kind will show on their reunion. It is curious to
speculate upon the feelings ·of a dog who will rest
peacefully for hours in a room with his master or any
of the family without the least notice being taken of
him, but who if left for a short time by himself.barks
and howls dismally." Here we find the origin of the
social faculty in man. It is very easy to imagin the
comse of development which this must hav taken in
order to hav reached its way to the highest form as
we see it in the human. species. . rhe psychical pow-.
ers appear first in. an incipient form, and then gmdually develop through a long course of ages, until
they rise to tlie· hight of human variety. Other influences, such as the power of language; fmther the
development, these powers themselvs being th.e result of the process of evolution. The question how
far language is confined to man is one of great interest to the student of evolution; In replying to the
inquiry, " What is the difference between the brute
and man?" Max Muller says: " Man speaks, ·and no
brute has ever uttered a word. Language is our
Rubicon, and no brute has ever crossed it." Referring to this statement, Dr. P_age remarks:
. .,~m
-

'-'-Are nob-blra<Jcr pc1Wo~~111ti'!d I!'tt!g'U1:J:t0u

a matter of degree rather than of kind ~ Do not the
actions of many of the lower animals sufficiently indicate that they reason from the particular to the general~ And hav they not the power of communicating
their thoughts to one another by vocal sounds which
cannot be otherwise regarded than as language~ No
one who has sufficiently studied the conduct of our
domestic animals but must be convinced of this
power of generalization; no one who has listened
attentivly to the various calls of mammals and birds
can doubt they hav the power of expressing their
mental emotions in language. Their powers of abstraction may be limited, and the range of their language restricted; but what shall we say of the mental capacity of the now extinct Tasmanian, which
could not carry him beyond individual conceptions,
or of the monosyllabic click-cluck of the Bushman, as compared with the intellectual grasp and the
inflectional languages of modern Europe~ If it shall
be said that these are matters merely of degree, then
are the mental processes and languages of the lower
animals as compared with those of man, also matters
of deg:ee-things that manifest themselvs in the
same way and· by the same organs, but differing in
power according to the perfection of the organs
through which they are manifested."
The doctor's view of this matter receives a striking
corroboration from the following exc~rpt from the
introduction to Agassiz's "Contributions to the Natmal History of the United States:" "The inte-lligibility of the voice of animals to one another, and all
their actions connected with such calls, are also a
strong argument of their perceptiv power, and of
their ability to act· spontaneously and with logical
sequence in accordance with these perceptions.
There is a vast field open for investigation in the
relations between the voice and the actions of animals, and a still more interesting subject of inquiry
in the relationship between the cycle of intonations
which different species of animals of the same family
are capable of uttering, which, so far as I hav yet
been able to trace them, stand to one another in the
same relations as the different, so-called, families of
languages."
The moral powers of man hav been evolved in a
man!'ler similar to that in which the other forces belonging to the human race were evolved. All that
we see in the evolution of human conduct is the
result of the great and potent law of evolution. To
quote the words of M. J. Savage in his suggestiv
book, "The Morals of Evolution:'' "Notwithstanding

the fact that conduct is so large a part of-life, there
has never been in .the past any universal, even any
general, agreement as to its fundamental principles,
as to wherein right and wrong consist, as to the authority on which they rest,· as to what they would
ultimate in when wrought out into practical details.
Just as there has never been any agreement concerning the world's religions, so th~re has never been any
general argreement concerning principles of morality
pr human cpnduct. But now the comse of human
thought has been so largely studied, the world's past
customs are so widely known, the principles and laws
of the external universe and the nature of human society are coming to be so clearly comprehended, that
we must believe that the time is not far distant, even
if it has not arrived ah·eady, when we may be able to
agree as to what right and wrong mean, as to where.
they hav come from, and what they shall ultimately
come to when acted out in human character.'' Thus
it is that as time rolled on nobler and more lofty conceptions of human duty and more accmate sanctions
for human conduct hav been evolved. Within the
domain of civilization, human sacrifice, self-mutilation, persistent neglect of the world, and preference
for poverty are no longer regarded as ethical requirements; neither within the realms of scientific and
philosophic culture do people base moral action on
the supposed will of God, the hope of heaven, or the
authority of the church. "It is said," writes Savage, "that there can be no permanent and eternal
law of morality unless we believe in a God and a
futme life. But I believe that this moral law stands
by virtue of its own right, and would stand just the
same without any regard to the question of immortality or the discussion between Theism and Atheism.
If there be no God at all, am I not living1 Are
there not laws according to which my body is constructed-laws of health, laws of life, laws that I
must keep in order to liv and in order to be well!
If there be no God at all, are you not existing! Hav
I a right to steal yom property, to injure you, to
render you unhappy, because, forsooth, I choose to
doubt whether there is a God, or because you choose
to doubt whether there is a God~ Are not the laws
of society existing in themselvs and by their own
natme ~ -Suppose all the world should suddenly lose
its regard for truth, and become false thl·ough and
through, so that no man could depend· upon hi!!
brother, would not society be disintegrated, disorganized~ Would not all commercial and social life
suddomly become impossible~ Would not humanity
become a chaos and a wreck, and that without any
s.ort of .regard to the .question a~ to ~hether men be- . ....--...,.
~(!..nr..ili.tLnn~ 1-..,];.,..,e :rilli ann 2 rn~
aw dar-~eft 13~;
aJ. m--,;ne ~- t
gs; and
--:-,-· stand, and you liv by keeping them, and die by
breaking them, whether there is a God or not."
These are the accmate and ennobling views of existence born of minds which evolution has raised from
the ignorant depths of the past to the intellectual
bights of the present .
. On all sides, then, the candid and impartial observer
may behold undoubted evidence in favor of the doctrin of evolution. We see it in the various changes
of the solar system. There are (1) fire mists, (2)
globes of gas, (3) condensed oceans, (4) crust formation, (5) mountains and rivers, and (6) its present
phenomena. What is this but evolution ~ Is it not
a manifestation of changes from the lower to the
higher, from the simple to the complex, and from the
chaotic to the consolidated~ The same principle is
illustrated, as before indicated, by the science of embryology with its clearly marked stages of development-the fish, reptil, bird, quadruped, and, finally,
the human form. The relationship of the species
givs its proof in favor of the evolution theory. The
different types of to-day had their one starting-point,
the variations now seen having been produced by
altered conditions. Moreover, we find that. in the
process of evolution some organs in animals become
useless, while others change their use, thus proving
that the animal kingdom possess structural affinities,
and that subsequent classification depends upon the
opportunity afforded for evolution. Then, again, the
ability man has of diverting animal instincts and intelligence from their original sphere, as shown in the
training of certain of the lower animals; of improving the eye as an optical instr~ment ; of rendering
less antagonistic the natures and instincts we discover in different species constantfy at war with each
other, all point to one process-that of evolution.
There is the old sentimental objection to this theory
that it is humiliating to think that we hav evolved
from forms lower down in the scale of animal life.
But, as Dr. Page points out, there is nothing in this
view necessarily degrading. "If in virtue of some
yet unexplained process man has derived his descent
from any of the lower orders, he is clearly not of
them-his higher structmal adaptations and improvable reason defining at once the specialty of his
place, and the responsibility of his functions. It can
be no degradation to hav descended from some antecedent form of life any more than it can be an exaltation to hav been fashioned directly from the dq,st of
the earth. There can be nothing degrading or disgusting in the connection which natme has obviously
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established between all that livs, and those who employ such phrases must hav but a poor and by no
m~ans very reverent conception of the scheme of creatiOn. The truth ~s there is nothing degrading in
nature save that whwh, forgetful of its own functions
debase~ and degrades itself. The jibing and jeering
at the I~ea of an 'ape-ancestry,' so often resorted to
by the 1?·norant, ?as in . reality no significance to the
mrnd of the philosophic naturalist. There is evidently ~n~ st.ructural pla.n r~mning throughout the
whole of VIt_ahty, after whwh Its myriad members hav
been ~scensivly developed, just as there is one great
m~tenal plan pervading the planetary system; and
.scien.ce merely. se~ks to unfold that plan, and to determrn the prrnmples upon which it is constructed.
If there be no genetic conneCtion between man and
the order that· stands next beneath him, there is at
~ll ~vents a mar~elo?s .si~ai~ty in structural organIzatiOn,, and this _sn?Ilanty IS surely suggestiv of
someth.mg more mtimate than mere coincidence."
Evol~tion, therefore, although unable to supply the
~ solutiOn t~ every problem presented to the student
of nature, IS, so far as can be discovered at the pres~nt day,, the true theory o~·man and the universe, and
Is ~uffiment .for all practical purposes. Further, it
satisfies the mtellect as no other theory does, and is
_ a_ssuredly more reasonable than that of special creation.
One q~estion of great importance will prob~bly
suggest Itself to those who hav given the theory of
evolution much consideration. It is this: What is
to be the positio~ of things, and especially of man, in
the fut.ure~ W~l t~ere be evolved higher beings
after him, as he IS higher than those who preceded
him? He stands now as the lord of creation· but so
stood many ?Iighty reptils of the past in their day
and generatiOn. Could they hav reasoned, would
they not. hav concluded that they were the :final end
o~ creation, and that all that had gone before was
simply to prepare for their entrance into the world?
In that they would hav ~rred; and.' it may be asked,
S~all we ~10t equally err If we hastily decide that no
h1gher bemg than man can ever come on earth-that
he. is and will ever remain the highest of organic
exist~n?es ~ N o:v, th~ cases are not quite analogous,
as a httle reflectiOn will show. The earlier animals
were entirely the creatures of evolution· man is
~argely the director of the process. He c~n, by his
mtm~ect., contro~ th~ law itself just as he bends
gravitatiOn to his will, though in a sense as much
subject to its power as the earth on which he treads.
!3efore man arose the animals and plants then existmg were molded by the great power operating upon
- - - - ~!?~PJ!~~~~il!:Ll!,. "!l'Jl~<l \,Yj~h.Yog~
hence
th,e form
1 .LV.L
.J..LLlCUo
f lltjll they
(;llt1J
had to aconte~d with an m;~ortunate environment they
becamJ modified_; or, fathng that, they disappeared.
N o.w! .man, by his mental force, can supply natural
~efimences a?d thus not defeat evolution, but direct
Its cur~·ent m~o a new channel. ~e can bring his
food f10m a distance and thus avmd scarcity in the
cou?try w~ere he dwells; he can successfully contend
agams.t chma~e, disease, and a thousand other destructiv ag~nmes which might otherwise sweep him
away:· It IS, therefore, no longer a contest between
physi~al powers~ but between physical and mental.
No high~r physical development is likely to occm·,
because. 1t ~ould n~t meet the case, since, however
perfect It mrght be, It could not hold its own in the
strnggJe for existence against man with his intellect
The development in the future must be one of mind.
not of ~ody. We do n?t cons.equently look forward
to the time ":hen orgamzed bemgs, higher and more
perfect physiCally than man, shall take his place on
the. earth j but . we do believe that a period will
arnve when the mtellectual powers shall be refined
expanded, and exalted beyond anythina
of which at
0
present ~e can .~av any conception. The future
?f man IS a topic of aU-absorbing interest and
It needs no prophetic insight to enable us td form
s~me dim and vague idea of what it will be. Mind
Will grapple ~ith the gre~t forces of nature, making
t~em subserVIent to mans comfort and convenience.
VIrtue shall array herself more determined than ever
against vice, ridding the world of its malignant
power. Brother shall cease slaying brother at the
command of kingly despots, and thus the world
shall be crowne~ with the laurels of peace. Priest~raft shall l?se Its power over humanity, and mental
hberty shall hav a new birth. ·The barriers of social
ca~;te ~;hall be broken down and the brotherhood of
man thereby consoli~ated. Woman shall no longer
be a slave, but fre~ m her own right. Capital and
labo~· shall cease bemg antagonistic and· shall be harmomously employed to enrich the comforts and to
augment ~he happiness of the race. Education shall
suppl.ant Ignorance and justice take the place of 0 _
presSI~n. Then the era shall hav anived of whi~
the philosopher has written and the poet has sung.
Freedo~ shall be the watchwc.n-d of man, reason
shall reign supreme, and happiness prevail throughout the earth.
t

When ~rom the Jips.of Truth one mighty breath
Shall, like a wlnrl ~md, scatter in its breeze
The whole dark pile of human miseries.
·
Then shall the reign of mind commence on earth,

And starting forth, as from a second birth
Man, in the sunrise of the world's new sprlng
Shall walk bansparent like some holy thing. '

son and other witnesses to• testify that he had no
means of support, and that his health had been so
poor for several y~ars past that he could engage not
CHARLES WATTS.
m any regular busmess. He was then hauled up be------~~.-----~
Divoree Laws in New Jet·sey.
fore the court and required to giv a full account of
New Jersey is a great state so far as her laws every dollar, a~d every note and document, good and
touching. divorce are concerned. The laws regulating bad, and to dehver them to a receiver. Prior to this
the relatwns between husband and wife are predi- the court adjudged him to be able to work at som;
cated on the rules and laws of nations that existed employment for three hundred days in a year, and to
ages upon ages ago, in the Old World when the hus- e~n ~300; and $104, the court said, must be paid to
band used to yoke his wife and a donkey together to his Wife.
draw a crooked stick to till the land. In New JerThe cas~ was kept in court until July 30, 1886,
sey a wif~ is the property of her husband just as w_he~ the v~ce-c?ancellor, seeing the money was gone,
much as his horse, mule, g:oat, and ~ogs are his prop- dismissed It Without granting a divorce and stated
erty. The reader may smile at this declaration but that t~e husband must pay all costs. Th~ man st~ted
it is an incontrovertible fact that stands out in 'bold that his money had all been extorted from him his
relief in all the .laws of New Jersey that affecl the in- last li~tle home had been sold to pay costs and d;bts,
terests or relatwns of husband and wife. When a and his poor health would admit of but very little
man allows his daughter to marry a man in New mental or manual employment. The only way he
Jersey, she immediat~ly becomes the property of her ~oul~ pay, he said, was to go. to Caldwell to the penhusband. If she qmts her home, the law requires Itenttary and break stones with the rest of the wifehe: husband to go for her, as he would go for a stray be~ter~~ or be .sen~, to. Trenton and put on a striped
am!Dal, -and try to induce her to go home and to re- smt.
Old Time will reveal what will be done.in
·
mam. there. The province of a wife in New Jersey is the case.
her husband's home. She must go and liv where her
~he vice-chancellor, who is judge, jury, and the
husband provides a home for her or take care of her- entire court, stated that "there was no question
self. Then, if her case is taken into the Court of about the desertion." The wife deserted April 1
Chance;y (the only court that has any jurisdiction 1883, and had not lived with her husband since that
over divorces), her word, her explanations her ex- da~e. But the bill of complaint lacked a few days of
cuses, her affirmations in court, and her pleas will bemg three years old j hence, because the bill drawn
always, hav greater influence and weight than any- up by the husband's lawyer was not quite three
~hing her husband may state, for the reason that he years old, the case must be dismissed. But the
IS her lord, and she his property.
p~ucky old ma~ declares that now he will get a
The. law states plainly that "repeated refusals.· divorce: He will b~ his own lawyer. There is one
by a wife for three successiv years to liv in a home re.deemmg featme m the divorce laws, of which he
provided for her,~ New Jersey constitutes sufficient will take advantage. The law provides that when a
cause for a divorce."
'
mali. is not worth one hundred dollars clear estate
Yet, after a wife has been as perverse and obsti- he can sue, per se, if he feels compete~t to manag;
nate as ~he could be for three successiv years, and his case, without costs. If he does not feel comhas not hved at. home one day nor night for three patent to conduct his case, the chancellor will assign
years, and the husband commences suit for a divorce competent counsel for him free of all costs. This
if. Rhe ;plea:ds that she now wants to go home and li~- man has ah·eady drawn up a new bill for a divorce
with hu:~, if he refuses to take her on his arm and go and says he will not now be hindered and delayed'
home with her, the law will adjudge him to be the and stove off, and robbed of his money by hobnob~
desert_er, and punish him accordingly.
bing lawyers.
'
A .divorce case recently decided shows clearly what
The writer has been informed by one who assumed
a. miserablfl apology they hav in New Jersey for a t<? know that the chancellor, when they first met,
divorce la:V. In 1876 a man and his wife (both good directed the man to advance one hundred dollars as
Presbytena:ns) owned a beautiful home in Bergen counsel fees to pay his wife's counsel. She had
county, whwh cost them over $12 000 and it was already paid him seventy-five dollars. Thm one of
all paid for. Bes~des ~his, the husb~d ~as receiving the children (it was said) gave each lawyer one huna salary, as an editor m New York city, of $60 per dred dollars to manage the case in such a manner as
week, cash every Saturday. His interest from good to prevent a divo~ce. Besides the foregoing sums,
~~~=c 'o~.:l ~Av~.!!'"·D'P". W'<>-» '"'A'' ~2 pP1' day. But she t~e man was requrred to mortgage his little home to
refused to hv With hrm unless he would discard THE his lawyers to pay costs. The actual costs of the
TRu~H SEEKER. She quit home in 1877, and boarded court and clerk amount to only a few dollars-less
at his expense about the country. He kicked and than ten. If the devil don't get such good Christian
demurr~d at her bills, but always had them to pay. lawyers he ought to be tm·ned out and another enDomestic trouble preyed on his health so that he could trusted with his business who will carry it out with
~o longer attend to the duties of his editorial posi- more efficiency.
bon.. So away went his $60 per week., His grownAll those parties, the man and his wife, the two
up children persuaded him to .sell his home, which he lawyers, an~ ~he court, . are professedly good and
did, and lent them the money, and they spent it. In zealou.s C.hnstJans. Therr proceedings in the court
~882. he accumul~ted eno~gh to build a cheap cottage ~ere mstJtuted to prevent scandal and demoralizaI~ OI~ng:e. Havmg furmshed it nicely, he invited bon. The grand object of a divorce is to prevent
his kwkrng wife to come and liv with him. She demoralization in society. Let the reader contemcame, but st~ted plainly that he must pay her $2 per plate for a few moments the scandal and demoralizaweek and discard THE TRUTH SEEKER, which he re- t~on incident to the career of that man and hib wife
fused to do. She then ran him in debt $3 000 for a smce 1877---:-he a wreck, without money, without
house and lot in East Orange, and dema~ded that ?ome, ~nd without any means of support, while she
he should .allow her to take what furniture and house- IS ~taymg a few days here and a few days there,
hold apphances she wanted and go and liv in her while both are thoroughly ostracised by relativsown home. He refused to allow any goods to be and then let him judge whether or not New Jersey
t~ken out of the house. When he was too ill to make has not marvelous divorce laws !
CRrTrcus.
his own bed, she employed three strong truckmen to
To Aid Mr. Reynolds and His Worli.
move her goods. and· went to the police station and
To
THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir: I hav
got a pla~oo? ~f armed police to go to her husband's
house to mtimidate him while the goods were being made an imperial-size photograph of M~. Charles B.
loaded. They took away every article of any value Reynolds which is considered an excellent likeness
and left the old man alone, with nothing but an old by those who hav seen it. One friend writes : "The
mattress and a few ragged bedclothes, not sufficient portrait of Mr. Reynolds is superb· the most lifeto ~eep a robust man warm. This occurred about like ~~d ~tist~c p~cture ever saw. 'The 'real presThrough earnest solicitaApril;, 1883.. She told her liege lord emphatically e;nce IS m thi~ picture.
that the J ei sey laws are good for wives, and I in- tion I hav obtamed Mr. Reynolds's consent to make
tend to hav what I want, to g·o and come when I this portrait a factor in the Freethought cause and
propose to sell copies (direct from th!'l negativ) at
please, and you hav got. to pay my bills."
I;Ie then consulted with many lawyers concerning fifty cents each, the proceeds to be given Mr.
a divorc~. Th~y all assured him he could not fail to Reynolds to aid in the grand tent movement. I
g~t a divorce m a m_onth or _two, at longest.
He t~ink every true Liberal, Freethinker, or Secularist
These portraits
directe~ a vestryman, m an Episcopal church, to sue w~l want a copy of this picture.
for a divOI:ce. She employed a lawyei:; and the law- will. be o~ered for sale at the coming Convention, and
yers we_n~ m for making all the money they could out copi_es Will ~e sent, postage paid, to any address on
C. F. DEMOTT.
of the litigants. The lawyers hobnobbed and chuck- receipt of pnce. ·
IIen,pstead, N Y:, Aug. 24, 1886.
led, and played dice with the case, and k~pt drawing
money, money, more money, until the old man had
to sell his last little home for half-price to pay lawDissatisfaction Exprcsse1l.
yers' fees, the costs of the court, and the wife's aliNot 'long since, in a leading Boston daily, the following
mony.
was among the regular death notices:
In answer to her husband's bill for a divorce on
We cannot hav all thmgs to please 11s,
Our little Georgia bas gone to J es11s.
the ground of desertion, the lawyers induced he~ to
To the parents this may hav seemed proper. To the
plead that she had never deserted home, and was
only away temporarily on a visit and wanted to observer the implication that they would hav preferred the
return and liv with her husband. ' As her husband child to go somewhere else would, at least, seem one of the
refused .to take hi~ wife on his arm and go home, the logical possibilities.-Profane Editor of the Christian Adcourt piled the alimony on him. He brought up a vocate.
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house so solemn, and so decked with splendor when ample firesides of Liberalism, and we would fill the
we put the theatric stage just where the melancholy world with the glory of Freethought.
pulpit used to be. 0 youth 1 glorious youth ! don't
I gave two lectures at Seneca on Sunday, August
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
desert me yet. Let the blood tingle just as joyously 29th. About four hundred were present in the afteras it used to do, for I am still climbing the bights of noon and six hundred in· thtl evening. Axtell sent
Vi.ce-President8:
CHARLES WATTS,
HoRAOE SEAVER 1
life. I am not going down into the vale of years yet quite a delegation-MI-. Minor, the Messrs. Cone, and
JOHN E. REMSBURG,
WILLIAM ALGIE,
awhile.
others, who hav formed quite a :flourishing organizaTHADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
RoBERT C. ADAMS,
MATTIE P. KREKEL,
TITUS L. BROWN,
and
Mrs.
Bumstead
I
found
delightful
friends.
tion
at Axtell, which is fourteen miles from Seneca.
Dr.
JAMES PARTON,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
They hav some vague glimpses into spirit-land, but These are subscribers of THE TnUTH SEEKER, and its
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Sec.,
CoURTLANDT PALMER, Treas.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
850 Broadway, New York.
not enough to make this world less lovely and less earnest supporters, and this shows that they are
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS,
E. M. MAcDoNALD,
grand. They are good Secular philosophers and made of the right stuff, and will keep things a-going.
Chair. Ex. Com.
Chair. Fin. Com.
poetic dwellers in this earthly sphere. They realize Mrs. Brooks, Mrs. Smith, and others aided the lectthe ever-present beauty.
ures with good singing, and the whole campaign
The Campaign Ji,und.
Many other noble and friendly Liberals I met, the went off in ringing style. The orthodox were set
Previously acknowledged ................................. . $3,215.93 leading business and professional men of the place- all agog, and the next morning the streets were full
John and Susan Reicherter, Valley Falls .......... ..
5.00
"
"
6.00 the Messrs. Roberts and Dunphy, Mr. C. Jones, of talk, and especially did the tide of battle rage
N. H. Harman,
John Fisher,
"
"
5.00 I. M. Sti·ayer, G. Babson, D. C. McKilup, W. D. around the "corner grocery." Christians found out
G. Van Goesbeck,
"
"
1.00 Bowers;_ Mr. Marshall, of the Commercial House, that the world was moving on.
M. Shi:ffbauer
"
"
1.00 who knows how to entertain the traveler; all these
I was pleased to meet with Mr. Rodgers, the UniH. Nolker,
"
"
1.00 and others will make a gallant encampment of the versalist minister, who is quite a Liberal. I listened
J. Earnst,
"
"
1.00
A. Beland,
"
"
.25 Liberal legion, and we may expect honorable strife to one of his sermons, and it was full of advanced
S. Deutsch,
"
"
thought, and would not differ from what I myself
.25 and merited victory.
M. Frasier,
"
"
.50
From Seward the rattling train brings me to Valley might say if I were a radical· Theist, after the manner
.50
M. L~ler,
"
"
Joel urable
"
"
1.00 Falls, Kansas, where Harman and Walker keep· up of Savage or Chadwick. However, I am no Theist.
L. Smith,
"
"
.50 the tug of war on "the ragged edge" of reform, and So far as we hav any evidence, humanity is the
F. Diehl,
"
"
.50 where the banners of Lucifer are given to the "god grandest intelligence in the universe. I stick to the
·50 of storms, the lightning and the gales." I would that evidence, and not to faith. One can believe in God,
H. Coy,
"
"
J. Piazzek,
"
"
4.00 these determined combatants might join the central but I can see no use in it, but rather, to a certain exJ. Mitchell,
"
"
2.00
Mr. Hayward,
"
"
1.00 column that is sweeping on to such glorious victory, tent, a weakening of moral effort. Good, sound
.25 for surely they are trenchant warriors, and I would Atheism is the best intellectual and moral tonic one
H. Butts,
''
"
J. Shaffer,
"
"
.25 like to hav them in at the winning of the game and can hav. It is the basis of self-reliance. I won't
Frank Craig.
"
"
1.00 take their share of the triumphant feast. But they quarrel with the Theist. Romance is good, and let
H. Shell bury,
"
"
.50
F. Lafontaine,
"
"
1.50 are bound to be of the "forlorn hope;" to fight on those weave it who can.
I am now, Tuesday, August 31st, at the home of
G. Hanger,
"
"
1.00 side issues which may or may not tend to the general
Mr. Jones,
"
"
1.00 progress. They mean to camp out constantly and Mr. J. W. Scott, of Morrill. His son, Oliver Joseph
John Wunder,
"
" .......... ..
.75 hav no headquarters except in the saddle. Well, I Scott, died yesterday morning, and I remain to make
Bcrafford & Cone, Seneca, Kan .......................... .
1.00
John Yates,
"
" ......................... ..
1.00 can only giv them my heartiest blessing, and while I the funer!).} address this afternoon. He was a young
John Paine,
"
" .......................... .
1.00 pursue a different course, which seems to me ideally man of good promis; a faithful worker, a good LibJas. Larew,
"
" .......................... .
1.00 and practically more for man's advancement, I will eral. We stand at his grave, not with false hopes,
John Peckham,
"
" .......................... .
1.00 honor these splendid fighters and giv them the mar- but with that courage which comes from the sympaJohn Smalley,
"
" ......................... ..
1.00 tyr's bay. Though they hav hard knocks instead of thies and affections of humanity. Death is an evilR. E. Nelson,
"
" .......................... .
1.00
C. C. Andrews,
"
" .......................... .
1.00 hard cash, I hope they will still enjoy the earthly a t~rrible tragedy. It can be nothing else. An infimt love would never make it what it is. We learn,
"
" .......................... .
L. A. Harden,
1.00 paradise.
Willis Brown,
"
" .......................... .
1.00
The majority of the Liberals of Valley Falls are in h_owever, from the evil as well _as the good. We deR. M. Emery,
"
" .......................... .
1.00
J. H. Gleason,
"
" .......................... .
1.00 sympathy with the American Secular Union and its nve m~ral power even from pam itself, and from the
"
" ......................... ..
A. H. Burnett,
1.00 basis of work, the Nine Demands, and believe, as I grave shall spring the :flowers of sweet human symMr. Kennard,
'·
" ......................... ..
1.00 believe, that on this line of battle the most useful pathy; the generosity that will help the breaking
E. Sterling,
"
" .......................... .
1.00 triumphs can be achieved. Mr. N. g_ Harman, MJ.·. heart; the affection that will minister with more w!llJoshua Mitchell,
"
" .......................... .
1.00 J ohn Reicherter and Mrs. Susan Reicherter-a grand ing hand; the beautiful spirit of love, that becomes
L. Cohen,
"
" .......................... .
1.00
Frank Harford,
"
" ......................... ..
1.00 worker indeeed-Mr. and Mrs. John Fisher; Mr. J. more devoted as the disappointments of life become
It is om· glory to conquer, not by prayer
"
" .......................... .
H. W. Jenkins,
1.00 Earnst, Mr. S . ·D eu t sch , Mr. J . p·1azzek , Mr. J . R . greater_.
d
Ed. Butt,
"
" .......................... .
1.00 Mitchell, Mr. Jones, Mr. Chris. Jorgensen, Dr. Senft, an fa1th, but by heroic action, the ills by which weJ. H. Larew,
"
" .......................... .
1.00 MFankG
~~~~
r
regg, MrB
___ , ackufl·-Wld othf:l......w]fUl.l"""~'"'i!ler:o;;-::'=no;;.
;.;"""'...,-,,-unlrvr---.=<r<nuel5~-"H61Wien>m-JJlii:lr-"--:-A. Obendorl,
" .......................... .
1.00 . r.
1.00 teally a predommant iSecUiar · 6 ement ml:, 6 P 11.ce, country. He came here nearly thirty years ago. He
E. Collins,
"
" .......................... .
1.00 and I look forward to a strong organization in the has been an outspoken Freethinker and a generous
J. Y. Benfer,
"
" .......................... .
1.00 future. Quite a number came from a distance to
"
" .. . . . . .. . ................ .
Milton Todd,
1.00 attend the lectures. Mr. Samuel Carter came from supporter of our work. Our good friends, Jamieson
Walter Sterling,
"
" .......................... .
and Remsburg, who hav lectured here, will remem1.00
J.P. Taylor,
"
" .......................... .
Axtell, per Mr. Cone ....................................... .
2.00 Mitchell county, a distance of one hundred and :forty ber his open-handed assistance and his pleasant home
2.00 miles-an old worker in our cause, who added to the and family. To him and to his wife and children
Centralia, per Dr. Hidden ................................. .
11.75 interest of the lectures by his addresses. Mr. Joel shall :flow the tender sympathies of a thousand unseen
Seneca, per John Fuller .................................... .
Grable came from Missom-i, and has been a Liberal friends, who throughout our ranks recognize the
Total. .............................................. $3,295.93
for over sixty years. Mr. T. H. Terry, a live Infidel, worth and share the sorrow of these noble fellowcame from Bavaria, Kan. He wanted me for a week's workers, whose sublimest hope is the triumph of
News and Notes.
campaign in his county, but I could not go, as my liberty and justice and the happiness of this world.
In spite of the tremendous efforts of the orthodox time is all occupied up to October 3d. Mr. Baldwin
To the· Liberals of Montana: I hope every Liberal
party, who engaged the opera house for the especial came from Kennebuk, Kan., and walked the whole in Montana will welcome and assist Mr. Jamieson in
purpose of keeping people away from the Infidel distance, twenty-six miles. Where is the Christian his proposed lectw·e tour through that territory.
meetings, om· lectures at Seward were eminently suc- who will do that nowadays~ According to latest Now is the time to consolidate its Freethought forces.
cessful. They resulted in the formation of a Secular reports, the saints generally prefer to take the light- .Al.Tange for lectures if possible. If any Liberal is so
Union, and a largely increased interest has been ning express for Canada. Mr. Willetts, state lecturer situated that he cannot do this-or attend lectures
developed. MI·. H. L. Boyes has not much of age for the Grange Association, came from McLouth, even-still let him show that he is a true Liberal by
about him, although he has been in the Freethought Kan. He is one of our ablest representativs in the contributing to the general expense, and help others
ranks for over half a century. He is young yet in state. He has been in the legislature, and is a prom- if he cannot help himself. Let there be a unity of
spirit, and believes in perpetual progress. He givs inent citizen. He says that Liberal thought prevails pur13e as well as mind. Please communicate in this
me greater faith than ever in the triumph of our to a large extent in the Grange. Mr. T. P. Brinager regard with Thomas Burke, Saylesville, Montana.
cause. ·His wife, although not physically strong, came :from Salem, Neb. His father takes THE TRUUH
Lecture engagements: West Point, Neb., Septemsees still all the brightness of this world, and has the SEEKER, and keeps things lively in his part of the ber 1st, 2d, 3d; Omaha, September 5th; Cromwell,
cheeriness of the springtime of life.
·
country. Thus we had a generous company together. Iowa, September 7th, 8th ; Leon, September 9th,
Mr. and Mrs. Ma:ffitt are royal Liberals. They The meetings were quite successful. The Opera lOth Ott
s t b 12th ; west u mon,
· Sap;
umwa, ep em er
could not be anything else. It is impossible for House was well filled, although the churches kept
tember 14th, 15th, 16th; Chicago, September 26th;
orthodoxy to convert them. Freethought is in their their bells a-ringing all the time. I gave three lect- Belding,
Mich., September 28th, 29th; West Union,
very blood and bone. Mr. Ma:ffitt is the founder of ures, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday evenings, Ohio, October 1st, 2d, 3d.
Seward, and has given over twenty thousand dollars and one out-door lecture Friday afternoon on "AmerSAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
:for its advancement, and he has tbe pleasure of look- ican Democracy," and the importance of present work
Morrill, Il'an., Aug. 31, 1886.
ing upon a beautiful city as the result of his efforts. on the line of the Nine Demands. I hope to come to
He livs on a· noble farm, just outside the city, Valley Falls again. In every respect I had a pleasant
Call for the Tenth Annual Congress.
·
ornamented with lovely groves, and rich with the and profitable time.
Saturday I was obliged to get up before sumise To the Auxiliary Secular Unions and to all Oitigarniture of ha1·vest. The :few days I spent here
zens of the United States and Ganadas who
were a rest indeed, and I reveled in the glory of this and take my winding way to Seneca, Kansas, where
I
arrived
in
the
afternoon,
and
was
met
by
that
support the Nine .Demands of Liberalism :
prairie country, which, at this season of the year, is
You are invited to attend the Tenth Annual Conmagnificently picturesque. Mr. Edward Mcintyre, genial worker and good Anglo-Saxon reformer, Mr.
mayor of the city, introduced me at the lecture. He John Fuller, Sr., a fine, typical Englishman, and the gress of the American Secular Union, to be held in
and I used to be together in the Green Mountain kind I like to meet. He believes in doing something, New York city, at Chickering Hall, Fifth avenue and
state. Then I was a pedagog fresh from my sopho- and under his management the campaign at Seneca 18th street, on November 11th, 12th, and 13th, and
more years, and I knew a great deal more· then-I was a brilliant one indeed. There is a United Inde- also on Sunday evening, the 14th, a lecture by Col.
thought-than I do now, and I don't know but what pendent Society here, and it is one of the best Free- Robert G. Ingersoll, which concludes the Congress.
Pursuant to a vote of the last Congress, notice is
I was happier in my blissful ignorance. Mrs. Mc- thought organizations in the state. Mr. Fuller and
Intyre was one of my scholars. Only think of it 1 his five boys, all Liberals, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Brooks, hereby given that the following amendments to the
I wonder how old I am. I don't believe I can guess, Mrs. Clark Smith, Mr. and MJ.·s. John Peckham, Mrs. constitution of the Union will be acted upon : 1. To
but it seems a long time ago since! was in that quaint John Smalley, and others constitute a live force that reduce the fee for life-membership from $25 to $10.
little village, nestling so sweetly among the hills, will hav a commanding influence in the community. 2. Or, on payment of $10 by applicant for memberwhere the moonlight nights were so brilliant, and the Mrs. Brooks is from that big Liberal :family, the ship, to authorize the secretary to issue ten-year
maidens so fair, and the squirrel hunts so fascinating, Thayers, of Linesville, Pa., in which there are thir- membership certificates, with all the privileges of
and the midnight suppers so gorgeous, and the de- teen boys ~d girls-or men and women now-be-,life-membership. during that time. 3. Whenever a
bating club so animating, and the old, vast meeting sides the father and mother. A few more such man or woman has taken out annual membership
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certificates for three or five consecutiv years, such
person thereafter on payment of annual-membership
fee to possess the privilege of life-membership.
. The Congress will also be called llpon to consiqer
measures for carrying on· the work of 'Freethought,
and securing the adoption of such laws by the various
state governments and by the national government
as shall make the United States thoroughly Secular,
and the repeal of all laws now on the statute-books
which conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Local auxiliary Unions are entitled by the Union
constitution to five representativs in the Congressthe president and secretary and three delegates. All
charter-members and life-members, all vice-presidents,
all chairmen of state executiv committees, are entitled
to seats and votes in the Congress. Annual members are entitled to seats but not votes, except by
permission of the Congress.
It is ho,Ped that every auxiliary Union will send a
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Freethinker in the United States and Canada, who can,
'
will be present.
Per order of board of directors :
R. G. INGERSOLL, President.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
CouRTLA.NDT PALMER, Treasurer.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDs, Ch. Ex. Com.
E. M. MAoDoNALD, Ch. Fin. Com.

Canadian Notes.
Sunday evening, Aug. 28th, was, on account of the·
extreme heat, considered rather a bad night for an
opening lecture, but, notwithstanding the atmosphereful state of the weather, Science Hall was filled
to the doors to hear Mr. Watts deliver the first lecture of the season. This was Mr. Watts's first appearance in public since his return from England,
and he received a right hearty welcome from the
audience, who greeted his appearance on the platform
in a manner which proved his ever-growing popularity
among Toronto Liberals.
His lecture, " Secularism-Past, Present, and
Future" was, as usual, a masterpiece of oratory and
unans~erable logic, and that it was fully apprecia~ed
is shown by the fact that not one of the sweltermg
audience left the hall during the hour and a half of
its delivery.
On the following evening, Monday, Aug. 29th,
Mr. Watts lectured again, subject, "Gladstone's Defeat and the Irish Question," and ~ venture to say
that had he delivered that lecture at the late convention of the Irish National League in Chicago, he
:!ou_l_i!__!o-d~;LP~. .?~n~_9f..j!l3 .~~~~Y.CW,El~,Illy~~.~~
has given in Toronto on the Irish question; and
while all who hav heard them agree that they are the
best they bav ever listened to on this subject, yet
the priests and ministers here hav the power to keep
from attending the very people who would be most
benefited by bearing them.
The audience though small was appreciativ, the applause and enthusiasm being unlimited. ·At the close
of the lecture the secretary of the Toronto br~mch of
the Irish National League, in a few eloquent remarks
-during which he expressed the wish that every
lover of religious and political liberty in Canada
could hear the eloquent and instructiv lectul"e he had
just listened to-moved a hearty vote of thanks,
which was carried with cheers. I could not help
comparing Mr. Watts's grand plea for" reason, toleration, and intellectual rather than physical force"
with the action of some of the parson bigots in
Toronto, and the Rev. Dl". Kane, of Belfast; whose
name should be spelled "Cain," and who, from all
accounts, is responsible for much of the bloodshed
thel"e during the past few weeks.
The Rev. Dr. "Wild" drives the bigoted Orangemen " wild" by offering to lead a regiment into Belfast to butcher the Catholics. The Rev. Dr. Potts
volunteers as a captain in the same regiment, and
preaches to the " Prentiss Boys" " to be ready for any
emergency and stand fast in the faith." And so they
drive their horrible trade, while Mr. Watts and other
(so-called) Infidels, Secularists, and Agnostics plead
for reason, education, and intellectual force.
If the above should meet the eyes of the Toronto
Masons, who lately expelled a brother for being an
Infidel, Secularist, and Agnostic, I hope they will
make a note of it, and oblige
KANUOK.
Toronto, Sept. 3, 1886.

When Mohammed went on a missionary trip he
carried the sword in one hand, and the Koran in the
other. He made short work of the Infidel who refused to believe. The result was satisfactory, and
converts came in by the thousand. Now, this was the
Mohammedan way, but the New England Christians
can discount them in a more spiritual way. They
take a revised version in one hand, and a demijohn
in the other, and if one doesn't bring the nigger over
to Jesus, why, the other does.
This is an old trick of the New England Christians.
One hundred years ago they use to freight their ships
with missionaries on deck, and Medford rum, tobacco,
and Bibles in the. hold. These ships would sail regularly from Boston, Salem, and Beverly, but on the return trip would deliver a cargo of Guinea humanity in
Virginia or South Carolina porta in order that they
might be Christianized under the lash and spur.
Thus rum, tobacco, Bibles, Christianity, and niggers
were made profitable all around. Then there was
another consoling thought. As soon as the poor
darkies had learned the beauties of religion, and had
the devil whipped and spurred out of them, they
were transferred to the arms of Jesus, when otherwise they would hav been damned certain.
The fact is that Infidels know but little of the real
beauties of New England Christianity, and less of
the virtues of their rum. There are thousands of deluded heathen all over the West and South who
would willingly be converted by a quart of old Medford rum, which would put more spirits into them in
five minutes than could be preached in in ten years.
But this would not do. It would materially interfere
with the comfortable salaries paid to secretaries,
clerks, and religious printers who enjoy life in New
York, at the expense of the simple faithful of our
churches. It is well known that out of every dollar
given for missionary purposes; ninty-nine cents is
spent in New York.
Now, if they would only stop this expensiv business, and establish a distillery in every parish, set the
minister at work on the mash tubs, with the deacons
at the furnaces, they could tUl'n out holy rum enough
to convert the world in less than a year. Whereas
by the present system they are sending the heathen
to sheol by the wholesale, and at a cost of thousands
of dollars for every _,oul sent to the burning. It is
now a settled dogma with the improved Christians of
the present day that the heathen who hav never
heard of Christ are finally saved. Then why don't
they call off their Christian hounds, who, by yelling
Christ at them, send them all to sheol? Oh, what a
co,ll1-f(;)J:tin.Q' thin.g- is reliaion ! The poor, deluded InnoelS m our degenerate and fallen state can never
fully appreciate it. We must hav a revised version, the
grace of god-1 spell it with a small g-and a quart
of sanctified New England rum, to understand it.
The missionary system has its good points, after
all, for it rids us of a lot of incapables who hav
not brains enough to be anything at home. It is a
pleasant excursion to Africa and other heathen lands;
besides, hareems are easier kept there than here, and
the women are not so particular. We know scores
of ministers who could be got rid of to advantage if
they could be fitted out with $100,000 WOl"th of New
England rum. Well, let the good work go on, but
we would advise the societies to stop the big salaries.
Send out fewer missionaries and more New England
rum, and the ·entire heathen world will be found
around the communion-table in less time than it
takes to save an ordinary soul, as things go now. T.
Our Theory Questioned.
THE TRUTH SEEKER says it was not a serpent that tempted
Eve, but a "minister of the gospel." We find this item in
the Heln·ew Standard. We want the proof before we will
believe the assertion. We think there were no preachers in
heaven then, and we doubt if there are any now.-Jewish
Times.

New Light in Iowa.
" THE TRUTH SEEKER, a journal of Free thought and reform," published in New York, reached our sanctum this
week.
It strongly advocates Freethought, denounces
relio-ious intolerance, ridicules superstition, and is altogether
a sPicy readable paper. It would at first shock the average
reader 'but it would be a good thing for civilization if it was
in gen~ral circulation t!Jroughout this country.-Ne1o Hampton T1·ibune.

A Difference of Opinion.

Editorial Notes. ·
IT is a queer thing that the Christians of Charleston, after
their houses of worship bad been damaged by the earthquake to the extent of a million dollars, should hav assembled in the streets last Sunday by the thousands to worship
" God." If they can worship the being who, according to
their own profession of belief, has sent this great affliction
upon them, what reasonable objection could they hav. to
worshiping the devil? But there is no accounting for the
acts of people when once superstition has got hold of them.
WHEN something atrocious is wanted, tnrn to the religious
press. The Advocate, for instance, says:
"It is well they killed the police. Not that the police should be
killed; but killing them made all •he police in the United States the
deadly foes of Anarohi.Bts."

By parity of reasoni~g, it ls well that they crucified Christ.
Not that Cbrists should be crucified, but crucifying him
made all Christians the deadly enemies of the Jews, and the
Jews, therefore, may be justly persecuted to the end of time.
Is that your meaning, Brother Buckley?
"NEW GLAsGow, N. S., Sept. 1, 1886.
"To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I think YOU will
confer a favor on manY of your readers if you will watch the religious journals, and tell us from time to time what they say (if anything) about the Reynolds blasphemy case-the leading journals, I
mean. I, for one, would like to know their attitude toward the
matter.
F. M. BoRDEN."

·We share our correspondent's curiosity to know what the
religious editor!!! think of the case of Mr. Reynolds, but that
curiosity bas not been gratified. Apparently they hav not as
yet heard of it. At the same time we are kept apprised of
the progress of Christianity in China, and the Methodist million for foreign missions is booming.
ONE of the methods of keeping her people in proper subjection employed by the Roman Catholic church comes out.
through a disagreement between two priests of Detroit.
One priest bad reason to believe that another priest had inspired an article concerning the first priest in a Detroit morning paper, which was considered libelous. The first priest
thereupon instructed a lawyer to sue the second priest. The
lawyer, being a good Catholic, notified the second priest that
be was to be sued. The second priest answered that if suit
was brought the first priest and the lawyer would both be
excommunicated. This threat made the first priest angry,
and be ordered the lawyer to begin proceedings right away.
Regarding the case the lawyer said to a reporter: "I hav
looked into the question of the threats, and don't think they
are well founded. Until a few years ago it was considered
a bad thing to sue a priest in a civil court. Such cases were
usually relegated to ecclesiastical tribunals, and kept secret.
You probably remember the case of Blindbury, in Kalamazoo who was excommuniciLted for suing Bishop Borgess.
Bl~dbury was, or had been, a good Catholic, and the shock
of the excommunication proved too much for him. He died
soon afterward. The question was then discussed, and it
came to be acknowledged, I believe, that a Catholic could
sue his priest, or even higher authorities, in civic courts.
Anyhow, the thing bas been done since repeatedly, ana no
excommunications followed." The second priest claims that
the recent plenary council at Baltimore made a ruling on the
subject, and restored the old penalty. If this is so, the only
way for a Catholic to get redress for wrongs done him by a
priest is to first disabuse his own mind of the notion that excommunication amounts to anything. But the claim of the
priest shows very plainly why more of the priestly rascalities are not brought to public notice.

A OORRESPONDENT sends US the following' clipping from the
Middletown, N. 'Y., .Argtts:
"A gentleman residing in Middletown, who was visiting in Sullivan county last week, was attracted by eight headstones in a little
grass-grown cemetery, near Fallsburgh, all of which stood in a
row and were exactlY alike. He got out of his wallon to look at
them, and found that they were all children of a well-known physician, and that all were grown when stricken down, a!ld that the
dates on the headstones showed that the first one died Nov. 23,
1861, and the other seven between t!Jat date and Dec. 15th, following or that the entire family of eight children had <lied within
eight weeks, When speaking of the ~at~er to friend~ that <lay.' he
was told the history of tho case, wh1eh lS regarded m th,tt nelghborhood as a visitation of Providence in punishment of defiance of'
the deity. The story as told is that in 1861 there was a Hcourge of
diphtheria in that neighborhood, and the physician was kept bmy
treating patients suffering from that disease. Ho was very successful, and gained such confidence in his skill that ho began to
boast that he could cure any case, and went so far that he 'defied
God Almighty to produce a case of diphtheria he could not cure.'
In less than a week his youngest child was seized with_ the disease,
and although he exercised his skill to tho utmost, havmg not only
professional pride but a father's love to nrge hit:1 to
his b.est,
his boy grew worse and died. One after ~no~her In~ ch~ldren s_lCkened and died, until all were gone, and lmd s1de by sulo m the httle
graveyard near Fallsburg!).. But one child ~as left, a married
daughter; but in a few weeks she, too, was str1ekeu <lawn and became a victim to the dread disease."

?o

A clerical gentleman in this city staled recently in a sermon that a man who didn't believe in God was either " an
Referring to the above our correspondent asks: ''How do
infamous liar or an infamous(!) fool." The dispatches from
England tell us that the Atheist, Charles Bradlaugh, has just you account for such publications? What is the philosop!Jy
Rum and Missionaries.
been returned to Parliament from Northampton by a large involved?" In the first place, we take the risk of saying
Among the religious items in a weekly journal de- majority and is, in truth, the only candidate who polled that the story is not true-at least, so far as the deaths folvoted to .missionary news occurs the following : more votes than at the last election.-Denison Ga.zetteer.
lowing from the physieian's c.areless remark ~s con~erne~. It
" Sailed for Africa, Rev. R. S. Simpson, missionary,''
is not the business of unbchevers to explam or mvest1gate
The Apostle of Liberty.
and as a part of the cargo were mentioned one hunJohn E. Remsburg delivered his address on 11 Tb.e Apostle such libels as this upon the deity. Let those who believe in
dred thousand dollars' worth of New England rum ! of Liberty," Thomas Paine, on Tuesday evening, in the an overrulinll; pl'o'Viden!le, whom they worship, attend to that
The missionary was also well provided with "revised pnrk. Tlie night was exceedingly hot; bu~ an nudi~nce of task. As for ourselvs, we wish it put upon record to our
versions," and attractiv tracts. Rum and religion tretween one hundred atJ.d two hU11dted listened w1th at- credit that we hnv never believed in nor worsl,liped a being
The address was retnll.rkable for choice languag~ who would be o-i.tilty of tnl(ing the lives of inn.ocent children
hav always gone hand in hand in orthodox New atention.
style at once perspicuo"ns. and orn~te-an oyerwh.elming
England, and they hav carried it into Africa. It is a array of factS-and was delivel'ed w1th the nch voiCe and for anything which tlreir p1lt(Jfits may h~v $aid, atJ.d more;y
well established fact that one pint of New England quiet puwer of an orator. It settles the matter, so far as as an exhibition of lliS 110-wer. A:n act lilre that would disrum will convert a negro quicker that!. the entire ex- facts call. set'tle it, tl'nfi Th'OllmB P!l.ine flil'llished tl1e ideas grace the record of a pirate•. -vye a<rcoltD.t'f?i' such publicaInspll'at:ion o1 til~ Refl>lutl.Cillllcy period; that he first tlons on the the61'J fbat prevanctttotS are IIOt all dead. The
tract of all the camp-meetings evet· held. Besides, lfud
s"ttggested indep"emlence, ana. tiHit he was.o:ri.C of the purest philosophy involved is t~a.t the D1ajority. of these surviving
its spiritual nature is well adapted t6 the African's and best tnen that the cause of human li\Jerty ever develprevaricators are of a rehg10Us turn of mmd.
needs.
oped.- Worthington (Minn.) Advance.
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Qlomtrtnnications.

station. I asked the conductor where the forest and lieve the revival is doing any good, for some of the
the lake were, and he explained that Forest Lake time I was there the heat of the weather· suggested
was the sheet of water down there in the woods. tpat h!l'd~s was as near the top of the ground as ev!Jr.
Idling Again.
They used to call it Humphrey's Pond. The people
While ill New Hampshire I met your young son, and
MY ?EAR BRo~HER:• When your eye falls upon up there are developing a weakness for something for a night or two fortune brought us to occupy the
these lmes you will recall that I obtained a few days' hifalutin in names. '·' Sylvan Glade" is the sign same bed. I thought at the time, and since, that
V!).cation this year on condition that the vacation was stuck up in one plaCle where it looks as if a picnic maybe King Herod had to sleep with· his nephew,
to end when I got back, and that I was not to ask might be possible. Then away up in the godfor- which would account for the prejudice he held against
for space in two or three issues of the paper to talk saken town of Marlow there is, near the highway, a children, and if so I am ready to be charitable. We
about idle days, and other things of that sort. Idle section of howling wilderness, whose natural wildness should not judge men too hastily without acquainting
days, you remarked, did well enough for a season or is somewhat saddened by the presence of some ourselvs with surrounding circumstances. Perhaps
two, b~t grew monotonous at last to those searching mournful-looking seats. Thi~ picture of desolation King Herod is a very much misrepresented historical
~
for vanety. But you forgot that immediately upon is called "Edgewood," which givs the thing a sort character.
I liked the looks of New Hampshire this ye~,tr
my return you were to go away to the State Conven- of English turn, as it were.
·
tion, and that during your absence I was to run
When I arrived at Keene I found the vicinity torn better than ever before. The fru:ms were greener,
things according to my ideal of how a great news- by an excursion which had recently been made from the barns were fuller than last year; people appeared
paper should be conducted. If I work in a few words there to Saratoga Springs. The railroad company more cheerful. I got the same horse and carriage I
and get them printed while you are absent it is be- put the fare away down, and the people responded had in other years. The carriage rode easier, and
yond the capacity of my poor weak understanding to nobly. If there is a resident of Saratoga within the old horse had grown more contemplativ. He is
see how anything can be done about it. Leaving sound of my voice, he must remember the day. a thoughtful beast. Going up-hill he stopped often
that for your consideration when you get home, I Everybody I met had either been on the excursion or to think, and having come to a conclusion, he would
will proceed with the main proposition.
was darned glad he didn't go. Those who went take a long breath and go on again. I imagined it
There were three places which held out attractions were packed into the cars like cigars in a box, and took him longer to make up his mind than previously.
for. me this year. The first was Aroostook county, rushed off to Saratoga and back with only time to His forelegs hav got sprung a little out of perpenMarne. I wanted to go there. It is a handsome get a drink of spring water. I heard some severe dicular. I should say they would fit pretty closely
country, and I· thought when I was there two years criticisms of the taste of Saratoga spring water. the inside of a barrel stave. His appetite, I was
ago that if the Lord had happened to get his eye on They said there was the flavor of old feet about it, gratified to observe, remained unimpaired. I gave
Aroostook county in season he never would hav and it was judged that ordinary well water drunk him his own way, and the spider spun his web undispicked out Palestine as his chosen land. But Aroos- from a rubber boot in hot weather would go about as turbed between the whip and the dashboard. When
I took the horse back to the owner, and paid for th.e
took was so far away, and time was so short, I had good.
to giv it up.
I hav been stopping most of the time up in Surry, use of him about what he would sell for, it gave mtt
The second place was a lake resort in Pennsylvania. close by the school-house where I went to meeting food for thought to hear the owner say that old Billy
My friend, Counsellor Sherman, wanted me to go last year. I learned that the elder who conducted was in better condition than when I took him out.
there. He represented that the shores of thelake .the services on that occasion has read my report of I wondered how much money I could make taking
were lined with nymphs from the . surrounding the same and don't like it. I saw others who said it other people's horses and fattening them.
Perhaps you would like to know if I rode about
country, that males were very scarce there and that "touched him off just right." A revival is now in
a practical monopoly of female beauty ~waited a progress at the sQ.hool-house, which building bids alone all this time. I don't mind telling you that I
yo~g man b:~m New York. I thought some of fair to lose its identity as an educational institution, didn't. · In 1876, in writing of my vacation, I had
gomg, as you will recollect that I was advised to do and to be given up· to the service of superstition. I some complimentary words to say about the New
by Mr. · Somerby, who remarked casually that he did not attend meeting. There was no need of it. Hampshire girls. I was a boy at that time, but I
wouldn't mind taking it in himself. But from this The parson was good enough to shout so he could be can point with pride to the verdict then delivered:
vision I turned aside, and one day when I had a little heard for half a mile. The sect doing business there It is pleasing to thus be able in maturer years to look
leisure time I flung_ a few things into my old grip- is the Christian, which, I suppose, is the same as the back with approval upon the judgments of our youth.
I engaged in no religious discussions this year. I
sack, and bought a ticket for Keene, New Hampshire, Campbellite. What interested me most about this
and the scenes of my childhood, which, I may here church is the deacon. I knew him nearly twenty met but· one theologian, and he declined to outline his
remark, are still dear to my heart. I went by way of years ago. He was a wild coot then, and showed system of theology in any intelligible way, but I made
boat to New London-the same old boat, and, it none of the distinguishing characteristics of a deacon. it out that he deprecated the methods of preaching
seems to me, the same old crowd of passengers. He seemed more inclined to swap horses than to do now in vogue. There were four exponents of what he
Here, for instance, is the woman with the squalling anything else. I never heard anything against his denominated " this ere poppiler, carnal, hippicritical,
infant who reaches for the cane of the nearest male honesty, but he had the reputation of being pretty blasphemin' p'reachin'" towru-d whom he expref\sed a
passenger, and calls him pa, to the great distress of "s'rewd." I worked with him one summer haying, particulru· aversion. The first was " this ere Foster
the mother. Then there is the man in a tall white and by listening to him attentivlyi learned to swear over ~.~~sjm.pJp~n~,.~~~d-hat with a weed on it. His hair is long and turns in quite an artiBtic manner--rvr one-·su--yo
·
under at the end. He has some sort of pass instead gathered things around him-a family among the in the adjacent school-house, surnamed Eaton; and,
of a ticket. He wears a watch chain, but it is safe to rest-and three years ago I found him located on a again, "this ere Robert Ingersoll." He complained
bet dollars against doughnuts that he can't tell the farm near our old home, settled down steady as a that these three preachers "add to and take from"
time of day. There is no watch on the end of the clock, knocking pennies and dollars, in a moderate the scriptures in a scandalous manner, and that their
chain. Then here is the newly-married couple who way out of whatever he turned his hand to. A year only desire is to draw large audiences. It was the
sit and gaze at each other with dreamy, watery eyes, ago 'I learned that he had been converted, given his revision of the Old and New Testaments that had
and yawn. Havn't had sleep enough. Then there is heart to Christ, and subscribed for a religious paper. played the mischief with Christianity, and he was
the woman with the five-year-old boy who wants to It is worth something to see him struggling with ready to giv the world its head and let it go to the
know what everything is " for." If I had to. travel that religious paper Sunday mornings. I imagin he devil. Other people wouldn't listen to his preaching,
with such a boy I should turn a large barrel over him is not much of a theologian, and I guess he doesn't and he wouldn't listen to theirs. Having thus deand sit on it.
gather ideas so fast from printed matter as he would livered himself, my friend slapped his leg and
I slept that night to the music of the thumping if they were spoken. His house is now the ren- laughed uproariously. That was all I could get out
engin and fiendish deck-hands chasing one another dezvous for all the pious beats in the vicinity, and I of hinl.
Dennian Thompson, the actor who plays Josh
about with trucks. Wten the engin stopped at New couldn't help feeling for him. I am interested to see
London and the deck-hands had ended their revels, whether his piety is going to bring him any more Whitcomb, livs about seven or eight miles from
the steward came and banged on my door with a prosperity than he enjoyed before, whether people Keene. He played his new piece, " The Old Hqmeclub and told me to get ready for the train. I are going to respect him any more, or how it will be. stead," in Keene while I was there, and I went to see
adopted his suggestion, but the train didn't get He is rather sharp, and my notion is that he won't him. It seemed rather superfluous to bring a charready for me for about an hour. There is a daily invest any more in the business than he believes to acter like Josh Whitcomb into that neighborhood.
paper or two published at New London. To en- be necessary. Further, he is gifted with a large The woods are full of them. There were just as
courage the enterprise I purchased a copy of the amount of cautiousness. He sees his buildings in good Joshes in the audience as the one on the stage,
Tdegrrtph, and was much entertained by reading in flames .if anybody lights a pipe in the neighborhood. and Thompson's funniest sayings were household
the column of locals that Captain So-and-so, of the He is insured to cover all such possible catastro- words to them. When Uncle Josh pulled off his
yacht Hornet, would take a party of ladies out that day plies, and I suppose that when the preachers came cowhides in the parlor of his New York friend, and
for a "sale." The editor predicted an enjoyable occa- around and talked about worms and everlasting fire, squinted lengthwise them from heel to toe, with the
sion. I should say so. The paper also contained a. and other unquenchable things, he got a little shaky remark that there was some " darned good leather in
poem written especially for its columns. I giv you a and thought he would cast· an anchor to windward. them boots," it need not hav struck the New Hampstanza of it:
He is religious on strictly b}lsiness principles. I am shire man as odd. He is likely to do and say the
Oh, how the entire city did gloat
going to watch this deacon and report on him from same thing himself any day.
I hav not told you much about my personal doOver Osprey, dear Osprey, cool Osprey,
year to year. There may be hope for him yet.
And when there came an excursion boat,
The man on whose premises I "lazed around" ings on this vacation, because I hav done nothing in
How all the people down there would float,
does not go to church. He makes no profession of which anyone but myself could take an interest. I
Right down towards Osprey, gay Osprey.
religion, and has only that faith in Christ which one hav idled away the time as I meant to do. I sat
In the early morning we went scooting along man of good intentions has in another. I believe that under the old apple-tree in the dooryard, where we
through Connecticut. The scenery consisted of wire if Christ were a resident of Surry the confidence used to roll about when we were boys. The tree is
~
fence and fog, with occasional patches of water, in would be reciprocal, which is. more than can be said dead and furnishes hardly any shade ; so I sat in the
sun and watched the summer clouds go over, like
which floated some neglected rowboats half filled. of all who ,call upon his name.
I called it pretty dismal. The road 1·uns along the
The prayer-meeting does not meet with any en- ships sailing in the sky. The old times came back,
Connecticut river, which does a lively business turn- couragement in this district. There was one called and old familiru· faces clustered around, and I saw
ing water-wheels. It is dammed up and run through at the deacon's the other evening. The minister them best with closed eyes. The hum of bees and
a flume wherever the site seems to be worth a dam, started to attend, but never got there. He avows in drone of vagrant flies sounded now as then, and
so to speak. Where the banks are high these dam- explanation that the devil met him on the road and with their music came memories, floating, drifting,
sites are frequent. I write thus without intending to turned him back, which is undoubtedly a lie. Those appearing and disappearing, lilm things seen through
·be profane.
who got there had a warm time, but a young man and a glass reversed, distant but distinct. Thus I saw
We passed by Lake Pleasant, Mass., where the woman riding home drove off a bank and came near my friends not only as they are now, but as I knew
Spiritualists hav a camp-meeting all smnmer. Quite .breaking their necks. It is thought that the young them then; not only those who still walk the earth,
a number of good~looking passengers got off there. man will. be unable to turn over in .bed untiJ. his but those who hav sunk back to that dreamless sleep
I did not see the lake nor the camp, but I saw a lot father finds out whether the town is going to pay from which they first awakened on this life. So unof wooden steps and a plank walk that leads off over damages or not. Quite a number of those who at- der the old apple-tree I dozed and dreamed till the
the hill to them. Somewhere along in the town of tended the prayer-meeting rushed to the scene of the days of my vacation slipped by and work called me
Winchester, N.H., the train stopped and the con-, accident, and it is reported that when some one called back to New York. Here I am once more in the
ductor announced "Forest Lake." I looked out. A for whisky for the sufferer, nU1llerous potties o£ it swim, among the types, and the wads of manuscript,
pair of bars down were the only visible signs of a were produced w:itb surprising alacrity. I don't be- and the piles of papers. The world turns slowly
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again, and the days that hav been so short of late
hav resumed their accustomed length. I hope all
your readers hav enjoyed a vacation as pleasant, and
that when it was ended they dropped back to a work
as congenial to them as mine is to me.

gregations, why, we make no objection to it-quite a
harmless diversion, the same as any other amusement. But when it tuns around and says that we
shall blindly allow injustice and wrong to be heaped
upon us and take a draft payable after death in payment for it, then I think it is about time to snatch
off its veil, as .the veil of the Great Mokanna was
lifted, and show the world what a hideous, rotten
humbug it is. Let the church of Rome remember
this is the nineteenth century,· that the people
are becoming more enlightened every day, and that
its interference in matters pertaining to labor and
with the Knights of Labor. may be one of the very
worst moves it ever made. The Knights of Labor
hav nothing to do with religion-the order was
formed to protect the rights of its members from the
unjust encroachments of monoply and greed. ~d
that a church who professes to hav the welfare of Its
members at heart should take sides with its bitterest
foe ought to be reason enough for· a wholesale exodus
from that church. Stand by your order. · God will
never punish a man for doing right.
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will ha.v come, and the world up from and out of the
slough ·of superstition will go on its way rejoicing,
led by progress, which has been fettered ever since
pagan Rome went over to Christianity.

John Wilberforce Kennion is dead. J. W. K. was
a preacher of the "gospel" whose church was the
The Unequal Contest.
highway. His audiences were composed of bums,
It will be noticed that the writers of the new
hoodlums, and les miserables of both sexes. His
books which deal with the labor problem all agree
church in the open, with his tatterdemalion congrethat the state, its laws, and the enforcement thereof,
gations, he would not. hav .excha~ged for th~ m~st
hav much to do with the solution of the knotty probimposing "sacred " edifice m Chnstendom, with Its
lem of labor.
fashionable worshipers in purple and :fine linen. The
That they are right in this assumption there is not
"gospel" with him was the gospel practical. He
the slightest doubt. Some faint idea of the disadfed his listeners, who oftentimes were suffering from
vantage and disproportion of the conflict between
hunger. He took miserable wretches by the hand
capital and the just rights of the employed may be
and called them brothers. In every way possible
gathered from the following: On one side we hav
would he try to befriend them, and his ways were
laborers presenting their grievances arid asking for
the most practical of all ways. His gospel was not,
relief, with nothing but justice to sustain them. On
"Ask from on high and ye shall receive," "Repent
the other side we hav, first, the colossal money-kings
or ye will be damned !" That was not his gospel at
with a power approaching the miraculous; second,
all. His gospel was, "Come up here, brothers and
their envious followers, not possessing so much, but ' '
wM . .ALLEN SMITH. sisters who are hungry, and take hold of this bread
bending every energy to reach the size of their
and coffee. There is plenty, and you are welcome.
"piles j' third, the well-to-do wage.workers, whose
Mixed Pickles.
Eat and fill yourselvs !" That was Kennion's gospel,
salaries are good, labor light, and who, as they see no
It is said that a deacon of a· Greenville, Pa., chhrch but not the whole of it. After they had fed he would
cause to complain,· oppose complaints from others; has a string of buttons a yard long, said buttons giv them some of the sensible precepts of the Bible
fifth, the "stability of society," which, ·dreading having been" chipped in" to the contribution-box at -old however before the latter book was collated
a revolutionary shock, is firmly opposed to a rad- . variou~ times by the devout parishioners. I don't by priests-and then go round among them and asical change in anything; sixth,. the opposition of the' doubt this story at all. . Neither do I .. dou'l?t that, sure them that he would do all in his power for those
church. We may as well say it first as last, .the when members chipped in a button or buttons, they who would try to be men and women, meaning what
colossal money-kings use the other five objectors. as chipped in full value fo! all they received· spiritually, he said too· and many a one has he helped from the
fencing sticks to keep labor just where it is-namely, ·and· had they chipped them in as buttons no .fault gutter,'whe;e rum had formerly sent hi~. I~ t~ere
in bondage. To their followers just at their heels could hav· been found with them justly; but ·they a fashionable preacher of the gospel m this wide,
they turn and say: "If you want to reach us in im- chipped them in as so many shekels, ~he hypocrits.
wide world presiding over a gilded congregation,
portance and riches, you must deal with labor with
Many a deacon, if of long standing, can tell a simi- that would do as John W. Kennion did ? Not one,
an iron hand, for it is from labor that we get all we lar story, I guess, button-giving Christians (~) being for ducats-not one ! Hypocrits and Pharisees as
hav or ever expect to hav. Be sure that they do not far plentier than angels' visits, in my opinion: While they are in toto how much less as a man" is any
get' justice, for if they should they might hav son;e posing as "cheerful givers" to the church, they bam- picked o~e of the~ than was John W. Kennion ! I
of it to spare for us, and we hav not, nor never did boozle the Lord with buttons, many of which, no don't believe that Kennion was any more imbued
hav any use for that commodity." To the satisfied doubt, are iron, which is fairly running the iron into with Bible doctrins than I am, but he knew he would
wa~e-workers they hold up the dread of dismissal. the soul of the Lord, as I look at it. If the aggre- hav to work the gospel racket to enable him to touch
To the "stability of society" they direct their news- gate of buttons is not what it should be-l mean the sympathies of the prie~t-ridden public, a~d do
papers to hold up the awful horror of a state of Com- what it might be-what a story the pie-plates, hats, good to those who needed It, and he worked It for
inunism · to enlarge upon, to misrepresent, to exag- and boxes could tell of brummagem coins and that purpose· but to the gospel of superstition was
gerate, the utterances of every friend of labo.r; t_o "queer" notes, eh ~ The deacons wouldn't "giv it added the go~pel of the man himself, the leaven that
bundle them all up in one package, and; labeling It away,"· probably, but there is no doubt that the made his preaching palatable to those who hungered
Anarchistic, denounce them all as enemies to the well- church contribution-box is a great place for the for bread and not stones! The benediction of Howbeing of society, and highly revolutionary and dan- "shoving of the queer" and the getting rid of bogus, ard who wrote of Kennion, was, "May his soul rest
gerous. To the kid-gloved and perfumed darlings sweated, and mutilated coins. If the getting of the in peace." Knowing nothing of what is meant by
of the church cultured, ascetic gentlemen who trade "queer" into these receptacles was the last of it, it soul as does Howard I say, " May his body rest in
in goodness ~t so much per year, they issue direc- would be well and good, and that all the " queer" pea~e," in which cas~ his soul most assuredly will,
tit:
4-h(l,.f. C!A~rn_n...-.1?' ,.,.:p fbo ClJh-:.on-4. l nf n.-.r.:., "n;....,.;T'Ir.:t. nn~ah~ a.t=~of. .f:11Al~A t.o' J:!hl,y ·u:rrinJCI hA 9. oonsummation and his memory be kept green by those whom he
vfilf,·· m w.lllch It IS C1eai-ly sei; forth that the condi· devoutly to be wished; but I hav no better opinion benefited more than any parson ever did.
tion of the workingmen at the present day is the of the average deacon than to think he would send it
SI SLOKUM.
will of almighty God, should be more frequently on its way again with the specious argument that he
preached. Also anathema and threats of excom- doesn't know it is bad. If I wrong the average deaThe Injured Boonton God.
munication against those who join secret societies or con, I am willing to be forgiven by him.
Some forty years ago, when I published the Pleasassociations. The above orders are faithfully executed
ure Boat in Maine, Wm. Coates, of Boonton, N.J.,
and payments for such services promptly made, and
A weekly is to be st.arted in London to be called met with a copy of it and subscribed for it, and in a
everybody except the poor workingman iii supremely the Earth. Its :mission is to prove, if it can, that short time I had quite a list of subscribers in that
happy.
the earth is flat and stationary, and not round and town. When I killed my paper by opposing that
To the ignorant masses the word of the church is a revolving according to the " pagan fictions of Kepler iniquitous war against the South, which I hav never
command from God, and, no matter how unreasonable and Newton," so largely and alarmingly accepted by repented, I advised them to take the Boston hwesnor how hurtful it may be to their interests, they will the people of the earth.. We read in the Bible of tigator, the only Liberal paper that I knew at that
follow it. But not all, as we hav reason to believe.
the " pillars and foundations of the earth," and those time.
The recent edict of the Catholic church against the who take their Bible straight can't see where said
It appears that the seed sowed by those two and
Knights of Labor may open the eyes of thousands to " pillars and foundations " come in with a round and other later papers has taken root, and is about to
a fact that people hav failed to· see for centuries- whirling earth, you know. -The society which is to bear some glorious good fruit and a fine crop. The
namely, that all churches, Catholic or Protestant, are publish this hebdomadal is of this class, and is now Liberals there, as you know, invited Mr. Reynolds
hand in glove with moneyocracy. One of the begging "those who love their Bibles" to chip in to come with his tent and giv them some lectures,
· cardinal creeds of all churches-that of a heavenly each a few shillings monthly to help the thing along. and the result is that the ignorant bigots hav got
recompense for the ills, suffering, and povei;ty of this Doubtless the shekels will be forthcoming, with more him under bonds for blasphemy.
life-is of itself enough to indict the whole scheme or less buttons, and we shall soon see what we shall
This is the same old spirit that drove the stake,
as a bugaboo, originating in the cunning brain of the see in the. way of proof in the direction mentioned. tied John Rogers to it, and lighted the fagots that
" governing class." With not a particle of common I hav no doubt that the first number will prove the consumed him ; the same spirit that has put millions
sense, much less reason, in them, religions and their Earth to be" flat." Anyhow, it should be welcomed, of the best people to death for not believing in an uncreeds hav been rammed down the throats of the as we shall then be able to find many more people seen, unknown, and imaginary God, the myth of
people for ages. They hav been liberally supported, who do not " want the Earth" than we can find at ignorant brains; and the time will come when the
for they dealt with a subject that no one ever really present.
names of those who hav committed this outrage will
knew anything about, and as they claimed they had a
stink in the nostrils of all good men, as the names of
revelation from God on the subject, thousands, too
"Riots in Belfast, Ireland." Thus the pi·ess styles the old persecutors now do- in the nostrils of the
lazy or too incapable of thinking about its credibility, the fights in the Irish city. Rioting, eh ~ Why, it most pure and enlightened of om age.
accepted it as such, joined the church, and secured a is almost up to the dignity of civil war-quite up to
If the Boonton God had power to create this uniticket for heaven. This, of course, in itself is but a the implacability of religious war. Yes, the citizens verse out of nothing, by simply saying, " Let it be
harmless myth; but when the church leaves its of the Irish city are engaged in a religious war, done !" if he could create a man out of dust, and a
legitimate business of dealing in futures, and shooting, stoning, and clubbing one another to death frill-sized woman out of a small, dry bone; if he
arrogates the right to command its followers to do for Jesi1s's sake! Catholics murdering Protestants, could drown a whole world for its wickedness, and
that which is directly contrary to their physical, Protestants murdering Catholics, for the love of God! rain fire and brimstone from heaven to destroy
mental, and moral well-being, then it's about time to Religious history from the days of the way-back wicked cities · if he could speak with man's voice
face about and say to the church, Who and what are repeating itself. Never since the aforesaid days were through an a;s to reprove a venal prophet, and strike
you, anyhow! It is safe to say that to a reasonable religious combatants more bitter, relentless, and ruth- a man dead for blasphemy, as they say he does now,
inquirer its reply will be very lame and wonderfully less than the warring Irishmen of to-day. Figura- it would hav been much wiser to hav left Mr.
impotent.
tivly it is war to the knife and the knife to the hilt. Reynolds in his care than to hav put forth their own
Based upon the lowest superstitions of the igno- I say figurativly, guns and stones being the weapons puny, fallible hands to deal with him by human laws
rant in t,he remote ages, it has been enlarged, modern- used instead of knives. But the intent is the same. which are of no force except when backed up by
ized, and added to as ocoasion required, but, still With guns and st·ones they fight to the death, if pos- sword and gun, which their master repudiated. Let
adhering to its baseless fabrications, it should be sible, which it too often is, and all for the sake of this case turn as it may, whether Mr. Reynolds is
swept away as any old rotten lumber is in the Jesus! Men, women, and children are shot down convicted or not, this action of the bigots will be the
erection of a new and better edifice. So long as it because they are Catholics. Men, women, and chil- death of the Boonton church, and they had better get
confined itself to singing lullabies to good old ladies, dren stoned to death because they are Protestants ! rid of it the easiest way they can.
and telling fibs over the remains of its dead mem- And this muxder most foul religionists hav been do- Toil on, 0 ye faithful I and fear not to suffer;
bers, so long as it was a convenient refuge for the ing evei· since religion first came into the world to
The blood of the martyrs can never be lost ;
physically weak and not mentally strong members of curse the world, and, I suppose, it will be done until A world saved from priests will at length be your trophy,
And worth more by millions tlmn all it will cost.
our families, where they could earn an easy living the religion of superstition givs way to the.,religion
Berlin, N. J.
J. HAoKER.
preaching mllk·and-w:attJr sermons to admiring con- of humanity. When that time comes the millenriinin
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Men and women could be seen kneeling everywhere,
offering up prayers, and the falling walls crushed
and killed them as they prayed. To suppose that
any of the prayers were answered would be absurd.
It is equally absurd to suppose that any prayer depending upon the intervention of some deity ever was answered. God never stood between any person and
danger. He did not stand between Garfield and the
bullet of the assassin, :nor between the Rev. George
Haddock and his murderers. He did not stop one
brick or stone from falling upon those who knelt to
implore his assistance when all other help was out @f
reach. It is about time these truths were realized.
They are taught by every manifestation of nature,
and they hav received a fresh illustration from the
Charleston holocaust.
The earthquake shocks still continue intermittently,
and the inhabitants of the stricken city are living in
tents. Appeals for financial aid are being sent out
and generously responded to from all over the
country. Shocks hav been felt in at least a dozen
states besides South Carolina., though nowhere with
such severity as in Charleston.

" I do not want to hear anything from you here after unless it is that it is you are soundly converted to God
"In the meantime I will pray
ANDREW 0RTLIP."
We will cheerfully promis not to send Mr. Ortlip
any more papers if he will kindly agree to write us
no more letters. We are gradually growing weary
of his style of literature, of which we are of late in
too frequent receipt. It is a peculiarity of fellows like
Ortlip that they cannot conceal their ears even in
writing. It has never occurred to them that decency
is among the religious requirements, as perhaps it is
not. Some of the vilest, most indecent, and most
profane language that could be conveyed on paper
has come to us from Christian sources, from writers
who professed to be outragEld by the contents of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. Mr. Ortlip himself, though a rather .
superior specimen, has the courtesy to address his
letter to "Skunk Nest, 33 Clinton Place, New York.;'
We would not endeavor to· make a. Freethinker of
this man. Those who ought to know hav assured us
that it is impossible to manufacture a silk purse out
of a pig's ear, and Mr. Ortlip does not contain the
stuff that Freethinkers are ma,de of. · That he and
the class of which he is a type hav attached themselva to Christianity is no cause of regret to us, but
we hereby extend our sympathy to the Galilean reformer, in whom Mr. Ortlip professes to hav found
the truth. Christ had a cross to bear while he lived
but it was a beatitude compared with what has bee~
inflicted upon him in the name of religion since his
death.
"In the mean time," concludes Mr. Ortlip, "I will
pray." We may add that in the mean time, also, the
donkey will bray.
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Roman Catholic Encroachment.
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7 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 8 50 . The priest in charge of the Roman Catholic parish
One subscription with four new subscribers in one
a~ Keene, New Hampshire, deserves special recogniremittance ......................................... :........ .. 10 00 tiOn from the pope. He has set himself at work to
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
prov:oke a public school fight in that city, and has
with one remittance.
succeeded. Some two years ago he endeavored to
get himself elected to t\J.e school board, but failing
The Great Earthquake.
In all respects the most disastrous earthquake after two attempts, he turned his attention to the
shock ever felt in this country visited Charleston, S. erection of a parochial school, which was completed
C., and vicinity on the night of Tuesday, August last winter, and dedicated by holding in it a fair of a
The Unitarians.
31st. Half the city was wrecked or burnt; above week's duration. For weeks previous to this the
ninety persons were killed by falling walls, and a priest sent members of his congregation around
The Lutheran Observer of July 30th has a very
hundred were injured. Ten distinct shocks were among the Protestants for signatures and money for
chances
on
different
articles
to
be
voted
for
at
the
clear
editorial upon the break in the Unitarian ranks,
felt, the first being by far the most violent. Brick
fair.
Merchants
declining
to
subscribe
were
to
be
and
its
conclusions are strictly logical. Unitarianism
buildings fell like cob houses. Great :fissures rent
bo.ycotted;
no
Catholic
should
patronize
them.
By
originally
was a protest against orthodoxy, and as
the earth, and a strong sulphurous odor pervaded
this
method
some
three
thousand
dollars
was
raised
such
was
heresy.
For years Unitarians maintained a
the air. Doubtless many people died without an
direct
from
Protestants.
Thus
the
parochial
school
creedless
religion,
and were consistent religious reeffort to escape, believing this to be indeed the judgwas
dedicated
and
paid
for.
The
total
cost
was
f?rmers.
.They
would
adopt no form of. creed,
ment day. To add fresh terror to the situation, fire
$8,000.
srmply calling themselvs Christians. As an authoribroke out, and the wrecked city was illuminated by
The next concern of the priest was to get material tativ label this was finally objected to and dropped,
flames. Everybody came out of doors, and the
scenes of confusion and distress were beyond for his Ca_tholic-~~?!actory. __ JI!Jn~thi~·~s~c¥Jir~crnum~~~~....an-d.......t...,h...;ey:;._.th_en_..invited all to fellowship with them
favored him .. A large pU:Ollc sc oo- ouse a oeen
~r-~~~~~~~~. _ . , description.
·
At their last meeting, the name of God was objected
torn
down
to
make
way
for
a
new
street,
and
the
to
also,
on
·the
ground that. the word God was
This earthquake, occurring so near home, has
children
were
without
a
school-room.
A
quarrel
was
aroused new interest in the subject of seismology,
dogmatic, and they wanted no dogmatic test to feland various theories of the cause of. these tremendous in progress concerning the rebuilding of the institu- lowship--that "the proper basis of Unitarianism was
. and this quarrel, there is reason to believe, the ethical, and not in any sense dogmatic or theological."
convulsions are being advanced. The explanation tion,
most generally accepted is about as follows : The pnest has been instrumental in aggravating. During A resolution declaring their purpose " to promote
planet which we inhabit was once a sun, and as such the hottest of the contest the priest throws open the pure Christianity," and another " to promote love to
constituted a molten mass of fire. The outside of d oors of his ample parochial school, and invites par- God and love to man," were both voted down, and
course cooled :first, solidifying and forming a . crust ents to send their children. Three hundred pupils the only thing they could unite on was a declaration
after the fashion of the hardened peel of a lemon. are enrolled, which include nearly all the children of of their purpose " to promote truth, righteousness,
We all know that a heated body contracts as it cools. school age in the district. The scheme works, and and love." In Unity of August 25th the difference
little flies walk into the parlor of the spider. He
So with the earth; as the heat escapes and the in- the
then causes a paragraph to be inserted in a local between the old and the new is set forth in parallel
terior mass diminishes in size the outward crust must
columns as follows :
1. Is belief in God essential to Unitarianism?
adapt itself to its shrinking support. In settling, the paper asking why there is any reason in going to the
expense
of
building
a
new
public
school,
since
the
The
Christian or Theistic
The Ethical or Unity party
hardened portion breaks, and portions of it are
scholars are already accommodated by the Catholic party in the West answer,
answer, no!
pushed outward. Thus were thrown up mountain
1
ranges, and thus were caused the unevennesses institution. The editor admits that it would be yes2. Is worship essential to Unitarianism?
The Christian or Theistic
The Ethical or Unity party
visible upon the surface of the earth. In times "money thrown away." Whether the priest has as
yet asked for an appropriation from the state school party answer, yes I
answer, no!
past, when the crust was comparativly thin, these money we are not prepared to say, but that he will
3. Is belief in immortality essential to Unitarianism?
The Ethical or Unity party
The Christian o~; Theistic
changes must hav been accompanied with tremendous
do
so
is
beyond
a
doubt,
and
that
he
will
get
it
is
party
answer,
yes!
answer,
no I
upheavals and contortions, compared with which
about equally certain. The people of the vicinity
4. Ought emphasis to be placed on the spiritual leadermodern earthquakes are mere local disturbances. At
ship of Jesus Christ, and the historic and vital connection of
· d or too stupid to realize the drift our movement with the Christian church?
present the process is slow, and is accomplished im- seem to b e too b lin
of events. The local press is dumb and dare not be
The Christian or Theistic
The Ethical or Unity party
perceptibly except where the crust is thinnest. It is
otherwise. The shadow of the bat is on the roofs of party answer, yes!
answer, not necessarily!
'
undoubtedly continuous, and at some portion or th ·
5. Ought our ministry to be open to non-believers in God,
~ City.
immortality, and worship, if such non-believers desire to
other of the surface of ow· globe a perpetual tremor
enter or remain in it?
might be noted. The reasons for believing that this
The Ethical or Unity party
The Christian or Theistic
A Christian Writes Us.
party answer, no!
answer, yes l
is the true explanation of earthquake shocks hav been
From Spring City, Pa., we get the following by
6. Ought our Unitarian name to be regarded as one which
briefly summarized as follows :
due course of mail :
may properly be appropriated by Agnostics, :Materialists, or
1. From very many observations made in mines, artesian
"SIRs-Enemies of the Cross of Christ: I received from Atheists?
The Christian or Theistic
The Ethical or Unity party
wells, etc., it is discovered that there is an increase of tem- your office a miserable sheet called THE TRUTH SEEKER which
answer, yes!
perature from the surface downward, and that this increase I put in the stove you need not send me any more such party answer, no l
7. Ought our conferences, associations, and other general
is so great that a degree of heat sufficient to melt all known hash. for
organizations which hav administrativ 0r missionary funcrocks is soon reached.
"I hav found the truth in Jesus Christ glory to God. The tions, and ask contributions from our churches to carry on
2. By certain geological agencies certain rocks from below law came by Moses but grace and truth by Jesus Christ hal- the same, to stand on a distinctly Christian or Theistic basis
are brought to the surface in mountain building, and these lelujah bless the Lord.
of declared aim and purpose ?
The Ethical or Unit.) party
The Christian or Theistic
rocks show evidence of having been greatly heated and
'' He is the first principle of truth.
party answer, yes!
answer, no l
'
even of having been melted.
" Whom you've got to accept or be lost. So you better
8. Ought money contributed to any of our denominational
3. Molten matter in very large quantities comes up from accept him now. for you are not one step nearer the truth organizations for Unitarian missionary purposes to be used
the interior of the earth through crevasses and volcanic than when you started your Infidel sheet, but you are worse to "giv assistance to any church or organization which does
veins. Besides these lines of evidence there are many men and you know it.
not rest distinctly upon the Christian basis?"
The Christian or Theistic
The Ethical or Unity party
accessory facts which tell the same story.
'' there is not a man of good principle among you for none
party
answer,
no
I
answer,
yes l
One of the saddest results of this terrible disaster such would connect himself to your foul sheet.
9. To sum up in a word, Is Unitarianism essentially or
'' You men are what is called a lot of learned ignoramuses. necessarily Christian or Theistic?
at Charleston was the exhibition of superstition
would rather be a·slave on New Orleans levy than to be
The Christian or Theistic
The Ethical or Unity party
which it evoked. The reports say that upon all Ione
of your spirit.
party answer, yes I
answer, no l
.
sides could be heard such exclamations as " My
'·'You _are not worthy a home in this land,
aJ~~-J. On the_ question of the _ess~nttalness of,l!tl!ios, both are
God! save us !" "God hav mercy on us sinners !"
J.1 0 ye gener~tion_ of vipers .
, , .·
.
'· . . . . . . .
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[11.] On the essentialness of" Freedom, Fellowship, and
Character," both are agreed.
[12.] On the essentialness of" Truth, Righteousness, and
Love," both are agreed.
[13.] Both parties unite in saying, Men must believe in all
these in order to be true Unitarians· there is no true Unitarianism which leaves these out. So far we go together.
Then we separate; and in this wise.
The Christian or Thei~tic
The Ethbal or Unity party
say, No l Unitarianism is a
party say, To these Eth1cal
and Freethought essentials
structure no part of which
~ ust be adde!f qertain Chrisrests fundamentally on any
t1an and The1st1e essentials,
Christian or Theistic belief
whatever, not even belief in
viz.: At least belief in God,
worship, the immortal life,
God. Ethics and Freeand the nioral and spiritual
thought exhaust its essenleadership of Jesus. These
tials. The Christian and
are precisely as necessary
Theistic beliefs named used
to be regarded generally as
and -fundamental in Unitarianism as are Ethics and
necessary; but that they are
rreethougp.t. Unitarianism
so we deny. We contend for
IS an arch, one foot of which
a new interpretation of Unirests upon Ethics, and the
tarianism which shall place
other upon Christian Thethese among non-essentials.
Individually most of us beism. It is equally impossible to take away either fonnlieve, and believe earnestly,
dation without destroying
in these, and sincerely wish
the arch.
others generally to do the
same. But this is purely an
individual matter. These
Christian and Theistic beliefs are no necessary part of
Unitarianism, and need not
be declared to be. Nothing
is essential to Unitarianism
but Ethics and Freethought.
This position of the Unity party has led to a
split. Every religious body contains such growing men who, sooner or later, will take a look
over the. fence around the church. · Unitarians had
no formulated creed, but they did hav an uri.written one as conservativ and strong with them as
the unwritten constitution of England. It was this
unwritten creed that drove Putnam and Miln from
their ranks, after they had previously outgrown
Methodism. But in every religious body also there
are men who drag at the coat-tails of the lookers
over the fence and beseech them to come back and be
contented with the little narrow strip of sky between
the church walls and the fence. It is a wonder how
this party in the Unitarian ranks ever broke away
from orthodoxy, But they hav now united against
the majority of the conference that passed the resolution which formulated their "cr~d" into the
ethical purpose of promoting truth righteousness
.
'. .
.
'

.rul~ JR1Efu.a~~V1~~ Cfn1~f'{fJlf~;JA~n°~Jgf~r~~ a~a~~~

.
t f
. .
cl are d th err .reso1ve o orm a new orgamzatwn
and
. . .
,
~~rryb o~ their work hereafter on a distmctivly ChrisIan asiS.
All of this is, as we said, not surprising. So soon
as a religious body breaks away from its previous beliefs, the door is opened for unlimited heresy. It is
the most natural thing in the world for those who
once were satisfied to reject all the dogmas of Christianity but the belief in God, to finally realize that
God is also what men make him. Philosophical
Agnosticism, expounded by so great a thinker as
Herbert Spencer, must inevitably attract many of the
best minds in the Unitari~~>n church, and with them a
creedal definition of the" Unknowable" is impossible.
The past four or five years hav l)een Unitarians growing into Agnostics or conservativly defining themselva as Theists. It is impossible for these to agree
upon a creed, and 80 the growth culminating in
the resolution which precipitated the split is only the
logical outcome of the first breaking away from
orthodoxy. The old-school Unitarians, with their
unwritten creed, and their determination to work on
a distinctivly Christian basis, will be taken back to
the bosom of orthodox Protestantism, and the Agnostics, who work only to promote truth, righteousness, and love, will shortly be classed among the outspoken Infidels. In this separation the Unitarians
· get little consolation. The ol'thodox exultingly say
that they are reaping, in Agnosticism and unbelief,
. what they hav been sowing by denouncing creeds
and confessions of faith, and the Infidels say that
while heretofore Unitarianism has been neither fish,
flesh, nor fowl, it will now be possible to classify it
among religious sects, and they will rejoice over the
accessions to the ranks of the Agnostics. The split,
like the Protestant Reformation, was as inevitable as
the progress of the race, and the result must certainly count on the side of truth.
PERHAPs the most readable article, as it is sure to be the
most read, of any in the September number of the North
American Review, is the novelist Ouida's contribution on
"Female Suffrage." The fact that such an article has been
written by a woman is stronger argument than any reasoning it contains against extending the franchise to her SE)X.
Still, men hav written just as foolishly on t~e same subject.

The Sad Fortunes of the Rev. Mr. Goodell.

church, which the Rev. J. ·Benson, now of Brooklyn,

It is but a short year ago that THE TRUTH SEEKER had brought to a high state of efficiency, the whole
felt impelled, in the interests of true piety, to point
out that a conspiracy was being concocted to get the
Rev. Mr. Downs, of Boston, into deep trouble. It
will be recalled that the Rev. Mr. Downs was discovered scantily attired in the private apartment of a
parishioner's wife, and that the lady in question was
not at the time much better prepared for a cold snap.
The explanation given by the Rev. Mr. Downs was
perfectly satisfactory to an unprejudiced mind. The
lady was to go away the next day, and he had merely
been assisting her to pack a trunk. To do this, the
weather being warm, he had removed his coat, his
waistcoat, and his shoes. No one wearing shoes can
pack a trunk as it ought to be packed. The woman's
destitute condition as regards clothing was accounted
for by the fact that, her dress was in the trunk. As
we pointed out at the time, there was nothing about
all this that a knowledge of the ways of preachers
would not lead ·anyone to expect. In spite of that
fact, Parson Downs has been persecuted and despitefully us.ed. Nevertheless, it seems that the Lord
was with him, since he has been more popular than
ever before,· and has brought numerous souls to
Christ that might otherwise still be dead in their
sins.
We are now called upon to chronicle another case
of conspiracy against a truly good man and preacher
of the gospel; this time in Rhode Island. It seems
that the Methodist Episcopal church at Providence,
in that state, is always in hard luck. A few years
ago one of the most p,opular preachers of this denomination was the Rev. Mr. Whitcher, who was the
d
.
d
idol of his people. He sprea amazmg grace aroun
his parish with a gifted and unsparing hand, and
was believed by good Methodists to be a special
messenger from heaven, ordained to save Providence
(R. I.) and its suburbs. But Mr. Whitcher had a
fondness for rare books, and the more expensiv they

city, of all denominations, congratulated the Methodists, and Mr. Foster resigned his position in the
Chestnut street church, ~d hired a pew at Trinity,
to be with his beloved pastor.
In June last Mr. Foster began to get suspicious of
his wife. He pretends that if any one had told him
the first of that month that anything ;was wrong he
would hav kicked him out of the house. It did not
take him long to learn some surprising facts, and he
sent his wife away to Newport. He alleges a belief
that either she or the minister needed a vacation.
Then he began suit for a separation, and the conspiracy has now taken a legal form.
Of course there will be but one comment upon the
conduct of Mr. Foster. His is inconsiderate in the
extreme, and can hav but a narrow and . restricted
conception of the scope of a Methodist parson. A
little study of the " Book of Discipline " and the unwritten laws of the Methodist church would hav
shown him that the Rev. Mr. Goodell has not exceeded the duties of his high calling, and that his
conduct has been in strict accordance with distinguished precedents. The bigotry of the law will
perhaps make it hot for Mr. Goodell, but a good deal
of fresh evidence will be necessary .to convince a discriminating public that he is any more culpable than
a great many other reverends who go scot-free.

The State Convention.
From the New York Hm·aza.

SARAToGA, Se}1t. 4, 1886.-There was an increased attendance at the New York State Freethinkers' Convention at
Saratoga Lake to-day. At the afternoon session Mr. L. K.
Washburn spoke on "The Coming Religious Conflict." He
freely criticised Christianity as a theological system, humorously touching the Thirty-nine Articles and severely denouncing the church for assuming the guardianship of public and
private morals. He denounced the Christian editors and
writers who hav recently characterized Freethinkers as
Anarchists.
were the more he longed for them. This led him to
In the evening ex-Rev. c. B. Reynolds delivered a lecture
'steal from private and public libraries all the rare entitled, "Sabbath or Sunday," in which he made a vigorous
and expensiv books he could lay his hands on, with argument against Sunday being observed as the Sabbath
the result that he was apprehended as a thief.
Se?u~arists are~ favor of Sunday keeping, not as .a day f?r
W
th M th di t h d
d f
th rehgwus worsh1p, but as a day of rest and recreatwn. G1v
hen ·. e
e o s s a recovere
rom
e to all the privilege of spending its hours as they elect without
<~hnr.k of this bl~?W· the:v cnst about for a new. pastor,· encroaching upon the rights of others. He claimed that ac.
a preference bemg expressed for a man with less cording to the Bible itself the seventh day or Saturday was
· · ·
· · '
'
s t rong1y mark e d l't
I erary procliVIties
t h an the Rev. the rest day whose observance was enJomed.
He also ·mainMr. Whitcher possessed. Out of the obscurity of a tained that Christ did not change the rest day from Saturday
small town in Massachusetts the Rev. Charles L. to S~md~y. He concluded by saying that there was no au.
. '
.
.
thor1ty m heaven nor earth for the observance of Sunday as
Goodell, the subJect of this memoir, finally received the Sabbath, save that of the pope and the decrees of the
the call. He was a young and engaging person Roman Catholic church. He declared, therefore, that Cathphysically, and displayed great vivacity and enthu- olics alone are consistent in observing Sunday, since they besiasm. When something ornamental in the way of a lieve their holy Roma~ church is !nfallible and cannot err,
speech was required Mr. Goodell could be de- and she boasts of havmg made tins change of the Sabbath
'
.
.
.
from Saturday to Sunday.
p~nded upon.. Close watch upon his actwns satisfied To-morrow a large crowd is expected. J. J. McCabe will
his congregatiOn that Mr. Goodell would not steal lecture in the morning, L. K. Washburn in the afternoon, and
books, and they were happy; but the mother-in-law and Mrs. F. C. Reynolds in the evening. The last named
was inconsiderate enough one day to discover her speaker will discuss the subject, "Woman-Past, Present
daughter's husband occupying a ministerial attitude and Future."
toward a good-looking young woman in the back parTHE OROWD ARRIVES.
lor, and a domestic cloud arose. Out of this, bowSARATOGA, N.Y. Sept. 5, 1886.-The Freethinkers' Conever, the pastor emerged triumphantly, and the con- vention at the White Sulphur Springs Hotel had a very large
ference gave him a new charge, with their blessing attendance to-day. The pavilion was crowded and there
~nd a larger salary attached. It is a rule of the were hundreds of people around the hotel and park unable to
Methodist church that no one parish shall hav the gain admittance. The first speaker was Mr. J. J. McCabe, of
monopoly of a good-looking minister for more than Albany, whose subject was "Science and Theology." The
speaker said science was the knowledge of things grounded
two or three years. Variety is the spice of a Math- on demonstration. "What is theology." The clergy say it
odist parson's existence. But now another blow has is the science of God. "What is God?" Technically it is
fallen, and it is emphasized by affidavits of witnesses the worship of everything, from a fly to the whole univere;
connecting the pastor, again ih a ministerial capac- practically it is anything we make a god of. He then traced
ity, with a certain, or uncertain, Mrs. Foster, whose man from his first barbarous notions of a deity up to his
husband sues for a divorce. Other women are also latest conceptions on the subject. He attempted to show
that in proportion to his increase in knowledge his concep.
named. The testimony of Pastor Goodell's wife, it tions changed for the better. Then, passing to nu examinais said, sets forth that it has been several years tion of the Old Testament, he attempted to show the absurdsince he has treated her with " due consideration." ities in which it abounded. One of the best arguments
against the divinity of Jesus, he said, is furnished in the apAll this, of course, is persecution.
Perhaps the most disgusted man connected with parent approval which the gospels make him giv to the most
absurd stories in the Jewish Bible-such as the stories of
the affair is Mr. Foster. He first met Goodell at the Adam, Jonah, the Israelites living on manna in the desert, etc.
Chestnut street church. He admired the pastor very
In the afternoon a very large audience greeted Mr. L. K.
much, and so, unfortunately, did his wife. Foster Washburn, of Boston, who spoke on "The False Teachings
was one of the richest members of the church, and of the Christian Church."
The evening session was devoted to a lecture by Mrs. F. C.
the superintendent of the Sunday-school. The FosReynolds upon "Woman-Past, Present and Future." Mrs.
ters, the account says, had a luxurious home, and Reynolds made the most decided hit in the Convention so far.
into the family the Goodells were taken. When She took strong gromi.d in favor of giving a wider scope to
Mrs. Foster was at her summer residence in Bristol, the work and consequent influence of women in the world,
and Mr. Foster was absent at his business, the Rev. tracing the growth of liberal ideas on this point from the
Goodell, in pursuance of his ministerial duties, also dawn of civilization. Woman occupies, she said, a vastly
higher plane of power now thanever before, and this is but
went to Bristol. When, last spring, the conference, the beginning, which shows simply the outlines and sugges.
in response to the popular demand; again returned tions of the grandeur of the work before her in the future.
Mr. Goodell to the city, this tim:e to the Trinity Mrs. Reynolds was frequently and vigorously applauded.
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property, and apply it to the building of schools, hospitale, much without it; it is to me what the Bible is to the Chrisand ·asylums. And the thousands of able-bodied persons tian; I hope Mr. Putnam will come again some time.
·
EuLAII C. STILLWELL.
who are wasting their time and energy in upholding a
delusion could be better employed in adding to the earthly
DENVER, CoL., Aug. 22, 286.
TouTI, ILL., Aug. 24, 1886.
comfort or alleviating the misery of their fellow-men.
. MR. EDITOR: There seems to be a diversity of opinion in
MR. EDITOR: August 8th_ and 15th we had Mr. Putnam
SAM C. MoELWEE.
regard to the cartoons in TIIE TRUTH SEEKER. My wife and
here to lecture. Both nights he gave us the very best gems
of Liberal thought. His audiences were large, and, judging
I heartily approve of them; they are the first thing looked
EAST OAKLAND, 0AL., Aug. 11,_1886.
at, and we hav much pleasure in showing them.
MR. EDITOR: I wish I could put on paper in a readable from the repeated applause, appreciativ. On August 8th
The clergy stand in mortal fear of ridicule. They hav manner the tremendous feelings of my heart when I read about twelve hundred people listened to his discourse on
held place because people hav been educated to think their about the actions of what was once my church, the Catholic. " Mental Liberty;" many more to his second effort, " The ·
trade too sacred to be viewed with a critical eye or be made I can hardly realize the fact, although I know it to be true, New Heaven and Earth."
light of in any way.
We expected a feast of. good things when Mr. Putnam
that men like ·bishops and priests, men of learning, should be
· Hoping that Watson Heston is a young man and a descend- so depraved as to teach our children such most damnable came. We received all and more than we hoped for. He is
ant in a direct line of Methuselah, I remain,
A. HoPE.
lies. For thirty years I believed in the Virgin story, and a graceful, earnest, and· enthusiastic speaker-the needed·'
heaven, hell, and purgatory, in their money-making saving man in the right place.
SILEX, ARK., Aug. 22, 1886.
On the evening of the 17th Mr. Putnam met with us .and
business. According to your pictures, which I admire,
MR. EDITOR: I learn from THE TRUTH SEEKER of 7th inst. those bishops and priests all go to hell; and, being an Infidel, formed a Secular. Union, thirty-eight joining. :jl]nthusiasm
that Brother Reynolds has been visited by a religious I must go, too. Well, I'll make it hot for them, for if there prevailed. All the expenses of the lectures were promptly
cyclone, which destroyed the roof of his house. In our is a class of men on our planet that I detest it is those rogues met and $33 raised for Mr. Putnam.
rural district, when one of our neighbors suffers loss by fire that fight our schools so they can get our children to make · When we get our charter and hav things in working order,
or storm, we make what we call a bee. All turn out and fools and slaves of them. Of all the ingenuity practiced by we shall hav a large League in Denver.
make his domicil good as new, and sometimes better. Now, religionists the Catholic is the most complete for making
Thousands of dollars hav been taken out of this city durI think the Liberals should turn out'and put a new roof on fools of our children. Oh, rily friend, there is too much ing the last· two years by itinerant revivalists. I cannot
Brother Reynolds's house. Inclosed find my shingle for that truth for our dear children to learn! American children can understand it.
We hav, I am informed, over forty
purpose, with instructions for Brother Reynolds to nail it on not afford to waste their valuable time in trying to learn churches; each church has its pastor. These men are genwhere it will do the most good.
H. L. BAILEY.
erally well paid. They claim to hav a "call" to save souls,
what they never can know.
THoMAs ARPER.
·but somehow the '' holy spirit" will not work with them in
ST. Lours, Mo., Aug, 23, 1886.
the converilion of sinners; so when new recruits are wanted
CARTHAGE, Mo., Aug. 17; 286.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed plllase find $5.25, to be applied as
MR. EDITOR: Find $1 to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER for for the churches a revivalist, who is more "hail fellow, well
follows: $3 to pay my subscription; $1 to the illustration
the balance of the year.
met" with the converting agency, has to be summoned to
fund, as I think the pictures of .Watson Heston make TilE.
Well, Mr. Macdonald, I read with astonishment in yoar the "help of the Lord against the mighty." Strange, is it
TRUTH SEEKER the grandest paper in the world; $1 please
paper of August 7th of the arrest of Mr. Reynolds. Is it pos- not?
hand to Mr. C. B. Reynolds, to help fight the enemies of
sible, in this much-boasted--of free and civilized country, to
The churches. are improving, however. One revivalist
Freethought-:and I must say here, Bravo for Robert G. Inhear of such religious fanaticism? Oh, we hav a tremendous preached a literal fire and brimstone hell; polite Christian
gersoll, the worthy president of the American Secular Union,
work before us ! I do all in my power that I can. I hav ears were greatly Sh()cked. One orthodox minister said more
for rendering assistance to Mr. RP-ynolds in defending him.
saved the souls of my family, and made a few doubters harm had been done by such a sermon than all the pastors
For the other 25 cents please send me a copy of the TRUTH
around me, but can get no subscribers for your paper. in Denver could undo in three months. Glory to common
SEEKER ALi.rANAO for '1886. I shall nevey do without THE
Times are too hard for people to get money. The trouble sense! Yet this man preached the unadulterated , Bible
TRUTH SEEKER.
is, the most_ of us are poor, and hav not the influence we hell. What can they do about it?
With success to yourself and your grand paper,' I remain,
should hav, and tlie rich, with a few exceptions, will not do
There was more sense,. truth, and eloquence in Mr. PutG. H. SoHEEL.
A brother in Freethought,
anything, and money is needed to send lecturers all over the nam's two lectures than in all the orthodox sermons
cormtry. Now, if every reader of your paper would pay ten preached here in a year. I trust the time is not far distant
NEWPORT, :MAINE, Aug. 24, 1886.
To TIIE READERs OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: I am this day, cents a month (the poorest of us could do that), we could when he can return and stay longer with us.
MRs. BuoKNER-JoHNsoN, M.D.
Aug. 24th, seventy-three years old. I feel it to be proper to send a few more good speakers to preach the new gospel. of
make this request. For at least sixty-five years I hav been a salvation; and they that will not listen, let them go wherever
BARRE, MAss., Aug. 25, 1886.
·
producer-a farmer and mechanic. Twelve years ago my they hav a mind to.
MR. EDITOR : Having received a letter from a correWith the hope that Mr. Reynolds may get safe oU:t of the
home, a home made with my own hands of twenty-five years
of hard labor, by mortgage passed from my hands. Since clutches of the Jersey bigots, with the best wishes to THE spondent in Young county, Texas, containing so ·many excel' lent things, with his permission I send a few extracts to THE
then I hav had no home of my own. I hav traveled a great TRUTH SEEKER and its readers, I remain
TRUTH SEEKER for publication.
Yours,
CRAB. SAGNE~.
deal, and hav sold and given away a great deal of the best
The writer is a strong, robust young man, twenty-six years
reading, and hav done a good deal of work on a farm, for
of age, formerly a successful school-teacher, now a civil
BoERNE, TEx., Aug. 20, 1886.
which I hav received nothing. I hav just had another
MR. EDITOR: Permit me to announce to you the death of engineer and land surveyor. It will be seen, first, that he is
edition of my _paper, the World's Reformer, printed, and I'
.
--~-----er------~-.--- -------,.-----------._,. -~-...
Wm. Hillert, of N"w Braul>£ala.. T.AEAA.-,o-~+'-~-'-'-·
kindly ask those who are able to send me a dollar, or less if
friend of humanity. He was an old subscriber to THE TRUTH from all Liberal society; second, though unmated, he
they. cannot afford that sum, and I will send them their
SEEKER, and, if I am not mistaken, an occasional contributor. has the true bravery of manhood to remain so rather
money's worth in what I feel to be a p-aper worth circulating.
Hillert was born near Berlin, Germany, about sixty years ago. than unite with a Christian (for which he should be
SEWARD MITOHELL.
After graduating at the Gymnasium at Berlin at the age of commended); and, third, he can not perceive how
seventeen, he entered the service of the government as civil strong, clear, intellectual powers can be so obscured by the
GENESBEE, Aug. 16, 1886.
myths of old theology as to blind their possessor to the fatal
MR. EDITOR: I find I am in arrears again with my sub- engineer and draughtsman. A Freethinker from the start, delusion of Christianity ! Ho\V many men like him are
scription. If you will pardon me, I will try and do better in · of which he made no secret, he soon came in conflict with struggling on alone for lack of a companion or a congenial one
the future .. Wife and I could not get along without the the clergy. He also was an open republican. This at last because Christianity claims most of our young girls, women,
noble TnuTII SEEK 1m. It just suits us. The '' Lette• s from made his stay in the old country uncongenial and caused and wives is unknown. Oh! that woman would rise and .
Friends" comes every week to cheer us up, and is one of him to emigrate to Texas in 1847. He settled in the mount- shake off the slavish thraldom of the yoke of superstition,
the best parts of it. The " Gems of Thought" c01n't be beat. ains near New Braunfels, then yet a very wild country in- and witbman-her hasband-seek to crush out the most inAnd, last but not least, the illustrations are just splendid. I habited by the Comanche Indians, and commenced farming. famous religion that ever cursed the earth !
care not how hard they hit or how much they hurt. They, In spite of the privations of a frontier life, he kept in correTHE LETTER.
the orthodox, hit us as hard blows as they know how, and spondence with the outside world. When the Abolition
It has been so long since I hav seen or talked to a
speak, and, perhaps, think,· as meanly of us as they can. movement began he advocated the abolition of slavery with
The tr11e way is to pay them back in the same kind of coin, pen and word-certainly a daring undertaking in a slave genuin Liberal that, with the poet Moore, I sometimes
Feel like one who treads alone
so if they are not too stupid to learn it will teach them that country. During the civil war he was a stanch Union man.
Some banquet hall deserted.
He, perhaps more than any other one man, prevented the
as they giv they must expect to receive. Go right along with
This country is priest-ridden, and every institution is
churches
from
getting
a
foothold
in
the
mountains
of
Texas,
the illustrations, and let every Liberal feel under obligation
hea<).ed by the church. I cannot enjoy anything that savors
to get a new subscriber for everyone who cries, "Stop my an area of sixteen hundred square miles. He leaves a good of the old dogmas that I know to be so detrimental to
wife
and
eight
well-brained
children,
besides
a
host
of
friends.
paper."
L. G. BARNES.
In his private dealings he was a man of scrupulous honesty. liberty, and as it would be a very difficult matter to find anyNEw YoRK, Aug. 28, 1886.
He would never contract a debt. No one ever held his note. thing in this country wholly free from superstitious ideas of
li{R. EDITOR: Will you permit me to say a few words to He would even rather forego the necessities of life than go in some kind, I feel very isolated sometimes. And, again, I
must either hold my tongue and tolerate the silly arguments
J. W. Benoit, of Oakland, Ill., to whose query you editorially debt. ·He alway~ paid as he went.
F. W. SoHwEPPE.
that I so despise, or openly declare my honest convictions
replied in your issue of August 28th ?
and be socially ostracized and shunned as though I were a
When a Chri:;tian asks, " Can you giv me a better god?"
GREELEY, CoL., Aug. 22, 1886.
does this not show the mercenary light in which he regards
MR. EDITOR: The people of Greeley hav been somewhat leper. Of the two evils, I choose the former, whether it is the
his God? He. serves his God aml worships him. ·why? aroused by Mr. S. P. ~utnam, who has delivered four lect- best or not, and it is policy; but I hope to see the time when
Because in the long run he expects it to pay. He is sup- ures here. "If there is anybody more enthusiastic and bet- a man is valued for his true worth. and not for what he beposed to deny himself worldly pleasures, and tlms secure ter calculated to impart something of his enthusiasm to lieves or professes to believe ; when a man can speak· his
stock in the New Jerusalem. He thinks he is making a others than Mr. Putnam, I do not know him." After hear- mind and not lower himself in the social scale; when a man
splendid bargain-a shrewd stroke of business-in swapping ing him speak, all his writings are more interesting than ever. shall be measured by worth and not by faith. Such a time, I
a few years here for a great many more years hereafter. If My father, Dr. Camp, takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I liv believe, will come, and I hope to liv to see it. I am so much
the Bible is true, a person is a fool who acts otherwise. But with him and hav the privilege of reading it ; so, instead alone in my views,. and am troubled so much in consequence,
the question between Christianity and Freethought is not of going to church or reading the Bible, I find something a that I sometimes think of coming North to find some kindred
one of giving or taking away. It is simply one of truth and great deal better in THE TRUTH SEEKER and books which I spirits with whom I can enjoy myself. The world has gone
bought of Mr. Putnam. Mr. Putnam lectured here on the well with me since I last wrote you, and I am still in robust
delusion.
. I hav not seen fit to change my condition
Suppose I make the acquaintance of a young man who was 17th and 18th of August. The first night he lectured, the health.
raised by his parents and taught from his babyhood that by Unitarians had a lawn sociable .to keep any of their flock in life. Need I say that too much religion among the gentle
investing every cent he could make in lottery tickets he from attending, for they are going to build a new church sex is the principal cause? It is even so. I had far rather
would, by his fortieth birthday, win a $100,000 prize. He and want the support of the Liberals, who go with them for lead the life of a bachelor than to be married to a woman
devotes all his time and energy to making money, with the want of a better place, and are a little afraid of public who is identified with any of the religious sects of to-day.
which he buys tickets. I say to him, '' My friend, your opinion. We used their hall, and at seven: o'clock they sent Don't think me illiberal (if I may use the word) in this view.
parents were mistaken. If you shoulclllv two centuries you an expressman and took away fifty of the :chairs; hut we I show my willingness to grant them their dogmas by letting
would never win so much money." Then he woulcl.rcply, got more and listened to "The Glory of Infidelity," and it them alone, but I am sure they would not be as charitable to
" If you take away my $100,000, for which I hav labored so rained so hard they could not hav the lawn party. The me. [Indeed they would not; you are just right, my boy.]
I am often puzzled to think that belief in such absurdities
long, what will you giv me instead?" I can giv him noth- second night Mr. Putnam organized a Secular Union. It is a
ing. There is no question of giving. This prize exists only small one, but we will all work, and I hope it will grow and as the story of the creation, the flood, resurrection, etc., can
be a benefit to this part of the world, for they need some- be associated in the same mind with such sound ideas as I
in imagination, and his efforts are misdirected.
This life is the only one we will liv, and instead of " feed- thing besides churches. We hav a great deal to do and few hav heard some professed Christians express. My father,
ing on wind and pursuing after the east wind," as Ephraim to help do it, but I hope we will be able to establish a for instance, is by occupation a civil engineer and land suris reported to hav done, it would be far better to talte the flourishing Union. I will try and ~end you some new sub- veyor, and p<;>ssesses a thorough knowledge of mathematics,
$800,000,000 invested in churches and. other "next-world" scribers. soon for ,rour va~uable paper. My life would not be together 'with ,ancient history, etc., and stllf he is a devout
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Christian.
mind?

Did such ideas as the above ever occur to your lie in wait in the vinyards," and when the innocent daughters, weary of toil, come forth to hav a little healthy recreation in the dance, let each man leap forth and catch a miss.
Yes, my friend, over and over and again, and I account
Another horrible marriage! How many men are there now
for it in this way-early teaching, popular opinion, and the among two hundred that would be willing to rush into a comlove of society-just the excuse you make for holdfng your pany of strange girls and grab the first one he could get hold
peace, policy_-induce thousands to join the church who no of for a life-companion? And how many girls in two hunmore believe in the creed than do you ; others cannot bear dred, as anxious as too many of them are to be married,
ridicule and so go with the crowd, while poor woman, from would be· willing to be caught by a strange man, of whose
a variety of causes, cannot let go of her" dear Jesus." But character, disposition, and habits she was ignorant, and
I must not go on expatiating on woman or any of the inade a wife of by force? I could write a book as large as
points touched in this letter, but invite the attention of the the Bible about the absolute falsehoods, mistakeB, errors,
readers of THE TnUTH SEEKEH to the same.
partialities, contradictions, impossibilities, absurdities, murELLA E. GIBSON.
ders, injustice, vulgarities, and other abominations blasphemously
charged to a pure, just, and merciful God in that
WAMEGO, KAN., Aug. 29, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : My friend Professor Bell calls me to ac- old book by ignorant men in barbarous !).ges, and which hav
count for my Prohibition. After much deliberation and a been crammed into the minds of ignorant, unthinking people
suspension of judgment for a period of over five years, I hav for fifteen hundred years by ignorant or designing priests, too
come to the conclusion that Prohibitkn is right, and per- lazy to work and too proud to beg in an honest way. But
fectly consistent with Liberalism. Furthermore, the success this, I hope, will be sufficient to set the reader to reading the
and good efi;ects of the system speak volumes in its favor. olu book and thinking for himself. When the Bible is
The fact that church people often make themselvs conspic- placed on a level with the other works of men, it will be
uous in the matter has prejudiced many good Liberals comparativly harmless; but so long as it is called the word
against it. The only rational way is to try the question on of a God, it will continue, as in the past, to do more harm
its meri1s, and not allow side issues to prejudice our opinions. than any other book ever published, for within its pages auWe will find good and bad people on both sides of this ques- thority may be found for the commission of every species of
J ER. fuoKER.
vice and crime.
tion.
The open, promiscuous selling of intoxicating liquors
AusTm, Mo., Aug. 20, 1886.
should be prohibited by law; we hav as much right to reguMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money-order for $3.35 for anlate the sale of alcohol as that of any other poison. And such other year in company with the readers and contributors of
regulation is no hardship or injustice to anyone. In. this the TRUTH SEEKER family, and for the balance send me
way we lessen poverty, crime, and human suffering, reduce "Anti-Prohibition," Bell; and" Liberty and Morality," Bell.
the burden of taxation, and abolish three-fourths of the crim"
Your renewal reminder is received, but it was wholly uninal courts, prisons, and almshouses. An \)pen saloon is a necessary,_ for I · hav beconie so attached to the great
blight upon any community. It is a mauufactory.aud ren- religious truths promulgated through your columns that it is
dezvous of criminals; and the maintenance of such an insti- aJmost as impossible for me to liv without the paper as it is
tution is a crime against the public. I am not in favor of for life to be sustained without oxygen.
licensing crime, but am in favor of closing these places wherI had not really begun to liv until I became acquainted
ever it can be done.
with THE TRUTH SEEKER some five years ago, since which
Prohibition does not dictate to a man what he shall or time I hav been a constant reader and expect to be to the
shall not drink. All this talk about. it interfering with per- end. I hav only to regret that I did not know of the exsonal liberty or being legislation against the shape of a "man's istence of the paper in my younger days-days and years
head I regard as pure sophistry, although well calculated to that were wasted; yes, more than wasted, for then I was inmislead.· Under Prohibition, if a man thinks he needs liquor, sulting God to his face (if there be a God) by attributing to
he can get it, but he must buy it as a medicin; the result is him the authorship of that old Jew book. I believed (in
that the use of it is reduced to a minimum.
fact, I had to believe, if I believed the Bible) that God was a
Prohibition is progressiv, radical, and right, and Free- tyrant, a villa'n, a monster, a demon; that he was a liar, a
thinkers can well afford to favor it.
A. T. MoMILL.A.N.
thief, a murderer, and that he never missed an opportunity
of wreaking his vengeance, destruction, and ;death, and in
BERLIN, N. J., Aug. 25, 1886.
many instances without a shadow of a cause.
MR- EDITOR : There is one thing I feel perfectly satisfied
I was taught, admonished, and exhorted to believe in the
of, beyond all doubt, and that is that if there is a supreme goodness, the mercy, the graciousness, the justice, of that
~~!n~~ :y,o~~hz_.~-;>.,b~u<QL11~d~St,o~:..Et~}!~~,,~~~ ~~~.~~f ~~~~-~~ great, infinit God, and that I ought to be perfectly willing to
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enough was taught us in this Sunday's incident to justify the
industry, economy, and wisdom of the ants. This is the
general and well-deserved compliment given them.
Though their home in our garden may slightly interfere
with contiguous vegetables, it shall not be disturbed, as I
shall not soon forget the abuse a like family suffered from a
barbarous young man two years since. Directing his attention to their industrious skill and system, he jumped upon
their place and stamped all he could into the earth, then trying to turn aside the sting of my reproofs by saying they ate
plants, etc. His parents, brothers, and sisters were of t_be
established English church, and, of course, believed that, as
their holy Bible taught, the Lord had created all things good
and preserved them in the ark. Being the perfect creatures of
a perfect God, it was the consistent duty of his regenerated
and sanctified son to murder down ruthlessly these wiser and
more harmless little creatures. If such be the fruits, what
must be the tree? The reasoning from effect to cause no less
than from cauBe to effect proves the Bible to be a barbarous
book. .A posteriori anrl a priori combine to demonstrate this
lamentable and, must it be added, horrible fact.
·
The grand modern science of evolution, binding, as it
does, the entire animal kingdom into one vast generic family,
is doing much, probably more than any other branch of
learning, to unshackle and civilize the minds of our kind.
While it unites all Freethinking scientists in a common belief, and goes far in discovering the origin of our race, it instructs and converts more than a few preachers of a bad,
superstitious book. Beecher and Dr. Woodrow are but specimens of this widening, happy influence. Like the woman's
leaven in the meal, this pure truth and incontrovertible sci,
ence is leavening the whole lump.
Besides, it is seen doing a humane work for oppressed
animals ·even beyond the noble efforts of Bergh. His lectures and his law are good specifics, while Freethought, truthloving editors and lectures, are yet mightier in their generic
blows. Putting the ax to all evil roots, slaying absurdities
and superstitions, the ground is cleared and the way opened
for abundant crops of delicious fruits. Get the weeds,
thorns, and thistles out of the ground, that useful products
may grow. One must see and abhor the false and the evil
ere he can cleave to the good.
With no faith or manner of old-fashioned piety, Burns,
from his tender, noble, manly heart, could pour out these
immortal words about his distressed mousie:
l'm truly sorry man•s dominion
Has broken nature's social union,
And justifies that ill opinion
Which makes thee startle
At me, thy poor earth-born companion
And fellow-mortal.
In this there is more honor and social science than in all
the sermons ever delivered, or all the books ever written to
bolster up an inhuman, superstitious, bloody book.
W.P.

cruel, angry, revengeful, murderous, abhorrent being that thought it would add to his glory to send me to hell. And I
CrrAR]:.OTTE ·TowN, PmNOE EnwAnn's IsLAND,}
the Old Testament calls God.
was taught that if I doubted the justice and mercy of God I
Aug. 23, 1886.
I hav been carefully reading the first five books of the Old was doomed eternally to a literal hell-a lake of fire and
.MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $5-$1 to assist poor Reynolds
Testament, and such another mess ()f partiality, injustice, re- brimstone-and the devil and his imps would stand guard in his fight with the Christian mob of Methodists and Cathovenge, and cruelty I never found in any other book. I could witn long-handled forks and keep me eternally pushed out lics, $1 to help pay expenses of Convention at Saratoga, and
sooner believe that " Gulliver's Travels" is all true than be- into the very depths of hell.
$3 to extend subscription on paper, charging me $4 on
lieve that a ·god could be guilty of all the monstrous falseBut since I hav been doing a little thinking for myself I THE TRUTH SEEKER from the commencement of the cartoons.
hoods, absurdities, and outrages that are imputed to God in hav come to different conclusions. I do not believe in a per- I would my purse was sufficiently plethoric to send $50
that book.
sonal, individual God or devil, a literal hell or future pun- instead of $5 to assist tlte various laudable objects the Union,
It says God made man, but made such a mistake and fail- ishment; and if there is anything inherent in the laws of under such formidable difficulties, is striving to accomplish.
ure in the work that he repented of having made him, and nature that will continue our existence in the future under Considering the power and prestige of your enemies, I often
got up a flood and drowned all but eight, whom he was fool- other conditions, we do not know it and cannot know it. And wonder at your pluck and persistence in continuing the conish enough to save to perpetuate the same worthless breed- should there be a future life, the conditions may be such that flict. Surely every true Liberal cannot eschew the responsidrowned them, when he had the power to change their we will hav no more knowledge of the life we hav lived in bility of holcling up your hands with not only bis sympathy
hearts or dispositions in a moment of time, and make them this world than we now hav of time before our existence and cooperation, but also with funds according to his ability.
just what he would hav them to be. Why did he not do it, here. How foolish it is for the clergy to pretend to teach The present position of Charlotte Town is unfortunate,
and make them all good, pure, and happy i Or why did he something they do not and cannot know anything about.!
burdened as it is with the maintenance of one holy Catholic
not drown the whole lot, and hunt np some better dust, and
I do not see how any true Liberal, anyone who is opposed church; and, although times are very hard and the dupes
start a new a.nd better race, and save a nation like this the to the tyranny of the church, can object to the cartoons. I generally poor, still the clergy hav ordered the erection of
el:pense of supporting eighty thousand priests and building earnestly indorse them. I think it is a great feature added another to cost some $150,000. In addition, they hav to
millions of dollars' worth of churches to patch up his bhm- to the paper; they are read at a glance by the people of all maintain two costly Methodist churches, two costly Presbyders, and try in vain to make a decent race out of such bad lap.guages; they contain condensed history, history multum terian, two very costly Baptist, one ditto Puscyite, one ditto
Episcopal, and, in addition, the evangelist, Mitchell, with
materials?
inparvo. It would require many pages of written matter to tell his spacious tent where hundreds congregate :Sunday and
Just rend those; old books-the first five in the Bible-and what the cartoons tell at a glance. But some few do object week-day, day and night; also the Gospel and Salvation Armies
see what a fickle, wrathful being the God of that book is. to them, for fear it might hurt. the feelings of some of their with their clrums, etc., making clay and night hideous. This,
He sent out Moses with an army to kill all the t• ibe of Ben- clmrch friends. THE TRUTH SEEKER is not run in the in- for a population of about ten thousand, one would suppose
jamin, and not let a single soul escape. They killed all but terest of the church. Let the cartoons appear weekly on the must strain their financial powers pretty severely. No doubt
there are a considerable number of Liberals of the various
six hundred cowardly men wbo forsook their mothers, first and last pages and it will please ninety-nine-hundredths grades in the city, bnt, as in other places, few of them hav
wives, and children, ttnd got among tbe rocks, where the of TRUTH SEEKER readers.
the courage to face the storm that bigotry and prejudice
army could not get at them, proving that they were comwould bring upon them. I am not aware that THE TRU'fii
Success to Watson Heston.
R. A. SMILEY.
SEEKEH, or any other Libeml paper, comes to our post-office
manded, if they were commanded at all, to do what they
except my own. But as I hav been notorious as a quasi
found impossible.
ST. Louis, Mo., Aug. 1, 1886.
Liberal, or Universalist, for over thirty years, the prejudice
Then, when they got together to worship, they began to
MR. EDITOR:·" He goes-I know not where, but he does." against me Qas partially subsided. The fact is they d>1re not
whine about the tribe of Benjamin, whom God had com- This was the remark of a lady friend yesterday morning, at attack my moral character, although some thirty years ago
manded them to exterminate: "Our poor brother Benjamin. the same time asking me with her to watch the course of a certain Methodist ministers used their best exertions to hav
What shall we do for Benjamin?" So they got up a plan, by large ant carrying an object of nearly his size. Leaving her me driven out of the place where I then resided. Now,
order of the same God, to save the tribe he had commanded to enjoy this pleasure, I engaged on a more practical part of Mr. Editor, you can conceive that after all the experience I
had for near seventy-five years, what an intellectual treat
them to destroy. They were commanded to go out against our garden. Soon seeing her outside, I hastily inferred that, hav
it would afford me to be near and able to attencl at tbe comanother tribe and siay all· the men, all the married women failing in the ant adventure, she had found something else ing Convention at Saratoga, and listen to the advocacy of
and the children, and save the virgins as wives for the six of more interest. But in due time she returned, soliciting the truth from such able men and women as will be ou
hundred hum'an devils that God had tried to kill but could my attention for a few minutes, when she led me some thirty hand, and which I hav nevPr had·the privilege of hearing advocated froin a public platform. I do not doubt you will
not!
yards through the gate to the wonderfully busy home of a
with me in my jsolated position.
Now, what kind of a marriage was that for a God to insti- large family of ants. precisely matching in size the one she sympathize
But as I hav now exceeded my allotted time, and cannot
. tute? ·How much love or respect could those virgins hav had followed, depositing in his home his precious burden. expect to realize what I confidently anticipate will be the
for men for whom their parents and.little brothers and sisters On his long way she noticed that he ran an air-line, deviating satisfying experience of younger men, it is still a great solace
had been butchered before their eyes? · I never swore but only to pass obstructions. In the evening I chanced to find to me, in my isolated position, to perceiv9 that the day-~tar
one oath in my life, and that one was not spoken aloud, but in our garden another family of the same class whence our is rising on high, and science comes on with her conquermg
legions and every respectable, time-honored lie must shortly
I will nQw venture to say, To sheol with such a marriage as messenger came. In all probability they had all lived to- fly
.fro~ her face to the mythical regions. And viewing the
that, whether it is instituted by God, man, or the devil!
gether until it became wise to divide, to avoid the jam from near approach of this joyful time in a much clearer and intelWell, they got four hundred -virgins and gave them as an increasing dense family. Leaving some of their goods- ligent perspectiv than I can hav the means of doing, is for
wives to those bowar~IJ.'. inen, hot one- of whom was worthy possibly childr~ or invalids-behind, this faithful worker the Union a strong means of encouragement to persevere
with an otherwise discouraging prospect. Wishing you all
of a wife.
'
had engaged in· transporting as a common carrier. We now
glorlons time and great results at the coming Convention,
Still there were more than two hundred men not supplied. regret that we had not arrested him, detached his burden, Ia am,
as ever,
Wh!tt next? '' Go ye up to Shilo [like thieves or robbers] and. and, with our microscope, learned just what it was._ Bnt
Yours in bonds of sympathy,
JAs. B. GRAY.
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Edited by MISS SusAN H. WIXoN Fall
Rt"'Der, Mass~, to whom aU Oommunicatfonsjor
thi~ Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

My Choice.
Yes, I know there are stains on my carpetThe traces of small, muddy boots,
And I see your fair tapestry glowing
All spotless, with blossoms and fruits !
And I know that my walls are disfigured
With prints of small fingers and hands,
And I see t-hat your own household whiteness
All fresh in its purity stands !
Yes, I know my" black walnut" is battered,
And dented by many ~mall heels,
While your own polished stairway all perfect
Its smooth, shining surface reveals.
And I know that my parlor is littered
With many odd treasures and toys,
While your own is in daintiest order,
Unharmed by the presence of boys!
And I know that my room is invaded
Quite boldly all hours of the day,
While you sit in your own unmolested,
And dream the soft quiet away.
Yes, I know that I hav jackets that wear out,
And buttons that never will stay,
While you can embroider at leisure,
And learn pretty arts of crochet.
And I know there are lessons of spelling
Which I must be patient to hear,
While you may sit down to your novel,
Or turn the last magazine near !
Yes, I know ther~e are four little bedsides
Where I must stand watchful each night,
While yon may go out in your carriage,
And flash in yom dresses so bright !
Now, I think I'm a neat little woman! li!Ie my house orderly, too,
And I'm fond of all dainty belongingsYet I would not change places with you!
No! keep your fair home with its order,
Its freedom from trouble and noise,
And keep your owu fanciful leisure,
But giv me my four splendid boys!
-Jerome Harmon.

Spring-time ; or, the Little Poet.
Flossie Stanhope was orphaned at an early
age, and, as she had no relativs that the
townspeople knew of, she was taken to the
poorhouse. Mr. and 1tirs. Williams, who
lived tbere to manage the farm and care for
the paupers, were not very kind to this ltttle
waif, ·who was sensitiv in the highest degree,
and needed kind and affectionate care and
treatment. lilly child in a like situation
would suffer, but her extremely sensitiv and
delicate or)!:a.nism made her suffering more
intense, Her beautiful amber curls were
cropped short by Mrs. Williams on her arrival
at the poorhouse. Her lovely curls that her
dear mother had so delighted to .twine
around her fingers, and arrange in perfect
order for her father to admire and praiser
Click, click, went the shining, cruel scissors,
while sobs that she could not suppress came
from her throat as the golden mass accumulated on the fl.om~ at her side.
'What are you sniveling about?" asked
Mrs. Williams. ''Because I'm cutting off
this mess of snarls?"
'Mamma used to comb and curl my hair
every day, and then it was not snarled, and
papa used to call me his little golden head."
'You needn't think you'll get any such,
nonsense talked to you here, nor that I'm
going to comb and fix up such a mess of hair
as that every day either.''
There were a few other children there besides Flossie, but they were too rough for her
to associate or play with. When obliged to
come in contact with them they were very
unkind, and tortured her in various ways.
At length they were all sent to the village
school. Unless Flossie could manage to go
and come from school by herself these children annoyed her on the one-mile walk all the
way, sometimes by bad and rough talk, and
often by throwing stones at her, and even
hitting her with them, or by striking her if
no one was passing by on the road. If the
roads were muddy they compelled her to
walk in the mud and water, and, pushing her
down, thus caused her to be whipped by Mrs.
Willi,ams for " being so careless, and getting
her clothes so dirty that they never could be
got clean again ; " and Flossie dared not tell
the truth, for the children had threatened
dire nngeance if she " tellcd on us."
Gertie Lawrence, the school-teacher, had a
home in the city. Her parents were wealthy,
and she wRB not obliged to teach, but she
came to this vffiage to visit !Ill old and dearly
loved schoolmate, Minnie Jason. Mr. Jason,
her father, was superintendent of the school,

and was disappointed in his failure to hire
the teacher he expected. AB Minnie was as
yet unqualified for a teacher, and Gertie had
even a teacher's diploma, Minnie suggested
that she should teach the summer term. " I
will do it," she replied, "so· I will hav had
some experience should I ever be obliged to
teach. I will teach and giv the money I earn
to some one who is poor."
" That is what you always think ofhelping some poor and unfortunate person.
I wish everyone was as good as you are,
dear Gertie," said Minnie.
" There are many much better than I am,
darling."
" Then I would like to form their acquaintance."
Here some one called and conversation
ceased.
Flossie's age was now about ten years, but
she was so very small that she looked much
younger.
Gertie, not knowing her history, had paid
her no particular attention, except to greet
her kindly and hear her lessons, which she
always recited perfectly. She had, however,
noticed that the child possessed uncommon
beauty, and that her noon lunch was very
meager, and sometimes unwholesome, and
often gave her a piece of pie or cake from
her own basket.
Nearly all the children had of late formed
the habit of drawing rude pictures on their
slates during study hours, and as it greatly interfered with their lessons, Gertie had made
several efforts to stop them. One day she
discovered Flossie to be very busy with
slate and pencil and walked quietly over to
her side, but instead of the picture she expected to see, she saw and read the following :
No one has loved me since my papa
And dear mamma were gone,
And many are the tears I've shed;
Many the sighs I've drawn.
A kick or a blow
From Susan or Joe,
Or an unkind word
Is all I hav heard
From nearly all,
Both great and small.
I sigh to die,
And pray to-day,
To see near me
Grim death. My breath,
Oh, cease ! Release,
0 Ghole, my soul!
"Where did you find or learn those lines,
Flossie ?" asked Gertie.
Flossie started on discovering her teacher
by her side.
" I-I made it up,~' she replied in a frightened voice. "I hav not made any pictures,
and I hav learned my lesson."
" Did you compose that all yourself,
Flossie?"
"Yes."
"Stay in to-night after the others hav left;
I wish to talk with you a little. Do not rub
out the lines."
"Did I do wrong to write them?"
"No."
At the usual hour the chil!lren were dismissed. Flossie alone remaining.
" Are your papa and mamma dead, Flossie ?" asked Gertie.
"Yes."
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

Touch it Never.
Children, do you see the wine
In the crystal goblet shine?
Be not tempted by its charm;
It will surely le~td to harm.
Children, hate it!
Touch it never!
Fight it ever!
Do yon know what causeth woe
Bitter as the heart can know?
'Tis that self-same ruby wine
Which would tempt that soul of thine.
Children, hate it (
Touch it never !
Fight it ever!
Never let it pass your lips;
Never even let the tips
Of your fingers touch the bowl;
Hate it from your inmost sotu.
Truly hate it!
Touch it never!
Fight it ever !

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-A OHARADE.
The first's a kind of fairy;
The second's a cap that's hairy;
If Elisha had only worn one,
Of those children the bears had not torn one ·
But God can easier make the bears, sir,
'
Than caps of artificial hair, sir;
So, little boy, beware, beware, sir,
Or the man of God without the hair, sir
Will look ~t J:OU and '' cuss" and swea~, sir;
And out will JUmp the two she-sears, sir,
Pilld tear, and tear, and tear, and tear, sir
Till ~on had wished you had sauced s~me
s1nner,
"And left the bears without their dinner·
But I digress-let us go back,
.
'

And keep along the subject's track.
The whole is like the second,
A kind of perukf! reckoned;
If from the whole, as I hav said,
You draw reversed a metallic thread,
Lo! punko, dunko, munko Inine I
All that is left is a youthful swine.
Irwin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
2.-HOUR GLASS.
A Mohammedan monk.
Useless.
A verb.
A letter.
A small species of deer.
Full of sand.
A bird.
Centrals a state.
Lyons, N.Y.

c. R.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OIDLDREN'B OORNER,
AUGUST 28. 1886.
1.-Weevil. 3.-Thomas Paine. 4--Behonest, be honorable, be kind, be upright, be
wise, be polite, be charitable. 5.-Because he
already has a bit in his mouth.
SoLVERs.-J. H. Paine, Oliver Jones, H. J.
Messinger, Lee Hincher.

Correspondence.
OVERTON, GA.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I do not get a chance to
read THE TRUTH SEEKER often, because papa
does not take it; but when I do read it, I
always turn to the Children's Corner first, and
appreciate it highly. My mother and father
are both members of the church. Mamma
says it is a sin to read THE TRUTH SEEKER,
although it is so interesting she cannot help
reading it whenever she sees it. But mamma
has told me that I can write to you, and I
hope you will publish my letter. I am sure
you would publish it if you knew how much
pleasure it would giv me.
The Children's Corner has such nice stories
in it. I wish I had "The Story Hour," because I like so much to read. I am eleven
years old. I hav a sweet little sister, four
years old, named Pearl. Do you care if I
write again? I wish some of THE fTRUTH
SEEKER cousins would write to me.
Your little friend, NANNIE FAMBROUGH.
[We are very much pleased to hav a letter
from Nannie. We giv her a hearty welcome
to the Corner, and hope she will write again
some time. Perhaps some of our little girls
will write to her soon, and we hope her papa
may take THE TRUTH SEEKER on trial, so that
his little girl may hav the pleasure of reading
the ' Children's Corner every wee!<.
With
kind regards to her papa, mamma, herself,
and little Pearl, we trust ever to be the childJ:'I'-b.•.o

L'r~~.u:a-.,"-2!1-.i:rr<;T.~

et;-y

G.A.Tes, TENN., Aug. 21, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I read THE TRUTH
SEEKER, examin the sketches produced by
Heston, and believe them to be a better way
to place the superstitious views of orthodoxy
before the people than any other.
What a farce is the case of C. B. Reynolds !
Can it be possible that such ignoramuses yet
exist in " America ?" Did these people hav
such fools for parents? Every boy and girl
writing for your Corner should cry, Shame I
It only proves what religion would do if it
could hav the power, and I am glad there are
so many intelligent men and women to defend
Mr. Reynolds.
.
Please giv address of Geo. Sam. Newton.
Your friend,
BERTIE WINEMAN.

J. E. Remsburg's -Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~r are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries ; the Church and Civilization ; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church aud Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Tem~erance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible .Morals.

Twenty Orimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y ScriJ:>iure : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheatmg: Theft and Robbery·
Adtutery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance aud Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemper·ance; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle co~ies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.
·

WORK~,
AT THE TRUTH SEEKE:II OFFICE.

Ji'ltEETHOUGHT
l'UllLISRED

Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the
contradictions and doubts in which the
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Revised edition. 25 cents.

Revelations of Antichrist. An

exhaustiv work proving conclusivly that no
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
about a century before, and that his discipleil, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle Paul, both lived and died before
the Christian era. 446 pageli and full index. Price, $2.

The Anonymous Hypothesis of Creation. A Brief Review of the socalled Mosaic Account. By J.uu1s F.
Fu:aNISs. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Brain and the Bible. By EDGAR
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBERT G.
lNGERso=, who says of it· "This book,
written by a brave and honest man, is
filled with brave and honest thoughts.
The arguments it presents cannot be answered by all the thaologians in the
world." Price re.duced to $1.

The Ct·eed of Christendom.

Its

foundation contrasted with its super
structure. By "\V, RATHBONE GREG. One
of the cleare~t and ablest works ever
written. $1.50.

The Essence of Religion. From the
German of L. FEUERBA.CH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth
reduced to 50 cents.

The Godly Women of the Bible. A

History of all the women who figure in the
Bible. Shurp and telling in style. Paper
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. By WM. MeDoNNE=, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages
Pape:r, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25·

The Holy Bible Abridged. .Contain

ing the choice passages and lovely mor
ceaus pa.rticularly pleasing to COMSTOCK.
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts

The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate.

A

nine-days' debate on God, the Bible,
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between
W. F. JAMIESON and Rev. JAcoB DITzLEB,
D.D. P~U>er. 50 cents; cloth. 75 oents.

Proceedings and Addresses
at the
·"U'T-~--D

~r...r... - - - - - - . -

Of excellent Speeches and Essays.
reduced to $1.00.

Pnoa

Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation oi

Ancient E~yptian Civilization to the
Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus,
and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By
VAN BUREN DENSLow, LL.D. 25 centil.

Religion Not History. An able ex

amination of the Morals and Theology of
the New Testament, By Prof. F. W.
Newman, of ~he London University. 2~
cents.

Outline of the French Revolution
Its Causes and Results. A cleM'
and comprehen11iv portrayal of thili inter·
eating portion of human history. By W.
S. BE=. 25 cents.

. Outlines of Phrenology.

By F. E.

AsPINWALL, M.D. Most aooeptable to
Liberals of anything of tP.e kind published. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cent~.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddlf ~.
Price, :W cents,

PAINE'S WORKS.
Paine's Theological W orlis~ includ-

ing The Age of ReuBon, Exa,ninatron o!
Prophecies, Letter to the Bishop of Llandaff, Reply to Mr, Erskine, Letter to Ca·
mille J·ndan, etL., etc., with a life of
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo
In paper covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.

Paine's Great Works (complete)
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
$4.00; morocco, $4,50.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best Paine's Political Works, including
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point o! view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following beads: Orig!p. of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath· 'l'he Christian
Scrir>tures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Suuda;t Arguments i Origin of Christian Sabbath; 'l'estimony of ~he Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath durinlj" the li'Iiddle A$es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Testrmony of Chnstian Reformers,
Scholars.:.. and Divines ; Abrogation of Sunday
LawQ. .t'rice, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
83 Clinton Place, New York.
THE

CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OlJR
CIVILIZATION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU,
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Phtla. Recora.
This Book is not a Book I It is a Deed I and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.V!enna News. Pric_§ 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
83 Clinton,. Pl., New York.

Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights o!
Man. Cloth, $1.50.

The Age of Reason. An investiga

tion of true and fabl'(lous theology.
Wilihout a peer in the world. Paller, 211
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Age of Re'as·on and An Exam·
ination of the. Prophe~ie·s, Pa
per1 40 oent!l; clotli1 ~5 clints.

Common Sense.. Pa:ine'a

first wtirk.

15 aents.

The Crisis. Oantlrltdng nrott'bers fr<1m
L to XVI. ilrolusi:r,
cloth, 70 o'lmtif.

The Rights of M~n.
ptte.:~lled

Of hilmamty.

oloth, 75 cents.

Paper1 40 cEJiifs·

For fue op

Paper, 40 cents
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SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.
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anonymouii, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. Bmm, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, t5 cents.
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By THOMAS PAINE,
"The AuthOl'-Hero of the Revolution."
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THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
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proposed independence of America from Greal
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Price, 3ii cents.
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writings,
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Parallels in Other Religions.
Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with those of
heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their Origin
and Meaning, With
numerous illustrations.
;l'the object of the work is to_point out the myths
Wl h which the Old and New Testaments abound;
o s?'ow that theY were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
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WHAT'S TO BE DONE?

t. Li,;:ht Science for Leisure Hours. A series of
familiar essays on astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.S.
~. The Forms of W1tter in Clouds and Rivers, Ice
and Glaciers. 19 illustrations. By John Tyndall, F.R.S.
8. ·Physics and Politics. An application of the
principles of Natural Science to Political
Societ:'k By Walter Bagehot, Author of
"The _.,nglish Constitution."
4. Man's Place in Nature. With numerous illus
trations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
5, Education, Intellectual, Moral, and PhysicaL
By Herbert Spencer.
6. Town Geology. With A12pendix on Coral and
Coral Reefs. By Cha)·les Kingsley.
7. Conservation of Energy, With numerous illustrations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.
8. Stuqy o,f Lang_uagestJlrought back to its Tru
pnnctples. By C. ll'iarcel.
9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory -:lf Sound in its Relation to Music.
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro
Blase rna.
11. } The Natliralist on the River Amazon. A record of 11 years' travel. By Henry Walter
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Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
t3. Mind and Body. The theories of their relations. By Alexander Bain, LL.D.
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 82 illustrations
By Camille Flammarion.
·
t5. Longevity. The means of prolonging_life after
nuddle age. By John Gardner, M.D.
t6. Origin of Species. By Thomas H. Huxley
F.R.S.
t7. Progress : Its Law and Cau~e. With other dis
quisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
t8. Lessons in ElectriCity. 60 illustrations. B.
John Tyndall, F.R.S.
t9. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. By
Richard A. Proctor.
20. Romance of Astronomy: By R. Kalley Miller
1\'I:.A.
2t. The Physical Basis of I.if_£, with other essays
By Thomas H. HuxleY• J!'.R.S.•
22. Seei~g and Thinking. By William Kingdon
Clitiord, F.R.S.
23. Scientific Sophisms. A review of curren
theories conce:ning AtotuBJApes, and Men
By Samuel Wainwnght, D.D.
24. Popular Scientific Lectures. illustrated. By
Prof. H. Helmhdtz.
25. Origin of Nations. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
Oxford University.
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n England. By
Joseph Fisher, F.R.H.l:l.
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Numerous illustration~. By William Hcmy
Flower, F.R.S.
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illustrations. By Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
.JO. l Study of Wonls. By Richard Chenevix
~l. f
Trench.
'12. Hereditarr Traits and other Essays, By Richard A. Proctor.
33. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.
34. Philosopl!y of Style. By Herbert Spencer.
35. Oriental Religions. By John Cair<l, Pres.
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T. H. Huxley.
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41. Current Discussions in Science. By W. M.
Williams, F.C.S.
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43. Darwin and Humboldt. By Professor Huxley,
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Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
52. Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
53. Animal Automatism, and other Essays. By
Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
54. Birth and Growth of Myth. By Edward Clodd.
F.H.A.S.
55. Scientific Basis of llforals1. and other Essays
By William Kingdon Clitiord, F.H.S.
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g~:} illusions. By James Sully.

58.} The
Origin of Species. By Charles Danvin.
59.
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60. Childhood of tho World. By Edward Clodd.
61. lliisccllaneous Eslilays. By Richard A. PrQctor.
62. lteligions of the Ancient World. By Prof. Geo.
Rawlinson, University of Oxford. Double
number, 30 cents.
The best and most thorough work ever written By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
__
'"
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
63. Progressive 1\forality.
By Thomas Fowler,
R.
TUCKER.
LL.D.!
president of Corpus Christi College,
on the Sunday Question froll) a rational point of
Oxforu.
Written in Prison. Suppressed by the Czar. The 64. Distribution
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Mapping Out the Brain.
A remarkable surgical operation was de. .scribed at the meeting of the British Medical
Association:, held on the 13th inst., by Surgeon Horsley, of the Bloomsbury National
Hospital for the Paralyzed and Epileptic.
The patient upon whom the operation had
been performed was exhibited by the successful operator. The case is a very interesting one, because it shows how great prog.
ress has been made recently in brain
surgery and in the art of locating the seat of
disease at the surface of the brain before the
surgeon's instruments are used. It also shows
once more and in a striking way how much
has been gained for the human race by experiments upon living animals.
The patient exhibited by Dr. Horsley was
treated for epilepsy. It was decided that
his skull should be opened in order that the
cause of irritation might be removed. But at
what point should the opening be made?
was it possible for the physician to locate
accurately the position of the morbid growth
before the surgeon should begin his work?
A spot on the skull was pointed out, although there were no external indications by
which the physician could be guided or
assisted. At that spot the skull was opened.
There a tumor was found imbedded in the
brain substance. This tumor, with a portion
of the brain surrounding it, was removed·.
The cause of irritation· having been taken
away, the patient ceased to be an epileptic.
Before the operation was performed he had
been a great sufferer, and both the frequency
and the severity of his fits had been increas.
ing. When he was exhibted at Brighton,
one month after the operation, the fits had
not returned. Two other patients, wkose
skulls had been opened for the removal of
diseased structure or morbid· growth, were
shown at the ~arne meeting by Dr. Horsley,
but in these cases the physician had been
assisted in locating the seat of disturbance on
the surface of the brain by external marks,
caused by injury in one case and by trephining in the other. The surgeon's treatment of
these paaents was successful, but for obvious reasons the first case was far more
remarkable.
In the first case the point at which .the
skull should be opened was determined solely
by the fact that the patient's fits began in the
muscles which act upon the left .thumb.Knowing this, the attending physician also
knew that the region of the brain which ex.
cites or governs the movements of those
muscles was irritated by something that
should be r()move:l. He knew under what
part of the skull that part of the brain sur.
face could be found. He pointed out the
part of the skull which covered that part of
the brain; the surgeon removed the bony
covering; the tumor was r.evealed and taken
out.
The art of locating accurately in this way
the seat of di8turbance has been developed
by a long series of experiments upon the
brains of living animals. It is one of the
greatest of the results that hav been attained
by what is commonly called vivisectiona broad term which covers experiments of
many kinds, some of which do not necessa.
rily fall under a strict definition of the word.
By the side of this a t the art of surgery has
been developed and improved by means of
vivisection. Ability to locate the irritating
growth and abilit.v to remove it without killing the patient hav been obtained alike in
great measure by experiments upon living
animals. The results are already of great
value·to mankind.
If we were trying to show that vivisection is
justifiable, and is required for the development of the healing arts, we should point out
many other most valuable discoveries that
hav been made by means of such experiments. It may be that some experiments
that are made upon animals are made unneCessarily or frivolously, for unworthy motivs,
in improper ways, or without due regard to
the results that slwulrl be aimed at. We do
not see why a physician should be allowed to
torture and maim countless animals for the
sole purpose of getting so-called evidence to
be used by a rich railroad company in opposing the claims of passengers who hav been
injured on its lines. Such a use of vivisection was recently made by a physician in a
neighboring state. But a careful examination of the history and results of vivisection,
if made with intelligence and without prejudice, will prove that experiments among
animals hav been of very great service in the
development "of the arts by which human
suffering is removed or alleviated, and valuable human lives are saved. The case of Dr.
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DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Designed to show upon the authority of History
that A.polloniua of Tyana performed miracles and
~oke wise sayingsequal to those atlributed to
Jesus Christ, 85Qpp,, actavo, beat 11tyle. Price $2.50.
Sc.ld at THE TltUTH BEEKER office.

Bible Fabrications Refuted

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

and

·For sale at this ofi<'R,

PIUUJTIVI: ~JIRJtTJANJ:TY

written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnel11
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
ltest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
• 90 cents ; cloth,•$1.25.

Family Creed!i. By William McDonnell, author of "Exeter Hall.'' Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.
·

Exeter Hall. " One of the most excitina- romances of the day,''
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A ltadical novel of marked ability. J!!gual to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 i>aaes. $1.25.

The Outcast. A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A RomiiJI.ce. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and pe~spicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked de~rre~. even
from so gifted a pen &s tha.t of Miss wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug]ltranks." Price,
$1.50, Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

.m~,

(Just Publishea, JulY 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A. colored fran tis piece showmg the modern style
of painting.
A. cardbo~trdsupplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessary pieces for
constructing a model house, with plam directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the 11reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy, It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
.
55 New Designs for ltesidences (cost varymg from
$500 to $15,000);
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for A. Chapel .
Drawings and description of A. model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
A.n Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PBICE, $1,
Address

The Error" o:f the Bible Exposed,

The_ Forgery of the Old Testament

TRAVELS IN FAiTH

BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Dedicated to the clergy·

Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
83 Clinton Place. New York.

From Tradition to Reason

BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,

BY ROBEltT C• .lDAMB.
Cloth, S1.itl.
For Bali~ at this Office

THE CO-OPEnATIVi'!UILDING PLAN As;o~N.

BOOKS FOR. CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and

ASHORr LESSON IN HISTORY.

The Bi~le Analyze~.
BY

.J'ohn R. :Kelso, A.D.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Oreation.-The Deluge.-The ExOdus.-The Miracles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-The
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
-Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of·
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The· Messiah or
Savior.
Crown octavo, 883 p_p. Splendidly executed Bent
by mail, post paid. Price, $3.00.

REPLY

•ro REV. L. A.. LA.MBEltT'B
"NOT.ffiS ON INGERSOLL."
By B. W. Lacy
A. thorough exposure of the Catholic priest'b
soJJhistry, unfairness, and historical misstatement.
PriC<., Cloth, U; Paper, liO Cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Secularist.

Price,

10 cents.

A.ddrass THE TltUTH BEEKER CO.

S A C RE D MY S T E R IE S
AMONG THE

tbe (lutches 11,iiOC)
Years Aa-o.

MaJBS and

ORIGIN OF TBE BIBLIOAL MYTH
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
illustrated
Price, $2.50.
For Bale at this office.

CAPTAINS OF
INDUSfRY:
o:a,
MEN ol!' BusiNEss WHo Dm BoMETJilliG
.

BEilll>l!IS

MAluNG MONEY,

A. BOOK FOR YOUNG AMEltiOA.NB.

BY .J'AIIES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with· eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

Price,

Address

- $1.2ii.
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
83 Olinton l'laoe, New York.

191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.

Youth. Bx Susan H. Wixon. Without SuperA. double-page picture contrasting science and
stition. The Only illustrated Freethinkers' theology, sliowing how the one has labored for
Children's Stor:y:-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large _trpe, heavy_ human advancement, and how the other has
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated always opposed it ..
covers; 4to. 224 pp,, bds., $1.25.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenjy-ftve copies for $1 ; one hundred copies for
Two Little Red .Mittens. A Story of $3
We wish tliat the friends of Freethought would
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
Bro'\l'Ile; Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Apules of Gold.

A Story-Book for

tb.e Young Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masterli and misses, has
pa.ssed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage .. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

The Youth's Liberal Gnide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A..M. Price; $1.00. This
volUJJ)..e aims at the eaucation of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure· reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
BEEKER.

TilE TRUTH SEEIO:R ANNUAL
Price, llli oen&l.

'I HF MODER-N BALA.-\M.
Bhowinf the Balaam of modern times to be the
priests. tis a splendid pictorial arg.ument. Price
uer dozen80 MntR: p•r bani! rei!. ~1.50

CHRISTIANITY
A. REWARD FOR ().ttl .ME.
1!-Ub!itautiated by the .Hiblc.
BY

0. B. WffiTFORD, 1\1. D.

p, Ice 10 Ctlnts. 1 Per Doze", $1.00
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
113 Clinton Place, .New York.

'L'he Apostltl ot' Liberty. An address

delivered in Pame Hall.,~ before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, .January 29, 1884.. Price

tO cents.
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Jitws · ofl :-~

':ol flhought.
.. !

_CHOLIIRAis ~arrying ~~·
a day in Italy.
. .. ·'

..~=.==:;::========
.· ) the ideas of God held by the
·· j more ·sensible than Paul's.
, •ed. in the flesh and. blood ne1heir conceptions of him were
,n of nature's forces. If Paul
,iture -instead of God, he wonld
;correct. Nature is truly the
• · ~~ and the power _of motion,
ii every
and is living
at all being.
times near
This
·l ever-present power was
never made nor devised,
while the God Pan! believed
in was devised in the minds
of ignorant men•...:.n. M.
Be'nriett.
PoPE'S view of his own
career suggests the curious
problem, how it came to
pass that so harmless a man
shonld b.e the butt of so
many · hostilities.
How
co.uld · any man be angry
with a writer of gentle pastorals and versified loveletters? · The answer of
Pope was, that this was the
normal state of things.
"The life of a wit,'' he says,
in the preface to his works,
"is a warfare upon earth,"
and the warfare results
from the hahred of men of
genius natural tO the dull.
Had anyone else made such
a statement, Pope. wonld
hav seen its resemblance to
. the complaint of the one
~ reasonable juryman over,, powered by eleven o.bstinate
~l fellows. But w~ may admit
~.that an extremely sensitiv

. ..

VIOTORIA. MoRosuh, ..th;
Gould's partner, has at let:
h b d f
· '
man us an , a ter .malf
sities, and will enter 8 coJt.
STRIKES are rife among r
New Y. ork tailors, plum-!.
bers, capmakers, and
boxmakers.
GERONIMO and his band ·
hav surrendered to Cap)
tain Lawton. They were:
conveyed to Bowie, A. T. ;
~ Orange funeral pro- .:
cession in Dublin, ·Ire- ;
land, on Sunday was at~ .
tacked by Catholics, and
there was much throw~ :
ing of stones.

THE hatters' union, of
New York are endeavorin~ to enforce the relig_ "
ious law on dealers who ·
open their stores on Sun- ;
day. The police very I
sensibly decline to coop~
erate with the hatters in!·
.
this hypocritical move- fr
ment.

I

THE Association of
Creditors of Archbish()p /
Purcell niet at Cincin-:
nati on. tP,e 5th, andj
·
passed a resolution call-i
ing on the trustees of the
estate to render an ac-'
count of rents of property r
in their hands; also a res- i
olution calling on the ; ·

/

~natureisabadgualification

,; for a public career. A man
•, who ventures into the
throng of competitors without a skin will be tortured
by every touch, and suffer
;; the more if. he j;u_rns to t:e.( taliate. - Lesl'le ~le;p'flen's
'· PQ'J)8.

~ THE civiliz~d world has

clergy to giv the com- i
municants the control of I
the business affairs of;

;'ioutgrown Christianity, and
i'lis now in the condition of

'~--~~,....===;========~--~~~------,--------..--..--"""~"""!"'"""="""==========--~···u•the
Roman
pagan
days.

the churches.
"
THE earthquake shock in Charleston dam-

aged church buildings to the amount of more
than a million dollars.

.

. ·

·

.

years.
THE czar of Russia has forced Alexander,
the Bulgarian prince, to abdicate. Dispatches
say that the other European powers are
greatly exercised over the affair, Germany
being indignant, Austria astonished, and England very angry.
ALTHOUGH Brooklyn is ·called the city of
churches, the Rev. W. F. Bainbridge, of
Providel!l.ce, B. I., regards it as a promising
pla<;e for missionary effort, and thirteen mission stations are to be established.
FATHER Et>wARD CoLEMAN, of Iowa, was
taken from the street in tliis city last week in
a very drunken condition. In the police
court he pleaded that he had not had a drink
before for ten years, and the' justice discharged him.
A

CHRISTIAN or Campbellite minister
d G
W H
1
name
eorge
·
ortzc aw, aged forty
years, has been convicted at Heber, Ark., of
forgery and sentenced to five years' imprisonment. He became a Methodist minister at
the age of twenty-eight. He married three
times, deserting his wives in succession. He
was in the midst of a successful revival in
Franklin.county, and had immersed several
converts in a stream near the scene of his
· labors when arrested on the charge of forgery.
He protested his innocence, and considerable
excitement ensued among his followers.
When his case was called in the Cleburne
county circuit court he entered a plea of
guilty and accepted the five years' sentence.
He did this to avoid other complications, a
she-'"'. from Illi'noi·s ha-VI"ng am"ved dunn·g
nu
the trial with a warrant for his arrest on the
charge of bigamy.

.
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THE "sea serpent" is· now showing himself
R'
U
d t h ha
.
H d
m the
u son Iver.
p to a e. e
s
been seen by none but persons of "undoubted
veracity."
IT is reported that nearly one thousail.d
members of Typographical Union No.6 are
are now out of work. It is said that this
summer has been the worst for several

·. "

. "'~'"X· ·7!!, t#l\? ;~'fl>~~~~~t)lr -,-.·: 'f'"'":

He is •r,e:;,

THE Government of Peru has decreed that
Chinese residents of that country may enjoy
the same rights and privileges as other colonists.

.

.. ..

PRESIDENT C LEVELAND is enjoying a vaca-

:~~e~ ~~:~~~~~~t~~!~:~~!!k:.

empire
in the
A.
cold~hearted
Infidelity above, a sirdid superstition below; a
schoolofPlutarchswhoendeavortoreconcilethe
fables
of a barbarous people .with the factS' of
science and the lofty conceptions of philosophy ;
.a multitude of augurs who sometimes smile when
they meet, but who more <?ften fe~ in_c,:~i~:d to

'ANNUAL' CONv··E''N.·r· o··N,'•
· ,,,.

TO

··

BE HELD
·· ·
. .

AT

White Suip hur Spr.lngs
•·
p ·&1'k ' Sara
· t oe:a
Vo New York . '
•'
.
.•
From Thursday, Sept. 2d, to Sunday, Sept. 12th, 1886.
Reduction on all railroad routes.
from all points.

Splendid facilities are afforded for boating, bathing, :fishing, driving;
magnificent scenery. The best dancing pavilion in the state. Fine band.
Everything necessar_y to an enjoyable occasion. All the advant. ages of a visit
S
ill b _J.r d d
•
th
to aratoga w
e·u.uor e viBltors,
us combining the attractions of that
popular watering-place with those of the convention.

$l

t" k
d "tt"
h b
eason lC ets, a Dl1 mg t. e· earer to all lectures,
.00. First-class
board, $1.00 per day. (It will greatly facilitate matters i1 orders for season
tickets with remittance accompany applications for rooms.) Applications for
tickets and rooms should be addressed to C. B. Reynolds, 33 CliDton Place,
·•
·
b
N ew York . C on t ri"b u t"wns, necessary t o d e fr ay prelinunary
expenses; may e
sent to the treasurer, E. M. Macdonald.

•
Tl10mas P aJnt'.

T' h

I!f~:~!:::oc::!~~t~!Yl~;:~~ late wh:tft
is that they adore, and since they cannot tell the
truth and let their· wives and children sta.r.ve, they
are f~rced to lead a life which is a lie. What a
state of society is this in which Freethinker is a
abuse
and in awhich
doubt is regarded
as
aterm
sin! of••
W~rshipis
conventionality;
churches
are bonnet-shows, places of assig!lation, shabbygenteel salOnS, where the parochial" A_t ~om~"
is given, and respectable tradesmen exhibit their
daughters in the wooden stalls. • • We are now
in the drea.ry desert which separates two ages of
belief. A new era is at hand.-Reaae•s Martvraom
o.tMan.

MILTON read with selection, and "meditated,"
says Aubray, what he read. His practice conformed to the pi·inciple he has himself laid down
in the oft-quoted lines (Paradise Regained, iv, 322) :
Who reads
Incessantly, and to his reading brings not
A spirit and judgment equal or superior,
Uncertain and unsettled still remains,
Deep versed in books, and shallow in himself.

Special excursion rates. to Saratoga

The best Liberal speal;:ers will be in attendance. The following is the
list so far as they hav accepted: John Peck-subJ"ect, ,"The Gods on Exhibi" L
N C 1
b"
.
t lOn;
· ucy . o man-su Jects, "Reminiscences in the Liie' of a Reformer,"
and "Woman's Duty To-day in the World's Work;" W. S. Bell-subject
" Conflict Between Christianity and Civilization;"· Mrs. F. C. Reynolds-sub~
• t "W
p t p
t
d F t
" J L A -dr
JeC '
oman: as ' resen ' an . . u ure;
• · All ew-subject., "Modern
Infidelity,·" Miss Susan H. Wixon.

S

..

-Pattison's Milton.

TRUE Scotchman as Carlyle was, with all his
fiery emotions and prejudices in favor of the bigoted Presbyterianism of his parents, of his mother
especially, whom he idolized; and fond as he was
of spicing his talk with the imagery and aphorisms
of scripture, still he, at a quite early day in his
life, repudiated the orthodoxy of Scotland, and
.declined to be a professional mouthpiece of it in a
pnlpit, where his mother hoped to see him. He
wonld do anything to please her, but he ·could not
make such a sacrifice of his deepest convictions as
· 1ve d·
compliance in that matter wonld h av mvo
But he always had a kindness for Christianitynot dootrinal, sophisticated, ecclesiastical Christianity, but for the primitiv, genuin article. To
him it was the" worship of sorrow," as it was to .
his master, Goethe-the religion of reverence to
that which is beneath us. "The temple of Christianity," he says, "founded some eighteen centuries ago, now lies in ruins, overgrown with
jungle, the habitation of doleful creatui·es." He
saw in the founder of Christianity man morally at
his highest and best, and no so-called God, or son
of God, and vnlgar iniracle-monger.-B. w. Ball.
THE worst ill service you can do to the violent is
to show them that they may work their wicked
will unpunished and unchecked by the natural instincts of humanity. It is to make them "masters
of the situation," to encourage them by success
and impunity, to enthrone them as· monarchs of
the world. It is to put goodness under the foot of
evil, and 80 to dnve back the progress of humanity; •. it is, too, to harden the sinner in his
wrong, the criminal in his crime, and the brute in
his brutality; to teach him to proceed in outrages and iniquities that pay so well. Hundreds
that wonld hav been stopped at the outset of their
"criminal career by prompt and timely resistance
are led on by the impunity which submission secures till habits of crime are formed and recovery
h 1
N
·
'
·
becomes ope ess.
on-resistance, agam, becomes connivance and complicity in wrong.-

A
tl
f R
e pos e o
e- [mage Br~ak.-r.
Six Lectures: Deligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
oline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washof the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leadinl{ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
ing trait~ of his character and genius, and vinPame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
dicateshisnamefromtheaspersionscastupon
licents;bound,paper,25cen~s;per.d_oz.40cts.
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
•
.
• .
.
8
0
g'!"~re~ ~r~~ 'i!~~ i~!~ '0~~b~i~ ~~J~~~~~ Bible Jnqmrer. A Key to B1ble In·per8on11 of Europe and America,·many of ·them
vestiga.tion, Revised Editiop. This P&l!l;J.>hlet
written expressly for this work. Second edirttfers specifically to 148 Bible propositione1
tion~ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted I!&Per,
Wlth numerous references and mtat10ns, that
neatLy bound, and containing a handsome
are contradicted in terms by the same number
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
of other prolJ(isitions in the same booli. Prioe
oloth, 711 cents.
25 cents.
·
Qreg'B ereea at Chrntenaom.

•

A JOURNALOF FREETHOU.GHT AND. REFORM.
Entered at the Post-011lce at New York. N.Y.. aa Second-cla8s Matter.

'Vol. 13. No. 38.} PUBLISHED WEEKLY.} Ne-w York, Saturday, September U3, 1886. {33 CLINTON PLACE.} $3.00pervear.

lJlofts and gilippinns.

A LoNDoN clergyman wanted to raise the
sum of £1,200, and he converted himself into
a "sandwich man," carrying a couple of
IN New Jersey the Catholics and Protest- boardsse.tting forth his desire. lie obtained
1
tants unite in mobbing Infidels; while in Ire. 2s. and 6d. and narrowly escaped being
land, where there are no Infidels, they mob 1jailed.
each other. - Independ..------------------ent Pulpit.

'

lN a convict camp in
Georgia there are eightysix negro convicts, of
whom thirty-five are
preachers.
AN orthodox preacher
in -storm Lake, Ia.,
th.inks that the Universalist preacher of the
same place is objectionabl~. So he prayed the
other day in church that
the Lord would either
change ·the heart of the
Universalist, or kill him.
THEY tell in Brattleboro, Vt., of a clergyman who refused to take
meat JJf his butcher bebecause it had been killed
on Sunday. A few days
later the preacher told
the butcher that he wanted some meat. "Ihavn't
any to sell you," said that
conscientious man. " I
hav stopped receiving
money that is earned on
Sunday."
DEPRECATING the fashionable organ solos called
interludes during the
singing of hymns, the
Religious He'l"ald says:
" As these interludes are
often thrown, they remind us of the remark of
the Scotch divine who
said, ' It used to be
" Great God,
attend
while Zion sings," but
now all attend while
Jim fiddles.' "

THE Indian question is now whether Chief
A ST. PAUL clergyman is reported as sayGeronimo shall be hanged or not. As he has ing that if Jesus Christ "run a carpenternot been charged with making incendiary shop here in this city there are fully one-half
speeches, it is thought there is hope for him, of our church-members who drive up to our
though he has been slaughtering the settlerslchurches in· their fine carriages would not
Of Arizona for some years.
speak to him. He could not get social recognition unless he lived on
Summit avenue, or belonged to a club." The
Globe says that there is
more truth than poetry
in the remark. ·
THE Denison, Texas
Gazettee'l" says : " To
put it mildly, the editor
of Our Battle Flag, a
new paper published by
Rev. Tynes, of this city,
shows bad taste in classing Infidels with gamblers and fallen women.
There are a. good many
' Infidels ' in Denison
but so far as our acquaint:
with them extends they
:Will compare favorably
In moral character with
' believers.' "
A CORRESPONDENT of
the OhurclmU:tn thinks
that the baptism of infants should not be deferred until the mother is
able to come to church
with them.
Such a
practice is, in his opinion, "unchurchly, modern, American, and ultra..
Protestant." Moreover
it endangers the salvatio~
of the child's soul, as
there can be no certainty
of salvation without baptism.
ACCORDING to a table
published in London
which, the Ohurchmah
says, may be depended
upon as sufficiently accu- ..
rate,
the
numerical
str?n?th of the leading
rehgwus bodies among
all English-speaking people throughout the world
is as follows: Congregat i o n a 1 is t s, 5, 750,000 ·
·Baptists of all descri~
tions, ~,195,000; Presby
terians of all descriptions,
10,650,000; Methodists
of all descriptions, 16,000,000; Episcopalians,

A COLPORTEUR of the
American Bible Society
found in Riley, Wis., the
other day the son of a
Methodist
clergyman
who had no Bible in his
house. He wouldn't buy
one, and wouldn't accept
one as a gift, and when
the colporteur intimated
that he'd leave one anyway, thebad man became
very angry and put the
Bible man out of the
house.

21,30~,000.

A OITIZEN of Olneyville, R. I., bragged that
he could get a drink on
Sunday, and to prove it,
confidentially asked a
doctor for something to
brace him up. The doctor knew the man, and
wrote a prescription calling for aqua pura; the
dmggist saw the joke,
STRUCK· 0 I L AT LAST!
and put up the water in
AGENT oF THE S. S. V.-This is the place I long hav sought-And mourned because I found it
a fiat bottle, and charged
a · round price for it.
The buyer's remarks when he tested the
TnE excitement caused two or three Grassi had a remarkable gift for getting into
dose are not reportable.
months ago, says the Independent, by the de- debt, and when the Baptist leaders in Rome,
THERE is a Catholic monastery in West sertion of the Old Catholic cause in Rome by after having paid large sums for him on a
Hoboken where all manner of diseases are Savarese, and his humble submission to the number of occasions, refused to do so again,
claimed to be cured by faith and the applica- Papal authorities, has been overshadowed re- he found it opportune to "pervert" back into
tion of a bit of bone which was once a por-~ cently by the .return of Paul Grassi to the I the church of Ro.me. Grassi ha~, _however,
tion of the anatomy of Paul the Apostle. Roman Cathohc fold. He had for twelve 1 got to stand on trml before the mvil courts.
There ~s al?o ~ Chinese theolo~ian on Mott ;vears been. a Pr?testant, an~ of late h~d ~een I ~en retur~in~ to his old church, he simply
1
street, rn this erty, who accomplishes equally I m connec_twn with the Baptist denommatwn. 1 disCarded his wife and threw her on the pubsurprising cures by burning paper and kill-, As in the case of Savarese, money considera- lie charities, a_nd the attempt is being made
ing fowls.
tions were the chief persuader in the step. 1to compel him to see to her wants.

•

not.

CITY AssEssoR WILLIAM A. KELLY says that
the loss from the Charleston earthquake will readily reach $10,000,000.
The taxable property
aggregates $22,000,000. Then there is the
non-assessable property,
churches, schools,
and charitable institutions, aggregating $10,000,000. As. the greater
portion of the property
destroyed was inherited
by olil families who hav
no surplus means, it is
believed that only a portion will be rebuilt.

IN the city of Charleston God's recent work
did over a million dollars' damage to churches.
This is too bad, for it will spoil the effect of
all the pretty Sunday-school stories which
may be told about the earthquake and the
" hand of providence" in it. An earthquake
that will knock the homes of people into a
heap and leave the churches standing should
be prayed for, because this one has plainly
been managed in a bungling manner.- Win·
sted P1·es8 .
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· 'rhe Church and Its In1luence.
A believer in the so-called divine revelation must
necessarily be intolerant, because he believes that it
emanated from God and must therefore be perfect.
Anything contrary to the revelation must be wrong
and therefore will meet his displeasure.
I wonder why the Christian cannot see that the
Mormon, the Mohammedan, or the Brahman must
necessarily hav the same confidence in his particular
revelation that he has in his.
The Christian believes that God will punish every
man who goes contrary to his "will." The" will" of
God is the Bible, as the Christian understands it,
and when he takes the punishment into his own
hands he thinks he is only carrying out the purpose
of God. Every Christian persecution has had its
root in this belief.
If I believed the Bible to be the word of God, I
would hang a witch at sight; I would stone a man to
death who picked up sticks on the Sabbath; I would
burn every work on astronomy and geology, and
their authors should share the same fate.
I would plant myself on the Bible and say, "This
book is God's holy will to man. God knows everything, and if it had been necessary for man to know
more than his 'will' contains, God would hav put it
down in this book." I would oppose every improvement, knowing God would hav spoken about it if it
had been agreeable to his "will."
If a man should speak lightly of the account of
creation, or Noah's big boat and floating menagerie,
or Jonah's wonderful sea voyage, or the feats of
Samson, I would burn him as a blasphemer.
I hav no doubt that in the main every woman who
has been publicly whipped; every witch that has been
hanged; every heretic who has been burnt, has
been whipped, hanged, or burnt by those who
thought they were doing the "will of God."
The difficulty is to make the Christian understand·
the difference between ignorant men and a wise God.
The most ridiculous things written by the most
ignorant meu in semi-barbarous times are to the
Christian the word of an omniscient God.
It was impossible for Bible writers to anticipate the
civilization, wants, and condition of the people of today; and hence the Christian is chained back to the
ignorance of the times in which his Bible originated,
and he fights the reformer who tries to break his
chains. Nothing suits him like the mental darkness
of old Bible times, because he believes such darkness
to be in accord with the "will" of God. With such
belief, how can the Christian progress only as ·he is
pushed along by outside force?
How can a man believe in the science of geology
and at the same time believe in the' " six days of ereation," as laid down in the book of Genesis? How
can he teach the science of astronomy and at the
same time teach that the jumble in Genesis is a
"divine revelation?" The Bible writers knew nothing about the science of astronomy or geology, yet
to the Christian their ignorance is divine knowledge.
The Christian is just what his Bible makes him.
There are laws of mind as well as laws of matter.
He would not be proscriptiv if he knew it, bnt the
Bible writers hav made his God a tyrant, and he is
all the time trying to carry out the "will" of his
God.
When he reads in his Bible," Thou shalt not suffer
a witch to liv," instead of regarding the command as
the vaporings of a supertitious fanatic, he firmly believes it to be the word of God; and if. by anything
which may transpire he comes to believe that a
person is a witch, lie will kill the person at sight.
The difficulty is to see things as the Christian sees
them-to view them from a Christian's standpoint.
When he reads in his Bible that women are to be·
"ripped up alive," and helpless children murdered,
he sees no brutality in it. To him they were enemies to God and justly deserved the cruelties
practiced upon them.
He does not reflect that, instead of such horrid
commands coming from God, they were issued by a
military savage. H~ does not thln_k that if God
-wanted to wreak his vengeance on mnocent babies
which he himself had created he would not be compelled ~o c~ on a lot of half-savage wretches to execu~e his will, whe~ one turn of the screw of his
alm1ghty power woUld blast them all out of existence.
The history of the Chlistian religion is simply the
philosophy of cause and effect. The cruelties, persecutions, and ignorance engendered are the natural
outgrowth of Christian belief.
If a man believe that God has written a book,
everything in that book will be "divine will" to him,
whether right or wrong. If, instead of being written by God, the book was written by ignorant men,
with all the instincts of brutality, ignorance and
brutality will characterize the readers to a greater or
less extent. A period 9f a thousand years, known
as the Dark Ages, marked by every act of brutality, persecution, and misery, when the whole of
Europe was subjected to the thump-pressure of

Christianity, is ample proof of the truth which I giv what I know about the circumstances attending
its introduction and its 1ise.
utter.
By the conquests of Rome many peoples were
A belief in a divine revelation must necessarily
antagonize every attempt at improvement, and act as brought into close relations :with each other who
a clog to mental development. There will ever be a had been strangers before. Their vari?us s;ystems
conflict between the expansiv force of the humap in- of religion began to be studied and mvest1gated.
tellect and blind faith in an infallible revelation. The result was a partial or total disbelief of th~m all.
The human mind must be lifted above the delusiv
The rich and high-born were slaves to the1r apbelief in so-called divine revelation before its powers petites and corrupted desires; the poor were sla,ves
can be known or calculated. Gods and "divine to the rich.
revelations" are always stationary; whatever is perThe ·halls of the rich glittered with gold; power
feet cannot improve. The mind of man is expansiv, was worshiped; little virtue reJ?ained beyond the
ever advancing, ever exploring new fields and mak- reach of gold · women . were d1ssolute; successful
ing new conquests when left to its naturalbent.
warfare confisc~ted goods and lands; the taxation of
So long as man is tied down to gods and revela- conquered provinces secured all that toil and trade
tions, so long as he is frightened by demons and could produce.
ghosts, he is a slave. The first step to be taken to
How natural it would be for those oppressed
elevate him is to teach him that he is free-that there peoples, made up of the various nationalities which
are no angry gods to fear, no big devils to dread. Rome had conquered, to lend a listening ear to the
The enslaved mind can no more be developed than universal doctrin of benevolence and brotherly love
-a doctrin in harmony with the idea of a " univerthe caged eagle can exhibit its powers of flight.
Gods and revelations, demons and ghosts, must be sal father," whose equal children all the nations of
left behind; the well-being of the race should most the earth are !
occupy the minds of men. So long as the mind is
There seems to hav been a variety of circumchained down to musty creeds, man is in an iron stances which dove-tailed together to open up to a
jacket; so long as his mind is swayed by ecclesias- man of genius and a true reformer an opportunity of
tics, and held in fear of hell, he is a slave.
·
leaving a lasting impression in the world. Such
. The. great lesson for Christians to learn is that were the times when Jesus itppeared, and such the
they cannot sin against a being whom they cannot doctrin he taught.
injure, and who cannot suffer. Every sin which it is
Is it any wonder the poor flocked around him T Is
possible for man to commit must be committed it any wonder that they loved him with a tenderness
against some being who or which can suffer. He can almost unknown in the history of human transno more sin against the tenants of the sky than the actions?
pope's bull could affect the comet. The Christian
He taught a doctrin which elevated the poor
will torture, and-roast, and hang his fellow-man, who above their oppressors. Is it any wonder that they ·
is capable of suffering the most excruciating pangs, regarded him almost with veneration~
·
yet is ever afraid of sinning against God, whom it is
But the priesthood (as has always been the case)
impossible for him to affect either for good or evil. de1ived their substance mainly from the rich, and the
Ecclesiastics held all Europe in the midnight of men- teachings of Jesus were detrimental to their interests,
tal darkness for more than a thousand years. They and they denounced both Jesus and his doctrins to
caused the torture and murder of untold thousands the Roman governor, and clamored for his execution
of human beings. A happy day for the race when as an innovator, and to satisfy their demands he was
the energies of such men are directed to the welfare given over to persecution and death. But the docof human beings, instead of trying to benefit imagi- trins which he taught outlived their author. His
nary beings in the skies. In the morning of life every followers organized. The doctrins which their lovman ought to dedicate himself to the service of the ing master taught were dearer to them than their
race, and not to the gods. Who says the gods can friends, houses, and lands. The little they had they
not take care of themselvs without man's help 1 But put into a common stock for the support of the poor.
ecclesiastics hav turned the steps of men in the The followers formed churches ; the churches formed
wrong direction, and sent them after the. gods in leagues. Everything tended to a crystallization of
order to rob them on the way. Not only this, but, power, and ended in the hierarchy of Rome.
Professor Draper says, " the hands which are raisPd
In their weakness they were persecuted.;_ uU;hflir
to the Most Merciful are steeped in blood."
- strength they met their opposers with fire ail.d sword.
These Christian vandals put the torch to nearly all Paul was the great character in the early days of
the ancient literature, and well-nigh severed the Christianity. He persecuted the Christians with the
chain which linked us to the intellectual wealth of malignity of a tiger. After what was called his conancient times.
version, he manifested the disposition of a tiger
Every time science storms the citadel of divine toward those who opposed the new religion which he
revelation, the church attempts to make these revela- was trying to build up. Wherever Roman arms had
tions harmonize with the discoveries of the scientists. triumphed, the way was paved for the reception of the
New interpretations of the scriptures become neces- new religion, and it spread rapidly.
sary as new discove1ies are made. Many things
A Christian government grew up inside the civil
which hav been regarded with veneration for hun- government, and soon controled it. Constantine,
dreds of years are now regarded as myth and fable. seeing the power which could be wielded through the
The hottest kind of a brimstone hell has been influence of the new religion, and willing to take any
tempered down to sheol; and the devil is not as advantage which could be utilized, after murdering
black and sooty as he was when I was a boy and those of his own household, mounted the throne of
went fishing on Sunday. Ecclesiastics hav been the C::esars as the first Christian emperor.
compelled to yield to the progressiv spirit of the age
The new religion was now in condition to grant
in some degree, but it has been only with a death place, power, and profit. The vilest worldlings now
struggle.
flocked around the standard. Pagans formed so
The policy of the church has ever been to strangle great a part of their number that the ear-marks of
every progressiv movement if it could. If it could Paganism were transferred to the Christian doctrin,
not choke the life out of the movement, it did the and hav never been eradicated to this day.
next best thing it could, viz., to cover it with her
Such, briefly, is an outline of the circumstances
protecting wing, and finally profit by the hypocritical which gave rise to the Christian religion.
claim that it had its origin in the church. The
If Christianity were to-day what it was before it
church claims all the glory of the temperance and became a power, all Liberals would be on the side of
antislavery reforms, yet many still living can remem- Christianity, because it taught the broad doctrin of a
ber full well what bitter opposition these reforms common humanity. But like a stream starting from
met from the church in an early day. Hasten the a pure fountain and running through filth and mire,
day when the last vestige of superstition shall be Christianity became adulterated with other systems,
swept from the minds of men, and all shall join with was made the highway to power and profit, and was
alacrity in any movement which shall tell for the in- finally prostituted to the lowest purposes.
terests of the race ! The ignorance and persecutions
As nearly as I hav been able to learn, the teachings
of the Dark Ages, when the church had everything of the early Christians were alniost identical with the
its own way, are no secret to the student ?f h~story. principles now advocated by so-called Infidels-fraThat the church burnt Bruno, and rmpnsoned ternal feelings, a broad, brotherly love, and a just reand persecuted Copernicus and Galileo, no one gard for the feelings of others.
will deny. That nearly every new discovery an.d
The early Christians taught nothing about the fall
improvement has been opposed by t~e church 1s of man, or a redeemer, or a resurrection, but" peace
a sE)cret to no one. And yet the first t1me the Rev. on earth and good will to men."
Mr. Talmage is moved by the " holy spirit" to do
Tertullian says of the early Christians : " They
the "Highland Fling" on the heavenly spring-board acknowledge but one republic, but it is the whole
he will declare that we are indebted to the church for world. They constitute one body, worship one God
every i,mprovement and reform. And the next Sun- [not three], and all look forward to eternal happiness.
day, to 'show that he is abreast with the times, every At the end of every month each contributes if he
file-leader of a pious flock will repeat the stale lie.
will, but the money is not spent ·in eating or drinkChristianity has never been noted fl9r building ing, but in feeding the poor, in comforting the chilmental lighthouses for the world. The bat and;the dren who are destitute of parents and of goods, in
owl can best secure their prey in the night. Ecclesi- helping old men, in assisting those who hav lost by
astics hav been most successful in their schemes in misfortune and those who are doomed to the mines
the darkest days of the world.
or shut up in prison."
From long observation I am satisfied that ChrisI can find in the writings of Thomas Paine sentitians know but little about the rise and early history ments almost identical with this teaching, and no inof their own religion. As briefly as possible I will telligent Liberal will take exception thereto. He
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further says : "The object of a Christian life is innocence, justice, patience, temperance, and chastity."
Good Infidel doctrin, every word.
Well had it been for the whole world, especially
for the intellectual development of :l!lurope, if the
practice of Christianity had been squared to its early
teachings.
As Christians multiplied, and as their religion
grew· in consequence, they became more· anxious to
acquire power than to preserve their primitiv purity.
Although it had become strong enough to deck Con•stantine in the imperial purple, it was ·not strong
enough to entirely obliterate paganism.
The old pagan temples had not yet been forgotten
and the old heathen deities were still present in the
dreams of the people. Constantine, entirely void of
principle, and willing to cherish any system which
would give him prestige and power, allowed the old
heathen notions to be incorporated in the new religion. It was an attempt to conciliate worldly
power by adopting their ideas and practices.
Draper says : " The heathen rites were adopted ;
images and relics were introduced into the churches
and worshiped after the fashion of the heathen
gods. It was given out that prodigies and miracles
were seen at certain places, as in heathen times.
There was a multiplication of temples, altars, and
penitential garments. The festival of the purification of the Virgin was invented to remove the uneasiness of the heathen converts, on account of their.
loss of the feasts of Pan. The worship of images,
fragments of the cross, bones, nails, and other relics
was cultivated.
"As centuries passed the paganization became
more complete. Festivals were instituted sacred to
the memory of the spear which pierced the side of
Christ, the nails which fastened him to the cross, and
the crown of thorns which he wore."
If all the sacred relics which hav been exhibited
could be collected together, it is doubtful if there is
a building in the world which would contain them.
There hav been true crosses enough on exhibition, first
and last, to bridge the Hudson. Crowns and thorns
and spears and hair and nails enough hav been used
to dupe the unthinking to fill all the rookeries in the
werld.
Few Christians realize that these relics were first
introduced as a .sop for paganism, and that half of
the mummery in the churches was intro~uced for the
same purpose.
Bishop Newton says : " In short, almost the whole
of paganism is converted and applied to popery.
The one is manifestly formed upon the same plan as
the other, so that there is not only a conformity, but
a uniformity, in the worship of ancient and modern,
of Christian and heathen, Rome."
It has been seen that Christianity had become
strong enough to put a nominal Christian on the
throne. Presto, change! The mild and persuasiv
teaching of the gentle Jesus is no longer the order
of the day. The humanitarian doctrins which he
preached are abandoned when a hierarchy is to be
built up. Thenceforth whatever power Christianity
· could wield was hurled against its opposers, whether
they appeared openly, with written or oral arguments,
or whether they planned secretly against it.
All writings against the Christian religion were
prohibited. Constantine even went so far as to pronounce the sentence of death upon anyone finding
the writings of Arius if he did not destroy them.
Henceforth any measure was to be considered legitimate (including lying and deceit) which would build
up the Christian religion.
JOHN PECK.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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you will all realize how entirely alone he must feel in
his old age, for he is eighty-five years old, and not a
relativ near him.
It ·is well for him that he is wedded to his books
and work, as they will keep mind and hands employed
and make life useful as well as enjoyable; for we
always enjoy the work that is nearest our heart. His
hobbies are, first, the idea of dividing the world up in
farmsteads that shall be inalienable, so that all will
hav homes and work and food.
He has also invented what he think::! is the only
perfect alphabet and key for all languages, and a code
of Rights and Wrongs.
His whole aim seems to be to do good work for
coming generations, and Patience was his helper and
friend. He has also erected a fine monument at
Cypress Hills Cemetery. I told.you about it in my
letter, while relating the incidents of my trip.
There his wife sleeps, and there sleeps the good,
and loving, and motherly Patience, and in a few short
years Masquerier will sleep there also, and strangers
will pause to read the inscriptions on the stone, just
as Patience read those on D. 1\I. Bennett's monument
for Mr. Masquerier and Elmina, when we stood by
the old hero's grave.
In this age of labor troubles and community experiences, I think Liberals will do well .to read Masquerier's book on "Sociology." It is cloth-bound,
and worth $2. I will send it for 50 cents, so as to
help get it circulated. Friends who read it will learn
to appreciate the old man while he is yet alive. The
book is full of essays· on temperance and all kinds of
reforms, and contains short biographies of Liberals,
and poems by Mr. Masquerier, l;>y Annie (his
wife), and by Patience's brothers. · Let us circulate
it and all other Liberal books, and do all we can to
encourage the living workers while they are with us.
.

ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.

Snowville, Va., Sept. 1. 286.

Who Wrote the

Declaration'~

Undoubtedly Jefferson was the creator, designer,
and producer, and no one else. At one time he
writes, among his private papers, that he has often
reflected whether his life has been of service to mankind. He then sums up what he has done. Among
other things, he claims "the Declaration of Independence" as his work. Would he thus testify falsely
to himself?
At another time, in reply to a letter of Dr. Priestly,
who had written to him stating the many great services he had rendered mankind, Jefferson says: "In
one thing you hav made a mistake. I had no hand
in making the Constitution. After it was made, I
suggested certain amendments that were afterward
adopted. I was not in the United States when the
Constitution was made; did not see it till some time
after."
Here he does not disclaim that he was the author
of the Declaration.
But if anyone has the least doubt as to the authorship of the Declaration, let him read an article composed by Jefferson, on or before August, 1774, entitled, "A Summary View of the Rights of British
America." Jefferson drew this up as a set of instructions to the first delegation of Virginia to Congress
in August, 187 4. (See N.ote C, Appendix to Vol. I.
of Jefferson's Works, by Washington.) Anyone
accustomed to composition knows that, after he has
studied and written at length on a subject, if ·he
shall be called on to frame an article, on some more
than usually important occasion, on the same subject, his previous labors enable him to grasp the
whole matter and express, sometimes, whole lines in
a word or two. This terseness evinces his perfect
mastery of the subject. In this Summary we see the
Patience.
The world is full of good women-of true, ear- Declaration in embryo. I will giv a few lines from
nest, helpful, loving women, who liv in quiet homes it. I abridge and occasionally transpose:
Resolved, That an humble and dutiful address be presented
far from the busy crowds, making no visible marks
along the great highways of life, but nevertheless to his majesty, begging leave to lay before him the united
complaints of his ~subjects in America-complaints excited
quietly impressing their personality upon the home by the many unwarrantable encro:tchments and usurpations
circle, neighbors, and friends around them. Such a attempted to be made by the legislature of one part of the
woman was Patience Taber. You all remember her empire upon the rights which God and. the laws hav given
as the sister-in-law of Mr. Masquerier, of Brooklyn. equally and independently to all. To represent that these his
hav often individually made application to his imperial
I made my home at their house for some weeks while states
throne to obtain some redress of their injured rights; to none
hunting after the unfindable ghosts, the mediums, of which was even an answer condescencled. Humbly to hope
and t.he phenomena. While I found nothing I called that this address penned in the language of truth shall obtain
real as regards those three things, I did find a rare from his majesty a more respectful acceptance. . . _ And
in order that these our rights as well as the invasions of them
and beautiful woman-beautiful in all that makes a may
be more fully laid before his majesty, to take a view of
true friend, a loving sister, a good home-maker, and a them from the ongin and first settlement of these countries.
universal mother to all around her. Though 'way
Our ancestors were the free inhabitants of the British
along in the eighties, she had never married, and yet dominions in Europe, and possessed the right which nature
she was full of love, romance, poetry, and almost has given to all men of departing from the country in which
chance not· choice, has placed them; of going in quest of
girlish enthusiasm.
new h0:bitations, and there establishing new societies !mder
She was intelligent, Liberal, and practical; a good such regulations as to them shall seem most likely to proreadei' and talker, and enthusiastic in her love of mote public happiness.
A respectful acceptance of our petition his majesty will
reform. I never before met a woman who so atthink we hav reason to expect when he reflects that we are
tracted me on so short an acquaintance. I miss her seeking,
not favors, but rights; and that he himself is no
as I would some near and dear relativ.
more than the chief officer of the people appointed by the
She was her own housekeeper, and was as mother, Ia ws, circumscribed by clefinit powers to assist in working
sister, and care·taker of Mr. Masquerier, who is so the great machine of government erected for their use. . . .
nearly blind that· he can see nothing that is not close From the nature of things, every society must at all times
possess within !tself the sovereign powers of legislation.
to him, and so needs a woman's kindly hand ever near The
feelings of httman nature revolt against the supposition
him. These two had lived in constant companionship of a state so situated as that it may. not in any emergency proas.brother and sister for thirty-eight long years, and vide against dangers which perhaps threaten immediate ruin.

While these bodies exist to whom the people hav delegated
the powers of legislation, they alone possess it; but when
they are dissolved by the lopping off one or more of theii
branches, the power reverts to the people; who may use it to
unlimited extent. We forbear to trace consequences fufthef
-tile dangers alte conspicuous with which this practice is
replete. ["Prudence will dictate •l-see Declatation.1
Single acts of tyranny may be ascribed to the accidental
opinion of a day;· but a series of oppressions, begun at a distinguished period, mid pursued unalterably through every
change of ministers, too plainly prove a deliberate, systematical plan of reducing us to slavery. . . .
Thus havwe hastened through the reigns whichhavpreceded
his majesty's, during which the violation of our rights was
less alarming, because repeated at more distant intervals,
than the rapid and bold succession of injuries which is likely
to distinguish the present from all other periods of American
history. Scarcely hav our minds been able to emerge from the
astonishment into which one stroke of parliamentary thunder has involved us before another, more heavy and alarming1 is fallen on us.
·
That the act entitled (to grant duties).
That the act entitled (Stamp act).
That the act (declaring the right of Parliament):
And one other (dll.ties on paper).
These form one connected chain of usurpation, the subject
of frequent remonstrances, to which no reply has been even
condescended.
We next proceed to consider the conduct of his majesty as
holding the executiv power, those previously mentioned
being acts of power by a body of men foreign to our constitution and unacknowledged by our laws, against which we
do enter this our solemn protest.
His majesty, for the most trifling reasons, and sometimes for
no reason at all, has rejected laws of the most salutary tendency.
He has permitted our laws to lie neglected in England for
years, neither confirming them by assent nor annulling them
by hi~ negativ.
He has, by his instructions, laid governors under such restrictions, they can pass no law without the 'suspension
clause, so that no law can be enforced until it has twice
crossed the Atlantic.
He has refused assent to a law for the division of a county
of Virginia, unless the new county will consent" to go unrep·
resented. As the boundary of the state is not fixed on the
west, such new counties are hundreds of miles from their
eastern limits.
He has dissolved the legislature of New York, an act that
must ever requite peculiar mention. One free and independ·
ent legislature hereby takes it on itself to dissolve another,
free and independent as itself.
After dissolving one house, they hav refused to call another. . . . '!'bus dissolved, the power reverts to the
people.
·
His majesty has lately taken on him to advance the terms
of purchase of lands, by which means the population of our
country is likely to be checked. . . .
He has from time to time sent among us large bodies of
armed forces not made up of people here nor raised by our
laws. , . . To render these proceedings still more crim~
ina! against our laws, instead of subjecting the military to
the civil power, he has expressly made the civil subordinate
to tile military. . . .
These are the acts of power foreign to our constitutions
and unacknowledged by our laws. [This section is long;
refers to Boston riots, mock trials for murders, carrying
witnesses and accused out of their vicinages for trial, says
the cowards who would suffer a countryman to be torn from
home for -trial merit everlasting infamy. By the way, is it
not as bad now in the United States, where we are dragged
far off to United States courts?]
Our repeated attempts to prohibit the importation of
slaves from Africa hav been defeated by his majesty's
negativ, thus preferring the advant~ges of British corsairs
to the interests of the states and rights of human nature
deeply wounded by this infamous practice. . . . Our
ancestors, before their immigration to America, were the free
inhabitants of the British dominions. . . .
America was conquered and her settlements made and
firmly established at the expense of individuals and not of
the British public. Their own blood was spilt in acquiring
lands for settlement ; their own fortunes expended to make
that set.tlement effectual. For themselvs they fought; for
themselvs they conquered, and for themselvs alone they
hav right to hold. . . . That settlement having been
made, they thought proper to adopt that system of laws
under which they had lived in the mother country and to
continue the union with her under one common sovereign,
who was thereby made the central link connecting the
several parts of the empire. . . . Yet these states never
supposed that by calling in her aid they thereby submitted
to her sovereignty. [Such assistance she had given to Portugal and other allied states.]
These.are our grievances thus laid before his majesty with
that freedom of language which becomes a free people
claiming their rights as derived from the laws of nature, and
not as the gift of their chief magistrate. Let those flatter
who fear; it is not an American art. To giv praise when it
is not clue would ill become those who are asserting the
rights of human nature.
They know and will say kings are the servants, not masters,
of the people. Open your breast, sire, to liberal and expanded thought. Let not the reign of George III. be a blot
on the page of history. The whole art of government consists in the art of being honest. Do your duty and mankind
will o-iv you-credit where you fail. No longer persevere in
sacri'Acing the rights of one part of t~e emp!re ~o t~e inordinate desires of another, but deal out tmpartJa! JUStiCe to all.
This 1 sire, is the advice of your great American counciL It
is nmther our interest nor our desire to separate from Great
Britain. We are willincr to sacrifice everything reason can
ask to restore that trall(}uility all desire. Let them be ready
to establish union on a generous plan. Let them name their
terms, but let them be just. · Let them not think to exclude
us from going to other markets. . . Still less let it be proposed that our properties in our own territories shall be taxed
by any power on earth but our own. The God who gave us
life o-ave us liberty. The hand of force may destroy but can
not aisjoin them. This, sire, is our last, our determined, resolve.

Now, if anyone will take the original Declaration
of Independence, and the foregoing, and the article
entitled a ''Summary," etc., referred to (in Vol. I
Appendix C), and compare them, he will be assured·
that the author of the Declaration was the composel'
of the last. I mean the Declaration as it was offered
to Congress, before it was abridged by that body.
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The most striking resemblances are in the excluded
is all in the style of Jefferson when he was
highly ammated: He was recognized as one of the
best writers in that age of decidedly great English
writers. The style of Paine differs much from that
of Jefferson, being more condensed, and hot, and
glowing. The Declaration was th.e full and perfect
birth of that which had been cani.ed i11 the thoughts
of Jefferson for years. He was the very genius of
our Revolution. Nor is there anything in ~he conduct
ef his whole life to justify the infamous charge that
he repeatedly claimed to be the author of another's
production. As to the authorship of Junius, if Paine
is the man, I contend that expressions identically the
same will be found in Junius and in "Common
Sense," and "Rights of Man." A perfect disguise of
style or a perfect counterfeit has never yet been made.
Nor is it creditable to our founders that they should
hav to owe their grand Declaration to a foreigner.
But, fiat justitia.
HoLT.
p~s. I~
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News and Notes.
An all-night ride amid a driving rain brought me
in .the early morn to the busy city of Omaha, and I
alm~s~ thou~ht I had struck the Arctic regions, such
a chilling Willd came sweeping over the Missouri.
It was a grateful change, however, from the heated
days through which I had just passed, wherein I
was used to the " melting mood," and almost expected to be translated to heaven in a chariot of fue.
The wintry blasts brought me to terra firma and a
secular frame of mind and body. A good ice-box was
just what I wanted. A refrigerator was preferable to a
palace-car. This cold, lowering, and drizzling September morning was a refreshment. However as
the cars went speeding along the sun came shllrlng
brightly fo_rth and all th~ fields were aglow, and
when I anwed at West Poillt the noon-day radiance
was almost unclouded, while cooling breezes fanned
the cheek. It was a lovely day, and a lovely country
spread about me, as if I were in the garden spot of
the world. I was met at the station by my good
friends A. A. Peterson, Ernel!t Wiese, and Otto
Wichert, and driven to a comfortable hotel, where I
felt as if I had got to a good resting-place after a
nearly twenty-four hours' trip. West Point is in the
midst of a prosperous country. It is to a large extent occupied by German settlers, most of whom are
of the Liberal class. If I could hav spoken in the
German language I should hav had crowded houses.
However, the attendance at the three lectures Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday evenings, was' good.
These were the first Freethought lectures in the
English language ever given at this place. There
hav been German Liberal speakers before. A Secular Union will undoubtedly be formed. The friends
are enthusi~stic. West Point, however, has seven
churches to Its population of two thousand, and so,
of course, there must be plenty of hard work before
the way is clear. Even if the churches hav not
much life, they are dreadful stumbling-blocks in the
path of improvement. Their very inertness is a
power f~r evil. Doi~g nothin~ themselvs, they seem
to exermse a fatal illfluence ill the same direction
over the community. A dead church is worse to
de~ with ~han a live church. Any kind of life is
ultunately ill favor of Liberalism. Mr. John D.
Neligh, who introduced me at the lectures, is one of
the oldest citizens of West Point, and has done more
by the building of factories, etc., for the development of the place, than any other. He is a live man
He is promin~ntly_ talked of for the governorship of
the state, and he 1s worthy of that position. He is
broad and generous in his p.i.ms and of superior ex-
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ecutiv capacity. It will be a good political era when
such really representativ men can be elected to
office.
Mr. Anton Langer, Gustave Will, A. A. Peterson,
Barney Von der Bergen, Otto Wickert, August
Zenske, Ernest Wiese, H. Linert, Ferdinand Koch,
H. V. Shaffer, with others, make a strong battalion
of Freethinkers for this important poi~t, and I believe that much effectiv work will be accomplished.
This is one of the richest portions of the state. The
farms are in excellent ·condition. The creamery
makes over a thousand pounds of butter per day. I
quite enjoyed my rides about the country, where the
sturdy settlers, beginning with nothing almost, hav
made such beautiful homes, where the abundance of
harvest smiles amid the embowering trees. This is an
Arcadian land.
The hot Septemoer stm shines when I strike
Omaha, and Sunday, September 5th, was one of the
most fiery days of the season. It had a tendency to
make people indolent and stay at home. However,
there was a very good attendance, afternoon and
evening, at Boyd's Opera House. In the evening I
gave my ideas about Mormonism, its religion, theology,
etc., and the proper way to deal with this "eye-sore"
of the republic. The present legislation is absurd
and unjust, and unless a better way can be found out,
the "let-alone" policy is about the best that can be
adopted. This, however, is a confession of failure on
the part of Ame1i.can democracy to meet the issue,
and a giving over of one of our states to an absolutely mi.ental despotism, which will be the ente1i.ng
wedge for the disintegration of the republic. The
Mormon question is of vast importance, fm· its solution requires the application of. the profoundest
principles of political philosophy.
I am now at the home of Thomas Foreman, who is
one of our best workers. He used to be a Methodist, and that accounts, I guess, for his untiring devotion to our cause. He is the main spoke in the
wheel here, and keeps it on the move. The Liberals
are a bit of the laissez faire order. They don't care
about doing much. lf the world isn't all right, they
themselvs are in a comfortable condition, and that is
satisfactory to the average. conscience. Omaha is
such a rushing city, and everything is so on the
boom in a business way, and material. prospe1i.ty advances with such rapid strides, and the star of
empire blazes so over every corner lot, the prices
doubling :in twenty-four hours, while even churches
are on the go, and are not satisfied with anything
less than a hundred-thousand-dollar building, that
under such circumstances there is but little chance for
the study of broad intellectual and social affairs.
Still, the deeper elements are at work, and thought
prevails. Mr. and Mrs. Foreman are those generous-minded and noble people whom it is a
pleasure to meet with in our arduous labors.
It givs us encouragement to endure all the ·disappointments of the way to know that the ideal world
is not forgotten in the rush for the almighty dollar;
that the truth is recog:nized as glorious, not because
it givs food and clothing, but because it illuminates
the whole way of man from age to age.
I also enjoyed the lively hospitality of J as. G1i.ffith,
who believes in Freethought with all his mind and
heart. He is radical to the backbone, and is always
ready to do his share. He was formerly secretary
of the society here, and was on hand every Sunday.
Some years ago the activ campaign ceased at Omaha,
but we hope for its vigorous prosecution hereafter.
With a few such men as Griffith in the field, victory
would not be long in coming.
·
I spent Monday afternoon with our stanch Scotch
friend, Robert S. Colvin, who has sometimes given
vigorous thought to the columns of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. He came to Omaha about seventeen years
ago, and has been here ever since, and made a snug
little home of his own in what was a comparativ wilderness when I was here twelve years ago, but which
is now almost covered with buildings. It was a delight to break bread at this happy Becular fireside,
and take the benefit of " this world," and, like the
bee, improve the "shining moments," and make all
the honey we can while "above ground," amid the
sunshine and :flowers.
The cool and golden evening came on, and with it
another cheerful companion, C. C. Littlefield, in his
carriage, behind a magnificent horse, inviting us to
take a ride, and of course we a~cepted; for no Secular pilgrim will ever disdain the glorious horse, who
more than any other aniinal makes life worth living.
Every time I see a splendid horse I feel better. It
givs me big faith in humanity to mount a gallant
steed and rival the whirlwind's :flight.
We .went out to beautiful Fort Collins, the headquarters of the department of the Platte, and witnessed the handsome dress parade, while the funset
gun boomed and the band marched and soun1!"red its
martial strains. How the war visions swept over my
mind as I looked upon the familiar picture of which
I was once a part, keeping step to the music and
following the resplendent colors l I was a dreamer
then, with the knapsack on my back, and after the
weariest march would fall asleep with thoughts of the

" good time coming;" and I dream still. ![ow I do
envy the drum-major! What a picture of absolute
content he is, with his gorgeous trappings, gold and
crimson, and his enormous head-gear, that makes
him look a giant among pigmies! What absolute, infinit delight he takes in himself! He has not the
slightest doubt that be is the center of creation,
and, as he twirls his glittering baton, his happiness is
simply immense, perfectly continental, a divine intoxication. Would I were a drum-major ! I don't
believe anybody revels in the pure joy of existence as
he does.
•
Littlefield took me over Omaha in the moonlight
and the gaslight, and it is a wonderfully lively place.
It is rushing right along to a population of one hundred thousand people. . It claims over eighty thousand now. Over a million dollars' worth of buildings
are in processs of construction, and every day some
new enterp1i.se is on foot. I stopped at Mr. Littlefield's dairy farm, which is prettily situated in the
suburbs of ·the city. Like a good Liberal, he furnishes the best of milk, as I can attest, for I tried the
refreshing draught, in rural fashion, from a tin cup.
So I leave Orp.aha with pleasant memories and
happy anticipations. Something will be done and
fraternity prevail. I had an agreeable visit also with
Dr. Kaufman, who is an earnest and cultivated
Liberal. I was pleased also to meet again Professor
Huggins and J. E. Jurgenson, who was with me at
Denver, and other friends whose cordial presence
makes new hope in the gathering ranks of Free
thought.
We are now speeding eastward. This evening and
to-morrow evening I lecture at Cromwell, Iowa;
Thursday and Friday evenings at Leon ; Sunday
next, Sept. 12th, at Ottumwa; Sept. 14th, 15th, 16th,
at West Union, Iowa; Sept. 18th and 19th, at
Chebanse, lll.; Sept. 21st and 22d at Nekoma, lll.;
Sept. 26th at Chicago ; Sept. 28th and 29th at Belding, Mich.;. Oct. 1st, 2d, and 3d at West Union, Ohio.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

New York State Convention.
The Ninth Annual Convention of the New York
State F1·eethinkers' Association began under rather
unfavorable auspices, and continued under the same
auspices to the end. It seems to be pretty well settled that Freethinkers do not want "Picnics, and that
sociability, as Mr. Reynolds calls acquaintanceship
and f1i.endly intercourse, is held at a large discount
-so large, in fact, that nothing remains. The Cassadaga Lake meeting was voted a failure; ana~ t'he
White Sulphur Springs Convention was no greater
success as regards attendance. In another way,
however, the Convention was an immense success.
There never was a merrier party than the dozen or
so who wrote their names in Mr. Luther's register on
the first or second days. Even hhe transparent fact
that the annual gathering of Freethinkers was not a
gathering at all did not dampen the enthusiasm of
the old guard, nor make their wit less keen nor their
laughter less hearty. It was voted every day with
great unanimity that the absent members of the
great Freethought family were missinK several valu:
able years of existence. Among those who voted
affirmativly on this question were the following: s.
W. Devenbaugh, of Brimfield, Ind.; William Thorpe
and family, of Ballston Spa, N.Y.; C. P. Somerby, of
New York; Mrs. Gault, of Kalamazoo, Mich.; Mrs.
C. B. Reynolds, of North Parma,·N. Y.; L. K. Washburn, of Boston, Mass.; Charles Booth and wife, of
Boonton, N. J.; J. J. McCabe, of Albany, N.Y.; C.
M. Powers, of Springfield, Mass.; C. B. Reynolds, of
North Parma, N.Y.; Alexander McAlpin, of Newark,
N.J.; C. F. DeMott and 'wife, of Hempstead, L. I.;
John Peck, of Naples, N.Y.; Lucy Colman, of Syracuse, N.Y.; Josephine Tilton, of Boston, Mass.; E.
Chantler, of Welland, Ont.; F. A. Mollineaux, of
Merrick, L. I.; J. L Andrew, of Kansas; Robed
Wade, of Troy, N. Y.; S. N. Gardner and wife, of
Troy, N. Y.; William Hawenstein, of New York;
Gopal Vinayak Joshee, of· Roselle, N. J.; Helen
Gardener, of New York;· Miss Frances Lord, of London, Eng.; Ida L. LeCompte, of New York; Marie
C. Burnier, of New York; T. B. Wakeman, of New
York; T. L. Brown, of Binghamton, N. Y.; E. B.
Foote, Sen., of New York; Mr. G. G. Grower, of
Ansonia, Conn.; Mary Tillotson, of Vineland, N. J.;
William Wilcox, Warrensburgh, N. Y., and Henry
Evans, of Lowville, N. Y.
C. B. Reynolds, as major domoand general director,
was busy as a bee on the grounds several days before the beginning, engaged·in advertising the meetings and erecting the large tent in which they were
held. The first person to join him was the editor
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, who shortly wished he had
been less precipitate in following the meandering
railway path that leads from Troy to the White
Sulphur Sp1i.ngs. He was promptly put to work
driving stakes for the tent, making seats out of huge
planks, and building. the platform from which the
speakers were to enlighten such of the Saratoga county
heathen as could be lured into the pavilion. Up to
the Monday nightfollowing the Convention consisted
of the two individuals named and Mr. L. K. Wash-
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· burn, the Investigator lecturer; C. P. Somerby, Mr.
and Mrs, Booth, of Boonton ; Mr. Devenbaugh of
Indiana; Mrs. Tillotson, of New Jersey; Mr.
Grower, of Connecticut; Mr. Powers, Mrs. E. H.
Gault, Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, J. J. McCabe, of Albany,
and Frank Burnier, a TRUTH SEEKER clerk on his
vacation. The speakers were Mr. Washburn, Mr. and
Mrs. Reynolds, and J. J. McCabe. The audience at
all the sessions except Sunday consisted of the above
named people, reinforced by the hotel employees, a
few sinners from Saratoga, and a woman who had
once belonged to the Salvation Army, and whose
husband would not giv her money to go and hear the
Freethinkers. She had a front seat at every lecture.
Sunday the population from the surrounding country
came in, to the number of three or four hundred, and
the· grounds presented less" the appearance of a qesert
with a tent in the middle and hotel in the background.
Friday evening Mr. Reynolds addressed the centerpole of the tent in an enthusiastic manner; Saturday
afternoon about thirty people heard Mr. Washburn;
Saturday evening some twenty gathered to hear Mr.
Reynolds. But on Sunday morning Mr. McCabe had
a good audience; Sund!ty afternoon Mr. Washburn
drew the largest concourse of the whole ten days, and
in the evening Mrs. Reynolds spoke to some two hundred people in the tent and about a hundred outside
for an hour. A prominent feature of this Convention
in a tent was the facility it afforded for the heathen to
cheat the Association out of the door fee. At every
session at least half as many pressed their ears to the·
exterior of the canvas walls as sat within. ·They obtained the gospel of humanity free and without price,
except. such payment as tired legs enforced.
The mornings of the Convention days were passed
in recreativ enjoyments. The outside world could
not penetrate the little wilderness until noon, and
therefore no lectures were held till 3:30 P.M. White
Bulphur Springs is a beautifully situated park of
about one hundred acres, consisting of woods and
:fields, picnic groves and rambling roads; the whole
bordering on Saratoga Lake, a sheet. of water eight
miles long by from two to four wide. Over these
hills, through these woods, and across this Jake the
New York State Freethinkers' Association diffused
. itself early in the morning. There were enough of
them to :fill a good many nooks, and from every corner came sounds of conversation and laughter.
Across the lake livs J. V. ·Arnold, a wealthy Freethinking farmer with a large melon. patch, which was
the objectiv point of boat-load after boat-load of people who agreed with Mr. Arnold iri his speculativ
opinions and in his estimate of watermelons and caritelopes. Mr. Arnold ought to be glad that the Convention is over, for his own generosity and the patience of his wife were sorely taxed in entertaining
Freethinkers who talked theology with one eye over
the garden fence. The people who missed attending
this Convention-and Mr. Arnold's melon congress
-will slways hav cause to regret their inaction.
With a forenoon spent in fun and jollity, the Convention was always ready for serious business in the
afternoon. And it was serious business for the
speakers. Two-thirds of the average audience were
speakers themselvs, and he who can instruct such
men and women as Lucy Colman, L. K. Washburn,
T. L. Brown, Judge Brewer, Helen Gardener, John
Peck, aud others of brilliant attainments must needs
be wise indeed. C. B. Reynolds began the work of
the last week by speaking on Monday evening upon
"Bible Ghostology." Tuesday afternoon the Convention met in the picnic ground to listen to. Mr.
Reynolds, Mrs. Colman, Judge Brewer, and Mr. Peck.
In the evening Mr. Peck put " The Gods on Exhibi·
tion," and· the show was worth traveling several hun~
dred miles to see. Wednesday, Mr. DeMott, of
Hempstead, and Mrs. Colman, were the platform
attractions-the :first lecturing upon astronomy, the
second giving her reminiscences as a reformer.
Thursday afternoon J. L. Andrew, of Kansas, gave
his definition of "True Liberty," and in the evening
Mr. L. K. Washburn told how "Christian Morality" is
decaying. Friday was devoted to short talks upon
all sorts of subjects. Saturday afternoon Mr. ·Andrew described "Modern Infidelity," and in the evening Gopal Vinayak Joshee told us about "Socialism
in India."
Saturday forenoon the business meeting of the
Convention was held. The secretary, Mrs. F. C.
Reynolds, read a report of the proceedings of the
convention at Albany last year. This report was
substantially as given in THE TRUTH SEEKER at the
time. The treasurer, E. M. Macdonald, submitted
the following summary of his stewardship:
EXPENSES OF ALBANY CONVENTION. [

RECEIPTS.

PreliminarY expenses of
Advanced by Ch. Ex.
Ch. Jjlx. Com............. $00.58 Com,..................... $13.73
Debts mcurred at CassaDonatwns................. 230.00
daga.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149.30ISale of Convention tickAdvertising and Printing 290.83 et.s ..... :................. 279.55
Lecturers.................. 229.00 Sale of twket.s t.o ll. G.
Expenses of lecturers.... 125.75 Ingersoll's lect.me. ... .. 736.50
Hall rent..................
45.00
Music......................
00.00
Inciden tala.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.48
Divided by ll. G. Ingersoll's direction between
C. Watts and S. P. Putn&m... ..• . .. . .. .. . . . .. ... 252.84
$1,259.78
$1,259.78

The two 1·eports were adopted. C. B. Reynolds
then offered the following amendment to the constitution of the Association:
0FFIOERB : The officers of this Association shall be a
president, one vice-president for each county in the state, a
secretary, and a treasurer. The duties of the officers shall
be those usually pertaining to these positions.
ExEOUTIV CoMMITTE&: There shall be elected annually
an executiv committee consisting of a chairman of the execu~iv committee and two other members, who shall hav the
general superv:ision of the Association. The president of the
Association shall act as president of the executiv committee,
and the secretary of the Association as the secretary of the
executiv committee.
After considerable discussion, these amendments
were unanimously" adopted. The following additional amendments were also adopted, being the
general expression of several members of the association:
. That the executiv committee shall at their discretion appoint a vice-president for each county in the state, and such
vice-president so appointed shall, within twenty days from
the date of appointment, send to the secretary of the assocition letter of acceptance and the names and post-office addresses of two persons, residents of the county, to act as
associates. The three persons thus chosen shall constitute
the county committee. It shall be the duty of· each county
committee, under the advice of the executiv committee, to
procure and superintend the distribution. of leaflets and other
Liberal literature within their county, use every endeavor to
obtain subscribers to Liberal papers, and aid and encourage
the formation of local Secular societies, with science schools
on Sundays, in every school district in their county, and in
all and every practicable way work to secure the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
That in case any person appointed by the executiv committee to act as vice-president shall fail to notify the secretary of acceptance, and the names of associates, or when no
suitable person can be found or decided on for the position
of vice-president, the executiv committee shall at its discretion appoint and send capable person or persons into such
county to build up, interest, and organize local Secular societies within such county.
The new executiv committee were also instructed
to incorporate the Association, and to prosecute before the legislature the work begun last year for the
repeal of the laws exempting church property from
taxation. The following motions were also un!\nimously adopted :
•
That the business part of the next Convention shall consist
of delegates from local Secular societies, and members of the
Association. That none but those holding certificate of
membership, showing dues paid for the year, shall be admitted to or participate in any bpsiness meeting of the Association. That the annual dues of membership shall be
twenty-five cents, payable yearly in advance, and that on
receipt of the name, post-office address, and the sum of
twenty-five cents, the secretary shall send a certificate of
membership signed by the president and secretary of the
association. That the executiv committee be and is hereby
requested to prepare and instruct the secretary to send to
every Liberal in the state an appeal for a donation of one
dollar, to create a fund to carry on the work of the association; and that every person contributing one dollar or more
shall be entitled to certificate of membership for the year.
'fhat the secretary be and is hereby instructed to write and
optain from H. L. Green, of Salamanca, the list of members
of the association while he was secretary, and also 11ll books
of account, minute books, and all documents and papers
now in his possession belonging to the association.
The resolutions passed at the convention of 1885
were unanimously reaffirmed. These resolutions will
be found in THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 19th of
last year. The following officers were then elected :
President: T. B. Wakeman, New York.
Secretary: Mrs F. C. Reynolds, North Parma, N.Y.
Treasurer: E. M. Macdonald, New York.
Executiv Committee: C. B. Reynolds, chairman,
North Parma, N. Y.; C. F. DeMott, Hempstead,
Long Island, N.Y.; Helen H. Gardener, New York.
Sunday the 12th was expected to be a big day, and
p1·eparations were made to preach the gospel of
humanity to a large multitude. But the morning
broke c~ld and cloudy, promising rain, and the multude did not arrive. At 10:30, Dr. T. L. Brown, for
seven years president of the Association, spoke upon
"What We Know and Do." In the afternoon Mrs.
Reynolds gave a "Woman's Reason for the Gospel o:4;..
Humanity," and Helen H. Gardener delivered her
new lecture ·upon "The Pulpit, the Pew, and the
Cradle." In the evening T. B. Wakeman instructed
those present upon "Earthquakes as a Factor in
Constructiv Liberalism." Previous to the lecture the
following resolution walil passed:
Resolved, That the Freethinkers' Association now assembled remember with sadness that our friend, the good
and true ElLwr Wright, has crossed the river of death and
his bodily presence is gone from our sight forever; but our
sorrow is relieved by the remembrance that he was in an
especial manner an honor to the cause of liberty and humanity, and his memory is a perpetual benediction.
At the conclusion of Mr. Wakeman's discourse, the
Convention adjourned subject to the call of the executiv committee.
Such, in brief, was the work of the Ninth Annual
Convention of theN ew York State Freethinkers' Association. So far as numbers go, the Convention was a
disappointment. But the absent members are the
only ones to be commiserated. Those who were
present are to be congratulated. They nobly fulfilled the main purpose of the gathering, which was
to become acquainted, and to organize or to perfect
plans for an organization which will enable the association to -become something more than an annual
mass meeting. If the executiv committee shall fulfil
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its duties, and hav the support of the Liberals of the
state, next year ought to see at least one hundred
activ local societies and Sunday-schools formed between New York and Buffalo. As the greatest results achieved by the National Liberal League at any
time in its ·history were the product of the smallest
congress it ever held, so, let us hope, will the last
Convention of the state organization produce a better year of work than any that has preceded it. The
fortunate few who were there were not in the least
discouraged, but rather stimulated to more heroic
endeavors.
Of the speaking and speakers it is almost superfluous to write. · All but three of the orators are
well known to the eastern Liberal public. Mrs.
Reynolds, however, has but recently entered upon
platform work; and the pity is that she had not
sooner found her true vocation. L. K. Washburn,
too, was a revelation to New Yorkers, and, like Mrs.
Reynolds, captured the affections of every one of his
listeners. Educated for the Unitarian ministry, he
became a heretic before his ordination, and refused at
that ceremony to hav sacerdotal hands laid upon his
head. When occupying a pulpit he selected texts
from Emerson instead of from the Bible, and taught
his congregation ethics instead of theology. He has
formed large congregations of substantial Infidels at
Revere, Harwich, and Lynn, Mass., and at Minneapolis,
Minn. For the past :five year~ he has been engaged
in business, emerging only occasionally to occupy
the Paine-Hall platform. The readers of the Investi_qator know him from his published speeches. Mr.
Mendum has engaged him to lecture for the coming
season, and he ought to hav a platform every evening.
His lectures are among the most scholarly productions of the Freethought speakers. He has. the
graces and gifts of the orator, and withal carries
around an exceedingly level head. There is no
speaker· in the :field at present who is his superior,
except Colonel Ingersoll, and that gentleman is not
personally more loved than Mr. Washburn by those
who know him. Mr. J. L. Andrew and Mr. C. F.
DeMott are the only other speakers with whom our
readers are not acquainted. Mr. Andrew was suffering from a bad cold and scarcely did himself justice.
He is a solid, logical, platform worker, used to· hard
labor and delighting in it. While in the East he desires engagements, and may be addressed for the
next thi·ee weeks in care of this office. Mr. DeMott
is a young man, who does more than he says. He
possesses the quiet courage that insures success, and
his efforts in behalf of Liberalism at his home are a
record of glory. An outlille of most of the speeches
appeared in the I£erald, and we shall publish in full
such of them as were written out.
While not ending in a blaze of glory, as did the
Convention last year at Albany, we think this meeting will be fully as fruitful as that one. People with
sufficient enthusiasm to attend a convention are
usually self-sacrificing enough to continue the work
when they reach home. At this Convention they became aquainted, and a unity of purpose now binds
them together. For the :first time the State Association assumes an aggressiv form, with the distinct purpose of supplanting the churches by local societies so
far as may be done. We hope the executiv committee
will receive the support of the Liberals of the state
financially, and by forming local associations whereever there are two or three people who may gather
together in the name of Liberalism. The executiv
committee is preparing directions for forming these
associations, and literature for distribution, and as
soon as completed they may be obtained of the secretary, Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, North Parma, N.Y.
MR. HENRY APPLETON, of Boston, will cease his editorial
labors on Liberty. He and Mr. Tucker are unable to agree
on the question whether the state itself should be abolished,
.or the spirit of authority which breeds the state. Mr. Tucker
goes at the state; Mr. Appleton at authority p&~· se. Though
no longer an editorial writer, Mr. Appleton will probably
continue his contributions to Liberty.
TnoMAB F. PLUNKETT, of Hartford, Conn., president of the
Hartford Silk Company, and treasurer of the Manchester
Union Manufacturing Company, has left for parts unknown,
taking $250,000 with him. The Philadelphia Inqui!rer
alludes to Mr. Plunkett as a "fiduciary infidel," but that
must not be construed as reflecting on his orthodoxy. What
the Inquirer meant to say was that he had been unfaithful to
his trust. There is nothing about Mr. Plunkett's conduct to
indicate that he is religiously unsound.
TnE Salvation Army invaded Winsted, Conn., recently,
heralded by circulars announcing that " Captain .Gilleo, for
the Glory of God and the Salvation of Souls, woUld preach
ten minutes, standing on his head." A crowd of young men
attended the meeting to see the salvationist stand on· his
head if he would, and with an understanding among themselva that they would '' stand him on his head" if he failed
to fulfil the promis of his circulars. He did not stand on
his head, nor did they undertake to make him do so, three
policemen being on hand to prevent any attempt to compel
so peculiar an act of devotion. The editor of the Press remarks that when a man advertises to stand on his head for
the glory of God he should keep his word or refund the gate
money.
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pears. But if there is absolutely no matter between led, and I will support it by a few of the arguments .
the. atoms, then an their effects one upo:a another which hav induced me to accept this opinion.
First, let us take the simple phenomenon of the
must be exerted across a void-that is, through a
medium of nothingness; or, in other words, the pres- expansion of iron by heat. If we accept the atomic
" The Mystery of Matter."
ence of force does not necessarily imply the presence theory, we cannot account for the expansion by the
Under the above title Mr. Fitzgerald has published of matter, and the only reason for assuming the lat- atoms enlarging themselvs. Another substance,
· an essay by J. Allanson Pincton, in the last number ter as something different from force is given up. stronger than they are, must be injected in the
of the Humboldt Popular Science Library. The The size of the interval makes no difference at all in spaces and thus drive the atoms apart. If scientists
author joins issue with the Mateiialistic conclusions the argument. Whether that interval is the ninety- are right and electricity is the substance which holds
of the majority of scientists, and undertakes to prove two-billionth of an inch or the ninety-two million them together, then nothing but an increase of electhat their philosophy fails to account for the phe- miles, or thereabouts, between the earth and the sun, tricity will account for the expansion, and it is easy
nomena of feeling and consciousness. This essay is if force can pass through-that is, can exist in-a enough to understand how it is done .by heat, if heat
followed in the same number of the library by another space absolutely void of all matter, then the insep- is one of the forms by which electricity manifests
from the same author entitled, "The Philosophy of arability of matter and force is altogether given up. itself. But if it is electricity which either draws
Ignorance," in which the author advances the idea Yet the only reason for our belief in any matter dif- closer or drives farther apart the atoms which constithat matter and spirit are equally phenomenal mani- ferent in substance from the subtle essence of our tute the iron, then it is electricity which is the confel~ations of one unknown substance..
consciousness is an inference from the presence of troling force, and although we may not be able to .
It is to be expected that the acceptance of the force, and from its apparent distribution at definit see it or feel it and the atoms may be the most pertheory of evolution ~hould giv a new impetus to the centers. Force, it is argued, must be exerted by ceptible to our' senses, yet it is not the iron which
effort to solve the problem of the true nature of mat- something and must act upon something. Very true; contains the electricity, as we now express it, but the
ter and spirit, and that entirely new arguments but if you infer from this that the presence of force electricity which contains the iron; and as this must
should be brought forward, pro and con, and that implies always the presence of a sustaining material be true of all substances, our mode of expression,
many new conclusions should be reached.
substance, the one essential quality of which is the and mode of thought, and our conclusions in regard
The old belief that God-spirit-has created the exclusiv occupation of space, then I say your own to the true function of matter, must be as erroneous
universe-matter-out of nothing being overthrown, atomic theory contradicts you. I put before you the as were the expressions, thoughts, and conclusions in
matter, ever-present in all known phenomena, seems conception of two atoms, and I draw round each of regard to the movem~nts of the earth around the sun..
The same mistake is made in regard to living
to be the controling force, while spirit, only mani- them a cii·cle. These circles touch at the middle
fested in conjunction with matter, seems to be com- point between the two, and I ask you, what exists orllanisms and it was the study of human conduct
pelled to take a subordinate place. But if the logic there~ On the theory, you are bound to reply, noth- and huma~ actions which has led me to surrender the
of evolution undoubtedly points to the supremacy of ing but force. If the atoms repel each other, theii· extreme Materialistic belief, and adopt the modified
matter, there are sensations and feelings inherent in contrary forces meet here and struggle here. If the theory I now hold, for neit~er the f\'{aterialist nor the
ourselvs which prevent many thinkers from accept- atoms attract each other, the attractiv force of each Spiritualist is able to explai~ the d1fferen~ phe~:wm~na
ing this position, and the belief in the supremacy of meets here and lays hold of that of the other here. of human action. No theory of mechamcal v1bratwn
spirit finds many supporters among persons of suffi- Now, if force can exist here at the tangential point of can account for the faculty of memory and for its
cient ability to command respect for any opinions the two cii·cles, without any matter at all in which it cumulativ result in intelligence, nor for the translathey may entertain. It is true that their belief does inheres, why is not the same thing possible at the tion of perceptions into feeling:s ~nd actions. No~ ~s
the Spiritualist idea of the unlimited control of spmt
not rest, so far, upon a logical process of investiga- centers as well~,
tion, but upon an inward feeling which prevents them
The reading of these essays, and especially the over matter of the spontaneity of its knowledge, of
from accepting the ultimate conclusions reached by line of .arguments used to show that the atomic its infallibility, of its power of free w_ill. and. of free
following the Materialistic arguments.
theory fails to account for the transmission of force, desire, any easier of acceptance, for It IS disproved
It is on that account that these essays hav special has led me to attempt to express some ideas of my every day by a close study of the phenomena of huvalue, for if Mr. Pincton is not very successful in own on these problems, ideas which are the result of man action. These phenomena can only be accounted
establishing his new theory that spilit and matter are some observations upon the phenomena of conduct, for with our present advanced knowledge, by the
equally phenomenal manifestations of some unknown and its relation to feeling and consciousness. I will pr~sence of some agent .c~pable o_f acquiring and
substance, he is a very competent critic, and points not express any opinion upon Mr. Pincti:m's theory storing knowledge, of realizmg the difference between
out many fallacies in the theory of the supremacy of that matter and spirit are equally phenomenal mani- pleasant and unpleasant sensations, and of using its
matter.
.
festations of one unknown substance. He may be knowledge and sensations in controling matter in
His first objection is one hard to overthrow. It is correct, for he advanqes some .strong arguments to any desired direction. This agent I find in vital
the impossibility to establish the chain of communi- show that any other proposition cannot be main- force. Grant to electricity the faculty of registering
cation between the material phenomena and their tained. These essential propositions as he states them past experiences. and of III:aking use of them fo~ ~t
ure action; grant also to I~ the faculty of realiz~ng
effects upon feeling and consciousness. It is pos- are:
its own knowledge, that Is, the power of feelmg
sible, and has been done, to follow an impression, as
1. We may reg:ud matter and spirit as two separate and which ultimates into self-consciousness, and we can
conveyed by a distant object, by means of waves of distinct
substances, capable of mutual relations, but entirely
light, to our eyes, and by the optic nerves to our incommensurable. This is the popular view-tolerable only follow the evolution of knowledge and of feeling step
by step with the evo~uti~n of. matter from the most
brain, but once there we lose track of it, and the so loil.g as the word substance is loosely understood.
2. We may suppose spirit to be a generalization of certain simple form of combmatwn. m the gaseous or nebumost learned physicist cannot tell how this impreslous stage to the actual penod of the most complex
sion affects our consciousness, or why our conscious- phenomena of matter.
3. We may treat of matter as a phenomenon of spirit.
ness should be affected by it. At the end of the
4. We may insist that matter and spirit are equally organisms.
This theory furnishes us with -a plausible explanamechanical process we reach the. domain of feelings phenomenal manifestations of one unknown substance.
tion of phenomena which cannot be explained under
and consciousness, a domain so widely separated
This last proposition is the only one he accepts as any other supposition, and it does away with Mr.
from the domain of molecular mechanics that no
bridge has ever been built to span the space between: correct, but it seems to be difficult to prove, and if Pincton's objection of the lack of continuity between
them; and it is this wide space be,tween the two, the proven throws but little light on the mystery of material phenomena and their effect upon consciousness. According to its teachings, there are no purely
immeasurably great distance which exists between matter.
.Leaving aside the question of the origin of spirit material phenomena. The waves of light and the
the cause--molecular changes-and the effect-sensation and consciousness-which prevents many scien- and matter, the fact remains that they are separately nerves are the material which furnishes the means of
manifested by two classes of phenomena entirely dis- communication to the agent which itself feels and is
tists from accepting in full the Materialist theory.
Mr. Pincton shows also that, plausible as is the tinct and separate from each other, and it is in rela- conscious. It explains the phenomena of heredity.
atomic theory, it fails to account for the expansion tion to thepart or function which each plays in the It is the vital force present in the germ which seizes
and the contraction of matter. After a very interest- perpetual changes which contribute to progress that I upon matter and with it builds the living organism,
ing and clear dissertation upon matter, and arriving hold some opinions somewhat different from those and it is the unconscious memory of the past experience of its ancestors which enables it to control and
at the conclusion that "the one essential property of usually received.
Matter I hold to be composed of atoms, according direct its own conduct.
matter is its exclusiv occupation of space," he says :
There are many other problems which hav puzzled
" The more favored doctrin of modern times teaches to the atomic theory. I see no reason to reject the
that matter is ultimately constituted of minute indi- scientific definition of atoms that they are infinites- the human mind, and to which accepted beliefs furvisible particles, which are separated one from an- imal kernels of substance; but to these atoms I do nish no answer. One very interesting is the origin
other by spaces immeasurably small, yet definit and not concede any force, motion, heat, sensation, or of life. In denying the existence of a being able to
real. The attraction and repulsion of these atoms knowledge, nor the possibility of acquiring any. create we hav no means of accounting for the sudden
between themselvs is supposed to explain the phe- They are simply the material used by the spirit-so appe~ance of life here. According to my theory,
nomena of chemical combination Their agitation in called-to make the different combinations which life is one of the forms under which this electric force
manifests itself, and it permeates the whole universe,
their narrow orbits constitutes heat, the repulsion make up the universe as we li:now it.
This inert matter, incapable by itself of any and what we call living organisms are simply a form
occasioned by this agitation explains expansion, and
the same agitation, if sufficiently intense, may be progress or changes, is controled by another agent of combination more complex, and the difference becommunicated to the ether, thus creating light. which, on account of the many variations of its mani- tween living organisms and inert matter is one of deThere is, of course, very much to be said for such a fest.ations, is known to us by many different names. gree and not of kind.
Nor hav we, at this time, any plausible explanation
theory, but when molecular chemistry undertakes to This agent is alone capable of motion, of force, of
say what thol!le centers are, and assures me that they heat, of sensation, of knowledge and intelligence. In of the presence of intelligence in the universe; and
are hard little kernels of a substance fundamentally its higher manifestations it is known to us by the yet it seems to me very clear that, just as_ life I?ermedifferent from and incommensurable. with thA life name of spirit, mind, soul, intelligence. It is this ates everythll;!g, so do knowledge and mtellige~ce
which is the only mode of being which I certainly agent which controls and directs all phenomena, but exist all around us. How shall we account for It?
and directly know, then I must beg leave to demur. it can only perform its work in connection with and We can no longer ascribe it to the will of God who
I might do so on the ground that the physical phi- by the cooperation of matter, and thus is not recog- gave to each organism knowledge and wisdom
according to its wants. ~d yet ~owledge, both
losopher is here asserting what he cannot possibly nized by us except in material phenomena.
What is this agent ? Scientists tell us that the activ and latent, not only eXIsts, .but IS found to conknow-precisely the mime which he is always imputing to theologians-but I go further, and I say that greater or lesser attraction of atoms for each other is trol all phenomena. The germ of each living plant,
he is_ asserting what is absurd, unthinkable, impos- due to something they call electricity; and some for example, contains sufficient latent knowledge to
sible. For in the spaces between these ultimate atoms agent which is called living force, nervous force, vital control its growth in a special direction, but that
there exists either some matter supposed to be more force, vital electricity, controls living growth and liv- knowledge may remain dormant for ages until
subtle than the atoms, or absolutely no matter at all. ing actions, and under the name of magnetism is brought out by the right environment, when it will
If the former alternativ be taken, this is simply the found to control many phen0mena which othf'rwise assert itself, and so direct the growth that the best
continuity of matter over again. Every point of could not be explained, and the proof seems~o be result will be attained possible in the actual condispace is occupied by its own point of matter, which getting stronger every day that this comparaf.ivly tions. How do scientists now account for this?
positivly excludes any other from occupying the same newly recognized force, electricity, is the basis of all When a man breaks one of his limbs and the bones
space. The atmosphere in the interspaces, therefore, the life, motion, and changes which take place in the begin to knit together and the wound to heal, they
tell us that it is due to a wis.e provision of nature,
must be equally dense with the atoms which they universe.
surround, and the distinction between them disapThis is the conclusion to which I hav slowly been 1which accomplishes what the intelligence of man
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could not do. But they do not tell us what they mated. They are indestructible and indivisible by chemical
Mixed Pickles.
mean by the word "nature," nor who gave it the and physical forces, for which they are in some manner as
Talmage
and
Sam
Jones are working the salvation
necessary knowledge, nor what are the limits of its points of application.
rac~et
for
all
it
is
worth,
apparently, but they go
This
expression,
"for
which
they
are
in
the
same
intelligence. Nor Mn they tell us if nature il!l a conscious or unconscious force. Yet those questions manner as points of application," means exactly about it in different ways. The Brooklyn fixed star
are inseparable from the question of the true relation what I hav tried to express, that atoms are the sub- does not obtrude hell to a frightful extent, but dwells
of matter and spirit. The knowledge and intelli- stance acted upon by electricity, but I differ in deny- mostly on the joys of hevaen. While he doesn't
gence exist. No one can deny it. Ara they the ing to them the power of heat, motion, etc., which is. specify many of said joys, he describes heaven as
attributes of matter or the attributes of spiriH Is generally attributed to them, as is shown by the fol- being a place of far more transcendent splendor than
the knowledge in the broken limb, or outside of it 1 lowing quotation from the same author upon the nat- John Hoey's park at Elberon, or "Paradise Park" in
this city, and says all the "saved" will prance around
My theory of the ability of electricity to acquire ure of ether :
Ether is not a vacuum; it is a medium formed of a highly there on white horses, and carry golden harps.
and store knowledge accounts for its presence all
through matter; for its latent condition, and for its rarefied and elastic matter, agitated by perpetual vibrations, Heaven has twelve gates of pearl, he says, and all
which are transmitted from atomic matter to the ether, and the roads, which are paved with gold-how Squire
proper specialization ; and what is called the wisdom from
the etber to atomic matter. Is it a homogeneous, conof nature is, I believe, the result of past experiences tinuous medium? Is it formed of atoms of a second order, would like to be superintendent of public works
transmitted to the organism through heredity.
a kind of monads which would form by their aggregation there !-lead to the throne of Jehovah; and immorI hold that at the time this earth was in a nebulous ponderable matter itsdf? This is a question which can be tal life there will be one of ecstatic bliss from start
forward, but which cannot be solved. Poisson in- to finish-stop, there is no finish; from start to--to
state there was in it the potency for all the life, brought
clined toward the h,rpothesis of the discontinuity of the
motion, intelligence, feeling, consciousness, that there ether; it seemed to h1m difficult to admit that luminous vi- -well, to forever more and moreover, say. Thus
is in it now, but the power was activ in another form brations could be propagated transversely in a continuous Talmage is trying to secure recruits for heaven with
and manifested itself in a different manner. As the medium. Such as it is, this imperceptible and imponderable promises of a life of unalloyed bliss, sans toothache,
earth cooled, the heat, instead of being radiated in medium has, nevertheless, a density, and, after a revived sans taxes, and things that render earthly life hardly
of Lesage-that of transmundane atoms-it is worth the living.
space-a belief incompatible with the theory of the hypothesis
the influence of this fluid which would cause the stars of the
Jones, the wandering aerolite, dwells not so much
conservation of energy-was transformed into life, visible world to gravitate toward each other.
on
heaven as on hell, which he trots out in all its red
knowledge, and consciousness; and new combinaThis hypothesis of an ether, filling up all space,
tions, adapted to the manifestation of these faculties, imperceptible and imponderable, is brought forward horridity, thinking, no doubt, that heaven is too good
replaced the combinations of the heated period. not as the result of physical experiments, but because for sinful mortals. No cowboy ever painted a town
Through heredity these combinations became special- it can alone explain phenomena otherwise incapable as red as Jones paints hell. He doesn't know any
ized, each line experimenting in a special direction, of explanation, and is a step toward the acknowledg- more about hell than his co-worker of Brooklyn does
and transmitting its acquired knowledge to its suc- ment that this medium alone possesses ·-heat, motion, of heaven, but you would think he did, from the way
cessors. Thus vegetables acquired the knowledge feeling, and intelligence. I find another step in the he handles his figurativ brushes, and slaps on the red
needed for vegetable life; fishes, the knowledge that same direction in an essay from a noted physician, · paint, with yellow-of-brimstone touches. While Talfitted them to liv in the water ; and animals and man Dr. Richardson, entitled, "A Theory of Nervous mage is trying to coax us into heaven with promises
of celestial mint-juleps, so to speak, of never-ending
ha.v progressed so far as to reach the high stage of Ether." Among other things, he says:
deliciousness, Jones is trying to scare us into the
development of the present time. Thus an immense
It occurs to my mind, however, that the veritable fluid of abode of bliss and glory with· threats of "blue
amount of knowledge has been developed and is nervous
matter is not of itself sufficient to act as the subtle
stored away for use, but it is all specialized knowledge, medium that connects the outer with the inner universe of blazes " being held to our lips for all eternity, and of
each organism possessing just that kind it needs man and animals. I think-and this is the modification I which we must drink and keep drinking forever, withand no other; and all this knowledge is not a spon- suggest to the older theory-there must be another form of out a let-up of a moment. My readers can take
present during life, a matter which exists in the con- their choice of Talmage and Jones, and be coaxed or
taneous creation1 nor the gift of a superior and matter
dition of vapor or gas, which pervades the whole nervous scared into heaven, as they like.
omnipotent spirit, but the result of hard-bought ex- organism, surrounds, as an enveloping atmosphere, each
perience tested by the ordeal of the survival of the molecule of nervous stmcture, and is the medium of all mo~
tion communicated to or from the nervous centers.
fittest.
A "down-east" parson at a camp-meeting, at the
When it is once fairly presented to the mind that during
While this hypothesis may seem fanciful to many,
life there is in the animal body a finely diffused form of close of a "love feast," when surrounded by the
and to rest on. a very slender foundation, it will vapor, a vapor filling every part, and even stored in some "sisters," remarked that he was thrice a widower,
alone, so far as I can judge, account for the phenom- parts, a matter constantly renewed by the vital chemistry. a but felt a glorious satisfaction at knowing that he
matter as easily disposed of as the breath after it has served had been the means of sending all his wives to
ena by which we are surrounded.
If we admit a difference in kind-not degree-be- its purpose, a new flood of light breaks in on the intelligence. heaven,· hinting that on that account he would be
own consciousness reechoes to the fact. Our experience
tween living and dead, motion and rest, knowledge Our
assures us that between ourselvs and the outer world there willing to extend his mattimonial record, looking apand ignorance, heat and cold, we fall into a dilemma is, while we liv, an intercommunicating bond which con- provingly at one of the sisters who flocked about
from which there is no escape; if we attribute to nects us with the outer world, whic)l is apart from the gross him. Instead of reciprocating the amorous glance of
matter heat and motion, and to spirit feeling and visible substances we call flesh, bone, brain, blood; which in the parson, the "sister" aforesaid bridled at once,
intelligence, we fail to follow the chain which unites some way nevertheless is connected with both heart and saying:
brain and organs of sense; which is made in and within our
these different phenomena, and are stopped on every organism ; which, produced in over quantities, oppresses us ;
"Well, you'll never hav the satisfaction of sending
hand by g~ps which we can neither bridge over nor which, produced in too small quantities, is insufficient for me to heaven, never ! If any of the others want you
cross. But with this theory we meet no such diffi- our wants ; which is renewed by food and sleep, exhausted to send 'em to heaven you just look at them a.nd not
culty. Electricity becomes the base of all spiritual by wakefulness and labor; which receives every vibration at me." There was an immediate breaking up of the
without, and lets the same vibrate within us, to be
phenomena, as atoms are the base of all matter, and from
fixed or reflected back, and which conveys the impulse "love feast " aftermath.
ever united the chain can be followed from the single when we will ·an act and perform it.
phenomenon of the attraction and repulsion of atoms
The Prohibitionists are laying the flattering unction
These are orily some of the statements which I hav
in their narrow orbits to the complex phenomena of found, in the last few years, expressed with much to their souls that they will one day run this entire
intelligent action; and the blind force of gravitation caution by scientists, but all leading in the same aggregation of states. That they will is possible,
is found to develop into sensation and feeling till it direction. The question of the true nature of these but not very probable. But suppose they do, will
emerges in self-consciousness, and electricity, under feelings we call personality, consciousness, of the their Prohibition prohibit 1 Has it "prohibited" in
tl;te form of magnetism, is found to rule the loves as basis of instinct and intelligence, of the true scope Maine? Does it "prohibit" in Rhode Island, Georgia,
well as the hates of man and woman.
and function of the living principle, are attracting and the Western states, where it is pretended it proAnd now, before I conclude, I want to quote here more and more attention, and in the light of the hibits? Not a bit of it-well, yes, it does a "bit"
some opinions expressed by men well known by their theory of evolution, which compels the investigator here and there, in some isolated place, but for a' that
mark in the field of scientific r~·"\-rches, and bearing to establish a complete chain between the dead, un- an' a' that those who want the " prohibited" juice
upon the subject under investigation. Speaking of the feeling, ignorant matter of the early ages, and the get it eve;y time, and make the most of it. There is
influence of the sun's rays upon life, Grant Allen, in living, conscious, intelligent man of to-day, the old more rum drank to-day in Maine than ever, albeit ginhis work upon Charles Darwin, says: "Here biology explanations are discarded, and new hypotheses ten- shops are not in vogue; and the trouble is it is worse
next steps in with its splendid explanation of organic tativly tried.
rum than in the days before "Prohibition." But as
life, as due essentially to the secondary action of
The subject is not one of purely speculativ value. stolen fruit is the sweetest, so is "prohibited" gin
radiated solar energy on the outer crust of such a It holds the key to the problem of future life; of the the best flavored, malgre its degenerated quality, and
cooling and evolving planet. Falling on the cells of probability of so-called spirit manifestations; of the people will hav it if orily for spite because it is "prothe simplest green plants, the potent sunlight dis- overthrow of disease and the increase of life ; and ~ hibited." Do these one-idea men, these rule-oursociates the carbonic acid floating in the atmosphere, true solution will alone furnish a scientific basis for stomach fanatics, imagin they are going to choke the
and builds it up with the hydrogen of water in the the improvement of the social relations, for the Teutonic throat off its beer, the American and Irish
tissues of the organism into starch and other organic knowledge of the true relation of matter and spirit throats off their whisky? If they do, there is orily
products, which differ from the inert substances can alone giv us a knowledge of the true position of one term for them-Fools ! The best or worst they
around them mainly by the possession of locked-up man here.
can do is to bother us. But the more bother, the
ALBERT CHA VANNEs.
solar energy. On the energy-yielding food-stuffs
more we will drink when we get it. That is human
thus stored up the animal in turn feeds and fattens,
Colonel Ingersoll's Theory About Music.
nature and the Prohibitionists will hav to prohibit
reducing what was before potential into actual motion,
Colonel Ingersoll thinks that great progress has been made that b~fore they can successfully work the Prohibijust as the steam-engin reduces the latent solar in music in this country, and declares that Americans are iion racket. I hav used rum all my life, and intend
energy of coal into visible heat and visible movement coming to an era in music which appeals to the intellect. In to use it till death-" I" means a multitude, underin its furnance and in its machinery."
talking abo~,t the drama, he declared his admiration for men stand, myself included. I don't a~mse it, D;ever did,
How this influence of the sun is ex~rted is not yet of intellect to lead him, first of all, to pay homage to Shak- and don't thiriki shall; but there 1s no savmg grace
.well known, but it is somewhat remarkable that in a spere, whom he regards as the most wonderful delineator of in that for me-for the multitude who use and not
series of observations to ascertain the relation of the human passions the world has ever known. Speaking of abuse-oh, no! Because Mike Dooly abuses rum, I
periodical appearance of the sun's spots upon earthly music, he said: "The first form of music is that which ap- am to be shut off from the use thereof! There are
phenomena, no influence could be recognized except peals to the heels. It is merely regularity of sound. As it gluttons who abuse food. Why_not choke ~hem off
mregard to the variations of the magnetic needle, is lower or higher in tone or quicker or faster in movement it from using food ? It would be JUSt as cons1stent, I
where a perfect coincidence was found to exist, thus is rhythm, and appeals to the senses in a greater or less de- think the fact that I should succumb from starvation
establishing a clear connection between the sun's gree. Then there is music of association. Persons learn to not nrlHtating in the least against ·consist~nc:y in the
rays and magnetic influences, as well as between the associate a national air with their feelings of patriotism. A premises. There are those w~o. ab~se life m every
man may like a tune because his mother sang it, or because way possible. Why not proh1b1t life T Cranks of
sun's rays and organic life.
.
In his work on "The Atomic Theory," A. D. Wurtz he heard it in the old home days. But there is a higher this one idea-Prohibition-let me say to you that
music than all this, wbich appeals to the great intellectual the orily way in which you can establish Prohibition .
says:
We will, however, consider more closely the hypothesis of force in men, by which they are led to forget themselvs that will "prohibit" is to prohibit procreation. And
the discontinuity of matter, which would be formed of mol~ and all the surrGundings, and are carried away to ·realms of don't you forget it!
.
Sr SLoKUM.
cules and atoms in motion, in a medium which fills the act1v
thought from which they would be glad never to return.
universe and permeates all bod~es-the ether.
.
This is the highest music of all, and is the music in which
Atoms are not material pomts; they posses~ a ~ens1b!e this country is making progress more rapid)y than any other
SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of
dimension, and doubtless a fixed fo~m; th;ey differ m the~r
the books we hav for sale. The catalog is free.
relativ weight and in the motions w1th which they are an1- country on the face of the globe."-Tribune.
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Bible left the press. The Globe-Republic, Springfield, Ohio, Aug. 5, 1886, is responsible for it:
"The most awful event in Ohio's history-a weird and ·
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
horrible manifestation of the omnipotence of an angry God,
if it be true-occurred some days ago near Lima, Allen
Editor.
county, Ohio. Sylvester Redyan was among the richest of
E. M. MAcDoNALD,
Though Mercer cou.nty farmers. He was a brawny, black-browed,
Business Manager. the restoration of an amputated leg.
0. P. SoMERBlf
·scarcely more wonderful than the sudden cure of heavily-whiskered man of five and thirty years. He was in
PUBLISHED BY
long-seated rheumatism, it would still be a better easy circumstances, and owned a fertil farm of several hunTH.E T.R UTH S.E.EK.E.R OOMPANY. test.
dred acres. His family consisted of a wife and five children.
The next is from the Morning Journal, published Reydan, although generally respected, was 'so addicted to
88 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.
in this city:
profanity that his oaths were constant and frightful. . The
fertility of Mercer county is well known ; but the prospects
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
"FoND DU LAo, Wis., Sept. 4, 1886.-The Rev. Father for abundant crops this fall hav been almost, if not wholly,
Keenan will, in a few weeks, make an interesting experi- destroyed by a prolonged drouth, the effects of which hav
Address all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER ment. Aware of the fact that snakes will not liv in Ireland, been most noticeable in the wide and spreading corn-fields.
COMPANY. Make all Drafts, Cheeks, Express Moneu and he is going to see if they will liv in this country under the The stalks, once sturdy and brightest of living green, slowly
conditions which are believed to exist in Ireland. Accord- shriveled and faded into- the sere and yellow of an untimely Post.ojfl.ce Orders payable to CHARLES P. SOMERB Y.
ing to tradition, St. Patrick visited the Emerald Isle in the decay, and the once branching blades hung limp and lifeless.
fifth century, and found it infested with snakes, but This condition of things maddened Redyan, and moved him
SEPTEMBER 18, 1886. after blessing the soil the snakes vanished. Father Keenan to utter the awful blasphemy that cost him his life and scmSATURDAY,
sent to Ireland and secured some of the old, genuin blance to humanity. On the day in question, he and four of
turf, which is now in New York, ready for shipment here. hls hands were sitting in the entrance of a small cave in_ a
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Single subscription ............................................. . $3 00 He has obtained some snakes also, which he will place mass of sandstone overlooking a forly.acre field. The day
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . 0 00 within the turf. If the snakes die, it will hav a tendency was burning hot, and as Redyan looked out over th!'l dreary
Two new subscribers ........................................... .
5 00 to prove the truth of the tradition, or that there is some . waste of dying grain, his face grew dark with passion and
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onerepeculiarity of the soil which is fatal to their existence."
discontent. He finally rose to his feet, his face aflame with
mittance...................................................... .
5 00
One of two conclusions must be dra'wn from this: insane rage, and shaking his fist with fury at the sky,
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... .
'1 00 either that the priest, Keenan, is stupidly supersti- shouted in ringing tones, ' If thou art a God descend_ and I
will cut the heart from thy body! ' The men .shrank back
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 8 50 tious, or that he is a hypocrit.
appalle<l. For a single instant Red.yan stood there, more
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
Then, from the Charleston News and Oourier, like a brazen image than aught else, utterly powerless 'to
remittance ................................................... . 10 00
published at the scene of the recent earthquake,· we move; then the heavens burst wide asunder, with a stunning
A:ny number over five at the same rate, invariably
obtain this:
shock, and a flaming bolt of fire descended, smiting and
with one remittance.
completely enveloping the blasphemous Sylvester Redyan,
" After the· fire on King street broke out (Tuesday night), transfiguring· him in the twinkling of an eye from mortal
To Whom Will the Infidels Apply 1
when the whole of the lower ward housetops were illumi- flesh and blood to a pillar of lifeless stone 1 Some time after
The subscriptions for the relief of sufferers from nated, a strange thing was seen. On the top of the ruins of the descent of the awful bolt, Redyan's hired help awoke to
the recent earthquake in Charleston, S. C., amount the porch of the Main station was seen a cross, the emblem consciousness, to find themselvs strewn -about in: various
to considerable over one hundred thousand dollars, of Christianity, which shone with resplendent brightness. postures on the ground in the shade of the rocks-awoke to
.
There never was a cross on this building as far as known, hu· ddle closely together, fairly frozen with. horror, after- one
contributed from_all sources. This 1s as it should'be, and the appearance of this
· one soon attracte d attentiOn,
·
· glance at the frightful object standing erect and rigid a few
as It
and speaks well for the generosity of the American·· stood out of the ruins. A policeman-it is needless to say paces distant.. Benumbed though their senses were, they
people. Now is the time for persons of abundant that he was an Irishman-pointed to it, and said, as he un- felt and knew that Redyan was lifeless. The form there,
means to display their sympathy for suffering covered his head, 'It is that that saved us.'"
just within the cave entrance, could not. be that of a living
humanity. .
The Charleston correspondent of the New York being. The only thing human about it was its shape. It
But one fact in connection with this relief fund World says that this apparition did not take place, bore Redy~ri's head, broad shoulders, and massiv chest. It
must fill the destitute Freethinkers of the stricken but his denial will hav no weight with Catholics, who was almost devoid of clothing, and was vested with a gray.
·
ish, stony appearance. The defiant attitude was wholly
city (if such there be) wit~ misgivings. The Charles- can see the sun dance on Easter morning, and who gone; the clenched hand had been lowered, and the head
ton correspondent of the Baltimore American writes believe in the "lady of Lourdes" and the Virgin at was inclined slightly forward. This much the men noted in
-under date of September 8th:
Knock. When an intelligent man like Cardinal New- their brief, fleeting glances. The men struggled to their
"The subsistence committee is in full swing, and is serv- man avows: "I firmly believe that the saints in feet. Their limbs almost refused to support them. They
ing. out to-day ample rations of meat, bread, and sugar to their lifetime hav before now raised the dead to hung back, as if loth to approach the horrible object. Reoll worthy applicants. The plan is to make the distribution lif
d th
"th t
1
ult" li d luctantly the men advanced. With each stel? toward . the
~
e, crosse
e sea WI ou vesse s, m 1p e
· seemed t o grow h ott er, as· I"f exu d"mg
hereajte:r
upon the reeommendation of the clergymen of the
cave entrance th e air
diif"erent denominations in the oity."
grain and bread, cured innumerable diseases, and from a fiery furnace. When within a few paces of Redyan,
superseded the operation of the laws of the uni- one of the men halted. 'This if awful-I can't go nearer!'
This method of dividing the relief fund will un- verse in a multitude of ways," what can be expected he gasped. The others continued to advance. They put
doubtedly cause it to be shared by a great many from ignorant Catholics!
out their hands to grasp the upright, lifeless form. Then a
people, but how is it to reach those
·
wild shriek burst from their parched throats, and, turning,
WorthJ,. relio-ious
~The next case is worse. The account is from the
not connected with the church~ Does the subsistence
they fled as if pursued b.r a thousand demons. The figure
London Globe, and reads:
was A LIVID, RED-HoT sToNE.
committee imagin that only church communicants
·
· reporte d by a
"August Gebauer is a well-known saloon.keeper
on West
. ·
" A pamful
case of re1Igwus
rna dness IS
...
hav been afilicted, on the theory that "whom he Paris correspondent to hav just taken place in the Hautes Main street. He was seen by a. Globe.Republio reporter last
loveth he chasteneth 1" and ha v the clergy shown Alps, near Braincon. Two sisters, named Marie and Cathc night and told what he knew of the awful affair with marked
themselvs to be so free from prejudice in all respects arine Olaguer, aged respectivly forty-seven· and forty-five, agitation. 'Yes, I saw the Lima horror Friday afternoon,'
that they can be safely trusted with the direction of lived there on a little property which they had inherited, said Mr. Gebauer. 'I went to Lima on business,' he re'l
Th
"tt
·
h
d · · They had also a sum of forty thousand francs, which was sumed, ' and I took Mr. Black there with me. When we
thi8 great fu n d ·
e comrm ee•t 1will
aps
omg well invested. They were noted for their piety, and both had fini"shed our affairs we concluded to go ·s·ee· the stone
s per
d
h
its best to put t h e money w h ere 1
o t e mos~ had 11rofound b ehef
. m
. mirac
· 1es an d the supernat ura1. · L ast man. There were so many conflicting reports rife I"n LI"ma
good, but it has 1;11ade a mistake in inviting the Monday morning Catharine told Marie that she had had a that we more than half suspected we were going on a fool's
clergy to t~ke a hand in the scramble.
vision in the night, in which God appeared to her and de~ errand ; but we were not. The Redyan farm lies a mile and
manded a proof of her obedience in sacrificing her sister. a half east of Lima, in a level stretch of cleared country, and
Marie lent herself to this -idea, which did not appear to her is quite easy of access. The neighborhood is but thinly setStill in the Depths.
at all strange. So, after devoutly hearing mass on Tuesday tied, and this fact accounts for the slowness with which 'the
There are intelligent people who profess to believe morning, she came home to prepare herself to be a sacrifice, report of the awful occurrence spread. It happened ·in the
that the work of Freethought is end9d; that there is Catharine got a sharp razor, and cut with it into each of the southeast corner of a large corn-field, lying some distance
no longer any field for papers like THE TRUTJI SEEKER j arms jn front of the elbow and into the instep of each foot. from Redyan's house. It is needless to go into details as to
that superstition is dead; that the mists hav cleared The victim kept repeating, 'Jesus, Marie, my hope, my sav- how it occurred-you hav heard that. Suffice it that it did
away; that the Bible is no· longer believed, or it$ ior I' Catharine then collected the blood, to dry it and keep occur, and the sight I saw is such a one as I never want to
it as a relic. When Marie was lifeless, her sister dressed_ the see again. We found ourselvs in the front ranks of the
teachings followed; that the world is drifting in th~ corpse in white, and went with the will of the defunct to a throng and facing the narrow entrance to a cave in the rocks.
right direction, a.nd that the only duty left for Lib~ notary, to whom she related what she had done. She also My God I what a sight it was we saw! I shudder yet, and
erals is to go about some other business, and let it said that, in obedience to God's command, she had burnt almost wish I had stayed away, for it has been constantly
before me since that hour.' Even as he spoke a shudder
drift. To the notice of such we would commend the all the debentures and scrip belongfug to her sister.''
went through Mr. Gebauer'e sturdy form, and his voice was
following extracts, all of them from newspapers of
The insane acts of these two sisters prove their one of plaintiv earnestness. 'Yes, the corpse of the stricken
recent date. Here is one from the New York Times:· sincerity, and that sincerity had its root in religion.
blasphemer was there, standing in the cave. A number of
"INDIANAPOLis, Sept. 4, 1886.-A remarkable faith-cure is
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER hav already heard men were at work striving to remove it. They worked with
reported from A:nderson, Madison county. The subject, of the Perfectionist craze at Cincinnati. Here is the long. iron crowbars, and kept their faces shaded or turned
Albert Wampler, thus relates his experience: 'About five latest feature of that delusion:
away, for the heat radiating from the body was frightful.
years ago I was stricken with pains in my limbs. The docBut the efforts to dislodge or remove the corpse were of no
"The Rev. Duncan I. Jerome, a young Baptist preacher avail, for as fast as they thrust the crowbars against it the
tors pronounced it rheumatism, and I was treated for that,
but I failed to receive any relief whatever and continually freshly graduated from Spurgeon's College, announces his solid iron melted and fell in trickling drops to the stony
grew worse. All at once, during a season of prayer held for conversion by the Walnut Hill, Cincinnati, Perfectionists and floor, while long, forked tongues of blue flame issued from
my special benefit, I arose, laid aside my crutches, and his abandonment of the Baptist Church. He says: 'We the body, driving back the desperately battling men. While
walked unaided. The disease had deformed me so that I hold that Chri~tian churches hav been tried arid found want- untouched the corpse emitted a faint, bluish glow, such as
was unable to straighten up, but now, thank God, t am as ing. We believe Mrs. Martin and Mrs. Brooks hav attained comes from stone nearly red-hot. The horrible thing still
straight as anyone.' Mr. Wampler is about twenty-seven perfection, and that sinning to them is impossible. We do retains the form and features Redyan bore in life. The face
years old, and he firmly believes he was cured through faith believe in the divinity of Mrs. Martin. She has as much is distinctly visible, set and rigid; while the eyes seem as if
divinity as Jesus Christ.'"
~
in prayer."
starting from their sockets. It is diabolical ! Many ·days
Of course, no one -really diseased was ever cured
However far from the truth the Rev. Mr. Jerome hav passed since the miraculous death of Redyan, and yet the
by "prayer." On the other hand, the greatest evils may be in other respects, his closing remark, as heat is as fierce and blightiug as when first noticed. Think
of it I Solid iron melting and running clown like water
hav arisen from this belief. Proper medical aid has given above, is undoubtedly true.
when applied to the body. Why, the heat is fiercer and
been neglected; and victims of faith hav died when
We now cqme to the most marvelous fabrication more intense than that of tbe hottest furnace in existence.
intelligent treatment might hav saved their lives. that has appeared in print since the last copy of the Of course Mrs. Redyan and her five children are prostrated
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Yet that a belief in prayer-cures is still held by some
is attested by the above instance, unless it be a newspaper fabrication, of which there is a strong likelihood. A test which would satisfy skeptics is that
proposed some time ago by the Maine Farmer, i. e,

·'*
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with grief, sorrow, and despair. Both Allen and Mercer
counties are shaken from center to circumference, and the
throngs surging about the accursed spot are hourly increasing. My only regret is that I went to the place.'
" It may be added in conclusion that the C. C. & I. and
I. B. & W. roads here hav both been literally besieged with
requests to run an excursion to the scene of this visitation of
divine wrath."

This account is not ne~, but it has never before
been published with such particularity as the GlobeRepublic has given it. Though it has been contradicted often, there are no doubt a certain gullible newspaper constituency in this country .who believe it is
true, in spite of its impossibilty.
If it be a fact that all the accounts of marvelous
events. which are here printed find their believers
to-day, it is worth inquiring at what age of the
world people were more deeply sunk in the depths
of superstition, and when the activ, persistent advocacy of Secularism could hav been more necessary
than at the present time. ·

A New Heresy.
The prospects are, as we learn from the New York
Times, that the approaching annual meeting of the
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions will be rent by a discussion of what is called
".the heresy of a second or future probation." The
objectionable doctrin consists in a belief that "there
may be a period of prqbation after death for those
who die in sin after having lived under Christian influences, and that in all probability there is such a
period of probation for young children and savages
to whom the gospel has not been preached." This new
heresy has its origin at the Andover Theological
Seminary, a Massachusetts institution where young
men are prepared for the Congregational ministry,
and has many adherents.
It is quite natural that those interested in the
foreign mission enterprise should object to such a.
theory. In the books of disciplin of the various
churches certain requirements are laid down as necessary to a complete Christian life-such as attending
church and prayer-meetings, helping to supp9rt the
preacher, dropping something into the contribution
box, and subscribing for a religious paper. These
are called the "means of grace," having no necessary
connection with religious conviction, and they are insisted upon scarcely less strenuously than the necessity of belief. The reason is obvious: if the means
of grace are neglected the minister's salary stops.
For s!milar reasons the commissio.ners of foreign
missions deprecate the notion that there is any
future probation for unbaptized heathen or babies,
and cling to the comforting belief that" Hell is crammed with infants damned
Without a day of grace."

For if it be true that the heathen are to hav an
opportunity after death to know and accept the
gospel and to be forgiven and saved, why, they ask,
should millions of money and the arduous labors of
thousands of self-sacrificing men and women be devoted to the conversion of the same heathen while
they are in life? If the obnoxious doctrin preached
by Andover is to be accepted, this conundrum cannot be.answered.
At the last annual meeting of the board the home
secretary reported, says the Times, that in the preceding year no new missionaries had been obtained,
and that at least one hundred were then needed.
This report inspired many students with a desire to
enter the missionary field. When these young men
offered their services to the board they were informed that they were expected to accept " as a part
of their doctrinal belief the dogma of the decisivness
of the present life in respect to the eternal destiny of
the heathen." Those who would not accept this
were rejected.
It is sensible in the commissioners for missions to
thu"s draw the lines tightly. A man holding to the doctrin of future probation of course might accept the
position of missionary, because it has perquisits and
emoluments; but he could not be expected to work
for the present conversion of the heathen with the
same enthusiasm that would be looked for in a person who believed in the " decisivness of this life."
But there is a matter behind all this which none of
the Christians appear to take into consideration.
They profess to believe in an omniscient or all-knowing God. If such a being exists, he knows the
future destiny of each ·individual on earth; and if
the destiny of each individual is known, of necessity
it must be already fixed; and if the destiny of each

individual is already fixed, of what possible avail can
be all the preaching and proselytizing for which such
vast sums of money are annually expended 1 In
overlooking so important a question as this, and discussing the problem of future probation, the commissioners forforeign missions are straining at a gnat
after having swallowed a camel.
•

Editorial Notes.
WE hav received a copy of a pamphlet entitled, "The
Haymarket Speech," by Albert R. Parsons, Anarchist. As
this is the address for the delivering of which Mr. Parsons is
sentenced to be ha!lged by the neck until he is dead, considerable interest attaches to it. The pamphlet is published by
the Chicago Labor Press Association, 76 and 78 Fifth avenue,
Chicago, Ill., price ten cents.

------

JAY CHAAPEL, who lately severed his corrnection with the
Liberal at Liberal, Mo., has been elected secretary of the
Mississippi Valley Spiritualists' Association, which closed
August 31st a very successful and pleasant session of a month.
The society is in a prosperous condition, owning twenty
acres of land, clear of all debt, covered with fine oak-trees,
situated on a high and commanding bluff one mile from the
Mississippi, and overlooking the city of Clinton. The floating debt was all paid off this year, and the season of 1887
will commence July 1st and continue two months. It has a
free platform, and is said to be the only camp-meeting that
does not make concessions to some kind of a God or religion.
THE Ironclad Age says :
"If a nian can't be an Infidel without indorsing Anarchy; if he
can't inveigh against soul-saving as the chief business of life
without becoming Socialist; and can't enioy the comforting belief that death ends pain-ends all-without becoming a fanatic
and a damned fool, the propagation of Freethought and mental
liberty had better be suspended."

a

Though the conclusions here specified bear no relation to
the propositions laid down, still, this is not the kind of talk
we should expect from one who professes to make truth the
object of his labors. Whatever happens; the propagation of
Freethought and mental liberty must never be ''suspended.'
The sooner we learn the results of perfect freedom of thought
and mental liberty the better, for not till then shall we be
prepared to deal intelligently with the whole truth, whatever it may prove to be.

---------

LAST week THE TRUTH SEEKER remarked, somewhat in extenso, upon the case of the Rev. Mr. Goodell, of Providence,
R. I., whose wife has applied for a separation on the grounds
of marital unfaithfulness. Simultaneously, it was stated,
Mr. Foster, a Sunday-school superintendent in Pastor C!oodell's church, asked for a divorce from his wife, with whom
the Rev. Mr. Goodell had been guilty. It now appears that
a half was never told. Later information discloses that the
preacher and his Sunday-school superintendent hav executed
the movement known as ehassez, cross over, . and change
partners. One is a bad man and the other is no better. The
parson charges that the Sunday-school superintendent's suit
against h~m is intended to blind the public to his own moral
obliquities. This complicates the matter considerably, and
if the accusations Gn both sides are true, the most graceful
thing for the parson and his Sunday-school superintendent
to do is to subside, and withdraw themselvs from public observation. They are decidedly a bad lot.

Lectures and Meetings.
THE. Newark, N. J., Liberal League will hold its. first fall
meeting the third Sunday in September.
LIBERALS of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois may address J. L.
Andrew at Brimfield, Noble Co., Ind., in care of Samuel·
Devenbaugh.
'
J. E. REMSBURG has made a few changes in his program
for Iowa. The following is a list of his appointments for
that state: Cresco, Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, September 20th, 21st, and 22d; Deerfield, Thursday, 23d; Fredericksburg, Friday and Sunday, 24th and 26th; New Hamp_
ton, Saturday and Sunday, 25th and 26th; Busti, Monday,
27th; Bassett, Tuesday, 28th; Maynard, Wednesday and
Thursday, 29th and 30th; Troy Mills, Friday,· October 1st;
Oelwein, Saturday and Sunday, 2d and 3d; Buffalo Grove,
Sunday, 3d; Manchester, Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, 4th, 5th, and 6th; Muscatine, Thursday, 7th; What
Cheer. Friday, 8th; Montezuma, Saturday a fd Sunday, 9th
and 10th; Sherman, Sunday, 10th; Hampto:1, Monday, 11th;
Tama City, Tuesday and Wednesday, 12th and 13th; Grinnell, Thursday; 14th; Colfax, Friday, 15th; Osceola, Saturday and Sunday, 16th and 17th.
A MEETING, of the Denver, Col., Secular Socrety was held
September 5th, at the Albion Club room on Curtis street.
The object of the meeting was to form a permanent organization. Tile movement was inaugurated by the recent lecture by Mr. Putnam at the Opera House. A meeting was
called, and a temporary organization effected. There were
about forty present, among whom were several ladies. Mr.
z. Shedd acted as chairman of the meeting. The committee
which had been appointed to draw up a constitution and bylaws made a report, and submitted to the society a constitution and set of by-laws, which were read separately, and in
the main adopted. The objects of the society are: "To encourage the exercise of the understanding; to stimulate discussion and free criticism ; to elevate the mind above the
authority and tyrarrny of superstitions; to investigate the
truths of science; to disseminate correct ideas upon various
social, political, and theological subjects; to promo~e. complete and universal civil liberty; to urge the recogmtron of
the Nine Demands, to the end that the true relations of Jus-
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tice among all mankind may obtain, and that human welfare
may prevail throughout this broad land." The following
officers were elected for the ensuing year: President, Thomas
J. Truss; vice"presidents, Z. Shedd, J. D. Coplin, E. T.
Webber, Charles Roth; secretary, J. G. Jenkins; financial
and corresponding secretary, Miss ;Maggie Pattison; treasurer, Mrs. Coplin.
W. F. JAMIESON reached Butte City ,Montana, on September
4tq, and gave his first lecture on 3unday evening, having been
introduced in a graceful speech by Dr. 0. B. Whitfrd. The
audience received the lecture with great cordiality. Monday morning the Butte Daily Miner contained the following: "An audience of about two hundred greeted Mr.
Jamieson last night at the Renshaw Opera House, notwithstanding the fact that the night was anything but an inviting
one so far as weather was concerned. The gentleman is
quite a pleasing and entertaining, as well as an intelligent
speaker. It will be necessary to increase the seating capacity of the house to accommodate those who will go to hear
him next Sunday." Mr. Jamieson will deliver six more lectures in Butte, the Sundays of September, and is engaged to
giv two lectures every Sunday during October ill Bozeman. During week evenings he will giv courses of lectures
in vicinity of Sunday appointments. Liberals, in any part
of the territory, desiring Liberal lectures, should address
him at Butte, Montana, care of Dr. Whitford.
DR. EDWARD AVELING, Socialist and Freethinker, arrived
last week from London. His wife, a daughter of the late
Karl Marx, accompanies him. They were met on arrival of
the vessel at Jersey City by Theodore F. Cuno, of the New
York Volks-Zeitung, and W. L. Rosenberg, secretary of the
executiv committee of the Socialistic Labor party. On
Monday Herr William Liebknecht, member of the German
parliament, joined the two English delegates. Dr. Aveling
and Herr Lieblmecht are under engagement with the Socialistic Labor party to deliver a series of lectures in this country on Socialism. They will speak in the Cooper Union on
Socialism on September 20th, and Trades Unions on September 22d. On September 19th their will be a meeting in their
honor in Bromner's Union Park, Morrisania. Dr. Aveling is
well known to our readers as a Freethought writer and lecturer, and as the author of the " Student's Darwin" and the
" People's Darwin." He is anxious, if possible, to giv one
or two addresses on Freethought, independently of his Socialist lectures. The friends at Philadelphia and Toronto are
in negotiation with him to this end. Dr. Aveling's only vacant dates for New York are September 23d and 27th, and
October 1st and 3d. On October 9th he is in Holyoke !1nd
on the 14th in Manchester, so that., perhaps something could
be arranged for the 10th. On October 16th he is in Boston,
and October 18th St. Lawrence, leaving October 17th free.
October 30th he is in Cleveland, and November 3d in Detroit; the intermediate days are free. He has at present no
engagements between November 3d, Detroit, and November
8th, Chicago. All communications should be addressed to
him at 62 East Fourth street. Dr. and Mrs. Eleanor Marx
Aveling hav just issued a very outspoken pamphlet on the
'' Woman Question."
------~~.-------

Call .tor the Tenth Annual Congt·ess.
To the Auxiliary Secular Unions and to all Citizens of" the United States and Oanadas who
support the Nine Demands oj Liberalism :
You are invited to attend the Tenth Annual Congress of the American SecUlar Union, to be held in
New York city, ·at Chickering Hall, Fifth avenue and
18th street, on November 11th, 12th, and 13th, and
also on Sunday evening, the 14th, a lecture by Col.
Robert G. Ingersoll, which concludes the Congress.
Pursuant to a vote of the last Congress, notice is
hereby given that the following amendments to the
constitution of the Union will be acted upon: 1. To
reduce the fee for life-membership from $25 to $10.
2. Or, on payment of $10 by applican~ for membership, to authorize the secretary to Issue ten-year
membership certificates, with all the privileges of
ife-membership during that time. 3. Whenever a
man or woman has taken out annual membership
certificates for three or five consecutiv years, such
person thereafter on payment of annual-membership
fee to possess the privilege of life-membership.
The Congress will also be called wpon to consider
measures for carryirig ~n the work of Freethought,
and securing the adoption of such laws by the various
state governments and by the national government
as shall make the United States thotoughly Secular,
and the repeal of all laws now on the statute-books
which conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Local auxiliary Unions are entitled by the Union
constitution to five representativs in the Congress:the president and sec~etary and three ~elegate~. All
charter-members and hfe-members, all viCe-presidents,
all chairmen of state executiv committees, are entitled
to seats and votes in the Congress. Annual members are entitled to seats but not votes, except by
permission of the Congress. . .
.
.
It is hoped that every auxiliary Umon will send a
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Freethinker in the United States and Canada, who can,
will be present.
.
Per order of board of du·ectors:
R. G. INGERSOLL, President.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
CouRTLANDT. PALMER, Treasurer.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDs, Ch. Ex. Comf
·E. M. MAcDONALD, Ch. Fin. Com.
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fetters lfrom Jiritnds.
KANSAs CITY, :1\'Io., Aug. 30, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to congratulate you on your rnling
in the Anarchist trials. You discerned the violation of the
right of free speech in Most's case when some did not, and
your journal was the first and only one, so far, that could see
and tell what was the sio-nificance of that judicial farce in
Chicago. Not even Lfberty or Lucifer has, as yet, protested.
I looked earnestly and impartially for legal evidence to
prove therr guilt; imagin my surprise, then, to find them not
on trial. As soon as the verdict was announced, and the
press had their say, I wrote a review of the decision, and
sent it to Lucifer. I regard "incendiary," "obscene," and
''blasphemous" speech as entirely. constructional, and this
decision means that the labor question in no form shall be
agitated in Chicago.
Yoars truly,
C. T. FoWLER.
DAVENPORT, IowA., Aug. 31, 1886.
M!!. EDI•roR: Mr. J. L. Andrew, the noted English Freethought lecturer, spoke in Turner Hall here in this city on
the 20th inst., and the Liberals were once more stirred up.
His subject, "Liberty and Law," was handled in a masterly
manner, and all those present spoke very highly of Mr.
Andrew's delivery, logic, and wit. His other great lecture,
"Modern Infidelity," was given in Moline Turner Hall the
following evening, and in it, as in the one delivered here in
Davenport, he very ably discussed the subject, holding the
audience spell-bound for one hour and twenty minutes, irrespectiv of the troublesome heat.
Mr. Andrew, but a young man, will no doubt make his
mark triumphantly in the Liberal field, and while his terms
are so exceedingly liberal and his oratorical talent well
worthy of appreciation, Liberals throughout the country
should encourage him and make arrangements to hear him.
Davenport's and Moline's Liberals express· their best wishes,
and they will at any future time be glad to hear him again
on the rostrum defending the grand and noble cause of
Freethought and reform.
H. G. SoHARFENBERG,
Secretary Davenport Secular Society.
CLEOPATRA, Mo., Sept. 1, 1886.
.
MR. EDITOR; I hav been a reader of your valuable paper
_about two years, and don't see how I ever got along without
it. I am deeply interested in the labor movement. I eagerly read the letters of correspondents, and wish that more
of the sisters would write. I think that we Liberals ought
to be better acquainted. liJllnst say that I thought that John
R. Kelso's article on" Non-needy and Non-deserving United
States_ Paupers" was just to the mark. It is the truth and
was just. Would that we had more writers as fearless as he
to expose the frauds practiced on the people of this nation
by its rulers!
Go on, true friends of freedom; you will find friends to
help you. I read eagerly every word from Aunt Elmina and
Mrs. Dr. Juliet Severance.
There are a few Liberals around here. Three subscribe
for your paper in this neighborhood, and there would be
more but they hav not the backbone to stand the taunts of
Christians. Yml can tell a true blue by the literature he
takes.
Bravo, Watson Heston! Keep on with those blessed Bible
scenes. The pictures are grand. If our clear Christian
friends think the shadows are so awful, what would the
reality be? But that is for heretics, you know-no danger
of a Christian going to sheol.
ANN E. STEWART.
SouTH PRAIRIE, W. T., Aug. 22, 1886.
MR. EDITOI!: The preachers of the United States are a
great benefit to themselvs. They hav translated hell out of
the Bible; that doesn't help the Bible much, but it helps hell
out wonderfully.
I went to church not long since. Tile congregation were
singing about the time Jesus washed their sins away. The
preacher asked me afterward what !thought 0f the singing.
I told him I thought Jesus had a tolerable big day's
washing.
Christians hav a good recommendation-which they wrQte
themselVs.
Preachers expect to go from _parasites of this world to
paradise in tile next world. Some of them are wise, and
some are otherwise. I don't mean to condemn them all;
there is a white sheep in every flock.
Suppose some one was to pray to hav the laws of gravitation rtlversed, then the world would fall on us.
Some members of the Young Men's Christian Association
were caught stealing chickenS in Washington territory. The
society is now called the Young Men's Chicken ARsociation.
The Christian religion kills a good man to reward him, and
brings a bad one to life to punish him.
I don't believe anything exists that you can't kick; and I
don't believe that any preachers exist that don't deserve to
be kicked.
Yours truly,
GEoRGE W. BowMAN.
MILWAUKEE, Wis., Sept. 2, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to report from this part of the country.
Our League meetings are adjourned during the summer
months, yet the labor movement has been quite activ preparing for the coming fall election.
I hav just returned from Mt. Pleasant Park camp-meeting,
in Clinton, Iowa, and I am proud to say that we had a platform for free discussion of all subjects pertaining to humanity. The camp lasted one month, with meetings every
day. Tile labor question was ably discussed, as well as
religious, political, and social reforms. A person attending
all the meetings would learn something to his advantage; it
co·uld, not be otherwise, for in free discussion yon hear all

sides of a question, and this seems to me to be the only true
way of arriving at the truth.
And I am glad there is one Spiritualist camp-mtleting in
this great country whose sessions are devoted to the best interests of humanity, and which will maintain practically a
free platform. Camp.meetings run by Spiritualists in the interest of God and the angels seem a waste of time, for it does
not strike me that they rieed our consideration as much as
·the people do here on our earthly plane. Let us help to
make this world as good as we can, and I think we shall hav
enough to do and shall need all the opportunity for consulting on the best way and means to make this world brighter
and better.
A. B. SEVERANOE.
NEw YoRK, Sept. 6, 1886.
M!!. EDITOR: An obscure sheet called tke Brooklyn Union,
whose circulation is principally confined to a few local fossils
of the Jonah gastronomical school, clearly enough emphasizes its own coarseness and intellectual asininity by the following undoubtedly "divine inspirati~n :"
THE TRUTH SEEKEH, a coarse, disreputable organ, representing
New York Infidels of the Ingersoll school, clearly enough indicates
the trend of its own teaching by a bitter editorial protest against
the conviction of the Chicago Anarchists. From the level of the
hog to that of the hanginan would appear to he the normal gravitation of the American Infidel of this type ([;,sue o.J Sept. 4, 1886).
A little comment by yourself on this latest phase of '' divine omniscience" might interest some of your subscribers.
JAMES w. DARE.
[We do not feel like making any extended remarks on this
tirade. Those who hav read THE TRUTH SEEKER know
that the Union is guilty of gross misrepresentation. Anarchism is not a logi<;al outcome of Infidelity. Some Infidels believe in it, and some do not, while some Anarchists are Infidels and some are not. It makes no difference what their
religious views are; when men are indicted for being unpopular, and senten-ced to be hanged for being indicted, it is the
duty of some one to protest; and THE TRUTH SEEKER has
not protested any more strongly than papers conducted by
Christians. Mr. John Swinton, for instance, a Christian,
lets no opportunity pass for denouncing the judicial farce at
Chicago. Why does not the Brooklyn Union point to that
fact as illustrating the trend of Christianity? To paraphrase
the closing remark of the above extract, we might say that
from the level of an idiot to that of a malicious blackguard
would appear to be the normal gravitation of some Brooklyn
newspaper writers.-ED. T. S.]
GREAT VALLEY, N. Y., Aug. 2, 1886.
li'IR. EDITOR: The cartoons that hav thus far come to me
in the old, reliable TRUTH SEEKER now adorn one side of my
bar-room, and I must confess they make quite an attractiv
picture-gallery, attracting the eye and instructing the mind
of the public generally, so far as I am able to judge from the
interest that people take in scanning and pointing out to me
the lifelike and truthful character of many features that I in
my dullness had not perceived until pointed out to me and.
illustrated.
Even our orthodox friends don't pretend to deny that the
pictures are true to life-at least, in the main, and so far a.s
heard from yet. But I hav heard it hinted that it is believed
by some of the more thoughtful ones that Brother Heston
must hav drawn on his bnagination to an unwarrantable ex_
tent to llav given the voice of God walking in the garden
physical structure. They think they are dead sure on tliat
point, since God never can be seen by mortal view. On this
point we shall hav to grant them a double score-at least,
if their premises are correct. But, then, if we wished to be
fastidious or technical, we might as a rejoinder read to them
from the word of God how he showed a part of his august
personage to Moses, and how Moses through his familiarity
with God did behold him face to face, as one man looketh
upon another man. And, again, Brother Heston might hav
taken his duplicate from that third part of God who did appear and was seen by many, the Lord Christ Jesus, the veritable God made manifest in the flesh. Hence I doubt not
after seeing this lucid and simple explanation, our heretofore opposing friends will readily see where Brother Hes.ton
got his model from in giving physical proportions to the
great "I am that I am." But since only this feature of our
greatest living artist is objected to as yet by our opposing
friends, I shall not insist in my pleading on holding them to
the strict le.tter of God's law, so, should the world's great
critics see fit to grant them a score, I shall not complain-no,
no! My only thought when I started m.y picture-gallery was
to entertain my guests and neighbors gratis. But I don't
kn0w but I shall be obliged to ask a fee in order to liv a
more quiet life, and in part to suppress the throng of curious
amateurs, for no later than last evening my bar or picture
room was thronged with a motley crowd of from twenty-five
to fifty people, discussing and pointing out the life features
of ye olden times, by our very modest and modern artist,
Watson Heston. Of course there are a few who look and
run away, only to come and look some other day.
.
.
A; F. ALBRIGHT.
BRoOKLYN, E. D., Sept. 4, 1886.
MR. EDrroR: I hav been debating with myself for some
time the propriety of throwing up my subscription to THE
TIWTn SEEKER, but I cannot find it in my heart to_ do it. I
am determined to set a good example; for the spirit of our
ftiend, Bennett, is ever before me (for, unfortunately, I believe in spirits, to the horror of Aunt " Elmina ").
On the main, THE TRUTH SEEKER is doing a mighty deal
of good. Like the coulter to the .~.ow, it is the first to
encounter the hard knocks of the b~lders of superstition,
which the plowshare gently exposes to our sight, with its
brambles and weeds, to undergo the grand harrow of scientific research.
One motiv which induces me to continue my subscription

is this. I come occasionally in contact with ladies and gentlemen of a mild, fashionable Christian type of thinkers, who
borrow my paper, first to look and laugh at its cartoons;
but, what is strange, I seldom see the paper again. Well, let the paper go on if it will do them any good. THE TRUTH
SEEKER is something like the good old lady's pills-it is
mighty'' s'arching."
As editor of a truth-seeking journal, I suppo~e you feel it
a duty to lay before its readers any communication gravely
and honestly placed before them for their consideration. In
this connection, I was surprised on reading an article -On
Anarchy, by Stevens, published in your issue. of August
28th. Perhaps I am too thick-skulled to absorb this modern
idea of unrestrained liberty. It is true, the great inequality
in the possession of wealth, and its consequent power over
the earth, either for good or evil; the malfeasance in public
office and the maladministration of law operate as a great provocation to the honest thinker, and almost tempt d~sperate
men to do desperate deeds. But Stevens and his Anarchists should remember the danger of unrestrained liberty.
That there is a wide difference in the public mind and that
of Anarchists- on the subject of Anarchy is very apparent
from the repletion or overflowing of our state and county
criminal prisons. Alas, student~ and patriots in this phase
of philosophy, pickpockets and burglars, too often wake up
and find themselvs inmates within their gloomy wallsmerely a difference of opinion, you know !
It is surprising how some writers will trifle on this subjeat
of human rights. I think it was Butler who unfeelingly
wrote,
No roguE. e'er felt the halter draw
With good opinion of the law.
The immortal Shakspere wrote a long time ago, and therefore is excusable in inditing the then supposed aphorism,
"Why were laws made, but that,we are rogues by nature?"
Please giv me credit for the inclosed $3.
D. BRUOE.
WATERVILLE, MINN., Sept. 3, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I am a recent subscriber to your paper, and
can sincerely say that I am very much pleased with it.
Although brought up in the faith once delivered to the
saints, I early went astray, the prime cause being, I think,
reading religious papers such as the Watchman and Rejlector,
of Boston, and the 0Mi8tian Union, of New York, with
others of similar character. Perplexing questions often
arose in my mind, and when I questioned those in spiritual
power, I was frequently told that such things could not be
explained, but that it was all right, and that all that was
needed was faith ; and as I could never bring myself to hav
faith in anything that was directly opposed to all laws of
comm®n sense and reason, I gradually drifted away, and
began )ooking after truth wherever I could find it. From
what I can observe, it is hard to think that any Christian believes what he preaches. For example, we hav been having
in this country a severe drouth, and consequently many
prayers for rain. Now, I hav never seen _anyone attending
a meeting where these prayers were made take an umbrella
with him. Another and more painful illustration was given
me a few clays ago in confidence, which I trust I shall not
violate by repeating it. A physician was recently called to
attend a lady in a case of eonfinement. When he arrived he
found her in a terrible condition, in which she had been for over
a day, and had the doctor not arrived when he did she would
soon hav died. Her idi<1tic Christian husband was kneeling
at the foot of the bed, praying to his God to help her out of
her trouble, and this was all he proposed doing for her. In
thirty minutes after human aid was. present she was saved.
Now, there are weak-minded persons who will say that the
doctor's. presence was an answer to prayer; but if he had not
been sent for by unbelievers, the woman would hav died.
Notwithstanding that I air my peculiar views on religious
subjects on all occasions, the Almighty has not seen fit to sit
clown on me as yet, although within two weeks one young
convert has had his house blown over, and an Episcopal ·
church and the house of a good church-member hav been
struck by lightning. Had any of those things happened to
me, it would hav been a dispensation of providence. As it
is, they roll their eyes and wonder how it can be so.
While I am in entire 2ympathy with your expressed views
on religious matters, I hav no liking for those who would
overthrow our form of government. That it needs much
alteration, there can be no question; but, even as it is, it is
the best on the face of the earth, and the most perfect that
man or God has yet devised.
Hoping that THE TimTH SEEKER may always be published,
and hav a long subscription list, I am,
Ever its friend,
• L. ALEXANDER.
PALATKA, FLA.,· Aug. 14, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: If L. L. Northup, Materialist's, head, near its
crown, is· no flatter than those of the rest of us amateur corresponden1s, he will not object to the notice I shall take of
him. His letter published in TnE TRUTH SEEKER of August
7th reminds me of a. wish I hav for more than a year entertained, to be able to send you something for publication that
might ha v the effect, either upon yourself or your correspondents, to at least lessen, if not wholly check, the discussion
of Spiritualism in the columns of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER,
whose space is of far too much value to be occupied by speculations upon a subject that has entirely passed beyond the
speculativ field, and fairly entered that of the scientific.
If Spiritualism, so called, is not a science, it is nothing, and
with more than an ordinarily extensiv acquaintance with
Spiritualists and their individual conceptions of the subject,
·I know none at the present day who were able to tell you
the difference between the meaning of the words natural and
supernatural, and who, defining Spiritualism, would tell you
it was a religion. Nevertheless, there are religionists who are
also Spiritualists, as there are religionists who are also astronomers and evolutionists, and both alike often associate their
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knowledge upon these respectiv subjects with their religious
beliefs in such a manner as to justify the uninitiated in assuming that it is all. of the same piece.
Mr. Northup says : "I hav had occasion at times to speak
. of the pernicious and demoralizing influence of Spiritualism
and religion (as I consider both in the same light), and the
postal [received by liim evidently from a crank] confirms all
my previous convictions and statements." In the above
quotation Mr. Northup develops two very weak points in
his mode of investigation: First, by assuming a relation of
which he has no adequate proof, and then by accepting as a
confirmation thereof, and of other dogmatic assertions, the
" effusions" of a crank limited to the capacity of a postal
card. Evidently Mr. Northup is poorly informed upon the
real subject of (so-called) Spiritualism, and, with the utmost
respect, I would suggest that he try his lance with D.
Priestley (in last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER) on the yet
live and eminently speculativ question of Prohibition.·
In confirmation of the somewhat dogmatic assertion that
" Spiritualism is a science if it is anything," and therefore
should be discussed, if discussed at, all, only on that basis,
I need but to remind you of the fact that its conclusions are
~laimed ·to be entirely based upon natural phenomena, observable to the natural senses, and that it makes no claim
whatever to supernatural agency or favor, but holds itself
strictly amenable at all times to demonstrated truth.
LEwis MoRRis.
.
HEBER CITY, UTAH, Aug. 28, 286.
MR. EDITOR: As my father-in-law, my brother, and myself
are the only readers of your valuable paper in Wasatch
county, we must endeavor to keep our small lights burning.
, We may be able to show our Mormon friends it is possible
to liv lives of honor without being subject to priestly power,
although we hav had a hard time this last winter. To explain this I will giv you an introduction to our family. Mr.
James Watson is the father of three daughters. Joseph
Thomas married the eldest, myself the next, and Mr. Edion
Oaks the third. Consequently we are considered the Infidel
family. In the beginning of February last, Mr. Thomas's
children were taken sick with that awful disease, pneumonia.
After three weeks' nursing we got the children through all
tight, but Mr. Thomas took sick, and, being so nearly worn
out waiting on his children he so dearly loved, "tasted only
four days._ Mrs. Thomas, being a woman of a nervous
temperament, could not bear the loss of her ever-loving and
affectionate husband, and succumbed to her trouble and died
broken-hearted, making only fifteen days between their
deaths. Of course it was seemingly a fine opportunity for
orthodox friends, and they did not fail to take advantage of
it. You could hear it whispered around, " Is that not awful ?
You would think it would be a lesson to the rest .of them.''
But in the mean time, when Mrs. Thomas was sick, the Mormon elders took advantage, in the absence of relations, and
laid hands on her, claiming it was her request, and as there
seemed to be a slight improvement for a day, the news
spread all through the town tho.t the Lord had showed his
P9wer through his servants, and made whole a woman whom
the doctor had given up. After all this, the one who had
taken the lead in having hands laid on Mrs. Thomas made
the expression in the graveyard that perhaps her death was
the best thing that could happen, as it might save the children being raised in unbelief. And yet our troubles were not
ended. Mr. and Mrs. Oaks had a little five-year-old girl sick
at the same time the others were, only lingering longer,
being buried just twenty days after Mrs. Thomas ; but as
Mrs. Oaks is a sensitiv woman, and seeing the advantage
gained by our Mormon friends in taking lead at the burial of
her sister and brother-in-law, she positivly refused to hav any
one take part ill the services over her child who had never
called to see her through her long illness. I think a woman
who has the courage to stand by her conviction.s in the midst
of such trouble is worthy the respect of every true Infidel.
I don't wish to giv the idea that there are no kind and feeling
people among our Mormon friends ; they are just like all
other religious people-hundreds of them are ten times better than their creed.
Perhaps I hav made my letter too long already, so I will
close by saying, Long life and success to THE TRUTii SEEKER.
And as I hav had notification that my year's subscription has
expired I will renew and send two dollars extra to help repair
Brother Reynolds's tent which God-loving people destroyed.
With kindest regards to yourself and the Booth family who
stood by Mr. Reynolds in his trouble.
JAMES LINDSAY.
RUM

BLOOD, BLOOD AND RUM.
PouGHKEEPSIE, N. Y., Sept. 4, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I hav refrained from sending you any communications on the subject of Prohibition for a long time,
because I hav no desire to expend any more of my energy
upon your waste-paper basket. John R. ~elso, A.M., demands replies to his vaporings on this subjept, and seems to
imply not only that his arguments are invincible, and his
own intelligence overwhelming, but that there is no Prohibitionist living who has either the courage or the ability to assail dte one or refute the other.
When satisfied that THE TRUTH SEEKER welcomes the
words of Prohibitionists to its columns as well as those of
the whiskyites, I shall endeavor to be the St. George to this
horrible dragon who drinks whisky, breathes fire, and froths
up misery every day. Why do I write you to-day? Why
do I honor your waste-paper basket once more? Why,
simply because you published in your number of Sept. 4th
an article by J. L. Andrew. Nothing more shameful than
his effusion ever disgraced the columns of any newspaper in
·this world before. His .atrocious stories about the sayings
. and doings of Prohibitionists are unworthy of belief. I now
AND
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some time we would understand all about it, be converted, ·
and finally go to heaven.
I well remember my first impressions of doubt and disbelief. In the year of 1878 I was attending the Raisin Valley
Seminary and Dr. Test, the principal, gave several lectures on
geology, in which he made the statement that animal remains had been found beneath different strata of geological
formation, and these animals must hav existed thousands
of years prior to the creation as recorded in the Bible.
I knew that either one or the other was wrong-either
geology or the Bible-and I thaught to doubt the word
of God was a tetrible thing. There was a revival near the
school that winter, and as I wanted to do what was right
and get light on the subject of religion, I attended the meetings, and finally got it into my head that I was converted. I
prayed to God to giv me light and take away my doubts,
but somehow I couldn't catch on. Pray as I would, I could
get no light, and this geological affair was always coming up
to giv me trouble. I often asked myself the question: Am I
getting to be an Infidel? I was in the deepest abyss of
gloom. I knew not if there was a God above ; if I was a
thing of chance ; if beyond the bounds of this gloomy
present there is annihilation or a hereafter. I said, "0 God,
if thou art, solve me these doubts and giv me light!"
I would not for all the world hav had my friends know
that I harbored such doubts, and thought time would make
it all clear to me.
I finally left school and went to the northern part of the
state to teach, but still kept up my studies by joining the
Chautauqua Literary and Scientific circle, and as I studied
astronomy, geology, philosophy, and chemistry, they each
led me farther from what I sought-a reconciliation with the
Bible and Christian teachings. I still attended the 1\fethodist
Episcopal church, but took little interest in it, as I heard no
new ideas advanced.
As yet I had never read any Free thought works. I would
n~t, as I had been taught from my very infancy that all such
were morally corrupt and ruinous to both soul and body,
especially "Tom" Paine's" Age of Reason." And to make
matters worse, my brother " Ben" married into an Infirlel
family, a daughter of Alexander Campbell, of Elk Rapids,
[If we bore our correspondent a grudge, which we do
Mich., an old-time subscriber to the Boston Investigato-r, and
not, we should feel that in laying the foregoing unreasonable
an Infidel in every sense of the word. I had nothing against
and intemperate communication before our readers we had
m,y brother's wife. She was good, and kind, and intelsecured a revenge more deep and lasting than anything we
lectual, but she was an Infidel, and my brother soon openly
could hav the cruelty to wish for. After perusing it, no
professed his Infidelity.
room will be left for inquiring why some of "Liberta's" preAs time passed on I taught five consecutiv terms of
vious articles hav found their way into the waste-basket, to
school
in what was known as the Campbell district, near
which a due· consideration for the author would perhaps
Elk Rapids, Mich; The majority in the district were
consign the present one.
We may differ with "Liberta" as to the most efficient Methodists, and the first thing I heard was what a terrible
man Campbell was. As a director of the school he had
method of curtailing or entirely doing away with the liquor
robbed the district of money; as supervisor of the township
traffic, but that is not a good reason why he should dehe had defrauded the pegple, and he was a despot in his
nounce THE TRUTH SEEKER as a rum organ. We probably
family,
and he had even gone so far as to plaster the school·would not always agree with him in defining capital
offenses. Does that justify him in saying that this paper house on the holy Sabbath day. I did not care to become
advocates bloodshed and murder? We cannot admit that it acquainted with any such man, and, by the way, I guess
the feelings were mutual, for he seemed very indifferent
does.
Prohibition may be a practical scheme, or it may be im- about making my acquaintance. I dreaded to see him come
practicable. Those who do not think it practicable should to the school-house, but, nevertheless, he would come, discertainly hav accorded to them the liberty of saying so. The charge his duties as an officer, and leave-and to me it was a
same holds good with reference to its constitutionality. If relief, and why? Because my early teachings were such
there are two sides to the question, let both sides be repre- that I felt the presence of a disbeliever of divine revelation
sented by argument. Abuse on either side or both sides· to be contaminating to morality. His little daughter, Maud,
will never settle the matter. And here we would recom- was always a regular attendant at the school, and she did
mend to I< Liberta" a study of the calmly philosophical style not look as if· she had a very hard time of it at home. Her
of Mr. D. Priestley, as illustrated by his letter in our issue cheeks were always rosy and her face always wore a smile.
of July 31, 1886. There he will find argument met with She wou1d whisper in school contrary to the rules, and
argument in a way that must be pleasing to all admirers of sometimes neglect her lessons, but never would she tell a lie
courtesy in discussion. Then let him calmly ruead all we to screen herself from any punishment. I knew she received
hav had to say about the Chicago or any other Anarchists, these impressions and a reverence for the truth at home. I
and find out if we hav asked for them anything more than knew that a man who would teach his children such princithe fair trial and just verdict to which every American citi- ples could not be very bad, so I determined to investigate.
I became more thoroughly acquainted with Campbell, asked
zen charged with crime is entitled.-Eo. T. S.]
him about the reports circufated through the neighborhood
in regard to his dishonesty, when, to my surprise, he showed
FoRKS CnEEK, CoL., Aug. 22, 1886.
me receipts and statements which proved conclusivly that
MR. EDITOR: I became a subscriber to your valuable paper the reports were wholly false. When I asked him why he
about one year ago, while at Custer City, Idaho Territory, did not vindicate himself, he replied by saying, "I consider
and hav been a constant reader and admirer of it ever since. the whole set are beneath my notice."
When my brother, B. L. Smith, came to Colorado, he sent
By this time I had more respect for Infidelity and less for
you a renewal of the subscription. He had it sent to his Christi~nity, and resolved to investigate to the bitter end,
address, but as we do business in partnership, it is all the even if I had to read Paine's "Age of Reason." I knew if
same. I make this statement merely to let you know that I
Christians would lie about one Infidel they would about anam not a " backslider" from Liberalism. We take several
other.
Liberal papers, but could not get along without the old
At this time I was boarding at Mr. Campbell's and had
TRUTH SEEKER.
access to several works on Liberalism. I read Colonel IngerI hav been an outspoken Freethinker for about two years,
soll's lectures; Remsburg's "False Claims" and " Bible
and hav no desire to go back into the arms of the church.
Morals." I had read the Bible considerably, but had no idea
On the contrary, I thank God, as it were, every day of my
there was such indecency in it. The veil was rent. I belife than I am free from the blighting curse of superstition.
held Christianity in all its hypocrisy. I tkrew it from me as
My parents were devout Christians, and the first words
I would a venomous snake. I stepped beyond the pale of
I remember ever saying were the Lord's Prayer lisped at my
theology into the beautiful iield of reason, and day by day
mother's knee. I was taught to revere every word within
as I read and investigate I am convinced that this is the only
the lids of the Bible. To doubt any of its teachings or say.
true source of happiness.
ings was almost an unpardonable sin. An Infidel was the
In conclusion I send you $1.25 for McDonnell's "Heathens
most despicable thing on the face of the earth, and always
of the Heath," and 25 cents for the motto, "Reason is the
called upon God for mercy when he came to die.
Lamp of the Mind, the Only Torch of Progress;" 20 cents for
My father was ever telling us of the goodness of God and
two copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER in which you publish this
that he created all things, and in a conversation one day one
letter; one to be sent to W. H. Smith, and one to Alex.
of my little brothers asked him who made God. His reply
Campbell, Elk Rapids, Mich.
CnARLES E. SMITII.
to that question was: "Shut up, sir I That is an Infidel
question. Don't you ever dare to ask such a question
It Would be Crowded.
again."
We always did favor a good, well-ventilated, and safe
But my parents taught their children to despise everything
that was bad and immoral, and I never heard my father "club house" for criminals, an asylum for the insane, and
utter one word or syllable that would not hav been appro- now, as the people are agitating the question of a home
priate ·in the most refined society. They prayed daily for for fallen women and weak-minded children, may not we
the conversion of their children, but we did not take to hope next for a home for fallen preachers ?-Progressive
religion readily, although we beli.eved it was all right and Age.

declare them to be lies. These are my reasons : He givs no
names of persons or of places, nor indicates the times of said
occurrences. All his stories should hav been begun in these
words: Once upon a time, in a far-away country, and a
great many years ·ago, there lived a certain man, etc.
Your readers cannot fail to find answers to the rumitick's
arguments in the daily papers, and in the returns at the
ballot-box. The saloon, my dear fellow, is going, goingwe will soon cry, gone. Be prepared to send your red nose
along with it.
While I hav my hand in I want to say one other thing to
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Even Freethinkers, it will be discovered, are persons of cemmon sense and decency, who
cannot always afford to allow their class papers to misrepresent them on almost every question of the hour. We are not
murderers nor the friends of murderers. We do not claim
that it is one of the inalienable rights of citizenship to set
mad dogs on those who do not agree with us. The wild
animals that are to be_hanged at Chicago cannot be saved by
us from their well-deserved fate. The new command has
gone out over the world: They who wilfully take· the lives
of others with bombs shall perish at the gallows or the
block. Thus it should ever be. Hav they a grievance, let
them go forth and instruct the world. Let them show their
wrongs, their wounds, their sufferings, to a sympathetic
world. The success of Prohibition lies in the fact that its
sober, tender-hearted men and women go to society and as
best they may tell the story of agony, poverty, and misery
this horrid traffic has so long cursed the world with. They
fire no buildings, kill no rum-sellers. They never meet to
tell each other to kill the reporters present; to kill the policemen in the streets; to teach each other the art of manufacturing dynamite. Perhaps if Prohibitionists would do these
things, they could stir a fellow-feeling in the bosom of THE
TRUTH SEEKE;R. Unless you mean to make THE TRUTH
SEEKER in the future useful, instructiv; :and helpful to the
human race, by exactly.reversing its present position hirelation to Anarchy and temperancP, I should suggest that
you place the following at its head as the motto of its choice :
"Rum and Blood, Blood and Rum."
LIBERTA. ·

..
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"Come, dear, spry," said Gertie; "and ANSWERS TO J;'UZZLES IN OIDLDREN'B OORNBR,
SEPTEMBER 4, 1886.
think no more of Mrs. Williams, for she will
1.-Carpet. · 2.-Voltaire.
3.-The Truth
never whip you again."
Seekers-first, the people; next, the papers.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall
Flossie looked with wondering eyes into
5.T
Ri'Der, Mass., to whom aU (JommunieationsfOT Gertie's face after they had entered the carPIG
riage, and were on the way to Mr. Jason's..
this COTner should be sent.
TIGER
NET
" When we reach the house, Flos2ie, I will
R
explain it all to you."
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
After the explanation Flossie was nearly
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
Correspondence.
wild with joy. She sang, and danced, and
That is known as the Children's Hour."
DEL MAR, CAL., Aug. 29, 286.
hugged her cousin by turns, while her face
DEAR Miss WixoN: We just moved down
was all aglow.
to this beautiful county of San Diego from a
A Dinner and a Kiss.
After a while they missed her, and found church-ridden town of Pomona, in Los
Selected lYIJ E. W. Chamberlain.
her outside with her slate and pencil, with Angelos county, where there are ten churches
"I hav brought your dinner, father,"
and only eighteen hundred population. We
the following verse written thereon:
The blacksmith's daughter said,
liv twenty miles from San Diego, and two
Oh, the bud and bloom of flowers in spring,
As she took from her arms a kettle,
What joy and gladness to my heart they bring! and· one-half miles from the ocean, on a
And lifted its shining lid.
ranch where we raised everything .we wanted
And singin~ birds so joyous and free,
"There's not any pie or pudding,
to eat since the 25th of March, with only two
So merrily trilling from tree to tree,
So I will giv you this-"
rains. Papa takes THE TRUTH SEEKER and
Attuning my soul to thoughts grand, sublime,
And upon his toil-worn forehead
would not be without it. I read the ChilAs I look, and listen, and pen this rhyme !
She left a childish kiss.
dren's Corner. I think the pictures on the
" But it is not spring-time now, Flossie."
·The blacksmith tore off his apron,
front and back of the paper will break up
And dined in happy mood,
"It is spring-time to me," she declared.
Christianity. Well, I can't think of anything
Wondering much at the savor
SADIE A. MAGOON.
more to write, so I will close for this time.
Hid in his humble food,
.
MAROUS LUTHER SJLA.UG.
While all about were visions
Who Sets the Fashions 1
Full of prophetic bliss ;
Who sets the fashions, I'd like to know,
But he never thought of the ma!lic
For tho little people beneath the snow 1
In his little daughter's kiss.
And are they working a weary while,
While she with her kettle swinging,
To dress themselvs in the latest style 1
Merrily trudged away,
BY ARTHUR B. MOSS,
There's Mrs. Primrose, who used to be
Stopped at the sight of a squirrel,
FREETHOUGHT AND RADIOAL ADVOOATE
Catching some wild bird's lay.
The very picture of modesty.
(of En{llant'L).
Plain were her dresses, but now she goes
And I thought how many a shadow
With crimps and fringes and furbelows.
Of life and fate we would miss
SECOND EDITION.
If a! ways our frugal dinners
And even Miss Buttercup puts on airs,
Were seasoned with a kiss!
Because the color in vogue she wears;
Charles Watts's Literarv Gutae says: "We are
glad to rec.ord the appearance of a second edition
And as for Dandelion, dear me!
of this admirable book. The various papers-ten
Spring-time; or, The Little Poet. A vainer creature you ne'er will see.
in all-are some of the author's best worli."
The Middleboro News says: "These essays are
(OONOLUDED.)
When Mrs. Poppy-that dreadful flirtbrimming
with careful thought and judicious reWas younger, she wore but one plain skirt;
" Wlw takes care of you ?"
search."
But
now
I
notice,
with
great
surprise,
The
Yorkshire
CTironicle says : "These essays are
"I liv at the poorhouse."
.
She's several patterns of largest size.
not unworthy the attention of the scientific
"And they are mikind to you, and you hav
student thouflh written for the uninitiated."
The Fuchsia sisters-those lovely belles!PRICE, 50 CENTS.
no one to love you?"
Improve their styles as the mode compels ;
Addresi THE TRUTH SEEKER.
"No," sobbed Flossie.
And though everybody is loud in their praise,
Gertie clasped the little form in her arms,
They ne·er depart from their modest ways.
saying, "I will love you, darling; would you
And the Pansy family must hav found
Queen Elizabeth's wardrobe undergromi.d.
like to be my little sister?"
For in velvets and satins of every shade
"Yes, oh, yes."
An Examination of the Tariff Question with
Throughout the season they're all arrayed.
That evening Gertie wrote home. The folEspecial Regard to the Interests of Labor.
Pinks
and
Daisies
and
all
the
flowers
lowing is an extract :
BY HE'NRY CEORCE.
Change their faRhion, as we change ours;
I hav a little scholar-her name is Flossie Stan.
And those who knew them in olden days
In this book the author designs to show that
hope-whom I think much of. She is ten years old,
Are mystified by their modern ways.
beneficial results would follow the abolition
but looks two or three years younger, she is so
of all tariffs on importations.
Who sets the fashions, I'd like to know,
small and slight. She has the loveliest blue eyes
For the little people beneath tlill snow?
Octavo, 360pp.; price, $1.5'0.
and amber curling hair, and-isn't it terrible ?-she
And are they busy a weary while,
is an orphan and a pauper. She writes poetry. I
Address THE . TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Dressing
themselvs
in
the
latest
style?
inclose a copy of some she wrote on her slate today, which I think is wonderful for a child of her
Practical Experience with Poultry.
age to compose. I ha v promised to be her sister.
Our Puzzle Box.
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little bookCan you not find room in your hearts and home,
1.-RIDDLE.
a pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only
dear papa and mamma, for one more daughter?
I hav an actual and palpable existence in " a quarter," but as full of meat as an elf!f· It is
Lovingly,
GERTIE.
well called "practical" for we find nothmg unthe world, and hav had for hundreds of
in it. Hens, ducks, geese1 a.nd turkeys!
In a day or two came the reply from her years. I am not an unfamiliar object, but practical
are particularly discussed and their economica
mother:
make myself useful in almost every home in breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
hints about keeping poultry on a large
MY DEAR CHILD: I hasten to reply to your letter. the land. You young folks who guess rid- practical
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addition to
I am glad that next Friday closes your school, for dles hav seen me hundreds of times-see me the poultry literature of the day.
your parents are both longing to see ·you. Bring almost daily. -If it will shorten your search
Address GEO. M. DAVENPORT,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
dear little Flossie, for I know she is my dear sis- ·for me, this much I will say, that if you look
ter Florence's little girl-the sister who father for me in books or manuscripts you will prob.thought married so poorly, and disowned in con- ably nowhere find me, for in books, either
Correspondence ·Waated.
sequence. I was away at school at the time, but printed or written, I am nowhere named.
A gentleman wishes t~ meet with one of the
was immediately summoned home after she left.
opposit
sex that will become a helpmate to him, in
In order to still further circumscribe your
I never could learn her address so I could write to
all that. the term implies, in working for their
field
of
search,
I
will
say,
what
is
true,
that
I
mutual develoPment and advancement materially
her, and if she ever wrote to me, as I think she
must ha.v done, father kept her letters from me. am even now palpably and visibly in your and spiritually.
She must not be over thirty-five and youthfulpresence.
Florence was a poet, and also her husband, Arthur
if otherwise harmonious.
How many of our young folks can guess ness will not debar Address
Stanhope. I long to see her, my only sister's little
HELPMATE,
S. BREWER.
Truth Seeker office.
girl. I am to see you so soon, dear Gertie, that I me in next week's Corner?
will write no more now.
MoTHER.
2.-REBUS.
That evening Gertie told all she knew of
Correspondence Wanted.
If this should meet the eye of any woman less
Flossie's history to Mr. and Mrs. Jason, and
than forty years of age seeking or desiring comher friend Minnie. Mr. Jason readily prompanionship with a congenial mate let her write to
the address below and see what may result thereised to see the overseer of the poor the next
from.
day, and acquaint him with the facts in reNo triflers or mere curiosity seekers nee(l respan d.
Address
WISDOM
gard to Flossie.
3t38
Tl'll;th Seeker ofti.ce.
"There will be no trouble," he said, "about
getting the child. Let me think-to-morrow
is Friday."
"Yes, papa," replied Minnie, "and the last
day of school, and the scholars are to speak
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
pieces, sing songs, etc., and we must visit
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
them and Gertie in the afternoon."
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbnr!( are:
Geographical.
As the afternoon session was about to
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
the creeds of the prisoners in the penshowinl\'
close, Mr. Jason drove up with his beautiful
3.-WORD SQUARE.
itentianes i the Church and Civilization.; the
span of grays and two-seated carriage.
Ohurch
ana
Science; the Church and Learning;
1. Two-wheeledearriage.
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
"I couldn't get around any earlier," he
2. A chilly fit.
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement t the Temperance Reform; the
apologized, after the children were all dis3. Means employed to deceive.
Church ana the Republic.
4. To abound.
LEE HINORER.
missed and the visitors had left; "but I am
Bible
Morals. Twenty Crimes and
glad wife and Minnie were in. time to hear
Vices Sanctioned b;r Scri:t!ture : Falsehood and
4-ooNUNDRUM.
and see all, and I am in time to carry you all
Deception; Cheatmg; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
home. Here, wife, you sit on the front seat
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism ; Intolerance and Persecution; :Injustice to Woman;
with me, and let the young people sit back.
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Bring Flossie, Gertie. It is all right; there
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavecy;
Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
she is at the corner of the school-house."
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; ObscenGertie stepped to her side, and found her
ity. Price, smgle co_pies, 25 cents i 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.
weeping and sobbing bitterly, and took her

Qkh#ilrtnts Qkomtr.

The MIrr or of F.r eefhought.

Protection· or Free Trad~

/

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

hand, saying,
"Don't cry, darling, but come and ride
with me to Mrs. Jason's."
" Mrs. Williams will whip me if I ride
with you, because I shall be late home; but
I guess it will kill me if I don't see you any
more, and so I will go."
''Come, girls," called Mrs. Jason ; ''these
horses are getting very restless, and won't
stand much longer."

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

A repulsiv face-and yet 'tis clear
That it would suit an auctioneer.
5.-A LETTER REBUS.

R_
G

{An inferior ilk
Of India silk.

J. K. P. B.

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is aiscussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; Tb..i,l Jewish Sa.bbat)U The Christian
Scriptures ar.., the Sabbath; .l!ixamination of
Sundax Ar~ents i Ori~ of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin~r the Middle Ajl'es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Testrmony of Chnstian Reformers,
ScholarsJ.. and Divines; Abrogation of Sunda.y
Lawfi. J:"rice, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.
THE TRUTH SEEKER OO.:z
83 Olinton ~laoe, New xo k.

Mottoes for Freethinkers.
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-b!ess-our1-Jome " placards which disfigure the walls of 80
n...,.IlY houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard,. 9 inches by l!ll H~. · The motto is in .black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. :M:· L. The following are the various
readings:
·
:
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THE LIVING RAV A RIGHT To CONTROL
. THE WORLn.

: .....................................................:
:·····················································
FREE THOUGHT WILL
GIV US TRUTH.
.·········································.·············
.
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BUl'ERBTITION
THE CHILD OF BLAVERY;. .
.······················································
IS

.

REASON IS A BETTEB GUIDE THAN FEAB.
.

.
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Ul'!IVERBAL llmNTAL LIBERTY.
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.
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THE TIME TO BE HAPPY Ill NOW,
AND THE PLACE TO BE !IAPPY IB HERE.

'•

eoo•o••••••••ooooooooooooooo.oooooooooooooooooooooao •••

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

.

.
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0

0

•

0

0
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0. 0
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0

0
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0
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0
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0

0

0

••• 0
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THE WORLD !B. MY. COUNTRY;
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.

The price of e~ch of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
l!ll x 15 inches, printed in colors, .with an engraved

heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, en receipt of price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Address
83 Olinton Pl., New York Oity •.

ADAMI AND HEVA.
BY S. P. PUTMAM.
A poetic version of the Indian Story of the Garden of Eden, in which its superiority to ~the mutilated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
PRIOE, 10 OENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
38 Clinton Place, New York.

ELEMENTS
Ol!'

UNIVERSAL HISTORY
FOR
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prof. H. 111. Cotttn;-er, A.M.
This book is just what the busy world of t!Hlay
needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000
years B.C. on up to 1883, all in a nutshell.-Elmtna Slenleer. ·
As a tex~book in schools, the book would occupy
an important place ;·in the family it would be no
less important, as conveying information that all
should be acquainted with.-'Susan Wi:wn.
Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this book
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It
ma.y be commended as fulfil.ling its purpose of a.
concise and interesting historical tex~book.MUwauleee sentinel.
.
Price, Cloth, U;ISO.

For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCI.A.L
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL OOMMON SENSE, By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German
A new cheap ei1J.tion at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Docto!J and Sponsie, the ·~Toublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E . .H. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
·
SEXU.AJ;. PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pagest illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume or "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
,HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready ReClpes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,"representing the germ
theory, adyocating _per~onal and public hygiene
and opposmg vaccmation; "Health in the Sunbeam1" considering the pine-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "Th~Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 · p_ages1 cloth
bound, $2•h "Heredity!" by Loring__Mooay, 159
];)ages, clot t 75 cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; ''The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments!" with illustrations, by Dr
E. B. Foote, 10 cents..t' Generation before Reaen:
erationJ'' by Dr. E . .H. Foote, Jr.t)O cents; 11'Re·
ports 01 Conventions and Parlor meetin!(B during
1!!82," 10 cents; "Third Annual Conventwn of the
Institute of Heredity, M~ 29, 188fu" 10 cents.
Address 'l'HE TRuTH SEEKER.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J. M. Pryse and J.
M. Burgler, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the interests of our colonization enterprise, the Credit Fancier of Sinaloa andf:enerally
to the practical solution of the problem o Integral
Co-o!let·ation. Price, $1 a year; M cents for six
months; 25 cents for three months.
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Agents for the Truth Seeker.

PRICE, TWENTY-FIVE ·cENTS.

OALEIORNL\..

__:_TJIE-

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles_
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cat
OANADA-

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

SEEKER
ANNUAL

A. Erwin, Murray.
.

ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st,, Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.

1886 (E.M. 286).

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOIDGAN,

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal;
MONTANA.

0. B. Whitford, Butte City.
NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK,

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.

Wm. Chance, Astoria.
. F. Hyland, Corvallis.

PENNSYLVANIA..

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North lOth st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
H. Clay Luse, Waynesburg.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
.

.

TENNESSEE.

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
..

TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.

James Ashman,.Salt Lake City.
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
·w. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
·
Henry Booth, Stockton:.
VIRGINIA.

Mrs. Elmina D. Sleiiker, Snowville.
ENGLANn.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
.
London.

Robt. 0. Ina-ersoll's

WITH

THIRTY

PORTRAITS

OF

DISTINGUISHED

EUROPEAN FREETHINKERS, .SOIENTIBTS 1 AND
PHILOSOPHERS, AND MANY OTHER
ILLUSTRATIONS.

CONTENTS:
Calendar for 1886; .Freethought in the United
States, 1885i .How the Church Filches from the
Statei Public Contributions to the Church; The
Relig10n of Crime ; Chaplains in our Army and
Navy; The Higher Life, by Courtlandt Palmer;
My Dream, by Samuel P. Putnam; The American
Secular Union· Statistics of Our Foreign-Born
Population; The Curate of Churnside. (Selected
story.) B;!" Jas. Pa~e; How Voltaire Died, by the
Editor; The Iron Virgin; Religj.ous Divisions of
the World; Paine Memorial Hall (illustrated);
The Stonr_ of 1885 ;, Immigration to the U. S.
1820--1884; Freethought in Australia; Free thought
on the Continent; Subjects of illustration; Freethought Journals; Religious Denominations;
Area and value OI Farms ; Popnlation of Large
Cities; Liberal Lecturers.
·

ILLUSTRATIONS:
Lick Observatocy, Girard College, Philadelphia,
Freethought Hall, Waco, Texas tinter,io1· VIeW);
Freethought Hall, Waco.:.. Texas (extel'i'Qr view);
The Tent.l. Iron Virgin, .t"aine Hall, Moncure D.
Conway, l:!aladin, Annie I!eilanti Mary Wollsto~e
craft, G. W. Foote, Austm Ho yoake, J. S. Mill,
George Eliot, Geo. Standring, Ernst Haeckel,
A)lguste Comt~ Edward Gibbon, Max Muller,
Thos. Huxley, voltairE)1 Chas. Darwin, Rousseau;
Humboldt, Byron, Sheuey, David Hume, Goethe,
Robert BurnsJ.Richard <Jarlil~Herbert S_11encer,
Castelar, Bra<Uaugh, Chas. A. vv atts, J. A. Froude,
John Tyndall.
·
·
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A Song of Rest.
0 weary Hands ! that, all the day,

Were set to labor hard and long1
Now softly fall the shadows gray,
The bells are rung for even song.
An hour ago the golden sun
Sank slowly down into the west;
Poor, weary Hands, your toil is done ;
'Tis time for rest !-''tis time for rest !
0 weary Feet ! that many a mile
Hav trudged along a stony way,
At last ye reach the trysting stile ;
No longer fear to go astray.
The gently bending, rustling trees
Rock the young birds within the nest,
And softly sings the quiet breeze :
" '1'is time t:or rest !-'tis time for rest !"
0 weary Eyes! from which the tears
Fell many a time like thunder rain0 weary Heart ! that through the years
Beat with such bitter, restless pain,
To-night forget the stormy strife,
And know, whatever comes is best
Lay down the tangled web of life;
•Tis time for rest !-'tis time for rest !
-Anon.
--------~~~---------

Served Him Right.

Old Birch, who taught the village school,
Wedded a maid of homespun habit.
He was as stubborn as a mule,
And she as playful as a rabbit.
Poor Kate had scarce become his wife
Before her husband sought to make her
·
The pink of country polished life,
And prim and formal as a Quaker.
One day the tutor went abroad,
And eimple Katy sadly missed him ;
When he returned, behind her lord
She slyly stole, and fondly kissed him.
The husband's anger roge, and red
And white his face alternate grew.
"Less freedom, ma'am!" Kate sighed and said,
"Oh, dear, I didn't know 'twas yon!"
-Oal<:lamz Echoes.

.A Chapter on .Mi1lerism.
It was in the year 1831 that William Miller,
a well-to-do farmer of Washington county,
New York, rose up from a prolonged study
of his Bible convinced that the prophet
Daniel had clearly foretold just when the end
of the world would be, and that to him had
been given the key which unlocked the
prophetical numbers revealing that some
time between March 21, 1843, and March 21,
1844, Jesus Christ would come in person to
judge the world. Twelve years was little
time enough for plucking brands from the
burning. William Miller was not an ordained
minister of the gospel.
Now, his neighbors in Low Hampton,
where lay his. well-cultivated and unmortgaged two hundred acres of land, had said
that if there was a man on earth who never
bottled moonshine or dug wells in the air,
William Miller was that man. He was a fair
type of the prosperous Green • Mountain
farmer. His proverbial honesty and hard
common sense made him a leading man in
the community. He had been captain of
brave men at the battle of Plattsburg. To
his recora as constable, sheriff, and justice of
the peace had been added the laurels of the
poet of Low Hampton. Then, he was a great
book-worm in the eyes of his neighbors. He
read the few books he owned and could borrow many times over. In his early middle
life-for he was past fifty when he ~eJ:t
forth to proclaim " the midnight cry "-he
had shocked the religious sense of his passivbrained townsfolk by reading Hume, Voltaire, and Paine, discussing and advocating
their arguments with an ability few cared to
oppose. But he finally returned repentant to
the Baptist fold and began a devout study of
the Bible. " I lost all taste for other reading," he wrote of this period, "and I applied
my heart to get wisdom from God." He laid
:aside all aid but his Bible and Concordance.
.He began with Genesis, and left no verse bemind that he did not think he clearly under:stood by comparison with collateral texts.
"I found that all the prophecies that had
been fulfilled had been fulfilled literally."
Then he became convinced that the popular
· doctrin of a temporal millennium before the
second coming was fallacious; also the doctrill of the return of the Jews to Palestine before the end of the world. The next event in
the history of the human race was to be its
final judgment. He focalized his study upon
the prophecies of the second coming. The
result was his formulating as one of the
articles of his belief: "I believe that the
second coming of Jesus Christ is near-even
at the door; that is, in or before 1843."
His theory of interpretation was founded
on established principles of Protestantism.
The Bible was to be interpreted literally; its
figurativ language explained by collateral
passages. Private judgment was to be unfet~

.

tered in the search for truth. The· then new
and alarming hetesy of tJniversalislll: was considered an illustration of what a spiritual interpretation might bring forth. Orthodoxy
bad been little disturbed in those days by
philological research, geological discovery,
and a philosophy of evolution. The infallibility of the writers, compilers, and translators of the sacred books was unquestioned by
those calling themselvs Christians. The six
days of creation meant six literal days. That
there was to be an end to the world was a
fundamental doctrin of the true faith.
He began preaching in the country churches
around Low Hampton-his theme the speedy
appearing; and so great was the revival
wherever he held meetings, he could not begin to answer the calls from Baptist, Methodist, Congregational, and the so-called
"Christian" (Campbellite) churches. It was
after he began prcclaiming his peculiar views
that he received a license to preach from the
Baptist church at Low Hampton. Wherever he went great multitudes pressed to hear
him, an!l leading churches were opened for
his lectures. This was in the beginning of his
public life. The tide turned when his converts began their bitter attacks upon the
churches, calling them "Babylon," and warning· the believers in the blessed hope against
remaining in their communion. There was a
fascination to many in his prophetical charts
and his mathematical solution of the mystical
problem of the 2,300 days of Daniel's vision
-in working out, like a lesson in arithmetic,
the exact year when the third woe would be
sounded, and the seventh trumpet, and just
when "the stone would smite th.e image on
the feet." How could there be a millennium
when the little horn was warring with the
saints? Had not the sun been darkei;J.ed on
that dark day of May19, 1780, and had they
not seen the last sign that was to precede the
coming of Christ in the meteoric shower of
November 15, 1833? When had there been
such distress among th13 nations-such roaring of the winds and waves?
The keystone of William Miller's gospel
was the prophecy of Daniel: "Write the vision and make it plain upon tables, . .
for the vision is yet for an appointed time,
but at the end it shall speak and not lie;
. it will surely come, it will not
tarry."
He taught that the scriptures revealed just
when the end would be. The prophecies
were an unerring diagram. Whoso readeth
let him understand. He never doubted in
his- simple soul that J-osephus and Rollin
were infallible as chronological authority.
The vital point in his argument, which fixed
the end of the world some time between
March 21, 1843, and March 21, 1844, was the
connection between the seventy weeks of,
Daniel aBd the 2,300 days. To one inclined
to enter into a fair controversy upon the sub-·
ject he would say:
" Open· your Bible. That is to be your
teacher alone. Now read the first three
verses of the twelfth chapter of Daniel:
"(1.) And at that time shall Michael stand qp,
the great prince which standeth for the children
of thy people ; imd there shall be a time of
trouble, such as never was since there was a nation even to that same time; and at that time thy
people shall be delivered, every one that shall be
found written in the book.
"<2.) And many of them that slept in the dust of
the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life,
and some to shame and everlasting contempt.
" (3.) And they that be wise shall shine as the
brightness of the firmament, and they that turn
many to righteousness as the stars for ever and
ever.n

"Now read the sixth verse," Father Miller
would say:
·
"And one said to the man clothed in linen,
which was upon the waters of the river, How
long shall it be to the end o~ these wonders?
" What wonders ? The resurrection, of
course. How long will it be to the resurrection? A time, times and a half. That's plain
enough. Who swore it would be after that?
Our Lord Jesus Christ. Now, if Christ himself, in answer to the question, How long
shall it be to the resurrection ? has sworn·
with an oath that it shall be for a time, times
and a half, is not that telling just when it will
be ? What is meant by a time, times and a
half? Read the sixth yerse of the twelfth
chapter of Revelation:
"And the woman fled into the wilderness, where
she hath a place prepared of God, that they should
feed her there a thousand two hundred and three
score days."
" Now read the fortieth verse:
"And to the woman was given two wings of a
great eagle that she might fly into the wilderness
into her place, where she is nourished for a time,
times, and half a time."
"Now, those two verses," Father Mille
would say, "refer to the same period o

time.· It is the same as the 1,260 days. 'l'he
same period is presented under different
forms m several 'places. .
. Time,
times, and a half is 1,260 days. Allow thirty
days to a .month, and twelve months to a
year, and we hav three and a half years, equal
to 1,260 days. Has not God revealed the
time in days that must pass before the resurrection? How do we know how to reckon
those days? Read Dan. vii, 25:
"And he shall speak great words against the
Most High, and shall wear out the saints of the
Most High, anq think to change times and -laws.
And they shall be given into his hands until a
time, times, and dividing of times."
Here Father Miller would make plain that
the time mentioned was the time of the continuance of. the saints in the power of the
"little horn." The little hom meant the
papacy. Time, tlmes, and dividing ·of times,
was a period of the same length wherever
spoken of in scripture. Could it mean 1,260
literal days, when · the persecution of the
saints had extended far longer than that? If
not 1,260 literal days, what then?
· Read Num. xiv, 34:
". . . Forty days each for a year."
Now Ezek.iv, 6:
" . . . I ·hav appointed thee each day for a

"="

.

Admitting that days meant years, 'it was
easy proving how the seventy weeks were
fulfilled in 490 years, as many years as there
were days in the seventy weeks ;
1,260 years from the time the. decree of Justinian went into effect, A.D. 538 to 1798, when
the papacy was subverted by Napoleon. The
time sworn to. by Christ himself meant the
1,260 years.
. The 2,300 days and the
four great kingdoms ·bring us ·down to the
end, A.D. 1843. All the great events in the
history of God's dealing With his people were·
preceded by special warning. Daniel knew
by books just when the captivity of his people
would end. So they were to know by books
just when the days of the little hom were
numbered, when the saints- should possess the
kingdom. '' If you can make a calculation
with the prophetical numbers," Father Miller would say, "a calculation based on a true
interpretation, that does not show you that
1843 is to see the end of the world, I should
like to see that calculation."
'Forty-three went by. We find him in '44
confident that there had been no mistake in
his reckoning, and that there was nothing to
be discovered that would account for the delay in Christ's coming. He cheered his
di~ciples by his patience with the tarrying
vision. They had not taken into account the
difference between Roman and Jewish time;
he told them 1843 Roman time was 1844
Jewish time. Ho should be happy, he wrote,
if he was as suJ,"e of heaven .as he was of the
truth of the prophecies of Daniel.
It was in the summer of 1844 he called attention to the focalization of the prophetic
numbers upon the tenth day of the seventh
month of that current Jewish year, which
corresponded with the year of Jubilee; The
tenth day of the seventh month was that of
the great day of the Atonement. Might they
not believe that the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and forty-four was the year of the
world's Jubilee-the great and final atonf3ment? The well-worn Bibles of his followers were studied with increased interest.
Dark passages found wondrous illumination
in the light of the new gospel. The few that
opposed the theory were silenced by an
avalanche of prophetical exposition, showing
that the" tenth day of the seventh month, year
of Jubilee-and probably at the lwur of evenwould see the Lord himself. coming in the
clouds of heaven." The exact time had not
been fixed upon without vexatious difficulty.
There was the matter of a difference between
the time the Rabbinical Jews kept the Passover .and that of the Caraito Jews, which
must be considered in deciding upon so
momentous a date. "If the Caraite Jews
always observed the Passover at the second
full moon after the vernal equinox, we might
always know where their year began. But
when the barley is ripe they observe with the
Rabbinical Jews at the first full moon. The
first full moon after the equinox varies from
the 20th of March to the 5th of April. When
it comes near the 20th of March the barley is
not ripe, and the Caraites observe the 2d.
But when it comes near the 1st of April the
barley is frequently ripe, and then the Caraites and Rabbinical.Sfews observe the Passover at the same ful'r moon. ThiB year, the
first full moon came on the 3d of April, and
whether the barley was then ripe and the
true Passover then kept, or whether it was
not observed till the following moon, we
b.::. v r:o certain means of knowing. As the

first full moon came so late this year, it is
probable the Caraites then observed the Pa.ssover, unless the harvest was niore .than·
usually late. if so, it follows that we sh.all
soon be in the seventh month. . . . 11
· Many were the struggling offshoots of the
fanaticism when that October went by, and
all things continued as they were. Stra~ge
leaders arose in the camp of the disappointed,
men and women claiming supernatural gifts
and authority in scriptural interpretation not
to be lightly set aside. But the majority of
the fifty thousand and more of believers in
William Miller's gospel did not forsake thej,I
leader nor giv up their faith in the speedy
appearing. At the call of Father Miller this
remnant, sifted of the weak and wavering,
assembled in conference at Albany, Ap'l'il.25,
1845, when a declaration of faith was agreed
upon anQ. ,the name "Ad:ventist "·adoptedthe birth of another organized sect !n Christendom, numbering to-day many thousan;as.
Father Miller never lost the love and .veneration of .his followers. '' There was n.o
mistake in the prophecies," he maintained;
chronology was at fault. He was gathered
to his fathers on December 20, 1849, age<l.
sixty-eight years. Upon his monument in
the graveyard at Low Hampton is. inscribed:
.But go thy way till the end be, for thou shalt
rest, and stand in thy lot at the end of ·the da;rs.
Who shall say that Father Miller contributed nothing to the better understanding of
scripture? He was the martyr of mistakeof false teaching. His doctrins in the abstract were based upon the principles of orthodox Protestantism-the right of. private
judgment in the.interpretation of scripture.-,- ·
Jane Marsh PiJn.ker in the Post.

Obituary.
DIED.-At Patch Grove,· Wis., ·July 22d,'
William Humphrey, in the sixty-sev'e'nth
year of his age.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH BEEKER, Bir:
It has become my sad duty to announce to
you that another of your constant read.ers has
"gone to that bourne from which no traveler·
returns." In other worns, my husband, William Humphrey, departed this life on the
morning of July 22d. Mr. Humphrey was a
constant reader of Tlllii TRuTH SEEKER until
his strength failed i· then he required some .
member of the family to read it to him to the
very last number. that was received previous
to his death. His fear was that you would
not sufficiently condemn the Anarchists in
their nefarious conduct. He greatly feared
· that the cause of liberty would suffer at their
hands if the friends of liberty and progress
. were not emphatic in 'their conde~nation ;of
·their hellish work and words. He attended
~he Liberal Congress wnen it was held in
Cincinnati, and ever since then he has feared
that the cause would be injured by the hotheads styled Socialists, more correctly Anarchists. Mr. Humphrey was a subscriber to
the Boston Investigator for more than twenty
years, when he said he had outgrown it, as
he had been so long settled in his mind in
reference to all Bibles and religions, and had
become a confirmed Spiritualist. I continued
the subscription to the Investigator five years
longer for the goqd it had done for us and
others, and when I subscribed for THE TRuTH
SEEKER, simply because I loved to see fair
play, he objected o.nd said he wished me to
take, instead, some Spiritual paper, as Spiritualism, he said, was a live subject, aiid he
didn't wish me to spend time and money in
contemplation of an old effete subject like
Christianity or its Bibles, as these subjects
were worn threadbare for both of us, which
I well knew was. true enough, but yet I continued to take TnE. TRUTH· BEEKER, and its
free platform, and Mr. Bennett's evident
truthfulness and patriotism, won him so that
until the day of his death he was .a constant
reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER. He rea.d i't all,
and he very much admired some of its contributors, and enjoyed the "Letters from
Friends."
·
No man, be he who he may, ever left this
life to whom these words were more applicable: ·
He so lived, that when the summons came
To join the innumerable caravan
That moves to the pale realms of shade,
He went not .hke the qnan·y slave at night,
scourged to his dungeon ;
But, sustained and soothed by an unfaltering
trust,
Approached his grave like one .who wraps the
drapery of his conch about him,
And lies down to pleasant dreams.
And truly the beautiful philos6p)ly of
Spiritualism divests Death of his grim terrors,
and life of its coldness and hollow vanities.
MARYT. B. HUMPHREY.
Patch GrO'IJe, Aug. 7, 286.
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EXPERIENCE

WITH POOL TRY.
BY GEO. M. DAVENPORT.

This work contains all that can be learned from
a two·dollar book. Bold at the low plica of 25
cents. Young girls are wanted in every country
town to sell it. Liberal discount to the trade.
Price, 25 cents per copy.

BY LEWIS C. JANES.

This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Paganism; investigates the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
separable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ1 and traces the natural development of
Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
Complete references and full index. 820pp. Svo,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office;

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. Br, Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Family Creeds. By William McDonnell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.''
cents; cloth,. SO cents.

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man:
A :Radical novel of marked ability. J!:gual to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

.A S.KETCH OF THE LIFE
Ol!'

APO.LLONIUS OF TYANA,

The Outcast. A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Mart:YJ:dom of Man.
30 cents.

OB THE

First ·Ten Decades of Our Era.
BY

Address GEO. M. ~AVENPORT,
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Designed to show upon the authority of History
that Apollonius of Tyana performed miracles and
llPOke wise sayings equal to those attributed to
Jesus Christ. 350pp.; octavo, beshtyle. Price $2.50.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER office.

Bible Fabrications Refuted

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

Price, paper, 60

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. " The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked deJ'l"re!!z. even
from se gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

MODERN HOUSES" No. 3.
(Just Published, Ju!·v 1, 1886) CONTAINS:

A colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
" of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn ap.d
colored, to supply all the neqcessary P1,cces. for
constructing a model house, w1th plam direct10ns
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the ~reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varymg from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(b:y Maria Parloa) and a pe1·fect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
8ENT 1 PoSTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.
Add1·ess .
THE CO-OPERATIVE BUILDING PLAN AS~O'N,
191 Broadway (Dox 2702), New YOl'k.

and
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The Errors of the Bible Exposed.

The Forgery of the Old Testament

TRAVELS IN FA•TH

BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Dedicated to the clergy

From Tradition to Reason

BY"

H. J. SEIGNEURET,

- BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
For Bale at this Oftice.
Cloth, S1.25.

Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.
Addrass THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BOOKS JWR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

Little Red Mittens. A Story of
ORIGIN OF TRE "BIBLIOAL MYTH Two
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
·
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 .cents
twenty-five copies for ~1; one hnnd1·ed cop1es for
$3. We wish that the fnends ofFreeth!>ught would
distribute thousands of these telling pwtures.

Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
·
83 Clinton Place, New York.

The Bi~l~ Analyze~.
BY

.J"ohn R. Helso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Oreation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Mira·cles nf the Bible.-The Errqrs of the Bible.-The
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Crownoctavo,833p_p. Splendidlyexecuted. Bent
by mail, post paid. Price, $3.00.
.

.REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

SACRED MYSTERIES
AMONG THE

Maras and the (lolcltes tt,iiOO
Year8 Ago.
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
illustrated
Price, $2.50.
For Bale at this office.

CAPT A INS OF INDUSTRY1
OB,
MEN IJF BUSINESS WHO DID SoMETHING BESIDBS
MAluNG MoNEY.

A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."

BY .J"AIIIES PARTON,

By B. W. Lacy.

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight .portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest'b
SOJohistry, unfairness, and his tor·
ical misstatement.
Prlc"• Cloth, U; Paper, ~o Cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Pric", •
Address

- $1.29.
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
33 Clinton Piaee, New York.

'I

Youth. Bx Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book eve1·issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large type, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illUlllinated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

!.poles of Gold.

.A Story-Book for

THF. MODERN BA.LAAM.

tbe Youn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Showing the Bala8J!1 of. moqern times to be ~he
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excelIt is a splendid p10tonal argument. Pnce
lent work for young master11 and misses, has priests..
uer
dozen30 cents; pqr hundred, $1.50
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced pqce of
CHRISTIANITY
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very A R E W A. R D F 0 R C R I I E.
much to the value of the volUllle .

The Youth's Liberal Guide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~ A.M. Price; $1.00. This
volUllle aims at the eaucation of youth in the
J>rinciples of Freethonght, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights ·from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
BEEKER.

TO:E TRUTH SEEIOJR A.NNUA.L
Price, i5

OIIDU,

~ubstan1iated

by the Bible.

BY

0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

P.rice, 16 Cents. 1 Per Dozen, $1.00
Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

The Apostle of Liberty. An a.ddfess

delivered in Paine HallJ before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, .January 291 1884. Price
10 cents.
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ld. On the subject of imumb,_ Science tells it nothing which points' to con·tinned .:life'· after death;
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apart'ftom.,organization
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a~ apa,z;t f~om matter. Life
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.matter, under certain conditions 1 just. as brightness
is an attribute of polished
steel, ; s)J.ari)ness of the
•poilitlld;iton. Blit SecUlar·isln:-bids us 'leave a future
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attempt was made,(
- on the 11th to b\ow upf
with dynamite the.switch r
tower on the Lak~ Shore;;
·
road at Chicago"
f''
THE Wendell Phillips t
.<1.J.'i

Club, of Boston, -gave a :
dinner last ' Saturday i
night to Frederick Doug-,
las, the colored ' states-:
man.
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BUlllstead Hall, Boston,
rose up again last Sun- j
day and reviewed the ·
/scandal in which he is
implicated._ A renewed
interest in religious· mat- 1
ters may now be looked \
· for in Boston.
_
'THE Rev. Nels Ryder, Methodist, of Chi-:

· A'Bi!N'a;'<>r'infuiit wisdom
h!is __ nh r!ih~ to create
person desti:D.ed to everlastin,ii i>a~:i.l:For the honest·
.Infi_del~ , a!Jcording to the·
.~Ahleficali' 'il'vangelical pul:-pit;/tfrei-~:-iS no heaven~ '
,ji'q~::J~~;uiJright Atheist,.
the'hi.'is nohliing in another
:WQr~d ".;:,bJ:it'; punishment.
' Judge -Black admits that
: luiiatics,' tipd idiots ·ar!l in
" no darig/ir;·_of hell ..' This
Ji being ~o\1'iu God shoUld
~ hav lir~ii.t'ed~ only lunatics
~- apd, i~oJis} ··Why should the
; fil,tli,l~tq:f-brains be given
I, to·anY:·h1lman being if such
!I ?.ift,:~'!lJ?:~ers .him liable to
•':! etema;l-.Iiell.? .Better .be. a
!l;IJJ#ii.ti.c ~ere aiid an angel_
ther!l! 'Better be an idiot in ·
f'j this:' world if you can be a
.·! seraph in the next.-Ingerk,.' sou.
::; A MOTHER should desire
')to giv her children a supet·;abundance of enthusiasm,
~ti:>_ the. _end .that, after they
";'1"": :7!
...
, ,:-,_
";',--:-:._-,
-hav lost all they are sure to
Tli:Esmall-boy;withcomplacentmien,
l!Jt~lle. br, ~ng witht-,thEl world; enough may
•At twlligb.teats·the·appl~ gre.en ;B,_l remam to promp ;eil.nd ~pport them thrqilgh
The doctor pour!i' at midmght dim
il'e.oa actions. A clo~hould_he..gf tht£e=Di!e: to
· J aniacia ginger into''lllm: -· -- '-: - _.,_ ·
'·e-.'Pitlrgloss in wear. Hii.fBiSGuesSIJs at Prutn;
He vows, 'while in the colic's power,
THEil!! iS rio'g~eat merit in taking'care of one's
No more green apples h~'ll:de'Vour:
qwn interests, whether it be in this world or the
Next day, ·recoverealfroiidiis pain-;'
next. The man who leads a truly religious life in
He hankers for the fruit again.
rder to go to heaven is n6t more to be admrred
"WHY- 8'ho.uld- N.ew' Yorkers get up ·a testimoniaJ thttri the man who leads a regular and industrious
life in'order to make a fortune; and the man who __
to Mr. Gladstone?" asks a correspondent. B~ endeavors to secure a cele!ftial inheritance by going
cause Mr. Gladstone has labored to establish to church and by reading chapters in the Bible,and
Home Rule in Ireland. Because Home Rule in by having family prayers, and by_ saying grace in
Ireland Will doubtless cause the Irish to desert our falsetto, with his eyes hl pocritically closed, is not
shores and return to their nativ heath. Because. above the level of those who fawn and 'flatter at
New York may stand a chance of -getting a little oriental courts in .order to obtain a monopoly or
Home RUlli for' thems_elvs in' the above desirable an appointment.-Wtnwooa Reaae.
event. That's why.-Lt.re.
TRUTH and error, as they are essentially opposit
A-YOUNG man was to- speak in response to the in their nature, so t;he causes to which they are intoast, "The Ladies." He got the lines of Pope on debted for their perpetuity and triumph are not
vice mixed with' these of Scott on woman, and de- less so. Whatever retards a spirit of inquiry is
livered himself as follows : "I rise to say that I favorable to error; whatever promotes it, to
hav no doubt but I voice th~- sentiment of every truth.-Robert Hall. ·
·
gentlemen here when I ~ay P1,the familiar lines:
A CoNGREGATIONAL minister, defending himself
"' 0 woman, in our hours· of ease, _
from the charge of insincerity, replied to a liberal
Uncertain,
coy,
hard to
please:
corre""'ondent:
"I do, without any concealment,
But
when too
oftand
familiar
mth
tley face,
u.We first en_dure, then pity, then embrace.'"
declare that I do not believe the whole Bible to be
true; that there are human additions and interpolations ; that, in fact, .Prof. Robertson Smith is
right in the view he has taken. Must I say all I
think to the weak and -stupid public-for such it is ?
I never say anything I don't believe.- I only act
on Christ's own principle, • I hav many things to
say unto you, but you cannot be_ar them now.'
Yes, God is afraid of upsetting weak minds, if
Christ echoed the divine view of .tMngs in that
-o-.
statement." We giv this extract .without by any
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New means approving all that it implies,-Inaex.
,.
York Obse?·ver•s ~landerous attacks
IF I were to pray for a taste which· should stand
upon the Author-Hero of the Amerme in stead under eve1-y variety of circumstances,
and be a source of happiness and cheerfulness to
ican Revolution. Containing
me
through life, and a shield against its ills, how~
both the slanders and
ever things might go amiss and the world frown·
their refutation.
upon me, it would be a. taste for reading. Giv a
this taste and the means of gratifying it and
BY ROBERT G. INGER50(.L. man
you can hardly fail- of making a happy man, un-oless, indeed, you put into his hands a most perniThe N')w Yo~k Observer (Presbyterian) having cious selection of books. You place him in contact
recently reissued its assaUlt upon the memory of with the best society in every period of historyPaine, this pamphlet should be circulated. every- with the wisest, the wittiest-with the tenderest,
the bl·avest, and the purest cha1·acters that hav
where in vindication.
adorned humanity.-Sir John Herschel,
60pp. Price 10 cents; 12 copies, $1.
THEBE is not to be found, in all history, any
miracle (1) attested by such a number of men
of such unquestioned • good s~nse, education,
A. ROMA.N CATHOLIC CA.NA.RD and learning as to secure us against all delusion
A Fabricated .Aooount of a Scene at the Death- in themselvs; ~of such undoubted integlityas
to place them beyond all suspicion of any design
bed of Tlwmaa Paine.
to deceive others; (ll)of such credit and reputation
incthe eyes of mankind as to hav a great deaJ to
BY W. H. BURR.
lose in case of their being 'detected. in any falseThis pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's hood ; (4) and, at the same time, attesting facts
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick performed in such a public manner and in so cele(upon which the ObsB?-ver relies to prove its princi- brated a part of the world ttB to render the detecpal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that tion unavoidable ; all which circumstances are
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
requisit- to giv us a full assurance in the testimony
of men.-Bume•s Essav on Miracles.
18pp.- Price 5 cents.; 25 for $1.00.
For these two pamphlets address
THE TRUTH SEEDfR A.NNUAli.
THE,TRUTH·SEEKER CO.,
Prioe, II& Ottn._
83 Olin ton Pl., New York.
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A HURRIOANE swept the
West India Island of St.,·
Vincent last Saturday,
.
,
nearly - oblit;er.•~ting a ~;
.number of VIUage:s and destroying seven·~
churches.
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cago, co_mmitted suicide by hanging, Sep- tern ber 8th.
EiGHT deaths believed to be the results of
CHINA and Japan buy our dried apples freely.
the recent earthquake took place in Charles- Thus does American industry help to swell the
population of the orient.
- ton on Saturday.
THE inan who goes' to a summer 'resort for
NEw YoRK had a little tornado, Sunday change and rest, often finds that the waiters get
night. A few houses were unroofed and sail- all the change and the- landlord the rest.
boats capsized.
_ THE bravest are not aJways the tenderest, as the
- As
sequel .to the Archbishop Purcell poet sings. There is the red game rooster, for in-_
swindle it now appears that ManniX, assignee stance: he will fight a bird of double his weight,
but he cuts up tough in a potpl.e,
of
Purcell estate, has embezzled $200,000.
STANDING before a clergyman who was _about to
FATHJiR PALMER, .a Roman Catholic priest marry him, a rustic was asked:_,, Wilt- thou hav.
from England, fell dead in the streets of this woman?" etc. The man started in surprise
Baltimore on the lOth inst. He was travel- and replied: "A:y, surely 1 Whoy, I kummed a
ing for his health.
puppus."
"HAv you heard that card-playing has almost
DuRING a severe thunder storm which ceased in Brooklyn?" asked the Snake Editor.
passed o·ver Richmond, Va., Sunday, a bolt "No,Ihavn•t,"repliedtheHorseEditor;"whatis
struck and shattered the spire of a J ewfsh- the reason?" "One of- the_ churches decided it
synagog, _piling up the debris in front of the wasn•t wicked."
edifice.
CoNTBlBUTOll : "Here is a manuscript I wish to
submit-." Editor (waving his hand) : "I•m sorry.
THE Louisville Presbytery is now trying We are all full just now," Contributor (blandly):
the Converse brothers, editors of the 01!1-istian "Very ·well. I will call again when some of you
Observer,· for charging the Rev. Messrs. are sober. "-Boston Courter.
Daniels and Boggs, of Memphis, with v.iolatSHE: "James, do you know you put three buting the ninth commandment; which prohibits tons on the plate in church to-day?" He : "Yes,
I knew what I was about." She: "James, perhaps
lying.
you don't know that I bought those buttons yesAT a meeting of the Provincial Synodof terday for my new dress, and paid fifty cents
the Church of England, in Canada, Sept. lOth, apiece for them." He:·" Alas 1 Whathav I done?"
it was decided that members of the synod
IT is said that the Rev. Sam Small owes certain
should do everything in their po·.ver to in- small sums of money, which he is in no haste to
pay, · When a man becomes so thoroughly imbued
fiuence the legislatures of the various prov- and saturated with religion as Sam is supposed to
inces to authorize the reading of the scriptur«:J be, he would rather owe money all his life thlm
in the public schools.
cheat anybody out of it,
IN the report at their convention held at
A sovEREIGN prince on his travels, when paBsing
h U · d B
through a Tillage, expressed to the nativ magisNiagara F a IIs l ast week , t e mte
rewers' trate his astonishment at seeing so many of the
Association charge tha~ " the more prominent children running about with bare feet, "Ach,
activ supporters of the Prohibition law are ·your highness," replied. the worthy offioiaJ, "that
pecuniarily interested in large whisky distil- is the way with the children hereabouts: they are
leries," their object being to destroy the aJl born 80·"
OLD gentleman (to boy): "Do you go to Sunday"beer industry." The brewers faile~ to giv school, little boy?" Little boy: "Nop." Old genthe names of those against whom this accusa. tleman: "You shouldn't say nop, Nor church?"
tion is brought.
Little boy: "-Nop." 'Old gentleman: "Bless me 1
Aren't your parents Christian people 1" Little
THE British cutter yacht Galatea,· which boy: "Yep. But you see one's a Catholic and the
came to this c01mtry to compete for the inter- other~s a Protestant. That lets me out."
national cup, will return to England without
-A MAIDEN of Boston,
_-it, ~ving been beaten literally out of sight
One morning while tossed on
by ~Boston sloop Mayflower. _Practically
The waves of the BUl'f at Long Branch,
Set up a wild squealing,
three races were sailed, and at no time durWith such piercing feeling,
ing either race was there a possibility of the
That every face near her did blanch 1
Galatea wimling. The result is thought to
She kicked and gyrated,
demonstrate the superiority of the centerIn a way animatied,
board yacht and Yankee seamanship over the
While her face wore expression of woe,
Till when rescued she stated,
cutter model alid the English method of sailIn voice with fear freighted,
ing race-boats.
That a lobster shook hands with her toe.
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TOTAL DEPRAVITY

J1lofts and Qklippings.
A WRITER from Paris says that in that city
every Catholic priest is a watched man, and
significantly adds, '' Hence there is a great
moral reformation going on."
TrrE Rev. Sam Jones says: "The reason
why the Baptists are so fond of cold water is
beca11se they know they are all going to a
place where there is not a drop to be had."
CHILDREN playing in the bed of Silver
Creek, in the midst of the city of Silverton,
Ore., found a piece of gold-bearing rock, rich
in the precious metal, and now there is a·gold
craze among the inhabitants of the Tittle city.
THE shah of Persia has joined the Prohibitionists and closed all the cafes ia the
kingdom. The women of Persia had grown
tired of spending their evenings alone and··
requested his oriental sublimity to interfere,
and the domestic equilibrium is again restored.
AT the October term of the City Court of
Brooklyn it is believed that the action for
divorce of Mrs. Staunton against her husband, the Rev. Benjamin Staunton, pastor of
the Fort Greene Presbyterian church, will be
brought to trial. The accused pastor has
. just had his answer delivered to his wife's
counsel. Mrs. Staunton charged her husband
with serious offenses. Staunton is charged
with undue fan1iliarity with Mrs. Mary Laidlaw, a member of his church choir. In his
answer, which covers twelve pages of legal
cap, these charges are denied. He claims to
hav only treated Mrs. Laidlaw as he "would
any ot.her member of his congregation." Un-

til it is ascertained how the rest of the congregation fared, the Rev. Mr. Staunton's defense will hav to be set down as somewhat
ambiguous.
A ST. PAUL clergyman is reported as saying that if Jesus Christ "ran a carpenter
shop here in this city fully one-half of our
church- members, who drive up to our
churches in their fine carriages, would not
speak to him. He could not get social
recognition unless he lived on Summit avenue
or belonged to a club."
11-IARY S. MARTIN, of Philadelphia, a member of the Society of Friends, saw William C.
Eisenhower beating his horse. She remonstrated, and he swore at her. She had him
arrested, and the justice looked over the
statutes until he found an old law against
swearing, and he then imposed the fine pro.
vided therefor. The fine was sixty-seven
and a half cents.
A CHINAMAN, who has been in the New
Westminister, Canada, jail, under sentence
of death, was very angry when told a few
days ago that he was reprieved for a month.
He said that after death his soul would inhabit the body of a bird, and he was anxious
for the transmigration to take place, that he
might peck out the eyes of those who had
testified against him.
TrrE disposition of the thrifty temperance
farmers of Iowa, as noted by the World's correspondent, to be willing to sell their corn to
local distllleries, provided the whisky is sold
outside the state, reminds one of the virtue
of the woman who "experienced religion" at
a revival. "Finding that my jewelry was
dragging me down to hell," she remarked,
"I took it off and gave it to my sister."

ILLUSTRATED.

H. G. RusH, of New Danville, Pa., has
published what he considers a startling astronomical theory, that upsets all of Kepler's
laws and the old doctrin that heavenly bodies
move in ellipses, parabolas, and hyperbolas.
He proposes to show that the form of all
orbits is circular, and that the central force
may occupy any position in the orbit from
center to circumference, the circumference
only being excluded.
TrrE Roman Catholic bishop of Kilkenny
declares that the penalty of excommunication
will be visited upon all Catholics marrying
Protestants, and upon the witnesses to such
marriages as well. Furthermore, notice of
the marriage will be read from the altar of
the church which the Catholic party attends
for three consecutiv Sundays, and thus " the
crime of the offending party be brought into
light before his or her fellow-parishioners."
TrrE Superior court at Taunton, Mass., has
just found John M. Driscoll, of Fall River,
guilty of keeping open shop on the Lord's
Day. Driscoll is a barber, and on a Sunday
in July the city marshal found him shaving a
customer in his shop. That constituted
keeping open shop. The judge in his charge
said it is a provision of the law that whoever
keeps open his shop, warehouse, or workhouse on the Lord's Day shall be punished.
So the jury brought in a verdict of guilty,
and the case will now be taken to the
Supreme court.
TnE Canadian and Michigan conference of
the African Methodist Episcopal church,
recently in session at Grand Rapids, rolled up
its sleeves one day and bounced the Rev.
George Solomon for alleged slothfulness ;
the Rev. A. Wilson for alleged indolence and

creating dissensions among his people; the
Rev. S. T. Whiting for alleged failure to settle his accounts with the conference and
sowing discord; Deacon Chandler for alleged
lying and doing the discord act. Had the
conference not grown tired it is thought that
there would now be no negro preachers in
the church.
AN Italian paper contains the following information with regard to the state of the
pope's health. " It is perfectly true," it says,
" that the other night the pope had an intestinal disturbance which alarmed the Vatican.
But it was not an unforeseen case. The pope
had suffered for more than two years from
intestinal inflammation, and the most eminent
physicians were consulted in vain. The other
evening the pope had gone to bed earlier than
usual, after having drunk some warm bever-·
age. He was rather fatigued and in pain.
The doctor had visited him during the afternoon. At about 12:30 o'clock at night the
cardinals in the antechamber, and the valet
who was watching, were aroused by a loud
ringing of the bell. They ran, and found the
pope suffering from excruciating pains. The
doctor was immediately sent for, and in a
moment the whole Vatican was aroused.
The severe pains lasted tlll 5 A.M., at which
time the pope fell asleep for a short-time, but
at 6 o'clock he determined to get up at all
costs. For the next two days he received no
one but his familiar friends and servants,
who were deeply impressed ·by the extreme
pallor of his countenance." At the next election the cardinals should see to it that they
run a healthy man into office-one who wlll
not be continually alarming the Vatican with
" intestinal disturbances."
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'l'he Church and Its Infiuence.
was first under the power ·of the
but in time it bent the government to
purposes, and finally subverted it. Chroi~ians
little think what they are doing when th9if.attempt
to defend the Christianity of the present day. Millionaire Christians and aristocratic churches are no
JJW1"9 in keeping with the tea,chings of Jesus than the
acts of the czar of Russia are in keeping with the
·JJ.gclaration of Independence.
:::Ifhe pagan party was the most intellectual. It
erted that human knowledge could only be oba ed by reason, study, and observation. The other
arty maintained that the written revelation of God
- ample to furnish man with all the knowledge it
e
necessary for him to obtain. The baleful effects
such teaching upon the destinies of the world can
· ver be computed.
'• A belief that the Bible is the word of God, and
impart all the knowledge requisit for man to
poss~1ss, has had a tendency to check human progress
h the Christian centuries.
is such belief which has caused the ministry to
overrated both mentally and morally.
It was the teaching of such doctrin which caused
' -1Jeautiful Hypatia, who taught mathematics and
to the wealthy and cultured classes of
.!}eX1tn<1ril!l., to be murdered by a Christian mob and
the flesh scraped from the bones and
e -rra~~Ip•en1;s burnt. For centuries the fate of this
was held .up as a warning to all who
to promulgate ideas of their own. The
at Alexandria was burnt and the chain
us with ancient science and literature
From this time on everyone must
"'"IIVH'Il'"'· cu by ecclesiastics .
...,,.,,hfilnf what I say I quote from a decree proTheodosius, in the fourth century:
therefore, that all the writings which
anyone · else hath written against the
in possession of whomsoever they
shall be committed to the fire." And
a reason for the decree : " For we
any of those things so much as to
_ ears which tend to provoke God to
offend the minds of the pious."
- how free the people were to think
how easy it was to cram the dogdown the throats of the people, I
decree of the same emperor
of the holy trinity. Those
doctrin of the trinity were not
damnation of divine justice,
~veit'E\j!jpnalty which our authority, guided
~ll:l;~~W..W'll!lfctt)Ul, may think proper to inflict."
ustinian ordered all the schools
~-!~~~~~~~closed. To affirm that death was
i~
the fall of man was made a state
.~
be seen how reason was ham~
of Christians in power. Before
ate the apple the strongest man could not
ha¥-.killed.-him--with a cleaver. A cannon ball fired
figamst nim. }VOuruliav got the worst of it. Dyna;lli.i.te'"#8q~','a1!Wtf!I~~
'off the other way. Strychnine
1
?88f&W~~ 1HW~~
li»Jinno.cuous as a drop of heaven's
9
m!\v:!{/s'lntt,s\1 rt11' · lt~'!im had not eaten the apple he
~ i~l 1'1 H!Jl , OO::JS9l
W
~ 1 y . .u~I, ~~~~~1 ,ll{fP~~us to:day hale and hearty,
~~4 J ";1s·r~~?'W¥.,r~f.PJ! 1 hav been as rosy a lass as
tiyer red Hie mus~o~
urns. They could not hav
-'II ff'IOI ~~1Qi Q.1:!JA[l 0
0
i_
oeen m1eu n ·tney a oeen chopped up into mincemeat or roasted in a furnace. . That fatal apple is all
.td:i!$ililim!Ueiedlbw.titilt-!Wptttents from being-amongst us
so!dllyswUI:mlitotJ::Wr.a~sts of age, decrepitude, or
,1V(3!!1Mlll, suH fJe1il!wr l§t ;Jj!)e' damned."
-es~i"ft~shnriM1Jq~~l~1 llt§dl been in "Sheol" before
AlmiMVgti\j Js~gflfi J'QJI!}ijrf,:" 9 What a volume of history
ihl!J~d- 9 'lil{WI~-tie"eW11!ib!W io write, and how many
.@lifte~ff'Y:fetW\:\Im9~<1ffuns he might hav settled!
fiifi~~''tlili 1 hBfil9en<silC!if 11fhivel crammed down the
t'l1¥&~f of-iltfl't:AJeSjJJ~qrugs backed by the severest
~a"!Jt~~§~ Boi.PMI:Hi~iWtfl~e
people into fools. and
ill~sBt!illfl''l':uxlHn&
W1li' om·its.
.niflisfu~.B·~~--~
!lla1 dnomy, in short, every
:nstln <>tfJ
I
J 21~ t!Olll
ura:ncn:
Iw ea/ke, was made to square
W~tl:ldah!ib 1fl8}'& 1 'J t8 '{~J nightmare of Christian
Witell:ltl '8/l. ' ~Sl~B~{t ~e ~¥irit of the times and
1
f?llgl {Vi'} <J\W·!Ii~. ~t1~~e~rre:>t<*Ifich the Christian remtitJflrWM%1ffi~I?~8fL~{? t~. I will quote from St.
~gl!l§tllilg -g\ildfill8;,tfflqg,e
ilfcVoe one of the most
litn'e'lffa.i'HetY 9&fJ_,~IlfHWJlf ~rt'tury : "I now beheld
~t}tt~e~~~h§~ffi~~~Jatf~~~.atP~~~----:the son in _whom
!lJ mr~'i'leJ t,11rse:ro~IW~.illrlW!1'o-. ~!fevmg as I did, my
~Bjl~
~~ ffB-"If lPRaf3tn~JJW~£~
~r_¢arther in his holy
1
0 9
fi' y/f~s~k?a
s1t?lvrP..Pl/iifetW<l8<!JU upon the waters!
~1w~1ea 11 . .· f~ ·:rM'!lfRt~i~.r;:··It and Holy Ghost,
gfue9~~9.5 sO
. J9J;!ffiRi '\f5J. en &~B depths of t?y
]'~~q!l~'n tr aw. , 1:iMttMl9. ei
~m. The enemies
JJVrT.F u i '-ill ~~j}; 9 ftmtf-llt.1iYitih,Q-P,rtJla~ thou wouldst

to do in. molding the character of the_1clifi.rch::than
this Christian fungus.
~
Better for the worldif such bigots and ~ants had
never lived. Such are the characters of the·promulgators of the Christian religion. .Even to-day we are
not free from their influence. In magazines, histories,
and encyclopedias, theological matters are refeiTed to
and written up by theologians, and are to be 1aken
with a grain of allowance. They never wri'.P anything contrary to the faith which they preaJI'. A
belief in the Bible as the divine word of Gcd has
been productiv of untold evils to the human race. A
divine revelation admits of no change-no imJ?rovement. _All new discoveries are a blasphemous prying
into things which God would hav revealed to us if it
had been for our good.
God is a great giant with all the ignorance and
brutality which characte;rized man when he was
fashioned. He made a fiat earth because his creators
believed the earth to be fiat. He made it in six days
out of nothing, with all the trees and plants and
animals pertaining thereto. The planets, stars, and
sun were simply appendages to his fiat earth, because
man had not risen above such crude notions. Above
the fiat earth was heaven, below was a fiery hell
where those who do not believe such holy nonsense
can be eternally roasted. Man was made out of dust,
and then God chloroformed him and took out a rib
and made a woman, and that is the reason she is such
a soother. And then a snake treated them to an
apple and they were conderimed to labor and to
death. One absurdity after another. If God inspired somebody to write these foolish lies, then the
author of Baron Munchausen ought to be deified.
Such balderdash is a disgrace to human intelligence,
much more to ·a God. Such was the profound learning of the men who wr_ote the Bible and fashioned
its God. And to establish a belief ill this divine
wickumtweedle and oppose every improvement and
fight every reform has been the work of the church.
In proof of what I say I will call another witness
to the stand-one of the fathers of the chuxch of the

fourth century-Lactantiu!'. He was so learm d as
to receive the appellation of the Christian Cicero.
He is going to tell what he knows about the rotundity of the earth. Listen: "Is it possible that men can
be so' absurd as to believe that the grass and the
trees on the other side of the earth hang downward,
and that men hav their feet higher than theix heads 7
How could men on the other side of the globe see the
Lord ascending in the air 7"
This was very pious, if not very scientific. If this
sets forth the learning of one who was noted for
his erudition, what must hav been the condition of
the masses7 He knew nothing about the rotundity
of this earth, or syst.ems and universes, and cared
less. Like other Christians of his day, it was enough
for him to know "Christ and him crucified."
Every rational thought was held as blasphemous.
At the command of such pious cranks ancient philosophy and art and literature were suppressed, and for
nearly two thousand years th~se holy imbecils hav
fought every new discovery, and hav thrown· t]leir
solid force against every improvement~ Dr.apel'says: " Since the party that had become dominant in
the empire could not furnish works capable of competing with the great pagan authors, there· arose a
political necessity for the discouragement and the·
persecution of profane learning. The profession of
philosophy had become dangerous, and it was made
a state crime. In its stead there arose a passion for
the marvelous-a spirit of superstition. Egypt exchanged her great men, who had made her museum
immortal, for bands of solitary monks and sequestered virgins, with which she was overrun." And
farther, that " Christianity had modified paganism,
and paganism had modified Christianity," and that
"no insignificant portion of the vast revenues fourid
their way into the church. Men who, under the
mask of zeal for the predominant faith, sought only
the enjoyment of its emoluments."
Christian zeal and the love of filthy lucre form a
strange compound, but the one is sure to be accompanied by the other. Sam Jones and Talmage keep
whacking away at the world's greed, but always
keep an eye on their salaries.
The church has always opposed scientific investigation. The size of the earth was quite accnrately
ascertained three hundred years before the Christian
era. Why was not the fact generally promulgated
among Christians7 If any new theory was brought
out, especially in regard to astronomy, it was referred
to the church fathers, without any regard to facts,
and there investigation ceased. Draper declares that
"so great was the preference of sacred over profane
learning that Christianity did not produce a single
astronomer for fifteen hundred years."
Is it surprising that Bruno was burnt, that Galileo was persecuted, that the most important scientific records and books were destroyed by the
church 7 What was science compared with the interests of the church~ What was human life worth
ntfJ:lpffi %JY!~i~UYohWQrjjl~gr§..JY!OJid.
L!Ji"~ MlfllMf9,,!ffithk)fietlOOJtihJifiQ]q#jl seem to convey when a thinker struck at the infallibility of the
the rmpression "'~-rflilli>lllhi~nstickleback was church and the holy fathers 7 Many of the murders
filled with the holy ghost. Very few men had more and tortures of the Inquisition were inflicted to sup-

~

press thought, or to get thinkers out of the way
entirely.
.
Long and hard did the church struggle. to retam
its flat earth. The thought of a revolvmg world
threw the church into a fit of hysterics. Heaven
was up hell was down· where would heaven and
hell· be if the earth revolved upon an axis·~ .0 ne
starting off in the right direction for heaven might
land in hell. When Gabriel blows his trump, how
can those hear who are on the opposit side of the
earth~ How can those on the opposit side of the
earth "see the Lord in the air~" :We hav always
pointed." up" to heaven; if the earth revol':es. on an
aXis how shall we know·whether we are pomtmg to
hea;en or hell~ If the earth revolves, how did
Joshua stop the sun and moon in their com-ses ~ For
hundreds of years the church opposed such argu- ·
ments as these against astronomical science.
The solar theory was quite well understood centuries before the dawn of the Christian era; the
sun in the center, the planets-Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Satu~n-revolving a~ound
him, and each supposed to rotate around an ans. .
Under this theory, the difficulty of the inconc~Iv
able velocity of the sun and fixed stars in revolvmg
around the earth every twenty-four hours at once
vanished. Astronomers, perceiving that the annu~l
motion of the earth did not appear to affect the posltions of the fixed stars, drew very rational conclusions in regard to their great distances from the
earth. These matters were understood by a few, and
discussed in a secret way, but the theory was met by
the church and choked down by objections as narrated.
The fathers had dabbled in holy water until they
were incapable of rising to a comprehension of a syatern of worlds.
Some of these same objections
against the solar theory were urged by .the Inquisition when Galileo was summoned before that august
body.
It is not hard to understand why science went
li ·
d . h d S
·
I ·
mpmg an 81Ips 0 · cience IS ever exp ormg new
·fields, ever making Iiew discoveries, ever advancing.
But how does this comport with the idea, which the
church had fairly soaked into the heads of its dupes,
that God had revealed to them all that it was good
for them to know. The more the people could be
kept in ignorance, the greater the power which ecclesiastics could Wield, and the greater the amount of
money which would flow into their coffers. Whichever way science turned its piercing eye, its vision
was bounded by the power of the church, whose cardinal doctrin was that a perfect God had put into
the hands of infallible lll,en a universal guide-book,
which contained the ultimatum of all that man should
know-that it was far better' to hav ignorance and
chains and rags here than eternal hell-fire hereafter.
The doctrin of infallibility, either of books or men,
WI"II one d ay b e push ed 1to·: the wall •
Even now it is ·doubtful if the church has the
power to drive science from the field. And the attempt to harmonize this heavenly guide-book with
science is as silly as to attempt to make a lioness
suckle a young Iamb.
· The project of Columbus met with deadly opposition from the church.·· Its· heretical tendencies were
pointed out and condemned by the Council of Salanianca.
The writings of the holy fathers were
quoted against it. The gospels, the psalms, and the
prophecies were brought in requisition to show what
an unholy undertaking it was.
If the church had not been thwarted in its designs
we should be living on a fiat earth to-day, and, for
aught we know, the wild Indians would hav remained
the sole occupants of this glorious latid of America.
On the seventh day of September, 1522, the San
Vittoria anchored nea1· Seville, after a voyage of more
'than three yea1·s, having circumnavigated the globe.
This was the beginning of the end. A thousand
times had the church pronounced upon a fiat ea1'th;
as many times had it asserted its infallibility; but
now the spinal cord of the arrogant old hag was paralyzed. No longer could she stand erect; henceforth
she was doomed to crawl; the dogma of infallibility
had turned to ashes.
The lie which she had so often told in the face of
the world had been hurled back into her teeth. All
the scripture which she had quoted to prove a fiat
ea1·th showed that God had made a mistake. Even
the story of old Joshua, the great planetary thimblerigger, had ended in smoke.
Priests might rave, popes might howl, but the fiat
ea1'th was gone. God's word had been impeached.
Science had plugged up one hole in the ecclesiastical
skimmer. There was no way to cover up the big lie
which the church had been telling in the face of all
the world, for a vessel had actually started west, under the command of one Magellan, and continued to
sail in a westerly course, and had aiTived home from
the east. The most strenuous efforts of the church
can no longer make the key of science fit the old
ecclesiastical lock. St. Peter is sick; shut the door;
close the blinds; the church is going to change its
shirt.
.
It would seem that writers hav not given due
weight to the importance of this event. Tha.t single
'
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voyage did more to break the spinal column of the
church than any other one event. A mistake of an
infallible God, or Bible, or church, strikes a fatal
blow at the pretense. The church could no longer
face the world and say that she had made no mistake. She never recovered from the shock of that
fatal voyage. From the day that the San Vittoria
dropped her anchor on her return from that memo-·
rable voyage the power and prestige of the church
began to wane.
Before the voyage of Magellan the Bible was
quoted to prove a flat earth. Now the attempt is
made to harmonize the scriptures with ·a globular
earth.
.
Ha~ the. Bible changed, _or are a flat and round
earth Identical? Some Chnstian Moses ought to be
able to lead us out of the wilderness of this· dilemma.
s? in the beginning of the temperance agitation the
Bible and the bottle were boon companions-the one
. ~avor of the other, and many times
was qu? t ed m
the ~Imster earned both. Now the Bible is all on
the Side of temperance.
So ~n the early days of the antislavery movement
~he Bible was all on the side of slavery. Now there
I~ nothing in it to uphold the institution. So in the
time. of the last war "the God of battles" was
partwular~y on ".our s~de," and to hear ministers
quote scnpture m then· war sermons one would
think that they had received a special telegram from
"headquarters" to let them know on which side of
Mason and Dixon's line the Christian God roosted.
Down in " Dixie " he was on the other side.
" He dodges in and dodges out,
And leaves the people still in doubt;
You cannot tell, to see his track,
If going south or coming back."
In 1507 a Prussian, one Copernicus, wrote a book
on the "Revolutions of the Heavenly Bodies."
Knowing how fiercely the chiD"ch had set its face
against scientific enlightenment, and dreading its
ferocious punishments, he postponed the publication
of his book for thirty-six years. It was written in
the most conciliating style and courteous manner.
Nothing was stated positivly. He even apologized
to the chiD"ch by stating that he had only written
his book to see if by placing the sun in the center,
and supposing the planets to revolve around him, a
better solution of the revolution of celestial orbs
could be found.
The fate of the book was what might hav been expected. It was prohibited by decree of the church,
and denounced as that " false Pythagorean doctrin,
contrary to scripture, and calculated to turn the
attention away irom God. It was better for men
to keep their eyes on a book written by God, and
secure heaven, than to turn their attention to books
written by men and fall into hell."
The Christian of to-day will tell you that if he had
lived in the time of Copernicus he would hav had no
hand in his persecution. But the fact that the smoke
of the battle between the chiD"ch and the science of
geology has not yet cleared away shows that the
conflict is not yet ended~ Every chiD"ch-member
will fight for his church. Whenever the ramshackled
leaders giv the signal, all will act as butters, down to
the smallest lambs in the flock.
The mobs which murdered Lovejoy and sought
the life of Garrison and others who struck for human
rights were Chi·istian mobs. The spirit which imprisoned Bennett and Kneeland, and many others,
was born of the church. Comstock, the human
tiger, is sustained in his nefarious work by the power
of the church. Nothing short of the cruel system of
Christian training could transform a human being
into such a monster. The boy's description of his
clog will apply equally well to Comstock and a great
many other Christian persecutors-" one-half bull
terrier and the other half common dog."
The howl of Talmage against what he was pleased
to call the Infidelity of Theodore Parker has not
yet died away; nor is the carnivorous disposition
which he manifested toward Colonel Ingersoll yet
forgotten.
Persecution and proscription will never cease as
long as men are taught to regard · the barbarous
teachings of the Bible as holy.
JOHN PEcK.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Among the Mountains of Montana.
This land is all that my imagination had painted.
All my life hav I desired to see the Rocky Mountains, and now I look out on their snow-capped summits on this 6th day of September, as I sit writing
this. For nearly a week I hav been living on beautiful and sublime scenery, with three square meals on
the Northern Pacific dining-car thrown in.
,J:o do full ju~tice to the Ion~ journey I hav just
had would require a book. I think I hear some of
yom· readers say, " Don't." Well, I won't.
Hitherto I hav had to be content with descriptions
of this wonderland-there, there, I'll not tantalize
you, but I almost seem to be bubbling, like the hundreds of mountain streams which I hav seen.
The air is full of Liberalism-this pure mountain
air. Cattle on a thousand hills, and the Lord does

-

not own one of them. As our train sped by I saw
flocks of sheep which made me wish for a peaceful
pastoral life.
I was greeted by a good audience, notwithstanding
the inclemency of the night. Judging by my last
night's reception, I will hav a successful season in
Butte, a city which I am told numbers twenty thousand. I then will be in Bozeman for a month. Our
poetic friend, Putnam, has done good service in this
region. The Secular Union can do no better than to
reelect him secretary. He is a live worker. That is
just what Liberalism needs. I am rejoiced to see the
fraternal spirit that exists among our lecturers.
Such is the "gospel" of Liberalism; its tendency is
toward universal good-will as well as universal mental liberty.
Yesterday forenoon I went to hear the Catholic
priest ·preach. He gave a very able disCOID"Se against
Atheism Infidelity Protestantism and heathenism. .
' for our 'Protestant friends,
'
I felt sorry
on account of
their being found in such company. The Catholic
preacher told us that Protestants are not Christians,
but really Infidels. There is only one true chiD"ch,
and that is the Catholic. The gentleman is an eloquent speaker, and at some of his hits on the Protestant ministers the people laughed loudly. Yes,
Catholicism is logical Christianity.
From time to time I will drop you a few lines to
let you know of the progress here.
Butte, Montana.
W. F. JAMIESON.
---·--~.-----

may hav had his adviser; so, too, Diego Deza; so
also Cardinal J eminez Cisneros; so Adrian Florencia1 all of whom, in their obedience to the holy
father, so liberally furnished victims for the glory
and honor of the chiD"ch of St. Peter. Why, then,
deny to Powderly the same privilege? Like the
worthies above named his first duty he felt was to
the pope. If not advancing the glory and honor of
the church, the organization above all others owning
his allegiance, his elevation to the leadership of the
Knights of Labor was as nothing. He sought the
bishop, whom, above all others as authority, he was
bound to be guided by as an aspirant for chiD"ch
honors, hopeful of having the organization he led
acknowledged as an appanage of popedom and be
bestowed upon him as the youngest son of the royal
ecclesiastical family of Christendom. 'Rah for Powd!
The public is informed that the great secular
acolyte
l issue his first "message" to the order at
the coming convention. Pronunciamento, perhaps,
ought to hav been the preferred word; or, better
still, encyclical letter.
To come down to the brass, I am inclined to think
that the disclosure made by Stevens will prove to be
anything but a boom for the grand master; that instead of. a 1·eelection to the dignity he has thus far,
without doubt, so well maintained, he will find himself relegated to the ranks, giving him occasion to
take the cue of the archbishop of Shakespere (or
Bacon) and exclaim:
0 Knights of Labor! had I served the cause
With half the zeal I sought to serve the pope,
Knights of Labor.
You would not thus hav left me naked
So it appears Powderly has had the ambition to
To mine enemies.
answer a double piD"pose in the gre&t enterprise he
"A man's first duty is to the r.hurch" is the fallacy
still so activly leads-giving occasion for the quota- par excellence of the priesthood, and doubtless was
tion ranking him with Cresar:
the string harped upon by Powderly's pal, the
Why, man, he doth bestride this narrow world
bishop; and in proportion to the degree of the inLike a huge colossusfluence exercised on the Knights of Labor would be
that i~ the world of the great agitation of the work- the swag falling as share. to the altar, strengthening
shop. He not only seeks to mobilize labor, giving the theocratic element in the government of the
its thousands compact organisms, and with watch- nation, an element idle, ravenous, cruel.
Aitother fallacy well sustained by the common mind
words, countersigns, and disciplin render them an
e:ffectiv,. nimble power, ready to· advance or retire finds expression in the words, "A man's first duty is
where and whenever in his wisdom he may see fit, to his family." In a proper state of society there
but, greater still, doing so all for the glory of God would be no nt:Jed of extra personal endeavor to meet
and the holy Catholic church; thus enabling him to wants, a practical realization of the central motto of
call to his aid all the saints in the calendar, from the the Knights of Labor making all workers equal
first in the eacred register to the laRt name on the claimants on life's necessaries. "An injury to one is
holy roster of the .canonized; and, as auxiliaries to the concern of all" makes common claims to man,
them, all of 1he hosts of heavenly cherubim and ser- woman, and child alike. In om· present heteroaphim, as led by archangel Michael, when, panoplied geneous methods of life, claims ·are restricted, only
the grabber having the ticket that insures a seat at
in shining arms, he moved them
the table of plenty-the cunning grabber or the
In square, in crescent, and in phalanx firm,
muscular one-aU others must deferentially stand
victoriously against the embattled legions of
back waiting for the crumbs. To giv a man a hundred millions for recognized services while another is
Auld Hornie, Satan, Nick, or Clootie,
apportioned merely a stinted living, shows the unand sent them, beaten, clown, down to sheol,
finished condition of om" system. While the idiotic
Whaur damned deevils roar and yell,
theory is maintained that brain work, as it is called,
Cl1ained to a stake.
should giv the individual an unlimited supply, just so
Great is Powderly of the Knights of Labor, and long will so much of what is needed by the ungifted
Pope Pius is his prophet! .But, great though he is, many be withheld to glut the minority. There is no
in undertaking so much he will fail. That is, he will feature of civilization that calls for the wisdom that
fail as an individual, while the cause he now leads comes of discussion more ·than does this. While the
will go on, adding to its vitality and directing power diocy holds sway, suffering, mise1·y, injustice, will
until labor, worthily marshaled, shall hav an acknowl- boom; the ash-barrel will be ransacked for food; the
edged status in the commonwealth, perhaps be the tenement the basement, the poorhouse, and the jail
principal factor in the management of the govern- resorted 'to for shelter; while rags will clothe the
ment. To that end, at least, my humble endeavors body, and ignorance and beastly superstition will
rule the mind.
will point.
It may be said, Powderly might at least be spared
A man's first duty is to the community. That is
the ridicule of the railer, the mortification of his com- the true sentiment. Charity is a snare; the altar a
ing defeat being enough and to spare in the premises. foolishness; heaven a fraud in view of the claims of
That certainly ought to hav weight in discussing an life. What need is there of charity in a land teeming
ordinary failure, but, under the circumstances, repro- with plenty? Whygenuflect and maunder before an
bation cannot be too strongly expressed, especially so altar when science stands ready to open up the secrets
when using the columns of a paper the aim of which of her stores? Why dream of the unknowable when
is the overtill·ow of the power of the church the the knowable can be so delightfully realized?
offender seeks to advance. It must be remembered,
Why this longing, why forever sighing
too, that in seeking to drag the master from his pedFor the far off, the unattained and dim,
estal I would pull down an idol which I had placed
While around thee tl1e beautiful is lying,
in the pantheon of my best aspirations. So great
Offering up its low perpetual hymn?
I would close here but for a question suggested by
was my admiration for the man that I thought of
sending for a lithograph likeness of him. I had the the words the "ungifted many." Is not brain work,
fullest confidenc_e in his c_apacity. as a leader. He· as understood, the result of the school-house more
was to me the nght man m the. nght pl_ace; ~ man than it is due to individual aptitude'? If so, then
who, above all others! I could r?mt to With pnd~ as education empties out that very empty argument in
the man of the hour m the positiOfl: he now occupies, favor of high salaries. So much are we the victims
general master workman of the Kmghts of Labor: . of old-time fallacies that we deferentially uncap to
~nd h~re I am_ made t~ pause appalled at the hmt, authority, shouting when the Cresar of the ballotwhich, like a shmy reptile of the stagnant marsh, box passes and falling back at the movement of the
slides into mental view suggest~d by ~welling on t~e baton wielded by the mound of brawn buttoned and
treason theme I hav be~n discussmg. What if starred for easy recogni'tion, yclept a cop. How
Henry George or John Swm~on, the noblest Romans much we need Saint George-! mean Henry-to slay
of them a:ll, s~ould-away with the foul thou~~t !
that dragon of. the city, at least to keep it in its
I ca_n Im~gm a ll?'an of t.ranscendent qualities un- proper place. Giv us Henry George as mayor of the
boso_mmg himself I? humble de~ere~ce to another, city. Here endeth the present lesson. And now
seeking to shar~ his symp_athy m his efforts to for- may the grace of God and the fellowship of the holy
ward an enterpnse entered mto for the general good. spirit be with you and abide with you till election
Merit and humility are not, as are vice and virtue, an- da
Amen
J. M.
~itheses. To sub~it to a friend the innermost workRoy jy_ y:
mgs of an organized movement, the members of
' ..,....---~-~----which had honored him by his selection as thei1·
SEND to THE TRuTH SEKKER office for a catalog of
chief, might be justifiable, even when under a vow of
secrecy. Torquemada, of the Spanish Inquisition, the books we hav for sale. The catalog is free.
w i•l .
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Rfltt Jlmerican ~ecular IJnion.

ground of orthodoxy with its showers 'of grace. So 1 morning and evening to good houses. I was intrawe had a good Freethought circle, and, Mr. Green , duced by my old friend, R. L. Tilton, who is one of
being with us, the tide of time was brilliant, not the lE~ading citizens of Ottumwa. We all know the
only with the descending sun, but with the glow of Tilton family and what bright Freethought blood
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
reason and progress, and thus with a hearty supper !lnd brain they hav. Tilton and I used to go to ·
Viee-Preeidenta:
the "inner man" was amply prepared to meet the s cool together ta Pembroke, N. H. Ah! the wonCHARLES WATTS,
HoRACE SEAVER,
JoHN E. REMSBURG,
WILLIAM ALGIE,
onset
of the "evangelicals," who had just pitched derful days when I first went to tbat acanemy 1 I
RoBERT C. ADAMS,
·THADDEus B. WAKEMAN,
MATTIE P. KREKEL,
TITUS L. BnowN,
their tent in Cromwell, and were preaching and pray. was a dreamy youth then, and. all the world wat~
JAMES PARTON,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
ing and singing to keep away the " devil," as they music. The glorious autumn hours went by on
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Sec.,
CoURTLANDT PALMER,_rreas.,
termed the Freethought lecturer. However, the hall wings of fire. It was a rare delight to sit with my
33 Clinton Place, New York.
850 Broadway, ~ew York.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS,
E. M. MACDONALD,
was full, although the black clouds began to sweep old friend, and, after ten thousand hardships, talk
Chair. Ex. Com.
Chair. Fin. Com.
the sky and it looked like rain, and ·this threatening over those school boy days and recall the paradise of
aspect prevented many coming from a distance. By! youth, as living to-day as ever in the magic halls of
,
The Campaign Fund.
morning the clouds had full sway and rolled heavily 1 memory. I like Ottumwa. Our friends work on in
Previously acknowledged ................................ . $3,350.78 over, and the rain came down as if it meant to make spite of many discouragements. Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
E. Carpenter .................................................. .
1.25 up for its long absence. By night, Wednesday, Sept. McCarroll are our courageous leaders here. They
J. G. Rodman ................................................ .
5.00
David Ferguson ............................................. .
4.50 8th, the roads were quite muddy and the heavens never giv up, whatever may be the fortune of war.
John Ri~gins ................................................. .
1.00 still dark. The lights gleamed fitfully in the flutter- \ The standard is never lowered, and from year to
W. F. A ams ................................................. .
5.00 ing tent of the "evangelicals," and Christians were year -it advances and hights of progress are gained.
few and far between, while our hall was more than And generous co-laborers with these are Mrs.
Total............................................. $3,367.53
half full, in spite of the gloomy weather. Mrs. Phillips, Mr. Bolton, Mr. Wagg, Mr. Winn, Mrs.
Almeda Green, the mother of F. I. Green, from whom Peters and Mr. Clay Peters, Mrs. Millersack, Mrs.
Call for the Tenth Annual Congress.
he got so much fire of Liberalism, and her sister, Rosenkrans. and others; and with such supporters of
7'<i the Auxiliary Secular Unions and to all Citi- Mrs. Theresa Trueman, and her daughter, a bright the cause it cannot fail.
zens of the United States and Oanadas who young Liberal-all these came twelverniles to attend
I was pleased to meet Mrs. Cramer, daughter of
support the Nine .Demands of Liberll,lism :
the lecture. This shows what a woman can do when Mrs. Rice, of "Lone Ranch," Longmont, Col.,
fou are invited to attend the Tenth Annual Con- she makes up her mind, and such are the women that where I spent some happy hours, and thus Iowa and
gress of the American Secular Union, to be held in giv glory and inspiration to the work of Freethought Colorado were linked in pleasant association; .
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kilby, Miss Phcebe McCarNew York city, at Chickering Hall, Fifth avenue and and make victory certain. Although my audience was
18bh street, on November 11th, 12th, and 13th, and not large, I enjoyed speaking to so earnest a number roll, Miss Edna Douglass, Mrs. Emma Kilby, furalso on Sunday evening, the 14th, a lecture by Col. of Liber~,~ols, and I feel that Cromwell givs a good nished delightful singing for the meetings, and I
sign for our cause. Dr. Bailey, Mr. Johnson, Mr. must thank them for giving me such glorious inRobert G. Ingersoll, which concludes the Congress.
Pursuant to a vote of the last Congress, notice is Cressell, James Beck, Mr. Wright, and others are spirations to say the best I could.
Miss Katie Kemm recited "Why Don't He Lend a
hereby given that the following amendments to the generous supporters of Freethought, and it will
constitution of the Union will be acted upon: 1. To always be a delight to me to come to this cam11ing- H.>tnd ?" and what greater pleasure can there be than
reduce the fee for life-membership from $25 to $10. ground. Rain or shine, I know our banners will fly. ' to hav the music of one's own heart thus felicitously
On from Cromwell via freight trains, etc., I come expressed in the skillful interpretation of another's
2. Or, on payment of $10 by applicant for membership, to authorize the secretary to issue ten-year to Leon; and here I find that dauntless pioneer, mind and voice?
It was my pleasure to announce that Professor
membership certificates, with all the privileges of John L. Long, who keeps up a lively campaign in
life-membership during that time. 3. Whenever a Decatur county, although his forces are not very nu- Peck and Mrs. Lake would lecture at Ottumwa the
man or woman has taken out annual membership merous-but they are constantly increasing. · He next two Sundays. I rejoice that these untiring recertificates for three or five consecutiv years, such took me out to Pine Grove Farm, his home, which is formers are still at work, and "ring out the old, ring
person thereafter on payment of annual-membership a kind of Freethought paradise, with his wife and in the new," with meny music and mystic readings
three children to grace it, who are bright as sun- of the inmost heart of man and woman. They hav my
fee to possess the privilege of life-membership.
beams.
The little baby was born since I was here warmest wishes for success in their arduous labors.
The Congress will also be called l!l.pon to consider
As I jumped off the train at Cedar Rapids, where
measures for carrying on the work of Freethought, last spring, and it was a delight to take the wonderand securing the adoption of such laws by the various ful child in my arms and try to read the message of I was obliged to stay_ all night on my way to West
state governments and by the national government, its beautiful eyes. Babies know so much-if they Union, I was heartily greeted by Warren Goddard, a
as shall make the United States thoroughly Secular, only would or could tell all they see! I do like ba- TRUTH SEEKER subscriber, who was on the lookout to
and the repeal of all laws now on the statute-books hies, no matter how much they cry. They hav a waylay me as I crossed his track, and he made my
which conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism. right to cry. Are they not born Infidels and rebels? sojourn at a strange· place quite pleasant. He was
Local auxiliary Unions are entitled by the Union I rejoice in their spunk, and that they make things formerly of North Platte, where I was in the Unitconstitution to five representativs in the Congress- lively until suited and justice is done to their " de- arian pioneer service, and his wife used to attend
the president and secretary and three delegates. All mands." I wish we older Liberals could keep up as my meetings there. So we could talk over old times.
charter-members and life-members, all vice-presidents, splendid a campaign as these tiny revolutionisps who I also met Mr. Bedner, another subscriber, and I
all chairmen of state executiv committees, are entitled are soon masters of the situation. I believe in the hope that friends will some time arrange for a lecture
to seats and votes in the Congress. Annual mem- baby, and in the music of its lungs. If it were not at this point, for I hav no doubt there is a large
bers are entitled to seats but not votes, except by for the babies, what miserable conservativs we all Liberal element in Cedar Rapids.
Another surprise awaited me. I came across, at
should be! If it were not for their smiles and dimpermission of the Congress.
It is hoped that every auxiliary Union will send a pies and innocent eyes, where should we get courage the opera house, my old friend Gustave· Frankel,
who is in the full flush of professional success, and is
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Free- for the battle of life?
I lectured Thursday evening in the school-house at winning golden opinions as one of the best actors on
thinker in the United States and Canada, who can,
Whitehall. It was full, and "The New Heaven and the stage. He has made a brilliant hit, and may fortwill be present.
Earth" was, I believe, the :first Freethought lecture une attend him, for he deserves it. He comes of
Per order of board of directors:
ever given in this place. I spent the night with W. that splendid radical family, the Frankels, of NewR. G. INGERSOLL, President.
E. Gammon, who is one of our pioneers in this conn- ark, of which Joe Frankel is a member, who is
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
try. He livs at Eden Prairies Farm. This township known as one of the founders and first president of
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treasurer.
was called Eden by the first settlers from Missouri the Newark Liberal League: It was pleasant in the
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS, Ch. Ex. Com.
because it was so beautiful and wild honey was so romantic world of art to thus greet the Infidel
E. M. MACDONALD, Ch. Fin. Com.
abundant. Mr. Gammon has been a citizen here for brother, whom you thought a thousand miles away.
over thirty years. He has reared a good family of Hurrah for fate, I say! It does us a good turn now
News and Notes.
Liberals-five daughters and a son. One of his and then.
As I stepped from the train at Cromwell, Iowa, I daughters is the wife of friend Long, and we can see
I am at this moment speeding to W6st Union. I
was greeted by those good friends, F. I. Green and what a temple of Freethought his home must be, lecture there this evening and two following evenJacob Geier, who helped me fire some of the first with so much heredity in his favor.
ings, and at Chebanse next Sunday, Sept. 19th. I
guns of the campaign, when the " winds of March
The next day, Friday, September lOth, was one of shall be at Chicago until Sept. 26th; at Belding;
were blowing," and a big snow-storm came. It was the loveliest days of the season.· The rains had 1\-Iich., Sept. 28th,· 29th; at West Union, Ohio,
summer now, and the skies were fair.
made everything fresh and clean, and the atmosphere Oct. 1st, 2d, 3d; and at New York, Oct. 4th.
F. I. Green is one of our best workers in this part was shining like silver, and the earth was gemmed
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
of the country. He is a true Infidel, and he keeps with mingling gold and emerald. The trees were
B. 0. &: W: R. R., Sept. 14, 1886.
things a-going. When the opportunity offers he glistening as if their thousand leaves had been
pours hot shot into the enemy's camp. Through his touched with diamonds, and softest music flowed
An Important .Matter Explained.
efforts Remsburg has been before me in this :field from the immeasurable brightness. It was a day for
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In
and done his usual effectiv work, and I found myself dreams, for happy dreams; and dream I did, and noting the discontinuance of Mr. Appleton's editoin a congenial atmosphere. I went to the farm-house air-castles came and went to the rhythm of my en- rials in Libe?'ty, and the cause thereof, you say: "Mr.
of Mr. Geier, and found everything comfortable and chanted soul.
Tucker goes at the state; l\'Ir. Appleton at authority
~ enjoyed .the quiet and l_ux~uy. Close by his h~use
In the evening I lectured at the opera house at per se." This does not correctly state the difference
IS a beautiful grove, and m It swings a hammock and Leon, which was nearly full. Those who came lis- between Mr. Appleton and myself. The article· in
I found a delicious retreat from the hot sun wbich tened attentivly to what I had to sa.y. A Secular which I announced the change in lVIr. Appleton's rewhen I arrived, was pouring down its burni~g rays: Union will be formed here, and with the earnest lations to Liberty contained this sentence: "LibHere I slept and dreamed amid the shadows and the friends engaged in it there will be eft'ectiv work. erty's position [and my own, of course] is that, of
music, and as _I ga~ed ~pon the effulgent landscape The Long brothers, all stanch Liberals; Mr. Gam- the really serious and important acts of invasion of
about me I might Imagm that I was amid the " isles mon; Mr. Allpaugh; Mr. Hall; Mr. Garrettson, individual sovereignty, at least nine-tenths are comof Greece," and that r had come to some lovely whose hospitality I also enjoyed, and others, to- mitted by organized state governments, or through
temple and haunted wood. Mr. and Mrs. Geier are gether with their families, all of the best men and privileges granted by them, and that the governstanch Liberals, and so also are the little children women of the community, will surely make Free- mental idea, with the state as its principal embodi·
George and Mattie ~eier, and the baby also, with it~ thought in this place and vicinity a great moral and ment, is the efficient cause of almost all our social
sweet face and bnght eyes, whose name is Edna social power, as well as intellectual illumination.
evils." Since I assail the governmental idea, my bat·
Elizabeth; and I will put it on the roll, that she may
I am now at Ottumwa, a bright and busy place tie, no less than Mr. Appleton's, is against authority
hereafter see in the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER with a fine Liberal element and a growing organiza- per se. The real differenee between us is this : I
how early she was on the campa.ign list. And Miss tion, which includes both Spiritualists and Material- hold the state to be the necessary, principal, and
Hattie Babbitt belongs also to the same company. ists, and is at the front of reform and progress, tak- almost sole instrument of authority, and so make it
Although she has yet considerable Methodist fervor ing in all that is humanitarian. I arrived here Satur- the center of my attack; while Mr. Appleton holds
and, like the old preacher, is inclined to come out on day and was met by our cordial coworker, William that authority exercises most of its power outside of
t~e Lord's "side," yet she has too much sympathy Lindsey, who is always ready with heart and hand the state, and so fights on other lines.
With the sunshine and flowers to remain in the under· for the service of freedom. I lectured here Sunday
Boston, Sept. 19, 1886.
BENJ. R. TuOKER.
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'fhe God of Civilization.
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It is part of. the business of the church to hold up
the heathen to pity ; to picture him as worshiping
false gods; to send missionaries to reclaim him and
tu~n. him to the worship -of " our" God, the only
ongmal God. Let me premia my I'emarks by
denying the right of church people to impute
to any or all dissenters egotism, intellectual
vanity, ~nd a desire to appear superior to the
millions who adhere to ·religion. If a man, led by
his natural gift of reason, attempts to inquire into
the "scheme of salvation," and asks reasonable questions in regard thereto, instead of receiving a valid
reply, he is called conceited and puffed up with his
own importance for daring to doubt the infallibility
of scripture doctrins.
As the church has recently taken a bold stand in
its menacing attitude toward labor organizations, it
may not be amiss to open its book and 'glance at its
claim to divinity, to truth; and to its claim of authority in matters carnal as well as spiritual.
The ancient heathens, moved by an impulse of awe
at the immensity of creation, created out of their
imaginings various gods, to whom were given all
the attributes of divinity, and before whom they
bowed with real feelings of superstitious worship just
the same as Christians to-day bow before their only
original God. Now, it is to the relativ merits of the
heathen gods and the God of civilization that I desire to call especial attention. Most heathen gods
were modeled from animals. Few hav a "scheme
of salvation;" but, coming in direct and personal contact and intercourse with their gods, the only requisits to propitiation appear to hav been self-immolation and abasement. The God of civilization also
appears to hav an animal as its model, and it is
surely a small compliment to man that he was
the unfortunate animal selected. Not in the most
barbaric age of the world, nor in its bloodiest and
most cruel epoch, has there lived a man capable of the
atrocities and the eternal cruelties which characterize
the God of civilization and the Bible.
It is beyond human credulity that any revenge,
hate, and malice which ever actuated any man would
follow his victim beyond the penalty of .death.
Yet here we hava God given to us of whom it is recorded that he did, with maliee aforethought, create
millions of beings, knowing full' well that a large proo
portion of them would be cast into an eternal hell.
But, however, being nioved t9 a little pity, he detaches a part of himself and sends it down to be
born of the Virgin Mary; to be crucified, dead, and
buried; and to ascend to heaven and to sit on his
right hand to be the judge of the quick and the dead.
And this God is claimed to be the creator of the universe! It is an insult to the great creativ cause
of life. No God of that description had any part in
the creation of the universe.
·
Again, we may ask, How is it possible for the
creator to hav a cause for anger and hatred of anything in the wide domain of his creation ' Admitting, for the sake of argument, that he could get
angry, what particular benefit accrues to him by
eternally roasting millions of poor devils that he
made and making a heaven for the saintly minority
who were smart enough to accept the Bible and believe in it~ The absurdity of the "scheme" ought
to be apparent at onc.e when we remember that the
author of all things could ·with a wave of his hand
blot out from the face of the earth all misbelievers,
and in their stead create a race that would eternally
worship him and sing his praises. Again, we meet the
more monstrous absurdity that such omnipotence
made us to crawl before him, to flatter him in one
breath and in the next to tell him what a poor, miserable job he made of it when he manufactured us;
and that we don't think much of this world that he
gave us to liv in anyhow, but are_ making great reckoning on the next one, and want to go there terribly
bad-but if it is all the same to him we would a
" leetle " rather stay here just as long as possible, as
bad and wicked as it is. Now, between the gods of
the heathen and the God of the Bible, we think the
former the more sensible of the two. They hav no
red tape, no preliminary formalities, no savior, pope,
or priest to conciliate or to fee, but the communication is ,direct, and the spiritual satisfaction just as
ample. Both are the outcome of superstitious fear,
and are relics of the ignorant past. Both are crumbling
to decay before the dawn of reason's sun, which, illuminating the conscience of men, will teach that to
deserve a better world than this we must not decry
it, but, unfolding its hidden beauties, its harvests, its
fruits, so fix the social economy of our lives that all
may partake thereof and be led ·to say: " Lo ! that
which we called hell is a heaven indeed. Nature is a
generous giver-why niggards we~"
Nature is the direct handiwork of the almighty
creator, and, if we would be in accord with him, we
must find a charity in our hearts as broad and universal as the bounty of nature.
Creeds are cold and formal avowals of belief;
prayers ar~ selfish petitions born of fear. Neither of
them inspire the heart with love-a love that impels
a tear of pity for the oppressed and suffering ones of

earth. Injustice, political and social, may wreak its
'venom upon thousands; by scores they may drop into
premature graves; but the church bells toll on, the
litany is read, the sin is confessed, forgivness assured,
and not hand or voice is raised to succor those whose
lives are but dark and painful pilgrimages to the
oblivion of death.
Religion should be love, but, alas! it is hate and
malice and all uncharitableness. Each one looks out
for himself. Each church is jealous of the other.
Divided by differing creeds, they denounce one another. Each claims 'to hav the direct and only route to
heaven, .forgetting that heaven is a condition and not
a locality. The echo of the cold, formal tones of tlie
preachers and priests sounds the knell of hope to the
oppressed, and tells them too well of the hollow
mockery of the profession.
WM. ALLEN SMITH,

Our London Letter.
In the current number of prophet Baxter's Christian Herald, portraits and biographies of Sam Jones
and his assistant, Sam Small, are given; and, if the
portraits are con·ect, these two professional revivalists
appear to be smart Yankees who would make their
money out of any particular line of business they
fancied embarking upon. According to their biographer, they appear to hav been a couple of abandoned
scoundrels, and, as is usually the case, hav conseJ
quently turned out to be unexceptionally eminent
Christians. I don't know how it is, but if one is to
go by the published accounts of those who are most
fitted for everlasting glory, it is absolutely necessary to previously plunge into the lowest depths of
infamy to attain any great degree of future happiness
or to be of any good to one's fellow-creatures here.
It is rather hard on a clean-living and peaceable individual that he is not likely to do any good to himself
or anyone else either here or hereafter.
According to the biographical sketch, Jones possesses the eloquence of earnestness and action, the
fire and glow of passion, surprises of thought,
the wit, humor, ridicule, irony, sarcasm, invectiv, pathos, sympathy, love, humanity, and faith, besides
the calling, spirit, gift, courage, directness, sympathy,
faith, fervor, and flexibility, of a true evangelist; and
then, to illustrate all these happy attributes, it givs a
series of his stock anecdotes, which are just the same
sort of thing all children who hav ever been sent to
Sunday-school hav brought before their notice in
little pamphlets. I remember reading these identical
anecdotes years ago, and I quite fail to see any particular genius required or displayed in dragging such
senseless anecdotes forward; but those who appreciate them are fond of the old; old story, and it would
be too gi-eat a strain on their weak and small modicum of brains to listen to any new and original anecdote.
The same paper contains an interesting account of
the result of faith on the part of Mrs. Susan Teeple,
of Hotchkissville, United States, who broke her leg in
1866, had bronchitis and lung diliease for many years,
and was taken to bed in 1878, where she lay for three
and a half years without moving. Just recently a
brother went to the mercy-seat for her, with the
result that, after twelve and one-half years' dUll1bness, she suddenly recovered her voice, the lung disease disappeared, and the leg was all right again, and
the staff on which she had to lean while walking was
given to Brother Davis (address not mentioned), who
will no doubt testify to the above work of fiction.
Miss Ross, of Maungatua, who has been confined
to her bed for sixteen years, had an interview on August 1st with a faith-healing medium, who ordered
her to get up, which she at once did without the
slightest difficulty. If such was the case, I should
be inclined to believe she had been suffering from
sixteen years' chronic laziness.
George Muller has just published his annual report
of the orphanages of which he was the founder, from
which it appears that since 1834: he has received the
sum of £1,086,507, which he maintains was sent him
solely in answer to prayer, totally ignoring his skilful method of advertising. He and his wife are making a tour of the world, and as he professes never to
hav used any of the money sent him for the support
of the orphans, it must be presumed that the Lord
has opened a special account for his traveling expenses.
Grattan Guinness, who is great at the prophetic
business, has published a book recording the signs of
the approaching end of the age, and the speedy advent of Christ, but as the author charges a good sum
for his books, it does not appear that he anticipates
a very early advent, or he would not be so desirous
of making such a :respectable income and provision
for his old age as he is now doing. But professional
prophets only write for other people, and can scarcely
be expected to believe their own tales.
What a nuisance missionaries and ·chaplains stationed abroad make of themselvs! One of them having been expelled from France for sending an address
of condolence to the Due d' Aumale, lately exiled, has
tried through his friends to persuade the English
government to take up the matter, and, to satisfy his
wounded pride1 would only be too happy to see the
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two nations at loggerheads. These persons hav such
a vast sense of their own importance that they can
not understahd it when they are put on the same
footing as other citizens or aliens. Christian missionaries hav been one of the greatest curses of the
world. The evil caused by the drink traffic, though
considerable, is comparativly nothing as against the
other. Blood has ever followed in their footsteps,
and if of late years the mischief has not been as great
as formerly, it is not because of absence of the will
but of the power.
J. D.
London, Sept. 6, 1886.

Lectures and Meetings.
J. E. REMSBURG has delivered thirty lectures in J\IIinnesota

and Wisconsin, and is now at work in Iowa. Large audiences greet him at nearly every place. One. of the most
successful meetings he has yet held was at Green Bay, Wis.,
Sept. lOth. The arrangements for this meeting were made by
George Chamberlain, a veteran, seventy-eight years of age.
MR. J. L. ANDREW writes: "As I shall remain in the East
until about Oct. 7th, I am desirous of lecturing in as many
places as possible. All who desire Liberal lectures in their
community may address me in care of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I am also desirous of making a tour through Michig!tn, Ohio,
Indiana, and Illinois. Liberals in these states may address
me in care of Mr. ,Samuel Devenbaugh, Brimfield, Noble
co., Ind."
W. F. JAMIESON is stirring up the Christians out in Montana. He has sent a challenge to the Rev. Jacob Ditzler,
D.D., who happened to be traveling in Montana, and whom
Jamieson has not met since their famous debate eight years
ago in Kirksville, Mo. Dr. Ditzler signified his willingness
for a debate, and it will probably take place in Renshaw's
Opera House, beginning September 28th. Jamieson will
lecture in Dillon three evenings before the debate, and in
Bozeman the Sundays of October. Address him at Butte,
Montana.
MR. CHARLES WATTS, since his arrival in this country from
England at the end of last month, has lectured five times in
Canada and twelve times in the States. The local press contained the following notices of his lectures in Hamilton and
New Jersey: "The abilities of Mr. Watts as a Secularist
orator are very well known. His audience last night was delighted, judging from the enthusiastic manner in which the
lecture was received and the lecturer applauded. The lecture was full of the pithy expression, clever reasoning, fervent eloquence, and lively humor which distinguish Mr.
Watts's oratory. No matter how radically his hearers may differ from him in opinion, those who go to hear him areal ways
sure to be entertained and mentally stimulated" (Hamilton
Spectat<Yr, September 8th). Referring to Mr. Watts, the
Mount Holly, N. J., Herald of September 18th remarks:
"He is a very eloquent and logical orator, and there wus
nothing offensiv or blasphemous in his remarks. He held the
attention of his hearers closely, and all united in pronouncing
him one of the finest .speakers they ever listened to." After
giving a course of lectures in Pittsburgh and Waynesburg,
Mr. Watts will go to Grand Rapids, Mich., where he delivers
five lectures. He then proceeds to Chicago, which will be
his headquarters till early in November, when· he returns
East to be present at the great Convention of the American
Secular Union in New York city. Friends in Illinois and
Michigan wishing lectures from Mr, Watts during October
should write him direct. His address for that month will be
care of A. D. O'Neill, 107 Park ave., Chicago, Ill.
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On the Side of Justice.
All through the Anarchists' trouble at Chicago, the old
TRUTH SEERER has given the fairest, best balanced, and most
comprehensiv comment of any journal, not Anarchistic itself,
that we hav seen. All considered, it is as nearly a representativ journal of freedom as can exist on a public patronage.
-Equity.

Preaching and Practice.
"I am sorry to find you no better, }frs. S.," said the minister to a sick parishioner, "but we must hope for the best.
We must put our trust in him upon whom alone we can depend for health and strength. I will try and see you again
before l go, and in the mean time I will pray--"
"Are you going away, Mr. Goodman?" inquired the
invalid.
"Yes. The members of the church hav given me a trip to
Europe, hoping that the sea voyage will giv me health and
strength. "-Bun.
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f&omnrnnications.
Freethonght in England.
I.
Freethought in England is growing apace. To
adopt a phrase of Lord Randolph Churchill-the
impudent and unscrupulous leader of the present
Tory government-dUl'in~ the recent ele~tion, in
reference to the Conservativs-I may say With truth
that the Freethinkers are winning everywhere, in th_e
battle between truth and error, "hands down," or, in
other words, without effort.·
Truth is learned by contrast with en·or ; the rising
generation, having been soundly educated, are inquiring into theology and religion, and finding to their
amazement, and :first doubtless to then· regret, that
they: will square with neither t.he teachings of science
nor with common sense. With a larger knowledge
of the subject these inquirers are often driven to the
conclusion that theology means ignorance of nature,
and religion ignorance of humanity.
In the past theology expressed the limit of man's
knowledge in regard to the phenomena, of. the
universe. Man endeavored to scale natures bights
and fathom her depths, and when he had penetrated
as far as he could he labeled all tne rest with the
word "God." Science has now extended nature
illimitably; she is found to be boundless in extent, and
from the indestructible character of matter and force,
we are led to infer that she is also eternal in duration. English Freethinkers are of robust mind.
Few shrink from the term "Atheist," though many
prefer the new description of "Agnostic."
Mr. Bradlaugh called himself an "Atheist" early
in his career as a Freethinker, when. with sledgehammer blows he caTI'ied on his iconoclastic work of
slayin"' Christian Theism, and he does not readily
chang~ his views. But even he sometimes describes
himself as a " Monist," which is a much more expressiv term; for while Atheism expresses the negativ.
attitude of his mind, Monism expresses the affirmativ
side, which is much more important.
Mr. Bradlaugh's followers are Atheists to a manI might say, to a boy-and so strong is the influence
of their leader that, however poor and humble their
position in life, they display an amount of coUl'age in
the advocacy of their opinions that is quite remarkable.
To be a Bradlaughite is to be known for one's
earnestness and com·age. Some years ago the junior
member for Northampton declared that in his opinion
a Freethinker who had brains enough would be certain to aTI"ive at the Atheistic goal if he were only
assiduous enough in his study. Many Freethinkers
hav since felt that if they cannot conscientiously call
themselvs " Atheists" they may be regarded by at
least one prominent Freethinker as in some sense
"intellectually deficient."
But there are a large and increasing number of
Freethinkers in England and Scotland-but, alas 1
not in Ireland-who delight in the cognomen of
"Agnostic." They say that whether there is a God
or not they hav only finite minds, and as all knowledge ~pplies to phenomena, unless God is one of the
manifold changes that are perpetually taking placethat is unless deity is a phenomenon-they can take
no cognizance of him. They are not Atheists, because they do not deny God; they merely declare
themselvs to be without knowledge of him. As in
the Greek, rt-Theist merely means " without God,"
the difference between the Agnostic and the Atheist
is so slight as to be hardly worth wrangling over.
Some, however, think otherwise, and the subject is
thus made a perennial source of discussion. For my
own part I prefer the term "Naturist," and if the
theologians had not filled the skies with their imaginary gods there would hav been no need for Theists
nor Atheists. Since Mr. Bracllaugh has taken his
seat in Parliament he has not lectured very frequently
on the Bible or on theology. No doubt he has
strong grounds for lecturing principally upon
politics. The public want to know what his opinions
on the various political questions of the hour are, and,
in my view, he is quite right in taking every opportunity of making them known. Moreover, he does
Freethought good service by occasionally lecturing
on "Religions-Old and New," and demonstrating
their manifold difficulties and absurdities on the Sunday afternoons when he visits the provinces. It is a
singular fact that Mr. Bradlaugh has many political
admirers who would not suffer themselvs to listen to
a Freethought lecture from him lest they might be
persuaded to become " not almost " but quite Infidels.
I once heard an old gentleman say: " I heard Mr.
Bradlaugh last night, on the Irish question, and if
he reasons with equal force on theology I should be
afraid to hear him, for he would so disturb my
beliefs, which are a source of consolation to me. that
I should go down to the grave a miserable rna~."
Of course I disabused the gentleman's mind of
this error. I told him that I could understand him
being miserable on the brink of the grave if he believed that the large majority of mankind would be
consigned to eternal torture, but I assured him that

that they hav .stood by the right, but that it pays to
be just.
.
On Sunday, September 5th, a picnic was held at
Sheffield, Ind., to raise funds for the continued defense of the Anarchists. Three thousand persons
were on the ground, and inany were left behind in
Chicago with no means of transfer, not enough c~rs
having been chartered. The excursion was a grand
success, two thousand dollars being realized. · A number of very enthusiastic speeches were made-incendiary, the papers said in the next morning's report;
bnt this was not true.
Said Mrs. Parsons: "State's-Attorney Grinnell in.
his speech before the jury stated that he bad the Socialists like rats on the rungs of a ladder, and that
he would drive them into theh· hole. This meeting
givs the lie to his statement. It would take a big
hole to put them in, and a big cork to hold them in.
(Immense cheering.) I do not wish, brothers, sisters,
fellow-workers, to appeal to your passions. These
men were your mouthpiece. It W!ls your wrongs
they were seeking to redress. It is for you, then, to
demand that they be gi~en justice; and if it goes on
to the bitter end, if the crash of those seven scaffoldtraps echoes through the land, may the people send
forth a cry that all tyrants throughout the world
shall bear, and hearing tremble." (Prolonged applause.)
For speaking these words a daily paper advised
that Mrs. Parsons be rearrested, and yet P. J. Dusey,
an Irish Catholic, who hasbeen one of the most radical speakers on the labor question, and who was arrested after the so-called " Haymarket riot," and for·
some unexplained reason let go again, was present,
and made a strong, telling speech, and his name is
not even mentioned in the report of the meeting.
Mrs. Parsons, her husband condemned, as she believes, unjustly, to be hung, her woman's soul smarting under the wrong, and her wifely heart tortured
with the outrageous cruelty, pleads with tears .in her
eyes, and in tremulous tones, to the people to demand justice for her husband; and a barbarous paper,
lost to all sense of tenderness or humanity, recommends that she share her husband's fate, and no
words are said of the Irish Catholic, P. J. Dusey.
He is to be congratulated upon his independence and
manliness, but the qu,estion persistently presents_
itself, "Why this discrimination ?" Is it, as has been
claimed, that the Chicago police wanted no Irishmen
among the al'l'ested Anarchists or Socialists, and so
all such bav been discharged, while poor Tom Brown
bas lain in Cook county jail nearly five months for.
lending Parsons :five dollars? Mr. Dusey used the
following words, which it will be seen are fully as incendiary as the language made use of by Mrs. Parsons: "The previous speaker has said that these
The American Press.
men will not bang while there are two hundred and
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 28th Professor fifty th0usand Germans in Chicago. I say they will
Bell, in a few well-chosen words, denounces the great not hang while there are one hundred and seventydailies published in OUl' great cities. It is to be re- five thousand Irishmen in Chicago. The time was
gretted that the article does . not specify more par- when it was the Irish in this country that were
ticularly the reasons for the professor's words. In maligned and persecuted.. To· day it is the Germans,
the next week's paper, however, Dr. Severance, who and when the struggle comes the Irishmen will be
never hesitates to "speak right out in meeting," in found fighting in a line with the Germans." (Loud
an article entitled, "Is This a Free Country?" cone applause.)
demns in strong terms the injustice of the papers in
A number of the leaders of the labor movement
the late Anarchist trials in Chicago and Milwaukee.
were present at this picnic, among them Mr. Louis
The doctor says: " They hav misrepresented evi- Zeller, president of the Central Labor Union. Mr.
dence, and lied outright, and thus bav misled honest Zeller furnished the following resolutions, which
people in regard to the facts." This statement is were passed at a meeting of the Central Labor
true, and for this reason Professor Bell, Mrs: Sev· Union, in response to the dictation of the Chicago
erance, and every Liberal who bas been conversant police, that they should express no condemnation of
with the facts feel the necessity of increasing the the judge, jury, or verdict in the Anarchist trial:
circulation of the Liberal papers.
WHEREAS, The Constitution of the United States givs each
When the despot Napoleon III. ruled France there inhabitant the right to express his opinion in word and
was no freedom of the press, no voice of the people. writing; and
WHEREAS, This right has never been denied to the propNow and then some liberty-loving soul sent forth surclasses, who hav during the last year made
reptitiously a few words of pitiful protest against erty-owning
more than rightful use of the same; and
the enslavement of the masses, crying for justice, and
WHEREAs, That on this clay, Sunday, the 22d of August,
his reward was a dungeon in the Bastile. It was ab- 1886, our police, through their representativs, hav forbidden
solutely impossible for the people to make themselvs us to say anything about the Anarchist trial, or to express
our opinion in a resolution about it which might be in favor
heard. And in Chicago, during the progress of the· of
the convicted, or to do anything which might P-ause an
late Anarchist trial, not a single daily paper would impartial revision of the verdict; therefore, be it
publish a line demanding justice for these men: Not
R~-~olved, That we condemn the action of the capitalistic
only this, but they would make misstatements calcu- press of Chicago, because it is inhuman, barbaric, and
lated to injure the prisoners, and refuse to publish ·brutal and it denies the right of the working class to express iheir free opinion, and is especially against foreigners,
the refutation of their libelous words.
who hav worked more for the prosperity and glory of this
A free press is one of the greatest guardians of the country, who hav participated in all its wars more numer.
people's liberty, but that is not a free press where ously, who hav sacrificed more, and shed more blood for
one side of any question is suppressed. Letter after this country than all know-nothings together, who are trying at present to cause a hatred against foreigners; and be it
letter bas been written to the dailies of this city, full further
of indignation, full of protest, full of burning words
Resolved, That we hereby express our disapproval in. reof liberty, and not one of them has been published. gard to the conduction of the so-called Anarchist trial and
The press has b'ecome the voice of capital, the police declare that we consider the verdict partial, ancient, and
the arm; and in America t()-day we hav in this union barbaric, because it does not condemn the principal or
accessory of a crime, but only the exponents of political
a power as dangerous to the liberties of the people, ideas. Be it therefore
and as despotic, as was ever Louis Napoleon with his
Resolved, That we will use all legal means to procure an
impartial execution of the law.
.
perfectly trained police.
THE CENTRAL LABOR UNION OF CHIOAGO.
The only hope, then, for the futUl'e lies in the LibAn article in a Christian temperance paper recently
eral papers that dare publish the people's word!'.
And the very fact that they dare publish the truth, published in Chicago contained the following words:
It is estimated that tens of thousands of workingmen
where so much has been suppressed, will increase
their circulation a thousandfold. Let every reader of spend . one-half their wages in saloons. The working
spend from four to five hundred million dollar~ anTHE TRUTH SEEKER, then, send in a new subscriber classes
nually for drink. No wonder we hav Anarchy, strikes,
-not only one, but as many as he can secure. Let riots and threatened revolutions. Destroy the saloons and
the publishers bav n.ot only the satisfa:ction of feeling it w~n't Q(llon~ till tlJe ~medc~~:n lal:lo:rer will l)e a house-

if he once got that th~ological error remov~d from
his mind, it was wonderful how happy he might be,
and how philosophically he might approach the real
difficulties of life.
Undoubtedly Mr. Bradlaugh is a real orator;
already he bas made his influence felt in the House
of Commons, but I long for the day to come when
Lord Randolph Churchill or some other equally
audacious Tory shall offer strong opposition to a
measure of his, so that the highest dialectical qualities of the junior member for Northampton may be
brought out, and then the house will understand
co~pletely the argumentativ giant with whi~ they
hav to deal in him.
Mrs. Besant's name has been so identified with that
of Mr. Bradlaugh in the various struggles for intellectual liberty in which Freethinkers hav taken part,
that it would be anything but gallant or respectful
on my part to speak of other prominent Freethought
advocates before her.
In addition to being a lady of wonderful scholastic
attainments, and excellent argumentativ power, she is
intellectuftlly and morally fearless.
Recently she has reasoned herself into the acceptation of Socialism as the panacea of most of the
evils to which human beings are subject in the present condition of society. With admirable courage,
she has proclaimed her conviction whenever she has
regarded her advocacy of Socialism useful in the
columns of the journal of which she is co-editor (the
.National Reformer), regardless altogether of the
consideration' whether by so doing she was alienating Freethought friends who could not possibly accept her newly-adopted doctrins. . But, as ~r; Foote,
editor of the Freethinke1·-and, m my opmwn, one
of the most subtle and brilliant advocates of Freethought this century is likely to see-well observed a short time ago, " It is not very likely that
Freethinkers, who hav suffered plenty of persecution
themselvs will commence to persecute others for a
'social heresy.'" There is not much fear that Mrs.
Besant will lose anything by the earnestness, coUl'age,
and enthusiasm she displays in the advocacy of her
new faith.
My only wonder is that she regards Socialism as
of chief importance, and Freethougbt as merely secondary; whereas, in my opinion, if Socialism were
ever attainable, Freethinkers would be the fittest
perRons to bring it about.
Mrs. Besant is a great Freethought advocate, for
all that., and frequently hammers away at the old th~
ological dogmas, and the amount of work she IS
capable of getting through often astonishes even
those who know her best:
ARTHUR B. Moss.
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New Testament is almost universally read, and many
teachers open each day's exercises with prayer.
Our schools, then, can in no sense be said to be
"Godless," and the Catholic shouters for "free"
schools are aware of that fact, though, with a reckless
disregard of truth, they seek to cover it up. Their
real grievance is that the religious instruction now
unlawfully afforded by our schools is not distinctivly
Roman Catholic, but Protestant; and while this instruction is continue~, and the compulsory schoollaw is in force, they hav real cause for complaint, as
hav the Freethinkers and all other non-Protestants.
Of course, no Catholic should be compelled by law to
send his children to school and hav them taught what
he regards as the Protestant heresy~ Neither should
a Freethinker's children be forced to receive religious
teachings which they know to be false.
The way out of it is to keep religion out of public
schools. If the Catholics desire the catechism taught
along with secular instruction, let them proceed with
their parochial schools, and support them by voluntary contributions. No one can deny them that
righ.t. The same course is open to Protestants. The
Freethinker, having no special ax to grind, will be
quite satisfied with a secular school. We. hav no fear
of the results of open competition between public
schools and any which either Catholics or Protestants are likely to establish. Parents will not be slow·
to learn that something more than a knowledge of
the catechism is necessary to a good education.

m~ditated murder. The question is, then, not whether

these men are Anarchists, or Socialists, or I11fidels,
or Christians, but, Are they guilty of premeditated
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
murder? The evidence adduced by the prosecutors
has not shown it. The man who threw the bomb at
Editor.
E. M. MAODONALD;
Chicago has not been found, and the connection of
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the condemned men with that wretch has in no wise
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The present times are decidedly out of joint socially,
and perhaps in one of these systems, or in all, lies the
" The Truth Seeker " and the .Anarchists.
remedy for the labor troubles. Let us study them
" Free Schools."
and
see, instead of hanging their advocates.
The Roman Catholics are crafty as foxes. When
Just previous to the ninth annual gathering of the
Again,
Mr. Ray says we shall lose the influence
they presented to the legislature of this state a bill New York Freethinkers· we received the following:
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER now has for good. Mr. Ray forasking that altars and other paraphernalia necessary
"WELLAND, 0NT., Aug. 13, 1886.
to their worship might be provided in our penal insti"MY FRIEND E. M. MAonoNAL:O.: I am not going to enter gets that Freethinkers desire no influence but that
tutions, they gave it the attractiv title of " Freedom upon a discussion•of the war that is now being carried on be- which is gained by the reasonableness of their opinions.
tween 'labor and capital, though I hav my own views upon
of Worship" bill. THE TRUTH SEEKER had consider- the subject, and do not think the affairs of the nation would We should forfeit our own self-respect by pandering
able to say about that bill, and will resume the sub- be improved by conceding to the demands of the Anarchists to a popular clamor, based on ignorance. An iniquity
ject if the bill should again appear before the New or working classes. It is true that trade is dull and timt>s is none the less black because a majority howl for it;
York legislature. Besides considering it as to its are hard; many factories hav shut down, and large capital and · if every other man, woman, and child in the
constitutionality, we pointed out that in face of the lies idle, because they cannot be run at a profit; and to be United States demanded the hanging of every ·
compelled to pay the same wages for less work would hav
fact that the majority of our criminals are Roman the effect of closing many more, which, instead of improving Socialist in the country, we should oppose it unless
Catholics, introducing Catholic worship into our the condition of the working classes, would make it worse. the Socialists had first been legally and justly conprisons would be very much like carrying coals to If intelligence and capital are unable to direct the operations victed of some crime punishable by death; and even
Newcastle. Religion is already quite adequately of trade profitably, it is, in my opinion, very doubtful that a then we shonld rather make efforts for their reformarepresented there, and if worship were found to be class of people lacking both these requisite would be more tion than see them executed.
successful.
Whether in this position we are outside of our
" This is all I wish to say upon this subject. I notice in
desirable it would not in many cases be necessary to
latitude
or not depends upon what lines of latitude
go outside the prison walls to find a priest or preacher THE TRUTH SEEKER you appear to advocate the views of the
to conduct the services. The majority of prison rolls Anarchists. Such may be your honest views, but in doing bound Fteethought. For one, we do not think that
include sufficient home talent in this capacity for all so you are losing the influence of THE TRUTH SEEKER for thought can be boimded. We know that there are a
occasions that are likely to arise.
good, for upon this subject many intelligent and thinldng great many people who think tbat freedom means
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER do not agree, and think you
In a direct line with the "Freedom of Worship" are to some extent losing sight of the object which 'l'HE the right of themselvs to think and speak what they
bill is the Catholic demand for what the projectors TRUTH SEEKER had been intended to accomplish. I hav please, but not the right of their neighbors. Some
are cunning enough. to denominate "free schools;" heard some of your be&t friends say that they did not like the Freethinkers limit Freethought to the right to critifree schools with a Romanist meaning schools where course you were taking in the matter.
cise theology, but say that social institutions must be
the teaching of Roman Catholicism is compulsory.
" My object in writing this is that you may think well left alone. We cannot accept this definition. The
whether you are not outside of your latitude.
One of the most persistent clamorers for these
"AuG. 28TH.-I wrote the above ten days ago, and had Freethinker has been compared to the eagle beating
schools is the Iowa Messenger, a Roman Catholic decided not to send it, but since reading ' The Trial of An- the air with tireless wings, while the Christian is a
organ published at Davenport, Iowa. This paper archy in Chicago,' I hav decided to do so. You will at least caged bird piping his little song behind captiv bars.
denounces our public school system as "the common see that all your readers do not indorse the same views. Is this but an insincere figure of speech, or is it the
enemy of Christianity that is fast decimating the Hoping you may hav wisdom to edit THE TRUTH SEEKER in truth 1 We believe it to be the truth; and as applink
d
·
· , the best way to accomplish the most good, I am
cable to those who criticise human institutions as
Christian ra s, an sowmg seeds of Infidelity.'
"Sincerely your friend,
JoHN RAY.
to those who labor to remove alleged divine superOur present free school system, it adds, is "ruth"P.S.-I am well aware that yours is a difficult task.
stition from the world.
lessly threatening the pillars of the Christian house"J. R."
hold," and " is throwing out a class of Atheists
The writer of the foregoing is an aged friend
Freethought, as we understand it, stands for abbelieving in no God, no law but their own ambitions, whom we highly esteem for his many works of right- solute freedom of thought, of speech, of publication,
which are sufficiently large to desire the fruits of eousness, as the Christians would say. But his mind upon any and every subject upon earth. There is
others' labor without any labor on their part." This seems to be a little clouded by the smoke of the war no such thing as a treasonable . utterance in this
last accusation comes with a poor show of consist- in Chicago, and we desire to talk to him a little.
country. Treasonable acts only can be cognized by
ency from the representativ of a class of priests who
With Mr. Ray's opinion of the struggle between the authorities placed in power by the people. If
are notorious do-nothings, and who liv exclusivly capital and labor we find no fault. We are glad to the traitor who threw the bomb that killed the
upon the labor of others. As a matter of fact, it is see so great an economic question satisfactorily set- policeman of Chicago could be found, we should adthe "spiritual-minded" everywhere who liv without tled. But the statement that we seem to be advocat- vocate his punishment. Or if any of the condemned
work, and the worldly-minded support them.
ing the views of the Anarchists we desire to dispute. men had been shown to hav urged him to throw the
But is it true that our common schools, with It grieves us to think that those editorial columns of bomb, then would their conviction be just. ·But the
nearly every text-book reeking with pious twaddle, opposition to Anarchy which we printed last winter man has not been found and the connection has not
make Atheists of the children~ And, if it is true, were wasted upon Mr. Ray. In them we distinctly been established. Therefore, we contend that tbe
whose fault is it? If the modicum of secular knowl- ,combated the fundamental postulates of Anarchy, men are unjustly convicted. Perhaps no person~:~ hav
edge which pupils acquire in our public schools. and pointed out, as we thought-and hundreds of been more bitter opponents of Anarchy than J. L ..
overturns all the religious teachings of parents at readers hav assured us that we did-the untenable- Andrew, of Kansas, and E. A. Stevens, of CLicago.
home, teachers in the Sunday-classes, and priests in ness of the position held by the Anarchist represent- It was Mr. Stevens who thwarted the attempts of the
the churches, then those parents and teachers an<!. ativs. To us it seems that Anarchy is against all the Anarchists to capture the Liberal League of Cbicag o.
priests must certainly hav very poor success in gain- experience of the human race, and about the most Mr. Andrew has repeatedly shown in print the
ing the confidence of the children.
impracticable impracticability that a nest of brilliant fallacy of Anarchistic philosophy. Yet Mr. Stevens
It is a lamentable truth that our public schools are impracticables ever astonished the world with. So is obliged to denounce the trial of the AnarchiBts as
not calculated to turn out minds free from religious much for the philosophy.
a farce, and Mr. Andrew, at the Freethinkers' ConBut since then a lot of so-called Anarchists hav vention, said ·that the men were convicted in response
bias. An examination of the text-books used will
convince anyone that the contrary is the fact. Every been accused of conspiracy to. murder. They hav to the same public clamor that nearly two thousand
text.-book in .common .use, except, possibly,. t~e ari.th-1 been brought ~o trial, and sentenced to be hanged. years ago rang through the streets of Jerusalem and
metw7 contams alluswns to God and rehgwn; the Now, hanging. Is the penalty for only one crime-pre- ended in the crucifixion of Christ. Mr. Andrew

I
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added that the clergy had accused Infidelity of being the .mother of Anarchy. If this were so, he said,"
he. should advocate the suppre£sion by law of
Infidelity. But because he denounced as unfair the
trial of the Anarchists, Mr. Andrew has since been
accused by the press of teaching Anarchy. Mr.
Andrew has our sympathy.
But, notwithstanding the liability to misrepresentation that one who stands up for the right incurs, we are
not yet in that condition of mind which afil.icts Mrs.
Helen Wilmans, and which she describes to the
editor of Foundation Principles in the following
words:

law now in force against witchcraft and like misdemeanors."
New Jersey ought to again enact this law and put it
alongside of the law which makes denying the providence of
"God" a crime. The two laws are identical in spirit.

such a community, hav enough to eat, enough 'to wear,
enough recreation and pleasure, and enough work to earn all
these, which shall then come as a matter of justice between
man and man, and not as a result of sharp practice, lucky
speculation, or excessiv toil. Whether the author is right or
not is not for us to say, but for each to determin for himself. 'fhese is no question but that the author's statements of the societary evils of to-day are correct, and there
is also no question that such a state of affairs is a burning
shame in a civilized community. The only open subject for
discussion is whether our social doctor has prescribed the
correct remedy. Those interested in these matters can find
that out by reading the book.

his amazing what stupidity sits enthroned in religious editorial chairs! Writing of the recent earthquake in Charleston, the Pr"'sbyterian Observer says: "However prompt and
definit science may be with its explanations, the rumblings of
the dreaded and dreadful earthquake are most certainly echoes of the tones of the most high." The Baptist Weekly in its
earthquake editorial thinks ''it is useless and presumptuous
for finite minds to attempt to say why God permits calamities" like this one "to occur." The F1eeman's Journal,
---~-THE Rev. Mr. Lauer, of Cleveland, Ohio, seems to be a
Catholic, asserts that ",these chastisements are mercies, inK.
Washburn.
Recently at a watering-place he
second
L.
tended to waken up men to tlw vanity and briefness of life."
" I am a cowar•l, Lois. Ever since the result of the An. With men like these directing the thought of the people, preached a sermon upon" The Church of the Future," and
his appearance is tbus described by a correspondent of the
archists' trial here I hav been boiling over with rage. Think what wonder that the world is full of superstition?
Pittsburgh Dispateh: "He is young, good-looking, scholarly,
of hanging men who hav no more been proved guilty of
HELEN GARDENER tells a nice little story for the amusemurder than I hav, and all because an idiotic people-the ment of her Christian acquaintances. One of her friends and nothing about either himself or his sermon indicated
shabbiness, seediness, or any of the characteristics of a crank
wretched tool of a monopolistic press-are crying for innocent
happened to be at an Indian mission, and, among other in- evangelist. He did not wear his hair ·behind his ears, nor
blood! i hav been boiling with rage, but dare not.say so in
quiries into the condition of the Indians, asked whether did he hav the look of far-awayness suggestiv of a screw
my paper. Yonder in the next room my forms are made up
many of them were converted. "Oh, yes, a great many," loose in his brain.· He was evidently a sober, sensible yrung
ready to go to press, and there is not one word of which my
said the preacher in charge. " Come around at the hour for man, full of energy, enthusiasm, and ambition." The sermon
heart is so full. Am I afraid to speak my thoughts ? Yes, I
distributing Testaments, and see for yourself." The lady
am. My paper would be condemned in the mails if I did, found it convenient to make several calls on these occasions. he preached was an exposition of the "new theology," as far
away from the old doctrins and creeds as anything can posand I should run the risk of having my ribs stamped in by a
At her last visit an Indian came who she thoug·ht had already sibly be. The foundation of this " theology" is evolution.
ruffianly police that hav treated hundreds of people in this
been presented with a Testament. "Havn't you got a Tes- It holds that man, instead of being created perfect in the
manner since the 4th of last May, when every soul in the
tament?" she asked. "Ugh!" replied the brave, "Indian garden of Eden and degenerating by reason of original sin,
city of Chicago was put under gag law under penalty of
need lot Testament. Indian damn lonesome." The grace- had, on the contrary, risen from a germ or protoplasm, ancl
death."
less aborigine had been getting Testaments and trading them was in the nature of things growing more and m9re toward
We would not feel like that for four dollars. Far off for things to render ·his lone ·condition less irksome. perfection ; that mankind, instead of being predestined in
better would it be to'fight the matter out. Neither Miss Gardener's friend~s interest in the Christiani. ing of the the majority to endless punishment, was rather growing more
do we care for the insinuation of a Western editor Indians was satisfied.
and more up to the highest ideals. It rejects nothiug that
W. E. Soo'r'r, one of the activ labor agitators of this city can be sustained by science. It holds as truth the brotherthat we support Anarchy. We never drd advocate
Anarchy, and never shall till we experience a change concludes an address to the laboring men with these chunks hood of man. It holds as false and cruel the doctrin of elecof truth : " Politics and religion are two subjects that hav tion and total depravity. It entirely abjures the notion
of heart. However, this editor's insinuation counts always
been excluded from labor organizations, under a false " that in Adam's fall we sinned all." It would break down
little, for in his next paper he has to defend himself notion that they hav nothing to do with the object of a trade the barriers of sects, and claims as brother every man who
from the charge of being an Anarchist because he union, and that politics and religion are foreign to it. The desires to liv a pure, true, and righteous life. The people of
printed without specific condemnation one article labor organizations see things in a different light now, and Cleveland are to be copgratulated upon their good fortune in
•
from an Anarchist. '£his editor also has our heartfelt hav gone so far as to put up a few candidates of their own. securing auch a preacher.
On the political road, which is the only one by which they
IN
arranging
for
intellectual
treats
for the Freethinkers of
sympathy.
will ever reach the goal they are striving to obtain, they will
Suppose, for a moment, that we grant the right of meet with that formidable barrier to their progress-church this state who did not attend the recent Convention, l'lfr. C.
following letter to the preachers :
the state to punish the advocacy of any opinions, and religion. Religion· will never sanction anything that B. Reynolds sent the
"3B CLINTON PLACE, NEw YoRK, Aug. 16, 1886,
where will it end~ Who will say what opinions are wage.-workel\ll undertake to do when they see it will better
"DEAR Sm: The New York Freethmkers• Assochttion will hold
annual Convention at White Sulphur Hpring~, on Sarato~a
to be suppressea! The majority, of course. Wheve their condition. The pope of Rome condemned the Irish its
Lake, N. Y., September 2 to 12, 1886. Hundreds of perHous who are
Land
League,
and
lately
an
edict
was
issued
from
the
same
then
Infidels be 1 Blasphemy laws are attempts
now in' Doubting Castle' will be influenced to deci•le for SecLllarplace against the Knights of Labor for being just what the
or Christianity at this meeting. The first principle of Secularto . suppress freedom of speech. But what Free- Roman church is itself-a secret order. They know that the ism
ists is justice; our motto,' Seek your own happinesR b.v p,·omoting
thinker is there who will not resist the enforcement Land League of Ireland and the Knights of Labor are two t.hat of othets.' We desire therefore that all honest hearts be af·
opportunity to learn all the facts-that error may be refnted
of these laws ~ And is freedom only for Free- organizations whose sole object is to better the condition of f.,rded
and all be enabled to decide intelligently. Knowin:; you•· great
thinkers ? for theological heretics and not for social the poor, and anyone with a streak of common sense in reverence for the Bible, we respect your consistent COUI'de in u1·ging
to obey and reverence its teachingd. 'But sanctif.v the Lord
heretics 1 It would be very unsafe, we think, to him can see that everything in the interest of the wage- all
God in your hearts, and be ready always to giv an answet· to every
worker will always be contrary to the church."

"
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allow that the majority hav any right to control the
expression of opinion of the minority. If the principle should be once allowed, every Freethinker would
shortly be in the predicament of our friend Reynolds
-under arrest for expressing sentiments repugnant
to .the beliE3fs of the majority. Seeing the inevitable
outcome of such laws, Freethinkers must avoid the
consequences by denying the principle upon which
such laws as those against blasphemy rest. To be
consistent we must maintain the rights of our
enemies as jealously as we defend our own. And
that is all that THE TRUTH SEEKER has done in condemning the sentence of the Anarchists.

Editorial Notes.
SoMEBODY has suggested that the fortunes accumulated by
ministers and priests should, upon the death of the owners,
be devoted to the establishment of asylums for idiots. In
this way, it is believed, the money would get back to those
from whom it originally came.
RECENTLY the Evening· Post included among "selections
from scripture" the first verse of Psalm xc, " God, thou hast
been our dwelling-place in all generations," and the Observer
calls it a "most ludicrous mistake," saying," This passage is
not in the Old or New Testament." Like most Christians,
-.
the Observer editor is unfamiliar with scripture.
A MONTREAL correspondent of John Swinton's Paper says
that in that city Cardinal Taschereau's order against the
Knights of Labor has not had the effect intended, and that
the order is growing faster than ever. This independence of
the church is a healthy sign. Perhaps the pope has not got
all the French Canadians under his· thumb, though it would
be hazardous to stake much upon it.
SEWARD MI'rOHELL, of Newport, Maine, has issued another
number of his World's Refrn·mm·. There are but very few
questions upon which the aver~tge man or woman can agree
with Mr. Mitchell, but his very difference from all the other
people in the world makes his paper good reading. Life
would be tiresome if everyone thought and acted and
looked just like everybody else. Ten cents will procure a
copy of the World's Reformer, and it is worth the money.
WHEN New Jersey entered the Union the following law
was upon her statute-books : "All women, of whatever age,
rank, profession, or degree, whether virgins, maids, or
widows, who shall after this act impose upon, seduce, and
betray into matrimony any of his majesty's subjects by
virtue of scents, cosmetics, washes, paints, artificial teeth,
false hair, or high-heeled shoes, shall incur the penalty of the

AMoNG those who attended the recent New York State
Freethinkers' Convention was C. F. DeMott, of Hempstead,
L. I. Mr. DeMott is a photographer, and he brought along
his camera. The result is found in our advertising columns,
wherein Mr. DeMott sets forth that he " took" the Convention in three positions. Position number one discloses
thirty-six heretics, including a Hindoo, as follows: J. v.
Arnold and his nephew, Mrs. Wilbur, Mrs. Gault, Sadie
Thorpe, Mrs. Reynolds, Prof. G. G. Grower, analytical
chemist; E. M. Macdonald, L. K. Washburn, C. B. Reynolds, Mr. McAlpine, J. L. Andrew, S. W. Devenbaugh,
Mr. and Mrs. Booth, C. P. Somerby, Miss l'IIarie Burnier,
Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner, T. B. Wakeman, T. L. Brown, F.
Burnier, Hattie Thorpe, Mrs. and Miss DeMott,Gopal Vinayak
J oshee, Lucy N. Colman, l'lliss Ida LeCompte, C. M. Powers,
Mr. Evans, Mr. Bissell, Mr. Wilcox, Mr. Thorpe, his wife and
son, and a stranger who wouldn't pay ten cents to go
into the tent and who only had his picture taken because it
was free. Every one of these individuals, except the stranger,
will, of course, send fifty cents for a copy of this picture.
Position number two is a view of the grounds, tents, and
lake, with no individuals in sight to mar the landscape. Mr.
DeMott must hav arisen very early to obtain this desirable
negativ. Position number three is a close view of the tents
with a few persons in front. The rest of the Convention was
inside the large tent listening to Dr. Brown. Mr. DeMott
asserts that every Freethinker will desire to possess these
pictures, and he generously offers. to send them all for one
dollar.
So bitter is.the opposition just now against social reformers that we almost fear to recommend to our readers the new
edition of "Rational Communism" just issued by the
Truth Seeker Company. If we venture to write a few
words in praise of the scholarly qualities of the work, someone will say-notwitllstanding the contrary declaration elsewhere-that the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER has turned
Communist. But if we quote only the recommendations of
others, such, for instance, as the well-known conservativ,
W. S. Bell, who says the book "exposes the barbarism of
civilized society, and points out methods of escape from it,"
we trust we may, without exciting public prejudice and
losing several valued subscribers, be allowed to say that a
paper-covered edition is now on the market at the ridiculously low price, for a book of 498 pages, of fifty cents per
copy, and one dollar in cloth. The book, as we hav before
explained, is a concise statement of the wrongs under which
poor people now labor, an indignant protest against the perpetuation of these wrongs, and an endeavor to show how, by
adopting a rational system of Communism, society can he so
reorganized that there shall be no extremely rich nor extremely poor. Everybody, according to our author, will, in

man that asketh you a •·eason of the hope that is in you, with meekness and fear' (1 Peter iii, 15). We, therefore, feel confident you will
promptly respond to our invitation to giv the reason of your faith
and hope. We cordially invite you to attend on the days most convenient to yourself, and discuss the claims the Bible has upon the
people as a guide of life, and the effe()t upon the civilized world of
the religion known as Christianity. We pledge you t.he most kind
and courteous treatment. Your opponent shall be of highest
moral character, a scholar, and in every respect a gentleman,
whose sole desire is to hav the truth triumphant. PleaBe forward
the proposition you desire to affirm, and make your own selection
of dates between September 2d and 12th for the discussion, and the
Executiv Committee will arrange their ·program to suit your convenience. Awaiting your reply,
"With respects and kindly wishes, ·
C. B. REYNOLDS,
" Yours truly,
"Acting Chairman of Ex. Com. N. Y. F. A."

This was mailed to the subjoined list of noted " divines"
and ordinary ministers :
Rev. John I. Tucker, Troy,
ton, N.J.
J. Banard, D.D., Paterson,
N.Y.
Rev. Eugene L. Toy, ScheN.J.
J. H. Mcilvaine, D.D., Newnectady, N. Y.
John B. Tibbitts, Hoosac,
ark, N.J.
Geo. B. Cheever, D.D., EnN.Y.
glewood, N.J.
C. H. W. Stocking, Albany,
N.Y.
Edwin B. Webb, D.D., BosW. E. Snowden, Cornwall,
ton, Mass.
A. A. Miner, D.D., Boston,
N.Y.
Mass.
Thaddeus A. Snively, Troy,
..
J. L. Witherow, D.D., BosN.Y.
ton. Mass.
Addison M. Sherman, Sing
John ·Lourey, Hackettstown,
Sing, N.Y.
W. E. Wilson, T;·oy, N. Y.
N.J.
W. D. Wilson, Ithaca, N. Y. C. B. Parson, Geneseo, N.Y.
0. P. Eaches, Hightstown,
Jos. T. Duryea, N. Y.
N.J.
Daniel Ourry, D.D., N. Y.
E. P. Parker, D.D., Hartford, J. H. Dudley, Paterson, N.J.
G. E. Weeks, Vail ave. church,
Conn.
Wm. Wilberforce Newton,
Troy, N.Y.
D.D., Pittsfield, Mass.
Rev. Mr. Lyell, Calvary
Jos. Anderson, D.D., Waterchurch, Albany, N. Y.
bury, Conn.
Rev. Mr. Hahn, Memorial
Rev. Dr. MacArthur, Baptist
chapel, Albany, N.Y.
church, N. Y.
Rev. David B. Ford, HanC. S. Robinson, D.D., Presover, Mass.
byterian church, N.Y.
Rev. Dr. L. Baldwin, Boston,
Leonard W. Bacon, D.D.,
Mass.
Rev. L. A. Lambert, Water.
Philadelphia.
C. H. Parkhurst, D.D., Madloo, N.Y.
ison square Presbyter.
Rev. J. H. Knowles, Newark,
Daniel Curry, D.D., MethodN.J.
E. B. Olmstead, Arcade, N.Y.
ist, N.Y.
Otis A. Glanbrook, Elizabeth, Arthur S. Burrows, Pa8saic,
N.Y.
N.J.
A. A. Hedge, D.D., PrinceOf all these not one accepted. A few sent letters of re.
gret that they could not attend, others put their negativ replies in their local papers, and the balance kept very quiet.
It seems astonishing that among so many men earning a living by preaching none could be found with sufficient courage
to face the Freethinkers.

./
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1[cfttrs !!tom Jlritnds.
Vn>ELAND, N .•r., Sept. 10, 1886.
Mn. P,unoH: Inclosed I send yon $2, and request yo u to
pay $1 to friend Reynolds, to aid him in his fight with the

s'a ints of Bonn ton, and the other dollar accept to aid in Tnn
T!tUTn SKEKF.R illustrations.
If THE TJmTn SEEKER could afford to hnv an artist when
Friend Reynold s's trial comes off at Morris county, and at
:Monmouth county when the Hindoo is tried, perhnps you
might discover the missing link.
J . S. SF!.RrARD.
SAORAMJtNTO, CAr.., Aug. 26, 1886.
JI:Iu. Enn·on: Inclosed fiuclmouey order for five dollarst hree for renewal for one year, and two for C. B . Reynolds
to aid the cause of F reet.ho nght at the Convcntiou.
The two books C!UJJc as per order. I 1·ake pride in circulating all such productions among my. Ch r:istiau friends. I
wish Brother J ohn ]~eek woulfl rccor'Lqtruct nod enl arge ou
his late article in 'l'u ~; 'l'IW TH SEEKEn, ~~nd hnv it published
iu pamphlut form. The snbject is n good one, nnd material
is sufficiently abundant to insure goon resu lts.
R. BtrTTET<FIET,D.
ST. PAuL, J\f1~N., Sept. 7, 1886.
Jlt[n. Enmm : lnclosecl please find $5, to apply on tbe

picture fund . ?!'lr. Heston is doing splcudidly, and I s.incerely hope he !!lay be spared many years in the exercise of
his artistic skill in showiug up the inconsistency of tlt e Bible
and the pernicious influ ence of Catholieism. I lmv ga.ined
much information from the illustrations myself, iu t11at they
hav .rnacle clear to me subjec ts that before were obscure. I
consider the pictu res uot only essential for tllu conversion of
Christians, but also of incalculable vnlue to the uneducated
and indi[erent Liberals.
J . C. RoE.
G nJPlB, QuF.x:NSL.AND, Aug. 1, 1886.
}[u. EnLTOll: Dr.

J. L. York, the Californian Freethought

lectu rer, has now Huislwd <~series of eight lectures to fnirly
reprcscntativ audiences. Notwithstalllling the weather was
rather incl<mteut for the gre-ater part of the three weeks that
the doctor has been with us, it 'Is noteworthy that the attendance at the lect ures formed the more advnncecl, I iberal, and
intelligent porLiou of ou r tow n and district, !tnd judgi ng from
the manner in which Dr. York's scathing criticisms of the
superstitions :mel b igqtry of the various sections of the Christian churcllcs we re received, th e aud iences were thoronghly
with the lecturer.
T he P rotestant mi ni sLNR associated. aut! invited a .Mr. li.
A. Loug from Glasgow Green, an nnti-ln!idel orator, who
was lecttiring in Brisbane, to come here for the purpose of
cotmteractiog Dr. York's in fluence with the people. 1\:[r. Long
is evideutly a mere puppet as compared with our Ameriea.n
friend, tbu whol e of his logic being a mere phty upon wo rds,
aud twadd le of the most childish descr iption, wh ilst the oratory of I he rloctor is most irresistible in its logical reasoni ngs
ancl appeals to the common sense of the people. 'l'lte more
D r. York has spoken here, the g reater intl nencc he hns obtH iuccl.
Last n ig ht was his farewell lectnrc her e, and at the suggest ion o[ SOlllC friends a l!'reethought l.:'nion was formed iu the
room, forty-seven members :joining. The following ofti.ccrs
were eleclerl : Mr. IV. II. Wnll<cr, president; :Messrs. Lewis
and Robinson, vice-presidents; Jl'fr. C. Glegg, treasurer;
iUr. R. H. Datsoo, buoorable secretary. I hnv no doubt tbat
tbis branch will g row and flourish, as the platform is sound
and liberal, and the people are anxious for the truth. '!'he
c irculation of TnE TRUTll SEEK ER will also be e~tended here.
Dr. York leaves h ere to-cl!~Y for i''faryboro ngh, where l1e will
giv a course of lectnres prior !o again retuming to the metropolis.
R. II. DA1'SON.

tion of being, bnt does it follow that a more etherealized
brain more powerful to think !IJld reason does not exist ? We
learn somcthin"' of the almost endless forms of life on this
planet, but wb~ kuows what forms life may nssume on other
worlds? We can produce all the tones and scmitones employed in music. Does it follow that there are no other
sounds in the universe thnu we can create ? We can make
ftll the colors and shndes of color conceivable. Does it follow
that no other colors exist?
I don't offer a.rgumcnt, but many of your renders are well
qualified to teach om philosophy, and those who wish to get
knowledge most reach for it . The ~Iaterialists ltav been
getting ahead of us as regards volume, not nrgument, for
some time past in Tnn Tuunr SEEKER. I hope to hear from
some of our rtble writers soon.
Mr. Heston's pictures arc excellent. He is a philosopher
a.s well as au a.r ti~t..
W . AnoumAJ>D.
OAKLAND, CAr.. , Aug. 26, 1886.
J\:IH. Eo n oR: At tftis stngc of t he worlrl's progress, it
seems rat.her strange, aucl givs me a sense of being set back
a centnry, to learn through your paper that our friend and
brother in the cause of humanity was mobbed, arrested, !mel
otherwise mnltrea.ted for violating !~ law I fear was made
more to protect a worthless, idle class tha.n to benefit an
almigllty who can take care of himself.
If we punish .llfr. Reynold.s, I fear we shall punish ourselvs
nlso. ..Arc the American people to wade tltrO\tgh the churchnHtde r ivers of blood tbnt our fathers crossed only a few
years ago? \Viii the America.n workingman pa.y a church
for teaching old fables t.llnt degrade and brutnlize his chilclreD? What is more dcg radiog than the cloct.rin t.hat a man
should eat his God? An d yet we Catholics must do that. I
could see witl! my God-made eyes the cousecratccl wafer ; I
could taste, and my reason, God's highest and most sacred
gift· to me, declared, " 'Tis a wafer a.nd nothing more." The
ox can follow his God-given ins tinct, but man must obey the
church, >\.ud must lower hilllself beuea.t.l.t tbc ox. He must
sub8cribc 10 a doctrin which God himself tells him, thron.gh
nat;ure, is not only false, but barbarous.
lt is not to be wondered at that Christians are themselvs
ern e! to one another and to their neighbors, wheu t.heir God
planned from the beginning that monstrous fable, the agony
on the cross. Oh, what pain comes over my heart to see
that dreadful symbol of ignorance a.nd superstition and cruelty, that dreadful cross! Mr. Rcyi;Iolds, beware of the
cross? Remember Brnno, and don't forget our persecuted
Thomas l'aiue.
•
I will end by commencing w ith' $1 to help pay for yonr
defense, nud hope that. all lovers of truth ll.lld free speech
will rlo the same. ·
Yours truly,
TnoMAS AnPER.

Prairie-du-Chien is named from its former inhabitants, so is
B'aboonton called so to show the character of its present
population. This curious town, with its half-evolutecl breed,
is an excellent argument for t.be Darwinian theory. It furnishes the Jonp;-sought "missing link." As there is a
transitional period in the metamorphoses of the baLmchia
when it can be pronounced neither tadpole nor f rog, so i1; is
difficult to call these either h nrnnu or brute. Denu Swift.
would probably call them Ynhoos; bnt let us call them as
they are, baboons, nncl let. us compassionate them with a
sort of fellow feeling, for where they nre now our ancestors
were several !Ilillion years ago. It is related that one of
these creatures, several years ago, by some chance found
it.self in France and in the presence of Dmm~s jils, on which
occasion it evin ced a curiosity grca.tly to be wondered aL iu
a creature of such low part.s. It interrogated tb is celebntted
F renchman of African descent as LO his aDccstry.
"What countryman w as your fat.hcr, sir?"
"He was a Frenchman, sir."
"And your gmndfather?"
"A Frenchman."
''And your great-grandfather?"
'fhis, from 11 Yahoo, was too much for even our impcrLurbablc F renchman. A cloud shadow~ hi!< brow and lig ht.n ing flashes from his eye a-s he tbun(lers at the imperti ncnL
brute:
"He was an a.pe, sir! ]!Iy pedigree began where yoms
ends t"
J ust so we may seek to abate the disagreeable charneteristics of these creMures; but we should r em ember what bus
been may yet be, and from t.ltis humb le st;ock nmy yet spriDg
trne men. However, t.ill there be some eucouragiug sign, tl ~
a warning to strangers, let us restore 1he original ortJwgraphy of this name nud write it ou our maps" Bahoonton."
As the case stauds now, who co nld blame a "decent-like
hog" for getting cnrnged at being pict m ed in such beastly
qunrtcrs, or at being identifi ed with the " Baboous o[
Ba.boonton," N . J .?
J . K . I'. BaKEH.
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sion ends, their. circulation stops. This is not doing either
our cause or our publications justice. They should be kept
in circulation, and my plan of dist!iJ.bution is this: Let us set
apart a certain day-say, the first day of each month-to
gather up our old papers, tracts, etc., and mail them sever~
ally to other persons. We can obtain names from newspapers, circulars, school and college catalogs, etc., or we
can exchange a list of names with each other. It might be
asked, Why exchange your lists of names? For this reason :
Most every Liberal, in his own community, is a "notorious
Infidel," and any reading matter that he would hand an orthodox Christian would be immediately consigned to the
flames, with the accompanying prayer that its donor might
meet with. a like fate hereafter, though, if the same thing
should be received through the mails, it would be read, and
probably some good accomplished.
Now, brothers and sisters, let us act upon this suggestion.
On the first day of every month let ns start some Liberal
reading matter out on missionary work, if it is only a single
package. What a pleasure it will be to know that, while we
are folding, wrapping, and superscribing the dear old TRUTH
SEEKERS and Investigator.~, and statting them out on their
mission of love, enlightenment, liberty, and reform, there are
probably thousands of others occupied in the same pleasant
manner!
Let us begin this good work the first day of October, and
so load the United States mails with Infidelity on that day
that the great .Jewish Jehovah will be so enraged he will feel
Iil\e ·wrecking every steamboat and railroad train on the continent. I, for one, will pledge myself to make a general
clean cut on that day, and sta1't at least fifty packages. If
999 other persons will do the same thing, there will be fifty
thousand persons receive reading matter of a kind that
probably they hav never seen aefore. Just think of it!
l<'ifty thousand strangers reading TaE TRUTH SEEKER, Investigator, and other Libf;)ral journals, periodicals, tracts, pamphlets, leaflets, etc., the first few days· of October! Could
the result be anything but good?
CLAYTON CROSSON.

BRooKLYN, E. D., N .. Y., Sept. 2, 1886.
J\1n. EDITOR: Some Freethinkers would be startled at the

idea that a live Spiritualist should hav the folly to attempt to
ventilate his ideas through your columns, but when such
thinkers understand you hav hundreds of these demented
subscribers on your list, they will cease to wonder.
In speaking of mediums and mediumship, I think there is
mnch misconception. Many suppose that the circumstance
of tt person, man, woman, or child, being a medium implies
tl1t1t such individual is of superior intellect, superior morality, superior iearning, and superior wisdom, when in fact the
reverse is too often most sorrowfully the truth. Thus, although we hav met, in our long experience, many estimable
. mediums of all phases of enlightenment-mediums who hav
stood and still stand high in the estimation of the publicyet we regret to affirm that we hav among us creatures who
are equally as good mediums, but of the most degraded
type, without the slightest conception of virtue Ol' morality.
This is well to be early understoorl. About this ~ime much
is said about Mr. True~dell's teachiu.gs. Now, whether he is
a fraud or medium, or both, is a matter of question.
It is a !mown fact among Spiritualists that there are many
mediums sailing around among the public " so loose of
soul" who sell. the phenomena of Spiritualism for greedthat is, where ·there is a community of skeptics they serve it
up as a mere trick, and so it passes; but when they strike a
community of believers, they pass off the phenomena as
genuin. These creatures select the name of some reputable
medium, slate-writer, rapping or clairvoyant, as the case
may be, and when detected, bring down disgrace both on
their own head and that of the assumed honest medium. All
they go for is the almighty dollar.
Mediumship, in all its strangeness, is far from being a lucrativ bnsi~ess, and mediums, like all our advanced thinkers and lecturers, hav to eat off very small plates to make a
living, and I hav yet to learn of the first genuin medium who
has laid by a competency for old age. It is true such mediums may write an interesting book, and expect much from
its sale; but people are beginning to discriminate between
fact, fraud, and fiction, and there is too much private or domestic examination of this mystic subject to question its
truth.
The writer, perhaps, was the first one who tried the invisibles in their ability·to giv the word that would open the
common Bramah lock, with its three or four million changes.
He once flattered himself it was an impossibility, but was
mistaken, let the lock be set as remote from the medium as
was chosen, or by whom. This experiment took place fully
twenty-five or thirty years ago.
While in at the rooms of a medium one day a stranger entered. He addressed the medium, saying, "I hav recently
heard much of late on the my3tery of lock-opening; now,
here is one that has been closed for five years past. It
belonged to my brother, who has been dead that space of
time. Now, if the combination cannot be given, it must remain closed and useless.
The medium and myself gave the lock an inspection. It
was real(y a costly and beautiful lock,.of silver, and artistically made. The lock was laid on the table before the medium, and his hand involuntarily wrote the word "Mohawk." The gentleman seized the lock, and, on trial of its
six rings with trembling hands, it readily opened to the
word.
The gentleman mused in silence for a few minutes, and at
length said that, by computation, this lock, with its six rings
inscribed with the Roman alphabet of twenty-six letters,
would giv changes of many, many millions, to open it by
mere guessing! If the skeptic should choose mind-reading

as a last resort, the only mind conceivable would be the mind
of the defunct brother. The writer has in stol,'e, through his
experience, hundreds of facts, but to conclude that he had,
arrived at the bottom facts of the mysteries of existence he
does not presume, although he has a very vivid recollection
of some of its rascalities and frauds.
D. BRUCE.
MILWAUKEE, On., Sept.15, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Evolution is a fact, but the manner in whicb
it takes place is to some extent theory. The value of a lecture like that recently published in THE TRUTH SEEKER by
Mr. Watts is that it helps us to understand that process.
Those who hav access· to books and museums, and leisure to
study, should be careful to giv us accurate statements of the
results of scientific inquiry.
Mr. Watts speaks of '' sponta'\leous generation " as· a part
of the process of evolution, whereas, if it were true, it would
disprov.e evolution. He says:, "Dr. Bastian maintains that
he has succeeded, in innumerable instances, in producing
live organisms from non-living matter. Hence the doctrin of
evolution, which is in accordance with true philosophy, finds
support in that physical science where we should expect to
meet with it, and to which it really belongs."
If innumerable organisms, some higher, some lower, belonging to different species, can be produced spontaneously,
evolution is superseded. The independent slate-writer fastens two slates together so nothing can possibly be written
between them, and. then produces the .slates with writing on
them, and says it was done by spirits. M. Pouchet manufactures " artificial water" out of oxygen and hydrogen, subjects it to heat above the boiling point, isolates it from the
whole world, from all the past of our planet's history; in
fact, makes a ·little artificial world of his own, and in that
world makes the conditions for the production of. life the
most favorable possible. He then shows it to you containing animals vastly higher tha'h many which are known to
hav been evolved from lower forms, and says they came
there themselvs. If this. is true, what may we not assume
to hav occurred where the conditions were favorable?
If so much can be done in such a little world, made out of
artificial water, surely this great world, with its immense
variety of chemical and thermal CQnditions, its vast oceans
and continents, should be expected to produce spontaneous(y the higher animals and man. Instead of saying, with
Reade, " Dots of animated jelly, without definit form or figm-e, swimming unconsciously in the primeval sea, were the
ancestors of man, and the history of our race begins with
them, and continues wttlwut an inte1·ruption to the present
day," we may say of our maternal ancestor, in the language
of the poet:
Hopsy Popsy never wns born ;
She never had a mother.
She must hav hatched ont in the corn
Or haystack. one or t•other.

The notion of spontaneous generation contradicts the plainest facts of embryology. Francis E. White, M.D. (Popular
Science Jliontlll.'l/, March, 1884), says: " In the earliest perceptible stage of its existence, the human being consists of a
minute, apparently homogeneous mass of living matter, of a
kind known, since the days of Von Mohl and Remak, as protoplasm." But protoplasm is itself the result of evolution,
and its production implies time and conditions which could
not possibly be obtained in a little isolated world made ont
of artificial water.
Another point needs a little criticism. Mr. Watts says :
'' Man was certainly the last animal that appeared, as he was
the highest. If it be asked, Why highest as well as last? the
answer is that because, by the proc~ss of evolution, the highest must be last."
Why should all the animals stop evoluting the instant. a
being distinctivly human appeared? Is it not inevitable that
the same forces and conditions which had produced thousands of species before should continue to operate? How
could we know if such a sentiment were true? Listen to
Professor Huxley: "It is not by any means certain that man
-1 mean the species lwmo sapiens of zoological terminology
-has consummated the .land population in the sense of appearing at a later period than any other. Let me Ill,ltke my
meaning clear by an example. From a morphological point
of view, our beautiful and useful contemporary-I might call
him colleague-the h<>rse (equus caballus), is the last term of
the evolutional series to which he belongs, just as lwmo sa.
piens is the last term of the evolutional series of which he is a
member. If I wAnt to know whether the species equus caball~.Ul made its appearance on the surface of the earth before or
after lwmo sapien,s, deduction from known law does not help
me. There is no reason that I know of why one should hav
appeared sooner or later than the other. If I turn to observation, I find abundant remains of equus caballus in Quaternary strata, perhaps a Iitt.Ie earlier. The existence of ltomo
sapiens in· the Quaternary epoch is alao certain. Evidence
has been produced in favor of man's existence in the Pliocene
or even in the Miocene epoch. It does not satisfy me; but I
hav no reason to doubt that the fact may be so, nevertheless.
Indeed, I think it quite possible that further research will
show that homo Bapiens existed not only before equus caballU8
but before many other existing forms of animal life" (The
Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters of Nature). Is
not man as likely to be the oldest as the youngest of the
present mammalian inhabitants of our planet?
D. PRIESTLEY.
DECATUR, ILL., Sept. 1, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: The Christian says that God will protect him
in time of disease and battle, and also that he will answer his
prayers. Now, I will not only ask the layman, but also the.
clergy, to co~e and let us reason together, that by our
commingling 1deas we may both be profited. Now, ~hen
the Christian is stricken low with disease he never one#
,dO Ja'Ifi s
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dreams ~f the efficacy of 1 pr~yer, but hastily resorts to the
skill of medicin, which is not the invention of God but of
man. And while in this moment ()f peril his faith in God as
a healing medium vanishes like the hoary frost before the
dawning sun. And should the patient recover under the
treatment of the physician, the clergy will assume the
authority for saying " the Lord is not willing that he should
pass from among us yet." But should the physician not understand the disease of his patient, and he dies, the clergyman in attendance at the funeral will again assume the
authority for saying, "Brothers and sisters, the Lord has
seen fit, in his tender mercy, to take this brother from our
midst that he might be relieved of his· suffering "-speaking
as though (taking the Christian at his own idea of God's
power) God could not just as easily relieve the suffering by
healing them as to kill and rob them of their lives.
Now, taking the Christian at his own claim, that God inspires or ·dictates to the physician how to administer his
medicin to the afflicted in order to heal or kill them, what
then would be the need of men to concern themselvs to
acquire a knowledge of what is required to get a diploma?
If God does administer aid to suffering humanity through
the efforts of man, why can he not dispense with man entirely? If God is ever-present, and in at(endance with the
physician at the bed of affliction, why has it not always been
just as easy to cur~ a case of small-pox as one of chickenpox? Does the fatality of a disease depend upon God's assistance? If so, is not his attribute of a contagious order?
In what way does he commingle his infinit attributes with
any disease in order to heal or kill the ailing?
These are questions that certainly can be answered by the
Christian sa he would not believe in something of which he
could giv no conception. Again, it is erroneously claimed
that there is a God of battles. This silly notion, however, is
not confined t0 the Christian world, but is harbored in the
minds of every barbaric tribe on the face of the earth-the
combatants on each side claiming that God in some mysterious way is particularly interested in the extermination of
those they are pleased to call their enemies. Of course they
admit that battles are fought by men, but they are credulou~
about the matter to the effect that God is the real cause of
the victory. But how this miraculous achievement is obtained they offer no information that would satisfy a rational
mind-that relies upon ocular demonstrations-but they comfort themselvs in this way rather than disturb their dead calm
of faith to learn the startling facts that an abundance of ammunition, disciplined soldiers, and good generalship are re_
qui red to win battles. To deny the assistance of God's hanrl
in time of battle is simply sacrilegious in the sight of an adherent to this delusion ; though we should not expect anything
better of the Jew or Christian when they hav from time im~
memorial been infused with the following Bible passages
which they consider as having emanated direct from Go,!:
',·The Lord is a man of war; the Lord is his nmne." '' The ··
Lord shall· go forth as a mighty man; he shall stir up
jealousy like a man of war; he shall cry, Yea, war! he sh~l!
prevail against his enemies." "The Lord hath opened hiR
armory, and hath brought forth the weapons of his indignation." "And he said unto them, Thns saith the Lord God
of Israel, Put every man his sword by his sille, am! go in
and out from gate to gate throughout the camp, and slay
every man his brother, and every man. his companion; and
my wrath shall wax hot and I will kill you with the sword;
and your wives shall be widows, and your children father.
less." "And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying, Vex the
Midianites and smite them."
I might continue to quote at great length these hideous
passages which the frenzied warriors of those barbarous ages _
had craftily put into the mouth of their Jewish Jeliovah in
order to hoodwink and intimidate their opposers; also to
encourage their own army. And it is amazing to state that
this ancient delusion has reached the shores of our own
time-that God still continues to finger in' battles at the
present day. But it appears from the following that he wa!j
no more successful in battles of early times than at the present, for we read, " And the Lord was with Judah, and he
drave out the inhabitants of the mountains, but co~ld not
4irive out the inhabitants of the valley because they had
chariots of iron."
What did it matter if they did hav chariots of iron? Is it
to be supposed that if God ever lwd any hand in war
man could invent an implement that would defeat him in
battle? To admit of such a thing is to assume that man is
equal with God in power. In our late war of the rebellion,
between the North and South, it was the flrm conviction of
thousands, yea, millions, on both sides of the contest that
God was in their favor, and on their side alone did he assist.
And this they proclaimed from the house-tops whenever
they achieved a victory, but were as silent as the grave
whenever met by defeat. Why did either army claim his
assistance in one victory when they were defeated in the
next contest?. I hav been answered to the effect. that God
allows his elect to be defeated occasionally by their enemies
in order to. chastise them. Very well; but is he not favoring his enemies when he allows them to defeat his own
army, which was done almost alternately during the war of
the rebellion? Then upon what grounds is it claimed tha~ ,
there is a God of battles? Please just giv us proof ?f tlilitL
fact. Giv us just one shadow of evidence that there was
0
ever a power in battle superior to man 'll!t
? 1. SHi.vJ.il'"{lh•
01e l
:J.,.,W#Jnn])·1Ts·, I
fiendish idea of God causing one port~q~Mq~J¥A~·PcWA.P.fPJHilres
to be slaughtered by the others •just. in,;onpeir,Jtt:t.cll~U~ti~'f
them. If God has the power, as11 it!'is•l(:la~d}'tb~!f'&rone't
to victory, why has he not the sai'iHl' i)~VilePI:O'~Jl<l J)'fitY!es by
t?e. m. ~re exe~~ise of his wiU?:i,r'JliHl/,0·.· ~Pi~ia~l w. hu .coo.:r..r
s!ders.It.B:"r~~ us duty to a~~.gAH,~o,~ 1o~ 1 ~lif,~~;~~iH'!'Ib~t8
~)ood>CWlf~ ~ nd re~dy t<tRI?P~~~Jl~~~/M'mf:~hF. 1\rSSv)T•
coil:fiM~ oy ere fimte man.
hHit?ili fJH~:Q}r,JHH rri
J TOl bsmsa ns
.·,zoLod;·w bsUJri-li'>c oT
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But if I had deserted quite,
Against my country's cause to fight,
Then caught, condemned .for treason,
Could Justice, with impartial eye,
Accept a friend for me to die 7
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN: Fall
No rhyme can giv it reason.
Ri'ller, Mass., to whom all Gommunicationsfor No babbling babes, however bright,
this Gomer slwuld be sent.
Though sweet their songs, can make wrong right,
'Tis senseless as their rattle.
Each soul in its own place must stand
" Between the dark and the daylight,
To wear a coward's, traitor's brand,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Or hero's crown in battle.
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
In vain the murd'rer, traitor, thief,
That is known as the Children's Hour."
Urges the plea of his belief
In substitution's story.
Even
his Christian judges see
Carlo's Sacrifice.
On earth, at least, it may not be,
A. hundred pounds for Carlo Monaldi !
And "swing him off to glory."
Gifts for the brave who has given his all!
ll"Win, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
Bolder than he never followed a banner ;
Grander than he never guarded a wall.
[The above criticism of " Carlo's Sacrifice"
HPro unnamed with the heroes of storyPraise him whose praises no bard ever penned; is very fine, and we agree with our talented
Honor the soldier who, careless of glory, .
correspondent that man must ever be his own
Offered his life for the life of his friend.
redeemer, ann that each soul must stand in
Down on the valleys of Piedmont in thousands
Poured from the mountains the Austrian foe ;
its own place forever.-ED. C. C.]
Up at the call of the trumpet to meet them,
Alpine and Appenine marched to the Po.
Vainly her firesides in sorrow forsaken
Joe.
Love from the lot of the sword would defend ;
Ca.rlo was left, and his comrade was taken,
Joe, of whom I write, is an Indian. He is
Cresar Manati, his kinsman and friend.
of the Micmac tribe, and his tribal name is
He was the stay of his father and mother
Spotted Horse.
He was their comfort, their idol, their ah;
Woe for the home and the hearts of the aged,
I will tell you how I became acquainted
Sonless if Cresar Manati should fall.
None for their proffer of gold would replace him, with Joe, or Spotted Horse. At the close of
Pity no hand to release h1m could lend;
a summer day, a messenger came up to the
Only" ¥Dung Carlo stood by to embrace him,
cottage where I was living, and said:
Danng for love to deliver his fnend.
"Edgar wants Susie to come to the shore
"I am an orphan," said Carlo Monaldi,
" Bound by no filial or family tie ;
with her hat and shawl. He has borrowed
Better for me to be fight.ing your battles,
the Indian's canoe."
Absent unlom~ed for, unmissed if I die.
Better: my loss than that many another
I did not wait. but, snatching my shawl
Fortune Mhou.ld ruin or sorrow should· rend ;
Duty is first to your father and motherand hat, ran across the road and down the
llfine be the danger that threatens my friend."
bluff to the edge of the water, where Edgar
Long was his pleading unheeded. "In friendship was paddling in a pretty birch-bark canoe.
Cresar Manati shall not be outdone ;
Never th_y safety for mine "-and the soldier
" Come, get in, get in, and I'll paddle you
Manfully shouldered his knapsack and gun.
But his strong heart, as his mother stgod weeping, over to the dock," said Edgar. ,; Come, I
Strong in its trial, gave way at the end,
.can't wait. Be spry."
And the hot tears to his eyelids upleaping
But, in being spry, I nearly capsized .the
Answered their thanks to the pledge of his
friend,
craft, and found myself almost on all fours,
"A hundred pounds for Carlo Monaldi!
sprawling in the water that kisses the beach
Nobly our hero the bounty has won,
at Onset Bay.
Well shall the father reward him who, willing,
Offers his life for the life of his son !"
"Hold on now! Wait, I tell ye. You're
But the bright gold in the hazrd of its giver
so-so-careless. A canoe isn't a gunboat
Carlo's proud spirit could only offend.
Duty with him was no sordid endeavor,
or a battering-ram. You-look out-thereOnly a servwe for love of his friend.
step carefully now. All right-so-squat!"
Forth to the war went the youth in his beauty,
I obeyed instructions.
Nerved by affection to peril unknown,
Facing the fate that was fm ged for another,
"Now, don't you move on the peril of your
Bearing the burden he chose for his own.
Fierce his heart kindled when morn o'er the river 'life," and Edgar's eyes glared at me dreadSaw the black eagles to combat descend.
Dire was their flight, but they daunted him never, fully, savagely, and I did not move an inch.
- Fearless of foes while he fought for his friend.
I scarcely breathed~ We paddled along
smoothly, gliding over the waters, but I
On to the strife where the crosses were gleaming
White on the flags of his country and king !
never felt happier than when that canoe
And the dark hosts, on the field of Novara,
Met like the meeting of storms on the wing.
slipped alongside the floating dock, and I
Down with the Hapsburg ! but shadows of ruin
pulled myself up on its pine flooring.
Hover where patriot and tyrant contend;
Death, in the tumult of fliglit and pursuin\1",
Joe stood there, grinning in a ghastly way,
Spares not the bosom that bleeds for a fnend.
and I then discovered that Edgar had " borYonder fair marble records the brief storyrowed" the canoe without leave, while its
" Cream· Manati erected this tomb,
The conscript redeemed to the volunteer soldier,
owner was off in his wigwam, and this was
Carlo Monaldi, who d1ed in his room."
the first intimation that the brave had of the
There, till expires the last grateful emotion,
Italy's sires will in pilgrimage wend,
whereabouts of his birchen bark. Visions of
Teaching their children love's gallant devotion,
hat~hets, tomahawks,
sharp knives, and
Praising the hero who ransomed his friend.
Let the bright babes of all Christendom's mothera scalps of various hues floated before my
In the sweet songs at their cradles be told
vision.
Of the young warrior whose knightly oblation
"It's all right; you needn't be scared," said
Points to the sweeter evangel of old.
Till the last splendors of man's self-denial
Edgar,
eyeing the red man rather dubiously
Into the glories of Calvary blend,
at the same time. ·
Where the divine one, supreme in his trial.
Perished, the sinner's redeemer and friend.
"I'm not scared by any means, but it is
THERON BROWN.
rather cold on the water," and, of course, I
The story of " Carlo's Sacrifice" is well quivered some, though I spoke up bravely.
told in the poem above. Cresar Manati had
"Please, sir, you are a friendly Indian, I
b~en conscripted into the Italian army, but believe-and you won't scalp me, will you ?"
his friend, Carlo Monaldi, " an orphan," I looked at the Indian inquiringly.
"bound by no filial or family tie," volunteers
He kept on grinning.
as his substitute, out of pure friendship, reAt last he s:goke. "Me no scalpee shortjecting the ."hundred pounds" with which haired squaw! Ho! ho! he! Me likee
Cresar's father desired to reward him.
squaw."
Carlo falls in battle, and Cresar erects a
So we became friends at once, and I prommonument to the memory of his self-sacri- ised him I would tell the children in the Corficing friend. So far, it is a good story well ner all about Joe and his canoe, if he would
told; but now our poet breaks out in his final come and spend the evening with me, which
illogical and irrelevant stanza. It is like a he readily agreed to do, if Arthur, the captain
total eclipse of the sun in its mid-day reful- of the floating dock, would accompany hinl.
gence:
Arthur said he would be glad to ·do so, and
Let the bright babes of all Christendom's mothers when they came, we passed a very agreeable
In the sweet son~;:s at their cradles be told
evening.
Of the young warrwr, whose knightly oblation
Points to the sweeter evangel of old.
Joe sang some Indian songs in his nativ
Till the last splendor of man's self-denial
tongue, and spoke the names of the inmates
Into the glories of Calvary blend,
Where the divine one, supreme in hiM trial,
of our cottage in Indian language, and ArPerished, the sinnei''s redeemer and friend.
thur sang several pieces, also, in his own dialect: J ~e told stories of his childhood, and
Ah, Theron Brown, I think, with you,
of how his mamma died when he was a little
To Carlo's sacrifice is due
pappoose. His father played the violin once
The glowing praise you renderA monument that far outvies
for many years, but when Joe's mother died,
The shaft Manati's care supplies,
after that his father could play no more, the
With all its chiseled splendor.
strings all broke, and the violin was lifeless
I, too, once heard my country's call;
evermore. Joe was sent to school, and
I cared not where the "draft" might falllearned some, but when the teacher beat him
! was no craven schemer;
with a rod, his proud spirit rebelled, and he
For then to me it plainly seemed
would never go to school afterward.
That whosoe'er woura be redeemed
Must be llis own redeemer.
'' Why are you calletl 'Spotted Horse?'
And why do Indians hav such names as 'FlyHad I, from love of child and wife,
Sent some one else into the strifeing Cloud,' 'Bright Star,' 'Rising Sun,' etc.?"
My place supplied by proxyI inquired.
'Twould take, methinks, a fertil mind
"Because," answered Joe, "the children
In this a parallel to find
are named for the first object that the mother
To self-styled orthodoxy.

{Jlhildrtn) fllorntr.

sees after she looks on the baby for the first
tinle."
This was said in Joe's quaint way of speaking our language :
"If the roomer see big spoon, baby be
named Big Spoon ; if she see speckled hen,
baby be Speckled Hen always ; if she see the
sun shining, baby be Sunlight; and so on."
We all thought that very romantic indeed.
We asked a great many questions of Joe, all
of which he answered intelligently-and
truly, I suppose. For a wonder, Joe is a
Catholic, having been trained in that faith.
"Me not much great belief in it," said he.
';Best religion be to do good."
·'So it is, Joe; let us practice it," we all
said:
Joe was delighted to think he would be put
in print, and said I must tell that he went to
a picnic at Calamuet and was in a race with
two other canoes, and his canoe won the
race, and that next year he will hav three ca..
noes in the waters of Onset bay, and take all
the girls on the water who will care to go
with him. Joe has a full Indian suit, in which
he dresses sometimes. He appears quite stylish in his beaded frock and cap of feathers.
The children all think he is beautiful when
dressed up, and say that if they were Indians
they would wish to be just like Joe, er Spotted Horse.
S. H. W.

.A.n Improved Thimble.
A friend indeed is the "Needle-threading
Thimble." We hav seen ladies with poor
'eyesight poke, and work, and bother, and
get provoked at the mere act of threading a
needle. A good Samaritan has, however,
arisen in the Freethought ranks, and by
means of a cunning little invention attached
to a thimble, remedies forever the defects of
eyesight by a very simple arrangement. Another invention no less unique and useful is the
"Thread-clipping Thimble," by the same good
benefactor of the human race. This attachment to· the thimble cuts the thread from
spool, sewing machine, or cloth, thus saving
teeth, eyes, or use of scissors. These thimbles
ought to sell by the million, and no lady
should be without one. They should be
universally adopted as a great improvement
over the old-fashioned thimble.
It is a matter of congratulation that our
most inlportant inventions hav been generated
in the brains of Liberals, and among them
may be classed W. P. Slensby, of the
Slensby Manufacturing Company, 176 Broadway, New York, who has patented the
thimbles above mentioned, and will be only
too happy to supply the women of this
world, or any other, with his improved
thimble at trifling cost, twenty-five centsand anJ body can afford that.
S. H. W.

Alas! that even our sweets must sour,
That a spider lurks in the fairest flower,
That a;pesW.Ience rides on every breeze
Sowing the seeds of disease, DISEASE.

J. K. P. B.

·

ANBWli:RS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S OORNER,
SEPTEMBER 11, 1886.
1.-Peri-wig.
2.DERVISH
INERT
ARE

::=M

•ROE
s·ANDY
BITTERN.
D. B. Cozine, of Lexington, Ky., desires
the full address of Herman Tausig.

Mottoes for Freethinkers.
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the " God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
1Jadings:
'

:················"····················••'••·······"···:
THE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WORLD.

: ............................................................... :
0 ........................................... ;

.................. :

FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH,
.......................................................................
'
.

......................................................................
.:
SUPERSTITION
THE CHILD OF SLAVERY. .
.......................... ....................................... .
-............................... ..
................................
: BEASON IS A BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR.
.

:

lB
,

...............................................................

,..................... .:
...........................................
THE SOHOOL-HOUSE IS
CATHEDRAL.
.

:

MY

................................................................
....................................................................
:
:
UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.
.
....................
........................................... .
'

~

.............................................................
•

TH1!4 TIME TO BE HA.PFY IS NOW,

:

AND THE !'LACE TO BE HAPPY IS HEBE.
............................................................
.

·····················································:
NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
THE WORLD IS

MY
MY

COUNTRY ;

TO DO GOOD
RELIGION.
..
.........................................................
The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, prmted in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
38 Clinton Pl., New York City.

ELEMENTS
OF

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-ENIGMA,
My first is in flour, but not in wheat;
My second is in sour, but not in sweet;
My third is in blue, but not in black;
My fourth is in face, but not in back;
My fifth is in thrice, but not in twice;
My sixth is in tea, but not in rice;
My seventh_is in bud, but not in rose;
My eighth is in shut, but not in close;
My ninth is in rain, but not in shine;
My tenth is in ring, but not in chime;
My eleventh is in frost, but not in rime.
My· whole is a Liberal poet.
Garlow, Mo.
JESSIE L. LAwsoN.
2.-QUESTION.
How can you salute a man and inquire the
state of his health by simply SI>_eaking his
name?
A. H. WALKER.
Oswego Gertter, N. Y.
3.-DIAMOND.
1.
2.
3.
4.

A vowel.
To regulate.
A blade of grass.
The vowels.
5. A temporary peace.
.6. A female sheep.
7. A vowel.
Lyons, N.Y.

UNIVERSAL HISTORY
FOB

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS
AND FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prof. D. ltl. Cottlnger, A.M.
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of history from2,000
years B.C. on up to 1883, all in a nutshell.-El-

mtna. Slenker.

As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
an important place; in the family it would be no
less important, as conveying infonnation that all
should be acquainted with.-Susan IVtxon.
Mr. Cottinger's mtentions in writing this book
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable. It
may be commended as fulfilling its purpose of a
concise· and interesting historical text-book.Mtlwaukee Sentinel.
·
Price, Cloth,

U.~O.

For Schools, in Quantities, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

-

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearJy 11 ~00 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25--i.n English or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCillNCE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
C. RooKER.
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
4.-0HARADE.
250 pagest illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
1'hejirst's an endearing name for mother,
volume or" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
Tlte second should also be anotherHAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Re" A well-bred woman," but, by my troth,
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 1.28 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
I think they should be mother's, both,
For tMee-jou1·ths of the latter's blest employ
SANITARY-SCillNCE SERillS (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
Is to press to her breast a little boy.
m
their Relation to Disease,"representing the germ
" A boy/" " a boy!" and, between tlte two,
theory, advocating personal and .PUblic hygiene
It seems they hav nothing else to do
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeamk" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
Whenevm· tltell meet, from forst to last,
to s1c and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
But to clasp a boy and hold him fast,
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
And worry and fret, for never yet
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 386 p_ages1 cloth
But a world of worriment goes with a pet.
bound, $2i "Heredity!" by Loring_Moouy, 159
Whoopin.g-cough,
measles,
chicken-pox, p.ages, clotn1 75 cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Marsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
mumps,
Human Temperaments!" with illustrations, by Dr.
This is the way their worry jumps ;
E. B. Foote, 10 cents ; ' Generation before ReFenAny one or all of these,
eration" by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.~;o cents; ' Re·
Or any other dread disease.
ports of Conventions and Parlor .lYJ.eetini>B during
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Convent10n of the
That is their meeting's sole pretense,
Institute
of Heredit_y,Ma;!'.29J..l883," 10 cents.
And this of their theme is the only sense;
Address TH.i!i TRUTH SEEKER.

'r.£:lE TRUTH. SE1E1KER, SEPTEMBE1R S5, 188El.
Agents for the Truth Seeker.

PRICE, TWENTY-FIVE CENTB.

OALHl'ORNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OANA.DA..

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.

-THE-
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Chris. Brown, Burlington.
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WITH

THIRTY

NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

Llrentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supcnor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.

DIS.TlliGUISHED

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North 10th st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
H. Clay Luse, Waynesburg.
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSEE.

Fe£dinand Pfister, Nashville.
TEXAS.

L. Andrriss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

CONTENTS:

Lick Observatory-, Girard College, Philadelphia,
Freethought Hall, Waco, Texas lintel'i.or VIew);
Freethought Ha)b. Waco.~.. Texas (extenir .view);
The Tent.1. Iron virgin, l:'aine Hall, M{)ncure D.
Conway, l:ialadin, Annie ~esantl Mary WoJ.lstC>~e
craft, G. W. Foote, Austm Ho yoake, J. 8. Mtll.
George Eliot, Geo. Standring, Ernst IIaeckel,
Auguste ComtiJJ Edward Gibboil, Ma~ Muller,
Thos. Huxley, volt~tirei Chas. Darwin, Rousseau,
Humboldt, Byron, She! ey, David Hume, Goethe,
Robert BurnsJ.Richard Carlil~Herbert Spencer,
Castelar, Braruaugh, Chas. A. watts, J. A. Fronde,
John Tyndall.

'

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
VIRGINIA.

Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
ENGLAND.

NEW YORK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPANY,

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thoug_h

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street, anonymous, it is now known to be the WOl'k of W.
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
London.
Price, 15 cents.

CHARLES DARWIN

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Antl·Bibll·
cal Works.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Au thor-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

TH.I:!.. CRISIS.
Bv Thomas· Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more· such
:tlaming arguments • • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 31S cents.

For either of these works!.. or any of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton )'lace, New York.

BIBLE
AND

~dYTifS
THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with those of
heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their Origin
and Meaning. With
numerous illustrations.
The object of the work 1s to_point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with other
na tiona; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionable true that the results of a
rationalist.ic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us."-N. Y. Sun.
1 val. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price. i2.ii0.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
S8 Olin ton Place, New York

Address THE TRuTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

Sa~~ath- Breaking.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG,
Author of "False Claims," "Bible
Morals," Etc.
The best and most thorough work ever written
on the Sunday Question from a rational point of
view;

Large an-I Ha'ttdsome Print.
BINGLE CoPIES,
Su:: CoPIEs,

oiher Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
33 Olinton Place, New York.

Charles Watts's Works.
·rhe Historx of Freethougbt. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethought and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section Il. What it
Owes to Mohammedamsm. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Con:tlict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Centm-y.

The American Secular Union; its

Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
<Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Se1·ularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10.ets.

Christ,an Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence ·society."
Iritroduction by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents : The Odgin of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Watts are published at the low )!rice of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deit.yJ·
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought an
Modern Progress; Christianitx, its Nature and
In:tluence on Civilization ; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Antagonistic i
Christian Scheme of Redem_lltion. For all or
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

-------------------

LITHOGRAPHS

01!'
OPENING SPE]j]OH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the
-oBankers' J!Dd Merchants' Tete· Admirers of the Great Naturalist, and practically
the father of Evolution, will· be ~Jlad to know that
;-raph Company
Wt> hav a fine lithovraph of him for sale-size
18~x24 inches on heavy _platepaper. Framed, the
against the
picture will make a splendid ornament for the
Western Union Telegraph Cumpany. Parlors of Freethinkers. PriceJ.2& cents.

-oSo many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.

Robt G. Ingersoll's

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth! it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty. '-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

Duties. Price, 75 cts.

33 CLINTON PLACE.

than 30,000 copies hav been sold.
For sale at th1s office.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

ILLUSTRATIONS:

PENNSYLVANIA.

Golden Throne, a Romance. "The

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

Calendar for 1886; Freethought in the United
States, 1885j How the Church Filches from the
State; Public Contributions to the Church; The
Religion of Crime ; Chaplains in our Army and
Navy; The Higher Life, by Courtlandt Palmer;
My Dream, by Samuel P. Putnam; The American
Secular Union; Statistics of Our Foreign-Born
Population: The Curate of Churnside. (Selected
story.) By Jas. Pa~ne; How Voltaire Died, by the
Editor: 'l'he Iron Virgin; Religious Divisions of
the World; Paine Memorial Hall (illustrated);
The Story of 1885; Immigration to the U. S.
1820-1884; Freethought in Australia; Freethought
on the Continent; Subjects of· illustration; Free·
thought Journals; Religious Denominations;
Area and Value of Farms; Population of Large
Cities; Liberal Lecturers.

Wm. Chance, Astoria.
F. Hyland, Corvallis.

UTAH.
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PHILOSOPHERS, AND MANY OTHER

MIOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.

MONTANA.

PORTRAITS

EUROPEAN FREETHINKERS, SOIENTISTS, AND

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.

0. B. Whitford, Butte City.

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paJ!er, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, riah with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page te
last with the living spu·it of to-day."-Joh•·
SWinton's Paper.

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

286).

MAINE.

Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Libera].

Waif,. nud W1uHh•rlngs, a New Ameri

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

KANSAS.

MISSOURI.

Its Scientific Solution, with some CritiCisms of
Universology. Price. 20 cts.

author certainly has gt'nius. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book is filled with
manly thoughts1 expressed in manly wordsthe transcnl!t or a m_!!,nly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERsoLL. $1.

INDIANA.

MASSAOHUSETTS.

THE HUMBOLDT LIBRARY.

l'he Problem of the Universe, and

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).

S. P. Putnam's Works.

25 cents.
$1.00.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Olin ton Place, New York.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
BY W. S. BELL.
"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the
seventy thousand ministers of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
word of it."
·
fr~ce 15 cents.
For sale at this office.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Saviors or None. Bv KER-

sEY GnA.VES, anther of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles 1 and
Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; cloth,$1.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thonsan.d biblical errors in science, history,
mar ~ls, religion, and general events. Also a
deliuea tion of the characters of the principal
personages of the Christian Bible and an examhation of their doctrins. Price, $2.

Biography of" Sat.an; or, a Historical
Ex;postl ion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Prtce, a:; cents.

38.}

44.}

The Wodd's Sixteen Crncifled Sav- 50.}
iors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Containing new and startling· revelations in
religious history1 which disclose the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines
1 .Principle!!! precepts,
and miracles of the Christtan New Testament1
and furnishing a key for unlocking many or
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
history of ~ixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
83 Olinton Place. New York.

WHAT'S TO BE

DONE~

A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.
By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
R. TUCKER.
Written in Pdson. Suppressed by the Czar. The
Author Over Twenty Years an Ex1le in Siberia. Russian Edition worth $600 a Copy.
First American Edition Exhausted
in Four Days. Second now
Reagy. An Elegant
Volume of 330
Pages.
PREBB COlllliiENTB :
To call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin'' of
Nihilism is scarcely extravagance.-Boslon _Aaver-

ttsft\s perhaps the book which has most powerfully influenced the youth of Russia in their
growth into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
noteworthy as a work which has played so important a part in the political and social history of
the century.-Boston Courier.
As a revelation of folk hfe it is invaluable; we
hav no other Russian pictures that compare with
BY S. P. PUTMAM.
it.-Provi<Zence Star.
The characters are so stronglyttnd vividly drawn
A poetic version of the Indian Story of the Gar- that
the interest in their fate becomes in tense as
den of Eden, in which its superiority to the muti- the thread of the narrativ is slowly unwound.Bo~um Saturaay Evening Ga2etw.
lated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
When we come to consider the publication of
such books as Flaubert's ''Salam mba" and TcherPRICE, 10 CENTS.
nychewsky's ·'What's To Be Done?" we cannot
avoid the conclusion that sam ething must hav
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
happened to the society for the suppression of
!Ill Olinton Place. New York.
indecent literature.-St. Louts RePUbltcan.
In cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
THE TRTJTH SEEK:tJR ANNUAJ,
Addre88 THE TRU1'H SEE.KER,
~~~~ ~ OtSnt.l.
S8 Olint'bn Plaell\ New York.

ADAMI AND HEVA.

Price 15 cents each number;unless otherwise ma1·1eea.
1. Lijl'M Science for Leisure Hours. A series of
familiar ess~ys on astronomical and other
natnral phenomena. By Richard A. Proc·
tor, F.R.A.S.
~. 'I'IHi Forms of Water in Clouds and Rivers.~. Ice
and Glaciers. 19 illustrations. By John '.L"yndall, F.R.S.
3. Physics and Politics. An application of the
principles of Natural Science to Political
Societ~ By Walter Bagehot, Author o£
"The ..,nglish Constitution."
4. Man's Place in Natm-e. With numerous illustrations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and Physical.
By Herbert Spencer.
6. Town Geology. With AJ!pendix on Coral and
Coral Reefs. By Cha,·les Kingsley.
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous illustrations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.
B. Study of Lan!{!lages, brought back to its Tru3
principles. By C. Marcel.
9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory ")f Sound in its Relation to Music.
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro
Blase rna.
11. } The Naturalist on the River Amazon. A record of 11 years' tmvel. By Henry Walter
12.
Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
13. Mind and Body.. The theories of their relations. By Alexander Rain, LL.D.
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 illustrations.
By Camille Flammarion.
15. Lonll:evity. The means of prolonging,_life after
mtddle age. By John Gardner, M.D.
16. Origin of Species. By. Thomas H. Huxley,
F.RS.
17. Progress: Its Law and Cause. With other disquisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
18. Lessons in Electrimty. 60 illustrations. Br
.John Tyndall, F.R.S.
19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subiects. By
Hichard A. Proctor.
20. Romance of Astronomy. By R. Railey Miller,
liLA.
21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essays,
By Thomas H. Huxl6y, F.R.S.
22. Seeing and Thinking. By William Kingdon
Ciifford, F.RS.
23. Scientific Sophisms. A review of current
the~l"ies conce.:uiniJ A tomB;. Apes, and Men.
B:; :;,amuel Wamwnght, D.v.
:!4. Poynlar Scientific Lectures. Illustrated. By
.!:'rot'. H. Helmhcltz.
25. Origin of Na~ions. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
0J;Cford University.
26. The Evolutionist at Large By Grant Allen.
27. Hi8tory of Landholding .n England. By
Jo~eph Ftsher, F.U.H.S.
28. Fashion in Deformity, as· illustrated in the
customs of Barbarous a:td Civilized Races.
Numerous illustrations. By William Henry
FlOwer, F.R.S.
2D. Facts and Fictions of Z.oolog~·. Numerous
illustrations. By Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
.~o. } Study of Words. By tlichard Ghenevix
~1.
Trench.
~2. Hereditary Traits and other Essays. By Richard A. Proctor.
:!3. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.
:34. l'hilosophy of Style. By Herbert Spencer.
35. Oriental Religions. By John Caird, Pres.
Univ. Glasgow, and Others.
•
~6. Lcrtures on Evolution. illustrated. By Prof.
'L H. Huxley.
~7. Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. By John
'fyndall.
Geological Sketches. By Archibald Gcilde,
~9.
F.B..S.
40. 'fhe Evidence of Organic Evolution. By Geo.
J. Romanes, F.R.S.
41. Current Discussions in Science. By W. IIi.
Williams, F.C.S.
42. History of the Science of Politics. By Frederick Pollock.
43. Darwin and Humboldt. By Professor Huxley.
Professor Agassiz, and others.
Dttwu of HiRtory. By C. F. Keary, of the
45.
British Museum.
t6. Diseases of 1\Iemory. By Th. Ribot. Transhtted ft'om the French by J. Fitzgerald.
17. Chiidlwod of holigions. By Edw~rd Clodd,
F.h.A.S.
48. Life in Nature. Illustrated. By J as. Hinton.
49. The Sun: its Constitution; its Phenomena;
its Conditwn. By Judge Nathan T. Carr,
Columbus, Ind.
l\IoneY, and the 1\icchanism of Exchange. By
51.
Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
52. Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Trans
·
In ted from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
53. Animal Automatism, and other Essays. By
Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.RS.
54. Birth and Growth of Myth. By Edward Clodu.
F.RA.S.
55. Scientific Basis of li'Iorals~ and other Essays.
By William Kingdon Clittord, F.R.S.

~:}illusions. By James Sully.

58.}
The Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin.
59..
Two double numbers, 30 cents each.
60. Childhood of the World. By Edward Clodd.
61. !11iscellaneous Essays. By Richard A. Proctor.
62. Religions of the Ancient World. By Prof. Gco.
Rawlinson, University of Oxford. Double
number, 30 cents.
63. Progressive 1\Iorality.
By Thomas Fowler.
LL.D. 1 president of Corpus Christi College,
Oxfora.
·
64. Distribution of Animals and Plants. B;· A.
~ussel Wallace and W. T.1'hiselton Dyer.
65. Conuitions of 1\Iental Development; and other
Essays. By Wm. Kingdon Clifford.
66. Technical Education ; and other Essa~·s. By
Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
67. The Black Death. An A.ccount of the Gren'
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Centur:v· ~
J. F. C. Hecker.
68. (Special number, 10 cents.) Three Essay-.
Herbert Spencer.
69. <Double Number, 30cents). Fetichism: A Co,
tribution to Anthropology and the His tor~
oflteligion. ByFrit>~ Schultze.._Ph.D. 'l'rans
lated from the German by J. FitzgeraV
M.A.
.
70. Essays Speculativ and Practlcal. By Herb<,.
Spencer.
71. Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson..!. LL.D.
With Ap_pendix on Archeology. .!5y E. B.
1'ylor, F.R.S.
72. The Dancing Mania or the Middle Ages. B~
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
73. Evolution in Histor:y, Language, and Science.
Four Addresses delivered at the London
Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and
Literature.
74.. The Descent of Man; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwin. In 11 parh
15 CCII tH each.
Aud-"~s
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A SecuJar Funeral.

The funeral of B. Moore, of whom we spoke
last week, says the Shelby, Mich., Independent, took place_ from the residence of his son
of this place, and was well attended. The
religious· services were conducted by his
brother, S.D. Moore, of Adrian, Mich. The
following is a synopsis of his remarks on that
occasion:
11

FRIENDS: The occasion that has called
us together is a solemn one. Death has
enter!ld the field, and another sheaf, ripe for
the harvest, has been gathered in. Death is
a great mystery; who can fathom it or pierce
the mist that shrouds the last act of the great
drama of life? The universe is a mystery.
Life itself is a mystery. Whence do we come?
What are we? and whither do we go? are
questions that hav engaged the attention of
earth's wisest and best sons and daughters
from all time. He who lies silent before us
believed that it was not only his privilege but
his duty to attempt for himself the solution of
these problems. He brought to this task an
honest purpose, and an intellect of more than
ordinary vigor. His desire was to know the
truth, which he loved for its own sake.
Error he discarded as soon as discovered. In
his investigations he took reason for his guide,
and, appealing to nature, lent a willing ear to
her gentle teachings. . Regarding himself as
only respO_IlBible for good motivs· and correct
methods, he did not trouble himself about the
conclusions to which his investigatiollB might
lead, and if his views on some of the great
problems of life were different from some of
his neighbors, he never dogmatized.
" Casting the robes of superstition and
_hypocrisy from his shoulders, he courageously followed where reason led the way ;
and if his interpretation of the laws of nature
dili not suit his neighbor, he w"as willing for
hem to interpret for themselvs. He calmly
resigned himself to the inevitable, and
walked down into the valley of the shadow of
death with a 8teady step and a heart devoid
of fear, trusting to Mother Nature to giv her
children sleep.• Conscious of having done the
best he could in this world, he wae willing to
risk the probabilities of another. The golden
streets of the New Jerusalem he knew not of;
this world he did, and tried to make it a
pleasant place to dwell· in, and· regarded a
well" spent life as the best preparation for
death. Tired of life's fitful fever, he sought
respit in eternal rest. My friends, we are all
mortal. A few years ago we were not; a few
more fleeting years and we will be gone and
others take our places in the program of life,
and we shall sleep ' beneath the shadow of
the clouds, careless alike of sunshine or of
storm.' But one who leads a true life need
hav no fear of death or what may possibly
follow after; death has no terrors but for the
ignorant and superstitious.
"One who faithfully discharges his duty
according to the sphere in the life he occupies
has no need to recoil at leaving this state of
existence. He dreads no angry being, no vindictiv spirit, from whom to expect vengeanc~
If at death our consciousness (as mail.y believe) ceases; if our individuality comes to
an end, and our bodies decompose and return
their elements to nature from whence they
came, and if the mind falls into a quiet,
peaceful sleep which lrnows no waking, we
are at least free from pain, sorrow, regret, or
remorse. If, on the other hand, as many
others believe, we hav a continued existence;
if we pass from a crude state to one more
subtle and refined, from an imperfect life to
one permanent and beautiful, we surely hav
nothing to fear. If there is a future life,
there surely are no just grounds for believing
that it will hav any more terrors than this.
We shall doubtless find the same intelligent
law governing there that exists here. In the
grand econoffiy of the universe birth, growth,
maturity, death, and dissolution are the natural sequences of life; they are complementary parts of o:ne great whole, and equally essential to each other.
• Life evermore is fed by death
In earth, and sea, and sky;
And that a rose may breathe its breath
Something must die.
11
Let us not regard death 'as a dread phanc
tom, but rather as a white· messenger bringing release from the many ills of life.
"Thus believing, we accept the natural order of things, and do not rebel against fate.
What we can change for our comfort and the
good of humanity we gladly do ; but what
cannot be improved is borne with philosophical resignation, And when we shall lie
down to our last solemn sleep, worn and
wasted with the world's wearied warfare,
though we may see no voyager's bark retlirniDg across the silent sea of the future, we

bow to the inevitable, and meet with heroism
the mystery of an untried existence. But we
are not without hope.. ·Our marvelously
beautiful world is all alive with rich and
mighty meanings. It bids us hope that even
though we perish as individuals, the raee will
go on unfolding, and that tlle great tide
of life will sweep on forever. Men may
come and go, flowers may fade, hearts
wither, generation after generation go down
into the sepulcher of the ages; but none of
the glorious attributes of humanity shall
ever cease to be. All that is grand and good
and noble· and beautiful is secure from the
moldering touch of time. Every disinterested deed, every generous impulse of the
human heart, shall hav its own reward in
peace of mind; and when our time comes to
bid farewell to our friends of earth, we, like
our departed brother, can say, 'All is peace
within: I am ready;.let me go.'
1
Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,
And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time.'
" Our departed brother needs· no eulogy at
our hands. His good deeds speak for him.
His life was a useful one. He died as he had
lived, firm~in hi~~ own faith,~and fai~hful to
his highest conviction of ·truth and duty."
At the grave a worthy tribute was given to
the departed, in the words of Robert Burns::
A worthy man has gone to rest,
To rise, or lie, as heaven thinks best.
A friend of man, the friend of truth,
The friend of age, the friend of youth,
A heart was his by virtue warmed,
A head with knowledge well informed;
If there's another life,_ he livs in bliss ;
If none, he tried to make the best of this.

Jersey Justice.
The little commonwealtll, which iS debatable ground in presidential contests, is
famm~s for three products : J"ersey lightning,
J"ersey peaches, and J"ersey justice. Of the
t~ree perhaps the last can be safely relied·
upon as producing a never failing crop.
J"ersey justice is not always characterized by
humanity, but as that does not enter into the
strict J"ersey view of the question it is not
properly considered as cutting much of a figure
in a point of law and order. The J"erseyman is
a stlcklet on matters of religious i"tiquet, on the
principle which was wittily said to actuate
the Puritans, who came to New England to
worship God in their own way and to prevent
everybody else from worshiping in his. A
week ago a heathen Hindoo, who was endeavoring to explain to a crowd of wondering
J"erseymen the delights and beattties of his
oriental religion, was promptly arrested for
" blasphemy" and thrown into jail.
But a still finer point of J"ersey justice has
been developed in the little town of Keyport
in the arrest of an ice-cream pedler. Upon
full presentation of the facts it appears that
the artist aforesaid had become involved in
an altercation with another hitherto respected
citizen, and at the hight of an acrimonimis
debate the caterer so far forgot his J"ersey citizenship and the proprieties as to s'ly, "Damn
you," in a loud anq violent tone, thereby sig.
uifying a contempt for his neighbor and a repudiation of an J"ersey precedents as defined
by the statutes. It further appears that J" erseyjustice swooped down upon the ice-cream
specialist and bore him before the tribunal,
where he was mulcted in the sum of fifty
cents, the extreme penalty of the law. Fifty
cents may not strike the somewhat profligate
Western man as a very deterring sum, but in
portions of New J"ersey the expenditure
thereof, without. value received,, would involve a good deal of serious reflection, coupled with some chastening twinges of remorse.
The highly moral element of every community will be delighted with this neat ex_position of J"ersey justice, which ought practically to amount to prohibition. But if an
humble dealer in ice cream is assessed fifty
centy for saying " damn you " to a neighbor
of corresponding station, what should not he
pay who defies the entire American people?
Suppose that Mr. Vanderbilt, while traveling through New J"ersey, had given" expression to his famous bon mot, "the public
be damned." At fifty cents a head, on a
basis of 50,000,000 people, his fine would luiv
reached the tidy sum of $25,000,000, an exhibition of cumulativ punishment which
would hav raised the J"erseymen far above
the M~rdes and the . Persia!lB. The adoption
of progressiv justice is the one thing necessary to put the capitalist and the ice-cream
vender on a plane of equality.-Kanaas City

Times.
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Piloe, !II OIIDtla

PHOTOGRAPHS
OF TilE

CONVENTI-ON
'AT

White Sulphur Springs.

Correspondence Wanted.
A gentleman wishes to meet with one qf tl;te
OJ?posit sex: that will become a helpmate to him, m
all that the term implies in working for their
mutual development and advancement materially
and spiritually.
·
She must not be over thirty-five, and youthfulness will not debar if otherWise harmonious.
Address
HELPMATE,
Truth Seeker office.

No. 1 is a group of 36 Freethinkers, among whom
Correspondence Wanted.
is President Wakeman·, Mrs. Lucy N. Cohnan,
If this should meet the .eye of any woman less
Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, L. K. Washburn, Dr. T. L,
than forty years of age seeking or desirlllg comBrown, J.L.Andrew, and theHindoo-Mr .. Joshee. panionship
with a congenial mate let her write to
No. 2 is a beautiful view of the Tents, Hotel, the address below and see what may result therefrom.
.
and Lake in thll distance,.
·
No triflers or mere curiosity seekers need reNo. 3 is a near 1Sew 'af the Tents, with group in
WISDOM.t.
spond.
Address
front.
·
"ll b
3t38
Truth' Seeker omce.
These Photos are 5x8 inches. The three WI
e
sent by mail to any address on receipt of $1.~.
THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Every Freethinker, whether present or not, will
want this set of pictures as a memento of the ConPublished at Hammonton, N. j_ Mai·ie Howland
and
Eduard Howland, Editors; J. M. Pryse and J.
vention of 1886.
Address
C. F. DEMOTT,
M. Burgler, Printers. This paper is devoted spe4t39
Box: 222, Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.
cially to the interests of our colonization enterprise, the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa! andf:enerally
to the practical solution of the prob em o Integral
Co-operation. Price, $1 a year; 50 cents for six:
months; 25 cents for three months.

The Mirror of f reethought,
BY ARTHUR B. MOSS,
FREETHOUGHT .AND R.ADIO.AL .ADVOCATE
·
<of .E'nQlana).

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIE!iil OF OUR. CIVILIZ&TION.

From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
.
A most powerfully written book.-PM!a. Recara.
This Book is not a Book I It is a Deed! and
Charles Watts's Ltterarv Guiile says: "Wfl !tre
glad to record the appearance of a second editiOn those who oppose it will prove that they fear it
of this admirable book. The various papers:-ten Vienna News. Pric!1_50 cents.
Address T.tl..ll; TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
·in all-are some of the author's best work."
33 Clinton Pl., New Yotk
The Middleboro News says: "Thes~ e~SI!-YS are
brimming with careful thought and JudiCious re. ·
search."
The Yorkshire Chronicle Sl!-ys : "These ess!tYB 11-re
HISTORY
not unworthy the ·attentiOn of. ~h.e sCientific
OF THE
student though written for the ummtiated."
PruoE, 50 CENTS.
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
or Europe.
SECOND EDITION.

Protection or Free Trade
An Examinatio-n o( the Tariff Question with
Especial Regard to the Interests of Labor.
BY HENRY CEOROE.
this book the author designs to show that
beneficial results worild follow the abolition
of all tariffs on importations.
Octavo, 360pp.; price, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER co.

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $3.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
33 Clinton Pl., New York city.
tf

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

llirious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
or the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traitij of his character and genius, and-vindicates his )lame from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from 1 Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Jdan," and ':Age
of Reason "are given; ii.lso, tnbutes to Fame's
character from more than ·one hundred noted
persons _of EuroJ>e and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition~ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatzy bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

:fu

Practical Expel"ience with Poultry.
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a littJe book-.

it pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costmg on\Y
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an egli. It IS

well called "practical" 'for we find nothmg unpractical in it. Hens, ducks, geese, and turkeysi
are J!articularly discussed and their economica
breeding and keeping treated of.· There are many
practical hints about keeping poultr:r on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additiOn to
the poultry literature of the day.
.
Address GEO. M. DAVENPORT,
· · '
33 Clinton Place, New York.

THE -RISE

OF

The Legends of the Patriarchs. By

S. B.A.RlNa-GouLD. $1.50. The Oongrega. tionalist, in speaking of it, says: "There
are few Bible readers who hav -,ot at some
· tinie wished for just such a volume. It is
a thoroughly interesting book, and will
be seized with avidity by all students 0~
the Bible.

The Martyrdom of :Man. Embracing
the fom·· divisions of War, Religion, Liberty and Intellect. A work of rare merit,
and'written)n a superior style. By WINwooD READE. New edition. 544 pages.
Price reduced from $3 to $1. 75.

IBTBLLECfUAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of "Thil
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be rea.d once, but tc.>
be kept and referred to, and pondered over fron.~
year to y-ear. It is a !!"nide-book of Liberalism
through the past centunes prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take theplaQe
of other historiesl.i.)re G!bpon, Halll)lll1 or Lecky,
but it makes them mtelligible by pomtmg out tlie
white Jkht that h>ts been cast upon the lurid
clouds o""f igp.orance, superstition, and cruelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
flowed in its rag_ged, broken, and obstructed course
down through the ages which now liv only as our
realm of Memory and Adil.Ionition."
Octavo,-458 pp.: ,
PRIC]jl, sa. 50.

The Old Faith and the New. A Con-

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

Radical story. From the London edition.
By WINWOOD REA.DE, author of "Martyrdom of Man." 30 cents.

fession, By DAVID FRIEDERICH STru.uss,
atJ.thor of the "New Life of Jesus,". etc.
Authorized translation from the sixth
German edition. l3y MATHILDE BLIND.
Two volumes in one. The translation
revised and partly rewritten, and preceded by an American ,version of the authors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss
·is too well known by the readers of America to require a single word to be said in
his praise. Price, $1.50.

rhe Outcast. A deep, finely-written

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged. The Pro and Con of Supernatural
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen: As a
Religion. , Both sides fairly and
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. · Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur!!" are:
The Church and Momlity; Criminal Statistics,
sho~ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes · the Church and Civilization ; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty · the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; the· Woman's Rights
Movement t the Tem_perance Reform; the
Church ana the Republic.

Bible .Morals.

ably. presented. By E. ·E. GUILD, exUniversalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.

The Radical Pulpit. Comprising dis-

courses of advanced thought. By 0 .. B.
FROTHINGHA.M and FELIX ADLER, two· of
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B.
FROTHINGHaM: The New· Song of Christmas, The Departed Years, Life as a Test
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New·
Testament, The Sectarian Spirit, The
Anlerican Gentleman, The Language of
the Old Testament, The. Dogma Of ~ell,
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, The
American Lady, The Consolations of RatioDalism. By FELIX ~DLER: The Ethics
of the Social Question, Emancipation,
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the
Society for Ethical Culture, Our. Leaders,
Hav We Still a Religion? Cdnscience.
Price, in cloth, $1.
·

Twenty Crimes and

V~ces S!tnctioned b:y f:!cril!iure : Falsehood and
Deception ; ·Cheating·; '!'heft ~and Robbery i
Adultery and Prmltitution ;· Mttrder·; ·wars ox
Conquest and Extt~rmination ; Despotism ; Intolerance and Persecution;'InjustiQe to Woman;·
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty· to 4niJp.als;
Hninan Sacrifices ; Caimibalism ; Witchcraft ; ·.
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance ; Poverty
and Vagrancy; I_gnorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle co_pies, 25 cents i 6'copies, $1.
Special ~count on l.a.rger quanti~ies.·

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the' best

and most thorough work ever Written oil the
Sabbl}th from a rational point of view. Large·
and handsome print. The-question is fliscussed
undet the following headS: Origin of the Sabba.* Idea;• The Jewish Sabbatiu The. Ch:r;istian
Scnptures and the Sabbath; .l!ixammation of
Sunda.;y Ar~tnments · Ori&it! of Christian Sabbath; Tesfunony of the Christian Fathers; The
Sa.hhath durin~ the Middle Afles: ·The Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Christian Reformers, ·
SoholarsJ. apd Divines ; A_broga.tion of Sunday
Lawii. .l:'nce, 25 cents; 81X copies, $1.00.

The Real

By Col. J,

Truth Seeker Collection of Forms,
Hymns~ antl Recitations.
Con-

Image Breaker.. Six Lectures: De-.
cline of Faith, Protestant.Intolerance, Washinl{ton an Unbeliver ;_Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath •. ~a.Qh
li cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40:cts,
THE TRUTH SEEKER do,l. '
.
88 Olinton Plaoe, New :10 '

Bl~tsphemers.

R. KELSO, A.M. Price;50 cents.

'

taining forms for organizing societies,
marriage, funeral services, naming of infants, obituary notices, · epitaphs, etc.
Also 525 Liberal·and'Spiritualistic hymns
for public m"eetings, funerals, social gatherings, etc.,. To which are added beautiful reci~liti!Jnll .for various public ooc~
lio:ua. 550 -\lP· Cloth, 75 cent•:
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Ingersoll's

JERA.L LEA.GlJE No. 267

in IndustrialHall, Broad and

'd 7:80 P.M. for lectures and
ligious and SO!lia.l questions.
the audience. N.B.-Trnth
~ways on hand at cheap rates:

The Gods. . Pap~; .5

t

The Ghosts. Paper, ·l.

lD

In five lecti:J.r_esi.: colllPl_·
" Humboldt," " 'l'Jioma.s'
ity," and "Heretics: and

Contents: "The Ghos_t!!1
Woman, and Child," !'·.1·
de.Jl.e:ndence( " About . J
,. Tll.e· Grant' Baliqiiet n ·
Ola.rk," "The Past Ria•
. D~ea.m,'.' and ".A Tribute

1

~

So~e Mistalies·of'Mo
olotli, $1.211.

· ·. : ·

·

SIUKSPERE.

;.ha.kspere could not write.
i by Francis Bacon to the Earl
te, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
~s. For sale at this office.

>

Inteirviews on Talmil
plq;in' cloth; $1.211. ·
'
What Must:We'»ott

,

L

SALE!

n. accumulation of debts, I
noti.ce: all my elegant stock

IESALE COST.

· per, 211 cents. •

l

The Christian· Reli:

IngersoJb Judge'Jereinii
George .1!'; Fislier; ·, Pa.pe!

Orthodoxy. · 56 j:la15:
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. I
large, clear t_;vpe, a.nd"c\J
. could be delivered in, t
TJrls .ma.)tes a grand . :n:
_ L1beJ;als ahould· sca.tter'ii

Ingersoll

c~techised.

a Number of Vital 'Ques
the editor of: tAe :Saro~Fr
.. cep.t_s per .do~_~n ; 25 cop
Millions otthese should' ,

Vindication of ThoJ

t_l}.e attacks of the New Y:
·ert G: Ingersoll. Price; :·

Addres~

on the Civ
lngersoWs J;.ectures'
· · Large size·oct!J.VQi paper:

liound in .one, vohune. . '
for Mr. Ingersoll'sworka
all his lectures; 'except ',tl
doxy,"'bortnd m·<me bea
calf, library style, ·.and
pa.~res, which . is sold . at
. pnce of $5. Sent by niaiJ

is a regularly educa.t-_
ed. and le~a.lly qualified physlCia.n, and
the most successfl!J
as · his m-_a.ctice wiw1
prove. He has for
twenty :years treated
exclusivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs.
in the cures of which
he sta.nds.!lreeminent
BPERMATORRHIEA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse in youth' and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
night emissions by
dreams, loss of sexnai
power
rendering
cured
sixty
one
enis

.i-··

There" hii

'fributes.

!mPlica.tions for Mr. In 1
His Brother," "The Visio;
Banquet Toast," and the
"Little Harry Miller's (
be.en printed on· hea.:vr to
mma.ted border, and ID·lf'
ble for framing, and theJ
to any address, for 50ots;'

Prose Poems.and Se

It fE
of'f

new

. BY FELIX L. OSWALD .

.. .A ST.UDY

Price. 81.00.

OJI'

pessible

$9.

1

'l he H.usts of ·Voltaire, Paine, and
~nge:.;soll.

Ca'bptet size; true to

life, pncet $1.fl9 l/ach. ..EYery admirer of these
apostles or Relig~ous Liberty shouldha.v them.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

-

_

S'!perb pJ!otogra.phs1 22x28, $5; pa.niil, 10~x17,
$3, ·boudou, $1; ca.bmet, 40 cents; card, 20 eta.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
EXPERIE~CE

P BACTIC.l.L

WITH POULTRY.
BY

;"

GEO.

M.

PRIMITIVE CHRISTl ANITY

For sale at this oflcoR.

FR~ETHOlJGHT ~OVEL~.

Tlle.Heathensofthe Heath. A finely

BY LEW.S C. JANEJ.
written Radical romance. Bl Wm. McDonnell 1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day oi
This book treats of the natural evolution of the
·
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
Christian reli2'ion, ·its historical antecedents in
90 cents ; cloth, $1.25.
Pa.lf\stinia.n Juqaism and Ron;tan Paganism ; inyes~lga.tes ~he history of the founder of ChristianIty m the light of the latest ~cientific criticism of 'Family Creeds. By William McDonnell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
. $1.25; paper, _75 cents.
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
sep.a.ra.ble from the late~ legf\ndary. a.Ccretions E l:eter Hall. · '' One of the most excitwhigh ha.v confounded h1m Wlth the mythical
ing romances of the day. • Price, paper, 60
Chi'!st1 and traces the natural development of
cents; cloth, 80 cents.
Chnstta.n dogma ·and ecclesiastical institutions
Complete references and full ill.dex 820i>P Svo; N·atbaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50. .
· , . ·
A Radical novel of marked ability.' ~gua.l to
. ·.
Sold at THE TRUTH BEE:~ER Offi~.
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.211.

T lle Outcast. A deep, finely written

A SKETCH OF THE LIFE

DAVENPORT.

Tbis work contains all that can be learned from
a two-dollar book. Bold at the low price of 25
cents. Young girls· lire wanted in every country
town to sell it. Liberal qiscount to the trade.
Price, 25 ceu ts per copy.

-

'

OF

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA,
OB Tllll:

Jj'irst Ten
""

_Decade!~.
"
BY

.

oj' Our Era.

Radical story. From the 'London edit10n. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. " The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked de~rre~even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

.

' DANIEL M. TREDWELL,·

Add1·ess GEO. 1\i:. DAVENPORT,
TRUTH BEEKER Office,
. 33 Clinton Place, New York.

DesiiP:led to 'show upon the authority of·Histo~
that APqllonius.of Tya.na perlorme\1 miracles and
f!poke Wise saYings equal to tbose attributed to
Jesus Christ. 350pp., octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER office.

Bible Fabrications Refuted

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

and

OR,

B:F: 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO ,
ll8 Clinton ;E'la.oe. New York. . •

Dedicated to the clergy

TRAVELS IN FAITH

.

From Tradition to Reason
Tile EJ:oror11 of' tile Blhle Exposed, The Forgery of the Old Testameni
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.

The BiOle Analyze~.
BY

.J~bn

_R. 'Kelso, A.M.

CONTENTS:
.
The. Old Testament.-The New Testa.ment.-The
-Orea.t10n.-TI}.e Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles af t)le B1ble.-T~e Errors of the Bible.-The
Prophemes.-The Devil or Satan of· the Bible -The
Hea.v~n and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the ;B1ble.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Ba.v10r. ·
. Cro'!llocta.vo,_888p_p•. Splendidlyexecuted. Sent
by mail, post patd. Pnce, $3.00. ·

REPLY
'.1'0 REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON. INGERSOLL."

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.
· AddrGss THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

. -S-AC R-E-D-M-Y-ST-E-R- 1-E-8 - -

For Bale at this 01fice.

- - ---'-----------

of painting.
A_ cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessa.ry 11ieces for
constructing a model house, with pla.m directions
for putting them together.
While the· supplement affords both old and
youp.g_ the ~rea.test amusement, it is more than a
toy. It 'is, m fact, a most I>mcticallesson in .Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varying from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
'Drawings and description of 1t model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa.) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PosTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRIOE, $1.
Address

THE 00-0,ElU TlVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.
Tbe Story Hour. For Children and
Youth. Bx_Busa.n H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only Dlustra.ted ·Freethinkers'
Children's Btor;y:-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large _t_ype, hea.-ey:
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

ASHORT LESSON IN HiSTORY.

of Gold. A Story-Book for
ORIGIN OF THE BIBLIOAL MYTH A poles·
the Youn&"-Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the. one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six collies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenty-five co_pies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Free thought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

CAPT A INS· OF INDUSTRY:

Showing the Ba.laa.m of modern times to be the
priests. It is a splendid pictorial a.rgumen t. Price
uer dozen80 cents; ·P•r hUndred, $1.50

AMONG

THE

MRJRS and tile quiches 11,600
Years A;-o. ·
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Dlustra.ted
Price, $2.50.
For Bale at this office.

OB,

. MEN
·

OF Bus~ss

Wno DID SoMETHING BEBIDI!B
MAKING MoNEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .JAMES PARTON.

This book contains 400 pages, plaiuly prin1red,
By B. W. Lacy.
treating of forlY-six characters in history who ha.v
A. thorough exposure of the Catholic priest"b , helped the world; together with eight portraits.
· Mr. Parton's works need no commeniiation. They
· soJohistry, unfaiiness, and histor- .
' are standard.
ical misstatement.
$1.26.
Prle..,, •
PrfC\., Vlo&b, U; Paper, IJO Cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
88 Oliilwn Place, New York.
A.ddre's ·
. THE TRUTH BEEKER.

;.

flloth, $1.211.

-

BY

.111.\J'»-">n.l' HOUSES" No. 3.
July1, 1886) CONTAIJ:i!B:
A colored frontispiece showmg the modern s~le
(Just

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightwa.y Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

T ~e Youth's Liberal Guide.

By

Prof. H.~- Kottinger~A.M, Price; $1.00. This
volume atms at the eauca.tion of youth in the
I>rinciples of Freethought, at the same time
thstt it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a sta.ndXoint of. pure reason and
~rJill\. ·sense.
ddress · THE TRUTH

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In-

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pam)?hlet
rl\fers specifically to 148 Bible propositl0n@1
mth numerous references and mta.t10ns, tho.'
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book.' Prioe
26oents.
.

'l'HE M:ODER.N BA.LAAM.

CHRISTIANITY
A. R E WARD F 0 R C R I M E.
~ubstantiated·

by the Bible.

BY

0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

Price 10 Cent!l. 1 Per Dozen, $1.00
Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

The Apostle of Liberty.,· An address

delivered in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freer
~hinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price

to cents.

_
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8EVBNTEEN persons iW:iJ
injured in a railfoa'dsma\
Silver Creek, ~.y.
)i

·

May:fio~~r ~e,at 'a~

THE
including the English cy~
Newport races last: week.~
.

- \_'

A YEAR ago:theJ~eY•-!i
J esse Cook (colored),· oft{
Georgia, killed his wife~;;
with an ax. On the .1'?tJ:ti ..
day of the curren~_mon!h~~
he was hanged.atButler;t~
Ga.
· i,:; ·. .. t~

'-'l!.iA:J:J~_...,

tlieright termi,
. old' age. When
is worn out and
· oblivious tO

worid,
!t~~e,n'~::!~!~:~~g tottering

hold its

!,,;~~~~~~~;;~:~;

~~

dies
un_is natMania made
of life; to·
when its
.uc•--~'">'tl"• sustain it;
fruit when
no longer

A MAGNIFIOENt sdldfets' ~~
and sailors' nion)l:ment~
was dedic~ted''at.~: ·:i:IaH- ij
ford '·.Conn. ' ori'tlie'
17th)
:- ;{··· ... -}
The memorial •is in •the,
form of an arcP,; built of i
Connecticut
brown·
stone. 1I
..
. . ; ,. ",
. at a cost of $60;.QOO. ·
i

:).: 'r.~ '~ev.

K. Wash-

J.b5}.:ri{.J._!

MaHine~of the Re~ox:in!'l!!:
Church in Manpasset, ·
l•·. 1 ~., is haYPJg~
charges . of 1-lhp\ts
conduct; made);iy a: !1.8~.
Hutchinson, inve~;~tigl!,t!m: ·
by 'the consistocy phthe :
. church. ·The ~vestiga~ [:
tion k secr~t. ; ( .
; r

state religuproar and
· every city -of
the enipfrei tlien savage persedtltion'si' ploody wars, un:til II. pagan hiStorian could
' observe' to the polished and
intellectn~Ll . coteiie for
~whom a1pii~ :lle wrote, that
,. now the hatred of the
·~. ·dhrisiilitill>~iitinst
one an. ,
.
~: ot~er sm,Piilfsed t~e fury of·
i.1i savage beasts agamst man.

., · i

CoLOR-liEARER. · XE~i

oi the Sa.lvation·Anriy;.at

'

I

. N.ew·' Brunswick,·· :N..".if.•_,-~-·~
· ·
· ·
was· put _in jail last week ;·
. on a charge of ruinh.Jg a!
b'\llf~witted girl whom_ he:
.
. hiid " converted..,; Keril
!f ,
has~ a wife, also· a Saiva-:.·f
tionist, who is said· to
sustain polyandr()us rela- i
. tions·with numerous offi•j··
cers;of the army.
i•

i

*~-'-Reade'sMa'rtyrtlomo.f Man.

\ QUEEN MARY-the bloody
;,Yll.zy-'when she had burnt
:,~a few heretics, explained,
j;_-----·-:--1----------~----~----r-.
~;;,,.,.,.._-:,,.,.,,._.--,,,,..,..-,,~,,-·-·
-'"',half-apologetically, that she
1
nlirfJ{'~' •..;.,. .t :·111/i.,.~/3;
THE New York CenJ;ra.l Labor Union has
think, of_.·.' W!J:~r_.~_}N.a_s;~[ognple:·,q~_!IQ~~El.~•'_ll<l:l' a pa'r idi~. .not think Go~ ccl"~ld b.e angry wit~ her for
indorsed Henry George for mayor;
...., · ,
,.~,. · ·~"-,}fl~~-:-~l~!J.· ..... ,, 9:f,';j&&~~~!!!li~JH~!!J!c~c:>f !l:airie ~o.rgs! a_n' !I' :.'~~~. ~.lJ,e ~eretios 4ew hours for their heresy,
pa'r·o.f·b•ar,-an>:;;;:.a.nt;;r,liil.11.~Ejlf,"'_lllii~"-41 ifther rani.e:_"".o..p!d,m.. ~h.ene_~~"p.·wo.·r.ld.·,-burn·.·.them forev._er
SuNDAY,· the 19th, was President Clev~
.. ·..
··
was three of a ~&.-nl.-t.lierillull"bUZiness."-Mer- 'forothe:same thing.-a&fl's IrrepresB'Ib!e Conttwt.
land's last Sunday in the Adirondacks; anci1 .· -:P~N-mv~~'.Ji~~~iiliiilii~:fc~~p-;[M;~iiiW chant.PratJeler.
;w ., ~ tn'"'~~'·' -, ..11, ,_: ;;~ ! '''J.~9'Hi'!l'li~.'rite, thliol\l'~:t>-.is«!i, _·
~~ v ~- ~- ; "''~; _,, ·~
<; ';l?he·.piousfraud transparent grown,
h~ returns to Washingto~ this:week. , •·
Speci~s,"'" on:" Sunday \ii:isteMl: ~C•I Ex'liursio~
odi!lt-:' ·'
· '
The. good held captiv in the use
He was 'a shoutilig
··
trainii,'~ as Heretofore: . -The price -of •beer; howA lead~iiihi-the;chofri'· ::. J ·~ ~:;
.,
Of wrong alone- .
.
cTHE,National Women's' Christian Temper.: ever, remains_tinclianged;.
'
No
man
hadiloftier
aims,
nor
did·'·
These
.wait their doom from that great law
alice Uriidil has set aside Saturday, Oc\ober LATELY in.a music-hall, after a ballad lady had
One reach a·ollinax higher. .
' Which makes the past tiine serve to-day;
16th, as a special day of prayer for·the· cor- warbled "Would I Were a-Bird," great excitement
When he' did lift" Old J;lundrEid '' up
And fresher life the world shall draw
rectioil· o{ the national sins of int·emperance was created by a stalwart miner in. the. ail,dien<ie
To hights of .vocil.l brayer,
From their decay;
· ·
shouting, "Wouldlw.ere a gun 1"
arid iiupqrity.
He was a-mountain to the skiesDotm'rLEBB in. these stages of the rise of man
: which are yet to be accomplished there will be
A sort of hymiiy-layer.
TilE go~e~ors of the thirteen on__._gm_·_a.I·!!.ta
_ tes. CoUNsEL for ,the .defel!se': "·Gentlemlln.,of the
ample. r 0 om for the most splendid organizing
jury, if' .there .ever' was a. case which; more .than
are.making arrangements to celebrll,tetlie qne~. any other case, challenged careful comparison
' '
genius to display itself. But it is not everybody
'who .iiJ; engowed _with such genius, and in the
hundredth anniversary Of the promulgation with similar cases, that .c~se is" this case.';
CABINET, i>HOTOGR.APB;S, OF
.mean time everyone ought to do something " to
Of .the 'United States
Sept:17,
"WHAT
Fogg, .reading the: news·widen the skirts of light." Whl!:t can men do who
1887.
paper.·· "Fifty Chi.istiil.na·killed in Cochin China 1
_
. are not geniuses' or consntuted for leadership 1 It
THE discomfort of the Charlestori,.8•. c, For heavens sake, how many hav they got 1 . Well,
~ ..
- .. ... . .
.... . . '
is the old, old story; so old that you are, perhaps,
eartliquake sufferers has been added ·to the thank goodil.ess, such a thing couldn't ·happen
So Cen~s Eachf · · '-- '
getting tired of hearing it from me. But if I hav
·
here."-'Boston.Excha_nge.
Add
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
CO
any
gospel to deliver, it is this, that to each one of
·
ress
' · ·
.·,
P ast week by wind and rain. The sanitary "Now, little boy, what is the meaning of the
.you, .in your various vocations, in your places of
"
· '
''
'
condition of the city is bad, and disease :wqrd hypocrisyJ" asked, an Austin Sunday-school
business and in your homes, there is ever a better
and a worse way present to your choice, but the '
threatens. The relief fund amounts now to teacher of hl!r favorit pupil. "I can't explain
. I
worse .way is often very pleasant-looking and inabove $300,000.
what itis, but I know it all the same." "Giv me an
viting, and the better way is often rough and
THE two pugilists, Sullivan and Hearld, example'of hypocrisy." "When a f~llow says he
hard, forbidding and repellant. But it is by steadmet in the ring at Pittsburgh, Pa., _oil the ~;;~,his Sunday-school teacher, that's hypocily choosing that which we know, or even feel, to
be the better way that we become co-laborers with
18th. The polic~ interfered and stopped th.e
IT can, scarcely pe credited, but it is said tha.t
the infinit-not ourselvs-which· makes for rightfight before Sullivan had a chance to anm-, _there are even now religionists so narrow-minded
eousness. Yatious organizations will solicit our
hilate his opponent, which he appeared in
that thilywill 'not allow the music of organs or
support, and let us not withhold-it when we can
fair way to do.
·
other inst~en~~ in ,t~.ei~ c_hll!c~es~.- It _i~ fortu};:
~ :- "·.·
giv it :without· loss of personal independence or
nate that such bigoted souls cannot go to heaven.
.
·forfeiture of personal· conviction. But first, and :
A MINE in Huntsville, Mo., is riln 'on .the co- ':pley_ would m.ake a .dis,t1_1rbance atte~pting. to . A thorough and .overwh~lming reply to the, New last, and always, let it be our highest aim to lead
operativ plan. The mine_rs are' to hay the_ use throw out the harps used by some of the leading,.
· y ·k Ob · : , ala d~ on · tt 'ks
ariindividuallife of thoroughgoing honesty and
. . . .· .
.
.
. or . servers
~ . r
s ~ ac
. angels.-Ea:,' · . ·
purity and self-control.-Ohaclwlck's Rise o.r Man.
of the company's machinery, and .to pay the
.
.·
.
.
·
upon the Author-Hero of the Amerlatter a royalty of one cent per. bushel, retain~ A FARMER sent a dollar for a lightning potato •
.
.
C
. .
ONLY TO BEE THEE AGAIN.
bug killer, which he saw ad,vertised in a paper, and ! .
ICan RevolutiOn.
ontammg
What would I giv to be near thee,
ing for division among themselvs the re~ receive'd by'retU:rn nuill twd bl.·oc.ksof ·wo_od, wit_h
both.: the. slanders- and
Once more thy form to enfold 1
mainder of the profits. . ·
·
directions pi.irited· on _them a,s fQllows :. •• Take this··
their refutation.
What would I giv just to hear thee
Whisper my name as of old.?
'}'EN thousand people. are' reported' to hav block, which is No.1, in the right hand_; place the' B..,. ROBERT__ G. IN_GERSOL'L.
·
· bug on No. 2, and. _press. them· together. Remove 1
•
All that is mine of earth's treasure,
gathered in Brommer's Park, this city, las~ the bug and proc(le_d as ·before."
.
·All that to me doth remain,
Sunday to welcome Herr· Liebkneeht and
-<>-:Frecily I'd giv for the pleasure
1'HE new-baby had proved Itself the -possessor of' The Ne'w· Yo. rk Observer <Presbyterian) havin~
Edward Avell·ng, the Soc1"al1S"t orators. The extraordinary
Only to see thee again.
vocal · powers and· had · exercised
..
.
.
•
Long time it is since I missed you,
police were on hand and were very officious,· them much to JQhi:iny's am:ioyazuie. ·One day he,· reqE_lntly.~eissued 1ts assaultupo~. the me~ory of
Down where the daisies are white; but failed to create a disturbance,
said to his mother: "Ma,
little brother cnme' Pame, .th18. llll:mp~et. should bo/clrculated everyLong time it is since I kissed you
.
.
,.
·from heaven, didn't he?". "Yes,' 'dear." . Johnny, where m vmdicatiOn:.
.
Under the moon's silver light.
WILLIAM E. GoULD 18 a son-m,law of Neal i was silent for' some time, and then lie. went on : I
60pp. Price 10 cents; 12 copies, $1.
Now, where the sweet bloom is paling,
Dow; he is ostentatiously pious, and has 1 "Say, ma." "What is it! Joh;nny?" "I don't I
Sadly the breezes complain,
often preached the gospel in the churches. blame ~he angels for bouncmg him, do you?"
Still is my prayer unavailing,
He was cashier of a barik in Portland, Me.,
AN editor is a man who is liable to grammatical A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
Only to see thee again.
· and has embezzled $87,000. The people in blunders, toothache, typographical errors, and .
Only to clasp and to hold you,
the
community
express
great
surprise
that
a
lapses.of
memory,
a~d
us~all;Y
he
has
1!7•000
people
A
Fabricated
AccoUnt
of
a
Scene
at
the
Death·
How would my heart's pulses leap 1
.
.
watci:Jmg to catch-him tr1ppmg. He IB a man of
Oh ~could my empty arms fold you,
man so piOus could be such a rascal.
:sorrow, acq~ainted .with ·grief and- pov£rty, an·d
bed of Thoma8 Pa£1UJ.
Something forever to keep 1
THE Baptist denomination has cast out Par- ~requently liB:ble to go ragged, hl;l~gry, ancl dry
BY W H 'BURR
Dark hav the hours been and lonely,
D
f
B
t
D
thanked
th
for
a
long
penod,
and
yet
the
pra1nes
are
full
of
•
·
•
·
.
•
All through the summer's brief reign,
0
SOl). · owns,
e people who want to be editors;
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
. os on. . o,wns ·
Waiting and watchin,g here onlyconference for its action, and declared that .1
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
Only to see thee again.
he was intending to· withdraw anyway· In "Lo~K'Y hyar. · I'm goin' t~r prea:ch ter .day, an' (upon which the Observer relies to prove its princi.
"
.
..
I'm gmn' ter hev order," sa1d "P1zen Bill," who
.
.
.
.
.
Sometimes in dreams we are treading
hiS reply he _says : My friends, d1d I care to had recently been converted, and had organized a pal ch;arges)IB a forge~, 1t bemg Impossible that
Paths by us trod oft before;
could startle you With surprises-surprises ~revival on his own account .. " Now,, bruth•rn,'' he FenWick could hav wntten the alleged account.
Fond eyes their glory are shedding,
that would make your hair stand on _end, went on, "I'm goin' ter. giv yer a little ~alk about
18pp. _Price 5 cents j 25 for $1.00.
Sweet words my lost hopes restore.
; " k
· t d
t ·
'd' , Noah's Ark. Noa.h knew ther were gom' to be a
Then do I cease to remember
< rna e your eyes s an
ou 1n won er · flood, an' .built an. ark. an' went to work an' got
For these two pamphle.ts ado;lress. ·
·
Joys that misfortune has slainBrother Downs was not encouraged to
all the animals on the hull earth together and driv 1
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Ali the sad waking from slumber
bosom lrlmself.
.
. ~w in! There was two of everr animal rer ~i~
.. QlinW!ll'l., New York.
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I A STORY is going the rounds to the effect he b.'ad a mind to, but I really havn't the
that Senator Vest, being at dinner in Boston, cheek to ask him to." And yet the recent
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DR. PHILLIPS BROOKS says : " God )bakes
the earth in order to save the things which
Bourbon , state convention in Missouri, of cannot be shaken." Unfortunately the learned
which Mr. Vest had full control and direc- divine lias not yet furnished the public with
tion, was opened with prayer.-St. Lcrnis an explanatory diagram of this remark.
What are· the things that cannot be shaken?
Globe-Democrat.

was asked if be did not always request the
THERE is only one thing that softens the Lord to bless the food before eating it,
grief of America on being told that" General, whereupon he said: "No, ma'am, not alBooth, of the Salvation Army, is coming to ·ways. I suppose the Lord could bless this if
visit us. He leaves his
bers of the House of Com.
Army behind.
mons interested In church
IT is told in Boston
defense was held Septem.
that, after a most excel·.':_-:i.
-=..·
ber 14th to devise means
lent young woman had
-=-fo; counteracting the ef.
talked earnestly to her
forts
of those who favor
Sunday-school class for
disestablishment. A.
ten minutes, one of the
strong feeling was exboys, who had been gazpressed in f~vor of form.
ing into her face with
ing an organized party
the utmost attention,
in the House of Commons,
broke out with, "Say,
with " whips" whose obteacher, you hain't moved
jJcts may be summed up
your upper jaw since you
in the phrase, "Clmrchben talking."
men first ; politicians af.
"YouNG man," said a
terward."
grim-visaged.• passenger,
DURING the thirty
solemnly, "we read in
years ending in 1895,
the book of books that
forty bisbops of the
some day this world will
Church of England died
be destroyed by fire.
in Great Britain. In ac.
What would you do in
cord with British law,
the event of such an
the personal property of
awful emergency?"
each is sworn to by the
" What would I do ?" reexecutors. From a table
peated the young man,
recently publisbed, we
calmly. "I would turn
find the poorest one had
the hose on, of course. I
$80,000 in personl\lt"v,
belong. to the fire departa•1d the richest one $700,.
ment."
.
000. Tl1ey a vera g e d
,A OOI.PORTEUR of the.
$273,000 each; and some
American Bible Society
of them ·no doubt had
. found in Riley, Wis.,
real
estate besides. The
the other day, the son of
London Demoorat re.
a Methodist clergyman
~arks that an English
who had no Bible in his
bishop's sermon on the
house. He wouldn't buy
text, "It is easier !.R~ a
one and wouldn't accept
camel to go througlf'the
one as a gift, and when
eye of a needle than for
the colporteur intimated
a rich man to enter the
that he'd leave one anykingdom of heaven,"
way, the bad man became
would be deeply intervery angry and put the
·
esting.
Bible-man out of the·
A:~roYG the old papers
house.
in the county clerk's of.
TrrE story is told by a
flee in Freehold, N. J., is
Boston newspaper of a
the death sentence of a
country parson who, with
negro named Cresar. It
that tact that distinreads : " Therefore the
guishes some parsons,
court doth judge that
said to the local tailor:
thou, the said Cresar, shall
" When I want a good
return to the place from
coat I go to Boston.
whence thou earnest, and
That's the place .. By the
from thence to the place
way,. do you ever go to
of execution, when thy
church?" "Oh, yes."
right hand shall be cut
" Where?" " Well, when
off and burnt before thine
I want to hear a good
eyes. Tilen thou sh>Lit
~ermon I go to Boston.
be hanged up by the
That's the place."
neck till thou art dear!,
};B. WILLIAM C. PRIME,
dead, dead; then thy
of this city, who for ten
body shall be cut down
Rnmmers l1as driven
and burnt to ashes in a
through N:ew England in
fire, and so the Lord hav
his own carriage, resting
mercy on thy soul, Creii 9n Sundays, anjl going
sar." No wonder New
·:.·to church wherever_. he
J crsey still tries tu en' might happen to be, says,
force blasphemy laws I
in the New Princeton ReIt will take centuries to
view, that there is no discivilize
a people so barpuling the fact that in
barous as the Jerseyites'
the rural districts of Verancestors. Mr. Reynolds
mont and New Hampshire
A LESSON ON THE FOLLY ·oF BUILDING GOD-HOUSES
had better prepare to go
the people hav lost the
prison.
habit of going to church.
THE Brooklyn E.caminer (Roman Catholic)
TuE Scottish Protestant Alliance recently irrational. . The answer that rushed back Lord Randolph and the Scottish Alliance.
sent a respectful, if unwise, letter to Lord from the Alliance was also vigorous. "You 1 GRACE GuEENwooo says that "among its warmly approves what C. B. Heynolds re.
Randolph Churchill, protesting against the hav penned an insolent. reply to a respectful 1 other admirable manufactures, New England cently said at Saratoga at the Freethink.
appointment of a Roman Catholic to the Cab- public document," it said. "Although you produces the best <:dueated girls, the truest ers' Association Convention, that the only
inet office of home secretary. Lord Randolph are now a Cabinet· minister, we observe, with wives, the noblest mothers, and the most authority there Is for observing Sunday a~ a
· Sabbath is the pope and the Rnman Catholic
sent back a vigorous answer, in which he astonishment and regret, that you hav not laid glorious old maids in the world."
THE Jewish Almanac. just published, stales church. "This is perfectly true," gavR the
begged to remark that he observerl, with as- aside those weapons of abuse with which you
tonishment and regret, that, in this age of en- tomahawked your way to power. It is ana- that there are 5,400,000 Jews in Europe, E.caminer, "and deserves con~iderarion by
lightenment and general toleration, persons tiona! misfortune when men pitchforked into 800.000 in Asia, 85,000 in Africa, and 250.000 our Protestant friends, who are such ~~:reat
professing to be educated and intelligent high position are destitute of decent man- in America. Tile total Jewish population of sticklers for what they call the observance of
, the Sabbath."
could arrive at conclusions so senseless and ners." Honors seem to be easy between, the world is estimated at 6,800,000.
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f!ionuqnnicatioris.
Reminiscences of a Reformer.*
MY FRIENDS: I come before you with many misgivings lest I should fail to meet your expectations.
Some years hav passed since I hav spoken much,
and in that time you hav been listening to men and
women of the highest order of intellect, trained in
the schools to speak, not only grammatically, but
in sentences rhetorically perfect. I never could.
boast of education or genius. My" only qualifications
were earnestness and a heart full of love for humanity;
and so, with all my imperfections, with added years,
I come to tell you some of my past life. If. I. shall
seem egotistical, excuse me. I must, under the circumstances, be the hero of my story.
I hardly know what particular reminiscence to giv
you. In a life of nearly seventy years, fifty of which
hav been given to reform, memory is crowded, and
you would all tire before I should get very far into
such a history; but without taking time for further
preface I will begin by telling you I was born of a
very orthodox mother, but my father and his father
before him were Univarsalists. Universalism seventy
years ago was Infidelity. To- dispute the fact of a
burning hell, into which ninety-nine out of every.
hundred of the human family would be plunged at
death, there to remain forever and forever, was blasphemy, and some of my earliest recollections are of
discussions and disputations upon the subject. I
hav heard my father condemned to never-ending
misery by the minister of the parish in the presence
of my mother, whose love for him was so great that
she used to say her every breath was a prayer for his
salvation. I, of course, in my early years believed
or accepted my mother's creed, and when onlythree
or four years old was afraid to die lest I should be
sent to the place of burning. I knew I did not love
God, and as God knew all my thoughts, he knew all
my hatred for him (I was a good hater very early in
life), and so would punish me for not loving so
detestable a being as the God I believed in. My
early years were all embittered by the fear, yes, the
anticipation, of future "endless misery." Do you
wonder that I hate the Christianity of the past~ My
pious mother died when I was six years of age, and, like
other motherless childJ:en, I found many hard things
to bear, though a good sister of my mother labored
-hard to make the path smooth for the half-orphaned
little· ones. I, with my sisters, was baptized in my
mother's sick-room, and I was told. that my chances
were much better for heaven aftet that rite was performed. The church would now pray for me; and
my mother's piety would be considered, and possibly
I was "one of the elect." When I was nine years
old there swept over all New England what was
called a "revival of religion," and I was so excited
upon the subject that in looking back to it I am
amazed that I lived ; I wonder that my nervous system was not entirely destroyed. At last there came
a rest for a few years; the religious world was waiting to gather strength for another crusade ; and the
year I was twelve years of age I was converted, !!>nd
supposed my salvation secured.
Would you like to know what conversion of that
sort is~ Read "Ideology," by the late Dr. Sunderland; you will find therein a vivid description of the
whole thing. Some two years after my conversion,
my father removed with his family from Berkshire
county to Bristol county, Mass., and.the opportunity
now came to me to hear the doctrins of Universalism
preached .by such men as Abner Kneeland, Hosea
Ballou, Walter Balfour, and others of like stamp. I
accepted their interpretation of scripture, lost my
belief in hell, and was so happy in the knowledge
that all the human family were redeemed by and
through the blood of Jesus Christ, that not one
would be lost, that human life seemed to me a blessing for the first time in all the fourteen years in
which I had existed. Oh, my friends, I cannot tell
you how glad I am to know that these dreadful doctrins of the Christian church were not given to the
w0rld by a woman ! We-that is, one of my own sexaccording to the creed, ate the apple and thereby
introduced sin, and at the same time knowledge; but
no man has ever dared to charge upon woman the
origin of this Christian doctrin. She, to be sure, is
charged with yielding to the seduction of Jehovah,
a:nd thereby giving to the world a savior, to atone for
the guilt of introducing to the human family the tree
of knowledge. I submit it was a justifiable deed,
even though it has given an example of free love
eomewhat dangerous, if we feel it incumbent upon
us "to be followers of God as dear children."
But to return to my own history. I was married
very young, became a widow at twenty-four, was
again married at twenty-six, and was a mother at
twenty-eight. From the day that I became a mother
I date my first real work "for the life that now is."
Heretofore I had worked for the imaginativ future;
how void is the memory of that time ! A happy wife
*An address at the ninth annual Convention of the New
York State Freethinkers' Association.

a

andnow mother.:__no adjectiv is needed to describe crous in the extreme. Forty years ago a great many.
the word or meaning of. mother; simply rnother, that families of · ordinary intelligence in the what were
is all; nothing in life excels it! Judging from my own then Western states occupied log houses with only
experience, no joy equals that of motht'rhood. Alas! one room, and a loft of small dimensions, not high that to-day and for more' than t"\\·enty-five years enough for a woman of" even my short stat~re. to
motherhood is only- a memory! I had never realized stand erect in. But these people were hospitable,
as then the condition of the slave mother of the and many of them had emigrated from New En.gland,
South, suffering all the pangs, with all the joys and they desired our presence, and treated us JUSt as
denied her; her child born of her own body, but well as their circumstances allowed. I hav been _
she denied the privilege of caring- for it. Oh ! how often entertained in such a home. The boys of the
dreadful was her situation, obliged to yield to th;e family would ascend the ladder and make their beds
lust of her master, a degradation that it almostfreezes on the floor of the loft, and the proprietor of the
my blood to think of; denied the marriage rite, house (no wife is ever a proprietor if ~he husband is
treated as. a brute-and even brutes do not force living) would vacate the one room while I made-my
themselvs upon unwilling victims. I vowed on that bed with his wife, and in a suitable time he would_
day that I would devote my life to the cause of come in and in some corner make a bed of whatever
"woman in slavery," and as far as in me lay I hav he could find, disrobe, and lie down. In the mornkept the vow, and am not done yet. That was a con- ing after making his toilet, he would again vacate
version which you need not go to any book to learn the' room, remain outside_ long enough for me to
the meaning of. When one really knows the needs of dress and then return. Such was the way the re~
humanity, I think 'tis not so great a thing to die for form~rs of this the nineteenth century carried on
its redemption, if you are convinced that your death their work for the emancipation of a race suffering
will giv life to the suffering millions. Let me say the most abject slavery.
When I began work 1or the slave I was a Christhat at that time I was not situated so as to go out
into the world and publicly plead the cause of the tian and believed the Bible to be the word of God.
oppressed. I worked at home, in the church, any- I k~ew there were strange things in it... but I had acwhere, and asked my husband to think of the slave cepted it in m_y childhood, and had n~ver reaso~ed
at the ballot-box. I wonder how you would feel, my upon its meanmg. I had heard an mterpretatwn
brothers, if you were obliged to ask your wife or which had destroyed hell, and the other matters I
sister to represent you at the ballot-box, you being had not yet co:psidered, and so I founded my argudenied the right to represent yourself. How reads ment upon a few passages supposed to be the word
your· Constitution 1 "All governments derive their of God, such as, " God has made of one b~ood all najust rights from the consent of the governed;" and tions to dwell upon the earth," and, "Whatsoever ye
again, "Taxation without representation is tyranny." would that men should do to you do ye even so to'
Before eight years had passed! was agaiu a widow, them." But the clergy met me with words from the_
and now I made the circumstances which rendered it same book forbidding a woman to speak or uncover her
possible for me to go upon the public platform and head in public. I immediately set about finding replead the cause of the enslaved. You all know that butting testimony, or, rather, perhaps found my oppochattel slavery was abolished by and through the nent clearly disobeying some requirement of the Hecivil war, President Lincoln's Emancipation Procla- brew scriptures while he accused me of being unmation, and the passage of the Fourteenth and Fif Christian in my acts. Once or twice I completely
teenth Amendments by Congress; but perhaps you silenced such a one by charging him with breaking
do not know that it took thirty years of activ, earnest one of the commands of the Bible God by shavwork by men and women so thoroughly baptized into ing his ·face. Of course, he denied that such a comthe spirit of freedom for humanity that they took mand was to be found, but when I showed him th(;l
their lives in their hands, and with apostolic power words, "Thou shalt not mar the corners of thy
preached in the cities and towns "the deliverance of beard," his ignorance of the Bible was a great mortithe captiv and the opening of prison doors. to them fication to him. I hav known very few Christians
that were bound." Such hatred was aroused by our who know much about the Bible. A few passages
demands for the emancipation of the slave that it was are enough for their stock in trade, and if one knows .
an exception to the rule if we were allowed peaceable how easy it is to pay a Christian in his own coin, I
exit from the places where we delivered our mes- think he may never be much in debt. If Mr. Com- .
sage. All the churches were closed against us ; the stock, even, as he travels about, with his gripsack
ministers often led the mobs who assailed and in- filled with obscenity, could be met, and submerged
sulted us. The church is to-day on the side of the with the filth of the Bible, I· am sure he woula escape
oppressor; it always has been, and I think it always from the contact with as little noise as possible, and
will be. I do not mean that every member of the perhaps confine his future depredations to something
church is an oppressor, but the church as a whole is ·he has not yet thought about. Would you knowhow
woman is treated in the Bible without reading too
never with the oppressed.
I hav been mobbed several times, and in more than much of it~ Our good friend, Miss Helen Gardener,
one instance the mob was led by a minister, and the has printed it in colors that no one can mistake.
persons composing the mob were eminently Chris- Let all women bless her. She has done what very_
tian. Hav any of you ever·seen a mob 7 Our friend few men or wome;n hav ever dared to do-told to all
Reynolds I think knows something of their nature. who dare to read from whence came the laws which
If you will permit me, I will tell yoU: something about so degrade woman. Read her book and then send
the mobs of thirty and forty years ago. I had been your children where the Bible is taught, if you dare.
The Abolitionist emancipated himself long before
speaking in Ohio, and roused the ire of the Methodist
church by showing their complicity with slavery. the chattel slave was freed. We found we must put
They were determined to put a stop to such exposure, humanity before all books, all customs, all religions.
and first tried smoking the building, putting pepper We were given the name of Infidel, and I came to
and tobacco upon a hot stove; then throwing hard love the name, as I usually hav loved the one who
apples, stones, brickbats, etc., at and onto the platform. has borne it. I am sad, more sad than I can tell
At one· place they had a kettle of tar and a bag of you, when men or women who bear that name
feathers outside the room-a school-house-which prove recreant to right, and for selfish ends wrong
by great difficulty we had obtained .for the use of the others. I wish we could say such a thing could not
meeting. My friends begged me to make my escape be. But humanity is imperfect, and as yet in govby the window, but I was determined to speak, a,nd ernment power is wholly masculin. We cannot exdid so, and finally the furious creatures, perhaps pect it to be to day what it will be when the feminin
somewhat magnetized by a woman's voice, became· element shall take its place in perfect equality. I
quiet, listened to what was said, refused to use the said we were called Infidels, and surely we were Intar and feathers, as commanded by their leaders, and fidel to the teachings of the church, and to the civil
in after years became antislavery men. In those law that forbade us to help the flying bondman.
days we were not only assailed in person, but our Had I time, I could tell you of women even, and
can·iages were broken and besmeared with addled eggR, many men, who spent months, even years, in prison,
night-soil, or whatever filthy substance came to hand; because of helping those who were trying to reach a
ol.ir horses were often shorn .of mane and tail, and land of freedom. But even in prison we were resometimes lamed for life. We had no redress. The spectable and respected, and because we were recourts were as much our foes as was the church; we spected we were persecuted. Do you suppose even
were disturbers of the peace, and the entire destruc- the pious people of New Jersey would tear down a
tion of thtee millions of men, women, and children tent where a dog-fight was in progress~ The prowas as nothing in the balance against peace with the prietQrs of such assemblages are usually Christians,
and perhaps open their exhibitions with prayer. The
South ..
We were obliged, like the Freethinkers of to-day, slave-holders of the South, who debauched women
to provide a tent, and transport it to different places, and. sold their babies, always maintained family
as it was impossible to obtain any place in which to prayer and supported churches. But you are tired,
hold our meetings, and in one year I think we held and I must hasten. When the chattel slave was
one hundred conventions. Some few of the (;larly freed, and the laws of our Northern states were some~
Abolitionists were, like our friend Courtlandt Palmer, what amended in woman's favor, I felt that the time
rich, and like him they gave of their abundance, but had come to giv up public labor. I had· grown old; ,
it was an expensiv affair to keep a paper in running my labors in Washington during- the war had been
order, and what can a cause do without a paper1 So severe; my only child had died ; my heart was
the money was used first for the paper, and what broken; I felt that my work was done. But a letter
c€mld be spared from that for the expenses of the from D. M. Bennett, asking me to do what I could
speakers employed. But we depended upon the for free speech, free mails, and the freedom to pubmaking of friends, who should feed us and giv us lish works of physiology and social science, so roused
lodging. So our experiences were sometimes ludi- my deadened energies that with what of power was
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l~>ft me I ca~e again to the front. Lucretia Mott
told me that she promised her children that when
she should reach sixty years of age she would step
d·Jwn from the "high seats" in her church, retire
f;·om the_ rostrum, and rest j but when past four
score she was still speaking-she had found no time
to rest. I hav reached the year that will complete
my three score and ten, but find it hard to feel that
my work is done. I am alone, hav outlived all my
own family and all my father's. Were it not that I
love my race, love would die, as hav those on which
love was fed. But all humanity is to-day my family,
and I am not willing, not quite ready, to leave the
family to a new parentage. A step-mother is often
much more capable, and will do even better by the
family than did the own mother; but what woman
believes her children can be loved by another as she
loves them~ And so, friends, I cannot giv up my right
to work in the work of reform, even with the
knowledge that you are younger, abler, and will do
· sn much better. Let me work on for a little longe1'.
How many of our friends are already gone! Who
tan fill the place of Elizur W1·ight-always ready
with voice, pen, ·and purse' Surely he was one of
the very best and wisest of the sons of men. But
· the departed are more than they that remain, and the
best honor we can giv to their memories is to continae the work which was so dear to them with unflttgging zeal.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.

'L'he Church and Its Influence.
From a :flat and central earth up to the scientific
triumphs of the nineteenth century the church has
contested the gr_ound inch by inch, denouncing scientists as heretics and Infidels, and declaring before the
wprld that their doctrins were only calculated to
bring the word of God into disrepute, and drag the
!:iOUls of men down to hell.
Until the ideas of God-written bobks and divine intervention are given up, the hand of the church will
be found at the throat of science, and human progress be retarded.
Afte; Galileo had constructed his little telescope,
in 1610, he discovered the moons of Jupiter. Here
was the Copernican system in miniature-four worlds
revolv4lg around a center. The spiritual autocrats
were not slow in detecting the results of this discovery.
It had been urged by the chuech that, if the Coper_nicah theory was true, the interior planets, Mercury
and Venus, ought to show phases like t.he moon.
The keen, scientific eye of Galileo at once saw the
force of the objection, and honestiy admitted the
truth of the position, but urged that these planets
were at such immense distances from the earth that,
although these phases did actually take place, the
unaided human eye was too feeble to perceive them,
and that it was philosophically correct that they
should appear in the heavens as mere points of light.
·on turning his telescope to these planets, what
must hav been the ecstasy of his soul when he found
that he was able to declare to the church and to the
world that these phases were a reality! But his
declaration only gave the church the greater alarm.
Ecclesiastics everywhere denounced his discoveries as
blasphemous frauds, and declared ·that whoever
should look through his glasses would see more devils than planets.
He was summoned before the Inquisition to an·swer to the charge of promulgating a theory utterly
·at variance with the holy scripture. Knowing the
power of the law, al).d fearing the feline disposition
and the ja.v and the _paw of the church, Galileo
yielded to its demands, and swore upon the "holy
gospels" never more to teach the damuab:e heresy.
A great scientist had been silen<Jed, the church was
. at rest; but in 1632 the holy waters were acrain
roiled from the very bottom. GaliJeo was again summoned before the Inquisition. He had written his
"System of the Worlds." It was decla1·e,1 that he
had brought upon himself the penalty of heresy,
which wag to be bmnt alive. To escape this terrible
penalty, he again went down upon his knees, with his
hand upon the Bible.
.
What a degt·ading spectacle! Where are your
curses, 0 ye indefatigable, toiling .sons of science~
Think of it, ye scientists of the nineteenth century!
This grandest, noblest man, who :flashed such· a
flood of light upon the world, down upon his knees,
and forced to take an unholy lie into his mouth at
the bidding of the assassins of science!
He was thrust into prison, and the last ten years of
his life rendered as painfully unhappy as a lot of relentless bigots could make them. When, at last, death
came to his relief, he was put out of sight with as
little ceremony as would attend the burying of a mad
dog. As· long as I liv I will denonnce a system
which has caused men to treat the world's greatest
benefactors with such unfeeling brutality.
· Seven years after the death of Copernicus an individual was born whose life was scarcely less conspicuous. He wrote "The Infinity of the Universe of
Worlds," and other works on kindred subjects. He
was proscribed by the church, and made a wanderer
in foreign lands: He was finally arrested and im-
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prisoned for six ·years, without books, paper, or walked bar-efoot over plates of hot iron and were not
friends. Subsequently he was 1·emoved from the burnt. Such were the m•Jdes of establishing justice
prison at Venice to the prison at Rome, and accused in the palmy d!lys of the church.
·
by the Inquisition of "teaching the doctrin
a plu]'or more than a thousand years all Europe was
rality of worlds," a doctrin at once repugnant to the filled with holy men, miracle-workers, superstition,
whole tenor of the scriptures and the great plan of saints, lying, deceit, ignorance, and crime. The
salvation." He was found guilty of the charges as church councils, ruled by ignorance and hypocrisy,
alleged, and Giordano Bruno wa,s sentenced to be had not only produced this resul£, but bad estabburnt alive in the city of Rome, Feb. 16, 1600.
lished the truth of miracles and the sacred character
Friends, let us join hands and swear on the sacred of the. New Testament.. But the time came when
altar of human rights never to giv up the struggle such monstrous notions were not only doubted, but
until the last throb of life is choked out of the per- openly derided.
secuting old hag of superstition, and the mind of
To stem the tide of opposition, and keep the cause
man is free.
from open ridicule, the Inquisition and auricular conTo-day steps are bemg taken to slap the bloody fession were instituted.
old church in the face. Contributions are being
Private confession turned those of one's own housereceived to erect a monument right under the hold, even his wife and children, into spies. The
shadow of St. Peter's church at Rome, in honor of Inquisitors were on the track of every man, clothed
the scientific martyr who was burnt by Christian with power to enter any house, town, or city. No
bigots for teaching just what every intelligent man place was exempt from their sea1·ch. And with such
knows to be true.
ferocious Christian instincts did they carry on their
The fallacy of a flat and central earth had to go, diabolical work that from 1481 to 1808 they had
although the church went to the extreme of its crush- punished no less than 340,000. Of these, 32,000 were
ing power, even to torture and death, to keep alive burnt alive. A thought of the Inquisition still
the faith in an infallible church and a God-written curdles the blood.
The inventiv ingenuity of the age was taxed to
Bible. It was declared .that "a belief in the Copernican theory would completely undermine the church." produce instruments of torture. Delicate little inAlthough the chmch thundered forth its terrible struments were invented to put on the fingers and
curses upon all who dared to believe the damnable toes, operated by a thumb-screw, so as to reduce the
doctrin, yet, in spite of hell fire and the fear of los- flesh to pulp or even crush the bone.
ing a title to mansions in the skies, the doctrin was
Sometimes the subject would be bound in such an
b~lieved, and, according to the church's own show- unnatural position that the pain was most excruciating, the infallible Bible and infallible church went to ing, and then these little Christian bull-dogs were put
the wall.
on the fingers and toes, and every few hours another
The Bible and the priesthood had been final turn of the screw, and this kept up for days and
authority on all matters of science, and to hav the nights together, every throb a messenger of death .
backbone of that authority broken was a severe blow mounting up to the brain, with no relief but death.
to the church.
Thus in the darkest dungeon, where no friend could
But her hands were still dripping with blood shed hear her wailing cry, many and nlftny a helpless
to suppress the Copernican heresy when the church woman has met her death. And t ben to think of a
found another difficulty to encounter. The church hypocritical priest comllig into the pre.sence of such a
dema11ded that all history and science should be suffering subject with a crucifix in his hand and remade to conform to the Bible. This showed the minding her of the "just punishment which God iii!
earth to be of comparativly recent date-not more inflicting upon her" for something she may hav said
than four or five thousand years old at the birth of to the injury of God's holy cause!
Christ.
Another instrument of torture consisted of an iron
When men began to study and interpret the ball, somewhat larger than a musket ball, with a
language of the rocks, it was found that the book of "long iron stem to it of the size of a pipe-stem."
Genesis was a big lie. It is demonstrated that the The subject was confined in an imm.wable position;
river Nile has been flowing where it now does for a then the ball was brought to a red beat and pressed
period of time reaching beyond the time of creation, upon the eye until it fried and bubbled in the socket.
as laid down in the book of Genesis, many thousands Such were the means adopted to impress the people
of years, showing that the evidence was not all in with a love of God and fiJ them with reverence for
his holy word.
when the Mosaic account of creation was written.
The ruins of a city hav been found covered with
Think you I would not hav believed in the inspiramud. which, according to the Bible account, is older tion of the Bible~ Why, at the first turn of the
than the earth. The mud brought down by the thumb-screw I would hav believed that the earth is
waters of the Nile causes the bed of the river to rise :flat and made out of nothing. I would hav believed
higher and higher each year, and consequently as the in the fall, in the plan of redemption, the flood story,
bed of the river is elevated the waters flow farther the Jonah story, the story of the talking jackass, in
and farther inland each year, and deposit a new all the miracles and impossibilities which were ever
layer of mud. By measuring the. depth of these written, with "Baron MunchauRen," "Sinbad the
deposits the facts hav been arrived at as above Sailor," and " Gulliver's Travels" thrown in.
stated"
History furnishes no account of meaner deeds than
It would be foreign to our purpose to giv a de- were perpetrated by the church. The selling of
tailed account of the struggle between the church in~ulgences for the commission of . the. vilest
and the Eicir1nce of geology. It was a bloodless! cnrl!es _shows how much God was d1rectmg t~e
struggle, but., as in the other cases, science tri- ~a1rs of the churc~. Indulgences for. the commlsumphed and the church again went to the wall.
swn of the same cnme were sold by d1fferent eccleJ., it not strange tha~, with an infallible book as a· siastics for different prices.
.
.
Abbots and monks perambulated the c~untry w1th
guide, in every encounter with science the church has
been beaten. Mosheim furnishes the key to the old relics, and v:ast sums of mone;r were ra1sed f?r the
secret. He says: "There was nothing tq exclude the c~';lrch for lookmg ~pon or touchmg these .holy lmp~
i{)'norant from ecclesiastic preferment. The savage s1tlons. These rehc-drummers entered mto sharp
a~d ~Uiterate. party who looked upon all kinds of compe~ition wit~ eac~ other in regard to the sall:ctity
learnmg, partwularly philosophy, as dangerous, was ?f the1r respe~tlv :~;ehc~. . Of com:se God was dlre?tincreasing. The will of their councils was determined mg these premous Chrrst1an practwes. Could Chnsby a majority vote, and, to secure that, all manner of tians go wrong when they were guided by God's holy
intrigues were resorted to. The in:fl.uence of court word'? The church, guided by God's holy w~rd,
females, bribery, and violence were not spared."
affirmed that. the earth was flat, and th~ most !IllAnd yet by such decisions of such councils the portant body m the solar system. But smence, ~lth
scriptures of the New Testament were made the out any help from God, demonstrated that ne1ther
word of God. '
the church nor the Bible could be relied upon as
Yes, and by .these councils it was held to be an act authority. On the authority of .the Bible, the church
of virtue "to deceivf' and lie," when by such means affirmed a universal deluge. Smence has shown that
the interests of the church might be promoted. And no such catastrop.he ever o.ccurred, and that the
so by these councils it was decided that "errors in church and the B1ble were m error. The church
religious belief," after proper admonitions of the affirmed, on au~hority ?f thA Bible, t~at t~e first man
church, were punishable by the civil power with was created w1th a h~gh degree ?f mtelhgence, and
"penalties and tortures."
with moral and physwal perf~ctlon. The book of
To show the moral and intellectual standing of geology was opened, and the h1story of man as there
society when the church had full sway, it may be recorded shows that ma_n was ol! the e~rth thousan~s
stated that for six hundred years trial by water and of years bef?re the tlm? ass1gned m the .Mosaw
by :fire, by combat and by the cross, was in vogue.
account, and 1~stead of bemg a type of perfectwn was
If a man was accused of any crime, he was thrown elevated qut ~1t~le above the brute.
.
into the water-if guilty he sank· if innocent he
If the Chr1stlan can ever wake up enough, he Wlll
floated. In other cases 'the accus~d was mad~ to see why there is an ever-widening breach between
walk over hot plates of iron-if guilty, he was burnt; sc.ience .and the Bi~le. The w?rld has grown ~uch
if innocent, God protected him. In cases of dispute w1ser smce the B1ble was Wl'ltten. The expenence
two champions were chosen, and truth or falsehood of two or three thousand years has .been .worth a
was established by a hand-to-hand fight-if _the ac- great deal. Th~ men .who wrote the B1ble and th<?se
cused could hold out his arms like a cross longer than who lived in B1ble tlmes would not compare 'Y~th
the accuser, he was judged innocent.
men of ~he present day. There ~as. not the fa?il1ty
There are cases on record where innocent parties for makmg gr~at. men t~at there 1s m modern tlmes ..
who were physically disabled were thrown into water
Yet the ~hnstian behaves that old Moses? r~mmag
and did not sink. In other cases innocent parties ing round m the woods for forty years of his life, was

or
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far superior to the best man in our day. And be beli~ves that the Bible, written by semi-barbarians, is
superior to the choicest production of the best brains
of modern times. Such belief has turned the chll!'ch
into a, huge giant with a great club ready to beat the
brains out of every scientist who conceives an idea
above a flat earth.
Is it any wonder that a man who believes the story
of Jonah and his pet whale should denounce such
inen as Darwin, Tyndall, and Huxley as Infidels?
Until the Christian can be brought to see the difference between reason and inspired ignorance, between
science and superstition, he will regard the ball and
chain which designing ecclesiastics hav fastened to
his limbs as an ornament, and fight for the privilege
of wearing it.
JoHN PEcK.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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News and Notes.
West Union, Iowa, is a quite attractiv place, amid
the many trees, and the swelling uplands, almost like
hills in this prairie country. The only drawback is
that there are nine churches to about two thousand
inhabitants. This makes quite an overpowering orthodox sentiment, although the churches are not
:financially strong. I guess it is "poor pay" and
"poor preach." One of the clergymen receives only
two hundred dollars a year salary, and that is not a
very loud call of the Holy Ghost. · One can't be very
eloquent on such rations. There is a pretty good
Liberal element at West Union and throughout the
county. Several friends came from a distance, and
so we had a sort of convention. The county fair was
going on at the same time, and this gave the town a
holiday aspect. The governor of the state was there
and added to the dignity of the occasion. The brass
band kept pealing forth its martial strains, and was
exhilarating. The streets and grounds were crowded
with men and women, and handsome carriages and
horses, and the balloon went up splendidly and the
acrobats displayed gracefully, and the races were
really exciting when the steeds-were fairly under
way. The exhibition of handiwork by the ladies was
excellent-the pictures, the painted china ware, the
stuffed birds, and especially the crazy quilts. The
women, I see, hav a wonderful faculty for making
crazy quilts. I wonder if this is a development
of their "inward consciousness." The metaphysiQs
of the case are quite puzzling, as ar~ the quilts
themselvs; I· like to look at them, but I should
be afraid to sleep beneath their dazzling folds.
What· dreams might come! The fruits were delicious, and the cattle were superb and the hogs
fat, and I really enjoyed this exhibition of a healthy
and wealthy country life. The county fairs are good
Liberal institutions. They educate the people, who
get better ideas and acquaintance by their means.
The governor, who is himself a practical farmer, and
had some fine stock on exhibition, gave an address on
the improvement of products, etc. General Prentiss, the hero of Shiloh, was present, and gave an exceedingly interesting account of that great battle,
which was so stubbornly fought. General Prentiss
is a mild sort of a Methodist, and confesses to an occasional prayer. However, he is a warm admirer of
Ingersoll, and so I shall not quan·el with him. I enjoy~d making his acquaintance, and found him a
somable and good fellow, as well as a modest and
brave soldier, who deserves well of his country.
Amid these many pleasant .surroundings I gave my
three lectures at West Umon to full houses, and
they were cordially received. Some of the ministers
were present, and one of them took voluminous
notes. I invite_d II. re:ply, but none came. I suppose
the thunders will begm to v?lley after my departure.
1 went out and spent a mght on the farm of I. F.
Smith. He has been in this country since 1853from boyhood-and although in the prime of life, he
is now one of the "oldest inhabitants." He has a
p~easant situation indeed, with beautiful fields and

groves on all sides. The views are bl'oad and rie_h, West Union, 0., October 1st, 2cJ, and 8d; at New
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
and one could not find in all the world a country- York, October 5th.
Ohicago, Sept. 23, 1886.
seat in the midst of more delightful prospects. Mr.
and Mrs. Smith and all their children are Liberals,
Important Notice.
and so their home is cheerful, and·· my pilgrimage
found here a happy rest ant! change.
ANNUAL CONGRESS OF THE AMERICAN SECULAR UNION.
Mr. J. S. Brewer is one of the most earnest
The· chairman of_ the Executiv Committee desires
workers in our ranks. He was formerly of the to call the attention of all local Secular societies to the
Methodist chtirch. The superetition has gone, but approaching annual Congress to be held at Chick~rthe zeal abides, which is a good thing. I was pleased
ing Hall, November ~1 to 14, 1886: .
.
·
to meet so noble a spirit. Mr. F. B. Zigler, who inIn accordance w1th the consbtutwn; Art1cle 5,
troduced me at the lectures, is one of the leading all charter-members . and life-members of· the
citizens of the place. He has been all over the American Secular Union, and all duly accredited
world, and has a well-furnished mind, for he is both delegates from local Secular societies holding charters ··
a thinker and an observer. He has been several times from the National Liberal League or American·
to the "holy land," and his lectures upon that topic Secular Union, are entitled to seats and votes in the
are quite popular. Even the orthodox churches are annual Congress.
,
desirous of his services, and he generously givs them
Annual members are entitled to seats, but not to
that which is both entertaining and instructiv. He votes, in ·the annual Congress. All such officers,
bas a beautiful home at West l:Jnion, and his hos- delegates and members who intend to be present at
pitality was a delight indeed for both the mind and the annu~ Congress are requested to write me imbody. Mrs. Zigler is equally Liberal, and has been mediately, so that the necessary lists may be perwith her husband in his many journeyings, and is a fected and the necessary tickets entitling bearer to
charming hostess. So I found West Union a de- seat in the Congress can be furnished in se~~on.
lightful haven, and my work was a joy.
Article 16 provides that every local auxiliary
Mr: Wallace, Mr. Thos. Reeder, Mr. G. E. Hennig, Secular society, organized in accordance with the
I. H. Schreicker, and others of West Union are provisions of the constitution, shall be entitled to
also mends whom it was a pleasure to meet.
send its president and secretary and three other
0. H. Garretson, of Salem, ·Iowa; Alex. Risk, of members as delegates to the annual Congress.
Putnam; Wm. Redfield and wife, of Olwein; WarArticle 17 provides that it is the especial duty
ren Goddard and brother, of Cedar Rapids; S. C. of the secretary of each local Secular society to furSmith, of Alpha; Gust. A. Kohn, of Nashua; Dani!:)l
nish the secretary of the American Secular Union
Davis, of Fayette; H. F. Dean, of Castalia; J.
with a complete list of all the members, with their
Daniels and wife, of Ossian ; T. E. Delamore, of
post-office addresses in full, and a list of the officers.
Wadena, were among those present from abroad,
The prompt compliance by the secretary of evel'Y
and it will be seen that we bad quite a gathering of
local Secular society in the United States and
the Freethinkers of northern Iowa. Remsburg has
Canada with Article 17 is absolutely necessary.
been here before and is coming again, so the work is
All auxiliary societies that hav not. received chargoing prosperously on, and without doubt orthodoxy ters are especially requested to at once send full list
will grow "small by degrees and beautifully less."
An all-night ride brings me to Chicago, and then a of ml)mbers, with names and post-office addresses of
the officers, together with the charter fee of five dolmorning ride of sixty-odd miles takes me to Chebanse, and here I am met by Jos. Haigh, and taken lars. This should be done immediately, so that the
society can be entered on the roll and its delegates
to his home, a farm just outside the village, of one
admitted to the Congress. All auxiliary societies,
hundred and sixty acres, which he took up over thirty
duly organized, are requested to at once call a special
years ago. In perfecting his claim he had to go to
meeting and elect three delegates to the Congress.
Danville, a distance of seventy-five miles. He walked
Secretaries will confer a special favor on the chairthe first day, which was a Sunday, sixty-three miles. man of. the Executiv Commit-tee and facilitate comThis is good traveling for a "Sabbath day's jourfort and convenience of members by promptly sending
ney," and I don't know that any Christian pilgrim,
me names and post-office addresses of president, seceven en route to the celestial city, could beat that recretary, and the three delegates elected, and also the
ord. Mr. Haigh and his brother Edward-both names and addresses of all members of their societies
originally from England, but coming from Oan_!!.da to and other friends in their vicinity who propose to
Illinois-hav always been outspoken Freethinkers
attend the Congress.
C. B. REYNOLDS,
and made it lively for the slow-going orthodox. Mr.
Ch. Ex. Com. Am. Secular Union.
Haigh . has been quite a writer. He has written
about a hundred poems on Freethought and other . ,. ,
Tlte New York Congress.
matters, among them" The Prayer to the Unknown
God," and" Why Don't God Kill the Devil~" The latThe date is fast approaching when the tenth annual
ter has been utilized by friend Babcock in his lively Congress of the American Secular Union will take
satire of the same name. Mr. Haigh has also writ- place. The fact that it is to be held in the fine_
ten a valuable history of Chebanse, and contributed Chickering Hall in the city of New York, and that it
much to the columns of the local papers. Dr. De will be addressed by some of America's greatest
Veling is another stanch Liberal soldier, and .he has speakers, including Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, should
done some good :fighting and will do more. He also be sufficient to inspire aU friends of the Union
came here thirty years ago.. He has a large practice throughout the States and Canada to concentrate
and an honorable position.
their efforts in the endeavor to make the gathering
Iwas quite unfortunate in regard to the weather at the most successful one ever known in connection
Chebanse, and· the campaign was disarranged. On with tl).e Liberal movement in this country. There
Saturday night, just at the hour for meeting, the are, however, other important considerations which
lightnings flashed constantly all along the horizon, ought to induce friends to render special support to
and the thunder growled ominously. A iew, however, this annual assembly, and those are the supreme
met at the. appointed place, and I gave .my lecture, value of the objects sought to be achieved in calling
but before it was over the rain came in torrents, and . the Congress together. Briefly, these are to giv
it was an hour before we could plunge into the dark- public recognition to the progress made during the
ness and seek our homes. On Sunday afternoon we past year within our ranks; to devise plans for future
were to hav an out-door meeting at Smith's Grove, advancement; to giv a varied and dignified exposition
Sugar Island, and if it had been pleasant I should of Liberal principles, and to strengthen the bonds of
hav: had a congregation of hundreds, but the thunder mutual cooperation. The respectiv officers of the
,.~tnd the rain and the mud compelled a change, a.nd Union hav an encouraging record of work done since
we had to hold a sort of extemporaneous meeting in our last meeting, and a useful program as to future
the hall in the village, and make the best of it. In action. These will be presented to the Congress,
spite of Dame Nature's tremendous frowns, we had and should command the earnest attention of every
some fun, anyhow, and some enthusiasm was created, delegate present.
and there was no discouragement. Without doubt a . The necessity of presenting our distinctiv prinSecular Union will be formed here, and the work ciples before the public cannot be doubted at the
pushed forward.
present time. Liberal views as to all questions of a
Friends came twenty-five and thirty miles, in spite theological character are rapidly permeating the
of -the weather, to hear the lectures, and it givs one minds of all classes of society. This diffusion of
good cheer indeed to :find such deep and wide inter- Secular light will continue so long as people read,
est in Freethought. Mr. Beery, of Gilman; 1\'Ir. An- think, and enjoy the advantages of free speech anq a
toine Johnson and wife, of Buckingham; R. H. Enos, free platform. One of the features of the Congress
of Kankakee; G. Gunnison, of Hereher, and family, will, no doubt, be to indicate h~w ~hese views can be
were on hand, and their cordial greeting made up for consolidated upon the broad prmmple of mental freethe other disappointments of the occasion.
· .dom and intellectual liberty. A destructiv policy is
I am now in Chicago, in the midst of its immense still a necessity, but constructiv work is equally delife; which givs me new vigor. I am meeting old sirable. Can the two be wisely blended in the prop· .
friends. I shall lecture here on Sunday, and in the aganda of the Union 1 This is another point for
mean time see the sights and study this great world. the attention of the Congress. When it is in session, I
Stevens is with me, and it is a delight to meet this shall be pleased to offer a few suggestions upon this
enthu11iastic soul, who believes so thoroughly in jus- head.
.
tice and liberty, and who has so clear an understandOur success as an orgamzed body would be the
ing of the issues of the hour. I shall see much and greater if the many who are now apathetic, exhibiting
~learn much while here, especially of the tragic side too much mental reservation, were to come forward
of reform.
as declared standard-bearers in the cause of Secular
I am at Beldinc September 28th and 29th i at truth. Probarbly one way of briuJPng about this de·
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.reqovered sufficiently to Rhow themselvs at our meetings. 'Tis and for what, will be published .each month in THE TRUTH
ever thus. A neat room was rented next to the post-office and SEEKER and Inv88ti,qator.
Relying on your known zeal and devotion to the Liberal
nicely fitted up with carpet, chairs, tables, and portraitR of
Ingersoll, Paine, and other distinguished Freethinl;ers. Lib- cause we confidently await your prompt and generous
eral mottoes were hung up among the pictures. A large respo~se. Yours for the cause, F. C. REYNOLDs, Sec'y.
Address all letters and make drafts and money-orders paylot of scientific and Freethought bonks and papers was
brought in by the members and the only reafling-room in the able to Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, secretary of the New York
village thrown open to the public. Very fortunately being Freethinkers' Association, Box 104, North Parma, N.Y.
a stenographer, I arlvertised to giv free instruction to all
who would study and practice this useful art every Tuesday
For Mr. Reynolds's Deft'nse.
and Thursday evening. This has been continued all summer S. H. Davis ................................................... .
LOO
with ever-increasing interest and good results .• The reading- A. Moot ........................................................ .
5.00
room is open every Tuesday and Thursday evening, and on
1.00
Bunda~ from on~ o'c~ock. Every Sunday at t~1re.e o'clock we ~:~rWL~~e~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
LOO
hav e1ther a · sctentlfic lecture, select readlllf!;, or Secular F. Scharnhorst ............................................... .
1.00
address. We hav held six. grove meetings during July and Mary Jones ..................................................... .
.50
August, all of which were well attended both by Christians
and by thase who, although in sympathy with our moveCanadian Notes.
ment, lack the moral conrage to join our associatioJ?. We
hav rlistributed quite a large quantity of Freethought and
The annual convention of Canadiau Secularists was
Secular literature, which is producing the usual good
held at Science Hall, Toron~o. on S ·ptember lOth,
results.
.
We are now making arrangements for securing a larger 11th, and 12th, and, although it W>t'l not so well
room, and intend fitting up a small gymnasium for the use of attended as had been hoped, yet thd work accommembers only. Classes in naturar history and physiology plished will perhaps rank in importau,•e with that of
are to be started next Sunday.
Heports of our work are published in three or four local any like event in the past.
The country was fairly represented, delegates being
plipers, as well as origii!al Liberal articles and selections
present from W elland, Meaford, Muskoka district,
from Ingersoll and our best writers.
Our members are men and women of sound principle, re- Alton, Oshawa, and several other place'~.
spected by all who know them, and we can depend upon
On Friday evening President Algie opened the
every one of them as a member for life.
We hav met no opposition from the church party to speak convention and in an excellent address gave an
of, except a very cruel remark from a Methodist Episcopal account..of the work of the past year, and explained
clergyman declaring that the president of our association the plans and objects hoped to be attained during
l.ibeml Organization in New York.
had no affiliation with his Lord and master, Jesus Christ. the year to co~e.
.
. .
'fo THE EDnoR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The We survived, however, and shall move onward to a glorious
After prelimmary busmess and appomtmg com·
victorr.
·
· earue:;t. at.t.Pution of all people who are not under the
And now let me sayto myfellow-Freethinkers, Orr,;anize- mittees, the meeting adjourned until Saturday evencontrol of the old superstitions is requested to the organize in every townRhip and election district-organize ing, when the various committees reported and the
following dnmlar from th<> officers of the Freethink- though tht>re be but three or four good, earnest men or real work of the convention began.
ers' A'<sociatim1 of the state of New York. The ob- women. Be constrnctiv as well as dt>structiv; teach men,
The committee on resolutions brought in the folwomen, and children how to think; teach astronomy,
jects of the A ~Rociation are ~xpressed in the appended geology,
history, phy~iology. Open a reading-room where lowing report:
constitution of the Association and the resolutions all can come and, learn what the word Freethonght means.
WHEREAS The Canadian Secnlar Union having encounwhi<.~h· hav been pa'lsed unanimously at the last two United, organized eff.()rt will command attention and respect tered grave 'obstacles in the organization of local Secular soConveutious of the Association-the one held at Al- that individual. ~pasmodic movements will not. Organize cieties in the smaller cities and towns, and having also lwrl
on the simple basis nf Freethought; tell the people that they some difficulty in finding sufficient local talen.t t? continue in
bany last yt>ar, and the one lately held at White Sul- may
believe in' all the gods they please, in all the heavens activ existence many local or branch soc1et1es that hav
phur Spring-;, Saratoga. This Association is the they please, in all the ghosts they please, but if they believe already been organized; be it
Resolved That strenuous efforts be made by our central
only gPuerat as!'lociation of Liberals for this state, and in free thought, free investigation, free discussion (and who
i,ts o.ffi<.~ert:! hav been directed to proceed at once to does not?), they· should be wit.h you aR m!:lmbers of your executiv tb brin" into memberRhip in our or!!'nnization every
Freethinker and" Secularist living in Cunarl 1. believing that
effect county or tocal organizations in order to gen- society; and you will be surprised to find how many will our
forces will thus become consolidated. an.! that our policy
come. After you organize, stick to it month after month,
erally Pt;OIU<>te its objects, and also to afford to those whether any new members come or not; many will wait in the past of expending our energies i~ tile ~ormation of
who are not connected with the churches a truer and just to see whether yon mean business or not.and when they branch societies be made a secondary cousld,..ratwn; that the
better bet,; is for social intercourse and mutua! assist- find >on do they .will admire your courage nnd persistence, central executiv be requested to frame an appeal to all FreE'they will come to· your support and sustain .von in the noble thinkers requesting their personal cooperat.iun and support
ance.
Dn not say, ' 1Oh, my business will suff,.r; the church in furthering the cause in Canada. '
How thi::, con.structiv Liberal work can he best work.
people will refuse to patronize me." There is nothing more
This resolution was unanimously adopted, as was
commenced must be deterD;Jined by the Liberals in false than this. I know from experience 1hat the church
the following:
also
each county for themselvs, as the circumstanC~"S of no people will admire you for your courage anti candor; they
Believing that a large executiv cnmmitt•·n is a source of
two localities are the same. I wish to call attenti•;m, will patronize \'Q.U the more for bein£1; faithful to your ltonest
rather than of strength, therefore be it
however, to the very practical report of Mr. C. F. convictinnR. The great majority of the church people are weakness
Resolved That the Canadian Secular Uniou recommend to
really in sympathy with yon and will secretly admire a~d
DeMott, of Hempstead, L. I., N. Y., as an example welcome you as one who opens the prison floor and lets m all it.s bra~ch societies to appoint not to exceed five Of its
worthy of imitation. Certainly his _earnest words in the glorious sunlight. I know thisis so, not alone in Hemp- members to act on its executiv committee, and that when
favor of immediate action should lead to some ear- RtE'ad. but in every town and village throughout the land. electing them they appoint men in whom they can repose the
confidence, and delegate to tht':m full power to tra~s
nest effurt in every county, city, or town where two Organize, then, wllE'rever three or four Freethinkers can meet utmost
once a week, and· you will find hundreds in sympathy with act all the business details of the branch.
or three may be gathered together.
you; the clouds will giv place to beautiful sunlight, and the
These are among the most important measures
T. B. wAKEMAN.
sneers and frowns will turn to smiles and words of praise.
at the convention, and there. is no doubt that
passed
Fraternally yours,
C. F. DEMoTT.
93, Nassttu st., New York, Sept. 19, E.M: 286.
upon their being successfully carl'led out depends
Hempstead, Sept. 15, 1886.

sirable result is to p~ove the importance of our
principles and to demonstrate tl.zat th~ surest way to
make them popular and keep them so is to hav an
efficient organization. No movement, however great,
no teachings, however sublime, adequately succeed
without this adhesiv force.
In this practical commercial age, if a man is known
by his fellows as an honest, consistent worker in the
path of ethical conduct, he has little to fear because
he does not subscribe to the populax creeds and
dogin.zts. What the Secular movement requires more
than ever is the display of courage of well thoughtout cpnvictions upon the part of its adherents. The
man of f,Jrtitude may be compared to a castle built
upon a rock which defies the attack of surrounding
watfil·s, whilst he who lacks the courage of his
opinions is as a hut placed on tj:1e shore which every
·wind shakes and every wave overflows.
Let all, in the sacred name of duty, who avow
them!:lelvs Liberals, Freethinkers, or Secularists,
show their love for the cause they profess by uniting
in the reso: ve not only to be present at the Congress,
but when there to do their best in assisting to realize
the objects of the meeting and thus increase the happiness of human brotherhood, the usefulness of the
U niou, and the scope of moral and intellectual
freeduw.
·
CHARLES WATTS.

./

HE}fPSTEAD FllEE1'IIOUGH1' ASSOCIATION.

greatly the future success of our organization.

On Sunday morning the election. of officers to?k
TO 'ffiE FllEETHINKERS OF NEW YORK STATE.
, To M1t T. B. WAKEMAN, Dear Sir: As yon request a
report of the work done in the town of Hempstead, Queens
Organization is absolutely essential to the success of the place, with the following result: Pres~dent, W m. Algre ;
county, N.Y., I Sllbmit the following:
Liberal cause. The church realizes the power which social secretary, J. A. Risser; correspondmg s~cretary, J.
First, as an illustration and proof of the potency and use- and educational facilities insure. Thousands indifferent to Han-ison; treasurer, A. Earsman-who, wrth Messrs.
fulness of our annual conventions. I: wish to say that t.he her cret>d yield her allegiance for the ·sake of the social ad- Littlehales and Maddox, of Hamilton, and Strange,
work accomplished here is mainly due to the inspiration, if I vantages sbe affords. If all Liberals should avow their conin,ay use the word, or the enthusiasm, diffused at last year's victions, all would be greatly encoura~~:ed, for it would be at Hicks, Piddington, Joplin, aJ?d Armstrong, ?f Toronto,
conventim~. While at Albany, and listt>ning to the earnest once apparent that in numbers and influence they equal any will form the central executrv for the commg year.
words of our noble workers, and'especially to the thoughtful of the Christian denominations.
Mr. Burnham was present at the Saturday ~venarldreRs of our president, I was convinced of the ,importance
Realizing these truths, the New York Freethinkers' Asso- ing and Sunday morning sessioD:s, an~ rendered
of doing goine uctiv missionary work in my own town. I ciation, at. their recent convention, held at Wb,ite Sulphur
c•tme hllm!l determined to start an organization. however Springs, Saratoga, N.Y., marked out a course of procedure valuable assistance. In the evenmg (Sunday) he
Bmall. in HempHtead. th>1t should tend to popularize religious which, if energetically followed, cannot fail to insure lectured to a large audience; subject, "Nature's Refree th>ught nnd Secular principles. I was the only person success to the cause.
ply to Her Critics." It _was a grand lect?I'e, and
'in the village wlw dared publicly express an opinion against
To awake a spirit of enthusiasm, the Execntiv Committee listened to throughout wrth mar~ed atten_ho':l. -:\-t
the tyranny of the church. or do anything in the way of See- were directed tn select some able and devoted Liberal in the conclusion of the lecture Presrdent Alg1e, m dlsular propagandism. The people were extremely orthodox. each county as vice- president, such a person to select two
There had never been a Freeth ought lee ure or address heard associateg, and the thrPC will constitute the county com- missiug the ::>,udience, made a stirring appeal for
in our vi! lag~; bnt two or three Liberal papers came to our mittee anfl. hav general supervision of the work in their own further support from all who felt an interest in t_he
p >st-otfice; Freethinkers and Infidels were rPgarded as pure county. They are reqne<te<l to seek out and report to the causP and in the continuance of the Sunday lectures,
'P Jcimens of total depravity. But, living within a radius of s!'cretarr of the Association the names of those favorable to wbicl: had the effect of bringing i~ se,·erat new subten mile~; I knew tht:re wtre six or eight out,poken Free. .Liberalism in their cnnntv. Wlwrever there are one or more
thinker's lhrt:e of whom were also at the convention-but we Liberals in a town nr ~ch;,,.l fli<trict, such persons should be scrib:.n·s. This was the final meetwg uf the_ convenwPre nnaeqnainted at the time. To these I wrote. requesting visited or corrPRpondeci wl1 h and be supplie<l with papers, tion. and after winding up businet:!::! matters the
them to 11id me in starting an Or§!:anization. I found them leaflets, and Li,beral litPratnre for gratuitous distribution. meeting adjourned until next year, subject to the
rPatl_,., a nl even anxious, only waiting for u leader. After They should ·be Pnconraged to nqp evpry endeavor to obtain call of the committee.
due con<i IPrttiou. we decided to orga1•ize temporarily as a Sllbscribers to our LibPral p:qwrs and magazin,es, and as
So ended the Canadian convention of 1886, and in
.: l'rogrc~siv Hedlling Club," the objects being" intellectual soon as interest is awakened the Execntiv Committee will
and soc ai improvement." The temporary organization was send to such neighborhood the most suitable lecturer and many respects, including financially, it may be said
to Lav been fairly successful. It was expected th~t
effecle<i. 11nd meetings appointed every Sunday afternoon at orj!anizer they can find.
my resi ll'nce. Scientific works were read and discussed;
The Executiv Committee will supply the county com- Mr. Watts would be present, but his engagen:ents _m
ori"'inal essayR written lind read before the Club; selections mittees with . leaflets and documents containing concise the States prevented his being with us. It_ 1s q~ute
fro';;1 the Hig-Veda. Path of Virtue,and other so-called sacred arguments and the evidence in regard to Christianity and
1l0oks were read, and the thoughts of these ancient people Liberalism in its constructiv character, written in a spirit of probable, however, that he will be here agam before
<·ompared with those of the Bible writers, the objects being love and candor that. will, they hope, awake to thought with- the season closes.
to awaken thought and lead the minds in the right direction. out arousing prejudice. The Execntiv Committee will preMr. Burnham was induced to remain with us for
1'1wsu nwf'liug:; were continued all winter, and attracted pare pamphlets, JeafiPts, hints. and suggestions, showing how two weeks after the convention. He lectured last Sun{~··n~iderttble attention. Reports of each meeting were pub- to form local Secular societies, how to eonduct meetings,
day evening to a large audience, and :vJ-11 complete
'"'''''' in the loc.tl papers, and the people were favorably im- how to carry on science schools on Sundays without profes·pr··~~ed.
.
sional teacherR. The Executiv Committee will also prepare his engagement next Sunday~ after wh1Ch we ~xpect
· 011 ,fnne 7th we reorganized as a Freethonght association, by-laws showing the <lnties of" officers, committees, etc.
a.n ·inte1·regne of a few weeks m the lecture wm k. In
·onr object being. as expressed in the constitution, "to disThis work will, of course, rPqnire the cooperation and the mean time the committee are making ev_ery e~ort
'"eminate scientific knowledge, increase religious free more solid organizatioi! and support of· all the Liberals of the to carry out the orders of the conven~wn w1th a vrew
1 hou,u:ht, and to work for the promulgation of Secular princi- state. We ask yon. thert>forP, ·to join the Association and
ple~." OlfkerR were elected as follows: Pre~ident, C. F. support it by work in your neighborhood, and by a contri- to keeping lecturers in the field contmually through
.
KANUCK.
Dd!utt; viou- presidents, Robert B. Jackson, Elisha Hyatt; bution to the treasury to sec1ue these results. The member- the season.
secretary, H. H. Geer; treasurer, Franklin H. 1\Iollineoux. ship fee for one year is only twenty-five cents, payable in
. 1'oronto, Sept. 24, 1886.
A vigilance committee was appointed, consisting of the advance, and we urge you to at once renew your memberIN the face of the recent disaster at Charleston the editl~r
president-, first vice-president, secretary, and two members. ship or become a member. Finally, in order to supply the
'l'o this committee all applications for membership must be means to send an organizer into snell places as need his of the Advocate comes up smiling and remarks that "God 1s
rt-ferred. Nine members at once signed the constitution and services, it was yo ted by the Association to ask every Li bcral a very present help in time of trouble." There should be
b1·-laws. Of course, some of our young friends who had met in t1te state for a donation of at least one dollar. This dona- some one in the Advocate office to g1mtly jerk the gong when
with us as a 11 Progressiv Reading Club" were so badly tion will also constitute the donor a member.
.
frightened at tbe w0rd "-Freethought" that they hav not yet
All money received, and all expenditures, to whom paid, these ancient chestnuts are fired off by the editor.'
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Ukommnnications.

Spirit Photography.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Having no connection with Mr. Keeler; the medimn for
'Jefferson Not the Autl10r of' the Declaration of spirit-photography, except as an investigator, I deIndependence.
·
sired the appointment of a committee to prove, by
If Thomas Jefferson had died three years earlier scientific methods, its genuinness, under such test
than he did, there would hav been no positiv asser- conditions "as could leave no possible chance for
tion in any of his writings that he composed the deception." .
·
.
·
Declaration of Independence. From the time of its . The appointment was made, and after considerable
adoption until1823, a period of forty-seven years, delay, partly occasioned by Mr. Keeler's absence from
he studiously and artfully evaded the claim of its the city and partly owing to his suspicions of Mr.
authorship. But at last, in his eighty-first year, he Parkhurst's good faith, and Mr. Parkhurst's suspisaid, "I consented-! wrote it;" and again, two years cions of :l\'lr. Keeler's honesty, meetings were held for
later, he said, once that he wrote it, and once that he purposes of experimentation, the results of which were
drafted it.
to be published in THE TRUTH SEEKER, without (as I
Jefferson's" Summary Views," written in August, had urged and hoped) comment on the part of the
1774, is a document three times longer than the Dec- committee other than would be necessary to show
laration of Independence. It contains all the griev- the precautions taken to secure genuin spirit pictances of the colonies. These may also be found in ures, that thus the reader might be able to reach a
numerous documents of the time. The complaints just conclusion unaided, and the opportunity for the
were stereotyped. and could be recited by almost ventilation of opinions and misrepi:e~:;entation of facts
·
"'
everybody. 'There was little material in most of be avoided.
them for a display of eloquence, and it is a curious
Your committee having chof'f'n a diff<Tf'nt course,
fact that in one paragraph of the Declaration of In- I am under the necessity-in justice to Mr. Keeler; as
dependence there are eleven of these complaints well as myself, and the trl!th of Spiritualism-to
which agree almostverbatim and consecutivly with point out some of the most glaring inconsistencies
the same number of complaints consecutivly in a and evidences of insincerity with which the report
paper drafted by John Dickinson a year before, abounds, and which are most painfully apparent to
and another paper drafted by Jefferson a month me as an eye-witness, familiar with almost all .the
later, in 1775. The verbal coincidence of these eleven details.
complaints is remarkable, to wit:
To do this somewhat thoroughly, has required
much more time and labor than I anticipated, I having
Words of Jefferson agreeing with Dickinson's .............. 61 felt it necessary to obtain the opinions of photogWords of Jefferson repeated in Declaration of Independence .........................................................•... 44 raphers, which could only be done during my leisure
Words in common to the three papers ........................... 26 hom·s from business.
·, .
This unanimity, which was almost unavoidable,
All will agree with the committee in the statement
disposes of the argument presented by,, Holt,'' who that "the phenomena, if genuin, could be easily eshas taken great pains to copy a portion of Jefferson's tablished by incontroYertible tests."
" Summary View" for the purpose of showing that
The committee did not, by their own admissions,
some of it agrees with the Declaration of Independ- apply such tests, notwithstanding the challenge disence.
tinctly provided for their doing so and my reply to
The "Summary View" is the best specimen of Mr. Parkhurst's criticism of the challenge specially
Jefferson's composition either before or after 1776, enjoined it upon them, by saying; ''Certainly no test
and there are a few passages in it that may be called will be good for anything which leaves a possible
eloquent. But if the reader will turn to page 236 of chance for deception." It was their duty to guard
"Junius Unmasked," he will see how Jefferson, in the all avenues to fraud-to leave neither front nor back
best of his literar3 essays, to wit, this same " Sum- doors open.
mary View," violates all the xules of rhetoric. The
To their report in detail I thexefme make the folfact is, he was not a rhetorician, and flights of lowing objections:
eloquence in his compositions axe as xare as billows
1. To the declaration that the challenge "was exon a mill-pond. Hence it is that the finest oratox plained so as to make it available in THE TRUTH
and rhetoxician of our time is constrained to say in SEEKER of April 17th," unless it was liable to be conxegard to the Declaration of Independence :_
strued as a money-making scheme fm the committee,
without an explanation.
Certain it is 1~a! Jefferson could n~t hav written anything
2. To the declamtion that "the committee was imso manly, so stnkmg, so comprehens1v, so clear, so convincing, so faultless in rhetoric and rhythm.
mediately.appointed and accepted," not having been
The eloquent and impxessiv passages of the Dec- notified of the fact until May 11th following.
laration axe unmistakably in the style of Paine.
3. To the declaration that "the committee wished
"Decency" and "xespect" were favorit words of to aid the spirits in either making an impression
Paine and of Junius. Look now at the. consecutiv upon a photographic plate, or establishing the verity
occurrence of these two words in the first letter ·of of the results," the intended sarcasm losing its force
Junius and the first paragraph of the Deciaration:
in the effort to detect fraud by turning the plate
when putting it in the holdei' w. ith the transp· arency,
JUNIUS.
DECLARATION.
Let us enter into it with
A decent respect to the when pictures Nos. 7 and 9 were obtained.
4. To the allusion to Mr. Keeler's letter to. me of
candor and decencu. RespeCt opinions of mankind reis due to the station of min- quires that they should de- June 11th, it having been agreed between Mr. Parkisters, etc.
clar~ the causes, etc.
hurst and m~self that no allusion to it should be
But I will not repeat the many evidences of Paine's made, owing to Mr. Keeler's withdrawal of all conauthorship. If the reader is not satisfied with what ditions therein named, of which fact Mr. Parkhurst
I presented in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 31st let had been personally notified by me before the sessions
him examin the proofs in" Junius Unmasked." '
began.
The. New York World lately printed an interview
5. To the representation that Mr. Keeler had
with a descendant of William Cobbett in reference " around him such friends as he chose to invite;" beto the disposition of Thomas Paine's bones. Most cause it conveys the idea of many, when, in fact, Mr.
of the information obtained was incorrect. The Keeler had invited none. Only' such Spiritualists
bones were dug up by Cobbett in 1819 aud trans- were present as I had invited. At the first session,
ported by him to England, with the avowed in- orie; at the second, two; and at the third, three, two
ten_tion of hav!ng a funeral there worthy of there- of whom were not "friends of' Mr. Keeler's."
mams to be remteiTed. But the proper time did not
6. To all statements of conversations between Mr.
come. The bones passed to Cobbett's son in 1835. Parkhurst and myself days and weeks previous to
Soon afterward they became the subject of litirTation. the sessions, because, as published, they convey
but the chancellor decided that they we~e not wrong impressions to the mind of the reader.
.
property, and so young Cobbett was allowed to re7. ';l'o the reason given for "deciding to giv every
tain them. But they were held by a recc=iver for opportunity for the production of negativs, whether
many years, and at last, in 1846, he gave them to an by gf'nuin or fraudulent means," as such a course
ol~ frien~ of. Cobbett senior, for the purpose of ful- was directly contrary to the express provi~:;ioiis of the
fillmg his Wishes. How long that person retaincd challenge, and I was not notified of such decision so
them I do not know, but in February, 1875, I wrote expressed.
to Mr. M. D. Conway, in London, to find out where
8. To the reference to Mr. Keeler's" manifest rethe bones then were. He answered:
Iuctance to enter upon the investigation," because it
We seem !lot, to get along;, I regret to say, in the matter of is equivalent to charging him with fear of being deThomas Pame s bones, owmg to the determined silence of tected in fraud, and obliges me to state the true reathe man-one Ainslie, a Unitarian preacher-to whom they son, which was the conscious knowledge with which
were last traced.
Mr. Keeler seemed possessed, that Mr. Parkhurst
My object then was, if possible, to hav the bones would not do him justice under any 'Circumstances.
returned to New Rochelle, and there placed in a Also because it implies that at the preceding seamausoleum. I still hope for such a dispof'al of the sions, Mr. Keeler failed "to cheerfully and unhesremains-not a reinterment, but an inclosure of the itatingly comply" with conditions, or would hav
well-preserved skeleton in a glass case for a shrine.
done so, had any been proposed.
_
For it was the secret work of Thomas Paine
9. To the statement that the second meeting was
seconded and s~pported by Benjamin Franklin, that. restricted to two members "in accordance with conbegan and caiTied through to a successful termina- ditions imposed by Mr. Keeler," because, if the contion the American Revolution. In other words ditions named in the letter are those refened to, they
Paine and Franklin made this nation.
' had been withdrawn.
W. H. BuRR.
10. To the statement that " the committee were

not invited . to impose, and- did not, any test conditions" at tl;ris session, as they. evidently did not desire, and probably were not prepared, to do so.
11. To the statement "that it was not the object
to detect jugglers' tricks in a process allowing so
much room for legerdemain," its insincerity being
made manifest by Mr. Parkhurst twice turning a
plate several times, in order (as he himself declares) to.
'cause the alleged previously printed face to appear
inverted. Also because, ·had Mr. Parkhmst placed
the original package of plates I had purchased for
the occasion (and brought with me and offered him) '
in the possession and charge of Dt. Leigh-the only
other member of the committee present at this the.
most important session-instea.d of telling us that
"he did not care about the plates now, as he Jlad his
fests and intended to rely entirely upon them,".
there would hav been absolutely no room for the
practice of legerdemain, nor any opportunity for the
committee to refer to an " open back door."
12. To the declaration that the explanation made
to me was sufficient to explain the reason for the appearance of the additional face produced at the first
session, and that it also applied and accounted for
those appeari11g at the second ·session, because no
proof is offert:•d, and Mr. Parkhurst fails to state
what that reason was, in connection with the remark
itself, leaving the reader to infer that with such
reason I must hav been satisfied.
13. To. the comparison of expedition with which
pictures are bken in an ordinary photographic gallery, because creating the impression that Mr. Keeler
required time to perform his feats of legerdemain,
when the fact~' .are, the time was taken up in examining and discussing the results.
14. To the statement that ''we had been invited
to leave the room, to see if they could not be more
successful," because, without explanation·, the reader
will infer the committee went out of the room, which
is not correct, nor was it intended.
15. To the statement that "every one of the
twenty-five negativs taken during the three sessions
could evidently hav been produced under similar·
conditions by members of the committee," because it
is an empty boast.
16. To the ·statement: "The total number of
successful negativs under complete test conditions,
0," as it implies that efforts made to get pictures
under "complete test conditions" resulted in failures
because of such conditions, which is not true, unless pictures 3, 7, and 9 be regarded as having '
been obtained under "complete · test conditions."
None of the failures occurred under any more "complete test conditions" than the successeB.
17. To the statement that the negativ subriritted
for inspection which showed the slide partially .
drawn had a spirit face, "which was manifestly
printed by the simultaneous process," because the
picture itself "manifestly" contradicts it, for the
reason that the dress of the spirit, buttoning much
below the waist, is "manifestly" behind the chairback, and the end of the lace or lawn tie of an ·overdress is "manifeetly" partly in front of the sit- '
ter's right shoulder.
18. To the statement that "the extraneous face
wholly of plus deposit, indicating previous printing,
. . . was too vague to show whethel' it was intercepted by the handkerchief or not," because other
expert photographers to whom I hav shown this
plate do not concur in the statement that· it is "too
vague to show," but on the contrary, say it does
very distinctly show that "it is intercepted by the ·
handker-chief," the same being the proof against .previous. PFinting, which is the charge brought against
the genuinness of all the pictures taken at this
session.
19. To the positiv statement that "in the five opportunities for Rpirits to manifest themselvs under
complete test conditionE', there was nothing upon the
plate additional to the sitter," for the reason that, as
before stated, none of the plates were exposed under
"complete test. conditions." Also for the reason
that, had any Htraneous faces appeared, the same
objection to their genuinness could hav been urged
(and no doubt would hav been) with as much propriety as it is urged against the genuinness of those
appearing, when Mr. Parkhurst tried so hard, hut
unsuccessfully, to detect fraud, namely: The committee did not keep the plates in their possession all
the time and, therefore, could not know they had
not been tampered with.
It is certainly remark!ioie how positiv the committee can be of the fairness of the results when no
extraneous faces appear, an,d yet declare with equal positivness to evidences of fraud when they do;. the
completeness of the tests in each case _being the
same, and the session tmder their management.
2_0. To the glaring omission to notice, when alluding to the cane picture, the remarkable fact, that,
w~e;re the ?ane cro~ses the neck and drapery of the
sp1nt form, covenng the space between the left
shoulder of the sitter and the center of the chin of
the spirit's face, it is not obscured in the least, whilst
making the statement that "it is partially obscured
in passing across the face." It is not correct to say ·
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"the cane crosses directly over a s;pirit face evidently
produced in the. camera."
The more con-ect statement is this: So much of a
gen~ spirit was photographed as the head, face,
neck, and right and left shoulder. Her neck was so
stretched forward as to advance her face beyond a
poirit which, had she not been a spirit, it could not
hav passed, because of the cane in the way.
Having reached beyond that point, her picture was
photographed with this result: Her darkly-shaded
right shoulder, and the light and dark folds of her
spirit drapery, being behind the cane, were ob:>cured
by the cane, but so much of the face, head, and spirit
drapery as had been ~J.dvanced in front of the cane,
·were not obscured by it. The mouth, left nostril,
left eyebrow, and front hair, and vaguely, the spi~it
drapery, ~tc., above it, even to the end of the cane,
show as if through, or on, or over, the cane, and very
properly so.
.
This picture and the one with the slide partially
drawn (and which I challenge any .member of the
committee to duplicate) completely upset Mr. Parkhurst's and the committee's theory of both previous
and simultaneous printing.
.
.
The reader will please observe that neither of ~hese
pictp.res was taken in the presence of the committee.
The "cane picture" was' unexpectedly sprung upon
Mr. Keeler by myself, as a test, before the sessions
-commenced, and the " slide picture " the morning of
the day following the last session; a gentleman hap, pening to drop in for the purpose of getting a p~cture,
the opportunity was embraced to try the expenment.
As, however, Mr. Parkhurst so utterly failed to
catch Mr. Keeler in fraud, he was driven to the
expedient of pretending to det~rmin by the negativs
themselvs the cause of the existence of extraneous
faces upon them. He could not, therefore, consistently refuse to pass upon these, and he having done
so, it is legitimate for me to make use of t~em to show
the insufficiency of this last resort to disprove the
genuinness of spirit-photography.
They are both complete refutations of the " simultaneous process," and bear none of the marks he
alludes to of" previous printing."
The declaration that "genuin results would follow
some rule" when referring to the lighting of spirit
face_s "so'metimes corresponding to the sitter's face
and ~ometimes not," is a fair presumptio;n, but it was
hardly to be expected that the committee would be
able to determin the rule in so short a time.
But the declaration that "no two original negativs
cail be alike" is simply ridiculous. Also the reason
given as follows: "As it is too much trouble to prepare transparencies. t? use them but once," ~herefore,
"if some of the spmt faces could be pubhshed and
- widely circulated, perhaps the duplicates could be
found," proves nothing e~cept the crude idea~ ~he
committee seem to entertam of the powers of spints;
implying a belief on the part of the committee that,
if spirits could manifest in this manner a~ all, they
could only. do it once, and for only ~me person-a
very stupid belief.
. .
.
.
Neither does the obJeCtiOn to trymg the stereoscope
appear clearly. The reason giv_en is that "M~··
Keeler had had a month's trial [whiCh, by the way, IS
also an en-or], and in that time he might just as easily
produce a stereoscopic picture as other kinds."
But he had been taking the other kinds several
years! Wouldn't. Mr. Parkhurst hav had a much
better chance to detect the alleged fraud with the
stereoscope ~ On the other hand, if it was. no~ fr~~:ud
he was seeking, why would not stereoscopiC pictures
hav been just as valuable to demonstrate the truth of
spirit-photography, although Mr. Keeler had only a
month's practice in getting them~
. •
The statement Mr. Parkhurst makes as fi>llo~s,
"I developed the plate myself, carefully searchmg
before the development for .a positiv in the plateholder" givs the whole thing "dead away." Why
search' for a positiv or transpru;ency in ~he pl~te
holder when all the pictures obtamed a~ this ~es~wn
are said to hav been produced by prevwus prmtmg,
for the reason " that it was much the safe~ method~"
The handkerchief picture had been obtamed before
this and Mr. Parkhurst had examined the negativ.
The extraneous face of plus deposit on the hand. kerchief surely did not need, to the skilled p~otog
i:apher, such additional evidence in corroboratiOn as
the searching of the J_Jlate-holde~ for a ~ra~sparency.
Is it not rather evident by this admiSSIOn that at
this stage of the proceedings he really did not know
. how the pictures were ~~g produc~d ~
Persons who bear testimony agamst the truth, because of a wilful desire to hav it otherwise, are often
liable to entrap themselvs.
.
.
The statement in reference to the p1etm-e with the
hand on the head, the hand ~eing in ." an ung:raceful
position," is also singularly ~t varmnce with the
opinions of at least ninety~mne per cent of other
critics. And why "the whole value of th~ test consisted in the production of the result without any
opportunity for previous ~reparation" when _the
committee chose to rely " entirely upon an eXBJ?illation of the negativs," is not very cleru; to ordmary
comprehension, whether the hand occupied a gra?eful
or an ungraceful position.

The reader should know that · the negativ noticed
by the report as bear:ing entirely different char.acteristics, and which "forcibly suggests the consideration that a genuin spirit form would be almost certain to hav these same decisiv characteristics separating· it absolutely from the characteristics of plus and
minus printing already described," was taken-as I
am informed, on good authority-in a dark room,
at a so-called materialization, and therefore under
very different conditions. ·Thus, be it observed that,
while denying the possibility of spirit-photography
(which is the apparent intention of the report), the
committee nevertheless attempt to describe the characteristics a genuin spirit-picture should possess.
· As well swear to the genuinness of a signature
they never saw written.
.
..
Now, Mr. Editor, my "reply to the challenge cnb·
cism '' was made "available" by me to qualify the class
of persons I desired to convince of the.genuinnes~ of
spirit-photography, to wit, "reasonably skeptical
persons," not such as would rely " mainly upon e:x;amination of the negativs themselvs for internal eVIdence as to their' origin," not knowing what that evidence should be.
The committee hav attempted to pass judgment
upon the negativs as experts. As regards the value
of " expert" testimony, your readers will, no doubt,
pardon me for narrating the following testimony of
Mr. Grinnell, a prominent lawyer of Chicago:
The expert witness belongs to a class apart. Although
he .is sworn to tell the truth, and nothing but the truth,
he is usually paid by the side that .calls him, ~nd h!s
testimony takes the bias of that s1de. He g1vs Ius
opinion upon scientific matters th:_Lt the jury is suppose?
to be unable to comprehend without It. Our e;xi?erience is, it is remarkably easy to get just as many opunons
on one side as on the other, if the money holds out. I do
not mean such witnesses are corrupt .or perjurers-far from it.
Scientific and learned men will do simply what all lawyers do
-support to the best of their ability the side t~at r~tains
them. Opinions on hand-writing are the most fallaciOus Ill the
world, and yet we are constantly calling witnesses to giv opinions on it. A very striking instance of this occurred some
years ago in New York. city. Jol!-n J. Cisco, for _many years
sub-treasurer of the Umted States, a man of the highest character, testified very positivly to. the signature to a check. A
large sum of money was depending, and Mr. Cisco's evidence
was very damaging to the other side. Judge P~errep~nt,
afterwards Grant's minister to En~land, cross-exammed !urn,
and failed to shake his opinion. Pierrepont had the check in
his hand, and carelessly dropped it into his hat on the table,
and examined the witness for a moment on some other matter. Then, apparently ~aking the check f:om. his hat again,
he presented it to the witness, and mane him g1v the grounds
of his opinion, examining the check more closely than ever.
Cisco maintained still more positivly that the check was
signed by the defendant. "Then," said the counsel, turniD;g
to his hat, and producing another check, " who was this
signed by?" It was the original check. The one t~at Pi~rre
pont .had cross-examined on was a deft counterf!lit, _wri~ten
at the table they were at, by a clerk, during the ~xarnma~wn.
Needless to say, Mr. Cisco was overwhelmed with mortification, and his testimony .rendered valueless.
Now, Mr. Editor, Mr. Parkhurst had declared to
me in advance that even though one of his own
relativs appeared upon a plate that he could recognize "he w.ould not believe, unless it proved to be a
particular one." . Also, when expostulating with him
for pursuing truth with a club, he replied . that "he
did not intend to let the boost my challenge had
given Spiritualism stand any longer than he could
help." If, therefore, as M~·· Grin_nell declares,
"scientific and learned men will do simply what all
lawyers do......,support to the best of their ~bil~ty ~he
side that retains thein," such remarks, mdiCatmg
strong prejudice, calculated to bias the mind of the
experts (~), in this case, would cause them to do
the same. And if it is so easy to be mistaken as to
the genuinness of a signature with which the expert was perfectly familiar, ho': presumpt';lous. the
testimony of your committee, b1ased as their mmds
are proven to be by their report itself~ u~on the subject under consideration ! Its audamt:y IS also surprising in view of the fact that I _hav I~ my posse?sion the pictures and· negativs whiCh disprove their
assertions.
I believe it will be seen, by reading their report and
this reply to it, that their verdict is, "The whole experiment a failure because of fraud." As they ':I'~Ie
particularly requested to prevent. all opportun~b~s
for fraud, who is responsible for failure, If such It 1s,
even from their ·point of view?
It would also appear that their decision was made
beforehand, and they purposely permitted an opening for fraud, so that in case ~t :was a success they
woUld not be compelled to admit It.
,
The report is ·signed by Prof. H. M. Parkhurst.,
secretary; Drs. E. B. Foote, Jr., and Edwin Leigh,
and Mr. 0. G. Mason.
Of these gentlemen Profess~r Parkhurst and Dr.
Leigh were· present at two sesswns; Dr. Foote and
Mr. Mason at but one, at neither of .which Mr. Parkhurst's tests were applied.
They all signed the report of things that occurred
while some of them were absent.
"Hearsay evidence" is not admitted in law.
Greenpoint, N. Y., Sept. 5, 1886. R. M. RoBINSON.
EvERY human being is a brother or sister to us,
and every effort we make to increase their happiness
augments our own.-IJ. M. Bennett.

A Trne Estimate· of the Bible.
. I brand the Bible as a gigantic fraud from beginning to end, not saying, however, that there were ~o
such places and many such actors and acts, as thereill
mentioned, 'but that tradition, superstition, ~magina
tion, vanity, Jewish ego.tism, etc., h!l'v magnrfi_ed the
mole-hill into a mountam, upon whiCh creduhty has
reared its castle, and fortified itself against the attack
of reason.
. .
I can see the poet, the novelist, t~e caricat~nst, ill
the background of this "holy word, but _I f~il to s_ee
the molding, fashioning hand of the consmentw~s historian or moralist, or the "finger" of an alrmghty,
all-merciful God.
I can see the trio join hands in the ·garden of
Eden, part company amid the confu(!ion at th~ tower
of Babel, meet again at the door of Abraham s tent,
and the poet tarry with Abraham whll_e the other two
journey an to the poet's doomed mty, Sodom. I
can see them singly, and by twos and threes, alternately appearing and disappearing all through the
"blessed Bible'" while superstition flaunts her bloodstained flag in the face of reason, and credulity claps
her hands and sings praises to the God of the
Jews.
.
The poet in imagination, soars among the stars in
heaven's bl~e dome, or penetrates the earth's center,
bringing to light the hidden things thereof. He adds
luster to the colors of the rainbow; paints in silvery
folds the waves of the sea; scales the highest mountains · clothes their ragged, ban·en peaks with verdure ~nd beauty, and sinks to the fiery depths of ~he
volcano, uttering the shrieks and heart-rendmg
groans of the Bible's damned. The :poet ,generapy
keeps in view the "eternal fitness of thmgs, and gtvs
to the good and pure the ex~lte~, dazzling t~ones
of joy and bliss among the ghtte~mg stars, while he
consigns the obnoxious,. gross, u;npure, ~etestable
things pf land and sea to the eruptlv volcaniC depths,
beside which Vesuvius is but a mere bubble.
He leads us along the gilded pathway of life, .or
journeys with us to the gloomy, silent tomb.
He sees that beauty, joy, and happ~ness abound
under certain conditions; also that misery, sorrow,
and woe prevail under opposit conditions. Whatever tends to increase, or simply perpetuate, the
former he extols, and that which produces the latter
he condemns.
·
The good (often purely imaginary) in the poet~s
idol is always described i~ glowing tern;s. The evil
produced by it is rarely discerned by him, and even
then is sometimes excused, or else screened altogether. A David may be the poet's theme. If so,
there are none to be compared to him. He sees only
the good and not the evil of David's nature. A
Goliath, defending his country and people, may
attract the poet's attention. If so, there are none so
tall so bold and so warlike as he, until the half-breed
po~t come~ up_on ~he ~cen_e and describe~ the
"stripling" DaVId, with his s_lmg and p_ebbles, ill the
act of smiting and conquermg the _giant of _fable.
The contrast in stature, armor, bearmg, etc., IS too
great. David must be. ~ade . eq~al, ye~, even
superior, to Goliath, an~ the Imagmatwn agam plays
its part and brings to VIew another actor-?'od.
.
An Aaron may hav existed in fa~t; yet If he did
not, imagination could hav supphed an actor. and
called him Aaron. His rod may hav appeared like a
serpent to King Pharao~; ~mt if it did not, fable
could hav given the rod Its life and serpent form ~s
easily as put language in the serpent's mouth, or giv
the fox the power of speech to address the elephant.
.
There is not the slightest reason to doubt the existence of the Jews, or. that they hav a historyeverybody and everything has that-and no doubt
they wan-ed with. and sometimes conquered o,ther
nations but there IS good reason to doubt that .hey
conque;ed by supreme a~d, for there had _been peop~e
of poetic temperame~t ill the land prevwu.s to this
period who saw the evidence of changes hav~g taken
place by agencies unknown _to them, and, havmg been
ignorant of the law of gravity, of geology! of a~tron
omy, and science in general, naturally drifted mto a
belief in a supreme ruler, a God of war, who meddled with their commonest affairs; and often turned
a seeming defeat into the grandest victory. And perhaps they had an idea of a "natural st!illdard of
right" yet when their self-accusing consCiences upbraided them on account of wrong-doing, they
ignored the promptings of this conscience and l~oked
past it to their imaginary_ Go~ a~d regarded him as
being the author of then· disqmetude and unres~.
Then when engaged in battle an~ overcome by t~err
enemies, they concluded that the~· G~d was fightmg
on the other side because of Jewish sms. . Such ":as
their education tha.t they co~ld see <!ocl ~ t~e ramhow and in the ram-drop; m the l~ghtnmg s ~ash
and the thunder's roar; ill the luxunal?-t veget!"t10n;
in flocks and herds; in famin-aud pestilence; ill the
earthquake, th? a~alanche, the ·.gentle breeze! the
devastating whirlwmd, the_ rushmg of the illl!{hty
rivers the babbling of the tmy brooks. In.all things,
great 'and small, in heaven and earth, was the God of
the Jews manifest, but no other.
W. S. ALLISON.
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·shall devour the adversaries." In 2 Peter iii, 7, we
read again, "But the heavens and the earth, which
are now, by the same word are kept in store, reserved
unto fire against the day of judgment and perdition
of ungodly men." Paul and Peter certainly taught
the doctrin of a hell. In Jude, the condition of the
angels who left their "first estate" is described.
Them God "hath reserved in everlasting chains,
under darkness, unto judgmen,t of the great day.
Even as Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities about
them, in like manner,,giving themselvs over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth for
an example, suffering the vengeanQe of eternal fire."
Evidently Jude was a Presbyterian. St. John, the
divine, was also an Evangelical. The fearful and the
unbelieving, he says, together with some others, who,
from th3 description given, must hav been Christians,
" shall hav their part in the lake which burneth with
fire and brimstone; which is the second death." And,
for the benefit of those Christians who are too kindhearted to believe in hell, St. John adds : " And if
any man shall take away from the ::words of the book
of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of
the book of life, and out of the holy city."
It is greatly to the credit of Christians that they
no longer accept the New Testament on this point.
Most of them hav long since abandoned the Old Testament as a geological text-book, and if they are now
slowly yielding the New as an infallible guide to the
other world, let us not cast too many stones ·at
them. As a history, the New Testament is fallacious.
Written nearly two hundred years after the alleged
events are said to bav occurred, it is not a matter for
wonder that inaccuracies are contained therein. The
wonder is that men can be found who ever believed
it fully. But if the "promises of punishments made
by Jesus are not true, how can we be sure · that the
promises of rewards are genuin ~ A more infamous
doctrin than that of a hell was never conceived; a
more childish one than that of heaven never amused a
nursery. However, both doctrins res~ upon the same
authority, and if one goes so must the other. There
is nothing more distinct in the New Testament than
the thunders of punishment for unbelievers in Christ.
Against the doubters of his divine mission Jesus
hurled his most terrible threats. He was in earnest
upon that subject if upon any. And if the New Testament is to be believed at all, those Christians who
refuse to believe what he said will meet the fate'
of the wicked, and be turned into hell along with
those nations that forget God. It is a fearful prospect.
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A Kindly Warning.
The Universalists claim that God is too good to
damn anybody. The Unitariam; claim that everybody is too good . to be damned. The Evangelicals
hold that God is not too good to damn a very large
proportion of the world, and that that proportion is
in every way worthy of being damned. They believe, with Paul, that " there is none righteous, no,
not one: '.rhere is none that understandeth, there is
none that see~eth after God. They are all gone out
of the way, they are altogether become unprofitable;
there is none that doeth good, no, not one. Their
throat is an open sepuicher; with their tongues they
hav used deceit; the poison of asps is under their
lips." Sin and misery, say the Evangelicals, exist
under God's government, and therefore cannot be
inconsistent with his attributes.
~qwadays, when a Christian is asked if he believes
in the everlasting punishment of those who do not
accept the supernatural character of Christ, be will
either answer No, or qualify his hell by the revised
version, or future probation, or refuse to reply.
There is no doubt that the majority of Christians
(civilized Clll"istians, we mean, not the New Jersey
variety) hav outgrown the horrible doctrin of a hell
for unbelievers. But this growth in goodness is a
direct growth from grace, and a falling away from
the teachings of Christ, who threatened a literal
damnation for those who disbelieved on him. "He
that believeth and is baptized shall be saved, but he
that believeth not shall be damned.'' "He that believeth on the son hath life, and he that believeth not
the son 'Shall not see life, but the wrath of God
abideth on him."
Jesus taught a literal hell also in the story of a
" certain rich man" who died, "and in hell he lifted
up his eyes, being in torments." Jesus told the unbelieving Jews that they were the children of the
devil-and he ought to be good authority on devils
and their residences. Again: "Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can ye escape the damnation of
helH" In upbraiding the unthankfulness and impen~
itence of Capernaum, Jesus said, "And thou, Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be brought
down to bell." Describing the last judgment, Christ
says of those who did not minister to him, "And
these shall go away into everlasting punishment."
Of those who blaspheme against the "Holy Ghost"
Jesus prophesies that they are "in danger of eternal
damnation."
If Jesus had not believed that there was a literal,
burning hell, would he hav said these things 1 Or,
rather, if those who builded the scheme of salvation
upon an alleged Christ had not intended to introduce an eternal prison of torture, would they hav
written these threats~
That Paul accepted the doctrin of hell there is no
doubt. . "If we sin wilfully," he says, " after that we
hav received the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no more sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearfullookingfor of judgment andfieryindignationwhich
<

The Latest From Rome.
Some late decrees of Mr. Pecci, pope, are of more
than passing interest to the people of the United
States, since it is here that Rome will make her last
stand among civilized nations.
It is known to those who follow the sinuous
machinations of the Romish church that the Jesuits
form the retrogressiv party within the ch1ITch. Of
late years, owing to their outrageous acts, the pope
bas deemed it unwise to countenance them, and they
hav been partially deprived of power. A curious
story-but a story by no means surprising-now
comes from Rome that it is to the Jesuits that Leo
XITI. owes his recent intestinal disturbance. The
general belief of the people of Italy is that the
Jesuits admirristered poison to the pope, and that a
change of his policy toward them was the price paid
for the medical services .that placed him out of danger.
Be this as it may, the fact remains that the pope
has· changed his policy toward the Jesuits, and toward!. the rest of the world. Within three days of
·the recovery from his illness, the pope issued a bull
reestablishing all the privileges, immunities, exceptions, and indulgences formerly accorded to the
"Society of Jesus," and declaring null and void all
documents which his predecessors hav ever written
against the order. This bull was quickly followed by
an order from Cardinal Monaco, of the Holy Inquisition, prohibiting all Roman Catholics in Italy from
taking any pl!ol"t in the elections or politics of the
country. A few days later a further papal decree
was issued, prohibiting the judges in all Roman
Catholic countries from pronouncing sentences of
divorce, or from putting them into execution. One
particular sentence in the decree covers a far wider
ground than the mere question of the unbinding of
nuptial ties. It runs as follows: "The judicial functionaries must refuse obedience to the state, and to
the laws of the country which· are in contradiction

I

with Roman Catholic precepts." A few days ago the
pope sent out secret circulS'rs to all the bishops,
ordering them to instruct their priests that no
Roman Catholic parent should send his child to the
government or communal schools.
This last decree, says the writer frolll_ Rome who
sends this to the New York 1]·ibune, means civil waJ.·
in Italy. The order prohibiting Italian Catholics
from taking part in the elections or politics of their '
country; says one of the leading Catholic Italian
journals, is a death-blow to all hopes of a reconciliation between church and state, and can but result in
disaster to the church.
,
This disaster to the political aims of the church no
patriotic citizen of the United States will regret.
But what is of more-of the utmost-consequence is
the order of the pope to Catholic functionaries to refnse obedience to· the state and to the laws of the
country which are in contradiction with Roman
Catholic precepts. The Catholic church· has a way
of issuing a general order applicable to only a sectimi
of her spiritual jurisdiction. This was the course
pursued against the Knights of Labor. The edict
against secret societies is general, but is applied only
to Canada in the case of the Knights. Probably we
shall be told that the order of the pope to judicial
officers applies only to Italy, and that we in the
United States are sli.fe. But how shall we know
that~ Was there ever a sincere Catholic who was
not at heart a traitor to the country in which he livs
so long as he pays his highest allegiance to the pope~
A Catholic may be to all outward appearance a good
and patriotic citizen, but if the contest came l;>etween his church and his country would he not remain firm to the former and fight against the latter ~
This order of the pope is open rebellion on its face,
and who knows that Catholic officials will not secretly
obey it, even in the United States! The church is
an organization of enormous influence, and the fact
that the pope feels strong enough to openly assist
the Jesuits, and defy the Italian government, indicates
that he has a reserve force to fall back upon. And
in what other country is he so strong as in the
United States 1
We hav but little hope that, so long as Roman
Catholics hav votes in New York, so long as the
Protestants are content to share with Catholics in the
spoils from our state treasmy, and so long as New
York is the pivotal state in tho presidential alecions, anything will be done to check the colossal
power of Rome. One of these days there will be a
civil war between ignorance and education j bet ween
faith and freedom; between the public and parochial
school systems; between Secularism and Catholicism,
and ·then the matter will be .defiuitly settled-and
probably settled in blood. A little common honesty
on the part of the Protestants would obviate this
civil war, but it is too much to expect that they will
show it.
·
1

''Infidels in Old Age."
Under this heading the Christian Advocate of the
23d ult. attempts to set forth the earthly end of
" open, positiv unbelievers and opponents of the
Bibfe !" We cannot conceive where Mr. Buckley got
the data from which he reasons, for we would not,
at this time, accuse him of wilful lying, though we
once heard a Pennsylvania judge, who knew Mr.
Buckley intimately when young, say he had the
reputation of being the most gifted heterophemist of
the Methodist church. We a1·e charitable enough to
hope that since then our doctor of divinity has reformed .. But where, we ask, did he get his authority
for saying this of Infidels:
"Very often, as they .grow old, they become desperate
and almost fiendish in their bitterness. Their conversation be~
comes blasphemous ; a sardonic expression settles upon their
features. .A. jaundiced state of mind, which rejoices in hearing evil of Christians and telling it, characterizes them. In
other cases an almost di.olical ingenuity in perverting
words of scripture is developed. To perpetrate puns and
witticisms upon the most holy things, including the atonement of our Lord and his dying words, is their delight.
This was the condition of Le Roy Sunderland's mind, and
from his once brilliant. pen came some most fearful and
blasphemous doggerel. Often they decline in morality, and
the external conformity to ordinary moral principles on
which they hav based their professions ·of genuin morality
is proved to hav been a 'whited sepulcher,' or, if it were
gennin, is renounced. Their associations become low, and
not a few instances hav been seen of such men becoming
drunkards and the companions of fools in their old age.
Having no habits of piety to restrain them, no principles, and
no religious faith to cheer them as animal spirits giv place to
exhaustion, lassitudl', and pain, and as the future is without
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a ray of light, and the influence of early religious instruction alleged letter of an alleged Infidel is not the kind of
begins to m~ke its~lf felt, ' a thousand stings withip. their evidence that convinces.
·
breasts . depr1ve therr souls of ease.' In such a case, that
they should seek oblivion in the use of alcoholic stim11lants
Law and Love in Kansas.
and narcotics is not wonderful."
E.
C.
Walker
is in sore trouble. On the 19th of
For over a decade our daily companions hav been
September
he
entared
into a marriage contract with
Infidels, but we cannot recollect that the· foregoing
Miss
Lillian
Harman,
daughter
of the senior editor
description fits any of them. On the other hand, as
of
Lucifer.
Mr.
Walker
has
been
previously married,
Infidels grow old in their religion of doing good,
their character becomes so fixed, their convictions but recently procured a divorce. His first wife and
so tenacious, that they care less to engage in the his children are now living in Melior, Barber county,
aggressiv war upon creeds. A young Infidel is en- Kansas. The Kansas City Times reports that his
thusiastic, earnest, aggressiv, sometimes rough in his contract with Lillian Harman was witnessed by. the
onslaught upon Christianity. The aged Infidel is a friendl:! of both parties, Mr. Harman himself performman at peace with his own mind and with the world. ing such ceremony as was deemed necessary. On
He, if anyone, enjoys that "peace which passeth all Septem her 20th E. C. Walker and Lillian Harman
understanding." The progress of the world satisfies were complained against by the state of Kansas behim; he sees in evolution the force which, 'on the cause they "did then and there utilawfully and
whole, makes for righteousness, regardless of the feloniously liv together as man and wife, without be.temporary disappointments.
He has an abiding ing or having been mani.ed, contrary to the statute
faith in humanity, and is content that the world is in such case made and provided, and against the
better when he leaves than when he enters it. Death, peace and dignity of the state, of Kansas." BondEl
were fixed at one thousand dollars. ·· September 22d
to him, is but a disintegration of atoms, a lying down
Mr. Walker writes us:
·
to sleep, perchance to pleasant dreams. There is no
2,
THE
JAIL,
OSKALOOSA, KAN.
"CELL
occasion for him to be jaundiced, " blasphemous," or
"We were brought here yesterday, having failed to prosardonic. And instead of deteriorating iu morality, cure bail. We succeeded in getting Lillian released, the
the fact is that those Freethinkers are about the officers being better than the law. I remain till October
" straitest-laced'' folk& we know~ Even the cheering 27th, when our preliminary examination comes on. If held,
cigar is condemned as an immoral agent, and a large which is probable, shall hav to come back if bondsmen canproportion of Libera~s are Prohibitionists. Their not. be found. We very much need money to meet the expenses already accumulating, and appeal to the Liberals
habits of piety having long since given place to everywhere."
habits of common sense, their lives are prolonged;
Mr. Walker's address is still at Valley Falls, where
ha~ing no fear of burning hells and angry Gods, t.heir
the Harman family reside.
We are informed by
last days are cheerful; as physical strength depart~
private correspondence, and by the public press of
mental calmness and philosophical resignation
the vicinity, that there are other moral questions inensue, and they meet without complaining the involved in this matter. Mr. Walker's, Miss Harman'El,
evitable end decreed by natural law for all living
and the ex-Mrs. Walker's private affairs are no busiorganisms. We never knew of an Infidel with a
ness of the public, but if the public is to be appealed
thousand stings within his breast that deprived hi~
to full information should be given.
•
soul of ease, and it is extr£-mely rare that one resorts
to stimulants and narcoties. At least, this is our
Editol'ial Notes.
experience; and though "e hav n~t lived as many
GEoRGE E. ~1A('noNALD, whose contributions to Trm TRUTH
years in this world as has the editor of the A dvoca.te, SEEKElt are wi<lo·ly copied and. read, is sojourning in Maine,
we think om· acquaintance with Infidels is quite at:' called thirher by family matters. Some observations made
on his journey are interesting as records of fact. He says:
extensiv.
There are, however, other phases of the Infidel •: Traveliu!!: was weary, lonesome business. The tedium
was somewhat relieved upon entering this state by the nu<"haracter in old age, says the 1\fethodist sermonizer: merousness of persons in an advanced stage of hilarity.
''A large number in the aggregate renounce their Infidelity The first 'drunk' I saw was just inside the confines of
nnrl become humble, God-fearing men. Scarcely any great. Maine. The last I saw of him he was sound a~leep. under
revival occurs in any denomination that several such do '!lot. three seats in the smoking-car. Bottles were seen often, and
appear and becoii:Je earnest Christians. The Roman Catho- · were frequently referred to by male passengers. · I counted
lies are constantly receiving such into their communion. fifteen bottles in one car. A dozen men were half drunk.
some of whom had been subject to their influence in child- Never saw anything like it."
hood, and others hav been brought within their influence by
Trm GrePk Catholic church is the " original Jacobs" of
domestic and social forces.
" ·we subjoin a letter recently read in the churches of a Christianity. All the early" fathers" were Greek Catholics.
New England town under the following circumstances: The Those" fnthers" are up in heaven now, and their patient
letter was written by a well-known local Infidel, ' the best souls will be pained when they see the last issue of the Meth.
·read man in that section of the state,' who had always gloried odist organ of this city, which says:
... H will go luw<ler with the missionaries in Bn{g~ria unde¢' •ncb
in being called an Infidel, and has been among those who
<lomination as Russia offers than under: M:oslein. •.Under
most bitterly opposed the church and Christianity-in fact, Chri~tia.n
Ottnman rnle • n. qnasi toleration was a· national policy. . . . .
iw was their leader for years. He now thinks that he has OrdPI'
wns l<ept het.ween Christians of differPnt religiO!lS by offisinned beyond the hope of forgivness, but declares his inten- cial• whom <ncb looked upon as heathens.' Planting missi.ops in
tion of spending his few remaining days in endeavoring to Bnlgnrra ha• hPen like attemptillg to erect piers upon the shifting
sn.n<ls of the Mississippi river."
counteract the evil influence he.has started. ·
This is the most unkind cut of all. Abusing a man's
"The following is the letter, which has been placed in our
hunds by the person who, at the request of the Infidel, read grandmother is nothing to it. But the cruelest thing is that
it is true. Mohammedans hav a keener sense of justice than
it to the public:
"' M:y dear friends and neighbors, hear what an old mari has to Christians.
say. I hav been considered an Infidel, which I hav not denied. I
SINCE the Hempstead, L. 1., Freethought Society has been
wish here to declare that I am convinced that I hav been fighting
in existence, a local paper, the East Norwich Enterprise, has
ag11-inst the truth as written in the word of God,
'"I desire now to counteract the evil that I may hav caused. I printed several articles written for that paper by the leaders
believe for a person to liv and die happily he must believe in the of the society. So-called replies to these articles hav also
Lord Jesus Christ as recorded in the scriptures.
"' l\fy advice to all is, Search for the truth, and pray God to been printed. These "replies" hav been furnished by the
guide you. I pray God day and night to hav mercy and forgiv my local clergy. The Suffolk Bulletin, a local contemporary of
sins, which are many, for Jesus Christ's sake. I ask the prayers of the Enterp-rise, thus comments upon the two classes of comall who hav faith in God.'
munications: '' There is a. marked difference· in the style
" It may b~concluded that, with comparativly few excep- adopted by the two sides, and the coarse, vituperativ.:method
tions, all such whose days are prolonged will either exhibit pursued by the ministers in attacking the Hempst-ead· society
'the naturitl consequences of being ' without God and without is in strong contrast with the calm and philosophical reasonhope in the world' in depraved lives or in a misanthropic ing of the latter. We would like to suggest to the ministers
and abnormal spirit, or will turn from their unbelief to him who attack this Hempstead society that they will better
who hath the words of eternal life."
honor the cause they champion by either keeping silent or
Now, these, we submit, are general statements avoiding the use of hard names and vile epithets. These are
which to be believed need corroborativ testimony. the instruments used by the ignorant, the fanatical, and the
depraved, and do not become ministers of the gospel of
We call for names, dates,~places. It won't do to say
Jesus."
that a certain man in a certain town sEmt a letter to
EDITOR }'loNROE of the Ironclad Age ·is in a tantrum about
a certain church asking for prayers. One swallow
Shakspere. He says :
does not make a summer, especially when that swal"Since there are people liable to be misled by the crooked work
low has been seen only in the mind's eye. The trail of the crazy idiots and unscrupulous scoundrels (for ·only scoundrels
could be guilty of the infamous acts) who, in the hope of obof the serpent is too plain in this letter for it to hav
taining a little cheap notoriety, are from time to time coming to
emanated from a well-read Infidel. The writer has the front with startling discoveries, such as 'Shakspere cmildn•t
the cant of the prayer-meeting too pat, and the letter Write,' 'Ev1den6e that Bacon Wrote the Poems,• 'A Cipher -Running Through the Dramas, Proving Conclusivly that Bacon was
reads as though written to order. Before we can the Author,! etc., it is meet to inquire what sort of a man this
allow that a large number of Infidels renounce their Bacon really was."
And then the irate editor proceeds to rake up from obsoprin~iples, we must hav proof of some one instance
lete biographies all the calumnies that hav been heaped upon
of the kind. The misinformation written around this Bacon, but which hav been completely exploded by the re--~~--

cent biographers, Messrs. Spedding and Dixon. In charac
terizing such meri as Messrs. Burr and Donnelly as " crazy
idiots and unscrupulous scoundrels,'' Dr. Monroe ·seems to
hav lost his own reason, or had an unusually severe attack
of dyspepsia. Both gentlemen are certainly his equals in
scholarship and honesty of purpose.
A CHINESE scholar is sojourning in England, according to
the papers, and industriously comparing Chinese with European civilization. In contrasting the treatment of women in ·
the different continents, he divulges the following concerning the women of China: "From the day of her marriage
the wife becomes her husband's equal; she can sign all
documents in the name of the family; can buy· and sell
property; and giv her children in marriage. In fact, she
possesses, with only one exception, just the same civil
tights as her husband. Moreover, any honor conferred
on the latter is shared equally by her, and she is even entitled
to wear the insignia of his rank. Women, however, cannot
inherit money; no dowries are given, and hence that curse
of European civilization, namely, a money marriage, never
occurs in China. Old bachelors and elderly spinsters are
almost unknown. Celibacy is looked upon by ns as a crime,
and contrary to the customs and habits of the country. Marriage takes place at a very early age-boys of sixteen marrying girls of fourteen. Tile climate has nothing whatsoever
to do with this precocity, for it is just as customary in the
most northern latitudes as in the tropics. It is rather due to
the desire of the parents that their children should be settled
early in life, and should devote their strength and the
resources of their youth to the family, rather than lead a
wild and immoral life away from home. The wife is chosen
by the parents of the bridegroom, who does not himself see
his intended wife until the day of marriage."
IT is learned from the Oakland County .Advertiser, published
at Holly, Mich., that the doors of the Methodist Episcopal
churchatthat place are temporarily closed, and that the pastor
the Rev. Henry Cartledge, is taking a vacation. The Advertiser further makes it clear that the reverend gentleman's
agility in getting out of town saved him from a coat of tar
and feathers at the hands of " a justly indignant crowd."
The victims of this rascal were young girls, " even those
who were sent to his house and church on errands." The
editor of the .Advertiser thus reflects upon the matter:
"There were some grown persons that knew of the circumstances,
but dare not make it public, for the reverend was a great favorit
and hard worker, and had done more for the church than any minister they had had for a long time. What must hav been the feelings of those who knew of the facts as they sat in the chttrch Sunday mornings and listened to the base hypocrit, as he stood behind
the pulpit, pointing out the straight and narrow path that led to
the bright forever, while he, by his brutal conduct, was trying to
steal the crown of innocence, woman's virtue, from those little
children, leaving in place shame, disgrace, agony, broken hearts,
and often the death of the unfortunate victims themselvs 7 It was
a very fortunate thing for the hypocrit and liar that he left just as
he did, for he would hav been tarred 11.nd feathered and ridden out
of town on a rail. Some of his friends gave him warning, and he
skipped by the light of the moon. When the matter was known he
should hav been arrested, and placed in jail, and had a trial. If it
had been a tr.amp or anyone else, he would hav been mobbed and
sent t..:> prison, but a preacher is sacred in the eyes of the· church,
and no matter what they do they will be shielded, and when it gets
too hot will be spirited away, The crime, as we look at it, seems
greater committed by a minister than by a tramp, for the former is
licensed to preach the gospel and administer the Lord's supper, and
when they disgrace the cloth and are lost to all decency and shame,
as Cartledge was, they should be kicked out of the church and
severely punished. After it was ascertained the sacrilegious sneak
had gone, he was hung in effigy by a rope stretched across il'Iain
street from the house-tops, and was not taken down until 8 o'clock
the next morning. If he should ever appear here again it would be
the worse for him."
We make no apology for reprinting the foregoing account
and other accounts of clerical rascalities. The apology
would be called for if the accounts were not published, and
people warned against these religious idlers, whom custom
has granted privileges such as no other men hav, and
which no man ought to hav. These privileges there are
always plenty of reprobates to take advantage of. The pastoral system is mainly at fault, and should be abolisheu in
the interest of morality. It is too often discovered that par-sons who come to pray remain to prey.

Lectures and Meetings.
THE lectures by S. P. Putnam, at Zeigler Hall, West
Union, Ia., last week were well attended, and the spea\er
was well liked by aiL-Fayette Co. Union.
THE Manhattan Liberal Club will begin the fall campaign
on Friday evening, October 1st. T. B. Wakeman will be the speaker, and "Liberalism the only Remedy for Earthquakes,
Inorganic, Organic, and Social," his subject. This will be
Mr. Wakeman's third inaugural address as president of the
dub. The man with the badge-pin will not be there and
Mr. Shook can disport himself without fear of consequences.
Said reporter, however, will be around later.
THJ> arrangements for J, E. Remsburg's meeting at Merrill, Wis., were made by ladies. Mrs. Heath and others
raised nearly sixty dollars to defray the expenses. The
Opera House was made attractiv by a rich display of beautiful flowers, and Mr. Remsburg declares the meeting .to hav
been one of the most pleasant and successful that he hus
held for many a day. When woman discards snper8tition
and espouses the cause of reason, then will Freethought
triumph.
MR. L. K. WAsHBURN announces that· during October he
wishes engagements in the New England states to lecture
wherever he can do good. In November he purposes to
make New York state a visit, attending the Congress of the
American Secular Unio'n, and desires to lecture every one of
November's thirty days, except the dates of the Congress.
To that end he invites correspondence that all arrangements
may be perfected in ample time.
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tho~e who are happy to the full whenever a Dr. Bouton or
some similar fraud is exposed, They are sure a few more
such exposures will end the superstition of Spiritualism and.
set us deluded ones knocking at the door of Materialism for
Jons:rowN, N. J., Sept. 20, 1886.
entrance to its unsuperstitious domain.
·
MR. EDITOR: :M:r. Charles Watts gave two lectures in ArIf all Spiritualists are as unmoved as I am at this excade Hall, Mount Holly, N.J., on Monday and Tuesday
posure and as tolerant .of the "I told you so's," we will be
evenings, September 13th and 14th. The subjects were :
as happy as Sisters Elmina and Ella Gibson ·can possibly be.
Monday evening, "The French Revolution-Atheistic or
My Spiritualism does not, did not, rest on any Bouton
Theistic?" Tuesday evening," The Reformation-Protestantfoundation, and these sisters can rest in one fact-that if we
ism or Catholicism, Which?" The lectures were pronounced
cannot equal them in mental grasp and perception we are
by those present to be the best ever delivered in Mount Holly.
their peer in tolerance. Definitions make a mighty differMr. Watts is an eloquent and logical speaker, and I only wish
ence. Like many others of fairly respectable people, we
the people would lay aside their bigotry and hear him just
are Freelovers, not as Walser defines it, but as Juliet· H.
once; but it seems to be impossible to get the Christians to
Severance does. I, for one, dare to stand or fall by her
listen to anything outside of orthodoxy. All that heard him
definition in the pamphlet that contained her discussion
wish for his return.
SAM. R. WETHERILL,
with a certain reverend a year or two ago, published by he_rPHILADELPIDA, Sept. 22, E.M. 286.
Sec. Jobstown Secular Union.
MR. EDITOR: The meetings of the Friendship Liberal self. As between Walser and Stewart on the one hand, and
League at Industrial Hall, North Broad street, indicate a de- Heywood and Walker on the, other, I elect to go with tbe
LINCOLN, ILL., Sept. 11, 1886.
latter,, and that, too, without any intolerance toward the
MR. EDITOR: In your last issue i,; an article of news 'about cided advance in the Liberal movement in Philadelphia. former.
The
regular
afternoon
and
evening
discussions
hav
been
unone Rev. Simpson, missionary, sailing to "heathen land"
Tastes will differ. Then, again, when Brother Walser
wit.h tracts and new '\;ersions to "save" the poor savages in interrupted during the summer, the usual vacation being dis- charges the Sinaloa colony members as being Freelovers, as
pensed
with,
able
speakers
holding
the
public
interest
in
a ship freighted with "New England rum." This calls for a
he defines it, and attempts to throw this kind of mud at the
speech fro~p. some allite·ativ Burchard, who is said to hav spite of the high temperature. .
grand attempt to solve the problem of industrial and social
Sunday,
September
12th,
Mr.
Charles
Watts,
of
EngOn
killed Blaine with his three R's. Burchard could fitly say,
life, he manifests a spirit of intolerance that does great inapropos of what is involved in this crazy, foolish scheme for land, began a course ·of lectures under the auspices of the justice to the better perceptions of G. H. Walser at his best.
extorting· money from dupes to afflict the poor savages, "I League, which were highly successful, bringing to our meetings
Even on the matter of the TRUTH SEEKER illustrations,
want none of it in mine; there is no call in ' reason, right, a large addition of members. The lecture upon "The French some there be who can't imagin that a party can be any-·
Revolution-Atheistic
or
Deistic?"
was
a
broadside
for
those
and reform' for a system that its friends claim is for the
thing less than a moral coward who don't like and won't go
salvation of barbarians, when the proof is positiv that the who make use of that occasion to decry Liberalism. The into ecstasies over them. For the sake of pricking the
historical
facts
and
inferences,
as
presented
by
Mr.
Watts,
only result is • rum, raggedness, and religion.'" It puts me
bubble of this co!lceit, I will say to this class I do not like
in mind of old Abe. He says he asked a Choctaw Indian were searching and convincing, as evincl'd by the general them and never had ·any taste for ridiculing an opponent,
attention
and
applause
that
greeted
their
delivery.
In
the
boy once, "Are you Indian, my lad ?" " No, sir ; me part
but I am tolerant enoqgh to let others enjoy a different
Injin, part missionary." How long will mankind be fools evening" The Fall and the Atonement" was taken up. The opinion and to think they may hav the best of the a.rgument.
Rev.
Mr.
Parker,
of
this
city,
entertained
the
audience
by
about this glaring folly of "missions?" It is only a means
replying. On Sunday, September 19th, in the afternoon, True moral courage seldom parades itself; its speech_ is in
of giving places to lazy, non-producing tramps. , A. R. C.
Mr. Watts lectured upon "Protestantism or Catholicism, deeds of duty; it never listens to the voice of majofiqes as
Which?" The theology of both was handled in a manner such; happy indeed if with the multitude, undaunted if
DuNDEE, MINN., Sept. 5, 1886.
that left no ground for either to stand upon. The two Cath- alone.
MR• EDITOH: :Mr. Remsburg has just been with us, and olic clergymen present deeming it unwise to accept the inviLiberalism has much to answer for in its too ready dislectured at Dunrlee, Fulda, and Heron Lake. While we were tation of the chair to reply to Mr. Watts, the Protestants position to place itself in a belligerent attitude, that is often ·
taking up a collection at Fulda to defray expenses, one of the contented themselvs by asking two or three questions, quite as unreasonable and unreasoning as any in which
prominent citizens, a good Catholic, struck the hat, scatter- which were fully answered. In the evening; " ll'liracles, Christianity poses, and for its lack of toleration toward anying the contents on the floor. We suppose it was done for What Do They Prove?" was discussed. Mr. Brotherhead, thing that touches its peculiar notions as to what is and
the glory of the Lord.
one of the ablest Christian debaters in Philadelphia, took the what is not moral.
The Catholics are rather strong in this vicinity, but are not floor in reply to Mr. Watts's remarks.
For one, I would much rather be gagged by Christianity'
on very good terms with the almighty, as he sent a mighty
These lectures of Mr. Watts's hav awakened an interest than by any Puritanic form of Liberalism. Gags, thumbwind a short time ago and shook up their church, damaging heretofore unknown in Philadelphia, the large hall we en- screws, and intolerance are legitimate Christian fruits; used
it about two hundred dollars' worth. We hav not had a per- gaged for the occasion being crowded at every lecture. On by Liberalists, they are the very concentration of dishonesty
sonal interview with Jehovah as to why he did this, but the last evening there were almost seven hundred persons and injustice.
suppose some poor rlevil was hungry and ate a piece of meat present, including women and children.
One of the writers of the letters for THE TRUTH SEEKEH,
on Friday, which caused his wrath.
The League has engaged Mr. Watts for lectures in N ovem- Aug .. 21st, M. B. Delano, is quite sure that those who advoAt Avoca they hav a large convent and school. Uncle Sam ber,. and in January, upo!1 Thomas Paine's anniversary; cate that it were better to hav our usual matter in the place of
is paying them $167 a head per year for making Catholics when we wiU .hav our annual festival. In conclusion, I may the cartoons are '' poor, timid souls, afraid of popularity or the
out of fifty Indian girls. Our opinion is that this money is say that there are plenty of Liberals in this city, who, if society where they liv.··· This fact is very evident, that Brother
wasted, as we would prefer an uncivilized Indian to a half- they felt so disposed, could hav one of the finest halls in Delano may liv long enough to learn his mistake, and that
civilized Catholic, as the one mentioned at Fulda appears· town. All that is wanted is unity of action. I trust the it is quite possible for an honest difference of opinion to ex- ·
to be.
Liberals throughout the entire country will see to it that ist on this, as well as many other matters, where the ques- The thinking people were well pleased with Mr. Reins- Charles Watts be kept busy all through the lecture season, tion of moral courage is about even.
burg's remarks, and should he come this way again he would for he is, without flattery, the best representativ of the
Every honest mind must diRcover this potent truth, that,
draw a large audience.
with equal sincerity, equal desire for the most advanced
Liberal movement that we hav in this country.
Inclosl'd find 35 cents. Please send me Mr. Remsburg's
truth, and equal earnestness for its advancement, but very
GEo. LoNGFORD, Secretary.
works on '·False Claims" and "Bible Morals," one of each, .
few of us take precisely the same view of many important
and a catalog of your books.
F. LINDQUIST.
LocKPORT, ILL., Aug. 31, 1886.
questions. I think it the rule that honest, independent
MR. EDITOR: Why is it there are so many members of the thinkers are very apt to approach (if I may use a figur!l) the
Liberal school that persist in manifesting an intolerant spirit? temple or structure of a principle at different points, and to
JoRDAN, MINN., July 16, 1886.
MR. EDITOH: Inclosed find $10.75, to be applied as foL To my mind, there is }lO direction in which our people be- observe from those varied approaches the best methods of
lows: $2.50 each for myself, W. H. Baier, and Johnson. tray their weakness more than in this tendency toward in- presenting it for consideration.
Take, for instance, the -question of temperance. For
Bragg, to renew our subscription to THE TnuTir SEEKER, tolerance and misrepresentation. It were safe to say that
and $2.50 for a new subscriber, Enos Bragg, and 75 cents there are many in our ranks that are quite as ready to throw forty-six years I felt it a privilege, as well as a duty, to work
mud or stones for difference of opinion (on certain topics) as in that cause. Nearly all that has been written in TrrE
.
for tlm~e ANNUALS for 1886.
It is quite amu~ing to notice the different opinions ex- are the Christians beeause we call them to account for their Tnunr SEEKER pro and con of Prohibition I hav read.
_
Brothers Walker and Bell hav interested me very much bypressed by your correspondents in regard to the TRuTH arrogance an(! injustice.
In our persistent efforts to demonstrate the debasing and their ability against Prohibition, and, while they are men SEEKER cartoons, Some say they are ashamed of them,
some call them ludicrous, and some even call them ridiculous. enslaving tt')ndencies of all popular forms of religion, there is that I honor and respect, I cannot see as they do. Am I less
·Can it be possible that these so-called Liberals are ignorant no point of attack subject to our frequent assaults equal to Liberal on that account?
of the fact that the pictures are not one-half as ridiculous as that of their spirit of intolerance and persecution. We
Am I right in supposing that Liberalism means an honest
the subjects that they are intended to illustrate? I am ghid, affirm, without fear of a denial, that Christianity has been desire to hav all questions that concern human well-being
however, tlutt the great majority are in favor of the pictures~ the most· intolerant of all religions, and, by its wars and In- fairly and thoroughly discussed, with due respect for the
In your issue of th!' 3d inst. are two letters, one from H. H. quisition, the most selfish and cruel. With this conscious- rights of all parties, and a determination not to claimf<;>rourGilman and one fr<lm Chas. C. Johnson, that hav the true ness ever before us as regards the intolerance of Christianity, selvs more than we are willing to concede to others, and an
ring of the genuin metal. I feel proud to know· that there it does seem" as though all who call themselvs Liberals would equal determination not to allow any man or society of men,
are such m(•n-men who are not afraid of hurting the feelings avoid a narrowness of soul that has made the very name of Secular, or so-called sacred, to' dictate what we shall or shall
of their Christian friends. I fully indorse the sentiments Christian synonymous with bigotry and superstition.
not believe? As a part of this natural fruit of Liberalism, it
contained in these letters, and I believe that those shameful,
The Christians will hav general cause for jubilation as they seems but reasonable that there is no limit to our· right to
ludicrous, ridiculous pictures are doing a vast amount of observe what splendid imitators many Liberals are of those differ or our right to think what we please and how we
good by attracting attention to subjects that are far more peculiar traits that we said Christians alone would manifest. please, as regards the existence or non-existence of God or
shameful, more ludicrous, and more ridiculous than any Liberalillm is demonstrating also that it has its sects, some gods, or whether this life " ends all " or not. Mere matters
pictures that bav appeared in 'fHE TRUTH SEEKEH.
of whose so-called leaders are quite as harsh, and, to my of !lpinion are our own. The acts that spring from these
Your subscribers here are highly pleased with the paper. mind, as unreasonable and unjust, as opposing sectaries opinions are what make right or wrongs.
If an opinion
It is aU we could desire-except .that valuable space is fr~ usua11y are.
that we parade generates intolerance, that is illiberal. If the
quently occupied with lengthy articles that hav little or no
While none of us object to opposition or difference of fruit of any thought in me begets any form of injustice to,·alue except their lrngth. The cartoons are plenty good opinion on any or all questions that concern human well- ward others, 'then in that regard I misrepresent true Liberalenough for us-we are not ashamed of them.
being, there seems to be no valid reason why this difference ism.
TIIOMAS KNOTT.
may not exist apart from intolerance. To be true to our
There are few men or women in the common walks of life
highest interest is to court investigation, to rejoice at even that can find the time to examin many of the important
sharp, if just, criti9ism of any pet notions or theories we en- questions that present themselvs for consideration, and for
AxTELL, KAN., Sept. 8, 1886.
this reason most of us know but very little about them, and
l\Iu. EDITOR: We of this country are usually in debt, and tertain.
What we believe, or disbelieve, is never a question of therefore it is sensible to be careful how we condemn what
if father or mother should be taken away the mortgages on
our land would leave our orphans without any homes, and ability, but simply one of integrity. What we do, more we know so little about. Would we adopt the wise precau.
a safe, honest, and cheap life insurance would be the best than what we believe, determins the measure of our man- tion of taking a little time to try to understand each other,
thing, to make sure to our families a home, that I can think hood or womanhood. Our love of justice is best illustrated whenever any new a_,;itation is started, it would save a great
of; and yet we Atheists are not allowed in any of the secret by a loving, tolerant spirit, and the only way to illustrate a amount of fault-finding and misunderstanding. Because
societies, and those that are outside of them are used to fur- correct knowledge of true freedom is jealous regard for the tllis course is not pursued, hasty judgment, ill-advised asnish fat offices for the officers. Now, I wish that the Ameri- rights of those whose extreme opinions are the ,antipodes of sumption, and too often downright misrepresentation are
can Secular Union, or the Truth Seeker Company, or some our own.
what we see and hear, and what is the source of untold reother society that is known to be honest, would giv the LibIt is true, however, that these wor,Jy fights hav their gret is the fact that Liberals are but a trifle in advance
erals a mutual life insurance company that we· can feel is funny phase, and in no direction is this more manifest than of that very class of ()hristians tlle l)a,rtqQ!lS and ill~stra~ions
GEoUGE-LYNN.
safe, cheap, and free from Gods, hells, etc. Infidels conform in the" I told you so" anrl "I knew it" asseverations of ·so unmercifully lampoon.

('etters !from Jlritnds.

to the laws of life more generally than the average people,
and they ought to hav their own in~urance.
Now as to the strength of our cause where I am acquainted. Our Union has a small m:embership, but we cannot get into a discussion on the streets but we find many that
are ready to join on our side again9t Christianity. I can
count fully ten that are as radical as any of us for each that
is in our organization.. At Seneca there are hundreds that
are outspoken. At Marysville, Frankfort, and Centralia the
same, and yet there is not a vote from all this country in the
Secular Union Co.ngniss. Churches here are largely supported by mission funds, and poverty keeps many from buying suitable clothes to attend any meetings, and prevents us
as a society from joining the American Secular Union,
K W. MINER, Secretary A. L. U.
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HAMILToN, ONT., Sept. 15, 286.
. MR. EDITOR.:. The Secularists of Hamilton and vicinityhav
ha~ anoth~r VISit from our !:3ecular champion, Mr. C. Watts,
and _we enJoyed a grand intellectual feast during the delivery
of his last two lectures, "Secularism-Its Past Present and
Futqre," and "Saints or Sinuers-Which ?" 'At his flrst a
~oung theological student essayed to dispute some of Mr.
Watts's propositions by claiming that Secularism as taught
_by Mr. Watts was but another name for Christianity. The
fallacy of l!is.rrasoning was at once made manifest even to
the di.sputant, when the lecturer showed the. audi~nce the
fundamental principles claillled by Christ~ans as being necessary to be believed in to obtain salvation from a mythical
-~ hell beyond the grave, whereas Secularism treated only of
the knowable in this life.
I am very much pleased at the increase of the TRUTH
SEEKER family here, but I should be better pleased were they
to attend. our lectures when a few of us bring along a lecturer, as It becomes monotonous to those who hav to meet
the deficit when we count the cost. Hoping this hint will
not offend,
I am, etc.,
GEo. MADDocKs.
.
DoWLIN, TEXAs, Sept. 9, 286.
MR. EDITOR : I am the same grandpa that requested you
in 1884 to tell your readers that I was born Jan. 31, 1799, and
that I wished every person now in the United States that was
born about that tirne would drop me a postal card telling
who and where. Well, I yet liv, on the 9th day of the ninth
month· of the year 1886.
.
Now, old brothers and sisters, let me hear from you. I
. am afraid yon are but a very few, and that few too old and
trembling to write. Well, one ought not to complain. We
hav outlived many millions who were born after we were. I
hav been a lucky child. My mother marked me with a love
of truth before I was born. I can say in truth that I hav told
but one criminal lie in my life. I never was in a house of illfame. ~ never was drunk ; never had a fight; hav not
cursed m fi~ty years. I threw away my tobacco twenty
years ago, after using it thirty-four years, and hay not used
a particle since. Indeed, I am egotistic. I feel like :Moses
when he said, ·• Now· the man Moses was meeker than all the
men on the face of the earth." I am proud of virtues. All
good deedi! should be known, as examples for the world to
go by. The world needs good examples more than it needs
good counsel and advice.
I ha':, been governed by conscience through life. I would not
crook a finger or wink an eye if conscience forbade. I hold
mental agony is the only hell. We choose to regret a crime.
So we. are our own punishers or executioners. That is all
Regret brings reformation; reformation brings
right.
progress ; progress brings perfection ; and perfection brings
p~ace, and peace is but another word for heaven. All may
win a heaven at last, and hell be left out in the cold with its
nasty brimstone, and no market for. it.
J. A. RuTHERFORD.
OTTUMWA, lA., Sept. 13, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : The Ottumwa. Liberal Society has resumed.
its meetings, and will again furnish intellectual food for the
thinking men and women of this city.
The opening lecture of this season was delivered by our
noble workerS. P. Putnam, and a grand effort it was. How
great, how inspiring, his lectures! Never did I feel so proud
of the fact that I am an Infidel as I did after hearing Mr.
Putnam's discourse on '"!'he Glory of Infidelity."
Would that there were a thousand such earnest workers in
the Liberal ranks, that they might go forth, and, with unfalter-ing step, approach and break down the barriers which hav
been erected by ignorance and superstition, and scatter over
· this broad and fruitful land the seeds of justice, love, and
truth.
·
Although we hav had a flourishing Liberal Union in our
midst for a number of years, nevertheless he or she who
. would be !lure of success must still cling to the falling branch
of superstition, and keep from his fellow-men all the great
and glorious thoughts he may possess. But when-! look upon
the cruel past, with its horde of ·priests and preachers, and
then upon the efforts of such men as Putnam, Reynolds, C.
W. Stewart, and Heston, I do not hesitate- to exclaim, "The
time is near when the spotless robes of morality and science
will cover the dark and bloody field of superstition."
My fellow-workers, hasten the time when we shall realize
"the new heaven and earth." Teach the rising generation
only that knowledge which will decide. the question of their
respectability, usefulness, and happiness· in this world, that
they may no longer cling to the idea that, however mean and
vicious their thoughts and ideas may be, there is an infinit
God who, if they only believe in him, will overlook their
crimes, and " though their sins be as scarlet, yet will he
wash them whiter than snow."
.
· Why should we teach this terrible doctrin when our eyes
hav been opened to the glorious truths of science? Next
Sunday we will hav the pleasure of listening to those great
reformers, Prof. W. F. Peck and Mrs. H. S. Lake, with
whose writings the TRUTH SEEKER readers are well ac-quainted. Let us hope that their efforts may awaken the intellectual faculties of those who are still keeping time to the
tune of orthodox hymns, and whose brains hav been poisoned by orthodox food.
· KATIE KEHM.
THE· CHURCH A· MIND-STEALER.
CLEVELAND, 0., Sept. 1, 1886.
MR. EDIToR: I hav J)ead the rules of the Methodist Episcopal church, in their Church Disciplin, and a member who
follows them has to permit his mind to be put in _bondage,
.,.and accept total depravity. He is not allowed to think and
read for h_imeelf7 !)qt lmi> to folJqw t!l{J ~ictates of the ministers.

First, the profaning the day of the Lord, either by doing
ordinary worl< therein or by buying or selling, is prohibited.
They want to dictate whli.t the people shall do Sundays. If
they tell the people that going into the woods by some shady
brook on Sundays and having a good time with your families
and friends is profaning the day of the Lord, then you must
stay at home, and go to church, and listen to the minister
tell the same old story he has told the Sunday before.
Second, uncharitable or unprofitable conversation, particularly speaking evil of mag'straks or of ministers, is also
prohibited. Here we see they want to dictate what kind of
language people shall use, and what their conversation shall
be composed of. And especially they must not speak evil of
these ministers. They want the people tolook up to them
and respect them as a higher class, and superior to the rest
of mankind. Why should these ministers ask the people to
respect them m.ore thau other men?. Just think of it-these
ministers that try to ke1·p the people in ignorance, that try to
cage their JIJ.i¥ds, want the people to respect, support, and
look upon them as men o~ God! We hav a right to say
what we please about t'hrm as loJ1g as we tell the truth.
Third, putting on of gold and costly apparel is prohibited.
Here, again, we see they want to say what the people shall
wear, how much gold to put on, and how costly their .wearing apparel shall be. What is it of the church's business
what the people wear? They hav no right to dictate what
people shalfwear. You had just as well try to stop the Mississippi river at its mouth as to hinder a woman from buying
fine clothes.
Fourth, taking such diversions as cannot be used in the
name of the Lord Jesus. is prohibited. Here we see they
want to dictate what kind of sport and amusements the
people shall indulge in. Open-air concerts, Sunday picnics
fishing parties, and pleasure of all kinds are prohibited un:
less done in the name of the Lord Jesus.
Fifth, singing those songs, orreading those books, which
do. not tend to the knowledge or love of God, is prohibited.
They not only tell us what our pleasure shall consist of, but
they want to tell the .people what they shall sing and read.
What if this plan of theirs was carried out and we could hear
no songs but religious songs? I don't think there would be
very much singing, and what singing we would hav no one
except church-members would care to hear. Our mind was
given us by the creator, and he gav~ it to us to think and investigate just as we please. The ministers tell us it is a
sin to read the works of Paine, -Voltaire, and Ingersoll, but
all sensible men and women know they hav a rig!t
to. think and read what they 'please. The churches are
doing all they can to keep the. ~~ople from reading Liberal
books, for they know that just as soon as the people begin to
read and investigate for themselvs they will no longer believe in their fabulous doctrins. They are afraid to hav their
laws and doctrins examined. But just li'S soon as people begin to doubt their creed, then Uwy brgin to investigate it,
and as soon as they hav given it a thorough investigation,
they see the inconsistency of it, and they no longer believe it.
Just as long as the church can ket·p the people ignorant,
just so long will this doctriu be believed. Just so long as
the people will allow their prejudice to hav control of their
minds, just so long will they believe the Bible myths.
Now, I don't want it understood by what I hav said that I
am speakiHg of the l\Iethodist church alone because I take
their disciplin for my subjecl, for 1 hav just the same views
about all the other churches.
Yours for liberality, fraternity, and equality,
J. A. WEARER.
ST. CATIIARINEs, 0N1'., Sept. 1, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I see in TnE TRUTH SEEKEI~ of August 21,
1886, that the wheat transmut~'ion theory is still believed.
I was born on a farm, and help1i! ruise wheat till I was sixty,
and in the early part of that period 1 often observed that
after a cold, wet, and backward spring the winter wheat
would hav a great deal of chess on all the low, wet land, and
on the lowest it would sometimes be all chess; and wheat
sowed on wheat stubble woul(l.:geilerally hav a good deal of
chess. .When young I heard ~orne farmers say that wheat
would often turn to (then called) drips; others agahi denied
it. The cases that M.P. Thurston has cited, and the· four
following, strengthen the inference that· mch a change is·
sometimes the result. First, we plowed sixteen acres of level
sod once in June, that haQ. lain five years, and sowed it in
August; and it showed well in the fall and l'arly next spring,
but later it went what farmers called" bacl,,'' and got bunchy,
and yielded only about two-fourths of a crop of short straw,
and that was half chess. This field, a few Jt·ars previous, on
pea stubble, sowed September 20th, yielded first-rate straw
and wheat. Second, plowed twenty-four acres of rolling
sod once in June, that had lain four years, and sowed it September 1st, and it yielded a good crop of straw and wheat;
plowed it agairi early in August, and the upturned, wellrotted pod showed a fine, rich mold that we thought was
equal to fallow, which we sowed September 1st, and the season was favorable during its growth, but from first to last it
looked puny, and yielded only half a crop of stunted straw,
and that was fully one-third chess, while a fallow side of it,
plowed twice and sowed the same week with the same kind
of wheat, yielded good straw and wheat,· but no chess.
Third, I knew a young farmer who cleared five acres of thick
forest, and raised a good· crop of wheat, and heard him say
to an old farmer that he would burn his stubble and sow it
again. The latter said it might all turn to drips, as he had
seen more crops of drips raised on wheat stubble than wheat.
This the former ridiculed, which angered the latter, and he
gruflly said, "Any fool knows wheat will sometimes turn to
drips." But the former firmly bt'lieved th·•t wheat would
bring wheat again, and accordingly sowed his stubble field
and his new ground (five acres) with 'wheat from his first

...

new ground. The wheat grew luxuriantly (I saw it) on both
fields, and the young farmer was sure of two good crops of
wheat. But alas! when it headed out he was almost dumfounded to see that his stubble field had yielded chess instead
of wheat. He was now sure that wheat would turn to chess,
for he had seen it with his eyes. Shortly after he met that
old farmer in my presence, and said to him, "The wheat on
my stubble field has all turned to drips." The latter said exUltingly, ''Didn't I tell you?" etc. I went five miles to see
those fields, side by side; and what a contrast! On the stubble field was a heavy crop of plump chess, except a· few
scattering heads of wheat, and on the new ground a good
crop of wheat. Fourth, we once stacked wheat on sod that
never had been plowed, and the wheat that fell on the sod
came up very thick, and looked somewhat like matted wool.
The stack was taken away in the winter, and the next July
there was a heavy crop of plump chess, with only a few
heads of wheat, where the wheat had come up so thick the
pr~vi~us August. I saw, several times, chess standing very
thick m July where wheat-stacks had been made the previous
August. M. P. Thurston's and the preceding cases favor
the theory that wheat will sometimes turn to chess, but they
by no means prove it. I was taught ij!at wheat wouhl turn
to chess, and, seeing so many cases that looked like it, I, of
course, believed it. However, later we got land on which
near a barn was a· small (then called) frog pond that had
been used perhaps sixty years for watering stock, and was
now about filled with manure, ground, etc. This we scraped
out four feet deep one fall when it was dry, and spread it on
timothy sod by the pond. And next July my brother and I
were surprised to see a heavy crop of plump chess where that
muck and ground had been put, but no heads· of wheat.
This not only convinced us, but proved beyond the po~sibil
ity of a doubt, that that chess did not come from whmt, for
none had been there for years. Previous to this we had
scraped the ~uck out of more than one hundred such ponds,
and spread It on sod, stubble, and fallow ground, bnt no
chess was seen. M. P. Thurston believes that wheat will
~urn to chess _if it is choked and badly treated when growmg, but of this we hav had overwhelming proof to the contrary. We often sowed oats stubble, and in warm, wet falls
the oats would always grow so thick and rank tluLL we
thought the wheat would be all smothered, but it yielded
wheat. Again, we plowed oats stubble the second time to
kill the g:reen oats, and sowed it October 15th (too late for a
good crop), and it came up good, but the winter was open
and geese cropped it (till spring) so short that we thou.g;ht
there would be no wheat, but to our surprise it yielded a
good crop of plump wheat.
Again, we plowed six acres of stiff timothy sod once in
June, and sowed it September 1st, and the fall was wet, and
if ever wheat was choked with grass it was that six acres,
for the timothy grew so thick that only about one-fourth of
the wheat headed ont, but what did was wheat. Auain
when sowing wheat we sometimes spilt it, and it w"'ould
always come up so thick that it looked like a mat, and very
little of the stunted straw, with only a grain or· two in a
head, would head out, but it was always wheat. Notwithstanding all that has been said to the contrary, I am positiv
that wheat will riot turn to chess. Nevertheless, I admit
that the origin of chess and many other plants is involve 1
in mystery, and the following queries boldly confront me.
I know by experience that if chess is put in the ground in
the fall, it will come up, grow, and ripen the next summer,
just like wheat. Now, if chess is in the ground, as is
affirmed, why did it not grow the first year on that. new
ground? Why did so much chess grow on the same ground
the second year ? Why did no chess grow on that sixteen
acres for many years, and then so much grow one year and
none afterwards? _Why did no chess grow on that twentyfour acres the first year? Why did so much grow on the
same field the second year? Why did so much chess grow
on that sod by the stack where the wheat had come up so
thick in the previous August and .none in the rest of the
field? Why did so much chess grow on M. P. Thurston's
six acres of barley stubble, and none on the rest of the field ?
Why did chess grow only in that fence-corner where a horse
ate wme wheat? We ki:ww that plant seeds are perishable,
neither can plants grow and mature their seeds in a thick
forest; then whence come the seeds from which the different
grasses and herbaceous plants grow and cover the ground
the first·summer after a thick forest has been cleared? Hav
their seeds lain dorm!lnt in the ground for thonsandd of
years? Or hav they been evolved. in the grouud after the
forest was cleared? TRUTH SE&KER philosopher~, please unravel this (to me) incomprehensible mystery, ami this muchdisputed chess question, and set the matter forever at rest.
Now, Brother Thurston, notwithstanding the '1litoriul
answer, No, to the question, Will wheat turn to chess? id contrary to your belief, it is nevertheless correct. Now, if you
believe that wheat will turn to chess, it, of course, devolves
on you to prove it; therefore you should test it by fair experiment, namely, heat ground until you are sure every seed
in it is killed; then put the ground in a pot or box and sow
wheat in it, or any other grain that you think will choke It,
and treat the seed during its growth as badly as you like, and
I am positiv that you can no more turn it into chess tlanu yon
can turn horse-hairs into snakes.
A. l\IooT.
P. S.-Inclosed you will find $5 for C. B. Reynolds's defense against those low, vile, ·wretched, degraded, abominable, and despicable religious fanatics at Boonton. I hope
Mr. Reynolds will boldly confront those superstitious bigots,
and teach them the religion of this world, based upon love,
mercy, and justice, and I think they will see that their outrageous acts at Boonton hav brought contempt and _shame
on their shameless heads that will disgrace them whilst they
liv. I hope Mr. Heynolds will come out victorious with
honor bright.
A.M.
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"Well, I heard some one say, 'There goes a ridge of ·gravel. It is all gone now, all
PHOTOGRAPHS
that little gossipy Grace. Young as she is, split up, but it originally weighed over ten
, OF THE
======-=-=-,--. -"·---~-~=====
she appears to know everybody's business.' million pounds! What do you think of
. Edited' by Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, F'all And I tell you I was mightily ashamed."
that?"
' River, Mass., to whom all Oommunicationsfor
"Why, I didn't mean any harm." '
"Was that a rocking stone, too?"
AT
this Corner should be sent.
"Oh, no; of course you didn't. Nobody
"No; it was not poised so delicately,"
White ~ulphur Springs
does when discussing a neighbor's affairs or -replied Robert.
somebody's character."
"Was it made of granit ?"
'' Between the dark and the daylight.
No.1 is a group of 36 Freethinkers, among whom
When the night is beginning to lower,
"We were only talking," remarked Etta
"Oh, no; it was what is calltJd 'pudding is President Wakeman, Mrs. Lucy N. Colman.
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
Crinkett. "Girls must hav something to talk stone,' and so is the' rolling rock.' It is com- Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, L. K. Washburn, Dr. T; L.
That is known as the Children's Hour."
about."
posed of gravel and pebbles all cemented and Brown, J. L. Andrew, and the Hindoo-Mr. J oshee.
"But can't such little girls as you find stuck together, so that it loolts like plum- . No. 2 is a beautiful view of the Tents, Hotel, ,
and Lake in the diHtance.
Barney's Cow.
something else to occupy your minds and pu9ding-hence its name. Oh, I tell you
'No. 3 is a near view of the Tents, with group in
Barney had a cow that g-ot into his neig-hbor'• conversation than discussing the dress, man- there are histories in all the rocks, and they front.
l11nn anrl •te a bushel of corn (so the neighbor
These Photos are 5x8 inches. The three w1ll he
·-aid), so Barney paid for a buHhel of corn, and, ners, or home conduct of your friPnds? It's tell of fire and flood, and many miles of
feeling- somewhat indumant, applied to the under- a great idea, I must say, if your minds are so travel, because the rocks belonging to what sent by mail to any address on receipt of $1.00.
Evei·y Freethinker, whether present or not, will
. igned to wl"ite something about it; hence the
vacant as not to contain anything more sen-, is called the 'Drift period ' hav come to us a want this set of pictures as a memento of the Confollowing- verReB.
sible than such silly gossip," and Robert ap- long way, swept down and deposited by vention of 1886.
Go, B•trney, go; yes, straightway go,
Address
C. F. DEMOTT,
To Barnum with your bovine;
4t39
llox 222, Hempstead, Queens Co., N.Y.
peared disgusted and mortified.
forces of which we can hardly conceive."
Such marvels in a mammoth show
"Maybe you'll tell us what to talk about,
")Vhy, it is very wonderful," said Etta.
Would make folks stare, I opine.
~faster Robert," sneered Luna Fowler.
"And honestly, do you not think it is better
Not many beasts, or cows, at least,
"Tell you what to talk about? Yes, to ·be learning something of this earth, and
Can boast of sue~ a paunch, sir;
there's rocks-tall{ about them if you cannot the common things we see about us, but of
One bushel must hav been a feast,
BY ARTHUR B. MOSS,
And taxed her teeth to craunch, sir.
find any other subject."
which we know little enough, than to waste
FREETIIOUGUT AND RADICAL ADVOCA'I'E
"Rocks! What is a rock? Pooh! Any- our time in gossip and silly chatter about our
Had I a cow like her, I vow
(of En(lialttl).
I'd practice stirpiculture,
body knows what a rock is," and Grace friends and n( ighbors ?"
And every calf (now don't you laugh)
tossed her head.
"Certainly," said Meta.
SECOND EDITION.
I'd raise with careful nurture.
Etta picked up a chip of granit and threw
"Of course," said the others.
I never knew a cow-did you?Charles
Watts's
Literary Gufae says: ''We are
it into Grace's lap. " vVhat is that?" she
"But now tell me, Rob, did you actually glad to record the appearance
of a second edition
With stomach so capacious;
of
this
admirable
book.
The various papers-ten
asked, laughingly.
hear some one call me ' Gossipy Grace ? ' "
Four pecks of corn ! and duly sworn
in
all-are
some
of
the
author's
best work."
·
By neighbor Tim, by gracious!
''I should think anybody would know that
"Yes, I did, truly."
The Middleboro News says: "These essays are
and
judicious
rebrimming
with
careful
thou'ght
that
is
granit,"
responded
Grace.
''
Well,
I
am
awfully
ashamed
of
it.
I
Sa~·, Barney, now, sell me that cow,
search."
A"'l corn enough to feed her;
"And what is granit ?'' inquired Robert. don't think I will be called that any more,
The Yorkshire Chl"a»icle says: "These essays a1·e
Four perks a day with .<rood sweet baynot unworthy the attention of the scientific
"Anyone may speak."
though. Yonder comes Emily Bennett now, student
though written for the uninitiated." ,
Now don't sar, ·• You don't need her."
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Especial Regard to the Interests of Labor:
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"'That delusion is very stale. A fortune
itie·s, ·and 'they mutually declare their love.
This love passage affords the author tpe.op- . sometimes changes hands, but it goes to swell
Mr. John Duff McDonald, who died on Sep- portunity for some fine writing, and he has the possessions of those already rich. and, if
tember 7th at 44 East Twelfth street, was a wonderfully well- improved it. Its perusal any_thing, t!Jepeople are poorer for the trans·
well-known Liberal thinker .. and labor re- will cause a married man to court his wife fer)
" 'Iri what way do men of wealth use their
form~r, whose interest has never flagged,
·
·
over again. The book contains many similar ~werP
though for the past fourteen years he had paintings of love's shy expression, done by _a
" 'By abolishing the old maxim, "There
been withdrawn by paralysis from activ con- hand that. is, if not a master's, at least· no nov. are two sides to a bargain." They know but
tact with his fellows and the direct move- ice's. One particularly natm;al description of one side, and. that is theirs. Th~y make the
prices they take. and the prices they giv.
ment.
how the master passion finds vent is the story
Mr. McDonald was anativ of Nova Scotia, of the young secretary and his employer's They go further than· this, and even control
the opinions of those they defraud. That
born there in January, 1883. Coming to New magnificent daughter. He was alone in the there may be no danger of an upheaval, they
York early in 1860, he pursued a commerciaL library, and had decided to giv his employer endeavor to enslave the )llinds of their victims.
life. For many years past he has been at the notice he must leave. As he sat down to
'' 'More than this, pllant law-makers create
head of a leading house ·for designing and
monopolies in their behalf. Suppose a law·
write, Julia opened the door.
should giv to Stearns and five of his fellowmanufacturing art designs, such as are used
"'"Excuse me," she said, " 1 did' not workmen the exclusiv privilege of constructin embroidery, paintin~, etc. But Mr. Mc- know
you were here. I am after a book."
ing all the buildings to be erected in this ward
Donald's real life was in his keen sympathy
"'I arose to leave. "Mr. Romayrie,"· she for all time to come, on the pretense that they
with all efforts for the betterment of the so- said, "why are you so shy?"
.
would build better houses-there are six
" ' I felt. terrified. She had never sp(!ken journeymen mechanics converted into TI:~illion
cial condition. He was a Liberal in religion,
and a· radical in economic affairs. The con- to me in that way. I could not open my }ips, aires by act of the legislature. But if Stearns
dition of Ireland, the democratic movement · "' "Yon need not go," she added; '-''I'll asked for such an act he would be driven in
be but a minute."
disgrace from the state house. Yet monopoin Europe, the labor agitation here, all re~
"'I felt this like a command, and sat down lies as unjust and preposterous as that would
ceived his hearty support. Before his attack to my work, while she looked over the be hav been secured by men who could com.
in 1872 he was a vigorous worker, while from shelves. But I could not go on. My eyes mand the requisit influence. Wealth enjoys
his sick chamber for fourteen years there- were turned away from her, but her image the chief benefits of .legislation.'
after he sent constantly words of cheer, and filled my sight, and the figures before me
"'The people who labor are poor because
were lost in it~:~ dazzling brightness. Soon
often substantial aid to help on the various she moved toward me. I saw no movement, they do not receive their just due, that is
efforts to which his intelligence gave sup- I heard no step, but I felt that she was near. what you mean. Then how can their rights
be secured?'
port.
She came behind my chair, and leaned over
"'That is too much for me -to say. I do
Mr. McDonald was a man of fine intellect me-l trembled helplessly.
" ' " Why do your fingers tremble so?" Hhe not see how justice can be established with
and scholarly habits, a close student and a
out a social revolution.'
said. "Those horrid figures tire you out."
clear thinker.
" 'You are not thin kine: of violence?'
" ' She stooped down as if to look at the
"'No, I am thinking of peaceful methoas,
accounts. Her face wa8 close to mine-my
though we hav, as a nation, been fearfully
pulses were on fire.
_
Book Notices.
'"I rose again. "Miss Sibley, pardon taught that the violence is inevitable if right
is crushed. The wrong must be exposed,
THE DAwNING. A Novel. Lee & Shepard. me," I stammered. "No, I am riot tired.''
"'"Then do not let me interrupt yon," the evil must be traced to its roots, the public
Price, $1.50. For sale at this office.
sentiment must be educated, the public con.
she said.
This is a novel with a purpose, and its pur"' "I-I will take them t'l my room," I science mn~t be aroused. In the artificial
complications of our civilization, men do not
pose is to get some plain truths regarding managed to say.
" '"Do not be at the trouble," she ·said. find it easy to detect the germ of the vast inthe. c·oming social revolution before folks
iquity. They are blinded by interest, by
who wou.ld never read a work like" Rational "I am going."
" ' I was desperate. I had been for a mo. tradition, by falsehood. If a. man robs anCommunism" or" SoCial Wealth." The usual ment in exquis1t, painful bliss, and the vision other on the highway, we call it crime, and
send the culprit to prison. If a railway
novel-reader likes a thrilling plot-a bait to was about. to vanish.
" 'She turned toward the door, giving me manager steals. millions by the well-known
draw him on. The author of" The Dawning"
device of " watering stock," that is no crime
has furnished this plot in ·admirable shape, and a glance-;-my soul ! the rapture of it was so -it
is financiering. If a corporation, in the
surrounded it with as much social heresy as intense that a strange faintness came over me. wantonness of power,.reduceH the wages of a
I reached out my hands like one falling.
he conveniently could. The book is in the
thousand men, and exposes five thousand
"' " What is it?" she said, smiling.
nature of a warning of evil to come rather than
"'Could I think of propriety, honor, dis- souls to starvation, we clothe the outrage in
the euphemism of-overproduction.
an attempt to provide prophylactics. The cretion, with a fever in my veins?
" 'The press is as helpless for good. A
"' "Miss Sibley," I cried, blunderingly,
author sees that the world is upside down,
journal stands for the intere~ts of its party;
but is conscious that a bald statement to that "what-what does it mean?"
"'"It means that- I hav your secret. I or, if it claims to be independent, it mainl.v
effect wiii hav little weight with the average hav suspected, and you hav disclosed it."
reflects the current opinion-it f'!lnnot ~.!ford
reader, who believes that sin and misery are
"'"And yours-what is yours?" I ex- to be entirely just to an unpopular idea. The
press never leads in a movement of radical
inevitable affiictions of the human race, and claimed, hardly knowing what I said.
·" 'A tear spark let! on her lashes a~ she reform.
that we must look to a future world to right
" 'The pulpit has exposPd itself to a
the wrongs of this. In the guise of a love came back, lifted her hand till it touched stronger condemnation. If judged by the
story, therefore, "The Dawning" comes as mine, and said, very softlystandard of the Sermon on the Mount, how
" ' " There it is !" ' "
a prophet, a sort of John the Baptist among
many of the maxims recognized in sociPty,
The
power
of
the
author
is
seen
from
this
how many methods of business or systemg of
novi-is, tn cry in t11e wilderness of fashionextract.
The
story
ends
in
the
usual
happy
industry, could stand the test? Yet where is
able readers. There are, th~n, two sides to
the pulpit which ventures to attack the prejit to commend-its romantic and its practical way. The villain reforms and his deserted udices
or interests of the pews ? When it
sides. The story is of a cnuntry girl; married wife takes him again to her heart; the young touches social questions it is more .liable than
to a man with an alias, who takes her to Bos- secretary and his love are united;_ the $ocial otherwise to deal ignnantly or deceitfully
ton and deserts her, going to Europe and heretic marries the one only girl in the world with them. One clergyman had this to say:
marrying a woman of wealth. The deserted worthy of him; her father blesses them, -and '' I do not see how a man who is able to make
two miilion dollars while I hav made only a
·girl is found on the streets and cared for by they devote their wealth to seeking justice for thou~and,
· wrongs me in any way." If it
a mechanic, who, we should judge, is a the laborers.
The other side of the novel is no less effect- were possible for tlie wildest fancy to conmember of some labor lyceum. The chief
ceive that one man, however able, could hon.
;.oalersonage and social heretic of the story; a ivly written. In one of the conversations estly earn two thousand dollars while another,
'between
the
social
heretic·and
the
daughter
however incapable, was earning only one dol'?1111\Vealthy merchant's son, becomes interested,
and devotes a good deal of his time to find- of the Beacon Hill aristocrat occur these lar, it would task a superhuman imagination
to dream that one man could earn two millJug out who the .absconding wretch is. In paragraphs,. which we cannot help thinking ions in a lifetime. If the pulpit wiii thus defy
this he is assisted by a legal friend. While are the sentiments of the autho:u himself, and, common sense, how can it aid in human adsearching ·for the heavy villain, he sows the if this be so, stand as the purpose of the work. vancement ? '
" ~Then if no help can be expected from
seeds of heresy among his . fashionable They at least will serve to show the quality
these sources, what is your hope, Mr. Bowfriends, most of whom grow chiiiy toward of the radicalism of the writer:
" 'The inequalities [social] which pain us ditch?'
him. One toot remains true is the daughter
'''It is in the sublime fact that human natof a Beacon Hill aristocrat, who refuses to are the direct outcome of social despotism. ure gravitates toward goodness and truth.
The
possession
of
wealth
means,
siin_ply,
marry the legal gentleman, though urged power over men. Yon will find this hi Rus- 'rhat is the secret of all progress. It is the
thereto by her parents. The search for the kin, which I hav just brought. · The value to intangible moral force behind all reform.
villain is unsuccessful tiii he returns from me of a dollar consists ~olely in the fact that Through the force of his moral instincts man
has risen out of barbarism and superstition,
Europe with his wife, his Christian reputa- another man is destitute of a dollar. If' I hav in spite of popes and priests, in spite of ldngs
no
more
dollars
than
he
has,
I
cannot
compel
tion having sheltered him from suspicion.
standing armies, in spite of prejudice and
to sell his services or comm0dities i:m my and
the power of wealth.'
· ·
He is at last found, and while denouncing him
terms-I hav no power over him. Deprive , " 'Wiii it not yet be a long time to wait,
the- social heretic at his club is arrested. him of his dollars, and he· becomes to a cerThere is much dramatic justice in this, for tain extent my slave. In the light of these Mr. Bowditch?'
" ' But we ha'l! already gained something in
m(lst of those who denounce others for hold- facts has been constructed the popular system our great conflict of emancipation. At first,
by
which
it
is
not
enough
that
of
economy;
ing radical views are guilty of extremely
the Abolitionists were as one against ten
radical practices. One of the interesting in- you become rich-you must also contrive to thousand; but in .thirty years they revolumake others poor. This is the root of all tionized the sentiment of the country. The
cidents connected with the villain is that his social wrongs.'
is our inspiration. We rejoice not
second wife does not love him, but does love
"'But in what way are people made poor?' lesson
alon:e that millions of slaves were set free; the
a young secretary of her father's, who has
" 'They will tell yon it is because of indo. richer fruits of the victory were seen in the
been defrauded out of a fortune, and com- lence or vice. But this cannot be true, since, overthrow of that power which, intrenched
pelled to earn a living. This secretary, who as a rule, the toilers who produce the wealth in government and church; and defended by
are poor, and the rich are 1dlers who put their
has been a wanderer over the earth because hands to no productiv industry. whatever. political parties and the press, deemed itself
of his hopeless love, gets around at the right You would say, would you not, that the man invincible. The new power-the monopoly
power:-whicb, in ·the confusion following
time, and weds the woman who has always who makes a thing should own it?'
the war, rushed in to rebuild the demolished
"'Nothing
else
can
be
just.
Is
that
deloved him, and acknowledged it even before
throne, cannot make so long a battle. And
her marriage to the villain. The social her- nied?'
the issue is almost identical. '' Justice to the
" 'Practically it is. We read in the sacred producer!" is a war-cry that does not differ
etic's father loses his property, some of it
book, " If any will not work, neither shall he in meaning from "Liberty to the slave!" '"
through the machinations of a sanctimonious eat;" but the words seem now to be changed
church-member, and the social heretic loses into the maxim, "If any will not work, he
While '' The Dawning" is not an '' Uncle
most of his friends. The daughter of the shall be a millionaire."'
To:n's Cabin" in itR power to 'arouse the
"\I was, ·reading in papa's paper, to-day, mind, it certainly is a work of unusual merit
Beacon Hiii aristocrat, however, after refuSing the lawyer, recognizes in the _heretic thE! that no aristocracy of wealth could arise here, as a novel, with the additional virtue that it
because so many fortunes, gathered in one
man whom she loves and reverences, and lifetime, are scattered among the people in may set its readers to thinking. Beacon Hill
. one evening when he calls to talk social phi- the next, and all the while wealth is being and Fifth avenue will be instructed by a
losophy the conversation drifts into persona]. equalized.'
thorough digestion of its coP.tents.

Obituary:.

INFIDEL DEATH-BEos. By G. W. Foote.
London, Eng.: The Progressiv Publishing Co. Pp. 64. Price, 25 cents.
This excellent work confutes the Chri~tiau
fabricated accounts of the horrors of Infidel
death-beds.· Some years "ago the Rev. Erskine .:
Neale published iri England an extensivcollation o:f such Christian campaign lies under..
the title of "Closing Scenes," which was'Iong .
popular and influential ; but its falsity was.
finally exposed, and , it fell into disrej:mte~
However, these falsehoods are still activly
circulated by preachers .and religious papers,
and probably haH the population· of this
country would, if questioned on the sub]ect,
be found contentedly confident that' all dying·
Infidels shriek so they can l;le beard blocks/
away. Mr. Foote givs the facts of the man.·
ner of death of scores of eminent lnfidels1 of
whom a few are: Lord ~rr.ber1ey, Lord .
,Bolingbroke, Bruno, Buckle, Carlile, Coildorcet, Danton, Diderot, George Eliot, Fred~
erick the Great, Gambetta, Gibbon, Goethe,·. :
Hobbes, Hugo, Hume, Martineau, Mill,Mirabeau, Paine, Shelley,· Spinoza, Strauss,
Volney, and Voltaire. Mr. Foote, among
D).any valuable thoughts on the subject, ·
remarks:
"For my own part, while -1 ·hav known _
manv Freethinkers who were steadfast in
their principles in death, I hav never known a·
single case of recantation. The fact is, Chris- tians are utterly mi3taken on this subject. It
is quite intelligible that those who believe in
a vengeful God.· and an everlasting hell,
should tremble. on 'the brink of eternity;'
and it is natural that they should ascribe to
others the same trepidation. , But a momEil).t's
reflection must convince them that this is fallacious. The only terror in death is the apprehension of what lies beyond it, and· that
emotion is impossible to a disbeliever. Prof~s"
sor Tyndall, while repudiating Atheism hilllself, has borne teetimony to the earnestness of
others who embrace it. 'I hav known some·
of the most prono.unced among them,' he ..
says, ' not only in life but in death-seen
them approaching with open eyes the inexorable. goal, with -no dread of a hangman's.
whip, with no hope of a heavenly crown, and
still as mindful of their duties, and .as faithful
in the discharge of them, as if their eternal
future depended on their latest deeds.' "
/
"God and His Book," Part III., has just
been brought out by Stewart & Co., London;
Eng. It is written by the old favorit of Freethought readers, "Saladin." ·Anew book .by
this author is a rich treat. . He possesses a
depth and accuracy of learning which is of
the greatest service in exposing Bible error?,·
while his style is exceptionally fascinating.~
His serious passages hav a vividness and vigor
of language not unworthy of Carlyle, and his
lighter pages are in their humor and wit quite
irresistible. In this book he addresses the·
Lord in the first person, after ·a fashion of
which this may serve as a sample: "Yon are, no doubt,· in some respects, a
very good God. I hav a lingering apprehension that your book makes you much worse
than yon are, and that, if the said book were
competently corrected, you would appear in
your true light, and command the respect of
all of us. Your careless and unrevised writ;..
ing has done you incalculable.injury. I hav
heard-likely so hav yon-of .a Georgia.
merchant who, a short time ago, received
the following order from a customer: 'Please
send me one dollars worth of coffy, and one
dollars worth of shoogar, some small nales.
My wife had a baby last nite, also two pad-·
locks and a monkey rench.' Through her
husband's careless composition this American
woman was represented as bringing forth not
only a baby, but two padlocks and a monlteywrench! I apprehend it was some similarly
inailvertent writing on your part, 0 Lord,
that has given the impression that a virgin
bore you a son by the Holy Ghost. I am
sure you never would hav given such an impression in your sane senses and with time to
revise. I suspect I, even I, hav. had expe- _
riences somewhat similar to yours. . A good'·
many years ago I wrote, ' This is Palm Sunday.' The compositor set it up,·' This is Sam
Lundy.' I felt irritated, and wrote on the
margin of the proof, ' Who the deuce is Sam
Lundy?' To my horror, when, next morning,
I saw tp.e impression which had been thrown
off, a certain sentence ran, ' This is Sam
Lundy.-Who the deuce is Sam -Lundy?'
Yon, 0 Lord, in that extraordinary book of
yours, must surely hav suffered from this
sort of thing.
"0 holy Lord! where were you brought
up? Your sun was born in a -stable ; and, if
you were brought up in one, I must excuse
you for the lack of refinement and even
decency which characterizes much of your
book. To tell you the candid truth, your .
boolt is obscene. I could point you out passage after passage, ad nauseam, which wouhl
incontrovertibly establish my assertion. But,
if I were to do so, my book would be nearly
as nasty as yours;_ and, although it may not
shock the feelings and injure the reputation
of a god to write an obscene book, it would
shock the feelings and injure the reputation
of any ordinary human author, including the
one who at present, with so m.uch candor,
addresses you.
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"0 Lord;~there· is·, ab:other t
should like. to bring. wider tli'
n~t mind thy bo?k ~eing c(
science·; for what Is science to
often alters its tune; and .I a
ba!)k thee . against'' science :
science contradict-.: thee' as it
minds that hav widefy envisag·
of being, is a small matter. I
it is, 0 Lord; tnou 'contradict•
this many _;~iiries aV.d oft. 'l
thy book: 'Witti''· i self-contra
through, fr'om 'Qeiresis ·to· R(
by- ~ay of sp~ditnen, lej; us .t
. gmm~g. If tl;J,<:>u hast a cop
· book at h_and, Il).ay I ask the_e
second witi,J. th~'1h'st chapter ,
Here .follow . con1licting S•
The book is as rea!;lable, ai
time as valuable, work its h
thi~ · year l>Y. the ·Freethought
.parts are ~o faf 'in print, pri
part. Like all other books o
desire, they
be supplied l
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'dustrlal Hall, Broad and·
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ions and social questions.
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The Spiritualist journal Lig
laas been removed from A.tlant
'tanooga, Tenn;_ · · · ·

· Our Oountry, publi~hed at
this city, is doing. a meritorio·
culating " Paine Vindicated;"
Ingersoll. The ~6sm!l1' will
that Thomas ·Paiii~•s' frlends a
and that its·· slanders -are n•
posed. Itjs tqq ~\ich'to llor
the OoservCr,!~.e,W,toi:' :Will ev.er
enough to admii ~hat he is a
mendacious blacliguard.

Ingersoll's ·,
The Gods;._ Paper, 50 ct

In five lectu_resi.:, comprisin!
"Humboldt " " T.nomas Pair
- ity," and" Heretics and Her

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 ct

Contents: "The Ghosts" "I
Woman, and Child," "The D
dell_endence," ''About Farm
''The Grant Banque~t "Th•
Clark," "The Past .ttises b:
Dream," and:" A TribUte toE'

.._._....._,f:~~~~Jil~~

8ome.Mismkesof
:~~::·~~::~:::r~~::~~~~.__._..__._.,.._.__.._.__.._
cloth; $1.25.

1

lnteniewS'.c>n
Ta.lm~~ge.
plain cloth, $1.25.
··wh·a+,., .Ill.
"us"'II We. D0 to B e
per, 25 cents.

.

·

The- Christian Relie:ion.

I)

a

Pa-

Paper, oOc.; clotb, $1.

co.,
.Address THE33TRUTH
ClintonSEEKER
Place, New
York.

By R. G.

lngerso!J, Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fislier. Paper; 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy. _ 56 pages, 12mo, paper,

Price. $1.00.

A STUDY
Oil'

..

J.

P·R I·M I.T IV E CHRIST.f ANIT Y Tile Heathens of the IfP:ttb.

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed inBY LEWIS C. JANES,
large, clear t;vpe, and containing as much as
This book treats of the natural evolnti'on of the
could be delivered in .two ordi:iiary lectures.
11Us makes a grand. missionary document. Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
Liberals should scatter it generously,
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Paganism ; in'lngerso·II 1'-''ate".hi'sed.·
His ..t:UUI
A.:...__ wers to ity
ves~igates
the history
of the founder
Christian._.
m the light
of the latest
scientificofcriticism
of
a ·Number of Vital Questions Propounded by the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the editor of the San Franctscan. 5 cents; 50 the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
cep.t,s per dozen : 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3. separable from the later legendary accretions
Millions of these should be circulated.
which hav confounded him with the mythical
'nd'cati'on
f 'rb Omas p IUne.
·
f rom Christ
1 and traces the natural development of
Vl 1
0
Christian
dogma and ecclesiastical institutions
the attacks of the New York Observer, by Rob- Complete references and full index. 820pp. Svo;
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.
.
clotli, gilt top. Price $1.50.
.
_Address on the Vivil Rights Bill.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.
lnttflrsoll's Lectures Complete.
A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
Bound in one volume. ·To meet the demand~
OF
for*.lngersoll•sworks1 thepublisherhashad
all his lectures, except t.ne latest on "Orthodoxy,". bound m one beautiful volume, in half
OB THE
·
calf, librar:l' s~yle, and containing over 1 300
First Ten Decades o" Our Era.
pa~tes, which IS sold at the exceedingly low
'I
· pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
BY
•
Tribu~e~.
There hav been so many
DANillL M. TREDWELL.'
@.P.Plicattons for Mr .. fugersoll•s "TributeAo
Designed to-show upon the authority of History
His Brother," "The VIsion of War," the "Grant that Apolloniu~ of Tyana performed miracles and
Bal!q~et Toast," ~nd the recent address over §POke wise sayings equal to those attributed to
· "Little. Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav Jesus. Christ. 350pp., octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
be.en pnnted on hea:v7 toned paper, 18x22, illuSold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
mmated bor!'ler, and m large, clear type, suitable for frammg, and the fonrwill be forwarded
MOSES
BEFORE THE COURT ;
to any address,for50cts, or either one for 15cts.
Prose Poems and Selections. This
on,
new book is a gem. It is a model in every r~- The Forgery of the Old Testament.
spect. In. fact~ one of the richest, brightest,
D d'
d
best ever, ISSUeU.. It coni;ains, besides the eele lCate to the clergy
ebrated .DecoratiOn Day Oration," never be·BY
fore publishe~, and. all th.e famous "tributes "
H • J . SE I GNE UR ET ,
heretofore·pnnted m vanous shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems ·
S ularist
selfr_cted from the speeches, arguments lee~
ec
'
ures, !,etters£ table-talks, and day-to-day conPrice,
10 cents.
versatwn~ o the author. The work is designed
Atldress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
for and will be ac;cepted by admiling friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
pu_ rP\)Sf!t a fine -steel portrait, with autogra:(lh
SACRED MYSTERIES
fa<: Blll).lle, ,has been prepared especiall,y for It.
AMONG THE
PJICe1 m Bilk cloth, beveled edges, g~lt back
and side, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges ele- Ma}as and t11e quicbes -11,o0u
gant library sty!e1 $4.50; in full Turke;~T 'moYears Ago.
rocco, ,ll'llt, exqm~Itly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, .tllghest possible style and finish, $9.

The Busts ot' Voltaire, Paine, and
· Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to
life, pricet $I. 50 each. ETery admirer 'Of these
apostles ot Religious Liberty shouldhav them.

Photogranhs of Colonel

Ine:t~rsoll.

Superb pliotographs1 22x28, $5; paniil, 10.)1x17,
$3; boudoir, $1 ; cabmet, 40 cents ; card, 20 cts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Practical Experience with Poultry.
By GEO. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little booka pamphlet of 82 WP.ll-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an eg&'. It is
well called "practical," for we find nothing unpractical in it. Hens, ducks, geese, and turkeys
are particularly discussed and their economic;;!
breed.ing and keeping treated of. There are many
practiCal hint~ abo-qt .keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, a~l m all, It IS a very useful addition to
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER 'Office,
38 Olinton Piasa, New York.

For sale at this oficP.

FREETDOtJGDT NOVELS.

APOLLQNIUS QF TYANA,

-

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

ORIGIN OF 'l'HE BIBLIOAL MY'fH
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
lllustrated.
Price, $2.50.
For Sale at this. office.

CAPT A INS OF· INDUSTRY:
OB,

MEN OF BUSINESS .WHO DID SoMETHING BESIDES
MAKING MONEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERIOANS.

----

BY .J'AliiES PA.RTON.
TW.s book contlj-ins 400 pages, plainly printed,
treatmg of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

Pric.,,

Address

- 81.29.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
83 Clinton )\lace, New York.

A .finely

written Radical romance; Br, Wm. McDonneil1
author of Exeter Hall,- Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

F il.mily Creeds.

:By William McDon-

nell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth,
$1.25 ; paper, 75 cents.

E !r.eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day,•'
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

N·i!.thaniel Vangban. Priest ahd Man.

·.A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

Tile Outcast. A deep, .finely written

Radicals tory, From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80cents.

AU .in· a Lifetime. A Romance.

By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such- a marked de~tre~ even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss wixon,
whose bdlliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug]ltranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
·THE TRUTH SEEKER.

---~"-

TR-AVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
For Bale at this Oftioe
Oloth, $1.25.

MODERN HOUSES" No.3,
(Just Publisllea, Juty1, 1886) CONTAINS:

A colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
of painting,
"
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessary pieces for
constructing a model house, with plam directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the !freatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
·
·55 New Designs for Residences {cost varying from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design fol' a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Malia Parloa) Rnd a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PosTPAID, oN RECEIPT oF PRICE, $1.
Address ·

'l'liE CO-OPEBATIVE BUIL OING PLAN ASlO'N;
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
191 Broadway CBox 2702), New York.
The Story Hour. For Children and

ASHORT LESSON IN HlSTORt

Youth. Bx Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. '£he Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustratiJ:ms; large type, heavy
A double-page picture contrasting science and
toned paper, broad.· ·margins, illuminated
theology, showing how the one has labored for
covers ; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.
advancement, and how the other has
Two Little Hed Mittens. A Story of human
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
twenty-five copies· for $1; one hundred copies for
A ~pies of Uoltl. A Story-Book for $3. We wish that the fnends of Freethongl:it would
tbe Yonn&" Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon. distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
'J HE MODERN BA.LA.AM.
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced plica of
Showinf the Balaam of modern times to be the
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition. has a priests. tis a splendid pictorial argument. Price
photograph of the author which adds very pAr dozen, ao cent.s: per bundred, S1.50.
much to the value of the volume.

Tile Youth's _Liberal

~uide.

By

Prof. H. M. KottmgertA.M. Pnce; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eancation of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
lights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.· _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible Investigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible propositiOn~·
with numerous references and mtat10ns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. Price
116 cents.

CHRISTIANITY
A. R E W A. R D F 0 R C R I M E.
Substantiated by tbe Bible.
BY
O.B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Price 10
Address

C~nt ...

I Pc•r Dozen, $1;00.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place. New York.

l'he Apostle ot' Liberty. Ali address

delivered in Paine Hall..1 before the N. E. Freefuinkers• Convention, ,lanuary 29, 1884. Prioe,
to cents.
·
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tl1~·.\-!-"ff.~;~:·fir..i.~h
~~~44{ 1·.
Fie~ cruel ~~dinean;~n'_ so many.

THE people. of ])lgln ;
nnd of Marshalto~, <j
.\[aquoketa, Iowa, sat,. .do' ..
Halvation Army str~et', l:
~oldiers now languish in,tl.·
gangs of those ungodly d

~1!oJ"ced.i.W.'tQ,e._cpn_c!n&.on t~t

its al."e th~i~;Prln!i~P!'l,stock in
~".· only qua,li.'tie!l:fo.r :..Vhich they
~~M, Bennett.

.·. .

.

~ a p~blic library, pr ~ non-exWhere a,;t~nk~r is
;:-. born,willf_orwardhis thmk-

i'•·j he. circl':

;. ; f

AT Newcastle, _DeL,!
Sept. 28th, four colored ! '·
and two white convict~
.underwent the punish-!. ,
ment of the whipping-~.
post.
. ·. ,
ALARllriNG labor agita,; i
tions and outbreaks are-~
constantly taking place
in Belgium.
·
!.
. . 'J.
RIOTING in Ireland is [i
being resumed at 'inter- i
vals.

~-;~· · It,.
~ng or,ob·.
ot.~J),d.~~event
• • s.·.tru
• ...The
futility of

i·

I·

ji· foilndin~ , ·universities at
~- . this time' i8 obVious, The
};I only um-~ert~ity yp\1 can ad-.
1$J. vantagoousb'found were a
~- publiolibrar:V. This is never
~ out of.!!!eason: .therefore,
~ not no}V,-:"'qar!~lll·; _
~- .. li'oB ·th!l_ Pli)~BJire rand de~~ lfght .of, knowledge and
;, iearning, it fat. Silrpasseth
i1 all-. other in . iia:tni:e, for
[!. shall the pleasures of .the
!> affections 80 • exceed the
~ :seii~JI.·.~s. ;m~c~. as, the oblt .. t!l-injng of'.desire or victory
~ . exileedeth 'a' sori~ qr a dini] · nei:; and iriust;:l:i.ot,.of coni: sequenqe, pleasures of the
t! intellect 'or understanding
~I exceed.the pleasures of the
rj·affections?; We .see in all
~j other:, pleasrires .there is
~Ill aatie~y. ~l;ld;. afie.r ~hey be
used;-their verdureidepart:.
:eth;: which; showl)th well
~I they be but de~i~f pleas~ · ure l!-n4 not.,plea$res, a:nd
~ ·that·it was ~ov~lty which
~1- pleased and not- the qual~~ ity:; ·"nd;· theref9~;.Q; we see
l··furiou.s.and
i~:. t!J..~t .,yol.up•. tn.-.·o.~....•.m.~.-.en.
~urn_.
ambitiOus
, ,. pnncl!s tnrn· :iii~4t,ncholy,
~~- But of 'kiiOwledgil' 'there is
(, rio satiety, but satisfaction
iF•all,d' ~ppeti,te are:perpetu;, .ually -interchang~able, and,
,ri therefore;. appeareth to be ·
; ,·'good in itself Simply, with:f.·!' ·:out ·fallacy· or accident.,;;-, Lora Bacon•

THE popularity of; ere~ I
'mation in Germany, is·.
rapidly increasing.

·

.. LEGAL prohibitimj. I,J:t
Ohio is to be opposed
a state. organization of .
..1..
d
t . '
tewperance· a voc_a. es. r.-.1;
who rely on moral ~u~ _;
sio.·n to ~he~k the evil.s of t••
dram•dnnkmg.
.
.

lif..

ON the Home Rule 1
question it is · thou~ht .1··.
that some compromise
will be found in the way •·
of extending large meas- ;
ures of local goverm:nent !
to Ireland.
.

I

THE noted 1S'ew York .
politician, peter B. .
·
h
h
Sw:eeny, w o
as- re-j
. cently returned from :
'
.
·
Europe, reports such dis- ·
:content and revolution- :
. ary ten!lency among the i
people of every country

so mil.riy tb,Qtisana· occasions

!

"'1
· · ··
·
.0!J
Ox looking over the world
Wi,t the cause of' nine parts in
~~- ten of the 'lamentable fail-

~cy · ure~ whioh·o ccl).r in men's

.. -·~·~---~~----------.,------~--..
,
.
. undertakings,· and darken
"Never
mind;
Pickles,•l'
I'
~:p"'ii;;x
••
·
'••
I
tell
~~r
and.
degraP,e
'·
80
.muc4
of or
their
lies
·
·
·
. • · •· · •· · · ~ ~n · ..
not in ·the want~qf talents
the history,
will to use
~~!. !,ou •d~ If· yer· d,oft. w~nt·;~f:'..¥~~ 'ft:bo!e yer til.em, but in the vabillating and desultory mode of
; "Wha.t isit,:Jini.?'!.~:... :. ~:...-'.: -··-'-·------ .
nirlng ;th~m,;in.:11Yi.ni. f'rom object to object, i~
·
1aw..is the ·R·epub1'1can_ i UNDER th<>lawsof
the,· Pilgrim f. thers ..a ma.n ·'"Starter religiou.s,bo.. ok.s-t-o-r,-e.".. ··.
.
. ·starting
away;i!l& each litt.Ie disgust, and thuse
1heR. I .• Prohibitory
..,
· 1~g;_.
.. 'th ··:.· "·· hi' h i · ht
pould not· kiBB ·his wife --on -Snndays, ... We can .. ; "That. ain't a b\d··.-tdea, Jim," he re&Ponde4, app
e.:A.OJ:(lll,'!V . c. 1P g, conquer any on
party, the cause being its desire for PI:~ ~agin· t~at .in those reJD.ote; gld•fa,sh~pn~d days 'fbut.~h_at mig~t ~v~rd~i~~~ ,.... _ • ., ·. • .
difficulty;tQ~a·~~Ei!!?.f. ~culties so large that no
~s. must hav been sometln~g of,.a .hardship,_
, : " Well• ~hen, ~t!U't. out :ter !l<lllect a millyun dol- human Joroe. 'li&U'' conqiJer them. The smallest
h ibitionists' votes.
'
· ·
··
·
Ia ~ · ·
· ' · · t
d d •t · t
thlii till brook on earth, ~by con tinning to run, ·has hoiA FALL-OBI OK VIEw.~ix~-E.~'l'HQUA.KE-; ;'.· ' ~ or !I! ,m<;ID}'frrJP!l,~ ',~.!1 . OA .... e:a. n.!l . '
1dwed out fo~'H~elf a conai.'der~ble vaJiey to flow
Two eminent . European Socialists, Mr.
I kiil h\lmp my back_and take the rain,
'lf~~ ge~ the firs.t-~olla.l': ·•
i.Ji. The- wildest tempest o.verturns a few cotA.vellng, ofEngland, and Herr Liebknecht,
And!don•tkeerhow·she_pouri!; _.
'.~?at also nught .brmg me down too fine, tages, uproots a few-trees, and leaves, after a
of -any_, ~re in this country agitatiD.g in
I can keep kind o• ca'm.in a thunder-storm,
JI~.
;~lshort space, no mark behind it. Commend ·me,
No matter how loud she roars;
Take a steera~e pas~age to L_l''!~fw.Ool, then-or therefore, to the Dutch virtue of perseverance,
tavor bfsocmhsm.
.
.
1
I hain•t much skeered o' the lightnin',
put up .!'t a fashiOnable boardmg-honMe.
say, Without it all the rest are little better than fairy
ON Sept. 25th four boycotting cigarNor I hain•t sich awful shakes
Pic~es, If yer really want ter see yer ow~ bones gold, which glitters in your purse, but when taken
Afeared o' cyclones-but I don't want none
agam, take out a patent on perpetual motiOn and to market proves to be slate or cinders.-Oarly!e's
makers were arraigned in a United States
0' yer dad-burned old earthquakeH!
try ter make her work."
court at Buffalo, N. Y., for conspiracy, alid
1 . "AU excellent suggeHtions, Jim," _replied the Letters.
.
As long as my legs keeps stiddy,
· · elder;" but I think I'd better g<> to preaching and
WoMEN are by nature more exmtable than men
will be tried in November.
·
And long us.my he~d keeps plumb,
~i:y to build a chut·ch. That'll keep me down,· -prone to'be swept· bY tides of emotion proceed! gue•s."
.
ing from hidden and inward, as well as from
And the buildin' stays in the frorit lot,
AT the· recent departure of the Salvation
I
Htill
can
whistle
some
r
I
'. •• Betcher- life it will, PicklcH !" I ejaculated, obvious and external, causes; and female educa· ~\.rmy from Fishkill, N. ·y., four young girls
But about the time the old clock
wi.th feeling.
··
·
1tion does, its . bes~ to. wee,ke1,1. e:v~ry physic~)
left their families and ran away with male
Flops off'n the mantel shelf,
Whenever the elder g!'v.e me ~tis ha.nd to· take a counterpo~e. ~o .this ~~cervous ~obiltty-tend_s m
. 1,11embers of that organization.
·
walk I always felt as If t wet'e handling edged all wars to stimulate the emotiOnal part. of the
And the burro skoots for the kitchen,
tool,,
·
.
mind and stunt the rest, We find girls naturally
I'm a goin' to skoot myself!
IN Spain, on Sept. 19th, an insurrection
timid, inclined to dependence, born .conservativs;
Plag~e take ! ef you keep me stabled
was attempted with the object of establishing ,
· · ·:,
•
1and we teach them that :il,ldependence is unladyWhile any eartliquakes is round,
:t republic, but the. effort was ill-orgai\ized
I
I
~ ' like,
faithwe
is mi~Y
the be
riglit
frame ofand,
mind,
and
I'm jist like the stock-1'11 be1ler,
.,
that, that
whatever
'permitted,
indeed,
ttnd weak, and was suppressed.
And break for the open ground !
''encoura!fed,
to
do
to·
our
brother,
our
sister
is
to
And I 'low you'll be as nervous,
THE agent of the New York Cremation
•
•
1 be. left to ~he .ty~anny of auth?rity a?d tradition.
And in jist about my fix,
·
.
1 With few miilgntficant exceptiOns, girlH hav been
Society complains of opposition made by religWhen yerwhole farm slides from under yon,.
educated either to be drudges or toys beneath
hms people on the grounds that "the practice
And. on'y the m<;~r'gage sticks!
man, or a sort of angel above him, The possi,,f cremation is incompatible with a belief in
Now, cars hain•t a-goin'to kill yon
.
-obility that the ideal of womanhood hes neither in
Ef you don't drive 'crost the track;
1lie resurrection."
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New the fair saint nor in the fair sinner; that the
Creditors never'll jerk you up
York Observer
slanderous attacks
female· type of character is neither better nor
Two thousand indictments of liquor"sellers
Ef you go and PIIIY' •em back;
·
th ··A ·th H · f h Am
worse than the male, but only weaker; that
upon e u or- ero 0 t e·
erwomen are meant neither to be man's guides nor
of this city for violations of excise laws are
You kin stand all moral and mnudane storms
1
1
·•
Ef you'll only just behaveican Revolution. Containing
their playthings, but their comrades,· their feldishonestly withhe d f~om tria by bemg
But a' EARTHQUAKE-well, ef it wanted you,
both the slanders ·and
lows, and their equals, as far as nature puts no
~towed away in the. pigeon-holes of the
It •ud husk you out o' yer grave !-Puck,
·
bar to that equality, does not seem to hav entheir refutation,
tered into the minds of those who hav had the
tlistriCtcattorney's oWce.
IN A DIME MUSEUM, 1
IN nearly all the counties of Ontario, Can.,
And there was the living skeleton-the anti fat
BV RO.BERT G. ll'WGERSOLL. conduct of the education of g~rls.-Huxley·s Lay
Sll'l'mOIIS,
w.·here the locai Prohibition act has been man (after takillg)-a kind of phantom, a sort of
animated ramrod or bone knife, wHh the ed!le·
-o. MoBEB had been an Egyptian priest, and the
wlopted, all Prohibitionists attempting its always toward you. He could sleep comfortably
unity of God was a fundamental article of that
,
.The
New
York
Observer
(}'nesbyterian)
having
· ; l}:forcement are being terrorized an:d threat- :in a ffoor c_rack, o~ ~raW~ through 4gas pipe 'Pthreligion. The unity of God' was also the tenet of
i:ecently'reissued its assault upon the memory of
' ned by· the liquor-dealers and several hav 'O~t touchm~ the sides\·~He could~'t go out ?on a Paine, this· pamphlet· shmUd ba circulated every- the more intelligent inhabitants of the desert.
wmdy day .Without an anchor, Thts was the Idea
Whether, therefore, we regard that great man as
- narrowly escaped death by dynf!,mite.
I ~ot from the canvas. But of course it wasn't where in vindication.
an Egyptian or an Arab, it can scarcely be doubted
that the views which he held of the deity were as
60pp. Price 10 cents; 12 copies, $1.
ON Sept. 25th. Wm. Alden was tried for qmte as bad as that, for I _learned aftei·ward th_at
.
,
- .
the skeleton man was Blmply an ex-Methodist
truly unitarian as those of Mohammed or Abdul1
1heft from St. Pauls church at Mott Haven, country preacher,
Wahhal. It is, however, quite certain that to the
N'. Y., and sentenced to one year's imprison-! He had feasted for ten mdrtnl years on" donapeople whom he led Jehovah was merely an
A ROM:AN ATH OLIC C~NARD. inviHible Bedouin chief who traveled with them
rnent. In view of the. way our non.tax-pay-1 tiona,'·
·
..
.
· .
.
in a tent, who walked about the camp at night,
··n
churches obtain most of their wealth
When I first s~w hrm ~Is bo~es had qmt sJwwm.lil
1
g
"
, . ' I through the skm. This despite the fact that his A Fabricated Acoount of a SOt!n.e at th6 Death- and wanted it kept clean; who maneuvered the
why not make such charges
rece~vmg fare was limited to pickleH three times a day,
troops in battle; who <lelighted in massacres and
bed of Thomas Paine;
human sacrifice; who murdered people in sud~tolen property?" .
. with vinegar. Still this rich diet. impaired much
. ·
of his usefulness, even for a preacher, When I
den
fits of rage; who changed his mind; who enBY W. H. BURB •.
· HENRY .GEORGE Will formally accept the got familiar with him i became a favorit, When
joined petty larceny and e~ployed angels to tell
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's lies; who, in short, ,possessed all the vices of the
nomination for mayor of this city on the 5th, Elder Pickles leaned up against me for exercise he
<tying moments attributed· to Bishop Fenwiok Arab character. He also possessed their ideal
and will commence an activ campaign, with made a deep impression on me.
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its princi- wishes, t'or he prohibited Immoi·ality an<l comf
t
bl' dd
d rb 1 d' t ·
Or crease rather.
re~uen pu IC a . res~es an a 1 era
IS r~"Jim, my boy," he once said; dubiously, with a pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that manded them to be hospitable to the stranger; to
but10n of campaign literature. Some poll- shake of the head, "if this thing 'goes on [re Fenwick could hav written the alleged account,
be charitable to the poor; to treat with kindness
the domestic beast and the captiv wife.-Realte's
ticians view his rivalry with dismay, but the ferring to his growing size], I'm afraid-l'm
18pp. Price (j cents ; 25 for $1.00.
MartVI·dmn qf Man,
·
majority contemptuously predict the usual af;.aid "-.- , • .
., .
..
For these biro pamphlets address
ALL of us who are worth anything spend our
defection 'at. the polls of expected labor-reform
Afraid o wot, Pickles 1 I mqmred, . .
.
,. " Afraid I shall hav to go. to preachmg again,
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·
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without some measure of worldly welfare the arrested some forty members of the murderindividual in the present state of society ous sect. Their organization seems to be a
makes but a sorry Christian.-Pittsburgh transference from India to Muscovite soil of
the worship of Bohwanee, the religion of the
IN consequence of the objections of the Penny Press.
Thugs.
religious people of Birmingham to the emSINcE 1884 there hav been constructed in
ployment of Christians in the free library on Rome over thirty-two edifices for monks and
M. DE !!oRTILLET, well known for his reSunday, a number of Jews hav been engaged
nuns at a cost of something like $6,000,000. searches on primitiv man, and Radical deputy
as attendants.
In addition, the Jesuits hav during the past of Seine-et.Oise, as mayor of St. Germain has
AT Birmingham, Eng;., recently, William tw!:lve months purchased a large number of decreed that all municipal officials shall send
Nokes, a captain in the Salvation Army, was buildings already completed, among which is their children to the municipal schools on
charged with desertivg his wife and family, included the well-known Hotel Constanzi, and pain of dismissal. He is so convinced of the
who had in consequence become chargeable its appurtenances, which alone cost $1,000,- excellence of secular education, says the
to the parish. When arrested he said he had 000. One of the best-known architects in Times correspondent, that he will not aliow
been serving the Lord, and while he was the city has received orders to superintend the parents under his rule the option of
doing that somebody else must look after his the erection of four great ecclesiastical col- Catholic schools. If M. de Mortillet were a
wife and children, as he had no time for such leges, one of which is for American Catholic· Cat110lic and would not allow Secularists the
pri vilcge of selecting the schools for their
matters. On being sentenced to a month's students.
children, he would be called a bigot.
imprisonment with hard labor, he called out
RussiA is peculiarly rich in surprising sects
loudly, '' Praise the Lord for all things; that
TnE recent revision of the Bible has done
and associations, but the most astounding is
is what I wish I" He was removed shouting,
one lately brought to light bearing the much to shake the faith of the younger Non''Praise the Lord!"
ominous title of " The Red Death." Its conformists of England. An eminent NonDuRING a sermo·n in the cathedral last night members affect to believe that he who con- conformist thus explains it : " The late
against the public schools, Rev. Father Kear- sciously permits another to suffer prolonged · Thomas Carlyle remarked that Dean Stanley
ney is reported as saying that these institu. pain commits a mortal sin. In order to was, as usual, boring holes in the bottom of
tiona "are for paupers of the city." True, abbreviate the sufferings of humanity it is a the Church of England; but the dean never
the .poorest child is admitted to the public matter of conscience with them to kill the bored half so big a hole in the church's botschools, but on an. equalit;y with the ricll- sick, that they may be put out of their pain tom as he did in the bottoms of the dissenting
est, and the blackest child on an equality quickly. The association takes its name sects when he procured their cooperation in
with the whitest, the Jew with the Christian; from the fact that its executioners, dressed in that great work of the Bible revision. The
and that catholic quality of equal rights for red for the occasion, strangle their victims Bible was the one great Christian tradition to
all classes, creeds, and conditions is one of with a red cord, placing them for the pur- which they clung. Practically they regarded
the great virtues of the public school system, pose upon a red catafalque, beneath the dull it as a thing fallen from heaven with every
which Father Kearney admits. But Father reddish light of an oil lamp. This strange word and stop complete ; but by the Bible
Kearney objects that the public schools afford and horrible association was brought to light they meant the Eoglish version. ' Where
only secular, worldly education. True, but by the energetic opposition interposed by a you do open un,' said an old _Dissenter once
as the masses are to be fitted for secular pur- man in Saratoi when his mother and sister to me, 'there read un.' But now where is
suits and not for the priesthood, secular endeavored to strangle his sick wife. He this old belief ? As st.rong as ever possibly
education is necessary to their welfare, and called in the authorities, who hav already among the elder ones, but what about the

young ? How can the doctrin of verbal inspiration stand in the presence of a parallel
New Testament with two different texts
ranged side by side? The Wesleyans find
their favorit passages grievously transmogrified with 'Turn again,' or 'Turn,' for' Be
converted.' The Baptists find one of their
loci classici removed to the margin, and another seriously maimed."
TrrE Rev. Jo. Cook is a bawling mountebank, whose advocacy of any cause is
enough to condemn it,. and whose opposition
to any cause is prima facie evidence that the
cause is worthy of the support. of respectable men. " I say come on with your
schemes of confiscation and forced loans,"
screams this reverend blatherskite from his
perch in Tremont Temple; "come on with
your graded income taxes and irredeemable
currency, under universal suffrage, and if
you are sufficiently frank in proclaiming
the doctrins of your ringleaders, then, under
military necessity, and even here in the
United States, we must get rid of universal
suffrage, and we shall! Rather than allow
these things we shall hav one of the fiercest
of civil wars." "We," Jo Cook and his
tongue-combination everlasting of brass and
leather-propore to do wonders if the world
holds out. But why, Jo Cook, do you yell at
Anarchists for wishing to overthrow a government that displeases them, and with that
same unruly mouth of yours proclaim your
intention of overthrowing the government if
it displeases you? You aberrant and enormous ass, what do you mean by your dithyrambic debacchation? You conductitious
windbag of podag:rous Plutus, who do you
think you are?- Winated Pres8,
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f/Iomtqunications.
The Church and its Inftuence.
Draper says Latin Christianity is responsible for
the condition of Europe from the fourth to the sixteenth century. The church has always claimed that
the world was indebted to her for its morals; yet the
historian informs us that at one time in England
there were one hundred thousand women made dissolute by the clergy. The idea of the church being
a great moral teacher can hardly be reconciled with
its insatiable lust for gold. The methods of the
church hav been reduced to a perfect system for
profit and plunder. For gold she has sold licenses
for the commission of the blackest crimes, murder included, while Christianity held all Europe under
sway, when the happiest results should hav been
looked for. The people lived in rude huts, which
would not now be considered fit for our domestic
animals. Men, women, and children slept in the
same room, and dogs, fowls, and pigs were frequently
joint occupants. · Their houses are described as
''dens of pollution, swarming with vermin." Their
food consisted of black bread and the coarsest vegetables, and even the barks of trees. Their clothing
was frequently wisps of straw twisted or tied around
the body. Human flesh was sometimes cooked and
sold in the market. Epidemics were frequent, and
the death-rate terrific. In 1258 fifteen thousand died
in the city of London.
The poor bad no medical treatment except holy
relics and shrine cures. In every part of Europe
offices were filled with ecclesiastics, who were noted
for voluptuousness and gluttony. There was a
double government-a local government and a church
government, the local government always dominated
by ecclesiastics. The revenues of the local government rarely equaled the revenues of the church;
chw·cb dignitanes vied with each other in regard to
the number of slaves they possessed. The country
swarmed with beggars, while a vagabond clergy
strolled from place to place with indulgences and
poly relics, sucking up what little remained of the
people's substance. All ambition for learning died
out. There were no schools except for the education
of church dignitaries. The church, instead of educating the people, depende.d on their ignorance for
its revenues. Ignorance was believed to be the
mother of devotion-and a devoted class they were,
but not to the interests of human kind. ·
No attention was paid to highways. Journeys
could not be safely undertaken. Every swamp. and
forest was thronged with Christian highwaymen.
The robber would insist that the victim should say
his prayers before having his throat cut. How could
there be safety when the church was selling indulgences for thett and robbery? Such crimes were not
as likely to be punished as heresy. Travel consisted
mostly in pilgrims straggling to shrine or sacred
relic.
·
Prayers of the priests were depended upon to
keep epidemics from cities reeking with filth. The
general ignorance was such that the people believed
that the prayers of the priests could influence the
weather and deliver them from impending calamities.
· At one time a peculiar disease broke out among
the people. It raged with great virulence, and went
from the highest church dignitary to the lowest beggar. Shrine cures and holy relics failed to reach
the case. Ecclesiastics laid it to a certain taint in the
atmosphere. Certain it is that if the clergy had been
faithful to their vows of chastity they would not bav
been reduced to the most loathsome objects, as thousands of them were.
The relic business was carried to the most ludicrous extent that could be imagined. The savior's
crown of thorns was on exhibition at many different
places at the same time. Spears which pierced his
side were on exhibition at numerous places. In
short, such was the power of the priesthood and
such the ignorance of the people that their money
could be extorted wihh anything which had the
smack of sanctity.
Much of the property belonged to the church,
which recognized no law except its own enactments.
It virtually held the power of life and death over
'the people. Places were given to those who would
do the most for the church. Though Christianity
had its origin among the meek and lowly, the poor
no more expected preferment than so many swine.
Bribery and fraud were practiced without a blush.
Licenses, indulgences, and places were in the market,
and at any time to be had for money.
The clergy joined in tfte hot scramble, and thought
only of turning their spiritual ministries and sacraments into profit. Purgatory was becoming depopulated on account of indulgences. The church had
become a monarchy, and the Inquisition rendered its
power irresistible. To oppose the church was to
meet death by fire. The more the church grew in
power the more atrocious it became.
To be accused was equal to a death-warrant. One
was not allowed even to know the name of his accuser, nor could he ha.v any legal adviser. He was

tortured on suspicion. The Inquisition never: le~ed
to pity. The family of the accused was disgra~ed
and ruined, and his property confiscated to ennch
the church. Places in the church were sold at auction. Priestly robes were only covers for wickedness.
The priest was the real ruler of the hou~ehold.
At every marriage, birth, and death the serviCes of
the priest were indispensable. There was but one
policy, and that was the aggrandizement of the
church. The individual, the family, and the state
were swallowed up by the church. Nothing was
done to advance civilization, or ameliorate the conclition of the masses.
For more than a thousand years Europe did worse
than t,o stand still; she actually went backward.
Every attempt at intellectual development was throttied, until the people became as ignorant as beasts.
At one- time it was estimated that ninety per cent of
the people could not write their own names. Ignoranee, insufficient clothing, filth, improper food, and
inadequate shelter brought their harvests of pestilences. Our population doubles in about twenty-five
Under Christian rule the population of
years.
Europe did not double in, a thousand years. During
these years of poverty, pestilence, and death never
did the world see more magnificent churches; never
were church dignitaries so fat and well-fed. While
this was the condition of those favored by the
church, thousands of the neglected poor Jay on beds
of sickness, with no physician or ·medicin except the
mummery of the priest.
This condition of things throughout Europe should
be taken as a fair test of the unopposed workings of
ecclesiastical rule, During these centuries of ignoranee and suffering 1he church was not only the
power behind the throne, but the throne itself.
Such are the consequences, of ignoring the useful
and proper things of this earth and turning the sole
attention to an imaginary kingdom; such the consequences .of starving both mind and body to find
favor with redeemers, Virgins, arid dead saints; such
the consequences of a belief in prayers, infallible
ecclesiastics, revelations, Gods, Ghosts, supernatural
remedies, holy relics, shrines, and miracles.
The secret of the despotic po~er of the church
finds its root in the belief that God has written his
will in a book which contains all the knowledge needful for man; that whenever a man acts differently
from what is laid down in the book, he acts contrary
to God's will, and therefore deserves hell-and forthwith the believers in the book proceed to administer
it. Thus we are constantly drawn back as by the
power of a magnet to the ignorance and superstition
of three thousand years ago.
The effect is to rob a man of his independence,
and put a quietus on human progress; in short, to
forbid mau ever to rise above the ignorant age in
which his so-called "divine will" originated. This is
demonstrated by the condition of Europe for more
than a thousand years-held spell-bound by a
dominant church and a designing priesthood.
If I am to be reduced to a state of ignorance and
slavery, I care but little whether it is in the name of
a devil or a. reputed savior. Even the priests and
ministers of to-day are not satisfiPd unless they are
forging chains to enslave the mind. Somebody must
be on his knees, or in tears, or at the confessional, or
in a penitential mood. Some must be harassed with.
the fear of hell or the danger of losing heaven. Will
men ever learn that their highest duty is to their
kind, to make the most and best of this life? It is
man, and not God, who most needs our help.
II we are doomed to hell, fretting over the situation will not help us. But it will be found in the
end that he will get the most hell and do the least
good in the world who frets the most about the
danger of losing heaven.
The baleful influence of the church cannot be better exemplified than in the conquests of Mexico and
Peru by the Christian Spaniards. They overthrew a
heathen civilization and planted Christianity in its
stead. But, 0 ye lovers of justice and humanity,
witness the change! These countries were ruined by
these. Christian conquerors-plunged into anarchy
and finally reduced to slavery.
Whichever way the murderous columns were
headed, they were preceded by the cross. The
priest and the crucifix were necessary appendages
to every plundering expedition. At the behest of
the minions of the church these unoffending nations
were robbed of incalculable treasure, most of which
ultimately found its way into the coffers of the
church.
In the name of God they murdered these helpless
people until the country was deluged in blood and
the soil made rich with decaying carcasses. Such
acts of brutality, such deep-laid plans of treachery,
all in the name of heaven, are recorded on but very
few pages Qf history.
These Christian conquerors found a people well up
in learning and the arts; rich in agricultural products and mineral wealth; with a government well
adapted to their advanced condition-a free and independent people. In the name of God, and through
he instigation of the supporters of the church, these

empires were overturned. All that remained ·of
these a!lvanc,ed peoples and fertil and prosp~rm:ts
countries were blood bones ashes, and slavery. But
.they found them he~then~they left them Christi~n. ,.
Of course, in the "sigh~ of the Christians' God one. Ig·
norant, · blqQdthirsty Christian .is of more conse~
quence then ten thousand intelligent, prosperous
heathen.
When the art of printing was introduced, of
course the church must manifest its blind stupidity
as· usual.
When it is considered that millions of Bibles are
printed and distributed by the church; that every
Christian denomination has its papers and periodicals; that. religious books, pamphlets; and tracts.
are as plenty as snowilakes in winter, one would
think that tte church would hav hailed the art of
printing as the greatest blessing to the race. Not
so. The early printers were denounced by the
church and accused of being in league with the ·
devil, and for a long time no book could be printed
without a permit from the church. Before a book
could be published it must .be duly examined by a
certain number of clergymen and a certificate obtained that it was a godly and orthodox book. For
years nobody dare publish a book, under heavy penalties, without a license from the church.
Learned societies were discouraged and even suppressed by the church. Some of those societies began to apply the same rigid rules to the dogmas of
the church that they did to the investigation of other
matters. The church had nothing to rely on but the
Bible and miracles. Such proof did not satisfy the
societies, and to settle the difficulty the church suppressed the societies-one as late as 1657.
When science began to teach t<hat ill-ventilated
houses, improper food, filth and dirt, were bids for
pestilences, the church replied that" pestilences we:re
visitations from God for the sins of the wicked."
Any attempt to palliate the sufferings and improve
the condi_tion of woman was· looked upon as a crime.
It was asserted that God had pronounced a curse
upon her, and to alleviate her pains and smooth the
rugged road which she was called to travel was to
thwiU"t the will of God.
When better houses,· better food, and cleanlier
raiment began to giv longer life and better health,
the church claimed that man was becoming vain and
puffed up with pride, and that his vanities and luxuries found no parallel in the life of the meek and
lowly savior, and to fare better than he was to expose them to the dangers of hell. A pair of leather
breeches worn for years without cleansing, often
greabed to keep them from chafing, then plentifully
perfumed to neutralize the unpleasant odor, was far
more acceptable to the average Christian than garments which could be easily washed and often
changed. The theory seemed to be that the more a
Christian stunk on earth the happier be would be in
heaven.
Up to the sixteenth century, and e.ven later, it was
a cardinal doctrin of the church that it was wicked
to hav any enjoyment; that the life of Christ was a
scene of suffering; tnat he was a man of sorrows;'
that the more men suffered the more they were like
Christ and the surer they were to meet, him at the
right band of God. This world counted as nothing
-it" was all a fleeting show." "Dark and stormy
is the desert through which pilgrims make their
way" was the burden of the Christian song.
Men tortured themselvs by fasting and starving;
smiles were regarded as the devil's wrinkleR; sick~
ness was believed to bring one nearer to God; in'
short, to liv decent lives and enjoy some degree of
comfort was to forget God and serve the devil. The
life of Blaise Pascal is a case in point, and it is a
curious case to consider. One of the finest intellects
that France ever produced had this suffering mania
so impressed upon his mind by early church education
that for years he lived on the coarsest fan•, suffered
every privation; even wore a leather girdle around
him filled with little, irritating spikes until his body
became a festering mass; and when the pa.in was not
sufficiently acute he would push the spikes into the
living flesh with his arms, to keep him constantly reminded of the sufferings of Christ. In short, to gain
heaven he was for years committing a slow, painful
suicide. The "Thoughts" of Pascal are a great tressure in the church to-day. He was one of the most
acute mathematical reasoners of his day. France
could boast of but very few families who were the
mental superiors of the Pascal family. Yet such was
the debasing influence of Christian teaching that
they believed in ghosts, witches, shrine cures,
demons, and all the rest of tpe silly trash to the end
of the Christian chapter.
If Christian teaching could thus degrade and debase the first intellects of France, 1 ask the intelligent reader to ask hi91self what must hav been the
condition of the ignorant masses. Is it any wonder
that they depended upon priests, and prayers, and
shrine cures, and that filth and disease mowed down
their harvests of victims 1
Finally it began to dawn upon the minds of a few
of the more knowing that to produce- better men
there must be better conditions. Somehow, in spite
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and pulled me out of the office while yet I was talk-~· of my knowledge and judgment. On the 18th of
ing to his assoc.i~tes. This was the second cold treat- August last. J. C. Patterson; police-justice of Ocean
ment, and I felt It very keenly. I quietly went home Grove, pulled me hy roy arm from the crowd and put
and in that uneasy state of mind I wrote him a let~ me forcibly into the ferry-boat and sailed rue off
ter which I hope the United States press will ask across the lake to Asbury Pt~.rk, saying that if I
him to produce before the public.
should be seen within the limits of Ocean Grove
. I hav not kept a copy of it. However, I will giv again I would be a~rested and locked up. As I knew
1ts substance as below: "That I hav not come fo this that I was committing no offense, but simply answercountry in se~rch of any religious truth, and that ing the questions at~ked by respectable laches and
the differences m point of religious beliefs are delU!~iv gentlemen, next day, as usual, I went to Ocean
and of human origin; that ultimately there is to be Grove to hear the sermon in the auditorium. It
a combination of all religions, languages, and nation- being too early, I took a seat on one of the back
ali ties; that, in order to facilitate and expedite that benches and was reading the daily paper, when all on
grand object of the supreme power, men hav to a sudden a police corporal approached me and said
abandon all prejudices against race, creed, and color; that the chief of police wanted to see me in the court.
that the Constitution of the United States and the I immediately followed him and found that there
Declaration of Independence are the corner-stones of were only three there. The corporal read me the
the future superstructure of the unity of man in God, warrant and then Justice Patterson read the two
-and that therefore, as an additional a~usement to affidavits, one bemg that of one T: P. Summers and
the visitors of Ocean Grove, I wish to open a San- the other that of the janitor, whose atli.Javits were
scrit school and a class of oriental philosophy, for kept ready written. Dr. Stokes'~:~ affidavit (which I
which I hope you will not deny me the permission. see in THE TRUTH SEEKER) was not read to me.
and 11: lot for a ~emporary ten.t." Such, or nearly
I denied all the charges, but immediately the comsuch, 1s the wordmg and meanmg of my letter. I mitment was written aud handed over to the cormailed it, and it :was received by him the next day.
poral without even readiug it to me. I was simply
The Victim Tells His Story.
When I saw him again, be said that he had re- told to follow the corporaL I quietly did so for fear
It was in the month of November 1884 that the ceived my letter, and that it was full of nonsense. of being bandcn:ffed. I did not ret~i::~t any procedure,
ship Va~iant, of Rajah Gauput Lingh, of' Calcutta, Meanwhile Mr. Joshee came to see me, and stayed arid, therefore, el:!caped that dtsgrace. The t~tage was
arrived m the harbor of New York. I was on board with . me for a· fortnight. I showed him round ready at the duor, audit took me and my body guard
that ship till she lay there for about a month and a in Asbury Park and Ocean Grove. One day, to .he railway depot. We got into the traiu, aud in
. half. The first cold wave of the month of December while we both were walkin()' on the Sf;la beach in our about two hours I was trau::~ferred from the pew of
dissipated all my hopes of making the North my nativ costumes, two ladt;'S greeted us, and asked the auditorium to the lonely cell at Freehold jail, to
home, and I took steamer for New Orleans. There I what were our beliefs. When they heard that we undergo there, as I under~:~tood, thirty dayt~' }JUUtl:!hstayed for eighteen months. lVIr. Sol Stern, of the w~re uncon;rerted Hindoos, they s~tid to e!l.ch other meat at hat·d labor. The Freehold aLithuntte"' ~ho
New Orleans Moss ginnery, and Mr. George Purve,., that they would save two soull:l. They very ear- had seen me and heard me t~peak in O..:ean Grove Imof the sash facto~y, proved very_good frieuds to me. nestly asked us to follow them to their house, and mediately came to vi::~it me m jail, thus provmg that
I worked and lived very comfortably under their we did so.. They sang and pra red for us for ab"Jut the laymen of America are mure reliJIOLI:! th11.u tll.e
patronage. The editor of the Times-Dmwcrat, Mr. an hour, and then asked each of us separately how church people of Ocet~.n G,-ove. Tne jud,stJ, the
Whitney, and the secretary and members of the we felt. My friend said that be felt as U'iual, and ::~heriff, aud the jailor all t~ylllpathized Wtt!l me, and
Young Me';l's Christian Association, of that city, myself the same. When their enthusia'lm of savin()' !:!atd that they would soon try to etl'.:n.:t my rele<~.:!e.
were very kmd and hospitable. I used to pass my· the souls was over, we told them calmly that we wer~ They sttid that as soon as the papers of iny ca:1e
evenings and bol~days i~ their ~leasant company. not in search of salvation or any religious truth. I should I.Je received from O...:ean Gruve I would be reThey used to enJOY the mforrnatwn they received then introduced Mr. J Jsbee as a lecturer, and asked lea!:!ed. Tne Ocean Grove apo:~to.ill magi::~trate:~, huwfrom me on the Hindoos and their beliefs. I bav them if they could get up any engagements for him. ever, detaiueJ. the record; tor five d!tyt~, auu on the
also spoken there in public meetin"'s, 'and occasion- They very readily consented, and, with the usual 24th fur warded them to Freel!otd. .l!,ur five days
ally contributed to the 'l'irnes-.De•nr~crat. A"! soon as generosity and promptit~de of American ladies, they my friends at A:~bury P!trk dtd nut know what bttd
I went there I opened an account with the Germania · succeeded in getting up two engagements. When bellome of me. My particutll.r friend aud patron, Mr.
Savings Bank of that place. The account is still the lectures were delivered (one being on religion .\I. S. Gould, the mayor of A~bury PMk, came to
running. On the face of all these facts, ons of the and the other on the social manners and the cuR- visit rue in the jail and offered to pay all the expeuses
Christians of Ocean Grove has been pleased to pub- tom'.! of the Hindoo~), some of the ladies expressed for my relea"e. Tnus I was l!bt~rated ~>n the 2!;,h,
lisb in the N .3W York Sun of the 29th of last August o~inions that, if such WP;re the Hi?doos. a~d t~eit· before the new~; of ~y commitment for allegdd L>.asthat I had been stranded in New Orleans by missin<Y fatth, there was no necessity of sendmg misswnarieR, phemy and ob:~tructtug re,Igwus t~ervwe~:~ W!l.::! pubmy steamer for New Yo.rk, and that I had appealed to India at ~east. _This went to the notice of Dr. lished in the Nt:lW Yurk paper:~, after .t~ix day~:~' tmto a gentlenian ·for a five-cent postaD"e-stamp for a Stokes, who Immedmtely sent word to the at·raug. pn"ouwent. Smce then I llav been staymg at A.~bury
·foreign letter. On readin"' the said is~ue of the New ing ladie3, Mrs. Iuskip and Mt·s. Brooks, that no f'ark. I applied for a copy of my recur..! to thd OJ.,aa
York fJ,tn it will be seen that tcle Methodist bas very more engagements should be got up for the uncon- Gl'ove authonttes as well a:~ to the Freehold ll.ULiloringeniously p~aced the story as if told by a stranO'er ver~ed Hindoo:~' lectures. The ladies communieat.ed tties, but I received no repty from etther. I aLU ~pad
who had been at Ocean Gt'ove to vi~it me. N~w the message to us, and said that unless we should re- to see that Tru: TRUTH SEEKER has pl'Ocured wu"'~ of
this stran~er was DO other than Mr. Go pal Vinayak nounce the Hin~oo faith they could do no more for the doCLllllentl:!, aUll. tllUI:! ha:; pill.lled. the trutll bdfore
,Josbee, of Bombay, who bas been lecturing in the us. ·we then bid them good-bye, and _went home. the graud tnbunal of the press. I fut·tht:lr hupt:l that
North and ·west, from San Francisco to New York. Next day I went and saw some of the proprietors of the public press of the Umted State:! wui ma.ke a deNo sooner did I read the Ocean Grove version in the the different hotels, and arranged a coui·se of leetures waud for the production of my letter to D1·. !::lLukes,
said issue than I wrote a letter to the editor of the for :!VIr. Joshee. The guests as well ag the propri- and my reply to the New York Sun's corret~ponclent
New York Sun protesting against the false state- etors were pleased with the information they received of Oeean·Grove, who::~e false statements I hav a reament, but that gentleman bas not been pleased to of t~e fo_rei~n . countries. Mean while 1\fr. J oshee ~:~~n to resent more than th" treatment at the hands
publish my letter. Mt·. .Toshee has never been to reGetved mv1tatwns from Sa.ratoga and Rochester, of the Ocea11 Grove pastors.
New Odeans as yet. We both left India in 1884 N. Y., and when be left me I continued the same
Dear sir, I do not wish to call upon my offenders
A.nd took different routes; Mr. Josbee, via China and course. In nearly ten hotels at Ocean. Grove and to answer in· the court of justice where ouly a few
.T a pan, lauded at San Francisco, and I, via Cape about fifteen in AsburJ: Park I spoke and. gave par- at the bar and the bench uav their yea or nay; I
of G:Jod Hope, at New York. ·we were thus sepa- lor lectures. When thts went to the nottce of Dr. would be sati!:!fied if the maje::Jty of the united pre:;s
rated for over two years, and were anxious to meet Stokes, _he .sen~ me word through John C. Patter- of this grand republic shou,d take up the. case and
each other. In June last I found myself out of work son, poltce·JUStlCe, that, by my p<trlor lectures, I was di::Jcus,; once for all whether sullll a combtnatwn of
on account of the destruction of the factory in New un~ermining the beliefs of the Ocean Grove c?ngr~- cllurch and state should be allowed in tile great
Orleans, and, summer being a dull season therE) I gatwn, and that I should cease at once lecturmg In future of this free country. One hundred Buch
came North with a view of meeting IYir. Joshee 'as Ocean Grove. I paid Dl> heed to this message, inas- monopolies like Ocean Grove, of the dtffordnt denomwell as finding some situation. As soon as I an·i~ed much as I was taking the permission of the propri- inations of Christianity, will i()'uore the ~:~ptrit of the
in Asbury Park I found something to do.· 1\'Ir. M. S. etor, and announcing my subject beforehand to the Cun:;titution of the Uuited !::l~ate::l, and tile buasted
Gould, the mayor of this place, has been very kind guests, as" Hmdoos and Their B3liefil'' The time freeJum of thougllt anJ speed1; and It will be seen
to me since our first visit. But the case is different of my lectures was always after 8 or~ P.M., and so that tlle phyt~W1tt slavety of the past w1H ba rewith. the people of Ocean Grove. One d1y while I n~ver encr~ached upon the time of then· church ser- p.alled by the ruure lumen table :~pmtual buud~~.ge of
was engaged in my work some three tall-hatted gen· VICe~. Besides, I hav myself attended almost all the the i1nperceptibly creeptng future. Tile funhcomtremen approached me, and, looking at my dt·ess and servwes, whenever I cottld find time, to hear their in" auuual Congre:1::1 of the Secular U uion t1huu!d
features, asked my antecendents, nationality, and sermons. and lectures in the auditoriu~, and when pa~s resolution::~ asking the Umted !::lLates Cunbeliefs. On bearing that I was a Hinduo, and an un- the serviCes were ove: liberal-minded la•hes and gen- gress not to istme any more charter~:~ to clerical a;soconverted Hindoo, and that I had no faith in the so- ~lem~n bav always gtven me a shak_e-hand, and hav etatious authoriztn;5' to build up to.vus where the
called Christian missionaries in India, one of the mqmred about. myself. and my belief:>. I used to characteristic::~ of this free couutry shall be blotted
three tumed his back coldly on me and walked away, a_nswer all their queBtwns according to my com·ic- out with impuntty. Tlle~:~e religious assemblies are
while the oth~r two were still questioning and listen- twns, and when they found that my statements _dtf- to all intere:;t~:~ and purposes speculativ bodte:<, their
inO' to me patiently. SLtbaequently I came to know fered from what they hav been taught to beheve whole town betn•' cuusiJered to be one churcll and
th~t they were the pastors as well as the peace about the Hindoos, they se~wed to be more inter- it::~ premises; they practice buying and ~:~ehiug nght
officers of the Oc1ean Grove combination of etate and ested, and my strange hat m the cen~er naturally in the church, aud yet they cJatru to preach tue duechurch, and that the first one was the president of dre~ arou~d a l~rger ct·?w~. BLl_t thi_s was never trin::~ of Cnri:;t. It is str!tnge that the :;electt!u and
the Ollean Grove Camp-meeting Association. Ou the durmg then· serviCe:> nor mstde their bUildmgs.
elected members of the Cuugre:;s should ue wade
Sunday following, while I was passing the AssociaHowever, Dt·. Stokes did not like to see his follow- perfect dupe:~ by a handful of Bible sharpers. Nut
tion office, the president, De. Stokes, called me and ers speaking to an uubeliever, and often told them to only hav they been allowed to build Ne.v Jemsalellls,
took me by the baud in the offi,~e room where some go home. But when he found that his :fl.uck dtd not but alt~o they hav been supplied With tile rod of tlle
other gentlemen were sitting. He introduced me to obey his mandates outside the church premises, be magistrate as well a:; tlle counter of a baukrupt.
them by the following significant sentence, " Here either sent his janitor or came himself to me and Tiley du not hesitate to pass the hat at the end of
comes Bombay to make a bow to Ocean Grove," pulled me by my arm out of the crowd and told rne each service farce. It is no use bringing ~:~uch peuple
upon wbic~ I s~id_ that I am but a poor, insig:nificant to go home, and I silently walked away. S11ch scenes before the cottrt for their rash _acts, but it i:1 uelld:!·
Hmdoo, still chngmg to my old ancestral faith, and excited the sympathy and curio'lity of the people the t;ary that no more such a cotnbmattou of state, b.wk,
that I do not d~serve the honor due to my country, more, and almost every day succe:~sivly for four or aud clmwh btl created or allowed tu be crcll.ted L>y
nation, and religion. There again a short discussion five days, the people fLJCked round me and asked the UuiteJ !::lL11.tes Cuw;titution.
took place, and when Dr. Stokes found that I was in several que:~tions on the religion, politic:>, aud society
:::1. GoVINDA Ro.v S.1.TTAY.
110 way to be moved he took me again by my arm of my country. I used to answer them all to the pest
Asbury Park, N. J., Sept. 17, 1886.
of the teaching of the church, that Christianity was
the grand panacea for all the ills of life, it came to be
partly understood that pove,rty, ignorance, and
squalor were the hotbeds of crime and disease. It
_was only when. the people began to doubt "that
plagues and pestilences were '>'visitations from God"
. that b_etter conditi_ons were sought for.
It 1s D;ext to Impossible for the people at the
present time to understand how the masses, high
and low, of that day were hedged in by the infernal
hag of superstition.
In the year 1600, the same year that Bruno was
burnt at Rome, ~ trick horse was put on exhibition.
The horse was mdicted and tried before a regular
court, fouud guilty of being possessed of the devil
and sentenced to be burnt. And the sentence wa~
actually executed.
.The man who ,discovered the philosophy of. 'the
Tambow ~as put m prison and kept there until the
day of his death. In his coffin be was brought bef~re an eccl~siastical court and tried for heresy, and
hts body, with a lot of heretical books was devoured
by the flames.
' JoaN PECK
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
'
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Ullr~ Jlm~rican ~~cular IJ.nion.

in spite of all that he had done, and was entitled to
justice; and the magnanimity of Thomas Paine w~s
simply. sublime. He braved the scaffold itself m
mder to defend the rights of his enemy. Let the
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
Liberals of to-day follow that illustrious example; let
Vice-Presidents:
themreread"TheRightsofMan;" letthemgetatthe
CHARLEs WATTS,
HORACE BEAVER,
JOHN E. REMSBURG,
WILLIAM ALGIE,
real facts of this trial at Chicago, and understand,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
.RoBERT C. ADAMS,
not that eight men with such and such opinions are
MATTIE P. KBEKEL,
TITUS L. BROWN,
JAMES PARTON,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
on trial, but that the rights of man are on trial; th~t
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Sec.,
CoUBTLANDT PALMER, Treas.,
these rights hav been disregarded, and t~ere IS
33 Clinton Place, New York.
850 Broadway, New York.
0RABLES B. REYNOLDS,
E. M. MAODO~ALJ?·
danger of the commission ·of a terrible cnme, .a
Chair. Ex. Com.
Oharr. Fm. Com.
judicial murder, to the disgrace of our country and
to the joy of every ecclesiastical and political tyr!ID-t
The Campaign Fund.
in the world. This has been a trial by tbeologw~
Previously acknowledged ............................... .. $3,401.63 and church methods. It is backed by the Christians
Belding Secular Union (per 0. F. Webster) ....... .
18.00 and preachers, and the same methods, with a jury
Charles Ostrom .............................................. .
1.00 of clergymen like Rev. Blackwell, would h~g ev~ry
Amos Fvnstermacher ....................................... .
l.Ou Infidel in the land. There will be no dtssentmg
Ge'lrge W. Briggs .......................................... .
1.00
voice among Freethinkers when the facts are known,
Total............................................. $3,422.63 and I honor with all my heart the courageous and
PLEDGES PAID.-Chicago Secular Union, balance of pledge dear-sighted course of THE TRUTH SEEKER and Mr.
$10.
Stevens and the Chicago Liberals almost to a manand woman, too. The working people here are
News aml Notes.
thoroughly indignant, and if these men are hung it
A few words to the "printer's devil." The sins o- will create an intense feeling, and the consequences
o.ms.;lon, I beheve, are greater than those of comf, will be simply incalculable. It is judicial blindne~s,
mt::~>~ion, awl what will not the aforesaid individual madness, as well as crime, to hang these men. It will
sutl"er? Hts tnn,; are great. I will explain that I did be an appalling tragedy. I believe that right in the
w>t ::~ay w the i::~sue of Sept. 25th, in ''News and focus of this trial is a great crisis for the American
NJLes." IJ'v:u Crolllwell, Ia., that Mrs. Truman was people. It is a combat of despotism with liberty.
t.ne st::~ter vf .\ir,;. A meda Green, but her daughter,
I must expre~s myself on this matter, for the deepand the <->ISLer ul F. Q. G1een. I wish thus to cor- est principles of our Freethought movement are inrect THt<: TRUTH ::lEEKER's roll of names.
volved. The issue cannot be evaded.
Bo umcl.t f,H. t·e1umiscence. Forward again. Into
The world rolls on, however, and day and night
the big ~at.y uf Clucago I plunge; and a btg city it is, mingle all along our path. Friday evening, Septemand, llke t.ue :.\lormou's god, it is "growr?g bigger ber 24th, we had a pleasant sociable at the rooms of
every day." It has changed wonderfully _m the last he Union, and I was glad to meet so many good
twenty yea,rs. Here is where I studied theology; friends-Mr. Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman and
amid these roaring streets. I can scarcely compre- her daughterR, Mrs. Foster and Mrs. Le Page, who
bend tb,e folly of that period of my life, when I was are true inheritors of talent, Mr. Frankel, Mr. Card,
trying to "look up" and thought there was a God in Mr. Magie and daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Rivers, Mr.
heaven and that John Calvin was his next-door and Mrs. Chas. Ostrom, of Nekoma, who came one
neighbor. I took a survey of the building where I hundred and forty miles to attend the lectures; Dr.
wasted so much precious time. I might as well hav Reynolds, who is eighty years old, and does not look
been in jail. Theology is a thief and robber. It over fifty-a good example that I mean to follow.
lays its ghostly hand upon the golden moments and What is the use of looking old, even if you hav to
they become as nothing. If I had invested my little grow old~ Others were present, and we had recitamoney in corner-lots instead of theology and Hebrew, tions, singing, etc., by Mrs. M. A. Freeman, Mr.
I should to-day be a much richer and happier man. Card, Mr. Frankel, etc. · Miss Lizzie Magie gave her
It was with melancholy disgust that I looked upon brilliant little poem entitled, "The Inquirer," pubthat prison-house of hope. and as I saw a few theo- lished in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, and Mrs. Ella
logical students flitting about, how I did pity their Le Page gave her sparkling anti-theological jeu
worthless apprenticeship to the trade of ignorance! d'esprit, "No Name," and Dr. Reynolds. brought
I turned to the busy streets to look upon real men down the house with three rounds on his "Crow
and women and take some consolation in the fact Song," and everything went off -like the dancing,
that I hav a few years left for this world.
with musical vigor. I myself entered the entrancing
Llfe in Chicago is much like that of New York. It circle and kept tune to the rippling notes, although I
is a whirl of immense and invigorating forces. Just didn't always keep step. My feet, like my head, are
now the Anarchists' £rial is in the minds of all. It is not exactly orthodox, and will take a different turn
one of those things that will not down, for principles from the rest of mankind.
of infinit importance are involved. If I can believe
I gave lectures Sunday afternoon and evening. In
those in whom I hav the greatest confidence, a huge the evening the hall was full, and we had quite a
and terrible injustice has been done, and a deep and lively discussion of the question presented, '' Amerdeadly blow struck at human liberty. According to ican Democracy." .It was participated in by General
the published statement of the mayor of Chicago Trumbull, Dyer Lum Mr. Simpson, Mr. Moore, Mr.
himself, this has been so, for he says he did that Stevens, etc., and the' ideas of each were vigorously
which in England would hav dethroned Victoria. expressed. There were differences of opinion, of
Has it come to this that the American people will course, as there should be among those who think
allow· such an abuse of power1 The tone of the for· themselvs.
.
.
I was surprised and delighted to meet so many
newspapers on this question is simply astounding.
I almost think I am in Russia, and that these editors friends from afar off as I did at the Sunday meeting.
are writing at the dictation of the czar. The trial of Chicago is indeed the hub of the universe. Boston
the Anarchists has been simply a form of "lynch will hav to resign. Chicago is the true cosmopolitan
law." If they are hung, it will be by a "snap judg- center, where all the world does come. · It waves
ment." The jury was a vigilance committee. It was Aladdin's. wand and everybody is present.
prejudiced from the beginning. The men on trial
Who did I meet first of all but George Maddocks,
were presumed to be guilty, and in order to escape of Canada 1 And then right on his heels came Dr.
were obliged to prove their innocence. It makes my Greer, of Utah; and then Dr. Jones, of Pennsylvania,
blood boil with indignation to see such a flagrant now of Evanston; and then Mr. Newkirk, of Ludviolation of all principles of justice and liberty. The low, IlL; W. C. Howard, of Volo, and Dr. J. Howverdict of the jury is an outrage and a disgrace. I ard, of McHenry, and their wives; and Mr. George,
do not see how any Liberal, when he thoroughly un- of Burlington, and J. W. Ward, of Postville, Iowa;
derstands the circumstances, can defend it for a and Mrs. Stella Campbell, of Butte City, Montana,
single moment. It is not the opinions of these men and others whom I hav already mentioned; Mr. and
that are now involved, but the rights of these men, Mrs. Chas. Ostrom, etc., of Nekoma, Ill., etc. Here
and so the rights of universal humanity, the rights of were Montana, Utah, Pennsylvania, Canada, Iowa;
every citizen. These rights hav been trampled upon, and representativs from various parts of Illinois, all
and I, for one, utter my indignant protest against here in the Secular Union of Chicago, and I shall
these despotic methods. I admire the splendid not soon forget this cordial gathering from so many
courage of Mr. Stevens, Mrs. Freeman, General! places. I felt as if I was shaking hands with all the
Trumbull, and other friends here who hav defend'ed continent when I greeted these many friends.
these men's rights against a vast popular clamor.
In a place like Chicago, where everyone seems to
Mr. Stevens is totally opposed to the opinions of the hav his own method, and organizations are innumerAnarchists. He has fought them on the arena of able, the difficulties are great, but the Secular Union
intellectual debate. These men withdrew from the goes on in spite of all, and Chicago is a fightingSecular Union because the Union was opposed to point that I like to visit. It is full of energy and
their methods. We do not defend the ideas of these electric movement. It is a focus of immense activmen, but we d.J defend their rights, which are as sacred ities, and even amid the breath of opposition one
as our own. Mr St.evenR and THE TRUTH SEEKER see finds the Pxhilaration of abundant life.
·
this ciearly. Tuey pierc~ to the root u-f the •uatter.
From Chicago I come to Belding, Mich. Here I
They staud exadly wht-:re Tuumas Paine Ht.ood when find myself among wo· •ded hills and green fields.
hP oppm;ed th'"' PXP"IItJnn of t.he king. anrl wa'l him- and on the pleasant Platte river, which, summer and
ae
coudremned to death for his bold attitud, .8 winter, punm~s the even tenor of its way with but
t."n•)·ua-; Pitt••e d, I uu1 ,j.,, · <d r.u.., idea::~ or raeL11 dv little deviation-never dry, and seldom flooded
of the k•n~. FI~ HI la.r ·d I ~a, 1 in op.>O::~ition t
This is a good country, esp~cially for wheat, and the
~lleB; > 1 H lilt·'· •g u · t1 ( ;; te { •lj 1 L l ··i5ht . farmers are prosperous. The buildings are elegant
1

I and_ substantial. B~lding is ju~t now hav~ng ~boom;·
A silk. man~actor;r Is to ?e bu~t, and this will help

make_ It qmte: a hvely _little mty, and· th~ b?w of
proz~ns ar~h.es Its tumbling water p~wer, whwh IBone
of tlie best m the st~te.
.
On Wednesd~y, m_t~e cool and bracm~ atmosphere, I went with William Knott, of B~ldmg, ?ver
to Grattan to see_ Converse Close, the pat1ent p}lllos-

oph~r, who has been. confined for about ~fteen years.

to _his h?use,_ not bemg able to do any kmd of work.
~till_he _Is ~nght ~~ happy, ~or s~mehow nature puts
Its VItality mto _his life, and, ~ spite of ~eakness, the
glo~y of t~e. universal_ world IS his, and with calm and
radiant spmt he awruts all changes. The readers of.
THE TnuTH S~ER kn?w him, for he has been a
v~uable contnbutor to Its colun;ms. He n~w writes
discourses for the Secular Umon of Beldmg. He
must work so long as the flame lasts. He has been
in this country over forty years, from its very start.
He ~ook the fir_st load of wheat from here to Grand
RaJ?I?-s, for whwh he got forty-four cents per bushel,
half m store pay. ~e w~s gone two days, and when
he return.ed he had Just. five dollars and eleven cents ·
left for his wheat and his work. Smce then the same
amount of wheat would hav net~ed one hundred dollars. Such hav been the hard time_s and the growth
of the country. Mr. Cl_ose settled m Grattan before
the co~try was orgamzed, a?-d when he wanted to
be marned there was no pubhc officer to do it, so he
~ad to employ t~e services ~f ~ j~st~ce in the ~djo~
mg county of-Otisco. :rhe JUriSdiCtiOn _of the JUStiCe
only extended. ove! O~Isco county, while our friend
wanted to be marned m Kent county. Here was a
matrimonial problem indeed. _ It was, ·however,
so~v~d. .One J:>eautiful July day, w~en the sun· was
~hm_mg mall Its splendor, the marnage _group and
JUStice ~ent do~ mto tne green woods, JUSt by the
county lme, which was blazed upon the bark of the
t~l t~ees, ~nd the justice stood upon one side of the
lme, m Otisco. county, and the lovers on the other
side, in Kent county, and thus amid this emerald
temple, so magnificently decorated, was the unique
ceremony performed, and for over forty years these
two lov~rs h~~;v walked together. About two years
ago their ne1ghbors, regardless altogether of any
theological distinctions, celebrated the fortieth anniversar;r of their marriage, at which there was a --large
gathenng, for none are more honored than Mr. and
Mrs. Close, nothwithstanding their radical. and outspoken ~i~ws. If Mr. Clos~ were me~ber of a church,
the Chnstians would certainly call him a saint for his
fi.J;e and n?ble endurance ?f the ills of life, and 80 we
wll~ call him_one_of our srunt~,_who, no lo?ger m the
activ world, IS still a lofty spirit, confrontmg life and
death wit~ dauntless min~.
.
In Beldmg I find a Umon strong in the quality of
its membership, and certain of success. Mr. and
Mrs. 0. F. Webster, Mr. W. A. Knott and wife, Fred
Van V~ckle, Miss L. M. Smith, Cllas. B. Ketchum
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Howe, Miss Ruth
Moore, Mrs. Caroline Webster, and others, constitute
the working element, and make a growing power for
this world an~ its h_appiness I had the pleasure
also of me.etmg fnends from the vicinit.y-Mr.
Elkins and Mr. Fuller, and their wives, from Grattan
who are subscribers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and so of
course, were like old acquaintances. They knew 'me
and I knew them through the masonry of Freethought. Also Mr. and Mrs. Skellinger, of Smyrna,
were prPsent, and I hav had a cheering sojourn in
this northland. The hall was full on the first evening, and literally_ packed on the second, and great interest was manifested in the subjects presented.
This is where Reynolds did a splendid work last ·
spring ?Y. awakening thoug~t, especiall_y by getting
the Chnstians to read the Bible, of whwh, hitherto
they had been somewhat ignorant. They thought
Reynolds had a Bible of his own, but they were soon
convinced that it was exactly like the Methodist
Bible, and thus their knowledge of scripture was increased. It will be seen that Reynolds is a good
"Christian" missionary. Remsburg is coming here
in November, and thus the fires of Freethought will
be kept burning, and so with bright hope I leave this
lovely village. Amid the smiles of nature shall wave
the banners of liberty.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Belding, Sept. 30, 1886.
_;....·_ _ _,......._ _ _ __

The Blasphemer's Program.
On my return to New York city after the convention of the New York Freethinkers' Association, at
White Sulphur Springs, I visited the district-attorn~y ~t JH?rristown, N. J. Mr. Cutler is a very can- ~
did, mtelligent gentleman, and was naturally indignant at the outrage perpetrated on me by those
pillars of the churches I had arrested at Boonton for
inciting to riot and malicious destruction of my
property, and no fears need be entertained that he
will not do hi~ full duty in securing them their just
deserts. He .mformed me that the grand jury would
sit on the second Tuesday in October, and most
lik~>ly be discharged on the Frirlay_or Saturday following, and that my trial would not take place till
~wo weeks from date of the discharge of the grand
Jury.
_ I hal'! the pri_vilege to look over the district-attor-
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ney's law library, and found the law very clear and
positiv on the crime of blasphemy. There is little
possibility of my escaping indictment. Col. R. G.
Ingersoll, who, with his characteristic chivalrous
generosity and devotion to the cause of liberty, has
pledged himself to defend me, expresses confidence
that the trial at Morristown will be before an intellig~nt jury and that the case will be laughed out of
court. In any other state than New Jersey or Delaware beyond doubt this would be ·so. But New
Jersey bigots and fanatics are not apt to be jovial,
nor to possess sufficient intelligence to appreciate a
joke. New Jersey Christians, of whom the jury will
be composed, are predisposed. by nature and long
habit to make egregious asses of themselvs, and to
act the merciless fanatic with grim, owl-like solemnity-all for the glory of Jesus. But my dependence
is in the great ability of my counsel and the intelligence of the Supreme Court, as beyond all question
the statute law is contrary to the Constitution of
New Jersey, as well as the Constitution of the
United States.
~I did all in my power while at Morristown to help
the people there to an appreciation of truth and
the need of investigation. I circulated twenty-five
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER with the " Pearls Before
Swine" cartoon, which were eagerly received, and
about five htindred leaflets of the Canadian Secular
Union-No. 1, on "The Sabbath," and No. 3, on
"Immortality."
September 15th I started for Camptown, Pa., to
hold a promised tent-meeting, arranged for early in
the season through the praiseworthy efforts of Mrs.
Addie M. Reed. The meeting was delayed by the
Christian mob of rioters at Boonton wrecking the
tent.
Thanks to the generous friends who hav so kindly
contributed to the tent and defense fund, I was en~
abled to purchase needed materials in New York.
except center-poles, etc., which were provided by
Hiram Elliott, one of the J:\10St highly esteemed and
respected citizens of Camptown. With efficientaids, and by crowding two days' hard work into one,
- I was enabled to hav the tent pitched and in good
order ready for Sunday morning, Sept. 19th. Once
more the good cotton c~thedral, dedicated to the
gospel of humanity, was erect, and looked as neat and
pretty·as a young maid on ,her wedding inorn. Of
course the injury done by the severe strain of the
fiber, alike warp and woof, by being wrecked at
Boonton, .N. J., cannot be remedied until after the
damages are collected from the town of Boonton,
with which I shall purchase a new top, but the rents
~and holes are very neatly repairedrso as to be scarce
observable. New poles, new guys, and all are now in
working order.
Sunday morning the dark clouds frowned, the rain
d_ampened my expectation of an audience, and Iretired to n:ty room to work on my pamphlet of " Biasphemy and the Bible," for gratuitous distribution at
Boonton and Morristown, N. J., but had scarce got
well to work when that sturdy old veteran, J. S.
T4omson, notified me I should hav to speak, for
friends had come in from a distance, and despite " the
clouds that lowered on our tent," there were nearly a
hundred persons present; in the afternoon still more;
and in the evening over one hundred and fifty,
despite darkness, rain, and chilling cold.
Mr. R. G. Bolles walked in from Briney, nearly
twelve miles, remained till after the evening lecture, and walked back, and repeated the arduous task
four nights during the week and on the last Sunday.
Thomas Peet, of Cold Creek, a gentle-hearted, snowhaired veteran of over seventy, came three miles on
foiJ.li,. every evening, regardless of cold, rain, dark, or
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The first four days' weather was bitter cold, dark,
· and rainy, yet the attendance and interest steadily increased. On Thursday Mr. and Mrs. Burrows, of
_Gibson, thirty-six miles' distance, arrived and remained to the close of the meetings. They are a
united couple in all the very best the term implies
-readers, independent thinkers, genuin Liberals,
workers in word and deed. J. B. Overton, W. L.
Vaughn, and Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Shoemaker came
from Rush, and Dr. Knapp from Stevenville. I was
much cheered and encouraged by their presence and
kind words. Friday and Saturday was a shade
warmer, and Saturday evening. bright, clear starlight.
Sunday, September 26th, was a gala day, despite the
dark, threatening clouds which; like the fanatics'
wishes of evil, failed to reach or hurt us. At 11 A.M.
I spoke on organization and science schools on Sunday without special professional teachers, to about
fifty persons, my words accol!lpanied by the howling of the wind, the shaking of the tent, and flapping of the walls. But the agitation of the tent was
: nothing to the commotion of the Christians upon
learning of the work accomplished-the organization
··of the Camptown Secular Society, with nineteen
' adult members. The following officers were elected:
President, John Reed; vice-president, Mrs. Mary
Barnes; secretary, Mrs. Addie M. Reed; treasurer,
Biram Elliott; vigilance committee, Nathan Brown,
Obas. Slocum, Mrs, R. Shoemaker; ed'\lcational com-
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mittee, Mrs. J. S. Thomson, Mrs. D. L. Burrows, and shot, was necessarily formal and unsatisfactory. I
Hiram Elliott; soP-ial committee, Nathan Brown, John am pained to learn that a few days thereafter, by
Reed, Jr., and Addie M. Reed.
great effort, permission was given him to visit, beMonthly dues were by all promptly paid in ad- tween guards, his dying wife, and thus as a felon bi(!.
vance. The regular meetings of the society and her farewell forever. Such is ever the experience
Sunday science school will be. held every Sunday of all those who struggle for humanity. The
at 11 A.M., in Reed Hall, which was generously ten- world's saviors are crucified again and again. No
dered to .the use of the societ.y by Mr. and Mrs. John one savior could rescue us from the deep damnation
Reed, with whom I found a most happv, comfortable of barbarous injustice. Whether mistaken in his
home during my sojourn in Camptown. Despite theories or not, had Frank Hirth devoted his time
th~ir outspoken Infidelity, they are deservedly held in and talents to selfish purposes he would not now be
·
highest esteem, not onlv by all in the village, at the mercy of his enemies.
A visit to Der Freidenker office disclosed the
but throughout all the adjacent county. With suP-h
leading members as Mr. and Mrs. Reed and their agrt'\eable fact that that paper held identical views
noble sons John and Fred, Mr. and Mrs. Thomson. with THE TRUTH SEEKER on the Anarchist verdict in
Chicago.
and Hiram Elliot, success is assured to the soP-ietv.
Whv Racine was ever so denominated I could
Sunday afternoon we had nearly two bundl-e~ t.o
listen to "Defense of SatA.n ;" but for the d~trk ·never · determin, for the few French are from the
threatening clouds we should doubtless hav had Guernsey Isle, and partake of nothing dramatic.
three times that number. We closed the eventful But there I met young Stillman (Dr. Severance's
tent season of 1886 to a very large att.endance and son) doing the heavy villain in a dramA. of the "Wilgreat interest. ap.d enthusiasm. I spoke on "The low Copse" order in Renfrew's P~tthfinder Company.
Returning to Chi<'ago for the 6th, I attended the
Heaven of the Bible," and aft.er t.he lecture answered
many questions that much helped to send home picnic. which Mrs. Freeman has so well reported that
conviction of the truth of Secularism to honest nothing further needs to be said.
So near Rochelle. I determined to p~ty 1t :flving
hearts.
After the lecture we t.ook down the tent. ann visit to the greA.t scientific expnunner ~tnd simplifier,
p~tcked it awav. leavine- it in care of our e-ciod frienil OtJo W et.tRtein, and was wa1·mlv greeted at his
.John Reed, n~t.il the geni~tl warmth of summer shall hnz~tftr of blazing gemR and P-CllJPP-tion of finP A.rtR.
stg~tin prove the t.ent the very best possible means of His diRpl~tv f~tr ont.shinfls anything one <'nU 1d renRonRblv expeP-t. in a town of that. "iz<>. At hi~ rPf'idPnP-_f' I
propaganda work.
I left. Campt.own for ;Nort.h 'ParmA. on Mondstv, ~tnil hftil the pleasure of mflet.ing M1·s '\VPtts~ein. a lndv
<~hall enjoy home for a few dAys, th<> p•·o<rpect of It of refinement. and cnlture, chRrRC'tPri"tiC'" of whiP-h
nossible two years' Rojourn A.t T1·enton m~tkine- -itP ~he whole f~tmily p~trtake. I nm 1!1ad to know that
b~tppy freedom doubly enjoynhle. I return to New ~hfl Frflethinkers are nppreC'intin!! his lihflrltl de~tling
York citv on Monday. The Truth Seeker Comnam· with t.hem. I was sorrv t.hat. a 'I'RU'l'H SEEKER reader
~tre e"fltt.ing out my' pamphlflt.. "Bl~tsnhAmv A.nd t.hP "ontempl~tt.ed di"contini1ing on acconnt. of mv letters
Bibl6," to be restdv on mv arrival in Nflw York. RO T <'~n the trial A.nd verdict. Th~tt was the only one
can at oncA visit Boonton and Morri"t.own. and P"r •vhif'h I beard of ·during mv flntire trip.
H. J. and Mrs. SP-hnrfenherg I mwer miss C'A.lling
<tonally distribute ahout. fiftflfln hundrfld p,opie"
. n,mong the pl'lople. And t.hen I prepA.rfl to f~tP-e t.hP "'ll when in Dnvenport. IR., for t.hey are the Libterrors of New Jflrsfly law. ~tnd anRwflr for the awfu' <>Tftl workP-rs of thA.t plaP.e. flver ready to shoulder 'the
P-rime of expressine- my honest conviot.ions in A.n 1are-er portion of the burden, and having done heroic
orderly, gentle, and kindlv mftnner. under my own work in the p~tst.
At Peoria, Ill., I made the acquaint.ance of A. A.
tent., on a lot I had rent.ed and paid for.
In the mean time I shall do all I can to help com- Avery, whom the newspapers were hounding as an
plete arrangements and insure success of the Con- Anarchist, because he published a circular protflsting
against the Anarchist verdict.. It was a bold, brave
gress of the American Secular Union.
Those desiring lectures during October, exP-ept circular, and the papers said that they did not think
11th to 15th, will please write me at earliest date, he (Avery) could write it. I found him a very intelcare of Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, ligent Liberal, and a follower of Karl Marx, the
farthest remove from an Anarchist. He recognized
New York.
'rhose desiring lectures by Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, me, having attended many of our Chicago meetings.
during October and November, will please addrfls" Having had the freedom of Ingersoll's library when
Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, secretary N.Y. F. A., Box 104. the colonel was a resident here, he is W!lll equipped
intellectuallv for the contest.
North Parma, N. Y.
At Mrs. Helen Cellar's musical school, in SpringArrangemflnts for either of us to lecture at accessible places during October will be espl'lcially accept- field, will be found nearly all Liberal papers in the
<'ountry, nor is she afraid her pupils will be conable and much appreciated.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
taminated, as she leaves them convenient for their
perusal.
For Mr. Reynolds's Deft>nse.
Wm. Cook, an old friend of D. M. Bennett, and a
H. P. Stone....................................................
1.00 countryman of mine, is also a constant reader of THE
Lonis Wolfer..................................................
.50
M. F. Baler....................................................
1.00 'TRUTH SEEKER, A.nd we felt ·quite well acquainted.
Quincy would be the very last place I would wish
John Trueblood..............................................
1.00
T~aac Michaels ....... ;........................................
1 00 t.o be found in were it not that I know some good
Peter Eckler...................................................
2.00 Liberals there-Ernst Bertshinger, Captain St.ein.54 wedell, and Dr. Durant-who make life quite endurSamuel E. Skinner..........................................
able and even hilarious. The Turners hav just completed a splendid hall at a cost of some $16,000.
Wanderin~s.
September 1st found me speeding to our now What a great organization for good could this l;>ethriving suburb, the Cream City, where a warm come if it adopted the American language and
welcome always awaits me with Professor and Dr. methods! Efforts are being made to hav the EngSeverance. The doctor's sister and mine were visit- lish language used.
Robert Mulholland would be the man to whom
ing Milwaukee and its exposition.
I made the acquaintance of Mr. V. G. Blatz, a you would be directed if asking for the leading
sterling Liberal and wholesale confflct.ioner, who is Liberal of Bloomington, for he has figured in every
bondsman for Paul Grottkau. editor of the Milwaukee e-ood work of that character. Mrs. Mulholland,
Arbeiter Zei:tung, one of the ablest and best known though a grandmother, will sit at the piano and sing
German speakers in this country. Mr. Grottkau was you ballads by the hour in a voice that., like a violin,
formerly of the Chicago Arbeiter Zeitung, but left seems to hav lost none of its sweetness by age. Miss
t.he editorial management of that paper when the fol- Mulholland partakes of her mother's poetic fervor,
lowers of Most grew in ascflndA.Ucy. He is indicted and has distinguished herself in song-writing.
S. P. Putnam's was the first. familiar face I recogfor inciting to riot, the indictment being based on
the supposition that he spoke at a meeting where he nized when I landed in Chicago. Owing to illness, I
was advertised; but as he never attended. you can was debarred from the full enjoyment of his wholeimagin what a great case the stRte has. Mr. Grott- souled companionship, and must hav been a damper
kau is as much opposed to Anarchy as the writer, so on his exuberance. Friday we had a reception and
what further idiocy the authorities will be guilty of dance in his honor.
Sunday afternoon he lectured to a limited audience
remains to be seen.
'On
"Universal Mental Liberty;" those who failed to
After being refused admission to the House of Correction, when I demanded to see Frank Hirth, I took attend lost an intellectual treat. Afternoon lectures
pains to hav the super-official forced to admit me the are always indifferently attended here. The theme
next day. My first recollection of Hirth was while of his evening discourse was "American Democracy,"
editor of the Detroit, and later the Chicago, Socialist. when numerous hearers with frequent applause
Partially educated for the priesthood, he early repudi- attested their interest in the subject, their approval
ated his. superstitious surroundings, enduring perse- of his position, and their personal regard for our
cution for his vigorous denunciation of the crafty genial secretary. Putnam has made· many frien<;Is
mind-muddlers. Formerly using acute reason, I am throughout this country, but none firmer than those
sorry to say he has been too chary lately of its exer- of Chicago. The tenor of the remarks since his decise, and too largely devoted to the advocacy of de- parture was one of universal regret. E. A. STEVENS..
struction. His wrinkled brow, emaciated form, and
hair prematurely gray all testify to severely activ
SEND to THE TRuTH SEEKER offi<'e for a catalog of
ment.al work, and his sincerity in the cause he
espoused. Our interview, with a turnkey within ear- the books we hav for sale. The catalog is free,
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~ommunications.
Blasphemy and the Bible.
The Bible is claimed to be infallible, the inspired
word of God, miraculously preserved ·and banded
down to us in all its purity and perfection as om one
only rule of religious faith and practice. We read:
"All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for
imstrnction· in righteousness; that the man of God
may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good
worh" (2 Tim. iii, 16, 17).
To question this is regarded as terrible wickedness; to simply imply a doubt will call forth fierce
denunciations; to quote the Bible, showing its contra:
dictions, will, in New Jersey, result in being ~obbed,
arrested for blasphemy, and being regarded as one
in whom all goodness, truth, and virtue have ceased
to exist.
"Truth has no respect for prejudice," says the
Secularist. Prejudice has no respect for truth, declares the Christian bigot, and he quotes:
/ Though an angel from heaven preach any other gospel
. than that which we have preached unto you,·let him be
accmrsed (Gal. i, 8).
If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a branch, and
is withered; and men gather them and cast them into the
:tire, and th~y are burned (John xv, 6).
Deliver such a one unto Satan for tbe destructinn of the
fle•h, that the spirit may be saved in the day of tile Lord
Je~us

(1 Cor. v, 5).
If there come any unto you, aad bring not this doctrine,
receive him not into your house, neither bid him God speed

John x).
Such are the teachings of the holy Bible; such is
the spirit it engenders among its devotees.
The idea that we are either to be saved by the
scriptures or Jamned by them is prevalent in all
the churches in Christendom. Believe or be damned
(Mark xvi, 16).
.If a perfect God gave mankind a revelation of his
will, would not that revelation be as extensive as the
demand which it was made to cover 1 This is selfevident. Yet millions upon millions of people have
lived and died and never h_ad opportunity to even
hear of the existence of this holy Bible. Those who
have it differ. quarrel, and make war with each other
as to its teachings.
Christians express contempt for that mob in the
city of Jerusalem who, when asked, ""'\Vhat evil hath
this man done ~' could only madly yell the words
prompted by the_ir priests, "Crucify him ! Crumfy
him!" And to-day, as they recently proved in
Boonton, New Jersey, they are themselves guilty of
the same· injustice, and are as blindly, slavishly
obedient to the priests'· dictation.
Is not the almighty God able to take care of and
protect himself and his interests? Were the fanatics
of Boonton justified in their fears that I would
throw their God from his throne 1 Was it necessary
to rally to his defense a howling mob with stones
and jack-knives 1 Was it to the honor and glory of
Jehovah to wreck my T~nt, in the hope to thus prevent my destroying the Bible God~
The Boonton Christians are justified by the clergy,
who claim the Bible should have entire control of all
human afftlirs. True, their Bible invites us, "Come,
let us reason together," but despite all reason Jersey
law says " we must believe." Jesus says, "Believe
or be damned." Science must yield to sanctity.
Unqualified reverence and servile obedience to Bible
teaching is the only way to attain respectability here
or glory hereafter.
Christian reader, be honest in your answer. If the
Bible is indeed God's word, should it not contain un·
mistakable evidence of the fact on its every page!
Can that book be holy or of divine inspiration which
gives such blasphemous representations of God as the
Bible does 1 The Bible describes its God as unlimited in being, but yet limited to a personal existence;
unlimited in goodness, yet allowing earthquakes,
plagues, and famines to desolate the world he loves;
a God of love, a tender, loving fathPr, who gives
evidence of possessing the heart of a fiend, reveling
in murder, lust, and rapinA; delighting in the
butchery of babes, and the violation of virgins and
ripping up of mothers; nourishing in his heart hate,
anger, and vengeance. This God commands :
Go )'e after him through the city and smite; let not your
eye 8pare. neither have ye pity. Slay utt~rlv old and young,
both mHids and little ehildren and women (Ezek. ix, 5, u).
Their children also shall be clashPd to pit•cPs befor<' their
e>es; their homes shall be spoiled and their wives ravished
(l~a. xiii, 16).
Samaria ~hall become deRolate, for she hath rebelled
&O'Hin"t lwr God: they shall fall by the swnrd: their infants
shall be dashrd in pieces and their women with child shall be
ripped up (Hosea xiii, 16).
Then I will walk contrary unto you also in my fury: and I.
even I, will chastise you seven times for your sins. And ye
shall eat the flesh of your souR, and the flesh of your daughtcrR ye shall Pat (Lev. xxvi, 28, 29).
I will trPad them in mine anger,-and trample thf'm in my
fury, anfl their blood shall be sprinkl~d upnn my garmentR,
an1l I will stain all my raiment, for the day of vengeance is in
my heart (lsa. lxiii, 3, 4).
.Is it possible to cbnceive more horrid blasphemy
_than this holy Bible contains? The Bible tells us
(2
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of a perfect, just, and holy God, who boasts that he
alone is the author of all the evil in the world:
I form the light and create darkness; I make pPace and
create evil; I the Lord do all thcsetllings (I8a. xlv, 7).
The Bible tells of a God of wisdom, who in his
own holy word writes himself down a fool:
·
Anger restf'th in the bosom of fools (Eccl. vii, 9).
The Lord said unto lVIosPs, Take all the beads of the people
and lJang tlwm up before the Lord against the sun, that the
fit>rce anger of the Lord may be turned away from Israel
(Nnm.

XXV,

4).

Therefore will I also deal in fury; mine eye shall not
~pare, neither will I have pity, and though they cry in mine
ear~ with a loud voice, yet will I not hear t!Jem (Ezek.
viii, 18).
.
Ther~fore thus saith the Lord God, Behold mine anger and
my fury shall be poured out upon this place, upon man and
upon beast, and upon the trees of the field, and upon the
fruit of the ground, and it s!Jall burn and shall not be
qu~nched (Jer. vii, 10).
Yet Boonton Christians, under New Jersey law,
arrest honest men for blasphemy, and then read t:bis
abominable, blasphemous book called '·holy Bible"
to their children in familv and Sundav-school.
This Bible describes 'God as so 'loving that be
drowned the whole world in his mad fury, because it
was so much worse than he (knowing all thi~gs 7)
ever supposed it could be. An all-wise, unchangeable God, who got out of patience with a world
which was just what his own stupid blundering had
made it, and knew no better way out of the muddle
than to destroy it by drowning! "And it repented
the Lord that he had made man .on the earth, and it
grieved him at his heart" (Gen. vi, 6). Think of an
all-wise, almighty God repenting and being grieved
at his heart because his best efforts at world-making
were such a wretched failure! What can equal Bif>le
blasphemy?
Christians claim that civilization, the arts, and the
sciences are all due to the Bible. But if the Bible is
true, this claim is false, for Moses himself gained his
wisdom from the Egyptians : "And Moses was
learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians, and was
mighty in words and deeds" (Acts vii, 22). The
highest principle of morality did not need a Bible to
reveal it. The pagans first taught the Golden Rule.
Pittacus, Confucius, Thales, Sextus, Aristippus, and
Socrates proclaimed, "Do to others as you would
they should do to you," hundreds of years before
Christ. Hillel, the great Jewish rabbi, fifty years
before Christ taught, "Do not to others what you
woUld not like others to do to you." All the ideas
given of the creation and fall of man are of pagan
origin. The Egyptian god, Neff, the creator, formed
man's body of clay on a potter's wheel. The Babylonians had the legend of the creation and fall of man
iifteen hundred years before the Hebrews heard of it.
Civilization, the arts and sciences, flourished in Egypt,
Greece, and Rome centmies before there was any
Bible or Christianity in exie.tence.
Hypatia, the daughter of Theon, the mathematician, taught philosophy and science. Her lectureroom was crowded with the wealth and fashion of
Alexandria. Cyril was bishop of the church; he
realized science would destroy priestcraft ; bel' lectures must be stopped or the church pretense exposed.
Cyril and his mob of ignorant, brutal monks stripped
the fair Hypatia naked in the street, dragged her
into the church, and Peter the Reader killed her with
a club. Her corpse was cut to pieces, her flesh
scraped from the bones with shells and cast into tbe
fire. Boonton fanatics are not without a precedent
for their lawless work. Cyril, and his Christian followers at Boonton, claim the end justified the means.
They must prevent, at any cost, the exposure of the
false claims of Christianity.
When Constantine indorsed Christianity the church
gained absolute control. Church and state became
one. Christianity, instead of being the friend of
progress, art~ and science, took every means to suppress enlightenment. The dungeon, the rack, the
stake, the gibbet, crushed out science. During the
first ten centuries of unlimited power of the Christian
church, the world groped in darknes8. The revival
of learuing in the sixteenth century was simultaneous
with the decadence of prie~tly rule. In every p!!riod
of the world's history a few brave souls have dared
to speak out their honest convictions, and for the destruction of such the church has always used all the
power it possessed. Fire, torture, and thf? sword
have been used to murder millions of innocent people
whose only crime was that of expressing their honest
convictions.
ORIGIN OF THE BIBLE.

The Semitic race known as the Jews were the
sons of the desert. the same as the Bedouins of to-day.
They posBessed themselves of the land of Canaan,
and in subsequent generations, in writing up their
early history, the fables of their being God's chosen
people, and of their residence in and deliverance from
Egypt, were fabricated. It was quite common in
those days for nations to claim descent from the
gods, or that they were the chosen favorites of the
gods.
The Bible is simply a barbarous history of a barbarous people, and was confined to the Jewish church
for over four thousand years. There is no historical

evidence to show that the persons to whom the books
of the Bible are ascribed had anything to do wi_th .
writing them, or ever knew -of their existence.
Before the Babylonish captivity Israel had no
sacred writings. There were certain laws, prophetic ·
writings, and a few historical bo?ks,. but no one. e~er
thought of calling them authonta.t1ve, or asc~bmg
divine inspiration to them. Ezra brought the priestly
law with him from Babylon, altering it and amalgamating it with· the narati ves and laws already in ex~st
ence and thus (442 B.a.) produced the Pentateuchin
pretty much the same form as we now have it in.
The book of 2 E>:!dras (regarded as holy and inspired as much as any other scripture by the ~oman
Catholic church, and bound up as apocryphal m the .
Protestant Bible) gives the prayer of the prophet
Ezra:
·
For thy law is burnt, therefore no man knoweth the things
that are done of tllee, or the worlrs that shall begin. But if
I have found grace before thee send the H,oly Gtwst int~ me
a.nd I shall write all that hatlt been done m the world s·nce
the beginning (2 Esdras xiv, 21, 22).
It is now admitted by most Christian writers of
eminence that the compilation made by E;zra is the
authority upon which we have to depend for our
translations.
·
The Christian father Ireneus distinctly declared
that "the books of the Old Testament were not in·
existence until they were fabricated seventy years
after the Babylonish captivity by Esdras." Dean
Prideaux, one of the most learned of church historians, admits Moses did not write the Pentateuch.
Adam Clark declares "all antiquity is nearly unanimous in giving Ezra the honor of collecting the
different writings of Moses and the prophets, and
reducing them into the form in which they are now
found." Dean Stanley says: "H is clear to the
diligent student of the Bible that the_ -first and
second chapters of Genesis contain two narratives of
the creation, side by side, differing from each other
in almost every particular of time, place, and order."
Bishop Colenso, in his great work, " The Pentateuch
Examined," vol. ii, pp. 171-3, calls attention to the
most noticeable contradictions in the two cosmogonies.
Let us examine the Bible itself. Gen. i, 1: "In
the beginning God created the heaven and. the
earth."
Now, whether this beginning was six thousand
years ago, as until recently all Christians claimed, or
cycles of time~each day many thousand years-as the
revised version, attempt.iug to reconcile the irreconcilable, asserts, there was unquestionably an eternity
before that beginning. How could an all-wise, allpowerful God have existed for all eternity with no
place to dwell in, no thing or creature in existenceif existence it could be called-save himself, without
sense or motion, in utter darkness? How could he
suddenly wake up, after an eternity of torpidity,
make light, divide it from darkness, and have morning and evening on a stationary earth without a sun 1
How could be keep the earth in the immensity of
space in defiance of the law of gravitation?
In the first chapter of Genesis it is declared birds,
beasts. and creeping things were all created before
man (Gen. i, 20, 24).
In the second account, given in Gen. ii, 19, man
was first created alone; then all other animals were
created and brought to Adam to name.
Gen. i, 12, declares the fowls came forth from the
waters. Gen. ii, 19, declares the fow1s came forth
from the ground, Gen. i, 27, declares man and
woman were created together. Gen. ii, 10, declares
that man, birds, beasts, and creeping things were all
created before woman. Woman was an afterthought.
Gcd at first thought Adam could propagate ..Wme;
but after he made all other animals in pairs-male
and female-he discovered his mistake, but seems·
to have had nothing left 'to make woman of, so he
put Adam to sleep, stole out one of his ribs, and
made a woman of it (Gen. ii, 21, 22). And if you
don't believe this silly story you are an Infidel, and
under J e1·sey law must be sent to prison for a year .
and fined two hundred dollars.
DID MOSES WRITE THE PENTATEUCH~

" And these are the kings that reigned in the land
of Edom before there reigned any king over the children of Israel" (Gen. xxxvi, 31). Moses died 1451
B c.
Saul, the first king over Israel, was anointed
1095 B c., 356 years· after Moses died. Did Moses
write Genesis 356 years after his death 7 "Now, the
man Moses was very meek, above all the men which
were upon the face of the earth" (Num. xii, 3). Did
the meek Moses write that of himselH Read Exodus
xxxii, 9, 14. The almighty God gets into a violent
passion, and makes a lot of wild, foolish threats. The
meek Moses rebukes, remonstrates with, and admonishes God, until the almighty feels ashamed of himself: "And the Lord repented of the evil which be
thought to do unto his people." Read Deut. xxxii,
21, 27. The Bible God says his people made him
jealous, provoked him to anger, and now he will raise_
the mischief with them; for he declares his anger
burns like hell. He will · destroy them all" were it
not that I feared the wrath of the enemy."
The almighty God afraid of his enemies! Can the
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human mind conceive of more horrid blasphemy 1
Can even .a ~ew Jersey Christian believe such stuff
was ever mspired by a God~
WHAT THE BIBLE REALLY TEACHES.
The Old Testament records for our instruction in
morals the most foul and bestial instances of fornication, ince~t, and polygamy, perpetrated by God's
own. pet samts, and the New Testament indorses
thes_e l_echerous old wretches as examples for all good
Chnstrans to follow.
Read the eleventh chapter of Hebi·ews-how the
drunkard Noah, despite the warning of the flood, in
drunken rage over his own beastliness cursed his innocent _child, doomed him and all his race to slavery
(~en. 1x, 21, 22). And God's holy Bible declares
thiS drunken old brute was a just man, of whom the
world was not worthy (Heb. u, 38).
Apraham, the father of the faithful, was God's own
deat· A No. 1 pet saint. He teaches his wife to lie,
a_nd ca~l herself. his sister. He thus succeeds in get. ting his own w1fe taken to King Pharaoh's harem,
and accepts oxen, a-ses, and slaves in payment for
the king's use of her, for she was a beautiful woman
(Gen. xii,13, 16). Next we read that this holy man of
G:od, the father of the faithful, debauches Hagar, his
hired gtrl, and when the. poor creature is about to
become a . mother, and most needs his protect.ion,
~are, and sympa.thy, the old brute tells his wife to be
JUst as rough With her ~s she pleases (Gen. xvi, 4, 6).
The poor, abused gu·l, Hagar, runs away from a
life of sin, sba:me, misery, and ill-usage, and the Bible
Gael sends his angel to compel the poor girl to go
back to, her crue~ ?Iistress-J;>ack to the bestial embrace of the lasClviOus olcl samt Abraham (Gen. xvii,
7, 10). And the Bible God indorses and applauds
theRe acts (Gen. xviii 18 19).
·
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Sat Upon by ;th·. 1l"lli:\Sdell.
'ro THE EDITOR Oll' THE TnuTH SEEKER, Sir: Since

ILiberal bad written a silly book, and others had un-

wisel.v sold it, these pious people lied. They knew
that the Liberals, as a clas!', were not obscenists; that
only a very weak minorit:v, if any true Liberals, were
in favor of circulating dirty literature. · They knew
then and they now know that our mothers and our
siste~s. our wi"ves and ou~ childrfln, are as pure and
as sacred to us, and as moral in the eyes of the
world, as any other class of people that can be
named. They knew, too (which they hav many
times been compelled, with regrets, to acknowledge).
that there are quite·as much obRcenity, knavery, and
dflbauchery covered up by creeds and falRe pretenses
as there are to be found in the ranb of Liberalism.
While we were smarting under the lash of these
lying hypocrits, unfortunately one of our leading
organs gave color of truth to their charges by forcing upon the Liberal convention at Syracuse r.1. resolution advocating the repeal of the laws referred to.
I believed at that time, and I am still firm in the
opinion, that the paRRing of that resolution was the
severflst blow that Liberalism has ever encountered.
While I worked and voted aaainst the resolution.
I hav charity enough to believ; that among my opponents there was hardly one person in that convention who really desired to use the United States
mails for immoral purposes. These miRguided
people were like yourself, Mr. Editor, fighting,
Quixote-like. for the right of others to do something
which they themselvs abhor.
You say, August 28th, after referring to them as
the " so-called Anarchists of Chicaao :"
It 'has been a trial reflectine: no cr;rlit upon either tl1e
police or state's attorneys of Chicago. anfl the verdict is the
result of popul:~;r prejudice against the Anarchists. It is a
monstrous ~er~ICt,. and. ~nle~s ye.versed by the ~upreme
Court. of IlhnOls, Will end lll JUChClal murrl!'r. AsHie from
the injustrce done the men themselvs. this trial is rlt>plorable
in its results. The verdict angers the thousand~ of Socialists
in c;Jhicago. while feedint.r the ':l'rath o{ the general pnh~ic
a_gat~st them. . . . .. ~he tnal has ontra~e~ eve.rv d1stmctiVly AmeriCan prmmple. anrl. tlus C"onvwtwn. 1f snstaint>d, and the men executed, will bP- as black a blot upon
the fame of the rt>public as are the years of ne>rro slaven·.
. . . We hav no sympathy with the wile! gasconarl.e anrl
thre~ts of th~se Anarchistic orators; . Thev. ar~ the blinrl
leadmg the bhnrl; h1.1t we bav an ~btrlm!!" fa1th m fre~>d.om.
a warm rel!ard for fair play, and a Jealous love for Amerwan
institutions.
This is precisely the position taken by some North
ern newspapers of doubtful lovalt.y during our lat.e
civil war. 'fhese papers denied
RVmpathy with
rebellion in aR strong terms as THE TRUTH SEEKER
expresses its disapproval of Anarchy in; they even
went so far as to declarA in almost everv i,;snfl their
loyalty to the Union. Yet these veT"y editors bitterly
· goveL"DmAnt m
·
oppoRed every movement mane bv the
d e.f ense o f 1"ts exiqtence.
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illegal to raise an army to dE>fend the Uni~n, ancl unconstitu•ional to isRue paper money.
When Vallandiaham wa<1 Rent "bevond the Jinfls"
f
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or tscourag-mg en IS men s an o er reasona P.
conduct indignation meetings were held and tl1P
governn:'tent was bitterly denounced by pretPntied
loval men, in just about. thfl Rame language aR that in
'which the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER now rleuonnces
the judge anti jury at Chi<'ago. alld declares." there
is 110 such thing aS a tr.asonab]e utterance in this
· t 1,
.
co~~hrfn· Mrs. Surratt was hanged aR an accomplice in
the brutal murder of our lamented President.
.
.
·
.
Lmco1n, these Rame <:lrht.orR held up the1r bantiR m
holy horror, sa:ving, wit.h THE TRUTH SEEKER. " It iR
jndicial murder! It. will unite t.hA S•1uth" (Anarchists of Chi<'ago). While they conlti not., with anv
pretense of fairness, advocate tbP di><cbargP. from all
responsibilit.y of the man who fired thA fatal shot
(threw the bomb) t.hR.V Rt.ontly maintainet1, in RubRtanCP. that he was the only man who could be legally
punished.
In a later iRRue of THE TRUTH SEEKER, SE>ptemher
2St.h. I note with pleaRure your Rtron!.(' d>'nnnciation
of Anarchy; yet I sineerely reg-ret to Ree, in the s.ame
article, you giv vent to the following str~nge Jan
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THE TRUTH SEEKER ceased to advocate the repeal of
certain laws against using the Uuited States mails
fur the circulation of obl:lcene literature, .until quite
recently, I hav seen so little in its editorial columns to
disapprove that I bad almost adopted yoU!" paper as
a Liberal creed, but your recent artiCles upon the
ChicaJO Anarchi.,ts arouse me to the fact that upon
some quebtions we are as wtde apart in opinion as it
is possible to imagin.
guag-fl:
FrPPthon!!"hl. as we unrlPrstand it. stanrls for lth~olnte frPPI am never surprised at the sentiments expressed dom of thought, of spePch, of publication. upon anv and
by some of your correspondents, for which, of Pv•·r.v ~uhj•·ct. on part h. Tlwre i~ no such thing as a treasoncourse, TilE TnuTH SEEKER is not responsible. The ab]P utt£•rance in this country.
It iR fortu~ate for LiheraliRm that yon q•1alified
world is full of strange, unbalanced people, many of
whom, although unable to govern or even support yonr rf'markable definition of Freetbought b.v the
tbemselvs, fon;ibly imagin that they hav the ·moral, woril,;, "aR we understR.ni! it," for I tio not believe
political, and financial ability to govern the world.
that Oll!l Liberal in a huntired can be found who unIt was to be expected that the average crank who derstandR it as yon do. If you had used thE> word
scoffs at all moral and ch·il law, OI" the dishonest "Anat·chy" instead of "Freethought," your definifanatic who publicly declares that "Spiritualism tion would be more fitting.
false is better to advocate than 1\IaterialiRm true,"
THE TRUTH SEEKER's denunciation of An<trchy and
would defend Anarchy and oppose justice, but it was itR tacit defP.nRe of the rightR of Anarehists is about
not to be expected .that Liberalism would be wi,j· like denouncing murder antl defending the ria:ht of a
represented, even unwittingly, by one of it.s leadiug man to be a murderer. Yon say. SPptemher 25th:
organs..
"The question is not whet her thesP men are AnWh~n editors of Christian papers and a. few archiRts. or SocialistR, or Infi,lels. or Christians, but.,
~~ergymen some years ago denounced Liberals as Are they guilty of premeditate~ mnrded"
ob.,ceni!:il.s, because one fanatic calling himself a 1' This is strange reasoning. There is no more

-,

analogy between an Anarchist and an Infidel than
ther,e is between an outlaw and a. Methodist. One
may be a peaceful, law-abiding citizen, while the
other is a self-acknowledged criminal, advocating the
breaking of nearly all law.
.
Again, you say in substance that Parsons and his
co-conspirators were tried for murder and convicted
of Anarchy. Well, so much the worse for these
human fiends. Suppose they bad been accused of
petty larceny and found guilty of grand larceny,
should we blame the judge and the jury becauRe these
wretches were worse than they had suppo><ed them
to be? There are crimes .on the calendar far \\"orse
than murder, and the devilish conspiracy which
was clearly proven before a. competent judge and a
juRt jury of twelve men against the Chieago Anarchists was as much worse than simple murder as
robbing. a savings bank exceede petty larceny.
Liberalism has enough legitimate work to perform
without seemingly to uphold the wilu whims of every
crank who makes war upon society. 'Ve should
build as well as tear down, and in raiHing our new
structure it behooves every Liberal, be he editor or
layman, to be constantly on his guard against tacitly
advocating or apologizing for crime.
The Christian church is fast sinking under the
waves of popular opinion, simply because she is too
heavily loaded with superstition and hypocrisy. Let
all Liberals take warning, lest we, too, unwittingly
overload our ship or allow our opponents to sink her
with the deadly freight of Anarchy ancl obscenity.
Syracuse, Sept 27, 1886. JoHN W. TRUESDELL.

Pickt>d Up By Mr. Remviclr.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, s,:r: I am
an old man, a patr-on of THE TRUTH SEEKER, was an
earnest friend of D. M. Bennett, and believe to·day,
as then, that he was falsely charged, tried, convicted,
and punished. You said so then, and say so now,
and it seems to hav given offense to some so-called
truth seekers, notably, Johu R:q, of Ontario. And,
beginning with his postscript, which. if it means anything, means that a man with a baekboUP. in him is
a forlorn hope in the editorial chaie of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, I beg leave to differ from him.
John Ray plainly tells us that his mind comp 1etely
flopped over between the dates August 13Gh and 28~b.
Then he did not think you were out;;ide of your latitude; now he does. He tells us you '·appear to advocate the views of the AnarrhiHtl'." If tui;; iR tnte,
he should be able to point out at lea,;t the llllluher of
the paper that contains it. "Deprecate" would Lav
been the exact word-not " ad vocate" M1·. Ray tells
US" there is war betwe1-n labor an,] C;lpita], anu he does
not think the affairs of the nation would be improved
by cmceding to the demaucl.; of the Anarehi;;ts or
working classeR." I am a wage earner, John Ray. I
am not an Anarchi,.,t. Are you? I believe in law
and order. Do you?
I believe in a fair day's work for a fair day's pay.
Do you 1 ThiH is the demand of the honest workingman. only thiR and nothing more. W1th thfl editor
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I do not believe in tue vicarious hangiug- of half a dozen men because they
eould not catch ·the wretch who threw the shell.
Do you? Tahet·nacle Talmage recommflndPd that an
!l"ish Roman Catholic policeman should bei:ipatter the
walls of a thf'ater with the braiw.; of Colonel lugerRoll, but I would not hang him for it. Would you?
For your "intelligen<'e and capital," I would l:iuggest
•' avarice and capital" as the proper words to use.
Ancl now, in conclusion, permit me to say that I
hav seen so-ue sm·vice, an<l would enlist again to defend tbe right of John Ray to express his views upon
any suhjflct, before any audience that wished to hear
him. With the most supreme contllmpt for judge
and jury in the trials at Chicago, and a hearty bmvo
for your backbone in denouncing them, I remain
sound for free speech, a free press. anu a frp,e people.
Lo~tisuille, I~y.
"!M. E. RENWICK.

W. F, Gould, Pm·tland's ])l'fimlter·.
F··nm lhP

l~t•wl.~t·

,,,

!llrti'•~',

Lnb1 •'1" A rl.ll' (!n(P.

A bosom fri('nrl. of W. E. Gould, the Portland defaulter,
has thi~ to sav of him:
'' LPt tlwm.sav what, thev mav, I ~ny t·o \'On that 1Villi:tm
E·lw>Hrl. Go.nl<l ·has ft•lt a strong· rlt>~ire to s:-e sinner• coming
tn Chri~t. This hnsv b.Jsitwss man. wh~ttevcr mav hav been
his f>tults. has felt th>tt 1lwre W>l" for him a Rpeciitl work if
he preachetl not the c:osJwl. I know 1h•tt rt•cenll.v he exprpsgp£] the gr•·atest co·i~Prn in rPgarrl to the P"''ible •prearl.
oft he errors of Cnl<~nPI In>rersoll. He has been honest in all
of his n·li>riou• expPrience<."
.
We can't h.·lp thinldng 1h'l.t tlu~ stockholrler• of the Ftr~t
Nationnl B'l.nk. of Portlan•l. wnnld m•tch mtlwr hav the
error~ of Ingersoll spr.-atl nronn I tlwir C'lllllters t h•tn the
prror~ of Gnnltl
A man 1vhn is ~n tcrribh• gnotl 1hat l1e will
stenl to prt•vpnt the spread of R·•h In><er,.nlli~~m i~ t.on good,vgoorl for a b>tnk ca~hiPr. l'hc best th;ng tlht tl~e.v C>Ln rio
with Gould is ~0 send him llS ll mi••inn:try to the c~nnibal
Island~, so that when he tin<i~ a cannib•tl tlmt is inclined to
eat ~omphorl.y, Gould can eat the cannibal and thus stop the
sprParl. of cannibali•m.
We rlon't pitv the bank any. When one thief lltPals frflm
another the people lose nothing. Tl1i~ stwen1v thnn•an I t.he
b>mk has ln•t w•t• takt•n from !he peoplf' 11.11<1 no ... q<ti val.-nt
givPn; an•! G'>llld knPw it an, I lw, nn l·•nb'P•llv. ti!IJ·Jcrht lte
mi!!ht as wPil tHk<' it ns the b tnk. B•1t. we tin fe.-1 rt>'l.l ~·>rry
that Gould ha• been depriVPtl of C>Lrr\'ing n<H tlw great ninl
of his Jife-•tnpring the sprt•ad of Inger8ulli;m and the substitutivn of Gouldism in its place.
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An Open Letter to Hf'nry George.
HENRY GEoRGE, EsQ., MAYoRALTY CANDIDATE oF THE
LABOR REFORM PARTY, .Dear Sir: As you are a Reform candidate for the mayoralty of this city; the
Freethinkers of the town take a peculiar interest in
your campaign. A large proportion of them are
activ advocates of labor reform and of your candidacy for mayor. As in many respects the most
brilliant advocate of land reform this century baR
seen, as an avowed Free Trader, and as a sym_pathizer with labor, your reputation is as wide as the
diffusion of the English language. There is, however, one form of injustice to which labor is subject.
upon which no expression of opinion has been published by you. We mean those forms of ecclesiastical robbery which the Nine Demands of Liberalism oppose. A statement of these Demands being
also a statement of the laws which Liberals desire
repealed, we. quote them here for your perusal:
"1. We demand that churches-and other ecclesiastical property shall be no longer exempt from just taxation.
"2. We demand that the employment of chaplains in Congress, in state legislatures, in the navy and militia, and in
prisons, asylums, .and all other institutions supported by
public money. shall be discontinued.
"3. We demand that all public appropriations for educational and charitable institutions of a sectarian character
shall cease.
'' 4. We demand that all religious services now sust3ined by
the government shall be abolished; and especially that the
use of the Bible in the public schools, whether ostensibly as
a text-book or avowedly as a book of religious worship, shall
be prohibited.
"5. We demand that the appointment, by the president of
the United States or by the governors of the various states,
of all religious festivals and fastR shall wholly cease.
"6. We demand that the judicial oath in the courts and in
all other departments of the government shall be abolished,
and that simple affirmation under the pains and penalties of
perj•:uy shall he established in its stead.
.
''7. We demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be repealed.
"8. We demand that all laws looking to the enforcement of
' Christian' morality shall be abrog·ated, and tluit all laws
shall be conformed to the requirements of natural morality,
equal rights, and impartial liberty.
"9. We demand that not only in the Constitutions of the
United States and of the several states, but also in the practical administration of the same, no privilege or advantage
shall be conceded to Christianity or any f'ther special religion;
that our entire political system shall be founded and administered on a purely secular basis ; and that whatever changeR
shall prove necessary to this end shall be consistently, unflinchingly, and promptly made."

The first of these demands is, in land and property
interest involved, the most important. Doubtless you
are aware that in the United States there are over
100.000 church buildings, aggregating in value some
$746,294,833. This vast property enjoys the protection of the state. If threatened by fire, the state
protects it; if destroyed by mobs, the state remunerates the churches. Yet, for this protection the
religious organizations pay not one cent to the public treasury. The Freethinkers demand that this
$746,294,833 worth of ecclesiastical property' bear

its just share of the burden of taxation. What· is
your opinion of this demand? ·
Th~ second demand of Liberalism relates to chaplains in the various national and state institutions.
I would call your attention to the amendment to the
Constitution which prohibits Congress from establishing religion, and then to the following facts:
The Army Register shows 30 white and 4 colored
chaplains in service.· In the navy there are 23 activ
chaplains and 6 retired. Congress employs two.
Reckoning their different grades of pay, we find that
the United States annually devotes to establishing
religion the following amounts: Chaplains in Congress, $1,800; in the army, $84;600; in the navy,
$60,000. Total, $146,400. The FreAthinkers demand that this unconstitutional expenditure shall
cease. Do you, esteemed sir, agree with them?
The third demand relates to public appropriations
for schools and other institutions of a sectarian
character. Let me call your attention to a few facts
which may possibly hav escaped your notice. In the
city to the mayoralty of which your friends (and you
hav no better friends than among the Freethinkers)
desire to elevate you, one church, the Catholic, has been
given in real estate $3,500,000; in cash, $6,043,626.45;
and is now receiving about $700,000 annually. The
reason for these donations is the alleged· moral
influence of the church. But Freethinkers cannot
admit that Catholicism is a good policeman when we
find that in 66 prisons of the United States and
Canada more than one-third ·of the inmates are
Roman Catholics. Many of the institutions which
receive public support are but Catholic parochial
schools under aliases, in which children are educated
in the tenets of Romanism. Respecting the influence
which these schools exert, I would call your attention to the following from Dexter A. Hawkins: "The
parochial school," he says, "in comparison with the
public school, has relativly reduced and dwarfed the
ability of the brilliant Irish race to gain a livelihood
to such an extent that in the city of New York, from
1871 to 1875 inclusiv, five years, the Department of
Charities and Corrections cared for Irish paupers to
the number of 98,787; while of Americans there
were only 63,178; of Germans, only 24,273; and of
all other races only 17,563. In addition to this there
were each year several thousand of the Irish race.
assisted by the charitable institutions of their church,
of which we hav no reliable data.
"The above figures, reduced to a comparativ ratio
based on the last United States ce11sus of each race
in tbis city, taking the Americans as the unit of the
ratio, givs the following :
"Americans .................. ;.............................. 1.00
Irish.......................................................... 3.50 ·
German..................................................... 1.33
All others................................................... 1.50

"In other words, a child trained up in the Roman
Catholic parochial school is so much inferior intellectually to one trained up in the public school, that
he is three and a half t«lles as likely to become a
pauper as he would be if he attended the free public
schools of the city."
The Freethinkers, therefore, demand that sectarian
appropriations shall cease forever. Do you, Mr.
George, incline to this opinion?
The fourth demand asks that governmental religious services and the use of the Bible in the
schools shall be done away with. The injustice of
the present customs in these matters must be apparent at once to a man of your discriminating powers.
The support of the state is compulsory, and every
citizen contributes his share toward its ·expenses.
What right, therefore, hav our legislators to use a
portion ·of the people's money to pay for prayers
which a large number of taxpayers regard as so much
superstitious mummery and a relic of barbaric sacrifices to idols~ A Jew is forced in this way to sustain a religion which he knows is false; a Mohammedan pays for what is to him an infidel service; a
Freethinker contributes to a most debasing exhibition of fear and flattery, which his soul abhors. Is
it fair to force this contribution by law1 As to the
presence of a religious book in our public schools,
you cannot be unaware of the trouble it is at present
causing in this country. The Catholics are building
parochial schools and withdrawing their children
from the public institutions, in many cas~s crippling
the work of secular education. But we cannot blame
the Romish church. It is unfair for officious religious teachers to cram their denoniinational doctrins

down the throats of children of all denominations
and of no denomination. In some places (West
Point, Wis., for one) children whose parents object
to hav theology taught them hav been forced to wait
in cold entry-ways while the Methodist teacher puts
the scholars through a course of Bible reading and
Methodist song and lay sermon. Was this right?
If our schools are free, should they teach religion of
any kind? Fr.eethinkers hav·a curiosity to know how
so distinguished a man as yourself views the fourth
demand of Liberalism.
The fifth demand is for the· abolition of governmental fast days. When Thomas. Jefferson was
asked to appoint fast days and " Thanksgivings " he
refused, saying he had no right to do it; and during
the eight years of his administration he adhered to
this Constitutional construction of his duty. He is
to-day regarded as our model president--as knowing
most about the intentions of the founders of this
government--as being the most American American
that ever sat in the presidential chair. And surely a
man who played so important a part in establishing'
the American republic may be regarded as its best
exponent. You hav publicly declared your belief in
the principles of Thomas Jefferson. Will you, Mr.
George, if elected to the mayoralty of this city, do
what you may to follow the example of J e:irerson ?
As to judicial "oaths," for the abolition of which,
in our courts of justice, the sixth demand of Liberal- '
ism was framed. Oaths are relics of the times when
men proved the truth of their words by offering their
bodies in mortal combat. It needs no argument to
show the absurdity of such a proceeding. Oaths
upon a religious book, aside from their farcical aspect,
place the liar at an advantage over the honest man.
No honest man will conceal, if he hav it, his contempt
for a book filled with obscenity, but the liar will
glibly take the oath, kiss the book, go upon the witness-stand, and perjure himself. The honest man is
ruled out of court; the liar's testimony is taken.
Would. you vote for the retention on our statute
books of the absurd laws that permit this !
Sunday laws, for the repeal of which the seventh of
Liberalism's demands asks, are the expression of a
theological opinion. They are maintained for.the benefit of the priests and ministers, who, not possessing ·
the. confidence of the people, are afraid if Sunday
laws are repealed they will be out of a job. In the _
words of Parker Pillsbury: "Break this one yoke
and priestl_y domination is no more. With this holy
day must go their holy office, and with it their holy
and reverend selvs." Sunday is made gloomy by
these laws ; and every man who takes a little recreation on that day is made a criminal and a law-breaker.
He is forbidden by these laws to enjoy himself; to , ,
take his family into the fields, or to indulge with
tbem in healthful out~door amusement. The practical effect of Sunday laws in most places is to cloSl'l
everything but the churches and rum-shops. This is
not a ~ealthy result, as the Monday morning books of
the police courts show. In this city, especially, do
the Sunday laws work disastrously. Every museum
is closed; every public library but one is closed; every ·
reading-room but one is closed. A visitor to the park
can see nothing but the ground and the outside of
the museum buildings upon which the city has spent
hundreds of thousands of dollars. The present
mavor-a Roman Catholic, by the way-made an
effort laRt fall to bav these museums opened on Sundays. Will you, if elected, labor to effect that opening' And will you further use such power as a
mayor rightfully can to make of Sunday a free day,
upon which' the laborer can ·find that recreation
from which his occupation absolutely bars him on
week-days'
Morality, which is the subject of the eighth
demand, does not depend upon any religious system
for its support. Mohammedans are moral in some
respects, in others immoral. Buddhists are moral
and immoral. Jews the same. "Thou shalt not
steal" is an expression of natural morality, and does
not depend upon Buddha's reiteration of it for its
authoritativness. True morality is the result of the
experience of the human race, and is that which
benefits them. An action is moral or immoral according as it helps or hurts the doer and those affected by it. Sunday laws, blasphl'my laws, oath
laws, laws appointing fasts, laws enforcing religious
services, laws recognizing any particular religious
book, laws allowing churches special .privileges, are
the result of an {l.tte:jll:pted ~aftillg of Christianity
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upon the state, an attempt a1so to enforce a morality perfect _religious liberty for their country for all time.
specially denominated Christian. It is not against What a glorious monument to their manhood is that
natural morality to enjoy. one's self on Sunday; and prohibition, and in what appalling degeneracy do we
. natural morality was never premoted by a blasphemy see the laws and practices of our states to-day! Constatute.- It is only "Christian" morality which com- fiding in their Constitutional gnarantees, the people
mands one to lengthen his face on Sunday, or that hav rested in the belief that, religiously, this country
finds bla~phemy in the expression of an honest is free. They awake to-day to find themselv:s in legal
opinion of the Bible. Christian morality, in August chains to the churches. Before the suffrages of
of 1886, in New Jersey, indicted as a criminal a man your friends can be cast for you, Mr. George, a man
for saying that he did not believe the first chapter of will be tried, not thirty miles from this city, for blas·Genesis is true. Freethinkers, therefore, demand the phemy-for saying that he did not believe the first
repeal of such laws, and the basing of legal enact- chapter of Genesis. That man has a wife and chilment upon the requirements of natural morality, dren, and it may be their lot to see the husband and
~qual rights, and im¥artialliberty.
father taken from them and put in a cell in a state
The ninth demand ought to meet your ready ac- prison, a criminal and compalli.on of criminals! What
ceptance. At the present day, in about two-thirds think you of laws that make this possible? Is not
of our states Atheists are disqualified from appear- the repeal of such infamous enactments as important,
ing in court. They may not testify; nor can they sit as humanitarian, as holy a work as the saving of a
as jurors. In Massachusetts the law discredits them few dollars a year to the taxpayers of New York?
-they are not supposed to be honest. In New
But this letter grows long. It was not intended
Hampshire no Catholic . can hold a state office. to preach you a sermon upon Christian injustice, for
Almost everywhere the courts are prejudiced against to be hated that needs but to be seen. It was only
so-called heresy, and ill favor of religion. A Chris- desired to get your opinion-favorable or unfavortian known to be a man of doubtful veracity can in able-upon some subjects which, as'Freethinkers, we
aU the states be accepted as a good witness. A deemed the most important of any now before the
heretic, though known to be honest, virtuous, wise, is people. Politicians, like St. Paul, are all things to
·rejected by laws based on Christian morality. This all men, to the end that they may get votes, and their
monstrous injustice the Freethinkers are laboring to· promises are usually valuable only before election.
redress. If you are elected to office, will they ob- But of !J. Reform candidate unusual things are extain your. aid?
pected-even so unusual a thing as a declaration of
In the last presidential campaign letters similar to the views he holds upon unpopular reforms. We
this were addressed to the candidates aspiring to shall therefore take pleasure in giving your reply the
enter the White House. The managers of their same prominence we hav given these questions.
campaigns made no reply, nor was it expected they
A Social Club.
would. They knew too much to commit themselvs
upon these subjects. They knew that hypocrisy in a
Mr. Willard Brown, a member of .the Manhattan
politician is his stock in trade; that no man who hon- Club of this city, last week invited Edward Aveling
estly expressed favorable sentiments on these matters and Mr. Liebnecht to visit him at his club. The incould be elected; that if the candidate did not· cater vitation was accepted While seated on the baTcony,
to Christianity, or "work the religious racket," as it discm.sing music and art, they received a message
is called by the practical politicians, he might as well from the governors of the club to the effect that
commit suicide. But you are running, not as a poli- their. room was preferable to their company. The
. tician, but as a Reformer, with a capital R. Your reason given to Mr. Brown· as the cause of this
'published principles are radical-as far from the or- expulsion of his guests was that Aveling and Liebthodox social' economy as Infidelity is from the or necht were "Socialists over here in. the interests of
thodox thEl_ology-heretical in conception, des~ructiv those Socialists who are under sentence of death in
in tendency, and revolutionary in their applied out- Chicago." As such "they are. enemies to the free
come. Every orthodox owner of an acre of ground institutions that Americans love." So Dr. Aveling
is your natural enemy; every stockholder in a cor· and Herr Liebnecht had to go.
poration should wish you hanged; and every moIf this were only another illustration of the boornopoly would probably cheerfully contribute to the ish manners of the members. of the Manhattan Club,
expense of a rope. Your friends are ihe wronged it would not be a very serious matter, but as showand oppressed; the weak and almost friendless; the ing how scared the people are at Socialism, the incipoor, the blind, the halt, and the lame. Like Jesus, dent deserves permanent record. Years ago, the
you hav for disciples the common people, and not self-named "respectability" of Boston ejected from
·the rich and powerful. Such opinions as you profess their houses and clubs the Abolitionists, because
hav been given with the boldness and rugged vigor they wanted to see justice done the slave~. The "rethat indicate the sincere man. We are in hope~>, spectability" of Boston has since then tumbled all
therefore, that your moral and political backbone will over itself and rolled in the mud in its eagerness to
bear the strain of announcing your views upon those do'honor to those Abolitionists.
demands which organized Liberalism makes in behalf . Ostracism from so-called society is the penalty
of justice to the poor, the equality of sec_ts, and im- usually paid by the holders of unpopular opinions
partial liberty for all.
for possessing brain enough to differ from the orthoIt was the thought of the founders of this repub- dox folks. Infidels, especially, know what it is
lic, as you doubtless know, to make this a secular to be pointed out as curiosities. But such ostracism
republic. We do not mean by this that all our Revo- is a badge of honor, worn proudly by the victims,
lutionary forefathers were Secularists, in the sense and the probabilities are that Messrs. Aveling and
that a Secularist is an Infidel, but we do mean that Liebnecht can stand their expulsion if the Manthe ~ppermost thought with them was to secure per- hattan Club can. They are not Anarchists, but
fect religious freedom for all religions and for no Socialists, and hav no more sympathy with the opinreligion. Our forefathers had practical experience ions of such gentlemen as Benjamin R. Tucker and
with the discriminations which theologians make Henry Appleton than they hav for the teachings of
when they get the chance to govern. The men who the Communist of Judea or of his apostles. But
established our republic had seen witches hanged on the people who call everybody who objects to be
Boston Common; they had seen women stripped and swindled by law an Anarchist will never find this fact
lashed through streets of Massachusetts towns be- on t, and they will go on calling Socialism Anarchy
cause of their alleged heresy; they had seen Quakers to the end' of their days.
As for the Manhattan Club, considering the kind
driven into a frozen wilderness to perish; they had
seen the bitter fights between the Puritans and the of material of which it is composed, there is nothing
churchmen of England; they had seen Protestants strange in its action. Though it is a Democratic
making war upon Catholics; they had read the blas- club, there is no doubt that Thomas Jefferson would
phemy statutes, which sent heretics to the stocks be expelled if he talked his heresy on its balcony toand gallows, to the whipping-post and pillory; they day. So would Jesus Christ be kicked off the porhad read the Mary\and statute which for three times tals of the fashionable churches of the city. Bedenying the holy trinity condemned the offender to tween the supercilious uppercrust of "society" and
death, and they had seen with horror the scar of the the degraded lowercrust of ignorant serfs who vote
branding-iron upon Infid~l foreheads. Do you won- as the priest tells them, there is but precious little
der, then, that our forefathers placed in our Consti- left of that American spirit of independence and love
tution an eternal prohibition against religion forming of personal liberty which gave us the best system of
any part of our law? And with that prohibition they government the world has. yet seen. Opinions adwent down to the grave feeling that they had secured verse to the rightfulness of buying and selling men
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and women because their skins were black, and opinions adverse to the claims of scripture, hav all along
been met with the cold shoulder, and the passing by
on the other side. Now it seems that opinions as to
the nature of property and the structure and functions of government are to be punished in like manner. To be consistent, every member of the Manhattan Club should refuse to speak to Henry George,
who audaciously proposes to revolutionize our property system by taxing land irrespectiv of improvements, so that those who are now holding land vacant
shall be compelled either to build on it themselvs or
to giv up the land to those who will.
Fools oft do funny things, but to the Manhattan
Club must be awarded the chief jester's cap and
bells.

Editorial Notes.
TIIE Independent gravely considers the question of
whether we of this generation hav a " personal share in
Adam's guilt." The editor once asked a candidate for the
foreign mission work, "If you believe that you actually had
a personal part in Adam's sin of eating that fruit, why don't
you, the next time you kneel in prayer, tell God you repent
of it, and ask him to forgiv you for it?" The answer
silenced all response: "Why, I hav done it a thousand
tilnes." And the editor adds: "President Edwards approvingly relates how a young woman in his congregation was
deeply convicted of the guilt of Adam's _first sin and heartily
repented of it." The utter puerility of such gibberish as
this does not seem to be apparent to the writer, but it ought
to be to the reader.
TIIE Petaluma Secular Free Library is the title of one of
the best institutions in the city of Petaluma, Cal. It is a
well-equipped library, for a y{lung one, due to the generosity
and public spirit of a few of the Infidels of the place. One
gentleman donated $200, another one $50 with which to
start the collection of books, and two others gave some $55
worth of Liberal volumes. For the present the library is
located in the store of Philip Cowen, who gratuitously acts
as librarian. The collection of works will be extended as
means permit and the people show interest in the enterprise.
Petaluma is fortunate in at least a few of her citizens, who,
by the establishment of a free library, hav furnished occupation for the leisure hours of the people, thereby doing a
great deal toward emptying the saloo~s. It remains only for/
the people to appreciate and patronize the library and so ex·
tend its sphere of usefulness.
EvERY week TIIE TRUTII SEEKER, illuminated by Watson\
Heston's inimitable cartoons upon thn absnrditiP.s of the
Bible, finds its way to our table of valued exchanges, bringing up reminiscences of the grand old truth seeker who
started upon the waters of superstition the bark which has
since grown to be a well-recognized power in the cause of
progress. If, as he always hoped, the change termed death
did not end his conscious existence, the founder of THE
TRUTH SEEKER must look with gratification and pleasure
upon the conduct and growth of his journal. Impartial and
just, its columns are always open to every side of every
question. Keen Jtnd observing, its managers see beneath the
surface and send forth ample warning of hidden dangers.
Like a lightship anchored out upon the trackless ocean THE .
TRUTH SEEKER _points to all the way which leads toward I
eternal justice.-Missouri Liberal.
/
WE do not imagin that a reply in detail to Mr. John W.
Truesdell's communication is needed. For a man bent on
gathering bottom facts he writes very incoherently. He insinuates that we hav advocated Anarchy, when the facts are
that for months we hav opposed it; he likens our position to
that of the copperhead editors during the war, but he cannot
support his position by the quotation of a line; he brings in
the old obscenity business, insinuating that the "repeal"
people are working for the transmission of filt!J. in the mails, ,
when he knows that our position on that question is purely
one of Constitut.ional limitation; he tacitly asserts that
treasonable talk is punishable, when if he ever read the Constitution he knows that treasonable acts only can be punished ·by the government; he denies that Freethought meeons
free thought on all subjects; he more than insinuates that
an Anarchist is worse than a murderer; and winds up by
asserting that a " devilish conspiracy" was clearly proved
against the Chicago people now under sentence of death, but
does not attempt to support the assertion by a word of evidence. He seems to view the Anarchists precisely as Talmage does the Infidels. Last Sunday Talmage asked his
congregation, "Does it not seem to you as if the time had
come for God to punish the defamation of his name and
truth? Look abroad and see the blasphemy in this country.
A blasphemer can go up and down this co.ntinent lecturi~g
against God, in defiance of the laws of this country, and ,no
mayor has had backbone enough to stop him, except .a
former mayor of Toronto. Blasphemy is worse than murder; worse than arson. These are only offenses against
humanity, while blasphemy is an offense against almighty
God." Mr. Truesdell's argument is one of pure sentiment;
his "facts" are entirely imaginary, and his conclusions
square with his prejudices. Talmage thinks that Infidels
hav ne rights that Christians are bound to respect. Mr.
Truesdell thinks that Anarchists hav no rights that any.
body is bound to respect. ·we are sorry that our esteemed
friend has done us so gross an injustice as to misrepresent
what we hav said, but we are content to leave the matter
with his own conscience and the common sense Gf our
readers .
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Now we hav good schools, and daily, weekly, and mont,hly
periodicals from all points of the compa!!E>, and the result is
that about three hundred Liberal men and women get their
mail here.
Five years ago, when my boy was only five years old, he
wanted to go to Sunclay-school. We permitted him to go.
On one "blessed Sabbath" morninO", however he said be
did not w~nt to go to Sunllay-sclwol'"tt1at day. 'when asked
why, he said, "Oh, there is too much Jesus and Jerusalem
in it." I think it the duty of parents to teach their children
to avoid the slums of supt:"rstition, and the consequent
shackles of orthodoxy, and the dqgmas of creeds.
All men and women will be better when they know that
they can't pray out of the consequences of wrong-doing;
that there is no sin-cleansing virtue in the blood of a man who
has been dt>ad for many years; that truth, sobriety, and rectitude are the. means aud harbingers of happiness.
c. L. CARTER, :M.D.

PITTRBURGII, PA., Sept. 28, 286.
1-IR.' EDITOR: Charles Watts has again visited Pittsburgh,
and stirred up the City of Natural Gas" unto good work."
He lectured at~ Maltby Hall before the Pittsburgh Secular
Society on Sunday, the 26th inst., on "The ReformatioN; or,
Catholicism or Protestantism, Which ?" As a historical
1·esume of the Reformation, and a critical comparison of the
rt>spectiv merits of Catholicism and Protestantism, it was a
marvel of judicious discrimination, happy illustration, and
logical application of the lessons of history to a correct solution of the problem.
Mr. Watts was in his happiest vein, and the frequent apphtuse of the large audience attested their appreciation of his
effort. At 8 P.M. he lectured at Wilson's Hall in Allegheny
City, on '' Saints o.r Sinners-Which?" This was an entirely
new lrcture, and was not delivered with that elan and audaAmLE:-IE, KAN., Sept. 14, 1886.
cious abandon so characteristic of Mr. Watts when scoring
1-IR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed ten cents for another
orthodoxy, yet its frequent sallies of wit and humor were
sufficient to amuse while instructing his audience. He left copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER dated Sept; 11, 1886. You will
last night for Grand Rapids, Mich., to labor.in the vinyard. observe that I am doin~ a little missionary work, by sending
some copies of the dear old TRUTH BEEKER, which I appreYours,
HARRY HooVER.
ciate very much indeed, to some friends of mine, although
SPRINGVILLE, UTAH, Abg. 26, 1886.
they are very much surpriRed to know that I am such a.
MR. Em ToR: After reading the account of the wrong- strong Liberal in Freethought, and take such an interest in
doings that took place at Boontc n, N.J., in damaging the working for the same, after being such. a strict and faithful
tPnt, etc., in THE TRUTH BEEKER, I wrote to my friend, Wm. worker in the Lutheran church for the last twenty years.
Reynolds, of Wanship, proposing to him that we send They say they cannot see why it is.
around to all our good folks and invite them to assist in the
But I was unfortunate, when I was a little boy ten years
war against the enemies of truth. In answer he said his mite old, in Losing my right arm by the threshing-machine, and
had been sent, etc., and, of course, we that want to can do ever since I bar! plenty of leisure time for reading and travthe same in a separate or united manner, seeing it is no more eling some in the world, and hearing discussiOns on all subthan our duty to stand by and uphold our leading men in jects, and I became f,11ly convinced that the Liberals hav the
the front who are battling with the enemy of truth and right best ground to stand upon, more common sense and reason
for our cause in the lecture-field and through the press, to go by, whereas the church rests nearly all on faith, somesometimes meeting and having to get along the best way thing we cannot go by, for the simple reason that it is unreathey can with real devils led on by their masters.
sonable.
I will send a few copies of the Lutheran Observe?·. Observe
I intend in the course of a month, more or less, to see and
confer with my friend H. S. Brooks, of Payson, and see if the marked pieces, as they may be of interest to you.
I hav been a very close and con~taut reader of what they
we can raise a few dollars to send in to the assistance of the
call religious papers ever since I knew anything, and, knowtent fund, which should be kept going as long as possible.
I expect my .friend C. B. Heynolds will defend himself the ing so well by experience the running of churches, I am now
best he can in law with those mobocrats; and should an un- perfectly disgusted with them. But nevertheless I take an inrighteous deeision in law be made, it will only lower those terest in going to church occasionally and reading their church
papers. In that way we get both sides of the question.
who so decide in the estimation of all honest people.
As this world has its ups and downs we may expect to That is the kind of Liberalism I believe in. I pity those
meet both in our trav8ls, but let us stick and hang together fellows that can see only one side of a thing. Accept anyto oppose the errors of this world, and cling to the truth and thing that has truth in it, no matter what it is.
In looking over church papers, it is astonishing the
the right forever. People hav to be taught correct ideas and
then the world will grow better. Old ideas should be got amount of money spent fur superstition, and to feed a lot of
worthless preachers and priests.
rid of and new and better ones adopted.
I hav a picture entitled, "A Short Lesson in History'for
LUKE 'VM. GALLUP.
Christians," nicely framed and hung in my bed-room, and
GLEN HALL, PA., Sept. 11, 1886.
also a large picture of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll decorating
MR. EDITOR: I received a letter from you desiring that all my room, and when my Christian friends come to see me I
subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER should pay in advance. show them, and it grieves them so that they can hardly stand
As my subscription expires on the first, I herewith inclo;~e the sight. When they see the cut where the church is encour$3, hoping that all subscribers will do likewise, as surely it ag-ing astronomy by murdering Bruno; ''The Beginning of
would be a small inconvenience to each, while in the aggre- Freethonght ;" "Gali!Po Forced to Recant" by the prieFt
gate it would be a great favor to the editor.
standing beside him with the swortl of the Inquisition ;
J. Peck's articles in TnE-TRUTH SEEKER are very good, "Teachers of Science;"" Teachers of Salvation;" "Presbyand I think that, put in tract or pamphlet form, they might terianism, the Telegraph, and the Steam-engin ;"and "The
be circulated to good advantage. I would take two or three Last Argument of the Church "-when they see all that they
dozen of them at a fair price for gratuitous circulation, a~ turn away from it mad and say, "It's a lie!" The church,
my lot seems to be cast in strong surrouudings of priesthood, they say, "never did such a thing."
J. BEETEM "'rsE.
and we are rarely ever favored with Liberal lectures. Some
three years past, I communicated with Mr. Bell, and he came
CLEVELAND, OHio, Sept. 5, 1886.
on. I engage.d the hall in West Chester, and it proved to be
MR. EDITOR: Under the heading of "Powderly and Coma very pleasant moonlight night. Only some five or six came
out. I hired a be!l.man to ring around the town, and yet munism," in the TnE T!WTH S&EKER of Sept. 4, 1886. is an
the !)Umber was not increased. So it proved a failure. I article by some one styling himself •• Justice." For ignorance.
paid for hall and bell-man, and so the matter dropped; but and misrepresentation of the Knights of Labor and Mr.
not without a strong desire on my part that some one who Powderly, it beats anything I hav seen for some time.
To begin with, h(, says: "l desire to ask if the actions of
could draw an audience would offer. I went over thirty
miles to Philadelphia to hear Mr. Ingersoll, and see if I could the Knights of Lauor in Chicago. Milwaukee, Detroit, and
get him to come toW est Chester. He promised me he would New York, and the Gould Southwestern system, where thPy
come. I hav written and sent word to him, and yet he does resorted to intimidation, violence, forcible possession, yea.
not come. There is not the least doubt' of him getting a full and to, murder, were justifiable." He also says that Mr.
house. I will engage the hall and do the advertising, if he Powderlv boasted that unless Mr. Gould came to his terms
will fix the time and drop me a postal. I do want the still he would order a universal boycott on Mr. Gould. The
above statements, taken as a whole, are false and a misrepwater of orthodoxy stirred up. Will you help me?
resentation. In the first place, in the Chicago riots the
H. I. SANBORN.
Kmghts of Labor took 110 part, but instead they offered their
HoLDEN, 1'1-Io., Sept. 16, 1886.
services to the mayor to put down the riot, aud since then
MR. EDITOR: I hav for a few months been a subscriber to they hav been expelling all Anarchists and Socialists from
and an inter~sted reader of your paper. Some things in it their assembly. ln Milwaukee there was no riot, but the
do not accord with my views. This is to be exp~cted in a men while going in a body to reqnest t.he men to q11it work
Liberal paper where all subjects are freely discussed from all· were fired upon by the Pinkerton detectivs, killing several,
~tandpoints.
which created great excitement among the strikers, who
I am· a Theist. I believe that all organic forms were would hav instituted a riot but for the interposition of Mr.
evolved, and that some supreme being; entity, or energy in Robert Schilling, who was called on by the mayor to quiet thP
some way gave emanation and impress to the force of nature. mt·n and keep them from raising a disturbance, and had sueBut I do not 'believe in a personal God. It would be as ab- ceeded in doing so when the ·governor ordered the militia to
surd to conceive of a God endowed with sex as of one en- the city and gave orders for them to shoot to kill, and the
cumbered with a tail. I do not believe that God dictated a militia, appearing there when all was quiet, so excited the
book, or begat'a son.
men again that they became uncontrollable, and all the perAnother thing to which I wish to demur is a tendency on suasion and entreaties of Mr. Schilling could not stay them.
the part of some of your corre~pondents to apologize for the I ask, Who was to blame for what followed? Ileave that to
crimes of the Anarchists. From my standpoint their prin- all candid thinkers. The strikers were not armed, and inciples are at enmity with civilization, and the organization tended no violence. So much for Milwaukee.
known as the Knights of Labor is their progeny.
The strike on the Gould Southwestern system was inIn the main, I like your paper-one grand feature of which . augurated entirely against positiv orders from :Mr. Powderly
is "Letters from Friends." Through theRe we can commune by that bot-headed traitor, Martin Irons, who has since been
with intelligent thinkers in almost every part of the world.
compelled to fly from the wrath of the Knight~ of Lahor,
I hav·beenan ardent believer in Freethought and an out- who hav discovered his rascality, and from evidence which
spoken disbeliever in revealed religion for many years. Fif-~· has convinced them that ·he was -hired by capitalists to ruin
t~n years ago I stood almost alone here on these subjects. the order.
.

I
I

The New York strikes were not ordered by the Knights of
Labor, and not carried on as Knights of Labor strikes .
. "Justice" says: "Yet he [P.owclerly] givs the Southwest
strike his official countenance and the support of the whole
order." Why should he not do so? Although he declares
the strike unjustifiable and uncalled for, those men were lied
to and deceived into doing as they did by that traitor Martin
Irons. Is that any reason why those men should not be.kept
from starvation by the support of the whole order?. ~nd as
for Powderly being a vatu boaster, that is false from beginning to end. Mr. Powdtlrly is not a man given to boasting.
You cannot put your finger on a single boast that he is said to
hav made that cannot be traced to be a sensational newspaper
article, got up for the sole purpose of creating enmity' to the ·
Knights of Labor. Mr. Powderly says but very little, but
when he does speak there is no mis.taldng what he says and
means.
Also the L. B. & M S. strike was not a Knig-hts of Labor
strike, nor was it ordered by Powderly. Wherever t.here.Jmg
been a strike byJhe Knights of Labor it has been brought
about by the trade unionist and political tricksters that hav
gained access to the order, and especially in newly organized
assemb1ies where they, being better versed in governing
societieR, soon become leaders and trample nuder foot the
principles under which they are organized. I challenge any
man to refute the.statement that the principles under w~lich
the Knights of Labor are organized, if carried into effect,
would bring peace and prosperity to the whole world. There
would be no paupers, no poor, no m•mey oligarchies, no
grinding monopolies, no legalized robbers (the national banks
and bond-holders). No such things as these ·.vould disgrace
our fair land.
CuAs. L. WATSON.
GnEELEY, CoL., Sept. 24, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : " The Story Hour" caine safely to hand, and
I am very much pleased with it. There are a great many
things contained therein tha.t might prove instrnctiv to older
persons. It is just the kind of ·literature to place in the
hands of small children, being entirely free from superstition.
Two weeks ago a Seventh-day Adventist pitched his tent in
our midst, and began a series of lectures. I wtcnt to hear
him enough to satisfy myself that the Adventists who believe
as he does are logically deficient. I am more thoroughly
diRgusted with the Bible than ever. I do wish Mr. Reynolds
would come here and giv the community something worth
hearing. There are a great many Liberals here who are
highly capable of comprehending facts. I think the late
earthquake in the South has done a little good. It has
shaken a little reason into one minister's head., I copy the
following extract from a letter on the. subject, given by Rev.
Dr. Wilson, who stands high in the Episcopal church of
Charleston, S. C. Dr. Wilson is one of the most learned
gentlemen of that city, and has given the subject of ealthquakes and the subterranean formations about Charleston
special study, and he speaks as sensibly upon the subject as
he dares. He says: "The man who calls this a visitation of
God's wrath for sins is a fanatic·who ought to be silenced.
God is a loving father, and not an executioner. Such talk is
narrow, dangerous, and false. [I think he is going back on
the Bible.J if we suffer from the operation of the wise laws
which govern the universe for the general good, the compensation will come hereafter. This earthquake teaches the littleness of our power and knowledge, and our dependence on
him." If he would leave out "him," and say "onr:;elvs,"ll
think it would sound more sensible.
'fhe Gc d above ua faileth,
The i:rod within is stroug.
He continues: "The very fact that this is the result of a
gn~at law givs us ab:;olute confidence, f-:lr just as sure as summer follows winter, and seed-time follows harvest, so surely
has this danger passed by, and we are not to look for arecurrence nmil two winters come in one year." But he was
mistaken, for it was rcpeat.:d on tht' 21st of September, and,
according to Wiggins, will oc!"nr again; and maybe it has
shaken another ray of light into his reasoning apparatus, and
he will think God did not even make the law.
EuLAH C. STILLWELL.
B!!OOKLYN, N.·Y.
1'1-Iu. EmToR : In expressing thanks for the able explanations of the evolution theory of formations, by Mr. Charles
Watts, published in Tn.o: TRUTH SEEKER, I hav to regret his
omission to explain the cause of the discrepancy between his
theory and facts as they exist in nature. The evolution
theory of formation logically assump,s that evolution began
w1th the beginning of matter and can end only with the ending of matter, which is quite probable, for if matter never
oad a beginning evolution should not hav had. The evolution theory of formation, if correct, should logically fill the
earth with monstrosities in every conceivable stage of
transition from the lower to the higher formations. Instead
of that, we find that not only the several species, but the
several val"ieties of the same speci~s, are so strongly marked
that we can distinguish them at a glance, and like invariably
begets like.
·The fact. that all mammals hav a root-called the navelstring-attached to them at birth, through which they drew
tlu,ir sustenance while furming, is suggestiv that they
originally grew out of the ground, as the Bible theory informs us they did. The navel-string would hav been formed
in the stems of the plants that uore them, and their bodies
then formed in bolls growing upon the stems. When ~he
emhryos had grown to maturity they burst their bolls.and
walked forth in due time and propagatl·d their specirs as
they now do. They being the only seeds of the plants that
bore them, no more plants of that genus should, hav grown
from the ground. The whale, being a mammal fish, should
hav been the product of a marine plant growing at the bottom of the sea. The growth of the animals, from the germs,
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being a subsequent or secondary formation, their, primary
formation should hav been completed when their germs.were
formed, and, although the primary creation was completed,
there should not hav been a man to till the ground until men
had grown from the ground, by the usual process of nature,
which should require as much time originally ail now. The
Bible theory distinctly asserts that the work of creation was
completed when the seeds were in the ground before they
grew. Moreover, it is well knoWn that warm-blooded
formations cannot be incubated except in a temperature
about equal to the blood-heat of such formations, which
temperature could not hav existed in our planet except when
it was first formed, and all warm-blooded formations ~:~hould
hav come into being soon after, or never by any known
process of nature. The Bible is ahead yet; try again.
J. A. TUTTLE.
NEWARK, Sept. 7, 1886.
l'lR. EDlTOR: I hav often heard Roman Catholic priests remark that a little education is very dangerous. They are
not so fearful of education as they are of a little exercise of
intelligence, aud if the people dare use one spark of that
comt;nodity contrary to the priest's interest, he will punish
them, the next time they come to confession, for daring to
presume to do a little thinking for themselvs. Jesuits detest
free schools, free speech, free thinkers, and Freemas Jns, and
warn their faithful subjects to beware of these latter wretches,
for they are imps of the devil, and will lead them to hell.
They hav declared to me that the laws of this country are not
founded on the laws of God, but by godless heretics, and that
the Catholics are in ·duty bound to resist, and when they become strong, to overcome heretics.
The-~;tate claims the right to educate her children; to make
them intelligent, patriotic citizens. But Rome says, '' No;
hands off till we hav first christened, then confirmed, and
finally schooled them to be loyal to the pope." When they
hav graduated from popery, they become aliens to the land
of their birth. Their loyalty belongs only to Roml·; their
country is no consequence. Now, sir, that is the first istue
that bas got be settleq by the American and intelligent foreigners, and politicians and the rest of the demagogs had
better take warning. Tile Jesuits are driven from Europe,
and they are colonizing every .large city in our country.
They are hungry, and want our revenues. They hav collected half of them for years, but they want the whole, of
course. The people are complaining of hard times, and
great numbers don't know what affects them. When you
tell them there is too mnch dead church property, they laugh
with innocence, and tell you if it were not for the churches
people could not liv and there would be no law or orderthereby proving that such people hav no sense, no manhqod, .no courage, and are willing to be slaves to the church,
with its strange Gods, Ghosts, Virgins, and saints. I answer
such people that ignorance is a curse, and it is not a folly to
be wise. I, for one, don't want to be taxed to suppo t a lot
of lazy, idle beats who were born tired, who preach faith,
hope, and charity. They hav plenty of faith, and hope-and
cheek, that's about the size of it, JJut charity none. The
fools are supposed to hav a double share of that. If they
don't giv, I pity their corrupted souls, that can only be
purged of their corruption by paying their money. The
pope, cardinals, bishop_s, priests, monks, and sisters all liv
by purifying and fumigating souls. It pays well. They are
all looking fat and healthy. Wherever there are mills, factories or workshops, there also you will find the costly
cathedral, with its golden cross, the emblem of superst.ition
and slavery, and inside are the priestly wolves, who are ever
ready to ring the Iambs to mass to rob them of their wages.
Money was not earned by prayers, but by work-blood, bone,
and muscle. Instead of blessing the people, they curse
them. The priests are the only ones that are benefited by
prayer. They are idle gods, and intelligent people get along
without them; and fools could, too, if they only would take
off the hoops that· priests put on their heads to suppress
their intellect. These priests not only rob the people of their
money, the mothers and daughters of their virtue, but they
rob our youths of reason and fill their heads with superstition, and build prisons to put poor, demented maidens
hi there to eke out a miserable life of misery and sufferin~. And politicians hav not the courage to demand these
lords and sanctified beats to open wide their convent doors
for inspection. The cowardly rascals will legislate against
Mormons, but dare not raise their corrupted breaths above a
whisper against Rome. The patriotism, chivalry, courage,
and love of country of the Americans hav departed, and
those noble qualities are replaced with corruption, servility,
poverty, and cowardice.
If otir politicians want office, they take off their hats to
the Irish popish bosses of both political parties, and beg them
to take pity on their superannuated carcases and giv them a
little office. They bav not the courage to demand it as their
birthright. The Jesuits are ruling the country and sending
the plunder to Rome for a foreign pope, and to support and
enrich aristocratic Italian cardinals, living in ease and luxury. How long the people will submit to be ruled by politicians I know not, but there will come a time when forbearance ceases to be a virtue. That time is near, and those robbers had better take warning, for the signs are against them.
W. W. MoRRis.
ST. Cu.rnsviLLE, Onro, Sept. 4, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: As I remarked before, this is an orthodox
community, and hence your readers will not be surprised to
learn that Christian customs do here obtain.
During the past two or three years a worthy minister of
·the Calvinistic school has been dispensing gospel fables for
the .tdi1ic-aticn cf t"o adjoining ccngregatil'r~, for which
service he received the sum of one thousand «lollars. · In vul-

gar parlance, the parson had a" snap." His family was small
and not necessarily expensiv; his dwelling and adjoining
grounds were of course furnished gratis, and his labors in
his master's vinyard were far lighter than those of most of
his members, who received on an average less than half as
much money therefor as !Jimself. In addition to his salary,
he received substantial support in the way of an occasional
load of coal or hay, or assistance in the harvest of his crops.
Not long since, the parson received a "call" to the presidency of a neighboring college, the salary offered being
twelve hundred dollars. After mature reflection he accepted
the position, not, we presume, for the sake of the increased
salary, but doubtle~s to rid himself of the charge of several
scores of lukewarm souls. He had become weary, perhaps,
of preaching to empty pews, and longed for a change of
scene. At all events, he resigned his double-barreled pastorate and cordially invited the members.of his respectiv flocks,
with their sisters, aunts, and cousins, to attend a reception
at the parsonage on a certain day. He said "reception," but
his flock seemed to misconstrue the term into " donation
party," for when the eventful day arrived charitable Christians wended their way from all directions to the parsonage
laden with baskets full of choicest eatables.
:Now, the question naturally arises, What became of the
supply of good things provided for the occasion by the
benevolent .!)arson? As he had announced a reception, he
certainly did not expect the guests to provide their own refreshments, yet I hav not heard of any victuals being wasted
or distributed among the poor. It is, therefore, fair to presume that the parson anticipated a "surprise" donation
party and hence did not provide for the occasion, except to
furnish a dessert of ice-c~eam and lemonade. After the
guests and their '' host" and his family had feasted on the
edibles furnished chiefly by the guests, SC!me charitable person, with more sympathy than judgment, started a sub
scription-paper through the crowd soliciting contributions
for the "needy" family of this man of God. Result, thirtyfive dollars, which the parson accepted with thanks from his
misguided admirers, thus exemplifying the sordid greed
which everywhere cliaracterizes the leaders in the threecornered scheme of salvation. Here was a man receiving an
exorbitant sum for labors which, in the judgment of many
weightier men, are not only wasted, but a positiv injury to
society. Within the bounds of his pastorates are living many
families who lack the bare necessities of life, yet this giltedged pauper accepts without a conscientious pang the
charity of his infatuated clupes. Not only did they pay him
a thousand dollars a year, with the use of a beautiful home
th,.own in, but they made donation parties for his benefit,
provided him occasionally with free fuel and feed, and when
'be was ready to move to a better-paid position they harnessed their teams and furnished free transportation for his
family .and goods.
Is it any wonder that so-called Christianity is losing its
influence among many intelligent, thoughtful peop)e? Our
ministers are constantly canting about free salvation, bnt if
you will· closely observe the modus operandi by wli.ich it is
dispensed you will conclude that it is an exceedingly highpriced commodity.
Some time ago, in a letter to a neighboring daily paper,
the writer alluded, in condemnatory terms, to the spirit of
religious intolerance which prevails to such a deplorable degree in all orthodox communities. He asserted that such a
spirit was a disgrace to nineteenth century"ciyilization, and
closed with the proposition that a decent, honest Infidel was
worthy of public respect and patronage. In the same letter
he denounced church fairs, and showed that,the employment
of such means to raise money for religious purposes is inconsistent with the professions of Christians and the example of
Christ himself.
When this ·letter appeared a holy howl ascended heavenward from a score of orthodox throats. Some of my clerical
·friends almost rent their Iinen.in giving expression to their
outraged feelings. Everywhere the voices of rebuke were
heard, and the hardened sinner who wrote the letter was
mercilessly abused-verbally and ·at long range. An answer
was designed by a "classical" scholar, but for some reason
it never appeared. As my expressions had so shocked my
orthodox friends, I thought it proper to afford them an
opportunity to convince me of my error, and accordingly, in
a subsequent letter, I stated that if any of my offended
friends felt impelled to lead me into the path of righteousness
they could do so by convincing me that I was wrong, and
in order to so convince me they could meet me personally or
enlighten me through the columns of the paper in which my
first article• appeared. No response was received, and l
infer from their prolonged silence that my Christian friends,
not wishing to cast their precious pearls before Infidel swine,
hav decided to leave me severely alone.
I heard the erratic and bombastic Sam Jones the other
Sunday, and was highly amused by his abuse of his misguided sisters and brothers, the Calvinists. He denounced
the doctrin of election, and mercilessly assailed his fellowChristians in high places for licensing the sale of whisky.
Sam preaches excellent morali~y and appears to be sincere,
and if he would repudiate the myths and fables of the Bible
he might prove a useful member of society. The fact that
he appears sincere and says he believes in the hell, heaven,
and· God of the Bible is to many of his more enlightened
hearers conclusiv proof of a lack of intellectual profundity.
I. H. BELL.
JoPLIN, Mo., Sept. 13, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: The time has come when I feel it my duty
to write a few words for the sake'of our Missouri friends, a
great many of whom are too timid to speak their sentiment!<,
as in part is my failing; but in looking through the county
paper my attention was called to the following article, which

is the writing of a little, one-horse Baptist preacher that has
Iatelv arrived from the state of North Carolina. (Put the
darn~d thing in here.)
RELIGIOUS EDUOATION.
To the Ed.itm·s of TIIP. Tl1llR.ll:

"

.

.

It is hoped that the time is not far distant wh,en the opposers t.o
religious training in the schools will find that they hav been choos·
ing darkness rather than light, and those who are in favor of nght
religious trainfng of the youth of our land '!111 come boldl! to the
front and stand face to face against secular1sm or deno?'una.tionalism in education. We are a.s much duty bound to g1v proper
training to the heart a.s well as the mind, and it is justly_dne t_o Gorl
and to humanity that religious training should be g1ven m the
schools while other faculties are being developPd. But there seems
to be almost a. prevailing element in the West hostll to anyth~ng
but secjllarism entering the curl·iculnm of r.he s?hools. Fo.retgn
element is continually swelling the tide of secularists, and th1s element is strongly backed by the press. Some ~_tre so lenten~ a.~ to
think that religion in education is the same thmg a.s secta.naUism
in education· hence they take advantage of the freedom afforded
to citizens of' our government and sa.y that religion should be disca.rded in the schools and giv to all cla.sses a. fair and just treatment, but that is rp,auctto aa absuraum, good only to be given
to the mules and bats.
.
It might justly be considered an outrage on civilization, for the
standard of civilization is raised only as the st.a.ndard of religion is
raised. Whenever secularism supersedes rPligion in •chools the
doors are simply thrown open for the entrance of Infidelity, and
the people, straining at a gnat, swallow a camel.
The question is asked, What rehgion is to be tallght, a.s there are
so ma.ny so-called religions1 We answer, there is but onereli~ion
but a multiplioity of opinions respecting tha.t religion. That iR thP
religion of Lord Jesus Christ, as ta.ught tons through the words of
eternal truth. We want no sectarianism, no creeds or catechism
whatever in the schools, but only urg• that while the mind of the
child is being shaped and its cha.ra.cter molded, these.be s~l!tped
and molded in a religious principle. Those who deny t.hetr chtldr<>tr
the privilege of religious training take awa.y a grea.t part of their
children's rights-rights given to t·hem by God himself No one
has any more right to shut off tho9e.Gnd-given rights than thel"
ha.v t.o '\reep away the supplies of life. God not only makes it incumbent upon parents to look aftet· and supply the temporal
wa.uts, but to look after the spiritna.l intereRt.a of their children.
Every child is given a religiouij instinct, or God- trust, susceptible
of mfimt expansion, and they need the food of l"eligions conversation and sunoundings, and a ca.reful Christian culture. Young
animals cannot appease their hunger on a barren desert, neither
.can a child's soul satisfy its hunger if its snrrouudings.contain nn
food on which it can feed. ·rhen if the Bible and devot.ional ex.
ercises a.re excluded from the schools the nutrit.ions supply of soulfood is cut oft'. and the soul is left. to feed, as it were, upon meru
husks.
1'hen we ask, How can anyone conscientiously keep a. way religion><
training from their children during their school-days, and a.llow
the devil to squatter-sovereignty throturh all those Jears, workin~r
to the utmost his fea.rful ant fatal mischief 1 Children are God•,
gifts, and, like all other gifts, may be m~de a cur·se or a blessing;
and" Oh, that I mi~ht hftV seen his kinal look when he s•tid, 'Let
the little ones come unto me!'" Sad, sad will be the account to which
many parents will be called in the last day for such willf11l ne~lect.
of their children's education. To educate the youth of our
country without any recognition of the existence of Gald is to fail
in a. most sacred duty to them, and a duty, not less sacred, to our·
country. The fruita of secnladsm can be nothing more than a
godless and lawless spirit which would soon ripen into Ana.rchi~m
Let us then hav more religion in education and save the cluldren,
a.nd by so doing save the country.
B. D.
Aug. 27, 1886.

When I read it I think of an expression I heard, "Oli, giv
that bird a worm !" Poor fellow, he says it is hoped that
the time is not far distant when we will giv way! But he
ought to hav said he hoped the time was close at hand when
we would hire poor, little, single-han<l preachers only to
teach our public schools, as a mining region is a poor place
for a beggar (plenty of work) to loaf around. and gambling
1s prohibited in our state. This paper (the Neosho Ti·mes),
which this pitiful, little one-horse preacher has appealed to.
is a county paper of the same county in which I am a
teacher, and if he cau induce the patrons to require the
Bible taught in school, it will giv employment for more
hypocrits, as it would be a contract that no peace anrl
liberty loving man would sign.. I, a Liberal, am teaching a
school where I am now employed for the third term, and, it
iS said, hav given the best satisfaction that has been given
in the district. Now, this district is composed of Methof!:ists, Baptists, Dunkards, Campbcllites, Catholics, .and Liber;als, yet I am getting abng as smooth as a shingle. But if
such a law were to be enforced (no danger), I would hav 11
certificate to sell at half-price.
In my school we discuss such subjects as the sound~ of
letters; principles of arithmetic, degree3 of latitude anJ
longitude, geography, history of the United State~, etc.
Not one word is ever mentioned about religion in my school.
I leave that for the parents to suit themselvs in, for, even if
I did. believe in ghosts, what kind of a ghost story could I
fix up to please them all ?
Now, maybe you don't understand exactly why I cttll this
man a one-horse preacher, but it is simply this:--hi~ faith is
insignificant and one-horse in comparison with all the lead
ing denominations. And if he knew it as well as I do, he
would know that to establish one reli~ion would destroy hi;
entirely which he would oppose in the end. ' For, my
friends ' to undertake to establish a religion will. in my
opinio~. end in a war and the triumph of the Catholic faith.
I will giv you my reasons for it. Tile Protesta••ts will first
wish to bring the so-called holy Bible_ to the I_ead in all
things, which we will oppose, as smart: hberty.lovmg pen~],,
ought to. The Catholics will oppose It as hard as we ~111,
besides the aid that will be furnished from Eur0pean nanon~
where Catholicism is the prevailing religion; and, as might
be expected, both parties will incline to drift together in the
struggle to maintain our Iibert!, an_d once the o~thodox
religion is conquered the Catbollcs wlll never stop till they
gain their point, if we don't repress th~m. And I regard
such writings as this preacher's as bemg treason to our
United States Constitution and government, and all men
that write such stuff as traitors. For there is no excuse for a
man not understanding the Constitution, which ill the most
precious document ever written. Brother-Liberals, let us
cling to the Constitution like the. monkey to the dog's tail at
"The Garden of Eden."
A LIBEHAr:.

•
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this 00'/"ner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Twin Sisters.
I know two little gir Is,
With sunny hair in curls,
And bright and laughing eyes
Blue as the summer skies.
They are twin sisters two,
And hav a sister Lou,
A aweet baby brother,
A father and mother,
A cat and three kittens,
That never wore mittens,
A dog white and curly
That never was surly,
A parrot that can talk,
And a doll that can walk.
Not many girls of nine
Hav everything so fine.
Good and kind Elodie
Is unlike twin Rhoda.
One loves mamma truly;
One I think unruly.
One is thoughtful and kind;
The other will not mind.
One brings the dressing-gown
For papa, when from town
He returns aweary.
How pleasant and cheery,
Be it early or late,
Is the chair by the grate,
With the gown upon it,
Waiting him to don it;
Slippers by the fender,
While, so neat and tender,
Near him stands Elodie.
"Kiss for me and Rhoda,
Deare8t papa," ~he said,
'' Before we go to bed."
He gave her one and many,
But to Rhoda not any.
She only wanted candy,
In his pocket handy,
So she pushed sister Lou,
And struck the baby too,
And pmched good Elodie,
So selfish was Rhoda,
So anxious for it all
That mamma had to call
And order her to bed.
" I am so grieved," she said,
" So very grieved aud sad
That Rhoda is so bad.!"
Then Elodie good and handy
Divided t.he candy,
Bade mamma not sorrowShe'll be good to-morrow.
You can't believe I jest
When I say I love best,
Much better than Rhoda,
Dear littl~ Elodie. SADIE A. MAGOON.

Lead Pencils-How They Are Made.
[We all use lead pencils more or Jess, and the
following account of how they are made, taken
from the Brooklyn Eaote, is interesting reading.]
The consumption of lead pencils in this
country is estimated at 250.000 a day. This
is at the rate of one per day to every 160 of
population, or about 78,000,000 a year.
Graphite, which is the softest substance dug
from the earth, is taken in the lump direct
from the month of the mine to the reducing
mill. Here it iR pulverizer! by stamps under
water, . the particleR floating off with the
water through a series of tanks. It comes to
the factory in, Brooklyn in barrels,: in th\l
•form: of dust. The . powder is lusterless and
of a dingy "olor. · It is finer. and softer· than
any flour, and . can be takep. up in the hand
just as. water can, but is harrlly retained
mor{l .easily than water is. If one attempts
to take a pinch of it betweim the forefinger·
and tbumb it is as evasiv as quicksilver, and
the only sensation left ·is that the flesh is
smoother than before.
The first process in manufacturing is' to
separate the graphite dust further, according
to fineness. It is mixed with sufficient water
to run very freely, and is then turned into a
hopper, from which the water runs slowly
through a series of tubs. The coarsest and
heaviest particles settle to the bottom of the
first tub, the next coarsest and heaviest in
the next, and so on, the movement of the
water being made very gentle. On reaching
the last tub the powder, bei:ng twice as
heavy as water and sinking in it if undisturb~d, has so far settled that the water discharged at the top is nearly clear. After the
flow is stopped and the powder allowed to·
settle, the clear water is withdrawn by removing successivly, l:)eginning with t~e
upper one, a number of plugs inserted in
holes in the side of each tub, care being used
not to agitate the contents so as to disturb
the deposited dust. This being done properly, the depoRit is removed through the
gates at the bottom of each tub. The separa-

tion is thus performed by this ingenious
process of '' flo a tin~" more perfectly than it
could be by any direct pandling, dry treatment being wholly impracticable. For the
finest pencils the deposit from the last tub
only is used, but for ordinary or cheap grades
thnt from the two before the last will answer.
The graphite is now ready for the clay.
This is a peculiar pipe-day from Germany.
After being subjected to the floating process
the finest is mixed with the graphite,. in proportions varying accordin"' to the degree of
hardness required. The ;;10re clay used, the
harder the pencil. For medium grades the
proportion is about seven parts clay to ten
parts graphite by weight. The graphite and
clay are mixed together with water, to the
consistency of thick cream, and the mixture
is fed to the grindii~g mills, which consist of
two flat stones, about two feet in diameter,
placed horizontally, only the upper one running. Between these the mass is ground like
paint for the finest pencils as many as
twen~y-four times, thus securing the most
perfect strength, uniformity, and freeness
from grit in the leads. After grinding the
mass is inclosed in stout canvas bags, and the
clear water forced out by hydraulic pressure
until it becomes a thick dough •. It then goes
to the forming press. This is simply a small
vertical iron cylinder, having a solid plunger,
or piston, driven by a screw. A plate is inserted in the bottom, having an opening of
the shape .. and size of the lead desired, and
the graphite is slowly forced through the
hole, exactly as water is forced from a
syringe, coiling itself round and round like a
coil of wire on a board set beneath the press.
The coil is taken up at intervals, " rove" off
straight by the hands into lengths sufficient
for three heads, which are straightened out,
laid in order on a board, and pressed flat by
putting a cover over them. They are finally
hardened by placing them in a crucible and
baking in a kiln. The handling must be done
expeditiously, as the leads begin drying immediately and become brittle as they dry; but
on first issuing from the press they are so
plastic that knots may be tied loosely in
them.
The leads are now ready for the wooden
case. For the cheapest pencil, pine is used,
and for the common grades, an ordinary
quality of r_El_d cedar. At the saw-mills the
cedar is cut into blocks about seven inches
long, and these are sawed into strips about
three and a half inches wide and three-sixteenths of an inch thick. The pencil consists of two parts glued together, with the
lead between. Each strip is wide enough to
make the halves of six pencils. The pencils
are made six at a time, and the imperfect
strips ate put together so as to make a full
strip of tlie parts. When these boards (which
are now ready for shaping). reach the factory
they are first passed in a continuous line under a cutter which cuts six little grooves,
round or square, for the leads, and smooths
the faces by the same stroke. The lead in
the foreign pencil lies wholly in one-half of
the wood, the other slip being put on as a
cover, as nearly everybody has had occasion
to know by the covers coming off and leaving
an unpleasantly flat surface; but the American method has the groove equally in each
strip. Accordingly, the two strips are glued
.alike.
Fill1ng the leads is done by girls sitting at
brass-covered tables. The first takes a
grooyed slip with her left hand and a bunch of
leads in her right. Spreading these out in her
fingers like a fan, she dextrously lays them
in the grooves and passes the filled slip to the
girl at the left, who puts over it another slip,
which has just received a coating of hot glue
from a brush wielded by a third. Any two
slips fit together, a.nd the united pairs are laid
in a row and. pressed together in an iron
frame by a screw, and the row of slips is left
to dry. The rough end of the slips and the
projecting parts are next ground smooth
against a wheel covered with sandpaper, and
are then ready for the most interesting and
characteristic process of all-that of separating and shaping.
The foreign maker still makes each pencil
separately. His glued slip is one pencil, and
he formerly shaped it by hand, but now does
that by a plane ciriven back and forth by machinery. Yet it is still one at a time with
him, and after shaping his pencil h~ has to
sinoothen it with sandpaper. Not so in the
American factories. The work of separating
and shaping them is done by the same
operation of a single machine. The slips are
fed one by one under a revolving cutter,
which separates and rounds them on one side
by cutting away the superfluous wood. As
they come from under the cutter they are

Onr Puzzle Box.
passed under a second ~ne,
which does the same work on the othe; ·side,
1.-NUMERIOAL ENIGMA.
so that they fall into a basket in a contmuous In one and two a pronoun see;
stream, biX _wide, of finished pencils. .The An other pronoun, one, two, three;
familiar operation of planing IS essentially One; two, three, four-adverb of place;
that Of cutting with a pocket-knife. The In three, four, ji'lle a color trace.
A palindrome is two, three, .four,
planing machine, on the contrary, uses re- Adverb of time and means " before."
volving knives, which make a succession of Four, ji'lle, six, and seven, I hint,
little gouges in the wood. These gouges, Is to make copy fit to print;
which would otherwise leave the surface very But just reverse it and· 'twill be
irregular, are made to leave it tolerably The ebb and flowing of the sea.
"Onji'lle, m,seven," is French," they say"smooth by following one another so closely In vain you ask what folks are "they."
that the gouges becc)me one long gouge or Seven, eight, nine, and ten, my child,
cut, but usually the board is not smooth Is not wild, but "gentle, mild."
enough to answer for nice work without fur- Eigltt, nine, ten, eleven, I see,
ther finishing. Yet so perfect is. the opera- Is "truth," and "truly, may it be."
twelfth before first four we trace,
tion of these revolving cutters that they leave The
And form an adverb thus of place.
the surface not only true, but so smooth that The wlwle-or land, cash, railroad sharesthe finest sandpaper in ordinary use would Is pro:perty that goes to heirs.
Irwtn, Ia.
J.P. K. BAKER.
scratch it. The machine separates and
shapes probably fifty pencils while the for2.-PUZZLE.
eign maker is making one, and requires no_
body to complete its work, As the stream of
pencils fall six abreast they are finished in
point of utility, and are ready to be sharpened and put to use.
;Before they leave the room, and several
times afterwards, they are counted by means
of a counting-board. This is merely a board
on which are fastened two strips of wnod
about four inches apart, having in each strip
144 grooves. Catching up a handful of pencils,
the workman rubs .them along the board once
and back, thus filling all the grooves, the
pencils lying in them as a pen lies in its rack
on the inkstand, and he has counted a gross
of twelve dozen without possibility of making a mistake, and in five seconds' time. By
a similar device the employment of a tray
having a number of round depressions of the
size of a coin, into which the pieces are
shaken, gold coins are sometimes counted.
In deference to custom and the habit of as. sociating the desired blackness of the leads
with that of the wood, the natural beauty of
the cedar is concealed in the standard commer
cial grades by· coloring. After being immersed in dye, .the pencils go to the very
curious little varnishing 'lllachines. From a
A lady pictorially represented.
little. hopper they settle through sidewise,
and are seized between two wheels, which
3.-REBUS.
thrust them endwise, one at a time, through a
hole in a tube wet with varnish from above.
Each pencil, pushed on by its follower in the
single file movement, emerges from the tube
and drops on a horizontal belt. It then moves
slowly with the belt some thirty feet, drying
as it goes, and when the belt, reaching the
pulley, releases it, it drops to the basket. If
you place a pencil in the mouth, pushing it
well back, and then, 'compressing the lips
tightly on it, expel the air, it will shoot out
Goed advice.
with some force. In a similar ~&anner this
comical little machine spits out from its ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OillLDREN'S CORNER,
.
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cylinder a stream· of pencils at the rate of one
1.-Robert Burns. 2.-(Sam-u-well) Samuel.
hundred per minute.
The other operations are of minor conse- 3.A
quence, consisting of shaving
little from
SET
the ends, sharpening certain styl_es on a
BPI R E
AEIOUWY
wheel, stamping each other style with its
TRUCE
propermarking,and the various manipulations
EWE
in packing. The patent package is a stroke of

j turned over and

~

a

inventiv genius. The dozen pencils are
grouped, each in its respectiv groove, around
an oval piece of wood. The oval package is
more showy than the round, and eight pencils can be slipped out and ·replaced at will
without disturbing it. The same mechanical
skill runs all through the work, all the pencils being uniform in size, length, and finish,
and even the stamp falling on all in the same
relativ position.
Except the lead-makers and the attendants
on the shaping machines, the operators are
girls, the mach,ines being so automatic that
neither strength nor skilled labor is requisit.
The work is singularly cleanly. The shaping
machines are covered witb a metallic hood
connecting with pipes through which an-the
shavings and dust are sucked down by a
blower to the engin-room, where they are
used for fuel. Thus the floors are kept free
from litter. The w'>rk is in no respect unhealthful, and the factory is peculiar in being
permeated by the aromatic odor of the red
cedar.

y

4.-:Ma-lady-M(alad)y.
SoLvERs.-R. J. Franklin, H. J. Messinger.
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T·HE TRt.rTH.
Obituary.

Died at Newark, N. J., on the 11th ult.,
Mattie G., wife of Cornelius A. Marshall,
aged 89 years, 9 months, and 4 days. The
Newark Daily Advertiser says: "Mrs. Mattie
G., wife of Cornelius A. Marshall, who died
at No. 58 Fifth avenue, on the 11th inst., was
a daughter of the late Abijali H. Douglas,
~ who was for many years engaged in the music
business in .Cedar street. She attracted the
friendqbip of those whom she met, and possessed the happy faculty of retaining their
esteem. She bore her painful illness with
true heroism, and could the exercise of sheer
will power hav availed, she would ha·v sue..
cessfully combated her malady>•
Mrs. Marshall had been suffering most of
the time since the first of this year, but she
had occasionally been able to go out of doors
until four weeks previous to her death.
Her husband was by her side most of the
time for the past seven or eight months. She
was the mother of Cora Jewell Marshall, who
has occasionally sent a communication to the
Children's Corner.
·
She was a member of the Newark Liberal
League, and took part in the first anniversary
of the League, in February, 1878, singing a
duet, etc., wit.h her husband, who presided at
that meeting as vice-president, in the absence
of the president.
The trio-father, mother, and daugkterhav been activ in the cause of universal mental liberty ever since. Mr. Marshall is at
present secretary of the Newark Liberal
League.
Mrs. Marshall thought to liv well here was
her duty, and had no fears of an awful puni~hment for not believing in Jesus as her
savior. To do her duty he.re was her savior.
The funeral was held at her late resi ience,
liS Fifth avenue, Newark, on Tuesday, September 14th, at 3 o'clock P.M.
Thaddeus B. Wakeman, Esq., of. New
York; Frank T. Ripley, of Boston, and Dr.
E. V. Wright, of Soho (near Newark), took
' part in the exercises, as follows: V oluniary,
organ, Mr. H. II. Duncklee; reading of
"Thanatopsis," by Dr. Wright; hymn,
" Adieu," by quartet choir.
Mr; Frank T. Ripley then made some remarks, and read a poem, en~itled, "It Is
Well."
Mr. Wakem1tn m~de an address, of which
we hav space for only this outline·
Friends of-the depar~ed one!
This is all sad, very sad. Then is not a
heart here but aches to relieve in some way
this bitterness of grief. To do this we must
come willing to giv, to repair, and to receive.
We must.,giv freely of our sympathy to
thm~e upon whom the crushing weight of this
affliction has fallen. .That is our first duty,
for the sympathy which makes grief a cominon burden relie-ves those upon whom it first
falls. When a great weight falls upon a rP.lativ, friend, neighbor, or even a stranger, how
instinctivly do all hands reach out to raise it
from him, and how much each hand relieves
the ~train! Thus the tears of a common love
and sympathy relieve the burdened heart,
and slowly wash away the barriers that for a
time cut off the afflicted from the rest of the
·world. LPt this sympathy connect this
!'pecial grief with the common fatality of man
liB hag been done in the splendid ... Thanatopsis" we hav just beard. Let us consider
rlPath, not as the king of terrors, but,
stripped of all superstition, as the inevitable,
abd in the end beneficent, harvester. of nature,
to which the good and wise will ever submit
with a resignation that ennobles while it
afflicts, because it ever consecrates to a higher
life.
To repair is the next duty that falls upon
us here as friends and mourners, for though
death may in the end be a necessary and
. beneficent process of nature, if we can cast
the eye over the whole of things, it is no less
n calamity t<l those immediately touched.
To repair, therefore, as far as· possible the
terrible loss which has fallen upon this
stricken household should be our immediate
care. From it the wife, mother, sister, and
friend beloved, ever kind, tender, and beneficent. is about to be borne never to return.
Alas! what a void is left I Great and terrible
as her worth was precious and inestimable I
Yes, the duty to repair thi!Jloss to each member of this family IS the sacred duty of the
friends and mourners here. Had a bolt from
the sky fallen and torn asunder th€- happy
home, how readily would each and all rush
to the aid of the injured and bereaved! Like
such a stroke death leaves broken and lacerated lives and affections. The very nerves of
life are torn when the mother and wife, the
center of the family and home, is stricken
down. To their friends and relativs comes
the duty to gather up and weave anew the
broken threads of life. They may not say it
in words, but the father, daughter, sister,
nPed now the common aid and care which
only loving hands and hearts can bestow.
Such let their silent jp1ef receive by every
grateful office and serviCe within your ,~>ower.
Finally:, we are here to receive. Let· us
bear in Jnind that we come to the house of
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mourning, not only to giv of our BY!1lpathy,,to
repair by our aid, but to receive the soul-life
of the departed, and to contribute to its -immortality. Every religion has its own im~
·mortality, but civilization and-humanity hav
now reached so far that rarely now do priests
·or churches dare to assert that the worthy·on
this earth can fail of a worthy sphere for the
continuance of their life, power, or influence.
Our departed friend cherished among her
friends those who entertain almost every
phase of belief and hope in regard to. th'e
form of the future life. The charlll of goodness held in firm attraction to her the Positiv
scientist, the trusting Christian, and the
assured Spiritualist. Was it not a blessed
life which now enables each one of that
widely varying circle of friends to feel as-·
sured that in her earthly days she had
entered upon the path that m]lst end now in
their heaven? She had earned the key of the
good and faithful which opens the g!tte to
every paradise.
Thus the Positiv scientist gratefully receives and cherishes her life on earth -as an
influencl· and power ever continuing here for
good. The whole community who knew her
has been and will continue to be blessed by
her goodness an<Wgrace. This is a grateful
reception of her life here by which it is incorporated into the lives of the living:and
becomes the foundation of an assured iwmortality. The tii:·st circle of every heaven is
thus formed in the hearts who receive and
continue the life and soul which has vanished
from ·sight. This duty now chiefly falls upon
the little band of Liberals in this city. with
whom her life was associated as a member.
The good and beautiful which she realized to
you must become a part of your higher life
and power. Death has beel). for you the
harvester of this noble life. Let it be for you
a permanent treasure and a cons'ecration to a
higher life !
·
Nor should the Christian here mourn the
departed, as without hope. He who is believed to hav said, "Inasmuch as ye hav
done it unto the least of these ye hav done it
unto me," cannot fail to know his own,
whether they were accustomed on earth to
cry" Lord, Lord!" or not.
Some of her friends who hav faith .in
modern Spiritualism are now present sharing
our griefs and speaking their hopes with
ours. They testify in words more fitting than.
mine can pos11ibly be their assurance that the
life so lately with us is clearer, higher,
happier now, in a sphere better suited to her
aspiring soul and work. Thus all unite in a
common act of reception and J!:rateful hope.
All hav brought their tribute of tears, love;
gratitude, and admiration. The worthy and
faithful woman, as daughter, wife, mother,
friend of all, and especially of the poor, the
affiicted, and the unfortunate, has not lived
in vain and cannot fail to liv forever. Her
victory is assured and is eternaL .Well
might she say, as she did, "I am ready to
go." Thankful, then, let us be that it was
ours to share for a few years the sunlight of
her noble, beautiful presence. My own
acquaintance was limited and only at intervals, but never has a more delightful vision
·or a more blessed influence fallen across my
patq. Still stronger are the expressions of
those who knew her best. Good and true,
patient and serving, her life was a bles-sing to
all it reached, and such it shall continue forever!
Husband, daughter, sister, relativs, friends!
he comforted, and thankful that such a life
has been, and been yours to know and enjoy.
Let the circle of heavenly influences commencing here in your hearts go on ever increasing throug}I every sphere and form of
the immortal! Let those to whom the duty
is committed now bear to our mother earth
the remains of the beautiful form, to rest
there forever amid the birds and flowers, and
the music of tlte elements she loved so well
as her companions when here.
But to the soul, the life, the influence,
which beamed from that blessed, graceful
form through the years of earthly life, open
your hearts that they shall never die, but pass
with renewed activity into the sphere of the
immortal.
To this mortal form a last loving, grateful
fareweZU Earth to earth I
To the life immortal, in our own hearts, in
the heart of man, and in every heaven-that the
faith and lwpe of our race hav conceived
for the good and the true, we bid thee Hail !
Dr. Wrhrht then rendered some verses
which he -had arranged for tj:Je occasion.
A dirge was sung by the choir, " Where Shall
We Make Her Gr'ave?" after which her
friends tool• the pal'ting look at her mortal
remains. Interment was made in Fairmount
Cemetery.
~------~~~---------

Book Notices.
"Celestial Sonnets" is the title of a book
issued by B. l\1. Lawrence, M.D, Hartford,
Conn. It contains 128 pages, nearly the
same number of songs, and about 75 new
pieces of music. Some of the songs .are
adapted to old and popular tunes, as those of
"Gospel Hymns." It is full of phrases
about "Fathers in heaven," "blessings of
God," and various other persons and things
we don't know much about, and don't want
to. Those fortunate persons who hav managed to couple Chlistianity and Spiritualism
may find. this a pleasing book. Others will
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perhaps· prefer some of the' numerous- other
hyiiJ.n-books·lately issued for the use of those
embracing· the new beliefs. The price of
"Celestial Sonnets'' is 50 cents.
Among.. the many .new _educational ideas
being tested of late is the device of issuing
school reading-books as periodicals, in
weekly or monthly parts, with a view toward
rendering them more fresh and attractiv to
the scholar than the old, much-thumbed
reader, which he usually knows by heart.
The Interstate Publishing Co., ·of Boston and
CHicago, issue· reading-books- in monthly
parts, of two grades, Primary and Intermediate, at the price of 80 cents for ten numbers, $2 for one hundred numbers.
" Eureka" is the triumphant title given by
Mr. R. A. Peet, of Ithaca, Mich., to.the little
hook he has published, at the price of 25
cents, on the labor-question. He thinks
he has found the remedy for existing iniquities in certain · merely financial meamres,
manipulations of the national currency and
bonded debts; etc. We think that if Mr.
Peet would more deeply study his subject,
and read such. books as" Rational Communism " and " Social Wealth;" he would see the
necessity of measures .broader than any regulati~ns affecting merely the currency. 1
A late one of the numerous works on mindcure which are appearip.g so rapidly of late
is "The Christian or Metaphysical HealinJI:."
It is religious, incoherent, and worthless.
This is a sample. passage : " Eradicate all
thoughts of physiology, drugs, laws of
health, sickness, and pain, and kno_w that
God is the o!lly panacea, divine love the only
medicin. Send for a Christian healer." Also,
we will add as an omitted direction, if the
invalid is a lady,. see that some robust
male relativ is in the closet or other
handy place before the Christian healer
arrives. "Hints on Metaphysics," published
by the Mutual Science University Publishirig
Co., Chicago; is a work of similar character.
Probably a small number of cures of disease
hav actually been effected by ·means of impressions made upon the mind. In.nervous
diseases espeniallythis method might be of
some use. But it is a matter for regret that
the efforts being made by competent psychical
investigators t<o understand and develop.
these and similar occult phenomena should
be obstructed and dishonored by the multitudes oJ charlatans calling themselvs '' Christian healers," " professors of faith-cure,"
etc. The only work on this' subject worth
reading that we know of is " Mind:Cure on a
Material Basis," publisherl by Cupples, Upham& Co.
·
The Hinn.boldt. Science Library. reprints
for American circulation the most valuable
works of the greatest English scientists,
philosophers, and A~nostics. Books costing
several dollars in their ori~inal editions may
in this series be obtained for a few cents.
Five dollars investetl iu these publications
would ·procure for oue a scientific library
which in finer editions would cost large sums
of money to a person more fastidious as to
binding and form. Tlli" series should be a
great boon to the ma~Hes in this country, and
they should liberally avail themselvs of the
opportunity to acquire a first-class scientific
training at a trifling coHt. Four of the late
issues we hav just rt·ceived. No. SO is
"Charles Darwin; Hi,; Life and Work," by
Grant Allen, an EuglislJ Ecientific writer of,
the highest eminence, lu it are related in
succinct and clear lan_gage the details.. of that
great thinker's life and labors, from the first
showers of Christian maledictions to the final
supreme triumph; aHd the work is also valuable as a thoughtful review of the Darwinian
doctril:s. No. 81 consists of two treatises by
J. Allanson Pwton_::.. The Mystery of Matter" and "The Philosophy of Ignorance."
These deal with the most fundamental
problems of cause ant! being.- The style is
cli·ar and attracti v. It is a popular prediction of the present day that in a few
decades fiction ana all light literature will be
read no more, but be entirely superseded by
the study of science. Certainly the attractivness of such works as these is· calculated to
giv ·ground. to that expectation. No. 82
contains eight essays by .Professor Proctor,
viz.: ''Illusions of the 8enses, ''Animals of
the Present anti the Past, "Life in Other
Worlds,"" Earthquakes,''" Our Dual Brain,"
"A New Star in a Star Cloud," "Monster
Sea-serpents," "The Origin of Comets."
Professor Proctor is the scientist who is so
well knpwn for his exceptional success in
making astronomy popular and acceptable
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With . the. masses. There is not a dull or un. ·
interesting essay in this volume, and it can
be said of this book, as they say of a popular
novel, that "no one who has once taken it
up will _lay it down till he has read. the
last word.;' . The next issue, No. 83, is on
" Profit-Sharing between Capital and ~abor ,"
It contains a thorough history of .all the instances in various countries in which this in~
dustrial method has been adopted, withaccurate·· statistics of their operations aild
their results. Of the four volumes mentione-d
above, the first is a double number, price 30 ·
cents; the price of each of the others is
15 cents.
The issue of the interesting weekly maga.
zine; Br:ience, for September 17th, comments
thus upon the recent addre@S of Dr. Moore,
the eminent En~lish physician, before the
British Medical Association, on the higher
education of women: " The saying, ' Educate
a woman. and you educate a race,' is full of
promis if t:,ightly interpreted ; full of dire disaster if it be applied to the mind .to_ the ex.
elusion of. the body. Excessiv mental labor
is a cause of sterility; and whatever does, or •
tendt1 to, render women infertil is prejudicial ·
to a nation. Young women ·at the present
time thiilk that they must do men's work,~ _
though there is no necessity for it, .and when
they hav not the constitution to do a woman's
pr:>per work. If girls were more properly
taught at school the true physiology of
woinan, this would be in a gre!Lt measure
stopped. We cannot turn man into a woman,.
nor fit him to perform a woman's duties; no
more can we fit woman .to perform t;he work
and duties of a man. Dr. Moore's address
deals with this all-important question from
an exceedingly practical standpoint, and is
singularly free from abstractions and generalities, and, if his views are to be controverted, they must be niet with correspondingly practic·•l objections. His treatment of
the subject shows a large experience with
the every-day life of the women of the present time, and will well repay most thorougl1
and careful perusal." A few others of the
many subjects treated are: Impurities of the
atmosphere; The Charleston earthquake; The
defectiv «lasses in the United States.; Are
animals·happy? Ballooning and its eff\'ct on
memory; Communist leanings; Science for a
livelihood; An easy method of rriea~uring .
the time of mental pncesses; The seJ.-ser.
pent; Anatomical and medical kn()wledg'e of
ancient Egypt; Economic statistics; Conn'g
"Evolution of To-uay;" S 1dgwick's " His·. tory of Ethics;" The psychology of reasoning. · This periodical is not, as might ·be in- .
feri:ed from its being a weekly, a small m·
cheaply got up and unbound sheet, but a large,
fiuely printed, and illustrated magazine, with
a handsolJle colored cover. It thus givs ·
weekly an issue equal to that given monthly
by many periodicals of equal cost. The subscription price is $5. Sample copies may be
obtained of this office.
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Mr. Watts has a very distinct utterance
and an emphatic manner which rinff! 1h~ at.tention of the audience.-A.UIIM.J/ ErprtW<,
Sept. 12, 1885.
Mr. Watts is an able, earneR!, n.nd forCible"
speaker, and convinces hi~ lwimmi of 'hiR
sincerity.-;-MorningTeleg?·am (Gr11url Hnpid~),
Nov. 23, 1885..
Mr. Watts possesses great reasoning powers, a deep, strong voice, earnest manner, anrl
concise, fluent expression, and is ·the most
eloquent speaker that we hav had the pleasure of hearinQ;.-Libel·al (Mo.), April 16,
1885.
Mr. Watts's appeals are not destitute of
fine irony, of vigorous sareasm, of logical
wit; but his strong point is in appealing to
the intellect, to the judgment. the commmi ·
sense, and the reasoning , powers of those
whom he addresses; He dne~ not seek to
beat down others by the asSilmption that they
are either. fools or· knaves, but lahors to sll ow wherein he thinks them wrongly edn1~aterl or
mistaken. He has a power of !·ulfoting the
minds of his auditors and moving upon their
feelings in such a way as to st•cure close attention to the end of an address of more than
the average length of public lectnres.-Ea,qle
(Grand Rapids), Nov. 24, 188!5.
·
· Apart from what may be srticl about-Mr.
Watts's views, he is a remarlw,bly fluent
speaker, a kee~ debater, and treats both the
arguments ·az;!d those who hold different
opinions with courtesy and respect-a lack
of which is !i very marked defect in the majo:rity of those who di1fer in their religii>U:i!
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:eentiments.-'Lutawei (Oan.)
2, 1886.
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elocutionary abi~iti(ls, and of
nal attaininents:.::..,~!le,<i~p~)li;
his views hi the•strongest pm
matter how his. heaters. rna~
views on,t~~9}9g:r_;;~Wu::m.*~~
·expositions of skep.ti(\al . I
embodied in. them some of th
' utterances ~nd sedud:vlogi~
been theft privilege ·to ·list
corder, Jari: 21, 1886. ·
Mr. Wattsis one oftlie ab
, Secularisin:~to be fou~d-on tb
and no little·iiiterest was evi·
·He is a most ' pleasing 11.'nd 1
arid, while','the large majori
went to hear him in Galt mf
his opinions; a:ll' are willing
his ability, an\1. the gentlerr
which he· treated th.e. subje
sion.-lJumfries·Reformer (Q,
15, 1886.··.

.Mr. Watts held the close
hearers more by appealing ~c
good· sense with deep logi
hearts wi~h . shafts ·of sarc
Leader (Grand Rapjds), Nm
The keen logic and· admi
Mr. Watts's:.able utterjl.nces ~·
reading on·a day of leisure; •
might not agree with' his de
mazoo Gazette; Nov. 26, 1885

is a rellUlarly educated and lel!'a.lly qualified physician, and
the most successful!
as his practice wil
prove. He has for
twenty ye.,_rs treated
exclusivly 8.11 diseases
oftheSexualOrgans
in the cures of which
h~ stands preeminent
BPERMATORRHIEA
and IMPO"fENOi
as the result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing.
night emissions ,by
dreams, loss of sexual
o .lV e r
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. . . . . ·.· · 33 C~ton Place, New York.
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George Jr. Fisher. Paper, 50 ceP.;ts; cloth, $1. ·.

Ort.h(}doxy.

56 pages, 1f'1mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid1 Printed in
large, clear t,YPe; and· containing as much as
could l!e delivered in two ordinary lectures.
' This makes a grand ·missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Ingersoll Uat..,~hlsed: His .Answers to
a Number of :Vital Questim:is Propounded by
the editor of the San Franctscan. 5 cents; 50
·cents per dozen : 25 copies, $1 ; 100· copies, $8.
Millions of these should be circulated•.

.\

Vindicution of Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York OIJserver, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

Address on the t;ivil Rights Bill.

-

Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

PRI.MITIVE CHRISTIANITY
ElY LEWIS

Tribu~~·

There hav J;leen so many

M!Plicat10ns for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute ·to
His Brother," "The Vision of ·war," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea~ toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is' a model in every respect. In fact~ one of the richest, bi·ightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the cel_ebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore piinted in various shapes, but never
brought together till now; many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, lettersl table-talks, and day-to-day conversations or the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help It serve this
·purpos~ 1 a tine steel portrait, with antograJ?h
fac simile, has been prepared especially for It.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and. Ride, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style; $4.50; m full Turkey: morocco, _gilt, exquisitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest-possible style and finish, $9.

c.: JANU.

This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian reli/lion, its historical antecedents in
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Paganism; investigates the history of the founder of Christian1ty in the light of the latest Acientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Jlfan Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
separable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ, and traces the natural development of
Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
Complete references and full index. 820pp. svo,
cloth, gilttop. Price $1.50.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
OF

APOLONIU~

OB

0 F TYANA,
THE

Fir8t Ten Decade8 of Our Era.
BY

.
DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
· Designed to show upon the authority of History
that· Apolloniu,; of Tyana performed miracles and
spoke wise sayings equal. to tho.se attlibuted to
Jesus Christ. 350pp., octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER office.

l),nd Decune.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD •

Price. Sl.OO.

01!'

lngrrsoll'l!l Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
fo.r Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except t.ne latest -oil " Orthodoxy," bound m oue beautiful volume, iu half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i300
pajres, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
pnce of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.

f3i'UDY ..

,Rls~

. For A&]e at this of'\I'.P.

FRE~THOUGHT l\Ot"EI S.
H~ath. A finely
written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell1
author of Ex~ ter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents ; cloth, $1. 25.
&mily (~reed~. By William McDonnell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

T b.e Heathens of the

F

E x:.eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances. of the day.·'
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. Egual to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

The Outeast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London editiOn. By
Win wood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80 cents.

AII in a Lif.-thne. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "Tbe great charm of
this novel is its absolute :fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked de~tre~. even
from so gifted. a pen as· that of Mtss VI ixon,
whose bi'illiant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_ht. ranks. •· Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

TRAVELS IN FAtTH
From.
Tradition to Reason.
The Forgery of the Old Testament.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
OR,

Dedicated to the clergy
B:V
H. ·J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

SACRED M.YSTERIES
AMONG THE.

MaJ as and

the Q.ulclac!l
Year!! Ago.

ti,60C)

For Bale at this OtllllA

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
Tb.e Story Hour. For Childran and
Youth. BLBusan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. 'I'he Only Illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Btor;r.-BOok ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large ~ype, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Busts or· Voltaire. Paine, and ORIGIN OF THE BIB LI lAL MYTH A ~Dies of Hold. A Story-Book for
t'he Youn_g Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to
BY AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellife, pricei $1.50 each. ETery admirer of these
apostles or Religious 'Liberty should hav them.

· Phutog-a·aohs of

l'olon~l

lng..rsoll.

Superb pJ!otographs1 22x28, $5; panel, 10}!fx17,
. $8; boudmr, $1; cabmet; 40 cents; card, 20 cts.
.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

illustrated.
For Bale at "this office.

CAPT A INS OF
INDUSTRY1
OB,
MEN

Practical Experience witll Poultry.

Price, $2.50.

BUSINESS WHo Dm Bol!D:THING BESIDES
MAKING MoNEY;
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERIC4.NB.-

01!'

/ By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a lfttle boolra pamphlet of 82 Wflll-:filled pages, costing only
BY .JADE~ P&RTO~.
"a quarter," but as fttll of meat as an eglf. It is
well called "practical," for we find notbmg unpractica~ in it.
H!Jns, ducks, geese1 and turkeysi
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
are particularly discussed and their. economica treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many helped the world; together with eigbt p,ortraits •.
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large Mr. Parton's works need no commenaation. They
scale, and, all in all, it is a.very useful additiOn to are standard.
the poultry literature of the day.
Prlc ,
• 81.26.
TRUrH BEEKER Office,
AddreSB
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
. aa Olinton Plaoe, New York.
• Olblto• Plaoe. New York.

lent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.
-

T :te Youth's .Libt>ral G:nide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
princi_ples of Freethought, at the same tiril.e
that it inculcates moral duties and' human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
BEEKER.

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible Investigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers specifica.lly to 148 Bible pro:position8
with numerous references and mtations, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. l'rioe

•oe1d1.

.ltlODERN HOUSES
(Just Publtshea, Jul1/1, 1886) CONTAINS:

A colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
of pamting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn anc1
colored, to supply all the neccessacy pieces for
constructing a model house, with plam iiirections
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the !l'reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Arch·
itecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of onr
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
·
55 New Designs for Residences {cost varying from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for 11. Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by 1\fRria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article mi Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PosTPAID, ON BEOEIPT OF PBIOE, $1.
Address
·
'l'H~ CO-OPE:UTIVE1H1ILD!NG PLAN' AS10'N
191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.

ASHORf LESSON IN HISTORY.
A double-page picture contrasting 1cience and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 centP;
twen_ty-:five co_pies for '$1; one hundred copies fm
$8. We wish that the fnends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

., IIF MODERN BALAAM.
Bhowinf t.he Balaam of modern times to be th£
priestA. tis a splendid pictorial argument. Pri<'e
p~r rlov.en, 80 oAllt~ ~ p~r hundred~.50=--- - - -

CHRISTIANITY
A REWARD FOR CRIME
~ubstantlated by
BY

the .Bible.

0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

Pr1ce 10 Cent~<. I Pt•r Doze11, tt.OOAddress

THE TRUTH BEEKER.

llll Olint.on PlBCA. NAw Tol"k

Apo"tlt~ ot· Liberty. .An addret;ll
delivered in Paine HallJ before the N. E. Fre•lliinkers' COnvention, o~an~ 1ft 11M. l'ri~;11'
\0 oentll,
··

l'be

.. ,-.
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legislature will submit to
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~
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ton stro~e, .to q~alify himself for hj.s;Vo~ation of poet.
)lji i .Vers_e-makin:g ·rs; to the wits,
~-:~·a gaii1_·_e'_: <)t-_-··irikenuity; ·to
~j Milton·• :it' is.f &' 'prophetic
"'·•;] :office,t9'!1'arll.'1'1'l!ioh the will
· .of .h.ea"en leads ..him. The
. 'cr!lO:~iQrl" ile;'·'ilontemplates
. : Will''iio£:1fow:trimi him as
._ the• istlt.nzasio:t.: the " Geru·salemme.'! ,.did"- from , Tasso
at .tW.ell~i~ne: 'Before he- .
, ' call'0ilfakii. Ji ':P6~m, Milton
~f will ni8;k~ :b'iliiBelf. "1 was
11 !Jonfirm«JP,\'in·o'tfii_s opinion,
~ that_ he- who _would not be·
;~~~r!lJ~ro~.fi,s hope to
\Vhte.well here~~ofter in law-·
'ab~ thin!is' otiliht himself

;,
THE . recent massacres r:
;·I

·of Catholics. in 0~ ~re [•
. clahi:ied by that~- sect to-;
hli.v been caused by tlie i'
Protestants.
TliE hearing ih the
motion for a new·trllll of
the (!orideinned .KD:arch~,
i_sts _inc_hicago has;be_ e_ii.·
_begurrbefore Judge Gary.
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IT iri' asseited that the
Old Testament naiTativs
Ci contain· an authentic and
i f~ithful· history of the act- "
·; ual:'!lelil_W:~~-¥~mld:!f: with
man; that the events which
they' relat!l•:tSdk. Place~as
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missioners of. tl?-\~. iGiiy
hav·- so persecuted.: Mor:..

mon hi:ilhig~a:n~s _tJiat ther
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fll:i!.nd:'practice:_'of all that
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"
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- Milton.
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tentiaiy
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D. )[. ·Bf!nnett. .:'
_
~-~n, stat~sman; eier labored•to '
:l>i1! ftt himself:harder than Mil-

T'HE Pennsylvahi!l Pro.\.
hibitionists . :ciaim,.<-that!
their vote in the ':Comilig. election wW be 80,Q()O.~r.
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100,000.
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;;li!')r_a·J!lali to lack good, sense,
~r 'li#IYtb'bin!fiDple and over"' neilesaarilY;make him a bad
· ~iid"nnfo.und.ad tale he
Y.J4e,t~)(~u)-~e. i.Il_be.·a~allQWitJ:g e~,ery falsehood

II ·'Q-od;wlier~vlir }i.e is rE)pre--
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's'ented'' as .· viiiiting and
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~p~a\ting: to," ,A.~m. Noah,
;\>: · Abraham; :MOses, .Samuel,
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w:a~ued ';6§'·.~ the, pr'tiss i
thorto_ ut'og.ht.oaum'ip_ethr ewi.ct-ohupii.u~rby__ .~)

~'if:\ aud;-.o-thers;•
·aid rea,lly so
appear and . communicate
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I
hiS. :will to ·thilm; that the
lie seuti.niimt in Cliic'ago,
~· ark; as~built,b:y: Noah, was
and the- Times of that-lri_..,_ _ _ _ _ _...,,.-------~!"!"'".~-I"J
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An:K;:Nsi'w ii~h~or.:teii.Jher (ioboy)';'"l:io you go' .tailed 'ins.~~ctians of the architect.of allwod~;
. , -~i ,h,;· - .
.
·
~
!J (l.Jl
J!!in !J.
to Sund,.y-school ?" Boy: "Ain't went to none that the law, as contained in the Pentateuch, was
· THE_-JJlte Protestant Episcopal convention.
, :-::: r -1 ,.1
yit." Teapher: "Wouldn't you like
go next deliveredtoMoses,a,ndwrittendownbyhimunder.
too~ ~~tJon . toward· ~ecuring uniformity of :
Sunday 1" Boy: t• Walli coUld ·git. erlong without the immediate· dictatimi or' Jehovah, and the pro-.
-·
c
goin'.
·
_What·.do
they
do
·:thar'?"
...
TEl!Wll!lr
.:
."T)J.ey_ ceedings
of ..the
Israelites
minutely
and_ ~necifically
niam_·age law throY_ghout the United States. · PHILADELPHIA's contribution to the harleston <
•• . .
.
.
.
sufferers is a noble one._ She givs tip'her claim ,t0 •ell you all .abQut.-the cre~~<tio.n of the world, the diti!ctei:l by· him; that; in a word,.the Old Tt:sta-'
_DEsP-ERATE fighting took place Sept. 29th ·the title of Quaker City.
.
P.9Pd, and ~he ·~reattsa9rillce' it Jesus."· Boy: mellt ia,a literal a!id verici,ous histOry, notmerely .
p t t 't d'C th
-- .- '•
... -. -- ,,., •.
. ,_;
~.~~~;
ow.l_.~}!il,_r.--b'''w&y .t<J.s,.llll:-~ch..d_e_._r. lif~_a!.~&;~,~i_ii!·I'I_egen_illor
tra.di~o.ii.t-Grea's-C!'BBd_df.
• B If t fist b t
m . e as 1,·,-~
e.ween roes an an .. a - · SuNnA.Y-saiiooi supenlltetl.din'it':"'".Now>·chil-' oliteu
.iili:er·~
o";\tJieyt" Teacher Cll.rillf.enaom; . 1
olic
,i{IJ.d finallybetween-the-mobsand dren,'teJi me what··heatiieitsare." 'SmO:ll boy \m\ic··
f,,,nb-t:n<Boy!'"Then , • •.
.
' .•
. · .
''
·
.'. ··
the
(who has been reading aliolit. the. -late ·IIelfast I dbn•t reckon--]i'ii,p'iii,-le
''fb'blcletweai.y
time
LEAVRfG the Vlil~ar arguments, ~at:by learnmg
-_ '_ :s"_, .. ,.-,, _. ·. .
.
riots): "Heathens is folk what don't fi~tht over're- '· 'tJ{"t, - · ·· ·
--·.
··
man excelleth man m· that wherem man excelleth
ON. ·... Jl_~~· -_27th the Red Republicans ere- ligion."
·
_
Wl I ·
beasts; that by learning man ascendeth to_ the
t d
· ·t t
t
· F
d
OliLUU. man : "-:(understand- the arrangements heavens and their motions>where in body he can.'
a e IL'_no a a own m ranee, ispla,ying
''lib dear children," said' Deacon. Bucrag, ad. for the reception of immigrants at Castle Garden iwfcome, and the-like; let us conclude with the
the re~;:_1f.a,g · and driving away opposing dressing the scholars," can you tell me why you are very complete." New York man: "We do·our dignity and excellency of knowledge and learning:
parti~s·-~nd'1!;he police. ·
:come to Sunday-school?" "•Cause our pas woUld best to make strangers feel that they hav come to in that whereunto man's nature doth most aspire,
·
wallop us if we didn't," ·p.romptly responded- a - Ch · ,.
t
As so·
s- they arn· e they · h'. · ·
- li
t· ..
f " this
· -~- - ·
MR.' SWEE~, a rec_ently returned. Euro- small scholar.
a• nB•·Ian conn ry.
on a
v
w 1Ch IB, Immorta ty or con muance, or oo
are furnished with Bibles printed in English, tendeth generation and raising houses and fampean trav.eler, says, '' It'is a ·final fact, in my
MusiCAL MATTERS.
Welsh, French, Danislli Swedish, Finnish; Italian, ilies; to this, buildings, foundations, and manuopinion, that no king or -e~peror can ever
Boston ·i'oiJ.ng lady (to Chicago. young lady): Spanish, German, ·Dutch, Russian, Bulgarian, inents; to this tendeth the desire . of memory,"Young Mr. F. ·of your city, I understand, i.B a H
·
B h · · · · P li h Sl ·
Ar b'
·
h-.
againreigninFrance."
veryfinei'nterpretaratthepi'ano""
unganan, o eml&n, o B •
aVIc,
a 10, fanie,-andcelebration,and,ineffect,thestrengt _
,.
•
Greek, Annenian, Hebrew, or Portuguese." "Do of all other human de~ires. We. see how far the
THE. Hartford defaulter, Bartholomew, has
Chicago young lady: "Oh, yes, indeed. The they read them T" "Yes, indeed. You see, there monuments of wit and learning are more durable
been going to church and prayer-meeting till manner in which Mr. F. manipulatea the ivories is nothing else they can do, being all penned up than the monuments of power or of the hands.
he _has won everybody's confidence, and now is very much admired by the ettte."
like a1lock of sheep." "But why do you pen them Forhavnot the verses of Homer continued twenty" YouNG man," said the village editor severely, up T" "To keep them from being robbed."
five hundred years, or more, without the Joss 'of a
he has· gone to Canada with everybody's to.the aspiring-poet who ha.d brought in one of
syllable or letter, during which time infinit palmoney:
his latest efforts for publication," this poem on
aces, temples, castles, cities, hav decayed or been
·TH
G
'Lucy's Charms' is not bad as a whole, but that
·
1
1
~
demolishea 1-Lord Bacon.
HE enry. eorge campaign is assuming
I
.
t
ld
second verse beginning, 'Her eyes, my soul! Her
.
T. HE politicians tell us, "You must educate the
6 ·t• . ' 1
prop r lOllS a amung 0 . the 0
parties. eyes !' is certainly a most flagrant plagiarism.
I
During the next mayor's administration the You'll find that in any Methodist hymn-book."
masses because they are going to be masters."
The clergy join in the cr;y for education, for they
terms-of nearly all the present heads of- the
BosWELL: "Is slang.everjustifiableT" Johnson:
affirm that the· people are drifting away from·
municipal departments will expire.
"Yes, you dog. If a lady on entering a book-store
church and chapel into the broadest Infidelity.
1
,
.
. were to fuquire for Merivaie•s 'History of Rome,•
--oThe manufacturers and the capitalists swell-the
AMoNG the many mstances throughout thiS and the clerk were to proffer her Gibbon's 'Dechorus lustily. . They declare that ignorance
country of powerful corporations defying the cline and Fall of the Roman Empire,• she millht A thorough and overwhelmillg reply to the New makes bad workmen; that England will soon be
law' one of the most flagrdJlt is the ~upreme with propriety !JXClai}ll, 'What are you Gibbon
York Observer's slanderous attacks
unable to tum out cotton goods, or steam engins,
· d · ff
f h W
U
us? ' " * ·
upon the Author-Hero of the Airiercheaper than other people, and then, Ichabod l
m I ere~ce o t e
estern nion Telegraph
.
..
Ichabod I the glory will be departed. from us. And
Company to .the recent underground-wire
*In consideration of the brilliancy of the mot ·
ican Revolution .. Containfug
a few voices are lifted up in favor of the doctrin
statute of this state.
, ~~:rf;,~'Jt'e~onism involved in the above \Will be
both the slanders and
that the masses lilhoul.d be Mucated because they
their refutation.
are inen and women, with nul.imited capacities of
AROJ;IBISHOP GmBoNs says: " Cardii:ial
PARAnexroAL.
being, doing, and suffering, and that it is as true
Tasche;r_e_ au'scondemnation of tbe Knights of
"Do you. know, my dear," he. said to his wife,
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. now, as ever it was, that the people perish fo_r lack
" that there is something paradoxical about
of knowledge.-Huxl.ey•s Lay Sermons.
Labor Sho-uld not be taken as the -sentiment mule?"
·
.
-aof the church. The cardinal's hostility grew_: She replied he ought to know·if anybedy did,
ON .HIS BEING A.BBIVED TO THE AGE OF TWEN~Y
THREE.
out ·of·some local laws or conduct of- the and asked him why.
The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
·
h
·
h"
h
·
"Because,
although
he
is
by
nature
somewhat
K mg ts W IC are contrary to the doctrins of b lli
backwarm
d · d ee d sof recently reissued its assault upon the memory of' How soon hath Time, the subtle thief of youth,
t
t h el8aways
- 1
. ·h -'h·"
e geren,ye
Paine,
this
pamphlet
should
be
circulated
everyStolen on his wing my three and twentieth year!
the c urc .
.
violence."
where in vindication.
·
My hasting days 1ly on with full career,
'·B
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THE
LASTBESOBT
..
But
my late spring ·n.o bud or blossom shew'th.
T HE roo yn res .10 ery IS rymg
ev.
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60pp. Pljce 10 cents; 12 copies, $1.
·
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1
wee ana- a 1 n _o y s ores 1 y
Perhaps my semblance might deceive the truth,
Mr. S taunt~n f or vw
1ence to his Wlfe, and for
For rest and recreation·
That I to manhood am arrived so near; ·
keeping another woman in his house against
Long Branch and Saratog~ 1 pass by.
And inward ripeness doth much less appear,
Than some more timely-happy spirits indu'th.
his wife's protest. Mrs. Staunton says of the
Far,_ far removed from styl~ arid fashion I
A.
ROMAN
CATHOLIC
CANARD.
Yet be it less or more, or soon or slow,
tria~, '·I will rely in the future, as I hav in the 1
Will spend my long vacatwn.
It shall be still in strictest measure even
past, on my God," not seeming aware .that
Cape May and <?ld Point.Oomfort hav for me
.t1 F'alJrica,ted .t!CC<JUnt of a Beene at tM Death- To that same lot, how.ever mean or high, ·
such conduct· on the part of his saints is not ' . No lon~er their attra.ct10n;
Toward which Time leads me, and the will of
bed of Thomas Paine.
No more In Hudson la)ld&capes do I see
heaven;
only-~ommended but enJmUed by that deity.
The finest in the world, ~nd unto thee
All is, if I hav grace to use it so,
BY
W.
H.
BURR~
Soi:ENTISTS are endeavoring to so perfect
I hum~ly make. retractw~.
'As ever in my great taskmaster's eye.
This_ pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
-Mtzton•s Sonnets.
their knowledge,of- the laws-governing earth- I From trouble, t':'il, and _stnfe they say I'll find
·
,
.
,
Thy breezes diBinfectivB;
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
I
wiLL
not
leave
literature.
Nay, had I but two
~uakes th_at. they can predict their dates, say1 tum all thoughts of business from my mind,
(upon which the 0b8B'I'V61' relies to prove its prin(lipal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that potatoes in the world, and one true idea, I shoUld
mg tllat. 1f they can do so '' a valuable con- I1 I skip to thee and leave all cares behind,
hold it my duty to part with one potato for paper
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
tribution to the insurance of human safety in,
Also U.S. detective.
,
and ink, and liv upon the other till i get my idea
earthquake regions will hav been attained." · · Loved Canada! Ensc~nced in thy cool clime,
18pp. Price 5 cents; 25 for $1.00.
written.-Carlyle's Let~s.
·
]3ut thi~ :would be inteifering With providen- 11 , With th~e for my prot~ctor,. .
For these lfwo pamphlets address
BELIEF is not a ll;latter ·of choice, not a matter of
tial chastisements and thwarting th will 0f . Ill spend m sweet sec~nty. my time.
will, but with people of good intelligence it is a.
'
e
Some shekels, too, I think I'll spend, for I'm
. ·
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER co..
Go d ·
' A pious bank director,
38 ~toll PL, New York. mntter ·d.ependent upon evidence.-D. M. Bennete-
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THE TEACHINGS OF THE GOSPEL

Jlotts and Uklippings.
EARTHQUAKE religion will never be worth a
hundred cents on the dollar.-Sparta (Ga.)
Ismaelite.
_FrvE professors at Andover Theological
Seminary are accused of heresy. Their offense
' consists in teaching that a chance may be
given sinners to repent after death. Joe
Cook is said to be one of the accusers.
ANsoN S. Wooo, deputy secretary,of state,
has issued the decision that there is nothing
in the laws of New York state to prevent
women from voting. The woman suffragists
announce their intention of participating in
this fall's elections. They will support George
for mayor.
A BosToN Sunday paper recently contained
the following: " Mr. F. S. sailed last week
for Europe, where she has gone to make pur. chases for her elegant stone house now buildIng on Beacon street. A prayer was read
and a special hymn was sung for her last
Sunday-at the church of the Messiah."
THERE is a prayer-meeting for business
men every noon in the John Street Methodist
·church. Two minutes are allotted to each
person who desires it for testimony, exhortation, or prayer. The meeting was well attended lately. An elderly gentleman in
trumpet tones spoiie, and after his two minutes were up he kept right on. He had begun with a scene in King David's time, and
bad got down to the beginning of the Christian era, and ten minutes had gone by. Then
a young man in a corner led off with the

Doxology. The eldnly gentleman looked
amazed as all present swelled the volume of
harmony. He sat down. As the meeting
closed the elderly gentleman stood up, and in
tones of thunder said : " That young man
over in the corner will not be able to sing me
down when I stand with the tens of thousands before the throne of almighty God,'~
and he left the meeting room indignant.
The young man said: " The old gentleman is
evidently non compos mentis."
MR. T.V. PowDERLY, who is in Richmond
attending the national assembly of the Knights
of Labor, attended high mass at St. Peter's
cathedral on Sunday, and a.fter the services
went, on invitation, to a meeting of the conference of St. Vincent de Paul, where he
made a short speech. He said the work of
the society and the work of the ordP.r over
which he presided were in many respects
similar in that each ajmed to ameliorate the
troubles of their fellow-creatures and aid and
elevate mankind I
A NATIV of India who had visited England·
was heard by an Englishman describing the
way in which he observed Christians worship,
and was surprised at their lack of reverence.
"With all the vivacity of an Eastern nativ,"
says the Oltwroh Standard, " he represented
the attitude of some Christians at worship.
He lounged back in his chair, crossed his
legs, stretched them out at full length,
looked up at the ceiling and yawned, and
then asked his audience what they thought of
that as a position of reverence. He polished
his glasses, fixed them on his nose, and
stared all round in everybody's fa<1e. He
fanned himself with a piece of paper, and
gaped about. He stood with .his legs crossed,

---:=:=:--· --

PRACTICALLY APPLIED.

and his hands in his pockets, and looked
across the room sideways. He sat on ·his
chair and leaned his bead forward on his
hand. And after each exhibition be asked
his audience what they thought of Englishmen's reverence of their God."
''No authentic pict~:~re of Christ," says the
Independent, "and no trustworthy description of his appearance has come down to us.
It is remarkable that the four ·evangelists
should hav agreed in omitting just what every
other biographer or novelist is careful to giv.
Nowhere hav we a hint as to his personal·
figure or as to a lineament of his countenance.
Some hav guessed that he was fairer than all
the fair, and others hav presumed that his
countenance was marred more than any other
man; but no one knows. The conventional
picture of Jesus, which seems to us his
certain portrait, is not older than Michael
Angelo."
THE dean of Chichester (Dr. Burgon) is
unrelenting in his warfare on the new version
of the scriptures. In a letter to the Montreal
Church Guardian he says: "A report has
reached me (I am unwilling to believe that it
can be a true report, but I hav it on very respectable authority) that there is to be a proposal made at the approaching Canadian
Provincial Synod to adopt that most infelicitious of recent literary performances-the
'Revised' Version of the Old and New Testaments. I take leave in the most respectful
manner, but at the same time without the
slightest hesitation, to warn the members of
that august body against the egregious error
of which they would most certainly be guilty
should they, In an ungarded hour, be induced
to extend their sanction to a work which

here in England is deservedly regarded with
universal disfavor, and by the best informed
sort is already recognized as the grossest
literary blunder of the age."
WE would not be unjust; we do not say
·that all the religious press is arrayed IJ.gainst
labor in its struggles for justice, but thP.
champions of truth among them are lamentably few. The vast majority of them are far
too prone to cry "Anarchy," "Socialism,"
"Communism," when labor demands it'l
right, and to preach that devil's doctrin, that
"workingmen should be content in that
position of life in which it has pleased God to
place them."-Oanadian Labor Reformer.
LoRD LoNSDALE-he is the fifth earl of the
peerage-is visiting this country as theatrical
manager of a performing troupe, the chic-f
star of which is a woman who is the subject
of great scandal throughout England. Yet
this theatrical-managing earl has within his
possession more ecclesiastical patronage than
any peerage of the United Kingdom of Scotland or Ireland. In his gift are no less than
fifty-nine "livings "-clerical appointments to
churches. This number exceeds the number
at disposal of any of the following bishops :
Carlisle, Chester, Chichester, Ely, Exeter,
Hereford, Liverpool, Newcastle, Rochester,
St. Albans, Sodor and Man, Southwell, arid
.Truro. Among temporal peers those who
nearest approach to it are the dukes of
Devonshire, with 40; Rutland, 31 ; Bedford,
~6; Beaufort, 25; Northumberland, 24, and
Cleveland, 22; the marquis of Abergavenny,
24, and Baron Leconfield, 22. The L>rince of
Wales also has 22. Some people think thi~
state of affairs calls for reform. We agree
with some people.~Olwistian at Work.
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And f~r denying that the Bible is a safe moral
guide, or that we should reverence its vile blasphemy or believe its obscene stories, in New Jersey
one is liable to be arrested, calumniated, hated, and
persecuted ·by the devotees of this Bible and followers of its holy teachings.
Christians everywhere assUl'e us we are indebted to
the Bible for our present civilization and Iiloriility;
that none can be harmed by reading the holy Bible
and living out its teachings, and we are bribed to do
so by the promise that, if we·will follow the example
of God's blessed saints, we with them shall be made
perfect. If we will share their faith, we shall also
with them share heaven. Decency forbid!
Jacob is another exemplary saint, indorsed by
Jesus as sure of heaven (Luke xiii, 28). He is introduced to us in this truthful and holy Bible as taking
advantage of his blind old father, lying to him, and
cruelly, treacherously, robbing his own brother (Gen.
xxvii, 18, 27).
This paragon saint marries two sisters, having them
both for wife at the same time, but, not content with
them, takes both their hired girls also (Gen. xxx,
4, 10).
Reader, does the Bible relate these filthy stories
to warn us from the wrong, the sin, of such doings?
No; but the Bible indorses, applauds, the beastly infamy. It declares God blessed Leah and answered
her prayers because she gave her hired girl to her
husband. Read the danmable record.: "And Leah
said, God hath given me my hire, because I have
given my maiden to my husband" (Gen. xxx, :l8).
How many parsons, deacons, and good Christian
brethren admonish their wives to follow the example
of Leah, as the best and surest way to obtain from
God answers to their prayers?
Christian, despite your bigotry and blind fanaticism,
answer, honestly now, Is the Bible a safe moral guide?
Is it a fit book to place in the hands of your children!
You rightly denounce the Mornions for the crime of
polygamy, but how can you do so and yet reverence
the Bible~ The Bible teaches polygamy. The Bible
God enforces as well as sanctions polygamy:
"And I gave thee thy master's house and thy master's wives into thy bosom" (2 Sam. xii, 8, 11).
Surely there is no morality like Bible morality;
no obscenity more gross; no blasphemy more vile.
"Now, therefore, kill every male among the little
ones, and kill every woman that hath known man by
lying with him, but all the women children that have
not known a man by lying with him keep alive for
yourselves'" (N urn. xxxi, 17, 18). And thirty of these
young virgins, God's share, he especially commanded should be given to the priest for his especial
use (Num. xxxi, 41).
For repudiating these and similar horrible teachings, and urging to discard them, and instead to live
lives of justice, mercy, and ·purity-to seek happiness
- by promoting that of others, I have been arrested
for blasphemy.
In all candor I ask, Who are the enemies of humanity-they who denounce or they who teach and
justify such atrocities?
FALL AND REDEMPTION.

What a loving father is the Bible God! Suppose
,a father should place a helpless little crippled child of
five years old on a chair tilted towar.d a large glowing fire, then give the child orders not to move or
the punishment of its disobedience would be horrible
death by burning. He then leaves the child, knowing
it soon must move, and he has so fixed it that when
it does it must fall upon the fire and be burnt to
death.
Would not every sane human being execrate and
denounce such a father as a monster of heartless
cruelty~

We read in the Bible that God placed Adam and
Eve in the garden of Eden, constituted them so they
could not resist temptation, then placed temptation
continually before them, knowing they must fall; to
make assurance doubly sure he creates a subtle devil
to beguile them, insuring their fall; then damns them
for falling, and damns all the human race who had
anything to do with the fall, because Adam and Eve
did not resist a temptation God himself especially
made it impossible they could resist. Amazing love
divine ! 0 sublimity of wisdom!
To appease his wrath and save a few of the
my).'iads thus doomed to eternal hell on account of an
act committed hundreds of years before they were
born, this God plans to send_ his own son (as old as
his father) to the earth to die, pour out his blood on
the cross (which he never did, for he shed no blood
till after he was dead-see John xix, 33, 34), that all
who would accept this blood should be saved.
It took this God four thousand years to perfect
this wondrous plan and to provide this savior; in the
mean time he positively declares no savior ever has
existed or ever shall exist.
"Before me there was no God fornied, neither

shall there be after me. I, ever I, am the Lord, and
No, it is the soul that sins! Then why-did Jesus
beside me there is no savior" (!sa. :xlv, 10, 11).
say if thy hand offend thee cut it· off-if thine eye
"I am the Lord, and there is none else; there is offend pluck it out: "·And if thine eye offend thee
no God beside me" (!sa. :xlvi, 5).
_
pluck it out; it is. better for thee to e~ter into the
• "Yet r am the Lord thy God from the land of kingdom of God With one eye than havmg two eyes
-Egypt, and thou shalt know no god but me, for there to be cast into hell-fire, where the worm dieth not
is no savior beside me" (Hosea. xiii, 4).
and the fire is not quenched" (MIU'k ix, 43-48)!
There is no accredited history on earth describing
We know the body goes to the grave. ·Christians·
the birth of this Jesus. The only accounts we have declare it is our soul that goes to heaven or hell.
are. Matthew and Luke. Luke. denies that he wrote by But this contradicts the Bible and Cln:ist. Jesus says
inspiration; he declares in the first verses of his tlie body goes to heaven, the body goes to hell-betgospel he merely wrote of his own accord because ter enter heaven with one hand, one foot, one eye,·
there were 80 many gospels contradicting each other. than retaining perfect body be cast into hell. ·
··
He wanted his friend, Theophilus; to know his
According to Ch1ist, there will be one-eyed cripples
account of the ·matter, .• Thus we are left ·with the in heaven. The Bible says• so. Christian salvati~n
gospel of Matthew alone to afford us any inspired in- goes to the vile murderer whose-lifeis forfeited. sayformation as to the birth of this savior whom God ing: "Jesus suffered for you; only have faith in the
said never had existed or should exist. Yet this is blood of Jesus and you will go to heaven, no matter.
the all-important event on which the whole claims of how foul and infamous the life; Christianityoffers to
Christianity depend.
cleanse from all guilt; 'Though your sins be as
Matthew was a tax-gatherer, and knew nothing of scarlet, they shall be as white as snow'" (!sa. i,,18);
Christ until called to be a disciple A.D. 31. Yet he
And yet Christians prove they do not believe their
gives us all the particulars of what Joseph thought, own or the Bible teachings. They fail to live up to
as well as what Joseph dreamed (Matt. i, 18, 20). their creed in their daily life. They avow faith has
This gospel, according to Matthew, it is admitted no cleansed the murderer of all guilt; he is cleansed by
one knows the author of. Smith's Bible Dictionary, a the blood of the lamb and become fit company for
standard authority among all Christians, says, in re- the angels:_made pure and innocent as a lit'tle child
gard to the time of its writing: "The most probable by the bJood of Jesus. Yet they will ~~:ot set t~ssupposition is that it was written between 50 and 60 innocent one free; do not care to take hrm to thett
A.D.; the exact year cannot even be guessed at."
homes. Saint-like and fit for heaven as he is, they
It is a little v.eculiar that Matthew relates what he hang him just the same.
was not eye-witness to-the incarnation, visit of the
Acts are too strong for their creed. Only in an
wise men, the temptation, the transfigmation, the imaginary world can they imagine him in happiness.
agony of Gethsemane, denial of Peter, dream of
Dear reader, we would have you, instead of _bePilate's wife, talk between Judas and the priests, etc. lieving the falsehoods of Christianity, accept the
-while all the events said to be witnessed by John truths of Secularism .
alone are omitted by John alone. Matthew tells us
A man who is brutal and licentious brings on him
Joseph, discovering the condition of Mary, decided self loathsome disease, poisons his blood, and entails
to put her away; while worrying over it he dreamed on his children horrible suffering and a tendency to·
that, although Mary was about to become a mother, vice. On his death~bed he believes in Jesus, goes to
she was nevertheless a virgin; and this dream a pure heaven of eternal bliss, and leaves the world
rendered Joseph perfectly satisfied that everything clll'sed by the consequences of his evil life while he
was all 1ight. N 0 claim is made that Joseph ever revels in extra rank and esteem in heaven, for the
told Matthew anything about this queer dream, yet New Testament declares there is tnore joy in
it is alleged that somewhere between fifty and sixty heaven over such a sinner than over ninety and nine
years after Matthew gives us this astounding revela- just persons that need no repentance (Luke xv, 7).
tion, and we must believe it or be damned.
The Bible and Christianity thus put a premium on
Now, reader, take time and calmly think it over. vice.
A Jewish girl becomes the mother of God almighty
Secula1·ism warns all against wrong-doing by point-the mother of yolll' God. The child of this young ing out the misery which invariably follows evil, not
Jewess was God. Christ is God. God cried and alone to themselves, but to their children. Secular-·
screamed, squealed and kicked; God flung about his ism teaches us to fix our eyes and hopes on earth.
little arms; God made aimless dashes into space Parsons bemoan this, but there is not one of theni but
with his little fists; God stared foolishly at his own will swap eternal mansioJ'ls in the sky for the smallest
little toes; God smiled when he was comfortable and house and lot on this perishing earth. We have
howled when pricked by a nasty pin; God was nothing to do with a home in the clouds now. _Le,t
nursed at Mary's breast; God was wrapped in little us make a heaven of our own homes here and now,
diapers; God lay in a cradle and was rocked to sleep; instead of devoting time and care to meet a future
God was quite sick when cutting his little teeth; life. Let us prepare for it by learning how best to
God caught the measles, mumps, whooping cough, live this present one. Learn how to live. Death is_
and scarlet fever; God learned to-walk and often inevitable. We need waste no time on learning how
tumbled down, bumped his forehead, and made his to die. One world at a time will tax all our powers
little nose bleed; God was spanked when he was to the uttermost. If there is a spirit-life, mhristranaughty, etc., etc. We have always been taught tiona of love and lives of active benevolence and. useto believe that God was born in a manger, but fulness are the best possible preparation for it. If
Matthew declares he was born in a house (Matt. there is not, then welcome extinction; the calm, sweet
ii, 11; Luke ii, 7). Matthew declares that im- sleep of eternal_ rest_ is far preferable to constantly
mediately after the departure of the wise men beholding the torture of those we love, even though
Joseph, Mary, and the child fled into Egypt and re- we ourselves have gained harps and wings.
.
mained there till after the death of Herod (Matt. ii,
Secularism sweeps away all the terrors of the au12, 14). Luke declares this was not so, but that pernatural. It bids men look on earth as their fair
eight days after his birth Joseph, Mary, and Jesus heritage, capable of being beautified and cultured
went up to Jerusalem; Mary did penance for the through knowledge, skill, and love.
crime of motherhood, and Jesus was circumcised
It brings peace and jey, for it refines, educates,
(Luke ii, 21,'39).
teaches love and gentleness, plucks fear from the
Reader, if you read such absurdities and contra- mind and sectarian hate from the heart, and makes
dictions in any other book would you regard it as brotherhood to all alike. "All the world is our·
divinely inspired~
country-to do good is our religion." Secularism
. What does this savior, whom God declares never gives freedom; it gave freedom to all in the United
·had, and never should have, existence, save from?
States by abolishing slavery, taught by the Bible and
Does he save mankind ~rom sin? No, for men upheld by Christianity. In the language of that
continue to sin.
noble and fearless exponent of Secularism, Mrs.
Does he save mankind from death? No, for men Annie Besant: "To him whose highest interest is
continue to die.
__
centered in his own miserable self-to him who only
Does he save our souls from death r No, for the cares to gain his own ends-to him who seeks only
church declares ouT souls are immortal and cannot die. his individual comfort-to that man Secularism can
Does he save from torturing fires of hell~ No, have no attraction. Such a man may indeed be made
for the church no longer believes in a literal hell-fire. religious by a bribe of heaven, but truth disdains the
Could this Christ save us if there was something service of the self-seeker; she cannot be grasped by
to be saved from!
'
a hand that itches for reward."
Was Christ immortal? • The church says Christ is
If Truth is not loved for her own pure sake; if to
God and therefore must be immortal, and being im- lead a noble life; if to make men happier; if to spread
mortal his soul could not die.
brightness around us; if to leave the world better
The Bible says: " The soul that sinneth it shall than we found it-if these aims have no attraction foi·
die" (Ezek. xviii, 4).
.
us, if these thoughts cannot inspire us, then we are
If Christ came to pay the penalty, his soul must die. not worthy to be Secularists, we have no right to the
The church BIJ.ys Christ, being God, was immortal- proud title of truth seekers.
his soul could not die. But the Bible and Christ deIf you want to be paid for your good lives by livclare he did die (!sa. liii 10 12; Rev. i, 18). If these ing forever in a lazy, useless fashion in aii idle
scriptures are true Chrlst'~ soul did die. Then he heaven; if you want to be bribed into nobility of
could not have be~n God. A dead God is an ab- life; if, like silly children, you learn your lesson, not
surdity. If not God "he needed a savior for him- . to gain knowledge, but to win sugar-plums, then
self (Rom. v, 12).
'
you had better cling to your creeds and you_r
Which is it that sins, soul or body? The body-! churches. They are good enough for you; you ·are
Then why does the body rest in peace in the grave not worthy to be free.
and the soul go down to hell's torment?
"But those who, having caught a glimpse of the
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in many respects. England feeds on the resources of
other nations and makes a ruinous return; America
develops her own that other nations may look to her
for cheap market. Both are therefore, in my opinion,
unsound in their tendency and selfish in their desires.
While England multiplies in population for the
devastation of other countries, America raises enormous crops for flooding foreign markets therewith
that the natural resources of other countries may be·
stagnated and their local industries closed. Why
should America do so~ Why should she raise more
than she can consume~ Could any of my audience explain why!
,
Socialism in India.
Americans, it seems to me, are well educated in
What is Socialism! Socialism is that science which
principles of right and wrong, freedom and slavery,
deals with and governs society. Every country has
liberty and bondage, but they will not admit that it
her own peculiar rules of government. That country
is sinful to raise more than necessary. I do not
must be the lowest in the scale of justice and rightblame them, as they are not responsible for what they
eousness which has inculcated principles and enacted
hav inherited from their fathers. Where did the first
laws for her own benefit at the expense of other
American settlers come from~ They came from
nations, but that nation which has inconvenienced,
England. Their policy, like their forefathers', was
nay, even ruined, her own prospects and sacrificed
that of conquest by slaughter, usurpation by force,
her interests for the good of other countries must· be
and grasping by deception. But the consequences
the highest. . She has been, she is, and :will be, a
of such traits of character are disastrous indeed: In
beckoning star to others in all paths of life. Where
the long run no one is so much deceived as the deis such a country~ The whole audience, nay, the
ceiver. In England the supplies come from abroad,
whole world, -will answer, pointing their fingers to
and in America from within, and yet the masses in
Europe and America. Shall we find beneficent and
one, and the producers in another, are equally miserconsummate systems of administration in these
able. The American farmers had enough and to
countries 1 Let us, for instance, take the foremost
spare, but as the supplies first reached royalty in
and pioneering part of ¥urope called England and
England, so in America they went from producers to
analyze her. England, you will find at a first glance,
speculators. It is marvelous to see how, in both
.is a country where human species multiply by leaps and
cases, a few intriguers managed to monopolize the
bounds, and draw in nourishment from four quarters
profits accruing from imports and exports. In the
like the the boa constrictor, who inhales all animals
first case, royalty, and their accomplices, swallowed
and birds within the radius of one mile. Though enthe lion's share; in the second case, speculators and
tirely dependent for her support on foreign lands,
capitalists acted the parts of middlemen and preEngland is a c01lntry despotic in government and
vailed upon American farmers and mechanics to conpartial in distributing supplies among her subjects.
sign their goods to them for better prices. Yes, the
She represents the lion who sucks the blood out of
better prices they fetched from foreign markets, but
Now take, for instance, the case of many a married what became of it~ They were absorbed in comthe veins of his prey and leaves the carcases to
man.
He .marries for lust, and pleads love for its missions paid to agents and managers of tradingwolves and jackals. The gate-keepers of England
are the kings and queens, who devour the lion's starting. He therefore does not wish an increase to houses, so that a few hav thus become millionaires,
share of the booty snatched away from distant lands his family, but the union of two results in a third and ninety-nine remained paupers. In England
and allow the remainder to be gluttonogsly swal- guest, though unsought and uncalled for. Every- royalty, peers, and nobles hoard for themselvs the
lowed by their relativs, emissaries, and other pirates, thing concerning this unexpected guest is kept secret best part of everything, leaving the crumbs to the
who helped them to it, by plotting, and planning, until his .first cry heralds his arrival. In ninety-nine masses; in America the producers liv on husks, reand ransacking neighboring countries, and then cases out of a hundred both parents are desirous serving the substance for foreign markets. They.
leave the carcases and crumbs for 'bemg sent into that no offspring should be the result of their union. are educated to believe that their goods will fetch
the interior to aid the starving masses in continuing This state of affairs confirms me in my belief that better prices elsewhere, but they do not know they
life; hence, seventy· five per cent of the population in children ill Western nations are unwelcome guests of will be used up in paying commissions. In this way
Eng)and are paupers, who are ready to pounce on the family. There is no filial bond between them. the commission men become immensely 1;ich, and form
anything that comes in their way. This sinful booty What do children, therefore, learn from parents~ the aristocracy of America. The only difference beis thus divided, no reason or sense being allowed to Nothing but sensuality and disrespect for old age. tween the aristocracies of England and America is
get the better of avarice and selfishness; hence came English society recognizes two factors or pillars on that one is tyrannizing and the other is beguiling.
the proverb in prominence, "Necessity has no law." which the whole constitution rests, namely, husband One reduces the masses to starvation, and the other
How can a nation be just and righteous when her and wife. When I was young I Waf\! often told by to the rightly merited penury. This is the case as
law is necessity~ The same principle which governs old people that there was but one pair of lions created far as the distribution of national wealth is concerned.
nations regulates families and modulates -the tone of by God on earth. · They giv birth to two cubs, male There are more than fifty per cent of speculators in
society, for a family is nothing but a small nation, and female, and are immediately found dead. This America who do exchanging business on small and
society still larger, and the nation the largest family. may not be true of lions, as we find them in large num- large scales as their liabilities go, whereas in England,
When the nation is so unjustly and partially gov- bers in Africa. But it is true of English people. The where the population increases by leaps and bounds,
erned in regard to her supplies, the same traits are parents do not die in the true sense of the word, but their number is stationary and limited There is,
distinguishable in society, the royalty and the are deserted and their existence ignored when their however, one advantage that England has over
nobility being the law-givers and governors, and the children are united in matrimony. It is a miserable America, and that is that all the English domineering
masses the oppressivly ruled and trodden down. affair. No other people will do so. But the English spirits intrude themselvs·as paupers upon every land,
Laws are made by a few for the aggrandizement of wife often e~cts from her husband the deser.ion of whereas the Americans dare not step out without
·
many. The masses are so badly governed that they his parents, not to speak of his grandparents, uncles, money in their pockets.
The family system in America is English in tone
dare not assert their rights without losing life. The and aunts, brothers and sisters, that she may be the
majority are dextrously imposed upon and assidu- paramount ruler of his heart and soul. If he ever and character; though, unlike the English, moveously kept ignorant, that the property usurped by shows the least affection for his parents or expresses able and immovable property is equally divided
royalty may not be encroached upon by them. · They his desire to see them, she at once sues· him for among all children if there be no will made by
are so educated as to feel that the little crumbs they separation, saying: "Why hav you married me~ .If parents. But in this country personality is so strong
get is a favor specially conferred upon them out of you wanted to serve your parents you ought not to that almost every person has his will made, somepure humanitarianism and compassion; hence, ami- hav courted me. No man can serve two masters." times before his birth, so that in case he is unborn
nority are possessed of propert.y and fortune, and the But the result of this unnatural combination is still his will does his business as if he were born and
majority engulfed in distress and poverty. Now, let worse. Lust is substit-uted for love, secrecy and brought up. This will mania is a terror to all.
us turn to families. They are based on the same COD;Cealment allowed to brood over child-bearing; Wives and children don't know how their future desprinciples which control the nation and the society. reluctance takes the place of willingness to welcome tiny is going to be willed. The whole society is fixed
Every power and right is vested in the person who the unexpected guests, who then are brought up in in uncertainty as to the future issue. They therefore
heads the family. He is the support, the guide, and sensuality and intense desires to separate from par- feel no obligation to one another. Everybody has to
the rule. The destiny of his people depends en- ents. Individuality is thus fostered at the sacrifice of look out for himself; there is unceasing struggle for
tirely upon his whims and caprices. If he wishes, universality. Man honorably deserts his parents and life from highest to lowest ; parents desert their chilhe has the power to impoverish his family, not- without remorse forsakes grandparents; he drives dren, and vice versa. While one party is imprisoned
withstanding that he has brought so many souls into away his brothers and sisters.. Why should he then for debt, another rolls in affluence. It is no shame
existence. There is the same injustice and partiality care for his fellow-men? Hence in England parents to a son in good business to see his father locked up
in the distribution and division of power and prop- sometimes liv in palaces and sons in degradation; in jail. There are many Senators and Congressmen
erty of English families as there is in the g.-vernment hence in England sons are members of Parliament whose aged brothers are in county-houses. Sons and
of the nation and the society. The eldest son be- and parents in obscurity; hence in England brothers daughters are in penitentiaries, while mothers are
comes an heir, unless otherwise willed by his father be- are managers of wealthy firms, and other brothers wedloclred to big swells, and engaged in whiling
fore his demise. It is very often the case that one and sisters are rolling in slums in tattered clothes away their time in picnics, amusements, and enterson is enriched and nine turned out as paupers. and with tottering frames ; hence in England boys tainments. Endless troubles and evils confront an
by being forced into observer in studying their social and religious life,
. And yet the state and the society consider it per- and girls are spoilt for
wretched
self-support
at
the
cost
of morality. In this which, to him, appears to hav been rotten to the
fectly just and proper. Why should a father be so
unjust and cruel toward his children~ But it is so; manner one person becomes rich, reducing nine_ to core. The remarriage of widows has converted inconsequently England apparently enjoys the smiles penury ; in this manner one person marries, and nine numerable children into hoodlums, and filled towns
of fortune. All along the sea-coasts large and go wrong; in this manner one rules and nine become and cities with lawlef's mobs. Introduction of marflourishing cities and: towns hav been established and fools. In short, English society is rude, and there- riage by choice and selection instead of by natural
gigantic industries started for accumulating '!'ealth fore givs rise to innumerable crudities. In a country laws has driven many a man and woman to sadness
in some few corners at the expense and starvatiOn of where the bight of wealth is too high, there the and madness, nay, even to murder and suicide. Love
millions. If the father should equally divide his depth of poverty and degradation is too low. It is is a misnomer. It is the estimated capital on which
property between his ten sons, it. ':l'ould. amount ~o tlierefore indispensably necessary to shorten the all lottery tickets are drawn. Such love only leads
· little in each hand, but by depnvmg nme of. the1r bight of fortune in order to curtail the depth of to divorces.· People talk against polygamy, but the
system of monogamy prevailing iN. America is the
:rightful equal shares, he makes one son bask m the misery.
I shall presently turn to America and see if every worst type of polygamy. GoPAL VIN.\YAK JoSHEE. .
. i!Un Of fortune and nine eclipsed by adversity. And
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
why~ I ask. There is no reply to this question ex~ thing is all right here. America is not like England

beauty of truth, deem the possession worth more
than all the world beside; those .who have made up
their own minds to do their work faithfully, and
zealously, regardless of reward, applause, or censure,
they will at every sacrifice spread the gospel of Secularism among men until the minor melodies of Christ\anity have sobbed out their last mournful notes on
, the dying evening breeze, and on the fresh morning
'winds shall ring out the chorus of hope and joyful·
ness from the glad lips of men, women, and childl·en
whom Secularism has set free."
C. R REYNOLDS.

cept, "It is my will and my pleasure." Consequently
the whole of England is owned by a few aristocrats,
and the masses hav not an inch of ground to stand
upon as their own. Slums and-alleys are filled to
overflowini with wretched. life teeming with misery
still. Nihilists, Socialists, Communists, and Anarchists are daily rising in all directions. The protection of property and maintenance of peace hangs
on their annihilation. They are, therefore, persecuted and imprieoned. But the English government
forgets that the peace of society depends upon
justice; the happiness of individuals hangs on the
equal distribution of nature's bounty and the safe
enjoyment of their possessions. The administrators
make light of the truth that it is dangerous not to
keep within the bounds of moderation the desires of
their hearts; it is self-destructiv to cast a covetous
eye on the goods of their neighbors when they ought
to let whatever is theirs be sacred from their touch.
Under such circumstances the masses would seem to
be perfectly justified in destroying property that belongs to but a few and spreading terror throughout
the length and breadth of the land. Whea a nation
becomes mighty byinjustice, partiality, and corruption, so by the law of compensation and a process of
the reverse character she will be the most insignificant. If she rose by iniquity she must fall by
righteousness, and that righteousness would obe that
every pauper in England should claim from his
usurpers his equal share of the national property.
Usurpers, as a rule, never yield to decisions arrived
at by arbitration in recognizing individual rights, so
that it would appear that all systems as they now
exist should be swept away. As there is no obligation binding parents to their children except that of
personal pleasure, so children owe .no duties to their
parents. This lawless raising of families is the root
of all social evils and the cause of Anarchy and Communism.

life

l[~t

Jlnttrican ~tcular l!Jnion.

thought. The professor is ready to face the music than the Empire City, with its grand cosmopolitan
every time. He is perfectly fearless, and it is re- life, for larger plans and wider action. I hope that
freshing to find one who is so sincere and frank. It special efforts will be made by friends to come to
is the same with Colonel1J]ylar. He has no conceal- this Congress. .Almost everybody sometime wants
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
ments. His Infidelity is a part of his ma»hood, and to visit New York. Now is the occasion for Liberals
Vice-Pre8idents:
he can't keep it to himself. He was born so, and to do this-to hear our speakers, and help by their
CliABLES WATTS,
HoRACE SEAVER,
JOHN E.' REMSBURG,
WILLIA.ll[ ALGm,
nature will out. I quite enjoyed the thorough nat- presence the successful presentation of our cause
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
.ROBERT C. A.DAMS,
MATTIE P. liREKEL,
TITUS L. BROWN,
uralness of the man. He couldn't believe in the and at the same time enjoy the treasures of this
. JAMES PARTON,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
supernatural if he should try. He wasn't built that brilliant metropolis, so varied and attractiv, a world
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Seo.,
CoUBTLANDT PALMER, Treas.,
of marvelous progress. There can be no better :field
way.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
850 Broadway, New York.
CHARLES B. l}El'NOLDS,
E. M. MACDONALD,
'
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Vance, of Wrightsville, are to gather inspirations for a great work. There will
Cha1r. Ex. Com.
Chair. Fin. Com.
also Liberals of the generous and inspiring order. be a galaxy of representativ speakers, and the FreeThey work together, and Freethought is to them the thought movement will be nobly interpreted. Mr.
The Campaign Fund.
brightest gospel. They hav a son, who has been L. K. Washbum, of New England and the Boston
Previously acknowledged ................................ . $3,422.63 stricken with paralysis, and is confined to his bed. Investigator, will be pl'esent; also John E. RemsC. P. Farrell .................................................. .
20.00 However, his mind is eager, and every week THE burg, of Kansas; J. H. Burnham,_of Michigan; E. A.
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1.00
H. Groner .................................................... ..
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J. Marlatt ...................................................... .
1.00 orchard that we are to hav the meeting in ne:x.t sum- known upon whom we can depend besides these, the
Joe Trotter ................................................... .
1.00 mer, and I anticipate a grand rally of our Ohio and program will be published. So far as oratory is
Gilbert Gash ................................................. ..
1.00
James Gash ................................................... .
1.00 Kentucky friends where the golden fruits shall wel- concerned, we shall not lack. We want a representativ audience of a thousand from alJ parts of the
F. ~I. Piatt ................................................... .
1.00 come.
Curtis Roush ................................................. .
1.00
Dr. Beamer, of Cynthiana, Ky., was present also, country to listen to these important addresses._ The
Jacob Piatt ................................................... .
1.25 and it was a pleasure to meet so genial a gentleman, prospects are bright ·for an eventful gathel'ing-fol'
J. J. Lockhart ............................................... .
1.00
G. A. Crawford ............................................. .
1.00 who came from such a distance to enjoy fraternal as- good fellowship, harmonious counsel, and invigoratSAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
L. Bilue ....................................................... .
1.00 sociations. Where the doctor resides the community ing speech.
Newton and Virginia Vance ............................ ..
4.00 in general is orthodox, and the Liberal has a someNew York, Oct. 9, 1886.
S. E. Nesbit ................................................. ..
1.50 what lonely path to go. Still the light is breaking
Kirker Morris ................................................ .
1.25 and our Southern friends find that their forces are
E. B. Stivors ................................................ ..
1.00
Canadia:u. Notes.
J. F. Beck ..................................................... ..
1.00 multiplying. The doctor is heart and soul in the
Last
mouth
was
notable for au unusual number of
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He has been a careful
1.00 Freethought movement.
student of its principles and defender of its plat- conventions held in Toronto and oth,er parts of Can'rotal.. .......................................... .
3,467.63 form. I was pleased also to meet Benjamin Black, ada.
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First, of course, comes the Canadian Freethought
who, amid the silence of nature, has been a student
convention, of which the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
of
its
sublime
reality.
A
farmer
and
a
hard-working
News and Notes.
man, on to seventy years of age now, he is reckoned hav already had a brief account. ;rhen we hav had a
I do not think I could hav found a better place or one of the best geologists in the state. He has been convention of dentists; another of photographers;
more congenial friends amid which to close my cam- a patient observer. He has also written a book on now one of the American Health Association; also
paign than at West Union, 0. The Liberals there the origin of ideas, the Bible Jesus, etc., which is ex- the convention of Canadian undertakers, who hav
joined his holin~s the pope and the ;Rev. Dr. Potts
are but few in the midst of a very orthodox com- ceedingly interesting.
munity, but they keep up the battle gloriously, and
It will thus be seen that I had happy entertain- in denouncing the sacrilegious idea of cremation.
there will be no such thing as failure at this point. ment for my closing work. John J. Lockhart and
Then we hav had the con\'eution of the Canadian
I came to this quiet village-fourteen miles from family, John Baird and wife, Samuel Nesbit, S. E. Temperance Alliance, some of .the members of which
the railroad-in the pleasant afternoon, and the Nesbit, Curtis Roush, F. M. Piatt, J. B. Thompson, were more intemperate in their language than the
first friends I met were Professor Stivors and Colonel James Gash, Gilbert Gash, Smith Grimes, Jacob Piatt, people they are trying to reach are in their appetites.
Dan Eylar, and with them I enjoyed a .delightful J. W . .Anderson, J. Marlatt, Joe Trotter, Hainor Groner,
And last, though perhaps not least, were the two
. drive over this ancient land-for it was settled nearly G. A. Crawford, L. Bilue, K. Morris, and others con- great religious conventions, that of the Provincial
a hundred years ago, and that makes anything ancient .tributed to the cheer and success of the meeting. Anglican synod, held in Montreal, and the quadrenin this rushing new world. Before I came to West Such a vigorous campaign was quite exhilai·ating, and nial convention of Canadian Methodists in Toronto.
The movements of both these bodies are fraught
Union it had been announced with many a flourish made my homeward journey rich with hope.
of trumpets that a certain local preacher-and a
Plunging into the mighty smoke of Cincinnati, I with meaning to the Secularists and_ Liberals of this
brawny blacksmith too-was to meet me in debate, really thought I was in hades until I saw the pleas- priest-ridden country. At both meetings the notes
and overwhelm me with such dire confusion that ant face of my friend, Edgar C. Beall, and then I of alarm were sounded. The spread of Agnosticism
in :fifteen minutes I should leave the town as if an knew I was all right. No devils need apply. The and Infidelity was mournfully taken note of, and
earthquake were at my heels. The first thing I did "Brain " was ahead of the "Bible." Philosophy measures passed calculated to stem the rising tide.
At both meetings reselutions were passed in favor
after my arrival in West Union was to call upon this and poetry triumphed, and two sparkling hours flew
formidable adversary. He wanted to see me, and, of by; and then, in the luxurious sleeper, amid a world of the unity of all Christian sects and creeds, those
course, I wanted to see him before entering upon this of dreams, onward to sunny morn and noon and passed at the .Anglican synod in Montreal including
terrific combat. He came up smiling, and avowed glowing evening sky I whirled, and once more, after even the Roman Catholic church.
It is not probable, considering the obstacles in the
that he wanted to giv me the grace of God. I told a seven months' trip, I again saw the glorious Hudhim I was pedectly ready for regeneration, and hoped son heaving with its thousand jewels beneath the way, such as the doctrins of papal infallibility, apos~
to see him bright and early on Saturday morning for glittering moon. The wondrous city stretched be- tolic succession, etc., that this idea of Christian unity
the intellectual strife, and I invited him to come to fore me with its million lights, and as my thoughts will ever amount to much; but when the common
my evening lecture to get a few "points." He prom- swayed with the rhythm of the majestic stream, it ap- enemy even talk of uniting, Freethinkers, and Libised to do so, and he came and took a front seat, and peared like the ideal city of man's ardent desire, erals generally who are observant of the signs of the
times, will understand why they wish to unite, and
listened, with about two hundred others, to my lect- where humanity
ure on" Universal Mental Liberty." In the morning
should act accordingly.
I don't wish to be considered an alarmist. The
(Saturday) I went to Eylar's Grove, which was pret- Shall be good and great and joyous, and beautiful and free.
tily decorated for the occasion, to rrieet this son of
Memory and hope blend with shining joy; I can- world of to-day-that is, the world of intellect-has
Vulcan, who was to deal me such vigorous blows. not forget the many friends I hav met whose life is passed through its age of credulity, and is now in the
.Alas! he hac1 mysteriously disappeared. · The grace radiant with the spirit of liberty and progress. I noonday of an age of inquiry, with the age of reason
of God, somehow, was wanting, and this preacher, hav realized more than ever the nobility of this close at hand, and there is little cause to fear that
who had boasted of such great things, incontinently world and the grandeur of what will b!'J. How secular or political power will ever again fall into the
took to his heels, and I hav not seen him since. I wor hy life becomes when it blends with universal hands of the synods, sessions, or popes of superstichallenged the other clergymen of the county, but truth. It may come and go like the waves of the tion; yet, knowing the blighting influence which
they kept a discreet silence. Not one of them dared sea, and death may sometime be a relief from the in· they hav exercised in the past, and what they would
to proclaim himself the champion of the Lord. We :finit struggle, and the unattainable may smite the do again if they had the power, and knowing also
had good audiences, both at the grove meeting and soul with a bitter pain-yet to know that there are joy how a combination of untoward circumstances might
at the court-house. I gave six lectures to very ap- and · glory and virtue and love in the universe of indefinitly postpone the day of universal mental freepreciativ people; and I was quite encouraged with which we are a part; that there are heroism, devotion, dom which all true Secularists are hoping and workall the- signs of the times. So much interest was purity, and generosity in man and woman; that in ing for, it becomes us-particularly in Canada, where
manifested that arrangements are already made for aspiration, at _least, we touch the highest conceiva- the forces of superstition never were stronger-to
another Liberal camp-meeting next year, and I ble excellence-to realize this givs sweetness to waive all minor differences of opinion and methods
hav no doubt it will be a brilliant success, for the every toil, and makes the very brevity of our work of procedure, and to form a union throughout all
Liberals of this part of Ohio hav a way of doing sublime. Better a splendid failure than poor suc- Canada for mutual defense and support.
things that compels the smiles of fortune. J. F. cess. Better effort, disappointment, disaster, and deThe necessity for such a union was never more
Beck is well known as an unflinching Freethinker. feat than that we should accept anything less than what urgent than at present. From nearly every pulpit in
The orthodox hav just been making a fight about our manhood demands-than that we should surren- the country come insulting references to and wilful
him here on the school question. He i; one of the ·der one particle of the bright ideal of truth and beauty. misrepresentations of Secular principles, while the
school teachers of the county, and has taught for The future is ours, immeasurable in its possibilities. alleged religious press teems with calumny and
several years. This year the orthodox party made a To feel that we hav done something to unfold these abuse.
I hav before me two of these religious papers; one
desperate attempt to prevent his receiving a certifi- vast possibilities; that we hav made one ray to :flash,
cate, on the ground of his Infidelity, but the Liberal one flower to bloom, that life is better, happier, more is the Irish Ganctd·ian, the Roman Catholic "organ"
party, with such bold advocates as Professor Stivors, fruitful because we did our task even in tears and in and around Toronto, and the other the .Dominion
Colonel Eylar, and others made such a strong stand darkness-this will make the silence of the grave more Churchman, the organ of the Church of England in
for justice that justice prevailed, and our friend beautiful to us than all the golden heavens of theol- Canada.
.
In the former is published a letter from the notoBeck, in spite of his declared and uncompromising ogy. It is not what the future givs to us, but what
unbelief, wields the baton of the schoolmaster. This we giv to the future, that constitutes the glory of rious Rev. Father .Lambert (copied from the Brookshows what splendid material we hav in this field for our work.
lyn Examiner), being a reply to an invitation sent
the future work of Liberalism.
I think there is a nobler companionship among him by Mr. Reynolds to attend the late New York
Professor Stivors is one of our ablest men. He is Liberals to-day than ever before. I look forward to Freethought Convention, in which he givs a mali.principal of the high school at West Union andranks the Congress in November for a great advance in the cious rehash of some· of the stereotyped lies of
as' one of the best teachers in the state. The church direction of unity. I believe we shall bav an impulse, orthodoxy, particularly the lie which makes Freepeople can say nothing against his ability, and dare an enthusiasm, and combination of forces new and thought responsible for the excesses of the French
not make the issue with him on the question of Free- powerful. There can be no more 'favorable -place Revolution;_a lie which has been a thous~J.nd times r~
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futed, but which, after the wear and tear of a hundred years, still'comes up a trump card every time.
In the latter is an article entitled, "F:t;uit from
the Tree of Secular Knowledge," in which the writer,
speaking of the disgrace which has lately faJlen upon
Sir Charles Dilke, tries to make it appear that the social and moral ruin here involved is the direct outcome of Secular teaching, and " that the divorce of
religion from education is a device of the devil, and
that the coarsest immorality finds no restraint in Secular education," etc.
.
' This is another reason why the Secularists of Canada should unite. Let us, then, organl.ze to. work in
unity with the American Secular Union, and with the
object of starting, as soon as possible, a Canadian
Freethought journal wherein the deviltry of such
statements as these could be exposed, and where for
one very doubtful Oliver, as in the case of Sir Charles
Dilke above quoted, we could giv them a thousand
Rolanda among the English aristocracy and in their
own ranks.
In reply to several communications from friends in
' the country, some of whom hav expressed a desire to
join such an organization as above suggested, I may
say that the central committee will, in accordance with
' resolutions passed at the late Secular convention in
Toronto, frame an appeal setting forth the aims and
objects of the proposed union, a copy of whjch they
will receive as soon as it is ready for circulation.
Our old frierid, Burnham, left us some two weeks
ago, after having delivered three of the most scientific and instructiv lectures we hav ever had in this
city. His last one, entitled, "Fictitious and Intrinsic
Values," is a gem, and worth going a long way to
hear.
·
We hope to be able to hav him with us again before
the season closes. In the mean time we are trying to
paddle our own canoe for a few weeks with local
KANUCK.
talent.
Torbnto, Oct. 9, 1886.

Away Out West.
For scenery that will wear, giv me my Minnesota.
There is a lofty look about ;the Rockies very inspiring, but for beauty of outline and picturesqueness the
four-hundred-feet bluffs around the shores of Lake
Pepin surpass all I hav seen here.
_
Yet, it must be confessed that Montana is a wonderland. Butte City is the_ richest mining-camp in
the world. In 1864 (twelve years ago) there was not
one house here. Now there is a city of nearly
twenty-five thousand, elegant buildings, electric
lights, and the whirr and buzz of a young Chicago.
It is situated in Silver Bow county. It '!i.!l built on
silver hills, intermixed with gold and copper. To get
these metals involves immense labor: Silver bars
by the wagon-load pass by me to the station. Millions of dollars' wOTth of copper, silver, and gold are
" shipped every year. Indeed, a single mine sends
away millions every year. All around us are scat- tared mining-shafts, on the mountain side, in the
vales. Day and night the fires of the smelters are
going. The air is thick with smoke, carbonic acid
gas, and the fumes of copper, and arsenic, too. It is
not surprising that the ladies generally hav a bleached
look in their complexions.
One mine was sold for $3,000,000 which was purchased by the discoverer for a bob-tailed sorrel horse.
I could fill a dozen pages with interesting facts of
mining history-yea, verily, a whole TRUTH SEEKER
full for a month. You hav not the space to print
nor I the time to write what I hav seen and heard
since I came to Butte. This is not so large a story
as John tells in the last verse of his gospel.
Here is this city, built among the mountains, born
in a day, so to speak, in obedience to man's unslaked
thirst for gold and silver. Is the love of money the
root of evil~ Here, then, are thousands of root-diggers.- .This city throbs with life begotten of this love.
The mass of the population hav but two gods left,
whom they faithfully worship-silver and superstition. Yet I was cordially received by good congregations. Dr. 0. B. Whitford has never quailed in
presence of the c~urch po'Yer of Montana. He has
suffered persecutwn for his freedom of speech. A
late form is from the Masonic brethren, who ought to
hav stood by him in his battle for intellectual freedam. But that beneficent order is infested by Christian bigots, who insist that liberty and Freemasonry
are incompatible. The doctor has prepared a reply
to the charges preferred against him. He has turned
their own weapons against themselvs. His arguments will be read with the deepest interest by all
classes, and especially by Masons. His masterly brochure will be read around the wide world.
Atthispointinmyletterimoved seve:ritymilessoul!h
to Dillon, where I am announced for three lectures.
In Butte I was enjoying the hospitalities of Mr. and
Mrs. E. N. Dunckle. Mr. Dunckle is young in Liberalism and full of energy. I am greatly indebted to him
and his kind and cultured wife for !\ highly enjoyable visit of several days. Mrs. Dunckle is a member
of the church, but she was never superstitious or bigoted. I judge that, as she becomes acquainted with
Liberalism, she likes it better than the old faiths, She

is an excellent artist. With this letter I send you
Mr. Dunckle's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year.
Mrs. Dr. Whitford is in hearty accord with her
husband in his Freethought principles, albeit she is
f~r more amiable in expressing her views, but as deCided. When the church charges that our teachings
render _woman less refined, less womanly, I need
only pomt to many such as she for a refutation.
The lectures by Brother Putnam and myself hav
stirred the church. · Since the announcements of our
meetings the past two weeks we hav had some opposition meetings. A Mr. John B. Knight last Sunday
evening gave an address on "Ingersollism Exposed."
The .Daily Miner reports him as saying: "Instead
of the various crimes laid to the door of Christianity
they should be put on the shoulders of Freethinkers,
who, instead of building up the moral character of
the people, were every ready to tear it down." The
Daily Miner further stated that "he mentioned the
Communists of Paris, the Anarchists of Chicago, who
were all, without one exception, members of the
Free thought party, -and ready at the command of
their leaders to commit any crime which their depraved moral nature gave them the courage to perform. The leaders ;were ever ready to talk of the
moral elevation of the people, but had miserably
failed in every attempt to put it into practice."
It is difficult to determin which is greater in the
Christian kingdom, the ignorance of such a speaker
or the credulity of the dupes who believed him.
They dare not risk their cause in public debate. We
hav challenged them to make good their claims to all
the virtue in the world. We hav offered them the
free use of our platform to oppose our principles and
advocate their own. The preachers are as dumb as the
tombstones in a "Christian" graveyard, else go and
hire another hall for their one-sided Christian talk.
My old opponent, Rev. Jacob Ditzler, D.D., gave
an address on the previous Sunday evening. He
promised to meet me in debate in Butte. I hope we
can hav the debate. Dr. Whitford says the Opera
House will not hold the people who will want to
hear it.
Mr. Bliven, of Dillon, invited me to his luxurious
home. He and his excellent wife are making the life
of the Wl"iter~;tt~ full of joy as he can hold. I will hav
more to/saf in my next. I fear I am trespassing on
your~olumns, sol must reserve my criticism of the
Catliolic priest's sermon on the foundations of the
c¥brch. We hav agitated our Christian friends.
1 As the preachers say, One word more and I am
done. Our activ missionary, Brother Putnam, has
done a grand work wherever he has gone through
this glorious Western land. He is the right man in
the right place. The Secular Congress will be wise
to reelect him.
w. F. JAMIESON.
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Watts and the Grand Rapids Ministers.
Mr. Watts's recent lectures in Grand Rapids appear to hav created quite an excitement among the
clergy of the town. While the ministers attended
his lectures, none of them would cross swords with
him upon the platform. The Rev. Mr. Brooks, however, preached a special sermon from his pulpit
aimed directly at Mr. Watts. This sermon was
reported in the local paper. On reading it, Mr.
Watts at once sent the reverend gentleman the following "open letter" through the press:
To THE REv. E. H. BRooxs, Rev. Sir: I hav read in the
Tele.qram-Herald the report of your sermon, entitled, "After
the Infidel has Spoken-What Then ?" given in your church
yesterday morning. I discover therein so many indications
on your part of misapprehensions and misrepresentations
(unintentional, no doubt) that I hereby respectfully invite
you to a public discussion upon the issues raised in your
sermon. These appear to me to be, (1) the origin and nature
of the Christian religion, (2) the morality and value of the
Bible, (3) the truth and utility of Secularism or "Infidelity,"
as you term it. I am prepared to affirm that Christianity is
of human origin and inadequate to meet the present needs of
mankind; that the Bible is nothing more than a ,human production and defectiv as a moral guide, and that Secularism
is superior to Christianity as a practical guide in every day
life.
~fy object in thus inviting you to a calm and gentlemanly
debate is to hav an opportunity to correct the many errors
contained in your sermon, to allow the public to hav an opportunity of knowing the facts, with reference to the points
at issue, and to vindicate Secular philosophy from the misrepresentations with which you hav surrounded it. I trust
you will not hesitate to endeavor to prove in open discussion
the extraordinary assertion you made before your congregation. If you think you hav truth upon your side you
should hav no fear as to the result of any honest investiga.
tion.
Yours with a desire to arrive at the truth,
CHARLES W ATTB,
First Vice-President American Secular Union.
P.S.-This invitation is open to any one or for all of the
Christian ministers of Grand Rapids. Any reply sent to the
papers openly or to Mr. D. A. Blodgett, will reach me, and
shall hav my immediate attention.
C. W.

The subjoined is the Rev. Mr. Brooks's reply:

To MR. CHARLES WATTs, Dem· Si1·: Your open letter,
inviting me to debate with you, calls for at least a brief reply.
It greatly surprises and amuses me to think that one of England's champions of "Secularism" should take any notice
whatever of an obscure Baptist minister on the West Side of
Grand Rapids. If it were in my power to act successfully
the part of a controversialist, my views of such a method of
arriving at the truth would prevent me from engaging in the
discussion. Among other reasons for not taking this course,
one appears in the words of Dr. Isaac Watts, of worldwide
renown for scholarship and Christian piety, who said that
" disputation carries away the mind from that calm and sedate temper which is so necessary to contemplate truth."
From the frequent assertions of unbelief, as well as from
your own, I was led without the spirit of controversy to address the young and others of my charge on those propositions which I believe will stand to the end of time. Your
eloquence pleased me and your gifts appear worthy of a better cause than you espouse. 1\'lay the time come when you
and all other opposers of Chiistianity will be converted to
the Lord Jesus Christ is my sincere prayer. "Wherefore do
Butte, M. T.
ye spend money for that which is not bread and your labor
for that which satisfies not?" "Come unto me and I will
giv you rest." In the kindest feeling, I deem it best to dePennsylvania Secular Union.
cline your invitation.
Respectfully yours,
E. H. Buooxs.
The officers of this association and delegates from

H~cal

societies met at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa., at 10 A.M., on Sunday, Sept. 19, E.M.
286. , The meeting was called to order by President
Seymour, who stated the aims and objects of the
organization, and made an appeal for moral encouragement and substantial aid in carrying on the propaganda. _
The secretary stated that the time for regular alection of officers had arrived, whereupon an election
was held. The following is the list of officers as
elected: President, Prof. Wm. Seymour, Philadelphia; vice-presidents, Geo. Thorn, Clearfield, Pa.;
F. A. Pierce, Pittsburgh, Pa.; ·J. W. Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa.; secretary, Henry Hoover, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; treasurer, Roman Staley, Pittsburgh, Pa. Executiv Committee, Roman Staley, Pittsburgh, Pa.;
George Starkey, Scranton, Pa.; W. E. Baker, Tarentune, Pa.; George Thorn, Clearfield, Pa.; A. Cuthbert,
Butler, Pa. Finance· Committee, G. W. Baldwin,
Linesville, Pa.; Simeon Nixon, Butler, Pa.; Frank
Bacon, Pittsburgh, Pa.; D. M. Miller, Etna.
At 3 P.M. the meeting was called to order by Mr.
Roman Staley, and Secretary Hoover made a short
address on "Secular Work."
Professor Seymour spokeJtt length upon the theme,
"What does Secularism Offer in_ the Place of Chris-

Subsequently, at a meeting of the Pastors' Union,
it was unanimously voted to take no notice of Mr.
Watts's lectures, and not to appear in debate with
him. Brave ministers! heroic defenders of the gospel! paid to preach week after week that which they
are incapable of defending in open debate ! Truly,
orthodoxy is a religion of blind faith and not of reasonable examination.

A Suggestion for Mr. Reynolds.
The apocryphal 1 and 2 Esdras are properly 3 and
4 Esdras.
The Douay (Catholic) Bible has 1 and 2 Esdras,
which are the Protestants' Ezra and Nehemiah.
The quotation you make is properly from 4 Esdras,
xiv, 21, 22, which is not in the Catholic canon.
See particulars in " Revelations of Antichrist,"
ANTIC.
chap. xvi, "Old Testament Apocrypha."

Let Both Sides Be Heard.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: Please
say to yolll" readers, and to the Liberals of the United
States, that the press dispatches in regard to the
an-est of E. C. Walker and Lillian Harman were
grossly if not maliciously false in many important
tianity~"
particulars, and that all who care to know the real
The address was a masterly one, and gave univer- facts in the case can get them by addressing,
sal satisfaction, as the applause of two hundred perValley Falls, Kan.
M. HARMAN.
sons present testified. He was followed by Mr. J as.
E. Emerson, of Beaver Falls, Pa., who took for his
A Good Man Nominated in Massachusetts.
subject, "Why I Left the Church." Mr. Emerson
seemed to hav lost none of his old-time vigor, and
MR. EDITOR: On returning from the benighted
did not fail to amuse and instruct his audience.
Down East, whose darkness no ray from THE TRUTH
The Convention, although not as largely attended SEEKER seems to hav yet penetrated, I rejoice to
as could hav been desired, was permeated with an find one of the noblest champions of taxing churches
enthusiasm that augurs well for the future useful- and enfranchising Atheists and Agnostics nominated
ness of the organization.
for governor of Massachusetts. His ability is uniThe president and secretary, Messrs. Seymour and versally honored, as is his disinterestedness, an~ his
Hoover, desire engagements to lecture in all parts of political career has been equally remarkable for mdethe state. The president's address is "Prof. Wm. pendence and success. ~o one is so worthy to take
Seymour, 1610 S. 13th street, Philadelphia, Pa.," and the place once filled by his father, our first Governor
that of the secretary is ''-Harry IIoover, 86 Diamond Andrew.
F. M. HoLLAND.
street, Pittsburgh, Pa."
Concord, Mass,
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the world's progress has not yet been decided. Eng despise. 0?~ IS a class of .m~n who. ~av outgro~n
land, France, Germany, and the United States might th~ superstitiOn. o_f the Chnstian ~ehgwn, and still_
WALAOH CITY, IDAHO TER., Sept. 7, 1886.
MR. EDITOR, Dwr Sir: On page 514 of THE TRUTH SEEKER each claim that it was doing the most to "influence clrum to be Chnstian. The other IS a_ clas_s _who_ are
for A.ug. 14, 1886, is an article, "Facts A.bout the New the world's progress."
still entangled in th~ mes~~s of superstitiOn,- and
Testament.,"
But it should be borne in mind that the influence make a pretense of bemg ~Iber~l. .
1. Will Mr. John Peck please account for the presence of
I hav seen letters and articles m THE TRuTH SEEKER ,
these " gospels?" Tell~g u~ that. " they exi,~t" is not which affects "the world's progress" may retard as
accounting for them, ne1ther lS telling us that men were well as accelerate. It would require no great effort to and other Liberal papers signed "Liberal," or " Fr~e
superstitious in those days." '!'here hav b~en .many con- show that "these gospels " which you are 80 much thinker," or "Truth Seeker!" which betrayed a ;bigflicting accounts of the great Ch1cago fire; st1ll, 1t was a fire concerned about retarded "the world's progress" otry and superstition befittmg the lowest Cathohc.
all the same and made considerable smoke.
I hav no respect for _the man who haB "FreeThere were many conflicting accounts of Blaine's defeat, for more than a thousand years, and are. retarding it
. thinke;" inscribed on his. b_anner, and. ~nters the
yet he was defeated. What we want as Freethinkers is a to-day.
The idea which you doubtless wish to convey Is arena m defense of the Chnstian superstitiOn.
cause for this peculiar craze which took possession of the
people at that time.
that "these two nations," whichever they may be,
God knows I'm not the man I should be,
2. Will he please construct an argument to overthrow
Nor even yet the man I could be,
Esop's fables and Mother Goose's nursery rhymes and owe their "progress" to the Christian religion. I
But still I rather ten times would be
stones?
· affirm that they owe their "progress" to Infidelity.
A.n Atheist clean
3. It would also be well to construct an argument to over- For in the most progressiv nations will be .found the
Than under gospel colors hid be,
-throw ancient mythology and astrology.
most Infidelity.
Just for a screen.
4. Please explain why these Christians are printing the
If Christianity has the power of starting nations
Such men are hidebound and troubled with a
Bible, which "rests upon forgeries, frauds, and lies," at the
rate of five million copies a year, and in over two hundred on the high-road to "progress," how does it happen sruinkage of the heart, and liable to die of" dry rot."
and fifty different languages; and that work grown up in that Germany, which has the grandest institutions of They want bleeding and roweling and turning eut in
this, the most enlightened century in the world's existence,
and by the two nations that more than all others influence learning of any nation on the globe, stands so far the green pastures of Freethought.
above Spain, Portugal, and Russia? There are- no
My advice to you is to read Paine and Waite and the world's progress.
If there was a little su2erstition eighteen hundred years people more loose in regard to Christian require- Ingersoll and other Freethought writers, and post
ago, there must be a great deal more now, for there are more ments than the Germans, while these other nations up. Put away your bigotry and superstition, subBibles now than ever before, and as much preaching as ever just mentioned are intensely Christian. Germany scribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and never pretend to
before. Answers to the above will oblige
does more brain work, and more to influence the be what you are not.
JOHN PECK.
A. TRUTH SEEKER.
"world's progress," than the other three nations combined.
Editorial Rights and Duties.
AN OPEN LETTER TO "A TRUTH BEEKER."
If Christianity is the great factor in a nation's
If I understand the vocation of an editor who conMy .Dear Sir: You hav taken a deal of pains to progress, why did Europe stand still .for more than
let us know from your far-off Western home the size ten centuries while it was under the strict control of ducts a public journal in a free country such as ours,
it is like that of the ancient watchman on the walls of
of the hat you wear.
Christian rulers 1
It -is interesting sometimes, when a man is half
Was the Inquisition an engin of progress' It was fortified cities whose responsible office was to observe
drunk and wants to inveigh against the temperance certainly a Christian institution. Did it add to the the movements of the besieging army without, a:nd ·
reform, to hear him tell what a good temperance man world's progress to oppose the art of- printing, and notify those within of the signS: of approac~mg
he is.
exercise a censorship over all books printed? Chris- danger. A watchman owed no ·duties to those With_c
You are not only a "truth seeker," but a "Free- tianity did this for more than a hundred years. In- out; all his. obligations of hon~r and duty y<e;e to
thinker," yet you seem to be very much exercised deed, it has not left off the nefarious business yet. those within the walls who had mtrusted thett mterwhen the veracity and authenticity of "these gos- The Christian bull-dog, Comstock, is still its paid ests, for the time being, to his safe-keeping.
.
pels " are assailed.
agent.
The press in this country, political and otherwise,
There are thousands of just such Freethinkers in
Did it help on the world's progress to contend for professes to be devoted, generally and specifically, to
the Catholic church-free to think as ecclesiastics a flat earth, and oppose the Copernican theory, and the public good, in one or. other of its various fo.tms.
may direct; free to think that the fall and the plan imprison Galileo and burn Bruno? Did the Chri~t~ This being the ruling motiv, it was in former times
of redemption, the immaculate conception, the resur- tian wars in which millions of human lives were sac- deservedly regarded as the safeguard of the people's
rection, the ascension, and all the miracles of the riftced "influence the world's progress" for good 1 rights and interests, sounding the alarm whenever
New Testament rest upon the bed-rock of truth, just Was it a happy period in the world's history when there was any appearance of encroachment upon
as much as the demonstrations of Euclid. But such not one person in twenty in Europe could either read them. ·The frruners of the government, knowing that,
"Freethinkers" are never free to doubt.
or write? when thousands were being put to ·death it was the nature of power and wealth to trample
Your kind of freedom allows you to believe that a for the unmeaning crime of witchcraft~ when tens of upon the weak provided that there should be frequent
man may be brought to life after he has been dead thousands were put to the rack and otherwise elections of th~ law-making functionaries so that any
four days and "stinketh," and that a man may hav a tortured for opinion's sake? That was the proudest attempts upon the people's interests could be nipped
devil in him like the man mentioned in the book of period in the history of Christianity, for it had every- in the bud.
Mark-so powerful that no chains could bind him.
thing its own way.
But in our day- the besieging enemy has bribed the
Now, a genuin ''Freethinker" and an earnest truth
No, no; it will not do to attribute a nation's prog- watchmen on the walls, and they hav opened the
seeker would no more be engaged in defending such ress to the influence of Christianity any more than gates and allowed him to enter in. In other words,
nonsense than he would be in defending the stories to blue umbrellas.
the press of the country, I~~ almost every other
Colonel Ingersoll said that "the earth was better power, has become insane With the love of money;
in Baron Munchausen.
A "Freethinker" will never be imposed upon by fitted for fish culture th~n man culture." There is and has sold out to the capitalist; and we are eyethe impossible. He will free himself from the super-: only a narrow belt which produces first-class men. witnesses to the humiliating fact that in a governnatural and the miraculous at a single bound.
On each side of this belt the soil, climate; and envi- ment founded by and for the people, the masses w}lo,
.Who clothed you with the power to voice the ronments are such as to forbid the production of by their labor, create. all the wealth,_ ate becotn~g
wants not only of "Freethinkers" like Putnam, men and women who will be much interested in "the poorer, and the rich rwher. As a. general rule, With
Palmer, and Ingersoll, but of all the "Freethinkers" world's progress."
some noble exceptions, the press, like the lawyers as
in the world? "What we want as Freethinkers" is
Where the climate is sultry, and the soil, without a class, has become a mere .strumpet, selling its
more thoroughly honest men who will not turn "pig much cultivation, will yield nearly enough to satisfy favors to rich. corporations and receiving money in
or puppy" as the occasion may require.
man's natural wants, there is no system of religion return. Not only influential papers in the great
A "Freethinker" and a " truth seeker" trying to which can make the people thoroughly enterprising. centers of population are subsidized to capital, but
uphold any system of supernatural religion renders On the other hand, where the climate is rigorous and the county papers, with their editors, hav been
himself an object of contempt and ridicule:
soil steril, and all the time is required to obtain even bought up, so that the people who. used to look to
I knew a minister who could not talk ten minutes the necessities of life, not all the "gospels" ever them for knowledge see no discussiOns of the queswithout railing against Infidels and Infidel litera- written can lash the people to keep pace with those tions so deeply affeeting their interests, and are misture, and all the time taking THE TRUTH SEEKER on situated between these extremes.
led at the polls by party politicians.
the sly. You would be more consistently engaged
To attribute these differences to any system of reThe distinction of the radical; or Freethought,
if pasRing the contribution-box in his church than Iigion would be just as silly as to attribute them to press is that, not being limited by geographical lines,
trying to pass yourself off as a Freethinker and a truth the "presence" or absence of blue umbrellas.
and not belonging to the tnoney power, it takes the
seeker.
You say there are five millions of Bibles printed highest moral ground, and discusses all subjects that
You ask me to "account for the presence of t.hese every year, and you adduce this fact as evidence that concern the welfare of humanity, not only in this
gospels." Now, I will play Yankee and ask you to the Bible does not rest upon "forgeries, frauds, and country, but the world over, advoca.ting truth, justice,
account for the "Book of Mormon." "There hav lies." I suppose if there were six millions or ten and right, at all times, under all circumstances, and
been many conflicting accounts" of it, but here it is, millions of Bibles printed, instead of five millions, at all hazards. As the two requisits -of a man who
and there is no ''smoke" about it either.
there would remain not a doubt in regard to the occupied the responsible position of a watchman on
" The Book of Mormon" originated in my own matter.
the walls of a beleaguered city were, first, that he bav
county, and I hav been to "Mormon Hill," where
If this is a cogent argument, then the truth of the good eyesight to see, and .secondly, that he hav ~del
" these [Mormon] gospels" were dug up, and I hav Mormon religion will depend on the number of cop- ity of character, so the editor of a Freethought JOurin my possession the affidavits of more than a dozen ies of the "Book of Mormon" which they hav nal should be a man who takes a large view of things;
men who, upon their solemn oaths, swore that they printed. Of course, it must follow that the truth of and who, impartially studying the causes, foresees
had " seen and hefted" the original plates from which any system of religion will depend upon the number the effects of them. Mounted on the walls, of course,
the Book of Mormon was taken. Now, if you will giv of sacred books (or Bibles) which its followers may he is expected to see farther than those who are inas good a showing for the truth and verity of " these publish.
side, and whose vision must necessarily be limited.
gospels" of t~e New Testament, you may" sleep on
Your last paragraph is to the effect that if the Besides the qualiftcation of intelligence and foresight,
the fore side.'
Christian religion originated in superstition, there such an editor must hav a heart loyal to the cause he
It is a little over fifty years since the "Book of must be a great deal more now, because there are a professes to advocate. He must not be turned aside ,
Mormon" was published, and there are more Mor- great many more Bibles printed, and much more from the pursuit of his object, or be goaded into a
mons to-day than there were Christians fifty years preaching. Therefore the last vestige of supersti- compromise of the truth at any crisis, by. short.
after the time that Christ began to preach, according tion can be eliminated from any system of religion if sighted friends who criticise his judgments. Such
to the account.
the adherents of that religion only publish so-called friends hav a right to criticise, and he is glad of any
Now, if you will "giv a cause for the peculiar sacred books enough, and send out a sufficient num- light they can shed on the path of his duty. But if
craze" that took possession " of the Mormons" and ber of ministers.
he is fit for the place, he must go, after all, by his
the" people" of Ontario county "at that time," I will
You ask me to construct an argument to overthrow own convictions, or resign it to the occupancy of
agree to giv the cause of the craze that originated " Mother Goose's· Nursery Rhymes and Stories."
some one else. In times of panic, when men's minds
"these gospels.''
·
I hav wrestled with some abstruse questions in as- are generally confused, and when he is liable to . be
Moreover, there was a "peculiar craze" that orig- tronomy in years gone by, but this is too deep for me misunderstood, even by his friends and co-laborers,
inated the Koran and more than a dozen other so- -it makes me feel my littleness. The part is too he must still remain firm. And his only consolation
called sacred books. No e~d to these "peculiar heavy, I throw up the sponge-" Enough, take him in such circumstances is the mens conscia recti-a
crazes.''
off!"
mind conscious of rectitude-and the strong faith
What two nations more than all others influence
There are two classes of men which I heartily that the truth will tri~m:pb, i.I?: ~'IJ.~ end. The mag.

Curiosity Satisfied.
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_netic needle which points to the north is not the em- to be. dangerous to the public weal, to prove them to not come in his day, to which Paine replied, ;, I should 'blem of editorial fidelity to the cause of humanity in be so, as· I think our editor has done. Free speech think you would say, 'Let it come in my day, that
the great struggle now going on against superstition is an inestimable blessing; bu~ if you deliberately my children may hav peace.'"
in the church and injustice in the state; for in certain take it you must take it, as you do all other advanForce gave birth to law, and it eVinces .all its
localities it varies. The Polar star is the true em- _tages, with its drawbacks and disadvantages. It mother's characteristics. When the strong invaded
blem. It keeps its place in the heavens, and shines will not do when a man shocks you with the expres- the weak, the latter conceived the idea. that combined
brightly at night, although the intervening clouds of sion of his opinions to clap your hand on his mouth force was the only counteractant. Thus combined
a storm may eclipse it for a time. Free thought on and forbid any further utterance. It is my astonish- force was established and christened law; and ever
all subjects of human interest whatever, and the free· ment and sorrow that some of our most earnest· since, Might against might makes all wrongs right,
~xpression of those thoughts by lips and pen, are the friends and coworkers do this, and by so doing for- bas been the motto of men.
foundation principles of the Radical movement, feit their claim to be Freethinkers, and show their
Reciprocity must be the future bond of union that
which must be preserved intact, and constantly en- distrust in the potency and ultimate triumph of shall hold mankind together. This can only be by
f?rced in the columns of its press. In times of ex- truth.
.
·
exercising the referendum, and then our laws will
mtement and doubt every subscriber ought to feel,
Cities are peculiarly exposed to panics of all kinds. become more and more reciprocal, till force will diswhen he opens his paper, that he is about to scan I cannot giv in a short newspaper article all the rea- appear altogether. Laws as they are now sprung
the words of a capable and honest man, who cannot sons for my opinion, but I am convinced that the An- upon us by treacherous legislativ bodies, without the
·be tempted to yield one jot or·tittle of his principles arcbists of Chicago could never hav been convicted, least premonition, prove to be curses instead of
to the clamors of. the multitude. Such was the con- on the evidence, of murder in the first degree, nor blessings. This talk may be full of Anarchy, perfidence which the readers had in the Boston Liber- Herr Most, of New York, hav been sent to the peni- haps it is; but, for the welfare of mankind, let it cotne.
ator and the New York Tribune forty years ago, tentiary, by a court of justice in a rural district, If prayer would be of any avail, we would say, "Let
when Garrison conducted the one and Horace Greeley where men's judgments are not heated and clouded us pray that reciprocity will speedily and effectually
· the other. And such ought to be the confidence by fear and prejudice, as they necessarily are in a supplant force;" but we know differently. Strife
which the readers of our Freethought journals repose city. The time will come, and that before long, when and struggle, sunshine and shadow, will long be with
in the ability, courage, and fidelity of the men who every true American will feel ashamed when he thinks us before the bright morn of the millennium dawns
conduct them.
how, in the two largest cities of the republic, justice, upon us.
RAY D. CHAPMAN.
This train of thought was suggested to my mind panic-stricken by free speech, dropped, the emblemEqual and Exact Justice Demanded.
by Mr_ Ray's- letter in THE TRuTH SEEKER of a late atical even scales from her hand, tore o:IF the bandage
date, expressing fear that the editor might be tend- from her eyes, and ran pell-mell, as if the devil was
It is not a little surprising that one who has
ing in ·his influence toward "Anarchy" -a term after her.
read THE TRUTH SEEKER attentivly for the last six
I hav said that the mens conscia recti is the chief months could hav misapprehended its position in
which, in its etymology and in the common compre'hension, means no government, but every man being comfort an editor has, when, by keeping his eye relation to Anarchy and the Anarchists. Such
a law into himself and doing what he pleased. The steadfastly on the Polar star of his principles, and misconception must hav arisen not only from a.
fe_ar is based upon the fact that THE TRUTH SEEKER, guiding his ship accordingly, he exposes himself to failure to perceive, as stated in its last issue,
while vigorously opposing the Anarchy notion itself, the criticism of some excellent, but timorous, passen- the difference between " advocating an opinion
. has defended the right of the wildest Anarchist to gers on board. But still he feels cheered by the ap- and the right of others to hold that opinion,'' but
~xpress his opinions. This, as an advocate of 'free probation of others who are sailing with him, and in the teeth of a distinct disclaimer. It is not less
·. speech, it was bound by itl;'l principles to do. There hence I giv my opinion. I hav read every line surprising, too, that so many persons are to be found
can be no compromise between the two extremes of which THE TRUTH SEEKER's editor has published, and professing Liberal ideas who look with a certain de· free speech and despotism.
bav never seen the least disposition in him to depart gree of approbation, not to say of tenderness, upon _
· ·I hav been for a long time, on principle, an advo- from the fundamental principles on which the paper the palpable manifestations of despotism in some
cate of woman suffrage; yet I hav no doubt that if was founded. As we can only hope for the world's recent judicial proceedings.
the women voted it would not be a year before they redemption from the bondage of superstition and inHeiT Most, as every lawyer in the country knows,
·would, under the influence of the clergy, attempt to justice by the agency of Freethought and free speech, is serving out an illegal sentence, imposed by a
put all Freethinkers in jail, and silence all our Radical exercised by free men, I admire the pertinacity of magistrate who could publicly express his regret that
papers. But because they would abuse their rights our editor in sticking to those principles through he could not, while acting as judge, play the part of
in doing so, is it for me to deny them their rights 1 thick and thin. He is a young man, but carries a very a legislator for the purpose of extending the term of
We are not responsible for the use people make of level head. At least, so thinks
his imprisonment.
the ballot, or free speech, but we are responsible, to
Eiwn Valley, Pa., Oct. 1, 1886.
A. B. B.
When, in a case of life and death, the jury, in obedience to popular clamor, or to court public favor, in
the extent of our influence, for their being deprived
- - - - ·- - - - - - -of their rights.
.Anarchy and "The 'rrnth Seeker."
the rendition of its verdict sets law and justice and
The Anarchists hav a natural, constitutional, and
The editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, in the issue of common sense at defiance; when the magistrate of
legal right, in this country, to express their opinions, Sept. 25, 1886, makes a masterly reply to ·John Ray inferior jurisdiction, for the same cause, and impelled
whatever they may be. Treason does not consist in on the right of free expression on all subjects: by the same motivs, sends the unfortunate and the
having opinions hostil to the government and utter- Where he says, "Some Freethinkers limit Free- defenseless, or even the coarse and the repulsiv, to
ing them freely. The government itself; although thought to the right to criticise theology, but say jail for some crime not known to the laws, or some
so jealous of its authority; defines treason to be the that sociil.l institutions must be left alone," he not offense beyond his jurisdidion, we are menaced by a
overt act of levying war against the United States. only- completely sustains his position, but opens the danger far more formidable than the ravings of a. few
Jeff Davis is as much a traitor in heart and speech eyes of his purblind critic to the correctness of that crazy fanatics how publicly and noisily soever made.
If the gov~rnment, J1Dder the guise of. the adminas he ever was, but the government lays not a finger position, that thought is not Freethought when conistration of justice, tramples upon the nght of the
·
of restraint upon him, because it knows that treason fined to one thing.
_consists, not in ·talk, or threats, or proposals for a
Again, he says: "The editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER free discussion of politicil.l and social questions. in the
revolution, but in acts.
is neither an Anarchist, a Socialist, nor a Communist, public assemblage and through th~ press, It ~as
~ll the Anarchists that hav got into trouble in this but he has a sincere respect for the many able men already started in a career of oppressiOn under which
country, with a single exception, are foreigners. and women who hold those social views, and is not liberty if not civilization, must perish. That the danThey don't understand the genius of our govern- quite so arrogant in his own conceit as to say that ger in this direction is. im~ent the recent shoc~g
ment; how that law is not here the decree of a king there is no good in any of their philosophies. The utterances of the leading JOurnals of the country m
and aristocracy, but the expression of the will of the present times are decidedly out of joint socially, and relation to this subject fully attest, and unless it is
people; that the people hav the inherent and admit- perhaps in one of these systems, or in all, lies the manfully and resolutely met we shil.ll soon find _ourted right to alter, not only the laws, but the Consti- remedy for the labor troubles. Let us study them selva helpless in the grasp of a worse than medieval
tution itself; and therefore, if any man or set of men and see, instead of hanging their advocates." So say despotism.
.
.
.
The assemblies of Anarchists, Salvatwn AriD.les,
hav a real grievance, it can be redressed peaceably we.
by law, instead of by revolution. This method of
Though not identified with the Anarchists, nor revivalists etc. should be protected rather than supreforming abuses by repealing old laws which allow claiming a belief in the dootrin, yet we claim the pressed, s~ long as these people refrain from illeg~l
them, and enacting new laws which forbid them, is a right to study it, and giv expression to our conclu- acts. The right of free speech a~d o~ free .P~bli;c
slow one, we must admit, trying to the patience of sions. Neither do we arrive at them from swallow- discussion, though sometimes exermsed m an IDJUdithe aggrieved, and to their faith in humanity. It ing newspaper twaddle; for it has ever been the cious and intemperate manner, should be sedulously
must begin by free ·discussion of the merits of the policy of the monopolistic press to make every re- guarded. It acts as a safety-valve for the passions
questions involved, a provokingly gradual enlighten- form advocated by labor appear extremely ridiculous and the emotions, motive and purposes are constantly
ment of a majority of the people, and an ultimate or herald its encroachment on property rights, and if brought to light and appear upon ~he surface, and
formal embodiment of their opinion and will in the ridicule failed to awaken the monopolist to the fact. society is thereby preserved from disorder throu~b
form of law. We Americans think that this slow way that labor should be sat upon, the cry that labor wanted secret conspiracies and by overt acts, as _the. sol_Id
.of doing things is safer and vastly less expensiv on the' earth never failed to bring out the blue-coats and earth is said to be saved from chaos by seisiD.lc disthe whole than the revolutionary method resorted to militia, and then the under dog was tenderly petted turbances or occasional belchings from the volcano's
by oppressed· men in despotic governments which with locust stroke and bayonet push into quiet sub- top.
It was once said that the blood of the martyrs was.
allow of no free speech. In our system free speech misswn. Of course, this is one way of convincing a
is not only a safety-valve to those who are aggrieved, man that he is wrong; but somehow or another the the seed of the church. This was but an affirmation
allowing them to express their opinions and feelings principle remains the same. So with the Chicago of the conviction intuitiv in the mind of man, that
to their heart's content, but it has this advantage, that Anarchists. They may die, and perhaps will, at the bloodthirsty inju;tice must be. in the end. retroacti':".
it brings into comparison the views of different bon- hands of the law, but Anarchy livs on, and there is If the illegal and unjust verdict of the Jury at Chiest thinkers, and enables il.ll hands to judge which just where the absurdity of the whole thing presents cago is carried into effe~t, it. ~1 do more. toward
view or policy is the best. The national Constitu- itself. Why does the state kill the Anarchists to da- creating a. sympathy for Its viCtims and tberr ~ause
tion owes its nearness to perfection to the debates stroy Anarchy~ This same blunder was made by than their impracticable utte:ance~ could havachieyed
which preceded its formation and adoption. And the English government years ago. It executed in a score of years. There IS an mnate sense of JUSthe same cause which the Constitution was made to some of the noblest of men to kill home rule for Ire- tice in the hearts of the " plain people " of_ this ~o~
serve-the public good-can be promoted during the land. In executing Robert Emmet it silenced the try which cannot be obliterated, and whiCh will, If
changes 'which time makes only by the same means- man, but the principle still livs, and is stronger to- not borne down by the strong hand, rectify in due
time the evils of the social state.
free discussion. These Anarchists, crazed and ex- day.
While I am permitted to re~d T~ _TRUTH SEEKER,
patriated by the oppressions of their nativ land,
Thomas Paine, when be was a representativ in the
think their theory is correct, and they avail them- French government, only by accident escaped with I hope it will never be :wantmg m Its advocacy of
selva of our freedom of speech to expound it. The his life, because he would not vote for the execution equal and exact justice _towf!Xd all. m~n. I ~hall hav
editor of a Radical paper, knowing that no one man of the monarch. He said, "I want to kill monarchy, no misgivings in that drrectwn while It remams under
. .
knows everything, and prompted by a. regard for the not the monarch;" but he was a statesman who its present management.
For the sum inclosed please send me an additwniiJ.
public good, advocates the right of these men to fought for human rights and lived for posterity.
.speak their mind. But he does not, therefore, in- When an old coward saw the approaching trouble copy for distribution during the time for which it
NATHAN L. PERKINS.
gorse their sentiments. It is his duty, if he believes between England and the colonies, he remarked to will pay.
Bangor, Me., Oct. 1, 1886.
~these epinions to be wrong, and, if reduced to action,_ Paine, if there was to be trouble h& hoped it would
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Fire.
The evening papers of this city last Friday contained accounts of a most disastrous fire at 33 Clinton Place, THE TRUTH SEEKER's loss being put down
at $2,000. As many of our readers may hav seen
these accounts, and formed the opinion that THE
TRUTH SEEKER is ruined, we herewith state that
our loss is comparativly light, and will not exceed
$100. If thirty delinquents will remit at onQe, we
shall be whole again.
The fire broke out about one o'clock Friday morning, the 8th inst.., iii the front win.dow of a barbershop in the basement.
Fortunately, it was at
once discovered by a passer-by, who summoned
the fire patrol and city fire depru:tment, and the
:flame was extinguished after ruining the contents of
the barber-shop and shoe-shop in one part, breaking a section of the plate-glass window in our store
front., and burning our awning. Excepting the awning, these damages are covered by the insurance on
the building.
·
The juxtaposition of a fire and an Infidel journal
proved too much for the editors of some of the
dailies, and many were the sarcastic comments thereon,
with sly allusions to a fire of a different nature further along in our career. But, so far as we can see,
all the morals of this conflagration are on our side.
The barber is a Christian, and the shoemaker is also.
They are burnt out completely. THE TRUTH SEEKER
escaped with but a tri:tling damage compared to
theirs. We attribute this escape to the well-known
fact that the ;Lord takes care of his own, and we hail
it as a reve1ation from him that on he is on our side
in our crusade against Christian iniquity and in our
endeavors to make the world a little freer. At any
rate, the Christian press is welcome to all the comfort
it can obtain from the circumstances of Friday morning.

a

The Resting-Place of the Heathen.
Individual Christian hearts may become tender,
but the combined heart of theology, the authoritativ
heart, is not easily softened. This fact has led to a
doctrinal squabble in the American "Board of Missions." This board is supported by the orthodox
wing of the church, and its doctrins, therefore, are
orthodox. The duties of the board heretofore hav
been to send missionaries to the heathens with the
cheering intelligence that all the heathens who hav
previously lived and died are now in hell; and that
all those now alive will, when they die, go to hell
unless they first go to Christ. All mankind, say the
board, are for the sin of Adam doomed to eternal
punishment from which there is no salvati~n without believing in Christ; and the case of those who
never heard of Christ in their lifetime, and therefore
had no opportunity of believing in him, is as truly
hopeless as if they had heard of him and refused to
believe in him.
This doctrin has heretofore been vigorously taught
by the missionaries to the heathen, and has proved

system of religion which teaches it. A few of the
mis!!ionaries lately hav seen the cruelty of the doctrin, and asked the board for permission to soften
their teachings by holding out a hope that the ancestors of the present heathen may possibly be in
heaven. This permission the board has refused, and
the missionaries will still be handicapped by the disagreeable doctrin of hell for all who never heard of
Christ. The position of the orthodox party is thus
defined by the Independent, a Congregational
journal of some pretensions:·
"Here comes a man who wants to preach the gospel to
the heathen. He is all right in every respect, it is said; except in the firm belief that God is so good that at some time
in the far-off future he will 'finally save all men.' 'Shall we
send him to China?' we ask. 'Oh! yes,' is the answer, 'for
he is a very good man, and perfectly sound in other respects.'
Another man applies, who believes that God cannot punish
a man who has never heard of the Bible or Christ or the way
of salvation. 'Shall such a preacher be sent?' 'Yes; on
the whole we will pass him.' Another offers his valuable
services, saying,.' I agree with you in all things except in the
doctrin of election.' 'What shall we do with such a man?'
'Let him go,' is the prompt reply. Another believes in a
future probation for all men-heathen included. 'This is a
hard case indeed; but,' it is said, 'we had better send him.'
Another candidate says, 'No matter what a man believes, if
his heart is right and he is truly good~' 'What shall we say
about him?' 'Nothing. Let him go.' Another man, on
being questioned, says, ' I indorse all your creeds; but I
don't believe much in miracles.' He is a good scholar and
appears to be an earnest Christian. But he doesn't believe
"the story of Jonah and the whale; neither does he credit, as
truth, the stalement that the sun actually stood still at the
command of J oshna, or that there was real fire in the furnace
into which Shadrach, !feshach, and Abednego were cast;
and there are other so-called miracles, he ~ays, which he does
not believe ln. He ends by saying as a clincher that the fish
story about Jonah and the whale settled the question with him
and he can't go that miracle anyway. 'Well, now, shall we
keep such a good man home?' 'No ! No!' we will hear .it
said, somewhere. 'Send him to Japan. We don't want
such a preacher here. He can't do much hurt there anyway.'
"Now, then, an amiable man comes who doesn't believe
in the chemistry of the Bible. He doesn't believe in real hell
fire, or brimstone, or any such nonsense. 'Never mind.
Send him along. He can't help doing some good, somewhere-say in the South Sea Islands.'
"At last a zealous, outspoken man comes along, who
thinks he has special gifts llS a teacher, and would like to be
sent to Africa. But the matter with him is that he doesn't
believe in a personal devil, while many of the benighted
Africans really do. 'And what in the world shall we do
with such an erratic man?' The answer is : ' Oh! never
mind what he believes and says about the devil. He is just
the man for Africa. Send him along."'
The above shows the kind of men the board does
not want. Any man too kind-hearted to believe that
God will not finally " save all men;" any man
who even dreams that possibly the millions who
lived and died before Christ are not in hell;
any Irian who does not believe that God "elected"
only a certain few to be saved; any man who
thinks that dying sinners are given another
chance; any man who repudiates sleight of hand as
a spiritual weapon; any man who does not think
there is a hell and a personal devil; in short, any
minister in whom Christianity has not smothered
every spark of humanity, hidden every gleam of common sense, removed every trace of feeling, and made
as cold and callous as John Calvin, is not wanted, and
will not be sent to teach the glorious beauties
of Christianity to the heathen. Men are wanted
who ~ill teach the barbarians civilized doctrins.
The perfect missionary will approach the dusky
savage with these sentiments: "My dear savage,
you are in danger of hell fire, and I desire to warn
ou to :flee from the wrath to come.. God, my
Y
gentle aborigine, is a God of war, and he has arranged a program as follows: All men are dead, morally, in Adam's sin; there is no escape from hell except through Christ's offices as a mediator; only a
few men are elected, anyway, to be saved; good

The :!igh t over this matteris a warm one, and reminds·
us of Don Quixote's tilt with' a windmill, except that in
this struggle the windmill does most of the fighting.
Who knows anything about where the dead are?
What shade has walked the earth and told the living
the state of affairs on the other side' Who possesses
any ~vidence on the subject 1 And where did he _
get it~ Upon this subject the wisest knows nQ more
than the most ignorant, and an argument on the
color of the hair of the man in the moon would hav as
much evidence to sustain it as the one about whether
those who never heard of Christ are or are not in
hell. The fact that the existence of hell is an abE?urd
id~a ought to weigh something with the reverend disputants.
·

----------~--~-----Jesuitical
Interference in Belgium.
The " Congregation of the Inquisition ~· at Rome
has sent to the Catholic judges of Belgium an order
forbidding them to grant divorces when the suing
parties are Catholics. All the judges in Belgium
being Catholics, the order virtually prohibits a Oath- _
olic from obtai~ing a divorce. This decree is in pursuance of the settled policy of the church to maintain that marriage is a sacramen.t and not a civil
contract, and that it is indissoluble except by death.
There is a divorce law in Belgium which has been
in existence since 1803, but the church has not until
now attempted to nullify it. The present order will
revive, it is said, the strife between the Liberals and
the church, and a fair trial of strength will be made.
To those who hold that Catholicism is not inim~
ical to free government, the order of the Inquisition
ought to be sign.ificant. That church holds that
her people everywhere are subject to her control
before that o~ the state. No matter what the laws
are, she assumes that they are not applicable to h!3r
children when in con:tlict with her own laws. This is
an arrogant position, and must be galling to the
various states, but some of them submit to it tamely
enough.
Another significant fact is that this order applies
only to Belgium. The reason for this exclusivness is
not far off. It is but a few months since a direct
issue between Romanism and Secularism was maile
in Belgium over the school question. The Romanists
won. The pope, therefore, feels that in that co\intry, ..
at least, he is strong enough to boldly enforce a ,
policy that is well known, and held in abeyance in
those countries only in which Catholicism is comparativly weak.
What the pope will feel sufficiently strong to attempt in this country within the next decade is an
interesting problem. Statisticians can figure out the
growth of Catholicism, and then guess.

A Fool and His Folly.

It is a singular fact that there are only two preachers in Brooklyn who are listened to each Sunday by
any considerable number of people. The one is
Beecher, the heretic; the other, Talmage, the orthodox clown. Beecher attracts by his advanced ideas
and utter abandonment of nearly all Christian doctrins; Talmage, by his ridiculous adherence to
puritan theology . and his credulous superstition.
Sunday before last, the latter, after declaiming against
Ingersoll (quoted in these columns last week) recited
the following catalog of punishment upon biasphemers:
"Yet God sometimes demonstrates his power. Two or
three years ago, in the Adirondacks, I met the funeral· procession of a man who had worked all Sunday in the field and
boasted that he had cheated God out of one day at least. He
challenged God and God accepted the challenge. Between
Marsgate and Ramsgate, in England, there is a place where
a young man was struck dead while swearing. A prisoner
in Pittsburgh applied a terrible epithet to Jesus Christ, was
struck down, and died after two days' fearful sufferin~. In
Sullivan county are eight tombstones, all belonging to one
family. In 1861 diphtheria raged in the neighborhood. A
physician who was very successful in checking the disease
works are of no account; all your ·ancestors, never b!lcame so confident as to de.fy God to produce a case he
having heard of Christ, are suffering in hell; and could not cure. In a few days afterward a little cl:J.ild of his
you, my beloved barbarian, are already as good as fell sick with diphtheria and died. Ano.the~:-fGllo,~, and
damned unless you believe in this civilized· religion .al!ot..l!.~L.-li~ eight were __<!ef!4,r Last August a 1rran\
d b
·
littl hild · f 0 II · th
·
flourished a knfftN;eward-neaven and d~tred God to come I
an . ecome as ~
ec
m
owmg . e saVIor:-- down, threatening to cut him if he did. That man himself\
which the same IS myself, the ~epresentat1v of Chnst. was cut down, smoke poured from his mouth and nostrils J'
-and in supporting his ministers." That being \nd he was dying for days, while nobody could go near him.'~
good orthodox Christianity, will entitle the missionary 1'--·~·Thetlfis a· verse soni.ewhe1~10r-itc1ro1rwrit 'tliiitfil~
believing it to be sent, expenses paid, house furnished Talmage. It reads something like this: "Though
and perquisits allowed, to Borroboola Gha, to liv on thou shouldst bray a fool in a mortar, yet will n~tis
the fat of the land and. come back once in a while to foolishness deplU't from him."· E.very one· o his
tell ~ssionary stori;es t,o Sunday-schools and collect references is .a known l~e, y!i)the reconn~ed t~. suppenmes from the children.
posed expl01ts of the Lord as though i.Uey were
___..
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actual facts. Talmage's mEmtal caliber about equals age is sent to that Methodist resort, is very careful to place
that of Miss Frances Willard, who wrote asking him those mystic letters, 'C. Q. D.,' upon it."
if he did not believe that the earthquake was sent to
TALMAGE, in his Sunday sermon, declared that " Brooklyn
Charleston as punishment for its sins !
had, fifteen years ago, in its streets no sign of the social evil;
but now it is beginning to rival upper Broadway, in New
Faith-Cure.
York, and yet not a single minister will say one point-blank
The London, Can., Advertiser of the 4th inst: word, lest some old libertin should throw up his church
prints a story of a faith cure in that town which we pew."
expect will soon be reprinted all over the country,
THE Rev. Benjamin F. Staunton is being tried for " un_and triumphantly flung at Infidels with a request to ministerial conduct." The pi'bof of the charge is that he
know what they think of it. The story is that on paid more attention to another man's wife than to his own.
June 8, 1885, Mrs. J. McKenzie; of London, Ont., It seems to us that the indictment should be changed to
was taken sick. A medical diagnosis pronounced read, "For ministerial conduct." The record of the reverends shows that the minister who is more civil to his own
the cause a cold upon the lungs. Since then she
wife than to other men's wives is the exception and not the
J:tq.s, it is alleged, been confined to her bed. Re- ru~.
.
cently she said to her husband that she believed
THE following letter explains itself, and at the same time
she could be cured by faith. The idea, she said, was
acknowledges the receipt of a basket of the finest grapes
put into her head by almighty God. A crowd of raised in the state:
11
:E'EED MY LAMBS.
Christian brethren were summoned, and prayer and
"FRIEND
SoMERBY
:
I
make you the custodian of these grapes .
. supplication ensued, at the termination of which, the
I want them divided among my 'pets' in THE TRUTH SEEKER esaccount goes, she took up her bed and walked, or tablishment.
"They are not 'my broken body,' but as often as ye partake of
words to that effect. Since then she has been rather them,
'do it in remembrance of me.'
·JoHN PEoH:."
stronger than Samson was before his dalliance with
AMONG the work that Unity urges the Unitarians to accomDelilah, and has cleaned house and gone to church
plish is the correcting of the " irreligious rationalism and
with regularity.
irrational religion of the times." We venture to assure Unity
This is a pretty st01·y, and to men of the caliber of that irreligious rationalism will never be converted by any
Talmage it will be a great comfort. But a conespond- of the irrational religions that depend up on the barbaric sysent who livs in London, and has known the par- tem known as Christianity. Some religion better adapted to
ties intimately well for a number of years, writes that the enlightened times in which we liv will hav to be init is an advertising scheme for Mr. McKenzie. "A vented, or grown, than is the irrational religion of the New
Testament.
bigger piece of humbug," says "our informant, '' could
ST. PATRICK's ·parochial school in Rochester has 638
not .be, and Mrs. McKenzie, if she would tell the
truth, knows it. it is not the first time their names, pupils. A priest. givs daily " spiritual instruction" to the
·or rather his nam~, has appeared in print, and not children, and daily celebrates mass for their benefit. Another parochial school, the "Immaculate Conception," is
many months ago it was published in connection about to be opened, with accommodations for " every child
with an affair of even more questionable character. in the parish.'' .The development of these schools is a subThe parties are thoroughly unreliable, as all ac- ject of interest to every patriot, and the attitude of the
Protestants toward them ought to be carefully noticed. If
quainted with them could testify."
Protestants
send their children to them, our public school
We advise the ministers who hav figured in this
system is doomed.
affair to next time select people of less equivocal repIN an address to the Knights of Labor at Richmond, Govutation to substantiate their claim to being divine
healers. And we advise the credulous press of this ernor Lee said: "Employers, as has been well said, hav no
country, before reprinting this tale, to write to some right to lockout a whole shopful of hands to bring a few unwilling ones to terms, nor hav they, in my opinion, the right
. honorable person in the place and learn the truth.
to engage with other employers to fix ·a rate for them to pay
or compel all to remain idle." If Governor Lee is in favor
A Mental Exercise for the JudiciaUy Inclined. of equal and exact justice, he should hav said that neither
There is at present in this city an English actress hav employees the right to withdraw in a body from a shop
whose claim to fame rests principally upon her liaison to compel employers to find work for a few workmen whom
they do not wish to employ. And if employers hav no right,
with a live lord, who is brazen enough to appear as
as an associated body, to fix wa_ges, wb.at right hav employher manager. Her husband travels with them, and ees to do so? Very few people in this world can look at
by drinking with the lord in the morning and in the both sides of a question. Everybody nowadays is a partiafternoon threatening to shoot him, has advertised san. "Our" view is the only right view-people who don't
the actress to such an extent that the theater is agree with us are fools; " we " are the only ones entitled to
any rights-the rest of the world must do as we say. It is
crowded every night. The three persons form a
curious how quick the persecuted beqome persecutors when
moral pest to the community.
they get the upper hand.
--.,..----"Of this woman's public and private career the Sun,
THE latest criticism of Charles Dickens comes from the
of this city, says:
religious people. A writer in the Evangelist complains that
"We are glad that the audience who were present at the Dickens" never found a Christian lady or gentleman in the
first public appearance of the woman who has come over church; all his good people ·were outside of the church.
here with an English lord did not make any disturbance in His idea of an evangelical clergyman seemed to be a comthe theater. She is there to be judged solely on her merits pound of the knave and the sniveling hyprocrit; and his
· who took an interest in propagatas an artist.
representation of laymen
" If people object to her manner of life and the methods ing Christianity in foreign parts is that of the most absurd,
which hav been used to bring her into notoriety, let them .narrow-minded men and women, caring nothing for the weikeep aloof from her performances. That is the true way in fare of the poor at home. Hence we hav held up to us such
which to.show tpeir disapproval and conte~pt. If they go untruthful caricatures as the Chadbands, Stiggins, ' Shepto see and hear her, they hav no right to express their feel- herds,' and the Pecksniffs and Jellybys. On the other hand,
ings against her as a woman to whose conduct outside of the he exalted some of his characters in goodness and in deeds
theater they take exception."
of mercy to the highest Christian stamp; but he lets it be unThere is a case in· the West which requires similar derstood that they had very little to do with the church ! "
nice discrimination in judgment. In Chicago there. We do not seeJhe justice of blaming Dickens for portraying
are a pestilential lot of fellows preaching disruption what he found in real life. Everybody recogni:(:es the truthand Anarchy.. At one of their meetings somebody fulness of his pictures, and th~ fa~t lies in the system that
"Il d
1 I"
Th
t"l ti l f ll
· ,breeds such wretches,
and not m him who drags them to the
ese pes 1 en a e ows 'f ht
·
k1 e severa po Icemen.
were seized. But when they were tried, the jury' Ig ·
·.. :<':"''"".~---+--found them guilty of being pests and not of killing, . "THE p~si~ion 0J;~?-~e~. on the Cont.inent," says a writer
the officers. It was as though the English woman's m the Oknsttan a.~Jl?"%~:ii. Is. to our notwns. very anomalous.
· As represented b.)l":f,ji~<VIrgm Mary, she Is adored at the
.
.
.
.
actrng had been JUd?ed by ~er pnvate life. ~ 0": few altar, while as actuaily appearing in the street she is often
there are who can differentiate facts from preJudices ! a menial and a beast of burden. In the chapels of the splendid cathedral her form is draped in richest robes, her head
Editorial Notes.
clrowned with. pearls and brilliants, and before her person,
SEWARD MITCHELL writes that he will supply several cop~es enthroned on a lofty pedestal or altar, an endless procession
of his paper, Tile World's Reformer, at three cents each. Ite oi'il.evout belieyets bend their knees and utter their prayers;
is sick and not able to travel, and depends upon the sale of and yet these same believers will go forth from their adoration of the ideal woman in the• cathedral to look upon the
this paper for money. His address is Newport, Maine.
real woman sawing wood in the street, or hitched beside a
AsBURY PARK, N. J., where they arrebted for blasphemy dog to a cart, or digging like a slave in the fields, without
a man who said that Christian missions in India are a fail- the slightest feeling of the degradation to womanhood which
ure, is put down by the Hotel Gazette as a very· dishonest such a scene implies. We saw on the way froin Brussels to
· place. " There is," says the Gazette, " a class of hotel men Cologne sometimes three, sometimes four, and in one inwho drag down the fraternity generally. Asbury Park, the stance six women to one man gathering harvests in tlw
sanctimonious place, has been the favorit stamping~ground fields; we saw women begrimed with dirt and black unloadof these gentry. They imagin that the religious odor of the ing coal cars; we saw women mixing mortar and handling
resort, in which the smell of liquor has no place, is a sufficient stone; we saw half-grown girls driving dog-carts .filled with
recommendation for unlimited credit. This tl.J.ey hav enjoyed vegetables. to market", and working in various capacities
).~the p11.s~ ~g B!l-9}1 !LH llift!lnt that every dealer, when a pack- which it made one's hu1-rt ache to behold."

A DISPATCH from Cincinnati, where Colonel Ingersoll was
at t.he time engaged in a legal affair, to the Times of this city
givs Mr. Ingersoll's views upon the candidacy of Henry
George as follows: " In the city of New York the principal
question is not who will be the next president, but who will
be the next mayor. Personally, I am for Henry George. I
want to giv the workingmen an opportunity of showing the ·
world whether they are intelligent enough and honest enough
to stand by each other, and to vote the same way they
march. We see processions of thousands upon thousands of
workingmen carrying all kinds of banners, and, among other
things, .saying that the workingmen must stand together.
Now they will hav their opportunity. J'renry George is an
intelligent man; something, it may be, of an enthusiast;
without doubt honest, and, above all things, a true friend ·of
the working people. Now, I want them to stand by him,'·
and to vote for him, and I am on that side myself. ¥Y
judgment is that this labor question will enter largely into
the next presidential campaign. I would like to see the
laboring men succeed. I would like to see them hav a majority in Congress and with a president of their own. I
would like to see this, so that they could satisfy themselvs
how little, after all, can be accomplished by legislation.
The moment responsibility should touch their shoulders they
would become conservativ. They would find that making a
living in this world is an individual affair, and that each man
must look out for himself. They would soon find that the
government cannot take care of the people. The people
must support the government. Everything cannot be regulated by law. The factors entering into this problem are
substantially infinit, and beyond the intellectuoJ grasp of an)'
human being. Perhaps nothing in the world will convince
the laboring man how little can be accomplished by law
until there is the opportunity of trying."

Lectures and Meetings.
Mns. H. s._~AKE is engaged to speak at Stafford, Conn.'
the Sundays~October; at Norwich, Conn., the Sundays of
November; at Haverhill, Mass., the last two Sundays of
Decembe.r; at Boston, the first two Sundays of February.
She desires other Eastern engagements. Address, Stafford,
Conn.
J. L. ANDREW lectures for the Friendship Liberal League,
Hall and Wood streets, Philadelphia, Sunday, Oct. 17th, at
2:30 and 7:30 o'clock P.M. Subjects, afternoon, "Liberty
and Law; " evening, '' Modern Infidelity-a Philosophical
Defense." Liberals of Philadelphia and vincity are cordially
invited to attend. The seats will be free.
CHARLES WATTs's tour in Michigan bas been in every way
a success. The audiences hav been large and enthusiastic.
Sunday night, Oct. 3d, nearly two thousand persons attended
his lecture in the Opera House in Grand Rapids. On Monday, Oct. 4th, Mr. Watts gave a political lecture in Grand
Rapids. Mr. Watts lectured also in Muskegon, and was
highly spoken .of. The last lecture Mr. Watts gave in
l\'lichigan was at Kalamazoo. The two local papers reported
him as being "an eloquent talker."
Mns. C. F. DEMoTT, secretary pro tem of the Hempstead
Freethought Society, writes: "The Hempstead Freethought
Association removed last week to pleasanter ·and more
spacious quarters at Liberty Hall, next door to the Baptist
church. A recitation entitled, 'The Rising Moon,' by Miss
Ada DeMott; a talk on ' Earthquakes as Tests of Progress
in Theology,' and a select reading from Herbert Spencer
were the attractions last Sunday. Several questions in
geology and physiology were written by the president, and
members requested to find answers for next Sunday. A
lecture on' The Gods of the Ancient \Vorld,' a recitation,
and a select reading will be given next Sunday afternoon."
MR. J. E. REMSBURG, the famous Infidel atlthor and lecturer, delivered two of his ablest productions in this city on
last Friday and Sunday evenings, and those who heard him
and were so conditioned as to be able to appreciate eloquent
and logical orations, antagonistic to orthodoxy, were astonished and delighted. Athough Mr. Remsburg and his
writings are comparativ strangers in this section of the West,
his celebrity has penetrated far into foreign lands, and his
works hav become standard authority among Freethinkers.
All he is but thirty-eight years old, and has hardly reached
the climax of mental and physical development, he certainly
has a bright career before him, during which, we believe, he
will accomplish much toward o~erthrowing intolerance and
superstition and toward the elevation of mankind. He will
close a series of eight lectures in this county at Bassett tomorrow evening.-New Hampton (Iowa) 1·1ibune:
W. F. JAMIESON is now. in the midst of his debate with
Rev. Dr. Ditzler, in Butte, Montana. He gave three lectures
in Dillon, M. T., and speaks in glowing terms of the brave
band of Liberals there. They elected officers for their
Secular Union at the close of his last lecture. The Dillon·
Examiner contained the following notice, for which a churchman took the editor to task because he gave so favorable a
notice to an '' Infidel: " '' Pursuant to announcements made
several days since, on Wednesday evening last Prof. W.
F. Jamieson began his course of three lectures at the Court
House on various topics in support o~ Liberalism and freedom in thought and speech. He had fair-sized audiences on
both that and the following evening, and entertained his
hearers to their evident satisfaction. Mr. Jamieson is a
good speaker, having a pleasing address, and is a logical
reasoner, going to the bottom of his subject, and advancing
no argument that he does not endeavor to thoroughly substantiate by lucid proofs."
------~~~------

c. B. REYNOLDs's

article on "Blasphemy and the Bible
is now published in pamphlet form illustrated with the cartoon "Casting Pearls Before Swine." It sells for 10 cents.
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cannot, with all of their flatteries, change the god of truth,
science, or the universe. . The early hallucinations of my
mind caused me much trouble, being the result of false
teaching, which some never unlearn.
THURsToN, N.Y., Oct. 5, 1886.
False theology· is the perpetrator of evil, and perpetuates
Mn. EnrTon: In renewing my subscription to TnE TnuTH ignorance and crime; fanaticism, bigotry, and intolerance are
SEEKER, I wish to say that I approve most heartily of nearly its progeny.
·
all of the illustrations that· hav appeared in THE TnuTn
Now I am an humble advocate of the religion of humanity.
SEEKER the past summer, and hope they can be continued.
Before the inherent rights of mankind can be restored the
Yours truly,
LEwis MASTERs.
cause of intellectual and physical thralldom must be removed.
It
L. c. HILL.
NEWARK, N.J., Oct. 4, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: Mr. J. L. Andrew lectured yesterday afterOHESS.
noon before the Liberal League here on "Liberty and Law"
PAssAro, N.J., Oct. 5, 18S6.
before a good audience, which paid the best of attention,
Mn. EDITOR: To-day (Sunday) I examined several dried
with frequent applause. A discussion of the lecture took specimens of. European and American chess (Bromus secaliplace immediately following. In the evening, in the same nus), and can say that botanically they hav no affinity with
hall, Mr. Andrew again appeared before the Liberals and wheat (Trixiaum 'IYUlgU!l'e), except that chess ·belongs to the
Spiritualists; subject, "Modern Infidelity." The audience same nat. ord., graminacere or grass family. That they bewas large and very appreciativ, and many .expressed the long to distinct genera should be enough to convince anywish to hav Mr. Andrew with us again. C. F. MARSHALL.
body of the impossibility o! either degenerating or running
into the other. But, further, they belong to different subBnooKToN, ME., Sept. 26, 1886.
tribes of cme big tribe of the order-not even allied genera.
Mn. EDITOR : I send you $1 for another four months' subIt is only by hybridization that wheat could degenerate at
scription to your admirable paper. Were it in my power, l
all, and then only with species of the same genus. For chess
should be only too happy to send you a much larger subto grow amongst wheat, seed must hav been sown with it; or
scription, besides something additional to assist yon in the
else hav lain in the ground. Not otherwise, because it is an
battle for freedom and humanity which you are fighting so
annual. Chesg could not develop by spontaneous generanobly against such odds. It ~s hardly possible for me to get
tion, and Freethinkers ought not to be the people who could
you any subscribers in this small community, composed
think so. The "smattering of science" which all, or most,
largely of church-going hypocrits and disinterested nothinghav should put them right on such a question. Evolution
arians; but I will try. You can, however, always count on
is the word, and chess probably took JiB long to evolve as
my subscription as long as I hav a cent, as I would not be
wheat, and stands as high in the vegetable kingdom.
without the old TRUTH SEEKER for twice its price.
Allow me to remark, anent that Charleston cartoon, it
MARTIN BuTLER.
was quite providential so many people got out of that buildng in such good order before it finally fell.
CHARLES CITY, lA., Sept. 4, 1886.
T. D. HATFIELD.
MR. EDITOR : I send you a Catholic paper, with several
pieces marked in it, on different s~bjects. An old wolf, by
HUBBARD, Mo., Sept. 30, 1886.
the name of E. B. Maxwell, left here suddenly. He was an
Mu. EDITOR: Thou friend of the human race ! please find
old member of the Congregational church, and ~ deacon.
inclosed draft for $2 on the National Ban}!: of Commerce, the
He tried to ruin two little girls about the age of ten or eleven,
same to apply on the C. B. Reynolds's blasphemy persecution
but they hav tried to hush it up, for it would injure the
fund. Please credit $1 of the same to Mr. Isaac Michaels, of
church. He was about sixty years old, and had one of his
Moberly, Mo., and $1 to me. Friend Michaels will try to
feet partly off. He has gone to Madison, Wis., from here,
raise more money among the Liberals of Moberly for Brother
and has been kissing several of the sisters, so it has come
Reynolds. Don't despair, Brother Reynolds; we are your
out since he left.
friends in adversity as well as in prosperity. We hope you
I am trying to get a lecturer to make us a visit and talk
will not try to defeat· those swine in their own courts, but
some time this winter, if possible, and am hopeful to be able
carry the case to the highest tribunal in our land, which we
to do so.
hope will decide those barbarous laws unconstitutional.
The pictures are all 0. K., and easy to read. Put them in
Although we are limited in means, friend Michaels and I
J onN MAnAnA.
will swell this fund $25 each, if it is necessary. My watch
is also at your disposal provided the good brothers and sisBnAMPToN, CAN., Sept. 27, 1886.
Mu. EDITOR: I inclose post-office order for $1.50, for con ters will raise the balance. We mean business; just try us
tinuation of TnE TnuTH SEEKER. I believe that will pay up to and see. Furthermore, I wish it recorded that friend
March 12, 1887. Thanks for sending papers without re- Michaels and I always hav a dollar or more to defend any
Liberal who happens to get into the clutches of such unjust
newal; they came to hand all right up to date.
I fully agree with W. Malcolm, in the issue of Sept. 25, laws for exercising the freedom of speech, even to the utter1886, as regards Liberalism and Anarchy, and believe to ad- most ends of tho world. So go on, brave Reynolds, while
vocate the cause (in any shape) of Anarchists will diminish below, in the sure paths of truth.
Now, old Democracy, the party of my sire, dost thou rethe circulation of Liberal papers, and do the Liberal cause
member when thou didst loudly howl to get into power, and
much hariiL
E. DALE.
[Mr. Dale will greatly oblige the editor of THE TRUTH didst obtain my vote for every president since I reached my
SEEKER if he will point out when and where TnE TRUTH majority by quoting these immortal lines:
Giv us the freedom of speech and the press;
SEEKEI! ever advocated the cause of Anarchy. We hav adA jurY impartial selected to try us if laws we transgress.
vocated the right of even Anarchists to hav a fair trial, but
Giv us a union of peaceful souls blending,
by the comments made we should think there are quite a
Whose millions of hearts throb as one,
number of Freethinkers who do not believe in fair trials
The rights of our fathers defending,
To throttle the freedom of none !
when an unpopular person is in the prisoner's box.-ED. T. S.]
0 Jersey, blush for shame! Unjust are thy laws, and the
SouTH LoWELL, ALA., Sept. 20, 1886.
spirit of those lines does not dwell in your state. Verily,
Mn. EDITOR: I suggest to the law-making power in the dif- Captain Huddy's blood doth cry out against you, and call thee
erent states that every C011nty be authorized to appoint three a stiff-necked and selfish generation!, JoHN TRUEBLOOD.
or five arbitrators or referees, to whom all civil cases, which
CHARLEVOIX, Mron., Sept. 26, 1886.
would otherwise go to the courts, may be referred; that both
Mn. EDITOR : Three months hav almost passed since I was
plaintiff and defendant be allowed to present their case without the use of a lawyer; and that this board decide on the admonished by the tag on my paper that I was reading a
equity of the case; and that their decision be final, and with- paper for which I had not paid.
From week to week I hav been doing so, still hoping that
out the privilege of an appeal.
I think that quarrels between men can thus be settled in a few days I would be able to get enough of the root toeasier, and with less cost and bad feeling, than in the courts. gether to pay thee all, and now I am happy to be able to ask
This system would save lawyers' fees, and continuations, and you for credit for the inclosed, and to thank you for concases would be decided on their merits and by justice, instead tinuing my paper, pictures and all. I am one of those unof by law without justice,.as is now done. It would lessen fortunate fellows that our very excellent president says
"contracted a great amount of disability" whilst in what
our taxes and save trouble.
I hope some state will try this system, and let us learn by would now seem to hav been the wrong army; consequently,
experience if there is not some better way than paying law- by reason of such disability, it is hard at all times to make
yers from ten to one hundred dollars a day to settle our diffi- both ends meet. We hav stomach's that crave their daily
allowance, and bodies that must hav the wherewithal to be
culties.
J. K. DEARTH.
clothed, and souls-ah! there's the rub !-that need to he
MYRTLE CnEEK, OnE., Oct. 1, 1886.
refreshed, and how is that to be done without proper readMR. EDITOR: I confess it my duty to my fellow-man and ing matter. And where can that be found save in the old
the cause of intellectual liberty to state that the old religious TRUTH SEEKER? Therefore, I make an extra effort to con~
dogmas, superstitions, etc., such as pagan and Christian tinue my subscription.
This soul that it requires such extra efforts to save is somechurches teach in all their creeds, hav been renounced by
me as being inimical to human happiness, intellectual thing that I really know nothing about, only what I hav
progress, and scientific development. I am a poor man; learned by hearsay. The preachers tell us It great deal about
Christians hav robbed me of years of toil, but this is not the it, and, of course, they "'ould not talk about things they
reason why I am an advocate of Freethought and intellect- did not know all about. I never saw a soul separate from
ualliberty, together with human progress. It is because of the body, but I hav realized that I hav a mind, and I hav
· investigation, reason, and experience. We can expect noth- also realized that its action depends greatly on the condition
ing but injustice from those who sin on the credit system. of the body. Whether it will exist after the body has been
They tried to make a preacher of me, but I had some in- returned to Mother Earth is a question for theorists to specudividuality and questioned their authority, for which reason late on. For me, I know only of its present existence, and·
they treated me coolly. Other denominations wanted to that it derives pleasures and experiences pain from present
ordain me, but I questioned their creeds and authority, so, surroundings. A.mong its greatest delights is the perusal of
of course, they had no use for me .at all in any way. My in- the able articles in THE TnuTH SEEKER, editorial and convestigati. ons went on until the chains of superstitious slavery tributed, and, above all, in contemplating ·.those p.ict·u·res,
fell from me, and now my mind floats in a higher atmosphere. that really speak so much plainer than words.
The clergy may hurl their anathemas at me; their invocations
RoBERT Mn,LER,

~tttrs !from Jirimds.

•
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PARSIPPANY, N.J., Oct. 1, 1886 ..
Mn. EDITOR: J. L. Andrew' deliyered three lectures in
Pythian Hall, Boonton,N. J., Saturday, September 25th, and,·
Sunday, September .26th. Saturday night ·he spoke on
"Liberty and Law." Sunday afternoon the meeting was
·opened with singing (same at the close of the lecture and
evening too) a Liberal hymn by the members of the Secular
Union. 'rhe young lady musician, Miss Ada Booth, played
on the organ. This time when the young lecturer stepped
on the platform we knew we were going to hav a good one,
for we were there and all were ready to listen to " Modern
Infidelity." Whc;m speaking of the ministers, in regard to
what they think they know, he said, in the words of Colonel
Ingersoll : i" The clergy know that I know that they do not
know." It was a stirring lecture, as was shown by the .attention ·and applause that greeted its delivery before it was
ended. Sunday evening a larger audience ; subject,
" Christianity and Civilization." . He said Christianity is t'oday what it 11.lways has been, the enemy of reason and freedom. Its malice is as poisonous as it ever was. The
Catholics and Methodists are despots alike. What has it
done in civilizing the people, anyway}· The truth of the
whole thing is, It has made more enemies than it has ever
made friends. When Reynolds pitched his tent here for the
purpose of gathering in the orthodox brethren and enlighten-·
ing them, we presume, on all that relates to Secularism, and
the absurdities of the.Bible, they who caused his arrest were
nothing but downright, narrow-minded, orthodox blockheads. The tent movement is a good one for the cause of
spreading Freethought, and if there is any lecturer at this
moment who nee,ds to be encouraged and make a tour
through the East and West to lecture, it is C. B. Reynolds.
All able Liberal speakers should be .kept constantly in the
lecture field. THE TRUTH SEEKER illustrations, though not
liked by and ridiculous to some, are up to the point in.showing the people how absurd the Bible is when illu~trated as
well as read. We want more stirring lectures in this town, and
mean to have them as time passes on. Honor bright.! we
mean what we say. Music is a magnet, and music, and sing~
ing too, we will hav at the lectures. So wake up, Liberals,
and keep the Freethought lecturers lecturing as long as th :
preachers preach.
FLORENOE BENNION,
Secretary of Boonton Secular Union.. _
LIBERALISM VERSUS ANAROHISM.
HoLDEN, Mo., Sept. 28, 1886.
MB. EDITOR: During th~ short time I hav been a sub
scriber for your paper I hav received the worth of the monej
inv~sted, especially in the articles by John Peck. I huv,
however, seen in it some tendency to Anarchy, which I deplore. In your last issue you giv yo!lr own views on that
subject, with some very sensible prelusory remarks by John
Ray. I am a Freethinker from far back, but see no necc~sary ·
relation between my views and Anarchy, but the reverse.
Since you giv such unbounded latitude to free expression
of opinions, it would be but consistency to giv place to what
I now hav to say, though dl:ffering with yourself. You say
you differ in toto from the principles of the Anarchists, but
say further on: "Freethought, as we understand it, stands
for absolute freedom of thought, of speech, of publication.
upon any and every subject upon earth. There is no siich
thing as treasonable utterance in this country." A hint is
thrown out, too, that Freethinkers should hav such fear of
restraint on the subject of religion that they should ind11lge
all phases of Freethought and expression.
The Constitution givs us all free scope to think, and to
worship, or not worship, as we please. So we need not be
frightened nor fly off in wrong and dangerous extremes on
other subjects.
I do not believe that anybody has a moral right, or legal
right, either, to call crowds of people together and harang
them with abuse of our form of government, and thm incite
them to acts of crime, as Ariarchists are wont to do, and did
do at the fatal Haymarket meeting. If men should ever be
hung for anything, they certainly should be hung for such
acts as that.
Government is, of necessity, a compromise. No govern.
ment is absolutely free. Ours is as free as it can be and re.
serve to itself the right and power to protect itself and its
citizens. Those people are mistaken as to what is a free
government. If they don't like our laws, let them leave the
country. Our government is free because it protects it~
citizens in all just rights, bestows the greatest blessing on the
greatest number, and reserves the right and the power
to protect itself.
Again, in noticing a meeti•g held to welcome late arrivals
of foreign Socialists who come here to orate and disturb t)le
peace of your city, you say: "The police were on hand and
were very officious, but failed to create a disturbance."
Bah! If Mr. Andrew and Mr. Stevens are with you on this
subject, and if you all hold the views of Mrs. Helen Wilmans,
as quoted by you, I regret that· you hav not, at least, her
prudence.
Finally, I say, Yes, we should maintain the right, and- the
rights even of an enemy, but we should not maintain nor indorse the wrongs of either friends or enemies. .I think you
art: too tender in your sympathies for the Anarchists for the
good of your paper and for the good of Liberalism.
c. L. CARTER, M.D ..
NoRTH SYDNEY, N. S., Oct. 1, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: If you hav room in your best of all papers
for a few jottings, I willtrouble you with a partial account of
iny travels from West to East. We-that is, Mrs. Archibald,
our little girl, and myself-left Omaha on September 9th.
Having some business with Mr. Wettstein, we looked off at
Rochelle. And let me say right here that I found Brother
Wettstein a host in himsel~; nicely situated in a pretty little
town. We wei:Ei'iiiVi.ted to his house, and there partook of
the-good things.of life proVided by' Mi:s. Wettstein, who is a
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lady of refinement, and one who knows how to make things
cowfortable for both the outer and the inner man. Now I
:Wish to say right here to all readers of THE TRUTH SEEK~R,
If you want to buy a watch or any jewelry, be sure and send
to :Wettstein; if you want a watch repaired, send tp Wett..
steip. For in either case you will get a better job done or
a better watch for less money than you could any place else
~hat I know of. And at the same time you will be patronizmg a true Liberal.
. ,In Chicago, the excitement, to a casual observer, had disappeared, altho~gh ther~ is yet an undercurrent of feeling
not ~oon to subside, and If the penalty of the law is carried
out o~ th?se convicted, the act will never be forgiven.
_In passmg throug_h Ontario we see some beautiful country,
as good ~s any_p?rtiO~ of the United States, if properly managed. On arrivmg m the, we might say, ancient city of
Montreal, we find several extremes. First we notice the
ve:y narrow streets, which are no better than alleys in
.ChiCago; but we also find so~e very fine buildings-though,
sad to say, the finest are dedicated to superstition. One of
the finest, not-yet finished, is the bishop's palace which is of
gigantic proportions, finished so far in the best ~tyle. Then
we became of a religious turn of mind and visited two of
those holies of holies, houses of God. First we visited the
Jesuit _church, which is a fine building, finished internally in
s~lendid sh~p~. The arches are supported with twenty-four
ptllars. It IS hghted by seventy-five gas jets, and would hold
.. some fifteen hundred people; but this Sunday evening there
·were about one hundred and fifty dupes in attendance and
as near as I could calculate, there were five females ; 0 on~
male .. All of them, as they came down the ,aisle, bowed to
some Image, crossed themselvs, and ente~;ed their seats.
Poor slaves!
On Monday we visited the Notre Dame cathedral. There
yot~ see, at a~l hours of the day, poor dupes bowing at some
shnne, crossmg t~emse~vs, and saying their prayers ; but the
worst and most disgustmg sight I there beheld was several
. women bowing and praying before a horrid sight supposed
t? b? Jesus as he hung on the cross. There were, in very
life-hke or natural appearance, the disgusting wounds of the
n~ils a~d the wounds in his side, all· of which were so very
disgustmg that we passed by as quickly as possible, for such
sights are very offensiv to me. But there they were, worshiping this hideous sight; and in this case, from actual
count, there were ten women to one man. My thougbts
were, Let us Liberals speak out, lend a helping hand, lift
our sisters out of the superstitious ruts, open the doors of
education to them, giv them what honestly belongs to them,
and the rights men claim, and in a short time we will not be
able to count ten to one in such a place.
.
But now we are in the land of the Mayflower, where for
the present we pqrpose to locate, and from whence Iwill be
pleased to giv you some jottings from time to time as they
occur to me.in my travels through the country-which, I am
sorry ~o say, is full to the ov~rflowing of rank superstition.
J. W. ARcHIBALD.
NoRTH PARMA, N.Y., Oct. 3, 1886.
Mu. EDITOR: I hav been thinking for some time that the
first opportunity I had I should pitch into Brother Macdonald, and giv him a mild piece of mind, on· account of the
semi-support and comfort which the Chicago Anarchists derive from tlte attitude of THE TRUTH SEEKER in regard to
them. Not that I entertain the idea that you believe in the
damnable doctrins and ideas promulgated by them, but by
even casually reading some of the communications and editorial comments which appear in THE TRUTH SEEKER upon
the deeds and doings of .the scoundrels who go by the name
of Socialists and Anarchists you can perceive a vein of
sympathy which they ill deserve. You may reply that
Spies, Parsons, and Fielden, did not threw the bomb
that caused· the brutal murder of the Chicago policemen
while nobly doing their duty. But I consider Spies guilty
as an accessory to their murder, from the hellish ideas
which he formulated and pnblished in his paper. Parsons
!tnd.the rest of the gang are equally responsible for, by their
treasonable and incendiary speeches, urging the mob to resort to deeds of violence and murder, in order to redress some
fancied wrong. I hav not a particle of sympathy for them,
and hope they will receive their just deserts, which I believe
to be hanging. I cannot see how intelligent, loyal men, who
love their country and its good, can for one moment hav one
particle of fellowship for them. Individuals who came here
from the slums and gutters of Europe, where they hav suffered degradation and poverty all of their lives, been poorly
paid and illy fed and clothed-! say, come here, where the
laborer is the best paid, fed, clothed, and housed of any
country in the world, his children schooled, and, if industrious, temperate, and sober, can lay up something for old
age-when they come here, and try to tear down society,
aud undermine good government, and everything else that
pertains to the good and welfare of the community, it is quite
time that something should be done to stamp out and counteract their bad influence. To every good, honest emigrant
who comes here to better his condition, and build up a home,
educate his children, and become a good, loyal citizen, and
if he I1as any real wrongs that need redress, endeavor to
right them, not by the incendiaries' torch, and murderous
borrib, but by the ballot-to every such· emigrant I will extend both hands and giv a cordial welcome.
Now, Brother Macdonald, lam notgoingtofiare up and say,
if you don't do thus and so, I will " stop my paper." Not I.
FQr I like the old TRUTH SEEKER too well to do that. But
·when I read· articles published in it and indorsed by its editor that my intelligence teaches me will result disastrously to
the paper and the cause of Liberalism, L feel it a duty to
giv a warning note. You must be aware of the fact that
there are plenty of people who are ready to make Liberalism
and Anarchism synonymous terms. They confoUD;d Infidel-

ity as only another name for everything that is low and vile.
Let us teach them by our lives and example that it is a vile
slander. The majority of the Liberals in this locality are
among its best and most upright c~tizens, being found upon
the side of law and orlier, temperance and honesty, benevolence and love for their fellow-men. Dr. Samuel Holman,
a pronounced Liberal,: has done more to make the town of
Parma a practical temperance town than all of the churches
combined.
J. ToMPKINS.
BELGRADE, MINN., Sept. 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: An old Freethinker as I am, and having
come over to this country nearly thirty years ago with the
very same fundamental principles of Freethought that I hav
now, I could not help watching the religious as well as the
social life of the peopl~J of this country, who hav and enjoy
a Constitution that says distinctly that the greatest possible
happiness of the people was' and is its object. What every
newc.omer, with sense. of observation; what 'every traveler
from Europe, except from the Puritan parts of England and
Scotland, will find and be astonished at, is that the life of the
people in this country, in comparison with continental
Europe, is so very dull and monotonous. ''What!" exclaims
the immigrant or traveler, "such a great·country, healthy,
with plenty of room for· everybody--or at least for many
millions more-with the most fcrtil soil in all the world, with
the freest Constitution, and the people, who ht~.v plenty of
all, and nobody to hinder them in their happiness, leading a
monotonous social life!" Yes, in spite of all that, it is a
fact. We soon found out what was the cause__:_the Puritan
spirit of the people. 'Puritan laws and obstructions to mental and social .liber.ty had indeed been mostly abolished, but
the people, having been trained under those laws for over
two hundred years, could not, and at. the present day cannot
-partially, at least.-banish the Puritan spirit. I landed in
New England-Boston-and stayed there one year, and asked
myself all the time, " What is :the use of the gre<~.test political
liberty to man, if he is deprived of his social liberty-if he
cannot enjoy his life?" I went to Wisconsin, and there we
had, and in some places they still hav, social liberty. Life
then was very pleasatit and free. The two m·ost ·prominent
parts of the population there, Americans and Germans, were
living in the betit harmony, one learning from the other.
The Freethinker.s among both nations.,rejoiced in their mixture, and hoped that a new, free, and more joyful social life
of the people in general would be the result thereof.. We
started music bands and singing societies, and had excur.
sions with musie and song-unknown then in New England.
We celebrated. the Fourth of July, when it fell upon a Sabbath, on that day. In short, we worked and enjoyed our.
selva. We had our turn-verein, where, as a matter of
course, mental liberty was cultivated. But it soon changed.
Puritanism from the East immigrated in full force and went
to work, destroying all the weaker strongholds of Freethought, and, especially m the country among the farmers,
all the joyful social life, making the people bigoted and devout, and, consequently, social life monotonous and dull.
They enunciated and enforced the old sente:Q.ce, ora et labora
-pray and work. Before we could realize it, all our doings
were simply wicked. Our turn-vel'eins were wickerl, singvereins wicked, picnics with beer wicked, excursions with
beer wicked, Fourth of July on Sunday extremely wicked.
We were wicked all over. We received private instructions,
especially from the ladies, like children in the nursery. It
sounded from all sides: " You must not, you must not !'•
Why? " Because it is wicked and your soul will be lost.
Go to church and you will do better "-i.e., you will make
more money. Well, soon the Americans retired from us,
and we were left alone. The former Freethinking Americans kept silent, and gave to churches as much as anybody.
I admit that we had not always refined social enjoyments.
How could we with a people of such different grades of education? But we brought at least the sense of social enjoyment to this co.untry, and if the Americans had not retired
and had not branded everything we did in that line with,
"Dutch," "Sour-krout," "Lager and pretzel," they might
hav improved and ennobled our public social life and at the
same time kept away from themselvs the monotony and
dulness of a Puritan life. They liked and do like lager, but
for fear of their reverends and their reverend-ridden ladies,
they went back to their inherited national Bourbon, because
they could and can hide before their eyes a whisky-bottle, on
account of its stronger contents and smaller size, better than
a beer-bottle-one small drink of whisky bringing on the desired effect quicker than two bottles of lager. So it was
done and so it is done.
And where would Prohibition be in any state if the people
knew that they could get no whisky at all except for real
sickness? Prohibition is nothing else than voting up the
bottle of whisky-a poison, as we all admit, and a very dangerous one, too-and voting down the lager beer, a beverage
which has proved its healthful influence on the physical and
mental constitution of whole nations who hav drunk it for
thousands of years. He who does not believe that fact on
simple assertion from men who kno ;v it may go over to
Germany and see for himself. Prohibition means whi~ky
against beer, and a ·Prohibition man is almost always not
free in his heart from the principles of the old Knownoth-.
ing party. Banish in common life whisky and all these distilled drinks and use them only for medicin, and drink beer
instead, and you will hav a temperate people, and only then.
The public opinion must be brought to that high standpoint
which it has in this regard in continental Europe-Russia
excepted-of holding that a man who drinks. more tha~ one
small glass of whisky at one sitting loses his character as a
gentleman in the eyes of the looker-on.
Banish the beer as a beverage for social meetings and you
banish .social .enjoyment, for the people in general wiU not
enjoy themselvs sitting by a water-bowl, and if all the Pro-

hibition men of this continent will stand on their heads and
insist on the truth of the contrary, then, with social enjoyment gone, .what will the people do, what can they do,
especially on Sundays, but go to church? This our rever
ends know too well, and from that-not from our Infidelity,
for what do they care for the soul of a Dutchman, whom
they despise deeply on earth ?~omes their intense hatred of
and opposition to our social enjoyment. A nice, joyful
social life makes empty churches, and they know that.
Observing that this Puritan spirit would wipe away every
bit of earthly joy in this country, we Gennan Freethinkers
felt sorry enough and mourned-the more so as we saw that
we could not even keep our children out_ of the general current of superstition. And it is only since late-say fifteen
_years-that we find encouragement, and a good, earnest,
and strong one, too, from the side of our American fellow~
citizens; and. you will find us not wanting. "One world at
a time "-good; but let us make this our world so that we
can enjoy it. ·To accomplish that end, we must do away not
only with. religious superstition, but also with whisky-the
greatest ene~ies of America. Prohibition is the third because it work~-'-known or unknown to the worker-ar~-in
arm with whiilky and destroys personal liberty in a worse degree than all: the despotic governments of the world combined. Rather liv in Russia than in Iowa or Kansas~ rather
liv in Rome than in a Puritan state; rather send a ~hild to
'the pope's own pdvate Sunday-school than to one conducted
by a hypocritical future bank-defaulter; rather be enveloped
in the thickest coat of superstition and enjoy life than be the
freest of Freethinkers and be prohibited from enjoying life.
Work and joy must be our motto. What is an old, sour
Prohibitionist good for socially?
VERITAS.
BARRE, MAss., Oct. 2, 286.

MR. EniToR: Hasn't your correspondent, George Lynn,
made a mistake? I see in his letter, Oct. 2d, an allusion to
myself, and wish to say in as far as concerns his insinuation
"My Spiritu$lism does riot, did not, rest on any Bouto~
foundation," that ·my disbelief in Spiritualism does not, did
not, rest on the exposure of any Bouton fraud, I having had
for many, many years the best of reasons for believing in the
non-existence of spirits; consequently the Bouton exposure
was no confirmation to me of fraud or guilt.
It matters not to me whether George Lynn and "all
Spiritualists" are moved or " unmoved at this exposure ·"
there is the solid fact and they can do what they plea~e
with it.
Mr. Lynn's flings at the '' ' I told you so's'" and •• • I knew
it'R'" comes with a very ill grace from one who uses nearly 8.
column and a half of THE TRUTH SEEKER bewailing the intolerance of Liberals, and comparing such to "intolerant
persecuting Christians," who, he says, "will hav general
cause of jubilation as they observe what splendid imitators
many Liberals are of those peculiar traits that we said Chrietians alone would manifest."
Mr. Lynn is at liberty to ask Mr. Walser if "I" did not
" tell him so" five months previous to the fire, describing
the trap-door and other appurtenances during these five
months precisely as the fire revealed them, for "I knew it"
just as well as if I had performed the tricks myself ; and,
more than this, I knew who were Dr. Bouton's assistants·
and had I not a right to tell Mr. Walser what "I knew'~
when I saw him so unmercifully deceived? Why, Mr.
Lynn, are you not "happy to the full whenever a Dr. Bouton or some similar fraud is exposed?" You being a Spiritllalist, one would suppose you would be more happy than
myself to detect imposture. in your ranks, if it existed, and
bring the perpetrators to justice. I confess I was "happy,"
but not " to the full "-that cannot be until the last fraud is
detected, exposed, and eradicated-but I was happy that the
fire had revealed unmistakably to the eyes of Mr. Walser,
and others, what I had failed to make him perceive; for, like
too many others, he was so sure there could be no collusion,
that inatead of examining, as I begged him to do, he only
attempted to argue the question with me. I say this wilh
all due respect to Mr. Walser's sincerity and honesty, for
honest he most assuredly was, as honest as you and other
similar victims. Mind you, I do not call you, him, and
others "mud-slingers," " dirt battalions," and similar names,
and use such malignant epithets as I hav had applied to me
by the opposition. This shows for itself which is the most
intolerant.
If you "elect to go with the latter" (Heywood and
Walker) I'm glad you told us so, recent developments in the
Walker case having proved where he stands practically on
the subject you introduced. 4s for me, I still stand where
I always did, and am very happy to find Messrs. Walser and
Stewart on the same side of the question as myself.
" For one, I would rather be gagged by Christianity than
by any Puritanic form of Liberalism." "Gagged!" Who
wishes to gag Mr. Lynn? I'm sure I don't. If he refers to
the late attempt of Mr. Walser's to prevent promiscuity from
overruling his colony, I pity him. I consider that Mr. Walser had a perfect right to try, by all lawful and laudable
means, to prevent such a calamity, for what respectable person would desire to settle in a colony of promiscuists?
As to temperance, it is nearly sixty years since I made my
first effort in that .direction, as I can prove by living witnesses, and that effort was a practical one, I using every
cent of money I had.ever possessed to hire a boy two years
younger than myself not to drink New England rum with
his father's workmen-and that boy was my own brother.
And from that hour to this I hav never ceased my efforts in
the cause of temperance, advocating Prohibition in my
lectures while the masses opposed it.
It is hard for me, I admit, to tolerate intemperance,
promiscuity, and fraud, but the hardest of all to bear is the
very intolerance which Mr. Lynn condemns, resulting in
flings, sarcasms, misrepresentations, and as odious names
and epithets as a bar-room politician can use against his
rival. But I forbear, Let us hav peace. ELLA E. GlBSON.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
Ri'Der, Mass., to whom all OommunicationsfO'I'
this 00'1'ner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Benevolent Bishop.
FROM

THE GERMAN.

A pious old bishop went out for a stroll;
Fat, rosy, content from his feet to his poll.
No hope of the future earth's comfort denied,
The goods of the present him quite satisfied.
With benefic~nt smile he passed down the street,
When a poor luckless beggar he happened to
meet.
"My lord," cried the beggar, "I'm down in my
luck,
And e'en for a dinner I really am stuck ;
"If, out of your plenty, a dollar you'll spare,
My days that are dark will appear clear and fair."
"A dollar! Why, man, you must surely be mad!
Pray, why didn't you ask me for all that I had?"
"Then giv me a half, it will help my need sore,
I'll glad take a half if I cannot get more."
"You're crazy !" the bishop cried out in his
wrath;
"I'd as soon giv the whole as giv you a half."
"Then please giv a quarter-that's little enough;
Hav tender regard for my lot that is tough."
"No ! no !" cried the bishop ; "nothing such will
I do;
Do I look hke a man to giv quarter to you"?"
"Then giv me a cent-that much you'll not missAnd the hem of your coat I humbly will kiss."
Without any "hem," and without any "ha,"
The bishop cried out, "Now get you gone far!
Or else, by my faith, my design shall not fail
To hav you arrested and taken to jail."
"My lord! Be not harsh, some compassion pray
feel;

For, see at your feet I most anxiously kneel.
My lord ! Let your blessing my sorrows enfold,
It may bring me luck somewhere else to get
gold."
Oh! broad was the smile on the bishop"s broad
face,
As the beggar he saw in that lowly place!
"My son! that I'll giv," and his hands he
stretched out,
When up sprang the beggar, and said, with a
shout,
"If your blessing to you had been worth a penny,
You'd not giv it. No! Thanks, I'll go without
any.
I think in my heart that you couldn't be worse;
I'm sure that your blessing is not worth a curse!"
- N. Chitas.

Why Freethought Is Superior To
Christianity.

I

[Three months ago, through the kindness of a
friend, we were enabled to offer three dollars as a
prize for the best essay on Freethought-its superiority over Christianity-competitors to be under
twenty years of age. We print to-day the wellwritten essay on the above-named subjeot that
takes the prize.-ED. C. C.J

Did you notice a picture that appeared in
the Ironcla4 .Age over a year ago? It was
the death-bed ·of a vivisectionist. All the
ghosts of animals he had murdered thronged
around him in the most horrible form, dogs,
cats, and rabbits staring in his face. If he
turned from one, he would face another.
The mind that is enslaved by Christianity is
in the same condition. It is not free. It is a
slave to the most hideous tales. The devil
grins in its face, daring it to take refuge in
the pursuit of knowledge.
The mind that is free daily becomes more
enlightened, soaring on the brilliant wings of
thought. It' can dive deep into the mysteries
of the past. It can investigate the cause of
life. It can appreciate the sublime and the
beautiful. It can soar up among the worlds
that render night beautiful, without thinking
they are just small sparks of fire put there
for no purpose. Freethought diffuses its
knowledge among others. The very name of
Freethought pictures all that is kind, gentle,
noble, and grand; something that is ever
struggling to rise.
The history of Christianity is all that is
wicked, torturing, lawless, and conservativ.
Christianity is attempting to pull progress
down, while Freethought is ever helping it to
rise. Christianity prowls around filling people's minds with fables that are so big there
is no room for anything else.
What is there worse than a mind not free?
When I was very small I used to read the
Bible, all about the plagues that Moses and
God inflicted on Pharaoh. It i11variably says;
"And the Lord hardened Pharaoh's heart."
I thought it very strange that God would
harden his heart and then punish him because
it was hardened. I did not ask anyone to explain it, as I thought it would be Sin to even
be surprised at anything God did, much less
doubt that it was right. So it is with older
Christians. Christianity inspires its victims

with the fear that God will open the earth
and swallow them up. It bids everybody-be
miserable, so as to be able to enjoy heaven
hereafter. It teaches us that the devil controls enjoyment. Freethought teaches us to
.
be happy now.
Fr~ethinkers are intelligent, wl!ile the weakest-minded people are Christians. The negroes are a very religious race of people, _and
very ignorant. It has always been a mystery
why any intelligent people would take up
with such a horrible branch of religion as
Christianity.
Christianity is very unjust to women; it
bids them know nothing only what they can
learn by asking their husbands at home.
Freethought teaches them to be ever on the
search for knowledge, not to be safely contented with what is told them, but to be truth
seekers themselvs.
It is dreadful-a religion that weakens
women's minds. Christianity has for age
after age harped on the subject of woman's
inferiority, until it has at last convinced her
that she is a miserable wretch created simply
to brighten life's journey for some man.
The mind cannot develop unless it is free.
What a pitiful sight it is to see the most
ethereal part of man, the mind, clogged up
with a superstitious fear of hell. Superstition and ignorance walk hand in hand. The
mind of man is what has caused advancement ; let that be free, and the world will not
fall back into barbarism. All through the
ages there hav been Freethinkers who hav
made valuable discoveries. Yes, in spite of
all opposition, their minds were free and farseeing.
How did Christianity reward these Freethinkers who did so much for the world's
advancement?
It slew them. It built fires and burnt them.
Imagin" the noble Bruno burning; hissing
flames curling around him, baking the flesh
ere life is extinct; the scene made more hideous by the presence of sleek, fat, and gloating monks. Only to think how a noble man,
who sought only to do good, was martyred,
was tortured that he might confess that he
had done wrong. That is the way Christianity treats those who do not believe in it.
Freethought begs everybody to think freely,
and therefore admits of no persecution.
Christianity has always been an enemy to
knowledge and philosophy. Recall the history of Hypatia. She was a pagan philosopher, both young and beautiful. She
endeavored to spread her advanced ideas
among her fellow-creatures, and the wisest
people went to hear her lectures. She was
not a Christian.· A mob was excited. One
morning when she started to the hall in which
she lectured, she was seized by a mob of
bishops and monks; they dragged her along
the road most cruelly and killed her. After
she was dead they scraped the flesh from her
bones.
This is the way Christianity rewarded philosophy. She was the last of the ancient
philosophers. Christianity got possession of
progress, and the world relapsed into the
Dark Ages. D ARLINA BELL (age 18 years).
Overton, Ga.

The central three away you take(Reversed 'tis Egypt's hooded snake),
And still, though strange, there yet remains
That same palm staroh in little grains.
And now within this cheese-rim bound
Behold what may re'Versed be found;
So bound, first is elastic, rare,
A fluid in the fO'I'm of air j
The next, of letters also three,
A noted mineral spring we see.
Reversed in these from side to side
Fair Cleopatra's bane is spied,
That venomed reptil of the Nile,
Unmoved by even her sweet smile.
Reversed within this cheese once more,
Instead of five read lettersfOU1',
"A quiok, convulsiv, painful breath,"
In human weakness tells of death.
J. P. K. BAKER.
4.-REBUS.

;

much nonsense it will be good for the waste
basket. Anyway, if it does, I will hope good
•
success to the Children's Corner.
SALLIE REMSBURG.
P.S.-I will send for some questions for
the Christians as soon as I can.
S. A. R.

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS· OF .

C. B. REYNOLDS31) Cents Each.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J. M. Pryse and J.
M. Burgler, Printers. This paper is devoted ape•
cially to the interests of our colonization enterprise, the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa, and generally
to the practical solution of the problem of Integral
Co-operation. Price, $1 a year; .50 cents for six
months; 25 cents for three months.

THE 0RDE R0FCREA Tl 01.
A Dtscusston Between

Easy rebus for little puzzlers.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OHILDREN'S OORNJ,l:R,
OOTOBER 2, 1886.
1.-Education. 2.-In plumbago (Pencilveiny).
SoLVERs.-H. J. Messinger, Medora Clay.

Correspondence.
WHEELER, ILL., Sept. 29, 1886.
DEAR Miss WI:X:ON: I am nine years old. I
hav two brothers and two sisters. We liv on
a farm four miles from Wheeler. We went
to hear Mr. Bell lecture. The house was
full. He made the people laugh at what he
said. Pa brought him home with us the next
day. He said he would show pa how to play
old sledge, and pa beat him, We had a good
time while Mr. Bell was here. I would like
to hav the little girls write to me.
EMMA E. HESS.
BAXTER SPRINGS, KAN., Sept. 27, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN : I did not see any letter
in the Children's Corner this week, so I
thou~~:ht I would write one. I am at my
grandpa's, yet my letter took him by surprise, as I intended it shcJtild. I think he
livs in the pleasantest part of the city. His
house fronts two streets-Main on the west,
and Council on the south. It is one block
ea~t from the school-house, and one block
west of the Chalybeate Springs. We can see
the bath. house and th<· band-stand from here.
The grove is so tall ~tnd thick we cannot see
the pagodas where the springs are. The
park is a great resort for pleasure-seekers ;
there is a picnic every few days there.
Thanks for the book I received from Ore~~:on.
Julia D. Smith, received your kind letter.
Will send you my photo when I get one
taken; also, some patches for your quilt.
Thanks for the flowers. Write again. Grandpa thinks THE TRUTH SEEKER the best paper
printed. He wishes everyone would read
•• The Church and its-Influence," commenced
in the issue of September 18th, on the 594th
page. Excuse mistakes. I will try and do
BERTHA. M. FERRIS.
better next time.

DALEVILLE, IND., Sept 29, 1886.
Miss SusAN H. WrxoN.: I hav desired to
write to you since I hav been reading Tn.a:
TRUTH. SEEKER. Last night I went to a rally,
one might call it, but they called it a meeting.
Such whooping and yelling I never heard.
They would all pray at once for awhile, then
part would sing, part would talk, part would
Our Puzzle Box.
pray, and the other part would dance, all at
1.-PROBLEM.
once. They had seven trances. One little
The sum of the squares of two numbers is boy went in four trances and didn't know
125 and the square of their sum is 225. What what he was doing it for; they made him beis their product?
WM. SooTT.
lieve that if he didn't do so he would go to
Osceola Mills, Pa.
the bad place, as some of them call it; he
was like some of the elder ones, he didn't
2.-PUZZLE.
know any better. Then there was a young
woman went in three trances; she would
always manage to get to a certain young man
before she fell in her trances. Some of the
converts would say, "You know me, and
hav known me all my life." So we hav, and
there never was a harder set in the country.
One of them says he was cured of the rheumatism by the power, but I can't swallow it.
We hav some friends that are as good people as
ever breathed. Because they are Freethinkers,
these fools will talk and bemean them till a
dog wouldn't lick their blood. The converts
sal., "There's no man, woman, or child that
will get up and say there is no heaven and
hell, and such power as they hav, and that
Christ is not the son of God, and prove it by
the Bible." I am thinking they are a little
off. There are a great many smarter men
than they are. There is Robert Ingersoll,
Mr. Reynolds, Cousin John Remsburg, and
A common sound in time of war.
several more men that could get away with
them so quick they wouldn't know where
3.-WORD ENIGMA.
they were or ever would be, and here they
will get down on there all fours, one might
The first three letters,. at a glance,
say, and point upwards, no difference what
Will show the vital juice of plants j
time it was. The geography tells me the
The last three letters, you must know,
earth turns round. I'd like to know what
An a4verb used past time to show.
makes them point upwards, for they surely
A central letter 8 till is seen
must stand on their heads a part of the time.
Just like the first one, placed between;
My father takes 1'nE · TRUTH SEEKER; my
And this with those by fours combines,
mother is a Freethinker, and so am I, and all
·First, showing·military mines;
the rest of _the family. I guess I will close
Next, starch ofpalms in little grains,
Webster the 'li;hole, " Swiss cheese," explains. for· this time, for I expect I hav written so

Gladstone, Huxley, Muller,
Linton.
H.e"\'flle •.
On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
OONTENTS!
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. ByHon.
W. E. Gladstone.

II. The Interpreters of G-enesis and the Inter-

preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.

III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
Muller.

IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea for a Fair Trial.

By Han. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of CreatiOn. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
,
VII. A Protefflt and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
This is a new book and contains the latest discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character;.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New Y01·k

THE RUE

OF

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of "The
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be read once, but t4"
be kept and referred to, and pondered over fran.
year to year. It is a !l"uide-book of Liberalism
through the past centunes prior to I600, the era of_
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place•
of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or Lecky,
but it makes them intelligible by pointing_ out the
white light that h>ts been cast upon the lurid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and- cruelty,
from the little iftream of Freethought that has
flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed course
down through the ages which now liv only as our
reahn of Memory and Admonition."
·
-·
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $3.50.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considereg by Mr· ~emsbur!l" a,re:
The Church and Morality; Cnmmal Statistics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement~ the Tem_perance Reform;
the
Church anu the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y Scdi>J;_ure : Falsehood and
Deception ; Chea tmg : Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices ; Cannibalism ; Witchcraft ;
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cal Works.
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T H h; CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
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flaming arguments
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Parallels in Other Religions.
Being a ComiJarison of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with those of
heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their Origin
e,nd Meaning. With
numerous illustrations.
The object of the work IS to_point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
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. nations· and then trace them to their eVIdent orrgin and' explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionable true that the results of a
rationalistic-study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us. "-N. Y. Sun.
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Life.
. The hill of life is rugged, rough, and high,
So he who must its summit make, or .try,
Should search not long for graded paths to tread.
But grasp his pick .or spade and dash ahead,
And he'll succeed.
Through bog and bramble, over flood and stone,
He hews his pathway to the bights li.lone,
Where •mid the grandeur of ethereru "snow,
He lays aside his pick and-flits below.
Such is life.
What else is life, what mission to fnlfill,
Except to climb this rugged, rocky hillTo leave youth's sunny plains and blindly grope
Across the summit, down the other slopeTo be forgotten 1
They say that "life is real," and "the grave
Is not its goal;" that "blood of Gods will save."
0 man ! of millions crossing the divide,
Who has reported from the other side,
Or told the tale alike 1
The question, whether life would be his choice,
Is never offered him to giv his voice, ·
Yet nature forms him blindly to fulfill
Her purposes, and clamber up this ·hill,
As best he can.
Through li.ll past time he did not liv, nor knows
Of grief nor gladness in that long repose.
Upon a time he'll pass the summit o'er
And differ not from what he was bpforeA part of nature.
We only know he lived from marks he made
Along his pathway with his pick or spade.
How earnestly be labored, or how well,
These fading marks are all that·s left to tell.
·Ana this is _ltfe.

Nor sacrifice nor prayer can furnish cause
To change the permanence of nature's laws;
All throbbing life within her wide domain
Is but secretion, activ in her frame,
And must within her boundless realms remain.
Omaha, Neb.
GEo. SMITH.

Grandma Theology to C. B. Reynolds.

•

Oh, Mr. Reynolds, deary me!
What hev yu ben a-doin' 1
What wicked ways and crooked paths
Hev )U ben found pursuin'1
Yu ought ter no ef yu blasphemed,
God'd righteous indignation
Would sarch for yu on Jersey aile,
And hurl yu tu damnation.
Wy, Mr. Reynolds, don't yn no
That God himself repented
He'd manufactured human folks,
Coz they got discontented 1
An' now yn go to plagin' him
By tellin' Jersey pepul
That they can save themselvs without
A parson or a steepul !
Wy, Mr. Reynolds, ain't yn 'fraid
Yn'll die without a warnin',
An' God will hide his eyes from yu *
Becoz yu've ben a-scornin'1
He'illaf at yure calamity, t
And mock tu see yure frightnin';
I tel yu wot, that da'll be wuss
Than modern Jersey lightnin'.
I gess yu'll wish that yu had ben
A reglar mean old sinner,
An' lied, an' swore, an' murdered, tu,
An' stole yure Sunday dinner;·
For then when yn could do no more,
Old age an' chance preventin•, ·
Yure sins, tho scarlet, white as snow t
Would turn by yure repentin'. ·
Yn'd best repent at once, or else
Yu'll hear on juagment mort;~\n',
When goats are cli.lled, this sentence just:
"For C. B. Reynolds's scornin'; ·
Three weeks in sheol just to test
His fireproof smt of kersey;
Then he's condemned to lower realms,
Called Boonton, in New Jersey."
Oh, dear me. snz! yu mustn't taik
•Bout Bibul contradictions;
The carnli.l mind can't understand
God's ways an' seemin'fictions.
Yure argymunts are strong, I no,
With facks that yu ar fetchin',
But, Lordy massy ! deekin sez,
That such air facks ar "ketchin."
Wy, Mr. Reynolds, don't yu no,
Ef yn keep on a-preachin•,
Our meetin'-houses will giv way
Tu skules an' honeKt teachin'1
Yure rank blasphemin' helps to' bring
The world more on a level, . ·
An', just think, folks won't be afraid
Of hell, or of the deviL
··
They'll leave the good old Prr.yin' times
For deeds of airthly beauty; '
They'll lose their faith an' aim to know
An' practice truth an' duty;
They'll try to liv all right on earth,
An' thro this heathen leaven
I'm 'fraid they'lllaf at savin' grace,
An• airn an' make a heaven.
C. FANNIE ALLYN.
*!sa. i, 15.
t Prov. i, 26.
t lsa. i, 18.

We Pay for Mr. Davenport's Tickets.
The fifty-fifth exhibition of the American
Institute was opened Sept. 29th by an address from William Rutter, Esq., of the board
of trustees. Ample as the grounds of the Institute are, occupying the entire block from
Sixty-third to Sixty-fourth street, and from
Second to Third avenues, they are inadequate
to accommodate one-half the applications for

space. Every accommodation is afforded by
the trustees for refreshments inside the building, so that parties spendfng the day in the
building will not be under the necessity of
going out. Open evenings until 10 P.M.;
music afternoon and evening. Persons coming to New York and going away without
visiting the Institute will miss one of the
most useful and instructiv places of resort in
the city. We trust the time is not far distant
when prejudice shall yield to popular opinion
and the fair be opened Sundays for the benefit of the mechanics, the real authors of the
industrial works, benefiting the Institute to
detriment of the rum-shops.
GEo. M. DAVENPORT.

How to Be Saved.
My friends, I wish to warn you who are
developing your brains, cultivating your intellects, extending your knowledge of nature and of history, and increasing your logical and critical faculties, that you are
on the broad road the terminus of which
is h-h-sheol. Think over the names
of the really intellectual men and women
of our own time, and notice how few
of them hav given any satisfactory evidence
of being saved, and then stand by the gallows and see how few murderers answer before human tribunals for their crimes and are
not "jerked to Jesu~," and you will then understand where you are going.
Only a short time ago the church captured
117 converts in Joliet prison. Do you think
they will ever catch one out of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science?
No, my friends, there is no intellectual road
to heaven. Moody tells the preachers to emphasize the statement that " unbelief is the
greatest sin." Will· you follow Socrates or
Christ? Socrates said, "The wise are doubtful;" Christ said, "He that believeth not shall
be damned." Christ also thanked his father
that he had hid this blessed religion from the
wise and prudent and revealed it unto babes.
Paul said, "It ple!lsed God by the foolish-ness of preaching to save them that believe."
He also said that he had determined to know
nothing but Jesus Christ, and him crucified.
Apparently in consequence of this resolution,
he was constrained to say, . ''I speak as a
fool." Ile also included the other preachers
with himself, and remarked of the whole lot,
" We are fools for Christ's sake." Fools, you
know, will hav lucid moments. It was in
some of these that he" made the above remarks, and we are happy to agree with them.
Nebuchadnezzar prepared himself for a
believer by subsisting upon grass like an ox
(donkey?) for seven years. Sam Small, according to his- own statement, reported in
the Inter. Ocean, prepared himself for conversion and subsequent preaching by keeping
drunk so long that his friends all thought he
was going raving crazy, and then going to
hear Sam Jones preach.
I once k;new a man in Fairbury, Neb., who
was a skeptic. There was a great revival
there, and he was captured among· the rest.
I had never observed a phenomenon of that
kind, and was much interested to see how he
would get into the church. I followed him
into the inquiry-meeting, and when his turn
came he arose and said: " My friends, you
must be patient with me. It seems hard to
drive reason from her throne." I could not
accompany that young man· any farther on
his way to heaven, and so sorrowfully left
him. If he is still on the way wearing the
easy yoke and bearing ·the .light burden,
which Brother Heston has so graphically
pictured, I know not.
In the Christian Herald and Signs of Our
Times for Oct. 8, 1886, is this item, amoMg
others, about evangelistic meetings in Scotland: "The Rev. Mr. Edgar said: 'There
was an awakened man in our meeting .last
night. I think I never saw one so truly
earnest to be saved. I was down among the
people in the after-meeting when he said,
"Will you speak to me for a moment?" ""By
all means," I said, and led him to another
room. Putting his hands over his breast as
if in terrible pain, and staring at me with
large, wild-looking eyes, he exclaimed, " I
think I shall go mad I" I answered, "Be
seated, my friend. Do you want to be
saved?" I opened my Bible and read John
iii, 16. Still staring at me with those wild
eyes he inquired," Is it only trusting?" That
man's fearful apprehension ceased as soon as
he found peace through simple faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ."'
That kind of treatment is like that of the
physician who admitted that he could not
cure the di~ease which afflicted his patient,
but he could giv him something that would
make him hav :fits, and he was death on fits.

Judge Black, ·in reply to Ingersoll, said: '
•fit is universally agreed 'that children too
young to understand it do not need to believe
it. And this ·exemption extends to adults
who hav never seen the evidence, or who from
weakness ofintell.ect are incapable of weighing it. Lunatics and idiots are not in the
least danger."
The moment you see the faintest gleam of
intellect you witness infinit danger. The
only ones who hav a dead sure thing on salvation are the absolutely idiotic-the totally
imbecil. God, in his infinit resources and
wisdom, could only devise a sure means of
saving the soul~ of those who did not, while
on earth, exhibit the slightest indications of
having any. St. Augustine, you recollect,
preached to a nation of men and womeu
without heads. Moody and Sam Jones do the
same.
So, my intellectual friends who t~ink yourselvs so smart now, because you· can overwhelm all the saints and preachers with facts
and arguments, how will you feel when you
see Barnum's "what-is-it?" in Abraham's
bosom and yourself thrust out? In that great
day you' will not be able to say that Brother
Moody and I did not duly notify you that
you were on the wrong road. D. PRIESTLEY.
Milwauk~, Or.

Tjh e Mirr or

ot freethought.

BY ARTHUR B. MOSS,

.t'KE.ETHOUGHT WORKS,
PUBLISHED AT

THE

TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the
contradictions and doubts in which the.
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Revi>~ed edition. 25 cents.

Revelations of Antichrist. An

ex. haustiv work proving conclusivly that no
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary was stoned and hanged
about a centu~ before, and that his disciples, Simon Kepha, alias Pet~r, and the
apostle Paul, both lived and d1ed bef<?re
the Christian era. 446 pages and full mdex. Price, $2.
·

-'I' he Anonymous Hypothesis of. Creation. A Brief Review of the 8vcalled Mosaic Account. By JAMES F.
FURNISS. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Rrctin nu£1 tlt!:l Bible. By EDGAR

C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBERT G.
L'IGERSOLL1 who says o[ it "This boo!~,
written by a brave and honest man, 1s.
filled with brave and honest ·thoughts.
Th~ arguments it }WJsents cannot be answered by all tho th0ologians in the
world." Price rednced to $1.

C.~:eed of Christendom.
Its
foundation contrasted with its superstructure. By W. RATHBONE GREG. . One
of the cleare>~t an l ablest works ~ever
written. $1.50.

The

The Essence of.Religion. From the
German of L. FEUERBACH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
rednc~d to 50 cents.

The Godly Women of the Bible_. A

FREETHOUGHT AND RADICAL ADVOCATE
(of Englana).

History of all the women who figure Ill the
Bible. Shnrp and telling iu Rtyle. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

SECOND EDITION.
Charles Waits's Literarv Guide BH.¥8: "We are
glad to record the appearance of a second edition
of this admirable book. The various papers-ten
in all-are some of the author's best worli."The Middleboro News says: "These essays are
brimming with careful thought and judicious re-

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely·

The Yorkshire .CltrtYT•iclB says : "These essays are
not unworthy the .attention. of the scientific
student though written fol- the uninitiated."
.
PBICE 1 50 CENTS.
A.ddress THE '!'RUTH BEEKER.

The HQly Bible Abridged. Contain-

search."

·

written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, ·author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25-

ing the choice passages and lovely morce,ms particularly pleasing to CoMSTOCK.
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth,. 50 cts.

A.

The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate.

Protection or Free Trade
An Examination of the Tariff Question witll
Especial Regard to the Interests of Labor.
BY Hf NRY CEOROE.
In this book the author designs to show that
beneficial results would follow the abolition
of all tariffs on importations.
Octavo, 360pp.; price, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

llottoes for FreethinkerR.
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the .place of the "God-bless-ourhome" placards which disfigure the wli.ll~ of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
L·adings:

:········-··································•·t·······:
THE LIVING HA.V A BIGHT

TO

CONTROL

nine-days' debate on God, the Bible,
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between
W. F. JAliiiEsoN and Rev. JACOB DrrZLEB,
"O.D. Pa.oer. 50 cents: cloth. 75 oents.

Proceedings and Addresses at the .
Watkins Convention. 400 pages
of excellent Speeches and Essays.
reduced to $1.00.

Price

o~
' Ancient E''yptian <Jivilization to the
Hebrew Nar'rativ in Genesis and Exodus,
and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the ·
Pyramid to InHpiration Considered. By
VAN BuREN DENSLow, LL.D. 25 cents.

Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation

Religion Not History. An able examination of the Morals and Theology of
the New Testament. By Prof. F. W.
Newman, of the Londpn University. 25
cents.

)utline of. the French Revolution:
Its Causes and Results. A clear
and comprehensiv portrayal of this inter.
esting portion of human history. By W.
S. BELL. 25 cents.

THE WORLD.
.......................................................
Outlines of Phrenology. By F: E
AsPINWALL, M.D. Most acceptable to
:····················································:
Liberals of anything of the krnd pub: .... --~~~~.~~~~~~~-~-~::.~~-~~~~~: ...... :
lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cent~.
......................................................
SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY. . Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddle.s.
........................................................
Pri"-'l, :!0 cents .
0

•

•

0

BEASON IS A BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR.

······················································
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•

~

0
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0
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PAINE'S VvORKS.

~

Paine's Theological Worlrs, incluJ..

······················································
•
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0
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0

0

0
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THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
ILU'PY IS HEBE.

AND THE PLACE TO BE

:

-·····················································
•

:

0

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU,

;

ing The Age of Reason, E::'mmnat10~ of
Prophecies, Letter to the B1suop of Lran·
daff, Heply to Mr. ETekine, -~etter ~0 ca.· .
mille J<Jrdan, etL., etc., w1"h a hfe of
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo
In pape:· covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.

l'aine's Great Works (complt\t(')
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
$4.00; D10l'Of'C0 1 $4.50.

Paine's PoHtical Works, including

Common Sense, The CriHis, and Rights of
"1
Man. Cloth, $1.50.
·
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.
...................................................... The Age of Reason. An investiga-

~
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0

0

0

0

0
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0

0

~~~- ~~~ ;~· ~- ~~~~~~~;·
0

0

0

0

0
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The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engra-ved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberli.lism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
38 Clinton Pl., New York City.

Image Brf>aker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washinl{ton an Unbeliver: Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
~ ce~ts; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
.: · 'Jll Clinton Place, New Yc>rk.

tion of true and fabulous theolog~·
Wichout a peer in the world. Pape:·, 2/i
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Age of Reason aud An Exam·
ination of the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Common Sense. Paine's first work.
15 cents.

The Crisis. Containing num b43rs from
I. to XVI. inclusiv.
cloth, 75 cents.

The Rights of Man.

Paper, 40 cents;

For the op-

pressed of humanity.. Paper, 40 cent~·
cloth, 75 cents.

.........

:T1IE TRUTH. SEE.k.!DR." OP'l'OBER

Ingersoll'~

W'orks. Ingersoll's Tributes
REDUCED IN PRICE.

·The Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

We hav made arrangements whereby we can
In five lectures comprising; "The Gods " offer these magnificent prose poeins of Mr. Inger" Humboldt.i: " Thomas Paine," " lndividua'ity," and ".tleretics and Heresies."
soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25. printed on heavy toned paper, 1Bx22 inches, illumiContents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for ·Man, nated border, large clear type, suitable for framWoman, and Child," "'.t'he Declaration ·of Inde]l_endence," "About FarrniJ!g in Dlinois," ing. The titles are:
''The Grant Banque~t "-The Rev. Alexander
Olark," "The Past .ttises before Me Like a The Vision of War,
. Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon..Q. Ingersoll'"

What .Must We Do·to Be Saved t Pa.

.

,

.

The Christian Relildon.

.

By R. G.

lngerso)!, Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George Jr. Fislier. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
SOCIAL WEALTH.
large, clear t;vpe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary- lectures; The Bol8 Fa~Jtors and Eaxut Ratios in Its
This makes a grand missionary document.
Acquirement and Apportionment.
Liberals should scatter it generously.
:

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a t>rief rea Number of Vital Questions Propounded by ·
the editor of the San Franctscan. 5 cents; 50 view of their Orlgin and Growth; Rise and
cents per dozen; 211 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3. : Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
Millions of these should be circulated.
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Vindication of Thomas Paine from Tools
and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
the attacks of the New York Obserwr, by RobWages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Ownert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.
ership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
Address on the Civil Rights
the Pro.fuctiv Factors ; Partnership and Co-opLarge size octavo, paper, 15 cents.
eration; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
Of Value or EeonomiC Ratios; Taxation as a
· -Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had Remedy; _Reforms, not Remedies ; Suggestione
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Ortho- to Legislators; Conclusion. · _
doxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
Price, Cloth, $1.00.
calf, library style, and containing over 1!300
pa,..es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
.
price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
·
Clinton Place, New York.

Bill.

Tributes.

There hav been so many·

!J.pplications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea;vr toned paper, 18x22, illu-:
ruinated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,.
best ever issued. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before. published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect-:
urea, lettersl table-talks, and day-to-day conversations or the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as ·
a rare personal souvenir. To help 1t serve this
. purpose.\ a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fac simile, haS been prepared especiallr. for It.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and s1de, $2.50; in half calf) mottled edges, elegant library style1 $4.50; 1n full Turkel' morocco, _gilt, exquisttly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

·The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to
•

life, pricet $1.50 each. ETery admirer of these
apostles or Religious Liberty shouldhav them.

Photogravhs of Colonel Ingersoll.
Superb pliotographs1 22x28, $5; panel, 10~x17,
$3; boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 eta.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Practical Experience with Poultry.
By GEo._ M. DAVENPORT. This is a little booka pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an eg&". It is
well called "practical," for we find nothmg unpractical in it. Hens, ducks, geese, and turkeys
are particularly discussed and thetr economical
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultr:r on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additton to
the poultt·y literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
38 Clinton Place, New York.

.Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Relifious and Political Libert:\'. Tells the story
o the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," ''Rights of Man " and "Age
of Reason "are given; also, tribute's to Paine's
cl:iaracter from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted IJaper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
nloth, 75 cents.

HOOKS ON .MEDiCAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

..

.

PLAIN ROME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearly 11900 pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, $3.25-in Engrish or Get'illan
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
,SCIENCE IN STORY; ot:_,_ Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
,By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL. PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages1 illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume or "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
. HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
13y Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,"repreaenting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeamk" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to s1c and well. By mail, 10 cents each. ·
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 p_a_gesd cloth
bound, $2' "Heredity" by Loring__ Moo y, 159
IJ.ages, cloth\ 75 cents; ,1 The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Maran, 10 cenis; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperamental" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents.;_·' Generation before Re!l'eneration" by Dr. E . .H. Foote, Jr.l)O cents; ' Re·
ports of Conventigns and Parlor lYleetin8's during
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Conventwn of the
Inatitute of Heredity,Ma~29, 1883," 10 cents,
:_
; ·
Address '!'HE TRUTH SEEKER.

&ATlONAL COMMUNISM,
rhe Present and the Future
Republic of' North- America
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povertr, vice and crime. It deals with the J?resent
condittons of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Amenca, as it will be when
society _shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism.· The book 18 vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper, oOc; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
83 Olinton Place, New York.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
BOBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 ceiits.

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Place, New York.
Photo-engravin_gs of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Pnce, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

VOLT AIH£'8 ROMANCES.

A.POLONIUS 0 F TY AN A,
OB'rHE

First Ten Decadu of Our Era.

For sale at thi11 nfitw.

F!Lmily Creeds. By William McDonnell, "author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25 ; paper, 75 cents.

E x:.eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day. ·•
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper; 60

N•11.thaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

Tile Outcast. A deep, finely written "SHOl'PEL':S MODERN HOUSES
Radical story. From the London editton. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

AII in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
. personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked def'lre~. even
from so gifted a pen as that of Mtss wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the.Freethoug_htranks." Price;
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

-------TRAVELS IN FAITH

OR,

Tradition to Reason.
The Forgery of the Old Testament. From BY
ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Dedicated to the clergy

Oloth,SU5.

BY

Youth. Jlx Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Stor:y-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large J;ype, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

SACRED MYSTERIES

Two Little Red .Mittens. A Story of

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLIOAL MYTH A
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Illustrated.
Price, $2.50..
For Sale at this office.

CAPT AINS OF
INDUSTRY:
o:a,
MEN

Busmi:ss W11o Dm SoHETHING BESIDES
MAKING MONEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

OF

BY .JAMES

PA.KTO~.

This book contains .00 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

Prtc.,

Address

- $1.25.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
83 Olinton: Place. New York.

For Sale at this OtficA

S.

(Just Publishea, Juw 1, 1886) CONTAINS:

A colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessary pieces for
constructing a model house, with plam directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the ~reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, tn fact, a most practicallesson inArc:hitecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varying from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chap~l.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, POSTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.
Address

THE CO-Ol'EB.ATIVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.
Tbe Stor:.v Hour. For Childran and

Acldress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
THE

N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage 18 solicited.

written Radical romance. Br,Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

AMONG

•----o----o----o--·--·

FREhTHOUGHT NOVELS.

.DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Designed to show upon the authority of Histor;f
that Apolloniu~ of Tyana performed miracles and
f!POke wise sayings equal to those attributed to
Jesus Christ. 350pp,, octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
S<>ld at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.

MaJ as and the Q,nlches 11,600
Years Ago •

DB.R.P.FELLOWS

Tile Heathens of the Heath. A :finely

BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET;
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.

worth $100; an elegant brooch, arabesque
st:l'le, 17 diamonds, $140, worth $225; another, lme
of beauty, 11 diamonds, $220; worth $325; another,
3 stones, $125, worth $200 : same, $80, worth $1 25
Rings and studs same reductions. Smaller diamond goods 25 per cent below lowest market price.
A superb, extra heavy, embossed case watch set
with large diamond, $135, worth $200; lady's watch
to match, $90. worth $125; $100 watches, $70; $80
watches, $60; $65 watches, $50; solid gold chains,
necklaces, bracelets, and jewelry, 25 per cent discount. Sent C. 0. D., subject to inspection, or
cash refunded if not satisfactory.
BUY NOW AND SAVE MONEY.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

$65,

Secret of the East ,

BY LEWIS C. JANES.

01!'

WHOLESALE COST.
An elegant pail: of diamond ear-drops $200, worth

$300; another pa1r, $125, worth $200 ;- another pair,

is a regularly: educated and le~rally qualified physiCian, and
the most successfl!J1
as his practice will
prove. He has for
twenty years treated
exclusivly all diseases
of the Sexual Organs,
in the cures of which
he stands ].)reeminent
SPERMA.TORRH<EA
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
and IMPOTENCY
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
as the result of selfH Llf calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
abuse in youth and
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
sexual excesses in ma33 Clinton Place, New York.
turer years, causing
night emissions by
• - o - o - - < J - - 1 ' dreams, loss of sexual
1~he
••
power, rendering
marriage improper and unliappyJ etc., are cured
OR,
permanentl;~~: by_an outside a].)plication in sixtJ
days. NO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It is one
Dr. Fellows' valuable discoveries, which is enThe Origin of the Christian Religion of
tirely unknown to the medical profession. It is
not
a catch-penny get up, such as a ;padi belt, pasand the Significance of its
tille nor magnetic appliance, but srmp Y a medicin 1o be applied externally on the parts affected,
Rise and Decline.
which cures by absorption. Send five ~ent stamps
for his "Private Counselor," givin_g: full information. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows1 Vineland, N.J.
and_ say where you saw this advertisment.
_
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

OJi'

A SKETCH OF THE LIFE

Desiring to unload an accumulation of debts, I •
will offer until further notice all my elegant stock
of fine goods at

CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. 1'he
Huton; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microrueg_as.Tbe World as it Goes.-Tbe Black and the White.
-Menmom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam...:..The StudY of Nature.-A ·conversation
With a Ohinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
H:1ving No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.

Price. 11.00

This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, ita historical antecedents in
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Paganism; investigates the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest acientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
separable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ1 and traces the na.tural development of
Christtan dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
Complete references and full index. 320pp. svo,
clotl:i, gilt top. Price $1.50.
. Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not Write.
The Sonne til written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

SPECIAL SALE!

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

A STUDY

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BY E. C. WALKER.

By J. K. INGALLS.

'Ingersoll Cat~r.hised: His Answers to •

FRIENDSHIPLffiERA.L LEAGUE No. 2o7

LittUOK DKINJHl\G

Commended, ·Defe11ded, and Enjoined
by the Bible.
·

This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
The price of these heretofore has been $1. We Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
33 Clinton Place, New York.
·
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
33 Clinton PI., New York.

plain cloth, $1.211.
per,--25 cents.

1.886.

Bi~lo ·Tomparanca:

Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Mmer's Grave.

Som,e .Mistakes of .Moses. Pap~r~ 50cts;
cloth, $1.211.
.Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;

fa.

ASHORT LESSON

IN HISTORY.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
twen_ty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
~pies of Gold.
A Story-Book for
the Youn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. 1'his very excellent work for young master2 and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, !!nd a
THE MODERN BALAAM.
second has been issued at a reduced p~ce of
Showinf the Bala.am of modern times to be thE
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a priests.
a splendid pictorial argument, Prict
photograph of the author which adds very per dozen,tis
30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
much to the value of the volume.

Tile Youth's Liberal Guide.

By

Pro!. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eo.ucation of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
tlmt it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

Blhle Inquirer. A Key to Bible Investigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible propositton~,
with numerous references and mtatwns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. Prioe
1111 cents.

CHRISTIANITY
! R E WARD F 0 R C K I M E.
Substantiated by the Bible.
BY

0. B. WHITFORD, M. ·D.

Price 10 Cent"· I P<'r Dozcn,$1.00.
Address

l'he

Apo~tlt~

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine HallJ be:lore the N. E. Free.
thinkers' Convention, danuary 29, 1884. Prioe'
\0 oents.
·
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IT is a stupid man that refuses to believe the eviMooDY is holding a revival at Nyack, N. Y.
dence of his senses, it is an unreasonable man who
THE American Institute Fair at 65th street is in forming his belief will throw good evidence
now open.
aside, and that man is equally stupid and unreaEIGHT thousand men in Chicago are on sonable who will found a fixed belief on no evidence at all.-D. M. Bennett.
strike for an eight-hour day.
"THE prince hath every great and generous
THE elevated railroads now carry pas- quality, with, perhaps, a weakness for the sex,
sengers for five cents at all hours.
·
which belongs to his family, and hath been known
in scores of popular sovereigns from King David
GovERNOR HILL, of New York, has par- downwards." "My lord, my lord!" breaks out
doned the imprisoned boycotters.
Lady Esmond, " the levity with which you speak
of such conduct toward our sex shocks me, and
SINCE 1875 the rate of-recession of Niagara what you call. weakness I call deplorable sin."
Falls has been 2.38 feet per annum.
"Sin it is, my dear creature," says his lordship,
Atterbury, with a shrug, "but consider
THE queen of Spain has signed a decree Bishop
what a sinner King Solomon was, and in spite of
freeing the slaves of Cuba from the remainder a thousand wives, too." "Enough of this, my
of their terms of servitude.
lord," says Lady Castlewood, with a fine blush,
and walked out of the room very atately.-ThackeTHE president has pardoned three Mormon ray•s Henry Esmona.
bishops convicted of unlawful cohabitation
AMoNG the letters of introduction with which
under th~ Edmunds law.
. Milton provided himself, when about to visit Italy,
DAviD HANELA, a German, having become one was from the aged Sir Henry Walton, provost
nsane on the subject of religion, was -arrested of Eton, in Milton's immediate neighborhood. Sir
Henry, who had lived a long time in Italy, imn Troy last Saturday for starving. his family. pressed upon his young friend the importance of
MINISTER S. S. Cox is home from Turkey. discretion on the point of religion, and told him
He denies that he has the mayoralty of New the story which he always told to travelers who
asked his advice : " At Siena I was tabled in the
York in view, but is ready to run for Con- house of one Albert Scipioni, an old Roman
gress.
courtier in dangerous times.
At my deTHE ocean steamship Anchoria, long over- parture from Rome. I had won confidence enough
to beg his advice aow I might carry myself sedue at this port, has arrived at St. John's, curely there, without offense to others, or of mine
N. F., with a broken shaft. All on board own conscience. 'Signor Arrigo mto,• says he,
'pensiert strottt ea il vtsu scialto' (thoughts close,
are safe.
countenance open), will go safely over the whole
BARTHOLDI'S statue of Liberty on Bedloe's world. "-Mark Pattison's JtiUon.
Island in New York harbor will be formally
KNoWLEDGE can neither be adequately cultiinaugurated with appropriate ceremonies vated noi• adequately enjoyed by a few, and, alOct. 28th.
though the conditions of our existence on earth
THE Catholic priests are indorsing the can- may be such as to preclude an abundant supply·
of the physical necessities of all who may be born,
didacy of Henry George for mayor of New there is no such law of nature in force against
York. Over 40,000 voters hav pledged them- that of intellectual and moral wants. Knowledge
is not like food, destroyed by use, but rather augselva to support Mr. George.
mented and perfected. It acquires, not perhaps
Two indictments against the Rev. W. W. a greater certainty, but, at least, a confirmed auDowns, of Boston, charging adultery. with thority, and a probable duration by universal asMrs. Tabor and Alice Dempsey, are pending sent, and there is no body of knowledge so complete but that it may acquire accession, or so free
in the superior criminal court.
from error but that it may receive correction in
THE defeat of the British cutter Galatea passing through the minds of milliona ...:..Sir John
has induced English yachtsmen to send a Herschel.
naval architect to this country to find out
THAT which touches morality touches the heart
of society; a high and pure morality is the lifehow Yankee sloops are constructed.
blood of humanity; mistakes in belief are ineviNATHAN M. NEELD, managing partner of table, and are of little moment; mistakes in life
J. C. Ferguson & Co., Chicago pork packers, destroy happiness, and their destructiv consehas fled to Canada, after raising over $500,- quences spread fa!' and.wide.-Mrs. Annie Besant•s
True Basis of Moraltty.
000by fraudulent warehouse receipts.
LINES ON EMERSON.
CoUNTERFEIT ten dollar silver certificates
Let us honor our friend indeed
so skilfully executed as to deceive bankAs the singer of the May,
For h.e bade New England's creed
'tellers hav been extensivly circulated in ChiTo a sunnier faith giv way.
cago. The extent of the bogus issue is unHis words were the flood of life and liiht
known.
Which hav burst that icy chain,
A BOA OONSTRIOTOR fifteen feflt in length
And he walked himself in the sunshine bright
escaped from a box in which it was being
. That never will cease to I'eign,
conveyed across City Hall park last SaturThe summer of thought draws near,
Bringing truth hitherto unknown,
day. T.IJ.ere was a g.ood deal of trouble and
But the herald of spring is dear,
excitement before it was recaptured.
And the might of his work we own.
-F.M.H.
MoNsiGNoR CAPEL, the well-known Ro!llan
Catholic prelate, who has recently so distinWHATEVER may be the nature of the deity, and
guished himself as a lecturer in this country, whether there be a future life or not, the great
is now charged with having gone the way of moral laws can be in no way. changed. God is a
purely scientific question. Whether he be perall ministers. The evid!lnce against him is sonal of impersonal, definable or undefinable, our
very conclusiv.
duties and responsibilities remain the aame.THE president has received several applica- Reaae•s Mm·tyraom of Man.
VAIN hope to make men happy by politics! You
tions for the pardon of James D. Fish, presidrill a regiment of knaves into a regiment
dent of the .defunct Marine National bank, cannot
of honest men, enregiment and organize them as
and has referred them all to the United States cunningly as you will. Giv us the honest men,
district-attorney who conducted the prosecu- ·and the well-ordered regiment comes of itself
Reform one man-reform thy own inner man ; it
ion of the cases against Fish for report.
is more than scheming out reforms for a nation .....:
THE Vatican has sent fresh private instruc- Carlyle.
ions to its different nuncios abroad regarding
DEOEMBER 4, 1822.-This is my birthday, I am
he anti-clerical agitation in Italy. The pope now seven and twenty years of age. What an unis anxious that foreign governments be fully profitable lout I am I What hav I done in this
world to make good my place in it, or reward those
informed of the increasing menaces and in it that had the trouble of my up-bringing 1
tlangers to which the holy see is exposed.
Great part of an ordinary lifetime is gone by, and
JANITOR TITus, of the Methodist Institute here am I, poor trifler, still sojourning in Meshech,
still doing nothing in the tents of Kedar. May
at Hackettstown, N. J., is on trial charged the great father of all giv me strength ·to do better
with the murder of Tillie Smith last spring. in time remaining, to be of service in the good
The defense closed on the 9th by attacking cause in my day and generation, and having
he character of the murdered girl. This finished the work which was given me to do, to he
down and sleep in peace and purity in the hope of
week will probably decide the fate of Titus. a happy rising,-Carlyle's Letters.
SEVEN of the Chicago Anarchists, namely,
A. R. Parsons, August Spies, Samuel Fielden,
HISTORY
Louis Lingg, George Engel, Michael Schwab,
OF THE
and Adolph Fischer, hav been sentenced to be
INTELLECTUAL
DEVELOPMENT
hanged on the 3d of next December. The
Uf
Europe.
crime for which these men are to lose their
lives consists in having uttered political senti- By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $3.
ments not indorsed by the citizens of Chicago.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf
33 Clinton Pl., New York mty.
THE Rev. H. R. Wilson, Jr., was secretary
of the Church Erection Society of New York
THE
Ptesbyterian church. Thirty thousand dolCONVENTIONAL LIE~ OF OUR
lars. was·discovered to be missing, and upon
CIVILIZ ~'I' I UN.
being brought to trial by his brethren the
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
Rev. Mr. Wilson confessed that he had misSEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Pl!ila. Recora.
appropriated that sum. Last Monday he was
This Book is not a Book I It is a Deed I and
se11t.enced to " be deposed from the ministry, those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.arid suspended from church privilege until he Vtenna News. PricJ!l 50 c~n ts.
Address T11E TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
shall giv evidence of repentance."
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

~se·a.

fldds and. 6nds.
YouNG man· (dliving with young girl) : "I say,
farmer, how can I get back to the village th·e
quickest way?" Farmer : "'Vel!, you might run
your horse."
THE Jfeatcal Recora discusses the question :
"How to Sleep," and givs a long, scientific formula for inducing sleep. What's the matter with
going to church?
GEORGE WASHINGTON'B Bible is owned in Philadelphia, It is said that it does'nt look as if it had
been used at all. It probably hasn't since George
died. A Bible will last a long time in Philadelphia.
THE pope has issued a decree forbidding the cremation of Catholics. His holiness don't believe in
running more than one post mortem furnace. If
we could all be sure.that he was equally efficacious
in holding back fuel for the other and better
known retort, what a corner on Christians the
Vatican would hav, to be sure !-LYe.
·
·
·
DoBsoN (who has come hither to horsewhip the
editor, but is somewhat appalled at his size) :
"Are you the editor that wrote the article about
J. Thomas Dobeon ?" Editor : "Yes." Dobson :
"Well-er-hum. Why-here's a horsewhip I
found on your pavement. I thought perhaps it
belonged to you."
WE were at a meeting the other day in which
one of the congregation ceuld not restrain his
feelings, but shouted so vehemently that for a
while the preacher had to suspend his remarks.
But in five minutes thereafter a collection was
made preceded by an appeal, and with that came
a total cessation of the shouting,-Richmona
Religious Herala.

"MAll1MA," said Bobby, looking up from his
Sabbath-school lesson, ''I'm sorry for Adam and
Eve, ain't you?" "Why, my son?". asked the
mother. "Because they didn't hav anything but
just a fig leaf to wear," he replied, thoughtfully. ·
"But it was· warm in Eden, and perhaps they
did not want warm clothes like you and me," she
explained. "Yes, but just think, the catechism
says the earth was made to bring forth thistles.,
ELDERLY gentleman (from way back, on his first
visit to New York) : "What an immense throng
are gathered at the entranc.e of yonder church !
how excitedly they struggle for admission to the
sacred ediffce! Evidently a revival of unprecedented dimensions is in progress." Unregenerate gamin (scornfully): "Naw, dat ain't no revival. Dis is der last night of der big church fair,
an' dey're gain' ter raffie fer der grand pianny in
half an' hour."
REMAI\KB BY A FASHIONABLE CLERGYMAN.
I am the past'or .(pronounce, if you please, pahstor) of an uptown church-in fact, the church of
the Investigation. What, do we investigate? Oh,
dear me, nothing whatever, of course-the idea's
quite absurd, you know. We are. very exclusiv, as
you are probably .aware. We hay some of the best
people, the very best, don't you know, among us,
and it would be exceedingly impolitic to admit the
riff-raff-quite out of the question, don't yon see?
My salary is seven thousand a year only, and free
house rent, and I think you will admit that I earn
it when I t(lJ you that it sometimes takes me all
Saturday afternoon to prepare my sertp.ons for
the following day. Yes, really. Then I hav the
Wednesday evening prayer-meeting to attend, and
I make it a point of duty to visit all my parishioners-that is, all who hav any social position to
speak of, don't you know-regularly, so yon see I
am a very hard worked man. I am so exhausted
Mondays-oh, you can't think! quite prostrated,
I assure you. We havfrequent services of song on
Sabbath evenings, and on these occasions I preach
only 11. ten-minute sermon. This is quite a relief
to me.
We used to hav an expensiv choir-indeed my
people paid at one time four thoneand a year for
music. I did not approve of thia extravagance! could not see my way clear to do so. I reasoned
with my dear people. I pointed out to them that
far more would be accomplished toward the healing of the nations if a two thousand dollar choir
were engaged, and the remainder of the appropriation added to my salary, This was done, of
course. Madame Squalki, the soprano, sang for
us a few weeks. It was at the time that I was delivering my famous series of discourses on " Lessons From the Life of the Whale that Swallowed
Jonah;" you no doubt remember the sermons,
they created a great deal of attention then, don't
you know, and hav since been published in neat
pamphlet form at forty cents a copy. The church
was crowded, of course, and Madam Squalki-I
know you'lllaugh when I tell you, the idea's so exquisitly absurd-that woman was actually overheard to express the opinion that she drew the immense congregations. Ridiculous, was it not?
Of course I was annoyed, frightfully annoyed,
when I hear this, and I insisted that she be discharged at once, which was done.
The next Sabbath the church was nearly empty;
a most remarkable coincidenc"!i, was it not? But
it vexed me, for I knew what that malicious woman
would say. Last June my nerves were in such a
state that I was really alarmed-all from overwork, you know. I decided ·to go to Em~ope. My
people gave me a purse containing a thousand dollars, five dressing cases, nine smoking jackets,
and twenty-six pairs of slippers. So nice in them,
was it not 1 I arrived home only a fortnight ago,
and last week I received a call from a church in
Chicago which offers me ten thousand a year. I
hav considered the matter long and prayfnlly, and
hav been driven to the irresistible conclusion
that the claims of this new field of labor cannot be
ignored, so J: shall notify my people here that I am
going.
LATER.-! hav just received another letter from
Chicago, and find that the good brother who
wrote me last week put down one cipher two many
in specifying the salary. It is only one thousand.
Upon. second thoughts I hav concluded to remain
here.-.Tta-Bits,

...-

~'REETHOUGHT

WORKS•.l.:

f!'or Sale at· THE TRuTH SEEKEll Office.

Bible Balanced. The Infidel's Text
Book; comparing some of the best teachings and sayings. of the Bible with those
of Sages and Philosophers who lived previous to the Authors of the Bible;. also a
Partial Exposition of its Errors. By G:mo.
C. DARLING. Price, 50 cents.

The Fignres of Hell; or, The-Temples of Bacchus. Dedicated to licensers
of beer and whisky. By Mrs. ELizABETH
THoMPsoN. A neat little volume of between two and three hundred pages. $1.

Liberty and Morality. .A. capital full

lecture on these important subjects. By
W. S. BELL. .A famphlet of thirty-six
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cents.

SuperstitioB in All Ages. By JoHN

MEBLIER, a Roman Catholic priest, who,
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etrepigny and But in Champagne, France,
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left
as his last will and testament to his parishioners, and to the world, the work entitled "Common Sense." Price, cloth,
$1.50; paper, $1.

Marriage and Parentage and The
. Sanitary and Physical Laws. For The
Production of Children of Finer Health
and Ability. By a Physician and Sanitarian. "The virtues of men and women
as well as their vices may descend to their
children." Price, $1.

The Bible-Whence and What 1 By
RroHARD B. WEsTBRooK, D.D., LL.B.
The questions, Where did the books of
the Bible come from? What is their
authority? and, What is the real source
of dogmatic theology'/ are treated fearlessly in the ·light of history, philosoph~,
and comparativ religions. It is ilnposslble to giv even a condensed statement of
what is itself a marvelous condensation.
Whole libraries are .here conc·entratejl
into one little book. Printed in good
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1.

The Bible of the Religion of Science.

By H. S. BRoWN, M.D. " This volume is
most respectfully dedicated to those persons who will cordially unite with others
to establish the religion of truth and a
just government, by the scientific methods of reason,. experience, experiments,
and observations. For this is the way to
wisdom, and to the material, mental,
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that
make peace on earth and good will among
men." ·Price, $1.50.

Socialism and Utilitarianism. Bf
JoHN STUABT Mn.L.

Price, $1.50.

Specimen Days and Collect.

By

WALT WHITMAN. Including autobiography, hospital sketches, democratic vistas,
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and·
poetry, never before published. Price, $2.

Jngersoll and Jesus.

Conversation

in verse. between the two great reformers.
By SAMU!ilL P. PUTNAM. Price, 10 cents.

The Sabbath. By M..

FARRINGToN. .A.
thorou~h examination and refutation of
the cla1ms of Sabbatarians who are trying
to foist upon the country their holy day
by unconstitutional legal enactments.
The author shows by an appeal not only
to the facts as they exist in the nature of
things, but by reference to the Bible, and
the writings of distinguished historians
and theologians of past ages, that Sunday
is no more a holy day than. Saturday.
Price, 10 cents.

The Relidon of Common Sense. By
Prof, LIEBRECHT ULicH, of Germany.
Price, 25 cents.

The Sunday guestion. .A. Hi~torical
and Critical Review. With replies to an
objector. By GEORGE W. BRoWN, M.D.
Prlce, 15 cents.

Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound in vol-

umes of 525 pages each-Vola. I., II., ill.,
IV., and V. Each volume containing 525 •
pages-thirty tracts or more. A Library
within themselves of most excellent Radical reading matter at a low price. Paper,
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the
whole set are taken -paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents each.

The rrruth Seeker in bound volumes.

Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cents; vola.
and IV., $2 each; vola. V., VI., -VII.,
Vill., and IX., $3 each. The whole set
by express for $15.

·m.

Voltaire in Exile.

Translated from

the French of M. GASTINEAU by his son
EDMOND GASTINEAU. Being Memoirs of
the life of the great writer never before
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

Why Don't God Kill the Devil1 .A.
Series of Essays dedicated to the St.
Johns School Board. By M. BABCOCK. 25
cents:
'

Which : Spiritualism or ·Christian·
ity 1 A discussion between MosES
HULL and REv. W. F. PABKEB.
eents: cloth, 75 cents. .

Paper, 50
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TEACHINGS

OF THE

BIBLE

they had not. sufficient intellect to master the
intricacies of Latin and Greek, or else that
their minds were too largely tal,en up with
WHEN General Corse, the recently appointed such frivolities as dress and society.-Lewispostmaster at Boston, was beleaguered in the ton (Me.)Journal.
IN 1822 the Institute of the Propaganda
city of Altoona, General Sherman signaled to
him, " Hold the fort, I am coming." From was established in Rome, and since that time
this dispatch comes the "Hold the Fort '• 220,000,000 lire hav been expended in its
hymn. But somehow or other General Corse's work, resulting in the establishment of 270
reply seems to hav been omitted from the sa- new bishoprics and prefectures. In 1822
cred verse. What he signaled back was this: there were only 12 Roman Catholic bishops in
" I am minus an ear and part of a jaw, but Asia-namely, 6 in China and 6 in India.
we can lick all hell yet." The omission is Now, India, with Ceylon, has 26 archbishops
probably a clerical error, and the hymn and 1,200 priests, and in Farther India, China,
and Japan, 1,500,000 Catholics are under the
should be at once revised.
A CLERGYMAN writ~s to the Boston Adver- spiritual care of 50 apostolic vicars and
tiser that he recently preached in one of the 1,400 missionaries. Before 1822 there was no
oldest churches in the " old" city of London. bishopric on the whole continent of Africa.
As he entered the porch, he was met by a Now we find there are 2 archbishops, 12 bishrotund.and dignified beadle, who led him to ops, 17 vicars, and 16 prefects. The strongthe vestry-room, and, pointing to two decant- est growth is reported from the American
ers, said, "Will you take sherry or port, sir?" continent. In British America, where 63
The parson smiled at, not with, the beadle, years ago there were but 2 bishops, are now
who then explained that about three hundred reported 30 bishops, 2,000 priests, and 2,000,.
years ago a good woman of the parish, dying, 000 Catholics. Australia has 23 bishoprics.
_left a certain sum for the purchase " of wine
THE T1•a;velers' Magazine tells this story :
and sweet cakes for the cler~y," and since It was on the Maine Central road, between
that time wine and cakes hav been regularly Augusta and Bangor. A well-dressed gentlesupplied at each service.
man came into the smoker and asl,ed: '' Is
'THE news that the ladies hav carried off there a gentleman from Bangor in this car?"
three-fourths of the honors in the junior class " Chestnut l " yelled a young roan who was
of Colby University, and that to giv the boys engaged in a game of poker, dollar ante.
any kind of a showing two English parts hav "Sir," said the well-dressed gentleman, "I
been assigned instead of one as usual-and simply asked a civil question, and I hoped
this, in connection with the fact that there are for a civil answer." "Civil nothing I'' said
but six young ladies in the class-is received the poker player. '' If I'd said I was from
with delight by some people who hav not Bangor, then you'd hav said, 'Kindly oblige
forgotten when an argument used against the me with the loan of your corkscrew,' and
admission of, ladies into the colleges was that then everybody would hav laughed. 'That

IJotts and gilippinns.

•

PRACTICALLY

APPLIED.

rack_et is bald-headed and moth-eaten down
here-try it on some other road.'' " Sir, you
do me an injustice. I simply wished to know
if the secretary of the Bangor Young Men's
Christian Association is in town at the present
time.'' " I'll take it all back-accept my
apologies-and this bottle. I'm the secretary
of the Bangor Y. M. C. A., very much at
your service. Sit down till I scoop in this
jack-pot, and I'll see what I can do for you."
TrrERE is a very prominent business man
over on State street, says the Chicago Mail,
who always wears a very demure expression
of countenance, although he is fond of a joke.
One day he walked into Charley Barnes's hat
store, and soberly inquired whether the house
made discounts to pastors. Mr. Barnes himself was on hand to assure him that they did,
and would allow him the usual twenty per
cent off. The solemn man then said he
would like a becoming hat. Several were
shown to him, and after a good deal of
thought and inquiry he finally selected one
marked five dollars, which Mr. Barnes said
he would sell him for four dollars. The
solemn man put it on and contemplated him·self for some time in the mirror. Was the
hat becoming to a man in his profession ?
Mr. Barnes was confident it was. Would his
congregation be likely to take any exception
to it? Mr. Barnes was confident they could
not. Then the solemn man looked at himself
some more, and, after making another inquiry
as to whether it would be sure to please his
congregation, produced his four dollars.
Then he started out. At the door he paused
and inquired again: ''They can't find any
fault with it, can they?" "Most certainly
not," said Mr. Barnes, confidently. "Be·

cause, if they do," said the solemn man, as
his hand was upon the door latch, "they can
go to h-1."

AT an island on the coast of Maine, which
is much resorted to, there is an esteemed local
clergyman, who is known to the summer
residents as the " hen minister." This is by
reason of the habit of telling a certain story
which queerly illustrates the idea of faith:
"I preached a sermon one Sunday,'' the
good minister will say, " on the doctrin of
faith, in which I taught my hearers the good
Christian doctrin that all things may be
brought about by faith, instructing them that
faith is the evidence of things not seen, the
substance of things hoped for. There was a
farmer's wife in the congregation who was
greatly edified by the sermon, and came to
me and told me that she now understood just
what faith was. Next Sunday morning I
overtook her on the way to church. ' See
here, parson,' say~ she, ' I don't think much
of your teach in.' about faith.' 'Why not?' I
asked. 'Why,' says she, 'the other da:Y I
heard my speckled hen a.cacklin' like all to
pay. Now,' says I,' here is a chance to show
what faith is. 'l'hat speckled hen's egg is the
evidence of things not seen; the substance of
things hoped for. Ihavfaith that she's laid an
egg, and I'm sure that when I'll go out to the
shed I'll find it. So I goes out and looks for
it, and there wasn't any egg there, and that
speckled hen hadn't laid any. Now, what's
your faith good for, I'd like to know?' And
then," the minister will say, "I told her what
was the matter with her faith. 'It was
meant for a rebuke to you that you didn't
find any egg there,' said I. 'You'd ought to
ha v trusted in God, and not in the hen !'"
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weep and be affiicted, Everything of a vivacious
To show the loving kindness of tho_se who_ h~v renature. is to be turned to leaden heaviness. The ceived a gospel education, and the feeling whic~ a ~ot
world is to be draped in mourning-no joy, no smiles. of pious cranks manifested toward this great smentist.
·Everybody dressed in black-all dead. " Life is a and reformer at a dinner of clergymen, one of the
The Church and its Inft.uence~
great funeral and all the world a graveyard:"
monkey-faced' ambassadors from God's throne ~a· This direful condition of the people is directly
This is the New Testament idea of life. If Chris- clared that if " Dr. Priestley were mounted on a pile
chargeable to Christian teaching, with all the igno- tians hav got light enough from the Liberals so that of his own works, he would be ready to set fire to the
rance and bestiality of the Middle Ages. A faithful their religious text-book begins to be distasteful to pile and burn him alive." The speaker was app_lauded
portrayal of all the sickness and sorrows, the starva- them, let them revise it· or get up a new one alto- without a dissenting voice; all laughed heartily and
tion and suffering, superinduced by the same teach- gather. If the time ever comes that all men fully thought it would be a "very brilliant process for get- ing, woUld form one of the blackest pages ever believe in the doctrins of the New Testament, and ting away with an enemy of God."
.
written in the book of history. While science was act from their belief, earth will be transformed into a
Another pious scullion in a newspape~ arti<lle de- ·
experimenting in the laboratory, or studying the great lair, and all the inhabitants into tigers. When- elared that he "would like to see Dr. P~·Iestl~y beglanguage of the rocks, or ascertaining the length ever a man fully believes that heaven depends upon ging bread. through the streets and endmg ~Is day?,
of a degree on the earth, or watching with faith and belief, and that hell is the reward of unbe-. in.the poorhouse without a friend to close his eyes. .
tireless zeal the motion of the heavenly bodies, the lief, he becomes a persecuting monster.
So fare the great and the good in. the hands of the
church was on bended knees, or engaged in war, or
In his judgment it would be a thousand times bet- church.
.
selling indulgences, or building shrines, or exhibiting ter for an Infidel to be burnt alive than to take the
Think of squeezing the head of a young man m a
holy relics, or burning heretics.
chances ~f his unsettling the faith of others. The theological institution of learning as_ a ~ath~ad
The voice of science is that every effort should re- mild p~shment of being roasted at the stake bears mother does the he~d of her ~hild, loadmg him_ With
sult ·in the amelioration of the race; that steam, elec- no relatwns to that eternal roast where the smoke of creeds and dead-weights, puttillg on curbs, an~ illCastricity, earth, air, and ocean should be made to con- their torments ascendeth up for~ver and ever.
ing him in an iron jacket, and then teaching hnn th~t
tribute to the happiness of man.
Better to put an Infidel out of the way than to men are too vile to liv who teach a ?etter way! _Is It
The spirit of the church is that this life is of little hav the salvation of a single soul jeopardized by his any wonder that men are converted illto human tigers
consequence. No matter how much we suffer here teaching. This is Christian philosophy, and it has in such inst~tutions ~. Better to let a young man take
if we can ultimately reach heaven,
murdered more than three millions of human beings. his chance ill the umversal school of nature.
.
Where sickness, sorrow, pain, and death
All the relentless butchers of the Inquisition believed
May I cherish the hope that ~heee facts, toM ill a
Are felt and known no more.
in this philosophy.
.
broken way a_s they hav been, will be remember~d.by
The world is but a "desert," and regardless of all
Oswald says: "At the end of the thirteenth cent- the young Liberals of the land, and whe)l a whill~g
consequences in this life we should constantly keep ury the enemies of nature (the Christians) had hypocrit in black coat and white choker stands up ill
our thoughts on heaven.
reached the zenith of their power, and at that time it the pulpit and claims t~at the chirrch has always
I am but a stranger here,
may be said that, without a single exception, the been the promoter of smence a;nd r?form, that they
Heaven is my home ;
countries of Christian Europe were worse governed, 'Yill call him to an account and let him ~ow t~at he
Earth is a desert drear,
more ignorant more superstitious poorer and un- cannot stand up before the world, even ill the cowHeaven is my home.
happier than the worst-governed province' of pagan ard's castle," and utter these stale, moldy lie~ without
Danger and sorrow stand
Round me on every hand,
Rome. Whichever way the eye might be turned was being rebuked 7 The youn& men who ~l!>ke this co?I"se
Heaven is my fatherland,
darkness, slavery, and misery; bigoted tyrants and will render far greater serviCe _to commg generatwns
Heaven is my home.
brutalized serfs; neglected fields and blighted than those who enter theolog~cal schools a~d never
Such is the spirit of the church. Our thanks are cities; perverted sciences and paralyzed industries; rise above immaculate conceptwns, resurrectiOns, and
due to science and not to j;he church that the earth hordes of self-torturing maniacs, frenzying the people ascensions, which hav only served to mp.ddle t~e
is not a "desert" to-day. Anciently, the priesthood with their threats and prophecies; international man- minds of men for many centuries. Th~ people will
was the repository of knowledge~ They not only hunts, religious massacres, witchcraft riots, ·and a never rise above this holy nonsense until they learn
taught religion, but so much of science, law, and merciless war waged against every form of mental the important fact that the Gods hav never been enmedicin as they had learned and were willing to hav and social independence; the lower classes treated no gaged in writing books.
the people know.
better than beasts of burden their habitations more
Suppose, in old mythological times, some person or
Little was known about disease, and everything of like dens than houses, living' on black bread, roots, persons had bee~ impressed '?th the idea that he or
a miraculous character was believed to be possible. and herbs."
they ought to wnte out the will of the gods. Then,
Everything not understood was believed to hav some
Such was the condition of France when the church after a time, suppose these writings should be
supernatural power behind it.
owned two-thirds of the best lands. And yet half of regarded as inspired, and be~ome of divine authority.
Spells and charms were at a premium. A spell or the ministers prate about the French Revolution,
As men became more enhghten~d and began to
charm which would ward off some particular disease and charge to Infidelity all the ruin and bloodshed.
study the laws of matter and moti~n, the causes of
could be sold at a high price. Epilepsy, St. Vitus's
The Christian religion, carried out in its true wind and tide and other phenomena ill nature would
dance, nervous affections, and even violent attacks of spirit, will produce these results every time and be sought for. What yrod~ces the chang~s of the
colic were believed to be the work of demons. Hence everywhere. It is a system of ignorance, poverty, moon' And why at times IS he~ face entirely
a formula for casting out demons could be sold at a and sorrow, and not of intelligence, prosperity, and joy. scured' Why is the sun sometim~s shrouded ill
high price. A man who had power to cast out devils
In proof of this it may be stated that while Chris- darkness' What causes the successwn of day and
was regarded as the " big Indian" of the tribe.
tianity was at its best, and bore full sway in Europe, night, the changes of the sea~ons, etc.~ ~swers to
Is it any wonder that such people believed in learning lay dead for more than a thousand years.
these and a hundred other kindred questwns would
• celestial communication, immaculate conceptions, inAbout the beginning of the tenth century there be sought for by those whose keen eye had been
spired men, demons and angels, virgins and saviors, were very few men in Rome itself who were men of turned toward scientific subjects.
·
resurrections and ascensions ~
letters. Not one priest in a hundred in Spain could
As these causes came to be und~rstood, the gods
Men of such belief hav proved themselvs to be the address a common letter to another. Every philos- which were supposed to be the movillg causes would
worst enemies of mental and political freedom. They opher and reformer had a lifelong struggle with des- be brought into discredit, and a conflict between the .
hav tortured and murdered some of the world's pots and bigots. The worst tyranny that has ever believers in these gods and sacred writings and the
bravest and noblest men. Men who hav tried to oppressed the children of men has been perpetrated by scientists would be the result.
bring about better conditions and rerider life a ·little Christians and in the name of the Christians' God.
Now, it requires no great mental keenness to see
more agreeable hav been the special objects upon
To show the power and the influence of the church how natural it would be for. th~ adhe!ents to that
which the church has vented its fury.
over the times and the minds of men, it is only religion to oppose every sCientific discovery. To
All this is not strange. Stop for a moment and necessary to mention that Blackstone, in his great them everything must be accounted for by the gods,
think what it is to be a Christian and to believe as a work entitled, " Commentaries on the Laws of Eng- and sanctio~ed by their sacred 'Yritings_. Of cour.se
Christian ! The pursuit of earthly happiness is a land," approves of confiscations and penalties of every scientist would be a heretic and illcur.the discrime. Sorrow and misery are the only passports to and upon those who spoke in language derogatory to pleasure of the gods, and would consequently be a
heaven.
the Book of Common Prayer.
.
bad man.
. .
.
Death is the only escape from the bondage of life.
Dr. Priestley, with characteristic boldness, at once
Undoubtedly t~ere would be ~ernble .penal~Ies
Joy is to be banished from the earth in order to attacked the barbarous position, and made the great attached to the disr?spe~tful mentwn of or a~l~swn
secure heaven and a harp. Our natural desires are commentator promis to leave out the objectionable to the gods, or for vwlatwns of the sacred wnti~gs.
. all wrong. What we most loathe we are to strive passages from future editions of his work.
Hence these religionists wo~d persecute the sc~enfor. What will afford us delight we must shun as
In the day of Blackstone (and he died only a little tists, because the~ would. think ~hey were carryillg
we would the brimstone regions of the nether world. over a hundred years ago), no man could hold a civil out the will o~ therr go~s ill S? doillg.
Is it any wonder that such teaching culminated in office in England who had not received the sacraIf the pumshments ill therr sacred wntillgs were
the midnight of the Middle Ages ~
·
ment and subscribed to the "Thirty-Nine Articles." like some of those meted out. ~the <?ld Testa~ent,
Occasionally one will meet a minister who will say For a man to preach who did not subscribe to these the devotees would be barbanc ill their persecutwns,
that he does not believe in "long-faced religion;" articles involved heavy fines and a long term of im- and after inflicting the most dreadful penalties which
that Christians ought to be the most joyou!'J and prisonment. Every .student of O:Pord was com- their ing~nuity could invent, they would hand. ov?r
happy of any mortals on the earth. But this is not pelled to subscribe to the articles of the church be- the heretic to old Pluto to be further dealt with ill
Christianity. It is just what Liberals are trying to fore he could enter the institution.
the infernal regions.
.
get into the heads of Christians.
These positions Dr. Priestley also attacked with
All. will see that. Pluto is the right-h~nd man i?
Hear the teaching of real Christians whose lead the the boldness of a lion, and showed conclusivly that a carryillg out the Will of the gods. In this compan·
people hav been following for the last eighteen hun- man's religious belief should not cut him off from son I think I hav succeeded in· showing the reason
dred years :
~
any of his civil rights.
why n_e~rly every scientific discovery hi!>S met. w~th
."If any man will come after me let him deny him~
It should be remembered that Dr. Priestley was opposition from the church, and why the Chnstian
self and take up his cross." Deny himself of what~ one of the most noted chemists and scientists of his religion has acted as a clog to human progress.
Why, of all pleasure and everything which makes life day, and that few men rendered greater or more
With all the light of the nineteenth century, men
agreeable or desirable, and wear a Puritan face as lasting services to the world than he did. And how still believe in the ghosts, bugaboos, impossibili~ie~,
long as a stove-pipe. What is it to take up your did the church reward this great man for his invalu- and absurdities of two thousand ye!l'rs ago. T~s IS
cross ~ Why, to go down on your knees in tears and able services'
so only because these absurd notwns were wntten
whine like a spaniel, and afflict yourself till life beA Christian mob surrounded his house and set it down in book when men believed them possible.
. comes a burden, and then get up in meeting and lie on 'fire. His library, apparatus, with all hiE! valuable This book is regarded as the word of God, and these
before the world by telling how much you enjoy your manuscripts-in short, the valuable scientific and lit- consequences must follow as long as men are taught
afflictions.
erary accumulations of a lifetime-perished in the de- to believe in God-written books.
"Be afflicted and mourn and wE)ep. Let your vouring flames. He and his family were compelled
Draper says: "Immaculate conceptions and celeslaughter be turned to mourning and your joy to ta flee for their lives, and only escaped ~eath through tial descents were so curr-::ntl:y- r~ceiv:ed in t~ose da;rs
heaviness. Woe unto you that laugh."
the concealment of friends. Priestley witnessed from that whoever had greatly distillguished himself ill
This is Christ's teaching. If any teach that Chris- a concealed position the destruction of his house and the affairs of men was thought to be of supernatural
tians ought to be happy and filled with joy, he does valuable effects, and succeeded in escaping under an lineage."
_
.
not teach New Testament doctrin. Everyone _is to assumed name.
Romulus, the founder of Rome, is said to hav owed
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his existence to the accidental meeting of the god ment, if we had been called upon merely to giv our sort of evidence, ~nd we referred .to negativs already
Mars and. the virgin Rhea-Sylvia. For hundreds of own verdict, we decided in our report to giv Mr. taken, and not to negativs to be taken.
years this was implicitly believed.
Keeler the benefit of any possible doubt that even
7. Mr. Robinson says the committee attempted to
The legend that the mother of Plato, a pure virgin, Mr. Robinson could hav or imagin, and to show every pass judgment upon the negativs as experts. That
conceived through the influence of Apollo, and that circumstance and to. count for him every plate which is his word and not ours, and he proceeds to shew
the god had declared to the future husband the could possibly be interpreted or misinterpreted in his the unreliability of the testimony of experts paid to
parentage of the child, was current for hundreds of favor. I do not find in Mr. Robinson's long letter testify upon a particular side. Let us compare lhe
years in Egypt.
any statement that any evidence was furnished us position of the committee with that of Mr. Robinson
This shows that if the people are sufficiently igno- which we omitted or misrepresented, or indeed that himself. The committee thought they could judge
rant and superstitious, women can giv birth to young any such evidence. was furnished us at all as to justify from the negativs themselvs how they might hav been
gods as well as young children.
a favorable report.
.
produced. We selected thetableaupictureas "bearing
. In our enlightened age it is almost impossible to
Having thus done justice to the results of the characteristics entirely different" from all the others.
understand the authority with which the commands investigation, let me do justice to Mr. Robinson. Mr. Robinson admits that that picture was taken
and decrees of Alexander the (1-reat caq~.e to the peo- Notwithstanding his charge of insincerity upon my "under very different ~conditions" from the others,
ple of Syria and Eygpt when he styled himself part, and notwithstanding his flagrant misquotations showing that in that instance, at least, the committee •
"King Alexander, the son of Jupiter Ammon." The from the committee's report, I believe him to be sin- did form a correct judgm~nt of the manner in which
ignorance of the people makes anything possible with cere; and this is not "sarcasm."
· a negativ .was taken from an examination of the negthe gods.
·
In order to reply most briefly to his letter in THE ativ itself. Now, the committee were free to report
Step by step, as man advances,-some new error of TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 2d, I will classify the points strictly according to the evidence; he had placed himth13 church is brought to light. She stands before and reply to them as far as possible in bulk:
·self in advance as the advocate of one side. The
the world with the broad claini that wherever Chris1. As to the complaints of omission, it is enough committee were practica ly acquainted with photogtianity is found, there is found the highest type of to call attention to the fact that our report nearly raphy; he knows nothing about it practically, and it
civilization, and that to it we are indebted for every covered two pages, in spite of every effort at con- would hardly be an exaggeration to add, theoretically.
scientific discovery, and for every improvement of the densation.
The committee gave their judgment upon the "cane
age. These high claims are known to be hypocriti2. As to statements that I ought to hav suppressed picture," and upon that "which showed the slide
- cally false, and ere long, instead of influencing the certain matters, I hav only to deny his allegations of partially drawn," not only upon the points stated in
masses in her favor by such claims, she will bring any agreement to suppress them. I do not deny that the report, but upon everything which they could see
. down upon her head the scorn and contempt of all he expressed a wish that we should.
·on the negativs. Mr. Robinson states circumstances
honest-minded men and women. Wilfred Hall ad3. There was no provision in the challenge that which the committee did not enumerate-not having
mits in .a short paragraph that there has been a ter- we should attempt to .prevent the production of the negativs before me I cannot vouch for their acrible conflict between science and religion, and that fraudulent negativs. On the contrary, in my original curacy-and some of these additional circumstances
in this (lOnflict religion has been driven to the wall. letter I stated-,-and this shall be quoted correctly- which he refers to as contradicting our opinion, tend,
Now he proposes to recast the sciences so as to giv "Critical watching would not be required." If Mr. to a practical photographer, to demonstrate the corto Christianity a new lease of life. He virtually ad- Robinson understood jugglers' tricks a little better, rectness of our opinion. It is for the readers of THE
mits that it is impossible to harmonize the Christian he would hav seen that putting the plates "in the TRUTH SEEKER to judge for themselvs which is most
religion with scierice as now taught and understood, possession and charge of Dr. Leigh" would hav left li~ely to be reliable, the opinion of three practical
and· declares before the world that unless his new the door wide open, unless Dr. Leigh himself put ·photographers, having_ no interest to bias them, or
theory of science is adopted, the old hag of supersti- those plates into the plate-holder, put the plate-holder the opinion of Mr. Robinson unsupported by experition is dead, and every attempt to resuscitate her will into the camera, and after exposure developed the ence, and in his position with reference to this invesHENRY M. PARKHURST.
only be like the unmethodical kicking of a corpse plates himself. Even then it might be said that Dr. tigation.
Brooklyn, Oct. 7, 1886.
when a galvanic battery is applied. Well, one day Leigh was in collusion with Mr. Keeler. My methods
we expect to hear that the Christian religion is quietly were such that if there had been a dozen or more
sleeping in its grave with other old mythological no- persons present every one could be certain that all the
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In the
tions, and that Wilfred Hall, with his new theory of others combined could not by collusion produce a matter of Mr. Keeler's spirit photography, I beg to
science, has taken hold of his own boot-straps, and fraudulent negativ without its being betrayed. My say a word in defense of my old friend Henry M.
lifted himself over the fence out of sight. In the object was not to prevent fraudulent negativs, but to Parkhurst. The charge made against him of insincampaigns of ·Alexander astronomical records of insure that a fraudulent negativ should betray cerity and injustice in that investigation I most indig- .
Chaldaic origin were found more than a thousand itself.
nantly resent. I was Mr. Parkhurst's first assistant
4. Mr. Robinson makes the most of my attempting in reporting the debates of the Upited States Senate
years old. This shows that there were greater scientific attainments two thousand years before Christ to catch Mr. Keeler in fraud by turning the plate, from 1848 to 1854. For many years thereafter we
than one thousand years after. . A determination to and by looking for a positiv. I was not insincere nor worked together, some of the time as partners, occuknow nothing but "Christ and him crucified" has biased enough to induce me to suppress these facts pying the same office in New York, and for a time
never turned the vigilant eye of the astronomer although they were manifestly only known to myself. our families lived in· the same house. During a petoward the heavenly bodies. During the centuries My turning the plate would not at all interfere with riod of twenty years, I think no man knew him more
when there was the greatest craze over the Christian any genuin result, occupied· but a few seconds, and intimately than I did; and I can truly say that I hav
religion there was the least done to advance science. might hav betrayed previous printing by inverting known few men so just and conscientious as he. In
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
JOHN PECK.
the position of the spirit face. And in looking for the early days of Spiritualism, he and I tested the
the positiv, my knowledge how the previous negativs phenomena and accepted the spirit theory. In 1867
:Spirit Photography.
had been produced did not show how that particular he and I, together with Dr. Edwin Leigh and the late
To .THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Mr. negativ was to be produced. If there had appeared Wm. Blair Lord, my partner, prepared a test of indeRobinson complains that the report of the committee upon that negativ a picture bearing the marks of pendent clairvoyance to be submitted by Mr. Parkdid not d'J Mr. Keeler justice. I am so far incliried simultaneous printing, it would hav been little credit hurst to the sleepless girl in Brooklyn. She lived
to agree with him that I will write another report to my acumen if I had been compelled to declare that nearly opposit Mr. Parkhurst's house, and all the rest
individually, which shall do him justice:
I believed it to hav been printed from a positiv in of us had been permitted to see her, through the
INDIVIDUAL REPORT OF THE INVESTIGATION.
the plate-holder, which, although I had taken the influence of Mr. Parkhurst and family, who were her
Mr. Robinson issued a challenge in which he proposed to plate out of the plate-holder myself, I had been so
demonstrate to a committee the genuinness of the spirit pho- careless as to overlook. If such a face had appeared most frequep.t and welcome visitors. An accident_
prevented the use of that test; but Messrs. Parktographs produced upon the negativs taken by Mr. Keeler.
For three weel's after Mr. Keeler had been notified that the upon that plate as the one which appeared at the hurst and Leigh prepared another similar one, which
committee were ready to proceed, he hesitated, and then de- first session, my search would hav been important was submitted to the sleepless, speechless, and
clined to proceed without imposing restrictions upon the evidence in favor of the genuinness of that negativ,
investigation. With manifest reluctance, these conditions for it would hav tended to show that, improbable as sightless girl. The result was written out June 3,
1867, and signed by Mr. Parkhurst. It concludes as
were so far modified that it was possible to proceed; and the
first meeting was held on June 20th. We were not invited to it is, the spirits did produce just such a negativ as follows:
impose tests or to examin the premises. Two hours were we ascribed to simultaneous printing, or else that my
I regard the proof as complete that she read the printed
consumed in taking six negativs,_ upon one of which there careful search was not careful enough.
slip, so far as stated above, absolutely independent of all huappeared a face snch as could evtdently hav been produced
5. Mr. Robinson quotes, not very accurately, but man knowledge of its contents.
by putting a transparent positiv in the plate-holder at the
time ef the exposure. At the second session, on J nne 23d, sufficiently well, two of my remarks, which I will exThis report will be found printed in the New York
lasting two hours, six more negativs were taken, no one of plain. I told him that if the face of one of my I£erald, Nov. 30, 1878, together with a further statewhich bore a spirit faee. At the third session, on June 26th, relativs should appear upon a plate I should not ment written April 24, 1869, and a corroborativ
which we were informed would be the last in consequence of know that Mr. Keeler had not succeeded in obtaining
Mr. Keeler's leaving the city, we insisted upon proposing a print somehow from which he could copy it. The attestation by Dr. Edwin Leigh. Surely nothing
could be more sincere and just than that report.
tests. ·During the two hours which these tests consumed,
six more negativs were taken, one so-called spirit ~ace ap- "particular one" was a person who had never had And now, having read his recent report on spirit
pearing upon a plate when I h!l'd interrupted ~.Y tests ill order but one picture taken, and I had a copy of photographs, and the foggy animadversions upon it
to giv visitors an opportumty to see a spmt photograph that. The other remark was to the effect that if the
taken, and no result appearing upon any one of the other five intention was to giv Spiritualism a boom by an un- by Mr. R. M. Robinson, I am justly indignant at the
imputations to Mr. Parkhurst of insincerity and a
plates. Had any extraneous face appeared upon any one of
·those five plates, it would hav either. demonstrated Mr. accepted challenge; it was a game of bluff, and that it lack of good faith. If he entered upon the investigaKeeler beyond disput~ to be a fraud, or :vould h~v. been an should not rest in that way longer than I could help, tion with a suspicion of fraud, it was a just suspicion.
exceedingly strong evtdence of the reahty of sp1nt photo- but should be put upon a secure foundation if it In 1863 I saw some of the first specimens of spirit
graplts. This ended the investigation proper. Omitting would bear investigation.
photography in the office of the IIeralcl of P1·og1·ess,
the plate at the last session where 1 had interrupted my tests,
6. There was no "intended sarcasm" in the wish New York. They were alleged to be produced
in the taking of seventeen negativs only one spirit face apto
aid
the
spirits
in
establishing
the
verity
of
the
peared to be produced, and that was before we had been
through the mediumship of Mr. Mumler, of Boston.
invited to propose or did impose any tests whatever; in other photographs if the spirits could make them, but it At first I was astonished, but on close inspection I
words, before our investigation began. Although Mr ..Keeler was a misquotation to say that we wished to aid them
was in the city most of the time for several weeks, and in producing the results. There are so many mis- discovered internal evidence of fraud, and wrote an
exposure for the IIeralcl of J>rogress. From that
a]t;hough the committee formally proposed further investigation no opportunity was afforded to us. We also examined statements and misquotations with regard to minor time to this, I hav suspected the genuinness of all
vari~us other nep;ativs and prints, some taken in the presence matters that I will not take up the space to refer to spirit photography.
W. H. BuRR.
of members of the committee after the session proper was them. I will only call attention to one misquotation
TVasltington, JJ. C., Oct. 1, 1886.
closed, and others undel· conditions unknown to us. Inspec- so flagrant that if I were not personally acquainted
tion of those negativs and prints showed that, with one exception, every one of them could havbeen taken either by with Mr. Robinson I should consider it an intentional
Mr. Bowman's Epigrams.
previous printing or by simultaneous exposure; and we were falsification. He says the committee chose to rely
If God wants us to forgiv our enemies, why don't
satisfied that that exception was a photograph.of a prepared "entirely upon an examination of the negativs,"
tableau. I therefore individually report: 1. That Mr. Rob- whereas what the committee said was (see IV. at the he set the example by shaking hands with the devil?
inson failed to furnish us any evidence whatever of the ex- end of the report), "We were therefore obliged to
It is hoped that before long ministers will honor
istence of a spirit photograph; 2. That he fumished us abunthis
country by their absence.
rely
mainly
upon
an
examination
of
the
nine
negativ~
dant evidence .of the fraudulent character of the so-called
· Men will trust those with their souls whom the'\' .
themselvs for internal evidence of their origin."
spirit photographs taken by Mr. Keeler.
.
.
HENRY M. PARKHURST.
had just given the reasons why we could not hav our would not dare to trust with their wives.
GEoRGE W. BoWMAN.
While this is all that was necessa.ry in my judg- choice; we did not rely entirely, but mainly, upon this
1
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The Campaign Fund.
Previously acknowledged ................................ .
. "Fayette County (Iowa) Secular Union, per Wm. $3,467.63
Redfield ........................•.. , ...................... .
5 00
·
Leon (Iowa) Secular Union, per John W. Long ..
5"00
Total............................................. 3,477.63

Call for the Tenth Annual Congress.
To the Auxilia1·y Secular Unions and to all Citizens of' the United States and Ganadas who
support the Nine .Demands of Liberalism :
You are invited to attend the Tenth Annual Congress of the American Secular Union, to be held in
New York city, at Chickering Hall, Fifth avenue and
18th street, on November 11th, 12th, and 13th, and
also on Sunday evening, the 14th, a lecture by Col.
Robert G. Ingersoll, which concludes the Congress.
Pursuant to a vote of the last Congress, notice is
hereby given that the following amendments to the
constitution of the Union will be acted upon: 1. To
reduce the fee for life-merubership from $25 to $10.
2. Or, on payment of $10 by applicant for membership, to authorize the secretary to issue ten-year
membership certificates, with all the privileges of
life-membership during that time. 3. Whenever a
man or woman has taken out annual membership
certificates for three or five consecutiv years, such
person thereafter on payment of annual-membership
fee to possess the privilege of life-membership.
The Congress will also be called l!lpon to consider
measures for carrying on the work of Freethought,
and securing the adoption of such laws by the various
state governments and by the national government,
as shall make the United States thoroughly Secular,
and the repeal of all laws now on the statute-books
which conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Local auxiliary Unions are entitled by the Union
constitution to five representativs in the Congressthe president and secretary and three delegates. .All
charter-members and life-members, all vice-presidents,
all chairmen of state executiv committees, are entitled
to seats and votes in the Congress. Annual members are entitled to seats but not votes, except by
permission of the Congress.
It is hoped that every auxiliary Union will send a
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Freethinker in the United States and Canada, who can
will be present.
'
Per order of board of directors:
R. G. INGERSOLL, President.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
CouRTLA.NDT PALMER, Treasurer.
CHARLEs B. REYNOLDs, Ch. Ex. Com.
E. M. MAcDoNALD, Ch. Fin. Com.

News and Notes.
I presume the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER and
subscribers to the Campaign Fund will be interested
in a statement of the financial affairs of my lecture
trip. This will giv a better understanding of tae
work accomplished, and the difficulties in the way.
Although I hav had what I consider a suqcessful
trip, and the Liberals I hav met hav been exceedingly
gene~ous; and hav made my labors very pleasant, yet
the distances to be traveled are so great, and there is
so much to be done in mder to arouse large communities and excite attention, that the amount realized
above expenses is not sufficient to justify one in making so extensiv a campaign on his individual risk.
The mass of the Liberals of this country are not rich.
They are, I am glad to say, working people--the
most honorable of all-but as they are few in number
and widel:f ~cattered, the pi?neer work of lecturing
and orgamzmg can be earned on only by national
cooperation. In this way the secretary is enabled to
go into new fields,- which after a time will amply
repay. I desire a frank understanding all round in
order that friends interested in the work of the
American Secular Union may know what has been.
done, how it has been done, and what it has cost
etc., so that, if possible, more excellent plans and
methods may be adopted for the future.
The total amount of money received by me as the
result of my lecture trip from all sources was
$1,262.75. The expenses were as follows: hall rent,
$287.50 j hotel, $115.50; railroad, $342.81; advertising, $92.49; incidentals, $44.87. Total, $882.72,
leaving $380.0~ as_ balance_ above all expenses. The
generous hospitality of fnends along the route pre_vented the hotel bill from being t. wice as large as it·
was.
shal~ make, of. course, a more detailed statement, mcluding every Item of expenditure, to the an-

!

nual Congress, for its examination and approval, so
that every contributor to the fund will know exactly
how the money has been used. In this report I confine myself to the receipts of the lecture field, in
order that the needs, difficulties,.etc., of pioneering
may be understood.
The secretary gave 146 lectures, and received
above all expenses $380. This makes about $2.60
for each lecture given-less than the wages of a good
mechanic or miner. The secretary,,with scarcely an
exception, devoted all his time for seven months to
the work, and traveled over ten thousand miles. Of
the one hundred thousand drummers in the land, I
do not think that one of them would go through
that amount of labor and travel for the same remuneration. Now, the question for the Liberals of this
c·ountry and for the American Secular Union to decide is whether this kind of work is valuable, and
shall it be sustained~ If it is to be sustained, then
it must be sustained by a cooperativ effort. The
secretary this year has given over one hundred lectures where no Freethought lectures hav been given
before, and I venture to say that all of his lectures
hav been given at points where there would hav been·
no lectures otherwise. He has, therefore, not gone
over familiar ground, or interfered with other laborers. He has simply put in some extra work which
would not hav been done had there been no Secular
Union. The Union takes the place of nothing else.
It only supplements other instrumentalities-our
lecturers, papers, books, etc. If this kind of lecture
work is not done by the Union, then. it will not be
done at all. The policy of the Union was adopted
at Cassadaga. It has been pursued with success for
two years. I believe much has been accomplished
that otherwise would not hav been accomplished.
The policy is that of combined effort, the Liberals
of the cotmtry saying to the secretary, Go into all
frontier fields possible, and we will back you up-we
will pay the bills. The secretary has done so. In
many cases he has assumed the entire responsibility
of hall rent, advertising, etc, and the results hav
justified his course. In almost every case the local
expenses were paid by the communities whe1·e the
lectures were given,· and something above. Audiences of one thousand and fifteen hundred hav been
gathered together and a great interest created, and
Secular Unions formed, all of which could not hav
been done except by the adoption of this policy.
The whole lecture trip of the ·secretary was the resuit of this policy, and could not l;tav been made without united effort and support. He could not on his
own individual responsibility assume the risks that
he did. It would be simply impossible. The figures,
as I hav given them, demonstrate this to every generous-minded Liberal. The readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER know what has been done through the letters
which hav been written from week to week. It is for
them to judge, and for those who hav contributed to
the campaign fund, whether the acquaintanceship,
the interest, the fellowship and noble feeling cultivated by these intercommunications among Liberals
shall be continued or not. These questions, and others
ofpracticalimportance,willcomebeforetheNewYork
Congress. I hope there will be a thorough discussion. We want to find the best way. We want to
understand each other. We want to help all round.
We want to keep every worker in the field. We
want to make new opportunities for labor. We want
to push things, to arouse, agitate, discuss, reform. I
want every Liberal that can to attend this New York
Congress. I want as large a delegation as possible
from the auxiliary societies. I want a representativ
assembly and full and frank e:x:pression of opinion.
We need to look all difficulties straight in the face.
It is no easy task that we undertake. My experience
for the past year has given me hope and ardor. I
hav met so many earnest friends, and with them
come in contact with such splendid inspirations and
forces for human improvement and happinesss, that
I can only hav an abiding faith in the victory of our
cause. Yet I also see the great difficulties that are
in the way-the innumerable forces with which
we must contend; the organized power that is
against us; the ignorance, the bigotry, the prejudice,
the indifference, the cowardice; the solid mass of uneducated people, and eight hundred million dollars of
untaxed capital in the hands of ecclesiastics who rule
by fear and superstition. These things, while they
do not discourage nor weaken, make one realize
that only by the most stubborn patience and
endurance and strenuous exertion can the day be
won. The battle is not a brief one. The progress is slow. Each advantage gained only makes
the conflict more determined. No flowery path is
ours; no music, banners, and torchlight processions,
but hard work, and work for many years. Unity,
therefore, is necessary in our ranks; fraternal feeling,
sincerity, and complete understanding and harmony.
Once before there has been a convention of Freethinkers in New York, as recorded by Mr. Mendum
in the Investigator. It was a noble ~athering of
men and women devoted to liberty and JUstice. Let
the memory of that first meeting stir us to greater
effort now, that we of to-day, after so many years,
may make another shining landmark in man's intel-

lectual development. There can be no better occasion for a great conference of Liberals, who, gathering hope and energy from the past, shall find ~he
best way to larger and more magnificent enterp~1se.
So I say to all who re~d this, Come if you possibly
can; persuade your friends and neighbors to come j
advertise the Congress as widely as pos~ible j t~e
special pains to hav the call published in your c1ty,
village, or county newspapers; talk it up wherever
you can, and write about it. The program will be
published next week. It will be an attractiv one, and
I hav no doubt we shall hav the greatest congress of
Liberals ever helQ. in this country.
SAMUEL p PUTNAM.
0

The Liberal Club .

It was in expectation of sitting down to an un~ommonly gorgeous lite~·ary spread th~t the man -mth a
badge-pin ambled JOyously up Third avenue on the
evening of Friday, Oct. 15th, to a~tend the 417th _
regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club. It·
was a little past eight o'clock, by the gold watch that
he got of Mr. Wettstein, when he reached the h~.
Proceedings had commenced, the sem:etary havmg
just arrived at that portion of the mmutes of the
previous meeting which chronicled the fact that at
the usual hour the club adjourned. The hall was
full, the women equaling the men in number, and
somewhat surpassing them in good looks, though it
is well known that the club has many male members
who possess great physical beauty. The treasurer,
for instance, is not a bad looking man; the librarian,
Mr. King, has been spoken of before in this regard, ·
and Vice-President Chamberlain needs no commendation from this feeble pen. A hundred familiar
faces were recognized in the audience, and others
that were missed will be seen no more in this world
forever.
.
President Wakeman was in the chair, and dis·charged the duties of that position with dignity and
aplomb. There were many notices to read: Meetings would be held at various times and places. The
supporters of Henry George would discuss the
claims of that gentleman to the office of mayor j a
concert would be held for the benefit of Mrs. Parsons, wife of the convicted Anarchist j and the Spiritualists, who yet tanied on the bank and shoal of time,
would likewise assemble to discuss the question
whether this life is to be continued in our next.
Two new applicants offered their names as members
of the club, and the Chair urged others to do likewise. For the small sum of fifty cents a quarter they
would be given the right_ to speak upon th~ platform,
and the -privilege of grow ling· at the officers.
The speaker of the evening was Prof. Van Buren
Denslow. In presenting Mr. Denslow to the audience the Chair observed that it did not agree with
the professor in anything that it knew of.
·
Professor Denslow was received with applause.
He announced that he proposed to consider what are
the true relations which Socialism, Communism, and
crime bear to our civilization. Crime was, in a large
percentage of cases, the outcome of des~itut~on, a~d
destitution was a condition of Commumsm m whiCh
no person had anything except what he owned in
common with others. The speaker indorsed Horace
Greeley's cure for crime-one hundred and sixty
acres of land and a team to work it. Colonization
was the only curativ measure that had ever been
tried. The criminal needs to be placed back in a
simpler state socially. Our civilization is too complex for him. Socialism is the universal state in
savage life. There can be no privat~ property
among savages, for the reason that their laws are
not strong enough to protect it. Socialism is, therefore, an effete condition from which we hav evolved,
and not one which we should look forward to. We
can learn nothing abou~ true Socialism from the
theorizers on that subject, like Henry George. We
must depend upon observation, and we can observe
its workings best among barbarians. In advocating
the nationalization of land Henry George is recommending the methods of barbarism as a cure for the
evils of civilization. In all ages men hav followed
false prophets. The speaker referred to Moore's
Mokanna, the Veiled Prophet of Khorassan, who
wore a silver veil, behind which godlike beauty was
supposed to be concealed, when, in fact, the veil hid
only ugliness, leprosy, and corruption. So, in these
days, the people are following a false prophet, none
the less false because masquerading behind a veil of
sophistry called political economy. A savior from
heaven was never more needed than at present.
There was no class of people ca.pable of doing as
much mischief as those who want to make the world
better and don't know how. Incidentally, in the
course of his remarks, the professor referred to Martin Irons, and characterized the strike which he ordered in the southwest an act of extreme folly.
The lecture had a somewhat chilling effect upon
Mr. George's sympathizers. The Chair announced
that the in_evitable d~scussioJ?- must en~ue, but it
would reqmre somethmg besides rhetoric to meet
the lecturer's arg~ments. The floor was open for
speeches of ten mmutes each, members of the club
having the preference.
·
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Mrs. Leonard, the :first critic, admonished the professor that we must go back to barbarism not alone
for examples of Socialism, but for our first lessons "in
liberty. Among the North American Indians crime
was unknown before these aborigines came in contact
with civilization. Somebody in the audience was at
this :point inconsiderate enough to ask the speaker
how she knew that fact, but was silenced by the
reply, "I know it." Mrs. Leonard was surprised at
Professor Denslow's lack of knowledge, and offered
to giv him lessons in political economy free of cost.
Captain Clarknext assumed the platform with the
remark that he was a neophyte, with a good deal of
phyte left in him. He agreed with the lecturer,
what that gentleman: had said being confirmed by
Captain Clark's experience, which was worldwide.
The captain prolonged his remarks somewhat, and
. rambled slightly, so that an auditor was moved to
suggest that life was short. Nevertheless, he keeps
the people stirred up with his lively humor, and fills
a long-felt want.
Dr. Weeks said that a lie which is all a lie may be
met and fought with outright, but a lie which is part
a truth is a harder matter to fight. Such was the
difficulty experienced in meeting the lecture of the
evening.
Madam Delescluze complained that ten minutes
were quite inadequate to afford her time enough to
answer all the fine casuistries of the lecturer. If
Communism is barbarous, so is liberty, yet no society
can exist that does not hav both for its basis. ThiR
city is controled by the slime of the slums, from the
judiciary down. The last hour of capital has come,
and it must go.
Professor Denslow, in closing the discussion, said
he doubted if Madam Delescluze knew anything
about the judiciary of this city or any other, whether
it was corrupt or not. Violent denunciators were
apt to be inaccurate to a marked degree. A protest
here from the madam recalled the subject of Martin
Irons and the strike he was alleged to hav ordered,
and Mr. King arose to explain that Martin Irons
never ordered any strike and that Professor Denslow
did not know what he was talking about. The professor replied that, presuming Mr. King knew what.
he was talking about, he was pleased to be corrected.
Thus harmony was restored, and the evening's exercises closed amid applause as hearty as that which
had marked their opening.
The rest of the program for the month is as fol, lows: 22d, "l\formonism-What It Is and How to
Deal with It," by S. P. Putnam; 29th, "Henry
George in Politics; or, Ballots Before Bullets," by
James Redpath.
It costs but five cents to attend the meetings of
this club; and nowhere else is found anything that so
:fills the empty places in human existence. Hav you
trials and temptations, troubles more than you can
bear, take this club in Friday evenings; you will :find
a solace there. Presbyterians and ladies are encouraged to come free of charge.

Chicago Secular Notes.
A MEMBER'S MISFORTUNE.
Among the most liberal and enthusiastic members
who joined this year was J. W. Howe, late treasurer
of the Secular Union. Mr. Howe was formerly mail
carrier, but by recent political changes was substituted for a Milesian member of the faithful. For a
few weeks we missed him from his accustomed
seat, but hearing he was now engaged Sundays, little
' dreamed' of the true reason of his absence, or of the
calamity which had befallen him, until revealed by
this brief letter:
CooK CouNTY HosPITAL, Oct. 7, 1886.
O.f!Wers and Members Chicago Secular Union:
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: Some of you, no doubt, hav obc
served my absence from your meetings, and I write to assure you such absence is not voluntary. I hav had one of
my feet smashed by a railroad train, and amputated. Am
now in the county hospital. I expect to be at home in a
week at 987 Madison street, and would be pleased to see any
of you. Wishing you every success, I remain
Yours sincerely,
J. W. HowE.

It js ,my desire that we Liberals practically "put
him on his feet," and, as he has only one at present.
to do that we must substitute a cork foot. He needs
one, and it should be our pleasure and privilege to
do that little for one of our most energetic workers.
ANARCHIST SPEECHES.
Those speeches, which I send for your personal
perusal, hav alreaqy revolutionized public sentiment
in favor of the condemned. Those of Spies and
Fielden are more thoroughly humanitarian, contain
greater depth and profotmd comprehension of social
laws, are more sarcastic, iogical, brilliant, and fervid
than the famous speech of Robert Emmett. Hare
declared that" the ultimate tendencv of civilization is
toward barbarism," and if that verdict is to stand, I
think he is about right. Parsons's speech I hav not
yet read. To counteract the effect of these speeches,
Inquisitor Grinnell is making a lot of sensational
newspaper talk about threatening letters being sent
to the judge, prosecuting attorneys, jury, etc. If
they hav received letters, they or their friends wrote
them, as the friends of those men condemned know
that to do any such thing would be the greatest pos-

sible injury to their case. Their friends would not
be such fools. It serves .to show what contemptible
liars are these limbs of the law.
EPISCOPAL CONVENTION.
After revising the rubric and ritual, the laymen and
bishops of the Episcopal convention hav under consideration a change of name, which at the same time
indicates the change of front of orthodoxy, and establishes as prophetic the oft-expressed opinion of
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberals generally, viz., that
orthodoxy must eventually fall back on the Catholic
church. The name proposed before the convention
is the American Catholic Church. It will not take
long before some future convention drops the adjectiv, and they fall into the fold of the mother church.
Straws indicate which way the wind blows.
CHARLES WATTS,
our :first vice-president, lectured here twice last Sun·
day;, in the afternoon on "Atheism and the French
Revolution," in the evening on "Saints or SinnersWhich~" There can be no question as to Mr. Watts's
great ability, and I think that his lecture on the
French Revolution is his most powerful effort; at
least, it is most opportune. The French Revolution
is a subject on which Americans generally need enlightenment, and this is also a timely topic in view of
the growing monopolies which threaten to strangle
what little liberty we hav left. To those Liberals
interested in social and political reform I can heartily
recommend this lecture on the French Revolution.
It ought to be given in every town in the land His
ev.ening lecture was a splendid piece of polemics.
Chicago, IU.
E. A. STEVENs.

Evolution aud " Spoutaueous Geueratiou."
In a recent number of THE TRUTH SEEKER Mr. D.
Priestley, of Milwaukee, briefly criticised two points
in my late articles on "Evolution and Special Creation." The gentleman says: "1\fr. Watts speaks of
'spontaneous generation' as a part of the process of
evolution, whereas, if it were true, it would disprove
evolution." Now, it must be admitted that the term
"spontaneous generation" is by no means a good
phrase, neither is it scientific.. It has come down. to
us from pre-scientific times, and is seldom used in
the present day. The process is now called abiogenesis with Huxley, or archebiosis with Bastian. I
shall not, therefore, defend the use of the expression,
except on the ground that it is easily understood by
the non-scientific. The principle is, however, a different matter. Mr. Priestley says if this "were true
it would disprove evolution." But, in my opinion,
the reverse is the fact. The evolution of the livingfrom the non-living must be a part of the gr(lat
scheme. For, otherwise, how did the living organism originate~ There is no alternativ but that of
miracle. The error that Mr. Priestley appears to me
to hav fallen into is in supposing that by" spontaneous
generation" is meant that both high and low organisms are thus produced. No one supposes that high
organisms can originate in non-living matter, and
those of Pouchet doubtless came from germs which
all his care had not rmcceeded in excluding. Indeed,
this was proved by Pasteur, a far greater authority
than Pouchet._. In Bastian's experiments none but
the lowest organisms were produced, namely, bacteria
and vibriones.
· With regard to man being the last and highest
animal, all that I meant was, the highest t.hat had yet
appeared. What may take place hereafter no one
knows. And the theories respecting it are so
numerous that their name is legion. The general
impression among scientific men is that no high(lr
physical development will take place, as under .the
rule of man's intellect the struggle assumes a different form. Professor Fiske has, I think, made this
clear. But that is no part of my business to discuss
now. The long extract from Huxley sets forth a
view in which that professor stands almost--if not
quite-alone. That, however, in no way affects the
position taken in my articles.
CHARLES WATTS.

Cause of Earthquakes.
The cause of earthquakes is very plain to one who
accepts the theory of world-formation by accretion.
More than seven million meteors enter the earth's
atmosphere every twenty-four hours. Thus this
planet has grown through incomputable ages, and
with its growth the increased pressure of gravity enlarges and expands the melted core. For the prodigious force of gravity is all-sufficient to produce
the internal heat. But some objector will say, Is
not the internal heat radiated? Yes, but only infinitesimally. Science tells us that the radiation to the
surface is not one-sixteenth of a degree of Fahrenheit. This is not a thousandth part of the heat which
the sun imparts to the earth's surface. The meteoric
growth therefore constantly enlarges and expands the
melted core, causing cracks in the solid crust.

BURR.
THE donations and legacies to the American Tract Society
for the year ending April 1, 1886, amounted to $98,893.
The salary list of the officers of the society for the same
period was $94,800. A committee W1ll see if they cannot reduce the salary expenses.

Lectures. and Meetings.
FRoM July 15th to Octob.er 15th J. E. Remsburg delivered
just one hundred lectures.
W. S. BELL's list of lectures in Texas, up to November
4th, is as follows: October 16th, Temple; 17th, Belton; 19th
Sparta; 20th, Clifton; 21st and 22d, Norse; 23d, Meridian;
24th, Morgan; 25th, Walnut; 28th, Fort Worth; 30th, Terrell; November 2d, Corsicana; 3d, Kerens; 4th, Hubbard
City.
CHARLES WATTs lectures for Friendship Liberal League,
Philadelphia, in Industrial Hall, Broad and Wood streets,
Sunday, Nov. 7th, at 2:30PM.; subject," If a Man Die Shall
He Liv Again?-The Secularist Answer." At 7:30P.M.,
subject, "Saints and Sinners-Which?" The Liberal public
throughout the city and vicinity are cordially invited to cooperate to make these lectures a success. Seats are free.
W. F. JAMIESON's lectures are called for in Utah, Colorado, and Nebraska. Liberals in Nebraska hav waited for
him several weeks, but on account of his engagements in
Montana he will be unable to reach them until the latter part
of November. He wishes to remain in Nebraska, lecturing
every night in the week, and twice or three times every Sunday, until the 1st of February. He is now lecturing in
Bozenmn, M. T. But it will be best to write him at his per.
manent address, Lake City, Minn. All mail is promptly forwarded. His line of travel will be along the Union Pacific
Railway into Nebraska.
THE seventeenth regular meeting of the Hempstead Freethought Association was held in the new and beautiful readirlg-room just fitted up at Liberty Hall. The exercises were
opened by a very pretty and finely rendered recitation by
Miss Ada DeMott, the youngest member. Mr. Ohas. B.
Reynolds followed with a grand address on "Secularism,"
e;iving a lucid exposition and strong defense of Secular principles. Answers to several questions in geology were read
by the president, and questions in astronomy and geology
propounded for next meeting. Two candidates for membership were.proposed by the president and referred to the vigilance committee. The methods employed by this society
are positiv and constructiv, which, while they command
attention and respect, yet effectually undermine and destroy
superstition. Tlle effort s.o far is a grand success, and we
believe that if the same methods were more generally employed, much more progress would be made in the Secular
movement. The president, Mr. C. F. DeMott, will be
pleased to giv any possible suggestion or information to those
desiring to form similar societies.-H. H. GEER, Secretary.
MR. L. K. WASHBURN will be one of t.he speakers at the
coining Congress of the American Secular Union, and has
been prevailed on to devote a few weeks to New York state.
Now, let every earnest Liberal in our state make this a personal matter. Here is duty, dear reader, for you to do.
Who is not deeply interested in removing prejudice from the
minds of friends and neighbors? How many noble, generous
hearts would cease opposition and heartily join us in our endeavors if they could be made to realize the ennobling principles of Secularism and what our aims and objects really
are! Mr. Washburn is a genial gentleman, a scholar, and
a genuin Secularist. He never fails to advance the cause
wherever he lectures, no matter how fierce the opposition,
for he speaks with the glowing eloquence of his young, vigorous manhood and the devotion the glorious truths of Secularism inspire in a warm, generous heart. His lectures are
delivered in such a frank, kindly spirit, yet so logical withal,
that, while carrying conviction to the mind, he endears himself to the hearts of his hearers. Write Mr. Washburn for
dates at once, so that he may arrange his route without having long journeys to and fro, losing both time and money.
Let us make an earnest effort, so that not one night of his
sojourn in our state shall be without lecture engagement.C. B. REYNOLDs, Ch. Ex. Com. N.Y. F. A.

Literary.
The Rev. Dr. A. H. Lewis writes in the torthcoming num.
ber of the Popular Science Monthly on the orig'n and results
of Sunday Legislation. His contention is that the day was
first instituted by pagan sun-worshipers, and that it has only
been possible to maintain its status in Christian nations by
the constant eXl'rcise of the authority of the St{Lte.
"Men, Women, and Gods," by Helen H. Gardener, has
been revised, and issued by The Truth Seeker Company,
New York. The introduction by Robert G. Ingersoll is
characteristic and emphatic, maintaining that Miss Garden.
er's arguments are irrefutable. If the writer does not convince the reader, she at least opens up a new field of thought
and suggests a critical revision of old belief. The book is interesting from more than one standpoint, and is earnestly
written. The author is very strenuous to hav people throw
off the shackles of superstition and break away from a blind
following after the old teachings about the Bible and religion.- Worcester SP!J.
Once a month we are reminded by the reception of Mr.
Shaw's Independent Pv,lpit that Liberalism is a large and
growing factor in the civilization of Texas. By his platform
and pen efforts ¥r. Shaw contributes more than any other
man to spread Liberal ideas in a part of the country supposed
to be most obdurate in its belief in ancient errors. The
twenty-four pages of the October n!J.mber of the Pulpit are
filled with contributions from talented writers, and editorials
of solid worth. Mr. Shaw's policy is to secure articles that
shall be of permanent value to the cause of Freethought, that
may be used by other writers as references. In this he has,
so far, been very successful, and a file of the Pulpit is a Freethought cyclopedia of argument. There is a wide field for a
magazine of this character, and the Pulpit covers it in an admirable.manner.
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ers, especially missionaries, do not know that the never aimed at competition, so she never needed sur-_
images placed-in our temples are not images of that plus labor. Farmers are c~nsidered the. benefacters
omniscient god, but Qf our protectors. The Hin- of society, and laborers the1r bosses. Rwh folks are
doos are hero-worshipers. They always pray to that generally in plain attire, but their serva~ts mrts~ be
Socialism in India.
unseen power for such pious protectors. We pay in livery of gold and silver, silk and satm. It 1s ~o
II.
voluntary homage to them; hence, no taxes are levied shame for a master to be shabbily dressed, but h1s
Natural polygamists marry rnore than one wife, on us by our kings, and anything given invol- servant must be well fed and clothed, otherwise he is
and support them too. The American monogamist untarily and with an unwilling heart was sinful. The ·impeached.
GoPAL VrNAYAK JosHEE.
does the same, but supports one wife at a time. He farmers, the traders, and the protectors, therefore,
(TO BE CONCLUDED.)
marries-and is divorced, remarries and is redivorced, lived peacefully and harmoniously, one acknowledging
so that one person may ever hav as many wives or the necessity of another for his own goods. This
Montana.
husbands in his or her lifetime, without bearing their went on without a hitch for centuries; but as society
To
THE
EDITOR
oF
THE
TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In this
burden, as the natural polygamists do. This sort of began to multiply another necessity arose, that of
·letter
I
will
giv
you
a
little
theology." There is ~ot
thing leads to a life devoid of any sacredness about educating their children, and making social and poit except that of loose, slippery character; it leads to litical laws and laws of inheritance. Each class had the least doubt that Christians hav turned a longmg
anarchy, and saps the foundation of society. Mon- enough on hand and could not divide attention. eye toward thesl:) silver hills. Their theory is that
eyed people alone can marry. Matrimony is a lot- They thought that educators and legislators should the hills as well as the cattle, are the Lord's. On
tery, and woman is the prize which falls to the lo.t of be unselfish and impartial. They should be free the same' train I came on, for two days there WIJ.S a
a few, so that seventy-five per cent are forced mto from self interest in works of education and legisla- superintendent of the Young Men's Christ~an .;\-ss?ci-:
single life against their ~ill. They therefore take to tion. They saw that parents should not be entrusted ation. He gave me his card, but h~d no mclmatwn
drinking and licentiousness. In each city there are with care of their children, because of their natural to talk theology. Christians seldom want to talk
thousands of unmarried men and women. Instead tendency to impart selfish instruction to them. A with anybody unless one agrees with them. He got
of leading a lewd life, if these women will enter fourth class was therefore appointed out of these off at Helena, and I saw by the press, aftenyard, t~at
into matrimony and reform on Potter's wheel so elders, who renounced themselvs and took a vow he is occupied organizing those assassinatwn somemany men, they will entirely do away with anarchy that they would on no account seek the pleasures of ties. Christians put their money (and all they can
and rowdiness, which hav disfigured tliis country; this world and lay treasures on earth. This class is get of other people's) into untaxed buildings. They
not only this, but these women will be the benefac- called the Brahmans, or the spiritual nobility of India. know that wealth lends respectability to their church.
tors of society, by establishing social peace and po- They were unselfish; cared not for frown or flattery, The question is not so much, with them, the truth ~f
litical tranquility. But no, such will not be the case, gold or silver, palace or place. The whole world a doctrin, as its respectability. Look at the Cathohc
American freedom, liberty, and independence will was their home, all mankind their people, and to do church. For four hundred years it has withstood
revolutionize the whole world, and make life and prop- good was their religion. Who will not respect such the assaults of reason, and boasts of. it. In this
- erty unsafe and uncertain. I should therefore like a person, who denies himself, nay, even sacrifices his country it is the most powerful organization-has the
to beg you to patiently listen to the history of India, times and power, for human happiness, without ex- largest following of any sect.
In Butte last Monday a column-and-a-half sermon
where all the problems of life, right and wrong, gov- pecting any reward in return~
of Priest Cushnahan was reported in the daily. He
ernment and religion, hav scientifically been solved.
So you see we hav had in India, first of all, the farm- probably has more talent than any Protestant
The Western writers hav attempted to prove that ers and laborers who owned the land and raised
both the Hindoos and Europeans originally belonged crops. Then came the traders or mercantil community, preacher in the city. We naturally expect the clearto one Aryan family, of which one-bali migrated to at the seeking of the farmers, for doing the exchange est statements and the most convincing logic from so
the east and the other to the west. I do not like to business. The merchants, having in their possession learned a source. Else of what practical value is the
enter into . this discussion. I however firmly be- the products of the land for exchange, prayed and education about which the Christians continually
lieve that each country, climate, and soil has its secured the assistance of defenders of -peace and boast? Of what earthly account are the colleges
own productions peculiar to itself. Earth, water, protectors of property. · This third class, as I said upon which both Catholic and Protestant churches
air, and wind are full of life-germs when heated by before, were the soldiers or warriors of India. They, pride themselvs, if the preaching of priest and
fire. I therefore maintain that the Hindoos were in fact, were the rulers or kings of the Hindoos. preacher does not commend itself to the plain dictates
born,in and belonged to India as her natural produc- They also felt the need of counselors and advisers, of common sense? What do we get from the most
learned of them~ Assertions without proof. Dogtions.
and selected from among themselvs and other two
For eighteen hundred years the West treated the lower classes such persons who were universally re- matizing without end. To make this plain to anyone
East as savage, barbarous, and semi-civilized. The spected. A fourth class was therefore added, who disposed to reason, we will giv a few extracts from
European called the Eastern people by all choice took the responsibility of instructing and governing Father· Cushnahan's sermon, which was considered
nanies, such as pagan or heathen. I do not, there- the three lower classes enumerated above. That valuable enough to print in a daily which charges ten
fore, understand why they should now try to cone there might not be abuse of power, misappropriation cents a word for notices of our lectures in Renshaw's
,
sider the Hindoos as their brothers, and claim to hav of property, and unjust demands, the fourth cl9:ss, Opera House. Said the priest:
My friends, if we admit a God, ~s ~ver;v individual must if·
belonged to that Aryan stock whose shadow, some called the Brahmans, made beneficent laws, touching
trifles not with the reason that Is lll him, we must, at the
years ago, was a contamination to the white people. on social relations, rights of man, politics, and relig- he
same time ·admit that we are bound to believe all he asks us _
The Englishman is proud of tracing his genealogy back ion, and thus maintained the equilibrium of common- to believe.' This Reason herself tells, because if his existence
to some king or queen. Until the Englishman, Sir wealth.
be admitted it must also be admitted that he is superior to
·
William Jones, and his compeers, led the way into the
This way, you see, in India farmers and labor- us, as he is, 'and must be, the cause of our existence. Th~re
splendid garden of Sanscrit literature; until the as- ers are the property-holders. They are in full posses- n:.ust be some first cause prior to man, that gave man exist.
because from nothing nothing is made. This first came
tonished eye of the West saw its glorious flowers of sion of all they produce. They, however, seek the ence
is G~d, hence our superior-he the Lord, we the servants~
1- oe>y, its fruits of philosophy and metaphysics, its assistance of traders for exchange, and expect exact and hence our duty to believe what he commands us to be:
crystal-like rivulets of science, its magnificent struct- return, but the merchants, like the capitalists in Eng- lieve.
ure of philosophy, no one dreamed the world had land and America, became speculators, and grew rich. · So popular is Catholicis~ ~ere, and so adm~ed is
had any history worth speaking of before ~he times Our lawgivers hav therefore imposed upon them the this priest, that he was mVIted to lecture m . th.e
of the Greek and Roman civiljzation. But now the religious duty of distributing food among the poor Grand Opera. House. One hundred and fifty busiEuropeans would like to be the descendants of the and giving clothes to the naked. ..They hav relig- ness men signed the invitation, and the house was
Aryan race. Let them be as they wish; I must con~ iously enjoined the merchants to giv their neighbors packed at a dollar a ticket. Yet, great as he is, he
fine myself to the Socialism of India. I beg your a periodical feast twice a year, so that what little uttered the foregoing nonsensical statements. About
pardon for any deviation I may hav made in my money they make by unjust speculations is thUi em- everything which a priest or preacher says must be
discourse. I hav dwelt more on England and Amer- ployed for charitable purposes, and in fulfilment of taken for granted. Is it the fault of the man? or the
ica than I intended.
social obligation. In this manner the paupers, who religion~ Some Catholics hav been attendmg my
The Hindoos, like the English, hav had their kings in other countries hav become a source of anxiety lectures and evidently that sermon was delivered and
and queens, but they were rather the incarnation ·of and trouble to the wealthy, are easily tranquilized, printed' for the purpose of counteracting the bad
their deities than their tyros. The land belonged and bound in obligation in my country. The Hindoo influence of my addresses. We hav had but few
to the subject$, so that every man has his own piecQ lawgivers fully recognized that in the order of things Catholics out since. I would, therefore, like to hav
of ground to plow and cultivate for the support of adversity and prosperity must go hand-in-hand, and as many of them see this article as possible.
his family. Sufficient unto the day was the evil the influence of one should be counterbalanced by
Let us now dissect the sermon.
thereof. The Hindoos do not strive to compete and another. If one, by extreme indolence and sluggishWhy not prove a God~ Is it not incumbent on
emulate. Ever.y man has a right to raise enough ness, becomes poor, another, by extreme vigilance and the one who affirms to do this? Certainly. Who,
corn for himself and his· family. Anything beyond watchfulness, becomes rich, and both, in the scale of then, trifles with reason'l The Christian does who
that is considered sinful and an offense against his law and justice, are guilty, and must be punished- wants you to take his bare assertions without proof.
neighbor. Small villages are formed, and surplus the poor for his laziness and the rich for his sharp- If Christians would submit their every statement to
product, if any, stored up right in the village, as an ness. The poor is proscribed heaven as long as he reason, their church would collapse before the end of
insurance against famin and hard times. As varie- eats the bread and drinks the water of charity; the a century.
ties of products were raised by different farmers, rich is debarred from celestial empire until the sins
This priest piles admissions on top of each other
their exchange were thought indispensably neces- he committed in hoarding money by unjust means in profusion. He wants everybody to " admit" .a
sary. Labor was thus divided, and traders or ex- are washed away by feeding and clothing the poor God exists; next that the God speaks to us, when 1t
changers were selected from among the farming or with due respect. No social degradation or elevation is only the priest who speaks for God; and next we ·
indigenous population. Their business was to ex- is ascribed to the acts of giving or receiving charity. must believe what God tells us (that is, what the
cha.nge goods and receive commissions in kind. These If a person, in doing charity, showed any superiority priest tells us). No theological juggling about that!
were all peaceful settlers, recognizing the brotherhood to one whom he fed and clothed, he was at once deWe must also" admit" that this God, who depends
of man, though different in occupations. Both the prived of his merit; on the other hand, the recipient for his existence upon a priestly begging of· the
farming and trading communities became flourishing, is made to believe that he increases the burden of his question, is superior to us. Take th~ gentleman's
and were so engrossed by business that they knew debt as long as he does not eat by the sweat of his own Bible for it, and he is greatly infenor to us.
not how to guard themselvs· against disturbances brows. Thus the capital and labor was equali:~ed
The priest makes but one attempt at argument,
and protect from wild animals. About the time when without strikes. Why will the poor destroy the and hopelessly breaks down. There must be some
the demand for protection grew paramount, some property of the rich if the latter will recognize them first cause prior to man, because from nothing nothnoble and self-sacrificing souls came forward and as their unfortunate brothers? But the capitalists in ing is made, he argues. The Christian church has
volunteered their services for the purpose. They England and America will never do so; they hav always insisted that nothing is exactly the stuff out of
were called soldiers or warriors. The Indian his- grown so selfish and so indifferent that they do not which this entire universe was made. The gentleman's
tory is replete with the lives of such illustrious per~ feel ashamed to bribe literary men to defend their "argument" would be just as sound if he should say
sonages. Their names are holy and sacred. They cause. I do. not, therefore, know how their life and there must be some first cause prior to God that
are dear to every Hindoo. They are our gods. We property could be safe and secure. The Hindoo gave God existence, because from nothing noth~ng: is
make their images and worship them. Nowhere is capitalists and laborers neither dreaded nor planned made. But right here is where the Chnst1an
- the warrior -class so well revered and respected. We such results. They never sought emigrants from "begs," makes an intellectual pauper of ~imself.
hav erected temples and monuments in commemo- abroad and then expelled them by force.
India
The priest tells us that because God .J.S our superation of ~heir auspicious advents on earth. Foreign- always has had enough work for laborers. As she rior it is our dut:r, tq Q~liE)v~ w.hat he commands us to.
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Bible God has ~.eceive~ ~d deluded the people "that
they should beh_eve a he, as an honest man he will
abandon the B~ble God, and leave the Christian
chUTch. There IS no Qther course left for him for he
says himself that belief in a truthful God is "the very
groimd of t~e Christian's belief." If, as Christians
hav often sa1d, a man should giv up life itself for the
truth, then he should certainly giv up the church for
the sake of truth. Manhood is more noble than
W. F. JAMIESON.
. No one of the sects can aprly this argument because no priesthood.

believe. He then proceeds at length to show that
the .Cathqlic church is the direct lineal descendant of
Chnst and the apostles, as if they were all here now
to do their own preac_hiJ;g, that would settle, beyond
all successful contradictiOn, that their words were all
·true. Then, with the flourish of an old-fashioned
stage-dri~er b~owing his horn and cracking his whip,
as he drives mto town, the priest knocks over the
Protestants as a §et of pretenders. Hear him:
one can span the distance of time between the ~postles and
- 31s. They all bav originated too late or died too soon. Let
It prove much or little, it proves this-that the body claims to
be the church of Christ, and coming down with uninter-~upted histor!c existence, for Christ to us is the body that is
m common with the see of Rome, and recognizes in the suc·
cessor of Peter the vicar of Christ.
. Of course, this divine commission of Christ has been demed, bu! a denial to be of any ":eight must hav a reason,
and a higher reason than affirmatiOn denied. A person can
den;v only by an authority sufficient to warrant an affirmativ~
A Simple denial or negativ proves or disproves nothing. Yet
the reformers only opposed the simple negativ; they "opposed
to her no authority, no truth. Their denials were based
1~pon no authoritativ tru~h, and _conseq_uently only allega' tiOD;S. They oppo~ed theu own Simple JUdgment or caprice
agamst an authonty acknowledged for sixteen centuries.
They may deny .and cavil as they please, but I question the
world,. Wh~re IS the truth ou~side of her in any religion or
heresy m SCience that she demes or does not recognize or
hold and teach in its unity and catholicity? All who reject
her hav no truth to oppose to_ her, no reason for their denial
and principle on which to base their rejection of her
authority.
·
This. much is ce~tain, it. is either the c_!J.urch or nothing.
There 1:' no alternativ.. It Is the greatest absurdity, for those
who reJect her authonty and to pretend to be Christians because they hav no grounds of belief of what is or what is
not Christ's revelation, duty and manly anthems. Hence it
is the Catholic who is the only man that has the mental fr~e
dom, a reason why he believes and authority that cannot deceive. His faith makes him free. Who can be freer than he
who held to believe and obey only God?
All sects of Christians believe that Christ revealed his .actions and instituted a church, and that it was Catholic and
apostolic.

Severe on the Protestants. If the priest and his
church are right, we Infidels hav as good a chance
for heaven as the Infidel Protestant. Father Cashnahan settles the whole matter. He says: " The
church accredits herself. It is on her fidelity, her
vigilant guardianship and uniform testimony, that we
depend for our confidence in the genuinness and
authority of the scriptures."
S:e _proves the church true by the Bible and proves
the Bible true by the church. 'rbat is the logic of
the priest; but thoroughbred logicians call it " reasoning in a circle-vicious reasoning." To show
that this is what he does I will giv his own words:
- It is in perfect keeping and hannony with reason to believe
. on his word. Reason and the dictates of a rightly balanced
mind say, Yes, we should believe the word of God: but how
-know we the word of-how know we what is proposed to us
as the word of God is God's word? The Mormon holds one
thing to be the revelation of God; the Catholic holds directly
the opposit to be the wo'rd of God, and this party something
different. We take the fact that this is his word on the authority of the Catholic church. Believe it to be his word because she declared it to be.
·

.Now, what will every honest thinker say when I
show that the prie1>t makes all his assumptions depend upon the veracity of the Bible God? Let him
again speak for himself:
The mind, well arranged, with its faculties in full play
cannot conceive a lying God, a God asking man to believ~
what is false and untrue. Now, this is the very ground of
the Christian's belief. He believes the revealed truth on the
veracity of God, because it is his word, and it is impossible
for his word to be false. What God says is, and must be
true, and there is no higher ground :!'or belief or faith, nay:
even knowledge, than to know that fact that God says 1t.

Now, turn with me to the gentleman's scriptures.
"Doubtless ye shall not come into the land, concerning which I aware to make you dwell therein," save
Caleb and Joshua. "Your carcases shall fall in this
wilderness," "and ye shall know my breach of
_ promis" (Num. xiv, 30, 32, 34).
'
He confesses his breach of promis.
Again: "If the prophet be deceived when he hath
spoken _ a thing, I the Lord hav deceived that
prophet'' (Ezek. xiv, 9). ·
The " scriptures " say this God also sanctioned lying in others. Read: "The Lord said, Who shall
persuade Ahab, that he may go up and fall at Ramoth-Gilead T And one said on this manner, and another said on that manner. And there came forth a
spirit, and stood before the Lord, and said, I will
persuade him. And the Lord said unto him, Wherewith~ And he said, I will go forth, and I will be a
lying spirit in the mouth of all his_ prophets. And
he said, Thou shalt persuade him, and prevail also ;
go forth, and do so.. Now, therefore, behold, the
Lord hath put a lying spirit in the mouth of all
these thy prophets, and the Lord hath spoken evil
concerning thee."
Can it be that the priest ever read these passages 7
Take one example from theN ew Testament: "God
shall send them strong delusion that they should believe a lie" (2 Thes. ii, 11).
Cannot conceive, says the priest, "a lying God, a
God asking man to believe what is false and untrue."
But there is the proof that his God did that very
thing. The priest has deceived his people. · And if
he never read these texts, he has deceived himself.
After one's pointing it out to him, showing him that his

Freethought in Australia.
Australia is rapidly coming to the fore with FreeA few years ~go,
With the exceptwn of an occasional short-lived venture
in New South Wales, Freethinkers had little in the
periodical line to boast of. Now things are changed.
We hav not only the Liberator in Melbourne and the
Rationalist in New Zealand, but New South Wales
issues a new two-cent weekly paper called The Reflector, a neat and tastily designed sheet of four
pages, of which Mr. Thomas Walker is editor· and
at Adelaide, South Australia, there has bee~ recently started a four-cent weekly newspaper called.
Our Commonwealth, an ably written and well conducted political and labor journal of a somewhat advanced radical nature; the latter is edited by Mr.
Igna-tius Singer.
.
· _1'heFreethinker and Ne:v South Wales Reformer,
edited by Mr. W. \V. Co1hns, of Sydney, is unfortunately approaching its demise. It has been issued
for twenty-two weeks, but is only to run a number
or two longer, when it will be incorporated in its
larger rival, the Liberator, and Mr. Collins will contribute articles to the latter paper. Although it is a
matter of regret that so useful a paper should meet
with so untimely an end, there are fortunately the.
others ready to fill its place. The Freethin!cer however, has not lived in vain. The Sydney Sch~ol of
Arts has been quarreling over the question of its admission to their table, and the question has just been
settled by a count of noses, deciding upon its exclusion. Alf. Barry, the bishop of Sydney, has had his
little say in the matter. In a letter to a daily paper
he says : "I entirely sympathize with you about th~
Freethinker. It is not a matter of belief or unbelief,
but of common decency. Every man has a right to
publish his own opinions, but on such subjects it
should be with gravity and right consideration of the
feelings and fa+th of others." This letter, as a matter of course, brought out a spirited reply from Mr.
Collins, in which he completely turned the tables upon
the Bible-worshiping bigot.
Mr. Collins is having another little battle-this
time with a champion of the spiritual faith, Mr.
George Chainey. The debate is upon the respectiv
merits and demerits of Spiritualism and Secularism
Mr. Chainey supporting the former, and Mr. Collin~
the latter. The debate, which is to extend over six
nights, is being reported in the press, and is provoking great interest.
In Victoria matters hav been somewhat quieter of
late; the prosecutions of the Freethinkers hav been
allowed to lapse, and nothing is now heard of them.
An occasional threat and reminder is thrown out by
the officials, but nobody takes any notice of it, and
everybody seems to be satisfied. Mr. Symes is getting comfort~bly settled down here, and his lectures
are as well patronized as ever. The Liberator continues to hold its own, and has lately been increased
from sixteen to twenty pages ; the illustrations, too,.
hav considerably increased in merit and are well appreciated by the subscribers.
Some little interest has been caused in Melbourne
lately by the formation of the Melbourne Anarchist
Club on the 1st of May last. The principles of the
club are identical with those of your Boston contemporary, Liberty. Debates upon the principal social
and political topics hav-been held weekly, and they
hav proved highly successful. The breadth of the
platform has caused those possessing the most
diversified views to freely express them; and these
debates, which hav not been unlike those of the Manhattan Liberal Club (if I may judge by the reports
of your facetious man with the badge-pin) hav
proved vastly instructiv.
There is plenty of trade depression in these colonies just now, and strikes are taking place everywhere, while the unemployed are growing numerically stronger, and are holding meetings petitioning
the legislators to provide them with employment.
At one of these meetings, in Melbourne, the other
day, a scrimmage took place between the police and
the employment-seekers, plenty of blood being shed
by the policemen's handcuffs and batons. Three of
the unfortunates were imprisoned for taking a conspicuous part in the affair. During their trial an episode occurred worthy of our Christian colony with
its Christian institutions. One gentleman, who had
been present at the affray, desired to giv evidence in
favor of the prisoners, who he averred had merely
acted in self-defense; but, because he stated his
desire to make an affirmation in preference to an
oath, the magistrate refused to giv him a hearing;
and Mr. Fleming, the gentleman in question, had to
endme the mortification of hearing only one side of
t~ought and r~dical newspapers.
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the case stated, and of seeing these_ starving men
hurried off to jail to satisfy the whim of this insolent
representativ of justice.
The Christians in this part are not very activ just
at present, the_ Anglican bishop having left for J\IIanchester without providing a substitute, and the Papist archbishop having left for Kingdum Kum with
the same hasty want_ of precaution. The -latter has
left behind him a memory which is still greenalthough much to the disadvantage of his character.
I post you a copy of a pamphlet concerning him,
which his solicitor has just published a new edition
of; it might prove as interesting as instructiv.
Freethought is being vigorously pushed ahead in
Queensland. Dr. J. L. York, who lately debated
with the newly arrived Scottish champion of anti-Infidelity, Mr. H. A. Long, has been lecturing there
with great success. He has also formed a Freethought organization, known as the Gympie Freethought Union, and similar to the one which he
fonned some time ago in Sydney, New South Wales.
Tasmania is still groping in the darkness of "Christian enlightenment," and Freethought makes little
headway there. A few weeks ago, an attempt was
made to silence a Freethought lecturer in Hobart by
a policeman threatening to arrest him for treason if
he dared to speak again; but the lecturing has gone
on as usu~J,l, and the blue-coated official has not again
interfered.
The New Zealand Freethinkers hav received 'an
unpleasant experience in the departure of Robert
Stout to the folds of aristocracy. Little did they
expect that one who had so strongly condemned the
use of titles in his paper two or three years ago
would so suddenly hav accepted a knighthood, as
Robert Stout-now Sir Robert Stout-has done. If
Mr. Stout has deteriorated, however, Mr. Joseph
Evison has not, but has more than compensated for
the loss of the ex-Radical. The Rationalist has constantly increased in intrinsic merit, the latter numbers
comparing favorably with the earlier ones, and purely
Secular matters receiving a far larger share of attention, while the editor has still retained his determined and plain-speaking policy.
All things considered, the prospects of Freeth ought
in Australia are very cheering, and when there is
taken into account the increasing amount of Freethought lecturers and Freethought newspapers, together with new Freethought societies and similar unions; and especially when there is noted the
increasing interest taken by Freethinkers and others
in the practical affairs of this world, there is every
reason to expect further progress in the future.
DAVID A. ANDRADE.
South Yarra, Melbourne, Aus., Sept. 7, 1886.

Mr. Bell's Progress.
Leaving Chicago, September 27th, for our longcontemplated trip to Texas, and having several engagements on the way, the :first place reached was
Wheeler, Ill., and the second, Kirkville, Mo. We
are now about to make a bee-line for Denison, Tex.
We began a course of lectures in Wheeler, September 28th, to a very good audience, and on each
succeeding evening the audience was larger than
that of the evening previous, so that at the last lecture all that came could not find room in the house,
and many stood at the windows, outside.
Several ministers were present, and took notes. At
the close of each lecture, I invited them to stand up
and defend their faith, but they kept silent, thinking
that "mum" was the best thing they had to offer.
At the close of my last lecture, I made a point to call
the attention of the audience to the fact that the
ministers did not dare to defend their creeds, and
even this dig could not bring them to their feet. '
Mine were the first lectures ever given here on
Freethought, and, just think of it! in a new church
at that; one not yet dedicated. It will take a vast
amount of fumigation or holy water to sanctify that
temple to make it a fit place for the holy people of
God to worship in. _
·
Among the. good Liberals here, I made the acquaintance of Charles Hess, Dr. Chapman, Milton
Hand, and Charles Harwood. The only fault I hav
to :find with some of the friends here is that they do
not take the papers. I cannot understand what a
Freethinker can be doing with his thinker when he
does not take even one Liberal paper, and I told
some of them so, and they promised to reform and
do better in the future. We shall see.
Our good brother Hess and his. happy family, _who
liv four miles out of town, entertamed us splendidly.
The surviving spring chickens were the only ones
who chuckled when we left.
After much tribulation_ we got across the country
to Kirkville, Mo. Here we were cordially entertained by Mr. and Mrs. William Hart, who hav kept
lecturers' hotel for many years.
Brother Hart introduced us to a large but not
very brilliant audience. We managed, however, to
hold them, and occasionally to break the solemnity
of some of their sad, dull countenances.
By the time this reaches you I shall be in Texas.
Kirkville, Mo., Oct. 4, 1886.
W. S. BELL. -
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Our Mayoralty Candidates.
Henry George, the Labor candidate, is an Episcopalian. At a meeting last Sunday he refused to
-speak upon politics further than to say that it was
·the business of all to ascertain the will of God and
then to do it. On week days Mr. George's modesty
does not prevent him from asserting that the will of
God is that all should vote for him on November 2d.
Abram Hewitt, the Democratic candidate, is the
fussy gentleman who refused to rent Cooper Union
for the reception of D. M. Bennett, when he came
out of the Albany bastile. It will be recollected that
Chickering Hall, though accommodating some two
thousand, was inadequate to hold the masses who desired to assure the founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER
that his imprisonment was a Christian outrage.
Theodore Roosevelt, the Republican candidate, before he was a politician was a Freethinker. The
Times asserts that he has changed his views, and
now believes that Jonah lived three days in the belly
of a whale.
The world calls these three men honest-and no
doubt they are.

Inspii·ation.
The following, from an article by Dr. Samuel _T.
Spear/ places the doctrin of plenary inspiration of
the Bible upon its rightful level-entirely dependent
upon the authority of that book:
" If any one wishes to know what is the true doctrin of
inspiration, his proper course is not to speculate on the subject, not to assume any a priori knowledge in regard to it,
and not to attempt any improvements upon what the Bible
says, but to read and st.udy the words of Christ in the promis
of inspiration, and also the words .of his apostles in their
statement of the doctrin. The Bible itself is far the best
treatis on inspiration ever written, and the only one that is
absolutely conclusiv. It asserts and explains its own inspiration. The Christian, whether the occnpant of the pulpit as
a preacher of the gospel or of the pew as a hearer, can, on
this subject, as on every other relating to religion, do no better than to rest his faith on what it it says. He can in no
other way do as well. Let him never forget that, independently of the teaching of the Bible, he knows nothing on the
subject."
This, it seems to us, is virtually surrendering the
Bible as the word of God, and placing it upon the
same footing as other alleged sacred works. Starting from the only known fact about the Bible-that
it exists to-day in book form-the problem raised by
the Christians is, What authority has the book over
men 1 The Christian answer is that the book is a
divinely-inspired work, written by the direction and
under the supervision of God; that it records God's
works and God's teachings; that it is necessarily
without error in fact or theory (seeing an infallible
God cannot err); that it is a rule of faith and life
which ought to be believed and obeyed, and must be
believed and obeyed to earn a heaven or escape an
eternal hell'; and that nothing is to be added to it,
either by" new revelations of the spirit or traditions
of men." These are the assumptions made for the
Bible.
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will, for his own glory; most loving, gracious, merciful, long-suffering, abundant in goodness and truth,
forgiving iniquity, transgression, and sin; the rewarder of them that diligently seek him; and withal
most just and terrible in his judgments; hating all
sin, and who will by no means clear the guilty."
" That may be a true description of him, but how do
you prove the existence of such a being?" " By his
word and spirit." "What is his word?" "Th~ holy
scriptures of the Old and New Testaments." "Ah!
yes; you prove God by the book and the book bywhat~" " The book? Oh, we prove the book by
itself!"
The claim that the Bible is an inspired work must
necessarily rest upon the aeknowledgment that there
is a God to inspire; it must be further proved that
such a God could inspire it, and that he did. But un-.
less the existence of God is :first proved, the Christian is stopped from further claims. A book cannot
be the record of a God's works and teachings unless
that God exists to hav a record and to teach. But
outside of the book there is no such evidence. In
the book, however, it is asserted there is a God, who
inspired its writing. The question then turns upon
the truth or· falsity of the book itself. If it be
shown that there is no error in the book, then the
Christian can go on with his claims. But if there is
an error-only one would be sufficient-then the
Bible cannot possibly be the work .,of an infallible
God. Dr. Spear's limitation of the proof of inspiration limits the question to, Is the Bible true1 Is it
what it purports to be-a record of God's works or
of its teaching? Is it infallible? Is it without error
in fact or theory! Is it such rule of faith that he
who believes it earns a heaven, or that he who obeys
it escapes eternal torture? Is its affirmation of a
heaven true? Is its description of hell tme7 Is it
the final true word upon all religious matters 1 If
not, then -it could not hav been inspired by a God
answering to the description of the Christian. But
if God is a most pure spirit, as the Christians claim
upon Biblical authority, he could not hav dictated the
mass of corruption found in the Old Testament; if
he is in:finit, he could not hav compressed himself
to walk in a garden with a fence around it; if he is
perfection itself, he could not hav made au imperfect
world; if he is without body or parts, Moses could
not hav seen one part of his body; if he is passionless, he could not be angry at his foes; if he is eternal, where was he before the beginning~ If he is
incomprehensible, how could the writers of the Bible
comprehend him sufficiently to describe him 1 If he
is almighty, he could not hav been thwarted in h1s
purpose by an iron wagon; if he is most wise, he
would not hav made the mistake of creating a world
that he had to drown; if he is most holy, he would
never hav commanded the unholy slaughter of whole
nations; if he is most free and absolute, the devil
could not checkmate him; if he worketh all things
for his own glory, he would not let the immense majority of the world liv and die without knowing anything about himself; if he is most loving, he would
not hav conducted so many unrighteous wars. If he
is gracious, why is he a tyrant? If he is merciful,
why did he not show mercy to his enemies? If he is
abundant in goodness, why is not every one of his
supposed creatures happy? If he hates all sin, why
does he permit it to exist 1 If he is just in his judgments, why let the murderer get to heaven and the
good man go to hell? It cannot be that the Bible
description of God is true, and therefore, according
to Dr. Spear, the Bible cannot be inspired. ·
But if the Bible errs in its attributes of God, how
much ·more unreliable is it when recording human
and historical events! The Bible begins with a mistake, and ends with a statement impossible of verification; and between the :first verse of Genesis and
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The Constitution of New York State.
Whatever the voters of this state may think of the
various parties asking their votes this fall, or whatever the issues may be between them, there is one
important issue that should receive the affi.rmativ
votes of all the electors. That issue is whether a
state convention shall be called to devise a better
state constitution. The present organic law of this
state contains this clause:
"At the general election to be held in the year eighteen
hundred and sixty-six, and in each twentieth year thereafter,
. . . the question, ' Shall there be a convention to revise
the constitution, and amend the same?' shall be decided by
the electors qualified to vote for members of the legislature ;
and in case a majority of the electors so qualified, voting at
such election, shall detdde in favor of a convention for such
purpose, the legislature at its next session shall provide by
law for the election of delegates to such convention" (.A.rt.
13; Sec. 2).
At the election this autumn the question whether '
such a convention shall be held is to be determined.
There are several provisions in our present constitution which are in direct conflict with the demands
of Liberalism; and there are dozens of laws upon
our statute books whi'ch ought to be rendered null
and void, and their further enactment impossible, by
judicious provisions in the organic law. California
solved the problem of the separation of church and
state by the adoption of a constitution which makes
it impossible for the legislature to exempt religious
corporations from taxation, or to vote the peoplejs
money away in gifts to religious institutions. The
question of oaths, also, is settled by the constitution.
New York's present constitution exempts ministers
from taxation on the :first :fifteen hundred dollars'
worth of real estate. A new constitution should
leave this clause out. In fact, at a convention for
the revision of the.constitution, the whole of the Nine
Demands can be rendered operativ by prohibiti11g
clauses being inserted forbidding our legislators to
practically unite the state to the· church, as they hav
done in the past-that is, if the delegates to the con·
vention will listen to their presentation. That they
can be induced to do so there is but little doubt.
This will be one of the best ways that can be devised
for Freethinkers to accomplish their aims. If the
work is done, then it will stay done. But though we
should fail in getting all demands granted, some of
them may be, and the adoption of even one would be
a great victory for justice. It is, therefore, important
that the convention be called, and as it will require a
majority of all vot~s cast at the coming election to
insure the calling of the convention, every voter
should remember to cast a ballot for it.
We are now living under the constitution of 1846.
The constitution proposed at the convention of 1867
was rejected by the people with the exception of the
judiciary clause; upon which a separate vote was _
taken. In 1846 ministers and churches were regarded
as in some way sacred. Since then public opinion
has changed greatly, and it may be possible to deal
with them as with any other social factor. In 1846
religious corporations were not the power they now
are. They did not then own millions of dollars'
worth of real estate, the exemption of which added
an almost intolerable burden to the taxation of other
property. They were not then the rapacious speculators in land that they hav since become. The people mistakenly regarded them as honest institutions,
and exempted their property. A great many people
so regard them to-day, but there is a wide difference of opinion on that subject, and a convention will
be an excellent place to emphasize that difference,
with the chance to make it practical. If, when the
work of such a convention is submitted to the people, they hav the opportunity to vote on the-qu~stion
of exempting G4W<!h :property,. we hope they will f,ol-
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low the lead of the people of California and Washing"4. That since the mission of Christ's church is to teach
WHEN the politicians distribute Herbert Spencer's works
all nations,' 1 to observe all things, whatsoever he has com- as campaign documents it shows that ideas are coming to the
t~n Territory, and decline to do it.
1

" The Truth Seeker" Vindicated.
The Augustinian College at Rome has sent its
prior to Ireland, bearing a letter from the pope, begging- the Irishmen to contribute funds to build an
Irish national church in Rome, to be dedicated to St.
Patrick. .A.ll the Irish archbishops are warmly supporting the project.
The daily Northwestern, of Oshkosh, Wis., calls
attention to the fact that the same day these ecclesiastical beggars arrived in Rome, the daily papers of
this country contained a long and urgent appeal
from the president of the ' National League of
America" calling upon Irishmen, Irish-Americans,
and sympathizers with Ireland to send contributions
to the "anti-eviction" fund. The appeal set forth
the destitute and starving condition of the Irish tenantry and the horrible results of the enforcement of
the eviction laws. Contrasting the mission of the
pope's agent to Irelnnd with the appeal of the" National League," the Northwestern says : "With what
consistency can the National League of this country
and the friends of poor Ireland ask the public to donate to the suffering people of that country, who
need all the aid they can get, when the Vatic!J,D. dispatches a deputation among those for whom aid is
asked to beg of them for a building fund to erect an
Irish national church at Rome and dedicate it to St.
Patrick, or any other saint? It is food and shelter
at home, and not national churches at Rome, that the
poor of Ireland now most need. If there is spare
money in Ireland to build natio:p.al churches in Rome,
there is epare money in Ireland to help. the unfortunate tenants threatened with eviction. It is little
· less than clerical imposition to ask the Irish people
to build national churches at Rome, while those same
people are calling upon America for help. Let them
assist the helpless, and build national churches in
Rome afterward."
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 20th we printed a
picture upon the same subject. Uncle Sam was
pouring money into the hat of the Irish pauper at
the front door of his cabi:g, and that pauper's wife
was pouring the money through the back window
into the pope's hands. The idea represented by this
picture wtts viciously denounced as false, and one
officious blatherskite attempted to "boycott" THE
TRlJTH SEEKER because of its publication. To be
perfectly consistent, the people who objected to the
picture ought now to veto the pope's project, by boycotting either him or the begging hat of the "National League of America."
1

'11he Wolfish Unity.
There are some Christians who desire a unity of
the sects of Christendom. Just what their reasons
are for desiring this unity we do not know, unless it
be, as some ministers hav put it, to f!Uppress Infidelity. But for that purpose we do not see that they
need to further unite, for, fighting as they do among
tbPmselvs, they somehow manage to present a solid
front to the common enemy. Heber Newton fights
his own church, and all the other churches that attempt to meddle with him, but he goes with Talmage
and the Catholics when Ingersoll is under consideration. Discordant, dissevered, and belligerent as the
church is, she manages to keep blasphemy laws upon
most of our state statute books, and heap legal disabilities upon unbelievers, If she can do these
things disunited, we tremble at what she would do
united.. There is, however, a movement in the
Anglican church to form a Christian syndicate, and,
in furtherance of the scheme, the editor of a Congregational journal of this city wrote to Cardinal Gibbons
asking for his views on the subject. His reply is a
·specimen of religious avariciousness:
"Allow me to say, that I cannot conceive any practical
plan for the ecclesiastical union of all who bear the Christian
name which does not recognize
"1. Some authority, living and acting, that can definitly
say what is er is not divine revealed truth, since upon
·Christ's revelation his church must be grounded.
" 2. The obligation, strict and essential, of receiving in its
entirety Chistian revelation, since Christ's work in giving a
revelation would be, to say the least, useless, if each individual were left free to accept or reject that revelation, or any
part of it, as his whim might dictate. .
"3. That since Christ left a revelation he must hav left
some authorized interpreter of it ;- otherwise it would be but
a puz~le given to unaided ignorance, something which the
1 unlearned anu unstable' might 1 wrest to their own destruction.'

manded,' there must be some teacher teaching in Christ's
name, and: 1 as one having authority,' to guide his people unerringly in the way of truth.
"In the Roman Catholic church of the sixteenth century,
when Luther went out from her, these great requisits of
Christian unity were found, and they are found as well in the
Roman Catholic church of to-day; elsewhere I fail to find
them.
"In separation from the see of St. Peter, the center of Catholic unity, I can see only discord. In all this broad land
there is no one .who longs for truly Christian union more
than I do, no one who would labor more earnestly to bring
about so happy a result.
"May the father of mercies grant that those 1 other sheep,'
for whose sake his divine son died, that are not yet of his
fold, may speedily come home to it, that henceforth there
may be 1 one fold and one shepherd.' "

The cardinal is hungry for unity, if he can hav his
own kind.
Every Christian must acknowledge some authority,
activ and living, as to what is divine truth. That
means the Roman Catholic church. No individual
can reject any part of Christian revelation, but must
accept it in ita entirety. That means, accept what
the Roman Catholic church teaches without question.
Every Christian must acknowledge the authorized
interpreter of the scriptures, obediently and without
question. ·That, again, means the Roman Catholic
church.
Acknowledgment. must also be made of one teaching in Christ's name, having authority. That means
the pope.
In short, when every Christian becomes a Roman
Catholic, says the cardinal, then unity will prevailbut not till then. Mr. Gibbons is very modest, but
he is truthful. When the two wild beasts lie down
together, one of them will be inside of the other.
The Roman Catholic church will probably be the
<9utside one.

The Letter to Henry George.
The editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER feels complimented by the receipt of the following letter :
"PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 9, 1886.
" To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH BEEK:ER, Sir: I inclose
you $5 to help circulate your .admirable letter to Henry
George in your issue of October 9th. Why not print a lot
of slips inserting the advertisment of your paper and distribute them day of election ?
"Very respectfully,
E. M. DAVIS.''

The treatment which our letter has received at the
hands of Mr. George is unworthy of a man asking
the votes of the people because he is a Reformer, because he is honest, because he is independent, because
he stands for progress and for justice to all people.
Mr. George's backbone, far from being sufficient to
honestly answer the questions asked, is not even
adequate to the simple courtesy of acknowledging their
receipt. Perhaps, however, the Rev. Father Me"
Glynn, or the Rev. Heber Newton, or Bishop :Potter's
Episcopalian monk, obtained possession of the letter
and tore it up, so that Mr. George is not responsible
for the discourtesy.

Editorial Notes.

front-something unknown in any political campaign since
the war closed. Henry George has reprinted the ninth chapter of Spencer's " Social Statics " and flooded the city with
it. It is the most unique stump speech that the oldest inhabitant can remember. But how many of his Roman Catholic
supporters does Mr. George suppose can understand it?
ON Monday night the benign Independent kept a force of
eighteen young women compositors working all night· to get
out that "rat" sheet, and refused to pay· them a single cent
for the extra work involved. What a spectacle! This advocate of Christian thought and practice commits one of the
four sins which cries to heaven for vengeance in defrauding
the workers of their wages. It is a curious fact that the religious press in New York, as a unit, pays lower prices for
work than any others in the business.-1'he Boycottm·.
A CATHOLIC priest of Lawler, near New Hampton, Ia., has
from his pulpit ordered a boycott of the New Hampton
Tribune, because the editor of that paper has, as he puts it
been honest enough to express his real opinion upon religious
subjects. It is needless to say that the editor is an Infidel.
The boycott, however, will not force the editor to keep still,
for he announces his intention to read, and write, and print
what he pleases. We advise him, in addition, to sue the
priest for planning a conspiracy to injure his business. According to the decisions of New York judges, boycotting is
a criminal offense.
A CORRESPONDENT, facetiously inclined, indulges himself in
this wise : 11 A recent TRUTH BEEKER speaks of 1 the best read
man in that pQ.rt of the state,' which, to one in an athletic
mood, suggests that about the best red man in any state, if
General Miles's experience counts anything, is Geronimo.
The same issue remarks also that 1 one swallow does not
make a summer,' forgetting, perhaps, that general rules hav
their exceptions; for instance, I hav known one swallow, as
an initiativ, to make some err, and the some-erring continued
until it landed them in an inebriate's untimely grave. Does
this call for the chestnut bell?"
PRoF. MoNIER WILLIAMS, in an address before a Bible so- _
ciety at Oxford recently, said:
"To translate the Veda or the Koran into other languages the
Hindoos and Mohammedans consider simply desecration. It is the
sound and intonation of the sacl'ed Sanskrit. and of the sacred
Arabic which is of primary importance and primary efficacy; the
sense is merely secondary. Millions and millions who know nothing of Sanskrit are obliged to hear and repeat the Veda in Sanskrit,
and millions who are wholly ignorant of Ambic are obliged to hear
and repeat the Koran in Arabic. Think of what would happen if
no Christian in any part of the world were nllowed to hear, read,
or repeat his Bible, except in Hebrew or Greek!"

The professor is partial. There are millions of Englishspeaking Christians who never read the Bible, and whose
services are conducted in Latin, a language as unintelligible
to them as Arabic is to an Irishman. " Think of what
would happen if" there were no one on earth to tell the
truth but Professor ·williams!
----<>----

THERE livs in Hull, England, a Nonconformist clergyman
of the name of Hopper Joplin. General Booth, the Salvation Army leader, is another celebrity of that district.
Henry Ward Beecher is also known over there. The Hull
Critia has been denouncing these three gentlemen, and its
editor is now under criminal prosecution for his words. Mr.
Hopper Joplin is the complainant, General Booth being at
present in Canada. The critic alleges that Booth cares for
nothing but money; that Hopper Joplin has 11 as much religion in his soul as a shark has love for the human species;"
and that Beecher is a heretic. The libelous article concludes with this poetical view of the three preachers:
" The devil went out one day
In search of an impious preacher,
And he wasn't very long on his way
Before he collared old Beecher.
Flushed with his grand success,
Satan, the champion 1 copper,'
Rushed along in his dusky dress,
And collared old Booth and Hopper."

THE activ Freethinkers in St. Lawrence county, N.Y.,
should see to it that George Z. Erwin does not get back to
THE Toronto World says that "the clergy of all churches the legislature this fall. He is the fellow who pigeon-holed
in Canada are more or less politicians," though with one exthe petition to tax the churches, depriving the Assembly of
ception they "use a certain reserve in making their opinions
a chance to vote on the question.
known." This exception is the Catholic clergy, of whom the
THE Freeman's Journal says of the "Holy scapular of W01·ld asserts that "the whole class seem imbued with the
Mount Carmel :" " The scapular of our lady lays storms at notion that the votes of Roman Catholics may, with perfect
sea, and protects houses from fire, when other houses are propriety, be exchanged for money received for the church.
burning around. When for the advantage of the person It is a usual thing," goes on the World, "for a parliamenafflicted, the touch of the scapular, with faith and submis- tary candidate to make a call on the bishop, offer him his
compliments, and leave or send a sum of money, which the
sion to God's will, cures painful maladies."_ Humbug!
reverend gentleman disposes of as be wills. When Sir John
THE editor of The World's Ad'Vanae-1·l!ought says: "As- and Sir David were distributing with lavish hands grants of
suming Jesus to be the Soul-Center of the Unity which em- land to colonization companies, a bishop repaired to Ottawa
braced Paul's soul we should understand in their literal and returned home with an allotment. The reverend gentlesense (but giving them a spiritual application) the following man had no idea of putting settlers on the land or otherwise
words: 1 There is neither bond nor free; there is neither earning the grant. He took the property to a broker to be
male nor female ; for ye are all one in Christ Jesus' (Gal. i, sold, but whether he was successful in getting riel of it history does not say. Another bishop was paid one thousand
28)." This is indeed advanced thought!
dollars for writing some letters to Irish journals in praise of
"IN the school of Jesus and Mary," says a Catholic Canada. Everybody who knows anything of the inner workwriter, "ignorance and knowledge hav a meaning very ing of parties is aware that sums of money are constantly
different from that affixed to them in the school of the paid to clergy of the Roman Catholic church to secure votes,
world." This is very true. In the schools of the world and that the votes are in many cases secured. It is not
ignorance means ignorance; in the school of Jesus and necessary to believe the story, though strongly asserted, that
Mary it means unfamiliarity with the catechism and the a local official was appointed on condition that he would pay
other rubbish of Catholicism. In the schools of the world a certain portion of his salary to the bishop of the diocese,
knowledge means knowing something useful; in the schools and it is not an unheard-of circumstance for a Catholic to de-of Jesus and Mary it means the parrot-like ability to run a mand office or an increase of salary under a threat of comrosary and repeat a prayer. In Catholicism only the priests plaining to the bishop!" These are very serious charges to
are educated, and they only that they may befool the people. make against the government and the church, but the worst
For this reason parochial schools are nurseries of savagery. 1 of it is, they are no doubt true.
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l[ttttrs from Jlritnds.
WELLAND, 0NT., Oct. 4, 1886.
FRIEN"\) MAo : I did not expect you would publish my
letter, but am glad you dicl so, as your reply places you
before your readers in a clearer light, and not to be misun.
derstood. I was induced to write you more from what I had
heard ·others say, and perhaps the letters of others on the
subject of Anarchy had got a little mixed with editorials. I
think the labor is not all lost.
Yours very respectfully,
J. RAY.
ALTooNA, ILL., Oct. 1i, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I would be glad if I could ask you a question
through a column of your paper. The question is this, Can
you giv a passage of scripture which tells us that woman has
a soul? I deny that she has a soul, and want Bible for proof.
In Genesis we read, " And the Lord God formed man of the
dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath
of life ; and man became a living soul." It does not say
"woman ; " it says " man ; " hence it mnst mean man and
not woman. Again, we read that when Adam, the man, was
sleeping God took out one of his ribs. "And the rib which
the Lord God had taken from man made he a woman and
brought her unto the man." - A good job well done with
poor material. In that whole chapter there is not even a
hint about woman's soul.
H. R. KEEL.
LYoNs, KAN., Sept. 26, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I noticed a letter from Si Slokum on Prohibition. I do not think as he does on that §ubject. I hav
been in whisky towns, and also in Prohibition ones, and
think that Prohibition prohibits. But that is not really the
question; it is, If it does prohibit, would it benefit? All of our
laws are broken. Now, I am not a fanatic on this subject.
I do not believe that whisky does any harm if used in moderation, but I think we can get along without it, and be just
as healthy. Now, should we not, as Liberals, wishing to
benefit our fellow-men, be willing to giv up this indulgence
for the benefit of the thousands that it ruins?
Inclosed find $1.75-$1.50 for THE TRUTH BEEKER six
months, and 25 cents for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
ALBERT J. MILLS.
TRENTON, TEx., Sept. 23, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $5, which use as directed.
The Liberals of Texas are jubilant in the hope of soon seeing and hearing W. S. Bell. Remsburg has nobly prepared
the way for him, and I sincerely hope his labors will be·
crowned with success. Although bigotry and superstition
hav a strong hold on the masses in many and most sections
of my noble state, and they are being vigorously manipulated
by the fanatical priesthood so as to retard in every way the
advancement of Freethought, yet the light is beginning to
dawn, and ere long the rats and bats will hie them to their
holes. Cartoons are just the thing to carry thought to many
who hav either dared not think or hav not taken the pains to
think for themselvs.
T. H. MANGUM.
PoRTLAND, OR., Sept. 30, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: As straws show which way the wind blows,
1 wish to say for one that I indorse your sentiments on the
Anarchists' trial, as editorially expressed. I don't see how
anyone can take you to be an Anarchist from them. As
good acts seem to be forgotten Hooner than bad, that may be
the reason why Mr. John Ray forgets your argument
against the practicability of Anarchy as against the one that
the seven Anarchists tried hav been wrongfully condemned,
which to him appears to be a bad view for you to take. I
think their conviction and sentence a very unjust one. I am
glad there are some who may hav an influence that dare to
say so, and giv their reasons why through the newspapers.
I don't wonder the " latitude" question bothers you.
Thought, to be free, must hav no bounds. Giv us more
strong editorials, is my request. Success and a long life to
THE TRUTH SEEKER and its editor, I say. I am no Anarchist, but like to see justice done.
C. W. S.
AxTELL, KAN., Oct. 3, 286.
MR. EDITOR : A week ago our society received the one
hundred books and tracts all right. We hav started them
out on their missionary work. Each member of our society
selected of his personal friends to induce to read, and selected
such books to start as would be most apt to start in the right
way to effect best results.
.
Now, in regard to a Liberal life insurance company, I
think that the agent can make a living on the road soliciting,
and that he would also sell books and take subscriptions for
Frecthought papers, and, if possible, hold debates at every
town. And by a thorough canvass-such as an insurance
agent will make-orthodoxy would get a shaking that would
last for many a year.
We could say that we are afraid to trust Christians with
money we leave to our heirs, and each one insured would be
a thorough defender of our principles and a permanent member of our working force all the time. What we need is to
organize and to get acquainted; hav it as it used to be in
northern Indiana before the war, in regard to the undergroll.nd railroad. We were known and knew others all along
the line, and we knew just whom we could depend upon.
When we get acquainted, which can only be by organization, the up-hill work will be done. I think that the $2.50
policy fees and the book sales will pay a man to take a horse
and buggy and canva,ss state after state, and as he goes scatter tracts. and offer to debate, and show the world that we
mean war. Let us hear from everybody, and let the next
Congress adopt a Secular Union Mutual Life Insurance, and
if they refuse let THE TRUTH SEEKER and In'Vestigator join in

it, and if that falls I am in the field for it if THE TRUTH\
SEEKER will make the start. E. W. MINER, Sec. A. L. U.
P.S.-John Peck is at the head of your contributors; he
just suits me..
·
E. W. M.

such an occurrence could take pl.ace, in _this ?ommunity, but
the preacher h!j.s lately worked mto th1s neighborhood, and
when the preacher once gains an entrance at the door, common sense, decency, and humanity fly out at the window.
This coming from neighbors and supposed friends made it
doubly hard for the bereaved to bear. ·
The little graveyard mentioned is about a mile _from the
home of Mr. F. C. Scharnhorst, and some time ago, in
choosing a spot in the neighborhood as a place for burial
purposes, the above-mentioned piece was selected, when Mr.
Scharnhorst offered to giv fifty dollars toward it if it was
made a free burying-ground, but the preacher came in and
wanted it to be the property of the Dutch Reformed church,
although there were three distinct classes willing to su.bscribe for its preparation and maintenance, the Dutch Reformed, the Lutheran, and the Freethinker. Mr. Scharn.
horst, upon these conditions being presented to him, refuse~
to hav anything to do with it.
FREETHINKER.

PoRTVILLE, Sept. 16, 286.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 to pay for another
year's subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Now, friend Macdonald, I would be glad to say something
to you to let you know that I enjoy and appreciate THE
TRUTH BEEKER very much in all its departments, but you hav
it told you so many times every week that I think sometimes you must get sick of it, so I will do· as the old fellow
did with his winter-night prayer-you select the best letter
from friends you hav received, and I will say, "Them's my
sentiments." But, friend Macdonald, I think Brother Jas.
B. Gray, in his letter of September 11th, speaks my sentiments, and is situated in some respects similarly to myself.
We are nearly alone. But one other copy of THE TRUTH
SEEKER comes to this office (Brother Coats's). I hav one thing
HARWICH, MAss., Oct. 2, 1886.
that is very comforting-my wife and I agree in our skeptiMR. EDITOR: I am glad to notice that your estimable and
cism. We hav raised one son and two daughters-the talented correspondent, Jeremiah Hacker, occasionally furyoungest twenty-four years old-and they are all good, nishes an interesting article for the columns of THE TRUTH
intelligent truth seekers.
J. L. BRooKs.
SEEKER. Although he is greatly advanced in years, still he
is as able " as in the days of yore" to strike powerful blows
WEsT UNioN, lA., Sept. 19, 1886.
against superstition, bigotry, priestcraft, and all other evils
MR. EDITOR: Last week the Liberals and a few of the or-. practiced by mankind.
thodox people of West Union listened to three lectures given
I hav before me a copy of Tl!e Pleasu1·e Boat, published
by the noted and widely known lecturer Mr. S. P. Putnam.
by '' J. Hacker, owner, master, and crew," hailing from
The former listened with untold pleasure. The latter gave Portland, Me., and bearing date of 1846. It is divided off
repeated grunts and groans of dissatisfaction during the lect- into several aparments, and under such headings as " Priure, which greatly annoyed those who attended for the purvate Cabin," "Children's Cabin," "Intelligence Office,"
pose of listening.
"Purgatory," etc., appropriate articles are placed.
,
West Union is a town consisting of about fifteen hundred
It contains much matter of a reformatory character, and
inhabitants, and out of that fifteen hundred we can boast of the productions of :M:r. Hacker's pen plainly indicate that the
six men whom we can recommend as good, sound Liberals. editor in his little Boat was doing much at that time as a
All but one of these were born Infidels. They hav seen the
pioneer opening the way through channels that had long
time, as thousands of others hav, when they could not get a
been closed by ignorance, bigotry, priestcraft, and similar
book or paper in sympathy with their thoughts. Lucky for
abominations for larger craft to pass up into the regions cov-.
them they lived a little after the age of witchcraft and stakeered with mental darkness, and do good work in diffusing
burning. Of the rest of the fifteen hun<lred, about ol!le-third
the glorious light of Freethought. He then, as now, was on
support nine churches.
-the side of wronged humanity, and labored for the elevation
Mr. Putnam's lectures were the second series of lectures
of the race to a higher plane of thought and action. l\iay he
of that kind ever given here, Mr. Remsburg delivering the
long liv to wield his pen against the errors of mankind,
first about one year ago. Mes$rS. Remsburg and Putnam
which make countless numbers suffer both physically and
gave more than satisfaction to their few interested listeners.
mentally in this our. world.
J. H. PAINE.
The only fault we·cari"find is, there ar-e eo few of us, we cannot afford to listen to them oftener.
ELLA N. SMITH.
CATHLAMET, W. T., Oct. 3, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I come again for a few minutes to tell you of
JASPER, TENN., Oct. 11, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : It is only recently I became a reader of your our Wahkiakum Liberals. We (Mr. Albert and I) visited
valuable paper through the kindness of a friend who let me the lower part of the county, ·and called upon several fam-·
hav a lot of old issues. I se~ an article in the issue of May 2, ilies, and we are much encouraged with t.):w progress Free1885. from J. G. Malcolm; title, " How the Liquor Business thought is making in this county. We visited :M:r. 0. NelMight Be .Managed." In it Mr. Malcolm says that prohib- son, an old subscriber of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and were
itory laws when passed do not prohibit the manufacture or royally entertained.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson are outspoken in their views, and hav
salf' of liquors. We admit this to be a fact, but are we to giv
up the struggle because we fail of success at the start? The a little daughter, whom they are educating without the taint
world has had laws against theft and murder for over four of superstition. Little Ella and her parents visited an orthothousand years, and yet men steal and kill. Mr. Malcolm dox neighbor a short time since, where grace was said at
thinks the government ought to take control of the manu- table. On her arrival home, she said to her father,·" Papa,
whom was Mr. Laurence talking to when he looked at his
facture and sale of liquor, and appoint good men to see that
it is properly carried on. Upon the same hypothesis, the plate and got no answer?" Rather sensible query for a sixyear-old girl.
government ought to take control of the stealing and killing
We also visited Mr. J. P. Nelson, a subscriber of the Indepartment and employ _.agents to steal from the people and
to kill such citizens as might be troublesome to their 'Vestigator. Here we spent-a pleasant evening. While at Mr.
neighbors. We think if the government takes charge of the 0. Nelson's, a minister called, but found himself in such
liquor of the country it might at the same time appoint some company that, after telling us he'd enjoy seeing us Infidels
agent to. do the stealing and killing, and I would suggest that burning in hell, he took his leave. He thought it hal:d when
a preacher or priest take the position, as from his calling the ladies asked questions about his dear "Lordy," as he
he would be the best judges of who are best prepared to go called him. Mrs. Nelson asked him why his God didn't get
to kingdom come, or who are best able to be fleeced of their married. I asked if he didn't think God a party to Adam's
and Eve's crime in the garden, as he could foresee all things,
worldly possessions.
AMos L. GRIFFITH.
and put the temptation in their way. -He first said Yes; then
said he diun't understand the question, and changed the·
CoLuMBIA RIVER, WAsH. TER., Sept. 30, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : A case of religious bigotry and intolerance answer to No. He did not just understand· the Washington
territory law, for he said it was necessary to swear by the
occurred here on Monday, September 27th.
holy book here, and was highly indignant when we proved
Mr. John and ~Irs. Johannah Andrasen, Liberals and subthe coRtrary. He thought he conld not do much with us,
scribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER, hav had the misfortune
so
took his leave, shouting, "Ghny to God!"
within the last year. to lose two of their children~ The first
Inclosed find fifteen cents, for which please send-" John's
died nearly a year ago, and was buried at this place. The
other little one died a few days ago in the town of Astoria, Way."
Our League has increased to thirty-five members.
at the mouth of the Columbia river. Of course, Mr. and
MRs. S. F. ALBERT,
Mrs. Andrasen, naturally enough, wished that the ·two little
ones should lie beside each other, and immediately dispatched a friend to this place to make preparation for the
funeral, and notify his friends and neighbors that the funeral
would take place on Monday, the 27th. Everything seemed
satisfactory, and no objection was raised until the party with
the coffin arrived, and were slowly wending their way up
the hill tow.ard the little graveyard, when Mr. Andrasen was
rudf'ly accosted by a certain individual of this neighborhood,
who gruffiy informed him that he had brought a book to be
read upon the occasion; that he had noticed a TRUTH SEEKER
book in Mr. Scharnhorst's buggy, and if they were going to
hav any Infidel speeches or TRUTH SEEKER book read at the
grave, they were going to put a stop to it. Mr. Andrasen
quietly but decidedly informed this commercial traveler
of the house of St. Peter, Paul & Co. (the city, street, and
number of the firm I cannot giv) that he should bury his
child in the manner that suited him best. If they did not
wish to listen to what was said at the grave, they need not attend the funeral, and if they raised further objections he
would postpone the funeral, hav his other child disinterred,
and move them both to the grounds of Mr. F. C. Scharnhorst, and bury them there in peace. Mrs. Andrasen was
just as resolute as her husband. Finding that they could
not intimidate him, they offered n0 further opposition, and
the funeral took place. We hardly thought it possible that

LEoN, lA., Sept. 25, 286.
MR. EmTou: About two years ago, we procured the services of John E. Remsburg to deliver three lectures-" Sabbath-Breaking," "Thomas Paine," and·" False Claims."
Mr. Remsburg is an image-breal;:er, but ere he is through he
makes a strong defense of liberty, the Constitution, and our
free schools, which are the basis to work on for a strong government and a higher civilization. About a year later we had
Mr. W. F. Jamieson for three lectures. Mr. Jamieson builds
better than he thinks, and makes friends and converts wherever he labors. This summer l\'lr. J. L. Andrew gave us an
agreeable surprise by paying us a call, on his trip East. He
gave us a short .and pointed lecture on "Civilization and
Christianity." Mr . .Andrew is sarcastic, witty, and makes
strong points. He did better than his friends supposP-d he
could. He is a young man of growing timber, and with a
few years' experience will make a formidable host within
himself against superstition and priestcraft.
Next in order is our good captain, S. P. Putnam, who
gave us a lecture on the "Demands of Humanity," on his
trip to the far West. He was greeted with a good house.
We had secured the hall in advance of the superstition party,
and they had to call a halt just in the middle of their meeting for Mr. Putnam, which gave him a good advertisment.
He fills the bill of a true orator. He "keeps close to the
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grass" down among the human family-among the ones he
. loves b~~t .. On his ~eturn trip he gave two ringing lectures,
one on Liberty, Smence, and Humanity," the other, "The
Glory of Infidelity." The lecture, "The New Heaven and
Earth," at the school-house, was attended by a house-full of
··young men and women, and a few families of representativ
Christians. One of our best laborers announced in the
county papers. that it was the best lecture she ever heard,
and she has heard all of our men tuat l.tav been here. Mr.
Putnam is well earning all the means provided him by the
generous Liberal fund. Our only regret was that w~ could
not do more for him. We hav denied our bodily wants to
supply food for our minds.
JoHN W. LoNG.
P.S.-I omitted our lecture of the 11th, by C. Vincent, on
"Usury." He makes war on our slave-making financial system, and-it is truly a scholarly lecture.
J. W. L.
NEw YoRK, Oct. 11, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: We are constantly admonished, "Don't be a
clam." I do not desire to be considered as such, yet by force
of circumstances over which I hav no control, I am compelled to liv very much, not "very much like a whale," but
very much like a clam iH. its shell; consequently I hav but
little time to circulate to any extent among the few friends I
already hav, and but few opportunities to form any new ones,
and in this condition of affairs I apply to you and respectfully request that you will kindly permit me sufficient space
in your columns to extend my right hand to Mr. John W.
Truesdell, of Syracuse, and ask him to "shake."
I do this for the reason that I most heartily indorse every
line of his article which 'appears on page 647 of your last
issue (Oct. 9th), and I take the liberty of saying right here
that I do not think that you were just either to yourself or to
Mr. Truesdell in heading that article, "Sat Upon by Mr.
Truesdell; " for I do not think that he or any of your friends
has any desire or inclination whatever to assume so undignified:..__not to say arrogant and contemptible-a posture toward
anyone, much less toward. you, whom we all esteem for
what you hav done in the past, and for what we hope for
from you in the future; and we all respect you for your evident desire to "be just and fear no man." We are with you
heart, hand, body, and soul to a certain limit, and if you
cross that limit we say unto you, not in anger, but in sorrow,
" Farewell."
I hav, on several occasions of late, been strongly tempted
to send you a letter for publication, but hav refrained, for I
_ hav not a particle of vanity, and wish to avoid notoriety or
publicity as one would wish to avoid an evil of any kind; besides which I did not wish-do not wish-you to consider me
one of those he bitudinous .cranks who are possessed of ''an
insane desire to rush into print," and who always know just
how a paper should be run i.n order to please everybody.
The term crank is too heavy a one to be borne by a man of
so small a "bore," of such small mental caliber, as myself;
BOo if you do discover herein any indication of mental or
moral obliquity, please apply the diminutiv, and let the term
be cranklet, not crank ; and hoping that you will not mistake
the kindly feeling which prompts this brief letter,
BENJAMIN F. CLARK.
I am,
WEsT UNION, 0., Oct. 7, E.M. 286.
MR. EDITOR: Our three days' Liberal camp-m~eting closed
on Sunday night, October 3d, with a splendid round of
hearty applause from an intelligent audience. The lecture
that night was "The Glory of Infidelity." No man or
woman could hear it without being inspired by the heroic
J¢idel manhood and womanhood coming down to us as a
rich inheritance through the dreary ages of the past, and
pointing with glorious hope to the "New Heaven and Earth"
of the rapidly coming future. Our orator's long array of Infidel heroes in all departments of human culture and civilization made us proud to bear the splendid name of Infidel, and
those not yet in this glorious brotherhood which is working
for the betterment of human conditions must hav felt some
satisfaction in possessing the moral courage to be present,
·and giv such respectful, earnest, ladylike and gentlemanlike
attention to our noble lecturer. We had "Universal lUental
Liberty," and" American Democracy," and "New Heaven
and Earth," and" The Church and School of the Future" in
the previous lectures of this course, and so, for Friday night,
the audience had been pretty thoroughly sifted of weakkneed Christian stuff that dare not hear the truth without
becoming "disgusted" and waltzing out. I read "Ingersoll
and Jesus," and this cleared out a few remaining specks of
trash and nothingness, and left Mr. Putnam a splendid audience of ladies and gentlemen of more than average intelligence.
The whole camp-meeting was a success. Our Infidel
workers showed an increase of enthusiasm by an earnest determination to continue the war, and the people know more
about our reformatory purposes than they did before.
"American Democracy" must save our land, or else we fall
under the cruelest, bloodiest Christian monarchy the world
has ever known. If, as a republic, we sink beneath the barbarous cruelty of the church, it will be through contemptible
moral cowardice, and ·because we do not deserve to be freed.
May manhood help us to do the right! Mr. Putnam is a
splendid specimen of the kind of men we will hav when the
"New Heaven and Earth" hav been inaugurated-full of
cheerfulness, hope, manly vigor, and an unbounded enthusiasm in the cause of humanity. His dress and manners are
unexceptionable, and everything marks him a splendid
gentleman of the new era of man, and heaven on earth. If
you want a glorious old time, and a shaking up of the dry
bones of orthodoxy, send for Putnam.
The orthodox churches are more bitter against us than
they were last year. The preachers hold the dupes of superstition with a rigid grasp. Constant services in their Godhouses prevailed during our meetings, and the cowardly
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priests refused fair and honorable di~cussion with !Ir. Put- some cooperativ colonies being formed in this state now
nam. They are holding on with a kind of a death-grip, but which promis to be successful; none of them, however, as
when that breake-then, oh, then ! Their desperation is en- far as I know, 'are composed of Liberals.
couraging. It shows that they feel a sense of their danger.
CHARLES BURSEE.
A structure resting on stupid ignorance only cannot much
longer survive in this scientific and humanitarian age.
NEw YoRK, ·sept. 25, 1886.
_ We had several additions to our Secular Society, and reMR. EDITOR: .I cannot longer withhold my appreciation of
solved to join the American Secular Union.
the stand you take regarding Freethought in general and tlie
J. F. BEoK, secretary.
popular mad cry against Anarchists in particular. It is sad
to reflect that among Infidels and so-called Freethinkers and
Liberals so much illiberality is found, as many articles from
AN OPEN LETTER TO HELEN WILMANS.
your correspondents prove. One cannot be much of a LibBUFFALo, N. Y., Sept. 27, 1886.
DEAR MADAM: I hav just received y01~r last Woman's eral who wants to forbid to another man the right to speakWorld. You seem to b:av entered upon a new world, one of and proclaim his opinion. Mr. Malcolm and others will do
which I cannot approve. I am sort:y you hav left the realm well to read the Declaration of Independence : '' That to seof good (not God), as I regard it-woman's independence cure these rights [life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness] govand individuality-for the realm of that shadow of shadows, ernments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that whenever any
metaphysics.
You may send my paper to some one .vho will appreciate form of government becomes destructiv of these ends, it is
your ideas; I cannot. And here I might stop, but I want to the right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to inswtell you that, w.hile I recognize your right to publish your tute a new government, laying its foundation on such princiideas, to enter upon any line of thought you believe to be ples, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them
true and applicable to the good of humanity, I believe you shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness." _
The Constitution of the United States says that ".Congress
are following an ignis fatuus that is leading you away from
solid ground, where you are needed so much; following one shall make no laws respecting an establishment of religion,
phase of that false philosophy which has filled _the world or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or abridging the freewith woe, by demanding faith and obedience and discourag- dom of speech; or of the press; or the right of the people
ing investigation; originating as a simple duality in nature peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a
by our savage ancestor as the only conceivable answer to the redress of grieyances." This article is really of no effect at
!)henmp.ena of sleep and dreams, of shadows, reflections, all, except for Knownothingdom to vaunt this so-called ''free
and echoes. First organized as fetichism, it has become, by country," because to the contrary thereof any state in the
countless ages of worship, a faculty of belief in our nature, Union can and does act as it pleases.
If after the word, " Congress," " or any state" were
and, though its blossoms at thnes are beautiful, it has proved
inserted, "shall make no laws," then freedom granted might
itself a deadly nightshalle.
Religion has been the curse of the world, and now, just as be enforced, but as now, it is of little value. I am an indethe people are catching glimpses of the pure sunlight of rea- pendent reader and observer of newspapers, and can read be- ,
son, every emancipated soul should assist in removing this tween the lines, make allowances for the popular prejudices
noxious weed. Why cumbereth it the ground? Only as a to which they cater, and then form my own opinion. I hav
hiding-place for the bats and owls of superstition. Away found that the lower, poorer class, whenever discontented, is
with them all. until every benighted soul shall feel the inspir- by the police-the tools of wealth-forbidden to assemble
publicly-as if the public places were owned by the police.
ing rays of the bright light of the morning.
If
the people persist in assembling to peaceably discuss their
Why was I surprised and grieved when Mrs. Wilmans, in
her last paper, had no word of rebuke or protest at the grievances, then the police command them to disperse, an:d
gigantic crime perpetrated in her city in the name of law? if not obeyed will.club them. The police were the aggressors
Why, indeed, when she says: "Metaphysics, or mental years ago in Tompkins square, and lately in Chicago and
science, denies not only t!J.e power of evil, but its very exist- Milwaukee; the police were the rioters really. Without the
ence. It says, ' Good reigns supreme. Good (or God) fills leaet cause or provocation, and to the contrary of the freedom
all space, and therefore there is no room for anything else.' to assemble granted by the Constitution of the United States,
What, then, is evil? Simply a dream of what might be if they clubbed and drove the~people away.
We ought to be thankful that some courageous men are
good did not fill all space, and render the existence of evil
found willing to assert their rights and remonstrate even at
impossible."
·
Why should she bother herself about something that the sacrifice of their lives against such injustice and against
does not exist? The poor souls of Chicago that are crying such laws.
I am simply a Freethinker; belong to no associations of
for bread might just as well be given a·stone. It's all a mistake; they are not hungry. "The metaphysician denies the any kind; hav had to labor all my life; and saved by abevidence of the senses." " It is simply impossible, then, staining from the use of tobacco and liquors enough to keep
that sin, sickness, and death should exist. Cari God be my old age in peace, and free from want. Therefore in what
sick?" And again : " All is of God, and evil is an impossi- I may say or write I can hav no personal interest.
We hav such a mass of nonsensical laws of all kinds (for
bility. Why do I hav this disease? I do not hav it. It is
an example read "Marriage and Divorce Laws," page 154 in
hnpossible that I should be diseased. Is God diseased?"
the World's Almanac, 1886, as a part of them only) that I do
Logic forever!
not wonder that we hav Anarchists. I do not think that we
That beats my grandmother, and she was clever !
could be much worse off without any laws at all than we are
0 absurdity! thy name is metaphysics!
at present. All the laws now, with the exception of a few
Throw (meta)physic to the dogs; I'll none of it.
established only lately, are for the protection of the wealthy
Yours sorrowfully,
A. L. BALLOU.
and educated class, and of monopolists and banks, ani
against the poorer class, who really need protection the
inost. This state of affairs becomes more and more known
BENWooD, W. VA.,Sept.11, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: 1 herewith inclose $2, for which please giv to the downtrodden laboring class, and they organize into
me credit on my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Knights of Labor, Socialists, Communists, Nihilists, and AnTHE TRUTII SEEKER of this date is at hand, and the illustra- archists for the purpose of a change in 'our society, laws,
tion on the first page is a very appropriate one. It illustrates and customs. The organization known as the. Knights of
a truth the importance of which most people do not realize Labor is an intolerant tyrant, and professes to be an enemy
and appreciate as fully as they should in criticising works of to Socialism, but slavishly submits to the behest ·of the
art and objects in nature. Beauty or its opposit is, for the church. What good can come of it?
most part, in the eye of the beholder, and, as it reads at the
Then, we hav excited disputations about Prohibition.
bottom of the illustration, "Dirty minds see dirty images."
Now, I do not comprehend how any Liberal, less a FreeNo two minds see things just alike, nor does even the same thinker, can vote for that party. Just read its platform of
mind see things just alike at different times or in different 1884, in which it acknowledges "almighty God as the rightmoods. In short, each one sees according to the scope and ful sovereign of all men, from whom the just powers of the
character of his mental vision, and that forms the standard government are derived, and to whose laws human enactby which he is apt to judge of what he sees around and ments should conform as an absolute condition of peace,
about him.
prosperity, and happiness." Right to the contrary of the
Mr. Heston is "away up" in pictures, and I hav enjoyed Declaration of our Independence.
many a laugh over the more comical ones of his production.
Our greatest evils might be rectified in a comparativly
I want to see the pictures continued, though· I hope your short time without any great evolution, much less reyoluartist will not be too hard on the Christians, for the sake of tion, in this land, by and with the ballot. The laboring and
those among them who may be sincere in their belief. I hav middle classes constitute the great majority of the people; .
no doubt it wounds th~ feelings of the more pious ones to hav let them establish a progressiv income tax, the most just tax
their religion caricatured as is done in some of THE TRUTH of any. It will exempt the poor, and will bear only on \he __
SEEKER illustrations. While I am well aware that those rich well able to pay. I would hav it like this: an increase
Christians who respect the rights and feelings of Liberals are of one per cent with every thousand dollars income, $990 to
few and far between, yet I believe it is better to do unto be exempt; $1,000 to pay tax $10; $2,000 to pay $20 plus
them as we would be done by than to do unto them as they $10, equaling $30; $3,000 to pay $30 plus $30, equaling
$60; $4,000 to pay $40 plus $60, equaling $100; and so on
do by us.
Why cannot some of the many isolated Liberals, such, for up to ninety or ninety-five per cent of the incomes. The
instance, as Miss Gibson mentions in her letter, come to- more one should hav to pay, the better able he would be to
gether and form cooperativ colonies or. societies "to engage in pay. Besides this tax, hav a ground tax, cultivated land to
farming, or manufacturing, or both? There might be one or pay no more than the wild, uncultivated land next to it. So
more of such cooperativ associations formed in each state in lots in cities should be taxed only; no building or improvethe Union, which, if properly conducted, would secure to ments of any kind should be taxed in city or country.
each member the full fruits of his labor and enable him to These two taxes would in time equalize our wealth, stop
purchase everything he wants at nearly first cost, besides speculation in land, stimulate building and all kinds of improvements, bring down rents, and increase the food suppl)l.
affording the social advantage desired by isolated Liberals.
There is room in the virgin forests of West Virginia for What prejudice against these two taxes could operate the
colonists and home-seekers, and good land can be bad cheap, majority of the people I am not able to see. Let the leaders
so I would advise such Liberals as may be seeking homes of the several organiz!ltions unite on these taxes, and they
and who do not wish to emigrate to the far West, to form a will sooner reach their aim than separated as they now are.
FRED. KOEZLY.
cooperativ colony and come to Weat-Virginia. There are
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been very near neighbors, they would hav
come., too.
" Who has done this?" inquired the
Edited by lt'!Iss SusAN H. W:rXoN, Fall mamma Smith.
Ri'IJ81"1 Mass., to whom all 0orn;munication8for
Fred, the culprit, stood by laughing.
this 0orn81" should be sent.
"Why, don't you like it? I do," he said.
"I think it is fun."
'
"You might hav put them in your oWn
"" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
room, then," sobbed Lottie.
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
Of course there was hunting for crickets,
That is known as the Children's Hour."
but it was more than o.ne day before all of the
crickets were dislodged.
Life's Sunny Side.
Of course it was naughty in Fred, not to
What-you are dull to-day?
collect so many crickets, but, ·after he had
In a sad mull to-day !
collected them, to put them in Lottie's room
Up and be social and stirring, I pray,
to annoy her and keep her awake. I don't
Why so lugubrious?
Take a salubrious
think Dan is quite so roguish, but he will
Walk, and we'll talk, for I've something to say.
learn to be, probably, as he grows older. He
Verily, verily,
studies hard in school, and has great pride
Things will go merrily
in always keeping at the head of his class.
When you are merry and b1·ave.
Well, they are bright children; and some
But if not cheerfully
Tempered, but tearfully,
time when I hav more leisure I will tell you
Life is a tyrant, and you are its slave.
more of the little Smiths.
S. H. W.
If you go wilfully,
However skilfully
The Beginning.
Nursing your moods and your delicate whims,
Life will be dumb to you,
"Giv me a half-penny, and you may pitch
All things will come to you
one of these rings, and if it catches over a
Touched by a shadow that saddens and dims.
nail I'll giv you threepence." That seemed
Life has two sides to it,
fair enough ; so the boy handed him a halfTake the best guides to it,
penny and took the ring. He stepped back
Look at the best and the brightest, my friend.
Be a philosopher,
to the stake, tossed the ring, and it caught on
Don •t look so cross over
one of the nails.
Matters you never can .alter or mend.
"Will you take six rings to pitch again, or
Look not so dismally
threepence ?"
Down the abysmally
" Threepence," was the answer, and the
Dark-hanging over the precipice brink.
" Worst of all bias is
money was put in his hand. He s.tepped off,
Hypochondriasiswell satisfied with what he had done, and
Sunshine is healthier than shaJdow, I think.
probably not having an idea that he had done
If you would drive away
wrong. A gentleman standing near him
Gloom, and would hive away
watched him, and now before he had time to
Honey-like peace in your innermost cell,
look about and rejoin his companions,. laid
Work-like the humble bee,
Soft let your grumble be ;
his hand on his shoulder.
Burn your own smoke, and the world will go well.
" My lad, this is your first lesson in gam-0. P. Oranch, in Youth'.• Oom.panton.
bling."
" Gambling, sir ?"
The Little Smiths.
"You staked your half-penny and won six
There are five of them-Freddie, Lottie, halfpence, did you not ?"
Katie, Dan, and baby Edith. They are bright
"Yes, I did."
little children, and smart as whips, every one
"You did not earn them, and they were
of them. They liv .at Buzzard's Bay, and not given to you; you won them just as
are as healthy and handsome as good, strong gamblers win money. You hav taken the
constitutions, the sun,ana wholesome food and first step in the path ; that man has gone
good air can make them. Fred and Dan hav- through it, and you can see the end. Now, I
little gardens of their own, and they raise advise you to go and giv his threepence
beans, corn, pumpkins, squashes, cucumbers, back, and ask him for your half-penny, and
and potatoes. Dan is not more than seven or then stand square with the world, an honest
eight years old, and Fred may be about twelve. boy."
Lottie is nine, I think, and Katie is five, and
He had hung his head down, but raised it
baby Edith is, may be, two and a half. They quickly, and his bright, open look as he said,
go to school, all but the baby, and are quick "I'll do it," will not soon be forgotten. He
to learn. They all can work, and it is very ran back, and, soon emerged from the ring,
amusing to see even little Edith trying to clear looking happier than ever. He touched his
up the table after meal time, and begging- cap and bowed pleasantly, as he ran away to
the little tot !-to wipe the dishes.
join his companions. This was an honest
Fred has to go some distance to achool, so boy, and doubtless made an honorable man.
he takes a lunch along and does not come -Morning Stl1ir.
home till the close of the afternoon session.
He is very honorable, is Fred, and when eatFables for the Times.
ng his lunch in his aunt's garden in the sumA
Crow
with
a morsel of cheese in her beak
mer-time, and the boys come and tease him
to get them some of his aunt's grapes or pears, was accosted by a hungry Fox, who begged
he will look at them indignantly, and say, her to sing, remarking that a beautiful voice
' Do you suppose I'm going to steal !" '' Oh, must accompany so fair a form. The vain
she never'll know," the boys say. "But I bird at once dropped the cheese and the Fox
shall know, and I don't want any such trouble hastened to seize it. But alas! it was Limburger, and one smell overcame the thief,
on my conscience."
Each little Smith has his own place for his whose dying agonies were hightened by the
own things, and neither one would think it at Crow's executing" In the Gloaming."
Moral : This little Fable shows that the
all right to meddle with the others' belonginnocent
often develop surprising strength
ings without leave, even if they are· brothers
in unexpected quarters.
and sisters.
THE TWO DOGS.
Don't they hav any faults? you ask.
Two dogs one day went lion hunting, one
, Of course they do; they are not perfect
children, by any means. They cry and kick of them being a smart dog with a classical
and get cross, at times, just like other boys education and the other being very ignorant
and girls. They are roguish, too. Fred is and unsophisticated. Pretty soon they struck
quite a naturalist, and likes to dissect frogs the track of a Lion, and the educated Dog
and fishes after they are dead. He has a started off in the direction of the royal beast,
great curiosity to inspect bugs, birds, and while his ignorant companion, making an ab·beetles, but he was never known to rob a nest surd mistake, took the back track and started
off in the opposit direction. In a few minor hurt a bird.
I'll tell you what he did once, not long ago. utes the educated Dog was serving as an inHe collected a lot of living crickets, and de- animate free lunch for an enormous Lion,
posited them in his sister Lottie's bed-room. while the ignorant Dog escaped unhurt.
Moral: This Fable teaches that classical
Well, after she went to bed, one night, she
began to cry: " Mamma I mamma! Oh, lore should be plentifully sprinkled with prac·
dear! oh, dear! I can't go to sleep!" Her tical knowledge.-Life.
mother went to her room-and no wonder
she couldn't sle!<p! It was ''C-r-e-e-k I
Our Puzzle .Box.
c-r-e-e-k! c-r-e-e-k!" on the right and on
1.-00NUNDRUM.
the left, under the bed and over the bed, unWhat blazing lett81" forms a word
der the chairs, under the stand, everywhere!
That names a kind of wading bird?
The room seemed fuU of crickets, and every
J.K.P.B.
one pouring forth his shrieks to the best of
his ability. It was "Chirp, chirp! crick, ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OHILDREN'S OORNER,
OOT. 9, 1886.
crick. crick!" and you never heard such an
!.-Hereditament. 2.-Black hair (black
uproar of crickets in all your life. The whole hare), ebon eyes (ebon I's), Roman nose
family came to the room, and if there had (non's, i. e., Latin,, noes), rosy lips (rose

ellipse), ribbon (rib on cape), ears (of corn),
elbows (L bows), hands (of a clock), plaits
in her waist (plates), bone (equator), pannier
(pan nigh her), apron (a pun, a play on
words), a train (of cars), furbelows (fur bellows), instep (step to hotel), feet (twelve
inches), ladies' slippers. 3.-In order to be
wise be content to learn.
·r

Correspondence.
VALLEY FALLS, KAN., Oct. 3, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Encouraged at seeing
my first letter in print, I will try to write a
second. I think THE TRUTH BEEKER is improving all the time. It arrives here on Saturday or Sunday, and we aU bav a hearty
laugh at Watson Heston's work on the first
and last pages. There is a minister in Manhattan, Kan., where my two sisters are attending college, who says nothing that is
ridiculed can stand long. Christianity surely
will fall then.
S. P. Putnam paid Valley Falls a visit and
delivered four lectures in the latter part of
August-three at the Opera House at night,
and one at the park in the afternoon. We attended them all but the one in the park. It
rained and we could not go. We were very
well pleased with his lectures a,nd hope he
will .come again. Papa and mamma purchased his picture and his ·pamphlet entitled
" Why Don't He Lend a Hand·?" and other
Agnostic poems. I think it is as _good poetry
as I ever read. We hav read his books
entitled" Golden Throne" and" Waifs and
Wanderings,".and think them very. interesting. Papa bought IngPrsoll's forty-t'(lree
lectures complete. I hav started to read it
through, and think it is the best book I ever
read. I think it would do a person more real
good to read one of Ingersoll's lectures than
to read the filthy old Bible through. I 11tarted
to read it through once, but didn't get very
far until I decided that it was too silly to
spend any time on. The board of this district hav hired a religious school-teacher
again this winter, and I am very sorry.
Their senseless· prayers to an invisible deity
of whose existence no one knows make me
sick. My studies are history, arithmetic,
~rammar, geography, and spelling.
History
IS my favorit study. I will inclose my card.
Wishing you every happiness, I remain,·
Yours truly, E. HoRTENSIA HARMAN.
[Thanks for the above interesting letter,
and the accompanying pretty card. We hope
to hear from Hortensia again.-En. C. C.]
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Population; The Curate of Churnside. (Selected
story.) By: Jas. Pa~e; How Voltaire Died, by the
Editor: 'l'he Iron Virgin; Religious Divisions of
the World; Paine Memorial Hall (illustrated);
The Story of 1885; Immigration to the U. S.
1820-1884; Freethought in Australia ; Fre"ethought
on the Continent; Subjects of illustration; Freethought J ol'l.rnals; Religious Denominations;
Area and Value of Farms; Population of Large
Cities; Liberal Lecturers.
ILLUSTRATIONS:
Lick Observatory:, Girard College, Philadelphia,
Free thought Hall, Waco, Texas lintet•ior new);
Freethought Hall, Waco.:.. Texas (exte1'ior view);
The Tent.t lrou Virgin, .!:'ain0 Hall, llloncure D.
Conway, ~Saladin, Annie ~esauti Mary 'Wo1JoSt0I?-ecraft, G. W. Foote, Austm Ho yoake, J. S. Mtll,
George Eliot, Geo. Standring, El·nst :Qiaeckel,
Auguste Comt_fu Edward Gibboll, MalO Muller,
Thos. Huxley, voltan·el Chas. Darwin, Rousseau,
Humboldt, Byron, Sllel ey, David Hume, Goethe,
Robert Burns, Richard Carli!~ Herbert Sj)encer,
Castelar, Bradlaugh, Chas. A. vv atts, J. A. Fronde,
John Tyndall.
NEW YORK:

THE TRUTH S.E.EK.ER OO.MPANY,
33 CLINTON PLACE.

BuRTON.

Price, 10 cents.

St.ointfm's Pa'J)e:r.

A Business

Man's Soci>tl ancl R9ligious \Tiews. Bold
and trenchant blows ngninst theology
and inhumanity. Price, 1.00.

Golden Throne, ·a Romance. " The Christianity from a Scientific · and
author certa.fu.ly has g<mius. The divine creaHistorical Stnmlpoint. By WM. N.
tiv spark is within hiril. The book is :filled with
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

(E.M. 286).

Jom~,E.

Waif,. and Wanderings. a New Ameri· Christian a.nd Deist.
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.

manly thoughtsJ expressed in manly wordsthe transcriptoi a m_ll,nlymind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.

i 8 8 6

WOR,J{S.

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Birth and Death of Religions. By

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In·
fidel and the Gali1ean Reformer, wherein it is
shown tliere is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.
,

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinarybeauty."-Du. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

LAUREN, attorney at Law. Contents:.Introduetion, Unrevenlcrl Religion, Old
Testament Religion, Evidence in Support
of Christianity, Alleged Failure of Christianity, Proposed Substitute for Christianity; Conclusion. 50 cents.

Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas of
Christianity. St. John never in Asia
Minor: Irenams the author of the Fourth
Gospel; The Frauds of the Churchmen
of the Second Century Exposed. By GEo.
REBER. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2.

Bible Extracts· or, the
Why Dou't He Lend a Haud, and Classified
Holy Scriptures Analyzed. hy RoBERT
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

CooPER.

Price, 25 cents.

Confessions of an Inquirer.

Why

nnd What Am I? By JAMEs JAOKSON JA.RVES. Price, $1.25.

Charles Watts's Works.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethougbt and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors .. Section IV.
· Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. ·Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

The American St>cular Union; its

Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
<Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
Price, 10 cts.

82 pages in cover.

Se• ularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christ an Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Charles Bradlaugb. Contents : 'llhe Origm of Christianity; The Histodcal Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; ·The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Coop~r's

Lectures on the Soul. In

which the doctrin of immnrtnlity is religiously and philosophically considered.
Price, 75 cents.

Cradle of the Christ.
Primitiv Christianity.
INGHAM. Price, $1. 75.

A Study in

BJ 0. B. FRoTH·

Cultivation of Art, And Its Relationa
to Religious Puritanism ancl Money-Getting. By A. R. CooPER. 12mo, 48 pp.
Price, flexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20.

Divine and Moml Works of Plato.

Translated from the original Greek. With
introductory dissertations and not.es.
Price, $2.50.

Doctrin of Inspiration : being an
Inquiry Concerning the Infi1llihility, Inspiration, and Authority of Holy Writ.
By the Rev. JoHN MAONAUGHT, M.A., In·
curnbent of St. Chrysostom's church,
Everton, Liverpool, England. Price, $1.50

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas. Elegant Extracts from the Bible.
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BffiLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For sale at this office.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity j
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought ana
Modern Progress; Christianit_y, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization · Philosophy of Seculadsm; Science and Bible Ant!l.gonistic i
Christian Scheme of Redemption. For all or
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

LITHOGRAPHS
OJ!'

CHARLES
DAR WIN
--oAdmirers of the Great Naturalist, and practically
the father of Evolution, will be ~lad to know that
we ha v a fine litho.vraph of htm for sale-size
18Mx24 inches on heavy _plate.paper. Framed, the
picture will make a splendid ornament for the
parlors of Freethinkers. PriceJ.25 cents.
Address THE TRuTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

(Perhaps inelegant would be a more proper
term.) Price, 10 cents. .

English Life of Jesus. BY THoML::
SooTT. Dedicated to those who seel<
mther to know the truth of facts than to
look on unhistorical pictures. Price, $1.50.

Epidemic Delusions. A Lecture by
FREDERICK R. MAavrn, M.D. Price, 10 ctH.

KERSEY GRAVES'S WORKS.
Essays onM.ind, Matter, Forces, TheSixteen Saviors or None. BY KERology, etc. By CHAHLEs E. TowNsEY GUAVEB, anther of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, and
Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; cloth,$1.

Bible of. Bibles; or, Twenty-seven

sEND. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404pp. Price,
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same author. Price, 75 cents.

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thousand biblical errors in science, history,
mor~ls, religion1 and general events. Also a
delineation of tne characters of the principal
perwnnges of the Christian Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Price, $2.

WORKS OF PROF. DENTON.
Be 'l'hyself. Price, 10 cents.
Biograv.hy of Satan; or, a Historical
Exposttion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains. Christianity no Finality; or, SpiritPnce, 35 cents.
ualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents.
The World's Sixteen Crucified SavCommon
Sense Thou~hts on the
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
Bible. Price, 10 cents.
Contaming new and startling revelations in
The Greatest of' all Antl·Blbli·
BY J. E. REMSBURG.
religious liistoryl which disclose the oriental
origin of all the aoctrines 1 .Principle~ precepts, Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10 cts.
cal Works.
and miracles of the Christtan New ·.1·estament1
Author of "False Claims," "Bible
and furnishing a key for unlocking many oi Geology; The Past and Future of our
By THOMAS PAINE,
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
Morals," E.tc.

-aSo many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

Sa~~ath- Breaking.

The best and most thorough work ever written
on the Sunday Question from a rational point of
view.

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments • . • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation.n

SINGLE CoPIEs,
25 cents.
$1. 00.
Sr:x: CoPIES,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

For either of these works~,. or aJ!Y of Paine's
writings,
Address THE ·.rRUTH SEEKER,

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

Price, 3ii cents.

BIBLE MYTIIS

Large and Handsome Print.

BY

W. S. BELL.

history of 2ixteen oriental crucmed g9ds, $2.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

WHAT'S TO BE

Price, $1.50.

Is Spiritualism Tme 1 Price, 10 cts.
Man'S' True Savior. Price, 10 cents.
DONE~ Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is

A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.
By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
· R. TuoKER.
Written in Prison. Suppressed b~the Czar. The
Author Over Twenty Years an Extle in Sibe. ria. Russian Edition worth$600 a Copy.
First American Edition Exhausted
in Four Days. Second now
Reafu'". An Elegant
Volume of 330
Pages.
PRESS COMMENTS !
To call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of
Nihilism is scarcely extravagance.- Boston Aaver-

"I am very much pleased. with it, and I wish the
seventy thousand ministers of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
AND THEIR
word of it."
ttse:r.
It is perhape the book which has most powerPrice 1~ cents.
For sale at this office. fully
Parallels in Other Religions.
influenced the youth of Russia in their
tf29
Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testa, growth into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
ment Myths and Miracles with those of .
noteworthy as a work which has played so imporheathen nations of Antiquity, Contant a part in the political and social history of
sidering also their Origin
the century.-Boston Courier.
.
and Meaning. With
As a revelation of folk hfe it is invaluable; we
n umeroua illushav no other Russian pictures that compare with
BY
S.
P.
PUTMAM.
trations.
it.-Provi<Zence Star.
The characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
The object of the work 1s to point out the myths
A poetic version of the Indian Story of the Gar- that
the interest in their fate becomes intense as
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with other den of Eden, in which its superiority to the muti- the thread of the narrativ is slowly unwound.Bostfm Saturaav Eveninu Gazette.
nations; and then trace them to their evident ori- lated copy-the Genesis legend-is shown.
When we come to consider the publication of
gin and explain their meaning.
such books as Flaubert's "Salammbo " and Tcher"It is unquestionable true that the results of a
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
nychewsky's ·• Wha t•s To Be Done ?" we caJ:1.D.ot
rationalist10 study of the Christian scriptures are
avoid the conclusion that something must hav
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
happened to the society for the suppression of
in the work before us."-N. Y. Sun.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
indecent
literature.-St. Louts Rej)t();ltcan.
1 vol. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages,
In cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
Price. 82.ii0.
THE TRUTR ~P.~Kl41R ANNUAl
Ad~s THE TRU'l'H SEEKER,
.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Price, 25 cents.
33 Clillton Place, New York.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

ADAMI AND HEVA.

Planet.

True.

:Price, 10 cents.

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.

Price, $1. 25.

Radical Rhymes.· Price, $1.25.
Sermon from Shakspere's Text.
Price, 10 cents.

Soul of Things • or, Psychometric Researches ana Discoveries. In three volumes. Price, $1.50 per volume.

The Deluge in the Light of Modetn
Seience. Price, 10 cents.
The God Proposed for Our National
Constitution. Price 10 certs.
The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene'·
sis and Geology
25 cents.

Cloth, 40 cents; pa.))e~
-

The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents.
Is Darwin Right1 Price, $1.25.
What ls Right 1 Price, 10 cents.
What Was He1 or, Jesus in the Light
of the Nineteenth Century.
$125; paper, $1.

Price, cloth,

Who are Christians 1 Price, 10 cents.
Who Rilled Mary Stannardl10 cents

·;.,-!
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The American Institute Fair.

THE HUMBOLDT-LffiRARY.

The fifty-fifth exhibition of the American
Institute· was opened Sept. 29th by an address from William Rutter,Esq., of the board
of trustees. Ample as the grounds of the Institute are, occupymg the entire block from.
l!lixty-third to Sixty-fourth street, ·and from
Second to Third avenues, ·they are inadequate
to accommodate one-half the applications for
space. Every accommodation is afforded by
the trustees foJ: refreshments inside the building, so that parties spending the day in the
building will not be. under the necessity of
going out. Open evenings untii .10 P.M.;
music afternoon and evening. Persons coming to New York and going away without
visiting the ·Institute will miss one o_f the
most useful and instructiv places of resort in
the city. We trust the time is not far distant
when prejudice shall yield to popular opinion
and the fair be opened Sundays-for the ben-_
efit of the mechanics, the real· authors of the
industrial works, benefiting the Institute to
detriment of the rum-shops.
GEo. M. DAVENPORT.

Price 15 cents each number, unless otherWise market%.

0

Parson Joe and the Judgment Day.
Parson Joseph was black, but he had a good
knack
Of preaching to converts and sinners ;
.
He'd shout and they'd sing and make the walls
ring,
And for!let to go home to their dinners.
Year after year Joe kept them in fear
Of customs unrighteous and evil;
Said, "Brudders, all mind, and sistern, .be kind;
Or you'll go to the home of the debil."
Parson Joseph one day heard an old brother say
Opposition had sprung up in preachingThat a stranger had come the neighbors among,
·
And a new gospel doctrin was teaching.
Adventism" he taught ; Joe's followers caught
In their minds new tidings of Gabriel,
And believed he'd soon blow to let the world know
Earth's fixtures were growing unstable.
When Sabbath day shone Joe stood quite alone
In his church all deserted and dreary,
For his flock looked in vain till closing time came,
Then retired down-hearted and weary.
The stranger's new call drew his followerS all
Away from their ancient profession ;
Joe took it all in and thought it a sin
To relinquish the right of possession.
He was shrewd to the core, his age was threescore,
He had learned human nature is freakySeeks changes to make and friends will forsake
As do rats an old ship that is leaky.
· "I'll hab 'em all back as sure as I'm black,"
Said Joe to a near faithful neighbor;
"I'll ·try dis queer preachin' and. new-fangled
teachin•,
Den go on undisturbed in my labor."
~ext Sabbath Joe went to hear the AdventProstrated himself in devotion ;
His people all shouted to see how he scouted
Old things for the new gospel notion.
.Converted anew, Joe's followers flew
To his old place of worship to hear him ;
His opponent in terror pronounced him in error,
Refusing to hear Qr go near him.
In fierce opposition and crude superstition
For members they long did compete;
Both strove hard to show that soon Gabriel would
blow
And leave sinners out in the heat·.
But Joseph could see tpat a prophet to be
Would giv him high standing and prestige,
So he told it around when Gabriel would sound
And got in· ahead with the message.
Said he: "In September-now, friends, all rememberThe twentieth about, I should say,
In de clouds of de sky de Lord you'll espy
Comin' down to de great judgment day.
Now let us prepare white garments to wear;
And go forth to meet the bridegroom ;
We'll all go together be it good or bad weather;
I thinks he'll come doW'!l aqont noon."
·White robes were prepared, but their feet were all
bared
To giv them a lighter ascension ;
They met on a hillside where grass it had dried
To enjoy Parson Joseph's invention.
In vain did they wait in uncertain state
Of mind, for no Gabriel appeared;
And, as time had grown cheap, they all fell asleep,
So remained until evening had neared.
But boys were on hand, and with quick firebrand
Encircled the hillside with fire,
Expecting to see the whole company flee
And take a position much higher.
Outside of the crowd Joe, snoring aloud,
Was wrapped in prpfonndest repose,
As the slow-creeping fire climbed higher and
higher
And crackled between his bare toes.
At the first twinge of heat Joe sprang to his feet,
And, seeing the grass all aglow,
Thon!lht Satan the sneak had caught them asleep
And sent them to regions below.
He shouted aloud to his sleep-loving crowd,
''Say, niggers, awake! don't yon know
Dat Satan has caught us 1 New preachin; has
brought us
Just where I expected you'd go. "
Then bounding through smoke, Joe instantly broke
Away from the sable ascenders;
And seeing the game when clear of the flame,
Never mingled again with pretenders.

of John O'Mally is attributable to smoking
1
and spirits, while Mrs. Gilbert's is to be Set
down to total abstinence from these stimu-.
lants. Consistency, thou art a jewel!
Re~. Geo. 0. Barnes, the mountain evangelist of Kentucky, says that he has made his
trip around the world, with his wife, son,
and two daughters, entirely on faith. He
had no plan when he set out but to preach
-no invitations from abroad, no promises
of support, no acquaintances, _even, in the
countries he visited. Yet he made thejourney and wanted_ for nothing 1-(Jleoeland
Plaindealer. A regular deadbeat of the first
water, possessed of the effrontery to brag
over it, and call it "faith I" An ecclesiastical
tramp,. with his family included, who had
they been Infidels would probably ha v turned
up in the lock-up! But because he was good
at begging and tramped like his Lord and
master he is a citizen of good repute, a Christian gentleman, and a practical believer_ in'
the faith doctrin. Hurrah for Christian
tramps!
A threatening storm cloud alarmed the
worshipers at a colored camp-meeting at
Green Camp, 0., one Sunday, and in their
hurry to get away thirty-two buggies were
totally wrecked. And yet the preacher was
then exhorting his hearers : " Beloved bredran, hav faith in_ .God, trust in God; his tender mercies are over all his works." But,
you see, friends, none of them believed it.
And yet these Christians curse ·us heretics
because we say it is all a farce ; but when
emergencies arise how practically they prove
the truth of our belief and the falsity of their·
own I
ELLA E. GmsoN.

Obituary.
DrED.-In New Milford township, Pa., Sept.
29, 1886, Mrs. Olive Grinnell, aged about
59 years.
0

This brave woman who has just gone to
her rest· was mourned by the little band of
Liberals here with_ true sorrow. As mother,
wife, and steadfast friend, her place will not
easily be filled. Coming from the humble
walks of life, she knew how to pity the outc
cast and suffering. No waif, made homeless
by circumstances, was turned away from her
fireside, and no appeals for help from tp.e destitute were unregai-ded. A. seeker after truth,
to find it was to accept it. She questioned
not of the future life. ·This world was all
that concerned her, and to do her work well
in this life was her only desire.
Few women are so worthy of imitation as
this fearless one ]ust departed. With few
advantages in early life, she worked her way,
alone, out of th~ thraldom of the church, into
the broad, clear light of the religion of humanity, allowing neither popularity, honors,
nor friendship to interfere with her convictions of right and truth. And when called to
solve the problem of a future existence, she
approached the silent shore with firmness and
resignation, murmuring not at the inevitable,
for death, at the worst, was to her but a sweet,
unbroken rest. And, so sustained, she died
Like one who wraps the drapery of his conch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.
With beautiful consistency, which makes
her memory doubly dear to us, she requested
that no orthodox services should be rendered
at her funeral. So, in accordance with her
request, appropriate ceremonies were con-·
ducted by Joshua Burrows, of Gibson, Pa.
Oh, if the timid and weak in our ranks woUld
only dare to follow the example of this
courageous sister, and positivly forbid ·at
their funerals the orthodox mummery which,
in life, they laughed at and heartily despised I
Large numbers came from the surrounding
country to look for the last time on the face
WILLIAM EBECKBON.
of one who had so often served them in times
of. sorrow. " She was to me a mother,"
Stray Scraps.
came from many a trembling lip. But all
John O'Mally, of Dallas county, Iowa, is was over at last, and we laid her tenderly to
one hundred and twelve years oid, has rest in her lonely, narrow bed.
chewed tobacco and smoked since he was a A sadness deep is ours, and tears will start,
That one we loved has fallen by the way.
boy, takE'q a nip of old Kentucky when he
feels like it, and says he never recited more We ill could spare her, for so few stand forth,
As she, for truth, and courage grand display.
han three verses at a time in Sunday-school;
Scorned
by the bigot, that in reason's light
and did not ~o to sea as a cabin-boy.-Boston
She stood arrayed, from superstition free;
Globe.
Hoping beyond for neither bliss nor pain ;
This life well spent, her immortality.
J't1rs. Mary Hayes Gilbert, says the Boston
Globe, of Gl( ucester, Mass., celebrated her As she drew near the mystic, silent sea,
"I am so weary, let me go," she said.
one-hundredth birthday September 8th. She
retains· all her faculties, with a remarkable "Hang up my shield and buckler; I hav done
My work. I greet the unknown without dread."
memory of el'ents.
She is only a little
And so we laid her quietly to rest
hard of hearin! . She is a devout Christian,
Where Wild flowers bloom, 'mid smig of bird and
•f the Unitarian order. It is not stated
bee,
vhether she used tobacco, took a nip of old When autumn's radiance down the hillside
streamed,
Kentucky, snuff, or other stimulants or sedAnd all who stood there said, " 'Tis well with
ative, but it is recorded that she repeated the
thee I"'
' Cradle Hymn " learned at the tender age of
MRs. D. L. BuRRows.,
five years. It is presnmable that the long life
Gibaon, Pa., Oct. 10, 1886.
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1\lottoes for Freethinkers.
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the " GQd-bless-onrhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches. by 221-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
teadings:

······················································
0

•

THE LIVING HAV A BIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WORLD.

........................................................
•

-·

,

:····················································:

l...... ~~~.:~~~~~-~-~:;-~~-~~~-~: ...... :

.......................................................
:
SUPERSTITioN IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.
:
:·...................... ······ ...........:............. :
:·············.········································:
REASON IS A BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR. '
······················································
······················································
•
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS MY CATHEDRAL.
•
......................................................
····················-··································
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0

0

0

0
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······················································
0

0

THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HEBE.

······················································
......................................................
0

•

-

0

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

TILL

......................................................:
•
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0
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•
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~
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•
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0

0
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0
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0

0

THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY;
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.

The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethonght societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price~
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York City.

Protectio!i or Free_ Trade
An Examination of the Tariff Question with
Especial Regard to the Interests of Labor.
BY HENRY CEORCE.
In this book the author designs to show that
beneficial results would follow the abolition
of all tadffs on importations.
Octavo, 360pp.; price, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

T~e

Mirror of

freethou~ht,

BY ARTHUR B. MOSS,
FREETHOUGHT AND RADIOAL ADVOOATE
{of England,).

SECOND EDITION.
Charles Watts's Literary G•~J(lp. says: "We are
glad to record the appearance of a second edition
of this admirable book. The val'ions papers-ten
in all-are some of the author's best work."
The Middleboro News says: "These essays are
brimming with careful thought and judicious research."
·
The Yorkshire OlLronicle says : "These essays are
not unworthy the attention of the scientific
student though written for the uninitiated."
PRICE, 50 CENTS.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Tha BiDlo Analyze~.
BY
.J"ohn R. :Kelso;· A.D.
CONTENTSi
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-Thti Del_!!ge.-The Exodns.-The Mira·
'cles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-The
'Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of theBible.-The Messiah or
;Savior.
.
.
Cro'!Jl ootavo,_838 p_p. _Splendidly executed Bent
:by mail, post pauL Price, $8.00,

1. Light Science for Leisure Hours. A series of
familiar essa,ys on astronomical and other·
natural phenomena. By Richard A. ProCo' .
tor, F.R.A.S.
.
ll. The Forms of Water.in Clouds and --Rivers_:;Ice
and Glaciers. 19 illnstratiens., By John ·~·:.'11
dall, F.R.S.
·
8. Physics. and Politics. An ~pplication o~ .the
prinmples of Natnral SCience to Political •
SocietY. By Walter Bagehot, Author ol
"The English Constitution."
4 Man's Place in Nature.· With numerous illn11. trations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
5. Education, l'ntellectuaJ, Moral, and Physical.
By He~· bert Spencer.
.
6. Town Geology. With Appendix on Coral and
Coral Reefs. BY Cha!·les Kingsley.
·
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous illustrations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.· · .
s. Stnqy o_f Lang11ag_es, brought back to i~s. Trn3
pnnmples. By C. ·Marcel.
9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spen~!lr.
10. Theory "Jf Sound in its Relation to Music
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro
· Blaserna.
11. } The Naturalist on the River Amazon. A record of 11 years' travel. By Henry Waiter
12.
·Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
18. Mind and Body. }l'he theories of their rela-;
tions. By Alllxander Bain, LL.D.
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 82 illustrations
·
.
By Camille Flammarion. .
15. Lonfl:evity; The means of prolonging_life after
middle age. By John Gardner, M.D;o
16. Origin of Species, By Thomas H. Huxley,
F.R.S.
17. Progress: Its Law and Cause. With other disquisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
18. Lessons in ElectriCity. 60 illustrations. B~
John Tyndall, F.R.S.
.
19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. By
-Richard A. Proctor.
20. Romance of Astronomy. By B. Kalley Miller,
M.A.
21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essays.
By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
··
22. Seeing and Thinking. By William Kingcion
Clitl"ord, F.R.S.
23. Scientific Sophisms. A reView of current
theories conce ~nin~ Atom!l.t Apes, and Men.
By Samuel Wainwright, D.u.
24. Pqpnlar Scientific Lectures. illustrated. By
l'rof. H. Helniholtz. ·
25. Origin of Nations. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
OXford University.
26. The Evolutionist ·at Large By Grant Allen.
27. Hi~tory of Landholding
n England. By
Joseph Fisher, F.R.H.S.
'28. Fashion in Deformity, as illustrated in the·
customs of Barbarous aaJ. Civilized Races.
Numerous illustrations. By William Henry
Flower, F.R.S.
·
Z9. Facts and Fictions of Zoolog)·. Numerous
illustrations. By Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
JO. } Study of Words. By Richard Ohenevix
:n.
Trench.
•
'l2. Hereditar_y Traits and other Essays. By Richard A. Proctor.
-l3. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.·
·J4. Philosophy of Style. By. Herbert Spencer.
~5. Oriental Religions. By John Ca.ird, Pres ..
Univ. Glasgow, and Others.
36. Lectures 01;1 Evolution. illustrated. By Prof.
T. H. Huxley.
'
37. Six Lectures on Light. illustrated. By John
Tyndall.
:38.} Geological Sketches. By AI·chibald Geikie,
39.
F.R.S.
40; The Evidence of Organic Evolution. -By Geo.
J. Romanes, F.R.S.
41. Current Discussions in Science. By, W. M.
Williams, F.C.S.
i2. History of the Science of Politics. By Frederick Pollock,
-13. Darwin nnd Humboldt. By Professor HuXley.
Professor Agassiz, and others.
-14.} Da~. of History. By C. F. Keary, of the
45. . Bntish Museum.
16. Diseases of Memory. By Th. Ribot: TI;anslated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
17. Childhood of Eeligions. By Edwa,rd Clodd,
. F.R.A.S.
48. Life in Nature. illustrated. ByJas. Hinton
49. The Sun: its Constitution; its Phenomena;
its Condition. By -Judge Nathan T. Can·,
Columbus, Ind.
lVIone:y and the Mechanism of Exchange. By .
51.
Pmf. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
52. Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Trans·
lated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
58. Animal Automatism, and other Essays. By
Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
54. Birth and Growth of Myth. By Edward Clodd.
F.R.A.S.
55. Scientific Basis of Morals.l. and other Essays.
By William Kingdon Clittord, ·F.R.S.
.
~:} illusions. By James Snlly.
_
The Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin.
59.
Two double numbers, 30 cents each.
60. Childhood of the World. By Edward Clodd.
61. 1\Iiaccllaneons Essays. By Richard A. Proctor.
62. Rehgions of the Ancient World. By Prof. Geo.
Rawlinson, University of Oxford. Double
number, 30 cents.
83. Progressive Morality; By Thomas Fowler,
·
LL.D.t president of Corpus Christi Colleg_e,
Oxforn.
64. DiRti·ibntion of Animals and Plants. BY A.
'-tnssel Wallace and W. T. Thiselton Dyer,
65. Condltions of Mental Development; and other
Essays. By Wm. Kingdon Clifford.
66. Technical Education ; and other Essays. By
Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
67. The Blaclr Death. An A.cconnt of the Gr~:!;
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Centnr>'o ,.,J. F. C. Hecker.
68. {Sp,?cial number, 10 cents.) Three Essay,
Herbert Spencer.'
· 69. {Double Number, SO cents). Fetichism: A CoD
tribntion to Anthropology and the Histor)'
·of Religion. By Fritz SchnltzeJ?h.D. Translated from the German by J. FitzgeraJ.I
M.A.
70. Essays Specnlativ and Practical. By Herber'
Spencer..
71. Anthropology. By. Daniel Wilson..._ LL.D.
With Appendix on Archeology. »Y E. B.,
'l'ylor, F.R.S.
72. The Dancing Mania or the Middle Ages. B~
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D .
73. Evolution in History, Language, and Science.
Four Addresses delivered at the London
Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and
Literature.
74. The Descent of Man; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwin. In G parh
15 cents each.
A&d-- ~s THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
83 Clir:~.nn Place, New 11 z\.,
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.Ingersoll's 'Works.

FRIENDSHmLIBERAL LEAGUE No. 25';

~meets evecy Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and

/Wood at's., at 2:80 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
<free discussions on religious and social questions.
;Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
!Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.~

· The Gods. Paper, 5~ cts; ·cloth, .$1.
. ~fiveb lect~r~s.L compnsiiJ.g, "The Gods,·
it ,}= dolatJ... 'J.:nomas Pame," "Individual- o
y,Gan . J:1eretics and Heresies."
The
hosts. Paper, 50 eta · cloth 1 25
·
WOontents: "The <fhosts " "Li6ertt 'f ' M. ·. • Jl
, oman, .and Ohild " " Th D 1 ti or an, I
~eJ!.endeiJ.ce," "Abhut F:rrn: ar!J. on _of ln.
, 'l'he Grant Banquet" "Th
.m IllinoiS," .i
Olark," "The Past :R ·
be f ev. Alexander
Dream,:• and "A Tribu~~e:o Ego~~. ~g~a~
Some Mistakes of Moses Paper 5octs·
cloth, $1.25.
•.
,
, ,
Inte~·views· on 'ralmage. Paper 50cts·
· Plam cloth, $1.25.
.
'
. '

) . BACON AND SIUKSPERE.
.
: :Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write. II The Sonnet11 written by Francis Baeon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By: WH. HEN:a'i
·. Bun:a. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

lft

will.offer until furthe. r notice all my elegant stock
of fine goods at

I

What Must We Do to Be Saved~· Pa. Per, 25 cents.
·
The Christian Relildon
B R G
. . Ingerso[, Judge Jeremiali S Black ?nd
George J!'. Fislier. Paper, 50.cents ·'cloth $~of.
Orthodoxy.
56 pages 12m.'o ~ ~r
f2rcentsi
per doz. post paid :Pr!t& fu.
co~:i' ~ee~eliype, ~n!l contai:ni:IJ.g as much as
0
This makes avC:ianJn
. ordiiiary lectures.
Liberals should sca!ter it ;~~~:OIJsly~ocument.
Ingersoll Cat~ch1sed: His .Answers to
rh~~~er tiital Questions Propounded by
c t
ro
e San F'ra1U!tsoan. 5 cents· 50
Per fdtohzen ; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies , $8.
•
d" ons o
ese shoUld be circulated
'
Vm •cation of Tbomas Paine from
th: Gattiacks of the New York Observer b Rober . ngersoll. Price, 10 cents.
' Y
Address. on the ()ivil Rights Bill
Large stze octavo, paper, 15 cents
•
Ingersows Lectures Compiete.
t.~~ Inginoenrse vll9lumeks. To meet the demand
.uu.
o s wor th p blish h
1
~~x~~.
€g~3s, except the .fa~st oner.. ~~dr~
1
calf, librar sf lone eautiful.v<?lume, in half
Pajl"es, whiJ'h il :hland contammg .over l 800
nnce of $5 Sent b d ail~ the ex~eedingly iow
T "b t
·
Y ma postpaid.
ri u. e~.
There hav been so man
fflPlicatwns for Mr. Ingersoll's "Trib te '
Ba~:~~;W~i~;:F:Ji~Ih.on of Watr'"dthe ·~rant
"Little Har 'Mill , e recen a dress over
be.en printed~n he:;: t~~adve," that they .hav
mmated b d
d" ~
e paper, 1Bx22, illuble f f or. er, an In large, clear type suitato a~r rammg, and the faur will be forWarded
Y address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts
Prose P~ms and S~Iections. T~
new book Is a gem It ·
d .
spect In fact •
IS a mo el m everb re-

!f

1

DR. B. P. FELLOWS
is a re~larly: educated and le&'aliY qualified physiCian, and
the m.ost successfW,1
as his IJractice will
prove. He has for
twent~ :years treated
excluBivly all diseases
of the Sexual ®rg_ans,
in the cures of which
he stands11reeminent
SPERMATORRH<EA
ana.IllfPOTENOY
as lml result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, .causing
night emissions by
•~o--o--.< dreams, loss of se~al
·power, rendenng
marriage improper and unhappy, etc., are cured
pennanentt;~~: by_ an outside a.Qplication in sixtJ
days. NO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It is ont
of Dr. Fellows' valuable discoveries, which is entirely unknown to the medical profession. It is
not a catch-penny get UJ? 1 such as a ;padi belt, pas.
tille1 nor magnetic appliance, but srmp y a medi·
oin to
be applied externally on the parts affected,
which cures by absorption. Send five 2-Cent stamp!
lfor his "Private Counselor," givin.s: full infonnaition. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows1 Vineland, N.J.
' jand say where you saw this advertisment.

l

~~~~tiaef. g::;~~:J! ~Mfatn~;:;::r~~i\t~ ~=r~

~:~~~2r~io~~~~ni~i~~~ii~l~~J~~r~~;;

l

i N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he it
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro,
fiberals, your patronage 1s solicited.

;c.

,

A

,p RI MIT IV E CHRIS TIANITy
.

av

LEWIS

c. JANES;

. This book treats of the natural evolrition of the

.Ollrist}a;t relie;io~, its historical antece~ents .in
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Pagamsm ; myell'tftgates ~he history of the fo~md\lr of C!h;t1stianlty m the light of the latest smentijic cntiCism of
.the New Testament; sho}VS that. the true. story of
the Man Jesus, and his genUln teachings are
separable from the later legendai'Y accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
'Christ1 and traces the natural development of
Practical Experience with Poultry.
Christran dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little book- Complete references and full index. 820pp. Svo,
11;: pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only clotl:i, gilt top. Price $1.50.
! a quarter," but as full of meat as an eg&'· It is
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
. well called "practical," for we find nothmg unpractical in it. ·Hens, ducks, geese1 and turkeys1
are particularly discussed· and their economica.t
A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many.
Ol!'
_.practical hint~ abo~t ;keeping poultry on .a large
. scale, and, all In all, It IS a very useful addition to
the poultry literature of the day.
OBTD
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
Fi-rst Ten Deoad68 of. Ou-r Bra.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

APOLONIUS 0 F TYANA,

Thoma~ Paine.

The Apostle of Re-

BY

DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
: Designed to show upon the authority of History
.that Apolloniua of Tyana performed miracles and
:spoke wise sayings equal to those attributed to
·Jesus Christ. 350pp., octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.

ligious and Political ~ibert:l".. · Tells the story
\)f the ,A.uthor~Hero•s life, delin:eates the leadmg trarts of his character and genius, and vin"
dicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more tlian ontl hundred noted
MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
persons of Europe and America, many of them
OR,
written expressly for this work. Second edition~. 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper, The Forgery of the Old Testament.
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
Dedicated to the clergy
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
BY

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12.mo volume of nearlY 11!!00 pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, $8.25-in English or Gennan
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCillNCE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set ; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG
250 pagest illustrated and cloth bound. . (The fifth
volume ot "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valltable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
•
SANITARY-SCillNCE SERIES <Dime Pamphlets).· By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., Viz.: "Bacteiia
m their Relation to Disease," representing the genn
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination ; "Health in the Sunbeam/' considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
·HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pagesl cloth
bound, $2 · "Heredity1" by ~ Loring_ Mooay, 159
. J:l.ages, clothh75cents; • The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Mars , 10 cents; ~"The Alphabet of the
Human Temperamentsz'' with illustrations, by Dr
·E. ~- Foote, 10 centsJ. ' Generation. before Re<ten:
eration," by Dr. E • .H. Foote, Jr. 10 cents;· ''Re·
ports of Conventions and Parlor Meetinl(s during
18821 ~· 10 cents; "Third Annual Oonvention of the
Inst;i.tute of Heredity,May 29~_}1l83," 10 cents.
. ~
Address TH~ TRUTH SEEKER.

Vf.HOLESALE COST •.

I

$1.ro

selected from the. spee h ' many o er gems,
ures, l~Jtiers1 table-talk~, ~J''!a~e • .lect.:
versation.!l or the author. The work is
~ cond
for and Will be accepte~ by admiring
s ~s
a rare personal souvemr. To hel};l it. serve this
. Eurp\>se.~ a fine steel portrait, with autogranh
SJ.J¥lle, .has been IJrepared especiaJir. for it
nee! m silk clpth, beveled edges, .eilt back
andtsili~be, $2.50; m half calf) mottled eages elegan
ilratry sty)e1 $4.50; m full Turke;r 'morocco, 15 , exqmsitly fine $7 50 · in fUll t
Tli~alf, hrghest p~ssib1e sty~e 'ana filii~, $9. re~
Busts of Vol~aue,. Pame, and
- J:!ge:.;soll.
C~bmet B1Ze ~. true ..ttf;,
apo~R~c~f~lfi',J~~s "LiEbv!f!sh~ehr ofththese
.
... . . e. •3 ow.u av em.
Photogravhs of CoJonel Ingersoll.
Superb pliotographs, 22X28 $5. llaniil 1o}!fx17
$8; boudoir, $1 • cabmet .W ceJits · card 20 cts'
'
·
Address' THE TR'UTH SEE'REB.

.

An elegant pair of diamond ear-drops $2001 worth
$800; another pair, $125, worth $200; another pair,
·$65 wm:th $100; an elegant brooch, arabesgue
at:l"ie, 17 iliamonds, $140, worth $225; another, line
:. of .beauty, 11 diamonds, $220; worth $825; another,
:.s stones, $125, worth $200:. same, $8(),. worth $1;25
'.Rings and studs same reductions. Smaller dia:mond goods 25 per cent below lowest market price.
·A superb, extra heavy, embossed case watch set
with large diamond, $135, worth $200; lady's watch
to match, $90. worth $125; $100 watches $70; $80
.watches, $60; $65 watchGs, $50; solid gold chains, necklaces, bracelets, and je\yelry1 25. per ce.nt dis' count. Sent C. 0. D., subJect to Inspection, or
cash refunded if not satisfactory_,
·
. BUY NOW AND SAllE MONEY.
1
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.

p •

:rJJnl

SPECIAL SALE t

I

I Desiring to unload an acctimulation of debts, I

H. J. SEIG:NEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

· 8 A. C R E D 11 Y S T E R I E S
AMoNG

'l'Hll:

MaJBS and the quiches
Year 8 A .,
'" 0 •

u,5oo

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLIOAL MYTH
BY AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
illustrated.
Price, $2.50.
For Sale at this office.

CAPT A INS OF INDUSTRY:
OB,.

MEN Ol!' Busnmss WHO Dm SoJHETIIING B!!:BlDES
MAluNG MoNEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY JAMES PARTON.

FREETHOUGHT NOVELS.· ~

T b.e Heathens of the

Heath. A :finely·
written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnel11
author of Exeter Hall; Family Creeds, Day ot
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. -Paper,
90 cents ; cloth, $1.25.
Family Creeds. By William McDonnell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.
Ex:eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.• Price, paper, 60
cents; clotli, 80 cents.
N~~&thaniel Vaugban. Priest and Man.
. A Radical novel of marked ability. ]llgual to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.
The Outcast. A deep, :finely written
Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.
All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great chann of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in.common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked def:"re~ even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss wixon,
whose bfilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_htranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
For Bale at this Otlice.
Uloth, $1.25.

HOUSES"

3.

1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
·
of painting.
·
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessary IJieces for
constructing a model house, with plarn directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the l(reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, In fact, a most practical lesson in Arch·
itecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varying from
$500 to $151000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
l New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PosTPAID, oN :aEOEIPT oF Pl!.IOE, $1.
Address
(Just PUbZisnea, July

'l'HE 00-0PE:aA'l'IVE BUILDING PLAN AS~O'N.
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.
The Story Hour. For Children and
Youth. 13JT.Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Stor:r.-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large ~.YJle, hea~
A double-page picture contrasting science and
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
theology, showing how the one has labored for
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.
human advancement, and how the other has
Two Little Red .Mittens. A Story of always opposed it.
·
the Rightway. Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents ;
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
twen_ty-five copies for ~l; one hundred copies for
$8. We wish tliat the friends of Freeth ought would
A
BY
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
Second e~tion. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters an~ prisses, has
'fHE MODERN BA.LA.A.M.
passed through a. verY' large edition, ~nd a
second has been Issued at a reduced pnce of
Showinf the Balaam of modern times to be the
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a priests.
a splendid pictorial argument. Price
photograph of the author which adds very p~r dozen,tis
30 cents; per hundred, $1.50.
much to the value of the volume.
Tie Youth's .Liberal G_uide.
By
CHRISTIANITY
Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Pnce; $1.00. This
A.
R
E
W A. R D F 0 R C R I ll E.
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
princiJ?lea of Freethought, at the same time
Substantiated
by the :Bible.
that it inculcates moral' duties and human
BY
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
0. B. WHITFORD, M. D•
BEEKER.
.
Price to Cent11. I Per Dozen, $1.00,

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

~g!e~o:f ~?1s~·

~~t~:la!~~~ix~~

· Thi.s book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
treatmg of forty-six characters in history ,who hav B'lble Inquirer. A Key to Bible In83 Clinton Place. New York.
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamphlet
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
refers
specifically
to
148
l3ible
J!roposition~
are standard.
with numerous references and mtatwns, that The A.po~tle of Liberty. An address
Price,
- ti.2~.
delivered in Paine HallJ before the N. E. Freeare contradicted in tenns by the same number
lliinkers' Convention, o1anuary 29, 1884. Price•
of other propositions in the same book. Price
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tooents.
115 oenta.
88 Olintoa Plaoe, N,!!W York.
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the. memory of th"e man who him- '
~s~
...Y·..•.ap._-£lr!l_lithfnlly performs what he agree.s.:...
~ D, M. BB?Inl!~
. .
~~ i Fd:a'fu~rti weeks; when the snow was on the
~\, grpund,.~rli. Carlyle could not stir beyond ~he
1fi garden,· or even beyond her door. She had no
~; great thoughts, as Carlyle had, to occupy her with
1; the :aaministration of the universe. He had de~ J,"anged the faith in which she had been brought
J' up;.l;Jut :he ,l:J,ad nO,t inoculated her with his OWJ1 :
~· arid a'dull gloom, sinking at'last almost to apathy, .
~' fell, upm1 her spirits. She fought against it, like a
\t bra.'ve woman as she was. Carlyle's own views of
t1 the .~prospects of men in this world were not
ii \Jrilli~~to-'::Ji'ro008~8 We Of Oarzvze,·
.
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A,rmom;; the Chicago pork. packer, ended.last
Monday in a failure, the men going ba'qc~or
wo,rk~~:t~hetenhourday.
'
' ·..1'':':

t

. .

~1

Bu.aNHA¥ WARDWELL, the prison refarmbf/ i ·
died ?ct. 3d, aged 68.
J., n_ · ~ ~;
Luqy PARSONs, wife ·of. Albert.Pars 0D,s, .tl!e' f :•
condemned Anarchist, lectured in New Yor\i:, I
last Sl:m.day. She had an audience estim~ted.
at·l,OOO.
CHARLESTON, S.C., had another sharp shock [ ,.
of earthql,lRke on the 15th. Doors aiid·,iViJi.' t ·;
dows rattled and some plastering fell, 'Qut
1:;1
·. 11erious damage was done.
THE strike among· the ~mpl~ye~~ ' 1

-..-'

g[hought.

i; ; W.As~-E~~rso~;~ perception of the absurdity of

ij

a~Y,i11p,ernlj.turalglaiJn,for Christianity as much an
): 11-if~ir.o!: ieasoning..with him as. an affair of
M. DE LEssEPs, the noted Fren;h ci-rli•~n.:
i humor 1 :·He sawthe incongruity of this toy-house
ti ~heocywitA'• the j(eneral make of things, I hav
ginee'r, will be present at the unveilfrig:bf
li often'1*<\.iidered:'litiw any nian with a partie!~ of
Bartholdi's_ statue· of ~iberty on Bedlo.e's
!;I lln,wol~tl\.l~Wl co~d look up a~ ~he.stars and still
Island, New York' harbor, Oct. 28th.
•' '\>elieve'~h:e doctnns of the Chnstian·supernaturaJ~ ~sm: .':W,olil.t'e any ob;lect,, said Einersori, a turnip
H~NRY . GEORGE lectured last Sunday \)n
~ ?i.~~~..~'b}ellii.>,~ro!ri the coimection of things,
· '' Moses." · He held that the Mosaic law was
and it becomes at once ridiculous. It is as. true of
·the most' beneficent of statutes, and -t~t
!• ~ .~:el~ion ·as of a turnip ; as true of ,Jesus as of an
Moses waS, an _able political economist .. · ·
f umbrella. . "The soul knows no persons." The
1 deification of Jesus i_s the grand historic testimony
WM. K. VA.m>ERBILT has just launched· at
! to tl:te manner of man's. thoughts toward God.-:·~-ilmington, DeL, a half-million d9llaf3,stearri
! i{ohn w. Ohaawio1c. .
.
I
.
.
.
pleasure yacht ... E:er dimensions are: Le:qgth-i !
l · A Fl!.IlilND called on Michael Angelo, who·was fin. 285ft'.; beam, 32ft.; depth, 21ft.; displji.ce+ ;:
:, is)ling•at'sta.tue; some time after he called again;
. ment, 1,300 tons.
.. ·:.. ~ · .. I ·
i the. 'sCulptor was still at his work. His friend,
S loolij.ril{,~t the figure, exclaimed, "You hav been
. THROUGH the rascality of John B. M~i}nix~
\. u'lle since I saw you last !" "By no means," re. the defaulting assignee of the defaUlt'ing
pli. e. d. . .the s_.culp~or, " I hav retouch~d this. part .and
polished that; I hav softened this feature and
-Archbishop Purcell, ex-Gov. George Iio~dly,
bi<;>uirhf out this muscle; I hav given more expres.:
· of Ohio, a Freethinker, will lose $54,000 as
l, sipii'to,t);tis'lip and more·energy to'this limb."
ne
of
Malliiix'~ondsmen.
0
"weu; well," said his. friend, "but all these are
tri;fies;" '"It may be, so," . replied An!lelo, "but
THE Rev. B. F. Bowen, preacher, temper~
~ecollect that trifles make perfection, and that
ance 'exhorter, and former right-hand'man of'
pei:fection'is
no trifle,i•_:cozton•s
Lacon.
. :'
' . .
. .
.
Francis, Murphy, was sent to the workhouse
;..__,
·Tim
JeWish
prophet
was
an
extraordinary
being,
at 'Cleveland; 0., last week; for drunkenness
iie' wO:~ somethili~~: more and. something less than
and. disorderiy conduct;
a mp.n.: J!e spoke -like, an a~gel; h~ ac~ed.:like a
·beast.w.e;As soon as he received his· mission he
A.T the Episcopal church convention at
ceas'Mtiowork. He often retil'ed to the mountains
Chicago last week the· proposition to. change
· where. h~;':mi.ght' be seen skipping from rock to_
·the name, of that church to the American r
rock like :a goat; or he wandered in :the desert /
! With a leather girdle round his loins, eating roots
Ca!holic churc~ was seriously discussed.
'i' and wild honey; sometimes browsing on grass and
After a ,hard fight it was defeated.
. . ,
·. 'flowers. He always adapted his iwtiohs to the
· idea he wished t() convey. He 11ot only taug):lt in
TriE prowietors of the New York Sun liav;
parables, but -Performed them. For insta,nce,
just _pai((a bill of $500 against the Grant
!Isaiah :w.S.lked naked through tne streets [there
, famiiy for imdertaker's services in embalming
:aeehis t 0 .•hav been: no OomstockB or Judge Bene- ,
. the body of. General Grant. The general's.
idiots in~tllose ·pBinitiv times to instruc~ the. people · ,
!what w;ai(olj,i!~~Il,e] •to ··.~now tha_t the L~rd w<!l:Ud '
family repudiated the debt before it was paid; '-r---.. . ~."".="".."",-""""'··"":•·"":.=c.,=:=:=.c=,..=.:=,=,=.,_=:,,=,_..:=:.~=:;:·_~=.,,7,.=_=.Tf"=-:--.--,-,·-~---- ... ,," ··
rip J ernsalem and make her bare. Ezekiel cut
but now offer to reimburse the Sun
.llf,
~ell:younrioth!lt·she can't havno two-dollar shoes.
his hair a.fid b~ard and weighed it in the scales;
THE Brookiyn·.·. Presby'tery, ha~g found ,. ,, .
-~
.'.
'~?lt~:F'..
iw'M!iba-&ckyif'we i;tthrotrghtheriomingwinter
third part :he burnt With fire ;•:a third part he
·
. . . ..
·.
.
·
· .
. · · ·
1without having tO sell the h08se8)6 buy meat and
.8wed
about with a knife; and a third part he scat.
the J:tev. Mr: Stau11ton guilty of rirlnisterial
.
.
flour."
tered·to· the wind; This was also intended to illusconduqt toward a woman not his wife; has
MOTHER : "And do you think the good Lord will
''You'LL be glad to hear, Jqhn:" ~aida farmer to trate the calamities which would befall "the. J e:ws•
•now forgi ve'n him·. . He will not be expelled look out for my son, who is on the va~ty deep?'' his shepherd one day, "tbat the lrniversity of St. Moreover, he .wore a rotten llirdle. as a sign that
from the ·ministry·, nor even temporarily sus- Parson : "Pardon me, Mrs. ,Har:t;>er0 I n11ver talk Andrew'd has made our minister a doctor." "I am th.eir city,would decay, and buttered hi~ bread-in
·
shop outside of the church."
. . . ··
naeways surprised at. tha.tt" said the shepherd. a manner we would rather not describe-as a sign
' pended, and.erideavors will be made to induce
THEY call'·ft a romantic marriage in Minnesota "Mair than twenty years syne he cured my wife o• that they..would eat defiled bread among the genMrs. Staunton to take him back.
· when a. couple of the neighbors get the·: bride's colic. I thilik he should hae been made a doctor tiles;· Jeremiah wore a. wooden yoke [and there
was nothing indecent in this] as a. sign that they
THE Knights. of Labor are in_ convention at father into a back room and sit on him to· prevent long syne."
would be taken into captivity, AB a sign that the
Richl;llond;
J,ast Sunday many of them his interrupting and breaking up the wedding. .
D:EpiOA.TED TO MR. VA:N_ ORDEN,
Jews
were llUilty of wantonness in worshiping.
''AURELIA,
darling."
''Yes,
Arthur."
"You
Not
enterea
accoratng
to
act
oJ
Ooriqress.
took advantage of t'he occasion to listen to
idols, Hosea cohabited three years with a-woman
knowweare soon to be married." "Yes." "And. Truth's day: has dawned, yet th~ darkness
the Rev. Jolui Jasper, D.D., the disting!lished we should learn to be economical in small things."
ofthe town; and, lastly, as a sign that they comBroods over Boonton like night,
mitted adultezy in turning from the Lord their
colbred divine, who holds, with the scripture, "Yes." "Hadn't you better turn down the gas?"
And the power of using their reason
God, he went and lived with another man's Wife.that «the sun do move." General Master
A FREE fight occurred in the vestry of one of our
From the people has taken its flight.
Reaae•s Martvraom Of Man.
·.
Workman Powderly attended St. Joseph's churches the other night. A copy of Burton's
I see the light of a badge-pin
IT
is
not
what
the
future
givs
to
us,
but
what
we
edition
of
the
"Arabian
Nights"
got
into
the
SunCatholic church.
Gleaming o'er Jersey's dark vales,
giv to the future, that constitutes· the glory of our
day-school library, and each of the four deacons
And
Reynolds
the
tales
of
the
Bible
work.-samuez P. Putnam.
. THE town of Sabine Pass, Tex., was nearly wanted to take it home first.
For the people tries to unveil.
washed away by a tremendous storm on the
No St. Paul relics for him: "Hav you hea,rd of
LITERATURE is the greatest of all sources of refined pleasure, and one of the grandest uses of a
13th; The town is near t'he mouth of the that interesting case down East of. a woma,n who But a feeling of venomous fury,
·
Strangely
akin
to
the
form,
by the miraCulous power of
liberal education is to 'enable us to enjoy that
Sabine river, and was overwhelmed with was cured of paralysis
a relic of St. Paul ?11 "Yes, I hav; but I•m from B:Ut resembling madness only
pleasure. There is scope enough for the purposes
great waves that drowned people by the Minneapolis, and I wouldn't touch a relic of St.
·A:l'. the blizzard resembles the storm,
of liberal educat1on in the study of the rich
scores. It is thought that the death roll will Paul with. a ten-foot pole."
'treasures of our own language alone: All that is
. Comes as he reads .them a story,
needed is direction and the cultivation of a re:fined
reach two hundred. Great suffering prevails,
A simple and innocent lie,
H:E was t,iding in the suburbs with his best girl,
taste by atte11tion to sound criticism. llut there
a11d relief is asked for.
and they. passed. a, stable. }n, the .door of )Vhich ·Such as so<>thes the restless feelings
is no reason why French and. German should not
Of·achildin the nursery,
stood a couple of calves. "See," said tlie young
be mastered sufficiently to read what is worth
JANITOR TrTus, of the Methodist Institute lady, "those two cute little cowlets."' ''Those are
reading in those languages with pleasure and with
at Hackettstown, N.J., has been foundguilty not cowlets, Arami•ta; they are bullets." And Not from the grand master liar,
Munchausen, so absurdly sublime,
· protit.-Htixzev•s Lav sermons.
of murdering and o~tragfug Tillie Smith, t'he the procession moved rapidly away.
But foolish, unbelievable nonsense,
kitchen-maid.. TMre is doubt about the
THE idea once conceived and vepfied that great
A PHILADELPHIA 'religious weekly informs its
Was the story he read. them that time.
and noble ends are to be achieved, by which the
justice of the verdict, andit is probable that readers that Noah's wife was turned into a. pillar
They'd believed the tale since their childhood,
condition of the whole human species shall be per· Titus will hav a new trial. He is said to be of salt. If its readers are not aware of the fact
Of Adam, and what that nap cost,
manently bettered, by bringing into exercise a
that MethJlselah was thrown into the lion~s den,
a very religious man, and spends his time ~fn and Adam was swallowed by the whale, it should And .of all·the genius for mischief
sufficient quantity of sober thought, and by a
Contained
in
the
rib
that
he
lost.
jail poring over the Bible.
preper adaptation of means, is of itself sufficient
lose no time in imparting the information,
to set us earnestly on reflecting what ·ends are
"WHAT pretty children you hav," said the new 'Like a new tale the old one he told them,
THE political' situation in New York is intruly great and noble, either in themselvs or as
And some fun of it tried to suggest;
teresting. The L~,tbor party hav nq,minated minister to the proud mother of three little ones.
conduciv to others of a still loftier character ; be.:
"Ah, my little dear," said he, as .lie t<;>ok a girl of But,they called him a wicked blasphemer,
cause we are not now, as heretofore, hopeless of
Henry George for mayor; ·Tammany Hall five up into his lap 0·" are you the oldest of the
And howled for his speedy arrest.
attaining them. · It is not now equally harmless
and the County Democracy hav united on family?~' "No, ma'am," responded tae little miss, Kindly he told thein how foolish
and insignificant whether we· are right or wrong,
Abram B;ewitt _as a candidate for that office, with the usual accuracy of childhood, "my pa's
'Twas believing those tales without doubt,
since we are no longer supinely carried down the
older'n
me."
and the Republicans hav put Tpeodore
And as showers from clouds of summer,
strea.m of events, but feel ourselvs capable of bufA' WESTERN editor, in r.eferring to an est~emed
The brickbats flew wildly abou:t.
feting, at least, with its waves and perhaps of ridRoosevelt in the field. All the candidates hav·
contemporary,
says
:
"His
slandet~OUS . soul is
ing triumphantly over them ; for why should we
free trade ·tendencies. The Irving Hall De- imbued with the electric fire of hell; his black They bore him away through the long street,
despair that the reason which has eoo.bled us to
Feeling not quite at his ease,
·
mocracy will support Henry George. The · heart emits sulphurous fum!JS, till his whole nature
subdue all nature to om· 'purposes should (if perF.or the air. was fnll of strange noises,
is absorbed in one homogeneous mass of hellishcampaign. is .a lively one.
rmtted and assisted by the providence of God)
To Toothache, the Justice of P~ace.
ness." There's brilliant:a,nd varied talent for you,
achieve a far more difficult conquest; and ulti· THE charge against Monsignor Capel, the. showing that ·the ,true' journalist is llorn, 'not They repeated the tale as he told it,
mately find some means of enabling the collectiv
Which
unquestioning
they
must
receive,
wisdom of mankind to bear down those obstacles
eminent Catholic priest and lecturer, is that made. A man might attend the Yale College And it struck them just like conviction,
school of journalism two hundred and fifty years
which individual shOrt-sightedness, selfishness,
he. is living with another man's wife· on a and not learn to write that way -1
•Twas terribly hard to believe.
·
·
and passion oppose to all improvements, and by
ranche in California. He claims that his rewhich the· highest hopes are continually blighted,
For stirring up thought in the people
lations with the woman are merely those of
"YEs, the Lord has sorter seemed to smile on
and the fairest prosp.ects marred,-Str Johll
Old Toothache a fine did collect,
me this year," said the deacon as he stuck the
Herschel,
·
tutor to her son, whose education he has corn-cutter into the fenc'e. "A big apple crop- And loaned to the justice of Jersey .
What he had of a small intellect.
'taken. in charge. The woman is a wealthy heaps of •taters-fine yiel,d of wheat and oats-big
IT is an insufferable pride for any man to pre•
tend or conceit himself to differ so much from
Catholiq who has quarreled with her hus~ hay crop, and corn A No.1. Yes, !feel as if! had A Catholic ruction was raging,
The
Methodists
kneeling
to
pray;
.
.his
brethren that he may be. allowed to liv in
band and the general belief is that Capel is been blessed." Just then .the deacon's boy came·
sloth and ease, while the rest of mankind are sub-·
from the house and whispered something in the Then they pulled down the tent like Arabs
after her -Dl,O:Q.ey for either himself or the old man's ear. "Two dollars for a pair .of shoes !"
And sworEJ that he shm;il,d not stay, ·
. ject to continual toil and trouble.-Dr. Isaac Bar•
churc~.
· , .
,
shouted the deacon as he raised his head. "You
row.
Lawsen, OoZ.
. R. C. BREWSTER,
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A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND. REFORM.
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THE

Jlofts and f/[lippings.
SoME resolutions passed upon the death of
a downcast Knight of Labor incidentally refer to the deity as G. M. W. of the universe.
A NEw YoRK clergyman, in a recent sermon, exhorted }lis congregation to "·vote as
you pray," and later on he advised them t.o
" pray often."
. TIIE Methodists charge that the scheme for
Christian unity just now causing so much discussion is an attempt of the Episcopalians
" to absorb the rest of Christendom."
THE South Carolina synod, in session at
Cheraw, has requested Professor Woodrow,
who is accused of teaching the doctrin of evolution, to resign his chair in the theological
seminary.
THE latest and perhaps the most appropriate use of the chestnut bell was made by Dr.
·Bellamy, a prominent physician. of Milledgeville, Ga., who carried his little gong to
church and rung it when the minister struck
into the Lord's prayer.
THE state synod of the Presbyterial! church,
in session at Pittsburgh, Pa., hav passed a
resolution condemning the "Andover" doctrin of a second probation. It may theref, re
be considered as settled that heathen and unbelievers who are dead are damned.
RECENTLY a New Yorl• girl of 15; who had
taken lessons in ''First Aid to the Injured,"
was in Fallsburgh, N. Y., when a boy was
thrown from a wagon and his leg . broken.
She at once put her knowledge into use, set
the leg; and· he is recovering fast. Suppos-

SNAKES

IN

THE

ing this girl had been to none but a Sundayschool and had gone down upon her knees
and prayed ?
IMMEDIATELY after delivering his sermon
on Sunday, the 17th inst., the Rev. Dr. Rodman H. Robins.on, rector of the M. E. church
at Fort Plain, N.Y., had a stroke of paralysis
and died Wednesday evening following. It is
not supposed to be a case of swift retribution.
SEVERAL Catholic priests hav been speaking
atHenryGeorgemeeth:ig~, and urginghiselection as mayor.' At the same time they deny
that they hav indorsed him. It is suspected
that they wish to so hedge that they can
claim him if eiected, and repudiate him if
,
defeated.
1
A YOUNG hippopotamus worth $2,000 was
imported last week and pl~ced ·on exhibition
in Central Park. The arlty on the animal
was $400. Home manufactures must be
protected, or the hippopotamuS-makers of
of thil! country will be reduced to the starvation wages of Europe l

RELIGIOUS

BOOTS.

comfort themselvs. Their forefathers will
hav plenty of good company.-Life.
SoMEBODY played a great joke on the Universalist general convention at Akron, 0.
Printed cards :were sent to about three hundred of the delegates, inviting them to take a
5 o'clock dinner at the house of Dr. Cone,
president of the Buchtel College. At the appointed hour the divines appeared in force,
much to the dismay of the doctor and his
wife. An investigation was started by the
president to discover the·perpetrator.
THE editor of the Winsted Press thus expresses himself on the Prohibition question:
" • If a man has a right to drink what he
pleases he has a right to drink.as much as he
pleases, that is, to get drunk.' So says the
Prohibition organ, the Voice. Is it then a
question if a man, has a right to drink what
he pleases? We think not. We will drink
what we please. We will even drink that
which we detest if it be necessary to maintain
our right to drink what we please. Who are
these little self-appointed gods who assume
FATHER KAvANAGH, .a prominent Catholic the right to dictate to us wb:at we shall drink
priest at Kildare, Ireland, was recently killed and what we shall not drink?"
by the fall of the statue of a saint. He was
THE Weekly Argus, published at Petaluma,
conducting services at the time.
These Cal., contains this item of news : " Philip
statues in Catholic churches being practically Cowen, one of our old and reliable business
graven images, this is an appropriate place to men, a cool-headed thinker and a good
repeat the remark that Satan still some writer on political economy, has been nommischief finds for idol hands to do.
inated.by the labor unions for Congress from
OuR friends of the American Board of the first. district. In this instance the old
Foreign Missions hav settled about the status saying that ' a prophet is ·not without honor
of the heathen's ancestors. They hav gone save in his own country,' does not hold good,
to torment. Tte board is sorry, no doubt, for Mr. Cowen is honored for his spotless
but facts are facts, and it is mistaken kind- character and upright career among us for
ness to try to change them. Let the heathen a quarter of a century." Besides being a

Labor Reformer,·Mr. Cowen is a Freethinker,
and has his mind invigorated from week to
week by a perusal of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
'' WHAT queer notions children do get into
their heads." said a surburbanite. "This
morning my little five-year-old girl attended
Sunday-school for the first time, and she came
home full of the idea that she must take some
pennies with her next Sunday. 'No more
pennies forcandy,papa,' she exclahned; 'they
must all be saved for the Sunday-school.'
' And what do they do with the pennies at
Sunday-school?'· 'Oh, they send them up
to God.' 'And what does God do with
them?' 'Oh,' she said, after a moment's
hesitation, ' he throws them down again to
see the little children scramble for them.
That's the way he has fun.' "-0/ticago Herald.
ELISHA GEDNEY, a wealthy farmer and an
enthusiastic Second Adventist, at Middlebury,
Conn., according to a correspondent of the
New York Herald, is setting 1 the town agog
by the erection of a wooden god for worship.
Tb.e image has been carefully carved, is about
four feet high, and built after the ~~:eneral plan
of a mummy. The neighbors noticed hhn
at work for some months on the strange looking figure, and supposed he must be building
a scarecrow which was to last for ages. The
old man is sane on every other subject, and
says he first conceived the idea of this graven
image while reading the account of Daniel in
the lion's den. He insists that the image is
Daniel. The world, he says, will end with
the first indication of the image's decay,
which will begin at the toes. Gedney be
lieves strongly in faith cures and in the near
approach of the world's end.
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f&omlt(unications. The Church and its Inftuence.

/

The dupes of a revealed religion can never pro. gress; they are always fettered by the ignora.hce of
the past, and proud of the chains which bind them.
They innocently oppose every improvement because
their faith is founded in an old book which ·they believe emanated from God, and contains everything
necessary to our salvation, arid they believe that the
scheme of salvation should most occupy the minds .of
men. The tendency of ~such belief is to prevent men
from rising·above the plane of civilization in which
their book originated.
Think of a pious old butcher building and manning
a vessel, and putting out to sea with the purpose 9f
plundering and sinking every vessel which he might
fall in with, and this pious old shark having prayer
and religious services on his vessel every day!
For money church dignitaries hav granted licenses
to waylay and rob anywhere within certain described
limits.
And to this day Christianity has not materially improved. Many men who occupy a high position in
the church are at the same time members of some of
the most soulless corporations and monopolies.
Some of the great land-stealers and robbing railroad
kings_are shining lights in the church to-day.
Even the James brothers; the great bank robbers
and train wreckers, and Guiteau, and nearly every
pious crank who gets "jerked to Jesus," are as full
of prayer and Christianity as a stuffed turkey.
Christianity has opposed every step in science, and
not even to her credit can it be said that she has
been the promoter of good morals. Draper says,
" There was hardly a philosopher who was not punished; some were put- to death." With all the
light of the nineteenth century, the church has not
outgrown this bigotry. In some states aDd countries a man is not allowed to testify in court if he entertain peculiar notions about God, or so-called
sacred writings; and generally, if a man speak against
even the monstrosities of the Bible, he is considered
a bad man.
All through the early days of Christianity this
spirit of religious bigotry and persecution was carried to such an extent that· some of the most valuable writings and some of the finest libraries were
destroyed. In some cases the death penalty was inflicted for not destroying certain heretical writings
wherever found.
The Inquisition was originated for the express
:purpose of suppressing the freedom of thought. In
1481, the first year of the Inquisition, two thousand
·victims were burnt in Andalusia. Seventeen thousand were fined or imprisoned for life. Torquemada,
the inquisitor, pursued his victims with the ferocity
of a tiger. In eighteen years ten thousand were
burnt at the stake, and over ninety-seven thousand
were otherwise punished. Torture was inflicted in
vaults where no friend could hear their cries.
The families of the accused were disgraced and
plunged into helpless ruin. Untold treasure :flowed
into the church_ from the rich for dispensations to
keep them from the Inquisition. No thought, written or oral, against the church was allowed to go unpunished. Six thousand volumes of Oriental literature were destroyed by fire through :the instigation
of the church. If some of those volumes had been
allowed to come down to us they would hav put an
entirely different phase on the early history of the
church.
On March 30, 1492, an edict was issued for expelling every unbaptized Jew from Spain• by the last of
the following July. They were to suffer death if
they remained. They were to take no gold or silver
away with them. All property which they could not
carry away must be left behind. The clergy did all
. that lay in their power to render these poor outraged mortals objects of hatred to the Spanish
people.
When the time came the roads were choked with
these poor sufferers, and the air was filled with
the wailings of despair. Corpses of wrinkled old
women and nursing mothers and babes, who had
died of hunger and thirst, were found by the wayside.
.
·
In February, 1502, a dispensation was issued to
drive out all unbaptized Moors by the end of the following April. They, like the Jews, were allowed to
take away with them neither gold or silver; which
amounted to a confiscation of their property. It was
claimed by these Spanish Christians to be an act of
mercy to banish them, as they held the right to take
the life of every Moor for his unblushing Infidelity.
Such hav been •the means which the church has
adopted to settle the differences between Christians
and their opposers. Humanity must ever weep when
it contemplates this picture. Every pretense to freedom is a sham as long as the mind is enslaved.
Every Christian who attempts to shield his religion
by dwarfing the human intellect may deserve well at
th~ hands of the church, but the fewer of them we
hav in a republic the better.
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· Just in proportion as a man is a good Christian he
will prove a bad republican. · To be a good Christian
is to believe the Bible-not, as Talmage says, "in
sp?ts," but to believe that every chapter is the insprred word of God. This leads the devotee to oppose everything. contrary ·to scripture. He will be
no wiser than his father, and his children no wiser
than he. One generation will succeed another without improvement. It was such belief which sunk all
Europe in darkness, as though -~.millstone had been
tied around her neck, for 'more than a thousand
years.
· .
· ·
The true spirit of republicanism cannot be bound
to crejlds or forms; it is born of progress and of
freedom; it knows nothing about an embargo on the
mind.
·
But the narrow-minded Christian will insist that
the " divine word of God~' is above all earthly
knowledge, and that all men should rule and be ruled
in the fear of God. . His theory would put all. the
offices into the hands of ecclesiastics or their dupes.
The Bible would be put into the common schools,
become the only book of any importance; Christ
would be recognized as the supreme ruler, and in a
few generations the people would be "{letermined to
know nothing but Christ him crucified," and the
scenes of the dark ages would be reenacted.
The idea of the divinity of Christ has been dinned
in the ear of the Christian until he believes that there
are none but Jews and a few Infidels who doubt it.
Christ was known simply as a reformer. Nobody
considered him a miraculous character in his day.
The idea of his being an emanation from divine
power was all seasoned and served years after his
death, and has been disputed and bitterly opposed up
to the present day.
In the controversy between Nestorius and Cyril,
Nestorius, after descanting on th~ attributes of the
eternal God, exclaims, "And can it· be possible that
this God can hava mother~"
When the sepulcher of Chriet was burnt, and the
churches were rifled and burnt, and priceless relics
were scattered to the four winds; when the cross of
Christ was carried away with derisiv shouts of
laughter; when Bethlehem, Gethsemane, and Calvary,
the most sacred places known to Christianity, were
insulted, profaned, and desecrated by a hostil soldiery-" If Christ is God, why don't he send a :flaming sword-why don't he open the earth and swallow
his enemies~" exclaimed the Persian soldiers. Not a
single miracle followed this awful desecration.
Christians ·stood amazed, but amazement subsided,
and disbelief in the divinity of Christ followed to
many.
There was a man who retired a few miles from
Mecca, and gave himself up to meditation and prayer.
As a result .of his meditation, he announced to the
world that "nobody could believe in the sonship of
Jesus as begotten by the almighty, in the character
of Mary, as at once a virgin, a mother, and the
queen of heaven, without incurring the peril of blasphemy."
Unto the day of his death he wore a seal ring upon
which was engraved, "Mohammed, the Messenger of
God." His central doetrin was, -"There is but one
God." The--doctrin proqlaimed by this great man is
thereligious guide of n~arly one-third of the human
race. Those of the Moslem faith hav always called
Christians idolaters, and regarded them with loatbing.
: "I will cleave the skull of any blaspheming idolater
who says that the most holy God, the almighty apd
eternal, has begotten a son," was the motto of the
early Moslem soldier. 'i Praise be to God, the Lord
of this and the other wdrld, who has neither female
consort or son." Such ~s the sentiment of nearly
one-third of the world's people to-day. And it may
be said that from the 1Hrth of Christ down. to the
present time there hasl not a century passed but
some of the ablest men· of their time hav stood up
and denied the divinity of Christ;
Though there has been a great effort on the part
of Christians to hide these facts, the facts remain.
Those who hav studied Christian tactics closely know
full well that it has been the practice of Christians to
try to hide what they could not depreciate, and to try
to depreciate what they could not hide. If the Christian could be made acquainted with all the facts of
his religion, the trick and the trade of his priest
would not be worth the learning.
Christianity bath done the world much harm. It
has stopped its progress by teaching holy absurdities.
It has taught that the great family of worlds to
which we belong was made in six days out of nothing ; that the earth was flat, and that there was a
universal :flood, and all the human beings and animals
that survived were saved in a big boat; that the
first man and woman were created pure and perfect,
and that they ate an apple which did not agree With
them, and a mysterious taint from that apple affected
every member of the human family for all coming
time, and much more of the same kind of holy fro~..
For thousands of years men hav been taught that
anything which contradicts these silly Bible statements is a lie and of the devil.
The church, like a giant with a club, has ever stood
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ready to fell to the earth all who hav shown the
courage to attempt to lead the people out of_ this ·
wilderness of superstition and falsehood. And .she ·
has shown a willingness to put down truth and
science with death-dealing blows when they came in
contact with her interests. The struggle has been a
long and .bitter one, and the church has maintained
her position as long as falsehood and persecution
were available, .
.
Draper ·.says: "When Christianity· had ob~ained
imperial power, the dictates of her .councils became
compulsory, being enforced by the civil power." ·
,
With all her high pretensions to piety and charity, .
clothe the church with- ciVil power-and all argument ·
will cease. " Believe or be damned" would be
thundered from every pulpit, and every priest andminister would become an executioner of the law;
and every unbeliever would find a hell of torture here
and then be consigned to. the plutonian regions hereafter. The fact that force and undue means hav been
employed to propagate the Christian religion should
be taken as evidence that it is not the true religion.
True religion will be accepted on account .of its
reasonableness. There will be no indulgences sold,
and few; if any, required. The sale of indulgences,
and force and fraud, hav been characteristic features
of the Christian religion for. centuries ..
It was the sale of indulgences which helped to forward the Reformation. Luther builded better than
he knew. ·He stood for the right of private judgment and against the power of the church and the
pope. He assumed the right to put his own intGrpretation upon the scriptures, and then invoked the
ctirses of ·heaven and the torments of hell upon all
who dared to differ from him.
He did not see that the right of private judgment
belonged to others if it belonged to him. He did
not see that every other man had the same right to
differ from him that he had to drfter from the pope
and the church. It seems anomalous to call men reformers who put their religious creed above reason
and science, anrl.in:flicted the death penalty for differ~
ences of opinion. The Christian religion, because inconsistent, has employed very inconsistent means for
its promulgation.
·
The "Puritan Fathers" left home, and country,
and friends for the purpose of worshiping God according to the dictates of conscience. But they gave
those not a little trouble who differed from them,
and all the while they were guilty of differing from
somebody else.
·
,
Christians are naturally proscriptiv-their religion
makes them so. There is no absurdity too great for
them to swallow provided it is written down in an old book, which to them is. nothing less than an. idol.
This idol has the strange power of tying back the
Christian to the ignorance of primitiv ages, when it
was believed that the gods held converse with inen.
Though the death. and burial of an author is re~
corded in a book, in what purports to be his own
hand, it does not increase the difficulty of the Christian. In his ("spiritual") eye it is all as clear as mud
("spiritual" mud of course).
·
Giv the Christian the power, and he would hang a
man as quick for doubting the possibility of a man
writing an account of his own death and burial as he
would for saying anything else detrimental to the iiJterests of the chnrch. Christianity is something
which is to be taken without reason, taken often and
swallowed whole.
The first five books of the Old Testament are attributed to Moses. ·But inasmuch as they contain an
account of bis death and burial (Dent. xxxiv,_5, 6) it
is evident that he did ·not write them, and, of course,
they are without authority. ·But if the name of the
author were positivly known, according. to Draper, it
would not help the matter very much, for he says:
"No one dare attribute them (the five books of
Moses) to the inspiration of almighty God, their inconsistencies, inco~gruities, contradictions, and impossibilities are so great."
Nothing can be more ridiculous than the idea of a
snake, gifted with t}le power of speech, gliding
through the garden fence and persuading Mrs. Adam
to eat an apple so peculiar in its_nature as to giv her
a sort of moral colic, and ~ll the generations which
followed her, and which nothing but the blood of a
carpenter could assuage.
Oh, how it gravels the kidneys of a Christian to be
compelled to giv up the fall of man! Because he
knows that when that most ridiculous of all holy
humbugs is abandoned, the atonement goes up like
a puff of smoke.
It is humiliating to witness how the church ·has
been compelled by the onward march of civilization
to abandon one false position after another with all
her high claims to heavenly guidance. And yet she
has never had the honesty to admit her error~
_A flat earth, the right to burn heretics, the Mosaic
account of creation, and many other absurdities, hav
been abandoned by the church, and yet all hav been
believed to be in accord with the "old book."
It seems to be a fact that all men are not permitted
to see a great truth at the same time. One man
often sees a truth many years ~ advance of all the
rest. And it has been the practice of the church to
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kill the man if it could not hide the new truth. For
more than a thousand years all Europe was dominated
with this Christian spirit.
The proud empires of Mexico and Peru melted like
snow before this dominant spirit of the church and
all that remained of these once populous and fertil'
countries were blood, bleaching bones, ashes, and
slavery. But they were found heathen, they were
left Christian, and, perhaps, the Christian God was
pleased with the change.
Such scenes can never be reenacted. Not because
the will of the ~burch is not good enough, but because the newspaper and the magazine hav become
more potent than the pulpit. The school-teacher has
outgrown the preacher, the school-house has overshadowed. the church; in short, a free press has dulled
the edge of the ecclesiastical swm,:_d. Perhaps it
would not be entirely fair to say that the press is
free. from church influence. But it no lo~ger asks
the church what books it may print, or what papers
it may publish, and, like a faithful watch-dog, it
shows its teeth when the church attempts to use
undue power.
Liberal papers, in spite of the church, and the ravings of "Mad Anthony," are published, in which
church matters are freely discussed. Liberal lecturers
of splendid talent are bearing aloft the torch of reason, and proclaiming to the world that men are of
more consequence than the gods, that science is of
more consequence than Christianity, anc.l are fast
- bringing the world to see that instead of renderfu.g ourselvs miserable here in order to be happy
hereafter, we ought to enjoy every comfort which
this life, rationally, can be made to yield.
.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
JoHN PECK.

Socialism in India.
III.

-.

India never encouraged import or export trade.
It was considered sinful to raise more than necessary crops. The Hindoos never harassed foreign
markets with their good::~ auJ coveted tlieir neigh·
bors' wealth, hence they never became immensely
1·ich. In Europe and America commercial activity is manifested all along the sea-coast, where large
towns and pities hav been built, as the fruit aud
-result of aggrandizement of those countries which
deserted their ports and confined themselvs to internal commerce; hence we hav no cities established on
the sea-coast. All the products and industries were
consumed in the country. Our mechanics dealt with
consumers direct, so that the actual price of their
goods went into their pockets. In India a shoemaker sells his articles direct to those wb:o want to
wear them, and therefore gets the full price of them.
· Cooperativ system is beneficial to the capitalist and
detrimental to laborers. In my country laborers are
independent. No wages will induce them to work
more than eight hours. Skilled labor cannot be had
· for any price except through coaxing. Laborers are
paid very small wages, but it goes to support a family of four members, whereas an American laborer,
who boasts of his high wages, has hardly enough for
himself. Besides, the American labor market is so full
that politicians and legislators are on the alert as to
what means should be devised to frustrate and foil
the honest earnings of other nations. Many emigrants lately came here from Hungary, N-orway,
Sweden, and Italy, and returned home disappointed.
But in India we adopted a different policy. Instead
of seekiug emigration from Africa, China, and other
colonies, and then murdering them wholesale, the
HindoJs restricted emigration to foreign lands. They
allowed uo one to cross the ocean, and in default excommunicated and debarred him fl'Om society.
They kne_w that it was wise to prevent their own
people from intruding upon other lands. They
preached the doctrin of contentment. I hav sufficiently explained how laborers bav stood before capitalists, and how the injustice done by one was counterbalanced by imposition of religious duties upon
another in India. It remains to be explained, however, how the kiDgs stood toward two lower and one
higher classes. They lived on homage voluntarily
paid by the subjects. Their relation was that of a
father .toward his children. There was no tax on
land; it was on products only. No crop, no tax. If
the kings became turbulent and tyrannical, they were
immediately accused by the Brahmans, who are their
spiritual guides. On their ban being pronounced,
the king had no alternativ but to abdicate his throne,
otherwise no one will pay him any homage or re.spect.
Religiously speaking, the destiny of tyrants and oppressors was hell, other classes having the option or
chance of improvement; but the kings must go to
one or the other place, according to their ill or well
doing. They therefore seldom misbehaved, and H
they did, they were at once forced into retirement on
handing over the kingdom to worthy successors.
Nowhere except in India hav the kings willingly
transferred their concerns to others, and sought solitudes as the best places of repose. Under such beneficent rulers, why would there be bad kings and
discontented subjects~ On the contrary, the happiness of mankind was the paramount duty of rulers.
The kings always SE'nt emissaries with a view to as-

certain the causes of discontent among the people,
and immediately redressed them if noticed. Such
was the power and influence of spiritual nobility that
their word was a gospel truth to all classes. They
were the regulators of society, justices of the peace,
and preservers of order. They were the professors
of arts and sciences. And yet they were not the participators of material prosperity or worldly pleasures.
They renounced themselvs, and thus became the admiration of all. If they loved the world, they at once.
fell down from the bight of their high position, and
became one of the three lower classes. In India he
is the highest who has not even a particle of metal;
his food consists·of fruits and roots, his garments are
made of the barks of trees, his ornaments are dried
fruits and shells, his cups and saucers are of wood,
his soap is rp.ud, his powder is ashes that. keep him
from cold and heat, his shoes are wooden sandalsin short, his treasure is spiritual knowledge. Compare side by side your fir!'lt class and our first class,
one rolling in luxury and another in penury, one in
palaces and another in huts. The Brahmans of
India hav never owrred extensiv landed property or
enormous wealth. The chiefs and merchants are
moneyed men, but the priests hav always been the
poorest; hence we giv them the highest place in our
estimation. India. does not need Anarchy, nor are
our laborers against the capitalists. Pause and
think. India is thickly populated, and yet there has
been no instance on record during thousands of years
of any social disturbance marring the tranquility of
my country. Our highest men are born of the poorest parents.
I will conchllle by telling you something about our
social life, so that you may~ understand the differeBce
between ours and yours, and decide for yourselvs
which is the best. We do not marry for pleasure.
We marry for children. Man and woman without a
son are pitiable and unfortunate members of society.
They therefore marry with that avowed object.
All stages of progress from womanhood to motherhood are heralded to ~our quarters, so to say, and
each development publicly celebrated, so that every
month, nay, even even day, is counted both by the
members of the family and by their neighbors, so as
to know exactly the period of completion. Every
thing is sacred, and noble, and auspicious. Our children are therefore born in innocence and virtue, and
not in sin, as is said to hav been the case in other
countries. Such men only are eligible for marriage
who hav parents, brothers, and sisters to liv with.
The object in seeking such grooms is that in case of
bereavement or widowhood the married woman may
hav somebody to support her, and her children, if
any. We therefore hav no orphanages, and homes
for widows. The marriage lifQ is recommended· to all
citizens as the best of all states, because a married
person is more useful to society than a single one.
It is one of the duties of our religious married life
that the hos't sltould inquire after any guests or
strangers in the village needing hospitality and shelter, and if any, bring him home and entertain him
kindly. Love begets love; kindness begets kindness.
If I be kind to one, he will be kind to anotLel'. This
custom of entertaining strangers in all Lousps has
done away with county-houses maintainPd at. tremendous ccst, but no feelings, in other couutl·ies and
kept under obligation human souls who otherwise
would hav become felons and peace-breakers. The
Hindoo religion enjoins for all classes compulsory
1~etirement fr~m activ life at a certain age, so that
they may relinquish_ their claims on pl'Opertyfor the
good of succeeding generations. The Hindoos do
not make wills. Property, both movable. and immovable, is equally divided among all sons, the
father having the right to giv with his own hands as
much wealth as he pleases, but nothing liy wilL
Widows are entitled to maintenance in the absence of
any neare:;t relativs, such as sons, from distant relativs, husbands, brothers, fathers, and uncles. Even
the spiritual nobility, who rule the affairs of the
country, are forced into further retirements, that they
may not grow vail;lglorious over their just and good
management of state, for no man is said to be perfect
before he ceases to float on the influence of his ego
or personality. One person earns and supports ten
to twenty relativs; the eldest brother having the care
of all the youngest. He supports them, and their
wives, and children. It is a disgrace in India for
one man in business to see his brothers and eisters
aunts and uncles, begging their bread. We hav
therefore an undivided family system, which binds
sometimes fifty members into one household. It is a
delightful thing to look at when so many are gathered and sheltered under one roof.
So much has been said and written purposely to
misrepresent my country and my institutions that I
should like to put in a word or two " on castes in
India." There is a common belief in this country
that the high caste in India always trampled under
foot the low caste; even the shadows of such unfortunates are said to hav been avoided by the
Brahmans. Nothing is more erroneous and misleading than this misstatement. Our customs and
rules are misunderstood. The history of India, at
least, contradicts such statements. Among the four

classes enumerated above, there is not one I know of
whose shadow is contaminating to the higher oneR.
India, however, is not entirely rid of those miscreants whom other nations treat as felons-; and confine fm·
life within four walls. Why do you do so~ "0 1,
that is a bad element, unsafe to be allowed to sojourn in our neighborhood," is the reply given by-_
every well-meaning person. The Hindoos, instead of
imprisoning such elements, accord them differen •,
but hu~ane, treatment. They classify the crimina·c;
and immoral people as outcasts, and assign to the!ll
such duties as they richly merit. We do not d,,_
prive them of their independence by confinement, bnr.
we employ them for outdoor work, such as dragging
the carcasses of dead animals, removing night-soi ,
and keeping a watch at night. This humane trea'.'
ment makes them better citizens than the criminals in other countries turn out' to be. The crim
inals in India, though ou casts for reasons best know1i
to themselvs, are a superior or a better behaved community than most of the speculators and bankers I
hav met with in other countries. What difference i~
there between our outcasts and your criminals~ You
keep them out of sight by compulsoi;y imprisonment,
as if they were ferocious animals, while we keep ourselvs out of their shadows, for which they are not
sorry. Our crinrinals never become tmbulent and
revengeful. They do not kill the prosecutor or the
judge, but always beg to be excused for their
shadows being inadvertently cast upon the Brahman~,
whom they regard as their benefactors and liberatorr:.
The Hindoos never tried criminals on the evidencH
of witnesses. Our criminals are honest enough to
confess their guilt, as the house set on fire blazes in
all directions. We punish them socially by proscriu
ing their association with us, hence they liv outside
the towns and cities as persons infected by contagion.;
diseases.
We do not locate our bad boys and girls in house~
of correction and refuge. Parents drive them out or
their houses for misdemeanor. and only readmit them
on some neighbor standing guarantee for their future
good behavior. When the children are driven away,
which is very rare, neighbors take them into the
houses and mold them into repentance so that they
may stand guarantee before their parentEl. 'But jf
we had sent them to jaih, they would hav bee11
spoiled for life. I may, without contradiction, boldly
assert that all the lawless people in other countries
w&re either the inmates of orphan asylums, or house:;
of refuge and correction.
In the name of God, if you hav any, I ask you.
0 deep thinlcers and philosophers, ladies and gentlemen, to pause and think how that country of mine_
teeming with life, has lived century after century
without strikes or disturbance, penury or starvatimt.
Liv as we do. Do away with your prisons and penitentiaries, asylums and pauper houses. No mau
intentionally commits crimes, and, therefore, deserves
no imprisonment. We all are faulty and criminals
One is detected, and the rest escape being caught,
but that should not giv us any prestige over the unfortunate one. Let our motto be, Charity fm· alL
and humanity to ourselvs. I do not blame any nation. We are what we hav sown. Let us therefore
be better and accept truth from any quarter. India
is the land which leads to salvation. India never ~
planted corruption, and never had evil f1:uits: India
always imported good things, or spread good influence over other nations, retaining her vices for her
children. 0 India! long may liv thy name. All
nations will ultimately take refuge in thee.
Dear friends, I hav detained you long, but don't
go away without realizing the great, grand truth that
'we are slaves to prejudices. I am not an exception.
Let me therefore feel proud of my country as I
gladly let you be of your own. We all are pedlers
exchanging goods of commodity. Your goods are
precious and costly, and mine are trifling and worthless.. Let me, therefore, carry your valuable things to
my people, and leave mine instead.
GoPAL VrNAYAK JosHEE.

A Suggestion Carried Out.
To THE EUJ:TOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
your last issue I observed, among the "Notes and
Clippings," the following paragraph:
When General Corse, the recently appointed postmaster at
Boston, was beleaguered in the city of Altoona, General
Sherman signaled to him, 11 Hold the fort, I am coming."
From this dispatch comes the 11 Hold the Fort" hymn_
But somehow or other General Corse's reply seems to hav
been omitted from the ~'>acred verse. What he signaled back
was this: 11 I am minus an ear and part of a jaw, but we
can lick ali hell yet." The omission is probably a cleriJ::al
error, and the hymn should be at once revised.

The question is worth considering, and in the interest of historical accuracy I would offer this as a
starter:
Hold the fort, for I am coming
(Jerk the chestnut bell);
Wave the answer back to heaven,
" We can lick all hell."

This version, I maintain, modernizes the hymn,
and give it a force and completeness which it lacke(l
before, and, as far as I can judge, preserves its sacrecl
character intact.
G. E. M.
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CaH for the Tenth Annual Congress.
To the Auxiliw·y Secular Unions and to all Oiti~
zens of the United States and Canadas who
support th~ Nine .lJemands of Liberalism:
You are invited to attend the Tenth Annual Congress of the American Secular Union, to be held in
New York city, at Chickering Hall, Fifth avenue and
18th street, on November 11th, 12th, and 13th, and
also on Sunday evening, the 14th, a lecture by Col.
Robert G. Ingersoll, which concludes the Congress. .
Pursuant to a vote of the last Congress, notice is
hereby given that the following amendments to the
constitution of the Union will be acted upon : 1. To
reduce the fee for life-membership from $25 to $10.
2. Or, on payment of $10 by applicant for membership, to authorize the secreta:~tJ to issue ten-year
membership certificates, with all the privileges of
life-membership during that time. 3. Whenever a
man or woman has t~tken out annual membership
certificates for three or five consecutiv years, such
person thereafter on payment of annual-membership
fee to possess the privilege of life-membership.
The Congress will also be called l!pon to consider
measures for carrying on the work of Freethought,
and securing the adoption of such laws by the various
.state .governments and by the national government,
as shall make the United States thoroughly Secular,
and the repeal of all laws now on th!'l statute-books
which conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Local auxiliary Unions are entitled by the Union
constitution to five representativs in the Congressthe president and secretary and three delegates. All
charter-members and life-members, all vice-presidents,
all chairmen of state executiv committees, are entitled
to seats and votes in the Congress. Annual members are entitled to seats but not votes, except by
permission of the Congress.
It is hoped that every auxiliary Union will send a
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Freethin.h:er in the United States and Canada, who can,
1rill be present.
Per order of board of directors :
R. G. INGERSOLL, President.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treasurer.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS, Ch. Ex. Com.
E. M. MAcDoNALD, Ch. Fin. Com.

News and Notes.
OUR GALAXY OF SPEAKERS;
The purpose of the New York Congress in November is not simply to transact business which is of
great importance, but also to create a vast public
interest, and to put forth a declaration of our ideas
and principles, upon the platform, which will not
only giv an impulse to Liberals, but spread abroad
knowledge of the Freethought movement among the
masses of the people. To this end representativ and
able speakers hav been selected to address the Congress on various living topics. We could not make
use of all the wealth of material that is in our ranks.
The time and funds do not permit. The choice must
be limited. I think, however, the Liberal public will
recognize in the list presented, able and eloquent advocates of our cause. In this regard the Congress
will be an occasion of rare inte:r:_est arid delight.
L. K. Washburn, of New England, is just becoming
universally known. His discourses are widely read,
and they show the radical mind and cultivated spirit.
There is grace combined with strength, a profound
understanding of the age, and clear voicing of its
hope. His subject at the Congress will be "The
Popular Faith Criticised."
Charles Watts who comE's from England to make
America his home, whose energetic disposition seeks
the "broad and universal theater" which the New
World presents, will be with us. His platform oratory is well known. He will lecture upon "Theological Misconceptions."
J. H. Burnham, of Michigan, scholarly and thoughtful, in whom the Methodist fire still burnlil, and reason's torch alone illumins, will giv his exceedingly
interesting discourse, " The Philosophy of the Religions Emotions." This is pronounced one of his best
efforts.

a

E. A. Stevens, of . Chicagci',of our earnest
The Liberal Club.
workers; as well as clearest thinkers, who stands for
New York was full of political oratory on Friday
the right whether popula:r; or unpopular, will speak evening last. Henry George had Chickering Hall
on " Science and Atheism." This address is a fine and Abram Hewitt had Cooper- Union hall, and th~
exposition of modern thought.
reports next morning showed that the enthusiasm at
John E. Remsburg, our "Lightning Express" lect- both meetings was unparalleled. Sky-rockets made
urer, who seems to be in several places at the same the night luminous, and there were music and all the
time, and keeps orthodoxy in a constant panic, will other accessories to· a political campaign by which
speak upon " The Fathers of the Republic." If an.Y statesmen are wont to fire the popular heart.
one understands the mind of these master spirits, Ml·.
These things did not prevent a goodly ~udience
Remsburg does. Now that ~iberty is about _to enlighten the world from its lofty pedes.tal in New from attending the 419th regulru.: meeting of the
York harbor where crowd such revolutionary asso- Manhattan Liberal Club. There were a few vacant
ciations, it is well that they who put forth the grand- seats scattered about the room, which the Chair acest political document in the world's history, the counted for by saying that many regular attendants
Declaration of Independence, which is the "Genesis" were at Chickering Hall, where Mr. George was
of the New Bible of Humanity, should be understood making the greatest effort of his life. After the
in their essential character. They were Freethinkers names of two new candidates for membership in the
as well as heroes and reformers. No man is more club had been read, the speaker of the ·evening, Mr.
Samuel P. Putnam, was introduced . as one who- had ,
capable for this historic work than Ml·. Remsburg.
T. B. Wakeman, who is always solid as well as en- studied many different kinds of religion and been'
tertaining, will deliver the gospel of Liberty, Science, born anew into most of them. His· subject was
"Mormonism."
and Humanity.
Mr. Putnam was received with hearty applaus,e.
Mrs. F. C. Reynolds is a new star in our galaxy,
but she is welcomed by all as. a bright and shining His trip West has not cost him the loss of any flesh,
light. As secretary of the New York Freethinkers' and as an orator he appears to hav been growing in
Association she is putting new life into the Liberal- grace. He addressed the chair with that respect due
ism of the Empire state. She will speak her mind to its dignity, made his manners gracefully tq the
audience, and delivered what he had to say about the
on " Woman: Past, :Present, and _Future."
C. B. Reynolds, who is fresh from the fires of mar- Mormons in a clear, distinct, and interesting manJ?.er.
tyrdom and the glories of New Jersey justice, "re- The Mormons, he said, had treated him well; some
generated," no doubt, by this experience, will giv us of their bishops had even introduced him to audiences
a most vigorous campaign speech. Come and wel- whom he was to address on the subject of Freecome this brave soldier who now bears the brunt of thought. Mormonism is founded on the Bible, and
is more a biblical religion than either Catholicism or
the battle.
Helen H. Gardener, who has won a national repu- Protestantism. The Mormons' God is the God of
tation by her book " Men, Women, and Gods," will Abram and Isaac and Jacob; their Christ is the same
continue her brilliant criticisms of Christianity in her old myth the rest of Christendom worships. The
new lecture, '' The Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle." The Book of Mormon is not intended to supersede the
title is enough to show that we shall hav something Bible, "tmt is a sort of supplement to it.
entertaining and instructiv.
Polyg~my had its s~urce in the fundamental desire
And brightest amid this glowing picture is our of the Mormons to increase their numbers' and pospresident, Robert G. IngersolL To hear him is to sess the earth. Furthermore, as every •Mormon exunderstand more of American life and thought and pects to be a god and reign over all his posterity in
progress than by any book or other discourse. In- the next world, he is ambitious to hav that posterity as gersoll is one of those men who make history, for his numerous as possible that his kingdom may be large.
speech is action-a part of the "logic of events."
Polygamy, the speaker held to be a moral question,
Others we hope will be with us, and those who and therefore not to be dealt with by legal, but by
cannot come 8end good wishes for the Congress.
moral methods. If polygamy were abandoned, the
Elizabeth Cady Stanton writes: "I am proposing government would no longer hav a reason for not
to sail for Europe on the 27th. If anything should admitting Utah as a state; and once admitted
occur to prevent me, I shall be very happy to fulfil as a state, the Mormons of Utah could make
my engagement to stand on your platform, where I their own marriage laws, and could hav _all
hav been in spirit for so many years."
the poly.gamy they wanted. In solving the MorMrs. Mattie Kr6kel, of Kansas City, writes: " It mon problem, therefore, Mr. Putnam did not believe
will not be possible for me to be in attendance at in suppressing polygamy by law, but he did believe
Congress of Liberals this year. I hope that it will in disfranchising every member of the Mormon
be a gl"orious success, and am sure that it will be church. They place the church above the govern"
fruitful of good." It will be a disappointment, in- ment of the United States; they get their authority
deed, to the many friends of Mrs. Krekel that she from "God" and are therefore subjects of an alien
cannot attend the Congress, but her good wishes shall power. For this reason they are not American citihelp make it the triumph that we all desire.
zens and should not be permitted to vote on state
Courtlandt Palmer, whose enthusiasm and gener- affairs.
.osity hav always been a support to our cause remains
The lecture had a somewhat startling effect upon
in Europe for the· invigoration of his health and the audience, and the Chair announced that it was
strength, but we look forward to his return and res" fully as remarkable as had been expected. The floor
toration to that noble work which has endeared his was open for speeches of ten minutes each.
name to American Liberals. In the midst of our
Dr. Eccles spoke first. He objected to disfranchis"
brilliant gathering we shall remember those in dis- ing the Mormons, because the same ruling would distant lands, whose heart and hope are with us.
franchise the members of trades unions and other
I hope to see at least a thousand Liberals from all organizations.
parts of the country, from Maine to. California, presDr. Lambert spoke fifteen minutes on the subject
ent to welcome the New York legion. This metropolif3 has been called the " eye of America." We cer- of Prohibition.
Mr. Duffy, who is not a member of the club, occutainly shall take a long look ahead amid the flash of
pied ten minutes. Everybody wished he had abbreit~:~ imperial glories. The torch of Liberty, four hundred feet in air, will fling its radiant light upon our viated his remarks, which were without sense or even
path. . Is it not an auspicious moment for mental decency.
Dr. Kinget held that the logic of Freethought
exaltation ?.
would not permit us to disfranchise anybody on acHEMPSTEAD, N. Y~
count of any organization to which he might belong.
I lectured on Sunday before the new and growing
Captain Clark held that the Chicago Anarchists
association of Freethinkers at Hempstead, . N. .Y. should be hanged.
·
Under the able management of its president, Mr. C.
Mrs. Hallock, whose husband, Dr. Hallock, was
F. DeMott, this society is becoming a fine intellect- one of the first members of the club, offered a few
ual and social influence in this beautiful Long Island appropriate remarks. She had been twelve years in
village. It has a library, reading-room, and gym- Europe, but came home more convinced than ever
nasium, so that mind and body both find cultivation. that America was the best country in the world to liv
Mr. De ~ott ·also, on Tuesday and Thursday even- in. She spoke of the danger with which Roman
ings, teaches classes in stenography, and these classes Catholicism threatened this and every other civilized
are constantly increasing, and through them a great government. Catholics, much more than Mormons,
interest is aroused in the work of the association. wer,e traitors to American institutions, and could much
This struggling and brave society is an excellent more justly be disfranchised.
model for others to follow. It grows steadily onIn closing the debate Mr. Putnam urged that the
slowly and surely building for science and humanity. central point of his argument had not been touched,
I was delighted to meet this band of courageous namely, that the Mormons were subjects of an alien
Radicals.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
. power. Others might make the application; he had
Liberalism Developing in Tennessee.
The Chattanooga Sunday Times thinks it would startle the
clergy of that city "to become fully acquainted with the
rapid development of Liberalism in that place. The Times
reports the existence of a club of Infidels numbering_ about
eighty "activ, vigorous, and energetic members.'' This
'membership consists largely of !~dies and prominent business
and professional men.

merely stated the principle.
During the latter part of the exercises many who
had been to the Henry George meeting came back to
the club and filled nearly all the seats. The indicted
blasphemer, Mr. Reynolds, was there, and acted the
part of a patient listener. The weight of his arrest ·
does not appear to hav fallen heavily upon him. He
persists in wearing his high hat tilted slightly to one
side, and ·preserves the same debonnair bearing th~t
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has carried him through his various adversities up
to the present time.
At the next meeting Mr. James Redpath will endeavor to make it appear that all good citizens should
vote for Henry George. But before the report is
read by an anxious constituency the mayoralty struggle will be· settled, to the great relief of an overstrained public mind.

Colonel Ingersoll· on George's Theories.
From an Interview in the World:.

·
_ "Several objections hav been urged, not to wh~t
Mr. George has done, but to what Mr. George has
thought, and he is the only candidate up to this time
against whom a charge of this character could be
made. Among other things, he seems to hav entertained an idea to the effect that a few men should
not own the entire earth; that a child coming into
the world has a right to standing-room, and that before _he walks, his mother has a right to standingroom while 'she holds him. He insists that if it were
possible to bottle the air, and sell it as we do mineral
waters it would be hardly fair for the capitalists of
the wo~ld to embark in such a speculation-especially
where millions were allowed to die simply bec!tuse
they were not able to buy breath at ' pool' prices.
Mr. George seems to think that the time will come
when capital will be intelligent enough and civilized
enough to be just, and when labor will be intelligent
enough ·and civilized enough to take care of itself.
He has a dream that poverty and crime and all the
evils that go hand-in-hand with partial famin, with
lack of labor, and all the diseases born of living in
huts and cellars, born of poor food and poor clothing
and of bad habits, will disappear, and that the world
will be really fit to liv in. He goes so far as to insist
that men ought to hav more than $23 or $24 a month
for digging coal, and that they ought not to be compelled to spend that money in the store or saloon of
_the proprietor of the mine. He has also state? on
_several occasions that a man ought not to dnve a
street~car for sixteen or eighteen hours a day-that
even a street-car driver ought to hav the privilege
now and then of seeing his wife or at least one of the
clllldren awake. And he has gone so far as to say
that a letter-carrier ought not to work longer in each
day for the United States than he would for a civil- ized individual.
"To people who imagin that this world is _already
perfection; that the condition of no one should be
bettered except their own, these ideas seem danger· ous. · A 'man who has already amassed a million, and
who has no feru· for the future, and who says, 'I
shall employ the cheapest labor and make men work
·.as long as they can possibly endure the toil,' will
regard Mr. George as an impractical man. It is very
. probable that all of us will be ~ead bef?re all of the
theories of Mr.--George are put ill practwe. Some of
them, however, may at some time benefit mankind;
and so far as I am concerned, I am willing to help
hasten the day, although it may not come while I liv.
I do not know that I agree with many of the theories
of Mr. George. I know that I do not agree with
some of them. But there is one thing in which I do
agree with him, and that is, in his effort to benefit
the human race, in his effort to do away with some
of the evils that now affiict mankind. I sympathize
with him in his endeavor to shorten the hours of
labor to increase the well-being of laboring men, to
giv them better houses, better f_ood, and in ever_y
way to lighten the burdens that now bear upon therr
bowed backs. It may be that very little can be done
by law except to see that they are not absolutely
abused· to see that the mines in which they work
are supplied with air and with means of escape in
time of danger; to prevent the deforming of children
by forcing upon them the labor of men;· to shorten
the hours of toil, and to giv all laborers certain liens,
above all other claims, for their work. It is easy to
see that in this direction something may be done by
law.
"I am an individualist instead of a Socialist. I
am a believer in individuality and in each individual
taking care of himself, and I want the government
to do just as little as it can consistently with the
safety of the nation, and I want as little law as possible-only as much as will protect life, reputation,
and property, by punishing criminals and by enforcing honest contracts. But if a government givs
privileges to a few, the few must not oppress the
man;y. The government has no right to best?w any
privilege upon anr man or upon any .coq~oratwn, ~xcept for the pubhc good. That w~wh Is a spemal
privilege to the few should be a spemal benefit to the
many. And whenever the privileged few abuse the
priv~ege so that it ~e~omes a curse t? the many, the
privilege, whatever It IS, should be withdrawn. I do
not pretend to know enough to suggest a remedy for
all the evils of society. I doubt if one human mind
could take into consideration the almost infinit number of factors entering into such a problem. And
this fact, that no one knows, is the excuse for trying.
While I may not believe that a certain theory v?Jl
work, still, if I feel sure it will do no harm, I am willing to see it tried."

"Do you think that Mr: George would make a good
asked the reporter.
" I presume he would," said Colonel Ingersoll.
" He is a thoughtful, prudent man. His reputation
for honesty has never, so far as I know, been called
in question. It certainly does not take a genius to
be mayor of New_ York. If so, there hav bee~ some
years when there was hardly a mayor. I take It that
a clear-headed, honest man, whose only object is to
do his duty, .and wiLh courage enough to stand by
his conscience, would •make a good mayor of New
York or of any other mty."
.
"Are you in sympathy with the workingmen and
their objects~"
.
"I am in ~ympathy with laboring men of all ~nds,
whether they Jabor with hand or brain. The Kmghts
of Labor, I believe, do not allow a lawyer to become
a member. I am somewhat wider in my sympathies.
No men in the world struggle more heroically-no
men in the world hav suffered more, or caiTied a
heavier cross, or worn a sharper crown of thorns,
than those who hav produced what we call the literature of our race. So my sympathies extend
all the way from hod-carriers to sculpto:s, from
well-diggers to astronomers. If the obJects of
the laboring men are to improve their condition without injuring others; to hav homes and
firesides, and wives and children-plenty to eat, good
clothes to wear; to develop their minds, to educate
their children-in short, to become prosperous and
civilized, I sympathize with them, and hope they will
succe.ed. I hav not the slightest sympathy with those
who wish to accomplish all these objects through
brute force. A Nihilist may be forgiven in Russiamay even be praised in Russia; a Socialist may be
forgiven in Germany; and certainly a Home Ruler
can be pardoned in Ireland, but in the United States
there is no place for Anarchist, Socialist, or dynamiter. In this country the political power has been
fairly divided. Poverty has just as many votes as
wealth. No man can be 80 poor as not to hav a
ballot . no man is rich enough to hav two, and no
man c~n buy another vote, unless somebody is mean
enough and contemptible enough to sell; a~d if he
does sell his vote, he never should ~omplam about
the laws or their administration. So the foolish and
the wise are on an equality, and the political power
of this country is divided so that each man is a
sovereign.
"Now, the laboring people are largely in the rnaj ority in this country. If there are any laws oppressing them, they should hav them repealed. I want
the laboring people-and by the word 'laboring,'
now, I include only the men that they include bythat
word-to unite; I want them to show that they hav
the intelligence to act together, and sense enough to
vote for a friend. I want them to convince both the
other great parties that they cannot be purchased.
This will be an immense step in the right direction.
"I hav sometimes thought that I would like to see
the laboring men in power, so that they would realize
how little, after all, can be done by law. All that
any man should ask, as far as the government is concerned, is a fair chance to compete with his neighbors.
Personally, I am for the aboliti<?n of all special privileges that are not for the general good. My princicipal hope of the future is the civilization of my race
-the development not only of the brain but of the
heart. I believe the time will come when we will
stop raising failures, when we shall know something
of the laws governing human beings. I believe the
time will come when we will not produce deformed
persons, natural criminals. In other words, I think
the world is going to grow better and better. This
may not happen to this nation nor to what we call
our race, but it may happen to some other race, and
all that we do in the right direction hastens that day
and that race."
"Do you think that the old parties are about to die 7"
" It is very hard to say. The country is not old
enough for tables of mortality to hav been calculated
upon parties. I suppose a party, like anything else,
has a period of youth, of manhood and decay. The
Democratic party is not dead. Some men grow physically strong as they grow mentally weak. The Demom·atic party lived out of office, and in disgrace, for
twenty-five years, and lived to elect a president. If
the Democratic party could liv on disgrace for
·twenty-five years, it now looks as though the Republican party, on the memory of its glory and of its
wonderful and unparalleled achievements, might manage to creep along for a few years more."
mayor~"

Lectures and Meetings.

·
W. F. JAMIESON is having a series of successful meetings
in Bozeman, Montana. He is engaged to speak in Helena,
Wickes, and Dillon, Montana, from two to fiv~ lectures in
each place. Address, Denver, Col.
CHARLES WATTs lectures for Friendship Liberal League,
Philadelphia, in Industrial Hall, Broad and Wood streets,
Sunday, Nov. 7th, at 2:30 PM.; subject, "If a Man Die Shall
He Liv Again ?-The Secularist Answer." At 7:30 P.M.,
subject, " Saints and Sinners-Which?" The Liberal public
throughout the city and vicinity are cordially invited to cooperate to _make these lectures a success. Seats are free 1

Our ·London Letter.
When the Socialists were imprisoned for the tec~
nical offense of causing ·an obstruction in the public
thoroughfares, but really for the act of o:penly promulgating their theories, there was gr~at JOyfuln~ss
on the part of their opponents, espemally the religious portion of the community; but when, to make a
show of consistency, a few rabid st:eet preachers were
served in the same manner, a considerable outcry was
raised and the denunciations of the peripatetic parsons' particular deity was invoked on the devoted
heads of those daring individuals who presumed to
interfere with his ministers. It really appears to be
a great mistake for the authorities to interfere in. such
matters, but the persons in authority are no~, as a
rule, very conspicuous for common sense. It IS certainly a nuisance to hav loud-mouthed orato~s ~o~d
ing .forth under one's window; but as these mdiVIduals generally choose a spot.where no one is a~noye.d
in such a matter, they may JUSt .as well cater ill this
manner for the amusement of the masses. Street
preaching is at times very amusin~, and when ~ny
curious person is desirous of heanng how far lymg
may be can'ied on in the na~e o~ the .Lord;_he. has a
splendid opportunity of satisfymg his curiOsity. I
was in a country town, a short time back, on a Sunday and walking out in the evening, was attracted
by ~ cro~d who were listening to one of God's lay
messenger;. The one who was then speaking was of
the usual prosy sort, and, as the a?dience was thinning out in consequence a more hvely brother was
put on the stand. He ~as, according to his own
statement, a regular Infidel-crusher, and was on~ of
those numerous individuals before whom Atheists
stand in awe. He stated that a short time ago }1-e
was at Northampton, when Charles Bradlaugh was
sitting next to him on. the platform, and .when the
former was commencmg to speak agaillst God,
silenced him so effectually that he left the platform
without proceeding further in his remarks. _Exception was taken to this statement, and, as the har was
getting into an awkward. corner, a deyo.ut sister
helped him out of the difficulty by striking up a
hymn, and the brother vanished; but as ther~ w~s no
appearance of a chariot of fire, I presume his disai,Jpearance was in a more matter-of-fact manner than ill
the case of Elijah.
Evidently matters in heaven are sadly out of gear,
as all the late judgments appear to hav fallen up?n the
religious world as impartially as on the unbelievers.
The effects of the Charleston earthquakes were perfectly indiscriminate; and a few days ~ack a~ unfortunate priest appears to hav been. spemally su;tgled out
for speedy judgment. Accordmg to published ac-counts, the Rev. Kavanagh seeins to ~av been ad~cent sort of a man for his class, and It passes ordinary understanding why his head should _hav been
selected to receive a heavy stone cherub JUSt. w~en
he was going through the performance of sacrificillg
on the altar. If he had been a sacrilegious her~tic
who was after stealing the church plate, the thing
would hav been quite clear, but for a properly-~~thor
ized priest to be slain in that manner mili~ates
against all received notio.ns of the .fitness of things,
and clearly shows there IS something wrong somewhere. I suppose we must be content to leave it
without explanation believing that "what we don't
know here we shall' know hereafter," a highly satis- ,
factory way of getting over sue~ little difficulties. .
There is some talk of formmg a new Agnostic
Society, of which, I presume, the. Secular Review. will
be to a certain extent the hterary mouthpiece.
Doubtless there is plenty of room for such a society,
and it is to be hoped it will be a success in every
way; and it will tend in this directi~n bette~ .if it co~
fines itself to anti-theology, excludmg pohtws, as It
is very certain all Freethinkers are not in accord on
this point. Whether the name of ~ real live m~rquis
as president will be of any real assistance remaills to
be seen. Perhaps it will be a draw, as the average
"respectable" Englishman" dearly loves a lord."
London, Eng., Oct 8, 1886.
J. D.
VoLTAIRE's old home at Ferney now belongs to a sculptor,
who has preserved the philosopher's bedroom in i.ts old state.
The room contains a bedstead, table, and armcha1rs. On the
walls are two pictures of Catherine of Russia and of Voltaire
himself.
TrrE Labor Free Press, of Baltimore, in commenting upon
the arrest of c. B. Reynold's at Boonton, says: " There are
thousands of people in every Christian community who .are
so intolerant as to invoke the law where a party even cla1ms
the right of free speech. If a man sets up the claim that the
devil really loves holy water, and would dem?n~trate that
such is the case, let him go ahead and prove 1t if he. can.
And yet there are those who would call upon the public authorities to order so bold and bad a man to move on who
should claim a privilege of proving in public that his satan~c
majesty could not consistently be held up as even a figurat1v
antithesis to the church. The man who will hav nothing
but ex pwrte testimony is a bigot and a fool: We care not
how much cramming he may hav been subJected to at one
university or the other. A doctrin that cannot stand an
argumentativ test, or whose adherents would suppress the
utterance of the views of an opponent, would appear to .be
wanting in solidity in foundational structure."
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fllommunicnfions.
l<'ret>thought in England.
II.-ITS ADVOCATES.

Among the young lecturers of great promis are
l\'Ir. Arthur Hunt, of Nottingham; l\'Ir. George Standring, Mr. W. H. Uttley, and, last but by no means
least, two young ladies, l\'Irs. Mary Gowden and
Miss Thornton Smith. There are, of course, othe~
gentlemen who may be called auxiliary lecturers, such
as l\'Ir. Robert Forder, who, as the very activ secn·tary of the National Secular Society, does a lot of
work gratuitously; and Mr. Frederick Haslam, a veteran, who has done some good service in his day, and
who seems to be determined to carry on the fight
against fearful odds until life will-hold out no longer.
These are, if I mistake not, the whole of the chief
talkers in the Freeth ought movement in England;
the men who openly carry on the warfare with a barbarous theology; who clear the path · that future
Freethinkers may traverse the road to prosperity and
happiness unimpeded by a false and pernicious creed.
Some of these warriors hav borne the brunt of the
battle for many years; some hav pierced the insidious monster of religion more than once so that it
has appeared to fall and writhe in agony; but anon,
by the aid of wealth and power, it has risen again in
all its hideousness and strength, and for awhile, by
subtle persecution or by imprisonment, put some of
our warriors hors de combat/ but in a free and open
encounter, which must take place with the progress
of education and the growth of knowledge, who can
hav any doubt as to the ultimate issue! l\'Iany of
yoilr readers may, perhaps, be amazed that in the
old country there are not more Freethought lecturers .than there are. The reason is this:
Young Freethinkers hav very little encouragement
or help from the more wealthy members of the party,
and, after years of weary struggle, in an unpopular
movement, many of them are at length compelled by
sheer poverty to retire from the work.
Now the field for their labor is growing wider and
wider day by day, and when the English lecturer
finds, as some of them hav found, that their efforts
for human emancipation are more appreciated in
other countries than their own, they naturally choose
to work in those vinyards in which their labor is
profitable alike to themselvs and those for whom they
hav the pleasur: to work.
ARTHUR B. Moss.

issue by an attempt to make it appear that l\'Ir. Ben-,/
nett's moral character was bad~ You know the story
well. And so do all the old readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. And what did you, what did we all who
stood by D. M. Bennett and THE TRUTH SEEKER then,
reply to those charges! Did not you, did not Mr.
Wakeman, did not Elizur Wright, did not every other
true friend of liberty, declare that moral character
was not the question at issue; bhat the sole question
was Mr. Bennett's right to mail the proscribed
pamphlet~ Was not TnE TRUTH SEEKER .flooded with
editorial and contributed articles whose purpose was
to show that the humblest citizen should be protected in the exercise of his natural rights, and that
it was far more dangerous to the rights of all to
trample upon the liberties of the unpopular man than
upon those of the rich and strong, and this because
to oppress the weak always creates a precedent for
further encroachment upon the rights and liberties
of all.
Then, the issue is, hav Lillian Harman and I the
right to make our own contracts! Every genuin
Liberal will unhesitatingly answer, Yes. We are
persecuted for exercising this right, and to our defense we called the Liberals of America. But had
we ·the old supporters of your paper, answered your
and Mr. Bennett's appeals as you this day answer
ours, there would be no TRUTH SEEKER for you tQ
edit, or through which we could make this ·appeal.
You refer to the Kansas City :flirnes and the "public· press of the vicinity." You ought to know by
this time how little dependence is to be placed in the
utterances of the "public press." Hav you so soon
forgotten the attitude of the Inter- Ocean and of
the then Scribnm .. s Monthly toward l\'Ir. Bennett?
Hav you forgotten the most wickedly unjust treatment he received at the hands of the editors of the
country generally~ Do you not know that the agent
of the Associated Press who sends the dispatches
from a given point has it in his power to put his
opinions and prejudices into the mouth of every editor who receives those dispatches?
In this instance, R. E. Van Meter, editor of the
New Era, the church and Prohibition organ of Valley Falls, is the Associated Press agent. He and his
backers are determined to crush out the Infidel paper
which has been a thorn in the side of orthodoxy there
for six years. They hav threatened to prosecute the
publishers for the alleged "obscenity" of the Light
Bearer./ and the New Era, since Van Meter suc~eeded to its management, has let pass no opportunity to misrepresent the paper and the principles of
Freethought.
But you hav been unjust beyond the letter of that
which is written in this and other Christian-run local
papers~ There is no warrant in their statement for
your assumption that there are " other moral questions involved." To be sure they say that I hav a
divorced wife, which is a fact, but how long. sirice
that became, per se, a crime~
· Now, friend Macdonald, all I ask is that you once
more justify your reputation for fairness, as you hav
recently so effectually done in the case of the Chicago
Socialists. It is all embraced, the issue, in this:
Had Lillian and I the natural right to make the contract we did? Was it a wrong to arrest us for doing
what you inferentially admit we had a right to do;
and if our rights were invaded by that prosecution,
hav we a claim upon the sympathy- and assistance of
the Liberals of the country ~ And that, too, without
dragging out every skeleton, if such there are, in the
Walker and Harma11 households ~ Yours for conE. C. WALKER.
sistency and fair play,
Cell 2, the Jail, Oskaloosa, IJ:an.

Since l\fr. Charles 'Yatts left. Eng~a•1d to make
America the field of bis activ labor, con~:;tructiv Secularism bas found few advocates here, and-except,
perhaps, the little I hav myself been able to do in
some of my lectures-the destructiv policy has been
invariably adopted by English Freethought lecturers.
With Mr. Watts's admirable qualities as an advocate
of Freethought your readers are probably well acquainted. I may say, however, that in England he
has many admirerE<, not alone of his impa~~ioned and
persuasiv eloquence as an orator, but for his many
splendid qualities as a mau.
.
To-day in Eugland the editor of the Freethinker,
:1\:fr. Geo. William Foote, a-compara'ivly speakingyoung man, wanting several years to f,>rty, "holds
the field," as Mr. Gladstone would say, as an essentially anti- theological lect.urer.
Sinc.e he came out of Holloway jail, where he
served twelve montbfl for the horrible, priest-made
offense called blasphemy, two years ago, he has been
exceedingly activ with tongue and pen in spreading
the glorious principles of Freethought.
Mr. Foote is a model speaker. though some regard
him as slightly pedantic. His sentences are skilfully
constructed, and being a man of :fine literary tastes,
and a wit to boot, his most profound lectures are
rendered ·exceedingly interesting by his trenchant
criticisms and caustic wit. As a debater he has few
equals. Mr. Bradlaugh is finer in passages that app~al to the emotions; Mr. Watts has more fire; but
l\'Ir. Foote is the logician. . One of the best read men
in England, he makes the very best use of his knowledge ; he is rigorously logical; is never mentally disturbed by excitement; and his speeches will bear the
closest analysis when read.
His last debate with Wm. McCann, at the H{tll of
Science, showed hfm at his best.. The Freethinker
he conducts on the destructiv lines. ~very week
there appear cartoons that are wormwood and gall to
the bigots.
But, as he frequently says himself, he does not ridThe Kansas Arrests.
icule persons, but principles. If the principles are
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I must
true, ridicule will not hurt them, but if they are not
so, so much the worse for them. Christianity he confess to a feeling of amazement upon reading your
regards as a religion that has cursed the world by its brief comments following the announcement of the
supernatural teachings, by its absurdities and immo- arrest of Lillian Harman and myself. But before
proceeding to an examination of your reinarks I will
ralities, and most of all by its crimes.
By every means in his power he has resolved to correct a few errors of fact.
destroy its influence, and his lectures and writings
1. Laura V. Walker procured a divorce from me, not
are already playing such rare havoc with the creeds I from her; I should hav regarded it as a violation
. that the Christians sadly regret that they ever put of my principles to hav appealed to the courts for a
him in jail to test of what metal he was really made. separation. 2. Mr. M. Harman did not perform a
Mr. Touzeau Parris is another very able Free- "ceremony" of any kind. As the father of Lillian
thought advocate; but the method he adopts is not Harman, a minor, he gave his consent to our union,
at all likely to bring him into conflict with the law and he read a statement of principles. That was all.
authorities of the crown. Mr. Parris, who is very 3. Our preliminary examination was had on the 27th
learned, was once a Unitarian minister, but, finding ()f September. Announcing it as for the. 27th of
himself imable to believe in Theism in any of its mani- October may hav been my fault-a slip of the panfold phases, came boldly out as an advocate of Mate- it is immaterial now.
rialism.
You rightly observe that our " private affairs are
The Freethinkers of Birmingham and Camberwell no business of the public," but in the same sentence,
swear by him. He is their bright particular star. with a strange inconsistency, you demand that "full
One of Mr. l"arris's favorit lectures i entitled, ''Sin information" thereof shall- be given. And why 1
against God au ImpossibilitJ." The title shocks and Because, forsooth, we appeal to the public for aid.
wounds the Christians keenly, but when they hear But why do we make this appeal~ Surely I do not
the lecture they are amazed at the calm way in which need to tell you nor your readers that it is because
the facts bearing on the subject are marshaled, and there are those :who believe, or pretend to believe,
how accurate are the inferences drawn therefrom. that they hav a right to make our "private affairs"
Biblical criticism, however, is 1\Ir. Parris's forte. the u business of the public;" and, proceeding upon
There are few lecturers so well acquainted with the that assumption, hav thrown us into prison and are
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I beclassics; and so, like Joseph Symes, now in Australia, doing their l~vel worst to destroy our business and kill gin to feel almost lonely, so many of my personal
when Mr. Parris lectures on the Bible he is often in Lucifer. We were attending to our own business, friends are either in jail, prison, under indictments,
a position to giv his opp 'llents instruction as to the injuring no one, when these prosecutors and per· or sentenced to hang. Just think of it-what is this
meaning of tl1e various doubtful pa'lsages in the Old secutors made our business a matter of public knowl- country coming to~
~
or New Testament by reference to either the Hebrew edge and forced us to appeal to the better element of
In Chicago the seven men, my co-laborers for the
or the Greek text.
the public for assistance in vindicating our right to wage-slaves' liberation from the yoke that capitalism
Mr. Parris, however, is more than a Biblical critic. mind our own business, which you admit is no con- has fastened about their necks, from the heavy burHe is an apostle of Herbert Spencer, and his lectures cern of the public. It was the business alone of Mr. dens moneyed monopolies hav compelled them to
on the doctrin of evolution are invaluable as aids to Bennett and his customer (presumably an honest carry, from unjust legislation procured by corrupt
young students desiring to hav a full grasp of the purchaser) when he mailed the copy of " Cupid's means through political chicanery, now condemned
new teaching.
Yokes" that sent him to the Albany Penitentiary and to death for no act of theirs, except the expression of
Mr. John Robertson, though a Freethinker of made it possible for you to be the editor of THE opinions, because some unknown person threw a
many years' standing, and an eminent litterateur, is TRUTH SEEKER. But most Christians, and a large· bomb by which several policemen were killed. That
new as a lecturer; but his expositions hav the great minority of the Liberals, asserted .that it was the the condemned knew anything about the throwing of
merit of clearness, and he is sure to win his way to business of the public, and, having the machinery of that bomb was not even pretended to be proven, but
success.
the law in their bands, they imprisoned him for the jury, selected for tliat purpose by parties knowing
W. Stewart Ross ("Saladin") the editor of the thirteen months. We radical Liberals fought the their prejudices, condemned them in response to the
~ecular Review, is a man of. remarkable powers; he issue to the last, and sent to ·washington almost two demands of capitalism, which controls legislation, the
lS an excellent speaker, albe1t he talks in a language hundred thousand names of men and women who de- judiciary, and the press.
not understood by the people, being largely made up manded the release of the persecuted editor. In the
In our own city, some of the most self-sacrificing
of words that are not to be found in Johnson or little orthodox village of Norway, Iowa, I procured reformers are now in prison for inciting to riot when
Webster; and being a poet, besides a very vigor- eighty signatures to the petition. Now, you, the there was no riot.
We did hav a massacre here, a cowardly assault
ous wtiter, he is sometimes led into extravagance of successor of the martyr, D. M. Bennett, turn upon
language and eccPntricity of ideas that deter many me when I, another Infidel editor, am arrested for upon unarmed citizens who were doing no illegal act,
of the common-sense order of Freethinkers from re- making my own contract with a willing associate, simply marching in the street carrying an eight-hour
garding him as an authority. It cannot be denied, and tell me that "there are other moral questions banner; and Governor Rusk-called to this city by
however, that in his literary labors he is supported involved in this matter."
a railroad king, prought here in his private car,
by some of the most learned and talented gentlemen
Do you not remember that that was precisely what instead of in response to any call from city or county
that ever lent the sanction of their names and snp- Mr. Bennett's enemies averred when they published authorities-is responsible for the sheddmg of that
port t.; our struggling cause.
I his letters' Did they not try to obscure the real I blood. And now, upon the pretense that he saved
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the city from some dire disaster, he is being boomed without war or confiscation; ~d how do- the newsfor a third term, and the money powers of both par- papers, who are so alert and sharp· after municipal
ties are uniting under the pretense of sustaining "law thieves, treat the nomination? For the most part
and order," when the facts are that the only breach with little or no notice of it whatever. The World
of law was by order of the governor to the militia to doubts his ability to administer the office, and cites
"shoot to kill" -without ordering them to disperse, or that as a valid objection to him, and assures its readreading the riot act to them-the body of men fired ers that his " philosophy " is immaterial, as his oath
upon. The mob had destroyed no property, injured of office would be a bar against its practice. The
no person. The Republican party is now trying to question of ab:lity to administer the office of mayer
bulldoze every voter to sustain it by claiming aJl who has not heretofore entered largely into the availability
do not are Anarchists-by which term they mean of previous candidates; the question generally has
destructionists-and the capitalistic press all over the been, Who owns him? Which boss or which organi.: COUJ;ttry sustains this infamously false issue.
_
zation, and whither go the " spoils" in the event of
And now comes from Kansas another cry of out- success 1 That such an objection is pueril and unraged liberty in the arrest and imprisonment of E. C. important goes without saying, and we merely quote
Walker and Lillian Harman, who married themselvs it to show the .kind of support that leading Demoaccording to their own views of what was right, in a cratic and labor loving newspaper is giving to the
manner that would come under the law of civil con- .man and the cause of the workingmen, which it protracts.
fesses to champion. .As a matter of fact, the newsWho was harmed by their attending to their own papers of New York dare not advocate a labor mayor:
business in their own way? All just legislation pro- It would be an innovation that would be distasteful,
tects individual liberty, and interferes only in case of perhaps, t.o a large proportion of their subscribers
and advertisers, ani!, per consequence, would affect
any encroachment thereon.
When ci vil~aw becomes a power to interfere with the their business. And just here is the touchstone that
sovereignty of the individual, doing as a state what ,actuates the policy of newspapers, and which must
if individually done would constitute a trespass, it be overcome by the circulation of pamphlets among
at OJice becomes tyranny and dangerous, and shoUld voters. In reaard to the executiv or administrativ
be resisted by every lover of liberty. Mr. Walker I ·ability of Mr. Henry George to perform the functions
hav known. for years as a brave, t.rue, logical re- of mayor, it is enough to know that he is the author
former. He has his strong personal friends, and his of" Social Problems" and the" Land Question," and
bitter enemies, as hav all heroic souls; but the pres- that a man who could formulate such an original and
ent question is not, What is Mr. Walker'scharacter; sensible way out of existing evils is certainly pos. but it is, Hav two persons a right to contract to liv sessed of ·brains enough to read the laws of the city,
together as conjugal partners, or must some meddle- pass upon .new. legislations, and execute them faithsome agent of the church or state be authority-and •fully in the interest of the whole people. Vote for
WM. ALLEN SMITH.
receive a fee for being such-more binding than per-. Henry George for mayor!
sonal agreement, and thus belittling individual
responsibility~

The agreement on the part of Mr. Walker was such
as would giv a woman personal existence and sexual
liberty, which the Jaws do not, and it is man-made
religions aud man-made laws that condemn and punish persons for upholding the idea of equality betwElen the sexes in rights, privileges, and responsibilities in rp.arriage as the surest way of holding the
race in bondage to the church power. Giv woman
sex liberty, and a race of freemen would be born that
no ecclesiastical yokes could bind, and no august
laws fetter.
They are slaves who will not choose
Hatred, scoffing, and abuse,
Rather than in silence shrink
From the truths they needs must think ; .
Th"Y are slaves who dare not be
In the right with two or three.

JULIET H. SEVERANOE, M.D.
. Milwaukee, Oct. 9, 1886.

Vote for Henry Geo.-ge.
Never before hav the wage-workers had the opportunity to so fully show the power of united organization and intelligent action as they will hav in this
cit.y in the next election for mayor. Let them not
looe sight for one moment of the fact that the vast
army of workingmen all over the country are watching them in the race, and if they win and elect
Henry George for mayor, that success will be but
the beginning of a general victory in all parts of the
United States.
It is the duty of every intelligent workingman to
strengthen every weak and doubting brother, to show
him the fallacy of voting in either of the old parties,
to point out to him, and prove it by facts, the greed,
selfishness, and dishonesty of the average officeholder. This is easily done. On the other hand,
show him that Henry George never sought the nomination, but th11.t it was given to him in grateful
acknowledgment of the great good he has done for
the cause of Labor both by pen and tongue, and that
in accepting the nomination, he is really sacriiicing
his own desire~; for the common benefit of the men
fm· whose cause he has so ably and manfully battled
in the past. "\Vhat a real reform has already been
achieved when it becomes possible for a man to be
nominated fur way or who is owned by no "boss," and
who has pulled no wires to secure· it. This of itself
ought to be a harbinger of victory. The principle
of putting up $5,000 for election purposes, that may
b1·ing an opportunity to steal $50,000, has not been
used in the nomination of Mr. George, and all the
citiaens of New York, irrespectiv of creed or condition, who wish to see a. genuin reform in the administration of municipal affairs, should vote for
Henry George. He is surely the first bona fide,
siui.on-pure reformer ever nominated for that office.
An aroma of moral cleanliness seems to pervade
the presentation of his name, and every citizen who
wants a " clean government" should certainly support him.
Are not the newspapers of this city a sort of mixture of "Uriah Heeps" and" Aminadab Sleeks" in
their treatment of municipal reform ' Here is a man
with an u·nspotted record, a large heart, whose geneiOus sympathy is bounded by no country, creed, or
sect, but who seeks the advancement of the toiling
masses the world over by perfectly Jegi•imate !!Jean,.,

who hav listened to your counsels and followed your advice.
I say in the faint hope, for if men are persuaded that .because
of business differences, whether about labor or a.nythmg else,
they may destroy property and assault and beat other men,
and kill the police if they, in the discharge of their duty, interfere to preserve the peace, there is little ground to hope
that they will listen to any warning.
It is n,ot the least among the hardships of the peaceable,
frugal, and laborious poor to endu.re the tyranny of mobs
who, with lawless force, dictate to them, under penalty of
peril to limb and life, where, when, and upon ;vhat t~~ms
they may earn a livelihood for themselvs and their fam1hes.
A:ily government that is worthy of the name will str.enuously
endeavor to secure to all within its jurisdiction freedom to
follow the lawful avocations and safety for their property
and persons while obeying the law, and the law is common
sense. It holds each man responsible for the natural and
probable consequences of his own acts. It holds that wh?ever advises murder is himself guilty of the murder that IS
committed pursuant to his advice, an~·if men band together
for a forcible resistance to the executiOn of the law, and advise murder as a means of making such resistance effectual,
whether such advice be to one man to murder another, or to
a numerous class to murder men of another class, all who
are so banded together are guilty of any murder that is committed in pursuance of such advice.
The people of this coun~ry love their instituti~ns, they love
their homes, they love the1r property. 'rhe:y w~ll never consent that by violence and murder those mstitutiOns shall be
broken down, their homes despoiled, and th~ir property deetroyed. And the people are strong_ enough to protect !tnd
sustain their institutions. and to pumsh all offenders agamst
their laws· and those who threaten danger to civil society,
if the Ia~ is enforced, are leading to destruction whoever
may attempt to execute such threats.
The existing order of society can be change~ only by the
will of the majority. Each man ha~ the full r1.g~t to ente:tain and advocate by speech and pnnt such opm1ons as swt
himself, and the. great body of the people will usually care
little what he savs. But if he proposes murder as a means
of enforcing he· puts his own life at stake. And no clamor
about free speech, or the evils to be cured, or the wrongs ~o
be redressed, will shield him from the consequences of his
crime. His liberty is not a license to destroy. The toleration that he enjoys he must exten_d ~o others, and not arro. gantly assume that the great maJority are wrong, an~ may
Do Not Vote for Henry George.
rightfully be coerced by terror, ?r removed by dyn~m1te.
only remains that for the cnme you hav committed, and
Let no Liberal expect much from Henry George, of Itwhich
you hav been convicted after a trial unexampled in
for he is " still in the gall of bitterness and the the patience with which an outraged people hav extended to
bond of" supen;tition. Somewhere in his "Progress you every protection and privilege of the law whi~h you deand Poverty," he givs an example of the birth and rided and defied that the sentence of that law be given now.
In fonn and 'detail that sentence wil\ appear upon the
growth of a new community. One man goes first and records
of the court. In substance and effect it is that the
takes up a farm, then others come in and settlt- defendant Neebe be imprisoned in the state penitentiary at
around him. Men of various trades and vocations J o!iet at hard labor for the tenn of fifteen years.
And that each of the other defendants, between the hours
come in one by Gne. At last, after the settlers hav
of 10 o'clock in the forenoon and 2 o'clock in the afternoon
begun to earn money, here comes the inevitable par· of
the 3d day of December next, in the manner provided by
son. Mr. George failed to giv the important lesson the statute of this state, be hung by the neck until he is dead.
that one cause of poverty is that superstition induces Remove the prisoners.

people. to giv part of their earnings to _the clerical
parasite to keep " God" from hurting them the first
time the latter gets- o).it of humor. . Don't expect that
Henry George, who lets the imaginary blood-sucker
of superstition alone in an imaginary community, will
do anything to rid New York of an army of ecclesiastical1eechef'.
·
In his condusion he says: " The yearning for a
further life is natural and deep. It grows with intellectual growth," etc. Then he propounds this conundrum: "What, then, is the meaning of life-of life
absolutely and inevitably bounded by death?" And
answers: " To me it only seems intelligible as the
avenue and vestibule to another life." He agrees,
then, with "Lo, the "poor Indian," who "thinks, admitted to that equal sky, his faithful dog shall bear
him company," for the dog has life and intellect.
How Mr. George would please a certain turf-man,
whose favorit book is Butler's "Analogy," because in
proving that men are immortal he proves that horses
are too!
Mr. George says that " the facts seem only explainable upon a theory which cannot be expressed but in
myth and symbol," etc. What hope can the moil ern,
everyday people of New York hav for aid in their
troubles from a self· confessed groper among cobwebs?
Science and Rationalism are the only hope, the only
beacons. Do not expect anything from him who has
not yet outgrown superstition. Do not vote for
Henry George.
W.

Judge Gary and the Prisoners.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Would
it not please many of your readers to hav you publish the inclosed remarks of Judge Gary to the Anarchists when you bav another long article of sympathy in your paper for the convicts~ I hope you
will find room in your paper to giv the judge an
equal chance. I know you will, for you are in search
of truth, as the name of your paper implies.
Chicago, Oct. 12, 1886.
J. S_. BuTTERFIELD.
JUDGE GARY'S REMARKS ON SENTENCING THE ANARCHISTS.
I am quite well aware that what you hav said, although
addressed to-me, has been said to the world ; yet nothing has
been said which weakens the force of the proof or the conclusions therefrom upon which the verdict is based. You
are all men of intelligence, and know that if the verdict
stands it must be executed. The reasons why it sha11 stand
I hav already sufficiently stated in deciding the motion for a
new triaL
I am sorry beyond any power of expression for your unhappy condition, and for the terrible events that havbrought
it about. I shall address to you neither reproaches nor exhortation. What I shall say shall be said in the faint hope
that a few words from a place where the people of the state
of Dlinois hav delegated the authority to declare the pe]lalty
of a violation of their laws, and spoken upon an occasion so
solemn and awful as this, may come to the knowledge of,
and be_ heeded by, the ignorant, deluded, and misguided men

From the slip containing these remarks Mr. Butterfield tore off the w:ords used by the judge in refusing
the condemned a new trial. We supply the omission,.
merely calling attention to the fact that they show
conclusivly, by the judge himself, that what we hav
said is true, namely, that these men are cond~mned
for being Anarchists, not because they are guilty of
murder. Judge Gary said:
The case is unprecedented. There is n? example of any
sue b. crime having been committed; ther~ IS no p:ec~~ent. of
any case like this having become the subJect of JUdicial mvestigation.
The jury were not instructed [by Gary h!II?-self] t? find
them guilty if they believed that they part.Impated m the
throwing of the bomb, or ·encouraged or.advised the throw.
ing of that bomb, or had knowledge ~h!tt rt was to be thrown,
or anything of that sort. Tlte convwtwn has not gone upon
tlw qi·crnnd tltat ~lu!Jf did lt{111) actual participation in tlw act
whic'L caused tlte death of Deegan, but upon the ground, under
the instructions [given by Gary ~imself], that they had ge':erally, by speech and print, adviser!. a large class to com":llt
murder and had left the occasion, t1me, and place to the mdividual. will, whim, and caprice of the in~ividuals. so advised, and that in consequence o.f that adviCe and m pu:suance of it, and influenced by 1t, somebody not known did
throw the bomb that caused Deegan's death.

Catholic Rascality and Infidel Honesty.
From the Cinctnnati Post.

It is so unusual that a bondsman for a large sum comes
forward and honestly pays up the full amount of his obligation that the action of George Hoadly, as bondsman of Assignee Mannix in handing over to the present trustees of
Archbishop Pu~cell the full amount of his equitable liability
as bondsman, and in addition to that his share in $40,000
worth of property made over by Mannix to his four bondsmen to secure them is worthy of public attention and public
praise. Not that J~dge Hoadly has done one whit more than
his plain duty, or has more than simply satisfied, cent for
cent, a voluntary contingent obligation he assumed when he
put his name with those of John Holland, Chas. Stewart,
and Michael Walsh on Mannix's bond for two hundred and
fifty thousand dollars, but because at large sacrific•1, and
wben legal evasion was possible, Jud!le Hoadly has prefer;ed
the act of honest duty. He is not a rwh man, and m paymg
$62 500 cash he lays down nearly, or quite, half of the saving~ of an unusually laborious life.
.
Judge Hoadly, when governo~, was ofte~ reproached WI.th
being an Infidel, if not an Atheist. In this act of finanmal
righteousness he at any ra~e demonstr9;tes t,~at he s~ts .a practical value upon that Biblical declara:tiOn, A mans hte co~;
sisteth not in the abundance of the thmgs that he possesseth.
A sense of duty fully done is cheap at any financial cost.
FREETH OUGHT lectures are delightfully frequent in America
now. Ingersoll has been reposing lately, but o~her speakers
hav been very activ. Mr. J. E_. Remsburg, for mst~nce, ~as
ju~t delivered thirty lectures m l\linnesota and W1sconsm,
and is gone on a fresh tour in Iowa. Mr. S. P. Put~am is as
lively as ever. We fancy he must be a good-lookmg _man,
for he seems a. fa.vorit with tlie ladies.-Lond.on Freetlunker.
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Blasphemy.
REYNOLDS INDICTED FOR THE CRIME OF
LIBELING A GHOST.
When the wisdom assembled as a grand jury of
Morris county, N. J., "arose" on Tuesday, October
19, 1886, it left in the hands of the young district
attorney, Willard W. Cutler, an indictment against
Charles B. Reynolds for blasphemy. This instrument
of torture, however, was not based upon Mr. Reynolds's lecture at ·Boonton, but upon a treatis which
he has since written, printed as a pamphlet and distributed at Boonton, and which also appeared in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of October 9th and 16th. The indictment reads as follows :
"MoRRIS Co. Opn AND TEHMINEn AND GENERAL}
JAIL DELIVERY, Oct. TEnM, A.D. 1886.
"Morris Co., to Wit:
"The grand inquest for the state of New Jersey in and for
the body of the county of Morris upon their oath present
that Charles B. Reynolds, late of the township of Boonton,
in the county of Morris aforesaid, on the eighth day of
October, 1886, at the township of Boonton aforesaid, in the
county of Morris aforesaid, and within the jurisdiction of this
court, unlawfully and wickedly did wilfully blaspheme the
holy name of God by contumeliously reproaching his being
and providence, and by contumeliously reproaching Jesus
Christ and the holy word of God, that is, the canonical
scriptures contained in the books of the Old and New Testaments, and by profane scoffing at and exposing them to contempt and ridicule in that he, the said Charles B. Reynolds,
did then aJ?.d there publish, circulate, and distribute a certain
scandalous, impious, and blasphemous printed document entitled, 'Blasphemy and the Bible,' by Charles B. Reynolds,
in .which there were and are contained amongst other things
certain scandalous, impious, and blasphemous matter, and
things to the tenor and effect following :
" ' This Bible describes God as so loving that he drowned the
whole world in his mad fury, because it was so much worse than
he (knowing all things?) ever supposed it could be. An all-wise,
unchangeable God, who got out of patifncewith a world which was
just what his own stupid blundering had made it, a"nd knew no
better way out of the muddle than to destroy it by drowning !•
" And in another part of the aforesaid printed document
there are and was contained, among other things, certain
other scandalous, impious, and blasphemous matter and
things of the purport and effect following, to wit:
" 'The Bible God says his people made him jealous, provoked him
to anger, and now he will raise the mischief with them, for he declares his anger burns like hell. He will destroy them all "were it
not that I feared the wrath of the enemy."
"'The almighty God afraid of his enemies! Can the human
mind conceive of more horrid blasrhemy1 Can even a New Jersey Christian believe such stuff was ever inspired by a God 1
" 'WHAT THE BIBLE REALLY TEACHES,

.

cried and screamed, squealed and kicked; God flung about his little anne; God made aimless dashes into space with .his little fists ;
God stared foolishly at his own little toes; God smiled when he was
comfortable and howled when pricked by a nasty pin ; God was
nursed at Mary's breast; God was wrapped in little diapers; God
lay in a cradle and was rocked to sleep; God was quite sick when
cutting his little teeth; God caught the measles, mumps, whooping
cough, and scarlet fever; God learned to walk and often tumbled
down, bumped his forehead, and made his little nose bleed ; God
was spanked when he was naughty, etc., etc.'
" Contrary to the form of the . statute in such case made
and provided and against the peace of this state, the govern"
ment and dignity of the same.
"And the grand inquest aforesaid, upori their oath aforesaid, do further present the said Charles B. Reynolds, late of
the town of Boonton aforesaid, in the county of Morris
aforesaid, on the 8th day of October, 1886, at township
of Boontmi aforesaid, and within the jurisdiction of
this court, with force and arms disregarding .the laws of the
state, and profanely deriding and intending to brlng the holy
scriptures and the Christian religion into disbelief and contempt among the people of the state, unlawfully and wickedly
·aid compose, print, and publish, and did cause and
procure to be composed, printed, and published, a
certain scandalous, impious, and blasphemous libel
of and concerning God, and of and concerning the holy
scriptures; and of and concerning the Christian religion,
which libel is published and contained in a certain printed
document, entitled 'Blasphemy and the Bible,' by Charles
B. Reynolds, in which said libel so printed, published, and
composed, and so caused and procured to be composed and
printed and published as aforesaid by the said Charles B.
Reynolds, the said Charles B. Reynolds did unlawfully blaspheme the holy name of God by denying and contumeliously
. reproaching his being and providence, and by contumeliously reproaching Jesus Christ and the Christian religion
and the holy name of God.
"In one part of which scandalous and blasphemous libel,
among other things, there were and are contained certain
scandalous, impious, and blasphemous matter, and things of
and concerning God, and of and concerning his providence,
according to the purport and effect following, to wit :
"'This Bible describes God as so loving that he drowned the
whole world in his mad fury, because it was so much worse than he
(knowing all things 1) ever supposed it could be. Au all-wise, unchangeable God, who got out of patience with a world which was
just what his own stupid blundering had made it, and knew no
better way out of the muddle than to destroy it by drowning!'
" And in another part of said libel there were and are contained certain scandalous, impious, and blasphemous matter,
and things of and concerning God, of and concerning his being, and of and concerning the holy scriptures, and of and
concerning the Christian religion, and to the purport and
·
effect following, to wit:
" 'The Bible God says his people made him jealous, provoked him
to anger, and now he will raise the mischief with them; for he declares his anger burns like hell. He will destroy them all "were it
not that I feared the wrath of the enemy."
"'The almighty God afraid of his enemies! Can the human
mind conceive of more horrid blasphemy 1 Can even a New Jersey
Christian believe such stuff was ever inspired by a God 1
'"WHAT THE BI11LE REALLY TEACHES.

"'The Old Testament records for our instruction in morals the
most foul and bestial instances of fornication, incest, and polygamy, petpetrated by God's own pet saints, and the-New Testament
indorses these lecherous old wretches as examples for all good
Christians to follow.
" And in aliotlier part of said libel there were and are contained scandalous, impious, and blasphemous matters and
things of and concerning God, of and concerning his being
and of and concerning the holy scriptures, anrl of and concerning the Christian religion, and to the purport and effect
following, to wit:
"'Now, reader, take time and calmly think it over. A Jewish
girl becomes the mother of God almighty-the mother of your God.
The child of this Jewess was God. Christ is God. God cried and
screamed, squealed and kicked ; God flung about his little anne •
God made aimless dashes into space with his little fists; God stared·
foolishly at his own little toes; God smiled when he was comfortable and howled when pricked by a nasty pin ; God was nursed at
Mary's breast ; God was wrapped in little diapers; God lay in a
cradle and was rocked to sleep; God was quite sick when· cutting
his little teeth ; God caught the measles, mumps, whooping cough,
and scarlet fever ; God learned to walk, and often tumbled down,
bumped his forehead, and made his little nose bleed ; God was
spanked when he was naughty, etc., etc.
"To the great scandal and contumelious reproach of God,
his being and providence, and of Jesus Christ and the Christian religion and the holy word of God, contrary to the form
of the statute in such case made and provided, and against·
the peace of the state, the government and dignity of the
WILLARD W. CuTLER, Prosecutor, etc.
same.
This change of base on the part of the Christians
of New Jersey is a complete surprise to Mr. Reynolds. When the fanatics of Boonton arrested him
on July 28th, he was indignant, and the most
natural thing for him to do, it seemed, was to
enlighten the people of that place as to what biash
1
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P emy aws are, an as 0 w 0 are ere
asp emera. The first was done by circulating a pamphlet
upon blasphemy, in which was pointed out the unconstitutionality, the barbarism, and the foolishness of
SUCh JaWS; the second by another pamphlet showing
Chri ·
d h ·
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that
stians an t ell' Bi le were the real biasphemers, inasmuch as they ascribe to God sentiments,
·
d tt 'b te
hi h d
ad h'
passiOns, an a n u s w c
egr e un to the
level of a Nero-an inhuman and bloodthirsty monster. This pamphlet, called "Blasphemy and the
_:Bible/' shows that the Bible is God's worst enemy,
a.rid. tha:t, in circulating the book, Christians are de-

" 'The Old Testament records for our instruction in morals the
most foul and bestial instances of fornication, incest, and polygamy, perPetrated by God's own pet saints, and the New Testa.ment indorses these lecherous old wretches as examples for all good
Christians to follow.'"
·
And in anotber part of the aforesaid document there were
and are contained, among other things, certain other scandalous, impious, and l)lasphemous matter .~nd things of the
purport and effect followin.g, t4at is to<~ay: ·
·
"'Now, reader, take· time and calmly think it over. A Jewish stroying his good character. · And this it is that
girl becomes the mother of God almighty-the mother of your God.
The child of this young J ewess was God, Christ is God, God makes the Christians of Morris county angry. Ow-

ing to the stupidity of the complainant and the justice who drew up the first complaint against Mr.
Reynolds, the grand jury could find no ground for
an indictment. The witnesses they summoned could
not recollect enough of Mr. Reynolds's lecture to
work upon. To be revenged, therefore, they pounced
upon this pamphlet, and, selecting the passages
quoted in the indictment, and without specifying the . ·
object of the pamphlet, they find a "true bill"
against Mr. Reynolds. The malicious wrec~er!l of
his tent are allowed to go free-the district attorney
refusing to call even one of the long list of witn~sses
Mr. Reynolds left with him for that purpose-while
he is prosecuted upon a totally different charge, the
obliging district attorney summoning some fifty witnesses against him. This, we suppose, is a Christian
conception of justice.
The first notice Mr. Reynolds had that he.was indicted he read in the daily papers of this city on
Wednesday, the 20th. He at OJ:lce telegraphed to the
district attorney tl9 know if this was so, if he was
wanted to renew his bail, and the amount of bail
required.
To this the district attorney ret~ed
no answer. A personal call upon Mr. Cutler succeeded better, and Friday, the 22d, Mr. Reynolds gave
bail to appear on Monday, the 25th, to plead to the
indictment.
Saturday Mr. Ingersoll telegraphecl to
the district attorney, but to this message no answer
was returned. Mr. Ingersoll has but just undergone
a surgical operation to remove an obstruction from-_
his throat, and under direction of his physicians must
not speak above a whisper. The mere statement of
these facts ought to hav been sufficient to secure an
adjournment, but when Mr. Reynolds appeared in
the court on Monday morning, and gave bail to appear
for trial, Mr. Cutler moved that Wednesday, the 27th,
be the day fixed. Mr. Reynolds told Judge Q~ds
that it was impossible for his counsel to appear at
that time. " That makes no difference," said the
judge; "get other counsel !" And he persisted in
setting the day for trial as Wednesday, the 27th, at
half-past twelve.
Morristown is as orthodox a place as Boonton, and
the ire of its inhabitants nina high against the Infidel.
When Mr. Reynolds was distributing his pamphlets
upon its streets he was threatened with arrest and
ordered to stop by the marshal of the place. What~
ever jurymen are drawn from Morristown are likely
to be intensely prejudiced against the defendant.
One of the grand jury men who indicted Mr. Reynolds said to a Liberal of Boonton that Mr. Reynolds
should if possible secure a change of venue and
remove the trial to another county. " He stands no
chance in Morristown," said "the grand jury man.
This seems to be the opinion of all the Christians of
ooth Boonton and Morristown-that Mr. Reynolds is
as good as convicted. In their imaginations they
hav already heard the ruling of the judge that will
force the jury to convict; hav seen the jury rise and
say, "He is guilty;" hav seen the o:tlicer remove the
prisoner to the jail just back of the court house; hav
heard the jailer's harsh commands and the slam of
the iron doors as the victim vanished from the sight
of his friends--in their. imaginations they hav heard
this, and then gone home and thanked God for his
great mercy.
Morristown is essentially 11 Christian town, and a
sleepy one except when its people are mad. It is
some thirty miles from New York, but a New Yorker·
going there imagins it to be a good deal farther
away than that. It is a pretty place, up among
the hills, and for this reason a good many New York
business men liv there, coming in to business every
day. Morristown makes a good bedchamber. The.
atmosphere is conduciv to sleep. A visitor feels as
though he were in a church or graveyard with a
funeral under way. Outside of their religion the
inhabitants.worship nothing so heartily as a ~ot of
Revolutionary relics shelved and labeled in aD: old
house where George Washington once made his headquarters. A contemplation of ancient times just
suits tl:J.e Morristown folks, and if they could whip a
few witches through the street or hang them to the
liberty pole on the common their happiness would no
doubt .be greatly enhanced. It is a first-rate place
for an Infidel who values his liberty to keep away
from.
The physical .condition of Colonel Ingersoll , precluding the possibility of his undertaking to ~onduct
the case, in which he would hav to talk perhaps for
hours, other counsel were BOQ.ght. Tuesday was
spent by Mr. Reynolds in visiting_ the best lawyers of
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a failure to comply with these provisions does not
.
impair the mamage which has been contracted; it
simply subjects the delinquent parties to a penalty.
But the words of the contracting parties must be of.
present force and operation. These .conditions were
all fulfilled in the contract between Mr Walker and
d h
.
·
. H
M1ss
arman, an t ough he has derued
that
.
- any
. ceren;tony was perfo~ed, ~he record ~sproves his assertwn. The followmg Is the officml account of the
" autonomistic marriage" taken from Lucifer :
"E. c...Walker, as one of the contracting parties,,made the
following statement:
'"This is a time for clear, frank statement. While regarding all
public marital ceremonies as essentially and ineradicably indelicate, a pandering to the morbid, vicious, and meddlesome element
in hum·an nature, I consider this form the least objectionable.
"'I abdicate in advance all the so-called "marital rights" witl:t
which this public acknowledgment of our relationship may invest
me. Lillian is and will continue to be as free to repulse any and
ail advances of mine as she has been heretofore. In joining with
me in this love and labor union, she has not alienated a single natural right. She remains sovereign of herself, as I of myself, and
we severally and together repudiate all powers legally conferred
upon husbands and wives.
"'In legal marriage, woman surrenders herself to the law and
to her husband, and becomes a vassal. Here it is differE;nt-Lillian
is now made free.
·"'·In brief, and in addition: I cheerfully and distinctly recognize
this woman's right to the·control of her own person; her right and
duty to retain her own name; her right to the possession of all
property inherited, earned, or otherwise justly gained by her; her
equality with me in this copartnership; my responsibility to her as
regards the care of offspring, if any; and her paramount right to
the custody thereof should any unfortunate fate dissolve this union.
And now, friends, a few words especially to you. This wholly private compact is here announced, not because I recognize that you,
or society at large, or the state, hav any right to inquire into or determin our relations to each other, but simply as a guarantee to
Lillian of my good faith toward her. And to this Ipledgemyhonor.'
"Lillian Harman.then responded as follows:
"'I do not c<tre to say much; actions speak more clearly than
words, often. I enter into this union with Mr. Walker of my own
free will and choice, and I agree with the views of my father and
of Mr. Walker, as just expressed. I make no promises that it may
become impossible or immoral for me to fulfil, but retain the right
to act, always, as my conscience and best judgment shall dictate.
I retain, also, my full maiden name, as I am sure it is mydutyto do.
"'With t-his understanding, I giv to him my hand in token of my
trust in him and of the :fidelity to truth and honor of my intentions
toward him''
''Then Mr. Harman said:
"'As the fa~her and natural guardian of Lillian Harman I
hereby giv my consent to this union. I do not "giv away the
bride," as I wish her to be always the owner of her person, and to
be free always to act according to her truest and purest impulses,
and as her highest judgment may dictate.'
" Then followed the usual congratulations."
In the introduction to this, it is called the "civil
compact entered into between Lillian Harman and
Edwin C. Walker, on Sunday, the 19th ofSeptember,
1886, of the common calendar."
That this marriage is good at common law there
is no doubt. Marriage being clearly intended, any
stipulations inconsistent with the law are simply
void. An agreement to liv together for life will suffice (Roche vs. Washington, 19 Indiana Rep. 53, 57),
though so extended an agreement is not necessary, as
the law may allow divorce (Stewart's Ma.~.·riage and
Divorce, sec. 85). The only question is whether the
statutes of Kansas made the marriage void. Those
laws are as follows: Chap. 61, sec. 1, Compiled Laws
of Kansas : The marriage contract is to be considered in law as a civil contract, to which the consent
of the parties is essential, ancl the marriage ceremony may be regarded as a civil ceremony or· a religious sacrament; but the man-iage relation shall only
be
tered into, maintained, or abrogated a
ded bylaw. Sec. 12 of same chapter provides that:
" AnJ. persons living together as man and wife within this
'fhe Kansas Arrests.
state without being married shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be fined in a
In another column will be found a letter from
sum not less than five hundred nor more than one thousand
E. C. Walker bearing slightly upon the subject of s dollars, or be imprisoned in the county jail not less than
thirty days, nor more than three months."
recent marriage to Lillian Harman, and bearing do
Sec. 5 provides a form of license to be issued
a good deal upon the much-belectured editor of T
he probate judges, and sec. 10 provides th
very
TRUTH SEEKER. Mr. Walker misconstrues the lan- judge, justice of the peace, or license preacher of
guage used a week or two since by THE TRUTH the gospel may perform the marriage ceremony, and
SEEKER, and brings in iss:ues in no wise parallel to his for the return of a certificate thereof to the probate
case. Upon these he has wasted a good deal of un- judge granting the license. Sec. 4 provides that "if
any person empowered by law to join others in marnecessary indignation.
The position of Mr. Walker and Miss Harman, as riage shall maJ.TY any person before a license, issued
by the probate judge-of the proper county, under his
we learn by Lucifer, is that they are married, as sol- official hand and eeal, be produced, he shall be
idly as anyone, and that they had a natural and legal deemed guilty of a misdemeanor," etc. Nowhere
right tt marry as they chose. In taking this posi- does the statute expressly prescribe that a marriage
tion they place themselvs upon firm gr_ound. In the shall be void for non-compliance with any of these
United States a general common law prevails which sections.
Upon the question, in the absence of decisions of
bases marriage upon contract, upon the present muKansas courts, we hav as authority the decision in
tual consent of the piU'ties, and no special forms are
the case of Meister vs. Moore, 96 United States Rep.,
necessarY. to its validify. If a man and woman, by 79. In that case the court held as follows:
words of present import, promis and agree with each
"-No doubt a statute may take away a common law right,
other to be husband and wife, the contract and the but there is alwaJ.s a presumption that the law has no such
resulting status of marriage are perfected. It is not intention, unless It be plainly expressed. A statute may declare that no marriages shall be valid unless they are salemnecessary for a magistrate or any officer of the state nized in a prescribed manner, but such an enactment is a
to be present-even witnesses are not necessary- very di~eren.t thing from a law requir.ing all marriages to be
·h
· •t
th t th
th entered mto m the presence of a magistrate or a clergym:tn,
.e wom~n .assume
e or that it be prec~ded by a license or publication of banns, or
, nmt er IS I necessary a
man's name. ·W}lenever certam. prehmmary steps, be a~tested by witness~s. Sue~ formal provisions may be
h a license notice and the like are prescribed by J consider.ed as merely directo~y, mstead of being t;eated as
sue s _
•
'
'
destructiv of a common-law right to form the marriage relastatute-so runs the ponderous legal statement-- tion by word of present assent. ; . . Whatever direc-

New Jersey, but not one was found who could attend
to the matter. Charles Winfield, district ~ttorney of
_'Jersey City, Judge Garrison, of the saJ.ne place, and
other distinguished legal lights, were offered retainers, but to no avail. · Tired, discouraged, wet from
the constantly falling r~n, and about half sick, Mr.
Reynolds made up his mind that he would be pushed
into jail before he was forty-eight 4ours older, and
telegraphed to New York that the opinion of all the
lawyers was that only Mr. Ingersoll himself could
save him.
Wednesday morning was rainy, and it was at great
risk to himself that Colonel Ingersoll took an early
train for Morristown, accompanied by Dwight Townsend, one of the prominent men of this city. An assault and battery case occupied the attention of the
court till nearly eleven, when Colonel Ingersoll rose
and said he wanted to make a motion before the court
in the case of the State against C. B. Reynolds. The
motion wai'! that in view of the fact that only just
then had he seen the indictment against Mr. Reynolds, and as last week he had had a surgical operation performed upon his throat, so that until last
· Sunday he was able to speak only in a whisper, as
,his physician positivly forbade him to try any case
lest he should permanently lose his voice, as l\fr.
Reynolds was only notified on Monday of the time
set for trial, and as he himself was not notified till
Tuesday, when he at once used all possible endeavoi·
to obtain other counsel, in which he failed, he desired
that. the case might stand over to the next term of
court.
The court asked what action the prosecutor proposed to take iri the matter. Mr. Cutler, after some
hesitancy, opposed. The court, with marked fairness, said that though the court had always held
that the employment of distinguished counsel whose
time was generally occupied was no ground for
adjmirnment, this case seemed different. Counsel had
evidently made every endeavor to procure other..distinguished counsel, and under the circumstances he
would rule that the defendant could not be deprived
of his constitutional right to counsel of his -own
selection, and he would, therefore, order the case
adjourned to the next term, the third Tuesday in
January.
· Bail having been renewed by Edwin Worman, Mr.
Reynolds was at liberty to shake the mud of New
Jersey. from his feet once more, and he returned to
New York.
And so the battle is still to be fought. It is very
evident that the desire of the people of Boonton and
Morristown is that Mr. Reynolds shall be placed behind prison bars as speedily as possible, and, had the
court not taken the sensible and humane ground it
did, he would undoubtedly at the present time be a
convicted prisoner, doing hard labor in a penitentia,ry. Mr. Reynolds's reliance must be upon the
ability of his counsel and the fairness of the court,
and not upon any merciful public sentiment of the
people of Morris county. The rabble cry, " Crucify
- him 1 crucify him!"
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tiona they may giv respecting its formation or solemnization,
courts hav usually held a marriage good at common law to
be good notwithstanding the statutes, unless they contain
express words of nullity."
Since Mr. Walker wrote the article which appears
in this ~s.sue he ha~ been bef?re a !C~sas court, and
the demswn of the Judge sustams this VIew of the case.
The judge held that should either Mr. Walker or
Mi ss H arman marry agam
· th ey could b e prosecut e d
for bigamy, but yet held that they can be punished
for having lived together without first obtaining a
license and then being married by some one legally
authorized to perf?r~ ~he ceremony. This i~ no
doubt law, but the mflictwn of the penalty for Vlolating the law as to licenses does not affect the validity
of the marriage. The parties to the marriage now
claim that they hav not violated a Kansas law. In the
t · 1 b f
J d
C ·
Mr H
'd ·
na
e ore u ge rosier,
·
arman Sal ' In
answer to a question put by the statels attorney:.
" I am the father and only living parent of Lillian Harman,
one of the defendants. She will be seventeen years old in
December next. Edwirl"C. Walker, the other defendant; is
associated with me in editing the paper called Ludfer. I
was present at the autonomistic marriage of these two persons on the 19th of September, and gave my consent thereto.
There was no magistrate, clergyman, or other officer of
church or state present. Not having any use for church or
state officials none such had been summoned or invited. The
parties married themselvs in their own way, retaining or
recognizing all that we deem good in marriage, as commonly
understood, and-eliminating that which we deem immoral,
or that which may in the future result in immorality. There
was no license from probate court exhibited on this occasion. We regard the license and civil officer as non-essential
to marriage-that these formalities are directory to the
officers and not prohibitory as against us. We claim that we
hav violated no law of Kans(UJ."

...

As this seemed to be a change of base, the districtattorney asked Mr. Walker how long since he made
that claim. The attorney for Mr. Walker objected to
this question, and the court _sustained the objection.
In Lucifer, however, Mr. Harman explains the position of the parties in this wise :
" We hav said that we ignore the technicalities of the'
statute law in this matter, claiming, as we do, that ' marriage is a civil contract, in which the consent of the parties is
essential,' as stated by the statute Hself; and as nothing else
is stated to be essentiil.l we legitimately infer that nothing
else is essential to ma:r;Tiage in Kansas. To vindicate and
maintain principles we may in future find it necessary to
disobey and even to defy statute law, as Abolitionists disobeyed and defied statute law, but we do not think this
alternativ ltas yet been presented to us."
Under instructions of the judge the jury found the
defendants guilty. Sentence was reserved, and
meantime the proper steps are being taken to carry
the case to the Supreme Court of Kansas.
As the marriage is acknowledged by all parties, including the court, to be a perfectly valid marriage,
the question resolves itself to this: Should ~r.
Walker and Miss Harman be punished for not getting a license and being married in the regular way T
This is answered by common law and common sense
in the negativ. Marriage, in this country, is, as we
hav pointed out, distinctly and solely a civil contract.
The decision of all the courts are to this effect, including the United States Supreme Court. The New
York courts hav repeatedly decided in this way.
Even in Rhode Island, one of the most conservativ of
states, in a case argued by General Butler, the court
held marria"e to be merely a civil contract, to whi(lh
not even wit!hesses were necessary. In the case of
Leo Miller and Mattie Strickland the Supreme Court '
of Michigan affirmed the lower court's decision
(under which the parties were imprisoned) upon
a technical error, not upon the merits of the. case.
· ler was his own counsel, and had the proverbial
c · ent. Had he properly put the records of the case
b ore the Supreme Court, the lawyers of Michigan
as ert that the decision would hav been reversed.
The action of the Kansas judge is morally tyrannial and indefensible. In an appeal to the public Mr.
Walker and Miss Harman state very clearly the
position they hold. They say:
"We claim that the agreement of a man and woman to liv
together as husband and wife, and t.heir so living together as
husband and wife, constitutes a valid marriage, all :licenses,
ceremonies, etc., etc., being non-esseiip~s. From the
directory statutes we appeal to natural rights, to the common law, to decisions of higher courts, a:ll of which run_
parallel with our Fne of defense."
In this chi.im the defendants are in the right, the
law clearly allows it, and if the court does not so
award it, upon the officers of the court,_ not upon
the defendants, will rest the responsibility of sustaining what they call immorality. If the j?d~es of
Kansas desire to preserve the " peace and d1gmtY; of
the state" they will promptly decree that E. C.
Walker and Lillian Harman are married as solidly as
if they had signed a marriage certificate, declare their
arrests illegal, and do what they can to repair . the
gross injustice perpetrated upon them. Such actwns
as those of the complainants and persecutors in this
case do more to bring law into contempt than all that
Mr. Walker and Miss Harman could say in a lifetime. If Mr. Walker had taken the pains, in his first
brief note to us, to giv all the facts in their case, his
indignant letter, and all the subsequent discussion,
would hav been unnecessary. When all these facts
are known there caunot be two opinions among lawabiding and liberty-loving people.
·
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SNoHoMisH CITY, WAsH. TER., Oct. 8, 286 ..
Mx. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10.50-$10 for five new subscribers, papers to be sent as per inclosed Jist, and 25 cents
to pay for the TRUTH SEEKER A.NNU.A.L you sent me last
winter.
I find this a very Liberal community, and all necessary to
organize a union here is an organizer. The five subscribers
I send you are in favor of the illustrations; so keep on with
the good work.
J. B. MARTIN.

.KIRKSVILLE, Mo., Oct. 5, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I thought I would pen a few lines at this
time concerning the state of affairs here among the Liberals.
Many years ago we organized a Liberal society, embracing
Spiritualists and other Liberals; and in 1883. we reorganized
under' the state law;· yet over a year ago we suspended our
meetings; and when they wil) resume I cannot tell. The
only cause I can giv for suspension is poverty among its
members, a few having to bear the whole expense fo:r hallrent and speakers. We hav had nearly all the most noted
public speakers of the country here belonging to th~ Liberal
ranks, male and female, Spiritualistic and Materialistic,·
besides others with not so wide a reputation, yet good. Last
Sunday evening a good audience listened toW. S. Bell in the
Opera Hall on "Liberty and Morality," a discourse embracing two important points affecting the welfare of humanity.
Mr. Bell handled the subject well, and brought to light many
truths unthought of before by many. Mr. Bell should be
kept continually employed, and he should be properly remunerated, for he is doing good work.
.WM. HaRT.

DAJ-I,As, TEx., Oct. 11, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Yesterday, in the DaHas Opera House, Mr.
B. Bell, of Chicago, delivered to an attentiv audience
)lis lecture upon "Individuality." It was given under the
auspices of the Secularists of this place. Mr. BeH's exposition
of his position on the subject had the true logical ring about
it, as was attested 'by the frequent applause of his hearers. ·
From here Mr. BeH went to Waco, via Fort Worth, where
CoLFA.X, WasH. TER.; Oct. 5, 1886.
he will remain a few days maturin~ plans for a- thorough
MR.
EDIToR
:
Inclosed
please find $1.50, for which send
campaign in this state.
GEo. CRETIEN,
me Miss Wixon's romance, "All in a Lifetime."
Secretary DaHas Secular Society, No. 810 Main street.
We do so much enjoy reading THE TRUTH SEEKER, as well
AxTELL, KAN., Sept. 25,.1886.
as all other good Freethought literature. Living as we do so
MR. EDITOR: I desire a few words regarding the orthodox farfrom lectures, conventions, etc., the reading of them somechurches. They hav, in the opinion of many Liberals. times almost makes us envious. I hope the time is notfar
struck upon a capital plan to check the Freetbought wave distant when your stirring lecturers will find their way as far
that is now passing over the world. And .their plan, un- west as we liv. Our young son, aged twenty, thinks if
doubtedly, is to publish Freethought-A.narchistic journals ; Helen Gardener would deliver only one lecture in Colfax she
and if the Liberals do not thoroughly understand their would certainly settle or ba0.1y cripple all the churches here.
scheme of Freethought-freelove-A.narchistic journals, the It does look as though Freethought argument, such as we
orthodox will surely succeed. A. Liberal, after reading the are receiving now in such abundance, would convince every
Word, of Princeton, Mass., or Lucifer, of VaHey FaHs, Kan., thoughtful mind. A.nd it is having its effect, and that right
would naturaHy exclaim, "If that is what Freeethought is in the churches. They begin to feel that the club of fear
they hav so long wielded with such an unsparing hand is fast
coming to, I do not want any!"
Taos. E. CoNE.
slipping from them.
GRAND RAPIDs, MICH., Oct. 18, 1886.
Mr. Putnam's tour in the West was highly entertaining.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been reading Mr. Reynolds's article in A.nd the pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER are amusing as weli
THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct:)ber 16th. I must say that good as instructiv; whole volumes contained in some of them.
and noble man is doing more for the human race than all the
KaTE P. WoLF.A.RD.
priests hav ever done in past or present. I hope the time is
not far distant when the people will acknowledge him as
O'BRIEN, FLa., Sept. 19, 1886.
their leader, and Secularism as their savior; as these, and
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed $1 for '' The Brain and the
these alone, can only work true righteousness among the Bible," by Edgar C. Beall.
people. If the people of New Jersey would invite him to
A. great amount of capital is being made out of .the earthcome among them, and discard their hireling priests, they quake shock here. Not satisfied with that, the preacher 1:\as
would work a lasting benefit to themselvs and the world at offered up a prayer t,hat another may come and destroy onelarge. Yours for good to the whole human race.
half of the sinners so he can convert the other half; and all
CHARLES SAOH.
who are left of the other half unconverted he could look
down and smile upon in hell. This minister, the Rev. CastleCLAYTONIA, CoL., Oct. 11, 1886.
bary. can shout like a demon when he gets warmed up. He
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find 75 cents, for which send
has plenty of cheek, too, and if the report be true, as is genme THE TRUTH SEEKER for three months. In that time I
erally believed in this place, he has been unduly intimate
hope I shaH hav money enough to spare for one year's subNith the deacon's daughter, and would not marry her as her
scription.
mother wished him to.
My attention was caHed to your position on the industrial
A. preacher in Atlanta, Ga., from the North, wrote to the
question by G. W. Brown, M.D., who bewailed your
Michigan Christian Advocate that the South could not part
liberal position in that respect, at the same time praising the
with the negro. He was advancing and would yet possess
editor of the Ironclad A,qe for his illiberal sentiments regardthe land " the Lord thy God giveth thee "-quoting scripture.
ing A.Iiarchy and Socialism. Now, I utterly fail to see any
T!Jat is a good way to sow seeds for a war between the
liberality in the article in the Ironclad Age quoted by Brown,
black and white, teaching that the Lord delivered the negro
M.D., except in Billingsgate and misrepresentation. In that
from slavery; that the whole South is theirs by inheritance,
respect it is a little more than liberal-it is extravagant!
and that the white man is keeping from hiln what rightfully
But I must thank the M.D. for letting me know of one Libbelongs to the negro. That is a good way, too, to perpetuate
eral editor who thinks more of truth and justice than of his
a hatred between the races. No wonder a negro will not
pocket-book!
THoRJus RINDEN, Miner.
pay a white man a debt if he can avoid it. They will take
the South as the Israelites did the land of Canaan. Such
DoYLESTOWN, PA., Oct. 18, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3.00 for renewal of my sub- teaching as that is what has made a hell on earth for hunE. H. CAMERON.
'scription and 30 cents for three copies of Colonel lngersoH's dreds of years.
speech in the telegraph suit. I hav read with interest your
MaRION, N.Y., Oct. 17, 1886.
editorials on the subje~t of Anarchy, and think you are makMR. EDITOR: Here is a draft on the First National Bank
ing a sorry mess of the business. I take it that what your
dissenting patrons would like you to explain, and quit dodg- of Palmyra for $5-$3 for TaE TRUTH SEEKER for another
ing so industriously, is whether you are in favor of free year, and $2 for our friend, i\Ir. C. B. Reynolds, to help buy
freedom in this blessed free country. I wrote him a letter
speech when it advocateR murder, arson, or theft.
soon after the affair at Boonton, promising to help him, and 1
Yours, etc.,
FnANK R. HART.
hope that every Liberal will do all in his power toward the
(A. man has a perfect right, under the Constitution, to advocate murder, arson, and theft; but if murder, arson, or cause of individual freedom. Mr. Reynolds pitched his tent
in this village last sumtner under very discouraging circumtheft follow from, and as a result of, his advocacy, then he
is held· as an accessory and accomplice, and· is punished ac- stances. Only a few dared assert their views on account of
cordingly; and such punishment is, in our opinion, exceed- family jars sure to follow. No one was here to offer him the
hospitality of a home, and while the village was full of
ingly just. A. man who induces another to commit a crime
is pa;rticepB criminis. Such is what our Constitution means in so.cred loafers, delegates to a Sunday-school convention,
guaranteeing free speech, with responsibility for its abuse. sponging their living from private families, !ir. Reynolds
If this is a " sorry mess," the founders of the Republic are had to stop at a hotel. He worked hard here and made
several friends-one, at least, that is willing to help him.
to blame, not the undersigned.-ED. T. S.]
Among the sixteen to twenty Sunday-school sacred loafers
not one dared to face him in debate. What a valiant host
ST. STEPHEN, N. B., Oct. 9, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, which you will please giv the Lord Jesus will hav to lead to conquer the world! Mrs.
me credit for on account of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav now Reynolds, too, made some very fine points in her evening
read it for over a year, and could no more think of doing discourse; bore rather hard on Uncle A.be and Mr. Lot.
Now, Mr. ECiitor, keep right on, and don't mind what some
without it than without food. I admire the illustrations
very much. When THE TRUTH SEEKER comes to the print- old moss. backs say. Speak your mind freely, and if we don't
ing office where I am foreman, the wrapper is generally re- all agree on important events that are taking place, we can't
moved from it without my help, and not only the editor takes afford to giv up a good paper on that account. I am a New
a glance at the pictures, and also at the liberal bill of fare England mechanic. I fully agree with your editorial abont
which reaches me weekly, but numerous visitors of the or- the Chicago men, as do four-fifths of the laboring classes.
thodox kind, including a Methodist preacher, who says that If it is right to hang these men, is it not just as fair to hang
he used to get it years ago. It evidently did not do him a manufacturer for putting up machinery that kills men? I
much good-not as much as, I am glad to say, its perusal hav seen men crushed to death, caught in heavy gearing, or
has done me. For twenty years 1-was a member of the Pres- wound up in belts and fast revolving pulleys. No one to
byterian church, but for the last year I hav withdrawn from blame. The religious press hav roared for these men's lives,
it, and, with my wife and family (thirteen of us, all told), go and the capitalist press hav followed. I belong to no labor
to the Unitarian-Universalist church. If the mass of man- organization or secret society, but I do belong to the party
kind would only read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and do a little that has reason and justice for its motto.
You may count on me for a life subscriber. I am satisfied.
thinking for themselvs, what a. depletion would take place in
t4c mnks of the Christian church!
J. C. HENRY.
that the illustr~~>tions should be continued. I enjoy a good
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laugh, and I always smile '' out loud" when I look at them,
I found THE TRUTH SEEKER in poor company last w~_ek-in
between lhe New York Christian Advocate and the Northern
Advocate. I wish Watson Heston could get up a picture en-.
titled~· Talmage's Workshop "-building boats after Noah's ·
patent. When I read his sermons I think of what the New.
York Sun said of him, a few years ago-that there were
boys in New England twelve y~ars old who knew more o(
grammar than the Rev. Talmage. Certainly, there are~
plenty of that age who hav more good, hard, sound sense
than this sacred idiotical actor.
JosEPH~· CoY.
SHAWANo, Wis., Oct. 10, 1886.
MR. EDITOH: We had Remsburg for three of his sledgehammer lectures last month, which were the first Liberal
lectures ever given here. They gave great satisfactivn to
large audiences, one including the Methodist preacher; who
set an example of liberality that most church-members dare
not follow. Two or three little things happened that go to
show how afraid Christians are to hav people hear Liberal
lectures, and get some glimpses of truth, which they never
get in the church. Notice was given in the local papers and
by handbills that the lectures would be free; but it was reported that this was a dodge to ~~:et people into Music Hall,·
when an admission would be demanded for lights and hall
rent. This kept several away from the first lecture.
Old Sol Stevens, who is noted for honesty and a good deal
of good common-sense, but, unfortunately, cannot read,
asked a good Christian lady friend (he won't tell her name)
what the handbills were, and what the lectures were to be
about,.and she told him, "Oh! it's nothing but some old
Spiritualist, and you don't want to go near him."
. " A.h! indeed," he replied, " if that is ~o, I shall go any
how, for I hav heard you say so much against Spiritualism
that I want to hear what can be said for it," and he went.
The next day old Sol was heard to remark, using his favorit
cuss words: "Why, condemn it! they tried to keep me
away, but I wouldn't hav missed them three lectures for $5,
although I didn't hear a word about Spiritualism, one way
nor t'other."
Because Mayor Breed presided at one of the meetings, and
introduced the lecturer, it is to be used by the· pious saints a 8
a cudgel against him in. running for a county office. Such
is the liberality of the creed-bound. One of the local papers
that had given notice of the lectures virtually apologized in
an attempted criticism, and the other one failed to get up
courage enough to refer to them at all, as the editor could
not say a word, in truth, against anything that was said.
Remsburg is an electric light in the Liberal cause.
·
W. S. WooD.
LINCOLN, ILL., Sept. 25, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I would like to say a word to our friends.
I was just thinking of" then and now." It was way back in
the forties that, as a boy, I used, in Ohio, to sit on. a
puncheon slab seat and listen to various peripatetic Bible
whangers. With gyrating hands they held poor ignorant
sinners over hell-glowing With livid fire and smelling of
brimstone. They poured in the fuel with agility, fairly by
wholesale, until the weak-minded trembled and wondered
how such oratory and knowledge could be h<tndled by one
man. It appears to me now that the wholesale trade in
brimstone has declined; the big venders hav, in a measure~
gone out. There is as much sulphur in the old mine as ever
-it is full of damnation-but the vender is becoming a dapper little cuss ; a society lady's man ; a dear lover of ease
and nice place. He dre!lses pretty and uses perfumery; he
gets off a lot of stuff. "airy nothings," for which dupes pay
a big price. This is a blight on the age ! Children raised on
such stuff are weaklings, and when manhood and womanhood come they are slaves to fear. Oh, how contemptible
to a thinking, reasoning man! It is my hope that the character of a peoples' religion does change with the advanced
ideas of thinkers and reasoners on science and nature. It
appears that man is destined to be cursed with some kind of
a delusion; he will stand in awe of mystery, and if reason
and intelligence advance we may hope that '"'man's worship
of the unknown" will be cursed with less bigotry and
greater freedom. I think Infidels and Freethought people
may take courage. One of our greatest fights is, and will be,
to preserve the public schools from the banP. of the " Bible
in the schools." Our hope is strengthened by the fact that
the burning jealousy existing between Christian sects will
not permit the reading of the" holy scriptures" to children
by any teacher not recognized as standard in the orthodoxy
of the parents. A. Presbyterian would never consent to the
Bible being read to his children by a Methodist teacher. An
idea might be suggested, even by emphasis, that would not
be " the doctrin" of Presbyterianism. This is a wholesome
feature for Freethinl\ers; while the denominations quarrel the ·
Bible is kept out. (Let us pray!)
SLO HYouM.
PALA.TKA, FLA., Oct. 11, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : When I read Truesdell's tirade in the issue
of October 9th, I was amazed t"!.tat you had printed it, not
because he '' sat upon you" -for a thousand of his weight
could not crush you-but I wondered at your giving it room,
solely because of its puerility and utter waut of either a
material fact or a scintillation of logical acumen.· You hav
answered it well. In fact, the only way it can be answered
as a whole. A.nd you also do well to leave the matter with
" the common sense of yaur readers," and for one I would
say that if they do not sit upou Mr. Truesdell iu sufficient
numbers to make him squeal, you had better wind up the
affairs of the Truth Seeker Co. at once, for then it will be
abundantly evidenced that its propaganda has been for
naught. Unless at least nine-tenths of your subscribers of a
year's liltanding, or more, accept your definition of Freethought (as quoted by Truesdell), ancl wlli~h he asserts as
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, OCTOBER 30, 1.886.
his belief, ·that " not one Liberal in a hundred can be found
who understands it [Freethought] as you do," THE TRUTH
SEEKER is neither educational nor influential, and you are
wasting you valuable time and talents on a forlorn hope, and
· I sh_ould recommend you to go into politics, or raising potatoes at the old homestead.
This very sentence· of yours that Truesdell criticises so
severely will some day (after, maybe, you are gone hence)
be nailed to the masthead of the. old ship (sheet) of which
you are now the skipper, as the best formulation of Freethought possible.
It would be a matter of interest, and the knowledge would
be ·valuable, if an expression ·of every one of you readers
could be had on the subject. Cannot some cheap mode be
devised whereby it could be obtained? If every Freethinker
could hav the opportunity of voting yea or nay upon the
proposition that "Freethought stands for [or ought to stand
for]ab8olute freedom of thought, of speech, of publication
. upon any and every subject on earth," and, at least, threefourths of the returns were not "yea," I should lose all hope
of righteousness ever prevailing on the planet we occupy.
Lours MoRRis.
ANDOVER, KAN., Sept. 20, 1886.
Mu. EnrToR: Please excuse delay in my renewal. I hav
been waiting patiently on one new subscriber, and inclosed
you will find two new ones. I hav taken your paper since
March last, and must say that it shall be a welcome visitor in
my house. The pictures were a surprise to me somewhat,
but after recovering my equilibrium, I came to the same
conclusion as my friends here, who say they are only
-"imaginary." Well, the pictures of Jesus Christ nailed on
--the cross, healing the sick, and raising the dead, or of the
finding of Moses in the eulrushes, the children of Israel in
the Red _Sea, and a great many more such pictures as are
represented by religionists, are only imaginary. The first
signs we had of those mythical pictures appeared in the
second, century. In an argument with a Methodist superintendent as to the divinity of John the Baptist, I contenderl that he was begotten on the same identical plan that
Christ was-that is, the Angel Gabriel being connected with
the wh<:>le affair. He contended that I was sadly mistaken,
and believed that Jlohn was begotten by a natural father, and
that Christ was begotten by the Archangel; and he knew, as
he had made it his constant study, besides sixteen years' ser~ice as superintendent. Having an argument with another
,gentleman, he contended that the time was when people
were badly priest-ridden, and were willing to yield to any of
their desires, and to dispute one was sin and blasphemy; and
some were so credulous that they believed the priests could
strike them dead by the power of heaven. I asked him
if he did not think we were pretty badly ridden yet by socallerl men of God, and he admitted that we were.
l hav been reading about two and a half years both ancient
and modern history. The Bible was my first work, and I
must say I had not gone a great way till I made up my mind
that if there was some infinit being who did pay due regard
to all mankind, he certainly never was guilty of such gross
misrepresentations.. The first account we hav of the human
race and date with authority was in Greece, when they recorded their first Olympian games, and that was 776 years before Christ; and these were in honor of their god Apollo.
Now, we find in Exodus xxv, the description, continuing to
· the end of that book, of a being or box manufactured by the
Jews, and upon that rests all the acts and tyrannies contained in the old Bible, and I am not sure but the New Testament is based upon that same being. It sounded very
much like it when I read it. Besides, I will challenge the
Christian gentleman to prove the contrary. Now, comparing the Bible with history, I find that they concur with
each other in regard to the numerous gods which every naA. H. WoLF.
tion had and worshiped.
LEXINGTON, KY., Sept. 24, 1886.
i\iR. EDITOR: I send a Mosaic (not Moses), though I dread
the waste basket. I hav no admiration for a general who
had no authority over his soldiers without\ "thus saith the
Lord" tacked to his commands. Napoleon, Crnsar, and
Grant needed no such expressions-gained the love of armies
without resorting to such expedients. The necessity of using
such arts betrays only the weakness of a military commander.
Victory follows only bravery, numbers, and disciplin. The
invincible courage of the gladiators who formed the body
guard of Crnsar made him successful. Machiavel taught
that religion should be recognized by all governments,
which was paying the human race a poor compliment.
Would Cromweli's influence so soon hav died out had it been
founded simply upon the principles of justice and liberty?
Late writers intimate that religion has formed the strongest
of all bonds of union. If so, then the credit belongs alone to
the philosophical ideas incorporated with it, the golden sen.
timents of Stoics and Platonists, which constitute the chief
beauty _of the Christian system. The fanaticism clinging
thereto is never relied upon, except by money-making rulers
and priests, and when it dies away it leaves the masses where
it found them, devoid of solace and improvement. Shall we
ever know how much the gentle Shakspere has taught us in
his bible, which has occupied hours which might otherwise
hav been filled with ignorant pastime and crime-the heavenly Burns which makes su beautiful the path of honor and
truth?
Let us not despair of the world, so easily can we expose
the arts of priests and Prohibitionists, who are, no doubt, istent upon government founded upon church power. Rest
not, friends of liberty, till this serpent is crushed. His
breath pollutes the land. While I am now writing a palefaced man is hovering near the porch. He wants THE TRUTH
SEEKER. _ But a stronger arm reached first and obtained it.
I cazmot suppl,Y tbe demand for tnis Jdni! of reading. If I
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PETERBORoUGH, N. H., Oct. 18, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I notice in THE TRUTH S.iiEKER of October .
16th the remarks of Robert G. Ingersoll on ·the candidacy
of Henry George for mayor of New York. I hav contende I
for the past ten years that the American people hav not in·
telligence enough to maintain a republican goyernment; th&t
is, ''a government of the people, by the people, and for the
people." From Mr. Ingersoll's remarks I see he is of the
same opinion ; and why should he not be ? Every election
from the beginning of the war down to the present time i~
proof of it. He says, "The government cannot, take care of
the people." He evidently considers "the government and
the people," two distinct factors; and says that " the people
must support the government."
Now, there is no man living who knows better than Mr. Ingersoll that an " intelligent people" would not " support the
government " that was not able to "take care of the people."
I hav been fully alive to the fact for twenty-five years tba t
the government has not been taking care of the-dear people.
The government has been doing its level best to take care.of,
and provide for, and build up the giant monopolies.
The dear people hav been left out in the cold, the government having passed into the hands of the. great monopo· RICHLAND, D. T., Sept. 24, 1886.
lies. The said monopolies, to show that there is nothing
MR. Em ToR: An earnest reader of your paper would be small about them, are now taking care of the dear people,
pleased for a short space to express a few random thoughts. and it is a lovely job they are doing too .. They are taking
It is just as natural to hav camp-meetings out here, where _the care of the people as the vulture takes care of the lamb.
whistling blizzard howls, as in the far East, and in the course
There is but one solitary thing that the government can dO'
of one in an adjoining town a revivalist said to a Christian and that is to own and control and run the mail service, and
lady, "Go down among the crowd and beg of them to-for- in this one instance the " people" are the government. The
sake sin and seek Jesus." The lady replied, "I do not be- mail service is " by the people, of the people, and for the
lieve in that way of saving sinners." In a moment the di- people." It can carry letters all over the continent for two
vine was down on his knees praying for the Lord to remove cents each. And it once could carry merchandi8e for eight
her from the way, by death, if not otherwise, and ended up cents per pound; an investivation showed that merchandise
ih this wise, " 0 Lord, remove the dry bones from the path." at eight cents a pound paid a much better revenue than books
Shade of immortal Moses! giv us another shower of manna. and newspapers. But every one knows that the express
When will Christian tyranny cease? When will these the- companies paid Congress for raising the rate from eight to
ological gibcats quit heaping such stupendous insults upon sixteen cents a pound, and at the last session of Congress
an intelligent people? How long shall brazen hypocrisy and they tried to get it up to thirty-two cents a pound; that is
white-robed ignorance be at a premium, while common sense one of the nice things of the government that "the people
and reason are below par? 0 ye pharisees, lend me your must support." Anthracite cual costs $14 per ton in Neears. How much longer will you let these outrageous insults braska; the miner who digs it gets 50 cents for his share; the
be heaped upon you? Is it not time fer action.? Is it not mine owners and the railroad companies get $13.50 for their
time to put forth our best· efforts to sink into oblivion the share. Now, if the government owned the mines and the
most cruel and barbarous religign that ever cursed mankind? railroads, as it ought to, it could pay the miner 75 cents per
Freethinkers, arise from your dormant state; shake off the ton for digging, and lay down the coal in Nebraska and every
dust, for there never was a time in the world's history when other State in the Union for $1.50 per ton. The actual cost
your-efforts were needed as now.
of carrying a ton of coal from the mines to Nebraska is 60
People harp about the Chicago Anarchists. Tell me what cents. But, of course, the government could not own the
they hav done that was half the crime that was perpetrated mines and railroads for the reason that the dear people
upon this good woman? This clergyman prayed for God to are not intelligent enough. It almost kills the government
do what his own cowardly being would do if he dared. It to own the mail service.
shows the true inwardness of Christianity and what it would
Another thing the government could not do was to own
do if it could only gain the power that it once controled-the and control the public domain. · It was such a burden on its
power that incarnadined the Roman empire with blood, and hands that it gave away to corporate rings enough of it to
turned back the hanas on the dial of progress and civiliza- make nine states as large as the state of Ohio. Ani so glad
tion a thousand years; the power that founded the Inquisi- was it to be rid of it that it was exempted from taxation.
tion; that let the hissing flames devour those who dared But let an honest toiler buy a piece of that land, and go to
voice one noble sentiment; that stoned to death with relent- improving it, and see how soon the government will pounce
less fury those who entered one protest against their narrow on him for taxes I Talk about church property being exempt
and contracted creeds; the power that is to-day trying to from taxation! Suppose all the church property in the land
thrust itself into the Constitution of our nation; the power _had been stolen from the government, what then? Why, of
that says, "Wives be in subjection to your husband," or, course it would hav been all right, if " our party" had done
religiously interpreted, "Do as the preachers bid you," or it, and legalized the theft. That is another feature of. the
your path will be decorated with Christian thorns and con- government th>lt the people must support.
tempt; the power that says, speaking of women, " But they
There was ·yet another thing the government could not
are commanded to be under obedience" (1 Cor. xiv), which, do. The government could not float two thousand millions
interpreted by the clergy, means that woman shall be subser- of greenbacks. The government could not stand it to see
vient to their wishes.
that amount of money circulating among the people, for their
The same minister, in the course of another hypochon- benefit. It could not float that amount, and hav it not costdriac spell, said, "No honest man can stay outside of the ing the people a hundred millions yearly interest. But it
church." Never, since the big frog-crop in Egypt, when could and did float more than two thousand millions of
God turned the waters into blood, and caused the dust to bonds, exempted from taxation, and costing the dear people
evolute into full-grown graybacks, hav intelligent people up to the present time more than the original amount in gold
been so grossly insulted. I assert here that there can be no interest. That is one of the things the government can do.
That was in the interest of the rich robber class. Again talk
honest person in the church, if the strict observance of the about church property being exempt•from taxation I
so-called divine book is adhereu to, not in a business sense,
Behold'' how little can be accomplished by legislation" (for
but religious sense. They all claim to believe the ''inspired the people). I was laboring under the delusion that all this
volume," when, if asked if they approved of certain things plundering was accomplished by "legislation." I was under
therein (not quoting verse), they would invariably say no. I the impression that the greenbacks were taken out of circulation and burnt up, and converted into bonds, by "legislahav listened to numbers of preachers discourse and don't be- tion." I often think of what I heard Mr. Ingersoll say about
lieve I ever heard a clergyman preach unless he either out- the greenbacks in a stump speech-in 1868, I think it waslandishly lied or grossly misrepresented. I ask, Are men iR Galesburg, Ill. He extolled the greenback higher than any
honest who lie? Are men honest who say, "We don't Greenbacker I hav ever heard since that tinie. Some of his
care how we get converts so we get them." Another min- remarks made such an impression on my mind at that time
that I hav remembered them very distinctly.
ister said, speaking of the conversion of children, '' The
Among other things, he said: " Instead of a man going to
first call I had to preach was when I was seven years old."
the Rocky mountains to dig gold and silver, let that m~n
I believe this is the biggest record of soft-sawder I ever build a wagon; and let the government issue the l>reenbacks
to pay for that wagon." "As for the redemptwn of the
heard of. "Lord, giv us horse sense."
And now, before I close, I must say, May laurels crown the greenback, it is redeemed every time one man takes it from
another; and that is all the redemption it needs." He held
heads of Helen H. Gardener, Elmina, and the score of noble- up to ridicule the idea of specie redemption of paper money.
minded women foremost in the Freethought ranks to-day; He said: "You farmers remember· "\\'hen you used to haul
and I do welcome with delight the sound and witty sayings your wheat from here to Chicago, and sell1t for fifty cents a
of John Peck, while Si Slokum makes" Rome howl" and bushel; you went with ox teams, camping out on the road,
Putnam givs us new courage by his items of travel and gen- cooking your bacon in an old skillet tipped up on one corner
to keep the grease from running out of a hole in the bottom.
eral welcome wherever he goes; and, last of all, there is a That
was your good old specie basis times!" The applause
big white crown in store for Watson Heston, our cartoonist. was deafening. That was the way the leaders of the RepubAnd may the grand old TRUTH SEEKER long survive to lican part.y talked about the greenback at that time. It was
bring the'' glad tidings of great joy," and inspire us on and the stock m trade and the pride of the party. That was just
giv us new hope of the day when reason shall rule, and su- about the way John Sherman talked on the Senate floor at
that time. He said that "any man who would refuse to take
perstition be dethroned; when the millennium of science will the greenback for his bond was not only a repudiator, but a
supersede the dark ages of creeds. Then will bigotry and traitor to his country I" But not long after that the bankers
fanaticism be of the past; then will the religion of hnmanity and bond-holders taught him how to lay up $100.000 a year
hav taken the place of relentless creeds and Christian out of a salary of $8.000 a year, and the scales fell from his
tyranny, and it will be popular to voice the true and noble eyes, and things hav not looked just the same since, espethe greenbacks, for he has worked with all his might
principles of Freethought; then we can build up a religion cially
and main to get the last one destroyed.
based upon justice to all and ill-will to none. Let us strive to
And these, and a long chapter of the same sort, are the
hasten the dawn of this new era, is the earnest wish of your glorious workings of the " government" that "the people
must support."
GEo. GEER.
friend and co-worker,
Lours N. CRILL, Jr.

had a few tracts I could obtain access to corner stores and
leave them-the laborers carry it along so gingerly when
they obtain one. Who shall decry woman, and her works,
when they behold the noble stand taken by Mrs. Parsons in
favor of mental liberty?
The noble patriots who hav risked their lives for the cause
of freedom should be defended, their plans modified without
obscuring or blotting out the glorious, burning central
thoughts, which yet are to be factors in an improved civilization. If there is a true antidote to. monopolism, think
twice before you cast it into oblivion. I pity the Catholics as
much as I blame them. .A. priest from the South told -me
lately that he was in despair, had nothing to liv for, and still
he would rather cut his own throat than to leave the true
church. Oh, think of it! the Protestants and Catholics hav
possession of our children! There are lecturers in plenty for
adults, but who is collecting the children to teach them
pleasant truths, presenting facts and illustrations? We are
blessed with good writers. Our noble and honored John
Peck, and our "Si " (Si Slokum), our grand and useful
Juliet, our transcendent Watson Heston. But I will weary
you no longer.
ALHAZA.

..
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in the " Fourth Reader," and fifth room.
Miss Whipple is my teacher's name. I started
to take music lessons this vacation from Mrs.
Cellar, and I like it very much. I sometimes
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall help mamma with the work at home, but I
Ri'Der, Mass.,· to whom all OommunicationsfO'r would rather be excused, for I do enjoy visiting my schoolmates. I always hav a very
this Corner slwuld be sent.
pleasant time. I will now draw to a close,
for this is my first letter I hav written.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
I remain yours truly, EMMA C. HoEHN;
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
Om· Puzzle Box.
That is known as the Children's Hour."
1.-REBUS.
We were working in the garden,
My little boy and I,
Both digging weeds,
Alld planting seeds
To blossom by and by.
·"Here is some. pop-corn, dear," I said,
"I'll giv you for your own;
To plant and hoe,
And watch it grow,
.And hav it when it's grown."
He took the kernel eagerly,
His little hoe he dropped,
Then, out he burst" Let's pop it first,
So it will come up popped!"
-JJesste Chandler, tn St. Ntaholas for Oato/Jer.

My Friends Asleep.
My friends one thing in common hav,
As great as is their number ;
Timid, ferocious, and brave,
All hav their hours for slumber.
Minerva's emblem old is one,•
Who asks no odds of sunshine ;
Night knows his hollow, shifting tone,
And day his restful confine.
North Europe's coast on spring's light nights
Has its half saints, half clowns,
Storks, ghost-like, clear-cut 'gain at the bights,
Stand scattered o'er its towns.
These, true, are "right aide up with care,"
Some friends don •t sleep quite so;
Some four-foot night-birda,t too, there are,
Sleep heels up, heads hung low.
Some spread them tlat upon the earth;
Some roll up in a ball;
S0me sleep in rocking liquid girth,
And fear no harm from fall.
Some stand on one leg while they sleep,
And some stand up on four;
Some in between two blankets creep,
And then proceed to snore.
DAGMAR MARIAGEB.
•Owls
tBats.

Children and Fire.
The magazine BO?Jlwod has something to
say about emergencies, and fitting children
to meet them. We quote: "Children should
be impressed with the fact that fire cannot burn
without air; that it blazes more brightly in
the wind, while it will grow dull if the air is
kept away; they can be shown how a burning cloth or paper can be extinguished by
being crushed in an old piece of carpet or
rag (since it is by illustration rather than by
simple telling that such facts can best be impressed on their minds), and stories can be
told them of persons who hav saved their
clothing from burning by such means.
Especially should they be charged not to run
in case of their clothing catching fire, nor
even to stand up, since ascending flames may
burn face and eyes ; but rather to lie down
and cry for help, in the mean time extinguishing the flames in the way above described, if
possible."
---------4~~---------

Words of Wisdom.
Victory belongs to the most persevering.
Everyone can master a grief but he that
hath it.
Who seeks a friend without a fault remains
without one.
Fire and sword are but slow engins of
destruction in comparison to the babbler.
Let a man be never so ungrateful, or inhuman, he shall never destroy the satisfaction
of having done a good office.
It is only by labor that thought can be
made healthy; and it is only by tho,ught that
labor can be made happy.
Every heart has its secret sorrow which the
world knows not, and oftentimes we call a
man cold when he is only sad.
People may make injuries worse by unreasonable conduct, by giving way to anger
and satisfying that for the moment, instead of
thinking what will be the effect in the future.
It is selfish to dwell on our griefs, as though
some strange thing had happened to us, as
though they were too important to be relieved
or it were a virtue to sink under them. That
bereavement seems rather sanctified which
saddens the heart not over much, and softens
w.ithout withering it.

Correspondence.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
Fa is~ ()I aims

Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Docmnent it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbnr!l' are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
8howing; the creeds of' the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization ; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
antislavery Reform ; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Tem.Perance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by ScriJ;>ture : Falsehood and
Deception ; . Cheating: Theft and Robbery i
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars or
Conquest·and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices ; Cannibalism ; Witchcraft;·
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

A Small Boy's Happy Thought.

•

/

.t'REETHOUGHT WORKS,
PUBLISHED AT. ~HE TRUTH

BEEKER

OFFIOE.

Resurrection of Jesus.- Showing the

contradictions and doubts in which the ,
subject is involved, By W. S. BELL._ Revised edition. 25 cents.

Revelations of Antichrist. An ex-

haustiv .work proving conclusivly that no
such person as J esns Christ existed in the
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of JY!ary, was stoned and· hanged
about a century before, and that his dis·ciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle Paul, Loth lived and died before·
the Christian era. 446 pages and full index. Pl'ice, $2.

The Anonymous Hypot,hesis of Creation. A Brief Review of the soc>tlled Mosaic Account. By JAMEs F.
FuRNiss. Cloth, 50 cents.

Sabbath-Bt·f'aking. This is the best The Brain and the Bible. By EDGAR
and most thorough work ever written on the
Good advice.
2.-DOUBLE CHARADE.
I.

Between a rich, elegant outer dress,
And a hot, spicy root, interpose
Two letters that Arthur's pet name will ex__ _press;
With the fifth of the scale diatonic then close.
Or, n.,
First, one who puts a dress on ;
Next, one who paints it light;
And la!Jt, to help your guess on,
The sun so clear and bright.
ENLARGEMENT.
The last has given me some troubleIt ends with letters that are double ;
And then, the vowel that precedes it1 know not how our wltole just reads it.
But puzzlers hav a way-you know itA greater license than a poetOf dropping doubles, lapping singlesCAs carpenters would do with shingles).
They read by sound, if that suits better;
Or otherwise they read by letter.
As for the vowel-would you think it?
They either lengtlten it or shrink it.
With all this latitude in version,
Bible translators make a worse one.
Since inspiration does not guide me,
And strict precision has not tied me,
Just let me say that last would answer
To designate God's wisest man, sir;
Rather contemptuous, but this creature
To me is Vile in every feature.
If tlten no ma.n than he was greater
I'm glad that I liv somewhat later,
When ~reatness does not find its measure
In havmg many wives, much treasure.
Were he the last man on this planet,
And I the only woman on it,
I'd giv my la!Jt to Satan, rather
Than hav my child call such man, father.
I'd walk through fire, my last's a-blister,
Rather than be his wife, child, sister.
Enough, enough! our 1oltole advances!
His bearing all my last entrances!
"Faith " drops her wings upon a bustardHer "kingdom," "like the seed of mustard,"
Is seen to be but mustard plaster,
To draw our caslb for Lord and master;
He speaks and with a direful clatter
The ghostly hosts begin to scatter!
His every word, as Music's laughter
Seems echoed from the starry rafter!
The God that threw and maimed poor Jacob
Now gets a serious fall and shake up;
The God, discomfited, leaves halting,
And priests, saints, all, go somersaulting;
While Liberty, with eyes that glisten,
Leaps forth to bless him from her prison.
Irwin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
3.-REBUS.

Author of Hypatia.
4.-:rumus.

Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is Eliscussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
ScriJ;>tnres· and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sunda:£ Arguments ; Ol'igin of Christian Sabbath; 'l'estimony of the Chl'istian Fathers; The
a b bath durinl'f the Middle A~es: The Puritan
Sabbath; Testnnony of Chnstian Reformers,
cholars1 and Divines; Ab,·ogatiou of Sunday
Laws Price,
25 cents; six cooie>, $1.00.

Thomas

Paine~

The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political L1berty. Tells the story
of t.he Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his chamcter and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis " "Rigl1ts of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are gfven; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Euro}le and America, many of them
written expressly for this 1vork. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a hand80me
steel portrait of Paine. Prico. paPer, 50 cents:
cloth, 75 cents.

Image

Breuk~>r.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washin~ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian .Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
~3 Clinton Place. New York.

C.~:eed of Christendom.
Its
foundation contrasted with its superstructure. By W. RATHBONE GREG.. One
of the clearest an·l ablest works ever
written. $1.50.

The

The Essence of Religion. From the
German of L. F.EUEBBACH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
reduced to 50 cents.

The Godly Women of the Bible. A
History of all the women who :figure in the
Bible. Sharp and telling iu style. Paper;
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Rt1dical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25·

The Holy Bible Abridged. Contain-

BLASPHEMY
-AND--

'THE BIBLE.
BY C. B. REYNOLDS.
Showing that the Bible and the believers in it
are the real blasJ?hemers, and· not the Seenlariats.
This is the pamphlet for the distribution of
which Mr. Ueynolds is now indicted, and to be

TRIED FOR BLASPHEMY
next January.

PRICE, 10 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

CABINE'I.' PHOTOGRAPHS OF

C. B. REYNOLDS·
35 Cents Each.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE RISE

OF

tNTELLEGTUAL LIBERTY
From Thalrs to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC :MAY HOLLAND, Author of "The
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be read once, butte>
be kept and referred to, and pondered over fron.
year to year. It is a jl'Uide-oook of Liberalism
through the past centnnes pl'ior to 16001 the era of'
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam1 or Lecky,
but It makes them mteliigible by pointmg out the
white light that h'tB been cast upon the lurid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
flowed in its ragged, broken, andobstrnctedconrse
down through the ages which now liv only as our
realm of Memory and Admonition."
. PRICE, $3.50.
Octavo, 458 pp.

HISTORY
OF

~HE

Of lf.:uropc.
By JOHN WII,LIAJH DHAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Hevised Edition-2 vols-Prwe, $3.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEH,
tf
33 Clinton Pl., New York CitY.

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON lNGERSO\LL."
By B. W. Lacy
A. thorJngh exposure of the Catholic priest'b

sophistry, Unfairness, and historical misstatement.
Prt.,,

ing the choice passages and lovely morceaus particularly pleasing to CoMSTOCK.'
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate.

INTELLECTUAL DEVEI,OPiUENT

Cloth. $1; Paper, tiO Cents·

The complaint of the idle.

ANSWERS. TO l'UZZLES IN OII!LDBEN'S OORNER,
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Oct.12, ·1886.
.
OCT. 16, 1886.
.
...DE,AR Miss WIXON: I hav heard of THE
1-50. 2.-Cannon peals (can on peels): a.. TRUTH SEEKER before, and thought' I would Sap-sago. 4.-Birds.of a feather flock.tolike to ·drop you a few lines. I am ten years gether.
..
old. I go to the Edwards' school, and I am
SOLVERB.-H. J. Messinger, Jack Ketch.

C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBER~ G:
INGERSOLL, who says of it· "This book,
written by a brave and honest man, is
fillecl with brave and honest thoughts.
The arguments it presents cannot be answered by all the theologians in the
world." Price reduced to $1.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J. M. Pryse and J.
M. Bnrgler, Pl'inters. This paper is devoted speciallY to the intere8ts of our colonization enterprise, the CI:edit Foncier of Sinaloa· andfenerall:y.
to the pra!JtiCal sol,ntion of the problem o Integral
Co-operatiOn. Pnce, $1 a year; 50 cents for six
months; 25 cents for three months.

A

nine-days' debate on God, the Bible,
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between
W. F. JAMIEsoN and Rev. JA.con.DrrzLEII,
'O.D. PaDer. 50 cents; cloth. 75 oeiits•.

.Proceedings and Addresse!S at the
Watkins Convention. 400 pages
of excellent Speeches and Essays.
reduced to $1.00.

Price

Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation oi

• Ancient E:.;yptian Uivilization to the
Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus,
and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By
VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. 25 cents.

Religion Not History. An able ex·
amination of th·e Morals and Theology of
the New Testament. By Prof. F. W.
Newman, of the London University. 25
cents.

Outline of the French Revolution:
Its Causes and Results. A clear
and comprehensiv portrayal of this interesting portion of human history. By W.
S. BELL. 25 cents.

Outlines of Phrenology.

By F. E

AsPINWALL, M.D. J\!Iost acceptable to
Liberals of anything of the kind pub·
lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cente.

•
Blakeman's
200 Poetical Riddlf ,;;.
Pric·..,,

~0

cents.

PAINE'S WORKS.
Paine's 'rheological Worlis~ includ·

ing The Age of Renson, ExaminatiOn of
Prophecies, Lutter to the Bishop of Llan·
daff, Heply to JY!r. Erskine, Letter to Ca.
mille J0rdan, et<J., etc., with a life of
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo
In·papet covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.

Paine's Great Works (complete)
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
$4.00; morocco, $4.50.

Paine's Political Works, including
Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of
Man. Cloth, $1.50.

The Age of Reason. An investigation of true and fabulous theology.
Wii.hout a peer in the world. Pape:r, 211
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Age of Reason and An Examination of the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth,. 75 cents.

Common Sense. Paine's first work.
15 cents.

The Crisis. Containing numbers nom
I. to XVI. inclusiv.
cloth, 75 cents ..

The .Rights of Man.
pressed of humanity.
oloth. 75 cents.

Paper, ~0 cents;

For the op~
Paper, 40 cents:
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PRICE, TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.

CALI-FORNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
CANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
J'ames Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

Waif... and Wahtit•t·lngs. a New American Story. Pl'ice, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, ri«h with incident
and dramatic power; breez3· from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
SWinton's Paper.

ANNUAL

IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
.

Its Scientific Solution, wHh somP C•iticisma of
Universology, Price, 20 cts.

~tRUTH- SEEKER

G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
ILLIN,OIB.

Golden Throm•, a Romance.

. E' A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
.

lng.-rsoll and Jt'sns.

INDIANA.

18 8 6

T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

(E.M.

286).

KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

WI'fii

THIHTY

PORTRAITS

" The

author certainlY has genius. The divine creativ spark is witliin him. The book is filled wits
manly thoughts expressed in manlY wordsthe transcript of a m_~J,nly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.

AN-D

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.

OF

DISTI'!'IGUISIIED

A conversation

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Gali!ean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

Pl'om:t'ltht>us, A poem. "It is crammed
with life, thou'ght, and profounrl emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary h~a.uty."-Dn. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

B. C., Hussey, Oakfield (fost-offi.ce, Smyrna
Mills).

EUROPEAN FUEETHINKERB, SCIENTISTS, AND

MASSACHUSETTS.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Gottlieb, IDs Lite. A Romance of

CONTENTS:

Why Don't

'Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
.

MICHIGAN.

· A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
,swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
MONTANA.

0: B. Whitford, Butte City.
NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.l4th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

ti"'entano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
-VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OHEGON.

Wm. Chance, Astoria.
F. Hyland, Corvallis.
•

PENNSYLV ANlA.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North 10th st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
H. Clay Lusc, Waynesburg.
'
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSEE.

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, No1·se.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake-City.
· D. F. Keeler, Park City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
VIRGINIA.

Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

Robt~
OPENING

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
Calendar for 1886; Freethought in the United
l::ltates, 1885; How the Church Filches from the
State; Public Contributions to the Church: The
Ueligion of Crime; Chaplains in our Army and
Navy; '!'he Higher Life, by Conrtlandt Palmer;
My Dream, by Hamnel P. Putnam; The Amer\eau
Secular Union; St~ttistics of Our Foreign-Bol'll
Population: 'l'he Curate of Churnside. (Selected
story.) By Jas. PaJ'Jle; How Voltn,ire Died, by the
Editor: 'l'he Iron Virgin; Religious Diviswns of
the Wor·ld; ·Pn,ine JHemorial Hall (illustrated);
The Story of 1885: Immigration to the U. S.i
1820-1884; Freethought in AuHtralia; Free thought
ou the Continent; Subjects of illustration; Freethought Journal8; Heligiou~ Denominations;
Area and Value of Farm~; Population of Large
Citi•-s; Liberal Lecturers.
·
·

·.,
ILLUSTRATIONS:
Lick Observatory-, Girard College, Philadelphia,
Freethought Hail, Waco, Texas (interiot· view);
Freethought Hall, Waco, Texas (extenor view);
'1'he Tent, lr·on Virgin, Paine Hall, Uoncut·e D •.
Con war, Snl1ttlin, Annie Jle,;anti l\iary Wo!lst<'necraft, G. W. Foote, An"tin Ho yoalw, J. :0. l\Ii!J.
George Eliot, Geo. Staudring, Ernst Haeckcl,
Auguste Comt£, Edw~trd Gibbon, l\Ia+ Muller,
Thos. Htulev, voJt,nre, Chots. D>wwin, Rousseau,
Humboldt, Byron, Shelley, David Hum.;, Goethe,
Ito bert Burns, Richotrd Carlile, Her bert Spencer,
Castelar, Bradlaugh, Chas. A. Watts, J. A. Fronde,
John Tyndall.
NEW YORK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPANY,
33 CLINTON PLACE.

against the

Western Uni'm Telegraph Company_.
-aSo many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
. them, for ten cents each.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

The Greatest o:f all A.ntt-BibiJcal 'Vorks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Autl10r-Hero of the Revolution."
Price; Single Copws, 25 cents. SiX copies for
.
$1.00.

T H.i:fi CRISIS.
J3y Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
tlaming arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 35 c_ents.

For either of these works, or any of Paine's
writings,
Adclress THE 'rUUTH SEEKER,

~IYTI-IS
AND

TIIEIR

Parallels in Other Religions
Being a ,CompariH-on of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with those of
heathen nations of Antiquity, Gonsidering also their Origin
and Meaning. With
numerous illustrations.
.The oJ;>jectof the work IB to,point out the myths
w1th whiCh the Old and New l'estamcnts abound;
to show that theywm·e held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
''It is unquestionable ·true that the results of a
rationalist.ic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the wm·k before us. "-N. Y. Sun.
. 1 vol. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price, $2.50.

THE TRUTH SEEKER GO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

H~

Lend a Hand, and

other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 cts.

Adami and Heva. , A Poetic version
ver•wn of the lrultll.n tltory of the Garden of
Eden, in which 1ts •nperiority to the mutilated
eop_v-the .Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
.
.
l!'or all of thp above R-<l.Jress

~M~

THE TRUTH SREKEH CO.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Charles-Watts's

Work~.

·rhe History of

~,ret>thought. Bound
in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of b'rectl~<mg_!tt ltu<l its
Earlx Struggle• for Life. Section U. What it
OweR to ~loharumedamHm. Section III. Freethought. i\'Iartyrs and Confessor8. s~ction rv.
Freethought in Contlict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth C~11tnries. !:lection V. Freethuught Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

The American Secular Uniuu; its
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
(Dedicated to Colonel Hobert G. Ingersoll.)
32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Sw ularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Pnce, 10 cts.
Evidenc~:~s Criticised
A
reply to the " Christian Evidence Society. n
Introduction 'by Charles Bradlangh. Contents: The Origm of Christianity; l'heHistorical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
ProphecieH; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1. ·

Christ,an

its Principles and its
SELF-CONTRAUICTIONS OJi' THE St'cularism;
Duties. Pdce, 75 cts.
BIBLE.
'l'racts.. The following tracts by Chas.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though

anonYm.ous, it is now known to be the worli of W.
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Pt·ice, 15 cents.
For sale at this office.

t..ITHOGRAPHS
OF

Bankers' and Merchanb' Tefe·
graph <lompany

· ··

PIIILOSOPHERB, AND MANY OTHER

G. In~ersoll's CHARLES DAR WIN
--oSPEEOH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the

THE HUMBOLDT LmRARY.
Price 15 cents each ?'\Umber; itnzess ot11e/'t0ise marke4.

Thl:' Prolllem of t.he Uuivl:'t'S'', and

COLORADO.

J~

S. P .. Putnam's Works

-THE-

Admirers of the Great Naturalist, and practically
the father of Evolution, will be J>lad to know that
we hav a fine lithovraph of him for sale-size
183<$x24 inches on heavy plate paper. Framed, the
picture Will make a splendid ornament for the
parlors of Freethinkers. Price..l.-25 cents.
Address THE TRuTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the /B1ble Reliable? The Christian Deityd·
l\{oral Value of the Bible: Free thought ltll
Modern Progress: Christianity, its Nature and
Iutluence on Civilization ; Philosophy of .Secularism; Science and Bible Antagonistic i
Christian Scheme of Redemption. For all or
the above worlis address THE THU'l'H SEEKEn, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

KERSEY GRAVES'S WORI{S.
Sixteen Saviors or Now". BY KEn-

BEY GnA.vEs, anther of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, 1tnd
Bio~~rat>hY of Sat.an. Paper, 75 cents; cloth,$1.

Bible of Bibli's; or, Twenty-seven

-

1. Li~ht Science for L~isure H~urs. A series of
familiar essays on astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.S.
~ The Forms of Wnter in Clouds and Rivers.:.!ce
and Glaciers. 19 illustratiens •. By John -~·yn
dall, F.R.S.
3. Physics and Politics. An application- of the
principles of Natural Science to Political
Societ~ By Walter Bagehot, Author ol
''..The ..,.ng!ish Constitution."
4. Man's Place in Nature. With numerous illustrations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
·
5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and Physical.
By Herbert Spencer.
6. Town Geology. With Al)pendix on Coral and
Cora} Reefs. By Cha:rles Kingsley.
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous illustrations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.
8. Stuqy o,f Lan!l')lag_est]Jrought back to its Tru3
prmmples. By 0. marcel.
·
9. The Data of-Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory :>f Sound- in its Relation to Music.
Numerous illustrations.. By By Prof. Pietro
Blaserna.
11. } The Naturalist on the River Amazon. A record of 11 years' travel. By Henry Walter
12.
Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
13. }find and Body, .The .theories of their relllltions. By Alexander Bain, LL.D.
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 82 illustratiolli
By Camille Flammari.on.
.
15. Longevity. The means of prolonging_life afte!'
middle age. By John Gardner, M.D;
16. Origin of Species. By Thomas H. Huxley
]'.U.S.
17. Progress : Its Law and Cause. With other disquisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
18. Lessons in ElectriCity. 60 illustrations. B:;
John Tyndall, F.R.S.
19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. By
Richard A. Proctor.
.
20. llomance of Astronomy. By R. Kalley Miller,
}I.A.
.
21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essays.
By Thomas H. Huxl<Oy, F.It.S.
22. Secin~ and Thinking, By William Kingdou
Clifford, F.RS.
23. Scientific Sophisms. A review of curt·•·u t.
theories conce;niu~;r Atomx.J.Apes, and Mcu.
By Samuel Wamwnght, D.lJ.
24. Pl)pulnr Scientific Lectures. Illustrated. By
l'rof. ll. Helmhcltz.
25. Origin of Na~ions. By Pt·of. Geo. Rawlinson,
OXfonl University.
26. The Evolutionist at Large By Grant All<·ll.
27. Hi.t!tory of Landholding n Englancl. lly
Joseph Fisher, F.R.H.s.
~- Fashion in Deformity, a< illustrated in th•·
customs of Barbarous a·.d Civilized Hac""·
Numerous illnstr~ttions. By William Henry
Fmwer, F.R.S.
~II. .!?acts and Fictions of 2.Ciolog~·.
Numerou"
illustrations. By Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
JO. } Study of Words. By Richard Chenevix
:ll.
Trench.
~2. Hereditary Traits and other Essays. By nid•ard A. Proctor.
a3. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.
il4. Philosophy of Style. By Herbert Spcuc<·r.
35. Ol'iental Religions. By John Cahd, l'l'l·•.
Univ. Gl~tsgow, and Others.
86. Lectures on Evolution. Tilustrated. By Pr"f.
T. H. Huxley,
37. Six Lectures on Light. Dlustratcd. By John
Tyndall.
38.} Geological Sketches. By Archibald Geikie,
39.
F.RS.
·10. The Evidence of Organic Evolution. By·Geo.
J. llomaues, F.R.S.
·
41. Current Discussions in Science. By W. M.
Williama, F.C.S.
42. History of the Scienee of Politics. By Frederick PollocJt.
·
43. Darwin and Humboldt. By Professor Huxley,
Profesijor Agassiz, and others.
4-1.} Dawn nf History. By C. F. Keary, of the
45.

Bl'iti~llllln~etnn.

Diseases of Memory. By Th. Ribot. TranDivine Revelations, containing a description of
slated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two 17. Chilclhood of Ii.oligions. By Edw~trd Clodd,
thorcsan.d biblical errors in science, history,
F.It.A.S.
mar 1ls, religion) and general events. Also a
deli.wat.ion of tne characters of the principal 48. Life in Nature. Tilustrated. ByJas. Hinton.
pet'f onnges of the Christian Bible and an ex- 49. The Sun: its Constitution; its Phenomena;
· its Condltwn. By Judge·· Nathan T. Carr,
ami tat ion of their doctiins. Price, $2.
Columbus, Ind.
BiograJthy of Satan; or,' a Historical
Money and the Mechanism of Exchange. By
Ex,P osil ion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains. 51.
Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
Pnce, 35 cents.
52. Diseases of the Will. By Th. Uibot. Trans·
BY J. E. REMSBURG.
lated
from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
'l'he World'~ Sixt1~en Cruciti.-d SavAutomatism, and other Eijsays. By
Author of "False Claims," "Bible
iors ; or, Christianity Before Christ. 5H. Animal
l:'rof. T. H. Huxley, F.RS.
Contan1ing new and startling revelations in 54. Birth and Growth of Myth. By Edward Clodd.
Morals," Etc.
religious history1 which disclose the oriental
F.RA.S.
.
origin of all the uoctrines 1 ;principle.fb precepts, 55. Scientific Basis of Morals.l.and other Essays.
The best and most thorough work ever written
and miracles of the Christian New ·.restament1
By William Kingdon Clinord, F.R.S.
and fumi~hing a key for unlocking many or
its saCJ cd mysteries, besides comprising the g~:} Dlusions. By James Sully.
on the Sunday Question from a n.tional point of
historY of ~ixteen oriental crucified g_ods. $2.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin.
view.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
59.
'l'wo double nlllllbers, 30 cents each.
60. Chilclhoodof the World. By Edward Clodd.
61. Mi"cellaneous Essays. By Uichard A. Proctor.
62. Uehgiom of the Ancient World. By Prof. Geo.
Hawlinson, University of Oxfm·d. Double
A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.
25 cents.
SINGLE CoPIEs,
number, 30 cents.
$1.00. By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait 63. Progressive
Six CoPIES,
Morality.
By Thomas Fowler,
of
the
Author.
Translated
by
BENJ.
LL.D.t president of Corpus Chrieti College,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
R. TUCKER.
Oxford.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Written in Prison. Suppressed by the Czar. The 64. Distribution of Animals and Plants. By A.
~ussel Wallace and W. T. Thiselton Dyer.
Author Over Twenty Year~ an Exile in Siberia. Russian Edition worth$600 a Copy.
65. Conditions of Mental Development; and other
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
Firat American Edition Exhausted
E"says. By Wm. Kingdon Clifford.
in Four Days. Second now
66. Technical Education; and other Essays. By
BY W. S. BELL. ·
Ready. An Elegant
Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
Volume of 330
"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the
67. The Black Death. An A.ccount of the GrPA\.
Pages.
seventy thousotnd ministers of this country were
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Centurv· JjJ/1
PRESS COMMENTS :
obliged to P_ urchase the pamphlet and read every
J. F. C. Hecker.
To call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of 68. (Sp!lcial number, 10 cents.) Three Essay,
word of it."
Nihilism
is
scarcely
extravagance.-Boston
.Aa·verHerbert Spencer.
Price 15 cents.
For sale at this office. tiser.
tf29
It is perhaps the book which has most power- 69. (Double Number, 30cents). Fetichism: A CoD
tribution to Anthropology and the History
fully influenced _the youth of Russia in their
of Religion. By Fritz Schultze,_Ph.D. Transgrowth into .Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
lated from the German by .J. Fitzgera.J.I
noteworthy as a work which has played so imporM.A.
tn,nt a part in the political and social history of 70. Essays Specnlativ and Practical. By Herbarthe ceutury.-Boston Courier.
Spencer.
As a rcve.ation of folk hfe it is invaluable; we
hav no other Russian pictures that compare with 71. Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson.!. LL.D.
With Ap_pendix on Archeology. »Y E. B.
it.-Pruviaence Star.
'l'ylor, F.It.S.
'1'he characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
BY
that the interest in their fate becomes intense as 72. The Dancing Mania or the Middle Ages. BJ
the thread of the narrativ is slowly nnwound.J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
Jolua R; It elso, A..ltl.
Bo.•ton SatuTaay Evening GazettR.
73. Evolution in History, Langu,age, and Science.
CONTENTS:
When we come. to eonsi<ler the publication of
Fonr Addresses delivered at the London
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The such uookH as Fhmbert's ,, Salammbo" and TcherCrystal Palace School of Art, Science, and
Oreation.-The Deluge.-Tbe Exodus.-The Mira- nYC!lewsky's -• What's To Be Don~?" we cal\Jlot
Literature.
cles-Gi' the' Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-Tht avmd the conclusion that somethmg must hav 74. Tho Descent of Man; and selection in relation
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The happened to the society for the snpprnssion of
to Sex. By Charles Darwin. In II part11
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of indecent literature.-St. J,ouis Republtcan.
15 cents each.
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
In cloth, $1; paper, ·75 cents.
A~d·~s THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Savior.
.. .
Addr.•ss THE TRUTH ~R,
Cro'fll octavo,,Sllltp_p•. Splendidly executed, Sent
83 Clinton Place, New Y ~.
33 Clinto1,1 Place, New York,
by mail, post paid. Pnce, $3.00. ·
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.Ansonia,, Conn., Secular Union.
Among the best evidence that the convention of the New York Freethinkers' Associa.
tion at White Sulphur Springs was not contin,ed in its good resUlts to the grand social
time enjoyed by all who attended, is the fact
that Mr. G. G. Grower, of. Ansonia; Conn.,
inspired by the spirit of the convention, on
returning home went diligently to work- and
rallied all the Liberally disposed in his neighborhood, urging on them the necessity ~f
united action, and the advantages of orgamzation and the: establishment of . a science
school on Sundays.
•
By indefatigable effort he inspired a spirit
of emulation that resulted in a very liberal
subscription, and he wrote me for dates to go
there, lecture, and organize. And the result
exceeded· the expectations of the most san"
guin. The room of the G. A. R. in the opera
house building was engaged, and on Sunday,
·October 17th, at 3 P.M., the room was fourfifths filled, the larger proportion being Christians. I spoke on "Secularism, and the Nine
Demands of Liberalism,'' and hav every reason to believe that much of prejudice was
removed. All appeared deeply interested, as
was evinced by the large number who came
to the rostrum to receive sample· copies of
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I sold a number of
books, and some twenty copies of "Blasphemy and the· Bible."
In the; evening at 8 P.M. the hall was
'crowded. 1 spoke on "The Bible: Whence
It Came and What It Really Teaches," and
was most attentivly .listened to, After the
lecture, I asked that those who favored the
formation of a Secular Society would remain.
I then laid before them the necessity of organiZation and the aims and objects of the Amer. ican Secular • Union, and explained how
science schools could be successfully carried
on without a professional teacher, and then
proceeded to organization, with the following
very gratifying results :
OFFICERS ELECTED.
President,
J. Wilder.
Vice-president, Mrs. J. Grower.
secretary, Geo. G. Grower.
Treasurer, W. H. Morris.
Vigilance Committee, Henry Kalterssen,
Nicholas Port, Henry Sands.
Educational Committee, R. Locke, Miss
Annie Rennenberg, Geore;e G. Grower.
Social Committee, Mrs. W. J. Wilder,
'Miss-Annie Rennenberg, Mr. H. Kalterssen.
-There are eighteen adult members.
I was most hospitally entertained by Mr.
G. G. Grower and his parents•. They hav a
most delightful; happy 'home, and awarded
me a right royal welcome. I was very glad
-to know the parents of our studious and
energetic Professor Grower. It does much
to reconcile one to the arduous work, and inspires· to _redoubled effort to know such good~
folks are deeply interested' in our success.
Mr. G. G. Grower has shown _what an
earnest effort can accomplish under most un-:
favorable auspices. If we desire success we,
must' make effort. Who will follow the good
example? Let none mourn they are lonely,
no Secular society in their neighborhood, no
place for tl).em or their children to attend on
Sunday, until. they hav made earnest effort,
circulated Liberal leafiets, canvassed their
neighborhood for subscribers to THE TRUTH
SEEKER and other Liberal papers. Let all
possibly can attend the Congress of the
American Secular Union, to be held at Chickering Hall, New York, No.v. 11th, 12th, and
13th. In the language of our good Secretary
Putnam, "We want to find the best way.
We want to understand each other~· We
want to help all round. We want to push
things, -to arouse, agitate, discuss, reform.
We want every Liberal that can to attend
this New York Congress." And !eli-all the
gimuin Liberals say Amen !
c. B. REYNOLDS.

·w;

whO

Obituary.
DlED.-At Plympton, Mass., October 18th,
Z. M. Washburn, aged 67 years.
J()hn W. Dodd, of Jersey City, N.J., died
October 9th, aged 67. Born of Presbyterian
parents, in early. manhood he became a truth
seeker. Kind and gentle of disposition, he
had ·no sympathy with sectarian intolerance,'
or the hate it engenders. Fearless ill his nature, the terrors Of hell failed .to force him to
reverence or obedience to the church. He
questioned, investigated, exercised his reason; and the rantings of the ministers and
elders about hell-fire and the dreadful vengeance of God, that loving heavenly father
who, in his own holy word, declares himself
filled with hate, rage, jealousy, and vengeance, only excited his pity for the credulity

~ TRUTH SEEKER UBRAR~~

of those who believed, and indignaiion at
FREETHOUGHT WOitKS, those who proclaimed, SI!Ch absurdities.
Published
at THE TR-iJTu SEEKER Office. .!W1Jl_e World's Sages, T~ink_ ers and'Mr. Dodd raised a f'amily of truth seekers,
1
who honored him, "not '' that thPir ·days might advancement of Science.
Reformers. The B10g1:aph~es ot .
The Inthroe
hundred
of
the
most
distinguished.
·
be long in the land," but because his life chal. ail.gural Address of Prof. JoHN TYNDALL,
teachers and philosophers (who "ere not ·
delivered before the British Association
lenged their admiration. He was. a great adChristians) from the time of'Menu to the'
-for the Adva.n.eement of Science. With
mirer of the lamented D. M. Bennett ; a con''
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pagi!s, .
Portrait
and
Biographical
Sketch.
Also
stMtt subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; xnoroccontaining opinions of Prof. H •. HEL!II·
co, gilt ed~es, $4.50.
-.
_
· took gi:eat pleasure in reading it to his wife
·HOLTZ, and articles of Prof. TYNDALL ~nd
and chlldren. Temperate in all his habits,
Sir HENRY 'l'IIOMPSON on prayer. Price,
cloth, 50 cents. Inau~ral Address alone, The Champions of the· Church; Their
honest and truthful by nature, he loved jusin paper, 15 cents.
Crimes and Persecutions. ~i_q
tice and found delight in promoting the hapgraphical sketches of prominent_ Qllris'- ·~
piness of all around him. He died as calm .Anlberley's Life of Jesus. His Chartians. A compani!)n book to-" The World's · · -':"""' ·
acter and Doctrins. From the Analysh.
and peaceful as a tired child falling to sleep
Sages " etc. By D. M. BENNETT. Svo.,.
of Religious Belief. By VIScoUNT AMllER1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00}
surrounded byhis loved ones.
.
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
His brave, honored life-companion, nor his
children, had need of any speaking words of Ch.~ollfcles of Simon Christianns. The .Gods and Religions of Ancient·.:
His Manifold and Wonderful Atlve~turE!f
comfort. They were bereaved-but their
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs
in the Land of Cosmqs. A new scripturt
consolation was the remembrance of his life
a full account of all the gods the nations
(evidently inspired) discovered by l. N
of the oart.lt hav ·worshiped, including .
of love.
FIDEL. From the English. Very Rich.
Jehovah,
Satan, the Holy Ghost; 'Jesus
Pr ce, 25 cE'nts.
At. the grave we bade him farewell with
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. ;835
these words :
Crimes of Preachers in the United
pages, Svo. Vol. II. aescribes f~lly all
_.
"Thus we consign our br«;~ther to his last
States. By M. E. BILLINGS. Shows how
the reli~ous systems of the. world, mclu.d• . '
thick and fast the godly hav fallen from
resting-place and b~d him a fond farewell.
mgJudat~m, Mohammedamsm, and Chris- grace. Price, 25 cents.
tianity; the latter occupy.ing 372 page!!;
-,. ,
Dear friends, do not let us lament the inevgoing fully into its m~rits.. 949 .pages.
itable. We are all in the arms of nature; the Jeity Analyzed and the Devil's DeBy D. M. BENNETT. Wntten m pnson at
universe has '!llade ample -.provision for all
- t"ense. In Six Lectures by _Col.
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per -yolume, or
JoaN R. KELso, A.M. These are r.mong
wants and conditions of humanity, alike in
$5.00 for the two volumes; In leather,
the
ablest
lectures
ever
delivered,
and
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
life and in death.
"Powers depart,
-ilhould be read by everybody. $1.50.
Possessions vanish, and opinions change,
Last Will and Testament of Jean Supernatural Religion. .An inquiry
into the reality of divine revelation. DeAndby
passions
holdofa circumstances
fluctuating seat
; · -vesli'er,
a curate o_fa. Roman church
Yet
the storm
shaken,
liL
cidedly· the most thorough and exhaustiv
But, subject neither to eclipse nor wane,
in France, containing the best of his writwork on the claims of supernaturalism , __
Duty exists, immute.b)y remains.
ings. 25. cents.
_
everwritten. ByF. W.NEWMAN,Emeritus
Professor of the Londo~ University. 1,115
"Let all that was noble and worthy in the,. Nathaniel Vaughan, · A radical novel
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00; ·'
life of our brother Iiv, fondly cherished in
.of marked ability. By ~REDERIKA MAcmorocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
·
our heart of hearts. Let his virtues be held
DONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to
in .sacred remembrance, as an impetus, an
$1. 25·
The Great Works of Thomas -PaiD.~. f · •
Including The Age of .Rea~on, Examina- .
inspiration, to us, who are left behind, so Nature's Revelations of C:titl'•teter;
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
soon to follow after. And !IO :we bid our
or Physiognomy lllnstrated. The
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Ers.kine, Essay
brother, Good-bye! good-night!" C. B. R.
science of inJividual traits F"rtmyed by
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan,
-the temperaments and features. DlusThe Religion of -Deism, Common Sense,
trated by 200 wood cuts, By JosEPH
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
Sn.tMS, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Clot)l,
whole r • ·eded by the Life of Paine, ·and ·
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt
a steei-plate portrait. _800 pag~s. Svo~
We hav received a aupply of illumbiated motto
edgea, $4.50.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco;
caJ:d8, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
gilt edges, $4.60.
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-our- New England and the People up
home " placards which disfigure the walls of so
'fhere. A humorou& lecture. By Analysis of Religions Beli~f. An
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardGEOBGE E. MACDONALD. 10 cents.
examination of tlie Creeds, Rites, and
board, 9 inches by 221-2. The motto is in_ black,
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vmwith colored borders, with an illuminated mono- Pocket. Theology. By VoLTAIR~. Co~.
OOUNT
AMllERLEY, son ·of the late Lord
gram of U. M. L. The following are the various
prising terse, witty, and sarcastic defim.,.ohn Russell, twice Premier of England.
I~adings:
tions
of
the
terms
lll!ed
in
tneology.
The
.....................................................
Complete from the London edition., 745
only edition in English. 25 cent&.vages, Svo. -In cloth, $3.00; leather._ $4.00;
•
THE- LIVING Hiv A BIGHT TO coNTROL
!
•
THE WORLD.
lllorocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
........................................................ The Question ~t_tled. A c.~efw
The fOregoing volumet! are 'called '" Thfl_
.......................................................:
Comparison of Biblical Modem Bpmt~al
ism. By MoBD HuLL. Cloth, $1.
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered toL
: . . FREE THOUGHT WlLL GIV US TRUTH.
.
and sent by express, one dollar will be
The. Roaring Lion on the Track. By ·gather
deducted from the price of eaah.
· M. Bucocx. Price, 15 cents.
SUl'EBiiTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.
o································•o••················· The Philosophy of Spiritualism,· at;td
.........................................................
:·.the Philosophy and Treatment of Medio•
BElSON IS A. BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR.
:
. mania. By FBEDERIC R. MARVIN, M.D.
B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
·Cloth, 50 cents .
.... .. . ... .. ... ... . .. . . .. . .
:
FOR !!ALE AT THE TRUTH SEEXER OllTICJI:,
.
:
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS liiY OATllED:BAL,
• A Business Man's Social and Relig· Essays and Lectures. -Embracing Jn,
.......................... o••••oo;••······o··············
:fons Views. Bold and trenchant
ftuence of Christianity on Civilization;
~··
;blows against theology and !.nhumanity.
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib.
•
'UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.
:
Price, $1.
erRiism offera in Place of Christianity;
••••o•o•••············································
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual··············································••••o•••: Alamontada, the Galley-Slave. Transism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
THE TIME TO liE lLU'PY IS li'OWo
: rated from the German of Zschokke by
the Political and Religious Reformer.; MaAND THE PLACE TO liE JLU'PY IS HERE.
IRA. G. MosHER, LL.B. A deeply p~ilo·
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming
sophical natrativ, intensely interestmg.
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
:·············································••o•···:
of Christianity; the Authority of: the
.
:NEVER TROUBLE TROUIILE
:
Bible; Freethoug4t Judged by its Fruits;
TILL TROUIILE TROUJILES Y()_U.
Bey~md the Veil ... Claimed to be die·
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 61l
:tated by the Sp1nt of Paschal Beverly
••o·····•·o•o•-•······································
cents.; cloth, $1.
:Randolph, aided by Emanu~l Sweden1"•·······~~-~~~-;~·~·~~~~~~;··········1
·borg through the mediumship of Mrs
Influence
of Chri.stianity upon Civil~
,
TO DO GOOD liiY RELIGION.
:
·FRA~CES H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LuNA
ization. 25 cents.
HuTcHINsoN, with a steel engraving of
The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
·Randolph. Price, $1.50.
Christianity and Materialism. 15
For Freethought societies there is a. large card
cents.
22 x II> inches, printed in colors, with an engraved Career of Religions Ideas; Their Ul:tl.mate the Rehgion of Science. By Hun~ What Liberalism Offers in Place of·
heading, containing the Nine Demands of LibersoN TUTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75
alism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
Christianity. -10 cents.
cents.
thtLlecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, SO
cej),ts. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
Scientific
Materialism: Its Meaning_
Ecce Diabolns; or, The Worship of
wra}ilped, on receipt of price.
and' Tendency. 10 cents.
Yahveh or Jehovah Shown to be
Address .THE TRUTH SEEKER,
the Worship of the Devil, witn observa83 Olin ton PL, New York Oity.
tions on the horrible and cruel ordinanc.e Spiritualism _from a Matetialistie
Standpoint. 10 cents.
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Sacnfices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very
Paine
the Po. ~deal and Religious
Rev. EVAN DAVIES (}4:yfyr Morge.nw~), p.
Reformer. 10 cents.
BY ARTHUR B. MOSS,
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Gre~t Bntam.
Translated from the Welsh by MomoN, B.
IIREBTHOUGHT AND RADICAL ADVOCATES
Woman : Her Past and Present: ·H('r
(of Bnqtant%).
C. Price, 25 cents.
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. '
Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents.
SECOND EDITION.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Charles Watts's Literarv Gutae says: "Wfi! !'re Gottlieb: His Life. A Romanc.e of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Beautifully Will the Coming Man Worship Goill
glad to record the appearance of a second editiOn
of this admirable book. The various rapers-ten
written. By S. P. Pt'TNAM. 25 cents.
_ 10 cents.
_
in all-are some of the author's best WOJk."
The· Middleboro N6'!}JB says: "These ~ssays are Hereafter. A Scientific,. Phenomenal,
brimming with carefUl thought and judicious reand Cruelties of Christianity.
and Biblical Demonstrntwn of a Future Crimes
search."
..
10 cents.
The Yorkshire Cll.run'lcle says : "These essays are
Life.' By D. W. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents;
not unworthy the attention of the scientific
cloth, 75 cents.
Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo- 1 ·
student tbongh written for the uninitiated."
PRICE, 60 CENTS.
logical. 20 cents.
[ssues
of
the
Age.
Consequences InAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
- volved in Moaem Thought. A ~!lrk Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four
showing much· study and great fnmihardays' debate between B. F. UNDERwooD
THE
ity with other writers and thinkers. By
and Prof. 0. A. BURGEss, President of the
CONVENTIONAL_. LIIBiii OF OIJR
HENRY C. FEDDER. Price, $1.
Northwestern Christian University, InCIVILIZ ~ TlflN.
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported.\
Jesus Chris~. His ~e, miracles, teacb •
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.
ings, and ImperfectiOns. By W. S. BELil.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-=PMta. Recora.
26 cents.
Underwood-Harpies Debate. A four
This BOok is not a Book I It is a Deed l and
nights' debate Jjetween B, F. UNDERWOOD
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.- John's Way.
A pleasing domestill
and Rev. JoliN MARPLEs. Fully reported.1
Vtenna News. Price 50 cents.
By
Mll8.
E.
D.
&mtuB.
Radical
story.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 oente.
15 oeutl.
83 Clinton Pl., New Y01:k,

Mottoes fur Freethinkers.
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The Mirror of Freethought.

-Jngerson·a' .,
..

~

The

Gods~

LEAGUE No_.

Paper, 50 c

· . In five Jectiire_s_,_'oomprisin
~ .. HumbOldt·'!·•• Tnonias Pai
ity,'! and •<keretics· and H£.

The GhOsts .. ·Paper,.50c
·
·
-.

Oonteiits::-" The. <fhost!!!" "
Wo!rlAn, and .Child,"" 'l.'he
dep_enaerioo;" ""About Far
'''l'he. G:rant Banque~t" "T
Olark," '"The Past tlfses
Dream," and·•! A Tribute to

Solne AlistiJ,kes ·of Mose:
Oloth;:$1;_115;' L -" . · IntervteW$ on Talmagt
- . plain'clo~h, $U!>. ' . ·
-What .M:O.st We Do to· J
,

i>'er, 25 cents.

-

The ' l~hristian Religi
·

Ingerao!h J n«\ge Jeremiali
George .1!', Fislier•. Paper, f

Or~hodj)xy .. ~-56 pages
10 cents. ·_ $1.00 per-doz. poi

large,' clear t;vpe, and· coni
could ·be delivered in twc
!!'his makes. a grand mis
Libera.J.a should scatter it g

Ingersoll Uate(t,hisrd:
-~

.

•Number-of Vital Qnesti<

the' editor of the San Ji'ra1
-~p,p,ii per- ~ozen :· 25 copie

·......,.....ons of these should be

Vindication of Thorn
'the attacks of the New Y01
·ert G. II)geisoll Price, 10

Address· on- the l:ivil
'Large_ size oetavo>paper, l

[ng.-rsoll's 'l.ectw~s (

liound in on!l volume.- T·
_for !!ofr._lrigersoll's works~ t.
all his Iectnres1 except tqe
·doxy,"bonnd ln'one. beau
·calf, library: style, and c•
•P.!!-~es, ·whiCh is sold at t
· pnce of$5, Bent by mail I

Tributes:

There ha.v

- ·!!oJlplications for Mr. lng<
flis Brother," ..The ·Vision
BB.~quet Toast," ~nd the
· "Little ·HarrY Miller's Gr
· 'been printed on hea:v;v ton
minated bOrder, and m lar
.ble for framing, and the fo
to any address, for·50cts, or

Prose Poems and Sel

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
For sale a.t this of!,.. .

Price. $1.00.
0'8

$9.

, The Bnsts of Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to

"PRIMITIVE c·HRISTI.NITY
BY LEWIS C. JANES.

This bOok treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
Palestiliian Judaism and Roman Paganism ; investigllteB the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest scientific criticism-of
tlie New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
separable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Practical Experience with Poultry:.
Christ, and traces the· natural development of·
By .GEo. 1\1, DAVENPORT. This is a little book- Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
a pamphlet of 82 well-filled pages, costing only Complete references and full index.· 820pp. Svo,
·
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an eg~. It is cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
. well·called "practical," for we .find notbmg. unpractical in it. Hens,_ ducks, geese 1 and.turkeysl
are i;larticu!arly discussed and then· economica
A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
bre~ding and keeping treated of. There are many
.
OJ!'
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addition-to
the poultry literature of the day, ·
·
OB THB
.TRUTH BEEKER Office,
38 Clinton Place, New York.
First Ten Decades of Otw Era.
BY
.
DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Designed to show upon the authority of History
that A-pdlloniuR of Tyana performed miracles and
An Examinatign of the Tariff Question with I!Jloke wise sayings equal to those attributed to
Jesus Christ. 850pp,, octavo; best style~ Price $2.50.
Especial Regard to the Interests of Labor.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
BY lofF NRY CEO ROE.
life, price!. $1.~ I)BCh. .ETery admirer of these
· apostles or Religious Liberty should hav them,
Photo~rauhs of' folonel JugPrii!oU.
Superb pliotographs1 22x28, $5; paniil., 10Jjjx17,
$8; boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 cts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER..

.APOLONIUS 0 F TY AN A,

Protection or Free T:rad.-.

In this book the author designs to ..show that
beneficial results would follow the abolition
of aU tariffs on importations..
Octavo, 360pp.; price, $1.50.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER CO.

BOOKS ON MEDlCA:.L A.~D SOU!AL
SUBJECTS:

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

FRE~THOUGDTNOVEL~

Tb~ Heathens of the Heath. A finel:v

written Radical romance. BY. Wm. McDonnell.
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day oJ
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Fitmily f:reedH.

By William MeDon·

nell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

E !(eter Hall.

" One of the most excit-

ing romances of the day,A
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 61·
·

N·dhaniel Vaughan. Priest a.nd Ma.n.
A Radical novel of marked ability, Equal tc
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Ma<"donald. 404 pages. $1.25.

Tile Outcast. A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London editiOn. Bl
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man .
30 cents.
·

A II in a Lifetime. A Romance.

By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Ito
personages are those one nieets with in com. mon life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely _prepared to expect to find, m such a marked dejtre~. even
from so gifted a pen as that of M1ss wixon.
whose bi'illiant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoufjhtranks.•· Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TR TH BEEKER.

-TRAVELS eN FAtTrt

Tradition to Reason.
The Forgery of the Old Testament. From BY
ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Dedicated to the clergy
BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.

PLAIN HOME. TALK AND MEDICAL COMAddress THE TBUTH BEEKER CO.
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German
SACRED MYSTERIES
.A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
AMONG THB
SCIENCE IN STORY; OI.J. Sammy Tubbs, the
Bo:I'Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey, Ma}'B8 and ta.e (tulches 11,504)
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumea, at $1 each, or $5
Year8 Ago.
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pagesL illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
volume or "Science in Story.'') ·50 cents.
lllnstrated.
Price 0 $2.50.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready ReFor Bale at this office.
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By ·Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
-·
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
ui their Relation to Disease,1•representin_g the germ
OBO
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sun- MEN 01!' BllSINl!lBB WBO DID 8oMETBmG. BESIDES
1\IA.xmG MONEY,
.
beaml" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to BlcK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERIOANS.
HEREDITY \Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
- of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 386 pMesd cloth
BY .YA..ES P!l.RTO'N.
~a:!'s~'cl~th ·~~~~:~~~·~J!>[L~~?1Jer~8it~: .. ~: Th\s book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperamentsz" with illustrations, by Dr. treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
E. B. Foote, 10 cents.;.' Generation before Re~en helped the world; together with eight portraits,
Parton's works need no commendation. They
erationJ'' by, Dr. E. l:S, Foote, Jr.t)O cents-; ' Re- Mr.
ports ol Conventions and Parlor meetine-s during are standard.
Prlc . ,
• $1.2.\i.
1i!82." 10 cents; "Third Annual Oonvent10n of the
Institute of Heredit_y,May 29, 1888." 10 cents.
Address
THE TBUTH SEEKER.
Address TJ!E TBUTH SEEKER.
83 Olinton Pll!-ce, New York.

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLFIAL MYTH

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:-

1

2"

/llllldnl&tli&l Hall, Broad and
P.M• .for lectures and
and social questions.
N.B,-'-Tluth
cheav.rates.

moth, $1.25.

For Bale at this Oflln•

··sJtU.l'!'t;L'~

HO

"No. B.

CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showmg the modena style
of paintiug.
.
.
A cai:dboard snpplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neooeasary pieceli for
constructing a model house, with plam directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the e-reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of onr
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varying from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Mnlia Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON BEOEIPT OF PBIOE, $1,
Address
(Just Pub!tshea, JUlfll, 1886)

THe CO-O'PE:BATIVEBt1ILDINGPLAN AS30'N.
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
191:Broadway <Box 2700), New York.
The Story Honr. F&r Children a.nd
Youth. By Bensan H. Wixon. Without Snperstition. Th Only illustrated Freethinkers·
Childl·en•s Stor;r-Book ever issued. 66 full-pag~
and 25 smaller illustrations; large -~ype, hea v~
toned paper, broad margins, .illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp,, bds., $1.25.

ASHORT LESSON II HlSTOBJ.

A double-page picture eontrastin.r IICfence and
theology, showing how- the one· has laborl!d for
Two Little Hed Mittens. A Story of human advancement, and how the other has
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler always opposed it.
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 1!0 cents;
twenJy-five coPies for $1: one hundred copies for
A pvles of Hold. A Story:Book for $8.
We wish that the friends of Freetbouglit would
tbe Youn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon. rlistribnte thousands of theRe telling pictures.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a Vel'JI: large edition, and a
THE MODERN BALAAM.
second has been issued at a reduced price of
Showing the Ba.laam of modern times M be tht
$1.25, free of postage, This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument, Price
p r ilnz~>n, 30 cent~; per bnndred. $1.1111.
much ·to the value of the volume.

T 1e Yonth's . Li bt>ral

~uide.

By

Prof. H. M. KottmgertA.M. Price; $1.00, This
volume aims at the eaucation of· youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
BEEKER.

B ibJe Inquirer. A Key to Bible In
vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers speoi1ically to 148 Bible propositions,
with numerous references and Cltat\ons, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. Price
115 cents.

CHRISTIANITY
l R E WARD F 0 R C R lK ·E.
Substantiated b)' the Bible. ·
BY
0. B. WHITFORD, l'IL D.
P• tee 10 Cenh. I p,.r Dozi~.oo.
Address
THE TBUTH SEE
·
33 Clinton Place. ew ork.

Apo11t1~ of Liberty. An address
delivered in Pl!-ine HallJ before the N. E. FreeUlinken' Convention, olaDual7 It, 188C. Pri041'
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Tux.la~t

'

license

to.~li1

f

eating · drink-s can now ·
The inhabitants nd¥hav,
in from outs.ide the citr
that the re!)eip~s of ·t,hf
were thereby inc,reased $ .

1

widow~~·

A. T. STEWART's
died on the 25th, aged 8~. ,
..OVER· 235,000 vot·efsj
registered .in , this ~itf-z:\i
This is 5!000 l_ess tha~,.w,,~
. the presidential Y\lar.~ pf i
{,1884.
' ' .. ' .

_··MR. Bu.nm, o:f,:M:~J.h~,·:~

1.:!:~~~~-.~:t·~~·~·~:~:;x~~~

;·,l'<t:Df!l: b_n~·rnr~mpt th~,
1;\~e,;,~o.)~J~~p,,-tlieir clogs.
1..Mi\t5Jn ~!'r:t!>!il¥!!4•)llore.per- ·
! . f!lc.flly~.<t)lari 'aiJtY:;of his coni·· tenipqri!.rle:~,~~~s spirit of
I 'tile ·:ag\i~ :'It 'is !the ardent
! : ll;~pitati<>ni ~atlie\-l the pure
I an_d,'riobfo;i lifA;>othe aBpira·
t1bti 3vh{cih 1 st'amps every
·I~Ile: ]1e.' · -i\ito~e~ verse or
.prpile; with •alwgnity as of
sin~ lim:of6 , a:g&: ; .This lil.vs
oo.nsil!tericY\ to' all his utter-

I

J,

-~W~.SLYqp.~. of p.i~- ~4ju- i
~::l!'W ,§f,!J.~t,~P..g,u~}_!Jg'f'as, . .

unprovoked.
· ... -~ ·"··
SEVERAL New Y
·ladies ende~vored to
ist~r this· year as
, 1\tiL tll!l .ln~pecto~s.
fO:rfuly declined to
thek names, ., . .

hi !1-¥0.~8:_,.,... · · · .,;-~mton

.

1 J~tJ:,4~~ ,;
1, ag"<i!ls.
1'.lioil'rtY.

and
. de ._ Lesfi!eps lj.'rrived
slin'day ' to <attepd
d~dicatioh exe:,rcises
.. Bartholdi's statue of
0~ the 28th.
''E~!msT. fli-es . ro:ge in
.P~rtnsylvania:. ·. Smp~iJJ:g
out 8coonin·New II~In.P.::
sbfre b1nnt over. a_ jhou,
sand-acr~s of fine weod~
·.land iJI···Keene, ·W.e!!t~
.moreland, and Chesterneld. . .· ·...·
· .__----.-c-c-

'-_. ;_.·.:!~.i..-~..~:t.~.:r·:·:~«t~~~::a.~:.:i
l

· the tyranny. pf•·"canon law,
·. ~ilt<,>_n•s'!.lfa:Dt
ts' might
, . Jia1<, . ·"
with . the .
~·· !llot,
ld~n in; : scli .
in all his
' . work11, ·.
Y
before
:·. everything; ,_;,Patttson•s Mtl-

L'J .t~·.:~-~~;, ~~: :,1.:~:-~~ \!·;

' erty

-.·~~"'' !Episcopal ~Oonventio~

., :

· ·' AN:author'of'st'rong com. J:!l'ori~~ensli" ~I'i'6's~fv'ed -that
''" af'inii-aclei'iii• ·:no miracle
!j
a.t' second hand;'!. he might
~ ' P.ar ad,d6'4_)b,~t. a miracle
?I is ,.no )nii-acle, in any case,
::~ · ior:until\ve•i\.re ltcquainted
~~ w'ith.'all natiiraJ.'causes, we
V hav no ·reason to iniagin
. . others• .; Bhelle!/;s Noles to

Chic~gh i;

·~m i

.:t.:; ·.- :2nCI'"}:' ::,~.•D:3
rgUUa "' U J[J5UUa

. .>:, ~ ;~~ ,~I ~~J~4~P.~~!~'.: :":· , . :
QQ., ld;ii.it)~.li,~ ~.A.t~~)i!-!!l,P~:tfegahlfug·wliose cuti<J7
·ular··~ .•. ~.
.
!

._

..

---~''

Queen Mab.·

·

_·

' '' is:Hoci:.-D riot b }ieve such a ~ton, were it told
me· by (Jato;" wa a _proverbial saying. in Rome,
<~p~ ihlking. abou(r~_'Vu!.·iz!g thepray.ereboo_!r· i '
even: dhlihg·:th 'life-tinie :of ·that philosophical
.
- ····· ·~,
.
.
-r
'
.Tim con'vention c ol Knights of Labdf' at · .
.
The 11Wf e:X:teri.Q~s iw~~~; aJi.£1. kinked. in e~~ ·pit.§,Q.~b'~:.~Th~i~c .!ldj~ili~y,of a !li,~t·:H.~as allowed,
'~.o gJ.·:eat....an:.a.utli;o!!t..j,";:::'Hwtne's
88dfliim~~ler.~"""f<i1.~~...~;~~-!!<-"-=----....·-~
..
Ri hmond has ad· urne~~c, :4!:?-~~!l+~~s. ·w~~~~~;li~~ or ~~:P - .
, ~•. .
:~~~pe ~-' :mi'S'~'fmtali!la.
11
o"r:aiiihWat''li.ftir<toil and ~tonD; ' .
.orli:,uanat.Jt.cs!J.ary 18
. ·t·nl
'
':bf''
;!,\
, ... ~-I • '
I"'~
-V·~
•·
floit.
:
-"'
·~~:
-:::~::~;~~;; f
I 0 . y p~eac . ng'
.
• . ..
,...,, • i This little ,quadroped;likeWlS!) \Vall .~here a galli~
. :Ma.yest' seem to hav reached purer air, .
~
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-A FEMALE" of an uncertam age was .asked by ~
.;va~ing.-. ~ . . ·,'*' · ;~- ~ · •
• · ~ ... • '~
Where ·faith has center evemhere,
Oiiventiciri of· Liquor Miiini- census taker, " How old are you, madam?~'
.
. .
.
· ..
Nor oarest to fix itself to form, .
. fa .
dield ·at Chicago psss~d'Ji·.te's6- "Thirty years," she replied•. "That•s what you . One ~ay1t did accompan~ her _to the knewledge
Leave thou thy sister, when she pmys,
• • ·:.~p.o-·- ·• .·. :•··. · :·. ·
"' : · .•· /.-. ' told me last census, ten years ago." "Well, I•m . ~spensary.
.
Her·early heaven, her happy.:views;
,~utiQ~,; ~~)_~nng, . f#:~ll}~elvs_ most e~~tly not one of the kind of wolnim who tell one story Which to every rule and precedent was recklessly
Nor then with shadowed hirit confuse
m.f&V:Q.l'l9.:f~mperance.l"· ·
. : : one time and another story another."
con~rary.
..
.
A life that leads melodious days. '
· , ;·.Jl:2;;t:·.~ ' ' .· · . ·". .. '· .
. . .
. ·
Immediately whereupon the pedagog supenor
-TennvscmJs In -Memoriam.
' TiiE;:Rev ;;_,'f.h!'l-Qde)._t~' Keatinge·-has· been ;at~ IN a country printing-office. Ed.itor (to compos. Exasperated, did eject the Iamb ~rom the interior.
NoTE.-These
lines were recalled to my memory
rested'"•RB . coihinolt·-BWindler~ Under the itor) : '!How do you BP!lll pneumonia,, CompoS- Then Mary, on beholding such performance arbi•
by ·an · ·extract from Huxley's. "Em!!-ncipation,"
gu.ise_.· of a corivert~d'."C~_tholjc nevfctinlize.'d itor (after several. attempts): "Giv it up. Why
trary
.don.•t you lo?k _in the. dictionary,?" Editor : "BEl- Sufi'used 'her eyes With saline drops :from glands and· I hav transcribed thllm- that · my readers
may meditate and make up their minds upon the numerous·chur?h dig~;~itar_ies.
·
cause I am sittmg_ on It, and .don t want to disturb I . milled laehrymary..
.
.
·
validity of their import. For. myself, I do not.
.0 N J1Ille. 19th, at· .Stev._en;s ·.·P·o'm
.. t~,·-w··I·s., ·w·• ~yself. Never. mmd; .I'~ say .the old gentleman j' And all the pupils grew thereat· tumultuously hesitate to avow that they seem toine to be. uttered
died of some disease that IB easu;,r to spell."
hilarious,
in the spirit of pure cant, a failing that the poet.
: W.J;Iaseltine, a lawye:.:; shot and killed Amos IN a household iii which the "Mikado" is a. And sp~culated 'on the case with wild\ conjectures laureate of England is not,-I am sorry to say; altoMorse, a )Janke!:. Morse had seduced the favorit compoaition, a little girl came downstairs
vanous.
·
gether free from. "What is sauce for,the goose,•
,wife !)f the- other. Last week a jury ac-. the other day and_ asked her aunt what dreadfulj"What makesthelam_·bloveMaryso ?"the scholar• we hav it on good authority, .. is sauce for the
nhin~ts_she supposed her still younger sister put in
asked the teacher~
·:·qllitted Haseltine of. the charge.of murder.
gander;" and 'if you hav, "after trial and storm,"
her prayers? The aunt expressed her inability to He paused a moment, then he tried to diagnose eradicated errors and falsities ,from your own
the creature.
· ·
PRESiDENT CLEVELAND attended the agricul. .conjecture,. and the ·shocked little maiden replied• i
mind, and hav found that it does you good, it is
·tural fair in Virginia. He. received a hearty "She says, ' 0 Lord ! bless the flowers· that bloom " 0 pecus amorem Mary habet omnia temporum." natural and proper that you carry.relief· from the
"Thanks, teacher dear," the scholars ~ried, and yoke of superstition to your mother, your sister, ·
'. 'iv'el'Come· from the citizens. ·Mrs. Cleveland in the spring, tra la.'"
or your.wife.r No minsistent Fre\lthinkeJ: would· awe crept darkly o'er 'em.
stayed hl Washington. The president ~s MB. WAYBAOK : "Ye~, beats all what queer things
it goes without saying-seek to force an opinion
happen nowadays. We've got the durndest mys. gr~wing· inordinately fat, and has adopted tery you ever see in our town now." Omaha man :
upon any one, but he, too,.should let his light
shine before men, and especially ·before those of
_massage treatment fo. reduce his_ weight.
"Ah! some crime, :i suppose?" "Well, yes, somehis own household. The subject ~B too large to be
thing like that. You· see, a traniP has confessed
entered on in a note, but l cannot let Tennyson's
HENRY GEORGE, candid11.te for m11-yo:r of that he stole $10 from the contribution-box of our
lines-beautiful and tender as they are-pass
New York, 'itlvited his.,Deii!-,ocratic opponent, church." "'Y:es, but where's the mystecy? You
through my hands without protesting against their
know who. took it." "Why, we can't imagin hoiv
Abram Hewi~t, .to debate- the questions at it
truth, and saying plainly that I look on them as
got there, you see.,;
issue between them f~om the public platform.
mean and cowardly, I don't ask any Infidel
SORIPTUBAL Panorama.-The regular lectur'er
brother-God forbid-to annoy his mother, or his
.Mr.-H'ewjtt declfued,~but replied through the toAthe
panorama being -ill,. his assistant behind A'thoroligh anil overwhelming reply to the New sister, or his wife on account of their sticking to
press. Mr. George rejoined in tlie sameman- the scenes, a Hibfi:nian, officiated in the capacity
York Observer's slanderous attacks
creeds that hav lost credit with him; but I do ex·;qer,:~d<each has now written three letters. one night. Lecturer: "Thi~ movin' scane, gintleupon the Author-Hero of the Amerhort him to hold u-p his head and bear testimony,
·, T~!l- 'disputants are ¢Qilceded to· ,be evenly men and ladies, represints 'Daniel in the Lions'
ican Revolution. · Containing
as mildly as may be, but at the same time..as firmly
This is Damellietwixt the lions." Auditor:
as need be, against all hypocrisy and lies.-Hvzax.
matched, though :Mi:: ·George has a slight .ad- Den.'.
both the slanders and
"Be. them wild lions or circus lions!" Lecturer.:
WHILE I ·LIV BE TBUE,
::, v8,ntage in being supported by a party that "I pity the ignorance of the like of yez, sor.
their refutation.
Make me no vows of conlitancy, my friend,
has no ·~:ecord.
This was B.C., before circuae~}~-Texas Siftings.
To love me, though I die, thy whole life long,
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOl-L.
. And love no other till thy days shall endLUQY pARSONS, the Anarchist's wife, had a
TOURIST:" An' now me letter of credit iB cashed,
~Nay, it were 'rash and wrong.
· ··
· can you direct me to some Rpot in this blawsted
hall hired at Orange, N. J., where she was country that will equal Pipe-weed-under-Tay- The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
If thou canst love another, be it so ;
advertised to ·sp~ak last Sunday. When she copHe-HerfordshiJ'e-heath, North Staffordshire, recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
I would not reach out of my quiet grave
arrived iri town 'she ·found the hall lpcked, England, for: a flip at 11 salmon?" Banker: "I Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every- To bind thy heart if it shmild choose to goand ll..lllan standing guard before it armed seldom fish myself,- but I understand that Mud where in vindication. .
Love should not be a slave.
Creek~ over- aga~nst • B1~l· Simmonse•s ·Mill-pond·
TOGETHER WITH
Thou would at not feel my saadowY caress,
with a nrusket and- bayonet. The owner had Knox-conuty, over-tbe-left-and.under-RuspicionIf, after dark, my soul should linger here;
decided.J)o~ to ;l~i:ther us~ tlle room. 'Having Maine, United States of America, four·hands· A ROMAN CA'I'H~)LJC CANARD.
Men's hearts crave tangible, close tenderness,
paid . the:· rent·, in advance,. Mi:s. Parsons round, iH a fair sportitig ground."
·
Love's presence, warm and near.
A Fabricated Account of a Scene at tlte Deathpushed the guard II.Bide,: kicked in the door,
THE modern rage for abbn•viations, especially
It would not make me sleep more peacefully
bed
of
1'1~
.Paine.
entE)red·the hall, and, putting her head out of in the_ names of societies (says the F-reemrw) was
That thou wert wasting all thy life in woe
For my poor sake; what love thou hast for me, '
a window, invited the crowd to ·enter arid 'strikingly exemplified t.he other day at a certain
BY
W.
H.
BURR.
Bestow it ere I go. /
··
hear the speaking. The 'marshal atteR;~pted woman's Prayer-meeting. One of the sisters, who
f
is very much interested in the Woman's Christian This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's Carve not upon a stone when I am dead
1
h h 11 b 1\.f' p
to. c ear t e a ' ut .u,~-rs .. arsons con routed Temperance Union, the Woman's Foreign Mission- dying moments attributed .to Bishop Fenwick
The praises which remorseful mourners giv
him w~tll a contract for the hall showing that ary Society,. the Woman's Home MiRHionary So- (upon which the Obsm·!ier relies to prove its princi- To .woman's !ll'a:ves'"'"8. tardy recompenseit~belohged to her for that. day, and he backed ciet}·, and the Woman's Educational and Indus- pal charges) .is a forgery, it being impossible that
But speak them while I liv. ·
·out. · The lecturer thereupon proceeded with trial ,Union, prayed fervently, with a charming Fenwick could hav written the.alleged account.
Forget-me when.! die! The violets
her: rep!arks. There was no di t rb
e\lrtamty that she would be understood, " 0 Lord,
Above my rest will blossom just as blue,
78pp. Price 15 cents.
.. , , • · f
s u ance nor .bless theW. C. T. U., theW. F. M. S., theW. H. M.
Nor miss thy tears; e'en Nature's self forgets;.
occasion or one,..
S;i and thew. E. and I, U; !'"
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
CO.,
But .while I liv be true ! '
-Anon;
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pe_e_chless 1!-B the:.grave. With
h.er-langu.·.-.age.I·:·a:always clear,
, __ · 'are' ~lwaY!' · tllu:eJ she never
~)what IS faliie,-she·· never mis~
f.;r is to know .the truth, and to
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THE

Jjlofts and f!llippings.
ll-hss RosE ELIZABETH CLEVELAND, the president's sister, is reported to hav. resigned the
editorship of the Chicago Literary Life. Her
health was poor, and her editorial work was
not much better.
THE will of the late Samuel J. Tilden, who
left large sums for charitable purposes, is to
be contested by his relativs. Mr. Tilden
made the mistake of not becoming his own
executor while alive.
TnE trouble with these "faith cures," says
the Norristown Herald, is that in a few weeks
after the " complete recovery" is reported,
the patient's funeral takes place. This is cal:
culated to make the faith cure unpopular in
some quarters.
A BRIGHT boy in Springfield, Mass., asked
his school-teacher how far a procession of
the presidents of the United States would
reach if they were placed in a row. When
she gave it up he answered," From Washington to Cleveland."
AMoNG the mottoes displayed in the Henry
George parade last Saturday night was this :
"Reorganization of Society independent of
Boss, Priest, or Loafer." We would recommend that sentiment to the attention of Mr.
Powderly, G. M. W., K. of L.
LITERARY men hav been somewhat prominent in New York politics, among them
Henry George, Allen Thorndyke Rice, Amos
Cummings, and others. The politicians are
inclined to make fun of the book-men, though
it is believed .that the latter shine as brilliantly
in politics as the politicians would in literature.

BIGOTRY

OF

CHURCH

LAsT Sunday the Rev. J. Vandyke, Jr.,
preached a sermon on" Property and Theft
from the Christian Viewpoint." Whatever
the Christian theory of property and theft
may be, the Christian practice is to own the
property and commit the theft by dodging
taxes.
A MAN in Seattle, W. T., keeps this card
standing in a local paper: "Whereas, I hav
left my wife and her board; whereas, I hav
become attached to another and more attractiv
woman, I hereby giv warning to the public
that I will in future pay my own bills without any assistance from her whatever."
IN a recent address in London Dr. Farrar
said that for every Christian that had been
made in India there were one hundred drunk~
ards. In Burmah, Japan, and Madagascar
the population was being decimated by
British rum. A~ Nazareth, at this moment,
when a drunken man was seen the Mohammedans, pointing the finger of scorn at him,
say: "There goes a Christian."
TnE Pall Mall Gazette says that Miss Fanny
Vaudrey, a lady of independent means, was
RUmmonecl to the Manchester police court the
other clay for violent and indecent conduct in
the church of St. ·John the Evangelist, Cheetham. It was stated that on fitunday morning
the defendant made a great noise with her
umbrella, and from time to time during the
service she rapped the front of the pew very
loudly with her book. She also coughed in
a peculiar manner. When the curate was beginning to read the first lesson, she, looking
toward the clergyman, deliberately put her
thumb to her nose. The judge dismissed the
case, but told the defendant she would surely
be fined if she did so again.

AND

STATE.

A BosToN clergyman, deeply interested in
getting money for a charitable institution, has
offered a newspaper man $500 if he will be
married on the stage at a coming entertainment in aid of the institution. The newspaper man said that he'd do it. What the
young woman said has not been made public,
and why the minister doesn't giv the $500 to
the charitable institution outright is also an
unanswered question.-N. Y. Snn.
THE New York Woman Suffrage Association chartered a boat, and went in a body to
visit our new Goddess of Liberty on Bedloe's
Island. The fact that Liberty was embodied
as a woman they regarded as a compliment to
the sex, and so expressed themselvs. Mar_
guerite Moore and several other ladies made
excellent speeches. lirs. Lillie Devereux
Blake considered "delightfully inconsistent
a statue of Liberty embodied as a woman in
a land where no woman has political liberty."
THERE is being exhibited at Leipzic, says
the Electrician, an apparatus for putting criminals to death by electricity. So long as it is
found necessary to retain capital punishment
on our statute books it may well be that the
electric method is the most merciful and least
repulsiv process that could be devised for carrying the sentence into effect. But if such
means are ever adopted in this country the
details will certainly not be carried out in the
theatrical manner which commends itself to
the Leipzic amateur. In this apparatus, behind the chair in which the condemned man
is to take his seat-and by means of which,
as we need not yet explain in detail, his body
is placed in circuit with a powerful coilthere stands a conventional figure of Justice

with bandaged eyes, holding the balance in
her left hand and the sword in her right.
The criminal having taken his seat, the
proper functionary is supposed to read over
the record of his crimes and the sentence of
the law. This ceremony completed, he folds
up the document and places it in the scale
pan, the arm of the balance descends, closes
the circuit, and all is over.

IT sounds like an echo of the voices of the
to hear talk of trying men up at Andover
because they are suspected of not believing
that all the heathen who hav died without accepting the Christian religion are now roasting in eternal hell. Does it not suggest the
times of witch-killing, of the stake and the
scowge for unbelievers? Most people who
read of the latest New England controversy
will smile half incredulously, and wonder if
there is anybody left in this century to entertain, in seriousness, such a horrible and
blasphemous hypothesis. It is a shocking
.idea that there are still minds so plunged in
medimval darkness. Unfortunately, the revelations from Andover leave no doubt that·
such there are. Once in every five years, we
learn from Andover reports, the members of
the faculty of that astounding institution hav
to make affirmation that they still absolutely
and wholly believe in certain doctrins prescribed in a past century. Think of it I
Think of a man solemnly swearing that in
five years of life his mind had not broadened,
his thoughts had not grown deeper, his ideas
had not become wiser, truer, more wholesome and more charitable and hopeful-that
in five years he had learned nothing I And
think of making such a man a teacher of
youth 1-Pnck.
pa~t
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g[ommunications.
The Church and its Influence.
Magellan's voyage around the world wrapped the
winding-sheet around the doctrin of a flat earth, and
laid it away with other dried mummies. With the
flat earth went the infallibility of the church. Geology choked the life out of the Mosaic account of
creation and left it of no more account than a dried
snake-skin. Martin Luther asserted his right to interpret the scripture for himself ; in other words, the
right to mental freedom. This has been construed
into a license for people to use their brains. When
people began to think they ceased to be slaves of the
church. Science to-day pays no more attention to
the church than it does to a rattle-box.
A~ the worth of human life has been more appre.
ciated, an!I the individual became of greater consequence, the church has become more insignificant.
As the people have asserted their rights the church
has lost prestige and power. As the people hav
discarded religious literature and wandered away
into the by and forbidden paths of science and
secular reading, they hav lost confidence in the Bible
and divine interposition. The more general intelligence has been diffused, the less reverence th.e people
hav shown for the clergy. The more the philosophy
of human events has been studied, the more the people hav lost confidence in prophecy. The more the
real wants of man are studied, the less the demands
of the church are heeded. As the church loses control over the minds of men there is a corresponding
independence and freedom of thought. The condition of man has been bettered as he has arisen above
religious superstition.
Professor Draper says, " As the leaden pressure of
the church ceased, the intellect of man expanded."
Dirring long centuries the motto of the church has
been, "0 bedience to the church-loyalty to the king."
It was only when the power of the church began
to wane that the grand truth was promulgated that
man was born with an inherent right to "life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness."
The tendency of. individualism is to wipe out the
power of the church, and the tendency of the church
is to wipe out individualism. Before the freedom of
thought, and speech, and press can be fully asserted,
the power of the church must be beaten back.
The great crime of Martin Luther was that he refused to think as the church dictated. " On this
ground I stand," said he, " the church has no more
power to bind my mind than my limbs;" and he declared a grand truth. But he failed in not seeing
and declaring it to be a universal truth.
Freethought ought ever to be encouraged. It is
for the world's best good that it should be. .One free
man is worth more to the world than a hundred
slaves. Instead of proscription and persecution, let
the church enter the arena of fair and honest argument. Every claim will be allowed her which is
based on reason. Nothing should be allowed which
has no other foundation than myth, miracle, and
superstition. If Luther had the right to think for
himself, that right is common to us all.
The church is aware that every demonstration of
science has a tendency to weaken its power. Only a
short time ago a religious paper cautioned its readers
against "science which does not harmonize with the
scriptmes." Ultimately the church will find out that
the supernatural must giv place to the natural.
Almost invariably the church denies the conclusions
of science in regard to the disc0very of every new
fact. After the fact has been established, the pious
experts tinker at it to make it harmonize with the
scriptures. Failing in this, they find a new meaning
for the smipture which will fit the fact, and after a
decade or two will claim the honor of the discovery.
The church fought for a flat earth until demonstrated
facts made the idea too ridiculous to be tolerated.
Now she is constantly boasting how the Copernican
theory shows forth the wisdom and power of God.
It fought the printing-press, which now is the chief
instrument in sending Bibles and tracts and other
Christian buncombe to the heathen. It fought the
temperance and antislavery reforms, but now it
claims all the glory- which has been achieved.
It began to dawn upon a few minds that intelligence without Ch1istianity was better than ignorance
and poverty with it. Against this doctrin the church
leveled its heaviest artillery. The church understood
full well that so long as the people could be kept in
ignorance they could be induced to starve themselvs
. in order to keep church dignitaries fat. It was only
when the people began to doubt that plagues and
pestilences were visitations from God that better
·conditions were sought, for. Nearly every effort to
ward off disease was opposed by the church three
hundred years ago. Every calamity was regarded by
the church as a visitation from God on account of
the sins of the people. Every blessing was calculated
to. make the people vain and draw their minds from
heavenly things. In ·short, whatever looked like
improvement and advancement sent up a howl from
the church. ·

Notwithstanding the fact that the church has o{ ages," and why the writings of many of those
waged war with science a hundred times, and as men hav not come down to .us. When any sysmany times has been driven to the wall, she now has tem social political or religious,· compromises the
the brazen effrontery to stand up before the world dig-city and freedo~ of the human mind, shuns the
and declare that she has always been the " true " light or strives to avoid investigation, that system is
friend of science. That is, science construed so as to to b~ suspected. Every system founded in justice,
support the Mosaic acco:!mt of creation, all the mira- truth and reason ·invites the severest criticism.
I hav entered into the discussion of this subject,
cles and holy absw·dities of the church.
The chmch has always shown a disposition to sac- not so much because I had confidence in my ability to
rifice man's best interests on the earth for the inter- do the subject justice, as because I considered it one
ests in an imaginary heaven. Science has had less to of the most stupendous frauds ever imposed upon an
do with thb heavenly abode, but has vastly improved Unsuspecting _people.
Though my strength may not be that of Hercules,
the condition of man here.
When the chmch was in full power the average and although others hav wielded weapons far more
length of human life was twenty-one and twenty-one effectiv than mine, still the temptation is constantly
one-hundredths years. Now .it is forty and sixty- before me to do what I can to put an end to the
JOHN P:Eox.
eight one-hundredths years. As many liv to the age Christian delusion.
of seventy now as lived to the age of forty then.
This should always remind us that ''ignorance is the
Freethought in England. •
mother of devotion," and that "knowledge is power."
111.-QRGANS OF FREETHOUGHT-THEIR POLIOY.
A storm is gathering. A terrible battle is yet to
A few lines about the writers before referring to
be joined between science and freedom on the one the policy of the paper. In my last article I omitted
hand, and the superstitions of the churches on the the names of two veteran advocates of intellectual
other. Let no one be surprised to see Protestantism freedom-! mean George Jacob Holyoake and Mr.
and Catholicism united and marshaling their forces Thomas Slater-but except for very occasional lectagainst the adv.ancing hosts of science, whom they urea these gentlemen hav both retired from activ
know, if not silenced, will ultimately undermine the service in the Freethought vinyard. The oldest
already worm-eaten altars of superstition.
·organ of the Freethought party in England is, as
The wail of the chmch in both England and Amer- your readers are probably aware, the National Beica shows that the old superstition is dying out. former, edited by Mr. Br~dlaugh and Mr~ Besa;nt.
Science builds on the rocks of the ages, and her de- It may be desmibed as a JOUrnal for the d1scuss10n
ductions will ultimately tear the pretentious robes of politics, scientific them·les, and religion. Besides
from the church, and show her to be a demon of the editors it has only a few contributors. A learned
darkness instead of an angel of light. This result gentleman of Jewish birth, a ripe scholar and prothe chmch sees if science and the spirit of investiga- found thinker, and professor of what Carlyle called
tion are left with an open field. As a last resort the " dull science" of "political economy," writes
there will be a union of all denominations professing each week under the initial of "D," which is underChrist as the savior of the world, and then, by main stood to represent the first letter of his nom de
force, there will be an effort to choke the life-breath tJlume, "Dialecticus," a series of p~osophical arout of science.
·
ticles. " D " is a thorough Freethinker. For the
Wilford Hall is even now preparing the way by medical profession he has almost as much contempt
standing science on its head, so to speak, and the as for the clergy, regarding the latter almost in the
churches are quite generally adopting his new same light as James Mill, who looked upon them all
theories. He flatly admits that there is an antago- as "dist1ibutors of theological dust." Doctors, acnism between theologic&l ideas and the sciences as cording to· " D," thrive. on the medical superstitions
now taught, and that they never can be harmonized. of the people in much the same way as theologians
Hence he has taken the sciences into his mental dis- do on their religious superstitions.
secting-room, and proposes to cut to pieces, reMoral questions '' D " treats from the standpoint
arrange, and breathe a new breath of life into their of a Rationalist who measmes the value of all actions
nostrils, and turn them out either fish, flesh, spirit, by their utility only, allowing no sentimental
or smoke, as may best meet the demands of the prejudices, which, to most of us, are the natural
chmch. And the church says, "Yaw, Amen!"
growth of our unhealthy circumstances and irrational
Either science must yield to the dogmatic claims habits, to warp his judgment. In short, "D. 1 B" arof the church; or the chmch must relinquish its claim ticles are an intellectual.treat, and are read by thouto the inspiration of an "old book." It will be all sands who regard him as a thinker of singular vigor,
the worse for the world if the church is victorious.·
whose writings hav the great merit of making proSelect the wisest men from all the nations of the found subjects clear even to the most ordinary minds.
earth, and it would be impossible for them to write
Mr. Bradlaugh writes a number of ~·Jottings" on
out a moral or political code fitly applicable to the his Parliamentary labors; sometimes, by way of
wants of the people two thousand years hence. To pleasant exercise, says a few severe things on the
bind the race to such a code would be to declare that Christian's creed in " dialogue," or answers a stupid
man should never be allowed to progress beyond his sermon in a letter to the Rev. Mr. So and So, in
present limits. But the Christian puts an old book, which epistle he manages to ask his antagonist, as a
the product of an ignorant age, above the accumu- general rule, more questions than could be adequately
lated knowledge of the ages, and his whole influence answered in several columns, supposing for a moment
is exerted to make men satisfied with the ignorance -which is a very difficult supposition indeed to one
of three thousand years ago.
who knows how little the clergy really know-that
The Christian, after the teachings of the church the questions could be satisfactorily answered at all.
for eighteen hundred years, asks you to disregard all Then Mrs. Besant <jOn tributes a column of interesting
the teachings of science, and believe that the world, items under the head of "Daybreak," but lately she has
and all the systems of worlds, were made in six days had a great deal more to say on·" Socialism" than on
out of nothing; that snakes and jackasses could once Freethought. Ever and anon, however, Mrs. Besant
talk; that solid walls of masonry could be blown feels impelled to return to her proper work, i.e., that of
down with rams' horns, and a hundred other ridicu- slaying the insidioas creeds of Christendom, in which
lous statements not in keeping with science; and branch of intellectual labor all·who hav read her writwhich hav served no other purpose than to dwarf and ings kaow she is quite in her element. Mr. Robertson,
as I hav before said, wields a powerful and versatil
enslave the minds of men.
When a young man· is started out in life with a full pen, and when he is not describing the" Sins of the
belief that such statements are the "finger-marks of Scottish Kirk," or ridiculing Mrs. Craik's absurd
God," he is started out a lunatic, and his whole life notion of the moral purity of old poets and the writwill probably be spent in fighting the scientific ers of the Bible as exhibited in their book, he is singfriends of humanity.
.
ing the praises of some Socialistic scheme of his own
When the obscenity, absmdity, and brutality of manufacture, or taking to task some literary scribe
the Old Testament are shown up to the Christian, who thinks more highly of Shelley or less highly of
he turns to the New Testament, forgetting that a Keats-as poets than he does himself. Add to these
troop of dead men climbing up out of their graves, names that of Dr. Lewins, who writes at times to · _
and galloping round among the saints and apostles, prove that nothing exists in the universe but mind
is just as ridiculous as anything described in any or thought, though why he should take the trouble
book new or old, "Baron Munchausen " not excepted. to pick up an imaginary pen and write an imaginary
Everything recorded in the New Testament would article for people who hav no existence outside his
be easy if we could only get back to New Testament own perturbed brain has always been a profound
times, and then trace the history of events through mystery to me. But. if there's no matter, never
three or four centmi.es.
Anyone can .perform mind. Articles from these clever writers appear each
miracles, if a little shrewd, if he can only find people week, but I sometimes think that a little freshness
sufficiently ignorant.
would be given to the paper by inserting contribuSpooks, ghosts, witches, and miracles are at a dis- tions from other writers, and more especially the
count among intelligent men to-day. In parts of younger members of the Freethought party-a
Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania there are course which I am pleased to see is adopted with adstill witches, and ghosts, and goblins stalking around. vantage in your own journal-THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The people are very pious in parts of those states.
The policy of the National Beformer is the same
There hav been a lew men in each century who did as when I first took it in 1874, namely: Radical in
not believe in the divinity of Christ, nor in any of the politics; neo-Malthusian in regard to the increase of
Christian delusions; but when the death penalty was population; Atheistic in reference to the gods of
attached for not destroying their writings "wherever ·religion, and Materialistic in regard to the editors'
found," it will readily be understood why the Chris- and contributors' views of the universe.
tian boasts that his religion has stood the " iest
Though, from a literary standpoint, the National

'-
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Reformer is considered by many to be of higher
merit than in previous years, when most of its present contributors did not write regularly for it, I am
free to confess that I liked it better for the general
smartness of its articles when it numbered among its
contributors such writers as B. V. (James Thomson),
Foote, Francis Neale, J.P. Adams, and Charles
G.
Watts, in addition to its present editors.
Years ago, too, when Mr. Bradlaugh wrote epistles
almost weekly to . the clergy, they were characterized
by a vigorous style, thrilling in their forcefulness;
now, however, in laboring after literary accuracy, his
contributions lack that verve which gave his early
contributions . such fascination that he who commenced to read was bound to go on to the end.
· In point of age, the Secular Review comes next as
an organ of Freethought in England.
·
Of this journal it need only be said that the eccentric genius before mentioned, Saladin (W. Stewart
Ross), is the editor; that his unique writings under
the heading of "At Random" occupy a large portion of the paper; that everything he wr'ites is powerfu, though he is disposed to criticise Mr. Bradlaugh's conduct in a manner that is most unfair and
ungenerous, and thus put in the hands of the ene~ies of Freethought a weapon which they do not fail
to use against us in the most unscrupulous fashion,
and sometimes with the most disastrous effect.
Among the contributors to the Secular RevieuJ is
that most learned of Biblical commentators, "Julian"
-another eccentric genius, Wril, Maccall-and anumber of clever writers on philosophical questions.
The policy of the Secular Re:view is that of AgnoE•
ticism, though its special feature a short time ago
was Dr. Lewins's fad of " Hylo~Idealism."
Toward all religions its attitude is partly iconoclastic and partly eclectic, the iconoclastic element
predominating.
But the Freethought journal that bas the largest
circulation, and the most influence among the rising
generation, is the .Freethinker, edited by G. W.
Foote. In addition to being a powerful platform advocate, Mr. Foote is one of the tersest and most
brilliant writers on Freethought in England. His
" Heroes and Martyrs of Freethought" and "Bible
Romances," as well as his miscellruieous pamphlets,
are not likely to be improved upon by any subsequent writer, at all events, for many years to come.
He is ably assisted by Mr. Joseph Mazzini
Wheeler, a gentleman who virtually livs in the reading-room of the British Museum, and who is regarded by those who know him well as one of the
• best-read men in England.
Mr. Wheeler is a prolific writer. No matter what
the subject, he is able to write cleverly upon it; but
his own particular theme is "Buddhism.''
Mr. W. P. Ball is another of Mr. Foote's conf?·eres
on the sta.ff of the Freethinker. This writer has done
splendid service to Freethought in the admirable
articles he contributed a year or two ago to the National Reformer on " Bible Lessons in Board
Schools," in which, in a light, satirical vein, he demonstrated the absurdities and barbarities contained in
" holy writ." These articles I hope to some day see
reprinted.
Mr. Ball is an Individualist. Though one of the
- most social men I ever met, Le hates the impracticable theories propounded by Socialists, many of whom
know very litHe about t~e people-their mode of living, their habits, or their aspirations. Recently he
took up the cudgels against Mrs. Besant's "Socialism," and, in my opinion, dealt out some very effectiv
blows against it. Mrs. Besant, however, was annoyed
at the style adopted by the writer, and did not like
the illustrations he chose to make, which appear at
first sight to be too personal. Mr. Ball would, I am
sure, be the last man in the world to abuse an opponent, especially a lady, in lieu of argument; but as
he knows from practical experience the absolutely
· unworkable character of all schemes of Socialism yet
formulated, he does not hesitate to point out tl1eir
worthlessness by the best arguments and illustrations
he is capable of using.
I sometimes say a few words to my Freethought
brothers and sisters in the columns of the Freethinker myself; but I leave your readers to judge of
the merit, or lack of it, in anything I write, by reference to the writings themselvs.
The editor of the Freethinker believes in ridicule;
each week on the first page of his journal appears a
cartoon representing some ridiculous phase of Bible
teaching. I am glad to see THE TRUTH SEEKER adopts
this method of pointing out error; I know that a
picture is often more effectual .in attaining our end
than a sober argument would be. People hav to be
shocked into thinking. And they are being shocked
at a greater rate to-day than at any previous time in
the history of the Freethought movement.
ARTHUR B. Moss.

·w.

Clerical.
Religious preaching has been, in our days, enlisted
in the same category with the works of the hammer
and the hand. Theological workshops are opened
for the beating of brains to fit them to handle the
materials from the pew to the pulpit. The elasticity

of the steel thus hammered does not last for more
than t·wenty-four hours, nor does it extend beyond
the confines of the· houses set apart for religious
performances. The atmosphere of the places for rehearsals of the tragedy of the fall of man and the
farce of salvation is full of all sentiments and passions, more so when it is breathed out from the clerical stages and forced into the nostrils of the guileless children of faith. . Human intellect has found
that laboring· in the sacred · cause on the first day
pays well for a long rest of the following six days,
and this mania has taken possession of the brightest
intellect of the present age so that the inherent spiritual light. has been totally eclipsed by the natural
and human attempts of making most of everything
that meets the material wants of the body physical.
Spiritual hunger and spiritual thirst are nowhere
quenched; nay, even the natural is hardly overcome.
Great Talmages and great Beechers rush to the three
tables more punctually than the sinner who sits unobserved on one of the back benches in the temple of
S. 6oVINDA Row SATTAY, a Hindoo ..
God.

The (Jatholic Factory at Feehanville.

our worthy legislatures, would be a boon to the many
destitute boys at present debarred .by it from being
educated at Feehanville." There seems a decided
difference of opinion between the boys a11d Brother
Leo about this "boon," for, I am informed, i.n the
short period of its existence more boys hav esca~ed
from it than are at present in this model home, possessing " every advantage capable of fitting the youth
for a noble manhood." As the cost per capita is so
much more econ'omical, and as it contains, according
to the above, all that Harvard or Yale could giv, we
expect it to soon be overflowing with real representativs of the first, but reduced families. Possibly those
advantages proved perfectly overpowerin~ to the
unappreciativ genius, for Feehanville has m reality
become a "holy terror" to this class, who much prefer the House of Correction to that of the archbishop.
But this only evidences the base ingratitude of the
wayward, wilful boys who run away. Failing to
catch them, theyreport them ''discharged" Number
of boys Jan. 1, 1885, 220; received during the year,
211; discharged, 171; in school Jan. 1, 1886, 260.
The products of the shoe and tailor shops, farm
and cattle yards, aggregate $8,417.46; cash receipts
from all sources, $24,166.21; total, $32,583.67.
With astonishing exactitude the expenditures tally
with the cash receipts, among which is an item of
$2,397.28 from the United States government. This
is supposed to be for the care and education of
Indian wards of the government, though rve heard
it stated that all but two were gone long ago. The
report admits "the large amount of corn, hay, etc.,
raised necessitated the enlargement of the barns and
stables for s_torage pm·poses." Its resomces, including its four hundred and forty acre farm, buildings,
stock, stables, Pte., are placed at $102,487.12; liabilities $4,202.87, so that its net assets in four years is
$98,284.25. But the real milk of the cocoanut is
here: "In it pupils learn those lessons which impart to them a knowledge of their creator, and of
their duties to their fellow-men [especially as to the
killing of heretics]. These lessons, acquired in youth,
are rarely forgotten in after life." Such cant!

Some months ago I mentioned that magnificent
eleemonysary institute, St. Mary's Training School,
at Feehanville. After some difficulty, before me lies
a borrowed annual report of Brother Leo, superintendent. It is a truly remarkable document, more
particularly for what it omits than what it presents.
The pamphlet is sixteen pages, containing matter for
about half that amount of space, being replete with
blank pages, proving more of a blessing to the printer
than of practical value to its readers. If "brevity is
the soul of wit," Brother Leo must be either a merry
old soul or a sound philosopher. Catholic institutions are governed in accordance with the attributes
of their God-they are past finding out-and if a
careful suppression of facts will accomplish it, they
don't propose we shall be much wiser.
We are told the corner-stone of Feehan ville was
laid in 1882, when nearly $100,000 was raised for
the project by his grace the Most Reverend Archbishop
'Tis too much proved that, with Devotion's visage and
Feehan from among wealthy Protestants for this
purely non-sectarian training-school. A non-sectarian pious action, we do sugar o'er the devil himself.
'rhe report concludes, suggestivly, with the form
school under Catholic control would be a rara avis
indeed. Well might Milton bewail such hypocrisy as of a will. If a fire should ever happen at Feehanville, we should hav another such horror as that
is Feehan's strong point.
Indiana orphan asylum. It is a regular fire-trap.
I, under fair pretense of friendly ends,
And well-placed words of glossy courtesy,
Too much time is spent in looking to the welfare of
Baited with reason not implausible,
their souls to pay proper attention to their bodies.
Wind me into the easy-hearted man
Chicago, Ill.
E. A. STEvENs.
And hug him into snares.
"Feehanville differs," we are told, "from penal
and reformatory institutions, inasmuch as it does not
receive boys convicted of criminal offenses, or boys
known to hav vicious or immoral habits," its avowed
p11:rpose. being to train and educate destitute, homeless boys. Then why in the name of common sense
are those boys, who hav not been convicted of crime,
and who are not even immoral, committed to. this
institution by the justices of peace of this county and
deprived of their liberty till they attain their majority"? Brother Leo regrets that the scope of the
school is so. limited that it cannot accommodate
more, and, as usual, makes a sanctimonious plea
for money so t!J.at an addition for one thousand
more boys may be built. He doubtless equally
regrets- that there is not an inquisitorial attachment
for the benefit of the heretics outside.
That these boys are shut out from contact with the
world of fact and sense till twenty-one is an infamous
outrage. As a pretext for this addition, the report
claims there are many hundred boys in Chicago
"roaming the streets, helplessly drifting into misery
and degradation." Yet, how comes it that the adults
who hav received largely of this highly moral Catholic
training, which Feehanville endeavors to impart, form
the vast majority of the most degraded people in
every community? Catholicism and. degradation are
considered synonyms ! If half of the filth and dirt
which I am assured exists in the school obtains, this
school is putting its pupils on the highway to degradation. Brother Leo states that one.fourth the prisoners in the Hol!se of Correction for 1885 were
minors, and pleads for a suitable home and proper
training for those wayward youths. If there is one
fact patent to the comprehension of all, it is that,
judging from results, of all the methods for moral or
mental training of young, that of Catholicism is
absolutely unsuitable. Remember that Feehanville
is not for "boys convicted of crime," as we don't
wish to destroy the force of Brother Leo's pleading
for the necessity of innocent boys being incarcerated
to keep them from contamination of chronic criminals, but rather rejoice with the "more fortunate
youth who graduate from a training school where he
has enjoyed every advantage capable of fitting him
for a noble manhood." Further, "the cost per capita
to Cook county for supporting boys in the school is
quite insignificant." Is ·it? Let us see. The
special act allows that one hundred boys may be
committed by the county of Cook, yet I find that we
pay nearly eight thousand dollars per year. The
latter fact is not part of the report, but is timely
when we read "the extension of the limitations, by

Agnosticism in a Tennessee Court.
From the Knoxville Journal.

In the circuit court, Monday, Judge Logan presiding, an incident occun-ed of more than usual interest.
A case, involving a small amount of money (an appeal
from a justice), in which Mr. Harvey, a well-known
operator in marble in this county, was the defendant,
was on trial. When Mr. Harvey was called to the
witness-stand; Mr. Green, counsel for the plaintiff,
asked to put him on his voir dire, when the following
substantially occurred:
Q. Mr. Harvey, do you believe in the existence of a God?
A. (witness evidently surprised and thinking a moment) I do
not believe in God, but I do believe in God. the power that
controls the universe.
Q. Do you believe in a future state of rewards and punishments? A. I believe that every human being suffers in this
life for every violation of natural and moral laws. Not accepting the Bible as a divine revelation, I know nothing
about the future. I do not know whence I came or whither
I am going. Therefore I cannot say that I bav any belief as
to my future state.
Q. Do you believe in a conscience? A. Most certainly I
do. I believe that every sane man has an innate sense of
right and wrong to O'uide his conduct.
BY THE CouRT.: Mr. Harvey, do you believe in the binding
obligation of an oath in a court of justice requiring a witness
to tell the truth? A. I do.
The court, after some deliberation, held that the witness
was not competent to testify, and he was directed to stand
aside.

Exceptions were taken by counsel for defendant,
and an appeal taken· to the Supreme Court.
After•Dinner Speeches.
A World reporter recently asked Colonel Ingersoll for his
experience in after-dinner speaking, and obtained this information: " In the first place, I never made what is called
an after-dinner speech. In the second place, I never heard
one that I was not sorry that I was present, and would willingly hav given back the dinner for the privilege of leaving
the seat. I do not remember to lmv read an after-dinner
speech that would not destroy the appetite if read before. _A
speech to be of value must be something that the speaker
wants to say-something that he has a reason for saying·something about which he has so great interest, or so great
enthusiasm, that he must say it. A speech called forth by
the ordinary after-dinner toast-a speech mingled with food
and drink, and delivered simply because somebody else
wants it, is of no particular value. Of course, this has no
. reference to stories, which one likes to hear, either before or
after dinner."

SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of
the books we hav for sale. The catalog is free.
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thinks that $1,500 is too large a salary for the secretary. If so, I would like to hav him speak out and
giv his reasons. This amount was voted by ~he Congress at Cassadaga and by the board of directors.
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, President.
'rhe secretary has devoted himself exclusivly to
Vice-Presidents:
the work of the Union. He has ·taken no va~ation.
CHARLES WATTS,
HoRACE SEAVER,
He
has traveled about twelve thousand miles the
JoHN E. REMSBURG,
WILLIAM ALGIE,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
RoBERT C. ADAMS,
past year. He has delivered nearly two hundred
MATTIE P. KREKEL,
.
TITUS L. BRoWN,
lectures, which would make $7.50 per lecture, if he
JAMES PARTON,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Sec.,
CoURTLANDT PALMER, Treas.,
receives his whole salary. Having received only two83 Clinton Place, New York.
850 Broadway, New York.
thirds of his salary, this makes about $5 per lecture.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS,
E. M. MACDONALD,
He has written four hundred columns for the newsChair. Ex. Com.
Chair. Fin. Com.
papers and hundreds of letters. Twenty new socieOONGRESS FUND.
R. G. Ingersoll .................................................... $100.00 ties h~v been formed, twenty .life-members added,
Call for the Tenth Annual Congress.
Courtlandt Palmer ...........•.......................•.. :.......
50.00 and five hundred annual members. Work has been
To the Auxilia1·y Secular Unions and to all Citi- E. B. Foote, Sr................................................... 25.00 carried on at Albany for church taxation, and in New
10.00
Charles Eckhard.. .......... ... ........... .......................
zens of the United States and Oanadas who Peter
Eckler.......................... ............................
5.00 York city for the opening of museums on Sunday,
support the Nine .Demands oj Liberalism :
etc. I desire the Liberals of America to say whether
PROGRAM OF THE OONGRESS.
$1,500 is too much salary for the amount of labor
You are invited to attend the Tenth Annual ConTlmrsday.
gress of the American Secular Union, to be held in
At 9:30 A.M.-Opening of the Congress by Robert G· thus performed.
It seem~> to be the impression of some that the
New York city, at Chickering Hall, Fifth avenue and Ingersoll .. Report of Secretary. Re_port of Treasurer. Resecretary is "grabbing" all the money i11 the treas18th street, on November 11th, 12th, and 13th, and port of Chairman Executiv Committee.
11 A.M.-Lecture by. Charles Watts, First Vice-President, ury, and that no one else has a chance to receive any
also on Sunday evening, the 14th, a lecture by Col. "Misconceptions of Theology."
benefit from the funds. The above figures show the
Robert G. Ingersoll, which concludes the Congress.
At 2:30 P.M.-Business session from 2:30 to 3 o'clock.
At 3 P.M.-Lecture by J. H. Burnham, " Philosophy of falsity of this impression. It will be seen that as a
Pursuant to a vote of the last Congress, notice is
matter of fact the secretary has received only $1,000
hereby given that the following amendments to the Religious Emotions."
8 P.M.-Lecture by John E. Remsburg, "Fathers of for this year's work, and for the past four months he
constitution of the Union will be acted upon: 1. To theAtRepublic."
has worked without a cent of salary. He has been
reduce the fee for life-membership from $25 to $10.
F1·iday.
accused
of taking a pleasure trip to the Yellowstone ·
2. Or, on payment of $10 by applicant for memberBusiness session from 9:30 to 11 o'clock A.M.
At 11 A.M.-Lecture by C. B. Reynolds, "Persecution in Park with $3,000 to .back him up. Be it understood
ship, to authorize the secretary to issue ten-year
that 'the secretary out of his private funds paid his
membership certificates, with all the privileges of the Nineteenth Century."
. At 3 P.M.-Lecture byT. B. Wakeman, "Liberty, Science, own expenses to the Park, and it did not cost the
life-membership during that time. 3. Whenever a and
Humanity."
Union anything. The secretary has not taken a
man or woman ha§l t::tken out annual membership
At 8 P.M.-Lecture by S. P. Putnam," A New Heaven
pleasure trip of any sort at the expense of the Union.
certificates for three or five consecutiv years, such and Earth."
He has charged only lectw·e expenses to the CamSatU?·day.
person thereafter on payment of annual-membership
At 9.30 A.M.-Business; election of officers, consideration paign Fund, and he who asserts- or insinuates anyfee to possess the privilege of life-membership.
resolutions, etc.
thing to the contrary is simply a sla~derer.
The Congress will also be called Rpon to consider ofAt
3 P.M.-Lecture by Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, 11 Woman:
It is said that the work done durmg the past year
measures for carrying on the work of Freethought, Past, Present, and Future."
and secw-ing the adoption of such laws by the various
Lecture by Dr. T. L. Brown, '' What We .Think and What is not satisfactory. What more could hav been done,
I ask, and what better success achieved against forstate governments and by the national government, We Can Do;"
At 8 P.M.-Lecture by L. K. Washburn, "The Popular midable odds r Was not the work at Albany for
as shall make the United States thoroughly Secular,
Criticised."
church taxation a good work~ Was not the work
and the repeal of all laws now on the statute-books Faith
Lecture by E. A. Stevens, "Liberty and Liberalism."
for the opening of museums on Sunday, the secui'ing
which conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Stmdrty E·vening.
of ten thousand names to a petition, etc., a good
Local auxiliary Unions are entitled by the Union
At 8 o'clock.-Address by R. G. Ingersoll. Lecture by work ~ Was not the lecture trip in the Great West.:__
constitution to five representativs in the Congress- Helen
11
H. Gardener, Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle."
the president and secretary and three delegates. All
The Secretary is in communication with other eminent in Montana, Idaho, Utah, Wymning, Colorado, Necharter-members and life-members, all vice-presidents, speakers, whose names and subjects will be announced here- braska, Iowa, Kansas, Illinois, Michigan, and Ohioand the formation of societies, a good work ? I am
all chairmen of state executiv committees, are entitled after.
DELEGATES.
frank to say that I am proud of the work done durto seats and votes in the Congress. Annual memHEMPSTEAD, N.Y., Oct. 25, 1886.
ing the past year. I am not ashamed of it one bit.
bers are entitled to seats but not votes, except by
To THE CHAIRMAN OF THE EXEOITTIV CoMMITTEE OF TIIE If one is dissatisfied, let him say why he is dissatisfied.
permission of the Congress.
AMERIOAN S&oULAR UNION: The Hempstead Freethought
It is hoped that every auxiliary Union will send a Association has elected delegates to the New York Congress, Let him show what better things can be accoin- ·
·
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Free- as follows: C. F. DeMott, H. H. Geer, Robert B. Jackson, plish.ed.
It has been asserted by some that the American
thinker in the United States and Canada, who can, Joseph Carman, and Myron Tracy.
Fraternally yours,
C. F. DEl'IOTT.
Secular Union is run by a "ring." Was a more
will be present.
preposterous accusation ever made~ What has this
S. P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
Per order of board of directors :
"ring" done~ Simply work of public and universal
R. G. INGERSOLL, President.
benefit. It has labored for Liberalism throughout
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
A Plain Talk.
the country. In what way h'as any single individual ·
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treasurer.
There seems to be so much misunderstanding in been benefited by the Union at the expense of
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS, Ch. Ex. Com.
regard to the expenditure of the funds of the Amer- others~ In every respect the wishes of the Congress
E. M. MAcDONALD, Ch. Fin. Com.
ican Secular Union, and so many unjust accusations hav been carried out. Will anyone point out anyand insinuations made, that in advance of the Con· thing to the contrary~ The secretary certainly can't
gress, especially to all those who hav contributed to belong to that "ring"-for, if he did, it isn't to be
An Appeal to Liberals.
It is absolutely necessary to the success of the the fund, it seems best to make a general statement. supposed that he would work four months without a
coming Congress that its sessions should be free. The figures are riot exactly correct, as I hav not the salary. It is the disposition of a "ring" to lay its
We want full houses and ample reports. We want to treasurer's report before me, but in substance the ex- hands on everything for its own use. Point to a
make as grand and permanent impression on the penditures of the past year out of the fund of $3,486 single act of this kind. Point to a single expenditure
public mind as possible. Our president, Robert reported in the last TRuTH SEEKER, less $125, pledges that has not been for the public good. Of course
G. Ingersoll, cannot aid us on this occasion with the not paid, making the total received since last Con- the secretary must do many things on his own responfull power of his eloquence, but he will lie present at gress $3,359, are as follows:
sibility. He must exercise his personal judgment.
the Congress, and to see him and know him is a priv- Payment of 1\fr. Watts's salary for May, June, July,
This is the only way to do business. But the secreand August, 1885.................... ........................ $325 tary is i'esponsible ultimately to the Congress-and
ilege-the one man of this age who across the centof Mr. Putnam's salary for August and Sepuries can touch hands with Paine and Voltaire, the Payment
tember, 1885.... ...................................... .........
250 that responsibility he is willing to meet. He will
greatest of the world's reformers. It is fortunate Payment of Mr. Putnam's salary from Oct. 8, 1885, to
stand on his record. But don't make accusations
that we of to-day and America hav one who can pre- · July 8, 1886................................................... 1,000 until that record is known.
.
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sent our cause with such universal popularity. Like Payment for the expenses of Cleveland Congress.......
Now, friends and Liberals of America, is it just, is
100 it wise, is it generous, is it noble, to make such accuMemnon's statue, unshaken, lofty, he greets the Printing pamphlets on Church Taxation, etc............
Printing circulars, certificates, stationery, etc............
125
dawning of the day with the most wondrous music Expenses of work at Albany..................................
50 sations, to find fault simply because one is trying to
that ever fell from human lips, and all our hearts are Expenses of work, etc., for the opening of museum
do something, to criticise and seek to destroy a work
on Sunday ............................. :........... ...........
75 of promis ~
inspired. The bigots think that clarion voice is still,
Liberals should be ashamed of this,
100 they should turn from it with disgust and abhorrence.
but it is not. Even his whispered word is potent, Treasurer's clerk for services..................................
for traveling, hotel and railroad, stamps,
and our enemies feel its power, and the Bastile of Expenses
It has gone far enough, this backbiting, this gossip
stationery, and incidentals, together . with hall
New Jersey cannot clutch its appointed victim. Inrent and advertising for lectures........................ 1,032 and scandal, this stabbing in the dark. It is doing
gersoll will be with us, but none the less necessary
irreparable injury. Surely among Liberals there
is it for us of the ranok and file to do our work, Total. ............................. , .................................... $3,359 should be generosity, fraternity; frankness, speech
put our shoulder to the wheel, every one of us
In explanation of the above I will say: Mr. Watts face to face, honorable combat and noble difference,
who can speak a word or pay a dollar. This Con- desired to visit England during May, June, July, and if such there must be.
gress is of national importance. What is done here August of 1885, and wished his salary to be paid in
The coming Congress is of vast importance. It
will be felt for years to come. It will giv us a advance. There being no money in the treasury, the will decide whether organized Liberalism is a failure
mighty impulse or it will be simply disaster, and sum, $500, was paid Mr. Watts by parties as follows: or not. I believe in the ideas of Liberalism. If I
everyone who wishes organized Freethought to tri- Courtlandt Palmer, $200; D. A. Blodgett, $200, and am all alone, still they are lofty and beautiful; still
umph must lend a hand. We must hav the sinews C. Edelheim, $100; with the understanding that the they warm, and cheer, and make the hardest path·
• of war. We must raise money for the expenses of amount should be paid back by the American Secular way a delight. Can these ideas be organized, or are
this Congress by private subscription. We want to .Union, which has been done to the extent .of $325- they too lofty, too beautiful, in the heavens of our
make no appeals to the Congress in session nor namely, $200 to Mr. Palmer, $75 to Mr. Edelheim, own thought, for outward and fraternal association~
take up any collections.
and $50 to Mr. Blodgett-leaving $150 still due Mr. I cannot believe this. Liberalism should not be
The expenses will be as follows: Hall rent, $375; Blodgett and $25 due lVIr. Edelheim.
simply intellectual, but social. It should be humanispeakers, $175 ; advertising and incidental, $100;
The Cleveland Congress, outside of Mr. Ingersoll's tarian. It should unite for action. But the grandtotal, $650. This amount ought to be raised by the lecture, cost about $750. Of this, $348 was raised est action can only be by cooperation. That cooperaLiberals of the country before the meeting. Whether by the citizens of Cleveland and admissions at the tion, however, should be on a lofty plane. It should
one comes or not to the Congress he feels an interest door, leaving $302 to be paid out of the Campaign be a union of the highest and the best.
in its success, for no matter where he livs, how dis- Fund.
Let it be understood that the American Secular
tantly, he will receive its benefit, its wealth of thought,
In view of these facts and figures I want to ask Union is not a charitable institution. When the
and new influence for that which is dearest to his own the Liberals of this country a few questione.
Union becomes an object of charity let it 'be buried
mind. So I ask every Liberal to giv what he can-a , I wish to know if there is a single Liberal who ten thousand fathoms deep.. We want no favor, no

Ufl{t Jlmtrican ~tcular lJnion.

dollar, or five dollars, or more, as his circumstances
will allow. The amount can be easily raised if every
Liberal will do his part. I also ask every Liberal
society, if it cannot send delegates, to send some
money. That is the next best thing. That will help.
Every society will be helped by the Congress, and so
we ask its fraternal aid. The following generous
contributions already made ought to stir every
Liberal to be equally as magnanimous according to
his ability. I hope for an immediate response, and
that by next week I can report the full amount
raised:
.
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pity, no begging. This is simply a matter of business, of supply and demand, of what the Liberals of
America really desire, anq because they desire are
willing to pay for, as they will pay for a good dinner,
or a book, or newspaper, or for anything that pleases.
The work of the Union is before the Liberals of the
country. The question is, Dei they like it? Is it a
pleasure_ to them? ~ benefit them individually
to see this effort prosper, and are they willing to pay
for it-a dollar, or two dollars, or ten dollars, or a
hundred dollars-as they can afford. I want no
charity and no patronage.. I simply despise these,
and if the American Secular Union is a burden to
Liberals, if they support with the feeling that they
are doing something charitable, if they support it
merely out of good will and kindness, and not from
a genuin feeling that it is necessary to meet the demands of the individual and the universal race-if this
is all the sentiment that keeps the Union alive, then
it ought to perisl;t. Death is infinitly more glorious
than life on such beggarly terms. If the Liberals of
America continue the Union, they must do it as a
matter of business, not of charity. They must be
willing to pay for it as they pay for any good thing,
anything that is a satisfaction and a delight. Put
the Union on the basis of its actual value-of what
each one considers it worth to him, to his family, to
his community, to the rtation, and to the world.
I hav spoken frankly because I feel deeply. I
W!IDt the Union to succeed, but I want it to succeed
honorably. I want to work in this cause, but I want
also to preserve my independence and my pride, and
I want the Union to do the same thing. I want it to
hav a vigorous vitality. I want it to be supported,
not by the few, but by the many. I want it to be
· no man's almoner, but the expressiv force of the
thousands of Liberals of this land. Shall the spirit
of fraternity prevail? Shall jealousy cease and nobility triumph? I hope for this. Glorious, however,
as Liberalism is in its lofty ideals, which can never
perish, whitt I hav said will show that when it comes
to practical labor there is bitterness as well as joy.
For the last two years the greatest suffering, the
most cruel and savage attacks, the most unjust accusations, the most malign slanders, hav come, not
from "Christians," but from "Liberals." Is organization essentially orthodox and does it destroy manhood and generosity, and must each one therefore
press on in his own way~ Or can we not in the purity
of our thought still unite for a common work in honSAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
orable emulation?

The Liberal Club.
The services at the 420th regular meeting of the
Manhattan Liberal Club were conducted by Mr.
James Redpath, and were of a devotional character,
Henry George being the object of worship. The
man with a l,Jadge-pin tarried late at home to avoid
the political swirls which rage wherever two or three
are gathered together in these times without being
called to order. He freely admits to taking no interest in the election of the next mayor. He remembers distinctly having been at different times convinced, by the eloquence of their advocates, that his
duty to the nation required him to vote for three separate and distinct candidates for that office. As only
one of these can be elected, it looks to him as though
New York were destined to land somewhere between
the devil and the deep sea.
It costs but five cents to attend a meeting of the
Manhattan Liberal Club. The visitor placed that
amount in penniefi on the treasurer's table, and took
a seat. Mr. Redpath, wearing a skull-cap and looking very much like a priest, was talking with considerable rapidity on the subject of the ownership of
land. Land, he said, should be held in the interests
of the whole people. Of all other commodities there
could be manufactured almost unlimited quantities.
Not so with land; the amount of it could not be increased under any circumstances. Taxes should be
upon land, thus preventing any one from dodging
taxes. Land cannot be concealed. If a man owns
more than one hundred acres, make the tax so excessiv that he will want to sell. The nation should own
the mines, which could be worked by the government the proceeds going to pay government expens~s. The road beds of the railroads should be
the property of the state ; the roll~g stock to be
owned by individuals. Insurance on life and property
are properly state affairs, poll and property taxes
being exacted to provide fo: the pa~ent of the
policies. Wills must be abolished. It 1s the province of the dead to go back to earth, not to control
the living. Patents and copyrights should be nontransferable, so that inventors and writers, instead of
capitalists, may gather t~e fruits of their own geni1;1s.
Exorbitant rents, collection of debts by law, child
labor and the labor of women outside the household,
must go. No more of th~ contract s;rstem in priso.ns.
Put convicts on public works. Make license for selling
liquor a thousand dollars. Hand all factories over
to the state. Make a law against building a house
so that the sun cannot shine into every room. Go to
the polls Tuesday, with the rest of the one hundred
and twenty thousand, and vote for Henry George.
(Loud and prolonged applause.)

Having spoke;n on .this subject for an hour, Mr.
Redpath put h1s skull-cap in his pocket, donned a
derby hat, and went away to address other meetings.
The Chair now called attention to the card for
the follow~g month. The farce of dedicating a
statue of L1berty would be discussed at the next
meeting. The questions presented by the present
lecturer _must. be treated thoughtfully, scientifically,
and socwlog1eally. There should be no political
rhetoric or intemperance of e~pression. The floor
was now open.
The Chair's restrictions came near killing the debate, but in response to a demand from the audience
Dr. Eccles was induced to open the discussion.
marking that this calling upon Eccles first every time
was assuming the character of a chestnut, the doctor
proceeded to point out the errors into which Mr.
Redpath had inadvertently fallen. Women should
be allowed to do any kind of work they chose. He believed the ladies present would indorse that view. A
soft clapping of hands here showed that the doctor,
either by his logic or his good looks, had scored a
point with the lady members. The time of this
SpElaker was extended to twenty lninutes.
It took Dr. Weeks some time to correct Dr. Eccles's
misunderstanding of Mr. Redpath. Politics, said Dr.
Weeks, is demagogism. Competition now is between
workingmen. Monopoly has done its work, and
must sink into innocuous disuse.
Captain Clark opposed the eight-hour law. He
believed he had a right to work eight, twelve, or sixteen hours a day. The arrogant claims of capital
sink into utter insignificance compared with the monumental nerve of labor organizations.
Lawyer Chamberlain followed in a defense of Henry
George, and urged his election in an eloquent speech.
At the usual hour the club adjourned.
The program for the following month is the best
yet. November 2d the president of the club, members, and guests will talk about "The Pharisees and
the Uninvited at the Inauguration of the Statue of
Liberty. Shall it Remain a Sublime Sarcasm?" On
the 12th the meeting will adjourn to Chickering Hall
to attend the Congress of the Americ~~on Secular
Union. On the 19th "The Practical Socialism now
Being Organized by Americans at Sinaloa, Mexico,"
by John W. Lovell, publisher of "Lovell's Library;"
and on the 26th Andrew H. Slnith speaks upon
"Alcohol and the Human System in the Light of
Science." Thus do the cohorts of the truth assault
delusion's castle, storm the redoubt, drive falsehoods
out, and with old errors rastle. It costs but five
cents to see the fight.

Re-
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'fhe Chicago Secular Union.
On Sunday evening, Oct. 24th, the Chicago Secular
Union elected its officers for the ensuing six months.
Mr. E. A. Stevens was unanimously elected president;
vice-presidents, Mr. Charles Frankel, Mr. A.M. Freeman, and Professor Orchardson ; secretary, Mrs. A.
M. Freeman ; financial secretary, Miss Stella Campbell ; treasurer, Mr. ,A. M. Freeman. The delegates
appointed to attend the Tenth Annual Congress of
the National Secular Union, to be held in New York
city on the 11th of November, are 1\fr. E. A. Stevens,
Gen. M. M. Trumbull, Mr. Charles Frankel, Dr.
McCleod, and Mrs. A. M. Freeman.
The Union is flourishing. We hav good audiences,
and with so earnest a worker and efficient an officer
as Mr. Stevens has proved himself to be, we can look
forward to a successful winter. We hav had some
very fine lectures since reopening this fall, and hav
quite an array of talent promised for the winter
course. Among those who hav ali·eady occupied our
rostrum, is remembered with appreciation Mr. Putnam, who remained a few days with us on his way
East from his Western trip. M.r. Stevens gave a
grand lecture before the Union. Sunday evening.
But Mr. Stevens, as Mr. Putnam, is too well known
as an advanced thinker to need any words. of eulogy.
Gen. M. M. Trumbull, by request, spoke two weeks
ago on Thomas Jefferson. It is to be hoped that Mr.
Trumbull will publish his lecture, for it was a most
eloquent, original, and brilliant exposition of the life
and teachings of a great man. It would be a splendid
thing as an educator to publish in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
It would be a revelation to orthodoxy and a bomb in
the camp of political conservatism.
Mr. Watts was. in Chicago this month, and gave
two excellent lectures. In the afternoon he spoke on
"Atheism and the French Revolution," and in the
evening on " Saints or Sinners-Which?"
The latter is sharp, incisiv, bristling with wit and
humor, and is pretty rough on the saints. The sinners slnile approvingly at its telling sarcasm, and, as
Mr. Watts says in his. discourse, in regard to matrimony, that he happened to get a sinner, so the audience are delighted that the lecturer is a sinner too.
In "Atheism and the French Revolution," Mr. Watts
has laid all Freethinkers under lasting obligation.
Perhaps nothing has been so often used as an argument against Freethought as the excesses of the
French Revolution. Mr. Watts completely demolishes the claim that Atheism was in any way responsible for the atrocities perpetrated at that time, and
refers them back to where all thinkers might ha.v
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been assured. they belonged-the tyranny, superstition, and power of the Catholic church. Every Freethinker should he~t~· this lecture, and see to it that
his orthodox neighbor hears it als.o. It deals not
more with France in 1793 than with America to-day.
Mr. Watts's address is 82 Berkeley street, Toronto,
Canada. Let the Liberals in every community club
together and send for Mr. Watts, and it will be found
in an evening or two that he can refute all the arguments the parson has been laboring the 365 Sundays of
the year to construct. It is only in this way, by discussions, lectures, Freethought papers, etc., that we can
accomplish the work of the Union. Let every Freethinker, then, see to it that he himself takes a Freethought paper, and, if possible, that his neighbor
takes one too. But, as much good as the papers
must do, the lecturer also is a necessity. The people
need to come in contact with the leaders, to meet
them face to face, to feel their earnestness and enthusiasm. The old camp-meeting of the Methodists is a
good illustration, and for this reason it is to be hoped
that as many as possibly can will attend the Tenth
Annual Congress in New York.
Oct. 27, 1886.
MRs. A. M. FREEMAN,
Secret~t~·y Chicago Secular Union.·

The New York State Association.
The New York Liberals, realizing that the time has
come to make an extra effort . for the purpose of ad.vancing the cause in the state, are endeavoring to
raise a fund for the work. The aim of the association is to establish Secular Societies and Science
Schools in every neighborhood, not for the purpose
of saying harsh things against the church, but toremove prejudice, and build up societies for mutual
improvement. The church offers so many advantages
for social intercourse that, rather than be ostracized,
many Liberals attend and help support the church.
Let us remedy this by organization, by regular
weekly meetings, socials, and entertainments, where
all the talent of the society can be made to count.
The children would in this be a factor in constructiv
Liberalism.
We should bav Lesson Leaves prepared that there
might be a unanimity in the work throughout the
state. By working systematically to substitute
science for theology, and by earnest, honest, useful
lives, we may demonstrate that this life is worth living.
We do not ask :Qor expect an appropriation from
the state, but we do expect Liberals throughout the
length and breath of the state to respond to the appeal made, and to work for this object.
We want men, women, and children interested.
Liberals, polish up your talents, unite to do this
work!
As secretary of the State Association I want to
enroll the name of every true Liberal on the membership list. Come up to the help of the weak against
the mighty. We will blow no horns, but if we do
this we shall see the wa1ls of superstition fall down.
MEMBERS AND DONATIONS.
The Ex:ecutiv Comlnittee of the New York State
Freethinkers' Association will hold a special meeting
at New York city, Nov. 14th, to devise and perfect
plans for more efficient and thorough propaganda
work. In the meantime, if any members of the New
York Freethinkers' Association ~t~·e desirous of special
effort being made in their neighborhood, write· at
once to the secretary, Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, North
Parma, New York, who will respond to invitations to
lecture. There is no lack of able and ready help for
all who desire it. Let all who wish to hav a Secular
society and science school on Sunday in their neighborhood write her at once. Donations and membership fees of the New York Freethinkers' Association
to October 17th are as follows: .
Lucy N. Colman ......... $ 25 L. K. Washburn ........ $1.00
Polly Gault................
25 John Adams............. 1.00
William Wilcox.......... 1.00 S. B. Brewer............. 1.00
Edward Evans........... 1.00 C. M. Dennison.......... 1.00
Henry Evans............. 1.00 Aaron Hamil............. 1.00
Samuel Davenbaugh... 1.00 E. B. Foote, Sr.......... 2.00
Dr. T. L. Brown......... 1.00 John Droyer............. 1.00
Chandler M. Powers.... 1.00 Wm. Thorp............... 1.30
Melvia A. Clayton.......
25 G. G. Grower............ 1.00
Gcb. F. Haskin..........
25 Frank Bnrnier...... ....
25
Chas. P. Somerby....... 1.25 C. B. Reynolds.......... 1.25
Brenhart Sugenheimer 1.25 F. C. Reynolds..........
25
Mrs. U. A. Austin...... 1.00

F. C. REYNOLDs, Sec. N. Y. F. A.
A Presidential Error.
IN his Thanksgiving proclamation Grover Cleveland says:
"And while we contemplate the infinit power of God in earth·
quake, flood, and storm, let the grateful hearts of those who hav
been shielded from harm through his mercy be turned in sympathy
and kindness toward those who hav suffered through his visitations."

Did Mr. Cleveland reflect when he wrote this that his
recommendation• is flying in God's face? If God punished
the Charleston people by an earthquake, it was because he
wanted them punished, and any alleviation of their misery is
shielding them from God's will. What is the use of God's
going to the trouble and expense of an earthquake to punish
his people if worldly sinners, without the fear of the Lord in
their hearts, at once make their punishment void by setting
them on their feet again? Go to, Grover I Let the Charleston folks suffer, or (lo n.ot pllt the blame upon God,
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Qiomtt(unications.
Serious Musings of a Humorist.
Is this a republican government we are living
under, I wonder~ If it is, then must the government
of hades be republican, I think. Why? Well, the
parsons, presumably posted, tell us of the sort of
spirits that rule in the unlocated, but doubtless very
populous, region above named, and, knowing too
well ourselvs the sort of spirits that rule in this
" land of the free" -so called, ironically, from the
fact that it is a land of slaves, by veriest despots
ruled-why shouldn't one conclude that the two governments are alike, the two sets of rulers being of the
one stripe?
The people of a republic are popularly supposed to
be themselvs the rulers of their land bythose of outlying and " effete monarchies," and some of themselvs
no doubt lay the flattering unction to their souls that
they are the rulers of their country, and are happy.
Well, they are mightily fooled; but to disabuse them
would be to rob them of their complacency. The
blatherskiting stump orator, office-holder, or officeseeker comes to the front at a politiral meeting and
thunders out: "You are the people. We are your
servants. The people are the rulers. We but do
their bidding. The people are the sovereigns. We
bow to and obey the people." Lies and taffy, taffy
and lies. But we go away from the meeting head
and spirits up, proud to think we are "sovereigns."
The blatherskiting demagog goes away laughing
down in his boots, and praying, " Lord, may the fools
increase and multiply!"
Whom hav the •' sovereigns " of this "land of the
free" deputed to look after their national, state, and
municipal affairs-to whom delegated the power to·
govern them, the " sovereigns~" For the answer,
take a look around in the high places and low places
of the political arena and see conuptionists of every
grade and hue-no place is too high for their flight
and no place too low for their descent.
Heaven and earth, what an array of officials! The
great, very great majority of whom are seeking to
feather their nests, and accomplishing their aims at the
expense of the "dear people." Diogenes, with a
Fresnallight, wouldhav to hunt long ere he discovered
an honest man among them. Does place ·in a republican rule make rascals of . honest men! Or were
they rascals in embryo ere coming to place, and -the
"sovereigns" deceived or indifferent~
Well, it looks like indifference-reckless indifference at that-and as the " sovereigns " would resent
being called blockheads or fools, to reckless indifference must be charged the fact of their having installed a legion of rascals in place and power. Of
such are the "servants" whom the American "sovereigns" elect to do their offices for them, in the
doing of which they "do" the "sovereigns" with a vengeance, "do" 'em brown," as it were! Yet the latter
look indifferently on, and smile, as they boast of their
grand republic, the freest and most glorious government on the face of the earth, which it is-for officeholders! And these office-holders-" dealers," dickerers, "jobbers," and robbers, by a large majorityare Christians and god-fearing men, professedly--,if
they had more fear of the devil it would be better
for the country-and in the guise of such riot in all
sorts of corruption, stopping at nothing in their
greed for gold-Christians who are taking the
chances of eleventh-hom· repentance!
To come right down to hard-pan, this republican
government of ours, as administered and allowed to
be by the " sovereigns," is a dismal failure, and, as
man is constituted, I doubt if this form of government would ever prove a success. It might work
well with a higher order of beings, but with man it
has ever proved, is proving to-day, and will ever
prove, a fiasco; unless, in the coming ages, he shall
evolute to a pitch of understanding that will enable
him to govern, and giv him the requisit grace to submit to be governed, in a truly republican manner.
· But this, if ever, will be in the far, far distant future,
when this old globe will be so enlarged by accretion
from exploded comE'ts and things, as it journeys
through the star-studded regiol'ls of space, or so reduced by attrition in its rush through the deb1·is
of disintegrated, celestial worlds, that the presentday man, meeting her by moonlight alone, or any
other light, wouldn't recognize old Mother Earthwouldn't know her from a leather football or celestial
spheroid of the first magnitude.
Look at this republic, so vaunted and extolled by
spread-eagle orators and flamboyant editors-at its
rulers and the way it is ruled-and say it is a success if you can. Why, it is worse than a dismal failure, it is a wicked failure, viewed in the light of the
nineteenth century, when such progress should hav
been made by man in the .direction of good government for man as would hav made us all wonder
whether or not the millennium would usher in any
improvement-this, were man a highly progressiv
animal, which he is not, however, but a slow-coach
with this regard.
In days of yore the Roman lion (the populace) was

wont at times to go about the streets of Rome ro~g
mightily with anger fierce. It was then the triumvrrs,
the tribunes, the consuls, the emperors, and what not,
were wont t·o shake in their boots, for the day of.
reckoning had come for certain of them, and accounts
were to be squared. In the days of the present, the
American lion-bah! the American lion is a sheep
and .sleeps the sleep of a sheep, rarely bleating, much
less roaring, and the rascals in the places of honor
and trust for them provided, riot in venality and corruption fearing no day of reckoning with the sleeping she~p !.
I am sorry to say that I think this republic is
dying, dying of the gangrene of political and official
corruption. It is blood poisoned and booked for extinction. It might rally were the populace a lion and
not a sheep. Sooner or later it will die, and those
who lay it away forever may speculate as to what
the American Republic might hav been had it not
started in until about tlie year 1,000,000, with a
higher order of man in vogue.
S 1 SLOKUM.
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The Sibylline Oracles.
GREELEY, Sept. 25, 1886.
To THE EDITOR oF -TIIE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A.re there
any prophecies at all resembling those in the Bible among
the heathen writings? If so, please let me know where they
can be found and oblige
IGNORAMUs.
A correspondent of THE TRUTH SEEKER wishes to
know if there are any prophecies among the heathen
writings at all resembling those in the Bible. We
answer Yes. The Sibylline oracles, which existed
long before the Christian era, were destroyed during
the burning of Rome, A.D. 66, but like some of the
Old Testament books, which were lost or destroyed
during the Babylonish captivity and afterward rewritten from memory or tradition, so a new collection
of the pagan books was made after the fire in Rome.
These books are quoted by the early Christian fathers
as the word of God, and so great was their estimation
and use in the church of the second and third centuries that Christians were nicknamed Sibyllists.
The most celebrated of the Sibylline books, the
Erythrean, contains an acrostic in Greek, now extant, the initial letters of which are:
Iesous Chreistos, Theou Uios, Soter, Stauros.
(Jesus Chreist, God's So~, Savior, Stake.)
Cicero, who was born 106 D.O., assails the Sibyl's
prophecy as too vague in regard to the great person
whose coming is foretold. He further says:
But that they (the verses) proceed not from fury and prophetic rage, but rather from art and contrivance, doth no less
appear otherwise than from the A.croetic in them.
Eusebius, the first church historian, affirms that
Cicero quoted these very verses which contain the
acrostic.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, who lived more than
thirty years before Christ, and Varro, who was born
116 D.o., both speak of disputes in their day about
the genuinness of the acrostics-as if there were
more than the one in their time.
The early Christians asserted the genuinness of
the Sibylline prophecies; modern Christians would
fain repudiate them. Their antiquity is as certain as
that of any New Testament writings, which some of
them no doubt antedate. It is a humiliating alternativ to which Dr. Lardner and other Christian apologists hav been driven of admitting that the Sibylline acrostic was either a pagan prophecy of Christ or
a Christian forgery. Justin Martyr (A.D. 150), the
earliest Christian writer of undisputed authenticity,
says:
The most ancient and time honored Sibyl, whose books are
preserved in all the world . . . clearly and manifestly
prophesies concerning the predicted advent of our savior
Jesus Christ, and concerning all those things that were to be
done by him.
The authenticity of Justin's "Address to the
Greeks," in which this passage occurs, has been questioned, but not its antiquity. The Christian translator
says it "was llot written later than the third century."
Now, those clear and manifest prophecies of the
advent of Jesus Chreist are found only in the eighth
book of the Sibyl, which contains the acrostic, and
in the first book. But the first book, says the author
of "Oracula Sibyllina" (Prof. C. Alexandre, Paris,
1856), "is, without doubt, later than Justin, and is
in part made up from the eighth book." And the
learned Christian author not only believes that the
eigli.th book was written between A.D. 98 and 138, but
does not doubt that Justin referred to the same. Dr.
Lardner was unwilling ·to concede that any of the
books were written earlier than A.D. 117, and Professor Alexandre's reason for assigning an earlier
date is that he finds in the eighth book a passage re!lembling one in John's gospel, which he believes was
written before A.D. 98. The resemblance, however,
is only in idea, not in words, and who knows that the
Sibyl did not precede John?
Furthermore, Professor Alexandre thinks the
acrostic was written between A.D. 96 and 117, the
rest of the book somewhat later, but all before A.D.
138.
Now, Justin, in his undoubtedly genuin "Apology,"
quotes the Sibyl as saying that "there should be a
dissolution by God of all things corruptible"-the

v~ry theme of the ~crostic, and ~J:tat follo~s

in the
eighth book. . This book co_ntams 501 lmes, and
about half of I~ relates to ~hrist .. We. are not aware
that any ~ngliah translation of It ?nsts, or. even of
the Acrostic. P~ofessor Alexandre giVS .a Lat~ translation, and all his notes a~? essays. are m Latm. .
Irenreus (A.D. 190) wntmg agamst the GnostiCs,
speak.s of th.e name of " Christ the Son " ( Uios
Chre%stos) bemg comp~sed of twelve letters.. These
two Greek. words cant~ t~elye letters, ch bemg one
letter. Hippolytus, his dismple, also descants at
length OJ\. Chreistos of the heretics.
.
_
Tertullian (A.D. 210) call~ Jesus Chriet. Ichthus
(a fish); he says that "'!e httle. fishes, ~!ter the exam~le _of our Ichthus, are bo~ m wat~r.
And the
Christian translator of Tertullian says m a note:.
The word Iohthus in Greek means a fish, and it was used
as a name of our Lord Jesus because the initials of the words
Iesous Ohristos Tlteou Uios SoteT make up that word.
The Greek Acrostic is remarkable for spelling
Chreistos with an e. The word, therefore, could not
hav been derived from chrio, "to anoint," but may
hav been derived from "chreo (also chreio), Ionic for
chrao, to deliver an oracle" (Don. Lex.).
Another remarkable thing about the Acrostic is
that the initial letters of the words Iesous Chreistos
Theou Uios Soter spell IChThUS, "a fish." One of
the three great prevailing sects in India is the
Vaishnavas, or worshipers of Vishnu, whose astronomical symbol is the fish, whose first incarnation
was in the body of a fish, and whose ninth and last
was in the person of Christna, also called by his disciples Jezeus (Anacalypsis, and Bible in India).. ·
And speaking of fish, Professor Alexandre's work
exhibits another ancient Acrostic with a fish in it,
also a savior and Galileans. The fish is most conspicuous, being invoked as a divinity, and forming
part of the first letters· of the lines of the Acrostic
which are IoHTHUS EIS AIE, "fish forever." .It· is an
epitaph on stone, and the author dates it about the
middle of the fourth century, but we suspect it to be
earlier. The only word in the inscription answering
to Christos is bereft of all but the first letter and
.follows "fish." It may therefore be a pagan epitaph,
Ichthu Ch[reste], "sweet fish."
Constantine, in his oration to the clergy, appeals to
the prophecy of the Erythrean Sibyl as declaring
" the history of Jesus" and "a certain testimony of
Christ's divinity." Rendering the Greek initial letters into Latin, Jes1ts Christus, .Dei Filius, Servator
Crux, he adds :
It is evident that the virgin [Sibyl] uttered these verses under the influence of di'IJine inspiration; and I cannot but
esteem her blessed whom the savior thus selected to unfold
his gracious purposes toward us. Many, however, who
admit that the Erythrean Sibyl was really a prophetess, yet
refuse to credit this prediction, and imagin that some one
professing our faith and not unacquainted with the poetic
art was the composer of these verses. They -hold, in short,
th~t they are a forgery. The truth, however, in this case is
evident, since the diligence of our countrymen has made a
careful computation of the times, so that there is no room to
suspect that this ooem was composed after the advent and
condemnation of hrist, or that the general report is- false
that the verses were a prediction of the Sibyl in an early age.
For it is allowed that Cicero was acquainted with this poem,
which he translated into the Latin-language and incorporated
with his own works.
This question is treated at length in the " Revelations of Antichrist," from which most of the above is
copied. Christian scholars who assign the composition of the Sibylline Oracles to even as early a period
as A.D. 96-138, or later, are, in our judgment, mistaken. We believe that the Acros~ic and most, if not
all of the Eighth Book that follows, existed in the
time of Cicero and Vano, which was our conviction
ten years ago, and it was greatly strengthened when
two years later, we discovered that Jesus and his
apostles all lived and died before the Christian era.
The Sibylline Oracles appear to be the only religious pagan book that has come down to us; but the
learned author, De Pauw, in his "Philosophical Dissertations on the Greeks" (English translation, 1793),
makes a plausible argument to show that the Greeks
had a holy Bible. He says:
Few, even of the learned, are informed at this day that the
Athenians possessed a prophetic and mysterious book, called
in their language the" Testament," on which they pretended
the safety of the republic depended. It was preserved with
so much care that no passage has ever transpired, and consequently the notions transmitted to us are very confined,
but the conjectures they lead to are infinit. The work of
darkness appears, however, to hav been of the same. nature
with the books of the Sibyls at Rome.
And the author more than suspects· that the· Sibylline books of Rome were only an imitation of the
Athenian Testament, adapted to the paganisms of
the Latins.
In expressing our conviction that these pagan
oracles antedate the Christian era, we do not admit
that they contain any real prophecies. Those relating to Jesus Christ were doubtless written after he
was put to death, about 75 years D.o. A~TIOHRIST.
"THE true Christian," said the Rev. H. Ward
Beecher, the other day, "should be luminous." Perhaps Queen Mary thought the same, comments T.
F. Gould, when she set her fellow Christians alight
at Smithfield and Oxford.
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Roman Cathe>Iicism- vs. French Republicanism. gards intellectual progress, almost a century behind villages the priest had his congregation ·recite, every

Paris. The people in the streets all speak a patois, evening, litanies that he had added these W<'>rds to,
and if you walk three or four miles out into the and which the faithful repeated nineteen times: "Decountry, you meet peasants who do not even under- liver us, 0 -Lord, from gocUess schools; deliver us,
stand French. Nor can the inhabitants of one-half 0 Lord, from unbelieving school-masters!"
of the department converse with those of the other
The department of the Lozere borders on the one
half; the language of the Pays Basque and the patois we . hav just been considering, and here we find the
of Bearn are ·as different as :French and English. religious question still more pronounced. At the
What a soil for Catholicism to flourish in !
elections of 1881 the Republicans had 23,600 votes
" In the Pays Basque," writes the 'Iemps corre- and the Reactionaries only 1,530. Last October the
spondent, " it is the religious question, above all, result was as follows. Republicans, 15,000, Reacthat served as the electoral platform of the opponents tionaries, 16,600. The Republicans, therefore, lost
of the republic. The physiognomy of this region is 8,600 voters, who went over to the opposit party
absolutely original. Everybody speaks Basque, a along with 8,000 others who had stayed at home in
language whose origm is as obscure as that of the 1881. "It is the opinion of everybody that I hav
inhabitants themselvs. .
. The whole country consulted," says the writer in the Temps, " that . this
is profoundly religious. Republicans and mo:ilarch- · change is due to the exertions of the clergy. . . .
ists alike are declared Deists, and botl! are p:roud to The elimination of religious instruction from the priproclaim the fact. On account of the dispersed situ- mary schools, the fear that theological students may
ation of .the farms it is extremely difficult to intro- be forced into the army, and the perspectiv of the
duce the republican idea into the Pays Basque. The separation, in the near future, of church and state,
voter cannot be reached except by the priest, who determined the priesthood to enter the political arena
sees him each Sunday at church, and visits him at and to defend their interests.
. . The Semaine
his home during the week. The churches, isolated Beligieuse, the organ of the bishop of Mende, publike the houses, are kept in good repair, and are the lished, under the title of the ' Obligatoriness of V otunique weekly meeting-place of the Basques. . . . ing,' a sort of electoral catechism, which was issued in a
The population cannot be said to hav political special edition for the use of priests ~nd the faithful.
opinions. Religious, that is to say, Catholic by habit It is scarcely necessary to say that It was scattered
and tradition, the people hav a blind faith in their far and wide in the mountainous districts by the Repriests. . . . It is the suppression of the teach- actionary candidates."
ing of the catechism in the schools that enabled the
Here are a few specimen questions and answers
The peasants are, for the most part, ignorant, and more
superstitious than religious. Many of them still believe in priests most to exercise an influence over the faithful taken from this curious document:
" Should one feel obliged to vote?"
sorcerers who are capable of working charms and of smiting on election day. They dechu:ed plainly that they
animals with disease and death. They are also convinced would not undertake this task. But the poor and
" Yes; and the obligation is all the more strict bethat the village priest can exorcise the evil spell, and he is ignorant parents, busy all day in the fields, could not cause the consequences of a wrong vote are very
often called in to bless the flocks stricken, 1t may be, with act the part of the village schqolmaster, so that,
detrimental to religion and society."
.
rot. The farmers liv so near together, and the parishes are
"Is it a grave fault to vote wrong?"
so small, that the priests can exert an immediate and con- although considering an understanding of the catestant influence. . . . There are only ten newspapers .in chism to be indispensable to their children, they
"Dare you believe that it would not be a grave
the whole·department, and all of them together do not ordi~ found themselvs unable to teach it to them. Hence fault to vote wrong !" ·
narilyprint more than five thousand copies. 'l.'his fact shows arose a strong feeling of unfriendliness for the re"Is an elector bound to confess having voted
the intellectual condition of the Landes farmers.
publican government. On the approach of the elec- wrong?"
.
This was the very kind of material for the wily tions, the priests did not fail to take advantage of the
"Certainly, because it is a grave fault; you should
priests to manipulate, and it is scarcely necessary to situation in order to obtain votes against the enemies feel bound to confess it, repent of it, never do so
· again, and do all in your power to repair the lamensay that they made the most of it. One of the can- of religion.
" The Pays Basque is a nursery of ecclesiastics. A table consequences of it."
didates writing from Coudure, in this department,
says: "The clergy had been saying for a long time family considers it a great honor to hav one of its
"It is said that priests hav no right to· talk of electhat all our affiictions, the phylloxera, etc., are sent members take orders. Just before the elections all tions in their pulpit. Is it true, and is it in conformus by God to punish us for deserting him. The su- the ecclesiastical nativs of the country went home ity with Catholic doctrin ~,
preme effort was made on the morning of election- and begged their friends to vote the monarchical
"The priests hav the right, and it is their duty to
day (Sunday), when our priest, in a tone of intense ticket. A certain member of the chapter of the recommend that one vote according to one's conindignation, shouted from the pulpit, referring to the cathedral of Bordeaux visited every house in his science enlightened by religion, and for those candiRepublicans, 'Let them leave us at least our sanctu- nativ township, which usually givs a Republican ma- dates who promis to defend true p1W.ciples, and not
ary, our altru;, our cross, ~~at we may ~ss i~ fo; the jority of one hundred. This year the Monarchists to support bad laws."
last time With our expmng breath ! This trrade, carried it by two hundred majority.
. A few
"What is voting right?"
spoken in a tragic manner, was a tremendous blow to days before the vote all the priests were summoned
"Ordinarily in elections, and especially in general
the republican cause in this town, for it must not be to a retreat at the bishop's, and when they returned, elections, there are two parties in the field-conserforgotten that Coudure has a swarm of priests in they began openly to electioneer, inviting, from the vativs and revolutionists, the party of order and the
embryo, and that the women, wor~ed upon for a long pulpit, their parishioners to come to the parsonage in party of disorder, God's party and Satan's party.
~hn:e by our priest, must, on leavmg ~he church, h!l'v order to receive advice as to how one should vote."
Now, there can be no hesitation as to which of these
implored their husbands to vote agamst us. It Is,
Much the same story comes from the department parties one should giv one's vote."
therefore, the priest above all who defeated me at of Hautes-Pyrenees, which lies also on the Spanish
This campaign document appeared toward the midfrontier and next to the department of Basses- dle of September, about a month before election-day.
Coudure."
These village priests simply took their cue f!om Pyrenees. Just as in the Pays Basque, the mountain The priests took the hint and began forthwith a most
their bishops. Ten days before the elections, one of villages of this department furnish an immense num- vigorous attack on the existing order of things. In
these ecclesiastical functionaries wrote as follows to ber of priests to the state church. "The result is," the Lozere, as in the Aveyron, the country pulpits
the faithful in his see: " It is sad to remark how all says the Temps correspondent, "that the clergy ex- hurled their anathemas at the legal government of
the elements seem to conspire to prevent the earth ercise a powerful influence, and their intervention in the nation and at the institutions of 1789. Every
from giving you a proper return for the hard labor an electoral campaign is sufficient to decide the re- church resounded with some such declaration as this:
that you hav bestowed upon it. For too long a time sult." The suppression of the catechism in the " Those who vote for the candidates of Satan will
already the fond hopes that are born with every primary schools, and the well-known tendency of the commit a moral sin, will be excommunicated and will
spring end only in disappointment. Your fields are Republicans toward requiring theological students to go to hell." There were variations of this general
ravaged by storms, or frost, or floods; unknown dis- undergo· service in the army-these two questions theme, as, for instance, this questioning a child on
eases attack your vinyards, and still more terrible brought out the priests of the department in battle the catechism: " 'In whose image are you made?'
maladies [referring to the cholera in Spain, whose array; and the Republican candidates were conse- asked the priest. ' In God's,' .answered the child.
frontier is within sight of the department of Landes] quently defeated.
'No,' responded the priest; 'the Republican schoolGoing into the heart of southern Franlile, into the teachers tell you that you are made in the image of a
that decimate and kill in an instant, are raging about
us. . . . When God is denied, is it astonishing backward department of !'Aveyron, the correspond- monkey; or if you don't understand that, in the
that he affirms his existence? When the cross that ent observes~ "The more I advance in this inquiry image of a "mounine" [the patois for monkey], like
he brought the world is banished from the school- through the South, the more I am convinced that the those you see at the circus.' "
room from the court house, and even from the cem- religious question was preponderant in the late elecAnother priest blesses the ballots of the reactionary
etery'· when an effort is made to efface his very name tions. My impression may be summed up in these candidates, and still another shouts from his pulpit
by no't allow:IDg it to be pr~mou?~ed ~ tlie presence words: The republic undertook a struggle with the on the very morning of election that he hopes that
of school-children j when hiS religiOn IS treated as an clergy and has been beaten. As long as fortune those who vote Satan's ticket may be struck by lightenemy and his priests msulted, is it surprising that smiled on the government and the home situation was ning. In some cases children are informed that if
good, so long the Republican party was victorious ; their fathers vote wrong-that is, for Republicanshe takes vengeance~"
.
The good bishop then goes on to tell the faithful but the moment that circumstances turned against they (the children) will not be allowed to join the
how they should vote, and it is not necessary to state us, the church easily got the upper hand again. We church, and in other cases the wives of well-known
that he does not recommend the republican ticket; hav stirred up so formidable an enemy that two bad Republicans are refused absolution. No wonder
and when it is borne in mind that this pastoral letter harvests were sufficient to render us incapable of that a senator of this department wrote to a friend
The suppression of the the day after election as follows : " I am utterly diswas read by the priest of every church in the .see, that coping with him. .
its contents served as a text to many a pulpit attack catechism in the schools is the pivot on which the couraged. I advised those who hav been attached to
on " the powers that be," and that all th~s~ impreca- elections turned. The peasant of the Aveyron, while me for long years to vote the Republican ticket. But
tions were listened to by a most sdperstitwus peas- he may enjoy the customary jokes at the expense of they refused to do so, saying, 'We do not want to
antry, who believe that bishops and priests are pos- the clergy, is at bottom religious. He believes in the lose our souls.' "
sessed of the divine inflatus-when we remember church, fears the priest, and follows his advice. And
Once more it was shown that Roman Catholicism
these circum.stances we cannot be surprised that the ever since the erasure of the catechism from the list is all-powerful when arrayed against French republirepublic suffered a disastrous defeat in the depart- of studies of the primary schools, th.e priests of the canism, and never did Gambetta's cry s.ound truer:
Aveyron hav been preaching against ' the godless "Clericalism, that's the enemy!"
ment of Landes.
Sermons, private conversations,
The department of Basses-Pyrenees lies between schools.' . .
Toulouse, France.
the department of Landes and th? Spanish ,frontier, visits to voters-they did not leave a stone unturned
that
would
aid
them
in
accomplishing
their
purpose."
and is made up of the old provmce of Bearn, the
THE main contest must be between the church of
nativ land of Henry IV., and the Pays Basque. The Here is a specimen extract from one of· these sermons.
atmosphere of this cor_n?r of France s~ems to be The parish priest of Badassac exclaimed : "France is Rome on the one hand and Rationalism on the other.
still pervaded by the spmt of the olden time. Even in utter disorder. Our holy religion is attacked on Protestantism is midway between the two, and must
Pau, the capital of the department, the r~sor~ of tour- every side. The devil has left the bottomless pit. ultimately take sides with one or the other of the
ists from all parts of Europe and Amenca, Is, as re- We must stand firm, my dear brethren." In certain combatants.-». M, Benne~t.
Tneodore Stanton in the Inaepenaent.

The expulsion of the French princes, the performances of General Boulanger, minister· of war the
election of the councilors-general for the departm'ents,
and .several minor episodes in the political life of
France during -the past summer hav led many good
people to see in each one of these acts a blow struck
at the existence of the Third Republic. But all
these temporary dangers sink to nothingness when
compared with that ever-abiding one, the hostility of
Roman Catholicism.
The Paris Temps, the leading Republican daily,
published, a few months ago, a series of valuable
letters touching on this very subject. Their aim was
to account for the defeat in ce~ain departments of
so many Republican candidates at the general elections of last autumn for members of the Chamber of
Deputies. As I hav not seen them mentioned in
America, and as they afford a new and astounding
revelation of the power exerted by the clergy in the
field of politics, they cannot but prove of interest at
this time when so many observers think they see setting in the decline of the French republic. For my
own part, however, I do not believe that such a crisis
exists, but if it does come, it will be mainly due to
the influences and labors described in the rest of this
-article.
Speaking of the department of Landes, one of the
correspondents of the Temps said:

.
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it had become so established in 1728 that, in the case of the case at 12:30, by 3 o'clock he will be sentenced." The
King 'VB. Woolston, 2 Stra. 834, the court would not suffer it Christians were sure they had their enemy on .the
to be debated whether to -yvrite against Christianity was pun- hip, and that for some time to come he would cease

~~~:~~~ !!~t~:~o:t~ c~:~a~ ~~:~~~a~:~~n;':~~d~h~e:~i

··,Editor. blasphemy and profaneness are offenses by the common law,
E. M. :MAODONALD,
and cites 2 Stra. Then Blackstone, in 1763, IV. 59, repeats
'
0. P. SoMERBlj
Business M~~~,· the words of Hale, that ' Christianity is a part of the laws of
PUBLIBliED BY
England,' citing Ventris and Strange. And, finally, Lord
'I HE TR (T'I'H SEEKER COMPANY. '·Mansfield, with a little qualification, in Evans's case, in1767,
say:~ that ' the essential principles of revealed religion are
33 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.
parf·0f the common law.' Thus engulphing Bible, Testament, .aD,d all into the common law, without citing any
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. authority l· And thus we find this chain of authorities hanging link by link, one upon another, all ultimately on one and
the same hook, an,d that a mistranslation of the words, 'anAddress all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER den scripture,' used·.,by Prisot. Finch quotes Prisot ; WinCOMPANY. Make all Drafts, Checks, and Express Money gate does the same.·· ... ~heppard quotes Prisot, Finch, and
and Post.ojfice Orders payable to CHARLES P. SOMERBY. Wingate. ·Hale cites nobody. The court, in Woolston's
case, cite Hale. Wood cites Woolston's case. Blackstone
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 6, 1886. quotes Woolston's case and Hi!.lfl. And Lord Mansfield, like
Hale, ventures it on his own authority. Here I might defy
the best read lawyer to produce ariother scrip of authority
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
for this judiciary forgery, and I might go. on further to show
Single subscription ............................................. . $3 00 how some of the Anglo-Saxon priests inter.12olated into the
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . li 00
Two uew subscribers .......................................... . li 00 text of Alfred's laws the 20th, 21st, 22d, and '23.d chapters of
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onereExodus, and the 15th of the Acts of the Apostles,. from the
mittance ...................................................... . li 00 23d to the 29th verses. But this would lead my'p~tn and
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one '2 OO your patience too far. What a conspiracy this betw;een
remittance .................... · ·· · · ······ ··· ··· ··· · · ··········
church and state 1 Sing Tantarara, rogues all, rogues aiL..
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
1)0
Sing
Tantarara, rogues all!"
8
remittance ........................ · .. · ..... · ·. · ·. · ·. · ·. · · · ·. · ·
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
It is undisputed that the common law of this
remittance ................................. · ······· · ···· ·· · · · · 10 00 country is derived from England. But the common
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.
law of England is older than Christianity. If the
religion of England had always been part of the
How Christianity Was Engrafted upon the Com- common law, then we should .find incorporated in it
mon Law of England.
all sorts and kinds of religion. In the earliest times
The idea of a great many Christians in this coun- of British history Druidism was prevalent. The Rotry is that Christianity is a part of the common law mans brought with them the gods of Rome. The
of the land This notion has ~ascended from the Saxons brought the Saxon gods. When Christianity
time of the Puritans, and a great many judges hav straggled into England, it was in the form of Catholset the seal of official approval upon it. Several icism. Afterward Protestantism was adopted. Then
judges, also, hav repudiated this notion. But the Catholicism again was supreme. Then Protestnotion is still prevalent, and often quoted. Daniel antism was the state religion. Presbyterianism was
Webster claimed it when he unsuccessfully attempted once dominant; then Puritanism; then came the
to break the will of Stephen Girard-an attempt, by Church of England. Either all or none of these
the way, that has since more effectually succeeded were common law. Every lawyer knows that not
through Christian duplicity and dishonesty than was Druidism, nor the mythology of Rome, nor the idolpossible through any arts of the law. The Massa- atry of the Saxons is regarded as common law, and
chusetts legislators had no doubt that Christianity was the orily authority for the claim that Christianity is a
a part of the common· law when they passed the act part of the common law Jeffersonshows to be the deagainst Atheism and blasphemy which the New J er- cisions of several judges, all based on the missey legislators copied, and under which Charles B. translation of a single word, quoted from one
Reynolds is now indicted and awaiting trial.
case to another. When the Massachusetts people
But all these folks will be surprised to learn that adopted Matthew Hale's opinion on this subject, they
this notion is based on a gross fraud perpetrated adopted also his belief in witchcraft, and he was their
centuries ago, and exposed in this country by no less great authority in sustaining the prosecutions for
a person than Thomas Jefferson. In his speech de_ witchcraft which disgraced Massachusetts's early hisfending Abner Kneeland, at the January term of tory. New Jersey, too, once had laws against
court, in Bofi!ton, in 1834, just fifty-three years before witches, but. they hav long since been repealed, and
Mr. Reynolds will be tried, Andrew Durilap, Mr. their reenactment forbidden. The last relic of these
Kneeland's counsel, drew the attention of the court barbaric times when church and state were united is
to the following letter from Thomas Jefferson to the blasphemy statute, which imprisons a man for
twelve months who contumeliously reproaches the
Major Cartwright, of England:
" I was glad to find in your book a formal contradiction Christian religion..
at length, of the judiciary usurpation of legislativ powers ;
for such the judges hav usurped in their repeated decisions
Then and NOW.
that Christianity is a part of the common law. The proof of!.--------- ·
the contrary which you hav adduced is incontrovertible, t
In the old times of the 'Inquisition, when Chriswit, that the common law existed while the Anglo-Saxo
tianity ruled everything and everybody, the punishwere yet pagans, at a time when they had never yet hear~ ment of a heretic was attended to by the priests and
the name of Christ pronounced, or knew that such a chara '- their mercenaries with but little ceremony and no
ter had ever existed. But it may amuse you to show whe vacillation. Scores and hundreds of so-called Infidels
and by what means they stole this law in upon us. In:
case of quare impedit in the Year book, 34 H. 6, folio
were killed without the outside world's knowledge,
(anno 1458), a question was made how far the ecclesiastic 1 but with its full privity and consent. Occasionally,
.d however, the church would hold a festival for its
law was to be respected in a common law court.
Prisot, a chief justice, givs his opinion in these words : 'fA. children, the chief attraction of which was the bumtiel leis qu'ils de seint eglise ont en ancien scri,ture,
conviebt ·
f
f
·
h
a nous a donner credence; car ceo common"' ley sur quels mg o a score or so o heretics. To this t e common
touts manners leis sont fondes. Et, auxy, Sir, nous sumps people resorted gladly, laughing and rejoicing that
obliges de connstre lour ley de saint eglise; et semblable- the enemies of the church were to be punished. A
ment ils sont obliges de conustre nostre ley. Et, Sir, si p&it Spanish auto-aa;[e of· the .fifteenth century became
apperer or a nous que l'evesque ad fait come :un ordinary f~a the church festival of the nineteenth century.
en tiel cas, adoD,g nous devons ceo adjuger bon, ou authW 6 could not help thinking of this while at 1\iorrisment nemy,' etc. SeeS. C. Fitzh. abr, Qu, imp. 89. Bfo. t
I t
k h
th
f Mr R
ld
Abr. Qu, imp. 12. Finch, in his first book, c. 3, is the first own as wee ' w en
e case o
. eyno s was
afterwards who quotes this case, and mistakes it thus : 'To in court. The state had subprenaed about thirty
such laws of the church as hav warrant in holy scripture, our witnesses to testify that Mr. Reynolds had exposed
law giveth credence.' And cites Prisot, mistranslating 'an- the Christian religion to contempt and ridicule by
cien scripture' into 'holy scripture.' Whereas Prisot palpa}Jly circulating in Boonton his pamphlet on "Blasphemy
says, ' to such laws as those of holy church hav in and;pnt and the Bible." These witnesses .filled one side of a
writing, it is proper for us to giv credence;' to wit, to tlieir
ancient w1itten laws. This was in 1613, a century and a Jialf car on the run between Boonton and Morristown,
after the dictum of Prisot. Wingate, in 1658, erects this f~lse and overflowed to .the other side, where sat the
translation into a maxim of the common law, copying;the Boonton friends of Mr. Reynolds--Mr. Worman,
words of Finch, but citing Prisot. Wing. Max. 3, and S~ep. ·Mr. Maxfield, and the sturdy Mrs. Booth and her
pard, title, ' Religion,' in 1675, copies the same mistranslalarge family of grown -up sons and daughters.
.
tion, quoting theY. B. Finch and Wingate. Hale expre~ses
it in these words, ' Christianity is parcel of the laws of ~ng- Everyone in the car was going to attend the trial,
land.' 1 Veutr. 293, 3 Keb. 607. But he quotes no author- and everyone thought that before night Mr. Reynolds
ty. By thu~ echoin~s anq reechoings·from one to another, would be in jail. A lawyer said, "If they call his

========================

.~

disturbing the ·serenity of Boonton. Mr. Reynolds's
friends were greatly depressed in spirit; they went
to Morristown feeling about the same as the friends
of the condemned heretics might feel upon witnessing the forming of the priestly procession for the

auto-aa;[e. The Christians went as to a festivalarrayed in their best, laughing, and happy-with
anticipations of a pleasing spectacle. Their Bible
was to be vindicated by the imprisonment of the man
who ridiculed it, and why shouldn't they be happy?
f
The animal and religious o their natures were in the
ascendant, just as these traits were in the ascendant ·
in the Catholics of Spain two or three centuries ago.
They had no thought of the wife waiting for a word
from her husband, of .the children waiting to see
their father. Their jollity was a shameful exhibition
of the tiger still lurking in Ch1istianity.
Blasphemy laws are the expression of this feeling
of hate and revenge which Christians entertain toward unbelievers. It is the cruelty in human nature,
intensified by the devoutness with which they. worship. The dearer they hold their religi?n, the .fiercer
·.d,,o they persecute those who oppose 1t. The orily
~a~~o prevent such deeds of c~elty is to substitute
~ th~ people.!!' love for me~ l.nste:d of a love for
~~lle"'Btront.on-Christlaps ~ ;. more of
macii!y~than of therr creeds, they woudd ~ot hav
been so Jolly _over the prospect of s~ndmg Mr
Reynolds to pnson.
-------~~~--------

Heresy! Heresy !
When Henry George began his campaign for the
mayoralty of this city, among his stanchest supporters were a few Catholic priests, chief of whom
was Edward McGlynn, of St. Stephen's church in
East 28th street. Mr. McGlynn was a popular
orator at Mr. George's meetings, and publicly announced his conversion to Mr. George's land themies.
A few days before the election the priests, for some
reason or other, quieted down, and it was publicly
announced that the higher Catholic authoritie.s had
sat on them. Monsignor Ducey, one of the city's
prelates, said that McGlynn's speeches had given
such offense to the Catholic authorities that "he had
been inhibited from making further political
speeches." Monsignor Preston, vicar-general of the
diocese, wrote as follows regarding Henry George's
candidacy:
.
"I can state with confidence that the great majority of
the Catholic clergy in this city are opposed to the candidacy
of Mr. George. They think his principles unsound and unsafe, and contrary to the teachings of 'the church. I hav not
met one among the priests of this archdiocese who would
not deeply regret the election of Mr. George to any position .
of influence. His principles, logically carried out, would
prove the ruin of the workingman he professes to befriend.
Whatever may be. said, I think there is no question as to the
position of the Catholic clergy. And although we never interfere directly in elections, we would not wish now to be
misunderstood at a time when the best interests of society
may be in danger."
A World reporter called upon Mr. McGlynn to obtain from him the knowledge of how he regarded
this' manifesto of his priestly superior. Mr. McGlynn
developed surprising symptoms of heresy, w1iting
his sentiments down as follows:
"I think that if ecclesiastical authorities wished to giv to
the public the impression or the information which your note
tells me was·conveyed in an interview in your paper yesterday, they would hav taken some other way of doing it. I
therefore think proper to take no notice of that interview.
"As to your second question, whether the supposed action of ecclesiastical superiors implies that Mr. Gecrge's doctrins are disapproved of by the church, I hav to say that the
only action of ecclesiastical superiors that is in evidence is a
published letter of Monsignor Preston, which, for aught that
appears, may hav been published without his consent. It is
an answer to a letter of a personal friend. In ariy case these
utt\)rances of Monsignor Preston should hav just so much
weight, and no mor~, as the readers may feel called upon to
giv them-such opinion as they may hav of his capacity to
observe facts, to state them accurately, and to pass judgment upon them wisely.
"I, for one, totally dissent from his statements of fact
and from his expressed opinions. And I db not forget that
ecclesiastics whose censure was of much greater weight than
hfs, even if expressed in his official capacity, namely, the socalled 'Qualifiers' of the Roman Inquisition, condemned as
heresy what their successors acknowledged to be no heresy,
but a scientific truth, when they condemned the teaching of
Galileo as heretical because expressly contrary to the holy
ecriptures.
" The letters of Galileo and the work of Copernicus, a
Catholic priest, teaching the true solar system, were ]!laced
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upon the index of forbidden books and kept there for a
century, till they were removed from it by that enlightened
·
·
pope, Benedict XIV."
Mr. McGlynn writes quite bravelyin this interview,
but, all the same, he has not made any more cam~
paign speeches. Probably he will obey orders in
that respect. What the church will do to him for
recalling one of its most serious ancient errors
remains to be seen. And, too, saying that his
-ecclesiastical superior's opinions are entitled to only
the weight that anyone feels called upon to giv them
-that is, of no more weight than those of any other
weil-read person with medieval leanings- this is
heresy, flat and heinous!
The Reverend Dr. Edward McGlynn, of St.
Stephen's, will do well to be careful. The serpent
yet has fangs !
------~~.-------

The Kansas Victims of Law.
On Tuesday, October 19th, Mr. E. C. Walker and
his wife were denied a new trial, and sentenced by
Judge Crosier to two and one-half months' and one
and one-half months' imprisonment, respectivly.
The sheriff and his deputy vigorously protested
against having a woman sent to the jail, as there
were no accommodations for her,· and the judge
allowed the sheriff to keep Mrs. Walker at his house
until a cell could be cleaned and furnished. By this
time, undoubtedly, she is in jail at Oskaloosa. The
case will go to the Supreme Court of Kansas at once.
The position of the judge in this case is an
anomalous one, and his action is very queer. He
decided that Mr. Walker and Miss Harman are
legally married, yet he shuts them up in jail, as
though they were criminals. His action .amounts to
a declaration that people are not free to legally
marry as they please, but must go through certain
forms. If this is law, it certainly is not justice.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker are being vigorously defended,
and if the Supreme Court follows the precedents of
law they will be released. Eighteen states, Mr.
Walker says, hav decided that marriages of the nature of his are valid. There is no reason why Kansas
should fall out of line. The secular idea of marriage
is that. it is a partnership ; the Christian idea is that
it·is a sacrament. If it is a simple partnership, the
witnessing by law officers is no more essential to its
legality than such witnessing is to any contract made
by any two competent persons. The rightful purpose of the law is fulfilled in securing to the parties
theirs and their children's rights in the matter of
property and parental care. There is nothing at all
sacred about marriage, and if Mr. and Mrs. Walker
can help to- get it out of the sacrilegious hands of
power-seeking churchmen, and more fully establish
its secular character, they will hav conferred a benefit
upon the country.
One of the incidents of this affair is the desertion
of Mr. Walker by his old friend, Tucker. Hitherto
·Mr. Walker and Mr..Tucker hav been mutual admirers of each other, nestling side by side 011 the
elevated roost of philosophical Anarchism.
Mr.
Tucker now parts from Mr. Walker, sadly but firmly.
Why1 · Because, in claiming that his marriage is
legal, Mr. Walker submits to the state, and in so
doing makes a dependant of himself and Mrs.
Walker, and Mr. Tucker will never contribute
"money for the vindication of the right of men and
women to enslave themselvs." And Mr. Tucker adds,
"All who contribtite to the Lucifer defense fund will
be doing just that and nothing less." It is painful
to see these two eminent Anarchists disagreeing, but
such is Anarchy! From the standpoint of thell:
philosophy Mr. Tucker is right. If· Mr. Walker and
lVIiss Harman had been acting up to the principles of
Anarchism, they would hav formed their union· without saying anything to anybody, and without any
ceremony whatever. In making their contract in the
presence of third parties they were not only illogical,
but abandoned the right to be considered Anarchists.
Having abandoned that, they might, without further
sacrifice of principle, hav gone before a justice of the
peace. However, as their marriage is legal without
the signature of a justice, they had the right to
choose the simplest way. Moreover, Mr. Tucker was
as illogical as they when he allowed their union to
stand as Anarchistic, and proposed to defend it. But
now that l\ir. Tucker has forsaken Mr. Walker, the opponents of An~rchy will probably love the latter more
for the enemy he has made. Mr. Tucker, we think,
might hav waited till Mr. Walker was free before
abandoning him. If adherence to Anarchy d.emands

t~e severing of the friendship, a censorious world will
say it would hav been less unkind to do it when the
forsaken one did not need funds.
Now· the world
will recall -the fact that the Chicago Anarchists were
left in the same way, and draw erroneous conclusions.

Theory and Practice.
It is a favorit theory with the Christians that
prayer is of great utility. As a means of making
known to God his own glory and perfections; as a
means of informing him how h13 should conduct
the world; as a means of impressing him with
an adequate idea of the greatness of his ministers
and the general unworthiness of all who do not fall
down and support them; and as the most direct
method to bring alleged divinity to the level of his
creatures, prayer has been found particularly efficacious. It is held, too, by a great many good Christians, that prayer is always answered, either directly
or indirectly, or not at all. They believe implicitly
in prayer, and consider it a good thing.:_in fact, the
best thing in the world
The Rev. A. B. Simpson is perhaps as hon~st in
his belief in prayer as any Cluistian in this city.
Christ said that if one possessed faith he could pray
mountains aside. Mr. Simpson believes Christ spoke
the truth, though he has never moved mountains.
But so confident is he that prayer is answered that
he has started an institution at 329 East Fiftieth
street, this city, known as tl).e Berachah Orphanage.
He has gathered therein ten orphans, and so reliant
upon prayer is the Rev. Mr. Simpson that he has
these ·orphans depend upon prayer for thell: daily
subsistence, and also upon prayer instead of upon
doctors in sickness. Mr. Simpson himself is a faith
cure practitioner.
Now comes Superintendent Jenkins, of Mr. Gerry's
Society for the Protection of Children, and hales Mr.
Simpson before the courts, as Mr. Cowley of the
Shepherd's Fold was haled. Why Mr. Jenkins interfered in the matter he told a reporter: "This society
does not believe in faith institutions, particularly for
children. I don't charge Mr. Simpson with anything
criminal. My course was dictated by a belief that
reliance upon faith may lead to neglect of the children, especially in sickness."
Alas for the faith! Mr. Jenkins is a Christian, but
he evidently does not believe in prayer. When ad-·
dressing Sunday-schools he tells the children to pray,
but when anyone attempts to liv by prayer he would
use the strong arm of the law to force down his
throat the prosaic potato and commonplace bread
and butter. Christian theory and practice seem
greatly at variance. ·

men, and an over-anxious desire not to hurt, by any expres-·
sion of Infidelity, Mr. George's chances of election, rendered
Mr. Redpath extremely inaccurate in one historical statement. Bowing low to Dr. McGlynn he avowed, "If it had
not been for the church we should not· hav had any Sunday."
This is an utterly false assertion, for· the :J?:indoos, Chinese,
Persians, Assyrians, and Egyptians all hav their septenary
day of rest, and had it, too, before the apostolic tramps were
heard of, and before Constantine joined the church. They
had it contemporary with ·the Jewish Sabbath; they had it
when God's chosen people were slaves in Egypt; and in
China, so far as the historians know, a seventh day of rest
was observed before the creation is said to hav occurred. Mr.
Redpath knows this well enough, bnt probably the presence
of such distinguished clergymen upon the platform, and the
desire for Mr. George's election, frightened the knowledge
away. Rabbi E. B. M. Browne, who had accepted an invitation to speak at this meeting, sent a letter of regret that he
could not fill the engagement. He closed with these words :
"Liberty without religion is a logical contradiction. Religion without a Sabbath is logical nonentity. Agnosticism,
Atheism, and Anarchy are only three different names of the
same monster, in its various stages of development, threatening the very life of the republic. The Sabbath alone can
save our Union. Let the workingman's powerful arm wield
the Sabbath weapon to crush Anarchy's skull. This is a religious country!" John Swinton, who presided, had too
much common sense to read Rabbi Browne's letter.

WE noted last week the employment by the Independent
of a force of women compositors who were compelled to
labor nearly all one night without extra remuneration. By
a letter in the London Preas News we judge this unfair treatment. ~f printers to be a common failing of the religious
press. The writer asks: " Can yo.u explain the query, Why
do religious bodies, as a rule, pay such poor prices for their
printing? I hav on my books five representativs of religion,
and although they all strongly object to nasty work, cheapness is an indispensable essential to doing business with
them. I know this is a mania with which we are all more
or. less a:fllicted, and the low. figure generally secures the
order; but, for downright starvation prices, my experience
has brought me in contact with no tradesman who can be
compared to religious folk. ' How much do you charge for
a hundred bills about this size?' (demy-folio) I was lately
asked by a clergyman who wanted some done ' at once.'
'About 5s. or 6s.; it depends on the matter to be set up.'
'So much as that! I never paid more than 3s. 6d. when I
was in Bermondsey !' And a similar wail do I hav to hear
with larger orders from the same class of customers. I do
not know if other printers hav _a like unpleasant experience,
but certainly it is my lot to "deal with religious people who
hav desperately narrow views of the laborer being worthy of
his hire." An American journal takes this letter up and
adds another count to the indictment: " It is a fact that admits of no denial that a majority of religious periodicals are
printed in unfair shops, and that as a rule printing for
churches or church sociables, concerts, lectures, etc., is of
an unprofitable character. Why compositors employed on
Sunday-school magazines or denominational journals should
receive less wages than those employed on secular publications is a conundrum we should like to hav satisfactorily explained. The Bible teaches that the laborer is worthy of
his hire. We are not referring to country publications, or
the struggling parish minister, but to religious publications,
official and representativ in their character, organs of the
Editorial Notes.
OuR readers will be glad to know that Colonel Ingersoll more wealthy denominations published in our larger cities.
was none the worse for his trip through the rain to Morris- We like to see practice and preaching correspond."
town to save Mr. Reynolds from a county jail, and that his
throat is doing well and is likely in a short time to be as good
Lectures and Meetings.
as ever. Considering the risk he ran of a cold that might hav
W.
S.
BELL
writes
us thl\t he has all the work he can
permanently disabled his vocal organs, Mr. Ingersoll's efforts
to
in
Texas
until
December, when he goes to Kansas.
attend
for Mr. Reynolds parto\)k of the nature of a self-sacrifice-a
sort of voluntary immolation on the legal altar of Christian
J. E. REMSBURG, the Liberal speaker, addressed the peobigotry. Such magnificent generosity is characteristic of ple at Preston's Opera House, Thursclay, October 14th. Mr.
the man, and, with the thousand or so of other. good traits, Remsburg is a pleasing speaker, and held the attention of
makes him loved by all who know him, and by a few mill- the large audience for over an hour. Sometimes, during the
iqns who hav not that privilege.
address, the house was stilled to absolute quiet. He gave a
brief review of the life of Thomas Paine, and his connection
THE Kansas City Organizer, a labor journal, is reSponsible with and part in the formation of our government. . .
authority for the following: "A few days ago an eminent
Altogether, it was an earnest and eloquent appeal
divine of this city rode out to the end of the cable line, where for justice to the memory of "ne of the greatest statesmen
a great many are laborers at work, for. the purpose of raising and patriots of the the Revolutionary period.-Grinnetl, Ia.,
funds for a church building. Instead of going to the men Independent.
himself, telling them his mission and thankfully receiving
THE Republican Press of Millsville, Wis., dated October
what each could afford to giv, he induced the contractor, the
employer of the men, to go with him. Together they filched 21st, writes thus of Mr. Charles Watts's recent lectures in
from the poverty-stricken laborers one dollar each by terroriz- that city : " The Liberal lectures given at the theater on
ing them with the fear that unless they each gave that amount Saturday and Sunday by Mr. Charles Watts were largely atthey would lose their job. One poor man with a family tended, and gave great satisfaction to the hearers. Mr.
offered twenty-five cents, but the priest, accompanied by him Watts, besides being a very eloquent speaker, is a logical
upon whom the poor man was depending for a living, said one, and his lectures are bristling all over with good points
that they took nothing less than a dollar. Most of the men which appeal to the reason of his hearers instead of their
gave their consent, and,Saturday night the mmiey was taken prejudices. ·He does not resort to abuse in his lectures, but
from their wages by the religious boss. One poor man who he says some sharp things which no man can successfully
had been out of work for several months, and who is in des- dispute, so far as heard from."
titute circumstances, refused to make a donation and reW. F. JAMIESON's engagements are as follows: Wickes,
ceived a scowl from the boss and was discharged the next Mont., Nov. 3d, 4th, and 5th; Dillon, Nov. 7th, 8th, and
day."
9th; Denver, Col., Nov. 14th; Greeley, Nov. 17th, 18th, and
THE clerks and salesmen of this city held a mass-meeting 19th. Colorado Liberals desiring lectures will address him
last week to influence public opinion in favor of early closing, at Denver, care of Charles Roth, 271 Fifteenth street. Of
Saturday half holidays, and a total abolition of Sunday his effort in Bozeman, Mont.'· the Daily Courier of that place
traffic. The affair was practically a campaign meeting says : " The lecturer has a very pleasant and fluent address,
for Henry George. The principal orators were two. clergy- and the deep interest with whiqh he waded into his subject
men-a Catholic and a Protestant. Sandwiched between appeared to take hold of his audience." The Chronicle, of
them was James Redpath, manager of the North .American the same place, said: "Mr. Jamieson delivered the first of a
Rl!'l!iew, and a Freethinker. He made the best speech of the series of lectures Tuesday evening. He is a splendid speaker,
evenin~, aitl).ough col!siqera.tion for the feelings of the church- and has a na,tional reputation a.s a Liberal lecturer."
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GR!NNBLL, Ll.., Oct. 23, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: ·J. E. Remsburg was at this place, and delivered his lecture,." The Apostle of Liberty." He had a
large audience, and the most of the people seemed attentiv.
One Christian walked out before the lecture was over, and
pulled his hat down over his eyes, as he went, as though
ashamed of being there at all.
·
MINNIE B. LEINs.
AxTELL, KAN., Oct. 3, 1866.
MR. EDITOR: The orthodox clergy are endeavoring to convince the people that Liberals are Anarchists, but if our
Liberal journals take the right course they will fail. Liberalism in this vicinity is fifty per cent stronger than five years
ago, and if Liberal literature could be scattered broadcast
among the people all over the land, the clergy would soon
be earning their labor by honest labor.
J. E. C.

into the children, even before a knowledge of right and
wrong can get a chance to dawn. on their infantile minds.
The· slurs and false insinuations which this priest seems to
delight to heap upon his opponents, especially his questionable
statements ill regard to the religious reaction that culminated
in the excesses of the French revolution, could be ably met by
our noble historian, James Parton, Esq., whose masterly
works apparently form no portion of the library of the cowardly priest ()f Waterloo.
. FAIR PLAY.
NEw YoRK, Oct. 16, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $1, and continue my paper
until the close of the year.
As there is a diversity of opinion in regard to your illustrations, I will offer .mine. I think they are immense. They
are silent sermons. At the firat view some of them seem
ridiculous, but upon a close study it dawns upon you in all
lts beauty like a stereoscopic view. llook as anxiously for
my paper as I would for an expected letter. Of course, I
cannot indorse everything that is published in it; still, I hav
charity enough to tolerate the most diverse views ; and by
p~blishing different opinions you show your liberality. In
regard to the Anarchists' trial and conviction in Chicago I
heartily agree with you. I do not sympathize with the
cause, but still I claim that those men should hav a fair, impartial trial. Then, if justice says they are guilty, let them
suffer; but their guilt has not been proven yet.
J. w. CHISM.

SALEsviLLE, M. T., Oct. 9, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Since some of your correspondents are engaged in cracking the nut whether wheat will pass to chess,
I want to pass one in and hav it cracked among the rest.
A few years since there was a patch of volunteer winter
wheat on my ranch. After it had jointed, some cattle got
into the field and grazed on the patch. As a natural consequence, some stools were left untouched, others entirely
eaten off, while others were partly eaten. Those untouched
KALAMAzoo, MroH., Oct. 20, 1886.
grew up wheat; those eaten off sprouted again from the
MR. EDITOK: After Mr. Watts finished his recent successful
stool, and came up chess; those half eaten came partly
course of lectures at Grand Rapids, we invited him here.
wheat and partly chess from the same stool.
He gave an eloquent address at the Opera H.ouse before a
THOMAS BURK.
good-sized audience; subject, "The Superstitious Teachings
SNoWVILLE, VA., Oct. 20, 1886.
of the Bible." Fred ·Hotop, proprietor of the American
MR. EDITOR: In "Letters from Friends," J. H. Paine givs House, the finest and largest hotel in the city, entertained
a deserved tribute to Mr. Hacker and his Pleasure Boat, as Mr. Watts while here in grand style. He attended the lect.
well as to his work of to-day; and yet just now Hacker and ure with· his whole family. He is a German, a city official,
his aged wife are suffering for food, clothes, and all the and a prominent, publie-spirited man. He said to me : " Hav
needs of a comfortable life, and even thinking of laying down Mr. Watts come right here every time. I want to encourage
the lives that are seeming to be only a tax an!f a burden to such men."
themselvs and to the community. They gave all when
Fuller and Son, liverymen, sent out an elegant conveyance
youth, health, and strength were theirs, and now, when old, to show Mr. Watts over the city. Messrs. Gault, Kauffer,
crippled, sick, and in poverty, the world passes by on the Sheriff Galligan, Bragg, Stearns, Haurer, judge, and many
other side. Friends who feel for the needy will .please ad- others took. an activ part in making the lecture and Mr.
dress him, with inclosures as they are able and willing, Watts's visit here a success.
Jeremiah Hacker, Berlin, Camden Co., N.J.
ELMINA.
Mr. Watts is here again on his return from the West. He
lectures to-night before the Knights of Labor upon " GladMINIER, ILL., Oct. 18, 1886.
·
stone and the Home Rule."
MR. EDITOR: It appears to me but just that all liberalTo-morrow we go to Hastings, where, through the assistminded men should help turn the great wheel of free thought
ance of Charles H. Bauer, a prominent lawyer and citizen of
and speech (so long as it does. not interfere with the rights of
that place, I hav arranged for five lectures. No doubt Mr.
others). Inclosed find post-office. money-order for $13.50.
Bauer will send you a report of the lectures from there.
For defense of Mr. C. B. Reynolds against the good ChrisLuorus C. WEsT.
tians of New Jersey: Frank Williams, $1; John F. Quigg,
$1; James F. Quigg, $1; B. T. Briggs,$~; Philip !mig,
OsHKOSH, Wis., Oct. 15, 1886.
$1; Wm. J. Nicolay, 50 cents; J. M. Laudett, 50 cents;
MR. EDITOR: Some months ago, I attended the funeral serJont Hammond, 50; J. S~haaf, $2; also $5 for two. sub- vices -of the Rev. Mr. Jones, of the Methodist church,
scriptions for THE TRUTH SEEKER-Shed. Tanner and Lewis who died wealthy. Rev. Mr. Wilcox, of the first Methodist
Pleines. I hope to be able to send in the names of more new church, preached the sermon, and I had to smile a smole
subscribers soon. I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER when he said that all successful preachers were called by
about six months; hav but one fault to find, that is, it is giv- God to preach the gospel. I suppose he meant all who got
ing us a little too much on Anarchy, I think, detrimental to rich. The local papers hav never told us how much he was
the cause of liberty.
Yours respectfully,
J. SoHAAF.
worth, but simply said he had left his family well fixed.
But it is well known here that he died wealthy. Now, as it
ALLISToN, ONT., Oct. 12, 1886.
is not easy for a rich man to get to heaven by the old route,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for another year.
I think he must hav gone cross lots, if he ever gets there. I
Although not indorsing some of the illustrations, I would believe all tae Liberal lecturers are afraid of this place, as
not like to miss some of the able articles. within your pages. they never come here, and I don't know as I can blame them
Such pictures as kissing the pope's foot I think extremely much, for this is the fountain head of superstition in the
foolish, and bound to hav a bad effect on our noble cause. whole West. I hav been trying for the last three months to
Not but that the Catholics are servil enough, but I hold if convert a Catholic lady, a neighbor of mine, and hav got
they cannot be reasoned out of their belief they will not be her almost done. She has become very much interested in
ridiculed out of it. And there is nothing will stop a Catholic THE TRUTH SEEKER, and is reading all my Liberal books. I
quicker from reading THE TRUTH SEEKER than a look at that also hav a number of others on the anxious seat. I am
picture. They may increase the circulation amongst a cer- working very quietly but very effectually. My TRUTH
tain class, but I think we will find a safer class of converts in SEEKER comes regularly, and is the most welcome visitor at
the churches than the heedless, thoughtless crowd who are my house. There is a church scandal on the tapis here, but
tickled with the caricatures. However, you run the paper I will wait further developments before I say anything
and not me; all the same you are welcome to my opinion.
about it.
GEo. M. HARE.
Yours fraternally,
JosEPH ELLIS.
NEwARK, N.J., Oct. 10, 286 ..
LINDSAY, ONT., Pet. 12, 286.
MR. EDITOR : I wish to know if it is possible to get the
MR. EDITOR: A converted Catholic, who is now a truth Anarchist reply to the judge. If so, would you please pubseeker Secularist, a gentleman who is not too bigoted to keep lish in your next number of THE TRUTH SEEKER? [The ~om
himself posted in Catholic literature, has requested me to for- plete speeches of the Anarchists before Judge Gary are pubward to you the inclosed copy of Priest Lambert's reply to lished in pamphlet form. They would fill two issues of THE
Mr. Reynolds's kind invitation to attend the recent Freethink- TRUTH SEEKER. Publishing them is therefore out of the
er's convention, and to there giv his reasons, if he had any, question. The pamphlet can undoubtedly be obtained of the
for the faith he advocates, in accordance with 1 Peter iii, xv. Labor Press Association, 76 and 78 Fifth avenue, Chicago,
With characteristic Christian bravery, the priest falls back to Ill., for about 25 cents.-ED. T. S.] I hav read their trial,
the rear and ''lashes the Freethinker," as well as his friends, and fail so see any evidence that would justify the sentence.
with a slanderous two-column newspaper excuse for not Those men's lives hav been sworn away and convicted by a
meeting his opponents, even though assured of fair treat- spy. That is not reliable evidence in a court of justice, but
ment and an attentiv hearing, which, in the light of recent I suppose it is good. enough for a political court. You know
events in religious New Jersey, is considerably better than that all our judges in this free country of ours are politithe deeds there done by the servants of the so-styled Prince cians. You know that they are all honest. You also know
of Peace. Mr. Lambert was evidently fearing the applica- they are above suspicion of doing any wrong to their fellowtion of the old-time orthodox torture argument to help con- man. You know their decisions are always in favor of the
vince him of the errors of his faith; fiction, ·and preverted salt" of this earth, the poor man, and against the rich. In
idealism.
fact, they are god-fearing men, not worldly; they are true
The ignorance displayed by the priest of Waterloo of the Christians; they are so religious after they condemn a poor
objects and aims of Secularists is most astonishing, and if plebeian to be choked to death they wind up in a sanctimothe majority of Christian minis~ers are no better informed, it nious whine, " And may God hav mercy on your soul."
is no wonder that their deluded hearers are full of prejudice They will tell the innocent man, '' It is not I that punish you,
and bigotry toward those of their fellow-countrymen who it is the. voice of the public that demands your blood." And
dare to be Freethinkers, those whom the truths of nature, whom do they mean by the public ?-a lot of idle politicians
aided by science and experience, hav made free-free from who are barnacles on the society taxed to support them; and
the shackles of priestcraft and man-made creeds founded after they become superannuated they must be retired on
on the horrible Bible fables that are yet too often instilled a pension at the expense of the laborin~ man. If the poor

dare raise their voice to protest, they are clubbed and thrown
in prison, and tried, convicted, and sentenced to be. hanged.
And this is the voice of public opinion! The voice of the
devil, better say, and ignorance and stupidity.
Talking of the devil, I hav been told for a fact by a Christian named Mr. Eagen, a grocery man in Brunswick, that
the devil appeared in Jersey. I inquired where, and he
answered, "Outside of the city. There were men making
sport of the Lord's supper, and Old Nick, with his fork,
shovel, horns, and cloven foot, appeared in front of them on
the ceiling." I told him that would hav been a good time to
make a prisoner of Old Nick. I suppose they were drunk,
and had the bug on. them. I bade this man of intelligence
good-bye, and remarked that the devil always appeared to
Christians. He inquired if I did not believe in a devil. I
answered, "Yes, two-legged Christian devils." He called to
his child, Mary Ann, to come in the house.
W. W. MoRRis.
SoUTH OTsELio, N. Y., Oct. 19, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: It is with a bitter sense of humiliation that
I hav to enroll myself again among the list of delinquents,
but when I tell you that a disastrous fire by lightning .on the
18th of July swept me out of $500 in less than two hours,
and with no insurance to back me up, you will understand
why I hav been too short of funds to spare even the small
sum due the dear TRUTH SEEKER. Every hour of my life I
regret that I hav not the means yet at my command to help
carry on this warfare for liberty of tongue and pen.
·The case of C. B. Reynolds, in Boonton; N. J.; the insulting treatment of the intelligent Hindoo at Asbury Park ; the
case of those unjustly condemned labor reformers, or so-called
Anarchists, of Chicago, ought to inspire renewed zeal in·
every man and woman to stand firmly for the little liberty we
already hav; for these aggressiv maneuvers on the part of
the officers of religion in combination with our government
officials, so well defended as they are by the public press, all
point to an early crisis between liberty and mental and moral
slavery. I wish those two foreign gentlemen, Joshee and
Sattay, could be induced to come out into the country and
deliver a course of lectures on the condition and customs of
the people of their country. It might take some of the en.thusiasm out of people who are so engaged in the foreign
mission hobby.
THE TRUTH SEEKER was never better than to-day. The
cartoons speak volumes. Our children notice them, and
want me each week to explain to them what they mean. In
this way they hav already become interested in THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
MRs. MARY PEOK.
ITHAOA, Oct. 28, 286.
. MR. EDITOR: I continue my subscription to THE TRUTH
SEEKER from November 7, 1886, onward, by sending you
$1, claiming a respectful right to its· columns as a Freethinker. I plead nature, and nature's embodiment in man's
structure as it stands this moment, and fully embrace all the
good and evil of the Bible, of Christian theology, of liberal
sectarianism, of freeloveism, of Spiritualism, and of every
other ism under the sun as all belonging to nature in man.
It is knowledge we want to harmonize and utilize the great
variety of nature's members. This embodiment of nature
called man must not be maimed in any of its members, but
as evolution has advanced knowledge, charity takes the
place of bigotry, and each member, whether honorable or
dishonorable, performs its rightful office in the body, and is
an important help in all its movements. It must not be forgotten that nature, in all her variety, is positiv and negativ,
and that it is knowledge with charity that only can equalize
these opposits. We may fight and denounce what we call
evil.in others till doomsday, and we only beget the same uncharitable spirit in our opponent, and the opposits ·of nature
will remain the same. But a quiet spirit and soft words
may modify and smooth the rough edges on either side.
Good and evil are a necessity, and can be obviated only by
accepting it as· such, and the twain are a unit at once. No
mutual love can be attained between the sexes in the absence
of nature's opposits. There must be in a true love match, a
positiv and negativ organism, to stand the test of life's uneven
path. I say again that my plea is nature and her embodiment in man's structure, and outside of that structure there
is no possible knowledge, and that structure (a male and
female unit) covers all the possible isms in existence, whether
supposed to be good or evil. And Why? Because good
and evil are married together, an inseparable unit, by the
great priest Experience. No use to denounce these creeping
things, isms; they belong to the body and always will by the
slight modifications of unity. I am happy to understand
that our Virgin Mary (Freethought) is being overshadowed
by the Holy Ghost (cartoons).
ZENAS KENT.
MILWAUKEE, OR., Oct. 2, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I am not a subscriber to }\Our paper, but
I expect to be soon. Mr. Creseey, one of your subscribers,
loaned me several copies to read. Mr. Editor, are not those
pictures just " horrid?" Mr. Gill seems to think they hurt
the feelings of his Christian friends. What a pity! Poor
innocents. It's too bad to hurt their feelings. I wonder if
those New Jersey Christians are aware that they are hurting
the feelings of Mr. Reynolds and his friends. I, for one,
would like to see those pictures on every page. I would
take great pleasure in showing them to my Christian friends,
especially to the preachers and pious deacons, for we do hav
a few of these " critters" out here-more's the pity. I don't
think much of an Infidel that is ashamed to show his colors,
or afraid he might hurt the tender feelings of some of these
meek and humble followers of the crucified lamb. Do they
consider Mr. Reynolds their enemy? Their Jesus said,
" Love your enemies." Are they following his advice in
thus persecuting Mr. Reynolds? About those pictures-I
don't see. why any genuin Infidel can object to theJl\. Evell
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the high-priced editions of the Christian's Bible contain hundreds of pictures, and they are there to the more easily dupe
the credulous. Their Jesus is pictured as very handsome
with long, flowing, curling locks, and fawJtless profile. Bu~
does this agree with his description as given in the Bible ?
In one place it says : " If a mti.n hath long hair doth he not
know it is. a sin [disgrace] unto him;" and again, "His face
was more marred than that of any man ; more than the sons
of man!' Tell Mr. Heston to giv us "John preaching in the
wilderness;" with a chunk of honeycomb in one hand a
locust in th~ other, and his audience a lot of birds, chipmunks, sqmrrels, etc. Well, as this is my first letter for
THE TRUTH BEEKER, I will close, and if this finds a place in
its columns I may write again.
An Infidel now and forever,
ALEX. C. W ALLAOE.
WELLAND, ONT., Oct.' 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I see in THE TRUTH BEEKER of Oct. 9th an
.article headed," Picked up by Mt. Renwick." .I hav no
wish to enter upon a discussion of the subject pf Anarchism.
My friend R'enwick has undertaken to pick me up before I
got down. I had neither flopped over il.or complained '()f
too much backbone. My letter to the editor was not intended for publication. But he thought proper to print it,
and I was glad he did, as his answer to it placed him before
the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER in a light not to be misunderstood-not as an advocate of Anarchism, but an advo.
cate of justice to Anarchists and all others, which was satisfactory to me, and I wrote him to that effect.
I am not an Anarchist, neither would I like to hav a person hung whose fortune or misfortune it was to be one. I
think Mr. Renwick's satirical reply was uncalled for, as the
editor to whom my letter was addressed had answered it in
full.
JoHN RAY.
WATERTOWN, N.Y., Oct. 22, 1886.
MR. EDITOR_: I see bJ: a press dispQ.tch from Dover, N.J.,
that C. B. Reynolds has been indicted by the gr~nd jury for
the imaginary crime of blasphemy, a crime that exists only
in the diseased mind of a religious fanatic. In the face of
advancing science, in defiance of the grand principles so
clearly set forth in the Constitution of the United States, the
bloodstained ·banner of the cross, the black flag of Christianity, triumphantly waves over the prostrate form of free
speech in the priest-ridden and bigoted stat!! of ~ew Jersey.
History repeats itself in this case, and the old-time Inquisition has been revived. These Christians of New Jersey,
these meek and lowly followers of the lamb, these people
who love their enemies, who when smitten on one cheek
turn the other, hav, by their wretched work, shqwn only too
clearly that the hellish spiljt of the Inquisition still slumbers in their withered and heartless breasts. Please excuse
my warmth of expression, for in a case like this I find it extremely diflicult to preserve perfect serenity. Inclosed you
will find $1 to assist Mr.• Reynolds in defending himself
against the enforcers of "Christian" morality.
E. B. FoLSOM.
AsHLEY, 0., Oct. 14, 1886.
l\1:R. EDITOR: The books I ordered came to hand promptly,
and are being distributed to good advantage, I hope. 1 don't
choose to worry your patience, but I can't refrain from making a few remarks which, if good enough, you may publish. About six years ago I believed iii. the Christian's
heaven and hell, but, thanks to THE TRUTH BEEKER, which
was handed to me at that time to read by a friend, I had my
eyes opened to the greatest fraud that was ever palmed off
on an enlightened people. Why people reverence the old
Jew book, with its profanity, obscenity, persecutions, and
superstitious ideas, is more than I can imagin. The cause,
probably, is from early education, but if we stop to think
· and reason with ourselvs, then we can see enough every day
of our lives to teach us the Bible is a big fraud. I would
not giv a good almanac for it, and I would not giv one
school-house where the sciences are taught for all the
·churches in the land, and I verily believe that half the
preachers to-day don't believe what they preach. We hav a
· young Methodist Episcopal preacher that comes here every
two weeks to preach. He has studied the sciences, and is
about to graduate at the Ohio Wesleyan University at Delaware, 0., and can't believe what he preaches, for he knows
better. Last winter we had a young squirt to preach here
who made the remark during a revival that Bob Ingersoll rehashed Tom Paine and Voltaire. The little fool-either of
those great men could forget more in one day than he could
learn in a lifetime! This same upstart was conducting a revival a few miles south of here last winter also. A poor
family near there, members of his church, sold chickens to
the amount of two dollars and fifty cents. The wife
gave this hypocrit two dollars of it, and the fifty cents
for the heathen in foreign lands; and this robber is looked up
to as a great and shining light in the Methodist church. He is
more fit to occupy a cell in the penitentiary. The Lord loves
a cheerful giver. I receive THE TRUTH SEEKER every Saturday, and you can bet I am fixed for Sunday reading. Long
liv THE TRUTH BEEKER and Watson. Heston. The pictures
are great lessons, and Brother Heston knows just where to
make his mark.
·
CuARJ.EB F. OLMSTED.
MYRTLE CREEK, OR., Oct. 20, 286.
MR. EDITOR : After having investigated the theory of Substantialism, as set forth in ., The Problem of Human Life,"
by A. Wilford Hall, of New York, and also by the same author and others in the Mwrooosm and Bdentijio Arena, entitied scientifico-religious journals, I find that their religion does
not blend with science. To be consistent they must treat
each separately.
.They cannot confo~d Bible theology with Substantialism.
So far as they hav treated with Substant~alism, they hav
ignored the Bible. Until recently theologians hav fought

science to the bitter ep.d. Since the sixth century they
hav put to death over ~fty millions of people for the crime
o~ heresy-for Freethought, mental liberty, and human
nghts. Yet, stranga tq say, they claim all the honor and
ascribe to the church al~ of the glory and advancement that
has been achieved by science.
Since this party has ~ken up the theory of Substantialiam
(which is a modified form of Pantheism) they hav attempted
to overthrow Darwinism and the survival of the fittest but
so far hav only corroborated it, and while they .hav been
holding up to the people an invisible, Substantial God, they
hav simply held up the molecular theory advanced by Democritus 400 B.o, together with the nebular hypothesis,
force, motion, etc. To sum the whole hypothesis up, their
God is reduced to the universe, with the laws that govern it,
electricity in all of its phases being the ruling power. Now,
they must go beyond a~l science, so far as is known, to tbid
the God they claim and which they seem to ignorantly worship or else leave science and take the Bible alone as the
limit to science and revelation, because they cannot hold to
both at the same time. While we accept all that is true in
science and theology, and nothing more, they claim that all
of the Bible is divine inspiration. On the negativ, we claim
that whatever conflicts with science cannot be of divine inspiration.
They treat elaborately upon the future state of mentality,
acknowledging at the same time that all animate beings are
endued with more or less intellectuality, such as thought,
memory, etc., but their individuality; mentality, etc., will be
reverted to their primitiv sources, but not so with mankind ;
that the intellectuality of man mulit continue as a special
entity and individuality, and all who do not accept their
creed· must_ suffer the eternal condemnation and vengeance
of an offended and avenging God.
But we claim that they do not know anything about that.
We believe that if we make the best of this life, we shall be
the better prepared to enter the next when it comes. We
infer that a man must begin where he left off here-that if he
has been sinning all his life on credit it will take him a long
time to pay the debt with interest in the next world.
L. c. HILL.
CHATTANooGA, TENN., Oct. 18, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: The inclosed article from the Daily Times
will probably interest ·some of the readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. It will show our friends all over this continent that
·we here in this city are by no means backward in promulgating Liberal thoughts and ideas. We ha:v some very good
speakers here, and our meetings create a general interest
among the thinking people. With such men as our president, John James, Judge Beasly, Dr. Lober, Dr. Palmer,
Messrs. Q'()odwin and Bathman, and others, we cannot fail
to arouse many from their lethargy, and raise them up to the
standard of a great and noble manhood. The Times says :
It.would, perhaps, startle our clergy to become fully acquainted
with the rapid development of Liberalism (the new name for Infidelity) in this city. There is one club now in existence which num·
hers eighty activ, vigorous, and energetic members. The membership consists largely of ladies, and is said to embrace some of our
leading business and professional men.
An activ member of the club, in speaking of the growth of Infidelity, said to a Ttmes reporter : "The eighty members of our club
is but a very small fraction of our sect in this city. I hav made a
careful investigation and I believe I do not exaggerate when I say
there are, to-day, fully two thousand persons in this city who believe as we do."
"Do you encourage Communism 1"
"I a.m astonished at such a question. We believe in the rights of
man, and believe that indjvidual rights should be prote.,ted. No
one was happier than I when the bloody Chtcago Anarchists were
condemned to death, and anyone who preaches such doctrins
should be a.s summarily dealt with. No, sir! We believA in law, in
justice, in humanity, and in human rights. We believe that ~.'very
one's religion should be respected, and no one has more veneration
for the institutions of the orthodox than we, yet we claim the
privilege of believing according to the dictates of our own conscience."

By an examination of your railroad map you will notice
that Chattanooga is one of the great centers of the South.
Our surroundings are indeed magnificent. On the south
we hav the great Lookout Mountain with its warlike memories, on the east Mission Ridge and the national cemetery.
Chattanooga is also the manufacturing and shipping point of
the iron indust-ries of Tennessee. And, oh, horror of horrors!
it is the headquarters of the Salvation Army of the South,
from whence it is going to fight the devil throughout all this
region. It is a pity that men fall so low that they thus spend
their time and education, which they could really use to a
better advantage than in praying to an omnipotent God, by
teaching school and giving their time to the education of our
children, which would be more beneficial than all the shouting to the lamb.
MAX LoTH, Sec. Liberal Club.
GRATTAN, MroH., Oct. 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: It is not my object in writing this to argue
this question of Anarchy, or endeavor to prove the rights or
wrongs of Anarchists. My principal object is to ask you and
your correspondents if there has not been about enough said
on this subject for you to giv our Liberal friends to understand that it is time to call a halt, and devote the valuable
space that it has recently occupied to subjects that will hav
a greater tendency to unite all Liberals in promoting and advocating principles that will hav a greater tendency to draw
to our support those who are looking on, hesitating, and
wondering if we advocate that which will be productiv of
more and greater good.
In the last number of your paper (Oct. 16th) about ftve columns were devoted to this subject, and so far as I am able to
judge, comparativly little was said to prove the rights or
wrongs pertaining to this question, or to enlighten the
readers of your paper in regard to the objects arid aims of
Anarchists. All seem anxious to hav it understood that they
are not in sympathy with the principles advocated by An-
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archists, but are merely defending the right of free speech.
We should all endeavor to sustain this right as sa<'red and inviolate, but I am at a loss to know why so much interest
and apparent sympathy is displayed for an organization
that seems to hav for its sole object the destruction of all
government. Webster defines Anarchy to be : "Want of
government; the state of society where there is no law or
supreme power, or where the laws are not efficient, and individuals do what they please with impunity." Without EXpressing any opinion in regard to the justice or injustice of
the condemnation of the Anarchists at Chicago (I leave that
with the proper authorities), I will say that they are among
the most notorious of that class, principally-foreigners, and
mostly aliens, who are the head center from which emanates
the greatest amount of the labor troubles that hav·afllicted
our nation during the past yfar. They are the instigators,
leaders, and abettors of a policy that has for its object the
o~erthrow of all goverJ;!ments and laws in an illegal and
VIOlent manner. While the editor and a majority of the contrilmtors on this subject profess opposition to the principles of the Anarchists, they hav little to say .that tends to
show their readers the horrible injustice and revolutionary
tendency that permeates all the sayings and doings of the
organization that they, in one sentence, profess to abhor·
and in the same article the casual reader can hardly he!~
noticing expressions of sympathy which, whether really intended as such or not, look like little " straws that show
which way the wind blows."
I believe that in calling. for a truce in the discussion of this
question I am doing that which is called for in view of the
best interests of the cause of Secular Freethought, and the
influence and success of THE TRUTH BEEKER as a conservator
of justice, law, and order.
CoNVERSE CLosE.
DEs MoiNEs, IowA, Oct. 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : Under the head of Cleveland, 0., Sept.
5, 1886, I read a communication in THE TRUTH BEEKER
from Brother Charles L. Watson. He appears to criticise some one calling himself "Justice," who had written
an article headed "Powderly and Communism." He says
for ignorance and misrepresentation it beats anything he had
ever seen. I hav read both" Justice's" and Watson's, and
will hav to say that it reminds me of Satan rebuking sin.
"Justice" tries to hitch the Knights of Labor on to Communism, intimidation, forcible possession, and murder,
which, without doubt, proves the ignora.nce of "Justice,"
and I am satisfied that he misrepresented the members of the
Knights of Labor, and does them great injustice. Thus far
and no farther I go with Brother Watson, but we can't subscribe to his defense of Powderly and his abuse of Martin
Irons. To be plain, my brother has not been a close observer,
or he is willingly making false statements and unbrothel'ly
charges against Irons. He calls him a traitor, who had to
flee from the Knights of Labor, and says he was hired by
capitalists to ruin the order. Now, this is the first time and
Watson is the first, and, I believe, the only, man that' ever
made such unbrotherly charges against Irons. Whilst Irollli
was engaged in that terrible and unequal conflict with Jay
Gould every true Knight of Labor in America was in sym
pathy with Irons and his men, and if he had had the pretended support of Powderly, which he, Powderly, pretended
to giv him, Irons and his men would hav gained the recognition and victory over the· Southwestern division of Jay
Gould's railroad. We who watched that struggle all know
well that Powderly sanctioned and encouraged Irons. We
Knights in this section do not believe in strikes, but when
Irons got into it, and, as we believed, rightfully, our sympathy was with him, and we believed Powderly's to be. He
called for an assessment from our district for Irons, which
we paid like men, and what else could we believe but that
Powderly recognized Irons and his strike? And I will undertake to say that, if Irons had succeeded, he would hav
been to-day one of the great men in Richmond, and greatly
in the way of Powderly's aspirations. Who could see this
sooner than Powderly?
Now, Brother Watson says Powderly is not a boasting
man. This proves he knows nothing of what he says. If he
had read the papers, he would hav seen whether Powderly
ever boasted. When he was in arbitration with Gould about
the strike, he published to the world that he, Powderly,
made Jay Gould acknowledge that he, Powderly, was
master-workman of the world. He then had all the recognition he wanted, and pretended sickness and went home, as
·he generally does when he gets recognized. His next bull
was in giving the matter for settlement to poor Irons and his
men, taking particular pains to say to them, so Jay Gould
could hear, "You shall not intimidate or hinder traffic."
What sweet words for the syndicates! Virtually he tied the
hands of his men and surrendered them to their enemy.
Powderly issues many private circulars, and invariably
they are published in the leading papers before they reach
the assemblies he pretends they are for. Did you ever observe this, Brother Watson? We find Powderly at Washington wallowing in luxury with Jay Gould and other monopolists, sending his so-called private circulars to the Knights of
Labor saying that he would hav Congressional aid for the
laborers. Think, will you, of the idea of going for sympathy
to Congress, a body that always legislates for the rich and
against the poor l I think that Powderly is to-day the greatest boaster in America. Yeu say he is no boaster. He is
self-eonceited, and sooner or later will sell out the Knights of
Labor, if he has not already done it.
He ruined Irons, I believe, for a purpose. And how a
brother of the Knights of Labor can call Irons a traitor is
more than I can understand. Irons to-day is financially a
ruined man, his family scaitered, his little home gone-and
all for the good of the order, as he honestly believed. This
attack from a brother upon a brother in distress is a shame.
CAPTAIN KENNEDY.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
Ri'D('!J'; Mass., to whom all Oommunicationsfor
this 001'n('!J' should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Little Brown Hands.
They drive home the cows from the pasture,
Up through the long shady lane,
Where the quail whistles loud in the wheat-field,
All yellow with ripening grain.
They find, in the thick waving grasses, •
Where the scarlet-lipped strawberry grows;
They gather the earliest snow-drops
And the first crimson huds of the rose.
They toss the hay in the meadow ;
They gather the elder-blooms white;·
They find where the dusky grapes purple
· In the soft-tinted October light.
They know where the apples hang ripest,
And are sweeter than Italy's wines ;
They know where the fruit is the thickest
On the long thorny blackberry vines.
They gather the ddicate sea-weeds,
And build tiny castles of sand ; ·
They pick up the beautiful sea-shells,
Fairy barks that hav drifted to land.
They wave from the tall, rocking tree-tops,
Where the oriole's hammock nest swings,
And at night-time are folded in slumber
By a song that a fond mother sings.
Those who toil bravely are strongest,
The humble and poor become great;
And from those brown-handed children
Shall grow mighty rulers of state.
The pen of the author and statesman,
The noble anil. wise of om· land,
·
The sword, and chisel, and palet
Shall be held in the little brown hand.
-New Haven News.

A Prize for the Little Ones.
Not long ago we attended a session of the
Children's Progressiv Lyceum.
The topic
presentfd to the children for discussion
was this: "The Spirit World and. What We
Know About It." We thought it a pretty
knotty subject for grown-up people to grapple, let alone children.
We propose for the consideration of the
children who read this corner of THE TRUTH
SEEKER the following subject:
"THE WoRLD WE Liv IN."
To the little girl of twelve years, or under
that age, who will tell us in the most interest_ing way that which she knows concerning
this world in which she livs, will be presented
three small articles-toJ~s-which were
brought from Europe recently, and given to
the editor of the Corner to be used at her discretion. Boys may write upon the abovenamed theme also, but the articles will be
presented to the girl who writes the best
essay, because adapted to girls and not boys.
-ED. C. C.

Hygiene.
[We take pleasure in presenting below the sensible essay .on Hygiene which takes the prize of five
dollars offet·ed by a friend several weeks since.
The next best article on the. subject will appear
another time, and, although it does not take a
moneyplize, it is highly commended, and shows,
as well as the one below, that we hav some very
bright intellects among the children of our
Corner.-En. C.C.l
There'll be something for children to do,
There'll be something for children to do;
In the bright world above
Where there's joy, peace, and love,
There'll be something for children to do.
Yes, but we little Freethinkers who liv in
cities which are paved with nothing better
thai! stones, and who do not look forward so
expectantly to the one that is paved with
gold, hav something to do in this world.
The kind of people who are wanted to
make this home so that people can liv in and
enjoy it, without dreaming of that " other
world," of which we know nothing, are
bright, cheerful, unselfish, happy ones.
Now, if people were well and free from
"aches and pains," nothing would be easier
or more natural than for them to be happy
and cheery. A sick person, in thinking so
much of himself, becomes selfish, very often,
and selfishness is one of those little weeds
which must be pulled up before trne happiness can reign.
So you see, little brother and sister Freethinkers, hygiene must be one of your studies
-take it instead of Bible reading; it is a
great deal more interesting.
Our bodies are covered with little" pores,"
and they are to let the poison out of the
body, as the window lets the poisonous air
out of the house.
These pores ani kept open by frequent
washings and brisk rubbings. So first, we

hav water inside and ,outside. Now, let us
see about air :
All the blood in our bodies passes through
our lungs, where it is purified by the pure air
which we breathe. Every other time we
breathe we send out bad, impure air, and
every other time we should inhale pure air.
H we sleep in a closed room, we use all the
good air, and then inhale the bad, which is
another cause of poor health.
People who sleep in sunny, airy rooms are
much more healthy than those who sleep in
dark ones.
We are affected by light and air about as
much as plants. So much for sun and air.
Besides the water, sun, and air; we must
hav plenty of exerCise to develop the muscles,
and so make us strong. Our bodies are boxes
in which are packed all our organs, and the
boxes are just the right size, and not a bit too
large.
Much sickness, as well as discomfort, is
caused by wearing tight clothing. If we had
a box just filled with diamonds, we would
not try to get them into a smaller box, and so
scratch and deface them. And yet many
try to make a smaller box· fm; their heart,
lungs, etc., that are worth more to them than
anything else.
Early to bed arid early to rise
Makes a man healthy, wealthy,- and wise.
Much more can be accomplished early in
the morning than at night, and you will feel
much better for rising early.
I know a man about eighty-three years of
age, .who has always kept early hours, and
now, though so old, he can see to read perfectly without glasses. He must feel wealthy
to hav such good eyesight. He was wise to
keep· early hours, and ·he is remarkably
healthy.
Stand erect! If you think awhile, you will
see many raasons why stoop-shouldered people usually hav a weak feeling in the pit of
their stomachs, which would be remedied by
their standing erect.
And then, it givs a person self-respect to
stand straight. Every tramp I. ever saw carried his chin on his chest.
Your feet should be kept warm and dry,
and remember that they cannot be kept'warm
when they are in tight shoes, which keep the
blood from circulating freely.
'' Colds" are very disagreeable company,
which we can avoid if we try. If we are
careful not to sit in a draught, and to keep
O\lr feet warm and dry, and careful about
changing our clothes as the weather changes,
and never to leave the fire to enter a cold
room without an extra garment, we may get
the upper-hand of the family of colds.
Treat your stomach kindly; do not giv
it too much work t0 do in the way of digesting greasy, rich food, but do not be afraid of
overworking. the stomach's assistants, the
teeth; and the salary for the. stomach's assistants is small~only a good brnshing two or
three times a day.
Think of having several hundred doctors in
a single city to' cure the diseases brought on
by igno~ance!
"The last is the best of all the game,"
says the nursery rhyme, and this little poem
is certainly one of. the best and most useful
ever written :

e.- .1886.

5, Violent anger,
"No, she, isn't. Other people1s children
6. A bird, .
know how to behave. I'll. bet I'll miss the
7. To report,
train. I am ,sometimes tempted to wish she
8. To relieve from pain,
had never been born."
9. To allude.
" 0 George P' exclaimed his wife, " I
The initials and final letters are two cities
in Massachusetts.
C. RooKER.
wouldn't say that."
''Confound it, she worries me so. I havn't
5.-ANAGRAM.
mere than time to catch the train," hurriedly
.In Celtic aids I ''logic" tracekissing his wife,
Just suited to the Irish race.
"Kiss me, too, papa."
J. K.P.B.
" I ought not to, you are so bad," stooping
and kissing her. " Good-bye. Will be back ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNER,
OOT.. 23, 1886.
in three or four days."
1.-Flaming-0.
Mr. Wellsby is a commercial traveler, a
SoLVER.-E. D .. Tucker.
kind and tender-hearted man, but subject
at times to nervousness. Seated with several
CABINET PHOTOGRAPIIS OF
vivacious acquaintances, speeding over the
country, a little voice would steal in between
the roars of merry laughter and say:
"Kiss me, too, papa."
35 Cents Each.
In the sample-room of the village hotel,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
between the inquiries of purchasers, he could
hear the voice, and at night when he lay
down he could see the little hands reaching
toward him, and could hear, "Kiss me, too,
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
papa."
· ·
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
"Wellsby, what's the matter, old fellow?"
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburl!" are:
askrd a companion.
The Church and Morality; Criminal Stattstics,
showinl{
the creeds of the prisoners in the penThey were in a conveyance, riding toward
itentiartes ~ the Church and Civilization ; the
an interior town.
Chureb ana Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Libertyh· the Church· and the
"I don't feel very well to-day."
Antislavery Reform; t e · Woman's. Rights
Movement t the Tem~erance Reform ; the
"Do any business back here ?"
Church ana the RePublic.
·"Yes, did very well."
Bible
.Morals. Twenty Crimes and
"I didn't do anything, but I won;t let it
Vices Sanctioned b:y Scrii>l;:nre : Falsehood and
weigh me down. Got a letter from the hou8e
Deception; Cheatmg: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
this morning. The old boy is kicking about
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
expenses. Got a bottle of cocktail here."
Unkindness
to Children; Cruelty to Animals ;
"I don't care for any."
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery;
Polygamy;
Intemperance; Poverty
" Then there must be something the matter
and Vag;rancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenwith you.''
ity. Pnce, single copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.
On a night train going home. He could
see the little hands. "Clack, clack, clack- Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever 'written on the
kiss me, too; kiss me, too." . · .
,
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and
handsome print. The question is aiscussed
"What's the news ?" he asked of a friend,
under the following heads: Oligjp of the Sabwhen he had stepped upon the platform and
batic Idea; The JewishSabbat~ 'l'he Christian
Scliptnres and the Sabbath; ,l!;xamination of
called a hackman.
Sundax Arguments · Ori~ of Christian Sab"Nothing, I believe; everything is quiet."
bath; Testimony of ihe Christian Fathers; The
a. b bath durin1;1" the Middle At;"es: The Puritan
"No scarlet fever or diphtheria raging, is
Sabbath; Testimony of Christian Reformers,
cholars1 and Divines ; Abro~ation of Sunday
there?"
Laws Pnce,
25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.
"No; not that I hav heard."
Paine. The Apostle of ReThe familiar scenes llrought rest to his Tb.omas
llirious and Political LibertY'. Tells the story
mind. He looked back upon his trip with a
of the Author-Hero's.life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vinshudder, like one who awakes and contemdicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
plates a nightmare through which he has just
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man "and "Age
passed.
of Reason " are given ; also, tribut~s to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
"Good-night," he said, paying the h{tckpersons of Enrojle and America, many of them
man. "A light burning. Julia is expecting
written expressly for this work. Second edi160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
tion,\
me," he mused, ascending .the steps:
neali.IY bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
A ghastly face met him at the door. A
cloth, 75 cents.
.
voice in agony whispered :
Break~r.
Six Lectures: De"0 George l our little girl is dead."- Image
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, WashLouis'Dille Oouri('!J'.Journal.
in!l"ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.
.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Our Puzzle Box.
88 Clinton Place, New York.
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C. B. REYNOLO·s.

J.. E. Remsburg's Works.

THE ORDER OF CBE! TIOB.
.A IXscusiiWn Betr.oeen

Gladstone, Huxley, Muller,
Li.nton,
.Re'Vllle.
On the Conflict between·Genesis and Geology.
CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. ByHon.
W. E. Gladstone.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley,
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. :By Prof. Max
Muller.
IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation.· An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D. D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
This is a new book and contains the latest discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
88 Clinton Pl., New York

ADVIOE.

Take the open air,
')~he more you take the better;
Follow nature's laws,
To the very letter.
Let the doctors go
To tho Bay of Biscay;
Let alone the gin,
The brandy, and the whisky.
Freely exercise,
Keep your ·spirits cheerful;
Let no· dread of sickness .
Make you ever fearful.
Eat the simplest food,
Drink the pure cold water,
Then yon will be wellOr, at least, you" oughter.•i
LAURA PRIOR STEWART (age 14).

THE RISE

OF

INTELLECTUAL LIBERTY

. From the words represented in the upper
picture spell the names of. all the objects be-low.
From Thales to Copernicus.
2.-ooNUNDRUM.
What letter if added to the end of a word
By FREDERIO MAY HOLLAND, Author of "The
Ole'Deland, 0.
Makes the name of a ravenous bird?
Reign of the Stoics."
J. H. PAINE.
"This is a book not only to be read once, but t~J
"Kiss Me, too, Papa."
be kept and referred to, and pondered over fron..
year to ,year. It is a l!"uide-book of Liberalism
"Hand me that collar-button," demanded
through the past centunes pdor to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
George Wellsby, turning with an annoyed air
of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam, or Lecky,
toward his little girl. " Learn to let things
but it mttkes them intelligible by pointing out the
white light that hfts been cast upon the lulid
alone, will you? There now, tune up and
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
howl."
flowed
in its ragged, broken, and obstructed course
" George, don't speak to the child that
down through the ages which now liv only as our
realm of Memory and Admonition."
way," said Mrs. Wellsby, depositing a shirt
Octavo, 458 pp. .
PRICE, $3.50.
on a chair.
"Well, why can't she behave herself?
Every time she sees that I am getting ready
to go to any place she makes a point of hindering me. Let that cravat alone."
"Put dowri papa's cravat, darling. _She's
too young to 'k-now ariy better."

1

.Six girls' names.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF $INALOA.

4.-DOUBLE AOROSTIO.
1. To injure,
2. Bustle,
3. To work,
4. Resinous substance,

Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J. M. Pryse and J.
M. Burglar, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the interests of our colonization enterprise, the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa! and generallY'
to the practical solution of the prob em of Integral
Oo-oP.eration, Price, $1 a year; 50 cents for silt
months; 25 cents for three mouths.
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Gottlieb, His Life. · A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

a

its Principles and its
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE Secularism;
·Dn ties. Price, 76 eta.
BffiLE.
Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. ThonK_h
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For sale at this office.

Robt. G. Ine:ersoll's CHARLES DARWIN

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

with life, thought, arid profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with ·extraordinary beanty.''-DB.IIENRYW. BELLoWS. $1.

Charles .Watts's Works.

OPENING SPEEOB. TO THE JURY
--o. Admirers of the Great Naturalist, and );lractically
in the suit ofthe
the father of Evolution, will be f1lad to know that
we hav a fine lithoyraph of him for sale-size
Bankers' and Merchant's' Tele· 18Mx24
inches on heavy plate _paper. Framed, the
picture will make a splendid ornament for the
graph <:ompany

-aSo many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to thoile who desire
them, for ten cents each.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

Hand, and
. CONTENTS:
. other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 eta.
Calendar for 1886; Freethonght in the United
States, 1885i How the Church Filches from the Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
version of the Indian Stozy of the Garden of
State; Pnbhc Contributions to the Church; The
Eden, in which its snperionty to the mutilated
Religion of Crime ; Chaplains in our Army and
copy-the Genesis legend'-is shown. Price 10
Navy; The Hig_her Life, by Conrtlandt Palmer;
cents.
My Dream; by l:lamnel P. Putnam; The America!:).
.,For all of the ab.ove address .
Secular Unionh· Statistics of Our Foreign-Born
· . . THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Population: T e Curate of Chnrneide. (l:lelected · · ·
· 88 Clinton Place, New York.
story.) By Jas. Pa;rp.e; How Voltaire Died, by the
Editor; 'l'he Iron Virgin; Religjons Divisions of
the Wodd; Paine Memorial Hall <Illustrated);
The Story of 1885; Immigration to the U. 8.
1820-1884; :F~~e~honght in Australia; Fr!J(lthonght
.on thli!Cont}nent; •l:lnb,Jilcts .of'IllnstratlOn, • Fre!!thouglit 'Jmfriials; · Religion's "Dehofui'nations;
Area. and. Value of Farms; Population of Large •rhe History of Freethongbt. Bound
· iil cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25; CoNTENTS :
Cities.; Liber!U Lecturers;
·
Section I. Definition_ of Free~honKht and i~s
Early Struggles for Life,· SectiOn II. What It
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Free.
ILLUSTRATIONS:
thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Lick Observa tor:yo, Girard College, Philadelphia,
Freethortght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Freethonght Hall, Waco, Texas (intel'ior VIew);
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. SecFreethonght Hall, Wacoz.. Texas (exterior view);
tiOii. V. Freethqp.ght. Triumph in the NineThe Ten~ Iron Virgin, J:'aine Hall, Moncure D.
teenth Century.
·
Conwa~ tsaladin, Annie ~ewantl Mary Wol.lst<.•~e
craft, u. W. Foote, Anstm Ho yoake, J. S. -Mlll, The American Secular Union; its
George Eliot, Geo. Standring, Ernst Haeckel,
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
Auguste Comtg_, Edward Gibbon, Ma;i Mnller,
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
32 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.
Thos. Huxley, voltaire! Chas. Darwin, Rousseau,
Humboldt, Byron, Shel ey, David Hnme, Goethe,
Robert Burns, Richard (Jarlil~Herbert S_pencer, Seeularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.
Castelar, Bradlaugh, Chas. A. watts, J. A. Fronde,
John Tyndall.
Christian Evidences Criticised A
reply to the "Christian Evidence Society. n
NEW YORK:
Introduction b,v Charles Bradlangh. ConTHE TRUTH BEEKER OOMPANY,
tents : The Origm of Christianity; The Historical
Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
33 CLINTON PLACE.
Prophecies; The Practical Value <if Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.
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Western Union Telegraph Company.

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Gal.flean Reformer, wherein it is
shown t!lere is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 eta.

Why Don't He Lend,

LITHOGRAPHS

against the

SWinton's Paper.

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
MAINE.

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; pa);ler, 50 eta.
"A prose epic of the war, riah with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
author certainly has g('uins. The divine creativ spa~k is within him. The book is :filled wits
manly thoughts1 expressed in manly wordsthe transcript or a mlj.nly mind. Every Liberal ·
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSoLL. $1.

ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.

Its Scientific Solution, with some Oritimsms of
Universol6gy. Price, 20 eta.
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J. G. Jenkins; 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.

parlors of Freethinkers. Price,~~ cents.
Address THE TRu·~·H BEEKER,
.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

Sa~~ath- Breaking.
BY J. E. REMSBURG.

Watts are published at the low );lrice of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Rella ble T The Christian Deity i
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethonght ana
Modern Progress; Chlistianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization· Philosophy of Secularism; Science . and Bible Ant!J,gonistic i
Christian Scheme of Rede.!ll_ption. For all or
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinto)}, Place, New York.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Saviors or None. BY KER-

. BEY GuAVE·s, anther of the World's Sixteen
. Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles1 and
Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; cloth,$1.

Bible of · Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revela tiona, containing a description of
twenty-seven· bibles and an exposition of two
thousan.d biblical errors in science, history,
mor ~Is, religion1 and general events. Also a
delineation of tne characters of the principal
personages of the Christian Bible and an examiuation of their doctrine. Price! $!.

--

Six copies for

THE CRISis·.
By Thomas Paine.
Spea.king of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
ftaming a.rguments
will not leave numbers at a }QSs ~o decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 3:J cents.

For either of these works!.. or RnY of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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Parallels in Other Religions.
Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with those of
heathen nations of Antiquity, ConsiderinE also their Origin
'
and Meiming. With
numerous illns.
trations.
The objectof the work 1s to _point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound·.;
to show that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and ex{llain their meaning.
'"lt·is unquestionable true that the results of a
rationalilltw study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so• accessible as they are now made
in the work before us. "-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. 8vo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price, 82.:JO.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
33 Olin ton Place, New York.

on the Sunday Question from a rational point of
view.

Large and Handsome Print.
25 cents.
SINGLE CoPIEs,
$1.00.
Su: Copms,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

LIBERTY .AND MORALITY.
BY W. S. BELL •.
"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the
seventy thousand ministers of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
word of it."
.
. .
For sale at this office.
Price 15 cents.
tf21l

Tho Bi~lo Analyza~.

Pnce, 35 cents.

and fUI·nishing a key for unlocking many or1
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
history of ~ixteen oriental crncitied ~t.ods. $!.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
33 Olin ton Place. New York.

WHAT'S TO BE

DONE~

A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.
By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
·
R. TucKER.
Written in Prison. Snppiessed br,the Czar. The
Author Over Twenty Yearli an·Exlie in Siberia. Russian Edition worth $600 a Copy.
First American Edition Exhauskd
in Four Days. Second now
Ready. An Elegant
Volume of 330
Pages.
PRESS COMMENTS :
To caii the book the "Uncle 'Tom's Cabin" of
Nihilism is scarcely extravagance.-Boston Aa·verttser.

It is 'perhapa the book which has most powerfnlly influenced the youth of Russia in their
growth into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
noteworthy as a work which has played so important a part in the political and social history of
the centnry.-Boston Courtel·.
As a revelation of folk hfe it is invaluable ; we
hav no other Russian pictures that compare with

it.-Providence Star.

.John R. Hello, A.M.

The characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
that the interest in their fate becomes intense as
the thread of the narrativ is slowly nnwonnd.-

OONTENTS:
· The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Oree.tion.-The Delnge.-The Exodus.-The. Miracles Gf the Bible.-The Errors of the Blble.-Th6
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior. .
.
·
Crownoctavo,833p_p•. Splimdidlyexecnted, Bent
by mail, post paid.· Price, $3.00.

When we come to consider the publication of
such books as Flanbert's '' Salammbo" and Tcbernychewsky's ·• What's To Be Done?" we caq,not
a void the conclusion that something must ha v
happened to the society for the snppr(lssion of
indecent literatnre.-St. Louis Republican.
In cloth, $1; paper, 76 cents.
Addl\llu THE TRUTH BEEKER,:
18 OlintOn PlaCe, New York,
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1. Light Science for Leisure Hours. A series of
familiar essu.ys on astronomical and other·
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Proc·
tor, F.R.A.B.
fl. The Forms of Water in Clouds and Rivers-~, Ice
and Glaciers. 19 illnstratiens. By John Tyndall, F.R.S.
a.'Physics and Politics. An application of the
principles of Natural Science to Politic al
Societ~ By Walter Bagehot, Author 0 f
"The _.,nglish Constitution."
4. Man•s.Place in Nature. With numerous illns.
trations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and Physical.
By Herbert Spencer.
6. Town Geology. With Appendix on Coral and
Coral Reefs. By Cha~·les Kingsley.
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous runs.
trations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.
8. Stnqy o,f Languag,esd>ronght back to its Trn3
pnnmples. By C. Jllarcel.
9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory ?f Sound in its Relation to Music.
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro
Blase rna.
11. } The Naturalist on· the River Amazon. A record of 11 years' travel. By Henry Walter
12.
Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
13. MiJ?.d and Body. {the theories of their rel~
twns. By Alexander Bain, LL.D •
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 illustration<:.
By Camille Flammarion.
15. Lonll:evity. The means of prolongingJife afte:.nuddle age. By John Gardner, M.D.
16. Origin of Species. By Thomas H. Huxley,
F.U.S.
17. Progress: Its Law and Cause. With other diSo
qnisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
18. Lessons in Electricity. 60 illnstra tiona. B;John Tyndall, F.R.S.
19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects By
Richa1·d A. Proctor.
·
20. Romance of Astronomy. By R. Kalley Miller,
liLA.
21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essays.
By Thomaij H. Huxley, F.R.S.
22. SeeiJ?.!f aml ~hinking. By William Kingdon
Clifford, F.l..S.
23. Scientific Sophisms. A review of cnrren t
theories conce :nin~ Atoms.._ Apes, and Mcu.
By Samuel Wainwrrght, D.v.
24. Po_p11iar Scientific Lectures. Illustrated. By
Prof. H. Helmhdtz.
25. Origin of Na~ions. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
Oxford University.
·
26. The Evolutionist at Large By Grant Allen.
27. History of Landholding
n England. By
Joseph F1sher, F.R.H.I::l.
'<8. Fashion in Deformity, as illustrnted in the
customs of Barbarous aad Civilized Races.
Numerous illustrations. Br William Henry
Flower, F.R.S.
~II. Facts and Fictions of 2.oologr. Numerous
illustrations. By Andrew Wileon, Ph. D.
lO. } Study of Words. By Richarcl Chenevix
~1.
Trench.
~2. Hereditary T1·aits and other Essays. By Richard A. Proctor.
~3. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.
<14. Philosophy of Style. By Herbert Spencer.
35. Oriental Religions. By John Caird, Pres.
Univ. Glasgow, and Others.
36. Lectures on Evolution. Dlustrated. By Prof.
T. H. Huxley.
•
37. Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. By John
Tyndall.
Geological Sketches. By Archibald Geikie,
39•• F.R.S.
40. The Evidence of Organic Evolution. By Geo.
J. Romanes, F.R.S.
41. Current Discussions in Science. By W. M.
Williams, F.C.B.
.
42. History of tho Science of Politics. By Frederick Pollock.
43. Darwin and Humboldt. By Professor Huxley.
Professor Agassiz, and others .
Dawp.. of History. By C. F. Keary, of the
45.
Bnt1slllllnseum.
16. DisCJases of l\Iemory. By Th. Ribot. Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
17. Childhaod of I•eligions. By Edward Clodd,
F.It.A.B.
48. Life in Nature. Illustrated. By Jas. Hinton.
49. The Sun : its Constitution; its Phenomena;
its Conditwu. By Judge Nathan T. Carr,
Columbus, Ind.
MoneY, and the Mechanism of Exchange. By
51.
Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
52. Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
53. Animal Automatism, and other Essays. By
Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
54. Birth and Growth of Myth. By Edward Clodd.
F.R.A.B.
55. Scientific Basis of Morals, and other Essays.
By William Kingdon Clifford, F.R.S.
~:} musions. By James Snlly.
The Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin.
59."
'.rwo double numbers, 30 cents each.
60. Childhood of the World. By Edward Clodd
61. 1\Iiscellaneons Essays. By Richard A. Proctor.
62. Religions of the Ancient World. By Prof. Geo ..
Rawlinson, University of Oxford. Double
number, 30 cents.
63. Progressive l\Iorality.
'By Thomas Fowler,
LL.D. 1 president of Corpus Christi College,
Oxfora.
64. Distribution of Animals and Plants. By A.
'l.nssel Wallace and W. T. Thiselton Dyer.
65. Conditions of 1\Iental Development; and other
Essays. By Wm. Kingdon Clifford.
66. Technical Education; ancl other Essays. By
Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
67. The Black Death. An A.cconnt of the GrPn.t
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Centnr"- ~
J. F. C. Hecker.
68. (Special number, 10 cents.) Three Essay,
Herbert Spencer.
69. (Double Nnmber,30cents). Fetichism: A Cart·
tribntion to Anthropology and the History
of Religion. ByFrit;~ Schnltze,_Ph.D: Translated from the German by J. FitzgeraW
"'
M.A.
70. Essays Spemliativ and Practical. By Her be~
Spencer.
71. Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson..!. LL.D.
With Appendix on Archeology. .tlY E. B.
l'ylor, F.lt.B.
72. The Dancing Mania or the Middle Ages. By
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
73. Evolution in History, Language, and Science.
Four Addresses delivet·ed at the London
Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and
Litera tnre.
1'4. The Descent of Man; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwin. In c: partlt
15 cents each.
Ado¥"'!S THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.,
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Biogra'P,bY of Satan; or, a Historical 50.}
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.

The Greatest of' all Antl·Blbl,l· Author of "False Claims," "Bible The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors ; .or, Christianity Before Christ.
cal Works.
Contaming new and startling revelations in
Morals," Etc..
religions historrl which disclose the oriental
By THOMAS PAINE,
origm of all the aoctrines 1 .Principle)h precepts,
'
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
and miracles of the Christian New Testament
The best and most thorough work ever written

Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents.
$1.00.

THE HUMBOLDT LffiRA.RY.
Price 111 cents each number, unless othertotse ma1·kea.

1
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P. Put;nam's Works.

The Problem of the Universe, and
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J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
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The Other Side of It.
I didn't ask to come here, and I do not want to
stay,
I don't find much place for me ; as a- rnle I'm in
the way.
What I feel as if I could do, I get no chance to try;
I see no fnn to liv for, and I hav no right to die.
I'm made to pant and struggle for what I'm not to
win;

The Catholics undoubtedly will be enjoined'
by Rome to refuse the J)ayinent of taxes for
the support of public schools which they
don't use, and cannot conscientiously use as
imposing a hated creed on their children ;
then, of course,- the Catholics will obey their
foreign master and rebel against country tax
laws. Here is the danger. Now for the
remedy: To avoid this possible calamity by
depnving the Catholic clergy of ariy semblance of good reason or apparent plausible
-pretext for their war on the puplic schools or
their incitement to refuse taxes, I submit that
the Secular Union, at its next Congress, will
atnend or remodel its ninth demand or even
enact a tenth one if preferable, about as follows: "We demand that prayers and religious
exercises, of any kind whatever, be positivly
forbidden in all the public schools; Tliat the
Bible as a text-book be absolutely prohibited ; 7ltat all educational book& be corrected and reuised so as not to lea'lle standing on8
Bingle aentence implying religious teachings,
which shall be left euluBi'lll11 to the patrentB, m.inilltera, 0'1" priests, but entirely out of the public
schools."
H. J. S.,
Secularist and ex-Catholic.

i. SS6.

our elementary education, and I should consider their introduction into om: common
schools as a new epoch in the history of our
country,
,_

BLASPHEMY
-AND-

THE BJ B LE.

l'.REETHOUGH'r

WORK~

For Sale at THE TRuTH SEEKER Office,
A Few Days in Athens. BY FMN"illr.a
WmGRT. Embellished wit.h the portrait of Epicurus the Greek philosopher, and
the llnthor. 'Price, 75 cents.
A Legacy to the Friends of l,ree
·Discussion. By BENJAMIN _OFFEN,
formerly Lecturer of the Society - of
-Moral Philanthropists, at Tammany ~all, ·
New York. Price, $1.

I hate myself for meanness, and I'm just cut out
A Modern Symposium.
Subjects :
BY C. B..REYNOLDS.
to sin.
·
The Soul and a FUture Life. By FrederI'm set racing down a road for a goal it does not
ick Hnrrison, R. H. Hutton, Prof. Huxley,
Bhowin.r that the Bible and the believers in it
lead to;
Lord Blackford, Ron. Roden Noel, Lord
are the real blaSphemers, and not the SecuI'm held liable for lots of things I never hav
'Selborne, Canon Barry, Rev. Baldwin
larists.
agreed to.
Brown Dr. W. G. Ward. The In:fl.uenc&
This is the pamphlet for the distribution of
upon Morality of a Decline in Religioua
The life I never wanted I'm expected togiv thanks
which
Mr.
Reynolds
is
now
indicted,
and
to
be
·Belief. By Sir James Stephen, Lord Selfor;
.borne, Frederick Harrison, The Dean of
I'm required to draw prizes that I'm given only
TRIED FOR BLASPHEMY
1··
·st. Paul's, The Duke of Argyle, Prof.
blanks for;
'Clifford, Dr. W. G. Ward, Prof. Huxley,
next January.
I'm here without my sanction, yet in duty bound
R. H. Hutton. Utteran~es never sur•
to stay;
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
passed by writers and all Important sub- I yearn to build a marble house, and I've got to
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
jects. Noted for their terse originality.
work with clay.
Price-, $1. 25.
'A. G. PAINE,
Well! I didn't ask to come here, and I don't care
a cent to stay ;
Formerly of 9th street, near First avenue, h·as A.n Eye-Opener. " Citateur. Par Pigyopened a
And-though I face the music-I've just a word to
ault." Le B:run, Doubts of Infidels. B'
say;
ZEPA. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
OIGAR
STORE,
Life's hard enough to swallow; I don't want the
at 634 Nintll avenue, betwl(len 44th and 4lit!J. streets,
· bitter pill,
.
where will be found a fresh stool!: qf Cigars, to- A.ntiq_nity and Duration of the
But it's quite too much to take it and be licked for The Natural Sciences in Our Com- bacco, pipe!!! ete., of the best _qualitlehs._ ashche11-_p
World l By G. ToULMAN. 20 •·ents ..
.as can be anorded. He will sell you W: at e tells
being ill !
-Emma V. Shertaan.
mon .Schools.
you and tell you what he sells YQ.~ Qigars. by the
Apocryphal
New Testament.- Being
Imttatet1from Hv:xleu bl/ J.-M. Coettnaer.
box-a't factory prices. A. G. PAINE,.PiOpnetor.
till the gospels, ~pistles,_ and other pieces
I hinted several times,- e. g., in ''The
The School Question-Its Dangers
now extant attnbuted Ill the first four
Youth's Liberal Guide," that the introduction
and Remedies.
centuries to Jesus Christ, his ~postles,
of the natural sciences in our common. schools
llnd their companions, and .not mcl:nded
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
An appendix to the Ninth Demand of the _ would advance them considerably. I rank
fu the New Testament by lts·compllers.•_
Secular Union is wanted. Since long ago the amQng them physiology, geology, natural cards, which we otrer for sale. These mottoes are
Price, $1.25.
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourCatholic clergymen of the United States hav philosophy, zoOlogy, botany, chemistry, and home " placards which disfigure the walls of so
A story book for made a clandestin, and lately an open, war geology. For this time I make free to report many houses. They are printed on he!l-vY card- Apples of Gold.
"boys and girls. By Miss SusAN. H. WrxoN.
against our public schools. _They pretend the opinion of the celebrated naturalist, board, 9 inches by 22 1-i. The motto is in black,
Price, $1.25.
that children in the West receive no religious Thomas H. Huxley, giv1ln. in his "Lay Ser- with eolored borders, with !I-ll illuminated monogram of U; 111. L. The following are the various A Short History of the Bible. Beeducation, and that in the East they are mons," which also are known in Amerjca, readings: ing a Popular ~ccount of the Formation
taught Protestantism by prayers, by pooks He thinks that fifteen hundred years ago, the :···················································::
ana Development of the Canon. By
THE LIVDiG HAV A BIGHT TO CONTROL
containing objectionable religious teachings, child of a wealthy Roman citizen learned the
BlloNsoN C. KEELEB. This is a splendid
THE WORLD.
and by the reading of the Protestant Bible in same things as the children of our ag~to
ivork showing how the Bible was manu=••••••••••. ••••• • ••••• ••••••'•••••• •• •••• ••• •• •••• • •• a
factu~ed
by the church and ecclesiastics.
the public schools, coutrary to the meaning read and write his nativ language (perhaps
:·····················.·······························:
Limp cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cent~.
of the Constitution. This pretension is, un- the Greek, toO), the elements of mathematics, •
FREE THOUGHT WILL GJV US TRUTH.
•
fortunately, correct, and it givs them, appa- history, geography (as it was used at that : ...................................................... Astronomy and Worship of the rently, a good pretext for their warfare. I time), and religion. Besides, he thinks that
Ancients. By GILBERT VALE. 20 cts..
·;;;;~~~~-~-~-~~-~-~~·~.;;;;:···l
say pretext, because it is nothing else. The he would not err to say that if such·a Chris- : ......................................................
Rev.
real end sought by them is the division of the tian-Roman boy could be transposed into one :·····························;······················: Astro-Theological Lectures.
RoBT. TAYLOB. Price, cloth, $2.
BEASON IS A BETTEB GUIDE THAN FEAR.
•
public school-moaeys, and possibly the aboli- of our public schools, in order to participate .
: .....................................................
tion of these institutions.
Ant9biography of Robert Cooper.
in the course of instruction, h8 would not
Price, 15 cents.
Since the arrival of that holy man (?) Mon- find a single new idea, especially no other inTHE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS MY CA.~~·
signor Capel, Pope Leo's emissary, costly tuition of the .universe- as that which pre- : ..................................................... Bh~avad-Gita; or, A Dis<i~urse- on
~
Catholic schools, academies, Jesuits' and dominated in his century. And still there is
Divine Matters between Krishna and
'liNrvEBs.A.L lllENTAL LIBEBTY.
Arjuna. By J-. .COCXBUBN THO'MPBON.
priests' colleges, convents, and other Catholic certainly a great difference between the civi- :• .....................................................
.•
Price, $1. 75.
bui-ldings hav sprouted like mushrooms all lization of the fourth and that of the nineover the "ountry, by orders from Rome.
Bible in India.
Hindoo Origin of
THE TillE TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
teenth century. And what circumstances
•
AND 'fHE PLACE TO BE JIAPl'Y IS HEBE.
Hebrew and Christian Revelation. TransPublic papers report every day some of the occasioned this difference? Huxley answers,
fated from " Le Bible dans Inde." By
audacious outbursts of the Catholic priests without hesitating, " The development of the ······················································
r.oms JACOLLIOT. Price; $2.
-~
against our public schools, but these noisy natural sciences during the last and present ·····················································:
NEVER TBOUBLE TROUBLE
shots from the pulpit are not as dangerous as century."
TILL TBOUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
Bible in the Balance. A text-book
for <investigators. By Rev. J. G. Frsa.
the secret stabs thrust in the dark by the
Modern civilization rests upon the natural
Price, $1.50 .
Catholic priest while in the confessional. !ICiences; all ideas of the pr6sent age are ......................................................
' THE WORLD IS MY COUNTBY;
:
There the penitent, be it male or female, but rooted in them; they entered into the works :
TO DO GOOD lilY BELIGION.
-BibI~ Inquirer; or, .~ey to Bible In·particularly the latter, is enjoined to send their of our best poets, and even the great book- : .................................................... .
vestigation. Conta1mng one hundred
and forty-eight propositions; with referchildren to the Catholic school, and to- sup- learned writers who feign to despise- them
The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cenis.
ences to the most plain and striking selfFor Freethought societies there is a. large card
port the same with money. The public owe them their best productions. The great15inches, printed in colors, with an engraved , contradictions of the so-called Inspired
school is depicted as one of the gates of hell, est revolution of mind which mankind ever 22x
Scriptures. Also one hundred and fifty-heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberwhere perdition and damnation for the chil- saw is inaugurated insensibly by their influ- alliiln.. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
two references to the most marvelous octhe
lecture-rooms
of
Liberal
societies.
Price,
30
dren are sure to follow. If the terrorizlild ence. They teach mankind that the highest
currences. Each quotation has a short
description of its contents. By A. JAoo.BCatholic hesitate to make a formal promis to court of human mind is observation and ex- cents. A.D.y of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
SON.
Price, 15 cents.
obey the priest's order, he is refused the abso- perience, not blind authority; they teach us
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
lution of his sins, and, besides, threatened to esteem the value of demonstration; they
Bible Myths, and their Parallels in
83 Clinton Pl., New York City.
with excommunication, or at least to hav the create profound faith in the existence of imOther Religions r Being a comdoors of the church shut against his face.
parison of th.e Old a~d New Testament
mutable moral and physical laws, which to
Myths and Miracl~s 'Y1th thos.e of. HeathNow, to realize the generally suMessful obey is the highest goal of a rational being.
en Nations of Ant1qutty, cons1denng also
effect of such threatenings, we must rememBut the old, stereotypical system of educatheir Origin and Meaning. With numerBY ARTHUR B. MOSS,
ber that a Catholic layman believes abso- tion takes not any notice of all this. The
ous illustrations. 1 vol. Royal Svo.
li'RBE7'1IOUGH'l' .AND R.ADIC.AL .ADY'O(J.A'l'E
lutely that his priest has the power to open riddles and difficulties of the natural sciences
567 pngt>s. Cloth, $4.00.
(o.f BnQlana).
The objPct or this work is to point out the myths
to him the ·gates of heaven or hell at his meet the poorest boy at every step, neverthewith which the Old and New Testaments abound; to
SECOND EDITION~
will.
less, we educate him in such a manner that
show that they were held in common with other
nations; and then to trace them to their evloleut
This superstitious and absurd belief is the he will enter into the world as ignorant' of
Charles Watts's Ltterarv Gutae says: " WE) !I-re origin and eeplam their mtamng. It conta!I!Bquotatlon•
source of the immense power which the Cath- their laws -and facts as he was when he was glad to record the appearance of a second edition trom nearly all the sacred books ot heathen nation•,
of this admirable book. The various rapers-ten and rrom other rare and valuable works which are
olic priest exerts. on his parishioners. Few, born. Posterity will cry shame upon us if in
all-are some of the author's best work."
accessible to people in general. The chapters
The Middleboro News says: "Thes~ e~Sf!-YS are not so
very few, would dare resist the priest's in- we don't correct this deplorable condition of
arranged that It is a pertect cyclopedia or ret·
brimming with careful thought and JUdimous re- are
erence.
Years or research would be necessary to
junctions and run the risk to be spotted as a public schools.
search"
dltlCOver
the information it contains. It Is a mo"t
The Yorkshire Ohrontcle Sf!-YS: "These esS!I-YS !I-re ..}archingallInvestigation
black sheep in the flock, and as a rebel
Into the origin or OhrisLianTrue, Professor Huxley speaks of the com- nolil.
unworthy the attention of. the smentific lty. Every ru.ct Is verified
by copious not.es an•l
against the church of Rome. This power is mon schools of his country, of England; but student though ·written for the umnitiated."
authorities, so that it may be. tru.sted as. a thor·
PBIOE,
50
CENTS.
ougllly
reliable
work.
It
con.tams
vifnrmat•nn which
so absolute that if to-day a law was enacted are not the same defects found in ours as in
wilt b< &tartlmg to many.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
in all the states (as it is in some foreign coun- the English ones ? I agree that ours excel
tries), compelling parents to send their chil- them in one regard, viz., Religion is no
Bible of Humanity. By JuLES MwHW'ORKS OF' 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
ELET. Translated from the French by V.
dren to the public schools, under heavy pen- branch of the common schools of America so
CALFA. Svo. cloth,- $3. This is a larl(e
alties, and if then the pope would forbid it, far, -and therefore the superstition and mutual Christianity a Reward for Crime.
epic in prose. The artist historian sing>~
under threats of excommunication, there is hatred i>f the different sects is not inoculated
tne evolution of mankind. He throw>~
Authenticated by the Bible.
probably not one Catholic out of ten thou- in the brain of youth in our schools ; but are
brilliant glimpses of light on. the lon-g
Paper, limo, 29 pa~es,
lOc.
course of events and works wh11~h he unsand who would disobey the pope; ~hey the natural sciences also a part of their profolds.
would rather prove criminals and traitors to gram? . It may be that some of their branches
BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
this country by obeying a foreign power.
are taught here and there, e.g., physiology of
Bible of Rational Mind ancl Relig-And Its Errors E_xposed.
This Catholic machinery in the United human body; but into which common school
ion. Rational Religion nmlJVIorals.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pa.JI"es,
15c.
States is certainly " the wheel within a are they at! introduced? Only in SwitzerBy THoMAS J. VADIEN, M.D., of St. Louis,
Mo. Price, $3.
wheel," and unfortunately that wheel is fixed_ land I found Huxley's ideal of common
Origin of tbe Christian Bible.
at one end of a long shaft. whose crank and schools partly realized. Already, fifty years
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25o.
Bible of To-Day. By JonN
CHA)}o
motiv power is at Rome.
WICX. This is a condensed result of the
ago, parts of science taught in every primary
Evidently, after a few years, we must ex- school were: .Zoology, botany, mineralogy,
scientific criticisms of the Reparate books
A. Masonic Vindication of Right.
of· the Bible. Price, $1.50.
pect that this foreign organization will pro- and ntltural philosophy. It is my honest
A Protest Against Persecution.
duce dreadful and bitter fruits. Then, as a persuasion that it is absolutely necessary for
Biography of Satan;.
a .Hi~torical
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages, • - - • llic.
consequence, we will hav another kind of the lasting welfare of our republic to make
Ex:position of the Devil and his Fiery Do~eu THE TRUTH SEEKER.
JillWlll. · BJ XusJDY G:a&VBS. 36 cents.
Mormon resistanee and probably bloodshed. the elements of the natural sciences part of
83 Clinton Pl., New York .
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Ingersoll's W'orks.

; meets
_every.Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. ·for lectures and
on religious and social questions.
l free-discussions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth

The Gods. ·Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lectures).. comprising, "The Gods"'
~·Humboldt~" Thomas Paine," "Individua~-·
1ty•" and " .1:1.eretics and Heresies. n ·

i

Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Ghosts Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

I

.

.l

Some _.M.istak~s of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
.
lnte1:views on Talmage. Paper, 50cts:

Desiring to unlooo an accumulation of debts, I
· will offer until further p.otice all my elegant stock
P· of fine goods at

Oontents: "The <fhosts" "Liberty for Man
dWoman, and Ohild," "The Declaration of In~!
,.eJ!.endence," "About FarmiJ!g in Illinois,"!
The Grant Banqueh" "The Rev. Alexander
. Olark," "The Past .ttises before Me· Like a
· Dreall\," and" A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingersoll"

.

·

plam cloth, $1.25.

.
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SPECIAL SALE 1

•

j.

. What .Must We Do to Be Saved l Par
The Christian Relhdon. . By·R; G.

worth $100; an elegant brooch, arabesque
st_y1e, 17 diamonds, $140, worth ~; another1 line
of beauty, 11 diamonds, $220; worth $325; another,
8 stones, $125, worth $200: same, $30, worth $1.25
Rings and studs same reductions. Smaller diamond goods 25 per cent below lowest market price.
A superb, extra heavy, embossed case watch set
with large diamond1 $1851 worth $200; looy's watch
to match, $90. worth
$125; $100 watches $70; · $80
watches, $60; $65 watches, $50; solid gold chains,
necklaces, bracelets, and jewelry125 per cent discount. Sent 0. 0. D., subject ro inspection, or
cash refunded if not satisfactory,
BUY NOW AND SAVE MONEY.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill .

-$65\

lngerso!J1 J J!dge J ereniia1i B. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fislier. Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.. 56 pages, 12mo, · paper,'
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed iii

1arge, clear t_ype, and containing as much aE

cThiso~d be delivered in two ordiiiary lectures .
. makes a grand missionary document
_Liberals should scatter it generoUsly;
·

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers tc

a N~ber of Vital Questions Propounded b;i
· t he editor of the San Frarwtscan• . ·5 cents; Iii!
~R-~B per dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3'J
• .III.JJ.Jfons ?1 these should be circul.8.ted.
.

I

the attacks of the New York Ollserrei-, by Bob. ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

: DR. B. P. FELLOWS

1

Vmdication of Thomas Paine from
·

WHOLESALE COST•
An elegant pair of diamond ear-drops $200, worth
$300; another pair, $1251 worth $200; another pair,

per, 25 cents.

•

BACON -AND SH.A.KSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bha.kspere could not write.
The Bonnet11 written by Francis Bacon to. the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D. 1 1590. By WM. IIE!!!BY
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

•--()-{)--o--•

Address on the Civil Rights Bill;
lnu:ersoll'l!l Lectures Complete~

is a reJrolarly: educated and lel{a.llY qualiI·
fied
phystcian, and
·'B
the most snccessfJ!]1
e
practice will
as
his
1prove. He has for
twenty :fears treated
exolusivJ.y all diseases
of the Sexual ®rgans,
in the cures of which
he stands11reeminent
BPERMATORRH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of ·selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in ma-.
turer years, causing
.
Il.ight emissions by
·~dreams, loss of sexual
••
power, rendering
marriage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured
permanentbr by_1!-n Jlutside a'{!J2lication in sixty
da.l'!l. NO BTOMAOH MEDIOIN USED. It is one
of Dr. Fellows' valuable discoveries, which is entirely unknown to the m&dical profession. It is
_not a catch-penny: get u_p, such as a ;padJ belt, pa.stille1 nor magnetic appliance, but BlmPlY a mediein ro be applied externally on the parts affected,
which cures hyabsorption. Bend five 2-cent stamps
for his "Private Counselor " giving full information. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows1 Vineland, N.J.
and say where you saw this advertisment.
·

I

Thif

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In factl one of the richest brightest
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the eel
ebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never be
fore published, and all the famous "tributes •
heretofore Printed in various shapes\ but neve1 ·
brought together till now, many otner gems
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect.urea, letters1 table-talks, and day-to-day conversations oi the author. The work is designee
for and will be accepted by &dmiring friends a.1
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve thiJ
purp\)Bih a :fine steel portrait, with autogra.J,ll
fac simile, has been prepared especiallY. for 1t
Price1 in silk cloth, beveleq edges, gilt bacl
and stde, $2.50; in half calf, mottled eages, elegant library style1 $4.50; m full Tnrkejc mo.
rocco_, _¢.1t, exquisttly fine, $7.50; in full tre''1n~liL;;':i;:';";;";'";:';;~7.;':;::':"';'":;";';:"~;-------....
calf, mghest possible style and finish, $9.
-

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, an4
Iilgersoll. Cabinet size; true tq

"

J

Bound in one volume. To meet. the . deman<'
for ~r. Ingersoll's works the publisher has ha.<
all hts lectures, except the latest on · " Ortho
do_x_y," bound m one· beautiful-volume, in hal
_oa.It, libyary spyle, and containing. over 1i30
pages, which 18 sold at the exoeedingiY ov.
pnce of $5. Bent by mail postpaid. ·
'·
Trib~te~.
There hav been so manj
!l.PPlicatiOns for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute tc
His Brother," "The Vision of War111 the "Gran1
Banquet Toast," and the recent address -ovel
"Little. Hany Miller's Grave," that they ha'
be.en prmted on hea:v;v toned paper, 18x22, illulp.lllated bor!ler, and lii large, olea..r type, suit&
ble for frammg, and the feur will be forwardec
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

I

·•

Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents. ·

pR1M1T1VE cHR1sT1AN1Ty

BY LEWIS C. JANE!.
This book treats of the natural evolution of the
. . life, pricet $1.50 each. Enry admirer of these Christian
its historical antecedents in
'apostles or Religious Liberty s~ouldha.v them. Palestinianreligion,
Judaism and Boman Paganism; investigates
the
history
the found~r of ChristianPhotograuhs of Colonel Inu:~>rsoll. ity in the light of the of
latest scienttfic criticism of
Superb pliotographs1 22xll8, $5; paniil, 10Mx171 the New Testament; shows
that the true story of
$3; boudoir, $1 ; cabmet, 40 cents ; card, 20 eta.
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
sej)arable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded lilm with the mythical
Ohrist1 and traces the natural development of
Practical Experience with Poultry.
Ohrist1an dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
By GEo. M. DAVEI!!PORT. This is a little book- Oomplete
and full index. 820pp. 8vo1
a_ pamphlet of 82 well-:filled pages, costing only cloth, gilt references
top. Price $1.50.
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an eg!f. It is
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
well called " practical," for we find n othmg unpractical in it. Hens, ducks; geese, and turkeys
are 12articularly discussed and then· economiclll1
A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
OJ'
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additiOn to
the poultry literature of the day.
.
OB THB
. TRUTH BEEKER Office,
First Ten Decatles of Our Era.
38 Olinton Place, New York.

N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage lBJ!olicited.

---------_:jl.

Tile Heathens of the Heath. A finely

· written :Radical romance. Br.Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Oreeds, Day or
Rest, ete. 500 pages. .Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents ; cloth, $1.211.

F1mily Creeds. By William McDonnell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, '15 cents.

E :teter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day. 4
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

Nsthaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Ra.dioa.l novel of marked abilitx. Jjlgual to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.211.
Tile Ontcast.. A deep, ~ely written
8.
.MODERN HOUSES"
Radical story. From the London edition. By
(Just Pullltshea, JUll/1 1 1886) OONTAINB:
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man. A colored
frontispiece showmg the modem style
SO cents.
of pa.intin_g.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
All in a Lifetime. A Romimce. By colored,
to supply all the neccessaqr pieces. for
Miss Susan H. Wixon. " The· great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its constructing a model house, with plam directtons
BY
personages are those one meets with in com- for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
mon life, and are portrayed With a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to ex- young_ the ttreatest amusement, it is more than a
Designed to show upon the authority of History
toy.
It is,m fact, a most practical lesson in Archpect to find. in such a marked de.Jtre~ even
that Apollonius of Tyana performed miracles and
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon, itecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
f!Poke wise sayings equal to tbose attributed to
most
popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
An Examination of the Tariff Question with Jesus
whose biilliant and lucid style is familiar to
Ohrist. 350pp., octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
most reooers in the Freotho!ig]l t ranks." Price, buildera.
Especial Regard to the Interests of Labor.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
55
New
Designs for Residences (cost varying from
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
BY Hf NRY CEO ROE
$500 to $15,000).
2
New
Designs for Barns.
MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
In this book the author designs to show that
TRAVELS IN FAITH
1 New Design for a Chapel.
OR,
Drawings
and description of a model Kitchen
beneficial results would follow the abolition
From. Tradition to Reason.
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Oistern.
of all tariffs on importations.
The Forgery of the Old Testament.
·An Article on Villa Park Associations.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMs.
Octavo,360pp.; price, $1.50.
Dedicated to the clergy
SEI!!Tt PoSTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.
For Sale at this 011loe.
su11.
Address
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
BY
THE CO-OPEBATIVE BUILDING PLAN AS~O'N.
H. J. SEIGNEURET,
BOOKS
FOR
CHILDREN.
BOOKS ON .MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
191:Broooway (Box 2702), New York.

APOLONIUS 0 F 'TY AN A,

Protection or Free Trade

moth,

Secularist.

SUBJECTS:

Price,

10 cents.

Tbe Story H()nr.

For Children and

ASHORT LESSOI II HISTORY.

Youth. :By_Susan H. Wixon. Without Super-·
stition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers'
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Ohildren's Btoq-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large ]ype, heavy
A double-page picture contrasting soience and
toned paper, brooo margins, illuminated
SACRED MYSTERIES
theology, showing how the one has labored for
covers ; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.
human advancement, and how the other hae
M
d ~~No ~E 1 h
Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of always
opposed it.
BJ as 80
e ,_n c es 11 ,liOC)
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents ;
Years Ago.
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
twenJy-five coj)ies for J1; one hundred copies for
We wish that the fnends of Freethonght woulcl
A. pules of Gold. A Story-Book for $3.
tbe Youn_g Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon. distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excelIllustrated.
Price, $2.50.
lent work for young masters ang !fiisses, has
THE MODERN BALAAM.
For Bale at this office.
passed through a. very large edition, a,nd a
second has been lBsued at a reduced pnce of
Bhowinf the Ba.la.a.m of modern times to be thE
$1.251 free of postage. This new edition has a priests.
a splendid pictorial arguntent. Price
photograph of the author which adds very per dozen,tis
30 cents; per hundred, $1.150.
much to the value of the volume.

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL OOMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, $3.25--in English or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
,
SOIENOE IN STORY; m;,. Sammy Tubbs, the
Bo:I'_Docto!) and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. J:J. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages 1• illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume ox "Science in Story. ''l 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable. reference pamphlet of'128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
BANITARY-BOIENOE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
OB,
m their Relation to Disease,"representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and _public hygj,ene MEN OJ!' BUSINESS WHo Dm Soli!ETHING BESIDES
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the BunMAxn!G MoNEY.
beam1" considering the blue-glass cure-Qf value
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
to BlCK and well. ·By mail, 10 ceRts each.
·HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
BY .JAMES P.t RT0'\1
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 886 PEfce':J. cloth

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLIOAL MYTH

/

CAPT A INS· OF INOUSTRY1

1

~~~~~'cl~th 1·;~~~&~Y.t'TJ!>lL~~~¥~er~3It~ 1 " ~:

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who ha.v
HumanTempemmentsz'' with illustrations, by Dr. helped the world; together with eig_ht portraits. ·
E. B. Foote, 10 centsJ.' Generation before Re~ren Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
eration" by Dr. E. J:J. Foote, Jr.t)O cents; 'r-Re. are standard.
ports of Conventions and Parlor meetinttB daring
Prlc.-, •
- $1.2~.
11!821:• 10 cents; "Third Annual Oonvent1on of the
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Insbl.· tute of Heredity ,May 29, 188l!." 10 cents.
88
Olintoa
Place,
New York.
A.ddress
THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the

T'lte Youth's Liberal Guide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottingert.A.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eaucatiop. of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
BEEKER..'------ - - - - - -

Bible Inquirer. A.. Key to Bible Investigation. Revised Edition. This PamJ;!hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible J?ropositton9
with numerous references and ottations, tha~
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the sa.me book. Prioe
llll cent&

CHRISTIANITY
A REWARD F 0 R CRIME.
Substantiated by the Bible.
BY

0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

Price 10 Cent•. I Per Dozen, $1.00.
Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER,
88 Olinton Place. New York.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Ha.llJ before the N. E. Freethinkers• Convention, o~anuary 291 1884. Price•
tO cents.

•
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/
.:YAL: W HITllfAN, the 'poe~, i8 rep.~rte'~~~ft~
~":-~"- ·~
ed.'Thu. I/
,:1 ,

.,", b1·ance.that I had no othE)r but these two-that of
'''J a school-master and that. of a priest: in the one

.~'i;J case with. the fair pi·ospect of speedy maceration
~land ~tarvatjon; in the other of ·perjury, which is

i\l;J infiriitly1'rqrse.-Carl!lle's Letters.

·
IIIIIlt'ON 1\.ad been intended for the_ church and
'!iii;?:l had-been sent to college with that VIew. By the
'1\\i'.<':' time he left Cambridge at twenty-four, it had be~{~'come clea,r,both to himself and his family that he
~,t,.· could never submit his understanding to the tram~1· mels of qhurch formu,lariflB. His later mind, about.
iJi.,:.~. 164~;'.i.s'-".eipressed by ,4jniself. in·. ..hi·-~ own f'orci?Ie
"' ; style : "The church, to whose serVIce, by the m~~· tention of :iny parents and friendii, I was destined
l'ii!::• .Of .a child, and in mine own resolutions, till comf<1· ing t6 ·some maturity of years, and perceiving
ii'li wb;at··tyranny had invaded the church, that he.
wliQ,.would ·take orders must subscribe slave nnd
take an oath withal , . • !thought it better to
prefer a. blameless silence before this sacred office
of s:P~akbig1 bought'and. begun with servitude and

~~j

THE pork-packing houses of Chicago ere.;
turned to the ten-hour schedule on Mqnday. ;
Wages woce slightly increased.
··
. THE internatio~al double-scull s.weepstakes' '.
race on the Thames, London, was won, ) j
Teemer and Hamm, Americans.
· ,; :
JIEumERT SPENDER is in a low state· .of
health. For some weeks he has been unable,

i

1
; 1·

-

flwitghJ .

~ j . cI~on~~~TE se!fish~e~~ fs m~n's ~re~t faul~.~.iw.'~cfl·. D~.·-x../~:~m·.e···tJ~a,
n~thing J"ustifies me. for .having
. ~...
{.h adopt!)d,, the,trade of literature except the remem-

failmg m health. He is 67-years old.
PRESIDENTCLJiVELiNn h~s'ap.p~int.
rs-,
d
N
ay, ov. 25th, as Thanksgiving day. ·;:~(~.
AOTIVITY in business circles is repd;rt~d '
from Charleston, S.C., the scene of the earth~
quake disaster.
i

to go about except in a wheel chair.
·~ ;
M B
f. .... · d
'"· · .
0
R. LAINE,
ru.aine, a dressed· an· audience of 8,000 in Newark, N. J., on Saty'r:g~y
night. His subject, it may be added; was.th~
tariff. .
·
•- · ,_J i

fnns oJ

forswe~i-irig. "-Marll; Pattison's Jftlton.

THE Spiritualists' Home near Westfield, i
N.J., where annual summer me. etings oF...fl>~·!

'

•·

IF'"af~er·'.J)irth the baby dies before it thinks,

~\'t"';

thot~gh

after it has breathed, where in this case is
;'i· the trB.!lll of. the soul?- If it should be conceded
[~; that ·my spul only began with my body, why is it
ii-rl to be ma.intained that in will not cease with my ~.;: b_odyT. 'n:·.-~8 is pretended, ~Y. ". soul" is. !lot iden-'~"· ti:fiable·:\\Tlth.my body, how 1s 1t. that all mtellect·~·j l).al m.ai,Ii1estations are affected .bY my bodily con- ·
t.:.··. qitJbns1 II.ro.'_Vth, heal_th, decay 1 . If the soJ?l is i. mif mortal a~d 1mmatenal, how is 1t that temporary
~· pvessure on ·the brain may paralyze and prevent
;;!· all ..mental manifestation, and that fracture by a
il poker or by a bullet may annihilate the possibility
' pf .ap.:v;furfher mental activity 1-BmiJJaugl!'s Has

Spiritualists are held, was destroyed b§,,J1_r~
last Sunday.
·, I
M
f til
· · te
f N
y k "t'
ANY O
e miniS rs O
ew. or C,l
preached political sermons last Sunday., The:
majority of them deprecated the move!Jlent~
of the working classes.
j l 'J
THE store at No. 21 Clinton Place was brirri.t··,:

r .,'
;i

out Sunday night. The fire came a t~;i~e top:
late to hit the TRUTH SEEKER office, whieh'va-'
cated those premises in 1883.
:'

·~a~!

·i

AT Shelbyville, ill., a woman, supposed to· l
hav been hired by liquor !IJ.en; attemptea: op·'
the 30th ult. to murder the wife -of,,Rev: J~ L.'
Douttritt, conductor of a Prohibition jour:Ii.ai.

IT' will. not do for geologists and astronomel'B

who'wi~li to' retain seme rags of 'ortliodoxy, however:·aoiled' and. torn, to argue, as most do, "that .
. :tiie::Bibie' w~s not intended as a revelation of phys: cicaliicienc~,.but only of moral and religious truth.''
': ·.Thlri'does.-not meet the difficulty; for the Bible
~~, fdoes n 0 t:inerely use the common· language and to

ATTORNEY SALOMoN, counselfor th«;l Chicago
Anar,}hists, appeared before Judge Gary Iiu!t''
week Friday, and asked to be heard on':ille ;
m. otion for a new trial. Theeourt per.'em.o> p' _

·~ij ··assnmetlie·eommonerrors,onthesepoints-itgiv~

'J:, ·a distib.ct account of the creation, in the same

·

'{ 1 style; in;.thei same

narrativ, in the same book, in
··! .which it·iiar.rates the fall of man, the deluge, the
revelation to Abraham, the history of Jacob and
Joseph. ·The writer evidently had no conception
; that when he related .the creation of the earth, the
,.· sea, and the sun, he was inventin·g or perpetuating
·( ·a monstrous error; and that when he relat-ed the
fall he. was reveali11g a mighty and mysterious
.
·
. i
truth; and when he narrated the promis of' AbraTHE New York mayoralty contest last i
bam, he;was reqording a wondrous prophecy. The
Tuesday resulted in 1Jle election of Hewitt:
.:Bible 'professes to giv information on all these
(Dem.), with 90,QOO votes. George had 68,0()~-.------- . , . - - - - - - - - - -.....-""r""~:":-:~::-::-=~-::=:;::-::~::-::-:·-ppints alike::. and we hav precisely the samE! scriptvotes, a.nd Rooseve.lt(Rep· .) 60,000 .. , The;;_,.e. :·.
,.
. , .,
.
,.
,,, i H T ~ i..ll'o" iT-;;.,,. ~H'!. ::-t ~11 ~·' ~;:;
~ ·uralgro~nlls for believin~ that God .first made the
m~~
~.::~- 'Ill!, .~.
.
and a smile, remarlteu in pas!llng, "Ji" bridle fo
earth, and then the sun for the especial benefit of
sult cost the winneys a large sum of Jribq~y.'
wua!J (lTf,U ·.~.~ UfJ • .·· .
the ass i'~ ;JQ· :!fl!icJ:!: t!J.!J.<Y9Rillt; _l!lan. nothin
the earth; that the globe was submerged by rain
.
.
.
.
. ,_. ,,,.
daunted, and·pointing to the fishing-rod over th . which lasted forty days, and that everything was
A T.R_AiN on the Chicago, Milw'aukee',<:an.d
·
a1
·h
c!,d'
•
t
t'
·
'1
·
·
d
"And
c1eno s OlU er, ms an aneous Y reJolne '
destroyed except the animals which Noah packed
St. Paul road was ditched ~t· East Rio, Wis.,
IF marriage is a Iottecy.love-Ietters ~ught not to a· rod for the fool's back.". .
.
into the ark, as we hav for belieVing that Adam
on Thursday, the .28th mt. One car wait set be allowed in the mails.
··
·
and· Eve were driven out of paradise for a transon fire by the stove and thirteen. ·persons w
.. ere
A SooTOH minister on a visiting. tour through gression; that God promised Abraham to redeem
TEACHER: "Hans, name three beasts of·prey." his parish had occasion to pass close to a farm the
burnt or sillfocated. The accident was c'aus·., e.d Han· a··. "Two lions and'a· ti"'ger,"
. '.· ,
,. .· ' '
.
hh d
.
th F
h
h the world through hisprogeny,and that Jacob and
tenant,of.whic a gone over .to e ree c nrc · Moses were the subjects of the divine communicaby an open switch; '
- ,
.
"BEsSIE, temper is an awful thmg., ¥~u Ol,lght~o To show no spite, the minister decided to enter, tiona recorded as being made to them. All the
". n
nl
.
which.he did, and found ,both the farmer and his statements are made in the same affirmativ style
T V, PoWDERLY, 'general.·· m' ast' er·.w.or·km.'..
get rid. of it." "Why, mamma, 0 Y yesterday. wife at tea. Farmer: "There's a enid day, minof the Knights of Labor, had a conf.erence youtold.;rnetokeepit," ' '
.· ·· .,...
·
andonthesameauthority. TheBibleequallypro.,
ister ; ye're jist in time to tak' a cup wi' us· Fill fesses to teach us fact on all these rna tters. There
with Cardinal Gibbons at Baltimore, oit the
IT was pretty nearly half past 11 o'clock when he oot a cup, Janet." Janet complies; during which is.no escape by any quibble from the grasp of this
29th ult., in regard to the attj,tude of the began to sing," How Can I Leave Thee 1" to his the minister remarked, "Your teapot runs very conclusion.-W.ll-. Greg.
h· h
d M p
d 1
·
best gll-I. Pretty soon her papa came d.bwn-stairs slowly, Mrs. Brown." JanE)t·: "It dis that, minr. ow er y's orgamzation. and he found out how easy it was.
ister, It's gey like yersel' when ye're preachin'CHARLEs V., when be abdicated a throne, and
e . urc towar
The two leaders exchanged assurances of dissort o' slow in the delivery;",,
retired to t)le monastery of St. Juste, amused himtinguished consideration, and Mr. Powderly
OLD Mrs. Bently: "I see, John, that this new
selfwiththemechanicalartsandparticularlywith
·
faith cUre has been the means 6f savin• a great
HE PUT THEM IN THE nox,
that of a watchmaker. He one day exclaimed,
d eparte d With
the information that the many people." Old Mr, :Bently: "So. I've heerd."
"What an egregious fool must I hav been to hav
' Knights would not be interfered with.
Old Mrs. Bently: "Well, the fust time you pass a
"Looking for Jake, I supPose,". said Sergeant squandered 80 much blood and treasme, in an abdru~r,store, John, I wish you'd stop and ·get a bot- Bendall as Mr. Dunder entered the station yester- surd attempt to make men think alike, when I can
THE statue of Liberty was unveiled and tie
of it."
· ·
·
day with a very long face.
.
not even make a few-watches keep time together !"
dedicated in New York on Thursda.y, the 28th
· "Vbell, I like to see Shake. I doan' know vhat I -Colton's Laoon. [NOTE.-It does the retired emHusBAND
i:eadfng
morning
paper,
in
response
to
shall do mit dot boy."
peror credit that he saw thefoUy of his career of
ult., with considerable display. Bartholdi,
his wife's question whether there is any news :
"What is it this. time 1"
persecution before he went to supper,
the designer · of the statue, was present. "Well,
here are 'two columns given up to the
Mr. Dunder laid five ·alleged half-dollar pieces
Not where he was to eat,
There was a great parade in the streets that American board.'' Wife:" What's it all about?" on the desk in a row and replied, .
But where he was to be eaten.
day, but it did not equal in size the procession Hushii.iid (languidly) : ~·1: don•t. :kJ1ow, but if I
" Maybe· you see dose~" ·
But, curiously enough, his eyes seem to hav hJJen
"I do."
1
of Henry George's supporters who marched should read it all through, l'ni' sui"e I'd be an
holden from seeing its wickeaness. If in early life
AmericaU: bored.":
·· ·
"Maybe it vhas goat. money 1"
through Union Square Q~ Saturday night:
he had seen the iniquity of the career that lay be" Every one of ;em is bogus."
WAsN'T Herod an old man before he lef\rned to
Very appropriately, tlie statue of Liberty
" Dot ish so. Some fallers pass 'em on me for fore him, he might hav left off persecuting for religious
opinion. · Therefore· he began it-if the
· stands with its back toward the shores of dance 1" a little gii:l asked of her mother. "Why, beer sometimes vhen I vhas in ·a hurry. I puts •em
reader will pardon my using the words of another.
my child, what on earth put that in your head?'' all in a box bebindt der bar."
New Jersey.
·
'
·• Nothing Ihuch, only I was reading :i,n my Stincelebrated monarch. J3y hereditary transmission
"Well?"
FATHER SHERMAN, the Brooklyn Catholic day,school lesson that the da.ugh~er of Herodi)ls
"Vhell, last Sunday Shake takes a notion to go he sent on the cruel spirit of persecution to his
priest who recently married Tillie McCoy, is danced before Herod." The little girl had to mit Sunday-school. Dot v)las all. right. It vhas son-Philip II., of most accursed memory-and
dance off to bed.
der vhay. to make goat boys. Dis morning der su- gave all the monal'Chs of Europe "an ill example."
a sad rascal. Miss Julia Mulvaney has had
·"CAN'T you tell me, sir, where I might find a situ· perintendent comes· down to me mid dis 'bogus They were not slow to follow it, and, indeed, we
him arrested for betraying . her before he ation ?".asked a young man of a Chicago citizen.
begin to fear that, in our own republic, we a1·e
money and says,
.
. ..
. ,
knew Tillie, and while he was in court an- "I am a stranger here." "What at?" was the re"'Mr. Dunder, you haf some boy named Shake 1' nourishing a nest of vipe1·s-especially, but not
exclusivly, of the Catholic vttriety-in whom the
,. '.:Yes.'
swering to that charge, Mrs. Dora Davis con- ply. "Oh, an;vthing at all. I am industl'ious·, I
" ' He vhas mit our Sunday-school yesterday. spirit of persecution, though "scotched," is not by
fronted him with a board bill for himself and ani honest, I go to church ~:egularly; I don't drink,
any means killed. There is a loose idea abroad
I .don't chew, I don't lie.", "Ah, I see. Just apply He vhas awerry nice boy.'
a woman who was. neither Miss McCoy n~r around the corner at the d,ime mus·eu:in."
that the age of persecution, like the age of" chiv" ' So he vhas.' . .
..
Miss Mulvaney. The story was started tha't
h 'We take up a !idle collection to buy some new alry," Is passed, but if the chmches are not closely
AFTER the Ninth District convention had adFather Sherman had renounced Catholicism journed, a crowd of colored delegates, enthusiastic books und .your son Shalre· puts all dis money in watched, we may find om·selvs at no distant day
involved in a new St. Bartholomew massacre. In
and become a Protestant, but this slander he a.dmirers of Chaunce;v I. Filley, were discussing der box. What shall you do aboudt it?'
"Vbell, sergeant, you see how it vhas. Dot vhas the duplicity of the priests and the ignorance of
the day's work a.t the bar. "Dat Mistah Filley some more tricks by Shake, und I haf. to shell out the people, I see "rocks ahead," and unless we can
indignantly denies.
raise up and keep up a better class of statesmen
THE magnificent stone building of the Case am a pow'fulsmart man," said one. '' Dat's what two dollar and a half goat money to make up. •
l'se sayin•, too.'' "Dere hain't no pusson in dis
than any we now hav, I cannot but fear that evil
''And where.is Jake?"'
·
School of Applied Science, which was com- town smarter•n him." The other delegate hesidays
are in store for us. If Liberals of all creedd
" He shlips oudt vhen dot man comes in, und I
pleted about a year ago in Cleveland, 0., at a tated a moment. "·Spec' not; but he hain•t as doan' find him any more. Maybe you see him would but unite and assume their proper position,
cost of $200,000, was burnt Oct. 26th. . The smart as God." "Dat•s so, too; but jis' yott wait pretty soon 1 If so, yust tell him dot vhas sooch a all might yet be well. Will they 1 That's the questill he gits as ole as God." The portrait of old Os- good shake dot I laugh all oafer, und dot he can tion 1-Hylax W. W. C.)l.
building contained all the latest appliances for sowattamie
Brown on the wall smiled and shook game home. I vhill be laughing Ha ! ha ! ha!
THli; outcome of faith in dogma is not only bigthe demonstration of science. The chemical its head.
vhen he comes in, I shall keep laughing till he goes otry, but also hypocrisy. Many and many a Chris
apparatus and the geological collection were
down
cellar
mit
me
to
see
if
dot
gas
meter
vhas
tian will say, "I do not believe in bell or in a
ONE of the clergy of a large Scotch town, having
among the finest in the country. The chem- been ruralizing, was returning home from, a qay's leaking, und den-"
devil, or in total depravitJ•;" yet, by accepting the
creed, they profess to believe all these things. Is
cal appliances were valued at $20,000. The piscatorial enjoyment, his rod across'his shoulder,
"I see."
.
"If you hear somebody yell out dat he vhas kilt not this hypocrisy-to think one thiltg and to prototal loss was $250,000, and tile insurance when he met a youth with whom he was slightly
und won't nefer do so any more you go right along fess another 1
was $15,000. The school was built with ·acquainted, who happened to be carrying a bridle und 'mind your business. It vhas Shake und me,
in his hand. The divine, thinking to be witty,
Who dares think one thing and another tell,
money left by the late Leonard Case, the even at the risk of being personal, pointed signifi- und I vb:as taking dot boeus money out of his
:My heart detests him as the gates of hell!
-w.s.Bau,
Cleveland millionaire.
cantly to the bridle, and, with a shake .of his head ·hide I"
torily refused to listen to any argument.
f '
THE Rev. Mr. Staunton, of Brooklyn, wll;o
I f
d
was recent Y oun . guilty ~f ministerial eon- .I
duct toward an unmarned woman, has 1
grasped the situation ·and resigned his pastor- ·
ate. Mrs. Staunton is suing for a divorce.
!
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I'"With
THE Nashville Christian .Advocate remarks,
one-half of the American people over-

.
r
ff
h
.
h
h
TIRED. Itt1e grr1 0 our, ur?mg t roug
her bed-time
prayers
by
. " ' was cl11ded
.
. her
mother, who said, I am afraid God will not
be very well pleased wit~
such a prayer." " W el!/
answered the child petulantly, as she lifted her
head from her mother's
lap and pushed back the
curls from her sleepy blue
eyes, "it's all he'll get
out of me to-night."

A

THE monotony of existence in Ireland is relieved every week or two
by a riot wherever two
or three are gathered together in the name of
religion. Last week Friday there was one at
Belfast.
FAMILIAR with history :
Wife-" I do wish you
would join the church,
Sam." Wicked skeptic
-" Good heavens! we
quarrel enough as it is.
If I were to become a
Christian we should be
fighting all the time."Life.

~~----

...

~

THE·new marriage laws
of Pennsylvania, framed
to prevent hasty marri.!l.gelil, hlUT been in op~!'a
tion a year. They hav
had one certain result;
they hav increased the
revenues of the Jersey
parsons who liv near the
Pennsylvania line. One
parson stayed home during his summer · vacation and made some
$300 in fees. Another
has cards, giving his residence, and minute directions how to get there,
distributed on all the
ferryboats· plying be
tween Philadelphia and
Camden.

I

THE French Chamber of Dep~ties hav
~REACHING. a. f~era] .sermon ove: the reagreed upon an Education bill which enacts mams of a millionaire will always bnng tears
\working and one-half of the other half over- that education in public schools of every class to the eyes of the minister.--Another new
1
playing, disease overtakes the one class and is to be exclusivly entrusted to lay persons. evangelist has arisen in the South. The
Satan the other." Fortunately we still hav No religious orders need send their members South will do well to raise more cotton and
'
;
..
f ewer evange ]"1sts.-.- p ope L eo h as given
·
t en
the woods as a refuge.
1 to apply for positiOns as teachers.
-1
· .
thousand francs to the
~
§~
earthquake sufferers in
~
~ '§
Greece, and a popular
subscription is being taken up among the shaken
people for the purpose of
raising twenty thousand
francs to purchase a new
VQ.se for the Vatican.-Bishop McNierney was
accorded a reception of
great pomp and solemnityonhisreturn to Albany
from his visit to Rome.
He was escorted to the
cathedral by his parishioners, who furnished an
. open carriage drawn by
four white horses, and
the only drawback to the
success of the show was
the fact that, through
some oversight, they forgot to lay him in state.Puek.
Y ANKER girl: " Mad!
I should say I did come
home mad! I shall never
go out as a missionary to
the Turks again." Omaha lady: "Would not
they listen to your arguments?" " Oh, they listened respectfully enough,
but when I talked to one
of them about the sin of
having so many wives,
what do you think the
brute said ?" ''I am ~ure
Idon'tknow." "He said
if Turkish women were
like me, one would be
plenty."-Gleveland Herald.

---____---:::~---~.=.::_- ---
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THE production of gold
aud silver in the world
during the. calendar year
1885 was: gold, $101,580,000; silver, calculated at its coining value,
nearly $125,000,000. Notwithstanding the large
depreciation in the value
of silver, the production
of silver in the world,
has steadily increased.
The United States still
preserves
first
rank
among the nations of the
world as the l~rgest producer of the precious
metals, its production of
gold aud silver during
the year having reached
the sum of $83,400,000,
or about two-fifths of the
production of the whole
world. The coinage of
gold by the nations of
the world during the calendar year amounted
to about $95,000,000, aud of silver to $97,000,000.
.
AT a conference recently held in England
to consider the best. means of extending the
'\l.sefulness of the Sunday-School Union Library statistics were read showing that male
ieachers, while, on the whole, preferring solid
-reading, nevertheless read large quantities of
.fiction ; female teachers, however, read twothirds fiction, and oruy a book and a half a

"Yxs, Bobby," said
the minister, who was
dining with the family,
''everything in this world
has its use, although we
may not know what it is.
Now, there is the fly, for
instance. You wouldn't
think that flies were good
for anything, yet--"
"Oh, yes, I would,''
nterrupted Bobby; "I
know what flies are good
for~" "What, Bobby?"
" Papa says that they are
the only thing whatkeeps
him awake when you are
preaching."

TRYING TO

MAKE THE OLD THING FLOAT.

year each of Biblical character. This frightful revelation induced the New Jerusalem
Ga~ette to send a special "commissioner to inquire into the condition of the lady teachers'
souls. He found, says F. T. Gould in the
Secular Review, that the starvation diet of
one and a half book per year of a Biblical
character had reduced their souls to mere
anatomies. Some. were so emaciated that the
commissioner could hav easily placed half a
dozen in hls coa.t-pocket. · He concludes his

report by recommenuing that the SundaySchool Union and other religious societies
should issue no more works of fiction. A
capital idea I for, in that case, the Bible will
be withdrawn from circulation.
"AH," said the conceited young parson,
"I hav this afternoon been preaching to a
congregation of asses." "Was that the reason you called them beloved brethren?" inquired a strong-minded lady.

PEoPLE visiting Montreal should beware of
the hackmen. They are
too pious to be honest.
The Montreal Hackmen's
Union hav issued the following circular : " It
having been represented
to us that it was wrong
to work on Sunday, for
good and sufficient reasons-first, because God
commanded man to keep
the Sabbath holy, and second, because our
horses require rest from labor on the seventh
day as much as we do ourselvs-therefore,
we, the hackmen of Montreal believing that
we should act in accordance with God's
law, do P,ereby agree to abstain from labor
on Sundays in future, and request all
h~ckmen not to bring out their carriages for
hire on Sunday,. and God help us to kaep
steadfast in this resolution." Such piety in
these days is suspicious.

•
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Ukommunicafions.
·Mrs. Stanton and the .Woman's Bible.
NEw YoRK, Oct. 28, 1886.
To THE EmToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am asked
by Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton, who sailed for London yesterday, to send a note to you-since her last days here were
so full of business that she was prevented from so doing-to
say that she is extremely sorry that it will be impossible for
her to attend the Congress of the American Secular Union
th~~e~~ily expected and desired to be here and to deliver a
lecture; but family circumstances became such that an earlier
departure was necessary. She expects to be in London with
her daughter, Mrs. Stanton-Blatch ('IVho is just such another
stanch Liberal and brilliant woman as her distinguished
mother), until next May. She then expects to return to
America, and says that that lecture shall be heard yet. So,
perhaps, next year we may hav that pleasure.'
While she is abroad she will be engaged upon the Woman's
Bible,inwhichsheisnowsodeeplyinterested. The resources
of the British Museum will be at her. command, and many
books of reference not accessible to us here will thus yield
their store of knowledge to the new enterprise.
The wonderful enthusiasm of this beautiful and gifted
woman at her age-,-she is past seventy-is a delight and
inFpiration
those
of us who
beenbeworking
with
but I hope, to
most
sincerely,
that hav
we will
able to go
on her;
successfully and rapidly with the work, as laid out for the
American branch of the committee, even though she is not
with us.
It is a very large unQ.ertakiog, indeed, as you will see by
the inclosed paper from Mrs. Stanton (which she directed me
to send to you), but 1 believe that it is one that can and will
be done well, since it is under the management of this brave,
earnest, and able woman.
·
If you hav room in your paper for the inclosed article by
1
Mrs.
Stanton
first ininterest
a Boston
journal),
hav no
doubt(which
that it appeared
would greatly
many
of your
readers who might not otherwise see it.
Mrs. Stanton left a message for the Congress with me,
which will be delivered in due time.
.
Very sincerely,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
THE WOMAN's BIBLE.
So many letters are daily received asking questions
about the Woman's Bible-as. to the extent of revision, and thl') standpoint from which it will be conducted-that it seems best, though every detail is
not as yet matured, to state the plan as concisely as
possible, upon which those who hav been in consultation during the summer propose to do the work.
I. The object is to revise only those texts and
chapters directly referring to women, and those also
in which women are made prominent by exclusion.
As all such passages combined form but one-tenth of
the scriptures, the undertaking will not be so laborious as, at the first thought, one would imagin.
These texts, with the commentaries, can easily be
compressed into a duodecimo volume of about four
hundred pages.
II. The commentaries will be ofa threefold character, the writers in the different branches selected
according to -their special aptitudes for tlie work:
1. Two or three Greek and Hebrew students would
be required to devote themselvs to the translation
and the meaning of particular words and texts in the
original.
2. Others would devote themselvs to biblical history, old manuscripts, to the new version, and to the
latest theories as to the occult meaning of certain
texts and parables.
3. For the commentaries on the plain English version a committee of some twenty members would be
necessary. These would be women of earnestness
and liberal ideas, who would be quick to see the real
purport of the Bible as regards their sex. Among
them the vru·ious books of the Old and New Testaments would be distributed, making about three books
to each member of the committee.
.
III. There will be two or 41PJ.Ore editors to bring
the work of the various committees into one consistent whole.
IV. The completed work will be submitted to an
advisory committee assembled at some central point,
as London, New York, or Chicago, to sit in final
judgment on the Woman's Bible.
And now, as to the manner of doing the practical
work:
Those who hav been engaged this summer hav
adopted the following plan, which may be suggestiv
to new members of the committee. Each person
purchased two Bibles, ran through them from Genesis to Revelations, marking all the texts that conearned .women. The passages were cut out and
pa~ted m a blank book, an? the commental'ies then
wntten underneath. It IS proposed to print the
texts ~n fine type, and the comments, being the new
part, m coarser type.
T~e .large numbers of. letters received, hig~ly appremativ of the .undertakmg, are very encouragmg to
those who ~av maugurated the movement, and indicate a growm~ self-resp.ect and self-assertion in the
women of ~h1s generatiOn. But we hav the usual
array of obJec.tors to meet and answer. One carr~spondent conJures us to suspend the work, as it IS
" ridiculous" for "women to attempt the revision of
the scrip~ures." I .wonder i.f .any man wrote. to the
late revismg commi~tee of ~hy-mes to stop their w~rk
. on th~ ground th~t I~ was nd~c~lous for men to revise
the Bible. . Why IS. It more ndiCulou.s for women to
protest agrunst therr present status m the Old and

.

New Testaments, in the ordinances and dis~ipl~ of! year, and circul~ted over ~he whol~ habit~ble globe;
of the chhrch than in the statutes and constitutwns and the masses m all Enghsh-speaking natwns rev~re ·
of the statet' Why is' it more ridiculous to an·ai~n it as the word of .God, it is v.ain to belittle its mecclesiastics for their false teaching and acts of. m- fluence .. The sentimental feelmgs . ~e all hav for.
justice to women than members of Congress a_nd the these thi.ngs .we were educated to b~lie.ve sacred, do
House of Commons 1 Why is it more andacwus to -not readily yield to pure reason. I distmctly re~emreview Moses than Blackstone the Jewish code of ber the shudder that passed over me on seemg a
laws than the. English syste~ of J'urisprudence ~ mother take our family Bible to make a high s.eat for
d
h d
t
I
Women hav compelled their legislators in every state her child at table. It ~eeme . sue. a esecra wn.
in the Union to so modify their statutes for women was tempted to protest agrunst Its use for such a
that the old common law is now almost a dead ·letter. purpose, and this, too, long after my reason had
Why not compel bishops and revising committees t.o repudiated its a:uthor~ty:
.
.
. .
modify their creeds and dogmas~ Forty years ago It
To wom~n still behevmg m t.he plenary mspiratwn
seemed as ridiculous to timid, time-serving, and of the scnptures, we hav nothmg to .say. .Our only
retrograde folk for women to demand an expurgated claim to their attention is that we approach the subedition of the laws as it now does to demand an ex- ject in an earnest search after truth, and shall present
·
t
t'bl f t
purgated edition of the liturgies and scriptures. to our readers mean rover I e ac s.
Come, come, my conservativ friend, wipe the dew off
ELIZABETH CADY STANTON.
your spectacles, and see that the world is moving.
Whatever your views ma.y be as to the importance of
Freethought in England.
the proposed work, your political and social degrada• IV.-FREETHOUGHT IN THE MAGAZINES.
tion are but an outgrowth of your status in the
There are only two avowedly Freethought magaBible. When you express your aversion, based on a zines in England, viz., Progress and Our Corner.
blind feeling of reverence in which reason has no I put Progress first, because it is devoted exclusivly
cont_rol, to the revision of the scriptures, you do but to the consideration of social,. political, literary, and
echo Cowper, who, when asked to read Paine's religious subjects from the point of view of the most
"Rights of Man,"· exclaimed,." No ·man shall convince advanced Freethought. A lru·ge portion of the_ space
me that I am improperly governed while I feel the of Our Corner is devoted to the exposition of
contrary."
"Modern Socialism." Mr. Foote is the editor of the
Mr
f h
Others say it is not. politic to rouse religious oppo- former magazine, and
s. BesaiJ.t o t e latter.
sition. This much-lauded policy is but another word Important as is the work accomplished by this literafor cowa1·dice. How can woman's position be ture in promoting general enlightenment and in
changed from that of a subordinate to an equal removing the errors of superstition, it is, of course,
without opposition, without the broadest discussion small when compared with the vast ammmt of good
of all the questions involved in her present degrada- achieved by the wide reading of such admirable •
tion ~ For so far· reaching and momentous a reform monthlies as the .Nineteenth Century, the Fortas her complete independence an entire revolution in nightly RevieuJ, Knowledge, and other such magaall existing institutions is inevitable. When the indi- zines, which may now be found in the reading-rooms
vidual development of woman occupies as large a of most of the large workingmen's clubs and instiplace in social ethics as that of man, all fragmentary stitutes throughout the length and breadth of the
reforms will be subordinated to her education. Now land.
.
the. question of her freedom is ranked with many
The important discussions between Mr. W. H.
other questions of transient interest. The Prohibi- Mallock and Frederic Harrison, and more recently
tion devotee says, "Pray do not touch woman· suf- the notable encounter between Professor Huxley,
frage. We are just on the eve of securing a temper- who stands at the head of English scientists, and
ance amendment, and to bring her rights into con- Mr. Gladstone, the greatest of English statesmen,
sideration would set our reform back a century." who is justly regarded as one of the most powerful
Even some Free Religionists say, "Pray do not ad- rhetoricians and debaters of modern times-the disvocate woman suffrage. We would preserve the sec- cussion between these eminent men on the alleged
ular nature of our government; but women are domi- agreement of Science with Genesis-to say nothing
nated by the clergy, and would vote us b~ck under of suah valuable contributions to it as those of Dr.
the blue laws of the Puritans." Some of the advo- Reville and Mrs. Lynn Linton-caused quite a sencates of suffrage, equally blind and narrow, say, "Do sation in this country, and had the effect_ of disturbing ·
not touch Free Religion, Temperance, or any social the religious faith of hundreds who had hitherto. ·
questions on our platform; it would injure our cause found no difficulty in reconciling the absurdities of
beyond all remedy." So on through the whole the Mosaic narrativ with the stupendm:is-verities of
range of reforms, the leaders in each believing their science.
pet idea more important than all others put together,
The theologians could hav chosen no stronger repand that is to· be carried by a kind of clap-trap that resentativ than 1\fr. Gladstone, who in the way of
conceals from the eyes of statesmen all views of the "hair splitting" is without an equal; and Freecase but the one they consider most politic to keep thinkers could hav had no worthier champion of
uppermost.
their cause than Professor Huxley, for in addition
The first time I was invited to speak in England, I to having ·a thorough knowledge of the physical
was quietly instructed beforehand to say nothing of sciences he is a philosopher of the highest order.
the rights or wrongs of married women, nothing on
By an . advertisment on the last page of THE
the questions of marriage or divorce, nothing on the TRUTH SEEKER, I find that your readers may judge
deceased wife's sister bill, nothing on the Bible,. for themselvs of the merits of the discussion in quesnothing on temperance or social purity. I could but tion by investing in a cheap work published at your
compare my immaculate adviser to the Jungfrau, office, and therefore I need only say that, in judging
cold and serene in lofty contemplation of the rights of the value of Mr. Gladstone's contributions, it
of spinsters, her heads above the clouds, " touching must be remembered that his education, training, and
nothing."
indeed the whole of his surroundings, hav tended
Let us remember that all reforms are interdependent, irresistibly toward the creation in his mind of a religand that whatever is done to establish one principle ions bias, against which, however, tlie sincerity of
on a solid basis strengthens all. Reformers who are his nature and his desire to be perfectly just ha.v
always compromising· hav not yet grasped the idea frequently compelled him to war, although he canthat truth is the only safe ground to stand upon. not quite rid himself of it. Nothing could hav been
The object of an individual life is not to carry one finer than to hear from his lips the magnificent ora- •
fragmentary measure in human progress, but to utter tion he delivered in favor of intellectual liberty, when
the highest truth clearly seen in all directions, and . the question of the right of an Atheist, in the person
thus to round out and perfect a well-balanced char- of Mr. Bradlaugh, to take his seat was under conacter. Was not the sum of influence exerted by John sideration in the House of Commons.
Stuart Mill on political, religious, and social quesFor breadth of knowledge, ripe scholarship, subtions far greater than that of any statesman or re- tlety of reasoning, eloquence of words, and vigor of
former who has sedulously limited his sympathies declamation, it was admitted by all who heard it to
and activities to carrying one specific measure~ We be matchless. John Bright's speech had a.U the
hav many women abundantly endowed with capabil- admirable qualities that famous orator displays on
ities to understand and revise what men hav thus far great occasions; but I heru·d Mr. Hopwood, Q.C.,
written. But they are still· suffering from inherited himself an accomplished speaker, remark that, when
ideas of their inferiority; they do not perceive it, yet all the trained eloquence of the House seemed
such is the true explanation of their solicitude lest they exhausted, Mr. Gladstone came forward and revealed
'fihould seem to be too self-asserting. Let those his wisdom, erudition, and eloquence in a way that
women who fear ridicule, and suggest policy, try to surpassed them all.
imagin themselvs entirely free as men are free.
Bu~ to return to the magazines. Once a discussion
Let them try to rise completely above the effects of is started in a monthly, it is not unusual for some of
former serfdom. If they can do this, they will then, the provincial journals to take it up. It thenceforth
and not till then, be capable of seeing the sycophancy becomes a subject for discussion among the masses.
of the opposition, be capable of judging the projects The clergy make sly references to it in their sermons.
of unshackled minds.
Freethought lecturers pronounce their opinion upon
Again there are some who write us that our work it. Ultimately the Young Men's Christian Associis a useless expenditure of force over a book that has ation nibble around the subject and so the ball is set
lost its hold on the human mind. Most intelligent merrily spinning.
'
women, they say, regard it simply as the history of a
Whatever happens, orthodox Christianity is the
rude people in a barbarous age, and hav no more loser. In one magazine appears a series of article.s
reverence for the scriptures than any other work. So on "The Origin of Man," and when the man of scilong as tens of thousands of Bibles are printed every ence has given his reasons for disbelieving in the
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theory of " special creation," and for believing in the
evolution of man from lower forms, the religious
party put forward their Rev. Pseudo-man-of-Science,
who demonstrates, to his own satisfaction, that man
is fearfully and wonderfully made, that no being
- short. of a deity-about whom nobody knows anything, and theologians least of all-could hav manufactured him.
In another magazine a discussion is started on .the
question of the" Freedom of kan's Volition," which
raises the important consideration of man's alleged responsibility to -deity for his conduct. Some time ago
Professor Tyndall wrote a paper for the Nineteenth
Oentury, in which he denied the Christian doctrin of
the freedom of the will, and affirmed that man's will
was always determined by the strongest motiv in the
mind in the view of the individual immediately antecedent to volition; that, consequently, men's actions
were necessitated by the education, training, habits,
or circumstances of the individual, and that praise
and blame acted as motivs to influence or deter an
individual from the performance of certain actions.
" If," said Professor Tyndall, in effect, " a thief
were brought before a judge for the crime of felony,
and said, 'My lord, it is true I stole the money in
question, but I could not help it; I was necessitated to do it; the strongest motiv compelled
me;' then the judge would answer: 'You are
quite right, prisoner; the motiv of blame did no
act upon your mind sufficiently. You stole because,
under the set of circumstances in 'which you were
placed, yo~ couldn't help it. Society, through its
representativ, now punishes you because it cannot
'help it-it is a question of self-defense.'"
Of course, a statement of this sort was very repugnant to the Christians, and they defended themselvs as best they could, though it was an exceedingly weak defense.
They found great difficulty in reconciling the doctrin of free will with that of predestination, which is
und?ubtedly also a ten~t of .th~ir faith.
Smce then, Mr. JustiCe F1tz3ames St~pheJ?-, one. of
our most eminent judges, wrote an article m whiCh
he sought to demonstrate that the irreligious man
was the most useful citizen; the man who devotes himself to the work of the world-the lawyer, the mechanic,
the merchant, the judge, the author, and the laborer
-these were the men who had promoted the advancement of civilization of the world.
Mr. Justice Stephen went as far as saying that 'it
was the "nothingarian," riot the religionist or the
Freethinker, who was the most useful citizen.
Plenty of discussion followed. My own view of
- the matter was that you could not separate the mer- chant or the lawyer from his religion or irreligion, and
that the best man in society to promote reform, as
well as to do the work of the world, because of his
earnestness and enthusiasm; is either the out-and
out religious man or the avowed Freethinker. The
"Nothingarian" is the greatest impediment in the
road of human advancement the reformer has to deal
with.
Every man, however ignorant, has some theory of
the universe-he believes in either the natural or
the supernatural, and supernatural beliefs hav been
found to obstruct human advancement. The duty of
the reformer, therefore, consists in removing this last
barrier from the path of progress,
---'--_....__ _ _
AR_THU_R B. Moss.

thousands whom that heretic might hav inveigled
into perdition. Thus the man who believes that
there is "no salvatim1 out of the church" is recreant
to the highest duty that can actuate a human being
if he does not destroy the man or the influence that
would lead souls out of that church. This view will
reveal the Romanists as the mosb consistent Christians of all ages; they hav practiced every art and
severity to save souls.
The Ptotestant assertion of the right of private
judgment would seem to forbid the saving methods
of Rome, but see the sinister offset we confront in
the latitude that necessarily results from the rule. It
is not possible for the Protestant Christian to believe
in the salvation of the pronounced unbeliever, and
yet unbelief is not only the legitimate, but the inevitable outcome of the freedom he claims. While unable, under a rule of their own prescription, to bar
the exercise of reason, the Protestants yet fetter it
(beyond their own limitations) in every way possible.
The oath of the skeptic is challenged in court, and
an opprobrium is attached to his name intended as
a temporal addition to his eternal fate. Indeed, it
is the old, old story, freedom for ourselvs as far as
we desire to go, and eternal damnation to all who go
farther. Thus the two churches practically join
issue, as against Freethought, the Catholic believing
in"nosalvationoutof thechurch,"andtheProtestant consigning to hell all who hav used a larger
amount of mental freedom than his own.
Thus, in this view, it is possible to lift the odium
which misled humanity has carried for ages, Indeed,
it is not· difficult to conceive that those very immolators of the martyrs might, under other circumstances and in an advanced age, hav illustrated the
most exalted type of devoted heroism in defense of a
righteous cause. Yet something is to blame for the
inhumanities of superstition. Who is it-the priest 1
Hardly, if he is sincerely convinced of the truth of
what he preaches. In that ca\le, he merges in the
common humanity I am seeking to defend. However, considering his education and opportunities of
research, it is hard to realize that every priest is a
-sincere believer in the monstrous absurdities he
teaches; though a proper respect for the aggregate
morality may require us to believe that mummers do
exist who do verily believe that a cabalistic incantation transmutes a piece of dough into veritable
human (or deific) flesh, to be forthwith mixed with
bad whisky in the priestly duodenum! But these
men, taken in time, could hav been made to believe in
absurdities even grosser than that, if such ext.remes
of dementia were possible. I do not see, as before
intimated, how we can construe the actions of these
sincere believers into moral blame. If they did not
preach the doctrin. they believe, and follow it out to
its logical consequences, they would be morally darelict or intellectually impotent. Therefore, whatever
enormities they may commit are committed in a (to
them) good cause-and how can the best of us do
better, in intent?
Having thus cleared the skirts of poor humanity
from the odium of those bloody cruelties which smear
every page of the church's history, and having intimated that the most ferocious among the bigots
begotten and inspired by a degrading and murderous
superstit.ion were but so many misdirected truthlovers, where shall we locate the blame for the
desolating blight which all history bewails and Over
which priests and other missionaries of error hav
Cruelty of Superstition.
gloated through so many ages.~ To my apprehenThe most conclusiv proof of the baleful tendency sion, as a Necessitarian, the source of all the woes
of dogmatic superstition has not, so far as my read- which superstition has inflicted on a groping and
ing ha,s extended, been demonstrated with sufficient groaning wor1d is in the error itself. If this be soclearness. I refer to the fact that a ma,n cannot ac- if the most devoted hearts hav been warped to the
cept the conditions of salvation (as preached by most service of a beastly cause-if a blind and unreasoning
of the churches), without being necessarily converted bigotry has usurped in the human ·mind the place
into a persecuting fiend~that is, if he be at once which should hav been the throne of truth-the duty
sincere and logical. The m_.gb howling around the of the Liberal is surely plain enough. Let us assail
martpJs pyre hav bee!l univ&sally,_ though not quite the main citadel of the enemy-his Pandora's box of
consistently rated as Imbruted devils. But let us be blind and cruel mischiefs in the shape of dogmas,
~-1 st to his' tormentors, while compassionating the fictions, inventions, which are simply degrading an~ufferer. The latter is as much the victim of his own achronisms in the light of this nineteenth century,
obstinate belief-'-hardly less irrational than that of when historical criticism and physical research hav so
his executioners-as the latter are urged and guided conclusivly shown how bald are the frauds and
by a (to them) self-evident duty. The offens_e ~ay, assumptions on which all religions are built. The
hav been a denial of the dogma of transubstantiatiOn, authorities are extant with which to confound the
while admitting that of the tx;inity_! It is m~nifest sophist to tame the zealot, and to illume the dark
that a very lively sympathy with either party IS not mind. 'If the task of unchaining the body of the
possible to the liberal mind, especially in view of slave was deemed so glorious, what shall be said of
tb.e probable action of the victim under a change of the work which aims to unmanacle the human mind~
circumstances, who might then be found lighting the Can the godlike faculty of reason find a nobler use
pile to consume the recusant who denied his trinity. than this, or the attribute of benevolence a higher or
And, in the cases supposed, each party would be more fruitful moral aim 1 What can transcend in
service to mankind the labor that seeks to dispel
right-if his religion were true.
Think of the torture of a human soul through end- mental gloom, and replace rancour and hate by a
less time for the rejection of an artic'le of faith, feeling of fellowship and love 1 These desiderata
and then try to estimate ~he ~mount o~ end- can be accomplished only by the extirpation of the
less misery which one heretic might occasiOn by errors inculcated by the priest, which, as I hav
weaning from the saving belief th~usands of peo- shown, are utterly incompatible with the freedom
.
ple! It thus requires but a very simple appeal ~o and brotherhood of man.
There is required no other argument against superfio-ures to justify the personrE of an auto-da-fe lil
their apparent cruelty. It is surely better that one stition than the fact last named. There is certainly
heretic's body should die than that the sol'lls of un- no other argument so fp.tally cogent as against the
JAMES P. KENYON.
numbered thousands· should suffer eternally-the priest.
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Tobacco and Savages.
To THE EnrTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: During
Mr. Denton's stay on the island of New Guinea he
became exceedingly interested in its nativ porulations,
at least in such of them as he came in contact with,
in the study of their character and habits ; and in
writing me from its fatal shores, only about four
weeks before his death, he referred to them, and to
the effect of missionary labor among them, as follows:
"So far there has been no trouble with the nativs,
nor do I think there is likely to be any; They are
glad to see us, and to get .the cloth, beads, salt,
knives, and hatchets, and, more than all else, the
tobacco, distributed among them. Like all savages,
they are passionately fond of tobacco, which they
smoke out of a great bamboo pipe, eighteen inches
long and three inches in diameter. The missionary
schooner, Ellen Gowan, brought over to New Guinea,
at one trip, three tons of tobacco, and at another trip;
two and one-quarter tons. This is the 'bread of life'
_which the reverend gentlemen missionaries are distributing amorig this people.''. We refused to allow
the boys, our sons, to take tobacco. with them to
trade with the nativs. ".And," he continued, "so
far hatchets, beads, and salt hav answered our purpose very well."
In his diary he wrote: "Little dream these naked
taro-eating people of the change that is coming to
them. I can look ahead a few years and see the
younger ones clad in cotton or linen, white as snow,
and the women in flashing silks. Beautiful cottages
with lovely gardens will take the place of these canetied, thatched shelters of to- day, and, as certainly as
these, will come grog-shops, and reeling drunkards,
and all the abominations that are the fruit of our
superior knowledge and our remaining barbarism.''
The discussion of the missionary question reminded
me of these references, and thinking they may. not
prove altogether uninteresting to you, I venture to
send them.
As long as we can maintain the right to think and
to speak our thoughts without reserve, so long we
are safe. I rejoice in the stand you hav taken against
any and every form of gag-law. If we would preserve our own rights, we must maintain the equal
rights of all others. True Liberty is no respecter of
persons. The hovel and the throne are equally near
and dear to her. Nor is therA any safety for free institutions if any person, or any class of persons, may
be denied the right of defending their own caus_e in
open discuesion of its merits.
Grateful that THE TRUTH SEEKER is so ably conducted, I am very sincerely yours,
E. M. F. DENTON.
Wellesley, _,_Wass., Oct. 20, 1886.

Canadian Notes.
Once more the " king of terrors " has been among
us. Our old friend and associate, R. B. Butland,
after a long and painful illness, has " joined the innumerable caravan," and left another gap in the ranks
of Canadian Secularists that may not soon be filled.
He was one of the oldest members of the Toronto
society, one of our earliest home lecturers, and perhaps the best read member of the institution.
· As conductor of our science class, and with an
almost inexhaustible store of knowledge, gained from
many years of patient application and study, he has
done work for Secularism that cannot be over-estimated; and left an influence behind that will never
die.
Many of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will, no
doubt, remember him as an occasional correspondent,
and, previous to his illness, as conductor of "Oanadian Notes."
The funeral, which took place last Sunday, under
the auspices of the Toronto Secular Society, was
largely attended by members of the society and
many orthodox .friends. President Algie delivered
the funeral address at the house. It was composed
largely of appropriate selections from the works of
Colonel Ingersoll, and delivered extempore in a manner which evidently made a deep impression on some
of the orthodox listeners, one of them afterward
remarking to the writer that "it was the most beautiful language he had ever heard on such an occasion,
and a service that no one could reasonably object to."
It had been arranged that Mr. Jury should read a
short service at the grave, but on his attempting to
do so, the superintendent of the grounds, witli true
Christian love and firmness, ordered his attendants
to fill up the grave as quickly as possible, and, placing
his hand on Mr. Jury's. shoulder, told him that his
orders were that 'there was to be no service there of
any kind.
Friend Jury, who is nothing if not clear grit to the
ba0kbone, proposed to read the service in spite of
them if the friends wished it, but not wishing to
make trouble on such an occasion, the friends thought
it best to quietly submit; and so in a silence, broken
here and there by murmurs of indignation, Christianity had its little opportunity to vent its spite in
death upon one whom they could not injure while
living.
On Sunday evening, October 24th, Mr. Algie made
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which occasion, without doubt, all those on truth ence, and do good, strong, r~dical wor~, will succeed
intent may here a large amount obtain, presented in a here. They want facts, logiC, magnetism, fire; a?d
then, to make it blaze right well, humor sets the plle
pleasing vein; and never spend a cent.
on fire. If they desh;e to make a little money, let
them avoid all syndicates or Freethought brokers.
Dr. York Coming Jiome.
The man who can't bring himself is not worth much
As my sojourn in the land of the emu and kangaroo for himself or profitable to anyone else.
is drawing to a close, antl I am about to turn my face
It is reported here that our chief of the Freetoward the home of the stars and stripes, I thought it thopght lance, Colonel Ingersoll, is out of health. . I
proper to drop a few lines to say that, with all my hope it is not true, ana most sincerely hope he w~ll
labor and struggles in a strange country, I hav not be spared to us for many years, to blaze and burn m
forgotten THE TRUTH SEEKER and its readers; and the majesty of his might, as every lecture and every
although not glad to leave Australia, I am glad of month and year of his life is a nail in the orthodox
The Liberal Club.
The man who wears a badge-pin for a living did the near prospect of setting foot upon a soil more coffin. Let the dead bury the dead, but let us help
not attend the 42lst regular meeting of the Manhattan highly blest with the daylight of civil liberty. Our to build the temple of mental liberty, that they who
Liberal Club, but he is informed that the entertain- flag never was so dear, and never so beautiful, as to- come after us may enjoy the sunlight of freedom's
ment there offered was worth far more than the pal- day, floating in southern skies over the office of brighter day. With many good wishes, I am
Yours for all truth,
J. L: YoRK.
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ent a large audience of people whose countenances
beamed with the light of true goodness. Mr. King was paupers ·who ride, like a nightmare, the industries of
Our London Letter.
there, as was also Captain Clark. Bold Duffield sat. the country in the name and pretense of government ;
but
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English
people
are
so
highly
conservativ
The
suggestion
of certain bishops and leading
· well in advance; the gas-light threw him in relief, and
that
they
never
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any
old
thing
or
learn
anychurchmen
to
celebrate
the quean's jubilee next yearlivened up his countenance like yellow mustard spread
by building a church. house at the _public .e:-:pense
on beef. Mr. Duffield is an unpopular person with the thing new.
Americanism in the line of Freethought takes well has not quite met w1th the receptwn antiCipated.
members of the club. But we digress.
though people still hold on to their old and The idea seems to be to erect a parsons' c.Iub-house
here,
The question for consideration was the late unveiling of the statue of Liberty on Bedloe's Island; and barbarous methods of cooking food, which are little in London, where these individuals may meet to exafter Mr. Wakeman had read the usual notices, he better than leaving it in the raw state. The Ameri- change views on religious subjects, and be. able to
can cook-stove and other appliances of comfort and partake of "light refreshment" in the intervals of
called young Dr. Foote to the chair, and proceeded
convenience make slow headway with these colonial their arduous labors. There are to be in the edifice
to the discussion. The writer is indebted to the first
people. Yet they are moving slowly in the dh·ection sundry lecture-moms; and pamphlets showing the
secretary for all the details of the meeting. .
beauty and usefulness of the Church of England are
Mr. Wakeman selected as his text the following of general reform.
My success here in these colonies has been good, to be distributed from this center all over the counthoughts from Matthew, a writer some time since deand far beyond my most sanguin expectations. My try; and, as this church is the friend of the poor, as
ceased:
audiences hav been all that I could desire both in num- well as of the rich, all are expected to contribute
The scribes and Pharisees sit in Moses's seat ; all therefore
whatsoever they bid you observe, that observe and do; but bers and in intelligence. Four Sundays more will something. The proposition has met with much opdo not ye after their works; for they say, and do not. For clo~e my work in Brisbane, where I hav spoken for position from the inferior clergy, who all deprecate
they bind heavy burdens and grievous to be borne, and lay eight months with scarcely any abatement of audi- it, considering that they will derive no advantage
them on men's shoulders; but they themselvs will not move ences or interest; and although I had for about whatever and will not even be allowed to enter the
them with one of their fingers. But all their works they do eight months very large audiences in Sydney, and sacred p~rtals. Letters hav been sent to the papers
for to be seen of men; and they make broad their phylacteries and enlarge the borders of their garments, and love the fine success, I am more in love with these Queens- iu shoals, the majority of them being in favor of apuppermost rooms at feasts, and the chief seats in the syna- land people. They are courteous, kind, and gener- plying the money that may be collected to the aug~rogs, and greetings in the markets, and to be called of men, ous, and I shall feel sorry the day I bid them good- mentation of curates' incomes, which are reported to
.l:{abbi, rabbi.
bye after my thirty-fifth lecture in Brisbane.
.
be very small in the majority of cases. But when a
'fhis, the speaker held, was a true description of . By the way, Eugene, the books we ordered of you salary of £200 per annum is said to be starvation
the men who presided at the unveiling of the statue. hav come in good order, I think, though I hav not wages, it would be just as well if such grumblers
The chief orator of the day was William M. Evarts ; opened the packages yet, or compared them with the were reduced to a quarter that sum and hav to earn
the next was Chauncey M. Depew, the paid attorney invoice, as I am waiting a little for my friend James it. There are thousands, if not millions, of hardworkof the colossal thief of America. Then the occasion Mitchel's retmn, when they will be delivered. I am ing people who would consider themselvs rich on
was desecrated by prayer by a minister of the gospel, glad to hav a few of D. M. Bennett's "Round the such an income, and these lazy loafers hav the impuwho dedicated the statue to almighty God. The World" books read here, and the familiar sight of dence to complain. A parson is dear at any price,
singing of the long meter Doxology was likewise in- them brought back to me his face and form so bright and it would be a far better way of celebrating next
appropriate. The only decent speech was President and activ as he was when at my home in San Jose. I year by abolishing the clergy altogether.
Cleveland's. Those who should hav been invited little thought then that he so soon would go hence
Beecher should consider he has done well in this
first were absent. Among these were veterans of the and I be. left. It did not look that way then. He country as the only clerical opponent he has met was
war, the mayor of New York, the working people, the and I both thought that I would be the one to go, as Spurge~n, who has shown himself about the only conagriculturists, the clubs, the artists, and the women. I was in poor health at that time; in faCt, so ill I sistent member of all the ministers who hav had anyThe only representativs of the common people .were could hardly stand on my feet to speak at his recep- thing to do with him. I don't know how they can
the firemen and the policemen. Mr. Wakeman said tion. But such is life. Grand old man, he can support a man who looks upon the creation story as
he did not suppose the committee meant to do n~ver die in the seed sown by his hand, and each a fable, professing to believe in evolution, and laughs
wrong. The saddest reflection was that they didn't year let us build his monument higher in the minds at the idea of hell, when it is theh· business "to supknow any better.
of true and loving men and women for all the good port such absurdities. Probably his occasional laudaMr. Augustus Levy, following, said that the un- he has done in breaking the shackles of slavery from tion of Jesus Christ amply compensates for his herveiling of the statue was of small moment compared many minds in America.
esy in other respects, and then his popularity cannot
with Henry George's vote of sixty-eight thousand.
Eugene, my boy, the old TRUTH SEEKER is a most be overlooked, and he answers the purpose of a good
Dr. Kinget's central thought was that people could welcome and regular visitor. I hardly think I could advertisment for any chapel or hall where he lectures.
hav no conception of true liberty while they imagined hav remained here all this time without its cheerful If there is a chance of making a good collection such
themselvs the serfs of a tyrant beyond the skies
pages. And your pictures-well, go right on, and trifles as repudiation of the fundamental points of
Madam Delescluze censured the women who at- do so more; and if it was not so far down here, and Christianity are not held as stumbling-blocks. As
tended the unveiling ceremonies without an invita- only a monthly mail, you would receive many sub- long as the almighty god Mammon is not blasphemed,
tion. The madam could not understand why Liberals scribers from me, and I am supremely happy when it does not much matter about the other D;lembers of
should object to a service of prayer.
the Boston Investigator and THE TRUTH SEEKER the Pantheon. One can easily imagin how Beecher
Colonel Hinton thought the men who had charge heave in sight each month. Long may they liv to be, and his clerical friends chuckle to themselvs when
of the occasion under discussion very appropriately as they are, the leading Freethought yapers of the they are counting up the result of the evening's takings.
represented the sort of ''liberty" we now enjoy.
world.
Within the past few days there hav been recorded
Dr. Caleb S. Weeks, the well-known hymnologist,
I was right well pleased to read of my friend S. P, three or four cases of suicide resulting from religious
referred to the premature unveiling of the statue, Putnam's work in Butte, Helena, and Bozeman, mania, but as these are of such common occm-rence
which cut in two the sentence composing the where I labored last in America. Do you know, many of them are not considered of sufficient imporspeech of Senator Evarts. It was typical of these somehow, I like the man Putnam 1 I hav never seen tance to publish. Of course the autumn assizes hav
times. The people are inaugurating liberty while the him, and yet there is a tie which draws and binds, furnished the usual quota of pious criminals, and it is
Pharisees are charming themselvs with their own and I hope to meet him when I come East, as I hope satisfactory to find that these rogues are not treated
warble, in blissful unconsciousness of what is t~king to do when I retuTn. And, somehow, I hav a quite so leniently as was at one time the case. Dubplace around them.
hankering to speak in Paine Hall, and strike hands lin is quite excited over the exposure of a released
Captain Clark made a speech, the nature of which with THE TRUTH SEEKER and Boston Investigator convict who has been officiating in various places as
.the secretary had unfortunately forgotten.
a properly ordained priest, Dublin being the last
men.
Mr. Levison said that at the third or fourth meetSecular Freethought is growing rapidly in these scene of his exploits. It appears that he was a very
ing of the Liberal Club he advanced the hypothesis colonies. Joseph Symes holds the fort in Melbourne,. successful preacher, and it does seem. strange that
that this earth is more than six thousand years of age, while Collins and the in-epressible Walker float the there should be so little difference between those
the scriptures being in error upon that point. ·At white banner of mental freedom from the battlements who are insph·ed by the Holy Ghost and properly
the time his statement was not accepted, but later of Sydney.
anointed and those who are not, that it is impossible
developments hav discovered the fact that he had a
I am sorry to say that George Chainey has not met for anyo~e,· even an archbishop, to detect an interprescient eye.
with the success his syndicate anticipated. Theos- loper into the fold. The only crimes he appe!JJ's to
Mr. Wakeman, in closing the discussion, said he ophy seems to be too thin for these common-sense hav committed are that he has been practicing parhoped the French people who gave us this statue of people.
sonry without a proper certificate, and omitting to
Liberty had not heard that almost in sight of the
I am to giv my farewell words in Brisbane on pay his debts; but this latter is not a very unclerical
bronze figure where it now stands a man is indicted October 24th, and in Sydney on the 31st, and expect offense, and doubtless helped to deceive the elect as
and awaiting trial for exercising the liberty of speech to sail for home on November 4th, but may stop to his real position.
.
on the subject of religion. He hoped rather that over in Auckland one month, reaching San Jose
A curiotis case was tried the other day. It seems
they would be assured that there still exist in about Christmas, and after a little rest, before that a wedding was arranged, but the bride did not
America a few people who cherish the principles starting on my contemplated tour of the Eastern turn up at the proper time, so, sooner than disappoint
for which _;Lafayette fought, and which Paine, Jeffer- cities, I hope to pay a visit. to the friends on Puget the guests, the groom suggested that a friend of the
son, and Franklin established on American soil.
Sound and in British Columbia.
parties should take her place, which was accordingly
There is no meeting of the club this we~k, but on
In conclusion, let me say that if any of our Amer- done; but as the principal did not notify that the
Friday night everybody who usually attends the club ican speakers hav an itching to try their hand in bride had been changed, a prosecution was instituted,
is expected to go to the Congress of the Secular these colonies, they may safely rely upon this fact- and the unfortunate benediQt, after a severe lecture
Union at Chickering Hall and hear Mr. Putnam. On that whoever can draw, and hold, an American audi- on his wickedness by the judge, was sentenced to a
his first appearance before a Toronto audience as a
Freethought lecturer, taking for his subject "Our
Schools and Churches," a subject which he is eminently qualified to deal with, and to which he did
ample justice. He fully confirmed the opinion previously held by the Toronto friends of his ability for
lecture work, and proved that with a little practice
he will be able to·" keep his end up" with the best of
them. We hope to hav him with us again soon and
often.
KANUCK.
Toronto, Oct. 30, 1886.
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term of imprisonment, the wife being also punished
in a lesser degree. Now, I hav read the case several
times, and cannot possibly make out what crime was
committed, or who injured, by one girl being married
in another's name, and can only conclude that it must
hav been accounted a crime because the parson only
collected a fee for one attendance, whereas he considered he ought to hav r~ceived double pay.
J. D.
London, Oct. 27, 1886.
--·-·---.
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Call for the Tenth .Annual Congress.
To the Aumilia1·y Secttlar Unions and to all Citizens of the United States and Canadas who
support the .1Vine Demands· oj Libe1·alism :
You are invited to attend the Tenth Annual Congress of the American Secular Union, to be held in
New York city, at Chickering Hall, Fifth avenue and
18th street, on November 11th, 12th, and 13th, and
also on Sunday evening, the 14th, an address by Col.
Robert G. Ingersoll, which concludes the Congress.
Pursuant to a vote of the last Congress, notice is
hereby given that the following amendments to the
constitution of the Union will be acted upon: 1. To
reduce the fee for life-membership from $25 to $10.
2. Or, on payment of $10 by applicant for membership, to authorize the secretary to issue ten-year
membership certificates, with all the privileges of
life-membership during that time. 3. Whenever a
-man or woman has taken out annual membership
certificates for three or five consecutiv years, such
person thereafter on payment of annual-membership
.Jee to possess the privilege of life-membership.
The Congress will also be called upon to consider
measures for carrying on the work of Freethought,
and securing the adoption of such laws by the various
state governments and by the national government,
as shall make the United States thoroughly Secular,
and the repeal of all laws now on the statute-books
which conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Local auxiliary Unions are entitled by the Union
constitution to five representativs in the Congressthe president and secretary and three delegates. All
charter-members and life-members, all vice-presidents,
all chairmen of state executiv committees, are entitled
to seats and votes in the Congress. Annual members are entitled to seats but not votes, except by
permission of the Congress.
It is hoped that every auxiliary Union will send a
fUll delegation to the Congress, and that every Freethinker in the United States and Canada, who can,
will be present.
Per order of board of directors :
R. G. INGERSOLL, President.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Secretary.
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Treasurer.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS, Ch. Ex. Com.
E. M. MACDONALD, Ch. Fin. Com.

.An .Appeal to Liberals.
It is absolutely necessary to the success of the
coming Congress that its sessions should be free.
We want full houses and ample reports. We want to
make as grand and permanent impression on the
public mind as possible.
This Congress is of
national importance.
What is done here will be
felt for years to come, It will giv us a mighty
impulse or it will be simply disaster, and everyone who wishes organized Freethought to triumph
must lend a hand.
We must hav the sinews· of
war.
We must raise money for the expenses of
this Congress by private subscription. We want to
make no appeals to the Congress in session nor
take up any collections.
The expenses will be as follows: Hall rent, $375;
speakers, $175; advertising and incidental, $100;
total, $650. This amount ought to be raised by the
Liberals of the country before the meeting. Whether
one comes or not to the Congress he feels an interest
in its auccess, for no matter where he livs, how distantly, he will receive its benefit, its wealth of thought,
and new influence for that which is dearest to his own
mind. So I ask every Liberal to giv what he can-a
dollar, or :five dollars, or more, as his circumst~ces

will allow. The amotint can be easily raised if· every
Liberal will do his part. I also ask every Liberal
society, if it cannot send delegates, to send some
money. That is the next best thing. That will help.
Every society will be helped by the Congress, and so
we ask its fraternal aid. The following generous
contributions already made ought to stir every
Liberal to be equally as magnanimous according to
his ability. I hope for an immediate response, and
that by next week I can report the full amount
raised:
CONGRESS FUND.
R. G. Ingersoll .................................................... $100.00
Courtlandt Palmer..............................................
50.00
A. VanDeusen...................................................
50.00
E. B. Foote, Sr...................................................
25.00
Photius Fisk ......... :.............................................
20.00
10.00
Charles Eckhard... ..................... .•............... ........
Daniel E. Ryan.......... ........................................
10.00
Daniel E. Ryan...................................................
10.00
Peter Eckler.......................... ............................
5.00
Booth...............................................................
5.00
~gnosticus.................. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 00
Wm. Hawenstein........................ ........................
5.00
Ralph Helm ......................... :.............................
2.00
F. C. M.............................................................
5.00
John D. Power..................................................
5.00
A Friend............................................................
3.00
W. J. Allen........................................................
2.00
S. Brewer..........................................................
2.00
Peter Grandjean............ ............................... ......
1.00
Robert Wad e......................................................
1.00
Wm. Horsfall. ...:................................................
1.00
Ed. Ross............................................................
1.00
C. H. Betts.........................................................
1.00
C. F. DeMott......................................................
1.00
H. Cohn............................................................
1.00
PROGRAM OF THE CONGR&S$.
Thursdaru.
At 9:30 A.M.-Opening of the. Congress by Robert G.
Ingersoll. Report of Secretary. Report of Treasurer. Report of Chairman Executiv Committee.
11 A.M.-Lecture by Charles Watts, First Vice-President,
"Misconceptions of Theology."
At 2:30 P.M.-Business session from 2:30 to 3 o'clock.
At 3 P.M.-Lecture by J. H. Burnham, "Philosophy of
Religious Emotions."
At 8 ;p.M,-Lecture by John E. Remsburg, "Fathers of
the Republic."
F1·iday.
Business session from 9:30 to 11 o'clock A.M.
At 11 A.M.-Lecture by C. B. Reynolds, "Persecution in
the Nineteenth Century." .
At 3 P.M.-Lecture byT. B. Wakeman," Liberty, Science,
and Humanity." .
At 8 P.M.-Lecture by S. P. Putnam, "A New Heaven
and Earth."
Saturday.
At 9.30 A.M.-Business; election of officers, consideration
of resolutions, etc.
At 3 P.M.-Lecture by Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, "Woman:
Past, Present, and Future."
Lecture by Dr. T. L. Brown, "What We Think and What
We CanDo."
At 8 P.M.-Lecture by L. K. Washburn, "The Popular
Faith Criticised."
Lecture by E. A. Stevens, " Liberty and Liberalism."
Sunday Evening.
At 8 o'clock.-Lecture by Helen H. Gardener, "Prtlpit,
Pew, and Cradle." Address by R. G. Ingersoll, President.
DELEGATES.
SAGINAW, MIOH., Nov. 5, 1886.
SECRETARY AMERICAN SECULAR UNION:
At a meeting of the Auxiliary Secular Union, held in
Saginaw, Mich., Oct. 31, 1886, the following delegates were
chosen to represent the society in the Tenth Annual Congress, to be held in New York city, in Chickering Hall,
November 11th, 12th, 13th, and 14th, 1886: Ferdinand Goldsmith, Charles Moye, J. H. Burnham, J. T. Butterworth.
Yours fraternally,
J. T. BUTTERwimTH,
Sec. S. A. S. U.
Prof. Wm. Seymour, president of the Pennsylvania Secular
Union, will attend the Congress to represent the state society,
and anticipates meeting a goodly number of delegates from
the local unions as representativ of the state at large.
ALBANY, N. Y., Nov. 8, 1886.
The following members of our society were appointed
del~ates to the Congress of the American Secular Union:
J. J. McCabe, C. H. Luck, Wm. Dickson, W. H. Williams,
Joseph McDonough.
Yours trul;r,
J. J. McCABE.
S. P. PuTNAM, Secretary.

For Mr. Reynolds's Defense.
A. G. Wineman ........ . $l.OOJE. B. Folsom .... ~ ...... .
3.00 Secularist ................ .
Elias Gault .............. .
.5o c. L. Silverman ........ .
Geo. Wilson .............. .
l.00 1H. Merrick .............. .
Robert Barbour....... .
2.00 1Jacob Gruenig ......... .
J. E. Coy ................. .
.65 1A. G. Church ........... .
Charles Bach ............ .
J. Schaf .................. .
l.OO[John W. Black ......... .
1.00 Thomas Black ......... .
J. Hammond ............ .
1.00 Albert Newbold ........ .
J. M. Landeth ........... .
.50 Chris. Wetherill ........ .
William J. Nicolay ... .
l.OOjT. F. Wright ............ .
Philip !mig .............. .
1.00 J. S. Boulton ............ .
B. T. Brigg: ............. .
1.oo:s. R. Wetherill ......... .
James F. Quigg ........ .
l.OO.Edward Ross .............. .
Frank Williams ........ .

Home News from Abroad !
From the Boston Inaex.

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.50
2.50
1.00
.25
1.00
1.00
1.00
1 00
·

Lectures and Meetings.
THE supper of the Free Religious Association, in the
Meionaon, 88 Tremont st., Boston, will begin at 6:30P.M., on
Thursday, Nov. 18th. There will be good music and
speeches after 8 P.M., from Prof. Thomas Davidson, Col. T.
W. Higginson, and other advanced thinkers. Reserved
seats, $1, at the offices of the Index and the Woman's Jou1·nal,
also at.Ditson's, 451 Washington street~ Admittance to gallery, 50 cents. All interested are invited cordially. F. 1\'I.
Holland, secretary F. R. A.
THE efforts of Messrs. Pionnie and 1\:Iarshall, of the Newark,
N. J., Secular Union, meet with just reward. They hav
succeeded in awakening interest among the people, and
securing very large attendance at the weekly meetings of
the society. On Sunday afternoon, the 7th inst., the hall
was crowded. Mr. Reynolds writes: " Although the air of
New Jersey is not generally, by my friends, deemed promotiv of my general health, on account of the fidelity of Jersey
Christian!:! to their principles-to love their enemies-nevertheless I felt it a duty to do all in my power to aid the noble
band of workers for Freethought in Newark, and so ven"
tured into the land of the Philistines. ' We had a most pleasant visit at the home of good Brother Pionnie, and at 3 P.M.,
repairing to the hall, found it filled with a most intelligent
audience, who listened with pleased attention to my lecture
on 'The Bible, Whence it Came and What it Really Teaches.'
I sold about thirty copies of ' Blasphemy and the Bible,' and
could hav sold twice as many more if we had had them."
Mr. L. K. Washburn is the attraction for next Sunday afternoon, and thus a large and delighted audience is assured.
J. E. REMSBURG'S appointments, so far as arranged, are as
follows:
New York, N.Y., Sat., Nov.13. Dayton,
0 ......... Sun., 1!l.
Boston, Mass ........... Sun., 14. Cincinnati, " ......... Sun., 19.
Salem,
" .......... Mon., 15. Greensburg, Ind ....Mon., 20.
Pawtucket, R.I.. .... Tues., 16. Evansville,
" ... Tues., 21.
Winsted, Conn ........ Wed., 17. Mt. Vernon, " Wed., Thur.,
Bristol,
" Thur., Fri., 18, Fri., 22, 23, 24.
.
19.
Greencastle, Ind., Sat., Sun.,
Northampton, Mass., Sat., 20. 25, 26.
Florence,
" Sun., 21. Circleville,
" ... Mon., 27.
Pottsville, Pa., Mon., Tues., Tetersburg, " Tues., Wed.,
Wed., 22, 23, 24.
28, 29.
Scranton, Pa .......... Thur., 25. Logansport, " ... Thur., 30.
" ... Fri., 31.
Smithville Flats, N.Y., Fri.,26. Daleville,
" Sat., Sun.,
Watertown,
"
Sat., Waterloo,
Jan. 1, 2.
Sun., 27, 28.
Williamson,
" Mon., 29. Montpelier, 0., Mon., Tues.,
Buffalo,
" Tues.,30. Wed., 3, 4, 5.
Youngsville,Pa.,Wed.,Dec.l. Adrian, Mich ........... Thur., 0.
Connaut, 0 ........... Thur., 2. Bowling Green, 0 ....... Fri., 7.
Farmdale, " Fri., Sun., 3, 5. Sylvania,
" ...... Sat., 8.
" ...... Sun., !l.
Kinsman, " Sat., Sun., 4, 5. Berkey,
Oil City, Pa .............Mon., 6. Metamora,
" ...... Sun., 9.
Hubbard, O............. Tues., 7. Laingsburg, Mich ......... Mon.,
New Castle, Pa ........ Wed., 8. Tues, 10, 11.
Tappan,
O.......... Thur., 9. St. Johns, Mich... Wed., 12.
Salem,
" ......... Fri., 10. Fremont,
" ... Thur., 13 .
"Sat., Sun., 11, Sand Lake, " ... Fri., 14.
Warren,
12.
Nashville,
" .. Sat., Sun .. ,
Elyria
" ........ Mon., 13. 15, 16.
" ... Sun., 10.
" ........ Tues., 14. Hastings,
Gallion,
" Mon.,Tues.,
Sidney,
" Wed., Thur., Scotts,
Fri., 15, 16, 17.
17, 18.
Springfield, O .......... Sat., 18.
Mr. Remsburg has been obliged to decline all calls for lectures west of Indiana during this tour. Calls for lectures hav
been received from the following; towns, which he will also
be unable to answer: Houlton, Me.; Fairfield, l\:Ie.; Saco,
Me.; Lowell, Vt.; Eden Mills, Vt.; Port Jervis, N.Y.; Oaceola, Pa.; Center Belpre, 0.; Kent, 0.; McConnellsvillc,
0.; Baltimore, Md.
------~~.-------

Roman Catholic Education.
F1·om the New York Sta1·.

Three apparently bright young men totally failed in their
civil service examinations for positions in the Custom
House last week. The young men now lay their failure to
the fact that they did not attend the public schools, but,
being Catholics, they attended private Catholic schools,
·where they were not taught thoroughly. One candidate who
failed, a Mr. McCullough, was very indignant. When I
asked him if he blamed the civil service examiners, he said:
"No, sir; I do not. I blame my parents for taking me
out of our splendid public schools, where everything is taught
through the normal school system, and where all the teachers
are normal school graduates, and sending me to a school
where I was taught more religion than geography."
" Then you do not think the average Catholi~ ch~rch
school is as good a place for a boy to get an educatiOn mas
our regular American public school?" I inquired.
" Certainly I do not. I shall henceforth send my children
to the New York public schools. I am a Catholic, but I am
not willing to cripple my children as I hav been crippled.
If I had gone to our public schools, I would now be m the
. Custom House at $1,600 per year. Instead I failed in my
examinatien, and I go back to a menial place where I on!y
make $600. No boy who graduates at the average Cathohc
school where they hav old-fashioned books, old-fashioned
systen{s and solemn and shallow teachers, will be able to
pass th~se civil service examin.ations. W ~ Catholics are
hurting ourselvs.. We are lammg ou~ children. We are
keeping ourselvs m the mud ·through Ignorance when we
could go to the public schools without money and without
price and fit ourselvs to cope with the rest of the world. If
we w'ant to take a pbce among educated Americans, we
must quit all nonsense and go to American schools and colleges."

The American Secular Union, formerly known as the
National Liberal League, will hold its Tenth Annual Congress at Chickering Hall, ~ew York city, on November 11th,
12th 13th and 14th. It 1s now pretty well understood by
intelho-ent' Liberals generally that this "Union," since its
new d~parture two years ago, .has been ". ru~" wholly in the
interests of a New York clique. Th1s 1s common talk
Mr. Bowman's Epigrams.
among Liberal editors and lecturers, who, however, are cauSome think it is worse to go for the doctor on Suntious about publicly stating the truth on the subject, preferring, nnder the circumstances, the policy of silence. The day than to kill a man on Monday.
Some people think that the human race slowly
leaders of this "Union" shrewdly manage to keep Colonel
In"'ersoll's name at the head of their list of officers, and use came up from .t~e Presbyterians.
.
.
it both to giv themselvs importance and to intimidate any.
It is our opmwn out West that Chnst was notJ:Unswho are disposed to crtti<:ise tile Jlletllocls or the work of the
JllOfe tb~tn 11 ~ood, BCJUare revubJiC{\ll,
\tforesaid clique,
·
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Qkomff1unications.
The "Post-Mortem" Issue at Des Moines.
Doubtless the most important era in the history of
orthodox theology occwTed, but a few weeks since
at Des Moines, {a. This was in connection with th~
meeting of the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions. It seems that for a year past
Rev. Mr. Hwne, one of the most scholarly apd successfa! of missi~naries,_ has not been returned by the
committee to his foreign field. With him and his
many friends the question is, Why 1 In a meeting
~eld about a year since, at Andover, the Congregati?nal Mecca of heresy, Mr. Hume let it inadvertently
sl~p ou~ that post-mortem mercy is a growing hope
With him and other missionaries and ministers. It
seems that a happy, hopeful influx from the spiritual
spheres is flowing into some of the orthodox. The
prudential committee, doubtless overburdened with a
stock of prudence, failed to recommend his return.
Othe~ good, learned, and progressiv men applied for
appomtments as missionaries. But because they
hoped for future mercy to the "heathen" and the
rest of " non-elect" humanity, their petitions hav
been treated with a most significant silence.
The advocates of the new departure, among whom
are the two brothers Smyth, one a professor in
Andover, are men of· undoubtedly high standing and
r~~ ability. Ten years ago ;prof. Edgar Smyth was
ngidly orthodox. He believed in, and taught, etern~l dan;matio:J?- for somebody else. Fortunately for
him, this penod of reflection has rendered him a
more humane man. Since he would not like to be
eternally daJ?ned him~~lf, he practically applies the
golden ~le m ~ot desmng the damnation of others.
The way m whiCh he goes about this is, not to force
people to enter heaven through fear of hell, but to
-destroy hell, the work of the "devil." We mean no
reflection on the" majority." He would demolish the
" lower house," then surely there will be no place or
prison for moral delinquents.
Besides, if these broader men who are h~terodox
on the hell issue are not good and safe enough to
preach to "heathen" of the orient why let them
preac~ to occidental Christians~ Ar~ not we A~eri
cans JUSt as good as " the heathen Chinee ~"
The most u;nfavorable f~ature of post-mortem
eternal ~amnat~on,_ ~nd whiCh stamps it with a
nature
_to _vmdiCbv savagery on the part of those
a~vocatmg It, Is that t~ey want it for somebody beSides themselvs. If Its. exJ?onents would simply
state that ete~nal damnatiOn IS a moral necessity to
them, and their stronges.t incentiv to well-doing, we
sho~d be t~oroughly satisfied of their honesty. But
to Im~ose .It upon others as of equal necessity is
both m·atw~al and. uncharitable.
They frankly
confe~s that If there IS a hope of probation beyond
what IS termed "death," there is no use for missionaria~ to th~ h~ath~n. The primal motiv for prosecuting
foreign missiOns IS here conceded to be not a desire
to render the "heathen" wiser and bett~r thus leaving ~hem to take their chances; but, thro~gh the incenbv of fear, ~ostered by the hon-ible teaching of
eternal damnatwn, to compel them to yield to ecclesiastical authority.
. Another .consideration, probably the more potent
JU~t now, IS the lucre lever. The home churches
rruse annually about $560,000 which they know not
how to squander, unless they send it to the "heathen"
through the leaka~e of ~umerous missionary agents.
I_£ they do not clmg with a deathlike grip to the
time-honored superstition in question this handsome
su~ will not be subscr~bed; or, if c~llected, will .go
mamly to the Presbyterians, among whom is a solidru·ity on the hell issue.
Since they think the Bible is not definit on this
mooted question of postcmortem probation unless it
grants the much "larger hope" to the m~mbers of
t~e _new departure, common humanity solves this and
Simil_ru· problems. The added light of spirit com~uruc~tions makes assurance doubly sure. "The
li~ht li~htet~ every man that cometh into the world,"
ei~her ~n this or some future world. Otherwise the
BI~le IS not true. On this, we ·much prefer the
ratwnal statement of the Bible. Jesus " tasted death
for every man," heathen and Christian alike. Suppose we work out this 1·ich vein of Bible thought.
As~ any man ~r 'Yoman of intelligence and humane
feeling, Were I~ m your power, would you abolish
e~ernal _damnatiOn and inaugurate probation after
dissoluti~n ~ The a:nswer would be a most emphatic,
Yes. Will an all-wise, good being do less~

a:kin

How can it be that Brahm
yY ould. make a world and keep it miserable?
Sm~e, If all powerful, he leaves it so,
. He IS not good ; and, if not powerful
He is not God.
'
!s not this ~eathen god superior to the Christian
deit~ ~ And smce, as Prof. Max Mueller holds the

god-Id~a at any specific period is the result of m~ntal
evolut~on, does not this conception of Brahm show
that his devo_te~ possesses a higher moral character
than the Chnsban who desires to convert him downwards~

W auld an affectionate parent rejoice to torture

through all eternity his own child, when it is in his
power to do otherwise ? Will Brahm do less to his
rational creatures. than a man~ This . beautiful
humanitarian .~ew as a nobler inflowing from spirit
realms, now nsmg to the surface of the turbid Congregational waters, creates no little commotion. It
is useless to prophesy respecting its rosy future.
The great, deep heart of humanity, having lovingly
adopted it, will see its triumph through the crucible
of test.
It looks very much as though the enviable mission
of enlightening and liberalizing the orthodox wing of
the church had indeed been committed directly to
the Congregational body. We hoped that it would
hav proved equal to its exalted calling. But p.las!
For them to hav extinguished the flames of hell
would hav been equivalent to quenching Christian
enthusiasm for saving the souls of heathen. It
would hav killed out the money-loving and moneygetting spirit in the church, perhaps ! ZoATOPSIS.

Twin Relics.
During the last twenty-five years much has been
said about the "twin relics of barbarism." Slavery
and polygamy are the relics which hav received unquruified denunciation. The very contemplation of
human (physical) slavery is now abhon-ent to a very
large majority of the inhabitants of North America,
and polygamy is exceedingly repulsiv to the normal
feelings of civilized people. Slavery and polygamy
are, indeed, twin relics of barbarism, but they are
not the only relics.
The American Board of Foreign Missions, after
due deliberation, has decided that death ends probation; that "dangerous heresy" lurks in the bosom of
the preacher who is inclined to admit that a heathen
may possibly repent after death, and eventually
breathe an atmosphere a little cooler than burning
brimstone. And secondly, that no one oan be saved
who has not accepted Christ. .
Aside from the colossal absurdity of such a decision
uttered in this day of the world, and by a conventio~
of men professedly intelligent, it is the very quintessence of diabolism. No fiend of Pluto's regions
could ever conceive a doctrin more revolting, more
shockingly cruel, more infamously unjust.
Now, let us briefly notice the late notable judicial
pr?ceeding in Chicago. To discover the spirit that
ammated the prosecution in the trial of the Anarchists
it is not necessru-y to reexamin the whole mass of evidence and carefully weigh the words of each witness.
It is only necessary to observe the remarks of Judge
Gary himself, before pronouncing tlie sentence. I
giv a brief extract: "Upon the question whether the
defendants or ariy of them did anticipate or expect
the throwing of the bomb, he said that it was a question not necessary to consider, because the insti·uctions to the jury did not go upon that ground, but
upon the ground that they ·had generally, by speech
and print, advised a large class to commit murder,
and had left the occasion, time, and place to the individual will, whim, and caprice of the individuals so
adviseo, and that in consequence of that advice, and
in pursuance of it, and influenced by it, somebody not
known did throw the bomb. The crime was nothing
l~ss than mw·de1·," etc. _-What a monstrous assumptiOn! Are we living in a republic~ Without stopping to argue the question whether the defendants
did or did not, as Judge Gary says, "advise a large
class to commit murder," I want to ask how he knows
that an unk11own person was influenced in a certain
way, or by certain means ! It is improbable that any
person of ordinary intelligence has lived in Chicago
fm· the last two years without hearing some of the
speeches, or reading some of the articles, of the
Anarchists, but to assume as a positiv fact that a cer~ain murder rnust hav been committed by a person
mfluenced thereto by the utterances of a few specified
persons, and, on that hypothesis, to proceed to take
the lives of those specified persons, is, to use the
judge's own words, nothi:ag less than murder. For
all Judge Gary knows, the bomb-thrower may hav
been a person who never heard a word nor read a
line uttered by any one of the defendants. The
principle enunciated in. the above-quoted paragraph
IS ~he. most unspeakably mhuman, ferocious, damnable
pnnmple that ever blotted the record of American
jurisprudence. I call upon every lover of liberty,
every man and woman who respects the Constitution
of the United States, to denounce, suppress, deny,
and defy that doctrin. It is a direct menace to free
institutions, and has no place among a civilized and
progressiv people. But this is not rul, nor the worst.
The promulgation of such a doctrin, from such a
source, sanctioned by the authorities, will do more to
create, intensify, and spread Anarchistic sentiment
than all the speeches and writings of all the Anarchists and Socialists that hav ever entered Chicago. I
hav no sympathy with crime, but when I see_ rank injustice pervading our courts, high and low, and a
gang of parasites· living off the labor of others, the
time seems to hav arrived when the emblems of liberty should be prostrated, and the scales of Themis
be broken. Our so-called Christianity and law, of
the Gary stamp, are twin ;relics of barbarism.
N.G.W.

Charles Watts's Work.
During the months of September and October I
hav given forty lectures, and traveled nearly four
thousand miles. Among the places I hav visited
are the following: _Toronto and Hamilton, in Canada·
Philadelphia, Pa.; Mount Holly, N. J.; Waynesburo-'
Pa.; Grand Rapids, Muskegon, Lowell Hasting~'
and K~lam~zoo, ~ich.; Chicago and Wyoming, Ill.;
and Neillsville, Wis. Inall those towns the elements for Secular propagandism are numerous, but in many
of them organization is sadlydefectiv. · There is too
great a lack of cooperation· among Freethinkers, except when a Liberal lecturer visits their respectiv.
localities. The coming Congress in New York should
stimulate more united action. · Lecturing should
be regru·ded as the precursor of consolidating the
results of platform work.
In Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, organized efforts
hav done much, and considerable more could be
done if all who profess Secular principles in these
hives of mental activity would perform their fair
share of duty in conducting the affairs of the local
.societies. Apart from the injustice of allowing such
labor to fall upon one or two, there is the evil that
in the event of sickness or private business calling
them away from the society for a time the advocacy
of the cause is made thereby to suffer. Those who
hav been emancipated from the slavery of superstition
should resolve to ~o ~ometh~n~ toward freeing their
fellows who are still m captiVIty. Mental indolence
and disregard for the freedom and welfare of others
are violations of the great teachings of practicru Secularism. The true man livs not simply for his own
comfort, but for the happiness and well-being of
society in general. This is the very essence of Secular philosophy.
. The beneficial results- of adopting this principle
are manifest in Grand Rapids, Mich.} where, through
the Secular benevolence and activ service to the cau~:~e
?f Mr. D. A .. Blodgett, Secularism has won a position
m the public estimation which is as gratifying to
every Liberal as it is serviceable to intellectual freedom. Mr. Blodgett has set a noble example in striving
to organize Freethought ideas, not only in his own
town, but also in surrounding districts. and no
doubt, Michigan will ere long be the center ~f a
grEat Secular propagandism. At all my recent lectures throughout the state I had crowded audiences
which increased nightly. Lucius C. West of Kala~
mazoo, who has so ably contributed for ye~·s past to
Secular literature, is now arranging an extensiv to-ur
in the Northwest for me to commence in Januru·y.
The gatherings at Chicago were not so large as
one might expect, judging from the number of Freethinkers there are in the city. But for the persistent
activit;r of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman and Mr. Stevens,
very httle would be heard of Secular work in Chicago. I found great excitement caused by the late
verdict and condemnation to death of the Anarchists.
I am no belie':er .in Anarchy, !or, in my opinion, it is
wrong as a prmmple and foolish as a policy. Nevertheless, I protest against the sentence passed upon
the men in Chicago. That sentence was not the result of a fair and impartiru triru, but rather the outcome of the fever of prejudice and the passion of revenge. If those men hav committed an en-or to
hang them is not the best method to achieve tbeir
reformation. Such a mode of "punishment" is a
brutal legacy of a_bru·barous past, which the symbol
of the cross has failed to destroy. I am no friend to
any kind of physicru revolution, or resort to violence
to obtain reforms. This kind of advocacy might
hav been justifiable in days gone by, but now we
hav better weapons with which to fight our social
and political battles. With the aid of the press, the
pen, the platform, and the ballot-box we can conduct
a more useful and dignified conflict than can ever be
carried on in the throes of violent physical force agitation.
Through the efforts of those well-tried Liberals
Messrs. Bailey and Cox, of Wyoming, Ill., some use~
ful work has been done in this hot-bed of orthodoxy.
I re~ently _lectured there thr.ee nights to good and attenbv audiences. Threatenmgs of personal violence
were hurled at me, and attempts were made to interfere wit~ the order o~ the meetings, but., through the
precautiOns of our fnends, all efforts at disturbance
were nipped in the bud. .
I bad a ver;r pleasant time at Neillsville, Wis. where
J spoke three times to audiences that increased i~ num'rlers each meeting. Mr. R. Dew burst, of the N eillsville bank, is a genuin specimen of a fine old English
~~ntleman, although, perh~ps, his excellent qualIties ha_v be~n de':eloped durmg t~e thirty years he
has resided m this country. In him and his charming family Secularism has warm friends and practical
exponents. The local press gave very flattering •
notices of my lectures, and so successful were they
that arrangements were at once made for me to giv
another course in January next.
All friends in the West or Northwest requiring
lec~ures e~rly_ in the new year will please forward
their applicatiOns as soon as possible to Lucius C.
West, 105 East Mf.Lin street, Kalamazoo, Mich.
CHARLES wATTS.
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J. L~ Andrew in the East.
Since New Jersey has become noted for arrests for
blasphemy, the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will,
perhaps, be interested in the general condition of
Freethought in that state. The first appointment for
me to lecture in that state was Boonton, the city that
two generations ago was noted for its noble advocacy
of abolition, and recently for the arrest of Mr. Reynolds. I gave three lectures there. . The audiences
gave very respectful attention, although it ·was
whispered that another arrest would follow the lectures. I am not very easily . terrified by religious
threats, so it made no impression on me. Each of
the lectures was attended by a fair sprinkling of
Catholic~, '_Vho manifested much interest. Perhaps
the Chnstialls were afraid to hav more than one
blasphemy case at a time. As an offset to what I
had said on the influence of Christianity on human
conduct, the editor of the Bulletin inserted a story
in his paper concerning a rich Infidel whose fears of
being robbed were allayed by his host reading the
Bible and praying before retiring. The effect on the
Infidel was such that he soon after renounced his unbelief and became a Christian. This is a Sunday-.
school story, taken from a Sunday-school paper. ·The
lesson was that Infidels are wrong in robbing society
of those influences that restrain men from crime, and
that religion makes men good. After what had happaned, when Mr. Reynolds was insulted and arrested,
and one of the oldest and most respected citizens was
threatened with a "ducking" in the canal by the
most religious people of the place, I do not see how
the editor could boast of the restraining influence of
religion.
·
From Boonton I went to Newark, where arrangements were made for two lectures. Newark has one
of the most interesting societies it has ever been my
pleasure to address. And I think I may say that I
hav never addressed a more intelligent audience than
the one in that city. A most amicable feeling seems
to prevail among even those of the most extreme
views. It is unnecessary to say that no Liberal society
can be prosperous where there is a feeling of intolerance toward those who happen to differ with us~
Jobstown was the next place where arrangements
were made for lectures. Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds hav
lectured there, and the few live Liberals in that viilage hav shown ·their zeal and intelligence by pm~
chasing a library that is an honor to the place. The
actual worth of the library is not less than one hun~
dred dollars. While the element of sociability is in~
. dispensable in our work, we cannot too strongly advocate the use of the best literature. The cause of
Liberalism is preeminently the cause of intelligence,
of science, of humanity, and we cannot too highly
esteem the perusal of advanced Iiteratme. One of
the greatest impediments in om work comes from the
supposition that Infidelity consists simply in thealogical refutation rather than in that building up of
the individual and of society that is caused only by
lofty thinking and deep feeling. The Liberalism that
is satisfied with theological dispute is destined to bo
short-lived. The great demand of the age is for
something that satisfies the unbiased intelligence of
man, and nothing can more successfully meet this demand than literature and science.
From Jobstown I went to Vineland, where the
Unitarian chmch was secured for the lecture on
"Liberty and Law." Many years ago Vineland was
one of the strongholds of Liberalism. But now it is
a fossil. Two causes hav brought about this state of
things-emigFation and dissension. It is very dif. ficult for a Liberal speaker to get a good audience in
that city. About fifty persons assembled to hear the
lecture. One of the editors noticed it by saying
that "the speaker handled his subject with considerable ingenuity."
.·
I next lectured before the Friendship Liberal
League of Philadelphia, one of the most reliable
Leagues in the country. The first lecture called forth
considerable discussion, as it was in relation to the
jurisdiction of civil government. One or two favored
Anarchy, •and the rest pleaded for some form or other
of authority. For my own part, I hav never yet seen
any principle by which Anarchy could be justifiecl.
Just as surely as the law of cohesion exists in all
matter, so does the law of government exist in all
mankind. And our highest aim consists, not in attempting to destroy governmental authority, but the
abuses which hav surrounded it, and thus insure protaction to all. .
For the last three years I hav been carefully observing the condition of Liberalism throughout the
country, the causes of its comparativ non-success,
and what might probably be conduciv to its permanent prosperity. It seems to me that the most suecessful method of collecting all our forces and using
them to the best advantage is to hold conventions in
those states that are strong enough to supp0rt them.
I suggested this to the Liberals in New .Tersey, and
the plan was commended by all those to whom I
spoke concerning it. I suggested that a convention
be held in a city where there is a Liberal society, and
Liberals from all over the state attend and devise plans
for the dissemination of Liberal ideas. I hope that

the Freethinkers of New Jersey will agitate this and
arrang~ for a successful convention next-year.. Pennsylvama has already adopted this plan and with wise
management will be successful. There are only
three states in the West where I think it is possible
at present to carry out such a plan; These states.
are Kansas, illinois, and Iowa. There are thousands of" well-to-do, activ Liberals in each of these
states, and if they would agitate the question and
cooperate for its success they could soon effect decided changes in their respectiv ~ommunities. It is
too late to attempt any such thing for this year, but
there is ample time to create an interest and accomplish the desired object for the next and succeeding
years. When we remember that all religious bodies
hold their conferences, etc., and that through such
means their body is strong and effectiv, it surely
should be an inducement to us as Liberals to adopt
similar plans for the attainment of our purposes.
The haphazard plan by which the great principles of
freedom and ?f science are made k_now.n to the peap!e by the Liberal part!. .of ~menca IS a proof of
either .a la~~ of true cooperatr~ purpose. or o~ tr~e
executiv ability: When.":~ re~hze that Liberalism IS
syno~y~~us with all e1v~hza~10n and adv~ncment;
lt?at It mcludes whatever I~ giand or great m hull!-an
Ife, then, perhaps, there will be a prope;r ~wakemng
to the du~Ies of the hour and an appreCiatiOn of our
opportumty.
J. L. ANDREW.

finished my lecture they called.upon a young man
who is underwitted and who had quite recently been
released from jail, where he had been on the charge
of horse-stealing. I made no reply to the rowdyish
tumult that his speech created. If orthodoxy is content to set up as its representativ an idiot and horsethief, I suppose I shall hav to submit.
About the first of December I shall visit Wichita,
Kansas, and probably remain several weeks, giving
Sunday lectmes under the auspices of the Secular
Union.
W. S. BELL.
Ft. Worth, Tern., Oct. 27, 1886.

Mixed Picldes.

A Milwaukee pulpiteer opened his mouth a few
Sundays ago and astounded the world and the rest
of mankind with the utterance of words of rare wis- ·
dom that floated out from his lips. With a sudden
and inspired bmst, so to speak, he told his astonished
hearers that "all things work together for the
good of them that polarize toward the totality of
things." And here the world has b13en working its
axis and having revolutions and things for millions of
years, and this is the first we hav heard how "things
work together for ·the good," of certain persons, and
had to learn it from a 1\'Iilwaukee pulpiteer. Why
couldn't this thing hav been. known thousands of
years ago~ Why-but there-why mourn over the
was not when we hav the is 1 Sufficient unto the
evil of the was not is the is of the now, as I look.at
1
Ft. Scott, ID_a__~·~--~-----it; and if the reader doesn't Understand this propoW. S. Bell .in Texas.
sition he is more obfuscated than the writer, who,
I hav been nearly a month in this state, and hav however, suspects there may be more in it than he
been as busy as my health would permit. They hav could dream of in his philosophy.
a .di sease d own h ere called the dengue, which is a
t 'bl
·
d
f
"The earth is fairly breaking out with oil wells,"
ern e nmsance, as one oes not get credit or being
ill when he feels worse, probably, than Job did when was an editorial line in one of our papers the other
covered with boils.
·
day. A day or two later a correspondent bobs up
My first lectme was given in Dallas before the serenely and wants said paper to "admonish the inSecular society of that place. The meeting was held habitants of the earth to prepare for the end," saying
in the Opera House, the . best place in the city. that the "oil wells breaking forth all over the earth
Among the most prominent and activ Liberals of this signify the .final burning according to the prophecy,"
city are Messrs. Geo. Cretien, John Jackson, H. B. when all things will be done brown, of course. He
Bristol, Dr. McKay, G. W. Fleming, Allen Johnson, signs himself "R. S."-Really Scared, probably-but
W. J. Johnson, and Alfred B. Westrup.
I say to the people in general, don't get scared yourFrom Dallas I went to Waco, the home of J. D. selva, for there is no danger with the Standard Oil
Shaw, whom I met, with many others of the same Co. doing business at the old stand. This great abstripe there. Mr. Shaw has a good following here, if sorbing, monopolistic cormorant will gather all this
it be proper to say that Liberals follow anyone. oil in long before enough collects in any one spot to
Everybody that reads THE TRUTH SEEKER knows warrant touching off for the grand and universal consomething about the Waco Liberal Hall. The Free- flagation, prophesied by some pot-bellied priest of
thinkers of that place hav occasion to be proud of old, who never dreamed of the great absorber, the
their hall. J\t.Ir. Shaw givs a lecture every Sunday S. 0. Co.
evening to a large, attentiv, and intelligent audience.
I had the pleasure of addressing his society one
Some woman (name forgotten), writes to the
evening during my short stay in the city. At Temple World to say that New York and Brooklyn are soon
I was prostrated with the dengue, but did not giv up to catqh a quake beside which the Charleston affair
my lecture there. Mr. Shaw came down to see the will rank as a very small potato, which the Lord has
town and talk up the interests of the Independent arranged to bring about in order to rally the sinful
Pulpit. It was a good thing for me and those who inhabitants of said cities around his flag of righteouscame out to hear me, for I had to cut short my talk ness, which rally nothing short of an earthquake will
and call upon him, as I found myself scarcely able to precipitate, it would appear. This woman has got
stand up. I was kindly entertained here by J. B. the "tip," I suppose, ancl the simlers of the cities
Nunnally and wife, who did all they could to alleviate named had better stand from under-in fact, had betmy pains and aches. I made the acquaintance of Mr. ter go to camping-out at once. It will be a bang-up
Ford and wife and other good Liberals. Dr. L. J. quake, no doubt, and if the sinners and goodies do
Russell, of Heidenheimer, introduced me to the audi- not all go to camping-out, thousands upon thousands
ence. It will be remembered that in 1875 he was of lives will be lost in horrible slaughter, which,
decoyed from his house and whipped by masked from Bible accounts, the Lord is equal to inflicting
men, because he was an Infidel. But the day fm~ on the creatures he made (~). As quakes are no rewhipping Infidels is past in this state. Liberal specters of persons, it is not unlikely that many of
views are spreading very rapidly all over the country. the godly will be caught in the first shock of matter
.From Temple I went to Belton, and had the and wreck of cities with the ungodly, which would
pleasure of talking to a splendid audience. I made seem to be rough on their kind. However, as they
the acquaintance there of Dr. Talley, A. J. McDaniel, are booked for "glory," they will be all right, albeit
Henry Clay Smith, and many others. A good Liberal the manner of their taking off will be sudden and unsociety can easily be established here if. some will go pleasant. But how about the slaughter of the ungodly? They will go to the "pit," of comse, while
ahead and get it started.
My next place was Norse, where I gave two lectures a very much larger number of their kind, who shall
to full houses. T. Thea. Colwick is the most activ escape the crash, will be booked for immortal joys,
Liberal in this region. He met me at Clifton, eight having been warned by the quake to seek the heav- ·
miles from Norse, and brought me over the rough enly "cover." How beautifully fair is this in an
country in the night, getting lost once or twice before eminently just God! He kills half the population. of
we reached the lone light in thfil lone store at Norse. a city that he may gather in, through fear, the other
I was introduced to Mr. E. A. Rolen and 1\'Irs. E. H. half of his fold, when he could gather them all; in if
Rolen, his mother, a lady of most pronounced Liberal he saw fit., without enacting any horror. What an
character. My short stay was made very pleasant in altogether lovely and merciful God, eh ~ I hope this
this family. Mrs. Rolen has been an invalid for woman and others of her ilk enjoy themselvs in woryears. She says a _good God would not keep her in shiping such a merciful God ! In the mean time,
pain so long, and if she could get redress she would pending the coming of .the quake, I notice no great
movement heavenward on the part of our citizens,
sue him for damage.
Mr. Colwick took us in his carriage from Norse to who are probably " taking the chances," hoping to
Meridian, a distance of twelve miles, over as rough a escape the calamity when it does come, rushing then
country as I hav seen anywhere in Texas. I spoke in into the arms of the Lord. The God that recruits
the school-house at Meridian to a hastily collected his armies by the aid ·of earthquakes is a brilliant
audience, and was entertained by Judge Greer and strategist I think, though a bloody one. But then
family. Next day, Sunday, October 24th, Mr. Colwick the Chri~tian God and Christian religion without
carried me eight miles further, to 1\'Iorgan, where I blood would be of a milk-and-watery order, as it
was advertised to lecture in the evening, but a heavy were · altogether too insipid for Christians. If the
storm coming up just at the time we were about to earth quakes hereabouts she will quake, and we can't
go to the hall, the lecture was postponed. The activ help ourselvs, nor stave it off with any amount of
workers in the Liberal ranks here are Moses Miller, prayer; and it is muc~ more co~soling-if there ~s
1\'Ir. Paschal, Hiram Snodgrass, Mr. Erickson, and any consolation about It-to behave that nature IS
getting in her work, rather than that an imaginary
Dr. Bateman.
At Walnut Spring_s I had a very large audience. angry God is doing the horrible business.
Sr SLoKUM,.
The orthodox turned out strong, and after I had
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ilerEF f()'F''ruii~·informati&ii>.The postmaster '0! Lima
wrote him as follows:
Religious Campaign Stories.
" The story is false ft~m beginning to end. \No
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of October 16th we noted such man ever lived if/, tt"s part of the country.';~.
That seems to settle t · e matter, s~"to~th~·
the indorsement by Mr. Talmage, of Brooklyn, of the
Christian campaign story about a man in Lilllll, Ohio, a~eged miracle, but what . all iwe say of Talmage for
being struck down by the Almighty because' the man his brazen effrontery, and unscrupulous falsehood to
flourished a knife toward the sky and daJ,"ild the Al- the Sun reporter1 Think of tP,e moral rottenness of
mighty to descend. !k.seems.-th&&-the--eaitor-·of'tlre a minister who can say that " i am assured that the
S~ this cicy, .a.lso.d:ea<L.Mr--T~"'"se:rme:a,. affair did actually and exactly! take place" when the
,
,
, •l
.
1
th t.. ~ r , J.l...!- _._
f, ,\:::~)tnd 1t..seems
a so d ~;~
_e1eve vtrn:l"'""::vt»'Y" affair never took place at all!' If he has any corre-·
,A.t.,~ r~~the editor),sent a reporter to interview spondence upon which he basetl his belief, he will do
Mr. Talmage concerning the unusual phenomenon. well to produce it, else an inm;edulous world will be
Mr. Talmage was asked for' a circumstantial account inclined to think the letters are all in his own mind.
This absurd tale is also being used by the Chrisof the blasphemer who was miraculously burnt to
tians of England. Saladin, vii:t the London Secular
death, and his response was as follows:
" I appreciate the desire ;for further d!Jtails in the matter, Beview, sends the following reauest :
"By this post we send letters to ~- M. Macdonald, Colonel
and I purposdy avoided lo,cating the event, and the reasons
that actuated me then impel me now to keep the affair from Ingersoll, Helen Gardener, and J. E. Remsburg respectivly,
the public. Such· an everit is a terrible thing for the family to take a crowbar and see if they ~an detach and send us,
and friends of the man who was punished, and it was out of packed in ice, a small portion, say 4 thumb or a great toe, of
consideration for them tbat I omitted tqstate where the scene the igneous Mr. Redyan. The w1nter is coming on, our
was laid. That it is strictly true, howpver, I hav conclusiv office is a cold one, and the profitf:l from the Secular Review
evidence. I forget just how it was brqught to my attention. are not sufficient to purchase coals; so into our grate we
I heard it reported by somebody or got my first information should like to stick Mr. Redyan's great toe, and, by its heat,
from a private letter, 1 cannot say which, but I am inclined boil our editorial kettle and cook ou:r; vesper tea. If we could
to think it was the letter, But no matter. I asked a trusted only get an arm of Mr. Redyan, it ',would save us coals for
friend of mine to investigate for me, and he did so. Some the steam-engin which propels the pnnting machine on which
correspondence ensued, :which he turned over to me, and we print off this journal for the glory of God and his Christ.
from it I am assured that the affair did actually and exactly In this appeal our principal rcliance.is upon the kind heart
take place as I described 'it. I hav the correspondence still, of Miss Helen Gardener. If she could send us only one fiery
leg of Mr. Redyan, she might tlepe:qd upon her next book
but I think I had better keep it to myself."
'
being favorably reviewed by us."
In THE TRUTH SEEitER of September 18th we reSo far as we are concerned, the request must be
printed from the Globe-Bepublic, of Springfield, referred to the Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, PresbyteOhio, the weird tale of, some imaginative reporter, rian preacher of Brooklyn, N. Y. As Mr. Talmage is
from which Mr. Talmage . obtained the material for the only person in the United StateR who knows that
his assertion. It was said to hay occurred in Mercer the affair did actually and exactly take place, he is
county, near Lima, Allen·. county, Ohio, and the vic- the only one who can find one of the late Mr. Redtim of the Almighty's wrath was said to be Sylvester yan's fiery femora over which the vesper tea of SalRedyan. The whi:>.M soory~is..... a)..8.bri!lJ!..~iQl~dn>m. ..
adin may be boiled.. When the latter receives it, he
end, and is known to be such to ever~ may cable a receipt to Mr. Talmage at our expense.
person in the couri~ry. But here is Tali
POSTSCRIPTUM.
mage, th most prominent Pt~sbyterian minister inj
To THE REv. T. DEWITT TALMAGE, BROOKLYN, N.Y.,
the coun ry, not only telling it 'f;rom the pulpit, but\
.Dear
Sir: As the most prominent Presbyterian in
vouchin for its truth on the authority of a "trustedI
the country, you hav stood sponsor for the most
fr. iend '~ho inv.es.tigated. it, fro. m. which in.v. estiga. tionl1
Talmag knows it " did actually· and exactly take brazen falsehood of the times. The story of a man
place a " he ·" de~_cribed it!", ·.
., ..
....... _. __.., being cut down by God which you repeated in your
Had not Talmage vouched_. for its truth, the story pulpit is a lie, and we challenge you to prove it otherwould/ hav been worth no j further thought. And
wise. If you can do this-if you can prove that God
wer.e
not/that he is the,Hggest preacher in the
killed a man for flourishing a knife at the sky; if you
Prespyter}.a:"n church, his indorsement would not be
wo1h c.onsidering. But a~ he positivly asserts that can prove that smoke poured from the blasphemer's
thejstory is true, we may ~erhaps be pardoned· for mouth and nostrils; if you can p~oye that he lay dywa~ting a little space upon I the subject. Our readers ing for days, while nobody could go'near him; if you
wl{o recollect the details of the affair will remember can prove that all this " did actually and exactly take
tha.t.Jhe substance of the story is ~s follows: 1. Red- place," THE TRUTH SEEKER will make you a present of
yan lived in Mercer county. 2..His place was one one thousand dollars.
and one-half miles east of Lima, which is in Allen
This offer is made you for the purpose of permacounty. 3. That the neighborhood is thinly settled.
nently
correcting the habit Christia.qs hav of lying
4. That Redyan was sitting at the, mouth of a cave
about
alleged
blasphemers. If God struck this man
when stricken. These are the important details that
dead
for
blasphemy,
he did it as a warning to others,
locate the affair, and are told with llluch ciicumstantiallty in the account from which Talmage derived and it is your solemn duty, as a faithful servant of
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his informat~on-for that lie ever rece\ved .a letter
about the miracle we do not for an instari4i;;.ret.
But these details are not a little awry. TW a1·e in
~eceipt of two letters bearing upon this rna e~. One
IS from Watson Heston, and flatly ctnt·adiCts the
Globe-Republic's geographer. He was, e s_ays, born
in Allen county, Ohio, an<\_ Lima is
s old home.
"I know," he writes, "almost every f ot of ground
forthirtymilesaround. ""'Ihayhunt~,fi. shed,r()bbed
birds' nests, coon-hunted, anq go¥ sparking all over
~at country." From Mr. H$stop's letter we further
de~ve the following facts: ~-/'Mercer county does
not ~uch Allen county, and !¥edyan could not liv in
the former county and be within a mile and a half of
'
.'
Lima. 2. One and one-half#illes east of Lima (where
Redyan is 'said to hav lived) is located the fair ground
and a Mr. 'R~berst's f!J.rm. : 3. That, so far fro~
the neighborhoo<J. being thinly settled, it is just the
contrary. Lima, Ohi9; is a city of some twenty thousand inhabitants, and-~t is slightly improbable that a
wilderness should !il'xtenQ to its gates. 4. There is
no cave anywhere in th6'·.~ounty .that Mr. Redyan

b,-
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God, to make the knowledge of that warning known
to the world beyond all controversy. And .if you can
prove it, think of the power over the ignorant it will
giv the ministers of God! It will be worth more to
Christianity than all the efforts of all the preachers
for a thousand years. If you don't prove it, what
will the people say of the effrontery of the minister
who vouched for its truth 1 You must accept this
challenge or you must acknowledge, once for all, that
this story, as well as all similar alleged visitations of
divine wrath upon blasphemers, is but the mendacious invention of stupid piety.
Very truly yours,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Freeth ought and Freemasom·y.
A case of great interest to Freethinking Masons
has just b.eencdecided at Helena, Montana, and orie of
the,most outspoken Infidels in the territory is still
retained in the Montana Grand Lodge as a member
in good and regular standing.
In 1885 0. B. Whitford, of Butte, wrote and published two small pamphlets entitled respect.ivly,
"Bible Fabrications Refuted," a:nd "Christianity a
Reward for Crime." For writing and publishing
these Mr. Whitford was "indicted" by the Lodge.
The indictment was for issuing "profane, blasphemous, and Infidel pamphlets," which the complaining
committee alleged constituted an offense against Masonry. The indictment was filed October 8, 1885.
In justification of himself Mr. Whitford published
another pamphlet, in which he a1·gued that Masonry
did not require one to be a Christian, or to believe
the Bible, nor does it forbid him to expose the errors
and absurdities of the Christian religion. Mr. Whitford was arraigned at Helena last month, one hundred and three members of the Lodge being present.
Mr. Whitford a1·gued his own case, making the Christian members very uneasy, but they attempted no
reply. The vote stood fifty-three in favor of considering the writing and publishing the pamphlets no
offense to forty-two against that view. Eight members absented themselvs, not being willing to go on
record in the case.
This is a triumph for Freetho11ght within the Masonic rallks, and indicates that Freethinkers are in
the majority in Montana.

M.r. Reynolds and the New York "Snn."
The New York Sun of November 1st contained
the following editorial article:
"We are surprised to see t~at ~pie of Morris county, in
New Jersey, hav taken thepams to·procure the indictment of
a strolling lecturer, named Reynolds, for denouncing the Bible.
There may be an old blaspbemy law of the state which
makes such a proceeding possible, but what is the usc of
giving the fellow notoriety at the eJCpense of the inhabitants
of the county?
"Of course, nothing could hav gratified Reynolds more
than his arrest, with the prospect of a long trial, in which he
could figure as a martyr to free speech, and so get an ndver.
tisment that would make of him a curiosity that other fools
might pay money to see and hear. With that view, appar.
ently, he has engaged Bob Ingersoll for his defense, and·
neJCt January, when his trial is to come off, he will be able
to play the part of an important public character.
"In reality he is.a creature.of no consequence whatever,
and is not even singular in his hatred of the Bible and of the
Christian religion. There are thousands of such blather.
skites about, and the publication of his indictment is
likely to set their tongues wagging faster than ever. We
may see them hiring halls all over the Union, and more espe.
cially in the states with blasphemy laws, in the hope' of
courting prosecution, after the manner of Reynolds, by tlenquncing the Bible, as if it had done them actual physical
injury. Some men of this sort are to be found even in the
smallest community, where their vanity is tickled by the
attmation they receive, because they run counter to cheris)led
objects of veneration, and in New York there are hordes of
them, They flatter themselvs that it is a sign of intellectual
superiority to gppose commonly received opinions, and to
treat the beliefs of other people with contempt, and they are
pretty sure to find fools enough to gratify their delusion,
either by listening to them with open mouths or by taking
the trouble to dispute with them, as if they were worthy of
serious consideration.
" Orators like Reynolds can do the Bible no harm, so far
as the cause of religion is concerned. Accordingly, when
Bob Ingersoll and his disciple go out of their way to speak
disrespectfully of the Bible and get angry against it, there is
no occasion for good people to be disturbed. Let them
alone; suffe~ them to talk as they please, for it is not such
a·s they who are the enemies of whom the household of faith
has reason to be afraid."
Evidently the writer of this is not acquainted with
the temper of some of the Christians of Morris
county, New Jersey, If he Wf}fe he would know th~JJt
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their blasphemy law is one of the 'most precious· of
their heirlooms from ancient times. All ·the notoriety they would giv Mr. Reynolds; if they had their
way, would be a star chamber trial·and the quietest
possible journey to Trenton; and the gratification of
Mr. Reynolds over his arrest consists so far in the
fact that he is still out of prison. ·For his liberty he
is very thankful, but for that he. is indebted to Col.
Robert G. Ingersoll, and not to !t feeling of mercy
implanted in the hearts of the Morristown Christians by anything the Sun has ·said or is likely to
say.
Heretofore the Sun has been a stickler for " the
rights of the poorest, humblest individual in the land
as well as those of the richest and most powerful."
Much space in its columns has been well used in reverting to the doctrins of Jefferson, and maintaining
their sufficiency for a governmental basis. More than
once has the Sun upheld the " sacred right " of free
speech in politics, and this abuse of Mr. Reynolds
seems to be a sudden as well as great departure
from the policy heretofore supreme in its editorial
rooms. The departure is as dishonest as it is great.
There are, it is true, thousands of outspoken Infidels
in the country, but they are not quite so loudmouthed "blatherskites" as this writer for the Sun/
and many halls are hired for lectures, but the purpose of the lecturers is, not to get arrested for blasphemy, but to enlighten the people upon. the wickedness of just such religion as inspires the author of
this diatribe against Mr. Reynolds. We are not
going to advertise the " consequence" of Mr. Reynolds. He is a gentleman widely known in respectable circles, and if the editor of the Sun does not
enjoy his acquaintance, the loss is not Mr. Reynolds's.
What difference does it make, however, whether the
injured and oppressed in this case be a small or a
great man~ The infernal principle of religious persecution is at the bottom of the matter, and if the
victim had been so illustrious a man as Colonel Ingersoll himself, the outrage could not be deepened.
The Sun has shouted loud for the "sacred rights"
of free speech-we ·now know with how much sincerity-but when a practical test is made, it is found
on the side of oppression, and governed by the pitiful
policy of expediency! How different from the conduct
of the man it slurs as "Bob" Ingersoll, who defends
a man he has never seen but once or twice, because
he believes in doing what little he can in defense of
t.he liberty of speech, and because he thinks it the
duty of all Freethinkers to do what they can to teach
the world better than to decide metaphysical questions by brute force! The editor of the Sun is not a
Christian-unlesss recently converted-but who now
will ever attribute such sentiments to him 1
\Vhat a miserable spectacle it is-a great organ of
democracy and freedom advising against a blasphemy
prosecution because the victim is "a creature of no
consequence!" W auld the proseetltion be right if
Mr. Reynolds were a creature of such great comequence as the editor of the S1tn ? By the logic of
our Jeffersonian organ, it woald not only be right
but commendable. Does the editor of the Sun believe in blasphemy laws for creatmes of great consequence, but none for creatures of no consequence?
Why this discrimination in favor of the unknown and
lowly? In this country there should be no classes,
says the Sun/ and it goes ftU"ther and says there are
no classes. Yet here we find it making byimplication
two distinct classes, and a distinction with the differ·
ence that one class is to be imprisoned for blasphemy
and the other class to go free because of the personal
insignificance of its members. When the Sun shines
for all (at two cents per shine) it will pay to be a
creature of no consequence.
The spirit of this editorial writer is the meanest
that ever moved a pen. Compared with him, the
fanatics of Boonton are honorable men, and John
Calvin was a moral hero. The Boonton Christians
went about their work in as manly a way as their
pusillanimous natures permitted, and Calvin never
snuffled over his victims. This fellow has not a
word in condemnation of the injustice of religious
persecutions, and if expediency allowed he would
probably cheer on the prosecution, and enjoy the
agony of the victim. As it is, the prosecution is inexpedient, and should be discontinued, because the
victim is of no consequence whatever!
If the Morristown courts only would agree with
this fellow, Mr. Reyn<?lds might rejoi<Je over his

insignificance,.
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them to understand it. We printed "Socialism in India" to
show the people here what a Hindoo thinks is superior to
our civilization. The article represents Mr. Joshee only,
and is not the expression of a Freethinker.
A MISSIONARY writing to a religious paper complains that
in one district visited a number of young men who had been
baptized one Sunday morning were found playing base-ball
in the afternoon. They were probably exercising to prevent
catching cold.
AT the recent Episcopal church congress in Chicago,
Phillips Brooks was one of the strongest opposers of the proposed change of name of the church. His speech against
the measure was so intemperate as to produce anger in the
bosoms of those reverend gentlemen who favored the change.
One of these gentlemen, upon reaching the open air, after
hearing Mr. Brooks's address, is reported to hav exclaimt>d:
" A strong man. Yes; and a good man, and an eloqu('nt
man; but, my! there are better chull"chmen than he in hell."

On Sunday, November 2d, a census of attendance
of the churches of London was taken. . It showed
that 400,000 persons attended the services in the
morning and 410,000 at night. How many of this
number were the same in the evening as in the
morning is not given. One-half at least may be
safely estimated. This would giv Loudon a churchgoing population of 610,000 out of a population of
9ver four millions, or about one in seven,
If church-going represents soul-saving-as the
ministers allege-what a small harvest the Lord will
get and what a large harvest the other fellow will
glean ! Theologians should apply at once to an
architect to draw. plans for the enlargement of sheol.
Perhaps St. John, the divine, might undertake to
WE find the following among the "Ca.tholic Notes" of a
make the plans if paid the usual percentage on the
Catholic exchange:
cost of the job.
"The Holy Name Society, whose object is the suppression of blasWhat a useless lot the clergy are! Fifteen hun- phemy, is making swift progress in Newark. Bishop Wigger
dred years of activ service, with the power of the warmly commends the society to the faithful."
It seems to us that the Protestants are just now making
state to help, and only one in seven of the people
"swifter progress" toward imprisoning blasphemers in New
can be induced to listen to them.
Jersey than the" Holy Name" society. The Protestants h:w
one man under indictment and awaiting trial, but we hav
not heard of the Catholics arresting anyone. Howen•r,
There has been in existence in this city for several there is an Infidel Union in Newark, which meets every Sunyears a Positivistic and Liberal Society, known as day afternoon on Halsey street, close to Broad street, that
the Society of Humanity. Several years ago the thP. "Holy Name" society can experiment upon. By great
diligence the society may rival the unorganized Christian cosociety held regular meetings, but of late years the
horts of Boonton.
organization has fallen into innocuous desuetude.
BMALL, the revivalist, is having trouble with a jeweler
About three years ago Mr. Harbel, a German gentle- of BAM
Cincinnati. Mr. Small, it appears, while in that place
man of humanitarian views, presented the society purchased a diamond locket for his wife, a diamond clustPr
with a sum of money which, with the interest, now ring, two small watches, a lot of silverware, another ~rolcl
watch and a chain, and another lot of silverware. On tl~PFe
amounts to over ten thousand dollars.
Last Spring, through the efforts of a few of .the purchases he owed a balance of some $330, for which the
members, measures were taken to revive the society, jeweler has sued him. Mr. Small's first excuse for not meeting the note he had given for $150, and the balance of the
and make it activly useful in humanitarian work. account, was that "Brother Jones," his revivalist partner.
With this object the society purchased the building, had not settled with the managers of the camp-meeting nPar
No. 28 Lafayette Place, making a first payment of Lancaster, Ohio, and therefore he, Small, was short of funds,
ten thousand dollars, the balance of the cost remain-. but would be flush in a few days. The next excuse WM a
ing on mortgage. The building is 28 feet wide, 60 further " stand. off" of the bill. The third excuse was that
in trying to collect the debt Mr. Bteinau, the jeweler, ,\·as
feet deep, and four stmies in bight.
blackmailing him. The matter goes into court, with a very
At the last regular meeting of the society it was black look for Mr. Small.
~---voted to convert the parlor floor of this large buildFRoM Chicago the industrious reporters send back the
ing into a Free Public Reading Room and Library, opinion of Colonel Ingersoll as to the result of the election
and also to hold regular Sunday evening lectures in New York. Mr. Ingersoll said: "I was for Himry
there. A committee was appointed to do the work, George, and before leaving New York I paired, in order to
consisting of E. M. Macdonald, chairman; E. B. save my vote. I hoped that George would be elected.
He wants to do something. He stands for something.
Foote, Jr., Charles Eckhard, James Morris, and Ed- He represents a cause. He is perfectly sincere, and, in
ward King. The committee has been activly at work; my judgment, he would hav made an excellent mayor.
shelves are already in position, and the furniture will If the Republicans had acted wisely they would hav
be moved in as soon as the alterations are completed. voted for George. They WOJilld hav beaten the DemThe cost of this is about $250. The chairman of ocracy. That is the first duty of Republicans. The
means are only of secondary importance. If the Republithe committee has made an appeal to the Freethink· cans bad voted for George, the next president would be a
ers of the city, which, he is glad to say, is being gen- Republican. It would hav demoralized the Democrats; but
erously responded to, and the prospect for raising now the Labor party has no better feeling toward the
the amount is good. The following donations are Republicans than Demqcrats. A new party has been born.
The sons of toil hav appealed to the ballot. It is the most
thankfully recorded:
potent of all weapons. Strikes and boycotts are of the past.
Charles Eckhard ....... $20.00\W. M. McLaury, M.D.
5.00 Labor stands with a ballot in its hands, and with that
J. C. M...................... 20.00 M. Blehas.................
2.00
R. B. M....................
5.00 Wm. Broad belt..........
2.00 weapon it will succeed. My sympathies are with the workN. F. Howe ............... · 10.00 J. D. Woolsey............
5.00 ers, and what little I can do I shall gladly do for them. The
H. Cohn...................
3.00 1H. Corry Fowler.........
1.00 old parties must get some new ideas or they will soon be re-.
The committee has invited Thaddeus B. Wakeman garded as antiquities, fit only for political museums. The
office-seekers must make terms with the workingmen or go
to deliver a series of four lectures before the society, to work themselvs." While Mr. Ingersoll was in Chicago,
beginning Sunday evening, November 21st. After- Captain Black, one of the counsel for the condemned Anarchward the engagement will be renewed, or other ists, made strenuous endeavors to induce him to argue the
speakers secured, and it is proposed to make the appeal before the Supreme Court, with what success the
Sunday evening lectures a permanent feature of the papers do not report.
ARorrBrsnoP PuROELL, Catholic, of Cincinnati, 0., took
society's work. The Library will be open to every
well-behaved person who chooses to avail himself or charge of some $4,000,000 belonging to the dupes of his diocese. This sum he was supposed to bold in trust, instead of
herself of the privilege, and Liberals from out of town which he applied it to the building of churches and parochial
will be most cordially welcome. The intention is to schools. When his embezzlement became known he went
make No. 28 Lafayette Place a headquarters and a into bankruptcy, and one Mannix was chosen as the assignee
home for Liberalism. The work of the society is of such property as could be saved from the wreck. This
constructiv, scientific, and social, and is designed to amounted to several hundred thousand dollars. Mannix's
bondsmen were John Holland, Charles Stewart, Michael
replace the social attraction of the church and the Walsh,
and George Hoadly, the Freethinking governor of
Sunday-school, without any of their1 nonsense. The Ohio. It now appears that Mannix is a defaulter to the
society's principles are entirely humanitarian, and extent of $250,000, and Judge Hoadly is the first among the
all its efforts will be for the welfare of its members bondsmen to tender his share of the loss from Mannix's rascality, amounting to $62,500. The trustees of the Purcell
and the outside world so far as it can reach it.
Briefly, that is the general program; the details estate accept the sacrifice, and a Freethinker pays the penalty
of trusting in Christian morality. The affair is made all the
the people who attend the first course of lectures will more execrable by the fact that the Catholic church owns
learn from the chosen speaker. Such work as the millions upon millions of untaxed property, and could indemsociety proposes to undertake is a work that has long nify Judge Hoadly without feeling it. But will the church
been needed to be laid hold of by some society in do that act of justice? There is no reason for believing that
it will. The church of Rome never disgorges its ill-gotten
this city.
·
gains. To save this six thousand dollars it will doubtless be
ONE of the writers in the "Letters from Friends" in this satisfied to let the case stand on record as illustrating the difissue seems to think that the views of Mr. Josbee, the Hindoo ference between Christ.ian morality and the ethics of Fr( e.
writer of ·~Socialism in India," are also the views of the ed- thought. No illustration of this difference was needed, but
itor of TnE TRUTH SEEKER. It would be needless to say that if it shall open the eyes of a few dupes of Rome, Judge
the editor disagrees with almost every idea advocated in that Hoadly's sacrifice may do some good. But if Hoadly had
article had .it not been made apparent recently that there are been the Catholic and Purcell the Freethinker, how it would
a great many people wbo need a diagram of an ide~ to euable 1hav made :Rome howl!
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retttrs from /Jritnds.
JoBsTowN, N. J., Oct. !6, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find check for $9.25 for the blasphemy persecution and $2 to the Truth Seeker Company, on
account of a subscriber. The amount is subscribed by the
following persons: John W. Black, $2.50; Thomas Black,
$2.50; Albert Newbold, $1.00; Chris. Wetherill, 0.25;
Theo. F. Wright, $1.00; John S. Boulton, $1.00; Samuel
R. Wetherill, $l.OO.
BAM. R. WETHERILL.
NEILLSVILLE, Wis., Oct. 26, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: :Mr. Watts was here a week ago, and delivered three lectures to good-sized audiences. llir. Watts is
<me of the best speakers in the Liberal field, and makes a
very good impression, presenting his views forcibly. His
manner of speaking does much to impress his hearers with
the fact that he is in earnest, and the close, logical reason
appeals to the judgment of his audience. We should like the
Liberals of the Northwest to interest themselvs, and secure
the services of Charles Watts during the coming winter.
R. DEWHURST.
NoRsE, TEx., Oct. 28, 286.
MR. EDITOR : We had the pleasure of two lectures here by
the inimitable W. S. Bell, so we can now boast of having
heard the ringing of the "Liberty Bell" at Norse. On
Thursday night, October 21st, he gave his lecture here on
"Liberty and Morality," and on Friday night on "Common
Sense."
Although it was a busy time with farmers, being in the
midst of wheat-sowing, yet we had a full house both evenings. Mr. Bell is a logical orator. His arguments are irresistibly convincing, and his humorous anecdotes are inimitable and to the point. He shows up the absurdities of the
orthodox doctrins of superstitious religion in a masterly manner. His lectures must be heard to be appreciated.
T ..THEo. Cor.wiOK.
CmoAGo, ILL., Oct. 2, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I would judge from the article by C. L.
Carter, M.D., that he is, as he says, a Freethinker from far
back-but far back where? He says that the Anarchists
certainly should be hung. Now, if he believes that the Anarchists should be hung he believes in murder. I would
judge that he was from far back in the church of that monster who murdered his own son, Jesus, and commanded his
servants to murder innocent men, women, and children.
Again, "the doctor say§: " The Constitution givs us all free
scope to think." So it does; but, doctor, don't think too
loud. The doctor also says, " If they don't like our laws,
let them leave the country." I say no, let them remain here.
Om government is bad, our law's are unjust; we hav a great
many wrongs to right, and we need all the help we can get.
STELLA CAMPBELL, Atheist.
CoRDOVA, ILL., Oct. 25, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : In the first· installment of llir. C. Watts's
essay on "Evolution a:p.d Special Creation," published in
THE TRUTH BEEKER of a l~&te ·date, he says : " One thing is
clear, which is that living things were made or came into
existence, whatever the mode may hav been or the power by
which it occurred, out of non-living matter." Is this true?
If it is, then life must come into matter by special creation,
for evolution can only unfold that which has a potential or
latent existence in it. But allotropism in the elements proves
the eternal atomic self-motion of all matter. Chemistry further proves that the forces at work in inorganic are the same
.we see at work in organic matter. This Mr. -Watts admits,
and yet believes in the existence of dead matter. Is it not
self-evident that life in matter is absolutely necessary to develop it into organisms ? And when so developed it is
s~ply cosmic life individualized, as the organism is cosmic
matter individualized.
Yours truly,
J. HoKE, M.D.
ANsoNIA, CoNN., Oct. 24, 1886.
· MR. EDITOR: I see in THE TRUTH BEEKER that the letter to
Henry George did not receive the consideration due to it.
Let me say a few words in regard to this. The land question, as put down by him, would simply be a return to the
feudal system of owning the land, the very thing to be
avoided, because it is the system on which kings and
churches always stood. It was instituted when the Christian
religion came into power by the popes. If any of the readers of this don't believe it, let them read King William the
Conqueror, of England, and the introduction of feudalism.
I should think, if h~ studies the misery in England and Ireland caused by this very system of ownership of land, it
would cure him of his craze. To break this has caused numerous revolutions in Europe and a Declaration of Independence in America. What would hinder the government giving the land to its favorits under his system? It would be
good if the government owned railroads, telegraphs, and the
like. But land needs a division; there are too many large
landholders already. But the clergy support him; they
seem to know hQW to make their business secure. It seems
absurd to ine how any sane person can ask for such a thing,
and others to support it. What in the world would hinder
the clergy and such large landholders as would be so easy to
create under his system putting up a king and making clubs
trumps? The labor question lies in another direction. By
the way, Powderly and his $5,000-what will the $1.50 man
in the shop say to it? I hav heard some Knights of Labor
say it was a shame, and so believe I. · I thought it had been
a gathering of sages. Can you tell me how it is that any
labor reformer, doctor, newspaper man, scientist, clergyman,
rich man, can believe the Bible and be honest in his belief?
It puzzles me. Did the }'reethinkers and readers of THE
TRUTH BEEKER ever think of the two extremities the theo-

logians manufacture and bang us between, for instance, this world as a field ·to work in; for science has failed, so far,
to discover any ghosts, spirits, or souls or their hiding-place.
N. PosT.
heaven and hell?
Some people think they hav "investigated" when they hav
FoRT WoRTH, TEx., Oct. 29, 1886.
groped around in darkness outside of this world, using faith
MR. EDITOR: We had the pleasure of a visit here from and credulity as a basis until they hav worked themselvs up
Prof. W. S. Bell, who gave us a very interesting lecture last to a feverish state of mind by their imagination, claiming to
night. The Forth Worth Evening Mail says of the lecture: see and know that which it is impossible for others to see
Prof. W. S. Bell, of Chicago, gave a lecture last night at Dag2:ett's and know that use their reason and are not blinded byHall to a good-sized and appreciativ audience. The subject was prejudice and fear.
"Liberty and Morality." 1'he professor argued that as long as we
Not until humanity has been educated up to the idea that
were tied to party or sect we could not claim to be free men and
women; that we must hav the moral courage to express and stand mankind hav sprung or evolved from the same source as
by our opinions, whether they agree with the popular ideas or. not; other animals, and not "made for a higher purpose," will
that we ought to do right for the love of right, and not on account people stop believing in a world peopled with the spirits or
of the expectation of a heaven hereafter; that the promis of a
glorious future life was nothing else than a bribe, and that this souls of defunct humans, with their brothers, the animals,
teaching showed its bad effect all through the present social struct- barred out, together with those that do not believe.
ure. That the lecture was well received by the audience was
Materialists are often asked how matter came into existshown by the frequent applause which interrupted Mr. Bel!.
ence. It is not necessary for the Materialist to go on and
At the conclusion of the professor.'s discourse an association of
Freethinkers was formed under the name of the Forth Worth Sec- theorize about matter, as we are all aware that matter or
ular Union, and the following officers were elected :F. W. Bradley, material does exist; so that all tJ;le theory that may be put
president : L. P. Root, secretary; and Charles Peters, treasurer. forth will not prove how matter first came into existence, or
The Fort Worth Secular Union Will hold its next meeting at Dag- what it was or is destined to accomplish through evolution or
gett's Hall Sunday, October 31st; at 1 P.M.
otherwise; it is those that set up a "theory that there is a sepAs we are in the midst of an exciting political campaign
arate existence outside or independent of matter that ought
we did not expect to see many turn out to hear Mr. Bell, and
to be obliged to explain and prove their theory, and to do it
it was therefore an agreeable surprise to the lecturer and the
so far as to satisfy themselves before they should expect to
friends who had invited him to Fort Worth to see such a
make converts of Materialists.
large audience present. Dr. Broiles, the mayor of the city,
A great deal has been said pro and con about the Anarchintroduced Mr: Bell, who kept the audience's earnest attenists of Chicago. The cause of the workingmen of America
tion for over two hours.
has been set back several years by their pretended affiliation
I believe that we will soon hav a strong Liberal organizawith the laboring cause. I sincerely hope that the friends of
tion here now that the ball has been set a-rolling. Twelve
the Secular Union will not espouse their cause and thereby
persons signed their names as members last night, and as
retard the forward movement of Secularization. I believe
many more promised to join us at our next meeting.
the Anarchists hav had as fair a trial as it is possible for any
CRAB. PETERS.
one to get in this or any other land that is governed by
Christianized laws; therefore, it should be the duty of the
HASTINGs, MIOH., Oct. 25, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: The Freethinkers of this place ha v just had the Secular Union, instead of attempting to take up too many
pleasure of listening to three lectures by Mr. Charles Watts. outside issues, to fight religion in all its forms, whether it be
The subjects were as follows: Saturday evening, " Sec-. found in the administration of laws framed and passed by
ularism, Destructiv and Constructiv ;" Sunday afternoon, Christian legislators, and interpreted by Christian judges be"AgnostiCism and Theism ; the Secularist's Reply to the fore Christian juries, or whether it flows from the pulpit,
Question, Is There a God?" and Sunday evening, "The rostrum, or public schools; or whether it crops out in the
Glory of Unbelief." Although we had but a few day's to toadying form of a president kissing the Bible while taking
advertise the lectures, Union Hall, which has a seating capac- the oath of office; or in the fawning and cringing manner of
ity of six hundred, was well filled on each occasion. On a master workingman who says his first " duty is to the
Sunday evening the hall was literally packed, although the church;" or in the debasing form of belief in some of the
ch·1rches were in full blast. It is a modest boast to say that i.sms of the day ; all of these must go, and that can only be
Mr. Watts had four times the number of listeners of all done by the Secularization of society, and when that is fully
the preachers combined. How long will it be before politi- accomplished there will be no occasion for Anarchism, Socians and time-servers are taught to feel that Freethought is cialism, or any of the kindred isms of the world.
L. L. NoRTHUP.
popular? Perhaps not till Freethinkers are better organized,
and learn their numbers and power.
FoRESTPORT, N.Y., Oct. 20, 1886.
At the close of the lecture on Sunday afternoon, Mr.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber for your paper only
Watts, as is his usual custom, gave an invitation for discusa short time, and perhaps I am too hasty in giving expression
aim:~. A young Baptist preacher in the audience, who was
to my views. Let the deep interest I take in the subject -ofhere undergoing the ordeal of a trial, preparatory for " a call
truth seeking plead for my precipitancy. I find a genuin
of God" to pilot citizens of Hastings safely across the Stypleasure in reading the articles of Watts, Peck, Reynolds,
gian waters, and consequently feeling exce~sivly enthusiastic,
and many others, your own being generally among the very
with cmisiderable flourish and display of bombast, indisbest-pointed, forcible, and luminous. But the pleasure is
creetly stepped to the front, to be utterly demolished. He
sometimes dashed with pain when I see attempts made to
failed to take issue with the speaker on a single statement or
justify or palliate the doings of Anarchists. You plead for
argument, but proceeded to exhort the audience to "stand
absolute freedom of thought and of speech, claiming that no
up for Jesus," telling them that great intellects had believed
one should be punished for unlimited indulgence in either or
in God, including poets, philosophers, and statesmen, namboth. Is not that going a little too far? To my mind freeing Shakspere, Longfellow, Daniel Webster, and all the presdom of speech is not permissible further than freedom of
idents of the United States; that there was a desire in his
action should be. If it is wrong to commit theft, arson, and
breast to enjoy heaven, which he quoted the Bible to prove
murder, it must be equally wrong to advise others to do so.
was to be the reward of the believer. After he had finished,
And, as I understand it, that is precisely what those Chicago
Mr. Watts, in a kindly and gentle manner, and in a few words,
Anarchists are to be pUnished for-inciting others to do what
pointed out where the young man had failed in his arguthey were too cunning or too cowardly to do themselvs.
ment; reminded him that the number of believers could
I see no wrong in that. I can respect a man having the
never prove the truth of any system of religion; that if this
courage of his convictions-being ready at all times to do
were true, the verdict would hav to be given against Chriswhat he thinks ought to be done-but I hav no sympathy for
tianity, as but a small proportion of the people of the world
were' Christians; that to desire a thing was no proof that we a sneak.
To say a man may be punished for throwing a dynamite
should ever enjoy it, otherwise all men would be rich, as
there is a universal desire for riches; and that heaven, as he bomb into a dense crowd in the streets of a city, while the
had pictured it, might be a very beautiful and pleasant persons who plotted, incited, and urged on the deadly work
should be allowed to go free, is, in my opinion, not truth, but
place, but that he had given but one side of the picture; that
sophistry, similar in character to the "holy Christian docif the Christian religion be trw.e, there is a hell prepared for
trill" that rejoices in sending swindlers and ravishers to
the devil and his angels, to which the great mass of humanheaven, while condemning the victims to the everlasting
ity are hastening. This little episode occurred to the great
pains of hell for trusting to their protestations of friendliness
delight of the audience, and the ministerial gentleman took
and
love.
consolation in the expression that there might be some one in
I had no intention to say a word upon this subject of
the large audience who agreed with him. When I observed
Anarchism, nor take any part in the present discussion, until
the difference in the young man's manner before and after
I saw in your last issue the first part of an essay under tlie
the discussion, I recalled the story told of the consolation
heading of" Socialism in India." When I read that I felt
given by an eminent divine to a young preacher under simithat each of your readers was called upon to speak his mind,
lar circumstances, to wit, ''If yon had ascended as you deand let you know what he thought about it. My opinion is
scended, you might hav descended as you ascended."
that Socialism as foreshadowed in this essay is quite as bad
Mr. Watts is truly a great speaker, and the minister who
as Anarchism; that each is founded upon misrepresentation
attempts to measure swords with him must not only be posand calumny, and that. honest, intelligent Freethinkers should
sessed of the Holy Ghost, but be armed with knowledge and
hav nothing to do with either, further than to expose their
logic. The lectures were a grand success, and Freethinkers
fallacies and warn our friends to keep clear of them. Some
were delighted with Mr. Watts's manner and ability. He
men of our party seem to think that, because Socialists and
should be constantly employed.
CRAB. H. BAUER.
Anarchists are at enmity with the churches, therefore they
must become useful friends and allies of ours. It is a great
PRoVIDENCE, R. L, Oct. 28,_286.
MR. EDITOR : I wish it were possible to keep that .brother mistake. They are doing us far more harm than good. We
of yours '' idling" the year round, if he would only write as are held responsible for their misdeeds, and taunted with,
interesting a letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER every week as the being advocates of their brutal theories. Every Anarchist
one in the Sept. 11th issue. I had anticipated it some time outbreak and Socialistic manifesto that has startled the counbefore it came, but was highly pleased when it made its ap- try during the past year has been a serious set-back to the
pearance, for I find that he had not lived entirely in vain. cause we represent. Everything of that sort that givs a
Speaking of the friends he met, "Not only those who still shock to the moral sense of society is a real godsend to the
walk the earth, but those who hav sunk back to that dream- preachers. They snatch at it with avidity, exaggerate, disless sleep from which they first awakened on this life," it tort, and paint it in colors to suit themselvs, for the purpose
would appear from that there cannot be much superstition of showing their congregatiOJ?.S that all who are outside the
hanging about him; and it eeems that there cannot be in any- pale of the church are wofully bad already and constantly
one who will "investigate," taking science as a basis, and growing worse. It helps to draw public attention away from
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' their own swindling operations of selling sermons and sacraments to their infatuated dupes. We could not please them
better than by furnishing such texts for their Sunday discourses.
The Irish hav a proverb telling them, "'Tis better to trust
the devil you know than the devil you don't know," and
there is force enough in it to keep thousands of them nominally attached to their church, trusting, or pretending to trust,
their old acquaintance rather than go out to meet any of the
new candidates for popular favor. Many of them, however,
hav already attained that firmness of character that comes
from self-reliance and self-respect, and, consequently, hav set
up housekeeping on their own account, believing themselvs
competent to. manage their own affairs both as regards this
·world and the next; without aid or interference from priests
or saints either dead or alive. Many others would soon follow their example, if. they could be assured that there was
any real standing-room between the mother of superstition
and the muddy pool of Socialism.
We know that there is phmty of room, a fair field, and
adequate rewards awaiting the exercise of intelligent industry. A.nd here is where the truth seeker ought to. go, keeping
ahead of the crowd, and pointing out the direction we ought
to follow. Truth caR never be put to better use than showing men how to lead decent and· comfortable ·lives.
Truth crushed to earth shall rise again,
To ease a world of woe and pain,
And terminate the ghastly reign
Of hoary superstition.
When honest nature, unconfined,
Shall raise aloft the human mind,
To grasp such thoughts as were designed
To better our condition.

JEREMIAH O'BRIEN.
FoRT MADISON, lA., Oct. 26, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: During the few months my husband has belonged to the TRUTH SEEKER family, I hav read your most
excellent paper with growing interest.
· I am happy to say I never was a Christian, therefore I
never hav had to climb out of the "Slough of Superstition"
and "Bunyan Mud," so aptly illustrated in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of August 21st. We enjoy the illustrations very
much. I think everyone of them is a sermon in itself. I
truly hope they may accomplish as much good work as the
many readers of THE TRTJTH SEEKER can desire for them.
This is an orthodox town of the most pronounced type. I
think there are not more than a dozen here who hav stamina
enough to openly declare themselvs Freethinkers. There
has never been, to my knowledge, a Liberal lecturer here.
The few real Liberals of this town would hail with delight a
.Liberal lecturer who would stir up the slums of orthodoxy,
and open the eyes of the people to the beauties of Liberalism,
and show them that the " God-inspired book " they hav
!!wallowed so long is a mass of corrl!ption. Oh! that Mr.
Reynolds might " cast a few pearls" before ·the "swine" of
Fort Madison. There are many men here who like to style
themselvs Liberals, when they are out of hearing of their
Christian friends, but they are afraid to say so openly for
fear it would damage thflir business. Such men are worse
than the most ignorant· Catholic. Giv me a man who will
say what he honestly believes, business or no business.
I hav been an admirer of Colonel Ingersoll for several
years, in fact, ever since I fir11t began reading his lectures in
1879. I also read a few copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER about
that time. I had the pleasure of hearing both Colonel Ingersoll and Mr. Remsburg in Grand Rapids, Mich., where I
lived until about a year ago. I was glad to learn that Mr.
Watts had been turning the ministers of that place over again.
Grand Rapids is a splendid city, and there are many noble
Liberals there, but there are also many more who hav never
beheld the dawn of reason, and many who, perhaps, never
will.
Mns. L. L. GusTIN.
ST. PAUL, MINN., Oct. 19, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Having followed all the discussions in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of the justice and injustice of the verdict
against the Anarchists, I would like to state my views on the
subject, if you should consider them worth the space, not
meaniQg to imply by this artide that you are an exponent of
their doctrin, for I, as well as every regular reader of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, ]!:now that your pen has been employed as
one of their most rigid opponents, which I am sorry to
see llfr. Truesdell has overlooked. I also understand that
your present defense of them is not of their doctrins, but
their right of free speech in proclaiming those doctrins to the
world, in which I agree with you. Now, the Anarchists hav
been charged with inciting people to riots, destruction of
property, and murder. I am also aware they were i:ndicted
on the charge <>f murder, and proven guilty of Anarchy. But
providing they did not throw the bomb, were they not the
mouthpieces of the men, and hav they not repeatedly. made
incendiary speeches and also printed them ? Hav they not
openly countenanced the taking of life to further their purposes? Now, my idea of free speech is this: that I hav
a right to express my belief pro and con, providing that I use
no threats that will hav a tendency to restrict another in the
free expression of his views. When I do this, I do not consider it free speech. This very thing is the one thing that we
hav always contended against. Then,' why should we countenance it in others? Is not the person that incites to the
commission of crime equally as guilty as the one that commits it? In my opinion he is. Now; had they taught their
tenets unaccompanied by threats, I woulu hav defended them,
but so far I hav seen no reason why l should. For of what
use is law if it does not protect the lives and property of the
people? and also of what use is the law to me if, when a person threatens my life, I must wait quietly until the deed is
done? Better by far to hav Anarchy ,i and then I can defend
myself op the moment. These Anarchists, according to their
sp~eches, were siinply following in the rut that had been

made by ·the priests and ministers of the Christian religion,
and that is the rut of terror, for the sake of plunder. Now,
why should we palliate anything of the sort? And if in the
citation of any of these charges I hav erred, I stand ready to
be righted, for I would not knowingly do any person the
injustice of presenting a false charge.
R. S. C.
EAsT PoRTLAND, On., Oct. 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find an order for $1.75-$1 for the
defense· of Mr. Reynolds. I feel very deeply for him, because, if I had been in New Jersey, I might hav been in the
same fix. For the 75 cents send me " The Truth Seeker
Collection:"
Mr. Editor, the usual belief among the people is that the
editor of a paper ought to know everything. I will take it for
granted that that is so, and shall ask you a question in natural history. The eleventh chapter, twentieth verse, of
Leviticus says, "All fowls that creep, going on all four,
shall be an abomination uuto you." If you will describe
those fowls, or giv a picture of them, you will greatly oblige
me, a11, between six-winged angels and four-footed fowls, I
am entirely lost, and a description from you will help me
out greatly.
·
C. L. SILVERMAN.
SPRINGVILLE, UTAH, Oct. 27, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to inform you that we hav $2 now
for our friend C. B. Reynolds, and having been with friend
H. S. Brooks lately, we concluded to see if a little more could
be raised, feeling that it was our duty to do something according to our ability to sustain those battling in the front
lin.e for our good in the cause of Universal Mental Liberty.
Your advocacy of free speech, the outlet of free thought,
we approve, and also your stand to defend each and every
one in this right.
'Ye may be slow here in our work for the good of humanity, but are not in a sleepy mood, as we watch, and expect to
continue faithful so long as we read the grand and good old
TRUTH SEEKER-for which I must try and get at least one
new subscriber soon; and if J don't succeed "I'll try, try
again."
LUKE WM. GALLUP.
SAN JosE, CAL., Oct. 15, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: I inclose an $8 post-office order. Please
apply $3 on my subscription. For the $5 please send me a
few cheap pamphlets selected from the list which I inclose.
. I cannot say that I like THE TRUTH SEEKER as well as I did.
You hav got too much mixed up with the Anarchists, dynamiters, and bomb-throwers. A long time ago I wrote to
Somerby to drop my name from the subscription list, but as
the paper keeps coming I shall pay for it, of course. We are
badly smirched. Church and priest hav a fine handle to work
with. They can't see the nice points in· your arguments between an Anarchist and a defender of liberty and equal
rights. Neither do some of the Secular journalists. But we
are all thrown in a pile together and called Socialists, Freethinkers, Anarchists, Atheists, bomb-throwers, and blasphemers-one class as bad as the other. Think you that the
weak, timid, and credulous will not believe all this? Has
not the noble cause of Freethought been retarded at least a
quarter of a century? We are bespattered. How long will
it take us to scrape the mud off? I proved this and predicted
it when T. C. Leland took in that rank Socialist, Osborn
Ward,asco-flditor, and when you TRUTH SEEKER folks began
to pet and sympathi~e with Socialists. I know your arguments are sound in defense of liberty, but many can't see the
points you make and cry out" Anarchist".because you stand
up for them. }Iy views are well expressed in the clipping I
inclose. I hav no sympathy with Anarchists or bomb-throwers, nor with those who invite others to throw them. Freethinkers hav work enough of their own. There is no occasion to ride all the hobbies.
I take the Investigator. I like Seaver's course the best.
His type is the best for old eyes. His articles are short and
pithy. He has a greater variety. There, now I Hav not I
scolded about enough? Our finding fault will do no harm if
you take it in good humor. I am going to stick by you a
while longer. I can stand the pictures if the rest can. If I
can't read the fine print, I can hand the papers to some who
can. I can stand what Spiritualism you hav, but I would
like it better if some of you scientists would explain the phenomena on scientific principles if you can. I hav tried my.
self to test some of the mediums to get at something reliable,
but hav had no luck as yet. May THE TRUTH SEEKER keep
&ff the breakers and be prepared to tackle any black piratical
SAMos PARSONs.
craft that heaves in sight.
WATERVILLE, MINN., Nov. 1, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: It is all politics up this way just now, and
religious matters are laid on the shelf, so to speak, until after
election. The Republicans hav nominated for governor
A. R. McGill, a man of ordinary abilities, but of good reputation. The Democratic candidate is Dr. A. A. Ames, an
avowed champion of the "wide open" policy, and consequently very popular with the saloon element and that
ubiquitous class known as "the boys. And last and least
comes the Prohibitionists, who are running a full ti0ket with
an Irish Catholic at the head for governor, and they do say
that there are lots of sore heads, disappointed office-seekers,
victims of unrequited love, and ministers of the gospel who
are ·going to vote for him, and there will no doubt be quite a
large vote for the man who would like to kiss the pope's big
toe. There is a sect of Christians who hav a settlement
about five miles from here; who for downright foolishness
take the biscuit. They are called the Dunkers or Dunkards,
probably from some old saint, long since gone to meet an
avenging God. There ·are many peculiarities about these
people, but I will only undertake to tell a few of them, and
many of your readers will no doubt be familiar .vith the
species. The men all part their hair in the middle, and
when they meet one another they obey the scriptural in-
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junction to "greet the brethren with a kiss," and it is an
edifying spectacle to see two old duffers tackle each other
and swap tobacco juice. If this applied between the men
and the women there is no doubt .that the church would soon
be the largest in the United States, but it does not, and the
boys refuse to come in. About twice a year they gather
from ncar and far and hold a regular pow-wow, at which
time there is always present all the gifted ones the tribe possess,
and the gospel is dispensed with a liberal hand to all. At
these meetings the ceremony of feet-washing is also gone
through with, to the great delight of the boys, who always
gather in for miles around when they know what is going
to take place. There can be no doubt that the idea of
washing their feet is a good one, and it might be followed by
other churches with great results. After their feet hav been
relieved of the accumulated fertilizer, they hold what they
call a soup-meeting, to which all are invited, no matter
whether they hav a ticket or not. Six or eight eat from one
dish, a custom which some people are prejudiced enough to
dislike. This takes the place of the communion, as held in
. other churches. They hav no ministers except those among
them who hav the gift of gab, and use the gift without stint.
They also hav no churches, meeting in dwelling-houses and
in barns in summer, and there is always a crowd of the ungodly around to see the fun. In their peculiar religious
views they are as bigoted as a Catholic, and as a rule more
ignorant, and their sermons are the worst kind of slush. But
they are generally honest farmers, and no doubt think they
are doing God a great service by their duties.
L. ALEXANDER.
CmaAGo, ILL., Oct. 24, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: I am, doubtless, a stranger to you, but I buy
a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER every week, of Mr. Follet, and
through it I keep posted as to the progress of Freethought.
I hav been a Christian for the past twenty years, not as a
church-member, but outside of the churches. Yet I believed
the Bible to be the inspired word of a divine being called
God, for which being I now find no place nor occupation.
In fact, his occupation is gone.
The members of my family adhere more or less to the belief that our civilization is due to the church element and
teachings, and I frequently attend divine (?) service with
them. But I am not permitted to criticise the sermon at all
on pain of having the displeasure of every one of tlie family~
However, the absurdities which the preachers are guilty of
getting off are too much for me sometimes, and I am compelled to break out.
Last Sunday I went to hear a female Universalist. • She
gave us quite a good scientific, moral lecture, but near its
close she related an incident of her pastoral calls. She said :
"When I returned from abroad I called on a poor working.
woman, a widow, who had two small children. She told me
she had passed through a very severe trial of her faith. One
of her children was taken sick, which made it very difficult
for her to get any work. Then the other child was taken
down, and lastly she took sick herself. Then she said : 'I
knew that God was not just.' I said to her: 'But, how
about the sewerage?' She replied : ' The doctor told us we
must leave this house or we would all die.' 'Well,' I said,
'yon lay upon God what should be laid upon the sewers.' "
The preacher then went on to tell us that God had so arranged it that we must be cleanly if we wanted to enjoy
health. I just wanted to ask her why it was that· God's inspired servant, Paul, had not said something about the sanitary conditions of our homes instead of saying, "If any.be
sick let them call in the elders, and let them lay hands on
them, anointing them with oil in the name of the Lord,
. . and if he hav committed sins he shall be forgiven."
This implies that sickness is the result of sin against God.
Well, if we must look out for our sanitary surroundings in
order to hav health, another of God's alleged occupations is
gone. I hav some hope that the course which the churches
are now pursuing will result in making more Freethinkers in
their ranks. I refer to the Chautauqua circles. They study
scientific subjects. It is really amusing to see how the works
they read contradict the Bible, and yet they don't seem to
"get onto it.'' The fact is, the average Christian knows very
little of the Bible. And if I call their attention to the conflict
between science and their faith, they imagin that I am an
enemy to morality and society. 0 ignorance I what a curse
thou art, and yet Christians hug thee to their bosoms as a
lovely thing.
I said that I had been a Christian outside of the churches.
Yes, I held and do still hold that if that old book, the Bible,
was dictated by an all-wise being, then it is the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, and consequently I
honored its precepts and laws where the churches disregarded them. But now that I hav got entirely free from
bondage, I see that I followed its teachings only in so far as
they were good moral teachings.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has done much to show me the !lOrrid deformity of the character of God, as depicted in that
old book. On the whole I hav been for some years quite a
Freethinker on some points, and yet very fanatical on others.
And I think that Liberals who hav once been believers will
almost to a man agree with me that doubt as to the divinity
of Christ is the opening wed~e to downright Atheism. I am
an Atheist, and I can't help 1t. I once feared that I might
become one, and the fear was the most paralyzing thing
imaginable,.but now I rejoice in being one. I often wonder
how I, with such a faculty for getting at rock-bottom facts,
could be so long held in tlte bonds of superstition. It is
sickening to hear people attributing our progress in civilization to the efforts of Christianity; but at the same time it is
cheering to me to find so many young people beginning to
think for themselvs. I pass around my Freethought literature on the train on which I ride every morning and evening,
and receive many words !>f cheer: I suppose I would scarcely
dare do so if I lived in New Jersey instead of lllinois. If I
had a good "gift of gab," I should certainly be compelled
to take to the platform iii the interest of Freethought.
.
JoHN HUDSON.
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picking up a book, found. the first letter of
the alphabet, and told her its name.
Several days afterward, she was with us
Edt"ted by Miss ·SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall again, and picldng up a newspaper, looked at
Ri'Der, Mass., to whom all 0()'Tl11munication8f0'1' it some time, then came to me with her finger
on the letter Lomie found in the book, saythi8 00'/'ner JJlwuld be sent.
ing, "A, a."
She has a little baby brother, whom I hav
"Between the dark and the daylight,
named Willie. He is several months old, and
When the night is beginning to lower,
will crow, and laugh, and kick, and put his
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."
fat fists in his mouth, like any white baby.
Another time, if Miss Wixon and the children wish, I will tell them more about the InRally of the Birds.
dians of this country. SADIE A. MAGOON.
The lark • sings sweet her autumn song
[We shall be pleased to hear about the In-·
When the smoky days are coming,
The bluejay's larnm tells of wrong,
dians of California, or any subject, whenever
And turtle-doves are moaning.
our good sister has time to tell us. We thank
Orioles sailed to southern seas
her for contributions.-ED. C. C.]
As early as September,
The northern light of our young glad trees
The Clothes-Pin Garden.
Had lit their wings with splendor.
The mockingbird went weeks ago,
One, two, three, four. broken clothes-pins.
Though ruling all the summer,
in the midst of the dead flowers and leaves
When other birds hid high and low
in Benny Blake's garden.
Bemoaning such a comer.
" How came they there?" I asked.
But plaintiv tones of the Indian hen,t
But Benny looked very sober; and, digIn cottonwoods or willows,
ging the toe of his little boot into the carpet,
Was like a lone bell tolling when
A wreck is on the billows.
he said in a low voice, "I put them there,
The saucy catbird's gray young clan,
Auntie."
The bluebird in her glory,
" What for, dear?"
Are answering to the "rat-r.,. plan "
"
Cause," said Benny. "But it is a very
Learned from a soldier's story.
great secret with mamma and me," he added.
The brown thrugh, heeding leaves that fell,
" A nice one, I hope dear ?"
Has called her kin together,
"Not-a-very-nice one," replied Benny.
Leaving a void in the windy dell,
And the brown October weather.
"I've had lots and lots nicer."
Catalpa-trees are black with frost,
When he said this, his voice was sober, as
The ground bird hidmg under
well as his dear little face. Of course, I did
an Quaker dress when song is lost}
not try to find out the secret. I heard nothAwakes to the whirring thunder.
ing~ more about the clothes-pins until this
The shrike t hangs high his stolen prey
summer, when we were at the seashore toIn thornY groves and bushes,
gether.
And says good-bye in his noisy way
To the going jays and thrushes.
One day, Benny made a sand-garden, with
I heard the geese fly O'er last night,
shells and stones for a wall. In it he put
When skies were dim and "eerie,"
some wild flowers he had gathered that mornWhile cranes had camped by the river's light
ing.
When it was in full bloom he led
As travelers wan and weary.
mamma to it, saying, with a happy smile on
The wild duck wheeling overhead
his face, '• These are ever so much nicer than
Has come from corn and ryelands,
old clothes-pins, aren't they-the flowers are?"
And plovers pierce the evening red
~hat reaches southern skylands.
The tears came into mamma's eyes as she
In all the storm of wordy war,
kissed the dear face. Her voice trembled as
A fierce but friendly clamor,
she answered, "So much nicer, darling."
The cherry-trees were breastworks for
The next day I was told the secret. Benny
The frightened yellow-hammer.
had one dreadful fault-sometimes he would
The wren shook out her faded frock,
tell a lie. So, every time he told an untruth,
And chattered in the gloaming,
mamma had him put a broken clothes-pin
And blackbirds brought an elfish flock,
And lonely doves were moaning.
next to the choicest blossom in his own
I asked the crow in ebon coat,
garden.
If aught of armed offender
All summer he had to see them, and when
Had hastened him. Swift came his note :
the winter snows came there were one, two,
"Naw, naw, naw !-Nawvember."
three, bur little white mounds which he
Fl"encntoum, Neb.
MARY BAIRD-FINCH.
could see from the window. Monuments to
• The lark invariably sings a parting song be- four lies!
fore taking her leave for the south.
Now, you can understand why he was so
t The Indian hen, a small sbv bird with a wailing BOlla', is the only one of the feathered tribe happy with the flowers in his sand garden,
that dares to sing a note when the mockingbird
and why the tears of joy came into mamma's
first makes his appearance in the ~pt·ing.
t The shrike, or butcher bird, that stays with us
dunng the winter, has lhe curious habit of impal- eyes.-M. Kingston in Our Littie Ones.
ing on thorns and twigs his prey of mice, small
birds, grasshoppers, etc , after th~; manner of a
butcher hanging his meat. ·Hence the name.
Our Puzzle Box.

Lizzie.
I hav just been reading, in the Children's
Corner, Miss Wixon's story of Jo, and
thought I would also write a true Indian
story for its dear little readers. It is not
about a brave, but a little papoose-a little
girl about three years of age.
She belongs to the Piute tribe. They are
not considered as intelligent as the Cherokees,
who_ are the most intelligent of all the tribes,
or the Penobscots, who are also civilized, or
the Sioux, or Blackfeet, who are very cruelor even the Washos or Yumas, and many
others; yet they are superior to the Diggers.
This little girl's name is Lizzie. The Indians
here hav lived among the white people so
long that they use our names for their children; and, as the white people dislike calling
them by their. Indian names, which are so
hard to remember and pronounce, when
they hire an Indian or squaw to work they
giv them a name, and often their own, which
they feel proud of, and are called by ever
after by both white people and Indians.
One time, when I was ill, and lying on the
sofa, Sally, Lizzie's grandma, was washing,
and Lizzie came in the room where I was,
for I had often petted her, and she thought
much of me.
Seeing me lying down, she proceeded to
cover me, first with a bit of print, the size of
a man's two hands, which she put over my
. feet; next a small cape; then a chair tidy;
afterward a little braided sack that we tie on
the saddle to bring our mail in from town·.
She was at a loss what to take next, as I
still ·Jacked good deal of being covered, but
finally found a doll's dress, belonging toiny
ttle- girl Lomie. Lomie then came in, and,

1.-ENIGMA.
In hat, but not in house;
In rat, but not in mouse;
In man, but not in boy;
In Roger, but n0t in Roy;
In lamb, but not in sheep ;
In corn, but not in beet ;
In young, but not in old;
In rail, but not in &'old;
In Frank, but not m Fred;
Not in loaf, but in bread.
My whole is the name of a lake in Africa.
N. Y.
c. R. LYONS.
2.-REBUS.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDRENS CORNER,
OOT. 30, 1886.
I.-Discharge your debts while you hav the
money in your pocket. 2.-Robert G. Ingersoll. 3.-Canon Kingsley. 4.-Time hangs
heavy-on our heads.
CoLoN, MroH., Nov. 1, 286.
Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Dear Madam: Encouraged by seeing-my first letter in print, I
will try and write a second, but I am sorry
for my first, for I am afraid that I scared
Uncle Jolin from the Children's Corner, but I
hope not. I like TnE TRUTH SEEKER very
much, especially the Children's Corner, aud
those beautiful pieces from Mr. Putnam's
pen. I would like to hear from some of the
little Freethought boys and girls. If they
write direct to me, I will answer them, for I
am a little Freethought boy, and as for my
political views, I am solid on the greenback
question. I spent my vacation at home this
summer, and now I ani back to Grandpa
Powers's house attending school. We hav a
nice school here. We had examination- the
other day, and I averaged 99 in my studies.
I wish, Miss Wixon, you could visit me at
my home. We liv in a pleasant place. I
would try and make your stay as pleasant as
I could. I send my love to you,
FRANOIB B. CORNWALL.
[Francis is evidently one of our bright little
Freethinkers, who will some time be heard
from on some of the great questions of the
day. We would like to see Francis at his
home, but hardly expect that pleasure, though
we may meet him some time in the future.ED. c. C.]
FRENCHTOWN, NEB., Oct. 20, 1886.
MY DEAR Miss WixoN: What fine stories
and essays our young contributors are writing for the Corner I The little girl's descriptiv letter from Colorado and the comparison
between Freethought and Christiamty are
interesting for grown-up folks. The ·older
writers will hav to look. well to their laurels.
I herewith inclose a poem for the Corner,
with good wishes and congratulations.
Yours for truth and humanity,
Mus. M. B. FINcH.
BISHOP CREEK, Oct. 19, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would
write you another letter. How are you getting along now? I would like to see you so
much. I am going to school every day. My
teacher is a man; but I like him, and he
makes us learn fast, and talks with us, and
tells us stories besides. Since I wrote you
last, my rabbits hav had four little ones.
l\IIy pair (one is black and one is white) hav
made a hole under the granary, and mamma
and Auntie Luna think perhaps some day
there will be some baby rabbits there. We
hav a white poodle dog named Curly Que
(we call him Que), two cats, two turtle-doves,
two robins, that liv all in peace together and
do not hurt each other.
From your true friend,
RUBY LoTTIE ATwooD.
[Ruby must be a happy little girl with so
many little pets. We thank her for her letter, and shalf always be pleased to hear from
her.-ED. C. C.]

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False e1aims

Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Stattstics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement ; the Temperance Reform ; the
ChUl'ch and the Republic.
-

Bible llura!s.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scripture : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheating: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vag;rancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Pnce, slllgle copies, 25 cents i 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger_guantities.

This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is iliscussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath' The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sunda;y Arguments· Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Chlistian Fathers; The
ab bath durin&' the Middle A,ges: The Puritan
sabbath ; TestU?Jqny of Chnsti!tn R~formers,
flholars, and Dtvmea·; Abrogatton of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents: six: cooie~, $1.00.

Tbomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the stor_y
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. :Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
. "American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason" are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edi. tion, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents:
olotb, 75 cents.

Image

Twelve varieties

o! barnyarq_ fowl{!,

,

on various subjects. By DAVID HuMEV
Esq. With a brief sketch of the author'Ef
life and writings, to which are added~
dialogues ·concerning natural religion
Price, $1.50.
·

Correspondence.

Sabbath-Breaking.

a

FREETHOUGHT WORKS.
For Sale at THE Tnurn SEEKER Officel.
Hume's Essays. Essays and treatiseJ

Break~r.

Six Lectures: 'De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washinl{ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00',"'
. . aa Oliuton Place, New l u:'.l,

Idols and Ideals, with •n Essays on
Christianity. By MoNCURE D. CoNWAy
the brilliant Rationalistic preacher of
London. $1.50.

If, Then, and When. · From the doctrins of the Church.
BARLow. 10 cents.

By WARREN SUMNER

Im~e Breaker (the). By JoHN E.
REMSBURG. Six lectures bound together,
25 cents.
Separately, 5 cents each. 1
The Decline of Faith; 2. Protestant
tolerance; 3. Washington an Unbeliever;
4. Jefferson an Unbeliever; 5. Paine and
Wesley; The Christian Sabbath.

In:

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text-book, he·
ing the substance of thirteen lectures
the Bible. By Ro:sERT CooPER. $1.

Ingersoll in Canada.

011

A Reply to

Wendling, Archbishop Lynch, "Bystander," and others. By ALLEN PRINGLE.
15 cents.

(s Life Worth Living. By

WILLIAM

H. lVIALLOCK. Contents: The New Import of the Question, Morality and the
Prize of Life, Sociology as the Fountain
of Morality, Goodness as its own Reward, Love as the test of Goodness, I.¥-'
as its own Reward, The Superstitk.
Positivism, The Practical Prospe~jj:r~·! ,. ·
Logic of Scientific Negation, 'Ci'f': " ·
and Natural Theism, The Hum.
and Revelation, Universal HisW, u ....
the claims of the Christian ChurcW-_;
lief and Will. Paper $1.00; cloth, $1.5u

Jehovah Unveiled; or, The Character
of the Jewish Deity Delineated.
and valuable book. 35 cents.

A new

J{neelaud's National Hymns. 35 cts.
[{oran (the).· A new English edition
of the Koran of Mohammed, to which if
added the life of Mohammed, or the his·
tory of that doctrin which was begun and
c,trried on by him in Arabia. Price, $1.50

L:•tters of Junius. Two volumes in
one. From the latest London edition.
$1.50.
0

Letters to Eugenia; or, A Preserva.
.

-tiv Against Religious Prejudices. By
Baron D'HoL:BACH, author of the "System
of Nature," etc. Translated from the
French by ANTHONY C. MIDDLETON, M.D.
Price, $1.00.

Life of Paine. By J. E. REMSBURG.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Life of Thomas Paine, author of
" Common Sense,'' "Rights of Man,"
"Age of Reason,'' etc., with critical and
explanatory observations on his writings.
By GILBERT VALE. $1.00.

Love and Transition: A Plea in poetry
for the practicalization of known truth.
ByMA.JtY E. TILLOTSON. $1.00.

Love Ventures of Tom, Dick, and
Harry. A Spicy Narrativ. "And they
were naked and not ashamed." 50 cents.

Man's Nature and Develonment. By
HENRY GEoRGE ATKINsON, F. G. S., and
HARRIET MARTINEAU. $1.50.

Modern 'l'hinkers: What they Think
and Why. (Principally on Social
Science.) By VAN BEUREN DENSLOW, LL.
D., with an introduction by R. G. Inger·
soll. With eight portraits: Comte, Swe·
denborg, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham,
Thvmas Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
and Ernst Haeckel. 384 pdges. $1. 50.

Moral Education: Its Laws and Methods. By Prof. J. R. BucHANAN. A new
method to conquer crime, disease, and
misery, which churches, colleges, and
governments have signally failed to do.
$1.50.

Moral Physiology; A Brief and Plain
Treatis on the Population Question.
RoBERT DALE OwEN. 60 cents.

By
·

Mortality of the Soul and the Immortality of its Elements. By A. SNI!lEB DE
'PELLEGRINI. 10 cents.

Myths and Myth-Mal(ers: Old Tales
and SuperstitiOns interpreted by compar·
ative Mythology. By JoHN FISKE, M.A.
LL.B., of Harvard College. $2.

Origin and Development of Religious
Ideas and Beliefs, as manifested
in history and He en by reason.
RIS F·INSTEIN. $1.

By MoR-

·Orthodox Hash, with a Change of
Diet.. By -vvARREN SuMNER BARLO" .
10 cents.

Paradise Lost; or, The Great Dragon
· _· Cast Out.

60 cents.

·

Personal Immortality and Other
. Papers. By Josm OPPENHEIM. Ex~
tr~ clo~h, 1~U)o,

98

page~.

75 cep.ts.
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PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

BY J. E. REMSBURG.

The Greatest of all Antl·Blbli· ' Author of
cal 'Vorks.
By THOMAS PAINE, '
"The Aubhor-Hero of the Revolution."
~
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for '
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
Bv ·Thomas Paine ..

" False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

"Bible

The best and· most thorough work ever written
ou the Sunday Question from a rational point of
view.

f.HV' H•l1tdS01nt3. f'rinto
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great SINGLE COPIES,
25 cents.
Britain, Washington Wl'qte: "A few more such· Su: CoPIES,
$1.00.·
flaming arguments
will not leave numAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa33 Clinton Place, New York.
ration."
Price, 35 cents.
LIBERTY .AND - l{ORA.LITY ~
For either of these works!.. or agy of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
BY W. S. BELL.
"I am very much please<! with itJ and I wish the
seventy thousand mini•ters of thts country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet·and read every
word of it."
Price 15 cents.
For sale at this office.
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Parallels in Other Religions.
----..
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.
Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with those of
· heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their Origin
and Meaning. With
numerous illustrations.
The objectof the work 1s topoint out the myths
BY
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with other
Jol,n n. Uelso, A.M.
nations; and then trace them to their evident oriCONTENTS:
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gin and explain their meaning.
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Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
1 -.'ol. 8vo. Cloth. About 600 pages.
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Price, $2.ii0.
Savior.
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S. P. Putnam's Works.
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The Problem of the Universe1 and A. l'ew Days in Athens. BY FRANCEil
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of Epicurus, the Greek philosopher, and
the author. Price, 75 cents.
Waif:.~ and Wanderlngs, a New American Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose ep_ic of the war, riah with mcident A Legacy to the Friends of l'ree
and dramatic power; breez:; from first page to
Discussion. By BENJAMIN OFFEN,
last with the living spirit of to-de.y,"--John
formerly Lecturer of the Society of
SWinton's Paper.
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Golden · Throne, a Romance. " The
New York. Price, $1.
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Lord Blackford, Hon. Roden Noel, Lor1
· in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century InSelborne, Canon Barry, Rev. Baldwin
fidel andj;he Galf!ean Reformer, wherein it is
Brown, Dr. W. G. Ward. The Influence
shown there is much in harmony between
upon
Morality of a Decline in Religious
them. Price, 10 cts.
Belief. . By Sir Jnmes Stephen, Lord SetPrometheus. A poem. "It is crammed
borne, Frederick Harrison, The Dean of
with life, thought, and i>rofound emotion,.
St. Paul's, The Duke of Argyle, Prof.
poured forth, it seems to me, with. extraordiClifford, Dr. W. G. Ward, Prof. Huxley,
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.Antiq_uity and Duration of the
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World~ By G. ToULMAN. 20 'ents.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Apocryphal New Testament. BPing
all tlie gospels, epistles, and other piece~
now extant attributed in the first four
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nild theh companions, and not inclurled
·.rhe History of Freethonght. Bound
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. Price, $1. 25.
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. FreeA story book f01
thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV. Apples of Gold.
ooys and girls. By Miss SusAN H. WIXON.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. SecPrice, $1. 25.
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.
·
A Short History of the Bible. Be
ing a Popular Account of the Formation
The American Secular Union; its
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
and Development of the Canon. By
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
BRONSON C. KEELER. This is 1\ splenrlirl
32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
work, showing how the Bible was wanu
Semlarism; Destructiv and Construcfactured by the church and ecclesiastics.
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
Limp cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
Christian Evidences Criticised
A
reply to the "Christian Evidence Society." Astronomy and Worship of the
Iritroduction b;v Charles Bradiaugh. ConAncients. By GILBERT VALE. 20 cts.
tents : The Origm of Christianity; The Historical Vlllue of the New Testament; Miracles; A.stro-Theological Lectures.
Rev.
Prophecies; The Practical Value of ChristianRoBT. TAYLOB. Price, cloth, $2.
ity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.
Secularism; its Principles and its Autobiography of Robert Cooper.
Duties. Price, 75 cts.
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CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
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KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Bible in the Balance. A text-book
Sixteen Saviors or None. BY KERfor investigators. By Rev. J. G. FisH
BEY GllA.VES, anther of the World's Sixteen
Price,. $1.50.
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vestigation.
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currences. Each quotation has a short
Biograll by of Satan; or, a Historical
description of its contents. By A. JAcoB
Expos1Hon of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
soN. Price, 15 cents.
Pnce, 35 cents.
The World's Sixteen Cruci6.ed Sav- Bible Myths, and their Parallels in
Other Religions : Being a com
iors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Contaming new and startling revelations in
parison of the Old and New Testamen
reli~ous histoi'Yl which disclose the oriental
Myths and Miracles with those of Heath
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en Nations of Antiquity, considering also
and miracles of the Christtan New Testament1
their Origin and Meaning. With numer
and furnishing a key for unlocking many oi
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ous illustrations. 1 vol. Royal 8vo
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567 pages. Cloth, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Charles Watts's Works.

WHAT'S TO BE DONE1

A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.
By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
R. TUCKER.
.
Written in Prison. Supp_~essed b~the Czar. The
Author Over Twenty Yearll an Enle in Sibe- ·
ria. Russian Edition worth $600 a Copy.
l!'irst American Edition Exhausted
J in Four Days. Second now
/
Ready. An Elegant
/
Volume of 330
,.
Pages.
/
PRESS COMMENTS :
/To call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of
Nihilism is scarcely extravagance.-Boston Aaver-

t~~\s perhaps -the book which has most powerfully influenced the youth of Russia in their
growth into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
noteworthy as a work which has played so important a part in the political and social history of
the century.-Boston Courie1'.
As a revelation uf folk life it is invaluable; we
hav no other Russian pictures that compa_re with
it.-P>·ovtaence Star.
The characters are eo strongly and vividly drawn
that the interest in their fate becomes intense-as
the thread of the narrativ is slowly unwound.Boston Saturaay Eveninu Gazette.
When we come to consider the publication of
such books as lflaubert's "Salammbo" and Tchernychewsky's "What's To Be Done?" we cai1,llot
avoid the conclusion that something must hav
happened to the society for the suppression of
indecent literature.-St. Louts RepUbliCan.
In cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
Addn-'188 THE TBU'l'H SEEKER,~
83 Olinton Place, New York.

na: .utJl"; and then to trac'e. them to their evlderJt
o1·iy''' a.u\1 explain thdr m~antng. It oontainsquota.tloltk

from nParly all the so.cred books ot heathen na1.1uns
nuLl rrom other rare and valuable works Which are
nor ~tccesslble to people In general. The chapten;
are so arranged that It Is a perfect cyclopedia ot rer
erenco. Years of research would be necessary 1.<
d l>!cover all the Information It contains. It Ia 1L mo"
"earch lng Investigation Into the origin of Christian
tty. Every tact Is verified by copious notes uu·
authorities, so that It may be trusted ns u. thor
ougbly reliable work. It contains information wilie
will be startling to many.

Bible of Humanity. By JuLES Mrcrr
ELET. Translated from the French by V
CALFA. Bvo. cloth, $3. This is 11 large
epic in prose. The artist historian sings
tne evolution of mankind. He tbrow.
brilliant glimpses of light on thu long
course of events and works which he un
folds.
Bible of Rational Mind and Reli~
ion. Rational Religion and Morals
By THOMA.S J. VmrEN, M.D., of St. Lonio
Mo. Price, $3.
Bible of To-Day. By JoHN W. CrrAD
wrcK. This is a condensed result of lht:
scientific criticisms of the separate hook
of the Bible. Price, $1.50.
Biography of Satan; or, a Historica
:Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery D"
mains. By K.Jmsn G:aA.VES. 35 cents .

THE '!'RUTH SEEKE.R. NOVEMBER 13, 1886.
Books for Veteran Soldiers.
To B. P. Putnam, Secretary .American Secular Union:

That was a clincher. He reminded me of the
preacher the little girl told about when she
got home, the first preaching she ever heard.
She said, " He was awful mad, shook his fist
at the people, and not one dared to go up
and fight him."
If Christianity could prevent the world
laughing at it, it would thrive better. Voltaire, with his wonderful wit, broke its
uightmare spell over Europe. Heston is on
the right track, if the light of history is of
any account. Here in Bozeman, when Mr.
Perkins got his TRUTH SEEKER from the postoffice, he happened to stand near a building
looking at the lastest comical illustration,
" There were giants in the earth in those
days." A little boy peered over, looked at
that omnipresent little ape perched on the
giant's head, and hurst out into an explosion
9f side-splitting laughter. There is where
Liberalism will win. Picture the absurdities
for the youth, and the church cannot hold
them. Let us giv the church what it does
not want-reason, ridicule, common sense,
and cartoons.
W. F. JAMIESON.

BRoTHER AND CoMRADE : I wish by your
hand to present to the Liberals of the United
States the c~aims of the ~reethinking veterans
in the soldiers' homes to their generosity.
While Christianity, as represented by the
steeple churches, brags of its beneficences,
though it has stoleri its greatest wealth, both
of thought and money, from the misnamed
Infidel, Secularism, as organized in the body
whereof you are scribe, cannot show more
·striking proof of its sense of duty and devotion than by shedding its light into the library
of the Soldiers' Home, which, as yet super.
abounds with orthodox sermon books, bound
magazines vilifying the characters of the nation's founders, and with priestly papers
which still try to enslave the minds of people,
glaring in the face of veterans who offered all
on the altar of freedom.
I do not feel that I am begging when I request you to pass the hat at the Congress to
be held in Chickering Hall to pay for a selecDenver, Ool.
tion of suitable volumes .from the Bennett
bookstore, and Investigator office, to be
donated to the several branches of the National Military Homes, located at Dayton, 0.,
Milwaukee, Wis., Leavenworth, Kan., Togus,
-ANDMe., Washington, D. C., and Hampton, Va.
I ask particularly for the works of Thomas
Paine and of Colonel Ingersoll-the one who
drafted the Declaration of Independence, and
BY C. B. REYNOLDS.
tbe other who spoke" A Vision of War."
Showing
that
the Bible and the believers in it
I make this request of my own motion,
but vouch for the thankfulness of many of are the real blasphemers, and not the Secumy associates, who, though past hard labors larists.
This is the pamphlet for the distribution of
of body, yet hav busy minds, and may, perwhich Mr. Reynolds ia DOW indicted, and to be
haps, write not without effect.
TRIED FOR BLASPHEMY
Yours for liberty and union,
JonN PRESOOTT GUILD.
next January.
National .Military Home, Southern Branch,
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
near Hampton, Va., Oct. 31, A.s. 286.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

BLASPH•EMY
BIBLE.

'THE

"Oh, Them Pieters ! "
To THE EDITOR oF THE TnUTH SEEKER, Sir :
In an article published in the North .American
Review (May, 1883) on ''Emerson and Carlyle," this significant sentence occurs-but we
will reproduce the entire paragraph :
"Thomas Carlyle had a wonderful power
of sketching in a few words physical and
mental portraits of the men he met, somewhat resembling the skill of Thomas Nast in
the grotesque caricatures he has contributed
to Harper's Weekly. The two Thomasrs had
this in. common, that every peculiarity of
face, feature, shape of the head, color of the
hair, movement of the body, or any othlr
merely physical characteristic, was made significant of mental or moral qualities in the
person delineated. Nast contributed, more
than anybody else, to the overthrow of the
' Tweed Ring' which ruled, robbed, and
might hav ruined New York, and he did it
by his marvelous appeals to the eye of the
ordinary honest voter, who was perhaps incompetent to form a rational opinion of ras-.
calitws through words addressed through
his reason and imagination. 'Oh, them
picters !' groaned Tweed; ' that was what
~reeked us!' Carlyle's portraits by the pen
arc similar to those of Nast by the pencil, inasmuch as they agree in connecting physiology with psychology, and making a man's
inward nature correspond to the exaggerated
traits of his bodil:y organization." ''He cannot help letting his mind run riot in picturing individuals."
If Carlyle did wrong in thus allowing his
mind to run riot, and Nast was wrong in the
broad license of his pencil, then Charles
Dickens was a great sinner, and Lord Byron
a savage. We may be surprised to find that
if the advice to. these editors, by some of our
well-meaning Freetliought friends, was logically carried out Art herself would hav her
wings clipped. Poetry would be unlicensed,
and would limp like a man with rheumatism.
Comedy would be cut up by the roots, and it
would be intellectual treason to laugh at the
incongruous. If Watson Heston ought to be
suppressed for caricaturing Christianity, then
a gag ought to be stuffed into the ·mouth of
genius. If the objections of a few Liberals
are well-founded, Delaware was right in opposing Colonel Ingersoll for ridiculing our
" holy religion." Strange indeed is that.
thinking that would squelch Heston and pay
Ingersoll a dollar a time ; one raising a laugh
at the church by his tongue, the other by his
pencil! The church has perpetuated her
power and influence by demanding solemnity.
How few Uhristian congregations there are,
even in these enlightened times, which dare
laugh outright in church! God does not like
laughter. I remember one occasion when a
clergyman rebuked his congregation for
laughing; he grew angry in a moment ; his
face was purple with wrath (holy) as he
chided them. " I would hav you know,"
~aid he, "that·you are in the house of God "

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
tOe.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 po.a-es,

We ho.T received a. supply of illuminated motto
oa.rds, which we otfer for sale.. These mottoes are
.intended to take the plo.ce of the " God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
·many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 221-fl. The motto is in blo.ck,
with colored borders, with o.n illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
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THE TIME TO DE HAPPY IS NOWo
AND THE PLACE TO DE HAl'PY IS RE!lE.

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
15c.
~ddress
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
88 Olinton Pl.• New York.

Paino VinOicatod!
-o-

A thorough and overwhelining reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the ~erico.n Revolution. Oonto.ining
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-o-

:

NEVER TROU11LE TROU11LE

:

i. ........ -~~L. -~~?.~~~~. ~~~~~~ .~?~·.......... ~
THE WORLD IS

MY
MY

COUNTRY ;

TO DO GOOD . RELIGION.
.·······················································
The price of e~ch of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
.22 x 15inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a. splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 80
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address· THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33 Olinton Pl., New York Oity.

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF

So Cents Each.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

The Mirr or of

freethough t.

FREETHOUGHT.AND JUDIC.AL .ADVOCATE

SECOND EDmON.
Charles Watts's Ltterarv Guiae says: "We are
glad to record the appearance of a second edition
of this admirable book. The various rapets-ten
in o.ll-o.re some of the author's best wmk."·
The Middleboro News says: "These easo.ys are
brimming with careful thought and judicious research."
The Yorkshire Ch.rcm1cle says : "These essays are
not unworthY" the attention of the scientific
student though written for the uninitiated."
PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address TI{E TRUTH BEEKER.

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIE~ OF OIJR
CIVILIZA.TION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Phtla. Becora.
This Book is not a. Book I It is a. Deed ! and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vtenna News. Pric~_!;() cents.
Address T.Hjj; TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
88 Olinton Pl., New York.

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

Clotb, U; Paper, 110 Cents.

THE RUB

OF

A Falrricated .Account of a SeeM at tlu Deathbed of Thmnas Pai<M.

liTELLECTUAL LIBERTY

BY W. H. BURR.

From Thales to Copernicus.

This pamphlet shows that the o.ccount of Po.ine'l
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a. forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could ho.v written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.•
Address

By FBEDERIO MAY HOLLAND, Author of "The
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a. book not only to be read once, but tl'
be kept and referred to, and· pondered over fron.
)7ear to year. It is a. jl"Uide-book of Liberalism
through the past centunes prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicdg and Bruno. It does not take the place
of other histories like Gibbon, Ho.llo.m1 or Lecky,
but it makes .them intelligible by pointmg out the
white light ,that hls been cast upon the lurid
clouds of' i@oro.nce, superstition, and cruelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that ho.s
flowed in its tagged, broken, and obstructed course
down through the ages which now liv only as our
realm of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, !3.50.

HISTORY
01' TRJI

lNTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
OCEurope.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $3.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf
33 Chnton Pl.• New York mty,

S"F.F.Kl4~R
Price, 25 cents.

TliE TRUTH

ANNUAJ••

Classified Bible Extracts i. or, the
Holy Scriptures Analyzed.
CoOPER. Price, 25 cents.

.Hy RoBERT

Confessions of an Inquirer.

Why

and What Am I? By J.ums JAoxsoN JARVES. Price, $1.25.

Cooper's Lectures on the Soul. In

·

which the doctrin. of immortality is religiously and philosophically considered.
Price, 75 cents ..

Cradle of the Christ.
Primitiv Christianity.
INGHAM. Price, $1. 75.

A Study in

BJ 0. B. FRoTH·

Cnltivation of Art, And Its Relationa

to Religious Puritanism and Money-Getting. By A. R. CoOPER. 12mo, 48 pp.
Price, :flexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20.

Divine and Moral Works of Plato.

Translated from the original Greek. With
introductory dissertations and notes.
Price, $2.50.

Doctrin of Ins:piration: being an
Inquiry Concernmg the Ixifo.llibility, Inspiration, and Authority of Holy Writ.
By the· Rev. JoHN MAONAUGBT, M.A., Incumbent of St. Chrysostom's church,
Everton, Liverpool, England. Price, $1.50

{Perhaps inelegant would be a. more proper
term.) Price, 10 cents.

English Life of Jesus. BY THoMAR

ScoTT. Dedicated to those who seek
rather to know the truth of facts than to
look on unhistorical pictures. Price, $1. 50.

Epidemic Delusions. A Lecture by
FREDERIOX R. MARvm, M.D. Price, 10 cts.

Essays on Mind, Matter, Forces~ Theology, etc. By CHARLES E. TowNsEND. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404pp. Price,
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same author. Price, 75 cents.

WORKS OF PROF. DENTON.
Be Thyself. ,Price, 10 cents.
Christianity no Finality; or, Spiritualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents.

Common Sense Thou~hts on the
Bible. Price, 10 cents.
Garrison.inHeaven. A Dream. 10 cts.
Geology; The Past and Future of our
Planet.

Price, $1.50.

.

Is Spiritualism True1 Price, 10 cts.

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL." Man's Trne Savior. Price, 10 cents.

Prl~,

A ROMAN CAl'HOLIC CANARD.

Christianity. St. John never in ARia
Minor: Irenreus the author of tho Fourth
Gospel; The Frauds of the Churchmen
of the Second Century Exposed. By GEo.
REBER. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2.

Elegant Extracts from the Bible.

By B. W. Lacy
The New York Observer <Presbyterian) having
A thor!lugh e:xposure of the Oatholio priesh
~ecently reissued its assault upon the memory of
sophistry, unfairness, and historPaine, this pamphlet should be circulated everyical misstatement.
where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas of

······················································

:······································... ·············:

pages, 25c.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.

LAUREN, attorney o.t l..a.w. Contents: Introduetion, Unrevenled Religion, Old
Testament Religion, Evidence in Suppo1·t
of Christianity, Alleged Failure of Christianity, Proposed Substitute for Christianity, Conclusion. 50 cents.

0 •• 0.:

0

Origin of the Christian Bible.
95

Christianity from a Scientific and
Historical Standpoint. By WM. N.

······················································
:····················································:
:

A Business

Man's Social ami Religious Views. Bold
and trenchant blows against theology
and inhumanity. Price, 1.00.

REASON IS A DETTER GUIDE THAN FEAB.

······················································
UNivERSAL MENTAL LmEB.TY.
······················································
......................................................

Price, 10 cents.

Christian and Deist.

WILL

(of Enullintf).

Paper, 12mo,

JoHN E. BURToN.

······················································

BY ARTHUR B. MOSS,
15c.

.I!'REETHOUUHT WORRS.
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Birth and Death of Religions.~ By

t~dings:

C. B. REYNOLDS·

WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

IIottoes for Freethinkers.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J. M. Pryse and J.
M. Burglar, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the interests of our colonization enterprise, the Credit Foncier of Bino.loa.i·a.ndf:enero.ll.)'
to the practical solution of theprob emo Integra.!
Co-op_ero.tion. Price, $1 a. year: 50 cents for six
monthS: 25 cents for three months.

Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is
True.

Price, 10 cents.

Radical Discourses on Religious Subj ects.

Price, $1. 25.

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25.
Sermon from Shakspere's Text.
Price, 10 cents.

Soni of Things; or, Psychometric Re-

searches o.nil Discoveries. In three volumes. PricP., $1.50 per volume.

The Deluge in the Light of Modern
Se.ience. Price, 10 cents.
The God Proposed for Our Nationo.l
Constitution. Price 10 certs.
The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene~
sis nnd Geology
25 cents.

Cloth, 40 cents; pa.<>e:C
·

The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents.
Is Darwin RighU Price, $1.25.
What la Right 1 Price, 10 cents.
What Wa~ He 1 or, Jesus in the Light

of the Nmeteenth Century. Price, cloth,.
~
$125; paper, $1.

Who are Christians 1 Price, 10 cents..
Who. llilled
Mary. Stan.n.~rdl 10 Qenf&
.' .
'.

~
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Ingersoll's W'orks. Ingersoll's Tributes
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arra!lgements whereby we can
In five -lectures,_ comprising, "The Gods " offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Inger" Humboldt~ " ·~·nomas Paine," " Individua~
ity," and ".tleretics and Heresies."
soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
The Ghosts. PtJ.per, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25. printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumiContents: "The Gl10st~" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "'J.'he Declaration of In- nated border, large clear type, suitable for framdej>endence," "About Farmmg in clllinois," ing. The titles are:
•· The Grant Banque~t" " The Rev. Alexander
Olark;" "The Past .tlises before Me Like a The Vision of War,
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. lngeriioll."

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

Some Mistakes of Moses.· Paper, 50cts;
- cloth, $1.211.
Inte1~views on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plam cloth, $1.211.

What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

The Christian Religion.

By R. G.

Ingersoll. Jl!dge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof.
-George F'. Fislier. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, qnd containing as much as
cThioJ¥d be delivered in t'Yo .ordinary lectures.
. s makes a grand ~BBionary document.
Liberals should scatter It generously.

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

at Ntm;~ber of Vital Questions Propounded by
he editor of the San Franctscan. -5 cents; 50
cents per dozen : 211 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 cents.

Address on the Uivil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 15 cents.

Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for ~· Ingersoll's works the publisher h!!-B had
all his lectures, except the latest un " Urtho. doxy," bound m one .beautiful volume, in half
calf, library s~yle, and containing over 1 300
pa~es, which IB sold at the exceedingly low
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

There hav been so many

Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.

The price of these heretofore has b~en $1. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS 'EACH;
THE FOUR FOR-FIFTY oENTS. Mailed-secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
38 Olinton Pl., New York.

SOCIAL WEALTH,
TM Bole Factor& and EaJact Ratios in It8
Acquirement and Apportionment.
·By J. K. INGALLS.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY

APOLONIUS OF TY.AN A,

An Examination of the Tariff Question with
Especial Regard to the Interests of Labor •.
BY HfNRY CEOROE
In this book the author designs to show that
beneficial results would follow the abolition
of all tariffs on importations.
Octavo, 360pp.; price, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

BOOKS ON .MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
·SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo velume of nearlY 11!JOO pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, $3.25-i.n English or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.!50.
SOIENCE IN STORY; o':J_ Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the ·.noublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $ll.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY. FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pagest illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume ox "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
BY Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCmNCE BERmS <Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
Ill their Relation to Disease1"representin_g the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hyg:iene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to SICK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 386 p_ages1 cloth
bound, $llh' "Heredity( by Loring_Mooay, 159
11_ages, clot 1 75 cents; ' The Law of Heredit)l'," by
.1!'. H. Marsh, 10 cents ; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents;_ ' Generatiqn before Re~en.
eration/' by Dr. E. 1:1. Foote, Jr. 1 )0 cents; ' Re.
ports or Conventions and Parlor Jneetings during
188fl1" 10 cent~ "Third Annual Convent10n of the
lns~itute of J:l.eredity,MI!L~• 1888_i!.10 cents.
~ddress
THE TRu·~·H SEEKER.

Ll(}lJOR DRINKING

Oommended, Defended, and E1 joined

PHllA.DELPHIALffiERA.LLEA.G-UE, 267
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
·Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker pub).ications always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.

by the Bible.

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonneta written by Franois Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and lais bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

BY E. C. WALKER.

SPECIAL SALE 1

Desiring to unload an accumulation of debts, I
will offer until further notice all my elegant stock
This is a companiGn book to Remsburg's "Bible of
fine goods at
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
_
WHOLESALE COST.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
An elegant pair of diamond ear-drops $200, worth
38 Clinton Place, New York.
$300; another Pair, $125, worth $200; another pair,
.$65. worth $100; an elegant brooch, arabesque
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
•style, 17 diamonds, $140, worth $225; another, line
of beauty, 11 diamonds, $220; worth $325; another,
3 .stones, $125, worth $200: sall!e• $80, worth $1.25
Rmgs and studs same reductiOns. Smaller diamond goods 25 per cent below lowest market price.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
.A.su'(lerb, e:x;tra heavy, embossed case watch set
With large diamond, $135, worth $200; lady's watch
Introduction by
to match, $90. worth $125; $100 watches $70; $80
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
watches, $60; $65 watches, $50; solid gold chains,
necklaces, bracelets, and jewelry1 25 per cent disPrice, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents. ·
:count. Sent C. 0. D., subject to
inspection, or
cash refunded if not satisfactory.
The Trade Supplied at Special JJiseounts.
BUY NOW AND SAVE MONEY.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.
38 Clinton Place, New York.
.Photo-engravin_gs of Miss Gardener are for sale
a~ this office. Pnce, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

DR. R, P. FELLOWS

'VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES.

BY LEWIS C. JANES.
This book treats of the natural evolution of the
life, pricet $1.!50 each. ETery admirer of these Christian relil!"ion, its historical antecedents in
apostles oi Religious Liberty shouldha.v tllem. Palestinian Judaism and Roman PagaRiBm ; int)ae history of the founder of Christian~
Photogranhs of Colonel Ingersoll. vestigates
in the light of the latest acientific criticism of
Sui>erb pliotographs1 22x28, $5; panel, 10}!1'x17, ity
the
New
Testament;
that the true story of
$3; boudoir, $1 : cabmet, 40 cents ; card, 20 cts. the Man Jesus, andshows
his genuin teachings are
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
se_parable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ1 and traces the n~tural development of
Practical Experience with Poultry.
Christ1an dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
By GEo; M. DAVENPORT. This is a little book- Complete references and full index. 820pp. 8vo,
a pamphlet of az well-filled. pages, costing only cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an egf{. It is
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
well called "practical," for we find nothmg unpractical in it. Hens, ducks, geese1 and turkeys!
A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
are '(larticularly discussed and their economic&
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
01!'
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addit10n to
the poultry literature of the day.
OB THB
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
Fi:rst Ten Decades of Our Era.
38 Clinton Place, New York.

Protection or Free Trade

Tompsrancs:

CONTENTS: Economic Schools:· a l>rief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise aud
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Co~ervation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Maol!inery; The Nature of
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Ownership; Private Property in Land: Capital and
the Prooiuctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operation; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
CONTENTS:
Of V:ahte or EconomlC Ratios; Taxation as a
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig ;
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies ; Suggestions or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
to Legislators; Conclusion.
·Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromegas.Price, Cloth, $1.00~
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
Olinton Place, New York.
Wlth a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.

!WPlications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over The Present and the Future
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
be.en printed on heav;v toned paper, 18x22, illuRepublic oC North America.
mmated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
BY A. CAPITALIST.
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts. - A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty,
vice.
and crime. It deals with the J?resent
Prose Poems and Selections. This conditions or1 society
in this country, pointmg out
new book is a gem. It is a model in every re- their imperfections, and
showing how it is almost
spect. In fact~ one of the richest brightest, impossible that the people
should be other than
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the cel- poor and vicious under our present
system. The
ebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never be- remedy, the author thinks, is in communal
life,
fore published, and all the famous " tributes " and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never Republic of North Amerwa, as it will be when
-brought together till now, many other gems, society shall be orl!"anized on the ;principles of
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect- Rational Communism. The book IB vigorously
ures, lettersz table-talks, and day-to-day con- and interestingly written.
~ersationsor the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
Paper,iiOc; cloth. $1.
a. rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., purp9se.\ a fine steel portrait, with.autogravh
38 OlintonPlaoe, New York.
fac smrue, has been prepared es_peciallr. for It.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and Bide, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, eleA
STUDY
gant library style, $4.!50; m full Turkel~: moo:r
rocco, _gilt, exquieitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, ]righest possible style and finish, $9.

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to

Bi~lo
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BY

DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Designed to show upon the authority of History
that Apollonius of Tyana performed miracles and
f!poke wise sayings equal to tl10se attributed to
Jesus Christ. 350pp., octavo, best style. Price $ll.50.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
. Dedicated to the clergy
BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist•.
Price,
.10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

SACRED MYSTERIES
AMONG TilE

l'tla}'as and the (}niches 11,90«)
Year8 Ago.

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLIOAL MYTH
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Price, $ll.50.
illustrated.
For Sale at this office.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:
OB,

MEN oir BuE...SS W:ao Dm SoMETBING BESIDES

· MAxnfG MoNEY.
A BOO)[ FOR YOUNG AMERIOANS.

BY .JAMES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly prl.nted,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

Prlc···,

Address

- $1.2iS.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
88 Oiintoa Pla.ce. New York,

is a regularlY: educat,..
ed and le~ally qualified physiCian, and
the most successfl!~~
as his practice will
prove. He has for
twentl[ years treated
exclusivl:\· all diseases
of the Sexual ®rgans,
in the cures of which
he stands I>reeminent
SPERMATORHH<EA
· Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid pajler. With 67
and IMPOTENCY
engravings.· Price, cloth, beveled boards, $ll.OO.
as the. result of selfHill' calf or half morocco, marbled edges,$4.00.
abuse m youth and
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
sexual excesses in matu,rer years, causing
38 Clinton Place, New York.
night emissions by
---!---o----<1---o---J dreams, loss of sexual
power 1 rendering
• marriage improper and unhappy1 etc., are cured
perm~nentl;y:
by_
an
outside
&I>plication in sixty
OR,
days. NO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It is one
of
Dr.
Fellows'
valuable
discoveries,
which is enThe Origin of the Christian Religion tirely unknown to the madical profession.
It is
: not a catch-penny get UJl, such as a padi belt, pasand the Significance of its
tille nor magnetic app!i~nce, but srmp Y a medicin to be apQ!ied externally on the parts affected, ·
Rise and Decline.
which cures by absorption. Send five 2-0ent stamps
for his "Private Counselor," giving full information. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows1 ,Vineland, N.J.
· and say where you saw this advertisment.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

The Secret of the .East ,

Price. $1.00.

For sale at this ofl<'R.

N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he ie
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Liberals, yo'ur patronage IB solicited.

FREETHOlJGHT 1\lOVELS.

Tile Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. BY. Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day ot
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents: cloth, $1.25.

F a.mily Creeds. By William McDonnell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.n
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

N-athaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

s.

The Outcast. A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the "London edition. By
<JUBt Publtshea, Jul!l1 1 1886) CONTAINS:
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man. A colored frontispiece shoWing
the modern style
. 80 cents.
. of paintin".
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
AU in a Lifetime. A Romance. By colored,
_to supply all the neccessary pieces for
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of constructing
a model house, with plam directions
this novel ia its absolute fidelity to nature. Its for putting them
together.
personages are those one meets with in comWhile
the
supplement
affords both old and
mon life, and are portrayed with a vividness young_ the gre~test amusement,
it is more than a
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to ex- toy. It is, m fact, a most '(lracticalleBBon
pect to find. in such a marked del!'re~ even itecture; a perfect, scaled model of oneinofArchfi·om so gifted· a pen as that of Miss Wixon, most popular designs, so exact that it is usefulour
to
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to builders.
·
most i·eaders in the Freethoug_ht ranks." Price, 55 New Designs for Residences (cost
varyinY
bom
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
$500 to $15,000).
·
2 New Designs for Barns.
TRAVELS IN FAITH
1 New Design for a Chapel.
and description of a model Kitchen
From Tradition to Reason. Drawings
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON REOEIPT OF !?RICE, $l.
For Sale at this 01!iCI'
moth. $1.25.
Address

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and
Youth. By Susan H. Wixon. Without Super-

THE CO-OPERATIVE BUILDING PLAN AS )0'N'.
191"B~oadway

(Box 2702), New York.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

stition. The_ Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Stol1':·Book everiHsued. 66 full-page
and 211 smaller illustrations; large j;ype, heavy
A double-page picture contrasting science and
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated theology, showing how the one has labored for
covers; 4to. 2fl4 pp., bds., $1.25.
human advancement, and how the other_ has·
Two Little Red .Mittens. A Story of always o"pposed it.
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents ;
Browne. Price 11> cents. For sale at this office. twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
We wish that the friends of Freethought would
A !)Pies of Gold. A Story-Book for $3.
the Young :Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon. distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
THE .MODERN BALAA.M.
passed through a verY large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
Showing the Balaam of modem times to be the
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a priests. I tis a splendid pictorial argunient. Price
photograph of the author which adds very per dozen, 80 cents: per hundred, $1.50.
much to the value of the volume.

T te Youth's Liberal Guide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Price; $1.00. ThlB
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a atandpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address · THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible Investigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible proposit1ons
with numerous references and mtat10ns, that
~re contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. Price
25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY
A. R E WARD F 0 R C R I m:·E.
~ubstanliated b}'
BY

the Bible.

0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

Price 10 Ccnt!l. I Per Do~en, $1.00.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place. New York.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Hall.J before the N. E. Freetbinkers' Convention, o1anuary 29, 1884. Price~
10 cents.
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ftms oJ g[honnht.

NovEMBER 7th was the 250th anniversary
IT should be the labor of our lives to inform ourselva of the uses and abuses of everything that
of the founding of Harvard College.
exists, and to learn to make a proper use of all we
THE Prohibition vote in New York last come in contact with.-D. M. Bennett.
week ,was 574 out of a possible 240,000.
IT is not possible to hav the true pictures and
THERE is another great strike among the statues of Cyrus, Alexander, Cresar; no, nor of
the kings or great personages of much later
butchers of Chicago, 20,000 men having quit years, for the originals cannot last, and the copies
work.
cannot but lose of the life and truth. But the imTHE Vermont House of Representative has ages of men's wits and knowled~re remain in books,
exempted from the ruin of time, and capable of
passed a bill granting suffrage to women by a
perpetual renovation. Neither are they fitly to be
vote of 135 to 82.
called images, because they generate still, and
THE first snow of the season fell last Sat- cast their seeds into the minds of others, "provokurday night in many places between Minne- ing and causing infinit actions and opinions in
succeeding ages; so that, if the invention of the
sota and New York.
ship was thought so noble, which carrieth riches
THE proposition to hold a convention to re- and commodities from place to place, and consociateth the most remote regions in participation
vise the constitution of New York was car- of their fruits, how much more are letters to be
ried at the late election.
magnified, which, as ships, pass through the vast
THE people of Brule Co., Dakota, hav seas of time and make ages so distant to participate of the Wisdom, illuminations, and inventions,
elected a woman, Miss Alice J. Sanborn, the one of the other.-Lora Bacon.
. superintendent of schools.
CoURAGE, courage ! Deliberate valor is God's
MRS. CLEVELAND was in New York last highe11t gift, and comes not without trial to any.
Times will mend, or, if times never mend, then, in
week. She is at present the object of daily the devil's name, let them stay as they are, or
increasing national interest.
grow worse, and we will mend. I know but one
true wretchedness-the want of work (want of
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND declines the degree wages is comparativly trifling), which want, howof LL.D., which Harvard College contem- ever, in such a world as this planet of ours, cannot
be permanent unless we continue blind therein.plated conferring upon him.
THE people who voted for Henry George
for mayor of New York will organize themselvs into a permanent party.

CarZVle's Letters.

IT might be supposed that as in the philosophy
of Jesus poverty was equivalent to virtue, and
misery a passport to eternal bliss, sickness would
also be a beatific state. But Jesus, like the otiJ,er
THE Rev. C. P. McCarthy said in his last Jews, believed that disease proceeded from sin.
Sunday's sermon that he expected Henry In Palestine it was always held that a priest or a
George would be a candidate for president in prophet was the best physician, and prayer, with
the laying on of hands, the most efficacious of all
1888.
medicins. Among the sins of Asa it is mentioned
THE torch o.n the statue of Liberty is not that, having sore feet, he went to a doctor instead
lighted regularly, no provision having been of to the Lord. Jesus informed them on whom he
made for that object. The expense of the laid his hands that their sins were forgiven them,
and warned those he healed to ~in no more, lest a
light is $60 per night.
worse thing should come upon them. Such theoPHILADELPHIA, it is reported, will soon hav logical practioners hav always existed in the East,
and exist there at the present day. A text from
a labor party. The preliminary steps toward the Koran, written on a board, and washed off inits organization hav been taken, and an effort to a cup of water, is considered god's own physic,
and as the patient believes in it, and the mind can
will be made to capture the mayoralty.
sometimes influence the body, the disease is occaTHE- executiv committee of the Paris exhi- sionally healed upon the. spot. The exploits of
bition'b.as granted $30,000 with which to the miracle doctor are exaggerated in his life
construct the proposed tower 984 feet high. time, and after his death it is declared that he (1)
restored sight to men that were born blind, (2)
It will be the tallest structur-e in the world.
cleansed the lepers, (3) made the lame to walk, (4)
ONE Donovan, a New York pressman, cured the incurable, and (5) raised the dead to
dropped from the new suspension bridge at life.-Reaae•s Martvraom o.f Man.
JEFFREY frailkl.y admitted that he disliked the
Niagara Falls last Sunday, a distance of 200 wrangling to which Carlyle treated him. Never
feet. He was injured by his foolhardy ex- having had much of a creed himself, he thought he
had daily less; and having no tendency to dogmaploit to the extent of a broken rib.
tism, and no impatience of indecision,. he thought
LoRD BRABOURNE, writing to the editor of zeal for [or against] creeds, and anxiety about
BlackwooiJJa Magazine, accuses Mr. Gladstone positiv opinions, more and more ludicrous. In
of serious misstatements and perversions of fact, he regarded discussions which aimed at more
Irish history, without the courage to defend than exercising the faculties and exposing intolerances, very tiresome and foolish.-Frouae's Ltfe
or the candor to withdraw them.
QfCarwze.
M. PASTEUR has informed the Academy of
Sciences that he has treated during the past
year 2,490 persons who had been bitten by
animals, and that out of this number only ten
h,ad died. Of the patients 1,726 were French.
Miss RosE ELIZABETH CLEVELAND is very
u'nhappy over .her late experience as an editor. Her publisher is something of a rogue,
and refuses to pay for articles which Miss
Cleveland caused to be written for his magazine.
THERE is a movement in LaCrosse, Wis.,
to enforce the entire Sunday law. Even salaried singers in churches hav been notified
that they will be arrested if they sing. The
mayor is threatened with arrest unless he enforces the law.
DISTRIOT ATTORNEY RIDGEWAY, of Brooklyn, was reelected last week. This is a great
disappointment to Anthony Cmnstock, as
Ridgeway has uniformly declined to prosecute cases brought before him by that spy
and informer.
A WINNIPEG plasterer named Shules, who
contemplated leaving that place for the old
country, recently sold his wife and five children to a man named Williams for $70. An
agreement was drawn up between the two
men, and the property was formally transferred. -

MR. JoHN NEWMAN, a respected citizen of
Jackson, Tenn., took a pistol one day last
week and went out and shot the Rev. G. W.
Hinkle in the shoulder, inflicting a painful
wound. It is the "old, old story." The
Rev. Mr. Hinkle. had betrayed the wife of
Mr. Newman.
MENTION has been made in these columns of
the Rev. Father Sherman, of Brooklyn,
whose recent marriage escapade brought out
the fact that he had more mistresses than
statute law allows, whatever canon law may
provide for. Mr. Sherman evidently comes
of a bad family. Last Sunday his brother
was arrested for burglarly.

FoR forms of government let fools contest,
Whate'er is best administered is best;
For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight,
His can't be wrong whose life is in the right.
-Pope.

To a person uninstructed in natural history,
his country or. seaside stroll is a walk through a
gallery filled with wenderful works of art, ninetenths of which havtheir faces turned to the wall.
Teach him something of natural history, and you
place in his hands a catalog of those which are
worth turning round. Surely our innocent pleasures are· not so abundant in this life that we can
afford to despise this or any other source of 'them.
We should fear being banished for our neglect to
that limbo where the great Florentine tells us are
those who, during this life, "wept when they
might be joyful."-Huzzev•s Lav Sermons.
THE fact that Christ lived in Palestine does not
tend to show that he was in anyway related to the
Holy Ghost; nor does the existence of the Christian religion substantiate the ascension of Jesus
Christ. We all admit that Socrates lived in
Athens, but we do not admit that he had a familiar
spirit. I am satisfied that John Wesley was an
Englishman, but I hardly believe that God postponed a rain because Mr. Wesley wanted to
preach. All the natural thing-s in the world are
not sufficient to establish the supernatural.-Ingersozz.
THE BARTHI!>LDI STATUE.
The land, that, from the rule of kings,
In freeing us, itself made free,
Our old world sister to us brings
Her sculptured dream of liberty.
Unlike the shaPes on Egypt'd sands
Uplifted by the toil-worn slave,
On Freedom's soil with freemen's hands
We rear the symbol free hands gave.
0 France, the beautiful ! to thee
Once more n debt of love we owe;
In peace beneath thy jleur-ae-us,
We hail a later Rochambeau I
Rise, stately symbol! holding forth
Thy light and hope to all who sit
In chains and darkness ! Belt the earth
With watch-fires from thy torch uplit I
Reveal the primal mandate still
Which Chaos heard and ceased to be,
Trace on mid-air th' eternal will
In signs of fire : "Let man be free !"
. Shine far, shine free, a guiding light
To Reason's ways and Virtue's aim,
A lightning flash the wretch to smite
Who shields his license with thy name !
-John Greenlea.t Whtttter.

f/Jdds and .l[nds.
A WILL with a codicil is an old testament and a
new testament, but it isn't a Bible.
THE Roman empire declined and fell. In this
respect it differs from a man. If he declines, he
won't fall.
"HAv you license in Pennsylvania?" asked a
Buffalo young lady, deeply interested in temperance work, of a Pittsburgh visitor. "License!"
replied the latter, "I should just think we had.
Why, you can't even get married without"one."
CHRoNoLoGY.-Old gentleman (putting a few
questions): "Now, boys-ab-ean any of you tell
me what' Commandment Adam broke when he
took the forbidden fruit?" Small scholar (like a
allot): "Please, sir, th' worn't no Commandments
then, sir!"
RETURNED missionary (who plles it on pretty
·thick) : "I was once captured by cannibals, and
·thought my time had come at last. Just as they
were about putting- me in a huge caldron of boiling water,· I tripped up· the two guards, and
started on a race for life. I ran steadily for three
days and three nights before I distanced the last
of my blood-thirsty pursuers." Little Johnny
(disgusted): "Why didn't you stand your ground,
and whip the whole settlement single-handed, as
you did the other times?" Returned missionary
(turning it off): "Oh, I was afraid of getting in a
stew, my young friend.''
"HER majesty," writes a London correspondent,
"eats at state dinners without gloves." The reason for that is at once apparent. It enables her
majesty to get a better grip on the wing of a
chicken. In wrestling with the common hen of
commerce at the dinner table, she must be handled
without gloves, or the battle is lost. Gloves would
also be very much in the way when her majesty
desired to clutch an ear of corn by each end, the
tip and the lobe, so to speak, while she gnawed at
it amidships. You se6, there are a hundred emergencies that might arise during the progress of a
state dinner wherein gloves would be in the way.
THE father of the family stands in a threatening
attitude, thoughtfully trimming the larger knots
off a nice- long birchen rod. 'Before him, trembling, his darling son; never dearer: than now, in
his twelfth year, and but recently in mischief.
The son, breaking the silence, which had grown
painfully embarrassing, speaks: "Father, the
preacher 's in the parlor talking to sister Sophia
about joining the church, the baby •s sound asleep,
and mamma •s lying down with a headache. Can't
we compromise this thing some way for the sake
of harmony within the party?" And whitewinged peace stole softly into that room, and folding her snowy pinions, sat down on a hassock as
though she intended to stay there until she
hatched out a Turkish lounge.
THE champion liar hails from Pike county, Ind.,
and the following yarn is probably the greatest
effort of his life: "A young lady who was watching my binding harvester, at work, fell upon the
table and was carried up with the grain. As the
girl was about the size of a bundle, the machine
did not recognize the difference, and so she came
through with a neat little string around her waist.
One of the harvest hands caught her as the
machine 'kicked' her out, and set her on the
ground right side up, when it was found that she
had been more frightened than hurt." Now, if
this veracious agriculturist had only added that
the machine threshed the "young woman, and
shook from her face the flour without which no
self-respecting young woman's toilet is complete,
and barreled said flour for market by the aid of
the young woman's hoops, his story would possess
a completeness and ·symmetry which would cause
it to pass curtent everywhere as a great unaPproachable work of art.
FAR in the deep where darkness dwells,
A land of horror and despair,
J ustiCfi has built a dismal hell,
And laid her stores of vengeance there.
Eternal plagues, and heavy chains,
Tormenting racks and fiery coals,
And darts to inflict immortal pains,
Dipped in the blood of damned souls !
Thel"e Satan; the first sinner, lies,
And roars and bites his iron bands,
In vain the rebel strives to rise,
Crush'd with the weight of both thy hands.
There guilty ghosts of Adam's race
Shriek out and howl beneath thy rod.
Once they could scorn a savior's grace,
But they incensed a dreadful God.
Tremble, my soul, and kiss the son,
Sinner, obey the savior's call;
Else your damnation hastens on,
And hell gapes wide to wait your fall!
-I. Watts, Humm'ist.
"How shall we reach the masses?" asks a religious paper. Dear brother, you can best reach
them with a spoon. Go for them with a knife and
fork. Humanity's tender point is its paunch.
The conscience of man may be seared as with a
a hot iron, but his maw is ever open to impressions. His intellect may be stunted, but his appetite is a giant. Take him to the concert or the
theater, and he comes away to seek the nearest
feeding place, where he may gorge himself before
he sleeps. The little struggling church that bankrupts itself still further by venturing on a lecture
course, finally lifts itself clear out of debt by a
series of suppers. A man who will not pay fifty
cents for a book will dump one dollar and fifty
cents' worth of dinner into his sxs.tem. A picnic
without ten parts of feed
one part of band is a
flat failure. When we "receive" a ·distinguished
guest we feed him; when we say "good-bye" to an
eminent citizen we givhim something to eat. We
hav a feast for the wedding guests, luncheon for
the wMchers, and a light collation for the mourners. There are a thousand restaurants to one
library, yea, more. By and by, if the principles of
evolution be true, this world will be peopled by a
race of stomachs with legs and arms. The legs
will be needed to carry the stomach to the trough,
and the arms to fill it up.

to

TJIE HUMBOLDT LIBRARY.
Price 15 cents each number, unless otlterwtsa n1.arkea.

l •. Li~ht.S.cience for Leisure Hou~s. A series of
·familiar essays on astronomiCal and oth~r
natural phenomena. BY· Richard A. Proc.
tor, F.R.:A..S.
.
ll. The Forms of W1tter in Clouds and River!!!. Ice
and Glaciers. 19 !llustratiens. By John Tyndall, F.R.S. . ·
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.lJlofts and

~lippinns._

WARD, the Socialist, ""ll'ho was arrested in
Trafalgar Square, London, on the 9th inst.,
was fined ten shillings for disturbing the
peace.
TnE Supreme Court at San Francisco, Cal.,
has just rendered a decision that marriage
under assumed names does not invalidate the
contract nor leave the parties free to marry
under their true names.
TnE Vatican is preparing for publication an
encyclical letter condemning the Italian government, whose policy, the letter will say,
plac~s the pope in the power of a revolution
which menaces his liberty.
Or.rVER WENDELL HoLMES is justly annoyed
at the fact that h~ has been quoted in a Boston paper as saying that Emerson came from
the " dirtiest" ~nstead of the " daintiest
sectarian circle of the time."
A MAN out in Omaha, afflicted with corpulency, tried the faith cure and has reduced
his weight seventy-five pounds. He had to
attend service three times a day, and the
church was two miles away.
TnE pastor of a Boston church, it is said,
recently gave out the hymn beginning, " I
love to steal awhile a·Nay," and the Sunday_
school superintendent took it as a persona]
reflection and resigned his charge·.
MR. 0. B. FROTHINGHAM, in some remarks
before the Unitarian Club in Boston on a late
occasion, said, " The problem of religion
to-day is to translate the religion of the par-

TRIAL

OF

FA-ITH.

lor into the language of the shop; to take it the clergyman persuaded the farmer to con- National Assembly in 1871, and ten years
out of the hands· of gentlemen and put it into tent himgeJf with the first ~tnd l~tst of the ap- later was appointed minister of public instruc.
the hands of men."
p!>llations proposed. The surname of the tion. He wrote much on scientific topics.
•He was .fifty-three years old.
infant is Jenkins.
•
A CONVEI'TION of Presbyterians at PittsTHE Rev. Mr. Inglis is a Presbyterian mine
ARTHUR Bums, editor of the Montreal, Can.,
burg, Pa., last week passed a reS"Olution to
the effect that organ music in churches is Lanterne, is reported to have. been excom- ister of Toronto in good standing, who is
"without the authority of divine appoint- municated by the Catholic church. ·His of- editorially connected with the Toronto Globe.
ment under theN ew Testament dispensation." fense was attacking the Roman Catholic· Not long ago a Presbyterian paper of Toronto
hierarchy and its ·teachings. He urged the printed an article in which it was stated that
"A LYNN clergyman relates that on one oc- confiscation of church property and that mar- all writers for secular newspapers are liars;
casion, after marrying a couple, an envelope riage should be made-a civil contract in Can- and Mr. Inglis, thinking that this was a rewa~ handed to hirri which he supposed, of ada as in France and the United States.
flection on him, brought the matter up in the
course, contained the marriage fee. On openPresbyterian Synod. But nothing came of it,
TnE Rev. E. A. Farmer, of Plainwell, and .the reverend gentleman is still waiting
ing it he found a slip of paper on which was
Mich.,
is
an
enthusiastic
Prohibitionist.
In
a
written: "We desire your prayers."
for a vindication.
recent sermon he said:·... Any: Christian who
TnmvEs broke into the Methodist and Epis- refuses to vote the Prohibition ticket ought
THOMAS CARLYLE told this story in one of
copal churches in Hempstead, L. I., a few to be yoked· to the devil and .made to toil for his letters: Stupid boys are a dreadful curse;
nights ago. Finding nothing that tl~ey con- a thousand years on the hot pavements of and foolish mothers often make it worse;
sidered worth taking away, they drank the hell." This was too strong for his flock, and there is no remedy but patience ; let things
communion wine and departed. As the the Rev. Farmer will be asked to resign.
take their train without struggling too .fiercethieves are still at large, the efficacy of the
ly against them ; you will .find it best.· There
THE Young Men's Chrfstian Association is is a: test, not quite scriptural, but which suits
dose has not been noted.
considered a good business investment in you exactly in its purport. A minister in the
PRoF. R. A. PRoCTOR, the astronomer, many Western towns. ·The Atchison, Towrites to the St. Louis Globe-Democrat that peka & Santa Fe Railroad contributes $1,000 Middlebie pulpit was attempting to preach
upon these words: "He that is unholy, let
the .angel with the drawn sword in midair a year to the association at Topeka, besides
him be unholy still." The poor man; as you
over Jerusalem, as mentioned in the Bible, contributing liberally to the association in
know, perhaps. could do nothing but repeat
was probably a comet. · The professor is Kansas City. In San Francisco, Wells, Fargo
andre-repeat· the verse, "He that is un-,"
moved to m3ke this sup;gestion by the Globe- & Co. make their employes members of the
etc., having totally forgotten .the beginning of
Democrat's compositor making Peter speak of association at an annual expense of $250.
his sermon. An upland proprietor listened
a" comet" where Mr. Proctor wrote "event"
to him with increasing impatience, reiteratM.
PAUL
BERT,
French
minister
resident
in
in a previous article.
.Annam, who was reported to be critically ill· ing the words, till at length another He that
A BucKINGHAM (England) farmer has just with fever, died Nov. 11th. Prime Minister is unholy drove the worthy Laird out of all
presented his .first-born for christening at his de Freycinet annonnced M. Bert's death in composure; he started up, squeezed on his
parish church with twenty-six Christian the Chamber of Deputies, and that body at hat. and stalked grnfily along the passage,
names from the scripture, and representing once adjourner1. M. Bert was. long professor muttering: "He th1;1t is a confounded Jackevery letter of the alphabet. The names com- of physinlogy in the faculty of science at Bor- · ass, let him be a Jackass still!" There .is
menced with Abel and ended with Zllchariah. deaux, and uchieved a high reputation in the much truth in that prayer, much good
It was only with the greatest difficulty that scientific world. He was elected to ~h~ ~e~~~·- .
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t!ommunications.
Earthquakes and Volcanoes.
The r~cent earthquake in Charleston bas ca1ised
considerable excitement in this country. People look
upon it as. a great disaster, and so it was; but when
we come to compare it with some other disasters of
the same kind that bav taken place within the past
255 years, this earthquake is hardly wort~ mentio~
ing. People read the accounts of these disasters m
other countries where they are frequent, and soon
forget all about them. ~ben, again, the mass of the
people are so ignorant of the extent of damage
done and the great amount of human lives lost by
these earthquakes and volcano eruptions, I tbo~gbt
an interesting article could be written on the subJect.
If you think my efforts to interest the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER bav not failed, you can giv them the
benefit of my researches intq the subject, and then,
I think, they will agree with me that the causes of
earthquakes are not from the elements above the
earth or the slipping of the lalld underneath, as some
would-be professors, or, in other .words, cranks, bav
stated, but that it is, as we learn from a study of
geology, caused by the pent-up vapors and gases
from the internal fires of the earth.
In 1631 the volcano Vesuvius burst out, and sent
a stream of lava down its sides which destroyed
Resina· again in 1784, Vesuvius destroyed Torredal
Greco, 'and 400 persons lost their lives. Again, in
1822, this volcano burst out with an awful explosion,
which blew out the crater, 2,000 feet deep, and blew
off more than 800 feet of the top of the mountain.
In 1669 Etna belched forth lava which overwhelmed fourteen towns and villages before reaching Catania, the walls of which were 60 feet high.
It accumulated until it reached the top of the wall;
it then poured over and destroyed a part of the city.
It flowed on for 15 miles further to the sea, with a
depth of 40 feet. Again, in 1819, this volcano burst
out, and a stream of lava flowed from it for nine
months.
In 1692 an earthquake destroyed three-fourths of
the city of Port Royal, in Jamaica. The land
swelled and heaved like the waves of a sea. Mountains 8 000 feet high were rent and shattered.
N ov~mber 1, 17 55, an earthquake occurred at Lisbon and in six minutes the greater part of the city
was' destroyed, and 60,000 inhabitants perished. The
sea was greatly agitated, and many boats and small
vessels were destroyed. The shock was felt almost
all over the whole earth. ·Mountains in Portugal
were split in two, and portions of them thrown into
the valley below.
Springs throughout Europe became bot. A village
in Morocco, Africa, was engulfed, with about ten
thousand persons.
In 1772 Papandayang, a lofty volcano in Java,
while in eruption fell in and disappeared with its
inhabitants, for a space of fifteen miles long and six
wide.
In 1783 there were 349 earthquake shocks felt in
Italy. On March 28th all the towns and villages
around the city of Oppido for twenty-two miles in
every direction were destroyed; the earth heaved
and rolled so that people experienced the sensation of
seasickness.
In 1783 the volcano Skaptar J okul burst out, and
two streams of .lava flowed off in oppo8it directions.
One of them was forty miles long and seven wide,
the other fifty miles long and twelve wide. About
1,300 persons lost their lives; 20,000 horses, 7,000
cattle, and 130,000 sheep were destroyed.
In 1811 South Carolina was shaken up by an earthquake which extended up the Mississippi valley.
The earth opened in many places, and lakes 20 miles
long were formed and others were drained.
. On April 5th, 1815, an eruption occurred in the
mountain Tomboro in the island of Lumbawa. It
continued until July. The explosion from this eruption was beard 970 miles away. Out of a population.
-of 12,000 only 26 survived. Violent whirlwinds
caused by this eruption carried men, horses, cattle,
and everything else into the air. Lro:ge trees were
torn up by the roots, and the sea was covered for
many miles with floating timbPr. The ashes fell a
distance of 300 miles away. Floating cinders two
feet thick fell on the ocean for several miles, through
which ships passed with difficulty. Day was converted into the darkest night by the fall of these
ashes and cinders.
On Jan. 16, 1819, an earthquake occurred which
submerged the village of Lindre, sinking 2,000 square
miles of land, and water arising in the place of the
land;
·
On May 30, 1840, the volcano Kilauea, in the
Sandwich Islands, commenced to pour -out its lava.
It flowed. for three weeks. The stream of lava was
from 1 to 5 miles wide and 40 miles long to the sea,
and a half-mile wide where it entered the sea. The
depth of the stream was from 100 to 200 feet. Hills
were melted dovrn: like snow, and forests fell like
grass in a prairie fire. The coast ·was extended a
quarter of a mile into the sea, and the ocean was

heated for twenty miles along the coast. The light
of this volcano could be seen 100 miles at sea, and
fine print could be read 40 miles out at sea hy night.
In 1877 the volcano Cotopax had an eruption that
destroyed, by an upheaval of water, 1,000 persons.
This volcano is 19,000 feet high; the force r~quired to
raise lava to the top of the volcano is ten tons per
square inch, yet it has been known to proje.ct matter
6,000 feet above the top of this volcano, and it o~ce
threw a stone weighing 200 tons a distance of mne
miles.
.
.
, . . _ .
.
Here we hav accounts of some twenty towns, villages, and cities that hav been destroyed by eai~h
quakes and volcano eruptions, where the loss of hfe
is not known. The list of lives lost by earthquake
and volcano, where the number is given, amounts
thus far to 84,674. I will now continue the lis~ of
the principal earthquakes up to the present time Without going into details:
In 1822 earthquake in Aleppo destroyed ............ 30,000
In 1850
"
at Naples
" . ............ 6,000
ln 1851
"
in Italy
"
............ 14,000
In 1857
!'
"
"
........... 22,000
In 1859
"
at Quito, Peru "
............ 5,000
In 1860
"
at Mandoja
"
............ 7.000
In 1863
"
atPhillipineislandsdestroyed 10.000
In 1868
"
in Peru destroyed ..•........ 25,000
In 1879
"
in Persia
"
•.•..•...•.. 1.000
In 1881
"
in Scio
"
............ 8.000
In 1883
"
in Island of Ischa destroyed. 2,000
ln 1883
"
at Asia Minor destroyed .. :....
57
In 1883 volcano in Java destroyed ..................... 100,000

The earthquake at Asia Minor rendered 14,678
persons homeless.
·
The recent earthquake in Charleston destroyed
some 50 persons, and many hav died since from exposure.
Here we hav a list of 230,107 more Jives lost in this
way, making a total of 314,781~ Now, if we could
know the number of lives lost by the destruction of
those towns, where the loss of life is not given, I bav
no doubt the number would reach 400,000 Jives lost
in this way within the past 255 years.
The recent earthquake in Java split a mountain
7,000 feet high into seyen parts. I bav seen it stated
that the recent·sbock m Charleston damaged church
buildings to the amount of more than $1,000,000.
Now I wish to ask my Christian friends if this does
not look as if the Lord bad not much respect for the
institution which is dedicated to his praise. Also
does it look as though be bad any respect for his
children either, to allow such needless destruction of
human life'! Why not ordain that all should liv to
a good old age, and die a natural death after a life of
usefulness? Do not say he cannot prevent these
things as long as you claim be can create worlds at
will.
If there be such a God as you claim, and be can
prevent such disasters as are daily taking place, and
will not then I wish to know what fiend could be or
do wor~e; if be cannot prevent such disasters, then I
fail to see wherein he is a God of any power. In
either case I cannot see wherein such a God as the
Christians claim is worthy of the worship of man.
Cincinnati, 0., Nov. 1, 1886.
C. D. WALLACE.

Sunday Laws and the Late Election.
During last winter the reverends and their dupes
were fanatical in their attempts to enforce the unjust,inequitable, and infamous Christian Sunday laws in
St. J osepb, Mo.
.
At the January term of the circuit court there w~re
283 indictments found against the people by a bigoted and prejudiced grand jury, that old religious
relic of the British Star Chamber court.
The reverend intimidators raved like madmen.
They imported Sam Jones, at an immense outlay of
money, and threatened to crush out all human freedor.n--convert Sundays into dead days, except for
libeling the dead friends of humanity, slandering the
good, and blaspheming the great motiv power, the
Jaw governing the universe on Sundays as on all
other days.
.
It seemed that human liberty, freedom, right, good,
justice, equity-everything tonding to elevate, educate, enlighten, improve, and make humanity betterbad been destroyed, overthrown; and that evil, tyraimy, ignorance, bigotry, and the combined enemies
of mankind bad triumphed, gained the ascendency,
and were riding roughshod in corruption over the
innocents in the once fair temple of liberty, beaded
by Christian priests. The sheriff of our county made
himself especially obnoxious to the people by his
subserviency to the Pharisees. He was put forward
on the regular Democratic state, Congressional,
and county ticket for Buchanan county, Mo., and
every candidate on that ticket was elected by large
majorities, except this candidate for sheriff, who was
beaten by the people's and workingmen's candidate,
Joseph Andriano, by a majority of over two hundred.
This shows what an outraged people can do, and
what they will do in vindication of freedom and the
right when driven to the wall by a lazy and' useless
reverend priesthood.
·
The case of the young woman who was attacked
by a maddened heifer in the cattle-yard, on Friday

morning last, lias attracted considerable attention.
The brute attempted to gore her, .but _the young
woman seized her by_ the horns, ~nd, w~Il~ dragged
and trampled and brmsed and pamfully. ID)Ured, the
girl cried lustily for belp1 but no human, samt, .angel,
son, virgin, or mother of God, nor God h~mself,
beard her, or if bearing her, heeded not her cnes for
aid; but a kindly-disposed cow i_n the ya1:d attacked
the infuriated heifer, and kept It up until she compelled it to turn to defen~ itself against the cow, and
by this stratagem the grrl wa.s enabled to escape,
thus proving that a beast-a poor brute of. a cow-:was more kind and useful than all the spemal providences and gods in the universe-more of a savior
for this· girl, though o~ great courage and presence
of mind in persisting m the effort to preserve her
life against the superior force. ·the heifer, than all
the crucified saviors of the religious world.
So with this sheriff. When the conflict came on
with an aroused people, God and savior, s~nts and
the church militant all went down before this people.
Prestige, prayers, prejudice, combined with religion
and despotism, all melted down before a courageous
P. V. WisE.
people resolved to be free. ·
St. Jo., Mo., Nov. 7, E.M. 286.

o!

Pious Cant in Politics.
In one of his speeches for Mr. George, in New
'York, Mr. Powderly gave utterance to t~is rash
thought: "I agree with Henry George tb~~.t all men
should bav those things that God ordained they
should hav." Such radicalism roots out all resistance. It remained for Mr. George to reply that be
agreed with Mr. Powderly that" men should not bav
that which God ordained that they should not bav,"
and. harmony between the two would bav been complete, but Mr. George lost his opportunity.
It is just to Mr. Powderly to say that ~e does not
often offend with utterly empty phrases hke the one
we quote but the trick of the platform builders, and
those wb~ undertake to make people think that fine
words butter their parsnips, needs exposure none the
less. And the flippant introduction of " God" into
all sorts of political oratory is even more reprehensible. Above all things deliver the labor cause from
pulpit cant and the old rags of theological discourse.
If Mr. Powderly and the rest of the pious politicians. will observe things as they are, they will
see that " God" is always on the side of the strongest, and helps only those who help tbemselvs, having
apparently " ordained" that mel~: should bav those
things· which they can get, without regards to
methods used in getting them. So the introduction
of " God" into politics and other affairs, while it may
weaken the thoughtless by making them less selfreliant does not strengthen the thoughtful or encourage the despondent. It means nothing, or else,
worse than nothing, that in the work in band the
strong shall triumph over the weak and then devour
them, this being the divine method of settling all
differences without regard to such purely human
considerations as right and justice.
Mr. George's seventy tbousaud votes are of more
account than all the gods that George or 1'owderly
can invoke but this does not destroy the force of
Powderly's' remark or dim the luster of hi~ wonde~ful
discovery that men should bav those tbmgs whiCh
they should hav, leaving out ?f the q~e~tion the
possibly unimportant fact that m determmmg what
are the things that men should b~v and what ar~ ~be
things they should not bav,_ ~11 differences of opm10~
arise and all contests, political or other, bav tberr
cause.-'- Winsted Press.

·Mr. Bowman's Epigrams.
If lies would choke a man, we would bav no
preachers.
.
According to the Bible, which is the devil-Jehovah
or Satan~
Old maids who can't get anyone else to love can
fall back on Jesus.
It is bard to believe anything in this age when people buy their beauty at the store, wear false hair, eat
with false teeth, and bav a false religion.
'Twas by wrong they conquered all, and by right
that they shall fall. Their sweet by-and-by all depends upon a lie.
GEoRGE W. BowMAN.

A Syllogism.
" Whoever shall say, Thou fool, shall be in danger
of bell-fire" (Christ, Luke v, 12).
"But God said unto him, Thou fool, this night thy
soul shall be required of thee" (Christ, J;uke xii, ~0).
"Thou fool, that which thou so west IS not qmckened, except it die" (Paul, 1 Cor. xv, 36).
Wbover says to another, "Thou fool," is in danger
of bell-fire.
.
Christ or God-or both-and Paul did say, "Thou
fool!" t~ others. Therefore-what? The reader can
work out the syllogism to suit bimself.~Investigator.
SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of
the books we bav for sale." The catalog is free.
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fllft Jlmtrican .~ecular !fniou.
The Congress of the .American Secula•· Union.
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The clelf•gates and audience were slow in getting
into Chickering Hall Thur!!day, the 11th, and when
Colonel Ingersoll ascended the platform at 10 o'clock,
only about a dozen people were in the seats in front.
Mr. Ingersoll promptly adjourned the meeting till
3:30P.M. to giv the folks time to find the hall. After
be left. the audience came, and went, and came again
at 3:30PM.
The carefully prepared program of the secretary
was useless. It had been intended to get through a
good portion of the business on Thursday, but it was
not done. At the time appointed for the afternoon
session about three or four hundred were in the hall.
Colonel Ingersoll, accompanied by Mrs. Ingersoll,
and one of his daughters, was on time, and took the
chair. A speech from him at this time was not on
the p:ogram, and when he stood up, he said afterward, he did not intend to speak a minute. His
appearance was greeted with hearty and sincere applause. At his iirst word the house was still. As he
spoke the loving appreciation of the audience seemed·
to urge him on, and, regardless of his physical
infirmity, he gave the audience one of his splendid
addresses. "We hav met," he said, "for the purpose
of comparing experiencf:ls and ascertaining whether
we hav advanced during the past year, and whether
our cause has a better chance of succeeding now than
one year ago
"Everyone should choose to be goverced by his
own mistakes ratbet• than by the ignorance of others.
Man has braved public opinion, endured every possible form of torture, braved every kind of contempt
and scorn through ageR .. And.we ought not to expect people to advance too rapidly.
They are
weighted by hereditary vices that they call virtues.
They hav a respect for the past that is a contempt
for the present. We hav had to war with aggregated
capital. As a rule, institutions hav in:fl.uenee according to their wealth, because, as a rule, men kneel according to their wants, and he who fills the palm of
beggary controls the beggar, at least while looking
at him. I say that no gift of money to an iostitution
which carries with it an obligation to teach the superstitions of the donor should ever be accepted. It
is a curse and not a benefit. Some one left money
to Andover seminary poisoned with the condition
that the mistakes of the donor should be perpetuated.
Now arises in the history of that institution the question w4e,t.\l~~tit shall lose the money, or whether, on
the other baud; it shall teach what we know are lies,
out 'of pure economy. Missionaries were sent to
J,Hlut to instruct· the poor, ignorant Hindoos that if
thYy would become Christian men and women they
wunltl afterwards be changed to winged creatures in
heaven. If they refused to believe· the scriptures,
they would go to hell. The poor, miserable heathen
wanted to know what had become of their fathers
and mothers, and the missionaries were happy to in
form them that they were do .m in hell. Tile result
was that those missionaries diLlu't hav very good
luck. The Hindoos preferred their own heaven to
an English paraJise, ancl all their friends in a hot
place. Some missionaries darl'cl to suggest that
there might be an appeal to a higher court, and a
new trial for the Hindoo fathers and mothers, and
that maybe they would not stay in hell after all.
These men are now on trial before the Andover
board of executors There is an illustration of the
poi,;;onous burdens with which donations are weighed
down. Here in this city is another, right over in
Stuyvesant Pal"lc It.s gates are closed, and the
women and children driven out at sunsE>t. The key
i<> turned by a Dutchman who died two hundrPd
:ve>H"S ago.
These things ought not to be. Let the
dead take care of themselvs and not impose any
b :rden on the living. \Yhen we go from here we
abJicate in favor of the babes who follow us. Let
us leave no grievous restrictions on their action.
"Every one sees that the old monarchies are dying
our.. The people, after centui·ies of oppression, are
slowly but surely crowding the kings from th£ir
thrones and the crowns from their brows. Politically,
the world has passed its midnight. It is growing
wiser. People are beginning to recognize the fact
th·tt there is no direct providence; that God answers
one prayers as he does the other-by not answering
either. The infinit being is simply a phantom which
men hav created out of ignorance and fear, and, in
s0:ne cases, love. I don't want to hurt the feelings
of the thou.,and~ who honor and love such a being.
l'.l like to know that for every tear shed by the sufl"ering poor there is in store a Sf1crecl. joy. I'm willinC{ to hope for the best. But I want to see that
hope at every grave. I do not want to bear a devil
hissing like a snake in the mourner's ear, 'There is
a world of torment for you.' We ought to get all
the happiness we can out of this world, and leave the
ltext-or< the next two-to take care of themselvs. So
far as I'm concerned I wouldn't swap off the society
of one being I love for the society of the whole
Trinity in the next world.
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the board is orthodox, and apparently neglectful of the public demand, and unless they consent there is no way to compel them to do so, except by withdrawing all municipal support whatsoever for the maintenance of the museums, except
on condition that they"be opened on Sundays. This is the
next step to be taken. We hav respectfully petitioned the
trustees, we hav appealed to their sense of justice, and without avail. They hav given no answer to the voice of the
people. They are silent. The only possible course now
to adopt is to say to the trustees of these institutions: "It is
not right, so long as you disregard the wishes of the vast
majority of the citizens, to giv your institution any support
out of the funds of the city raised by taxation. You are
practi~ally allied with the church, and in this case, as in all
others, there must be a total separation of church and state.
That which is paid for by all the people should be for the
benefit of all the people." Agitation on this principle will be
continued until the museums are open on Sunday or they become no longer public in~titutions, supported by the public
treasury. Private institutions can be conducted as their
owners desire, but public institutions, supported by taxat.ion,
should not be under the control of a private corporation.
The commonwealth which pays the money should exercise
the control.
In regard, therefore, to the opening of the museums on
Sunday the secretary reports progress, but progress that
shall not cease until justice is established.
·
2. The next effort of the Secular Union for the accomplishment of its purpose has been in regard to church taxation. A bill was introduded into the legislature at Albany
for impartial taxation, by the Brooklyn Constitutional Club.
The bill was lying inanimate in the committee room with but
little prospect of discussion. The ~ecretary went to Albany,
conferred with members of the legislature, conferred also with
the members of the Brooklyn Constitutional Club, called a
meeting of the representativs of this club, of the New York
State Freethinkers' Association, and the SPcular Union, and
anangements were made for a thorough debate of the bill in
the committee, and for a decided effort to bring it before the
legislature for action. This latter could not for the present
be accomplished; the committee refused to report, but the
discussion in the committee has been I?ub1ishcd in the pamphlet, "Impartial Taxation," and th1s is a most valuable
campaign document. It contains important facts and arguments in regard to church taxation.
On this point also the secretary reports progress, but progress of great significance.
3. In accordance with the instructions of the Congress,
which included work in the field, the secretary devote<fbi!Ilself constantly to lecturing for seven months in the states of
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas. Nebraska, and
Colorado, and the territories of Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, and
Montana. Be traveled over ten thousand miles, delivered
one hundred and forty-six lectures, and organized twelve
new societies. Nearly one hundred of these lectures were
given in places where no Freethought lectures had ever been
given before. Of course, under such circumstances, it cannot
be expected that there would be a great pecuniary return.
The total amount raised during the trip wa,s $1,262. The
expenses for railroad fare, hotels, hall rent, advertising, etc.,
were $882, leaving $380, above these necessary expenses, not
I!KPOI!T OF (JO)Dll'l'TKE OX Ol!EDENT!AJ.8.
including the salary of the secretary for the time being. The
Your Committee on Credential;; be~ leave to report that work accomplished by the secretary must be looked upon
the following namlo'd pt·rsons are !'ntitled to seats and votes not simply for its present influence, but for its promis, for
in this Congress:
the way that is now open for still greater and more remuCol. Hob!.G. Inger;;oll,
Charles Watts,
nerativ work in -the future. It should be judged, not as a
John E. ltenu-burg.
Tharldeu• B. \Vakeman,
completed work, but as the beginning of what is to be :{>UrMattie P. Krckel,
Jamt'S Parton.
Bned for a series of years. The present result is cheenng,
Horace Senvcr,
P~trl<er Pill~bnry,
but when we think of what may be done on the basis of this
Wiilhtm Algie,
Hobprt C. Adnllh',
yt>ar's work, the outlook is indeed radiant with hope. It
needg but courage, patience, and energy, and the great West
Titus L. Browi!,
Belen H. Gardener,
Ramut>l P Putnam:
. Courtlandt Palmer,
will be ablaze with Liberalism in the next quarter of a century.
The lecture work need not be stated in detail. In the letCharle< B. Reynold~,·
Eugene JIL 1\lacdonald.
Society of Humanity: Mrs. Cl11ra Neymann, Edward W. ters written weekly to TrrE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator
all information tLat might interest the general Liberal public
Searing. F. C. Leubuscher, C. L. F. Britlge. David Plumb.
Manhattan Liberal Club: T. B. Wakt•num, A. C. Mac- is given, and the meaning and breadth of the work made
donald, Mrs. F. C. Hallock, lH. A. i:intlterland, Mary LPvison. known.
Bennett Secular Union: Daniel E. Hyan, George E. MacThese letters, consisting of three or four columns, written
rlonald, H. .T. Thomas, Charles L. AndrewR, 1\fr~. E. A. every week from various points, form a part of the report of
Spenrer.
the secretary. This correspondence baR been a valuable porChicago S,·cnlar Union: E. A. Stevens, J. S. Y. Roig, tion of the labors ·of the secretary. The letters hav been
widely read; hav helped to make acquaintance and sympaSamuel L. ·weber, William Vaughan.
Philadelphia Sl·cular Club: Philip Peabody, .Mme. Louie, thy throughout the land; ba v brought Liberals into more intimate association, so that unity bas become more expressiv
Herm<J.n BPrls.
Secular Unic>n of Saginaw, J\li<·h.: Ferdinand Goldsmith, and a source of strength to all the scattered forces of Freethought. Thus the trip was made serviceable by both the
Charles l\Im·e, J. H. Btirnham, J. I~. Butterworth.
Albany s·ecular Unirm: J. J. ]l[cC>tbe, C. B. Luck, Wm. platform and the pen.
The secretary has also entered into correspondence with
Dickson. Wm. H. Williams, Joseph :IVIcDonough.
Newark Secular Union: C. A. Marshall, Cora J. Marshall, several hundred Liberals throughout the country, and in this
way also the spirit of fraternity has been maintained.
H- G. Avery, W. W. Morris, Alexander Jarvis.
Sixteen new societies hav been formed, sixteen life memBoonton Secular Union, N. J.: Florence Henyon, Kate
bers added, and five hundred a1id two annual members.
Booth, Je~sie B<>oth.
The work of the last year bas thus been an advance.
Hempstead S•·cu Jar U ni.m: C. F. De Uott, B. B. Geer,
Somethiog has been accomplished. The Union occupies a
J. Carmnn, i\1. Traey, R. R. Jack~on.
Mrs. F. C. H"ynolds, secretary ~- Y. F. A.; W. T. Gallo- better posttion to-day than it did one year ago. It has lost
way, Montezuma, N. Y.; "vVm. Tiwrpe, Rt.lston, N.Y.; Sam nothino-, and it has gained. There has been a year of growth,
Wetherill HtHl John vV. Blaclc Jobstou, N. J.; Earnest and th~ secretary preRents his report r. !ith the assurance that
O'~[alley, Boston, Mass.; J. D. Mallonee, Cleveland 0.; the work begun need only be prosecut(,j from year to year
.T. P. Mendmi1, Boston, Mas~.; L:~cy Coleman, Syracuse, N. with unabating energy to be preeminently successful.
'fhe secretary would call attention to a few points :
Y.; J.· G. Klinl'. Altoona, Pa.; G. G. Grower, Ansonia,
(1) The work of the Union has been peculiar. It has enConn.; L. K. Washburn, Boston, Mass.; Dr. A. G. Austin,
croached upon no other province. It has not prevented
Williamson, N. Y.
.
•
activity in other directions. I~ has not done that which
The Secretary next read his report as follows:
would hav been done had there been no American Secular
REP.mT OF SEORETAI!Y.
Union. It has simply filled a vacant place. Tire work of
The main work done by the American Secular Union dur- the past year of the Union would not hav been done without
the Union. If one admits the value of the work accoming the past year is as follows:
1. The effort for rhe opening of the museums in Central plished, then he must admit the value and necessity of the
Park on Sunday. This is the most important t•ffort ever Union through whose existence alone and method of action
made in that direction, and created wide di~scnssion and in- the work could hav been achieved. Had it not been for the
terest. A petition was circulated, to which over ten thou- national or~anization, the effort for the opening of the musand names were attached of the officers of the city govern- seums on Sunday would not hav been made; there would
ment., judges of the courts, business and professional men, ha v been no discussion of the bill for impartial taxation in
inclutling some clergymen, and thousands of the working thP. committee and the publication of the arguments; there
people. The petition represente!l the almost universal senti- would hav been no pioneer lecture trip, where nearly one
ment of the city, and, with but few exceptions, was sup- hundred lectures hav been delivered in places where Freeported by the secular press. Resolutions were passed by thought. has never been publicly declared before; there
various labor organizations in this city, the voice of a hun- would not hav. been the large acquaintance among the Libdred thousand workingmen heartily advocating the Sunday erals of the land which now exists through the weekly correopening. The petition was presented to the trustees !Jf the spondence in t~reethought journals. All t~e _rest of the
museums, together with an address, .which has been pub- Liberal work migllt hav been done, the same as 1t 1s now, but
lished ·in pamphlet form. The secretary was not allowed to the work of the"Union during the past year would not hav
speak in person before the trustees. and therefore he was been done, but would hav been absolutely undone. The
obliged to send his argument in writing. Up to the present Union has accomplished a peculiar and unprecedented task
time no answer lmB been received to the petition and the ad- in the movement of Freeth)ught in America.
The wisdom of sticking to the Nine Demands as the basis
dress. If the museums were entirely under the control of
the city, they woultl be opened without delay. But they are of work has been sufficiently vindicated. There iB no better
partly private institutions, originally started by individuals, fighting ground. On that success is suTe. Beyond tllat as_
represented by a· board of trustees, and, by contract with the an orgamzation the Union cannot go. Whatever may be the
city, this board has the power to open or shut. At present opinion of its individuals on the thousand subjects that

"Look how our Christian corqmunity prevents discussion of the inspiration of the scripture. In many
of our states you cannot open your mouth to say you
don't believe the ~ible is inspired without opening
the door of a pnson. The army of thousands of
gigantic intellects called ministers cannot answer an
argument against their religion except by a sheriff!
All the ministers I know are apologizing for their
Bible. They are ashamed of it. Why don't they tax
the churches 1 A man who works for a dollar a day
builds a hut worth a few hundred dollars, and he
pays roundly in taxes to support the flag that :flies
above it and for the government that protects it.
I think God ought to pay his taxes, too. I would
impose no burden on the devout men who spend their
money in preaching what they believe to be a divine
religion to the poor. But when they go into the
dome business they ought to pay. The cathedral
worth millionR, with its gold and silks and colors in
the wall;:, ought to pay taxes while the home of the
laboring man does. All forms of oaths in courts
should be abolished. The oath as now administered
puts all men on a par before a jury. The rascal
kisses the book and forms a temporary partnership
with God. His word alone is good for nothing; but
the jury credit the firm. The marriage Jaws of New
York, and of many of our states, would disgracE' a
tribe of savages. No gentleman wants a woman to
liv with him any longer than she cares to stay. Yet
the church decrees that she can be loosed from the
bonds for only one cause, and the Jaw of New York
shuts out every other ground for divorce. I believe
in the sanctity of marriage. It is a contract that
shoald always be made public, to end only when one
of the parties is covered under the sod, but there
should be release from its obligations when they are
galling to either of the parties_. To keep together a
man and a woman who hate each other is to lower
the standard of morality in the coming race.''
At the conclusion of Colonel Ingersoll's address,
adjournment was taken to 8 o'clock in the evening,
when to a very fine audience, Vice-President T. B.
Wakeman, delivered his lecture on'· Liberty, Science,
and Humanity."
The first busiuef'S session of the Congress opened
Friday morning. Vice-President \Vatts in the chair.
A Committee on Creclentials was chosen. This con><isted of C. B. Reynolds, A. C. 1\Iacdonald, and E. A.
S~evens.
The Committee rP.ported as follows:

occupy the attention of the human mind, it is affirmed that of the funds raised should be devoted to the judicious circu- tracts was of so much importance as the maintenance·
this basis of work is destructiv and not constructiv. In this lation of Libt"ralliteratur'e, thus building up the cause in new of an activ lectureship. The Newark Union, with
lies the very.strength and imperious necessity of the Union. fields, and aiding and encouraging the lonely ones in their which Mr. Frankel was connected, was a very success·Art is long and time is short, the poet says. Construction or efforts at propaganda work. I re~pectfully su!!gest that we
art, which is building, requires centuries for its unfoldment. need carefully prepared pamphlets, giving. in ag concise form ful body owning its own hall. Lecturers were better
It transcends all organization. It requires a thousand as possible, the historical-facts, the evidences of the fallacies than tracts in Newark because .the press reported
agencies. It cannot be hurried. Human will, like the of the Olrl and New Testament; the true history of the actual them. He believed in good lecturers, but not in
waves of the sea, makes only a part of the great deep of its pffects of Christianity upon mankind from its first access to cranks. Some of the speakers who came to Newark
infinit advance. It defies calculation and oversweeps the power in the days of Constantine to the present time; the
mightiest wi~dom of the brain. The constructiv forcps of proofs that Christianity utterly fails to meet the wants of the were a damage to the cause. He wanted a lecture
human society are simply countless; they are varied. They people, and incentivA to more useful, lovable, purer, and <>on- bureau, so that cranks could be weeded out, and a
spring from a million motivs. They cannot be caught and ~pquently h~ppier lives. While the iconoclast work is abso- circuit formed.
analyzed. They are for beauty as well as for truth. It re- lutely essential, we must not rest content with tearing down
After Mr. Frankers remarks the' Congress adjourned
quires time, evolut on. for the broad basis of constructiv the totterinJI: hovels of superstition, bnt must build II\) goodly
till
afternoon.
fellowship to be established. Aild we must leave to -the~e palaC'es with foundations of truth and rea~on in their stead.
The afttlrnoon session was addressed by Mr. Reythe establishment of its successful instrumentalities. At The judicious distribution of $5 worth of Liberal literature,
present it is impossible to formulate a creed or choose its the ~ecuring of one yearly sub•criber to an.v of our best pPri- nolds on '' Ninetenth Century Persecutions." The
method.
orlicals, will bring more intelligent persons to our views than evening session was addressed by Samuel P. Putnam
It is the destructiv wort of to-day that is the vital force of any two lectures-save. of course, those of Colonel Ingersoll. !Uld Charles Watts upon a ''New Heaven and a New
the constructiv work of the future. For constructiv_ work When Colonel Ingersoll iR announced to lecture, the people'
to ignore the destructiv work is for the child to be ignorant are prepared and all anxiety to hear him. This doe~ nnt Elll'th," and "Theological Mh:>conceptions," respect_
of its mother. All the p;lory of the future is born of the apply to any other Liberal lecturer. On the contrar,v, I ivly.
ruin of to-clay. Tbe giant forces of Liberalism now are tht" think all bav at some time realized how worse than useless
Saturday morning the Congress assembled to hear
forces that break down, are the forces that oppo~e injustice. the outlay and labor of getting up 11 lecture in paces where reports of Committees. The Committee on Re3olusuperstition, and tyranny. They are the forces of war, and the people hav not tirst been arouRed to interest in the sub- tions and Communications reported as follows:
not of peace. Such are the Nine Demands. They seek ttw ject by the distribution of Li?e.rallitt"rature. W~en, by_rea~
removal of wrong, of that which everybody knows to ltt" ing. a demand to hear the hvtng exponent of Seculansm 11'
RESOT UT!ONS.
wrong. There is no que8tion in regard to the justness of created, there ig very little trouble in obtaining funds. and
BPlieving with the founders of the Ame:ica!l R~public t.hat
our position. There is no division of sentiment, and can bt• J!:OOd audiences are insured, and if a good, live, working local civil government is a natural and secular mslltullon, 11nd not
none. When the battle is won our forces may scatter into Liberal society, with science ~ctwnl on Sunday, is not organ- a rlivine and supernatural one; anrl beliPving, too, t.hat !he
different fields of effort, but on these points there is the most ized. the fault is with the lecturer. How to provide this human mind in the proceRs of government and edu?~llon
thorough and complete unanimity. There is no mental res- needed supply of suitable Liberal literature, and secure its should be entirely free from the trammels of superstitiOn ;
ervation. It is said our work is not permanent. We hope jndicioug, tborou!!h d's ribution, is a question of vital import. we, the American Secular Union, in Con~re~fl assembl~d at
that it is not, that some day we shall win the victory aud dis- This claimg, and· I most regpectfnll_y solicit for it, the mos~ New York, do hereby resolve: That w~ reaffirm, as the tr_ue
.
band our forces. But though our work, is not permanent, it earnest consideration of this Congress.
basis of a perpetual union, the followmg demands of Ltbis of vast magnitude. Accomplish our work and a m1ghty
I depl_ore the fact that I cannot giv a very enc'ouraging re- eraliHm:
step is made in human advancement. Accomplish our work, port of work. accomplished during the pa~t year. Justice·
1. We demand that churches and other ecclesiastical propand American liberty is forever secure.
compels me to inform you that the reason was not lack of erty shall be no lono-er exempt from ju~t taxation.
Admit that our work is destructiv, it is still absolutely willinj1;1iess to work on my part, but absolute impossibility of
2. We demand ti7at the employment of chaplains in Connecessary, and so most noble in its meaning and power, and obtaining funrls, even sufficient to I?ri~t by-l~~;w, hints and gress, in state legislatures, in the _na v_y ~~;nd militia, and in
because destructiv, there is more vitality in it, as in the rank~ suggestions how to conduct local sol~lelles, d>ttles of officers. prisons, asylums, and ~11 ot!1er mstltutwns supported by
of battle there is the most living unity of force. If not per- an·d members of committees. ln Michigan, Peunsylvania, public money. shall be dtscontmued.
manent, our work will last as long as we liv, and to accom- and New York, wherever I hav organized local Liberal
3. We demand that all public appropriations for educaplish these demands will be the greatest achievement that any societies, I hav bad to write out by-laws, hints. instructions. tional and charitable institutions of a sectarian character
of us can help to do in this transition age of the world.
a tedious, laborious talk. I made mo~t earnest appeal>~ in
cease.
It has been suggested that the Union should no longer be the Board of Directors, and a resolution was passed that shall
4. We demand that all religious services now sustained by
an activ institution, but that, after this two years' campaign. these necessary papers and suitable leatlets shoukt be printed the government shall be abolished; and especially that the
it now retire to inglorious ease. Its officers, it is said, should as soon as tbt"re was any available funds. I hav made many use of. the Bible in tile public schools, whether ostenstbly as
be scattered, instead of concentrated in one place, with op- applications for this, but altbou~h the cost would be bUJ a text-book or avowedly as a book of religious worship, shall
portunity for constant counsel. The secretary should be a trivial, the funds hav not been obtainable. The '{'ruth be prohibited.
·
home body, instead of a pioneer worker. He should stay at Seeker Company generously offered toward the close of the
5. We demand that the appointment, by the president of
home and simply watch proceedings, and from time to time vear to print by-laws, instructions, etc., and donate them. the United States or by the governors of the various statefl
report progre8s. This might do if we bad the elegant build- but I did not feel that it would be justice to avail myself of of all reli"ious festivals and fasts shall wholly cease.
ings of our orthodox adversaries-the sumptuous office-room, their generoRity. I would reHpectfully protest against being
6. We demand that the judicial oath in the courts and in
the gorgeous upholstery, the full coffers, and the lazy dignity misunderstood. Every member of the Board of Directors all other departments of the government shall be abolished,
of the midsionaries of tbe cross. Tnis is a nice arrange- was just as anxious for success as I was; each and every and that simple affirmation under the pains and penalties of
ment for a millionaire corporation that can pay big salaries, nne of my colleagues had the interest of the cause at heart.
shall he establiRhed in its stead.
and expect nothing in return, but it won't do for the Amer- Some, doubtless, had less high appreciation of leaflets and perj•1rv
7. We demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing
ican Secular Union. That is a lighting institution. To do by-laws, and did not regard them as of such great importance the ob~ervance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be rPpealed.
battle is the very soul of its orgamzation. To stay at home as I do, but every officer of the American Secular Union has
8. We demand that all laws looking to the enforcement of
would be complete annihilation. The life of the Union is in always been ready to do all in their power to hdp in any way 'Christian' morality shall be abrogated, and that all l~ws
its activity. The policy adopted at Cassadaga of employing whereby the cause could be advanced. Not the individuals. shall be conformed to the requirements of natural morality,
a secretary who shall be exclu8ivly _devoted to the Union- but the manner of doing the work, with all due deference equal rights, and impartial liberty.
who shall traverse the whole field, and be present at all to its authors anrl advocates, I claim, i~ lamentably at fault.
9. We demand that not only in the Constitutions of the
points, not as a looker on, but as a worker-has accoffiplished And the re~ults after two years of trial, at an expense of United States and of the several states, but also in the pracmuch that il'l valuable, and, with better organization, better nearly nine thousand rlollars_, c,ertainl_v pleads mos• earnestly tical administration of the same, no privilege or advantage
knowledge and experience, far greater work can be done in for a change of methods, and will plead excuse for my sug- shall be conceded to Christianity or any 0ther special re1Igi~n;
the future.
gesting a new departure for your coasideration. In the that our entire political system shall be f01mded and admmIt must be remembered that we are working against for- Seventh Day Adventist ranks the ministers in leading po·si- istered on a purely secular basis ; and tha"t whatever changes
midable odds, that any gain is a great gain amid so many tions arealways expected and requirt"d ·to take the lead in shall prove necessary to this end shall be consistently, unadverse circumstances. Organized superstition is against us. ~elf-sacrifice anrl bearing burdens. Those who most cheer- fiinchino-lv. anrl promptly made.
The only way to meet it is by organized Liberali~m. Mis- fully do this are most beloved and respected, and after a few
ResoZ:uiz, That all who favor the secularization of our govtakes may hav been made, but these can be rectitied. Since years are generouslv provided f~r.
ernment be earnestly and cordially invited to unite anrl bewe contend against injustice, the spirit of justice should preIt is impossible for the most able worker to be in two come activ members of the American Secular Union, and that
vail iu our own ranks. Though the work we engage in is places at once, and I suggest there is palpable absurdity in Liberals everywhere be requested to Or!!:anize local unions,
destructiv, our methods sb.ould be thoroughly humanitarh1.n. having a secretary traveling immense distances to lecture, lyceums kindergartens, and all other instrumentalities for
Coming together on this important occasion, reviewing the 11hsent from headquarters three-f()urths of the year. Neces- educatin'g children in the principles of science and Secular·
work of the past, considering what bas been done, what may sarily while in one SPction lectqring, the other parts of the government.
·
.
.
be done, no doubt we shall find a way to more effectual field suffer for lack of proper attention.
R1!8olved, That universal educatiOn should be the basis of
cooperation. We need an office secretary, to hav constant care and universal suffrage in this republic, to be secured under presIt has heen suggested that the vice-presidents of the As- watchfulness over the whole work. A secretary of untiring ent laws and proper legi~lation, and finally to be guaranteed
sociation, carefully selected, should constitute a part of the energy, persistent devotion to the cause, one wiling to work by amendment of the United States Constitution requiring
the Board of Directors with the other officers of the Union. 365 days in the year, and, whenever necessary, half the every state to maintain a thoroughly secularized public school
Such an arrangement might be for the greater usefulness and night8 also; who will study economy in expenditures of the ~:~ystem, and to permit no child ~ithin its limits to grow up
democrat.ic power of the body.
~
tund!! of the society and hiiJ!JWn, and be conttmt, till the cause without a good elementary educatiOn.
lt has also been suggested that the Congress, instead -of is built up, and can afford to pay fairer salary, to do all the
Resolved That in the exercise of suffrage the law should
meeting every year, should meet once in two years, as a mat- wor-k rt:q uired for $500 .per year.
recognize ~o sex; and that we sympathize with the moveter of economy, considering the present reverses of LiberThe i:\Lcretary should keep constantly posted as to the ment for the enfranchisment of woman.
alism.
·
movements and whereabouts of all our Liberal lecturers.
R1!8olved, That we deprecate the gr\lwing differe~ces beThese and other points that may be suggested, it is hoped, maintain correspo~dence with .o!ficers of every organized tween the producing cla~ses and orgamze1l monopolies, and
will receive the amplest discussion and elucidation at this state and local soCiety, and solicit correspondence with the we are in sympathy with all m9vements that loo_k to a rea·
Congress.
lonely ones· and all willing workers who desire to establish sonable solution ·of these questwns, upon the bas1s of equal
and unrestrained justice.
E. A. Stevens moved that the secretary's report be local L1beral societies in their neighborhood.
'!'he ~:~ecretary should hav charge of and furnish the leaflets,
Rexolved, That we denounce the arrest in New Jersey of
received and referred to the Committee on Resolu- with
hints and sugge>~tions to tho:~e de~:~irous of doing propa- Charles B. Reynolds for alleged blasphemy as a dangerous
tions. d. D. Mallonee had a communication which ganda work.
attempt to stran~le free speech-a disgrace to our times and
he wished to read as an amendment to the report.
when, after faithful distribution of Liberal literature, even to that religion which has no rival as a persecutor for
The' chair ruled it out of order. His communication there is a desire expressed to hav a lecturer,·the secretary opinion's sake. We hold it to be the duty of every Freewas finally referred to the Committee on Resolutions. should ascertain the amount friends can subscribe, and their thinker in the country to do what he can for freedom by sustir~:~t second, and third choice of lecturers, communicate tilining Mr. Reynolds, and thus "teach the church better
In the absence of the treasurer Mr. Putnam read with the !ecLUrer, then prepare a brief synopsis of the case, than
to attempt to decide metaphyBical questions by brute
the treasurer's report.
and take it to each of the e;.ecutiv committee of the board of force." We specially call the attention of Freethinkers to the
The following committees were then appointed: . uirectors, and, on their ~:~anctwn and ad vice, offer the lect- danger of allowing blasphemy laws to remain upon the
AUDITING CoMMITTEE. -C. A. Marshall, Charles urer ttuin nearest to Ulat p1ace a !:!pecitied sum, to deliver the statute books of the country and urge them to make unceasneedeu course of lecture~:~ and organize society, giving lect- ing efforts to repeal every blasphemy law in every state in
Eckhard, C. P. Somerby, William Thorpe, Daniel E. ur~:r option to accept a certalu amount in full for service,., the Union. We pled11:e to Mr. Rqnolds our sympathy, our
Ryan. Mr. Somerby declinE>d to serve.
and pay mto tl1e lllilll all sums comriouted, or accept a ~urn efforts for his lib~ration from bonds·, and our moral and
CoMMITTEE ON RESOLUTtoNs.-E. M. Macdonald, L. wltl! tue privilege of retamlllg a!! ~:turns that may be con- financial support till he is again a free mun.
Resolved, That this CongreFs recognize the value_ of the
K. Washburn, Helen H. Gardener, Lucy N. Colman; tributed.
.Hy this plan all lecturers would be deeply interested and services of its secretary, Mr. Samuel P. Putnam, durmg the
E. B. Foote, Sen. Helen Gardener resigned.
equiLy securell, and travel over b.tck and forth over same past year not alone for the great good accomplished by his
CoMMITTEE o:N NoMINATIONs.-E. A. Stevens, L. K. terntory avoided, and help afforded where most needed. efforts fo~ the Sunday opening of the must"ums-by his efforts
Washburn, A. C. Macdonald, C. B. Reynolds, -S. R. .liow to obtam a !!teadlly lllcreaomg revenue to c_arry on the before our legislature in behalf of impartial taxation-by the
work is a qut:l:!lion·pre::.enttd tor bolutiou to yoar honorable multitude of lectures he has delivered tile past year- by the
Wetherill.
·
The chairman of the Executiv Committee then body. Ju.,tice dewaudl:! tilll.t all sll.ould help in the work· to organization of societies-but as well for his untirin~ devothe extent of thell' abulty, and not leave _ali the burdens to tion to the interests of the American Secular Union and the
made the following report:
the generous wea!Luy, wuo would be more ~illing_ to. giv spirit of self-sacrifice he has shown under most discouraging
REPORT OF OHAIRMAN EXEOUTIV COMMITTEE.
liberally if only all evmceu a httle more of the tir~:~t prme~ples circumstances.
In the matter Of the communications referred to your comBefore the aims and objects of the Ameriln Secular Union uf t::lecularisru-J ustice I 1 suggest the secretary publishing
can be accomplished, the people must
· educated to a in THJ£ TttUTH l::iKKKER, Inv!1HtiiJUUI1', au.t lronotad Age every mittee we recommend that those of S. A. McGuffin of the
~mow ledge of the justice of our claims, and more fully unrler- month au item1zed account of exptmditures, with name of Woma'n•s Freethought Educational Union of. America, W.
F. Jamieson, Jeremiah H11cker, and Mrs. A.M. Freeman,_ be
..tand how the success of our association in spcuring the Nine person~:~ to whom and for wilat scrv1ee wouey i8 paid .
received, acknowledged by the ~ecretar,v, and placed on tile.
:Pemands of Liberalism will· promote their best interests by
We recommend that the report of the chairman of the Exeecurin,!!: for all men, and all women with men, equal civil
The report was referred to the Committee on Resecutiv Committt'e be receivtd and· placed on tile, and we
~nd rehgious rights, regardless of religious faith or the lack olutions.
rt'·commend the directors of the Union to carry out such of
~~
.
Joseph Frankel took the floor to make a sugges- its suggestions as are fea~ible and practical.
I accepted, when reelected at your last Congress, the posi~
We recommend that upon the communication of the Cleve.
tion of chairman of the Executiv Committee on the under- tion as to the establishment of a lecture bureau.
~tanding that, if not fully one-half, at least a good proportion, Mr. F1·ankel did not think that the distribution of land League no further official action be taken,
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tians hav fou6ht and are still fighting side by side in the
Chartist, Cooperativ, and Socialist movements."
Even some clergymen are clear-sighted enough to
see the strength of the objection. The Rev. W. D.
P. Bliss writes to John Swinton's Paper as follows:
" I see that there has been some discussion as to the advisability of declaring belief in God in the preamble to the constitution of the Progressiv Democracy party in .New York.
As one who is both a clergyman and yet heart and soul in
favor of the present political labor movement, let me say
that I hope, if there be any serious objeqtion to the declaration of such belief, that the declaration will not be made.
I believe profoundly in the fatherhood of one living and
true God, but if any do not so believe, the way to win them
to belief is not by hurling declarations at their heads, but by
winning their hearts by proof of brotherly kindness."
The Rev. Mr. Bliss goes on to say that the cause
of unbelief in God is the lives and actions of believers. Of course, no philosophical unbeliever can
accept this explaation, though the lives and a~tions
of so:ne believers are often such as not only to destroy faith in an overruling deity, but to shake our
confidence in humanity as well. Disbelief in the
Christian deity, however, has a deeper som:ce than
this. It is not the inconsistency of believers, but
the inconsistency of belief itself, that causes doubt.
If Mr. George's new party desires a model platform, it will expunge all declarations of faith in anything except its political principles. Again, if we
may venture another suggestion, we would propose
as an amendment to the platform the Nine Demands
of Liberalism, printed on another page.
Nearly a year must pass before, through the uncertainties of the next election, Mr. George's party can
hope to put in operation the scheme for purging our
political system, and carrying into full effect the
great principles of individual liberty. A movement
looking to the adoption of the Nine Demands might
Henry George's New Party.
be begun at once, or, at least, as soon as the next
The citizens of New York who cast their ballots
legislature convenes. Sixty thousaud signatures to
for Henry George in. the late election assembled in
a. petition for the taxation of church property could
mass-meeting at Cooper Union one evening recently,
but hav a salutary effect on the lawmakers at Albany.
put forth their. platform of principles, and appointed
a central committee to promote organization. On
THE public is now furnished with Ppecifications and the
this committee, with two others, is the Rev. Father definit charges against the Andover professors. The charges
McGlynn, pa&tor of St. Stephen's Roman Catholic hav been amended, signed, ancl placed in the hands of the
church. In tl?-e main the platform is admirable, inas- board of visitors and the offending heretics. They are leveled at ProfeS'sor Smyth, but include the other professors.
much as its framers declare themselvs " desirous ol The gentlemen whose religious feelings hav been ~<hocked
purging our political system of its corruptions, and point out that Mr. Smyth bolus, first, that the Bihle is not
of carrying into full effect the great principles of in- the ·'only perfect rule of faith and practice;" second, that
dividualliberty proclaimed in the Declaration of In- Christ in his days of humiliation was finite, being limited in
dependence," and aim " to do away with all class dis· all his attributes, capacities, and attainments; in other words
was not " God in m.aa ;" third, that no man has the power. or
tinctions by securing equal access to natural oppor· capacity to repent without the knowledge of God in Christ;
tunities, and such an equitablE;! distribution of the fourth, that mankind, save as they hav received knowledge
products of labor that all men shall be workingmen, of "historic Christ," are not sinners, or if they are, are not
and each shall be free to enjoy that leisure which il:l of such sinfulness as to be in danger of being lost; fifth, that
needful for the full development of his whole nature." no man can be lost without having knowledge of Christ;
Whether the make~;s of this platform hav any definit sixth, that the atonement of Christ consists essentially in his
,
becoming identified with the human race .through his incar~de~,t as to what constitutes individual libert.y; nation; seventh, that the trinity is modal or monarch ian, and
whether they hav clearly in their minds the correct not a trinity of persons; eighth, that the work of the Holy
methods of bringing about the reforms they h~v in l:'pirit is chiefly confined to the sphere of historic Christianview, or whether a new party would need any less ity ; ninth, that the salvation of men is not wholly by grace;
purging of corruption than the old ones, are ques- tenth, that faith ought to be scientific and rational, rather
than scriptural; that there is probation after life for all
tions which time alone can answer. The placing of a men who do not decigivly reject Christ, and that this should
clergyman on the committee certainly affords no be emphasized and made even central in systematic theolguaranty that individual liberty is to be immediately ogy. H<J also holds that there is a new theology better than
achieved.
the old, whfch is bitterly opposed to the creed, and he has in
One of the unsettled questions concerning this repeated ins1 ances broken the solef!!.D promises made when
he subscribed to the creed. If investigation shall substannew party is as to its name. The "Progressiv · tiate these charges against Professor Smyth, he must not only
Democracy" is the first choice. John Swinton sug- ·relinquish all hope of going to the orthodox heaven, but,
gests "Union" or" Progressiv" party. The lVarld ~hat is of greater const·quence to him, he will be called
throws out "Labor" party as a hint. Probably 1·pon to resign his position and forfeit a large and comfort" National" would be as good as any; or, better still," able salary.
" Cosmopolitan." This, of course, must be settled
IN the dust of the earth are all the faces of Montreal's pious
by the party itself. It is not the name which a party folks. Some time ago a man named Portreas attended a
adopts, but the name it achieves, that is of im· service in a Catholic ehurch. At a certain point in the ceremoniPs he was ordered by a constable to go upon his kneesportance..
both knees. Owing to stiffness of the joints he was unable
Another matter likely to create considerable dissen- to comply, and for his disability he was fined eight dollars.
sion is the declaration asserting, " We believe in the He brought an action for damages against the constable, but
fatherhood of God." As a matter of fact, a great a jury has now brought in a verdict against him. The
many whose sentiments this platform is supposed to priests run Montreal, and the inhabitants are not likely to
embody believe in nothing of the sort, and the decla- forget the fact.
ration is therefor~ entirely out of place. Besides, it
PEOPLE who hav read the rt·ports of the recent Congress of
has nothing to do with the alleged objects of the the American Secular Union furni8hPd by the daily press will
party. The affirmation that "we believe in the ac- hard\y believe that the ~pirit of George Washington rests
N
down upon the reporters of this city. Washington could not
cessibility of the orth Pole" would hav been as per- tell a lie. It seems that some of the reporters can, and, for.
tinent, and, if anything, less offensiv. As a writer in tunately, most people can tell a lie, too-when they see it in
the Leader, evidently a Freethinker, says:
print.

The Committee on Nominations reported as fol- material what that business may be. The defendants are
lows:
overruled."
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NOMINATIONS.
If the law upon which this decision is founded
Yottr Committee on Nomina~ions, after careful considerashould
be strictly enforced, every place of business
beg
leave
to
report
as
follows
:
tion,
Pre~ic!Pnt, Courllandt Palmer.
in Massachusetts, including, of course, drug-stores,
Vice-Presidents, D. A. BlorlgPtt, ·Charles Watts, John E. bakeries, and restaurants, would be closed on Sunday.
Rem~bur.~, Thaddeus B. Wakeman, Horace Seaver, John
.W. Black, Mrs. A.M. Freeman. Mattie P. KrekPl, Jas. Par- Last winter an· act permitting bean-shops to be
ton, Wm. AI~~:ie, Titus L. Brown, Robt. C. Adams, A. T. open untillO o'clock A.M. passed the state lt>gislature;
Lilly, Dr. J. H. Monroe.
but this is thought to be no protection, as the old law
Sec>retary, Samuel P. Putnam.
Treasurer, Charles Eckhant.
was not repealed- as is usually the case when a new
Chairman Executiv Board, E. B. Foote, Jr.
one conflicting with it is passed-by the penal proThe first choice for presidt>nt was, of course,
viso saying, "All acts contrary to this act are hereby
Colonel Ingerl:loll, but he said he did not believe in
I'Ppealed."
Thus, with an ironclad decision on one
third terms. He wanted a rotation in office. Hil:l
choice w~!:l J. P. Mendum, but Mr. Mendum declined side and a recently passed act on the other, the
to serve.
·
authorities are in a muddle which they see no way
Saturday afternoon the Congress was addressed out of. There is, however, one method, and but one,
by Dr. T. L. Brown, Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, and J. J by which these Massachusetts officials can be rescued
McCabe. Saturday evening John E. Remsburg, L. from their present perplexity. The seventh Demand
K. Washburn, and E. A. Stevens royally entertained
of Liberalism is as follows :
the audience.
"We demand that all laws directly or indirP..ctly enforcing
·Saturday night closed the sessions of the Congress.
There were no meetings Sunday till evening, when Jhe· observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be repealed."
Helen H. Gardener and Robert G. Ingersoll lectured.
Let this be adoptt>d and carried out, and then
Miss Gardener's paper was " The Pulpit., Pew, and would be no further difficulties about the observimce
Cradle." It will be in print, we understand, befort> of Sunday. Now, if never before, the people of
long. Mr. Ingersoll's address was entitled "A Lay
Sermon." It is the best sermon ever delivered bJ Massachusetts should realize the justice and expeanybody anywhere. When he appeared theaudienct> diency of abolishing all Sabbath legislation.
shook the house with applause, and the stenographi{'
Sunday Evening Meetings.
report of his sermon was so liberally sprinkled with
applauding parenthetical inclosures that we cut them
The Society of Humanity of this city will hear.
out to save space. The full report is given on pages
next Sunday evening, at 8.o'clock, in t.he parlors of
744: and 745 of this paper.
their building, No. 28 Lafayette Place, a lecture by
T. B. Wakeman. This is the first of the winter
course of meetings of the Society, Mr. Wakeman delivering the first our lectures. Every Liberal in the
FOUNDED BY D. M, BENNETT.
city is invited to attend.
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The Lay Sermon· by ·Mr. Ingersoll.
We hav printed an extra number of this week's
TRUTH SEEKER to supply the demand for the sermon
of the great humanitarian preacher, Colonel .Robert
G. Ingersoll. This sermon deals w.ith live issuestopics which all the country is discussing-and will
be read with profound interest by everybody.
Mr. Ingersoll has been grossly slandered by the
preachers lately, who allege that his teachings lead
to Communism, to Socialism, and to Anarchy Their
comments upon his plain staj;ements as to his views
on these matters will now be waited for with
curiosity-not because. the opinions of the preachers
are in themselvs of any particular moment, but to see
how they can find room to still misrepresent after he
has told the world just how he stands.
Single copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER 7 cents; in
quantities of five and over, 5 cents each.

A Sunday L.aw. :Muddle.
A queer state of affairs with relation to the observance of Sunday exists in Massachusetts. Last spring,
it appears, a barber at Worcester was arrested for
keeping open shop on Sunday. Judge Blodgett
found him guilty and fined him, from which he took
an appeal to the supreme court. On Friday, the 12th,
the full hench sent down a decision holding that under the statutes no person has a right to keep open
shop or do work for pay on the Lord's day. The
court says:
"The object of the statute was to prohibit the opening of
shops on the Lord's day for the transaction of the ordinary
business carried on during the week. The legislature intenQ.ed by this statute to keep the ordinary places of traffic
closed on this day, so that persons who wished to rest or go
to places of worship might not be disturbed. We are not
called upon to pass on the question whether it is a work of
necessity to cut hair or shave beards on the Lord's day.
Tlris question does not arise in the present case. We construe the statute to mean that the law prohibits the keeping
open a shop, warehouse, or workhouse for the purpose of
doing l;Jpsinel3~ tllt3rejp. op. tb!,J J,.onl'l3 day, and t}lat it is im-

"Such a clause could only divide us, for the rights of unTHE torch on Bartholdi's statue of Liberty remains in darkbelief are as sacred as the rights of belief. Our party em- ness because no provisions hav been made for lighting it.
braces not those who acknowledge the fatherhood of God, Perhaps this is well, but if the people of Morris county will
but more generally those who acknowleqge the brotherhood erect a statue of Reynolds Enlightening New Jersey, we
of man. Let it be remembered, at this crisis in our history,, would be willing ~() coptriput!) SOJDething to keep its torch
·
that ~ ll/n,gland, th!,J hm4 of toler3tion, Infiqels ~nd Chrii" : Ulumiued,
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hl"ommunicafions.

ballot-boxes, and remarking, "Well, here she goes,"
got off a rigmarole beginning, "Hear ye ! hear ye !
bear ye !" and to giv his announcement the proper
An Experience in Practical PoJitics.
religious twist he closed with a "So help you God,"
that was absurdly out of place, and is nowhere inPerhaps it would be entertaining and instructiv to eluded in the prescribed ceremony.
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER living outside New ·The first man who voted was a drunk. I rememYork to know how the will of the sovereign people ber his name, but it is not necessa1:y to giv it here.
finds expression here on election day, and how the. He was with us all day, growing drunker as time
business at the polls is conducted. Perhaps, also, it passed on. He accompanied _each voter to the ~oil~.
will be inst-ructiv, if not altogether entertaining, to His presence everywhere remmded me of the ublqmthose living inside the metropolis. To make every- taus monkey in Mr. Heston's pictures. This man
thing clear to all as we go along, I might say that peddled ballots in the room, "contrary to the form of
New York city is divided into twenty-four assembly the statute in such case made and provided," and
districts, each district containing from 4,000 to though two policemen were p1·esent he was in no in16,000 voters. Assembly districts are subdivided stance interfered with. He made himself a further
into from twenty to forty election districts. Previous nuisance by occasionally shouting," He votes all," or
to election day all those who intend to vote must reg- "All but the canal "-the "canal" being a facetious
ister their names and addresses in their election dis- name for the convention to revise the constitution,
trict with a board of registration which sits four days when it is proposed to make the canals free. This
to receive them. The board consists of four mem- was especially annoying to the poll-clerks.
.
bers, one of whom is chosen chairman, and each of
At a few minutes past six our chairman disappeared
whom has a blank book in which the names and ad- and was not seen ~~ogain until toward noon. He
dresses of the voters are taken down.
properly should bav received the ballots and :plac~.d
The board of registration usually meets in a cigar- them in thil boxes, and then checked them m lhs
store. On election day a plank is run across the register. As things went, his book was neglected.
front of the store a few feet back from the entrance, The gentleman with the gray mustache took the
and the boxes to receive the ballots are placed in a chairman's place, with the Fourt' ward tough as his
row on this plank Behind these, at a table, are assistant. Then there was confusion, but by special
supposed to sit the inspectors with their books activity the poll-clerks were enabled to keep a correct
open before them. When a sovereign elector ap- tally. The inspector who was suffering from lack of
pears for the purpose of exercising the franchise, the sleep finally retired to a back room and "corked off"
inspectors turn to his name in their books, and as on a sofa, as the west-side corner statue defined
soon as his ballot is cast they write in a line with the taking a sleep. This left a second inspector's book
name the word "Yes" to show that he has voted. unattended to. The law requires that three·at least
With the inspectors sit also two poll-clerkR, who, in shall be consulted and checked every time a ballot is
blank books lined and ruled for that purpose, write cast.
the name and address of the voter, and check off the
I heard vague inquiries occasionally for " our
name of the office to which his vote is designed to supervisor," but saw nothing of that functionAry until
elect a candidate. At the closing of the polls the about ten o'clock. He then appeared and worked inbooks of the inspectors and the poll-clerks should of dustriously for perhaps an hour, posting up his book
course agree as to the whole number of votes cast from that of the poll-clerk next to him. He then,
for each office balloted for. When the votes are apparently, grew weary, for he went away. In the
counted, they should correspond with the totals indi- afternoon he came back and finished posting his
cated by these books. After the ballots are counted, book. At eleven o'clock I went out to vote and to
they are put back into the boxes. The boxes are lunch, and was gone half an hour. A few voters had
locked and sealed and deposited with the head of the balloted in my absence and I took the other clerk's
police department. The books of the inspectors and book to copy from. Then he· went away for two
poll-clerks are delivered to various city and county hours. I must giv him credit for tolerable accuracy,
officials, and their tallies go to police headquarters though I caught him in a half dozen errors that
and to the mayor.
would hav made serious difficulties if uncorrected.
Such is the machinery, and in the hands of honest
While my brother poll-clerk was absent some
and competent persons it would seem as if mistakes twenty-five votes were taken, which !·duly chronicled,
and fraud were almost out of the range of possibility. and which the corner statue copied on his return.
It was my luck this year to be appointed poll-clerk
In the afternoon the policeman who, as required
in an up-town election district. The sum of $7.50. by law, was present at our polling-place, complained
for a day's work had an attraction for me. I filled that the monotony of standing around was wearing
out the preliminary blank application by writing upon him. He therefore retired to the back room,
down my name, address, and occupation, and saying and, with the help of a small boy, "worked the
Yes to the questions whether I had ever supported growler" assiduously through a side door. A tenant
the County Democracy and whether I expected to of the house soon put a stop to beer being brought
repeat that offense at the coming election. A month in througli the side door, and thereafter the foaming
afterward I "qualified" by going into a pen with a beverage was caJ.Tied through the polling-room.
hundred others at police headquarters, writing my This took place under the eyes of two policemen, and
name in a book, and holding up my right hand while most of the beer disappeared under the nose of one
JohnJ. O'Brien "swore" us in in a lump. Two days of them. The law on this subject says (sec. 1,924,
before election a police officer placed in my hands a< chapter 410, Laws of 1882) that "whoever, during
paper certifying that I had been, "in pursuance of the sitting of any board' of inspectors of election,
chapter 410 of the laws of 1882, selected, approved, shall bring, take, order, or send into any place of
qualified, and duly appointed a poll-clerk," for a spec- election any distilled or spirituous liquors whatever,
ified election district, and designating the street and or shall at any such time and place drink or partake
number where the election was to be held.
of any such liquor, shall be deemed and held to be
Half past five· o'clock on the morning of November guilty of misdemeanor." The law was dodged by
2d found me at my post laboring under a due sense drinking the beer in the back room, but the bringing
of the responsibility which I had shouldered. The of it into the polling-place was a :flagrant violation of
place was open, and the ballot-boxes were in position. the statute.
Leaning sleepily 1;1pon these, was a short, fat, redThe policeman finally got full, and dropped off into
faced, half-befuddled young man. I may as well a quiet doze. The tired inspector on the lounge had
say here that he was chairman of the board of in· his sleep aut, and went to work fixing his registrr.
spectors. I gained a place at a table behind the By dint of copying and inquiry, he got it done at
boxes by crawling under the plank. At this table last. Then the chairman happened to recollect that
sat a small man wearing a high hat and a gray mus-. his book was behind. He therefore proceeded to
tache. He was drumming impatiently on the table, check off a lot of naines, and revised his work by
and looked v_ery much disgusted. I hunted up my comparison with the rest. Considerable erasing and
blank book, and prepared for business. The two one thing and another at length brought the regisother inspectors shortly appeared, one being a tough ters to agree with the poll-list. Another source of
youth from the "Fourt' ward," and the other a well- great trouble arose from the slouchy way in which
meaning young man who appeared to be more or less Mr. Martin B. Brown, city stationer and printer, had
depressed from lack of sleep. My fellow poll-clerk bound the registers. The lines on some pages
came just before six o'clock. He was a west-side "broke joints" with those on the pages opposit, so
corner statue. Every remark he made during my ac- that when one man voted another man g~t the credit
quaintance with him he prefaced with "holy Jeeses," for it.'
and his vocabulary was made up of unintelligible slang.
The law has made provision for the keeping of six
With the polls thus manned we were prepared to lists of the voters. Only two can be said to hav been
begin the work of receiving votes for the men who kept with any deg1·ee of accuracy in · this casewere to preside over the destinies of New York for namely, the lists of the poll-clerks. The four others
the next two years. The gentleman with the gray were corrected by these, hours after the ballots which
mustache had a. watch that told the correct time, and they recorded were cast. The supervisor's book was
when it was six o'clock by his watch and my own we of no account, being merely a copy.
suggested that the polls be declared open. The
The hour for closing was four o'clock. The chairchairman produced a brassy-looking timepiece about man's watch had gained ten minutes, and he insisted
the size of a regulation canteen, and having regarded upon shutting out two voters who came after 3:55,
it unsteadily for some time announced that six o'clock but he received their ballots under protest. At this
was still five minutes in the future. His decision hour the chairman was apparently sober, in spite
stood, and so did the expectant voters. At five min- of the fact thai! he had drank more or less throughutes past six our chairman braced himself against the· out the day! I am at a loss to understand it.
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Counting the votes was the most creditable part ·
of the day's performance. As a general thing tLe
ballots agreed with our lists. An execss of one
vote occurring on one of the counts, the chairman caused a ballot to be drawn fi·om a pile jumbled together upon the table. He should bav re
turned a number of all the candidates' ballots to the
box and then drawn one. At another time t}le
chairman, finding that I was a raw recruit, cautioned
me that if my count differed in any wise from that of
the other clerk, who had been there beforP, I should
cha11ge my figures accordingly. No such exigency
arose, and so the methods of .forcing balancfs are
still a mystery to me.
·•
.
·
I hav no doubt that the results of the balloting in
this election district., as wfl returned them to the
proper officials, were tolerably correct, but thn-e was
plenty of room for errors to creep in.
What I find fault with is the character of the persons selected to take charge of the pollf'. Here was
one inspector too drunk to properly at tend to his
duty, another was too sleepy. The roliceman in
charge was boozy; a drunken loafer was allowed to
make· himself a nuisance for ten hours undistm bed.
The corner statue, the Fourt' ward tough, the supervisor, the sleepy inspectcr, and a polit.ical beeler who
hung about the place, were demoralization personified. With the exception of the gentleillan with a
gray mustache, they were a bad lot. n is a degradation of the polls to place them in the charge of
such men~ If the board I served with is a fair sam-·
plEi of the eight or nine hundred other boards, I hav
small respect for the report on the mayoralty election.
One object I had in view in w1iting this article was
to make a suggestion. I do not expect our newly
elected " saviors of society" will adopt it. The suggestion is this: That boards of registration and
election should be composed of women as well as men.
The duties are not beyond the capacities of any of
a hundred thousand women in New York to wbcm the
liberal pay would be a great help. I hav noticed that
in the presence of self-respecting women, e>en toughs
and loafers will act as much like gentlemen as they
know how. I think too, that with a woman to
receive the ballots fewer otherwise honm able n. en
would scour their election district on election day to
pick up "drunks" from the gutters, escort them to
the pol's, and hold them up while they Yote.
My expe1ience as a poll-clerk ha~ made m~beartily
sick of the whole bm-iness. It l1as com·mced me
that not more than half the Yoters vote '\\"ith any cbject in view, and that t_hat object is lik~ly to be lo!,t
through the carelessness, dish..onesty, or mcompetency
of thoEe who receive, 1! cord, and count the ballots.
GEORGE E. MACDONALD.

...

An Illinois Blasphemy Case RecalJt>d.
I see that our Jersey people are still dispm;ed to
expose their ignorance a~d intolerant bigotry in carrying on their silly pi:osecution for blasphemy. Th_is
brings to my mind a blasphemy case we had herem
this county some years· ago. The Lenawee county
Spiritualists were holding ~heir annual. grove m~et
ing some twelve miles out from the mty of Adna11,
and there was a large crowd of all sorts of l'f ople
preEent. The blasphemy caee took place at tle Sunday morning session, when the attendance was largest. The speaker was, and still is, a strong belieHr
in a future life beyond the grave. He believed tl:at,
conditions being favorable, we may communic~te with
our friends of earth, and that the old Quaker agitator, Elias Hicks, was his control. This medium is.
known here as the Hollow Globe man. Well, he had
the rostrum, and was speaking in his peculiar way.
or, as he claimed, Elias Hicks ":as using his To<·al
organs to speak to the people Wlth. In the ('OIHSfl
of his remarks he was telling the bear story, and he
went on to repeat it about as we read it in
2 Kings ii, 23, 24. "Now," he said, "these little
children did not mean to be ugly, and just said to this
old man without hair on his head, 'Go up, thou baldhead; go up, thou bald head;' and this old man
turned back and looked ·on them and cursed tberu in
the name of the Lord, and there came forth two shebears out of the wood and tare forty and two of
them. Now," he said (in his c~ude and_vulgar way
of "peaking, which was pecuhar to h1m-:-a11d. Le
even claimed that this was the way that Ehas HJ(·h
had told him that he bad to talk after he w E:'Ilt.
to the other side) "that was ad--d fool of a G~d."
These were ~he words ~bat he was _arrested for Uf'JDg,
and which, 1t was claimed, constituted blasphemy.
The leader in this prosecution was a very pious member of the Christian church. He came down to the
city and laid in the. complaint against the Hollow
Globe man before his fnend, an attorney at law, but
the attorney advised him to go home and attend to
his farm, saying . that ~o? was able to take care of
himself. But _this Chnsban man would not hear to
this good advlC~,.and had the_ case brought bef~re
the legal authon~1es, but as neither pa~ty was qmte
ready to go on Wlth it, the case was adJOUrned over
one week or so.
During this time word got _out ov~r th~ c~mnty
that a blasphemy case was commg off m th1s mt.y on
a certain day. This, being a novel case, brought to
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town quite a crowd of Spiritualists and Liberals,
many of them men of wealth, who had come prepared -to meet the issue, if judgment should go
- against the defendant.
The hour for meeting bad been set at 10 o'clock.
As I bad been at the grove meeting, and had heard
what the defendant said, I was here at the law
office to be ready to giv my testimony; but as the
hour was passed and the prosecutor not making his
appearance, I thought I would go out and see what
-the ~atter was. I had walked but a few steps on
the ~Idewalk before I met his attorney, who asked
me If I was at t~at grove meeting, and heard what
the defendant said. I told him I was there and
heard it all. "Well," he said, "what did he ~av~"
I then told him what, as I hav said here. Said ·he
looking up to the sky, "I don't suppose he meant t~
blaspheme the God of the universe." "Why no of
. ' ,the
course no t ," I answered; "it was this Bible God
Jewish Jehovah, he was speaking of." Turning on
his heel, he went directly up into his office where he
had left his client, and I WE-nt back into the law
office, expecting that the prosecutor with his attorney
would soon be in. The office was crowded but no
prosecutor made his.appearance.
'
When the clock struck 11, the squire dismissed the
case. It was then publicly announced in that office
that on next Sunday, at 10:30 oclock, there would be
a lecture at Rome Center (that is near to where this
woods meeting- was}, on "Blasphemy" showing tbat
the Christians' Bible is a blasphemo~s book.- This
lecture was had, to a good audience, and everything
went off peaceably. In a few days after this I called
in at_ the office of t~is prosecutor's attorn~y to see
why It was that he did not go on with the prosecution. ''Well," he said, "when I had gone over to
the squire's office, and seen the number of witnesses
there on the ot?er side, and knew them personally to
be honest, upright men, and men of wealth I could
see fire in their eye against this prosecution as a
religious humbug, and I made up my mind at once
-that the quieter it was settled the better it would be
for ~ur people at large and for our county funds in
particular. And so I went back to my office, where
tbe complainant was still waiting for me, and I told
him that in my opinion he had better just drop this
case, and quietly go home. At this he rebelled most
fir~ly, _and said that he was determined to go on with
thui thmg, and defend the honor and glory of God.
'Well, now,' said I, 'I will quietly and kindly tell
you, as an attorney-at-law, as well as your friend that
you may depend on- being unsuited in this cas~ and
~nowing these men from different parts of this cdunty
m person and wealth as I do, you will be arrested on
the spot for perjury; and if you can't get bail for
your appearance at court, you will be taken to the
county jail.' At this," he said, "the old man began
to tremb~e. 'Now,' I said! 'I will tell you what to
do-g~ nght down the stairs and get in your buggy
and drive off home as fast as you can 1' and in a few
minutes he was out of the city." And thus ended
this blasphemy case.
_Now, if the intelligent l?eople of Morris county
_~111 put t~emselvs at one~ Iil array against this foolIsh and Wicked prosecutiOn, as we did here the
attorneys, seeing this; would most likely under~tand
tbat a dismissal of the case was the better part of
valor, both for the honor of the county and the saving of its funds,
SAMUEL D. MooRE.
Adrian, Mich., Nov. 4, 1886.
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be: had unwittingly said something or thought some- the town, had fired the building. The hotel was not
th~~ that ran counter to the peculiar notions of the rebuilt, but the block was divided and sold and busispmts, and th?Y would- bav to raise more money and ness houses erected thereon. Some years later there
do m?re praymg before they could seize upon the came to the town a report that the poor, persecuted
promised treasure. It became necessary to take in barber had died in another state, and before dying
more members, and careful search was instituted in had confessed that to· avenge his wrongs he had himall the sw·rounding towns to find godly men with self set fire to this building.
J. K. MAGIE.
sufficient lucre to join their number. Rogers had a
Chicago, Nov. 3, 1886.
c?nfederate who played _the part of a ghost, and, be~Ides,. he wa~ an adept m the arts of chemistry and
Th
p
mgemous tncks whereby he practiced upon the eree Animus of the rohibition Party.
dulity of ~is f_oolis? vi~tims. He was completely
To TH:E EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: As
~uccessful ill his swmdhng scheme, for after obtain- the writer of this brief essay was presented quite reillg all the money that it was possible to raise from cently with the complimenta of the Con,necticut Prohis deluded followers, he suddenly disappeared and bibition State Committee, together with the names of
was never heard of afterward at Mon-i.stown.
its political cimdidates for office, and cooperation
The story of Rogers's exploits was published many with its and their aims and objects invited, he feels
years ago under the title of "The Wonderful History called upon to utter his unqualified and determined
of the Morristown Ghost." It was written by David dissent to many of those aims and objects as set
Young, of Hanover, an eminent astronomer of fifty forth in- its platform. _
years ago. The publication was bought up and deAnd, first, I would note the fact that the adoption
strayed by the descendants of the victims of that ex- of the reAolutions by the regularly elected delegates
traordinary affair. Seventy-five years ago Morris- of the Prohibition State Convention at Hartford,
town had ?ot ceased to be jeered and laughed at by July 28, 1886, by the unanimous rising vote of the
?thEr r?rtwns of the count9'. in consequence of this three hundred voters, is made to appear to be all fair
Imposi1IOn upon her "best Citizens," but it is not un- and honest in its expression of each individual's views
likely that the same game could hav been just as sue- as to its final results. But looking behind these precessfully played in other places at that time.
.
liminary acts, it will be readily seen that their views
I once resided in Morristown, and know something might hav been previously forecast, and such being
of her hist_ory. Some forty-five years agQ 'there came beld by them, and pledged to do the bidding of their
to that town a gentleman with a foreign name, which leaders, decided their election as delegates.
Now, thefirst resolution declares: "The Prohibition
I cannot now repeat, who opened out as a barber.
His shop was a model of beauty and neatness, and partyofConnecticut,inconventionaesembled,acknowlbesides his tonsorial business he added a stock of edges almighty God as the rightful sovereign of all
notions adapted to his trade. He was of swarthy m!ln, whose laws are supreme, from whom the just
complexion, with inte_lligent features and manly powers of government are derived, and by whom govbeauty. He had a wife, and two or three bright ernments are ordained for a terror to evil-doers, and
children of fair complexion. He joined the Baptist for the protection and comfort of those who would do
church, and be a_nd his family became regular attend- well."
In this first resolution these delegates hav assumed
ants. In due tune the antislavery agitation broke
out, and then it was discovered, or suspected, that to know all about the character and attributes of alour dusky barber was a nigger. There was not the mighty God as if they had each and all been personleast appearance of the African taint in wife or chil- ally admitted to his counsels and perfectly understood
dren, and it was not to be suspected in the husband his divine will. And now, having acquired such
unless special attention was called to it. There wonderful knowledge, they are assuming the preroga·
arose a row in .the church. The barber was invited tiv of placing all men under their God's government.
to withdraw. He declined, insisting with consider- It shall be acknowledged supreme law over the life
a~le inte~ligence _and t~ue courage that he had been and conduct of all other men. And if they ever get
£ruthful ill .all hiS obligations as a member and he the acknowledgment of their God into the Constitudenied the African taint. To an outsider' it was a tion of the United States of America, that instrmrient,
rumpus to be enjoyed. The doctrins of the " meek which has hitherto protected the rights and liberties
and lowly Jesus" were exemplified after a manner of American citizens, both nativ and adopted, then it
p_eculiarly modern.. Many of the pious brothers and will become a source, and a fruitful source, of plague,
SISters were horridly shocked when they came to of misery, of destruction of the people's natural rights·
le~n tha~ they had knelt in prayer at the same altar and liberties, instituting at once and forever in
With a mgger. But the battle is always with the this land of freedom a political despotism-a despotstrong. The innocent barber was expelled and thrust ism ready to shout aloud the divine rights of kings to
out/from a communion with the saints. He had a rule free, intelligent men. America's freedom-loving
hard road to travel. His trade fell off. He was de- souls fought a long, arduous seven years' war to
nounced as a fraud of most atrocious character. The throw off a galling, kingly yoke, and by their own
~dea of a man with African_ b~ood in his veips coming determined will succeeded in establishing a govern.
mto !I' peaceable and Chnsban community, such as ment by the people and for the people. A constituMornst~wn was k~~":n to be, and setting himself up tional government is established to hold in check the
as a white man, JOillmg the church and otherwise bigotry of those who would fasten chains of slavery
conducting_ himself as w?ite men d~, was not only upon this people through pretense of a piety and an
cheek and Impudence of Immense proportions, but it intemperate advocacy of temperance by law, which,
was an offense that should hav been but unfortu- as we hav seen, and their own statistics show, hav
natel;y was ~ot, punisha~le by fine and 'imprisonment. increased drunkenness rather than diminished it; and
Pos::;1bly thil? offense might hav come under the laws thus in great degree frustrated and. destroyed the
against blasphemy if it had been thought of but as good results sought to be accomphshed by moral
~t was not, othe~ _means were resorted to in the p~- s~asion. For histo;ry shows ~hat man will not permit
Superstition and Pro-Slavery Morristown.
Ishman~ of th~' msolent nigger." Respectabte peo- his fellow-ma_n to dictate to him what he shall or shall
N
th t B th R
ld
. .
pie avmded his shop. His doors and windows were not eat or dnnk.
ow _a . r~ er ~yno s has _been ~ndwt~d by daubed with filth and mud. He had ft beautiful si n
But vastly more absurd and preposterous is the
!I' c~u~t Bit~mg ill ~orristown for msultmg _a ghost, and pedestal which stood at his dom·. One ni ht git idea that any one man or body of religious fanatics
Ith I e~res ill ~;y mm~ ~ most ';on~erfu! history _of was pai~ted all over with a dull leaden color, an~ was can be competent to formulate ~ relig:ious standard
g ?s Y procee mgs · a occuned m this same h1s- thus rumed. On one occasion I remember to hav or creed for all classes of· men ill this country and
to~IC ;~wn hnearf the c~se of _the last century. A seen piled about his front door alLthe loose rubbish e~pect them to subscribe to its tenets or indorse
sc oo: eac ~r rom
onnectiCut nan;ted Rogers, that could be found in the town which had been done them. Such would be at once demanded by the
traml?mg th10ug!:t the country, stru~k a JOb at school- the night previous by the vicidus boys of the town. party of that iniquitous measure which has been pub~eackm.g near t_ha~~own. He was pwus, as al! school- He strove againt'lt fate. At last he succumbed sold Jicly declared shall become _the supreme law of these
eac_ ei s were m ose days, and upon_ learnmlil" .t~at ofl.t, and moved away.
'
United States, and that this people shall become a
a latge sum o_f mon~y had been buped ill that VICimty
Two or three years prior to the departure of this Christian nation.
by_ ~orne anCient lHrate, over w_hiCh dark and gray persecuted man there had been erected in the central
The enactment of such a law, or the unmaking of
:pm;~ k:pt ~a~efu~hwatch, he IIDpl!<rted to a select part of the village, facing the public green a grand the Constitution, would fill all our jails to overflowa~ e. _now e ge at he had power ~o soothe tl~e hotel. which was the delight and pride of the town ing with all such as would dare to assert ~heir own
said spmts, t~ pull the woo~ _over their eyes, or m people. This elegant structure embraced several right to worship God according to the dictates of
~orne manner o so coax? conmha_te~.lay out, or subdue beautiful storerooms, and, to round out and com lete their own ligh~ ?f reason.
.
..
heirl ~at the ':JholA pile of this Immense treasure the grand enterprise, a most alluring grog-shop ~-th
But any pohbcal party's God IS not a safe pol~tiCal
cou
ed sec~re. f secret company was formed costly mirrors, elaborate paintings and teU:pti~g governor, for he might, and doubtless would, at one
co_mKo~e ex~ ~sr1Yo ~h~rch-members, no worldly- liquors, was opened out in one of its' rooms
fell swoop enslave this entire nation. We do, thererum
r or ~m u ~-a~. emg allowed to become a
It was soon discovered that men who wer~ fo~merly fore; earnestly protest against this proposed alliance
m~~ 6 ' an nego 1a IOns_ were opened with the strangers to strong dr-ink were now indul ·n free] of church and state as a foul usurpation of humanspirti~B. To aptpeafse them It was necessary to raise a in the grand saloon of the building and tfer~ be ay ity's inalienable rights and liberties held under the
cer
· a preJU
· d'ICe m
. the minds of 'the sober portion
g n presen t C ons t'rtutwn·
th e supreme 1aw.
· · am -amoun
r t do . moneyh' but Rogers
. •.while seem- t o anse
~g1y ~~1 m\1 ot rkve at~ ~rpd barga~n w~th_ the spir- of the community against the whole institution and
Let the people rule themselvs, and then will peace
I w~m~nr:s e ~ ee~ t~r e~an s Withm reason- the opinion was freely expressed that instead of the and happiness supplant tyranny. E. P. GooDSELL.
a de a of. th oney bin
ose abyl~ wads tvery scarce, building being of any benefit to the town it was
New Haven, Conn., Nov. 6, 1886.
an m ny
e mem era were o Ige
o sell their
·
t
·
' .
cattle, horses, and in some instances their farms in proVI~g o be a great ~urse. One mght the building
order to raise the wherewithal to become artners in ~as discovered to be ill flames, an_d before morning
"INGERSOLL Dist~ct choice cream cheese," which
this fodunate band of holy men. Someti~es all the It w~1 totally consumed, ~compamed by the loss of gained the first pnze and medal at the Amsterdam
· prerequisits would appear to hav been com lied with one I e, a man n!l'med Bailey.
Exhibition in 1884, is being advertised for sale in
and they were within only a few hours of lapin band~ I It w.~ very evident that the fire was the result of London by E. R. Parker, of 44 St. John street,
upon the millions that were ultimate! lo ~ecome ~ll~f acm ent. The pe_ople settl~d down into ~he be- Smithfield.- Inlil"ersoll Distri_ct is named after" God~
theirs, when it would be discovered thJ some mem- th th~~ :~me ~empeiance fana.ti~, maddened with the I less Bob/' and IS almost entrrely populate<! by Free.
·
. oug . . at t e s~oon was rU11llllg the young men of thinkera,-Londow Freethinker, ·
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A LAY SERMON.
OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE CONGRESS OF
THE AMERICAN SECULAR UNION.

LADms AND GENTLEMEN: In the greatest tragedy
that has ever been written by man-in the fourth
scene 'of the third act-is the best prayer that I have
ever read; and when I say" the greatest tragedy,"
everybody familiar with Shakspere will know that I
refer to ''King Lear." After he has been on the
heath, touched with insanity, coming suddenly to the
place of shelter, he says:
I will pray first, and then I will sleep.

And this prayer is my text:
Poor naked wretches, wheresoe'er you are,
That bide the pelting of this pitiless storm,
How shall your unhoused heads, your unft d sides,
Your looped and windowed raggedne~s. d1·fend
From seasons such as this? Oh, I have ta'en
Too little care of this. Take phy~ic, pomp ;
Expose thyself to feel what wretches feel,
That thou may'st shake the snperfiux to them,
And show the heavens more just.

That is one of the noblest prayers ·that ever fell
from human lips. If nobody has too much, everybody will have enough!
I propose to say a few words upon subjects that
are near to us all, and in which every human being
ought to be interested-and if he is not, it may be
that his wife will be, it may be that his orphans will
be; and I would like to see this world, at last, so that
a man could die and not feel that he left his wife and
children a prey to the greed, the avarice, or the necessities of mankind. There is something wrong in
our government where they who do the most have the
least. There is something wrong, when ·honesty
wears a rag, and rascality a robe; when the loving,
the tender, eat a crust, while the infamous sit at the
banquets. I cannot do much, but I can at least sympathize with those who suffer. There is one thing
that we should remember at the start, and if I can
only teach you that, to-night-unless you know it
already-I shall consider the few words I may have to
say a wonderful success.
I want you to remember that everybody is as he
must be. I want you to get out of your minds the
old nonsense of "free moral agency;" then you will
have charity for the whole human race. When you
know that they are not responsible for their dispositions, any more than for their bight; not responsible
for their acts, any more than they are for their
dreams; when you finally understand the philosophy
that everything exists as an efficient cause, and that
the lightest fancy that ever fluttered its painted
wings in the horizon of hope was as necessarily produced as the planet that in its orbit wheels about the
sun-when you get to understand this, I believe you
will have charity for all mankind.
Wealth is not a crime; poverty is not a virtuealthough the virtuous have generally been poor.
There is only one good, and that is human happiness;
·and he only is a wise man who makes himself happy.
I have heard all my life about self-denial. There
never was snything more idiotic than that. No man
who does right practices self-denial. To do right is
the bud and blossom and fruit of wisdom. To do
right should always be dictated by the highest possible selfishness. No man practices self-denial unless
he does wrong. To inflict an injury upon yourself is
an act of self-denial. To plant seeds that will forever bear the fruit of joy, is not an act of self-denial.
So this idea of doing good to others only for their
sake is absurd. You want to do it, not simply for
their sake, but for your own; because a perfectly
civilized man can never be perfectly happy while
there is one unhappy being in this universe.
Let us take another step. The barbaric world was
rewarded for acting sensibly. They were promised
rewards in another world, if they would only have
self-denial enough to be virtuous in this. If they
would forego the pleasures of larceny and murder;
if they would forego the thrill and bliss of meanness
here, they would be rewarded hereafter for that
self-denial. I have exactly the opposite idea. Do
right, not to deny yourself, but because you love
yourself and because you love others. Be generous,
. because it is better for you. Be just, because any
other course is the suicide of the soul. Whoever
does wrong plagues himself, and when he reaps that
harvest, he will find that he was not practicing selfdenial when he did right.
Now, then, as I say, if you want to be happy yourself, if you are truly civilized, you want others to be
happy. Every man ought, to the extent of his ability, to increase the happiness of mankind, for the
reason that that will increase his own. No one can
be really prosperous unless those with whom he
lives share the sunshine and the joy.
The first thing a man wants to know and be sure
of is when he has got enough. Most people imagine that the rich are in heaven, but, as a rule, it is
gilded hell. There is not a man in the city of New
York with genius enough, with brains enough, to
own five millions of dollars. Why! The moneywill
own him. He becomes the key to a safe. That
money will get him up at daylight; that money will
separate him from his friends ; that money will :fill

his heart with fear; that money will rob his days of
sunshine and his nights of pleasant dreams. He cannot own it. He becomes the property of that money.
And he goes right on making more. ,,Vhat for! He
does not know. It becomes a kind of insanity. No
one is happier in a palace than in a cabin. I love to
see a log house. It is associated in my mind always
with pure, unalloyed happiness. It is the only house
in the world that looks as though it had no mortgage
on it. It looks as if you could spend there long,
tranquil autumn days; the air filled with serenity;
no trouble, no thoughts about notes, about interest
-nothing of the kind; just breathing free air,
watching the hollyhocks, listening to the birds and
to the music of the spring that comes like a poem
from the earth.
It is an insanity to get more than you want.
Imagine a. man in this city, an intelligent man, say
with two or three millions of coats, eight or ten millions of hats, vast warehouses full of shoes, billions
of neckties, and imagine that man getting up at four
o'clock in the morning, in the rain and snow and slt:et,
working like a dog all day to get another necktie!
Is not that exactly what the man of twenty or thirty
millions, or ~of five millions, does to-day! Wearing
his life out that somebody may say, "How rich he
is!" What can he do with the surplus! Nothing.
Can.he eat it! No. Make friends! No. Purchase
flattery and lies! Yes. ·l\fake all his poor relations
hate him! . Yes. And then, what. worry! . Annoyed,
his. poor little brain inflamed, you see in the morning
paper, " Died of apoplPxy." This man finally began
to worry for fear he would not have enough to live
clear through.
·So we ought to teach our children that great
wealth is a curse. Great wealth is the mother also
of crime. On the other hand are the poor. And let
me ask, to-night, Is the world forever to remain as it
was when Lear made his prayer! Is it ever to remain as ~t is now! I hope not. Are there always
to be millions whose lips are white with famine! Is
the withered palm to be always extended, imploring
from the stony heart of respectable charity, alms?
Must every man who sits down to a decent dinner always think .of the starving? Must every one sitting
by the fireside think of some poor· mother, with a
child strained to her breast, shivering in the storm!
I hope not. Are the rich always to be divided from
the. poor,- not only in fact, but in feeling? And
that division is growing more and more every day.
The gulf between Lazarus and Dives widens year by
year, only their positions are changed-Lazarus is in
hell, Dives is in the bosom of Abraham.
And there is one thing that helps to widen this
gulf. In nearly every city of the United States you
will find the fashionable part, and the poor part.
The poor know nothing of the fashionable part, except the outside splendor; and as they go by the palaces, that poison plant called envy springs and grows
in their poor hearts. The rich know nothing of the
poor, ex~pt the squalor and rags and wretchedness,
and what they read in the police records, and they
say, "Thank God, we are not like those people!"
Their hearts are filled with scorn and contempt, and
the hearts of the others with envy and hatred. There
must be some way devised for the rich and poor to
get acquainted. The poor do not know how many
well-dressed people sympathize with them, and the
rich do not know how many noble hearts beat be
neath rags. If we can ever get the loving poor acquainted with the sympathizing rich, this question
will be nearly solved.
In a hundred other ways they are divided. If anything should bring mankind together it ought to be
a common belief. In Catholic countries that does
have a softening influence upon the rich and upon the
poor. They believe the same. So in Mohammedan
countries, they can kneel in the same mosque, and
pray to the same God. But how is it with us! The
church is not free. There is no welcome in the velvet
for the rags. Poverty does not feel at home there,
and the consequence is, the rich and poor are k~pt
apart, even by their religion. I am not saying anything against religion; I am not on that question;
but I would think more of any religion, provided
that even for one day ·in the week, or for one hour in
the day, it allowed wealth to clasp the hand of
poverty and to have, for one moment even, the thrill
of genuine friendship.
In the olden times, in barbaric life it was a simple
thing to get a living. A little hunting, a little fishing, pulling a little fruit, and digging for roats-all
simple; and they were nearly all on an equality, and
coruparatively there were fewer failures. Living has
at last become complex. All the avenues are filled
with men struggling for the accomplishment of the
same thing.

capable of getting a living. They have not cunning
enough, intellect enough, muscle enough-they are
not strong enough. They are too generous or they
are too negligent; and then some people seem. to
have what is called" bad luck"-that is to say, when
anything falls, they are under it; when anything bad
happens, it happens to them.
And now there is another trouble. Just as life becomes complex and as everyone is trying to accomplish certain objects, all th~ ingenuity of the brain is
at work to get there by a shorter way, and, in consequence, this has become an. age of invention. Myriads of machines have been invented-every one of
them to save labor. If these machil)es helped the
laborer, what a blessing they would be ! But the
laborer does not own the machine; 1he machine owns
him. That is the trouble. In the olden time, when
I was a boy, even, you know how it was in the little
towns. There was a shoemaker-two of them-a
tailor or two, a blacksmith, a wheelwright. I re
member just how the shops used to look. I used to
go to the blacksmith shop at night, get up on the
forge, and hear them talk about turning horse-shoes.
Many a night have I seen the sparks fly and heard the
stories that were told. There .was a great deal of
human nature in those days ! Everybody was known.
If times got hard, the poor little shoemakers made a
living mending, half-soling, straightening up the
heels. The same with the blacksmith; the same
with the tailor. They could get· credit-they did not
have to pay till the next January, and if they could
not pay then, they took another year, and they were
happy enough. Now, one man is not a shoemaker.
There is a great building-several hundred thousand
dollars' worth of machinery, three or four thousand
people-not a single mechanic in the whole building.
One sews on straps, another greases the machineE',
cuts out soles, waxes threads. And what is theresuit! When the machines stop, three thousand men
are out of employment. Credit goes. Then come
want and famine, and if they happen to have a little
child die, it would take them years to save enough ()f
their earnings to pay the expense of putting away
that little sacred piece of flesh. And yet, by this
machinery we can produce enough to flood the
world. By the inventions in agricultural machinery
the United States can feed all the mouths upon the
earth. There is not a thing that man uses that can
not instantly be over-produced to such an extent as·
to become almost worthless; and yet, with all this
production, with all this power to create, there are
millions and millions in abject want.
Graneries
bursting, and famine looking into the doors of the
poor ! Millions of everything, and yet millions wanting everything and having substantially nothing!
Now, there is something wrong there. We have
got into that contest between machines and men, and
if extravagance does not keep pace with ingenuity, it
is going to be the most terrible question that man
has ever settled. I tell you, to-night, that these
things are worth thinking about. Nothing . that
touches the future of our race, nothing that
touches the happiness of ourselves or our children,
should be beneath our notice. We should think of
these things-must think of them-and we should
endeavor to see that justice is finally done between
man and man.
My sympathies are with the poor. My sympathies
are with the workingmen of the United, States.
Understand me distinctly. I am not ·an Anarchist.
Anarchy is the reaction from tyranny. I am not a
Socialist. I am not a Communist. I am an Individualist. I do not believe in tyranny of government,
but I do believe in justice as between man and man.
What iS' the remedy? Or, what can we think offor do not imagin that I think I know. It is an immense, an almost infinite, question, and all we can do
is to .guess. You have heard a great deal lately upon
the land subject. Let me say a word or two upon
that. In the first place I do not want to take, and I
would not take, an inch of land from any human
·being that belonged to him. If we ever take it; we
must pay for it-comdemn it and take it~do no• rob
anybody. Whenever any man advocates justice, and
robbery as the means, I suspect him.
No man should be allowed to own any land that he
does not use. Everybody knows that-I do not care
whether he has thousands or millions. I have owned
a great deal of land, but I know just· as well as I
know I am living that I should not be allowed to
have it unless I use it. And why? Don't you know
that if people could bottle the air, they would~
Don't you know that there would be an American
Air-bottling Association? And don't you know that
they would allow thousands and millions to die for
want of breath, if they could not pay for air~ I am
not blaming anybody. I am just telling how it is.
Now, the land belongs to the children of Nature.
Emulation hath a thonsanrl sons that
Nature invites every babe that is born into this world.
One by one pursue; and if you hedge from
And what would you think of me, for instance,
The direct forthright, they, like an entered tide,
All sweep by anrl leave you hindmost. Or, like
to-night, if I had invited you here-nobody had
A galhmt horFe, fallen in the front rank,
charged you anything, but you had been invited-and
You become pavement for the abject rear.
when you got here you had found one man pretendThe struggle is so hard. And just exactly as we ing to occupy a hundred seats, another fifty, and anhave risen in the scale of being, the per cent of fail- other seventy-five, and thereupon you were compell&d
ures has increased. It is so that all men are not lO stand up-what would you think of the invitation 1
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It s~ems to me that every child of nature is entitled and do we call ourselves civilized? Did you ever read stood by these men that there is no revenge; let it
to h1s share of the land, and that he should not be · that wonderful poem about the sewing woman! Let be understood, too, that they can reform. Only a
little while ago I read of a caRe of a young' man who
compelled to beg the privilege to wm·k the soil, of a me tell you the last verse:
had been in a penitentiary and came out. He kept it
babe that happ~ned to be ~oz:n before hi~. And
Winds that have sainted her, tell ye the story
a secret, and went to work for a· farmer. He got in
Of the young; life by the needle that bled,
why do I say th1s 7 BecauRe 1t 1s not to our mterest
Making a bridge over death's soundless waters
to hav a few landlords and millions of tenants.
love with the daughter, and wanted to marrv her.
The tenement house is the enemy of modesty the
Ou~ of a. swaying;, soul-cntting t.hreadHe had nobility enou~h to tell the truth-he told t.he
f · t
th
f
. t'
H ' .
Over tt g;omg-, all the world knowmo·
father that he had been in the penitent.iary. The
. enemy o v1.r ue, e enemy o patr~o 1sm.
orne IS
That thousands have trod it. foot~bleeding, before:
father said, "You cannot have my daughter, bPCilltSe
where the VIrtues grow. I would hke to see the law
God protect all of us, should she look back
it would stain her life." The voung m~~on saiil, "Yel'l,
From the opposite shore!
so that every home, to a small amount, should be free
not only fmm sa~e for debts, but should be absolutely
I cannot call this civilization. There must be it would stain her life. ther~fore I will not. marrv
her." He went out. In a few moment.R afterward
free from taxatwn~ so that eve~y man co~ld have a something nearer a fairer division in this world.
home. Then we w1ll have a nation of patnots.
You·ca.n never get it by strikes. Never. The first they heard the report of a piRtol, ani! be waR dead.
Now ~up pose tp.at every man were t.o have all the strike that is a great success will be the last strike. He left just a little note saying: "I am through.
land he 1s able to buy. ~h~ Vanderb_llts could buy because the people who believe in law and order will There is no need of mv living longP.r, when I stlt1n
to-~ay all the land _that 1s m ~arms m the state_of put it down when they think it approaches sum~e!ils. with my life the ones I love." And yet we call our
Ohw-every foot of 1t. "'.,Vould 1t be for the best m- It is no remedy. Boycotting is no remedy. Brute society civilized. There is a mistake.
I want that queRtion thought of. I want all my
terest .o~ that state to have a fe~ landlord 'land fom· OL' force is no remedy. This has got to be settled by
five m1lho~s of serfs! So, I am m favor of a law finally rea'ion, by candor, by intelligence, by kindness; and fellow-citizens to think of it. I want vou to do what
t? be carr1ed out-;-not by robbery, but by ~ompens~- nothing is permanently settled in this world that haf' vou can to do away with all unne~e~sary cruelty.
bon, under. the nght, as the lawyers cal11t, of em1- not for its corner stone justice, and is not protected There are, of courRe, Rome casPR that b~~ove to be
treated with what might be called almoqt <~ruelty;
nent domam-so that no person would be allowed to by the profound conviction of the human mind.
o_wn more land _than _he uses. . I am not blaming these
This is no country for Anarchy, no country for but if there is the smalleRt seed of I!Ood in any
ncb men for bemg ncb.. I p1t:y the most of the_m. I Communism, no country for the Socialist. Why? human heart, let kinilness fall upon it unt.il it. gTows,
had rather be P<>.?r, w1th a httle . sympathy m my Because the political power is equally divided. What and in that way I know, and ~o do ynu, that the
heart, than to ?eriCh as all t~e ~mes of earth and other reason? Speech is free. What other? Thf' world will get better and better day bv ilav.
Let us, above all things. get a<'quainted wit.h each
not have that httle iiower of p1ty m my breast. I do press is untrammeled. And that is all that the right
not see how a man can have hundred,; of millions and should ever ask-a free press, free speech, and thf' other. Let every man teach hi~ son, teach his
pass every day peopl~ that have not enough to ~at. protection of person. That is enough. That is all I daul!hter, that labor is honorable. LAt us teach our
I do not underst!lilld 1t. I pr~sume I w:oul~ be lust ask. In a country like Russia, where every mouth i~< children: it is your businesR t.o Ree t,bat. you never bethe sa~e way myself. There 1s ~~methmg m money a bastile and every tongue a convict, there may be come a burilen on others. Yonr first dnt.y iR to btke
that 'dnes up the sources of ~ffectwn, and the proba· some excuse. Where the noblest and the best are care of yourselves, and if there is a RurpluR, with that
bility is, it is this: ~he moment a man gets ~oney, driven to Siberia, there may be a reason for the surplus help your fellow-man; that yon owe it to
so many men are trymg to get it away from h1m that NihiliRt. In a country where no man is allowed to yourself above all t.bings not to be a bnrden upon
in a little while he regat·ds the whole humotn race as petition for redress, there is a reason, but not here. others. Teach your son that it is his duty not. only,
his enemy, and he generally thinks that they could This-say what you will aO'ainst
it-this is ·the best but his higheRt. joy, to become a home-buildAr, a
0
be rich, too, if they would only attend .to business as government ever founded by the human race! Say home- owner. Teach your children that hv the firehe has. U~derstand, I am not blammg t~ese peo- what you will of parties, say what you will of dis- F<ide is the real and true happineRs of this world.
pie. There IS a good deal of human nature m us all. honesty, the holiest iiag that ever kissed the air is Teach them that whoever is an idler, whoever livs
upon the labor of others, whether hA is a pirate or a
You remembeL' the l'ltory of the man who made a ours!
speech at a Socialist meeting, and closed it by saying,
Only a few years ago morally we were a low peo- king-, is a dishonorable person. Teach them that
,, Thank God, I am no :t;nonopolist," but as he sank to pie-before we abolished slavery-but now, when no civilized· man wants an.vtbing for notbinl!, or for
his seat said, "But I w1sh to the Lord I was!" We there is· no chain except that of custom, when every less than it is worth ; that he wants to g-o tbroul!h
must remember that these rich men are naturally man has an opportunity, this is the grandest govern- this world paying his way as be g-oeR. and if be &!'ets
produced. Do not blame them. Blame the system! ment of the earth. There is hardly a man in the a little ahead, an extra jov, it should he iliviiled wit.h
Certain privileges hav~ been granted to the few by United States to-day of any importance, whose voice another, if that other is iloing something for himself.
the government, ostensibly for ~he benefit of the anybody cares to hear, who was not nursed at the Help others help themselves.
And let us teach that ~?Teat wealth is not great
many; and w_henever that grant 1s not for the good loving breast of poverty. Look at the children of the
. of the many, 1t should be tak.en from the few-not by rich. My God, what a punishment for being rich ! bappineRs; ·that money will not purchase love; it
force, not by robbery, but by estimating fairly the So, whatever happens, let every man say that this never did and never can purchase respect; it never
value of that pr?pet·ty, and paying to them_its value; government, and this form of government, shall stand. ilid and never <'an purchase the highest happiness.
because everythmg should be done accordmg to law
"But," say some, '• these workingp1en are danger- I believe with Robert Burns:
If happinPA~ havP not hPr ~eat
and in order.
, .
.
ous." I deny it. We are all in their power. They
Anrl CPnter in the breast.
What remedy, then, IS there' F1rst, the great run all the cars. Our lives are in their hands almost
We mav be wi~e. or ri<'h, or great,
weapon in this country is the ballot. Each voter is a every day. They are working in all our homes.
But never can be blest.
sovereign. There the poorest is the equal of the They do the labor of this world. We are all at their
We
must
tea<'h
thiR. and ]E>t our fellow-citizens know
richest. His vote ~ill count ~ust a:s ~any aR thoug-h mercy, and yet they do not commit more crimes, acthat
we
f!iv
them
every rig-ht that we claim for ourthe ~and tha~ c!lst _1t co?trolled millions. Th~ poor cording to number, than the rich. Remember that.
are m the maJonty m th1s country. If there 1s any I am not afraid of them. Neither am I afraid of the ~elves. We must diRcuss these qne~tions and hRve
law that oppresses them, it is their fault. They have monopolist, because, under our institutions, when charity, and we will have it whenever we bave the
followed the fife and drum of some party. They they become hurtful to the general good, the people pbiloRopby that all men are as they must be, and that
have been misled by others. · No man should. go an will stand it just to a certain point, and then comes intellil!ence and kindness are the only levers capable
inch with a party-no matter if that party is half the the end-not in anger, not in hate, but from a love of raising- mankind.
Then there iR another t.hinl!. Let each ope be true
world and has in it the greatest intellects of the earth of liberty and jHstice.
to
himself: No matter what hil'l class. no matter what
-unless that party is going his way. No honest
Now, we· have in this country another class. We
man should ever turn rouad and join anything. If call them " criminals." Let me take another step. his circumRtanceR, let him te]l biR tbouQ"ht.. Don't. Jet
it overtakes him, good. If he has to hurry up a lit- It is not enough to raise the feeble up. We must his class bribe him. Don't let him talk like f> banker
tle to get to it, good. But do not go with anything support them after. Recollect what I said in the be<'aURA be is a banker. Don't let him talk like the
that is not going your way; no matter whether they first place-that every man is as he must be. Every reRt of the merchants becauF<e be iRa mercbnnt.. Let
call it Republican, or Democrat, or Progressive De- crime is a necessary product. The seeds were all him be truA to the bnman rnce inRteail of to hiR lit.tle
mooracy-do not go with it unless it goes your way. sown, the land thoroughly plowed, the crop well at- huRineF<R-be trne to the ideal in his heart ani! brain,
The ballot is the power. The law should settle tended to, and carefully harvested. Every crime if' inRt.ead of to his little pref:ent and aprRrent f:e]fi~hne~s
these questions-between capital and labor-many of born of necessity. If you want less crime, you must -let him have a larg-er and more intelligent selfisbthem; but I exp~ct the greatest good to come from change the conditions. Poverty makes crime Want.. neF<s, not a narrow ani! ig'tlnrRnt one.
So far as I am con<'erneil, I have mRi!e up my mind
civilization, from the growth of a sense of justice; rag~, crusts, failure, misfortune-all these awake thf'
that
no org-anizat.ion. secular or rflligious, PbaJJ own
for I tell you, to-night, a civilized man will never wild beast in man, and finally he takes, and takes
want anything for less than it is worth-a civilized contrary to law, and becomes a criminal. And me. I have made up my mind that no ne<'eRs:ify of
man, when he sells a thing, will never want more than what do you do wit.h him1 You punish him. Why hreail, or roof, or raiment shall ever put a pndlock on
it is wodh-a really and truly civiliz9d man would not punish a man for having .the consumption! The my lips. I have made up my mini! that no hope, no
rather be cheated than to cheat. And yet, in the time will come when you will see that that is just a!' preferment, no honor, no wealth, !'hall ever m.ake me
United States, good as we are, nearly everybody logical. What do you do with the criminal? You for one moment Rwerve from what. I reallv belteve, no
wants to get everything fot• a little less than it is 'Send him to the penitentiary. Is he ma<le better~ matter wbet.her it is to mv immediate int~rest, aR one
worth, and the man that sells it to him wants to get W orf!W. The first thing you do is to try to tramplf' wouJd think. or not. And while I li>e. I am g-oinl! to
a little more than it is worth, and this breeds rascality out his manhood, by putting an indignity upon him. rlo what little I <'an to beln mv fellow-men who have
on both sides. That ought to be done away with. You mark him. You put him in stripes. At night not. been aR fortunate aR I have been. I !'hall talk on
There is one step toward it that we will take: we will you put him in darkness. His feeling for revengf' their Riile I shall vote on t.hE>ir Ride. and ilo wbat Jitfinally say that human iiesh, human labor, shall not grows. You make a wild beast of him, and he comes t.le I can to convince men t.bat. hRppineRs iloeR not. lie
depend entirely on "supply and demand." That is out of that place branded in body and soul, and then in t.he ilirection of l?l'~'~at wealt.b. hnt in the direction
infinitely cruel. Every man should give to another yolll won't let him reform if he wants to. You put of achiE-vement for the g-ood of themF<elveR ani! for
according to his ability to give-and enough that he on airs above him, because he has been in the peni- the g-ood of their fellow-men. I shall do what little I
may make his living and lay something by for the tentiary. . The next time you try to put on airs over can to ba~t.en the day when thiR earth F<hall be <'OVwinter of old age. ·
a convict, let me beg of you to do one thing. Maybe ered wit.h homeR, a~d when by the fireRide of .the
Go to England. Civilized country they call it. It you are not as bad as I am, but do one thing: think of world shall sit happy fathers and mothers and chilis not. It never was. I am afraid it never will be. all the crimes you have wanted to commit; think of all dren.
Go to London, the greatest city of this world, where the crimes you would have committed if you had had
THE New York World iA looking up the unt11xed perAonal
there is the most wealth-the greatest ~lit~ering pi~es the opportunity; think. of all the temptations to property of re~irlentR of thi~ city. It flnrls millions of this
of gold. And yet, one out of every SIX m that ctty which you would have y1elded had nobody been look- sort of property. bnt hasnnt yet rli~coverPrl the more millions
dies in a hospital, a workhouse, or a prison. Is that ing; and then put your hand on your heart and say of real cstate bPionging; to religious organizations which
the best th~t. ~e ~re ever to know1 Is that the last whether you can justly look with scorn and contempt never pay a cent of taxes.
word that mvlhz:t.twn has to say! Look at the women even upon a convict. None but the noblest should
------~~.------in this town sewing for a living, making cloaks ~hat iniiict punishment, even on the basest. Society has
THE column which Pope Pius IX. ordererl to hP erPctPrl in
sell for $!5, for less than forty-five cents! R1ght no right to punish any man in revenge-no right to commpmoration of the EcnmPnical Council of 1870 h~s just
here-here, amid all the palaces, amid the thou,sands punish any man except for two objects-one, the pre· bPen completPrl. It wlll be placed in front of the Vatican
of millions of property-here! Is that all that civiiL vention of crime; the other, the reformation of the Museum at Rome. It was the Ecumeni<'al Council of 1870
zation can do! Mu~t a poor woman support herself criminal. How can you reform him? Kindness is which made the important discovery that Pius IX. was infalo1· her child,. or her children, by that kind. of labor 1 the sunshine in which virtue grows. Let it be under· lible.
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cents." There was no ten, twenty, or thirty thousand dol- country. But he died. a cursing Infidel, and a miserable
lars per· year paid for preaching Christ's unadulterated re- drunkard. I know he did, for my· father, before he died,
ligion. There was no sale of pews. There were no fashion- told me so, and my father was told so by a man who knew
------ ------··-----·-·
----able dames with penciled eyebrows, lips painted, face Paine. So that I do know, without any doubt, that this
WooDSTOCK, VT., Nov. 8, 1886.
powdered, hair dyed, and a jockey hat and feathers on their great man died a miserable drunkard." All the singing, the
llln. Em TOR: I see there is a call for money, which is heads, and the wrinkles puttied up with paste. This speci- prayers, and the incoherent and irrelevant talk were replete
wanted to defray the expenses of t!JC Tenth Annual Con- men is the modern improved Christian. Better go back to with "Jesus and Jerusalem." I fear if any Liberal should
gress. Not hegging it-it is a demand, am! no other than pagan religion. Instead of paying missionaries to convert open his mouth here he would meet the fate of friend C. B.
~ight, and a duty we owe to onrselvs and to the world, that
Reynolds on account of his reformatory efforts at Boonton.
the heathen, the heathen should convert the Christians.
we come out liberally, and show to the world that we mean
Yet the mills of God are grinding, grinding, grinding, and
W. W. MoRRIS.
to sustain our cause.
intelligent people are thinking and reflecting. I hav hearn
I cannot do now any more at this than to send you $5. I
MINDEN, LA·., Nov. 6, 1886.
that same Presbyterian falsehoo<l about Thomas Paine for
hav soon to pay to different ones who are working hard for
MR. EDll'OH: I hav seen mention in two different numbers more than fifty years past. I am a thorough temperance
the came that we espouse.
JonN D. PoWERS .•
of TEE TRuTn SEEKER of recent date of a Liberal life insl,lr- man. I never tak-e even a social goblet of wine or cordial of
ance company. Such an institution, I feel, would be of in- any sort. But, twenty-four years ago, 'I took a three-cent
l\'fEmnEN, TEx., Oct. 28, 1886.
estimable value. The majority of us, both men and women, glass of lager beer as a medicin, and it made me drunk-so
Mn. Enrron: I hav had all the bad feelings that Mrs. are of the working class, and are unable to meet the requiredrunk that I did not know whether it was winter or summer.
Helen Wilman's expressed in her letter to her friend, and ments of the regular insurance companies financially, and
·After I am dead and gone, no doubt my pious Presbyterian
hav had tliem ever since 1861. I was a Union man, and op~ hav not the time to join and attend the secret organizations,
friends will say that I died a cursing Infidel and a miserable
posed to secession. I .had to flee my home to save my life. such as Knights of Pythias, even if our lack of positiv
drunkard.
EssE. TEE.
The secessionist woulrl not, or could not, reason with a South- knowledge of a persomil God would not exclude us. I am
ern raised man. Tlw limb and rope were always ready for inclined to think that many Freethinkers who are not now
DIANA. TEX., Oct. 25, 1886.
him if the infuriated mob caught him. For Mr. Truesdell's identified with us would avail themselvs of such an instituMR. EDITOR: Two months hav passed, during which time
benefit. I will tdl of one Union man who w11s caught (his tion, and work publicly for the <.ause, buy Liberal literature
I hav been reading your excellent paper, TnE Tuu·rn SEEEER,
crime was avoiding the army) in Bell county, Tex. As soon to read and distribute, and take an interest in their brother
at your expense. The term for which I had paid expired at
as he was caught, the cry was raised," Hang him to a limb." Liberals, if they could invest in a cheap and reliable means
a time when money is very scarce in this part of the country,
The report that came bn.ck to his far_nily was that he (Clark of providing for their families after death, who now are deespecially so with your humble servant, who could not hav
Naile) wRs hung, not. by the neck, but the heels, just like a priving themselvs of such Liberal food to lay up something
bought a gangway plank, had steamboats been selling at
!JOg, and left in tbat situation to die.
for emergencies.
five cents apiece; and now I am happy to be able to ask you
I am opposed to hanging a man by the neck for anything.
If you deem these remarks worthy of a space in your valu- for credit for the inclosed, and to thank you for continuing
That is the least punishment W(' can inflict.
able paper, they may be the means of inrlucing some more the paper with the illustrations, which teach important lesFred Koezly writes like a man. He can reason and does able pen than mine to advocate a " Secular Union :Mutual
sons to those who hav minds to comprehend them. l hav
not seem to be scared. Fear is a hard master. I will write Life Insurance." Thanking Mr. E. W. 1\iiiJ.er and the other
circulated your paper to some ex tent, with the hope of getmyself an Anarchist-one that has grown into it from bad writer, whose name I do not now remember, for their valuting a subscriber, but it is hardly posBible to get one in this
treatment.
S. D. GREER.
able sugge11tions and introducing the subject,
community, composed largPiy of church-going hypocrits and
Very truly yours,
WM. MANsFIELD.
disinterested nothingarians. However, I will contin11e to
CEI:,:sco, Mwrr., Oct. 31, 1886.
hand the paper to th<;se who I think will read it to be
MR. EorroR: I am very glad to congratulate you on the
BuTLER, PA., Oct., 29, 1886.
successful publication of TilE TJWTII SEEK Ell. You certainly
MR. EDITOR: I am now an old man. I hav felt for many benefited.
There was a time when I, like the ChriRtian, believed that
deserve all the patronage of Freethinlwrs, which I hope you years the persecution of Christian .friends on account of my
will get. I am dccideilly, however, againHt Anarchism. exercise of that freedom of thought dictated by nature, and Christianity was a God-given religion, but. by investigation,
Without the law there wnul<l be no living. The Anarchy in guaranteed by our Constitution. I hav no word of unkind- I found that I had no evidence for such belief. I hav come
the Bible will some day destroy the Bible. See the thirty- ness for those who differ with me in opinion or belief about to know that, like all other religions, it is of human origin.
first clwpter Numbers. "Anarchy;" see the Xew Testa- matters unknown to anyone~ But I feel more happy, more A religion founded on fable and mythology can't be true, nor
ment," Yon bclieYe in me, or go to hfll and be damned." noble, and more in the path of duty reading the truths in can I bPlieve it.
I cannot renounce reason, which is a beter guide than fear,
Ana;·chy_ again. But Talma:.re aml all his ilk think An- your paper, than I could possibly feel reading the brutal hisfor any kino of superstitious religion. To me it is surprisarchy in the Bible is all rig·ht. What superstition can do! tory and unnatural creeds of the Dark Ages.
You giv us the pictnres; they are granll. At the end of the
To be close to God in death, we must walk with him in ing that such men as Talmage and Sam Jon<•s can't see tho
year put them in a book and sell them; they will sell. And life. And I prefer to die alone in the path of truth, seeking error of their way. I believe they are what they are .for the
also John Peck's this year's contribnthns. They will J3ell too after more, than to be dragged to the tomb, in a holy chariot money; but" every dog has his day," and theirs will soon
and help Freethought.
·
stained with the blood of the reformers and philanthropists pass away.
It would be for the good of the race if such men as Mr.
Inclosed fin<! catalog for books and postal order for the of every age, by a sanctified crew that seek to crush to hell
~arne. I am sorry I can't gd you some subscribers, but here every father and mother, brother and sister, who refuses to Beck could liv two hundred years. Everybody ought to read
his writings.
Yours truly,
J. M. WooDs.
are less than two hundred pPople. and they hav got four ride in their bloody wagon.
P.S.-Since writing the above, I hav learned that one Rev ..
churches. Poor Ceresco-ridden to death.
Yesterday we had a very nice parlor lecture on the "Logic
TnoMAS KNIGHT.
of Modern Science," by J. L. Andrew, of Kansas. The Charlie Coppage, Jr .• a pions scoundrel. of Coffeeville, Uplecture was delivered at Nixon's Home. The Methodist shur Co., and a Methodist circuit rider, has been justly
NEvr'Yomz, Nov. 8, 1886.
Episcopal clergyman was present, but would not reply.. The hauled up by the members of his church for whipping and
}h. Eorron: The recent Episeopal Convention which has conflict is bet .veen science and superstition, and the former otherwise maltreating his wife, aurl by them silenced from
been ·held at Chieago, comprising over sixty bishops, and must prevail, for reason teaches that truth is the only thing preaching. While he was·off on hiR circuit, connucting "disabnut four hundred prnminPnt ministl'rS nod laymen, ought that can stand the test of time. I inclose five dollars. Please tracted" meetings, and faring sumptuously every day at the
tablPs of his dupes, his wife was '1t home suffering for that
to be at least noterl hy Freethinkers.
A. CUTHBERT.
send THE TRUTH SEEKER for two yeai:s to
A group of laymen, at one of the prominent hotels in that
on which he was growiu.!!; fat. But, if he was called by the
Lord. as he claims. to preach the everlastin,2; truth_, why not
city, were tli~cus;ing the virtues and defects of the various
LExiNGTON, Mo., Nov. 2, 1886.
diocesan bishops. One gentleman said that " there was,, at
MR. EDITOR: If Mr. Walker and Miss Harman are married let him·preach? Whippin~ his wife has nothing to do with
least, one bishop (Gillespie) who had no heart, and was a at common law, then the agreement of the former to the !at_ his preaching. Is that the way they are to decide who is
complete iCi'herg, although he made great pretensions to ter as to "Ontrol of her person is of no use to her in law; she called and who is not? This claim m>trle by the preachers is
being a philanthropif,t." Thi~ gentleman said he drove away is as to that in precisely the same sitimtion that any other mar- false, and men of sense know it. Oh, how long will the
our late rcPtor, who was bdoverl by the whole city, and ried lady is. Usually people become better than the law before dupes of superstition let these pious frauds impose on them?
e~pecially workingmm anrl Freethinkers, by freezing him the law is changed, and so it must be in this matter.
J.l\1:. w.
Such
out. He said that he had known· him to receive persons and an arrangement can only be ''honor bright" between the
HAHPEI!, KAN., Nov. 1, 1886.
say he was glad to see them, wbPn. but a few days before, he two. If, then, the lady can gain no right in law, why not be
·MR. EDITOR: I am always glad to discuss social questions
had written a letter that was enough to hang them. What content with making that part of the agreement privately, or with anyone who will do so in a kind spirit. Mr. Griffith's
confidence can we hav in mch hypocritical bishops? He with friends as witnesses? And where is the harm of notify- criticism of my views on the liquor question is good, and to
never knew what forgivnrs" is, anrl he recited a number of ing the public of the marriage by record as we do in less im- the point. He wastes no room with wind and bombast, but
caRes to demonstrate that his trcatmPnt of various persons portant matters? In respect to third parties, the Walker- states his objections clearly and bl'ietly.
was the most barbarous hP l'Vl'f knew. He would make a Harman contract seems to me obscure, a fatal error.
Here in Kansas we hav what. is called.Prohibition, but the
good Bishop Bonner, according to all that wag told.
The deeper one will study life, the more does the conclu- name is not appropriate; it is really restriction. ·when I ·
CIIAHLES CRmlMEY.
sion force itself on one that one man and one woman are each came to this state, two and a half years ago, no person could
for the other for life, and any other arrangement transgresses buy any kind of alcohnlic liquors without a prescription
NEwAHK, N.J., Oct. 25, 1886.
a law of nature. The facilities that true Rationalism will from a physician. For writing these, physicians could charge
Mu. Enr-ron: Is it not tlcgmrling and humiliating to the giv for extensiv acquaintance and thereby finding the true prescription fees, and there were always plenty of needy
poor to see creatun'3 marle aft('r their maker'~ image dressed partner will eventually prevent many mistakes such as are physicians ready to mal'e money in this way. The law did
up in livery with brnsR bueldl's on their h~ts to designate the now made-mismating.
not work satisfactorily, and it was changed so that any person
poor man from the rich? I hav se('n those aristocrats who
I lately saw an article in your paper by Ella E. Gibson that can go into a drug store and fill out a blank, stating the obhav more money titan brains, drive up to a fashionable constrained me to write a private letter of thanks to the }}nth or. ject for which the liquor is wanted, and the druggist will let
cllurch ami go in to hear tl1c prcachl:l' preach faith in God,
Purity in the home, justice and order in the state-! offer him hav it. This is called Prohibition .. But it is really rehope in immortality, and charity for all mankind, and leave that as the watchword of Rationalism. If there are many striction. Its sale is restricted to druggists, all of whom are
their poor servants out before the door dressed up like who cannot subscribe to that, I predict fission and differen- getting rich by selling it.
monkeys, in winter beating their hands and .stamping their tiation in the Liberal organism.
Now, my plan would be to restrict its sale, but not to
GEoRGE WILSON.
feet to kt>ep ·hem from being frozen. iVhcn I look and see
druggists or to doctors, but to salaried officers of the govcrnthose steepks, hooped up with lightnin_g.rods to keep their
OnANGE, N. J., Nov. 1, 1886.
ment. I would hav them placed under strict rules, for the
Gorl's thunder from knocking down those churches, I hav
MR. EDITOR: On Sunday, by invitation of a friend, I went violation of which they should be expelled from office. I
often thought there w,ts more dnnger for those nincompoops to attend a session of" The Reform Club," in Orange, N. J., would hav the liquor sold at the cost of manufacture and
Such people are which is a city of about thirty thousand inhabitants, having sale, and I would hav each gnvtrnment agent appointed over
to get struck than those churches.
a nuisance; they shoulrlleave this country for their country's one hundred and thirty saloons, and is a regularly built hot- a certain territory, and made re~ponsible for the drunkengoorl, ant! go to Eni·opc and liv unrler and be governed by bed of orthodoxy. Yet there are scores of Infidels and Lib- ness in his territory. He should be authorized to suppress
emperors· or ldngg, for a republican form of government is erals in Orange (all estimable citizens) who dare not utter the sale by anyone else in his territory.
not suited to their high fangclanglc notions. They hav for- their own philosophical and scientific thoughts. At thesesMr. Griffith says we might as well murder people by law.
gotten that their gmnrlsires fought a monan:hical and aristo- sion of "'!'he Reform Club" I found that it was composed Indeed, we do this, and hav done it from tim·e immemorial.
cratie goverumcnt for liberty, l'lJIJ:l!it.y, al1ll justice
almost entirely of a few shouting Methodists, a leader of the We hang people who should be hung by law (and sometimes
After the war nf inclepcn<ll·ncc the rich and poor all Salvation Army, and a smaller number of Baptists. The some who shouldn't). This is all I contend for. Let us sell
mingled and a~soci<Ltecl together. The rich would go to hall was well filled with anxious hearers, hungry and thirsty liquor by law to those who should hav it for medicinal, srwehurch in calico anrl Iinsey woolseys. anrl if there were any . for a few grains of truth. A good Met-hodist clergyman, ramental, or other proper purposes. But let us be careful
that strayed away from the pat.h of virtue, gentle words of who (I verily believe) is a true Infidel, led off in a ranting, not to sell it except for proper purposes. This, I believe, we
eucouragement were offered to him or her to retrieve their te11ring, and impractical harang on the subject of temperance never can do so long as its sale is restricted to those who
Htauding in society. In those rlays there was no highfalutin and Prohibition. Said he: "Some great men fall from their make money by selling it.
religion, no sensational preachers like Talmage. There were integrity .and greatness and go down into a drunkard's grave.
1\lr. Griffith thinks we might >18 well steal by law. I think
no cathedrals with millions; there were no such notices as Thomas Paine was a great man. He was a distinguished I might define stealing to be the tal~ing of property by any
thio l)~~t~cl on churcll doors, "A single sitting at mass, ten writer, an eminent st&tesman, and he did &great deal for our j person or persons to which said person or persons hav no
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right ot claim. If this is a correct definition of steali~g. then
I think we steal a great deal by law. Our custom house
officials, according to this definition, are the hired thieves of
the government. They collect some three hundred millions
of d(lllars a year that the government never earned and never
inherited, ami to which they hav no higher or other claim
than that of might.
Yes, Mr. Griffith, our government does "take control of
the stealing and killing department, and employs agents to
steal from the people, and to kill such citizens as might be
troublesome to thl'ir neighbors." Governments should raise
public revenues by taxes upon public property, as land,
mines, ete.-natural things. All taxes upon private property,
prfducts of labor, must be considered as stolen. It is the
public taking what they hav no claim to. J. G. 1\'lALOOLM.
SQUAw CREEK, IDA., Oct. 25, 1886.
MR. EonoR: Yours of recent date duly received. Yes, I
want the paper to keep coming. Pictures.! do not object to
in. the least. Those who object to them put me in mind of
the young lady complaining of the boys bathing in a neighboring pond. Her modesty was shocked. She was told that
her eyesight must be very good to see so long a distance.
'· Oh," sbe says," I keep a telescope." I hope when Brother
Heston gets around to the man after God's own heart and has
him in his ball-room attire he will do him full justice; also
Aholah and Aholibah, beautiful for the perusal of children
in a school-room in 11 public school ! Inclosed are $7-$3
for myself and $3 for the subscription of Mrs. Mary E. Lippincott, Columbia Falls, Maine, and $1 for Reynolds's deA. G. CuuROH.
fense agttinst border ruffianism.
KANSAS CrTY, Mo., Nov. 3, 1886.
MR. Em'J'Olt: Will some one kindly inform us what Mr. E.
C. Walker is fighting for? Not for the principles of free
love or free love marriage surely, for he-claims an ironclad,
bullet-proof legal marriage. So faras free love principle is
concerned, he surrendered at the first shot. I am surprised
to SCI' so many old free lovers getting excited over this·affair.
They seem to think that they hav treed a' coon, but when
they hav cut the tree down they will find to their disgust that
there is no coon in it-not even a measly 'possum. It is a
mere quibble as to the best form for a !~gal marriage, a dispute as to the differt'nce 'twixt tweedledum and tweedledee.
If, as Walker claims, the for;n is not essential, what is the
good of fighting about it? Better fight for something that is
essential.
The fracas reminds me of the senseless wrangle among
Christians about the form or mode of baptism. Walker's
form of marriage, like the Presbyterian form of baptism, is
undoubtedly the best, because there is less of it. But the
game is scarcely worth the ammunition. He loaded up for a
bear and fired off at a chipmunk.
T. WE'l'ZEI".
MR. Em TO It : All formal and ceremonial religious worship
that munkind has ever indulged in is merely the childish toys
of an undeveloped race or people. It is natural in all ages
and conditions of mankind to query as to the -origin and
destiny of the human race, and to imagin or conceive a God
or creator to whom reverence is given, and hence worship as
a religion is the outgrowth. But as mankind, by the freedom and exerci~e of the reasoning faculties, outgrows tillnecessity of those childish toys, and looks at the natural
world from a more rational standpoint, he then ceases to be
a worshiper of an imaginary creator or God, and commences
his progress in the light of a student or scientist in the worltings or principles of nature. Although church worship and
the religion of Jesus, so called, is still popular with the
masses, but greatly divided up into creeds and factions, yet
each standard-bearer, or faction, claims that they hav the
simon-pure article, and if you travel their route, that when
you pass over, heaven will be fitted up and prepared for you,
and you wilLhav nothing to do but to step in and hang up
your hat.
Now for the sequel: if a man would bring children into the
world and then_pay no attention to them, giv them no education, but neglect them and let them grow up like wild
beasts, he would be looked on by all civilized people as a
very unworthy parent, and certainly we should expect as
much from a heavenly aB an earthly parent. And I for one
will· make the move (if some one will second the motion),
"That, if ther~ is a personal God or creator, we demand
self-evident and undeniable evidence, and that he make a resonable excuse or apology for the long delay in not giving us
the facts."
DUTTON MADDEN.
A !.ETTER TO A OHUISTIAN.
CoNooim, KY., Oct. 28, 286.
DEAR FRIEND : This term friend might at first hav the appeurance of a solecism, a blendi):Jg, you might say, of the
sublime and ridiculous, so sharp and bitter is the antagoniRm between Infidelity and Christianity; but happily humanity S11metirnes gets the better of opinions, and we become in
this case. just what we should be, generous and deferential.
Should 1, however, chance to wound your feelings, please
to renu·mber it. wa~ done inadvertently, und I propose as
the amende honorable to give you the same privilege.
I hav several motivs in writing to you, the chief one being
to correct a few of the errors under which you are laboring,
thereby removing much of that prejudice which is such a
barrier to seeing thingR in their true light. Many of the
charges formerly alleged against Infidelity for the purpose of
intimidating the timid, hav to-day no more effect upon the
intelligent than a nursery tale. The horrible stories of deathbed repentance almost daily find a refutation at the death-bed
of Infidels. The ravings of remorse, the recantation, and
lastly the prayers for forgivness, hav all become so stale and
hackneyt·d that the minister, who with such a gusto of eloquence relates them, but reflects his own ignorance, and,
save from the most benighted, get only sneers for his pa.ins,
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and upright life. But they must hav some restraining power,
some wonderful influence, brought to bear upon them, some
strength of doctrin or creed, some law of which they stand in
awe. And this is all that will control them for the better
part of life. Some hope of reward; some hell to avoid, some
evil power to combat in imagination; some fiend, breathing
fire;. sQme Satan clothed with subtlety t~nd cunning. And
without these they are supposed to be utterly lawless and
uncontrolable. But let me say that. when Christianity, with
all her bell-fires; her devils, breathing fire and smoke; her
miraculous conceptions and revelations; her Jehovah, the
tyrant and bigot; her saviors so meek and lowly; and her
plans, creeds, doctrins, and dogmas, fail, as is clearly
the case, to restrain the masses from crime and to protect life and property, it is then time to try a new method.
If in the face of all these horrors men can yet sin as though
they knew not of punishment or reward, then let us turn to
the pages of Freethought and receive a lesson which has been
delayed full many a day too long. Let us cease to preach
that Jesus saves us from sin or damns us for it. Let us cease
to offer a reward for righteousness or declare a hell prep>tred
for vice. Let us teach the truth that all men were created
free and equal; that all must take their chance in the course
of life; that whatsoever a man sows that shall he also reap;
and the wages of sin are death. For, as the great apostle of
religious liberty has said, there are no rewards or punishments iu nature, but simply consequences. Thus, if a man
sins, he must of a neces~it.y reap what he sows as a natural
consequence. And if he sows in this world, it seems to me
to be very probable to suppose that he will reap in this world
also. If these things were taught simply, in place of all that
tends to enchain the reason ratliE;l' than to promote the welfare of mankind, the world would be much better off than it
is at present. But I hav a certain hope that men will not
always pay tribute to the miraculous, and, in many cases,
the ridiculous; that mankind shall not always bow at the
feet of ignorance and superstition, and that in some future
day all systems of religion will hav passed away to giv place
to a higher po" er, the power of reason.
For in the church of the present day I Fee full many a
change, and many a wrinkle that in ·younger days she possessed not. The signs of age are visible, and with them I
behold also the signs of decay. The church loses ground as
fast as she givs up the doctrin of narrowness and confinement to one princiJ?IC. Whenever she accedes to the demands of lwr devotees for higher thoughts, newer views, and
broader themes-more universal topics-she adds a spike to
her own cross and a new letter to her epitaph. Compare, if
you will, the church of to-day with the church of a hundred
years ago. To day she is an infant, compared with the
strong man of a century past. In a hundred years more she
·will hav ceased to control men's minds to any great extent.
For the views of men are widening. The absolute power of
the church of past centuries is weakened.
Men no longer consult the church when they make a move
in government. They no longer confer with the church
when they contemplate a change of state. Questions are
weighed and decided by the ·light of reason to a much greater
extent in this day than a few centuries ba~k. She now controls but a part of the civilized world. Her domain is limited. Her glory is fading slowly but surely. Her sun poises
far over in the west, and is rapidly declining. The zenith
wus reached back in the Middle Ages, when priests were
regarded as demigods and tithes were the chief object of all
worship; when men blindly gave away their intellects, their
hopes, anti their souls into the hands of crafty priests; when
thought was clouded and ambition fettered by ignorance;
when men were rather slaves to superstition than thinking,
reusoning human souls.
But now she is old. Soon will sink the sun-soon will
come the time, ns in France, when she will sink below the
horizon of honest thought to rise no more forever, leaving a
blot upon the pages of history and a tarnish upon all the
past. It is not the church of the present that we fight, but
CHATTANOOGA,· TENN., Oct. 25, 1886.
t.he tloctrins of the church of the past, some of which hav
·l'liR. Em TO It: The church of the present day is the soi1rce lived unto the present and still pursue mankind with pertiof little hurm beyond that of narrowing men's minds and nent mien and purpose unmistakable. Of the church of the
hearts down to one plane of thought and insisting that this present, as of the church of the future, we hav nothing to
must be the only plane; one plan, and this the only plan; fear. For the church has entered upon a higher plane of
one hope, and this the only hope. This stand taken by the thought in some respects, and this great expanding is what
church is utterly distasteful to the in tell. ctually inclined-to w.ill eventually kill her. The struggles of her many prisonPrs
the thinker and the philosopher. Variety is the source <lf all behind her bars of creed in -tlwir t·fforts to expand, to grow,
joy. 21-lonotony is bred by lhe long continuance of any one to come forth upon higher places. to leave the filth of past
thing. We mu~t hav variety or we die, intellectually as well creeds and dogmas, is what has wPakened her down so much,
as physically. This the church cannot allow-she must en- and exactly that which has brought her to her present state
force her laws to the letter; her precepts and doctrins must of lethargy and impotency, and it is exactly that which will
be protected at the cost <•f intelligence, of manhood, of self- in the future cause her destruction.
See now the palsied hand of the church-how it trembles
respect. If she fail in any ingtance to thus protect herself,
she falls. It is a well-known fact that the church has ever in its efforts to grasp and hohl the power it so lately has lost
been the foe of science, of intellectual advuncement, of every- -how wan and pale the hand appears as it is raised in
thing which t~nds to lift the mind from superstition and remonstrance against the advance of fair science and liberty
place it upon the highway of intelligence and enlightenment. of thought-how feeble it seems in its attempts to hold back
So far as t.ha•. is concerned-according to the Bible as re- the expanding and strengthened natures of its late minions,
corded in Genesis-our good foreparents were damned for who daily Rtrive within the clutches of the tyrant which has
nothing less than seeking knowledge. For why should they held sway in the mind.~ and hearts of the people for the last
not wish to know good and evil? This knowledge should eighteen hundred years! See now how ag1tated she becomes
be very beneficial to anyone. And yet Jehovah was opposed when she beholds the advancin~ armies of new thoughts,
to their having an;)' enlightenr~ient on the subject, and for strange truths, broadened intellec_ts. under the banner o~ scithis one offense they fell from grace, dragging with them all 1 ence and crowned an~ arraye1l w1th the eff~rts.and aclneve. mankind into the ctepths of degr.adation ami superstition and ' ments of the grand mu;ds of nil ages, the vmdtcated truth_s
.
·
.
'
1 taught and expounded Ill the p:1st by martyrs, sages, and phiGod's so-calle_<l h~1ly _church, be 1t Homan Catholic or Prot- losophers; the success of gre'lt p_rojects which _agitated the
estant, has 1nth lts 1ron hand an,] darkened v1sage opposed :1 hearts and minds of noble souls m the past, wlth measured
all advancement, either in thousrht or precPpt, ever since. I tread and uncompromising front. No wonder she grows
Intellects wl.lich ure coufiue<l to the narrow preciucts of her pale an~ hag!?ard with terror, no wonder tlta~ she raises her
allotted ran.re grow feeble and wither f, 1r want of proper sus- hand With vum rem~nstrance, fo_r her doom IS sealed. Her
"'
.
eyes behold the commg destruct ton upon the banners of the
tenance. Some men. It Sf'ems, are not noble enough, not I advancinO' host in words of fire inscribed: Death to all supermen enough, to be honest for the mere sake of honesty, not , stitions obnoxious creeds, and ctegrading dogmas, and liberty
bold enough to do right for the sake of right principles and of thought and speech to all mankind forever!
coura.geous enough to shun evil for the rewa.rd of a temperate 1
}fARION F. HAM.
Another favorit way of keeping the lines intact is by telling
the congregation that Infidelity is composed of the proletariat,
the refuse of society, or, to use a still more expressiv term,
the·" off-scourings." We hav a peculiar admiration for this
plea, coming as it does from the meek and lowly followers of
the meek and lowly Jesus. It is in keeping with the general
character of Chrietians to praGtice what they don't profess,
and profess what they don't practice. When Christ was
upon earth, according to history, he was distinguished by
just such a following as are so odious to his followers to-day.
Perhaps you will tell us that his condition has vastly improved since his advent here; thut he is no longer a wandering vagrant with a few fishermen for his companions; but, residing in a city of palaces, seated upon a " golden throne,"
and wielding the scepter of the universe, you will feel in duty
bound to support the dignity of character or ratbtr his exalted
position. Jest may not become a subject so gra1•e, but
when so many palpable facts eontradict assertions so false
we feel that the means are not wholly nriwarran,ted. When
every Christian'~ child must be taught from Infidel textbooks; when Christians are constantly availing themselvs of
the advanta.!!CS of Infidel steam, the printing-press, the
steamboat, the railroad; when our best literatme bears upon
its every page the impress of Infidelity, while greatest.
scholars of every age hav borne the bra.nd-Were every language sifted to show the meanness, the senselessness, and the
falseness of such accusations. there would still be an ellip'sis.
Carlyle said be was glad his mother was religious, that is
to say, credulous, submissiv, pliant to theological instruction, and considerably defectiv in reasoning power. This,
perhaps, is why religion in women has been so much extolled. Simplicity, confidence, a beautiful dependence, are
all very charming, we know.· We hav a few such women in
our mind's eye now, old, faded, neglected, and miserable,
repining, and regretful, the past holding all their treasures,
and that gone irrevocably. A sad commentary upon the
comforting power of religion is age, and all due to the teachings of the pulpit! vVhenever we can convince women that
there is an elixir in Fn·ethought, we shall not want for accessions, and gentlPmen who prefer going to heaven by proxy
will hav to go begging nstead. There is nothing so hurtful
to the mind as the doctrins of Christianity. While development and improvement is the very nature of Freethonght,
the Christian, starting out with a few formulated opinions,
forbidden to partake of the tree of knowledge, his Jilind
becomes rlwarfl'd, his mm al nature vitiated, all tending to
nurture his W(•aknesses, until at last be finds himself berPft
of everything .but piety and dot age. One ~erious objection to
Christianity is, that it inspires ft·ar. There is no courage in it
except that courage which it requin·s to make a cowardcourage tn f,.rfPit our honesty. our integrity, our self-respect,
and onr right to im cstigftte. This reli_gion has made ours a
nation of Esaus. He (Esau) solct his birthright f•1r a mess of
pottage, but we, more improvident still, hav given ours
away. The editor fears for his subscription list, the attorney
for his list of clients; the political aspirant must conserve his
popularity, and the business man his patronage, while all
fear ~irs. Gmnrly, of all fears the least pardonable. Ahvays
weak and capricious, uo\v snperannmttPd and imbebil, she
can impose no penalty but ostracism, which is but driving
us from the vain, frivolon~, and superficial to the intl'llectual,
the vigorou~. ani! the strong.
I hav given you a few facts upon which to ponder. I hav
no hopes of ~uddeuly making a convert of you. Our eonversions come by slow and regular process. It takes time,
study, and rl'fiPctiou to persuade that of all -religions Freethought is the best, the happiest, and the most beautiful.
When once convinced of this, there will really be no need of
persuasion. It will be like coming out of the labyrinth of
darkness into the glowing light of day. You will then see
that the theology that you hav been courting is but mythology after all, and must in time share the fate of its predeVuwtNIA E. VANdE.
cessors.
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llltildren#s f!Iorner.
Edited by MISS SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
Ri'Der, Mass., to whom all Communicationsfor
this Corner slwuld be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginnin~r to lower,
Comes a pause in the dRS's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

To My Books.
[ln•c>•fbPd tn E. Brn-lPnsta Harman.]

What care I if fllir or ugh·,
Perfect looks or incomplete T
Sit.ting here with thee RO snugly,
Life to me is very sweet.
What care I if fortune miss me,
Summer fnend" refn•e to greet T
To thee I turn from snch dependence
Snre to find a welcom~ sweet.
Though coR.rse my fare and rude my shelter,
All outRide a wa.te appears ;
Who could Rav w1th thee for SCllace,
"This is but a vale of teal's T"
ConRtant frienifs, in shade or sunshine,
Wlio will Rav that life is vain T
With thee t.o dwell as boon companions,
I would Jiv this life again.
So what care I if fair or ugly,
Sca.ut or plenty so 'tis meet?
Snting l1ere with thee so Rnugly,
Life to me is very Rweet !
C01WOrd. K•!., 0 :r.• 23, 2g6, VIRGIYIA E. VANOE.

'fhe King Who ·went to Grass;
OR,

ALL'S WKLL TIIAT ENDS WELL.

.A New version nf au Old

st 01•11 .

A grave and reverend bishop was oncP
dining with the distinguished Sydney Smith.
when, as the conversation lagged somewhat,
a son of Mr. Smith broke the silence by asking the bishop the following qnestion, What
was the conrlition of Nebuclladnezzar when
he returned from grass?
The bishop laughed solemnly, but ret?rned
no answer.
The above question caused the writer to investigate the hill tory of the above-named kin/!
of Babylon; the result of which she is about
to giv to you as a story founded on facts,
When a child, the touching refrain of,
Nebuchadnezzar, liing of the Jewe,
Sold all his old clothes, and all of his shoes!
often led the writer to inquire the reason of
this penurious spirit in a king-, and it is onl}
of late that she decided it to be on account of
the streak of la!<·nt madness in that once
proud and powmful monarch,
Nebuchadnezzar was, when he reigned kine:
of B&bylon, as great and mighty as his nam~.
He was born abClut 645 B.o., and died in the
year 571. He was a great general as well as
a king, and distinguished himFelf on many
occasions. The captivs he brought honu
from the war were made to labor in the construction of gigantic walls, temples, palaces,
aq,wdncts, and many public buildings. The
bricks used were all stamped with his name.
and some of them, .as well as the remains of
a portion of the magnificent buildings erected
by him, are still in existence.
Everything Nebuchadnezzar did seemed to
be on a large scale of magnificence, quite unequaled in history, Amyitis, his wi'e, who
was a nativ of MeJLt, was lonely away from
her mountain home, and to please her, the
king built the famous hanging gardens; they
were four hundred feet high, being lifred by
successiv terraces till they overlapped the
city walls, and ov'er all the terraces wen·
made pavements of sheet lead, upon which
earth was laid, anrl all kinds of flowers, vines.
shrubs, and trees were rooled there. Water
was drawn up from the river to moisten the
plants, and the whole uppearcd like a mountain clothed with the loveliest roses and all
kinds of blooming flowers. But, with all the
beauty and grandeur by which she was sur
rounded, Amyiris did not liv long, bnt pined
away and died, leaving one son named EvilMerodach, and a daughter, whose name was
Nitocris.
These children were brought up in great
style, especially Nitocris, who was very
lovely and accompli~hed. Her father was
thirteen years besieging the city of Tyre, and
there he obtained tl1e rare Tyrian purple of
which Nitocris had made for her the most
beautiful and elegant robes and mantles.
This princess was as sweet as a day in June,
like one of those mornings when the skies
are bluest, when the birds sing their sweetest
songs, and the roses wear their brightest
blushes.
Nebuchadnezzar loved Nitocris dearly, and
so did all who had the pleasure of her acquaintanPe. SJ•e was Ekilled in lhe useF nf
th£· m • 1ll1·. und hrr fa' l!l'r's ldngly rr,bes. as
well as her ow11 P"armen18 1 "ere all embroi-.
"'

I

dered with gold and silver by her own delicate
fingers. She al~o played the lute and the
dnlcimer, and sang so sweetly that the birds
in the trees hushed their songs to listen, and
when she danced the captiv slaves bung their
harps on tl1e willows, and watched her graceful movements with sad pleasure.
Nebuchadnezzar was one of the greatest
builders and schemers that ever lived. His
busy brain was ever activ. He wanted to
make this life one of beauty an•l delight, it
being t11e only life he knew anything Rbout.
He enjoyed the good things of this world,
and tau~rht his children to enjoy them too;
but, after the loss of hiR beloved wife, his
~pirits sank, and he was plunged in the deepest grief and sorrow. He was no ·longer
hl.}oyant anrl hopeful. and very soon he began
to plunge into wild exPesses. Revelry became with him the order, not only of the
day. but the night also.
Nitocris became alarmed at the condition of
her father, and knew not what to do
Among her suitors was a· young man
called NRbonarliuq, who had been initiaterl
into several mystic orders, and WIIS aerounterl something of a magician. To him
:'iritocris went with her grief. That night her
father had bN·n·holding powerful carousal~.
:lnd had made the very walls shnke under the
uproar and confusion. Nitocris remonstraterl
with !Jim upon his conduct., but he flung her
from him-the chilrl he loved so well-saying, ·• Avaunt! you little goose, you!" and
then kicked up his hPe]s and scrambled
under the bed. Nitocris sought counsel of
her brother, Evii-Merodach, but . he only
laughed, and said, "Oh, let the governor go
it!"
ThPn she sought the advice of Nabonadius.
"0 my friend!" she cried, wringing her delicate hands, things hav come to such a pas~
that tmless some change comes over my poor
nlrl father, it will be no longer fitting for me
to remain here. This is no longer a palace of
hEanty to me, and what shall I, what can 1
•lo? Can you, kind sir, help me in this dilemma?"
Nabonarlius pondered awhile, and then replied: ''Your papa, most noble lady, has
been drinking heavily, Temperance lectures
or a temperance pledge will be of no avail.
If you will giv me permission, I will fix his
royal majesty so there will be no further
trouble, and eventually his character will become greatly improved."
"As you please, most noble sir," replied
Nitocris; "but deal gently with the erring
one."
"Be at ease," said Nabonadius; " he shall
be most kindly led into the safe and pleasant
paths of virtue."
Be went directly to the king's apartment,
with his magic wand, which was highly
charged with electricity. Waving the same
over the i ing's head, he made many mysterL
ous passes, all the time muttering in an unknown tongue. Interpreted, it meant, " Go
out to grass, N ebnchadnezzar; and stay seven
years, Nebuchadnezzar!"
At the conclusion of the incantation, the
king kickerl up his heels and said, "Boo!"
He appParecl to become transformed into a
!!;TaSs-eating animal, and went out of that
man's presence on all fours, nor was he seen
agaiu for seven years.
Nabonadins immediately commPncecl making love to Nitocris, and was married to. her
very soon after· the disappearance of her
father; and after the death of her brother,
Evil-Merodach, she took the reigns of government in her own hanrls, and with Nabonotrlius reigned over the people of that kingdom.
Nebuchadnezzar in the mean time harl been
conveyed to a distant country, where he was
unknown. Be was not under the influence
of liquor, as was supposed, but was laboring
under a Apecies of mild insanity known as
lycantropy, where the subject believes himself to be a beast. Nebuchadnezzar thus supposed himself to be an ox, but Nabonadius
was so snpPrstitious that he thought he, with
his magic wand, had thus transformed him
into a bPast of the tidd. The poor demented
king lived out of doors, ate grass like an
ox, trotted abont on all fonrR, and was wet
with the dews of heaven. His hair grew long
like eagles' feathers, and his nails like birds'
claws.
When the seven years were up his reason
returned, and he began to brace up and think
»bout going hnmP. The people assembled in
great multitudes to welcome him back, and
to see what condition he was in.
Nabonarlius alone was rather low-spirited
on account of the part he had taken in exil~
iu" the kinO',
"

"'

Nebucharlnezzar was in such haste to reach
his home, he started upon a run. He had
worn boofR and horns to carry out the ox
idea, but they soon dropped off. and an old
tramp. named B. L. Z. Bub, coming along,
picked them up and put them on. Tlu.y fitted him completely, so well. indeed, he could
never !!et them off ag-ain, and it is ·reported
that he is wearing them at the present time.
Nitocris mPt her fa.thcr with great joy, and
presented to him six little grandchildren that
had been born in his ab~enre, the band playing." Lo, the Conquering Hero Comes!"
He embraced them all, and then they sat
down to a gorgeous dinner of roa~t dnck and
boiled mutton. with apple dumpling for dessert. The king had a SlJlendid appetite, and
did not call for gra~s. although there were
boiled dandelions on the table. AftPr dinner,
calling the· little ones to him, the king said,
"Come, my litlle darlings. and let grand papa
show you how to play oxen."
So down on aJI fours the Phildren went
with the king, and commenced, whackity
whack, thumpity thump, all butting their
hearls together in true ox fashion, their
mot.her and all the rest of the company shouting and screaming with laughter at the innoCPnt sport. It was in this way that tlie exhilarating game of playing oxen first originated.
Nabonadius hid himself in the stable, fear_
ing the reproof of his father-in-law. Nebu·chadnezzar, however, called him in and readily
forgave him his part in the little drama,
Nabonadius thereupon ruslwd out with the
speed of a cyclone, upsetting several little
Jews who were in the way, and, reaching the
green3ward, he executed a double sumersault,
They bad a great party to celebrate the return of the king, who danced the old-fashioned " fore and aft " dance, to the great glee
of the grandchiluren, who were permitted to
sit up till ten o'clock to witness the festivities.
Nebuchadnezzar resumed his reign that
night, and seizing a bit of chalk, he wrote
over the principal entrance to the palace
these memor!tble words, " All's well that
ends well!"
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supoly and can mail them to those who desue
them, for ten cents each.

SaDOath-Breaking.

PAINE'S AGE OF Rl- ASON

BY J. E. REMSBURG.

The t.ireulel!ll of all AnU-Bibll
<"al Work11.
By THOMAS P.AINE,
"The Au hhor-Hero of the Revolution."
rice, Swgle Coptes, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

Author of

" False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

"Bible

The best and most thorough work ever written
on the Sunday Question from a rational point Of

THE GH.ISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

view.

cents.

Fo~ 'either nf these WMks. or ap.Y of Paine's
writings,
. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

BIBLE ltiYTI-IS
THEIR

Pil.raHPls in Hther- Reli!dons
Bein~e

. with life, thought, and profound emotion.
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price :!5 cents.
Ht-~ Lt>nd a Hand,
other Agnostic Poems. Price. 10 eta.

and

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
ver•tpu ot the lndian Story of the Gar ten of
Eden, in whwh Jt~ oupetiority to the mnti '•-t·P<l
cnuv-the Gene~i• legend-Is shown. Price 10
Cl.. lltR.

For all of th<> above arldreas
THE TRUTH 8F.EKER CO.
33 Clinton Place. New York.

Charles Watts's Works.
·rbf' History of Frerthoug'ht

Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. Co~TENTS :
Section I. D~Jinitton of Freetllought and its
E"'rlr l:!tmggleH for Life. Set•tion Il. What it
OweR to i\Iohamme<lantsm. Section III. Free·
thought i\Iartn·• aud ConfeBBOr~. So.·r·tion IV.
Freetllought in Cont!ict durmg the Hixteenth.
Scveuteenth, and Etgllteeutll C;,ntul"ies. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.
fhf' .Anu•ri<~:m f'lpcnJar Uu iuu; its
NeceHsity, and the JnHtice of its Nine Demands.·
<Dethcated to Colonel Hobert G. Ingersoll.}
32 pages in c::>ver. Price, 10 cts.

Se· ula-rism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages m cover. Pr1ee, 10 cts.
Evi•lt>ne.t-~_s c'rilicisf'o
A
reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction b_y Chari-• Ilratllaugh. Cou·
tent•: The Ot·igm of Chriritiamty; The HiHtOl·ical Value of tlte ~ew TeHtament; illlracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of ChnHtian·
ity; The Progress of Cllrintiamtr. Price, $1.

Ch•·ist an

Watts are publi"t!hed at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Prmciple•;
I• the Btble Reliable 1 Th" Chri~tian De1tyJ·
Moral Value of the :BiblP: Freetlwnght au
Modern Progress: Chri~tianity, it~ Nature and
Int!uence ou Ci vihzation ; PhiloHoPhY of Seen·
larism; Science an <.I Bible Autagoni~ticl·
Ch1istian Scheme of Redemption. For ail o ·
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEK·
_ EB, 33 CJ.in,t~ Place, New Yor_k~·-----

KERSEY GRAVES'S WORKS.
Sixtt>en Saviors or Non~'. BY KERsEY G11AVES, anther of the World's Sixteen
Crucifi< d Savior"; The Bible of Bibles 1 and
Biov.raphy of Sat,m. Paper, 75 cents; cloth.$1.

Bible of Bibks; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelatious,contaming a dc•cription of
twenty -seven bibles and an expooition of two
thOT .saud biblical errors m science, history,
mm tis, _religion, and general e_vents. .AI~o a
deli teat,wn of the characters of the pnnmpal
pert oungea of the Christian BiLle and an exami tation of their doetrin•. Price, $2.
Bio~r a,, by Qf Satan; or, a Historical
Ex;p osil ion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Prwe, 35 cents.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
BY W. S. BELL.

"I am very much pleased with lt, and I wish thP
sevent)' thousartti mtuioter~ of this country were
obli~e<l to purchase the Patnphlet and read every
WOl"d t.Jf it 11 •
•.
Pnce 15 cents.
For sale at this office.
tf29
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The BiOla Analyza~.

a Compari•on of the Old and New Te•tament Myth~ and Mimcle• with tho•e of
heathen natton• of Alltiqnit:v, Considering al~o their Ol"igin
and Meaning. With
·numermts illustrations.
The oblActof the work '"to point out the myths
BY
with which the Old and New l'e•taments abonnd;
to """w that they were held in common with other
John R. 14 eh1o, A.lU.
natwn,.; a!ld tlten trac.. them to their evident oriCONTENTS:
g1n aml' explain their meaning,
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-Tht
'' [t '" unquestinruthle trne that the result• of a
Oreation.-The
Deluge.-The
Exodu~.-The Mlra·
ratinn>tli:!t.Jc Htntl:V of t.h.e Chriritian •criptnres are
nowh.,re eiHe ~" accPHslble aR they are now made oles cf the Bible. -The Et·t·orH of the Bible.-Th•
Prophecies.-The
Devilllr
Satan
of the Bible.-The
n the Wlll'k betnre UH.''-.\'. Y. Sttn.
·Heaven and Hell of tl<e Bible.-The Sabbath of
1 vol. Bvo. Clo•h. About 600 p>tges.
the
Bible.-The
God
of
the
Bible.-The
Mes•iah or
1-"rlce. •~.60.
Savior.
Orownoctavo,_833Pll·. Splendidly executed. Bent
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
·
88 Olinton Plaoe, New York. · by mail, P081i p11o1d. l"rtoe, $8.00.

~e World's Sages, Thinkers1 and

Reformers.

The Biographies o!

thr::b hundred of the most distinguished
teachrrs and philosophers (who ~ere not
Christians); from the time of Menu to the
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages,
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

graphical sketches of pro111inent ChrisEans. A companion b0ok to "The World's
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo.,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.0Q; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern 1,imes. Vol. I. givs
a full nccount of all the gods the nations
of the eart.l' hav worshiped, including
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
Christ, Yirglll Mary, and the Bible. 835
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all
the religious systems of the world, inclnd
ing J udai~m, MoLamruednnism, ancl Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages
going fully into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8. 00.

Supernatm·al Religion.

An inquiry
int" tile reality c•f divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorongll and exham;tJv
work on the chtims of supernlttnraliRm
ever written. By F."'· N'EWMAN, Emeritus
Professor of the London Univen;ity. 1,115
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; lea.t.' or, $5.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Izwlurling 'l'Le Age of lt~a~on; Exnmination of Prophecies, ltPply to Bishop of
Llandaff, Letter~ to Mr. Ertikine, Essa~'
on Dreams .. Letter to Camille Jordan
The Religion of Deism. Comm011 Sense
Tho Crisis, nnd The Rights of Man; the
whole r
·eded !Jy the Life of Paine, and
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco
gilt edges, $4.50.

A..nalysis of ReJigious Belief.

An
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and
Sacred Writings of the world. By VraooUNT AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord
~nhn Rusaell, twice Premier of England.
Jomplete from the London edition. 745
"\'ages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
~orocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

'l'he foregoing volume,; are called " The
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered tiJ.
gather and sent by express, one dollar will be
deducted from the price o.f eaoh.
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F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
FOR B.,LE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In.
fluence of Christianity on Civilization·
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib:
erahsm offers in Place of Christianity;
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritualism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
the Political and Heligions Heformer; Materialism and Crime; Will the Coming
Man \Vorship God? Crimes and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Anthority of the
Bible; Freethought Judged b~· its Fruits·
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper,
cents; cloth, Sl.

mi

The Wol'ld'~o~ Sixtt>en Cr-uci6t>d Savio!'s; or, Clu·istianity Before Christ. Influence of Christianity upon CivilContaining new and ~tartling revelations in
ization. 25 cents.
religious history, which dis«los~ the otiental
origin of all the doctrmes, prme1ple§_. precepts. Christianity aud lllaterialism.
1 !i
and miracles of the Chn~ttan New Te~tament 1
and fumishing a key for unlocking many of
its sacred mysterie•, besides cump!·tsiug the
history of "ixteen oriental crucified Jf_ods. $2.
Address THE TBUTH SEEK.J£R.
a~ Olinton Plac .... NPw York.
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Large and Handsome Print.

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great SINGLE CoPIES,
25 cents.
Britain, Washington wrote : "A few more such .SIX CoPIEs,
$1.00.
flaming .argnments
will not leave numA.ddressTHE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of ~ sepa· ration.''

AND

Promt->th.-ns A poem. "It is crammed

SEU'·CONTR.AHIC l'lO.SS OF THE St>CU larism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price. 71> ets.
JHBLE.
Tr-aC1 s. The following tracts by Chas.
A pe1·fectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thot1gh

Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
ENGLAND.
WattR & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
L mdon.

3~

A conversation

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In·
fidel and the GaliJean Beformer, whet·ein it h
shown there is much in harmony betweer
them. Price, 10 cts.

Wby Dun't

·
CalendA.r for 1886: Freethought in the United
,.;tates. 188.'>; How the Church Ftlche~ from the
8t.ate; Pn!.lic C•>lltnbnt.!On• to the Clmrch: The
l{,.Jigiou of Crime: Ch~tplaius in onr Army aud
~av.1·: Tlte Hi~her Life, b.v Courtlandt Palmer;
:\1\' Dream, bv ::lamnel P. Putnam; The American
::le•••tlat· Uuion; St..,ti•tics of Onr Forei,.u-Boru
Popnlation: The CnratP of Chnru~i<.le. (Selected
•t.or.v.} By Jas. Payne; How Voltane Die<.l, by the
Etlitm: l'he lr~>ll Virgin; Religtou~ Divi~tou~ ot
the Wo··l<l; Pain" Memol'ial HaJJ (Iilu•trated};
l'ltP St.ory of 1tl85: Immigmtton to the U. S.
18:!0-1884: Freethomrht· in Atl•tt'alia ;. FrPetlwnght

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.

"The The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio-

CO~TENTS:

33 CLf.\'TON PLACE.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
D. F. Keeler. Park City.
W. F. Reybmild, 8alt Lake City.
. John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

Prt.-e,

Goldt>n Thrunt>, a Romance.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

.YMW

iierchanh'
Company
against the

Its Scientific Solution. with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.
Waif~ and \Vandf'rrlngs. a New Amari·
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 eta.
"A prose epic of the war, riah with mcidenl
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day,"-Jolm
S•ntnton•s Paper.

lLLUSTRA TIONS.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,

UTAH,

Bankers' Plld

Thf'r Problem of the Uuiver!ile~ and

lngPrsoll and ,J.,sus.

INDIANA.

~

P. Putnam'ti Works.

author certainly has g('nins. The divine crea·
tiv ~park is within him. The book'" filled witlil
manly thought"J expressed in manly word•the transcript or a m_9,uly mind. Every Liberal
shonld rea<.l Golden Throne.• "-INGERSOLL. $1.

F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano

~
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WHAT'S TO HE DONE?
A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.
By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
of tlle .Author. 'l'ran~lated by BENJ.
R. 'l'UCKER.
Written in Prison. Supp_res•ed by the Czar. The
.Author over Twenty Year• au Extle in Siberia. Hus~ian Edition worth >600 a Copy.
Fir•t Amerwan Ediliou Exllansted
in Fonr D>tys. St•eollll now
Ready. .Au Elegant
Volnme of aso
P>tges.
PRESS COMMENTS :
To call the hook the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of
Nihilism i• scarcely extravagance.-Bosto" Advertiser.
It is perhaps the boQk which has most powerfully int!ueuced the youth of Hus~ia in their
growth into Nthtli:~m, and it is remarkable and
noteworthy as a work which has playe<.l HO important a part in tbe political and social hiijtory of
the ceutury.-Bo~ton CourfRr.
A• a reve ation of folk hfe 1t is invaluable; we
hav no ot-her Rn~sian pictnres that compare with
1t.-Pruvideuce Stn.r.
The character• are so strongly and vividly drawn
t.hat the interest in their fate bPcontCH inten•e a~
the thread of the narrat.iv is slowly.unwoun<.l.Bost<m. Sat·urday Eve ..tng GazntA.
When we come to "ousii!er the publication of
snch book• as Flaubert'" "Salammbo" an <.I Tchernychewsky'" 'What's To Be Don~1"·we cannot
avoid the conclusion that ~omethmg mn•t hav
happened to the ~ociety fell" the HUPPl'<'H~ion of
indecent literattire.-St. Louts RPpubl'ican.
In cloth, $1; paper, 7~ cents.
AddJ'>Sisa THE TRU'l'Il SEEKPElaoR, ': N
y k
88 Olinton
e, ew or •

cents.

What Libera1ism Offers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
1cientific Materialism: Its J.lieaniug
and Tendency. 10 cents.
\pirituaTi.;m from a Matcrialisth·
Sta:ndpoint. 10 cents.
)aine the Po. _.;ical and Rcligiolls
Reformer. 10 cents.
IV oman: Her Past and Present: Her
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
,£aterialism and Crime. 10 cellts.
rVill the Coming Man Worship God 'f
10 cents.

0rimPS and Cruelties of Christianity.
10 cents.

rwelvc Tracts.
logical.

Scientific and Theo-

20 cents.

--

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four

d~y~' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD
and Prof. 0. A. BURGEss, President of the
Northwestern Christian University, IndianapoliR, Ind.
Accurately report.,d.
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.

Underwood-Marples Debate. A four

nights' debate between B. F. UNDERWOoD
and Rev. JoHN MARPLES, Fully reported.
1
"Paper, 36 cents; cloth, 60 oe.ntll._
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How Popular Pap!'rs are Made.
r

want to make a paper that the publiu will
·
declare
The very best and brightest that is printed anywhere.
Jn•t fill it ·np with lies and fun ancl scandal, filth
and tattleFor that's the kind of stuff that take~, and tickles
human cattle.
Yon

),u•t dare to calll·our soul r~n own-don't dare
to hav a view
·
Thrit isn't in accordance with the people's-if you
rlo
'l'he•·•ll <'all ron "fool"' and "crank" because
) m1 hav more brains than they,
AIHl kuow more in a minute than the)· all know in
11

dar.

If they contend that black is white, chime in and
t-:a~· it's white;

Anrl wh<·n you know they're in the wrong,.proclaim them in the right;
An<l when they all unite to damn and down an
hon<·St man,
R II up your sleeves, 8pit on your hands, and help
tht m all you can.
SUPP"HS your noblest thoughts, nor try to elevate
tlw race;

Lie down and wallow with them in the mire of
their disgrace;
And they in turn will honor you by calling you
"the colonel,"
And take and pay spot money fo1· your weak and
worthless journal.

interjection, coaxfugly, as it were, sotto voce,
"Do, Lord, do I Do I"
Now, nothing but pity for pueril simplicity (but evident sincerit.v) could suppress
disgust at such silly familiarity.
H(')re is another instance of intimacy with
. the Great Infinit.
In a remote section of this Union, a farmer
had several sons, one of. whom had just recovered from the bite of a rattlesnake. He
had, through fear of death and hell's awful
certainty, become a "shining light," and
been converted "to Methodism. A. class-meeting was to be held at the old farmho11se.
The minister, good -lllan, soon worked himself
into a pious fervor, and also into a state of
godly thankfulness for the past. The burden
of his pray<:r was as follows:
"0 God, we thank tlFe for senrling us rattlesnakes! We appreciate their benefit in
biting our thoughtless brother Philo, and
thus offering him the means of grace and salvation. 0 heavenly father, continue the good
work! Send a ratt.lesnake to bite Joe, to
cure him of his ungodly, blood-curdling
blasphemy. A.nd, 0 God, send one of the
biggest and loudest kind of rattlesnakes to
bite the old man, for nothing but rattlesnakes,
we fear, will·save him from hell's everlasting
flames. A.menl"
D. BRUOE.
Brooklyn, Jll. D.

· TH

There is much in the solemnity of prayer
which will for a long period hence keep the
custom in popular exercise. Yet, however
holy, sincere,.and virtuous is its original impulse, it will, in its extreme unwise and farcical indulgence; fast degenerate into a nuisance
or vice.
It has been observed that the lower in cultivation the human intellect, the louder and
more vociferous are all religious enthusiasts;
whether they are to be found in the most abject fetichism of the African, tHe howling
dervishes of the Turks, the ravings of a Talmage, or the street evangelism of the Salva-·
tion A.rmy. The impression with all seems
to be the same. Heaven is to be talten by
storm. It is also evident, per contra, that the
higher the conception of the minuteness and
vastness of creation, the muter are our appea's, until· they sink into solemn, noiseless
contemplation.
This species of auricular praying will for a
ong period hence be recognized and prac..
ticed-so long, inrleed, as the Great Infinit is
arldressed as an immense personal being, a
being possessed with feelings, that can be
tickled with flattery, gratified with praise, or
made furious with vengeance. Indeed, there.
are few of our religious bodies who hav outgrown the idea of an immense personality,
as of one needing hints, advice, and assistance, and under this impulse it il.ot unfreqently runs into the ridiculous, and often
with a familiarity and childishness that
would be a gross insult if addressed to an
earthly friend.
We are reminrled of an incident at a
crowded hotel in Philadelphia, during the
Centennial celebration. A. number of· visitors. mostly strangers to each other, were assembled in the sitting-room, at the termination of a crowded day, enter aining each
other by describing the wonders they had
jnst witne~sed, and were relating events in
their different homes. Their different stories
were interestii•g, inasmuch as many were
philosophical and practical, and many 1mmorons and well tol<l, and the bursts of
laughter that followed readily indicated the
happy feelings of the company. A. mute
kind of interr~gnum of a few' minutes en.
sued, caused by the entrance of a clericallooking gentleman. The solemnity of his
vifage was a visible damper upon the company, who were being entertained by a gentleman relating a grote~que occurrence to
himself. The missionary, aftt•r giving a
olC'mn glance around upon the company,
proposed indulgence in prayer. ·well, the
prayer was made, and its impression may be
magined, for, soon after its close 1 ~he room
was found emptied of its once cheerful company. The prayer was evidently out of
place, and uncalled for.
We hav another sample. A.t a recent
prayer-meeting in Brooklyn, in this section,
prayers were fervently thrown up for the protection of the Christian brotherhood against
the "increasing diaboli~m of Spiritualism,
that modern Infidelity." Each pause of the
good pastor to wipe his face with his silk
bandanna, and to inhale a fresh supply of oxygen, was improved by some enthusiast by the

..
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IBTELLEC UAL LIBERTY
From Thales to Copernicus.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of ;·'The
1\eign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be read once, but tl"
be kept and referred to, a!J.d pondered o;ver ft:on.
Year to year. It is a ~rmde-book of Ltberalism
through the past centunes prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. "It does not take the place
of other histories like G}b"!>on 1 Hall11-m1 or Lecky,
but it makes them mtelhgtble by pomtmg out tl).e
white light that h<ts been· cast upon the lund
clouds of igp.orance, superstition, and cruelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
!lowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed course
down through the ages which now liv only as our
realm of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $3.50.
WORKS OF O. B.

WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 p!lges,

10c.

BIBLE F .A.BRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
-

15c.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 1~mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A :Masonic Vindication of Right.
A. Protest -Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
•
- 15c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
88 Olinton Pl., New York

- JVlll H1<bbarfl...Kernan.

Thoughts On Prayer·.

dl ~h£

BLASPHEMY
-AND-

REPLY

BIBLE.
BY C. B. REYNOLDS.

~ro

REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOT .ES ON INGERSOLL."

Showing that the Bible and the believerR in it
By B. W. Lacy
.are the real blasphemers, and not the Secu- A thol'Qugh exposnre of .the Oa.tholic priest"b
sophistry, unfairness, and histor·
larists. ·
0
ical misstatement.
This is the pamphlet for the distribution of
P·rt~. Cloth. U; Paper, lrO Cents.
which Mr. Reynolds is now indicted, and to be

TRIED FOR BLASPHEMY
next January.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
Address THE TltUTH SEEKER CO.

THE 0RDE BOF GHEAT I ON~
.A Dtsuusston Between

Gladstonr,

lluxlet, ·Muller,
Kel'llle.

Linton,

CABINET. PIIOTOGRA.PHS OF

On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
OONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. ByRon.
W. E. Gladstone.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
35 Cents Each.
Ill. P4)stsmipt_ to _Solar. MYths~ By Prof. _Max
Address THE TllPTH SEEKE.R CO. ;, "
Muller.
IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea for a Fair Trial.
By Ron. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creatton. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
VII. A Prote~t and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn LinBY ARTHUR B. MOSS,
ton.
FREETHOUGHT .AND R.A.DIO.AL .ADVOCATE
This is a new book and contains the latest discus(of JiJnglartiZ).
sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
SECOND EDITION.
Price, paper, 5e cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Charles Watts's Ltterary Gui<JR. says: "We are
88 Clinton Pl., New { >rk
glad to record the appearance of a second edition
of this admirable book. The varion• rapers-ten
in all-a•·e some of the author'H bf'st work."
The Middleboro News says: "These e3says are
brimming with careful thought and hlllicious research."
The Yorkshire Chronicle says:" These essays are False Claims: Revised and En.Ia.rged.
not unworthy the attention of the scientific
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
student tl:ough written for the uninitiated."
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
PRIOE, 50 CENTS.
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburfl" are:
The Church and Morality; C1iminal Stattstics,
Addre•s THE TRUTH SEEKER.
showi~ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes t the Church and Civilization; the
Church ana Science; the Chnrch and Learning;
the Church and Liberty ·hthe Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement t the Temperance Reform ; the
Church ana the Republic.

C. B. REYNOLDS.

The Mirror of Freeth ought.

.J. E. Remsburg's Works.

Paine VinnicateU !

Bible .Momls.

-o-

A thorough and ove~whelming reply. to the Ne~
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Reyolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

Rl'

~OBERT

G.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Smipture : Falsehood and
DeCE•ption; Cheating: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism ; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals ;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism ; Witchcraft ;
Slavery·; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents ; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Bt·l'aking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath ft·om a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is cliscussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
S1mda.l': Arguments· Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
ab bath dming the Middle Al!"es: The Puritan
sabbath; Testilll()ny" of Chrtstian Reformers,
cholars, and Dmnes; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws Pric~. 25 cents: qil( cooiei. $1.00.

I~GERS31.L.

-o-

The New York OIJsP.rul'r <Presbyterian) having
recently reissned its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGKTHF:R WITH

Pnine The Apostle of ReA ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD. Thomas
ligious and Political Ltberty. Tells the stoey
A Fabrieated .Aceount of a Scene at the Deathbed of 1'homas Paine.

DY "\V. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Oll.•erv1w relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impoijsible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp.
AddreRB

Price 15 cents.

'!'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,

Tlf.E TRrTll lilF.lljKl<:R ANNUA.L
Price, 25 cents.

of the Author-Hero's life,·delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the al[persions cast upon
it; Choice extractR from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," Jl,nd "Age
of Reason " are given; also, tributes to Paine's ·
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edi·
tion\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper.
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth. 75 cents.
Image Br~ak~>r. Six Lectures: Decline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washinl{ton an Unbeliver; JefferHon an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
II cents; bonnd, paper, 25.cents; per doz. 40 ots.
THE TRUTH SEEKER OO:J
88 <mntou Place, New lllrlt

I

FREETHOUGHT WORKS.
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKEB Office,
A Few Days in Athens. BY Fn.cioES
WBIGHT. Embellished with the portrait
of Epicurus, the Greek philosopher, and
the author. Price, 75 cents.

A Legacy to the Friends of }'ree
Discussion. By BENJAMIN OFFEN,
formerly Lecturer of the Society of
Moral Philanthropists, at. Tammany Hall,
New York. Price, $1.

SyntDO~ium.
Subjects :
The Soul and a Fiitnre J,ife. By .Frederick Hnrrison, R. H. Hutton, Prof. Huxley,
Lord Blackfora, Hon. Roden Noel, Lor•!
Selborne, Canon Barry, Rev.. Biddwin
Brown, Dr. W. G. Ward. -The fnflueli.ce
upon Morality of a Decline in Religiou.s
BtJ!ief. By Si.r Jnmes St••phen, Lord Selborne, Frederick Han-isorl, .The Den.n of
St. l'aul"s, The Duke of. Al"gyle, P1·uf.
Clifford, Dr. W. G. Ward~ Prof. Huxley,
R. H. Hutton, Utternnc1.s never sur:passed by writers and all important subJects. Noted for their tet·se originality.
Price, $1. 25.

A Modern

An Eye-Opener.

"Citateur. Par Pig-

suit." LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels. :By
ZEPA. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cent>!.

Antiquity and Duration of the
World 1 By G. ToULMAN. 20 cents.
Apocryphal New Testament. Being
all tlie gospels, epistles, and other pieceK
now extant attributed in the first four
centuries to Jesus Christ, hi!! apostles.
and their companions, and not included
in the New Testament by ita compilers.
Price, $1.25.

.Apples of Gold.
boyR ancl girls.
Price, $1.2•j.

A stm'Y book fur
By Miss SusAN H. WnoN.

A Short Histot·y of the Bible.

~e-

ing a Popular Account of the Format10n
and Development of the Canon. By
BRoNSON C. KEELER. This is a splendid
work, showing how the Bible was manufactured by the church and ecclesiastics.
Limp cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Astronomy and Worship of the
Ancients. By GILBERT VALE. 20 cts.
Astro-Theological Lectures.
Rev.
RoBT. TAYLOB.

Price, cloth, $2.

Autobiography of Robert Cooper.
Price, 15 cents.

Bhagavad-Gita; or, A Disc_ourse on
Divine .Matters between Knshna and
Arjuna. By J. CoCIXllu:BN THOllll'S!>N·
Price, $1. '15. '

Bible in India. · Hindoo Origin· of
Hebrew and Christian Revelation. Translated from "Le Bible dans lnde." By
LoUIS JACOLLIOT. Price, $2.

Bible in the Balance. A text-book
for investigators.
Price, $1.50.

By Rev. J. G. Frsn.

Bible Inquirer; .or, Key to Bible In·
vestigation.
Containing one hundred
and forty-eight propositions; 'vith references to the most plain nnd s.triking ~<.-If
contradictions of the so-cnlled Insptrecl
Scriptures. Also one lmndred and fiftytwo references to the most marvelous occurrences. Each quotation has a short
description of its contents. By A. JACOBsoN. Price, 15 cents.

Bible Myths, nnd tl1eir Parallels in
Othl'r Religions ~ Being a com-

pari~;on of the Old and New Testament
Myths nnd Miracles with those of. Heathen Nations of Antiquity, considermg aleo
their Origin and Meaning. With numerous illustrations. 1 vol. Royal Svo.
567 pag<>s. Cloth, $4.00.
Iff"
The objPct.or t.hls work Is to point out the myths
with which the Qht an<.t New Testaments abound; tu
show that tbey were Ut>ld in common with other
nations; and then to trace them to their .evident
orig;n and nplain their mPanmg. It contains quotations
from nearly all the sacred books ot heathen nations,
and from other rare and valuable works which a1·e
not accessible to jJeople In general. . The chapte•·s
are so arranged that It Is a perfect cyclopedia ot ref.
erence. Years of research would be necessary to
discover all the Information It contains. It Is a moot
searching Investigation Into the origin of Ohrlstlanlty. Every fact Is verified by copious notes an· I
authorities, so that It may be trusted as· a thol"·
oughly reliable work. It contain• information which

will be gtarllmg to many.

Bible of Humanity. By JULES MwHELET. 'l'ransluted from the French by V.
CALFA. 8vo. cloth, $3. This is a ltlrg.,
~pic in prose. The artist historian sin!.(-<
the evolution of mankind. He thrnw•
brilliant glimpses of light on the lung
course of events and works which he uufolds.

Bible of Rational :Mind and Religion. Rational Rcligion and Moral::!.
By THOMAS J. VADIEN, M.D., of St. Loui~,
Mo. Price, $3.

·Bible of To-Day. By JoHN W. CHAD·
This is a condensed result of the
scientific criticisms of the separate book>~
of the Bible. Price, $1.50.
1"'
WICX.

Biography of Satan; or, a

Hi~toriC'al

E:x._position of the Devil, and his Fiery J,. •·
mams. By KEBilEY GBA.vlll~· ~5 ceQt~

75;1.

·Ingersoll's ,
--.·

The Gods. Paper, 50 c
fn_Hflve
lectures.t.o. comprisn
. ' umboldt " " ·.t·nomas Pa!.
lty," and "Heretics and H'

The Ghosts. Paper, 50'

Oontents: "The Ghost!!l" '
Woman, and Child," "The
de_pendence," "About Fa}
•· The Grant Banquet_" "'1
Olark," "The Past .tuses ·
Dream," and "A Tribute to·

Some .Mistakes of .M.ose
cloth, $1.25.
•
Interviews on Talmagl
plain cloth, $1.25.

·

'

What .Must We Do to l
per, 25 cents.

The Christian

Reli~i

lngerso& Judge J eremiali
George :1!". Fisher. Paper, 5

Orthodoxy.

56 pages

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. pos:
large, clear t_ype, and con t
co-q.td be delivered in two.
TJus makes a grand misf
Liberals should scatter it g,

lnger·soll

Uat~(~hisf-ld:

:

a NUJl?.ber of Vital Questio
the editor of the San F'ran
cep. t.s per dozen : 25 copie!
Millions of these should be i

Vindication of Tbom:

the attacks of the New Yor:·
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 10 .

.!ddress on the t:ivil

Large size octavo, paper, 11

lugersoU'~S

Lectures

is a regularly educat·
ed and le!fally qualified physlCian, and
the most successf1J.J1
as his practice will
prove. He has for
twenty -tears treated
exclusivJ.y all diseases·
of the SexuM ®rgans.
in the cures of which
hP stands 11reeminent
SPEBMATORRH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the resUlt of self.
abuse in youth and
sexual excesses in rna,.
turer years, causing
night emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
ower
re_ndering
cured
sixty
is one
i~ enIt is

c:

Bound in one volume. To
for 1\{r. lrigersoll•s works1_th
all his lectures, except tlie
do)t_y,".bound 1n one beaut
caJf, library style, and co
Paj!"es, which is sold at tf
\>bnce of $5. Sent by mail P•

·rri

utes.

There hav

!WPlications for Mr. Inge
HiB Brother," "The Vision 1
naL~qt1uet Toast," ~nd the I
1ttle. Harry Miller's Gr:
be.en prmted on heavy ton<
mmated border, and rnlar•
ble for framing, and the fa:
to any address, for 50cts, or

Prose Poems and Selt

'new book is a gem It is ~
spect. In. factt one of tho
b est ever tssuea. It conta
ebrated "Decoration Day
fore published, and all the
heretofore printed in varir
brought together till no'
sel!lcted from the speech
ures, l!ltters table-talks,.
· versationsof the author '
for and will be acoepted·n.
ararepersonMsouvenir~.~·~T~o1hue*lpP1tlfB<serurv~e~t~~·srT-------~~--~==~----------------------r-~----~~-w~~r-~-n~RMrr~----purp\ls~\ a fine steel por ...ait, With. autograJ,>h
Address THE, TRUTH SEEK:ERCO., ·,
· J? x Jf.Jjj.l.d.A -u. vo r ..I1..UU •
fac sunue, has been ·prep red especiallY. for 1t.
88 Clinton Place, New. York.
.,
,__-.__
Price1 in silk cloth, bev
ej].ges, gilt back
and Blde, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, eleA
rUDY
. Price. $1.00. .
For saie at thiS ofice.
gant library style, $4.50; rn full Turkey mo---,-rocco, gilt, exquisttly fine, $7.50; in full tree
OB
FREroTHOIJGHT ""OVELS
calf, ~heat· possible style and finish, $9.

The Busts or Voltaire.· Paine, aud
Ingersoll. Cabinet SlZ.e,· true to

s
-P-R-I·M IT IV E c·H· RIS TI AN IT y
BY LEWIS C. oiANE9.

life, price~ $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles or Religious Liberty should hav them.

This boo k treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
...
of Colona!
In" ~""-rsoll.
Pa1estinianthe
Judaism
PagaBism;
in·
v
,-.
vestigates
history and
of theRoman
founder
of ChristianPhoto.,ra;Rhs
Superb p . otographs1 22x28, $5; pa~e , 10Mx17, ity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of
$8; boudou, $1; cabmet, 40 cents; card, 20 cts. the New Testament; shows that the true story of
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
separable from the later legendat:y accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
•
Prac t ICal Experience with Poultry.
Christ, and traces the natural development of
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little book- Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
a pamphlet of 82 WP.ll-filled pages, costing only Complete references and full index. 820pp. Bvo,
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an egl'f. It is cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
well called "practical," for we find notbtng unSold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
practical in it. Hens, ducks, geese/ and turkl)YBi
are particularly discussed and the1r economtca
A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
Olf
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additton to
the poultry literature of the day.
·
i:l
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
oB THB
________aa_o_l_in_t_on Place, New :York.
First Ten Deort,d.BIJ of Our Era.
BY
rO l'C lOb Or fee fR e
DANIEL M. TREDwELL.
Designed to show upon the authority of History
that ApolloniuR of Tyana performed miracles and
I!JlOke wise sayings equal to those attributed to
An Examination of the Tariff Question with Jesus
Christ. 350pp.,octavo, best lityle. Price$2.50.
. Especial Regard to the Interests of Labor.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.

APQLQNIUt.'l

P t t

•

F

rr

TYANA,

d

B.Y HF NAY CEOROE
In this book the author designs to show that
beneficial results would follow the abolition
of all tariffs on importations.
Octavo, 360pp.; price, $1.50.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

The Forgery of the 01d Testament.
Dedicated to the clergy

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

BOO:K~ ON

QF

.M.EDlU.A.L A".IJ SUUl.A.L
SUBJECTS:

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote, In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 1 1 ~ pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-in Engush or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; Olj_ Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
BY Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pagesL illustrated an,d cloth bound. (The fifth
volume ot "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents:
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
rn their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
theory, .advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination ; "Health in the Sunbeam" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to stck and well. By mail,10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 1)36 p_a_ges1 cloth
bound, $2'h "Heredity!" by Lorrng__Mooay, ·159
J!.ages,clot h75cents; 'TheLawof Heredity," by
.1!'. H. Mars , 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents.;. ' Generation before Be~en
eration," by Dr. E . .u. Foote, Jr., 10 cents; • Re·
ports of Conventions and Parlor Meetin(tB during
11'182."10 cents; "Third Annual Convent10n of the
Institute of Heredity,.Ma~, 1888," 10 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH sEEKER.

BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cants.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

.,.

N. B..:.:..Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he ia
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
LiberMB, your patronage lB solicited.

...

Tile Heathens of the Heath. A.

writtenRadicruromance.
Br,Wm.McDon
author
of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, D
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. p
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

c

F .!I.IDI•• y ree d S.

B y w:ll!--M cD
.1.J..1..UW.1

nell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cl
$1.25; paper, 75 cents.

E·reterHall.
"One of the most ex
"'"
ing romances of the day."

cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, pape

N:atbaniel Vaughan. Priest and M
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equ
·George Eliot's works. By Frederika Mac
rud. 404 pages. $1.25. .

Tlle Outcast. A deep, finely writ

OUSE~f,-No. S.

.PI<.:L'S

Radica;lstory. From the "London editton.

1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showtng the modern style
of painting.
80 cents.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
AU in a Lifetime. A Romance. By colored,
to supply all the neccessary pieces for
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The "great charm ot constructing a model house, with plarn directions
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
putting them together.
personages are those one meets .with in com- forWhile
the supplement affords both old and
mon life, and are portrayed with a vividness
the ~rreatest amusement, it is more than a
and perspicuity. I was scarcely prepared to ex- young_
lt
is,
fact, a most practical lesson in Archtoy.
pect to find, in such a marked dell'ree even itecture ; amperfect,
model of one of our
from sa !rifted a pen as that of Mtss Wixon, most popular designs,scaled
so exact that it is useful to
whose bi'illi.ant and lucid style is familiar to . builders.
most readers in the FreethougJ!t ranks.'' P1ice,
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyinl" from
$1.50. Adclress
THE TRUTH SEEKER
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
TRAVELS IN FAiTH
1 New Design for" Chapel.
and dese~·iption of a model Kitchen
From Tradition to Reason. Drawings
(by Mnia Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An
Article
on Villa Park Associations,
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON REOEIPT OF PRIOE 1 $1.
For Srue at this Oftice
(lloth,$1.25.
Address
(Just PUbltshea, Julv

w·mwoo d Re ad e, author of Martyrdom of

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Childran and

Youth. By_Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. Tbe Only Dlustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Stor:!':·Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large ~ype, heavy_
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

THE CQ-Q1'E:BATIVE BUIL r'liNG l'LA 1J AS ~O'N.
191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.

! SHORr LESSON IN HISTORY.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theologr, showing how the one has lal.Jm·ed !"01
Al\IONG THE
human advancement, and how the other L.ae
Mayas and t11e (lulcltes 11,600 Two Little lied .Mittens. A Story of always opposed it.
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents ;
Yenr11 Ago.
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office. twenty-Jive
copies for $1; one hundred copies f<H
We wish tliat the fnends of Freethought would
~pt.les of Gold~
A Story-Book for · $3.
e Youn_g Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixou. di~tribute thousands of these telling pictures.
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
econd edition. Price, $1.25. 'J'his very excelPrice,.
$2.50.
lent
work for young masters and misses, has
H
0
RN B A L
Dlustrated.
•
passed through a .ver~ large edition, and a
'f F M DE •
. .A.A.M.
For Sale at this office.
: $econd has been issl}ed at a reduced p1ice of
Showinf the Balaam of modern times to be thE
:J1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a priests.
tis a splendid pictorial argument. Prict<
· · photograph of the author which adds very p•r dozen, 80 cents; per hundred. $1.50.
I
-tnuch to the value of the volume.
------·
----

SACRED MYSTERIES

ORIGIN OF l'HE BIBLI11AL MYTH

CAPT

IN\ OF INDUSTRY:
OB,

M:Ell"

BmDJis•·WHo Dm SoliDI:TBING BESIDES
liAKING MoNEY.
A BC.OX FOB YOUNG AMERICANS.

OF

BY .Jtl."'ES Ptl.RTON.
This book qontains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

Prlc• ,
Address

•

-

81.2~.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
88 Olinton Plaoe, New York.·

Tle Youth's Liberal Guid~.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottingert A.M. Price; $1.00. Thts
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
principles of Freethought; at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

Bible Inquirer. .A. Key to Bible In·

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ,>hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible proposittohna~'
with numerous references and cttatlons, t t
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. Price
Ill oenta.

I

~

l

CHRISTIANITY
R E W A. R D
0 R C R. I M E.
!'ubstantlate

by the Bible.

BY

0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

Pd«'O 10 Cent...
Address

I Pc·r Dozen, $1.00,

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
AA ())int.on PIILcEI. NEiw Tork.

l'be Apost.l .. of Liberty.

An address

delivered in Paine Hall.J before the N. E. Free·
thinkers' Convention, o~anuary 29, 1884. Prioe,
10 cents.

FRED ARoHEB, the;f~~
is dead.
Flio:r.t: a foot to eight~1
in some parts of Ne,w'
somewhat interfering ·W,.
There was no snow in thi
.

.•

I

· M.

BARTHOLi>I, · · thei
sculptor,· returned· ··~ol,;.
France on the 12th;·
.
~_I i: ~;.;..
THE strike of the po~~ I
pack<•rs of Chicag~.·jsi
ordered off by Mr. Pow~:
derly. ·
. ~'

more
probable that • this' person
. iilioni<l eitriet ld~cei\-e or be
deceiv.ed, 01; tbaFthe fact
which' ·
'ieiai~s'' should
·rea1J~ :hav' liaiiiiened. I
weigh. '•.the.-. one,,' miracle
•agailist· t1le: ot·he;;; and ac·

he ·

Tu'm Methodists f&ll~d: ._
to raise their milllmi fi>rJ
missions. this year,' btit'i •
·'
•i·
they came within $7i0®1:;
·
!·
·of it.

·c•lr~\~J.:¥9 -~ ~~Jl ,~\l'}leriority
pro·
l})r.:
and

:~l111l_4;J1;;9f§~m'_eti"I
n?l)n~cp;;
··deCi~i!'m,

:-.t•

.. ~~~~)"~; ,t~3icf. tli~ ,, greater

tax'

The New York.
collector has reooived~
within the six weeks e:r;J..ding Nov. 14th the sum:of
$19,878,737.86.

m1~·aP,l,\l,

·..·

:rr

~lie f~l~ehood

of· •hi~·,: t_estimony .would be

moJ:fi''i#ir&tiuiolis 'than the
even ifw h icli h'e 'relates, then
a.nd ·n6t· •till''then, .-can he
preten'ti to'fJoriuntind my helief o'i' \l"Pth'ic•ilt;::..ifume•s Es'siiy oti'i.MtriiiiteB;

THE supporters of;He~~~:

ry George will pro~aqlt;

;; ~'1' 1 •. §.!(!. ~v;>

organize as a poljtic;il.ll
party under the naJO'le;of ~
the Progres:Jv DemoP.: :;

.':)i''i~' ~ot iinm]gh for us,

11

·~¥~~~~'~;u~;;s~~~!~;~~

racy..

.Aruerica.n8,:,to felicitate our-

BtJ~Vs upoll thi~ 1'e•i•tless

I'

THERE wa"S a slight!
labor riot in Stam:.ford, 1
Conn., last Saturday, t
created by some lta1ian\
laborers who bad not!
been paid Jor four weeks. ,
THE Pre-Cathedral of '
St. Peter's, at Allegheny f
City, Pi., was destroyed i
by fire on the 13th; los~,
$130.000.
There was
$40.000 insurance on the i
building.
THE Chicago AvPnttechurch. better. known
as "Moody's church," in Chicago, was damaged $15,000 by fire on the 12th.
·
SDI1' has belm brought -~g~inst Mayor Grage; ~ &.ilitis tb.;;'b&ci chiJ.'&(il!a't'lie~s:tli'e\liim.·
of New York to rrcover $150.000 which ·._ i
: b-~Arkansa~ ·ma.Iilimade Jl.;bunet• :O't~,;;., i>i~ei df
allegrd he obtained through Ferdinand ·
plng 't<ibaliCO'inid Shot"it tbtnuglJ:l't!ill"l)ody 'Of a.
of the firm of Grant & Ward.. Grace was
wildcllt. The animal died. Here we ·ha.v another
forcible illustra.tioh of the fatal effects of' tobacco
<'eiver of the firm.
on the system. ·
·
·
A DELEGATION of New York school teachers
SoENE-Polk Street Kindergarten. Teacher:
waited upon Mayor Grace last Saturday, and
"Now, chrldret•, •ilence a.nd a.t.tPrition. Who made
urged him to appoint a woman school oom- the world 1'' Eddie Jonti~ {with uphfted ha.ndl :
miSSIODer. The mayor promised to ""'''""""'v "'£he Orea.tor." Front row of pupils, with:chtJ~t.
consider the matter.·
·
nut bella: "Ting-BcliDil-ai-ling."
A WITNESS named Nealat Sioux City, Iowa,' "OH,yes," s1ud the dealer;' "I l>ti:v'l>lin~hed
says that a_ saloon keeper attempted to hire coin~, but at a disc?,~t, of ~urse. · Do VQU ~.o.me
him to kill the Methodist ini t r H dd k frow some _church 1 ·No, MIT. Do yo? do ~nuch
.
. m s e • a. oc • ; busmess w1tb chur·ches?" "Yes, that 1s .my moat
WhO was as!'assmated ill July last dunng the. valuable connection, larticula.rly the. Presbyteprohibition excitement.
·
ABoUT 10.000 people visited the county jail
A MINIBTEB was sent South from.New Jersey a.
at San Francisco on Friday night the 12th few year~ ago to labor a.monll the colored .people.
"tb th · t ·
f1
h"
'
' They received him with many demonstrations of
WI
e m enuon o ync mg one Alexander joy, and at the first meeting which he held· one
Goldenson, who had brutally murdered a colored preacher prayed for, him with great
14 y<:8r-old girl. A strong guard of police ea.rnestne~s th.us: "0 Lord! BI~ss dis yer dear
..held the crowd at bay until the excitement brudder wha,t'1:1. come down f.rom the :t:iorf to
"d d
·
preach de gospll to us. •Nomt hini Wlth the
su b Sl e •
· kerosene ile of ~alva~hin, and,~et him on fue.'' .

'riallll."

H. M. CoLE, of Detroit, was a soldier in Ihe
IB.te war. He contracted a ~hroiiic disease,
and has been receiving a pension until recently, when he voluntarily relinquished this.
pension. Be is a faith-cure believer, and ex:

·

THE young man with bangs isn't alwa.is as idiottc as he look~;;."The .son of_. a. W:,ortpy_Qi,li~a~oan
had just returned from college. The.fatlier wa.s .a
brusque, matter:of-fa.ot mlui,'who ha.d::ii:o lilting
for a.nythmg dudMi, a.nd he noticed with ~orrow
that his ~on returned with bangs and va1ious
plains his action on the ground that the Lord other insignia. of dudedom. The old gentleman
will provide for him. His sanity is ques- surv'e~ ed h1m critically when he aPPe.a.red in hi~
tioned.
office, and then blurted out; "Young ma.n, you
look like a. fool!" Just a.t that moment, and, bef(lre
A NUMBER of English-Americana held a the young man had time to make a. fitting reply, a.
meeting in this city last Saturday night to friend wa.tked in. "Wh:r, hello, George, ha.v you
make arrangements for celebrating the semi-'..,.returned ?" he asked. "Dear me, how much you
centennial anniversary of Queen Victoria's' ~esemb~~ you~ fa._ther I" "So he ha.s•just been tellaccesPion to the British throne. . Besides mg me, replied the youth,
holding the celebration, it was proposed to
"ALL ooNA HELLA 'GEDDEII."
erect on the highest point of land aboui New
It is a stately Italian who stalks majestically
down Washingtt>n streAt with a. two·decked board
York Ba1bor a co1ossal statue of the quePn on his head, supported also upon his shoulders,
one hundred feet higher than Bartholdi's w.liich i~ covered WJth pla~ter of paris inia.ges of
Liberty. Erastus Wiman, the millionaire distingl)ished persons and of holy ~a.ints. To him
railroad man, is at tqe, head of the movement. comes a. newsboy with papers under his a.rni and
face expressiv of mischief, who deftly extends his
THE Supreme Court of New Brunswick foot before the Italian's toe. The latter ·trips,
having prohibited ·the Methodist conference stagger~, and falls full length, his precious board
from further investigating the charges of be- full of sta.tuets crashing in a. thousand pieces
upon the sidewalk. Meanwhile' the newsboy has
trayal and adultery p'eferred agJllnst Rev. D. disappeared up a.n alley. ·
D. Currie, the conference has unanimously
It is a. cruellodB to the iniage vender. His
. voted to appeal to the Supreme Court of Can- entire stock in trade ~ gone in a.n instant. He
ada, in order that the church courts may ex- obeys the impulsivinstmctof his ra.ce 1 a.nd, sitting
down on· the curbstone, givs way to a. torrent of
ercise godly rlisciplin over their members. abuse and lamenta.tiqns.
Relie;ious and legal circles are greatly exer- There arrives upon the scene a tender-hearted
cised over this ease, as it is the first time in gentleman, buttoned up in a snug overcoat and
Canadian church annals that the civil power wearing a. glistening beaver. He takes in the
situation.
has interfered with the church for disciplin"D1d you lose them all?" asks the tender-hearted
ing its members for immorality.
gentleman.

, ~pbs The Ita.lia.Ii. "

M~

.. What did y()~-b~v{q.Jl rYq_u~;):lol\rd ,,, .
.
"What I hav 1:. ·OtJ0I' liav one Gtova ·Olevelllnd,
two
· · ·t'tree 'Gkribaldi, tree:· FlO Nono'

f~~rf

~1;~fier~iixr<rlft~i~!L~Y"" .

,~\!,~Y ,,1!l):<~l!!iot llt~f}.R.p!, cum.bt!~ed ,witb,.;.\Vrll_cl!,~ of:mJghty.
,hopes ~~~~d·npileraf!le f1·oth
of:wordti, orlf· wl{ou~£>lvs,
ihste'\i!I • t~f· ,befilg hardy
sli-ih-!t'~ on its .tid~",',guidiug
l!ome u~duJ..:t'reiil•t to dis.ta.nti. hit.vo!i.s;·a.t·e ohly moral
:coi'plieg whiilli;it'belt.·ulnng
l!,~iu~ b~~e(J.i;Ji'i. t>'~1.9n a.~ we
•gu: .- It-~.nt~t.-eriougb for us
·that h'umauity'~ha..ii go from
pett~r·ou:t~ lieot~ WtJ wa.ut
ourc o'!'\D.. ,Ame•iclli to pros' We do not want any
· Gibbon to WJ'1W the
of her deciine and
And it·i~_not enough
that' AmeriCa suall pnisper. We want, or
wa.nt;_tob" plu~;a.nd not mir•u.~·qna.ntit1es
•Urn of .Diltiona.l wcll-being.-Citt<ct'W<Ck's

o.r-Jta'n;

•· ·

·

·

~TiiE:pli).r~llty .of woriiia....:the indeiinit,inimensity
•f the .·.univer11.~Isa most awfUl 'subject of con-

·
. He. who rightly feels it~ my8tery and
' in
danger of ~eduction' from the
falsehoods of r~lilnous sy~tems, or of deifying the
.prmciple of tue uuiver~e. It i~ impo~sible. to believe that the ~ptrit that pervades this intinit
Dltlchine bega.t 8. SOD iJpoD the bodY, of 8. JtJWi~h
woman, or i~ angered at the CBnsfqllenct~ of that
uece~•itY which id a. ·synonym of itil"lf' All that
mi~erable tale of the devil, and Eve, and an interces~m·, with the childi~h ruuwmerie~ of the God of
the Jews, 18 nreconcilable with the knowledge of
the stars. The works of his finge'i·s · ha.v borne
witness aga.inl!t him.-SltP.IIi-u's NoLB,•'tu 9uee" Mab.
FULL well I know the dead are dead;
Yilt ~ometiwes at a.louk or tone,
With short relenting, will the pa~t
OnE~ moin~nt giv us back our own.
Ob, happy pa.iu ! Too quickly doneA LITTLE gil·land 'her. ma.mriui. occupied Rea.ts in
As sWlftly ended as begun.
thll parlor car of a Northwe~tern train. On board
-susannah Archtbalct.
wa.~ a reverend' gentleman-a very fa.t, ·l~ek man
-attired m a. ·bllluk coa.t, button-ed· stdlly m front,
a.nd a whlt.e choker. Of conr~" he had tn strike THE doctrin of necessity teach:eif us that in no
up a. conv:ertia.tion with the mamma-an intere~t ca~e could any event hav bappen~d otherwi•e than
ing sort of a.womlln, by the war-by means uf the it dtd happen, and that, If God i~ the author of
little ii.rl. Of ni1•i'•Y he inquired if she attended go.od, he i~ also.. th~ a.i,i~hoi: of evil; tha,t, 1f he ia
Sunday-~chool a.Iid 'wba.t lt:~~on~ ~he J·ememberecl, entitled to (.lUr gratitude for the one, he i~ entitled
and so'on. In tni~ Wily he learned that ~he had toorir hatred {or our pity?)'·for'the.other; that,
~ome .curiol!ity concerning the a~censton of the admitting the exist.ence oi this hypothetic being.
old patl·ilircb in 'a; chariot of cloudil. "And now, I.e is al•o auuiected tu the doniiu10n ot' llll immutmy little girl," he· inquired, "why couldn't I be able nece~•Jty. i~ 1s plain that th·e same argumtJnts
taken bodily to 'hea'l'oOn in a. clond, a.s Elijah was?" which prove that God is.the author of good, light•
"B-because," thti little one.rej;,ined 0 with he1· btg and hfe, prov" him also to be t.he a.nthor of poi•on,
eyes'fookfng'over the roulid and We1J.fed fo1'W of- da.l'kn~s~, and death. . The. wide-wa•ting earthher questioner, "because you are not built that quake, the storm, the battle, and the tyranny, are
wa.y."
;·
.
. atti·ibntab e to this hypothetic l:ieinll 10 the ~ame
degr•e 1\S the fairest forms ·of nature, sunshine,
LOVE IN :A, OHOlB.
hberty, and pea.ce.-SIIelle'f/'B .Yut& tO Queer• Mab.
There was a young maid in a choir
I ONOE a.skPd a.n ingenious English painter how
Who sweetly would !ling of hell phoir;
he could bring himself to leave R<•me after living
Of its terrors ~o dhoir
so many ,yellr~ there. "It was, indeed, very painTo the wicked-~ouled lhoir,
ful," he replied, "to tear my~elf a.wa.y f1·om so
And· sinners who plunge in the mhior.
much exqm•It beauty; but a.~ my children grew
This swee.t little maid of the choir, ·
up, it became absolutely nece~~ary, for I found It
The gallants dtd grtJa.tly a.dwhoir;
utterly impos~ible to giv them" notion of truth at
Tu her ha.n·d did a~phoir,
Ro!lle." The terrible cnrse which 1s repres~>nted in
Wore the finest a.tthoir,
the words of the ancient sa.llnst, "Quta Rumre faAnd_swore tO stetJr clear of hellphoir.
ctamr ll!ffl'ttort ne.•~'lu {Whllt can I do a.t Rome 1
I cannot tell a.· lie," seems still to cleave to the
Altis this sweet lass oft he choir.
fateful city."-Hm·e•s Guesses at Truth, ·
Sn'iiled sweeth• on one in the mhoir
Of unrighteou~nes~ dhoir,
DEEPEII, deeper, let us toil
.And ~he wedded a.lhoir,.
In the mineir of knowledge;
Regardless of hell and ita phoir.
Na.tnre's wealth and learning's spoil
·This shows that sweet love in a choir
Win fro1;11 school and college;
Oa.t·es nothing'at all for hell phoir,
Delve we there fur richer gems
And the consequence dhoir
Than tb.e stars of diadems.
Of a. fall in the mhoir,,
-James Mo11t{JDm6Tf/.
But n:1a.tes with the love,of a.lhoir I
As
younlir
men,
when
they
knit and shape perSI SL<1JKUM.
fectly, rlo seldom grow to a fnrther stature, so
knowledgP, while it is in Rphori~ms and observaB lble Inquirer. A Key to Bible In tion,, it i~ m growth; but when it opce is cowpreve~tigatlon. Revised Edition. Th~ Pft.IDI,lhlet hencl~d iu ~xact method~, it may perchance be
rl\fer.s speei1ically to 148 Bible prop~itton~, fm·ther polished and iiJuNtra.tep and a.ccommoWlth ~umer~llll r\)ferences and c1tat1on~, that dated for use and practice ·but it increa.seth no
are contradicted m terms by the same number
.
'
of otherpropositious·iB the same book. Price . more m bulk and substance.-Bacot•'B Aavance-

~.go
~ l'!'t~~,t~;~c~~~!./''-~~~ ~~ ~-:;BILL SNOBT,:edito~ ()f the Oroaey County Clarttm,
wa~ w ·Au~tm, l'ex;, nut long •inc.,, and wa~ a•ked
how·aboui tbe-statirof morality in Ot'O~by county
~inca the. local option 'law, foi·bJdding the sale of
intoxicating liqnor~, had gone ill to effect. "Why.
there ain't a pri~oner'in the cuunty jarl. It i1:1 11~
empty as the-head of the•ft>llow who i~ trying to
run. lin oppo~ilaon paper to min~ ill C1·o~by
countS." "Iir the. vaullnt condition of the j .il
owing to.the loi.niloptionola.w;" ·•Tha.t'ti jnst it.
The sherift' had to go over into an adjoining
county to gf)t'drunk,'aiid.while hewa.~ II'Onll all
the ·prisoners·.;.;.a.bout·twenty•l!even in all-made
•heir esellpe... Oh\ I tell you localoptioii-~ doing
wpn~e1:s fm: !Jrol!bY county."
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THE French gov'ernment has ordered the
pope to recall his deputies to China or forfeit
his amicable relations with France. The
pope promises to obey.
ON the 21st, at Fairview, Ky., there was
dedicated a Baptist church on the sije of the
building where Jefferson Davis was born
June 3, 1808. Mr. Davis was present, and,
entering the pulpit, pronounced the benediction.
PAsToR STAUNTON, of Brooklyn, was recently fonnd guilty of ministerial conduct;
but there arc so many of his congregation who
·are willing to forgiv him that he has concluded not to deprive them of the moral and
religious benefits of his ministrations.
FoR the first time in the career of the Rev.
Sam Jones, we notice, in the Omaha Herald,
that he " preached to more empty chairs than
men and women in the exposition building
last evening.'' Is the majority converted, or
are Sam's sermon's growing dull ?-Sun.
IT is reported that Mrs. Comstock, a
medium of Norwich, Conn., is about to sue
the estate of Byron Boardman, who died a
year ago, for $1,000 for professional services.
Mr. Boardman, she alleges, engaged her fora
stated sum to attend to his spiritual cravings
by the year. The $1,000 asked for represents
her labors for him for three years. The administrators of the estate aver that the claim
is a made-up one, and that Byron declared
on bis death-bed tbat he owed no one a dolar. Mr. Boardman's estate is valued at
$50,000 or $75,000.

MOCKERY

OF

THANKSGIVING

A PLAY called "The AcharniaBs," written
by Aristophanes 2,300 years ago, is being performed in this city. It draws good audiences,
but not much is said in favor of the play
itself. The dialog of ''The Acharnians" is
spoken in the original Greek, the actors being
some Philadelphia students. It is believed
that not more than one person in 50,000 can
understand it.
THE Kansas City Journal thinks that the
president's pastor stands in need of correCtion. Immediately after Mr. Cleveland's
speech at Harvard he had the effrontery to
make the health of the presidential household
a subject for special supplication at a service
which both Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland attended.
This is what the chief executiv would call
one of the "crazy cracks of the cloth."
A LOT of Catholic priests of this archdiocese assembled in the cathedral one day
last week and appointed the Rev. Dr. Burtsell "defender of the marriage tie." There
is a young Catholic priest in Brooklyn named
Sherman whose claims to this position shouid
hav been considered by this gathering. He
has recently been forced to marry one girl,
and two or three others hav sued him for betrayal and abandonment. Experience should
count for something in these matters.
Tms news comes from Grange City, Ky.:
"Nov . .16.-The Rev. Frank Kissick, one of
the best known preachers in this region, engaged in a quarrel with John Cundiff, a workman in a saw mill, and attempted to thrash
him. Cundiff defended himself until he
could reach a broadax lying near.
He
wielded the terrible weapon with both hands,
and struck the preacher an awful blow,
nearly cutting his body in two. Wat McKee

DAY.

also engaged in the fight, taking sides with
Cundiff and paying special attention to
William Kissick, who was defending his
brother. Kissick turned on McKee, chased
him through the woods, tiring after him as he
fled and woundil;lg him several times. The
preacher will die, and his assailant will be
lucky if he escapes Judge Lynch."
A DAILY paper presents this list of the' wars
of Europe since the sixteenth century :
Wars undertaken, for the acquisition of territory .......................................... 4'1
For the levy of tributes ........................... 22
For reprisals ...................................... 24
To decide questions of honor or prerogativs.... 8
From claims relativ to the possession of territory 6
From claims to crowns .......... : .............. " 44
From pretexts of assistance to an ally.: ......... 30
From rivalry in influence ......................... 23
From commercial quarrels ....................... •5
Civil wars .......................................... 55
Religious wars .................................... 28
Total. .......................................... 286

THE Washington Oritio tells this : A nice
little boy, r~ared in the intellectual and heterodox atmosphere of Boston, happened to be a
witness in a case in Cincinnati, and the question arose as to his being able to understand
the nature of an oath, so the judge investigated him. "Well, Wendall," he said,
kindly, " do you know where bad little boys
will go when they die?" "No, sir," replied
the boy, with confidence. "Goodness gracious!" exclaimed the judge, in shocked surprise; " don't you know they will go to hell?"
"No, sir; do you?" "Of course I do."
" How do you know it?" " The Bible says
so." " Is it true?" "Certainly it is."
"Can you prove it?" "No, not positivly;
but we take it on faith," explained the judge.
" Do· you accept that kind of testimony in

this court?" inquired the boy, coolly. But
the judge didn't answer. He held up his
hands and begged the lawyers to take the
witness.
THE venerable Walt Whitman, author of
"Leaves of Grass," is living at Camden, N.
J., in a state of poverty bordering on absolute
want. A correspondent of the Herald writes
thst he found the aged poet paralyzed, poorly
clad, and rapidly decaying in body, yet
cheerful and happy. Speaking of his chief
work, Mr. Whitman said: " 'Leaves of
Grass' was published in 1855. It fell flat on
the public and financially failed. Two years
later a second and New York edition followed
suit. The third edition of 1860 did fairly in
Boston, returning a small sum. The fourth
and fifth editions were dead failures, for
which the war was responsible. In 1876 my
centennial edition of the work and 'Two
Rivulets' were issued, which I offered and
sold direct from my sick room for $10 for the
two volumes.
These were handsomely
bound and contained my photo and autograph. My luck from that time has changed
for the better. I remember gratefully that
Robert Buchanan championed me, aided by
William M. Rossetti and Moncure D. Conway. Among the subscription lists sent over
from .England with $10 each for the works
were the names of Tennyson, Swinburne,
G. H. Lewes, Philip Bourke Marston, and
others. In 1881 Osgood & Co., in Boston, brought out a new volume of 'Leaves
of Grass.' In thst city-the home of Freethought and liberty, Universalism, transcendentalism, etc.-the work was suppressed
[by Anthony Comstock] as soon as it had
successfully started."
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cause it is too far above them depends upon an esti- to hold fast to those realities that make human exist.
,
mation of this morality which we are not willing to ence a blessing and "a joy forever."
We are cailed Infidels, and denounced as having no
allow. I do not wish to be misunderstood on this
point. I want to say that the general moral duties religion because we will not march. in the ranks of
The Decay of Christian Morality.
of man, as they hav been taught for ages by teachers hypo~risy, and dance to the music of orthodoxy..
I.
of every race, and every religion, are not Christian, We believe no statement that our reason cannot" apThere is more noise made over· the conversion of and that Christian ethics are found in the code of prove; we accept no doctrin th~t is contrary t? com"
one Liberal to the doctrins of Christianity than over moral duties taught by Jesus, which are different mon sense; we hav confidence m human nature; we
the conversion of ·nine hundred and ninety-nine from the recognized standard of moraHty adopted by believe in truth, justice, an.d love; we a~cep~ life f~:B a
Christians to the principles of rational religion.· That mankind generally. Christian morals are Christiau blessing and try to make It so; we behave m takmg
is about the relativ proportion of backward and for- only wherein they differ from all othH" morals. It is care of ~urselvs in helping others, and in being just
ward conversions, as I should call them. Liberals because .they are peculiar to Christianity that theJ and kind to all'. and we say to the Christian church,
are not in the habit of crowing over their successes. are Christian. Because I do not believe in Christian- If this be IJJfid~lity, make the ~o~t of it.,
I hav nAver heard of any Liberal lecturer carrying ity I do not wish it said that I do not believe in morIt is suggested by some that If man s exact relaaround with him a slate and pencil to keep an account ality, for I do. I believe that man can be good and tion to the deity were understood, the whole quesof how many men and women he impressed favorably, true, and that he can do right, aud I believe that he tion of morals would be settled at once. But would
.m: how many converts he made during his lecture ought to do right.
1t not be truer to say that, if man's exact relation to
·
tour, and sending in t:P,e number to be publit;h.ed
I do not say that everyone can reach the f:amf bis fellow man were understood and respected, the
throughout the country in order to advertiRe hi,.. moral altitude I do not say that every individua uighest individual welfare, no less than the general
wares. A Liberal speaker is always rejoiced to find can be good and true. Some persons do not seem tl .rood would dictate the morality the world needs!
that people are ready to giv up their superstitionts be morally adjusted. I think, however, that we maJ And 'is not this the grand task for the human race,
for fa-cts, and throw away Christian dogmas fDl' predicate the power of man to be moral. The noti01 '0 rightly interpret the effect of ~uman action upon
natural truths, but he is so accustomed to the ex- that man cannot be good has been the apology ol Lhe individual and the cpmmumty, imd to deduce
perience that he does not deem it of world-wide im- · half the criminals of the world. It is the creed oJ rom human experience the rules for human conduct~
portance to gather up the cast-off absurdities and all crime. If we affirm the idea of human depravit~ r do not know that I owe God any duty. I do know
toys and preserve them as trophies of victory.
hat I owe a duty to my neighbor. ·I plead total inwe may as well erase the Commandments, for if maL
One can almost say with certainty that out of one cannot be good it is the bight of folly to commal)d ·lifference to the demauds of divine ethics, but I tmst
hundred converts to Christianity, who are made dur- him to be so. The healthy faith of man is faith i1, tam not completely callous to the wants.of my feling a period of religious excitement, not more than man. The theology that· has been preached. for tht: low beings.
half a dozen will be found under the delusion atthe past few centuries is not _calculated to make metr
I owe it to myself to be moral. I owe it to my
end of six months; while it is so rare that·
intel- moral. Those ministers who hav shouted themselv~ race, to every man and woman that I meet in life, to
ligent, Freethinking man or woman ever goes back hoarse for the salvation of the soul, and who ha' be as honest, as true, as upright, as my nature will
to the Christian faith that I call state that I hav no •1ade no account of man's behavior in their schemE- permit. I can comprehend and appreciate obligapersonal knowledge Of a single instance. The stead- to save the race, are the ones who hav rubbed relig- tions to humanity, but moral indebtedness to the deity.
fastness of the Freethinker to his convictions might ion in the dirt, and undermined . the moral founda- r know nothing about.
pass into the saying, ''Once a Liberal, always a tions of the world. Wherever has been preached a
The Christian morals are founded upon the asLiberal." Backsliding seems to be one of the stiff-backed theology,. there will be found a weak ;mmption that the work of man here is to rlo someevidences of Christianity. The privilege of going kneed morality. It is an admitted fact that tht: thing that he may escape punishment hereaf1 e1·, and
back oil one's professions is a Christian prerogativ. Christian morals are inseparable from the Christian hence the morality of the Christian church has had
This is a common practice in the church, one of ·the dogmas-:-that they are as closely connected as tht: ,ittle reference to the concerns of the prf'sent life.
exercises of new-born piety. The more times a man Siamese twins.
Christian morality is based upon the Christian
·
falls from grace the better Christian he becomes.
Every ethical principle that supports our social faith that the human race is under the curse of God,
There is no limit set to bac!rsliding. We might structure is independent of ecclesiastical relations. arid that, to evade the penalty pronounced upon him,
imagin a certain familiar passage in the gospel of and it is not essential that we recognize any theology man' must perform certain duties, these duties being
Matthew written to cover this sp·ecies of pius dere- in order to comprehend the neces~ity of mora, · taught as paramount to all we owe to self, to family,
liction, whiclt would read, with ·a slight change in obedience. There is no ·sympathy between right, to society, and to the world. But an almost univerthe text, after . this manner: " How oft shall my truth, and justice, and the apostles' creed. We may sal dibbelief of the Christian faith prevails to-day,
brother backslide, and be received again into the go as far as to say that the attempt to establish a and, consequently, a new morality, with man for its
church~ until seven times1 I say not unto thee, union between Christianity and morality would re- supreme object, is fast supplanting the cutworn and
until seven times, but until seventy times seven." sult in an absolute divorce of these two forces. I valueless performance of Christian duties.
And experience has demonstrated that the ample lat- wish to make it plain beyond a question that the
The moral teaching of the New Testament may be
jtude allowed the Christian believer is none too great. Christian faith in itself is entirely distinct from all the·liighest and· purest of its kind of teaching, but it
The person who accepts the Christian theology is moral effect ori the part of man. To believe that is not the kind that is needed to-day. It is a false
no more in sympathy with the best religion of the Jesus was the Christ does not carry any obligation morality, yea, a dead moralityfor the most part, that
times than is the man who wanders about the streets to do right-does not make it incumbent upon the the Christian church demands of men. The general
begging his bread and sleeping wherever he can in believer to do a single moral action. It is sufficient conviction is that no salvation is needed by man, and
harmony with the highest comforts of our civilization. to establish our predication that not a single church that all the virtues advertised as requisit for such
There is more religwn in a train of cars carrying in Christendom makes moril obedience the condition t;afety as the church is prepared . to secure are spuprogress and enterprise across the continent than in of membership.
rious virtues. Those actions that advance man along
a conference of ministers trying to keep alive a the- · There is a code of Christian morals which has been the way of general prosperity, that make it ea~ier to
ology that teaches that God was a Jew who lived and taught but never practiced. The special duties Jiv and get a living on the earth, that hav their value
died in Palestine, and devising ways to make the peo- which Jesus enjoined upon his followers hav never · det~rmined. by their respect for human beings, are
ple believe the ridiculous superstition. Truth is been reduced to conduct. It is not too much to say what the world needs.
·
born whe1e men are allowed to think and speak their. that the moral precepts of Jesu~?, if carri~d into
The generally-acknowledged author of Christian
thoughts. Error cannot be maintained where man is action, would cause social revolutions beyond prece- morals offers no salient points for criticism, as he canpermitted to ask questions. The only way to pre- dent, and produce a state of existence compared with not be regarded as a historical person whose career has
serve Christianity is to put it in a tin can and hav it which Anarchy would be government, and confusion been carefully followed and marked by the biographer.
hermetically sealed.
would be order. But before we undertake to examin He is a mythological man, with a little less of the
We are getting a new examination of the universe the Christian morals, let us shed a few tears of re- fabulous and a little more of the real than attaches to
for a basis of our philosophy. The telescope has joicing upon the grave of Christian theology. We the gods and goddesses of ancient Greece and Rome.
afforded man visions far beyond the seventh heaven do not care to hav a coroner's jury decide what The name of Jesus adorns an anatomy of words. It
of the apocalypse. The genesis of things is found to caused the death of this theology. We bless the pictures a person, not of flesh and blood, but of faith
lie millions of years back of the Genesis of Moses. cause, whatever it was. ·we only wish to feel assured and fancy. Jesus is a man of the imagination, but,
The chaos out of which this world was made has be.en that it is really, truly dead, and the fact that "not a mythical as he is, certain men and women believe in
found to be a previous state of existence. Sc,ience is single treatis written by aNew England Puritan is a him in their own way, and are not intolerant of those
laying the new foundation for our faith, and know!- living and authoritativ book" seems to prove it be- who are disposed to ask for the proofs of his life
. edge is building the new temple of the soul. Liber- yond a question. The persons who still preach this and works. This man has left no more marks of his
als everywhere are stating their opinions, and the theology and profess to believe it are merely sitting living upon the earth than hav the birds the marks
world recognizes that there is to be a religious con- up with the corpse.
of their fltght through the air. The New Testatroversy on this continent that ·will shake to the
While it- is asserted that a wrong interpretation of ment is no more history than is Bunyan's "Pilgrim's
foundation everything that is not true. Not one this theology sent it out of the world, it is pretty Progress." We C'annot make any positiv assertions
stone of falsehood will be left standing upon anothlr. -evident that a right understanding of it inspires no in regard to the life and character of a man when we
Every dogma of error must find a grave, and truth wish to hav it back. Much of the superstition in do not know who was his father, where or when he
alone be reverenced by man.
morals sprung from fear of God, which Christianity was born, with whom he lived, nor when he died.
The world has taken a step forward of Christianity, in~_ulcated as the purest and highest incentiv to right The only historical far.t connected with Jesus that
and in its march of advancement has left behind the domg.
is not diHputed is that Mary was his mother.· This
Christian God, the Christian savior, the Christian
The truth, broadly and frankly stated, is this: God is a very important point in his history, but it .is not
Bible, and the Christian faith. But the world will is no longer the inspiration of morality. Fear of sufficient to constitute a biog1·aphy.
not stop here. It must go farther. The question Gqd does not check the actions of man· to-day, nor is
Notwithstanding the fact that the entire narrativ
that the religious world is endeavoring to answer the attempt to make human and divine interest!:! of Jesus is without a single chronological date, and
to-day is this: Is the decay of Christian theology to identical sufficient to insure obedience to moral laws. the vastly more significant fact that not a single inbe followed by the decay of Chri~:~tian morality 1 I
The ancient haRis of morals is gone, and another cident connected with the person of Jesus is susthink it is; and I also think that this morality is and better one must be found to inspire, a freer tained by contemp:raneous history, we must perforce
about as near dead now as it can be. It i~:~ true that life, a fuller life, a better life, and higher. We who speak of him as a person whose whole career was
the author of this morality is painted in divine colors hav rejected the Christian theology are looked upon watched and noted from his miraculous advent to his
for human adoration Sunday after Sunday, and his as orphans. But if I understand the position o~ miraculoliB ascension, and look upon hl.s discip1es as
other-world ethics inculcated by the pulpit, but .be- Freethinkers, the question of a supreme being is so many Boswells, ready to mirror to the world his
yond this attempt to giv the peculiar moral teachings neither affirmed nor denied by those who wish to every speech and act.
.
of Je~us the show of life there is absolutely no sign hav no further business with the God of orthodoxy.
We must do this-why? Because the world will
of them in the world of man.
We read that " the fool hath said in his there is no not candidly and critically study the goBpel story.
The morality of the Christian system is not de- God,'' but we prefer to say we know nothing about For the present, then, we will speak of Jetsus as a
man, anrt accept him as the author of the moral code
signed for humanity in its present condition, nor does the matter.
it possess the elements nece~:~sary to make -man into
Theologies may come and theologies may go, but in the New Testament. But a word or two about
the image of any higher virtue. It is, in fact, an un- humanity goes on forever, and so we do not deem it the man. The Christian world sets him apart as the
natural, unreal morality that Jesus taught, and the as important to worship the fleeting shadows of the model of the race, as the masterpiece of nature
notion that men and women do not practice it be- universe that are cast upon the minds of men as it is as the utmost that earth can produce.
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Every man must here f~tch his word of praise-, and to thought and to action an army to demand that scions personal;ty is nowhere more conspicuous than
every word be a mountam, to m_eet the demand of murder by law shall be abolished.
in the behavior of individual roosters and hens,
the Christian church for reverence of Jesus.
Boonton, N. J., Nov. 17th.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
which, however, hav not been especially regarded as
candidates for immortality. How about their eggs~
I d? not. believe. in the in!~llibility of any man, but
I beheve m the Improvability of all men. Is man Post-mortem Probations and Infantil Damna· Will they survive our gastric satisfaction for the deno longer heir to the virtues of life, that he must
.tions.
velopment of spiritual chickens?
erect monuments of praise forever over the name of
We may distinguibh the cases in which undeveloped
Having given an impat·tial hearing to our Christian
Jesus~
controversialists about infant damnation, will they beings perish by inadequacy or non-viability, and
I shall take the li~erty to express my disse-nt from graciously allow us to recall Mrs. Glasse'R advi<.e in those of violence, or infauticide, irrespectiv of gasthe common expressiOns of admiration for this man. her receipt-book for cooking a hare of, "First catch tronomy. But then only the viable children that get
killed can be qualified by the vigor of their organic
I cannot praise everything he did, nor think every your hare."
word he uttered a star of wisdom.
.
For what proof Clr probability is there of the. ex- essence, either as candidates for Christian training or
He said some good thingR, but much that he said istence of the dead children more or less damnable? for the "alternativ" destinies whiCh Dr. Withrow
is good for nothing. His theology will do for SundayI am no stubborn Mate-rialist, denying a world of protests against.
If the organic type invariably represent itself in
schools, but it will not stand half a doze-n questions life to me invisible. I am candidly ignorant whether
by common sense. His hell was barbarous, his soul is a function of the nervous system, or the body strongly self-conscious personalities, as all roosters
heaven childish, and his ideas of humanity show but but the outward form of soul, or whether there may and many other bipeds, either feathered or feather
a superficial knowledge of human nature.
not be two or more bodies, the visible and the poten- less, attest,· then we need not be concerned about
this integrant factor of immortality, and may indulge
His life cannot be imitated with advantage to the tial, fitting one within the other.
~ace, and his notions of human existence are wholly
Admitting man or some men to be or to hav souls infinit prospectivs of chicken fixings, doubtless immadequate to the complex, varied civilization of this more or less immortal, upon what is the existence of plying wheat bread, whose spiritual character will
age.
such soul predicated~ On intelligence and senti- make it light and easily-digested, even without Hors·
Let us see what he did: He paid no filial respect ment, spiritut;tl passions and faculties, I suppose. ford's phosphates, or "royal baking powder, absoEDGEWORTH.
t<? his reputed parents; he refused to acknowledge The preexistence of souls to bodies, taught by Words- lutely pure."
h1s mother and his brothers; he lived a roving, wan- worth in his celebrated poem; has been quite a prevHelen Gardener on Social Heresies.
dering life; he paid no heed to the laws of his coun- alent doctrin among the immortalists, ~d obviates
I.
try; he placed no value· upon industry, and even the difficulty of developing souls out of human bodMB. B. F. CLARK, JJear Sir: Yes, my time Is, mwent so far as to tell men and wonien that God ies, while not allowing them to other animals which
would feed and clothe them; he helred himself to the evince, however, in their conduct much intelligence deed, very much occupied, but nevertheless I hav
property and possessions· of other people without and sentiment. 'Vordsworth must indeed by his read your letter with pleasure, and shall respond, as
paying for them, and destroyed what belonged to "White Doe of Rylstone" be credited with the belief you see, promptly. I can hardly claim to be a "leadothers without offering an equivalent; he had no in grades of soul other than human. But previous 'ing light," as you say, in Freethought, and I suspect
property, no home, not a place to lay his head; he to a certain, not well defined, epoch in development, that you overestimate the desire felt to know my
hated the rulers, yet sought to establish a kingdom inasmuch as no evidences of intelligence or sentiment opinion upon the subject named, but I am never
for himself; he failed to reach the throne he sought, exist, we are not warranted in supposing that the afraid to "'fess right up" to such opinions as I do
and died upon the malefactor's cross. Is this the hypothecated soul has entered its organic tenement. possess, and I am not ashamed to say that I do not
man for the nineteenth century to honor~ Is this Where there is nothing, there the king loses his know agreat many things.
Therefore, when I shall hav expressed myself to
the man for men to follow in this age~ Is this the rights, and the devil his privileges.
·
man whose life all should strive to imitate~
What necessity or feasibility, not to say possibility, you upon the various "isms" which you hav asked
L. K. wASHBURN.
is there for the spiritual development of non-viable me to discuss in a public letter, lecture, pamphlet, or
(TO BE CONCLUDED.)
foetuses which in our species correspond to the myr- book, the high opinion which you are pleased to say
iads of kitte-ns, puppies, fish eggs, dropping fruits, that you hav formed of me, and of my abilities, may
materially change.
etc.~ Nature's tribute .to waste1 This seems to be
A. Letter from Lucy CoJman.
For it is only too true that few people yet liv
an effect of the modern evolutionary craze. It is no
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: When
Bible faith doctrin, and whatever evidence may be (even though they be Freethinkers or Liberals) who
I saw you at the Convention at White Su,lphur adduced in its favor must be, I suppose, of the cheap can retain a marked difference of opinion, and, at the
Springs; I think I told you that. I would soon send mediumistic sort that would not be adinitted in any same time, .mutual respect and esteem.
you a letter which should contain some r.emiuiscences court of justice.
Therefore, the degree of interest which you and
· ·
.
of a life, fifty years of which hav been given to work
your
friends, as you assure me, hav been pleased to
Development of faculty and character beyond or in
in the field of reform. . I hav not yet found time a different direction from ordinary growth up to a take in my opinions may undergo diminution when I
even to begin such a letter, because from that time to certain age is an exceptional, not a general fact, say that I do not consider myself sufficiently well-inthe present I hav been upon the wing, and even now whether for races or for individuals.. An illusion is formed upon the various "isms" named to undertake
I am not at home; but I want to say to the readers· created by certain inventions which only the past to enlighten other people. I hav never yet underof THE TRUTH SEEKER, among whom I number my renderE<d possible. Elizabeth Barrett struck true in taken to write a lecture or an article upon any subdearest friends, that I hav renewed .my age so far
ject to which I had not given long, serious, and conwriting:
that. I hav come to feel that my work for the world if<
thought.
secutiv
When we drive out with our clouds of steam majestical
not quite done. I propose in the present year to put
Now, of course, I hav done the usual general readwhite hor~es,
upon paper very many of the events of my life which Are we greater than the first ones who led black ones by the ing of newspapers, magazines, and a few books. I
mane·?
connect me with all the social reforms of the age in
hav listened to or participated in occasional converwhich I liv, "Antislavery" and "Woman's Rights"
If the faculty of invention takes hold upon creation sations, and heard a limited number of so-called deleading the list; and if the good editor of our paper and associates its author with nature's primal forces, bates upon these "ismR." But I hav at no time given
will permit, I will, from time to time, send· you, it is a sinister fact that the dignities of personality such consecutiv thought, nor such close study to any
through the paper, some specimens of what I hope to hav fallen, not risen, in the use of those inventions of them as to now feel myself capable of :properly
put into book form, which shall be for the encourage- which distingui~'h the opHativ of to-day from the ar- discussing them in public.
ment of young Freethinkers, for I can assure them tiRan of yesterday. The former is I ess a man, less
So much that is weak,.shallow, and (as it seems to
that wm k for humanity always pays largely in the than the gre-at machine to which he is an appendage, me) whollY wide of the mark already affii-<'Jits the pubend. ·we are so constituted that we grow thtOugb and to which the inventor's genius has enslaved h1m. lic upon these topics, each one of which must hav
suffering. \Ve " climb the ladder round by round ;" A.nalJzing the basis of the idea of immortality, we some germ of truth somewherP, however distorted
the effurt we make to rise to the first givs us strength find among faiths the Hebrew, which predicated it or ill-presented or overworked it may be, that I do
for the next lift, or, to change the metaphor, having not of individuals, but of organic types in family or not wish to add to the vast swarm of incompEtents
found that persecution for the truth's sake can be en race, and the Christian, which prediCated it on the who vainly try to handle political economy from an
dured, we find at last that there is real eiJjoymeut affirmed resurrection of Je-su~, about which there .is outlook limited to a few pitiful facts gleaned from an
in suffering which lifts humanity to a higher plane.
uo evidence capable of establishing any fact, so that experience or study covering a few years, a single
'
I hope to .be well settled at home before the close of it is simply a bit of clerical stage property, on a par country, or a given petty premise.
the ye-ar. I am now with that most charming faruil:y with paste diamonds and tinseled robes. Admitted
Therefore, I can only say to you that I am yet only
at Boonton whom you know through 1\Ir. Reynolds, as a miracle-, it would be good for Jesus, but not for a student, and not a teacher, of any of the phases of
and of whom I shall hav much to say in the future. auybody else without further proof.
radical reform or governmental change of which you
I hav only time at present to Ray, two more familieR
But survival of de-ath is not merely an article of ask me.
of this kind would rtdeem New JeJ·Fe-y and make faith; it is demonstrable-, not precisely of individuals,
Of course, I bav certain opinions, "views," or perher a decent state. I am not at all sure that this but of the ideas which they re-present., either in haps more fairly stated, I should say prejudices, in
organism or soc:al uses. The organic idE-a persistent favor of. or against these theories; but I am quite
one is not equal to it.
I am so much indebte-d to my friend, Daniel Ed· is wauiffsted in successiv generations of a common willing to admit that I · do not know enough about
ward Ryan, and his good wife, for making it pos!;i- type. Social idea~, or the uses of character, are their real meaning to assume to instruct others. I
ble- and even easy, for me to be present at the what we gE-nerally refer to in saying that a man, a am quite willing, and am pleased when I can do so, to
An~ual Congress jnst cloRe$1, that, like Dickens's \Valter Scott, a Gaeth!>, a Napoleon, or a \Vashington, listen to capable people ta.Jk upon either side.
I do not believe that I can hav heard or read, as yet,
character in" Bleak House," I want to write his name has achieved immortality.
But the infants who hav furnished no career in the best that can be said for any one .of them. I say
large, that all may read it-a man always on the right
side. No wonder Henry Gem-ge and the new party this life hav neither of these claims to another, this because I cannot eonceive of what I hav heard
achieved puch a success, with such men as Mr. Ryan Their organic type has rejected them as inadequate or read being sufficiently conclusiv or convincing to
to its purposes, and they hav not become the co· accomplish some of the results already attained.
as working membe-rs.
Now, as to "free love." We must all admit that
Through Mr. Ryan I made the arquaintance of efficients of any social purpose. Even the parental
Mrs. Lucy Parsons, the wife of one of the condemned pride or affection that. claims their survival is uncon- love, to be love at all, must be "free" to choose its
Anarchists. She is a splendid woman, a mulatto; scious whether or not tl1at claim is honored. It is object.
But, of the vast amount of rubbieh and immorality
onlv think of it-one of a race who, a few ye-ars ago, not apparent that there is really any other than a
we1:e held in such ab~olute bondage by government that clerical interest to be sE<rved by the cultivation of that has been attached to that one central idea, I hav
some of us jeoparded our lives by saying, "Down with such ideas.
only this to say:
I do not believe in any form of polygamy which
In remarking the survival of ideas, I neither affirm
the government !" How many of us were imprisoned-ah ! how many lost their lives-in that sacred nor deny that of individual personalities associated has yet been tried, whether it be ii!imultaneous, succause is not to-day known. Shall such a woman be with them. There is simply a suggestion, the verifi- cessiv termal, incidental, or "for life;" and I can
made a widow, and her children orphans. be"ause Mr. cation of which awaits post-mortem experience, or, at conceive of none that would or could enlist my adParsons dare-d to speak his honest thought'? Can it least, successful experiments in ghost-craft, of which miration.
Personally, I believe in but one marital love in one
be possible that such men are to be hung bytbe neck I am ignmant.
until they arP dead 1 Who among us will not agr~>e
It is the consciousness of a pe-rsonality that we are life; but I am well aware that some very good
with Colonel Ingersoll that we are yet uncivilized' reluctant to part with which chif':B.y constitutes the people differ from me wholly upon this point.
As to the promiscuity usually called "free love,"
The march of the souls of seven murdered men, mur- aRpiration to immortality, though few of us cherish
dered by law, shall sound an alarm that shall awake the memories of our personal experience. This con- it seems an utter abomination to me. Certainly ,
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if there are, as you think, a sufficiently large number of people who care to read this letter, to justify
the editor in so doing; I shall hav no objections
to its publication in one of the Freethought papers. I am sorry that I am not suillciently well
informed upon these questions to be of service to
others. But I am not, and I never attempt to swim
until I hav pretty thoroughly tested the depth of the
water. Meantime I hav no doubt that you can get
very decided opinions from a thousand Freethinkers,
if you ask for them.
Very sincerely,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
IL

:MR. B. F. CLARK, .Dear Sir: I hav read, with
interest, the inclosed letter. I hav no corrections to
make, and no suggestions, of course.
I see no objection to your publishing the letter
just as it is, if you so desire.
I really cannot conduct a d,ebate upon the subjects,
however, and I did write "frankly and honestly"
when I said that I do not believe that I fully understand the real germs of the various "isms" named.
And, if you will pardon me for so saying, I also
believe that by far the larger number of those who
talk about them know even less than I of their
meaning.
This, as you must know, is true in regard to.
"Freethought" also. A vast number of its "advocates" confuse it hopelessly with "license," and act
accordingly.
And as for its opponents, you must be fully aware
that they wholly misunderstand, not only its meaning, but its object and aims as well.
This fact alone warns me never to feel sure that
I fully comprehend any new move which is (or
seems to be) wholly subversiv of the old order of
things simply because my "instin~tiv and natural" inclination or prejudice may lead that way.
That is the old church argument, and it is the
one which fully satisfies and holds most of her adherents back from any thought or study of the real
meaning of the movement in which the words
"Infidel," "Freethinker," "Atheist," etc., etc., hav
stood to them for all that is wicked, vile, and dangerous.
Many very good people are Socialists, and I do
not, therefore, believe that they can understand this
matter as you do. Who is right ? Either or both?
How shall we know until we inform ourselvs fully,
not as to the froth that is talked about it, but as to
its real meaning and intent? As I said before, this
is my present position; yet, I do not expect to be
"lost," and I rather doubt ever becoming a " Socialist." Still, I am willing to think and anxious to
learn.
·
Hastily,
H. H. G.

.A.n Orthodox Fraud.
We hav been deceived, most egregiously imposed
upon, and taken captiv by what the civilized world
calls Christianity, ever since its history or its literature has· been written, or what is called its cardinal
tenets hav been believed by professed Christians.
This statelij#lnt I shall substantiate by the testimony
and admissions of the highest authority known
to English-speaking Christendorq. That authority
is the revelations and confessions of the Old and
New Testaments companies of England and America
lately engaged in revising the Bible; and as may
be found in the " Companion to the Revised
New Testament," and the "Companion to the
Revised Old Testament." Both of these were prepared and published with the consent, approbation, and assistance of the respectiv companies; the
former by a member of the English company, Alexander Roberts, D.D., and the latter by the Rev.
Talbot W. Chambers, D.D., of the American Company, in New York city~ both by Funk & Wagnalls,
10 and 12 Dey street, New York, American publishers.
The careful readers of these " Companions " will
find an ample amount of this testimony in the admissions and confessions throughout these volumes,
with the ordinary religious cant, pious platitudes, and
solemn verbiage to decoy the reader and blind him
to the facts and startling Infidel revelations they
hav so often covertly made.
They tell us they were engaged some fifteen years
in attempting to revise the Bible, and admit the arduous difficulties and obstructions they had to encounter, and the utter impossibility they found of arriving at what the original writers wrote or meant to
convey. They only confess to improving the text,
and making some approximation toward the original,
or rather toward what they found in older Greek
manuscripts and in some copies of the text in other
languages, of the one hundred and fifty thousand
different readings which they acknowledged were admitted to be now in existence. The revision was undertaken under a pledge or promis not to disturb the
context nor doctrinal teachings, but simply to improve the grammar and taste to meet the demands
of modern culture.
Among the admissions of errors they found in our
English Bible are these, that the names pf God,
' Christ, Lord, Savior, Belial, etc., never should hav

been in the Bible. They were not names and did revisers are their own witnesses against themselvs,
not represent personalities, but were simply words their own faith, and the utter unreliability of that
in the Greek text of which they purport to be a book on which the whole superstructure depends.
translation. But the Christian world, through the .Why shall we go to Infidel authors, who are so gensuperstition and idolatry of our heathen-European erally repudiated, for our facts, reasonings, and testiancestors, had been imposed upon and long deceived mony, when we hav at hand the recognized, undis~
by this fraud in our translation; and having become puted, and high testimony of the church itself, or its
attached to it, nothing but that superstitious rever- best and ablest represi:mtativs, in these one hundred
~nce kept it there, and they dare not attempt to make or more savants who constituted these revising comsuch a serious change, for it would defeat their labors, panies and furnished to us in· these " Companions~"
We know the plea for all this fraud is that " the
of course, and consign their own good names to infamy. To hav done so would hav been a godless, end justifies the means," that " we may do evil th~~ot
good may come," that it is better to save sinners
wicked heresy.
Let us fancy what our religion would be without than to be honest.
Church and reli~ious history abounds in these prethese names, or the personalities which they purport
to represent. We know that without them we would cepts and this pohcy.
Yet nowhere else, nor for any other purpose, is
not hav the material and we could not build up
Christianity. Why, there is nothing to build it with! this advocated or permitted but in our religion. We
There are no persons or spirits or supernatural enti- may practice fraud toward God and our own souls,
ties to manage or run it on earth or in heaven with- but not in our secular affairs toward one another,
out these personalities at the helm. So that the without violating law, outraging morals, and losing
whole system falls to the ground as a stupendous character. We call our religion divine, and because
fraud. This is known and not disguised by standard it is such, it is exempt from the canons of human
orthodoxy itself in the secrets now disclosed by the criticism or secular obligations. Oh, great is the
reverend savants and sages who hav been worshiping mystery of godliness! great are the means of salvaT. E. LoNGSHORE.
at its shrine for fifteen years, professing to be trying tion! and who will be saved?
Philadelphia, Nov., 1886.
to save what they hav, unwittingly, virtually destroyed.
The Liberal Club.
They say the Hebrew Jehovah or Javil.h, or some
There is no use discussing the question, because
other word, should hav been retained in the place of
our Teutonic God or Gott. It meant with the in- there is but one side to it: the Manhattan Liberal
telligent ancient Jewish prophets and writers "the Club furnishes the best entertainment, from an allincommunicable," the inconceivable, the eterna.l, the round point of view-if the reader will kindly conunchangeable, in the same sense that modern ceive that such a. point of view is possible-affordscientists and philosophers use the unknowable, ed by any institution in the great metropolitan
infinit energy, final cause, indestructible forces, etc. city of New York. The man with a badge-pin has
These terms are used when we come to the end of lived in Gotham long enough to hav obtained a
our knowledge and investigations, simply to express pretty comprehensiv notion of its list of things calour ignorance of all beyond. Now, how can we culated to attract the public eye. He has seen the
make a confession of our ignorance into a personality statue of Liberty enlightening the world, and the
and then proceed to endow that personality with all statue of William E. Dodge dodging the . customs.
the human and other attributes imagination and He has bAen to the Catholic cathedral and to the
Eden Musee. He has attended the churches of all
fancy can invent as a basis for our religion?
Yet this is what the revisers tacitly admit we must denominations except the Presbyterian-the line had
do in order to retain our faith and enjoy the blessings, to be drawn somewhere. He was at Cooper Union
the hopes of salvation which our Christianity thus when the County Democracy nominated Abram
founded, constructed, and maintained promises to all Hewitt for a savior· of society. He went to Jerry
McAuley's Cremorne Mission before Jerry died, and
those who humbly and meekly accept it.
Then they tell us that " Christ," and " Belial," to Peter Dwyer's revival before Peter ran away with
"Lord," and "Savior," are not names, but are forger- the organist. He has drifted into almost every place
ies of copyists and our translators to represent of gathering on Manhattan Island, but he never knew
their own and the prevailing superstitions, translated what it was to feel like heaving to and dropping
from simple Greek words which represented abstract anchor until he attended a regular meeting of the
principles, virtues, vices, or forces; for instance, Manhattan Liberal Club.
The 421st meeting of this body was held on the
Ghrist represents wisdom and virtue, and was used
in connection with the name Jesus, or Joshua, in the evening of Friday, the 19th, President Wakeman
Hebrew, because it was the qualifying adjectiv to being in the chair on the platform, and a large and
designate his character. It was afterward conferred finely-dressed audience occupying all the other chairs
on him as a title. Thus we see in the course of time in the hall. The lecturer of the occasion was Mr.
a mere adjectiv became a God, a son of God, a Lord, John W. Lovell, publisher of Lovell's Library. The
a Savior. Pagan superstition and mythology did audience greeted the speaker warmly. Mr. Lovell
this. They hav been equal to anything in the line waived the formality of addressing the Chair, and
of fraud, 'and the people hav been equal to accepting plunged into the reading of his lecture with a speed
anything they could offer. To-day the sunivors of of three hundred words per minute. The Credit
those revising committees, and every intelligent Fancier of Sinaloa on Topolobampo bay was the subclergyman or layman in the land, knows, or can know ject. It appears that Mr. A. K. Owen has secured
and ought to know, the fabulous foundation, the from the government of Mexico a grant of a large
shadowy, mythical basis, and the visionary, fraudulent tract of land in the state of Sinaloa, Mexico, where it
origin of our whole system· of religion called Chris- is designed to start a cooperativ colony, centering at
tianity. The clergy cannot deny this. But what of Topolobampo bay, just across the _gulf from the·
it? they say; if it is all fabulous, it has been the southern extremity of Lower California. As yet the
means of saving souls, of producing much happiness, colony exists only on paper and in the minds of its
of redeeming sinners, and blessing the world ! Sci- projectors. A book by Mr. Owen, entitled " Integral
ence and the growth of thought hav done all this.
Cooperation," contains charts and diagrams of this
The education and intelligence of the people made ideal city, and the Credit Fancier, a little paper pubit a necessity to attempt a revision of the Bible, to lished at Hammonton, N. J., is the organ of the
save its character, so the the revisers tell us. Their enterprise. Mr. Lovell's lecture was chiefly from
object was not so much to giv us the truth as they Mr. Owen's book. It comprised a biography of
might honestly find it as it was to save the oracle, Mr. Owen, a history of the scheme up to the present
the charter of our religion and the bulwark of their time, and a statement of the advantages of the counprofession, and to prevent their own reputations going try and the system of cooperation to be adopted.
into decay and disrepute before the growing intelli- All the elements of disorder afflicting our present degence.
fectiv system-including lawyers, ministers, churches,
These motivs for the undertaking were obvious; boarding houses, and other evils-are to be abolished
but there was too much natural honesty, or not by the Credit Fancier of Sinaloa on Topolobampo
enough adroitness, in their methods and confessions bay.
At the conclusion of the lecture Mr. Lovell was into conceal the facts and truths which they did not
terrogated by the audience touching various things
mean to openly avow to the public.
They could not deny them, and in order to show connected with the enterprise. It appears that the
us how thorough their remedies had been, and to in- country is without water, wood, or coal. Water must
spire public confidence in the result of their labors, be bored for or brought thirty miles, involving the
they covertly revealed what cannot fail to be the laying of an aqueduct; coal is one hundred miles
away, and no railroad to it; wood is hundreds of
death of that which they hav attempted to save.
There has nothing ever come from the church of miles distant inland, or it can be shipped to Topolothe same authority so damaging to Christianity, and bampo from San Francisco. On the other hand, the
to the support of Infidelity, so-called, as this testi- soil is extremely fertil; one crop a year-that is, durmony from the revising companies contained in the ing the wet season-is assured, and with liTigation
" Companions."
four crops may be raised.
Of course, it is meant to be concealed or disguised
Colonel Hinton was the first to take the platform.
to the uncritical reader, in the pious verbiage, fulsome The Credit Foncier, he said, was a beaufiful dream.
plaudits, and reverent homage with which the vol- He knew Colonel Owen well as a man who had tried
umes abound. There is no weapon the Freethinker to make capital in the ordinary worldly way, and had
can use more effectivlly against the authority, the failed before the Topolobampo benevolent scheme
authenticity, or what is called the divine origin of the was thought of. Colonel Hinton had been to TopoChristian religion, than that which its own friends and lobampo and to Guaymas. The climate was excesadvocates furnish us in these "Companions." The sivly hot, and the land so dry as not to be available
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without irrigation. The cost of
brmgmg the water would exhaust the capital of the
company. The place had no resources-no back
country. The shipping of timber from San Francisco was out of the question, and buildings must be
made of adobe; that is to say, mud. People going
t~ere must expect to face all the troubles of pioneer·
hfe, with the added disadvantage of a foreign country and climate. He doubted if the colony .could
exist six months without coming in collision with the
t1rannical Mexican government. Colonel Hinton behaved the Credit Fancier of Sinaloa on Topolobampo
bay to be purely impracticable.
· Dr. Gunn said that the greatest objection to this
Credit Fancier of Sinaloa on Topolobampo bay was
that it contemplated a gigantic steal from the people
of Mexico. As far as he could see, the company was
a corporation seeking its own interests.
Dr. Weeks told the story of the man who won the
wa_ger that sovereigns could not be sold for a shilling
apiece on London bridge. The world was suspicious
of those who offer too much for a little, and that was
the reason the people rejected the Credit Fancier of
Sinaloa on Topolobampo bay. Dr. Weeks was inclined to think that the land theories of Henry George
were more practicable, because there was a better
prospect of their being realized.
Judge Rice .took the platform by invitation. He
was a believer il'l -the· Credit Fancier of Sinaloa on
Topolobampo bay, though be did not ask anybody to
go there, and did not propose to go himself. There
was the disadvantage that the colonists would be in
subjection to the government of Mexico, but it was
the best place on earth for cooperation, and it needed only capital to make Sinaloa the greatest country
in the world. The people there are anxious to hav
their country developed. The government is in
theory a republic, and in fact a despotism, but it is as
safe a place as the United States. The great obstacle in the way of cooperation was the fact that human
nature needed reforming, because now it is impossible for people to be on an equality and be happy.
This speaker answered all the objections raised by
the critics.
Mrs. Leonard suggested that the Credit Fancier of
Sinaloa on Topolobampo bay should exist somewhere
except on paper, and that before people are asked to
go to Mexico something should be provided for them
to sit down on and rest when they get there. Once
there, the colonist must remain, because no way is
afforded of getting home again. There is no railroad, and the.' walking is' bad. Mrs. Leonard had
had some experience in pioneer life, and was not
charmed with it. It had many discomforts and a
dearth of luxuries. The people who embarked in
these enterprises were usually those who were not a
success at home.
, Mr. Lovell, in closing the discussion, said that the
bringing of wood from San Francisco to Mexico was
not impossible. The people of England got their
timber from Canada. Besides, there was a growth of
mesquite-trees on the land granted by the government
of Mexico to the Credit Fancier of Sinaloa on Topolobambo bay~ A large colored map was displayed,
showing the advantageous location of the proposed
colony. Topolobampo was not as hot as Guaymas,
nor as unhealthy, and had a better harbor. Dr.
Gunn's charge that the corporation intended to steal
the land from the people of Mexico was not literally
true, though tl!e enterprise would not allow itself to
be too seriously retarded on account of some possible Indian who might be disturbed. These things
and others were rehearsed, and then the colored map
was furled, at which the audience dispersed and went
out in the. wide, wide world; and as the badge-pin
man came forth he heard the echoes say, "The Credit
Fancier of Sinaloa on Topolobampo bay."
At the next meeting the venerable subject of
"Alcohol in the Human System" will be discussed
by several doctors.
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To the Liberals of America.
The secretary of the American Secular Union will
begin his ~nnual lecture trip from January 1, 1887,
to be contmued throughout the year. The method
of work thus far pursued has been unanimously indorsed by the Congress. There hav been some
honest differences of opinion in regard to the best
way of advancing the interests of Freethought. It
has been decided that the main means to reach the
minds of all the people is by pioneer lecturing and
organizing; while in conjunction with these there
should be distribution of Freethought literature, the
sale of books, and the increased circulation of Freethought journals. On this basis the work of the
.Union will be pushed more vigorously than ever.
The aid and generosity of Robert G. Ingersoll hav
carried us through two years of successful labor, and
the gratitude of all Liberals is due to his magnanimous cooperation. Much has been learned. Experience is the wisest teacher. It is through unceasing
endeavor that the best results are attained. The
promis of the future is great. Only, however, by
hard work, patience, and each one doing what he can
for the general cause can national cooperation be
maintained. There must be a commonwealth of Liberalism throughout America, and this is to be
achieved by the efforts of the Union. This is the
representativ organization. It is through this that
the Nine Demands will become a political influence,
and complete justice and liberty be acquired,
The secretary will devote himself mainly for the
coming year to the Western field-to Pennsylvania.,
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, Montana, California,
Nevada, Oregon, and Washington territory. He desires to enter into communication with all Liberals
who wish for lectures in their vicinity in order to
arrange for constant work at the least expense. The
board of directors will outline plans more fully in
next week's paper. The situation must be studied
in order that the most effectiv measures may be
adopted, and the utmost possible benefi~ achieved
with the greatest economy of resources. If all those
who are interested in the American republic, in the
total separation of church and state, will simply join
heart and hand in this movement for public agitation
and progress, that which has been done will be made
of priceless value. The masses of Liberals must
carry forward the enterprise hereafter. This .year
will test the strength of our cause-whether it springs
from deep conviction, or is simply a floating sentiment, a side issue in the mighty march of human
affairs. Do the Liberals of this country stand for
the highest, the most progressiv, the most noble,
truths and deeds of the time, and are they ready for
a common effort in this direction to be a vital force
in humanity; or are they simply epicureans of
thought and feeling, daintily serving themselvs, with
no worldwide interest~ Liberalism, in what it tears
down and in what it builds up, is indeed the sublim.
est effort of humanity, and without doubt there are
thousands in our land who will respond to its glorious call.
Having achieved much, let still ·more be achieved
in the fraternity of our sublime ideas.
The secretary of the Union is ready for work. It
is for the Liberals of the country to afford the opportunity whereby through united labor the power and
glory of freedom may be established in our political
institutions.
Address all communications hereafter to
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM,
Secretary of the American Secular Union,

76 E. Eleventh st., New York.

Guesses at Truth.

WHEN Moses, the alleged author of the first portion of the Bible, appears in history, China, and
Egypt, and Babylon, and Phamicia, and Syria had
------~~-------already enjoyed a highly advanced civilization of
THE signs of material progress in Syria are re- more than one thousand years' standing, with a sacred
counted by the Spectator· in conventional phrases literature, and with good moral precepts to guide the
with fantastic effect. The streets of the New J ern- people.
salem are well lighted with oil lamps, and there are
great clocks displayed in the public buildings. The
THE Bible is not an inspired volume, nor a revealed
number of dwellings has trebled during twenty-five book, nay, it is not even an original book; its openyears. Church bells are rung on Sundays, and ing narrativs are the narrativs of other and older
schools are open five days inJhe week. Women are Bibles, its miracles are the miracles wrought among
interested in Paris fashions and copy them. Suburbs other and older people, its ceremonies and institutions
are building up rapidly, and enterprising. citizens, are those of older faiths, its truths had been promuldoubtless, are projecting street railways and Queen gated and practiced one thousand years before AbraAnne cottages., The New Jerusalem is a compara- .ham or Moses were ushered upon the scenes of histivly clean and sweet-smelling town. ·No public tory.
·
nuisances such as tanneries and slaughter houses are
tolerated. The sanitary engineer has arisen to tE>ll
To the many the form " sacred volume" means:
. dreadful tales about sewer-gas and bad plumbing. The volume given by the hands of God; and " reveAnd so it goes throughout Syria. Bethlehem rebuilt lation" means: .That every word of it, from its openhas paved roads and a street-cleaning brigade. ing to its closing page, is revealed-that parts of. it
Nazareth is given over to oil speculators, five hundred were written by man under the immediate dictation
thousand olive-trees being planted every year in the by the mouth of God in audible words; other parts
surrounding district. . At the foot of Mount Carmel, were revealed by outward visible signs, by the Urim
and in Joppa, there is intense activity in real estate. and Thummim, by dreams and visions; other parts,
Ancient Shechem, where Joseph was sold, has be- again, were written under the unerring guidance of
come the joint inheritance of shoemakers and soap- the divine spirit; other parts, the decalog, for infat men.
stance, were written by the finger of God; that the

prophets did not speak any words of their own; that
they were only the instruments of God, who inspired
them and spoke through them; that not merely the
thoughts and words of scripture, but even the vowel
points, were of divine origin; that in it all that man
is ever to know is made known, and all that is not
made knownisnever to be known; that all it teaches
was never known before, nor was any of its truths
ever revealed to any people, save the people of Israel; that there is nothing false in it, no corruptions
of text, no anachronisms, no conflicts-the world was
created in six times twenty-four hours, and a luxuriant
vegetation sprang up before a sun was yet created;
man was formed out of a lump of clay and woman
out of a man's rib; the serpent did speak, and so did
Balaam's ass; the different languages did originate,
all at once, at the tower of Babel; Joshua did arrest
the sun in his course; the waters did separate and
stood like two walls till about one million of people
had passed through the gap on dry land; fire and
lions and whale refused to consume Daniel and his
three friends and Jonah, and Elijah ascended alive
and unscathed to heaven in a fiery chariot. Such
belief is childish.

.

'

------~~.-------

Providence in Methodism.
Fram t"he DeniSon Gazetteer.

Bishop Galloway, in an eloquent sermon Saturday night,
on the providence of God in Methodism, said God commenced three generations back to produce a John Wesley;
but he neglected to inform his hearers whether he attributed
John Wesley's denunciation of the American patriots of the
Revolution as traitors, deserving of condign punishment at
the hands of the tyrannical sovereign of Great Britain, to an
" overruling providence., or the instigation of the devil.
John Wesley was a pronounced Tory, and wrote and
preached against the great leaders in the cause of American
independence.
11
The supposition that the people are the origin of power
is every way indefensible," he said, speaking of the origin of
power.
" If your ancestors were subjects, they acknowledged a
sovereign; if they had a right to English privileges, they
were accountabl~ to En~~:lish h•ws, and had ceded to 1<ing and
Parliament the power of disposing, without their consent, of
both their lives, liberties, and properties" (Wesley's Address
to the American Colonies).
" Brethren, open your t:yes I Be no longer the dupes of
designing men. Be warned in time. . . . Let us put
away our sins, the real ground of all our calamities, which
never will or can be thoroughly removed, till we fear God
and honl.fl' the king" (Ibid).
One great complaint on the part of the colonists, and
which is set forth in such strong language in the immortal
Declaration, was unjust taxation ; but Wesley said : " The
supreme power in England has a legal right of levying any
tax upon them [the colonists] for any end beneficial to the
whole empire."
If Wesley could hav had his way, the necks of the people
of the colonies would hav remained under the heel of Eng,
land's crafty king. John Wesley was no friend to the cause
of American independence. He was so extremely loyal to
home government that he adhered to the church of England. The Methodist Episcopal church of to-day is not the
church of John Wesley.
------~~-------
.!.
Screw Loose Somewhere.
DEAOON HOLYBOY'S REMARKS AT THE PRAYER-MEETING.

"The thought suggested to m.e this evening by our pastor's
remarks-and it is one which very often forms the subject of
my meditations-is that we are too often, far too often, inconsiderate of the feelings of others. We a,re told that we
should consider the frailties and foibles of the aged, and this
duty is impressed upon all of us; but are we not often
thoughtless and unsympathetic in our intercourse with the
young, with those dependent upon us, and whose future
lives we are unconsciously molding by our words and our
example? Above all, brethren, speak gently to the young.
Strive to lead them by the silken cords of love, rather than
by the galling chains of-er-er-slavery." (Murmurs of
"Isn't that beautiful!") "Speak kindly to those who are
dependent upon you; if you hav occasion to reprove them,
do it quietly and affectionately, and in words that will soothe
rather than irritate, and which may sink deep into their
hearts and bring forth abundant fruit. By a word carelessly
spoken we may influence for. good or evil the whole life of
another being. Think, then, how heavy is our responsibility,
how careful we should be in our intercourse with all about
us, especially with the youllj!; and impressionable. And by
our actions as well as our words should we strive to influence those who look to us for guidance. We should liv upright and stainless lives; we should choose for our associates
only the pure and noble. Let us do all this, and in the end
it shall be said of us," etc.
DEAOONHOLYBOY'S REMARKS AT RIB OFFIOE THE NEXT MORNING.

"Morning, Johnson! Where's that boy? Not here yet?
Why, it's nine o'clock! I'll pitch the young whelp out of
the window when he gets here. Ah, here he is! Now then,
boy, what hav you got to say for yourself? Grandmother
sick? What in thunder is your grandmother to me? Now
look here, you cub, don't you imagin that I take any stock ·
in that yarn. Johnson, dock him twenty-five cents; if he
tries it again I'll discharge him. No, we don't want any
matches, and if you show your face in here again I'll kick
you out. Ah, Mr. Slocum, how are you? When did you
come down from Windy Hollow? Well, you came at the
right time, for prices are 'way down, and we'll expect to sell
you a nice little bill of goods. But let's go out and hav a
little something together for old acquaintance sake. And,
by the by, l've got a couple of tickets for the theater to.
night and you must go w1th me. Burlesque show-lots of
pretty women, and all that sort of thing. Ha.l ha! ha!
After the IJerformance I'll show you round a httle. But
come on! Johnson, if anyone calls while l'm out tell them
1'11 be back in half an hour. And Johnson, if the Rev. Mr.
Litewate calls, say you dort't know when I'll be in, but that
I'll see him at the conference-meetin_g to-night if I am not
detained too late at the offioe."-Tid-Bits,

(
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~ommunications.
Can Theism be .Maintained by Science and
Reason'!
·
Tile doctrin of a God is just in this position, that hereto- fore it has been acceptrd upon authority-upon tile same
authority as that upon which the most preposterous fables
hav been given out as solid truth. That authority is discredited, and among the intelligent classes is becoming more
so from day to day. It has now to maintain itself in tile
open field of philosophy.- W. D. LeSeur, B . .A., in September Popular Science Monthly.
_

This being the true state of affairs in the theological world to-day, the paramount question to
_be settled, and embracing a liquidation of all minor
and associate topics, is the one proposed by the
learned writer quoted and now r_espectfully submitted
to the Rev. C. S. Blackwell and other ambitious
polemicists, namely : Can theology maintain itself
philosophically and without a Bible~ In other
words, Is Theism true and based upon fact 1 For
what is the use, now that the Bible authority is discarded, to base an argument upon an assumption
which as yet has never been sustained by science and
philosophy ~
WHAT IS TilEISM 1
While it will be cheerfully conceded that many
good men and women devoutly believe in God, yet
it is a well-known fact that all ignorant persons,
races, and tribes are likewise abject Theists. In fact,
in like proportion that their intellect is crude and approaches a negativ or inactiv condition of mind, is
their belief in a God devout and intense. And this
universality of Theism, which has often been used as
an argument in its support, may easily be accounted
for by the universal ignorance existing among all
races and tribes in the past. Like causes ever producing like effects, it seems but natural that the
causes which led one ignorant nation to solve the
probl~;Jms of existence by assuming a personal God,
very like a man, who miraculously created it all a few
years previous from nothing, should lead all other
ignorant nations to seek a similar explanation beyond
the clouds also, and thus, with one brilliant swoop of
diplomacy, explain all and establish the, to the present day, very profitable and comfortable order of
priesthood.
The origin and basis, then, of Theism is ignorance
and assumption. Science, knowledge, fact, truth,
reason, and logic all repudiate and lead away from it.
The colossal intellect of a Humboldt denying a God
goes further to prove that there is no such a being
than the unanimous testimony and instinct of millions of savages, and as many more of the average
civilized, who loudly affirm that a God does exist.
On the principle that a nought is nothing, and a million noughts do not comprise a unit, so all the intellectual noughts in the world combined do not aggregate to the lofty degree of wisdom and knowledge
of a Humboldt or a Spencer.
As long as the Christian world resignedly bowed
to the authority of the Bible, aud this was universally acknowledged to be sacred and infallible, a belief
in God was natural and possible; but when Beecher,
following in the footsteps of modern scientists, repudiated the first dogma of that ancient record, and
when Professor Swing, Dr. Thomas, Minot J. Savage,
and a host of others of the most brilliant minds in
the church, then boldly assumed the role of iconoclasts, and peremptorily consigned to realms of fiction many others of the most vital dogmas of a heretofore acknowledged divine revelation, the work of
destruction was complete. God was dethroned,
authority annihilated, and a godless, but infinit and
ebernal universe, containing within itself all the potencies of life and order, duly established. For the
authority of tradition, of Moses, Luke, and John,
our leading divines, and a vast majority of our most
intellectual men and women, composing their brilliant congregations, hav acce1)ted a gospel according
to Beecher, Swing, Thomafl, and, I may add, Tom,
Dick, and Harry, supposed to be a " new theology,"
and based upon science and reason.
Origin~ and authoritativ Bible theology, therefore, havmg been repudiated by our best thinkers in
the pulpit, as well as by a vast majority of the best
minds among the laity, and to-day being upheld only
by the more ignorant of the Moody school, the- followers of "the two Sams," and those intelligent believers unwilling to reason and to investigate the
matter for themselvs, the question "Can Theism _be
maintained by science and reason~" becomes one of
utmost importance, and requires the immediate attention of all lovers of truth, in view of a speedy settle~
ment.
THE GLORY OF THE UNIVERSE PROCLAIMS " THERE IS NO

GoD!"
When Galileo invented the first telescope, he unconsciously constructed the instrument of death that
annihilated the ancient and mythical God. While
the world was still in blissful ignorance concerning
the grandeur, magnitude, and true aspect of the universe, when the popular and only idea of nature was
that' de~ived from the first pages -of Genesis, then,
indeed1 It seemed re"~on9,ble to &ccept the hypothesis

j of a creator and ruler of the world. But when own image, because he fails -to account for the
science, with its increased power of vision, and its
newly-discovered facts, proclaimed an entirely new
aspect of nature; when, instead of a limited a11d sta·
tionary world, and a few lights made solely for its
special benefit, an infinit aggregation of worlds and
suns and systems, all movmg in spontaneous harmony and order by the laws of their own being, were
revealed to their amazed vision, then, indeed, the
idea of, and faith in, a liwited personal God, similar
to man, had to vanish: The glory, august magnificence, and infinitude of nature, absolutely banish a God,
and make impossible anything beyond, beside, out·
-sid6', or greater than it. The universe is so vast, so
grand, so absolute, so self-evidently complete, eternal, and self-existing, that anything outside, previous,
or greater than it is an intellectual mockery.
REASON AND LOGIC PROVE THERE IS NO GOD.

Among the postulates of science which are established w1th axiomatic certainty are the eternity of
time, the infinitude of space, and the eternity and infinitude of matter filling all space. There never was
or could hav been a particular period of time in the
past, ilo matter how far back we permit our imagination to carry us, that was not preceded by an eter·
nity of time. There can be no particular point or
place 'in space, no matter how vast the distance conceived, not bounded by infinit space beyond. There
can be no limit to matter in unlimited space, because,
no matter how vast the immense aggregation of matter, or how numerous the exit;ting worlds, suns, and
systems, any particular number, if limited, these and
the space occupied by them would not be as one to
countless millions in comparison to the space not occupied by anything. In such a case the aspect of
the universe would be infinit vacuum, with comparativly but one insignificant point in space occupied by
matter-a natural impossibility. But science, reasoning ·from analogy, and adjusting its telescopes to
sweep through the realJ?S of space radiating in every
direction, concludes that here, and there, and everywhere, as far as the most magnificent achievements
of telescopic art_ can penetrate, are spread before us
countless syE<tems of planets, all working in grand
harmony, and that therefore we are forced to the assumption that if the lenses could be transferred to
the farthest discernible star, and again penetrate
those vast distances, ne.v worlds in countless repetition would again greet our dazzled view. Therefore,
knowing all space to be filled with moving bodies aE<
far as we can discover, the conclusion is forced upon
us that, ever and ever beyond, the general aspect of
the universe is the same.
Again, the philosopher, knowing the natural harmony and order surrounding- him to exist to-day,
logically concludes that harmony and order are eternal
also. 'Vorlds, suns, and systems evolve from preexisting chaos and nebulre, progress to conditions of
life and beauty, exist for the very short period of
only a few millions of )ears, then again disintegrate
and go back to their original elements, immediately
to commence the evoluting process over again, thm;
perpetuating nature forever. Eternal cha11ge of the
finite, eternal statu q1w for the infinit.. If at any
time, generally supposed to hav preceded a so-called
beginning, all had been naught, or chaos, all would
be precisely in the same condition now. Because
what matter (or God) could or did not create during
the eternity precedmg this assumed beginning, it,
or he, 'would or could never create. Existing to-day,
this, then, proves absolutely and beyond a doubt that
the universe (not the world) bas always E:-Xisted, and
assuming shape and evolving into worlds and planets
to-day proves that infinit matter has a! ways assumed
similar shape forever in the dim vista of beginl!ingJess time, and that consequently there is no begin~
ning, and no need of a creator.
Beginning, end, progress, are attributes only of the
finite~never of the infinit.
Having at any particular
period of time,·even ten thousand of million of ages
ago, had already an eternity of time preceding it and to
accomplish any eventual and possible result, it becomes self-evident that what the universe has
evolved, or rather manifested, at the present time it
also had manifested countleE<s cycles of ages ago; be·
cause what it could not manifest during the eternity
preceding any specific time, it, of course, would never
produce.
CAN WE BY ANALOGY PROVE A GOD~

All science is Atheistic, and all reason rejects a
God Whatever is an object of knowledge, whatever
has outline and form, whatever is tangible and real,
whatever can be seen, discovered with our telescopes
or microscopes, 'or recognized by our senses, the infinitly large or small, the far or near-whatever can
be resolved into original element, or contains com
ponent parts-whatever we can comprehend, understand, weigh, analyze, feel, hear, etc.-all this is not
God, but some part or attribute of a natural product.
The sum total of all existence is natural and belongs
to the material universe; all beyond this, which is
naught-this is God. All, everything, is not God;
nothing is God.
The champion of the " new
theology," who has discarded snake and fish stories,
still clings to the old or postulates a new God in his

ex~

istence of nature and. man. To explain existing
mysteries he, like his ape brothels thousands of
years ago, flies to realms invisible, and there creates
an infinitly greater mystery, and blandly assumes
that now the lesser mystery is solved, ign01·ing entirely, and not pretending to unra,·el, the .greater
mystery of his own creating. Not being a part and
portion of visible nature, he is satisfied with his profound coup d'e~at, and prides himself as being w
much wiser and more rational than his Jess evoluted
(but more honest) brother. If, however, perchance,
this, his identical God, should materialize, and walk
the earth, ~nd become a part of actual existence, he
would instantly repudiate him also as not possessing
qualities of self· existence or of a creature evolved from
lower forms, and immediately again fly off into realms
of nothing, and there from nothing postulate another
God.
God, by virtue of his being, must be intangible, in
visible, and absolutely beyond knowledge, or he ceases
to be a God. All subject to explanation and proof
is not now and never can be a God.
IS THE IDEA OF GOD THI:!\KABLE ?
It being scientifically demonstrated that the universe is infinit and eternal, it becomes self-evident
that it never was created, and that nothing superio1·
to it can exist beside or outside of it. Two infinits
being impossible, consequently a creator is not
needed. The sciences of physics and chemistry
also establish the fact that whatever effect is produced is the result of causes inherent in matter and
natural agencies, and that consequently a God is not
needed in the economy of nature. Then, again, a
God implies limit, outline, form, and such a limited
God could not possibly be a factor to create and rule
an unlimited universe. Then, inte!ligence is strictly
an attribute, and known to exist only as a. function
of animal organism. This ·necessitates brain, nervous
system, and all the other organs of the avei·age b!:'ast.
But animal orgallism, in the most extreme case, could
not pos~<ibly extend over twenty, or, to imagin an ·extreme giant, over a_ thousand feet. But what agency
can even such a giant be in relation to this world,
with the physical impossibility staring him in the
face that he could not possibly get beyond our atmosphere and liv! But if not phy!iical, in the
image of man, and like one once said to hav "walked
in the garden," as originally defined in Genesis, what,
then, is God~ Hav not Rubens, Angelo, and Kaulbach all presented him with a mantle to cover his
11akedness ?
It won't do! When the church reasons and the
people think, theology must fall.
WHAT IS A THEISM?

Atheism is Naturalism, Materialism, Realism, Positivism. It adores and venerates the actual, Jhe
real, the true, the good, the beautiful. and the lovely.
For a basis it has the universe, the sum total of all
existence; and, instead of a four-limbed creator or a
being of air, it has the life and potencies pervading
each atom. To this all-pervading force, filhng infinit
Rpace and each particle of matter, it traces all phenomena, and thus, instead of ,·astly in~reasing exist iug
mysteries, by adding a mythical creator, it reduces
and solves them as far as possible. It bows only at
the shrine of science, philosophy, music, art, nature,
and at the feet of noble men and women. Prompted
only by earnest love of truth, it st!uggles faithfully
to dethrone a monstrous tyrant in the ~ky, and to
elevate man to the highest raDk attainable by living
creatures, This throne will be supported, not by
bayonets, guns, or dynamite, but by science, reason,
liberty, justice, charity, and ·fraternity. Its mission
is to annihilate all evil and to retain and support all
that is needed to better the condition of ll!ankind
during life. It will teach a morality more emphatic,
more absolute, and more practically reformatory than
that taught by the church.
Atheism is bol'll of honest.y, and ever associated
with -superior intellectual endowment, mental reF<earch, and moral heroism. No motiv is thinkable
why a mali should pronounce himself an Atheist if
not the necesRary result of honest thought and struggJe_..:_unlike the church, which indirectly offers immense_ premiums for memberships and hypocrisy. It
requires no intellectual effort to be or remain a
Christian. We are tllorn so, and inherit and retain __ _
our re.1igion as we inhelit our nationality, sex, or language. If we never think a thought, we remai11
Christians; but to renounce the beliefs of our fathers
requires labor, study, courage, and an unflinching
determination to attain truth and nothing but truth,
regardless of sacrifices.
Theism is crushing, humiliating; resisting all culture or intellectual advancement, it progresses only
when forced to by the onward march of a scientific
Atheism. Civilization advances in spite, never on account, of it. It incarcerates the intellect and.demands abject submission to the dictates of the priesthood. You must submit bl~ndly, believe blindly, and
pay out your money blindly; in short, giv up your
body and mind resignedly-not to God but to the
priest. I am ready, and now cheerfully offer my last
dollar to Christ or to God, and will cheerfully kneel
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down and wbtship them, if they will only revea1 themeelv~. ~ut as yet thf'y hav· Mt asked me. 0nf3
good man and two good ladies llsked me to-day to
.. contribute to their respectiv churches-this is as
ti1ostl U view as I ever get of Ch.rist. But not one
dollar ever reaches dhtist or .God; it all goes into
the spacious pockets of the priest lind the _church,
. On t~e other hand, Atheism is ennobling, (jlevlltmg, exhilarating. It lifts a man up in his own estimation and endues him with new life and vigor.
From a poor, wretched serf whom the Lord could
exting-uish at any moment as a man can a fly, he is
_etiilted to the throne of a king. lie knows nnd ac
liM\Vledges no one superior or above him, but fs only
suBject to ti:te itttmut~tble and ever just laws of nature, which ever kindly warn him to do right, be
virtuous, and a life of happiness will he his eertain
reward. The terrible.hallucination which is fostered
by all churches, that some superhuman agencies in·
air control his fate. and which crushes down and the
haunts all true Christians every moment of their
life, has vanished, and his jourMy through life ari.d to
. death will be serene and content. OTTO WE'I'TS'i'ElN.
- m'"••••="llj'

j ..- . .

FrrethUiight fn England.
V.-7REETHOUG;rT iN THE CHURCH.
Your readers Ute doubtless aware that the authorized version of the Old and New T~stament in recent
years has undergone revision, and those ·-who hav not
read the revised version cannot be certain whether
they believe it or not. Now, thousands of Christian!<
are in this preJirament. They know what Christianity was years ago when they got their beliefs from
tlie old version with the assistance of their spiritual
· p!!.stors nnd masters; but what it is to-day, amid the
~Otitul'li:b~{ dec11lrlltions of th_e parsons nnd the more
liberal mmded free-l!l.ntie kind of members of th~
church, they are altogether unable to determin.
l\Ioreover, they are too lazy or apathetic to read the
new version and judge for themselvs. A week or two
ago a majority of members of the Congregational
Uuion decided not to invite the Rev. Henry "\Vard
Beecher to address their meetings at Norwich becaus~
the American theologian was not orthodox enough in
his views. "\Vhat th1s divine's views are your reader~>
probably know better than I can tell them. Over
here, however, he is credited with disbelieving in the
so-called science of the Bible; in the rib story. the fall,
and in the flood; in the tower of Babel, and in many
of the Bible mimcles; but I am sure he does-not go
half so far as many clergymen of the Church of England it has been my pleasure to meet.
The late Bishop Colen so went as far as repudiating
the Pentateuch altogether. With a fine, clear vision,
he saw through the follies and absurdities of the
Jewish writings; as a scholar he detected the en-orEat once, and as an hontst man he proClaimed them
to the world.
A short ti111e ago it was my pleasure to meet in discussion at Northampton the Rev. Prof. John Symes,
of Nottingham. I found this gentleman a greater
heretic than the late bishop of Natal. AmoTtg hi,.
declarations, in defending himself against my attacks,
he said that no council of the church had ever authoritativly affirmed the doctrin of the inspiration of the
Bible. l\Ioses, or whOfver wrote the Pentateuch, in
his view, was inspired, but Shakspere was more so,
and so were Milton and D11.rwin. Indeed, he regarded
Darwin as a greater authority on the "Descent of
l\Iail." than Moses; for the latter merely wrote up to
the exact measure of his knowledge-which was very
limited, as he lived in an ignorant and barbaric age,
and his work necessarily revealed the ignorance and
· barbarism of the times.
Nor would the reverend professor defend the morality of the Old Testam.,nt. This he regarded as
th_e best morality possible in such an age as that in
which it prevailed.
Further, he was prepared to say that he did not
believe in the miracles of either Old or New Testament-save two-the miraculous birth and the resurrection of Chri:st-and these only when I pressed
him to define in what sense ·he could describe him.self as a Christian, and further in what. way he dtfferentiated himself from a Secularist who admired Christ
as a man and who was prompted from that admiration to call himself a follower of the Nazarene.
In all conscience, the church is broadening, and
Christianity is becoming the vaguest of religions,
when it can admit such a clergyman as· Professor
Symes within its fold.
In another discussion, Canon Shuttleworth (a minor
canon of St. Paul's cathedral) admitted not only that
animals "may possess immortal souls, but vegetables
too." l\Iight we not well exclaim, 0 wise theologian!
verily thy creed is as plastic as a nose of wax~ Fancy
an immortal cabbage ! or an everlasting carrot! Ah!
but perhaps after all the divine only meant that matter was indestructible, and that therefore there is a:p.
immortality .for every particle of matter in the Qniverse. But Shakspere made Hamlet proclaim that
long before Canon8buttleworth was born, and Greek
philosophers affirmed it before Christ was heard of.
The prince of Denmark well expressed it:
Imperial Cal!lar; dead· and turned·· to cl,ay;
.·)light stop aliole .to.keep t4e:~vind.a}Vay ..

Ob, that the earth which kept .the worlrl in awe .
Should patch a Wltlll' expel the winter's fiaw l

:aut if Oanon Shuttleworth really believes in the indestructibility of matterj logically, he ought to giv up
hi'S belief in the creation of the universe by God, for is it
not rational to conclude that that which is indestructible could never ha,- begun to be-ergo, matter is eternal? And when it is remembered that the same quality belongs to force as to matter, we hav the
possible potentiality from which all phenomena
might result, as Tyndall once observed, " without the
meddling of the Gods."
Another bold, heretical parson, in many respects
the bravest of them all, is the Rev. Stewart W.
Headlam. He calls himself a" Christian Socialist."
He is a ":Land Nationalizer" and "l\Ialthusian ;" he
has identified himself with many of the movements
led by Bradlaugh, believes in the ·drama, and often
descants on the grace and skill with which thela!lies
of the ballet comport themselvs on the boards at the
Alhambra, much to the disgust and dismay of many
of his Christian brethren. Several years ago he got
into diFgrace with his brothers of the cloth at Bethnal Green because he said from the pulpit that a
certain music hall vocalist was more popular among
the masses than the bishop of London.
It was a fact, but it lost him his berth as curate;
be subsequently lost a similar position because of his
pronounced Radicalism. Bnt, while the clergy and
the bigots generally do not like 1\It. Headlam, the
people admire his courage, and giv him generous
support.
On the .whole, I find quite as much liberality of
thought among the clergy of the Church of .England
as among dissenting bodies, exceptj of course, the
Unitarians. Many of the latter, however, are exceedingly liberal, especially in the provinces. At
Hu.ddersfield I once heard a Unitai;an minister deliver a sermon on "The Peace of God," which went
as far as Mr. Savage in your own country.
There are plenty of .Agnostics here, however, who
would be glad to listen often to such men as these,
men who are true Freethinkers, but who 'still cling to
a_ few fascinating words, even though they fail to convey any definit meaning-. Some of the most advanced Unitarians go as far as Agnosticism, but they
imagin there is some utility in the forms and ceremonies of religion, and to these they pay a servil
homage as senseless as that shown by the rudest
barbarian toward his fetiches.
From Unitarianism to pure Theism, and from this
to Positivism, and from Positivism to absolute aggressiv Freethought, are only short steps, and they
are steps which clear and courageous thinkers are
sure to take sooner or later. Remove the anthropomorphic conception of deity from the human mind,
and what remains? Nothing but nature, the eternal,
the limitless, the one existence. Bishop Butler's argument against the God of Deism is unanswerable;
the God of nature he demonstrates to be quite a~<
widced, cruel, and unjust as the God of so-called
revE)lation. For Nature is neither good nor bad.
She regardeth no man. She mows down the good
and bad alike indifferently. All men abe kills once,
and sometimes by the most painful of processes-by
earthquakes, famins, disease, war, starvation, and by
a hundred other insidious modes which no being of
infinit wisdom and goodness could possibly hav deviseil. The Theist may talk of the "Infinit Spirit,"
the Pantheist of the "Eternal Essence," the Agnostic of the "Great Unknowable," and l\Iatthew Arnold
of the "Indefinable Something" that is "making
after righteousness," but they are all using meaningless terms, which express nothing but the limit of
man's knowledge of nature.
No doubt, it is a praiseworthy thing for philosophers to coin such phrases; it shows, at least, that
they are anxious to make fiue Jistinctions.
But, do what he will, man cannot get beyond nature, and it were infinitly wiser for him to study nature's modes-to learn to conquer her destructiv
forces, and to devote his best energies to such work
the utility of which can be tested in this world,
whether there is another or not-than to bother himself unceasingly with a problematical being, about
whose existence he now knows that nothing whatever
ARTHUR B. l\Ioss.
can be known.
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names, f~r. ~xa~ple. Rome, capitol, and Jupiter,
meant Christian, Vatican, and pope, those words
were changed so as to refer to other countries; consequently the Hebrew writer was made to indicate the
capitol of Persia, and Jupiter of Aram or of Babel.
And lest, under the guise of gentile, only Christian
should be understood, that word was changed to
Egyptian, Aramaen, Amelekite, Arab, Negro, etc.
One of the renowned champions for the preservation of the Talmud was Johann Reuchlin, professor
of Hebrew and Greek at Tuebingen. For the noble
stand he took against the burning of Hebrew literature he endured much persecution. Forty-seven
councils of the theological faculty at Paris were held
solely to condemn him. But he was upheld by several · German princes, and the result was that two
years before his death the Talmud was saved from
bw-ning. This was in 1520. In the same year the
first volume of the complete Talmud was published,
and in the same year the bull of the pope was burnt
by Martin Luther.
·
·
The Talmud consists of two parts-the Mishna
and the Gemara. The Mishna is a collection of
ordinances. rules, and interpretations given by
various rabbis from the date of the founding of the
second temple, about 400 B o. to A.D. 200. These
were collected in the year 219 by Rabbi Jehuda the
Holy, at Tiberias, on the Sea of Galilee. ''l\Iany of
the rabbis whose f'ayings are recorded in the 1\Iishna,"
says the Rev. S. Baring-Gould, "lived in the time of
our Lord or shortly after, and yet not the smallest
reference is made to the teaching of Jesus, nor even
Although the
any allusion to him personally.
Mishna was drawn up beside the sea of Galilee, at
Tiberias, near where Jesus lived and wrought
miracles and taught, neither he nor his followers are
mentioned once in the Mishna. . . . Jehuda
the Holy says. not a word about Christ or Christianity."
The learned author above quoted makes an
elaborate, but, in our judgment, a futil attempt to
account for the silence of the l\Iishna and of the contemporary writers, Josephus and Justus,· of Tiberius,
concerning Christ and Christianity. We say futil
because there was no Christ crucified under Pontius
Pilate, but a Jesus was stoned and hanged about a
hundred years before, as the Rev. S. Baring-Gould
himself abundantly proves by translating numerous
passages from the Gemara. Indeed, he dif'tinctly
concedes that ''the date of the Talmudic Jesus is
something like a century earlier than that of Jesus of
the gospels," and says that "learned Jewish writers
hav emphatically denied that the Jeshu of the
Talmud is the Jesus of the gospels."
The Talmudic Je,;;us was stoned and hanged on
the day before the Passover, not on the holy Passover day as the blundering synoptic gospels describe
the crucifixion.
ANTICHRIST.

Mr. Bowman's Epigrams.

Politics, like religion, has become a hereditary disease. Truly has it been said that the iniquities of
the fathers are visited upon the sons.
Of two evils, a person should choose neither and
vote the labor ticket.
A man had better lose his vote by voting the labor
ticket than his character by voting against it.
Democrats always tell how much the Republicans
hav &tolen, but never say how much they would like
to ~;teal themselvs.
Politicians, instead of doing something for their
country, want their cormtry to do something for
them.
They tell us that a poor man must hav a poor
opinion.
·
They tell us that the laboring men hav no right to
complain, but we will complain so long as a dishonest
rich man is thought more of than an honest poor
man and vice in silk is thought more of than virtue
in rags.
A man with no money has no rights.
Party rule is the reigning curse of the age.
The big party says to the little people, "You must
vote for my man, or not vote at all. We hope, at
least, that we will hav a chance to vote for Henry
George for the next president of the United States.
And if merit can ever be rewarded, he will be elected.
In Washington territory we feel proud that women
The Talmud.
hav a right to vote, and the first thing the men know
The composition of the Babylonian Talmud covers in the East, the women will all come to this territory.
a period ·of a thousand years, from the time of the
Oakville, W. T.
GEORGE W. BowMAN.
captivity until about 500 A.D. The Jerusalem Talmud was completed more than a hundred years
DR. H. ·GRATTAN GUINNEss has refused to debate at
earlier. The first complete edition of the two was
printed at Venice in 1520-1523-the Babylonian in Melbourne with Joseph Symes. The leading men in
the city .dissuaded him from making a fool of himself,
twelve folio volumes, the Jerusalem in one.
For more t.han a thousand years, to wit, from A.D. or rather being made a fool of by .z 'that cunning In553 until 15!:>9, the church denounced the damnable fidel." We presume this Grattan Guinness is the
work, and in the fifty years prior to 1599 it was gentleman who organized that famous ticket-meeting
burnt in mass no le,;;s thari six times by'order of the at Exeter Hall against "Bradlaugh." It wasn't very
popes. Pius IV. (1555-1559) permitted a new edition successful after all, and Grattan Guinness seems to
to be published only on an express stipulation that carry his ill luck about with him.-London Freethe name Talmud, on the title page, ahould be ex- thinker.
punged ..
Si!:ND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of
The third edition, 1578, exhibits some curious examp~es of_ Catholic censo:ship: Fearing that ·certain the oooks we ht~;v for _.sale. · 1-'he_catalog is free,
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Episcopalianism Going Backward.
The Episcopal "House of Bishops " has issued a
pastoral letter to the churches significant for its conservativ and retrogressiv tendencies. Like all church
authorities the bishops first deplore the fact that the
world is not yet in heaven, but living as though the
earthly life is all it expects to know; after which they
lay down rules for the guidance and governance of
such people as are foolish enough to obey them. It
is these rules which render the document significant.
Episcopalianism is generally regarded as a free-andeasy kind of sectarianism, not requiring much of its
believers. The Thirty-Nine Articles form such a
terrific creed that no one in these days expects to believe them. Like some ancient laws, they are so anachronistic that they cannot be enforced. But here
come the bishops with a pastoral letter, almost
Roman Catholic in, the severity of its religious demands. Wealth, and ease, and comfort are denounced; what the church calls worldliness, but
which is only another name for contempt of theology
and theologians, is especially deplored, and modern
civilization is pointed to as dangerous. Infidelity, of
course, comes in for its share of condemnation, and
its cause is traced to "the enlargement of knowledge,
scientific discoveries, activity of the press, fearless
speculation, and facility of propounding and urging
the wildest theories." This is the Infidelity that
" seeks to subvert men's faith in the word of God,
declaims against the institutions of Christianity, and
ventures to question the very existence of the Lord
God Omnipotent." Another kind of Infidelity is
" the insidious, lurking foe, creeping into our schools,
colleges, and homes, infecting to a large extent the
literature of the day, and spreading its latent poison
in many unsuspected ways." Again, the church is
troubled by the pernicious activity of the. women.
The bishops say :

an individual as her husband, is regarded by the
bishops as exceedingly sinful, and contrary to the
" Christian law of the household." The first call of
the church, say they, is to build up the family a,new
upon the foundations originally built of God, and
this household must determin legislation of the state
which affects the well-being of the family. 'rhat is
to say, the family of to-day must conform to that of
centuries ago, woman must take the place accorded
her by Paul, and the state must legislate to keep both
the family and the woman in their proper places.
The idea of the church is that the family, not the
individual, is the unit of society, and this unit is represented by the man. Women and children belong
to their husbands and fathers. This revives the
patriarchial system, and pleases God who instituted it.
Another complaint of the church is that education
is being taken from the hands of the church-that
public opinion has lapsed into the perilous heresy of
modern Secularism, that public schools can best do
their proper work when giving no religious teaching
whatever. This opinion of the public the bishops
unsparingly condemn.
There are other incidental sources of grief to the
bishops, but the foregoing are the great trials of· the
church. To overcome the enemy the bishops urge
" those over whom the Lord has made us shepherds
to giv personal efforts to stay this flood of Infidelity
which _is sweeping over our land." For the sake of
accomplishing this work, the church calls upon all
Christian sects to unite, and offers as a basis of union
the Nicene Creed, the two divine sacraments, the
open Bible, and that apostolic order which is the
witness and keeper of these to the end of time.
This apostolic order being Episcopalianism, it may be
parenthet~cally noted that the offer of union is upon
the condition that all Christians become Episcopalians. This is not an original utterance. Every sect
is willing to hav union when every other sect joins its
church.
From the foregoing it may be seen that another
body of sectarians are turning their faces toward
Rome. In England this movement has been noticed
for several years. Various English rectors hav been
tried for extreme ritualistic practices, and some of
them hav gone so far as to institute the confessional.
American rectors hav been less rash. This pastoral
letter, however, expresses opinions and sentimimts
identical with Roman Catholicism, and goes to show
that the ultimate division of the civilized world into
Roman Catholics and Infidels has drawn one step
nearer.

Andover and Girard.
Five Andover Theological Seminary professors are
to be tried by the Andover Seminary Board of Visitors for breach of trust, inasmuch as they hav
publicly taught that the heathen who never heard of
Christ may hav a time of probation after death, in
which to learn the glories of Christism, and get into
the fold.
The charge that this unsubstantiated notion is a
breach of trust is founded upon the following extracts from the constitution and creed of. the seminary:
" Every professor shall be a man of sound and orthodox
principles in Divinity, according to that form of sound
words or system of evangelical doctrins drawn from the
scriptures, and denominated the Westminster Assembly's
Shorter Catechism" (Constitution, Art. xi).

" That household religion and morality hav changed, and
are still changing, for the worae, is recognized by all Christian people as one of the dark omens of the time. The
causes are not far to seek. Two theories starting from opposit premises, but both alike the product of the antichristian and secular tendency of the day, hav been eating like
moth and rust into the domestic conscience, and thus sapping the very foundations of home life. The one theory declares the individual to be the supreme unit of society, and
so demands for every individual complete and equal freedom.
It affirms all discriminating legislation based upon differences
of sex to be degrading and tyrannical. It teaches tl;lat, as the
only ground of marriage is the consent of the contracting
parties, so the continuance of marriage is rightfully dependent on the circumstance of mutual agreement. It declares
that any other view of marriage converts it into the worst
bondage known to our law. Admitting no power, or privilege or disability in one sex not common to the other, and
claiming for woman an absolute control over her patrimony
and acquisitions, as well as over her person, it does not hesitate to affirm as one of its ultimate dogmas that there is 'no
mere reason why the woman should take her husband's name
in marriage than why he should take hers.'"

The creed declares :

cause they are women, and that a woman is as much

Congregationalism is religion fossilized, and the

" That Adam, the federal head and representativ of the
human race, was placed in a state of probation, and that, in
consequence of his disobedience, all his descendants were
constituted sinners; that by nahire every man is personally
depraved, destitute of holiness, unlike and opposed to God,
and that previously to the renewing agency of the divine
Spirit all his moral actions are averse to the character and
glory of God; that, being morally incapable of recovering
the image of his creator, which was lost in Adam, every
man is justly exposed to eternal damnation, so that except a
man be born again he cannot see the kingdom of God; that
God, of his mere good pleasure, from all eternity, eleeted
some to everlasting life, and that he entered into a covenant
of grace to· deliver them out of this state of sin and misery·
by a redeemer; . . . that perseverance in holiness is t.he
only method of making our calling and election sure; that
they who are effectually ca.lled do in this life partake of justification, adoption, and sanctification, and the several benefits
which do either accompany or flow from them; that the
souls of believers are, at their deat.h, made perfect in holiness, and do immediately pass into glory, but that the wicked
will awake to shame and everlasting contempt, and with devThat women should presume. to think that the law ils be plunged into the lake that burneth with fire and brimought not to discriminate against them simply be- stone forever and ever."

fossil is jealous of a new thought. No matter that
the new thought is as absurd and unprovable as the
old dogmas are cruel, the fossil wants none of it.
Growth of itself is heresy; expansion is theologically criminal. A fossil never grows; only live
things like flowers grow. And why; ask the Congregational relics of Andover, should anyone else get a
new idea' A Collection of Fossils, therefore, will
"try" the new growth.
Who, nowadays, believes this creed T Who accepts
"Adam" as the head ancl representativ of the race?
What Inisanthropist so sour as to affirm that by
nature every human being is personally depraved,
and justly exposed to eternal damnation? Who so
thickheaded as to believe that foreordination, election, justification, adoption, and sanctification
are the
1
"open sesame" to heaven~ Wbo is there so lost to
all feelings of mercy and humanity as to affirm that a
good God dooms anyone to an eternity of burning in
fire and brimstone? Such stuff was fit for the
long ago, w:hen men and beasts were but a 'slight
remove one from the other, but it certainly "lags
superfluous" in these days of comparativ enlightenment.
But if the professors of Andover hav violated the
charter of the institution in teaching a more enlightened religion than their predecessors were civilized
enough to believe in, what shall be said of the trustees
of Girard College in Philadelphia, where, in direct opposition to the terms of the bequest of the Infidel
founder, the rankest superstition is daily inculcated T
And here we must giv great credit to Mr. W. J. Potter, of the Boston Index, for having presented this
question in a remarkably clear light. The Congregationalist, a religious paper which strongly urges the
prosecution of the Andover professors, print the
following paragraph concerning the exercises at Girard College:
" There is a growing feeling among many thoughtful people, who do not acknowledge themselvs as believers in evangelical truth, that its pril).ciples, after all, are the wisest that
can be used in training youth. An illustration of this came
up recently at Girard College, where no clergyman is knowingly allowed to enter the grounds, and the officers are required to provide instruction 'only in the purest morality.'
But not long since a visitor was present at a chapel service in
the college, and was happily surprised to find the exercises
truly Christian. They were conducted by the vice-president,
a warm-hearted Presbyterian, who gave an address from the
text, 'Acquaint thyself with God.' His audience was com
posed of 1,050 boys, between six and seventeen years of age,
very quiet and orderly, and all of them fatherless. The·matron, on being asked by what examples the life of the teachers
is nourished, replied, 'I strive to lead the boys directly to
Christ.' Thus it seems that, in carrying out the requisition
to provide 'the purest morality,' nothing meets the case so
well as the life and teachings of the Lord Jesus.''

The first sentence of the Congregationalist's par. ag1·aph, says Mr. Potter, seems to imply that the
management of the college had at some time been
entrusted to persons holding Liberal views of religion
similar to those held by Mr. Girard, and that they
hav come to see that their views will not work well
in training the young. But this must certainly be a
misapprehension. Such a choice of management
would hav been but just; but, as a matter of fact, we .
think that the direction of the college has always
been in the hands of "evangelical believers." It has
surely been so for many years-for all the years
since it became an institution of conspicuous public
interest. And during all these years, its directoFs
appear to hav been trying to see how much of the
system of "evangelical truth," as interpreted by orthodox Christian sects, they can convey into the college under cover of the decision of the court. They
hav now got pretty nearly the whole of it in. And
what the Oong1·egationalist looks upon in such congratulatory spirit, we are compelled to regard as a
most immoral perversion of a solemn trust, and an
audaciously illegal violation of the court's decree.
For instance, the writer further points out, though
the college doors are still locked against all clergymen according to the letter of Girard's will, men who
hav been regularly educated for clergymen, and to all
intents and purposes are such except that they hav
not yet passed through the process of ordination, are
admitted to the college and hold religious s~rvices
there after the manner customary in orthodox
churches. They hav bUilt a chapel on the college
grounds designed particularly for the religious instruction which Girard's will expressly proscribed.
It has been stated that they hav contemplated .the
appointment of a regular chaplain for the place, if
they hav not already carried the idea into effect-a

a
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man, probably, prepared theologically for the ministry, but from whom the formal ceremony of ordination is withheld in order to enable him to enter the
college door. Further, these religious services which
the college authorities. hav introduced are doctrinally
sectarian. They are based on the orthodox interpretation of Christianity. Apparently no attempt. is
made to confine them within the limits of the court's
decision. The "visitor" whom the Congregationalist quotes was "happily surprised " to find the services so satisfying to his own religious faith. He
seems to hav had an instinctiv feeling that he ought
not to hav expected this, considering the terms of
Girard's bequest; but the directors, it is to be feared,
'hav effectually silenced long ago all such qualms of
conscience. The service in doctrin, form, and spirit
is what one might witness in any orthodox church
outside, except that it is of a more juvenil charact.er.
The "Manual," or service book, which is used in
the college chapel is saturated throughout, in its
hymns, prayers, doxologies, and arrangement of
responsiv readings, with the peculiar orthodox theology. The lost and helplefi!S condition of the human
race, the coming of God into a human form to atone
for human sin, the washing away of human guilt in
the sacrificial blood on Calvary, and man's salvation
thereby-these are the prominent doctrins of the
Manual. It contains prayers addressed to Jesus, and
the Trinity is directly taught or implied in almost
; God,
every part of it. "God, the Father,
the Son,
; God, the Holy Spirit, defend and
aid us," says one of the prayers.

would materially-modify its desirability as a place of abode
to all who love God. The inconsistencies of speech and life
that mark these men are a sufficient answer to their blasphemies. Their recklessness and extreme absurdity antagonize the influence of their errors, and it is quite likely to
be true, as it has_ been, that ope.n blasphemy and unfeeling
ridicule illustrate the passage : 'Surely the wrath of man
shall praise thee, and the remainder of wrath thou shalt
restrain.' "

If Methodism requires its editors to be as mean as
that, we are thankful we are not a Methodist ! If the
presence of Robert G. Ingersoll is obnoxious to th.ose
who love" God," we are thankful that we do notlove
that theological monstrosity ! If we had to go to
heaven, we should hope that it was peopled with
Ingersolls. We cannot conceive of a happier lot. If
we hav to go to sheol, our unceasing prayer will be
that no Methodist editor will be given even standingroom by the fire. Imagination cannot picture a more
intolerable existence than life in hell with Methodists.
It is very evident that this editor is not acquainted
with the person he denounces, for even Methodists
who know Mr. Ingersoll regard him highly. The
offense is, therefore, all the more contemptible. A.
man who slanders a stra.nger is naturally a mean fel·
low. We will wager Dr. Buckley (for anyone can see
he is the culprit) anything he likes that from all his
Methodist acquaintance he cannot pick out a man who
has done as great good to as great a number of persons as has· Mr. Ingersoll. A.ll sorts and kinds and
classes of people-worthy and unworthy-hav profited by Mr. Ingersoll's generosity and services. Mr.
Ingersoll has earned hundreds of thousands if not
millions of dollars, yet he is not. a very rich man.
" Glory be to God the Father,
Others hav had the benefit of it. His whole life has
Glory be to God the Son,
Glory be to God the Spirit,
been one of princely generosity, unselfish action,
Great Jehovah, three in one,"
and immense good to others.
says one of the hymns. Here are other specimens
If the possession of this character renders undeselected at random:
sirable his presence-in heaven, so much the worse for
" In thy promises I trust,
heaven.. Mr. Ingersoll can stand it if those can who
Now I feel the blood applied;
"love God."
I am prostrate in the dust,
I with Christ am crucified."
" I bring my guilt to Jesus,
To wash my crimson stains
White in his blood most precious,
Till not a spot remains."

Editorial Notes.

WE notice a tendency upon the part of some of the labor
papers to make Henry George the issue for the next presidential campaign. It would be much better for the workingmen's pl'ospect of success if they make the issue the princiIt was, doubtless, just such mentally and morally ples of their cause and not the man who 11tood for them in a
,__
confusing dogmas as these which Stephen Girard single mayoralty contest.

was thinking of when he wrote in his will that he de.sired " to keep the tender minds of the orphans free"
from them and from the" sec~arian controversy" such
doctrins engender. But now his noble bequest is, in
this respect, perverted from its purpose and used for
indoctrinating the minds of the orphans in these very
tenets. Nor can it be justly claimed that ~uch doctrins as this Manual is based upon may be taught in
the college under the court's decision. They are not
non-sectarian; they are not ethical; they are not
even "truths in which all Christian denominations
concur."
Such is the indictment which the writer whom
we hav quoted brings against the trustees of Girard
College. The charge against the Andover professors is that to what they believe to be true they
hav added what they think "in the mercy of God "
may be possible, and their course does credit to their
humanitarianism. The Girard managers, in their
teachings, hav added to what they know to be true a
mass of superstitious dogmas which persons of average good sense know to be false. In prosecuting
the first and allowing the last to go free of censure
the religious authorities are condemning progress at
Andover and encouraging rascality at Philadelphia.
In doing this, however, they are but continuing the
methods by which Christianity is kept alive in the
world.
Colon~!

Ingersoll and God.

___ __

A OORRESPONDENT of the HelJr('fiJ) Standard writes to the
editor to ask if he believes in the ultimate restoration of the
Jews to the Holy Land," and the editor answers, ''We do,
most assuredly." We would advise the editor of the HelJr('fiJ)
Standard to relinquish this forlorn hope, and take up a
quarter-section of land out West. The soil is more fertil.
THE papers report that the late R. B. Butland, formerly a
correspondent of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and a prominent Secularist of Toronto, Ont., left an estate valued at one hundred thousand dollars, seven thousand of which was willed
to the Toronto General Hospital. It is still in order for religious people to ask what Infidels hav ever done for charity.
THE Rev. M. T. Lamb, a Baptist missionary stationed for
several years in Salt Lake City, is now in the East describing
the religious status of the Mormons to the churches. He
says that the young people among the Mormons are irreligious, and at least two-thirds of them are Infidels. If this be
so, there is hope for Utah if the Christians will only keep
their hands off.
AoooRDING to the laws of New Jersey, the courts of that
state cannot try cases of libel committed on non-residents.
It would seem, then, that the first auty of District-Attorney
Cutler is to prove that God, Christ, and the Holy Ghost,
whom Mr. Reynolds is charged with libeling, are residents of
New Jersey. When he has done this, he will be prepared to
proceed with the trial.

-------

JEREMIAH HAOKER has written and printed a lecture, in
which he shows the general reputation of the God of the
Bible to be bad. To this he has appended two alleged poems,
and offers the whole for sale for 10 cents. The lecture will
be liked by a great many, and its sale will help the aged
couple in their little home at Berlin, New Jersey. Send orders direct to Mr. Hacker.

In r.is opening speech at the recent Congress of
the American· Secular Union; Mr. Ingersoll, in inciNo act of Mayor Grace since he took the office has pleased
dentally alluding to the hope some entertain of a the public so well as the appointing of two women on the
school board. As a straw, it shows that the Woman Suffuture life, said in substance:
" I hope it will turn out that there is another life. I would
like to know that for every tear shed by the suffering poor
there is in store a sacred joy. For every martyr I would li)ie
to know there is a life that would pay him a thousandfold;
but I would not take it myself at the expense of hell for
others."

Quoting this, a Methodist editor says :
''The sacred joys that reward martyrdom could hav no
bearing. on his future state or that of such as he. The
alternativ will never be offered him of heaven at the expense
of hell for others, but the admission of a man of his spiri_t
and ways of thin~g and f~elin~ a~d t~lking into heaven

fragists hav not labored in vain. Miss Dodge and Mrs. Agnew will probably run in more religious exercises than ever.
But that is the fault of their education, and is no reason why
women should not hav a voice in government.
REOENTLY Joseph Symes, the regular speaker for the Freethought Society of Melbourne, Australia, was called away
from the city over Sunday, and he extended an invitation to
any one of the Melbourne clergy to occupy his platform for
the day. The only condition imposed was that the speaker
should reply to criticisms and questions from the audience
precisely as Mr. Symes does. Not a ·preacher could be found
to use the pl~tform, ~11 evid~tly dreading the sharp inter-
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rogatoriell of a Freethought audience. Mr. Symes professes
to be willing to fill any Christian pulpit, and answer all comers, stipulating no conditions but a fair hearing and no personal assault. And yet no pulpit is offered him!
A NEw YoRK daily thinks it will be a little difficult for
the female suffragists to understand why the act which the
Vermont House of Representativs has passed permitting
women to vote requires a property qualification to the
amount of $250. It will be a little difficult, in fact, for anybody to understand it. Possibly it is on the theory that it
takes $250 to make a woman equal to a man. But since the
abolition of slavery there is no reliable basis for such a computation.
LAsT winter when a Senate committee was investigating
the Broadway steal, Alderman Fullgraff was a witness. At
that time he reverently raised the Bible, ldssed it, and swore
there was no dishonesty connected with the voting of the
franchise for the railroad. Last week he found his conscience
and confessed. But ·he did not kiss the Bible, choosing, to
affirm. He seems to -go on the principle, the Bible for lying,
affirmation for truth. There is a large and valuable moral
somewhere in this, and we cannot think that it points toward
religi~us oaths in courts._
JoHN BURROUGHS, in the Popular Science Monthly, says:
"Convince me that the historical part of the Bible is not
true, that it is a mere tissue of myths and superstitions, that
none of those things fell out as there recorded, and yet the
vital, essential truth of the Bible is untouched. Its morals,
its ethics, its poetry, are fo~vi'r true." What stuff for a man
to talk! Would he say it of any other book? If not, why
of the Bible? The morals of the Bible are infamous, its
ethics barbaric, its poetry not comparable to Shakspere. It
is disgusting to see men wallow in the mire before the literature of superstition.
·
THE first Sunday evening meeting of the Society of Humanity was held November 21st, lnd proved a great attraction. The parlors of the Society were crowded to suffocation, although the World's report that several ladies fainted
is untrue. The parlors are very handsomely furnished, and
.when the Society obtains books enough to fill the ample
shelves, the rooms will be a most attractiv place of resort. It
is the intention of the Society to keep the library open constantly. The discourse listened to was an exposition of
Comtism from Mr. Wakeman's standpoint. It was very
interesting. It is proposed to hold a reception at the parlors
as soon as arrangements can be made. The Committee on
Library and Lectures desire us to acknowledge the folio wing
sums donated toward expenses of furnishing: D. Foster, $ L;
S. Lewin, $2; Herman Behr, $15; Eliza Burnz, $5; Agnosticus, $5; James L. Parshall, $5; Clinton Roosevelt, $2.50;
J. Offensimdt, $3; C. L. Bridge, $3; A. Kost, $3; Fred.
Koezly, $3; Louis Cohn, $2.
·

Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON traveled over fifteen hundred miles to
meet his Denver, Colorado, lecture engagement, over the
Rocky mcuntains, stopping long enough in Ogden, Utah, to
giv one lecture. Wherever he meets Liberals, he says, it is
like greeting the members of one's own family. He had but
one day to giv to a visit in Salt Lake City, the heart of .Mormondom. He promises an account of what he saw and
heard during that notable day. He gained access to the great
Mormon tabernacle, the imposing marble temple, etc. He is
delighted with Colorado. At his first lecture in Denver he
was unanimously called upon to review Rev. Myron Reed,
to whom he had listened in the morning, and of whose discourse against "Radicalism" he had taken shorthand notes.
He finds an earnest band of Liberals in Denver. He is engaged to lecture in Greeley November 17th, 18th, and 19th;
in Longmont November 22d and 23d, and will lecture at
other points the remaining week-evenings of his Denver Sunday engagement. Address, Denver, Col., 271"15th st.
F. M. HoLLAND, secretary of the Free Religious Association, writes: The heavy storm on Thursday, November 18th,
made the attendance at the Meionaon, Boston, unusually
small. After supper, Mr. W. J. Potter, president of the Association, took the chair and introduced Professor Davidson.
who spoke on "Every Man for Himself, Justice and Reason
for All, and No Hindmost for tl;e Devil to Take." Frte
religion, he said, does not date from Jesus, but from Socrates. We must not be like the Scotchman who believed in
God because '' It's the cleish o' the kintra." There is a thousand times more religion in social reform than in going to
church. The chairman then announced that the Index must
be discontinued with the number for December 30th. Subscribers might hav their money back again, or receive for a
proper period either Unity, one of whose editors, Rev. Wm.
C. Gannett, spoke later in the evening, or a new paper designed to advocate the same principles as the Index, and with
the same contributors in Chicago; and to be edited by Mr.
and Mrs. Underwood. This lady then gave a survey of the
broad and noble work which was going on in the Association, whose platform was strong enough to bear free discussion. The secretary read the resolutions passed that afternoon by the executiv expressing the gratitude and honor
universally felt toward the editors of the Index, and thanking
all who hav aided it with pen or purse, and also a list of contributors to the new paper, among whom are W. J. Potter,
Felix Adler, Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Dr. Felix L. Oswald, M.. D. Conway, Rev. M.. J. Savage, Professor Davidson, Capt. R. C. Adams, and. W. M. Salter. The whole
audience was with him as in their name he wished permanent
success to: the new enterprise, and all happiness and prosperity to Mr. and M.rs. Underwood in their Western home.
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1 11 wlil hot wait itt my then tal chamber a ray of light from the bright .star of
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e
Liberalism, plact-d in the grand tlrnhtriient of truth by the
Mr. Putnntn Mh defehd hitnself, but his cause thinking mHtnhd women of this glorious rt>public ;_ by
as TuE Tnb;h1 Sxtd;:Eh staff. is
being the cause of evet-y Liberal is tl~e reasoil I· put my nr,i·le
" writers abd s"eakehl
P
WAsHINGToN, D. C., Nov. 12. 1886.
thoughts upon paper, and send thein to you,
_ _.
hom posed of.
.
.
.
MR. EDITOR: I am dil•gusted with the New York Su,n. Its
'VlRGI~l!A :l!t VANCE.
For many years it has furni~hed its rraders wuh the grand' editorial on :.\Ir. Reynolds is shameful. Is it possible that
est, truest, and noblest thoughts, and has ever t>ndertvored to
Chas. A. Dana wrote or approved of it? I hav taken the
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Nov. 13, 1886.
do justice to all, regardless of the opinions they might ent~ rpaper for many years; I now want to quit it, if· I can selrct
Mn. EntTOR : I see by this week's TRUTH SEEKER our tain But what a dark shariow set•metl to pa~s ovt·r !IS
another New York daily whose political pril~ciples are Jeffer- brother, Chas. H. Bauer, has a very interesting letter giving truthful pages as I- read thr ~ecrt>lary's rt>port of the 6th inst.,
sonian, and whose editor believes in religious liberty.
an account of Mr. Watts's lectures in Hastings, Mich. I and became acquainted with the f11ct that there are some
J EFl;'ERSONIAN.
thought it may be iilteresting to let your rraders know what among the Liberal ranks who are dissatisfi~d wilh the work
success greeted him here. I am very much gratified indeed Mr. Putnam has accomplished.
_ __TuLARE Co., CAL., Nov. 8, 286.
to state that Mr. Watts's lectures here last Sunday proved a
It hardly ~~elns possible tlr!it !iny ibtelJigt>bt and ~~~b~s.t
MR. EDITOR: As an offset against the lamentable results of grand success in every way, both for the lecturer_ and the :ll'reet.hihki:¢ botild ebtertaln such ubjust thoughts toward ohe
Christian teaching that we meet on every side, I giv you Lrague. We had splendid audiences on both ot\t!asiotls;the who bas Fiwi:J.t so much of his time and money in endeavorsome of the fruits of Frt·ethought hereaboutA.
subject of Mr. Watts's dlscout-seli wits; for afterll.obn, :'If a ing tn bring humanity from a state of ignorance anri falseA family of eight persons, hopeles~ly 11plit, and reduced Man Die Shall lie t!v Ag11ln t-The Secularist's Answer;" hood- to a- stand11rd of truth and ju~tice, an1l to inspire his
nearly to poverty and want, by priestcraft, was reC'ently.re- evening, " Saints atid SinnerE-Which?" It was a pleasure f.,llow-men with n11bler motivs and ·lnflit>r a~pirati011S. A~ I
unlted on a firmer basis by the prespntation of Helen H. to see th\l gteat demand for these lectures at the close of tht> look back over the pages of TilE TtnrTI-1 8REI<RR and St'e
Gardener's book, "Men, Women, atid God~<," to the Chris- meelings. Liberals everywhere should hear these scholarly
written thereon the ''News and Notes" of Mr. Putnam, I
tian side of the houFe. The result at first was doubtful, but lectures, and if they want to enjoy a good, hearty 111-ugh tlwy
~annot but recall the vivid deFCriptions of those bl'antiful
when the light began to dawn, conviction came as lrrepres~ should not miss to hear the lecture called "Saints- and Sin- and sublime ~ights which nature ha8 in Rlore for the \Vt>slertt
ible as the sunlight, and now '' Mt-n, Women, and Gods" ners." We had quite a livtly drbate following the lectures,
tourist· and 1 doubt not that they inFpirrd our poPtlcal ~PC
lies on the table, open to all comers, and •he family are again wherein Mr. Watts proved himself very skilful indeed. I 1s a
retary ~ith mote h!>toit\_ jlitltiotistn. lill.cl temoved far; far
united, prosperous, blessing (whatever that means) the grea,t pity we cannot get the Christians tci put t1p a tepre.
from him the set·rl~ of ~~·lflshtit>~s iibd rl!Mrh!\L . . .·
.
authoress.
sentativ to discuss the merits of Christianity atid Freethought
Why ail ihis ialk about biitrow-minrled Christiims wh~n
For fear the recording angel failed to giv Miss Gardener with Mr. Watts. One would. think thltt lis the Christians
we hav within our own ranks those who hav not yet latd
proper credtt in the great book of life, it might be only just claim to hav truth on their side they would- obiy be too glad
aside the mantle of jealousy and who cannot rt>joice at the
to credit it here and now.
T. J. C.
to measure swords with their opponents. But they seem to "'enerous anrl noble lr»ils of character in anotlwr P
be afrald 1 Its they do not take up the challenge. Now, when " It is just sueh people as tht>se who $re continually plnngL'tNDoN, ILL., Nov. 11, 1886.
I was a Christ-ian, I was very eager· to enlighten :iny brother in<r -Liberalism into ~till deeper and darker water~. anri ~o
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.50 to continue my subscripin darkness; the result has been that I am lall'<led in Mate- lo~g as there are thoFe amon!l: 1rs whose peace of minri is
tion. I am only a recent subscriber, but will cast my vote
rialism. And I don't regret -it either; for it is a thou~and time~
for the <artoons. So continue them for the enlightenment of better'to be a Freethinker through knowledge than a Chris- disturbed when another is gaining popularity. or when othete
advance to a point which cannot be attaim·d by all, j1tst so
the blinded intellect.
tian through fear. It is a pleasure to state that the Liberal
Hip! hip! hurrah! for Geo. Geer in your issue of October public generously supported Mr. Watts in Philadelpllia. long will Libetn.lisln tetllain 'vithili the clark abd _~tloohl)'
walls of ~iiper~titiob, ahti the task whiCh we ate strivlhg to
30th. Not only for him, but for every other truth seeker
They appreciate his ability to enlighten the tna_sses, as he b
who dares to stand up and proclaim the truth to the world, a superior lecturer. of the first order. I tnay siiy ih t:onclusion accompliRh wilt he surrounded with gf(•nter difficulties.
'i'he blood~hot eye of the church is continually watching
regardless of whom it &ay strike-proclaiming the truth on that the League has_ secured the services of Mr. Watts for
its
prt>y, for they !Jav b••gun to realize that tht'ir almighty
its own merits.
two lectures for our next Pll.ine anniversary. The subjt>ct~
In the number for October 30th Ingersoll says, " I do not of his lectures on that occasion will be, first, ''Thomas Paine God, surrounded by his bt>asts and 8ttinl~. is 8U~pl'nriPd in
the clouds by only a ~ingle thread, and that the toud1 of a_
pretend to know enough to suggest a remedy for a~l the evils
as a Political Reformer; ''second, "Thomas Paine as a Re- few more Inger~olls will hurl him from hig lofty higllt and
of society" (italic$ mint'). I would ask, Can he gtv or sug"ligious Reformer." The League desires me to return thanks dash him to pieces on tlJC rocky walls of science and Libgest a remedy for some of the evils of society P For in~tance,
t; the Liberal. public for their generous support to these eralism.
1the evils of our monetary By!<tem P If he can, I thmk he
lectures, which is a pleasure for me to do.
Anti why should it not be so? For thousands of years the
·can sug-gest something which will eliminate or remedy
Yours truly for mental liberty, GEo. LoNGFORD,
worshipers of this dt>~picable God hav commitlt>d every
seven-tenths of the evils of our society.
And po!<sibly
Sec. Friendship Liberal League.
crime, evt>ry vice which the human mind could rlevlse. and
by applying Henry George's theories the balance might be
\.
W ere it not for Infidelity to-da_v they wottld not hesitate 10
eliminated or remedied.
-MoNTROSE, IA., Nov. 8, 1886.
use
the
~arne
instruments
of
tott1tre.
the
same
unjust
creeds
~~
In your issue of October 16th Ingersoll, in speaking of the
MR. EDITOR: I hav in my possession a book f•f covenant~
laboring men in connection with lt>gislation, says, " To let and over one hundred revelations by' Jesus Christ to Joseph and laws afl they did when the bt>amifnl Hypatia met her
them see how little can be accomplis!Jed by lrgi~lation."
8mith, and leading men in the Mormon church, througb fate, ot· whrn the immortal Bruno felt the !l.~tmes cm•·l;Jing
11round hi8 limb8, but who still rhln~ tO the idt'!l. that liberty
Issue of October 3d: ''It may be that very little can be Smith.
done by law, except to see that they ·are not absolutely
Revelation given in August, 1831, is so lengthy I hav writ- is the only happint>ss for manki11d. A thcni-:anri tinies
abused." " I hav sometimes thought that I would like to ten only a part of it, but it is a true copy of said revelation. would I exchange my gold<'h harp .for a fiery pit ell fork I!Jan
see the laboring men in. power, so that they may realize how so far as I hav copied; Now, if the following is worth pub. to brt>ath the atmo~pilere of such a murderer and degraded \'
little, after all, c~tn be done by law." I am for the abolition lishing, all right; if not, all the same to me. I would ~ay, wretch as the Christians God is rt>prPsented to be; as he is '
of all special privileges that are not for the general good.'' however, that Christ has made soml:J improvetnent since the described in his own book-that blasphemous olrl Bible!
But future generations will belwld among the mythological
(If some laboring .man in Chicago had uttered the above- year 88.
Yours truly,
A. CRANDALL.
characters of past agt>s-the names of the mt·n and womt•n
quoted language, he would in all probability be under senTHE REVELATION.
tence of death, awaiting execution. as an Anarchist.) Again,
1. Behold and hearken unto the voice of him who has all whom the B ble worshipers witih to meet in heavPn, the
"Now, the. laboring people are largely in the majority in power, who is from everlasting to everlasting. even Alpha music of wbose voices they wish to hear.-aml upon whose
this country. If there are any laws oppreEsing them, they and Omega, the beginning and the end. Behold verily thus bosoms they wish to rest. _i\Iy sisters in the human family 1
should hav them repealed."
saith the Lord unto you, 0 ye elders of my church, who are for nne moment picture your .. elvs reclining on the lilt!Jy
•• Should hav them repealed." How? By legislation P assembled upo:r;t this spot, whose sins are now forgivt·n you, bosom of old Abraham! No. no! sooner let me embrace
No. Then how? Ingersoll should bear in mind that the for I the Lord forgiveth sins, and- am merciful unto those the devil himself than touch even the hand of t!Jat lascivious
whole world, orthodox and heterodox. are taking note of who confess their sins with humble hearts: but verily I say old saint.
I wonder if the womnn suffragists, who arc clamoring so
his acts and sayings, and if hP. is honest about wishing to es- unto you, it is not needful for this whole company of mim·
tablish among the masses the truth of no theology, or rather elders to be moving swiftly upon the waters, whilst the in- loudly for a God in the Constitution, havever pictured them-- ·
the falseness of all theology, he must also be honest in show- habitants on either side are perishing of unbelief; neverthe- selves walking hand in hand in with the8e old Bible heroes,
DR. 0. H. BARTHEL.
ing up the evils of class legislation.
less, I suffer it, that ye might bear r~cord: Behold there are and if they ever· stop to think into what a condition this
many dangers upon the waters, and more especially here- country would be plunged if we were compelled to reverence
CoNCORD. KY., Nov. 10, 286.
after, for I the Lord hav dt·creed, in mine anger, many de- a father, son, ami Holy Ghost!
MR. EDITOR : Mr. Putnam's " Plain Talk " bas induced me structions upon the wa ers; yea, and especially upon tht'se
It is indeed a sari ~ight to see our Freethought women ioin
to add a little more. It was with surprise and re~rret that I waters; nevertheless, all flesh is in mine hands, and he that hands with those dastardly preachers iu this suffrage moveread his statements, and had they not come from a source is faithful among you shall not perish by the waters.
ment. Can they not see that tht>y are digging the gravP. of
that admits of no question, I would not hav believed them.
2. Wherefore, it is expedient that my servant, Sidney Liberalism P And that wlwn thPy hav once ohtcerl the ballot
One by one my idols are breaking. I used to think Infidels
Gilbert, and my servant, W. Phelps, be in baste upon their in the hands of the womPn of this c.mntry, not a dPet\de of
approximated almost to perfection. I thought they were as errand and mission, etc'., etc.
years will elapse beford the C!Jristian prie-t and preacher will
near immaculate as humanity ought to be. I fear I was too
3. Behold I the Lord in the beginning blessed the waters. rule supreme?
confiding, too sanguin.
True. some of the finest intellects in the land are found in
but in the last days,· by the mouth of my servant John. I
Mr. Putnam has presented a clean record. Then, good
cursed the waters, wherefore the days will come that no flesh the female sex, l:lut they are few in numher compart'fl with
friends. what is the'' winter of your discontent?" Speak,
shall be safe upon the waters; and it shall be !<aid in days to tbe vast army of Christian-womr·n who. nuder the inlhwnce
and allay all lurking suspicion. If not all, state a few of
come that none is able to go up to the land of Zion upon the of priest and prt•acher, would destroy every vestige of Freeyour griefs, at least.
waters but be that is upright in heart. And as I the Lord in thought, and bring the world into anotber dark age of
Of the three hundred, grant but three,
beginning cursed the land, even so in the last days hav I Christian swav.
the
To make a new 1'herrnopyJre.
While spPakin~r of the magnificent intell~·cts found among
Our secretary is no stranger. Through the press the Lib_ blessed it, in its time, for the use of my saints, that they may the gt>n!lt-r sex of to-day, I cmmot help tmt lllt'nti•.n one who
partake
the
fatness
thereof.
And
now
I
giv
unto
you
a
comerals hav known him for years. His past is a splendid- vindiis accomplishing !Inch ~plt>ndid re~ults in the city of Ottumwa
cation against slanderous charges. As an advocate of the mandment that what I say unto one I ~ay unto_ all, that you -one who has clone more to ovt>rthrow the powt'r of the
shall
forewarn
your
hrethren
concerning
these
water~, that
cause he has espoused he stands almost unequaled. Earnest,
church in 1his cit-y than any otlwr influence, aud that one is·
talented, eloquent, -ready, brave, and defiant, were he to-day they may not journey upon them, leRt their faith fail, and
Mrs. A. H. Colby, of Boston.- Mtt~s.
in the pulpit which he so nobly forsook, he. would be the they are caught in her snares .. I the Lord hav decreed, and
True, noble woman! Although advanced in years she
the
destroyer
rideth
upon
the
face
thereof,
and
I
revoke
not
theme of the loftiest praise and the most exalted eulogy.
still retains a powerful voice which sends its ft>arless truth
the decree, etc.
Financial aid would tlow into his purse so copiously that
4. And now, concerning my servants, Sidney Rigdon, and over a large, intelligent. audit'nee, which is growing more
financial need would be unknown to him. With his keen
Joseph
Smith, Jr., and Oliver Cowdery, let them come not and more grand in intellt>ctual beauty and unfoldtnt'nt, and
· sense of honesty he does not consider this an abnegation,
again upon the waters, save it be upon thP. canal, while jour- under I he leadership of this hrilliant intellect will do much tc
but such cases are very isolated.
overthrow the pcnver of the clergy and ins, ill into the mind
As a rule, it is true, Liberals are financially _wanting, but neying nnto their homes, or, in other words, they shall not
of our young men and women a love for truth and right, in
come upon the waters to journey save upon the c·anal, etc.
that is no reason that the crime of ingratitude shuuld be
5. And again, verily I say unto you, my servants, Sidney stead of tt>aching them the incredible .stories found in th
added to the migfortune of poverty. Nor is this a time for
Rigdon, Joseph Smith, and Oliver Cowdery, shall not open foundation of the Chri~tian chureh.
needless complaining. The days that try men's souls are
All we nt>ed in the Liberal ranks is harmony. Let not the '
t-heir mouths in the congregation of the wicked uatil they
not yet over, and the sunshine patriot must wait. Ever and
arrive at Cincinnati, and in that place they shall lift up their shrill notes of jc·alousy and ingratitude de~ troy the harmon)'
anon is this " land of Freedom " shutting its prison doors
which exists in our heroic band; let not the church hav tht
voices unto God against that people.
upon some of Freedom's champions, and life, liberty, and
pleasure of seeing us quarrel among our~c·lvs. but rather let
the pursuit of happiness i~ little more than a shibboleth.
OTTUMWA, IA., Nov. 9, 1886.
us wear the robe of peace; let us join hands with justice and
The question is, shall Freethinkers persist in their efforts
MR. EDITOR: When the dark clouds nf superstition hang mercy. As yon eutt•r. the ranks of Frl'ethought leave all
for freedom, or ignominiously stack their arms? Their threateningly around ·me, when tbe jeers and taunts of Chris-_
envy and hatred with the orthorlox church; there is where it
enemies are eagerly watching and waiting. If th.ey «on~ ti&Q. "friends" become almost unendurable, there stillshme~
l)ver h~J.s been promintm~ ~ng ever wP1· be proxninent; fo.r in

r~tttrs Jrom Jiri~nds.

tinue this- intestin war, these

in;~nknow

~<~rcli
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ages the temples of superstition hav been the restingplaces of ignorance, crime, and vice, and as we do not wish
to take· from tllt'ir followers that which ju~tly belongs to
them. Thus, my friends, will you make Liberali~m w.hat it
should be-the guiding star to a life of purity, justice·;. and
mercy.
KATIE KEHM.

JAMESPORT, Mo .., Oct. 27, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Many thanks for continuing my paper.
Eight years I hav taktn your paper, anfl hav always made
arrangements for my subscription before it was due until
this time, and shall continue as long as you pour dead shot
into superstition.
I hav solicited a great many, but without success, on account of lack of nerve anrl courage, and fears for popula~ity
and bigotry. This. would be a good field, I think, if we
could get some lecturers to break the way,_ and help us to
organize, as I think we hav good material; and if we get
Mr. J. E Remsburg we will open their eyes, as he has promised to lecture for us at Jamesport soon.
Please find inclosed $6-$5 for my subscription, and $1 for
"Golden Throne." I consider it a good missionary work.
MILTON EADS.
SToNEHAM, MAss:, Nov. 15, 1886.
MR. EmTon : I send you $2 for my own sub~cription. I
want to assure you (though you don't need it) that your position. for justice is understood by most of your reader~. I
think that those who object to your position are neither Lib' eral nor thoughtful. We boast of our Janel of justice, and it
is the duty of all public journals to help its enthronement.
You will not be frigl1tened, so I need not ~ay aught to keep up
your courage. I guess you can whistle through this graveyard of old idea,s, and thus keep off the ghosts of dogmas and
mental fetters. I am glad ~ 011 keep yourself and paper free.
I tell my acquaintances that I get as much Spiritualism in
THE TRUTH SEEKER as in other papers, and I can get' both
sides of a story, and that is what, I am sorry to say, I ·can't
get in a Spiritnalist paper: Y(lu giv us columns of Spiritualism, while our Spiritualist papers would not giv us· two
columns per week of the other side of the question, so I
tluink you. You are doing a grand work, and one which
will help the future. I don't want to flatter, for you get
enough of that, but to let you know that many of us appreciate the work you are doing and itil methods.
c. FANNIE AJ.LYN.
PERRINBVILLE, Mwrr., Nov. ·12, 1886.
MR. EmToR: Though a great arlmirer of your highly.esti.
mabie paper, I can do no more as an honest man than renew
for it again with the $3 inclosed.
Now,wit.h your permi~sion, Mr. Eflitor, I would like to
giv your readers my hu.nble idea of how all thiugs came
from nothing. in11tead of a personal God.
What I understa.nd by the wor.d '• eternity " is an endless
extension in every direction. Now, what is, or can be, of
more extension than what is meant by the word "nnthing?''
So far " eternity" is nothing. But ae "nothing" never
could be conceived rior thought of, unless there was "something" at the same time, where could this "something" hav
exist1•d but within the very "nothing," and must hav been
so· in!initly ethereal that to us it would hav seemed there
was no difference between the two opposits "Nothing"
must hav eternally existerl before "something" could hav
defined itself to also exist; ancl, as either of the two is the
affirmation of the other, it is self evident that both must hav
exi~ted eternally at the same time. Now, as there never
could hav been a beyond "eternity," or" nothing," in any
direction, there could hav been no possibility of a God to
create ,·.eternity," or anything in it.
WM. C. IlERN.
RooKFORD, In., Nov. 7, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I hav noticecl some experienct-s related by
some of your corre~pontlt-nts lately on the chess que~>tion. If
you think it worth while to publish, I will relate mine. In
the fall of 1864 I ~owed some nice, clean white winter wheat.
It was not exactly new Janel, but land that nevt-r bore !wy
wheat bt fore. I put it in with a drill, and it had a beautiful
growth in the fall. About the end of November ~now came
liD and covt-red it nict-ly. except a small knoll of rising ground
.n the middle of the lot, from which the snow was partly
blown off. In January following a thaw came and melted
the snow entirely off from that high ground. leaving the rest
-of the field still covered. A severe frost set in afterward,
and we harl but little more snow that season. The wheat on
that rising gro~nd was all killed." About the 1st of May I
examined it thoroughly and found the crown root at the top
of the ground_ entirely dead. By digging det'pcr do N•, I
found a tiny green ~prout coming from the tip of the lowe
roots. This was invariably the case wh\·re the wheat was
killed. I let it grow to note the result, which was that this
piece of higher ground was pure chess, all in r"gular drillmarks as the rest of the field; while the rest of the field that
was covereii with snow was pure wheat, without a speck of
chess to be seen. Now, it would be useless for anyone. to
tell me that I sowed that chess or that it was in the ground
before. I hav studied this chess matter ever since, and am
convinced that the chess is a miserable abortion that springs
from the lower roots of some varieties after the wheat. is
killed. The white wheat appears to me to be more liable to
·produce chess when killed than other kinds. I hav used the
Odessa as a winter wheat for a number of years, and hav
never seen a sprout of chess in it, whether killed or not.
GEo. TULLOOK.
NATIONAL CITY, 0AL., Nov. 9, -1886.
Mn. EDITOR: Having worked in the printing office many
years, and at many times tried my hand at the editorial qrriii,
givs me good reasons f•.r extending to· you IllY congratulations
upon the typographical appearll,llCe of yo.hr (our) paper, as
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well a~ tb.e position you take in all of your editorial writings
and chppmgs. For one, I cannot comprehend why there are
so many among your correspondents that take exception to
your ~anagement, and I hav in many instances been tempted
to wnte the " kickers" to ascertain if they do not, to the very
~ast man, w~ar a No. 6 hat. If you would not publish their
Items, and lD place of doing so would send them a brick to
rub their head, and announce the same in the paper, I think
you would put an end to all such silly nonsellBe.
·I am watching Mr. Reynolds's case with much interest,
and showed your article in the last issue headed, "Blasphemy," to an elderly gentleman of this place, and he rttad
along until it came to the point where God bumped his toe,
was rocked in the cradle, changed his underwear, etc. Then
he said: "Why, it's.the truth, and should be posted up in
every public place in the world!" And furthermore he
wound up by saying that the Christian religion was the most
abominable, silly, absurd, unreasonable, of all religions, and
that the josh house was and is far superior.
I am greatly interested in every niche and corner of your
paper. I lived in Jersey two years, and if they incarcerate
Mr. Reynolds, they can just mark it down in black and white
that "they know not what they do." And may it be likt>
bread cast upon the waters, etc.-i. e., that we may·play a
little game of tit for tat. I do not approve of that kind of
business, neither do I approve of kindred wickedness in the
world, but I herewith advise no man to strike me on tlie
right cheek in anticipation of receiving that stale old doctrin
that Christ set forth-not without good cause.
Inclosed find $3 for the assist11nce of THE TRUTH SEEKER
in any way you think best.
ALPH. N. BURGESS.
BRpoKLYN, N.Y., Nov. 14, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: The fundamental principle of our civilization throws us all upon· our .inrlividual resources, and compels us all to practice individualism for our self-preservation,
whether we desire to or uot. Individualism logically requires and compels the individual to be a law unto himself.
to fold himself, as it were, within himself. and care for none
but himself, which is Anarchism.pure and simple. Happily
human instinct rebels against such barbarous inhumanity,
and trends to collectivism, which is the antipode of Anarchism. Collectivism-logically requires that the conservation of
the rights, interests, and weli-being of the individual shall be
the special object and concern of collectiv thought and action, which s_hould make it inexpedient for any individual to
take thought for himself what he shall eat or drink; or
.,..wherewithal he shall be clothed, for all those requirements
should be amply provided for by collectiv wisdom, will, and
action. Tl)e Bible philosophy regards the whole human
race as a unit, which is ultra-collectivism. Then Anarchi~m
is but the fundamental principle ·of our civilization carrit-d
to its logical finality. Collecti vi11m requires th.e annihilation
of the fundamental principle of our civilization to make it
practicable. If men should be hanged for advocating Anarchism, what should be done with the greater sinners who
advocate collectivism? My being an uncompromising champion of Bible philosophy should make the solution of this
question a matter of vital importance to myself, personally,
ancl there are possibly a few others in the same boat who
would think that going to jail for rejecting and reviling the
Bible is preferable to bt-ing hanged by the fiat of a Christian
community for advocating the fundamental principle of the
Bible carried to its loj!.ical finality. Therefore, I hope you
will not call a halt on the discu~sion of this subject in THE
TRUTH BEEKER until it is probed to the bottom.
. J. A. TUTTLE.

.

.

MYRTJ.E CREEK, On., Nov. 9, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: What has the church done for humanity. It
has drenched the earth with human gore. It has sacrificed
millions of innocent creatures for its orimes. It has invented
implements of torture fur those whom it denounced as heretic!~.
It has robbed mankind of more than half their usefulne!ls and happiness. It has raist-d the worst of men. to the
position of saints, and excommunicatt-d its best men anrl put
some of thPm to death. It has built inquisitions and monasteries, and filled the earth with drones, hypocrits, and
usurpers. It has fought against], arning and science. It has
tried dead men for heresy, and confiscated the homes of their
widows and orphans. It has burnt men ancl women at the
11take for Freethought. It has dragged and beaten some to
death, anfl even scraped the flesh from their bones.
To-day it givs poor Wales thirteen thousand priests. In
Ireland it is belliJ!erent. It has always robbed poor Ireland.
It has collected the orphan's penny, and the widow's mite.
and the poor man's shilling fpr missionary purposes. It has
sent missionaries to foreign lands with the Bible and the
sword. Conquest has almost invariably followed missionary work. It has always been intimately connected wifh the
wealthy and powerful, either exercising dominion over them
or soliciting favors. It is the great power of darkness, ignorance, and superstition. It is divided into many dt-partments, and every department is assuming. dictatorial, and
intolerant. It has granted indulgences for crime. and it is its
tenet to-day. ·It is a wholesale doctrin. Its inconsistencies
. are too numerous to mention. It is driving its best men and
women from its ranks. It has thrown many who were not
guilty of crime to wild and fe~ocious beasts. It has fed hungry dogs and ravens with the flesh of human beings. It borrowed mythology from the pagans, and called it the word of
·God. It forged a great deal of its present Bible, but whatsoever it contains that is_ true and good it does not practice,
but all the false and evil multiplied it strictly observes. It
sells the Bible on Sunday which says, Remember the Sabbath
day to keep_ it holy, It teaches the importance of keeping
·tlie Sabbath holy, and at the same time receives contributions
frQm. the orphan and .the widow.
Of late it claims to be strictly temperate, and bas threat-
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ened to destroy the liquor traffic with an utter destruction.
yet it continues to rlrink wine in the name of its savior who
rlenouncecl wine-bibbers, but is tl1eir arlvocaie with God thl'
father, who is not any older than himself; in fact, is God.
born of the Virgin Mary, who is the mother of God, and
from God the father and God 1be son proceeded the Holy
Ghost, which begat the father and the son, and these three
are one, but "whatsoever 11in a man commits aga.inst the
Holy Ghost shall not be forgiven him in this world, nor in
the world to come." What cheer to those Christians who
plead that they cannot sin against the Holy Ghost, and that
all other sins shall be forgiven them !
L. C. IIILL.
NEwPORT, ME., Nov. 11, 1886.
EDIToR AND READERs oF TFTE TRUTH SEEKER : Alone with
my conscience·, which is my God, I feel it a duty which I
owe to myself and my brothers in prison in Chicago, to
earnestly protest against their execution. I shall not discuss
the question whether they are "guilty" or not, but even if
they are, in the estimation of the government, I protest
against their execution, for governments havno right to take
life. If the government executes those men, it is murder, and
murder is a crime no matter who commits it. Those men are
in prison simply and only for exercising their "·inalienable
right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness" in their
own way, and no man or body of men has a right to conclemn them for what they ha:v not done. Our forefathers
protested against the oppression of the English government,
and went through a seven years's war to maintain their rights.
and now the world applauds them and calls them "heroes."
Whether these men and thou~ands of others hav greater or
les~ cause for complaint than the Revolutionists of '76 had, I
will not stop to discuss; but that they hav just cause for
complaint millions all over the world know is true. The
South little knew what they were about when they hung
John Brown·. They did not know that thousands of their
~ons_ wonl~ lay down their lives to pay the penalty; and so
tt will be tf those seven men are lmng in Chicago; a harvest
·of blood will be the price of the crime of hanging those men.
If the authorities who are to do the awful rleed think to
escape the pPnalty, that sure compensation will not follow
their mnrdt-rons work, they or their children will liv to see
they are mistaken. It would seem that the rulers in Chicago
and Illinois ought to know that hanging men for mere words,
no matter how strong tho!:'e words might hav b"een, never
did prevent others from doing the same thing. The wealth
producers of the world will not stop prote~ting against oppression, even if some of their numbers are wickedly murdered. And if the govemment kills those men, no matter
what they may hav said, I, for one, enter my earnest protest
against the outrage as unjust, without excuse, and an
enormous crime!
Mr. Editor, I kindly aok you to print my protest, for I send
it as a solemn duty I owe to my condemner brothers now
in prison awaiting execution the 3d of Dt-cember next.
SEwARD MnorrELL.
KENT, 0., Nov. 15, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : PleMe allow me space in your valuable
p_Hper to say that I am a truth set-ker, a Freethinker, and a
Liberal in my views, St·eking for knowledge, trying to sustain
gootl morals, etc. But I hav no sympathy with those who
advocate Freethought, free pres~, and free speech, and carry
t-heir freedom so far as to aclvocate intemperance, freelove,
Anarchy, Socialism, Conimuni~m. and-shall I add?-cannibalism, fer such will be the result of these '' istns" if allowed
to be aclopted into the laws of any country. I rlo not believe
in protecting any man or men who will advocate the killing
of any officer of the law who has been chosen to protect our
property, our lives, and that of our wives and little ones.
Down with a traitor wherever he is found. If our laws are
wrong, improve them by the ballot, and not by disobeying
tht-m. by committing a still greater wrong. ·
Neither do I believe in disobeying the law of marriage. If
we do not eslet-m the one of our choice as worthy of our
aff~ction anrl pro1t-ction, we Fhoulrl not seek, by private contract, to giv liberty to our sexual desires.
Man is only superior to the lower order of the animal kingdom so long as he, by his superior knowledge. t-levates himself ubove tht-m in his customs. I am not in favor of Freethought to demoralize human nature, and debase myself to a
lowt-r grade of animals.
I do not believe in the practice of ridicnlina or speaking in
a clcri~iv manner of the religion or faith of gthers. We can
not catcoh flies with vinegar. A bf'liever in the ~criptures has
aR ~roncl a right to believe that G~lcl arpeart·d in Christ in
form of man as we hav to think him bigotPd ancl supt-rslitious. All men hav fe\·lin.e;s that we are bonne! to re~pect.
lt hink l\lr. Reynolds used language in his circular insultin~r,
clegrading, anrl detrimt-nlal to our cause. Even our great
eclucator of Freethought, "Bob" Ingersoll, the author of mv
religion, u~es exprt-ssions in some of his ~peeches tluit
wound the feeling~ of those who are really with him in faith.
But we must take into consideration that Mr. Ingersoll lectures to· please the people as well aq to educate them, and
what he cloes 1•nrler different circumstances we should not
always do. I am not a believer in a doctrin where an industrious, hard-working man, one ·who cleprives himself of
many privilt-ges to save a dollar for himself and .family,
should divicle his earnings with the beer-.e;uzzling, lazy man
that trit-s t<) liv off the labor or brain of others.
I am often asked what I propose to giv to mankind for
their guid~oce in place of the Bible. Shall I tell tht·m
Anarchy, Socialism, Communism, etc., or shall I say \Ve intend to do' away wilh superstition and prit-stcraft, educate
the mass, builcl edifices or use the churches to teach the best
of morals-Jove and ficlelity, truthfulness, science, economy
hygiene, self-reliHnce-~nd everything that will tend to ele~
vate us, and cause each one to be as near perfection as J?OSsible? We need no Bible to teach us right and wrong m a
~imple w~y·, but ":e do_ DP~d teachers of high standing-high
m moral tdeas-wtth btg vwws, not of selfishness, but for individuality, ·to lead us up to the true and ennobling point.
where it is possible, with culture, for man to reach. "Con.
sistency, thou M"t a jewel."
A. D. SWAN,
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3. An aromatic plant.
4. An inflammable substance from a tree.
5. A place for contests.
N. Boothbay, Me. WARREN B. ORcHARD.

Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri'Der, Mass., to whom all Communicationsfor
this Corner should be sent.

3.-REBUS.

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Home of a Tramp.
My home is a castle; in garments of vines
Are shrouded its cold marble walls,
And the sun through the clusters of leaves dimly
shines
To cheer the inside of its halls,
Where soft strains of music commingling fuse
Into showers of harmonious sound,
And drip on the ear like the rain or the dews
That fall to baptize the dry ground.
And near it for ages a streamlet has rolled
Its glassy and rhythmical tide,
What we hope none of our readers will be.
And I love to gaze in to its depths to behold
_Its waves down their sandy course glide,
4.-CENTRAL ACROSTIC.
While the mist and the spray dim the luster of day
A kind of tree.
And cool the red bars of the sun,
Support of life.
And the waves slip and slide on each other and
A boy's name.
ride
An American parrot.
And eddy, gush, bubble, and run.
A city in Brazil.
The blossom-clad yard stretches out through a
A town in New York state.
dale
Jovial.That is hedged by azaleas and laurel,
A raised floor.
And the fresh, fragrant air that I ever inhale
Centrals (a river in Russia).
Is blown from this dale green and floml.
Lyons, N.Y.
C. R.
All is happiness there, and no sorrow is known ;
There I hv, and my castle is-where 1
Well, inquisitiv friend, since you ask, I must own ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDRENS CORNER,
NOV. 13, 1886.
That mv casue is built in the air 1
Osceola MillS, Pa.
WM. ScoTT.
1.-Tanganyika. 2.-B!ack Spanish, Poland,
Houdan, Lep;horn, Game, Cochin China,
Malay, Dominique, Bantam, Hamburg,
Hygiene.
Dorking, Brahma.
Hygiene is a study which young and old
should be well versed in. The word hygiene
CoiTespondence.
means the art of preserving health, and pre_ .
HoLDEN, Mo., Nov. 14, 1886.
venting disease. One of the first elements in
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am a little girl nine
preventing disease is to hav good ventilation.
The windows in our bedrooms should always years of age. I am studying geography, and
like it very much. I think the answer to
be kept open. If there is but one window in your enigma number one, of November 13th
the bedroom, the top and bottom should be is, Tanganyika.
CoRA CARTER. '
kept open-one for the inlet of pure air, and
GALioN, 0., Nov. 6, 1886.
the other for the outlet of impure air. The
DEAR Miss WIXON: I read THE TRUTH
air in large cities is purer in the night than in
SEEKER, and I think it a very nice paper. I
the clay. Many diseases are caused from im- saw letters from children, and I thought I
pure air. For example, consumption. But would write and ask you for a place in the
in some cases it is caused from checked per- Children's Corner. I am a little girl eleven
spiration. Another thing to prevent disease years old. I liv in Galion; it is a city of
is to bathe frequently. Health greatly de- eight thousand inhabitants. There are· nine
Protestant churches and two Catholic
pends upon keeping the skin clean. The ob- churches. There are two union schools and
ject of bathing is to open the pores and let the one Catholic school. l liv part of my time
impurities of the body out. Many people say with my auntie in Springfield, 0. I like the
they hav taken cold after they bathe, but, in Galion school best. I am in D, grammar
_many instances, it is because they do not grade. My teacher's name is Miss Cora
Coyle.
bathe often enough. In warm climates, and
When I was in Springfield I took one term
during hot weather, bathing is especially in elocution. I sent my auntie a copy of THE
necessary.
TRUTH SEEKER, and she thought it was good.
After bathing it is a good plan to exercise. I will ~pend my Christmas in Springfield.
The time and manner of bathing is according I am JrOing to take some TRUTH SEEKERS with
Iffe. This is my first letter, and I will not
to the health of the person. A person in make it very long. Hoping you will think
sound health can take a bath any time, ex- this worth printing,
cept after a meal. ·Now, I hav given two
I am your little friend, ETHEL VAN ETTA.
modes of preventing disease, and I will now
[Ethel is a little Liberal missionary, and is
giv some ways of preserving the health. Our just the kind of bright, wide-awake child that
health greatly depends upon the kind of food we like to see. We are happy to add her
we eat. The reason why w~ need food is be- name to our list of friends.-ED. C. C.]
cause there is so much waste and repair that
goes on in the system. In two times of life
the waste and repair are not exactly balanced.
In early life the repair is greater thim the
waste. In middle age the repair and waste
are equal. In old age the waste is greater
AND THEIR
than the repair. The most important of all
Parallels in Other Religions.
food is bread. Bread is made out of wheat Being a CompariRon of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with those of
and is very nourishing. The white kinds of
heathen nations of Antiquity, Conflour contains more gluten than the darker,
sidering__ also their Origin
and Meaning. With
and are therefore less nourishing. Bread that
numerous illusis raised is more wholellome than unleavened
trations.
The
objectof
the
work IB to _point out the myths
bread, because unleavened bread requires
with which the Old and New Testaments abound •
more mastication than the raised. Wheat to s)10w that they were held in common with othe:
and ~hen t,ace the!ll to their evident ·oribread contains nearly every principle needed natiOns;
gm and explam then meamng.
for sustaining life, except fat. This is com".It is )lllQnestionable true .th!tt the results of a
study .Qf the Chnstlan scriptures are
monly added in articles of diet, especially in ratwnahstiC
nowhere else so al!llessible as they are now made
butter. In preserving the health we should n the work before us."-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. 8vo. Cloth. About 600 pages.
sleep and exercise enough, so as to giv the
Price, 82.50.
system rest and work.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
BLENDA PALM (aged 14).
33 Olin ton Place, New York.
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1.-REBUS.

-

Tho Bihlo Analyze~.
BY

.John K. fielso, A.M.
A ruin of thousands.
2.-SQUARE.
1. A head-dress.
2. Interior.

CONTENTS:
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The Gods and Religions of Ancient
and :Modern Times. Vol. I. givs
a full account of all the gods the nations
of the earth hav worshiped, including
Jehovah, S"atan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all
the religious systems of the world, including J ndai'lm, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages,
going fully into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison a
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

Supernatural Religion.

An inquiry

into the reality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaushv
work on the claims of supernaturalism
ever written. B;y F. W. NEwMAN, Emeritus
Professor of the London University. 1,115
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leat' ar, $5.00
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine
Inchiding The Age of Reason, Exrtmina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan
The Religion or" Deism, Commo11 Sense,
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
whole r - •eded by the Life of Paine, and
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco
gilt edges, $4.50.

!nulysis of Religions Belief.

An

examination of the Creeds, Rites, and
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vm
coUNT AllmEBLEY, son of the late Lord
Tohn Russell, twice Premier of England
Jomplete from the London edition. 745
vages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00
:..norocco, gilt edges, $4. 50.
The foregoing volumes are called " The
i'ruth Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and sent by express, one dollar will be
deducted from the price of each.

B.

F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
FOB BALE .I.T

THE

TRUTH BEEKER OFFICE,

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In
fluence of Christianity on Civilization
Christianity and Materialism; What Li~
eralism offers in Place of Christianity
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
isr.:t from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
the Political and lleligious Reformer; Ma
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming
Man Worship God? Crim<>s and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Authority of tLe
Bible; Freethoui-(Lt Judged by its Fruits,
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, (](l
cents; cloth, $1.

The World's Sixteen Ct·uci6ed Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ. ruflnence of Christi unity upon Civil
Contaming new and startling revelations in
ization. 25 cents.
relil{ious history1 which disclose the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines, principle!!J precepts,
:~hristianity
und Materialism. 15
and miracles of the Christtan New Testament1

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question islliscuased
under the followmg heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish SabbatJu 'l'he Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; .l!<xamination of
A NffiiLISTIC ROMANCE.
Sunda.x Arguments; Ori_gin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a. portrait
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
a.b bath durin!{ the Middle Ajres: The Puritan
R. TUCKER.
sabbath; Testtmony of Chnstian Reformers,
cholars, and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday Written in Prison. Suppressed b~the Czar. The
Laws Price, 25 cents; six oooted, il.OO.
Author Over Twenty Years an Extle in Siberia. Russian Edition worth$600a Copy.
Tb.omas Paine. The Apostle of ReFirst American Edition Exhausted
ligious and Political Ltberty. Tells the story
in Four Days. Second now
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leadRea.~_y.
An Elegant
ing traits of his· character and genius, and vinVolume of 330
dicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
Pages.
it. Choiue extracts from ' Common Sense,"
PRESS COMMENTS :
"Amencan Crisis.•" "Rights of .Man," and "Age
To call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of
of Reason" are gtven; also, tnbutes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted Nihilism is scarcely extravagance.-Boston Aa·verpersons of Europe and America, many of them ttser.
It is perhaps the book which has most powerwritten expressly for this work. Second edition~ ltiO pages, printed on fine tinted paper, fully influenced the youth of Russia in their
neatlY bound, and ·containing a. handsome growth into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents; noteworthy as a work which has played so important a part in the political and social history of
cloth, 75 cents.
Caurter.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: De- theAscentury.-Boston
a revelation of folk hfe it is invaluable; we
cline. of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash- hav no other Russian pictures that compare with
in!(ton an Unbeliver ;..Jefferson an Unbeliever; it.-Proviaence Star.
The characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
Pame and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta. that the interest in their fate becomes intense as
the thread of the narra.tiv is slowly unwound.The Apostle of Liberty. An address Boston Saturaa:v Eve1.tng G<uetw.
When we come to consider the publication of
de)ivered in Pa.ine.Ha.ll.l before the N. E. Freethmkers• Conventton, .la.nua.ry 29o1884. Price, snch books as Flaubert's "Salammbo" and Tcher10 cents.
nychewsky's ·• What's To Be Done 1" we cannot
avoid the conclusion that something mnst hav
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
happened to the society for the suppr<•ssion of
!Ill Olinton Place, Nllw tork
indecent litera.ture.-St. Lauts Repubttcan.
In cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
TRUTH
A.ddMu 'l'HE TBU'l'H s;Jil,EQ1R,':
Price, 25 cents.
88 ClintOn Place, New York.

THE

TRUTH

Golden Throne, a Romance. " T)le The Champions of the Church; Their
a.nthor certainly has g~nius. The divine cr\laCrimes and Persecutions. Biotiv spark is witliin him. The book 18 filled Wits

of Sutan; or, a Historical
Twenty Crimes and Biography
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.

Vices Sanctioned b1; Scrii>J;ure : Falsehood and
Deceptton ; Cheatmg: Theft and Robbery·
· Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagranc;v: ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle cop1es, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Spemal discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

SaDDath-Breaking.

Universe~

Its Scientific Solution, with some Critimsms of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.
Waif~ and Wanderlngs. aNew Ameri
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, rioh with mcident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day. "-Jqhn

Ingersoll and Jt>sns·. A conversation
j_

in the suit of the

against the

Works.

manly thoughts1 expressed in manly wordsthe transcnpt or a. manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.'. "-INGEBso=. $1.

VIRGINIA.

Mrs. Elmiiiii. D: Blenker, Snowville.
ENGLAND.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
:{.ondon.

Putnam'~

The Problem of the

INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.

S. P.

765

DONE~

cents.

Nhut Liberulism Offers in J>Jace of
Christianity. 10 cents.

'cientitic Materialism: Its Menning
und Tendency. 10 cents.
~pirituul bm from u Materialistic
Standpoint. 10 cents.
?:tine the Po __ c;ical and Religious
Reformer. 10 cents.
Woman: Her Past and Present: Her
Rights und Wrongs. 10 cents.
IIuterialism und Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Mun Worship God1
10 cents.

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.
10 cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theological.

20 cents.

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four
days' debato between n. F. UNDERWOOD
and Prof. 0. A. llmwEss, President of the
Northwestern Christian University, Indianapolis, Ind.
Accurately reported.
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.

Underwood-Marples Debute. A four
nights' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD
and Rev. JoHN MARPLEs. Fully reported.

Paper, 35 otnts; cloth, 60 oenta._

·
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IJoelrg.
Sage, Singer and Thoughtless World.
Witliin an old town by the s~a
A Wise man and a sing..r dwelt;
The wise man spoke laboriously,
And taught \\ith pain the truth be felt.
The singer scattered everrwhere
His careless music to the air.
The wise man and the singer both
Lie now "l)'ithin the chmchrard grren;
Summer and spring hav plight~d troth,
Au bm,drt-d rears they bav not seen.
No traces <•f thPir vanished feet
Are in the old, high-gabled stt·eet;
And of the·wise man'slaborrd words
~ot one is now remembrred well, ·
But still, as cl.. arly as ~Pring bhdil,
The singer?s stmple love-songs swell,
And in the old town seem a part
Of e\>:ery home and every hearJ;.

got in some of his most fiendish work in making liP the pamphlet, for which the author
duly apologizes at the end. Thjs work is
calculated to make clear the reason why Mr.
Walker and Miss Harman did not call in a
minister on the occasion of their accepting
each other for better or for worse. Price, 10
cents.
Dr. Caleb S. WeekR, a well-known member
of the Manhattan Liberal Club, has written,
and Fowler & Wells hav published, a 24-page
pamphlet on " The Causes of the Decay of
Teeth." As Dr. Weeks is a practical dentist,
and a philosopher as well, his pamphlet can
be dept>nded upon to impart valuable truths.
Price 10 cents.

•

-P<fl"l.lm.a Transcript.

The Weary Drranwr.
I mn"tired of planning and toiling
In the crowded hivt-s of men ;
Heart weary of building and HPOiling,
And spoiling and building agam.
And I lung for the d· ar old rtver,
Where I dream<'d my youth away;
Fur a drramrr livs furever,
And a toiler dtes in a daY.
I am sick of the showy SPeming,
Of a life that is half a lie;
Of the faces hued with with scheming
In the thmng that hurries bJ.
From the sleepless thought•' endeavor,
I would go where tbe children play;
For a dreamer !iva forever,
Anil a toiler dtes in a day.
I feel no pride, but pity
For the burdens the rich endure,
There is nothing sweet in the City
Bnt the patient lives <•f the poor.
Oh, the little hands an skilful,
And the child-mind choked with weeds,
The daughter's heart grown wilful,
And the father's heart that bleeds
No, no! from the street's rude bustle,
From trophiPs of mart and stage,
l would fly to the wood's low rustle,
And ·the meadow'H kindlY page..
Let me dream, as of old, l>Y the river;
And be loved for the drl'am alway ;
For a dreamer livs forever, ·
And a toiler dies in a day.

We hav received from Dr. M. L. Holbrook
a 152-poge book. with red Rilk binding and
red-~dges, bearing the title "Never Forgetting; or, How to Strengthen the Memory,"
printed on the side and back. The author
of this book believes that the memory can be
stn•ngthened Ao as to be many times stronger
than it would be without culture. Price $1.
The latest from the pen of Dr. 0. B. Whitford is a hundred-page p•mphlet on " The
Origin of the Christian Bible." Dr. Whitford
has made derp researchPs into the ·Bibles of
all lands, along with Jacolliot, Miiller, Champollion, and others, anti finds that the Bible
myths and fables are. mere copies. His little
offering should be in all libraries. Price 25
cents.
George William Foote, of London, hal!l had
the "nerve" to publish a series of "Letters
to Jesus Christ." There is no bashful hesitancy about our English brethren. Mr. Foote
desires to know about the incarnat~on, the
crucifixion, the resurrection, the ascension,
the miracles, etc., and his letters touch upon
these mysterious subjects. Pamphlet, ·32 pp ;
15 cents. ·

The " Report of Proceedings of the Thirtyfourth Annual Session of the International
Typographical Union" held in Pittsburgh,
Pa:, June, 1886, is a bulky volpme of 312
quarto pages from t1e press of the Crajt8man,
-J•·hn RovTe O'Retlly.
Washin.e:ton, D. C. It contains portraits of
G: W. Childs and Anthony J. Drexel, and a
Book Notes.
"Fourth National Convention of the fac-simile of the $10,000 draft which these
gentlemen ·gave to the Typographical Union.
Bureaus of Statistics of Labor in the United
States," with papers read before the convenThe National Secular Snciety's Almanac for
tion, is a pamphlet put forth by Miller, Girton 1887, edited by Charles Bradlaugh and Annie
& Walters,))es Moines, Iowa.
Be8ant, is out. It contains a number of good
articles
anrl a large amount of tabulated inforThe Agnostic Annual for 1887, edited by
Charles A. Watts, opens with an article enti- mation about Engli•h finances. In England
1 he price is sixpence; in AmP-rica, 25 centstled "The Modesty of Agnosticism,'' by Mrs.
the difference in price arising from the tariff
E. Lynn Linton, which is followed by other
impo8ed to protect the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
n.rticleii of lll{lrit. Price ~5 cents.
AND FREETiHNKEI!S' ALMANA0 1 to appear neXt
·
Mr. Charles Watts's pamphlet, '·Saints or month.
Sinners: Which?" bearing the imprint of the
" Objections to the Orthndox Belief in the
Truth Seeker Company, is one of the author's
best, not to say funniest. It is sharper than Resurrection of the Body" is a pamphlet
containing the formulated views of Dr. W.
n. serpent's tooth. Price 10 cents.
H. Benson on this subject. It is almost. like
" The Knights' Book" professes to set forth ~laying t·he · slain to attack this particular
the principles and aims of the noble order of pha!le of the Christian supt>rstition, but those
Knights of Laber. Tile author turns casually who still believe in the physical resurrection
to a review of the ~;hivalry and knighthood of may read Dr. Benson's pamphlet with profit.
the Middle Ages. The name of tile author is Address the author, 1225 Filbert street, Philadelphia, Pa.
not divulged. Price 20 cents.
" Social Ethics," a pamphlet, contains synopses of addresses before the Society of Medical JuriFprndence and State Meclicin by
Messrs. KitchPll and Benn and Dr. Wm.
McLaury. It is an able, det>p, and quite
broad discussion of the social evil.
" The Glory of Unbelil'f " is by CharieR
Watts, who points out that the greatest
achievements of mankind hav been wrought
by those who had no faith in the popular religlon; and herein lies the glory of unbelit:f.
The price of this neat little pamphlet is 10
cents.
Something tremendous in size is Shoppell':o
monthly .Modern Houses. The 75 or 80 pages
llTil as big as those of THE THUTH SEEKEK,
n.nu twice q.s he~tvy. It is full of handsome
drawipgs, a:nd telJR aU about how to build. a
house...:.anythi:ng from a cathedral to a cottage. Price $1 per number.
Some of the m,atter which has recently appeared in the wider columns of Lucifer is
now reprodu!'ed in a pamphlet called
1 ' Autonomy, Self-Law-What are
its Demn.nds? A Brief Exposition of the Basic
Principles of Individualism in its Relation to
Society and Government.," by M.. Harman.
It deals with the case of Mr. Wn.lker and his
wife, now in jail for being unorthodox in
their mar~age ceremony. The printer's devil

We bav just printed for Col. John R. Kelso
a 12mo book of 245 pages, under the title,
"~piritualism
Sustained by the Bible."
Amo11g the sub-titles are " Spiritualism Sustained by the Christian Ohurch ;" "Spiritualism n. Necessity in God's General GovernMediumship," and
ment.; " '' Spiritual
·• Objections to Spiritualism Answered." He
makes out a strong case-not that Spiritualism
is true upon its own evidence, but ~hat it is
true if the Bible is. So far as the author himself is concerned, however, be has no doubt
of the general truth of Spiritualism, to which·
he is a comparativly recent convert. This
tJook is not designed to arouse the yearning
for a future life in the flinty bosom of the Mat~rialist;but it will put the Christian in a posi.
tion where, logically, he must accept Spiritualism or reject the Bible. Price $1.

to escape sunstroke. and the sheep and cattle
browsed on the tender pasturage or waded in
the bronks to cool off, the comedians, accomc
panied by their wives, hitched up the carryall
and drove down to church. The members of
the'congregation are great admirers of Robson and· Crane-who bav lived among them
so many years-and are always diAposed to
extend them such delicate and flattering attf>ntions as a seat in the amen corner, permitting
them to act as ushers, to pass the contributionbox, and the like. It so happened that on
this particular oceasion the WQrt,hy dtacons
who officiated jn passing the plate~_were absent, so the good old pastor from his pulpit
kindly asked, • Won't Brothers Robson and
Crane be kind enough to take up the regular
missionary offering while SistPr Jones pays a
~hort selection?' The comedians cheerfully
stepped from theiueats in the coo'! cornet,
and passed up· the aisles with the rol!nd, oldfashioned boxes so common in Eastern houses
of worship. Not more than thir~ pPople
were in attendance at church that morning,
and the contribution was not what it might.
hav been-in fact, in Mr. Robson's box there
were but two. nickels and three . two-cent
pieces, while Mr; Crane's boasted of the trifling
sum of two nickels and three one-cent p~eces.
On being asked to state the amount of the
collection, with a far-sway look up(lli his
dreamy face, Mr. Crane rose, mec):Ianica ly.
!!'hook each contribution-box, and replied, in
a sort of half-asleep, midnight voice, • Brother
Robson has a pair of fives and three deuces.
and the pot's mine, for I've got two fives and
. three aces. • It took Mr. Crane all <;~p.e week
to explain individually to the horrified congregation how he came to ~all so far from
grace:••

OTTO WETTSl'ElN'S
PROGRAM FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

-AND-

BIBLE.
BY C. B; REYNOLDS.
Showing that the Bible and the believers in it
are the real blasphemet·s, .and not the Secularists.
This is the pamphlet for the distribution of
which Mr. Reynolds is now indicted, and to be

TRIED FOR BLASPHEMY
next January.
PRIOR, 10 CE~TS.
Address THE Tuu·rH SEEKER CO.:

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF

C. B. 11EYNOLDS·
Sii Cents Each.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

rheMirror of Fr·e ethought.
BY ARTHUR·B. MOSS,
FREETHOUGHT .1.\"lJ RA lJICAL ADVOCATE
(uf E~tf}latttJ.).

SECOND EDITION.
Charles Watts'&· Literary GuidA sa)Ts: "We are
ll"l.ad ~o reco.t·d the aPpearance of a second edition
of this admirable hook. The varion• rapers-ten
in all-are some of the author'• b~st wo1 k."
The Middleboro N~10s says: "These easaYB are
brimming with careful thought and judicious re-·
search."
The Yorkshire Chronicle says: "These essays are
not unworthy: the atteutwn of . the scientific
dtudeitt ttongh written for the uninitiated."
.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.

A.ddressTHE TRUTH SEEKER.

Paine VinOiuate~ !

IMMENSE STOOK OF
-oFine Gold and SihrPr Wat.chps. Diamontl Je"•elry, A thorough and overwhelming rep!y to the New
Gold and Plated Chain•• Brao·Plets, N..cklace•,
York OIJserver•s slanderous attacks
Lockets, Pins, Drops, Stud•, Sleeve But.tous:
Plain, Oha•ed, anil Set Rin!l"B (ll HPeCJalty); Golcl
upon the Author-Hero of the Amer- ·
and Stiver Headed Canps; 0. •ld Pens. P ..ncils, aucl
TouthPlCks; Gnld and Silver Thimbles, Silvet· and
ican Revolution. Containing
Plated WarP, Cutlery, Razors, Revolvers, Opera
both the slanders and
Glass~s, Gold SpPct.acH!s, Eye Glabses, Albums,
Harmonica•• etc , etc.
their refutation.
All these good• Will he sent snbjrct to approval
and return if not entirely Sl\t.isfact.ny aud ca•b
BY
ROBERT
G. INGERSOLL.
refunded, and as a. special inducement I."hhall cleduct llO per cent from lowest but tom priceH else·
-owhere.
.·
For a Christmas gift,
The New York. Observer <Presbyterian) having
nothing i• nicer:~han un• recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
of my beaut1fttl badll"~•·
enameled on solid gold Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated &very.
. in four colors. c
where in vindication.
Pr.icrs, size of cut, t3.
TOGETHER WITH
f3 50. H. With genmu
dtamnnd, $6 ro $10.
Ju.t un' : Exuctly like A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
above, Lut •waller, ~·2.
A flabricated Account of a Scene at the Deu;thOTTO WETTSTEIN,
bed of 1'homas Paine.
Rochelle, ill.

BY W. H. BURH.

This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dYing moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon
which the Obs81"1Jer relies to prove its princiWotfoe~
FrPfltiiinkPr~o.
pal charges) is a forgery, it being iinposNible that
We hav received a snpply of illuminated motto Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
cards, which we offer for sale~ These mottoes an
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-our·
78pp. Price 15 cents.
home " placards which disfigure the walls of so
1'HE TRUTH I:!EEKER CO .•
Address
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-i. The motto is 'in black.
WORKS OP 0. B. WHTTPORD, Af.D.
with colored borders, with an illuminat~d monogram of U. 111. L. The following are th'e variom Christianity a Rew.Lrd for Crime.
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Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

BIBLE

FABRICATIO~S

lOJ.

REFUTED,

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12.no 1 47 pages,

150•

Origin of the Christian Bible.
:Paper, 12.no, U5 pages, 25o.

A :Masonic Vindication of Right.

Poker and Religion.
The following story is told about the actors
Robson !l-nd Crane l:)y the Bostoh Herald
Mr. Robson, by the way, is 11-n In'/Jestigator"
reading Freethinker; "Not far from Robson
and Crane's summer house at Colias13et there
stands in a snarly nook a little house of worship, which both the actors are wc·nt to at.
tend every Sabbath regulurly-unless the
wind is good for a cruise in }{r. Crane's
yacht. One bright Sunday morning last summer, while the birds were chirping in the trees
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•
•• 0

0

••
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The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
~ x llilllche~, prtilted ill colors, with a.n ellJI"raved
heading, conta.iuing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Fra.med it makes a. splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 80
cents. Any of the~e will he sent· postpaid, securely
wrapped, on reoeipt of ):!rice.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 Cllilton Pl., New York City.

• A Protest Against Persecution.
15o.
Paper, 12.no, 36 pages,
Address THE TRUTH REEKER.
33 fllint.on Pl.. NPw YoTk

:BTELLECTOAL LIBERTY
From ThalPs to Copp,ruirus.
By FREDERIC M.AY HOLLAND, Author of ''The

Reigu of the Stoics."
"This is a book 11ot only to be read once, but tr
be kept aud referred to, and pondered over ft·on.
year to .y:ear. It is a !l"ttide-book of "Liberalism
through the past centunes prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It 1loes not take the place
of other hiKtorie~ like Gibbon, Ha.llam1 or Lecky,
bnt tt makes them wtelligiLle by pointmg out the
white light that h ts Leen cast upon the lurid
clouds of ignorance, Hllperstttion, and cruelty,
from the little stream of Freetlronght that has
flowed inttH l'ag[le<l, hrokeu, au!l obstructed course
down t.hrongh the ages wbkh now liv only as our
realm of Memory and Admonition."
·
Octavo. 468 pp.
PRICE, $8.110.
Q~lUO<~R
Price,. 25 cents,
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Ingersoll ·~
ThA

(!ml~.

·,.~

Paper,,,50,,c

In ti ve lecture•~ conipri~<u.

~~ ~~uubolt.ltJ~ " rh~1.ua.~. J!t't,
1ty, aut! " l:lert't.IC• and li<·

The Hlwsh;. Papei;,·,5o J
Oou teuts: u TbH Uh:~-~t~.t'' '••'
Womau, aut! Cltiltl,'' "'t·he ,
deQtmdeuce,'' " Allllltt ~'arf
· '"1'h., G1·aut B"'nqnet{·"l'l
Clark," ·" ·rh., Pt<•t. lt1•e~ :
Dream," a.utl "A Tl'iliil.te to'

Somt~ .tl.istake~ ol Jlu!;e!'
cloth, $1.~.

·

Int.. I'VIt>\\S on Talmagt>
plain cloth, $l.:la.

.

·

What llu!oot We Do to f
per, 2S cents.

..

.

Tht~ c hristinn R,.ligit
Inger~olb

·George

1!'.

J ud~re J ereniiati· ;
Fi~her. Paper, &:

Ort hudt~xy.

56 pages,;

10 cent•. $1.00 p.,r <!oz. ·po~t'
large, clear Wpe, an<l •cou tr'
COqlu U" ueJiv.,J·ed l:J ·tWo,
ThiM Ulltke• a l{raud nn••'
L1uemlo <~llOnltl dcattedt 1\'<1

Ingersull 4 'at,.•·his••d;

·r

a Suo~o1her of Vital Que•tioo.
the etl1tor of the Sttto fi'l•aui
cent~ p.,r doz"n : ~ 'i:opie•
• Milliouo of theoe ohonld ue :

Vmdic·af.imt of 'l'tmm.'

the attacks of the New.Y<n·l
ert 9'. Ingersoll. Price; 10 ,
Adflrt>~>~S on t ht~ nvit •
Large SIZe octavo, paper, u

·

lng.-r·soll',

Ledut"~l!l

c;::;

Bound in one volmhe:· To
for Mr. Inget·~oli's wo·rkij1'th'
· all h!O.l!lctui·e•, exoept!tne
dox_y,'·.bound m oue,..beaittJ
calf, ·library oty!e, a11d co
pa~es, .which is ~old at tli
PriCe of $5. Sent bY' mail P<

Trtbut~l'l.

There hav;

!ffiplications for Mr. Inge1
His· Brother," "The •Vtijiouo
P.a'!quet ·roast," and .the r•
Little. Harry Miller's Gr11
be.en prmLe•l ou h"avy tone.
nnu~teq bot·d.,r, atld m lai·gble for frarmng, aud the fen
to any addreHH, for 50et~., •r

Prose Poems and Selt

new book IM ·a g.,lll. It iM "
spect. Iu fact one of tht
best ever .i••ued. It con tal
ebrated •• Decoration Day (
fore puulished, aud a.l! tile 1
heretofore print.e•l in vario1
brought tol{e
till
selected fro
ureo,Iett..o·o
versation~ o~

a rare
for
and wfll

be.~~''"'>""'U ~~~~~~~;J~;r---~;:;:~;";~~~;";;:ri;'Q'q;:-:-•r---liliJ~IIIJ!I!!II!IMII~•-••------;-.::=!:::=:~=~!::::J~~§~iiji~~
Addreds THE THU"l'H SEEKER CO.,
~ClintonPlace,NewYprk.

·

A.Sl UDY
01'"

The Husts' or

Vnlt.airt~.

.,aine. and

ln~t~rsull.
Cabinet size; true to
life, price1•$1.50 each.· E ..ery adiDlrer of these
apostleH or ReligiouH Liberty should bav them.
Phuto~raphs uf" C 'Ointlt'l I n~ .. r-ioll.
SulJerb p~otographs1 2'~x28. $5; panel, 10~x17,
$3; boudou·,.$1: cahlllf't. tO C!'UtK: car<l, 00 cts.
Address THE TUUTH SEEKER.

Practical Experlenct> with Poultry.
BY G>:o. M. DAVENPORT. This•iH a little booka pamphlet of !l2 WPI!-Iillf'd pao<t'H. COdting only
"a qnat·ter," hnt "'~ fnll nf moot a• an !'Uo<. It is
well ""'lied "prat•f.lc.,l," for we tind nothin~~: unpractical in it. Het'"• clnrkH, o<eeKe, A.ncl tnrkeYR
are part.teul .. l'!y cliKmh<•ecl an<! their· ecouomi(,J
breechn~t "'"'! keepiul{ to·eH,t.ecl of. There are many
practical hint~ A.hont .k~eping poultrr on R large
·scale, ancl, "'II m all, 1t. JH a verv u~eful addition to·
the poultry litemtm·e of t.hP rhtv.
TUU l'H SEEKER Office,
~8 CJ!intnlt Pla.,e. NPw Yorlr.

Protettiou or }"'ree Trad ..
An Examination of the Tariff Qne!'t.\on with
Especi11.l Hcg11.rd tn the Int!'TCllbl of Labor.
BY .... NRY CEOR cE

In this hook the author rlesig-ns to show that
beneficial .reHults would follow the abolition
of all tariff~ on importatiims.
Octavo, ll60pp.; price, $1.50.

PRJMITIVE CHRISTI,NITY
BY LEWIS C. JANEl.

This book treat~ of the natural ~volution of the
Chriijtian reli1.non, itli hltitorical ant!lcedents in
Pale.stmian Jnclaidru an<l Roman Pa.gaaism; in·
vesti~~:ottes the history of the founder of'Christianity in the light of the latest scientific• criticism ot
the New Tet~tament; shows that the tru:e story ot
the Man· Jesus, and his genuin teachings ar.:
~ep_a.rable from the> later legeudal'.Y accretions
which hav confounded him 'vith the· mythical
Christ, and traces the natural development of
Christian dogma .and ecclesiastical institutiont~.
Complete references an<i full index. 820pp. Bvo,
cloth:, gilt tc)p. · Prict> $1.50.
Rold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
.

,tt. MH L'A L A .HJ Slll:lA.L
SU IU IWTS :

PLA.I'~ HO:Iffi TALK AND liEDICAL COM-

MO!I< ~E~SE. B~· Dr. E. B. Foot-!'. In one hand·
some 12mo volume nf n~arl\· 11000 potl{eM, fulls
illnHtratetl. Cloth, $a.25-ln E!ni>(Uoh m· German
A new llheap ed1tiou. at only $1;50.
·
SCIE!I<CE IN STOHY; ot:,, SammY Tnhhs, the
Boy Doctor, attrl Kpnn~<if', the ·rronblesome iHonkey
By Dr. E. B. Foote . Five volume•, A.t $1 each, or $5
per set; ·or five volnmeM in moe for $2.
SEXUAy PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
2SO pagetl, illu•tratecl ancl cloth l)Clnnrl. (The fifth
volume of "S"i"nce iu Story.'') 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK c;>f Hl':tlth Hintfi A.ncl Reacly Re·
cipes. A valnothle reference pamphlet of 1~ pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 c'ntK.
SA.!I<ITARY-RCIE:>!CE SERIES <Dime Pamphlet~). B~· IkE. ~- Foote, .Jo·,, viz.: "Bacteria
m the1r RelatiOn to Dt•eat<e, ., repi·e•enting the ~erm
theory, .a<lvocating pc>rsoual at iii pnblit• hYgiene
and oppo•in~ vacC'ination: "Health in tlte Sunbeam{ conHiclering the hhw-~la•M cnre-of value
to SICK a nil wAll. By mail, 10 eeu t.• Aach.
HEREDITY \Bnok• otncl Potmphlet•). "The Law
of Here<lity." h~· P1·of. Bl'<mk•. :J,qij pao<PH, clot.b
bouucl, ~>! ·h '' Here•lit.y," b~· Lotito~>( )[oo<h·, !59
IJal>(eH. clot. \7!; eent.": "The Law nf Hr>r<•clit)·." by
F. H. Mar• t. !0 oent·K: "Thl' Alphahet of the
HumanTempeo·aon~nt.R( with ilhtt<t.J·Rtinru<, by Dr.
E .. ~. Foote, to "PlltM: ' GPnerahnn hPfno·p Rt>~en·
eratl<m." by Dr. E. B. Fnot.e••TJ-.. 10 cent•: "Re
ports of Convention~< atttl Parlor )[eet.in~• ilnrhtl!'
1882," 10 centR; "Thir<i A.nnnal Convent.ion of the
lnstitntA of Heredity,Ma:r 211, 1888,~ 10 cent.•.
. Address
THE TRUTH t!EEKEB.
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•
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A.POLONIU
~ 0 E' TYAN A,
.
OB
TIIB

First Ten Dec••fle8 of Our Era.·
. BY
DANIEL M. 'rREDWELL.
Designed to show upon the authority of History
that A.polloniuR of Tyana performed roiracles and
"J)oke WJ.He sayings equal to those attributed to
Jesus Christ. 850pp., nctavo, best style. Price $2.60.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.

.MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
.

·~oR,

th~ Old Testament.
D~dicated · to the clergy
BY

The ForgPry of

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.

Price,

10 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

SACRED MYSTERIES
'M8J 88 and

AJ!(ONG'THE
h•e (lulelles 11,60t)

l."ear•

l

•

A~ro.

'-·-

< 5Frit l!ale at ~hf11 ~fir.P,

FREhTHOUGII F .

ow.:• s.

'fll'P ileat.hf.nsof the Hf>ath. A. finely

-

CAPT A tNS OF INDUSTRY:
OR,

MEN OF Bustl'WI'!I Wtro Dm SOMB'l'lmfG BESIDES
MAKING MoNEY,
A. BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
'

0

'ThiR hnok cont.itinR 400 pastt>R, plainlY printed,
~atinst of fnrt\··•ix <'hltracter~ in hiRtorf who hav
helpeil the> worlct: tnr;{ether with eistht portraits.
'It·, Parton's works need no commendation...They
are Rtandard. ·
·
··

.Prlc •
,A.ddreaa

• 81.26.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

18 Olintou Pla.oe, New York.

(Just Pubttslted., Ju!y1,1sSsl CONTAINS:
A. color.-d fron iispiece showmg the modem style

A~ifJ\~~~i:dgsupplement,ingeniouslydrawnand

A deep, finely written 'l'BE CO·O~FBATIVE BUlLriNG PLAN AS~O'N.

Radical story•. From the 'London editiOn. .By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80 cents.

All in a Lift>time. A Romance. By

· B ad
(B
""'""' N
y k
191 ro way ox '"
ew or •
VN"

ASHORf'LESSON

IB HlSTOBY.

Miss SUlian H. Wilton. " The great charm of
this novel is ita ab.l!olute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in comA double-p~tge picture contrasting sctence and
mon life, and are portrayed with a vividness theology, showing how the one has labored for
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, In such a marked dejrre~ even human advancement, and how the other har
·from so gifted a pen as that of Miss wilton, always opposed it.
whose biilliant and lucid style is fainiliar to
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents ;
most readers in the Freethoug]!t ra.nk8. '· Plice, twenWtY-1ive co_pies for $1 ; one hnndre.d copies fer
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
$8.
e wish that the fl'lends of Ft'llethouglit would
distribute thou~and~ of these telling pictures.

TRAVELS IN FA•Ttt
From. T~adition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAliS.
l!'or Sale &t this Oftloe. ·

BOOKiil FOR CHILDREN.
Tbfl Story Hour~

Youth; Bx_Susan· H. Wixon. Without Super·
stition. The 011ly illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Sto~-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large t,ype, heavy
toned paper, broad · margins, . illuminated
covers ; 4to. 224 pp,, bds., $1.25.

Two l,i1tle

H~d

THF MODERN

BALAA~.

Showing the B~tlaa.m of modern times to be the
priests. It is a splendid pictorial argument. Price
per dozen, 30 cent~; per bundrf'd, S1.50.

CHRISTIANITY

For Childran and ! R E W A R D F 0 R C H I. H E.

rtlittens. A Story of

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

·of Hold. · A Story-Book for
ORIGIN OF ' HE BIB LllAT, MYTH A poi~K
tD.e Youug Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wilton.
Br AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Price, $2.50.
TIJnatra.ted.
For 8Rif' at thi~ office.

··~.ttUJ:".l'll.L'~ .u.u.u.t..H.~ hOli

colored, to supply all the necce~sary pieces for
written Radical romance •. Bv Wm. McDonnell/' constructing a model house, with plam dii·ections
·th
f
E
t
Hall
F--!•c
d
D
for
putting
together.affords both old and
0
au oro X<" er
• ..........., ree s, a.r
While
thethem
supplement
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper, yoUnlt the weatest amusement, it i" more than a
90 cents.: cloth, $1.$.
toy. It i~,111 fact, a most pra.cticallesson iu Arch·
:Fa.mily C~rl't>d-c. By Will.iai» MeDon- iGecture; a. perfect, scalell model of one of our·
'
nell, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth. most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to.
'··
S1.2S: paper, 75 cents.
builders.
E ~f't~r Hall. · cc One of the most excit- 55~ fo$11f.~[or Residence~ (cost varyiny from
ing roma.nces of the day." Price, paper, 60
2 New De•ig11s for Barns.
cents; cloth, 80 cents.
1 New Desigu for a Chapel.
... thanJ·.,·
Vuoahan·.
Pn"est and 1\.f'-Draw;ngsanddescriptionof a. model Kitchen
or
.. "'
.~U.UoUo
(by lib ria. ParloR) alJd R perfect Cistern.
.'N "'A Radical
novel of marked ability. Jjlgua.l to
An Article on Villa. Park A.l!Hociations.
George Eliot's works. By Frederika MacdonSENT, PosTPAID, oN REOEIPT OF PBIOE, $1.
ald. 404 P&ges. $1.25.
Address

TIJP Ontrast.

A.SKETCH OF Tt1E LIFE

A<ich·e•• THE THU'l'H SF.EKER CO.

BOOKS ON

.. ·,' .

'·

Price.'.•t~~

~ub8t8n1lated bJ
BY

the Bible.

0. B. WHITFORD. M. D.

Price 10 Ct:DI•. fP•·r Umr.er>. 81.00,
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
88 Clinton Place, New York.

THE

CO~VENTIO~i\

e. I JEliii OF OlJR

ClVILIZ \ Y'I*'N'.
Second edition. Prlce, $1.25. This very.excellent work for }'Oung masters and misses, has
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
passed through a vecy- large edition, and a
SEVENTH EDITION.
second has been issued at a reduc11d price of
A. most powerfully written buok.-PI>!7a. Rl'cora.
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
This Book is not a Book ! It is a Deed I and
photograph of· the· author winch adds very those who oppose it "ill prove that they fear it.much to the value of the volume.
V'Ienna Netos, Pric.,b~ c~nt.s.
·
Address T.I:!L TRVTH SEEKER CO.,
Tlfl Youth's .Libt>ral ~uidA. By
'
8ll
Clinton
PI
••
N~>w York.
Prof. H. M. Kottinger~,A.lll. Price; $1.00. ThlB
volume aims at the .education of youth in the
· P.rinciples of Freethought. at the sa.me time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standJl(!int of pure reason and
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
"NOTES ON I:SGERSOLL."

REPLY

Blble Inquirer. .A. Key to Bible In-

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamphlet
refers speci1lcally to 148 Bible J?roposition~
with numerous references and Cltations, thai
are contradicted in terms by the sa.me number
of other·propollitions in the same book. Prioe

115oeDY.

..

B}' R. W. I 8('J'
A thorlugh expotmre of the Catholic priesh•
sot•histry, unfairness, and histor·
. leal roisstatement.
Prl~, ()loth, U; Paper, 150 Cents~
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down the
\·which the-church has been
;-abase; and deg~ade mankind,
''i,ble the idea of total deprav-~uild their scheme of salva- ·
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day.
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CHESTER A. AETBU11, .
United States, died on t~
~Mr. Longfellow were unbeTHE Statue of Liberty:
~n religion. The essence of
the direction of M. Ed'
~:an religion is belief in the
dent of the American
(! deity of the Lord Jesus
Electric · Manufacturing
~: Ohrist. Without the God!: head of the Christ there
Company. The expense
~ is no real Christianity. It
is about $50 per week.
~ is true there is a sort of
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~ doctrin which many people
REPORT com811 fromh
,··.[·, fancy to be Christian, and,
Philadelphia that the la~1:
according. to this doctrin,
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superior
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order from the spirit- 1
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a Spiritualist.
1understand to ha v been the
A PETITION asking. for .
~ doctrin of Emerson and
'I Longf.ello.w. They were
a new trial for. the Chi- .
Unitarians, they were not
cago Anarchist~ is in cir- ·
, believers bi tile Christian
culation in New York.
: relilrion.-NetD Yorlt Sun.
The petition
pqt
,~ [N~~-:I don't consider the
' Bun agreat theological au-forth by the central La'1 thmity; but it is mainly in
bor Union of this _city at i
· the right ·as to Emerson
the suggestion of Mrs; A;
and Lonidellow. Whether
C. Macdonald,. who Itrld
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the matter before . that·
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other name," etc. ; and as
THE Rev •. Justin D.
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in all good works, they
Fulton, of Brooklyn; is
1
\: cannot fail to be respected,
having ·a fight \Yi~\the·:
' let orthodex Christians tum
trustees of hiS 'Cliurch./
; up their noseil 'as they please
He declares
.fomj
~ -Hfllaz.l ·
deacons hav got to get •
is, in Dr. Tillot.
out or he will resign. ·
' son's 'writings, an argument
, ·against the real presence
The deacons intimate:
which is as conc1se and el€•
that Mr. Fulton's resig. ·
: gant and' strong as any arnation would be acceptgument can possibly be sup.
able. The trouble is
posed against a doctrin so
'. tittle worthy of a serious
about Miss Donnington.J
· refutation.- It is acknowlON one of the lo;..'Iii
: edged on all hands, says
railways of Russiacl1u;...""
_
-. . .
~-----....,-,r--------~-T--------- - - - - . - - - - - - - t h a t learned prelate, that
the authority, either llf ·the scripture or of tradicars are to be proyi.ded on Smuiays in wiiich
:-:).::.~!)I.:: :~~~~~~#Pij~~ ~i
!~.
tion; is founded mel'ely on the testimony of the
The church~fair soon will bloBBo~
priests of the Greek church will conduct regapostles, who were eye-witnesses to·· these miracles
In every country to1fD,
ular services for the benefit of the railroad
of our Savior by which he proved his divine mis·
And Maud behind,t~e counter
_men and others who are deprived of their·
ion. Our evidence, then, for the truth of the_
Will sit in silken· gown. ._
. A ;OUNG lady in this city, who is clarryiq on a
Christian relilrion is less than the evidence for the
regular worship.
And sell you red pin-cushions,
olandestili c6rresp(mdence With a _youn~r · man,
truth of our senses; because, even in the :first
And shaving-oa~~es, too, JoHN L. SuLLIVAN made $8,000 by knocking puts his letters in the family Bible· 10 that her
authors of our religion, it was no greater, and it
And
empty
claret-bottles
·
is evident it must diminish in passing from them
out Mr. Paddy· Ryan at San Francisco parents will never Bee them..
Tnmmed up with ribbons blue.
to their disciples, nor can anyone rest such conrecently.
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fidence in their testimony as in the immediate obary writer. ~aggie qmckly replied : "The author
THE Hungarian artist Munkacsy's painting of my being, of course, dear papa." It is unneilesSmile and fairy laugh,
ject of his senses. But a weaker evidence can
And sell you for ten dollars
never destroy a stronger, and therefore, were the
of "Christ before Pilate" is now on exhibi- sary to say that papa immediately came down
Some
pretty little frivolity of a
doctrin of the real presence ever so clearly reWith the cash for the new dress which Maggie had
tion in this city.
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vealed in scripture, it were directly contrary to
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actual
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Al>Alll's
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a
happy
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It
contradicts sense, though both scripture and
clines to be a candidate for mayor at the
One dollar and a half.
go anywhere without having to take a street-oar;
tradition, on which it is supposed to be built, carry
election next February.
and could walk block after block with no small
not such evidence with them as sense, when they
TilE DEACoN'S BEBTAUBANT.
are considered merely as external evidences, and
THE "boodle " aldermen of New York are boys, boxes of matches, and bone collar-buttons to
In Boston is a religious restautant kept by a
confessing, and the belief is that a number of stop his progress. Many of the giJrantic strides deacoe. The place is famous for 1ts co:ffee and are not brought home to everyone's breast by the
immediate operation of the Holy Spirit.-Hume•s
made by the world since Adam's time are lament·
them are destined to land in jail.
oakes,
and di:tr~rs only from the ordinary eating- Essa11 on MtracleS.
able failures.
bouse
in
the
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that
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spread
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IT takes eight tons of fowl to go around A PABTOB called on a bereaved widow of his conwalls.
THE same word in Hebrew (and Platothonght in
among the inmates of New York's municipal gregation the other day, and began consoling Wherever the patron sits he is confronted with Greek
also) signifies to "propheRy" and "to be
prisons, hospitals, and charitable institutions her with spiritual texts. Her husband had lon~r a text of scripture in a. sort of "God bless our mad," and, even among themselvs, the prophets
been
an
invalid,
and
the
minister's
selections
bore
home" frame. It is at once apparent that these were often regarded as madmen, an idea to which
on Thanksgiving day.
on the rest into which he had entered. "Yes.~ texts hav been seleo~ed with a view to the fitness their frequent habit of going about naked and
MRs. MARY NASH AGNEW and Miss-Grace she sighed, "and there is one beautiful verse in of things. They are appropriate to the place and the perfm·mance occasionally of still more disgust-H. Dodge hav been appointed to the New the Psalms that applies to me that I think of so suggest the idea that the proprietor did not ing ceremonies, greatly contributed. That many
much : 'Othello's occupation's ~rene.'"
wholly lose sight of his ·business while placing of them were splendid poets and noble-minded
York board of school commissioners and hav
selections from the good book before the eyes of men there can be no doubt ; but we see in conduct
taken the oath of office.
WHEN the Tenth Regiment, United States In- his patrons. Here are a few samples :
like this little earnest of sobriety or divine inspiwas ordered to New Mexico from the "Lake
"For thus saith the Lord God, the holy one of ration, and far too much that reminds us of the
MARY SHERIDAN, a woman 74 years old, fantry,
Region," the little son of a captain did not approve Israel, in retumin~r and rest shall ye be saved; in fana.ticsofEastem countries and of ancient times.
alleges that the Rev. Father Patrick F. of the orders of the general of the army, and, in- quietude and confidence shall be your strength."
-Greg's Oreea of Chrutenaom.
Hickey, of the church of the Epiphany, has deed, seriously objected to the change. He had Immediately underneath this is :
heard
much
of
the
dreariness
of
the
wild
West,
Ham
and
Beans,
lOo.
appropriated to his own use the sum of
WITB: Milton, as with the whole Calvinistic and
and the Sunday morning before the departure of
"He shall feed his flock like a shepherd."
$4,902.16 belonging to her.
Puritan Europe, woman was a creature of an in·
his father's company said to his parents, "Come,
Hot Sausa~res, lOc.
ferior
subordinate class. Man wa11 the final
MRs. CAROLINE SCHULTZ, the founder and now, let us lfO to church, and say good-bye to "If ye be willing and obedient ye shall eat of the cause ofand
God's creation, and woman was there to
God."
f&tof
the
land."
superintendent of a faith-cure orphanage in
minister to this nobler beina:. In his dogmatic
Hot Apple Sauce, lie.
THE PADDY'S OWN PABLIAMENT.
thi.s city, is under arrest for keeping children
"Be careful for nothing, but in everything by treatis, "Concerning Christian Doctrin" (on the
suggestion of a home parliament for Ireland prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving, let first appearance of which Dr. Channing wrote one
without a license. The granting of a license is The
certainly very pat.-Mme. De Remusat.
of his first literary essays, and Macaulay began
to Mrs. Schultz will be opposed, because she
your request be made known unto God."
the brilliant series of articles that ~~:ave so great a
Full soon upon the Irish isle,
Co:tree and Cakes, lOc.
trusts in prayer to cure the sick orphans
charm to the Eatr~burgh Revtew) Milton formulated
They'll hav the home-made polity,
"The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want."
this sentiment in the thesis, borrowed from the
under her charge instead of calling in a phy
When all the O's and Mac's in style
Oatmeal Mush With Milk, tOe.
schoolmen, the soul was communicated in semtnt
Will rule the nativ quality.
sic ian.
"God moves in a mysterious way."
patru
(in the seed of the father). While _Milton
A daddy, paddy parliament,
Hash, lOc.
MR. CLEVELAND has issued an order that
adopts the oriental hypothesis of woman for the
A restiv, festiv parliament,
"I will put my law in their inward parts."
the grounds around the White House aball be
sake of man, he modifies it by Iayinlf more stress
A big shillaleh, blown-up daily,
Stewed Beef, 5o ••
Whooping-gaily parliajilent.
closed for a season to the general public, so
"Say ye to the righteous that it shall be well upon mutual affection, the charities of home, and
with them, for they shall eat of the fruit of their the intercommuuion of intellectual and moral
that the president and family may take their
A high board fence around the coast
life, than upon that ministration of woman to the
doings."·
daily exercise without being annoyed by
They'll bnild to keep the En~~:lish out,
appetite and comforts of man which makes up the
Cakes and Syrup, 10~.
With
but
a
gate-or
two,
&t
mostinqui~itiv people. The mandate is said to be
"Behold the Iamb of God which taketh away the whole of her functions in the Puritan apprehenFor Yankee gold and papal rout.
sion.-Marlt Pattuon•s Milton.
a mark of delicacy toward Mrs. Cleveland
sin of the world."
A braggadooio parliament,
Cold Roast Mutton, lOc.
which family men will not fail to appreciate.
A mob, begob, old parliament,
ANoTHER error is an impatience of doubt and

·.

I

ol"

was .'

th&t

: . TEEu

<.

Cru.iu.xs FnANOIS ADAMs, the Massachusetts
statesman, died Nov. 21st, aged 79. He was
the son of John Quincy Adams, sixth president of the United States, and grandson of
John Adams, the second president. He is
- the man who characterized Uutherford B.
Hayes as "a person who must forever bear
upon his brow the stamp of fraud first
triumphant in American history."

,

A landlord· hustling, rosary-rustling,
Orangeman-b11stling parliament.

And whin the premier, mortial grand,
Essays to speak-Hurroo ! Hurroo I
The paddy members, passinn-fanned,
Will raise the divil"s own to do.
A •baccy, whacky parliament,
A whisky, risky parliament,
"Oim-wid-yiz-Dinnis,'' "Put-out-Maginnis "
"The-divil's-in-us" parliament."
-Wallace Peclt tn L1Je.

·

haste to assertion without due and mature assertion of judgment. For the two ways of contemplation are not unlike the two ways of action,
OI'TD
commonly spoken of by the ancients-the one
INTE~LECTUAL DEVELOPMENT plain and smooth in the beginning and in the end
impassable; the other rough and troublesome in
Of' Europe.
the entrance, but after a while fair and even; so
it
is in contemplation-if a man will belrin with
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
certainties,
he shall end in doubts; but, if he will
Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, SS.
be content to begin with doubts, he shall end iu
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
U
88 Clinton Pl., New York c1ty. certainties.-Lora Bacon,
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Jlotts and .g[lippings.
MAYOR GRACE told a committee of trades
unionists last week that" he would, if he
could, -put a stop to Sunday trading. He
said nothing about stopping ministers from
carrying on their business on the holy Sabbath.
THE chie'f of a tribe of Digger Indians worships a stone churn as his god. On first
thought you'll say that a dozen missionaries
ought to be hurried out there, but wait a minute. This chief neither drinks, swears, steals,
nor exibits envy toward his fellow-men. He
is said to be moral, honest, and industrious,
and was lately swindled out of $30 in a horse
trade.-Det1·oit Free Press.
A SUPERSEDEAS granted in the case of the Chicago Anarchists by Judge Scott givs the condemned men a respit until March, when the
application for a new trial will be heard.
The Municipal Council of Paris and the Conseil General of the Seine (France) hav united
in asking mercy for these men. l'etitions
for a new trial may be obtained at the Workingmen's Library, 143 Eighth street, New
York.
SAM JoNES paused in a discourse on patience
at Omaha, Neb., the other night, and said if
there was one man present who never had
spoken a cross word to his wife, he would
ask him to rise. By and by a round-faced,
good-natured man stood up. " Thank God,"
said Sam, " there's one man who never spoke
a cross word to his wife I" Everybody took
a good lookrat the paragon, when he broke
the silence with the remark: "I haVJI.'t any
wife. I'm a bachelor."

AN English country clergyman recently told
his people that they were largely responsible
for the partial failure of their crop, for, on a
recent Sunday, when the crops were all ready
to be gathered in, they were either in bed or
in church, when they should hav been in the
harvest field, attenrling to their duty as
farmers. It is plain that this clergyman does
not think that going to church on Sunday is
at all times a duty.
IN the first seven or eight years of a child's
life it will prob)bly be settled whether he is
to be swayed by superstition or intelligence;
whether he is to liv terrorized by fear or
buoyed up by hope and courage. Whoever
sends a child into life, permanently anticipating evil, suspicious of everyone in authority,
with a disposition to lord it over inferiors by
way of making things even, does the ·child,
his associates, and society a wrong so great
that no counter-charity can cover it.-Boston
Journal of Education.
A MMA of Thibet thus explains the indifference of his people to the claims of Christianity : " They say that Europeans hav a
good religion which they do not generally
practice, and yet wish to force on others
whose religion is as good and is practiced.
The Europeans are believed to be full of
greed, for, living in a rich country, they
always acquire other countries, and, while
they talk of their benevolent purposes, they
destroy animal life every day for their own
food, thus becoming clouded in calm intellect and in the perception of true morality.
They also think their religion, language, and
customs the best. If we were to think so of
ours it would )Je considered by us a deviation
freJil the path. ~Olli th11 nin11 . rule• for

conduct, we are directed· never to suppose
much less to say, that our religion is the best, ·
considering that sincere men of other religions are deeply attached to them, and on that
account do good to others. All we can do is
also to do good, and not to criticise the good
of others.''
A PROVIDENCE clergyman, while addressing
a congregation on the propriety of doing the
right things at the right time, said that he
was in one of the Northern regiments, and
that one day, while on the battle-field, his attention was attracted to a wounded man over
whom a young man was bending. He
turned to see what the latter was doing, and
saw that the man on the ground had been
shot through the shoulders, and that one arm
was fearfully mutilated. The young man
who was kneeling over him was endeavoring
to 'supply religious consolation under difficulties as to extemporaneous effort, and was
reading a standard catechism to him. The
dying man, as the clergyman reached him,
was having the momentous question propound!Jd to him: "Who gave yon thi!! name?"
-PrO'IJidence Journal.
SPEAKING of the dangers of emulation, the
Rev. J. M. Buckley tells a story to the effect
that a young New Jersey preacher, who
talked behind a high, old-fashioned pulpit,
came to Brooklyn and heard Talmage. He
went home convinced that he had learned the
secret of this divine's success. During the
week he had the antiquated pulpit removed,
and a small stand put in its place. On Sunday the deacons noticed the sacrilegious
change, and rubbed their eyes incredulously
when the preacher began to walk up and
down the platform, iesticulating wildly aud

shouting his climaxes. As one man the deacons rose against him, and he had to put back
the old pulpit.
CoLoNEL INGERSOLL was West last week,
and a reporter of the Cincinnati Commercial
Gazette quizzed him about his throat trouble~.
Mr. Ingersoll said: "It is nothing, and will
go away. As for stopping smoking and
changing my usual habits, that is doctors'
nonsense. Grant might as well hav smoked
up to the last day of his life, and got the enjoyment of it. An utter and entire change of
habits at my time of life or at Grant's is nonsense. It is doctors' nonsense. Some doctors
know just as little about physical man as
ministers know about the spiritual man, and
are just as full of blunders and mistakes, and
just as much bound up to old hidebound notion3 that come down from the dark agee.
For hundreds of years physicians bled people
because that was the established thing, and
physicians before them had done it. Then
some Infidel dared to brave obloquy and
abuse, and perhaps was burnt at the stake
because he believed nature knew more about
the matter than man, and furnished blood to
make him and to huild him up, and that the
proper thing was to strengthen the hands of
nature by strengthening the blood, instead of
destroying the agent by which she wrought
her wonders. How many lives do you think
hav been sacrificed by the doctors devoted to
blood-letting? How many people hav been
killed by being refused water when burning
to death with fever? There are doctors still
practicing in the back districts who think a
drink of ice-water will kill a fever patient,
when that is all nature requires t<_> keep thi
patient alive."
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do we want to know what God is? Search not the .booki
down upon his devoted head the wrath of the entire fine
call~d the scripture, which any human hand might make, but
Christian priesthood, the recognition ·of· a supreme the scripture called the creation (lb., pp. 24, 25).
being is made no less than three hundred times.
Of Jesus Christ he writes :
I shall now, by reading from this book, refute the
The Fathers of Our_ Republic.
He
was a virtu~us and an amiable man. The morality t~at
charge of Atheism, and demonstrate the Deistic faith
'Associated with tne formation of our republic are of. Thomas Paine. · On the fuS.t page appears his he preached and practiced was of the most benevolent kmd
(lb., p. 9). .
.
four nanes that deserve and will obtain a more endur- creed:
He :was the. son of God· in like manner that· ever.y other
ing_fai;Ile than others: Thomas.Paine, Thomas JefferI believe in one God,.and.no more; and I hope for happi- person is-for the creator is th.e father of all (lb., P· 19).
son, George Washington, and Benjamin Franklin.
ness beyond this life.
Thus it will be seen that, while Paine was a disbeIt was Paine who first proposed American indeI believe in the equality of man; and I believe that relig- liever in the dogmas of Christianity, he was not an
·duties
consist
in
doing
justice,
loving
mercy,.
au
I
enious
pe:r:tdence, and prepared the public mind for its acAtheist. The most sublime arguments,in support of
ceptance. To J eft'erson was assigned the task,. and deavoring to make our fellow-ereatures happy.
Deism, and against Atheism, ever penned are to.
In
~umming
up
his
arguments
in
the
:first
part
of
to him has been accorded the honc;>r, of formulating
found in his writings. Yet theologians, not by tnls·
the political document whose adoption by the Con- this wo~k he says:
ta.ke, but intentionally and for ·a purpose, hav protillental--Congress :proclaimed our nation's birth.
The· moral duty of man consists in imitating the moraL nounced him an Atheist. And now, knowing how
This was followed by a war of revolution, and the goodness and beneficence of God manifested in the crfation Paine's theological opinions hav been misrepres.ented,
central figure, the leader, in this momentous struggle, toward all. his creatures. Tl!at seeing, as we daily do, the you will be the better prepared .to accept the ev1dence
goodness of God to all men, it is an example calling upon all
was Washington. Yet, skilful and sagacious as this .men
to practice the. same toward each other ; and, conse- that I •shall adduce, showing that what has been
commander was, brave and patriotic as his soldiers quently, that everything of persecution and rev(lnge.between taught respecting the religious views of Jefferson,
were, the recognition and assistance of a foreign man and man, and everything of cruelty to animals, is a ·vioWashington, and Franklin is likewise f~J.lse.
power. was necessary to insure success. This was lation of moral duty ..
JEFFERSON.
.
secured; England's great rival, France, came to the
A concluding. paragraph of the second part reads
Could Jefferson's works be suppressed, the clergy
rescue, and the contest was decided in our favor. as follows:
·
might, with less fear of exposure, claim that their
To the untiring labors of Franklin was this achieveWere man impressed as fully and as strongly as he ought author was a Christian. But while his .writings are
ment due. Thus these men stand forth-Paine, the to be with the belief of a God, his moral.life would be reg- accessible to the public, it adds nothing to t~eir
Author-Hero; Jefferson, the Statesman-Hero; Wash- ulated by the force of that belief; he would stand in awe of reputation for candor to !!lake the claims respectmg
God and of himself; and would not do the thing that· could
ington, the Soldier-Hero; and Franklin, the Diplo- not
be concealed from either. . . . · This is Deism,
his belief which many of them do; for these writings
matic-Hero, of the Revolution.
.
clearly prove that he was a disbeliever.
When
Paine
commenced
his
"
Age
of
Reason"
he
Every event in the lives of these illustrious men,
His " Memoirs and CoiTespondencEl," edited by his
was
fifty-six.
The
first
great
product
of
his
brain,
every element in their characters, has become a subgrandson, was published in 1829. On its·appearance
ject of surpassing interest. There is one theme con- "Common Sense," was written when he was thirty- the New York Observm·, one of the leading Christian
, nected with their history upon which I propose to eight. In this wo.rk a Theistic belief is expressed on journals of this country, gave it the following notice:
dwell hm·e, and that is the question of their relig-- almost every page. He died at the age of seventyMr. Jefferson, it is well known, was never suspected of
ious beliefs. Few questions are so little understood. two. His will begins with these words, "Reposing being
very friendly to orthodox religion, but these volumes
The world has been cursed with two great evils, confidence in my creator, God." It ends as follows: prove not only that he was a disbeliever in a divine revela"I
hav
lived
an
honest
and
useful
life
to
mankind;
kingctaft and priestcraft. Kingcraft, in this country,
tion, but a scoffer of the very lowest class.
has been destroyed; priestcraft remains.:...:..a parasitic my time has been spent in doing good; and I die in'
What. is · remarkable, the Observer haei never
army preying upon our body politic. Fo1mded 1,1pon perfect composure and resignation to the. will of my claimed that J e:fferson 1·ecanted According to this
·
fraud, the clerical profession, .with ·many honorable creator, God:"
paper, he was more confirmed in his unbelief than
Respecting a future existence, he says:
exceptions, depends upon fraud for its support. One
Paine.. .
.
.
I trouble not myself about the manner of future existof its methods I shall expose in this discourse.
In a letter to his nephew and ward1 -Peter Carr,
even
to
positiv
conence.
I
content
myself
with
believing,
While pretending to ignore reason, and intellectual- viction, that the power that gave me existence is able to con- Jefferson has the following advice to offer, which,
~ty, and worldly greatness, its members yet realize· tinue it in any form and manner he pleases, either with or though radically sound, would be considered rather
the importance of having· the intellectual Titans and without this body (Age of Reagon, p. 71).
questionable advice for a Christian to giv:
I consider myself in the hancls of my creator, and that
the popular heroes of . the world upon their side.
Fix Reason firmly in· her seat, and call to her tribunal every
'' Great men can gain nothing from religion, but re- he will dispose of me after this life consistently with his jus- fact, every opinion. Question with boldness even the existtice and goodness (Private Thoughts on a Future State).
ence of n God ; . because, if there be one, he must more apligion can gain much from great men," said the theoPaine was one of the founders and most activ prove the homage of reason than of blindfolded fear. . .
logical buzzard that daily perched himself beside the
. Do not be frightened from this inquiry. by any fear of
dying Grant. At the same time they realize the members of the society of Theophilanthropists its consequences. If it end in a belief that. there is no God,
(lovers
of
God
and
Man),
which
flourished
in
Paris
humiliating fact that it is for the most part the
you wiJl.find incitements to virtue in the comfort and pleasdwarfs and not the giants of the world that train during and after the French Revolution. Upon antness you feel in its exercise and in the love of others
which it will procure for you.
with them. One of their number, more honest than their altars was placed this inscription:
The God of the Old Testament-the. God which
We believe in the existence of a God, and in the immor- his fe1lows, says: "The great, and the wise, _and the
·
·
you worship, Christians-Je:fferson pronounces "a
mighty are not with us. These men, the master tality of the soul. .
The fundamental dogmas of the genus religion, being of tenific character-cruel, viridictiv, capriminds and imperial lea'ders among men, are outside
our most Christian church." As Saladin obs~rves: God and immortality, :Paine accepted; the fundamen- cious, and unjust" (Jefferson's Works, vol. iv, p. 325).
In !>peaking of the Jewish priests, he denominates
"The church would giv ten millions of her blockheads tal doctrins of the species Christianity, the inspirafor the adherence and support of one man strong tion of the scriptures, and the divinity of Christ, he them " a bloodthirsty race, as cruel and remorseless
as the being whom they represented as the family
enough to hew his name imperishably upon the rejected.
His disbelief in Christianity and kindred creeds is God of Abraham, of Isaac, and Jacob,. and the local
mountain of adamant into which are cut the names of
God of Israel" (Ibid).
the immortals." And thus, recognizing the magic thus expressed:
In his letter of advice to Peter Carr, he thus reinfluence that a great name carries with it, the clergy
I do not believe in the creed professed hy the Jewish
bav inscribed in the Christian roster the names of church, by the Roman church, by the Greek church, by the fers to Jesus Christ:
Turkish church, by the Protestant church, nor by any
Keep in your eye the opposit pretensions : First, of those
hundreds who were total disbelievers in their dogmas. church
that I know of. JHy own mind is my own church who say he was begotten hy God, born of a virgin, suspended
As the venders of quack nostrums attach the forged (Age of Reason, p. 6).
and reversed the laws of nature at will, and ascended bodily
certificates of distinguished individuals to their worth\Vho art· thou, vain dust and ashes, by whatever name into heaven; and second, of those who say he was a man of
less drugs, to make them sell, so these theological thou art called-whether a king, a bishop, a church, or a illegitimate birth, of a benevolent heart, enthusiastic mind,
venders present the manufactured indorsements of state-that obtrudest thine insignificance between the soul who set out with-out pretensions to rlivinity, ended iu believof man and his maker? (Rights of J\Ian).
ing them, and was punished capitally for sedition by being
the great to make their nostrums popular. Jefferson,
Ti)e intellectual part of religion is a private affair between gibbeted, according to the Roman law, which punished the
\Vashington, and Franklin hav all been denominated every man and his maker, and in which no third pnty has first
commission of that offense by whippin", and the second
Christians, not because they were such, for they were any right to interfere. The practical part consists in our by exile or death in furea.
..
"
not, but because of the influence that attaches ·to doing good to each other. But since religion has been made
His
own
opinion
respecting
the
above
is expressed
into a trade, the practical part has been made to consist of
their names.
ceremonies puformed by mC'n called priests. . . . By in a letter to John Adams, written a short time
· Paine's opposition to priestcraft was too pro- devices of this kind true religion has been banished, and previous to his death :
nounced and too well known to claim him as an ad- such means hav been Ionnd out to extract money, even
The day will come when the mystical generation of Jesus,
herent of their faith, 'and so they hav s~mght to de- from the pockets of the poor, instead of contributing to their by the supreme being as his father, in the womb of a virgin,
(Letter to Camille Jordan).
stroy his influence by destroying his good name. relief
be classed with the generation of a Minerva in the brain
No man ought to make a living by religion. It is dishon- will
of Jupiter.
Not only this, knowing the prejudice that has pre- est so to do (Ibid).
vailed against Atheism, they hav misrepresented his
In the gospel history of Jesus, Jefferson discovers
"All national institutions of churches, whether Jewish,
Christian, or Turkish, appear to me no other than human in- what he terms "a groundwork of vulgar ignorance,theological opinions and declared him an Atheist.
But Paine was not an Atheist, nor were his com- ventions set up to terrify and enslave mankind, and monop- of things impossible, of superstitions, fanaticisms,
power and profit (Age of Heason, p. 6).
peers Christians. They were all Deists, believed in olize
Each of these churches show certain books, which they call and fabrications" (Jefferson's Works, vol. iv, p. 325).
the existence of a God, and in the immortality of the revelation, m· the word of God. The JewA say that their
He continues: " If we could believe that he
soul, but rejected the fundamental dogmas of Chris- word of Go(! was given by God to .!Vloses, face to face; the [Jesus] really countenanced the follies, the falsetianity, the inspiration of the scriptures, and the Christians say that their word of God came by divine inspira- hoods, and the charlatanisms which his biographers
and the Turks say that their word of God, the Koran,
divinity of Cln·ist. The truth of this I shall proceed tion;
was brought by an .angel from heaven. Each of these [Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John] father on him, and
to establish by indubitable proofs.
churches accuse the others of unbelief; and, for my own admit the misconstructions, interpolations, and
PAINE.
theorizations of the fathers of the early, and the
part, I disbelieve them all (Ibid, 7).
But some perhaps will say, Are we to hav no word of God, fanatics of latter ages, the conclusion would be irre" Strong religious minds are not likely to be
affected by the Atheism of Paine," recently wrote a no revelation? I answer, Yes: there is a word of God; sistible by every sound mind that he was an im.
·
there is a revehition.
Western journali~t. Another writer, discussing the
The word of God is the creation we behold. . . . It is postor" (Ibid).
authorship of the Declaration of Independence, main- only in the creation that all our ideas and conceptions of a
Jefferson, however, did not regard Jesus as an imtained that Paine could not bav written it, because it word of God can unite. Tbe creation speaketh an universal postor. He says :
acknowledged the existence of a creator. Ask almost language, independently of human speech, or lJUman lanAmong the sayings and discourses imputed to him by his
guage, mttltiplied and various as they be. It is an ever- biographers,
I find many passages of fine imagination, corany orthodox Christian if Paine believed in a su- existing
original, which every man can read. It cannot be rect morality,
of the most lovely benevolence; and
preme being, and he will tell you that he did not.
forged; it cannot be counterfeited; it cannot be lost; it can- others, again, ofand
so much ignorance, of so much absurdity,
Now, could these persons overcome their preju<lice not be altered; it cannot be ~nppressed. It does not depend so much untruth and
imposture, as to pronounce it impossiso far as to read a single page of Paine's theological upon the will of man whether it shall be published or not; it ble that such contradictions s)JOuld ·hav proceeded from the
publishes
itself
from
one
end
of
thll
earth
to
the
other.
·
It
writings, they would be ashamed of their ignorance
preaches to all nations and to all worlds; and this word of same being. I separate, therefore, the· gold from the dross,
and amazed at the dishonesty of their religious teach- God reveals to man all that is necessary for man to know of restore to him the former, and leave the latter to the stupidity
of some and the roguery of others of his disciples (Works,
ers, who are responsible for this ignorance. . A more God.
Do we want to contemplate his power? We see it in the vol. iv, p. 320).
devout believer in God and immortality never lived
Of the early Christian evangelists, he writes :
than Thomas Paine. In no other works that I hav unchangeable order by which the incomprehensible whole is
Do we want to contemplate his munificence ?
Of this band of dupes and impostors, Paul was the great
read are the terms God and Creator used more fre- governed.
We see it in the abundance with which he fills the earth. Do
quently or in a more reverential manner than in his. we want to contemplate his mercy? We see it in his not Corypheus, and first corrupter of the doctrins of Je1!us.
In his "Age of Reason," the work that brought withholding that abundance even from the unthankful. In . For the man Jesus, Jefferson, like RoUI!Ise~u,

g[omtl(ttnitafions.

?e
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Pain~,. I:ngersoll, and other Infidels, had nothing but
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On. th!l basis of sensation we may erect the fabric of all the 1igion. Cardinal Manning is a n1an of a very differadmrratwn ; for the Christ Jesus of theology noth- certamtte.s we can hav or need. I can conceive thought to ent order. He has a certain kind of cleverness, but
·be an action of matter or magnetism of loadstone. When he
ing but contempt.
'
who denies to the creator the power of endowing matter with not being able to take a front rank in the English
For .n~arly sixteen hun~red years the doctrin of the mode of motio_n called thinking shall show how he could church, he seceded, and by dint of perseverance he
the Tnmty has been a 1eadmg tenet of the Christian endo.w the sun Wlth the mode of action called attraction has succeeded in gaining a prominent position in the
faith. To doubt .this dogma has been the rankest which reins the planets in their orbits, or how an absence of church of Rome.
matter can hav a will, and by that will put matter into mo.
heresy; for denying it thousands hav lost their lives. tion,
then the Materialist may be lawfully required to explain
But no church can stand against the growing Infi- ·
What Jefferson thought of this doctrin may be ~he process by which matter exercises the faculty of think- delity of tho masses.
·
When the people speak out, the priest will lose his
gathered from a letter to Colonel Pickering, in which mg. When once we quit the basis of sensation is to talk of
he speaks of " the incomprehensible jargon of the nothi~gs .. To say that the human soul, angels,.God, are irn- power. Already there are signs of "fear and trem1s to say they are nothings, or that there is no God, bling."
Trinitarian arithmetic, that three are one and one is materml,
no angels, no soul. I cannot reason otherwise. But I bethree."
lieve that I am supported in my.creed of Materialism by the
And what will it be·when men of science care more
for truth than respectability T
·
•
In a letter to John Adams, dated August 22 1813 Lockes, the Tracys, and the Stewarts.
refeiTing to the same subject, he says:
'
'
These antichristian views of Jefferson were for the
Theological dogmas will go to the wind.
There is one fact, however, that should never be
It i'> too late in the day for men of sincerity to pretend most part writ teD: after he had retired to private life ;
they believe in the Platonic mysticism that three are one but that thG public had always been apprised of his forgotten. . The strength of the church lies in the
and one is three, and yet, that the one is not three. and the unbelief there can be no doubt. When he ran for number of women who giv it the sanction of their
three are not one. But this constitutes the craft, the power, president, the more bigoted orthodox journals op- encouragement and support.
and profits of the priests. Sweep away their gossamer
Priests know this full well, and while they can
fabrics of fictitious religion and they would catch no more posed his election on these grounds. At his inauguratio1;1, some of these journals appeared in mourning, cajol~ the women, they feel sure they are secure.
fiies.
It 1s a source of great consolation to me to know
while flags wer~ displayed at half-mast, in token of
To James Smith he writes:
grief
because
an
Infidel
had
been
elevated
to
the
that
many ladies hav in recent years undertaken to
The hocus-pocus phantasm of a God, like another Cerberus,
presidency.
It
is
true
that
Washington
and
Adams,
plead
the cause of Freethought, and with their assistwith one body and three heads, had its birth and growth in
both disbelievers in evangelical Christianity, had ance a great wor~ is being accomplished. Oh, for a
the blood of thousands and thousands of martyrs.
His hatred of €;alvinism was intense. He de- filled the office before him; but they were reticent man or woman w1th the courage to preach the goanounCEis the "blasphemous absurdity of the five upon the subject, openly expressing no opinions that pel of Freethought to the Irish people l Oh, for the
power to free them from the tyranny of the priest l
points of Calvin;" and says that "it would be more would offend the prevailing religious sentiment.
His .administration was probably the most purely All will come in good time, however, to those who
pardonable to believe in no God at all than to blaspheme him by the atrocious attributes of Calvin." secular that this country has ever had. During his wait, _and believe~s in the. doctrin of evolution may be
"It is hard to say," observes Bancroft, "which sur- eight years' incumbency of the office not a single certam of the ult1mat~ tnumph of Freethought. .
passed the other in boiling hatred of Calvinism, Jef- r~ligiou.s p:oclai?-ation was issued. Referring to · For the churches. will be condemned not alone for
h~s actwn ill this matter, he says, "I know it will the fa~sen~ss of therr creeds, but for the shamefulness
ferson or John Adams."
.
.
Prayer-meetings and revivals receive the following grv: ~reat offense to the clergy, but the advocate of of their history.
religious freedom is to expect neither peace nor for- . True, they Il_lay w1th one accord procla1m themselvs
compli~entary .notice from his pen:
givness from them." .
.
ill !avor of hberty when the hour of destruction
In our Richmond there is milch fanaticism, but chiefly
Jefferson's library contained the leading Free- arnve~; but shall we no~ be able t~ refer to the days
among the women. They hav their night meetings and pray~ thought works of his day. They gave evidence of of therr strength for ~est1mony agamst them~ Shall
ing parties, where, attended by their priests, and sometimes
by a henpecked husband, they pour forth the effusions of having been carefully studied, and the marginal an- ~e ~ot be able to pomt t? the Dark Ages of Christheir lovtl to Jesus in terms as amatory and carnal as their. notations from his pen showed that the most radical t1amty, when the Cathohc church had full power;
modesty would permit to a mere earthly lover (Letter to Dr. sentiments were indorsed by him.
to the brutal murder of Bruno at Rome, where toCoope~.
.
He wrote letter!3 to Volney, and placed the bust of day stands a statue of ~be immortal Freethinker, to
In the following significant passage we hav J effer- Voltaire in his library. He manifested the strongest act ~s a perpetual remmder to the priests of their
son's opinion of the Christian religion as a whole:
attachment for Paine which continued till the latter's hornble deeds~
Sha;Jl we not be able to tell the story of Galileo's
I hav recently been examining all the known superstitions death. When Pain~ signified his intention of reof the world, and do not find in our particular superstition turning from France to America, Jefferson furnished s~~rmgs; and l'ec~mnt. the agony of tho~e brave
[Ohristianity] one redeeming feature. They are all alike, a national ship to convey him home. After his re- spmts who were defiant m the sight of the dungeon,
founded upon fables and mythologies (Letter to Dr. Woods). turn he became the honored guest of the president, the rack, .and the _stake! .
·
And w~ ~hey hsten u~dt~t.?rbed ~o the horrers of
Could a more emphatic declaration of disbelief in both at Washington and Monticello. To Paine and
Christianity be framed than this 1 Nearly every intel- the great English Deist, Bolingbroke, Jefferson paid the .Inqmsiilon,. an~ the m~tdwus crrmes perpetrated
agaillst humamty m Sp1un and France-aye, and
ligent person who has investigated the subject has the following tribute:
even in England when their church was a real powerT
doubtless anived at substantially the same conclusion
You ask my opinion of Lord Bolingbroke and Thomas
Fortunately, the Catholic church cannot repudiate
as Jefferson;- yet how few, in the face of popular Paine. They were alike in making bitter enemies of the
priests and pharisees of their day. Both were honest men· her history, and if she dared, it would only the more
opinion, hav bad the courage to avow it!
•
In his "Notes on Virginia" the following caustic both advocates for human liberty. These two persons dil assuredly seal her doom.
fered remarkably in their style of writing, each leaving a
When men's minch are perfectly free they will
allusion to Chri,stianity occurs:
model of what is most perfect in both extremes of the simple judge of the history of this church, and condemnaMillions of innocent· men, women, and children, since the and the ,;ublime (Letter to Francis Eppes).
tion must follow, as certainly as night follows day.
introduction of Christianity, hav been burnt, tortured, fined,
Surely, Christians, your cause must be growing Freethinkers ask nut for vengeance; they plead for
anli imprisoned; ,yet we hav not advanced one inch toward
uniformity. What has been the effect of coercion? To desperate when, to sustain it, you must needs claim justice. They know that suffering in the past was
for its support so bitter an enemy as Thomas Jeffer- the necessary condttion of progress, but in the futmake one half the world fools and the other half hypocrits.
In the following brave and truthful words we hav son-a man who affirmed that he was a Materialist; ure they will strive to win greater prog~·ess with
a man who recognized in your religion only " our le~s pain to struggling hum~nity. Thus Freethou.::.JI
his estimate of priestcraft:
particular superstition," a superstition without " one Will become the true saviOr of mankind. · In every country and in every age the priest has been hos- redeeming feature;" a man who divided the Chriswh~reas all religionii hav provoked envy, hatrell,
til to liberty; he is always in alliance whh the despot, abettian world into two classes-hypocrits ancl fools; a mahce, and warfare among the peoples ·of the earth,
ting his abuses in return for protection to his own.
man who asserted that your Bible is a book abound- Freethought will weld mankind together into one
In 1822 he writes:
ing with "vulgar ignorance;" a man who termed your great force that shall unceasingly work for the highWe hav most unwisely committed to the hierophants of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, a" hocus-pocus phanest attainable good of the largest number of the
our particular superstition the direction of public opinionthat lord of the universe. 'Ve hav given them stated and tasm ; a man who denounced your God as " cruel, human family.
privileged days to collect and catechise us, opportunities of vindictiv, and unjust;" a man who intimated that
The poorest, the humblest, as well as the richest
delivering their oracles to the people in mass, and of molding your savior was " a man of illegitimate bil'th ;" a man and most powerful-all alike can work for this
their minds as wax in the hollow of their hands.
who declared his disciples, including your oracle, noble object, and he who, with the enthusiasm beHis uncomplimentary allusions to the Christian Paul, to be a " band of dupes and impostors," and gotten of a great truth, devot~ his life to service in
clergy, to the Christian Sabbath, and to Christianity who characterized your modern priesthood as part of such a cause, will find his reward in the increased
itself as "our particular superstition" are certainly an "abandoned confederacy" against public happiness. happiness and prosperity of his fellows.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
as unorthodox as anything to he found in Paine.
Our ~uty is not service to the infinit being who
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
theologtans declare rules over the universe, but to
. Jefferson's hatred of priestcraft was lifelong; for
our fellow-man, and if there were a God of goodness
while the above was written but a few years prior to
Freethought in England.
existing somewhere in the infinit expanse, methinks
his death!- the following, from a letter to Mr. Whyte,
that he would be more likely to approve than con·
was wriLten nearly half a century before:
VI.-THE FINAL ISSUE.
demn our actions.
If anybody thinks that kings, nobles, and JYI'iests are good
When Freethought shall hav permeated Protestant
"Let me conclude by illustrating this by the admirconservators of thA public happiness, send him here [Paris]. Christianity through and through, so that our heresy
able poem of Leigh Hunt:
It is the best school in the universe to cure him of that folly.
He will see here with his own eyes that these descriptions of shall hav become the orthodoxy of the chlirch, we
Abou Ben Adhem-may his tribe increase!men are an abandoned confederacy against the happiness of shall then be face to face with our natural and most
Awoke one night from a deep drt>am of peace,
the mass of the people.
insidious foe, Roman Catholicism. The Protestant
And saw amid the moonlight in his room,
church
allows
its
adherents
to
exercise
their
reason,
Making it rich, and like a lily in bloom,
While he detested the entire clergy of whatever
An angel writing in a book of gold;
denomination, regarding them as a worthless class but at present prohibits them by pains and penalties
.J!:xceeding peace had made Ben Adhem bold,
living like parasites upon the labors of others, his de- from coming to conclusions contrary to her teachings.
And to the vision in the room he said,
With the growth of intelligence, Protestants will
nunciation of the Presbyterian priesthood was par" What writ~t thou?" ·The vision raised its head,
take
courage
and
defy
the
threats
of
the
priests.
The
And with a voice made of all sweet accord,
ticularly severe, as evinced by the following :
Heplied, "The names of them that love the Lord."
The Presbyterian clergy arc the loudest, the most intoler- day of reckoning will then be at hand.
"And is mine one?" said Abou. "Nay, not so,"
Many of the Protestant clergy will, no doubt, seek
ant of all sects; the most tyrannical and ambitious, ready at
Replied the angel. Aboa spoke more low,
to~e word of the htw-5iver, if such a word could now be ob- refuge in the Catholic church, which has always proBut cheerily still, and said, "I pray thee, then,
tained, to put their torch to the pile, mid to rekindle in this hiblted reason, and which consistently condemns the
Write me as one who loves his fellow-men."
virgin h•·misphere the flame in which their oracle, Calvin, exercise of it among the laity.
consumed the poor 8ervelus, because he could not subscribe
The angel wrote and vanished. The next night
Then will come the tug of war. In England, unto the·proposition of Calvin that magistrates hav a right to
He came again, with a great wakening light;
exterminate all heretics to the Calvinistic creed! They pant happily, Catholicism a.t the present time is strong.
He showed the names whom love of God had blest,
to reestablish by law that holy inquisition which they can
It counts among its disciples the aristocratic, who
And lo! Ben Adhem's name led all the rest.
now only infuse into public opinion.
are in league with the priests, and the poor and abLondon, Eng.
ARTHUR B. Moss.
Just before his death Jefferson, in a letter to John ject, who subsist upon the charity of the wealthy.
It counts among its leaders men ol fine mental
Adams, made. the following declaration respecting his
GovERNOR CURRIER of New Hampshire deserves
qualities, who prefer to starve their intellectual facbelief:
ulties rather than believe unpleasant truths. Such a honorable mention. His Thanksgiving proclamation
"I am. a Materialist."
In support of his Materialistic creed, he argues as one is Cardinal Newman. Intellectually he is a giant, contained no allusion to any deity, and some of the
but he wastes his splendid talents on an effete re- Puritans refused to observe the day on that accollllt
follows:

Thanksgiving Ch3J,'ities.

-;.:·

-._.. _.. _,..

This momi,ng many of. the worthy p~:gr of the city received
the wherewith to make Thanksgiving what it should be-a
day of thanks for bounties received, .at the distribution of
the ''Thanksgiving dinner charity,".at 7t Beacon street.
· The people began to come before 10 o'clock, and from that
time there was a steady stream until the supply was exhausted. The line reached out on the sidewalk and up Beacon street to Somerset street. It was interesting to see the
class of people who came. . They were, as a rule, neatly
clothed, and had none of the. r.agged assumption of poverty
which would mark the fraudUlent poor.
In all about 1,200 familiesfrepresenting over 5,000 people,
were provided for by this 'S;Pciety, as well as twelve public
institut¥>n.s. T?ere were f~r ton~ of turk~ys and six tons
of grocenes given out. T The funds which enabled the
society to make the distribution were over $5,000, contributed. by th~ S~n~ay-schools throughout New England and by
chantable mdividuals.
> ~-,~
.
The above, clipped from t'he Boston Globe, Thanksgiving morning, is a satire on our boasted civilization. In this land of plenty-in Boston, too, with its
wealth and culture-:-1,200 heads of families, 5,000
persons, are so far todured by want and mitrery
that they will accept. one day's feasting at the hand
of charity I I don't wish to belittle the worthy
efforts of those engaged in this work of charity, but
what of these families in the long, cold, and severe
winter that is now upon us~ One day's supply will
not suffice for months to come. What of want
and misery is foretold -by these few lines-what of
the envy, hate, and crime fostered by the conditions
which surround these 1,200 families!
It may be alleged that it is through laziness and
· , dissipated habits that all this comes, but much is
·~ enforced idleness. A lady in this city informs me
that she:~dvertised for a servant, and before 11 A.M.
seventy-four persons had applied. In the month of
July I· advertised for an engineer in the morning
paper, and on my arrival at the office at 7:30 A.M., less
than two hours after the issue of the paper in the
early mornipg, eight applicants awaited me, and
before 10 A.M. I had ·received fifty-three applications,
and it continued all day; but I lost count, and each
mail was freighted with applications. These incidents would indicate enforced idleness, and they
might be multiplied indefinitly. Only three days
ago an intelligent and evidently well-educated man
applied to me for employ as a machinist, a common
occurrence, repeated many times each day. When
he received a negativ reply, he dropped into a chair,
saying: "For God's sake giv me something to do. I
hav a wife and three children, one child sick, and
nothing to eat in the house since yesterday. I hav
traveled for three weeks earnestly seeking work, and
I am willing to do anything for any price to save my
starving family!" All up and down our fair land
goes the cry of want, and this with granaries overflowing with the products of the soil. The cunning
devices of the ingenuity of man hav changed · the
whole system of social economy, and this problem
of the more equal distribution of the products of
soil and handicraft requires more than the distribution of a few tons of turkeys and groceries on
Thanksgiving.
·
Our broad country possesses almost every variety
of climate, and produces almost everything required
by the necessities or comfort of the human family, abundantly sufficient for ·400,000,0001 and yet,
with less than 60,000,000, haggard want looks into
the doors of nearly one-hl\lf of this limited number.
Verily the land question is of vast importance, and
the sixty-thousand votes of New York for Henry
George carry with them a ~ignificance not to be misunderstood. Shall the sordid selfishness and greed
blind the more fortunate to the dangerous elements
engendered· in our body politic by the ever-widening
gulf that yawns between the rich and poor? Sagacity
and wisdom will be sorely needed to avert the
calamity that will surely come unless some more efficacious remedy is applied than Thanksgiving turkeys
and free soup.
HENRY S. BAcoN.
Boston, Nov. 26, 1886.

Thomas J effei·son's

Grave~

Colonel Wilson, of the army, who has charge of the
monument recently erected by order of Congress.
over the grave of Thomas Jefferson· at Monticello,
says that the vandals are already at work chipping
chunks off the stone, and that if it is to be preserved
a military guard will hav to be sent down there.
Several years ago Congress appropriated $5,000 for
the purpose of restoring the cemetery in which Jefferson is buried, and erecting a new monument over
his, grave. This was in the time of Hayes, and the
''iiP:Propriation was not to be available until the owners
of ihe estate gave a quit-claim to the United States
of a tract of ground two rods square surrounding the
burial place, and a pathway by which access thereto
might be afforded the public. Jefferson was buried
at Monticello in a little cemetery on his own plantation, and his wife, other members of his family and
some of his old servants lie beside him. Whe~ the
estate was being ]aid out at the time he wa~ presiden_t, Jefferson wrote to his overseer instructing him
to set apart a little plot of ground as a burial
place. "Choose some unfrequented vale in the
park," be said, " where there is no sound to break the

stillness but the babbling of a· brook that winds
among the woods, where no mark'of human shape is,
unless it be the skeleton of some poor wretch who
sought out the spot to despair and die in. Let it be
among the venerable oaks. Intersperse some gloomy
evergreens.
Appropriate one-half of it for my
family and the rest for my servants and strangers
who may die in the neighborhood. Let the exit look
upon the Blue Mountains."
'The first stone ·that was erected over Jefferson's
grave was an exact copy of a diagram he left, and the
epitaph was as he wrote it. It was chipped to pieces
by relic hunters. A second one, and a fac-simile, was
substituted in 1851 of the same material, which he
thought no one would be tempted to destroy because
of its value, but during the war the soldi~rs camped
in that neighborhood carried it off by piecemeal, until
nothing was left but a sandstone stump. The wall
around the little cemetery was destroyed, and the
whole plantation was in a state of dilapidation.
Then Congress ordered it to be restored, and, although the bill passed in 1878, it was not until 1885
that the secretary of state was able to get a title to
the cemetery. The secretary, with more of an eye to
the artistic than a wish to comply with his famous
predecessor's instructions, repudiated Mr. Jefferson's
model and material, and instead of a shaft six feet
high of the sandstone found on the place, has given
him a shaft eighteen feet high of granit. The work
was only recently finished, and Colonel Wilson, who
went down to inspect it, has made a report to the
secretary of state in which he recommends that some
means be taken to protect it from the vandals, who
hav already been at work and hav ruined the monument by chipping off large chunks from the corners.
The colonel says the iron fence is a sufficient protection against grown people, for the gate is kept locked,
but small boys squeeze through between the iron
pickets, and with hammers and hatchets hack the
corners off and sell them as relics to visitors. He
says the agent at the railway station told hiJ;ll that
only the day before he arrived two well-dressed
ladies appeared with large pieces of 'the stone, which
they said they had hired a boy to chop off for them.
The way to circumvent the vandals is to hire men to
stay on the place and watch all who come.-Sun.

The Mission Fraud.
From the Brooklyn Eagle.

An officer attached to the man-of-war Monocacy,

house on the river in front of the hospital, which is
not seen, being. among the Chinese houses. Now,
take these two pictures-the great big cool house on
the river front, built to get the breeze, with · only
three or four people living in it, and having, oh ! such
a hard time doing good to the heathen-the dear,
blessed heathen-and the Monocacy, with nearly 150
people on board ·her in midsummer at this place,
where we are stationed principally for the purpose of
preventing the Chinese from c1;1tting the throats of
these same people, who hav so much to do that they
cannot even hav food prepared for one of the crew of
this ship, who is dangerously ill. It is enough to
make one's blood boil, and to make him swear at all
the canting, whining hypocrits engaged in so-called
missionary work among the Chinese. Why cami.ot
some one come out and tell the truth about the
whole fraud in such a way as to reach our people and
induce them to storm the beggars out? It would be
a righteous crlisade for some paper to engage in, as
worthy as the breaking up of other rings. The man
is still very ill, and the doctor fears cannot recover,
but we hav done all we can for him on board ship.
The pilot-house has been cleared out, and turned into
a sick bay for him. We keep the ship as quiet as
possible, even omitting t.iOme of the drills."
An Eagle reporter showed the above letter to sev:..
eral naval officers to-day. They said they know the
hospital very well, and were pleased to know that ~
methods were about to be exposed to the
people. Its rules stated that it was for the
of foreigners, yet its doms were often shut
the sick and dying mariners.

Tile American Secular Union~-Reports.
At four meetings of the Board of Directors of the
American Secular Union Nov. 16th, 23d, 28th, and
.29th, at which were present Charles Eckhard, Dr. E.
"B. Foote, Jr., E. M. Macdonald, and S. P. Putnam,
the following business was transacted :
Charles Eckhard was chosen chairman of the meeting.
The report of the Auditing Committee appointed
for the examination of the treasurer's and secretary's
report of the finances was presented and adopted by
the Board.
REPORT OF THE AUDITING OOMMITTEE.
NEw YoRK, N.Y., Nov, 12, 1886.
Your Auditing Committee report the receipts and expenditures to date as follows, as p·er''statemen.t~ of the treasurer,
Courtlandt Palmer, and secret!"'¥· .anil acting treasurer,
Samuel P. Putnam.
. ... _._
Courtlandt Pahrier's statement fro~. Oct.
27, 1885, to May 18, 1886. ~- ~:..
,
Receipts .............. :"''·.· .................. ;;;;;.: .. $1,918.51
Expenditures ................. ;................. ;;;.. ' - $1,918.51
Samuel P. Putnam's statement from May.
18, 1886, to Nov:.12, 1886.
Receipts ................... :.......................... $1,449.94
Expenditures........................................
$1,449.94

which is now in China, writes the following letter to
a friend in this city:
" CANTON, Aug. 1, 1886.
" There is in CJ,Lnton a hospital, managed at present by one Dr. Kerr, for the purpose of doing a sort
of missionary surgery among the Chinese, but supported by foreigners, and one of the cardinal rp,gulations being that all foreigners applying for treatment
shaH be received. The hospital has been in existence
for about fifty years, and orie knowing China can
easily imagin how ma'by persons .of our nationality Total receipts ....................................... $3,368.45
expenditures.................................
$3,368.45
hav received any benefit from it. Some little time Total
Balance necessary to raise to pay secresince we had a man dangerously ill with rheumatic
tary's salary.;.:,..:......................... $618.14
fever, so ill, in fact, that Dr. Craig had serious fears Balance due seer~1fa,ty, .~amuel P. Putnam, to Nov. 8,· 1886, as per his
for the result, and as he was too weak to be sent· to
$618.14
Bill, Nov. 12, 1886 ................... :....
Hong Kong or Yokohama, the doctor suggested that
he go to the hospital here. This was acceded to, of
-$3-98_6_~_9_$___ _
, .u 3,986.59
course, and t h e doctor was to make arrangements for Vouchers and accounts examined, and account found corpaying all the expenses of treatment, attendance,
rect as per the foregoing statement.
food, etc. Dr. Craig went down to the hospital, sup·
DANIEL E. RYAN, Ch. Com.
posing it WOuld Only be a matter of very simple ar- DISBUHSEMENTS SINOE T.REASURl!R'S REPOR1' TO LAS"!' OONGRFSS.
rangement, and that we could send the man at once. Paid back salary Charles Watts ........................... ; $325.00
Our chief idea was, of course, to send our man where Paid salary S. P. Putnam (to Nov. 8, 1885)............. 450.00
he could be quiet and cooler than on our berth deck Paid for expenses of Cleveland Congress................ 304.52
with a temperature of ninety degrees Fahr. At the Paid P.Eckler for printing envelopes, letter headings,
certificates, and charters ................... ,............. 46.50
very outset Dr. Craig was met with objections; the Paid for publishing 2 000 copies of "Museums in
hospital was already crowded; there were no hospital
Park," and making- plates..............................
60.00
attendants, the friends of the patients attending to Paid f~r p~blishing ~.000 copies of "Impartial Taxthem usually; there was no bedding for patients,
atwn, and making plates ........ ······················ 75.00
Paid Thomas McCabe for services.........................
50.00
an d , finally, t h ere was no means of provi d ing food Paid T. B. Wakeman for expenses to Albany to adfor foreign patients. After considerable talk, Craig
dress Legislativ Committee ........................... . 18.90
stating our intention of sending an ample supply of Paid for printing bills and circulars and mdse ........ . 83.56
6.50
bedding from the ship and our apothecary and sick Paid for printing subscription papers .................... .
bl . l d
h l . . Paid for printing petitions ................................... .
3.50
.
nurse, h e was s h own a mtsera e 11tt e og· o e m · American Secular Union seal and stamp ............... . 10.00
rear among Chinese hovels, hot and foul-smPlling, Printing and mdse .......................................... , ... . 16.64
and was told that was the best that could be done in Hotel expenses ................................................... . 146.05
the way of accommodations.
Railroad expenses ............................................. . 431.33
" On the question of food, however, they seemed- Hall rent expenses ............................................. . 264.50
I
Advertising expenses ......................................... . 94.99
mean the surgeons in charge-to be able to do Stamps and stationery ......................................... . 72.69
nothing. When Craig suggested that the small Incidentals .............................................. : .......... . 26.91
amount of food necessary for a man with a high fever Amount paid on salary from Nov. 8, 1885, to Nov. 8,
might be cooked by the same means that their mess
1886 ............................................................ __88_1_.8_6
was supplied, one small missionary doctor positi:vly
Total .............................................. $3,368.45
objected to any such arrangement, saying that the
Amount. due S. P. Putnam for salary to Nov. 8, 1886,
lady doctor who had charge of the housekeeping af- $618.14.
.
fairs was already ' overworked.' Overworked ; for
The above account of expenses has been examined
one who knows something of the way these 'holy and approved by the Auditing Committee and Board
J oes' work in China can understand what that means. of Directors.
Dr. Craig came back and reported, and was told to
EXPENSES OF THE OLEVELAND OONGRESB.
write and tell the hospital people that we would not Hall rent ........................................................... $184.00
trouble them in any way, and that we would not send Paid to speakers for services and expenses............. 279.55
a yellow dog into such quarters as they proposed to Advertisments.............................. ...................... 105.14
put an American. man-of-war's man. I suppose you Paid H. Hoover for services................................. 10.00
Paid A. Tilney for Rervices. ................................. 15.00
remember the story of the ' few bricks that wet;e left Incidentals ............................... .-.................... ;... 12.98
and how they were used?' Well, in this case, the
Total............................................... $606.67
few brick11 were used to build a large, airy-looking
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Amount contributed by Lib(lrals of Cleveland and
"the members of the American Secular Union is, by a large
Mixed Pickles.
admission fees .............................................. $302.15 majority, in favor of maintaining this activ propagandism,
The
Lord
has
pulled
in anoth~r r'~c~it of the regAmount paid for the expenses of Cleveland Co~P"ess
and that their generosity may be depended upon to furnish
out of the treasury of American Secular union
the sinews· of war for another vigorous campaign, the follow- ulation pattern. Groblewski (Phoobus! what a
as per report of Treasurer 0. Palmer .............. $304.52 ing_resolutions were adopted: ·
name!), the alleged Brooklyn wife-poisoner, has gone
That on behalf of the American Secular Union,
The above account of the receipts and· expenses of weResoiJved,
express a hearty vote of thanks to our retiring president, back on the devil and come out for the Lord. All he
the Cleveland Congress has been submitted to the Col. R. G. Ingersoll, for aid and counsel, for his liberality wants now is to oome out of prison. The ·parsons
Auditing Committee, and by them examined and ap- both directly and indirectly in the payment of expenses, for and pietists will see to it that he comes out, with the
the advantage of his influence and a name which is at al help of the Lord, of course.
proved, and alsoby the Board of Directors.
·
The following report of the receipts and expend- times a tower of strength.
Resolved, That we acknowledge with thanks the aid which
itures of the Tenth Annual Congress was presented Liberals all over the United States hav given, either in direct
The Cayuga (N. Y.) Ohiej, giving "taffy on a
by the secretary and adopted by the ~o~rd:
subscriptions, or by contributions of time, work, or hospi- stick" to the World, says, among other things, that
talities.
RECEIPTS.
ResoiJved, That we recognize in Mr. S. P. Putnam an efl'l- "the time will come when money kings and corpora~Courtl,_andt Palmer ..... $ 50.00 G. H. Buek ............... .
5.00 cient secretary, and a man of unusual fitness for missionary tion lords will be b;r_ought to book." Yes, Chief,
1;!. Van Deusen......... 50.00 T. S. Sub ................ .
1.00 work in the way of planting the seeds of Secularism in dis- that time will come, b~please take notice that the
Pbotius Fisk.:........... 20.00 Julius Fehr .......... , .. . 5.00 tant fields, hitherto unplowed with Liberal thought; that in World is not " going foo': " corporation lords iind
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.... 25.00 Mrs. S. B. Miller...... . 1.00 J so doing he is preparing the way for other Free thought lectChas. Eckhard.......... 10.00 Mr. Barney .............. . 5.00 urers to find profitable fields of ·employment; thas his ser- money kings" to any great e'ii\tent, the editor thereof
Daniel Ed, Ryan....... 10,00 A. B. Hendricks ...... . 5.00 vices are fully worth the sum of $1,500 per year as voted at being a "corporation lord" ,_,'P.lto himself, _and a
Peter Eckler............. 5.00 J. 0. M . ........•....•.....
" money king" of -no inean prtJPortions, and hoping
5.00 the Cassadaga CongriSs ; and, therefore, let it be further
Booth......................
5.00 R. R. M ..................• 2.00
ResoiJved, That we again appeal to the generous impulses, to grow bigger. He is not going to hunt himself to
Agnosticus... ............ 5.00 C. H. Steckler ......... . 5.00 the public spirit, and the humanitarian zeal of the Liberal
Wm. Hawenstein...... 5.00 L. Harris ................ . 1.00 public to raise a fund for the coming year which shall make cover.
: .. '
·Ralph Helm.............
2.00 Jas. Parshall ............ . 5.00 it possible to carry forward promptly and energetically this
F. C.M.................... 5.00 S.D. Moore ............ . 1.00 and other important work, and in so doing· to adhere to the
And so the Anarchists are to hav a respit, prelimJohn D. Power.........
5.00 Chas. Lownd ........... . 1.00 principle that the "laborer is worthy of his hire."
inary to a new trial. This is well. The bloodiest
A Friend.................. 3.00 B. M. Hall ............... . 2.00
DR. E. B. FooTE, JR.,
murderers are granted new trials, if convicted, even
W. J. Allen.............. 2.00 Clinton Rosevelt ....... . 2.50
CRAB. EcKHARD,
to the number of six or seven, sometimes, and why
S. Brewer ..... :.......... 2.00 Chas. Schachler........ . 2.00
E. M. MACDONALD.
Peter Grandjeap. ...... 1.00 Helen Celler ............ .
It was voted to pay out of the funds now in the should not these men, tried for a penal crime and
... Robert Wade .....:~;-~;,_;;. 1.00 J. Sedgebeer............ .
_ ·. :) Wm. Horsfell .......... : 1.00 B. H. Tashjian ......... . 1:00 treasury the sum of $50 to D. A. Blodgett, and convicted for a political one-tried and convicted
·:<o~:.··· Ed. Rqss... .... ..........
1.00 G. H. Hedger.......... . 1.00 that the remaining $100 due him, and $25 due C. when governmental bosses had lost their heads, and
'- · c C~. H. Betts... . . . . . . ... . .
1.00 J. Downs ................ . 2.00 Edelheim, should be paid at the earliest possible op- the press was foaming at the mouth, tried and conJonathan Hill........... 1.00 E. M. Davis ............ . 10.00 portunity.
victed in an hour when blood was in the hearts of all
Ii.~Qphn. .. . ............ ...
1.00 Mrs. A. M. Horne ..... .
This will leave the Union free from debt, and all officials,· including judges, and on the moon-why
Will. W:hittick. ......... 10.00 Z. Kent .................. . ~:88
should they not hav a new trial? This counti·y has
· Th(n:ilti~·:-Johnson....... 1.00 Amy Post ............... . i.oo . contributions will then be for its future work.
·"'''M, W. Nock.............
2.00 J. C. Roe ................. . 1.00
The;directors wish to call attention to the follow- i:mou:gh to answer for without committing judicial
Dr. Wee~s................
.50 Dr. A. Van Cort ...... . 1.00 ing poill~s:
murder. A new trial in a moment of calmness will
A. R. Cook............... 1.00 J. Offensandt .......... .
acquit them, as it should.
·
~:88
1.
Under.
the
arran~ements
made
at
C~ssadaga
to
Thos. Dexter...........
1.00 Mrs. Eliza Burns ..... .
H. Ariderson............. 5.00 A. Kost ....._;·'............ . 1.00 hav two pa1d officers m the :field, the Umon, for the
The Worlcl was dreadfully afraid that the" founGeo. Davidson..........
4.00 S. Levine.;:'.............. . 3.00 :first year, was unable to meet its obligations, and at
Ott.o WettstEin..........
5.001 Wm. M. Hoerle ....... . 1.00 the last Congress was in debt for salaryto the extent dations of society would be subverted " by the
Jas. W. Dare............ 1.00 Lecture by Helen H.
George movement: And this "society" the World
of $825.
R. P. Patt................
2.00
Gardener and R.
2. With the policy of having but one salaried offi- so trembles for, what is itT A putrescence-a thing.
4,, De Fries..............
1.00
G. Ingersoll....... . 391.50
"· ::-~
Total ................................................. $724.50 cer in the :field, the Union has more than paid its way rotten from center to circumference, from churchits "foundations?"
for the past year, and but for the deficit of the pre- altar to drawing-room! What
EXPENDITURES.
Hall rent ........ , ................................................. . $375.00 vious year, the balance would J>e in favor of the First., wealth, inherited-even from a pirate-crook175.00 treasury instead of against ittJ'·· •)
edly made in business, or stolen outright by those in
~~ae~~[~~g::: :::.: ."."::::::: ·:.: ·:::: ::::::::::::: ".".".".".".".: ·::::::::: 107.00 3. The r~linquishment by the secretary of the sum positions of trust; but wealth, by all means. Second,
15.00
due him for salary now leaves the Union nearly free aristocracy, old Hne or new-descent from Dutch gro~~~~~~~·~::::::.::::::·.::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 13.00 from
debt, and with the experience of the past two cers ("blue blood"), or present day shoddyites (very
Total............. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . $685.00 years for a guide, and the generous devotion of ordina~·y blood). Third, snobbery of all degrees, with
Amount paid into treasury of American- Sem~:lar
friends, the coming year will, no doubt, be far more or without brains, but principally without. Fourth,
Union-surplus of fund for campaign work ..... . 39 ·50 successful, both in the work a:chieve<\;,J~nd in its grabocracy-the devil take the hindmost. Fifth,
· ffice-holding, with consequent official corruption.
Total.. .................. ,............... :.~;"<i;,..."'- $724.59 pecuniary results.
·
'.i%'
The resignation of E. M.. Macdonald, which was S~th, fashion, with its follies flaunting in the faces
The following amounts were received at Congress offered at the :first meeting of the board, November of famishing millions. Seventh, wrong and oppresfor Campaign Fund-not yet credited in THE TRUTH 16th, was accepted, and E. A. Stevens was elected to sion in every shape against the masses. Eighth,
SEEKER-hut accounted for in repm:t to the Congress: :fill the vacancy.
politics of the old rut order. Ninth, hypocrisy in
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
every form. Tenth, falsity in general-fals.um in
CHAs. EcxHARD, Chairman.
Wm. C. Smith ............ $25.00 Jobstown Sec. Union.$ ·5.00
W. P. Blythe...... ...... 1.00 Otto Wettstein.......... 5.00
uno, falsum in omni I Of such are the}' foundaH. Berls...... .. . . . . .. ..... 6.00
tions " of present day "society" in the land of the
· Bigotry•
. ~hefollmying hav been received since the Congress _The admitted truism that " one who CIIJlllot reason "free," and the quicker they are "subverted" the
and: placed lll the treasury :
is a fool; one who dare not is a coward ; one who better. Pull out one of these "sample bri~ks," and
.totter to its fait. ·
Wm. Wardsworth ...... $ 1.00 George W. Stapleton .. . 2.00 will not is a bigot," is fully exemplified in our every- the fabric of " society"
.
' would
tt~~~}- ·'
·' ~[, :
Fred Koezly.............. 2.00 Chas. Stoeffel........... . 3.00 day walks in life. Of all these three conditions of the
John Engstrom .......... 15.00 Mr. Singer ............... . 1.00 human mind, perhaps the most dangerous and reTalmage, on Thanksgiving day-a great humbug,
A. Pionnie................
50 Mr. Kenny ............... . 1.00
B. G.· Smith ...... ,........ 10.00 W. W. White ........... . 2.00 pulsiv is that of bigotry, as it seems with its silent this day, by the way-had his curriculum interiorly
Frank D.Hunt (p\lr Gus
. E. N. Dunckel.. ......... . 2.00 doggedness to imply the conditions of the two :first. decorated with all sorts of garden and :field truck. . ·.· Hogan);: .. :.:~........ 5.00 E. F. Dunckel... ........ . 2.00
The Materialist wonders that men strongly relig- what a master of claptrnp· he is !-such as pumpkins,
. ,·_Helen fl,· Gardener.... $ 5.00 Geo. Brotherton ........ . 1.00 ious, men strongly educated in the hope of immorpotatoes, corn-stalks, squashes, apples, big beets· \.;;;!· E;;,R)lipps............. 1.00 C. Dillon .................. . 1.00 tality in some form of Christian faith, refuse to launch himself
the biggest beat-cauliflowers, carrots, rhu.,:;.-;,,S. Hunt..................... 2.00 Fre~ Page ................. . 1.00
F. M. Borden............ 1.00 David Kelly ......... ,.... . 1.00 in controversy with them on the frigid sea of- annihi- barb or pie plant, cabbage heaqs-very appropriate
.
50
Mrs. Mary Jones......... 2.00 Steren Carter............ .
lation at death.
-etc., etc., until it looked like a section of a country
.A. F. Neunert............ 1.00 M. McCarty ............ .
50
There is no term more misapplied than b~gotry.
RobertRid,cJell............ 2.00 John D. Powers ........ . 7.00 The assumed Liberalist is apt to be very free in ap- fair. In what room was left on the platform, or
stage, where he performs his grotesquery, Talmage
Geo. Maddock............ 1.00 Chas. Sach ............... . 1.00
T. Littlehales............. 2.00 Dr. E. F. Beals ......... . 1.00 plying it to all religious zealots, little thinking that pranced about like a prize chimpanzee, begging parJ. McClemont........ ..... 1.00
he or she, perhaps, is equally as great an offender.
don of the latter-named specimen of "creation" as
Total.. .............. 80.50
Mrs. McClemont......... 1.00
If Materialists would only condescend to examin being in every way, to the eye, an animal superior to
S. F. Salberger....... ... 1.00
Spiritualism from a scientific standpoint, we are cer- the Brooklyn blatherskite, and never drew heartier
. The foilo~g pledges hav been m:ade:
tain they would :find the subject less · repulsiv and laughter from a highly amused crowd than he did on
wagged his jaw for an hour,
J. J. McCabe ............. $10.00 Samos Parsmi ...... L.:.$25.00 wonderfully interesting. All religions, Catholic and the day mentioned.
Walter C. Wright....... 10.00 Thomas Ruggles .. ~······ 3.00 Protestant, early gave Spiritualism the cold shoulder, vaporing as usual, when the crowd was dismissed,
and for why~-inasmuch as its teachings favored no
S11-muel P. Putnam, the secretary, stated to the particular religious creed, but, on the contrary, they sorry, no doubt, that the grotesque farce was over.
Board of Directors that in order tq_ make the work of considered it only another subtil effort of the " evil Many people wonder how he can draw the crowds he
the Union in ~he future untrammeled by debt, he one " to entrap souls, hence to be avoided, and the does. Nothing to be wondered at. A :first-class
clown-I admit he is :first-class-will always draw
would forego his claim to the $618.14 due for ser- bellowing for salvation should increase.
crowds, when deserving artists appear to empty
vices as secretary to Nov., 1886, as allowed by report
It is difficult to determin what are the absolute benches. Said a lady,· who attended his clown and
of Auditing Committee.
natural instincts or proclivities of the human mind;
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., presented the following, which so much depends upon the early bias of education. cabbage-head entertainment, to the writer: "It was
better than a circus or any negro minstrel show. I
was adopted :
Thus a child reared amid the surroundings of Mate- don't know what to make of that man Talmage. He
. At a meeting of the ~OIJ,rd- of Directors of .the American rialism should excite no more surprise that it grows is either 'cracked' or a natural-born clown!" As
Secular Union, held in'the city of New York, Nov. 28, 1886, up a skeptic or Atheist than that another reared
the latter she hit the Brooklyn " freak " just where
a careful hearing was given to the report of the secretary,
Mr. Putnam, concerning his work during the past year, aJid among the emotional believers in Methodism should he livs-he is a "natural-born clown !" And .he
to the treasurer's statement of the financial condition of the develop as a full-grown hell-fearing Methodist. To clowns it at the rate of $15,000 a year, more or less,
Union. Inasmuch as the society did not enter upon its work the philanthtopist that faith is best which tends to but not much, if any, less. Great are the opportunia year ago free from debt, owmg to certain obligations in- ~he greatest 'happiness to humanity. Hence it be- ties of a clown, if he doesn't let them slip; and the
curred during previous administrations, it has not been pos_-sible from the receipts of the past .yeat; to clear up all out- comes all Rationalists to be ever guarded against Brooklyn clown, the clown par eminence of the
D. BRUCE.
country, doesn't let them slip.
Sx SLoKUM.- ·
standing accounts, and pay the secret~ry the whole all).ount bigotry. .
of salary which had been voted to him}but since the secreBrooklyn, E. .D.
-------4~~-----tarv, in his unbounded enthusiasm for the interests-and purT:aE women of Wisconsin are hereafter to vote upon
AT the annu~l meeting of the Woman's Suffrage Associaposes of the society, feels disposed to.forgiv this delinquency,
and as the other deficit is comparativly small, there is every tion held recently in Manchester, England, it was reported school affairs. This amendment was carried at the recent
reason to feel encouraged- with the status and progresM of the that three hundred and forty-one members of the House of election by a majority of 4,543. Thus, quietly but surely, ·
movement, and to arrange·for a continuance of the practical Commons are in favor of woman suffrage. Mr. Bradlaugh, does the world move along, ·and woman will be more
propaganda during the next year on about· the same basis as
that of the htst., It is the opinion of the present Board of however, has some doubt whether the whole of the three womanly when man recognizes her equal individuality and
Directors that· tAe policy of "pay as you go " should be hundred and forty-one are quite earnest in the desire to see woman darea assume the high preroga1ivs which this recogp.itiqn involves.-Unit~.
strictly adhered t?;; but feeling confident that the sentiment of all women hav votes in parliamentary elections,
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right to demand a greater love than is due to fathe~ not a very sweet blessin~. And these ~en ?id ~ot
and mother, son and daughter, and if Jesus claimed curse Jesus-they only did not agree With his opm~
such affection his claim is an impertinence which we ions.
.
.
.
are bound to treat with indignation and scorn. For
Jesus also, in his wrath aga:mst his enemies, calls
the Christian church to make the words of Jesus a them, in the seventeenth and mneteenth verses of the
command to the world is to deserve the severest twenty-third chapter of Matthew, "Ye fool~ and
condemnation. Jesus taught that men were not to blind," forgetting, do~btless, that he ha?. prevwuEjly
make for themselvs a home not to cultivate those declared, when preachmg on the mount, ·whosoever
virtues that blossom into th~ family, and not to save shall say, Thou foo!, shall be in_danger_ of ~ell fire."
the fruits of their toil to make old age, with its totThe ~oral teachmgs of J@~\l,Q _were mspired. by a
tering form and feeble sight, less liable to the hard- false estimate of. all _earthly thmgs. There Is no
ships of the world, but he summed up all the duties doubt but tha~ h~ beheved. that the world w!ls comof life in these words, "Sell what thou hast and giv ing to an end m lm; genera bon. How to get mto the
to the poor, and come and follow me." To obey kingdom of heav1 n .was of_ more consequence t_han
such teaching as this would overturn every monu- how to reform maukm?, or Improve the world, sm~e
ment of prosperity upon the earth, blight every feel- the end of earthly tbmgs was near at hand. This
ing of happiness that gladdens the heart of man, aud appears to hav been the thought of Jesus~ and exconvert the busy work-loving world into one vast plains much of his language. .
·
army of tramps, following a king without a kingdom,
But to-day we do not beheve that the ~arth _has
a leader without a purpose, a commander with noth- ~un his course, and ~hat the_ e~d of !111 matenal thm~s
ing to giv those who followed his command.
IS near at band. "\\ e are !Ivmg Without fe_ar_ of failJesus taught that we were not to resist evil; that ure on the part of the umverse, and are tp~mg our
is that if a thief stole our watch and chain we -were attention more to human wants than to diVIne comb~und to run after him and giv him our purse also; ~ands. ~ot feai:of offendi?gGod, but fear of wrongthat if a man took away our coat we should wrong mg man, IS the h1ghe~t baFIS of morals ...
him if we did not send him the balance of the suit ·
We bav reached a bme when apologieS are not rethat if a man struck us on. one cheek we were to in~ spected, when repentanre is looked upon as the mask
vite him to strike the other also · that if as it were, of villainy, when the stature of life is most shorn of
the armies of some foreign pow~r were t~ invade our manliness by prancing in the garb of humility, when
land and burn and destroy our cities tmd towns, pil- a brave facing of life's t'l:ials an~ demands counts for
!age our homes and murder our families, we were in more than cowardly surrender m the name of God.
duty bound to look upon them as benefactors and In fact,"we bav come to say to the world of humanthank them for their work of destruction, and ask ity, Be moral, and let your mora',ity he your religion.
thelll to come and do it again. Such moral teaching ·But we wtmt no _cheal? moral ?uties hel_d up_ fo~ man
as this would make a nation of cowards and slaves. to perform. It IS senous bttsmess to h v this hfe of
It is our duty to punish thieves and robbers, not re- onrs and liv it, well, and it is bard w01 k to do it.
ward them; to resist wrong and injustice, not to sub- Morality sets us as high a task as we are able to permit to them like cravens; to protect our country form, and a higher task than has yet been performed
from foes, even though we are obliged to shed their by most of mankind. The effort of this age is to
blood and our own. Is there a Christian on the expose the sham of what is called holiness, and make
globe who pays the least heed to a single one of these sacred the' surroundings of human b1>ings. We must
moral commauds of Jesus~ You all know there is not. throw off the past, and stand upon that sunlit bight
I need not tell the Christian church that the morality where we can feel that "somehow life is bigger after
taught by Jesus is decaying, when every church is its all than any painted angel, could we see the man that
coffin· and every minister its grave-digger. If you is within us." This is the moral duty of the world,
wish too see how much respect for the moral teach- to respect the man that is within us.
ing of Jesus one of his professed followers has, steal
vVe ought to rear on the earth a range of mo_ral
his coat, and if he givs you his cloak also, please pub- Alps that would stand and command the admiratiOn
lish his name in the daily papers for the benefit of of the world as long as eye could see and heart could
others who wish to get a cloak.
feel. We need a rational hope and a burning purWe find among the express commands of Jesus pose in this century, something noble to liv for, and
this advice: "Lay not up for yourselvs treasures the courage of nobility to work and win it. The imupon earth." The most liberal translation of this· provement of the world is the only object of life
counsel cannot make it anything but poor advice. worthy of man. Do and say nothing that will not
Every material blessing of mankind has come from improve mankind. Were this simple admonition
the savings of human labor, and the wisdom of laying heeded, we should hav the key to the kingdom of the
up treasures upon earth is more evident than that of oRly heaven that man needs in our own pocket.
laying up "treasures in heaven," whatever this say- . It is time for the reign of cou,mon-slo'nse to begin
ing may mean.
on earth; time for men to elevate religion above theWhen every Christian tries as hard to be poor as ology, and time for us to say. Millions for the world;
hl:l tries now to get rich, we shall think that he has not a cent for the church. Tbe battle between freesome regard for the mural teachings· of Jesus. It dom and Christianity has begun, and I believe that
must be apparent to all that what may be claimed as when it ends Christianity will be buried beneath the
Christian morality is not only decaying, but that it ruins of its own dogmas, th!o're to remain forever.
ought to decay. There is no sense in it. lmagin a
It possesses no spirit that can rise again from its
man telling people in the nineteenth century to" take ashes, and mount on wings of :flame to a higher life.
no thought for your life, what ye shall eat or what When superstition dies it dies to the root. The
ye shall drink, nor yet for your body what ye shall Christian minister cannot arrest the march of liberty
put on," and endeavoring to prove that because the by crying Infidelity, and threatening with everlasting
fowls of the air do not hav to broil a beefsteak for cremation all those who refuse to heed his wordf'.
their "breakfast or make biscuits for tea, human But let· there be no base understanding of freedom.
beings will be fed whether they provide anything for The New John the Baptist must not be a cowboy,
their tables or not. Jesus tells us that our heavenly saying, "The kingdom of highwaymen is at hand."
father will feed us because we are better than the As a person, when in perfect bodily health, knows not
fowls of the air; and that he will clothe us because from any intimation from the respectiv parts that he
he clothes the grass of the field. Ourearthlyfathers has a stomach, a brain, or a heart, so a person, when
seem to hav done more for us in the way of feeding living in perfect freedom, is unconscious of law, of
and clothing us before we were able to take care of creed, of custom. 'fhe healthy-man physically is the
ourselvs than any heavenly father.
free man physically; the healthy man mentally is the
Others may put their trust in God for something free man mentally; the healthy nwn morally is the
to eat and drink and wear if they wish to, but I pre-. free man morally. Liberty of the individual is the
fer to giv the subject a little more thought myself.
health of the individual, and a free man means a man
J eims concludes these admonitions by saying, who is true and obedient to all natural laws.
"Take no thought for the morrow." This is bad
There is a misunderstanding of freedom upon the
counsel, and it shows the good sense of mankind that one side, and a misrepresentation of it on the other,
it has never been followed.
that makes it hazardous for one to employ the word.
The whole world livs in what one of our poets calls To connect this word with religion, in the eyes of
"The bright to-morrow of the mind." We will refer many, is to confound the Madonna with Mary Mag·to only cTl!e more of the peculiar moral injunctions of dalene. It is to start the ghost of Judas Iscariot.
Jesus. In the fifth chapter of Matthew, in the forty- The conservatism of society has ever regarded libfourth verse, we read : ·"Love your enem.ies, bless erty as the black flag of the moral marauder, the
them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, emblem of a piratical intentio~ upon the casket of
and pray for them which despitefully use you and the world that contains honor, justice, virtue, and
persecute you." If we were to do as "herein. com- social order. So persistently and malignantly has
manded, we should hav an inverted morality which freedom been represented as a wrecker's light, kii!-would place the crown of virtue upon the forehead·of died only to lure to destruction, that to represent 1t
vice. Let us see if the preacher of this doctrin prac- as worthy to be trusted is to arouse the spirit that
ticed it. Did Jesus bless the scribes and· Pharisees pursued Voltaire to his grave with a lie, erected a
when they refused to acknowledge his claim to be the shaft of calumny over the tomb of Paine, and that
son of God?
attacks the living, who refuse to acknowledge that the
This is the blessing he pronounced upon them : voice of the church is the voice of G:od, with the
"Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrite, for coward's weapon of slander. But, nevertheless, we
ye devour widows' houses, and for a pretense make believe, with Burns, that
long prayers; therefore ye shall receive the greater
Upo' this tree there grows sic fruit
damnation." '' Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers,
Its virtues a' can tell, man;
how can ye escape the damnation of hell!" That is
It raises man aboon the brute,
1

Q!ommunications.
T~~ Decay of Christian Morality.
II.
The,,man that took the life of Jesus for a model
would hate father and mother, brother and sister; he
would hav neither wife nor child, he would liv from
place to place, he would be a law-breaker and an
idler, he would liv the life of a wanderer and die the
death of a crim,ipal. Hav I put a false color in this
picture I hav painted 1 Hav I misrepresented the
life of Jesus T Read the four gospels and see. I
find this character sketched in the New Testament,
and it is there called Jesus, and it is this character
which we are adjured to imitate if we would be perfeet. To the man or woman who declares that the
life of Jesus is the way to salvation, I hav only to
say, Why then do you not imitate itT
Now, I wish to ask, what kind of morals would
such a man as we hav sketched naturally teach T You
will answer, The morals he lived. At least, we find
such morals taught in the New Testament. My point
here is, If the life of Jesus was an honest, faithful
exponent of his moral teachings, then such a morality
as .he practiced is not wanted to-day; and that such a
mcfality is not wanted is shown by the fact that no
one practices it. I know that it is considered respectable and pious to profess great admiration for
the doctrine taught by Jesus, and the world has paid
them the outward compliment of profession, saying
that-the moral code of the New Testament was the
despair of man; but it has never seriously set to
work to reduce this code to pract.ice, which proves
that such profession is only a part of the universal
accomplishment of fashiomtble hypocrisy.
Do not understand me as saying that there is no
moral precept contained in the gosp~ls that is worthy
of being practiced. I make no such declaration, and
wish no such construction put upon my words.
" What I desire to enforce is this, tba.t the morality of
Jesus sprung frQm a philosophy that has passed
. away, and, therefore, that is for the greater part
obsolete and worthless. That Jesus shared the genera! belief of his age that the world was soon to be
deRtroyed is shown by his estimate of earthly things;
and that a morality founded upon such a belief
should survive and outlast the faith that inspired it
reveals a condition of things that is not flattering to
our infellectual perception or to our moral sense.
The morals of the New Testament are founded
upon a theory of the universe that is found now only
in creeds-those epitaphs of religion.
The most superficial observation is sufficient to
enable us to perceive that theology cannot longer be
the basis of morality, and that the authority of the
New Testament cannot be accepted on this question.
There is nothing more firmly impressed upon the
mind of man t.han the fact of the stability of the universe, notwithstanding the recent earthquakes in
South CaroHna; and the value of earthly things has a
higher moral estimation consequent upon the assurance of material existence. Morality must hav a
physical basis-that is, the moral code that man can
pt"actice to his safety and his honor must not contradiet human nature. The defeat of the New Testament mora,ls is assured by their antagonism to the
Jlature of man. The morality of Jesus was designed
to fit man fDl" what he called the kingdom of heaven,
but the only morality that is worth the name is that
which fits man for human life on earth. Jesus constantly u.rged men to the performance of moral duties
that they might be rewarded by their father in
heaven. Such a motiv for good behavior is offensiv
tot~ rational mind, and moral commandments that
are enforced with a. heaven and a hell do not spring
from a knowledge of the world that deserves our
respect!<The most comprehensiv" criticism that one can
make upon the morals of the New Testament is that
they are not practical.
Is the character of Christians fashioned by the
power and influence of the words that Jesus left in
t}le world? This question should be pressed to an
answer, and honesi)v would answer it in a way that
>would shake every church building in the land and
tear the mask from the face of every Christian worshiper on the globe.
.
Jesus taught that men and women were to love
him more than father or mother, son or daughter.
lmagin human beings loving a man that they know
nothing about, care nothing about, and who has no
more claim to their affections than has the ghost in
"Hamlet." Such morality as this is not fit for a
Hottentot. If any command is implanted in our
nature, and is a part of the bone and fiber of our very
being, it is to love, beyond all else, those who hav
borne us and cared for us through infancy and childhood, and those whose existence depends upon us,
and to whom we stand pledged by the holiest ties of
our beings, to watch over and protect, to care for
and love to the last days of our life.. ·It is love of
parent and child that is alike the supreme obligation
and the suprem!Y~benefaction to humanity.~~
L..!._o~being .has:walked_this_earth_.who)las)he:moral
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It makes him ken himsel', man.
its tools some fine day-matters being understood with the gentiles as an equal, and conforming to gen ~
Gif ance the peasant taste a bit
beforehand-and
say to their oppressors: .
tile customs and gentile liberty. "But when certain
He's greater than a lord, man,
"Gentlemen" _:_no, grabocrats, monopolists, and ones came from James" Peter withdrew from the
And wi' the beggar shares a mite
robb~rs in ge~e:al-" we will work for you .no longer gentiles and Paul took Peter in public and held him
Of a' he can afford, man.
And so we exclaim, in the words of one of our under the eXIsting order of things. . There has got up to the scorn and contempt o~ all honorable men
to be a change, and we propose to hav a voice in the and in unmistakable language denounced him as a
own true poets:
say concerning that change !"
hypocrit.
Always in thine eyes, 0 Liberty(
Now, what are the capitalistic class, Jay Gould,
The apostles tried to undo Paul's work at Corinth,
Shines that high light whereby the world is saved,
Wall
street,
and
iinancial
bandits
in
general
going
to
and
St. John, in Revelation, says, "He claimed to be
And though thou slay us we will trust in thee.
·do about it, eh 1 Oppose the workers, you say. an apostle, but was not an apostle."
You hav all heard of the man who refused to open Certainly they will with their tongues, but how else'
The fact is, Paul was recognized as the Infidel of
his , ~yes for a year, and who declared that during With our army of a few men and many officers ?
the age, and, unlike modern preachers, he preached
that time nothing could be seen on account of the
The militia, eh? Yes, I know there is a militia- without a salnry, and boasted of the f~~oct.
darkness. But the endeavor to perpetuate old errors now-'-but when the many labor organizations hav
He says "he iabored more than all of them," and
by keeping the eyes closed to the facts of science, the called out their men, where is your militia then? catalogs his trials, troubles, shipwrecks, his meeting
truths of philosophy, and the progress of the human Echo will answer, Where? rnalgre the officers and a false brethren, and how he feil the poor apostles and
race has not been crowned with success.
few high privates w:ho may answer roll call.
poorer church at Jerusalem with gentile money;
The further attempt to convert the world to what
But volunteers will flock to fill up the ranks, you how he was beaten with the Roman rods, forty stripes
James Parton calls a " kitchen religion " is merely say. They will, eh? Where will they flock from? save one; how he suffered imprisonment, and in his
wa!'lte of power.
From the work-shops? · If there are -enough left in hour of. trial before Nero his fellow-workers forsook
The preaching of Christianity is making "much the work-shops to fill up the ranks of the militia, will him.
ado about nothing." What we want is manhood.
they flock to fight their brother-workmen! HonThe church in Jerusalem died, but Paul's work
It is said by the church that the man who livs for estly, do you think they will!
.
lived and now livs to refresh human hearts panting
his family, and brings all that he can win of what is
There are the middling and hlgher classes, you sug- after eternal liberty and truth.
·
:
fair and bright and glad to those he loves may be a gest. Yes, I know. But do not you believe they
Paul regarded not the Sabbath, nor any other day,
good man, but he is not a Christian, and therefore will flock to the number of three· million or more to but the theme of all his discourses was liberty-that
has no religion. Giv me, then, the man who is not do battle with glll'ls in their bands? No, you do not the law ought to die, and Paul helped mightily to
a Christian and who has no religion,. for if the man believe it. The armies of the world hav never been kill it. In fact, Paul'~ whole life was given to dewho loves his wife and children, who givs them the composed of such material to any great extent, and stroying the Old Testament scriptures, and he suestrength of his arm, the thought of his brain, the this army you would improvise is only in your mind. ceeded.
warmth of his heart, has not religion, the world is Some few, comparativly speaking, of the shop-keepThe climax came in his work about twenty years
better off without it, for these are the highest and ers might consent or decide to go on the warpath ·after his conversion. When his work among the genholiest things that man can do.
L. K. WASHBURN.
under shoulder straps, and carrying swords in their tiles was established, and liberty proclaimed, he went
hands, but guns, never; and guns win, not swords. up to preach his gospel among the Jews, and the
As for the higher classes, the aristocrats, they are not other · apostles were dumfounded. James said :
The Impending Revolution.
worth mentioning as men likely to enlist as fighting "Something must be done, for th~y must needs hear
So you think there is going to be a revolution, eh? soldiers. Under eagles and stars a few might take of thy coming, and will come together to hear thee.
Yes, I think so.
up their swords and ride as staff officers; but afoot For they hav heard that everywhere you hav spoken
When?
as fighting soldiers, never. They are not fond of against the law of Moses."
Oh, I don't know the day, the month, or the year, "rifle diet," never were, and never will be. 'When
The multitude did come together and mobbed
but it will come off in the not-far-distant future, I armies are made up of such recruits, grim-visaged Paul, and it took about four hundred soldiers to save
think.
war will hav smoothed his wrinkled front for ever, his life, and while· Pllul was speaking from the steps
Will it be a bloody one~
and men will but play at soldiering, with "pomp and of the tower of Antonia, and saying that the gentiles
That depends, But I don't think there will be pride," to be sure, but minus "circumstance." Come, were also beloved of God, they threw dust in the air
much blood-letting, however. There may be sporadic now, where is the army coming from that is to-oppose and attempted to kill Paul, so that the chief cartain
cases-perhaps a comparativly large amount of the army coming from the workshops!
of the guard hun-ied him into the tower and sent
bloodshed in the aggregate-but I don't think there
You don't know! Of course you don't. Who him away to Cesarea that night. But Paul had acwill be an epidemic of blood-letting.
does? Well, now, can't you see that the coming complished his work. He had forever broken up
My reasons for thinking so?
revolution must needs be more or less a peaceable Judaism and the apostolic church at Jerusalem, and
Oh, well, let me illustrate. · For instance, you, a one? That it will partake largely of the nature of a had with one blow blotted out the law of Moses, and
man of peace, weighing ·140 lbs., meet John L. Sul- " walk over," for obvious reasons! The impact of a henceforth it was "libe1·ty in Christ!' with the gentile
livan, a "good man," weighing some 200 lbs., on a force meeting with no adequate opposition! But it world.
plank crossing over a mud-puddle. John, knowing will be revolution all the same, accomplishing its
·Before Paul Raw this great central light of liberty
his powers, and that you, against him, are as a frog aims with little bloodshed, comparativly; or much, "that one's liberty leaves off only where another's beagainst an ox, claims the right of way, standing not if _you can oppose its force with a force worthy the gins," he says he persecuted and murdered men and
upon discussion. What are you going to do~ Are name of opposition. All around the horizon, here, women for opinion's sake. He killed and imprisoifed
you going to dispute his passage, ·or are you going there, and everywhere, there are fires, little fires and men and women because they did not believe as he
to turn back, or jump into the mud-puddle1 A sen- bigger fires. They will grow and spread, and one did.' In that age, and down to the formation of our
sible man, you will take to. the mud or the back track, day unite ih a g!'and conflagration ; then will the goyernment, burning and killing men and women for
of course. To be sure, you might dispute his pas- revolution be on. ·
not believing the Bible was considered doing God
sage, vi et armis, and possibly get him into the mud
You know, and I know, and so do all, save those service; that is, for not believing the Bible as the
along with yourself; but where would you be, and who hav made it extremely probable, that a revolu- priests and preachers taught it.
in what condition, when John L. emerged from the tion is in order; that it is high time it were on. Let
What a figure in human history was St. Paul !
mud~ The thought of this would giv you pause, I it come, bloodless or bloody, as it may be; though, Paul the bigot, Paul the versecutor, Paul the murthink. You would turn back or go into the mud, as to tell the honest truth, I think a bloody one would derer, Paul the converted, Paul the builder of the law
I said before.
prove of more lasting benefit to the country, in that of love and liberty, Paul the persecuted, Paul the
Understand that, from the preponderance of the twin monsters, grinding monopoly and official cor- sweet spiritual lover of our race, Paul the builder and
weight, the superiority of numbers, on the uprising ruption, would not so readily forget it.
founder of the colossal church of liberty, the first-born
side of the house, I see how it .can be a revolution of
S1 SLOKUM.
of the earth ; Paul the beheaded, the martyr of the
force, and yet a bloodless one-or comparativly so.
------....----gentile world, and whose doctrin has slumbered and
It will be the rise and march of agiant of prodigious
St. Paul
slept in Catholic catacombs, in the Vatican, and in
proportions and physical power, not a ponderous
Canon Farrar, England's highest prelate, says, "It the dead languages, until his latest disciple, Col.
brute merely, but. a giant of intelligence, against a took all St. Paul's splendid genius and eloquence to Robert G. Ingersoll, has proclaimed that all men,
mortal .of ordinary physique, but financially power- save Christianity" from being dragged into Judaism rich and poor, should love one another, and should
ful, keenly intelligent, and a master of finesse. If by the other apostles. That St. Paul established not be happy if ano~her is miserable !
the latter undertakes to oppose the giant physically Christianity-that is, the doctrin of Christianity, for
GEoRGE H. BETHARD.
-and no other sort of opposition is to be thought of I do not believe that there is a Christian on earth
Higher than tile Liberty Statue.
for that crisis-bloodshed must necessarily follow, to-day, nor ever was one-there can be no doubt.
That St. Paul was at swords' points and in conIn this morning's Daily New8 the statue of Liberty just
for the giant with cut arid thrust will meet cut and
thrust; but, as he will very quickly overpower his tinual war with the rest of the apostles there is all inaugurated at New York is described as towering" to the
skies above all known statues of the present and the past,"
puny antagonist in the fray, the amount of blood the evidence in the world.
I propose to show in this paper, in opposition to and as·" the Great Eastern of statues." The writer may be
spilled will not be large, I take it. In short, the
revolutionists will form an irresistible force, and the teachings of the entire clergy, that the other excused fornot knowing that a much higher statue exists,
mesistible forces move to their objectiv points with apostles were all united against Paul and his doctrin; and has long existed, in Afghanistan. . . . These statues
that they made his life bitter in the extreme. At are on the principal road between Cabnl and ·Balkh, ·at a lofar less friction than resistible ones.
cality known as Bamian. At that place the road passes
It will be the onslaught of Labor against Capital, Paul's conversion, when he came to Jerusalem, even through
valleys, with high scarped cli:ffs of c;o~glomerate.
after his old friend Barnabas had introduced him to Probably about the early centuries of the Christian em the
you suppose!
Well, not quite so bald-headed as you put it. It the apostles, they would hav nothing to do with him Buddhists excavated numerous caves, as monasteries for
will be the might and right of Labor against the (see Acts ix, 26, 27), and from that day to Paul's themselvs, in the rock of these valleys. These ancient exInight and wrong of Capital-that's the way I put it, death he was hunted down and denounced by the cavations still exist, and can be counted by thousands. In
addition to theRe a number of statues of Buddha were cut
other apostles.
and as it appears to me.
out of the solid r~rk. Two at least are still standing, and the
Fourteen years after Paul's conversion to Liberal- largest was measured by Captain Talbot with the theodolite;
Will I state the conditions, as they appear to me?
Yes. There are, at least, ten million workers in alism-for he had been a colossal bigot before, and so that we now know the bight to at least a few inches.
this country-mind you, I don't accept parsons, who he says himself that he was a heretic-he went up to The measurement gave it as 173 feet high; th!lt is rather
more by a few inches than the NelRon Column Ill Trafalgar
claim to be "workers;" Wall street bandits, bank Jerusalem to stop Jaines, the Lord's brother, from square and nearly 70 feet higher than the New York figure.
presidents, et ul., as workers, albeit they "work" sending emissaJ.ies out among the gentile converts of This figure of Buddha is the real" Great Eastern" of statues.
their livings and fortunes out of the community, but Paul, and undoing his work. Paul succeeded in get- The celebrated Memnon statues of Egypt would only come
workingmen in the sense as understood-three mill- ting James and the other apostles to meet in confer- up to the l•nee of this mighty ikon. At Bamian there is
figure of Buddha, 120 feet high. These are erect
ions of whom· are organized in one way or another, ence, and there he got them to execute a decree that .another
standinp; figures ; there is. also a sitting figure about 30 feet
the
gentile
converts
should
not
be
subject
to
the
law
but organized. ·
high. There are the remams of two oth.er fig_ures, but they·
One million, at least, are regularly, solidly, and of Moses-that is, to the Old Testament.
are in a ruinous condition-one of them IS estimated to hav
After Paul delivered this decree t.o all the churches been about 50 or 60 feet. These statues were originally, we
splendidly organized-,-" minute men," I might say.
either gilt or covered with met!'-1, The Chinese PilThis· is a .pretty good army, but it can be trebled he. had established, he met Peter at Antioch (see .know,
grim Hiouen Thsan~r passed the spot lD the first half of the
within ten days, doubled then within thirty. But letter to Galatians) The said Peter had been play- seve~th century, A.n~; and from him we hav a description of
let it go at the treble, the in'esistible force I spoke ing the modern hypocritical role, fol' Paul found him the two largest figures as they existed at that date.- London
of. ·Now, suppose this mighty host should lay down eating, drinking, going in and out and associating Daily News.
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Mr. Ingersoll's Lay Sermon.
We hav the permission of Mr. Ingersoll to publish
this sermon in pamphlet form for general circulation.
For this purpose he has kindly revised it, and we
shall offer it to the public just as he said it at first
and indorsed it on second thought.
The pamphlet will be twenty-four pages, large
type, with cover. The price will be, single copies, 5
cents; per dozen, 50 cents; twenty-five copies for
$1. Special rates on larger orders.
About a million copies of this little book ought to
be circulated among the laborers and the clergy during the next month.
--------~~---------

Reduced in Price.

We call especial attention to Miss Susan H. Wixon's
''Story Hour" for children, the price of which has
been reduced to one dollar.
No better book for a present to the young folks
has been printed. It is entertaining, instructiv, and
free from superstition. Its hundred illustrations are
alone worth more than a dollar.
Those who hav not already done so should make
their children a present of a copy.

-

A Misdirected but Useful Petition.
It is very gratifying to the editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER to see the general public coming around to
his view of the Anarchist cas_es in Chicago. The religious press still clamors for blood, and a few of the
monopolistic papers are yet rabid in expression.
But the common-sense people, the workers and thinkers, are finding out that the trial of the condemned
men was unfair,; that the verdict was against the
evidence ; and that the execution of the accused
would be unjust. The Central Labor Union of this
city is the official representativ of some hundred
thousand laborers, and the Uni~n is vigorously pushing a petition for a new trial for the eight prisoners.
Not as Anarchists, or Communists, or Socialists do
the hundred thousand ask this, but as American citizens, as patriots who do not want our flag disgraced,
as individuals who believe in justice between man
and man. And while a petition to a court is an unusual proceeding; and cannot rightly affect the decision of the judges-which must be rendered upon
the law and evidence-it still shows what public sentiment is, and may affect the governor of Illinois in
case the higher court refuses a new trial or affirms
the verdict rendered by the court oi. trial. The petition reads:
To the Psople of the Unitsd States :

We, the members of the Central Labor Union of the city
of New York, do hereby appeal in behalf of the eight men
who are under sentence at Chicago, seven of whom are under
~ente~ce of death and one under sentence of fifteen years'
1mpnsonment1 and the names of whom are as follows : A. R.
Parsons, August Spies, Michael Schwab, Samuel Fielden,
Louis I,.ingg, Frederick Engle, Adolph Fischer, and Oscar
W. Neebe.
Not
. as Anarchists or Socialists do we formulate this ' our
petitton, but in the name of all honest men, in the name of
everrlover of justice, do we seek to erase from the face of

~istory the blot which has been cast thereon by the conviction of these men for the public expression of their opinion
and belief. We appeal to you because the circumstances of
their conviction warrant the assertions following :
1. That a fair and impartial trial was impossible under the
circumstances;
2. That at the trial of these men no e~idencewas produced
to show ~hat either of them was guilty of throwing a bomb,
or that either of them was directly or indirectly connected
with the throwing of a bomb.
3. That the conviction of these men was not in accordance
with a just and equitable administration of the law, but in
accordance with the demands of an unreasoning and .prejudiced popular sentiment created by the press.
Therefore, we, the members of the Central Labor Union
of the city of New York, do hereby appeal to every honest
man, to every lover of justice, to affix his signature to this,
our petition, that the eight unjustly convicted men hereinbefore mentioned be granted by the authorities a new fair
and impartial trial. In support of the foregoing petition:
we, the undersigJ;Ied, hav affixed our signatures.
That is the voice of the humanitarians of New
York-for humanity finds its best and highest expression .among the workers-and the voice should
be listened to by the authmities of Illinois. The
country is one, and state lines are only convenient
limits for ease of government. Everyone wants
Illinois to be true to herself and to American principles. The idea that lynch law-practical Anarchy!?revailed in Chicago at the time of this trial is spreadmg all over the country, and no one believes that
now, when Chicago is sober, a jury would hang men
on the knavish testimony of ex-convicts and bloodthirsty detectivs.
Let the men hav a new and fair trial, and if found
guilty of taking life or destroying property, let suitable punishment be given them. But do not, for the
honor of the human race, in a land guaranteeing free
speech, hang men for making a few observations.

Patent Medicin Religion.
Some one bas sent us a copy for October of a
monthly publication called The Annals of our Lady
of the Sacred Heart, being, it appears, the monthly
bulletin of the archconfl-aternity of the same lady's
cardiac region. The object of its publication seems
to be to advertise the wares for sale at the apostolic
school of St. Joseph, Watertown; N. Y.; and purchasers hav' quite an extended choice of pious goods.
The first article in the list is entirely spiritual. He
who sends the insignificant sum of twenty-five cents
shares in the benefit of fifty-two masses for himself
and his deceased relativs or friends. Everyone who
sends a dollar for the works· of the missionaries of
the Sacred Heart will share in the daily mass in perpetuity. Still more tangible goods which the pious
obtain in exchange for cash are advertised in the
following list. The goods, it will be noticed are
going dirt cheap_:
'
Silver medals of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, each .. $ .12
Per dozen.............................................................. 1.20
The Little Crown of Our Lady................................. .15
A Novena to Our Lady, with a Short Notice on the
Archconfraternity of Our Lady, and other Prayers
to Our Lady, one copy by mail...........................
.05
tipecial rates on large quantities .............................. .
The Litany of Our Lady, per dozen (cheaper by the
.25
hundred).........................................................
The Third Order of Our Lady..................................
.10
Besides this list of goods to be sent by mail the
missionaries of the Sacred Heart hav other nov~lties
for the holidays. By a small cash advance, customers
can hav for their benefit a lamp burning in Watertown
filled with pure olive oil-no cottonseed imitation.
The tariff for a lamp is :
For nine days ..................................................... $ .75
For thirty days..................................................... 2.00
For one year.............. ·..............•........................... 25.00
Wax tapers and candles come cheaper-from ten
to forty cents. It is a great scheme, this making the
outsider pay for the lights for the institution! The
lady of the holy organ has disposed of
great
many of her favors, as is proved by the following
accurately located testimonials to the virtue of the
goods retailed. The first is from Ontario:

a

"N-.- ,

ONT.

" For some time I hav intended te beg you to hav thanks
returned to Our Lady of the Sacred Heart for a request
which I obtained through a novena you made to her for me:
1 suppose it is not too late yet.
N. B."
A novena, by the above list, costs only five cents.
Cheap enough surely, and "N. B." evidently thinks
it as sure as it is cheap. And a novena is as good
for dyspepsia as it is efficacious in inducing God to
answer prayer:
" A-· N y
"Some time ago 1 happened to ~-oiW of thi .tn~· of

•

Our Lady of the S~ed Heart, and at the ~time, which is only
a few weeks ago, I was quite ill, suffering .from a most violent pain in. my side, and dyspepsia of ·long standing. I
made a novena to Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, and promised, in case I would get better, to subscribe to ,the Annals
for a little community here. I should add that I grew better
almost immediately, and am at present feeling better than I
hav felt for some years.
·
SR. M. V."
The above testimonial is right . to the point, and
should result in large sales of novenas for dyspepia.- ·
directions for using with each bottle. The following,
which we presume 1s from Chicago, bas the merit of
not pinning the writer down to inconvenient accuracy:
"CH-, ILL;
"Thanks are returned for a person who since being recommended goes to niass when she can.
:.
M.D."
Going to mass when she can is prob~bly as religious as we can expect a Chicago woman to be. But
if she takes a novena three times a day-well shaken ·
-who knows what results may come? The next is
still more general in statement:
"B. CL-, KY.

" I return thanks to Our Lady of the Sacred Heart for
S. A. 8."
several faTors received.
In this one the burning lamp is alluded to in the
judicious manner calculated to increase orders:
"B. H - , N. Y.

"Please burn a lamp in thanksgiving to Our Lady of the
Sacred Heart and St. Joseph for favors received. I promised
it some time ago.
·
C. R."
The last which we can quote is a glittering generality for the promiscuous benefit of the association:
" 8 - , ALA.

"During the last year Our Lady of the Sacred Heart did
much for us. Gratitude obliges me to acknowledge it. My
great confidence in the Blessed Virgin causes me to havre- .
course again to the prayers of the association.
"B. V. R. S. C."
The Association of Our Lady .With A Sacred
Heart is a great institution. It givs us pleasure to
make known the effectivness of her ·remedies, and we
shall not send any bill to Watertown for this advertisment. If the missionaries feel like sending us a
novena or two, or burning some sacred oil in our
especial behalf, we will fmther publicly acknowledge
all the good it does us.

Incompetent Physicians.
Not since they opposed the Abolitionists and
quoted for the edification of the blacks, ".Cursed be
Cain ; a servant of servants let him be," hav the
preachers taken so much interest in worldly affairs as
since the workingmen began to combine.. But it is a
poor preacher wbp cannot now in·a sermon or two,.
or at most a series of four, settle all the economical
troubles of the age. The wisdom of the pulpit is
phenomenal. With a Bible, a concordance the
works of Calvin, Wesley, Butler, B.nd a few rinor
religious authorities, the social tangle straightens out
before our religious teachers like a railroad track
across the prairie.
It is surprising, then, that nothing comes of this
inspired enlightenment-that still ;the agitation goes
on, just· as though the church h~d not a remedy
already mixed-that the discontented pursue their
varied philosophies precisely as if they knew that.
man must work out his own salvation. The indifference of the workers toward the chilrch must be discouraging to the clergy.
But, when the reason is sought, the attitude of the
workers is easily explained. Christianity is a religion
of the cradle. More than that, like other religions
it is impracticable. It is not fo~ded on the bed~
rock principle" of human rights, but on the "duties"
man is supposed to owe to the ruler of another
world. Christ's kingdom, he said, is not of this
world.
The clergy, therefore, are necessarily
hampered in their social theories. So long as they
measure th~ir remedies by the standard of religion.
so long will the remedies be ineffectiv. Otherworldliness will not do for this world. We are not
in heaven at present, and the clergy should bear the
fact in mind. The training of a theological seminary
i~ not of the kind that fits a man for practical ques-.
twns. The clergyman livs in an atmosphere different .
from other people's. His daily conversation is all of
another world; the people he meets are mostly those
who think more of their sectarianism than of the ills
?f WO~kers. Afternoon QaliS upon the ladies, evenmgs m prayer-meetings, a few hours in the study
preparing other-world ·sermons from dusty booksthea? are t_he preparatio~s the preacher brings to the
consideratiOn of the ntal 'luesti<,>:Q.s qf th~ day. ·
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Small wonder is it that the real workers curl the lip
when reading " labor sermons."
The world will be helped when the clergy know
that they do not know. Then they may go to the
school of practical life, with man teachers. Just now
folks are not thinking so much of going to heaven as
they are of making their condition here a little more
tolerable. They are not traveling the church's way,
and the church must not only turn aside, but hurry
considm·ably to catch up with the crowd. This it is
that makes the labor sermons, now plentiful and long,
sothoroughly ridiculous.
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privately rehearsed the same misinformation. We
will not repeat the names; Dr. Monroe may stand for
the lot. The Truth Seeker Company is aooused of
supporting the American Secular Union· for the
money there is in. it. The treasurer's statement
shows the falsity of this accusation. Lecturers who
hav themselvs been generously helped by the Liberal
public and THE TRUTH SEEKER go about the country
privately telling those for whom they lecture that all
the donations to the Union go to S. P. Putnam.
The fact"that the Union owes its secretary over onethird of his guaranteed salary is hardly reconcilable
The American SecuJar Union.
with these statements. The pUI"se was never conThe report of the treasurer of the American Secu- troled by anyone but the directors-certainly not by
·
those suspected by Dr. Monroe. At the solicitation
1ar Umon,
printed elsewhere, is very discouraging of the old officers one member of the Truth Seeker
and very encouraging. The first year's work of the Company accepted an office in the Union. That
Union seems to hav cost an unreasonable amount
officer had no more to do with the funds than has the
more than it was worth, and to hav left the organizaeditor of the Ironclad Age. His functions were limited
tion nearly a thousand dollars in debt.
to raising money, not expending it. That officer was
That was very discouraging.
reelected by the recent Congress, but· at the first
Taking this year's work by itself from the close of
· 1an d t o the c ose of the Con- meeting of the directors he notified the board that
th e Congress a·t Cleve
1
his resignation was .in their hands, to take effect so
gress at New York, the Union work was not only exsoon as his successor could be chosen. This resignaceedingly valuable but was paid for in whole. Cartion was offered because of these floating insinuations,
rying the arrears of 1885 to 1886, however, leaves the
until now only privately made, but known, nevertheUnion owing a balance of close upon $800, most of less, to the mdividual concerned
which is arrears upon the secretary's salary. 'rhe
Some people can never credit that others act upon
unselfishness of Mr. Putnam in relinquishing his disinterested motivs. They know that they never do,
claim relieves the Union of a great burden. Very and imagin that everyone is like themselvs. And if
few workers in the cause of Liberalism, we think, this spirit must prevail, all those connected with THE
possess enthusiasm and a sufficient spirit of self- TRUTH SEEKER will decline to hav anything more to
sacrifice to yield so large a sum-which .he could do with any organization whatever. It is not a
probably recover from the directors-and continue pleasant thing to help build up a society for the sake
to work upon so uncertain a basis.
of seeing .something accomplished, and then be told
That Liberalism inspires such zealous sacrifice is that all our efforts were made for pay-especially
very encouraging.
when the paying part is all the other way.
There are very few men in this country big enough
The ill-concealed slurs upon THE TRUTH SEEKER, the
to undertake singlehanded the practical work de- penning of which undoubtedly gave Dr. Monroe great
manded of Liberalism. This work, we all know, is
·
pleasure, are not of sufficient importance to notice.
the enforcement of Liberalism's demands. No one In his "Lay Sermon/' Colonellngersoll said that men
man could hav stirred New York as the American
are as they must be-no more responsible for their
Secular Union stirred this metropolis last winter dispositions than for their bight; not responsible for
upon the question of opening the museums on Sun- their acts any more than for their dreams. So we
day. No one man could hav forced New York's leg- believe, and, believing, hav great charity for all.
islature to consider a bill for taxing churches. This This is .not the first case of mental irresponsibility
is the proper wo:rk for an organization, and only that has a:ffi.icted our esteemed contemporary. When
through organization can it be accomplished. And Mr. Bennett was persecuted a few years ago, Dr. Monit was to do just this work that the American Secular roe bravely asserted that the persecution was a gross
Union was revived by the present administration. violation of Mr. Benilett's liberties; afterward he intiThe first year the Union failed to accomplish much. mated that the. persecution served the New York
The second year it accomplished a great deal. What editor about right. . When asked the reason for his
it will do the third year remains to be seen.
changed view, he explained it by saying that when
There are some drawbacks, however, to organiza- he so intimated he was suffering from an unusually
tion. Let us follow the example of Colonel Ingersoll severe attack of dyspepsia. The iqpications now are
when he delivered his "Lay Sermon," and take a text. that the good doctor has sustained a relapse.
The following is from the Ironclad Age of Nov. 27,
Organization is probably the only way by which
1886, J. R. Mom·oe, M.D., ·editor:
Freethinkers can protect themselvs and obtain their
"The American Secular Union elected Courtlandt Palmer rights. Without help from others, Mr. Reynolds
president, and the usual string of ornamental vice-presidents
. anq vice-presidentesses. The old officials were generally re- would now be in prison. Organization should be
tained. The purse and the executiv control are still in the extenqed, and used for all honorable purposes which
harids of the Truth Seeker C<>jlpany., and the whole matter individuals cannot achieve. But we frankly avow
is narrowed to a business enterprise. This is weli, seeing our belief that until quite a number of Freethinkers
that the great body of Liberals in this country cannot be lose considerable envy and jealousy; the less we hav
organized for. the general and unselfish advancement of the
cause. It is but right for the few who are willing to keep up of organization the better. When the church shuts
tbe.semblance of organization, while promoting the general a few heretics up for blasphemy, saddles the nation
cause according ·to the best inspiration they hav, to wield it With debts, and puts God in the Constitution, then,
to their own pecuniary advantage. The laborer is worthy of perhaps, the organization that resists the tyranny
hi~ hire, and we can't expect the few in the van to be un- will be allowed to g~ on its way without quite so
~eltbh whilst the great army in the rear is indifferent. They
who are poking up the chunks ought not to be envied their mnch fault-finding from those who profit by the work
seats nearest the fire. And besides, extrordinary means are it does, but who never pay a cent to support it.
necessary to keep a great Liberal journal alive.
"Subsidy, merit, martyrdom, honest earnings, the generAn Open Letter to Dr. Talmage.
ous efforts and contributions of zealous friends, and the priMosT REVEREND DocToR : As the gullible gudgeons
vate field work done at the public expense, in their combined
results are inadequate to make a large Liberal journal a of the orthodox variety hav swallow€d the red-hot
profitable investment. Without the Infidel journals there is petrified man of Lima, 0., and left not even so mqch
an end to the propagation of Liberal views. No cause in as a little toe for your reverence to feast your holy
our day can make head without the advocacy of the
press. Lectures do something, but they are expensiv, and eyes on, I write this to inform you of another wonconfined to narrow limits. In fact, but for the Liberal press, der which can be found in that locality. About nine
that multiplies most of them a hundredfold, the very best or ten miles southeast of Lima, on the Bellefontaine
would die in the few. ears they first enter.
road, may be seen what is said to be the devil's back" It is hence of the first importance that the Liberal bone, as thousands of the citizens of Lima and Allen
papers of ability and capacity be sustained, whatever else county can testify. A large part of this· backbone
fails; If ·organization can effect only this in the case of a
single journ,al, it is not in vain; whilst the rest of us skir- rem~s even unto this day, and a good portion of it
mishing around on the outskirts of the organized endeavor has ~urned to stone, and the. ungodly churchmen
will pick up what crumbs we can, and support ourselvs as rourid about hav grown so familiar with this satanic
. best we may, envying none, and wishing well to all."
vertebrre that they hav used a good portion of it to
If this oU:tbreak ·were the first or only thing of the decorl!ote their god-houses. Whether this said backkind, we should pay no a.tt:~ntion to it. But editors of bone is the actual vertebl"al column of the only
other Freethought papers hav entertained ideas similar genuin and original devil, who is a co-partner with
t9 tJ!oiJ~ ,$~pressed by Dr. Monroe, and lecturers hav Jehovah in the soul-saving business, we know not-.it

may be OJ;le of his boys, or a distant member of that
ancient and numerous family. I hav often seen this
wonder, and can vouch for the truth of it. It is perfectly cool, and without the least odor of brimstone
or other characteristic perfumes from sheol. I would
advise you to go and see it, doctor, and carry away
a fragment in your pocket, as a tangible proof of defunct devils and the doctrins of the church militant.
That country is rich in petrifactions, inasmuch ·as
it is quite common to see petrifactions in the pulpit
preaching petrified doctrins to congregations with
petrified brains. I hav no doubt but there are whole
graveyards of petrified corpses, with ghosts done in
stone. It worries me to think about what trouble ·
this may cause on the morning of the resurrection.
The Lord will be obliged to turn those stone bodies
into .flesh and blood and bones again, for it will be a
novel sight, and decidedly inconvenient, to hav a lot of
petrified angels incumbering the streets and back alleys
of the New Jerusalem, and, as their souls will hav to
be born again, there may be trouble on account of
misfits.
I am sol"l'y, doctor, that ·you are so much given to
abusing Infidels. Don't, my dear doctor, don't do
so any more, for you are only worrying yourself, and
not hurting us in the least. You should bear in
mind that, according to your doctrin of predestina·
tion, we are ordained to be damned, and such being
the case, we are nec~ssary and integral parts in the
great scheme of salvation by which the elect are enabled to prance around among the angels. ·Whither
we go thou shalt not come-they would not hav
you-but you will go to the other place, and rest in
Abraham's bosom, and eternally play your heavenly
jewsharp along with Charles J. Guiteau and numerous othe1· assassins who hav been "jerked to Jesus."
Brother Talmage-excuse me for. the implied relationship; it was a slip of the pen, and I am just as
much ashamed of it as you are; please don't mention it, for my family are quite as sensitiv as the living relativs of the petrified man-Adieu.
WATSON HESTON.
--------~~.--------

JUDGE ScoTT, of lllinois, has decided that there is evidence
that the Chicago Anarchists were unfairly tried, sufficient to
justify a stay of proceedings. Those who hav hitherto
amused themselvs by excoriating the editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER for holding substantially the same view, can now ·
transfer their attention to the above eminent jurist.
REPORTING the Thanksgiving services at Talmage's church,
the Herald man said: "It would hav been difficult for the
most confirmed skeptic if he had been present in the Brooklyn Tabernacle to refuse belief in the 13till living power of
Christianity." 'l'he reporter should bear in mind that the
people visit the Brooklyn Tabernacle not because they love
Christianity, but to be amused by the antics of the preacher.
He might as well talk about the living power of the circus
because the people cr~wd to see it.
INNUMERABLE journals are copying Mr. Ingersoll's "Lay
Sermon " from ·the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER. This is
well and good, and speaks highly for the editors' judgment.
The sermon ought to be read by everybody. But we notice
that many of the papers-among them the Ironclad Age-say
not a word as to the source which enables them to supply
their readers with such good matter. This grieves us. We
hav no objection to our contemporaries reaping the benefits
of our enterprise, but we do think they ought to casually
mention that TuE TRUTH SEEKER made it possible for them
to break the eighth commandment.
IT is difficult to say which excites the most comment, the
enormous amount of work performed year after year by J.
E. Remsburg, or his promptness and reliability in meeth1g
his engagements. His appointments are often many hundred miles apart, and yet he lectures every night. He has
studied the railroad geography of this country, knows every
road and train, and never hesitates to go a hundred miles
out of his way to avoid delays and gain time. One of his
flying trips was made on Monday, November 22d. He was
billed for Florence, Mass., Sunday night, and Pottsville, Pa.,
Monday night. As there are no trains from Florence Sunday night it was necessary for him to remain there eight
hours longer than he need to hav done on any other day of
the week. He left Florence at 7 A.M.., Monday. Instead of
waiting for the Springfield train at Northampton, he took the
New Haven and Northampton road, getting into New Haven
ahead of the fast train for New York. Taking this train he
reached the Grand Central depot a little after eleven, having
left a hundred and sixty mile-posts between him and Florence. Taking a Fourth avenue car at Forty-second street,
he came down to Eighth street, made a visit to THE TRUTH
SEEKER office, and then, taking a Broadway car, proceeded
down town to Liberty street, crossed the ferry, and, at Jersey
Citr, took a train for Philadelphia. The train was due in
Phii~delphia at 3:58 P.M. The Reading train left two minutes
later. On n~aring Philadelphi~ he found ~hat his t~in would
arrive five mmutes late and miss connectiOn. So. mstead of
running into the city, he dropped off at Wayne Junction, a
few miles out, and taking a "dummy" train, crossed over to
the main line of the Reading in time to catch the Pottsville
train. At 7 P.M. be arrived in Pottsville, making a journey
of nearly four hundred miles, including seven changes and a
two hours' stop in New York, in twe!ve hours.
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retttrs Jrom Jlritntls:
CoRTLAND, 0., Nov. 14, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Your grand and noble paper has crossed my
threshhold once again, and I will say that friend Spellman
has qone well, aBd is willing to do more. All we want now
is to organize. There are more Freethinkers about me than
I ever dreamed of, for all that they are grinding the Bible in
the schools. I think it only a matter of time when our presence wm·be felt as well as heard.
J. D. WHEELER.

~EEKER.

DECEMBER 4, 1886.

and denied that the committee authorized the holding of
party meetings on the Sabbath. Colonel Odom was much.
enraged and said : '' E!ome Methodist preachers are so party
bound [he should hav said creed bound] that they've got to
be converted over again. Malice is the secret of their action.
Some Methodist preachers are right ·and a good many are
wrong. ·One of these preachers says ' the old party will put
down liquor" selling.' Now, did you ever hear such infernal
nonsense? The Methodist preachers on the outside will
preach and sing, and on the inside vote for the old political
parties, but mostly for the Republican party. They stand by
that party all the time. That's the reason they don't like the
third party."
·
Now, brothers and sisters, was not Colonel Odom pretty
nearly right? " Where rogues fall out honest people get their
dues," is an old saying, but is it not a true one?
But my letter is getting too long for any use, I fear, but
the waste basket; so· I will close, wishing you a rich, an
abundant thanksgiving in the year of our Lord, Nov. 25, 1886.
ELLA E. GmsoN.

NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Nov. 19, 286.
MR. EDITOR: Please find $7.50 inclosed for pamphlets. I
see that numerous local papers throughout the country hav
given notice of C. B. Reynolds's arrest for blasphemy. This
will answer as a very good and cheap ad vertisment of the
pamphlet upon which he was arrested, .and no doubt the
same papers will giv notice of how the trial will terminate in
January. I suggest, brother and sister Liberals, that you
procure a goodly number of the phamphlets and hav them
BAKER CITY, OR., Nov. 9, 286.
ready for sale by the time the papers giv it a second notice.
MR.
EDITOR:
Please
find
inclosed $3.50-$2 for the aid of
The enemy has made an assault, and, in the llinguage of
ex-President Jackson, steady, Liberals, •• and see that every C. B. Reynolds ($1 from myself, the other from George L.
Hoys, a renownl'd old Infidel). The balance is for books
JOHN W. ABBoTT.
shot counts."
you will find named on inclosed slip. I am only a hard-fisted
TRENTON, TEx., Nov. 14, 1886.
son of toil. I think the work of organization and reform
MR. EDITOR: The members of the Trenton Secular Union, should commence on the Pacific coast. 'fhe people are more
through THE TRUTH SEEKER, wish to e;x:press their delight. liberal in their opinions here than in any other part within
We listened to W. S. Bell's great assault against the bul- the broad confines of our Republic. All we need is a good
warks of superstition on November 11th and 12th, at the Liberal lecturer. We can organize an auxiliary J;,eague here
Bailey and Trenton Hall, when tolerably good audieiJces with a hundred charter members, This is a great country,
learned their A B C's in the school of Free thought.
and is bound to become one of the richest mining sections of
" Prayer is immoral." How shockingly true ! It asks the United States.
the creator to acknowledge his own mistake and suspend the
Wishing you a long life ef usefulnes5 and prosperity,
law. If I burn my hand it is right to suffer, and wrong to
Yours for liberty,
WEBLEY T. MILLER.
ask that the law may be annulled ; it is my best friend; and
SAN
JosE,
CAL.,
Nov. 12, 1886.
brought me into existence. The same reasoning is forever
MR.
EDITOR:
Find
incloseu
.$5,
which
apply.as
follows:
good.
AU Texas friends will do well to hear what this Bell has $3 to renew my subscription to the grand old TRUTII SEEKER,
humanity's friend; $1 to assist the Congress of the· Secular
tolled us.
J. W. BELL.
Union (sorry I can't make it $100); also $1 to aid Brother
AsHKUM, ItL., Nov. 15, 286.
Reynolds in carrying on the v; ork of destroying superstition
MR. EDITOR: I receive your paper regularly, and think I and error. I felt very indignant at the ill-treatment he renever read a better paper for truth and justice. I hav ceived from those fanatical orthodox mud-slingers. I am in
watched with much interest the disputes between our fellow- sympathy with the outraged and oppressed of every race and
Liberals, and am ·pleased with the stand you bav taken con- clime. I, therefore, feel it my duty to assist our brave
cerning the Chicago Anarchists. There are a few o·utspoken leaders. I hope for tbe time when the word liberty will be a
Liberals here, but they don't read any Liberal paper, and reality in this boasted llintl of freedom. Well may Amerisay they don't feel able· to subscribe just now. Ashkum cans blush and hide their heads in shame when called to face
people are nearly all Catholics; and it is a hard matter to get the outrages and calumnies visited upon many of our greatthem to read Liberal journals. One fellow here said that he est minds-leaders and reformers who hav labored inceswas once a Freethinker, but a preacher beat him so bad in santly for the advancement of the human race and the liberan argument that he dropped his Infidel tools, and hasn't ties we now enjoy. The great battle against sectarian craft
had any use for them since. I told him I didn't think he and political intrigue must yet be fought, and the only
was ever a Liberal.
weapon to conquer these monsters is knowledge. All good
and brave men will.scorn cowardly fraud and dastardly conInclosed find $1, to be used as directed. MAT WHALEN.
duct, be it sectarian, political, or sociaL Men of true mettle
PHILADELPFIIA, PA., Nov. 23,1886.
will stand firm, and continue to be the standard- beart>rs of
MR. EDITOR: Archbishop Corrigan, in his reply to Mr. liberty, justice, and ·humanity.
n. H. Sonw ARTZ.
George, tells us that God did not curse air and light, but did
SILVER CITY, IA., Nov. 17, 1886.
curse the earth. Can any intelligent man of the nineteenth
century actually believe that an omniscient and omnipotent
MR. EDITOR: I like THE TRUTH SEEKE:K just as well as
God ever cursed any of his own productions ? The idea, to ever, even if you .hav got too much mixed up with the
my mind, is not only silly, but actually impious and even Anarchists, Dynamiters, and bomb-throwers. I can stand ali
the pictures, all yOUJ Spiritualism, and all your Freethought.
bla~phemous.
Do not all men with ordinary jntelligence perceive that, I like the ln'VestigatOJ', too. I believe that the noble cause of
the fact that men hav to work and cannot liv in idleness is Freethought has been helped much by such brave defenders
not an evil, but a blessing? It is obviously the source of all of liberty and equal rights as our noble founder of THE TRUTH
progress and civilization. If the earth produced her fruits SEEKER and his worthy successors. If we are bespattered,
spontaneously, without any thought or exertion on the part the mudscraping will not prevent us from seeking ti:uth or
of men, we would all be mere animals. In Africa and defending liberty, free speech, and equal rights, nor from
Central America, and on some islands, are men who can and sympathizing with the oppressed or the oppressor, as the
do liv with very little labor. What kind of men are they? case may be. I believe that a good many so-called Liberals
Are they statesmen, philosophers, historians, orators, poets, are generally found on the side of the oppressor, and are
actors, painters, or ministers of the almighty?
always ready to point out the line they hav drawn between
w. H. BENSON. themselvs and others, and would hav everybody else to take
their advice and kind fault-finding in good humor.
BARRE, MAss., Nov. 22, 286.
I am taking TnE TRUTH SEEKER, not to help you along,
MR. EDITOR: Permit me to '' return thanks" to Mr. George but to· b.elp myself along, and I think every copy is worth
Wilson [see TRUTH SEEKER, Nov. 20] and others who wrote the price. tenfold. I intend to stay with you until all the
me "private letters of thanks" for my article that you pub- Freethinkers, Socialists, Anarchiste, Atheists, Spiritualists,
lished October 16th. You see, there are two sides to this and bomb-throwers are thrown in a pile together arrd senquestion as there are to all others, and it is very commendatory tenced to reading your paper for life .. There is no occasion
in you, and gratifying to us, that y0u are disposed to publish to ride all hobbies.
all sides. Many thanks to you; long may THE TRUTH
J. G. KuHN.
SEEKER (and truth getter) wave.
RoANOKE, VA., Nov. 14, 1886.
We hav had • a hot political contest in the Bay state this
fall, and some 0f the winnings gratify me exceedingly. The
Mit. EDITOR: As Mr. Talmage's story about the man RedHub, too, is all in commotion. A hot or cold wave has yan, of Lima, Ohio, being struck down by Almighty God for
come over it-and you tell which !-in the shape of Mrs. Van blasphemy has turned out to be a myth, I will enlighten the
Cott and the "boy preacher Harrison," who is now holding readers of your paper on another one of his subiects, menforth in Lynn at the modest price of $100 per week. And tioned at the same time, viz.: one Dr. Kyle, of Sullivan Co.,
in January the good Lord is going to send us Sam Jones and N.Y. i was born and raised in that county, and lived there
Sam Small. What has old Boston done that it needs such at the time mentioned. I knew Dr. Kyle, and remember the
disciplin from the hand of the Lord? Conversions are num- circumstance. In 1859 or '60, diphtheria broke out in a malig~
erous, and honesty scarce I
nant fonD. all over the county. Some lost all of their chil. The Prohibitionists of Maryland hav had a lively row. The dren, and many grown people in sight of my father's place
first Sunday after their nominations were made for Congress, died. One Philip F. Fulton lost seven out of his family. It
a meeting was held at which Colonel Odom made a speech was no unusual sight to see two buried from one home at one
in which he eulogized the men named for Congres8, and time. Dr. Kyle was a Thompsonian, and, like all the rest that
urged Prohibitionists to fight whisky with the ballot; where- had not had a trial claimed he could cure the disease; but as
upon the Methodist preachers held a meeting denouncing he was not called, he said, it was reported, that if it got into
Colonel Odom, and " adopted resolutions declaring that his family he would soon kick it out. Like many others, his
·while the Methodist preachers of Baltimore desired to be the family of children were nearly all, if not all, taken with the
friends of temperance, they opposed· making use of the dreadedseourge and died. It baffled the skill of the best-.
Lord's day for the doing of partisan work, and proteRted read physicians for over a year. The disease finally became
against its being converted into a time for ·political harangs." milder, or else the doctqrs got to understanding it, as it was
Thif action stirred the whole Prohibition party in .Maryland, never so fatal after that fall. I think it was said at a Free
and ihe state executiv committee straightway held a meeting Methodist revivill that Dr. Kyle defied the Almighty by say~

ing he would kick the diphtheria out of his house, and God
had visited his wrath upon him by taking away his children ;
but of the nume~ous others that· suffered as bad nothing of
the. kind was ever said. No one but some religious lunatics
supposed it was any visitation of God. It was noticed that
those that lived along water courses suffered the most.
Yours for truth,
E. STODDARD.
St. JosEPH, Mo., Nov. 19, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: That fossil, the Herald and Presbyter, of Cincinnati, this fall contained a brief article advising its orthodox patrons to " giv skeptics a wide berth." Better follow
that advice, all who ar6 afraid to know the truth. How much
better is it to only "indulge a hope" of being one of the
elect, of being saved by grace as a" brand from the burning,"
knowing according to scripture· that a majority of your own
species will be less fortunate, even if your hope should be
realized of being saved, than to feel that the only informa~
tion qn that subject comes through an old book; which you
know is a fraud from beginning to end ? Infidels certainly
hav as well grounded a hope as hav Christians, whose only
faith is based on untruthful history, fraudulent misrepresentations, and cheeky. predi~tkn. I was brought up in the
very hotbed· of orthodox religion, and I want no more of it.
i could, when a child, readily understand why that poor man
was doomed to sit forever in the moon, face down ward, for
picking up chips on Sunday to kindle a fire. I was taught
when smitten on one cheek to turn t'other for similar treatment. Learned early to pray for and expect divine help in
everything, as
•· The birds without b~trn or storehouse are fed,
From them let us learn to tru8t for our bread.
His ~aints, what is fitting, will ne'er be denied,
So long as •tis written, the Lord will provide."

I was long in getting rid of the old delusion, and came out
of the fracas somewhat the worse. It is hard to part with a
faith almost bred in the bone, and harder when there were so
many of the associations of childhood linked with it. But
reason and an honest desire to know the truth hav conquered,
and I hav attained to that happy condition in which I can
say I hav only the natural animal dread of death, but really
no fear, and average a happier life than when professing
faith in Christianity. I know also I am as good a man as
then. St. Joseph, where I reside, may be said to be a stronghold of Christianity, in all of it.s gradations and degradations,
at least on the surface. Roman Catholic bigotry, avarice,
and superstition here run rampant; I see, daily, gangs of
priests and brothers leading unsuspecting boys from their
sch< ·ols to the cathPdral and confessional. The priests look,
oh! so meek, so lamb-like, in their black Father Hubbards.
Also "sisters," with their white, angel-winged hoods flapping in the breeze, looking, oh ! so innocent, as they walk
along at the head of processions of deluded girls from school
to confessional and mass.
· The Cathnlics here, as elsewhere, own the finest building
sites in the city, and grounds in extent far·beyond their necessitit·s, fabulously valuable. These are virtually owned by
the priests and brothers whose livings they afford. To the
alrt>ady large and fine buildings they are constantly making
costly additions, to aid which they solicit and receive much
assistaBce from Protestants. As all their colleges contain a
chapel, of course they will not be taxed. These Catholics
are just alike the world over, united, of course, because they
dr~J,w inspiration from the same infallible fountain-head, that
old "man of sin," the pope. They will concede nothing,
only just as they are taught by the priest. They pray for,
and look forward to, the time when the lion and lamb can
lie down together, of course, fully believing the Catholic
lion will be on the outside. One thing is singular but significant, one no longer hears the Protestant churches railing
out against the Roman Catholic as a few years ago-but
little opposition to its aggressivness. Hav they already begun to anticipate a union of all Christians? No doubt, already many of them are ready to acknowledge that the pope
is a jolly"good fellow after all. Well, it is with all of them a
clear admission of weakness, and their only ultimate hope of
breasting the storm of reason and reform, which Infidelity
has aroused, and which, like a great ground swell, threatens
to upheave all ancient superstitions, and bring about the
universal brotherhood of man. Their motto is, " Of two
evils (union or Infidelity), choose the least--'-union." It
looks so.
• An old lady, mother of a prominent minister in this city,
remarked on seeing a Protestant lady taking her children to
the cathedral (their father, deceased, was a Unitarian):
"Well, I would sooner see them made Catholics than Unitarians. They (the Catholics) take Christ." Great God I (if
there is a personal God), how long will we hav to bear with
this hydra-headed monster? When will Americans wake up
to the wily movements of Catholics, who yet hope not only
to 0verthrow free schools, but to rule the country?
"FAITHLESS."
SouTH 0TBELIO, Nov. 19, 286.
Mil. EDITOR : I beg the privilege of saying a few words to
you and the general public through the columns of your
paper. I want to throw my influence, little as it niay be, in
favor of justice toward those condemned ·so-called Anarchists of Chicago. Since the evidence upon which. they were
convicted, and now lie in their cells awafting execution, is
'wholly circumstantial, and of the very lamest kind,' and denied as they were the benefit which the law .declares all
criminals are at all times entitled to, viz., that of doubt, it
is more and more apparent t() every justice-loving man and
woman that their trial was, like D," ¥- Bennett's; a mere
farce, and their conviction and sentence entirely premeditated.
Is it still possible that after. all.the costly, inhuman,:and mortifying experiences that we,.as citizenR of a_so 7called free
republic, hav had in the past, and so lately as that of the
murder Qegalized though it were) of John Brown; the hang-
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ing of witches on Boston c'ommon, the imprisonment of D.
. M. Bennett, Abner Kneeland, and other grand reformers,
I repeat, is it still possible for the free-minded American
citizens, both ·men and women, to be awed into silence, while
revenge, backed up by money and pious zeal, can, by the
voice of one judge, hurl into " everlasting life" and redoubled power seven more victims of religious monopoly
and hate ? Is it still possible for this oft-repeated farce and
worse than mockery," trial by jury," to be again repeated in
the very mic;lst of our boasted civilization, and men, who
evidently hav been guilty of no crime, unless it be that of
having been born, like Charles Mackay, one hundred years
too soon, pleading for their lives like Socrates, Bruno, and
·scores of others, while we, the people, eat, drink, and are
merry? I am not·an :Anarchist, but that.is not the question.
I am not a Socialist, but that is of no consequence in this
case. These !Seven or eight men with brains and souls had a
right, according to the Constitution of these free states, to
propagate their peculiar ideas. And how absurd to suppose
that men of their purpose and intellect would fire a bomb
into the midst of a gathering of their own friends, endangering not only their own lives but those upon whom they relied to help advance their cause. Who is to atone for the
loss to the wives and children of these men, for the lives that
are dearer to them, perhaps, than their own? Who can estimate the hourly agony of those men and their families?
It may be asked of me, What can be done about it? I
propose for THE TRUTH BEEKER to send out petitions to all
of its subscribers, and let the friends of justice add their
names to the list who are willing to beg for a new trial for
. these men, or, if that be denied, beg for a commutation of
their sentence. I am very hard pressed f~,t.r money, as a stroke
of lightning took me out of $500 last July, but I will giv $1.
to help start this thing and pay toward the petition, and I
will circulate one if I can get it. Who will be the next?
Come, friends, remember this is not your life nor mine, but
those who are just as dear as ours. We must act quickly or
it will be too late, and then we can do as we did in the case
of John Brown, sing, "Glm;y hallelujah," over a lost cause
the rest of our lives.
·
llARY PEOK.
ST. CATHERIN&s, ONT., Nov. 18, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I see in THE TRUTH BEEKER of November
6th that Mr. Thomai Burk, of Salesville, M. T., wants his
statement whether wheat will pass to chess explained. He
says that some years ago there was winter wheat on his
ranch, and after it had jointed cattle grazed it; but some
stools were left untouched, others were entirely eaten off,
while others were partly eaten. Those untouched, he says,
grew up wheat ; those eaten off started again from the stool
and came up chess, and those half-eaten came partly wheat
and partly chess~ Now, there is not a particle of proof in
Mr. T. Burk's statement that that wheat did pass to chess;
.and it is evident those plants that had been eaten off and
came up chess were not wheat but chess plants, and of
course would grow chess again.
Again, he says those half-eaten came partly wheat and
partly chess. This I do not dispute, but when be says from
the same stool, he certainly makes a random assertion, for I
am positiv that he nor any other man ever saw wheat and
chess that grew from the same root; and if he had taken the
roots of those wheat and chess plants out of the ground and
examined them, he would hav seen that that wheat and chess
did not grow from the same root.
It is possible for wheat and chess to grow so near each
other as apparently to hav but one root, like Mr. Burk's, and
that, no doubt, has deceived him and many others.
I infer from Mr. Burk's statement that he, as well as many
others, believes that if wheat is cropped, broken down,
choked, frozen, stunted, or in any other way injured during
its growth, it will then turn to chess. But of this I hav had
so much proof to the contrary that I am positiv no such
change has ever taken place. Some years ago we had a
frost here the 6th and 10th of June that killed all·the wheat
heads that were out of th~ir sheaths, but it grew up again
from the root, and, behold, it was wheat again, but it did
not ripen. Now, this wheat must hav suffered badly, being
twice frozen, yet it did not turn its second crop to chess, nor
the wheat heads th.at were then yet sheathed.
Now, all those who believe that wheat will turn to chess
should, before making any more random assertions, prove it.
Try it, farmers; expose ground in a pot to an intense heat
(for chess seeds are very ten~cious of life), and after it is
cold, sow wheat. in it. Then, during its growth, do your
best to make it yield chess ; and I am positiv the first trial
will convince you that wheat cannot be forced to yield any
other grain but wheat.
A. MooT.
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SoLDIERs' HoME, Wis., Nov. 20, A.s. 286.
MR. EDITOR: The pictures are the glory of our noble ·old
TRUTH SEEKER. Like a flash they impress upon the mind
truths never to be forgotten. I only wish it were possible to
afford more space in order· that Heston might sen<P a shot
now and then in the ranks of a certain class of Spiritualists;
it might keep them somewhat closer to reason and common
.sense. I saw not long since in a Spiritual paper how the
noble red man was seen (clairvoyantly, of course) sitting
wonderfully contented, with dog and gun, right in the midst
of his happy hunting-grounds. 0 shades of all the philosophers that ever lived l protect us from our friends the Spiritualists l ·What in sheol did he want with his dog there,
and much less his gun, when he couldn't kill even the vilest
thing that ever crawled?
Mr. Editor, I scarcely know how to express my thanks to
you for continuing my-paper so long without payment; but
keep sending it if you possibly can, and Dexter J. Smith's
too. I'll vouch for both, and I assure you he and I will .find
a WJ.f to mf.t~ it. CH.sre33 s.>.>a m3eC3, at~.d I h~v grea.

hopes for the passage of the Mexican pension bill ; it will set
me all afloat.
I inclose you something that looks more like poetry than it
reads:
"THEBJ!l IS NO DEATH."

An Indian left this world of strife.
Of coune he did not dieHe.aimply passed to spirit life,
Upward toward the sky.
He livs in that bright summer-land
With his faithful dog and gnn,
Yet with the happy hunting band
He sees but sorry fun.
The game when shot, it never diesAlas ! it cannot die !
For" there's no death." "0 Lord!" he cries,
And heaves a famished sigh.
He sits him down with hunger pressed,
And wild in grim despair.
He must eat something .loon, he guessed,
Or get some other where.
"At la~t," quoth he, "I've found a way,
A plan that needs must thrive;
I'll trap this deathless-gifted prey,
And eat it up alive."

NBLBON HUNT.
MURRAY, IDAHo, Nov. 11, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: As you hav not heard from me for a long time,
I thought I would write a few lines to let you know that I
am not dead yet, and that I keep the banner of Freetbought
afloat. I find a great many Liberals here, but they are unsettled, and it would be almost impossible to form a Liberal
society at present. I think by next summer it could be accomplished, with the aid of a good speaker to giv us two or
three lectures. I was in· hopes that our worthy secret!lry
would go further West from Utah, and· come back by the
North Pacific Railway, and stop off at Spokane Fall~ and
come through this way, but he went south of us. This is
going to be one of the richest mining camps in America in a
few years, and will be a fine field for a Liberal lecturer if he
gets ahead of the priests, though the priests hav been here
already. I am one of the school trustees here, and I hav denied them the use of our schoolhouse to do their false te!tching in. I expect to get a row on mY hands, but, as I am
right, I am going to fight them.
•
I hope the Union will keep Mr. Putnam in the field, as he
is doinp: a good work. I hope also that Mr. Reynolds will
paint New Jersey red. If I had fifty of our mountain
miners there we could wipe out the whole town, and that is
what they ought to get. I am fifty-five years old, but not too
old to shoulder a gun against that kind of cattle.
Keep up the pictures; they talk louder than words. I
think I can get you more subscribers before spring. I will
do all I can for the good old TRUTH SEEKEE.
A. ERVIN..
IRwiN, !A., Nov. 20, 1886 .
MR. EDITOR: With regard to E. C. Walker's so-called
autonomi~tic marriage, I think it is " a great deal of cry and
very little wool," as the negro said while stealing a pig that
he had thought to be a lamb. If he succeed~ on his final
plea it settles the question beyond all controversy that he is
legally married with all the rights and liabilities that belong
in law to husband and wife. He pleads simply that the law
marries them (the common law, or leges no~ scrt"pta) in spite
of all their protestations and agreements to the contrary, if
they agree to liv together. So that, according to his own
pleading, the only thing in issue is the necessity of getting a
license. and this license, in this view of the case, is more
properly named, "Marriage re!l;istration," and in dollars and
cents, I believe, it amounts in Kausas to just $2. Yes, that
is about the size of it! A t_wo-dollar martyr! Bully for
auton~my! Hurrah for Anarchy!
Those Chicago fellows and Herr Most are just pigmies now
compared with this Kansas giant. Theoretically E. C. Walker
is radically right; practically he is opposed to his own the.
ory. Although Walker's indictment, following the legal
phrase and form, charges him witll "unlawful cohabitation,"
yet the specifications show that it is not the " cohabitation"
but the neglect to procure a license-under the common law
simply a system of registration-that constitutes his· offense.
Having suffered the penalty it is then no offense, but rather
his legal duty, to " cohabit ;" and if his plea is sustained, as
I tllink it will .be, he is liable if he does not discharge the
duties of a husband toward his co-defendant, Lillian Harman. I am in harmony with those who demand the right of
self-hood in the freedom of contract, but I shall always insist
upon some. public acknowledgment or registration of such
contracts.
Talking of Anarchy_ reminds me to say I protest most indignantly and vehemently against Gary's ruling in the case.
I hav heard in an indirect, and not very reliable way, that" a
tall, dark, complexioned man," giving tile name of Cummins
or Cummings (Jim, I think) and, supposed to hav some connection with the James and Younger boys, ip the course of
talk claimed that he was the bomb-thrower at Chicago, and
that he was just getting his hand in good practice to pay off
the Pinkertons for the bomb they threw. Cummings, or
whatever his name may be, is reported to hav said that he
did not know anything about the Anarchists, or they anything about him-that he was a " whole team" himself, and
" enough for the Chicago police and the damned Pinkertons
witllout any help from any one." I am going to borrow a
boo\: about the James and Youngers and see for myself if it
givs any ground to believe that there is or ever was such a
person as this Cummins or Cummings.
However, it cannot be made to serve any purpose favorable to the Anarchists that I can see. I guess it would be
utterly impossible to get it into the shape of evidence. Is
that doctrin (or slush) of Gary's to stand as law? If so,
Anarchy finds its justification right there. It denies the right
of revolution; the right to argue it, to contemplate it as a
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remote possibility or as a tlernier resort in this country under
any circumstances. I :wonder 'what our Revolutiori.ary sires
would say to that. For my own part, I believe that wrong
is so entrenched behind organic legislation that a bloody
revolution must sooner or later take place, and if this be
treason, or if I must hang as a pa-rtieepa criminis for th!l next
case· of bomb-throwing; why, so be it l When I throw my
bomb it will hav company-there will be organized revolution, not for no law, but for better law. J. K: B. BAKER.
Di!;TROIT, Mwn., Nov. 22, 1886.
To THE LIBERAL PEOPLE (who listened to and read a Lay
Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll): What do you think of it? Do
you see any point to it? dan it be. possiblE; that Mr. Ingersoll does not see and know that the something wrong in our
government is but the exact reflection of the something
wrong in every other government throughout the civilized
world? And yet Mr. Ingersoll and every other Liberal and
reform advocate has always acquiesced and upheld the
cause of all the wrongs and evils that they claim to desire to
reform. Mr. Ingersoll says there is something wrong when
honesty wears a rag, and rascality a robe; when the loving,
the tender, eat a crust, while the infamous sit at the banquet!'.
So there is something wrong. The people are deprived of
real money, which is the vitality, the life of industry, and
are obliged to do all business transactions upon credit; and
thousands of bankers are licensed to rob them by issuing
bankers' debts as counterfeit money, and oblige the lifeless
people to buy this counterfeit money at high· and oft-re.
peated premiums to pay the interest 'on the wealth thatlabor has created and has been rol:Jbed of. Allow me to say
to Mr. Ingersoll that one dollar of debt is as truly slavery as
one dollar wrongfully appropriated from the rightful owner
is theft ; and there has never been any other cause of slavery
on earth but that which was caused by. depriving people of
money to transact business on ·a cash principle. In this
country there has never been any money, and there has
always been slavery. · It has always been true that the borrower is the slave of the lender. No man ever borrowed
money unless he was obliged to, and when any man borrows
money it is proof positiv that he livs in a land of slavery.
Will any one deny this? 'fo hav a full legal tender money
issued by the people through the government, sufficient to
pay every transaction in business at once, and keep every
one free from debt, is the only po9sible way to liberty. And
until Mr. Ingersoll and all Liber~ls see this and work for it,
they are only acting the part of the man looking for work
and doing all he can not to get it. The Nine Demands of
Liberalism are only demandt1 fot: tile re111oval of nine effects
of the want of money in the country to keep the people free;
and no liberty can possibly ever come from such demands
any ·more than to dam up a river can do good to the country
below the dam. We hav been fighting effects for thousands
of years, but never hav been free, simply because society
must hav money-free money-just as much as animal life
must hav air. We must destroy the one cause of poverty,
slavery, war, vice, and crime that has ever sat behind the
throne. The power of the money-lender has always been tile
great power behind all civil power all over the earth; and
though the slaves in one or more countries hav in hundreds
of cases fought and won their liberty, yet the emissaries of
the power behind the throne hav always been able to slip the
shackles upon the minds and limbs of the ignorant victors
and lead them into deeper captivity again every time.
Never hav the people demanded and obtained liberty to be
free from debt, and never has industry been supplied with
its vitalizing influP.nce. Society has never been supplied with
tile very tiber to hold it together; civilization has never been
supplied with its germ even to this day. Civilization and
society hav ever been deprived of those qualifications which
are as essenthil to their existence as oxygen is to animal life.
Now, all of Mr. Ingersoll's most glowing and most touch·
ingly truthful lay sermon is answered in its search for the
cause of all evils, and the remedies that he proposes cannot
help us unless some one leads the people to see what givs liberty and what deprives the people of liberty. Where there
is no debt, there can be no rich nor poor; no slavery nor
war. It. cannot be shown on any spot on earth that pinching
want ever existed where there was no deprivation of money
for each to use free from money-lenders' control. There is
no injusti.ce to any single person in free money. It is the
only true corner-stone of liberty, and yet it has never, never
been placed in the foundation of a civilized government.
Where, oh, where, in the name of common senBe, is the
use of demanding the taxation of churches and religious
property when there is no money in the country for anyone
to pay taxes with? It is like charging paupers with their poverty while they are unable to find work to do, and you doing
nothing to make work for them.. Let us be sensible enough
to seek and labor for liberty .for churches and all people to be
free from debt, and there will be no more untaxed church or
any other property in a country that is free. Mr. Ingersoll
says that, in sending a man to prison, we tend to make a
beast of him. Can slavery bring forth anything but beasts?
When the money-lenders controled the government of England to destroy their free government money, the it ony did
purpose to make slaves of the people to debt, and when, in
1865, the same power controled the government of the United
States to destroy our free money, which they had already degraded, they did it for the same ·purpose of putting the
people into slavery to debt, and Mr. Ingersoll and every
other honest 'man acknowledges tl:J.at they hav had ample
success, and no one has yet raised his voice in opposition.
·We are on the same path to war:- that we traveled thirty
years ago. We hav an army in ~mr prisons, and as many
more in the same state of mutiny outside, ready for war.
Will the Liberals-will Colonel Ingersoll r'-ise his voice for
liberty and peace, a peace that must and w1ll spread over the
whole earth, making all people fre¢ from debt slavery and
the slavery of debt?
'
J. H. Woon.
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In the sport we loved so well.
Rest, old comrade, your kind eyes veiled,
Your soft footsteps stilled, stirless, dumb;
Above your head may nePtle the quail,
And the plumed pheasant strut and drum."

AUNT MAY.

Shocking!

Two young girls were late to their respec"Between the dark and the daylight,
tiv Sunday-schools, Baptist and Methodist.
When the night is ·beginning to lower,
They dared not go in when the services were
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
nearly over; so they wandered along until
That is known as the Ohlldren•s Hour."
they came to a Universalist church. " Let us
go in here," said one of the girls, whose name
A. Paradoxical Woman.
was Maria.
"Oh, horrors!" exclaimed Jane, her comAlas ! she is how strange a lass !
A dear, but not a deer.
panion. "My father would nearly kill me if
She is an heir, but not an airI should go in there-l'd rather by far go to
Drinks beer, but drinks no bier.
the Catholic church."
She oft sheds tears, but sheds no tiers"And why not go in here?" questioned
Needs bread and kneads it not.
1\oiaria. "Why, they don't believe in a hell!
She has a bow ; however, though,
and that's awful, you know, not to believe in
A bean slie never caught.
She writes" rite" "right," which must be wrong. a hell. My folks can't go such a religion as
She doesn't sow, but sews.
the Universalists', nohow."

She doesn't often close her eyes,
But always eyes her clothes.
Her hair is light, and heavy too;
Her clothes, though dark, are light:
And though at night she sits up late,
She never sees a knight.
· She's twice fifteen-she's thirty too.
Her name, though here, is Nott,
And though •tis Nott repeated here,
Her name is-yon know what.
Osceola Mills, Pa.
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Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

ScoTT.

.A Tribute to My Friend "Prince."
DEAR LITTLE F_RIENDB : I want to tell you
of a caller I had one eveniqg last whlterthere were tw<> of them ; one a gentleman,
and one a beautiful Irish setter named Prince.
It is of Prince I wish to tell you. Myself
and Uttle ones gave him a warm welcome,
and as he came into the house we left the
door open, and h_is master said to him,
" Prince, shut the door." He walked gravely
back, and, rising upon his hind feet, placed
his fore paws against the door, gently pushing it to, shutting it so softly that I tllought
to hav seen him would hav been a much
needed lesson to some little ones I hav known,
to whom it seemed almost impossible to close
a door without slamming it, even although
they hav two well-trained hands, quick eyes,
and a reasoning. mind to guide them. He
did many clever things for uR, and it was all
done with seeming cheerfulness and. great
dignity, proving to us that he knew nearly all
we said to him. After he had done all he
could to please us, he climbed into a chair
and sat there, looking as kind and noble
as it was possible for a dog to look. Since
that evening I hav not seen him, but I will
let his master tell you of .his cruel fate in his
own sorrowful words. I hope it will make
you more kind to all living things. No doubt
you all hav your pets, and I want you to resolve never to be harsh to them in any way.
There are few things or objects in this world
we need to fear, and none we should use with
cruelty; even if we hav to take life, we can do
it in the most painless and speedy way. The
following tells the fate of Prince : " This is a
sad day to me. I had a noble, true-hearted,
loving friend, and some assassin has taken his
life with poison. I hav had the charge and
care of him since he was born, hav had lots
of trouble and many trials with him, but hav
u,lways been more than paid by his faithful
lQve and perfect trust in me. When I chided
him his sorrow was always visible, and when
I chastised him he would kiss my hand
a'! soon as I would permit him to do so.
He was always anxious to do my bidding,
and would always obey my slightest wish as
soon as he could understand it. He has
shared my tent and bed in many a hunting.
trip ; has waded swamps and marshes, swam
rivers and lakes in fair weather and foul, in
warm and ice-cold water, to bring in the
game that fell to us-only too glad to do all
this rough work to win one word of kindness
from me. He was always happy when with
me, and waiting and watching for me when I
was away. He never gave me an unkind
look, but his truthful, faithful, loving actions
hav often reproved me for hasty words or
actions in such a way as I shall remember
through life. 0 my faithful, loving Prince!
How could any human being find it in his
heat1; to murder you I If it is unmanly to
shed tears over such a death of such a friend,
then I will .plead a want of manhood. I,
. could almost say in heaven itself I'd ask no
more than just old Prince's welcome.

"My brown-eyed faithful

fliend,
No more will we wander together;
No more will tlle tender verdure bend
'Neath your step in all kinds of weather;
No more through boggy marshes,.
No more through sunny dell,
Shall YO\l e.nd I tramp as in days now ptYt,

2.-HALF SQUARE.
1. A foreign capital city.
2. Intention.
3. Difficult to bend.
4. Mingled or associated wit!J..
5. A mouthpiece.
·
6. Condition of.
7. A letter.
N. Boothbay, Me. W ARltEN B. ORCHARD.
3.-REBUS.

Easy rebus for little folks.
4.-REBUB.

One of the United States.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
.
NOV. 20, 1886.
1.-Always keep all your appointments.
2. -Petchora. 3.-Somethnes a shooting comet
flaming goes around the sun.

that chord is once formed, all attempts to
break it will prove useless.
The letters in the Children's Corner from
my dear little Freethought friends bring a
great deal of pleasure to me, and I hope that
they may grow on and on in intellectual
beauty and unfoldment-that they may assist
in exposing the frauds, vices, and crim~s of
that religious sect which, for the past eighteen hundred years has endeavored to imprison the great and noble women of all ages,
and which, if it were not for the bright star
of Freethougbt, would plunge into everlasting darkness the grandeur and -beauty of
nature and her laws, and would compel humanity to bow before a wicked and cruel monster whom the world never has looked and
never will look upon. 0 truth! 0 justice.!
canst thou longer behold tyrannical priests and
preachers stealing from the widow and
orphan the last penny which should be given
to those oppressed with misery and want?
0 Liberalism! with thy broad and sweeping wing soaring amid the clouds of intellectual beauty, scatter the drops of love and
mercy upon rich and poor alike-upon the
young as well as the old-and forever swell
the stream of truth, that when its sparkling
waters overflow its rocky banks, they will
bring desolation and ruin to the orthodox
temples of ignorance, immorality, and injustice, and thus rescue the present generation,
and those yet unborn, from another dark age
of Christian sway.
If, instead of spending so much of our time
and money in atteD;Jpting to bring the more·
mature minds to a lwowledge of truth, we
rescue the children from the cruel hands of
the church, we would achieve· far better results. Realizing this fact, I shall ever endeavor to do my share in this great work,
and so long as my hand has power to write,
so long as my voice is capable of expressing
the truths of science and Liberalism, just so
long will there be. an earnest and faithful
worker in the Liberal ranks.
I hope you find your position as conductor
of the Children's Corner a pleasant an(! profitable one.
May you continue long in the noble work
you hav undertaken, may you hav a large
number of willing friends to assist you in a
time of need, and may the letters from the
little boys ant! girls of Freethought grow
more and more numerous as time pasges on,
that you may know you are a wakening an interest in those for whose benefit you are
laboring. Sincerely your friend,
KATIEKEHM.
[It givs us pleasure to receive so thoughtful
and interesting a letter as the above, but we
are sorry to learn that Katie has been de-.
barred from pursuing a work for which she
seems eminently qualified. Bigotry and intolerance are still foes to be met and vanquished, and we perfectly agree with our
friend that our best results must be in training the young, a matter hitherto greatly
neglected. We thank Katie for her good
opinion and good wishes. Our labors with
the children are pleasant and agreeable, and,
if not largely rcmunerativ, financially, are
nevertheless full of promis of fair fruitage
by and by, in good lives and noble examples.
We shall be glad to hear from our friend as
often as she may care to write, and trust she
may soon find employment in her chosen field
of labor.-ED. C. C.]

I wish he had stayed a week. I like him
very much. Papa has taken THE TRUTH
SEEKER since the first copy. I always read
the Children's Corner. I am going to school;
there are three teachers and one hpndred and
thirty-six scholars. I study geography, history, spelling, arithmetic, and grammar. I hav
heard two Liberal lecturers. I hav two sisters, one older and one younger than myself.
I will bring my letter to a close for this time.
Your sincere friend,
MARTHA VAUGHAN.

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S
PROGRAM FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
IMMENSE .STO.OK OF
Fine Gold and Silver Watches, Diamond Jewelry,
Gold and Plated Chains, BracP.lets, Necklaces,
Locket!b_ Pins, Drops, Studs, Sleeve Buttons;
Plain, unased, and Set Rings \a specialty); Gold
and Silver Headed Canes; Gold Pens, Pencils, and
Toothpicks; Gold and Silver Thimbles, Silver aud
Plated Ware, Cutlery, Razors, Revolvers, Ope2·a
Glasses, Gold Spectacles, Eye Glasses, Albums,
Harmonicas, etc , etc.
All these !fOOds will be sent subject to approval
and return 1f not entirely satisfactory and ca•h
refunded, and as a special inducement I shall deduct 20 per cent from lowest bottom prices elsewhere.
For a Christmas gift,
nothing is nicer than one
of my beautiful bacl!~PR,
enameled on solid gold
in four colors.
Prices, size of cut, t3,
$3.50, · $4. With genum
diamond, $6 to $10.
Just out.: Exactly like
above, but smaller, f2.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,
Rochelle, Ill.

BLASPHEMY
-AND-

BIBLE.
BY C. B. REYNOLDS.
Showing that the Bible and the believers in it
are the real blasphemers, and not the Secularists.
This is the 'pamphlet for the distribution of
which Mr. Reynolds is now indicted, and to be

TRIED FOR BLASPHEM!
next January.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF

C. B. REYNOLDSSo Cents Each.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Mirr or of Freethought.
BY ARTHUR B. MOSS,
FREETHOUGHT AND RADICAL ADVOCATE
(of Erv;lar.a).

SECOND EDITION.

Charles Watts's Lfterar'/1 Guide says: "We are
glad ~o reco.rd the appearance of !t second edition
of th1s adm1rable book. The· vanous rapers-ten
OTTUMwA, IA.,.Nov., 1886.
in all-are some of the author's best work."
KALAMAzoo, MIOH., Nov. 20, 1886.
The Middleboro News says: "These eBsavs are
Miss SusAN H. WixoN: To-night, as I sit
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would brimming
alone, thinking of the great, vast army of write to you, for my father has been coaxing search." with careful thought and judicious remen and women who .iri.habit the globe. me to for quite a little time. If I see this letThe Yorkshire Chronwle says: "These essays are
-of those who are endeavoring io bring ter in print, perhaps I may write you another not unworthY" the attention of the scientific
student
though written for the uninitiated."
humanity to a standard of truth, honor, and

Correspondence.

justice, and who are struggling day anrl night
to accomplish the task of overthrowing the
tottering temple of ignorance and ~>Upersti
tion-there comes to my mind one who, by
her faithful efforts, has gained the affection
and ~ood ":ill of a Jarge number of the youth
of this glonous country; and that one is the
conductor of THE TRUTH SEEKER's Children's
Corner.
.
,
Everywhere in the Liberal ranks we find
noble men and women brushing from the intellectual storehouses the dust and cobwebs
of priestcraft and ignorance, but few are the
number who begin at the very foundation,
and free the minds of the children from the
destructiv ideas which are implanted in them
by the vast majority of the mothers and teachers of to-day.
·
Your correspondent is eighteen years old,
and is deeply interested in the work which
you are conducting. For the past nine months
I hav occupied a position as teacher in the
public schools of this county, but in my efforts
to discard the blasphemous old Bible, and teach
science and truth in its stead, I brought upon
myself the everlasting hatred of some of our
God-loving directors, and hence am deprived
of the opportunity of continuing_ in the profession which I love so well. Wbat can giv
one more pleasure than to assist in developing the minds of the risin~ generation, and
fit them·for those places which shall be made
vacant when the great and learned of to-day
are no more?
Even in my dreams I behold the bright,
happy face of my former scholars, imd oh,
how I long to once again assist them in their
studies, or teach the little brown hands to
make the first written letters of the alphabet I
Strange indeed are tile chords of love which
bind together the teacher arid pupil, and when

_.___

letter. I go to school almost every day when
PRICE, 60 CENTS,
we hav school. My teacher's name is Mrs.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
1\oiulholland, and she is very pleasant compared with the teacher I had last year. My
studies at school are geography, grammar,
arithmetic, reading, and spelling. We hav
speaking every two weeks at our school, and
sometimes reading of compositions. In two
weeks from next week Friday, I hav to
read a composition. We hav to compose
it all ourselvs. · I think my subject will be
-obirds and their uses.
We were examined the other day in reading, arithmetic, A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
and language. Oilr class has not been exYork. Ol:lserver•s slanderous attacks
amined in spelling or geogra:{lhy. In reading
upon the Author-Hero ~f the AmerI passed 97; in language, 98 ; m arithmetic, 99.
ican Revolution. Containing
I passed the highest of anyone in the class,
both the slanders and
so far as I hav been examined this term.
their refutation.
Well, for my first letter I think it plenty long.
I will now close. From a true and loving
BY
ROBERT
G. INGERSOLL.
NELLIE BEDEL.
friend,

Vindicate~ !

Paino

BuFF~Lo,

N.Y., Nov. 18,(886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I was very glad and
proud at seeing my first letter in print, and so
I thought I would write again. We are
about to move into a new house. Pais going
to keep a variety store. If you should ever
come to Buffalo you must come and see· us.
Wishing success to the Children's Corner, I
remain, Y ourlittle friend, IDA A. BALLOU.
[If we should ever go to Buffalo to stop
any length of thne, we shall certainly call on
Ida, as well as other good friends residing
there.-ED. C. C.]

-oThe New York Ol:lsll1'1Jer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should ba circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH .

.A ROli.AN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A Fabricated Account of a BuM at the Deathbed of Thomas PaiM.

BY W. H. BURR.

This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to· Bishop Fenwick
(upon
which the Ol:lsertter relies to Prove its princiATHENs, TEx., Nov. 14, 1886.
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
DEAR Miss WixoN: I hav been thinking of Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.

writing to you for some time, and neglected
it. Professor Bell. lectured here November
4th. He stayed with lJ.B while he was here.

78pp.

.A.d<lress

Price 15 cen,ts.
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B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
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HASBAOHUBETTB.

PORTRAITS

Oll' DIBTINGffiBHED

EUROPEAN FREETHINKERS, BOIENTIB~B, AND
PHILOSOPHERS, AND MANY OTHER
ILLUf!TRA.TIONB.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIORIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.

CONTENTS:
Calendar for 1886; Freethoug;ht in the United
States, 1885; How the Church Filches from the
State; Public Contributions to the Church; The
MISSOURI.
Relig;10n of Crime ; Cha.plains in our Army and
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Navy; The Higher Life, by Courtlandt Palmer;
My Dream, by Samuel P. Putnam; The American
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Secular Union· Statistics of Our Foreign-Born
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NEBRASKA.
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The Story of 1885; Immigration to the U. S.
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Wm. Chance, Astoria.
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Humboldt, Byron, Shelley, David Hume, Goethe,
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Robert BurnBJ.Richard Carlil~Herbert S_pencer,
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James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
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33 CLINTON PLACE.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
BY W. S. BELL.

VIRGINIA..

Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
·
\

.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
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Robt. G.Ina-ersoll's
OPENING SPEECE TO THE JURY

"I am very much pieased with it, and I wish the
seventy thousand ministers of this cotmtry were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet ana read every
word of it."
Price 15 cents.
For sale at this office.
tf29

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

in the suit of the

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
graph Company
against the

Western Union Telegraplt Company.
-oSo many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who -desire
them, for ten cents each.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamvhlet. Thou~!J.
anonymous, it is now known to be tbe work of W.
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 80,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For sale at this office.

Missionary Document it is .unexcelled. Among;
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburl!" are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes t the Church and Civilization; the
Church ana Science; tbe Church and Learning;
the Church and Lioertyth• the Church and the
Antislavery Reforw.;
e Woman's Rights
Movement t the Tem_perance Reform; the
Church ana the Republic.

Bible .Morals.

Waifs and Wanderings. a. New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, liO ots.
"A prose epic. of the war, riah with moident
and dramatic power; breezy from fil'8t page to
last with the living spirit of to-da.y."-John
SWtnton•s Paper.

SaOOath-Breaking.
BY J. E. REMSBURG.
Author of "False Claims," "Bible
Morals," Etc.
The best and most thorough work ever written
on the Sunday Question from a rational point of
view.

Large and Hattdsome Print.
BINGLE CoP-IEs,
•
•
25 cents.
$1.00.
Six CoPIEs,
·•
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 Clinton Place, New _York.

LITHOGRAPHS
Oll'

, CHARLES
DARWIN
-a-

Admirers of the Great Naturalist, and praotic~y
the father of Evolution, will be triad to know that
we hav a fine litho~raph of hinl for sale-size
18)11'x24 inches on heavy _plat!) _paper. Framed, the
picture will make a splendid ornament for the
parlors of Freethinkel'8. PrioeJ-.!1 cents. ·
Address THE TRu·~·H SEEKER,
88 Clinton Pl., New York.

I

~e

World's Sages, Thinkers~ and
Reformers. The Biogr!Lph1es ot

throe hundred of the most· distinguished
teachers and philosophers (who were not
Christians); from the time of Menu to the
present.· By D. M. BENNETT• .1,075 pages,
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc.. co, gilt edge.s, $4.50.

Golden Throne, a Romance. " The The Champions of the Church; Their
author certainly hali ltl'nius. The divine oreaCrimes and Persecutions. Biotiv spark-is witliin.him. The book181llled witli

in r!J.yme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Gali:lean Reformer, wherein it il
shown there is .much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 eta.

Prometheus.· A poem. "It is crammed

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty. 1'-DB. HENBYW. BELLOws. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance .of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 eta.

·

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

version of the Indian Storr, of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty to the mutilated
coPy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SF..EKER CO.
33 Clinton Place. New York.

Charles Watts's Works.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section L Definition of Freetho-qght and its
Ea.rly Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section Ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethoug;ht in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Free thought Triumph in the . Nine_teenth Century. ·

The American Secular Union; ·its
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
<Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
cover. Price, 10 eta.
· ·

82 pages in

Secularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

Christ,an Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence . Society."
lritroduction b;v Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origm of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies ; The Pra!)tical Value of Christianity;. The Progress of Chlistianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 7o eta.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Rellitble 1 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought ana
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization ;...Philosophy of Secularism; Science and ..t:Sible Ail.t!M(onistio i
Christian Scheme of Re~~tion. For all or
the above works address
TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
__
_ _ _ __

g;aphic~ sketch.es of prominent Christians. A companion book to " TheWorld's
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo.,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

·The Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times. Vol. I. ~Pvs

a full account of all the gods the natiOns
of the earth hav worshiped, including
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all
the religious systems of the world, including J udai~m, Mohammedanism, and ChristiaJ;lity; .the latter occupying 372 pages,
going fully into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

Supernatural Religion.

An inquiry

into the reality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exbaustiv
work on the claims of supernaturalism
ever written. By F. W. NEWMAN, Emeritus
Professor of the London University. 1,115
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leat, er, $5.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine

Incl:uding The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Er8kine, Essay
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan
The Religion of ;Deism, Common Sense,
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
whole _r ,_ '1lded by the Life of Paine, and
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco
gilt edges, $4.50.

Analysis of Religious Belief.

.An

examination of the Creeds, Rites, and
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vm
ooUNT AMllEBLEY, son of the late Lord
,. ohn Russell, twice Premier of England
LJomplete from the London edition. 745
\'ages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00
;.norocoo, gilt edges, $4.50.

The foregoing volume!! are called " The
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to.
gether and sent by express, one dollar will bt
deducted from the 1>riceDfeaoh.

=:_:_~~=~-~::.:..::..___;_

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Saviors or None. BY KER-

I!._EY Gn.I.VES• anther of the World's Sixteen
<Jrucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles1 and
Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; cloth,$1.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revelations, containing; a description of
twenty ..seven bibles and an exposition of two
thm:.san.d biblical errors in science, history,
morlls, rel.i.gi.on, and general events. Also a
deliaeation of tne characters of the principal
penon11ges of the Christian Bible and an examhation of their doctrins. Price, $2.

ot' 81Ltan; or, a Historical
Twenty Crimes and Biograv.by
Ex;posttion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.

Vices Sanctioned by Smipture : Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution ; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism ; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals ;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
SlaverY; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Va~trancr; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Pnce, smg;le co_pies, 25 cents ; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

I.

Universolog;y. Price, 20 eta.

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

Chris. Brown, Burlington.

ENGLAND.

The Problem of the Universe, and ·
Its Scientific Solution, with some OritiOIBDlB of

manly thoughts'/. expressed in manly wordsthe transcript o a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.

INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
.

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY

S. ·P. Putnam's ·Works.

-THE-

Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.

Pnce, 35 cents.

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
FOB

BALE AT THE-TRUTH

1!EEKEB OFFICE,

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In
fl.uence of Christianity on Civilization;
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib.
era,lism offers iii- Place of Christianitf
Scie~;~.tific Materialism; Woman; Spiritulll
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
the Political and Religious Reformer; Materialism and Crime; Will the Coming
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Authoritl of the
Bible; Freethougbt Judged by Its Fruits
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper,
cents; cloth, $L

60

The World's Sixteen Crucitled Saviors ; or, Christi.imity Before Christ. lntluence of Christianity upon Civil
Contarnin_g_ new and startling revelations in
ization. 25 cents.
reli~ous historyJ which disclose the oriental
origin of all the uoctrines 1 principleJ!.t precepts, Christianity and Materialism.
15
and iniracles of the Christian New Testament1
and furnishing; a key for unlocking; many or
its sacred mysteriest besides comprising; the
b istory of ~ixteen onental cruci1ie<i_~ods. $2.
Address THE TRM'H SEEKER.
·
113 Clinton Plaos. New York.

and most thorough work ever written O.Jl the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is iliscussed
under the following heads: Orl.gi1,1 of the SabDONE~
batic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Chlistian
A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sundax Arguments i Origin of Christian Sab- By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
bath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
ab bath durin!{ the Middle A.jres: The Puritan
R. TUCKER.
sabbath; Testimony of ChrlBtian Reformers,
oholars1 and. Divines ; Abroli(atlon of Sunday Written in Prison. Supp~essed b~the Czar. The
Laws Pnoe, 25 cents; six oooted, $1.00.
A'lthor Over Twenty Yeara an Exlle in Siberia. Russian Edition worth $600 a Copy.
Thomas Paine. The Apostle ·of ReFirst American Edition Exhausted
lilrlous and Political Liberty. Tells the story
in Four Days. Second now
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leadRea!lY. An Elegant
ing traits of his character and genius. and vinVolume of 880
dicates hi~ name from the aspersions cast upon
Pageil.
it. .Choiue extracts from " Common Sense,"
PRESS OOliOllENTB:
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man "and "Age
To
call
the
book
the
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" of
of Reason " are given ; also, tribute's to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted Nihilism is scarcely·extravagance.-Boston A a-vertiBer.
.
persons of Euro_pe and America, many of them
It is perhaps the book which has most powerwritten expressly for this work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted 11aper, fully influenced the youth of Russia in their
into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
neatly bound, and containing a handsome growth
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents: noteworthy as a work which has played so important a part in the political and social history of
cloth. 75 cents.
the century,-Boston Cuurier.
Image Break~r. Six Lectur&s: De- As a revelation of folk hfe it is invaluable; we
hav
no other Russian pictures that compare with
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washinl{ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever; it.-Provtaenoo Sta.r.
The
eharacters are so strongl:r and vividly drawn
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. EacP.
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta: that the interest in their fate becomes intense as
the thread of the narrativ is slowly unwound.Saturaav Evening Gazetre.
The Apostle of Liberty. An address Boston
When we come to consider the publication of
delivered in Paine Hall before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 211, 1884. Price, such books as Flaubert's "Salammbo" and Tchernychewsky's "What's To Be Done T" we cannot
10 cents.
avoid the conclusion that something; must hav
THE TRUTH SEEKER co..
ha.ppened to the society for the supprossion of
S8 Clinton Place, New York indecent literature.-St. LouiS Rllj)1dJltcan.
In cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEIOlB ANNUAL- A.cJtll'olllll THE TBUTH SEEKE&:
11 OllDtOD P~ Bew York.
Price, 2G cents-
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cents.

What Liberalism O:ft'ers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
'cientific Materialism: Its Meaning
and Tendency. 10 cents.
;piritualism from a Materialistic
Standpoint. 10 cents.
?aine the Po_ :.deal and Religious
Reformer. 10 cents.
~roman: Her Past and Present: Her
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
\laterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the -Coming Han Worship God 1
10 cents.

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.
10 cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theological.

20 cents.
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Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four
dayB' debate between B. F. UNDERWooD
and Prof. 0. A. BURGESS, !"resident of the
Northwestern Christian University, Indianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported.
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.
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'Book Notice.
men." Yes, in his iiuit' two hfctimis he atA few days ~inee I received .. Spiritualism tacks and disproves Qle validity of the very
testimony that he used in the·three former to
Sustained,'' by John R. Kelso, A.M.
b
· tim
It is executed in very neat style at THE prove Spiritualism, and then oa~ts_mne
e~The Fatherhood of God.·
over (see pages 152.-155) that by; hi!" ow:n re_,.
TRUTH SEEXEB office, 88 Clinton Place, New pudiated witnesses he has proved his easel .
" Consistency, thou art a" stranger I
York.
· subj ect ,
In treating this po_rtjon_ of his
Whereas : The Declaration of our lndependellce
The eon tents are as follows :
I h ll h
reads:
Spiritual mediumship; he says: " s a . av
" We are all created equal;" let. us put it in our
I. SpiritUalism Sustained by the Bible.
to take it for granted that you are all believers
_
·
creeds,
II.. Spiritualism ~ustained by the Christian in what is usually termed • the immortality of
"We believe in the fatherhood of God."
Church.
the soul,' and that consequently· you are all
Whereas, the poor ai:e poorer while the riCh are
III. Spiritualism a Necessity in God's Gen- believers also in that. class of b~ings qalled
waxing rich;
.
. eral Government.
spi~ts:'' Ha$g thus taken for grantep._ ~he
Whereas, the honest workingman is tumbled in
the ditch;
IV. Spiritual Mediumship.
two important postulates to be proved~IIDTo this list of all our grievances these holy words
V. 0Qjections to Spiritualism Answered. mortality and spirit existence-he proceecls to
we hitch,
In
the.first three lectures its author< seeks to_ "explain five methods-· of· communication"
"We believe in the fa~herhood of God."
.
Whereas, the proud' monopolist, gets all that h~ convert Christians to Spiritualism, under the involving "five phases of mediumship." As
plea that, if he can prove it taught in the this explanation is designed expressly for
can get;
· · · '•
Whereas, ht> has machinery for getting, which as Bible, by the church and God's economy, those who believe in immortality and spirits,
yet
.
they are obligated to believe that it is essential it is of no value to,an unbeqever, and -in vain
Labor's honeBt competition doesn't alter-there- now, and that modern Spiritualism is the same, I sought for one .lucid, scientific reason, or
fore let
All our voices drown the >wailing of our children- ·and they hav no right to reject it, since they the least evidence that spirits hav aught to do
we are met
subscribe to it in the Bible. He alleges as a with the magnetisms, psychic force, or any
To believe in the fatherhood of God.
reason for so doing: "Many persons, on· this of the phenomena adduced, a portion of
" There are corn-ships in the ofllng, and we 'look :subject, will receive-nothing as evidence unless which I know to be true, but reject the spirit-with starving gaze;"
it comes from the Bible. For thP benefit of this ual agency. The theories assumed .are what
There is bread enough to feed God's hungry chilclass of persons, therefore, I propose in my we are waiting to see proved.
dren-but it lays
On page 187, imder the head of "InspiraIn the granaries of the heartless, and the sun's ·present lecture [the first] to prove by the
increasing rays
'Bible the truth of every phase of Spiritual-. tion, the last, and in some respects the highSwell its .volumes every season, swell the joyful ism." He then goes on to state that he est, phase of· spiritual mediumship," our
note of praise
In the mansion of the wealthy, where the haughty has written .a book against the Bible and author wanders into marriage,. and says :
the God of the Bible, "in whose exist- . "The magnetic or thought spheres of two
master says,
"I believe in the·fatherhood of God."
ence" he "has not one P.article of faith," persons, especially if they differ in sex, very
Yet, whereas, land, air, and water are sufficiently ·but he takes the Christians on their own ·frequently so unite that the thoughts and the
provided
ground, and, for argument's sake, pre- emotions of one become the thoughts and the
To insure us all a living, were they equally di- mises that. their fundamental beliefs are all emotions of the other.
. A man and a
vided;
And, whereas, the said division is too openly,one- true. Thus the entire first three lectures are woman thus imited are truly married without
.
·· ·
sided;
based on a falsehood-1st, assuming the Bible that miserable, meaningless mummery, the
And the sacred trust of sonhood is too partially true; 2d, the church as authority; 3d, God's marriage ceremony of a priest." He continues
confided;
And, whereas, our wants with "lllXllrY'S ·conta- general government requiring such a provi- .at ·some length to expatiate on. true. and false
sion as Spiritualism. The author disbelieves mari:Iage; statiilg what we all'_ know, that
gion" hav collided;
Be it therefore, in convention; everlastingly de- the· Bible, disbelieves church authority, and . •• marriage existed long before-. priestly cere·
·
cided,
disbelieves in the existence of a God, and, monies were invented. · . . . Marriage is
"We believe in the fatherhood of God."
whil~ avowing all this, and much more, in 00 more_, dependent on the ceremony of a
And, whereas, the sacred ballot is corrupted· and his book approaches the Christian believer priest than is the union of oxygen and hydrocontroled
·
.
.·
.
By a brute's intimidation and the yellow stain of. with this specious sopP,istry, as if he really .gen in the formation of w!iter."
That. is true;: no one .need go before a
gold;
·
.· ·
' believed it with him, and· then appeals to his
And, whereas, an office-holder may be either 'consistency, his truthfulness, his reverence, priest; they can ~void the 1' ceremony of that
bought or sold,
.
and his piety. Does he imagin such argu- meaningless muinmery," if they chose,·and
And the rich man's legislation drives the· poor
ment will carry one ounce of weight to any .still hav their marriage legal in the eyes of
· man in the cold;
And, whereas, his dSys are shortened by the toils churchman? From the first advent of Spir- the law, by applying to- a. civil magistrate,
that make l!ii!i old,
.
itualism to the last quarter of a century, more where, in many of the states, .no ceremony
And the gentle shepherd's golden-:lleeced Me).inos than a whole decade, we, who were teachers of need to be performed, only the· proper quesbar the fold ·
•Ga.inst the sheep whose wool is ragged~therefore the facts of these phenomena, were constantly tions asked and responded to, with no
urging upon Christians the same considerations ... muminery," any more than in giving a_
be it often tolq,
"We believe in the fatherhood of God." ..
as has Colonel-Kelso in his first three lectures. deed, making a will, or any other civil conWhereas, inotherho~ili!! 't;>roken by th~ duties th~t .Then it had a tremendous effect, as we were tract. There seems to be great harping just
enslave; .
all: more or less partial believers in the Bible, at this particular time on a " priestly cereWhereas, daughterhocid is ruined by the passions the churches, the Christian religion, the exist- mony," when it is known, or should be, that
of a knave;
Whereas, manhood· is confronted by more foes ence of a God, and his superintendence over the legality does not depend upo11.a priest or
· than it can brave ;
- ·
·
·
the la:Ws of nature, but for one who denies a ceremony, but upon state laws which, if
Whereas, childhood in its weakness goes ·untimely his own argument, on the basis of its acknowl- not complied with, render the couple not
to the grave; :
Whereas, knighthood meets oppression and is edged falsity, to expect to frighten or convert· legally married, the same as does non-comhis readers .is folly in the extreme.
pliance with any other law render the constrangled in its. wave,
And the priesthood.has determined whom it will
For instance, after repeatedly bringing for- tract null and void. A priest, ceremony, or
and will not lia.ve;
·ward his witnesses, in whom he has no con- "miserable, meaningless mummery" is not
"We believe in th(l_fatherhood of God."
fience, he triumphantly asserts, " l hav essential, but entirely optional with the conAnd, wherea,s, the st~;png are cruel and the weak proved it [Spiritualism] by the unanimous tracting parties and their friends. Why, then,
must yield the way
Or be trampled under foot and kiss the heel that testimony of all the fathers," etc., etc., when adduce that as an obstacle to true marriage?
he has only proved that the fathers, whom he
Excuse this digr~ssion, I did but follow the
stamps the clay;
·
Arid, whereas, the wise are crafty, and, evading, regards as liars, believed and taught it. I author of "Spiritualism Sustained."
disobey
Lecture V., "Objections to Spiritualism
Every law that stands between them and the poor will impeach all his witnesses through him~elf; he does not believe them-admits he Answered," is •· addressed principally to the
on which they prey;
And, whereas, we all are orphans, seeking refuge 'does not-but because the Christian professes members of the va1ious denominations of the
where we may, _
to, he turns to the Christian, takes his Bible, Christian churches," therefore bas no weight
"We believe in the fatherhood of God."
his church, and his God wherewith to convict with the heretic, scientist, or philosopher who
We are cheated of our heritage~ur father is a him, provided he rejects modem Spiritualism, rejects the Christian religion, or uses reason.
king;
..
on his version of his God and his Bible.
- Most of this argument is the same as we hav
We were all ordained as princes and we never·rule
I guarantee thlft those three lectures will heard ever since the advent of modern Spirita thing;
All the force of heaven's mandate is defeated-by 'not convert to Spiritualism one Christian who ualism, and is worthless for all convincing
the ring;
. . ._ ·
·
understands that Colonel Kelso rejects his purposes.
Justice runs into a'"comer"-therefore do we own reasoning. Of course, no antichristian
But our author's arguments against the
gladly sing,
non. Spiritualist will be attracted toward Bible, God, and religion, in his last two lect"We believe in the fatherhood of God.":
Spiritualism by religious theories, so only the ure.s, are excellent, and if Christians who
And, ~here as, without re:llection, it is sensible to
Christian can be expected to be won through read his book to gain a knowledge of Spirithold
To a story that is true because it is so often told; these lectures. His argument, based on _false ualism are not so shocked at his fearless expoAnd, whereas, he wa.a so careless in distributing Bible premises, is much more likely to con- sition of their Bible, God, church, and creed,
our gold,
vert the Spiritualist and Infidel to Christian- as to throw away his truths on that subject,
''We believe in the fatherhood of God."
ity than tlie Christian to Spiritualism. One he may do them great good in opening their
What a golden ring of eloquence. those tender
would suppose, had he not told us to the con- eyes to the monstrous lies tht:y are uow be"ord• disclose,
And how peacefully we 'follow when the rfug is in trary, that he was the greatest Bible-believer lieving; but when Colonel Kelso claims the
our nose!
..
of them all, indorsing all the church dogmas following, he makes a great mistake, for he
" We believe in the fatherhood of God.". ·
(to everlhrow them in the two succeeding has established no such thing, viz.: "In my
FBANK FELT.
lectures), so anxious is he to make the Chris- previous lectures I not only fully estabiished
tian see that his Bible t-eaches modem Spirit- the gemiinness of spiritual communications,
Al\ Essex clergyman, says the Hartford ualism, which, even if it did, would no more but also clearly explained the principle on
Times, rec• ntly attempted to enter his house prove its truth than does Genesis prove the which they are made."
late at niglit, having arrived home from New eartl1 fiat and made in six days of twenty-four
But the book is well worth its price for its
York unexpectedly by boat,_ without the hours each·. His method is very ingenious, sturdy blows- against old theology, but sigknowledge of his family. -A barrel under the .but it is false even while he avows its object. nally fails, in my estimation, in sustaining
pantry offered him an easy mode of entering,
_Jn Lecture IV., "Spiritual Mediumship," Spiritualism, except as it appeals to a false
and he sprang upon it. His feet had hardly our author tells us that he "no longer acts as religion for substantiation-a religion that the
touched the head before it caved in, and he the mere attorney of Spiritualism," bnt fear- author in the same book ignores and confound. himself plunged in a bath of .soft soap. lessly "atta~ks the testimony of the Bible, demns. Can he expect his argument on such
·
.. ·
1
h h a basis will hav any effect on the· Christian,
To extricate himself from his .unpleasant _pre- the church,
or any other party," a thoug e for it is to him it is addressed? And to the
dicament, he was obliged to call for assist- affirms, · " In preceediug lectures I fully non-Bible believer must first be proved its
ance, but before it· was rendered-- he had a ,proved, by testimony which no b~liever in authority and truthfulness before he can be
narrow escape from bein£ shot for a burglar ithe .Christian religion wilL dare reject, that reached through its portals,
'apirita do e:dat &lld do communicate with
ELLA.Jll. GmsoN.
ll1 a neilhbor.
·
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Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the
contradictions and doubts in which the
subject is involved, .By W. S. BELL. Revised edition. ·25 cents.

Revelations of. Antichrist. An

exhaustiv work proving conclusivly that no
such person as Jesus Christ existed inthe
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and h.ang~d
about a century- before, and that his disciples, Simon Kepha, alias Pet~r, and th!l
apostle Paul, both lived and died before
the Christian era. 446 pages and full index. Price, $2.

The Anonymous: Hypothesis of· Cre•
ation. A Brief Review of the socalled Mosaic. Account. By JAMEs F.
. FuBNIBB. Cloth; 50 cents.

The Brain and the Bible. By EnaAR
C. BEALL.. With a Preface by Rc;>BEBT G.
who says of it· "-This booJ;t,
written by a brave and honest man, IS
filled with brave and honest thoughts.
The arguments lt presents cannot be answered by ·an the theologians in the
world." Price reduced to $1.
lNGEBBo~,

The C.-.·eed of Christendom.

Its

foundation contrasted with its superstructure. By ·W. RATHBONE GBEG. One
·of the clearest and ablest works ever
written. $1.50.

The Essence of Religion. From the
German of L. FEUEBBACH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
reduced to 50 cents.

The Godly Women of the Bible_. A
History of all th~ women who figurem the
Bible. Shurp and telling iu style. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
_

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Pape:r, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25

· The Holy Bible Abridged. Contain-

ing the choice passages and lovely morceaus partiQularly pleasing to- CoMSTOCK.
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate.

A

nine-days' debate on God, the Bible,
Christianity; and Liberalism. Between
W. F. JAMIEsoN and Rev. JAcoB DrrzLEB,
~.D. Paver. 50 cents; cloth. 75 oenta.

Proceedings and Addresses at tlie
· Watkins ConventioJJ.. 400 -pa.&'es
of' excellent Speeches and Essays.
reduced to $1.00.

Pnce

Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation oi

• Ancient. E::,-yptia!l Uivil~ation to the
Hebrew Narrativ m Genesis and Exodus,
and the Relativ. Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By
VAN BUREN DENsLow, LL.D. 25 cents.

Religion Not History. :An able

examination of the Morals and Theology of
the New Testament. By Prof. F. W.
Newman, of the London University. 25
cents.

Outline of the French Revolution:
Its Causes and Results. A clear
and comprehensiv pDrtrayal of this inter·
esting portion of human history. By W.
S. BELL. 25 cents.

Outlines of Phrenology.

By F. E ..

AsPINWALL, M.D. Most acceptable. to
Liberals of anything of the kind published. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddle.s.
Pri"e, 1!0 cents.

PAINE'S VvORKS.
Paine's Theological Work.s, includ~

ing The Age of Reason, E;mminatio~ of
Prophecies Letter to the Bisllop of Lmn·
daff, Reply to Mr Er~kine, .~etter po Camille J-:>rdan, et<.., etc., Wiuh. a hfe of
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo
In pape:· covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.

Paine's Great Worl\s (complete)
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
$4.00; morocco, $4.50.

Paine's Political Works, including

Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of
Man. Cloth, $1.50.

·The Age of Reason. An investigation of true and fabulous· theology.
Whhout a peer in the world. Paper, 25
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Age of Reason and An Exam·
ination of the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Common Sense. Paine's first work.
15 cents.

The Crisis. Containing numbers from
I. to XVI. inclnsiv.
· cloth, 75 cents.

The· Rights of Man.
. pressed of humanity.
Oloth, '15 cents,

"Paper, 40 cents;

For the opPaper, 40 oentt;
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PRIM 1TIVE CHRISTl AN ITY

BY. LEWIS C. JANES.
This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Pa.ga.Bism; investigates the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
sepa.r~t-ble from the later legendary accretions
which ha.v confounded him with the mythical
Christ
Practical Experience with Poultry. ·
1 and traces the natural development of
Christian dogma. and eoolesiastioa.l institutions
By GEo.·M. DAVENPORT. This is a. little book- Complete
and full index. 820pp svo;
a pamphlet of 82 well-filled pages, costing only cloth, gilt references
top. Price $1.50.
·
"a. quarter," but a.s full of meat as an egll". It is
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
well called "pra.otioa.l," for we find n oth1ng un-·
pra.otioa.l in it. Hens, ducks, geese1 and turkeys!
are particularly discussed and the1r eoonomioa
A SKETCH OF· THE LIFE
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
OF
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
soa.le, and, all in all, it is a very useful a.dditlon to
the poultry litera.tul'e of tbe day. ·
OB TJIE
. TRUTH SEEKER Office,
First Ten Decades nf Our Era.
88 Clinton Place, New York.
BY·
M. TREDWELL.
'l~rade Designed DANIEL
to show upon the authority of History
that Apolloniu~ of Tya.na. performed miracles and
spoke wise sayings equal to those attributed to
An Examination of the Tariff Question with Jesus
Christ. 850pp,,ootavo, beststyle. Prioe$2.50.
Especial Regard to the Interests of Labor.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
BY HfNRY CEOROE;
life, prioet $1.50 each. ETery admirer of thei!e
apostles or Religious Liberty should ha.v them.
Pbotograuhs of Colonel In~ersoll.
Sui>erb :pliotographs1 21lx28, $5 ; paniil, 10}!1x17,
· $8;. boudoir, $1 ; oa.buiet, 40 cents ; card, -20 ots.
Address THE. TRUTH SEEKER.
.

APOLONIUS 0 E' TY AN A,

Protection or Free

In this book the author designs to show that
beneficial results would follow the abolition
of all tariffs on importations.
·
Octavo, 360pp.; price; $1.50.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

The Forgery of the Old Testament•.
Dedicated to the clergy

Address THE T~OTH SEEKER CO.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

-

BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL OOMAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearJy 11900 pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, $8.25-in English or German
SACRED MYSTERIES
A new ohoap edition at only $1.50.
AMONG THE
SCIENCE ·IN STORY; m;,_ Sammy Tubbs, the
and tile (lulcbes li,60C)
Bo:r_Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey. MaJ
·Years A;-o,
By Dr. E. B; Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $li
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
:150 pagest illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
volume or "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
illustrated.
Price, $2.50.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready ReFor Sale at this office.
cipes; A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
1
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote,. Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
OB,
m their Reiation to Disease," representin_g the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene MEN oF Busm.ss 'WHo Dro SoMETHmG BEBIDB8
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sun· MAlaNG MoNEY.
beam1" considering the blue-glass owe-of value
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
to. sica: and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
BY .J'Alii.ES PARTON,'
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 pMesd cloth

as

Publishea; Jul!/1, 1886) CONTAINS:

A colored frontispiece dhowing the modern style
. of pa.intin_g.
·
··A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored,· to supply a.ll the neooe§sary pieces for
TIIeHeathensofthe Heath.; A1inely constructing
a model house, with pla.m directions
written Radical romance. BY. Wm. MoDonnell1 for putting them together.
author of Exeter· Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
While the supplement affords both old and
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper, young_ the ~rea test amusement, it is more than a
90 cents: cloth, $1,25.
toy. 1t is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Arch; a perfect, soaleil model of one of our
F itmHy Creeds. By William McDon- itecture
most
popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
nell, author of "Exeter HaJl." Price, cloth. builders.
$1.i$5; paper, 75 cents.
· · ' ··
·
55 New Designs for Residences (cost val'YinY from
$500 to $15,000).
E K.e~er Hall. " One of the most excitNew Designs for Barns.
inli romances of the day.A ·-Price, paper, 60 12 New
Design for a. Chapel.
cents; cloth, 80 cents.
Dra.mngs and description of a. model Kitchen
(by MRria. Parloa.) and a. perfect Cistern.
N a.thaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
An
.6-rtiole on Villa Park Associations.
A Radical novel of marked-ability. l!l~ual to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika. MacdonSENT, PosTPAID, oN RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.
ald. 404 pages. $1.25.
·
Address
Tb.e Outeast A deep, 1inely Written THS: CO·O"UATlVE BUILDING :PLAN AS~O'N.
Radical story. FrQm the London edition. · By
191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80 cents.
·.
, ,

FREETHOUGHT "-OVELS•.

An· in a Lifetime. A Jl,olll8J}.ce. By

Mii!a Susan H. Wixon. "The great oha.rm of
this novel is its a'baolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a. vividness
and perspiouiiy I was soa.roely prepared to ex. peot to find, in such a. marked de~ee even
from so gifted a. pen a.s that· of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoughj;Fa.nks." P1ioe,
$1.50. Address
· THE TRUTH SEEKER.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
Froin Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
fJloth, $1.25.
For Sale at this Oflloe.

~~~t'ol~th;;~~:e!~Y.t'~JL~~~¥~e~3it~:" ~: This book contains 400 pages, pta.inly printed,
F. H. Marsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
HumanTemperamentsz" with illustrations, by Dr. helped the world; together witli eight portraits.
E. B. Foote, 10 oentsJ_' Generation before Re~en Mr. Parton's works need no oommenila.tion. They
eration.," by Dr. E. J:S. Foote, Jr.~)O cents; ' Be· are standard.
ports ox Conventions and Parlor !Yleetin~rs dming
Prlet.•,
- ••• !J~.
lesl," 10·oent,!!j "Third Annual Convention of the
AddreBI
THE ~UTH SEEKER.
lnlt!tute of J:leredity,}IM, 1881!.". 1_0 cents.
11
OliDtoal'Jaoe.
Bew York.
Mclreu
~UTB SEEXBB.

LESSON IN HISTORY.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, shomng how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other ha.e
always opposed it.
P1ioe, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
twent:v-five copies for $1; one hundred copies fer
$3. We msh tha.tthe fl'leuds of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

1 H F MODERN BALAA.M.
Showing the Balaa.m of modern times to be thE
priests. I tis a. splendid pictorial argument. Price
pAl' dozpn, 80 cent~; per hundred, S1.50.

CHRISTIANITY
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
!
R
E
W A R D F 0 R C R I M E.
Tb.e Story Hour. For Childran and
· Youth. B_:r_Susan-H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only illustrated Freethinkers•
Child.J·en's Sto11>:-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 sma.lleJ: illustrations; large j;ype, hea.Vl
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Two· Little Red Mittens. A Story of

t-ub~1antiated

Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young master• and lllillses, has
passed through a vecy large edition, and a
second has been . issued a.t a. reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new: edition has a
photograph of tl\e author which adds very
much to the value'.of the volume.

T~e Youth's Liberal · Gnide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Price; $1.00. Thts
volume aims a.t the eauoa.tion of youth in the
princi1>les of Fi:iiethought, a.t the same time
that it inculcates morill duties a.ud human
rights from a sta.ndpqint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

B·lble Inquirer. A Key to Bible In-

by_tbe Bible.

BY
0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

Price 10 Cenll!l. 1 Per Dozen, $1.00,
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

the Rightwa.y Almshous.e. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

of Gold. A Story-Book for
ORIGIN OF THE BIBLIOAL MYTH A·pules
t'he Youn_g Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.

CAPTA NS OF INDUSTRY:

A SHORT

THE

CONVEl\TIONAL I IEtiii OF OUR
CIVILIZtl TION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Phila. Recora.
This Book is not a. Book I It is a Deed I and
those who oppose it mil prove that they fear it.Vfenna News. Prio..!!L,50 o6nts.
Address T.l:1.l!i TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
88 Clinton Pl .• New York.

REPLY
~ro

REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
By B. W. Lacy.

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamphlet
refers speoiftoa.lly to 148 Bible J!ropositione A thor~ugh · exposm:e of the Oatholio priest'b
with numerous references and citations, tha51
aoJ>histry, unfairness, and historare contradicted in terms by the same number
. ioal misstatement.
of other propasitiODI in ~e same book. Prioe
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THE Grant MomimeJ)t l
oring to revive iriteresi. \
$124,000 is now in
s

hand·l

VmE-PiiEsmENTHoxm\ '
ofGould's:Missour(i.'a~ij ·•
fie Railroad, is deadrand\:
buried.
(
\
HENRY M. s.f.Aih-EY~·

~he African expi9r.~r•.•,.•i.s·· . •.·
m New York. He. Will"
1ecture.
•· :. ···.·."
IT is reported tbal.the.~
Fenian Brotherhoad'lias"~
retired O'Donovaq;~ps~:r
as a· leader.
..·•. • "• ., 1
'-•.;
·.. '.d
THE jury disagreed in !
the case of McQu~~:qe, th~l
''boodle" Alderm~.~ He
will be retried. '· '! "··· ..... •:
~" ,;~-! ~-' .. , ~ -

!l

A. K. CuTTINcf; •tlloe:Jj
Texas editor who .camll ii
so near getting thiS coim~ ~
try into a quarreF::~!~li. U
Mexico, bas tak,~~; -t~~ f:
lecture field.
'"'. ',.,,,;;. ;;
A LABORING rii~~{~of:.
~.
Minersville, Pa., has-~fn•
vented a car.braife)~a~.~:
he claims. will stop a· :
freight train going thirty:·
five miles an hnnrA.,i-:flhr•
teen feet. He
$75,000 for his im,en·tio111:
-

• ..;;. · . ' '":

'
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fi1 THE~ is quite aBC!'n-

dal in WRsbington:c;~ver
the exposure of a sc:Qeme
to hav all Congressmen
dogged by the police, ih
orderto·obtain evideJ)ce
of immorality agaihst
them, to be used to coerce legislation.

THE Rev. J"ohn Salmon, pastor of a Toronto
church, who is an unswerving advocate of
the faith cure, has been obliged to resign. because a majority of his congregation are ·not
in accord with
. him. in this belief.
.
LADY CAMPBELL, wife of Colin. Campbell, a.
noble lord of England, is suing for a divorce.
The charges and counter-charges reveal a bad
state of morals among the aristocracy. Campbell is the son of the duke of Argyll.
}'!Isil RoBE ELIZABETH CLEVELAND has written a narrativ poem of 400 lines, which will
soon be published. It is called " The Dilemma of the Nineteenth Century," and treats of
the woman question from the satirical point
·
of view.
THE chief of the bureau of statistics at
Wa<>hington ·reports upon the imports and
exports of the United States for the year
ending Oct. 31, 1886, as follows: The excess
of merchandise exported over that 'imported
is· $144,235,239; gold and silver, excess of
exports, $2,223,784.
SoME young men of this city, by way of a
joke, told Louis Weiland, an upholsterer, that
he had been nominated as candidate for the
assembly, and induced him to contribute to
campaign expenses. 'When Weiland learned
that he had been fooled, he went away, leaving a note informing his family that h!'l had
(:oJDDlitted auicide,

BARNUM offers twenty thousand .dollars for the
skin of a..sea.-serpent, and a. Harlem man is trying
to hatch a. sixty-foot snake from a. jug of election
whisky. He doesn't ha.v much twuble in groWing
the snake> but it puzzles him to keep the whisky
from getting away. ·
·
MISSIONARY (from India.): "Yes,· dear yoUnll
lady, I ha.v come to teach the American heathen
.the bea.utiei ·of Buddhism." Fashionable miss:
"Oh, we are not heathen. You mistake." "Indeed I Are you tau~rht th&t in all thin~r• there il

CHRISTIANITY has dwarfed humanity by its mysticism. Every attempt of man to reconciie the
things that are ROt seen with those which are has
been thwarted by "t!J,e mystery of divine things."
He was told that it was not designed for him to
know" the hidden mysteries." It was blasphemous for him to attempt to look into the oracles
of God. In short, it was sinful to seek explanations and insist upon evidence and the reasonable"
ness of things. "Reasons. bleness had nothing to ·
do with sacred mysteries."- W: S. Bell.

JUO:DIJCED TO $1.00,

THE STORY HOUR.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.

Over a hundred

fiile

illustrations.

Addreu 'l'UE TBUTH

S~Bt

WHAT fear we then 1 What doubt we to incense
His utmost ire 1 which, to the hight enraged,
Will either quite consume us and reduce
To nothing this essential ; happier far
Than miserable to hav eternal being I
Or, if our substance be indiled divine,
And ca.nnot"ceaae to be, we are at worst
On this aide nothin~r.
-JJmton•s Paraaw LaM,

.,
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rying around the contribution baskets, they
were so loaded down with silver. When the
congregation was dismissed, it was just like
A ·NAUGATUCK saloon-keeper has just leaving a faro bank-there wasn't a cent in
bought/ a church. His application for a li- the crowd. The house had all the Jl\oney.
cense was objected to on the ground that his We can't stand· such eloquence.'~
saloon would be too near the church. He
RHODES CLEMENTS, a farmer living near
did away with that objection by purchasing Leavenworth, Kan.,~ attt:mde!l a revival meetthe church.
ing last week and was converted". On his way
. THE superior· of. the " Oblat Fathers," of home in company with a religious lunatic, he
Quebec, has officially notified the Knights of developed violent insanity, killed his comLabor in .his province that unless they re- panion with a club, and when found had torn
nounce the order they will not be allowed to the dead man's heart from his body and was
participate in the sacrament. The indications devouring it like a wild beast. He was overare that many Knights will go sacramentless. powered and placed in an asyhi.in. Two
other men in the neighborhood hav since
TIIE clergy of St. Louis advised all their gone crazy owing to the prevailing· religious
customers not to go and hear the American excitement.
·
··
Opera Company because the ballet is one of
AnoHBISHOP
W
,ALsH,
of
Dublin,
recently
rethe attractions. We will wager a trifle, however, that every minister in the city who can fused to take the oath upon a Protestant
sneak in unseen was found in the bald-headed Testament; on the grounds that he did not
believe ·in it, a~d his testimony was taken
row on the fh:st night.
unsworn, but still, in the boasted free
" How do you like that new minister of' America, our attention has recently been
yours?" asked Deacon Snaggs of Elder Berry. called to a pubJi9':~chool teacher who in"I'm afraid he's too powerful. We can't sisted on a Catholic child conforming to her
stand it." "How's that?" "Well, you see, ritual, the reading -of the Protestant .Bible,
he preached a trial sermon on salvation, and and the repeating of the Lord's Prayer, as
every unrepentant sinner in the audience the introduction to the day's work. Has not
came up in front and joined the church. So the Catholic child in the American public
we engaged him.
The next Sunday he schools rights in this direction as well as the
preached on the duty of marriage, antl every Catholic b~shop in a Dublin Court ?-Unity.
old bachelor and widower in the congregation
AooonnhiG to Archdeacon Farrar "in India
hooked on to an old triaid and was married
before Saturday night. He got a $5 fee out the English hav made one,hundred drunkards
of every couple. But the worst came last for one Christian, and .~ girding the earth
Sunday. He preached upon the duty of giv- with drunkenness." But the archdeacon need
ing all to the Lord, and I hope I may never if not stop, here. In China the English hav
two old deacons didn't sprain their backs car.. made two hundred opium smokers and eaters

$otts a.nd Uklippings.

.. .a.

•

or one Christian, and are girding the earth
with opium fumes. Every subject has its
pessimistic side; and Christianity-nominal
Chris~ianity as involved in a Christianized
civilfzation-is under heavy indictments, and
despite what we hear about the morality of
the nations in some quarters, matters are not
mending._ Quite the reverse.-'Olwistian at
Work.·
THERE were temporarily relieved during
the year 1885 in New York state over 60,000
persons at an expense of over $733,600. There
were relieved and supported in town and
county almshouses during the same time over
132,300 persons, at an expense of over $2,002,700; making a total of money paid out for
the relief of this great army of nearly 200,000
people over $2,736,400. The number of
insane being supported by public charity in
this state, Oct. 1, 1885, was, 12,707. Thisis
an increase since 1880 of 3,170. The current
·expenses for· car.t~ of idiots was nearly .$66,000; for the blind, nearly $110,000; in orphan asylums and homes for the friendless in
this state, Oct. 1, 1885, there were nearly
80,000 persons, at an expense of $5,368,878.
IT is so very seldom that a minister of the
gospel stands up for more liberty of speech
than is sufficient to make a Protestant that
the Rev. 0. 0. McCulloch, pastor of the
largest congregation in Indianapolis, must
hav a large credit mark for concluding a recent sermon by expressing the opinion that
the trial of the Chicago Anarchists had· been
conducted nnfairly, and that their conviction
was unwarranted.· In making the statement,
he said that the matter had been preying on
his mind for some time, and he had determimid to express his views, although they

would probably not be approved by any
member of his congregation. He believed
the Anarchists were entitled to a new trial.
Mr. McCulloch was a collegiate classmate of
the Rev. Samuel P. Putnam, ex~Congrega
tional and ex-Unitarian preacher, at present
the efficient and self-sacrificing secretary of
the American Secular Union.
" WHAT we need in our church is less
preaching of prohibition and more preaching
of honesty," was the exclamation of a business man to a friend who took the vacant
.. seat beside the speaker on a train from Connecticut into New York. This rather remarkable comment was the answer the friend
received when he asked the business man
what he had that jingled so iu the heavy bag
that was taken from the seat to make room.
"This bag," continued the business man,
"contains punched, clipped, and abased
coins, and I am going to New York to sell
the lot for what they will fetch. Oh, no. I
didn't take them in my business, but in another way, in which I couldn't refuse them.
You see I am treasurer of our church, and
these dimes and nickels and other coin were
put from time to time in the contribution
box. When clipped and putc.ched coin began
to be refused they began to make their ap.
pearance in our boxes when the collections
were taken up. I suppose we hav taken in a
hundred dollars' worth of this coin, at its face
value. I am going to suggest to otir minister
that he stop preaching prohibition fpr a while
and gjv us a sermon on petty dishonesty.
Our church isn't peculiar in tld,s respect
either. The treasurer of one of )he other
churches in town tells me that he Jibothered
in the same way."
· ,.-

gioimi(Unirations.
The Fathers of Our Republic.
.

WASHINGTON.

Washington, in early lifel held allegiance to the
Church 'of England; Washington; in his maturer age,
'-'·as connected with no church. Washington, the
young Virginia planter, mightl perhaps, with some
degree of truthfulness, hav been denominated a
Christian; Washington, the soldier, statesman, and
sage, was not a 'Christian, but a Deist.
The present generation bas derived its knowledge
of this celebrated man chiefly from two biographers,
Weems and Sparks. 'Both writers were·· clergymen,
and both class him as a Chriatian. Weems's "Life ol
Washington," the delight of many an American boy,
a work made up of historical facts, highly colored,
and interwoven with traditional storit's and anecdotes, has long since been discarded as an authority.
Sparks's "Life of "\Vasbington" is a more reliabl~
work. But, before accepting Sparks as an autbm·itJ
in this case, it may be well to remember the standpoint from which his claim is made. Sparks was a
Unitarian-one who utterly rejects the dogmas ol
Bible inspiration and Christ's divinity, as understood
by orthodox Christians; who defines Christianity at." one with the absolute religion of nature and reason," and who recognizes as a Christian every good
man, regardless of his· theological belief. Will.th~:
evangelical Christian accept this conception of Christianity as correct 1 I think not. If he cannot, then
he cannot consistently urge the acceptance of a statement based upon it, and the testimony of Sparks falh,
to the ground.
In the political documents, correspondence, and
other writings of Washington, few references to th~
prevailing religion of his day are found. In no instanee bas he expressed a d11:;belief in the Christian
religion; neither cari there be found in all his writings a single sentence that can with propriety btconstrued mto au aeknowledgment of its claims.
Says the Catholic lVorld: "In all the .voluminom
writings of General "\Vashington the holy name o1
Jesus Christ is never once written." Ori<:e or twic~
he refers to Christianity in complimentary terms, but
in these compliments there is nothing inconsiAtent
with the conduct of a conscientious Deist. Religions, like their adherents,- possess both good and bad
qualities, and Christianity is no exception. Whil~c
there is much ill it deserving the strongest condemnation, tbere is also much that commands the respect
and even challenges the admiration of Infidels.
Occupying the po:,ition that Washington did, enjoy
ing, as he did, the coufidei;!ce and support of Chrii:;
tians, it wa:S not unnatural""'that he ~;hould indulge iJ.1
a few friendly allusions to their religious faith.
In his "Farewell Address," the last and best political paper he gave the public, the Christian religion
is not once Dallied. In this work he manifests tbtfondest solicitude for the futme of his country. HI~
sentences are crowdEd with wolds of "\\f!J'Ding and
fat,herly advice. But he does not seem to be im
pressed with the idl:'a that the E>afety of the govemment or the Lappinef.'s of the people depends up01.1
Christianity. He recommends a cultivation of th~
religious Eentimtmt, but evinces no pa1 tiality for tht
popular faith.
He was one of the leading E'pirits in molding our
present fonn of government, presidin.g over the convention that framed our Constitution. His influenctwas wry great, and the greatest deference was paid
to his opinions. Had he desired it, be cquld undoubtedly bav had the government established upon a
Christian foundation; and bad be been a very zealous adherent of that faith, it is not unreasonable to
suppose that he would bav done so, or at least hav
favored some J·ecognition of its claims in the Constitution. But he d1d not utter a word in its behalf.
Above his official signature as president of the
United States apperu·s this important declaration:
The governmPnt of the United States is not in· any sense
founded on the Christian religion (Treaty with Tripoli) ..
He further solemnly declares that "the United
States is not a Christian nation any more than it is a
Jewit>h or a Mohammedan nation," refening to it, of
course, in a political, and not in a religious, sense.
Every child is familiar with the story of Washington praying at Valley Forge. The Peter Parleys
who write· historical romances and label them
" school histories " bav repeated it as a historical
fact. Brtt it is false. It .bears the stamp of fiction
on its face, and is of itself sufficient to excite the
suspicion that Washington was not a religious man.
Unable to prove that he was in the habit of praying
in public, unable to cite a single instance of his ever
having uttered a prayer in his family, this pious tale
was fabricated. Intelligent Qh1·istians are asham( d
of it. The Rev. E. D. Neill, of the Episcopal
.church, whose father's uncle owned the building occupied by Washington at Valley Forge, thus writes:
There is a story about Washington being found in the
woods in winter-time in prayer by the owner of the house
which be used as l!is headquarters at Valley Forge, which I
would like to believe,, if it Wl're not so improbable, and if it

had not been first put in print _by the eccEm~ric and .riot -very
I hav perused every line that he [Wa!lhing!on] .ever 11;ave to
accurate Epbcopal minister, Rtw. Moi-gau'L. Wi+ms. .' ·. . . the public, and I do not find one expr,.sswn JD .Wlllch he
With a capMciom• anrl comfortable hoti~e at his di~po~al, it is pledgPs himself as a believer in Christianity. I think anJone
hardly po!lsible that the shy; ~;ilent, caution!\ Washington who will candidly do as J hav done, will come to the conclushould leave such retirement and enter the leafless· woods. in sion that he was a Deist and nothing more.
Some _-..ears ago I received a letter from the Hon.
the vicinit,· of the winter encampment of an army,' and engage in audible praJer.
· ·- ,.
·
J
Referring to the same subject, Rev. Minot J. Sav- .A.. B. Bradford, of Pennsylvania, relativ to this subc
age, of Boston, in a recent sermon, says:
·
ject. Mr. Bradford was at one time a prominent
.The pictures that repre~ent him on his knees in the winter clergyman in the Presbyterian church, and was apforest at Valley Forge ar8 evt·n silly carica1ures. Washing- pointed by President Lincoln consul to Japan. He
ton was, at least. not ~entimental, and he had nothing abo4t t\ays:
him of the phari~ee that displays his religion at Slreet c: rI know Dr. Wilson personally, and hav Pntertained him at
ners or out in the woods in tile sight of ob~erver~, or where my house, on which uecasion he said, in my hearing, ,,)mt
l.lis portrait could be taken by •· our spt·cial artist."
my rt'lativ, the Rev. Dr .. Ash bell Gretn, of Philudelphia,
Even admitting that he did offer prayer at Valley 1n·quently told me in his study, viz., that during the lime
Forge, there is no evidence that he ev~r }'_~sorted to. that Congress sat in that city, the clergy, smp• cting from
its use aaairi. The language he us-ed at Monmouth_ goiid' evidence.· that· Washington' :was not a bl'lit-Vt·r in the
~
Bible ·as a revelation froni heaven, laict·a plan to extort froth
a few months later was not the language of pi·ayer. hini'a confession, either pro or'con, but that the plan failed.
And even were it true that be habitually prayed, tbif:i Dr. Green was chaplain to Coi:Jgre~!l during all the lime of its
would not demonstrate his faith in Christianity, for bitting in Philadelphia; dined with the president on l'peeial
Deists, many of them, pray.
invitation nearly every WH k; was well at quaint('d w ilh him,
and after he had been dead and gone lllany ~ eurs. of1tn Faid,
ll
f
.A. century ago, it was the custom o a classes, in my hearing, though very sorrowlully, of eoune, that
irrespectiv of their religious beliefs, to attend church. "bile Washington was very deferential to religion and its
Washington, adhering to the custom, attended. But eeremonies, like nearly all 1be fu'und~:rs of the republic, he
It was notictd that whenever the administration ol was not a ()hristilin, but a Deist.
the sacrament took place, instead of partaking of the
After Washington's death, Jefferson made the folLord's Supper, as a good Christian would hav done, lowing entry in his journal:
he invru·iably arose and retirt-d. .A. certain miniete1·,
Dr. Rush tolcl me that when the clergy addre~sed General
feruing that such conduct on "the part of so distin Washing1on, on his departure from the government, it was
guished a person would hav a dangerous influence, observt'd in their consultation that he had never, on any ock
·
t 0 ffi
'ld
b k
'\V h. t
casion. said a word to the public which showed a belitf in
too occasiOn
er a mi re u e.
as mg on 1he Christian religion, and ttwy thought they should so p~i:t
quietly observed that he would giv the reverend gen- I heir address as to force him a} 1Png1h to disclose_ pi1blicly
tleman no further trouble, aud thereafter, on com- whether he was a Christian or not. Howevtr, he ob,ervt·d,
munion duys, he remained at home.
1he old fox was too cunning for them. He answered every
Bishop '\Vhite, of Philadelphia, the most eminent article of their address parlicularly, exct pt thnt, which he
divine of his age in America, and a contemporary and passed over without notice (Jdierson's Works, vol. iv, p. 572).
acquaintance of Washington, in his " Memoirs" says:
Jefferson further says :
I know that.GouvPrneur Morris, who claimed to be in his
I do not believe that any degree of recollection will brin!!
to my mind any fact which would prove General Washiugt0n secrttl', and believed himself to be so, has often told nw that
10 hav been a bt'liever in the Chrislian revelation further thai1 llenerul Washington belit·ved no more in that system [Chrisa~ may be hoped from his cons1ant attendance upon Chrisli'itil lianity] than he did (lbid). ·
worsbip, in comwction with the gent"ral :reserve of bjs char:
Judge i B. Stallo; now minister to Hair, in an ru·ucter. . . . Although I was often in company with this gument before the ·Superior Court of Cmcmnati,
~reat man. and had the honor of dining ofli:-u at his table, l wade use' of these words:
never heard anything from him that could manifest hiil
opinion on the subject of religion.
The men wlio assembled in Philadelphia to frame our ConThis statemeut does not afford positiv_ proof of ·.stitution were, many of them, imbut-d with the spirit of
Washington's disbelief, but_ is. cert_.ainly strong pre~ Fntthfiugl!t then prevliltnt. I am not without apprl:'ht'nsiou
that this will be found· to be true, t'o a certain eX1t'nt, of
:mmptiv evidence of its truth. It is hardly possiblt- George Washington_:clarum et vena·abile 110men-_who preto suppose that he couid bav been a believer and hav ~ided in that convention; that when you turn to the reliable
Jet his most intimate Chriti.tian associates remain' iu accounts of the rhetoricians, who hav set'u tit to meddle w i1h
total ignorance of the fact. · Bibhop'"White indulge~ it, the suspicion will arise that he would lmrdly hav sl.lba faint hope that he may hav been; but this hope i~; ticribcd to 1!-nyof the dogmatic creeds of the day.
.
,;imply based on his "constant attendance" at church,
-The Rev. M. J. Savage says : "Those best qualiand when we consider bow large a proportion ' 01 lied to testify tell us that he [Washington] :Was dethose who attend church are unbelit:vers, that many cidedly Liberal in his theology in his mature manof our most radical Freethinkers are regular church- hood; and we know be was not shockf.d by the
goers, there are very small grounds, I thi)Jk, upo11 1eachings of Thomas Paine: That be trusted in
which to indulge even a hope. But even this
God,' believed in a providence that in some large way
stant attendance" on the pru·t of Washington cannot guided human destiny, i~', doubtless, hue; but that
be accepted without some qualification. For, while he was an evangelical Christian is_ almost certainly
tt is true that he often attendtd church, be was by not true."
no means a constant attendant. Not only did be uw- - 'l'heodore Pa1 ker, referring to Wa8bington, writes:
formly abf:.ent himself on communion daJB, bu~ thl:' ·'Silence is a figure of speech, and in the latter yea1·s
..-ntries in his dmry show that he 'remained away fm- of his life I suppose his theological opinions were
several SundaJS in succession, speudmg hisliine,at · those of John Adams, Dr. Franklinl and 'thomas
home reading and writing, riding out futo the coun- J tfft--rson."
.
That during all the maturer years of his life Washtry, or in vi~:;iting his friends.
The closing y('ars of his life, save the last two, ington was arlit-believer in Christianity, the tefltimony
were-passed m l'hiladelphia, he being then preside:nt that I hav adduced i~;~, I think, it refutable. 'Vas he
of the United States. WLile thH·e he attended the ever a Christian communicant¥ In early life he may
Episcopal chureb, of which the Rev. Dr. .A.bercrombil:' hav been, but there is no evidence that he was. It is
was rector. Dr. .A.bHcrombie was intimately ac- tl'Ue that for a time he held the position of vestryquainted with him, and probably knew as much about man, but this, being merely a temporal c ffice iri the
his religious opinions as any person. Upon after- parish, did not necessitate his being a communicant,
ward bt"ing interrogated as to his illustriou::; audit<Qr'b or even a believer in Christianity.
religious views, his emphatic reply was,
The "People's Library of Information" contains
'' Sir, "Wa:,hington was a Dt·i,.t."
'the following:
vva,hington mrely attended, as we bav seen, any
The question has been raised as to whether any ~me of our
church but the Episcopal; hence, if any denomiua- presidents was a communicant in a Chrislian church? Tlwre
tion of Christians could claim him as an adherent, it is a tradition that Washington a~ked permission of a Pre>byterian minister in New Jersey to unite in communion. But
was this one. Yet, here we bav two of its most dis- it is only a tradition. Washington was a vestryman in the
tinguished representativs, the one not knowing what Episcopal church. But that office required no more piety
his belief was, the other disclaiming him and assert- than it would to be mate of a ship. There is no nccmmt of
his communing in Boston, or in New York, or Philadelphia,
ing that he was a Deist.
,.
In 1831, the Rev. Dr. Willson, a noted Presbyte- or elsewbere, during the !{evolutionary struggle.
Early in the present century, the rector of the
rian divine, of .A.lbauy, N. Y., preacbl:'d a sermon deploring the fact that the fou.uders of our nation were, Epi~'COpal church of Alexandria instituted an exhaustiv.
for the most pru·t, lufide1s_:that, of the president!", investigation for the purpose of discovering, if posnot one bad professed a belief in Ch1·istianity. Of sible, some proof. of Washington having been a communicant. Letters of inquiry were addressed to his:
Washington he Eaid:
Washington was a mnn of valor and wisdom. He was es- relativs and friends. But his tfforts were unsuccessteemed by the whole world as a great and good man; but he ful. ·He says : ''I _found no person who had ever
wati not a professing Christian.
·
communed with him."
The sermon appeared in the Albany daily AdverThe Rev. E. D. Neill, in the Episcopal R.ecm·cler,
tiser, and attracted the_ attention of Robert Dale says:
Owen, then a Joung man. 1\lr. Owen called tu see
The pre~ident [Washington] waR not a communicaut., notDr. Willson in regard to the statement. "\Vhen the witl!standing all the pretty stories to the eoutrary, and. after
object of his visit was announced, the doctor frankly the close of the sermon on sacramt"ntul Sundays, had fallen
1·emarked, "As I conceive that truth is truth, whether into the habit of .retiring from the church while his wife reit be for us or against us, I will not conceal from you mained and communed.
Had ·washington been a.Cbristian it is reasonable
any information on this subject., even such as I hav
not given to the public." He then proceeded to to suppose that on his death-bed, at least, he would
rerouut evidence be bad gathered from personal hav Jet faJl from his Jips some W01'd rf'VeaJing the
friends of Wa;;hington, and other somces, wbi<:h fact, conscious as he was from the first that his sickfully convinced Mr. Owen that the statement made ness must prove fatal. 1Ve hav the certifieate of Dr.
in his sermon was true beyond a doubt. In conclu- · Craik and Dr. Dick, the physicians who attended him
sion Dr. Willson said.:
·
during his last illness3 and this. shows that he made-
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genesis as there was left to support Spiritualism in zeus of the United StateR to vote shall not be
last winter's experiments at Liberal-after the fire. denied or abridged by the United States or by any
The phil<lsophical way is to let evolution cover the state on account of race, color, or previous condition
entire ground ; to concede, on the most extended of servitude."
Does the Constitution of the United States giv
evidence, tha.t the processes of nature al'e continuous
and uniform, and not, as soon as we get as far as we any state the authority to make or enforce any law
can see at present, conclude that the continuity is which shall deny or abridge the right of citizens of
broken and there has been a sudden jump out of the the United States to vote on account of sex? No.
Art. i, sec. 2, says: ''The House of Rep1·esentativs
darkness. Every- inference of that kind has been
proved a mistake, as· far as experiments hav proved shall be chosen every second year by the people of
anything, and there are oceans of room for more the several states."
Does the word penple here imply that the ma.le
mistakes, and no prospect of a discovery.
The other proposition, that man is the last and high- portion shall do all the voting 1 No.
Art. iv, sec. 4, of this document says: "The United
est of the animal creation, is simply a matter of fact.
Evolution and Spontaneous Generation.
States shall guarantee to every state in this Union a
That
man
is
now
the
highest
no
one
questions.
When I made a brief criticism upon two points in
Mr. Watts's interesting arti~les on "Evolution and That he is the termination of the evolutional serie"' republican form of government." Do we understand
by this article that the repre~;entativs shall be elected
Srecial Creation," I felt sure that my positions were to which he belongs and hence must hav been the
by only half the people T No.
last
of
that
series
is
also
true.
The
reason
be
is
thtcorrect, though well aware that his knowledge of the
Does the Constitution of the United States deny
subject was much greater than mine. I hav read Mr. highest is' that be is capable of indefinit improvement
any privileges or immunities to women that it conand
that
he
has
been
on
thi•
without
specific
change,
"\Vatts's comments several times over, and it still
earth, and advancing, so long that all other specie~: cedes to men? Does it in any way guarantee tl:e
looks to me exftctly as it did before.
·
male citizens a legal right to legislate for the female
He says, "The- evolution of the living from the of mammals which, in early Pliocene times, were bi~, citizens
·'in all cases whatsoever1" No.
non living must be a part of the great scheme." The contemporaries, hav disappeared, and their descendDoes the law of suffrage in the state constitutions
ants
evolved
into
new
species.
"non-liv,ng" must be dead, and that the dead can
I contented myself with Professor Huxley'R state- acqmesce with the laws of suffrage in the United
evolve itself into the living seems to me a contradicStates Constitution? No.
tion. Certainly, the "non-living" cannot form or ment because he never overstates, and, if he is almost
If not, are the state laws of suffrage valid and
-if
not
qnite-alone,
as
Mr.
Watts
thinks,
it
will
enter into a scheme to suscitate itself. The terms
binding? No.
'' Jiving," "non-living," and "scheme" would seem to probably be found that nearly all recent writers hav
Is not the word male in the state laws or suffrage
stated the case stronger than be bas.
be as unscientific as "spontan_eous generation."
erroneous and unconstitutioual? Yes.
For
instance,
take
this
extract
from
Pmfessm
Mr. Watts inquires, "For, otherwise, how did the
Does the Constitution of the United States need
Fiske's "Excursions of an Evolutionist," pp. 32-34::
living originate~··
an
amendment granting female suft'rage any more Among the ma,mmalia the first species that bas continued
We might first ask where life originated, and the
than it needed an amendment granting male sufto
liv
down
to
the
present
time-namely,
the
African
hipprobable answer would be that life began in the popotamus. in the upper Pliocene strata of Auvergne. . . . frage? It is the state conRtitutions that need an
open world, where all the forces and powers of nat- Now, from the fact that of these Pliocene mammals. ever) amendment, by canceling the word male, thereby
ure were activ, not in a hermetically sealed receptacle, one has long since become extinct except the hippopotamus. making them acquiesce with the fundamentftl law
where all t-he co~ditious of life are carefully excluded. Mr. Dawkins proceeds to argue that it is not likely that man t.hat knows no privileged class. Is it exactly the fair
Organic life originated by evolution. The gradations inhabited Europe at that period. The alleged instance~. thing to count us as persons when the representat1vs
three in number, of the recurrence of human remains in
from the inorganic to the organic are probably Pliocene strata, he pronounces unsatisfactory. And he doe~o are apportioned among the several states? I thiuk
· infinitesimal. There is probably no more prospect of not even menti'ln the brilliant investigations of tbe Geolo~ not. And is not this one-sided legislation only an
our ever seeing the lowest and minutest organisms ical Survey of Portugal, which hav brought to light !lint im- assumed power? How can it be otberwi1:1e when
than there is of seeing the ultimate molecules of plemt>nts, of undoubted human workmansiJip, in grea1 there is- not one article, section, clause, or word in all
~tbundance in the Pliocene strata- of tlu1t countr,V, buried
the substancPs of which they are composed, Organ- under
1.200 feet of superincumbent rock. These discoverie~ the Constitution of the United States that <'Oncedes
isms must originate in living, not in non-living, mat- set forth by M. Bibeiro, in 1871, are cited by Professor Whit- to male citizens ·any privileges or immunities that it
ter, and just so far as precautions are taken to ney as furnishing concluRiv evidence of the presence of man denies to female citizens T
prevent there being any possibility of living germs or in Portugal during tbe Pliocene period. Professor WbitneJ
This is the authority on which I demanded my
collected a great amount of evidence which seems to
sources of life in the substances experimented with, bas
prove that man existed in Ualifornia at an equally remotl' right to vote at the general election in Clarinda,
just so far it is rendered impossible that living date. Now, it is !Jerfectly clear that the human race mugt [owa, November 2, 1886, and I was denied the privorganisms should be. produced. Accordingly, Pro- hav existed for a long time before it could become "o widel) Llege the United States Constitution givs me by a
fessor Tyndall, Pasteur, and others who have repeated disperserl over the earth as to occupy countriPs as distam state law, and I will tet>t the constitutionality of the
ail these experiments thousands of times, under from each other as California and Purtng11l. Fur tbe. firs1 case in the courts.
of man on the earth we must go, therefor<', f11r
"te!'t" conditions, hav obtained no results. The appearance
hack in the Pliocene period, Ht auy rate, aiJd if we arc to
History teaches that old empires fell because their
method is unscientific. It claims to get the greatest find the missing link, the primordial stock of primates from crovernors forgot to put ju~:;tice into their governresults under the most unfavorable conditions: In which man has been derived, we must undoubtedly look for ~ents. When a govemment falls for want of justice,
fact, at the exact point where-if the experimenter it in the Miocene.
it "falls, hke Lucifer, never to hope again."
has made no mistake-it has been rendered imposIt seems. important that we should hav, as far as
An ex-representativ told me that woman suffra-ge
sible that there sho11ld be any result whatever.
possible, a correct statement of what the theory ol never could be established by litigation; that we had
The experiments of Dr. Bastian and others can hav evolution really implies. You ask the first intelli- better spend our money in good litnature on the
no bearing upon the original production of life, be- gent man you meet what he understands by Darwin- o;ubject. Surely," a Daniel come to judgment; yea,
cau;;;e they bav all been made upon infusions of the ism, and he will probably tell you it is the theory that a Dlllliel." Said representativ may bold his breath
flesh or excretions of animals, or of turnips, hay, or man descended from a monkey. But what it does until the corning of the " ~;econd Daniel."
some vegetable already in existence. All Dr. Bas- imply, is only that man, with the other primates, at
The opponents of female sufli·age want us to contia·__~'s experiments on "The Beginnings of Life "-if a remote period, had a common ancestry. 1\Ian is tent ourself writing for jm.tice and begging for a
we admit his theory-would suggest is that the first not the termination of the animal kingdom as it legislativ corner, aud the more we write and beg, the
organisms made their appearance in an infusion of exists now, but only of a particular branch or e\'Olu- more they are pleased and amused, for they very well
beef or of turnips, and the question would still remain tional series, which diverged from the common stock know we neither hav _to beg nor assurne, but demand
where the beef and turnips came from. No experi- millions of ages ago There were higher apes in the the privileges and immunities that the Constitution
ment has yet been made which givs the faintest inti- Miocene than now. Retrogression is almost as con- of the United States givs us.
mation that organisms will appear in purely inorganic spicuous a fact in paleontological history as progres"Put justice into this government," is the cry of
substances. Pasteur and Tyndall hav shown that sion.
D. PRIESTLEY.
the "ninety and nine" to-day, and it will be done, for
fermentation and decomposition result from minute
Milwaukee, Or.
the majority will eventually rule, and t-he present in--------~~~-------· organisms and that these organisms are developed
justice will fall, as did bi:s satanic majesty, ·• never to
fro1ri germs which are floating in the air. Tyndall The Constitutional Right of Women to Vote. hope again/' and
says: '· Leeuwenhoek estimates the population of a
The adoption of this Constitution of the United
The night so dreary and dark and long
single drop of stagnant water at 500,000,000; prob- States as the fundamental law thereof placed all citiAt l11st slmll the morning b1·iug,
And over the lanrl the victor's ~ong
ably the population of a drop of our turbid infusion zens on an equality before the law.
Of the nmety anu nine shall ring.
would be this many times multiplied." If these are
No privileged class is known to this instrument of
Your!~, for constitutional justice,
the dimensions of the complete organisms, what must justice. "This Constitution and the laws of the
Cla,rinda, Ia.
Mns. LIDA JoHNSON.
be the size of the germs from which they are evolved? United States which shall be made in pursuance
P.S.-We will be very grateful to any members of
And yet the whole theory of spontaneous generation 1her!'Jof shall be the supre~e law of the land," but
depends, for verification, upon the supposition that all laws enacted by Congress and the legislatures the bar who think this t>uhject worthy of note if
they will express their views on these queE-tions
Dr. Bastian succeeded, in his numerous experiments, which do not accord with it shall be null and void.
L. J.
in excluding every one of these germs and that yet
Art. xiv, sec. 1, of this document says: "All per- through the columns of thiR pape:r-.
organism::! (evolved germs) appeared. Pr~fessor sons born or naturalized in the United States, and
A New Twist of' Revt>latinn.
Tyndall and Pa.stem· hav repeated these expenments ><ubject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the
thousand::! of times, continuing them for years, and United States and the state wherein they reside. No
The origin of man as described in Genesis having
not in one instance, where atmospheric germs were state shall make or enforce any law which shall been pubJi~Shed in THE TBUTH SEEKER, I will u:ffer a
excluded, was there a sign of putrefaction or of bac~ abridg-e the privileges or immunities of citizens of theory of human destiny on this planet as described
teriallift', of which putrefaction is a result.
the United States; nor shall any state deprive any in the book of RevelatiOn. "\Ve hav the figure of a
It is agreed, on both sides of this controversy, that person of life, liberty, or property without due pro- scarlet beast with seven heads and ten horus, and of
so far as lcnowledge extends the germ theory is true. cess of law, nor deny to any person within its juris- a woman who is named, in big letters, the mother
1\ir. Watts admits that Puuchet found organisms in diction the equal protection of the law."
of harlots and abominations of the earth. It is exhis tube::! because (as Pasteur showf'd) he failed to
Do our state laws admit that all persons born or plained that the seven heads are as many kings;
exclude these atmospheric germs. What· Puuchet's naturalized in the United States, and subject to the probably the seven empi1:es that bav dominated the
experiments contained was not evidence of_ sponta- jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States civilized world and p.io-!seJ away. Tue b~a.-t wr.l
neous generation, but evidence that he bad made a and the state wherein they reside? Yes.·
be the eighth, is of the seven, and his emptre is yet
mistake; and yet Mr. Watts would seem to hold that
If so, are women who are born in the United to be establi~Shed. It is well kuown to hav been the
some other man's probable mistakes, which hav not States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, citi- leading ambition of Peter the Great. to establish just
yet been exposed, are to be taken as evidence of zens of the United States and the state wherein they such an empire with Rus~:-ian dominatwn, aud he
spontaneous generation.
.
.
transmitted that ambition to his successors, who aS
reside? Yes.
Professor Tyndall bas done the same service for
Has any state a Constitutional right to make or yet are heirs-at-law for the patrimony, with a reasonDr. Ba,tian that Pa.steur· bas for Pouchet. Let enfot:ce any law which shall abridge the privileges or able prospect of winning. That appears to be the
anyone of a logical and scientific turn 9f mind read immunities of female citizens of the United States'? h~ad and front of what is called "the Eastern
Dr. Bastian'8 "Beginnings of Life" and then read Does this Constitution in any way debar woman suf- que8tion."
.
It is further explamed that the ten horns represent
Tynuall'8 '·Floating Matter of the Air," and I think frage! No.
.,he will find about as much left in support -of heteroArt. xiv, sec. 1, reads thus: "The right of citi- ten kings; probably the ten nationalities that constino recognition of Christ or Christ.ianity. Thia is corroborated by the testimony of Washington's private
secretary, Mr. Tobias Lear.
·
Robert Dale Owen says: "It is well known that
the patriot on his death-bed sought none of the consolations of religion, and it has been confidently
stated_ to me that he actually refused spiritual aid
when 1t was ~ropos_ed to send for a clergyman."
'Vrtb the E-Imple words, "I am not afraid to go"
the hero of a dozen battle-fields surrendered;
_'
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
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tuted the Roman empire, who had not then received
their crowns, but· hav since received them.· These
shall be of one mind; and shall giv their strength
unto the beast and reign with him one hour, and in
that brief space they shall annihilate the mother of
harlots a.nd make her desolate. In the description
given of this' :figure, we are informed that " the merchants of the earth waxed rich through the abun_dance of her delicacies;" otherwise, "through her
foi·nications." All merchandise being private wealth,
exchange is a necessity j and merchants wax rich
through the profits of exchange. Therefor, there is
nothing on this planet but private wealth that
answers to this description of the mother of harlots.
We are further informed that "the merchants of the
earth shall weep over her; for no man buyeth their
merchandise any more." Nevertheless, the people
must hav merchandise, and, unless the empire of. the
beast is state feudalism, and will supply the people
with merchandise, for their labor, without money and
without price, they must buy of the merchants.
What else than state feudalism can possibly lift the
masses of Europe and Asia out of the poverty,
misery, and degradation into which private wealth
has plunged them, and is rapidly plunging the working people of America? Like cause should produce
like effect everywhere, conditions being equal. How
long will the Christian governments of Christian peoples permit and foster such an outrageous blasphemy7
We are further informed that when the empire of
the beast is established, another movement will begin
that is illustrated by the :figure of a warrior on a
white horse whose sword is in his mouth; which
indicates that he will conquer by the force of truth
and logic, that slays without shedding blood and kills
to make alive. "The beast and false prophet [the
church] will be taken and cast alive into the lake
burning with fire and brimsto;ne." Which simply
indicates that the empire of the beast will be annihilated and nobody seriously hurt. The remnant will
be slain with the sword that proceedeth out of the
mouth of him who sitteth upon the white horse.
Then comes the figure of the resurrection, and the
chaining of the dragon, that old serpent, etc. The
allusion to the " old serpent " should remind us of
the garden of Eden and the forbidden fruit. If man
· died a physical death on the day that he transgressed,
the human race should hav become extinct. Therefore, the fact that man yet livs on this planet, and has
evidently "come to stay," is prima facie evidence
that physical death has not passed upon the human
race, nor is it likely to. But the d~ssolution of human brotherhood bas passed upon the human race,
and dissolution is death. That being the only death
that has passed upon the race, the restoration of human brotherhood is the only resurrection that is
promised or is possible. Therefore, the :figure of a
resurrection in Revelations can imply nothing else
than the restoration of human brotherhood; and a
brotherhood should logically require paternal government. It is generally adlnittecl to be the inherent
right and duty of parents to govern their families.
The nation being but a community of families, those
who hav an inherent right to govern the families, respectivly, should hav an inherent right to govern the
nation collectivly. Placing the entire wealth of. th.e
nation in conti·ol of such a government will but place
it in control of those who hav an inherent right to
control it, and who will be the most likely to make an
equitable disposition of it. That is Communism, and
can on1y be rea1ized by Nihi1ism; nevertheless, it is
J. A. TuTTLE.
Bibleism.

':l_lhe Liberal Club.
The man who has been using this column lately
to spread abroad the proceedings of the Manhattan
Liberal Club was unable to attend the 424th regular
meeting of that body. In order, therefore, that
whatever of value might transpire on the occasion in
question should not be lost to the outside world, he
made anangements with the assistant editor of a
well-known scientific journal to be present and take
notes. The record seems to indicate that the· aforesaid assistant editor was there, accompanied by his
better half. Neither has since been seen, but some
stray notes in ·a lady's handwriting, found on the
secretary's table, hav fallen into the hands of the
writer of these lines.
From the notes it appears that Miss Anna Johnson, secretary of the New York Labor Lyceum, read
a paper on "The Law, Socialism, and Anarchy;" that
Miss Johnson looked too nice for anything; that
minutes of the previous meeting were read and accepted; that a good audience was present; and that
the assistant editor aforesaid, instead of taking notes,
went to call on a chum who lives near by, and did
not return until near the close of the meeting. l'he
law was so entangled with Socialism and Anarchy
that it was difficult to discriminate one from the
others.
•Lawyer Searing thought 1t well that the lecture
had been delivered, and closed his remarks by quoting from "A Midsummer Night's Dream." At or
about the end of the quotation a cold snap set in
which lasted up to the present writing, and which
was emphasized by the first snow of the season.
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eral who to-day says he has liberty enough is a most
unworthy American. He is so used to servitude that
he knows not that the fetters are on him. He is
more contemptible than a Christian. He has more
wisdom, but less integrity and conviction. The Liberal who to.day is not in favor of common effort for
freedom is either the most selfish of men, or the
most brutalized in his feeling, for he submits to
slavery with the instincts and habits of a coward.
We must organize, for organized physical force is ·
against us. All the philosophy we may hav, and
music, and art, and. poetry, and knowledge, and
yd
. wealth and leisure do not palliate this fact. To a
The lectures for the remainder of December Will certain' extent all men are political slaves. They
be as follows: lOth, "The Basic Law of Ownership," may roll in we:Uth and despise the church and minby Edwal.'d G. Clark, author of "Man's Birthright;" ister but the chu;ch and minister rule them, and if
17th, " The Coming Constitutional Convention. What they'hav not manhood to. resist and help othe~s to
ought and ought not to be done thereat," by Prof. resist then their manhood IS rotten. The Freethmker
Van Buren Denslow; 24th," The Yule Tide· Festival," who 'quietly submits to ecclesiastical domination
program to be arranged by the club; 31st, "Com- through the power of the state is the most abject of
memoration of the Distingui~hed Dead of the Year," serfs. He stultifies his conscience by the very enlightenment of his reason.
program to be arranged by the club."
We must organize in behalf of liberty, an~ until
liberty is achieved there mu1:1t be no cessatwn of
A. Talk With Friends.
effort. The fact that Liberalism to-day is organized
The motiv power of Liberalism is entirely unlike but to a small extent compels activ :field work. The
that of Christianity. Christianity appeals to a God desired result can be attained only by the . living
and Bible and the world to come; Liberalism appeals voice. This is the supreme method of all reform as
to simple humanity and justice. It can force not~ history attests. The pl~tform is t.he might! agency.
ing. Unless its organization is one of attraction, It No political party can wm votes without this. After
will drop to pieces. There is no sovereign power to the speech comes with added influence the Freemake all think alike or act in common. There is no thought press. The speech, ho~ever,. is that wh~ch
Jehovah to guide, but reason only; and that whi~h agitates, arouses, and creates discussiOn, and :fires
binds together is confidence in one another and m the heart and brain as nothing else can. If the obthe cause.
jects of the Am~rican SeculR! U:nion were simp!y
Without confidence there can be no unity and no philosophical, or hterary, or smenti:fic-merely to giv
strength. It is as essential that we believe in one information or increase knowledge-then pamphlet
another as that we believe in the cause itself. If we distribution or letter correspondence might do, but
work for our cause, we must work with those who to the fundamental object of the Union is political. It
our minds represent the h()nor of that cause.
is for political action, for change in the laws of the
I hope that every friend will read the directors' land. It is not an institution but a movement, and
report in regard to the transactions of the Amer- it is not for the giving of knowledge only, but for
ican Secular Union during the past yeru:, so that they the creation of a specific impulse. It is to influence
may fully realize the difficulties that hav been in the men to do something, as well as to think something.
way, and see that, in spite of them all, progress has It is for practical energy as well as intellectual enbeen made. They will discover, I think, a purpose lightenment. Therefore, to achieve its end, it must
for the common good, and an endeavor for the r~~ht. use the most activ and the most practical of all
That report must remove every cause for suspiCIOn forces, the platform.
that there has been other than earnest and honest
When this is understood there will be no question
effort. With confidence thus established, surely we as to ·the best method of work. There is a positiv
can do better hereafter. We are no longer raw evil in society against which we must contend. There
recruits, but a veteran corps. We hav become ac- is an outrage and injustice to every inan. There
quainted in adversity. If our numbers are less, must be a reform in the government. There must be
those who remain know each other thoroughly, for a change in the administrativ power of civilization.
we hav summered and wintered together, and no The American Secular Union fundamentally is a
shock can break our ranks.
political party. It is not a philosophical or scientific
The secretary has not been made richer by this asrmciation. Therefore, it must adopt those means
work, but pecuniarily poorer. He starts on the new by which a political party achieves its triumph. It
year without a cent of money, or any guarant.ee. must devote itself to :field work ; it must arouse and
Moody trusts in God. The secretary of the Umon agitate. There must be cooperation. The strong
does not. So far as God is concerned, he will un- must help the weak. There must be a national
doubtedly starve to death. He believes, however, in fraternity, for the Union deals with national issues;
Liberals and in Liberalism, and is richer than he was with what is fundamental and permanent in politics.
two years ago, in the friends he has met, in the signs Local organizations can effect but little in this direcof progress seen, in sympathy and labor with world- tion without combination. There might be social
wide movements, and he regrets nothing.
and intellectual improvement of a high ordu
Freethought in the state must triumph in order by simply local societies; and, if social and intellectthat all things else both good and beautiful may tri- ual improvement were all that is needed, then local
umph. Truth is for progl!"ess, truth is for nobility, societies might. work independently. But when a
truth is for manhood, and with truth. we stake our political wrong is to be removed, both in state and
fortune. I believe in the Liberals of America, and national government, then there must be a combinathe work they do will some day vindicate the grand- tion of effort. The American Secular Union 1·epreeur of their convictions.
sents this combination of the friends of freedom
There has been some difference of opinion among throughout theland. If this Union ceases to be, it
friends as to the best method of work, but all differ- will be many years before there will be another orences will disappe·ar when the nature of our work is ganization to represent the same great purpose. If
thoroughly understood. The opposition of some to one, therefore, wishes to assert the dignity of his
present methods is based upon the idea that the Lib- own rights, to be a free and equal citizen with all
erals of the country are thoroughly organized, and others in the exercise of his personal liberty, then he
therefore a home secretary is all that is needed to will stand by the American Secular Union. The
keep the machinery in motion by correspondence, Union cannot represent everything. There must be
distribution of pamphlets, etc. This will do for the differentiation and specialty of work. But the work
churches, but it will not do for the Liberals, who are of the Union, narrow though it may seem to some, is
not as yet thoroughly organized, as the churches are. of transcendent importance. If there is to be social
The Freethought of to-day is in 'a very uncrystallized harmony, humanitarian effort, a vast and splendid
condition. It flows in a thousand currents. Like republic that shall bear the shield of justice to millthe sea, it breaks in a million directions. Freethought ions of people, and represent reason instead of
is too mighty ever to be fully organized. It can bigotry, then indeed the work of the Union is of the
never, like Christianity, become a church, an institu- noblest order. Freethought is the highest thought,
tion, a form. It will always be a spirit-chainless as the highest life in literature and art, and it is equally
the lightnings, and immeasurable as the sky and sea. so in the state. Certainly every friend of progresE',
If it were not for political power, I should never believing in universal as well as individual welfare,
think of a Freethought organizaaion. If- there were will do what he can for the attainment of the objects
perfect liberty in the world, there would be no need of the American Secular Union.
of organization. Each one then could liv his life,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
·freely mingling and freely separating.
.
•. But what is political power? It is simply physic~
W. F. JAMIESON is still at work in Colorado lecturing every
force, and this force to-day is allied with sup~r.sti
Sunday
evening in December to increasing congregations,
tion, untruth, ignorance, and bigotry.
Pohbcal
' power is tyranny to-day, and infringes upon pe~son~l and in towns near Denver, week evenings. He was lecturing
liberty. Therefore we are compelled to orgamze m in Greeley, a· second course, Nov. 29th, 30th, and Dec. 1st;
will giv a second course in Longmont. .Address, Denver,
• self-defense. The issue cannot_ be avoided. . SelfCol.·
respect comru;ands us to do something. The Liberal
who declares that under present circumstances there
SEND to THE TnuTH SEEFER office for a catalog of
should be no organization for the maintenance . of
political rights, jnsults his own manhood. The Lib- the books we hav for sale. The catalog is free.

Mr. Levering, a returned prodigal, who came back
like morn new-risen on high noon, spoke briefly but
eloquently.
Dr. Kinget had something to say of an interesting
nature.
.
Mr. Sutherland addressed the meeting in his usual
poetic and somewhat florescent style. · .
JHr. Wm. Boyd, an outsider, passed a series of observations upon the subject matter of Miss Johnson's
paper.
lVIrs. Leonard closed the debate, and the Chair announced that the card for December was the best one
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Chicago Secular Notes.
PROGRESS AND POVERTY.

- Long before the usual time for the lecture, the
rooms of the Chicago Secular Union were crowded
last Sunday. Every seat was filled, a fringe of compact humanity sat around the rostrum, the aisles
were lined, and clustered around the doors were late
comers, whose looks of disgust plainly betoken-ed
deep despair and disappointment at being unable to
find standing-room to hear the lecture of the evening. It was the greatest outpouring we ever hada regular ted--letter day for the Chicago Secular
Union, and a deserved testimony of admiration and
esteem for Mrs. A. 1\f. Freeman, who was to repeat
her brilliant review of Henry George's '·' Progress
and Poverty." Her lecture bristles with profound
logic, bravely and beautifully expressed in choicest
language, delivered with a lucid finish and fervor
born of intense conviction, coupled with all necessary
study and cultivation. For one hour, without manuscript and without a flaw, she held her auditors in
that stillness that permits of no interruption, that
allows no word to be lost that escapes the speaker's
lips, and whose eyes follow feverishly her every
gesture, who seemed, for the time being, "drunk
with delight." It was a supreme effort of a woman
possessing sterling genius, as the rapturous applause
at its conclusion amply testified. I will neither attempt to quote or synopsize it. That lecture must
be heal'd to be appreciated.
I know no one in the West better able to judge of
its literary beauties than our learned friend, Gen. M.
M. Trumbull, who prefaced his criticism by this commendation of the lecturer :

to assert that there are not fifty Anarchists among
these twenty thousand members, nor more than two
or three hundred Socialists. It is nothing but intelligence yielding to the unfolding of facts-facts
which were attempted to be suppressed by the trial,
and even that, with the garbled reports given, convinced thousands that those men were not guilty and
must not be hung. It is safe to say that they will
hav a new trial. If so, they will never, in my opinion, be convicted again.

I am always delighted and instructed when I hear Mrs.
Freeman lecture, and also somewhat ashamed-ashamed .o
know that-people will still flock in crowds to hear the. superstitious·., drivel that usually emanates from the pulp1ts and
help to S"~t~;~.in them in their gorgeousness, while lectures of
the qulJ,lity we hav heard. to-night are confined to one small
society in this great city. Mrs. Freeman's voice should be
heard in the largest hall in the city-aye, and beyond the
city, too-for I believe I am quite within bounds when I say
there is not, in this whole country, half a dozen women of
equal genius."

Possibly the above is not the general's exact language, but that is the substance of his remarks, and
in that opinion I most heartily concur.
It is Mrs. Freeman's intention shortly to activly
enter the lecture field, and if she attains the success
her years of gratuitous lecturing for Liberalism deserve she will meet with unbounded enthusiasm and
substantial encouragement.
ROUSING RESOLUTIONS.

Seven months ago, the controling element of district assembly 24, Knights of Labor, were a lot of
Democratic office-holding or wire-pulling politicians,
and their organ, at that time under their complete
control, was 1'he .It-nights oj Labor. It vomited
this sort of venom against the then untried Anarchists:
Let it be understood by all the world that the Knights of
Labor hav no affiliation, association, sympathy, or respect
for the band of cowardly murderers, cutthroats, and robb~rs
known as Anarchists, who sneak through the country hke
midnight assassins, stirring up the passions of ignorant foreigners unfurling fhe red flag of Anarchy, and causing riot
ami blhodshed. Parsons, Spies, Fielden, Most, and their
followers, sympathizers, aiders, and abettors should be summarily dealt with. They are entitled to no more consider~
tion than wild beasts. The leaders are cowards and then
followers are fools.
Knights of Labor, boycott them. If any of the gang. of
scoundrels should by any means get access to our or~amza
tion expel them at once. Brand them as outlaweu monster~. Do not even permit yourselvs to hold conversation
with one of them. Treat them as they deserve to be treated,
as human monstrosities.
We are sure we voice the sentiment of the entire organization when we say and hope that Parsons, Spies, Moot,
Fielden, and the whole gang of outlaws be blotted from the
surface of the earth.

I~ e

They also recommended, with .an e"'!e single to s~s
taining their brother, Parsons, m h1s hour of tr1al;
that "they [the Anarchists J should be hung first and
tried afterward." This element hav persistently
claimed that those who expressed sympathy for them
or denounced the foul conspiracy to hang them represented but an insignificant faction. Let me say
that that element no longer dominates district 24,
and that an entire new deal has taken place in the
. office of 1'he Knight of Labor, much to the credit .of
the paper. A joint meeting of district 24 and d1sc
trict 57, comprising four hundred delegates to the
two districts in Cook county, and representing nearly
twenty thousand members, met in joint session last
Tuesday evening and adopted the following declaration almost unanimously:
We believe that the verdict. in the recent trial condemning
seven men to death !Wd sentencing one to fifteen years' imprisonment was an outrage upon common justice and au
assault on free speech and the right of the people to peaceably assemble for the discussion of their grievances.

It does not pay to be too previous ; these gentlemen were too sure they voiced the sentiment of the
entire organization, but they are not likely ever to
be asked to speak for the entire organization again.
They hav been ignominiously sat down upon in
every way. This does not pr?ve that th~se twenty
.thousand mem'J?ers are .i\;naa-oh1sts, for I. '!ill ~enture
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KNIGHTS AND THE SACRAMENT.

Canadian ad vices say that the Oblat Fathers, in the
lower province, refuse to giv the holy sacrament to
any Kniglit of Labor. I am very glad of it. Any
man that wants a sacrament will never be, while in
that state of mind, any good to a labor organization.
He could get a great deal more good from an ordinary free lunch. This priest ridiculed with some
justification the idea that the order was a mutual
benefit society, saying that while one officer got five
thousand dollars a year salary, it looked as though
the officers alone were benefited. Two wrongs do
not make one right, but I think I hav heard of one
officer of a Catholic society benefiting to the extent
of about five million dollars out of the members of
his order.
Nevertheless, it is about time the members of the
order of Knights of Labor, who hav any manhood, to
make themselvs felt in opposition to the policy of its
chief executiv in surrendering its secrets to the representativs of dogmatic creeds and mildewed superstitions for their approval or disapproval. If Cardinal
Gibbons was a member he might, with propriety, be
consulted; but then his opinion would be worth no
more than that of any other member. Will Brother
Powderly be consistent enough to recommend the
presentation of the rules of the order to the representativs of the Protestant denominations~ And, to
be above suspicion of sectarianism, he might drop
around to consult Colonel Ingersoll, the intellectual
athlete, who would soon knock out .of the program
any_ suspicion of a personal deity.
But when the order confesses that it has not
brains enough within itself to make its own laws, it
is high time for it to change its officers-or die. An
organization for the acluancement of labor should
put little trust in a church whose chief boast is that
it "never changes." Cardinal Manning ought to be
authority on the attitude of the Roman church. The
New York Tablet, of Oct. 9, 1864, published a sermon of his when archbishop of Westminster, in which
he delivered himself of this insolent utterance :

deal was attempted to be made of the fact that the
new acquisition to the '' Scarlet Woman" was now
and again closeted for some time with the priest who
did the business, but as this thing is of such common
occurrence, it did not apparently surprise anybody.
To the Freethinker the distinction between the two
sects is so small that it is scarcely worth noticing.
The chief point in the whole affair is the indignation
of the lord and master, in that his property should
be tampered with, and that the living chattel should
bav dared to presume to be saved in any other way
than the owner wished or ordered.
Although fresh Christian journals are frequently
being brought into existence, I should think it must
be a tremendous struggle for some of them to exist,
or they would scarcely hav to write to the promoters
of new companies,· good and bad-more particularly
the latter-stating that on receipt of ten guineas and
a copy of the prospectus, a leader would appear in
praise of the undertaking, in addition to a conspicuous advertisment. This little dodge would not take
in people with any commercial knowledge, but as
these papers mostly circulate in the provinces, it is
easy to see how many pious people with small capital
would be induced to speculate and lose their little all
in consequence of such a nefarious practice. On the
other hand, it may be that the editor should be ap·
plauded for doing his best to carry out (on other
people) tbe saying attributed to the carpenter's son:
"Blessed be ye poor," and if thereby he is insuring
them a future great reward, let blessings rather
than cursings be showered on his head.
J. D.
London, Dec. 2, 1886.
----~~~~-------

Wasl1ington's Religion.
As supplementary to Mr. Remsburg's consideration of George Washington's religious views, it may*'
be timely to reprint the following correspondence
from a memoir of Bishop White, by Dr. Willson, of
Philadelphia, 1839, page 196:

Colonet j}fercer to Bis!wp TV!dte.
. . . I hav a desire, 1ny dear sir, to know whether
General Washington was a communicant of tile Protestant
Episcopal church, or whether he occasionaUy went to the
communion only, or if ever he did so at aU. . . . No
authority can be so authentic nnd complete as yours on this
point.
Bishop Wldte to Cotonel Mm·cer.
" PmLADELPTIIA, Ang. Hi, 1835.
DEAR Sm: In regnrd to the subject of your inquiry,
truth requires me to say that General Washington never received· the communion in the churches of which I am
the parochial minister. . . · . I hav been written to by
many on that point, and hav been obliged to answer them as
I [speaking for the pontiffJ acknowledge no civil power ; I I now do you. I am respectfully,
Your humble servant,
WILLIAM \VmTE.
claim to be the subject of no prince, and I claim more tban
this-I claim to be the supreme judge and director of the
Again, by the bishop, in the same book :
consciences of men, of the peasant who tills the field, and of
The father of our country, whenever in Philadelphia, ntthe prince who sits upon the throne ; of the housebold that
livs in the shade of privacy, and the legislator who makes tended Christ church. His behavior was always serious and
laws for kingdoms. I am the sole, last, supreme judge of attentiv. But on the point of kneeling during the service,
I owe it to truth to say that I never saw him in that .attiwhat is right and wrong.
tude. Although I was often in company with this great
When Catholicism obtains control we shall need man, and had the honor of dining often at his table, I never
neither courts nor legislatures. The priest wilf be heard anything from him that could manifest his opinions on
the subject of religion.
WILLIAM 'iVmTE.
primate, judge, and executioner.
E. A. STEVENS.

Our London Letter.
A report just published by the commissioners of
prisons shows that whereas in 1878 there were
20,833 prisoners in our jails, there are now only
about 16,500, the population having increased by
three to four millions. It is stated that the prison
chaplains consider this considerable diminution is
largely due to the Education act. Surely such a
fact as the above should be sufficient to convince any
one of the superiority of secular education over ignorance and superstition. Christianity has had
nearly nineteen centuries to practice its principle8,
and compulsory education not so many years; the
former has continually multiplied crimes and criminals; the latter, though only in its infancy, has decreased these to an enormous extent. Yet, in the
face of this, there are still large numbers of people
who hav the assurance to affirm that Christianity is
the only civiiizmg and beneficial influence in exist~
ence. At the time of the passing of the School
Board act, it was dechred by the majority of the
clergy and their dupes that such a law would increase crime to an alarming extent, more particularly
forgery; but as it is now found that such is not the
case, and that the consequences hav been exactly the
reverse, the same people are boasting that they hav
always been friends of general educat~on, and did all
they could to influence the legisl~tion in its favor.
So farhav these assertions been believed that several
clergymen hav been elected to sit on the Board, with
the natural result that, while pretending to help on
the cause, they are in reality doing all in their power
to hinder it. . The Secular party will hav still to fight
hard before they succeed in getting what the,v require, viz., a free, compulsory, and secular education,
not only in name, but in reality.
The correspondence published in the papers respecting the transfer of a married woman from the
Protestant to the Roman Catholic church without the
knowledge or consent of her husband caused very
little excitement, although efforts were made to fan
t.J:e .flame of .controversy on, the ..subject. A. great

'.rlte Picture Ineomt)lete.
From the J(an.•as Blaae.

Last week's. TnuTrr SEEKEH had a very impressiv "Thanks.
giving Sermon." It was a cut of n cabin home, of a husband and wife and two children. There is a stove, but no
fire; a teakettle, but no steam escnping from it; an empty
teapot, a soup-bowl and spoon, but no soup; a rickety old
table leans against the wall; the wifa sits in an old-fashioned
chair, and another chair rests against the wall for support;
one child is barefooted, and the other child aud the wife hav
on the cheapest of stogies ; the clock in the corner marks
ten minutes of twelve, and the family in tears, saying : " No
work, no fuel, no food! Wbat hnv we to be thankful for?"
The picture is true to the ''home life" of many thousands
of families on " Thanksgiving dny."
To hav made "it more impressiv, there should hav been a
million-dollar church edifice and 11 swarm of people entering
it dressed in silks, satins, nnd the finest of broadcloth, a!
sparlding with diamonds and jewels. A beggar by the road.
side with extended palms and a lofty scorn depicted upon the
countenances of "God's elect" would hav added truth and
effect to the scene.
The ·man who has nothing to do but clip his coupons, or
the trader whose yearly profits exceed his expenses ; the
office holder whose yearly salary exceeds the furmcr·s lifetime profits; the manufacturer, who builds n pahtcc from a
single year's income from the toil of ten thousand drudges,
may with indecent propriety, " tlmnk God for benefits receiv~d ·" but the farmer, who has toiled a year, lived frugally denied himself all but barely the commonest amusement~· the laborer, whose income, in spite of the practice of
the m~st rigid economy, is required for each d!l-y's st:pport;
the hundreds of still worse unfortunate-siCk, disabled,
heartbroken-hav nothing to" thank God" for, and it is a
mockery and insult to suggest thnt he "thank'' him or any~
one else.
--------~-~·~--------

H. w. BEEOIIER says that the Jews and Samari!fns were
both very religious. "That t]lcy were pious is evirlent from
the fact that they bated each other without intermission.
Most hatreds," continues the preacher, "hav some passions
behind· them; religious hatred ha8 conscience behind it ; and
when a man's conscience sets him to hnte his brother tbere is
no morning to that night." Yet :Mr, Beecher is presmnal:lly
·religiotlS,
'
·
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~ommunicafions.
M:tn and. Beast.
THE OOM:HON LOT,

Once, in the. flight of ages past,
'l'bere livt>d a man; anrl who was he?
Mortal, howe'er thy lot. be cast,
That man resembles thee.
Unknown the reginn d hi>'~ birth,
Tbe land in which lw dit>d unknown,
Hi~ name has peri~lwd from tile earth,
Tllis truth survives alone:
That joy, and grief. and hopP., anrl fear
Altt·rnate triumphed in his breast,
His hliss and woe-a smile, a tear I
Oblivion bides the rest.
The bounrling pulse, the languirllimb,
Tht.> chane:ing spirit's rise and fall,
W" know that tlwse wt>re felt by him,
For these are felt by all.
Hf' suffered-but his pangs are o'Pr;
Eujoyerl--'- hut his deli!rhts are fled;
Harl friPnrls-his friPriils arf' now no more;
· And foes-his fops are d.,ad.
He loverl-but wl:om he lovPd tlJC grave
Hath lost in its nncon•cious womb.
Oh. ~he was fair! but nnul!ht could save
Her bPauty from the tomb.
He !'aw whatevPr thon hast seen,
EnC"ottntered all that tronhleg thee,
He was whatever thou hnst been,
He is what thou shalt be.
The rolling seasons, rlay and night,
Sun, moon, and Rtars. the Partli and main,
Erewhil«l his portion. life and light,
To him exist in vain.
Th!> clouds and FnnhPnm!', o'er his eye
That 'nee 11lf'ir ~haclf's and glory threw,
Hav left in yonder P.ilent skv
No vel'tige where th"Y fle·w.
ThP annnls of the human rncP,
Tlwir rninl', ~iuce 1 he world began,
Of him nfforrl no other trnce
Tllan this-there lived a man.-.Montgomery.
Man is an intelligPnt animal. He is ~ometimes
spoken of as a rational being. Theologically, he is
callPd a living soul.
He comes into the world with no knowl~dge or
remembrance of a former existence, and he leaves it
against his will and conc::ent. As a rocket sent up
into the higher atmoRphere. he meets resistance at
every step. and when the Tital force of his nature
is consumed he falls to the Parth a u~e]ess mass of
decaying matter, and his name and path are soon
forgotten.
Although the life of the individual is of but short
·duration, yet he haR pleasure, comfort, joy, and, at
tim~>s, ecstatic de 1ight.
He al~'~o experiences pain, sorrow, desolation, and
want. HP iR the most important thing in the world
-to himself. He is often the least important to
everyone P.lse. He is at times a mes~>enger of joy
and happiness to his friends and countrymPn. At
other timps he h:: a friend of ~trife, bate, and destruction to them. He acts and iR acted upon by everything that surrounds him. Physirally and intellectually, he is circumscribed in power and influence by
education, shortneRs of life, and many other circnmstanceR. In thought and aspirntion his mind is unlimited by tim~>, space, or condition in life.
In his mind's eye, although but a stable-boy, he
sees himself elevated to the highest po .. ition in the
gift of his countrymen. With that eye he looks out,
into space far bPyond the scope of the most powerful
instrument it is pos~ible to construct, and no microscope will ever be invented that can rpveal the ethereal forms his mind is conBciou~ of having seen. And
yet he is accounted, by those who hav u~ed him as a
football, as only a moving clod, or animated dust
He baR eyes and sees not, ears and hears not, and
reason and yet cannot comprehend his own mennness.
hypocrisy, cowardice, and mental servility. This ifl
a picture of man as we look at him from a philosophical standpoint.
Now, let us look at the soulless brute, with whom
it is claimed that man luts no hereditary connection.
In what does man differ from the be~tsts · of the
forest the insPctR, and birds of the air, the reptils of
the earth, and the fi.shPs of the waters~ They can
feel, hear. l'eP, ~mel], and taRte wit.h more acuteness ;
they can distinguish power and capacity, color, form.
and quality in evPrything that ministers to their
wants or that can injure or destroy thPm. They hav
reason: memory, and wiU power. In their proCPR'l of
rea"!onmg, those that hav the greatest thinking
power decide ll question Rlowly, and those that hav
the least t.hinking power decide a qnestion quicker
than a :flash of lightning. They make war individually and collPctivly, as two men, or the armies of
two nations. They play, Ring, caress each other and
enjoy'tcompanionship. Many of them labor from
early dawn until evening's twilight. Many of them
are loafers. who bask in the Run or sleep in the shade
until hunger compels them to look for something to
eat. Many are also provident in their habits; they
harvest fruit and nuts and store them away for

winter use. Without instruments they cut down
trees, build bridges, houses, and cities. They spin,
weave, and construct marine walls and islands. They
hav social habits, love of kind and kindred, and sympathy for the injured and helpless. They can love
and protect a friend, resent an insult, and hate an
enemy. They can rejoice and express their joy and
happiness, and be touched with son-ow in the presence of the dead. In what, then, is man greater than
that which he calls an animal ~ It is not necessary
to ask if he can change .the order of the heavens in
order to demonstrate that he is limited in physical
and intellectual pqwer. No, we do not need to compare man to the eternal, world-constructjng, life-producing power mal!lifest in the operations of nature to
show how very feeble he is in some respects. Let us
compare him to some of the animal forms he is
familiar with. Can he dig up the earth with his
nose,. as a hog ! Cut down trees with his teeth, as a
beaver 1 l\lake honey, as a bee 1 Spin from his own
body a thread, as a silkworm? Spin a thread and
weave a net, as a spider T Build a hinged box from
the product of his own stomach, as a clam! Propel
himself against the current of a rapidly running
stream, as a trout? Mount the air and contend successfully with the stormy gale, as a bird ? The
structural form and specifi.c capacity of each of these
was given to it by the environments of its ancestors.
The lives of their immediate ancestors were preserved
by being able to accommodate themselvs to their
surroundings. In their efforts to sustain life, the
hog became a plowman; the beaver a wood-feller
and mason; tlfe bee a botanist and manufacturer, and
the spider a weaver and spinner. Insects, birds, and
beasts became carpenters, masons, architects, artists,
and musicians. In fact, nearly every art, even the
art of government, is exhibited in the homes and
haunts of the various forms of insect life. Therefore, it is clearly manifest that man, with all the cunning of his hands. the keenness of his senses, the
genius of. his mind, the power and capacity of his
muscles, and .the SO"called divinity of his soul, can
but partially imitate that which he usually considers
nothing but a worthless insect or a dirty beast. In
what is man greater than the animal 1 In special de·
grees of sentiment he is greater; in genius and power
of intellect he is greater; in his hand and foot he is
superior. to all animals. But it was the :secessities of
his animal ancestors which gave to him that hand and
foot. And these hands and feet, with all their
marvelous capacity, hav developed the brain and
body and placed man in the position which he now
occupies as lord and master of the earth. The same
character of circumstances which gave a hoof to the
horse, gave to man a foot with· a muscular lever
which has enabled him to maintain an upright position apd to travel to every part of the earth. If the
animal ancestors of man, -any time before the ape
type had become fixed in form, had been compelled
by force of circumstances to make the sand or rocky
deserts of the earth their permanent abode, they
would now hav feet l;ke horses, cows, camels, or
ostriches. And if our apish ancestor had continued
to dwell forever in the forests of the world, an ape
he still would be and nothing more.
Because he sought safety at the sea-shore from the
jaws of fierce carnivorous beasts, where he was compelled to liv or subsist on marine animals principally,
and, having no trees to climb, was compelled to stay
on the ground continually-these were the necessary circumstances to bring about a full development
of the foot, a shortening of the arms, and the maintenance of· an upright position. And the ape-like
man, or man-like ape, who first put a point on a stick
with a sharp shell or stone or with his teeth, to use
in killing fish or other marine or amphibious animals.
took the first step, and performed the first act, in the
great drania of the gradual development of that inventiv genius which has transformed the earth from
a menagerie of wild beasts, and boundless, to a garden of pleasure, and a living monument of human
glory.
But it is claimed that all this evidence of human
glory is but the reflex of the divine spark which is
contained in the human soul. This is but the mere
statement of men who hav secured reverence, distinction, and credrbility through the ignorance, credulity,
and superstitious fear of the great mass of mankind.
There is no tangible evidence of its truth. If the divine
spark is conts.ined in the human body, or any distinct
part of it, that spark must hav been transmitted to us
through our ani!1lal ancestors, not by any special act,
human or divine. Therefore, if a human being has a
soul, so has an elephant, an ape, a dog, a horse, a
parrot, a wasp, a :flea, a maggot. In fact, everything
which contains either life or the potential elements of
life has a soul if man has one.
What proof hav we of this? The proofs of it are
that in our appetites, senses, propem•ities. sentiments,
and aspirations we are purely animal. If young animals only know enough to make an effort to get
something to satisfy their hunger, does an infant
know as mnch '!
If an animal can taste, feel, hear, see, and smell
with his senses, can any human being do more? No;
the powers of his senses are_ weak and almost impo·

tent when compared to those of many in the animal
~~~

.

In all the propensities and passions, bow much
greater is man than the brute? If the tiger and
other carnivorous animals will destroy life to appease
their hunger, man also will destroy even human life
for the same purpose-yes, he will destroy human
life for a mere insult, or to get possession of a small
amount of money or property. :a:e will kill his fellow-man for a mere dift'erence of opinion. Every
organized war that has taken place in the world is a
demonstration of the fact that man is as bloodthirsty, '"
as savage, and as inconsiderate of the suft'erings of ~J
the wounded, the tears and ·sorrowful bereavement of
fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, wives, and children, as the most ferocious brute in the animal kingdom. There is no form of low cunning, duplicity,
fraudulency, _or treachery that any animal was ever
addicted to that man has not only equaled, but surpassed him in. And even in the higher sentiments,
such as love, friendship, fidelity, care of the young
and helpless, self-sacrifice, and honesty, man is not
the superior of some· animals. Man owes or is indebted to his animal- ancestors for his mechanical
genius. From the ape he has received the faculty of
imitation. From the ape also he bas received the
hand which has enabled Lim to pe1form the actions
and mechanical labors of other animals, and without
which his faculty of imitation would not hav been of
any more use to him than it is to the parrot.
Now, let us see what this power of imitation has
done for him. If he cuts down trees for the purpose
of building a house or a bridge, it is because be first
saw a beaver do that kind of work. If he builds
himself a hut, it is because he saw insects and birds
employed at such labor. He merely constructed a
larger domicil, on the same principle, in the same
style, and of the l'ame material. Has be made a net
to catch fish or anything else with, it is berame be
first saw a spider weave a net and catch flies and
other insects. If it had not been for the BpidH, it is
doubtful if the human family would tVer hav been
able to discover the principle on which the material
was fabricated from which our garments are made.
If man had never seen a clam, it is highly probable
that he would never know the use of a biuge. He
even besmeared his face and body, to try to make
himself look like a tiger, a leopard, a bn d, and a
butterfly. It might not be out of place to a~k if
there are not just a few highly civilized and very
religious ·people living at the preF<ent day whose
devouring aspiration seems to be to appear in public
with a complexion as fair as a lily or as sweet and
red as a rose. But to the point. It appears that
man's most useful teachers and inspiTelS were the
animals that surrounded him. If they sang and
made delighful music, that suggested and he iw1tated.
If they built houses, or in any other manner employed themselvs at any kind of u~eful labor, be
merely tried to imitate their work. ·wherever man is
found in his plimitiv home, if nature tbereis poor in
vocal bird and constructing animal, there· also is
man poverty-stricken in voice and in mechanical
taste. Wherever nature was rich, strong, and beautiful, there has man been found in full harmony with
his surrounding!'.
·
But it is claimed that man has aspirations which
could not be derived from any animal heirloom.
This claim is not valid. Man is an epitome of all
life that has existed on this earth. He is the most
perfect conglomerate st.ructure in the world. His
desires, hopes, and aspirations spring from the complex constituency who hav deposited in Lis nature
their wants and the fruit of all their efforts. Therefore, our efforts, hopes, and aspirations are but the
manifestations of the demands of the animals of
whom we are constructed. In other words, it is to
satisfy the demands of all the flpecies of aniwals who
hav added their character and modes of action in the
building up of the human structure th!lt every effort,
hope, and aspiration of the heart and brain bas been
directed, felt, and expressed. The insects and animals who lay up provisions for the winter season hav
transmitted to us the desire to do the same thing.
The animals who make no attempt to provide for
winter hav also transmitted to us the inclination to
spend as we go, and let the winter take care of
itself.
•
Our desire to be upon the water and to plunge into
the foaming breakers comes from the fi;;h who still
livs within us. The desire to gaze upon beautiful
colors has been transmitted to us from insect and
bird. Our desire to liv to a great age comes to us
from bird, fish, and quadruped, noted examples of
which are the parrot, e'epbant, and whale. If man is
vain. or if he desires to receive applause and commendation from his fellow-man; or the approval of
posterity, that desire has been transmitted to him
from nearly everything in the animal ldngdom. If
he is friendly, benevolent, and self- sacrifidng, it is
because the bird and dog hav bequ,athed those
qualities to him. Is he a reasoner~ So is a parrot,
a fox, a dog, a monkey, and an elephant.
Can he imitate sounds with his voice ~ So can the
mocking· bird and parrot.
Oan be imitate the passions, pathologicfi.I couditionl:l
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an·d the spo:tiv arid Rocial actions of man ~~d beast?!
Somma cb~mpa~zee'
_The carn~r p1r;reon who cleav.PFI the air with its
wmg an? ghdes through RpaM with the velocity of a
descPndmg meteor has transmittPd to us the desire
to follow his example. .To fulfil this de~:>ire and
·aspiration, man has utilizPd the horse, the steamboat
the. railroa~ car. the balloon, and even the telegraph:
It 1!'1 only m the teler;rraph that man has outstripped
the speed of the bird. The aspiration to soar up
above :the ~i.n, smoke, and impure atmoflphere of
throngmg Cities and to be alone among the gilded
clouds in the pure ~xpanse of heaven baa been
transmitted to us b;v tbe singing, soaring bird. This
aspiration is beautifully expressed in the following
lines of Shelley's "Skylark:"
To A SKYLARK.
Bail to thee, blithe ~pirit!
Bird thou nPver wert,
That from hPavPn. or near it,
l'ourPst thv full heart
In profuse strains of unpremeditated art.
Hi~her still and hie:her
From the earth thou springest
Like a cloud of fire; .
The blue deep thou wingest
And singing still dost soar, and soaring ever singest.

What arfl we to unoHstand by this word spq,cp.,
A.nyway1 There may be "~'pacA" in Illinoi~, but
here in Michigan it is ever full of somet.hing; if not
matter, you can know for a certainty th~tt. a wolverine
has got there.
F. B. HALL.
Augusta, JJfich., Nov. 29, 1886.
,.
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wrath, on my beafl hav been emptied all th!l contents
of the seven pbialR. A.nd I can bear witness that thou
canst make hell, 0 God.
In almost every home there iRa baby-cb!Joir, screwed
to its pedestal to make it higher than the other chairs,
that baby may sit at table. and with the r;ruard in
front that baby may not fall. Many a father and
mother would not exchange that poor chair for a
regal throne. Thou baRt framed them so. 0 God,
that it would kill them to part ,with it. although· it
tortures them to pofll'leSR it. It iR hauntPd by a spirit,
and in it and around it there is ever a vision of small
pink feet and dimpled arms and innocent blue eyes
~nd soft brown hair. .And-tl1ere is a terrible awakenmg from t~e holy drea~. The ba~e c~n no longer
be clasped I? the fathers arms, and Its hps can T?ress
that motb~r s breast n? more. There only rem~tns a
lock of hair a1_1d a pair of small red shoes, With a
power to fill With tears _the eyes that l?ok upon them
an? a spel~ th~t can wr1_ng two hearts m unRpe~kable
pq_m, and mstJl memones of a cold, fllad day m th.e
t
h th
1f
h
.:~
d db 1
wm er, w en. · e gr~tve rom t e _spaue soun P olow upon a little c~ffin coverf'd w1th flowers. In the
memory of two tmy feet. whose tread shall never
again be heard o~ my floor. in the memory of the
prattle of my child that r<ba1l greet my ears no
more forever, by the tears that dim my eyes as I
write these words, I testify that thou canst make hell,
0 God!
SALADIN.

From 11,e semt'ru· Reole•~.
But to return to hell. I fear not the coarse brimstone hell of ChriRtian teleology. It is !'limply the
Ravage fable of a barbarous time, and iR rapidly dying
away bPfore the sunrise of a hig-her civilizat.ion.
Albeit, 0 Lord. I do not know that it requires brimc
stone and burning flesh and darkness to make a bell.
We are st.ranr;rely and wonderfully madf'. Physiology
cannot Rolve the mystery of the ego, anatomy cannot.
unravPl the threadR of being, and microscopy is blind
and chemistry is dumb. There is something in us
not of the Parth-something that makes us su.s<>ep·
tible to fl.-tAbes from the J·ewels in the tiara of God
and the wafted fragrance from the myrtle that growt=~
on the hills of hf'aven. Tbe Jen·fll and the syphon are
cru«bed to dust bPfore the maanificence
of .Ambition
0
ancl the glory of Love.
·
Hast thou ever !"at; 0 Lord, under the hawthorn
brPatbin!! quiet and wafting frar;rrance, as day diPd
away and as up rose the vesper .star, and as peered
The pale purple evPn
from behind a hOJ"izon cloud one horn of the solemn
Melts arouml thy flight;
Like a star of heavPn,
·"moon~ Of the daughters of men the sons of God
In the broa<l davlig;ht
Aaw that they were fair (see Genesis vi, 2); did the The Chnrch and Its Supportt>rs in Mfxico City.
Thou art unseen, but yet I hear thy shrill delight.
fairest of these. daughters of mf\n sit by thy side
From Jnnq•tin M•11er'.• Af•x;crm Let.!Ar in tl!P rnaPpPndrmt.
Hat in hand. let us enter the loftv doors of the
under that hawthorn white with 1VTay, while the da:v cathedra], if only for a moment. G~ld and Rilver,
.TPnch me half the gladness
was melting into death and the night was being
That thy bntin mm•t know,
born~ In an imnassioned kias did hPr c:rold-red hair and silver and gold! Get a book and read of this
Snrh harmonious mRdnP~s
,.
"'
cathedral. .After that you Gan better understand the.
From m:v lips would flow,
mix with your locks of brown, and did her panting
l d
d h
The world should listen then, as I am listening now.
breath mingle with yours! Did you linger there· sp en or an t e squa1or that come clashing together
when the day was no more, whon Nig-ht rei.gned in imdde these doors, .in awful contrast.
By a careful examination of every thing contained her 'myRterv and silencP. an <'I whitPned the mist with
Look forward at the far. deep nave! FW.y feet
in these premises we must arrive at. the convtict.ion 1 the ~rl~am
a million stars? .And, with Orion and high and forty feet wide! You see nothing but. gold
that no supernatural ptbower. odr r<fpiritubal agenb ~ver! thP PlPiadPR for wit.nPt=~ses, did that maiilen ani! your- and gold and gold! The image of God and his
infused anything into
e mm o any uman emg. . RAlf mntnally vow to love forever and forever; and angels. Old, bald-headed Saint Peter patiently holdIf man has bacl a divine teacher, that divine teacht>r did yon hAar t.hA beat.ing of your own heart and hers ing his keys and ready to unlock heaven to the
has never authorizf'd anyone to spPak for him. If in the buRb of that night of joy 1
kneeling world.
there be an ever-living and aU-pervading intelligPnce'
.And then 1 She lav silent. The oranr;re wreath
.And now look on the dirtv floor before you. .A
in the Universe, that intelligence bas manifeRted its was not On her flrifli11Pd brow. bnt in her pale b~tnds thousand poor CrPatures ('J'awiing about, SOme blind,
genius, power. and capacity to mankind through hit=~ were the JilieR of Death. Hast thou ever counted tbP ROme lame, some dying of loathsome diseases, and all
natural teachers-the sun, moon. and stars, and the hrioal fA.vorR of .A~rony and t=~unr;r the epithA.lamium of very, very miserablA; all naked, and bunr;rry, and
vegetable and animal forms of earth.
. De~pair 1 Hast thou ever Rtood in the dark in the helpless; yet a sea of glitt.ering- gold bPfore them.
The muRic is sublimP! 1\'Tass is being Raid for
TheRe are facts which can be very easily demon- field of t.ombs, lPt.t,inr;r thP. fi.nr;rers fonoly rest on the
strated to the sati!::faction of every hon'lRt and intelli- chi.selecl name of t.he darling deao ~ How terrible the Rome dead Mexican robber of princely fortune, and
gent man and woman. .As nothing comes from noth- plPctrum-Rt.roke that breakR eve>ry tense chord of the so the singerR, the prie!'lt.s, the little boys, and the
ing. so every thought., feeling, Rensation, emotion, lvrfl of Being! How fParfnl the blow that dashe!'1 big boys. too, are all doing t.beir best.
and a«piration of the hea.rt and brain springs from from thA lipR t.hA. cun of hliRfll and lovP, leaving- onl:v
.A good many of the crippleR that crawl ahont over
something. And what that something is we can the gob].,t, of Marah and misery! How terrible it=~ the dirty floor hav lot.tery ticketR t.o sell. Many an
fully appreciate when we consider that man iR a the world that., for axis. revolvPs round a t.ombRtone old womnn with a babv on hf'r back offers you a
that l·t has taken ages upon ac.es to build
lottery. tickf't, by way of brPaking the J·ca, and. <Tet.
Structure
·
·
'"'
· and a corpRA, leaving its df'ath-blat=~ted denizPn to
"
~
"
up, and that in the building up of this human write with his curdling blood thfl rPcord of Rnffering! ting well enough arquaintPd to af:k you fm· a cent.
structure every animal that preceded his advent con- HaRt, t.bou known the miRerv of him for whom the Every day, every hour, in church and out of church,
tributed the most posit.iv element of its own character world's only arrhitect.ure iR leHered stone, and the you are importuned by the poor to buy lottery ti<>kets.
to the erection of what we might call an animal pan- world' A only flora t.he violets he has plantPd on a .A priest called on me the day I came to thiR curious
theon-that is, a living ano moving temple in which
town, imploring me to buy some lot.tf'rv tickets of
aU vegetable ancl animal' life is embodied and repre- g-rave 1 .All su hsPqnent love ifll a specter, and all sub- hi.m, for the benflfit of his ehnrcb and for his poor.
sented. This brinr;rs us to the conclusion that all. Rf'quent joy a phaut.om .. Love's rn.iment iR the wind- These lotteries are condnf'ted by the government, as
animal life (collectivly and essentiallv. ) is immortal so' ing--sbflet, Rnd jf)y'R E>pangles onlv the tinRel torn in Italy. The governmflnt o tR a larg. e pPr cPnt.
from the ('offin lid of her von kiRI':ed in the hawthorn
.,.
long as man exists. When all veg-etation has .becomA Rhafle lllldPr t.he RilPnt. cln"uds and the solemn moon. 'l'hose who sell the tickets ge a ]ibPra] corumiRRion.
extinct. and every animal form bas passed away. anil Shnulil any aRpPrse th:V powPr. rall me as a witness What I mean to say iR, you can buy your· tickets
wbPn the human race CPases to propagate itR kino. that, thou cam~t. mAkP hell, 0 Ooil.
oirf'ct.ly from the govPrnment a grPat dPal cheaper
and man iinally makes biR Pxit-the condition of the
And Pven sbonlri thfl TORP-hnd of lovP's morni.ng- than you can in the Rtoms .ani! on the street!'~.
earth bPing tb~n unfavorable for the existence of any bloom in thfl fln,.h of life'R midilav. and rPtain itFI
YeA, indeed, it is E>imply awful. EvPry one expPcts
kind of life such as now prevails, un]eF<s Rome higher Rweets till the mPJlow . twilight. of ·lifp's afternoon, to draw a r;rrand p1·izfl to-morrow. and RO why go to
form of being iR evolved from man-the aspect of the t.hPre mm:t, rome for it thfl chilly night and thP work to-day? 0 Mexico, Mexico! why will you perhuman race will then be as tmRatiF<factory aR is that
·
·
h
sist. in standing forf\ver in vour own gloriour; light~
f
. l
h
b
d b t
winter ofi!eath ana deRolation. The one Pa1·t muRt
neeper and dePper the or~ran ROllDOR. and lonoer
.
of tbelong l meo amma s w ose ones an su q ance hP~tt, whilA the othPr is c1ay.
The one shall be
hav long siuce bel'ome a part of the soiL If we liv takPn, ani! tbA other left. The one rPmainR at tbe and louder the prayPrs for the i!ead. The people1
as the dead ani· m-w s of the worl""u now l1"v I·n th~' old home. in t.he village street; the other is in the vil. t.he poor, nakPd. ancl lazv, and dirt.y people-all on
hurnan strtictllre. we can only liv in the ever-changing
their knPes, join in tbA prayPr for the dApll.rt.ed soul.
. ]age gora:veyarcl. uni!Pr the ash and the cyprPSS. Th
f
b · f
th
th ·
1 d
PY all on t. eir acf'!'l, · ey Rnrf'R.0 . e1r na 'e ,
elements of universal matter from which every form amorig th(l mat.t.Pd wild flf)werR, whPre t.he grasshop~
ever
exi·sted
bas
emanoted
If
tbi"s
·be
the
dirtv.
arms
wirle
out
on
the
the
nakf'r1.
dirty
floor.
and
th a t ha ,
,. •
ner JeapR·RnO ebirmF<. ano the lizard haf'kR in the RUn.
L •• tb I.f nature J·n all 1"tR unl·ver!lal aspects can be
lie
there
prav.
inq
and
mournin,...
in
the·dm::t
on
their
w:u '
·
·
'
'
In thA olfl·church.vnrd of the villaqe there is a mound
··
....
em b r ac e d a n d Comprehend "nd l·n the
· term God ' w~' whPre the ·r;rrePn of the g-msR baA•o not yet qnite cov· fa<'AS, their .splendor of hair swPepina
,.. np the dnAt.
human beings, as well as all things else, are a part of erPd the· -red of the Partb; and in the ol<'l village
Here comf's in a priPRt to pray. He is leading a
that God, and no one can dPprive ns of our t=~bare in home there iR an eerie silf'nce ano an ever-empty little boy. Perhaps this r;rood priPst is a sort of
If reaRon b as an °ffi ce. an d 1'f' b Y 1•ts ebair, ann·a desolate heart that will be no more what
· scboolmast.er alRo. He bas a book or two I·n hi"s
. · ...
tb e d tvmhy.
aid, ariy logical truth ean be graApPd b:v comparing it once had been.
right band; alRo a very large sheet. of lottery tickets.
the things that F<urround us with tho~e in the un"
He brushPs the floor a liUle with his lon~r greasy
fathomable depths of the stellar univerl'e, thiR Reems
The d11v· will dn.wn when one of shall hearken
grown. He putR down the booh, anrl then and
In vain to llPn.r n. voire that has l!rown ilnmb,d
th ere h e p 1aces th e ]ott ery t•1ck flo'" s, so tb
. a t no one
to b e the destin-y: of man and beast. J. J. M cCABE.
. A.nfl morn~ will fatiP, noon~ palf>, and shadows arken,
While· sad eyes watch for feet that never come.
may steal tb~>m while be prayflt, and so be kneels on
books and tickets, his hPad sidewiRe, his Ayes closed ;
Infinities.
One of 1is two must somP time face existf'nce
his
fat and greaRy handR are full of grPasy bPads.
Alone,' with memorieR that hut ~harpen pain.
To THE EmTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Rir: In an
The little boy kneels on his robe behind. .And the
A.nrl the~P sweet. d·'vs slmll shine hnck in thP di~tance
article on Theism, by Otto W ptf.stein, in THE TRUTH
little boy, with hf'autiful eyes and cheeks like a rose,
Like dreams of stimmer clawns in nights of rain.
SEEKER of November 27, 1886, is this passage:
kePps looking roguishly about at some pretty little
One of ns two, with tortnreil heart half-hroken,
"Among the postulates of science which are estabMexicans with the mother prnying at another altar.
Slulll reail long--trpaonrPd letters through salt tears;
lished with axiomatic certainty are the eternity of
Shall kigs with ane:nishPcl lips each chPri~hed token
Let us go hence. I think God is outside.
That ~pealt.s of tllese love~crowned delicious years.
time, the infinitude of spacP, and the eternity and inAdvice to an Inqnir11r.
finitude of matter filling aU space."
One of us two sl1all find all lig-ht, all heauty,
Be careful, above Rll thin!!s. of professing; to seP in tho
Now, while I do, and many of your readers may,
All jov. on earth. a tale forPvpr done;
·
phenomena of the material world the evirlences of clivino
Shall im.ow hPncPforth that life mPans only dutyagree with Mr. W ettRtein in many things, I cannot
pleasure or di~plea.onre. Drmht those who would dPilnce
0
God!
0
God
I
hav
pity.on
that
one!
see bow we are to understand this language. If matfrom the fall of the Tower of Silo11.m the angPr of the Lord
.
.
-Ella Wlteeler Wilcox.
ae:Rinst those who were crnshPd. Doubts eqnRllv thosP who
tPr is infinit, what becomes of space? Is it poscoible
that that can be infinit too' Can two infinities Not only on our f~>eble fl.psb-heir to a tbouRand ills prPtPnd to SPP in cholera, rattle plngne, and hRfl harve~ts ev:idPnces of divine angpr. Douht. thMe spiritual guide~ wh(),
occupy the. same place at the same timP, or at any -hut on the snht.JeRt and holiest sufllcept.ibilities of in Scotlanil. hav IRtel.v proponndt>d the monstrons theorv that
the
so11l
11o11d
Rpirit,
falls
t,be
doom.
of
th~
damned.
I
time 1 If they cannot, are they infinit T Can two
the deprPciation of rail wnv scrip is R con~<Pquence·of railway
who w:dte· hav trodden. the red wine press of thy traveling on Sundays.~Pro[e6M Tund<dl,
infinities e:Ust? ·
·
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Enforcing Sunday Laws.
Section 259 of the Penal Code of this state recites
that " the first day of the week being by general 'CODsent set apart for rest and religious use, the law prohibits the doing on that day of certain acts hereinafter specified, which are serious interruptions Of the
repose and religious liberty of the commrinity."
Sections 263-269 specify what shall not be done on
Sunday, as follows :
Sxo. 268. All labor on Sunday is prohibited, excepting the
works of necessity or charity. In works of necessity or
charity is included whatever is needful during the day for
the good order, health, or comfort of the community.
Sxo. 264. It is a sufficient defense to a prosecution for
work or labor on the first day of the week, that the defendant uniformly keeps another day of the week as holy time,
and does not labor on that day, and that the labor complained
of was done in such manner as not to interrupt or disturb
other persons in observing the first day of the week as holy
time.
Sxo. 265. All sporting, hunting, fishing, playing, horseracing, gaming, or other public sports, exercises, or shows,
upon the first day of the week, and all noise disturbing the
peace of the day, are prohibited.
Sxo. 266. All trades, manufactures, agricultural or mechanical employments upon the first day of the week are prohibited, except that when the same are works of necessity they
may be performed on that day in their usual and orderly
manner, so as not to interfere with the repose and religious
liberty of the community.
Sxo. 267. All manner of public selling or offering for sale
of any property upon Sunday. is prohibited, except articles of
food may be sold and supplied at any time before ten o'clock
in the morning, and except also that meals may be sold to be
eaten on the premises where sold or served elsewhere by
caterers ; and prepared tobacco in places other than where
spirituous or malt liquors or wines are kept or offered for
sale, and fmit, confectionery, newspapers, drugs, medicins,,
and surgical appliances may be sold in a quiet and orderly
manner at any time of the day.
,
Sxo. 269. Sabbath breaking is a misdemeanor, punishable
by a fine not less than one doliar and not more than ten dollars, or by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding five
days, or both (New York Penal Code, 1885).

_,
'

thing they want from- the laborious loafers in the , " There are represented as being 11 Congregational to 8;708
City Hall. They will be expected to pay for it at the Presbyterian crimina!s.
"They represent that there are 8, 708 Presbyterian criminals,
next election. So when the representativs of the and only 8,981 Methodist; this is also entirely absurd, as the
unions called the attention of M~yor Grace to the Methodists of all classes in the United States are nearly or c
Sunday laws, he promptly wrote to the superintend- quite four times as numerous as the Presbyterians. Assument of police to notify his ._captains to order the ing them to be on the average precisely the same as to moral~
patrolmen to see that no hatter or dry-goods mer- ity, they ought to hav at least four times as many criminals.
But it is well-known that thousands of children in Methodist
chant kept his store doors 'open at all, and that no Sunday-schools throughout the country are from families
grocer, butcher, baker, or other person dealing in the that hav no other connection with any church than that their
necessaries of life, kept his , store open after ten children come to the said schools; and that the Methodist
o'clock in the morning. The order was partially church has been and still is doing a work among the uneducated and the poor which no other ·Protestant church at- {~,
".-,
enforced.
tempts. It is natural that the number of persons charged
We hav had these spasmodic exhibitions of septen- with crime who would assign connection with Methouist conary virtue before this, and shall probably bav them gregations would be greater in proportion to the whole numagain, until the Sunday laws are removed from the ber than the number of those who would assign aPre~byterian
statute books. A few years ago Howard Crosby's connection.
"The Baptists are represented as having two hundred and
society prodded the officials up to a performance of
forty criminals, when they are nearly two-thirds as numerous'
their alleged duty, and the city was made decidedly as the other Protestant sects in the United States, exolusiv of
uncomfortable for ~ Sunday or two. Bootblacks, the Metlwdi8ts, put together.
even, were forbidden to ply their trade, the news"The Jews, who furnish very few criminals relativly to
dealers were interfered with, and the luckless grocer their whole number, and hav a comparativly small number,
who weighed out a pound of sugar after ten o'clock are put down as having 106 criminals.
" Furthermore, as there are 6,650 Protestants whose dein the morning was arrested. For one Sunday the nomination is unknown in the table, or neariy one in seven
law was strictly enforced; by the next, the zeal of of the whole number, it is clear that the remaining statistics
the police had become lukewarm; by the next, public must. be incorrect."
opinion sat down very hard upon the self-constituted
While we hav every disposition 'in the world to
censors . of private actions. · Since then all stores oblige the pious, we cannot change the figures even
except saloons hav kept open or not, as the proprie- to add a few' more to the sects so kindly looked after
tors found it profitable.
by the Christian editor. We took our figures from
It is scarcely probable that the efforts of the the official prison reports. We hav those reports on
unions will produce more lasting effects than those hand, and if the editor will giv good and sufficient
of the clergy. Sunday laws are opposed to the sen- security for their return, we will loan them to .him
timent of all large communities, and in entering upon for his own personal satisfaction.
their crusade against the Bowery hatters and Baxter
But we.fail to see the force of the criticism. Our
street old-clothes merchants, the clerks will find point was~ and is, that Christianity does not restrain
themselves in opposition to almost a whole city. from crime, and that the Christians of the country
Whether they are sufficiently strong to coerce a mill- are also its criminals. We do not care to which sect
ion or so of more or less sensible people is a ques- they be~inig; and hav no objection to their being all
tion for time to determin. The ministers, with all Methodlsts, or all Baptists, or all Congregationalists.
their wealth and influence, could not do it. Perhaps That only eleven of the prisoners owned up to being
68,000 voters can until the next election. Then the Congregationalists is accounted for by the fact that
unions will find out their mistake. People do not Congregationalism is not much beard of outside of
like to be " run" by hat and dry-goods clerks any New England, and these prisoners were in Western
better than by the clergy.
and Canadian penitentiaries. Why the Methodists
do not show up in greater proportion to the PresbyA. Humbug Critic.
terians we do not know, U'Illess it may be that the
April 18, 1885, we printed statistics from the Methodfsts added to their crimes the sin of lying,
prison reports of sixty-six prisons of one kind and' and, like Peter, denied their sectarian master. As to
another, showing the denominational bias of the the Baptists, it would hav given us great pleasure to
prisoners. The number of prisoners was 44,034. Of report more of them in jail, but, not being a Meththese, 41,335 either gave the denomination in which odist, and quoting official figures, we could not misthey were .reared, or simply said they were Protest- represent. The _large proportion of Jews is easily
ants. The balance, 2,699, were described in the re- accounted for. when a Christian is stood up before
ports as regular or irregular attendants at Sunday- a prison clerk and asked his religion, he need not tell
school. Among this large. number of prisoners, 2 the precise species of Christian he is of, but can find
were so-called Infidels, 1 an avowed unbeliever. Of shelte~ under the generic term Christian. A Jew, on
the 41,335 Protestants, 6,650 did not giv their sec- the contrary, must answer, "Jew." The Hebraic
law-breaker is always accurately recorded. He can
tarian preference.
These figures hav been, before the public now not dodge, as can the Congregationalist or Methodist
nearly two years, and our Christian contemporary or Baptist.
Finally, if our religious contemporary is not satisaround the corner has at last heard of them, and,
calling it a " humbug census," walks bravely up the fied with the sectarian division of the official prison
bill to attack their accuracy. The table given was : reports, the editor can take the 2,699 described as
regular or irregular attendants at Sunday-school and
Catholics ............................................ :.. .. . 16,481
the 6,,650 Protestants whose denomination is unChurch of England ........................... ;;; .... .. 9,975
Methodist ............................. : .....•..... ;.:; ..•. 8.981
known, add them together, and divide them among
Presbyterian ...... ·····'····: ............................ . 8,708
the Protestant sects to suit himself. We shall not
Baptist ................................................... .
240
quarrel
with any assignment of the rogues that he ·
Jews ................................................... : ... .
106
may make. He can credit all of them to either the
Lutheran ................................................. .
92
Congregationalists or t"'ne Methodists or the Baptists,
24
Christian .........................•........................
Universalist ............................................. .
'5
as his extensiv acquaintance with the rascality of the
4
Evangelical ............................................. .
sects may seem to justify. The point we made in
2
Swedish Church ....................................... .
using the prison reports will not be dulled.
126
Episcopal. ........................................... , ... .
And, having walked bravely up the hill to attack
1
Dunkaru ................... ,, .......................... .
our
figures, we advise our pious friend to imitate his
1
Quaker .................................................... .
11
valorous prototype, and walk bravely down again.
Congregationalist. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ...... .

For two or three years there hav been in this city
organizations of bat and dry goods salesmen, who
hav made strong endeavors to hav these laws enforced. The preachers of the gospel, in whose behalf the laws were passed, hav also endeavored to
enforce them, but without any very brilliant success.
The efforts of the hat and dry-goods salesmen, many of
7
German Lutheran ............................... •••• .
whom hav been forced to labor on Sunday, hav until
1
German Evangelical.. ............................... .
now been as little rewarded. At one of the campaign
2
German Jews ....................................... ..
meetings of Henry George, the president of the Hat
8
United Brethren ...................................... .
Salesmen's Union pathetically related how, he had
Advent .......,........................................... .
2
been to every city official having power, from the
Dutch Reformed ............ , .......................... .
8
8
Mormon ................................................. ..
mayor and judges down to the police captains, asking
8
Carmelite ......................................... :.' ..... .
them to close the stores on Sunday. Aid and com1
Joss (China) ............................................ .
fort had been refused him in every instance, anil it
8
Infidel (2 so-called, 1 avowed) .................... .
looked as though the workers' unions were as powerProtestants whose Denomination is unknown 6,650
less as the preachers.
Making a total of ....................................... 41,885
But at last a change of heart has affected our city
Unaccounted for....................................... 2,699
officials. Henry George polled over 68,000 votes this
44,084
fail-a third of the entire vote of the city. The
unions were the source whence he derived his supTbel!!e figures, says our pious frieJ;ld, are obviously
port, and now the unions can hav pretty much any- absurd1 for the following reasons : .

A. Fallacious Faith Cure.
About two months ago the London, Ontario,
Advertiser printed a remarkable story of a faith
cnre. The story was that on June 8, 1885, Mrs. J.
McKenzie, of that place, was taken sick: A medical
diagnosis pronounced the cause a cold upon the
lungs. Since then she was confined to her bed.
Two months ago- she remarked to her husband that
she believed she could be cured by faith. The idea,
she said, was put into her head by almighty God. A
crowd of Christian brethren were summoned, and
prayer and supplication ensued, at the termination of
which, ,the account goes, she arose from her bed a
well woman. The London Advertis~;;t printed the
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" ~d t~is is the cm~~e in which the young American with some religious ceremonies. Perhaps, though.
mind 1s bemg brought up.
by meeting in New Jersey, this legal difficulty could
be removed
·
That is the complaint; this is the remedy: ·
" 'But we cannot settle the school question,' say some.
SPECIAL NOTICE •
Then your American statesmen must be very deficient in
sagacity and expedient. Germany and Austria and other
THERE are about a' thousand of our subscribers in
countries hav settled it on the denominational basis. There arrears, their indebtedness aggregating some two_ or
ought to be statesmanship enough in this country to equal
theirs.
three thousand dollars. To each one of these
· " At any rate, the Catholic doctrin and demand stand. The debtors, of course, the amount is small, but to us tho
rights of God are prior to those of the state or even of the amount is very large, and sadly hinders our work.
parent. The child's soul is God's, is Christ's. Christ ~emands that the child's soul shall be trained in his doctrins We need this. money-need it now-and we respectand morals, and saved from contaminating influences and fully ask that it be remitted
dan~er. This can only be ~one b~ ~aily cultivation at home
It costs a great deal of money to publish a large
and m the school, of the child's spmtual nature. It must be .
.
..
daily instructed in the fear and love of God.
j JOUrnal, and we hav no extensiv advertismg patronage
"Only a physical or a moral impossibility will justify a to help us out. We depend entirely upon the subfor not doing his duty in the matter. Nor will he
· t• · li t
d b k al
t bt · · h t
Tt:a Catholic Church and Our Postmasters •.· Catholic
· fi ed w1t
. h any 110meopa
.. th"1c dose of re11g10n
. . .m th e scnp
wn s an
oo s es o o aJD cas
o pay
.
be satls
schools.
The
singing
of
hymns
and
a
mere
perusal
of
a
bit
bills,
and
when
so
large
a
sum
as
two
and
three·
THE TRUTH SEEKKR now has a contemporary in this
city of which·we cannot say it is "esteemed." Our of the Bible will not do. The Catholic wants his child to be thousand dollars is kept from us the financial shoe
· full t" ht
'
contemporary is a new journal, and Hs name is The taught the positiv dogmas of his church, and the positiv precepts of her moral code ; for he believes in God, in grows pam
Y Ig •
.American Oatholic News. The prospectus sets Christ, the son of God, and in the church, the representativ
Every subscriber can see upon his tab just to what
forth that the paper is cheap in price, large in qmin- of the redeemed on earth. He believes that his child will be date his subscription is paid. Those whose time· has
tity, and _able in quality. The list of contributors a better citizen for being a better Christian; and that the
. d
t d t0
•t t
rerm a once.
includes some good men, aiilong them James Red- chief danger of the republic is from the godless education of expire are reques e
Real Believers in the Bible.
path of the North .American .Review, a thorough- the young."
The Rev. Mr.· Brann represents the Roman
Chicago has just been the pla.Ce of conference of a
going Infidel, whose contributions we shall read with
curiosity. The prospectus has been sent to the Catholic church. What he would do with our small but very biblical lot of men. It was the prepostmasters of the country, wit~ a special plea for schools, that would the church do. His statement of millennia! conference of those who believe that the
her doctrins is correct. The rights of God-that is, end of the world is not far distant.
them to become the agents of the paper.
The journals which report the proceedings say that
The first issue of this paper is dated November of the church-arP prior to the rights of the parent!
17th. The leading communication is by Henry A.. The chmcL would 'tear a child from its parents' care the papers read at the conference ~ere evidently the
result of long and careful study of the Bible. Each
Brann, a noted priest of this vicinity, an<!_ is headed and bring it up a Roman Catholic.
T:bis is the doctrin the new journal is started to idea advanced was supported by a scripture passage,
" The Republic in Danger." This article, which represents the purpose of the new journal, discloses t~e propagate, and the postmasters of the country are which, it was claimed, authorizes it, and words and
significance of the journalistic venture by the church. asked to be its agents. If one of them does this, his passages from the original Hebrew and Greek were
Beginning by calling Infidelity " red-handed," the pernicious activity should meet with proper reward. often quoted, and their "true interpretation" given.
The use of scriptural language all through the dif ·
Rev. 1\Ir. Brann proceeds to state by implication the
Christian Unity.
ferent papers was much more extensiv than one hearti
doctrins of the opposit party-the Roman Catholic
A. topic that has occupied a great deal of attention in the ordinary sermon of the day.
church. His words are worth preserving :
lately from the churches is what they call Christian,
The people of Chicago called· the meeting a con"The American who murders faith in Christ will not
scruple t~ kill his children afterthey are born.
· unity-a coming together. of all the sects upon a grass of cranks. It is a curious fact that religious
"A new danger threatens. The doctrin cf original sin is .common basis, such as the Apostles' Creed and a fanatics always talk Bible, and the closer they stick
practically ignored. The law of labor is attacked. Instead few fundamental dogmas. The object of such union to that ancient volume in its literal meaning the
of preaching the truth of Christian asceticism that we are all would be to resist the spread of Infidelity, hav Chris- greater lunatics are they considered. There is alborn in sin, that we must labor and suffer, and that the more. tianity taught in the schools, and God recognized as
ready a current saying, " the nearer the church, tho
we:labor and ·suffer here, the greater will be our reward here· farther from God," but it may well be superseded by
after, new apostles arise to tell us that property is theft, that a power by our federal government.
Two church bodies hav considered this question another, " The nearer the Bible, the closer to the lunasociety is the devil, that Anarchy should be law; that laborers should rebel against their employers, and kill the goose in national council, the Congregational and the Epis- tic asylum," for nowadays the most biblical religion
that lays the golden egg.· That a Utopia, conceived in the copal. Of the deliberations of the former, the Inde- is regarded as the craziest.....,.
brain of men immoral and unprincipled, and hatched· into pendent, their organ, said:
life amid the fumes of absinthe and beer, should be substiToo Deep for Us.
tuted for the present state of society which has the sanction
"We'earnestly believe that union between the churches is,
A
subscriber
asks
these questions, which he truthof centuries of orthodox Christianity to sustain it, is not only next to their mission work, their first duty. We believe that fully says are of prime importance to him and other
Christians are not so far apart in their hearts as they keep
wicked, but absurd.
,
.
"Men dream. of making this earth, which ,on account of themselvs in thei~ organizations, and that evangelical wage-workers. He wants to know:
1. The editor's views on the tariff question.
sin is only a place of probation and sufft>ring, a heaven of churches Presbyterially governed, or Congregationally governed, and perhaps Episcopally governed, could come to~
beer saloons and harems for the working classes.
2. What is the first thing necessary to do in order
"Now what is it that has been effecting this change in our gether very much easier than is generally supposed."
secure to the workers a just share of the wealth they
The Episcopalian House of Bishops sent this mas- create.
people ani! in llwir ideas? Much is due to the importation
of f"n·ign notions by the scum of foreign nations. But a sage to the Congregationalists' council:
3. The editor's views on the cooperativ industrial
chief source and fountain of infection is found in our public
"This house avows its solemn purpose, under ihe guidsystem.
ance of the holy spirit, to promote, with the concurrence of
schools as ai present established.
It would be· easy enough for the editor to write
"They are not only destitqte of moral teaching, but moral the House of Deputies, some practical plan for bringing betrainiQg becomes impossible in them. There can be no solid fore all our fellow-Christians in this land the duty to our down his opinions on the first and third queries, but
moral training separate from doctrinal teaching. The law of commori Lord and savior of terminating the unhappy divis- it would not be so easy to prove he is right, A.n
belief is the law of morals. You may tell people ~0 be good; ions which dishonor his blessed name and hinder the triumph editor's opinion is worth no more than another man's
but unless you can promis them rewards for well-doing, and upon earth of his glorious kingdom."
except as he may be in a position to possess better
punishments for evil-doing, not only here, but hereafter, unVarious religious papers hav urged this course information, and there aJ"e a great many people who
less you can giv sanction to your precept, human passions
will break through your training. Even where men believe upon the churches, and various ministers hav ex- know more about tariff and cooperation than we do.
in God, in heaven, and in hell, and are not held in check by pressed their belief that some plan could be hit upon
A.s to the second question, we do not think that
the strong influences of orthodox Christianity, they break the by which all the sects could gather under one roof. the man livs who can accurately answer it. A. better
laws and indulge their evil appetites. If they do this in the But until this week's TRUTH SEEKER is •issued, no one and more just social system must be a growth. It is
green wood, what will they do in the dry? If the well-built
dyke of Christianity is not strong enough to prevent the will hav seen how this union scheme would '\\"Ork. contrary to the past experience of the race to supabuse of free will and keep back the flood of licentiousness, Our artist has shown -them. Mr. Heston is a keen pose that any empirical scheme can be devised that
how will your makeshift of a baseless ethics restrain the evil historian and a long-headed prophet, and on our first will fill the bill.
inclinations of nature? Is the bayonet to be the only God to page he shows how by cheerfully laboring together
We turn all these questions over to the philosokeep the rabble down; and the switch the only law to repress
phers
of the Manhattan Liberal Club. What the."
the rebellious child? But the public school has abolished the sects can suppress Infidelity. They hav but to
even the switch for tbe child. The bayonot and the gun will follow the efficacious methods of their ancestors, and cannot settle, on five minutes' consideration, must bL"
be needed to keep him down when he grows older.
the thing is done. The Congregationalists of New referred to omniscience when found.
"A school full of Jews, Unitarians, Protestants of every England can unite with the Calvinists of Geneva;
A msPATOH to the World, of this city, from Ishpeming,
hue, and Catholics; witil teachers, some Jews, some Agnos- the Catholics of Continental Europe with the EpisMich., dated December 2d, runs as follows:
tics, some whose conduct is good, and some whose conduct
·
all
.
is known to be disedifying ; a school without God, without copalians of England, and
gleefully contributmg "All churches, schools, places of amusement, and public gatherings were closed by the Board of Health two weeks ago on account.
prayer, except sometimes one that is mocked or rejected py their best to their beloved work, they can heap the of
diphtheria. The pastors of several cbnrcbes, growing tired of
a large portion of the scholars; a school in which little girls witches of Boston, the Unitarians of Geneva, the her- waiting for an order for reopening, called a mass-meeting for 1oof ten are taught anatomy, but not permitted to learn the etics of Europe, and the Catholics in Great Britain, night, at which it was resolved to open !he chn:ch<s again. In~ .. mnch as thore were three deaths from d1phthena to-daY, the achull
Apostles' Creed.; a school in which the teachers are chiefly into one united pile, and hav an· attto-dd-je, witch- is thought by many citizens to be very h~s~y. It isli~e!y to b1 in"
appointed by political influence; in which they are frequently
, · all ·
It
Id b the churches into con1llot w1th the mnmCJpal- anthor1t1es, for tl e
mercenaries teaching for hire without any regard to the hanging, and Quaker-pressmg
1D one.
wou
e ministers say that they will open the churches, and the officers c' e
·
moral training of the children; a school in which the theories a regular Thanksgiving family reunion, and would, clare that they Will not be permitted to do so."
The line of conduct of these preachers must be diCtated 'By
of prominent Infidels are accepted by many of the teachers, no doubt, ·result in the greatest harmony and good
one of three reasons : They consider themselvs superior to
who believe in Darwin, Tyndall, and Herbert Spencer, an4 feeling bet~een the sects.
accept the Popular Science Mon.thly for their evangel instead.
The only obstacle that we can see is that this is a the state, or they want to hear themselvs talk, or they regard
of the Ten Commandments and the orthodox faith of their a.rtiall . "viliz d
·
to th
· t t efforts the souls of their parishoners as of more consequence than
their bodies. As. all three of these reasons are wrong, tJJe,
fathers-such is the public school, promiscuous, indifferent,. J>
. 1 ~-. e age, .owmg
e persis en . .
godless ,even when it is. not ·Bl:ttJall;r ~ap:p.oraJ l!:i jts ·whole·,~~ the o~shnate heretics ~or _whose bene~t t?e umon minister~ ~~ore acting foolishly. But then, that.is !\common
·
·.. ·enVirc11imenC- ·· ·' ·
· · · ·: ·
· ·• ~ - ·'· · • -· · is to!lte~tM; and there:!' are ·laws wh1ch mterfere ailing· of 'the men of God ! '
·. story with big headlines and much circumstan-l
tiality of detail. We were at the time informed of the affair by a resident of London, who
also informed us that the whole affa.U- was a hum. bug. Last week we received a copy of the London
.Advertiser dated November 2oth. Iri the local news
, . ifi
was thls sign cant item:
"Mrs. McKenzie, wife of Mr. James McKenzie, of Dundas
street, died this morning after a lengthy illness. Deceased
lady was thirty-four years old. During the recent visit.of the
exangelists, Avis and Brown, her case obtained some notoriety in consequence of a report that she had been cured of
her ailment by faith."
Christianity will probably derive great satisfactiqn
from this faith cure, but we do not see J·ust how it is
going to be done.
_____....,._____

_____ _____
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ltfltrs prom Jtritnds.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., Nov. 10, 1886.
1\-In. EDITOR : I should like to attJend the convention of
truth seekers. What a glorious ba;nd! Not one hypocri.
.among them. What a happy thought ! I wish to express
my unbounded admiration for your valuable paper, which
I hav been reading about one year, and for the teachings I
hav received from it and the cartoons. I send you one dollar for the Congress fund.
CHAS. S A.OH.
LYNDON, Iu.. , Nov. 28. 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: Having been so kind as to publish my former letter, I would offer thi~ as a postscript.
Compare Geer's quotation from ln~rPrsoll'" Galesburg spePch
and the following, taken from "Wit, Wisdom, and Eloquence:" "I want an honest dollar. I want a coin dollar. I
want a paper dollar, based on a coin dollar. I want the silver
dollar worth ·as much as the gold dollar, it you hav to make
it four feet in diameter."
But he don't tell the poor dupes that every time you open
a new gold mine or a new silvPr mine you would hav to
change the diameter of I hat •• honest" dollar. And, Mr. Editor, for what few silver dollars I hav bad to exchange I hav
always been fortunate enough to receive just as much sugar
coffee, t"ea, pori:, beef. or corn as I could get for the gold
dollar. although the silvrr dollar is worth twenty cents lr~~
than the gold dollar (intringic value-ah !). And out here in
lllinois they will evf'n rrceive the greenback for taxes, notwithstanding the fparful and unju~t stab the accoucheurs
gave this wonderful life-diffusing baby when it waR born.
No honest man of intelligence ought to giv or receive the
statement as truth that our paper money is baRed on coin.
c. H. BARTHEL.
EvANSToN, WY. T., Nov. 21, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: Find inclosed $1. 75, for which please send
"Men, Women, and Gods," and the "Truth Seeker Colleclion."
This is my first year as a subscribrr to your paper, and I
am very much pleased with it. I was brought up in the
Metlwdist Episcopal church, but failing to find truth and
reason there, I hav investigat!'d many other religions, anrl
they all amount to the same thing-superstition. I see some
of your corrr~pondents write they hav bPen brought up Liberals. How I envy thrm! They bav no idea how hard it is
to get out of the ruts of superFtition into the light of liberty.
The Liberals of the East ought to be well postrd and ablt'
to do much work for the cause of freedom of thought.
They hav opportunity of listenin~r to such men as Ingersoll,
Watts. RPynolds. Putnam, and othPrs.
Speaking of Mr. Putnam puts me in mind of an article of
his I rrarl. on "Mormonism." Let me say he understands
that ism better than any other writer I hav rrad.
A great many Liberals may think that it is querr churchmembers do not investigate and see what kind of a founda.
tion their faith is built upon. They are afraid to do this.
They are afraid of offending the God they worship. I know
how I felt, and it took years for me to over~ome this fear.
but I am glad that I rnjoy mental liberty now. I Ray "enjoy," for I do rnjoy J:~eing free. W!h:n Sunday co.;:.<'s I can
enjoy myself reading or taking a walk with my wife and
children.
I am happy to say my wife also enjoys the light of mrntal
liberty. therefore I do not bav to contend against my family.
as, I see by letters in your pRptr. some of my brothers hav
to do. I am anxiPUS that
children should be taught uni
versa! mental liberty, but how I am to accomplish tbi~ iF
more than I can understand at present. Since having my
eyes oprned, I sre that I am far behind. intellrctually, what
I should bav been if my education had been different in my
youth.
I think the illustrations in THE TRUTH SEEKER are just
what is needed. I can induce church-members to look at the
asce~~ion of Enoch or Carpenter Noah, when it would be
impossible to get them to read an article.
W. R. MAcDoNALD.

my

CALISTOGA, CAL., Nov. 20, 286.
Mn. EDITOR: Politics bas bad a lively turn in this stateno less than six nominees for governor, and badly-mixrd
tickets the rest of the way down the state list. The Democrats won the governor, and it is said that much money was
won betting on his chances. A leading paper of San Francisco, having the facts in the office of Bartlett's e!Pction,
kept booming Swift's count, while putting out coin through
"pigrons" on Bartlett, and, it is said, won some $70,000.
I think there is a law against b!'tting at elrctions. 'Vhether
so or not, there is much of it done. and the principles supposed to be rrpresentrrl by the ballot are regarded with
about as much esterm as those at a raffle.
L. Alexandrr, of Wattrville, Minn., hits off the Dunkards
very well. However, he is off a little in some tbingR. The
Dunkards do not derive their name from a saint. hut. I think,
from the words" thank yon" in Dutch, which when pronounced spund much like dunka or donkah. The soup-eating is not exactly the communion, it is the part they call the
"love feast," and they bav unleavened bread and a little
wine to commemorate the death of Christ, or for sacramental
purposes. They are of German origin, mostly, I think, and
settiPd early in Pennsylvania and Maryland. From there
they hav settled in many other stairs, but not as pioneers
often, as they are a non-re~isting sect. Many of them are
very ignorant, and cite as an Pxcu~e that Christ cho~e his
disciples and obtained most of his immediate followin~
from among the poor and ignorant. They are usually of a
benevolent turn, and P.ractice their peculiar faith as a duty,
and uot a.a a business, Their preachers seldom expect or

take pay for servicee of any kind-o'!llY when the minister is
poor, and is called away from home, and is thus put to unJln~nl\1 eXpPnBe.
They used to cut their clothes after a pec\!liar fashion~ and
wear coarse though substantial material. They are usually
honest and indnstrious, and seldom make much noise or
disturbance in the community. It is a rule among thPrn-'-'
though the men do not all part their hair in the middle, as
some are bald.hPaded and some are too slothful to part it at
all. except perhaps on occasion. As a party once mid. he
washPd once a month. whether he needed it or not-and of
of later yrars still another portion of the men·hav acquired
CCln,.irlPrable education, and fail to follow the customs ofthe
older brethren.
J. C. WEYBRIGHT.
MYRTLE CREEK, On., Nov. 80. 1886.

MR. EDITOR: It is obvious that many people cannot giv
up their ChriRt because they are not willii;Jg to giv up their
"ins'; but continue sinning ae;ainst nature and their race.
The cause of learning, scit·nce, or humanity seems to be
nothing to them. Their chief object is to gratify their senRual desirrs until death, and then to be wafted to an ideal
heaven in the embrace of their savior.· They join with the
clergy in drnouncing Infidelity. and in saying that a moral
man is dangerous in any society. All reRpcctable people
Rhoulf beware, for soon they will fall victims to thrir owu
folly. No Christ can save them from the inevitable fate that
awaits thPrn-a disgraceful life and a shameful drath. Will
the church ever advance enough to accPpt the idea of individual liberty and individual reRponsibility?
It is novel how some theologians accrpt science in part and
yet protest it in part. They ask us to become fools that we
may bPcome wise, which simply mrans that we should "acrifice or ignore truth and knowledge in order to aC'cept .their
mythical theology. Doctors of divinity l1av always opposed
the dissemination of scientific knowledge, which is good evidence that their divinity must be frail. Our divinity needs
no assuming quack doctors to administer in any way. We
are subservient to his inexorable laws, so the more we know
of those laws the more we· know of ·our· divinity. We acknowlrdge the right of every man, woman;· and child to
speak of things divine, and to develop morally, socially, and
intellectually. We brlieve that a man has as much sense b•·fore the priest lays his hands upon him as after-perhaps
more.
It is prculiar to some people to denoun~e everything as
untrue that doPs not harmonize 'with thPir views ·or belief.
But though truth is not always bPantifnl or plrasant, it is
nevertheless steadfast. Shm_Ild all mankind accept !J,n error.
ami reject the truth, the character of either is unf'hanged.
Some manifest a desire to destroy and supprrss all li!Prature,
.. xcept their own or that which is approved by their leaders.
Yet, strange to say, they know. little of· their own rParling.
and much less of that they never read. Thrir plra is that
anything of an immoral character, or anything that is ob;ocene or licentious, Rhould not be tolerated. Another plea
they make is that a book or paper is bad in proportion to the
falsehoods it contains: Now, to all this we agree, but
throu.!!h charity to thrm for their ignorance and delusion, we
tolerate with them what they are not willing to tolerate with
us. They may keep thrir fables and obscene tales until -posterity and society outgrow them. We do not wish to perpetuate falsehood and superstition, although it is convPnient
to make comparisons, which make the truth sparkfe like the
poli>~hed diamond.
The voice of Btuno, of Italy, who was burnt in Rome on
the 16th day of February, 1600, is sounding throughout thr
intellectual world. Copernicus. Galileo, Kepler. Newton, and
a hoRt of others add to the grand constellation as a memorial
in hiRtory, besides living testimonials of their intellectual development and scirntific progress.
We will simply ~ay to fanatics when they find a lie or anything of a licentious character in our literature, prosecute to
the extent of the law. But we will let theirs die a natural
death-though we will criticise all the same and be charitable
enough to console the mourners.
L. c. HILL.
CoNCORD, KY., Nov. 28. 1886.
To MY CANADIAN ComiESPONDEJST, near Sir: Your' favor
rrceived, also Mr. Pentecost's !'ermon, "Gathered From the
Asr." as he so airily puts it. The wounded snake of superstition •· drags its slow length along," but the wound is mortal, and its laR~ expiring g-asp is only a question of time. Had
I never inquired, I might hav been as devout a Christian a!l
you appear to br, and might bav been reprating the same old
story that you rrpeat. But when I asked where those hereafters were with which you and your kind srem to be so fa~
miliar, the only rational answer that I received was an echo.
I would be sorry indeed to impugn your veracity, but I
thought while reading your lettrr. you presentrd some of the
best specimens of mendacity that I ever saw. Thrre are but
two ways of settling those sayings which you impute to Infidels, and thPy are very much alike. Either those per~ons
that said these things were not Infidels, or, if they were Infidels, thPy never ~aid them. This is conclusiv. The trouble
with you good people is, you hav so much faith for sePing
the impossible thnt yon are unable to discern the actual. You
are like the " winged brother of the cat "-you can see only
in the dark.
Your friend, the Rev. Pentrcost, fai1rd to fulfil his prornis.
He declared unreservedly that he would prove the inspiration of the Fcriptures. He, like everyone else who haR made
that declaration, fell a victim to his own vanity. Bare aspersions of character never proved in~·piration yet.
I will not detail his "evidencr," because it is sci old. and
appPars so incongruous in this era of comparativ enlightrnrnent. :Nor do I do ~re how this eminently good man can be
so notoriouRly regardless of trutl1 as to associate the vieious
class to which he t~llud68
with lnAdels. That clailsare
but tblil
.
'
. t .

outgrowth of the atonement doctrin. ttnd expect to·ttvttil
of it in the eleventh hour. This rf'rnindq me of an
anecdote of our friend, Colonel E:vlar. An acquaintance approaching him with some show of Pllgerness. aRserted rather
enthusiastically that he was an Infidel. "And why, Billy,"
asked the colonel, "are you an lnfidrl ?" The man. apparently unable to prod nee any reason. only replied. "BPcause
I ain." "Well," said the colonel. "if you· can't giv your
reasons, we don't want you." And that is just it-an Infidel
is an Infidel upon principle, or he is not one at all.
tlirm~elvs

Hi~ fait-h, to livwith hilrh enileavnr,
And deeds, wl1en done, are ilnne forever.

Yon mention the hypocrite of wl!ich the chnrf'h is partly
composed. 'Tis well. That institution is certainly a favorit
harbor with them. Religion is just. the article for masking
drcrption. Should you exclude all except tho~e who liv according to the "precepts," a single one of the derlif'ated edificps would hold thPmall. and not. br demely pnckPd, either.
You, like the rest, pPrsis. in dwelling upon the "remorse
of the dying hour." ·How long must that poor puny argument, if argument it m'ay be called. be continued _in the !IPrvice? HaR it not seen enongh? Why ~houlrl Infidels suffer
remorse? It is not their history that is black with crime.
It is not. thrir pathway that is crimson with tbe blood of
heretics. They hav no stakes an·rJ fagots and inPtruments of
torture as souvrni.rs. ThPFe 1rlories, this rPnown. WPr.e reserved for you. If Painr,Voltaire, and all tho"P rliRtinguished
[nfidrls which you n·ame are in hell. then hell is the most
brilliant place on record ; it is the moRt inviting. His Fatanic
majesty displays very superior taste in his sp,Jections. If the
august personage which you say yon are serving possessed
as much sagacity, or could see the value of policy as some
do here. he would propose a compromise with thiR formidable enemy.· Certain, your correspondent would prefer bein11;
in his good graces, seeing he is so potent for both good and
ill.
I do not doubt for a moment that hPaven is a very attractiv
place for you. Gold crowns all sparkling with jewels, nnd
robes of mat~ rial. I suppose, to match gold· housrs, gold
pavements (hea\"ens, what a penchant these Christi:~.ns hav
for gold!). gold everything.
But I acknowledge nature as my mother. and I am going
with her. She hHs provrn herself C>lpable of conserving her
own inkrests, and I believe she will conserve mine. I am
content, and
"lf an exile on Partb. be nn ontcnst on high,
Liv on in thy faith, but 1n mine I will die."

I will be pleased to hear from you again.
ViRGINIA E. VANCE.
FoHT WoRTIT. TEx .. Nov. 28, 1886.
1\'In. EmToR: I hav been looking for some time past for 11n
article, or at least some noticP, in TuE TmTTH SKEKEJt on the
projrcted Coupcrativ Colony of Puget Sounrl, Wash. Ter.,
but if your paper has contained such notice it bas escaped
my scrutiny.
Ail a true reform journal, I think the columns of THE
TRTTTH SEEKER are the proper place for the udvocacy of any
proj~ct that is intended to ameliorate the condition of the
workin!!: people in general.1md believing that thil-' ci)lotJy will
be a'mrans to enl'ghtPn till' public aR to how a b•·ttPr gtate of
things than PXistR at present can be brought about, f should
like ·to sre this project thorou~hly di>cussed in your journal.
Their first pamphlet says: "This colony i~? proj ..cted on· a
plan. where the manufacturer, the artist. the engineer, the
arf'hitect. the contractor, mrrcl.ant, laborer, fisherman,
farmer, dairyman. floriRt, and others may unite their induetry and :means in coupentiv corporation. by which. unrlt-r a
thorough system of mutual exchange~ and products, they
may hav all the profits of their own labor, and the economical advantages of thPir own couperntion."
I do not see why this cannot be accornplishPd. anrl particularly so in a new country like. Washington Territory. where
the colony bas already secured an admirable sitr, with excellent harbor, safe and convenient for the largest vessels of the
OCPan.
The followers of Henry GPorge will. in this community. sre
their principle rr~arding land put into practicr, as will be
seen by the folio\'\ ilig paragraph of thP colony's pnmphlet:
" The land will be purcha~<erl by the corporation, and the use
only to the Fame for aetna] OC'cupation for homes will be
sold to colonists, in city lotR, VllQing from 25x150 fpet to a
whole square occupying 300x600 feet-there bein!l: 48 lots in
each biock, a block being the greatrRt amount of city property which any one colonist will be allowed to purchase. Although the right to the use for horneR is all that will be sold,
yet for home purposes the ownership is complete, as the
colony does not limit the time of holding. but simply prohibits the same from being leased, rented, mortgaged. or sold to
any .other than the joint stock company, and then only for
the price paid and for the value of the improvt>ments, upon
which condition the company will always hold itself ready
to take back the same and pay the pmclmse price and for
the improvemrnts. Lots not to be selected until the colonist
is n·ady to improve and occupy the same, and the right
thereto becoming forfeited by non- URe, the forfeiture gi'vfng
the right of purchase by the corporation."
As there will be no room for churcheA and ministrrs in
thig new community, except if the latter follow some more
useful ~tvocation, the project should be of iutere~t to Freethinkers, even if they do not intrnrl to join the f'olony. The
principles by which it will be !!"Hided contain the following in
rPgard to rPligion: "That the BPntiment of religion iRgood in
tlui proportion that it inspires the freling of duty to every
crrature that ccimPB within the sphrre of one's life-a duty
in tlfought and a duty in action-unci thnt n·ligiou iR Rarred
to, and belongs strictly to, the individual, and not to the col0iiy, tn:a municipality. to a societ~·. or to an association."
Aiul again their pamphlet says; ~·The chmch bas no cl~im
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upon us. We will try and prevent our colonists from looking so high and so distant for their happiness as to look over
and beyond the every-day affairs needing their attention.
Our care is with this earth. We hav had enough of ' hell'
practically, and too little of 'heaven.' We hav had church
until we can't rest. Let us.hav more of the best ~oral teachings of Christ put into practice."
I would like to mention some more of the many good features of the project, but feMing that these lines will already
take too much ~pace, I will close, with the hope that through
this letter some readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
become
interested enough in the colony to make further inquiries
about it, which the secretary of the Central Puget Sound
Colony Society, at Seattle, will be glad to answer. Address,
Mrs. Laura E. Hall, P. 0. Box 131, Seattle, Wash. Ter.
Yours truly,
CRAB. PETERS.

will
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bloody sword of war in the cruel clutch of the church; ~aw
it cut through the fairest portion of the globe a wide swath
of desolation and despair. Over these frightful fields of
death, among the smoldering ruins of a thousanrl years, they
&aw the bleaching bones of martyred multitudes as left by
the ravenous wolves of superstition. 'fo-day the church,
with a-l~ering look of a fiend upon her brazen face, coolly
informs the world that Christianity is the great promulgator
of science, and attempts to cla~p to her withered breast of·
faith the brave thinkers of the past.
·
Mr. Remsburg is a speaker of great earnestness and force,
and with him the Liberals of Watertown were favorably impressed. While in this city he was kindly entertained by
Hon W. S. Smith and his accomplished wife.
E. B. FOLSOM.

BuRr.INGToN, KAN., Nov. 22, 1886.
BROTHERS SoMERBY AND MAODONAI.D: It has been a long
and eventful period in our national history of eight months
0BHKOBH, Wxs., Nov. 28, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : If my memory serves me right, there is a since I hav offered a communication to be published in THE
l\'[rR. M. B. Woodworth, the evangelist, who is now conilucting a
se1·ies of revival meetings at Muncie, Ind., bas received a petition balance of thirty cents due me at your office, for which please T1mrn SEEKER. The premonitory symptoms of an approachsigned by a. large number of church-members. asking her to dls- ~end me your ANNUAL for 1887 as soon as it is out,· and the ing collision of arms between labor and the proud and aristocontiuue her preaching in that city. The petit'on sta.tps as a rea- balance in tracts.
cratic moneyed lords and monopolistic power of our country
son for making the request, that, "as the result of your recent
Knowing you to be a very liberal man, I inclose you an are unmistakable. I would be less discouraged if it were not
me;o.ting•, we h~tv sPPn one of our most respected citizei•s ma.dP defeud ant in a UO,OOO libel snit; we bav seen one of our fair daugh- envelope from the first Methodist Episcopal church of thi~ for the accursed evil practiced to a greater or less degree by
tt-rs carried from ·our mirlst by o:rie of Your camp-followers, and city in which Messrs. Potter and Miller are holding revival all the different grades of voters and public 'officials whom we
another brought to the VPrl!'e of a suicide's grave; we hav seen a meetings. Now, you can inclose your donation in this little elect to guard our liberties selling themselvs and thuir public
mother whose chiJd,·en :rieellerl her constant and tendPr care, ren- enveiope, and I will pledge you the honor of a square-toed trust for a mess of pottage. It would be well for them to
dered insane. So long is the list of similar resultP, we feel it our
duty to reqnest you, as we do, that you cease your labors in our Infidel that it ~ill be delivered just as you may direct. This heed the injunction of the Apostle James, who, in his warnis not the only way they .collect mon9y to keep up these re- ing to the r.ich and arrogant oppressors of his day, uses
mi<l.t and go hence."
This evangPlist is one of many all "working the same vivals, for a few evenings ago the preacher said, "I want to the following language: "Go to, now, ye rich men, weep
racket" to play on the emotions of the weak-minded, and find ten persons in this audience who will giv $20 each," and and howl for your miseries that shall come upon you. Your
make money. If tqey could be put under the water treat- h!l found them. . Then he said he wanted to find ten more riches are corrupted, and your garments are motheaten.
ment at the nozzle of a six-inch hose for a short time it persons who wouldgiv $10 each, and after finding them he Your gold and silver is cankered, and the rust of them shall
would be little enough punishment for the evil they do; but called for ten more persons who would giv $5 each. Then be a witness against you, and shall eat your flesh as it were
that would not suit the majority, who like to see superstition he made another call for twenty persons ~o would giv $2 fire. Ye hav heaped treasure together for the last days. Betriumphant. It is only when you ~peak against tyranny and each, and then for twenty more who would giv $1 each. I hold the hire of the laborers who hav reaped down your
monopoly that the law punishes for ~peaking. Free speech am told that Messrs. Potter and Miller get $50 a week each fields which is of you kept .back by fraud. crieth, and the
in this country is only for the majority. If you even attend for running this gospel shop, and I believe they intend to run cries of them which hav reaped are entered into the ears of
a meeting where the evils of our present mock civilization it as long as it will pay. They claim to hav converted one the Lord of Sabbaoth. Ye hav lived in pleasure on the earth,
are likely to be spoken of you are liable to be hanged, espe- hundred men in. the last three w'eeks, but I happened to see and been wanton; ye hav nourished your hearts as in a day
cially if the police attack a lawful meeting, and somebody how some of it was done. I saw Mr. Potter fairly drag a of slaughter. Ye hav condemned and killed the just, and he
young girl out of a pew to get her to come up to the altar to doth not resist you."
gets hurt.
I ask any candid, unprejudiced person, either skeptic or
Then if you are within hearing yon may be hung for an be prayed for, and this they call converting them! Had it
acces&orr. You are equally guilty with the. man that throws been a daughter or other relativ of mine, I would hav worn believer, if the present time is not similar, in whole or part,
the bomb, and the police can attend any meeting if it is sus- out m~ cane on him. I called in there one evening last week to the time when the writer penned ~he above quotation.
pected of holding opinions opposit to the opinions of the with a friend of mine, and when Mr. Potter came around And are we not adopting the old pro-slavery claims and
majority. How the autocrat of Russia would laugh in his looking for dupes, he put his hand on my shoulder and said practices that existed in the South during the ariti~lavery agisleeve when he heard of the hanging of seven or eight men to me, "You are a Christian, ain't you?" "No, sir, I am a tation? How far hav we evoluted when a mob of police
because they had opinions and dared to state them against square-toed Infidel," ~aid I. "·Well, I am glad to see you enter a newspaper office of Chicago and forbid the publishing
the opinions of the majority of this free republic! What a here," said he, and When he retutned down the aisle he stopped of anything that would reflect sympathy for the condemned
mocker.v of freedom of speech, and what a commentary on again and shook hands with me, saying. "You must come so-called Anarchists, on pain of having thl'ir press rlestroyed?
our glorious Constitution, which says that Congress shall often." I said, "I am no hypocrit, sir; I liv right tip to my These men were tried as Anarchists, and a verdict born from
pass uo laws. to abridge the freedom of speech or of the press! profession, and I know many Christians who do not."
the ·brains of a jury governed by ignorance, f•·ar, revenge,
My TRUTH bEEKER comes regularly' and I must say that and avarice.
J. DoWNEs.
AvaricP, because oltl Shylock's hireling
those cartoons are immen~e. They are making more Lib- threw the bomb, and controled the court, and if those men
erals than all of our lecturers put together. Long liv Hes- are executed, according to the sentence, it will be the most
Goo's TowN, OuT WEsT. Nov. 25, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I am ·not a moral coward, lmt I am a r!llig- ton I It has been more than a year since we had a Liberal horrible crime that ·ever was perpetratt·d against the freedom
ious hypocrit; and it is eminently fitting that I should be so. lecture here. What do you mean to do with this city, any- of speech and the press. And I ask again. are not our libAccording to my circumstances, it is perfectly proper. I am how? Do you intend to let ns all go to the devil, and not erties in danger when the same mob of police visit a meeting
a teacher. the principal of quite an important school, and pnt forth a a saving hand? Think of it. Here is a city of of laborers and warn them that if th.ey pass any resolutions
were it known that I entertained a single heterodox thought, twenty-five thousand inhabitants, and only one Liberallect. sympathizing with the unjustly condemned men their meetI would he asked to resign quicker than if I were the fallen ure in a year. No wonder the God-shops prosper. If I ing would be suppressed ?
archang<·l himself. Indeed, my first experiPnce of my board were able I would hav a lecturer here once a week at least,
We doubtless, many of us, remember the fate of Parish
of erlucation was almost a " grand bounce," because I played but I am not. If these people could hear the other side of Lovejoy and his ·press at Alton, Ill.; how he was murdered
the question once a month, ten of these preachers would bav and his press destroyed by a pro. slavery mob. Numerous
a game of chess on Sunrlay !
The sole work in which I take pleasure is teaching. I hav to ride on one horse. Please send us a speaker if y'ou can. instances might be quoted proving that things are occurring
ru~hed like mad from one profes3ion to another, in order to and they will al\\·ays be welcome at my house, and I will at the present time all over the country unrler the reign of
King Gold similar to those that occurred under the reign of
find one which did not require a creed. But it was like take as good care of them as any hotel in this city.
GEo. M. HAUE.
gall and wormwood to me to be in any work but that of
King Cotton in the South. Then we are sati~fied that the old
school. teaching. As a teacher I am ·a success, and as a religsaying is true that history repPats itself, both in Biblical times
WATERT0"\\1."1', N. Y., Dec. 1, 286.
and 01ir present age. I consider that our public press has
ions hypocrit I am a success. Of all things that I detest, a
M~. EDITOR: Last Saturday night Mr. John E. Remsburg, committed an egregious error in not informing the public
religious hypocrit is the most detestable, but the infernal inquisition of the Christian boycott makes the teacher's man- of Kansas, commenced a series of Liberal lectures at the mind on the true doctrins of Socialism according to Weblwml a sniveling imbecility. Openly I smile benevolently on Music Hall, thiR city. Owing to the fact that the lectures were ster: "A system of society which advocates·a more precise,
the sentiment that takes my manhood from me, but loathe in not properly advtrti~ed the audience was not very large. orderly, and harmonious arrangement of the social relations
my heart the tyrannic souls of these ultra-Puritanic guard- Mr. Remsburg'« lecture was "Thomas Paine, the Apostle of of mankind than that which has hitherto prevailed." "SoLiberty;" and in eloquent language he paid a glowing cialist, one who advocates the doctrins of Socialism."
ians of education.
A few remarks to our Liberal friends in regard to the
Liberty and education are the grand saviors of mankind, tribute to the "author-hero" of the Revolution. The lectthe glorious redeemers of the world. But how many crimes urer mentioned the principal events connected with the life of above agitated questions. It is interesting to read the differ.
are committed in their dear names! Io my school I try Paine. and the high esteem in which he was held in America ences of opinions. ·One thinks the editor of TnE THUTII
han) to inculcate the deepest and grandest truths of morality. and France. Thomas Paine was a champion of liberty, a SEEKER is wrong in advocating justice to those seven innoU.Dll teach that which will make noble men and noble pioneer of human thoa.,ght, a friend of morality and truth, of cent men. I think he was right, but he did not express himwomen, but on Sunday I am compelled by public sentiment the poor and oppressed, and waged war with relentless vigor self as fully as I would were I in the same position. Anto listen to the cant of intellectual sterility, and smile against ignorance and superstition. After the death of other is afraid that priestcraft will strengthen its cause.
sercntly on the stories of Job and the red tlragon. It is Paine the Christians, with fiendish malignity, attempted to Others who hav not evolved out of their orthodox shell from
enough to send any man to Bedlam. The divine Ingersoll destroy the reputation of this illustrious man. The splendid ignorance, fear, and revenge, demand the Anarchists' executells us to cast all our cares on him, as it does not hurt him serviees he rendered his country were forgotten. All the tion.
Those men. Ifmy hav been radical in their vie we, and vision.
to carry them. I would gladly do so, but with my pack St. falsehoods that hypocrisy could write and tell, all the slimy
slander that Christian malice could invent, were exultingly ary in teaching their theories, but that is no excuse for dePeter's gate would hav to be widened .
I send you u. clipping from the New York Scltool Journal, hurled at the defenseless dtad. These slanders Mr. Rems- barring them from the privilege_nf coming to this country,
to show you under what a sentiment the Liberal-minded burg met with unanswerable logic, and proved that Thomas and the right of the freedom of speech and the press. If our
sc-ho ,}master must labor. I cannot believe in the divinity of Paine died as serenely as any inquisitor of the middle ages! government cannot stand the strain of the promulgation of
the scriptures. It is impossible. But to be a success in also that in his last hours he was kinnly cared for by loving the doctrins of a few Anarchists and Socialists, it is time we
knew it. With these considerations, I repeat, I cannot conschool, to retain my position, to be treated as an honorable friends, and did not die in wretchedness and want.
Sunday afternoon, at 2:30, a fair-sized audience greeted the ceive of any reasonable excuse for the execution of those
member of the profession, I must appear to do so. I must
appear to swallow it all. Perhaps there are phices in this orator from the West. His subject. was "Sabbath-Break- men as felons and murderers. But as our government is ad.. lam! of the free" where I would not be thrown out of my ing," and was full of eloquence and wit. Sunday evening a ministered in the interest of the monopolists and Shylocks,
profession for my honest belief, but I hav never found that still larger audience listened to the eloquent words that fell and whatever they demand is granted; and as the doctrins
from the lips of this brave defender of Thomas Paine. :The of those men at Haymarket, ?In the 4th of May, were calheavenly Canaan.
The S:;ltoul Journal says, editorially, "It is a matter of evening subject was "False Claims." In this lecture the culated to educate the laboring classes, and develop them in
legal enactment that the teacher must be a moral man. audience saw a picture of Christianity in its palmiest days. thdr manhood, it was objectionable to the aristocracy; and
!!lorality includes religion; hence, the teacher must be a They saw that for thousand~ of years the world has be~n at their object being the subjection of labor to their behest~,
religious mau." So say they all. It further says, in the the mercy of dishonest and designing priests, who hav re- they will use every means, fair or foul, to degrade it. The
same article: "A spiritual power he must be, or he is no morselessly trampled beneath their brutal feet all the sacred correct principles of a strong government are not in the sup'
teacher-no form~:r of character. And, finally, the man liberties of man; they heard the sobs and groans of murdered pression and limiting. of freedom, but the education of the
with a spiritual side to his mind will know more of any millions, and ssw the lurid fiames of the auto-da-fe as, they masses, and the unlimited exercise of our minds as long
pranch of j{nowled~e, and tefle}l it Qetter, tblln one WQO ll~S leaped arotmd tile limbs of ~4rleking martyrs; they sar.rthe we do not tJ'espass on the rights of others. Cants. BRow~
1
STEUBENVILLE, 0., Nov. 30, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose a clipping from a newspaper that
speaks volumes on the evils of emotional religion:

.,..,.

neglected thus to pPrfect hill nature. The noblest charactel'll
in the world, the men who are doing the most in the world,
are men who employ the force that comes fr.om enlarged
spiritual natures."
This is libelous, this is bla~phemy, or history is a farce an<f
reason a jack-o'-lantern. I never knew before that Kellogg,
of the Sclwol Journal, is a Salvation 'Army ml\n, or a follower
of the meek and lowly Talmage.
If I did not hav faith in the ultimate triumph of reason, of
being released finally from the shackleR of .fanaticism; if I
did not believe that I will see the time when, untrammeled, I
can teach morality without a savior and manhood without
the regeneration of a blood. atonement, I would say, "·Truly,
wisdom _increaseth sorrow, and an intellectual life is not
worth living."
Yours in envy for your freedom, and in disgust for my
chains,
SEJHOOLMASTER.
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Mweet, natural songs,· or bright, amusing
man. "Ten minutes before nine. M-ay I Two syllables fence this deific old phrase,
Which one tall letter G as a rebus displays. stories; but, somehow, I find myself waiting
wait here for him ?"
others more gifted and freer from care.
" I s'pose so, though this isn't a public -Regardless of symmetry, back stretch the for
I no not hav a very high notion of my own
cord,
hotel."
And then in reverse, we may read it, go Lord; ability, or I would be found more frequently
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN,_ Fall
The boy thought this was smart and he And going, it leaves us two pillars erect,
in print. I like snngs, however, though unRiver, Mass., to whom all Oommunkatiomfor chuckled loudly over it. He did not offer Which a cross-piece from center to center able to sing much, and enjoy. good stories
this Corner shuuld be 86nt.
when others tell them. They go a long way
connect;
the old gentleman a chair, or lay down the
Like the pillars of Hermes, they greet our to lighten the cares and misfortunes of life
paper he held.
for the old folks, and amuse and interest the
glad eyes.
.
« Between the dark and the daylight,
"I would like to write a note while I wait," Leaves us also, for all silly fables, too w1se.
young. Tlu~y are gleams of sunshine, like
When the night is beginning to lower,
said the caller; " v. ill you please get me a "The science of water," which, conscious of flowers along our pathway. I am a lover of
·comes a panse in the day's occupations
nature, from her wildest moods to her delicate
God,
piece of paper and an envelope ?"
That is known as the Ohildren•s Honr."
The boy did so, and as he handed them to Just blushed and turned wine at his presence fingPr prints on the sunny slopes and frosted
, and nod!
window panes. I love the ceaseless roar on
the old gentleman, he coolly said :
"The science of water," which tells us how the rock-bound coast, and the gentle wash on
Little Brown -Hands.
"Anything else?"
he
the sandy shore ; the voice of the night
(Se1Pctl>a In/ E. w. ChambP.rlatn.)
"Yes," was the reply. "I would like to And a favored disciple walked dry on the sea! wind among the trees, and. the joyous ~ongs
" Lit.tle brown hA.nds des like mine,"
know the name of such a smart boy as you Or how it stood up like a wall for the Jews, of many birds; the cultured tones of exSnid A. pratt.ling child one day at play,
But overwhelmed Pharaoh's host that pur- pPrience and tl\'e merry prattle of childrenare?"
·
While lipR of cherries bat-hed In wme
sues I
soft, sweet voices full of richest melody, and
The
boy
felt
flattered
by
the
word
"
smart,"
1\is•ed her face that snmmer nay.
"The science of water," that tells how for l1eartfelt laughter of anyone. So, fill up the
and replied with a gratified smile; " I answer
Little brown hands •o soft and warm,
him
Corner with happy songs, witty stnrie8.
Yon come to me from fort>ign lands;
to the name of Billy Thompson. But here God's prophet once caused a sunk ax-head words of wisdom, useful thoughts, and all
Yon. weave a web and yon wield a cbann
to swim!
comes the boss I"
sorts of good things, like ripe apples frnm the
That catch my heat t, yon little brown hands.
best trees in the orchard, and sweetest nuts
The "boss" came in, and, seeing the Of water, of water that hears like a child,
And when Jesus says "peace," at once be- from the woodland.
Little brown hands that llPntly press
UNcLE JonN.
stranger, cried out :
My aching head and soothe the pain,
comes mild I
[We are pleased to hear from Uncle John
"Why,
Mr.
Smith,
how
do
you
do?
Wtt.h Yonr maltic tonch and soft caress,
Of water that bursts from a rock like a flood ! again, but sorry to learn of the sickness of
We"-Till I pray that my head may ache agA.in.
Of water that turns in its streams into blood!
Lit-t.le brown hands that twist and twirl
But Billy Thompson heard no more. He Of water that heaven's wide windows let little Ralph. May he soon be well again.The glass of life till its golden sands.
ED. C.C.]
drop
was looking around for his hat. Mr. Smith
Flow fast or slow at yonr own sweet will;
To meet the great flood 'neath the earth
was
president
of
the
road,
and
Billy
heard
0 wondrons power of little brown hands.
ELMORE, ILL., Nov. 22, 1886.
breaking up,
from him later to his sorrow. Any one need- 'Till it covered the earth and destroyed all
DEAR Miss WixoN: As I hav seen so many
Little brown hands, yon come A.nd go
Ing a boy of Master Billy's p~culiar " smartlittle correspnndents in the Children's Corner,
With a cnnning deftness all yonr own;
the race,
I thought I would try and write too. My
Yon are warm as wine or as cold as snow;
ness" might secure him, as he is still· out of Excepting eight people of odorous grace !
Yon weave a crown or yon bnild a throne.
0 Lord, in such science reversed thou mightst father has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for a
employment.-Selected.
·
Little brown bands from across the sea,
good many years. I am fourteen year• of
hide!
From the snnny sonth, from the snnlit lands,
Go, Lord, 'tis a Freethinker bids thee to slide! age, and am in school now. I study fifth
The
Game
Suited
Her.
The sweetest task of my life shall be
From the presence of man, now a king reason- reader, spelling, arithmetic, and geography.
To hold for aye those little brown hands.
I hav never studied grammar yet, but I am
A little miss of three years, who livs under
crowned,
H.B.M.
the shadows of Hope church, was playing Like a crawfish, retire where old myths most going to this winter.
It. is a bad day. It is raining now.
abound,
.
with the neighbors' children one morning,
Will you excuse bad writing? I will bring
For science is struck by each miracle sore,
School-Houses.
when they (the· children} were ca:Iled in for As we know what must but from things gone my letter to a close. I remain,
Years ago, when this country was first set- prayers. She accompanied them, and when
Yours truly,
NELLIE THURMAN.
before,
tled, there were few school-houses, and they seated in the sitting-room, she observed that And unvarying human experience cries
BuRNETT, NEB., Nov. 23, 1886.
were of the poorest and roughest kind. Gen- she was the only one without a book. So That such .miracles told must be fables or
DEAR M1ss WixoN: Seeing no letter in the
lies.
erally they were made of logs, the cracks she jumped down and helped herself from
Children's Corner this week, I thought I
being filled _with mud or clay. Sometimes the bookcase in the room, returned to her In every science we may clearly perceive
If the God be not banished, to go he has leave; would take the pleasure to write one for the
there were spaces left in the wall for win- chair and opened the book like the others, And instead of a oro wn on his mythical brow, first time. Papa has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER
dows; these spaces were often covered with and endeavored to read, unreqiiested. After· 'Tis "the cap and the bells" that his godship for nine or ten years. He thinks it is the best
paper ever printed in this world. I like the
.
J. K. P. BAKER.
greased paper instead of glass. The seats reading, she shut her book, and waited until . wears now.
Corresponding part of the Children's Corner
I-rwin, Iowa.
were arranged around the room in o. semicir- they had all kneeled, when she assumed a
best of all. I am fourteen years old, and
cle, or on three sides, the other side being like position, putting her hand to her face,
study nine studies. We liv on a farm in An3.-REBUB.
filled with the fire-place, teacher's desk, or but keeping a lookout between her fingers all
telope countl, Nebraska, seven miles south
rough table that served for a desk, and the the while to observe what was taking place.
of a small village called Burnett. The weather is very cold here now. Well, I will close
door. For an example, let us look at the When the others. rose from their knees, she
for this time. Yours ever truly,
school-house where Garfield went when a ran over to one of the little girls, and, calling
EsTELLE WHITNEY.
child. It was about twenty feet square, with her by name, said: "I like this game firstfloor made of logs Pplit, and the smooth Bl,lr- rate. What is the mime of it ?"-Springfield
THoROLD, ONT., Nov. 29, 1886.
face laid uppermost; the roof was made of Homestead.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I read THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and I think it is a very nice paper.
~labs, the Bfats were rough log benches with_Molting Angels.
Since I wrote the last letter, I hav not had
out any backs, and the school-house would
time to write au other. . I hav seen so many
The bishop .was addressing a Sundayaccommodate about twenty-five scholars in
litttle letters from children that I thought
all. School-houses are now to be seen in school, and related to the children the story
that I would now try another. I am a little
An old saying.
every village and town. Some are better than of Jacob's dream of the ladder into heaven.
boy twelve years old, and I am in the gramClosing
his
remarks,
he
invited
them
-to
ask
mar school. I liv in Thorold, and it is a very
others, because some tt;>wns hav more money
4.-REDUS.
any questions they had in mind. After a few.
pleasant place. There are in this town three
than others to us_e for edueational purposes.
Protestant churches, one Catholic church,
There is no one so poor but he can obtain seconds' pause, a.little girl in a piping voice
and two public schools. I hav been to all of
an education now, while a hundred years ago inquired, " If the angels had wings, what did
the schools in the town but the Catholic
people had to hav considerable money or a they want a ladder for to climb into heaven?"
school. There are not many little FreethinkThis
was
a
'puzzler.
for
the
bishop.
He
ers in this town.
Yonr little friend,
great deal of perseverance to obtain one.
JOHN McGILL.
Now let us look at the school-houses of to- cleared his th,roat several times, grew red in
1
day. Many of them are elegant with every- the face, and hesitated; but at last a bright
thing to please the eye and rest the mind. Is thought struck him. Turning toward the
Good advice.
it any wonder that scholars learn easily? school, he said: "As one little child has
Rather is it not a wonder that they do not try asked this question, perhaps some other little ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
harder and learn more than they do ? Most child can answer it. Now can any one tell
NOV. 27, 1886.
of the country school-houses to-day are plas- me why the .a~gels wanted a ladder ?'' Back
1.-Whiskey.
came
the
ans-(ver
frOJll
a
remote
corner
of
the
-otered and clapboarded. They hav go(:)d
2.T lARA
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the.New
floors, and in every way are warm and com- room, " Becahse they was molting, sir." The
INNER.
York Observer'.~ slanderous attacks
AN I SE
fortable. All the large school-houses are good bishop ~at down.
RES IN
upon the Author-Hero of the Amerheated by furnaces instead of by a huge log
: The Five Ails.
ARENA:
ican Revolution. Containing
fireplace, as they used to be. The advan3.-A fast young man. 4.-Petchora.
''The Five: Ails" was at one time a very
both the slanders and
tages of to-day can never be realized more
their refutation.
forcibly than by comparing them with those common tavern sign in England. It conCorrespondence.
-sisted
of
fivE)
human
fingers,
each
accomBY
ROBERT
G. INGERSOLL.
enjoyed by the people of a century, or even
SAND LAKE, MwH., Nov. 22, 1886.
panied by a motto: The first was a king in
fifty years, ago.
-oDEAR Mrss WIXoN: I see there is no letter
full regalia, with the legend, "I govern all;"
HAN. B. JEWETT (written at 12 years).
The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
in the Chi1drens' Corner in ·the last TRUTH
the
second
a:
bishop
in
pontificals,
with
the
Betul, Maine.
BEEKER, so I thought I would write one. I recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
motto, "I pr~y for all;" the third, a lawyer am eight years olo. I go to school every day. Paine, this pA.mphlet should be circulated everyin his gown, :with the motto, " I plead for My father takes THE TRUTIJ: SEEKER, and I where in vindication.
'I'oo Smart.
TOGETHER WITH
all;" the fo~rtJ:i, a soldier in regimentals, love to read the Children's Corner and look at
We do not like boys who think themselvs with the mot,'to, ''I fight for all;" and the the pictures. I go to Sunday'-school. and my
A
ROMAN
CATHOLIC CANARD.
"smart," and want other people to think so fifth, a ppor ,countryman, with scythe and teacher tries to scare me about hell, but I
A Fabricated Account of a Scene at the Deathonly laugh at her.
Yours truly,
too. A " smart " boy of this kind was one~ rake, having for a motto, "I pay for all."
JAMES J. BERHIDGE.
bed of Tlwmas Paine.
employed in the office of the treasurer of a
Western railway. He was usually left alone
CALISTOGA, CAL., Nov. 18, 286.
Our J»iJziie ·Box.
BY W. H. BURH.
in the office between the llours of eight and
Miss WixoN: Please tell your little friend
! '
1.~REBUB.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
nine in the morning. and it was his duty to
Francis B. Cornwall that he did not scare me dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
. out of the Corner, because you welcomed me (upon which the Obse'rver relies to prove its princianswer the questions of all callers as politely
there, and I thought there was room for us pal chA.rges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
as possible.
all. Somehow I like to be among the chil- Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
One morning a plainly dressed old gentledren. We hav several of them around· us,
78pp. Price 15 cents.
man walked quietly in, and asked him for the
and it seems natural to be where they are.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKEU 00.,
cashier.
My absence from the Corner has been owing
to our son Ralph's sickness. He is still quite
"He's out," said the boy, without looking
unwell, and unable to sit up. We hav had
up from the paper he was reading.
to nurse and watch him so carefully for many
" Do you know where he is ?"
weeks, night and day. Wt3 hope he may THE BIBLE: WHERE DID WE GET IT
What
a.
schoolboy
thinks.
"No."
soon recover. I am much, pleased to know
" When will he be in ?"
2 ......:0HARADE.
that one young truth seeker, at least, has
AND WHAT IS IT?
.
.
missed
me, though I am almost a stranger
.
"'Bout nine o'clock."
Reverse
mvolved
tn
Rebus.
there.
1
hope
to
get
better
acquainted
in
the
By
SALADIN,
edttor o~ t~~ London "Secular
"It's nearly that now, isn't it?"
science of water," 0 Lord, we must future, and if I can add ~o the happiness of
. .
Revtew.
.
"There's the clock," said the boy smartly, In '.'the
find,
.
the many truth seeker children I shall feel of Issued m s1x parts. Four parts_ now ready
.. ·PriCe
pointing to the clock on the wall.
As the twp inner syllable~ bac\-").rd com- some use in the Corner.
.
.
.
2j cents each.
"Oh·,- y.cs; thank y<xt;" flatd· tbe old gen.tl-e·bined':'
·
' .... ·· ·; ..; · . -·I sometimes feel as if I could·grv you som:e· · ·
Acldress TilE TE.'UTII SEEE:ER office

fllhildren' s

~orner.

Paine ·VinOicate~!

GOD AND HIS BOOK.

I
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fdds and

~nds.

IN a recent sermon Henry Ward Beecher said:
"I hav no sympathy with eight-honrmen who hav
fourteen-hour wives."
"Howfarcan you count,JohnnyT" "1,2,3.4,
5, 6, 7-let me see-S, 9, 10-" •· Good l so far-complete. Go on!" "Jack, queen, king." "Take
your seat!"
"I'VE just found out why lightning never strikes
twice in the same place," said Farmer Furrow to
the deacon, as they stood under a tree in a thunderHtorm. "Why is itT" said the deacon. ''"Because, sir, the same place is never there after the
lightning once hits it."
IT was at the police court, and it was an assault
case. A. witness testified that the assault occurred
on Sunday. "How do you know it was on a Sunday T" asked the lawyer on the other side. ".Because that day I had to go to the back door of the
saloon to llet my whisky instead of the front do)r."
ToNY MaOWEN remarked to Captain Norris that
b:e sat down to his breakfast every morning at
half-past eight. Norris said it seemed odd that he
could sit down to his breakfast at half-past eight,
for when he got. through it was "ate." Whereupon McOwen drew a revolver and shot Norris
dead. The jury said justifiable homicide.
SHE wasn't. very young, but she had money. He
didn't want the earth. "Dearest," he began, but
she stopped him. "I anticipate what you are
about to say, Mr. Sampson," she said, "and I
would spare your feelings, for it can never, never
be. I esteem you highly, and will be a sister to-"
"I hav four sisters already," he replied b;tterly,
"four grown sisters, and life is a hideous burden.
But, 0 Clara," he went on passionately, •• if you
cannot be my wife will you not giv me a mother's
ppotecting love 1 I'm anorphan."
"CHARLEY," she murmured from the other end
of the sofa, "did you read that singular accident
in Marysville the other dayT" "What acCident?"
"Well-ahem-you see, the rival of a young man
shot into the window of a room where the y0 ung
man was sitting with his-his steady co!Jli>any,
you know, but the bullet st" "<:the corset-steel of
the young lady-she was
in h~·s
1 '(,, r believe-and so no one Waf
'"lh! 0 arle,-, do
you-do you think Y"" •
\I_
-Charley
said 1" • ·' .. ·
_,,as well not to
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be u:i-dul-ging in 1'a-ce-ti-ous comments upon our
per-so-nal ap-pear-ance. Now the so-pra-no is
gettin-g in her fine work. See that bald-headed
man in the front pew smiling at her7 He im-agins that he is at a. comic opera per-form-ance.
Now all four of the singers are at it-, and the organ-ist is sitting on the safety-valve of the instru-ment, and has thrown out all the sand bags.
How IS that for music, children 1 Ah, now they
hav fin-ish-ed! If we were to climb over the
screen would we see them ·all lis-ten-ing at-tentiv-lv to the sermon 1 No, we would see the sopra-no flirting with the tenor, and the bass and
alto reading, and the or-gan-ist asleep.
·

OTTO WETTS1'EIN'S

&Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
Matrimonial. ·

A respectable, industrious gentleman, a stran~er to society, wtshes t.he acquaintanbe of some
Intelligent lacly, aged 20 years or upward, in this
city or its vicinuy; without relauvs prefened.
Photo's exchanged aud returued. Only those
matrimonially inclmed need apply.
Address
HOPE.
2t50
TI;Uth Seeker office.
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Plain, Chased, and Set Rings (a specialtY>.; Gold
aud Silver Headed Canes; Guld Pens, Pencils, and
ToothpiCks; Gold and Silver Thimbles, Silver and
Plated Ware Cutlery, Razors, Revolvers, Opera
Glasses, Gold Spectacles, EYe Glasses, Albums,
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; N!>w. Geoffrey,iust listen to re•son,
.
everybody knew a lion's gait, which ·is 'to get and, as a natural consequence of such pious
, Come liciwn from your faith fo hard fact,
all the raw meat he can, especially man meat, compliarice, they nearly always die firm •eTPi~ ~"11-rth, when it feels in the-humor,
·
nobody would swallow the yarn, and every- lievers in :the religion with. which they may
,_Wjll.Jree!.f expand Qr contract.
body would be ashilmed. to tell it for a fact, happen to hav been stuffed, lio matter how.
And we, insignificant earthworms,
An Address and a
except Mark Twain arid Eli Perkins, who absurd .or degrading that religion. may be.
NoW, BOBt HONOR BBIGHT.!-ciiABLEBTON TO INGEB- · Wtse little fools, though we be,
mostly deaJ in such ridicU:lo\lB yarns. - · · For obvious reasons such persons never make .
If we get in the way of the ru\ltlon,
SOLL.
.Hav got to go With it-d>ye.see 7
. &pt. 1, 1886, .After tli.P.,<Eartllrrtiake.
If Daniel-why didn't they give his other any.progress. Indeed, founded as it is upon
Hello! HPl-lo, Ceti t~al! Hello there I ·
We. may "-wail" at the earthquake's 'destruction, nai:ne? There might have been forty Daniels an unchangeable Go'd, and upon an unchli.l;lgeIs In~t~r•oll home _ani! alone 7
No God can or will interfere,
living on the same block; and saying D11niel able book, Christianity itself, if unperverted,
w..n. gtv him my C'ompliment• (Charleston),
So the best we can do, I opine, is
And ask him to step to the 'Phone.
was chucked into the lion's den is saying is of necessity totally incapable of change, of
'J~o bav a good time while we're here.
•• OccupiPd writing a lPcture 7"
• It necesnothing. as I look at it. But if there ever progrt>ss, or improvement. .
Bnt, Geof., if your faith gjvs you comfort,
WPII, t..ll him I won't kPPP him long;
was a Daniel chucked into· a lions' den, and sarily tends to lead us back into the dar knees,
That I'll provE> beyond human conjecture
Hnld on, I will never assail,
The tack that he ~alls on id wrong.
come out alive and kicking, you can bet it's a the ignorance, the supt>rstitiori Of the gloomy
But don't ilay I lie if I cannot,
Like you, hear a God in a wail.
dead sure thing the lions weren't A.l, simon- past, ana to shut out the light, the learning,
HPilo. Bob! I <'an't grasp your han d.pure, copper-fastened, double-back-action and the mental freedom of the brighter presBut. Old sw..ep•tnkeA, we'll "hake just the same. For Geof., this is true, honest login~
Wttbout e'en a tincture ef chaff;
"Want a••i•tance7" No, that's not my motiv
lions of the African jungles-the genuin, ent. Denouncing as the most damnable InIn riDI(IIlg you up, for your name
A. wail is the voice of the devil,
hair. spring, self-cocking revolvers of the des- fidelity all rejections of its doctrins or its
My GOdlwotild find in a laugh.
Will head the first snff'rE>rs· subscription .
ert, you know I
models, all departures from them and all ad.
That'• ·raiHPtl to our aid-I ll'an't none.
ll'he goda of the ignorant past
l've seen a picture of Daniel in the den sit- vances beyond them, it necessarily tends to
Your hPart'• jnst a• big as your re··ord,
'
Were
thicker
that1>eas
in
a
pod,
And it'• •olid on all thing>~ but one.
ting on a rock wrapped in a table-cloth-· keep alive among us the foul principles of
And all}?'!lt.tbis mythical last
And that ia a f!llPB!-ion of faith. Bob;
I:Iav
.b!le.l!~~nquiilbed by,Science's rod.
Daniel
wns so got up, not the rock--.:and he slavery, of bigotry, of cruelty, of polygamy,
A qm·ation of beavpn and hell;
looked quite serene, as though he was at a of concubinage, etc., which constitute the'
A que~<tion of here ~~oni! hereafterAt>otneotdzed ignorance ! all,. A chestnut?" Well, don't ring the bell!.
-All:s~attered bke-cbaft' in the wind.;.
Quaker meeting, while the bead lion r-f the most prominent characteristics of its prinCiOne,-onlyone left, to enthral>·
·
"The old, old story's 'a chestnut 7'"
congregation sat on his haunches, looking pal God, and its most noted models. It
Well, h seems tn rue, Bob. I avow,
To. binder the triumph of mind.
every inch a grave old· judge as he gazed at claims in· thus leading us back into the cusLike the late•t of insr>irat.i11os,
Thinnthi'opol~ll'ical <lod, - ·
As the niggers are singing 1t now.
Dan with a look that· set>med to say, " What toms of the times in which these principles
:Unstabl_e, caiiricious, and cruel;
What's that? "All faith, all religion
is your business before this high court; youne: prevailed, it is leading us into the simplicity
I'd believe in and trust just as soon
Is born of a feeling of ft'ar ?"
·
As I would tl_le rear end of a mule.
man?" whiie the lesser lions-the officers and the innocence with which God is best
But that fear's the bt'gmning of wisdom,
And we've •truck the conclusiOn down.hel'e·
.and clerks of the COU;rt-looked at Dan indif- pleased. It teaches ns that the farther we go
Tl)e Powet tb1(t cmitrols is internal;
· Umversal and all-fillinll' sow;
That the earth is as unanbstanttal
ferently, and .as thoi1gh they never indulged back into the misty distance of the past, the
As vuu.clairu our religion to be.
I must, 11ot I will, is the. edict
in man meat, or dreamed it was fit food for a nearer· to God we find the people, and that
If you hav any doubt• on the suhj~>ct.
Of .the IDiihty, magnificent whole.
You'd better come down here and see
lion's stomach, which ain't true to lion nature. the more we progress ·the more we differ from
You
~BY
call'
that
a
God,
if
it
suits
you,
This once happy, desolate city, .
If them lions. had been of the roaring, high- those people, the farther we depart from God
· I ~w fnll of love, void of fear;
Her people in•ane With despair,
pressure, three-ply, dyed-in-the-wool sort that and from the hope of salvation. All this, as
And; Geot.,'with my reason for compass,
And callling on heaven for pity.
I picture you quoung Voltaire;
go about seeking whom they may devour, we you must plainly perceive, is bound to render
On no other.,. tack" will I steer.
·NP.iil York, Nov. 15, 1886.
Wu. WmTTICK.
never should hav·had the picture of "Daniel the Christian religion the most formidablf! of
I hear you pronouncing thP Bible
A tiasue ufliPK, and ac~n.yiu,• ·
P,S,.:...,Y
u're
"..!'
sport,"
~~ond
bav
"taken
big
in
the Lions' Den," with Dan in the leading all enemies to every .form of progress and im0
"Now come. honor bn~hr.! Oh. what rubbish!"
chances," ' ' ·
·
Di•tributiog work• of Tom Paine;
role, because he would hav been gobbled up provement. And 'does not the whole history
In fact, J:iav been quite a wild lad,
.bt>fore the artist, Onthespot, could hav taken of its ~course prove 'that this view is· correct?
Then I bear in the wail of the people
·
Your " tips on the ring" may be daisies,
CtJrtruu proof that a God retgos on ·high·;
_.But
your tnis on r.:Iigion are ban.
w. W. · his picture; and Dan never would hav known For ten centuries it'·,llad full sway over the
Tbat there's more t.o th" church than its steeple,
And 'tis liuu, not the •criptures, tba.t'lie.
whether he made a ~quare melil for the lions fairest 'J?ortions of ear\h, and, because of the
Robert the· Devil ,
or not. It isn't likely that· he or· any other ~niversa~ .prevalence of ~gnorance, and crime,
That tbere'~nnly one rock we can cling to
That·ea.l'tllq•takPK and waves will not tossON. DANIEL AND THEi LIONS, PARTIOU'LARLY THE man would, for· there were five or six lions and wretehepness durip··· ·'hP.ir continuance,
One only-thtl olt1 Ruck of Ages, · ·
thrre, and one man wouldn't go far among those ten centuries co1 ·
'!'he pede•tal, Bub, of tbe cross.
LIONS.
I'm a sport, ann I've taken big chances;
" Robert," said the editor of Gabe'a Httr:~,· six lions, if they felt at all pt>ckish. It would
I used to giv ttpd on the ring,
to me the other day, "what do you consider be about the same. as Sf'tting one woodcock
Yon Cllll stake your whule lrea•nre on scripture,
For. Bob, it'• a liviD', dU~e thmg. .
the best policy for mankind to follow ?"-you before six men that felt pP'1tdsh.
No, them lions weren't the genuin, triple X,
"No?" Well, rail at t.he errors of-Moses,
see he had lost a cigar from his desk, and I
Find fault. with St. P11nl and the Acts,
three-ply, yard wide, warranted-to-wash .Multhink
he
was
suspicious
that
I
had
got
away
But,' If you'd lectured in Charleston last evenin•,
Your lyncbin' and hell had he1-n facts.
with it, but didn't dare to say so, not having doons of the desert, but somd of Van Am-Gcuff• ev Hawlf'll.
burgh's or Barnum's played-out stock, toothany proof, you see.
less
and tired. like some of the rlizzy specim.ens
NOW, GEOF., HONOR BRIGHT !-INGERSOLl. TO RA.W" For Christians," said I. "the best policy
LEY.
of our Central Park Zoo, whose taste for :W:an . For sale. at THE T!lU'rll SEEKER office.
to.
follow
is
hypocrisy,
and
they
all
follow
it
Hello ! Hel-lo, Central ! Hello there I
Neatly bound in cloth, 245 pages.· Price, $1.
from the word Go, and to the last inan in the meat has died out.
Is Hawley at home, and alone 7
If they were healthy and hearty lions, with
Well, giv him my comPliments <Ingersoll),
Naples, N~ Y.
JOHN PEOK;
line. I think I shall· evolute. to a Christian
And ask him to sttp to the 'phone.
some day, because hypocrisy is the winning good teeth and .toe-nails, and hadn't been
stuffed full of raw beef, then Dan What'shis"Occupied mending" fracture?"
hand evflry time."
Well, tell him I won't keep him long;
name was never chucked into 'em, and I'll
He
gave
me
a
frigid
stare
that
would
hav
That m spite of his rythmicallectnre
bet on it. Lions is lions, w.I:ten healthy, and
stopped
ice-cream
from
melting
·
on
a
hot
li!.DUCED 'IO $1.00.
I still thlnk I'm right and he wrong.
81 SLOKUM.
plate, but didn't say anything. You. see, I've man meat is their delight.
Hello, Geof.! Idon't.wan't;i'our hand,
got the bulge on him, because the old man,
But your brams, If yon bav any left,
THE STORY HOUR.
For you talk like a dct<red contraband,
my dad, owns most of Gaoe'a Horn, is a holy
Book Notice.
Of sen•es, of rea•on, bereft.
. A. Book for Children and Youth.
pillar of the church, and does what he's a
KELSO'S NEW BOOK.
What a jumble of" faith" and of" chestnuts;"
mind to with the paper. But I know what
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
I hav been reading with much interest
Of Btble, of Paine, ancl Voltaire;
he'd a liked· to· said, only he dasn't, which is,
What a blendtng of taffy wtth "-]yncbin•,"
Brother Kelso's new book, " Spirituali!!_m
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
''You infernal freckle-faced devil, git outer Sustained."
Of hell, with a poor n••nrer's prayer.
here, quick!" And I know what he'd a liked
Yon a<sert that the "wail of the people"
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
to done·, only he dasn't, which is, Booted mP
Is ••proof that a God reigns on high,"
That" there'• more to the.ctmrch than its steeple," outer the sanctum 'and chucked the ink bottle
And 'th1 I, "not the •criptures, that lie."
after me. Oh, I've got the . bulge on the
Such logic is wordy confndlon,
duffer, you bet I
WORKS OP' O. B. WFITTFORD, M.D.
Your ahu•e-for that I don't care;
In a minute or two he began- to stroke his
But I venture to bold this conclusion,
long gray chinners, and then said, soft and
The wail was a proof-of a scare.
Christianity a Rewar'd for Crime.
sweet as molasses,'" Robert, your eyes will
A faith that is born of an eartbqu~~oke
Authenticated by the Bible.
be
opened
one
of
these
days,
and
you
will
see
I• a migbtyunctrtain affatr,
Paper,
12mo,
29 pages,
10c.
The "ruck' that I lean on is reason,
the gate of the fold and come in and be num- ;
, ne~lie- nsWi•e action is better than ·prayer.
bered among Gideon's glorious band--"
tian, SpkitnalfB£;-orAgnost!C: Every ChrisBIBLE F.!BRICATIO~S REFUTED,
n is bosh, that the wail of a people
" And hav a uniform?" said I, busting in tian should read it in order to " see himself
And Its Errors Exposed.
Is a proof that a God reign• ou high,
on him.
as others see him."
·
But ther"'" more to the .church than its steeple,
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
150.
"
Yes,"
said
he,
"
the
uniform
of
the
godly,
K
That axwm none will deny.
I regard Brother elso as a very astute· ·
whichis brighter than gold and jewels, and writer. H;s book. bristles with sharp points.'
Yes, a selfi•h• intolerant priesthood,
Origin of. the Christian Bible.
A faith, that i• fat-hered by fear,
you will be resplendent."
Almost every paragraph cracks some theolog-·
Paper, 12mo, 95 pa~es, 25c.
Super•tition, th• mildew of reason,
•• But you couldn't hock that ]Jniform for a ical nut. and shows that the kernel ~,a wanting
And hell, with it• honors, are there.
cent," said' I,· "Simpson wouldii:'t ante up a or moldy, and· unfit for a clean stomach.
.A Masonic Vindication of· Right.
A priesthood mcessantl:v begging,
shilling on the uniforms of the whole band." The horns of some of the dilemmas gore the
Taking even tbe poor widow'• mite;
A Protest Against Persecution.
.,...
Then
I
had
to
explain
what
"hock"
was,
and
very
life
blood
out
of
the
Christian,
and
often
Acttv workers fur wrong and the devil.
Paper,
12mo,
36 pages,
15o.
who Simpson was; and he said he was afraid leave him in the most ludicrous predicament •
. While shouting for Gud and the tight.
A.dtlress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the scales wouldn't drop off my eyes until I
For fear of making this article too long, a
Man lost by a slight misdemeanor,
33 Olinton Pl., NA~, York
reached the age of understand~g; but as he single. quotationmust suffice to giv a clew to
Redeemed by a crime, i• their creed,
said it mild-! know he wanted to boot me the general tenor of the five lectures V~-hich
While ju•tice •tand• by in amazement,
And morahty shudders mdeed.
all the sam. e, but dasn't-and hop· ed the scales comprise
· th e ·book : "If , h owe v e r , b y the
You may "wail" at each setsmical antic,
would drop off soon, I thought it would be a term Infidelity you mean the manly use of
GtJt almo•i in•ane with de> pair,
good tillle. to show him another piece I had our reason and our common sense, intensified
A.ND THEIR
Petition your God until frlintl.,,
written about one· of the Holy Munchausen by priestly: denunciation and absurd creeds,
He beau not, nor auswers your prayer.
P.arall.-Is
in
Otll,m· Religions
stories, and did. He read it, but said it then I freely admit that all Spiritualists are, Being a Compari•on of. the Old nnd New Te•taI remember a terrible cyclone
wouldn't do to print in Gabriel's Horn, for to a greater or le~s extent, tinctured with Inment Myths ·and Miracle• with tlH>de of
In wbose path wa• a doiDltlil, where,
heathen nations of Autiquity, ConAll huddled in fear aud tXIlitement,
obvious reasons, which kind of reasons I fidelity. Tl;!.ey undeniably do, as a class, rank·
sidering alHo their Origin
. Were matden•-young, pion•, and fair.
and Meaning, With
didn'tmiderstand, but didn't let him know 1 very high as Freethinkers and correct reason~
numerous illusSo~e fell on their knees and ~n prayer,~'
Q.idn't, you bet. ·What I bad wiit about was ers. It is not so much the embracing of
trations.
Adked God to protect them from harm,
The objector the work IH. topoint ont the myths
DANIEL IN THE J.IONB' DEN.
Spiritualism, hpwever, that leads them to beBut one crept 111 under the hed•tead,
with which the Old anll New Testament.~ abotind;
lt is related in the Holy .Mun~hausen for a come Freethinkers and correct reasoners as it to show that they were held. in common w11h other
And hid from the God and the storm.
nations; and then trac~ them to their evid.,i:tt oritrue fact, that Daniel was thrown into the is the exercising of Freethought and corre~;t lllD
And while the sweet maidens were kneeling
and explain t.heir meaniug.
The titorm tore the roof from its hold,
lions' den and come out of it as thou~~:h noth- reasoning that leads them to embrace Spirit"It is unqueHtionahle true that the resnlt~ of a.
study of the Christian scriptures are
And, God and hi• mercy d.,fying,
ing had. happened, not getting a bite or a ualism. Persons who either cannot or dare rationalistic
nowhere else so accesKible aR they are now made
Carried death to that innu.cent fold.
scratch.
not think for themselvs never become either n the work before us."-N. Y. Snn,
1 vol. Bvo. O!ot.h. About 600 pages;.
l'he maiden who trusted the bedstead,
A good many swallow this yarn whole, a Spiritualists or Infidels. Such persons on
t'rtc.,. t~.60.
]lor prayed lid she ct ouched 'neath its shield,
good many choke at it, and a good many faith alone piously swallow whatever their
Sh,e lived through the tempest's wild fury,
'I'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
more don't take any stock into it at all. If priests may see fit to put into their ~ouths,
83 Olinion Place, New York.
While her God-trusting sisters were killed.
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for lectures and
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Paper; 50·

In ,five ·lectu_r.et~_x;··oomJ,iru_·
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lty," a.,nd" Heretic~ a.ncl)
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What:Must

per, ~ uents,

.We .Doio
, ·

is a regtilarly: educa.t
ed and lel{a.ily quali
fied phy111cian, a.niJ
the mvst Huccessful
as his practice wil
prove. He ha.s fm
twenty years treated
exclusivly ail disease•
!>f the l:!exua.l •oJrga.ns
m the cures of whict
hr stand" J>reeminen'
Sl'ERMATORRH<Ef
and IMPOTEKOl
a.s the resuJt of self
a.bnse in youth an<'
sexual exeesses in ma
turer yea1·s, causm~
night emis8lons b~
dri.>a.ms, loss of sexua.~
pow e r
renderinJ!
curec
_six{J

The f•hristian · RPili~
lnger'si>Jb Judge.Jeremia.li
George Jr. Fi11her. Paper,

Or1 bnduxy, . 56 page

10 cents.··· $1.00 ·Per doz. pt,
large, .clear L,YPe, and ·uo11
: could ·be :delive1:ed i>l tw
This ,makes a. gi'tind _mi
Libera.il! llhotilil scatter it I

lngersi•Jl ·t;ai~c~tiis~d:

a. .N.u.mber .o~ Vital Qnesti
the eilitcir of the Sttn '[i'ra
cents ·per .dol!len : 26 · copiE
Millions. of th.,lle should b•
Vindillatioil of. 'l~laon
the. att&ukt~ of the New Yo
ert,G.Ingersoil P:l'icedL

Address oil the .t:i-vi
La.r.ge

s~· octavo,

18 OUt.

is en·
It is

pa.p4r, ,

lngi:'rsoll'" Lectures C

t:lolllld in .one volume; T
forMr;·Ingeti!vli'ti works t ·
all hlt~-iecturellj exoept. thr
doxy," bound m one beau·
calf, li.brary -llty!e, and c;·
pa.~e~, which is 11old · at ·
pnce of $5. · Sent by ma;il'
Trtblltti~o~. · Th:ere ·h:w,,
ru>Plioatioris for Mr. Ing:
His Brother," "The V111ion.
Baqq]let Tt>ll.llt," and· the
·~ L1ttle Hany .Miller'll G1
been priute•l on heavy. tvn
miuated bvrder, a.nd·tn la.1'
ble for framing, and the f<C. ·
. , to any addreijS, fvr 50ots, oi

Prose Poems and Sel
. It is
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Address THE THUTH SEEKER CO.,, .. ··
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33 Olintvu Place, New York;)'
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The Uusts or Voltaire. .,aine, and
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Cabinet size; true to
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SHOPPEL'IS
S.
• (Just Publtsltea, Jul!J 1. 1886) OONTAINS: .
For Rll]fl at tbjs ntt~".
A colortd frontispiece showmg the moderll styl~
of pa.intrn_g.
·
FRJU~TII.OIJGUT 1\0Vf:t
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn an c'
colored,
to
supply
a.ll
the
neccessa.ry
for
TC!u~ H eatht>ns'ofcthe Hl'a1 h. · A finely constrncting.a. model house, with pla.m pieces
aireotione

·. Pti~~ au:~oo. '
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written Radical romance. Bf Wm. MeDon nell1
BY"LEWIS C. JANEi.
author of .Exeter Ha.ll, Fami-ly Oreeds, Day or
This
book.trea;ts
of
the
natural
ev!,)!ution
of
the
Rest,
etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. ·paper,
life, price1, $1.50 each. EY.ery admirer of these
reliJ;I'ion, its historical antecedents in
. apostlell vi Religious-Liberty 11hotild ha.v them. Christian
90 cents; cloth. $1.~5.
·
Pa.lestlllia.n ·Ju<la.ism and Roma;n Pa.l{a.Bism ; inPhuto~raphs of .t "olon~l · lng.. rsoll. vestigates the history of the founder of Christian- Fimily er~:~t'd"4. By William ~cDon·
Superb DGvtogra.phs1 22128, $5; pa.ne1, 10Mxl7, ity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of
nell, author of "Exeter Ha.ll. 11 P:nce, cloth.
$1.25; paper, 75 cents. .
. ·
$8; boudou·, $1; cabmet. 40 cents: card, 20 eta. tlie New Te11ta.ment; shows that the true story of
the
Man
Jesus,
and
his
gennin
teachings
a.r4!
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
depa.ra.ble from the later legendary accretions. E~P.ter·Hall. "One of the most excitwhich ha.v confounded him with the mythical
rng romances .of the da.y.A Price, paper, 60
Ohrist1 and traces . the natural . development of
Practical Experience with Poultry.
cents; cloth, 80 cents.
dogma.
and
ecclesiastical
rnstitutions.
Christian
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. Tbis is a; ilttle book- Complete references &nil ftill rndex. 820pp. Bvo, N'lthaniP.I Vaughan. Priest and 1\oian.
a pamphlet of 32 'VPil-tilled pages. coMting only cloth,
A Radical novel of marked a.bilit,y. Egua.J to
gilt top. Price $1.50.
"a qna.rter," but a• fttll of meat a.s an egll'. £tis
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Ma.cdon·Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Wcllill.'l.lle•! ",practical," fnr we find ncithmg un404 pages. $1.211.
.
ald.
IPraotJcal m Jt. Henx, dllcks, geese,;;;;.:-ud turkeys·
.are particul>wly disonssed and the1r ecvnomicJ
Tltp,
Ontrast. A deep, finely written
· A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
breei!uu:f and keepinl{ treated of. ·rhere are ma.uy
Radical story. FrCJm the London edit1on. By
OJ!'
,practical hints R.hout kPepiug ponltry on a large
Willwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
•Scale, and, al,l in R.ll, it i~ a. very usefUl a.ddit1vn to
30 cents.
.the poultry iiterR.tm·e of thP ilfw.
.
All in a Lift-time. A Romance. By
Oil TllB
TRU rH SEEKER Office,
'
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great cha.nu of
Fi:rst Ten Dec•ules of· Our Era.
~3 O!int.on Place, New York.
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
BY
personages are those one meets with in comDANIEL 11{, TREJ)WELL.
mon life, and are portrayed with a. vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prep&red to exDesigned to show upoj:t the authority of History
pect to find, m· such a. m&rked defl:ree, even
that Apollonili.~ Of Tya.na. pel"fonued miracles and
from
so gi,fted a. pen a.s that of Miss Wixon,
owoke'
wise
sayings
equal
to
tho1111
attributed
to
An Examination of the Tariff Qitestion with Jesus Christ. 850pp., octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
Especial Hegard to tile Interest!! of Labor,
most
readers
in the 'Freethoug_ht ranks.'· P:l'ice,
SCJld a.t THE TRU~H SEEKER office;
$1,50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
.
B'( •H NRY OEORCE

A.POLONIU3 Q-E' TYANA,

Prott'ctiou or Free Trade

In this boolt the author designs t~ show that
beneficial ·rmmlts would follow the abolition
of all tariffs on importations.
Octavo, 360pp.; price, $1.50 .. ·

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
Dedicated to the clergy :

Arlrlre.Ks THE TltU'l'H SEEKER CO.

BOOKS o.N 1\lEIJit'AL A.~DSOVUL
SUB;JI<:CTS :, .
PLADr HOME TALK AND t~mDICAL OOM·
MON BENI:IE. By Dr. E. B. Fvor.e. In one hand·
so_me 1~mo vulnme, of n)"a.l'l!' 11000 'pages, ftilly
illttritrate•l. · Oloth, $.'U~-m :Eugtillb or Genua.n
A new oheap e<htion at only $UIO.
·
SCIENCE IN STORY; or,. Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Duotor, ».nt\Spou~ie, the Troublesome Monkey.
BY Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volume~, a.t $1 each, or $5
per 11et; or live volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE 1!iOUNG.
250 pR.ges, illuKtl·ated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story. "l 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health HintR and ReR.dy Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages..
By Dr. Fvote. 211 cents.
·
SANITARY-SOIENOE BERmS (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr, E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disea.~e." represent.ing the genu
theory, a.•l-voca.ting personal and public hyiiiene
and· oppt>Ning vaccination; "Health in the Sunbea.ln," cont~idering the IJlue-sdMs cure-of value
to SicK and well. By mail, 10 ceu ts each.
HEREDITY <BookH and Pamphlets). "TheLaw
of Hererlity," by Prof. Brooks, 8.~6 p_l\jtesl cloth
· bound, ~h. "Here<lityt" by Lorin!{___ Moony, 159
P:a.gell,'clvt 1 7!;cent>~: ' The Law vf Heredity," by
F. H. Mar>~n. 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
HumR.nSI'empera.tnentsz" with illustrations, by Dr.
E .. B. Foote, 10 "entK;' Generation -before Rel!'enera.tion" by Dr. E. B. Fonte, Jr. 10 cents; '~"Re.
ports of Oonventions and Parlor Meetin~K during
11!821" 10 cents; "Third. Annual Oonvent.ion of the
lns~itnte of Heredity,M~, 1883...1!:.10 o~>nta.
1-ddre~s .
Tat.r.1:H sEEU:Q.
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A BQOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .J'A.\IIES

P~RTO~

· This book ·contains 400 pages, plR.inly p1inted,
treR.ting of fort:y-~ix charR.OterR hi history who ha.v
helped the wor>d; ~ogether with eight .Portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commemlatron. · They
are standard.

Pric, ,

·. A.ddresa

·

11~25.

Tl%,!BP!fll
SEEKlilB.
fB v...-ton PJaoe, New York.

A do.uble-page picture contrasting science ant'
theology, showing how the one has labored fo1
hnma;n advancement, and how the other ha~
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cent~ :
twei),ty-five copies for $1; one hundred cvpies fo1
$3. We wish tliat the f1'1ends of Freethonght wotilr'
ilistribute thousands of these telling pictures.

'IHF. MODERN BA'LAAM.

.
BYROBEBTUADAM&
(Jloth, sus.
For Sale at this 0ffl0fl.

Showing the BaJa.am of modern times to be t.:L•
priests. It is a. splendid pictorial argument. Prir•
p~r dozen, 80 cen_ts; per bundred. Sl.M.

ORIGIN OF THE BIB LillA L MYTH A !)Pies of Hold.
By AUGUSTUS LE P:LONGEON.
illustrated.
Price, $2.00.
For Sale at thiR office.

l SHORT LESSON IN HlSTOBY.

Youth. Bx.Snsa.n H. Wixon. Without Super~ubslan&lated. by the Bible.
stition. 'l'he Only Illustrated FreethinKers'
BY
Children'& Story-Book ever i11sued. 66 ftill-pa.ge
0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.
and 25 smaller illustrations; large !;ype, heav:r
toned paper, broad ma;rgins, illuminated Price 10 <:c.nl ... I Pc•r Dozer>, $1.«1(1
.
covers; 4~o. 224.PP··· bds.• $1.25.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
83 Olinton Place. New YorJ;.
the Rightwa.y Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale a.t this office.
THE

SACRED MYSTERIES
A,JIIONG

CO-O~l!llATIVE BUILt·ING PLAN AS)O'N
191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.

CHRISTIANITY
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN,
The Story Hour. For Children and ! REWARD F 0 R CRIME.

Address TH]l. TRUq'H SEEKER CO.
.

THE:

From. Tradition to Reason.

.·,

H·. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.

for pnttrng them togoether.
·
· While the supplement affords both old and
younl( the ~reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a mnst practical lesson in Arch·
itecture ; a. perfect, scaleil model of one of our
most poptila.r designs, so exact that it is nseftil to
builders. ·
55 N~>w Design~ for Residences (costva.ryiny from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Design" for Barns.
1 New Design for n Chapel.
·
Drawings and description of a. model Kitchen
(by Mnl'ia. Parloa) and a pel'fect Oistern.
An Article on Villa. Park Associations.
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON RECEIPT OJ!' l'BICE, $1.
Address

·

A Story-Book for

CO~VE:NTIONAIJ

I.JE!io OF 01 U

t'he Youn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon,
CIVIIJIZ' TIOJW.
Second edition. Priee, $1.25. This very ex-cellent work for young masterrr and misses, has
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
passed through ·a. very large edition, and a.
SEVENTH EDITION.
second has been issued at a; redticAd price of
A most powerftilly written book.-P71tla. Recun•.
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
This Book is not a. Book! It ia a Deed l Rl!<l
photwn'a.ph of ·the author which adds. very those who oppose it· will prove that they fea.r H.much -to the value of the volume.
Vienna Ne•cs. P:lic~50 cE-nts.
Address T.I:U!i TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
T'te Youth's .Libt>rlll G:uid~. By
•
88 Clinton Pl .. New Yor\..
Prof. H. M. Kottinge.t\A.M. P:nce; $1.00. This
volume aims a.t the eauca.tion of youth in the
. principles of Freethought, a.t the same time
that it rnctilca.tes moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
•ro REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
· common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
.
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'

REPLY

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In-

By B. W. Lacy

vestigation. !Wvised Edition. This pamphlet
refers specifica.lly to 148 Bihle P,roposition~, A thOrough e:xpotlllre of the Ca.thoHo priest •
with numerous references and mta.tions, thal
SOJ>histry, nnfairnell8, and histor·
are contradicted rn tenus by the same number
ical misstatement.
of other proposition& in the aa.me book. Prioe
PrJ~. Cloth. U; Paper, GO «lt1D1a.
IOOSDW.
•.

800
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Jiltws of tJ

.j
)·.~

A.'lloNG the pass.enp:ers
which arrived last SatUJ
family of forty men;-wc
Tiley were Gustave· Plet
sons and their wive~.:ai
grandchildren. They lef

•

the clabns .of· the church,
i }een one of'heniftcence, and
,:·)urce of 'the advanced state
cifsts in tlie World to-day ! It.
,il its own name than hav all
'the world comhined,includ.; which· hRS been next to

·'

,,-D, M. BenneU. ·

NEw YoRK city ha.d
six inches of snow last
Sunday.

. A MIBAOLE is a violation
cif 'the liP.ws of nature, and
'as a 1lrm and· Uhalterahle
;1 experiillice~ Jias ~stahlished
:these l'aws,•the proof
.agaiilst a miracle, from the
very nature of the fact, is !as: entir~ _as. any.)!l<rgument
.{~;pm . expe,rien~, can pos; siblY be .imaldnlid. Why is
:it more:· than probable that
.all men must die; that lead
:cannot of itseli remain sus·'.pended in the air; that fire
:censumes .wood ·and is ex;tinguished by water; unless
.it he that these events are
'found agreeable to the laws
:of nature, and there is required a violation of these
Jaws, or, in other words, a
miracle, to prevent them 1
Nothing is esteemed a miracle if it ever happen in the
common course of natnre.
:IG iJi no. miracle that a man
'seemingly in good health
should die on a sudden, because such: a kind of death,
though more unusual than
any other, has ·yet been
fl'equerit}y observed to hap.
But .it is a miracle
that a d~B.il man should
.come to life; because that
has never-been observed in
any age or country, There
must, therefore; he a uniform experience against.
every miraculous event,
;otherwise the event would
not merit that appellation.

Two more fools ha.v
jumped from the Brooklyn bridge and stillliv •.
THE Rev. Mr. Halsey,
of thie city, took for his ·
text last Sunday " The :
Bl.unders of Christ."
PETER GREENLEAF, an
eccentric Boston miser, :
has died leaving Harvard ·
College nearly $500,000. ·
MRs. CLEVELAND was
in New York last week
doing some shopping.
The president is a little
twisted with rheumatism.
TBE discovery of silver
near Hot Springs, Ark.,
hus reproduced in that
viciuity the palmiest days
of Western mining e~
citement.

,,

pen.

THE Hon. George Zerubbabel Erwin, of St.
Lawrence county, N. Y.,
will introduce the woman
suffrage .·bill to the next ·
legislature.
IN the <'ase of the National Soldiers• Home
against General Butler
the jury found a verdict
for $16,537.50 against
General Butler.

-Ht!Jillll'B Essau on Mtracles.

----

B·o 0ktfo
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THE A!ltor Library in this city contains
some 220,000 volumes. At present the work
of making a catalog of these books is in hand.
at a. contemplated expense of $50 000.
. .,
'

THERE is talk of a Pacific ocean cable ·be- .

,

~lwught.

.

tween Vancouver s Island and Austraha..
The object is to connect Great Britain with
her Australian colonies by way of Cunada.

.,

THE grand jury sitting in Philadelphia has
found a true , bill of indictment against the
Rev. Walter :Messaros charging him with I
.
. .
·• < attPmptmg cnmmal assault upon Mrs. Mary
Coulston.
IN the Campbell 'VB. Campbell divorce suit
now being tried in London, the servants and
others last week gave testimony showing that
neither the lord nor his lady had any morals
to speak of.
A NEW trial has been denied to Janitor
Titus, of the Hackettstown Methodist Instic I
tute, found guilty of outraging and murdering '
Tillie Smith. The case will ·be laid before I
the Court of Errors and Appeals.
JIM CmiMINGs, the Missouri bandit who
robbed the Adams Express Company of a
large sum, writes to a St. J.. ouis paper that he
wil1 return $25.000 if they will let him go in
peace. He has grown weary, he says, of
being hunted.
TnE steamer Westernland, of Antwerp, encountered in her last passage a storm that came
near making a wreck of her. A huge wave
struck and crushed in the structure on deck
known as the turtle back, killing six men and
crippling a dozen others.
ST. PAuL's Methodist Episcopal church, in
Providence, wns completely gutted by fire
last Sunday. Loss, $10,000; insurance, $8,000. NicholaJ! B. McDuff, a fireman, had
his skull fractured by a fall from a ladder
and will die. Three other firemen were injured.
A PAMPllJ.ET has been published in Peru
which has created great excitement. It refers
to occurrences within the walls of the Merced
monastery, before which the PaU MaU Gazette disclosures, the Lima papers say, fade
into insignificance. The statements published
by the Lima press having been impugned, the
writers content themselvs by answering :
" The signatures of authorities respond for
us; the statements of surgeons corroborate
the facts, and, above all, the names of several Deputies to the Chambers are appended
to charges which hav not been answered."
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BmdB miracles are effects
!lontrary to the established
Jonstitntion of things, we
ue certain that they will
Jever be performed on triv..:al occasions.-T. H. Harne.
·.
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tion let the in~lligent student turn to the gospels
and read the accouni' of Christ's cnrsing the fig•
· . · & ... .. ~reebeca~e.!t~~r;.'ofrnit,bu.}.l,e!J:!;:';on.ly,"the ....
. .
····, - . . - .
~ '. ~
.
.
·: .
. foil'Tnnt. l>emg not yet. ~-~$-•Jid :tO bfll
_
.
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:
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•·
sendmg Peter to catch a fish m W1iose mouth be
.
_. · . •; ·
' · · ·:' ' · .'· ·- · :'i. i ~.:~ •
I shmild thida penny, More "trivial" occasions of
·
·
·
fXercising divine power iG would be difficult to
·
conce1ve. MiraclE's are nowadavd seldom appealed
This being
to, except by the very canatUe of P!lPular preachers
the time of year when friends bear testimony to their friendship by making -the verY gutter-snipes of theology-but, before
Hume's time, miracles and prophecy were the pilpresents, we respectfully call the attention of Freethinkers to the following
list of books which are eminently fit for Christmas a.nd New
Jars on which the temple of f'hristianity rested.
Other religions as well as the Jewish and ChrisYear's presents. At the head of the list stands
tian appeal to miracles, and t~ey are quite as well
attested as those that we read m the Old and New
PROSE POEMS AND SELECTIONS. By R.oBERT G. INGERSOLL. The Testaments.-Hyla:c.l
work is desi~ned for and will be accepted by admiring friends as a rare perBY some we are told that the soul is immaterial,
sonal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine steel portrait, with and that, by reason of 1ts immateriality, it cannot.
autograph fac-simile, bas been prepared e@pecially for it. Price, in silk dte, How can human beings, profes8ing to hav
cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, cultivated their understandings, be content toreelegant library style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitly fine, Fpect, and rest in, such wretched inanities as.
$7.50; in full tree calf, highest possible style and finish, $9. " Prose these, at best but the convulsivflounderings of an
PoPms" is the book for one heretic to present to another:--But to do good intellect out of its d~pth, deluding itself into the
as well as confer pleasure, Liberals can place upon the Christmas table of belief that it has grasped an idea when it has only
their Christian friends
.
got hold of a word? That the immaterial must,
of necessity, be immm·tal seems to us an unmeanassertion in a matter of which we know absoINGEHSOrJL'S LECTURES COMPLETE. Bound in one volume, half ing
nothing. Of the nature of the soul science
calf, library style, and containing over 1,300 pages, wh;ch is sold at the lutely
has taught us indeed little-far too little to allow
exceedingly low price of $5.--For a present to a Christian lady (and Chris- us
to decide and dogmatize-but honesty must adtian gentlemen can profit by it as well) no boek c{ln be more appropriate than
mit that the little it has taught us all points to an
oppo8it conclusion. Alas! for the spirit's immorMEN, WOMEN, AND GODS. By HELEN H. GARDENER. Introduction by tal trust, if it rtsted on such scholastic trivial ties•
RuBERT G. INGERSOLL. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents. This edition is re- as these !-Gt·eu·s C1·eea oJ Christenaom.
vised and enlarged, and handsomely bound.
IN revelation, technically so-called, revelation
The following novels and romances are all Freethought works, inculcating truths, and confirmed by historical miracles, Carlyle was unable to believe-he felt himself forbidden to be
are handsomely bound :
lieve by the light which was in him. In other ages
men had seen miracles when there were none, and
NATHANIEL VAUGHAN, PRIEST AND.MAN. By FREDERIKA MAc- had related them in perfect good faith in their
eaJlerness to realize the d1vine presence in the
DONALD. Price $1.25.
world. They di I not know enough of nature to
be ou their guard against alleged suspensions of
MARTYRDOM OF MAN. By WINWOOD READE. Price $1.75.
its uuvar:rin!l' order. To Carlyle the universe was
itself
a miracle, and all its phenomena were
TH}~ STORY HOUR. For the children. By Miss SusAN H. WIXoN. Price
equa'ly in themselves Incomprehensible. But the
$1.00.
special miraculous occurrences of sacred history
were not credible to him.. "It is as certain as
VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES. Cloth, $2.00; half calf or half morocco, $4. mathematics,"
he said to me late in his own life,
no such thing ever has been or can be."APPLES OF GOLD. For the children. By Miss SusAN H. WIXoN. Price "that
Frouae•s Cartvte.
$1.25.
AND why even of yourselvs judge ye not what
ALL IN A LIFETIME. By Mrss SusAN H WIXoN. Price $1.25.
is right ?-Jesu6.
IN the massacre of St. Bartholomew five thouTHE DAWNING. A Labor Reform novel. Price $1.50.
sand Parisians of all ranks were murdet·ed.
CAPTAINS 01!' INDUSTRY. For the Boys. By JAMES PARTON. With Within the whole kingdom the number of victims
Portraits. Price $1.25.
was variously estimated at from twent:r-five thou
sand to one hundred thousand. The heart of
Protestant Europe, for an instant, stood still with
Romances are more specially in keeping with the season (Christmas is a pagan romance), · horror. The queen of England put on mourning
weeds, and spurned the apolog~es of the French
but the foregoing list includes books containing a great deal of fact.
envoy with contempt. At Rome, on the contrary,
the news of the massacre created a joy beyond de-oscription. Tl.te pope, accompanied by his cardinals,
went solemnly to the church of St. Mark to render
IF THE LIST IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY EXTENSIV, SEND FOR A CATALOG.
thanks to God for the grace thus singularly
youchsafed to the Holy Bee and to all ChristenThese books ~oiU be sent by maU postpaid. Address
dum, and a Te Deum was performed in presence of
1the same august assemblage.-Mottev•s Rtse Of the
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 83 Clinton .Place, New York.
DutcnRepubUc.
-
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A

l!Jotts and Ullippinns.
A CATHOLIO paper says that the Freemasons
of Italy hav resolved to use all their influence
with the deputie8 on the left to hav the first
article of the statutes rep~ale d. The article
alluded to is one declaring that the Roman
Catholic and Apostolic church shall be the
religion of the kingdom.
'}'HE largest number of Chinese employed at
:~~;ny one place on the Eastern slope are employed in Casebolt's laundry in Belleville, on
the outskirts of Newark. District No. 51 of
the Knights of Labor hav entered into an
agreement with Mr. Casebolt to supply him
with white laborers, and the latter has agreed
to take them on in place of the .Chinamen.
THOSE abuses of the freedom of speech are
the exercises of liberty. They ought to be
repressed, but to whom dare we commit the
care of doing it? An evil magistrate, intrusted wjth power to purdslt for words, would
be armed with a weapon the most destructiv
and terrible. Under preten~e of pruning off
the exuberant branches, he would be apt to
destroy the tree.-Benjamin Franklin.
THE first person that Mr. Mohini Chatterji,
the celebrated Buddhist philosopher, called
upon when. he reached this country, says the
Sun, was Laura C. Holloway, who. .is deeply
interested in Buddhism. She lives in Brooklyn, and it is at her house that Miss Rose
Elizabeth Cleveland often stops when she
. com~s in from the country. Mrs. Holloway
, is a well-to-do woman, an authoress of note.
, a bright and well-informed conversationalist,
,and a Freethinker.
'
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LESSON.

THE Savannah News says that Sam Jones . great and happy by the know:ledge of the true
has a brother who is preaching in the north 7 God and Jesus Christ." The president does
ern part of Georgia. He tries to outdo his not pretend that this is even a message from
brother in the use of vigorous· language, and the queen •. Thus do pious stories grow I
is said to employ a dialect that will almost
THE Rev. H. R. Haweis has made a sensatake the bark of· a. hickory tree. Decorating tion in London by a sermon preached a week
a hickory tree is "not much of an elocutionary !Iince, in which he denounced the church at
job, but separating a Georgian from his sin large for its bigotry, ridiculed the idea of
requires real fervent use of the maxilla~.
apostolic succession, declared that he didn't
WE are half a mind to begin to write a believe a word of the Athanasian creed, and
story that may never end, founded on facts expressed himself as only lukewarm in his
that are ever obvious. Hippodromus, taking adhesion tp the Thirty-nme Articles of faith.
his morning walk in the streets of Lucignano, Mr. Haweis's audience sat aghast at the succomes upon Theodectes, a laborer, and says cession of heresies hurled at ttem by the
to him : '' Why are you always at work ?" preacher.
Theodectes answers : " I am always at work
A MOST startling statement, and most monto get money to buy food to giv me strength strous if true, is. that at Portree a child has
to do more work that I may get more money been distrained on; or poinded., as the Scotch
to buy more food to get more strength to do·· term the seizure for arrears of rent. Aithough
more work to get more money to buy more this is on the property of, and for rent due to,
food to get more strength to do more work to Lord Macdonald, it is not sugges~ed th(tt he
get more money to buy-" This is the begin- is to· blame, blit the Scotch sheriff's officer
ning of the story without end, and the facts who poinded the child "for sale" must hav
on which it is founded, they are without end strange notions of landlord's rights, and it is
also.- Winsted Press.
hardly wonderful that there is '' much indigAN interesting fable has long been in circu- nation amongst the Highlanders."-National
lation that the queen presented a Bible to an Reformer.
African chief, saying to him that it was " the
MR. ALBERT WoRRELL, who livs in an old
source of England's greatness." A picture house in Campbell county, Va., a few days
of the presentation of the Bible by the queen since found behind a loosened mantelpiece an
to the savage was actually published. Mrs. old newspaper, the Boston Gautte of March
Bes.ant has exploded the fable. An African 12, 1770,- which had on it in pencil the name
chief sent a present to the queen, and the ·of Thomas Jefferson. At that time .M:r:
queen directed the president of the Church 'Jefferson owned lands in Campbell, and often
Missionary Society .to write to him and thank visited the neighborhood. It is probable that
him and send him two Bibles. There was no he was a lilubscriber to the paper, and loaned
p~es~ntation, no saying. The whole fable has thiii! copy to one of his n~ighbors. It contains
growri up out of a phrase used by the presi" several protests by public meetings against
dent in his letter: ".England has become the purchase by the people of tea and other

importations of British goods, also a long aecount of the killing of certain citizens .by
Bdtish soldiers.-Baltimore .American.
.JuDGE DEMING, of the New Haven, Conn.,
City Court, gave a decision last week in the
ease of the state against Albert 0. Norton, a
clothing merchant, who offered to purchasers
of his goods a lot of prizes to be given to
tl~ose persons making the most correct guesses
at the number of seeds in a big pumpkin.
This, it was claimed, was contrary to law,
and the case excited much interest because
has not been a fair given in the state for years.
the manager of which. has not done just what
Mr. Norton did, or something like it .. Judge
Deming found Norton guilty, and sentenced
him to pay $50 fine. A'n appeal was taken to.
the Superior Court;
THE French hav encountered the difficulty
that troubles this country in the matter of religious instruction in. the public schools, but
they seem to be making more _rapid _progress
in the direction of solving the problem; The
law respecting primary education recently
passed by the French Assembly had already
been voted by that body at the last session,
and was returned by the Senate for the modification of sundry articles. The chief point
of the law is its enforcement of absolute secularity of instruction. Renee it is, of course,
bitterly opposed by the Monarchists and Ultramontanes, who denounce it with floods of
adjective like "odious," "abominable,"
"blasphemous," and the like. But the purely
secular primary school is the only ·onewhich
can, under national support, gather in representative of all classes of French youth, and
·there is every probability that the measure
will soon become a law.-0/tristian at Work.
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The Fathers. of Our Republic.

ln hi

FRANKLIN.

·
s autobiography, Franklin says :
Some books against Deism fell into my hands. they were
said to be the substance of the sermons preached at Baylis's
lectures. It happened that they wrought an effect on me
quite contrary to what was intended by them. For the argumep.ts of the Deists, which w:ere qu9ted, to be.refuted, appeared to me to be much stronger than the refutation. In
short, 1 soon became a thwough Deist (Autobiography, p.166)..
This oc.ci.rrred when h~ was _quite young, and there
is no evidence that h1s opmions underwent any
material change afterward.
·
Franklin's biographer, Parton; says:
. .
.
... .
-I n conversatiOn with familiar friends he·. called himself a
Deist or Theist (Life of Franklin, vol. i, p. 319). ·. • _ . · ··
He escaped the theology of ·terror and· became·forever·in"
capable of worshiping a jealous, revengeful,· and vbi.dictiv
God (Ibid, P· 71).
·
··
At the age Of el'ghty-four, J'nst. pre·Vl·ous .to.. his
de9:th, in reply to in_quiries concerning .his -religious
belief from the president of Yale College, he wrote ·as
follows :
?ere is my creed : I believe in one. God, the creator of the
U mverse.
Th at he governs I't by h'Is proVI'dence. That.he
ought to be worshiped. That the most ·aceeptable··service
we render him is doing good to hi's other 'chi'l"'"'en.
-That
ur
the soul of man is imm_ ortal, and will be tre'a'ted WI't.h. J'usti'c·e
in another life respecting its conduct in this:.
This is pure Deism. Paine and Voltaire weuld
b
dil
av rea y subscribed to every one of :the above,_siiarticles of faith. Compare the creed of Franklin
· ..
.
with the creed of Paine. -.
It is not improbable that Franklin had much 'to. do:
with shaping the Deistic belief of Paine. Parton
says:
Paine was a reside:nt of Philadelphia, a fiequenter of Franklin's house, and was as well aware as -we are of Dr. Franklin's religious opinions (Life of Franklin, vol, ii, p. 558).
F
h lf
t
h
or near1y a a cen ury t ere has been a story
afloat to the effect that Franklin attempted to dissua:de Paine from publishing _his "A$e of .Reason.''
This canard, under the caption of "Don't Unchain
the Tiger;'' was published by th.e American Tract
Society, an institution that enjoys the unenviable
reputation of having disseminated more tmadulterated falsehoods than any other publishing house in
.
T
l
.
o proper y appreciate this story it is
Am erwa.
only ·necessary to recall· the fact that· Franklin had
been dead three years before a page of Paine's work
, was written. Upon this and his, motion for prayers
in the Constitutional Convent1"on 1·s based the Chris
'
'
tian piety of Franklin Regarding
the latter
't 's· ·
'1 1
only necessary to· remark that· it was in harmony
. with the second and-thirdarticles of his Deistic or.eed.
D
F
kl'
d D p . tl..
. .
r.
ran m an
r. nes ey were intimate
friends Of Franklin Pn'estley wn'tes ·
·
'
·
·
ch t 0 b. 1 · t d th t
f F kl' ,
It IS
JI1U
e amen e
a a man o ran m s genera1
good character and great influence should hav been an unbeliever in Christianity, and also liav done as much as he did
to make others unbelievers" (Priestli3y!sA:Utobiography,p.60).
This great man was himself denounced as an Inc
fidel. He was a Unitarian of the most advanced
type, and wa~ mobb~d and. d?ven from _England on·
account of h1s heretical opmwns and his sympathy
T-fid el't
w1'th th e F reneh R evol u t'10~. F rankl'm ' s ..LU
1y
must bav been of a very radi?al character to hav provoked the censures of Dr. Pnestley.
While in France, Franklin consorted chiefly with
Freethinkers, among whom were Mirabeau, D'Holbach, D'Alembert, Bu:ffo:ri, and Condorcet. Respect. ing his religious belief, Parton classes him with
Goethe, Schiller, Voltaire, Hume, and· J e:fferson, and
says they would all hav belonged to the saine church.
Franklin and Voltaire, a few months pefore the
death of the'latter, met for the first time at a ,theater
in Paris. On being introduced, they cordially shook
hands. But this was not enough. Each thEm
· clasped the other in his arms, and for a moment held
him in an affectionate embrace. It was not a mere
formal meeting between two aged philosophers; a
deeper significance attached to the intere_sting scene.
It was the spont~eous outburst of kindred feelll:)g.s
and a common fruth. It was the Deism of the New
W orld, through its most illustrious representativ, saluting that of the Old.
.
.
In regar d to the B1ble, Franklin, lik~ other Free~
thi:gkers, admired some portions of it and condemned
other parts of it. He asserts that "there are several
things in the Old Testament impossible-to be given
by divine inspiration.'' For the amusement of his
friends, he often caricatured the Bible by taking it
up, and, pretending to read from it, extemporized in
a ludicrous manner as he went along. .
..
The character of Jesus he extolled, but in regard
to his divinity he declared himself a skeptic.
.
In a letter to the Rev. George Whitefield, written
in 1753, we hav his opinion of Christianity:
The faith you mention has doubtless its use in the· world.
I do not desire to see it diminished, nor would I desire to
lessen it in any way.; but I wish it W!!re more productiv of
good works than I hav generally seenit. I mean real good
.works, works of kindness, charity, mercy, and_ public spirit,
not holy-day keeping, sermon' hearing and reading, performing church ceremonies, or making long prayers, filled
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With flatteries and cmppliinents, despised. even oy wis,e m~ni
and mu,ch les~r'capable of plef!-sing the 9-eity. :.
· ,· · .. ·

. 'WTiri~t- gthtot his dsisterkiri 17 58, he .says:

•

:.An Orthodox
.~- ir.

Frau~. ~ .: .. -:'.·:

:Whil~. G~tholicism originated thi~: scheme of salva~
largely· the work _ of_· St. Augustine,
·
Protestarl.tism a~cepted• ·it; ··and has· for nearly .five
'hundred years directed all its forces to sustain and
propagate the. fraud. It is singular that educated,
intelligent men-men of science and philosophycould allow themselvs to be duped, imposed upon,
and made the champions and defenders of this myth·
· ·· ·
· ical, fabulous scheme called Christianity. Now that
Franklin believed in a future state of existence, but the revisers of the New T(;lstament tell us there were
his conception of immortality-was that ofthe ..Deist
personages or characters :called Christ, or Lord, or
and not of the Christian. In his letter to Whitefield, Savior, or Belial, in the first or older copies of .that
previously alluded to, he says:
_
. . volume, .they .hav openly admitted the fo.rgery of
J3y·heaven we ilr;'derstan.d a state of happ~ess; infinit·in these names by ~he church, f!.D.d that on this forgery
degree and eternal m duratwn.. _I can-do nothmg to deserve the whole system or scheme is built. The earlier
su~h a reward. He·that,·for givm~- a.~raught·9l--wa~!l:t>~~ •di . l
·f ll
. fJ
d h'
h'
-·
t~~rsty pet:son, showd;e~pe~t- to beipaid 1iVith a ·gooq 'J)lR!l~':', :· s~1p _es or Q ow~I s o esus an
IS _teac mgs, the
bon, would ·be.modest m·his dcmands'compai.'ed-with'thOse' Ebwmtes, his Jew1sh converts and then· descendants
who think they·(lesei'ye he~ven:for'the·little good'theydo:oj]., ofPalestine discarded the mira,culous character the
earth; ·: · ·. ·. for.my·part;'~ liavnOt't~e;-v~Dity;to.t)~li~~;~ Greek write~·s gave to Jesus .in what was originally
deserve
· 1t,
· the
· · ·folly
-- to· expect,•or
· · - · ·. · the
. ambition.
·· -. · to-deSire
- : · . - -It·•
·. ·..·,__,. wn'tten .of h'rm b y men wh o never saw or h eard h'1m.
In a letter t~ Mr!!:·?!Wt~dge, he o})serves·_: .
, What they wrote of hearsay and tradition was com. With regf!-r(l to future bliss, I 'carinot•help imagining that• piled some one hundred and ~ty years afte1· it is.
mUltitudes of -the zealously ortll:odox of different sects; whO claimed he was crucified.
·
at the last ~ay- ffi.ay.fio~k .tog~tli~r ''in~ libpe~~of- -!te~_iilg•_each
These writings were the original gospels -a.-:00 they
other damned, will·be•disappomted, &nd obhgedct_o·restcon~
b·
d·f
·f. h
· ' h
·
teni with their own salvation:.
.·
purport to e a recor o some o t e thmgs e srod
·
,,.
d did B t th h d
d 'fi d
0 f th
· ex
· trac
·. t.f
· l e tter·..."-o J·are·_a··'1'·nger7:
· an ..·. " · Eu liey
ese
·Th e f ollowmg
... rom•.a
h Ta t·none t
· el f eth names
·
.soll ·wn··tten. m
. ·1762
....·. ·h ow
. •···H··.
·. • ·a ·a·. th
m;our.
ng
s · est amen
'nor 'b
none
·
sh ows
· e _.-c
reg'!¥'
e · - e -now
th
t
th
d to hi e mrraso
1
Chrlstian· Sabbath:. .' . .
. · : . . · . ·.. _.. " . . c e.s or. auma urg~c ac s ere !l'scn e ? m:
· · ·· · · · ·
·
·· ·
· · · ·· •· · th~ reVIsers, tell us they hav discovered m the1r re!'¢ben I tiav~led in: FlaJJ:d~rs, ~-thought _of, ydui' ·.ex<iessivly• searches, and in. the Companion they say: " The
stnct observation ·of Su1lday, and that a;man:~could•hardly G k
d ,
h' h
1
·
· 1
travel on that day among', you upon'lii~ ;lawful."E)CQasiop.s
ree wor repas, W 10 proper Y means m1rac e,
without ~aznrd of p:Unis~ei:It, whi).e wheye·:J;wa!i'everyone occurs but three times in the gospels, and never with
traveled,·if he pleased, or diverted ·hrmself many other way; referen~;Je to ,the works which Christ performed.'~
and iri the afternoon both high a)ld'low -w.erit.:to the play: or Yet they hav retained in their revision th.ese miracles,
the·opera, where there was -pleiity:of.si)igiilg/fiddlihg, and· as though Jesus had really performed them, wh_ en
dancing •. : I looked liround·· for•G:>d's-judgment&;'b'llt; 'saw -no
signs of them. The cities were' well built :and<.ful:lvf. ·mhab"- thEly say th«;~y never occurred, according to the Greek
itants, the markets filled ·With' plenty',ithe p~9:Ple-weil'favored" text.· .. Then these miracles are forgeries, pu:t there
and ~ell clothed, th., nt:Jdir.. well •tilled;' ·the·:Ca.tt!e rfa;t·:an:d · to make us b~lieve. that Jesus was a god or .supernatstrong;_ the fences, houses, and whidow's allin·Tepair:,:,a,n(]. n_o ural being, and as such capable of performing the
''old tenor," anywhere in t.he.couritty,-wh_i~h~wolild~a~(l.oj}e miracle of redeeming us from sin, and savin_g our·
almost suspect that the de1tywas not so angry.at . that·{)fi;ense
as a New England justice.
souls from sheol. With these supernatural personIn a letter to Dr. Price he has this to say of relig- ages invented, with the miracles they performed at
ions tests:
hand, all the requ,isits were furnished to build up our
I think they were invented, not so much to secure religion faith, our system of religion, called Christianity.
itself as the emoluments of it. WMn a religion is good,-I
The first book ever printed was the Bible, in the
conceive it will support itself; and when it does not support _year 1452, and in the Latin, then called the Vulgat~.
itself, and God does not take care .to support it, so that .. its Th B'bl h d 1
b
d · th
t
h
h
professors ate obliged to call for help of "the civil power, 'tis
e 1 e a ong een use m e wes ern e nrc
a sign, I apprehend, of its being a bad one.
_ -· _ :in manuscript copies, and only in the Latin. The
The above was written in 1780_ . It is as true to- ·Greek language was very imperfectly known to theday as it wasca_ century. ago, arid I respectfully. ·com- :ologians.
.
.
.
A Spanish .car_dinal__ a_ttempted to furnish a copy·· "f
mend it to the prayerful consideration of those pious: :,the New Testam.-e_nt in
"'
___ Gre_ ek, which was pr_inted i_n
fanatics who, under the mask of temperance and
th
f
d
.
t0 h
li. .
:1520. Erasmus, though encumbered by other liter0
er re onns, are en eavormg
av re gwus tests ro·y labors, prepared in the short s.pace of ten months
incorporated into our national Constitution.
·;
'an-_edi_'tion o_f thee Gre_ek New Testam_ent, which was.
Clerical conceit and arrogance receive the followprinted in 1.516. He issued five editions, makin'g
ing merited rebuke from his pen : ·
several hundred changes.
.
_.
Nowadays we hav scarcely a little parson that does not
·
think it the duty of every man within his reach to sit under
Robert. Stephens followed Erasmus closely in· an
his petty ministration, and that whoever omits this offends edition, adhering to his text, when opposed to the
God. .T() such I wish more humility,
.
authority of all the manuscripts, and published his
On one occasion, when Whitefield visited this conn- fourth edition in 1551.. In this edition, for the first
try, he wrote to Franklin, stating that the friend with time, the New Testament is divided into verses, an
whoin he expected to lodge in Philadelphia had left invention of Stephens. Stephens made the first colth 't
F nklin
t all
d d ·h'
lection of various readings, amounting to 2,194.
e Cl y.
ra
very naReferring
ur y tentoere
Im the
B eza, th e R eformer or p rot es t an t , ed't
hospitalities
of his home.
Whitefield's
1 ed a copy of
acceptance he writes:
the Greek Testament, .and published five editions,
'
which· were based throughout on the text' of SteHe replied that, if I made that offer for Christ's sake,· I . phens. His last edition was in 1598.
should not miss of a reward. And ·I returned, "Don't let me
The revisers tell us all these Greek_ c.opies, so difbe mistaken; it was not for OMist'B s'l.ke, but for your sake."
One of our common acquaintaJ;J.ce jocosely remarked that, ferent among themselvs, and in their numerous ediknowing it to be the custom of the saints, when they received -tions, "?egan with Erasmus., whose resources were
any favor, to shift the burden of the obligation from off their meager mdeed, and that even the materials he had
own shoulders and place it in heaven, 1 had contrived to fix were not fully utilized.'' He said himself that his
it on earth.
first edition "was rather tumbled into the world than
At the age of eighty, in a letter to Mr. Vaughn,·of edited.''· ,
England, he paid·the following tribute to the characErasmus copied ·in his edition from some cursiv
ter of heretics;
manuscripts of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
Remember me affectionately to good Dr. Price, and to the all sp~rious copies. "He had thus no documentary
honest heretic, Dr. Priestley. I do riot mill him holiest by way matenals for publishing, a complete edition of th13
of distinction, for I think all the hereticS I hav· known ·hav Greek Testament," say the revisers., They also say
been virtuous men. They hav the virtue of fortitude, or they that in the Greek text, from which our authorized
could not ve1;1ture to ,own their heresy ;- and they cannot
afford to be deficient in any of the other virtues, as that version now in common use was formed, there .are
would giv advantage to their many enemies; and they hav many words conjecturally re-translated from the Vulnot, like orthodox sinners, such·a number of friends to excuse gate, "for which no authority can be pleaded, but
or· justify them. Do not, however, mistake me. It. is not which are entirely due to the learning and imamnafE
, S h
o·
to my good friend's . heresy that I impute ·his honesty. On ·
the contrary, 'tis his. honesty that brought upon him the twn o rasmus.
c olars hav been unable to ascharacter of a heretic.
certain how, and from what sources,_ and what maimSuch were the religious opinions of Franklin. The sct?--pts, ]]rasml,ls pretended to form his copy; but it
Christian may, with Dr. Priestly, lament that this must hav been, from the internal evidence of its
learned man "should hav been an unbeliever in spuriousness, some modern and not well kE10wn copy
Christianity;" but, notwithstanding his lamentations, or copies.
.
.
the fact remains. He may distort it,-but· he cannot
The revisers tell us that Stephens and Beza left
disprove it. As Dr. Wilson -said of Washington, so the text substantially, if not quite, verbatim as they
must it be said of Franklin-"He was a Deist,-and had received it from Erasmus. They knew ~f no old
nothing more.''
JoHN E. REMSBURG.
copies, and did not care to know or use any but the
most corrupted l~tter copies then in use,
MR. BuTLA:ND, who -has left a munificent bequest to the
The" Companion" says: "In these circumstances
Toronto Hospitlll, :was a pronounced Secularist, and .his vir- can it be wondered at that vast multitudes of changes
tues will be cited as a proof that excellence of character may .will be found in the revised English version, oWing
exist without religious belief. But who can doubt this? . to an a_mended text? When we trace, as has
· . . It [the skeptiCism that now prevails] is a serious b
b fl. d
th
t
f
E
h
skepticism, the grounds for which, even those who do not · ~en ne Y one,
e pru·en age 0 our nglis.
share it; if they -are in~tructed and open-minded, can olnytoo J;bble, and when we see on what a slender basis of
well understand.-Twonto Week.
authority it rests, we might well fear that the altera.
. s PI y a. goo ·wor s, 'among some sorts of people are
so little valued; and good "Words adll).ii:ed · in-.their. stead.·· I
mean seemingly pious discourses, instead of humane, benevolent actions. These they almost put out of countenance by
calling morality, 1·otten morality; righteousness, 'ragged
ri_ghteousness, and even filthy 'rags, and when you· mention
v-Irtue, pucker up their noses; at the same .time that they
eagerly snuff u:p an empty, canting hararig, as if it were a
posy of the choicest Jlowers.
· . · .- ·
· ·
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tions'requiring to be made in the Bible with which ness to accept the principles and cooperate in the work of city where the Catholic population is mainly located, and
we hav all our days been familiar, should be of the the National Reform Association. Two additional district that the city is not subdiVIded into districts, but parents are
secret]lries, from branches of the church not heretofore rep- permitted to select any school, of a proper grade, they mny
most revolutionary character."
resented in its working force, stand ready to enter the field desire their children to attend, provided a vacancy exists in
After telling us that the names Christ, Belial, Lord, in September next. They undertake the work upon condi- the particular room, the pupils in tbese rooms are largely of
God, and Savior, as representing personalities, should tions which argue, on their part, the highest measure of zeal Catholic parentage, though more or less pupils of Protestant
never hav been translated and in the Bible as such and courage and faith. All the other secretaries will be em- descent always attend; but no complaint of denominational
or practice has ever been made to the school auand that Jesus never performed those n:iiracles at: ployed in new territory throughout the year. The National ·influence
Reform Association is enrolling nearly a hundred volun.teer thorities. The teachers hav always been examined, emtributed to him, and of innumerable mistranslations lecturers, who will undertake to deliver each a certain num- ployed, and discharged, and all matters concerning these
interpolations, omissions, and gross perversions, ~ ber of volunteer addresses during the year. They, and the scHools acted upon, by the board of its own motion; and
consequence of a misuse or indiscriminate use of the friends who arrange for them, will not wait for the coming without suggestions from or consultation with the owners of
moods and tenses of verbs, and of the articles, pro- of the secretaries, but will hold themselvs pledged to keep the buildings, or any one representing- them.
"All the teachers employed in these schools are underthe cause alive in their own localities, and to carry it steadily
nouns, and prepositions, often making the text state into
stood to be of Catholic affiliations, but they hav been selected
new territory.
positiv falsehoods, impossibilities, absurdities, and
by the board in the exercise of an untrammeled judgment,
the commissioners having deemed it proper to do so. Two
nonsense, all of which they own and hav pointed out
THE SCHOOL QUESTION AGAIN,·
of the teachers in one school and three in the other are Sisin examples to the reader-they tell us that, after all
· From the Iowa Messenger <catholtc).
ters of Charity. They are women of high scholastic attaintheir vast labor for ten years, and the many slight
It is only a question of time, and that short·, until the Prot- ments, and their school work has been very satisfactory ; .
changes they hav made in the 1·evision, "no doc- estant pulpits will cease protesting against Catholicity, and, they wear the dress of their society, but are known by their
trin in the faith is in the slightest degree affected." with us, join hands in attacking the common enemy of Chris- baptismal names, which they use in all communications to
"The Bible remains for all practical purposes totally tianity that is fast decimating the Christian ranks and sowing the board. The members of this society are ladies of Catholic
seeds of Infidelity that future generations will liv to lament. faith specially educated as teachers and to ai<l. in works of
unaffected."
Quite a number of eminent divines and college professors of charity ; they are not nuns, and differ much from them ; the
Owning that they have m·ade no material changes, the denominations hav already awakened to the imminent vows of the nun are perpetual, and thereby her life is devoted
having left all these personifications and miracles danger that is ruthlessly threatening the pillars of the ChriS- to the exclusiv service and advancement of the church, while
which they hav pronpunced false, with most of the tian household and hav displayed their convictions to the the obligations of the sister are of a temporary character covpublic, in language both plain and strong, that our present ering but a year, when the member may, at her option, renew
other error!', in the text, they proceed to stultify them- free
school system is throwing out a class of Atheists, believ- them for another year, or honorably and freely retire from
selva and their readers as follows: "No suspicion ing in no God, no law, but in their own ambitions, which are membership. Many changes of teachers hav been made by
need in future haurit them that the scriptural truths sufficiently large to desire the fruits of others' labor without the board, and a majority of those at present employed in
these schools hav been educated in the public schools of the
which. they love are insecure." "Hereafter every any labor on their part.
loyal Christian heart should surely rejoice to hav ac- . Catholicity for years has fought the growing evil of non- city, -and are graduates of our high school.
religious education, while Protestants generally, we suppose
"By the terms of the agreement, the owners hav control
cess, in as pure a form as possible, to the message for
the sake of opposition to Catholicity, defended the public of the buildings except during school hours, and I believe
sent us by our father in heaven;" and add, "The ful- schools as the bulwark of the state and their form of religion, catechetical exercises are conducted there with such of the
filment of this is presented in the revised version." by which course. they were opening up for themselvs an pupils.as choose to remain, or who may come there for that
What other coliclusion can we come to but that abyss that now endangers their little household of the faith. purpose from other schools. With this the board, of course,
now, as always, appreciating the blessings of has had nothing to do, except that it has provided that no
the revisers were so disappointed, so embarassed and Catholicity
religion and foreseeing the effects of the non-religious educa- pupil attending school there shall be restricted in any way in
confounded in the task they had undertaken, that the tion of the youth, stepped forward and raised her warnin~ entering or leaving the buildings prior to or after school sesonly way they could extricate themselvs from the voice that godless schools would manufacture godless citi- sions.
·
'' During the thirteen years of this arrangement the board
formidable difficulty was to contradict themselvs con- zens, and though a superhuman effort was required, the sac-'
rifice
was-made
and
parochial
schools
were
built
where
obetinually, and to escape from the dilemma the best dience to God and .secular authority is impressed on the has consisted of twelve commissioners, selected in annual
groups of four, for the term of three years each, by the peothey could by special pleading, by pofnting out and young mind, and where the animal man is taught to be sub- ple of the city at large. No one connected with the Catholic
defining the errors, wholesale, and then leaving them ject to the spiritual.
church has been a member of the board or a candidate for a
A long and bitter war has been waged against our church commissionership during this time. But two of the commisin the text, declaring then how near perfect the revision had been :made, when they knew and confessed for this act on her part. We hav been declared enemies to sioners who were in office in 1872 are now members of the
state, enemies to the government, enemies to the bul- board, and neither of them has since been continuously in
the contrary was the fact, and that they purposely the
wark(?) of free institutions. Every rampant preacher, not office. Prior to the change, the extent and character of inmeant to leave it so? What cool, quiet, impudent having ·a religious topic for Sunday, discoursed on the dan- struction in the parochial schools here was not sufficiently
presumption ! What innocent, confiding trust in the gers of Roman Catholicism, and our building schools at our advanced to enable those instructed there to enter our high
own expense was made the subject of slander and abuse. school, and, so far as I hav any knowledge, none ever came
credulity and stupidity of their readers i
till now hav they seen the errors of their way. We saw to that school from that source ; since that time these schools
If any one has some lingering doubts about this Not
the effect in the cause; they only see the effects when pro- hav been regularly sending pupils to the high school, in
whole system of orthodoxy being a fraud, let him duced in the prevalence of Communism and Anarchy that is about the same proportion as the other schools. This sys.
read these " Companions" critically, and he cannot already deeply rooted in American soil. .The Lutherans and tem has apparently been satisfactory to our citizens, and it
fail to be convinced, so strong and positiv is the tes- Episcopalians were the first to follow the Catholic view ; certainly has been the source of great advantages to a large
timony they furnish, that the whole system of ortho- others are now gradually coming in, so that by a unanimous class of pupils, who hav thereby secured the benefits of a
verdict of the Christian denominations the free school system common school education, which otherwise they probably
dox Christianity is an invention of superstition, and will be pronounced a failure in turning out good citizens or would not hav obtained. I think the arrangement has
these scriptures hav been made to sustain -it.
righteous members of society.
largely been successful by reason of the very judicious action
'fhe latest body that has adopted our view is the Presbyte- of the Catholic people here in not attempting to exercise inPhiladelphia, Dec., 1886.
T. E. LoNGSHORE.

In the Enemy's Camp.
A CHAffiT..ulLE OPINION.
From the IudependP,.t of N"v. 25U..

It is very hard work, somehow, for confessed Infidelity to
raise money for its purposes. It had in this city some years
ago an organization called " The First Congre&ational Society of Humanity," but it broke down for lacK of funds.
But one of its people has died and giv!'n it ten thousand dollars, which he could not keep any lon~~:er himself, and so
tney hav started again under their acknowledged chief priest,
Mr. T. R Wakeman. He preached his fir~t sermon to the
reorganized society last Sunday, and talked to them about
Constructiv Liberalism, the four corner-stones of which new
theolo~~:y were: " God~the univerEe; Christ--man; the
Virgin Mother-woman and womanhood ; the Holy Ghostlove, charity, every· attribute that draws man to man and
leads him to love his neighbor as himself." With these fom
corner-stones he proposed to raise a structure that 'Yould replace all the fables and traditions now accepted by the
churches as the basis of the old religion. We fear the ten
thousand dollars can't do all that.

-

1~~t>.

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED AT THE OCEAN GROVE SOMMER CONVENTION OF THE NA1IONAL l!EFORM ASSOCIATION.
Resolved, That. nations are moral persons, and as such are
accountable to God, and are uuder the obligations of his law.
That the divine law; as re\·ealcd to nations, demands their
allegiance aud submission to the Lord Jesus Christ, into
whose hands the moral government of this world has been
committl"d by the father, and who is expresgly declared to be
the •· king of ldngs and Loa! of lords," and "the prince of
the kings of the earth." That nations are punished or rewarded, preserved or destroyed, according as they obey or
disregard the moral laws which God ·has revealed for their
guidance in his word.
Resolved, That under the law of Christ as king of kings the
nation is solemnly bound to respect and defend the sacredness of the holy Sabbath ; that the preservation of the Sabbath in this country is essential to the maintenance of our
free institutions; and that we recommend all Christian citizens to use their influence in the formation of party platforms to secure a recognition of this great principle.
Resolved, That in any system of public education the nation is bound to teach its future citizens these moral and religious principles in which the very life of the nation consists;
and that the exclusion of the Bible by law, from our public
schools, already accomplished in many places, is a blow at
the foundations of the republic.
Resolved, That a written constitution for a Christian nation
.ought to contain explicit evidence of the Christian character
.of the people, which frames it; and that the Constitution of
the United States ought to be so amended as to declare that
this is a Christian nation, and to place all Christian laws, in:atitutions, and usages in our government on an undeniable
legal basis in the fundamental law of the land.
PERNIOIOUS ACTIVITY.
From the Christian Slalesm>rn,

The growth of the National Reform movement has brought
us to a most interesting. stage in its history;. The Woman's
Christian Temperance Union has shown ·a gratifying readi-

rian synod, held at Baltimore. It unequivocally pronounced
against godless schools and adopted resolutions either to
build schools, or attend in some way to the religious training
of their youth, who were fast fallin~ away from membership,
owing, they said, to the Atheistic mfluences of godless free'
schools. Only last week, the Rev. Thomas E. Green, rector
of St. Andrew's Episcopal church, in Chicago, expressed
himself forcibly on the " mistaken views, the loose morals,
and the social disorders. of the day" attributable. to the public schools. On this account, he harangued his congregation
on the necessity of building a parochial school to stem the
social disorders that hav already shown their hydra heads iu
that city. Mr. Green believes that education in the public
schools, with religion strictly excluded, is the source of the
'' Infidelity and Atheism that flourish in the land, bringing
their inevitable fruit of Communism and Anarchy," and that
" unless the process of educational secularization shall be
stayed, the aspect of the future is black and lowering."
THE POUGHKEEPSIE PLAN EXPLAINED,
From.the Milwaukee Sentinel.

To THE EDITOR OF THE SENTINEL: .I herewith send you
"The Poughkeepsie Plan," as published in the Ohmtian
Union, June 17th. ln conversing with Father Lalumiere, of
St. Gall's Catholic church, a few days since, upon this plan,
he expressed an earnest wish to see it. To my own conception it seems the solution, in an admirable manner, of one of
the gravest problems of our time. Will you not be good
enough tp publish it in full, with the opinions accompanying
it? I doubt not it will be widely read and aid many minds
in arriving at just conclusions-upon this important question.
.
EDWARD D. HoLTON.
The description of the Pou,e:hkeepsie plan referred to by
Mr. Holton, as given by 0. D. M. Baker, president of the
Pouo-hkeepsie board of education, is as follows:
" Down to 1873 two parochial schools were maintained in
this city under the charge of the Catholic church authorities,
in buildings owned by that church. In that year the schools
were discontinued, and an arrangement entered into between
the owners of the buildings and the board of education
whereby the buildings were leased, during school hours, to
the city at the nominal rent of $1 per year-the board agreeing to keep the buildings in repair and insured ; also to establish and maintain public schools in the buildings, which
should be in all respects the same as the schools conducted
under the direction of the board in the buildings owned by
the city. About September·lst of that year the board received possession of these buildings, under this agreement,
and organized public schools of primary grades in them.
"Ten buildings were then being used by the city for school
purposes, numbered from 1 to 10, inclusiv; these wefe numbered, one 11, and the other 12, and they hav since been
known by these designations. The organization of these
schools by the board was as though no schools had ever been
conducted there. Of the twelve teachers then selected but
one had been previously employed in the buildings.
"These schools were established, and hav since been conducted, by the board in like manner, and under the same
rules as the other public schools of the city, and in all rna~
ters of school work, procedure, and disciplin, and in the
recognition of absolute and unquestioned control by the civil
authorities both of teachers and pupils there has been no distinction between these and the other public schools. From
the fact that these schools are situated in the parts of the

fluence, control, or participate in the management of the
public schools, and in allowing a Protestant board of education to freely treat and dispose of this serious question. This
fact of non-interference has strengthened the board by relieving it from any feeling of insecurity on the part of the
Protestant citizens, and enabled it to proceed in such a manner as in the jud~ment of its members for the time being was
best under the Circumstances, to so arrange that all children
of the city should equally obtain the opportunity to receive
the conimon school education contemplated by law."
The Sentinel has not room for the opinions on this plan
published iu the Ohmtian Union, but briefly summarizes
them. Father Nilan (Catholic), of Poughkeepsie, pronounces it satisfactory. President Bascom, of the Wisconsin
state university, is mclined to regard it with favor. The
Rev. Howard Crosby, of New York, emphati~lly opposes
it. He says it is virtually the state teaching religion, the
sisters who teach during school hours teaching religion to
the same pupils afterward. He says that " there is no safety
for our country but in a non-religious elementary education
in the public schools." President Eliot has a favorable opinion of the plan ; so also has Professor Hall, of the Johns Hopkins University. Father McSweeney (Catholic), of New
York, and formerly of Poughkeepsie, would favor it if all
school boards were like that of Poughkeepsie. If the system
were to become general he would insist that Catholic teachers
should be provided for children of Catholic parents. The
Rev. Geo. S. Payson, of New York, thinks it important that
there should be religious instruction in the public schools,
bnt objects to the sectarian dress of the sisters, and suggests
that the plan is calculated to encourage sectarian distinctions
that should not be recognized by the state. The Rev. A. P.
Peabody, of Cambridge, Mass., says the plan seems to him
worthy of adoption. Finally, Father T. S. Preston (Catholic), of New York, says, "It is not what Catholics want, for
they hav a right to denominational schools, and to their part
of the school fmid," but that it is "an approach to justice."
As such he would tolerate it, with the understandmg that
the teachers be nominated by the Catholic pastor, and no
school sooks used except such as are approved by the pastor.
THE PLAN IMPERFECT·
From the CatiWlic Cttuen.
The "Poughkeepsie plan" is a device ~y which Catholics

obtain religious instruction for their chlldren through the
courtesy of a Protestant school board, and under conditions
favorable enough, but liable to be greatly altered by the
school board.
As a local makeshift it may answer; but as a method of
solving the scho~l question for the c~untry generally1 it
would prove inadvisable both for the pubhc and the Cathohcs.
For a permanent settlement, the Catholics would ask
something more than the Poughkeepsie plan accords; they
would wimt the arrangement to exist as a guaranty rather
than as a courtesy.
Wrangles between state and church would occur in places
where the school board was less liberal than the Poughkeepsie board. It would be a repetition of the unhapy state of
affairs existing in France and Italy.
If the state and the church wish to become partners in the
matter of education, the English and Canadian system is
best. If such a partnership cannot exist openly, equally, and
leg~lly, 8Ub rosa makeshifts are worse than useless.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. DECEMBER 18, 1886.
The Liberal Club.

It would be a concealment of the truth amounting
almost to misrepresentation if the writer of this report should omit to say that he was in unusually good
spirits when he started out to attend the 425th regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club. Many
things had conspired to produce this gratifying state
of mind. The weather was above criticism, and the
store windows, decorated in preparation for the approaching holiday festivities, made walking through
the streets a good deal like attending a fair. This
may be called cause number one of the salubrious
mental frame above alluded to. A clear conscience
of course, helped to place the subscriber in a receptiv condition. Furthermore, he had just disposed of
his regular winter poem, and had received from the
publisher thereof a satisfactory check. It was, therefore, no severe draft upon his finances when the man
man with the badge-pin deposited in the hand of
Treasurer· Morris the consuetudinary five-pence,
which is still the regular price of admission to the
meetings of the club. And here a word about badgepins may perhaps be excused. The article which
the deponent has hitherto worn was not his own. It
was borrowed, abstracted, swiped from the desk of
the editor of this paper. It was a plain, every-day,
four-dollar pin. On Friday, the lOth, he had placed
before him about fifty of Ml·. Wettstein's Freeth ought
emblems of all sizes, styles, and values, from two to
ten dollars, with directions from the manufacturer to
take his choice among them. Not to do injustice to
his intelligence, he selected a ten-dollar one. It is of
soiid gold, eighteen karats or upward, weighs nearly
as much as a silver half-dollar, exhibits four colors,
and has a diamond in it as big as a capital 0 of this
type. To use a little Latin, it is the ne plus ultra of
badge-pins. When the wearer dropped into the only
vacant seat among the comfortable and expectant
audience at the club, the little diamond 'threw back
the light from the chandeliers in a buisness-like
manner, and attracted much attention. He expects
to remain happy in the possession of the pin until he
shall exchange it for a harp.
Mr. Ed ward G. Clark was the lecturer of the evening, his subject being the "Basic Law of Ownership."
Mr. Clark is an intellectual looking man and a fine
reader. He believed he had solved the industrial
problem. Aristotle, who saw that property rested
on natural wealth, which he called the bounty of
nature, was the first political economist. This natural wealth Henry George called the land. It was
not made by any man or any stock company, but, to
use a theological phrase, was created by God. ·Therefore man could not own it. This has been denied,
but everything is denied by somebody. Natural
rights are easy to understand. For instance, men
and women are given feet to walk upon, and it would
be a subversion of their natural rights to force them
to walk on their ears. Those who deny this fundamental proposition are walking with their feet in the
air. Mr. Clark affirmed that his solution of the economical question was not a theory, but the discovery
of a law. The right to liv implies the right to own.
The statement that all men are created equal, rightly
understood, is the Golden Rule'carried into economics. Mo~s, the prototype of Henry George, worked
merely by the rule of thumb, but his redistribution
of wealth every fifty years was an accurate guess.
Ml·. David Reeves Smith had made the computation
that this periodical squaring of accounts was at the
rate of two per cent a year, and so an annual tax
of two per cent upon all property would effect a
complete democracy of wealth. To deny this would
be to abolish arithmetic. Henry George's land tax
was inconsistent. He would not tax a lump of gold,
because labor had been applied to dig and wash it.
He would merely tax the hole it came out of. Society
makes all values, and there is as much unearned
increment about a house as about the ground it
stands on. The log is no less the bounty of nature
than the tree, yet Henry George would tax the tree
and not the log. We can do better than to dig up the
mummy of Moses in the nineteenth century, which is
practically what the scheme of land nationalization
does. As for Socialism, Mr. Clark thought it would
produce a government too cumbersome to be of service. Society would resembM one of those old
knights of the Middle Ages who could not walk in
his armor. Men die at the rate of two per cent a
year. By levying an annual tax, therefore, upon all
property, each person will hav paid the debt he owes
to society by the time when, in the natural course of
events, he comes to pay the debt of nature.
The writer would here venture to point out that
the above is a pretty slim apology for a report of
Mr. Clark's remarkably fine lecture. It is hoped,
howeveJ·, that it is tolerably fair, if not accurate, as
far as it goes. This is said as a sort of shield against
any missils which Mr. Clark may be pleased to fire at
the reporter.
In inviting members of the club to discuss this
masterly address in speeches of ten minutes each, the
Chair said it trusted that the closeness of thought
evinced by the speaker would be imitated by the
others. What Mr. Clark had not said or alluded to

should escape lengthy criticism. Remarks of a scattering nature would be likely to miss the c~ntral
thought of the lecture.
Having thus put an extinguisher on those given to
overelaborateness of expression, the Chair plac~dly
awaited results. 1\fr. Henry Appleton, who sat JUSt
in front of the writer, endeavored by furtiv demonstrations with his hat to attract attention from the
platform, but without success. He is not a member,
and only members are accustomed to speak _ex~ept
upon invitation. While Mr. Appleton was still ill a
state of suspense, Professor Denslow was called for,
and went forward.
Mr. Denslow said the Hindoos had a saying that a
perfectly wis~ man would be absolutely silent. He
wouldn't hav to ask questions or make propositions,
because he would know the answer beforehand. So
if the lecturer had been wiser he would hav known
the answer to his propositions at the outset, and
would not hav made them. The rate of taxation at
present in New York is two per cent. The result,
therefore should be what Mr. Clark is anxious to
bring ab~ut. Professor Denslow admired_ the skill
with which the lecturer had tacked and sailed along
peacefully for a distance with Moses, and Karl Marx,
and Henry George, and himself (Professor Denslow),
and kept his sails full all the time. The lecture
would serve as an intellectual amusement-a good
way above the minstrels, but it must still remain an
amusement and nothing more. Professor Denslow
said that he himself was no prophet or believer in
prophets, except those spelt with an fi instea? _?f phe.
Heiiry·George was a prophet who made a hvillg by
prophesying things which never could occur.
George's claim that man could n~t own land bec~use
he did not make the land, while the st!j.te might
own land reduced itself to a logical absurdity.
If man did not make the land, neither did the state
make it, and hence could h~v no claim to it. The
state is·only an aggregation of individuals and can
hav no rights which those _individuals do n_?t possess.
The state is bound to be JUSt as good and JUSt as bad
as the people are on an average who compose the
state. No man can be elected to office who is intellectually above the average citizen except in the a~~
ity to say in ore fluently exactly _what .the a~e~age Citizen himself believes. If he differs ill opillwn from
the rest they won't take him for a poundmaster.
Professo~ Denslow characterized Mr. Clark's theory
as too vague and fine-spun to be adopted or even
understood by the world at large.
Mrs. Augusta Coope~ Bristol, of Vi~ela~d,. N. _J.,
received from the ChRll" a very :fl.atterillg illVItatwn
to address the audience. Mrs. Bristol preferred to
be considered absolutely wise, and refrained from
speaking fmther than to say that the lecture was to
her perfectly plain and practical, and the best she
had ever heard on the subject of which it treated.
'The lecture was further discussed by Dr. Caleb S.
Weeks, Colonel Hinton, and others, and at the usual
hour the club adjomned. Next Friday evening, the
17th, Professor Denslow lectures on "The Coming
Constitutional Convention."
.
P. S.-The writer would call attention to the closing paragraph in the editorial article, " Too Deep
for Us" in last week's TRUTH SEEKER. He would
also v~nture a correction. The editor does well in
refen-ing questions that are too . deep for him to t~e
philosophers of the club for solution, but he errs ill
intimating that those philosophers require but five
minutes for that purpose. It is well. known th!l't ten
minutes are invariably allowed for the solutiOn of
any question. Five cents remains the admission fee,
whatever else may fall or rise; ladies and Presbyterians free: while Methodists receive a prize. All
who !J,ttend 'these meetings feel a pleasure they cannot conceal.

Mr. Reynolds's P1·ogram.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
sickness of my wife rendered it necessary that I
should accompany her home from New York, instead
of devoting _myself to the agitation o~ the repe~ of
Sunday laws, as I had purposed. Smce our anwal
home, she has needed all my care and attention.
Having myself contracted a severe cold, I hav lacked
my usual energy and been unable to reply to correspondents, or to carry on the work of the New York
Freethinkers' Association.
But Mrs. Reynolds is gaining now, and I p~·opose
to buckle on the armor anew. Under any mrcumstances, friends may rely oil my being fully prepared
for trial for the terrible crime of "blasphemy," at
Morristown, N. J., the third Tuesday in January.
Of ·course I look forward to the trial with some
anxiety. The orthodox are resolved to co~vict, if
within the scope of possibility. They reah~e the
growing power of Infidelity, and are. marshaling all
their forces, determined to make vigorous effort to
check its progress. If they can imprison the expo.nent of Freethought; if they can establish a precedent that the utterance of any words derogatory to
or i-d opposition to Christian faith is unlawful, it will
be a great victory for orthodoxy, because they believe it would deter any from giving utterance to Infidel opinions.

As the law stands, I think it quite likely the court
will convict. But I can very much better endure the
penalty than to make the slightest of our principles
or rights ; for I am confident the _enforcement of t~e
blasphemy laws would insure their spee?y repeal m
every state in the Union in which they exist.
I would take this opportunity to return my grateful thanks to the friends who hav sent my wife and
self letters of cheer and sympathy, and so generously
contributed to my defense fund.
Between now and time of trial I shall be_glad to
fill lecture engagements, My new lecture, "Religious Persecutions of the Nineteenth Century," givs
facts that cannot fail to arouse from apathy all who
love justice and liberty. Address me, Box 104, North
Parma, N. Y.
·
C. B. REYNOLDS.

Political Saints.·
The worst scramble for office which has ever occurred in Illinois has just terminated at the state
capitol. Several ordained and. a~dacious hm;nbug;s
hav been fighting for weeks Similar to Hudibras s
club.
·
For they (poor knaves) were glad to cheat
To get their wives and children meat.

In other words to do the praying act in the Senate
and House for'the people of the state of IllinoiP, in
fact, to prefigure
Church rule in this latter age,
•

0

•

•

Of hell and heaven to dispose,
To play with souls at fast and ~oose.
To set ~hat charactc;s they please,
And mulcts on sin and godliness;
TQ force all people, though against
Their consciences, to turn saints,
Must prove a pretty thriving tra1le
When saints monopolists are made.
When pious frauds and holy shifts,
Get dispensations and gifts.

Two years ago a similar scene of slightly smaller
dimensions occurred . and a compromise was finally
agreed· upon whereby a Democratic Baptist became
chaplain of the house, and a Republican Congregationalist of the senate. The candidate of the Preachers' Union-a trade organization of the whitechoker~d gentry-has generally been accepted, b~t,
owing to the many discordant elements and the bitterness of the fight, they could not agree. A Prohibition Campbellite sought recognition, and was
peremptorily sat down on, and a Prohibition Presbyterian sought the high office,
For Presbyterian pride contests as high
As doth the popedom for supremacy.

But pride must take a "tumble," and the Knoxite
was knocked out. Then several sable brothers
entered the wrangle fan $90 a month for a few minutes' wind. In fact, everybody had a candidate but
the United Labor party. Even
He of a mongrel, diverse kind
Cleric before and lay behind,
A lawless, Iinsey-woolsey brother,
Half of one.order, half another;
A creature of amphibious nature,
On land a beast, a fish in water;
That always preys on grace or sin,
A sheep without, a wolf within.

Yes! he was there, and the final wrangle was held
last Monday (Dec. 6th), and the newspapers do say
-although they will lie-that the proceedings were
" far from amicable, and intensely exciting," ending
in a little short of a knock-down. The pious participants declined to be interviewed, although one reverend admitted the "fram~s" was very unfortunate.
Revs. Fraricis Springer and A. A. Post were the successful spiritual swindlers of the people of the state
of Illinois out of $3 per diem. When it can be
proved that there ever were or ever will be dividends
declared on this investment, we will be willing that
prayers shall be substituted for the entire legislature.
If God is willing to respond to the request of the
preachers, there is no use for a House of Representativs or Senate. Let us abolish either· one or the
other. I think that the Sandwich Islander has got
a labor-saving device in this direction, which some
enterprising American ought to improve and patent.
I refer to the praying-wheeL It is vastly more economical, and just as reliable. I vote for prayingwheels.
The daily News refers editorially to the affair as
follows:
It is very unfortunate that the clergymen of Springfield
should indulge in an unseemly scramble for tlle two chaplaincies of the legislature. Whatever their motivs may be,
their action givs the enemies of the church an opportunity to
believe that $3 a day for a very easily performed service is
as great a temptation to a clergyman as to a politician. Better that the office of chaplain should be abolished than that
the clergymen should fall to wrangling over it.

MINISTERS' MEETINGS.
Monday o~r ministers meet regularly to· regale
each other and the reporters, prior to the reading of
the regular paper, with stories not int.ended for ears
polite, chaste, or refined, say some knights of the
penciL When a reporter recognizes a story a:s
" smutty," it must be a vile article indeed, as their
vocation is largely with a class who imagin that to be
" trooly great " requires their retailing their natural
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depravity, so that the. reporters' sensibilities are some- make a half-way hell for savages, when the thing is sion of a. devout mind would be th&t they deserved what they
what blunted in that direction. When the discussion patented by the old house of Pecci & Co., of Rome. got. The theories of the scientists, which regard the eartll·
quake at Chatleston as due solely to some peculiar formation
occurs, they then dispute with as much satisfaction
But if the Ironclad Age insists that the smart fel- of the earth's strata at that point, warrant us in extending
to the reader as Hudibras and Ralph on " ratiocina- lows of the Truth Seeker Company are getting all earnest sympathy and practical kindness to the' people of
tion." Last Monday it took a serious turn. "Pre- the money in the West, through the .American Secu- that city, but such sentiments are illogical and sacrilegious if
millennialism" was the topic of the Methodists. Rev. lar Union, I shall stand firm and deny it, and shake the president's view of the case is the correct one.
R. ~· Bl~nd bo~ed over belli~erently in a paper op- the demnition total of $28 in his face, and, like MacLectures and Meetings.
posmg this doctrm. The commg of. Christ was only beth's daggers, will be ever before his eyes.
THE lectures Sunday evenings in Denver, Col., by W. F.
espoused by either strong fanatical minds or very
·New York.
· CHARLES EcKHARD,
Jamieson, hav been crowned with great success. The Secweak ones. Though not so dangerous as Liberalism
Treas . .A.m. ·Secular Union.
ular Union there is in dead earnest. Long before the hour
pre-millennialism is to be deprecated as not in agree~
of meeting the walks in front of Unity church were filled
ment with the scriptures, and tends to bring into Lecture Appointments by Samuel P. Putnam. with people. By some oversight the building was not opened
contempt our present life. Brother Bland evidently
The secretary of the American. Secular Union will until 7:55, when it was filled to overflowing, and hundreds
finds " this world" good enough for him, and proturned away unable to gain entrance. The speaker anbegin
his annual lecture tour in January next. Jan- nounced that he would continue the subject under the head
poses that Jesus's visit shall be indefinitly postponed
so long as good salaries are forthcoming for preach- nary 5th and 6th he will lecture at Martinsburg, of" Thomas Paine's Political and Military Career," on the
W.Va.; Jan. 9tb, at Pittsburgh, Pa.; Jan. lOth and following Sunday eve11ing. This appeared in the Denver
ing the gospel of the childlike and Bland.
Brother Blackstone opposed Bland's view with 11th, at .Alliance, 0.; Jan. 12th, 13th, and 14th, at Tribu':!e..Republican next morning : '' There is now a movevigor, so we are left to conjecture whether he is Kent, 0.; Jan. 16th, at Columbus, 0.; Jan. 18th, .ment by the Secularists to retain Mr. Jamieson's services as
strongly fanatical or mentally weak. "The church " 19th, and 20th, at Cincinnati, 0.; Jan. 29th and 30th speaker and worker for six months, and to build ~Secular
he affirmed, " was decaying because of its mode~ at Chicago, Ill.; _Feb. 1st and 2d at Nekoma, Til.; hall costing from $20,000 to $25,000." The Tabor Opera
heresy; that post-~illennialism was putting the Feb. 5th and 6th at Fort Madison, Iowa; Feb. 13th, House would hav been engaged, but the manager, after
church to sleep and making laughter in hell." What at Ba{ZJria, Kan.; and Feb. 20th, at Fort Dodge, Putnam's lectures there, raised the rent to $100 an evening,
a jolly time they had in hades, for Brothers Bristol, Kan.; ~I&:i from thence the secretary will proceed to but let the Christians hav it for less than $50. Jamieson is
Foster, Miller, and Zimmerman fought against the Pacf1ic states and territories. The route beyond lecturing week evenings in adjoining towns, Greeley, LongChrist's coming "just now,'' or any specified time in Fort Dodge is not yet fully determined, as it depends mont, Canyon City, ami may giv a course at Boulder. He
the future. They seemed a little afraid that Jesus to some extent upon the lecture engageme!lts to be will, however, soon devote all his time to Denver, with the
Christ might come in all his glory " to judge the hereafter made. Will not all Liberals who are inter- exception of one or two evenings each week. Address,
quick and the dead," and spoil their pleasant tea- ested in the work of the Secular Union please take Denver, Col.
J. E. REMSBURG lectured in Buffalo, November 30th. This
party with salary attachment, and incontinently de- note of the lecture appointments now published and,
as the dates are not yet completely filled, make is the first Liberal meeting held in Buffalo for several years.
molished Brother Blackstone.
The Baptist preachers are having a conference at arrangem~nts for the use of all the extra nights, so The Buffalo Courier thus refers to it: "John E. Remsburg,
the Grand Pacific, and for the the outlay of hundreds that the hue of travel can be made available without .the noted Freethought orator, spoke at the Germania Theater
of thousands of dollars in property and sky-pilots, any added expense 1 Many places hav to be omitted last evening on 'Sabbath-Breaking.' Mr. ReiLsburg is a
they are enabled to report si4teen additional com- because the railroad fares and. hotel bills are greater dark-complexioned, good-featured man of abont forty-five
municants. Cold-water cure stock is at a very low than wh.at friends can raise for expenseR. If, how- [thirty-eight] years, and is possessed of a good voice and
ever, pomts can be made along the route announced, easy delivery. His lecture may be summed up in these
ebb in Chicago.
The rectors of the Deformed Episcopal church held so that the extra outlay is but little, lectures ca.n be words : Sunday cannot be a holy day ; let us make of it a
their first weekly meeting last Monday, and did some given and resources economically used. From Fort holiday. Let us take it away from the priests and giv it to
monumental misrepresentation about their prosperity, Dodge, Kan., the secretary has under consideration the people. He said there was no authority for the Christian
when it is a wall-jmown fact they hav had to sell the plan of going to the Pacific slope by the South- Sabbath either in the Bible or outside of it. If there was any
ern route, and he desires to enter at once into com- Sabbath it must be the seventh day of the week. He offered
two churches lately.
.All the denominations are to confer prior to the munication with all Liberals along that route, so that to giv any person $100 for a single text from the Bible
week of prayer, presumably to consult and tell " the every available piace can be visited and lectures authorizing the first day of the week, or Sunday. The Sungiven in New Mexico, .Arizona, and southern Cali- day Sabbath was simply an old pD.gan idea adopted by the
way Christ went into hell."
church in the fourth century. He quoted from Luther,
fornia.
THE CHURCH AND K. OF L.
Melancthon, Calvin, Grotins, Milton, Jeremy Taylor, ArchThe
object
of
this
lecture
trip
is
to
make
acquaintThirteen members of St. Peter's Lutheran church
bishap Cranmer, Bishop Warburton, Archbishop Whately,
at Fond du Lac, Wis., were stricken from the rolls ance with the Liberals of the country, in order that Archbishop Paley, and other eminent Christian authorities,
by
understanding
the
general
mind
the
.best
plans
because they were members of the K. of. L., ·and, in
to show that there was no authority for the observance of
spite of church regulations, chose to remain in that can be made for· national effort. Experience has ,Sunday as a Sabbath."
demonstrated
that
we
cannot·hav
a
congress
of
Liborder. Good! We shall soon see which side the
"THE Semi-annual State Convention of Liberalists and
workingman must take. A Jesuit father in Montreal erals that shall be an entirely representativ assembly
'Spiritualists met at Ionia, Mich., Nov. 20th and 21st. The
on
account
of
the
vastness
of
the
country.
The
only
also preached against the Knights last Sunday. Let
way to find ample expression of the Liberal party is .weather was favorable, and representativs from Greenville,·
the good work go on.
by a lecture tour and newspaper correspondence, by Belding, Lyons, Saranac, and other places were present, and
A CREDITABLE ACTION.
the
personal activity and presence of the secretary a general good time was the result. The meeting was
The city council of Louisville, Ky., recently voted
opened by J1,1r. J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw. He gave us an
five hundred bushels of coal to each church society himself in all the places where there is a company of excellent discourse on the much-needed subject 'Charity,'
Liberals.
If
this
plan
is
carried
out,
Freethought
for charities, and the mayor very justly vetoed the
which was highly appreciated by all, and we trust that the
measure. If charity is to be dispensed by the city of organization becomes a power. If it is not, then fra· good seed fell on fallow ground. He was followed by Mrs.
Louisville, let the city authorities dispense it, not tarnal association on the broad basis of national life Warner Bishop, of Cedar Grove, Wis., au earnest, widehand it over to the perpetual paupers of the state, is impracticable. So it is hoped that the friends of awake, practical worker in the Spiritual fie}d. Mnsic also
the churches. A protest was passed by a meeting of progress who believe in the union of our .forces will lent its charm at each session. Dr. Ira Davenport, father of
Protestant meetings against the use of public money make available the lecture trip of the secretary for the the Davenport boys, the noted physical mediums, was also
for church charities. That shows the Catholics were coming year, not simply for the enlightenment of the with us. He and Dr. Moore, of Flint, hav been, and are yet,
getting the best of the move. But how about public general public, but for the cultivation of the noble performing Christ's mission of healing the sick in our vispirit of comradeship.
money to pay for the tax on churches 7
cinity with great success. A Mrs. Davidson, a test-medium
Address all communications until Jan. 1st to Sam- from Munroe, was here also. We had three sessions on SunE. A. STEVENS.
uel P. Putnam, 76 East 11th St., New York. After day ,which were well attended. Snnday evening, after an
--------~~------.Tan. lst;-~ad<!I·ess care of E. A. Stevens, chairman of able discourse from Mr. Burnham, the meeting was closed
A Reply to Dr. Monroe.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your Finance Committee, 750 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.
by :Mrs. Bishop with words of hope and many good wishes.
.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
She also spoke words of consolation to a lonely pair, whose
reprint from the Ironclad Age of Nov. 27, 1886, in
Sec. American Sec. Union.
all had gone before. As she saw their children by their side,
reference to the action of the congress of the AmeriNew York, Dec. 12, 1886.
she accurately described them, !U,lq gave to their bereaved
can Secular Union is a curious specimen of interestparents words of cheer from their· dear ones, which were
ed fault-finding. A pig can root up, but it takes a
cordially and thankfully received."-CoR. SEOHETARY.
man to build. I qo not· apply this rude figure perA Plea for Roxanna Druse.
sonally to the editor of the Ironclad Age, but it is a
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS (of New York state): I am
Wltich was ''Divine Retribution~"
fact that criticism is an easy thing to do.
terribly anxious that evety one of you should do
STRUt!K DEAD WIIILE BLASPI!El\!ING.
Our friend in the cause jumps to the conclusion something to avert the hanging of Mrs. Druse now in
From the W01·la.
th~t . London Bridge is broken down, before he jail in Herkimer county for the murder of her husband.
LoUISVILLE, Dec. 4, 1886.-Superstitious colored people
knows all the people he is talking about, and who are
She is sentenced to be hung Dec. 29, 1886-only a here are much excited over the sudden death of Dr. John A.
trying to make the bridge safe.
short time to work in, but much may yet be done if Brown, colored. The story goes that he was an avowed
As I am the holder of the purse, which jingles you so will it. The poor woman was crazed by the Atheist; that several evenings ago he accompanied two
about $28, I protest against the Ironclad Age's im- brutal treatment of her ''lord and master" through colored women who were returning from church to their
plication that the Truth Seeker Company is building a long series of years, till at last poor human nature home; that while there he interrupted a religious controblocks of houses on Fifth Avenue, where some of the could no longer stand it, and she took vengeance in versy by declaring there was no God, and while in the midst
corner lots are worth $200,000, out of the funds of her own hands. But does this make it right that of a blasphemous tirade fell dead. The awe-struck by.
the American Secular Union.
the law should brutally murder her? Man-~ade laws standers thought this death was sent in punishment for his ·
Our friend of the cause seems to hav dreamed a crush out the womanhood of the weak and feeble, blasphemy, and, as no one wouldprepare the remains for
dream to the effeqt that the Truth Seeker Company, ,and then hang them for not "turning the other burial, the city undertaker next day buried the body in
like Jonah's whale, swallows up all the cash and all cheek" also. Friends, send to E. W. Chamberlain, Potter's Field, no relativs applying for the corpse.
the profits; in fact, has taken the whole fire-place, and 120 Broadway, New York, at once, and get petitions,
DIED ON HER KNEES IN OIIUUOII.
the Ironclacl Age has no chance to warm its iron and then obtain all the signatures possible and forF1·om the Sun.
toes.
NEw YoRK, Dec. 3, 1886.-·An old woman who had been
WilJ'd them ere too late.
It is an open secret that the treasurer of the AmerNo one can do a better work than this. Our civil- kneeling in the vestibule of St. Francis Xavier's church in
ican Secular Union is getting $000,000 per year; ization is faJ· behind the age when it allows a weak, W·cst Sixteenth street yesterday atternoon suddenly burst out
that he expects by this time next year to be in nego- demented, terror-stricken woman to be hung for into loud screams. The priests who were busy in the contiation (in partnership with the Truth Seeker Com- what she was driven to do in sheer desperation.
fessionals went out to the woman. She had fallen fcrward
pany) with the emperor of China to buy the Celeson her face and was dead. .The body was removed to the
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
tial empire, and if the Ironclad Age will keep r3till,
Thirtieth street police station. A young man identified the
we will let him in.
woman as his mother, Maria McKenzie, of 246 West
The Earthquake and tile Deity.
It is evident that the editor of the Ironclad Age
Twentieth street. She was sixty years old and afflicted with
F1·om the Alilwaulce£ Sentinel.
has nothing to do. Let me ask him to solve these
If the president's assumption that Charleston was shaken heart disease,
questions : How can the Virgin Mary be the mother up, its buildings shattered, and many of its people killed and
" THE Story Hour" is a jewel, and shoulel be kept in every
of God, or was not God's mother the Virgin Mary 1 wounded by a direct intentional act of the deity, it would
Which was born first 7 .Also, what right has the seem like questioning the propriety of the whole transaction household, whether there a.re children there or not.-B. F.
Rev. Mr. Vinblow Iwillbegood, of Andover, to to,sympathize with the sufferers. The more natural conclu- Orcudell,
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off that, time, but giv 'em to understand that the com- I thought o' makin' a sneak, but the clearin' aroun'
ing evening he would hand in his testimony. Next didn't look very promis~', _so ! waited.. An' who
night come, and Ben was there, and sot in his seat d'ye think the next distmg'Ish~d arnval was?
Nevertheless than Brother Birtwhistle, ye-whoopee.
Th.e Religious Experience of Benjamin Stackpole. looking solemner'n a dam'd owl. The ministers 'Says
I to myself 'He'li go through sure,' bein' he
thought they had him, and didn't pay much attention
When I was in Maine last fall an uncle of mine to him the first part of the evening. Well, the meet- was a humble ma'n and let the wimmin' folks alone.
who livs there said to me one day: "Boy, I hav a ing run along. Some got up and testified, and some fur all I know. so'on's Brother Birtwhistle gits instory that I'll giv you for THE TRUTH SEEKER, if you got down and prayed, but Ben never stirred. ·The side o' hailin' distance Peter sings out to him:
wish, only you must print it just as I tell it. If you Reverunt Mr. Bugles lay to and preached, Elder
"Rullo, ole webfoot, whar you goin' !"
fix it up you might spoil it." I promised to make a Spiggins exhorted, and Brother Birtwhistle sung
"Brother Birtwhistle looks a little rattled, but he
faithful transcript, and here is the story he told :
psalms till their pipes was ready to bust, all on 'em; .says, meeker'n' Moses :
but . Ben sot still and looked solemnet than ever.
" 'My fden', did you 'lude ter me as webfoot?"
As long ago as when I was a boy there used to be Finally Elder Spiggins goes over to him and says :
" 'Well, why not!' arkes Peter. 'Look ter ye1·
an old skid lived down the river in Thomaston, Knox
"Brother Stackpole, shan't we hear from you this huffs.'
county, by the name of Ben Stackpole. He never evenin' ?" Then Ben says :
"Brother Birtwhistle looks down, an' I looks too,
connected himself with any of the regular religious
"No," says he, "I guess not. I've had a set-back, an' there he was webfooted as a duck, by hokey. .
societies, because they wouldn't hav him around, but
"'Baptis's is' allus that way when they git here,'
Spiggins, that I can't get over."
if there was a meeting going on, old Ben was there. Elder
" Is that the cause of your lookin' so ser'us ~, says Peter explains. 'You see that tank 'o water yender,
Dumdest coward, he was, too, you ever see. They used Elder Spiggins, and Ben says :
Brother Birtwhistle. Go paddle.' "
to tell ibis yarn on Ben, before he moved down to
Here old Ben held up long enough to blow his
"Yes, it is. I'm "shaked in my mind."
Thomaston, so you can guess about what kind of an
.
·
"Ah, my friend," the elder answers him, "that's nose, and then made another rise :
old hypocrit he was.
" 'Bout this time things was lookin' pretty streaked
where the blessin's of the gospel truth take holt.
Bears were pretty frequent up on the hill in them Unbosom yerself, Brother Stackpole, and light will fer me, but 'twas nigh closin' up time, ~· ~ had_ te1·
days, where Ben's pasture was when he lived up- break in onto your troubled sole."
make a move. So I ups to St. Pety, an givs him a
river, and he generally took a gun with him when
" Oh, it ain't about myself that I am ser'us," Ben bow, an' says.
he went after the cows-an old double-barreled shot- tells him. "It's about you an' Brother Birtwhistle
" ' Good-evenin' .' He passes the. time o' day an'
gun he had that wouldn't hit nothin' 'twas pointed at.
an' the Reverunt Mr. Bugles. It was revealed to me keeps mum.
Just on the heith of land there was a little clearing- in a dreum, the same as if I was a Daniel come to
"'Pleasant weather,' I venchers to obsurve,
woods on all sides, of course-and Ben's cows or- judgment. I've had a vision." Then he groaned ''ceptin' it looks a little· ketchin' over thar,' says I,
dinarily went there to feed about the time he wanted again.
pointin' torst some thunderin' black clouds.
·
'em most. One day there was a party of fellows
" ' Smoke from tophet,' Peter grunts. Then I
Of course they all wanted to know what it was that
went into the woods hunting over back of the hill, Ben had dremp, so he gets onto his feet and givs called to mind the passage in the scriptur' book that
and after ·beating around all day, about sundown them this yarn :
says, ' The smoke o' ther torment. as~en~eth up'~d
they rowsed out a thundering big bear-one of them
"It was arter I went home from the meetin' here i'rever'n ever,' an' I tell ye, bretherm, It glV Die a big
old settlers that has a strip of white down the middle last night," he says, "that I had the dream I'm jump.
of the face. Well, of course, the bear run. Old Ben goin' ter tell ye about. I dremp that I was dead, and
"'Hope that ain't ter be my portion,' I sudjests,
was just coming after his cows, and when he struck havin' crossed the river by the ferry I started off sorter feelin my way along.
into the clearing on one side the bear jumped out of to'ards the heavenly gates. Old Peter, as I took
"'I dunno,' says Peter, 'who beyer
the woods on t'other, and come towards where Ben him to be, stood at the door .like a ticket taker to a
"Then I straitens up an' givs it out that I was
was hellertyhoot. Ben didn't see the bear and the circus. I didn't know how I was goin' to Qe re- Benjamin Stackpole, of Thomaston, Maine, United
bear didn"t see Ben till they was within a few rods of ceived, so I hung back an' camped down under a tree States of Ameriky.
·
one an0ther, and then the first thing Be:a did was to where I could see the others as they come strollin'
"'H'm Maine-Neal Dow-Prohibition-humbug!'
up with his gun and let drive at the critter. Then along. The new arrivals was frekent. Some was let he snort~. 'You must of drinked a good deal o' bad
the bear turned tail and run one way and Ben turned in after they'd qualified, an' others was dropped inter likker in your day, Mr. Stackpole.'
tail and run t'other. Ben hadn't more'n got back to a slide an' scooted off out of sight. These last was
"I replies that I has ter my sorrer. Next questhe edge of the woods before he stepped in a hole all the unbelievers. I laid under the tree some time, tion was:
of a sudden and down he flopped, and 'tother barrel an' nobody come that I was acquainted with, till
"'What church d'ye belong ter.' He had me
of his gun went off ker-bang. At the same time the finally a man hove in sight that I thought I reck'nized. there by the umbilikle. I told him I never k'nected
bear met one of the hunters coming out of the woods When he got closter I see sure 'nough it was the myself with any church, an' was goin' on ter say that
'tother side the clearing, and the fellow put a ball· Reverunt Mr. Bugles. He marclied along with his I had led a decent life, an' had never said nothin' dis~
into him and over he flopped. Then the fellow started head up, big as tophet, an' was goin' right in, sayin' respectable to'ard religion, when he stops me an' says:
towards Ben. The old fool heard him coming. He nothin' ter nobody. Old Pete he hailed him an' says :
"'That's enough. Mr. Stackpole, the broad fields
hadn't heard t'other fellow's gun on account of his
o' heaven is· open to you!'
"'Look here, neighbor, whar ye boun' fer~·
own going off simultaneous next to his ear, and he
"Now, bretherin, I was as much sprised as you'd 'a
"The Reverunt Mr. Bugles never turned his head
made up his mind the bear was onto him. Scairt? more'n long 'nough ter remark that he was bonn' fer ben to hear him say that, but I keeps on an even keel
Well, I guess he was scairt. He do,sn't move, and so the kingdom, an' kept right on. Then Pete stops and says:
what does he do, by thunder, but set in and pray for him an' asts :
"'Yer reverents, may I ast a question~·
Christ's sake. The fellow that had shot the bear
" ' Certingly.'
"
'You're
the
Reverunt
Mr.
Bugles,
ain't
ye
~·
stood and harked to him. In the course of his
" 'Well,' says I, ' does all the ministers that comes
"
'Yes,'
ansers
the
parson,
'
I
guess
I
be.'
prayer old Ben giv in to having been a mean cuss all
here be put· in them 'ere little pens?'
"' Cong'gational ?'inquires Peter.
his life. He had cheated the widder and orphan,
"'Yes,' ansers Pete.r.
"
'That
was
my
sex,
I'm
flattered
ter
say,'
the
parwas the biggest liar between the two rivers, and had
·" ' An' don't they git crowded,' I asts.
son
ansers
him.
hauled green oats into town and sold 'em for old
"'No,' says he,' after they've spent a few da~s
" ' The feller that helped k'nduct the revival in
oats, and I don't know what all; but what he was sot
. together they're so dum'd sick o' one another s
'rhomaston,
Knox
county,
ain't
ye
?'
was
Pety's
next
on was that he didn't deserve to be chewed by a
comp'ny that they requests permission ter go ter hell
bear, and he wound up by saying," Lord," says he, "if interrogat'ry.
a little while fer a change; and when they git thar
"'
T4e
eyedenticle
same,
sir,'
and
Bugles
was
goin'
you can't see your way clear to help me in this fight,
they find the s'ciety good 'nough so that they never
ter pass on.
don't for Christ's sake help the bear !"
wants ter come back.'
"
'
Stiddy,
my
cherub,'
says
Pete,
'
we
don;t
'low
no
When Ben got to this place he slewed his eye
" Right here, bretherin,'' says Ben preparing to sit
Cong'
gational
preachers
in
the
kingdom.
We
let
one
around to see what had become of Bruin, and there
down, "I woke, an' that was an end on't."
of
'em
in
once
an'
'twan't
twenty-four
hours
'fore
he
stood the hunter laughing at him, and the bear laid
That's the story old Ben Stackpole told at the
all in a heap t'other side the clearing. Well, sir, now wanted the Almighty ter resyne an' let him boss the union meeting in Thomaston. I don't suppose he
you better believe he felt cheap. He picked· up his whole camp. There's a pen over there jest outside ever had any such dream in his life. As I said, he
old gun, hunted up his cows, and went home. After the fence where you can turn in. You'll find it ocher- was the biggest liar between the Penobscot and
that if you wanted to see Ben Stackpole tearing mad pied by several of yer disting'ished preedecessers.'
GEo. E. MACDONALD.
" So the Reverunt Mr. Bugles was marched off by Kennebec.
you didn't need to kick him. All you had to do was
a
lad
they
called
Mikle,
an'
didn't
git
ter
heaven
to say bear.
W. S. Bell in Texas.
Well, this experience of coming so elose to death, arter all.
"I kept shady under the tree," continues Ben.
as he'd supposed, set old Ben to thinking that perTexas is a great state-great in geographical exhaps he ought to be laying in some religious sup- "Thinks I, if Parson Bugles can't enter the gates, the tent as well as in her spirit of enterprise. It is quite
. impossible to form anything like a con-ect estimate
plies against similar accidents. 'Twan't long after he chances of my gittin' thar are pretty scatterin'.
"
Well,
'twas
a
long
time
ag'in
'fore
any
one
else
moved to Thomaston before there was what they call
of this grand country without seeing something of it.
union meetings there; and of course he went, letting that I know'd arriv, but arter a while away out yen- I hav bad a pr.etty fair chance to see the state and to
hee1·d
some
one
singin':
·
der
I
on to be piouser'n hell. Set there and roll his eyes
become acquainted with the spirit of the people; and
" 'In ther good ole way-in ther good ole way-·
up, the old cuss would, and beller glory to God as if
I can assure our Liberal friends at the North that
We're goin home in the good ole way-wow!'
he was the religiousest man in the state. Same time,
waving the bloody shirt in political campaigns is
as he said in his prayer when he thought the bear
"Right off then I know'd Elder Spiggins was nothing more than a scarecrow. The peop!e of the
was going to get him, he was the biggest liar between comin'. Peter he slid his thumbs up over his shoul- South are reconciled to the situation. In all my acthe Penobscot and Kennebec. Couldn't believe ders under his· galluses, an' says,' Nuther minister o' quaintance with Southern people, I found only one
nothing he told you, no more'n's if he hadn't said it the gospil.' When the elder got nigh. whar I was he man who was still fighting the war over again. Be~~
. happened ter see a good-lookin' female angel stoodin' sides, they are not without just grounds of co~
Well, the union meetings was being conducted by on the wall with her hair an' close blowin' 'bout in the plaint in the enfranchisment of the negro. My Libthree old sky-pilots that bossed the gospel camps zeffirs, an' he stops his singin' quicker'n litenin' an' eral fdends here, people formerly from the North, asthere in Thomaston. They'd doubled teams and was sets in an' tries ter paralyze it. Says Peter, 'If that sure me that the vilest men can go to the polls on
hauling sinners out of the woods of perdition with a ain't a Methodist, I'm a Dutchman.' Well, he puts election day, and buy or bribe the negro voter with a
rolling hitch. One of them was the Reverunt Mr. Elder Spiggins through t~e same course o' katekizin' few drinks of whisky. Reason, morality, and patriotBugles-he was Cong'gational. Then there was he'd sprung on Bugles, an' then tells him :
ism hav no perceptible influence upon them. This,
Elder Spiggins, a Methodist, and Brother Birtwhistle,
"'I'm sorry forye, elder, but ye can't go in. The of course, vexes the white people who want good
a Hardshell Baptist swamper.
last Methodist sky-pilot we admitted twitted the. officers and good laws.
These fellows all laid Ben out as a promising con- Saviur o' not bein' the son o' his mother's husbun',
October 28th, I reached Fort Worth, and was
vert and a swelling. bud that would bloom into a an' more'n that, he begun ter purr 'roun' the Virgin kindly entertained by Mr. F. W. Bradley, proprietor
saint in the nigh future. They prayed with him, he Mary in a compromisin' way. Ye see that pen over of the Windsor Hotel.
a groaning and saying Amen, till finally they thought thar. Them's your quarters. Tra la. Git !' An'
There are not many outspoken Liberals here, al'twas about time for Brother Stackpole, by golly, to that's the last I see o' Elde1· Spiggins.
though there are quite a number of the soft-shell
come forward and giv himself out as a convert. So
"Well,''. went on Ben, snuffiing, "when I see how kind. I had the pleasure of aiding in organizing a
one night they all three at him to once. Ben he hung the parsons was bein' handled, I felt shakyer'n ever. Secular Union. Mr. F. W. Bradley was elected pres-
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ident, and I hope ~nder hi~ gcldance a strong ·union was led to doubt and to go on doubting and inqnir- the hard-working preachers •are controled by and
will be established.
·
· · ·
ing after truth. I showed them where some of the working for them; and that the people hav only to
From Fort Worth I went to Terrell, and was a day oldmyths came from. I took them up to the ol9 pay the bills.
· :
,
.
behind time, but this proved to be all the better, as nests of tradition and we took out the eggs and
Not in Romanism itself, nor in the government of
there was a grand entertainment of some kind the handled them.
an army, is there a more thorough organizatio_n or a
night before. The man who has done the work for
I think my lecture will do some good in that com- more perfect equipment, with all the essentials for a
·
·
this community is Mr. T. C. Glass._ He is a genuin munity.
strict surveillance over every individual and every deall-round Liberal. Just now Mr. Glass has aid and
On Monday night I spoke again, but I cannot be- partment, and with power to enforce its rules, than
comfort from a minister who cooperated with me in gin to describe the weird scenes incident to the occa- is found in the Methodist church of America. Forgetting out an audience to hear me. Besides, he intra- sian. In the first place, one needs to see these tall old tunately for the chm:ch and the cause of religion, the
duced me to the people in generous and complimentary trees to appreciate their grandeur. The pine forests bishops hav generally been conscientious men, and
terms. · This gentleman's name is Rev. N. Schultz, are simply magnificent. Each tree is_!.\ giant, rising hav sought to use their gteat·power for good; and in
Unitarian evangelist, self-appointed and, to a ·large over a hundred feet high, and standing so close one a less degree the same may be said of other high
degree, self-sustained. Mr. Schultz is doing a good to another as to make a somber forest at noonday. officials ; but the vast machinery for injustice and opwork here, and I am greatly in sympathy with him; There is no un<J,erbrush, but a smooth carpet of pression exists, and more than once hav good men
but as I looked at him occasionally while I was open- leaves or short velvety grass, over. :which the hunter felt its crushing weight.
·
ing the eyes of the blind, I could. not resist the may ride at full speed without danger to either horse
For some unaccountable cause, it seems to be the
thought suggested in the old saying, "A strange cat or rider. But as .the deer are scarce, this breakneck natural tendency of all organizations, both political
in the wrong garret." But he will get out of the speed is -not often seen in these parts. Now, if the and religious, as they increase in numbers and power
wrong garret and get into the right one. !know forests are somber in daytime, what must they be at and wealth, to depart from the'original simplicity and
how it is myself.. I hav been there. The lecture night~ In the evening we walked through these purity of purpose, and singleness of aim, that at first
was on liberty and morality, and _was well received. silent and sublime forests to the little church a mile called them into existence. The monastic orders of
From Terrell the pilgrim went to Corsicana. Ar- and a half away. What a deep feeling pervades one's the Catholic church were at first singularly pure and
rangements had not been completed for my address, whole being as he walks _in such a communion with devoted, but with the increase of wealth and power
and I was delayed several days. . Mr. E. H~ Church nature. _ Oh, the grand old trees ! how they looked they :became corrupt. Cromwell began by opposing
secm·ed the Opera House, and by advertising we se- down upon ris that night as we went by thelll. and a royal despot, and .ended by becoming himself a
cured a fair-sized audience. Col. Nat. Pinkston, for- their nativ cathedral into the little conventimial lnilitary dictator, though he used his vast power for
merly of Corsicana, but now of Hubbard City, came church: How small we 'seemed in the presence of the good· of the nation. ·And Methodism, that began
to hear me. The colonel is a veteran in the cauee;
these primeval giants ! Perhaps it was the inspira- as a revival-a spiritual impulse, a heart-power-is
During the lecture ari orthodox lady who by some tion of these ancients that enabled me to ring out the steadily and rapidly tending to a vast ecclesiasticism,
means or other ·had got into the wrong garret, turned old and to ring in the new more effectivly than usual, with ambitions for wealth and world·wide power. Its
around in 'her seat and said to Mrs. Church that the for I certainly never felt in better mood than I did original puritanic simplicity of dress is a thing of the
besf thing to be done with such a man would be to that night. Long shall I remember the little church past. The rule forbidding "the putting on of gold
rottten-egg him out of town.
without doors or windows, lighted up with a few and costly apparel " still .stands in the Disciplin ; it is
But Mrs. Church, being a noble Liberal, replied candles, and the grand old overtopping pines looking one of the "general rules," that cannot be changed,
that that was all that orthodox people could do, when down upon'us, with their crowns of over a century's and the preachers. are required to read these rules to
the church once every "quarter," or four times a
they could not answer the truths and arguments of Lib- existence.
W. S. BELL.
year, in every charge. But no one seems to regard
erals. The orthodox lady looked tired, and subsided. ,
the reading of the rules as anything more than a matMy next stopping-place was Kerens. I reached
.Tlw Despotism of Methodism.
ter of form. Certainly, no one seems in the least
there in the afternoon, and found the whole town
Fl'om an m·ticle in the Forum.
given up to the election. A few hand-bills were ciJ:- . In casting about for a model after which to organ- disturbed by the rule concerning dress; and yet
culated among the crowds upon the street, and that ize his "societies," and in formulating a creed and nearly every one who hears the rule read knows that
night I had the pleasm·e of speaking to a large audi- rules for their life and government, Mr. Wesley seems he is violating it every day, and especially on Sunence. Judge M. Melear is the pilot in the cause of to· hav borrowed ,some things from the Puritans, days ; for the Methodists, more, perhaps, than any
mental freedom here. He is an outspoken' Free- others from the Church· of England, and others still other people, seem to take a pride in showing their
thinker, and has great influence in the community... from the Jesuits... In their severe simplicity of dress fine clothes on the Lord's day. Even the preachers
From Kerens I went to Athens, only a few miles and manners, and deep seriousness of lif«;J, the early who stand up and read the rule that forbids " the
away. I had no engagement at that place, but I J\'fethodists remmd us of the Puritans in the time of putting on of gold and costly apparel," can-y gold
knew of one man there who was a host of himself, Cromwell; and the W esleyans-the Methodists of watches and chains, and ".put on" the most "costly"
T. P. Vaughn. He has voiced the sentiments of England-'-are not wholly unlike the other Dissenters broadcloths, and wear "gold " buttons and studs in
liberty in season and out- of season and often at great in thej.r form of government, having no bishops, as their shirts. The tim:e was, and that within thE! prespersonal sacrifice. I had the pleasure qf sharing his has the Methodist church in the United States, b~t ent century, when a woman or a young girl, wearing
and his family's hospitality, his wife and her sister electing, at each session of their conference, a presi- a simple rufile, or a flower upon her bosom or on her
being true blue, and all the daughters, young girls ip dent. The "Articles of Religion," prepared by Mr. bonnet, w.as not permitted to enter a "love-feast" or
their teens and going to school, are chips off the old Wesley for the church in America, are an abndged "class meeting."
In its doctrinal position, the Methodist church is
block. The youngest is named Tommie Paine form of the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of
Vaughn. " What an odd name for a girl·!" say the England. · The vows. of obedience to superiors in peculiar. Luther sought in -his day to reform the
children. " What a horrid name!" say their pious authority, required of candidates for ordination to doctrins of the church. Wesley sought to reform the
parents. But Tommie rejoices in her name, ana the offices of deacons and elders, remind one of the hearts and lives of the people. And it is a singular
wears it proudly as a jewel.
vows of obedience imposed by Ignatius Loyola. The fact that the great vital and spiritual truths of the
For many years Dr. Collins has being doing grand candidate for ordination in the Methodist church early Methodists, such as the "Witness of the Spirit,"
work here in distributing Freethought literature to promises to "act in all things, not according to his and "Holiness," are not even mentioned in the
all who would read,· and also reasoning with them own will, but as a son in the gospel," to " employ his "Articles of Religion." Mr. Wesley prepared for
mightily out of the bible of nature. The doctor is·a time as we"-the church, or his superiors-'.-direct,". the Methodist church in America an abridged form
well-informed man, and has done valiant service. I and to ... do that part of the work which we advise." of the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England,
hope I may hav the pleasure of seeing him again if I He has to promis the bishop that he will "reverently with such corrections as he thought proper. These
should go to Texas on another lecture trip, as I hope obey the chie.f ministers unto whom is committed the are so a part of the organic law of the chm·ch that
to do in two years. My next point was quite a long charge and government over him," and will "follow they can never be changed. Thus thi~ one good man,
distance away towards the southern limits of the with a glad mind and will their godly admonitions, more than a hundred years ago, settled at once and
state, at Handley's Store, ten miles away from every- and submit to their judgments." He must not only forever the creed of the Methodist church; and now
where. lVIoscow was the nearest railroad approach. agree to giv up his own will and judgment, and im- it is required of every member coming into the
We were here kindly entertained by Mr. and Mrs. plicitly to obey another, but he must be "glad" to church to say that he believes it. No matter what
greater light may come to the world, or what larger
Daughtry, and made the acquaintance of Dr. Daughtry, do it! The Jesuits could hardly askmore.
a pronounced Liberal. It was in this town that the
One of the anomalies of Methodism is that, while faith, these twenty-five" Articles of Religion" must
orthodox tried to sit down on Brother Remsburg, Mr. Wesley gave his followers in England a free stand and be accepted just as they are. It is well
and he objected so seriously that they had to pass.
form of government, without bishop or presiding known to scholars that one of these articles, the fifth,
Mr. John A. Handley came to Moscow as soon as «;Jlders, the Methodist Episcopal church of this coun- asserts an historical error in affirming that of the auhe learned that I had reached the land of the Philis- try has both · these officers, and is from first to last thority of all the canonical book of the Old and New
tines, and took me home with him. The trip was despotic in form, if not in spirit, from the lowest to Testament .there " was never any doubt in the
very pleasant, as the weather was delightful. On the highest places of power. The preacher in charge church;" but·the error can never be corrected.
It is a striking fact also that these "Articles of
Sunday morning there was a "dipping" by the Bap- appoints the "leaders" of. the "classes;" he also
tist brethren down in the creek. It is true it was nominates the " stewards;" thus, he virtually creates Religion," like the Apostles' and the Nicene. Creeds,
not much of an affair, as there was only one sister put the "Quarterly Oonference." Then the bishops ap- contain not one word about endless pumshment.
down under the water ; and as she made no fuss over point the presiding elders of the annual conferences, These ancient creeds do affirm the doctrin of everit, never opened her mouth to say how she took it, who hav charge of the " districts," and constitute lasting life, but not of everlasting death. Until a
except to throw out a little of the creek water that the bishop's "cabinet." ·In all this there is nothing few years ago the " Articles of Religion" were the
only standard by which a Methodist minister could
she had unadvisedly taken in, it was a very. tame electiv, or, in a republiC'an sense, representativ.
business. And while the ·minister and friends were
The annual conferences elect delegates to the be tried for heresy. He could be tried only for
helping her to the horse-blanket tent but ·recently General Conference; and the presiding elders, from -teachings contrary to the "Articles of Religion;" and
extemporized for the occasion, in which the sister their positions as "superiors in office," so far control, then, to meet the case more fully, the general confermight take off her diving clothes, we turned about or at least influence, the votes of those under their ence added, "or standard authorities." But it did
charge, as to secure the election of a sufficient num- not specify what these "standard authorities" are;
and came home.
The Baptist minister had expressed a desire to ber of their order to hav a majority' in the General and hence preachers may be tried and expelled under
bear me speak, and said that if I would giv my lectute Conference. This is the· highest and the only law- a law that is indeterminate in itself, but determinable
shortly after he had got through with his morning making power in the church; and it elects the bish- by a church jury or committee. I confess t~at I do
service he would stay to hear me. Of course I was .ops, the book agents, the editors of the different not like · this; but the difficulty of defimng the
church papers, an.d the officers of the missionary an.d "standards" is so great that the church hardly dare
only to happy to comply.
He sat before me and bore up bravely under my other societies. The result is that everything tends attempt it, for the ''authorities" do not in all things
ungodly talk. I had not only the shepherd, but I to create. a self-appointing and self-perpetuating agree one with the other.
WeRley would be called an "authority," and? as
had also the flock before, and I made a special effort class of superiors, or church dignitaries, with the
not to shock them, although I am sure I did, for further necessary result of a long line of subordi- such, might be quoted in support of endless pumshwhat I considered. exceedingly mild some of them nates and dependants upon their will. In politics, rhent; but who now believes in his doctrin of a malooked upon as horrid and blasphemous. . I very we would call- this a "ring;" in government, we terial hell-fire 1 And yet, if Wesley be an ''author_ resolutely set myself to instruct the people rather would call it,anything but republican. These church ity" why accept his teachings as to the endlessness
than to offend or "bullyrag" them. I cbmm~mced officials naturally come to love authority, and in a of 'hell-torments, but reject the material "fire and
by telling them my Christian experience, and how 'I large sense to feel that they own tlie church; that brimstone!"
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man-about the only one connected with the affair
who can be thus described-is an Infidel, a disbeliever in the. church, a rejecter of revelation, a,scoffer
at supernaturalism. · He went on the bond of a supposed friend, and when the fellow turned out to be a
faithful follower of the archbishop, Governor Hoadley paid his debt like a man~ost impoverishing
himself and family to do it. The inighty Roman
Catholic church is on the bond of the dead prelate,
but she has not repaid the millions Purcell stole
from his witless dupes.
All honor to Governor Hoadley ! Everlasting disgrace to the Roman Catholic church.

Paying the Penalty of Independence.

The World has it upon authority that the Rev.
Dr. Edward McGlynn, of St. Stephen's church, is to
DECEMBER 18, 1886. be deposed from his priestly office because of his
SATURDAY,
adoption of the land theolies of Henry George, and
for his activity in electioneering for that gentleman.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Single subscription............................................. . $3 00
The World expresses the opinion that this is " too
0 00 severe a punishment," because " few men did more
One subscription two years, in advance ................ ..
Two uew subscribers .......................................... .
0 00
than Dr. McGlynn to secure the nomination of
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onere0 00 Governor Cleveland for president, by the timely and
mittance ...................................................... .
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
'i 00 e:ffectiv assurance which he gave at the final moment
remittance·................................................... .
One snbscription with three new subscribers, in one
that the voters whose interests he had at heart would
·remittance ................................................... .
8 60 support that nomination."
One subscription with four new subscribers, in onfl
This is a remarkable reason to advance. Is the
remittance ........................................ ·• · ....... .. 10 00
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
election
of Mr. Cleveland to the presidency of such
with one remittance.
value to the Roman Catholic church that she must
pay for it ! If so, Democracy is a dangerous foe to
SPECIAL NOTICE.
America. The public is always told by church
THERE are about a thousand of our subscribers in authorities that the church never interferes in poliarrears, their indebtedness aggregating some two or tics. But here we hav it from a journal high in the
three : thou,simd dollars. To each one of these counsels of the dominant party, that one priest
debtors, of course, the amount is small, but to us the pledged in advance the votes of his parish for a canamount is very large, and sadly hinders our work. didate. What becomes of the pretense of the church
We ~eed 'this money-need it now-and we respect- with this fact known T Why did not the church
dlive Dr. McGlynn from his pulpit for his activity
fully _ask ,that it be remitted.
for Cleveland if she must do it because of his labors
It costs a great deal of money to publish a large
for George' The principle is the same, though the
journal, and we hav no extensiv advertising patronage church may hav more reasons to fear a reform move·to help;us out. We depend entirely upon the sub- ment than the election of the candidate of a party
scriptiqn·list and book sales to obtain cash to pay pledged to conservativ rule.
bills,· a.t;ld when so large a sum as two and three
But at any rate we hope Dr. McGlynn is to be deposed
now. His deposal will go along way to prove
thousand dollars is kept from us, the financial shoe
him
an
honest man. During the campaign there
grows ·painfully tight.
were
two
opinions concerning him. One was that he
Ev~cy subscriber can see upon his tab just to what
was Jesuitically foisting himself. upon the labor party
•
date his subscription is paid. Those whose time has
with the de~ign of controling it ; the other opinion
expired ·a.re 'requested to remit at once.
called him an honest man, and less a believer in the
church than a lover of humanity. Chality inclined
A Children's Book by Mrs. E. D. Slenker.
to the latter opinion; a knowledge of the history of
We bav in press, to be issued in a few days, a new the church made it appear doubtful.
book for children by Mrs. E. D. Slenker. Nothing,
At the ·present ti!Jle the Roman Catholic authoriwe think, need be said of the ability and populality ties are evidently disturbed by the organizati.on of
of the author. She is known to almost every Free- labor, and especially by the adherence of so many
thinker in the country, and no writer is better ~ed. Catholics to Henry George's theories.· In his reFor 8. yeiu- or. two she has been writing more espe- cent pastoral letter, Archbishop Comgan devoted
cially for children, and this new book will be gladly about one-fourth of his document to overthrowing
welcomed by the little ones.. It is entitled, "Little Mr. George's land theory, denouncing it as contrary
Lessons for Little Folks." Each chapter is a lesson to God's law and will. "To strive to base an arguabout something whi~h the children see every day, ment against ownership in land," says the archbishop,
and about whicJ~ their curiosity is excited. A copy " by reasoning on the universal distribution of air
of this. book p~esented to every child that can read and light is only a freak of the imagination. Human
will save parents an endless amount of questioning, industry cannot scatter a cloud from before the face
and at the same time impart more detailed and accu- of the sun, nor lift a fog that. may be freighted with
rate information than the majority of parents can giv damaging vapors ; we take the air and the light as
their youngsters off-hand.
God givs them, and we owe him thanks for his
The chapters are : Stars; Monkeys; Items about bounty. It was only the earth which fell m;tder the
Fishell; Fresh Air; Matter and Life; Life and Her primeval curse when man had sinned." Thus was
Children ; Books; Clover; Water; Stones; Animals Mr. George disposed of in an instant by reference to
and Vegetables; Little Leaves; The Nerves; On dogmatic authority. Now, according to all canons of
the Sense of Smell; Heredity and Natural Selection; the church, this opinion of Mr. Comgan should also
The Camel; .Th~ Frog; 'The Cow; Dolls; Grass.
be the opinion of Dr. McGlynn. Unfortunately for
The book is handsomely printed in large type, and Dr. McGlynn, however, he is unable to view the matter
bound in'boards, with illuminated covers. The price in that light. He agrees rather with Henry George's
is 40 cen~, postpaid by mail.
interpretation of the scriptures, that " the land is a
free gift of the creator to all his children," because
.One Honest Man.
the "Lord saith " that " the land shall not be sold
The trustees of the debts of the late Archbishop forever, for the land is mine." Saying nothing of the
Purcell, of Cincinnati, hav declared a dividend of one absurdity and weakness of an argument founded
and a half per cent. " It might well temper the sat- upon so false a dictum as the Jewish Bible, it is
isfaction with which the creditors receive this money," very evident that Dr. McGlynn must be excommunisays the Independe~t; ·ii tO remember that it comes cated. He has no right to iii.terpret the scriptures,
from on!3 .honest man, ex-Governor Hoadley, who nor to adopt the interpretation of any authority but
went as: se.eUrity for a trustee who specrilated with the Roman Catholic church. His position as a priest
the flind.s in his hands and lost them, so that this makes him a mental slave, and if he will be free he
dividend does·not come from the legitimate source.'' must leave the church. The church does not want
Yes, and it niay well temper the arrogance of the individuals, but automatons-men moved by wires
Christian- church to remember that this one honest and strings--puppets, playthings, tools, emissaries-

all working as directed, and never working but as
directed. Unless a priest is such a dummy, his ser1

vices are of but little utility to the holy organization.
Dr. McGlynn will probably hav to go.
·

An Erring Apologist.
In the current number of one of the best of our
monthlies is an essay by W. S. Lilly upon the present outlook for Christianity. Mr. Lilly's paper is
temperate and· good-natured, and he states the case
against Christianity fairly and well. It is from his
conclusions that the skeptic will differ, not because
of their unreasonableness, but because of their mis·
leading nature. As a defender of Christianity, Mr.
Lilly transplants it to grounds upon which logically
it cannot grow. With this transplanting we hav no
quarrel, but the world should understand the true
facts.
"Without controversy," says Mr. Lilly, "Christianity appears to many of the wisest to be at the
present day in deadlier peril than it has been at any
time during the eighteen hundred years of its existence. For the attack is not directed so much against
any one doctrin, or class of doctrine, peculiar to it, as
against the very fundamental position whereon it
rests. That position is the existen~e of a First
Cause, absolutely good, wise, and powerful; who has
created the universe for a beneficent end, and who
may be known and served by his rational creatW"es,
if they will to know and serve ·him. Christianity is
primarily theism, and theism is very widely called in
question, and denied. At the same time-so close is
the link which binds together the human personality
and the divine-all that has hitherto been considered
distinctivly characteristic of man likewise suffers an
eclipse-his freedom of volition, his moral responsibility, his spirituality and immortality. If we would
form any sound judgment upon the present outlook
for Christianity, we must consider :first the prospects
of theism. If anti-theistic theories, whether in the
form of Materialism, Agnosticism, or Atheism, are to
prevail, of course there is an end of Christianity; as.
of all other religions.''
To maintain Christianity intact, then, Mr. Lilly endeavors to prove the absolute truth of theism, and to
his aid he summons the philosophers who hav expressed a belief in a force which might hav more or .
less influence in determining phenomena. He quotes
Professor Huxley as recognizing " the necessity for
cbtlrishing the noblest and most human of man's
~motions by worship, mostly of the silent· sort,
at the altar of the unknown and unknowable ;"
Professor Tyndall as making profession of faith in
Kant's transcendental idealism; Herbert Spencer as
believing in an unknown and unknowable power,
Without limit in space, without beginning or end in
time; M. Littre, whom he calls th.e second founder
of Positivism, as recognizing "immensity, physical
and intellectual, as a positiv idea of the :first order."
The :first three philosophers, Mr. Lilly declares to be
the three men who most powerfully influence the
most intelligent portion of the English-speaking race.
Mr. Lilly argues from these expressions that a belief
in a deity is inherent in the race; that its universalit.y proves its truth ; and that the power behind
phenomena recognized by the men quoted is the
*me as the Christian God, only refined by his evolutio:i;l from the deity of a barbaric people to the
de:finit sense of an ultimate reality of speculativ
philosophers. But as these speculativ abstractions
are too cold for worship, Mr. Lilly gratuitously as
sumes thaUhey will end in the acceptance of Chris·
tian theism, whose God he defines as follows :

m-

"A Supreme Being, the Creator, Upholder, Governor, and
Sovereign Lord of all; self-dependent, and the only Being
who is such ; Eternal, and the only Eternal ; all-sufficient, ·
all-blessed, .and ever-blessed ; the Supreme Good; omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent, ineffably one, absolutely perfect; sovereign over his own actions, though always according to the eternal Rule of right and wrong, which is himself;
yet in the works of creation, conservation, government,
retribution, making himself, as it were, the minister and servant of all; taking an interest, and having a sympathy, in the
matters of time and space, and imposing on rational beings,
in whose hearts he has wl'itten the moral law, the duty of
worship and service."

Such a God, he thinks, will fill the long-felt want,
and is moreover a deity built in accordance with
Spencer's dictum that "perpetual self-adaptation to
environment is the very law of life."
Now, all this is very flattering to the English
philosophers, and consoling to the Christians, but it
has no more to do with " the present outlook for.
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C.hristianity" than it has with. the. present outlook
for Mohammedanism. In the first place, theism is
not Christianity. In the second, a God that grows,
that changes, that is subject, as it were, to the law of
varieties of species, is just no God at all, and certainly as far from being the God of the Christians as
a protoplasmic speck is :h-om being a man. Mr. Lilly
confounds theism with a religion which_, if reduced
to simple theism, would lose by far its most important dogmas, and become impotent. The theists of
the present day are ranked by church authorities
with the Infidels, and those authorities •will not
thank the apologist for reducing their religion to the
s~rait he has. . If Christianity survives among intelligent people only through the EUpport given to the
least of its· dogmas by philosophers who are hostil
~o the whole system, the present outlook is gloomy
mdeed. We heartily wish it were true.

whose idea of a .non-sectarian institution is the
House of Refuge, the manual of instruction of which
is saturated in every page with the narrowest Christian sectarianism. The Society for Protecting and
Perpetuating the Separation of Church and State
proposes to continue this Christian sectarianism, and
to make Protestantism apart of our organic law.
When the delegates to the Constitutional Convention are chosen and meet in session, we think there
will be submitted an amendment which will meet the
case more fully, and put our state in line with the
tTnited States Constitution. We need to not only
prohibit the establishment of religion, but to actually
prohibit the giving of money to any institution in
which religion of any kind is taught.

Presbyterian Trial for Heresy.

The evangelical controversy over evolution, of
which Dr. Woodrow, of the Columbia, $. C., Theological Seminary, has been the center, has at last
Sunday Laws.
been
settled by the removal of Dr. Woodrow from
The small number of arrests made last Sunday for
violating the Sunday laws indicates, says .the Times, his professorship of natural science in conjunction
that the law was very generally observed. Except with Revelation. Dr. Woodrow accepts this action
in the Bowery, the stores closed their doors at ten as the authoritativ voice of his church.
This action also records where Presbyterianism
o'clock, and the proprietors presumably went to
stands
as to the science of evolution. Dr. Woodchurch. Nearly all of the arrests made were of Jewrow's
offending
consists in his teaching this science
ish merchants, but they had to be discharged because the law provides that when a person observes instead of accepting Genesis as the explanation of
his own special holy day he cannot be forced to keep the origin and development of life. Four synods
Sunday as well.
· and a board of directors hav condemned him for it,
The labor unions interested in forcing the Sunday and his removal will unquestionably please the great
closing hav announced their intention of appealing to body of Presbyterians, who are as pig-headed as
the legislature for a law empowering policemen to Roman Catholics in rejecting the latest words of
arrest Sabbath-breakers without a warrant and with- science.
A few years ago a Presbyterian minister of illinois
out actually seeing the violation of the law. Such a
enjoyed
"the luxury of a little honest thought, and
law would be unconstitutional, however, and it is not
the·
real
rapture of expressing it," and he was exlikely that the legislators will enact it.
pelled
for
heresy. Of this action of the presbytery,
Not. only in this city is the effort being made toreColonel
Ingersoll
said : "Go on, presbyteries and
vive the puritanical Sunday, but strong efforts are
being made all over the country to close all business synods, go on ! Thrust the heretics out of the
houses. In Boston, Indianapolis, and elsewhere, the church-that is to say, throw away your brains-put
church folks hav induced the authorities to make out your eyes. The Infidels will thank you. They
arrests for Sabbath-breaking, and if the agitation is are willing to adopt your exiles. Every des¢rter
kept up, the pro.spects for obtaining the repeal of the from your camp is a recruit for the army of progress.
law.s will be good. No one wants to see the obsolete Cling to the ignorant dogmas of the past ; read the
laws of de-cades·· ago enforced, and if the clergy per- .10\!th Psalm; gloat over the slaughter of mothers
sist, public indignation is likely to be sufficiently and babes ; thank God for total depravity ; shower
aroused to demand the repeal of all Sabbatarian legis- your honors upon hypocrite, and silence every minlation. Nine-tenths of all the people in the country ister who is touched with that heresy called genius.
are habitual Sabbath-breakers, and if all are to bear- Be true to your history. Turn out the astronomers,
rested, the jails will be pretty well filled. The con- the geologists, the naturalists, the chemists, and all
tract, we think, is too large a one for the clergy, arid the honest scientists. With a whip of scorpions,
they will be forced to moderate their zeal. As a drive them all out. We want them all. Keep the
writer -in the Sun says, it would be a case of the tail ignorant, the superstitious, the bigoted, and the
wagging the dog. In Boston the attempt to enforce writers of charges and specifications. Keep them,
the law is being made for the purpose of making it and keep them all. Repeat your pious platitudes in
so odious that the legislature will repeal it, and the the drowsy ears of the faithful, and read your Bible
attempt, it is said, is likely to be successfuf If so, to heretics, as kings read some forgotten riot-act to
some good will be ac~omplished, and the example stop and stay the waves of revolution. You are too
weak to excite anger. we forgiv your efforts as the
will be useful in other cities.
·
sun forgivs a cloud-as the air forgivs the breath you
waste."
For the Constitutional Convention.
The Board of DirP.ctors of the Columbia TheologIn 1885 was organized in this city the "Central
ical Seminary and the Board of Visitors of the
Committee for Protecting and Perpetuating the
Andover Theological Seminary ought to be comSeparation of Church and State." .The organizing
pelled to read Mr. Ingersoll's comments upon trials
secretary is Charles M. Plumb, and his chief supfor heresy.
porter is Henry A. Cram, one of . the managers of the
House of Refuge on Randall's Island. The outward
Editorial Notes.
object of the !lOCiety is tq prevent any recognition by
THE United Labor Party of Philadelphia at its second conthe state of any particular sect. The inside idea is vention adopted the declaration of principles without the
to prevent the legislature from giving Roman Cath- phrase, ... Fatherhood of God." This omission was due to
the energ-etic protest of W. J. Gorsuch, the well-known Anolics any foot4old in the House of Refuge, for which, archist orator. It is encouraging that Mr. Gorsuch was
under the name of the " Freedom of Worship Bill," strongly enough supported in the party to force the omission
they hav been besieging the legislature for half a of these meaningless words.
score of years.
MRs. LILLIAN WALKER is out of jail, her sentence having exSince the voters of this state hav decided to hav a pired. Mr. Walker has yet nearly a month to stay in prison.
Constitutional Convention, the society has held one Mrs. Walker was released on the 4th inst. Their case is
meeting, at which Mr. Plumb egotistically intimated before the supreme court, but Mr. Walker's sentence will
probably expire before the court considers it. After Judge
that the society for Protecting and Perpetuating the Crozier's decision that they are legally married, keeping
Separation of Church .and State had procured the these two persons in prison is not far from a legal outrage.
calling of this convention, and recommends that upon
IN confuting Mr. Henry George, Archbishop Corrigan
the attention of the convention be impressed the fol- laid down this solid foundation upon which to argue :
lowing amendment to the constitution: "The leg''When any thought finds a welcome abode in the mind and beislature shall make no law respecting an establish- comes so clear to him who harbors it as to shape itself into a principle, it is a duty to scan closely its character and bearing, and to
ment of religion, or enforcing the dogmas of any trace its possible course from the quiet haven of the mind to the
open main of public fact. However fair or shapely or attracti-v it
creed., or the rites or ceremonies of any sect."
may seem to the unwary, it should not be accepted by the prudent
The adoption of such an amendment"'would pro- unless it is formed of elements that are altogether sound and pure.
hibit the legi1:1lature from intel'fering in any case, and A flaw in a foundation represents n proportionate insecurity in the
building raised upon it."
·
leave the managers of every institution free to work
The archbishop ought to hav. borne his own statement in
their own will upon the helpless inmates of their mind when using the "primeval curse " against Mr. George's
religious d_!'lns.' T.Q.is WQllld sui.t Mr. Henry A. Cram, theories. And Mr. George evidently overlooked this para.
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graph when he quoted the Old Testament against the ar~h
bishop. Both of these eminent disputants built .very :fti~sy
argumentativ walls upon foundations full of fi11.ws. TJ!ey
are intellectual Buddensieks.
· · · ·. ,. ·'
-THE Jronclai/, Age for December 11th has three and a half
weary columns of disguised abuse of THE TRUTH S~~KER for
saying that the Chicago Anarchists ought not to be hanged as
a result of the "trial." The good doctor who edits the Age
quotes a signed note of Si Slokum's in this paper, credits it: to
the editor, and exclaims, "This the country is to understand
as the authoritativ declaration of organized Secularism!"
In THE TRUTH BEEKER of August 28th, September 5th, ap.d
subsequently, the editor furnished, to those who wanted to
know, a full statement of the grounds upon wllich he based
his opposition to banging these men. He cannot, however,
undertake to furnish brains for some editors to understand
what he wrote, nor honesty for them to do justice with~
THE managers of the New York House of Refuge, it is
well known, hav opposed the Freedom of Worship bill when~
ever it has come before the New York legislature. Recently
Judge Acker, connected with this institution, died, and his
relativs asked permission to bury him from the cathedral in
this city. Archbishop Corrigan refused, giving as his reason
Mr. Acker's opposition to the Freedom of Worship bill. He
further caused it to be made known that no Catholic cop~
nected with the House of Refuge could be buried from the
cathedral so long as he is archbishop. This is a good way to
punish enemies, but not a very dreadful one-far easier for
the enemies than the old-time practice of killing them by
torture. But as showing the implacable spirit of the church
it is significant.
THL Concord Labor Club gave Henry George a dinner on
the 6th inst. The dinner, the public is informed, was good
-the oysters cold, tlie soup hot, the fish well dune, the en.
trees just right, the game tender, the salads well mixed, the
wine not too strong,:and with a piquant bouquet, and the
cigars made in Havana, not in First-avenue tenement houses.
It was a dinner of laborers, so the advertisment said, but
with the exception of a car-driver, used as a substitute, the
speakers were professional men. There was ·of course a
ghost at the banquet-there never was a political banquet
without one since Judas put his hand in the di!ft1 with Christ.
Along with the wine and cigars came toasts, arid the very
first toast was, " Labor and Religion: Next to Faith in One's
God, is Faith in Labor." Always that ghost of a fleshless
God-a God who never helped a human being, who sees
millions die of want and suffering, who crushes his human
flies in earthquakes, kills them with famin and pestilence,
and then burns them in a hell forever-aq these drinkers to
this toast believe. Next to one's faith in God is faith in
labor I And it was a reverend who responded, who taught
these laborers this wicked doctrin I What folly I Until the
laborer puts his faith in labor aheai/, of his faith in God, the
rip:ht to a banquet they pay for is about all the right the
Henry George folks will get, and the skeptical sons of Faust,
who we are informed were there, ought to hav said so instead
of applauding the Rev. Mr. Kramer. They might hav ,re.
membered Dr. McGlynn, summoned to Rome-perhaps to be
disrobed-for the part he took in the election last fall. The
church of Rome is the voice of that God among whose suffering poor these toast-drinkers are endeavoring "one gleam
of brotherhood to send."
AT the Baptist ministers' weekly conference Monday,
says the Sun, the Rev. D. Frank R. Morse of the tabernacle
in Brooklyn, read an essay on " Christianity versus Material.
ism," and said in the discussion that followed that, as he
had heard, Col. Robert G. Ingersoll does not himself believe
a word he says against Christianity. The Rev. Dr. Morse
related as what he had heard that several years ago Colonel
Ingersoll got into financial difficulty, and, knowing that the
income from his business would not tide him over his
troubles, he hit upon thQ plan of lecturing against Chflstianity as the course ni.ost likely to pay. Colonel Ingersoll.
in evening dress, with a carnation in his buttonhole, and a
lustrous diamond on the vast expanse of his snowy shirt
front, was a smiling guest at the dinner of the Thirteen Club
at Morelli's restaurant Monday night. After reading the
Rev. Dr. Morse's" remarks Colonel Ingersoll very carefully
laid his napkin across his left knee and remarked senten.
tiously, "Paper." Then Colonel Ingersoll rapidly wrote as
follows: "Evidently the Rev. Mr. Morse is not a gentleman.
There is 'not one word of truth in his statement. I hav
never uttered a word on the subject of superstition that I
did not. thoroughly believe to be true. It is easy to see how
a man might pretend to be a Christian, but it is impossible
to conceive of a man who really believes in Christianity denying it. This is impossible, especially in a country where
the majority are known as Christians. The Rev. Mr. Mc;>rse
ought to hav the manners of a well-bred man. He should
answer my arguments, not attack my motivs. Would he
preach Infidelity if he had brains enough to make it pay ?
Would he consider it fair for me to charge that he selected
his profession because it is the only one in which stupidity
can hope for success ?"
--------~~~-------

Astonishing Information.
Frorn a Sermon btl Ret'. C. Jf. Cobern, Detroit, Jl-ch.

Anthony Comstock is a Christian man, a constant foe to
impurity, and for many years has done nothing else except
to use all legal means to protect the morals of our youth.
He is a man of conviction and courage, and fears the face of
no one while fighting the battle of purity. At .the peril of
his life he has obtained the conviction of hundreds of dealers
fu low anr ~ebasing literature. He arrested the president of
the Liberal League in the presence of two hundred and fifty
of his friends.
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.~tiers Jrgm Jlriends.
MERRICK, L. 1., Dec. 6, 286.
MR. EDITOR : I bav read the pamphlet "Personal Existence After Death Improbable," by L. R. Smith. I find it interesting and instructiv. I think every Liberal ·would do
well to send for one or more copies to hand to their Christian friends, if they hav any. You can send me one dozen.
The author is very desirous to hav humanity to understand
that this life is the only one that we need trouble ourselvs
about.
E. HYATT.
RoME CITY, IND., Nov. 25, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: We hav had the pleasure of listening to two
lectures by J. L. Andrew, of Fort Scott, Kan.
Mr. A.n_drew is a logical orator, and calls- things by their
right names. His· arguments are convincing, and delivered
in a way that is not calculated to giv offense to opponents.
He shows up the absurdities of the doctrins of superstitious
religion in fine _style, and Liberal societies wanting lectures
will do well to employ Mr. Andrew.
ITHAMA.R EnnY.
DEXTERVILLE, Wis., Dec. 2, 286.
MR. EDITOR : you will please find inclosed $1, for ·which
giv me .credit. I wish I could send you more, but I hav
been unable to tli~pose of very many of the last lot of pamphlets l got of you, but I will remit as often as possible, and
will endeavor to get settled up with you soon.
I hope to get a few engagements to lecture in Wisconsin as
soon as I am through teaching for the winter, aud would
like to announce through your paper that I am desirous of
corresponding wi.h activ Liberals of Wisconsin with a view
to lecturing.
GEo. H. DAwEs.
GALION, 0., Dec. 4, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: TnE TRUTH SEEKEH finds its way here regularly every week, and, do you know, it is doing some good?
[We trust so.-En.] Your stand taken in regard to Parsons
and the other condemned men is exaniplary. You hav the
support of all truly freedom-loving people. We hav times
now as in the past when men's souls are tried.
I wish to tell through youi: paper that we hav engaged the
services of J. :&· Remsburg, one of America's Freethinkers,
foi: one ·lecture, which will take place Dec. 14, 188o. All
arrangements necesEary are already made. We are all- exJonN P. FuoK.
pectancy.
MYRTLE PoiNT, On., Nov. 18, 1886.
1\'[n. EDITOR : I wrote to you last summer to stop my
paper when my subscription expired, but I will take it all
back. And as you hav been good enough to send me the
paper I will pay for it, for I know that it costs money to run
any kind of business. Not that I like Ihe pictures any more.
Find inclosed $5 for the next two years. I like THE TRUTH
SEEKER as well as ever, and I believe that I could not get
along without it.
We bad three soul agents !Jere to talk to us the last three
weeks. I believe they made but one convert, and they im-.
ported him from Josephine county. So, wishing you all
success, I remain,
Yours respectfully,
C. LETilllHERE.
SoLDIER's HoME, Wis., Nov. 22, A.s. 286.
MR. EDITOR :. The ~ost astounding mystery to me is the
devout adoration paid by our orthodox friends to certain
Bible passages that hav no meaning whatever. For instance,
Matt. xxi, 21 : "If ye hav faith and doubt not, thou shalt
say unto this. mountain, Be thou removed, and be thou cast
into the sea, and it shall be done." Now, these same honestminded men and women are far from being idiots or fools
in all other matters s(·cular, yet they cling with frienzied
persistence to the most absurd b:1bbling of a barbarous age,
and imagin in their hearts that it is tlie very essence of inspired wisdom. Why is this? I confess it is absolutely beyond my comprehension. It might as well hav been recorded
in that book of wonders, " If you hav sufficient faith you can
wipe out the sun, with a rng ;" and who among our Christian
friends would dare .to doubt it, and put their souls in
jeopardy? " Suffer little children to come unto me," etc.
No wonder that these feeble-minded dupes are striving to
imitate children, ignoring their manhood and their womanhood, and crushing out reasonand.common-sense in order to
escape this marvelous seething hell so vividly set fortlr by
Jesus, Calvin, Edwards, and others. But they must not
ignore the ~actt!Jat, according to good orthodox al'tthority,
some of the children are in hell, and hence the·r chances for
heaven are slim in spite of all thP.ir childishness.
.
NELSON IIUNT.
AYER, MAss., Dec. 6, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: Please send me the book entitled " Prose
Poems ~nd Selections,'' by R. G. Ingersoll, and twelve "Lay
Sermons."·
'l'nE TnuTH SEEKER is a welcome weekly visitor, fraught
with good things-tidings of great joy. Scriptures need not
be. two thou.sand years old to be appreciated and understood.
L. K. Washburn and John Peck plow deep into old thedlogy-the thing called Christianity. It has become permeated through and through with dry-rot, and can't bear its
own weight. It is p~st _being again kiln-dried .in hot revivals.
Tbe torch of truth is too much for its decayed condition. It
is only a question of time when it will molder away beneath
the.sands of tradition:
.
· .
:rhe religion, of this. ~vorld, the religion of common sense,
the .religion that knows no sect, no creed, no shackles for the
mind nor dt,mgeon for_ the body, is the religion we need.
Wh.ere is the greatest knowledge of the laws, where there is
the least ~ssuinptiop of m~ght ov,erright;·where there is the
least fear, where individual responsibility reigns supr~me,

where is the most freedom-there is t)le best society. These
are, at least, the elements of peace and fraternity. Let th.e
torch of reason burn. Let every man carry it, and pass It
from hand to hand that it may shed light in all dark corners
of our beautiful earth-in all Christian lands. Let it light up
the horizon of the rising intellect, and be to it a bow of
promis that the human mind shall never again be deluged by
any religious fraud, and a guarantee that its loathsome foot
may never again tread upon this grand earth, destined to be
a home of beauty and joy to the human race.
ELIJAH M>RIOK.
NEWARK, N.J., Nov. 25, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: Last winter I went to New Bruns wick on business. Passing up Nelson street, I saw a very plain,Methodistical-lookiD<T church, with a large cross in front of the building.
I knocked" at the door of a two-story tenement, and was surprised to see a Sister of Charity answer my summons. I
begged pardon, and said I did not know that sisters d';elt
here. "Oh," she answered, "you want the father." I replied,
'' No, marm; nor the son nor daughter;" and turned, bade
her good-bye, and knocked at the next door, where I was
again surprised to see Mr. Martien-rather Frenchy way of
spelling Martin-answer my second call. His reverence,
with the three-cornered hat, inquried my business. I informed him.. He answered, no ; they were sweet enough.
"Yes," said I, "you look sweet enough-and fat, too." He
smiled at my reply, and he followed me out to the g1.1.te. A
carpenter was repairing the gate and fence. One of the
posts was very rotten. I turned, and said to this man of
God that the post reminded me of a great many people in the
~orld-full of rotteness and corruption. He smiled, and
said, "We can cure them of their diseases." I replied, "You
can cure nothing." He remained silent for a few moments,
and then said, "}fay I inquire why I can't cure?" "Yes,
sir. Your friend is dead-the devil. Intelligence knocked
the life clean out of him, and kicked the bottom clean out of
his hell ; and you hav not got enough saints in your calendar to bring Old Nick to life again." He immediately turned
and went in his house, without making any more inquiries.
The carpenter thought his reverence had gone to di~est the
medicin I gave him. I answered that that was a very small
dose. I would bav increased it if he had asked more queStions. This gentleman's capital was a Bible and cross, rosary, prayer-book, and a few other pagan relics, that enabled
him to set up himself and bring him in a large yearly income
-to liv, laugh, and grow fat on ignorant, superstitious victims ; and I suppose those sharpers think we Freethinkers
ought to be burnt for daring to question their power of
doing any good. I know, for a .certafnty, they impover:sh
the people and corrupt their morals. The mass is supposed
to cleanse the soul of all sin; so the priest gets the money.
The priest gets the best of the bargain~ In fact, they are
what I call the biggest skins on earth, and their god is the
almighty dollar. They are simon-pure blasphemers. They
claim to forgiv sins. What is bound on earth is bound in
heaven. That is representing their God as a weather-cock,
and they can persuade him to send a soul to heaven or to
hell ! Their. blessing saves a soul ; their excommunication
damns it. I believe it is quite time to stop such sharpers
from robbing and impoverishing the people.
W. W. Monrus.
WAVERLY, WAsH. Tim., Nov. 28, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR : Is it not time that the women of our nation
should lift their voices in the great cry of reform? Wives
and mothers hav a right to mingle with those who are striving to benefit their fellow-beings; and why should we be
careless and seemingly thoughtless of what ree;ards ourselvs
as a sex? Woman should surely. take an interest in her own
liberty and the liberty of her children. In raising her family,
the mother's mind should be free from superstition and bigotry; for it is by the mother, in early youth, that the mind of
the child is formed; and even in manhood the ideas· given
in youth are weighed and considered before they are cast
aside. How sad a young man or woman must feel to think
that the mother they loved taught them a religion that was
false and contrary to nature and science. Let every woman
read and study the scriptures without fear or prejudice; take
them as you would the writings of any other book. Always
be ready to say that what would be cruel in man would be
worse than cruel in God, and be ready to denounce it, no
matter where you find it.
The first place where woman is mentioned in the Bible is
Gen. ii, 22. After the Lord had caused all the beasts of the
earth to pass before Adam, there was no helpmeet found for
him. If there had been in that grand procession an orangoutang, or baboon, or bald-faced monkey that would hav
pleaHed his fa:z:cy, our charming selvs could hav been
dispensed with. So you see it was merely by chance that we
were created at all, and we are only a secondary part at any
rate. But read Gen. iii, 16, and see the first sentence that
was passed on a woman; passed on her by the very. one that
allowed her to do what she did; for if God is omniscient and
omnipresent, he surely was standing right there, looking on
when crime was committed, and therefore must be accessory
to the same. Would it not hav been a blessing to us if he
had made the serpent mute, or put a gm rd around the tree?
Where were all his angels and his sons at that time? Could
' he not spare one to personally superintend the garden, at
least until Eve became accustomed to things? No; it was
better to give a cnrse on that day-one that could not be
disputed, for it lasts until this day. New, I ask you in honesty if you can believe such a nonsensical lie as is written in
that sixteenth verse? Wbat had the beasts done? Did they
eat forbidden fruit? It is the same with them as with womankind.
According to the Bible narrativ, women had a good character until they allowed the sons of God to make love to

them, and became their wives. It was then that trouble b~:
gan in earnest ; they were good wives and mothers for- over
one thousand five hundred years, but the sons of .God made ·
them otherwise. What a pity he did not keep his sons at
home or create them wives· of their own ilk. They brought
with ~hem discord and hatred. If the Bible is true, God's
grandsons were a very bad lot of unruly fellows. Only for
them the great flood would not ha-v been necessary.
I think, if we look at it aright and pass an honest opinion,
we will hav to -say that .God was the father of a very, very
bad family. They must hav had a bad example at home.
The next point we examin is Gen. xii, 11, 12, 13. Sarai,
Abram's wife, bemeans herself so that she may keep Abram's
soul alive. He was afraid that the Egyptians would kill
him, and that his soul would die. He did not seem to know
as much about the soul as the priests and preachers of our
day ; he did not know that the soul lived forever and ever!
Wbat a pity he did not live in a time and place where he
could hear Sam Jones I Sam would let him know that a soul
like his would not die so easy. Then Sarai might hav been
saved that great shame that is recorded against her. But
how do we know that he was so afraid as he pretended? It
may be that he had an eye after the sheep and the oxen, he
asses and men servants, and maid servants, and camels that
her shame would secure him (Gen. xii, 16).
Abram's orders to his. wife Sarai concerning Hagar were:
" Behold thy maid is in thy hand; do to her as it pleaseth
thee" (Gen. xvi, 6).
I don't wonder that her lot was hard, for Sarai, I believe,
had.a right to be jealous, for I do not believe the story that
she gave Hagar to Abram. It would hav been more like the
old man to take her. It is not the nature of women to giv to
their husbands other women. I think we would really need
some of the genuin grace of God to do so. But poor Hagar
could not stand her abuse any longer. There is none to pity
her; even the old wretch himself has no sympathy in his
nature for her. She flees to the wilderness for safety, and is
found at the spring by the angel of the Lord (Gen. xvi, 7-9).
I often wonder if it was not old Abraham that presented
himself fixed up in some disguise in order to tell her what he
most desired she woultl do, which was to go back to her
mistress again. It would hav sounded much better if he had
said "master," for I do not think that Sarai wanted her, and
an angel of the Lord should hav known as much.
Sisters of common nature, read and ponder. Listen to
Gen. xix, 8, uttered by a chosen one of God. Remember
these are only maidens, fair guardians of youth and modesty.
But what a sentence, spoken by a father, to be listened to by
mother! If a father of two maidens of our land should
make such an offer to a drunken mob, would you say he was
a chosen one of God? Would you say he was a special
favorit of the ruler of all nature! Would you say he was .a
special favorit of his? I would denounce him, I carecpot
what he claimed. Just imagin how the hearts of those two
maidens must hav fluttered when that father's word sounded
in their ears. Their only protector, the father they lovetl,
casting them to the wild beasts, as it were-for better to be
thrown to a den of lions than to a brutal mob. But we must
hope, if such a thing had transpired, that there would l;l~v
been some in the crowd who would hav offered protection.
From what she had seen and heard the night before (Gen.
xix, 26) Mrs. Lot could not hav been feeling very well that
morning of the flight from the burning city. Perhaps she
thought the burning was only a joke, and I think so yet.
But nevertheless there are sensible women who believe the
tale without giving it a thought. What great sin could there
be in looking back at what the Lord was doing? Was it
more sin to look on than to do in that case? Perhaps it was
one look of heartfelt pity that she gave. But it makes no
difference~she was turned to a pillar of salt. Lot did not
seem to grieve much about the sad affair that happened to
his wife. He went along on his journey without even passing a remark. Surely an event that has caused sermons to
be preached and books to be written was worthy of his
notice. I heard a preacher in Canada say that Lot's wife
stood a firm pillar of salt until this day, and if by any cause a
·part became detached it immediately grew to its proper shape
and form again. Wbat a fine mine of wealth that would
prove to be out here on this Washington territory prairie
where salt is worth three cents per pound! I hav often !l'ondered if D. M. Bennett failed to see the grand sight when he
was in the Promised Land. I hav never heard it said that he
saw anything like that there.
.
Wives and mothers, read Gen. xix, 31-38, and say that is
a fit and proper example to set before your daughters. Is it
fit to tell them that God honored the perpetrators of that
crime? Can you say that the God of your religion sanctioned
such a crime ?-honored such daughters ?-never gave one
word of reproach to such a father? If you believe the brutal
tale, it is there for you to read and teach to your daughters.
I will not quote it.
It was now high time that Abram was moving, so he
changes his abode and takes Sarai along (Gen. xx, 2). "And
Abram said of Sarai his wife, She is my sister, and Abimelech
king of Gerar sent and took her." The same old tale, "She
is my sister," gets for Abram some more sheep, some more
oxen, and some more men-servants and some more womenservants. Sarai was very profitable to Abraham, was she not?
Wives and mothers, if you would only take a reasonable
view of these transactions, you wo'lld never dare to teach
your children that they were divinely ordered. How much
better it would be for you to tell them that they are myths
and fables of a barbarous age of the long past!
I hav qnoted only a few of the passages that allude to us as
women. Some are too filthy to even refer to or to allow our
children to look at. Why should we bind ourselvs d0wn to ·
a book whose chief characteristics are its vulgarity and ob-'
scenity, its thraldom and slavery of our sex? And still we
do not try as we should to make ou:rs~lvs ff~e. We should
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throw all superstition away, and strive to make our children he is doing as well as could be expected, and Mr. Remsburg
·
MAGGIE HoPE GRAHAM.
free.
called on him at his home.
Professor 0. E. Henry's full orchestra furnished us with a
WoonsToox:, VT., Nov. 22, 1886.
choice selection of music, and we had also some very fine
MR. EDITOR: We cannot look ahead and see at ail times
vocal music by Mr. Shipman and son, assisted by Mr. Mer!
what we will do. At the last of my writing to you, I
Clisby at the organ. Mention is also due Messrs. Root
said I am soon to pay to different ones that are working hard
Bros. for the free use of their large and commodious hall, for
for our cause. But when TrrE T1mTH SEEKER came to hand,
which the Liberals are all thankful to them. Mr. Thomas
I noticed that there were to be printed extra numbers of
Douglas, of Warren, was out and stayed through the lectures.
• that issue. This took my attention, for I knew of many
He made a few short addresses, and was well cheered. May
of my friends who ought to know the sentiments of our friend
he liv several years yet to enjoy himself as he did here, is the
Ingersoll. Therefore be so kind as to send along 50 cents'
best wish of his Liberal friends. In closing I would say,
worth, and to fill out the program, and make my word good,
May it be our good luck to hav; a few more such orators as
I send C. B. Reynolds $3.00 for his benefit, $7.00 for the
Mr. Remsburg visit us.
I. N. PAYNE.
Campaign Fund, and $1.50 for pictures. This much for the
cause for whieh I hav worked sixty-four years, beginning at
JASPER, TENN., Dec. ·6, 1886.
theageof17.
Yours,
JoHND.PoWERS.
MR. EDITOR : Some years ago I was teaching school
[The number of THE TRUTH SEEKER containing Colonel eighteen miles from home, and boarding with a gentleman
Ingersoll's "Lay Sermon" is out of print, all our extra of the name of Davidson Cunningham. I slept with his sm:i,
copies having been sold. Brother Powers's 50 cents will se- Riley, who went to school to me. Riley being the farthest
cure him one dozen copies of the sermon in a handsome advanced in education, I associated with him at recess and
pamphlet.-ED. T. S.]
noon for the sake.of his company. One Thursday, just as I
had dismis~ed school at twelve for dinner, there came over
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Nov. 24, 1886.
me a sensation that something was wrong at home, and I
MR. EDITOR: Brother Wetzel is right about th.e Walker in- asked Riley Cunningham to teach school for me until Monfringement case upon patent-right marriage. We do not day following, telling him as a reason that there was somewant the law to decree anti construe cohabitation as legal thing the matter. at home. Riley laughed and said, "0
marriage-no such obtrnsiv, in vasiv tyranny. Legal· mar- pshaw !"-just what I would hav said, perhaps, to him
riage be hanged ! _ Let every tub stand on its own bottom. under like circumstances. I taught the school myself as
Let those who. want legal marriage get it legally-go where though nothing had happened, but I could not shake off the
they hav it to sell, buy it, and pay for it like a man; and feeling that all was not well at home. That night, about
those that prefer the simon-pure and unadulterate<} article of twelve o'clock, some one hallooed. Being awake, I answered
natural marriage, brew it at home and "say nothing to no- him, at the same· time waking Riley, who was sleeping with
body."
me. The. person at the gate told me that one of my boys had
No, all roads do not, and snould not, lead to legal mar- died at twelve o'clock on Thursday, and he had come after
riage, and as to the old and much-traveled route, do not let me to go. home. I said to Riley, "What did I tell you,
us shorten it an inch, or make it cheap and easy, as Walker Riley?" Will some of your readers please explain how it
is trying to do. It's good enough as it is, considering where was that I had the warning of evil at the time, if our spirits
it leads to. The toll ought to be five hundred dollars ipstead do not leave the body and liv independent of it? One more
of five, and the red tape without beginniqg or end. The experience of mine, and I am done for the present. I was
road in should be lined with brhrs and ballasted with brim- riding along a mountain road in company with a gentleman.
stone and blasted hopes. The road out is the one that. needs I 'had never traveled the road before in my life. All at once
working. Make it wide and smooth and straight and free of I came to a place that I. knew plrfectly well, and described
toll, with free lunch and a band of music at every mile-post. the country for some distance, describing a farm and house
'beyond a corner of the road half a mile ahead. I remarked
WM. s. ALLEN.
to the gentleman with me that I had a very queer feeling
AYR, ONT. Nov. 30, 1886.
somehow, and told him I could not account for it, that I
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will please find the sum of $5, never bad been in that country before, and I would like for
American currency.
him to explain t-he thing. He was well acquainted with the
This amount is to be applied as follows : Three dollars for whole country, and when I told him of the house and farm
renewed subscription to your paper, due on the 20th inst.; on the road half a mile beyond, he said I had described it
one dollar for assistance to the cartoons, and one dollar to go correctly. I could not see the farm or the house at the
to the benefit of Mr. Reynolds, who has lately been prose- time, as it was beyond the turn of the road. I was not lookcuted and persecuted for bla~phemy (?), and with whom I ing at it, never had seen it iu my life. Will. some scientific
deeply sympathize. I rhould hav remitted subscription to reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER explain the singular phenomTHE TRUTII SEEKER earlier, but was endeavoring to get you ena? I am not superstitious, and do not believe in witches,
a few subscribers, in which attempt I failed owing partly to hobgoblins, or ghosts.· I am only stating solid truths, that
prevalence of orthodoxy, but ciliefly, no doubt, to the Scot- hav puzzled me no little, as I am somewhat inclined to be an
tish fondness for this world's gear.
Infidel ; at least, I do not believe all the Bible of the ChrisI find the paper always interesting, and doubt much if you tians. Hav any of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER ever
hav a more faithful reader tilan myself. Your exposure of had any such experience? I hav tead Abercrombie's " Menthe uniformed hypocrits who enjoy special privileges from tal Philosophy," and other scientific works, and can't get
government and society is a good work and in time is bound any sensible exJ]lanation of the circumstance.
I rarely tell the above to any one, knowing their unreasonto open the eyes of many to the true character of these parasites. Their insolent interference with public questions in ableness, and I like for people to believe me when I tell a
this country remind' me of their cruel and selfish attempt to thing. But it honestly is true, every word of it.
Respectfully,
debar the worki01:; elasses of Scotland from healthy recreaAMos J. GRIFFITH.
tion.
l.am yours truly,
PETER HoPE.
MILFORD, MAss., Dec. 3, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I hav just read Colonel Ingersoll's "Lay
EMPORIA, KAN., Dec. 6, 1886.
Sermon," and the first thing that he wants me to remember
MI~. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER arrives regularly and
is that "everybody is as he must be." The priest puts forth
:fills the bill in every particular as a live Freethought paper.
his foreordination doctrin for an imaginary world, and
The pictures are O.K., and show up "orthodox trash"
readers of THE TRUTH· SEEKER remember, but do not believe
splendidly. I hav just been reading Dr. Whitford's books
it. The foreordination stated above is as positiv as that of
(printed by you). They are grand, and every Freethinker
the priest, and applies to this world. I· can remember, but
should get them and read them, as they are chockfull of
do not believe in, such foreordination-no " must be."
.original ideas. I wish that Mr. Heston would execute a
Again : " When you know that they are not responsible
picture of the orthodox heaven and hell, with old Jew
for their acts ruiy more than for their dreams." I believe
Jehovah on his pinnacle in one apartment surrounded by his
that responsibility teaches as nothing else can. Colonel
Wlnslows, Purcells, etc., and the . old prong-footed devil in
Ingersoll in one of his lectures spoke in praise of purgatory,
another shoveling brimstone into Peter Cooper, James Lick, as it gave a chance for a new hearing. This foreordination
Stephen Girard, and others. It would do for framing. I
precludes the idea of anew hearing, as'' must be" is a :finality.
believe Mr. Heston could do the subject justice. I take
Again: " There is only one good, and that is human hapTnE TRUTH SEEKER and Boston fnvestigat01·. I read all the
piness; and he only is a wise man who makes himself happy."
good things contained in them each week and then place Who is not anxious to be happy? People everywhere are in
them in a large box called my" missionary box," and when motion like a swarm of bees in search of something that will
· tweqty-five copies accumulate I take them and distribute contribute to their happiness, even by inflicting injuries upon
them among workingmen and women, and thus encourage others.
and build up opposition and Infidelity to the Christian superA million may be gained by negro gangs,
stition. I would rejoice to see every church in America
Who groan beneath church-going Christians' fangs;
Yet bring with it remorse. The juggling priests
eradicated by truth's powerful weapons, and on their ruins
Say negroes unbaptized are only beasts,
·
erected shining halls of science wherein all could stand upon
And pious rum-and-sugar-dealing knaves
a common platform and learn something each week that
Prove from their Bible niggers should be slaves.
would benefit the present as well as future generations.
But what's this scramble for? What object's gained 7
Is real happiness thereby attained 7
_Yours for progress, truth, and liberty,
M. WELOH.
We hav more control over our happiness than is usually
thought. The more people learn to depend on themselvs,
FARMDALE, 0., Dec. 6, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. J. E. Remsburg has just finished a course the nearer they come to being happy. A Pennsylvania woof lectures-five in number-to .the -ungodly people of this man who went to Kansas a few years ago writes back that
vicinity. He had a good audience at each lecture, and they she has done as well as could be expected under the circumwere well pleased, especially with the last one, "Bible stances. She has had three husbands, two pairs of twin~,
Morals." The lectures were .admittance free, and we hope and the ague. We do not know the circumstances in her
to hav the pleasure of hearing Mr. Remsburg in the future. case, nor what her expectations were, but she W!J.S evidently
Our band is somewhat small, but all in earnest. Quite a nearer the enjoyment of happiness than many a·woman who
number improved the opportunity and stepped forward and has not been affi.icted with three husbands to enable her to
procured a sample copy of your paper, distributed by our enjoy two pairs of twins and the ague. Any happiness, to
able speaker. We regret very much that Mr. Thompson be enduring, must come from a knowledge of the force
was not able to be out, as he was very badly hurt by falling within us, and a determin~;~.tion to make them inure for our
off his bn.m 11- few days a.l$o, but we are pleased to state that. good. Mind acts upon mind, and is potent for good or evil.
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Can a person's mind act upon itself? It must, in order to
attain to a condition of happiness. You are impulsiv; often
get angry-:-i:IO one is happy in that frame of mind." You
know the failing as well as those who see and dread its manifestation. Knowit:g a danger lessens it half; forewarned is
forearmed. The good man is not the man that is born good,
but the man who overcomes evil tendencies and becomes
good. See to it that we counteract tendencies within us to
do many things that bring in their train unhappiness. Do
not repeat them. You bum your right hand-it is never
intentionally repeated, not even as an experiment to see f
the ieft one will burn. We must change the currents of om
minds as the current of a river is changed to utilize it. The
change will enlarge the mind, which is a prerequisit to ha.J:·
piness.
Again, he says : " Let us teach our children: it is ycm
business to see .that you never become a burden on otheJE
Teach your son that it is his' duty not only, but his higbEE
joy, to become a home-builder, a home-owner." These tw
ideas tend to happiness; they ought to be taught to th
daughter as well as the son. She is a home-builder, and tc
be a home-owner is her salvation. Liberals above all othe1 E
should liv out those ideas and not be dependent.
Inclosed find $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1887. This act
always -produces happiness to all concerned, and I hav nc
doubt you will acknowledge me to b.e a wise man.
Beware of debt! Once in, you'll be
A slave forever more.
If credit tempt you, thunder, "No!"
. And show it to the door.
Cold water and a crust of bread
May be the best you'll get;
Accept them like a man and swear,
" I'll never run in debt !"

CHARLES 0. JOHNSON.

ADAIR CREEK, TENN., Dec. 1, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : In a late number of your valuable paper you
publish a long and interesting letter from A. Moot, upon the
.much-disputed question: Will wheat turn into chess? As a
farmer, I used to hear this question discussed years ago, and
hav for a long time believed that those who answered it in
the affirmativ were mistaken, and I had accepted as correct
the old explanation that when the wheat seed was killed, the
chess seed, being in the soil, took its place. But of late years
I hav made a special study of the laws of heredity, and I am
now inclined to believe that wheat turns to chess through
the process which is called reversion.
This letter is meant as a brief statement of what is meant
by reversion, and it may explain the turning of wheat into
chess.
According to the theory of evolution, every plant or animal now existing is the outcome or result of the development
of some simpler forms. At one time, far back into the past,
there was in existence upon the earth none of the numerous
plants which now cover it. Some other kinds of plants, better adapted to the then condition of the atmosphere, alone
had possession of the surface of the earth. We cannot tell
how from these simple forms all the complex and various
kinds now existing hav been developed, but we hav enough
traces of the proces3 left to teach us that it was done by the
gradual development of some innate force or principle, which
I call potentiality, which impelled the gradual unfolding of
these simple forms into more complex ones,these several combinations specializing themselvs into different lines, each
following its own line of development. This gradual evolution is only possible by the transmission through he;redity of
the knowledge acquired by ea.ch plant, and thus made available to its successors. Heredity IS a form of memory-specific memory, M. Ribot calls it. It is a form of unconscious or
latent memory, which supplies to the germ the necessary
knowledo-e to enable it to control-its own development, and
this me~ory goes back to the very beginning of the development of the organism·, the· stages of growth of the human
germ being found to correspond to, and form an epitome of,
the development of all the lower forms which preceded it.
Reversion is a lapse of the latter part of this memory. For
some cause, the germ remembers· well enough the first part
of its necessary knowledgP., but, forgetting the last portion.
the final development ceases; and the plant, animal, or man
reverts to some ancient and undeveloped type. Such examples are very common. Idiots are cases of reversion, where
the man fails to develop and reverts to some prehistoric type.
'l'he seed of grafted fruit always reverts to its original type,
and produces only wild or natural fruit. When improved
seeds degener.ate, as it is called, it is simply a case of reversion. The knowledge of the law of reversion enables us. to
explain many phenomena which were inexplicable before.
Applying this knowledge to wheat and chess, nothing
seew.-s to me more probable than that chess is one of the
lower forms of development through whicl1 wheat passed before it attained the present stage. Very likely chess was
for a long time adapted to the existing conditions, and thus
has become fixed and persistent and easily reverted to; and
whenever the seed of wheat is unfavorably affected by certain conditions, it fails· to remember all its experience, and
reverts back to the chess condition. This seems so much
more possible, that the same thing happens with the improved tomato. Its seed, if carefully gathered and protected in winter, will reproduce itself; but, if left to spend
the winter subject to the inclemency of the weather, it will
produce the cherry tomato-that is, revert to a semi-wild
condition.
I do not giv it as a proven fact that wheat reverts back
into chess, for the chain of proof needed to establish the fact
has never been folio wed; yet I believe, if a person was sufficiently interested, it could be done. But the presumption
that it is the true explanation seems to me very great. The
explanation that the seed of the chess is in the ground, nnd
supplants the wheat, is at best a very lame one; and I only
accepted it because, with the old belief in spontaneous creation no other explanation was possible; but it is wmewhat
stra~ge, if .it is the case, that in this country it is never ~ew
seeded wheat which turns to. chess, but voluntary wheatthat is, wheat which seeds Itself from the droppings of
another crop.
I shall be pleased if Mr. :Moot and others interested in the
subject will take what I hav written int~ consideration a!ld
experiment, so as to throw some .more hgbt upon a very mteresting quest ion.
ALBERT UHAVANNES.
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us living. here, each one representing a generation-the oldest seventy-six, the youngest,
seven. When we get together-my father,
his children, grandchildren, and great-grandEdited b!J MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
children-there are twenty-two of us; a
Ri'IJ&r, Mius., to wlunn all Oommunication8 for
happy, jolly, rollicking lot, not a pious one
this Corner shtntld be sent.
in the crowd.
We let my oldest granddaughter go to the
"Between the dark and the daylight,
Unitarian Sunday-school whe1:.i' she wants to.
When the night is beginning to lower,
One Sunday I said,'' Well, Gertrude, what
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
did they ask you to-day?" She thought a
.That is known as the Children's Hour."
moment, and answered, "Oh, nothing much,
only who made me." "And what did you
Bedlam in the Kitchen.
answer?" I asked. "Why, I said my mamma
"Molly, put the kettle on,
made me, but Miss Betty said, 'Oh, no, God
Jimmy, bring sOme wood,
made you.'" "And then," said I "what did
Sally, yon look out for Lon,
you tell her?" Quickly came the answer:
Sammy, yon be good;
" Oh, nothing at all. She doesn't know any
Molly, now yon sweep the floor,
Sammy, stop that din,
bt.tter, and I didn't want any fuss about it."
Sally, don't yon shut the door,
She thinks the cartoons in THE TRUTH
Jimmy's coming in. n
SEEKER very interesting. She will come run"Mammy, gimme piece o' cake,"
ning with the paper and ask, "Oh, grandma,
Lon, the youngest, cries;
can't I see the pictures first?" then tearing
"Mother, Sam has got the rake,"
Sally yells, and ties
off the wrap, will spread the paper on the
Tommy in his little chair ;
lounge, and down on her knees, and study
Sammy "cutting stick,"the pictures for half an hour, asking questions
Molly clutching at his hair,
about them until she understands them as
Sammy all too quick.
well as a little seven-year-old girl can. Then
Jimmy, with the wood comes in,
she is prepared to instruct her younger consSammy trips him up,
Tommy givs a rueful grin,
ins. My father thinks the paper a terribly
Molly kicks the pup ;
wicked affair, and chides me for allowing her
Puppy yells and scampers off,
to see so much of it.
Sally clutches Sam,
Excuse this long, prosy letter. Next· time
Tommy now begins to cough,
Mother brings the jam.
E. L. HuLL.
I will try to do better.
Hobart, Ind., Nov. 20, 1886.
"Mother, Sally's hittin• me,''
Sammy loudly bawls;
" Mother, there's a bumble-bee,"
The Ventriloquist's Dog.
Molly shrilly squalls ;
We are often told that an intelligent dog
"Gyp. yon stop that yelpin', quick,''
Mother sternly cries,
can almost talk. Here is a story of one who
Sammv bellows. "There comes Dick,
actually did talk, or at any rate seemed to
Sally, mind your eyes !"
do SO:
Dick comes in with ball and bat,
A solemn man recently entered a restaurant,
Sally quickly flits,
followed by his dog, seated himself, ana
Sammy stumbles o'er the cat,
called for a bill of fare. It was given him.
Pussy yowls and spits;
"Jimmy, yon pick up that wood,"
"What would you like to hav sir?" asked
Mother loud exclaims ;
the waiter, flipping the table with his napkin.
Dick cries," Jimmy ain't no good,"
The dog, meanwhile, had climbed upon a
Jimmy calls him names.
chair on the other side of the table, and was
"Jimmy, now you fill the stove,''
gravely regarding his master.
.
Mother cries severe;
Jim to Dick: " Oh, what a cove !"
"Well," said the solemn man, reflectivly,
Dick then cuffs his ear ;
"gimme some oxtail soup."
Sammy slyly "hooks» some jam,
"Gimme the same," said the dog.
Sally mother tells,
The waiter's face assumed the color of cold
Sammy cries " Ain't yon a lamb?"
·
Toininy loudly yells.
boiled veal.
"Cup o' coffee and plenty of milk," went
Dick sirigs on t, " Oh, stop the noise !"
· ·Sally cries, " Oh, hush !"
on the solemn man.
Molly says. "Yon awful boys!"
"Gimme the same;" said the dog.
Sammy," Hear her gush!"
The waiter shuddered, and fled for the
Polly in her cage now shrieks,
kitchen.
"Molly, ain't you proud?"
"Mother, how the kettle leaks!"
A man with a squint, at an adjoining table,
Jimmy cries aloud.
was much interested in the scene. He h!!-d
Mother cries, " Oh, such a din !"
observed it closely, and finally spoke to the
Dolly screams, "Oh, hark!"
solemn
man.
Jimmy ci:ies, "Ob, stop your chin!"
" It must be a fearful lot o' work to teach
Gyp begips to bark;
Pussy, too, sets up a yowl,
that dog to talk, mister;"
Molly sings, " Oh, come, love, come !"
"It was," said the solemn man.
Sammy drops the sugar bowl,
"I should think so," said the dog.
Dick warbles, "Home, Sweet Home !"
" What •ud you take for him now ?" said
MAMIE LUKE.
the man with a squint.
"Wouldn't sell him," said the solemn man.
A Pleasant Letter.
"You'd better not," said the dog.
As I sit here, too sick to work, too miseraThe man with a squint was much imble to read, yet not ill enough to go to becl, pressed. Be began making wild offer~, and
the thought comes, Why not write a letter to when he reached two hundred dollars the
the Children's Corner?
solemn man relented.
One would naturally suppose it required
"Well," said he, " I can't refuse that. I
energy to write for the papers, but in my case hate to part with him, but you can hav him."
this afternoon the lack of energy to try to do
"He'll be sorry for it," said the dog.
anything. that might be called work suggested
The man with the squint drew a check for
the idea of writing.
the amount, which he gave to the solemn man.
I hav been wondering, Where are all the The man was about leaving when the dog.
folks who wanted a Children's Corner in THE cried:
TRUTH SEEKER? and also wondering if they
"Never mind, I'll get even. I'll never·
were, like me, too ill and too idle to write.
speak again."
Surely there are enough who could write
He never did.
interesting articles if they only would.
The gentleman with a squint was proprietor
I feel a little sad. To-day my twenty-three. of a show.
years-old baby left me for a home of her own.
The solemn man was a professional venShe was married last Thursday to a bright triloquist.
young German farmer, who came this morning with a· great two-horse hay-rack loaded
Our Puzzle Box.
with household furniture, and, seating her on
1.-REBUS.
top of the heap, drove away, they laughing
and waving their hands back at my old face
at the window. They would not take me
with them, but will come for me as soon as
they are settled and the house well aired and
warmed. How strangely things come about!
She was borri in my father's house in another
part of this state, and now is married in his
house here. The dear grandmother's hands,
which were the first to receive the baby form,
were folded over the silent breast less than
two years ·since, and the soulless form laid in
the village cemetery.
J\'ly eldest granddaughter was born in this
house, and. was here to see Aunty married.
The aged grandfather livs, hale and hearty,
A rare astronomical event which took place
and for several months there hav been four of Feb. 28, 2446, B.c.

2.-DIAMOND.
1. A letter from bracelet.
2. A preposition.
3. A vial.
4. Wild.
5. A member of an assembly.
6. Withdrawn.
7. Pieces of earthenware.
8. A fish.
9. A letter from bracelet.
N. Bootltbay, Me. WARREN B. ORCHARD.
3.-HIEROGLYPHIO TRANSPOSITIONS.

A mechanic.

Belonging to an individual.

Firesides.
Express the hieroglyphic exactly ; then
transpose your definition into a word meaning the same as the definition given above.
4.-GEOGRAPHIOAL ACROSTIC.
1. A river in Germania.
2. A river in Montana.
3. A town in Pennsylvania.
4. A city in Portugal.
5. A town in Peru.
6. An island in the St. Lawrence.
7. A river in Italy.
8. A mount in Maine.
9. A mount in New York.
10. Island in St. Mary's river.
.
. Centrals (a city in Germania).
Lyons, N. Y.
CoNRAD RooKER.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
DEC. 4, 1886.
1.-Poor citizens vote in the United States
as well as rich ones.
2.CARACAS
ANIMUS
RIGID
,AMID
CUD
AS

s

3.-Look before you leap. 4.-Matrimony.

Correspondence.
SALEM, ILL., Nov. 29, 1886.
To Mrss WIXON AND THE CoRNER: Having
tried to write once or twice before, I thought
I would try again, as I see there are but few
letters in the Corner.
I hav read Col. R. G. Ingersoll's "Lay Sermon," and think it is good. I once ·commenced to memorize his Decoration Day oration, but my memory was not exceedingly
good, and I failed.
The cartoon on the first page of the 27th
issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER ~peaks volumes.
Only think ! what in this wide world has she
to thank? As the savior of our country (as I
would call him), Mr. Ingersoll, has said,
"Man is just as he must be," and, in my opinion, this poor woman is just as the laws of her
country hav made her.
J\'Iy appeal to all the young Liberals of this
Corner is to read these "Lay Sermons," for I
hope there will be more to read them over and
over again-there are millions in them. My
poor aged grandfather will not read them because they are in THE TRUTH SEEKER, that
paper "noblest and best of all." 0 ignorancB,
whlln wilt thou remove thy iron grasp from·
off the minds of the people ? For these reasons, kind friends, r~ad the gems of thought
from wherever they may come, that you may
not become such grandparents as mine are. I
want you so become men and women that
will giv a person credit if he should happen to
ascend to the top round of the ladder of knowledge. You may put me down as an Individualist.
Please place this in the Corner, if possible,
and oblige,
RuFus 0. WILLIAMS.
CALIS1"0GA, CAL., Nov. 22, 286.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Allow me to say good
morning to the friends of the Corner, this
being my debUt among them. I like the Corner very much, and read all of the letters
with great interest. Many of the younger
writers; even, show a degree of intelligence
that an older head might be proud of. While
·you of the East are sleigh-riding and skating
on ice, we of. sunny California are wearing

our muslins and summer hats. Generally,
our coldest weather is about the decline of
autumn and the opening days of springfwhen
the winds blow from off the snows in the
North Land and the high Sierras. After the
autumn winds, winter, with its warm rains and
gentle south winds, steps in and calls the tender grasses and little flowers from their warm
beds of fallen leaves. To see wild flowers in
January is not a rare thing with us. Our
orcbards are often white in February, and the
hills are green from December to June ; after
the!l they gradually1urn brown from want of
"'
mmsture.
The frontispiece in the last TRUTH SEEKER
is a good one; but they must not blow too
hard, or they'll burst the old thing. The
stitches are grinning already, and the material is poor. Yours, for truth,
.
JESSIE M. WEYBRIGHT.
CALISTOGA, CAL., Nov. 29,.286.
DEAR Miss WixoN : I hav seen so many let-·
ters in the Children's Corner, I thought I
would try and write one also. Mr. Heston
puts some funny pictures in Tm;: TRUTH
SEEKER. They wanted some rare animals,
but I think they hav got too much of it, especially the monkey, who has both hands over
his nose.
Well, this being my first, I guess I will
Yours, · Lours V. WEYBlliGHT.
close.
CHAT WITH CORRESPONDENTS.
W. F. PEcr.-Your letter will be printed
next week. We quite agree with you as to tht:J
merits of Miss K., and we wish there were
more like her. Thanks for your interest and
communication.
C. FANNIE AtLYN.-Glad to hear from you.
We never forget old friends. We did E;lnjoy
our visit to B. Your name was spoken there
with great admiration. "The General" is
cute, and will come to the front in print soon.
Accept our love and good wishes.
WARREN B. OucHARD.-Please write puzzles
on one side of page only, and leave space between them and the answers.
CoRA C. BRoWN.-'-You wish to know if we
are soon to write another book for young
folks. Of late we hav received several letters
of the same import, to which we reply, Yes,
just as soon as those we hav already written
are sold off, or enough to warrant the outlay
of another publication. It costs money to
print books, and some Liberals forget to
patronize their" own folks." Now that "The
Story Hour" is reduced in price, the large
edition should be rapidly exhausted.
ESPRIT FoRT.-How about the stars? Is
astrology the science, after all? and does it
forbid the making of puzzles ?
RosE E. PHILLIPS.-You must excuse the
editor for not writing to you. She is very
busy, and has little time for personal correspondence.
MINNIE DAILEY.-Your letter next week.
We are glad you are coming into a broad and
liberal atmosphere. Keep on in the path of
right and duty, and you need not fear.ED.C.C.
U.~DlJCED

TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.
.A. Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
.\ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Paine VinOicateU!
-o-

A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Obsm·ve1·•s slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
-a-

The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A FabrWated Aooount of a Beene at the Death.
bed of Tltomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURn.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Ob.~e1"vel·t·elies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Tim ';!:'~UTE Bml:KER CO.
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BLASPHEMY
-AND-

THE BIBLE.
BY C. B. REYNOLDS.
Showing that the Bible and the believers in it
are the real blasphemers, and not the Secularists.
This is the pamphlet for the distribution of
which Mr. Reynolds is now ~dieted, and to be

TRIED FOR BLASPHEMY
next January.
PRICE, 10 CENTS.
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Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
History of Freethought. Bound·

·.r~e

m cloth and lettered. Price,$1.25. CoNTENTS:
Section I. Definition of Freethon_g_ht and its
E~trlY Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedamsm. Section ill. Free"
thought Martyrs and Confessors. S~ctio!i IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.
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The American Secular Union; its
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
<Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)

82 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

Sernlarism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

Christ•an Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
IJitroduction b;v Charles Bradlaugh. Contents : The Origm of Chlistianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the B1ble Reliable 1 The Chlistian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought ana
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization i... Philosophy of Seculalism; Science and .Hible Ant11.gonistic ·
Christian Scheme of Rede_lll_ption. For all of
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ER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

S. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the Universe, and
Its Scientific Solution, with some Oriti01sms of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.
·

WaifH and Wanderlngs. aNew Ameri-
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"A prose epic of the war, riah with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
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Golden 'l'hrone, a Romance. "The
~uthor certai~l:y:has

gl'nius. The divine creat1V spark 1s Wlthm him. Tl,J.E) book 1s filled wits
manly thoughtsi expressed m manly wordsthe transcnpt or a manly mind. ;Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL .. $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus. ·A conversation
in rhyme betwee~ the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown th~re is much in harmony between
them. Pnce, 10 eta.

Pro~et_hens. A poem.

"It is crammed

Wlth life, thqught; and profound emotion,
poured fGrth, 1t seems to me, with extraordinary beauty. "-PR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Gottlieb,. His Life. A Romance of
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By Theodore Ttltott.
Photo's exchanged and returned. Only those
stamp on back. 75c.
Gilt top and back. $1.50.
matrimonially inclined need apply.
GEOFFREY HAMLYN. Gold stamp on back. FREEMASON'S MONITOR. By Z. A. Davi<'.
Address
HOPE.
75c.
Port. of Jas. Page, Gold stamp on side. 85c.
2150
. Truth Seeker office.
.AUSTIN ELLIOT. Gold stamp on back. 75c. FREl~MA.SON'SMANUAL. J. How. Illus. 85c.
MILTON'S PROSE WORKS.
Gold stamp on TAINE',3 HISTORY OF ENGLISH LlTimAback. 75c.
TORE. Trans. by Van Laun. 2 vols: gilt lJ'k.
PARIS WITH PEN AND PENCIL. Bartlett.
$ll.50.
Gold stamp on back, "75c.
COMMON SENSE IN BUSINESS. $1.10.
OPENING SPEEOH TO THE JURY GEO. HERBERT'S PROSE AND POETICAL CORRESPONDENCE .AND CONVBRSJ\·
TIONS OF ALEXIS DE TOCQUEVILLE
WORKS. Gold stamp on back. 75c.
in the suit of the
POPE'S POETICAL WORKS. Gilt edge. Gold
with Nassau William, Sr. 2 vols. Gilt back
back and side. $1.
and side. $2.'15.
Bankers' and Merchanb' Tele·
SCHILLER'S POI~TICA.L WORKS. With port. OUR BOYS in the Anny of the Potomac. Gilt
~;rapb Company
Gold stainp on back. 75c. Gilt edge, gilt
back. $1.
against the
LIFE AND MILITARY CAREim OF JI•:Fstamp back and side. $1.
FFJ!I.fALE POETS. With biographical
Fi£RSON DAVIS AND STONEW ALI
Western Union Telegraph Company. BRIT1SH
and critical notices. Gold stamp 011 back. 75c.
JACKSON. Steel engravings of each. $1
-o-POETICAL WORKS OF DRYDEN. Memoir. WHITE .AND BLACK.
The outcome of u
Gold stamp on back. 75c.
visit to the U. S. By G. Campbell. $1.
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
WILD WHITE CATTLE OFGRJ~AT BRITAIN".
speech that TH!!: TRUTH SEEI!:ER has obtained a HISTORY OF DON QUIXOTE. 75c.
Arthur.
By late Rev. John Storer, M.A.. Gilt back a!Jtl
supply and can mail them to those who desire TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR-ROOM.
Small12mo. Gold stamp on back. 75c.
Eide. $1.
them, for ten cents each.
HISTORY OF OUR OWN TIMES FROM 1837- BLUE AND Rim LIGHT, OR LIGHT AS
56. $1.50.
MEDICIN. S. Pancoast Gilt back and side.60c·.
PERSONAL LIFE OF DA VJD LIVINGSTONE .. ENGLISH ECHOES OF GEH.MA.N SONG.
W. U. Blaikie, D.D., L.L.D. Port. Gold stamp
Witil 12 steel engs. Trans. by Dr. R. E. Walon back. 85c.
lace, Dr. J. D. Morrell, and F. D'Anvers. G.c:
LIFE OF JOHN C. CALHOUN. Jenkins.
Gilt side aud back. $1.25.
HOM!~ SCENI£S DURING THE REBELLION.
Gold stamp on back. 75c.
SANTA. CLAUS. His friends St. Nicholas and
Strebor. Gilt side. 75c.
Kriss Kringle. 3 vols. in one. Gold stamp on TRI£A.SURY OF ENGLISH SONNETS. Ed. hy
BY J. E. REMSBURG.
back and side. 75c.
David M. Main. 12mo. 470pp. $1.75.
Author of "False Claims," "Bible FLOWERS FROM FAIRY-LAND. By A . .AMERICAN .FARMER'S HANDBOOK. 400
engs. $2.50.
Smith. SO illus. Gold stamp on back and
Morals," Etc.
side. 75c.
•
LIFE OF QUEEN ELIZABETH. By Agnc~
Strickland. $1. 75.
The best and most thorough work ever written FAMOUS STORIES BY THACKERAY, HAWTHORNE, ETC. Illus. Gold stamp on back PUBLIC ADDRESSES OF JOill\r BRIGHT.
and sides. 72c.
:M.P. Ed. by J. K T. Rogers. Gilt b'k. $1.25.
on the Sunday Question from a rational PDint of
RUSSIAN FAIRY TALES.
By W. R. S. LIFE AND WRITINGS OF LORENZO DOW.
View.
Ralston, M.A. Gold stamp back and sides. 75c.
$1.25.
MOORE'S POETICAL WOltKS. With notes DICTIONARY OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Large and Hatulsome Ptint.
Gold stamp on back. 75c.
·
Reid. $1.

Robt. G. Inaaersoll's

SaOOath-Breaking.

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a ·Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems. Plice 10 cts.
Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
1

versio~ of t~e ~ndian S~orr. of the Garden of

Eden, m which 1ts supenonty to the mutilated
~~~r~the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
.For all of the above address
. THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA..~

SINGLB CliiPIBB 1
SIX CoPIEs,

25 cents.
$1.00.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
38 Olinton Place, New York.

LITHOGRAPHS
OJ!'

CHARLES DARWIN

Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
-oand Eduard H?wland, E,d~tors; J. l)i. Pryae and J.Adriiirers of the Great Naturalist, and practically
~.11Burgler, Prmters. '!Ins paper 1s devoted spe- the father of Evolution, will be El'lad to know that
C11!- Y to the mterests of om· colomzation enter- . we hav a fine lithoyraph of him for sale-size
pnse, the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa and _generally
in<;Jhes on heavy _plat\) _paper. Framed, the
to the pr&flticalso\ution of the prob1em of Integral -l~"'x24
will make a splendid ornament for the
•Oo-oi>eration. Pnce, $1 a year,;, 50 e&nts for six Plcture
parlors
of Freethinkers. Priceor'lfents.
months: 25 cents for three monWB.
Address THE TR
SEEKER,

BY

Joltn R. N elso,

~.l'tl.

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Oreatien.-The Dehu~e.-The Exodus.-The Miracles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-Tlt;;
Piophecies.~The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
lleaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Crown octavo, 888 p_p•. Splendidly executed. Sent
b:r mail, pon paid. Frice, sa.oo.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thonllh
anonymous, it is now known to be the wor}l: of Y.
H. BURR, one of our ablest corresponqents. More
than 80,000 copies hav been sold. Pnce, 15 cents.
For sale at this office.
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1/lotlrg•.
''~our' Hiser~ble Sinn~r ."
Allowing that God is Jesus,
And likewise that Jesus is God.
And both were the children of Mary
In a manner suspiciously odd;
Assuming that truth and religion,
Salvation, damnation, and all
Are one in the absolute knowledge
Of wisdom, supreme; that the fall
Of man was a "racket" concocted
By Satan to bother the Lord,
And the cross was a countercheck holy
· As good as the times would affordWhy, I honor an upright Christian
Wherever he may be found,
And think that the world would be better
If he weren't so seldom around.
But there is your "miserable sinner,"
The fellow that likes to tell
How much he is prone to fall forward
And ought to be kicked into hell;
How justice would giv him the devil,
But Mercy she raises her hand
i.nd says, "I can inartial the rascal
In a !Iethodist praying band."
lVbat kind of a born-again system
Of true reformation is that 1
What cheap sort of unction is furnished
These gluttons that never get fat?
What ails the undying devotion
That kneels at the blessed cross,
lnd the more it is· tried in the furnace
The drosser becomes the dross 1
rhere's Fisher-he'll get up in meeting
And hav the old story all o'er,
How he is a vagabond straggler,
Polluted way down to the core;
But if one of·his neighbors should tell him
That he's a confounded ass
That ought to he given a bridle,
Behold ! it would come to pass,
He would rise in his godly anger,
And knock you down, if he could,
For hurting his reputation
And slandering his manhood.
[tis all very well to be humble.
And knuckle square in when you're beat,
Sut logic don't mix with advancement
When reason is on the retreat;
: t never will answer to argue
Religion has brought you relief,
i.nd wind up the noble confeEsion
BY calling yourself a thief.
~hrist wants you to grow in the freedom
Wherewith he hath made yoU: free,
~nd giv him your hand like a brother,
A.s though you were shaking with me;
· 3:~t if your redemption's a failure
A.nd doesn't improve you below,
jyou planted your seed by the waters
A.nd found that the seed doesn't grow :
still you're a miserable sinner,
And all his blood hasn't sufficed,
~top soothing the temples of Satan
By washing the feet of Christ.
FRANK FELT.

..

--------

~-------

Book Notice.
SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED. Jn five lectures.
By John R. Kelso. Printed at THE TRUTH
SEEKER office, 83 Clinton Place, New York.
Price $1.
Colonel Kelso has written several good
books, and they are as brave and loyal as he
s himself. His latest, bearing the title·
above, is no less interesting than any that has
yet come from his pen.
I never knew, until seeing this book, that
ts. author is a Spiritualist-an honest, candid,
and fearless Spiritualist, no one can dcmbt who
is at all familiar with his courage and daring
in treating all manner of superstition and inolerance.
I must confess that I was somewhat surprised to know that so cool a destroyer of
shams had espoused the cause of Spiritualsm. but he assures us it is upon evidence
sure and direct that he has become ccmverted, and this is the only correct basis of
conversion to that faith.
In the book under consideration, Spiritualism is the client for which he acts as an attorney, and· he certainly establishes the fact
beyond dispute that his client is all .right
from a Bible and Christian church standpoint.
. But, then, one can prove any ism, any
dogma, by the Bible. Communism, Adventsm, Mormonism, freeloveism, " come-out-ersm," in fact, every distinctiv creed or faith
gets a more solid twist from Bible teachings;
but perhaps Spiritualism can be clinched a
little tighter by the holy scriptures than other
forms or phases of philosophy. Surely, one
cannot read Colonel Kelso's book without
feelirig tbat the Bible proves Spiritualism, if
t proves anything; and if reading and believing in the. " good book " makes anything of a
man it should make him a Spiritualist.
From the view of such a believer Spiritualam must stand sustained, which he will see
at once if he reads Colonel Kelso's book, and
it should be in the hands of every Christian
n the land.
To the hard-headed Materialist, who cannot
be convinced of facts by Bible evidence or
knock-down arguments of the Christian
church, the book will prove of little value,

~E~~H;
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except as an ingenious and well-put premise
from one given point.
·
He demands proof from facts in nature
that are ·beyond dispute. In the chapter on
'"Spiritual:J'.Iediumship,"the author says that
"in the present life all men are dualistic
beings, having one full set of physical organs,
physical senses adapted to the material world,
and another set of spiritual organs, senses,
etc., to bring them into relation with the
spiritual world." All this lil.ay be, but I
hardly think it has been actually proven so to
be yet. He further, very candidly, says, "If,
in all its phases, Spiritualism cannot bear the
tests of reason, science, and common sense, it
ought to go down just. as all religions founded
on the idea of a personal God are bound to
whenever they are subjected to these same
tests." With this we can all agree, as with
many other parts of the book.
Colonel Kelso has all the ardor and sincer_
ity of a recent convert to a philosophy that
we all would be glad to know is true. He
has not yet investigated the form of Spiritualism known as "materialization." When he
has done this, and gone farther into the
depths of the mystic faith, I am sure he will
hav something more to say upon the subject.
In the mean time, '' Spiritualism Sustained"
should hav a wide · circulation, especially
among those who still pin their faith upon the
Bible, and as the price is only $1, it .comes
within the reach of all who would like to be
enlightened on this matter.
SusAN H. WixoN.

This being the time of year when friends bear testimony to their friendship by making
presents, we respectfully call the attention of Freethinkers to the following
list of· books which are eminently fit for Christmas and New
Year's · presents. At the head of the list stands

PROSE POEMS ·AND SELECTIONS. By RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.

INGERSOLL'S LECT.URES COMPLETE.

MEN, WOMEN; AND GODS. By HELEN H. GARDENER. Introduction by
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents.
vised and enlarged, and handsomely bound.

This edition is re-

The following novels and romances are all Freethought works, inculcating truths, and
are handsomely bound :

NA1HANIEL VAUGHAN, PRIEST AND MAN. By FREDERIKA MAoDoNALD.

Price $1.25. ·

MARTYRDOM OF MAN. By WmwooD READE. Price $1.75.
THE STORY HOUR. For the children. By Miss SuSAN H. Wrx.oN. Price
$1.00.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES. Cloth, $2.00; half e~i.lf or half morocco, $4.
APPLES OF GOLD. For the children. By Miss SusAN H. Wrx.oN. Price

A'ND THEIR

Parallels in Other Rei igions.

$1.25.

Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with those of
heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their Ongin
and Meaning. With
numerous illustrations.
The objectof the work ts topoint out the myths
wit·h which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to s!10w that they were held in common with other
n!l-t10ns; and ~hen trace the)ll to their evident origin and explam theu meanmg.
"It is unquestionable true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now ma.de
n the work before us. "-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

ALL IN A LIFETIME. By Miss SusAN H Wrx.oN. Price $1.25.
THE DAWNING. A Labor Reform novel. Price $1.50.
CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY. For the Boys. By JAMES PARTON. With
Portraits.

Price $1.25.

GOLDEN THRONE. By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. Price" $1.
WAIFS AND WANDERINGS. BySAMUELP. PuTNAM. Price$1.
Romances are more specially in keeping with the season (Christmas is a pagan romance),
but the foregoing list includes books containing a great deal of fact.

Price, $2.50.
~Rl?IH

Bound in one volume, half

calf, library style, and. containing over 1,300 pages, which is sold nt the
exceedingly low price of $5.---For a present to a Christian lady (and Chris
tian gentlemen can profit by it as well) no boek can be more appropriate than

BIBLE 1\IYTHS

THE

The

work is desi~ned for and will be accepted by admiring friends as a rare per
sonal souvemr. To help it setve this purpose, a ·fine steel portrait, with
autograph fac-simile, has been prepared especially for it. Price, in silk
cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges,
elegant library style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitly fine,
$7.50; in full tree calf, highest possible style and finish, $9. " Prose
Poems" is the book for one heretic to present to another.---But to do good
as well as confer pleasure, Liberals can place upon the Christmas table of
their Christian friends

--o--

SEEBER CO.,
IF

THE LIST. IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY EXTENSIV, SEND FOR A CATALOG.

WORKS 011 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Tltese books will be sent by mail postpaid.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 33 Clinton Place, New York.

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10c.

)fottoes for Freethinkers. J. E. Remsburg's Works

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

Address

15c.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
.cards, which WE)-o:ffer for sale. These·mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome" placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy card-.
board, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, _with an illuminated mono'gram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:

.······················································.

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
15c.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
33 Clinton PI., New Yo• k

,

THE LIVING HA.V A RIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WORLD.

:

:

FREE THOUGHT WILL G~ US TRUTH.

:

······················································
.······················································.

GOD AND HIS BOOK. ........................................................
THE BIBLE: WHERE DID WE GET IT
.······················································.
SUl'ERSTITION IS THE CIDLD OF SLAVERY.

REASON IS A BE.TTER GUIDE THAN FEAR.

AND WHAT IS IT?

By SALADIN, editor of the London "Secular
Review."
Issued in six parts. Four parts now ready. Price
25 cents each.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER office,

THE SCHOOI.-.HOUSE IS MY CATHEDRAL.

.······················································..
.

UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW•
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HERE.

PAJNE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of' an Antl-Bibll·
cal Works.·
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

TH~ CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments
will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 35 cents.

:E:o.r either of these works'l..or a!!¥ of Paine's
wntmgs,
Address THE :L'RUTH SEEKER,

Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur!!' are
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showinli!' the creeds of the prisoners in the pen
itentianes · the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and tlie
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y ScriJ;>t;:ure : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheatmg; Tbeft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; In
tolet:ance and Pers~cution; Injustice to Woman
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft
Slavery; Po]yl@my; IntemiJerance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscen
ity. Pl'ice, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best.

:·····················································

1

False Claims

.......................................................
.······················································.
.

and most thorough work ever written on the•
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large•
and handsome print. The question is Eliscussedl
under the following heads: Origin of the Bah
bat!c Idea; The JewiEh Sabbath; The Christiaru
Scnptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sunda:y Arguments i Origin of Christian Sab
· bath; Testimony of ~he Christian Fathers; The
abb ath durin,!l' the Middle Ajres; The Puritaru
babbath; Testnnony of Chnstian Reformers.
cholars1 and Divines; Abro!!'ation of Sunday,
Laws Pnce, 25 cents; six coPtes, $1.00.

Tb~Ip.aS Pain~.. The Apostle of Re
lig1ous and Pohttcal Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the Ieadil!g trait~ of his character and genius, and vin
dica tes hi ij name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choiue extracts from ' Common Sense,"
.......................................................
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
'
r
THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY;
'
of Reason "are given; also, tributes to Paine's
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.
character from more than one hundred noted
petzsons of Europe and America, many of them
'Yl'ltten expressly ~or this work. Second edi
The priee of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
t10n, 160 pages, pnnted on fine tinted paper
For Freethought societies there is a large card
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents,
22 x 15 inches, .printed in colors, with an engraved
oloth, 75 cents.
·heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for Image Break~r.
Six Lectures: De
the lecture-roollUl of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash
in&"ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever·
cents. Any of these will.be sent postpaid, securely
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
.wrapped, .on receipt of price.
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts
Address· THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33·Clinton PI., New York City. The Apostle of Liberty. An address.
delivered in Paine Hall.,~ before the N. E. Free
thinkers' Convention, olanuary 29, 1884. Price
10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKilR ANNUAl.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Price, 2l) cents.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
:
:

NEVER .TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

:
:

.

•

-THE TRUTH SEEKER. DECEMBER 1.-8. 1.886.

Ingersoll's ·w-orks. ln&-ersoll's Tributes
The Gods. Paper, -so eta; cloth, $1.

l-f'
five lectures.L comprising, "The Gods "
.tHumboldt_l' "'!'llamas Paine," "IndividuaiI y," and ".l:leretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25.
Contents: "The Ghost!!l" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Ind e_pendence," "About Farmil!_g in illinois,"
''·The Grant Banque~_t "The J:tev. Alexander
Cle.rk," "The Fast .ttises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

-

REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
i.>riD.ted on heavY- toned paper, 18x22 inches,illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing, The titles are:

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
~ome Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
The Grant Banquet Toast,
cloth, $1.25. lnterviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
.Address at Harry Miller's Grave.

BiDlo Tompsrance:
Ll(lUOR DRINKUG

OommeLded, DefeLded, and 1. joined
by the Bible.

PHILADru;.PHli LIBERAL LE.AGUE, 2o ~
meets every.S'Uilday in Indmitrial Hall;':&oad and
Wood sts., at'-2 :80 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions•
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-TrutL
Seeker publications always ori hand at'cheap rates.

BACON

A.~D ~H.AKSPERE•.

!'roof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By ·WM. BENRl
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

BY E. C. WALKER.

This is a companion book to Remsburg's " Bible
·
The price of these heretofore has been $1. We Morals." 48pages;pfi.ce 10oents.
What Must We Do to Be Saved~ Pa.- offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
per, 25 cents.
83 Clinton Place, New York.
FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
The Christian Religion. By R. G. THE
from
break~ge.
Address
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
lngersoJ1 J11dge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
38 Clinton Pl.• New York.
George J!', Flsher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Plain cloth, $1.2r>.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 Per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t_ype, and containing as much as
co~d be delivered in two ordiiiary lectures.
l1Us makes a grand ~ssi«;>n~~ory document.
Liberals should scatter It generously.

&OCtAl.

WEALTH

MFN, WOMEN & GODS,

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Ingersoll Uatet•-hised: His Answers to
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
CO::')I'TENTS: Economic Schools: a t>rief rea Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
The Trade Supplied
Special Discounts.
the editor of the San F!·an iscan. 5 cents; 50 view of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
ce~t.s per dozen: 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Growth
of
Capitalism;
Unearned
Increase:
Millions of these should be circUlated.
.33 Clinton Place, New York.
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Vindication of' Thomas Paine from Tools
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
and
·Improved
Machinery;
The
Nature
of
the attacks of the New York 0/Jserver, by RobWages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Own- at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
ership;
Private Property m Lnnd; Capital and
Address on the UivH Rights Bill. the Proiuctiv
Factors; Partnership and Co-opLarge size octavo, paper, 10 cents. •
eration; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit·
Ingersoll'8 Lectures Complete.
Of Value or EconomiC Ratios; Taxation as ~
CONTENTS:
:Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
Remedy; Reforms, ne-t Remedies; Suggestions
for~· Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Ortho- to Legislators; Conclusion.
or Fate.-The Sage and the Athe\st.-'fhe Princess
doxy,".bound m one beautiful volume, in half
of Babylon.-The Man of Fo~ GY CrowJ.;.s. The
Price; t lo1h, $1 oo.
calf, library style, and containing over 1I300
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-MicroruElgas.Paj;l:es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
The World as it Goes.-The :Black and the White.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
Clinton Place, New .York.
at Siam.-'!'he Study of Nature.-A Conversation
Tribu~e~.
There hav been so many
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
MlPlications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
Hl~ving No Plaasure.-An Adventure in India.
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toa'!!t," and the recent address over
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
"Little. Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav The Present- and the Future
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
be.en pnnted on heav;v toned paper, 1Bx221 illuRepublic
of
North
America.
HLlf calf or half morocco, marbled edgea,$4.00.
mmated bor!ler, and mln.rge, clear type, suitaAddress THE 1'RUTH SEEKER CO.,
ble for fraiDlng, and the four will be forwarded
· BY A. CAPITALIST.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
Prose Poems and ~elections. This povert;r, viceJ and crime. It deals with the J?resent
new book is a gem. It is a model in every re- conditiOns or sor,iety in this country, pointmg out
spect. In fact~ one of the richest brightest, their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
best ever issue a. It contains, besides the cel- impossible that the people should be other than
OR,
ebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never be- poor and vicious under our present system. The
fore published, and all the famous "tributes " remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never and lie has drawn a vivid picture of the future Tb~ Origiu of the rhristian Religion
brought together till now, many other gems, Republic of North Amenca, as it will be when
and the Significance of its
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect- society shall be organized on the ;principles of
ures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day con- Rational Communism. The book 1s vigorously
Rise and Declin(l.
versation~ of the author. The work is designed and interestingly written.
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
Pa.per,aoc; cloth, $1. a rare personal souvenir.. To help it serve this
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
purp9SEh a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
fa~ sinp!.e, .has been prepared es_peciall;v. for It.
Pnce1 m silk cloth, beveled edges, g_ilt back
"SHOPPEL'S MODERNHOUSES'' No.3.
an !I SI\fe, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, eleA STUDY
(JWJt Pulllisltea, Jul'U 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
gant library style, $4.50; in full Turkey: mo-.
For
sale
at
this
o:fl.!'R.
Price.
$1.00.
- OJf
,_
-A colored f-rontispiece showing .the moderB styl~
rocco, gilt, exquisitly fine, $7.50; in flU.! tree
of
painting. _
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn·an<'
FBEE.THOUGHT 1\0VEI.S.
The .Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
colored, to supply all the neccessacy pieces for
LEWIS C. JANES•.
constructing a model house, with plam directions
T lte Heathens of the Heath. A finely for
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to This bookBY
putting them tog;ether.
treats
of
the
natural
evolution
of
the
written
Radical
romance.
Br.
Wm.
McDonnell.
life, price!. $1.50 each. Every admirer of these !Jhristian religion, its historical antljilledents in
While the supplement affords both old and
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day of young_
apostles of Religious Liberty should hav them. 'Palestinian Judaism and Roman Pag:aBism ; inll"reatest _amusell!ent_, it is mor~ than'a
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper, toy. Itt~e
Is, 1n fact, a most practwallesson mArchPhoto~raphs of tolonel Ingersoll. vestigates the history of the founder of Christian90 cents; cloth, $1.25.
itecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of om
Panel, 10)!S'x17, Sll; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 ity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of E K.eter Hall. " One of the most excit- most
popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
cents ; card, 20 cts.
.. .
._
the Man Jesus, and his gennin teachings are
ing romances of the day,h Price, paper, 60 builders. _.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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New
D'esigns for Residences (cost varyiny from
sep_arable
the later legendary accretions
cents; cloth, 80 cents.
$500 to $15,000}. '
wh10h ha
founded him with the mythical
2 New Designs for Barns.
Christ, an
races the natural development of N 11thaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
Practical Experience with Poultry.
A Radical novel of marked ability. !j:gual to =1 New Design for a Chapel.
Christian
gma and ecclesiastical institutions.
·By GEO, M. DAVENPORT. This is a little book- Complete
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
George
Eliot's
works.
By
Frederika
Macdonand full index. 320pp. svo,
e. pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only clotli, gilt references
(by M~ria Par loa} and a perfect Cistern.
ald. 404 pages. $1.25.
top. Price $1.50.
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an egg. It is
An
Article on Villa Park Associations.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
well called "practical," for we find nothmg unT"he Outcast. A ·deep, finely written
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON RECEIPT oF PRICE, $1.
practica~ in it. H!Jns, ducks, geese, and turkeys!
Radical story. From the London edition. By
4!ldre~s
, _
are particularly discussed and the1r economica
A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
THE CO-O'PUATIVE BUILCING PLAl'' ASiO'~
OF
80 cents.
practical hints about keeping poultrr on a large
19l Broadway (Box 5r,02), New York.
A II in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additiOn to
the poultry literature of the day.
·
Miss Susan H. Wixon. " The great charm of
OB THB
"
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
personages are those one meets with in comFirst Ten Decades of' Our Era.
38 Clinton Place, New York.
mon life, and are portrayed with a vividness
BY
and perspicuity I was scaroel_y prepared to exM. TREDWELL:
pect to find. in such a marked de15ree even
Trad~ Designed DANIEL
A double-page picture contrasting science al).i'
from so gjfted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
to show upon the authority of Histor:y
whose biilliant and lucid style is familiar to theology, showing how the one has labored fin
that Apollonius of Tyana performed miracles and
most readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks.'' Price, human advancement, and how the other hat
!!poke wise sayings equal to thoHe attributed to
An Examination of the Tariff Question with Jesus
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Christ. 350pp., octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
always opposed it.
Especial Regard to the Interests of Labor.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
BY HENRY CEO ROE
twenJy-five copies for $1; one hundred copies fo1
FA•TH
$3.
We wish tliatthe friends of Freethonght woulo
MO~ES
BEFORE·
THE
COURT;
In this book the author designs to show that
OR,
From Tradition to Reason. distribute thousands of these tellirig pictures. ·
beneficial results would follow the abolition
of all tariffs on importations.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
The Forgery of the Old Testament.
CHRISTIAN lTY
Octavo, 360pp.; price, $1.50.
For Sale at this OffiCI'
moth. $1.25.
Dedicated to the clergy
Address THE T~UTH SEEKER CO.
A R E W .A RD F 0 R C R I M
BY
H.
J.
SEIGNEURET,
Substantlatt:d by the Bible~
BOOKS
FOR
CHILDREN
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Secularist.
BY
The Story Hour. For Childran and
SUBJECTS: .
Price,
10 cents.
Youth. Bx_Susan H. Wixon. Without Super0. B. WHITFORD, M. D;
stition. '!'he Only illustrated Freethinkers'
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM•
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page Price 10 Centl!l. I Per Doze11, $1.410,
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand•
and 25 smaller illustrations; large t;ype, heav:y
some 12mo volume of nearlY 1 000 pages: fulli
Address
THE..nUTH SEEKER,
toned
paper, broad margins, illuminated
illustrated. Cloth, $8.25-in English or German'
S.ACRED MYSTERIES
33 Clinton Place. New York.
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
!
AMONG THE
SCIENCE IN STORY; ot~, Sammy Tubbs, th~ r a}a!i and tne Q,oiclles 11,50c) Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
Boy_Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey:
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
T HE
:By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
Years Ago.
Browne. Price10cents. Forsaleatthisoffice. CONVENTIONAL l.ll.- ~»F"f 1-R
ver set; or five volumes in one for $2.
A poles of Gold. A Story-Book for
CIVILIZATHt~.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG:
tbe Youn~ ;Folks. :j3y Miss Sus9:n H. Wixon.
From the German of MAX N_'ORDAU.- ·
SISO pagestillustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
:By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Second editwn. PriCe, $1.25. This very excel"
volume or "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
'
lent work for young masters and misses, has
SEVENTH EDITION.
Dlustrated.
Price, $2.50.
passed through a very large edition, and a
A most powerfully written book.-PMia. Recor!!.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Re~
For
Sale
at
this
office.
eipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
second has been issued at a reduced price of - This Book is not a Book! It- is a Deed! and
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
$1.25, free of postage. This llew edition has a those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.:....
photograph of the author which adds very Vienna News. Pricet_§O cents. ·
.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pammuch to the value of the volume.
. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
OBt
m their Relation to Disease,"repreaentingthe germ
T te Youth's Libl'ral Guide. By
38 Clinton PL. New York.
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
Wno Dm So:m:TJm!G BEBIDEB
Prof. H. M. KottingertA.M. Price; $1.111!. This
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sun- MEN oF BusiJIIIss
MAKING MONEY.
volume aims at the euucation of yo»th in the
beam!" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
11rinciples of Freethought, at the sq,_me time
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
that it inculcates moral duties alld human
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
BY .J"A\liES P<\RTO'¥.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 p:A1cesd cloth
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9}tms op Ufhounht.
PRESIDENT: CLEVELAND lias given $50 to the
Indian mission,•l!chool at Santa Fe, N. M.

• 'u~A:Tx:au the ·Milwaukee Anarchist, has
beeri 'arraigned for libeling the court, jury,
and witnesses.
,

1

:I'l'IE: R,ev. Theodore L. Weaver, ex-Metho-

di~t, ex~:Baptist, revivalist, and temperance
o rato1;, is in jail at Elmira for forgery.

T~ .. Chicago magazine, the editorial chair
of wliicli.-l!iss Rose Elizabeth Cleveland re·
aently ·abRJ1doned, is· now offered for sale.
M1~s MARY JoHNSTON has been appointed
clet:!t'-of the Congressional library committee
She is- the ftrst woman appointed to a post
undet: Copgt:ess.

HENRY GEoRGE lectured in Boston Sunday
night. He deriicd that he had agreed to help
Carter H!Ll'risori to a reelection as mayor of
Cbicago;:as -has been reported.
·
I:r· is reported from the capital that the ·outlook is not very favorable for a brilliant sea~
son. : If this is true, something should be
done immediately toward stimulating Wash~
ingto~ ,society.
AN order has issued from Archbishop Elder
forbid~ing Roman Catholic vocalists to sing

in Protestant church_es. There is something
glorious about the liberty which Roman
Catholics enjoy. ·
·
_T.ni: financiers say that if Congress doe~
not provide for a heavy reduction of taxes be~
tween now and March, serious contraction of
the curre~ey is likely to result from the larg~
incr~ase of the treasury surplus.
GJi:li~~iL B()OTH, of the Salvation Army, at
the ~ead of_ his cohorts in New York,
been hoidiJig all-night hallelujah meetings;
The exercises- were_ what might be expected
among lunatics. · Booth sailed for England mi
the 11th.
·
-

has

A G_ANG of tramps attacked a saloon in
Shenandoah, Pa., last: Saturday night, robbe4
the:. till, and near_ly killed three men. Nine
of tb!@, w.e~e arrested, and narrowly escaped
lynchihg at the hands .of the miners of the
I!l~~oce: ,,,
·
·· ·atiME·robbers went through a train at Bellevu.e;: T!lXas; on,_ the 11th, taking all the valuables in·the possession of the men, but as these
had b~eri placed in the hands of tl1e women,
only··$161'5 was realized. The highwaymen
met wiih no opposition, al~hough there were
armed sq}diers on board the tmin.
Tali: indictment for adultery against Parson
Downs~. · of Boston, has been dropped, as

there was no way of getting the witnesses to
appear: Downs preached about his case last
Sunday. He endeavored to clear himself,
and m:a<\e . charges of a very serious nature
against former members of his congregation.
MoNiliGNoR ·CAPEL, the Catholic propagandist, advertises that he has discovered the
author_ of'the slanders charging him with im.
morality, and that he will shortly proceed to
prosec.qte the offender according to law. The
slandet alluded to is to the effect that the
monsignor has been sustaining ·ministerial
relations toward another man's wife.
THE St. Louis clergymen who recently
warned.the public against attending the per.
forJ:):isnces of the American Opera Company
on account of the dangers to morality thereby
incurred hav received an invitation from the
managers of the company to come and see the
ballet dance which they condemn.. How
many
the ministers accepted the invitation
is not known.

'of

THE workingmen ·are holding a fair at 20
Astor Place, this cit~ to raise money to buy
the Leader a press. The Leader is a labor
daily started during the recent campaign.
Many attractiv things are offered at the fair,
and all· sorts of devices to relieve him of his
spare change are sprung uP,on the unwary
male visitor by ladies of the .association. It
is a pleasant place to spend an hour, and the
money'it costs goes to the support of a good
cause.
Six years ago the Rev. Father Murphy, a
Catholic priest in charge of a parish near Elmira, N; Y., fell from grace and was removed.
His lapse.from virtue was attributed to over.
study. He· is now in the Massachusetts_
state'Reformatory,·having been found guilty
of fraud:: Lately a forged check for $500
drawn
:Father Murphy has turned up in
Elmira: ·' Wli:e'ri the Massachusetts authorities are' done with the Rev. Mr. Murphy, the
bankers of Elmira will take him in hand.

by

UJtlds and .«nds.

WAs the word he-ll changed to. she-ol .with a
Wntu the pagan reiigions of the Eastern wo~ld
were pursuing the even tenor of their way, killing view toward obtaining the correct gender 1
none because they did not believe as they did,
WHY is it the lowest scandals seem~ obtain
Christians were satumting the earth with the among people who liv in the highe~t circles?
blood of its children, and doing all in their power
"ALL flesh is grass," they say, but how about a
to force back the incentive to science, educatioO:,
wooden-headed man with a marble brow, an iron
and a bette~: civilization.-D. .Jf. Bennett.
will, and a stony heart 1 Go to, and if yon can't go
MILL spoke tenderly and reverently of the per- two, go one.
sonal character of the founder of Christiauity,and
MRs. CANDIDATE : "Oh, I'm so glad the election
on this part of the subject he wrote as if he was is over, even if you are beaten." Mr. Candidate:
confident that Carlyle agreed with him. But be- "Why, my love?" Mrs. Candidate: "Because,
low the truth of any parti~ular religion there lay now I can tell the butcher just what I think of
hl\rder problem of the existence and providence him for sending us tough steak without fear of
of God; and here it seemed that Carlyle had a his voting against you."
positiv faith, whilell'lill had no more than a Pense
"Is there a colored man around ·here who can
of probability. Carlyle admitted that, so far as beat a carpet?" asked a citizen of a whitewasher
external evidence went, the being of God was a at the market yesterday. "I reckon dat pusson
supposition inadequately proved. The grounds of ober dar' kin do it, sah." "Is he a professional?'
certainty which' Carlyle found in himself Mill, "Yes, sah. He's beat two groceries, three saloons,
much as he desired to show Carlyle's belief, con~ and his wife, an' I reckon he kin git away wid a
fessed.that he was unable to recognize. So again ca'pet.''
·
·
·
·
with the soul. There was no proof that it perished
"HAv you finished your sermon, dear 1" aaked
with the body, but again there was no proof that
the wife of one of the Brooklyn divines. "Serit did not.-Frouae's Life of Carlyle.
mon be blanked!" was the reply; "how in blazes
MILTON was resolute in his religion at Rome, so do you suppose I'm going to write sermons 1 This
muc)lso that many were deterred from showing is another reply to the four hundred and fortyhim the civilities they were prepared to offer. His fourth chapter of charges in the twelfth case.
rule, he says, was" not of my own accord to intra~ Nice chance I hav to write sermons!" ·
duce in those places conversation about religion;
CATHARINE OWEN has published a book called
but, if interrogated respecting the faith, then;
whatsoever I should sufl:"er, to dissemble nothing. "Ten Dellars Enough." She may think so now,
What I was, if any one asked, I concealed from no but by the time she gets all the jet trimming, and·
one; if any one in the very city of the pope at- stuff for the overskirt, she will find that about ten
tacked the orthodox religion, I defended it most dollars more is necessary, not including the dressfreely." Beyond the statement that the English maker's bill. Ten dollars is enough for the materiJesuits were indignant, we hear of no evil conse- al, but the trimming and making cost like sixty.
quences of this imprudence. Perhaps the Jesuits
"CoNDUCTOR," said a solemn-visaged man," do
saw that Milton was of the stuff that would wei~ you appreciate how precarious your business is?
come martyrdom, and were sick of the affair of Do you realize that' in the midst of life we are in
Galileo, 'which had terribly damaged the preten~ death, and that at any moment this train may
sions of ~heir church.-.Jfark Pattison's Milton.
take us-all to eternity?" "This train won't take
anybody to eternity," replied the conductor, "be•
THE bishops of Constantine's time were all of cause there's no such station on thisl!ne."
them ignorant and superstitious men, but they
HER ANSWEII.
could not all of them think alike. And, as if to
On my right at dinner sa~ Mollie,
insure dissent, they proceeded to define that
On my left there was little May Belle
which had never existed, and which, if it had exWho is always so sparkling and jolly,
isted, could never be defined. They described the
And who likes me, I fancy, quite well.
topography of heaven. They dissected the godhead and expounded the immaculate conception;
The former spoke somehow_ of ages;
giving lectures on celestial impre2:nations and
"Now, what would you take me to be ?"
miraculous obstetrics. They not only said that
I asked. She replied, "Of life's pages •
there was one and that one was three, they proI suppose you hav turned twenty-three/'
fessed to explain how that curious arithmetical
Miss B·lle, on my left, was abstracted, '
combination had been brought about. The indiAnd did not our words overhear,
visible had been divided; it was divisible and yet
Nor knew she the answer expected
it was indivisible ; black was white and white was
·As
I whispered quite low in her ear,
black, and yet there were not two colors, but one
color ; and whoever did not believe this would be
"And what would yon take me for, Mary?"
damned, and "without doubt perish everlast~
And then this small maiden perverse,
ingly.''-Reaae's Mm·tyraom Of .Jlan.
From eut of abstraction, quite weary,
Responded,-" Fot:, better or worse."
·THE work indeed-of a gentleman is not so gross,
-Samuel Willtams Cooper.
but it may be as smart and painful as any other.
"WHAT's the speed of that horse?" was asked of
For all hard work is not manual; there are other
instruments of action beside the plow, the spade, an old colored irian w'J!.owasleading a Pad-looking
the hammer, the shuttle; nor doth every. work equine into a blacksmith-shor. "Which way n
produce sweat and tiring of body; the head may "Why, I don't see that it should make any diff~
work hard_ in con trivanco of good designs, the ence which way he's headed." "Dat's kase you
tongue may be very activ in dispensing advice, do an' own him. His speed when he's gwine home
persuasion, comfort, and edification in virtue; a jist keeps a stop-watch bobbin' all over, but when
man may bestir himself in "going about to do he's comin' away fum de ba'n you kin catch his
good;" these are works employing the cleanly in- time by a terbacker-box."
dustry of a gentleman.-Dr. Isaac Barrow.
THE OLD, OLD STORY.
1. Day is fine,
WE ought to adjust our minds to any fate. If
2. Church all style,
we receive a further gift of life, we shall be thank3. Preacher handsome,
ful. If we do not, let us· be thankful for what we
4. Women smile;
hav received; and since our existence does not
5. Man in pulpit
depend on ourselvs, let us consider those things
6. Pounding book,
that will tend to our present happiness and ProS.:
7. Married lady
perity. If we hav no faith in a future life, let us
·8. Givs him look ;
use this life wisely and well, and leave it, when our
9. Look's returned,
time comes, uncomplainingly.-L. K. Washburn.
10. Each one feels
11. Queer sensation
AN honest man here lies at rest,
12. Down to heels ;
As e'er God with his image blest;
13. Few days later
The friend of man, the friend of truth,
14. Daily press
The friend of age, the friend of youth.
15. Chronicles scandalFew heartsJike his, with virtue warmed,
16. Great distress;
Few heads with knowledge so informed;
17. Pastor's downfall,
If there's another world he livs in bliss,
18.
Lady'd bad break,
If there is none, he made the best of this.
19. Irato husband
-Burns's Epitaph on a Friena.
20. Follows in wake ;
THE assertion of t'he motion of the eal'th was
21. Hotel reached,
defiance not only of philosophy and the church,
22. Register scanned,
but, at the same time of that commqn ignorance
23. Man and wife,
which passes by the name of qommon sense, and
24. Scheme is planned;
physical science threw down her glove by the
25. Clerk leads way,
hand of Galileo. It is not pleasant to think of the
26. Nest still warm,
immediate result of the combat; to see the cham27. Birds hav flown
pion of science, old, worn, and on his knees before
28. The gath•ring storm;
the cardinal inquisitor, signing his name. to
29. Husband rushes
what he knew to be a lie. And, no doubt, tho car30. Out for train,
dinals rubbed their hands as they thought how
31. Arrives too latewe II they had silenced and discredited their ad32. Foiled again ;
versary. But two hundred years hav passed, and
33. Goes back home,
however feeble or faulty her soldiers, physical
34. Heart is broke·
science sits crowned and enthroned as one of the
35. By an ingrate's
legitimate rulers of the world of thought. Charity
86. Heartless stroke;
children would now be ashamed not to know that
37.-Reputation,
the earth moves, while the school-men are forgot3s. Love, and life
ten : and the cardinals-well, the cardinals at·e at
39. All are nothingthe Ecumenical Council (1870), still at their old busi40. Good-bye, wife !
ness of trying to stop the movement of the world.
T. M,HORNE.
-Huxley's Lay Serm011s.
"You ought to join the church," said Deacon
IN so far as Christ taught any doctrin in opposi- Pusher to another board of trade man the other
tion to slavery, in favor of intellectual liberty, up~ day. "I know it, deacon, and I hav been feeling
holding kindness, enforcing the practice of justice as though I would like to do it for a good spell
and mercy, I most cheerfully admit that his back." "Then why the mischief don't you do it!"
teaching should be followed. Such teachings do said the deacon, as he made a memorandum to
not need the assistance of miracles. ·They are not crowd Mickum to the wall at the first favorable
in the region of the supernatural. They find their. opportunity. "There is one serious obstacle in
evidence in the glad response of every honest the way." "And what the Old Harry might that
heart that superstition has not touched and be?" ''Well, the fact is, I am not religious-! hav
stained.-B. G. In{/er.<oll.
no religion at all." "Well, that is not at all necesSINCE the generality of persons act from impulse sary, niy dear sir-not necessary at all. Humph I
more than from principle, men are neither so the idea I" "But, deacon, my convictions-"
good nor so bad as we are apt to think them.- "Convictions be hanged ! What do we care for
convictions 1 All we want is pew rent."
Hal·e's Guesses at Truth.
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BROTHER BEEOHER : " Lord, helyl"
,
BRoTHER JoHN JAsPER: "'Tain't no use, Brudder Beecher.

8otts a.nd fllippings.

and without." The parson had skipped frcm
the creation of Eve to the building of the ark.
This is the story as the Chicago Herald tells
THE best government is that which governs it. It would be more probable if the sentences quoted could be found in the Bible,
best..-John Swinton.
but they can't.
IT is a burlesque on justice to refer to
WE believe in electing women to public
twelve opinionless 'fools as a jury of one's
office, and are glad to see that voters genpeers.-Martha's Vineyard Herald.
erally are willing to accord that privilege to
A BosToN paper boasts that there was not the weaker sex. But we notice that they
a single arrest in that city Sunday. Evi- generally get the office that has no salary
d~ntly, says a Western paper, the Boston po- attached.-Bosttm Post.
lice are a pious lot and don't work Sunday.
ScENE at Harvard College: Junior (trimsA YoUNG Tunker in Wayne county, Pa., on Iating New Testament): "And the an'-and
one occasion announced that he wuuld read the Lord said, Lord said unto-unto Moses."
for the morning's lesson" Pislam Siv." After Here he hesitated and looked appealingly to a
reading awhile it flashed upon the congrega- neighbor, who being also unprepared, whistion that he meant Psalm civ.
pered, "Skip it." Junior (going on): "And
SAYI:l Sam Jones: "I would rather preach the Lord said unto Moses, skip it." Great
-the funeral of one gambler who was generous consternation ensued.-Texas Siftings.
than the funeral ::>f one hundred Methodists
"MY dear:friend," said a minister at the
who were stingy. An old skin flint! What bedside of a sick man, " I want to call your
could a fellow do at a funeral like that?"
attention to the blessed consolation which
IF you are poor, there is one consolation- religion brings in hours of suffering and danyour heirs will not go into court to prove ger--" "I'm much obliged to you," interthat you were an imbecil during your child- posed the gra~eful patient, "but you are too
hood, an idiot at the time· of your marriage, late." "Too late?" "Yes, sir; my physi. and a gibbe1ing lunatic for years before you cian says that the crisis is past, and all dandied.-Ex.
ger is over."
A CHioAGo Presbyterian clergyman ·astonished his congregation the other morning
while reading from the Bible. He was read:. ing·· the account of the creation, and turned
over-two leaves instead of one immediately
·after: the words, "So God made woman."·
' .The:words which' he then read were, "And
. he made, it out of gopher wood; fifteen cubits
. :long, :he -made it, and it was pitched within

A BosToN philanthropist and student of
human nature bought a dozen cheap umbrellas, had, a nickel- plate inserted in each handle
on which was his address, and the request
that the umbrella be returned, and on the
first rainy day went out on the street and
handed one to each uinbreilaless woman that
he met: All were returned within a' week,
but one, and in place of that came . a note

.
.
Git offen dat platfonn er leff go de critter."

saying that it had been stolen, and that the
writer would pay for it. The next rainy day
he handed the umbrellas to twelve unprotected men. He never saw but one of them
again, and that was brou.~ht in by a friend
who said that he had stolen it at a church
festival.
A PoRTLAND Chinaman wrote thl;l following
note to a lady who wanted to engage a cook:
".M1·s Lady, FRIEND SHE: You when at there
told to me want to boy cooking. I had hav
a b!:>y is hqnest man he neat and clean and
doing nicely that this one best one never you
hav before like he does. I wish coulu take
l).im to stay with you arid Leong Gitt recommend to him come to she." ·
ARE the Hebrew youth degenerating? It
would seem so from .the American Heb·rew's
view;. of it:. "The oppressor against whom
the young_ Israelites_ of our day must take
manful stand is the great tyrant, Indifference.
He it is who desecrates our temples and holy
days; he it is who forbids the obs8rvance of
the Law. lt is he who se.ts up the heathen
idols of Mammon, Society·, and Ostentation.
It is he who places forbidden food on the
altars of our homes. And what of the women
of Israel of to-day ? Alas! the pity and the
eham.e of it! They do not shine resplendently
beside those of the past."
THE Roman Catholic press has been triumphantly announcing the news of the baptism of Manlio Garabaldi. The vaunted conversion, say:s the London Freetltinker, turns
out to be a pure invention. The widow of
Garibaldi writes to_ the editor of the Turin
Gazette, contradicting the "scandal." She
says, "No such baptism has taken place, nor
ever will take place, because we are all deter-

mined to hold. the traditions of the family
intact, and to respect the will of my ever-tobe-deplored husband." Most of the ordinary
Italian journals refused to insert the report,
the strong anti-clerical opinion of the Garibaldis being too well known to allow of belief
in the gcnuinness of the pious fabrication.
AT a recent meeting of clergymen in San
Francisco declarations were made in favor of
freeing churches from taxation. The San
Francisco Star says : "The doctrin that
church or ecclesiastical property should be
exempt from taxation is wrong in itself and a
mistake in policy besides. The great head of
the Christian church; by a most striking
declaration, placed himself on record as a
taxable under the Roman empire. If the
Christian church desires to enforce honesty
in the_ public, it will not begin by avoiding to
pay taxes. No matter ho:W unaffectedly pious
its motivs may be, its example will be a million times weightier. 'If the church escapes
taxation, I will escape. If I am not strong
enough to escape by means. of a law, I will
escape any way I can.' Right or wrong, such
is the way in which the example will be used.
Moreover, if church property does not pay,
all secular property must plly for it, and thus
we shall hav the largest denomination Worshiping God at the expense of everybody
else. No such scalping Christianity as that
will command the respect of the public at
large, nor should it. Pay up, gentlemen of
the churches. You may not be able to find
the amount of your church property tax in a
fish, but you can in your pockets. Take
thence the money, giv it to your financial
officer, and say, 'That take, and giv unto
them for thee and me.'"

hf';gm_munitafion!J.

and, of necessity, her superiority to all laws, it follows, as a natural sequence, that the holy father is at
liberty to enter into any obligation and break it at
his own sweet pleasure. So, in 1215, Innocent III.
I reI an d and th e P apacy.
I·ssued from the council of Lateran· the mani"festo that
In one of my letters to "D. C.," published in THE "oaths contrary to the interests of the church and
TRUTH SEEKER, March 27th, I said: "You, my friend, to the precepts of the holy fathers are not oaths, but
the son of an Irishman, should not be igBE>rant of the perjuries." ·
.
history of your own people. Once they were free,
Incidental to this was. the absolving of Christian
happy, prosperous; and their manufactures, world- princes from their oaths with non-Christian powers;
renowned, made your little island one of the richest possibly the most glaring one being the breaking of
on the globe. The arts and sciences :flourished, and the treaty with the Moors of Grenada on the pretext
the many institutions of learning zp.ade Ireland the that "an oath to an Infidel is not binding on a
pride of Christendom. But Pope Adrian IV. changed Chlistian."
all this, for, in 1155, he presented her to Henry II.;
The Univers of July 22, 1871, speaking on this
and one of his successors indorsed the gift by re- subject, says: "The concordats between Rome and
deeding her to Queen Mary, wife of Philip. For civil states are not contracte, but temporary privihundreds of years your once happy country was the leges, which the pope deigns to grant according to
scene of outrages almost unparalleled in history, and circumstances/ mere concessions of which he always
to-day Protestant England lords it over Catholic Ire- remains the master and sole judge, and which he can
land, and points to your infallible pope as the prime revoke at pleasure."
cause." I deemed it unnecessary to go further into
The Oivilta Oattolica, created into a Jesuit corporadetails, presuming these facts to be well known to tion by Pius IX. and recognized as the papal official
the reading world. They were intended as a gentle organ, on March 18, 1871, page 664, says: "The
hint to "D. C.," to refresh his memory on the early pope is sovereign judge over all civil laws. In him
history of his nativ country, as he is not only an the two authorities, the temporal authority and the
ardent Catholic, but an enthusiastic Irishman, and I civil authority, are united, for he is the vicar of Jesus.
did not see how he could consistently entertain loy- Christ, who was not only the eternal priest, but the
alty to Rome and Ireland at the same time. But afew king of kings and lord of lords. The pope, by virtue
weeks after the publication of the letter I noticed of his exalted dignity, is at the sUDlmit of the two
that Brother Macdonald had to substantiate my asser- powers."
tiona, so I determined to write the matter up more
Even Brother Capel, who, by the way, is now in
in detail, and deciding it would be better to submit California, attending to the spiritual-let us hope
the original document, I had, of necessity, to wait not temporal-wants of a rich and pretty widow, in
till it was obtainable.
the London I_flimes of Jan. 18, 1875, wrote: "The
The deeding of Ireland to the English brings in church, as representativ of the spiritual power, and
with it what is known as the" Donation of Constan- as the guardian of the divine law, can define the
tine," as found in the "Decretals." These " Deere- limits of her own powers, and consequently, ipso
tals" were a collection of the· supposed decisions of facto, those of the other powers [the civil]."
the various church councils, from the second century
As Rome owns everything, can make and break
up to their first exhibit at the synod of Chiersy, in contracts at. pleasure, it follows that everyone must
857, and covered every disputed point that the for- think just as she does; so, in his Encyclical Letter,
mulators could possibly conceive. They were used Gregory XVI. calls liberty of conscience "an absurd
by the popes to extend their power over the other maxim, an idle dream," and his prime minister, Carbishops, and centralize at Rome.
dinal Pacca, wrote: "If under certain circumstances
. As language changes very materially in even one prudence demands their toleration [liberty of conhundred years, it has been shown, from the peculiar science and freedom of the press], as one tolerates a
ter~s used, that the "Decretals" were coli! piled n?t lesser evil to avoid a· greater, such doctrin never can
earher .than 800. The . legends they cont~ are,. m be presented by a Roman Catholic as a good or dethe mam, false. One W:ill suffice to show this pomt. sirable thing." This doctrin was strenuously upheld
-tb,at of Pope Mar~ellinus.
.
.
.
in all (Jatholic countries,. and this letter of Gregory
It states that durmg the persecutwn of Dwclet1an, XVI. was only called forth on acoount of the action
what
this po~e was induced to sacrifice to the _Roman·gods. of various Catholic states in- regard
On receipt of the news, three hundred bishops held a known as the "Ecclesiastical Court."
council at Sinuessa, but decided that as Marcellinus
In olden times this "Court" was in full sway. By
~as the supreme head of the ch:urch, ~e co?ld be an express provision of the canonical law, a layman
Judge_ d by nom. an. The pop_e_admitted his guilt; and was not a competent. witness in a criminal suit agai:D.st
pronounced his own 9epof!Itwn on Aug. ~ 3, 303 . a clergyman. In other words, if a cleric debauched
This legend was admitted into the Roman breviary .a.' woman and was · discovered by the husband or
as late as the sixteenth century, to inculcate the brother, their testimony would be inadmissible; and
principle that, as the clergy could not depose the the woman, having no standing in court, could not
pope, the laity could neither judge nor interfere with testify. But; even if a felon, a layman could testify
the clergy. In his. contest with Sylvester, Pope in support of wills made in favor of pious objects.
Symmachus utilized it, as did also Xystus III., when When the Spaniards conquered Mexico, Peru, and
he was accused of unchastity.
adjacent countries, this "Court" was instituted, and
Catholic historians now admit that no such council held to be perfectly legal. Foreigners began to
as that of Sinuessa was ~ver held. But the "Deere- crowd in, and the· nativ estimation of the priestly
tals " answered the purpose for which they were character underwent a change. New Grenada passed
written, and for centuries the popes rode triumph- a law for the protection of her daughters, and only
antly over the people by proudly pointing to these asked that when a · criminal charge was pending
forgeries as evidences of their spiritual and temporal against a priest, he should suspend the exercise of
authority. The exposure did not cause Rome to re- his spiritual functions.
linquish her claims, and, as I propose to show, in the
But Pius IX., on Sept. 27, 1852, in his allocution,
deeding away of Ireland she acted as she even now Acerbissirnum, placed the whole country under ban.
claims the right to act-the disposition is good; the On Dec. 15, 1856, he treated Mexico likewise, for
power only is wanting. She claims everything, here daring to say she had rights which the papacy was
and hereafter.
bound to respect. Failing to carry his point, the
In 1558, Pope Paul IV. issued his bull, Cum ex expedition of Maximilian was started, and a widowed,
Apostolatus Officio, and in order that there might be heartbroken, and insane wife is all that now remains
no question as to its having come direct from God, of it-a monument to papal greed.
attached it, according to the ancient custom, to the
It is a fair·proposition th~t if A owns everything,
door of St. Peter's church. Many theologians held, and if B, even after working sixteen hours a day,
and I believe still hold, that in order to make theli:le should manage tQ accumulate a competency, the comdocuments authoritativ, they must go through this petency belongs to A. This, I believe, no lawyer will
ceremony. The bull contains these three proposi- deny. So, in 1866, Pope Pius IX., who owned evtiona :
erything, issued his Bolla di Oomposizione, which
1. The pope, who is Pontifex Maximus, is God's pardons what we Infidels would call a thief or a gamrepresentativ on earth; has full authority and power bier, provided he donate a certain portion (about
over all nations and kingdoms; he judges a!I, and can, three per cent) of his ill-gotten gains to pious purin this world, be judged by none.
poses; and, as the document reads, "he may keep
2. All rulers, as well as bishops, as soon as they and possess the remainder in good faith, as his own
become tainted with heresy or schism, are irrevocably property, justly earned and acquired," provided he be
deposed without need of any legal formality; de- unacquainted with the party from whom he stole. I
prived forever of all right of government, and incur hav no doubt that your Catholic "boodle aldermen"
sentence of death. In case of repentance, they are had this Bolla in view when they made their steal.
to be imprisoned in a monastery and do penance on Three· per cent would buy a very handsome stained
bread and water for the remainder of their lives.
glass window for some church. I would recommend
3. None may giv aid to a heretical or schismatical for the next the legend of their savior discoursing on
prince, not even the mere services of common human- what belonged to God and Cresar.
ity. Any monarch who does so forfeits his dominOwning the whole earth, Rome must of necessity
ions, which lapse to princes obedient to the holy see. bav engrafted on her system many things which apPius V. in his examination of this bull expressly pealed to the feelings of her various popes. She
confirms and renews it. It was also affirmed in the gathers, but never distributes. She relies on the
23d proposition of the syllabus of Pius IX., Dec. 8, past; the theory of evolution, of any change, has no
· place in her memory. Founded at a time when slav-.
1864.
Having thus determined her universal sovereignty ery was a universal custom, it has become one of her
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strongholds. "Uncle Tom's Cabin" was promptly
·placed ori the list of prohibited books, because it was
opposed to that "divine institution." Montalembert
admits the persistent hostility of Pius IX. during our
I a t e CIV
· il. war, an~
tl I"t Is
· an <?~en secret th a t h a d I"t not
been for the uncompromismg loyalty of the late
Archbishop Hughes, who was a confidential adviser
anQ warm personal friend of both Lincoln and Seward, Rome would hav arrayed herself on the side of
the South. Of the following incident I hav a. personal knowledge.
A relativ of the late Cardinal McCloskey, thenarchbishop of Albany, was caught spying in Washington. Hughes persistently refused to utilize his
fri€mdship with Lincoln to obtain his release. Church
in:fluence was brought to bear upon him, but he answered, "The Union first, friendship afterward."
The spy was eventually released, but loyalty to the
Union, and hatred of slavery, deprived the greatest
Catholic ecclesiastic of this age of the cardinalate.
But slavery is fast passing away, and let us hope that
the pope may depart with her.
If it were not for Rome, many of the relics of a
barbarous age would hav passed completely from
sight and been known to us only through the pages
of history. The emasculation of male attendants is
considered by the Turk to be the only security for
his harem, and Rome has engrafted this on her systern. There is a law which expressly prohibits
women singing in the presence of the holy father.
Whence, then, those female voices in the papal choir!
The poor son of peasant parents, showing a natural
gift for song, is emasculated, carried to the pope's
choir, and his youthful voice utilized in singin-g songs
in praise of a deity whose earthly representativ has
so foully debauched him.
I hav gone into details possibly more fully than
was necessary, certainly more fully than I had originally intended; but I desired to trace the actions
and claims of Rome, up to date. None can reasonably dispute the authenticity of the documents
quoted, and as the holy church insists that every
claim she indulges in to-day was indulged in by the
first pope; the inference is obvious.
.
As stated before, the "Donation of Constantine"
is to be found in the "Decretals." It purported
being a gift from Constantine to Pope Sylvester, of
the city of Rome, the late Papal States, and other
undefined portions of the earth, which, owing to the
geographical ignorance of the forger, were mentioned
in rather ambiguous language. It read as follows:

~e!~ ~h~~~;:j ~~~it;~:. ito~~ ~~s:h~1~iti:~ o~a~Jrit~C:

as well as the cities of the other Western countries. To
make room for him; we abdicate our sovereignty over all
these provinces and we withdraw from Rome, transferring
the seat of our empire to Byzantium, since it is not just-that
a terrestrial empire should exist where God has placed the
head of religion.
As it was necessary to giv a reason for such a
munificent gift, of what he did not own, it was stated
that Constantine had been struck by leprosy. The
pagan priests assured him that the only cure
was to take a bath in the fresh blood of infants.
But the tender heart of this noble emperor-who had
already committed seven murders, and among them
his wife and son-could not resist the appeals of
the mothers of the selected infants, and he heroically concluded to sacrifice himself by refusing his
only means of cure. The good God, who had only
been experimenting with him as he had been in yore·
with Job, rewarded his noble purpose by a vision in
which he was told to apply to Pope Sylvester. This
he did, was cured, baptized, and i~ return presented
his benefactor with other peoples' property, not to
mention certain continents hitherto l;IIldiscovered.
The three great authorities always q~oted in regard to the fourth century-" Historia Tripartita,"
and the chronicles of Jerome and Isidore-are silent
on the subject of this gift. In fact, Eusebius directly
contradicts it, for he states emphatically that he himself (if my memory serves me) baptized Constantine
on his dying bed. As Eusebius was, if not a pronounced Arian, at least deeply imbued with the principles of that sect, it is hardly possible that the emperor would hav selected him for his confessor, and
then rewarded Rome, the avowed enemy of Arianism.
It is questionable when the "donation" was first
utilized. It is said that Pope Gelasius (492) made
mention of it, and it is also stated that Adrian I.
quoted it to Charlemagne when that barbarian was
claiming the whol~ earth. If either did mention it,
it was merely as a legend; they exhibited no document. A variety of\,accounts were rife, each differing
from the others on soine vital point, and there seemed
to be no common ground on which all could stand,
till the appearance of the document in the latter part
of the ninth century.
·
Beyond the document itself, which was claimed to
·be in the Lateran church, there is nothing commemorativ of the gift. Rome, so prolific of monuments,
a city wherein a cathedral would be raised in bon<»."
'of the toe-nail of some alleged martyr, contains D.othing but a Zophoros in the Laterim Basilica to rem.irid
the world of a gift, which, if ever made, and legal,
raised the holy father from p~nury to wealtb. Even

,.
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the costumes on this Zophoros show it was not pro- fore, and by his astuteness had succeeded in mount- This should be, and in time will be, the test of all huduced earlier than the twelfth century.
man opinions, theories, and institutions.-. Colonel
ing it. Historians differ as to the methods used.
On the representations of the English ambassador, Ingersoll closes his great, unsurpassed sermon by deIn regard to the legality of the donation, even agmitting all the church_claims, there can be no argu- Adrian donated Ireland to Henry, writing him a let- claring that while he livs he is going to do all he can
ment. A Roman emperor was '\llected to his office, ter to that effect, and, as it was customary in those for his fellow-man. What a happy world we shall
hav when every man and woman with the same spil·it
and "could only enlarge, not diminish, the empire." days to send a token, forwarded the English king
and feeling makes the same resolve! Long liv that
But the church was ingenious in her arguments. gold ring set with an emerald:
I do not propose quoting the entire letter, only eloquent tongue to p~ad the cause of humanity !
"Constantine was the spiritual son of Sylvester, by
·
J. H. CooK.
·
baptism," and therefore the pope was his spiritual the salient points. It was addressed :
Adrianus Papa gratum et acceptum habet quod Henricus
heir. As all good Christians admit, and the church
-Missions.
teaches, that the spiritual is above the temporal, and Rex Angliae Insulam Hyberniam ingrediatur. ut populum
ilium legibus subdat, ita tamen ut annua Petro solvatur
Henry M. Stanley, the African explorer, is in town,
as the spiritual contains within itself the temporal, pensio.
·
lecturing. Last week the Methodist ministers invited
being his spiritual heir, the pope, of necessity, was
He then cooly authorizes Henry to invade Ireland him to answer them some questions. One of them
his temporal heir. In fact, there was in reality no " in order to extirpate the vice and wickedness of the
necessity for the " donation;" _The spiritual act of nativs," "to oblige them to pay yearly.. from every was as to the personal safety on the Congo of
strangers, and another was as to-the Clingers to misbaptism included the temporalact of the donation.
house one denarius [about one penny] to the see of
· Christendom accepted ·this definition, and the peo- Rome," givs him "entire authority over the island," sionaries. In reply, Mr. Stanley said that strangers
ple prayed and payed, ~bile the clerics preyed and commands " all the inhabitants to obey him as were safe if they behaved themselvs, and missionaries
played. Nothwithstanding this general acceptance, sovereign," and invests him with the "fullest pow- were all right when they were honest. He related
the church always took care, and I believe takes care ers, all for the. glory of God and the salvation of the several incidents where missionaries had cheated the
nativs in trading, and said that most of the hardships
to-day, to hav a secular document properly executed souls of men."
of missionaries were the result of their dishonesty.
and filed whenever she buys a piece of property.
The monetary part of the transaction is as follows:
There is no greater fraud in the church than this
NP!e hundred years ago it was the current belief
Et de singuli8 domibus annua;m unius denarii beato Petri mission fraud, and probably Stanley coul(!., if he
that the year 1000 would see the end of the world. v_elle solvere pensionem.
would, disclose a great deal. Whether in Africa or
The precursors to our present Salvation Army
And again:
India, the Christian missions are colossal swindles.
marched through the land proclaiming that as the end
Jure nimirum Ecclesiarum illibato et integro permanente, In Saladin's " God and His Book," he has extracted
was nigh, they were prepar:ed to " follow Jesus any- et salva beato Petro et sacrosanctae Romanae ecclesiae de from numerous books evidence sufficient, if generally
where, everywhere," _and the Moody and Sankey of sin,{/uli8 domibus annua unias denarii pensione.
known, to reduce the contributions to the Methodist
Richard, earl of Strigul, surnamed Strongbow, un- million for missions among honest folks. The folthat day sang_'-' Hold the Fort," without the " General
dertook
the
task
of
conquering
the
island,
and,
asCorse" addendum. The people were so awakened to
lowing quotations, says Saladin, I beg to bring most
a realization of the inutility of further holding tem- sisted by Maurice Fitzgerald and Robert Fitzste.phen, respectfully under the notice of all such as believe
poral possessions, which were so soon to be burnt up, two Welsh nobleman, and a horde of Flemish, that the gospel of Christ shall yet cover the whole
that they donated them to the church. Hundreds of Welsh, and Cornish archers, and numerous men-at- earth:
·
· McARTHUR.
noble families in England, notwithstanding the fact arms, l~mded on the Irish coast.
" I was told thf!<t all the Khitmutargs in Calcutta
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
that their land already belonged to Rome, deeded it
were Christians. I was surprised to hea1· this, and
to the church. Then the good God repented, the
asked him to what church they belonged. ' Oh, sir,'
earth was saved, and the church enjoyed her .tem, Colonel Ingersoll's Humanity.
he replied, ' they do not belong to any church ; but
poralities till the time of Henry VIII., when, on being
Colonel Ingersoll's speeches are always full of sal- they will eat pork and drink brandy'" (Minturn's
called upon to show her title, she exhibited, not the vation for humanity, but his late" Lay Sermon," to me, New York to Delhi).
" donation," but the deeds forced from ·a credulous surpasses all his previous public utterances for its
" The ·London committee concealed the report of
people, made weakly superstitious by her teachings. humane and sympathetic spirit, and his disposition to the Madras committee, lest the subscriptions should
As it will be necessary to select some history of help the oppressed, robbed, and enslaved toiler and be withdrawn from so hopeless an enterprise" (India
Ireland as a guide, I hav chosen that by Thomas wealth-producer. I wish that sermon could be pro- and the Gospel, Clarkson, sec. 5).
D'Arcy _McGee, for the following reasons. He was an claimed from every pulpit and rostrum in the civil"He attributed the. exaggerated accounts of conuncompromising Irishman and a faithful compiler of ized (~) world. I wish every man who calls himself a versions to the necessity of creating a sensation at
facts. Moreover, his work is published by D. & J. Liberal, Freethinker, or humanitarian to ponder, and home [in England] at public meetings, in order to
Sadlier, of New York, who, as publishers of the apply to himself, the noble, manly, humane spirit and raise money" (Six Years in India, vol. i, chap. 2).
J.'ablet, the official organ of the late cardinal, are purpose of that timely and much-needed speech. It
"The custom of paying Hindoo converts is so uniequally uncompromising as Catholics, and would not, answers the question, "What shall we do to be versal that the s~ightest success in Hindoostan would
under any circumstances, publish anything deroga- saved'" It diooctly or impliedly condemns the in- eat up the revenues of the East India Company"
tory to the church.
human, orthodox laws and customs of government (Edinburgh Review, vol. xii).
- I propos-e-gleaning most of my facts from McGee. and society, which rob man of his natural right to
" An inquiry made some yea1·s ago at Ba~:!galore by
The position of Ireland iil the intellectual world land and the products of his labor. He shows his a deputation from England resulted in the discovery
was that of a leader ; she would remind one of the great goodness and philanthropy when he acknowl- that the converts and tht;Jir ~amilies were nearly all of
.position of Moorish Grenada prior to her destruction edges that his having owned much land was wrong them stipendiaries of the mission " (Way to Lose
by Ferdinand the_ Catholic; the center of attraction in principle and incompatible with the spirit and India).
··for men of letters. J!l speaking of this, McGee says : purpose of the Secular Union and all true progress.
" The whole of them are rescued from poverty, and
" The intellectual l,eadership of Western Europe, the He virtually and truly tells us that land, like all procure a comfortable subsistence by their converglorious ambition of the greatest nations,.has be.:Jn other elements and matter not the result of· human sion" (Observ. on Pres. State).
in turn obtained by Italy, France, Britain, and Ger- labor, is the free and unbought inheritance of every" The influence of the English missions is an absomany. From the middle of the sixth to the middle one on Qarth, to use, but not buy or sell or monopo- lute nullity; they reckon no other proselytes than
of the eighth century, it will hardly be disputed that lize. He struck the keynote of the significance of orphlins, whom· the missionaries purchase, and who,
that leadership devolved on Ireland. . ·
The life and how to make the most of it for ourselvs and when they grow up, all return to the religion of their
number of her schools, and the wisdom, energy, and others by dealing justly with all, by helping to sup- countrymen" (L'Inde Aug., vol. i:ii).
zeal of her masters, retained for her that proud dis- ply all human wants, and each one earning his own
"I hav reason to believe that converts hav in some
tinction for two hundred- years."
cases been again and again baptized by the. same
living and ceasing to liv on the labor of others.
What a truthful and comprehensiv proposition he minister to swell the n~mber of candidates, and inEvery province had its university, with numerous
smaller schools, which were conducted on a more stated: "If nobody has too much, everybody will duce the belief that the work of conversion was
liberal scale than our free schools. " They derived hav -enough!" That proposition condemns the pres- steadily advancing" (Land of the Veda, chap. xvii).
''The preachers hav sometimes [in Ceylon] baptheir maintenance, not from taxing the pupils, but in ent barbarous and predatory practices of society as
the first instance from public endowments. They much 'as any Nihilist, Socialist, or Communist does. tized two or three hundred infants and elder children
were essentially free schools; not only free as to the He says : "This is no .country for Anarchy, for we at a time (they are paid in proportion to the number);
lessons given, but the venerable Bede tells us they hav free speech." But that is. a question. Hav we indeed, almost all the Buddhist priests in the marisupplied free bed and board and books to those who free speech~ No; I think we are as far from having tim provinces ai'e persons who hav been baptized in
resorted to them from-abroad." It is claimed that free speech as we are from having justice done to their infancy" (Campbell'.s Recoil., cltap. vii).
"With respect to the baptism of converts in J ernthe students at these universities numbered one, two, labor. · The brilliant and inspiring Inger~oll would
three, and in one instance as many as seven thousand. impress-and so would !-upon all minds that the salem, it is, as far as I know, framed to an accommoEurope was flooded with their graduates, and so chief and only object of human life is to be happy dation with the most modern Judaism. Six thousand
highly were they esteemed that being able to point and help others to be happy, and that to do this we piastres (£50) are offered to the convert as a premium;
to one of them as his Alma Mater was almost a sure must cease this grasping selfishness-this " me and other advantages are said likewise to be considerguarantee for obtaining a position in a foreign col- mine" spirit-this appropriating to our own use and able" (Tischendorf, Trans.).·
"As they could not make converts at Jerusalem,
. lege. The chronicles of the times are filled with the possession what by nature and justice belongs to
names of Ireland's illustrious sons who carved their others. That "Lay Sermon" as a whole is the most Protestant Jews were brought hither at the expense
important and practical one that was ever preached of English missionary societies. The process was
way to fortune in foreign lands.
McGee says further : " When we remember that at a Liberal convention, for it tells Liberals what costly; it is estimated that each has cost the mission
all the books were MSS., that even paper had not they must do, and how they must liv, and that no about £4,500" (Taylor's Lands of the . Saracen,
yet been invented, that the best parchment was one can be fully happy while one human being is chap. v).
"The Protestants giv earnest money and demoralequal to so much beaten gold, and a perfect MS. treated unjustly, and his or her wants unsupplied.
was worth a ·king's ransom, we may better estimate Oh, what a scene does our Christian civilization pre- ize families. When a fat~er sternly rebukes his chilthe difficulties in the· way of the scholar of the seventh sent to the mind sensitiv to right and justice! No dren it is not unusual for them to reply with the
century. This is so, for a dispute over a MS. led true, humane Liberal and Freethinker can for a mo- insolent threat,' I'll go to the mission'" fMislin, Les
..
ment uphold the legal robbing and iniquities every- Lieux Saints, vol. iii, chap. xxviii).
to a war known as "the Battle of the Book."
"Converts from the .Jews receive baptism in dif_ About 1153, Dermott Mucmorrough, king of where practiced, and the spirit of greed, which, as
Leinster, a man notorious for his gross immorality, the colonel says, would, if possible, bottle the air ferent cities before they reach Jerusalem, where they
Baptism was the
abducted the wife of Ororic, prince of Breffney. and make people pay for breathing. Let each Lib· are finally re-baptized.
Various chieftains espoused the cause of Ororic, and eral who owns much more land than he should, or only good business we had, and who has spoiled it 1
Macmorrough was driven from the island. He took who is living on high rents or rates_ of interest, The Jews themselvs, by underselling one another"
refuge in England and swore. fealty to Henry II. which makes some brother a slave to earn, seriously (Jews in the East., vol. ii, chap. ii).
"No one will hav anything to do with a 'missionCaptivated by the glowing accounts given him of the ponder the truths uttered by Colonel Ingersoll, and
country, Henry sent John of Salisbury to Rome to resolve that he will, as far as possible, be a true, prac-. ary boy,' if he can possibly get another. One broad
ask the concurrence of the pope to his proposed in- tical reformer and humanitarian. The time has come truth remains, that, in attempting to convert ·a South
when the test of a true man, a true reformer, a true Sea Islander into a Christian, the missionaries ra1·ely
vasion of Ireland.
·. · The papal chair was then occupied by Nicholas Infidel to orthodoxy, is, How much humanity is there fail to convert an innocent and industrious savage
Breakspeare, an Englishman, under title of Adrian in him or her~ how much does he do to help his fel- into an idle and worthless scouridrel" (Advances of
IV., who had made his way to Rome a few years be- low-man, to relieve hi~ wants and make him happy~ Australia, by the Hon. H. Finch-Hatton, pp. 144-5).
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Chicago Secular News.

Last Sunday evening Col. A. J. Grover gave a very
·able lecture before the Chicago Secular Union on
" Romanism; or, Danger Ahead." The hall was
crowded, and the discussion following the lecture
animated, several Catholics speaking in the debateamong them P. J. Dusey, the Irish labor agitator,
who was arrested with the Anarchists last May, and,
for some unexplained reason, discharged. · On the
labor question Mr. Dusey was very radical, and had
often held forth among the Lake Front orators, and
for this reason it has been persistently asked, Why
was this discrimination made in favor of Mr. Dusey?
Was it because Mr. Dusey was a Roman Catholic,
and an Irishman 1 In the criticisms following Colonel Grover's lecture, the gentleman, who has always
been a Catholic, bravely solves the problem; and it is
to be hoped that Freethinkers who hav permitted
themselvs to be influenced by the press of Chicago
will make a note of Mr. Dusey's words. When the
true inwardness of the Anarchists' arrest and trial is
divu:lged, it will be found, as has by many been maintained, to hav moved along that old line of Romish
persecution which began away back in the centuries,
and whose Jesuitical influence shadows the civilization of to-day.
The synopsis of the lecture is from the Chicago

Times.
The meeting was called to order by the president,
Col. A. J. Grover was introduced, and read a paper on "Romanism; or, Danger
Ahead."

Mr. E. A. Stevens.

He commenced by asking, '' What is Romanism ?" and
stated that onl_y short, inadequate answers could be given to
the question m a half-hour's paper.. The officials of the
Romau church claim that its whole outfit-creed and credentials-are directly from God. This stupendous falsehood
and fraud could only find acceptance in credulity inconceivable if the credulity were not an indisputable fact. Human
nature has an animal and a spiritual side. The Roman
church has always found its material on the animal side, and
as the animal in man greatly predominates, therefore Romanism has had a-fruitful field and a rich harvest. Cockle burrs
and Canada thistles grow on a farm without cultivation; if
they were cultivated, what a crop they would produce! The
Roman church is cultivating the cockle burrs and thistles
which spring from the animal side of human nature, and no
wonder the crop is abundant. Romanism ··is a despotism.
It is, command and obey. It is credulity under the heel of
infallibility, fear cowering before arrogance, simplicity in the
toils of subtle fraud. It is the body of which the doctrin,
"The end justifies the means," is the soul.
About two years ago the head of this body issued his bull.
against the progressiv tendencies of the age, free schools, free
press, free thinking, Freemasonry, and a Republican government. Every good Romanist is bound to be opposed to
Freemasonry, free schools, and secret societies. Yet popery
itself is a secret society, and has always maintained itself by
secret conclaves and conspiracies against the freedom of the
human mind. It has done it.s work in all ages underground.
It has never rendered any account to those who ha v con tributed to its revenues. The public is excluded from its councils, convents, and nunneries, from which seldom either
report or victiffi escapes. The oaths administered to its ecclesiastics render all other obligations void at the option of
the pope.
It has issued, and no doubt will again, secret orders to
plunder and assassinate heretics-the French Huguenots for
instance. The machinery of the Inquisition was secret. The
Bible has been kept as far as possible a sealed book, and it
has persecuted or killed every thinker it could not silence,
when it could do so with impunity, and it now attacks free
schools, lest the children should become educated.
It pretends to save eternally or damn forever, the former
for cash and credulity and the latter because cash and credulity are withheld. To make this trade in heaven and hell a
success Rome bas been a deadly enemy to all intelligence except of its officials, all secret organizations but its own, and
all sovereignties but that of the pontiff. Its vast resources,
sucked into its coffers by syphons of superstition, enable it
to spread itself along the path of civilization like a pestilence. It often goes ahead of civilization, and by its fatal
grip and sting and poison paralyzes the half-savage mind
and renders nations poor, degraded, idiotic. Italy, Spain;
Ireland, Mexico, and Lower Uanada sufficiently illustrate its
deadly work.
Ireland would hav been free long ago but for the taxation
levied upon her starving people by the Romish church. Ireland will never be well fed, educated, or hav Home Rule as
long as she submits to be taxed by Rome as she has been and
now is. She is ridden to death by popery and landlordism.
The pope rides in the saddle; the landlord rides behind.
Both must be unhorsed before Ireland will be free. ·Home
rule now would be Rome rule. Two tyrants are better than
one for Ireland. Spain has had home rule, but she has been
under the heel of Rome, and is the most degraded, poor, and
ignorant of all the civilized nations as the result of more than
twelve centuries of dominant popery. In Portugal, Italy,
the South American states, Mexico, Lower Canada, and Quebec popery has sucked the vitality of the people like a
vampire.
What has been done for these countries will be done for
the United States if they yield to the demands of Rome as to
free school~ and Rome. rule of cities and large towns. In
1790 only every twent1eth man of the population was a
Roman Cathohc; now, according to the best data, about
every sixth or seventh man is a Romani st. Iu New York city
every third man is a Roman Catholic. The property of the
Roman church has increased to an enormous aggregate, all
of which is exempt from taxation. Thus indirectly every
man who pays taxes is assessed to support the Roman church,
as well as every Protestant church. Expensiv churches,
cathedrals, convents, and nunneries are being builL all over
the land,. an~ the attendance at these churches is generally
five or· sq: times as large us the attendance at Protestant
churches. Saddest fact of all, Protestants directly and indirectly pay very largely to the revenues of Rome. .1\lore than
$15,000 has been paid directly from the treasury of New York
city within the last fifteen years to help support Catholic
schools, convents, and other institutions run in the interest
of Romanism. The lot on which the great cathedral in New

York stands, worth a million, was sold for the city by Bill
Tweed for one dollar.
Yet, does Beecher, does Robert Collyer does any Protestant. c~erg;y.man in New York or Brooklyn: thunder against
these 1mqmhes? If not, why not? One reason is Protestantism is only a sli~ht departure from Romanism. 'Another
reas~n is, the politicians want the Roman vote, an.d require
the sllence of the Protestant pulpit. When Ingersoll lectures,
the Protestant clergy and press open fire all along the line.
Is Romanism less o~noxious than Freethinking? Popery is
the same ·now as m Luther's time. Yet Protestantism is
helping to build Catholic cathedrals, while celebrating
Luther's birthday and erecting bronze statues to him. The
present condition of political parties enables Rome to dictate
the political situation and the success and defeat of candidates; its vast revenues enable it to buy legislation and judicial decisions when needed. Gibbons, the successor of
McCloskey, was r~cently crowned king of Catholics at Baltimore with greaterpomp and expense than any king or emperor in the Old World .during the.last fifty years. What an
mcongruous spectacle m a repubhc I The pope himself at
length se~ms t? be dr1ven from Italy. Why should he not
take up h1s res1dence m New York? No man now thinks of
running for office until he has assured Rome that he is as
good.as a Romanist, or t~at his son i.s a Jesuit priest, or has
marned a Roman Cathohc, or that h1s daughters hav joined
the Roman Catholic church or gone to a convent The
friends of Blaine contracted for the Roman vote at the last
election and expected it. The "Rum, Romanism and Rebellion" alliteration of honest but indiscreet Mr. Burchard
defeated Mr. Blaine. The Roman votes were not all delivered as per contract. It was a big job to transfer for the
first time several millions of ignorant voters from the Democ~tic to the Republican sid.e. Th~ priests acted in good
fa1th, however. But the dehvery wlll be made next tim~ unless the Democrats can rai&e Mr. Blaine's bid. Chicago bas
recently witnessed the successful transfer. And President
Cl~veland, as well as B~aine, is doing his level best, by appomtments and otherwise, to please Romanists. He is affectionately kissing the pope's foot whenever it is struck out.
He sent Secretary Lamar to Baltimore with his autograph
letter of qongratulation to Cardinal Gibbons, when he was
crowned king. But Mr. Blaine soon went him several points
better by giving his two daughters to Rome, as Lot threw
his to the mob in Sodom·. Having only two for the sacrifice,
his son married another from the ranks of Rome. Blaine
has now three daughters in the Roman Catholic church.
There is luck in odd nuinbers. With one foot in the Protestant church and the other in the Roman, Mr. Blaine will
get the almost solid Roman vote, and enough Protestant to
elect him in 1888.
Then what will he do for Rome in _return for the presidency?
Rome. controls. the newspapers, has policed the cities, an.d in
some mstances elected the mayor and school board. ·Will
Protestantism continue to cower and sneak? Will free
schools succumb? . Will Freemasonry surrender? Will
office and vote mongers sell the liberty of this country to
~on;e for party success? The oath of allegiance cf RomanlSts 1s not worth the paper on which it is written the moment
the pope sees fit to require it to be disregarded. Every true
Romanist owes a higher allegiance to the pope and the church
than he owes or can owe to any government on earth. All
good Catholics believe that the Ameriban Ccnstitution is
Atheistic and oppressiv to the church· that it is not forthat
reason, binding on his conscience. All men who b~lieve in
obedience to the pope, as against every other obligation
Judges Zane and
should be excluded from citizenship.
Powell, of Utath, hav recently held that Mormonism is necessarily antagonistic to the government. If so, a thousand
times more is Romanism. Every Romanist should be required to take an iron-clad oath, forever renouncing the
sovereignty of the pope before becoming a citizen. and Congress should at once provide the necessary legislation. The
adherents of Jeff Davis and Joe Smith united are not half as
dangerous to the republic as the Roman Catholics. Lafayette predicted that "1£ ever the liberty of the American republic is destroyed it will be the work of the Catholic
J?riests-:• Reli~ious liberty must .bt. preserved. But religious
hberty lB not hberty to destroy hberty. It is not liberty to
set aside oaths or grant indulgence to crime. These ~hould
be indictable offenses. He did not say that the Roman
church never did any good. It lias always sugar-coated its
iniqu.itous system with a thin varnish of good works. It will
remam true that a good Catholic cannot be a good citizen of
the republic~ No man can serve two masters. This country
cannot long remain half free and half Roman Catholic. A
numerical minority, wielded as a political unit, is equal to a
majority. There is no country or spot on the globe where
Romanism has power that liberty survives in. Liberty and
papacy cannot coexist. It th·e whole history of Romanism
proves this, what ground is there to hope this country will
prove an exception?
After an announcement by the president that Professor liomers would giv an illustrated lecture on
phrenology the next Sunday evening, the floor was
given to the critics. P. J. Dusey said:
The gentleman has spoken about policeing the city with
Catholics. If I was a ProtestJtnt, I would be in the county
jail with the eight men condemned to death. I was a Catholic, and so I am free. They asked me if I was a Catholic.
I said I was. Mr. Firthman (a detectiv) said, "Don't you
think it a shame that you, a Catholic, should be in this conspiracy?" I said, ':We are not i? a~y conspiracy ; it is you
who are the conspJ.rators." It 1s t1me that the American
people rise in their migJ;it, and I will go as a witness .and tell
what I know. They tried to say I was a Swede. They the
police, asked my wife if I wasn't a Swede. For once I f~und
Patrick was a lucky name. I was arrested three times and
let go because I was a Catholic. And I would ask any' man
here, what is the use of swearing if you don't believe in an
oath? Catholicism is running Chicago, and in New York
D~. McGlynn has been summoned to Rome. I am a Freethmker, and althoul>h I go to church, I do not agree with
everything that is sa1d there.
A young Catholic gentleman followed Mr. Dusey.
The lecturer, he said, denounces the Bible, and
wishes he was a Freemason, and he can't be a Mason
and denounce the Bible. Solomon, we are told, was
the wisest man. Solomon was a religious man and
his sayings hav helped to form governments, to form
men themselvs. The speaker concluded by asserting
that Solomon had formed Irishmen, and for this reason they were the strongest men, and finally sat
down demoralized, amid much laughter and applause.

General Trumbull said :
There are one or two points in the lecture with which I
cannot agree. Colonel Grover says that he believes that the.
order of Masons is destined to save liberty in this ceuntry·
against the encroachments of Rome. Had he been a Mason,
he would ·never hav made that prophecy. Another point I
dissent from is this, that the Protestant churches vary but
little f~o!ll RomanJsm. in their tendency to suppress liberty.
As poht1cal orgamzatwns, the difference is too wide for contrast .. The Protestant sect is .loyal to this. country, and the
Cathohc sect 1s not ; and that 1s an immense difference. Out
of the conscio!lsness of a Roman Catholic, born, baptized,
an~ educ~ted m the Roman church, I would hav held it as
an msult 1f any man had accused me of being true to my
country, when the pope demanded my allegiance. That is
the dange_r fr?m Romanis~. The ~anger from Romanism is
the consp1rames of Romamsm. Th1s little society that meets
here has done more to thwart Romanism than all the Masonic
societ.ies in. Chicago. The Roman Uatholic vote is the only
vote m th1s country that is organized in the interests of a
foreign power.
l.Vlr. Gravelet said:
I was raised as a Catholic, but I am now an Agnostic.
Half .of my time in school was put in in praying. I became
con;rtnced. through investigation that .the Roman religion is
~he mventwn of man. It reflects the people who hav made
1t. It is my experience in the church that has made me
stand wit-h an organization of Freethinkers. The pope once
said to a reporter that if the Roman church ever outnumbered
other religions in this country, liberty would cease.
Mr. Gleason said:
My friend, General Trumbull, has an idea that Romanism
is a political party. Did the sixty-eight thousand who voted
for Henry George in New York believe in the old reli"'ion?
Th~ times of Kno:wnothingism ar~ going hi this country. Is
Phil Armour an 1gnorant Cathohc? Is Jay Gould an ignorant Catholic? The men who rob the natwn who oppress
the people, are in the churches. In the wards where they
~ad the most superstitions, they voted the reform labor
ticket. In th~ wards where there was no superstition, they
voted the stra1ght Democratic or Republican ticket.
Mr. Stevens said :
Mr. Gleason is a special pleader of no mean ability. Whenever you find a man who is talking Jor human liberty, he is
not a go_od. Catholic. I had to renounce my allegiance to
9-rea~ B~1t~m ~o become a citizen of this country; Isn't it
JUSt, 1sn t 1t. right, that the Catholic should renounce his
allegiance to Rome before he can become a citizen ? A man
cannot keep his oath of allegiance to the church and become
a good citizen of the United States. I hav no sympathy with
Knownothingism-with the ostra<'ism of a man because he
is a foreigner..:.. but ti.Jis is not~ question of Knownothin~sm,
but of the rule of Rome, and 1~ the object of any inoiv1dual
be ~o deprive t~e people of the1r liberty, then that man is a
tra1tor. In vo~mg for Henry George, in New York, the people voted agalf!S~ Rome. Cardinal Manning said : " r ac~no~ledge no mvll power. I am the supreme judge of what
1s right and wrong." The Catholic church says it is the
same. y~sterday, to-day, and forever. A society that boasts
that 1t 1s unchangeable hasn't much idea of progression.
The lecturer then replied to his critics :
. ~ indorse everythin~ that Mr. Dusey has said. I believe
1t.1~ true. I agree w1th Mr. Trumbull, that there is a vast
difference between Romanism and Protestantism. The
Protestants can be good citizens, but their superstitions are
the same. I don't claim to know anything about Masonry,
but I find t.hat every pope has isAued his bull against it. In
the ?ld antislavery days, we Abolitionists used to watch Jeff
DaVIs and the pro-slavery leaders, and if we found them
placing ~hemselvs on one side of any question, we would
tak~ tllC . other, assured from experience that they were
agamst hberty. A large number of Catholics voted ·for
Henry George. I would hav voted with them. It is the
best symptom I hav seen in five years. The pope has
summoned Father McGlynn to Rome for voting for Henry
G(•orge. What llas my frit>nd Gleason to say to that?
. Col.
J. Gr?ver is about publishing a book entitled, · Romamsm; or, Danger ahead.
lVlRs. A. M. FREEMAN
Dec. 14, 1886.
Sec. Chicago Sec. Uni~n.

f,·

The Liberal Ulub.
There were no minutes of the previous meeting read
at the 426th regular assembling of the Manhattan
Liberal Club. The Chair announced that sad state
of affairs with regret.. The secretary had joined the
W orkingwomen's Fair Association to buy the new
daily newspaper a press, and had deserted her old
post. There were no copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER
on the table, and the business end of the hall. looked
unfurnished.
·
. The attendance was good, and as beautiful as it
was good. Professor Denslow was down as the
~ecturer, but when the time came to open the meetmg he had not appeared. The Chair said the " Coming Constitutional Convention" would hav to be discussed whether the professor came or not. Somebody asked Mr. Samuel Leavitt to take the initiativ.
Mr. Leavitt declined ; he was still weary from having
recently made sixty speeches for Henry George. Mr.
Putnam recommended the small but talented Mr.
King._
Mr. King wouldn't do it. Dr. Levison
yielded to the urgent solicitation of the Chair, and
proceeded to say that our law courts needed reforming. As administerers of justice they were not a success. ~he entrance of Professor _Denslow prevented
Dr. Levison from further developmg his ideas in this
direction.
~rofessor J?~nslow's lecture wa~ a brief history of
varwus proviSIOns of our constitution with occasional references to So~ialism and He~ry George.
He ~ad no reco~men~atwns to offer the coming conventiOn, and believed It would be the worst place in
the world to present new ideas.
At the close of the lecture the speaker was highly
commended by the Chair for his learned discourse,
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Dr. Levison again took the floor. He intimated
that he would like more than ten minutes for the
discussion of so vast a subject, but the Chair was
obdurate and took none of the doctor's hints. Dr.
Levison believed that all laws should go before the
people for ratification before they are put upon· the
statute books.
. Mr. Wakeman · asked everybody to sign a petition
for the commutation of the sentence of Roxanna
· Druse. A failing of lawyers, he said, was 'that they
were guided too far by precedent, and bent their researches to finding out what had been instead of
what ought to be. Lawyers should be made the
counsellors instead of the mere instruments of their
clients. That this might be effected, Mr. Wakeman
would hav them paid by salary instead of fee .
Samuel Leavitt agreed with Mr. Wakeman and disagreed with Henry George on the land question and
on free trade. Mr. Leavitt defined himself as a missing link between David Ripley and his class, and
the modern Socialists. He was, in fact, a Fourierite.
Captain Clark, the mariner, who has taken observations in all parts of the world, civilized and barbarous,
made a startling address. He expressed great disdain for scientific men, and hoped he would not be
mistaken for one. Mr. Levison suggested that there
was little danger of that, and the captain went on.
He said that when it was proposed by practical men
to send a steamer across the Atlantic, Dr. Lardner,
a scientific man, denied the possibility of such a
thing, and promised to eat the first steamer that
made the trip; but when the Savannah accomplished
that undertaking Dr. Lardner had lost his appetite,
and did not eat even a jplly boat. Captain Clark
was especially antagonistic toward Socialism. Applying what he had learned by observation in all parts
df the world, civilized and barbarous, he would avoid
Socialists and Anarchists in other countries and fight
them in this. George Washington, who was the
fathe1· of his country, warned the American people to
beware of foreign influence. We must pull in the
gang-plank; the boat is loaded; we don't want any
more. The captain was in hopes the Topolobampo
colony would flourish and attract all the Socialists to
Mexico.
Mr. Brophy, formerly of Boston, criticised the
lecturer of the evening somewhat sharply.
Dr: Weeks thought Professor Denslow's lecture
a ·valuable one. The devil needea able advocates,
and found one in the professor. Dr. Weeks was
glad of this, because he believed in hearing all sidesthe devil's as well as the rest.
In replying, Professor Denslow said in refereJ?.ce to
Mr. Brophy that he possibly might know as much
about the question as himself (the speaker), but the
chances were ninety-nine in a hundred that he didn't.
The professor had spent his life in study ; Mr.
Brophy had wasted his time in growli):lg. The
speaker believed that a man will not, on the average,
gather as much useful information by growling
as by study. Touching the economic question, he
said that demand causes all values. The "advanced"
position of Anarchists and Socialists is not due to
their brilliancy but their stupidity. If the Chicago
Anarchists had learned the lessons which he had endeavored to teach them, they would not now be in
jail with a rope around their necks. In conclusion,
Dr. Denslow said that while he claimed as much humane feeling as any other ·man could possess, he was
not one of those who seek to gain the credit of sympathizing with the poor by denouncing the rich.
Nothing was cheaper than a reputation for philan·
thropy gained in that way. ·
A celebration of the Yuletide will mark the next
meeting-singing, speaking, reciting, and other festivities.

American Secular Union.
For the information of those who desire to form
local societies and unite with the national organization, the following is printed. The form of constitution is simply for suggestion, and changes can be
made as the members of local societies may think
best in order to do a more varied intellectual_ and
social work.
HOW TO ORGANIZE A SECULAR UNION.
The American Secular Union is formed by the
union of Loca.l Auxiliary Societies. To organize a
Local Auxiliary Society, any person (man or woman)
may place the following Call at the head of a sheet
of paper and solicit signatures :
UALL.
WE, the undersigned citizens of [here introduce name of
town or city], agree to organize an Auxiliary Secular Union,
to work in connection with the American Secular Union. and
to pay _the sums set opposit our names for that purpose:
Names.

ReJJidences.

Amounts.

As soon as ten persons hav subscribed to this Call,
and five dollars hav been paid in, make out an application for a Charter, inClosing the application, together with a money order or· postal note for five dolJars (or the amount may be inclosed in a registered
letter) to the secretary of the American Secular Union.
Any Liberal society can by a vote qualify itself an
Auxiliary Secular Union, an:d take out a charter.
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On receipt of the five dollars and application
signed by the president and secretary (or the temporary secretary) of the new Union (and as many
others as may choose), the secretary will forward to
the applicant a charter signed by the proper officers
of the American Secular Union.
SUPPORT OF THE AMERICAN SECULAR UNION.
In order to provide an adequate revenue to the
treasury of the American Secular Union, to enable it
to carry out the requirements of sections 4, 5, and 6
of Article III. of its Constitution, and to do other
legitimate work of the Union, every auxiliary is requested to contribute a certain sum monthly, not
less than five cents per month from each one of its
members, for the use of the American Secular Union.
The amount thus collected should be remitted
quarterly on the first days of January, April, July,
and October, by the secretary of the auxiliary to the
secretary of the American Secular Union.
·
A FORM OF LOCAL ORGANIZATION.
Whereas, It is our profound conviction that the safety of
republican institutions is imperilled, the advance of civilization impeded, and the most sacred rights of man infringed,
by the least interference of the state in matters of religion ;
and,
Whereas, Certain grave inconsistencies with the general
spirit of the United States Cons~itution still mark the practical administration of our political system, threatening the
perpetuity of religious liberty, the existence of free public
schools, and the peace and prosperity of .the entire land ;
THEREFORE, We, the undersigned, hereby associate ourselvs together under the following
ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT.
ART. 1. The name of this Association shall be 'l'HE SEcuLAR UNION OF--.
AuT. 2. The object of the Secular Union shall be to secure
practical compliance with the "Demands of Liberalism "
throughout the country, and especially in---..
ART. 3. The means employed in working for these objects
shall be regular local meetings, free discussions, lectures,
addresses, conventions, the platform and the press in general, and all such ot)ler means as are peaceable, orderly, and
right.
ART. 4. Such measures shall. be adopted for raising funds
for the Union as shall be prescribed in the By-laws by a twothirds vote of the members.
ART. 5. Any person may become a member of the Union
by subscribing his or her name to these Articles of Agree.
ruent.
ART. 6. The Officers of the Union shall be a President, a
Vice-President; a Secreta.ry, a Treasurer, and an E:x:ecutiv
Committee of three members; and their duties shall be those
commonly pertaining to these offices. The President and
Secretary shall be ex ojficio delegates to the National Convention of Secular Unions when called together.
ART. 7. These Articles of Agreement may be amended by
a three-fourths vote of the members present at any regular
meeting, provided· due notice of the proposed amendments
shall hav been sent to every member at least two weeks previous to such meeting.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM'S LECTURE ENGAGEMENTS.
Martinsburg, West Va., Jan. 5th and 6th; Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 9th; Kent, Ohio, Jan. lOth, 11th,
12th; Alliance, Ohio, Jan. 13th and 14th; Columbus,
Ohio, Jan. 16th; Piqua, Ohio, Jan. 17th and 18th;
Cincinnati, Jan. 19th and 20th; Chicago, Jan. 29th
and 30th; Nekoma, Ill., Feb. 1st and 2d; Fort Madison, Iowa, Feb. 5th and 6th; Bavaria, Saline, and
Brookville, Kan., Feb. 7th to 14th; Dodge City,
Kan., Feb. 20th. Mr. Putnam will proceed to California by the Southern Pacific. Will friends along
the route please communicate at once ?
Address, care of E. A. Stevens, chairman of Finance committee, 750 West Lake st., Chicago, after
Jan, 1st.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
76 E. llth st., New York.

action we should take toward defeating that arrogant
and self-seeking power, ecclesiasticism, whose emissaries are using the privileges of religious freedom
to build up in our free land an ecclesiastical tyranny,
whose presence is a constant menace to our rights,
to our liberties, and to our institutions.
We need, furthermore, to m~et together to become
better acquainted with one another, to seek a broader
union and fellowship, and to foster those sympathies
which are born of a common faith and a common
purpose.
To make this Conve!Ltion what we desire to hav it,
an inspiration and impetus to every Liberal in the
United States-we need assistance and cooperation.
First, we need your attendance-in numbers there is
strength. Next, we need money to meet the expenses
of the Convention; and, lastly, we need the voice and
thought of our best speakers and leaders. Let us
hav these, and we shall hav success.
Address all communications. to L. K. Washburn,
Paine Memorial, Boston, Mass.
Contributions for the Convention may be sent to
John A. O'Malley, Paine Memorial, Boston, Mass.
L. K. WASHBURN,
ERNEST MENDUM,
s. G. SWETT.

Lectures and Meetings.
MR. T. B. WAR:EMAN closed his series of discourses before
the Society of Humanity on Sunday of last week, and many
appreciativ remarks testify to the value of his efforts at translating the old into the new. Last Sunday evening Mr. S. P.
Putnam addressed the society at 28 Lafayette Place. His
eubject was "The New God." It was an address filled with
new and striking thonghts. A hunrlred "Gems, for THE
TRUTH SEEKER's column could be culled from it. Mr. Putnam speaks again Sunday evening, the 26th, at the same place
The lectures so far before this society hav been of a high
character, and the prospect is bright.
W. F. JAMIESON is having good success in Denver, Col.,
where he is engaged for Sunday evenings for si:x: months.
He says that he will, however, giv'way for any of his brother
·lecturers traveling through the West, so that they can hav an
opportunity to address the Denver people. Notice several
weeks in advance should be given, so that Mr, Jamieson can
respond to the many calls for lectures which he is receiving.
He has calls at Abilene, Industry, and Enterprise, Kansas;
Osceola, Wilber, and other towns in Nebraska. These calls
he cannot get time to fill until spri'ng. He will giv four lectures in Canyon City, Col., December 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th; in
Black Hawk, two lectures; three in Central City; Loveland
sometime in January. He has concluded to make Colorado
his future home. He considers it superior to Minnesota as a
state, far ahead in climate, and more Liberal people than he
met in any one state.
------~~.---------

Hard but Trutl1ful Words about Mr. Talmage.
From the industrial Appeal, Ottumwa, Iowa.

Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, D.D., of Brooklyn, N.Y., is a
premeditated liar. We don't mean any disrespect to any
honest and truthful minister who occupies a pulpit. But
this boss liar of the pulpit is too ridiculous in his economy
of the truth for any good, doxy or no doxy. He it was who
told as truth, in his pulpit, about the burning man--the man
who spontaneously combusted near Lima, Ohio, we think,
while blaspheming God duririg the provoking drouth last
summer. The New York Sun tried to get him to explain more
fully and giv particulars, but he prevaricated, with various
excuses, and refused to be more e:x:plicit, but again declared
the truthfulness. of the story. But now THE TRUTH SEEKER,
of New York, the· most prominent and ablest Freethought
paper in the country, to clinch the matter, offers the reverend
liar $1 000 if he will substantiate, by competent testimony,
New England Freethinkers' Convention.
From the Boston· Investf{Jator.
the truth of the story. Of course THE TRUTH SEER:ER will
The Ingersoll Secular Society, at a meeting held not ha~ to come d9wn with the cash, but Mr. Talmage will
in October last, appointed the following committee tumble in the estimation of truth-loving people.
to:arrange for a· Convention of the Freethinkers of
Law and Religion.
:New England, to be :Q.eld in the Paine Memorial,
The J.~~I:preme Court of Tennessee has decided that a
Boston, on Saturday, Jan. 29, and Sundl).y, 30, 1887:
L. K. Washburn, Ernest Mendum, S. G. Swett, with blacksmith belonging to a Christian sect that keeps the sevL. K. Washburn as chairman. John A. O'Malley enth instead of the first day of the week .as Sunday violates
the law by working at his trade on the day observed by the
was elected treasurer.
general community as Sunday .•
CALL FOR THE CONVENTION.
The Supreme Court of Connecticut has decided that a
To the Freethinkers of New En,qlanil: You are pavilion
used by "Spiritualistic camp-meeting association"
invited to meet in Convention in the Paine Memorial,
for religious services on Sund~ and for "dancing an~ parBoston, on Jan. 29 and 30,1887, among other things, lor skatirrg" during the wee!ris not efempt from ta:x:atwn as
to celebrate in appropriate exercises the anniversary
of the birthday of Thomas Paine-the man who gave a church.
The Supreme Court of New Hampshire has decided that
his life, talents and services to the whole world ; the Constitutional guarantee that "every individual has a
who loved libe;ty as a mother loves her chiid, and natural and unalienable right to worship God fl;CCording to
whose body, mind, and heart were consecrated to the dictates of his own conscience and reason " does not .
liberty; and who was ins~ired through a !ong and secure to the Salvation Army the right to worship by beating
noble career with the desue to see mankind more the bass drum.--Neu> York Herald.
elevated, more enlighten.ed, and more humane; tmd
'
also to giv expression and encouragement to those
Best of Their Kind.
s
cherished principles of mental freedom which alone
The" Origin of the Christian Bible," by 0. B. Whitford,
make human happiness possible and secure the op- M.D.; "Bible Temperance, Liquor-Drinking Commended,
portunity for human advancement.
Defended and Enjoined by the Bible," by Edwin C. Walker;
There never was a time in the history of our coun- " A Maso~ic Vindication of Right-a Protest Against Persetry when ea~~st, bold, and wise utteran~ of those cution," by 0. B. Whitford, and "Personal Existence After
ideas and pnnmples that we love and chensh, and for Death Improbable " by L. R. Smith, are the latest produCwhose further success we are working, was more de- tions of the Truth 'seeker Publishillg Company, New York,
all of which may be read with interest for the bold and startmanded and we ask you to come to this Convention to ling
ideas they contain. They may each be proc'!re!l fo; 10,
support' by your presence and influence, the cause of 15 and 25 cents and to those who take pleasure m mtr1cate
Freetho~ght and mental liberty.
arguments upo~ abstract questions .will here find what they
We need to take eounsel together to see what want.--Gt.illleJJton Daily News.
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A Short Homily on Law.
Blackstone defines law to be "a rule of action."
No better definition could be given unless it be
Judge Porter's: "A rule of human action."
We trace law, the common law, back to England.
England, through Blackstone, compiled the common
law from the old Roman government ; Rome translated the common law from. Egypt, and Egypt got
the law from India, the father .of all literature.
The origin of law came from the brutality of
barbarous tribes. Its origin and foundation was and
is upon the principle that "might makes right."
Abraham Lincoln said that "right made might."
The president meant that 1ight ought to make
might.
The stronger overcame the weaker and took possession of the earth.
Blackstone says that the migin of property, or the
first deed drawn, was the quarrel between Abram
and Lot; but with all due deference to the king of
law conimentators, I beg to say that the d1st1ibution
of property began as early as man's avalice and
power to seize the property of the weaker ; in other
words, therefore, the earliest title deeds to real estate
bore the great seal of Theft.
Blackstone again comments that from personal
combats over property man gathered in communities
of tribes, and one tribe fought and dispossessed another, and hence the growth of states; the leaders of
tribes became kings, and then nations went out to
war, and stole on the wholesale.
The strongest possessing all the wealth of the
earth, it became necessary for their protection from
the poor and weak of the earth that courts and officers be instituted and prisons built, and even standing armies be kflpt to keep the poor in subjection, so
that to-day Europe can put in the field ten million
soldiers against one another-each nation against the
other. And, strange to say, the poor, except the
officers, compose these vast armies.
The majesty of the law to-day, by brute force,
protects the few in the enjoyment of and the possession of all the wealth and lands of the earth, and it
requires the vast machinery of courts, . armies, and
prisons to accomplish this end. The few of earth
hav its vast wealth, and they dictate the price of
every commodity, and to the laboring man his wages.
He can take what the wealthy offer, or starve, die, or
go to prison or the workhouse.
There are in America one hundred thousand deadbeats, vulgarly called preachers, who get from $500
up to $25,000 a year salary for preaching from Bible
texts like the following: "Submit yourselvs to kings
and rulers, for the powers that be are ordained
of God."
These . preachers portray a heaven of
bliss hereafter f or t h e submiesiv poor, but a present
heaven of good things for the wealthy. They
stand weekly in one hundred thousand pulpits,
where no back talk is permitted, with the gag
d
t"
th d
d
d "f
rea aY a t h an ' an I one are ques 1011 e octrin promulgated, he is relegated to prison. If the
money paid these deadbeats was given to the widows
and orphans to clothe, feed, and educate, besides
procuring homes for this class of mankind, there
·
kh
would be nee d f or less pnsons and, wor ouses.
But this self-called and self-constitute_dherd of Pharisees claim that an almighty God called them, and
set them apart to the work of ministering to the poor
"ll b tak"
t
d tb d 0 1"t "th
an d th e ou t cas • an
ey
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two collections each Sabbath, and feeding the poor
and the outcast upon the dry crust of faith and hope,
while these Pharisees fare sumptuously every day.
The American Revolution was simply a rebellion
against the common and ecclesiastical law of England
(a fine bastard mixture, or tertiurn quid), headed by
Paine, Jefferson, Franklin, and others, who took
pains to leave God on the other side of the.Atlantic
and out of the Constitution, when it was adopted.
It is well known that the clergy were opposed to
the independence of the colonies, but a quarter of a
century had not elapsed after the great ship of state
was launched when the preachers claimed that they
killed the bear . that they established the new gov'
.
.
er~ment, ?r rather. God did t~roug~ their prayers.
It IS certam God did not establish this great government on account of any fighting the clergy ever did.
Before the war of 1861 the churches were a unit in
favor of the institution of slavery, and preached it as
a divine institution. But after the war Parson Newman claimed that Christ, through his servant Abraham Lincoln, issued the great proclamation of freedam. So said all the clergy. Now, it is well known
that Mr. Lincoln once wrote a book about this same
Jesus, pronouncing him an illegitimate child, etc.,
and that Mr. Lincoln was an Infidel there is no
doubt. But the abolition of. slavery was the grandest move earth ever made in favor of the despised
poor and the laboring man.
It modified the awful harshness of the law, and
took away part of its sting. The immortal Lincoln
said when. he issued it that "in giving freedom to
the slaves we insure freedom to the free."

u

The armies that fought the battles of the mon
were composed of poor men, except the officers, while
the bondholders, the bankers, and the 1ich dudes
stayed at home. And we who served three years to.
preserve liberty upon the earth hav had the least of
it. The wounded were pensioned off with from two
to eight dollars per month, while the dudes took
possession of all the offices in this great republic;
and to-day the soldier is relegated to the rear, to
the soldiers' homes, as bad as workhouses, and tothe
poorhouses of the land
Hear ye the conclusion of the whole· matter.
America has sixty million of people; ten million hav
all the wealth, all the law; are clothed in purple and
fine linen and fare sumptuously every day, while fifty
million are clothed in rags and misery, toiling from day
to day, either in or out of prisons. The poor possess
all the poorhouses, the asylums, the workhouses, the
lock-ups, the jails. and the penitentiaries. The rich
sit in their velvet-cushioned seats in the churches,
listening to the sacred music of the paid choir and
the broadcloth preacher, while the steeples outside
are pointing to God. My opinion is that the day is
not far distant when guillotins will stand as thick in
Europe and America as they did during the French
Revolution in France.
Oh ! the majesty of the law that has made earth a
heaven for the few and a hell for the many ! As
Colonel Ingersoll says, " Honest labor is clothed in
rags, while idleness sits in the banqueting hall."
And all this is the work of an omnipotent God,
boundless in love and benevolence, and whose longsuffering is a surprise to the universe.
GEORGE H. BETHARD.
0

Thomas Paine on Poverty.
In the year 1772, Thomas Paine, at the request of
some of his superiors in the excise office, wrote for
publication the " Case of the Officers of Excise."
The "performance," as he termed it (and this was a
characteristic term of Junius), was so much praised
that he remarked in a Jetter to Goldsmith, then a
stranger to him, "were I not rather singularly
modest, I should insensibly become a little vain."
Three thousand copies were subscribed for the officers in general, and one thousand were reserved for
distribution.
The object of the publication was to obtain increased pay for the excisemen. An out-ride officer
received only £50 a year, out of which he had to pay
the expenses of horse-keeping.
What can be more eloquent, tender, and truthful
than some passages in. that essay on poverty T For
example:
If the gay find it difficult to resist the allurements of
pleasure, the great the temptations of ambition, or the miser
the acquisition of wealth, how much stronger are the provocations of want and poverty !
. The bread of deceit is a bread of bitterness ; but, alas! how
few in times of want and hardship are capable of thinking
80 ; objects appgar under new colors and in shapes not natorally their own; hunger sucks in the deception, and necessarily reconciles it to conscience.
Poverty, in defiance of principle, begets a degree of meanness that will stoop to almost anything. A thousand refinements of argument may be brought to prove that the practice
of honesty will be the same in the most trying and necessitous circumstances. He who was never an hun~ered man
may argue finely on the subjection of his appetite, and he
who never was distressed may harang as beautifully on
the power of principle. But poverty, like grief, has an incurable deafness, which never hears; the oration loses its
edge, and the "To be or not to be" becomes the only
question.
There is a striking difference between dishonesty arising
from want of food, and want of principle. The first is
worthy of compassion, the other of punishment. Nature
never produced a man who would starve in a well-stored
larder because the provisions were not his own; but he who
robs it from luxury of appetite deserves a gibbet.
This was written and published· in 1772. In March
of that same year, W oodfall, the printer of The
Public Advertiser, issued a complete edition of the
"Letters of Junius," with a "Dedication to the EngIish Nation," and a preface, both prepared by the unknown writer. Woodfall tendered to Junius one-half
the profits of the book; to this Junius replied as
follows:
What you say about the profits is very handsome. I like
to deal with such men. As for myself, be assured that I am
_far above ~~;11 pecuniary !ie:ws, and no other person, J think,
has any claim to share with you. Make the most of It therefore, and let all your views in life be directed to a solid,
however moderate, independence. Without it no man can
be happy, nor even lwnest.
Let"'the reader compare these few lines, especially
the last ten words, with the preceding quotations
from Paine's essay written the same year, and see
how strikingly they coincide in sentiment. And then
let him compare this act of Junius with Paine's lifelong refuf;!al to make any profit from his literary
work. Not one writer in, at least, a thousand would
act thus; but here were two contemporary examples.
Multiply one thousand by one thousand and you hav
a million to one that Paine was Junius.
Furthermore, although all of Paine's biographers
hav supposed that he was poor, it is now certain
that he was not. That is to say, he always had what
Junius advised Woodfall to secure, namely, "a solid,
however moderate, independence." Hence he could
always be happy and honest.
BuRR.

The Mormon Economy.
If the name "Mormon" unwinds in your. mind, as in
mine until yesterday, a skein of fantastic superstition
with the harem as its bobbin, then, like me, you hav
a surprise in store. Nothing new about the superstition-that is not in question-but· did you know
that the Mormons were a pioneer corps, who hav
initiated the national solution of the labor problems by
methodical cooperation and proportional dis.tribution,.
which, in embracing social charities, avmds Communism T
Did you know that the Mormons had done away
with the complexity of legal precedents, and that
they settled their disputes without litigation, in free
courts of umpiry ~
·
Did you know that in t~eir pl~ral ~arriages the
faculty of divorce was op~wnal with ~Iv~s and not
with husbands and yet did not forfeit ahmony ; so
that in a proprietwy sense their marriage subjected
the male to the female ?
Did you know that many Mormon women were refined ladies, and intellectually facultativ?
Well, the work before me brings conviction of all
this, not only from the author's caliber of thoug~t-.
force but by the citation of local documents, offimal
and private. In lVIr. Lum's view, the polygamy
issue is but a blind, and the persecution of
the lVIormons results from a conflict between
the old routine of exploitation, with its inte~e
cine competitions, and the new order of s.omal
cooperation. Cooperation was a cherished Ideal
with both Joseph Smith and Brigham Young,
and permeated their religious teachings. Then it
became a practical necessity on their arrival at U~~.
where subsistence depended on great works ef rrngation, which made the desert blossolll. It was p:omoted by the famin of 1856, when the wealthter
saved the colony by the sacrifice of their private
property. It was commercially inaugurated in 1868
by the Zion Cooperativ Mercantil Institution, with
a capital of $1,000,000, which has since done business
to the amount of over $15,000,000, has never had a
note protested, has simplified commerce to a single
profit between producer and consumer, has enlisted
a large proportion of the citizens as stockholders,
and kept :prices down during times of scarcity, its
avowed pohcy being to abolish speculativ profits.
The Z. C. M. I. has branches in the outlying Mormon colonies, and though it does not exclude .competition it controls prices.
To this innovation, on a scale parallel with that of
Rochdale and over fourteen hundred cooperativ
stores in England, against which jealousy attempted
to bias legislation during Disraeli's premiership,
Utall adds the scandal of dispensing with lawyers,
and giving judgments gratis by free courts in civil
suits, a democratic mode of arbitration which proves
satisfactory to honest folks but is very unpopular
with foxes and sharks.
About land tenures Mr. Lum does not go into particulars, but says .that speculation in the soil is not
encouraged, and that only four per cent of farms exceed five hundred acres.
The Mormon church, irrespectiv of its doctrins,
does not form a distinct theocratic corps, like the
Catholic or the Church of England. It is not a
property-holder to any extent beyond its halls of assembly, and becomes democratic by the great number of its dignitaries, for every thrifty citizen is
likely to be a bishop.
In his chapter on plural marriage, Mr. Lum shows
that Mormon laws and customs are in some important points more liberal towards wives than either
Christian or Mohammedan. Only about two per
cent are polygamists. The style among the wealthy
is to giv each wife a separate establishment. Infidelity does not forfeit alimony nor constitute a title
for divorce in favor of the husband, while on the side
of the wife divorce is optional, in so far at least as
personal free will is consistent with superstition, for
maiTiage, with the Mormons, takes hold on immortality.
Without being a polygamist or flattering their superstitions, Mr. Lum is disposed to condone these
features as organically interwoven with exemplary
economic institutions and a great public spirit of
mutual good will shown in the forgivness of debts,
etc. While protesting, with Mr. Lum, against the
present governmental persecution of polygamists, so
iniquitous, especially toward the wives and children,
whose abandonment it requires, we submit, concerning polygan1y, that, being confined to the wealthy, as
population increases while facilities of dispersion
lessen, must not the monopoly of possession in a sort
of property at once the most coveted and the most
expensiv, seem to justify, as it necessitates, exploitation of the laboring class to maintain its luxury ~
Possibly at present the economic institutions of
Utah may be so inwoven with its judicial system,
and both with its religious and social, that they must
develop or disappear together, yet such organic connection would depend on the influences of personal
character and education in this particular case, without having any general or essential relation.
That. clerical dignities based upon secular attainments, or the grf.l!t of the bishop q~ th~ @lJCQ~~sful
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business man, is a feature of society more robust and
vivacious than ours, may be admitted without a.dmitting the desirability of any clerical dignity or bishop
with their related superstitions. The business man
as theocrat may be less hypocritical and :more truly
respectable, but will he be less oppressiv by his privileges'
Whatever may be the motivsof envy and malice
against the Mormons among the gentiles in their
midst, it is probable that the .passiv acquiescence of
the people of the United States in their iniquitous
persecution by the Cleveland administration is due to
clerical influence; for thi~ is far more jealous, more
malignant; and more far-sighted than the mercantil,
and their consecrated privilege over marriage was
challenged by the institution of polygamy in a more
practical sense than could be possible by any abstract
doctrin.
EDGEWORTH.

1.886.
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3. Money must hav intrinsic value. This is not races, pigeon-shoots, cocking-mains, or anything of
true, for the Supreme Court of the United States has the kind; the Comstocks no pools, cards, nude in
decided that money is not a standard or measure of art, Decamerons d la Boccaccio, or anything of the
value, but that it represents value. It is no more sort; the Moodys no theaters, circuses, dancing,
necessary that money should hav intrinsic value than moonlight .picnics, or anything of a like nature; the
that milk tickets, railway tickets, and opera tickets Neal Dows no wines, liquors, ales, hard cider, lager
should hav intrinsic value. What we want to know beer, or anything with the slightest kind of a stick in
is that it will pass for value, and that it shall hav a it; the Trasks no cigars, cigarets, or tobacco in any
uniform value. This can be secured only by keeping form; the parsons no Sunday papers, or any sort of
the volume per capita in circulation always the same. entertainment on that day, save that afforded by
Metallic money, like paper money, changes its value themselvs; the ladies no clubs or "lodges" to inin proportion as we change the amount per capita in veigle the men and keep them out late o' nights ;
circulation, and it is only better than paper money the prudes no beach bathing, save in flannel suits of
because it is more difficult to change its volume. But sober blue and eminently proper cut, with no compaper money, with its volume per capita absolutely mingling of the sexes. in the surf. Beyond the
fixed, will hav a more uniform value than any mildly exhilarating church fair, with ra:ffie accommetallic money we now hav.
paniment-not to be countenanced in other direc4. How could we trade with foreign countries? tiona; "moral shows," including "moral kangaroos f'
Merchants could buy gold bullion, and trade with it· " love feasts, with "kisses spiritual;" " hunting the
The Money Question.
as they do now. We would ·hav as much gold then slipper," "blind man's buff," "bird nesting," psalm
Greenbackers and others are just now circulating as now. Or they could take produce over to Europe singing, and kindred amusements (?), I can't imagin.
petitions to Congress to hav a law passed with and exchange_ it for their money and then for their what the goody-goodies of the millennium would
reference to the coinage of silver. It is indeed goods. This would be no obstruction to foreign countenance or tolerate. On the whole, I don't think
strange that people should be so foolish as to think trade. But our protectiv tariff is a real obstruction. that the millennium is being hankered for to any
that Congress can fix the relativ value of gold and
5. Money should be loaned without interest. If great extent. I doubt that a majority of the parsons,
silver. It seems to me that the Congress could just the advocates of this scheme .can show us how they even, would vote for it. They hav a softer snap
as easily fix the relativ value of wheat, oats, and pota- could then control the volume of the currency per under the present regime.
S1 SLOKUM.
toes. It would be just as sensible to petition Con- capita, we will giv in that they may be right, but
gress for rain.
not till then; for we feel sure that it is infinitly
Conflict Between Church aud State.
I would like to submit the following petition to: more important that the volume per capita shoilld be
From tl!e Morning Oregonian, Pm·uana, Dr.
Congress instead of the one now in circulation:"
kept uniform than that the money should be loaned culty,
B. Coffey,
Indian
at Umatilla,
is having
not with
the agent
government
he serves,
but some
withditll.the
To tlte Honorablt Members of tlte Senate and Congress of the without interest.
J. G. MALCOLM.
church he also serves, .and that nominated him for the poUnitea States:
Hutchinson, Kan.
sition. Rev. L. L. Conrady is priest in charge there, and he
Whereas, the present banking system of the United States
has his own views as to how matters should go, and espeis very defectiv, and is the cause of great injustice and sufferMixed Pickles.
cially farming matters, while Coffey follows his instructions
ing to a large majority of the people ;
and has done all he could to influence the Indians to take
Who knows who wrote these lines!
land in severalty. The inspectors, who lately visited his
Whereas, it does not supply a uniform amount of money
per capita to the people, but has during the last twenty-five
What mortals think they know of God
agency, credit Agent Coffey with having done much to bring
A thousand times rehearse;
about their acceptance, lately given, to the severalty system.
years placed as high as fifty-six dollars per capita in circula~
tion, and as low as thirteen;
What mortals do not know of God
They also gave him the highest testimonial words are capaFills all the universe.
ble of, as to his discretion and good management, while they
Whereas, no system of banking which cannot keep a fixed
The. author, whoever he .was, understood how to strongly censure Father Conrady's course and conduct. They
amount of money per capita in circulation can be a just
·
hav affidavits that the reverend gentleman has said, " Damn
system ; and
Whereas, the expansion and contraction of the currency is work the rnulturn in- parvo compress to the last the Indians ! I wish the black-pox would come and carry
thread of the screw. More truth in these four lines them all away!"
a great national evil and the chief cause of financial crises,
We, therefore, the un~ersigned, do petitioD; your hono!able than in the "thousand tomes."
Not being able to hR-", :.:o own way, Rev. Conrady broke
up the school taught by Sisters of Mercy, who left the place.
bodies to establish a natiOnal system.of bankmg. By this we
mean
The inspectors, being on the ground, placed Miss Mary CofThat a banking department shall be established as we now
Unless the Jersey governor interferes, Janitor Titus fey, daughter of the agent and an accomplished young lady,
hav a postal department.
will hang for the murder of Tillie Smith, and hang in charge of the school, with an educated half-bteed and two
That branch banks shall be established iii all business upon circumstantial evidence only. No one should advanced Indian girls as assistants. This was, it seems,
centers.
b · a· "all kill d
·
t t"al t t"
al
considered a heinous offense on her part, and Coffey fell
That they shall be managed by salaried officers of the e JU ICI Y
e on crrcums an I es 1IDony one. under an ecclesiastical ban because he considered his first duty
g_overnment, who shall be required to report monthly to But, then, positiv evidence may be false-men hav due the government whose sworn officer he is, while the
Washington to the chief of the department.
been killed by the law's decree on false testimony. priest insisted that the church came first of all. Fortunately,
That these bank agents shall loan the national. mon~y on What is to be done! Killing by law should be done Coffey is very patriotio, and made his instructions his guide
away with. Life imprisonment should take the place and law. While matters were in this state, no charges havcertain spe"ified sec;urities, and shall accept deposits.
lt
J di · 1
d
·
r f ing been made against the Coffeys, they received a letter
That the interest charged on loans shall be one per cent 0 f th d th
per annum more than that allowed on deposits, or such other b b e. ea. dptehna Iy. . ~t. em md ur erlikis la rJe IC 0 from Archbishop Gross, that, without a word of accusation
sum as may be found necessary to pay the expenses of ar arism an
e nqmsi wn, an very e Y ersey or fault-finding, peremptorily excommunicated Agent Coffey
banking.
. .
will cling to it as long as any state in the union, and his dau~hter, and forbade them any more partaking of
That borrowers shall be allowed to pay the prmCipal at keeping green, as she does, the memory of the Inqui- tlie commumon of the Catholic church. Hearing of this
any time they choose, but they shall be compelled to pay the sition. Boonton never would vote to abolish hang- state of affairs and fearful that efforts will be made to preinterest monthly, the rate of which shall be fixed monthly by
·
·
vent J;he confirmation of Agent Coffey when the Senate
the head of the department at Washington.
ing. She would like to hav revived burnmg at the meets, citizens of Pendleton hav generally sig!'ed a me~o~l
That all borrowers in all parts of the country shall be stake.
asking our senators to do all they can for h1m, and g1v1!lg
charged the same interest, namely, that charged during the
him their heartyindorsement. This was brought to this city
time they Mv the money.
The Rev. Waldo Messaros is a Philadelphia parson. by Mr. Page-Tustin, of Pendleton, who presented the matter
.
. .
That the sum per capita to be put in circulation, and main- Like the most of "the cloth," he we.nt into relimon to the Oregon senators.
tained in circulation, shall be forty dollars.
.,With the indorsement of three Umted States lnd1an InThat the new national money shall be made wholly of for the easy time and money there are in it, together spectors and the good will of citizens of both political parpaper, and of various denominations from one cent to one with the opportunities it affords the would-be ties and all religious denominations, Mr. Coffeywill be apt to
hundred dollars.
"masher," of whom the Rev. Messaros is which, so to remain in charge.
----------That no money, except the new national money, shall be speak-this is idiomatic, but understood, doubtless.
le9;~~:~~e~~~e~e~~~ in circulation shall be accepted at the The Rev. Mess. (for short), failing to "mash, one of
From ~!ec!:!!~~ec~:.'1~:!!;., ont.
banks at par.
the· lambs of his flock in the conventional way, proThe radical gove~~nt of France, not c_onteD;t w~th .havThat bank agents shall forward monthly to Washington all ceeded vi et arrnis in the direction of conquest, and ing banished the rehgwus orders, seculanzed mstitutwns,
moneys taken in exchan~e for the national ~oney, ~nd that thereby made a mess of it, the "sister" proving too suppressed the catechism, proscribed the priest and the
the coin so sent to WashmgtQn shall be cast mto bullwn, and many for him. He is now under indictment, $2,000 crucifix from the school, has now resolved to drive forth
sold as such to all desiring it, and the paper money so sent
h
. .
h h b k d
from the schools the religious, male and female, who ~av
shall be destroyed.
.
bail, and t e conviCtiOn, of course, t at e ar e up consecrated their lives to education. Under tlie headmg
That in order to get the national money into circulation as the wrong tree. Doubtless a sadder, will he be a "Law of Maiediction" Le Gaulois says that thuR was named
soon as possible, agents shall commence to loan at the rate wiser man in the future T
in Belgium the law ~elating to education analogous to that
of two per cent per annum.
quite recently undez: disc:ussion in the F:eD:ch Chambers, .and
That the rate of interest shall
be chan~ed
monthly
if neces-t
h e b"ISh op of """
_
E ngl an d , IS
· a ' , b riC
· k" whi"ch is sure
by the maJonty, for,par.ty_lme.s
·
th
h
th
T
J.JllLnchester,
. of rat1ficat10n
sary. that is, it shall be ra1sed mon y w en e amoun
hav been tightly
drawn on the subject, and the maJonty 1s
per dapita in circulation is more than forty dollars, and shall -a "brick" of a bishop, understand-and the reason compact. Three hundred and sixty-three members approve
be lowered monthly when that sum is less than forty dollars, why is, because he has the pluck of his convictions the measure from beginning to end, and giv it th~ir votes at
That the bank agents shall never refuse to loan when the in a matter where "moral courage" is more honored every step of its progress. One hundred and eighty votes
in the breach than in the observance, with ecclesi- are solid against the bill. These two figures represent, on
requisit security is offered.
That, in order to abolish the present unjust and oppre~siv
the one hand, all the republicans combined in assaults up?n
pawnbroking system, bank agents shall loan money at the astics in general-the matter of rum or no rum. The religion and on the other, the strength of the conservat1v
regular interest on such security as pawnbrokers now loan bishop has the moral courage to·say that "total absti- batallio~ def~nding the sacred soil of religious freedom inch
on.
nence" does not agree with him-the bishop and the by inch before the cruel invader. In Belgium the debates on
The principal obJ"ections to the above system are: writer stand on the same plane-and that he broke the law of malediction, which secul!L:ized sch?ol and school·
h
teachers were more bitter and exCitmg than m France. In
1. That it would complicate the functions o£ the down utterly on the t. a. regimen. H avmg t e con- the forrr:_er country the bill was passed by b~~ o~e vote of a
government and increase the evils of patronage. But viction, from experience, that a little stimulant ·is a majority. And in order to escape th~ humilmt-Ion of. p_rothe post-office could be managed by private corpora- good thing to hav in the house, and in one's stom- claiming a result at oll:ce h~teful to hi_s soul as a C~nstJan
tiona, as well as railwa.vs and t.he express .are no.w. ach, at times, he dares to say so frankly, in the face and a patriot; the president of the Belgian Senat~, Pnnce de
'J
h
1
h h
aJl Chri t d
1 t th
·11 d · d f t t 1 b t• Li!!'ne handed in his resignation. Yet the Belgum was less
There is nothing about carrymg t e mru s w IC ot
s en om, e
e ga. e Ja e o o a a s I- odi'ou~ than the French law. It did not forbid the teaching
makes it peculiarly necessary that the government nence wince as she may. Bishop, here's to you. of catechism. The Belgian liberals did n~t dare go as far as
should manage- it. but it is necessary that the Drink hearty, my boy-you're a "brick!" But, I their French radical brethren and proscnbe God fr?m the
government should' manage the banking system, as say, bishop, if you would only hav the moral courage scnools. The law under discussion in the Fr~nch leg1slature
on no other principle can a uniform amount of mone.y to declare the old hag of superstition, the Christian is the last ~a~ting-~lace of. the gre.at repu_bhcan mov;ement
thi
th t d
t
"th
t l"t against reh~ous mstructwn. With an mfernal sklll the
. ·
be kept in circulation, and no money can b e goo d if re1lgiOn, a
ng a oes no agree Wl mor a I Y republic while making war on God, assailed the very root of
its volume per capita can be materially changed. If, in the shape of man, you would be a "gilt-edged religion_:_the soul of youth. J?estroying whatev~r of standtherefore, the government cannot safely run both the brick," my gay and reverend sir. Come, now, own ing harvest it could the repulhc now seeks to rum the very
II the post office up to the truth., and. knock your brother-ecclesiastics germs of future harvests. The radicals commenced _by
post-offi ce an d th e b anks, W h Y not se
"
Article Seven-the famous Article Seven of M. Ferry-whlCh
out to Jay Gould, and run the banks in its ~tea.d?
silly. Hal that would be moral courage ·indeed, ordered the expuMfon of the religious. orders, t~en they
2. Paper money is not g~od -unless It has . a bishop! But your fat living and "livings"-yes, I laicized education, banished the catech1s~, the pnest, a:Dd
metallic basis. This is a foolish statement, ~or ?D. know. It would be tough, and you are but mortal, the crucifix from the school-room. Noth~g now remams
1879 we had $256,736,947 more paper mon~y m err- even though invested bishop. You won't do it.
for them in their lolnhappy task but to dnve by force from
.on than all .our metallic mo;neys combmed, yet
their posts the religious, male and female, devoted to the
Culati
work of teaching; youth. This is the work, the purpose, of
no person told us that it was not good, and we. know
When the millennium sha.ll ha.v come, what sports the new law. It 1s now almost seven years since the work of
that in places it WRI! loa.ned ~t from two to su. per and pleasures known to us now will obtain, I won- irifamy was begu!.l-it is just n.ow l?\lin~ brou~ht to com.
cent per month.
der ? The Berghs of that period will baY uo horse- pletion, __...
"
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SPECIAL NOTICE.
THERE are about a thousand of our subscribers in
arrears, their indebtedness aggregating some two or
three thousand dollars. To each one of these
debtors, of course, the amount is small, but to us the
amount is very large, and sadly hinders our work.
We need this money-need it now-and we respectfully ask that it be remitted.
It costs' a great deal of money to publish a large
journal, and we hav no extensiv advertising·patronage
to help us out. We depend entirely upon the subscription list and book sales to obtain cash to pay
bills, and when so large a sum as two and three
thousand dollars is kept from us, the financial shoe
gt'OWS painfully tight.
Every subscriber can see apon his tab just to what
date his subscription is paid. Those whose time has
expired are requested to remit at once.
ENoN VALLEY, PA., D.Eo. 15, 1886.
MY DEAR MR. MA.oooNALD: Enclosed I send you a money
order for three dollars to pay for my next year's TRUTH
BEEKER.
.
Allow me to say that I am surprised and ashamed at your
"Special Notice" in the paper of the 11th inst., in which you
tell the public, as well as all whom it immediately concerns,
that there are a thousand of your subscribers who owe at
your office nearly three thousand dollars. Only think of it l
A thousand Radicals, who profess to hav rejected the false
theology of the church, and the bad morals it engenders, but
who read your paper for a whole year, and never pay for it l
This fact, with similar ones gathered from the experience of
the Boston lndea; and Investigator, hav cut the comb of my
vanity effectually, for I hav boasted that our Radical brethren were governed in all the relations of life, and especially
in their business relations, by the sentiment of honor and of
justice, and did not need the church's devil at their heels to
chase them into the path of duty. Once a week, and fiftytwo times a year, when they open THE TRUTH SEEKER, hav
these delinquent readers been silently rebuked for their neglect, their indifference, and their dishonesty, and still go
unreformed! If all the rest of your subscribers would imitate their example, .how long would THE TRUTH SEEKER tlag
wave?
But, Messrs. Editor and Publisher, you yourselvs are in a
great measure to blame for this disgraceful and humiliating
condition of things, by declining to adopt the policy of all
the prosperous papers of the country, which requir ~s of every
subscriber that he pay in advance, and that, at the expiration of the time paid for, the paper will be stopped, unless
renewed. Suppose the post-office department would adopt
your unjust plan, and carry letters on promises to pay the
postage some time when it is convenient, how long would we
hav a postal system? If a railroad company would carry
passengers on promises to pay in future for their ticket~, how
long would it be before it would go into the hands of a receiver? A publisher needs his money to run his paper during the coming year, and, in plain English, if a subscriber
don't pay according to the contract he makes, be is guilty of
a fraud.
I say above that your credit policy is unjust. It is unjust
to yourselvs, for you hav no more right to defraud yourselva than to defraud others. It -is unjust to your paying
subscribers, who are compelled to feel ashamed so frequently
by the odious duns to delinquents. A man of sensibility, and
who is just and honorable on principle, don't want to be associated with a set of delinquents who are so blind as not to

see that they are committing a fraud in neglecting to pay
their honest debts. Then, again, you are unjust to these
very delinquents. You owe it to ·them, as brethren, to
rebuke their abominable carelessness and dishonesty, lest
they go on, under your tutorship, and become fraudulent in
greater matters. It is only he that is faithful in little that is
faithful also in much. The principle of honesty extends to
dimes as well as to dollars; and it is cruel in you, gentlemen,
to see an otherwise clever fellow contracting habits of dishonesty without rebuking him for it both by word and deed.
You remember the fable of the young- criminal who, before
mounting the steps to the gallows, asked permission to kiss
his weeping mother good-bye, and, instead of kissing her, bit
off her ear, saying that if she had corrected his fault of pilfering when he was a child, it would not now be necessary
for society to put him to death as a thief. I was going to
say-yes, I will say it~that if publishers will continue this
slip-shod policy _of allowing themselvs to be defrauded out
of their money, they deserve to lose it.
The only excuse you can offer for tolerating such dishonest
conduct on the part of your non-paying subscribers is that,
by adopting the pre-payment rule, and sticking to it inexorably, like· the post-office department and the railroads, yon
may lose the patronage of the delinquents. "Patrons," do
you call them? Why, the more you hav of such kind of
patrons the nearer you are to bankruptcy and ruin l Patrons/
Molly Kelly ! 1\Iy neighbors are nearly all in the milk business, and they tell me that it is the hardest job to collect the
money of their customers after the milk is U:sed. The credit
system is a damnable one. It converts honest men into
rogues by' playing upon that feature in the character of human
nature which makes a man hate to pay for a dead horse.
Now, Mr. Editor, I want you to publish this letter in THE
TRUTH SEEKER. Don't put it in some obscure corner of the
paper among the advertisments, and in small type, so that
no one will see and read it. Give it a conspicuous place in
your columns, for I think your paying subscribers, who
alone are your patrons, and who are zealous for the reputation of thdr associates, hav a right to be exempted from the
mortification of reading these frequent duns of delinquents.
If these hundreds of people are poor and cannot pay for their
paper, giv it to them for nothing, and set down the amount
in your column of private charity. But if they are able to
pay, and you are.unable to spare the money, you must do as
the railroad coBductor does-require a ticket, or refuse a
would-be passenger a seat in the cars. Business is business.
A. B. BRADFORD.
Mr. Bradford's indignation is very just, though he
is a little indiscriminate in dealing it out. Certainly
no honest person will take and read a paper for which
he does not intend to pay. Although business rules
would requit-e us to exact payment in advance, we
are willing to accommodate subscribers as far as we
can afford to. There are three classes of delin_quents :
1, those who neglect to pay through inability to do
so; 2, those who ne-glect to pay through carelessness; and 3, those who, we are pained to conclude,
neglect to pay through dishonesty. If we were able
to separate and classify these, we should then know
whom to trust and whom to mistrust. Payment
strictly in advance would probably giv us fewer subscribers and more money, but as subscribers are what
we are most desirous to obtain, we hav adopted the
present system, and bear the loss of the money as
philosophically as possible. Upon reading this, we
expect that in order to escape suspicion of belonging
to the third class enumerated above, every subscriber
in arrears will !!lake a vigorous effort to remit at
once.
Here is another letter :
MR. EDITOR : Your announcement that between two and
three thousand dollars was due for THE T.RUTH SEEKER
both .surprised and grieved me.
Can it be possible that such a sum as that is due for such
a paper as THE TRUTH SEEKER? Less than ten cents a week
for a rich feast served to its readers promptly every week!
To me it is very cheap. If I had no other way to pay for
it I· would work nights, or do without something, but I
would find a way to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
SEWARD MITOHELL.
We can assure Brother Mitchell that we share his
grief. But there is a bright side to the cloud. Here
is a streak of silver breaking through a rift: ·
PmLADELPmA, PA., Dec. 17, 1886..
MR. EDITOR: I see that my subscription is out Jan. 1,
1887. I send $10 to pay for that year. The paper is worth
it. Expose the hypocrisy and Jesuitism of Catholicism.
Hold up the Nine Demands conspicuously. I also send $10
for Mr. Samuel P. Putnam, toward his work.
Very truly,
E. M. DAVIS.

Does God Own the

Land~

Henry George declares that the fact that man did
not create land debars him the right to own it. But
if creation is to be the test of oWn.ership, what is
there in this world which man can claim the right to
own 1 All wealth comes from the land. This is admitted. Whence-, then, comes man's right to any
property ! It looks to us as though Henry George, in
attributing the ownership of the land to the creator
(God), is surrendering his birthright to a ghost. But

isn't there something a trifle medieval in this claim
that God owns the land 1 Is it not the foundation of
thekinglyprerogativ torule by divine right-? If God
owns the land, and if the priests are his agents, are
not the priests the divinely-appointed rulers of the
lan!l ~ How does Mr. George know that God created
the land ' How does he know there is a God !
What evidence has he that the land was ever created
at all 1 Did God create himself? If so, whence did
he derive the power to do so ' If not, does he own
himself? If he does not own himself, who does own
hi~? And who created and owns the creator that
created and owns the creator that created and owns
the land? and who created and owns the creator that
created and owns the creator that created the creator
that created-but where will this stop! Nowhere.
Mr. George believes that no man should hold land
that he does not use. Does God use the land? For
what' To rip up with earthquakes and to devastate
with cyclones.
Can these ·be called "improvements 1" Does Mr. George call his theory a solution?
It raises more questions tlian we could ask in a week,
and there is no answer to any of them. The question
of creation must be left unsolved. It can hav no relation to the question whether men can rightfully own
land ·or not. The land question must be settled with
God left out.

________

_.~~-------

Tightening the Chains.
It cannot be very gratifying to those interested in
the abolition of priestly influence over the secular conduct of the people to review the progress of the
Romish church during the year 1886. Up to a year
or two ago instances of ecclesiastical meddling with
public affairs had for some time been somewhat 1 are.
It was thought that the temporal power of the !'atholic church in America did not, after all, amount to
enough to constitute it a subject of contemporaneous
human interest. Later encroachments of this organization hav entirely exploded that idea.
The first move was made in Toronto, when',
owing to the ignorance of the masses, the rule of the
church amounts almost to a hierarchy. About the
beginning of May, Archbishop Lynch of the Toronto
province issued a mandement prohibiting any Catholic of his archbishopric from joining t.he a<ssociation known as the Knights of Labor. A great
deal of discussion ensued. It was claimed by some
Catholics that the archbishop had exceeded bis
authority, that the order was not mandatory, and
that it would be revoked by the pope. The fact remains, however, that the mani1ement has not been
recalled, and the greater likelihood is that it will be
duplicated in the United States.
As dangerous a feature of this aggression as could
possibly exist is the attack of the church upon the
established school system of the country; and that
this aggression is of no small degree is shown by the
number of parochial schools establi,.hed during the
past year. . Statistics hav not been formulated to
show the exact extent of this evil, but there is no
doubt that these schools c~unt up into the hundreds,
if not thousands. Another year will probably find
them in nine out of ten of all the Catholic parishes in
the United States, and a demand that must tle met
one way or another, and that at mice; will
made
for a portioning out of public school mon~y to support them. The moment this is granted, Roinan
Catholicism will become practically the officiallyrecognized state religion of the American Republic. ·
Ecclesiastical intermeddling in family matters has
also advanced a step. The pope, in his latest encyclical letter, forbids Catholics, upon pain of incurring his displeasure, to man-y with those not of their
own sect.
Archbishop Elder, of Cincinnati, has julilt issued a
circular letter denying to Roman Catholic vocalists
the right to employ their talents in the synagogs of
the Hebrews or in the Protestant churchekl.
Priest McGlynn, of New York, is to be suspended!·
from the performance of his clerical functions, and
must go to Rome, and apologize to the pope for
exercising the freedom of speech upon politicl,ll subjects.
A little while ago a man died ill New York who
was connected with a penal institution, the managers
of which objected to having Catholic teaching thrust
upon its inmates. The family of the dead man,
Judge Alker, wished him to be buried from the
cathedral on Fifth avenue. Their request for this
was denied by Arch bishop Corrigan, and it may now
be understood that all· who oppose the "Freedom· of

-be
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Worship bill " will be deprived of the full benefit of tenths of the population of the country ; the non"Personal Existence after Death Improbable," by
the clergy.
. manufacturing class number the other seven-tenths. L. R. Smith. This is our fjirst knowledge of. Mr.
· Elsewhere we copy from a Western paper an ac- Reckoning from a world-wide basis, this latter class Smith as an author, but the impression is good. Fifcount of a conflict between church and state iii Ore~ pay for all home manufactures a per cent above the teen cents.
gon. Mr. B. Coffey, Indian agent at Umatilla, Or.; cost of producing them equal to the per cent of
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETffiNKERS' ALin the discharge of his official duties, came in colli- duties levied on foreign products. When anything is MANAC for 1887 is not yet ready for delivery, and we
sion with the will of a priest. He obeyed the state sold above the cost of production and distribution, can at present do_no more than prepare the public
rather than the church, and was promptly excom~ the buyer is cheated. To take money from· the mind for its appearance. It will hav one feature
pockets of seven men, and place it in the pockets of which no other book ever possessed, to wit: it will
municated.
.
These are but a few of the ma.ny instances of three other men, is not in the direction of discourag- contain all the religious laws now on the statute
priestly dictation scattered through the record of the ing monopoly, that is to say, the concentration of books of all the states and territories, including oath,
past year. This dictation, of course, affects only Wf!alth in the hands of the few. Neither can t~is ex- blasphemy1 and Sunday laws, together with statisCatholics; but Catholicism is a growing power, and change of. money add materially to the wealth of a tics on church exemption, etc. This feature alone
the time is coming when it will hav a hold upon nation as a whole. It is generally held that the re-. will make it invaluable to Liberals; but there are
others. The test of membership in the church may· sources of. a country are developed through the soil others, which will be mentioned later. As usual,
b9come the test of eligibility to public office, and· rather than through manufactures. This is a great twenty-five cents will be the price.
public office, instead of being a public trust, will be- question.
THE clergymen of Chicago deserve credit for their in:
Again, for some mysterious reason, Mr. Miller
come a religious privilege. The laws of the church
will be the laws of the land under the church. Those would protect the farmers from the incursions of. the genuity in devising a new method of "working" the free ~
pass method at the theater. Having resolved that we view
are blind who cannot see this. The danger froin this oleomargarine men, and thus secure to them a monop- with
alarm the increasing danger from the ballet, and that
source overshadows all others which threaten the oly of the trade in the material, of whatever name, their utterance might lack no distinguished die, they specifoundations of religious liberty.. The radical remedy which we spread upon our bread; and the Anti- fied the American Opera Company as particularly inimical
is, of course, the promulgation of Freethought ideas monopoly League asks all good citizens to giv him to virtue, and then awaited the issue. The manager of the
and the eradication of all forms of superstition while their aid. The consumer of oleomargarine is required American Opera Company fell into the trap, (tnd offered
the ministers a free chance to see for themselvs what the
. the liberty of speech and press are still vouchsafed to to pay tvvo cents per pound (we believe that is the ballet was like. Of course, there was a rush, and on the
. UE'.
At the same time a zealous watch must be kept rate) above the legitimate cost of the production and evening of December 16th, says the report, seventeen bald
upon all legislation looking to the granting of special distribution of that commodity. ·This confers upon ministerial heads shone luminously in the front seats. It i'l
privileges not only to any special sect, but to any him the concomitant privilege of paying at the same said that the ninety or one hundred girls composing the
increased rate for his butter. That is another great ballet arose to the necessities of the occasion, and kicked
form of religion.
their heels a little higher than usual, and that several of the
question.
clerical gentlemen tied the scene. Those who remained anLastly, common report has it that Mr. Miller has a nounced themselvs as well pleased, and were sorry when the
We Ask to Be Excused.
monopoly, through a patent, of the process of mak- premiere danseuse had gyrated upon the point of one great
A circul~· has reached us from the Anti-monopoiy
ing paper from woodpnlp. He is, in fact, none other toe and aimed the other at the gallery for the last time.
League stating that a struggle for the United States
than the W oodpulp Miller of contemporaneous poli- Those who went away hav since expressed regret that they
senatorship is now going on in this state, and that in
tics. Through this monopoly, protected by patent didn't stay to see the show through. As a result of all this
this contest the sympathies of the Anti~monopolists
the ministers hav the entree to the theater, and the opera
and tariff, he is enabled to sell a cheap article at a company has a big advertisment. Thus is the cause of
.are with the present senator, the Hon. Warner Milhigh price. He stands toward legitimate paper men morality subserved.
ler. The name of Mr. Miller's opponent is not
exactly in the attitude of the oleomargarine men to. given, but the circular l"ays regarding him that "it
THE editor of the ProgreJJsiv Age says that the editor of
ward the farmers. There is no question about this.
· is publicly boasted by an activ: agent of the candiBefore we can unreservedly support Mr. Miller, we TnE TRUTH SEEKER has been obliged to cease his utterances
about the Chicago Anarchists ''because of loss of subdate that $250,000 will be spent in behalf of that
want to ascertain his views on ·the question of taxing scribers." The Progr&siv Age may hav sources of informacandidate, a man who has had no training for the
churches and enforcing the rest of the Nine Demands qon regarding this matter superior to our own, but thus far
place, and who represents no interests except those
of. Liberalism. We want to know whether he is in no one, to our knowledge, has discontinued this paper from
of the bankers and brokers of Wall street. This bold
favor of a tariff on church furniture as well as on sec- the cause alleged. If such a thing should occur, it would
attempt to secure the senatorship from the state of
ular utensils; whether he is in favor of taxing the only serve to show that the subscriber made a mistake in
supposing that he wanted a Freethought paper. But it was
New York by the use of money, and to turn the state
home of the priest as well as the home of the farmer not to dispute with the editor of the Progressiv ·Age that we
into a rotten borough, must be squarely mst, and we
and the artisan ; whether he is in favor of church exask the cooperation of every good citizen to assist in emption or not. We hold that, while the govern- hav noticed his little aberration. He has said that the editor
of THE TRUTH-SEEKER has ceased his utterances on a certain
preserving the integrity and good name of a state in ment is supported by compulsory taxation, all prop- subject because of loss of subscribers. The statement is not
which we hav a patriotic pride, by using such influ- erty should bear its equal share of the burden. What true. There is no foundation for it whatever. We wish
. ence· as is in his power to return Senator Miller to are Mr. Miller's views on this subject? What does Brother Jamison would say without evasion why he printed
such a statement as that. It is an interesting questi<,n in
the place he now fills with so much credit."
he think about the land question-the giving away psychology. If the cause of lying could be reached, someIt is beyond dispute that a man to whom the above of great tracts to railroad corporations? What is his
thing might be done of a radical nature toward reducing the
description acc.urately applies is not :fit for a senator. attitude toward the silver problem-the contraction total volume of untruth. Dr. Monroe, of the Ironclad Age,
Whoever he may be, we hope he will be defeated. A of the currency-the heaping up of great hoards in should also ·study this question. It is one with which both
man who will spend a quarter of a million of dollars the treasury at Washington? Unless he takes. radical of these gentlemen are more familiar, apparently, than with
. to ·secure an office worth :five thousand must hav grounds on these questions, we decline to advocate matters of law affecting new tri~ls for ponvicted Anarchists .
. som~· ulterior object in view. His desire to serve his his reelection. The United States Congress has
IT is said that the Rev. Father McGlynn's participation in
country is too intense to be genuin. We throw him done nothing, within the memory of the younger inthe George campaign is not his only offense. He has declined
·
.
overboard at once.
habitants, of sufficient importance to furnish an ex- to establish a parochial school in his parish, has discouraged
The r(lason is next given by the circular why we cuse for its existence. It needs new blood and the practice, which poor Catholics hav, of giving all their loose
·should support 1\ir. Miller. It is because :
new questions to stir it. We hav no assurance that change to the church, and the amount of money which he has
"To us who hav- been interested in the 'measures for the Mr. Miller will furnish these, and therefore, as re- raised from hili co9:;regation is not satisfacto.ry to the higher
authorities. Furlt-lermore, he has taught hts fiock that the
regulation of inter-state comme~;ce ; the prevention of the
importation. of contract labor ; the protection of American marked, we ask to be excused from taking any part place to be happy is here and now, and that the prospect of a
rich reward hereafter is no reason why anyone should be
industries; and to the farming interests that are injured by in his campaign.
':•, the traffic in oleomargarine, his course has been particularly
Besides, THE TRUTH SEEKER is not a political paper, satisfied with a miserable life here. Father McGlynn has a
acceptable, and we respectfully urge that a man with such a as the teri:n is generally understood-and this is not g:reat opportunity before him. If he keeps a stiff backbone,
and will run for pope, he can rely on THE TRUTH SEEKER's
record must not,.for the credit of this state, be superseded by intended for a political article.
support against any other candidate yet heard from.
a mere representativ_ of money."

We ·are free to state that these recommendations
do not arouse our enthusiasm. They are not sufficiently expiicit. It is not apparent to us why there
should be any measures regulating inter-state commerce.. Inter-state commerce should be able to regulate it~elf by the general rules that govern all other
commerce.
The .importation of contract labor is a serious
question. The fact that it is necessary to prevent it
shows that there is , something wrong somewhere
else. It should be the work of statesmen to find out
where that wrong resides which has forced America
to the humiliating necessity of excluding any honest
man from its shores, whether he comes under contract or not, so long as the contract is voluntary.
The further fact that American industries must be
protected ,is equally deplorable. It is a confession
of industrial weakness. The object of protection, as
its advocates allege, is to exclude foreign manufactures. This givs American manufacturers a monopoly
. of American trade. Why should an Anti-monopoly
. League favor such a scheme as that! According to
statistice, the manufacturing class number three-

The Lay Sermon.
We are now :filling orders for Colonel Ingersoll's
" Lay Sermon " as fast as sent in. The sermon
makes a 25-page pamphlet, and is issued in a style
above criticism-large type, heavy paper, good presswork, and ornamented cover. It is revised for publication by the author and is printed. in this shape
with his sanction. It is not only a wonderful sermon,
but it sells wonderfully cheap-single copies, 5 cents;
one dozen, 50 cents. Larger quantities at special
discount.
.

OTHER NEW PUBLICATIONS.

~! Little Lessons for Little Folks," by Aunt Elmina (Mrs. E. D. Slenker). This will please the
little ones. It is in large print, with an illustrated
cover,like that seen in the advertisment on another
page, and there are pleasing little pictures at various
places throughout the book Forty cents.
"Economic Equities : a Compand of the Natural
Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange," by
J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social Wealth." A .work of
much ability; Twenty-:five cents.

CouRTLANDT PALMER, elected president of the Secular
Union at the last Congress, has accepted the position, and
will make his usual yearly contribution of $200. Mr.
Palmer is now traveling in Europe in search of health and
strength, in which search, all will be pleased to learn, he reports fair success. Long liv President Palmer l
MR. A. T. MoMILLAN, of Wamego, Kan., is doing good
work in a series of articles on religion published by the Kansas Agriculturist. It would be a good plan, wherever practicable, for Freethinkers to act as correspondents of their
local papers. Most communities would take kindly to occasional mild doses of common sense.
THE .A'/Jant-Courier notes this gratifying state of affairs;
"Archbishop Corrigan damns Socialism. Socialism damns
archbishops. So honors are easy."

Honorable Mention.

The.~th Seeker Publishing Company, of New York, hav
issued Col. Robert G. Ingersoll's "Lay Sermon," which appeared in the Gazetteer a few weeks ago, in neat pamphlet
form, and will furnish single copies by mail for five cents
each or 50 cents a dozen. This is the colonel's authorized
editi~n, he having carefully revised the proofs.-Sunday
Gautte.w.
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a lot of new subscribers here. I also sell the " Bible compare the· advantages this had, and still has, over other
Abridged," Ingersoll's "Gems of Thought," and Paine's governments, it is straining a point to say it is the best. We
"Age of Reason," while I talk Infidelity to the God and can trace the outlines of a landscape better by being a _little
Christ system. I hope for prosperity of the cause, but crim- distance away than by being immediately upon it, and by
SAN JosE, CAL., Nov. 2, 1886.
inals, either from secret orders or the church, must be pun- parity of reason we do not perceive the wrongs committed at
.MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $8-$3 to be applied on
ished for their crimes, or there is no freedom for the average home so clearly as whe:p. committed abroad. But there are
my subscr-iption to THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1887, and the balwrongs committed, and grievous ones, too.
citizep of this country.
A. B. Fox.
ance to be used in any way it may do the most good to furThe ballot is referred to as a means of redress, but so
ther our Liberal cause.
LEwis RoTHERMEL.
WILLIAMsoN, N.Y., Dec. 10, 1886.
adroitly and unscrupulously manipulated as it is at present,
MR. EDITOR: Through the efforts of Johnny Beach, the it only plays into the hands of power. The instrument inSPRINGFIELD, ILL., Nov. 24, 1886.
son of Ashley Beach, of Williamson, N.Y., Mr. Remsburg tended to secure liberty is by degrees taking its life. What
MR. EDITOR: Let me record my vote in favor of the carwas induced to come and giv us a lecture-su]?ject, "The are syndicates, convention~, and nominations as a relief to
toons, and also let me say that the editor has my unqualified
Apostles of Liberty "-in Tassell's Hall, November 29th. the suffering portic)n of society? These, and not the electiv
approval for the stand he has taken in the case of the conThe evening was dark· and gloomy. rain falling fast; still, franchise, constitute the ruling force, arid those needing the
demned Anarchists of Chicago, for the meanest murderer
there was a fine audience, who took the lecture in in solid remedy are as helpless as if immured in the dark dungeons
gets a better show and a fairer trial than hav those men, for
chunks. This lecture was conceded by all "people of intelli- of Goa. This may be treason, but it is truth no less; _and
simply exercising their right of free expression; and when a
gence and education to be one of the finest ever delivered in when truth becomes treason, the end is not yet. The presgovernment gets so good (or bad) that it will not bear criti"this town. All, except three or four old shellbacks, were ent state of affairs reveals a great variety of consciences, and
cism, without hanging the critics, then it is time it was overhighly delighted, and went home with their spiritual strength it is presumed that he who thinks one way is just as sincete
thrown.
HENRY WALKER.
as he who thinks diversely, but at the same time it is better"
renewed.
This boy Johnny, of seventeen, is good Beach timber, and to search for the cause than condemn the effect. Those who
WEsT Vmw, 0., Dec. 10, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Herewith find money-order for one dollar warranted not to crack or check. He has been reared under attach such odium to certain names, and consider them a
for Campaign Fund to help the good work along the coming the influence of the Baptist church. You will find no bap- menace and danger to the government, should remember
year. It is my intention to subscribe one dollar each year tism or immersion on his plate. He never was a member of those names hav undergone modification of meaning just as
for propaganda work, and should the good work lack funds, a church,. but was reared under its influence. His parents mind has undergo.ne modification of thought, and it
drop me a card and I will subscribe another dollar. I think were Baptists by birth and habits, but not in brains, and for is due to safety to discard hastily adopted conclusions, and
if everyone that claims to be with us would subscribe one many years hav followed the church. There are about forty permit cool reflection to <ilon the ermin pro tempor{}. The
of this Beach family, nearly all of whom are connected with Banquo of injustice is irrepressible, and retribution with
·
dollar yearly much more might be done.
The grand old TRUTH SEEKER reaches me every Saturday some church. John is making havoc in their ranks, backed glaring eye and bloodhound scent will avenge every wrong.
morning, and is more than welcome. I hope you will issue by his parents, and a few older _men, who are bound to stand There is a huge d;fficulty to be unraveled by this nation in
the cartoons in "book form, with notes explaining them ; it by him. I asked three of the ministers to read the notice of the near future, the failing of which will place it in the conwould be such a 12:00d book for children if the pictures were Mr. Remsburg's meeting, and not one of them would do so. dition of the weather-beaten old king, " the foolish old man,
Your readers all kno~ why.
A. G. AusTIN, M.D.
who still would manage those authorities he hath .given
explained. Mr. Tanney and myself will take one each.
away."
VIRGINIA E. VANOE.
Wishing you success, I am, etc.,
A. E. SMITH.
CLEOPATRA, Mo., Dec. 8, 286:
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $8.50, for which send THE
GREELEY, CoL., Dec. 9, 1886.
KENT, Omo, Dec. 4, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : A friend of mind handed me THE "TRUTH TRUTH SEEKER one year as directed. The people in thie
MR. EDITOR: Once more the dregs of orthodoxy hav been
SEEKER of November 20th. According to your statement, section of country are not willing, as yet, to risk anything stirred by our friend and most profound logical reasoner,
that leads them away, or weakens their faith in tradition, W. F. Jamieson. I think we are gaining a little foothold, as
"a number of English-Americans held a meeting .
and proposed to erect, on ·the highest point of land about composed as they are of seven er eight bankrupt insurance the audience was good each night, except the first," and it
New York harbor, a colossal statue of the queen [Victoria] companies or sects. At times they make strenuous efforts to would hav been larger had it not been so very cold in the
one hundred feet higher than Bartholdi's Liberty." This harmonize, especially if there is an Atheist in their midst. hall. The proprietor of the hall failed to hav an extra stove
means, I suppose, that monarchism is '' one hundred feet" Some two months since one Rev. Pate came along and billed put up. People generally seem to think that an Infidel can
preferable to a republican form of government. If such a himself for four lectures at the Union church, notifying the stand anything, even-to hear a lecturer speak in the dark, as
monument is erected, I would like to be one to 'elp kick the people that if they would come out to hear him he would the price of electric light went up so high that first night we
kussed thing clear across the Hatlantic. I hav nothing prove by the testimony of the apostles and prophets that God failed to see it. The other nights we procured a better hall,
against Queen Victoria. She would make as good a house- did not foreknow all things, and was not in possession of all and enjoyed the lectures: "What will You Giv Instead of
wife as any other haristocrat, for anything I know to the power. Time came; they gave him a hearing that so be- Christianity?" "Thomas Paine," "The Rigid Rule of the
contrary. If Wiman and those other fellows want toimmor- wildered them that some were actually mad, and told the Rich Makes Millions Mourn,"" The Conflict Between Retalize themselvs by such an act, why don't they ship them- speaker that he was meaner than old John Day, whereupon ligion and Science," and "Has Jesus any Followers on the
selvs to the other side of the "pond," and riot offer such a the old man said, Amen, come again soon. Then aoout a Earth at the Present Time ?" The lectures were all very
base insult as that to the American flag ? Tell them for me month ago an ex-reverend came along and told us to listen, impressiv and instructiv. The Bible speaks of the inspired
that there is at least one Hinglishman on this side of the and he would prove immortality and an angelic identity wtth- apostles. I think our Liberal apostle possessed far more inwater who thinks it is time a check was put upon the fawn. out referring to any written bo:>k. After hearing him the spiration in dealing with his subjects than the apostles of old.
most of them said. he made a failure, so at present writing I The crowning effort . of his lectures was delivered the last
ing and cringing at the feet of monarchs.
JOHN D A. vEY.
hav to report the people confused and in 11' state of mental night. ·The grandeur and beauty of his discourse at times
So. BARRE, Dec. 8, 1886.
delirium. When their attention is called to Freethought held his audience spellbound, and at other times caused them
MR. EDITOR: I am no Anarchist, but am in sympathy and investigation, that will giv them truth, and that.in turn to demonstrate their feelings with applause. He earnestly
with those Chicago men. 'fhey did not hav a fair trial. will giv them independence. Then they look suspiciously and zealously implored his orthodox opponents to meet him
Public opinion, and not evidence, convieted them. I believe and say, Freethought, that means freelove, don't it? So they in open debate. In order to effect this result, he showed
the bomb-thrower, if ever found, will come from Pinkerton's hav been fooled so often that this seems to be about the dark~ conclusivly that the Bible and common sense indorsed displanning, or be some worthless, wanton fellow employed by est time of all the past. The best that this club can do at pute. These principles as practiced by Jesus are ab;olutely
capital. The case is too much like that of D. M. Bennett.
present is to nominate R. G. Ingersoll for president of these rejected by his professed disciples. The strong army of
Now, my friend Eugene, all that you hav said in Trm United States in 1888. So we go along hopeful, having con- Christians hav not the moral courage to cope with the InfiTRUTH SEEKER in behalf of those eight men in Chicago was fidencd in the evoluting forces and the Truth Seeker Co.
del adversary for fear of demolishing the. shackles of religwell said, and in justice much more should hav been saidJ. w. DAY.
ious superstition. The Israelites while under the Mosaic or
the name of your paper demanded it. I am surprised that
theocratical rule- marched with murderous and inhu'lnaniI!EFLEO'fiONS
UPON
OOLONEL
INGERSOLL'S
"LAY
SERMON."
so many claiming to be Liberal are so ready to condemn on
tarian principles, and stamped victory upon their banner.
CoNOORD, KY., Dec. 10, 1886.
such evidence as Gilmore's and such ruling as Judge Gary's.
Yet the great army of Christians, who hav a trinity of power
MR. EDITOR: Upon first presentation, Gwendolen, George
If Chicago hangs them, it will not be legal,· but malicious
to direct them against the assaults of Infidelity, still hug the
Eliot's
masterpiece,
strikes
the
reader
as
being
a
character
murder. But they will not hang ; they are not proven guilty
delusiv phantom of hope, and hurl the battle-ax of reason as
very extraordinary-a type of womanhood so unique, so inunder the Constitution.
far away as possible. Christians possess another element
May we not awaken one sober thought, one ray of reason? dividual, so unlike anyone yon had ever known before. that we Infidels do not-faith. Why not be brave and courTo go back to 1860-there was Anarchism. Whom did we But the writer, as if weary of the purely idealistic, fails "to ageous, as the champion and living exemplar has demonhang? One woman. Shamel Why were Jeff Davis, Lee, sustain the splendid anomaly, and finally allows it to merge strated? At least test the walls of Infidelity.
and many others protected? Where is Davis to-day, and into the mere mediocre. A similar bathos occurs in RoEULAR C. STILLWELL,
what is he teaching? Is he not making bombs for some fut- mola. We infer that amid her logical sequences and " fineSec. Greeley Sec. Society.
ure day? Let us try, at least, to be consistent. Consistency spun" philosophies, these personal creations were regarded
W OROESTER, MASS., Dec. 12, 1886.
is said to be a jewel, and certainly we are not overstocked as merely side issues, not worthy of a continuance of the care
that she at first bestowed upon them.
Mn. EDITOR: Perhaps a few lines from the "Heart of the· ~~
with gems in these times.
· M. B. DELANo.
While I will not yield the palm of admiration for Colonel Commonwealth" may not giv offense to the friends who
KANSAs CITY, Mo., Nov. 30, 1886.
Ingersoll to anyone, yet in reading his " Lay Sermon " I constitute so large an array of writers and subscribers to
MR. EDITOR: I notice "an article in your paper written by thought I discerned a comparison between the gifted author- your valued paper. Until recently I hav not met a copy of
Lucy Colman, a part of which was good, and a part was not ess and the gifted orator. His text, wrought of the brain of THE TRUTH SEEKER for months, but now an old and tried
wholesome, good, or intelligent; nor does iltend to further one of the gods of humanity, would at his hands, if any- worker in the army of free!om, A. M. Driscoll, has it weekly
Freethought and reform. She says through the kindnegs of where, find ample justice. That is, he could see the vast- for sale on his counter. Living so near the office of the BosMr. Ryan she made the acquaintance of Lucy Parsons, a ness of the meaning; extract as much richness from it, or, in ton Investigator, we hav always rather leaned upon that for
mulatto. Mrs. Parsons has been going around the country other words, interpret it as grandly, as the best. But in the our staff and guide; but this is a growing county, and I find
making ludicrous speeches, and calling the officers of the course of his address, he touches upon certain points, that, among your contributors many with whom I was associated
law thieves and murderers. Mrs. Colman thinks the con- like his distinguished compeer, he seems to look upon as in the short but eventful life of WoodltuU & Claflin's Weekly.
demned in Chicago, if hanged, will be martyrs, after all of merely side issues, leading us to conclude that human nat- The Catholics, of whom we hav a goodly quantity here, hav
their deeds _of wilful murder, and their insult to the Amer- ure even in its best forms is subject to discrepancies.
eet11.blished two or three parochial schools, in which the reThe log cabin, with its corresponding floral adornments, ligious education of their young is to be carefully looked
ican flag, the flag that should be dear to every citizen of
America, by waving a red rag or flag. She thinks Mrs. Par- its happy occupants, whose dreams are never haunted by after, to the exclusion of all common sense, and, judging
sons is a splendid woman for saying, Down with the govern- mortgage or interest (which are no ghosts, by the way), is a from what I hav seen of their pupils, one would vote the
ment I There is no accounting for taste, however. Such pleasant picture to contemplate, and while few, perhaps, scheme a success. Emboldened by their success, not long
things hav a tendency to retard Free thought and reform for would exchange the castle for the cottage (the task looks &ince one of their clergy ventured to petition the city governyears, and should not be tolerated by the honest American easy), many would envy the humble dweller his exemption ment for the repeal of the "water tax;" or, in other words,
citizen, as no man should be permitted to hoist a flag of any from harassing cares. ''l'is indeed a pretty poem, and I hav asked that the use of the city water be-given gratuitously in.
description in this country and cry, "Down with the stars no wish to mar it. But it is a fact to be regretted that pop- some of the largest of their buildings. Think of it, y_ou Liband stripes t"-the flag that protects them from the tyranny ularity clogs; that renown is often a dead weight, some- erals of Amenca-millions of property in our fair land unof foreign powers-which the condemned Anarchists are times compelling the possessor to show himself only conserv- taxed; 75,000 nondescripts, called by courtesy clergymen, to
ativly radical, radicalis.m to-day being in the main essential be supported by the toilers of this country because they are
certainly guilty of doing.
Now I will just say that I am a Liberal, so far as it goes to renown. While in the above portrayal the speaker's too lazy and shiftless to work, seeking by every means in
without violence, and no further, as the churches hav been sympathies evince, as they so often do, his love for the race, their power to shut out the sunlight and shroud mankind in
guilty of enough of that already. And I take TnE Tuu·rn can h~ not see with his clear embracing vision that infelicia darkness and mental ignorance, and yet crying greedily for
SEEKER, and hav taken it for six years, and expect to take it, is written all over the national horizon? Then where is the more power, more gold. Oh, that I might touch with words
but such articles are a detriment to its circulation. · Every appropriateness of so much national panegyric? Had our of fire the hearts of America's fathers and mothers and
paper, after I hav read it, I giv to some one where there is a government remained true to its foundation principles, de- awaken them from their apathy I Oh; that I might open the'
prospect of a subscriber, consequently I am getting up quite traction might indeed hav been sacrilege, but when we eyes to the moat damning of hideoqs s~~~,very th11,t ever QJ.lfse<t

~tltrs Jrom tJritnds.
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a human soul! Why, oh, why, cannot you look to Spain;
why cannot you look to Italy, and see the results of giving
power into the hands of the church? And only through our
own grand free public school education can the sad experiences of these two countries be avoided. Then let us join
hands firmly, Atheists, Freethinkers, Liberals, of all lands,
nations, and peoples, against more concessions to that greatest, most hideous of all humbugs, " Religion," and her
75,000 "bums" and" beats." Yours for mental liberty,
FRED. L. HILDRETH.
LAKE CrTY, lA., Dec. 9, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I hav worked on a farm over a half-century,
and, having been a pretty close observer of all crops, I think
I ought to be a competent witness in the chess case. I am
just as positiv that wheat or timothy will seed, or either
br\.ng chess, as I am that two and two make four, and I will
now giv my reasons. When a boy _of twelve years of age a
man rode up to our place, and commenced talking to my
father. While doing so his horse was eating off the wheat
that grew close to the fence and as far out as he could reach,
and just that far out every wheat-stool brought forth cheat,
or chess. Bnt in many years of farming I found hard winters always producing chess mote or less. I once put a
new, clean piece of ground in wheat, and on the high
ground, where I had taken out trees by the roots a foot over,
it left steep depressions, and the snow lay in those holes all
winter, while on high ground it all blew off. The result was,
the high ground was nearly all chess ; the low ground, as
beautiful wheat as ever grew.
But, better still, in 1858 I was shown a stool of wheat,
in Belmont county, Ohio, part wheat and part chess, the
roots being inseparable. In 1843 or 1844, in many places in
Ohio, the extreme dry weather changed the timothy mead-ow11 to chess; but all was right again the next year.
But more about timothy. I knew a man well in Washington county, Ohio, who sowed eight acres of timothy. It
came up nicely ; but what was his surprise the next· season
on going out to look at his timothy to find the entire crop
cheat I He was much alarmed, thinking his farm would be
taken with chess unless cut while green. But the best and
premium farmer of the co•.1iltry told, him not to be alarmed,
to cut his cheat when it would make the best hay, and he
w~uld pay all damage if any harm resulted from his advice.
He did so, and that was the last of the chess, and no man
had a nicer timothy meadow after that than he. Now I will
tell Mr. A. Moot something he does not know. He cannot
raise a single grain of chess from pure chess and perfectly
clean ground if it was to save his life. My uncle gave out a
standing offer for thirty years, first at $5.00 per bushel for
every bushel of chess so raised, but got none, and then made
the offer double, but never got a bushel. When a mule will
produce his or her kind, chess will do the same thing, but
not before. There must be a miXture somewhere. Perhaps
the strongest agricultural writer in .the United States is
Father Clarkson, of the Iowa State Regist~r. He is a man
whom Henry Clay was proud to know in his day; and he
says the man that does not know that wheat will pass to
chess is too big a fool for him to discuss with. Now, I would
be farfrom saying that of Mr. Most. But, in all candor, it
looks a little weak when a man calls for proof in a case
wherein he has not presented one particle of evidence himself to the contrary. Respectfully yours, J. L. ToMPKINs_
BRoOKToN, ME., Dec. 8, 1886.
MR. EDiToR : Your excellent paper reaches me regularly
each wrek, and seems to get more readable and interesting
with each issue.
Tlie illustrations I would not be without, as they show up
in their true colors the hollow sham of Christian superstition
and pretension. I thank you for the bold and determined
stand you hav taken against the outrageous verdict in the
case of the Chica.go Anarchists-a verdict subversiv of every
right guaranteed by the Constitution-and I am inclined to
ascribe the granting of a new trial by the judge to your
efforts and the efforts of those other papers which had the
backbone to speak out.
But with all my praise and admiration for you and your
paper, I noticed a poem copied from Life in a recent issue
. which was sadly out of place in a paper devoted to the reform and best interests of the human race. It was a burlesque and sham.eful caricature on the noble efforts of the
Irish people to break the English yoke, at least in the management of their local affairs, and__as selections giv character
to a paper quite as much as origfual at;ticles, I do not think
that the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER can be held entirely
blameless.
No one knows better than 'myself, or is more willing to
admit, that the Irish are terribly priest-ridden ; and while defending their political rights with a whole heart, I hav often
drawn down their denunciations for expressing my opinions.
But we should hav cha.rity for the Irish, knowing the double
load of oppression they hav had to carry, and after we hav
shown a willingness to take-nay, hav taken-an activ part
in helping them break the fetters of England, it will then be
time to break the shackles of Rome•. ·
.
I shall send, very shortly after our quanerly pay-day, !or
some of your pamphlets, some of which I will send with
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKE.R .to the benight~d heathen .in
the province of New Brunswick, especially Fredericton,
where Freethought missionaries are greatly needed. If you
could send one of your lecturers over to open .their eyes and
crack the hard shell of bigotry, hypocrisy, and aristocracy
with which they are enveloped, you would indeed be doing a
good work.
Now, I hope you will pardon me for taking ~p so much
of your valuable space ~~ond publis4 my letter entire .8lld un.Changed,
1'ttiBTlN B'IJTLP,

[Brother Butler's letter is above printed entire and unchanged as he requests. The verses which he criticises were.
put in the " Odds and Ends" for the fun there was in them.
THE TRUTH BEEKER is in favor of giving Ireland a home parliamimt, even if the pope is made premier. The chief opposition to home rule springs from the relig~ous prejudice of
Protestants, and is of course wrong. At the same time, Ireland would be a rather tropical country fol" Protestants and
heretics if home rule were once inaugurated ....:..ED. T. S.]
PRESCoTT, lA., Dec. 5, 286.
MR. EDITOR:· Yqu will no doubt remember my giving you
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call it-'-is it not ?) to their.. Jew god to save somebody. And
the result was, they took eight or nine victims to the river
this winter morning, with the thermometer below zero, cut
the ice, and plunged them under. Stich scenes as those must
be a powerful remi.Dder to Liberals that they hav a great
work to do yet before the· human mind is free from the
blighting effects of foolish superstition. But let us keep
working on; the day will come when superstition, with all
its baneful effects, will hav become· a thing of the past, and
victory will crown our noble efforts. . J. B. BLACKBURN.

KENT, Omo, Dec. 13, .1886.
MR. EDITOR: I do not wish to keep alive or agitate the
a call at THE TRUTH SEEKER office on the 14th of last April
on my way to England. And now that I hav returned, I question of just~ce or injustice regarding the seven Chicago
would like to express my thoughts on a few things that I ·-Anarchists, and I am glad they are to hav a new trial, or, at
least, hope this is .the case; but I do wish your many
witnessed while there.
I find old England pretty much the same country in habits re~ders who seem to be in s~mpathy with crime could know
and customs as she was twenty years ago. She seems to ad- the actua!'.acts regarding the works and doings of the Anvance very slowly. The lower classes, with some noble ex- archists (or what other name you wish to apply to them) at
ceptions, seem to be still groveling .in the dire depths of s·u- Chicago. "!,happened to be in Chicago on business from
perstition and ignorance, accompanied by poverty and op- February t6>u~y last, and my business took me past or near
pression, held down and robbed mentally and financially by the Haymarket square nearly every day, and I think I know
the iron hand of the crafty priest and a rascally aristocracy. something of the facts in the case. I saw the class of people
An·d, strang·e it seems, large numbers still bow· their heads in that m&de up the crowd at that time, .and I wish to ask. if
tame submission, and become willing slaves to those twin the Anarchists did not aQtually parade the streets with a red
flag at their head? Were not those seven men leaders and
monsters of superstition and oppression.
But while we are looking at the dark side of the govern- advocates of sentime~ts that were materially detrimental to a
ment of England, we see a few bright spo.s in their political republican or any other form of government? Did they not
horizon that foretell a more glorious liberty than they hav advocate and advise the taking of the law into their own
heretofore enjoyed. The two brightest events in English hands, and doing as they wished?
Did they not make inflammatory speeches openly, and adhistory of to-day, it seems to me, are compulsory education
and an almost universal suffrage. With those two mighty vise the using of force to carry out their wishes? Wer~not
weapons of defense, the men of England in the near future bombs, or material for making the same, together with fire·
will rise in their might at the ballot-box, anu will annihilate arms, found with or ~ossession of nearly all of those seven
the power and influence of those self-appointed law-makers, men ? If so, were they not as guik,y as the wretch who
miscalled titled· aristocracy, who hav oppressed the peo- actually threw the shell ? If I advise and encourage you to
ple of England these long weary years. And along with kill a man, should you be punished and I go scot-free?
the downfall of this privileged class that pauper family of I think just as much of the miserable devil who has the
Englang, with its long train of treachery, crime, and oppres- courage to murder as I do of a coward who sits back and
sion, will hav to meet its inevitable doom. On its ruins let advocates it. I feel sorry for those condemned men, who
there be built a glorious republic-a government of the peo- should hav known better than to teach such principles-sorry
for their wives and children-but should I not hav as much
ple, by the people, and for the people.
feeling for the officers, who were protecting our lives and
While in England I found there were many republicansmen who are tired of the extravagance and waste of money; property, and were killed in cold blood? Hav they not
wives and children, who are equally as sensitiv to feeling as
men who hav read and studied their pitiful condition, and
are to':.day boldly demanding to know the reason why they those seven men, whom the law terms felons?
It is not necessary because we hav what we are pleased
hav to pay the enormous sum of £869,000, or nearly $4,350,000, to feed and keep in idleness a so-called royal family, a to call a "free country" that we allow the freedom of either
mere figurehead, that never was worth a cent to them except speech or press to be carried so far as to endanger the lives
to act in collusion with a rascally titled aristocracy to rob of our people. W c' ha v Ia ws that are made by men selected
and oppress them. Why is it that this same aristocracy of from the people and by the people for the better protection
about 532 families, holding 13,888 offices, steal (legally) £108,- of our freedom and form of government, and no man or class
614,632, or nearly $543,073,100, annually ?-forty of those of men hav any national, natural, moral, or physical right to
nice gentlemen holding offices to the nuinber of fifty and up- disobey any letter or part of those laws. If the majority of
wards each ; three of them holding over one hundred offices the people wish to change them, they can elect men for that
each; the highest number of offices held by one man being purpose. The vote of the poor counts as much as that of
one hundred and twenty-seven. Eight of those titled gentle- the rich man. I belong to the former class myself, but I do
men draw ·from the public treasury over $5,000,000 each an- not condemn the few who hav succeeded by strict attention
nually. · The highest amount paid to one man is £1,600,500, to business, using economy, good judgment, etc., or who
or nearly $8,002,500, annually. How does this showing look hav got money by what is termed" good luck." We all
to the workingmen of England? How is this for old merrie must "paddle our own canoe," and cannot use the water in
England with her big boast of freedom and liberty? Yet the which rests the canoe of another.
There is now being considered by the National Labor
Tory gentlemen say it's the cheapest thing we've got. And
League the placing of a national boycott upon a well-known
let me say these are statistics written by Englishmen.
manufacturer in an adjoining town, which is expected to hav
Another great question to be solved is put forward by the a bad effect on his business and to cause him to " come to
honest and thinking men of England. Where did this noble time" and pay higher wages or close business. This manuaristocracy obtain those vast possessions they now hold ? facturer now employs several hundred men, who are keepDid they work for them? No (with few exceptions), historj ing their families in a respectable way (or can), and hundreds ,
answers, Stolen from the people by dissolute and dishonest of others stand ready to take the place of those workmen as
monarchs and bestoweti on their fayorit chums, and the off- fast as any one or all quit work. Now, suppose the shop
spring of their favorit courtesans. In looking at the present should close, the manufacturers are perfectly able to retire
state of affairs, is it not time for honest men to call a halt to from business. What would be the consequence? Why,
such proceedings, and say to those noble lords: Your ancestors those now at work would be thrown out of employfnent, and
stole the landed estates you hold from us; you hav made the those now idle be no better off. But the League will say
laws ever since, and always largely in your own favor, and some other men with capital would take their places; but
if you wish to continue to make our laws you must go sub- not unless they can be assured there-is money in it and no
ject to the votes of the people?
strikes or boycotts to be ordered. When money is cheap, or
There is also another class of gentlemen that the people of at a low rate of interest, it is sure to seek investment, and if
England would do well to attend to. That is priestcraft, there is money in manufacturing, capital soon finds it out.
with its thirty bishops, a large majority of which sits in the
I believe strikes are a detriment to the laboring class, as a
House of Lords helping to make laws. It would seem at
general rnle, and while I like good wages as well as anyone,
first sight that in those gentlemen the toiling masses would
I do not ask or ex:pect capital to keep me or my family in all
surely find a friend; but no, sir, they hav ever been the
the luxuries of the land unless I work for it.
I hav no
poor, cringing suppliants at the feet of wealth and royalty. sympathy with men who strike for eight hours a day, spend
Read their history and the above record is true; thirty or
eight hours more in a saloon, while their wives are putting
more of them drawing from the people the snug little sum of
in sixteen hours per day in poverty at home, taking care of
£148,040, or nearly $740,200, annually, beside an army of a large family of children. This is my view on the quespriests doing the work. Mr. F. Martin, on this subject,
tion from my own observation in Chicago and other places.
says ill 1885 the total value of the ecclesiastical revenue must
The' poor man generally.is .the one w~o has the most. chilcertainly be about £112,000,000, or nearly $560,000,000, bedren, drinks the most beer, has more leisure hours, and IS the
side an estimated sum of $5,000,000 voluntarily subscribed first to be led away by bad advice. Let us support less
to the priests of Nonconformist congregations. A nice sum
superstition, better schools, make better laws, and liv up
this-isn't it ?-for superstition. Well may the thinking to those we hav better, and we will be better prepared to
men of England stand aghast and demand in thunder tones teach our children and liv ourselvs; hav more money, more,
what becomes of this enormous amount of money. Facts
better, and happie~ homes; wear better clothes, drink less
echo the answer, To keep in idleness, dissipation, and luxury
alcohol, and need les.s penitentiaries.
.a class of privileged drones called aristocracy, a pauper·
I cannot close without asking everyone to send to Conroyal family, and an army of worthless, designing priests,
verse Close, Grattan, Mich., for a little pamphlet on religpretending to get a living by promulgating and trying to perion in general (hav forgotten the title of the book).
I
petuate a superstitious theology that if they are the learned
know not the price nor whether he keeps them for- sale; a
men they profess to be they know to be false. Truly, Engpostal card will giv you the information. I hav never read
land needs many more men like Bradlaugh apd Labouchere
a work by any'l'(,uthor who used better language than Mr.
to fight the battles of political and religious liberty.
Close-very conservativ, offending none, and respectful to
But while I hav been talking of superstitious England
all. Also Dr. Geo. W. Brown, of Rockford, Dl.; a little
t~re remains some work for us to do here at home. We
work entitled "The Sunday Question," fifteen cents. Both
find rank ·superstition all around us. We hav had our
are good missionary tracts, and should .be printed for sale
Methodist and Baptist friends shouting themselvs hoarse for
for cheap distribution.
A. D. SwAN.
tbe last two weelts in a dist~cted meeting (that is what they
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I/Jdited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Rifler, Mass., to wlwm all Oommu:nicationsf<YI'
this Gomer should be sent.

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pBUse in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour.''

Until invaded by Christian priestsThen men and women died.
Here great libraries stood,
And schools of science and art;
Here Hypatia lost her life
By priests with inhuman hearts.
But now no dark deeds &re done
As in days of yore.
This beautiful city has fallen
To rise no more.
Lyons, N. Y.
CoNRAD RooKER.
3.-REBUS.

. Our "General."
I've a very distin~mished caller,
Or at least, so his title implies ;
He•s a general, and you would know it,
He looks so provokingly wise.
You should hear of biB wondrous adventuresHe has had manY narrow escapesBut his presence of' mind and his courage
Not a moment his heart forsakes. ·
He was shot once, but, just like a martyr,
He suffered with patience his pain,
And bore like a hero his trouble,
And never seemed onr-e to complain.
I confess be's just a bit •• cheeky".
When receiving or making a call,
But he;s dignified, gentle, and loving,
And appreciates kindness from all.
Though valiant and strong, he is quiet,
Inclined to be lazy, I fear;
But trusts in your friendship so fully
He'll call on yon year after year.
No lying, or swearing, or cheating,
He's guiltY of nothmg like that;
He'd scorn to get.tight, like some gen'rals,
But then-he is only acat.
But if he livs catly, not manly,
And does just the best that he can,
Why, isn't he doing his duty
As truly as many a min 1
Don't you think, if he's faithful and useful
Abroad, or at home· on the mat,
We can take his example with profit,
Although-he is only a cat? · ·
C. FANNIE.ALLYN.

The World We Liv In.
Many religious persons write volumes on
the world beyond the grave, or the "-heavenly
home;" but the one that most concerns us at
present is the world we liv in .now, with its
lovely flowers and flowing streams, its singing
birds, its lofty .hills, and smiling va1leys.
They all remind us that the resources of the
world we liv in are vast in regard to ideal
beauty as it is in stupendous grandeur. The
world we liv in forms one of the planets
which revolve around the .sun as a center by
•Jnerring laws, known as centrifugal force
and specific gravity. So exact are these laws
that astronomers hav calculated the length of
a year to the tenth of a second·, though of
course we little children know very little
about astronomy, except what is told us, and
what we read in geography. But it appears
from what we know about it that there is no
necessity for an almighty God to superintend
this world, which is superintended by an unerring law of matter. Consequently I think
it remains for us to study the world we liv in
and not the future. This world with its
beauty and grandeur . of nature contains
enough to occupy a lifetime. To cherish the
laws which regulate the sociality of our
personal being, and not a legendary faith of
something beyond the grave, is sufficient for
the world we liv in.
GERTIE MARTIN, aged 12.
Br{)1()nlfVille, Or.

[The above is cleverly written for a little
girl, and wins the three small toys offered a
few weeks ago, which has been sent to Gertie's address. Carrie A.bbot has also written
a very good essay on the above-named subject, which will be printed hereafter.-ED.
C. C.]
.
------~~~-----

Our· Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

What musical instrument is here represented?
2.-A OITY.
A city famous far and wide,
A city fair to see,
And in it very long ago.
What may this city be ?
- - was its name,
For fame known far and wide,

A geographical fact.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OHILDREN 1S OOHNER,
DEO. 11, 1886.
1.-Few men understand boys. 2.-Hy-rlrology. 3.-Do not ride a free horse to death.
4.-Be upright.
~~-----4~~--~-----

Correspondence.
WHEATLAND, OR., Dllc. 1, 1886.
Miss SusAN WIXON, Deatr Friend: As I saw
my other letter in print I, thought I would
write again. I am going to school. It commenced the first Monday in October, and will
be out in two weeks. Mamma has gone to
Kansas on a visit to her relativs; she has been
gone st. ven weeks. I would like to see her
·back again. We expect her in two or three
weeks. We hav a pet deer. My brother
caught it on Cape Lookout, so we named it
Lookout. It was very little when he got it
but is now one and one-half years old. Sh~
will stand up and get her nose over a limb,
and then bring it down and eat the leaves off.
it is cunning to see her. The children wili
not dare to come in the yard when she is
loose. We hav a genuin bird dog; it is a
pup yet, but she has lots of sense. Pa took
~er out hunting, and, as young as she is, she
will scent the birds. Her name is Trixie.
Well, I will close. Yours with love,
MAUD WILLIAMSON.
NoRWIOH, CoNN., Dec. 7, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: In a late TRUTH BEEKER
you published a letter from Miss Katie Kehm
which suggested to me that a ~ood lesson
for young people might be denved from a
short account of a few facts concerning the
writer of that letter herself. I know Miss
Katie very well. She was a member of the
Children's Lyceum, organized and conducted
by me during an engagement with the Ottumwa
Libe;al S~ciety some. two or three years ago.
She IS a girl of good mtellect, strong will and
indomitable -courage and perseverance. 'Her
education was acquired against difficulties
and discoura!J;ements that few children hn.v to
encounter. Being an ardent Freethinker and
always outspoken in support of her own
views, she naturally aroused the prejudices
of her teachers and. the la!'g~ majority of her
schoolmates, who were horrified at her blunt
speech and Infidel ideas. Althou~h of a very
sensitiv nature, and fully consmous of the
!J;eneral dislike consequent upon her independent views, yet the brave girl toiled on toward
the goal of her desires, leaving behind in the
race most of her competitors and graduating
with honor !Lnd merit.
J;>urin!l' her school years many were the
sharp skirmishes she had with both teachers
and school-fellows ; but her ready speech and
sound logic soon became recognized, and her
opponents were only too willing to hoist the
white flag in token of truce. On one occasion, when called upon to prepare an essay
to be read before the school, Katie horrified
her teacher by choosing as · her subject
"Thomas Paine" Vain were all the objections ; the resolute girl declared she would giv
that or none. The most she would consent to
was the modification of a few sentences in
which she .bore rather heavily upon the
Author-hero's defamers.
She carried her
point, read her essay, and for the first time
in their lives the large majority of the pupils
listened to the truth regarding the merits and
deeds of that heroic man. · All honor to the
brave girl who dared to defend the right regardless of opposition.
Katie afterward repeated her essay before
the Lyceum, and for a girl of sixteen it was a
fine production, well worthy its noble subject.
Since graduating, Miss Kehm has delivered
a Liberal lecture at the Opera House in Ottumwa to a large audience. I did not hear it
but am· told it was an excellent one. I a~
sorry to learn from her letter that she is debarred from teaching because of her Liberal
views. Perhaps it is just as well. She is
capable of teaching in a wider field than the
four walls of a primary school.· Let Liberals
giv her a. call, pay her expenses and a moderate compensation, and I hav no doubt she
will be glad to deliver her lecture anywhere
in the vicinity of her home. Surely her
courage and devotion deserve recognition.
Who will be the first to offer it?
Let me add, Miss Katie has no knowledge
of any intention of mine to write this, but I

feel that it is due her to be known and hon- ! hat and left. I.hav never been back since,
ored in this public manner.
W. F. PEox. ; even to get my books. I was cqnfirroed by
[We cheerfully giv place to the .above Jet- t~e bishol! not long ago. I had never r~ad a
ter, and would call particular attention to it. BIJ.>le until ab?ut a m?nth ago. I was sur1 ·
.
. .
I pnsed to find It contamed such trash and
t mdor~es our p.revieusly formed. opmion nonsense. I am livin with a lady.who takes
that Katie Kehm IS one of our bnght and , THE TnuTII BEEKER. ~he and her family Jil;e
wide-awake young ladies of whom the Lib- · it very much. This is my first letter. Hop.
e·ral world may be proud. She has exhibited ing you will aorrect all mistakes,
.
a rare independence and devotion to princiI remain yours,
MINNIJJ: DAIJ.EY.
pie, preferring to lose place and position
[Minnie is evidently too bright a girl to l1av
rather than yield her views of right and jus- 1her mind clouded by superstition. We hope
tice. Since she evinces marked talent as • to hear from her again.-ED. C. C.]
:.:cc.c=..
a teacher and reformer; we heartily second
the suggestion of Brother Peck, and trust
JliiD1JCED TO $l.OiJ~
she may soon be called to a wider field and a
~ ,.
larger phttform than that of a country echoolI I-IE ·STORY HOUR.
house.-ED. C. C.]
'
A B~ok for Children and. Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
WHEATLAND, OR., Sunday, Nov. 28, 1886. j

I

I

Miss S. H. WixoN: This is the first letter
I have written to the Corner. As there hav
not been many letters in for the last two or
three weeks, I thought you might like to hear
from Oregon.
.
Wheatland is not a very lar~e town. It can
boast of about one hundred mhabitants. It
is tolerably lively when the farmers are hauling their grain to the warehouse. There were
about one hundred and twenty-five thousand
bushels of wheat stored here this fall. The
boats are running, and it will be shipped
down th~ river to different places. We hav
had such a dry summer that the river has
been too low for the boats to coine up, but
the Snag boat has been up, and cleared the
channel, and since the rain theyhav come up.
We lake a good many papers, including
THE TRUTH BEEKER, and I like it about the
best of all. The first thing I do when it
comes is to look at the pictures (I think they
are splendid), and then I read the Corner. It
snowed here last Sunday, but the snow melted
as soon as it touched the ground. It had
rained the night before, and the ground was
da_IDp.
Wishing you success with the Corner, I
remain, Yours, with respect,
A. MAY WILLIAMSON.
CIM.MPLIN, MINN., Nov. 28, 1886.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: Having become quite
interested in the Children's Corner of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, I thought I would like to giv
you a little history of myself. I am a little
Catholic girl, thirteen years old. I hav been
going to the s~sters' school one year and a
half. I stopped going to school last spring
on account of having a little trouble. One of
my schoolmates, a girl about the same age at!
myself, had a piece of wrapping-paper which
she kept bothering me with all the forenoon.
Finally I pinned it to her skirts; soon she
went to ask the sister a. word in her spelling,
the paper trailing after her. Investigation
found me guilty. The priest was sent for,
and when he came he told me I could either
take a whipping or leave school. I took my
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ITS PRINCIPLES.
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SIXTY-FIVE YEARS' INVARIABLE SUCCESS.
the promulgation of Constrnctiv Secularism in the'
Best known remedy for all afi!iciions of t.hese affairs of every-day life.
· ·
nr1mn•. WEAK EYES. WEAK EARS, DE~F
"Secular Thought" will be purely Agnostic in,
NESS, and 0,\.l'ARRHAL AFFECTION::; imrnedi- reference to all phases of Alleged Spiritualism.
at.eJy rPitchtrl. FAILING SIGH'r pr~venttd.
"Secular 'J.'hon~tht" will contain articles from
ROARING or DRUMMING OF EARS will cease. leading writers m Europe and America npon,
One llox tells the whole story.
BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO.
Science, Philosophy, and General Educational
Topics. It will also set apart special departments.
Price, by mail, 30 cents.
CONTENTS:
to the consideration of Progressiv thonllht in.
G. A. LOMAS, Shakers, N. Y.
Great Bnt.ain, the United States, and· Canada. ·
"Secular Thought" will not assail the Truth,
SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED BY THE BIBLE.
Use Shakers' Spiritene for the Piles.
found iu a11y religion; it will a1m only at destroy-ing the infinence of errors bm·n of priestcraft,.
SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED BY THE CHRISdogmatism, and perpetuated prejudice.
TIAN CHURCH.
PER!i'ONA.L EXISTENCE A F1'ER " Secular Thought" will giv notices of new books.
having for their object the Physical, Intellectual,.
SPIRITUALISM A NECESSITY IN GoD's GENDEA'l'H HIPROBA.BLI.t
Moral, and s-ocial elevation of the people.
"Secular 'rhonght ,. will vindicate the right of
ERA.L GOVERNMENT.
Free lnqnir~ and Free Speech, while always main-·
SPIRITUAL MEDIUMSHIP.
By L. R. SMITH.
taming dne respect tor the Vlews of those who difOBJECTIONS TO SPIRITUALISM ANSWERED. Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Pric~, 10 cents. fer from its own hne of thought.
SECULAR THOUGHT
Will be published every Thursday. Terms, $2.00 a·.
Published and for sale by
Like all THE TRUTH BEEKER'S publications, the
'year,
paid
1n
advance.
Bingle copies, 5 cents;
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
mechanical execution of the work is all that could
All communications for the__l!aper to be adbe desired. Good paper, clear type-in short, a
dresse'h.at present, to Charles Watts, 8ll Berkeley·
neat little volume.
street, Toronto, Ont.
.· .A. CYCLOPEDIA FOR SALE.
'fhe first number of "Secular Thought" willi
The primary object of the work, as its title indiarticles_, npecially written for this journal.
cates, is to sustain Spiritualism, bnt the absJ;lrdi- A Freethinker in straitened circnmstancfs deoir~s contain
by
Col. 11. G; ingersoll, M1ss H. Gardener, and
ties of the Christian religion, and the abomina- to sell a set of Zell's Encyclopedia, revised edition Dr. Foote, of New York. Also contributions from
for
1883,
fonr
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volumes
bound
iu
l.,atber.
tions of the old .Tew book, get a terrible shaking Condition as good as new, Price./.. $15. Addrea. .Mrs. E. Lynn Linton, and other well-known
writers.
np. The book contains mnch to interest every
CYCLOP,~<;D[A,
2t52
!lEND ORDERS AT ONCE.
intelligent reader. • • • Colonel Kelso has done Care of the Truth Seeker Co., 33 Clint.on Place
New
York.
5lt[
much acceptable work in the canse of Freethonght
and Liberalism all over the land. Send for his
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF
new book-read it-pnt it into the hands of every
Christian; it will teach him that the way of the
fool is foolishness. Every Liberal who reads it
The Problem of the Universet and
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newed.-Joll.n Peele.
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tf
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and· dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-da:v."-John
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C. B. REYNOLDS·
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A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.
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By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait H. BuRR, one of onr ablest correspomfents. More
of the Author. Translated by BEN.r.
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Nihilism is scarcely extravagance.-Boston .Adver.John B. Relso, A.M.

--<>Admirers of the Great Naturalist, and practically ttser.
.
.
the father of Evolution, will be ~lad to know that
It is perhaps the book wh1ch has most powerwe hav a fine lithoyraph of him for sale-size fully influenced the youth of Russia in their
18}1l'x24 inches on heavy plate _paper. Framed, the groWth into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
picture will make a splendid ornament for the noteworthy as a work which has pla;yed so impornarlors of Freethinkers. Priclb,25 cents.
tant a part in the political and soctal history of
.
Address THE TRuTH BEEKER,
the century.-Boston Courier.
As a revelation of folk hfe it is invaluable; we
·hav no other Russian pictures that compare with
it.-.Provtaence Star.
The.characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
that the interest in their fate becomes intense as
the
thread of the narrativ is slowly nnwonnd.THE BIBLE: WHERE DID W:Jl) .GET IT Boston
Saturaav .Eventnu Gazette.
•
When we come to consider the publication of
AND WHAT IS IT?
snch books as Flanbert's ''Salammbo" and Tchernychewsky's "What's To Be Done T" we cannot
BY SALADIN, editor of the London "Secular avoid the conclusion that something must hav
happened to the society for the suppression of
Review."
indecent literature.-&. Louts RIJ]I'Ubltcan.
Issued in six parts. Fonr parts now ready. Price
In cloth, $1; paper, 711 cente.
25 cents· each.
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II Olil1$on Place, New York.
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Golden Throne, a Romance.

11

The

author certainly hall genius. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book.1s1llled witk
manly thonght~ expressed in manly wordsthe transcnpt o a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.
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in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
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them. Price, 10 eta.

Promethl'us. A poem. "It is crammed

with life, thought, and profound emotion~
J)Onred farth, it seems to me, with extraordi-nary beanty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLows. $1.

Gottlieb, His, Life. A Romance of:
Earth, Heaven:; and Hell. Pric.e 25 ·cents.

Why Don't He Lend a -,.Hand, and1
other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 eta.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic versioJL

version of the Indian Stocy of the Garden of
Eden, in which its snperionty to the mntilaterl ·
copt-the Genesis legend-ill shown. Price 10 •
ce-.go~· all of the above a:ddress ·'
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

,, THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
·Published at Hammonton, N.J. Mario Howland 1
and Eduard Howland, Editors •. J. M.Pl'Yse an.d J.
M. Bnrgler, Printers. 'l'his paper is devoted specially to the interests of ·onr colonization enter-·
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Freedom for man to think before tradition's musty threatens freedom of speech, .though church- experience in creed, dogma:; lind' myth 'says :'
:OooJr~view.
LIBERTY, as delivered ·by the Goddess at her Once ~!~~he ·text, twice for the gloss, and three .members do not gen'imilly appreciate that " These [tests] you can obtain from any good
unveiling in' the harbt)r of New York, Detimes for himself.
they must themselvs share· the fruits .of their medium." I hope he :will giv me the.riame
cember 28, 1886. Brooklyn, N .. Y. Pub- Freedom in all its shining forms, for science; and own intolerance. A: work that invites all the of just one good mediu~, so I can try· again.
lished by the author at 1,248 Bedford Ave.
for art;
·_
warring parties to a pf;Uley is worthy of at:. A:11 who .hav read Kelso's other excelHmt
1886.
.
Freedom for all the industries that multiply the tention, and it seems ;that nothing can be works will be anxious to read .this one. BeOne of the most remarkab\e poems of our F dmart.
more temperate and agreeable th_an the man- lievers will want. it, because they are eager
time has J·ust been published .byits author',·
ree om from those restrictiv laws whose revenues hav ceasedner in which the author of "Spiritualism for all help they can get to su.stain their fliinsy
Rev.l'rliller Hageman, better·,kJlown as the Freedom-for the best government is that which Sustained by the Bible" invites the critics to cause;· unbelievers will want it, wondering
" Bir.d Poet," some· of whose mmor poems
governs least.
"come and reason together ••; '
• what. a man of Kelso's acuteness and reasonhav appeared in Tim. TRUTH s~. This
The goddess points out· the dangers that
,..._~
v·
c
ing powers can say in favor ·of this most won.IILim_:__• EVA ,. • OLLINS.
poem was written for the dedication of- the threaten freedom, and denounces her ene'
derful md widespread delusion of. the day.
statue of Liberty. It was accepted by the mies:
. .
·
.
:
.
EuliNA DRAKE StENKER.
committee of arrangementsas·.tiui poe~ of the Cursed be the law that grants away lioriZoned
sPmiTUALISM: susTAnhw.
day, but, owing to the drenching
which
leagues of land,..
'
In his new work, " Spiritua.Iisk Sustained,'·'
VOLTAIRE'S ROl\lANOES.
spoiled the day's festivities; .it :was foun:d That reads God's title to the globe, grasped by a: Mr. Kelso has, as is ~his w_ ont, ;gone to bedL_·
I lmv just_ J;e_. ad these romances_ of Voltaire,
·
··
·· · ·
dead man's hand;
,
··
necessary to abbreviate. the· prognull.,\.and That leaves a: scion of the soiliri poverty to go
rock, and proved his case conclusivly, so faj.- and must say they ar!l truly wondeiful.
this poem, with other exercises, w;as·omitted. Without a home above the grotind, without a as " The Bible," "The Chrisiian Church,~'
Combining all the cha.tms· of romance with
No evil is ever entireiy umffix'eq with. gqod,
grave below. .
.. .
and . "Necessity in God's Ge:tiera.I GovemL the philosophy of the sage-all the marvels of
and the necessary suppressmg}~qf;:Ctbe..4Joem, , Honor the proleta~t, but spurn the gnilty ~etch ment ". are concerned.
•
.
. a Munchausen, or a Gulliver, with the common
· whichwas considered
e-rl!'a~'ih(!::_ii~e, has, Who:::~~~~~~~ gifts for what the pmch of I do not see Iio:w-·fhy believerl in these dog~ sense of a sound thinker-he produces· stories
proved a blessing, in so far as if has led to its Ctirsed be the law, aye, doubly cursed, th~~ot dun- mas can reject Spiritualism as a real truth', that charm, interest, and enlighten.
publication in book fonn/,-JThe pecUliar
geons men for debt; .
·
!lfter reading these three chapters of the book~
There is a world of sarcasm and ridicule of
merit of thi!l poem appears in the author's That huddles vice behind its bars, ·and frees it but when he comes to. giying ;real proofs o,f pious absurdities, and a keen satire and wit,
terse, crisp way of saying. things that the That ::~;~t ireasury for spoils, that seats with-· the gho!!tlY. commupings. of shadows with of which none save Voltaire hav ever been
out rebuke
substance, there he seen:J,s to me .to hav lost cap·able. · Every novel-reader whc .Wants fun,
world is eager to listen to; and when these
sayings become better Jm,P.wn~t"theyt. ~ot Ou tluones of corporativ power a coronet ted his usually strong judgment and, acute reason!- wit ~U~d wisd()m, philosophy, p,i{LU:a!lcy, and
fail to be used frequently as apt'quotatiO:ds. ·
duke.
ing. powers, and to hav become a "blind simplicity done up in rich and sjtarklfug senThat great master of rhetoric, Colonel Inger- Before the law was written down with parchment leader of tiie blind." In all this part -of the tences should secure these rpmances.
or with pen, ·
book we are as~ed to take, ~amf!,, visions,
Voltaire was probably the wisest man the
soli, could not: hav copceived_ ptore,~radical
ideas,. nor clothed tlieiil in J.tUi~ge more Before the iaw made:·citizens, the morallaw made -clap-trap, and thaumaturgy for! realities_. He world has ever produced_:.the most far~seeing.
startling, yet chaste ~d .p9etic, than has Mr. Law ::"~ds.for hiiman rights, but when itfails wisely says the tests. which converted hirit . The: book is }>eautifully gotten up; and is
Hageman. The most· eXtraordinary part of
those rights to giv,
would be no tests to others, but yet he ask!! edited and· annotated by Peter Eckler, w_hich
the matter is that Mr. Hageman, while giying Then let la:w die, my brothers, but let human us to believe in test-mediumsJ 1
fact of. itself should make it eagerly sought
•
utterance to the noblest thoughts mthe most
beings:liv.
This is too much like saying, miracles will after and carefully read.
'
sublime language, cannot relinquish the idea.
The goddess pictures Great Heaven's not convince, but you must believe in miracleI bought my copy intending to sell it when
that he is an orthodox Clergyman.
· Olympus repeopled with new gods; and de- workers.
read, but find it far .too valuable to part with.
There is inspiration in the opening couplet. scribes the gods ·and their characteristics,
Now, I, for one, haJD consulted the 'Dflr1/ belt
When I find a good thing, I always want
It prepares and appetizes the reader for the thus:
.
.
mediums, and hav seen· almost every phase others to share the treasure.
·
feast that is to follow:
What godu-the Lord'B-anointed, clothed with a of the ph~omena., and hav. written to dozens
Handsome 1.2mo, 448 pages, laid. paper,
divine decree'
·
of psychometrists, clairvoyants~ ·etc., etc. I with 67 engravings. Price, cloth, beveled
The dawn ia 6n the mountain-tops, the night ia
No!-for
at every
don·e. these _thing·s m· all.
_.·ea·.mes. ess of boar ds , $.2.00• H-'"
· fiying fast,
·
libertY.
. . step they blocked
. . the way
. to bav·
u
u
..... calf or h-'"
..., morocco,
The light the world hath wa~ted for so long has What god,a T-tha scholars in their stalls, dishon- . heart,.~d.:wilh ..a. real Q.,!!Sire to find actual marbled edges, $4.00. Sold by the Truth
come at last. ·
·
estly·devout·T
..
·
phenomena, but I've nevet·found a_ single Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New
· Liberty, released from the dark caves of ig- No-for they scoured the candlestick, but put the test of any kind ; yet a m_ an of Kels_o's wide York.
ELMlliA.
candle out.
norance.and superstition; where shehad lorig
Whence come thy goda, 0 Liberty, froni cloisters,
lain imprisoned, .emerges holding with tireless
senates, thron!)B T
.. . •
.
hand a torch lighted .in .the land of Lafayette, Answjlr, ye ·racks, ye wheels, ye stakes, ye ·cbaina,
·
and illumins the bariner· of freedom.
· · · "ye durigeoned-groans. ·
Who are these gods 1 popes, judges, kings, enBed·fiamed its stripes of morning light, bright
shrined with storied bust 1
streaked its silver bars,
AnsWer, Ye waters· and ye winds that waft the
And, breaking. through the azure blue, shone out
martyrs• dust.
·
the morning stars.
Then a chorus of martyr voices join in the
,
..
Till, scoffing at the nia'ht that came to mook thee charge to Liberty: .
,c
in the dark,
·
··
·
Watch with eternal vigilance; let no ~an ~ke thy This being the tnn:e of year when friends be:U. t~ijtimofiy to thefi' friendship by making
Thy heart with one electric throb shot out yon
.crown.
_
. presents, we respectfully call the at~ntion of. Freetbi,nkers to the following
quivering spark,
Upon thy deep, colossal . calm the centui1es look
iist of books which are eminently fit for C~imas and New
The currents of whose truth shall thrill till all the
. down."
: ·
.
.
· sons of earth
Watch-such a charge as thou.dost ke!Jp, by all thy
Year's presents; At the head of the list stands
hall feel what liberty hath cost and .what its light
sons on' high,
.
.. ,
isworth.
: Brooks not one'tremor of the hand, one closing of
PROSE POEMS AND SELECTIONS. By RoBERT G. !NGERSOU:.. The
the eye. .
·
·
The poet then asks :
work is desi~ed for and will be accepted by. admiring friends as a rare perBy that immortal robe of thine thy form so warmly
Whence sprang the l.jght that lit thy torch 1
sonal souvemr. To help it serve this purpose, a fine steel portrait, with
wears,
. .
autograph fac-simile, has been prepared especially for .it. Price, in silk
To which the goddess answers.:
Welded together with our blood and'ltdven from
cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50;. in half calf, mottled edges,
our prayers.
.. . ·
Shut up within the darkened soul, there yearned By every
elegant library style, l4.50 ; in full -'Purkey morocco, . gilt, exquisitly fine,
thre(ld, by every fold, by ev~ry':filament,
· since time began
$7.50; in full tree calf,. highest possible style and finish, $9. "Prose
fiber of thy· frame througli which our
The li~rht of that immortal truth-~he liberty of By every
Poems" is the·book for one heretic to present to another.--.But to do good
life is sent,
man. ,
as well as c_onfer pleasure, Liberals can place upon the Christmas table· of
Through'-the long, tortuous labyrinth of ignorance By all who suffered for thy sake, bY..all who died
for thee,
.
•
their Christian-friends
..
;
and ·doub~,
The slow proceBBion of the past is winding dimlY Hold up that hand for Liberty till all tM world ia
free •
INGERSOIJL'S L.ECTURES COMPLETE. Bound in one volume, half
.out.
at length thy lonely task of prophecy is
calf., library style, and contain.ing over 1,300 pages, which is sold at the
Borne not with outward signs of pomp the warder And when
done,
exceedingly low price .of $5~--For a present to a Christian lady (and Chrisheard or saw,
·
Come
up,
thou
daughter
of
the
dawn,
and
stand
tian gentleinim can profit by it as well) no boak can be more appropriate than
That light came forth the latent power ohiniversal
within tke sun.
law.
·
The poet then drifts into transcendentalism, :MEN, WOMEN, AND GODS. By HELEN. H. GARDENER. Introduction. 'J?y
In every country of the earth since years were in and iri the. pr,esence of &lithe attending worlds
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 50· cents. This edition is retheir youth,
,
vised and .enlarged, and handsomely bound.
~e··Iight ~f liberty is 11ashed upon the uniThe greatest friend of liberty hath been the light
verse,
and
the
effort
concludes,
leaving
every.
...
of trutli.
The following novels and romances are all Fre~tliought works, inculcating truths, and
li1 every nation of the past whose ll'lory hath de- thing in a blaze of glory. When we inform.
·. .·. creasil'd,
are handsomely bouJ;~.d :
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER that Mr.
The greatest foe to liberty, the craft of king and Hageman is. a graduate of Princeton, and still
priest• .·
NATHANIEL vAUGHAN, PRIEST AND MAN. By FREDERIKA MAolooks with greai fondness ~pon his alma
DONALD. Price $1.25.
·
The goddess then points to· the birth of '17UUer, they will readily imagin the irate
freedo~ in this country : .
McCosh anxiously looking about for a bireh MARTYRDOM OF MAN. By WmwooD READE. Price $1.75.
FreedoJii for every man· to come and every man switch with which to spank this naughty
''·'
to~ro; ··
,
·.
..
H. WI;9N.
Price
poet, who has" given sucha vicious and-Vig- THE STORY HOUR. For the children. .. . By Miss SuSAN.
t
. .
Freecimn for every man to 'reap whatever he can
$1.00.
OrOlis kick at ' the batiered and bottomless
•BOW.
,
, .
Freedom from party prejildioe; from threat of kettle of orthodoxy. .
VOLTAIRE'~ ROMANCES. Cloth, $2.00; half calf or half morocco, $4.
' craft or guild ;
I
: ..
ED. w. CJUMBERLAIN.
,Freedom for every man to vote, for' every man to
APPLES OF. GOLD. For the children. By Miss SuSAN H. Wrx:oN. Price
.• build;
'.
, .
. $1.25.
~·
For every man to own himself, to act his manhood SPIRITUALISM SusTAINED B"i: THE BmLE. By
,. '.
Colonel Kelso. For sale at this office.
.
.
.
.
out;
ALL
IN
A·
LIFETIME.
By
Miss
SuSAN
H.
WrxoN,
Price $1.25.
Free to believe or disbelieve and doubly free to
Colonel Kelso's latest work, " 8piritualism
doubt.
Sustained by the Bible," appears to be entirely THE DA \\'NlNG. A Labor Reform nQvel. . Price $L50.
Freedom from aping forms of cant; that snivels, unanswerable and unobjectienable. These
drawls, and brags,
.
·
OF INDUSTRY. For the Boys. By JAMES PARTON. With
From fashions that adorn the dust, but leave the terms' may convey the idea of a nonenity in CAPTAIN~
Portraits. Price $1.25.
soul in rags.
volum~s, but applied to the production ofthat
Freedom from all alliances between the.'?hurCh master"l~c;:ian, John R. Kelso, they describe, GOLDEN THRONE. By SAMUEL.P. PuTNAM. Price $1.
That a~~e~!:tethe body polltic with ~erdotal a discotdse that is well rounded and perfectly
weight.
finished. 1 There is absolutely no roughness WAIF~ AND WANDERINGS By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. Price $1.
Freedom from old paternal power; drivel of dotard by which the opposition can obtain a hold. Romances are more specially in keeping with th~ 'sea~on· (Christmas is a pagan romance),
. Ianda,
This work says to the Chrisiian .: . "Accept
but the foregoing list includes books containing a great deal of fact.
Freedom-for power ia only safe n all the people's the testimony of your QWn witness., You
hands.
·
·
.-oFreedom for scholar and. for school, for xiulpit, cannot fly from this point. To Freethinkers
press, and speech,
· of all denominations I would say this is the
.
IF
THE
LIST
IS
NOT
SUFFiCIENTLY
EXTENSIV, SEND FOB A OATALOG.
For creeds that once hav oe~ed to learn· hav also best· compendium of Liberal ~guments I hav
,·
ceased to ~ach._ .• ' '
.
. ever seen. l)o' not' be prejudiced by the
Freed~m !rom lgoor~~once, whose God 18 · euperstl- name; Spiritualism asks nothing more than a
.
., .
.
tion 11 ghost,
Th68e books will be Bent by mail po~tpaitl. Addn-688 .
From dogmas·that hav made the cross a martyr's tna1 by common sense. No one.pan be blind
pillory-post.
· to the fact that the church · continually
THE TRUTH SEEKER: CO., :83 :CJ.iiltoil Place, New York.

!

ram

an

·tn·

Books for Presents.

~

Ingersoll's
The Gods. Paper, 5(
In five lectures.L compr
!' Humboldt_i' " '.l'nomas
lty,n and " Heretics and
The Ghosts. Paper, 5
Oontents: "The Ghosts •
Woman, and Ohild," "TI
de~endence," "About :E
•· The Grant Banqueh" •
Olark," "The Past fiise
Dream," and "A Tribute

Some .Mistakes of .Ho1
cloth, Sl.SG.
Interviews on Talma
plain cloth, $1.25.

What .Host We Dow
per, ll5 cents.

The Christian Reli1
lngersoY, Judge. Jeremia
George Jf. Fisher. Papm

Orthodoxy.

56 pa.g

10 cents, $1.00 per doz. :r
large, clear ~e, and co
co~d be delivered in t·
T!rls makes a grand l i
Liberals should scatter jj

Ingersoll Catechised

a Number of Vital Ques
tbe editor of the San Jl'r
ce!lt,s per dozen; 25 cop'
Millions of these should I

Vindication of ThOJ
the attacks of the New y
ert G. ln.iersoll. Price,

Address o:U: the Civ

Large size octavo, paper.

In~ersoll's Lectures·
Bound in one volume •
for !l;lr. Ingersoll's works
an his lectures, except tl
d oxy,".bound m one bea
calf, libracy: style, and
paJ!'es, which is sold at
~rzoe of $11, Bent by mail

T r1bntes.

There ha

M>Plications for Mr In
His Brother," "The VisioJ
§anLiq~et Toast," and tbe
ttle. Harry Miller's G
be,en prmted on hea:ey to
mmblated bor!fer, and m IE
e for framing, and the j
to any address, for OOots,,

.Prose Poems and St
·

new book is a gem. It ie
spect. In faott one of t
best ever issuea. It con
ebrated "Decoration D~
fore published, and all tJ
heretofore printed in va;
brought together till n
selected from the speec
urea, letters, table-til.lka
versationa of the author~
for
andpersonal
will be accepted
y a ...
rrcll'i'11r~·.,.,·r--~~1PP':iiiiie~'*ln"rl'e";(;il'OiElli:,n::--r*•.....-"-r""""--------..._.....- - - -....... . . . ,
a rare
souveniJ~. To belp 1 serve thiS
aper,.,uc; e. Otn, .....
purp9se,t a nne steel po~rait, witb,autograJ?b
AddreBB THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
fac sl.ID.lle, has been pre .l'ed espemallr. for 1t.
: 83 Olin ton Place, New .York.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beve tiC edges, gilt back
and Bide, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, eleAS'l;'UDY
'-- _ gant li~~ry style, $4.50; m f-.ill Turl!:ey moFor sale at this office.
Price. il.OO.
01"
rocco,
, EttqUtm~",-r.t!! r 1n --run tree
calf, highest possibl.Ei style and finish, $9,
FREETIIOUGHr l\ OVJ:I.S.
The Busts of' Voltaire, Paine, and

~nget:soll.

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY
BY LEWIS C. JANES.

Cabinet size; true to

Tbls book treats of tbe natural evolution of tbe
Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
Pale.stinian Judaism and Roman PagaBism; inPhotographs of Colonel Ingersoll. Testigates tbe history of tbe founder of Christianpanel, 10~x17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40 ity in tbe light of tbe latest 11cientific criticism of
cents; card, 20 eta.
tbe New Testament; sliows that tbe true story of
the Man Jesus, and bis genuin teachings are
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
sep.arable from tbe latez: leg~ndaz:y accretions
which bav confounded him wttb the mythical
Practical Experience with Poultry.
Cbrist 7 and traces the natural development of
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. Tbis is a little book- Cbristtan dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
Complete
references and full index. 820pp, SVo,
a pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an egf:. It is cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
well called "practical," for we find n othmg unBold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.
~ractic~ in it. H!Jns, ducks,!eese1 and turkeys!
a.re partiCularly discussed an tbetr economica
A SKETCH OF THE LIFE
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
01!'
practical hint~ abo~t .keeping poultry on .a large
scale, and, all mall, 1t 1s a very useful addition to
the poultry literature of tbe day.
OB Tllll:
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
83 Olinton Place, New York.
First Ten Decades of OUr Era.
BY
DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Designed to show upon tbe authority of History
that Apolloniua of Tyana performed miracles and
An Examination of the Tariff Question with ~oke wise sayings equal to tlwse attributed to
Jesus Christ. 350pp,, octavo, best style. Price $2.50.
Especial Regard to the Interests of Labor.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER office.
life, pncet $1.50 each. ETery admirer of these
apostles or Religious Liberty should hav them

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA,

Protection or Free Trade
BY HENRY CEORCE

In th.is book the author designs to show that
benefiCial results would follow the abolition
of all tariffs on importations.
Octavo, 360pp.; price, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

-

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

E x:eter Hall.

" One of the most excit-

ing romances of tbe day.•
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

N'lthanieJ Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked abilitx. Egual to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

The Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From tbe London editwn. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80 cents.

ASHORf LESSON IN HISTORY.

TRAVELS IN FAITH

BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
For Bale at this Office.
Olotb, 11.115.

BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cants.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who bav
helped tbe world; together with eiltbt portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no oommendation. Tbey
are standard.
Prict>~,

AddreBB

•

•
•
•
- $1.!!:i.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

IS Olinwa l'1aoe. New York.

THE CO-OPEBATIVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.

191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "Tbe great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in sucb a marked de~re~. .even
A double-page picture contrasting science and
from so gifted a pen as that of Mtas w 1 xon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to theology, showing how tbe one bas labored for
most readers in tbe Freethoug)lt ranks." Pzice, human advancement, and how tbe other bas
$1.50. Address
THE TIWTH SEEKER.
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one doze.n, 50 cents
twei!ty-fivc copies for $1; on.e hundred copies for
$3. We wish that tbe friends of Freetbongbt would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
Dedicated to the clergy

<JU8t Pub!tshea, JUZI/1, 1886) ~
A colored frontispiece shoWing th_
of painting,
A cardboard supplement, ingenious,,
colored, to supply all the neccessary ..
constructing a model bouse, with plam dil.
for putting thent together.
While the supplement affords both old anc.
youn~t tbe !(rea test amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyiny from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Dexigns for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel,
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
BENT, Pos"rPA.ID, oN RECEll'T oF PBIOE, $1.
•
Address

A II in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

From Tradition to Reason.

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLICAL MYTH

=::s~'cl~ht·;~~r::iY.t'~J!'[L~~~~!lffer~it~:" ~:

written Radical romance. B~· Wm. McDonnel11.
author of Exeter Hall, Famzly Creeds, Day oz
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents: cloth, $1.25.

OR,

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
JII(')N SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one bandsome 12mo volume of near_ly 1 000 pages, fully
illustratQd. Olotb, $3.25-i.n English or German
SA.CRED MYSTERIES
A. new cheap edition at only $1.50.
AMONG THE
BOIENCE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
Bol'J)octor, and Bponsie, tbe Troublesome Monkey Mayas and the quiches ll,:iOu
Bi<Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 eacb, or $5
Years Ar,ro.
J,16t set; or five volumes in one for $2.
$XUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG
*pages, illustrated and cloth bound, (The fifth
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
vQlume of "Science in Btor.y.") 50 cents.
Price, $2,50.
TI!ustrated.
RAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Heady ReFor Bale at this office.
ciPes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
Dr- Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
BANITARY-BOIENCE SERIES <Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Bela tion to Disease, "represcn ting the germ
OB,
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in tl1e Sun- MEN ol!' Buso,.ss Wno DID SomcTJima BEBIDBB
MlliNG MoNEY.
beam1" considering tbe blue-glass cure-of value
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERIOANB.
w stclt and well. By mail, 10 cents eaob.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "TbeLaw
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 prr.;esd cloth
BY .J'Al!IES PARTON.

J!'. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
HnmanTemperaments " with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 centB..i,' 1Generation before Re~ren•
erationJ'' by Dr. E. Jj. Foote, Jr. 1 )0 cents; •rRe·
ports or Conventions and Parlor ro.eetin!(B during
11182," 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of tbe
Jnstitute of Heredity,M~, 188fii•W cents.
AddreBB
'l'HE TB
SEEKER.

The Heathens of the H rat h. A finely

I
~
"SHOPPEL'S MODERN h

CHRISTIANITY
A. REWARD FOR CRIM
Subs1an11ated b)' the Bible.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
Tbe Story Hour. For Children and
Youth. ~x..Busan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 211 smaller illustrations; large tvpe, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp,, bds., $1.25.

BY

0. B. WHITFORD, M. D.

Price 10 Ccnll',j l,('rDozell,$l.CO
Address

Two Little Red .Mittens. A Story of
tbe Rigbtway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

THE

A Story-Book for

CONVEl\TIONAL LIES OF Ot:R
CIVILIZATION.

tne Youn!l' Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. Tbis very excellent work for young master• and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second bas been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition bas a
photograph of the author which adds very
mucb to the value of tbe volume.

From tbe German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Pllila. Record.
This Book is not a Book! It is a Deed! and
those who OJlJ)OHC it will prove that they fear it.Vienna Netns. Pri~':>_50 C<·nts.
Address Ttl.~!< TllUTH BEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl.. New York.

A ()vies of Gold.

Tte Youth's Liberal Guide.

By

Prof. H. M. KottingertA.M. Price; $1.00. Tbis
volume aims at the eo.ucation of youth in the
princwles of Freetbonght, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rigbh from a standpoint of pure reason and
~~WR. sense. Address THE TRUTH

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."

Blble Inquirer. A Key to Bible Investieation. Revised Edition. Tbis pam1,>hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible P,ropositlons,
with numerous references and mtatwns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. Price
aoenUI.

By .B. W. Lacy
A

thorough exposure· of tbe Catholic priest'b
sophistry, unfairness, and historical misstatement.
Prlc'- Cloth, U; Paper, riO Cents.

I

!

i, calculating, cmel bigot
[tical, went to Geneva, and
.e republic establi•hed the
y ever known among men.
,e iron yoke of his detestable
:s of the people, and pounced
him with sanguinary ferocbolical act• were the execn..
:he poet, and the roasting to
death of Michae~ Servetus
. in a B).ow fire of green oak.
The ·details of his acts of
cold-blooded cmelty excite
the horror even of a Christian.-D. M. BenneU. ·
RELIGioN is the perception of the relation in which
i we stand to the principle of
the universe. But, if the
principle of the universe be
not an organic being, the
model and prototype of
man, the "relation ·between
it and h11IIi.an beings is ab. solutely · none. · .Without
some insight into its will
respecting Ollr. actions, religion is nugatory and vain.
But will is only a mode of
animal mind; moral'quali1 ties also are sllch as only a
human being can possess,
to attribute •hem to the
principle of the universe is
to annex to it properties incompatible with any possible definition of its nature.
It is probable iliat the word
" God " was originally only
an e:x:pression denoting the
unknown cause of the
, known events which man
perceived in the universe.
By the vulgar mistake of a
metaphor for a real bPing,
of a potency for· a thing,
it became a man, endowed
with human qualities and
governing the universe as
an earthly monarch governs his kingdom. Their
addresses to this imaginary
being, indeed, are much in
the same style as those of
subjects to a king. They
acknowledge his benevolence, deprecate his anger,
and supplicate his fa.vor.Shellsii'B Notes to Queen Jfab.

:evalent in this vicinity.

f/ldds and

iriff reform bill was defeated
:'dst week.

~nds.

,,ie of Havana amuse themselvs
WHY wa•herwomen '-are unreasonable-because
they expect to hav soft water when it rains hard.
·~·~d-fashioned Spanish bull.flght.
WE are told nothing was made in vain; but how
~NTY-ONE persons hav been sentenced to about
the fashionable girl? Isn't she a maiden
·' :1prisonment~ for taking part in the Belfast, vain?
Ireland, religious riots.
A souTHERN newspaper givs an account of a
A SUBSCRIPTION of $300 has been raised in man who tried to hang him•elf with a towel and
came
down with a crash.
London to be sent to Walt Whitman, the
WIFE
: Are you in favor of the eight hour move.
poet, as a New Year's present.
ment1 Husband: I am in favor of the ate our
LIEUTENANT HENN and wife, of the English dinner movement just now.
yacht Galatea, returned home by steamer last
A GIRL whose yonng man took her to the play
Saturday. As usual, the Galatea was left be- and left her four times to go out and get a clove:
called
him her four-leave clover.
hind.
WHAT adds to the unpopularity of the cyclone is
TnE generous New York Jews hav just that while it blows away almost everything on a
helU a fair in aid of the Montefiore Home for farm, it has never been known to take tJ,e mortChronic Invalids in Central Park. The fair gage.
netted $165,000.
FoRTY laborers employed at the large tannery of Fayerweather & Ladow of Clearfield,
Pa., hav been discharged for joining the
Knights of Labor.
TnE Rev. Prof. David Swing, of Chicago,
condemns that form of dress for ballet dancers
which makes the wearer look like a parasol
with two handles.
· SoME member of
the Knights of Labor
has
•
•
exposed and published the secrets, gnps, and
passwords of the order. The Knights are
very justly indignant about it.

A NATIV of New Hebrides once prePented himself
to a missionary, accompanied by two women, and
asked to be united in marriage with them. "Two!"
cried t.he scandalized clergyman. "Impossible ;
my religion forbids polygamy." A few days afterwal"d the s1wage returned with ouly one, and
MATILDA JANE (who has given Jimmy the tall"y asked that the •acred rites might be performed.
money to take c~re of): HPre, You, ,Jim Sweeuey! . "Bless ns! Now I hav only one woman." "And
come back wid dat cent. Did yer want ter •neuk what Las become of the other?" "!t'Ie eat her!"
off ter Canada wid )"e!" boodle, sa-ay 1
HENS make a great mi•take in nut salting their 1
TilE CHORUS.
eggs before they lay them. Their el!gs wonltl
,
{Homan Catholic, L
1 UIESTB g;~Rrab~~~~lic. f DEVILS
keep longer and sell better, ~lid the hens wonld
not hav to work so hard for higher wages.
Three little devil•, all in a row,
"YEs," said 8igourney to a bachelor friend with
W1th three little cro•sps all for a show;
a sigh, "I am manied. Very much so. I loved
The"e little devils sing very well
I' not wi•eb·, but too well, nnd the tirst I knew I had
'l'he chorus, You will all go to hell.
propo•ed. I was a •tranger, aud •he took me in."
Presbyterian,}
~-IAINE m 1"ller (to b uy WI"tl1 a gn"
· t) : I suppose,
llhNISTERS lBnpti•t,
IMPs
1 "'
Hethodist.
bub, you think yon know mo•t everything, eh 1
Three little imps, all in a row,
No, •ir, not everything. I know millers' hogs
With three little Bibles all for a show;
1 are ~!way" fat, but I dun't kuow whuse corn they
These three little imps sing very well
get fat on.
'!'he chorus, You will all go to hell.
JoNEs : And you •aY your mother-in-law has re-

!

THE effects of Salmi Morse, :who spent all 1
his money getting up his Passion Play and cently changed fur the better, become quite ami1
then committed suicide because the Christians able 1 Smith: Yes. She reminds me of a ship
of this city would not allow the play to be i that.ha•just come into port. J.: Indeed! How ~o1
S.: 8110 has dropped her ranco1·.
produced, are to be sold at auction. They
consist mainly of manuscripts.
IF you hav an enemy, do not bnyh1s boy a drum.
Your enemy would probably luck throngh the
D&AOON JosHUA DEAN of the Red Mills •heepskm within twenty-four hours. Buy his
•
'
•
1 next-door neighbor's boy a ch·urn.
It will work
Presbytenan church at Yorktown, N.Y., IS just as well, and he can't get tit
on trial. He is charged with " irreligious and
a .·
irreverent conduct during divine service and
Wour:n JOU say the poultry IS very ~ender, or
1 the fowl1• very tender7"asked the boardlllg-house
t>lsewhere." The specifications accuse the mist1·e•s of one of her victim• nt dinner. "Neitleacon uf "driving a trotting horse on the: ther,'' wns the reply. "What, then, would yon
Loru's day; groaning when the minister says , say 1" "I'd say the chicken i• mighty tough,"
something in l1is sermon that he (Dean) does came from the boarder with emphasi•.
not like; drawing comic. pictures of the pasA HINT To PARENT~.
tor on the fly-leaf of his hymn book during . Brown : You are looking very glum thi• morn-

I ,
I "

.

.

I

divine service, and showing it to his neighbors, und other immoral conduct." The trial
is secret. The cause of this wicked conduct
on the part of the deacon is said to be the
•
k
ll
~astor s recent attac on t~e se ers of appleJack, of whom the deacon IS one.

B.: I hav no trouble·with my boys.
G.: How do you manage With 'em T
B.: Well, I make houwhappy for them, never
wl)ip them-that destroY& self-rilBPect-make companions of lhem. Talkw-~hem kiudly when thoy
do wrong, and show them it is manly to be good.
If they injure any person, I make them go and
apologize, and if· there are any damages I make
them good, and point out to the boys the injury
they hav done to me in bringing upon me that expense. I used to break a window-pane occasioually myself when I was a boy, and I havn't forgotten it.
G.: But don't you giv 'em a good thrashing
when they do wrong 1
B.: Certainly not. I havn't a rod or a strap in
my house.
G.: Well, I'll be dumm'd.-Boston Courter.

I m~~een : I

hav cause. My boy has run away;
gone West to fight the Indians, or gone to sea.
I B.: Th~~ot so 1 Why did he run away 1
I G.: Don't kno~, unless it's tho•e darned dime
novels. I've whipped that boy till he was black
and blue, and sworn at him till I was tired, but it
didll't do any good.

I

Workingwomen, }
PEOPLE { Workingmen,
FooLS
Children.
Three little fools, all in a row,
With three little tears all for a show;
The"" three little fuol" sing very well
'!'he chorus, We will all go to hell.
Voltaire, }
l\IEN { Paine,
MEN
Ingersoll.
Three little men, all in a row.
With three little smiles all for a show.
These three little men said, Very well,
Devils, imps, and fools should all go to hell.

~

reacher,}

SAINTH Newton, PREACHERfol
Collyer.
Three little saints, all in a row,
With three little protests all for a show.
These three little saints sing very well
The chorus, Nonsense I there is no hell.

·
THE s1l.th age shifts
Into the lean and slip;:tred pantaloon,
With spectacles oD""!~se and pouch on side;
His youthful hose, well saved. a world too wide
Fm· his shmnk ~hank; r.nd his bi! manly voice,
Turning again toward chilclish treble, pipes
A.n.d whistles in his sound. Last scene of all,
That ends this strange eventful history,
I• •econd childishness and mere oblivion;
8an• teeth, sans eyes, sans ta•te, sans everything.
-Shakspe>·e.

WHEN Christian theology encountered the probltm of evil, it became necessary to relieve the almighty of all responsibility for it. That is a fine
stroke in the story where Adam indirecth• charges
the Lord God with all the trouble : "The woman
whom thou gavest me-she gave me of the tree,
and I did eat." But the woman says," The serpent beguiled me." Dear Eve, how hav the theologians thanked thee for that word ! Identifying
the serpent with the devil, they hav made him responsible for the existence of evil. But could she
not hav said to the Lord God, "Th& serpent whom
thou gavest me tempted, and I did eat?" If there
is a devil, he is God's devil Either this or God is
not infinit.. If he is infinit, then there is nothing
in the world which is not a fraction of his wholeness.- Chadwick's Rise of Man.
AMoNG the sufferers at the auto-da-fe which
Philip II. celebrated for his escape from shipwreck
and his marriage with Isabella of France, was
Carlos de Sessa, a young noble of distinguished
character and abilities, who said to the king as he
passed by the throne to the stake, "How can you
thus look on and permit me to be burnt 1" Philip
then made the memorable reply, carefully recorded and panegyrized by hi~ biographer. "I would
carry the wood to burn my own son withal, were
he as wicked as you."-Jfutlev's Dutch Republic.
IN the first part of the present century, evolution
beg11n to unfold the flower of the mind under the
form of science. Science has done what skepticism
failed to accomp!ish-'t has given know/edue as a
substitnte for fatll!. It baR cultivated intense intellectual habits in modern society, and given
mankind a. sure test of trnt-h and its method of
verification by means of experiment, observation,
and deduction. Science is inextricably hostil to
supernaturalism. It knows nothing of a >upe>·nature; to it, all is nature, and nature is all. From
prehistoric times the race has been under control
of ignorance and fear, but science has given
knowledge, and knowledge has given courage.Bell's Irrepressible Conflict.
JEsus CHRIST was a man, with all the faults and
Imperfections of the prophetic character. The
Bible is simply a collection of Jewish writing•.
The miracles in the Old Testament deserve no
mGre attention than the miracles in Homer. The
miracles in the gospels are hke the miracles in
Plutarch's Lives ; they do not lessen the value of
the bio11raphy 1 and the value of the biography
does not lessen the absurdity of the miracles.Reade's Marl!lrdom Qf Ma~.

BETTER not be at all than not be n 0 b!e.-Tenni/IIOO.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
Price, 25 cents.

MAN believes that to be a lie which contradicts
1he testimony of his own ianorance.-Anon.
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